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TO

MY AV^IFE

THIS VOLVMS J8 MOST AFFECTIONATELY

Vt Dear Wifi: Be not ntrprUed when you gee thin Dedicatioftr-^{hi$

token of my high e&Uem. 1 oti, abwe all oihen^ Heaerve th%» mark of heart-

fdt reyard. When often ^*couraged in my labortt^ yoa sti^ained me with

your affeetioH ; vhen bowed down under the attacke of biffotrt/, ycmr love

raided me up ; when Borefy depressed by the neglect of other*, your tympa-

thetic attention revived me. You have ever taken a deep and abiding

iiitereU in my work. Snrelyj in view of yoiir faithfidnetn to me and the

eommunion of a eommon faith in the doctrines following, it ia proper for

me to expreu the constant desire, that you may abnndaTUty realiu, in a

future happy experience, the blessings of t/u Kingdom here delineated,

THAT YOU, WHO HAVE UVBD SO MUCH AV MY HEART,

May enjoy the privileges of **'the firti-bomy" and thits reign with Christ i

that our rdatiomship here may qttaJify ns the more for the fmitiotx

of each other's society in the predicted Theocracy of cur Lord

Jetutt the Christ, is the ardent prayer of your devoted

HUSBAND.





" 8^e ]s no safe ctrfBtnttt bat of SJtriptnre onig, for nrq toitribmng mHit to builb

s^on. £^is, i^eitforc, uvji i\na onig, | ^abe icbsok to htHtbt ; t^is | bill proftftu ; nc-

coiMng to l^b | iniU Hbe» wriii for l^tB | bill not onli; fanllmglg, \mi then glablg, loou nig

&fe, t^ong^ | s^oollr be &on|^ 1^ A^ibtiBnii s^onlb iaht it from nu. ^ro^ose me sngt^mg

onl of ilpB book, anb reqaiie b^rt^er | btlitbe it or no, anb stcnre it ntber so incompre^zn-

sible to ^omane reason, | b)il( sobsciibe it ^snb anb (jeait, as hnobtng no bemons ration tan

be stronger i\[an t^ts, ^ob ^nib satb so, therefore it is true. |n ol^rr lyings | foill lahe no

qor's Itbertit oi jnbgment from ^Im ; neither s^U ang man take mine from me. | bill

t^nk no man t^e borse man, nor l^e borse Christian. | brtll lobe no man i^t Icsse for

biiciing in opinion bit^ me. ^nb b^ measnre J mtet to o%rs | expect from l^tm

agant. | am fnllg aasnreb t^t €ob bocs not, anb therefore tlg&i men oat not to require

ang more of ang man. iban t^is : ia belirbe i^t IScrtptnre to be ^ob's Wiaib, to cubiabor to

finbe l^e trot sense of it, anb to libe nctorbing to it."

—

Chillingworth.

"^^ portion of ^eabenlg SStisbom b^ic^, nnbcr sot^ nrtnmstances, snrblbts anb is

t^tris^eb, taHL be pst t^e first articles of belief,—t^e ^abing ^nbtmints of ^piritnnl Jfife.

0f l^ese t}^t ^eab of tlje £^rc^ ^tmself takes care, lest fnit^ sljonlb ntttrhj bisappear from

t^ tart^. ^nt btsibe t^e inestimable jebtl of elementary hnfthrlebge—t^e price of bbic^

an aebtr be tolb—boes t^ere not rest foit^iit tfee folbs of tfee Inspireb ^onh an inef^aiistible

store. ia\ju:}j t^c inbastrg of man. piouslji birccteb, ong^t to elicit; bnt b^ic^ if men neglect it,

1^ Jorb farill not forte npon tjeir notice ? |t b t^is hibben treasnre b^^ a^onlb animate

l|e amintion of bigorons anb bebont minbs. Jrom sac^ at seconb ^nb t^e bobg of t^e

^^1 Hre to receibe it, tf at all : anb if not so obtaineb for t^em anb bealt ont b|! tj^rlr

teachers, noting bill be more meager, nn&eb, almost infantile, t{|an t^e fait^ of ^itrts-

tiaBS."—^ISAAC Tayloa,
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INTRODTJCTION".

Ik this work it is proposed to show what the Covenants demand, and
what relationship the second coming, kingdom, and glory of '* The Christ''

sastains to the same, in order that perfected Bedemption may be realized.

This, logically, introduces a large amount of converging testimony.

The history of the human race is, as able theologians have remarked,
the history of God's dealings with man. It is a fulfilling of revelation

;

yea, more : it is an unfolding of the ways of God, a comprehensire
confirmation of, and an appointed aid, in interpreting the plan of redemp-
tion. Hence Gx)d himself appeals to it, not merely as the evidence of the
truth declared, but as the mode by which we alone can obtain a full and
complete view of the Divine purpose relating to salvation. To do this we
must, however, regaxdpast, present, andfuture history. The latter must
be received as predicted, for we may rest assured, from the past and
present fulfilment t)f the word of God, thus changed into historical

realit]^, that the predictions and promises relating to the future will also

in their turn become veritable history. It is this faith, which grasps the
future as ahready present, that can form a decided and unmistakable
unity.

This is becoming more profoundly felt and expressed, and is forcibly

portrayed in some recent publications {e.g,, Dorner's His, Prot. TheoL,
Auberlfen's Div, Rev., etc.). Seeing that all things are tending toward
the kingdom to be hereafter established by Christ, that the dispen-

sations from Adam to the present are only preparatory stages for its

coming manifestation, surely it is the highest wisdom to direct special

and careful attention to the kingdom itself. If it is the end which
serves to explain the means employed ; if it is the object for which
a^es have passed by and are ever to revolve ; if the coming of Jesus,

which is to inaugurate it, is emphatically called " the blessed nope ;" if it

embraces the culmination of the world's history in ample deliverance and
desired restitution ; then it is utterly impossible for us to determine the
true significance, the Divine course, and the development of the plan of

salvation without a deep insight into that of the kingdom itself. Proph-
ets, apostles, and Jesus himself, especially in his last testimony, contin-
ually point the eje of faith and the heart of hope to this kingdom as the
brignt light which can clearly illumine the past and present, and even
dispel the darkness of the future. Scripture and theology, the latter in

its very early and later development, teach us, if we will but receive it,

that we cannot properly comprehend the Divine economy in its relation to

man and the world, unless we reverently consider the manifestation of its
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uUtmale result as exhibited in this kingdom. It follows, therefore, that a
work of this kind, intended to give an understanding of a subject bo vital,

however defective in part, requires no apology to the reflecting mind.
Every effort in this direction, if it evinces appreciation of truth and rever-

ence for the word, will be received with pleasure by the true Biblical student.*

In the reaction against Rationalism, Spiritualism, Naturalism, etc., special

attention has been paid to the kingdom of God and the relation that it sus-

tains to history. The attack and defense revealed both how important the
subject, and now sadly it had been neglected. It has been admitted by
recent writers of ability {e,g., Dr. Auberlen, Div. Rev,, p. 387), that
much is yet to he learned in reference to it ; that only a beginning has been
made in investigating the subject ; that a correct solution of the difficul-

ties surrounding it in order to give a satisfactory reply to objections is still

a work of the future. Some (as e.^., Rothe), when looking over the great
array of Biblical authors, still find in their labors a something lacking,

which when carefully analyzed resolves itself in & lack of Divine unity in
reference to the kingdom of God, evincing itself in a mystical, if not arbi-

trary, definition of it, in various forms, to suit a present exigency, or har-
monize a supposed difficulty. This feeling is strengthened by the
continued assaults of unbelievers, which have been for some time made
against the early history of Christianity. Numerous works have appeared,
and with the Doldest criticism have pointed out discrepancies existing
between the ancient faith and that entertained by the large bodjr of the
Church at the present day ; and from such differences of belief have inferred

that the early faith was sadly defective, and that its promulgators are there-

fore unworthy of our confidence. We are told that the ajwstles, apostolic

fathers, and the first Christians generally were well-meaning and even
noble men, but '* ignorant, enthusiastic, and fanatical '* in their opinions.

Rejoinders, on the other hand, have appeared, which, professing to defend
the apostles, and fathers, are yet forced, most unwillingly, to admit the
leading charge preferred by their opponents. Thus, e,g,, the German
Rationalists point to the preaching of John the Baptist, the disciples, and the
first believers, and show conclusively that they preached a kingdom which
accorded with the Jewish forms—viz., a kingdom here on earth under the
personal rei^ of the Messiah, the Davidic throne and kingdom being
restored. They press this matter with an exultant feeling, realizing

that the great proportion of the Church being opposed to such a belief

materially aids them in condemning the first preaching of the gospel of

I When regarding the large number of able treatises on varions parts of the s-abject here
discussed, the anther felt somewhat like Montesquien, who. in his preface to *' The
Spirit of Laws," wrote : "When I saw what so many great men in France, in England,
and in Germany had written before me. I was buried in admiration ; but I did not lose

courage. I said with Correggio, ' I also am a painter.* " My painting consists in bringing

together upon a large canvas the ideas of many painters ; or, without figure, to place in
a strict logical, consecutive order the truths pertaining to the kingdom, truths too oft«n
presented in an isolated, disconnected manner, and thus destroying their force. As to
the ability to perform such a labor of love, the text above contains a enfficient excuse.

For ciod, passing by the refined and the learned, first showed forth His wisdom and
power in Galileans (Acts 2:7); He chooses •* the foolish things of the world to con-
found Uie wise" (1 Cor. 1 : 27) ; He places His " treasure in earthen vessels, that the
excellency of the power may be of Gtod and not of us" (2 Cor. 4 : 7), in order to evince

the often-repeated fact that even humble talents and attainments may be highly useful

in upholding the truth.
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tbe kingdom, and thus making the founders of the Chnrch unworthy of

credence. The Church itself^ by its published faith respecting the king-

dom, forges the weapons that are employed against it. Every work on
the other side in defense of the founders of the Christian Church, unable

to set aside the abundant and overwhelming evidence adduced, frankly

admitft that the first preaching was in a Jewish form ; that the faith of the

early Church is not now the faith of the Church (saving that of a few
individuals) ; and endeavors to solve the diflBculty (as, e.g,, Neander, and
others) by declaring, that the early period was a transition state, a prepara-

tory stace, an adaptation to meet the necessities of that age ; that hence
the truth in the matter of the kingdom was enveloped in a " husk,^^ and
was to be gradually evolved in '^ the consciousness of the Church " by its

growth. Aside from thus virtually making Church authority superior to

Scripture (for according to this theory we know far more doctrinal truth

than the apostles), we earnestly protest against such a defense, which leaves

the apostles chargeable with error (embracing the husk instead of the

kernel), invalidates their testimony, and makes them unreliable guides.

Under several of the propositions this feature will be duly examined ; for

the present we have only to say : the reason for such a lack of unity, of

vital connection, of satismctory apologetics, arises simply from ignoring a

fact brought out vividly by Barnabas in his Epistle—viz., that the Abra-
hamic Covenant contained tJie formative principles, the nucleus ot the Plan
of Redemption ; and that all future revelations is an unveiling^ a develop-

ing, a preparation for the ultimate fulfilment of that covenant, and of the

kingdom incorporated in the predictions and promises relating to that

covenant. The legitimate outgrowth is alone to be received as the

promised kingdom, without human addition in the way of defining and
explaining. In this way only can we preserve the simplicity and harmony
of Scripture, find ourselves in unison with the early preaching of this

kingdom, and consistently, without detracting from the apostles and thuir

immediate followers, defend the Divine record against the shafts of

unbelieverB.

The multiplicity and utter inconsistency of prevailing interpretations

ot the kingdom ; the complete failure to reconcile such meanings with the
preaching of the apostles ; the unfortunate concessions made by able theo-

logians to the Strauss and Bauer school on the subject of the kingdom ; the
impossibility of preserving the authority and unity of the apostolic teaching
from the modem standpoint of the kingdom ; the honest desire to obtain,

if possible, the truth—these and other considerations led the writer to

repeatedly consider, for many years, the Divine Revelation (in connection

with the history of man) with special reference to this subject, until he was
forced, by the vast array of authority and the satisfactory unity of teach-

ing and of purpose which it presented, not only to discard the modem
dennitions as untrustworthy, but to accept of the old view of the kingdom
as the one clearly taught by the prophets, Jesus, the disciples, the apostles,

the apostolic fatners, and their immediate successors. In a course of read-

ing and study it has been constantly kept in view, and the results, after a
laborious comparison of Scripture, are now laid before the reader. This
work is far from being exhaustive. Here are only presented the outlines

of that which some other mind may mould into a more attractive and
comprehensive form- Owing to providences which prevented the writer

from actively prosecuting the ministry, he was directea to a course of study
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which inflnenced him years a^o to draw up a draft of the present work.
The need of such an one was then impressed, and this impression has been
deepened by a varied and close observation. Yet, feeling the necessity of
caution, it was held in abeyance to allow renewed reflection and investiga-

tion, until finally a sense of duty has impelled him to publish it as now
given. If it possesses no other merit than that of presenting in a compact
and logical form the Millenarian views of the ancient and modem believers,

and in paving the way for a more strict and consistent interpretation of
the kingdom, this itself would already be sufBcient justification for its

publication. The work, aside from ita main leading idea, contains a
mass of information on a variety of subjects and texts which may prove
interesting, if not valuable, in suggestions to others. The author is not
desirous to play the Diogenes, evincing, under the garb of humility and
pretended low opinion of self, the utmost vainglory ; or to enact the
Alexander, showing, through an ardent desire for praise, a strong ambition
for honors. A due medium, involving self-respect and a sincere desire to
secure the approval of good men, is the most desirable, and also the most
consistent with modesty. He therefore concluded, that no one could
justly suspect his honesty of purpose, integrity, and desire to promote the
truth, if be would publish his thoughts in the form herein given, even if

he went to the length—impelled by what he regarded as truth—of giving
the decided opinion, with reasons attached, that the views so universally

promulgated respecting the kingdom of God are radically wrong, deroga-
tory to the Plan of Redemption, opposed to the honor of the Messiah, and
a remnant, remarkably preserved, of Alexandrian, monkish, and popish
interpretation. Not that the writer claims entire freedom from error him-
self. Imperfection and a liability to err are, more or less, the condition of
all human writings, even of the most well intended. Therefore, while, ia
illustrating or defending my own views, the opinions of others maj be
brought into review, it is far from me to assert that in some things, either
through inadvertency, or ignorance, or prejudice, the author may not be
ultimatelv found to be in error. Seeing that this is our own common lot,

it would be unwise to approach each other's works with anv other than
candid eyes and charihsble hearts ; so that, while we may feel to regret
what appears to us a mistake, we may at the same time duly acknowledge
the truth which is given. It may bo proper to add in this connection,
lest the spirit and motive be misinterpreted, that in the course of the
work the names of authors are necessarily presented whose views are antas^-

onistic to those here advocated. As it would have required considerable

space to insert in each instance the respect and high regard the author has
for them, although they thus differ from him, he may be allowed, once for
all, to say that, while compelled to dissent from them, he nevertheless

esteems them none the less as believers in Christ. Honestly impelled to
differences, and, in justice to our subject, to criticise the views of eminent
men, we still gratefully acknowledge ourselves largely indebted to many of
them for valuable information, instruction, and suggestions. We have no
desire to reproach them, or, in imitation of some of them in reference to
ourselves, to call their integrity, or piety, or orthodoxy into question. Wo
may even indulge the hope that this work may elicit renewed reflection

study, and discussion, leading to the removal of the evident weakness aad
contradictory statements of the prevailing Church view. Its publication
may, we trust, be provocative of good, sustaining as it does the humble
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position of a forerunucr of tho truth, or the relationship of being merely
saggeetive, and thus opening the way for a more severe and critical,

eiamination of a doctrine which has been too much taken for granted.

Defective as our works are in some respects, yet gifted minds have asserted,

with charity and truth, that no mental toil, no laborious research, no
earnestness of effort to interpret the Scriptures, however deficient in part

or whole, should be undervalued, or scouted, or denounced, because all

such may either present some truth which may serve to elucidate others,

or produce thoughts that may be suggestive to others in introducing true
knowledge. We too often overlook even our indebtedness to opposers of our
opinions and belief. What Julius Miiller says should influence us not
only to attempt to labor ourselves, but to tolerate the efforts of others :

" (Jur attempts to exhibit the truth in its entirety and connection are only
like the prattle of children, compared with that clear knowledge which
awaits us ; but woe would it be to us if, because we cannot liave the
perfect, we should cease to apply to the imperfect, in all truthfulness

and honor, our strength and toil" (quoted by Auberlen, Biv, Rev,,

p, 415). This work is written under the impression, deepened by the tes-

timony of able scholars, that the love of truth is one of the fundamental
principles given to us by Christianity, and revived by the spirit of Protes-

tantism and Science, Iffnorance, lanaticisni, party prejudice, etc. may
indeed at times have obscured it, but intelligent piety has constantly

restored it. Under its influence every injjuiry after the truth, if conducted
with reverence to the Word, without animosity, and in meekness, even if

unsuccessful in its full attainment, is regarded by the truly learned and
wise with charity, without an impugning of motives, or questioning of

the religious standpoint of the searcher. This leads ot course, to the
position, that the credit we desire to be awarded to ourselves for present-

ing what we conceive to be truth, should be likewise extended to others.

And if others claim, that they are not to decline the responsibility of hold-

ing forth the whole truth from our apprehension of consequences; that

they are not to disguise or withdraw it through fear of giving offense, of

losing reputation and support—we justly claim the same privilege. More
than this : we can say with a distinguished theologian, who, contrasting

the labors of more recent theologians with those of the older, and pointing
out bow the Old Testament is beginning to be appreciated in its relations

to the Xew Testament, and the future—how the historical and doctrinal

features of the primitive Church are more distinctly developed, how the

place of the Church in its relation to the kingdom of God is more fully

recognized— adds, that these are only ** the beginnings of a work in which
it is a pleasure and joy to have any snare." *

This pleasure, however, is materially affected by one feature, the natural

result of human infi'^mity. Uprightness demands that we follow the

truth wherever it may lead, regardless of results, keeping in mind the
remark of Canstein (Lange, Ciwn., vol. 1, p. 516), ** Straightforward-

ness is best. When we seek to make the truth bend, it usually

breaks." The doctrine discussed in the following pages being within tha

field of controversy, and the subject of varied interpretation, it will

become in its turn, owing to its antagonism to the prevailing theology, the

legitimate subject of criticism. Of this we do not complain, but rather

1 Auberlen, Dlv. Eev,, p. 2G4.
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commend the fact " History repeats itself," and in such a repetition wc
do not flatter ourselves to escape the usual fate of our predecessors in
authorship. Indeed, we already have had sad foretastes of the same, con-
firming the teaching of Scripture, and corroborating the experience of
good men, that no exercise of wisdom, caution, and prudence will be able
whollj to avert the evil tongues and pens of others. Some men seem to be
constitutionally constituted to be " heresy-hunters," and imbibe largely the
spirit of Osianaer of Tubingen,who{Dorner's Hist, Prot, TJieoL, p. 185, note)
discovered in Amdt's writings Popery, Monkery, Enthusiasm, Pelagianism,
Calvinism, Schwenckfeldianism, Flaciauism, and Wegelianism. Arndt
survived the attack and still gloriously lives in the esteem of true Christian
freedom, while his opponent is almost forgotten. This random illuBtra-

tion* is taken from a vast multitude familinr to every scholar, and serves
to indicate a weakness naturally inherent in some men, and who,
perhaps, are scarcely answerable for its unfortunate display. Truth itself,

nowever, requires no such picking of flaws, no harshness of language, no
personality of attack, no bijioted and selfish support She loves to hide
herself in meekness, humuity, and love, while the graces of the spirit

surround and accompany her. The rude grasp, the rough touch even, is

sure to mar the neat foldings and to spoil the downy softness and shining
lustre of her garments. That this worlc will bring upon the author bitter
and unrelenting abuse is almost inevitable, presenting as it does unpalata-
ble truths to a proud humanity. How can this be otherwise, when even
the institution of the Lord*s Supper, intended as a bond of union and love,

has been made the subject of uncharitable discord, violent abuse, and
miserable hatred between professed believers. While we trust that the
spirit which actuated many of the eucharistic controversies may never'
again arise, we are only too sensible, from treatment already experienced,
that human nature remains the same. If the amiable Mclancnthon did
not escape, but most earnestly wished to be delivered from the rabies theo-

logorum, how can others be safe ? Even the Master himself was and is

attacked, and the disciple is not above his Master. The virulence
occasionally received from some quarters reminds one of the utterances of
older controversialists, such as Henry VIII. 's work, Luther's reply, and
More's rejoinder. Perhaps, like St. Austin and others, they regara such
a manifestation of spirit as perfectly legitimate, desirable, and honor-
able. We do not quarrel with those who have inherited a taste for ** bitter

herbs." Expressing ourselves candidly and fairly toward our opponents,
we dare not return trie epithets so liberally bestowed upon us. Two reasons

Srevent us : the first is, that dealing as we do '* with the testimony of
cBus, which is the spirit of prophecy," entering the sacred province of

Scripture with the words of God constantly flowing from our pen, portra^*-

in^ the holy utterances of the Most High, it ill becomes us, when thus
writing of the precious things pertaining to redemption, the kingdom of
the Great King, and the ultimate ^lory of God, to mingle with it the
painful evidences of human passion. The second is, dealing with a
subject which, in the writer's opinion, has been misapprehended by-

talented men, it is amply sufllcient, for the elucidation and confirmation of
the truth, to point out aefects and exhibit statements in opposition with-

1 The Faculty of Wittenberg with John Dentschman (Kurtz's Ch. Hx8U, vol. 2p p.
241) charged the amiable Spener with 264 errors, so Ijnx-eyed are some critics.
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ont defaming tlie character or standing of any one. The latter procedure
is worthy alone of a grovelling Jesuitical casuistry. . Our names (Miiiena-

rian) have been linked with Cennthus, heresy, etc., which is only imitat-

ing the amiable example of the Jesuit Theo|)hilus Raynaud, who was noted
for coupling his adversaries with some odious name to render them, if

possible, contemptible by the comparison. It is the same trick resorted to

by some Jews to wound Christ, and can only have weight with the
unreflecting.^ To hold up the faults of opinion in others, for the sake of
contrasting, explaining, and enforcing the truth, is allowable to all

;

especially when they are published, and thus become a sort of common
property, or at least challenge the notice of others ; but to hold up a
man*s faults simply to make him odious is a despicable business. As Ful-
ler {Eccl. HisL, Book X., p. 27) has wisely said :

** What a monster
might be made out of the best beauties in the world, if a limner should
leave what is lovely and only collect into one picture what he findeth

amiss in them ! I know that there be white teeth in the blackest blacka-
moor, and a black bill in the whitest swan. Worst men have something
to be commended ; best men, something in them to be condemned. Only to

insist on men's faults, to render them odious, is no ingenious (sic)

employment," etc. We doubt not the ultimate fulfilment of Isa. G6 : 5

in the case of many who have been thus defamed :
^* Hear the word of

the Lord, ye that tremble at His word
;
your brethren that hated you,

that cast you out for my name's sake, said, Let the Lord be glorified : but
He shall appear to your joy, and they shall be ashamed." This passage
suggests that a mistaken zeal for God's glory may often be the leading
motive of controversial bitterness—that our " brethren " may, through
such overzeal, be its willing instruments. This, alas, embitters author-
ship on controverted questions. The opposition and obloquy consequent
to and connected with such a discussion as follows while duly autici-

pated^* as a heritage of the studious sons of the Church (the more marked
their labors, the greater the abuse), would be less painful if it came only
from infidels or the enemies of the truth, but much of it comes through
those from whom, in view of a common faith and hope, we expect differ-

ent treatment—at least forbearance if not charity. Acknowledging the

* Simple candor requires us to say, that some of our opponents write against ns in a
style that forcibly reminds ns of the Popish bnlls against heretics, or the sapercilious lan-

guage addressed by sundry ecclesiastical and civil judges, in the days of Queen Elizabeth,

against the Paritana—a style constantiy reiterated in histoiy and produced by the spirit,
** I am holier than thou," connected with a feeling of personal importance akin to that

of the petty constable who fel( that anything in opposition to himself was in oppo-
sition to the commonwealth itself. Yet philosophy may suggest, that reproach, however
bestowed, often answers, like the dark background or shading of a portrait, to bring out
more vividly the individuality—a principle that Benan recognizes in Christ ; the re-

proaches of others bringing out, by way of contrast, more prominently and distinctively

the traits and characteristics of Jesus. Would any lover of the Christ wish this part of

the record blotted ont ? If not, why object to it when related to ourselves, especially

when contrasted with Matt. 6 : 10-12, etc.

* When Spalatin, the chaplain of Frederick the Wise, desired to translate a work thst
would give general satisfaction and at the same time be useful, he requested Luther to

recommend to him such an one. Luther, in his reply, declared that it was impossible to

find such a book, saying, that if he wished to make people '* hear the voice of Jesus Chrint,

you will be useful and agreeable, depend upon it, to a veiy small number only. " Luther's

view, alas, is painfully coiroborated by the disputes over " the testimony of Jesus," and
the i«eompense meted out to those calling specific attention to it.
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respectful and Christian manner in which we are spoken of by a number of
our opponents, jet the simple fact is, that if any one dares to arise and
call into question the correctness of popular views and propose another, one
too in strict accordance with the earlj teaching of the Church, his motives
are assailed, his piety is doubted, his character is privately and publicly
traduced, his learning and ability are lowered, his position is accorded a
scornful and degrading pity, by persons who deem themselves set up for

the defense of the truth. This plainness of speech the reader will

pardon when he is assured that the writer, for the sake of the opinions
set forth in this work, has suffered all this from the hands of ** brethren,"
who, by such efforts, reproaches, innuendoes, etc., have sought to lessen

his influence and retard nis preferment. Precisely as the learned Mede
and hundreds of others have experienced.** We here enter our protest,

that truth is never benefited by such conduct, and that Christianity in its

most rudimentary form forbids such treatment. But in justice to the real-

ly intelligent class of our opponents, we must say that such dealings
toward us do not come from the truly learned opposer—for among such the
writer has the pleasure of numbering valued friends. One feature of this

work will briiiff upon us the censure of some—viz., the candid concessions
made to unbelievers who attack the Scriptures, and the acceptance of
the principle of interpretation (t.c, the grammatical sense), the views
entertained respecting the kingdom by Joan the Baptist, disciples, and
early church, etc., to which the writer is forced by justice, love for the
truth, and the decided, overwhelming proof presented in behalf of the
same. It must be acknowledged that many facts pertaining to the king-
dom, as covenanted, predicted, and preached, are either entirely ignored or
most imperfectly (inconsistently) explained by Christian Apologists. But
these very concessions form for us a means of logical strength, of consonant
unity, of accordance with Scripture and history, that, meeting unbelief

fairly and honesily upon its own ground, furnish us with the proper
weapons for defending the integrity of the Word and the reputation of the
first preachers of " the gospel of the kingdom," bringing a continued veri-

fication of the Divine utterance, that '* a man's foes shall be they of his

» Compare the case of Edward IrviQR {Life of, by Mrs. Oliphant, pp. 337-339). who of-
fered to win the degree of Doctor of Divinity by snbmitting to an academical examina-
tion, etc. Borne of our opponents have received the title for writing books against ns.
Thosn Bubject to snch treatment can, however, console themselves with such passages
as 1 Cor. 3 : 18, when, as Barnes tells ns {Vom. locL^ Hemark 17), that the Christian
**inu8t be willing to be esteemed a fool ; to be despised ; to have his name cast out as
evil ; and to be regarded as even under delusion and deception. Whatever may be his
rank or his reputation for wisdom and talent and learning, he must be willing to be
regarded as a fool by his former associates," etc. Alas ! this was foreseen, and hence Uio
encouragement given by Josus, Matt. 6 : 11, etc. Bishop Newton remarks {Proph,
,Diss., Vol. 2, p. 164), that we have but little encouragement from the Church in
studies of this kind, and instances the neglect bestowed upon two, " the most learned
men of their times,'* viz., Mede and Daubuz. The experience of many corroborates this
statement. The writer has now in his mind several men of eminent ability, who are
suffering from the covert and open attacks of ** brethren/' and are in danger of losing
poffitions of usefulness and trust. But we console ourselves with Bothe's declaration
{'* Stille Btunde") :

*' He whose thoughts rise a little above the trivial must not be em*
prised if he is thoroughly misunderstood by most men." One of the severest trials—in-
cident to our infirmity—to a sensitive heart, is the loss of personal friends, highly
esteemed, through adhesion to what is honestly regarded as the truth, but which such
may suppose to be error.
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own household." Of course, we expect no special favor from ctoes
Infidels, Spiritualists, Mystics, Free Religionists, and a variety of others,

whose basis necessarily leads to opposition and whose unbelief is frankly
criticised. Yet even such have dealt far more justly toward us, owing to

our honest conceptions of historical facts, than members who were united
with us in the same church. We may suitably close this section by again
referring to that noble characteristic of candor which should, above all,

mark oar criticism of doctrine. We select as an apt illustratian of our
meaning the honorable example of Professor Bush. Although in his

writings an opposer of Millenarianism, he endeavors to couceal no facts,

however adverse to himself, but freely gives them, being too much of a
scholar to be unact^uainted with them, and too much of a gentleman and
Christian either to ignore, or to despise, or to deny them. Thus, e.^., he
fully admits the universality of our doctrine in the first three centuries and
eloquently says :

** We are well aware of the imposing array of venerable
names by which it (Ohiliasm) is surrounded, as if it were the bed of Solo-
mon guarded by threescore valiant men of Israel, all holding swords, and
expert in war." Unable to receive our doctrine, he still does justice to

that noble list of martyrs, confessors, writers, theologians, missionaries,

and others, who have held it, and finds in them the redeeming qualities of
Christian integrity, faith, love, and holiness.

It is a fact, lamented by ,some of our ablest divines, that there must be
something radically wrong in our prevailing interpretation of the Bible,

which allows such a diversity of antagonistic exegesis and doctrine, and by
which the truth is weakened and humbled, so that Revelation itself, by its

means, becomes the object of Rationalistic and Infidel ridicule and
attack, and is even sorely wounded in the house of its friends by its

stumbling, conceding, but well-meaning apologetic defenders. To indi-

cate this feeling, which prevails to a considerable extent, Dr. Aubor-
len {Div, Rei\, p. 387) quotes Rothe as saying respecting the defects of

exegesis :
** Our key does not open—Ma righi key is lost; and till we are

put in possession of it again, our exposition will never succeed. The
system of biblical ideas is not that of our schools ; and so long as we
attempt exegesis without it, the Bible will remain a half-closed book. We
must enter upon it with other conceptions than those which we have been
accustomed to think the only j^ossible ones; and whatever these may be,

this one thing at least is certain, from the whole tenor of the melody of

Scripture in its natural fulness, that they must be more realistic and
massive,** This is a sad confession after the voluminous labors of cen-

turies, and vet true as it is sorrowftiL We may be allowed to suggest,

that the onXj way in which this key can be obtained is to return to the
principles of interpretation adopted and prevailing in the very earlv history

of the Christian Church, by which, if consistently carried out, the kingdom
of Grod in its " realistic and massive " form appears as the reliable inter-

preter of the Word. In other wofds, we have no suitable key to xinlock

Revelation if we do not seize that providedfor us in the revealed Will of

God respecting the ultimate end that H^ has in view in the plan of

redemption and the history of the world. A way is only known when the
beginning and terminus are considered ; a human plan can only be
properly appreciated when the results of it^re fully weighed : so with
God's way and God's plan, it can only be fully known when the end
intended is duly regarded. How to do this will be contained in some of
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the following propositions. That it will be accomplished we donbt not,
and we are encouraged to labor on when such men as Dr. Domer
(p. 4, In trod., vol. 2, Hist, of Prot. TheoL), expressing the sentiments
of many others, says :

" There can be no doubt that Holy Scripture
contains a rich abundance of truths and views, which Have yet to
be expounded and made the common possession of the Church,*' and
adds, that this will be done as the necessity of the Church requires.

'

This, however, cannot be accomplished without long and laborious stvdy
of the Scriptures, diligent comparison of them, and inflexible abiding
within the limits of their plain, grammatical teaching. We have no
sympathy with that flippant, unargumentative, high-sounding, but
unscriptural mode of presenting theological questions, so prevalent at the
present day, by which the merest tyro of a student endeavors to elevate
himself, as a teacher, above men who have been trained by grave and
extended reflection, and which manifests itself by despisinff the teachings
of the Apostolic Fathers and of the noble men of the Churcn, and enforces
its views by an applauding of modern views and modern theories as
evidences of progression in truth. The dignity of religion, the steadfast-

ness of faith, and the reliability of the discovery of truth, must suffer by
such a style, which locks the strength imparted by a scriptural basis—

a

** thus saith the Lord"—being built upon tne deductions of reason, with,
perhaps, here and there a scripture passage thrown in hj way of ornament-*
Give us men, who, instead of following their own fancies, or binding their
faith to human utterances, availing themselves of preceding knowledge,
patiently, thoughtfully, and reverently go to the very roots of questions,
and in things revealed by God determinately reject everything inconsistent
with such a revelation. We know that such a course demands courage

^ See the dnty of contribution in this direction insisted upon, and so eloquently ex-
pressed by Van Oosterzee in his address, " The Gospel History and Modem Criticism."
befote the Evangelical Alliance of 1873, and his insistence npon all in the chnrch in a
broad catholic spirit participating, happily quoting Dr. Nevin :

" The sectarian spirit is
always fanatical, or affects strength and has none." Oosterzee in his Oi, Dog.
(vol. 1, p. 69), speaking of an advancing and clearer apprehension of the tmth, antici.
pates, such ** e.g. on the subject of the eschatology of the nineteenth centniy."

* We are reminded of Henry More's sarcastic remark of smatteren in theology, who
are " pahot-like prattlers, boasting their wonderfol insight to holy truth, when as they
have indeed scarce licked the outside of the glasse wherein it lies." Human nature always
produces a class who think that what they do not know is not worth knowing, or who
suppose that, from the knowledge professed, they are eminently qualified to judge of
those things never examined or studied. The latter are illustrated by the professor of
Church history (mentioned, Blackwood's Mcufozine, June 1873, in article on Dr. Arnold >,

who, when questioned as to the writings of Uie Apostolic Fatliers, and the Apologists of
the second century, replied, that he knew nothing of these writings, bnt ** what with
the Bible on the one hand, and the human consciousness on the other, he knew very
well what must have happened in that century.** Bishop Berkeley's saying is still true :

** In the present age thinking is more talked of but less practised than in ancient times. *'

In ancient times the thinkers were the instructors ; nowadays nearly every one sets him-
self up for a teacher. The tendency now is to despise laborious research and to substitute
tinsel ; scholarship must give place to beautiful writing ; dept^ must be sacrificed for a
vast range of graceful figures of speech. The Bishop of Exeter {The InteUedxial Life^

p. 46) has well said, confirmed as it is by experience, " of all work that produces results,

nine tenths must be drudgery'*—" there is nothing which so truly repays itself as this
ery perseverance against weariness.** The discriminating, the scholarly, the wise, will.

over Against the large majority, give due credit to evidenced study and labor, even if un-
able to accept of all its results.
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and study, but in every instance when exhibited by published labors, it will

command, if not the entire assent, the reaped of the truly learned ; for

the latter, from experience, can appreciate, at least, the toil in producing
such a work. Give us such men, and then we can hope to make advance-
ment in Christian knowledge, in harmonizing the difficulties besetting

theology, and in widening the domain of thought, faith, aud hope. What
we want is solidity^ and that, in theology, is alone attainable oy having
underneath as a foundation to build on the pure declarationg of God*
What God says is true, what man says may be true ; and the truthfulness

of the latter can be ascertained, its certainty demonstrated, by compar-
ing it with that which God has declared. If *the comparison is favorable,

let ns accept of it ; if unfavorable, then let us have the Christian manhood
to reject it, no matter under whose name, patronage, or auspices it is

given. Rendering the regard due to the writings of others, it does not
follow that we must elevate them to the position of competitors of, or peers

with, the Divine utterances. Such a test the author solicits from the
reader, bringing to the consideration of the subject an impartial judgment,
and weighing its value and authority in the scripture balance and not in

human scales. Every sincere lover of the truth, even should his labor be
rejected in part or whole, must feel honored by the institution of such a
comparison.

It has, however, been the fate of some authors to be so far in advance of
their contemporaries that, appreciated only by the few discerning or
candid, it has required time, or the necessity of tno Church, or the endorse-
ments of a line of students to ^Ive importance and weight to their state-

ments. While the deepest thmkers freely admit that 7iew and valuable

contributions to theology are reasonably to be anticipated, that such are

absolntely required at the present juncture, and that such can only bo
found in the rich resources of the Word, yet it is remarkable that a
contribation thus given will, especially in the hands of those whose minds
are controlled by human traditions and by an exalting of Church author-
ity above that of the Scriptures, be rejected and anathematized on tho
ground of its being in opposition to their preconceived and favorite

formnla of doctrine.^ Others, through indifference or an indisposition

to examination, will pass it by with, probably, a momentary interest.

Others ag^in, the few tried friends of intellectual and theological effort,

will give it a fair, frank, and sincere reception, and form a candid estimate
of its value based exclusively upon its correspondence with the Holy
Scriptures. The latter occupy the real student position—'one that Dorner
has aptly characterized as of *' individual freedom, that indispensable
medium for all genuine appropriation of evangelical truth"—a freedom

* Trath has ever met vlth bitter opposition, and the cessation of this condition wonld
nullify the example and exhortations of the Master, and materially lessen the prospect of

fntare reward and glory. Emerson, in referring to a scholar's dnty to afford at least
** hotfpitality to every new thought of his time," adds :

'* The highest compliment man
erer receives from heaven, is the sending to him its disguised and discredited angels."

Advised by some friends, who take no interest in " the blessed hope," to destroy my work
(and if sinch advice had been followed in the case of others, exceedingly valtiable works,
the mo«it highly esteemed, would never have seen the light and secured the admiration
of multitudes—Gomp. Library yotea^p. 145, etc.,) because the only books read were
those of well-known and noted men, the writer felt impelled to perseverance for the rea-

sons aasigned in the preface.
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only limited by Revelation, "Without intending an imitation of sncli great
writers as Bacon and others, who declared that they wrote for ** poster-
ity," and that it would require time to ** ripen " their views so as to cause
their due appreciation, yet such is the subieot-mattor of this work, so beset
and resisted by the torrent of opposinff doctrine, so circumscribed by the
intrenched prevailing dogmas, so unpalatable to the licentiousness of the
increasing free-thin king, so unwelcomed to a proud and self-satisfied

reason, that we are justly apprehensive of an overwhelming opposition* to
the following propositions. In this belief we are fortified by the predic-
tions of the Word, which unmistakably teach that they will nnd but little

acceptance with the world, and even with the Church at large, and that they
will only be pondered and received by the thoughtful /eto. In this period
of prosperity, of sanguine hope of continued and ever-increasing peace
and happiness, the minds and hearts of the multitude will be closed
against all appeal, all instruction. It is only when the dreadful storm of
persecution and death, alluded to in several propositions, shall, when
excited and marshalled by the elements and forces now at work, burst with
fearful violence upon the Church, and beat with pitiless vehemence upon
the heads of true, unflinching believers in Christ, that this work will find

a cordial response, a hearty welcome in the breasts of the faithful. Time
with its startling and terrible events will jusiifv this publication. When
the dreams of fallible man, now so universally held as the prophetic
announcements of God, are swept away by stern reality ; when, instead of
tiie fondly anticipated blessedness and glory to be brought about by exist-

ing agencies, the blood of man shall &gain stain and steep the soil of
earth with its precious crimson, then will the doctrine of the kingdom, as
here taught, be regarded worthy of the highest consideration, and then
will it also become a solace, hope, and joi/ under tribulation. But to
remove the suspicion of arrogance or prido in making so strong an asser-

tion, we may be allowed to say, that such a future estimation is not baeed
on literary or theological merits or attainments, but solely upon a strict

adhesion to and firm belief in the HnfalUble Word of God as herein
delineated under the guidance of a legitimate rule of interpretation, by
^which the Divine purposes relating to the Church and world are plainly

\nd distinctly taught. The possessions of God, oven the most costly, are
often given to mere children, and denied to the wise and noble. The
Magi, although babes in knowledge compared with the Pharisees, came
nearer to the truth than those who supposed themselves to be specially set

up for its advocates. Numerous examples attest the same and reveal the
feature, that just in proportion as a man, learned or unlearned, receives

and endorses the declarations of God, to the same extent will his writings

have an abiding value. Especially is this true concerning the things
pertaining to the future—that region, those ages known only to the
Eternal, and utterly impenetrable to mere mortal vision. Hence, the
writer consistently claims that his labors will not be in vain; that they
will at least some day be esteemed in the degree that they sustain to the
Bible. We firmly hold to the opinion, confirmed by the providences of

God, that the necessity has arisen for a renewal of the early Church
doctrine respecting the kingdom. If the millennial age, as conceded by a
host of antagonistic writers, is near at hand, and if the kingdom in that
age ia such as herein portrayed, then is the kingdom itself not very distant,

and the7i too ought we reasonably to expect—in view of its peculiar nature.
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prominence, aims, etc., especially of its immediate tremendous and fright-

inl antecedent preparations, and of its becoming a net and snare for the

nnbeliering and wicked—that before its appearance God will raise up
insirumenis—even if weak Jonahs—who will so distinctly announce the

order of events, so vividly represent the nature of the kingdom, point out

its manner of manifestation, give a precise understanding of the Church's
actnal relationship to the world and this kingdom, that the Church will be

prepared to endure the awful scenes awaiting her, and that the saints,

called to suffer the loss of life, may, in the thus revealed will of God, find

encouragement and comfort instead of disappointment and despair. With
the hope of being thus "honored with others ^ as an instrument in upholding

the faith of Goa*s dear children in the darkest period of the Church^
history, one will sadly but cheerfully endure the censures of mistaken zeal

and bigotrv, and give his days and years of wearisome labor as an inspiring

sacrifice of love."

The doctrine herein advocated, because of its being so directly opposed
to the current theology, and perhaps new in form to some readers, must
not be regarded in the light of a novelty.* It is, as we shall show, far

older than the Christian Church, atid was ably advocated by the founders
and immediate supporters of that Church. It is admitted by all scholars,

that the Apostolic Fathers and many of their successors endorsed it, and
that since their time eminent and pious men have taught it, and that to-

day it is embraced in the faith of some in the various denominations of the

Church. We therefore are not open to the charge of introducing a
** modem novelty." Again : men of pretensions, without perceiving the

logical reanlt of its once being universally held by the early Church, may
deride this early view of the kingdom and stigmatize it as a return to
" Jewish forms.*' But persons of reflection, seeing how largely it is inter-

woven with the very life, prosperity, and perpetuity of the Cnurch in its

earliest period, and perceiving how deeply we are indebted to '* Jewish
forms," even if unable to accept of its teachings, regard its faith with
respect Indeed, it is difficult to apprehend how any one can scorn that

which inspired a hope that supported and strengthened the ancient steadfast

witnesses for the truth, the very pillars of the Church in their sufferings,

the dying martyrs at the stake, on tlie cross, or in the circus. Cut off the
believers of this very kingdom as they existed and testified in the first,

second, and third centuries, and where would be the Church? The really

intelligent comprehend this, feel its force, realize their indebtedness to

such l^lievers for the perpetuation of gospel truth, and hence from such

1 See Props, on Hia. Mill, doctrine for others thns honored.
* The author of The Kingdom of Grace in his preface coolly chaiges the Millenarian

view with being a " novelty." (Comp. Props. 76-79.) Over against such unacholarly
affirmations, it is sufficient to present the aoknowledgment of Domer (Hist. Prot. Theol.,

voL 2, p. 462-3), that Millenanan doctrines have been Btiocessfally introduced into the
pTOvince of theology, and that, as in the early ages of the church and in the days of
Hpener, etc., they are of importance to a correct understanding of the kingdom of
God.

* It la saddening to have religions ideas—sanctified by the dearest associations of life ;

hallowed by connection with suffering, trial, and bereavement ; endeared by study, medi-
tation, and prayer ; fortified by strength—imparting power in times of deepest gloom—
mthleasly trampled upon, or branded by cruel terms; bat if productive of comfort, hope,
and strength to oniselves and others, such trials are alleviated by a preponderating glad-

o< heart.
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we anticipate no censure, couched in derision, in advocating what was
once almost, if not entireljj universal in the Church. They are ready to
acknowledge how, instead of its being a novelty and being held by weak
and unreliable men, it interpenetrated the most significant and remarkable
era, and how widely it was inculcated by the very teachers to whom the
Church owes, under God, its growth and extension.
Some, probably, may object to the quotations as excessive or pedantic,

but the reader will allow me thus to express my gratitude to and respect
for others ; thus to avoid the charges of misquoting or misstating writers
(from which he has unjustly suffered) ; hence the author, book, andjpageare
adduced to facilitate reference and indicate an intended fairness in argu-
ment, thus to aid those who are disposed to examine the affirmations in the
following propositions ; to show how many great and earnest thinkers have
given this subject, or parts of it, their earnest attention ; to evince my
indebtedness to others, and avoid the appearance of so many writers of the
present day, who, while under great ooligations to others for valuable
material, give no sign of a just recognition ; to imitate the conduct of
those who go forth to meet the storms ^ the sea, taking in a quantity of

ballast to keep the bark steady among the currents and winds ; to

emulate the practice of writers of conceded merit, impressed by the
fact tersely stated by D*Israeli {Curios, of Lit., vol. 2, p. 416), that ** those
who never quote, in return are seldom quoted ;" to present a sense^ of

delicacy by avoiding ** the odium of singularity of opinion,*' adding
weight and authority to what otherwise might be regarded as doubtful

;

and, lastly, to ^oid even by implication the application of the simile of

Swift in " The Battle of the Books "—viz., of being like the spider weaving
his flimsy nets out of his own bowels, instead of being like the bee passing
over the field of nature and gathering its sweets from every flower to

enrich its hive. We may be allowed to add : like the beo, however, we
may justly claim, if nothing more, the industry and skill reauisite in the
gathering of the wax, the honey, and the building of the cells.* Indeed,
such is our infirmity, that wo all are more or less influenced by the author-
ity of names, and in the reading of a work chiefly composed of contro-

verted questions given in an argumentative form, we reasonably expect an
array of advocates on both sides, which imparts confidence that the author
has bestowed some attention to the subject, and makes his labor, in conse-

quence, the more valuable as an expression of opinion or a book of refer-

ence. At the same time, important as it is to the student to know and
trace opinion?, we are not influenced, either by their commonplaceness,

^ Burton (AtuU. of Melanchdlif, p. 37) quaintly remarks :
*' As a good housewife out

of divers fleeces weaves one piece of cloth, a bee gathers wax and honey out of many
flowers." In reference to the difficulties of authors, the originality manifested, the cred-

iting of thoughts and ideas to others which have become assimilated with our own,
etc., the reader may consult Mathews' The Cfreat (hnversers, D'lsraeli^s Calamilies of
Avihars, OuriosUies of LitercUun, Saunders's ikUad for the Soliiary, etc. This, how-
ever, does not prevent a student who diligentiy compares scripture with scripture to

bring forth—so rich is the precious mine—things '* new as well as old" (Matt. 13 : 62).

That explorations thus conducted will not be fruitless may be found not only in exeget-

ical remarks scattered through the work, but under special propositions, as those, 0.7., on
the disciples preaching, the preaching of Jesus, the election, the postponement of the
kingdom, the covenants, the genealogies, the temptation, the Divine sovereignty, the
Bon of Kan, the kingdom, the Church, the parables, the inheritance, the resurrection,

the barren woman, ^e-Mill. Advent, signs, Divinity of Jesus, etc.
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axiomatic nature, or remoteness in time, to assert, as Glanvil (Leck]^,

Hist of Bat, ^ vol. 1, p. 132, note) sarcastically charged the scholars of his

day, on the aathority of Beza, that women have no beards, and on that
of Augustine, that peace is a blessing, or to believe that common pebbles
must be rare because they come from the Indies.

Finally, the form of propositions adopted avoids repetition and insures

eas^ reference. It also gives distinctness to the numerous subjects so

intimately connected with the kingdom, and it enabled the writer to

abridge what otherwise would have required considerable enlargement.
The design kept in view has been to give the greatest amount of informa-
tion within the smallest space, resisting the temptation, often presented,

of extending some salient point. The propositions, separately treated, are

to be examined and criticised in the light which each one sustains in its

connection with the whole. It is but a low polemical trick to detach
one from the rest without indicating its relationship to others, and upon
each a detachment frame a charge of error. It does not require much
cunning or skill to wrest the words of any author from their connection, to

misrepresent their meaning, and to hold them up to undeserved reproach.

Willinff to have any fault or error pointed out, it must, to give it adequate
force, be done not only with a consideration of the manner and relation

in which it is set forth, but also of the scriptural arguments, if any, which
profess to sustain it. Otherwise, we take refuge in what Zeisius (Lange,
Coin., vol. 1, p. 496) says :

** If the words of Christ, who was eternal

Wisdom and Truth, were perverted, why should we wonder that His servants

and children suffer from similar misrepresentations.'' ^

GEORGE N. H. PETERS.
Sphinofield, Ohio, 1883.

i May the author add : after many yean of labor—as the following pages indicate

—

and the cold fraternization of '* brethren" who had no sympathy for Chiliastio stndy, it

would be a personal gratification to the writer to learn from students who have inTesti-

pited the subjects presented in this work, that the perusal of this book has given them
pleasure and strengthened them in *' the blessed hope."





THE

THEOCKATIC KINGDOM
or OFB

LORD JESUS, THE CHRIST.

PROPosmoTT 1. The hingdom of God is a subject of vital ini'

parlance.

The Scriptures cannot be rightly comprehended without a due
knowledge of this kingdom. It is a iact, attested by a multitude
of works, and constantly presented in all phases of Biblical litera-

ture, that the doctrine respecting the kingdom has materially
affected the iud§:ments of men conceniing the canonical authority,
the credibility, inspiration, and the meaning of the writings con-
tained in the Bible. If in error here, it w3l inevitably manifest
i* i, e.g,^ in ex^esis and criticism. This feature has been noticed
b> arions writers, and, however explained, the views entertained
on ^-his subject are admitted to greatly^ modify the reception, the
interpretation, and the doctrinal teaching of tne Word.

To Ulustrato : Olahansen, Pref. to Gam,, attribntes Lnthei^B remarks and hesitancy
coD'^ming the Apocalypse to a preconceiTed opinion of the kingdom, and to his not
" thoroQghly apprehending the doctrine of Ood's kingdom npon earth/* Nnmerons
eiamples will be given as we proceed. It is gratifying that recent writers begin to ap.
pieciate the leading doctrine of the kingdom. While some are wrong in not more
accurately distinsnisbing between the Divine Sovereignty (Props. 60 and 81) and the
covenanted kingdom (Prop. 49. etc.). yet. aa the Bible, they correctly make the kingdom
of God the centrttt topic around which all other doctrines logically arrange themselves.

(Correctly apprehending the kingdom of God as the guiding idea, Oosterzee (C%. Dog,, vol.

i. p. 65) justly observes : " The dogmatic theology which understands its vocation will

be neither more nor less than a theology of the kingdom in all the force of the word.'*

He apUy remarks (p. 168) :
*' The idea of the kingdom of God is the golden thread

which runs through all ; and of this kingdom the Bible is the document ;" and quotes
NitzBch :

** The Word of God is the testimony of His kingdom, in the form of a history

and doctrine explained and continued by personal organs.*' Siany others, however they
may treat it, designate it as Augustine {The CUjf of God)^ a fundamental thought or idea.

Obs. 1. Itfl importance may be eitimated bj considering the followiog

particulars ; 1. The kingdom is the object designed by the oath-bound
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covenant (Prop. 49), 2. It is the great theme, the burden of prophecy
(Props. 33-35, etc). 3. It is a subject which embraces a larger proportion of
Revelation than all other subjects combined ; thus indicating the estima-

tion in which it is held by God. Dr. Pje Smith, Bicfcersteth, and
others have well observed and commented on this peculiarity—viz., that
inspired writers say more respecting the kingdom of Christ than they do
concerning all other things treated or discussed in the Word. 4. It was
the leading subject of the preaching of John the Baptist, Christ, the
disciples and apostles (Props. 38-74). 5. It was a cherished subject of
preaching in the primitive Church (Props. 75-77). 6. It is the foundation
of a correct scriptural preaching, for the Gospel itself is ^' the gospel of the
kingdom.'' 7. To promote its establishment Jesus appears, sufters, and
dies (Props. 50, 181), and to manifest it He will come again (Props,

66, 68, 130, etc.). 8. Jesus Christ Himself, must be deeply interested in
it, since it is a distinguishing blessing and honor given to Him by the
Father (Prop. 84), and belongs to Him as His inheritance (Props. 82, 116,
etc.). 9. We are invited, as the most precious of privileges, to inherit this

kingdom (Prop. 96). 10. It is the constantly presented object of faith

and hope, wliich should influence us to prayer, duty, and watchfulness.
11. It IS the result of the preparatory dispensations, enabling us to appre-
ciate the means employea to attain this end. 12. It embraces within
itself perfect completed redemption ; for in it all the promises of God will

be verified and realized. 13. It exhibits in an outward form the pleasure
of the Divine will in the salvation of the race and the deliverance of crea-

tion (Props. 149, 145, etc.). 14. It brings the Divine utterances into
unity of design (Props. 174, 175), exhibits manifested unit}; (Prop. 173),
and vindicates the inspiration of Holy Writ (Prop. 182), including the
Apocalypse (Prop. 176). 15. It enforces not only the humanity (Props. 82,

89) of Christ, but also His Divinity (Props. 85 and 183), with the strong-

est reasoning. 16. It exhibits to us the majesty and glory of Jesus, '* The
Christ," as Theocratic King (Props. 88, 89, 132, 184, etc.), and the pre-
eminent position of ** the firat-bom " who are co-heirs with Him (Props.

118, 119, 127, etc.). All these, as well as other related points, will be
" ' th " " ' - - - -

fully discussed in the following pages. A sufficiency is briefly stated, that
the reader may not fail to see how significant must be a proper compre-
hension of this subject.

We are prepared, from such considerations, to appreciate the remark
attributed by Lange {Com., vol. 1, p. 254) to Starke :

** The king-
dom of heaven must form the central point of all theological learn-

ing." Van Oosterzee {Theol of * the N. T,, p. 69) calls it the

foundation thought t and, after giving the doctrine of the king-
dom its proper position in the teaching of Jesus (saying, " that the idea of
the kingdom of God is fundamental in the theology of Christ,") remarks :

** Already Hess has furnished a treatise on the doctrine of the kingdom of
God, in which he shows how prominent a place this idea occupies in
Holy Scripture, especially in the teaching of the Lord. It is surprising
therefore that Schmid, m the work cited, assigns to it the third place in
his treatment of the doctrine of Jesus. Much better Neander, who, in his
life of Jesus, derives a * whole system of truths ' from the parables of the
kingdom of God." Let us add, however, that even Schmid does ample
justice in acknowledging its importance, when (e.g., Bib, TIieoL N, T,, p.
*-243) he calls it, the groundwork of His (Christ's) teaching."
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Such testimony conld be multiplied. It ib gratifyiag to find namerons recent writers
of eminence [vlb e.g. Delitzach, Anberlen, Knrtz, BonAr, etc.) vho emphatically declare
that the most important subject for careful consideration, and the one, too, that will

most serve to explain the plan of salyation, is that contained so prominently in the
preaching of Chnat, viz., that of the kingdom. We conclude in the words of one of
the most recent, Thompson {TheoL of Chriai^ p. 19) :

** The whole circle of doctrines
taught by Christ reTolves about this central point, ihcU he repnaented to men the kingdom of
tjod ;" or to recall Oosteizee {Ch. Dog., Yol. 1, p. 169) :

** The ixnircU thought is contained
in the idea of the kingdom of God." Dr. Kling (Herzog's Ency.^ Art. '* Kingdom of
God ") pertinently says :

** The idea of the kingdom of God is the central idea of the
entire economy of revelation ; the kingdom of God is the purpose of eJl heavenly reve-
lation and preparations, and therefore the moving principle of Divine works, guidance,
and institutions of the Old and New Testament, the law and the gospel, and even of
creation and promise from the beginning on."

Obg, 2. It is significant to the thoughtfal student—a fulfilment of

prophecy—that the idea of a distinctive Divine kingdom related to Christ
and this* earth, a kingdom which decidedly holds the foremost })lace in the
teaching of Jesus, should be made, both (with few excej)tionB) in theology
and the confessions of the Church, to come down from its first position in
the Bible and occupy, when alluded to, a very subordinate one. In
hundreds of books, where it reasonably ought to be conspicuous, a few
references of a somewhat mystical and unsatisfactory nature, or a brief

endorsement of the old monkish view that it applies to the Church,
dismisses the entire subject ; while inferior subjects have long chapters and
even volumes in their interest. There is, to the reflecting mind, something
radically wrong in such a change of position, and the wider the departure
from the scriptural basis the more defective does it become. Any effort,

as here made, to restore the doctrine of the kingdom to its true and para-

mount Biblical station should at least solicit attention.

Ohs, 3. The kingdom deserves the first place in Biblical and the first

rank in Systematic theology. The reasons for this, as already intimated,
are abundant. This has been too much overlooked, and the kingdom has
been placed in a subordinate position, until for some years past a reaction

—induced by unbelieving attacks—has taken place, and the kingdom
(however explained) is brought out again most prominently, especially by
Lange (see Pref. to Com.), Van Oosterzee (Ch. Dogmatics), Thom\i^on
(TlieoL of Christ), Auberlen (Div. Rev,), and others* While thus advo-
cating its claims to doctrinal position, we do not, as sometimes unjustly
charged, depreciate the importance, the value, and the exceeding precious-

ness of the person and death of Jesus. The latter is doctrinally the out-

frowth from the former, and as provisionary (for without the latter the
ingdom, as covenanted and promised, could not possibly be obtained),

for the kingdom, is of incalculable consequence.

If it be said that '* the Christ ** is of greater importance than the kingdom, this is

fully admitted, inasmuch as the theocratic king who establishes the kingdom is greater

than the kingdom itself. Indeed, as the student will observe, onr line of reasoning
proceeds to exalt the kingdom because of the vital union existing between the king and
kingdom—the latter being the inheiitanoe of the former. On the other hand, we ^rify
*' the Christ ** by showing the result and gnmdeur of His work as exhibited in this theo-

cratic ordering. In the kingdom, Jesus Himself is evermore the central figure, and He
can never be regarded in a higher, holier, clearer light than that reflected upon Him by
His theocratic relationship. This will hereafter be brought forth in detail.
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01)8. 4. In proportion as investigation advances in this direction may
we expect valuatle acquisitions. Reuss {Hist, of Ch, TlieoL of Ap.
Age, p. 137), although mistaken in his interpretation of the kingdom,
truthiully says: *' There can be no doubt, then, that this full and
suggestive idea of the kingdom of God must be in some way the mifie
to oe explored by ua, in order to bring to light the treasures which Chris-
tian science have to mould and fashion, to meet the necessities of every
successive sphere, and the measure and capacities of every mind,"

Obs^ 5. That the subject of the kingdom is one widely acknowledged as

leading can even be seen in the most extreme views, as e.g* Sweden-
borgianism, Mormonism, Shakeriam, etc. We need only refer to the
simple fact that writers of pantheistic and mystical tendencies have
taken the phrase ** kingdom of heaven *' to be the real starting-point of
Christianity, which they designate ** The New Jerusalem coming down
from God out of heaven ;" and from which they argue that all men
should morally labor for the infinite, making every effort, whether in relig-

ion, science, poetry, art, etc,, to be hailed as a sublective submission to, or
acknowledgment of, this kingdom. Taking the spiritualized notion
entertained by many in the Church, they enlarge it by giving to it a
pantheistical dress or mystical adornment, to suit their ideas of evolution,

law, unity, philosophy, human nature, spiritualism, etc. Attention now
is only called to the circumstance, that in systems and theories of religion

the most unscriptural, still a great degree of prominency is given to the
idea of the kingdom.

Even Baaer says : " The essence of Christianity is the doctrine of the kingdom of
God, and the conditions requisite for a participation in this, so as to place man in a gen-
nine moral relation to God." Christlieb {Modem Doubt, p. 38) approvingly quotes
Bauer, but is inclined to make the essence to be Christ, bringing men back in and
through Christ. Both are correct : viewing Christ as the means of salvation, etc.. He is

the foundation of the Christian system ; but regarding the Bible in its doctrinal aspect
or even the end designed by Christianity and its relationship to the past and the future,

then the kingdom of God forms the fundamental idee^ and " the Christ " is the chosen
instrumentality by which it is to be realized. As our work is devoted to the doctrinal as-
pect, we would say that the essence of Christianity, linked with the past dispensations
and the future one, is the kingdom of God, more specifically shown to be obtained
through Jesus Christ^noio the heirship by repentance and faith in Him, then by actoal
inheriting at His coming.

Obs. 6. This subject is attractive to the reverent believer not merely
because of its being the absorbing theme of Old Testament prophecy
and New Testament prediction, but owing to the personal relationship that
he sustains, as an heir, to it. It is fitting to recognize, comprehend, and
appreciate our inheritance. But even the literary aspect, the intellectual

excellence of it, invites earnest investigation. Aside from its being a
predominating idea of a book, which has had such a moulding influence

in all the departments of life, it is the topic which, above all others, calls

forth the most eloquent and sublime of all the descriptions and promises
of the Bible, culminating in the last heart-stirring words of Jesus
intrusted to John.

This excellence is illustrated, «,gr., by the last chapter of Habakknk, which Dr. Frank-
lin admired as exceeding all human desoriptions, and which, it is said, he caused a num-
ber of infidels at Paris, reading it to them without informing them that it was in the
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Bible, to eulogize as something descriptiTely grand. The reader, too, may recall the poet
Bums, ao sensitive to beauty, that it is said of him that he cotUd not read Isa. 26 : 8,

Ber, 21 : 4, and kindred passages without being affected to tears. Who can estimate the
emotions, the delight excited by this snbject, as presented by inspired men, in the
hearts of belieTers m the past and present.

Ohs, 7. When enTreying the vast array of facta and events, some the

greatest that the world has ever witnesBod, all pointing to this kingdom aa

a contemplated end ; when looking at the saine as they occur and exist

to-day, preparatory to the kingdom; and when contemplating the host of

remarkable, astounding events predicted to come to pass in connection
with the kingdom still future, surely this forms a subject worthy, beyond
all otiiers, of the earnest, devout and patient study of every student of tho

world's eventful and, without this key, perplexing history. The kingdom
embraces so much, both in preparation and in actual realization, that, in

view of its extent, the doctrine exceeds all others in magnitude, enfolding

in itself nearly all doctrine.

To thisVe may add the pregnant idea (Lange's Com. Luke^ p, 326, Doc. 1) : "It lies

in the natnre of the case that Christian eschatology, the more the coarse of time ad-

TttZLces, must become less and less an unimportant appendix, and more and more a locus

primaritts of Christian doctrine."

Obit, 8. A deeper investigation of this doctrine and a correspondent
return to the old faith, held by men who, by position and association

(as e.jr. Apostolical Church), were pre-eminently qualified to comprehend
it, will remove those painful concessions now made to unbelief, which
stigmatizes the apostles and early Church as still under tho influence of
'* erroneous Jewish forms/* Such a study and return, will relieve theo-
logians from being driven to the humiliating expedient of virtually

acknowledging that the apostles were mistaken in their notions respecting

the kingdom ; that they embraced '* the Jewish husk," which, however,
contained the germ of truth (which they, situated as they were, could not
properly appreciate) that ** the conciousness of the Church "in its devel-

opment (so iN^eander, etc.) was to strip of its surroundinffs and fructify

into full grown truth. It is alone in the direction indicated by us, that we
can hope—defending as it does every utterance and doctrinal position of

the first preachers of the kingdom—for a consistent pleading, justification,

and protection against the Strauss and Bauer school (and others), which
has driven noted theologians—led by a preconceived doctrine of the king-

dom—to place ** the consciousness of the Church " (that finally obtained

the truth which had escaped the grasp of the apostles), as exhibited in

Church authority or theology, or the productions of fallible men, above that

of the Scriptures containing " the Jewish husk." The importance of our
doctrine is evinced, in that it reverses all this, exaltinif and vindicating

both the Scriptures and the correct knowledge of its inspired writers.

This doctrine, rightly apprehended, is not only important to elevate apologetics, to

meet the objections of tmbelief, to honor the anthoritative doctrinal utterances of the
Scxiptnres, bat is admirably adapted to refute nameroas errors, ont of which religions

systenui are originated, and through which they are maintained. The following propo-

sitiotis will introduce many of these, and practically show how they are met and defeated

by this doctrine alone.
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PEOPOsmoN 2. The estailishment of this hingdom was deter*

mined before^ and designed andprepared from^ thefoundaUcm

of the world.

These two phrases are given in Matt. 25 : 34, Jno. 17 : 24, Eph.
1 : 4, Heb. 4 : 3, 1 Pet. 1 ; 20, Rev. 13 : 8, in comparison with other
X)as»ages. The one ma^^ indicate that the Divine purpose relating

to the kingdom existed in the mind of the Eternal before the crea-

tion of the world ; and the other, that the creation itself both
evinced His intention to carry out His design (i.e., was prepara-
tory), and that it was in fact, as it existed before the fall apd ensu-
ing curse, the prepared sphere of its manifestation.

Comp. Matt. 13 : 35» Lnke 11 : 50, Hot. 17 : 8. Whatever application these passages
m&j hare to the fatnre kingdom, we cannot rid ourselves of the plainly implied m^oiing
that, in the mind of the Divine Architect and Porposer, the contemplated final use of
this world was allied with its origin. Shallow/ unbelieving criticism makes itself merry
at the idea of " the fonndations of the earth," and present it as a proof that the Bible
teaches an nntrae form, and hence exhibits ignorance. The forcible figure of speech
and the intent are entirely overlooked, for the sake of making an nnoritical attauk.

As to the form, the Bible gave it (Job 26 : 7) long before science tanght it ; as to *' the
foundations," the general imalogy of the Scriptures teach that these are in the creative

power, wisdom, love—the attributes—of the Creator " in whom we live, move, and have
our being."

Obs. 1. Hence, we properly infer the dignity of this subject, compre-
hended in the eternal counsels and evolved from the ever-existing " pur-
pose of Him, which worketh all things after the counsel of His own will.**

King Edward VI.*s Catechism (Bickersteth's Promised OUnv, p. 2), however it

may explain it, correctly affirms :
*' Before the Lord God made heaven and earth. He

determined to have for Himself a most beautiful kingdom and holy commonwealth.*'
MoU (Lange's Com. Heb.^ Doc. p. 211) says :

*' At the very creation of the world God
looked forward to and made arrangements for the eternally abiding and unchimgeable
kingdom of glory ; and to the introduction of that kingdom tend all the revelations,
arrangements, and providences of Qod in the history of the world."

Ohs. 2. We also justly infer, that God's will thus expressed resjwcting
the kingdom indicates a Divine plarty which, in view of His attributes,
necessarily embraces unity of design. Therefore, when the kingdom is

once defined by the Spirit, no change or modification can possibly be
allowed without the most express declarations from God announcing it

Oha, 3. The idea of the kingdom being thus identified in its connec-
tion with eternal purpose and with creation, God will undoubtedly accom-
plish His revealed will concerning it, confirmed as it is even by oath.
God HimMlf stands pledged to the ultimate realization of this idea*
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Oh$, 4. The exercise of creative power, and its continued exhibition in

behalf of man and the world, clearly shows the Divine determination to
establish this kingdom, notwithstanding the antagonistic elements intro-

duced by the fall. All things exist, because God has a determined end in
Tiew, which end is embraced in this kingdom.

OU. 5. This kingdom is one pertaining to the earth. Before the crea-

tion of the world, it only existed in the determination or purpose of God,
bat at creation the very foundacion of the world was laid in preparation
for it. We know that the expression " inherit the kingdom prepared for

TOQ from the foundation of the world," is interpreted by many simply to

mean, prepared for you from the beginning or from eternity, and refers

only t6 purpose. But taking into consideration the paradisaical condition
of the earth at creation and the fact (Props. 140-148} of its future restora-

tion to the same when the kingdom is to be established, we believe that the
phrase embraces a far deeper significance, viz., its relationship to the
earth. "From the foundation of the world" is indicative that God
purposed this very earth, when founded, for this kingdom.

Fairbaim {Typology^ toL 1, p. 312) says : " Becanse destined for CliriBt and hia
elect people in the mind of God/' to which we add, destined to become the theatre of a
theocratic kingdom. It may be suggested : As will be shown hereafter, this kingdom
embxBces completed redemption, and this alone indicates the truthfulness of our propo-
sition, becanse redemption (which the kingdom perfects) was in purpose coexistent
vith that of creation (Eph. 1 : 4, 1 Pet. 1 : 20). This enables us to consider the nnbe-
liering objection that Qod made creation so imperfect that it required constant interfer-

ence or *' tinkering." seeing that all things have been previously foreseen and provided
for in order—againat all adverse influences arising from free will, pa^on, prejudice,
etc. to carry out a predetermined result to its intelligently expressed consummation.
On the other hand, it answers the extravagant eulogies heaped by unbelief (in opposition
to revelation) upon nature, its perfection, sublimity, etc., in showing that the Creator
Himself, far from deeming nature able to save man, to render him happy, to deliver him
from evil, declares it placed, with all its faded nobility, with all its tarnished greatness
and riches, onder a curse, and proposes in the doctrine of the kingdom a renewal, a
deliroranoe, a restitution, which studl free nature, exalt man, and glorify the Maker.

Ohs, 6. Such phraseology involves, of necessity, owing to the fall and
entailed caree, a glorious restitution for which provision is to he made.
We are pointed to that original perfection of creation which the Almighty
pronounced good, hut this being marred (as the Bible teaches) by sin and
resultant evil, it is requisite, before God's purpose is fully carried out, to

restore that forfeited perfection. How this is done will be explained at

length hereafter.

Obs. 7. This phraseolog^y respecting the kingdom includes, in view of

expressed predetermination, the appointment or preordination of the

king (1 Pet 1 : 20). It also comprehends the number of the rulers,

elect, heirs or inheritors of the kingdom (Eph. 1 ; 4, etc.), as well as every

particular, provisionarj and realized, pertaining to it. God does not
undertake the accomplishment of a set purpose without His perfect knowl-
edge embracing all things relating to it. For *' known unto God are

all His works from the beginning of the world " (Acts, 15 : 18, Isa.

46 : 9, 10, etc.)

Ohs, 8. The idea of the kingdom beine the beginning (t.«., leading to

creation, etc.) and the ending (t.0., embracing the final result) of the
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dispensations or ages, we may well believe what the Scriptures state

concerning it, viz., that this idea is carried on to a practical accomplish-
ment in order that the supremacy and authority of God nmv be universally

acknowledged, and that the mauifold wisdom and love of the Lord may be
displaved and experienced in the eternal ages. It also reaffirms that for

this object and end all thin^ are sustained and allowed, to work out,

under Divine Providence, their destiny in respect to this kingdom.

Ohs, 9. This language, ao expressive of the comprehensiveness and funda-
mental nature of the kingdom idea, suggests to us that the dispensations

or ages themselves (the Adamic, Abrahamic, Mosaic, and Christian) are

ordered in their succession as part of the Divine purpose in relation to this

kingdom. If we are to take the rendering given by Locke, Chandler,
Clarke, Whitby, etc., to !Eph. 3 : 11, such a special ordering is announced.
Instead of our version, " according to the eternal purpose," etc,, they
read :

** according to the disposition or arrangement of the ages which He
made for (or, in or through) Christ Jesus our Lord." Whatever transla-

tion we may prefer, one thing is certainly taught in the passage, viz.,

that in the "eternal purpose," or "the purpose of the ages," etc., is

included the notion that time itself is embraced in God^s plan with special

reference to Jesus Christ as the King of the kingdom, for whom the plan is

carried into execution and by whom it will be perfected.

FaToring the rendering " the arrangement of the ages ** as most in accord with anal-
ogy {teaching that times themselves are controlled, etc., by God), yet we object not to
receive Bloomfield*s " disposition of the ages" or Barnes' " purpose of the ages,** etc.,

because under all of them is still included the provisionary measures instituted in time,
following each other in succession, for and by Christ. The idea of a Divine plan, ever-
abiding and sure, is necessarily connected with the passage, which, as Holy Writ teaches,
includes the doctrine that all things are ordered for and have their foundation in
Chnst, because He is the Christ, the theocratic king. The plan of salvation contem-
plates a restoration effected through Christ and witnessed in this kingdom, and, there-
fore, it embraces all arrangements, even those of time. This is corroborated by other pas-
sages. Thus e.g., 1 Cor. 2 : 7 reads :

** the mystery which He ordained before the worlds "

{np6 Tov aiovov^ before the ages), ».e., the ages relating to the world (Comp. Prof. Lewis's
ch. on Time-worlds in iiix Days of Onatlon).

Obs, 10. The kingdom being comprehended in the eternal counsels of
God and in the design of creation, and being allied with various orderings
extending over the past history of the world and with others still future,
we ought reasonably to anticipate it to be a deeply involved, widely com-
prising subject, having a variety of aspects (as e,g,,in relation to the

i

Father, Son, elect, etc.), and an encircling of other subjects (as 0.^., elec-

tion, resurrection, judgment, etc.), as well as a profundity of scope (a3 '

e.g., in relation to time, the person of the king, glorification, etc.), which 1

demand most careful study, reflection, and comparison to understand.
|

Obs, 11. The proposition indicates a fundamental position that the
student of the kingdom must occupy. It implies that as the kingdom is '

God's purpose, all knowledge of the kingdom must be derived from Him. I

It is God's idea, contemplated and realized, that we are endeavoring to
|

apprehend, and all reliable information must come from Him. Hence,
compare Prop. 9.
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Obs. 12. In Prov. 8:31, wisdom is represented as "rejoicing In the
habitable part of his earth/' and as delighting in or presenting " my
delights " to " the sons of men." When the Divine purpose, as em-
bra^d in this kingdom, in reference to the earth and man, is completely
manifested, then the reason of this will also fully appear. Wisdom will

be justified both in preparing this earth for its display and in eihibiting
itself in the riches bestowed upon her adherents in the theocratic relation-

ship. If it is wisdom to receive any truth of G-od, much more is it wise
to laj hold of the ^reat leading truths, that we may finally obtain the
blessings that true wisdom imparts.

Obs, 13. The proposition, from a purely Biblical standpoint, shows
that we cannot entertain the view that unbelief urges against the Bible,

viz., that Oriental religions antedate the Bible by many centuries. The
respective proofs of priority are found in the respective religious works in

the shape of assertion, and tho truthfulness of one or the other must be
determined by its contact with the facts of history. Now history, as far as

known outside of the religious books, does not countenance Oriental exag-
gerations of age ; on the other hand, history corroborates the Bible state-

ment, which, owing to a plan Bjstematicall^r developed and with which is

connected a vast array of facts, is fully sustained botn as to alleged age and
contents. (Compare Props. 179 and 182.) The proof of a continuous plan,

evidenced in the history of the past and present, and in the immense
superiority of subject matter, adaptation to man, etc., will follow in various

propositions.

Obs^ 14. Lastly, this proposition is based on the scripturally derived

statement, that a Divine Creating Mind and a Ruling Will orders and rules

over all, so that notwithstanding apparent difficulties and unexplained
problems, that Mind and Will shall be ultimately triumphantly vindicated

in an open, revealed manner, indicating, what piety alreadv realizes as an
earnest in preparatory work, their close and intimate relationship with
man and earth. This absolute Mind and Will, affirming that it consciously

and personallv works to introduce a predetermined kingdom, is, of course,

the original fountain-head from whence all proceeds. To the believer in

the Word, it is unnecessary, because our views are based on Scripture, to

add anything ; but to the unbeliever we may remark : that in defense

of BQch a position it is not required to represent the absurdities, the

contradictions of reason, etc., into which those fall who deny this existing

Mind and Will (other writers have ably done this), but rather to follow out

in all its connections tho leading doctrine of the kingdom, and from the

evidences of marked design and unity manifested in its history, bring
forth a proof in behalf of a personal existing God, ordering and overruling

all things, that will commend itself to the intelligent reader more than any
other that we could possibly propose. The greater the work contemplated

—

and there is none greater than this kingdom—the more clearly ought we
to see the intelligence of the Mind that originates it, and the power of the

Will that performs it. If that Mind and Will has proposed, in Revelation

to man, a certain, determinate plan of operation by which the kingdom
shall, after a while, be openly revealed ; if the design and mode of

procedure and result commends itself to faith and reason as adapted and
deMable ; if history and experience plainly sustains the developments of
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such a plan through the ages, then vre may rest assured that in harmony
with sttcn a purposed plan, with its corroborating history and adjustment

to the necessities of man and creation, there must be, as the Bible wisely

and scientifically affirms, a guiding mind and controlling wilL It would
be premature to press this argument ; let us then first present an array of

incontrovertible facts, and from these facts, as a conclusion (e.^., Prop.

182, etc.)* deduce the statement made, that the kingdom itself is depend-

ent npon the pleasure and work of the Father both in its inception and
provision, in its prediction and realization. (Comp. e.g. Prop. 84.)

This propoBitlon logically follows from the idea of intelligezit fles^gn. The Bible ap-
peals to the evident manifestation of design in the mind of the Creator as exhibited in
the ordering of the Tmiverse. Nataral. theology lays special stress on the evidences of a
previoos forethought and knowledge of adaptedness. The Rcriptnres likewise refer ns to
the abundant testimony of design in the mind of the Almighty Bnler as declared in the
ordering and provisionaty ruling of the world. The moral, religions, and civil trainiBg
of mankind, the fundamental laws of society, etc, are appealed to in prool Knmerons
passages like Fs. 94 : 9. 10, Isa. 40 : 14, Acts 15 : 18. Isa. 46 : 9, 10, Bom. 11 : 33, Eph.
1 : 8, 9, etc., indicate not merely Grod*8 knowledge and wisdom, but the manifestation of
snoh in a predetermined purpose. Systematic theology directs particular attention to
the evidences of a previously settled purpose. Our subject largely develops this fact,

and insists upon the truth and force of Eph. 3 ; 10, 11 and kindred passages.
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PBOPOsmow 3. The meanings usfuaUy given to this Jdngdom in-

cUcate that the most vague^ indejmite notions exist corweming it.

Theologians, eminent for their piety and position in the Church,
are now entertaining crude ideas and contradictory conceptions of
the kingdom. For manv centuries, under the interpretation given
by men who have, probably unconsciously, largely imbibed the
spirit of the Alexandrian scnool, the kingdom has been made to
mean a variety of things at the option of the writer. Modem
authors, with but few exceptions, instead of discarding this loose-

ness, seem to revel in it, making the kingdom to denote almost
everything that fancy connects with religion, or the Church, or
even with humanity. We select, out of numerous examples, sev-

eral to illustrate the prevalent mode of expounding it, and the lati-

tude of opinion expressed concerning it.

Obs. 1. Albert Barnes, who, possessing many admirable traits, is re-

farded as a popular commentator, ffiyes the following definitions of the
ingdom in his Commentary, The kingdom is. Matt 3:2, *' His

(Messiah's) spiritual reign begun ir\ the Church on earth and completed
in heaven ;" Matt 6 : 10, the " reign," God's reign, or the Gospel of

Christ advanced; Matt, 13 : 24, ** the gospel," or **the effect of the
eospel ;" Matt. 13:31, ** piety in a renewed heart, or the Church;"
Matt. 13 : 44, " the gospel, the new dispensation, the offer of eternal

life ;" Matt 13 : 45, ** religion," or " the gospel ;" Matt 13 : 52, ** the

gospel," or " the truth ;" Matt 25 : 34. ** salvation," ** eternal life," or
"heaven ;" Matt 26 : 29, "heaven ;" Matt 19 : 24, "way of salvation ;"

Matt 21 : 31, to " become Christians," or to " follow the Saviour ;" Matt
5 : 19, ** the Church ;" Matt 5 : 20, " the Church," or ** the worid to

come ;" Matt 11 : 11, ** preaching the kingdom of God, or the gospel ;"

Matt 16 : 19, ** the Church on earth ;" etc. With minor changes (as e,g,

Jno. 3:5," the true Church," 1 Cor. 15 :24, " dominion in general "), and
a hesitancy in precisely determining 'what it means (as e.g. Mark 10 :15,
" the gospel, the new dispensation by the Messiah, or the reign of God
through a mediator," etc.), we find these often repeated. Surely the
kingdom cannot possibly mean all these thin^, seeing that such explana-

tions are loth aroitrary and contradictorv. The gospel of, or concerning,
the kingdom is one fact the kingdom itself is quite another ; the dispensa-

tion in which the kingdom is to be manifested is certainly different from
the kingdom which it embraces ; the heirs of the kingdom are certainly

not the inheritance. These and other plain scriptural statements are en-

tirely overlooked in such definitions. The evident antagonism of such
popular explanations are amply sufficient to their refutation. The reply

to all such definitions will follow, as e,g» Props. 90-115,
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Dr. La-rrencQ in the Independent, October 23d, 1870. makes " the kingdom of heaven **

to mean : 1. **The xmirerse of matter and mind ;" 2. ** That part of the revolted
hnman race which has been brought into snbjection to Christ ;** 3. *' A kingdom of
grace, because it is by God's love in Christ that they—believers—are brought into it ;"

i. '* A kingdom of gloiy in heaven ;** and 5. ** It is His reign over His loyal subjects."
Our Church liteiature is permeated with similar definitions. M'Clintock and Strong's
Cyclop., Art. " Kingdom of Heaven/' defines it, first, ** the Divine spiritual kingdom, the
glnrious reign of the Messiah ;" then afterward it is " the Christian dispensation or the
community of those who receive Jesus as the Messiah ;" this again is divided into " an
internal and external form"— internal '* in the hearts of all Christians," and extamally it

is " embodied in the visible Chorch ;" and then finally in its future relation, *' it denotes
the bliss of heaven, eternal life." Comptire Dr. Craven's remarks, in an excursus. Land's
Com. Rev., p. 94, on Robinson's definition {Greek Die.) of the kingdom, who makes it a
dispensation, also a principle, and likewise a people actuated by that principle. Dr.
Craven justly objects to such " a looseness in the use of language."

Obs, 2. Dr. Barrow, On the Creed, explains "the kingdom of heaven*'

as ** capable especially of two acceptations." Without discarding other
views, he lays down this proposition :

'* It first commonly signifies the
state or constitution of religion under the gospel, in opposition to, or

contradistinction to, the state of things under the ancient law/' T3
prove this, he shows that " in the time of the law, God*s kingdom was in

a manner earthly," and proceeds to point out its earthly characteristics ;

but that now under the gospel ** God's kingdom is more capacious,

unlimited," and, in brief, more spiritual. From this he deduces that it

may denote : I. The state of relation ; 2. The society of men put into such
a state ; and then also adds : 3. It is " taken for the perfection or utmost
improvement of this state."

Aside from the indefiniteness of such a definition, indicating the difficulty of forming
a consistent whole (for the relation in which men are placed is superseded by the men
themselves, and then again by the perfection of the state realized), we only now notice
some seU-contradictions which it contains : 1. If the phrase " kingdom of heaven" is

used ** in opposition or contradistinction to ** former dispensations (the ancient Theoc-
racy), then it follows, which he himself will not allow, that no true kingdom of God
existed previously to the Christian Church. 2. If the kingdom only denotes the state or
constitution of religion, does it embrace or reject that which preceded the Christian era ?

If it embraces it, then, after all the kingdom is a continuation of the former ; if it rejects,

then it does not allow that religion existed previously in ** a state or constitution." 3.

If the mere " capaciousness," etc. causes such a change in phraseology, that the ex-
pression " kingdom of heaven " is applicable to the Church now and not to the Church
previously existing, how comes it, notwithstanding its supposed earthly nature (as op-
posed to the present state), that the ancient saints are accounted equally worthy with
Christian believars to enter in and inherit the kingdom? The whole theoiy. in its

invidious comparisons, is derogatory of (rod's previous appointments, and degrades the
position occupied by the ancient believers. Other objections, still more serious, will be
brought forth under appropriate heads : these however, briefly suggested, are sufficient

for the student to note the defectiveness of interpretation.

Gbs, 3. Neandfer's elaborated theory of the kingdom is pervaded by tho
same indistinctness and contradiction. Thus e,g., in one place [Life of
Christ, sec. 213) the kingdom is something not visible, not outward ; in
other places {Hist, Ch. Churchy vol. 2, p. 176) ** the Church comprised
the whole visible form of the kingdom of God,'* and (p. 177) " hither-
to, therefore, there could be no visible appearance of the kingdom
of God beyond the pale of the Church." His view only makes these
'* apparent" contradictions ; for he has a number of kingdoms to suit the
varied demands of his development speculations. He gives us : 1. An
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inyiBible kingdom connected with the Church ; 2, An invisible kingdom
established in the heart ; 3. A visible kingdom in the Church ; 4. A future
consummation or completion by the direct intervention of Jesus Christ

;

5. The present as one with the future, i.e. viewed connectedly ; 6. A kine-
dom in the person of Christ ; 7. The higher spiritual world or heavenly
community co-existing with the invisible Churcii.

In defining, a singnlar Tttrieiy is introduced, and as we shall have occasion to quote
largely from him under the propoaitions relating to the Ghnrch, one illustration {Hist.

Lh, Ckurdi^ ToL 1, p. 499) will suffice :
" The idea of the Church is subordinate to that

of the kingdom of God, because by the latter is denoted either the whole of a series of
historical developments or a great assemblsge of co-existent spiritual creations." Here
is certainly a latitude opened great enough to introduce the Tsrious changes that strict

adherence to the development theory required. Following propositions will show how
nnscriptoral such interpretations are, when compared with the simplicity and unity of
the Word. They engraft upon Holy Writ the deductions of Hegelian philosophy, and
ihna, through the great ability and learning cojoined, mislead the unwary reader.

Obs. 4. Dr. Lange {Bremen Lectures, 1871, Lee, 8) says :
" The

kingdom of God itself, the older theologians divided, not without grounds^
into the kingdom of power, the kingdom of grace, the kingdom of glory.

Still it must be remarked that each of these Kingdoms properly separates

into two kingdoms ; the kingdom of power into God's rule over entire

nature, and His rule over the whole rebellion of such intelligences as, in

the misuse of freedom, have gone astray ; the kingdom of grace, into the

typical prefiguration of the real kingdom of heaven, or the Old Testament
theocracy, and into the real, i,e. spiritually potent, New Testament king-

dom itself ; the kingdom of glory, into the realm of the triumphant
Church in the other world, ana the union of that world and this in the
final consummation." Lange thus forms six kingdoms or divisions of the
kingdom, which was rendered necessary by the partial rejection of the

early Church doctrine. These are purely theological deductions, having no
foundation whatever in Scripture, as will appear when we come to the
preaching of the apostles, the doctrine of the Cnurch, etc. As we are onlj
now concerned in giving a few specimens of entertained opinions, it is

ppematxire to present our reply. Like preceding definitions, it lowers the

theocracy by denying to it the reality of being in all respects the kingdom
of God. This alone should cause us to receive it with grave doubts.

It is difficult at times to understand those complex and contradictory meanings.
Thna e.g., Lange in his Commentary gives a variety, some of vhich are not in accord with
those jost mentioned. In the general introduction he says :

** As mankind was original'

ly destined to form the kingdom of God, and for that purpose was arranged into one
lamily, the kingdom of God may also be viewed as the restoration of mankind to one
body under the One and Eternal Head (Acts 3 : 21^ £ph. 1 : 2*2) in whom it was elected

from all eternity, and called, for the harmonious manifestation of the glory of God, Eph.
1 : 4, 5.'* (This we can cordially adopt with the provision tliat this is done in the cov-

enanted way proposed). But then he adds :
" The kingdom of God is that new creation

in which God reveals Himself in His character as Kedeemer." " It consists in the resto-

ration of the dominion of the Spirit of God over the hearts of men,** etc. Hence it

existed from the beginning of time, for he says, p. 3, " the real kingdom of God was
founded when redemption was introduced," eto. On p. 24 he has it founded in the
Apostolic Church and manifested in " ecclesiastical and Christian life.*' On p. 25 he
has " the kingdom of heaven in the person of Christ,** and afterward *' the person of

Christ in the kingdom of heaven.** On p. 26 he has ** His kingdom founded upon earth

by the planting of His Church through the power of the Holy Ghost,** etc. Thus there

id a shifting from one position to anotiier, a substitution of the means by which to obtain
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the kingdom for the kingdom itselt eto., that evidencea a veakness lncom|Hitible "with

a leading doctrine of the Bible. For indefinitaness, see Com. on Matt. 16 : 13, 20, p. 298,
where it is, and then it is not, the kingdom of heaven. Oomp. p. 299, s. 6 and 6, eio.

Obs. 6, OlBhausen {Com, on Matt 3 : 1) defines the kingdom of
heaven to be both *' external and internal;" extemallj in the Church,
and ultimately in its consummation ; internally in believers, and in the
ideal future world. Hence a believer is already in the kingdom, or carries

it with him, and " yet even for him it is still to come," t.e., a higher
manifestation or realization of it. This is also ^* applied to different

relations " both of time, place, etc. How unsatisfactory this is in the
light of covenant and promise, will be shown under the Church (^ro^
94-115), where the incongruity of persons being in the kingdom while
still heirs, the lack of resemblance between the covenanted kingdom and
the Church (visible and invisible) are fully noticed. Much that Olshausen
has written is valuable and suggestive (take e.g, the caution, ch. 10,

p. 116, Introduction), but his exegesis of Matt 3 : 2 is most certainly defec-

tive. For any theory which can make "is at hand " to be actually

present, thus arbitrarily changing the tenses used ; which virtually makes
the kingdom of God '^always existing," thus not discriminating between
things that materially differ ; which makes the theocracy under Moses and
David a mere type, thus overlooking its reality as a kingdom ; which
applies Luke 17 : 21 to a kingdom in the heart, divides and subdivides
the kingdom after the fashion of those already referred to, and tells as,

without proof annexed, that " the Saviour put forward its ideal charac-
ter," must be received with great caution.

The reader will notice that we also introduce those who are Millenarian, or have a
strong bias for our doctrine (as Olahansen, Lange, etc.), and yet largely adopt the mysti-
cal notion of the kingdom. While snch hare the kingdom pre-eminently, and in its ful-

ness, in the millennionif they also (not accoTately distinguishing the kin^gdom, as (»t«-

nanled, from the Church, not observing the postponement of the kingdom, not disceminf^
the difference between the Divine Sovereignty and the Theocracy, etc, ) have a kingdom
now existing in the Church and individual believer, preparatory to and merging into
the other or proper one. A large number of eminent men take this position, as €.g. Oos-
terzee, Delitzsch, Auberlon, Bonar, etc. A careful consideration of Scripture compels ns
to differ from brethren highly esteemed ; the reasons will follow in their order.

Obs. 6. In Dr. Hodge's recent work on " Systematic Divinity," we find

(p. 596, vol. 2) a section entitled, ** the Church, God's kingdom." To
prove this caption, he informs us that God determined to deliver man from
nis apostasy, and hence inaugurated a kingdom antagonistic to that of
darkness. This kingdom thus introduced had no *' visible organization
apart from the families, the people of God." It was afterward through
the descendants of the patriarchs formed into a *' visible kingdom," which
has existed down to the present day. But when we ask, if it has always
thus existed, why e.ff, do the prophets speak of it as non-existine, as still

future, as something to be anticipated, as set up by the Messiah at His
coming, such questions, and similar ones, that readily suggest themselves
to the scholar, remain unanswered. Indeed, as he goes on defining, he
forgets his previous declaration ; for when speaking of the nature of
Christ's kingdom he tells us, that '* as the Messiah was to come to make
all things new" (which he thus strangely locates with the first Advent
instead of the second, as the Scriptures do), we have also '^ the establish-
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ment of a new kingdom. '^ How can it be new, if ifc has always existed?
Then he has Christ's dominion over the nniverBe, calling it " the kingdom
of power;" Christ's "spiritual kingdom," which is twofold, viz., an
inviflible kingdom consisting only of the regenerated^ and a visible king-
dom manifested in the organised, external society of believers. Finally,

he gives ns ^* the kingdom of glory "to be revealed when Christ
comes a^in. Thus be presents us, 1. An invisible kingdom down to

the natnarcbs ; 2. A visible kingdom down to Christ ; 3. An invisible

one aown to the first Advent ; 4. Christ's kingdom of power ; 6. Christ's

invisible kingdom since his Advent ; 6. Christ's visible kingdom extend-
ing from the same period ; 7. And the kingdom of glory. Sarel;^ the very
enumeration of such a list, when compared with the simplicity and
uniform phraseology of the Bible, forces upon our minds the suspicion that
there must be a serious defect in a system which requires such an arra^ of
kingdoms ; which ignores the distinctive marks of the covenanted king-
dom; which does not distinguish between the universal Divine sovereignty

and the kingdom as predicted; and which presents us a series of definitions

utterly unknown to those who were specially set apart to preach the gospel
of the kingdom.

Sach interpretations, with dight ohangea, conld be multiplied. The Kew Testament,
with notes published by the American Tract Society on Matt. 3 : 2, makes the kingdom
" the sway of Christ's Qospel and dispensation over the hearts, lives, and destinies of
men, both in this worli and the next," and this (mistaking the means for the endj is

equivalent to '* the Messiah's reign as predicted by the prophets." But to make tnis

oattTecooTse is had to varions ** stages" in the "heart of the individual believer, in
the churches, in inflaencing society, in the millenninm, in the jndgment-day, and
in the heavenly world." Storr, in Diss, on the Kingdotn of Heaven^ compresses
the matter so that it shall '* embrace the whole time of the Messiah." He forgets that
this is not the time of the Messiah {(i,g. Luke 17 : 22), bat the times of the Gentiles
(Luke 21 : 24), and that the predicted time of the Messiah is still fntnre, (Comp. e.g,

Propa. 136 and 137). Bchmid {Bib, TheoL N. T., p. 244) tells ns that "the kingdom of

God is understood to be both present and fntnre ; the dominion of the exalted Christ,

which cozisista partly in the inflnence over the minds of men exercised by the Word,
partly in the guidance of the external destinies of the Church, partly in the rewards and
punishments at the last judgment. In it, too, is perhaps recognized the kingdom of

grace, the temporal institutions of religion, the kingdom of glory, and the future acts of

judgment ; adding, too, the idea that Jesus was only in error in fixing too close a proxim-
ity for this judgment." Bchmid afterward defines the kingdom to be *^ in its nature, on
the one hand, something simply existing and eternal, and, on the other, something tem-
poral, developing itself through various conditions ;" being also '* a Divine order of

thingB," " a communion of spirits founded by Christ," ** a fellowship of men," etc.

Obs. 7. The definitions given to the kingdom by Infidels, Rationalists,

Free Religionists, etc, are varied. While some reject the idea entirely as a
mere phantom or " Jewish conception," others incorporate it and make it

mean, " God maniiested in and through nature," or " God in humanity,"
or ** God in progreasivfr development," or '* the truth," or " the suprem-
acy of reason," or '

'

man," etc. Renau
poor and disinherited,

visions of Daniel and* Enoch," "the kingdom of souls" (p. 249), **"the

good," " the reign of justice," " the liberty of the soul," etc. In this

direction there is no end to the notions respecting it, generally drifting,

hoverer, toward the idea of a humanity redeemed hy an enthroned reason

essiv^aevejopmeni," or ine iruin, or me suprem-
** t)!e supremacy of the natural dignity and nature of

a {Life of Jesua, p. 240) makes it,
** the reign of the

itei," " the literal accomplishment of the Apocalyptic
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(of which Jesus is an example of high genioB), or of a God permeating^
nature and man.

Indeed, no doctrine of the Bible has fared so badly throngh mere fancy, imagination,
enthusiasm, and fanaticism as that of the kingdom. In behalf of a theory or system it
has been perverted, distorted, and abased nntil many persons, looking only at the aboueH
and antagonism (forgetting that all tmth is subject to the same), discard the whole mat-
ter. V^hen the Papacy, Shakers, Mormons, etc. define it in a way to embrace their par-
ticnlar organiiations ; when Anabaptists, Fifth Monarchy men, etc. interpret it so as to
include their ambitions projects ; when almost every denomination, sect, etc. explain it

so as to make themselves the recipients of the kingdom ; when it has been prostituted to
the basest of purposes, and it is presented in a hundred different aspects and claims—all
this only shows how important these parties consider the incorporation and possession
in some form, of the doctrine. It is amazing to a person who steadily fur years notices
the definitions of others, how latitudinarian they have become in these modem days.
Becently a tract written and published by Speer informs us that the Church was " taken
into the Roman kingdom of God *'—i.«., into the Boman Empire, thus designating that
" the kingdom of God" which the Scriptures (Dan. 2 and 7) call a " Beast." We aro
told by Rev. Fowle {Conifmp. ReoUw, May, 1872, art. "Christ, and Immortality"),
that ** by the kingdom of heaven Christ meant almost, if not quite exclusively, the estab -

lishment of God*s rule and order upon earth ;" and to make this denote the Church ia,

in his opinion, ** a substituting a secondary and comparatively unimportant interpreta-
tion for the primary and true one." This, then.opens the way for mystical incorpora-
tions, for it supplies '* the missing link needed to bind together the morality of Paganism
and Christianity," and brings us to this result :

** the kingdom of heaven ia civilization

viewed religiously, owning God as its Creator and Judge, and looking for still nobler de-
velopments in other spheres.'*

Obs, 8. Those who give us Ruch definitions, antagonistic to the primitive
Church view, exhibit also the greatest diversity among themselves respect-

ing the commencement of this kingdom in its supposed present form. They
are as little agreed concerning its beginning as in its meaning. Some
commence it in paradise ; others, after the fall when redemption was
proposed ; some with the patriarchs or with the theocratic ordering at
Sinai ; others, at the preaching of John the Baptist ; some^ with the birth

of Christ ; others, at Christ's baptism ; some, at the preaching of Jesus
and disciples ; others, at the confession of Peter ; some, at the death of
Christ, or at his resurrection and ascension ; others, on the day of Pente-
cost ; and others, at the destruction of Jerusalem. Some again have
several commencements or different stages ; others have only one, regard-

ing all previous as merely tyi)ical and unreal. Quotations illustrative of
this antagonism will be given in following propositions. Let us only now
suggest to the reader : is it not i*emarkable that a kingdom of God, so

distinctively covenanted and predicted, should be so indefinite in its

commencement that eminent and pious men are unable to point out its

beginning with any degree of absolute certainty? That we even find

many who, in their perplexity, have several begiunmgs, suoh as ** typi-

cal, ** initial,** etc.,'' That they are undecide .Q*^|[n wj^ huS'^^'iOa in

Christ's life to date it? Surely, is it not wise \ noA-existing, Mstill
diversity, unknown to Scripture, and based solely , ^j^q Messiah at Hi**
from some mistake, a fatal flaw in its meaning? Ha. suggest th^ "^ *^^^

and at present existing (over against the plainest sta '

gg^^^ ^.' Scripture

to the contrary), it is easy to see how such a confusic;^
q£ th^ ®^y arises.

.^as t%^
Obs, 9. Attention is called to the fact, that the * 'Tit^serious contradic-

tions greatly weaken the force of these definitiou^ Thus e.^. eminent
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men inform us that there has been a continuous kingdom, without in-

termiBsion, from the earliest period down to the present. Now
others, as €,g. Van Oosterzee (Theol. of N, Test) positively makes
the kingdom of heaven or of Christ something *' new ;'* not a mere con-
tinuation, for ** since it had first come nigh in the fulness of time, %t

did not before exist on earth ;" and then asserts that it is a mistake to
make the Church the kingdom. He reduces the force of the latter by
admitting that, although it is spiritual, yet the Church is also the external
form in which it appears. With some truth, we have here an admixture
of error and weakness, that neutralizes the whole. In the following pages.

It will be shown, step by step, that the kingdom of God did previously
exist on earth, that it does not apply to the existiiig Church, and that the
kingdom of Jesus Christ, when established, is not new but a renewal
with precious, astounding additions. Meyer {Com, on Matt. 3 : 2),.

seeing how fanciful, arbitrary, and contradictory are the interpretations

usually given, cautiously remarks :
** These expressions * kingdom of

heaven,' etc., never signify else than the Messianic kingdom, even in those

passages which seem to denote the Church, the Christian religion, etc."

Oba. 10. Able authors admit that Christianity has met with, and
undergone, changes since its introduction. Buckle (Hist, Civ,) in-

forms us that this has been affected by foreign events contrary to the
original scheme. This has been pressed by Bauer, Renan, etc. All

confess to some variations from the original ; one class contending that
they are for the better—another, for the worse. However this may be,

it must be acknowledged, that when comparing the early Church doctrine

of the kingdom with the meanings now so extensively given and adopted,
a wide departure from the origmal and primitive meaning is fully evi-

denced. It is a substitution, too, so opposite and diverse, that it assumes
the attitude of hostility to the first oue adopted by the Church, casting, at

the same time, as many shadows as Simon Magus is reported to have done
when walking the streets. The design of this work is to restore and
defend the original meaning, by showing its scriptural basis and historical

connection.

It has been trathfnlly said by Jer. Taylor
(
Works, toI. 5, p. 348) that " men -will

call all opinions by the name of religion ; and Bnperstmctnres by the name of funda-
mental articles ; and fancies by the glorious appellation of faith." This, alas, is con-
stantly repeated, so that the student needs constant watchfulness. Nothing is exempt
from diversity, so that, as iUustrative, Vares long ago assurud us that he reckoned the
old philosophers had about eight hundred opinions concerning the '^summom
bonum."

0b9. 11. Consider-V'T the various conflicting interpretations entertained
^->»v / uoa ii-ier-iestet ting the kingdom, we realize what Glanvil (The
or ** God in progressive /) developed from hints given by Bacon, viz., the
rv of reason,'* or " th t powerful mind even under the most favorable

circ"uni*if . Benan ( in its moments of highest confidence. After making
due allowisinheritcL*^e leadings of education, the tenacity of prejudice, the

proneness vniel and '.he inherent weakness of intellect, we have still a
sufficiency to'>ifim of \ God foresaw this diversity, and hence accommo-
dated Himself ro " en .eakness in the plain, grammatical language and sense

in which He expreb-Ui Himself, But unfortunately we are prone, in our
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superior wisdom, to orerlook this fact^ and arrogate to ourselves the liigh-

er power of adding to the grammatieal meaning our own constructions of
what the sense ought to be, and thus plnnge . ourselves into hopeless
embari'aesments.

Ohs, 12. The onl^ way to rid ourselves of these ill-defined and antago-
nistic explanations, is to adopt lepitimate principles of interpretation, and
then carefully, in detail, examine the original covenants and promises
upon which the kingdom is based ; and if we have obtained a definition

strictly in accordance with these, never to depart from the same, without
the mx)Bt express—not inferential—proof in hand that a change is denoted.

Obs, 13. It is a lamentable fact, that few theologians are to be found
who are willing to give a rigid scriptural examination to this subject.

Preachers^ who profess themselves called to proclaim ^^ the gospel of the

kingdom,*^ totally waive such a study. A few isolated passages, either

torn from their connection, or misapprehended in their relationship to
other Scripture, form the basis of a vast inferential structure. Instead of

making Ilolv Writ the standard of interpretation, multitudes, while in
tlieory recognizing the Bible as the sole measure of faith, yet in practice

will take the explanations and Scriptural references given by favorite

authors as their reliable guides, without the least attempt to verify, by a
personal application to Scripture, their correctness. Undoubtedly we are
greatly indebted to T^iters for definitions, interpretations, suggestions,

etc., yet, after all, those who are called on to instruct others should satisfy

themselves by a personal study of Revelation that their belief and opinions
are scriptu rally founded. Error, too, is often plausible and friendly

;

truth sometimes comes in the garb of an adversary.

Ohs. 14. Many shrink from investigation when they find that things
which they fondly believed, incorporated in their prayers and hopes, and
portrayed "with eloquence, are subject to the suspicion of being built upon
a sandy foundation. It is a trite saying that *' truth never dies/' however
great the opposition ; and we may rest assured that any opinion that we
may individually entertain, can never alter or seriously affect the truth of

God. It is folly to shelter ourselves behind the fear that, peradventure,
inquirv and scrutiny may lead to a revolution of our views. This may
indeed be an amiable weakness, but it is one as fatal to the student as
Delilah's hands were to Samson. If in earnest search after the truth, such
a result, should it occur under clear apprehension and decided conviction
of Scriptural authority, must be accepted as alone honorable. It is to the
credit of some of the greatest writers (especially the German who so

frankly express it), that opinions once strongly advocated were subse-
quently discarded under the persuasion that truth, honesty, and integrity
required the change.
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Proposition 4. The literal^ grammatical tnt€7p7*€tatton of tlie

Scriptures mnst (connected with the figurative^ tropicalj or

rhetm'ical) he obsei^ed in order to obtain a correct understand-
ing of this kingdom.

On a proix)sition which has brought forth many volumes in its

discassion, we desire simply to announce our position, and assign a
few reasons in its behalf. Its imxx)rt is of such weight ; the conse-
quences of its adoption are of such moment ; the tendency it pos-
sesses of leading to the truth and of vindicating Scripture is of such
value, that we cannot pass it by without some explanations and
reflections.

Obs, 1. We unheaitatingljplant ourselves upon the famous maxim (Eccl
Polityy B, 2.) of the able Hooker :

** I hold for a most infallible rule in

expositions of the Sacred Scriptures, that where a literal construction will

stand, the farthest from the letter is commonly the worst. There is

nothing more dangerous than this licentious and deluding art^ which
changes the meaning of words, as alchymy doth, or would do, the sub-

stance of metals, making of anything what it pleases, and bringing in the
end all truth to nothing." The primitive Church occupied this position,

and Irenaeus {Adv, Hwr. 2, C. 27) gives us the general sentiment when (in

the language of Neander, Hist. Dogmas, p. 77) he says of the Holy Script-

ures : that what the understanding can daily make use of, what it can
easily know, is that which lies before our eyes, unambiguously, literally,

and clearly in Holy Writ."* However much this principle of interpreta-

tion was subverted, as history attests, by succeeding centuries (not without
protests), yet at the Reformation it was again revived. Thus Luther

( Table

Talkj •* On God's Word," 11) remarks ; **I have grounded my preach-

ing upon the literal word ; he that pleases may follow me, he that will not
may stay." • In confirmation of such a course, it may be said : if God
has really intended to make known His will to man, it follows that to

secure knowledge on our part, He must convey His truth to us in accord-

ance with the well-known rules of language. He must adapt Himself to

our mode of communicating thought and ideas. If His words were given

to be understood, it follows that He must have employed language to

convey the sense intended, agreeably to the laws grammatically expressed,

controlling all language ; and that, instead of seeking a sense which the

words in Uiemselves do not contain, we are primarily to obtain the sense

that the words obviously embrace, making dne allowance for the existence

of figures of speech when indicated by the context, scope, or construction

of the passage. By *' literal," we mean the grammatical interpretation of

Scripture- Some writers, to avoid lengthy or circumlocutory phraseology,

have employed the phrase " literal interpretation," by which they denote.
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pot that every word or sentence is to be taken in its rigid literalism, but
that the language of the Bible is to be interpreted by the customary rules

of grammar and rhetoric, which are used in determining the sense of the
" Iliad," *' Paradise Lost," and works of human composition. We are to ac-

cept of a strictly literal rendering, unless we have the distinctive marks of
figures of sueecn, when the tropical sense is also received, without after-

ward, in addition, engrafting upon it another and separate sense which is

not allowed by the rules of grammar, but which {i,e., last added sense) \s

applied hj many to the Bible, as if the language of that book was not fairly

circumscribed hj, but formed an exception to, the universal laws of
language. This is our position endorsed by the exhortation given to all

to search the Scriptures ^Acts 17 : 11, Jno. 6 : 39), by the frequent appeals
made to the fulfilment of prophecy on a literal basis, by the obligations to
know God's Word foundea on the ability (Matt. 24 : 15) to comprehend it,

etc. When employing the word ** literal,** we are to be comprehended as

also fully acknowledging the figurative sense, the beautiful ornaments of lan-

guage ; we cordially accept all that is natural to language itself, its naked
strength and its charming adornments, but object to additionally forcing
on it a foreign element, and enclosing it in a garb that hides its just

proportions. When, too, it is said that the Bible is thus to be interpreted

like any other book, governed by the laws which alone can protect us
against a wrong imposition of meaning, reference is solely made to its

grammatical construction, and not, as Liberals and others employ this idea
in behalf of unbelief, that it is merely a human production. With the
human element there is also a Divine

;
grammatically, to accord with our

infirmity, it is constructed like any other book, but under, in and through
this are truths far beyond human conception and production.*

1 Xeander {Ch. Hist. vol. 1, p. 386) e&js that Irenffina. Tertnllian, Clement, etc., in op-
posing Gnosticism, directed attention to " a sober, gTBmmatical method of interpretation,

and leading them to establish the first hermeneutical canons," etc. The student Trill

observe that, while advocating the early reception of the grammatical interpretation, yet
even, as Mosheim, Neander. and others have noticed, then some of its advocates as veil
as others more or less imbibed the Babbinical Jewish custom of obscuring the plain lan^
goage of Scripture by forced allegories and a recondite sense. The Jews, as is well
known, while to a large degree holding to a literal interpretation (as e.g, in reference to
a literei coming and kingdom of the Messiah, etc.), at the time of the First Advent had
fallen more and more into a figurative and allegorizing interpretation, which culminated
in the speculative Cabala. Milman {Hist Jews, vol. 3, p. 443) remarks of the Cabala :

" Not only was the Bible one vast allegory, in which the literal sense was scornfully cast
aside, and a wild and arbitrary one attached to every history and every doctrine, but at
the same time there was a superstitious reverence for the letter ; the numbers of the let-

ters, 10, 7, 12, 32, evexy single letter, the collocation of every letter, the transposition,

the substitution, had a special, even a supernatural power." Fairbaim (lypology^ vol.

1, p. 326) refers to Eisenmenger (Entwectes Judenthum), and remarks that '* some
Baobinical authorities contend for forty-nine, and others for as many as seventy mean-
ings to each verse."

' Bloomfield (Pxei.-p, 15, Or. Test,) quotes Luther, Melanchthon, Scaliger. and Bishop
Middleton as favoring the grammatical and literal sense. Luther (On Deut, quot^
Seiss's Last Times, p. 253) pointedly says : **I here once more repeat, what I have bo
often insisted on, that the Christian should direct his efforts toward understanding the
so-called literai sense of licnpture, tchich alone is the substance of faith and of Christian the-
ology, which alone will sustain him in the hour of trouble and temptation, and which
will triumph over sin, death, and the gates of hell, to the praise and glory of God. The
allegorical sense is usually uncertain, and by no means safe to build our faith upon ; for it

depends for the most part on human opinion only, on which i^ a man lean he will

find it no better than the Egyptian reed. Therefore Origen, Jerome, and similar
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of the Fathers are io he avoided, wUh the vihole cf thai Alexanchrian school which
abounds m this species of interpretAtion." The Sticydop, Jidig. KiwuU., Art. " Sense
of Scripture/* affirms that the Reformers, over against the Homiah foarfold sense,

adopted the grammatical, and that Luther declared it to be " the only sense that it will

do to die by." Moaheim {EccL Hist, vol. 3, p.
137J,

over against " the uncertain and folla-

ciooB method of the ancients, who neglected the literal sense, and labored to extort from
the holy oracles by the aid of the fancy a kind of recondite meaning, or in other words
to divert them without reason, to foreign applications," eulogizes " that golden rule of
all sound interpretation which Luther first introduced, namely, that all the sacred books
contain but one single meaning," and commends Kelanchthon because " rarely departing
from the literal meaning." All the Reformers, without exception, expressed similar

views ; and however much they may have, on the one hand, injured the principle by a
too rigid literalism in some instances, or, on the other, by a violation of it, yet every one
holds it np as a principle to be followed as a guide. Every student of the Reformation
most have noticed that one of the objections urged against the Reformers was their too

strict adherence to the letter, as e.g. Carlstadt'a issuing, violent tracts against Lather's
*• stupid, and shallow literal theology." Ellicott {Aids to fhiih. Essay 9, Scrip, and Inter. ),

after tx^ng the interpretation of the Church, says :
** there has been from the very

earliest times, not only in theoiy but in practice, a plain, literal, and historical mode of

interpreting Scripture,** and this he finds exemplified even in many who often, for the
sake of the precioosness of the literal, overlooked their theory of differing senses.

' The extremo of Parker (Dis. of Religion, p. 242) is one-sided—viz., '* the conclusion

is forced upon us that the Bible is a human work, as much as the Principia of Newton or

Descartes." Unbelievers and semi-believers generally advocate that the construction of

the Bible is like that of other books, but refuse (Bauer, etc. ) to credit the fact that it is

diverse from oil other books in the authority and truths that it contains. Our entire

argxmient following shows that we hold it to be above and beyond all other books in the
unity of snpematTual and Divine things embraced. Briefly: when the dyer and weaver
color and weave the woollen fabric of artistic design, we do cot discard the wool, or dye,

or machinery —common to the production of all woollen fabrics—which have aided in

producing it, when we also regard the design, the figures and their connection, and ad*
mire the tast« and skill of the designer. Thus applied to the Word, admitting the in.

stmmentalities employed —even the most humble—it would be folly to confine ourselves
to these, and not contemplate the unity of design, eto. evidenced. Again, the very fact

that the Bible is received as a revelation, has influenced many, who are largely addicted
to spiritualizing, to tell us, as e.g. Professor Bush (Prcf. to Mill,) : " it cannot be
doubted that the sacred volume was given to man in order to be understood." If so,

how is it possible to discard the grammatical interpretation for another depending
solely upon man's inferences or fancies ? Again, this position does not conflict with a
twofold fulfilment of prophecy, if some choose to adopt it in several cases (Comp.
Brooke's El. of Proph. Interp., p. 86, etc.^, seeing that both fulfilments ore based on the
some literal sense. Again, the grammatical interpretation combined with the historical

does not forbid, owing to the variety of subjects, the greatness of them, the deep mean-
inga often presented, the connection that one portion has to another, the difference of
style, the signification of words, etc., a diversity of opinion on various passages.

Obs. 2. Tho only true standard of interpretation is the grammatical
(aided by the historical), and this opposes : 1. That spiritual or mystical

ono which looks for an internal revelation either in or under the letter ; 2,

The rationaliBtic notion that such an interpretation must be attached to tho

letter as will best accommodate itself to reason ; 3. The Homish idea that

such an interpretation of the letter can only be accepted as is in unison
with the authoritative utterance of the Churcn ; 4. And the High Church
notion, that only such a meaning as is consistent with symbolical repre-

seotations can bo received. The adoption of any one of these four opin-

iona immediately causes ik prejudicing oi the Word, and thus imqualifies the

person from becoming an unbiased interpreter. Let the reader consider

that the grammatical interpretation was for ages the only one used ; and
can a reason be given why it should suddenly bo abandoned for another?

Much of Scripture was presented long before Christ, and the portion thus
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written waa literally comprehended by the Jews, not only without rebuke
from,.but with the decided approbation of, the Almighty. God appeals to

the literalness of His Word, as affording proof that each part shall find in
dae time its mate. His veracity and power are staked on a literal fulfil-

ment. Now if the Word was not thus to be understood ; if a hidden and
recondite sense lav beneath it waiting for Origen, Swedenborg, etc., to
reveal it, how could the Jews be censured for misapprehending the Script-

ures
J
how could they derive comfort and edification from them ; and

how could they possibly have entertained an enlightened faith and hope ?

To suppose this is equivalent to saying, that for many centuries the Jews
held to an erroneous sense'—to the ** husk," as Neander and others phrase
it—and that they were guided into, and confirmed in, such a belief by the
express words of God Ilimself. If we reject the literal and substitute

another mode of interpretation, there is no deliverance from this dilemma,
however much men may attempt to gloss it over by "progression,*'
*' development," etc. Admitting that revelation was gradual, that truth
and additional light were introduced hj degrees, all this has nothing what-
ever to do with the mode of interpretation, seeing, as we shall abundantly
show hereafter, that a consistent unity can only be preserved by a contin-
uous application of the same methoa of interpretation to the respective

additions given. It is the most reasonable to anticipate, that a principle

of interpretation once universally held and for ages applied, would not
undergo a reversal without a plain direction from God autnorizing it to be
made.*

> We do not overlook (Oba. 1. note 1) that before the Advent of Jesns the Jews had
already, to some extent, departed from this literal interpretation, having adopted an
allegorioal, mystical system, which was in favor with the Rabbinical portion. This,
however, does not vitiate onr argument, which urges the period preceding this introduc-
tion, and accepts of the fact that, e,g., in reference to the doctrine of the kingdom, there
was no departure from the literal interpretation even among the Rabbinical party. The
mystical departure, too, was confined to but a few, comparatively, of the learned, and
had but little influence upon the body of the nation. This is seen, 1. By the united
expectation of a literal kingdom, as admitted by all writers ; 2. By the preaching of
John the Baptist, the disciples, and Jesus ; 3. By the rejection of Jesus on the ground
that a literal kingdom was not established, etc. Even Shedd (Hisi, Ch. Doc.) acknowl-
edges that " one of the principal grounds of their (Jews) rejection of Christ was the fact
that He represented the Messiah's rule as a spiritual one in the hearts of men, and gave no
countenance to their literal and materializing interpretation of the Messianic prophecies."
(Shedd's misapprehension of Christ's teaching will be noticed hereafter, but he is correct
in his statement that the Jews understood the Messianic prophecies in their grammatical
sense.) Br. Knapp (Ch. Theol., p. 326) affirms :

" The allegorical interpretation of the
Sacred Scriptures cannot be historically proved to have prevailed among the Jews from
the time of the exile, or to have been common with the Jews of Palestine at the time of
Christ and His apostles. Although the Sanhedrim and the hearers of Jesus often
appealed to the Old Testament, according to the testimony of the New Testament writers,
they give no indication of the allegorical interpretation. Even Josephus has nothing of
it. The Platonic Jews of Egypt began, in the first century, in imitation of the heathen
Greeks, to interpret the Old Testament allegorically. PhUo waa distinguished among
those in that place who practised this method and he defends it as something new and
before unheard of, and for that reason opposed by the other Jews ; Be Confus. Lingu.
page 347 neq, Jesus was not, therefore, in a situation where he was compelled to com-
ply with a prevaiUiu} custom of allegorical interpretation ; for this method did not prevail
at that time among the Jews, certainly not in Palestine, where Jesus taught.*' (He de-
clares :

" The writers of the New Testament themselves make a clear distinction be-
tween the allegorical and literal interpretation of the Old Testament. When they use
the allegorioal method, they either say expressly, Aere is aUegory, Gal. 4 : 24, or they show
it by the context, or by prefixing some particle of comparison, e.g., donep caOuc, Heb. 7,
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John 3 : 14, Matt 13 : 40/' He conelndes, therefore, that we mast receive literal predlo-

tioDA, promifles, etc., unless otherwise indicated, which rule he repeatedly violates in his
own work.) Dr. Knapp'a position is abundantly confiimed by Neander, Mosbeim,
Kurtz, and other hlBtoriana, by articles in CycloptBdias on Fhilo, interpretation, etc.

Pressense ( The Early Ymra of Chrisiianiiy, p. 99) says :
** While an ingenious and learned

school formed at Alexandria had contrived by a system of allegorical interpretation to

infose Flatonism into the Old Testament, the school at Jerusalem had been growing in.

creasingly rigid, and interdicted any such daring exegesis. It clung with fanatic attach,

ment to the letter of the Scriptures, but, failing to comprehend the spirit, it sunk into

all the puerilities of a narrow literalism. Its interpretations lacked both breadth and
depth ; it surrendered itself to the subtilities of purely verbal dialectics." So also Pres-
sense (p. 325) remarlcs of the heresies of the first century :

** These heretics then fol-

lowed the example of Simoil Magus, in turning the Scriptures to their own purposes,

and wresting them into the confinuation of their peculiar tenets. They gave an aUegor.
ical interpretation to the historical portion of the Old Testament, and thus cast a sacred
veil over their monstrous errors." Heresy is no friend to the plain grammatical sense
of the Word. The history of interpretation is briefly told. The first, and Jewish,
method was to abide by the grammatical sense (still retained to some extent by the
Orthodox—over against the Reformed or Rationalist—Jews, and especially by " the Kar-
aites" or **Scripturists"), but as the Jews came in contact with Greek and Oriental

philosophy (in Egypt, Greece, etc.), the effort to conciliate the Hebrew Scriptures with
such a philosophy led to a second mode by which the obvious sense is made figurative

in order to convey anoUier sense—the latter being regarded as the higher. This brought
forth three distinctive types of interpretation : the grammatical, the ideal, and these
two, more or less, combined. The Jewish method— evidenced by its exclusiveness and
MesaJanic hopes—was adopted by the primitive Church, as witnessed €.g. by its appli-

cation of prophecy, its Pre-millenarian views, etc. The ideal, presented in the system
of PhUo. was inaugurated into the Christian Church by the Alexandrian fathers, and
speedily gained a wide-spread reputation, being followed by numerous writers. A com-
bination of the grammatical and ideal found a host of followers down to the Reforma-
tion. Tradition, metaphysical speculations, some favorite form of philosophy, were in.

corporated. At the Reformation there was a return to the Jewish method, and while the
ideal and mystical has been largely adopted, yet the extremes—excepting in a few
cases—once so prevailing are now avoided. As to Philo*s system, afterward adopted by
Christian fathers (Origen, etc. ), we only quote, as illustrative, from an Article entitled

** Alexandrian Christianity" (2^e K<yrih Brit. Beview, August, 1855): "According to
him (Philo), nearly the whole of Scripture, not only its parables, its symbolical cere,

monies, its obscure prophecies, but even the simplest language in which it relates the
most ordinary transaction, ^very name and every number that it contains, possesses not
only a plain but also a hidden meaning, the former of which is to the latter as the body
to the soul." After stating that Aristobulus and other Jews, Oriental and Alexandrian,
and even Greeks (in application to their poets) had employed this method, the writer
adds :

*' We should say that the adoption of this principle of interpretation by Philo
and his Christian disciples was the greatest obstacle to their discovering the tme mean,
ing of the Bible, and is the cause of their being almost useless as expositors. They
themselves compared the literal interpretation to the flowers and fruits that grow upon
the surface of the ground, and the idlegorical one to a jewel hid beneath the soil ; and
we may well say that, while boring and groping after this jewel supposed to be con-
cealed, turning every stone and sifting every grain of sand, they often missed or de-
stroyed the wholesome fruit and beautiful flower that grew before their eyes and be-
neath their feet." So that Ueberweg {IRst. FhUoaophy, voL 1, p. 229) remarks :

** Philo
criticises the attitude of those who merely hold fast to the literal sense of Scripture as
low, unworthy, and superstitious.**

* It is a sad fact that multitudes declare the plain grammatical sense in numerous pas-
sages, if received, to be a corruption of the truth. God is thus virtually charged not
merely with surrounding ** the kernel " (truth) with " a husk "(error), but (to carry out
the figure) with a poisfmmut one ! But even men who constantly violate the gram-
matical sense by the engrafting of a higher and spiritual sense, at times confess the
superiority of the former. Thus, to illustrate (quoted in McClintock and Strong's

Cyfiop., Art, •'Interp.") : "Jerome (Cbm. in Mai. 1 : 16), about a. d. 400, could say,
* The rule of Scripture is, where there is a manifest prediction of future events, not to
enfeeble that which is written by the uncertainty of allegory.* " " Even Hilary in his

book 'De Trinitate,* 1, properly asserts, 'He is the best reader who rather expects to

obtain sense from the words than imposes it upon them, and who carries more away
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than he haa bionght, nor forces that upon the words which he had resolTed to under,
tftnd before he began to read.' " The student will not fail to obfterve that Protestant
CoDfeasiona of Faith insiat npon this graminatical aense when e,g. apeaking (Art. XX.
Anglican Chnrch) of ** God'a Word written," or (Art. 18, Scotch Conl) of * the plain text

of Scriptore." Indeed, all confessionn are based upon it, and aaamne the sense accepted
as the one commending itself to all by the common rules of language. Many, like

Porphyry (in his third Book ; see Art. on, McClintock and Strong's ()^op,\ object to
the allegorical and mystical interpretation introduced into the Church by the Alexan-
drian fathers, aa e.g. illostcated in ** The Apology," (toI. 1, p. 11 of The Literalist), and
in Lnther*8 principle of interpretation (toI. 3, p. 127). Some Millenarian writers (as Dr.
Craven in Lange's Com, Rev., p. 98) prefer" normal" to the word " literal,*" as more
expressive of our views of interpretation, not discarding the figurative.

Obg. 3. Such a reversal or change is, unfortunately, inferred from several

mssages of Scripture, and professing to be controlied in this matter by the
Word, it becomes requisite to examine the legitimacy of the inference. 1

Cor. 2 ; 14 is advanced as in conflict with our proposition and as fully

endorsing its op])08ite, viz :
" The natural man recoiveth not the things

of the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness unto him ; neither can heknota
them, because they are spiritually discemed.^^ This passage pushed to an
extreme, forms the key-note of the mystical, spiritualizing, Origenistic

system of Mterpretation ; the foundation of countless vagaries. Let us
test it, e.g., by the facts connected with the incarnation and death of
Jesus ; these were revealed by the Spirit and realized in such a manner
that they are^to be understood literally (as commands, duties, etc.), but to
one class they are foolishness, and they do not know them, in the sense of
appreciating their value, or importance, or relation to God and man (for

knowing is used, as any concordance will show, as an equivalent for appre-
ciation, experience, etc.); while to another class they are known by
** spiritual discernment." What docs this latter expression denote?
That we are to attach to the incarnation and death a spiritual meaning
and discard the literal? No !

" spiritually discerned " is discerning '* the

things of the Spirit," ue., things given by the Spirit ; noting how the Spirit

reveals and records them in the Scriptures, submitting ourselves to the
guidance and enlightening influence of the Spirit through the written
Word, until by His teaching and Divine aid we learn to appreciate and to

appropriate the truths revealed to ourselves ; and not to reject a literal

rendering, and fasten, under the assumption of special superadded enlight-

enment, another sense upon the Scriptures. " The things of the Spirit"
are a matter of record, and not left to the fancies or* heated imaginations
of every man who professes to be remarkably guided and influenced by the
Spirit. Therefore, to properly discern what are the teachings of the Spirit,

the record itself must be received in the sense prescribed by the usage of
language. Even if the passage be regarded as teaching that the soul,

mind, or Spirit discerns the truth, this does not invalidate the literalness

of the recorded things of the Spirit, as already evidenced by the example
presented. For in the context it is distinctly stated that God reveals His
truth through the Spirit, and that such a revelation is contained '* not in
the words which man's wisdom teacheth, but " (in the words) '* which the
Holy Ghost teauheth ; comparing spiritual things " {ue, the things taught
by the Spirit) *' with spiritual things " (i.e. with other things also received
from the Spirit). This brings us back to the question already answered,
How are the words themselves to be apprehended—as teaching what they
grammatically contain, or as including some other meaning ?
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Another paesage often paraded as against ns is found in 2 Cor. 3:6:
" Who also hath made us able ministers of the New Testament ; not of the

letter, htit ojf the Spirit: for the letter killeth, but the Spirit giveth fife,^^

While it is impossible to preserve the force and true apprehension of this

Scripture without understanding what is meant by the New Testament or
covenant (which will bo examined Prop. 50, in connectJon with the Abra-
hamic covenant), yet, aside from this, sufficient reason can be advanced to

rebut its reference to a literal, or any other system of interpretation.

Asking what is meant by " the Spirit," the answer comes in the very same
chapter ** Noto the Lord is that Spirit '*

(y, 17, comp. Barnes' admissions,
etc- )• and (in v. 18, according to Barnes, Beza, Wolf, Locke, Rosenmttller,

Doddridge, etc., the Greek is) ^*from the Lord the Spirit,^* If Christ be
the Spirit here denoted, how can it refer to interpretation ? Or, if the
testimony of the apostle, that by the Spirit Christ is meant, is set aside, we
ask then, How comes it, according to the statement of Neander and a host
of writers, that the apostles could not rid themselves of the ^' materialistic

husk " of a literal interpretation of the Word ? If the ** literal " applica-

tion '* killeth" as some' declare, how does it come then that God gives Hia
word in such afonn 9 Is it reasonable or credible that He, who is justly

lauded for benevolence, mercy, and grace, would give truth surrounded by
a deadly covering—truth too indispensable to secure the happiness and
peace of man ? la it not the rule of the Divine procedure (uttered by
Jesus, Matt 7 : 8, 9, 10, etc.) that even man will not give to an asking
son a stone for bread or a serpent for a fish, much less God ? Such are a
few of the questions that immediately suggest themselves, when making
the passage advocate a proceeding that would be inconsistent in man.
The simple, unpretending meaning of the verse is this : that the Word
of God in its letter (i.e. in its plain, unambiguous written form) cannot give
life ; that possessing the letter alone would inevitably lead to death, for
having o?ily the letter the covenant promises could not be realized, but
that having the Spirit, even Clirist, the assurance is given that the letter

itself—death without Christ or the Spirit—or the promises of God
contained in the letter, shall be duly verified and accomplished. Two
jmssages throw light on this verse ; the one where even the letter of the
Gospel, the preaching of the apostles, may prove to be a ** savor of death
onto death " (2 Cor. 2 : IG) without Christ ; and the other (John 6 : 63),
when Jesus, to indicate the future resurrection and possession of eternal

life, says: ** It is the Spirit th«t quickeneth " (comp. 2 Cor. 4:14;
John 5 : 21 ; Rom. 8: 11; Gal. 4 : 17; Phil. 3 :21), keeping in view that this

quickening is applied to Christ in 1 Pet., 3 : 18, ** being put to death in

the flesh, but quickened by the Spirit." Hence the literal aspect of the
truth is far from being condemned or set aside ; if so, it would sweep away
the most precious promises that the Bible contains. It is then to be
received, but in connection with it, that also which alone gives it efficacy

and power in this world, and in that which is to come.' The idea, there-

fore, of the apostle is, that without the related work and power of Jesus,

as the Christ, and His Spirit exerted in our behalf, the mere reception of the

truth in its material form will, instead of delivering from, only conduct to

death. There is nothing in the scope of the passage to indicate any such
reference as many attach to it, so condemnatory to the Bible and the prac-

tice of the apostles.'
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1 Comeliua Agrippa {On ihe VanxUe of Sciences, ch. 97) speaks of th« Scholastics and
their performances, and adds (what is applicable to-day) : " against which if any will resist

with the authoritee of the holy Scriptures, fonrthwiUi lie shall saie : ihe Utter kUkth, it is

deadly, it is unprofitable ; bat they saye that we ought to search out that which Ueth
hidden in the letter afterwarde they having recourse to interpreting, to expoundinge, to
gloaainge, and to siUogisinge, do rather give it some other sense, than the proper mean-
inge of the letter ; if thou instantly require an answere and be earnest upon Uiem, they
wUl give evil language and call thee Asse, as one which understandeth not that which is

hidden in the letter, but as a serpente feedest on the earthe alone," etc. A recent illus-

tration of a ruinous interpretation of this passage in 2 Cor. 3 : 6 may be in place. The
eloquent H. W. Beecher preached from this text, as reported e,g. JV'. Y. Sun, May
19th, 1873, and the sermon exhibits the painful conclusion that in his efforts to glori^
" the Spirit" he utterly degrades ** the letter." Misapprehending the meaning of his
text, he presses it in his service to undervalue—as infidels do—the written record ; com-
paring the latter in its imperfections to the dead bark, moss, worms, and insects scraped
(by assailants, unbelievers) from the trees of an orchard, adding :

" and the more they
raked the better he would like it," etc. The tendency of such declarations are danger-
ous and most derogatory to the Word. Then, again, it is amazing to witness the self-

contradiction of writers. Take e.g. Calvin (who in many places favors a literal inter-

£rotation InsL ch. 10 B. 2, S. 8,) speaking of the letter, says :
" The Old Testament is

teral. because it was promulgated wiifund ihe efficacy of ihe Spirit,*' etc., and yet in the
Bcune section he admits that under this ** literal " dispensation men were converted, that
the work of the Spirit was experienced, that men were moved and spake by Him ! He
endeavors to palliate his expression by adding that this ** is ^ised byvxty of coinparison,**

But this does not remove the difficulty, and it does not inform ns how the Old Testament,
once literal, note becomes " spiritrnd." And when Calvin was attacked (D*Aubigne*s Jtef-

crmaiion, vol. 3, p. 81) by Quinten " the spiritual," the latter sought refuge in the fol-

lowing :
" We are not subject to the letter which killeth, but to the Spirit which girelh

life. . , . The Bible contains allegories, myths which the Holy Spirit explains to
us." Calvin replied :

** You make your Scriptures a nose of wax, and play with it, as if

it were a ball."
' The critical reader will observe that onr argument has only reference to the doctrinal

interpretation, and not to the practical influence that doctrine or truth should have on
the l^e. There may be a clear apprehension of doctrine, and yet it may (as, alas, multi-
tude of instances testify) be inoonducive to piety, etc., but Uiis practical neglect does
not affect the interpretation. Spener (Hagenbach, Hist. Doc., vol. 2, p. 246) took the right
position when opposing the mere reception of the letter without an additional self-

appropriation of the truth expressed in it. And in opposing the Quakers he justly

observes, on the other side : " Our feelings are not the norm of truth, but Divine truth is

the norm of our feelings. This rule of truth exists in ihe Divine Word apart from our*
sdves.'*

> The misinterpretation of this and the previous passage has opened a wide door to
innumerable vagaries and assumptions of higher spiritual excellence. Thus, to illus-

trate : it led Schwenkfeld (Kurtz, Ch. Hist,, vol. 2, p. 155), to call Luther's insisting upon
the unconditional authority of tiie Word of God ** a bondage to the letter," and caused
him to exalt a professed ** inner word of the Spirit above the written Word of the Script-

ures." The names of Antoinette Bourignen, Seb. Frank, Thamer, Servetus, Labadie,
" The Angelic Brethren," Jumpers or Barkers, Shakers. Duchoborzins (a Russian sect,

see Kurtz, Ch, Hist., vol. 2, p. 239), Zoharites, Muggletonians, Fetro^oannites, and
others, are suggestive of the same. This theory of interpretation run to excess may be
found in Woolston's book (London, 1722), " A Free Gift to the Clergy," in which " the
hireling priests of what denomination soever" "are all ministers of the letter." The
titles of various works are amply sufficient, such as e.g. How's "Sufficiency of the Spirit's

Teaching without Human Iieaming ; or a Treatise Tending to Prove Human Learning to

be no Help to the Spiritual Understanding of the Word of God ;" or the " Allegorical

Explanations of both Testaments ;" or the " Mystical Ark," etc. So Hutchinson based
his system on a fanciful etymology of Hebrew words, from which spiritual significations

were drawn, so that history was turned into prophecy, and the plain grammatical sense
was set aside. Such extinvagances still exist, and a thousand illustrations might be drawn
from recent writers, reviving in a meewure the idea advocated even by Lardner, Steven-
son, Fearce, Sherlock, etc. (who follow Woolston's and Thomas' views) that the Gospel
history itself is to be understood in a mystical or parabolic sense. Mysticism, more or
less developed, is found in many authors of the present day, although they refxue the ex-
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tzeme of the " Abecedarians," who (Appletonfl* Oudop.) " held that vithont the aid of
study the Holy Spirit would convey directly to the understandiDg a knowledge of the
Saiptnres, and that, therefore, it was better not to know how to read." It is also a sad
oommeutaiy on human weakness that tracts and books, containing doctrinal statements,
interpretations of prophecy, etc., claim that their interpretations were given by special
Divine inspiration or enlightenment through the Spirit. Without questioning the sin-

cerity of these persons (for men are easily led to such a belief, if they assume themselves
to be the spedai favorites of the Spirit in the reception of gifts), it is sufficient to say
that eveiy such a plea vitiates the value of their teaching, and imposes alone upon the
weak, ignorant, or unreflecting, who are unable to test their utterances by the general anal-
og of the Word. Luther, on John 14 : 25-28, gives an infallible rule for trying the pro-
fessed (by men) utterances of the Holy Spirit, thus :

" If one come, therefore, and pre-
sent anything to me as taught or revealed by the Holy Spirit, I keep to the Word and hold
tills doctrine up to it, as to the true touchstone. If now I see that it agrees with that
which Christ says, I receive it as right and good. But if it be a departare from it, or
would produce something different from it, then I say, Thou art not the Holy Ghost, but
the detestable deviL For the true Spirit comes in no other name than in the name of
Christ* and teaches nothing other than what the Lord Christ has said." A writer in
the North BnL Review (May 1849) objects to Morell ("Philosophy of Religion"), not
allowing the letter of the Scriptures its true position and weight as the testimony of God.
but makes the only ground of certitude to exist in the subjective mind of the inquirer—in
intuitional consciousness. The fact is that, to induce the highest certitude, we must
receive the authoritative letter as containing the truth, give it its logical force (through
reason), and allow its intuitive influence (through a responding moral nature), dependant
npon the Spirit that gave the truth, and upon our adaptabili^ for its reception. God's
Word is true, whether men receive or reject it.

Obs, 4. Briefly, then, we are forced by a regard for consiatency to
endorse the proposition for the following reasons : 1. God communicates
with us throngh lanenage, and He follows, in order that we may under-
stand, the usages of language, 2. The literal interpretation was the
ancient mode employed down to the time of Christ. 3. It was the early
ChriHtian Ohurcii method, and continued thus until subverted by the
Alexandrian and monkish one. (Comp. e.g. in reference to interpretation
of Scriptures relating to kingdom. Props. 70-78). 4. It is the one to
which God alone appeals in behalf oi the veracity, etc., of His word.
5. It is the only one that can give us the certainty that it is not the work
of man. 6. The fundamental truths of Christianity, the covenants, the
person, incarnation, life, and death of Jesus, the promises, the fulfilment
of prophecy, etc., are based upon it. 7. It is the one that maintains its

reasonableness and accordance with the laws of language, and can thus be
tested and proven. 8. It presents a simplicity which binds together the
Old and New Testaments in unity of language and of design that no other
system bestows. 9, It brings forth most prominently the analogy of
Scripture and of faith, 10. It not only preserves the promises of God
intact, but fully shows how and when they are fulBlled. 11. It conduces to
bring out most distinctively a perfect Redeemer and a completed redemption.
12. It prevents a host of contradictory meanings applied to the kingdom,
clearly tracing and presentini^ it as the covenants and promises demand.
13. It effectually closes the door to a flood of wild and antagonistic inter-

pretations fastened on the Word under the claim of superior spiritual
enlightenment, discernment, and sanctity. 14. It aids us fairly to meet,
without lowering and degrading the Word by abject concessions and the
accommodation theory, the assaults of unbelievers. The bearing of all

this will be evidenced as we pass over the leading doctrine of the IJible ; and
the result of our labors, the fruit of adherence to grammatical interpreta-
tion, will indicate the solidity of the ground occupied.
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Dr. Spreoher in his Groundyxrk qf TKeol,, p. 1, ch. 6» on " The Bight of Priymte
Judgment and the Safflciency, Intelligibility, and Efficacy of the Sacred Scriptorefi," folly

and ably sustains onr position. After insisting npon the intelligibility of the Scriptores;

becanse " a revelation unintelligible is no revelation at all," etc., he (p. 109) remarks :

" As the revelation is made in oral conimunioations and in written words, in articulate

speech and intelligible language—language intelligible to its first hearers and readers—it
follows that the words in this revelotion must have been used aocording to the rules of
language then prevalent, the vaua loquendi of that day, aocording to the meaning or sense
of the words to those to whom the language was vernacular. Otherwise the communica-
tion could not have been understood by them. It is evident, therefore, that the Bible
must be explained in the same way, and interpreted by the same rules which apply to
any other books written in the same language. This was the view of Luther, and he
called it the sensum lUeraletn.'* Brookes {Maranatha^ p. 38} justly observes, in behalf of
the grammatical sense, that if the Word is at the mercy of the interpreter, then the Bible
'* is no longer a revelation, but a concealment of God*s will." Professor Riddle (Hints
on Bible Jnterpretaiion^ forcibly observes that " the right of private interpretation

"

" assumes that the Bible is a human (in its language) book ; that however its human
authors were inspired, they wrote or spoke so as to be understood, using words, whether
literally or figuratively, in the sense in which general usage employs them. For if this
principle of interpretation were not correct, there could be no duty of private interpre-

tation." ** Indeed, any other position makes the Bible a dishonest book." Chilling,
worth ( WorkSf vol. 1, p. 231) affirms our view, because Qod designed His Word not aim-
ply " for the learned, but for all men," which design is only met by the gnunmatiail
sense.

Obs, 5. Oar position is endorsed, at least in theory if not always in prac-
tice, by the ablest writers. Our introductions and aids to the study of the
Bible (as e.g. Hortie's, vol. 1, p. 322, etc. Comp. Alford's How to Studt/
New Testf Dunn's Study of the Bible; Smith's Die. of the Bible ; Her-
zog's Encyc, Tlie Bible and its Studyj etc.), regard it as fundamental to a
correct understanding of the Word. Theologians and authors in every
statement of doctrine or argument, lay stress on it as the strongest possible

proof to be adduced in favor of what the Scriptures actually do teach.

This, e,q. is evidenced on almost every page of such works as Kitto's Cyclo-
pedia, Fairbairn's Bib. Dictionary, Kurtz's *Sac, History, etc., and in all

our leading commentaries, in Sys. Divinity, etc. Indeed, the plain gram-
matico-rhetorical sense is to multitudes the end of controversy. The
reformers, as stated (comp. Mosheim's Ch. Hist., Cent. 16, S. 3; Eichhom*8
Geek, der Cultur, p. 1, and 175 ; Hallam's Introd. Lit. of Europe, vol, 2,

p. 287 etc.) confined themselves, more or less, to the literal interpretation.

Even some eminent Roman Catholic divines (comp, Calmet's Die.) have
admitted the literal sense, as e.g. John Charlier De Gcrson, Chancellor of
the University of Paris, of whom Neander {Hist, Dogmas, vol, 3, p. 607)
says :

** Gerson first of all asserted as a fundamental maxim that the
literal sense of the Bible was the only true one ; that all things necessary
to salvation were plainly contained in the Bible, and that no true doctrine
could be at variance with the Bible." He, however, neutralized this by
also declaring that this literal sense must be explained by the interpreta-
tion of the Church, given to it through General Councils. The moat
pompous array of testimonials might be presented in favor of the interpre-
tation advocated by us—even from men who are largely addicted to spirit-

ualizing—but the illustrations appended will suffice. It is self-evident
that, in the perusal of the writings of others, we feel, explain it as we may,
that in the interpretation of Scripture they are correct and truthful in
proportion as the literal sense or the natural figurative one sustains them,
Barnes (Com. Gal. 4 : 24) expresses our view :

" the great truth has gonev
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forth, never more to be recalled^ that the Bible is to be interpreted on the
same principle as all other books ; that its language is to be investigated
by the same laws as languajg;e in sJl other books ; and that no more liberty

is to be taken in allegorizing the Scriptures than may be taken witn
Herodotus or Livy."

Rev. Dr. Spreoher, my honored instznctor in theology, in & letter addresfied to me
doted Jannjuy 16th, 1856, after referring to his extensive reading on the subject and the
reflection of years, says :

" Their (i.«., Millenarians) principles of interpretation are cor.

rect," however he may differ on some details of exegesis. Rev. Robert Hall, in his
Bevieux^ Qregonfs Letters, utters the following: "Let the fair grammatical import
of Scripture language be investigated ; and whatever propositions are, by an easy and
natural interpretation, deducible from thence, let them be received as the dictates of
infinite wisdom, whatever aspect they bear, or whatever difficulties they present. Re.
pugnant to reason they never can be, because they spring from the autiior of it ; but
superior to reason, whose limits they will infinitely surpass, we must expect to find
them, since they are a communication of such matters of fact respecting the spiritual

and eternal world as need not to have been communicated, if the knowledge of them
could have been acquired from any other quarter.'* Emesti only expresses the views
of many when he tells us :

" Theologians are right when they afifirm the literal

fiemse to be the only true one," In &e Inst. JnUrp, of the New Testament, he lays

it down as a fundamental law of exegesis that the interpretation of Scripture is to be
conducted by the same rules applicable to the interpretation of a classical or profane
author. (This has not been wholly eliminated in Professor Stuart's translation). The
only caution requisite is, that no exegesis is to be considered isolated from other Script-

ure, but must be regarded in its connection with the general analogy, spirit, or design
of the writers. The painful fact is, that, however correct in principle, Emesti, Mi-
chaelia, and others too much overlooked the internal and Divine unity exhibited by a
gnunmatico-historical interpretation—{.e. its union and correspondence with a continu-
ous Divine plan. They failed to combine what even exegesis presented. Evexy reader
of course knows that without the literal interpretation, works on the fulfilment of
prophecy cannot be effective as seen in writings of Sherlock, Newton, Kett, Faber, Keith,
Hurd,etc. Greswell (Parables, vol. 3, p. 173) denounces the dangerous practice of mak-
ing varied senses, as " substituting an indefinite and capricious standard of interpreta-

tion," and then forcibly adds :
*' & there is any one principle of interpretation which

from the nature of the case is not liable to vary ; which is founded in the reason of
things, and cannot accommodate itself to the peculiar tastes or prejudices of individuals,

in the use and admission of which persons of eveiy persuasion might be capable of con-
curring, and which would lead all, if they applied it rightly, to similar conclusions

;

which is consequently the least likrly to fail of the desired effect, and therefore we
may presume was of all others intended to be our guide and director in arriving at the
knowledge both of what we are required to believe, and of what we are bound to prac-

tice ; it appears to me to be this, that we take the words of Scripture as we find them ;

that we endeavor to ascertain their true, grammatical sense, whether in the Old or the
New Testament, in the first instance, and then receive the truths which are thereby con-
veyed, whether articles of faith or rules of practice, according to the plain and simple
and obvious meaning of the language itself." Graff, in his Lay Sermons, No. 1. ob-
serres that *^ the language is human," and adds :

'* It is this human phase of the Script-

um which brings them within our reach, even as it is the human nature of thp Divine
Person, of whom they treat, that renders Him capable of being our Saviour, Bepresenta*
tive, and Friend. As in the perusal of other books, so in reading the Bible, there is no
better general rule than that the obvious meaninft is the true.*' A sensible art. on Biblical

liderpretatUm may be found in the North Brit. Beview, Aug., 1658. We only add
this : if the idea contained in the grammatical sense is not the one inspired, then the
inspiration of the views presented is largely left to the option of the interpreter.

Obs. 6. This proposition is of the ntmost importance, seeing that, as all

frankly acknowledge, our doctrinal basis and subsequent anperstrncture

depend upon its adoption. The early Christians in their simplicity and
faith occupied our posture,* and therefore held a doctrine concerning the

kingdom, which^ by a change to another attitude^ is now regarded by the
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masses as erroneous. We are mainly indebted to Origen for this transfor-

mation, lie giving the leverage through which it was accomplished.
Luther and others may give their estimate of his performance/ It is suffi-

cient to say that he laid down the principle ** that the Scriptures are of
little use to those who understand them as they are written," etc
(Porter's Lee, Horn,, p. 61). He advocates {De, Pruic. B. 4 C. 1) the
threefold interpretation ; the obvious sense he likens to '' the flesh ; a
higher sense is equivalent to " the soul," and a still higher is represented

by ** the Spirit ;" '* for as man consists of body, soul, and spirit, so in the
same way does Scripture." How this system spread is briefly stated by
Mosheim {Eccl. Hist, Oen. 3, p. 2, S. 6): "A prodigious number of inter-

preters, both in this and succeeding ages, followed the method of Origen^
though with some variations ; nor could the few, who explained the sacred
writings with judgment and a true spirit of criticism, oppose with any
success the torrent of allegory that was overflowing the Church." * Augus-
tine (City of God, B. 17, S. 3) gives a threefold meaning to the prophecies,

one referring to the earthly, another to the heavenly Jerusalem, and a
third to both of these. T^lie moral sense advocated by Kant (Home's
Introd.y vol. 1, p. 323), which, setting aside the grammatical, imposes a
moral meaning, whether the passage can naturally bear it or not, is an
offshoot of such a system. So also the theory of accommodation to the
opinions and prejudices of the Jews as advanced hj Semler and developed
by his followers (Home's Introd,, vol. 2, p. 334), is the natural offspring

of such bold handling of the Word. In addition : the extravagant claims
of Swedenborg that he was set up as the true interpreter of the Word, is

exclusively based on the notion that to him was, for the first time, given
the secret key by the Creator himself, to unlock the Biblo and portray its

meaning ; and this key, on examination, turns, only in a more scientific

way, the old bolts in Origen's lock, now enlarged and reburnished. It

resolves itself in as wide a removal as possible from the literal, and finds

morality and religion in the plainest historical statements and facts ; in

short, wherever a mystical ingenuity could engraft them.* Without ques-
tioning the sincerity, intended honesty, and piety of such men, justice to
ourselves, and a desire to vindicate the truth, demands an exposure of their

inconsistency and dangerous tendency. Many, indeed, reject the vagaries

of Origen, the absurdities of Augustine, the lolly of Kant and Semler, the
visions of Svedenborg, and would regard it as uncomplimentary to be
classed as interpreters with one or the other of them, who, notwitnstand-
ing, are precisely in the same category. For with all these, they also for-

sake the literal sense, or, if the passage contains it, the figurative sense,

and add as the true sense another, viz., a spiritual or mystical. It is

singular, too, that many writers, unable to discriminate between figurative

language and their ovn superadded spiritualizing, confound the two,
although greatly differing, as one. Waldegrave, Fairbairn, and others
employ the term ** figurative " as if it were equivalent to spiritual, over-
looking the fact that all figurative language falls under the grammatical
construction of speech and is very different from the additional meaning
fastened upon the obtained figurative sense. Ijet us aj^in say : all parties

admit—however some may afterward discard it—the literal sense ; they all

accept of the figurative meaning ascertained by the rules of grammar and
rhetoric ; these are freely admitted as contained in the words or sentences,

and thus far all are agreed, but here the points of agreement cease, and
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the paths become diverging. We are Batisfied with the sense thus
obtained, seeking no other foreign to all languages^ and which no one
dreams to apply to any book except to the Bible* They^ on the other
hand, are not contented with sach a sense—frequently finding it contra-
dictory to their preconceived theory—but gravely tell us that this gram-
matical sense is a purelv representative sense of another and differing one,
which last they fail, eitner through design or discrimination, to distinguish
from the literal.* This peculiar mode of interpretation, traceable to
the old Origenistic method, makes it easy to fasten almost any meaning to
** the kingdom of heaven." To its looseness are we indebted for the
varied interpretations concerning it.*

Professor Shedd (iitsf. qf C%. Boc,, B. 6» oh. 1) endeavon to make the impression
that the later system of interpretation (i.«.. Alexandrian) was " the mast anthoritatiye
one." Bev. Shimeall» in his Heplyt condusively shows that it only became such,
over against the literal, by a wide and disastrous departure from the once prerailing in-
teipretatioQ. Ellicott {Aids to FhUh, Essay 9« " Scripture and its Interpretation") cor.
re<uy shows that the only really valuable and authoiitative interpretation of the Church,
including even the available portion of Origen's, etc.. is that based on a grammatical
and historical one. The reader will be gratified with his Essay.

* For Luther's view, see note to Obs. 1. Also Michelet's Life of Luther, p. 273 and
Ap. p. 419. Comp. estimate of Mosheim, Neander, Milner, and Kurtz in Ch. His-
toriee, Killen in 37i« Old Oaih. C7*urcA, Porter's IlomUetics^ etc., and it will be found
that Pressense {Early Years of CVtris., vol. 2, p. 328) is correct when he says that Origen's
mode of intetpretation ** reads a Bible of his own invention, a human book within
the Book of God."

* Compare Hagenbach's J{ist. qf Doc. , sec. 162, vol. 1, Davison's Sac. Eerm., p.
163-192, etc., and it will be found that Origen's threefold sense and Augustine's three
and fourfold sense gave place even to Angelom's sevenfold and eightfold sense, and
ultimately to as many as could be derived. John Sootus Erigena taught an infinite

sense, and Cocceius declared, ** that the worda of Scripture must everywhere be sup-
posed to signify just as much as they may signify," i.e., as much as fancy could torture
out of them, llilner justly describes {Ecd. Hist., voL 1, p. 469) a long period thus :

** A thick mist for ages pervaded the Christian world, supported and strengthened by
his (Origen's) allegorical manner of interpretation. The learned alohe were considered
for ages implicitly to be followed ; and the vulgar, when the literal was hissed off the
stage, had nothing to do but to follow their authority wherever it led them.** This
" mist" is far from being dispelled, and the work performed under its cover is still

largely retained.
* Swedenborg {The Apoc, Revealed^ vol. 2, p. 959) advocates three senses, viz., " the

celestial, the spiritual, and the natural ;** the last being of little account. Under the
pious garb of visions, etc., he conveniently gets rid of the grammatical sense, and, with
it, of covenant and prediction according to their plain meaning. This Swedenborgian
key reveals, e,g., that (Div. Prov. No. 326) ** cows" signify ** good natural affections ;**

that (True Ch. Belig. Nob. 113. 277) a horse denotes <' the understanding of the Word of
God ;" that (Arc. Coelea. No. 2089) Ishmael begetting twelve princes means " the primaiy
precepts which are of charity ;*' that (Arc. Cosiest. No. 4790) Joseph sold to Potiphar
signifies " the alienation of Divine truths by scientifics." A large number of such
engrafted meanings are scattered all through his writings, and remind us strongly of
Ongen's flights in the same direction. Thus e.g. the latter makes the seven women tak-
ing hold of one man, mentioned by Xsaiah, to denote the " seven operations of the
Divine Spirit,'* viz., " the spirit of wisdom, of intelligence, of council, of virtue, of
knowle<lge, of piety, and the fear of the Lord " (Porter's Lee. Hem., p. 51 ). Multitudes
followed and endorsed such interpretation. Gregoiy the Great in his exposition of Job
fancies that " Job's friends denote the heretics, his seven sons the twelve apostles, his
three daughters the laity adhering to the Trinity, his seven thousand sheep the same
faithful people, and his three thousand humpbacked camels the depraved Gentiles.**

Eckhart (art., Mystics of Bmrteenth Century, Littell's Living Agt^ vol. 123, p. 457)
informs us that ** the shell is to be broken, the husk to be torn off and flung away ere

the spiritual kernel could be reached.** How he reaches this '* spiritual kernel " is

iUuatnited in his sermon on the restoration to life of the widow's son, thus : he makes
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*' the oity of Kain to he the Boal of man, the disdplee the rays of light entering into the
soul, and the widow's son the human will,*' etc. Nicholas of Basle, with thousands of
others, in a professed spirit of self-renunciation^ but which really exalted self in that it

possessed a private inspiration, sought out the hidden meaning of Scripture. Under
the plea of supernatural illumination^ ancients and modems discord the authority of the
letter— some are extremists, others more moderate.

" Thus e.g., take the promises relating to the re-estahlishment of the throne and kingdom
of David, and to the blessings to be enjoyed by the same Jewish nation which realized the
fulfilled threatenings, and after the grammatical sense, both strictly literal and figura-
tive, is obtained, then these are converted into something else. Thus David's throne is

the Father's throne in heaven, the blessings specifically announced to the Jews are
spiritualized as something now to be experienced and appropriated by the Gentiles, etc.

Those who are desirous to see how far men can go in spiritualizing are referred to the
writings of T. B. Gates and others. This additional sense, too, is often one of the
most far-fetched inferential, reminding one of the fiabbinical principle, thus (Hopkins'
Puritans, vol. 1, p. 533) illustrated : " Hunting on the Babbath day is a sin,*' saj's the
Jewish Talmud, and ** therefore catching a flea on that day is sin, because it is a kind
of hunting." This is no caricature ; for recently in the Cfuriatian Pidpit appeared
an article by an evidently sincere writer (whose name, out of respect, is repressed) on
the ** Parable of the Leaven," in which the author asserts that the first measure of meal
was the Jews, the second measure George Washington and his compeers, and the third
a chosen body now raised up in a certain sect of which the writer is a member ! Alas for
the Word, when thus mutilated. One of the latest exhibitions in this direction is found
in Milton Woolley's Science of the Bible, which interprets all by supposed astronomical
relations. Even plain history symbolizes natural phenomena, either terrestrial or celes.

tial. We give a brief specimen of application : " Now when Moses was grown (i.e., when
Aquarius rises heliacaliy as before the sun), he spied an Egyptian smiting a Hebrew
(t. «.. winter smiting summer), and he looked this way and that way, and perceiving
himself unseen (t.e.. the sun's rays hid him), he slew the Eg^'ptian (i.e., winter was
followed by summer). But when he went out the second day {i.e., after he passed the
summer solstice), he saw two Hebrews (i.f,, the two halves of summer) striving to-

gether," etc. Hidiculous as this may appear, it is not near as dangerous as many other
interpretations already mentioned.

• The reader is reminded that recent writers, as Fairbaim. Brown, etc., make no effort

to give us canons or rules which would guide us in engrafting a spiritual sense upon the
grammatically figurative. The nearest approach is thot given by Home, (Introd. vol. 1.

p. 382, on the ** Spiritual Interpretation," sec. 1). This is unsatisfactory because it

mixes type, symbol, figure, etc. In conversation with a talented professor of theology,
allusion was made to Home's rules for spiritual interpretation, and although favorable
himself to spiritualizing, he promptly rejected them, and frankly admitted that deter-
minate rules could not be recorded, claiming that there were some things beyond our
power to fully recognize and control by rules. However true the latter may be as to

some scientific or theological truth, it certainly cannot apply to interpretation.

Obs, 7. A departnre from the literal sense has not only caused those
immensely varied and antagonistic interpretations of the kingdom, but it

has, in its self-defence, forced able and pious men to a confession which
undermines and destroys the authority of the Bible. Strauss, Bauer, and
others, charge the Bible, including the New Testament, with teaching in a
direct, literal sense a visible, outward kingdom here on eartli under the
personal reign of Jesus ; in brief, a kingdom in its Jewish fomi. This
18 frankly admitted by eminent theologians ; indeed, there can be, as we
shall hereafter show, no question about its being a fact. But how do they
get rid of this objection as urged by Renan, Parker, and others? Easily
enough, by turning on to it the light afforded by their additional sense.

We have one of the most scholarly inform ns. Thus e.g. Neander {Life
qfJesuSy p. 250, etc.) concedes that the true idea of the kingdom of God
was contained in a ** materialistic husk," which (the latter) he designates
a ** chimera, wliich was the rough rind of the sacred bulb ;" and contends
that this ** husk " was in the second or third century removed, and then
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" the real kingdom of God was made clear/' and tbo bolieverB in that
" roagh rind" by the change "became heretics," In other words, the
literal sense once neld is discarded and another sense, which is pronounced
the true one, is given to the kingdom, and a complete reversal of opinion
follows, so that in the estimation of many the former believers are no
longer to be regarded as in sympathy and belief with the Church. Wo
earnestly protest against such a procedure, which makes the apostles and
early believers to put their faith in a "chimera," "a rough rind," "a
materialistic husk ;" which j^roclaims with the utmost self-complacency
that " in the things of the Spirit," in doctrinal truths, we, or the Church,
are far in advance of the apostles ; which makes inspired men and
preachers of the kingdom ignorant of the leading doctrine of the Bible,

and one too that they were specially to proclaim. Let this husk be the
grammatical sense—strictly literal ana figurative—we are abundantly
satisfied with its consolations, profundity, and sublimity. Its meat is

wholesome and nourishing, imparting strength, and we need no other,

although it is, with high-sounding words, pronounced to be the inner,

sacred g;erm developed by " the consciousness of the Church," or by the
growth induced by the Spirit When we see that the reception of this

inner germ produces direct antagonism to one admitted sense of the Word,
hostility to the early faith of the ,Church, inability to fairly meet the
objections of infidelity, a countless number of mystical additions leading
to the most extravagant revelations, we respectfully, but firmly, decline

the intoxicating potion. This " germ system " virtually makes the

Bible " all things to all men," in a way that opens wide the door to the
entrance of that mournful, endless procession of diverse, adverse, opposite,

inimical opinions, doctrines, systems, etc., which appear in the history of

henneneutics, theology, and the Church- Should we not, to say the least,

hesitate before wo endorse a method which has been so widespread for

evil, and which, with the best intention, sweeps a net with meshes so

large that it cannot hold in confinement the fishes it encloses ; which is a
power so explosive and dangerous to manage that when handled its effects

cannot be controlled ? It leads even such men as Cocceius to exult in the

prolific manner in which reason can become the measurer of Scripture, say-

ing :
" The Scripture is so rich that an able expositor will bring more than

one sense out of it. " What kind of riches tnese are, we need not now
delineate.*

The most dangerous attacks of unbelief against the Bible are based on
a purely grammatical interpretation of it. The result is, that the teaching
of the Scriptures being diverse—as e,g, in reference to the kingdom—from
the spiritual conceptions of the modem Church, both are rejected on the

ground that they are unreliable, for the first given by professed inspired

men is not entertained by the Church, and the second is solely the work
of fallible saccessors. Now the vast mass of the Church, having left the

apostolic interpretation and followed the Alexandrian, monkish, and
popish interpretations, is utterly unable to resist those attacks without

resorting to a double, concealed, inner, or spiritual meaning. Here is the

fatal lack of consistency; for it is virtually admitting that the Word accord-

ing to its letter cannot be defended, thus opening a wide gap for the

enemies of the truth to enter, conceding that one admitted sense possesses

a serious defect Now, we propose in this work to take the principles of

interpretation correctly adopted by unbelievers, admitted by many ortho-
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dox to be sound and reliable, however they may violate them, and show,
step by step, presenting Scripture proof as we advance, that they preserve
the integrity of the Word, the inspired teaching of the apostles, and a
marked unity of design in redemptive purposes. While there is a large
class who make their attack against Christianity through the literal inter-
pretation and reject it as untenable, there is another large one who profesa
to retain some regard for the Bible, and under this esteem manipulate
the literal sense by engrafting upon it what they designate a higher and
nobler sense. Rationalistic, N^aturalistic, and Liberal books, fall of Free
Religionist ideas, develop this feature largely, Alas I this destructive
work was taught them by the system of believers, and they plant them-
selves complacently upon the interpreting basis so kindly provided—all

objections being swallowed up in the latitude given by a supposed freedom.
Grammar, rhetoric, and history are violated for the sake of an idea, an
** inner germ," and the most scholarly, learned men are pushing on, exult-
antly, the work.' Prudence dictates a return to the grammatical sense,
which all admit, and a strict adherence to the same. Every one feels that
just in proportion as an important doctrine or truth is founded upon such
a sense, in that proportion is it credible. Even mystics, the greatest
splritualizers, seek to sustain their views by an appeal to such wherever
available. The leading doctrine of the kingdom cannot prove an excep-
tion to a rule which commends itself to good judgment.

» Histoiy ia fnil of them. Not merely Cocceius (Mosheim Ch. Hisi., vol. 3, p. 429), but a
host of others arose in all centuries, who thus perverted the plainest passages, making even
(Home's Jnirod.y vol. 1, p. 384, note) the incest of Lot and his daughters a sign of salva-
tion thi^ugh Jesus Christ, and the phrase " Joshua the son of Nun" to be the equiva-
lent o " Jesus the Son of Man," eto. These are extremes, which happily the good sense
of ma ly of our opponents reject with us, and they are only presented to show what fruits
the PTStem itselt in the hands of some, prodaces. Multitudes accuse us of folly (1
Cor. i : 18) in adhering to the grammatical construction, but they forget two things, 1.

That if the grammaticalword contains foolishness, then the Spirit is justly chai^eable in its

proc'^ tion ; and 2. That no mistakes of rigid literalism, overlooking figures of speech con-
tain. 1 (as alleged e.g, against the Audiani, the followers of Audceus), can be compared
with the more serions and dangerous blunders of spiritual and mystical interpretation.
One of the most sad mistakes, under the impression of " spiritual discernment," is

found in the history of Irving's life (see p. 446, etc.. and App. p. 667, 609, Irmn/j's Lift
by Mrs. Oliphant). The student, undoubtedly, has noticed*the multitude of interpre-
tations which accommodate Scripture—in the manner of the clergyman who preached
before the Pretender at Perth from Isa. 14 : 1, 2—to present existing circumstances and
conditions, when the context, scope, etc., indicate no such reference. Professor Sherer,
when he repudiates " the literal system " as " the theological baggage," and makes tho
Spirit apart from (not in and by) the "Word the bestower of new revelations, new truths,
new doctrines etc., is only reproducing an old departure from the Scriptnre teaching

;

and when Costellio, at Geneva, said, " The Spirit will eclipse the light of the Scripture
as the sun eclipses the light of a candle," it is only the repetition of an oft-repeated
fanatical prediction. It Is the spirit of the Jesuit who made the Pope " the greater
light,'* or of the London preacher who mode Pharaoh to mean God the Father, Joseph
the Son of God, and Potiphar's wife sinful nature (£ncy. Bib. KnowL, art. ** Spirit-
ualize").

» The spiritnalislio theory, now so prevalent and heartily endorsed in the (Thurch, is
bearing its deadly fruit in many a work published under infidel and semi-infidel aus-
pices. Thus e,q. A. Coqueral, Jr. (Hurst's Hist. Bational.^ p. 409) is the mouthpiece of a
vast number when he declares that ** authority does not rest in Uie letter, or in the
leaves of Scripture. The Divine Spirit acts in the soul &eely and independently of the
letter. It is high time that we renounce the puerile, disrespectful, and contradictory
worship of the letter. The letter killeth." It is not a sufficient reply to say that these
men believe that every man possessing truth is equfdly inspired with the apostles, and
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henoe do not confine themselTes to the spiritiial sense of the Word, bnt embrace their

own indiTidoal dednctions. For this is precisely what moltitades, professing to be
Christians and not ranked with infidels, are doing, viz., giving an addition^ sense
to the Word under the claim that " the letter killeth," and that the Spirit is specially

gtren to them, thus mam^aduring a Bible of thtir own ont of the Word consistent with
their own conceptions of what trnth demands. We can. alas, point to large organized
bodies setting np antagonistic claims in this manner, while all denominations are,

more or less, leavened by its spirit and pntctice. Admitting the principle to be a cor.

rect one, how can yoa meet in argument those who claim that Uiey hare the Spirit

equally with yourself ? You cannot appeal to the letter, for that ** killeth ;** yon cannot
appeal to the Spirit, for both profess to possess it. In fact, it leaves us no solid crite*

rion by which to jndge.

Obs, 8. \rhilo urging a literal interpretation, we are, as already
intimated, equally opposed to that ultra-literalism which makes no allow-

ance for the figures of speech incident to all language. Tropical usage is

by no meana an evidence of ambiguity or weakness ; it is rather that of

clearness and strength, for according to the decided testimony of rhetori-

cians, its design and province is (Blair's EheL, S. 14) to '* illustrate a sub-
ject, or throw light upon it," or (Jamieson's BheL, p. 138) " to give ns,

frequently, a much clearer and more striking view,'* etc. Hence to
reject them is to evince a childish play, such a puerile literalism as was
exemplified in Origen's unfortunate emasculation (how much had this to
do with the after-development of his threefold sense?), and even in the
contest between the great reformers Luther and Zwingli on the words
instituting the Supper. This disclaimer is the more necessary, since in

numerous books, reviews, and newspapers, it is alleged that Millenarians

confine themselves to the exclusive, rigid, literal sense, admitting no^ other,

and denying that of figure. One writer even, Dr. Spring, made 4he \jtterly

unwarranted assertion that we " affirm that the prophetic and jpoca-
lyptic writings which speak of the Millennium are free from ft^uises,

symbols, and aro altogether literal,"* The simple truth is, that*not a
single Millenarian auttior, from the days of the apostles down, hy^ds to

eucQ an opinion ; all of them, without exception, fullj recognize symbols,
types, and figures of speech, notice their peculiarities, and discriminate

tnem from the strictly literal. It is their plain, unanimotts statement that
langu^e must be interpreted by the laws which produce and regulate it

:

if symbolic, it is to be interpreted by the laws governing symbols ; if

typical, then by the laws underlying types ; if tigurative, then by the
rules controlling figures ; and if rigidly literal, then by the laws of unfig-

urative speech. Works specially directing attention to these rules are
presented by Millenarian writers, as e,g. Brookes, Bickersteth, Lord,
Winthrop, etc.'

' The IMentry and TheoLogicdl Jcvmal of D. N. Lord, -while published, did good
service in oorreeting such unjust representations, both in showing their groundlessness
and in adTocating the direct oonrerse. To this journal the reader is referred for numer-
ous examples of misrepresentations (like Spring's, etc.)» correoted, for illustrations of the

manner in which passages are explained by us and onr opponents, and for the opinions

of Doffleld, McNeile, and others on the subject. Bickersteth's Ouide, Brooke's Elements

€fProfMic Interpretation
f
The Prophetic TimeA, etc., may also be consulted with Advantage.

* It is not necessary to reproduce the rules adopted by us, for these are found in our
grammars and rhetorics, introductions to the Bible (as Home's, etc.), and in the writ-

ings of the class mentioned. Let ns add, that the grammatical interpretation of figure,

symbol, type, is not the spiritual interpretation that ve condemn ; but after the lawful

interpretation of such figure, etc., has been ascertained, to leave this ftnd tosten another
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upon it —this so-called Bpiritual sense we resist. While the literal may be nnlawfnllj
made ftgurative, and the figurative by violence be made literal—mistakes to which all

are liable—a legitimate literal and figurative interpretation is not to be set aside for

another and representative sense of something that the words do nof express. It is amas-
ing to notice writers who cannot distinguish between their special superadded spiritual

sense and a figurative one ; and who, blundering, call figure, symbol, and type spiritual

language* or else overlook the fact that as figurative language falls in with the purely
grammatical, they cannot justly charge us with error in making i^ such, when we hold to
a literal fulfilment of the same after it has been interpreted by the rules of language.
We hold that rigid literal language, symbol, type, and figure in their plain grammatical
interpretation often teach us spiritual facts, etc., but this they do in the plain sense con-
veyed. Even allegory we receive where it is plainly contained in the language ; and in
reference to the expression of Paul (Gal. 4 : 24), this is no criterion to be followed by us,

as is clearly stated by Albert Barnes {Com. loci.}, to^ which the reader is referred, coming
as it does from one who favored spiritualizing.

Oha, 9. To prove that our proposition is wrong in limiting the inter-

E
rotation of the Bible by the laws of language, aa universally held, it must
e shown : 1. That the Bible in its usage of language is an exception to

all other books. 2. That the subject-matter, superior to that contained
in other books, is not conveyed to us through the common channel of
language in the ordinary way, 3. That a sense beyond that given by the
rules of language ia a legitimate one, and either, in some manner, drawn
from language itSelf or found incorporated or announced in the Word.
4. Some rules or directions for ascertaining and applying this additional

sense, so that it may be easily recognized and not arbitrarily used. 5.

Some decided—not inferential—examples of such a sense being determined
and enforced by the Bible, in order to elevate it to a justly recognizable

rank. lathis way we may, perhaps, be enabled to appreciate that over-
whelming stream of scholasticism, mysticism, and Bfjiritualism pervading
our theological literature. Men laughingly refer to those enormous
summaries of Divinity concocted in past ages, with their violations of
Scripture language, while they themselves, unconsciously, approvingly
quote and endorse in their formative theology many of the erroneous
interpretations of the Thomists, Scotists, Occamites, etc. Having a
system of interpretation identical in many respects with the Echolaatics,

etc., it is difficult, perhaps impossible, to rid themselves entirely of their

interpretations.*

Another feature must also be discarded. It has become quite fashion-

able with recent writers, in their efforts to find arguments against us, to

practically lower the prophetical portion of the Word by placing the non-
prophetical of the New Testament in the scale as far superior to the former,
etc. (so e,g, Waldcgrave, comp. Lord's Journal, Ap. 1857). Now, when-
ever a system is forced, in self-defence, to thus discriminate between the
Scriptures and portions of them, exalting one part above the other as
more worthy of reception or credence, instead of receiving the iehole as

standing upon the same ground of being a revelation of God's will and
purpose (comp. Prop. 16), it is evidence—decisive—of weakness and
imperfection. A substantial method does not need such unstable prop-
ping. Notwithstanding its plausible and authoritative air, it becomes, by
its disintegrating Qualities, a dangerous instrumentality. It is the weapon
so freely employed by German Kationalists and others to invalidate the
credibility and authority of the prophetic writings, and to graft upon them
any desired meaning. To make one portion of scripture to be the sole
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and exclusive arbiter and interpreter of the Bible, is snbversire of the
light given in a general analogy and a continuous Divine plan. Such a
course is like to that of a person who, in a large room containing a
number of windows, contents himself with the light of one when all are

available ; and then, owing to the quantity of light received, distinguishing
things imperfectly, still contends that such is their true and only appear-
ance.'

* Hence Le Roy Pope {Modem Fhneies and FsUies, p. 337) takes the position, owing
to tha Tariety of interpretation, that the true meaning of the Bible cannot be obtained
from the language of Scriptnre, aBHerting :

** The only light which can afford us this in-

dispensable aid, and bring the religions world, which has -gone so far astray, back to true
religion, is the light of nature." But he forgets ; 1. That the variety of interpretation

springs not so much from the grammatical sense as from the system of spiritualizing the
language ; 2. That no other book must call in ** the light of nature" in order to have its

true sense presented ; 3. That the advocates of this " light of nature'* also bring in an
endless variety of interpretations ; 4. And that he thus makes, allowing the claims of the
Bible, the lesser to be the guide and instructor of the greater.

' Other points worthy of notice might be presented, but we briefly advert to another,

TeiT common, viz., boldly to assert a sweeping accusation without giving any reasons or

facts to sustain it. Thus e.g. Fairbaim (a valuable \vTiter) On Prophecy, Append. G, p.

41)7, approvingly quotes Hengstenberg, attempting to make the literal interpretation

odions, saying, ** that its strongest condemnation consists in its being the very method
of interpretation which led to the crucifixion of Christ." If this is its '* strongest con-
demnation,'* we are abundantly satisfied to retain it. Allusion is evidently had to Jesus
b«ing charged with His being a king, etc., but let the objector bear in mind that Jesus
never denied the charge, but appropriated the fact as applicable. This will be developed
under its appropriate head hereafter ; now it may be said, the Jews rejected the liteml

fulfilment of prophecy in Christ's forerunner, in Christ's birth, life, miracles, entry into

Jerusalem, crucifixion, death, burial, resurrection, and ascension. The apostles accuse
them of such conduct, and hence their unbelief is represented as the more inexcusable.

Their hatred toward and their cmcitixion of Christ, according to the testimofiy, was based
neither on the literal nor the spiritual interpretation of prophecy, but on their unbelief,

hardneiis of heart, apprehension of the people leaving them for Christ, etc., thus leading

to false and malicious charges. The Lest possible refutation of Fairbairn is given by
himself, p. 223-226 of the same work, where the literal fulfilment of prophecy is lauded,

and we are told that '* it is necessary to compare together prophecy and history" to see

the literal authentication.

Oba, 10. In our Introductions to the Bible it is a generally admitted

principle that no important doctrine should be solely based on figurative

language ; that to give it certainty it ought to be founded on the literal

meaning of the words. This is a necessity, notwithstanding the theoriz-

ing, so much impressed, that in every promulgation of doctrine, men will

instinctively feel that if they can secure the literal sense in their favor, fke

strongest possible proof is thus obtained. Why reject this when we come
to the doctrine of tne kingdom ? Surely, if there is a doctrine in the

Bible that ought to be sustained by the clearest evidence, it is the leading

one of the kingdom. This is abundantly provided, if we will only consider

and receive it. Its simplicity should not deter us ; this feature ought
rather to recommend it to our special notice. More than this : if we
reject it we will be held responsible for the same, just as Jesus held the

Jews accountable for the literal understanding of the Scriptures. We
certainlv are not amenable to a still "higher sense "of interpretation,

whose laws are not given ; and certainly wo are not to be condemned for

rejecting that which is said by men to be concealed, hidden under the

letter, and which it is impossible to perceive in the letter by the rules
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regulating that letter. Thus e.g. out of the many meanings engrafted
upon the kingdom by the adoption of a hidden germ, etc., which sense
ought we then to adopt, and what assurance have we that it is, after all>

the correct one? No ! we are only answerable to God's demand, how we
have treated the very letter committed to our trust, and this obligation presses

alike upon the learned and unlearned. Our doctrine, firmly adhering to one
system of interpretation, is found equally in both Old and New Testament.
6ur opponents tell us that the Jews understood the Old Testament too liter-

ally, and in place of their belief we are informed {Essays and ReviewSy S.

7, p. 406), that it is necessary for the salvation of the world to introduce
new truths into the Old Testament in place of the old. Others plead
that the primitive Church comprehended the New Testament too literally

(Neander, etc.), but that this was merely a transition stage before *' the
husk •* was throvm off and the genuine truth revealed. Once for all let us
say, that as reverent believers in the Word, it is impossible to credit such
explanations, condemnatory of God's Word, justice, and love, and cruelly

unjust to His ancient people, as if they were in faith a deceived people,

and the deception grew out of God's mode of teaching. Never can we
accept, however sincere its advocates, of such consequential, evil- tending
teaching. We desire not to endorse a system which, in the hands of a
God-fearing man, may result in comparative little injury, but which, in

the grasp of infidelity, becomes a power, wideljr felt, in subverting all the
distinctive orthodox doctrines, the most cherished hopes of the Church,
and the true idea of the kingdom of God.

The literal interpretation is especially valuable in argument. It gives the only solid
foundation for the expression of opinion ; for a sense that language bears upon its very
surface is undoubtedly the one intended by the author, and however unwilling persons
are to admit it, ypt they, notwithstanding, feel its force. Even mystics, etc., in explain-
ing the added spiritual sense, wish us to receive their own explanations in this way. To
resort to added senses, engenders doubt, or impresses the mind that something evasive
exists. Coleridge {Aids to Re/lection, p, 82) justly observes that, ** in arguing with in-

fidels, or the weak in faith, it is the part of religious prudence, no less than of religious

morality, to avoid whatever looks like an evasion. To retain the literal sense, whenever
the harmony of Scripture permits, and reason does not forbid, is ever i/tc honester and,
nine times in ten, the more ralioruil and pregnant interpretation. The contrary plan is an
easy and approved way of getting rid of a difficulty ; but, nine times in ten, a bad way of
solving it," Ellicott {Aids to Fhitk, Essay 9) well says :

** The true and honest method
of interpreting the Word of God—(Ae lUercU^ historical, and grammatical—heka been recog-
nized in every age, and the results are seen in the agreement of numberless passages of
importance that may be found in expositors of all periods," and it is this agreement,
thus cemented by a common bond, that adds force in argument.

Obs. 11. All believers ask for the aid of the Spirit in understanding the
Scriptures, but this aid or enlightenment is not outside of the scriptural

truth, but of it. Faith, in its influence upon the heart. Qualifies the
believer to appreciate the Word ; for its truths can only he jiroperly

estimated by him who practically receives them and experiences their

power in heart and life. The higher our experience of God's promisee,
the more we are enabled to understand Holy Writ containing them. The
Author of the Scriptures is the Spirit : we honor Him by asking His assist-

ance to comprehend them, and such honor and reliance is only properly
exhibited by a personal study of them. Human helps are valuable, and
the Spirit will certainly (as experience testifies) use them in impressing
the truth, provided the chief reliance is placed on the Scriptures them-
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selves as given by Him and the moral enlightenment resulting from their

reception. This distinguishes a mere student from a believer, for a man
may be learned and able, and yet utterly fail to receive the truth as

intended (thus failing in his apprehension), while an unlearned believer,

cordially accepting and appropriating personally the Scriptures, oxperi-

ouces their power in his own heart and life. (** If any man will do Ilia

will, he shall know of the doctrine, whether it he of God," John 7 : 17) ;

but both combined, learning and religious experience, elevates the man to

the highest plane.

Whatever principle of interpretAtion is adopted, without apptopmting practical faith

and the resultant fruits, \re cannot get the understanding that God commendH. Unless
the Scriptores make us ** wise to salvation" (2 Tim. 2 : 15), all our theoretical knowledge
is Tain {e.g. Matt. 7 : 21-23 ; 1 Cor, 13 : 1-3, etc.), and only increases our condemnation
{t.g. John 3 : 18, 19, and 12 : 47, 48, etc.). The grand truths contained in the plain
grammatical sense must—as Ood intended—lead to a heart-felt obedience, with a coex-
istent moral, religious, spiritual influence, and then its preciousness will be self-evident.

It is certain that the Christian consciousness possesses the Witness of the Spirit, but
this witness is not given independtntly of the truth, but always connected therewith, and
hence is evidenced in the ordinary religious experience—not by a direct but indirect, not
by an immediate but mediate testimony—by the work it performs, the fruits it bestows^

the experience it gives, the controlling love that it imparts. Any other view opens—as
histoiy sadly shows— the door to fanaticism and ten thousand visionary interpretations.

Let us remember, that the Witness of the Spirit, the Sealing of the Spirit, the Mind
which was in Christ, are all the same (comp. President Edwards' On the Affections)^ and
it materially aids us in estimating the effect that the Scriptures should have upon our-

selves by the Spirit's help, and in ridding ourselves of that vast body of interpretation

presented to as under the claim of a special, supernatural, inward teaching of the Spirit.

An observance of the rules common to language, practical sense, a due regard to the an-
alogy of Scripture and Faith, Em observance of the historical application in reference to

opinions and views held, an unprejudiced mind and a heart willing, irrespective of pre-

conceived ideas, to bring forth the real meaning and intent of the writer—these, in con-
nection with a personal experience of the truth, are requisites to constitute a good in-

terpreter.
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Proposition 5. Hie doctrhie of ilie hingdom is hosed on the

inspiration of the Word of God.

The authenticity and credibility of the Scriptures has been ably-

defended in special treatises, so that, in order to define our jmjsi-

tion, it is only necessary to give a few observations on the connec-
tion that this kingdom sustains to inspiration. At the conclusion

of this work, the subject will be resumed {e.g. Prop. 182), and, as a
result, the credibility and inspiration of the Scriptures be evi-

denced by the continuous Divine purpose as shown in the king-
dom.

Inspiration, while inolnding, is not based on the genuineneBB and authenticity of the
Bible, aa Fronde {Short iM^udUs) has noticed ; it is not establiahed even fully by miracle
and prophecy, although essential to the supernatural, for all religions claim these ; but
it is to be found (satisfactory to reason) in a revealed Divine purpose or plan, clearly an-
nounced, carried on for ages in the form and manner previously stated, the same being
recognizable at any period in the existing history of the world, etc. Hence, e.j/., Fronde
makes little of Coleuso's attack on the Pentateuch and of the replies to him, asserting

that the genuineness and authenticity in ascription of human authorship has no rele-

vancy to the deeper one of inspiration. He takes the position of a writer in the West-
minster Review that any proof (as that derived from the discoveries of Rawlinson) of

the truthfulness or knowledge of the Bible record, is no proof of Divine inspiration. It

must be admitted that the orthodox party have sometimes too hastily concluded the in-

spiration of the Word from such isolated casea (seeing that a historical fact announced in
the Bible may also be one in possession of fallible man) ; but, on the other hand.
Froude and others forget that they themselves would employ historical inaccuracy as
evidence against inspiration. The latter embraces the former. The truth is, that noth-
ing will satisfy a class of critics ;

prove the genuineness and authenticity, and the reply
is, that such may be the case, but it still is the sole work of man ; prove the inspiration
from doctrine, unity, design, etc., and the answer is, that the genuineness and authen-
ticity is not yet proven, thus refusing, what they concede to be, the greater to include
the lesser. Ebrard {Gospel Ifist., p. 600) aptly says :

" We are far from denying that
there are men to whom no one could demonstrate the genuineness of the New Testament
writings. He who will not believe in the Hisen One will seek with unwearied diligence
for loopholes by which he may escape from the positive proofs of the genuineness of the)

Gospel writing.^ and the truth of Gospel history. The Gospel still remains to the Jews
a stumbling block and to the Greeks foolishness ; and conversion and regeneration still

form the porch of the understanding, even to the literary understanding, of the Script-
ures. The Gospel, as Lange has well said, is so inexorably a critic to everything that
springs from the flesh, that the flesh is stimulated to bring its negative criticism to bear
against the Gospel in return."

Obs, 1. All that we know of the covenanted kingdom was epoken by
holy men of old as they were professedly moved by the Holy Spirit, The
Bible, which contains the doctrine of the kingdom, asserts this as a fact
How is this fact to be fully recoprnized ? "When the man of science looks
at the long-protracted labors of nature, how, in periods far distant, in
countries far apart, in century after century, she has been uniform in her
work, indicating continued unity of design and purpose amid the exist-
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ing diversity, he reasonably concludes that the unseen but felt (in results)

laws, by which she operates and controls all things, truly exist. The
inyisibility of them forms no objection to believing ia them, because their

effects are visible and commend themselves to him aa satisfactory and
conclusive evidence. The uniformity of their operation, especially, forces

upon him the irresistible conviction of their reality. The Bible claims the

same treatment. It is the product of what we call " inspiration ;" and it

asserts that the same invisible force or power that produced this ** inspira-

tion" is constantly exerted in its verification. Now, if we test this

Biblical claim as we do the invisible laws of nature, it will also be found
to possess a majestic realitjr. But how is this test to be applied ? Surely

not to the invisible law itself, for that cannot be handled, but to the

effects that it produces, or to the results which it accomplishes. This can
be done in two ways : either to have the effects or results personally

appropriated, as in nature to see, touch, taste, and feel the same, and in

religion to experience its force and power by reception of the truth ; or

else to imitate the man of science as above indicated. Taking the latter

mode : as the scientist looks at nature, so let him survey the Word, and
see how men, separated by ages, countries, languages, customs, habits,

education, intelligence, position and rank, have continuously unfolded a
redemptive plan ; how they have stated and predicted the same things

with a remarkable unitj amid a diversity of style, language, etc.; how,
when comparison is instituted, and the additions of one are attached to the

other, a unity of Divine purpose is exhibited ; how this unity was
preserved in the events that occurred, in the religion that was established,

m the Christianity that was founded, in the personal experience of

believers, in the hostility of the enemies of the truth, in the progress of

the Gospel, in the internal and external aspect of the Word itself : and
then let him give an adequate cause for all tlieeo results. It has become
prevalent in some quarters to leave the prophetical portion of the Word
out of the question, on the ground that it would be difficult to show,

either that the events were not antecedent to prediction, or that man had
not shaped their course influenced by previous prophecy, ' Without yield-

ing the solid and unanswerable arguments based on the past fulfilment of

prophecy (to which God appeals), uttered as it was hundreds of years

previouslv and fulfilled in persons and nations unconscious of their anterior

defined destiny, wo ask the reader to consider the present results of

professedly inspired prophecy. Does not prophecy find its mate to-day 9

Look at prophecy what it foretells, and is it not verified in the continued
present removal of the Jews from their land, in their scattering among
the nations, in the existing times of the Gentiles, in Jerusalem and Pales-

tine remaining under Gentile control, down-trodden and sadly cursed, in

the Arabs continuing in their semi-civilized condition, in the existing

Turkish rule, in the divided state and headless condition of the Roman
Empire, in the Church with its institutions and ordinances, the gathering

of an elect, the Antichrists or characters and powers portrayed in their

antagonism. Compare these and similar fulfilments with the Record, and are

they not described as things that shall occur ; delineated too by writers,

some of whom lived thousands of years and others at least eighteen

hundred years ago ; and realized in persons and nations who either know
nothing of the predictions, or care nothing about them, or deny their

credibility. If these things exist, and stand thus related to the Word, is
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it unreasonable to admit the claim of that Word—viz,, that they were fore-

told by God through men who were inspired by God, and thu3 enabled to

give them through the medium of language. Man himself has no power
to foresee the distant future ; God alone possesses it, and in aiding man
respecting the unknown, He gives play to what is called ** inspiration"

—

which is, an employing of powers and language, already existmg, in stat-

ing Divine things, or things known only to God. Such a line of argument,

briefly indicated, alone convinces us that the Bible is an inspired book,

confirmed, aa it is, by its reas6nableness, necessity, historical and moral
unity, worthiness of the Divine character, tendency and perfection.

These are given in Home's Introduction, Birk's Bible and Modem Thought, Stowe's

Books of the Bible, Christlieb's Modern Doubt, Elliott's Treatise, Alexander's Ev-
idences^ Spring's Bible Not of Man, Butler's Analogy, etc. We are old-fashioned

enougli to believe, with the primitive Church and a long line of revered names, that

inspiration was confined to a few chosen individuals (2 Tim. 3:16; Acts 1 : IG ; 2 : 30 ;

Heb. 3 : 7 ; 9 : 8 ; 10 : 15 ; 1 Pet. 1 : 11 ; 2 Pet. 1 :21, etc.), that instead of being gen-
eral it was exceptional, confined to a limited number. And, moreover, so wedded
are we to ** the old ways/' that we believe that the highest possible proof of inspira-

tion is that found in a personal appropriation of the truth, so that self-consciousness

impressed by happy experience testifies in its favor. And in addition, we believe,

on the one hund. that if the heart is indisposed to obedience all the reasoning in the
world cannot change it to receive the Word as inspired ; and, on the other, that a heart

can be unaffected even when reason accepts of the Word as given by God. In reference

to the latter unhappy chtss, it may be well said, in the expressive language of Bernard
{Bampton Lee, Ttie Progress of Doctrine^ closing of Lee. 3d) :

" Does it wound our
hearts to sec this wondrous record misapprehended, its unity denied, its glory dark-
ened ? Perhaps it is a sadder sight in the eye of Heaven, when its inspiration is vindi-

cated, its perfection appreciated, its majesty asserted by one who at the same time neg-
lects the great salvation. Such a case is not impossible, perhaps is not uncommon.
The day will declare it. At least, let it be remembered, that the study of the testimony
is one thing, and the enjoyment of the salvation is another, and that the record of the
things which Jesus did and said has attained its end with those only who believing have
life through His name."

Ohs, 2. The doctrine of the kingdom is based on inspiration, because it

is a doctrine which, as delineated, we ourselves, unaided, could never have
produced and developed. It embraces (Prop. 2.) a Divine purpose or

plan, extending from creation into the eternal ages. The things per-

taining to the kingdom contain facts, preparatory stages, historical

connections, relations to the future, ideas above human capacity, that
could not possibly have been known if God had not revealed them.
The kingdom is simply that which the Almighty designs to have accom-
plished as the grand result of the Divine economy./ From the nature of
it, its dependence upon God, its being the work of God and not of man,
its having a theocratic king, we must go to God Himself to learn what it

w, ami hoiv it shall be manifested, Man can only throw light on it as he
gives us the ideas of Him who designed its establishment. The thoughts,
purposes, and works of the Creator are not ours, and can only be known
and appreciated to the extent in which He has deemed it proper to disclose

them. Realizing this, we cannot do otherwise than consider an appeal,
if well grounded, to the Scriptures on the subject, or a statement given by
the Bible respecting the kingdom, as the essential proof required. Our
belief has thus something to rest upon that does not come from fallible

man, but from Him who overrules all things. An authoritative argument
is, therefore, only founded on the express language of Scripture ; and to
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it, consequently, application will be made, claiming that only tn so far as

the word3 of God are produced in subBtantiation of our doctrine, is assent

also to be given. The ground of such a position and claim lies in the
fact that *' the things of God knoweth no man, but the Spirit of God "

(1 Cor. 2 : 11), and that hence man can only know them as that Spirit has
divulged them. Believing that **all scripture is given by inspiration of
God " (2 Tim. 3 : 16), that ** holy men spake as they were moved by the
Holy Ghost " (2 Pet 1 : 21), our doctrine is exclusively derived from such
inspired Scriptures, Through our entire argument this will be our
posture, and finally in the concluding propositions, after having passed
over the record, there will be submitted to the reader, as one of the
strongest proofs of inspiration, the harmony and intimate connection
existing in the historical progression relating to, and the doctrinal unity
of, the kingdom.

There i& no half-way house on the inspiration of the prophets, the nttemnces per-
taining to doctrine and the Will of God. It is a dimming of the gold, a mere praising of

the coonterfeit. for persons to profess to accept of the ntterances of Jesns and the say-

ings of the prophets under the color of a universal human or intellectual inspiration, to
eulogize the same most highly, and yet deny a Divine inspiration. This, too, is done for

pnzposeA that are dishonorable ; it proving an insidious and expert way to undermine
Christianity. Simple honesty and integrity demand that such utterances and sayings
should be received xmder the claim assumed of being divinely inspired, or else they
should be rejected with the already declined belief in such inspiration. Alas, many are
critical only to find fault, friendly only to stab more severely, lauding only to lower and
demoralize ; these are prevalent characteristics of the present day. Transformations
into religious forms of thought, but meaning naturalistic things

;
professed worship of

the divine but denoting nature ; reverence for law and redemption but referring to the
inexorable, immutable laws of the universe and human progress—these and similar
phases are exhibited in those who magnify inspiration, but mean by it intellectual power
or the force of genius. A careful perusal of the books of such writers leaves the decided
impression that all such would greatly rejoice in the downfall of Christianity. The
laudation of such authors by the Church is a weakness ; for while disinclined to treat

them with scorn or abuse, yet those who dishonor Christ in this way deserve—however
they may praise Christ as a mighty genius. Reformer, etc.—no eulogy from believers.

If the Scriptures are to be received at all, they must, in consistency, be received as the

Word of God, . This, and this reiterated, is their foundation, and it cannot be ignored
or transformed. And this too should not be applied to any other book ; hence those
theories which extend inspiration to eminent men are antagonistic to the truth. Re-
cently, in an edition of 'Bunyan's works, we are gravely told :

** Bunyan's thoughts are

inspiration of God, " an idea which Bunyan would have rejected as abhorrent. The
tliristian rn'ion (May 21&t, 1877) makes inspiration to be in all things created, and it

*'nina through all ages, all climes, all nations." It scouts the idea of inspiration being
exceptional, and says :

*' The Bible is more than a work of genius ; it is the work of

God, but of God speaking in the experiences of the devoutest and best irstructed

souls ; of a God who is not merely here and there, in special men and places, but is All

in all.*' This Pio-pantheistic theory is very prevalent. The looseness with which *' in-

spiration*' is attributed to all believers—the same in kind, but probably not in degree*

that was given to holy men of old—is well illustrated in Boecher*s sermon {Christian

CnUm, April 10th, 1878 \ " Inspiration Immanent and Universal." We reproduce but a
sentence :

*' So then, when you ask me if the inspiration which men receive from God
nowadays is the same which men received from Him in olden times, I say that it is the

same in kind. If you ask me, whether it is the same in authority. I say yes, so far as

thmr own conduct is concerned," etc. Compare a criticism of iforeirs Philosophy of
Rdvjifm {Korih Brit. Review^ August, 1849), who, while rejecting the extreme of Ger-

hard, Buxtorf, and others (who made even the 'vowel points inspired), falls into the
opposite one of making inspiration to consist, not in the communication of God's
will but in reception. What distinction can be drawn between such ntterances, and
those of confirmed unbelief, aa expressed e.g. in F. W. Newman's IRsiory of the Iltltrexo

Monarchy, or Greg's Vreed of Ckrisieivdonx^ which make inspiration .to be a sort of
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word and infiedion of a word, provided such word is fonnd in the original mannscripts.
2 Tim. 3 : 16, 17 ; 2 Pet. 1 : 21 ; 1 Cor. 2 : 13 ; Mark 12 : 26, 3G, and 13 : 11 ; Acta 1 : 16.

and 2 : 4." These brethren, avoiding one extreme, certainly fall into another by press-
ing the word " all " (comp, usage in Scripture) to denote ** the very words " and ** the
smallest word and inHection of a word,'* thus loading the doctrine of inspiration with a
burden that the Word does not impose. The statements in the Obs. already indicate this,

but it may be added, that the repetitions of the same ideas (said to have been delivered at
the same time and place, and stated to have been given ** in these words"), with decided
verbal discrepancies, show that the thought was inspired and some latitude (covering style,

personal peculiarities) was allowed to its expression—the sense is the same, although
differently expressed. Moreover if this verbal theory be correct, then it plunges us into
the greatest difficulties to ascertain what is Scripture or inspired. No translations can
be really the Word of God, for the words in which the same was given are replaced by a
substitution. More than this : what original ms. is then authoritative and infallible,

seeing that no two (of the ancient) are alike in their verbal statements. (It seems to
the writer that if the theory were true, then God would have providentially preserved a
sufficient number of hss. to be indicative of the fact. ) The reason assigned by Lord,
Carson, and others, in favor of verbal inspiration being founded on the suppOBition that
thoughts are only convoyed in words, is suflSciently met by various writers, e.g. article on
*' Inspiration "in M'Clintock and Strong's Cyclopcedia. Bev, Dr. Sprecher {Groundwork of
Theol.f p. 383, etc.) rejects a mere mechanical theory and adopts " the Plenary Inspira-
tion of the Scriptures, as extending to words aa well as things," but he explains and
modifies as follows :

'* The Bible, with all its ideas and all its words, is God's book of
revelation ; that is, He so moved, influenced, controlled, and used the faculties, the
mode of thought, and the style of language of the sacred writers, as to make them His
organs through which to give a written revelation of His Word, of the plan of salvation.
They did not speak as they were didcUed to, but they did speak as they icere moved by, the
Holy Ghost." He thus unites the human and divine elements in a definition, which be
thinks (p. 385 and 389) is consistent with ** the little discrepancies and inaccuracies
which some think they see in the minor details of historical circumBtances, etc."
Being " moved by the Holy Ghost " does not necessarily imply that the Holy Ghost, in
all cases, taught or dictated the identical words used, for it seems that in connection
with inspiration (guarding the truths pertaining to salvation) an inspired man could, as
Paul evidences, introduce matter suggested by his own mind (e.^., in reference to mar-
riage, greetings, remembrances, direction to Timothy respecting his health, requests
concerning personal matters). Our position is fortified by Luke's introduction to his
Gospel ; by the liberty allowed (preserving the idea) of quoting from the Septuogint when
differing (thus indicating mere human origin unless the translators were also divinely
inspired, which no one affirms) from the Hebrew ; by the differing phraseology in which
the same language (said to have been uttered at the same time) and the same events ore
recorded ; by the compression of detailed matter previously given ; and by the manner in
which some of the writers refer to their own writings, claiming a distinct personality in
their construction.

^ It is a sad illustration of human infirmity to notice not only how inspiration has been
interpreted, but even claimed from the earliest period down to the Spiritualists and
Parker school. Between those who claimed (^rop. 4, Obs. 3 and notes) the direct Divine
influences of the Holy Spirit, and Parker (Dltrourse^, p. 160-5), who asserted that God,
more or less, inspires all men, there are indeed great diversities, but they can all be
traced back to a mystical, transcendental. Gnostical element held in common. They
differ only as to the agency employed and the degree experienced. Parker, e.tj. would
undoubtedly recoil from the extravagances of the Philadelphian Society established by
Pordage (1651), the mummeries of Antoinette Bourignon, Jane Lead, Poiset, Hoker, " the
navel light

'

' or illuminations mentioned by Dr, Young (Stilling\ the vagaries of tha
French prophets (1708-30\ the Irvingites, the Inspiration Congregation of Wetteraw
(Kurtz, Ch. IRs., vol. 2, p, 277), the Shakers, the Mormons, Swedenborgians, Inspiration-
ists of Iowa (Nordhoff's (hmmnnistlc Societies), etc., but they all held to an ** inward
vision"—a reception of the divine—and this is precisely what Parker and others do,
only in an ordinary manner and not in the extraordinary asserted by these enthusiasts.

The difference is, that the one occupies a lower plane than the other, but they all ogrcft

that outside of the Bible, in their own persons, through a divine bestowal, they also have
inspiration. All that profess themselves to be inspired and not entirely dependent upon
the inspiration of the Word, can bo legitimately placed in the same category. The
Renan, Parker idea of inspiration is only a revival of on old opinion. The Spiritualists

claim that through their mediums and writers they obtain ** Living Gospels from
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Modem Saints.'* A specimen can be seen in Davis* Sacred Qospds of Arabidat form-
ing Inspirations of Orhjmal Sain<j. Owen, the most moderate, still asserts {Deb. Land^
p. 242, etc.). that this continued inspiration may be mixed with error. The Lon-
don i^irituai M(ujcuine has for its motto : *Mt (Spiritnalism) recognizes a continuous
dirine inspiration in man." A convention of Spiritualists at Rochester, N.Y., Septem-
ber, 1862. in a resolution said :

** That no inspired communication in this or any other
age (whatever claims may be or have been set up as to its source) is authoritative any
further than it expresses truth to the individual consciousness—which last is the final

standard to which all inspired or spiritual teaching must be brought for judgment.
ThAt inspiration, or the indux and promptings frdm the spiritual realm, is not a miracle
of a past age, but a perpetual fact, the ceaseless method of- the divine economy for human
elevation." The Lyceum (Toledo, O., vol. 1, No. 11) says inspiration is a product of
** the immortal souls of mortal men," and says that instead of ceasing, '* inspiration has
increased, for man has attained higher spiritual development than he enjoyed in past
oges.^* There is a laige and growing class of able writers (Dean Stanley, Robertson, Ser-

vice, Jnkes, Brown, etc. ), who endeavor to soften down and apologize for numerous
statements in the 'NVord, on the ground of making allowance for the age, the traits of
character of the writers, ignorance, eto. To illustrate : Modey's Jiuling Ideas vi Early
AyM^ and their RekUion to Old TestamerU Fiiih, interprets the Old Testament in sncu
a manner, in accommodation to prevailing beliefs influencing the writers, that we must
often reject the letter, but still con—if we wish to—hold fast to the spirit. This sets

aside all inspiration, excepting that which is common to all books. German destructive

critics, in order to eulogize and magnify Naturalism (which to them is a sufficient divin-

ity), teach a ** Natural Laspiration," because it can be made subservient to the removal
of the supernatural and miraculous element. " Broad Church Liberalism " in I'he

Monthly Religious Ma^azine^ (quoted Princeton RevieWf January, 1861, p. 84) lauds the
writers of Essays and Reviews, whose pemioioua tendencies are so apparent and wide-
spread, and gives the epitome of their teaching : " Their doctrine is, that the race is a
collective man, to outgrow, in time, the regulative discipline of childhood, and be
moved by the spirit within, and not subject to authority without ; that the Bible is not
a book of plenary inspiration, or Christianity a universal religion, specially authenticated
in Palestine ; but that God inspires men ever and anywhere ; that there is only one
kind of inspiration, and all good men have it, as well as prophets and apostles ; and that

the doctrines of the Church, such as the Trinity and the fall of man, are to be held in
the light of a 'philosophical rendering."* Gail Hamilton (What think ye of Christ?)

affirms an inspiration common to all men, and gives us no infallible, authoritative Word,
Gr^ {Tfie (Treed of Christendom) allows that in religious doctrine the writers may have
been guarded against error, but even vitiates this by allowing human judgment to decide
what is, or is not, inspired. Thus writers from Ihe earliest period down to Priestley, and
from him to Renon, have either denied inspiration, or made it universal, or attached to

it such limitations as practically to lessen our confidence in scripture statements. This
work is widening and extending, men and women, talented and learned, unbelievers and
professedly believers, are engaged in it, presenting definitions and distinctions which
are designed to undermine and destroy the teaching of the Word,

* For alleged error and discrepancies, see works like Home's IMrod., Birka' Bible and
Mod. Thought, etc., specially devoted to their consideration. The argument of this work
w intended to develop from the doctrine of the kingdom alone, a sufficient proof for

inspiration in the remarkable unity of doctrinal teaching, and of the revealed Divine
Purpose. This materially confirms the reasoning of Birks, Home, etc., and also shows
that the variations of mss, (pointed out by the warmest friends of inspiration, but now
seized by destructive criticism) are only incidental in transmission, and do not affect a
single doctrine. As illustrative of the diversity of views entertained, the reader's atten-

tion is called to the six articles on the question ** What is Inspiration?" in the ^orth
American BeuieiD (1879), Rev. Dr. Hedges' view virtually degrades the Bible, for, making
inspiration to be equivalent to faith and its expression, or the outgrowth of a divine
higher life, he reaches this conclusion :

" There are other Bibles than those which con-
tain the records and the types of the Jewish and Christian faiths." This leaves us no
authoritative and infallible rule. Rev. Dr. Washburn denies a verbal inspiration ;

waives the question " What is Inspiration ?" and simply appeals to Christian experience
as evidencing inspiration. Rev. Giles makes inspiration to consist in the truths revealed

by the Lord to man, and *' a man is inspired when the Lord takes such possession of his

mind and utterance, that he writes or speaks what the Lord commands him ; and what
he BO writes or spe^cs is divine truth in natural forms." He does not sufficiently dis-

criminate between inspiration and its resultant, and attaches to his view the Swedenbor-
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giiin idea of ** correspondencea." Rev. Newman aflBrms inRpiration to be ** a divine

revelation'* which did not depress or silence the individuality,of the sacred writers, and
which led into all trnth. Sometimes the thonght was divine and the language human ;

again in some instances so direct was the influence of the Spirit that both thought and
language were divinely impressed ; and then again utterances wore given without divine

aid, ** as when St. Paul expressed his intention to visit Spain but was providentially

hindered, as when he had forgotten whether he had ' baptized any other,' as when
St. John expressed the uncertainty of hope: ' I hope to come to you.*" The sacred

writers were aided in *' recollection," in " suggestion," and in " revelation," and this

assistance presents us with an infallible record. The article is excellent, and the only
serious objection to be m^ed against it, is, that he allows a continuation of inspiration

by the same Spirit down to the present day, which (however guarded by the expression,
' No original truth has been given since «Tohn wrote his Apocalypse") is too much in

favor of unbelieving, and special Spirit-derived, claims. The fifth article, by the Most
Rev. Gibbons (Archb. of Baltimore) says :

'• To the question 'What is Inspiration?* a
Catholic theologian would answer, that it is a supernatural help whereby God, at various

times, down to the end of the Apostolic age, enlightened the minds of certain men that

they might know the truths which He wished to deliver in writing to His Church, and
moved their wills to write them and nothing else. Thus raised to a supernatural level,

these penmen, through divine assistance, fulfilled with unerring accuracy the counsel
of God, and consequently is He truly said to be the author of these books." (The criti-

cal student will be interested in noticing that he expressly asserts that no books, tsaving

those thus given, whatever truth they may contain, can become Scripture and thus infal.

lible authority—and that inspiration is limited ** to the end of the Apostolic age.** How
this bears upon making tradition authoritative with the Scriptures is easily seen, and
how it opposes the claim of his Church to continued inspiration can readily be appreci-

ated.) The article is excellent in many respects and ably meets some of the erroneous
statements made in the previous ones, but is vitiated by making the Church the infallible

interpreter of the inspired Word. The last article, by John Fiske, is from the unbelieving
stand-point, and makes the Bible the work of fallible men, denying divine inspiration

and refusing to look at the Scriptures as a whole. These and other attempts to de-

fine inspiration remind us that since the Scriptures are silent as to the nuxlus operandi^

any effort to explain must simply remain conjecture. Whatever truth there might per-

tain to degrees in inspiration or to no degrees (simply quantity—so Whately) in the
same, to superintendence, suggestion, direct revelation, invigoration of memory, etc.,

one thing is self-evident that the Scriptures themselves claim—what we must allow—
a Plenary (i.e., full, complete) Inspiration, which being miraculous, is, as to mode, above
our comprehension, but commends itself to us by its residis as evidenced in the book it-

self, in the history of mankind, and in the personal experience of believers. (Comp. the
writings, on inspiration, of Elliott, Candlish, Harris, Eadie, Henderson, Wescott, Dick,
Lord. The North Brit. Review, Nov. 1st, 1852, Browne, Ellicott, Woods. Haldane, etc.)

* Dean Alford's (Gr. Test.) view of Inspiration, thus amended, seems to be near the
truth. Such an emendation is required by the greater importance of such portions over
others. Thus e.g. in the Covenant the singular " seed" is purposely chosen instead of
the plural form, which would the most naturally suggest itself to man. The singular is

remarkably significant, and, as traced, demanded in God's plan. Prof. Christlieb in his
address, "J/wZ. Infidelity,** before the Ch. Alliance, has some good remarks on Inspiration
and also discriminates between portions of the Word. Compare Home's Introd. Ap. vol.

1, p. 443, etc., Knapp's Th&A„ Birks* Bible and Mod. Thoxtghi, VanOosterzee*s Ch. J)ogmat-
ics, etc. The human element must not be discarded, just as little as the language em-
ployed, but while this presents us peculiar, distinctive traits and characteristics, it at
the same time includes freedom from positive error. Hence Bp. Goodwin's concession
that inspiration may be consistent with inaccuracy in physics, etc., must be rejected ;

for no inspired book can contain decided error, although, without explaining, it may
employ language and ideas, as currently understood and comprehended, which, from a
purely scientific view, is not scientifically correct. This is done, more or less, by all

writers, and is an accommodation to the human element. Hence Webster's and Wilken.
sou's {l7itro(l. Gr. Test.) definition is objectionable :

" It will be understood, that an in-
spiration which may be truly characterized as direct, personal, independent, plenary, is

consistent with the use of an inferior or provincial dialect, with ignorance of scientific
facts and other secular matters, with mistakes in historical allusions or references, and
mistakes in conduct, and with circumstances forming discrepancies between inspired per-
sons in relating discourses, conversations, or events.'* We fail to see how all this can be
consistent with inspiration. If true, it leaves us no infallible guide. The truth lies in a due
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medium between those extreme views, recognizing the hnman element on the one hand,
and on the other the Divine, and the latter as so controlling that nothing is presented to

justify decided error.

Prof. Stowe (The Books of the Bible, p. 19) after stating that the Bible is not a specimen
of God^s skill as a writer, adds :

** It is not the words of the Bible that were inspired ; it

is not the tnonghts of the Bible that were inspired ; it is the men who wrote the Bible
that were inspired. Inspiration acts not on the man's words, not on the man's thoughts,

bat on the man himself ; so that he, by his own spontaneity, tinder the impulse of the

Holy Ghost, conceives certain thoughts and gives utterance to them in certain words,
both the words and thoughts receiving the peculiar impress of the mind which conceived
and uttered them, and being in fact just as really his own, as they could have been if

there had been no inspiration at all in the case. The birth and nature of Christ afford

an exact illustration. The holy Infant in the womb of the Virgin, though begotten of

God directly without any human father (as it was said, * The Holy Ghost shall come upon
thee, and the power of the Highest shall overshadow thee')—this Infant lived by his

mother's life, and grew by the mother's growth, and partook of the mother's nature, and
was just as much her child as he could have been if Joseph had been his father, the

homan and the divine in most intimate and inseparable conjunction. It is this very
fact of the commingled and inseparable union of the human and divine which consti-

tutes the utility, which makes out the adaptedness to the wonts of men, both of the in-

carnation of Christ and of the gift of the Word. Inspiration generally is a purifying and
an elevation and an intensification of the human intellect subjectively rather than an
objective suggestion and communication ; though suggestion and communication are
not excluded."

Obs, 4. Occupying this position at the outset, we insist upon it that the

apostles were fully and accurately acquainted with the doctrine of the

kingdom, i.e., as to its nature, and hence were qualified to teach it.

Aside from their being specially called to preach the kingdom, this in-

spiration influence bestowed upon them (e.g., Luke 12 : 12, John 16 :13,

14, 35, Luke 24 : 49, 1 Cor. 2 : 12, 13, Eph. 3:4, 1 Pet. 1 : 12, etc.)

would most certainly preserve them from error on this great, leading sub-

ject of the Bible. This becomes the more important, seeing that

unbelievers, on all sides, declare that they were mistaken, pointing to the

history of the Church as proof ; and that many of the greatest Christian

Apologists (Neander, etc.) admit that they misconceived the subject, mis-

apprehended the doctrine, and refer us to the same history as evidence,

but endeavor to save the credit of the apostles by a philosophical develop-

ment theory. The express declarations of the apostles themselves that

they were guided by the Spirit, the positive promises given to them to

guide them into the truth, forbid our receiving such estimates of the

apostles' knowledge. While they undoubtedly could receive additional

revelation from time to time as circumstances demanded, yet this has

nothing to do with their knowledge of the nature of the kingdom. The
gospel of the kingdom was preached bj them before and after the death of

Jearas ; it was a familiar subject, leading and fuudamental, and therefore

one that they must have kfiown sujjicienily to describe it without mistake

OT decided error. The object of this work of ours is to show this, by an

appeal to Scripture, receiving the plain grammatical sense as our guide,

and thus vindicate the inspired teaching of the apostles both against the

charges of infidels and the unwarranted concessions of Apologists. The

reader, after passing over the entire proof presented, can see for himself

whether this is successfully done or not. It would be premature to decide

on the amount of knowledge possessed by the apostles respecting the

nature of the kingdom, without lirst allowing the testimony contained in

the Bible to be duly considered and weighed.
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There is a large and growing class of works (like e.g. Draper's, Leckey's, etc.) which
endeavors to break the force of Scriptural inspiration hj caricaturing Religion and Chris-

tianity. The latter are made synonymous with bigotry, intolerance, superstition, igno-

rance, and persecution, and this caricature —which is not Christianity—is attacked and
in their own way satisfactorily demolished. The,unreflecting—who never consider that

inspiration itself long before foretold these things and warned us against them—are im
pressed by the illogical reasoning and deductions. It is sufficient to say that all the
painful evidences of human inflrmity and passion, so learnedly pamded by these men,
are most pointedly condemned by inspiration. (In view of this, Cook—iecfa. on Biology,

p. 183— calls Draper's " Hia. of Conflict,*' etc., " a most painfully unfair volume." Fiske
in the Unseen TrorW—himself on unbeliever—severely criticises Draper's method, saying :

** the word * religion ' is to him a symbol which stands for unenlightened bigotry or nar-
row-minded unwillingness to look facts in the face," adding :

** it is nevertheless a very
superficial conception, and no book which is vitiated by it can have much philosophical
value.") The perversions and misinterpretations of Christianity are not Christianity .

the tares mixed with the wheat do not change the latter ; religion because abused and
distorted is not the less a reality ; the multitude (Matt. 7 : 22, 23, etc.) who simply pro-
fess to do God's will and do it not, only stand in contrast (Matt. 7 : 24-27, etc.) with ** the
few" (Matt. 7 : 14 ; 20 : 16, etc.) that ore truly obedient and faithful.

Obs. 5. The reader, also, is urged to suspend his judgment until he
comes to the majestic end designed by the kingdom of God, received in

its strict grammatical sense. Unbelief is not willing to wait until the
mystery of God is finished ; it is not desirous of contemplating the grand
end designed ; it is afraid to study the Divine plan as unfolded in this

doctrine of the kingdom to its consummation, but (as Strauss, Bauer,
Renan, Froude, etc.) criticises details without noticing their connection
with the end contemplated, and rejects the whole without due examination
because of alleged flaws in the individual parts. The design intended is

kept out of view, and the Divine plan which binds all together is

sedulously ignored. The building which God determines to erect is not
observed, but attention is directed exclusively to the material gathered,
the preparations made, etc., without observing the architectural plan and
the connection that such gathering and preparation sustain to the cud.
Is this wise or prudent ? Is it doing justice to the Word of God? Per-
fection, completeness, is not found in transmissions, transcriptions, trans-

lations, human language, details, etc., but only when the whole plan,
entire design, is received. It has been justly observed by Martensen (Ch.
Dog,, p. 77), that ** the teleological is the fundamental category of
thought in its developed state,** and *' in its deepest significance it is the
category of Christianity itself." The deepest thinkers take this ground,
that immediate causes or present ag;eucie3 must be considered aa moved
** by the eternal rational ends '* which God purposed, and that we cannot
even properly appreciate present realities without looking into the future
to see what results are to be gained by them. This gives prophecy

—

which points to the end to be attained—and eschatology—which portrays
the end—a deep significance and prominency.

Apologists {e.g. Row, Ch. Eokl, p. 92; etc.) have well stated that Christianity differs
from all other religions in that it is based on the personal life of its Founder, and not.
as others, on mere dogmatic teaching. The founders of other religions (over whom
unbelief professes to go into ecstacies, provided they can be emplo3'ed to disparage the
life of Jesus) may be left out of their respective systems without affecting them, but
Jesus, ** the Christ," cannot possibly be removed without destroying Christianity. Upon
this fact, valuable proof corroborating Divine inspiration is based. But we assert that
the doctrine of the Theocratic Kingdom, in which Jesus is the central figure, brings forth
equally forcible evidence in behalf of the same, seeing that in this kingdom exists the
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realization of that for which He came, labored, died, etc., and for which He shall retnm
again. The apologetic argument limits itself too mnch to the past and present, and
overlooks the life of David's Son in His own inheritance as predicted ; whereas wo
extend our view to the fatnre life as portrayed to us in this kingdom, and, from the per-

ftcltd Hedanpfion and the consummated Glory revealed, draw forth additional reasons favor-
ing the special inspiration of God*s Word. We admire the admirable spirit of ElUcott
(AUU to FaitK Ep. 9—Comp. Ep. 8), who makes inspiration to embrace snch an influence
of the Spirit that the will and counsels of God are made a matter of knowledge, so that
through the human media the truth is made recognizable, and that, while the individ-
uality of the writer is conserved, the subject matter is presented in the fittest manner
consistent with its commendation and reception. But to show—as ui the doctrine of
the kingdom—the Will and Counsel of God as fitted in all respects to commend itself to

our reception, because most wonderfully adapted to man's necessities, to society's need,
to a nation's want, to the Church's help and exaltation, to the saint's happiness, and to

God's honor and glory—is forcibly extending such a definition in the line indicated by
it. This we propose to perform.
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Proposition 6. The kingdom of heaven is intimately connected

with the 8upe7^iatural,

The whole Bible, whose leading theme is the kingdom, is

grounded on the supernatural. Remove this, and you destroy, if

not the book itself, the chief characteristic, the distinguishing ex-
cellency of the Scriptures.

By *' the Supematural " we include both the existence of God as the great First
Cause of aJl things, and that He is able to, and does, work above, in and through what
are known as '*the laws of Nature.*' It is more than *' the Superhuman," since the
latter is found in Nature itself (i.e.» in exerting powers, introducing forces, and bringing
forth. results beyond man's ability and comprehension), while the former exists inde-
pendent of Nature (i.e., the seen and experienced in Creation) and yet sustains to the
Natural a most intimate relationship as its framer and upholder.

Ohs, 1. The Word begins with the supernatural (the presence of God)
and the natural in harmony. It shows how an antagonism was produced,
causing the withdrawal of the supernatural from the sight of man, and yet
how in mercy it at times exhibited itself to man, in and through and for

man, especially in giving revelations of its will. It even condescends,
in order to secure redemption, to veil itself in humanity and manifest the
fact by suitable demonstrations. It indicates its presence by fulfilment of
predictions and promises, by the conversion of men, by the existence of

the Church, by the consciousness of man excited in contact with truth and
providence. It will, in a still more striking and direct way,* exhibit itself

m the future, after all the preliminary preparations are made, in order to
fulfil the remainder of Holy WriL !Now the kingdom being designed to

restore and manifest the original concord once existing between the
natural and supernatural, the Bible closes with that kingdom in such
accordance. Without the supernatural the kingdom cannot be produced,
for it requires, as predicted, a supernatural hing, who has been provided in

a supernatural manner, and rulers who have experienced a supernatural
transforming power. Even in its conception and the preparatory
measures, as well as in its final manifestation, is it indiesolublv boun^
with the Divine. Death, which is to be destroyed in it, tears, wKich are

to be wiped away in it, nature which is to be fashioned anew in it, these,

as well as a multitude of other promises, can nsver be realized without the
attending supernatural. The kingdom and the supernatural cannot possi-

bly be dissevered. The inception of it arises from the supernatural, and
under the guidance of the same, consistently with human freedom, not
only revelations are given, manifestations of its reality are vouchsafed,
exhibitions of its power are foreshown, but that all these are mere shadow-
ings, foretastes of a living, vital relationship, now invisibly maintained,
which shall ultimately he visibly shown in the kingdom itself by affinity

no longer concealed, owing to the mediumship of a glorified humanity.
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which serves as the connecting link between the visible and invisible. The
supernatural is held in abeyance aa to its outward manifestation until the
time arrives for the restoration of the forfeited blessing, the personal
dwelling of God with man, which will be experienced in this kingdom.
When Jesus, of supernatural origin and glorified by supernatural power,
shall come the second time unto salvation, His supernatural might shall

be exerted in behalf of this kingdom in the most astounding manner.
Holy Writ constantly appeals to ihia union, and no scriptural conception
of it can be obtained without conceding this fact

When science confines itself to the material nniTetBe, making law or force the resnlt
of natore and not of intelligent will ; when it rests satisfied with the material and
ignores a higher sphere indicative of oonscions relationship to the Infinite—then it can
and mnst (in logical consistency) deny the Snpematnral. (Comp. Dr. Sprecher's Ground-
work of Theol. Div. 2, ch. 6,) But we are not thus bound, preferring *' the old paths,**

which alone impart comfort, hope, strength, and blessing. It is still true, as Theirs
(Pressense's Relig. and Reign of Terror, p, 326) remarked : '*It is ike privilege of intelli-

gence to recognize marks of intelligence in the Universe ; and a great mind is more capa-
ble than a narrow one of seeing God in His works." The host of intelligent men, who
in the past have snbstantiated this declaration, are witnesses that sach a reverent recog-

nition is in accord with the highest mental development. Nature, Beligion. Christianity,

man*s moral natnre. Personal experience, all unite in calling for a Higher Will, Higher Bea-
son, a God, whom we gratefully acknowledge as onr dependence—our All in All. Prof.
Bowen {Modem Phiiosophy), reviewing the phases of philosophy from Descartes down to

Hortman, informs ns :
** I accept with unhesitating conviction and belief the doctrine of

the being of one personal God, the creator and governor of the world, and of one Lord
JesQs Christ in whom * dwelleth all the folness of the Godhead bodily * ; and I have
found nothing whatever in the literature of modem infidelity which, to my mind, casts
even the slightest doubt about that belief." Just as in Nature, nattire herself is sus-

tained and interpenetrated by forces which come from vast distances beyond the earth,

and to which she gives conscious evidence in light, growth, etc., so in moral and spiritual

things influences come from heaven itself which sustain light, life, growth, etc., and to
which man—if receptive—consciously responds. To this self-consciouaness the Bible
confidently appeals (Comp. e.g. Williamson's i2iui. Theol, and Mor. ^Science, ch. 9), aa teaoh*
ing the SupematuraL

Obs. 2. Men may call this foolishness, incredible, etc., and we admit
that it is a " stratige work " (Isa. 28 : 21), ** a marvellous work and a
wonder, for the wisdom of their wise men shall perish, and the understand-
ing of their prudent men shall be hid *' because '* their fear toward me is

taught by the precept of men" (Isa. 29 ; 13, 14), Moreover, such a
" strange work " ts required if the heart-felt longings of suffering human-
ity, and the exceeding precious promises, the only consolation we possess

in the darkest hours of trial, are to be realized. It is admitted, that out-

side of Revelation, we have no decided promises that the groanings of crea-

tion can ever be removed, and that, if this is ever performed {e.g, death
abolished), it must be done by a higher power than is now manifested in

and through natnre. The necessity for such a power is allowed by all

;

the desirableness of securing information and knowledge on the subject is

granted by all ; why not then tolerate the reasonableness of the Bible on
these points until a clearer, brighter light is found ? In looking over the

extenaed field of controversy between faith and unbelief—while admitting
that faith, in its eagerness to vindicate God's Word, has sometimes, urged
on by the consciousness of personal experience, employed arguments that

are logically inadmissible, yet we can apologize for the same on the

ground that it evinced *^ zeal without knowledge " in an ill-directed effort
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to sustain truth. On the other hand, unbelief has too often shown a swift-

ness and unnatural avidity to brin^ discredit upon the same Word ;

resorting to a most unscholarlj criticism, employing arguments often
refuted, without the least notice of attempted refutations, ignoring what ia

alleged in vindication, etc., for which we can make no apology, seeing
that the effort itself, and the jjeculiar spirit in which it is made, is indica-

tive of a bitter hostility to the Gospel. We might the more readily excuse
them if, in place of the faith and hope so rudely and remorselessly .-

destroyed, they could bring us light to dispel the darkness which otherwise
overshadows man's destiny. But instead of light they only give us
increased darkness.

It has become quite faahional:Ie to designate the old method of proving the existence
of God and of the Bnpematnral by an appeal to design, contriTance, the adaptation of
means to an end, etc., aa ** the prodnction of a clock-making Divinity." While it is troc
that the moral nature of man anorda us the most decisive proof of a higher agency and
of the moral nature of the Being who has called us into existence, yet man is not yet so

far advanced in knowledge that ne can do without the argument that God in His idsdoTn
appeals to, and which has commanded the reason and strengthened the hearts of multi-
tudes. If the argument in proof of the Divine Existence drawn from design in Nature
commends itself even to such men as John Stuart Mill (Cook's Lect. Huxley and T)/ndaU
on EoolutioTi, p. 30), then surely the far more comprehensive argument that can be founde<l
on evidences of design in the Divine Purpose (aa e.g. seen in the redemptive arrange.
ments, the Theocratic ordering, etc.) ought specially to be of force. Besides this : when
the much lauded criticism of unbelief plants itself upon the broad platform ** that the
Great First Cause never breaks through the chain of unite causes by an immediate exer-
tlon of power," it is certainly right to wait for the proqf of such a position. If the
boasted intellectual groundwork of unbelief can produce nothing better than mere
assumption to sustain such a position,* men of reflection may well ask, \Vho informed the
creature that God never interferes, over against the testimony of the past and the gen-
eral conviction, impressed by moral consciousness, that He can do so ? Suppose this to
be a fact, and that unbelievers are gifted with superior wisdom, it then follows : (1) that
man is firmly bound in an eternal chain of necessity and fatalism ; (2) that the motives
presented by religion and morality are all vain, being under the power of irreversible

destiny ; (3) that the First Cause elevates His work to an equality with Himself, or. at
least, subordinates Himself to a constituted necessity ; (4) that a power inherent in a
Creator (the will or pleasure to do as He pleases) is thus lost and bound un in that
-which is created ; (5) and that we attribute to God less control over His work tnan man
exerts over the labor of his hands. Strauss lays it down as an axiom, '* that, according
to sound philosophy, as well as experience, the regular chain of conditional causes is never
interrupted by the absolute Causality through special acts." The question, however,
is whether sound philosophy or common-sense requires that the great Cause must thus
be rigorously bound by His own creation ? Does such a limitation of " the Absolute"
really constitute Him or "it" the Absolute ? Does it require, admitting the existence of
evil and the desirableness of its removal, that this Cause should feel no interest in the
removal of evil existing in creation ? Does it insist upon a God. stem, inflexible, cold
and distant, binding humanity by unalterable law to a sad, dreary, consecutive fate, or
can it bring this Cause into vital relationship with intelligence, morality, religion, the
noblest feelings, impulses, aspirations and hopes of man ?

Ohs, 3. If we had a Revelation and a kingdom proposed by it, without a
supernatural element claimed and exerted, then the objection would be i

urged, without the possibility of contradiction, that it was merely of
human origin. God knew this, and hence stamps the one given with

i

something above nature and the power of man. Some charge us with super-
,

stition and a low, degrading belief when, acquiescing in the supernatural,
|

we look beyond the natural law to its Creator or Insti tutor. But justly
|

the charge cannot be preferred against us, seeing that it is not we who,
|

stopping short at the natural laws, regarding them as the real causation of i
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all things, and ntfcerlj unalterable in their workings, tender to the laws
what reverence and worship we are capable of, so that the laws virtually

become our gods, our eternal divinities, and iu their sum, totality,

constitute the high-sounding ** Absolute." Who is the most superstitious

or who has faith the lowest in the scale, the one who bows down to physi-

cal law, or the other who looks beyond such laws to the Lawgiver Him-
self? Can it be shown, without mere assertion, that the supernatural never
exerted its power in creation—that these laws were self-producing, eternal

—that man never comes under its influence—that it is not needed—that its

manifestations are physically impossible—that they are morally impracti-
cable—that it is unworthy of Gcfd or man, etc. ? These and similar ques-
tions must he fairly answered before we can give up a precious faith and
hope, affording the richest of consolations and blessings needed in our
pilgrimage here,

TTnbelief mftkes much of Xatnial Religion, but as Christian apologists {e,g. Bp. Bnt-
ler'» Analof^y) have abundantly shown, it is insufficient (aq unbelief sadly confesses) to
solve the most essential problems concerning the present and the future in reference to
man a happiness. Now when Christianity does not destroy Natural Religion, but con.
firms it, adding to it that which it was impossible for it to produce, is it not strange that
men devote themselves to a persistent, life-long exertion to demolish the labors of inteU
ligent, pious men, without the least effort—owing to, sometimes confessed, inability

—

to substitute something better ? Is it not remarkable that such will deliberately deny
the fundamental ideas underlying our subjection to moral government, simply because
such are constantly appealed to in Scripture—no matter how destructive their repeal
would be to society ? The Realism, Utilitarianism, Naturalism of the da}' does not stop
to consider how necessary to man's welfare the Supernatural is, in order to insure deliver-

ance, complete and continued, from evil. A Religion that proposes such a Supernatural-
ism connected with redemption (which unbelief acknowledges, in view of the permanency
of natuml law, is not to be found in Nature) surely should be met with respect and not
with nnrelenting bitterness.

Ods. 4. The objection that a supernatural interference would argue
imperfection, in creation and Providence, is purely one-sided. It has its

limits, and when pressed too far is at once forged into a double-edeed
eword which cuts both wajs. Imperfection is found in nature, but this

is overlooked ; it is found in man, but this is ignored, in order to find it in

tJie plan of redemption, and not in the creature and creation which it is

designed to save.* Is this wise ? If the theory is correct, then those eter-

nal laws, so magnified, should have avoided imperfection—those complete
and perfect forces of nature should have removed the ills and woes and
sufferings and antagonisms now so abundantly^ prevalent—those unchange-
able and eternal laws should, long before this, from -the beginning have
elevated man to knowledge, truth and happiness, removing from him igno-

rance, error, and misery. But not satisfied with this objection, another is

brought from the opposite extreme (showing how eanly objections are

formed when the keari desires them) viz., that fixed and invariable law
without intervention indicates the absolute sovereignty of God, His
wisdom, goodness (so Dr. Draper and others^, etc. In the one case, inter-

vention indicates imperfection in the worlc performed by God ; in the

other it shows the same in the Creator Himself. Law unchangeable, etc.,

certainly gives us a high opinion of God, of His absolute power, sover-

eipity, wisdom, etc., that was able thus to constitute them. But we have
Btill a higher and more majestic view of God, if we regard (as the Bible) the

same power, sovereignty, etc., equal to adding to, or controlling, or
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reversing, or altering, or staying for a brief period any of the laws or

forces Which He has constituted. In the general invariableness is a fact

established to enforce His government, to provide for and contribute to

the happiness of His creatures, but in every particular instance it is not

true ; for if that were the case it would limit His own power, and make
the laws equal to if not superior to the Lawgiver. If we could place

Christianity and the kingdom which is to result from it under such law
without Divine interposition or aid, the foundation of all hope would not
only be overturned, but men would justly say, you can expect nothing
more than what these laws can give ; God's sovereignty is only in them.
He can do no more for you, and therefore it is idle to pray, to expect a
resurrection, to hope for freedom from evil, etc. (This many do say at

the present time.) In brief, such a theory, put into its mildest form,

Elaces God in the posture of a cruel Being, giving us unchangeable law
om which we can see no escape from misery, and this law being eternal,

we dare not comfort ourselves with the idea that evil is temporary, that
God will ultimately remove and destroy it From such hope-crushing
reasoning, we turn with relief and joy to the comforting doctrine of the
Word, that while God has created this world and man, placed them under
laws which in the general are unchangeable, yet when the time arrives

that the necessity of man or the Divine purpose requires it. He can exert a
higher law still—His Omnipotent Will—and control or bend or reverse,

in short, do what He pleases with His own creation. Man cannot describe

a greater, more perfect, more absolute sovereign than the Bible in its

simplicity does, when it makes Him so all-powerful that He is able, and
does, at any time He chooses^ intervene in His own workmanship. To
deny this is to degrade and not ennoble God. Believers in the Bible are
warned against just such reasoning. Thus e,g, 2 Pet. 3:3, 4, unmis-
takably foretells that '* scoffers

'**
will arise who shall claim that " all

things continue as they were from the beginning of the creation " (most
probably with the plea that otherwise imperfection exists either in the
works or in the Creator). The same apostle traces its origin to willingly

are ignorant of—ue,—wilful ignorance—desiring, wishing, willing it ; and
charges us that it is worthy of marked, special attention ('* knowing this

first,'^ etc.,) being a distinguishing characteristic of the lost days.'

> Excepting by Mill, and some others, who, however, to account for the evil, boldly
aigne (as in ** Literature and Dogma'') that the Creator or First Cause was limited in ability
to create—thuu making an imperfect, weak God, the product of their reason over against
the majestic, perfect God of the Bible. Another class also admit the evil, and find no
hope, advocating a despairing fate or nihilism over against the cheering prospects held
forth by the Word of Ood. Generally, however, the position is assumed as stated in the
text. In the Art. '* ImmortalUy/' in Littell's Liv. Age for 1872, taken from Brit. i^uarUrly
Review, the Optimist Philosophy, that e\il will be eradicated, is opposed.

« In the paper contributed by Merle D'Aubigne to Christ. Alliance at New York, refer-
ence is made to the wide-spread nature of infidelity and the critical posture of the
times, and to the remarkable characteristic of infidelity of the present period :

*• Until
now, the eighteenth century—the age of Voltaire—was regarded as the epoch of most
decided infidelity, but how far does the present time surpass it in this respect. Voltaire
himself protested against the philosophy which he called atheistic, and said, * God is
necessarily the Great, the Only, the Eternal Artificer of all nature.* {Diaiognes, xxv.) Bnt

* The earliest and most reliable mss. make it still more emphatic, '* scoffers in scoff-
ing."—Tiachendorfs N. T.
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the pretended pbilosoplieTB of onr day leave sach ideas far behind, and regard them &a
antiquated Biiperstitions, " etc. Taking Prof. Tyndall*B eloquent addresa in favor of
xnatCTiAliam, it almost seems that we have his atomic theory fulfilled in himself, viz.,

that the atoms formerly composing Democritus have conjoined again in forming a Tyn-
dalL The Egyptian transmigration theory, modernized to suit prevailing tastes, may, for
anght we know, again be revived.

Ohs. 5. Before entering upon the consideration of the miraculous, it is

necessary, first of all, to come to a decision respecting the supernatural
;

whether indeed a Higher Power exists in addition to nature which can in-

trodnce the miraculous. The Bible takes this for granted as something
indirectly taught by nature itself (in works, design, etc.), but more directly

by our mental and moral constitution (in moral and religious impulses, a
consciousness of being under moral law, etc,). The simplicity of the Bible
teaching, corroborated by the religious feeling, prayer tendency, and
experience of ages, has not been invalidated by the recent prcTailing attacks

of unbelief, because reason itself, unbiased, must, in the contest now rag-

ing, determine in favor of the Scriptures. Which, e.g., is the most
reasonable, to believe in a Creator who takes a continued interest in His
creatures, and can at pleasure exert His power in their behalf ; or to

believe that nature has no intelligent personal Producer, or if it has such
an One, that He keeps aloof from His own workmanship? Which is the
most reasonable, to affirm that the world is produced by God, who can
order and control it according to His will ; or to say that it is somehow
unexplained, the result of natural laws (also unexplained), and that such
laws are alone causative and operative ? Which is the most reasonable, to

declare that an intelligent Designer, with an ultimate glorious end in view,

created all things, and, to indicate and vindicate the intended end, gives

intimations of His power and goodness ; or to say that atoms ^necesi^arilv

endued with intelligence) come together bj forces (also intelligent), and
combine to form an intelligent, related design (as seen), and this goes on
etemaUy?* Which is the most reasonable, to announce that reason
existed before the creation of the world, designed it, and evidences itself

in the varied works thereof, and that the same reason has access to its

work, and can, in accordance with an announced plan, manifest its pres-

ence in new acts and new performances ; or to assert that reason is

only (Biichner) in nature? (Zollman in J7te Bible and Natural Science

justly observes, that such a theory virtually makes the atoms individually

possess the greatest reasoning power because of their forming combinations
which man is incapable of wholly searching out and understanding.)
Which is the most in accord with reason, to acknowledge that the world
has a personal Sovereign Ruler, or that impersonal, unexplained forces and
laws form snch a Ruler? Reason, as evidenced in the gifted intellects

which have bowed in reverence to revelation and in the studious sons of

science who have made nature subservient to the Word, can cordially

receive, as the highest reason, the biblical idea of a God, the biblical con-

ception of the power and freedom of intelligence, the biblical will as mani-
fested in a divine purpose unfolding toward redemption. It is assuming
too much to suppose, that the reasoning in favor of the supernatural from
the earliest days down to more recent writers (as Butler, Argyle, McGosh,
Cook, etc.), and that the concessions even of the ablest opponents of the

miraculous, of a great first cause, existing prior to, and forming, nature,

should be but folly. The assumption, by its absurdity and antagonism to
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reason, defeats itself. Independent of the Scriptures, relying simply upon
the constitution of nature and man, our deepest thinkers of all classes and
ages, even those unprepared to receive the entire biblical conception, have
still taught a theism.* The acknowledgment of the supernatural prepares

us for the next proposition. Admit the su^ternatural, of a higher power of

existence and intelligence over and above nature, and then the way is pre-

pared for reason to accept of this power manifesting itself in that sphere

relating to the highest interests of man. Reason finds a sufficient cause in

the G^ of the Bible to explain not only the existence and continued
operation of law, but how the Creator of law can exhibit His all-pervading

power and presence, at any desired moment, through the electric flashes of

a Divine Providence, thus visibly manifesting that the creative spirit is a
Qod, not afar of[ but nigh at hand.'

1 To indicate the contrast between onr views and those of the free-thinJking class, ve
select a recent writer, Winwood Reade, who {Mariyrdum of Man) thus givea the final

result of making man an atom, a cell gxowth of nature :
** We teach that there is a

heaven in the ogeH far away, bat not for ns single corpnsculeH, not for ns dotH of ani-
mated jelly ; bat for the One (i.e. Homanity) of whom we are the elements, and who,
though we perish, never dies, but grows from period to period, and by the united efforts

of single molecules called men, or of those cell groups called nations, is raised towaxd
the Divine power which he will finally attain. Our Religion, therefore, is Virtue * our
Hope is placed in the happiness of Posterity ; our Faith is the perfectibility of Man.'*
With this view is allied the teaching that we are the product of natural laws, that we
cannot discover or define the Creator or First Cause (if there is such), and that the
Supreme Power is " something for which we have no words, something for which we have
no ideas, *' ** to whom it is profanity to pray* of whom it is idle and irreverent to oz^e
and debate, of whom we should never presume to think save with humility and awe,
being that * Unknown God,* ** etc. What admirabje humility and convenient ignoring
of the testimony of man's moral nature and God's revelation !

t Man cannot without violence to the history of the past and to his own moral natnre
refuse such a view of a Power existing above Nature. The religions of the past and the
present, the experience of the civilized and uncivilized, the expressed opinions of a
Plato and a Newton, a Socrates and a Rant, a Xenophon and an Anselm, a Cicero and a
Descartes, a Galen and a Leibnitz, an Aristotle and a Fenelon, besides an innumerable
multitude, clearly indicate this feature. Even Pantheism, in its varied forms, however
it may neutralize the biblical idea, still admits and enforces the notion of a superior,
infinite intelligence, all pervading, etc. Pure Atheism is something rare, and forms an
exception, seldom found, to a general, universal rule. Those alleged to be decided
atheists sometimes (as Voltaire. J. Priestley, etc.) express themselves in a manner indic-
ative of Theistical notions. Hence such a challenge as *' Asmodeus" gives in the Cln,
Chmmerciod of Dec. 27th, 1875, is simply ridiculous, viz., for any one to prove the exist-
ence of a God and His Personality, the existence of the soul (allowing only ** a higher
physical organization**), and the existence of sin. This is simply ignoring, with the
utmost self-complacency, what the leaders of intelligence have presented on the subject.
fSome of the followers of Darwin have been exercised that he has not excluded the idea
that a personal God may have created the first forms of v^etable and animal being, thus
still leaving a bond of union between him and Kepler, Newton, Davy, Haller, Cuvier,
the Wagners, Liebig, etc.

' No mytliology. no philosophy, no human production has ever presented such a sub-
lime portraiture of the Deity and His attributes as Uie Scriptures give us. Take the
Bible conception and contrast it e.g. with Mill's imperfect, impotent God, and what an
immense distance exists between them. Contrast the same with a thousand others, and
the God of the Bible stands forth immeasurably grand and complete—lacking nothing.
Contrast the perfect, lovely, holy Redeemer Jesus, so simply but strikingly presented to
us, with the Saviour tendered by unbelief, and the former is light in the midst of dark-
ness. This alone is sufllcient, as Apologists have noticed, to vindicate the Supernatural
(e.g. Roger's Superhuman Origin of the Bible). But allow this God (as Creator and Re-
deemer) to present the Divine Purpose, the Bnd^ contemplated by creation, then He is

seen in a new aspect commending itself to reason and the moral nature of man. Such a
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presentation makes a necessity of revelation BupeTnatnrally given and supported ; for the
Creator, and not the creatnre* mnBt inform na what are the ends contemplated by an
Infinite Mind. Hence the basis of Kevelation, indicating the intelligent moral pniposes
held in view, commends itself to ns as the one required, and as proof of its being God-
given. This feature has additional weight given to it when it is observed that God
works after a dejiniieiy laid doion Pfan—a Plan, too, extending through many centuries,

evidencing foresight, provisions, providences, etc. This Plan, whose origin cannot be
accotinted for as proceeding from the Jewish race ; which makes God and His gloxy the
dominant idea ; which brings Him in sympathy with man and expresses the highest
possible evidence to promote man's welfare ; which subordinates ethics to theology (the

former being derived from the idea of God, His will, and onr relations to Him) and
enforces as essential morality and piety ; which appeals (as to a thing self-evident) to the
self-consciousness implanted by moral nature and recognized by society ; which opens
before ns the most exalted destiny and eteinal inheritance, must, in the very nature of
the case, demand, what unbelief so persistently objects to, a cordial recognition of the
Divine rights and claims, and of the dependence, obligations, and obedience of the crea-

ture. If Revelation occupied a lower plane in its delineation of God and in its demands,
infidelity wonld be the Jirsl to indicate it as a radical defect. A Divine Revelation with
God and His interest in, and relationship to, His own Creation stricken out, would
remove its heart and life, leaving the creature in ignorance and hopeless. Man, bur-
dened by the influence of eWl, subject to calamity and death, looking for some way of
deliverance, finds in the Scriptures and in the doctrine of this kingdom a Revelation
most honorable to God Himself, and most conducive to the highest interests and happi-
ness of His creatures. Many receiving this in the past, have found peace and joy ; many
rejecting, have realized unrest and unhapplness. Humility, such as becomes a creature,

is fundamental to gain the former position ; pride, such as makes the Creator subject

to the creature's judgment, is invariably conducive to the latter. In reference to the
teaching of Science, its very statements respecting the inability of discovering the intelli-

gent power back of nature and natural law, only indicates, as the Bible claims, the
necessity of a Revelation to bring man to a correct and ample comprehension of that
great Power. So also the confession of seeing no hope of release from death, the grave,

et«., through the fixedness of law ; that man being in possession of a moral nature needs
more than the facts of nature ; that if God exists the possibility of a revelation must be
admitted ; that the non-existence of a God is not susceptible of definite proof ; that if

an int^ligent reason is back of nature, it would be desirable for such reason to reveal

itself ; tluit if such a revelation would be made, it is reasonable to suppose that it would
present us things that man cannot discover, etc.—these confirm our position. "Whatever
difficulties— as alleged—on the side of pure reason there may be to prove the existence
and the revelation of God, far greater difflculties are met in the effort to show that there
is no God or no Revelation, for the latter leaves nature, man, worldi the Universe an in-

Bcnitable enigma.
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Proposition 7. The kingdom being a manifeatation of the super-

natural^ mirdclea are connected with it.

Miracles are not to be regarded simply as evidences of the truth
—this it indeed subserves—but as necessary parts of revelation
itself, evincing \\dth a fulness, stronger than language can impress,
that the supernatural is indispensable for the establishment of the
kingdom, and that it will be exerted in miraculous power when-
ever required. It is plainly declared in numerous passages, that
before this kingdom is set up, events of an astounding miraculous
nature, far exceeding the ordinarv power of nature, directly occur-
ring through Divine agency, shall be witnessed. In a book record-
ing such anticipated occurrences, there would be an evident lack, a
sad deficiency—which infidelity would eagerly seize if it existed

—

if it contained no statements of miracles. Especially would this be
the case, when He who is the King of the promised kingdom ap-
pears. The grave question then, if no miracles were given, would
inevitably arise : What assurance have you that those miraculous
events predicted to take place in the future—so intimately con-
nected with the highest welfare and happiness of man—shall ever
be realized, when we have none heretofore displayed and described,
and none combined with the previous personal coming of the
King \ The cry would be triumphantly raised : Your King once
came, and as He performed no miracles, although they are so in-

timately blended with His kingdom, none can be reasonably
exi)ected.

The correct position in reference to miracles is that taken by some recent writers.

Thus t.Q, Fuchs {BrtvMT^ Lectures^ L. 3) says that ** the world's conrse requireH miracles**

owiug to the introduction of sin and evil, and to indicate and enforce the Plan devised
for the removal of the same ; and that hence " into the world's history of sin and death
the golden threads of Salvation have been interwoven, a continued chain of divine acts of
revelation for the saving of the world, which form a living organism of miracles.** Chrint
Himself, in this connected series, is the greatest mirade. Such an attitude, sustained by
a personal experience of the preciouaness of the greatest miracle, Christ, is impregnable.
Our line of argument is designed to uphold the miraculouu as a necessity in die world's
Bedemption through the Theocratic Kingdom; and therefore only presses the relationship
that the one sustains to the other. When Prof. Powell (Essays and Revieios) tells ua that
" miracles were, in the estimation of a former age, among the chief aupporta of Christi-

anity ; they are at present among the main difficulties and hindrances to its acceptance,"
the reply is, that they still remain chief supports, and that the latter arises from over-
looking the indispensable connection that they sustain to the whole Divine Plan. Con-
sidering miracles isolated from the intent they subserve, is but a narrow view ; and if

they did not exist in a Book relating to the Supernatural, this would be speedily claimed
aa a main difficulty to its acceptance. It will not answer to simply contend, as K5hr (so

Caatellar), that we need not give the miraculous to Christ, it being sufficient to follow
Him, for this utterly destroys the distinctive Biblical Christ. It is the miraculous, mira-
cle-working Christ, or none ; there is no half-way reception possible wit/i consistency.
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Henee the position of some Christian writers is &tal to the integritj of Bcriptnre. Thus
t.g. TKt Ch, Unktn (July 11th, 1877) regards miracles as nnesaential ; so that Jonah's
acoonnt (mferred to and indorsed by Jesns) may be rejected without detriment, and so
£lishA*s miracle of the axe-head, etc. Bach laxity invalidates Scripture, engendering
grare donbt, etc. (Comp. Art Recent Rationalism in the Church of England, in the North
BrU, Review, 1860) ; and the antagonism resulting is not lessened when it is said that
" the miracles are historic fact, bnt they are not proofs of Christianity" (so J. Freeman
Cl&i^e in 'Hie Ch, Union, Sept. 12th, 1877). Unbelief and donbt is, as predicted (see

Prop- 180), extending itself. Leathes {The Rdigion of Christ, Pref. p. 49, etc.), in reply
to the author of Hupem, BeUgion, who declares ** the Revelation rests upon miracles^

which have nothing to rest upon but the Revelation," shows how the establishment of
Christianity, before and since the New Test, literature was given, in and through Jesns
Christ, is corroborative of the miraculous, and that the miraculous must, as an aniecedenU,

have preceded in order to account for the literature and the results. Various writers

{e.ff. Row, Ev. Chris, p. 137) have remarked that those unbelievers who attribute, owing
to the introduction of miracles, so much credulity, superstition, and ignorance to the
Jews and primitive Christians, only ** increase the difficulty of accounting for the moral
teaching of the New Test, as the natural product of the soil." The greater the
abnse heaped upon the inspired writers, the greater the embarrassments of unbelief to

explain how such could possibly give us the doctrines produced. This obstacle to consist-

ency is evidently felt by unbelievers, and, therefore, some of them (as Renan and others)

highly eulogize before condemning, praise in eloquent terms while undermining the mi-
zBcoloos. Dr. Sprecher {Oroundio. Theol. Div. 2) points out the contradictions, conces-
sions, etc., in which unbelieving Theists involve themselves in trying to invalidate the
historical evidence of miracles, and to explain Evangelical history without their admis-
sion. In this able Apology in behalf of Divine Revelation and the Supernatural, he con-
trasts the vast revolution produced by the some in human life and society with the
teaching and results of the great philosophers, and asks /toto we are to account for the
great difference, whether through Naturalism or through Christian ideas given by special

revelation and supported by the miraculous.

Obs, 1. God in kindness accommodates Himself to liuman weakness ;

for telling ns that the supernatural is closely allied with the natural in the
kingdom ; that the kingdom itself shall be pervaded with a power above
nature in order to control, recreate, and make nature subserve the Divine
purpose ; He, knowing that if direct testimony is not given a serious flaw

will remain, bestows us evidences, through miracles, of the all-pervading
sapernatnral. These are so related to the kingdom that they cannot be
separated from it without mutual defacement. Thus it is represented by
Jesus Himself ^Matt 12 : 28), '' But if I cast out devils by the Spirit of
God, then the kingdom of God is come unto (or as some, upon) you."
Here wc have, 1. Tlie relationship existing between the kingdom and
miracles ; that without the latter the former cannot be revealed. 2. That
miracles are a manifestation of possessed power, which Jesus will exert

when He establishes His kingdom. 3. That th^ miraculous casting out
of devils, or Satan, is an event connected with the kingdom, and its accom-
plishment through Jesns is thus verified as predicted, e.g,, Rev. 20 : 1-6.

4. That the miraculous casting out of devils by Jesus is a premonition,
anticipating, foreshowing, or foreshadowing (Greek, Lange, Com, vol. 1, p.

223, conveys idea of anticipating, etc.), like the transfiguration, of the

kingdom itself. The miracles then are assurances vouchsafed that the

kingdom will come as it is predicted. The miracles of Jesns are so varied

and significant in the light of the kingdom thut it can be readily perceived

Jww tbey give us the needed confidence in its several requirements and
aspects. The resurrection of dead ones is connected with the kingdom ;

that the keys of death hang at Christ's girdle is shown in the miracles of

the raising of the daughter of Jairus, the widow's son, and of Lazarus,
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when just dead, carried out to burial, and already in the corrupting em-
brace of the tomb. Sickness and death are banished from the inheritors
of the kingdom ; the numerous miracles of healing various sicknesses and
of restoring the dying, establish the power existing that can perform it.

The utmost perfection of body is to be eoioyed in the kingdom ; this is

foreshadowed by the removal of blindness, lameness, deafness, and dumb-
ness. Hunger, thirst, famine, etc., give place to plenty in the kingdom ;

the miracles of feeding thousands attest to the predicted power that will

accomplish it. The natural world is to be completely under the Messiah's
control in that kingdom ; the miracles of the draught of fishes, the tem-
pest stilled, the ship at its destination, the walking on the sea, the fish

bringing the tribute money, the:>barren fig-tree destroyed, and the much-
ridiculed one of water changed into wine, indicate that He who sets up
this kingdom has indeed power over nature. The spiritual, unseen, invisi-

ble world is to be, as foretold, in contact and communication with this
kingdom ; and this Jesus verifies by the miracles of the transfiguration,

the demoniac cured, the legion of devils cast out, passing unseen through
the multitude, and by those of His own death, resurrection and ascension.

Indeed there is scarcely a feature of this kingdom foretold which is to be
formed by the special work of the Divine, that is not also confirmed to us
by some glimpses of the Power that shall bring them forth. The kingdom
—the end—is designed to remove the curse from man and nature, and to
impart the most extraordinary blessings to renewed man and nature, but
all this is to be done through One who, it is said, shall exert supernatural
power to perform it. It is therefore reasonable to expect that as part of
the developing of the plan itself, that when He first comes, through whom
man and nature are to be regenerated, a manifestation of power—more
abundant and superior to everything precedinjj—over man and nature
should be exhibited, to confirm our faith in Him and in His kingdom.
This is done, and an appeal is made to it We are confident that the best,

most logical defence of the miracles of Christ and of the Bible is in tho
line here stated, viz., regarding them as indicative and corroborative oj

God's promises relating to tlie future destiny of the Church and world.

The miracles are thus found to be essential^ to answer a divine purpose, to
supply a requisite evidence ; and hence in the Scriptures they are called
•* signs *' (<7j?^£ca) of somethine; else intended ; signs that the Word shall be
fulfilled in the exertion of power.

We do not hold with Paley and others that the miracles were only indispensable
OS the credentials of the divine mission of Jesus. At the same time we have no sympa-
thy with those who assert {Essays and Beviews) that miracles cannot prove that men are
divinely sent as messengers or teachers. As to the former, they snbserve mach more ; and
08 to the latter, it is sufficient to oppose Christ's sayings, Matt. 11 : 5, 20 ; John 5 : 36 ;

Matt. 10 : 1^ ; John 20 : 30, 31, and 10 : 25, 37, 38 ; Acts 2 : 22, etc. They possess this

tendency to a certain extent (for, after all. He was rejected as nnbelievers have remarked,
Duke of Somerset's Ch, Thtol. p. 48 1, but they retain a higher significancy which in-
cludes that of His coming from the Father and the Father beii;g in Him. viz., that He
truly possessed th^ poicer to establish the kingdom as foretold/ and therefore these creden-
tials are operative, for believers, to the time when this same power will ELgain in large

measure be manifested. Wardlaw (On Miracles) takes the position that the miracle
proves the doctrine, while French (On Miracles) makes the doctrine prove the miracle.

Our view combines the two, seeing that they are inseparably related (Comp. Art. Mira^des

and their Counterfeits, Princeton Review, 1856). Doctrine, as contained in prophecy and
promise, brou^t forth the miracle, and the latter confirms the truthfulness of the
tormer. The doctrine developed the ^' signs,'* and the " signs" are a testimony of the
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reriflcation of the doetrine. The minde-worldiig power of Jeetu was the more neces-
saiily exerted in view, as we shall show hereafter, of the postponement of the kingdom.
For. the Power not being exerted in erecting the kingdom as predicted by the prophetSt—a kingdom free from all suffering and evil

—

a sufficitncy (John 14 : 11) is shown to con.
Tince the ibonghtfol and reflecting that it trtU yet b« accomplished ; that the teaching of
the Bible leads as to expect miracles, and that their occnrrenoe shows that we do not
misapprehend the things tanght. They consequently have force only with those who are
willing to receive the Bible in Ua coimecied teaching. They are not, in themseWes, pri-

maiy truths, but are given to attest to and enlarge truth previously given, and wMch
still remains to be fulfilled. Buch is their position in Revelation itself, that they attest

to its truthfulness, not only to the past {e.g, that creation is a miracle, that prophecy is a
miracle, etc.), but to the future {e,g, the kingdom), and become part of the truth itself,

revealing and manifesting the agency through which the promises of God are to be real-

ized. Tred, Den. llaurice, in his works, has well observed that the signs of the kingdom
are identical with the mincles of the kingdom, but he misapprehends the nature of the
kingdom and makes the signs emblematic of the coming of a spiritual power. They,
of course, include a spiritual power through which they are exerted, bat the work itself,

as all prophecy and promise insists, will be externally manifested!, The miracles, there'
fore, are not type^ of something else, but signs, real earnests^ inchoate forttaateSt of some-
thing in the aame line, greater, in the fature. Thus, e.g., the much sneered at miracle of

Cana, which some writers, in the West, BevietD, assert cannot have any moral teaching,
moeA strikingly shows Christ^s power over nature, its subjection to His control, and one
too which is necessary to be wielded if the Millennial predictions are ever to be realized

(Comp. Farrar, Life o^ Oirisi, vol. 1, ch. 11). Therefore the attack against miracles is also

one of primary importance ; if those attacks are successful and miracles are to be dis-

carded, then Uie truths which lead to the miracles, and to which the miracles attest,

suffer ; Christ's power is lessened and no assurance is given of His ability to fulfil the
prophets. The miraculous, however some semi-believers may dose their eyes to the
facC is a vUal one. But to make the attack complete and the defence perfect, the real

point for both is too much overlooked, viz., Does the kingdom which the Bible predicts
sa the Divine Purpose, really require miraculous intervention, and is such a kingdom, in
its Plan and adaptation to the wants of humanity, worthy of credence ? If it can be
shown that the kingdom does not demand them, that they are not desirable to be pressed
into the service for man and nature, that there is some other way to secure the blessings
contemplated by them instead of a resort, to the Supematursl, then the miraculous may
be discarded as a superfluity, an excrescence ; otherwise, until this can be alleged, pru-
dence and wisdom dicute that they be regarded as an indispensable portwn of a con.
nected Divine Plan, an irUegral part of Revelation, themain purpose of which is to instruct

US concerning the kingdom, giving us confidence in its ultimate establishment. If man
and nature can form such a kingdom, free from existing evils, without miraculous power,
or if such a kingdom manifested by miraculous power is not desirable, not what man
craves, not worthy of man and God, let this be established by adducing proof, and it will

at once destroy, what other arguments fail to do, the credibility of miracles. Until this

is done it would be folly to yield up that which is founded on the very nature and mani*
fesitation of the kingdom of God. The deliverance and entrance of the Jews into the
promised land, Canaan, was preceded by miraculous events of the most astounding
nature ; these are only " signs** of those of a still more extraordinary character, under
the One greater than Moses, at the future deliverance and entrance of the people of God
into the promised inheritance of the kingdom. The Head of a Theocracy is a Bupematu-
rsl Being, and w^ a such a Theocracy is established, the Supernatural will, more or less,

exhibit itself in behalf of Uie same, and as indicative of the existing Bulershlp. But
however much we may advance this reasoning in favor of the miraculous, it must ever be
remembered that an appeal to reason can never overcome prejudice excited against the
Bupematural, through aversion to moral and religioxis truth, so intimately blended with
it. Jesus, who knew man, teaches us, in the Parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus, the

impotency of miracles t6 benefit those who wilfully turn away from the truth already

given. The fact is, that to appreciate miiaclea properly, there must first be some knowl.
edge of other and preceding truths.

Obs. 2. The number and yariety of definitiona given to miracles indicate

the limited nature of human knowledge ; we are not greatly concerned in

the adoption of any one specially, seeing that from oar standpoint we could
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accept of nearly all, even of some of those given by infidels. Stranss's
migat be received, viz., that a miracle is *'an event which, inexplicable

from the operation of finite cansalitiea, appears to be an immediate inter-

ference of the Supreme, Infinite Cause, or of God Himself." Kenan's
might be ado})ted, saving the word *' deranging " (which unbelief suggests),

viz., that it is ** the special interposition of Deity in the physical and
psychological order of the world, deranging the course of events." To
oppose the attacks of unbelieving scientists, some writers (as e,g, Birks
in The Bible and Modern Thought) oppose the old idea that miracles
are a reversal or suspension of nature, contending for a higher law operat-
ing in union and harmony with nature, and that it is not requisite to insist

in any case upon ** a direct act of God in contrast to all agency of second
causes, and bjan exercise of power strictly and exclusively divine," on the
ground that it would otherwise require too great knowledge both of nature
and God to tell when a miracle is performed. Hence miracles are divided
into immediate, mediate, and improper, and a definition, sufficiently com-
prehensive, to include them is given : that they are ** unusual events not
within the ordinary power of man, nor capable of being foreseen by man's
actual knowledge of second causes, and wrought or announced by professed
messengers of God to confirm the reality of the message." The explana-
tions of the older theologians (excepting Augustine's and a few others) arc
discarded as not covering objections. The interesting aud valuable
writings of the Duke of Argyle {The Reign of Law), Dr. McCosh(77<tf
Supernatural in Relation to the ^^atural), Thompson {Ch. Theism), etc.,

take the position, undoubtedly correct, that laws exist outside of those
known, and that the Divine Will can employ such laws whenever it is de-

sirable. Others (e.g. Proctor, Other Worlds than Ours) make miracles
a resultant of physical law, being included in the predetermined scheme.
The miraculous is therefore made a resultant of the exercise of other un-
known laws superior to those known in nature. Wliatever truth there is

in such a position, and however admirably adapted to meet the objections

of unbelieving philosophy, the biblical statement (e.g. Acts 2 : 22, Jno.
3 : 2, Rom. 15 : 19, etc.) does not require it. The following reasons urge
us to discard the commendable and suggestive efforts in this direction :

1. It too much limits the power of God, exalting law in place of God.
For the Bible, on its face, assumes (Ex. 10 : 2, Eph. 3 : 20) that God is able
both to work with existinc, seen and unseen, means, agencies, and laws,

and to create and perform through His will alo7ie (Heb. 2 : 4, 1 Cor. 12 ill,

Dan. 4 : 35) all things, even, if necessary, to introduce new laws (Matt.

19 :26, Mark 10 :25, Luke 1 :37, and 18 :27), etc. We are expiessl^r

told not to limit the ability of God and not to place the Creator in an atti-

tude which binds Him subserviently to His own creation, even if the latter

be law. 2. It in a great measure destroys the personality (e,g. Dout.
4 :32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 39, Ex. 16 : 11, Dent, 3 :24) of Divine interference,

attributing that to law which the Bible represents as the result of personal

Divine attributes {e.g. Dan. 2 : 19-23, Ex. 7 : 5, and 15 : 1). 3. It dimin-
ishes the force of scripture language that expressly asserts the immediate
agency of God {e,g, Ex. 3 : 20 and 6 : 6, 7, Phil. 3 : 21, Gen. 18 : 19).

4. It IS to some extent contradictory, since it in some cases allows imme-
diate miracles. 5. It lowers the validity of miracles by making them the
results of causes now beyond our knowledge, but which as knowledge in-

creases may, after all, be found natural. 6. With all the concessions
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that it makes, it is unable to point out the laws through which the miracles
are performed, and asks us to take them for granted. 7. But the main
reason which leads ns to a rejection of prevailing theories is the following :

miracles are designed to throw light upon, and confirm the predictions of

God relating to the final result, the glorious, miraculous establishment of

the kingdom. Now in the prophecies pertaining to this kingdom we have
the most explicit declarations that Jesus Christ Himself will change, renew,
re-create all things ; that laws of nature now existing shall be reversed, or

modified, or suspended ; that new laws and new forces shall be introduced ;

that the present order of things shall give place to a renewed order ; and
that the power which produces all this is not found in nature or in laws
outside of nature, but only in God. Jesus is represented as personally

coming (just as God personally came at the establishment of the theocracy
at Mt. Sinai), and directly intervening in the performance of this mighty
work of restoring forfeited blessings and adding new ones, and this is

claimed as a peculiar, distinctive personal prerogative. Looking thus at

the contemplated end, and seeing how the miraculous power then exerted

is BO far removed from such ,definitions, it is impossible to receive entirely

explanations which attribute to law what the Word applies to Christ per-

sonally—thus introducing a defect, which, if logically carried onward, lor-

bids our receiving the predictions relating to the future as presented. The
final manifestation of the miraculous, which includes a re-creation, a
removal of law under which a sin-cursed earth groans, determines for us
that the miraculous proofs given to show that it will be realized are pre-

cisely in the same category, and thus confirmatorjr of it. The unity of

Scripture is thus preserved. By this attitude it is not denied that God
'may and does also work through higher laws already established and be-

yond our present domain of knowledge (which Biiks, Dr. McCosh, etc.,

nave eloquently portrayed), but with this it is insisted that He may and
does, independently of established law, exercise His power in the suspen-

sion, reversal, or removal of existing law, or, in other words, that His
power as Creator, in the domain of the miraculous, is not limited by
what He has done or has established, but is exercised according to

His own pleasure. It seems to us, according to the biblical idea, a low
estimate of God, which would make, either in nature or in that beyond it,

all thin^ under fixed, invariable, unchangeable laws, through which alone

the Divine Institutor of them can work.

This position of the author may be reg^irded as *' nltra*' or *' old-faahioned " after bo

many recent writers making miracle no violation or suspension of the laws of Natnre, but
simply ** the intervention of some higher law, snperseding the action of some lower
one." ThiB definition may indeed (Woollaston, BaUer, Babbage. Arnold) apply to some
cases, bat it ij too sweeping to embrace all ; it is opposed to the notion of miracle as
entertained by the ordinary Bible reader, and to the conception of Omnipotence as given

in the Word. No one, nnless urged to it by a theory, can fail to see tiiat the power to

work A miracle is ascribed to direct Divine power, for with Ood, it is alleged, aU Hangs
art possSMt, nothing is too hard, and He is placed above all existing laws, able to sus-

pend, control, etc.. them at Will. The appeal only to a higher law, however true in some
mstances, is not sustained by the spirit of the narratives. Thus, e.g., Jesus is repre-

sented as possessing the power of working wonders in Himself, and not as using and
applying some existing but hitherto unknown law. The resurrection of the dead, the

miracolous conception of Jesus, etc., are not claimed as the exertion of some higher law
m*Vit>g miracles *' parts of some more comprehensive system," but as the result of direct

Divine power, introducing a new arrangement according with a previous plan. The
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primitive and ordinary Chnroh view {e.g. Bacon, Boyle, Newton^ Locke) of miracles,

ascribing them to God's power, making all laws Bubserrient to His will, gives a more
exalUd and enriobling conception of God, superior to all law, etc., than more modernized
ideas. All concessions, away from the Biblical notion, will never moke a single convert
of nnbelieverrt, since such are wise enough to see the departure from the Scripture, and
they feel that the laws, so much insisted upon, are to be received as an inference.* The
Word, if it possesses any force whatever, does teach that miracles are the evidence or
result of Divine interposition, of the direct interference of a Power which, notwithstand-
ing the ordinary laws of nature in existence, is able to do all things. The opposition to
this Biblical conception is varied, extending from gross unbelief to concessions to un-
belief. Thus, eg., we have miracles (1) denounced as imposition or juggling tricks ;

(2) denied as impossible and incredible, owing to the fixed laws of nature ; (3) rejected

on the ground, not of impossibility but of weakness, imperfection in the Creator

;

(4) resulting from the intelligence of the parties performing them taking advantage of
laws of Nature, etc., unknown to their fellows ; (5) mythical^ being introduced to exalt

oertain characters ; (6} the product of a superior knowledge of the laws of nature and of
spirit, being wrought in harmony with both ; (7) the work of mesmerism, spiritualism,

etc. ; (8) phenomena (Proctor) that occurred in a fixed series through laws which are
above onr comprehension but act in unison with those of which we have c<^nizance

;

(9) a preformation (Bonnet) ** according to which God has a priori included the miracles
in the course of nature ;" (10) a ** quickening of the processes of nature**—what
Olshausen applies to some are made by others to suit all ; (11) left undecided (Kant),
" it being neither possible absolutely to prove the reality of miracles, nor can their pos-
sibility be absolutely denied ;** (12) deviating (so Augustine, Hagenbach*s Ifia. of Dog,
vol. 1, B. 118, and adopted by Schleiermaoher) not so much from the order of nature in
general as from that particular order of nature known to us

; (13) the results of higher
and unknown laws either in nature or in the spiritual world. These and others (0>mp.
e.g. Iiange'B Com. vol. 1, pp. 266 and 271) are all opposed to the Biblical idea. This is

seen (a) in the Scripture language ; (b) in the definitions so generally and at one time
nniver^dly held as the teaching of the Bible, and which were only modified to suit mod-

Christian ApologisU^ who make such dangerous concessions to unbelief (under the
delusive hope of conciliating), may learn a lesson from the acknowledgments of un-
believers. Thus, e.g. Dr. Carpenter in his Art. On the fhUaeies of Testimony respect-
ing the Hupematural {Pop. Ikience Manihly March, 1876) denounces ttie miraculous, and,
referring to these Apologists who deem it requisite to justify them by weakening' their
force, scornfully remarks that " orthodox theologians*' are regarding " the miracles of
the New Test, rather as incumbrances than as props to what is essential to Chris-
tionity." While rejecting miracles as a delusion, he frankly makes this acknowledg-
ment :

" But the Scientific Theist who regards the so-called * laws of Nature * as nothing
else than man's expressions of so much of the divine order as it lies within his power to
discern, and who looks at the interruptedness of this order as the highest evidence of its
original perfection, need find (as it seems to me) no abstract difficulty in the conception
that the Author of Nature can, if He wiU, occasionally depaH from it. And hence, as I
deem it presumptuous to deny that there might be occasions which, in his wisdom, may
require such departure, I am not conscious of any such scientific ' prepossessions

'

against miracles as would prevent me from accepting them as facts, if trustworthy evi-
dence of their reality could be adduced. The question with me, therefore, is simply.
* Have we any adequate historical ground for the belief that such departure has ever
taken place ?

'

'* He shields himself behind the " prepossessions' * of the writers and wit-
nesses, and makes a parade of contemporary wonders (arising from spiritualism, mesmer-
ism, etc.). which cannot endure scientific scrutiny (being explained by odylism, eleotro-
biology, physio-force, etc.. as natural results), thus ignoring the higher testimony, ap-
pealing to reason in favor of miracles, viz., their relation to a historical Divine Plan,
which corroborates and enforces the witnesses. He confines himself to a continuity and
perpetuity of nature which (as Mansel says of Schleiermacher's position) makes nature
rigid, not elastic, opposed to the introduction of new forces and incapable of adapta-
tion—on opinion contrary to experience, as seen in the voluntary actions of men,
(Comp. Cook's Lee. "Huxley and Tyndall on Evolution." M'Cosh's " Supernatural in
relation to the Natural." Fisher's " Supernatural Origin of Religion," Fowler's " Moz-
ley and Tyndall on Miracles," the Archb. of York on " Limits of Philosophical In-
quiry," etc.)
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em thought ; and (c) in the fact that the most determined attacks upon the miracles,
from the days of Spinoza and Home, proceed on the asstunption that if they can be dis-

credited, it goes fur to prove that there is no overmling Bupematoral Power which can
and does control all things. Miracles too are invariably represented as dependent npon
God, and not as the result of a fortuitous or happy coincidence. Hence such definitions
as given by the Spiritualist Convention, held at Bochester, N.T., 1S66, must be dis-

carded, viz., that they " hare been produced in harmony with Universal laws, and hence
may be repeated at any time under suitable conditions." A number of miracles are in
direct opposition to the harmonious working of existing natural law, as, e.g., in the resur-
rection of dead ones, etc., 8<» that to make miracles " nature transfigured by the spirit,"
** nature controlled by the will," or " nature determined by the Spirit," is mere fancy,
so long as it excludes the direct power of God. Therefore those definitions which in-
clude a reference to the Divine power are alone in accord with the Scriptures. One of
the best is given by Van Oostezzee (6'A. Dog. vol. 1, p. 127) :

" A miracle is an entirely
extraordinary phenomenon in the domain of natural or spiritual life, which cannot be
explained from the course of nature as it is known to us, and must therefore have been
brought about by a direct operation of God's Almighty Will, in order to attain unto a defi-

nite object." Oosterzee justly remarks that the definition must be to some extent defect-
ive from our inability to see one side of the miracle, viz., its operating cause. This
defect, however, is supplied to the believer by the Word, viz., that it is the exertion of
God's power either directly or as communicated to others. Fuchs* definition (Bremen
Leetwrts^ Lee, 3) opposes the defectiveness of the current view that ** a miracle is an
event which cannot be explained from the known laws of nature" on the ground that

^1) it draws no firm line between the miraculous and the natural, leaving the way open
of having, as knowledge progresses, all the former resolvAd into the latter ; and (2) that
it is only a negative definition, telling us what a miracle is not, and leaving the nature of
the miracle untouched. Hence he gives the following :

" A miracle is the entrance of the

ixpernatural into the connection of the natural, the intervention of a higher order of
thi^ygtf into the lower, the immediate inierposUUm of a Ood above the world in the course of

the world and nature." Looking at the kingdom, which is ultimately to be inaugurated
by the special intervention of the Sttpematural in the Person of the Theocratio King, it is

easy to see that the " signs** proceed from the same Supernatural source. Christlieb's

(Mod. Dottbfi definition is excellent with the exception of the last clause. He says :

'* Sfiracles are unique and extraordinary manifestations of divine power, which influence

nature in a manner incomprehensible to our empirical knowledge, but always in accord-

ance with some moral or spiritual end. Or, more exactly, they are creative acts of Ood,

Ce., gupematxaral exeriions cfpouter upon certain points of Nature's domain, through which,
by virtue of His own might already working in the course of nature, God, for the further-

ance of His kingdom, brings forth some new thing which natural substances or causali-

ties could not have produced by themselves, butwhich—and this must not be overlooked
—as soon as they have taken place, range themselves in the natural course of things, with-

out any disturbance arising on their account." He correctly argues them to be '* the
effects of God's power," *' supernatural phenomena," **^ isolated manifestations of a

higher order of things," " a pledge of His truth and faithfulness ; an earnest of the

future consummation of His kingdom," etc., but the last clause, " range themselves in

the natural course of things," is liable to misinterpretation. If he means that they still

retain, while thus connected with the natural, their specific miraculous character, he is

correct ; but if he conveys the idea that they must necessarily, when performed, thus
range Uiemsielves with the natural, be in harmony with it, he is evidently wrong, as seen,

e.g. in the Bun's standing still (a temporary miracle), in the transfiguration (a prefigura-

tion miracle), etc. We are not concerned in attempting to show that a miracle does not
disturb or violate natural law ; indeed when we look at the Endt and see that under the
mighty power of the wonder-working Messiah natural law. which is now so conducive to

disease, death, and corruption, shall be disturbed, violated, and rooted out, it is not
difiicult to believe that many of the miraculous ** signs" were a disturbing of natural law,

showing how by such a disturbance the cause could be removed, and the kingdom with
its inestimable blessings be introduced. The truth seems to be, that believers them>
selves do not fully catch the spirit and intent of those miracles, and are too much disposed

to have them shorn of some of their strength in order to conciliate unbelievers. Let
such place themselves at the proper stand-point from which to view the miraculous, and
this will be noticed : Briefly, this world is under a curse—evil abounds with the good

—

it forms one vast cemetery with its crushed hopes, blasted life, dust-returned bodies,

etc.. and all this goes on under natural law instituted by God. The world needs restora-

tion, and the Bible starts with this idea, a fallen world needing Bedemption, and it ends
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with a fallen vorld Redeemed. The kingdom of Ood is designed to secure this deliver-
ance, bnt to do this it most necessarily embrace a Supernatural interference as predicted.
It was Qod that entailed the corse, set its limits, enforced it by natxiral law, and it mnst
be God again who removes the same ; but when He does this we are told that He breaks
down the barriers set up by Himself through natural law. Hence Supernatural interfer-
ence (t.e.. miracles), in the nature of the case, given as '* signs'* of that which is prom-
ised, and is to come, is really and truly an interierence, a suspension, or controlling, for
the time being, of natural law. They are *' signs'* of redemption from the pov>er of natu-
ral lau> which now enchains us, and not, as many suppose, ** signs" which are only to
co-operate with natural law. Surveying the entire Redemptive Plan, and seeing that the
miraculous is the assurance given to us of an ultimate freedom from laws under which
the millions upon millionjo, including the saints, of earth's inhabitants have groaned for
ages, it is a lack of faith to say that miracles do not come in direct conflict with natural
law and by the force of the Bupematural in them overcome in the blessed examples given,
leaving the natural law, after these isolated checks, to run on its allotted course until the
Supernatural comes in the Person of Jtaus, at the Second Advent, to " make aUthings new."
Therefore it is that we can so cordially receive nearly all definitions, because a miracle
ia to be regarded as an act of Divine power (so Naat, Introd. Com. Matt.), an event which
the material laws of nature, without the Divine agency, could not possibly effect, which
event is a ^^ sign" or indication what the Divine power will do hereafter when natural
law shall be modifiei, changed, etc., in ** the world to come." Hence we can receive
Dr. Schmucker*s {Pop. Thed,^ p. 29) deflnitlon :

** A miracle is a superhuman effect, au
event transcending the power of man, produced or occurring contraz^- to the well-known
and ordinary coarse of nature ;" or Home's {Introd, vol 1, p. 93), that ** A miracle is

an effect or event contrary to the established constitution or course of things, or a sensi-
ble suspension, or controlment of. or deviation from, the known laws of nature, wrought
either, by the immediate act, or by the assistance, or by the pennisaion of God, and
accompanied with a previous notice or declaration that it is performed according to tho
purpose and by the power of God, for the proof or evidence of some particular doctrine,
or in attestation of the authority or divine mission of some particular person (Ck>mp. defi.

nitions. Dr. Wardlaw On 3firacles, Ency, Relig. Knowl., Smith's Bib. Die, Alexander's Evi-
denceSt Glieg's His, Bible, etc.). Those writers (as eg. Knapp, Theol. p. 59, H*Clin-
tock and Strong's Cyclop, Art. ** Miracles") who are anxious to conciliate objections, and
therefore make the mirficles to be accomplished " by means of nature** without altering,

disturbing, or counteracting natural law, constantly overlook not only of what really the
miracles are " signs," but that many of the miracles are the direct opposite of that
which would result from natural law. The continued force of natural law and the exist-

ence of a miracle are in antagonism, as seen, e.^., in natural law producing death and
retaining the victim in corruption and dissolution, while a life-giving miracle for Uie
time, breaks this law, suspends it. etc. The older definitions of theologians are conse-
quently nearer the truth than many {e.g. Princeton Peview, Oct., 1853 ; Bow's " Ch, Evi-
deMCs ;" 1877. ** The Unseen Universe,'*) of the modem ones. And finally may we add,
that the use made {e.g. by Rob. Dale Owen and others) of this concession to natural law
not now recognized, is bearing its logical fruit in the denied of any miraculous power to
Christ, and in the assertion that the powers exercised by Him were all " natural, as
occurring strictly under law. " * Our position closes the door against all such deductions,
exalting the immediate agency and Will of God. For miracles are designated '

' povters"*

* Thus, e.g.. Potter ('^ Christianity and its Definitions" ), speaking of the changes in be-
lief, remarks : " Rarely now by any scholarly writer of any sect do we find the old idea
of miracle advocated. Instead of being regarded as a direct abrogation of natural law
by supernatural will, miracle is now pretty generally interpreted as the temporary action
of some higher law jusl as natural though rarer in its operations ; and some theological

writers even go so far as to affirm that reason may yet explain miracles—a concession that
substanlially ^tarulons the miracle-idea ; as does also the use by many modem theolojgians

of the word supernatural in the sense of spiritual." Interesting remarks illustrative of
this spirit, and in opposition to it, will be found in Uhlhom's " Modem Bepres. of the
Life of Jesns," Harless's " Life of Jesus," Tholuck's "Credibility of the Gospel His-
tory," Hofman*s "Examination of the Life of Jesus by Strauss," Smith's " FaitH and
Philosophy,'* and the writings on " Miracles" by Collyor, Penrose, Evans, Litton, Mount-
ford, Upham, Belcher, Le Bas, Mansel, Haven, Rogers, Twesten, and many others, in-

cluding works on '• Evidences ;*' as Norton, Ebrard, etc., etc.
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(dtnuuneiB), evidencmg the potency of tht Messianic King to introduce the Mill, era

;

they are colled "loorka'* (erga), '* Ute works of Ood,'* illustratir^g the divine ability to

accomplish all the promises of God, and, therefore, instead of shrinking from the Biblical

idea of a miracle, we accept of it with hope and joy, aa indicative of glorious deliver-

anco. The miracles of the Old Test., the subject of special ridicule (^such as " the
speaking ass," Samson's exploits, the destruction of the cities of the plain, etc.), arc to
be regarded in this light, viz., showing how God's power will be exerted in the future.

Obs. 3. Miracles are necessary to a revelation pertaining to the kingdom,
a kingdom which is to be seb up by an astounding miraculous display.

They become parts, essential parts of the revelation, exhibiting the earnests

of power that is ultimately to accomplish it. If they were missing, an
important link would be gone. God cubages to establish a kingdom and
one too in which the supernatural shall introduce mighty changes ; He
promises a Messiah who is to perform this work, and who, consequently,
moat possess miraculous power ; the forces now at work in nature, instead

of tending toward it, cannot possibly accomplish what is foretold of the

future, and so long as they remain unchanged the promises of God con-
tinue unrealized ; when Jesus comes in accordance with Divine purpose He
must necessarily, not only in person, life, etc., but in actual exerted power
exhibit His ability to he thefulfilhr of prophecy ; His attestations of the
possession of such power are sustained by their connection with the Divine
plan, past and future prediction, moral aim, lack of self-contradiction,

public performance, etc. ; the power displayed is of a character corre-

sponding with that required by the predictions, power over nature, over
evil, over all things ; the unity of the Word, promising restoration from
evil now suffered under natural law, makes these miraculous representa-

tions essential, so that we can have faith and hope in the promised king-
dom, in His being the promised Messiah, who shall set it up, and in the
certainty of a future miraculous demonstration iii our behalf in that king-
dom—all which is again corroborated by the fallen condition of man requir-

ing Divine interposition, by the necessity of its possession to constitute a
perfect Redeemer, by the personal experience of believers in receiving a
moral and providential "earnest" (comp. remarks by Eaton, Perm, of
Chrisiianity^ ** On General and Special Providence"), and by reason con-
ceding that a Divine purpose, extending from creation into the eternal ages
and embracing restitution as its glorious end, cannot possibly do without
them. The general sentiment of mankind has always expressed itself as

favorable to the idea of the miraculous, because deliverance from evil, now
entailed by natural law, has ever been felt as the special work of the super-
natural. Hence thu miraculous incorporated, more or less, with all relig-

ions.

Designing simply to direct attention to the relation that the miracnlons sustains to
the kingdom, seTered features of the subject are left for other Propositions, as, e.g. the
Patristic miracles (Prop. 168), the miracles of the Old Test. (Prop. 182). Some addi-
tional reflections may be presented respecting the methods employed to depreciate mira-
cles. We are told by Benan and others that the miraculous occurred to persons who
beUered in the same, whose faith and credulity made them incapable of a proper judg-
ment. Sach, however, overlook (1) that ** ignorant " men should be able to incorporate
them as €saeniidls in a developed plan of Redemption ; (2) that they do this without
eulogy, only stating the simple facts without enlturging ; (3) that they do this against
their strongest Jewish and national prejudices, as, e.^.. in ascribing these to a dead,
crucified Jesos, in the miraculous conversion of Paul, in showing how little effect they
had upon the nation, etc. ; (4) that this was done when it had the tendency to crush the
fond expectations of a present kingdom aa anticipated, to turn them from the prejudiced
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nation to the Gentiles, to yield np all and proclaim rain, etc., to the obosen nation
;

(5) that only after the crowning miracle of the resnrrection of Jesns showed them that
the Divine Procedure as covenanted made these miracles indispensaiAe links to a compre-
hension of the Bedemptire Plan in the Messiah, did they unhesitatingly receive and
indorse them as the highest proofs of the Christship of Jesus. Froude {ln^tori Uludies, p.
187) informs us that the question about miracles is simply " one of evidence," and de-
mands more evidence because ** antecedently improbable.' * By this evidence he means,
as his Essay indicates, *' human testimony," which he proceeds to undermine and render

|
worthless by saying : " Human testimony, we repeat, under the most favorable circum-
stances imaginable knows nothing of dbsoluU certatniy.** Hence no testimony, no number
of witnesses can have any weight with this class, for they tell us, as Kenan, that the
crucial test of ** conditions which science can accept " (i.e., a repeated scientific examina-
tion or investigation by unbelievers) has not been complied with, and therefore they can-
not be accepted. (It is a wonder that such do not propose to subject the Plan of Redemp-
tion to a scientific investigation.) The old argument of Hume's is revived and steadily
urged without considering the arguments of Butler, Campbell, Vince, Adam, Douglass,
Alexander. Home, and others, while Froude, Renan, etc., in their published works con-
tradict themselves in the acceptance of testimony on all subjects outside of the miracu-
lous. It is true that the main reason alleged for such a rejection of testimony arises
from its supposed disagreement to the uniform, unchangeable laws of nature.* But are
those laws so unalterably fixed as these men tell us ? If so, then '* the unchangeable laws
of nature" that produced the naturalistic origin of man. beasts, etc. (now such a favorite
with this class) ought to have remained " unchangeable," and they ought to-day under
our own observation to originate such men, beasts, etc. At least we ought to behold
some of the radical transformations, new modifications, etc., going on ; for (Comp.
Martensen, Ch. Dog. S. 77) eternal laws ought certainly to work as favorably and effect-

ively now as in ages past. Here then at the very outset something is taken for granted
as a false premise. Again, it certainly requires great assurance in any man who is utterly

unable to explain the nature, extent, source of power, etc., of natural laws to arrogate to
himself the ability of deciding that those in part known to himself by experience are the
only source of power ; that nothing higher, able to modify, shape, or suKpend these laws,

is in existence. It is arguing in a small circle : the testimony of a limited, personal expe-
rience is employed to upset the testimony of others' experience ; for it is Hume's,
Froude*s, Renan's experience over against Paul's, Peter's, and John's. The circle of the
former, like the Asiatic who refused to believe that water is changed to ice, refuse all

that is opposed to their experience or notion of experience, and in the act deliberately

shut out avenues of knowledge, seeing how largely man is dependent upon testimony.
If general experience is appealed to, that is simply a begging of the question, seeing that
the question at issue is that the experience of some haa made them conversant with
miracles. Leaving this question of testimony and experience for Treatises specially de-
voted to its discussion, let the reader observe two things : (1) That the uniformity of
nature's operations through established law is one of the essentials to enable us to dis-

criminate a miracle, i.e., the latter is based on and confirmed by the former. A uni-
formity suddenly arrested, and in isolated instances broken, and then again resumed, is

J. S. Mill, in his Essay on " Theism" (and ** Logic**), himself unfriendly to the mi-
raculous, declares that Hume's argument against miracles, based on testimony, is of no
weight, provided the existence of God is assumed and a sufficient exigency arises for
His making an interposition. This concession, from such a source, is valuable, although
Mill refuses to consider the higher testimony, viz., the connection of miracles to the
whole. Even the Spiritualists reject Hume's reasoning, as seen, c.y., in Owen's " Foot-
falls," etc., oh. 3. on " The Miraculous." Rev. Dr. Sprecher (Groundwork of TheoL
Div. 2) in a masterly argument shows that when a theistio position is assumed, it is

utterly inconsistent to deny the possibility of miracles, which alone can be done from a
naturalistic ground, introducing a hard mechanical theory, such, e.g., as Fiske proposes
in his " Unseen World,** Art. 6, " A "Word about Miracles.'* (Hume has been an-
swered by Brown, **0n Cause and Effect," Campbell, " Diss, on Miracles," "IBTiately'a

" Logic" (Ap.) and ** Historic Doubts," Forrar's « Crit. His. of Free Thought," Trench's i

" Notes on Miracles,*' and others. Comp. Rev. Powell's "Order of Nature considered in
|

reference to the Claims of Revelation," in which Hume*fl aigument is reproduced, and ,

then, in reply, the Art. in the North Brit. Review, by Prot Baden Powell, '* The Order '

of Nature.") I
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Teqnisite. UxufoTmity then is one of the conditions required in order that a tme miracle
may appear. (2) That to aay, as Science does through some of its representatiTos, that

this nniformity is forever unchangeably the same, that it cannot be intermitted, is to

pass from the domain of facts (as evidenced in the naturalistic theoiy of the origin of

things when, it is asserted, law produced what U does not now) observed^ into that of mere
inference and deduction, which may or may not be true. It is only gross materialism
that assumes this to be true, and against materialism other arguments indicative of
Divine Reason, Will, etc,, are requisite before that of miracles is touched. A writer in
Blacktrood'a Mag. (1873) on " The Issues raised " by the Prot. Synod of France, briefly,

but well expresses these last features. But, after all, the miracles of the Bible are not

dependent on witnesses, for there is evidence immeasurably more satisfactory in their be-
half than liiat derived from mere human iesiimony. Passing by that which satisfies the
believer (viz., an experimental knowledge of the truth that it has power, etc.—for that

truth and the miraculous are united) it may be remarked : (1) That if the Divine Purpose
is carried on for ages in accordance with the Word given, then the Supernatural element
which brings foi& and carries on the said Purpose amply covers the subordinate
ground of the miraculous, as the greater includes the lesser, (2) That miracles in virtue of
such a Divine Purpose being carried out are not " antecedently improbable," but the most
rtasonablt, being in full accord with the purposed Plan. (3) That the Divine Purpose
being not intended for a scientific test, the adjuncts, as, e.g., miracles, were not designed
for the same, but that they are to be regarded as necessary devdopfMids to instxre faith

and hope in the Redemptive scheme. (4) Hence, they can only, in the nature of the
case, be confirmatory of the faith and hope of those who receive the Redemptive Plan.

(5) And that such adjuncts are sustained (a) by a Plan that we now see progressing toward
completion just as predicted, and (2>) by individual features pertaining to the Divine Pur-
pose, as, «.//., in the condition of the Jews, the city of Jerusalem, the Church, etc. It is

un^icfaolarly when dealing with miracles to refuse to look at that Divine Plan which de-
velops thezn, at the intent ascribed to them, and at the events connected with them
and still perpetuated. It is uncritical to overlook that miracles are addressed to on
already exercised faith in the Redemptive Purpose. It is uncandidto separate the mira-
cles from the Being and the Mission of Jesus Christ as represented in a cotttinuous

Dirifif Work,
The efforts to undermine miracles are su^ested by the most opposite inferences. The

objection that a miracle is beyond our comprehension and therefore contrary to reason
(which Scientists waive when they propose a scientific test), is now in many quarters
superseded in the attempt to lessen their value by approvingly quoting Augustine as say-

ing that they are not suited to eveiy age and mind, being designed as proof only for the
ignorant and not for the wise. In the one objection reason cannot grasp them, and in

the other they are only suitable for the lowest reason. And we have been pained in

noticing semi-believers and believers so influenced by this leaven that they disparage the
use of the miraculous. Thus even Farrar (in his excellent Life of ChrisU Pref. p. 16) says
that ** to US such evidence is needless. To the Apostles they were the credentials of

Christ's mission ; to us they are but fresh revelations of His Will. To us they are works
rather than signs, revelations rather than portents." (In the body of the work, how-
ever, Farrar makes them both, and neutralizes his concession, as, &<;., p. 170, when mak-
ing " the miracles of Christ as resulting from the fact of His Being and mission no less

naturally and inevitably than the rays of light stream outward from the sun.") Regard-
ing them as essential parts of a consistent Revelation, and cut earnests of the fulfilment of
Ckwl's Word, such lowering concessions of the miraculous, and such a questioning of the
adaptability of the same must be discarded. They are just as necessary for " the Tcise"

as for the ignorant ; and if they were missing certain " wise'* ones would speedily detect

their essential nature, and would be the first to raise a cry at their absence, and learnedly
show that a revelation claiming to come from a Supernatural source and a kingdom pro-

posed to be set up by Supernatural power must have, as necessary proof or adjuncts,

some indicationa of the miraculous. No man is so wise or learned that he can possibly
dispense with miracles. Reason, common-sense, tell us that if lacking it would proT« a
grave defect. Thus, e.g. what assurance could we have respecting the fulfilment of the
Redemptive Plan, as given, if the miracles of Christ's birth, person, and resurrection were
wanting ? How could the Scriptures be fulfilled without them ? Suppose prophecy and
miracle were stricken out of the Record, what would be the hope that the future could
inspire ? Let men bring forth all the reasons that hostile ingenuity can frame to lower
and degrade the miracles from their prominent position ; let them, like Strauss, Bauer,
and Renan, declare that the Absolute Cause ** never disturbs the chain of secondary causes

by single arbitrary acts of intervention,** that God never interposes by " any particular
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intervention," bnt that all things fall under eternal Tmchangeable laws ; we fail to see
how wisdom is justified in a course of reasoning (which coming from a creature indicates
" arbitrary freedom") that removes by one stroke the most positive knowledge that we
have of an existing Qod (for if Gk>d never intervenes, our knowledge of Him mnat be
solely inferential), and that if logically carried out, destroys the connection existing be-
tween the Creator and creation, God and man, crashes the fondest hopes of homanity in
the giant arms of irresistible Fate. The truth is, that in a subject connected, as it must
be (for no one can explain how the miracles were performed) with difficulty, no explana-
tion, or reasoning, or argument can be so complete but objections can be urged against
it if Ike heart desires it to be done. If this is true of the simplest propositions, how
much more is this so in a subject which in some of its aspects exceeds human compre-
hension—the latter a feature, too, that is requisite in order to be indicative of a Super-
natural element and not of mere human origin. Hence the part of wisdom is, while can-
didly weighing objections, not to allow a destructive process, which removes from man
the most cherished hopes—sustained by moral law—unless they can be replaced by more
substantial ones. To deride the faith or belief of any one, without being able to point
out a better one, more solidly based, is certainly not characteristic either of ^cimlom or
prudence. To sit as Judge over God and decide what is proper and what improper for
Him to do in reference to His Creation or Purp<»e, is, to say the least, to arrogate to our-
selves a lofty, giddy position.

Obs, 4. The solution of miracles is found then in their connection with
God and His expressed Will. This Will is especially noticeable in the doc-
trine of the kingdom. The kingdom, as the product of the supernatural,

demands miracles ; so that faith and hope in the kingdom, as covenanted
and predicted, reauires belief in the miraculous. Faith in miracles is em-
braced in an intelligent utterance of the prayer, " let Thy will be done on
earth as it is in heaven,^' and the assurance that the same will ultimately

be realized is expressed in ** Thine is the power/' The believer gratefully

acknowledges his indebtedness to miracles ; for proceeding from the Divine
Will, they teach us in the most forcible manner that in this Will all forces,

all life, all things exist ; that in this Will is found an overruling, all-per-

vading Providence capable of general and special energy and supervision
;

and that in it will be found the most ample resources to meet the require-

ments as predicted and promised, of the blessed kingdom itself. The mira-
cles strengthen faith, enliven hope, and, amid the pressure of natural laws
which entail evil, cheer the heart of the pilgrim with ioy at a coming
miraculous restitution. The Scriptures can never, never be fal filled with-
out miracle ; the earth can never, never be freed from its curse withoat
miracle ; man can never, never be delivered without miracle ; and, there-
fore, the Redeemer in whom we trust for redemption is, as history to-day
attests in the minute and wondrous fulfilment of His miraculous words, a
miracle-working Saviour, Let infidelity separate God and the world from
each other (and even deny that the latter had a Creator), so that the cue is

not directly interested in the other, it may content itself with the anrea-
sonable, cold, cheerless, dark prospect that this view imparts, its darkness
only deepened by the loudly sung deceptive praises of *' cosmic force '* and
a death-devoted humanity ; faith in preference takes the soul-inspiring

Biblical conception of a creation that has its origin and continuance in a
personal, intelligent, loving, all-powerful God ; that this is sufficiently

indicated in the Word, in miracles of knowledge and work, in historjr indi-

cating a progressive plan, in the personal experience of the believer, in the
person, doctrine, ana works of the Messiah ; and that this will ultimately
be visibly manifested in the kingdom of God, when God again dwells with
man, man is rescued from his ruined condition, and placed in a renewed
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creation where iio (unalterable) natural law BHall exist to burden Him with
CYil.

Sach IB the importaace of this subject that some additional remarks are in place.

With the aathor of " Hnpemataral Religion," we have no sympathy with the argument
of Dr. Irons and others, that the miracnlons is to be received on the authority of the
Chnrch. Nor do we rest, as shown, the miracnlons upon mere human evidence ; for

while the latter is a necessary adjunct, yet testimony, as Hume assumed, may be false.

Nor do we propose simply to exalt the credibility of the miracle by the doctrine that it

sustains, however importa&t the union between them. Miracles are placed on higher
ground, viz., as reasonable, requisite features or parts of a developing and progressing
Divine Plan (fully announced) which is now in actual course of unfolding and in a cer-

tain stage of advancement, so that the ultimate End Intended by the Plan is Insured by
the progress already made. The test to be applied to the miracles, therefore, is the fol*

lowing : (1) Observe the nature of the Redemptive Plan, especially as revealed in its con-
summation as contemplated ; (2) notice the fact that its completion demands the miracu.
Ions, seeing that it proposes to do what natural law in itself can never accomplish ;

(3) hence, the importance and necessity of sustaining faith and hope in the Divine Pur-
pose by indications, especially in the Person of the King, of the miraculous. In this

way reason appreciates their pertinency and force, for their reality is evidenced by the
just relationship that they sustain to a proposed perfected Redemption—teaching us, more
strongly than words that (being " signs" or appendages) the Supernatural will not be lack-

ing in power at the culminating period or time of manifestation. Xjocke in the Vommon-
pktee Book (pub. by Lord Ring) gives this aphorism :

'* The doctrine proves the miracles,

rather than the mirooles the doctrinel** Our view is this : The doctrine of the kingdom
(the contemplated Theocratic ordering) demands the miracles, and the miracles are added
to enforce our faith in the doctrine. Hence the twofold appeal in the Scriptures, viz.,

to believe the miraculous because of the doctrine a.ssociated with it, and to believe in
the doctrine because of its being justified by the miraculous connected with it. Taylor
has even in the title of his work {The yRraclas : Helps to Fbith, not Hindrances) expressed
an important truth, for it is pre-eminently true that our faith in the doctrine delivered
i<i sustained by the miracle of knowledge evidenced in the prophecies, in the Person and
Life of Jesus, in the signs or earnests given of a glorious future. These form the basis

of a firm hope of altimate deliverance, making the promises of a Sec. Advent, resur-

rection, renewed earth, etc., realUies. To all this is added the corroborative personal
experience of everyone who receives and obeys the truth, which is amply conclusive evi-

dence to everyone, even the most ignorant, unable to see how the miraculous is an essen-
tial part of a related consecutive Divine Plan in actual course of development and fulfil-

ment. (Comp. Experimental evidence as presented, e.g., in Bogers* Eclipse of Faiik,

Mozley's Bampton Zeds., Chalmers* " Evidences" etc.) The self-appropriation of the
truth (inseparably united with the miraculous), and the resultant experience in the heart
and life, amid the trials and sorrows of earth, is in itself so satis&ctory that the child
and the philosopher, the unlettered and the learned, alike feel and admit its force. The
lapse of time instead of weakening (as some assert), really adds power to the testimony
favorable to miracles, seeing that the personal experience of many has verified, century
after century, the truth of revelation. Reason and Faith both confirm the miraculous.
As Walker (jPhUos, of the Plan of jSoiuo^um, oh. 3) has well enforced by interesting consid-
eiationa, " Man cannot, in the present constitution of his mind, believe that religion has
a divine origin, unless it be accompanied by miracles.** Bushnell {Xature aitd Supematu-
mJ) has well placed, as a conclusive proof in behalf of the miraculous, faith (experiment-
ally realized in its transforming power) in the Superhuman character and work of Christ.

These two united —reason appreciating the Divine Plan and its relations, and faith realiz-

ing the earnest bestowed—are imsistible^^sotd'Satisfying.
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Proposition 8. The doctrine of the kingdom presupposes that of
siny the apostasy of man.

The prophets with one voice proclaim, that this kingdom is to be
established in order that in it man may find complete, perfect de-
liverance from sin and evil. The kingdom is to be set up, so that
man and nature may be happily rescued from the curse entailed by
sin under which botli labor and groan.

Obs. I. It is needless to discuss the diflUcult problem of sin ; the fact of
its presence and power is amply sufficient. It is a fundamental fact, and
the superstructure of the Bible is in a measure* reared upon it ; for the
Bible 18 a revelation of God's plan to save man from his fallen condition.

The kingdom in its conception, preparation, and ultimate establishment
implies, and constantly keeps in view, a recovery from sin and its resultant
evil. The kingdom originates in God's merciful desire to deliver us from
the reign and power of sin ; to bring us back into a state of entire restitu-

tion and perfect salvation. It is the manifestation of such salvation, in
which man's will shall be in accord with God*s, and in which unspeakable
blessedness, flowing from such a restoration, shall be realized. It has for
its chief ruler a Saviour who saves from sin, and for its associated rulers
and subjects those who are redeemed from sin. It is a kingdom which in
its preparatory measures calls for repentance of sin (Matt. 3:1), conver-
sion from sin (Matt. 18 :3), self-denial of sin (Mark 9 :47), perseverance
against sin (Luke 9 : 62), and most emphatically refuses admittance into
the kingdom of those who indulge in sin (I Cor. 6 : 9, 10). The scheme
of redemption is founded upon the principle annunciated by Jesus :

** They
that are whole need not a pmysician, but they that are sick.'* The disease,

as well as the physician and remedy, must be kept in view in order to ap-
preciate the provision made for us.'

1 Hence Schleiermacher, fts Tholuck (in Address to Evang. Alliance, N. Y., Harper's
Ed.) remarks :

*^ All philoBophical terms and definitions, all physical inTestigations. all

theses whatever, that conld not be derived by strict inference from the profound feeling
of sinfulness and the certainty of redemption, were excluded from the dogmatical system
of Schleiermacher." Fred. Den. Manrice regards it as a defect in theology that it should
start from and build on sin instead of proceeding from God. While there is force in the
objection, and while we show in this work that the idea or Plan of the kingdom was
something anterior to the fall of man, yet it mnst also be admitted that this FUn is pro-
jected and developed in accordance with the foreknown fall. As the Bible is a book
given to indicate the recovery of man from the fall—hence b^;;imiing with the fall and
ending with the recovery—the fact of the fall should certainly be allowed its due promi-
nency without however overlooking and discarding the antecedent facts. The true basis
is the Edenic state and what it contemplated. Sin intervened, but the Divine Purpose is

to restore man to the state forfeited by sin. Hence the Bible opens toUh Paradise and
ends loiOi Paradise ; it does not begin with sin and end with sin.

* A believer in tlie Scriptures must concede that without freely admitting the fallen.
sinful, mined condition of man, the kingdom itself cannot be appreciated ; that the
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latter contains within itself perfected Sedemption, completed Salvation from the former
and its direful results. Sin with its deadly train of evils is found at the opening of the
Bible ; the kingdom, with its attendant deliverance and blessings of restitution at its

close ; creation comes to ns marred by sin, travaUs in pain waiting for its rescne, when
the sons and daughters of the kingdom are manifested. The one precedes the other ;

and the one calls forth the love and mercy of God to produce the other. While the
kingdom antedates sin and evil so far as the Divine Fnipose is concerned, practically it

follows aa a delivering medium.

Obs. 2. The introduction of sin and its continned existence is a deep
mystery.* The strongest intellects have endeavored to solve it, but in vain.

The most snbtle theories respecting its eternity, its necessity, its natural-

ism, its fatalism, its relation to a moral system, its *' creational imper-

fection,'' its phenomenal nature, its tendency as a trial of faith, etc., aro

presented, but none of them entirely remove the difficulties connected with
the subject. It still remains an unexplained mystery, so much so that

Mill, rejecting the Biblical conception of the mighty God, explains {Dogma
atid Literature) the introduction of evil by limiting the power of the God he
reverences, and thus leaves the dreary, hopeless prospect of no future de-

liverance. The Bible makes no effort to explain it ; onl^r speaking of it as

a painful facty allowed by the permission of an Omnipotent God, and
which shall be by His power ultimately cnisbed. No labored effort in the

way of proof is given by inspiration, but a constant appeal is made to our
ov^H co)isciousnes8 of the necessity and truthfulness of Divine interposition

in view of the sense of moral guilt, the evils to which wo are subject, the

helplessness and limited duration of man, the otherwise inexorable embrace
of nature, etc. A fundamental teaching on almost every page is this : that

man unaided cannot deliver himself from sin and its sad consequences, but
imperatively requires Divine help in his need. This is most unmistakably
presented in the Word ; in the conditions and limitations surrounding us ;

and in the experience and life of every person who will but take time for

reflection and self-appropriation of the truth. If sin, its results, and tho

need of a Redeemer are ignored or denied after the dreadful and merciful

language of the Bible ; after the costly provision made for us through
Jesus Christ ; after the testimony given by conscience and the world's his-

tory ; after the universal distinction observed between natural and moral
evil, right and wrong, virtue and vice, merit and demerit, praise and
blame ; after the propitiatory sacrifices of the ancients and heathen ; after

the manifested antagonism to. that which is good and holy exhibited in tho

strife between duty and passion, love and selfishness, moral obligation and
a violated conscience ; after the confessions of the most devoted and pious

of mankind ; after the ten thousand warnings, threats, appeals, and invita-

tions pressed home to a respondent consciousness by the Supreme Ruler
Himself, then nothing that we can add will influence the heart and mind of

the unbeliever.*

> Compaze the candid remarks of Hudson {DM amd Grace, p. 20) :
*' It (sin) is essen-

tially tDithoui reason—an act of unreason. To assign a good reason for it would be to

lustify it as a thing reasonable, which is contrary to its nature. It knows no rational or
logical connection. It knows no law ; it is pure anomaly.. It is the surd quantity which
no theologic algebra can determine. It can be reduced to no intelligible principle ; it

baffles explanation.*' Hudson aptly quotes Neander {PL of Oh. B. 6, ch. 1, note) as say*

ing : " According to my conviction, the origin of evil can only be understood as a/ad—

a

fact possible by virtue of the freedom belonging to a created being, but not to be other-

wise deduced or explained. It lies in the idea of evil that it is an utterly inea^icabtb thing.
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and whoever wonld explain it nuUifles the very idea of it. It is not the limitu of our
knowledge which make the origin of edn something inezplicahle to ua, but it follows
from the essential nature of sin as an act of free-will that it must remain to all eternity
an inexplicable fact. It can only be understood empirically by means of ike morcU self-

eonsaousneas.*' Julius MtlUer {The Ck. Doc. of Sin), with Neander, holds that the exist-
ence of evil is incoTuxivable in its actuality—that the abuse of free-will is esseiUiaUy irra-

tioruU, an act of unreason. Bushnell {KcU. and Hupemat. p. 128) concludes :
" We find

then—this is the result of our search—that sin can nowise be accounted for ; there are
no positive f;rounds, or principles back of it, whence it may have come." Schlegel
{PhUos, of His. p. 391) calls it ** the greatest historical mystery—the deepest and moet
comphcated eni^ia of the world." (Comp. Martensen, Ch. Dog.) The student's atten-
tion is directed to Keerl's //is. of Creation and Doc. of Paradise, and Art. in Bib. Bacra,
Oct. 18G3, Doctrine of the FaUofihe World (with which Comp. Kurtz's BiUeand Astroti-

omy, Beecher's tonfiici of Ages, etc.) Keerl claims many eminent Philosophers, Natural-
ists and Theologians as holding to the idea that physical disorders and evil resulted
from the fall of a previous (to this one) holy earth, which was precipitated into e chaotic
state, owing to the fallen estate of Satan and his angels. However such a line of defence
may be adapted to remove some naturalistic objections (as, e.g., in reference to death
existing previous to the trial of Adam, etc.), yet every appeal to a pre-existent state only
shifts the mystery farther back and leaves it unsolved.

* Alas, many taking advantage of the mystery of evil, and overlooking fiou) the terrible
fact is supported by incontestible evidence, even in their own experience, ntterly deny
the existence of sin, and pronounce evil to be simply an impeifection of nature. Mate-
rialistic views, as, e.g., in IVIoleschott, Paine, Vogt, etc., necessarily lead to such contra-
dictory conclusions, making conscience a delusion, the sense of moral obligation A vain
deceit, and thus overriding the respect shown by ages to moral law and man's self-con-

sciousness. It IS only extremists, who make little of the Supernatural, that take such a
position ; for multitudes who deny the authority of the Bible, still cling, under the sense
that some kind of Beligion is a necessity, to the notion that sin and evil, however
explained, are a resultant of our conn^tion with a Power outside of us—a Supernatural
source—that has placed us xtnder moral lato, and made us susceptible to its behests. No
matter how the origin of it is explained, as an imperfection, or a dualistic antagonism, or
an eternal corruption, or a necessary offset of free-will, or a developer of good, trial, dis-

cipline, divine attributes, etc., or the result of temptation, or the necessary accompani-
ment of a moral system, etc., both unbelief and belief cannot fathom the mystery. Un-
belief cannot do it, for it leaves us in the dark why it should be introduced in the man-
ner asserted by it ; and belief is equally powerless to assign a satisfactorv reason. The
difficulty, so long as we allow a Supreme Being of Love and mercy to have been the Origi-
nator of all things, is beyond our solution, and perhaps Laurentius Calla (quoted by Hud-
son) was not far wrong when he said, ** I doubt if the angels themselves know it." Dr.
Johnson

( Works, vol. 2, p. 604), in reviewing the reasons assigned for the Origin of evil,

concludes :
** For the Evils of Life there is some good reason, and in confession that the

reason cannot be found."

Obs, 3. The wisdom of the Bible ib justified by its silence respecting the
origin of evil. Had it condescended to such explanations as are given in
Tanous theodicies, it would have indicated a mere human opinion, and
not a divine inspiration, A painful defect would then be visible, which
infidelity would eagerly seize, and urge against its authority.

The Bible, therefore, in its reticence shows itself superior to the vain, limited efforts
of man in this direction ; it simply states the fact, explains the nature of sin (as the
transgression of the law, the perverse act of the free-will, etc.), tells us that it was per-
mitted by God, and that He has graciously made provision against it. The Scriptures
teach that sin and its results are hateful to God ; that they exist only through divine
sufferance ; that forbearance and mercy now allow their manifestation ; that enduring
long-suffering will at an appointed time end ; and both shall be rooted out of this world.
Pascal (quoted by Dr. ITCosh in reply to Huxley), after showing that man has both great-
ness and misery, and that his condition is not one of absolute grandeur or of hopeless
degradation, adds :

" So manifest is it that we were once in a state of perfection from
which we are now unhappily fallen. It is astonishing that the mystery which is the
farthest removed from our knowledge—I mean the transmission of original sin—should
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be thAt without vhlcb ve can hftve no trae knowledge of ovrBelves. It is in this abyss
that the cine to onr condition takes its tomings and windings, insomnch that man is

more incomprehensible without this mystery than this mystery is incomprehensible to

man." The painful, sad fact is one of general conviction, however explained by
ancients and modems (Leathes* Kelig, of Christ, sec. 1^. Williamson ( Tkeol. and Moral
Saence, p. 118. etc.), a Universalist writer, folly admits a natural conflict, into which
every man falls, between the law of love and the lav of animal natore, from which per-

sonal sin arises, and declares, ** that conflict exists as a constUuUonal fact in every hnman
being ;** hence, as all men, more or less, violate the law of love in this conflict, all men
are sinners. However we may attempt to expound this subject, the Biblical conception
that we are sinners needing Redemption is one enforced by moral conaciousnesSt provided
the truth as given by Grod is allowed to exert its designed influence by self-approprUUion.^

Rogers {isupfrhuman Origin of the Bible, sec. 2) assigns as one of the reasons that the*

Bible is given by God, that the moral portrait of man as presented in it is one utterly

opposed to the natural man. The indictment that all bave gone astray, that aU are sin-

ners, that all are worthy of condemnation, is too sweeping for man—owing to pride, etc.

—alone to have generated. To this we add, that if man bad produced this portrait within
his own knowledge, he would, as multitudes in their efforts attest, have entered into
explanations, definitions, interpretations, opening out endless metaphysical and philo-

sophical discussions. The admirable simplicity and silence of the Bible upon a subject,

which, in the nature of the cose, demands the highest intellectual development, is a col-

lateral and decided proof of its divine origin. Man, unsupported and unguided, would
have overstepped the limits assigned, and introduced confusion and difflciUties.

Obs^ 4- The problem of evil, which has so greatly exercised and per-

plexed the wisest of men, is connected with the mystery that will be fin-

ished (KcT. 10:7). Until that predicted period arrives, unsatisfactory

conjectures most suffice. God has not yet seen fit to give us the reasons

for its origin and continued existence, excepting in broken hints respect-

ing free agency, trial, mercy, long-suffering, etc., preferring to deal with
it as a constantly/ experieticed fact. With this we must rest content,

assured of one thing, that in some way it will be found promotive of His
own glo^y*- Reason can already gather and assign (as various writers,

Miailer, llioluck, Oosterzee, etc., have done) considerations and arguments
indicative of the same, but as our object is merely to direct attention to

those derived from the kingdom, such mav be passed by without remark.
The kingdom being designed to restore the narmony existing before the fall

between God and man, and man and nature, it also deals with the fact of

evil without entering into its origin. Looking at the final result, the end
as attained in the kingdom, it may well be allowed that God permitted the
entrance of evil and its continuance because He could overrule it gloriously.

Sin is opposed to the theocratic idea, it is hostile to it, but God seeing that

He could still, with honor to Himself, restore the designed theocracy even in

s most splendid manner, permitted sin,' only restraining it within certain

limits by entailed evils. Sin brought forth, as a counteracting potent
a^ncy through extended love and mercy, the humanity of Jesas, the
Christ, \.e. it created the necessity, in order to produce a successful and
powerful theocratic kingdom, of God identifying Himself with man in the
Son of David, thus bringing Him into a nearer and most intimate relation-

ship with humanity, and preparing the way for a manifested theocratic

rale over the world. In brief, it led to the bringing forth a God-man as the
theocratic King who should, in virtue of His distinguished position, be
able to deliver us from all evil, God's forbearance and love is justified in

thia wonderful union of the divine and human, and the correspondent
restoration of His theocratic rule in the form best adapted and most
honorable to humanity.'
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1 We cannot limit the power of God. Thna, e.g., Williamson (Theol. and M<»rd ^Srfencc,

p. 204* etc. ) endeaTors to vindicate God by making evil a necessary result of creation,
and conceives it impossible for God to have created a nniverse like ours, limited in space
and conditioned by time, ** without involring the necessity of the relations of evil that
emerge from its process and movements." This, however— while not so derogatory as
Mill's impotent God—is too sweeping, being forbidden by a previous Paradisaical state,

Ooda abhorrence of sin, its mtailed curse, and thefuture deliverance of crmiion. We must fall

back upon the position assumed by Leibnitz (Knapp's Theol, p. 265) in his Theodicy,
viz., to look at the end attained, which, in view of the good results produced (e.g., in
the King brought us, in the kings and priests developed, in the Theocracy it establishes,
in the Redemption of the race it brings forth, in the praise and glory it causes, etc.),

influenced God, who knoweth all things, to allow its introduction. (Comp. Oosterzee's
Vh. Dog., Herzpg's Ency., Art. " Sin," Julius Mnller's " Ch. Doc. of tiin:')

The permission of sin—however it may be founded, as eminent writers endeavor to
show, on personal liberty, fr^e-wiU—is certainly based on the fact—as taught in the
Bible—that God can and does overrule it to be ultimately promotive of His own glory
(so, e.g.. " Greybeard" (Graff ), "Lay IServums,'* No. 42, on *' The blessings of the Fall") ;

otherwise He would not have tolerated its existence for so many burdened centuries.
* God's ways, however mysterious to us now, will be justified in " the age to come ;**

and that justification will be found in the Kingdom as constituted under the Messiah.
Sin has beaten down and perverted the Theocratic ordering of God as originally

designed, and anciently unfolded in its initiatory ; it caused the postponement of the
same for many centuries ; it will resist with increased power at the period of its revela-
tion ; it will band the kings of the earth and their armies against the Theocratic King,
but it will ultimately be vanquished, and then the deep myst^ will be unfolded. Then
it will be seen that the strength of sin is so great that nothing short of Omnipotence can
meet and destroy it ; that nothing less than unspeakable love and mercy can provide
means commensurate to overcoming it ; that nothing but the Theocratic power lodged
in King Jesus con triumphantly resist and crash it. The co-heirs with Christ have shown
their qualification by a voluntary renunciation of sin for co-rulership in a kingdom
which is expressly designed to destroy all eviL When this time comes, then all will be
made manifest ; until then patience and hope must be ours. Now we see ** through a glass

darkly," but then—after a few thousand years' experience showing that without God's
personal government, the race cannot be happy—all will be explained—jast as Joseph's
antecedent trials— consistently with the Divine Sovereignty and a superintending Provi-
dence. Faith, with child-like trust, receives the fact^ and leaves the explanation with a
returning God.

Obs, 5. Taking the Bible account of sin and its results, it is important
to notice what are the forfeited blessings, and then to see whether the
kingdom, which embraces the practical realization of the plan of redemp-
tion, restores all that the race lost. The enumeration of the most weighty
are the following : 1. The loss of moral purity ; 2. The entailment of
physical degeneracy ; 3. Subjection to toil, disease, death, and corrup-
tion ; 4. The withdrawal of the personal presence of God ; 5. Divine
intercommunication with angelic beings removed ; 6, The infliction of a
curse upon creation ; 7. A struggle for life and its blessings under uniform
natural law, ue, the special provision of Eden under the supernatural no
longer afforded ; 8. The loss of Eden itself ; 9. The non-perpetuation of
the race in a state of innoceucy and purity ; 10. The non-erection of a
perfect government because of resultant depravitv. These are the sad
fruits of sin, impressed by the consciousness of guilt. Now the primitive
Church doctrine of the kingdom, fully sustained by the plain teaching of

the Scriptures, affirms a complete restoration of all these blessings, Tho
reader's indulgence is asked until we pass over the doctrine as given in the
Word, and by the early Church, This much, however, may be said,

1, That sucJi blessings forfeited can only be restored through Divine inter-

ference ; 2. That such a restitution indicates the completeness of the
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Divine plan ; 3. That such a removal of evil ehowa forth the might and
g^rfection of the Saviour ; 4. That such a Divine purpose contained in the

ible and established by the inestimable ^ift of a Redeemer^ ever keeping
in view this completeness, never contradicting itself, extending through
every book of the Scriptures, and given in successive ages and by men in

varied circumBtances and conditions of life, must be^ as claimed, an
inspired one.

In addition : Observing the ultimate end oontemplated by the Divine Purpose, and
noticing the remarkable provision made already for the removal of sin and evU, several
things, resulting from a consideration of the dealings of God in preparing for the con-
gmnmation, most be impressed upon onr minds. (1.) The remedial measures introdneed
and enforced by Divine Sovereignty, finding their climax in the saorificial death of Jesns
Christ, show that man mast have fallen from his former estate, thas making them neces-
sary. (2.) The call to repentance and faith to conform to the remedial provisions, indi-
cates in the trial given to man that sin is volnntaiy. (3.) A Plan of Redemption
culminating in the blessings of the Kingdom, and flowing from God's wisdom, love, and
mercy, is eminently worthy of man's consideration and acceptance. (4.) Tlus Plan to
be properly appreciated onght to be contemplated as a whole, and not merely in some of
its particulars. (5.) That if the Plan, as a whole, is adapted to secure the end designed,
and if carried out will inevitably produce the result (Redemption perfected) aimed at,

then the subsidiary parts (including the fall, etc.) are also worthy of reception as
being related to it—the gpreater including the lesser. (6.^ The manifestation of a visi-

ble Theocratic ordering is alone capable of crushing sin and removing it from the
world. (7.) That evil under which man and the world labors—however subservient as
a punishment, as testing faith, character, etc.— is the result of God's disapprobation of
sin, and is only tolerated in view of the ultimate result that God brings forth from
its existence.
The favorite theory of many (Lubbock, and others), to invalidate the Biblical account

of a fall from a h^her to a lower position, is to advocate a constant and invariable rise

and progression firom a lower to a higher state, i.e., from the lowest savageism to the
highest civilization. But this is only recognizing one factor in the past, viz., that such
a rise and progress can be the result of favorable circumstances and proper moral
and religious appliemces. But another factor, that vitiates the universality of the theory,
is purposely overlooked, viz., that man has also degenerated into savage life, dwindled
from power into weakness, from vast numbers into a small number and even into extinc-

tion,—as exemplified in the works of past ages, the labors of extinct races, the remains of
past nations, Assyrian, Egyptian, Persian, Roman, Mound-workers, etc. Man (as e.g.

Frothingham, Art. in North Amer, Review, 187B, p. 46, '* Is man a depraved creature?*')

may deny the natural depravity of man, and designate the first Adam '* a fiction" and
** myth," a " creature of speculation, and as a creature of speculation his existence dates
back no farther than a century or so (!) before Christ." Our line of argument will amply
meet such heart-wrought objections ; for the present it is sufficient to observe that

upon this *' myth" is based by " ignorant and designing men" a most wonderful plan of

restitution, with such a unity, so astounding in its manifestations through many centu-
ries, and so well attested by a continued and existing fulfilment of prophecy and of per-
sonal experience, that such writers are utterly unable to account for " the fiction" that
BO many esteem the precious truth.

Obs. 6, Latterly it has become fashionable in the works of Naturalists,

Free Religionists, etc., to ignore evil and enter into a laudation of nature,

its harmony, its goodness, uniform beneficence, etc. This is purposely

done, so tliat Christianity, which holds forth, in connection with the good,
the dark side of nature, may suffer by the comparison. The contrast,

howeyer, is imperfect ; and the spirit suggesting it, if not dislike to the

Bible, at least does injustice to its teaching. The ostrich is said to deem
itself put of danger when its head is thrust into the sand and its pursuer for
the time is unseen ; so these, by simply closing their eyes to the inevitable

of nature, consider themselves the highly favored sons and daughters of
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natnral law and development. The suffering, misery, sorrow, destructive
agencies, voracious grave entailed by and experienced through nature, are
sedulously kept out of view, and nature or the absolute is nothing but
manifested, realized love, while in Christianity the God, who is repre-
sented as making provision for deliverance from such evil, is nothing but
a tyrant, a gloomv despot ! Is this fair or candid? Without pausing to
inquire how far theology with its deductions aud inferences added to the
AVord is responsible for driving men into such a state of antagonism, it is

sufficient to say : if nature, or the absolute, is all that they claim, although
evil and death are allowed, why not apply the same criticism to the God of
Revelation, who also has permitted the same, that they do to nature ? And
the more so, because the God of the Bible proposes a recovery from evil

which the other, in no shape or form, suggests? Evidently, because it

does not suit their purpose ; and because it would inevitably weaken and
destroy their own argument. Before applying their destructive criticism
to Revelation, let them first reconcile with their own theory of love, etc.,

the evil that is in nature, its destr<wing forces, diseases, pestilences, agony,
and devouring death. If they cannot reconcile this with their own notion
of a loving nature or absolute, let them frankly confess it ; if they can
explain and reconcile all this with their theory of goodness, thousands
would gladly welcome the solution. Until such a solution is given, they
of all others, because relying upon reason, should not object to the mystery
of evil as related to Divine revelation. If a reconciliation were attempted
avoiding ultra naturalism and admitting an intelligent first cause, it would
evidently fall in the line of those attempted in behalf of the God of the
Bible. We are content to receive the Biblical account that evil is the
resultant of a rejection of the theocratic idea (1.6., a violation of God*s
rule), that it continues until God has, by a course of testiug, gathered out
all the material requisite to establish the theocracy in a most glorious and
triumphant manner, and that when all things are prepared, the postpone-
ment caused by sin will close by the complete overthrow of evil through the
appointed King and His co-rulers.

It ia true that those vho advocate the Nihilism of the indlTidnal man* his perishing,
admit the evil in Katnie, and from it, owing to nnohangeable lav, are forced into their
theory of gloom. But even snch are again divided into two classea. One party, as some
German writers, present no hope o£ the future, being logically driven to it by the fact

that the evils ore so inexorably related to eternal natural law that they are beyond man's
power of removal. Another party, however (as t.g. Winwood Beade in Martyrdom of
Jfan), while giving no hope to the individual man (mere " animated jelly"), somehow, in
a Pantheistic idealism, dream of a glorious future for Humanity. How illogical this is, «

needs no explanation, seeing that inevitable natural law which promises no deliverance
from evil for the individual, presents none for humanity in the future. Bather than
humbly to receive the Word of Qod, men will seek out and trust in the most extravagant
theories.

It is worthy of notice that some unbelieving philosophers give as dark a portraiture of

human nature aa the most ultra theologian. Passing by the Nihilists, we select e.g.

Mill, who, in one of his Essays, remarks :
** Man, viewed as a simple production of

nature, has in him but one good thing, the capacity of improvement ; he is naturally

devoid of a sense of truth, a coward, cruel, selfish, and even a lover of dirt. The truth
is, there is hardly a point of excellence belonging to human character which is not
decidedly repugnant to the untutored feelings of human nature." ** Whatever good
thing man now possesses, either in himself or in his outward surroundings, he has
attained not from the gift of. nature but from his having conquered and subdued her.**

Then contrast the laments of Nihilism, and the shading of the picture is immenaely
darker than that given by the Word ; and yet men accuse the Bible of gloom, etc. Now
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which class of our opponents are we to credit ? The one, that eulogizes, or the other,

that depreciates hnman nature ? Or, is it the safest to take the medium and explanation
given, in the Word, viz., that man, although fallen, possesses noble characteristics

worthy of being redeemed and employed in his Creator's service ; that fallen, he is

nnable to deliver himself from the ainfalneas and evil entailed without Divine Help ;

and that accepting such aid, tendered in love and mercy, it restores him to a position of

moral worthiness cmd excellence by directing his capacities and powers in the way of

holiness and love.

A word of caution in conclusion : The attacks of unbelief come from all sides, and one
of the most despicable that has fallen under our observation is that which endeavors to

charge the Word of God with advocating sin cr rather fleshly lusts. Whatever may have
been the sinful practices of professors or of the church in the past, the Bible pointedly

condemns aU such, warns us that they shall be witnessed, and urges us to purity and holi-

ness. This is so plain, that he who denies it does deliberate violence to a distinguishing
characterisUc of the Scriptures. The Word, which provides so costly a provision for

sin, cannot and does not indulge it Now it happens that recently some writers (as e.g.

the author of Aneienl Sex Wor'skip) endeavor to show that the fleshly tendency in human
nature to worship the sexual organs as emblematic, eto., is, more or less endorsed by
ChristiAnity. This offensive manner of bringing discredit upon the Word by linking
with it the excesses of sex worship, defeats itself in the estimation of every reflecting

and sensible mind, because the Bible so point^y condemns all fleshly lusts and posi-
tively declares that those entertaining them shall never inherit the Kingdom of God.
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Proposition 9. The nature of^ and the things pertaining to the

hingdxmi^ can only he ascei'tained within the limits of Scripture,

This kingdom is God's kingdom ; it is one that He proposes to
establish, and being the outgrowth of His Divine purpose, we must
apply to Him for information resj^ecting it. This He extends to us
in His Word, and what He has said, being the only One capable of
imparting knowledge on the subject, is to be received in preference
to human opinions. The kingdom itself, the subject of a thousand
prophecies pertaining to the future, is, as delineated by God, a pre-
diction of that which is to come, and hence beyond human abUity
to portray, unless God's description of it is carefully studied and
copied. Outside of the Scrii)tures, nothing reliable is to be found,
only excepting in so far as it may be in accord with Holy Writ.
Scripture, and that alone, contains the reliable, authoritati^'^e infor-

mation ; and therefore, instead of going to second sources, applica-
tion should be made to the fountain-head itself to appreciate and
enjoy the issuing pure stream of covenant and prophecy. Grod's
words in describing what He intends to jjerform. are most certainly
to be preferred to man's. We are justified in thus placing confi-

dence alone in the Word of God, seeme that, when this kingdom is

to be manifested in all its glory, the King Himself has the signifi-

cant name (Rev. 19 : 13), in addition to the one upon His vesture
and thigh, '^TJte Word of God^^ for it is in Him, by Him, and
through Him that the Word is fulfilled and realized.

One of the diBtingnislimg results of the Reformation was " the resarrectlon of the
Bible," making it. as in the Apostolic era, the object of constant citation and appeal.
In view of this Chillingworth ( Jfbr/ca, o. 4) said : " The Bible only is the Religion of
Protestants," and Domer {//w. Pro/. Tktd. 1, 2) remarks: "Protestantism seeks,
indeed, its nltimate foundation in the natnre of Christianity, as it is handed down to ns
in a documentary form in the Scriptures.*' With this may be compared the utterances
of Protestant Confessions and Symbolical books, as e.g. Westminster Conf., Art. of
Church of Eng., Conf. Hel., Book of Concord, Xeth. Confess., Heidelberg Cat., etc. For
the opinions of Luther* Zwingle, Calyin, etc., see Hagenbach's His, of Doctrines, Vol. 2,

sec. 240^ who also informs us (Vol. 1, seo. 212) that ** the formal principle of the Refor-
mation, of Protestantism is subjection to the authority of Scripture." Dr. Schaff (The
Prineif^ of Prolestardism, p. 70, etc,) discusses this ** formal or knowledge principle" in
an interesting manner, asserting: *'I£ there be then any unerring fountain of truth,

needed to satisfy religious want, it can be found ordy in the Word of God, who is himself
the truth ; and this becomes thus consequently the highest norm and rule, by which to
measure all human truth, all ecclesiastical tradition, and all synodical decrees." (Comp.
Art. " The Apostles* Creed,'* Princeton Review, 1852.) Dr. Schaff justly shows how this
was a revival of the position occupied by the early church, by some of the later Fathers,
and even, however obscured and fettered by subsequent tradition, by some of the Roman
Catholic divines, forcibly quoting Moehler, etc. The usual Romish view is expressed by
Bellarmine, making the Church superior to the Bible, its judge ; and this is exemplified
e.g. in Heefert (Hagenbach's Mis. of Doc, VoL 1, p. 424) prononnoing the doctrinal posi-
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tion of WycUffe and Hubs at their triala (tIz., as solely founded on the Scriptores), " the

Alpha and Omega of error." Hippolytua (Bunsen's Hippolyius, Vol. 2, p. 144), says :

** Ther« is one God, my brethren, and Him we know only by the Holy Scriptures. For

in a like mjuiner as he who wishes to learn the wisdom of this world cannot accomplish

it without studying the doctrines of the philosophers, thus aU who wish to practise

divine wisdom will not learn it from any other source than from the Word of God. Let

us therefore see what the Holy Scriptures pronounce ; let us understand what they

t^ach ; and let us believe what the Father wishes to be believed, and praise the Son as

He wishes to be praised, and accept the Holy Spirit as He wishes to be given. Not
according to our own will, nor according to our own reason, nor forcing what Grod has

given, but let us see all this as He has willed to shew it by the Holy Scriptures."

Obs, 1. The doctrine of the kingdom being one of the greatest in the

Bible (Props. 1 and 2), it must, like all pure Christian doctrine, be found

within its pages. No true or scripturally founded doctrine of the king-

dom can jwssibly be at variance with the express language of Holy Writ
This is self-evident, and important use will be made of this principle,

clearly showing aa we proceed that no doctrine on this subject excepting

that of the primitive Christian Church is in full sympathy with the Word.
This correspondence, so far as one sense, the literal, is concerned, our most
decided opponents frankly admit.

This work being largely composed of doctrinCi it is proper, briefly, to notice the
notion extensively held and strenuously advocated (e.g. Dr. Arnold in LUeraturt and
Dogma), that it makes no material difference what we believe only so that the conduct is

tight, for ** religion is conduct," etc. This is a crusade renewed against the presentation

of truth in a dogmatical or doctrinal form, and finds a champion in Prof. Seely, who
raises the standard, " Christian morality without dogmas." This cry is raised in many
quarters, being duly appreciated by the sceptical as a blow at a vital part of Chriatianity.

(Thus e.g. D'Aubigne, in his Address to Ch. Alliance at N. Tork, informs us that " at

an important aesembly held lately in Oerman Switzerland, at which were present many
men of position, both in Church and State, the basis of the new religion was laid down :

• No doctrines,' was the watchword on that occasion, * No new doctrines, whatever they
may be. in place of the old ; Liberty alone.' ") Freely conceding the difference between
doctrine and conduct, doctrine and practical religion, doctrine and Christian life ; cheer-

fully willing to attest to the exceeding value of the latter, and that it may even exist

without the entertainment of a great amount of doctrinal knowledge, yet it is folly to

disconnect doctrine from religion, seeing that the latter is a natural outgrowth from the
former, that they sustain a mutual rtkUioTiahipt and that to produce a symmetrical whole
they must be united. Doctrine has been aptly compared to the root, and morality or

conduct to the growth ; for every believer must accept of some truths giving motives for

conduct, which are either doctrinally stated in the Word, or dogmatically presented in

the formulas of the church. Faith must, in some form, have an outward, intellectual

expression in connection with its heart work. Mind and heart are both enlisted. Truth
to be apprehended must be formally stated. Season demands, intellectual culture
requires, as its concomitant, a distinctive statement in language of those ideas which
are given either as worthy of credence, or as inducements to action. Doctrine may in-

deed exist without corresponding conduct (which may be the fault of the man and not
of the doctrine), but true Christian conduct cannot be produced without doctrine, as e.g.

the doctrine of God, of Jesus Christ, of repentance, of faith, etc., influencing us to a
certain determined course of life. To destroy this vital union, is to sever the tree from
its roots; to remove the bailding from its foundation, and thus give us a sickly, dying
tree and a mined, unsafe building. The fact is, that the very men who strive to discon-
nect what God has joined together by inseparable laws ; who sneer at the declaration of
the Chancellor of the University of Oxford for saying that " religion is no more to be
severed from dogmas than light from the sun"—these men are actually engaged in laying
down doctrines, dogmatioally expressed, for our acceptance. This feature alone, the
resultant of a law that they canrwl avoid, indicates the connection between the two,
which, in the very act of an attempted destruction, they only confirm. Graybeard {Lay
iSsrmoAff, Nos. 75 and 76) urges *' the importance of maintaining sound doctrine," assert-

ing truthfully that " the great fundamental framework of the Scriptures is its doctrines,"
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and comparing them to the bones of the body, imparting consistency and form. He
oonclndes :

** AH sonnd doctrine centres in Christ, and is founded on Christ. Not to
know its power and valae is to be a weakling, and to deny the importance of it is tu dis-
honor God. * Whosoever tmnsgreaseth and abiddh not in the doctrine of VhriaU haih not
God. Me thai abideth in the doctrine of Christ hath both the fhther and the iSon, If there
come any man onto yon, and bringeth not this doctrine, receive him not into your honse,
neither bid him God-speed ; for he that biddeth him God-speed is partaker of his evil

deeds* (2 Jno. 9-11)." The Bible commends *' continuing steadfastly in the apostles*
doctrine" (Acts 2 : 42), and persevering in " sound doctrine** (1 Tim, 1 : 3, 10), as pro-
motive of strength and salvation (e.g. 1 Tim. 4 : 13-16).

Obs, 2. To comprehend fully any doctrine, especially that of the king-
dom, there must be a diligent comparing of Scripture with Scripture. Dr.
Neander (^Hts. of Dog,, vol. 2, p. 623) says of Melanchthon that on occasion
of the Leipzig disputation he stated, " that it is the duty to abide by the
pure and simple meaning of the Holy Writ, as, indeed, heavenly truths are
always the simplest ; this meaning is to be found by comparing Holy Writ
with itself." Dr. Dorner {His. Prot, vol. 2, p. 429) justly remarks :

" The
work of theological criticism, especially in so far as it touches upon doc-
trinal matters, must always at last become a criticism, or a measuring, of
Scripture by Scripture—m other words, the self-criticism of the canon
through the instrumentality of believers.*' * The hermeneutical canon of
the Kefonners (Hagenbach^s His, of Doc. , vol. 2, sec. 240), ** to interpret

and illustrate Scripture by Scripture," is ours, imitating *' The Noble Lea-
son" of the Waldensians :

" The Scriptures speak, and we must believe.

Look at the Scriptures from beginning to end."

1 This role was early observed in the chorch. Thus e.g. Neander {IRs. cf Dog.
Vol. 1, p. 77) says of Irenaens ** that the Holy Scriptures shonld be explained by compar-
ing one passage with another, and that he held them to be the complete and normal
source of the knowledge of Christian doctrine.* * We follow Irenffius, of whom Erasmus
(Eras. Episi, prefixed to Irensaus) says : " Irensus fought against the troops of heretics
with arguments (munitions) drawn from the Scriptures alone.*' This was only an imi-
tating of Christ, the apostles, and prophets, who constantly appealed to, and cited from,
the Becord, thus comparing the things of the Spirit. It is gratifying to see eminenfc
men, in Europe and this country, lay so much stress on the self-tnlerpretation of the
Bible, by which alone the trtie analogy of it can be discovered, and a real profound
acquaintance with its substance can be acquired. In such a comparison, however, a
number of things must be observed in order to make it consistent and successful. All
Scripture must be received, and not a portion of it be rejected (e.g. as Acts and Pauline
epistles by Swedenborg) because we cannot make it fit into our doctrinal system. The
connected reasoning of the writer must not give place to deductions from mere frag-
mentary or isolated passages. A doctrine must, by an instituted comparison, be in har-
mony both with the general analogy of Scripture and of Faith, i,e. it must not be in.

antagonism with the grammatical language or meaning of Scripture, or with its doctrinal
teaching. The comparison must be made with due reverence for Scripture, so that a
wUlingneBB to receive its meaning, without undue bias or prejudice, may exist. Passages
that are strictly parallel, and not merely made such by accommodation or perversion, are
to be employed, and, in brief, the cautions and rules laid down for a consistent doctrinal
interpretation by such writers as Home {iTitrod. of the Bible), Alford {How to Study the New
Test,), Dunn {The Study of the Bible), Bickersteth {Scripture Help), Stuart CElements of
Inlerprdation, altered from Emesti's work), etc., must be duly observed. With all this,

there must be an abiding sense of the inspiration of the Word, so that there is no unjust
discrimination between portions of it, as e.g. between the Old and New Testaments
(Schleiermacher, etc.), between the so-called Narrator and the Commentator (Bothe, etc),
between the Grospels and the Epistles (Benan, etc.), between the Bible and tradition
(Bellarmine, etc.), between the Scriptures and human opinion (Parker, etc.), etc.

Obs, 3. The doctrine of the kingdom being thus exclusively derived from
the Word for reasons already assigned (others will be given hereafter), an
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earnest protest must be presented against a spirit, widely prevalent among
eminent divines, manifested in the adoption of a theory by which a doc-

trinal growth in the Charch is made to cover up alleged weaknesses and
misapprehensions of the troth in the founders of Christianity. Eeference
is made to ** the development theory" as applied to doctrine, by which the

idea of the kingdom is represented as " a seed *' or '* a germ " surrounded
by ** a husk,*' or *' a rind " {Le,, literal sense), out of wnich, however, was
produced or developed the perfect tree or fruit (so e.g. Neander, Nevin,
and others).* The reasons, evidently, which actuated pious and able men
to accept of this theory and employ it, were, first, their inability otherwise
to meet the tremendous shafts of infidelity levelled at the early Christianity

(showing that doctrinal ly it was different from the faith entertained at

present) ; and second, the desire through it to secure some unity in their

conception of the nature, constitution, eto., of the kingdom of Ood.
Admitting that truth can be obtained by a study of nature, science, race,

etc—by observing the development of mind, experience, the Church, etc.,

yet all this progress, this attestation to and amplification of tnith, is not
to be placed in comparison with the truth given by God Himself. The
Scriptures are supreme authority to the believer, and no change, no varia-

tion, no substitution, under the pretence of growth, is allowable unless we
have the same itidicated by God Himself, Increase of doctrinal knowledge
does not consist in alterinff the forni of doctrine, but in obtaining a
clearer, more enlarged apprenension of tlie u?ialtered doctrine, Oosterzee

{Ch, Dog., vol. 1, p. 70) justly grounds progress upon *' amplification
"

and not in "alteration." Rev. Bernard (Bampton Lectures, "The Prog-
ress of Doctrine in the New Testament") forcibly argues (Lee. 1) that the
Divine teaching coincides in extent with the present canon, and that the
progress of doctrine in the Church since such communication is a progress

of apprehension by man. He clearly shows that no advance in Divine
teacDJDg after the apostolic age was ever admitted by the Church, and that

all elucidations, renewed definitions, etc. , indicative of a clearer apprehen-
sion of the truth, are invariably based upon, and derived from, the origi-

nal truth in the Old and New Testaments. He also effectively points out that

innovations (as in Dr. Newman's theory of development including new-

doctrines) even are sustained by their upholders under the plea of a tradi-

tion enforced by extending it back to aiwstolic days, thus implying, or

inferring, apostolic sanction.'

The kingdom is something described by Grod for us to believe ; and
hence is not one thing to-day and another to-morrow, one thing under
the former dispensation and another under this ordering. The description

of it is unchangeably the same, for it is a simple declaration of the Divitie

purpose to which it is impossible, without detriment, to add anything.
It is a positive revelation, portraying that when realized certain great

* We leave one of its adrocates to enlogize the extent of the development theory enter-

tained. Ttecky^ {His, Rational.
, p. 183) Raya :

" This idea of continned and nnintermpted
development is one that seems absolutely to override the age. It is scarcely possible to

open any really able book on any subject withont encountering it in some form. It is

stiiring all science to its very depths ; it is revolutionizing all historical literature. Its

prominence in theology is so great that Uiere is scarcely any school that is altogether

exempt from its influence. We have seen, in our own day, the Church of Rome itself

defended in ^An Essay on Development,' and by a strong application of the laws of

progresB.*'
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eTents are to transpire, certain promises are to be jojfully experienced,
etc., and therefor^, in the very nature of the case, it cannot be a mere
*' germ " which is to sprout forth into something else. The theory of
development, especially when applied to the doctrine of the kingdom,
must be regarded as an important concession to infidelity."

> The fnndamentAl Montanistio notion (Kurtz, Ck, Ifitt, Vol. 1, p. 132) that Divine
Berelatlon is grBdnallj end constantly developed, finds its extremes in such doctrinnl
additions aa are given by Swedenborg, Joseph timith, Ann Lee, etc. But even in those
who are utterly opposed to all such extravagancies, it is still found in a modified form.
It is ennnciat«d in the principle laid down in Hagenbach's His, o^i>ocfnn« that *Mhe
doctrinal substance of the Scriptures" is ** as a living seed, capable of the most prolific

development ; in the midst of the most unfavorable influences it retains the formative
energy, by which it evokes new and living products adapted to Iho times." Kow while
this might not be objectionable in one sense, yet when applied to doctrine it stands forth
really as an effort to reconcile the departure of the church (as e.g. in the doctrine of the
kingdom) from the early doctrinal position to a later. It is a ht-idge^ conveniently erected
by philosophy, to cover the utjly chasm between Primitive and Later Christianity. The
parable of the leaven is pruned into its service, bm if it delineated doctrinal change or
growth in place of the simple influence, controlling power of the truth (or of error) over
the heart. The seed, blade, ear, and the full corn in the ear, of Mark 4 : 26-29, is made
to cover doctrinal deviations, just as if the doctrine, full grown, were to be harvested in
place of the fruit developed by the reception of thft truth. Much is affiimed rehpecting
the difference between the seed and the tree and fruit ;—this analogy holds good in
nature and also in grace (when truth is represented as the seed and the results in
increased morality, piety as a growth into fruit), but not in the Word as 1o doctrinal
growth. A fcjcriptural doctrine fully stated is the M-hole doctrine, or if partially given so
much of it as God sees proper to reveal, to which man can add nothing ; and tLat of the
kingdom, dealing exclusively in things belonging to God and only knovn to Him.
tails specially under this category. If such a doctrine is imperfectly given or is con-
cealed under a covering, and it is left to infirm man to develop its real meaning, irAo, if

we are to go outside of the Scriptures, has gained its true meaning? Out of the over-
whelming abundance of dogmatic statements, vchich then is the genuine fruit? Cr, ere
they all the legitimate outgrowth of the same *'germ ?" Why embrace a theory which
evidently lowers the authority of Scripture by enveloping the doctrine of the lungdom
in an unpercelved ** germ*' but a very perceptible " husk ;" which sends us away to
fallible man for " the real truth ;

'* which is forbidden by the Word itself whrn declar-
ing its doctrines unchangeably the same ; which makes a particular doctrine in one centnry
to be held in accordance with the letter of the Word, and in another and following
centuries directly the opposite to accord with an alleged spirit ; and which deliberately
fastens upon Holy Writ the vagaries and dreams of man as its natural outgrowth ? The
development producing change is not in the doctrine but in the individual ; the doc-
trine is given to the individual and to the church that both may grow thereby, and not
that the doctrine may grow into something else by the church. Doctrine as seed in the
heart is productive of good works, and not of doctrinal change ; the very setd given by-
God is to be retained in the heart, and it is not to he exchanged for improved or developed
seed of man's proposing. Gtod bestows doctrine to instruct, to guide, to change, to
sanctify man, and not for man to take it and mould and transmute it according to his
will. Christian, Bible doctrine ever remains the same, and can only ^e authoritatively

'

changed by God Himself. It is God's truth and not man's. If man could add to it»

modify or alter it, or even bend it in accommodation, what infallible standard or gnide '

would there be to protect us against error and unbelief ? The motive power to A'irtne
,

and holiness embraced in the doctrines of the Bible, is deteriorated just in proportion
,

aa changes are introduced. The more Scriptural our faith, the more pious and devoted
the life, seeing that the purest influence for good comes from God's own gracious words.
(Comp, e.g. Mozley's '^Theory of Deveiopmmt," in reply to Newman's "Essay on the '

Development of Christian Doctrine," Sprecher's "Groundwork of Theol.,"* etc.) I

* It is a concession to unbelief, in that it rejects the grammatical sense and makes
Scripture language changeable, placing truth in a variety of aspects of antagoniam (thus
e.g. making the declaration of the letter to conflict with that of the spirit). It presses
the parables by an analogy drawn from the vegetable world untU they are compelled to
" crawl on all fours.** It causes a direct conflict between the express language of Script-

I

I
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nre and the idea or notion ndTocated. And it does this to acconnt for the Tariatlons of
doctrine in the church on the subject of the kingdom, and to make the external chorch
better than she merits. It is, to say the least, dangeroaa to receive a theory by which
we msy apologize for the introduction of new doctrines in the past and for Uie fatore ;

and which leaves us no Divinely constituted exponent of authority in doctrine but
allows the doctrinal position to be settled by an interpretation at variance with a legitl'

mate grammatical sense. It presents us (as in Neander, etc.,) the most shadowy, mystical
conceptions (e.g. " the consciousness of the Church, and its authoritative utterances/*}
to be the true criterion of the truth. Unbelief accepts of the favorite phrase " Chris-
tian consciousness** in this development scheme. Thus e.g. Alger in his Essay on Jeaus
{The isolUudes^ p. 380), while praising Jesus, fearfully mutilates the Messiah under the
plea :

** The Christian Conscioosness, the collective sense of Christendom, is competent
to determine what is congruous, what incongruous, with the true idea of Christ ; to cut
off superfluities and supply defects in the transmitted form," etc. We, on the other
hand, assert that the Christ and His kingdom are not to be tampered with under any such
a plea, but are to be received just as God has given them to us. Besides this, Alger
informs us that a few favored ones are ** the authoritative representatives of this totality

of Christian perception and feeling." We recognize no such "authoritative repreaenta-
tires" excepting as they fairly coincide with the authorities of the Bible, and as to " the
coUectiTe sense*' and ** totality," the diversity existing and the claims proposed forbid
the idea of such unity in the church. The majority rule cannot apply to doctrine as
seen e.g. in the rejection of Jesus, the dark ages. etc. The fact is, that the development
theory as applied to doctrine is one that cannot be confined within limits ; it is a sword
entirely too unwieldy for the believer to handle ; it is a net so widely sweeping that it

cannot he managed, and hence, with due deference to its originators (Hegel, eto. ) it may
be rejected without causing Christianity to suffer. The latter needs no such weapon for
defence, no such system of apologetics, for its best defence and apology is, as one
(Dunn) aptly remarked :

** The Bible can never get behind the nge." It is true that men
of great intellect, of vast learning, have and do advocate it, but such too, as thousands
of cases past and present testify, are liable to error. It is the more needful to direct
attention to this matter, seeing that our more recent church histories, Sys. Divinities,

etc., are thoroughly leavened with its spirit and deductions. So far as it is applied to
the doctrine of the kingdom, we protest against it, because the doctrinal things of the
kingdom are subjects of direct revelation and not of growth ; because Revelation itself

on this point is not subject to growth, being merely declarations of God's purpose ; be-
cause to make the Revelation in its grammatical sense a mere husk is a virtual belittling

of the Word ; because doctrinal truth is always the same, and is only to be found in its

purity in Holy Writ ; and because error, antagonism, division, etc., find their best
apologist in this theory.

Sorely believers ought to reject this development theory when they see how a host of
men (Ajmmon, Strauss, Parker, etc.,) are employing it, to show that Christianity is only
in the course of development, and must by the aid of science and reason give place to

Bomething higher. When the notion leads multitudes, not to content themselves with a
legitimate progress (drawn from study, comparison, criticism, experience, etc., ) in knowl-
edge, bat to change the doctrines of the Bible (under the plea of spirit, reason, enlight-

enment, progress, eto.,) at will, introducing a vast body of conflicting opinions and sects;

when under its influence the covenants, oath-bound, are either denied in their gram-
matical sense or totally ignored ; when the theory is flatly contradicted by the predicted
clotting of this age, for instead of finding a childhood, youth, manhood, and matured
manhood, resalting in perfectability, the outcome as given by the Spirit is the direct

opposite; when it is utterly opposed by the manner of the kingdom's introduction,
coming suddenly and supematurally, with numerous additional fatal reasons—we, cer-

tainly, can only regard the theory, with its specious reasoning, as one of the most danger-
ovjf ever broached ; and one, too, destined to bring about still greater evil in the hands
of recent writers. Incorporated with this view, and going hand in hand with it, is that
of general, universal In^iration, under which new revelations may be expected, and
though guarded (as Beecher in The Ck. Unions Ap. 10, 1676) by the declaration that such
must be in accord with the Scriptures, yet this position (as shown Prop. 6) is dangerous,
opening a wide door, through which unbelievers ore pressing with exultant hopes. Felix
Atller in Tfte Xorlh Amer. Beview, Sept.-Get. 1877, Art. •'Reformed Judaism," under the
indnence of such an inspiration theory, discriminating (as he thinks) between ** the letter

and tlie spirit," and by adding '* the process of evolution," most pointedly denies the
eorenants and predictions in their plain sense, resolves the Jewish nation into the Mes-
siah, etc.
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Obs. 4. Allowing a development of doctrine in the Bible itself (i.c.^

given in respective dispensations, and by different writers), made under the

auspices of the Spirit, the same, by the principle of interpretation adopted
(Prop. 4), shows, by its comploteness and manner of presentation, that
the Bible is designed to be a book for the people, for all men, both learned
and unlearned. It is addressed to the masses, to the ignorant, to all classes,

and, therefore, is not merely designed for the educated. It assumes upon
the very face of it, that its important doctrines can be easily compre-
hended, and that to realize their force and value it is unnecessary to make
additions .or alterations. It takes it for granted that it contains all that
is requisite for us to know concerning the kingdom, and that every
person can obtain this knowledge by its perusal and study. It assumes,
that it is correct in its claim of being an infallible guide (Ps. 119 ; 105,
2 Pet. 1 : 19, Gal. 1 : 8, Isa. 8 : 20, 2 Tim. 3 : 17, etc.), as endorsed by
the early Chri.stians, Reformers, etc., in the things pertaining to God ani
the everlasting happiness of man. It distinctly teacnes that without a duo
acceptance of its doctrines, we are regarded by the Almighty as those,
however learned in other respects, who lack understanding. It urges upon
us, in view of its Divine origin, purity, veracity, power, duration, etc., tlio

obligation that we are under to know God's Word. It professes to
enlighten every one who receives it respecting God and our personal
relationship to Him, the Messiah and our need of Him, the kingdom and
the manner in which to gain it, the duties pertainine to God and man,
the future destiny of ourselves and the world, etc., and that to obtain this
enlightenment we do not absolutely require, valuable as they may be in
many respects, those cumbersome systems of interpretation, tnose diversi-
fied and ponderous exegetical commentaries, etc., which are given as helps
to the student.

The Bible ossamefi, then, that it can be understood, bo far as its essential, important
doctrines are concerned, by all men. If so, thun instead of a recondite meaning being
intended, the plain grammatical sense, common to all men, must undoubtedly be
received. The infallibility it places in its own utterances expressed according to the
usual laws of Innguage, and not in a superadded sense bestowed at the pleasure of the
interpreter. It does not allow it to exist outside of itself in an authoritative de<:iaration

of the church (excepting only as it corresponds with the Word), or in what is called ** the
infallible consciousness." If we were to accept of the latter, in what confession or writ-
ing is it incorporated ? The interpretation of the Word must not be hampered by a
philosophical generality, glittering in conception and well adapted to lead us away from
Holy Writ, and to cause us to put our faith in mere human opinion, thus also covering
up deficiencies, difficulties, antagonisms suggested by the Word. Such a consciousne:^
does not exist, as is proven by the opposite confessions and theological writings of past
centuries, and which differences continue down to the present day, even on points the
most important, as e.g. the sacrificial death of Christ, the sacraments, the order of salva
tion, etc. Amid this diversity, the sad result of human infirmity, one consoling feature'

alone remains, that, notwithstanding the differences of opinion, so much of the truth ot
Scripture, in iis plain sense, is cordially received, that faith in, and obedience to, Christ
is characteristic of all believers. The failure to show where this " conscioasness " iri

lodged, in order to make it available for direct reference and appeal, should guard u^
against a theory well intended but really derogatory to Scripture. Scripture must eve^
retain its position as paramount, sole authority, and care must be exercised lest tha
helps intended to facilitate Scriptural investigation become hindrances instead of valuably
aids, by being too much relied on without a personal searching of the Word of God. An|
substitution in place of Holy Writ, is. in so far. lowering the supreme standard. Com*
pare some excellent remarks on the supremacy of Scripture in Bridges' Chris. Mimstrji
Saurin's Sermon on The iiufficienaf of Hevelaiion, Graybeard's (Graff) Lay iknnons, eta
We reproduce one sentence from Graff (No. 6*i, ** Search the Scriptures") :

*' A man msj
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become a theological tinker by atndying theological books ; but in order to become ' a
workman that needeth not to be ashamed rightly dividing the word of truth.* there can
be no sabstitnte for the habitual, personal study of God's Word." How true this is,

when we look at the history of godly men and women of the past. How many with vast

stores of learning have been eclipsed in advancement of true knowledge and usefulness,

by Uiosa who have constantly drawn divine things from a persevering perusal and study
of God'B Word,

Oh», 6. All believers admit that in the study of the Scriptures there

mnst be, to secure success, a reverent^ prayerful spirit maintained, a
reliance upon Divine guidance into truth. There must be a moral prepara-

tion (John 8 : 47) to appreciate their force and beautv (Pa. 119 : 12, 18).

Such a direction, although given by God Himself (Jas. 1 : 5, Luke 11 :

13, etc), loses some of its weight in the estimation of unbelief, since

parties the most antagonistic in doctrine and practice profusely profess to

have poured forth earnest prayer, and to have been guided bv the Spirit in

their expositions. A modest student, and one too who really prays and is

morally aided, will scarcely set up such a standard, or refer to Hioi in

Fuch a connection. Prayerful study of the Scriptures will evidence itself,

not in profession, but in fruits. It, too, will be found that error may be
conjoined with even fervent prayer, if the Bible is neglected, if the
simplest rules are rejected for ascertaining its meaning, if the grammatical
sense is violated, if reason is not properly used, if intellectual activity is

not combined with faith, and if the formulas of men are substituted for

the Word. Prayer is a help, but not so directly that toe need not search
for the truth. So also mistake may be connected with the assumed
g^uidance of the Spirit ; for if a man expects *' direct spiritual illumina-

tion " or an " intellectual light " by which he can know the truth without
an acceptance and patient study of that whioh the Spirit has already given,

he only shows that he is self-deceived. Prayer and the Spirit indeed are

of great avail in their moral bearing, in preparing us for the perception
and reception of the truth, but they are not given to supersede tne search-

ing of the Scriptures (John 5 : 39), the reasoning out of the Scriptures
(Acts 17 : 2 ; 18 : 4, etc.), the using of our faculties in noting the oracles

of God (Heb. 5 : 14), the taking heed unto the Word given (2 Pet. 1 : 19),

the daily receiving and study of Holy Writ (Acts 17 : 11). Indeed the
fiact of oar dependence upon the Spirit to enlighten us and enable us to

savingly appropriate truth, to trust and to rejoice in it, does not allow us
to neglect the means of enlightenment which He has already furnished in

the presented Word. It forbids a passivity of our mental faculties, and
enjoins upon the man of God, in order "to be perfect, thoroughly
furnished,*' to let both mind and heart receive "all scripture,"

(2 Tim. 3 : 16, IT).

The Spirit reveals Himself, and thft truth He is oommisaioned to impart through the
Word already given, and in proportion as that Word is pondered, studied, and received,

jHMt in thai proportion will true enlightenment follow ; and even love will be excited

{1 Tim. 3 : 15, Luke 24 : 32. Phil. 1 : 9). and growth promoted (1 Pet. 2 : 2.). For, if man
is in a reverent, prayerful, teachable attitude, desirous for the tmUi, the Spirit will im-
pre^ that same truth given by Him, not by directly revealing it (for that He has already
done), but by morally qualifying him for its reception and retention, (See this illus-

trated in the Controversy—Tyerman's " Oxford Methodists, **
p. 95—between the Mora-

vian Uolther and Wesley, on the qnestion whether penitent inquirers should search the
BcriptureB—Wesley affirming, and Molther denying, the necessity and importance of the
same.) Bible truth, inasmuch as it relates to our moral constitution, demands both
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mind and heart to receive it. Three things are requisite to make tmth practically effec-
tive. Lord Bacon a&ys :

" The inquiry of Tmth, which is the love-making or wooing it ;

the knowledge of Tmth, which is the presence of it ; and the belief of '^th. which is
the enjoying of it ;—is the Sovereign Good of human nature.* ' The Spirit aids ns only
in the line of revealed tmth, never in contradistinction to the recorded ihimjs cf the i^irit.

The sword of the Spirit is the Word of God (£ph. 6 : 17), and there can be no revelation
given, however plansible and advocated, which mns in opposition to Holy Writ. There
IS no proof whatever, amid the multitude of claims proposed, saving that afforded by
the personal assertion of the interested parties themselves, (hat a singTe person since the
days of the apostles has received a new or modified doctrine, not found in the Bible,
directlyfrom the Spiiit. A veiy anspicions fact in those who claim it, is, that every snch
doctrine advanced they still desire, in some way or other, to fasten to Scriptures given,
thus unconsciously (e.g. Mormons, German luspirationists in Iowa, etc. Ck>mp. Prop.
4) testifying to its supremacy over their own utterances.

This subject is the more worthy of attention, since advantage is taken of this supposed
additional bestowment of doctrinal truth outside of the Bible to lower the supremacy ot
the Scriptures. This is done by receiving the concessions, intentional or not, of vaziomi

Eartiea, opening a wide door for endless additions, because of the introduction of a
divine authority outside of the Bible. Those who undermine the authoritative position

of the Scriptures, are the following : (1.) It is claimed by good men (as e.g. Dr. Bun-
nell. Sermons on the Keio Life, p. 46) that eveiy man is also inspired, not indeed having
the same inspiration as tlie writers of the Bible, but still a continued inspiration, im.
parted by the Spirit, by which we interpret the Scriptures, etc. (2.) Another class
{Essays and Heviewa) assert that ** inspiration is a permanent power in the church'* which
by a constant ** illumination,** kindred to that of the Bible, develops confessions, doc-
trines, liturgies, etc. (3.) The Roman Catholic Church affirms that the Holy Spirit is so
given to it, that the Pope in his official or doctrinal utterances cannot err. The same is

asserted by many respecting General Councils. Tradition is thus elevated to inspired
tmth.* (4.) Infidels adopt the language of Scripture, and declare that all men are
inspired equal to and even superior to the apostles, as e.g. the Parker school. (5.) Men
of a mystical tendency in various centuries and denominations, who, professing a special
guidance and enlightenment of the Spirit, aak for their utterances a corresponding faith.

The history of Mysticism, separate and combined with scholasticism, presents numerous
painful instances, of '*an inner light** exalted to Scriptural authority. (6.) The Mor-
mons, and other sects,f who give us long pretended revelations of divine truth.

(7.) Swedenborg, who constituted himself the first and sole interpreter of the Word,
whom the angels could not instruct {Div. Prov.f pub. 1764, p. 135), and who, by an inner
sense and revelations professedly received, inaugurated a new Gospel. The grammaticfd
sense is but a worthless husk, containing the highest mysteries which were revealed to
him. (8.) The Society of Friends, who, with many excellencies, frankly acknowledge
the superior light granted by the Spirit.^ (9.) The Spiritualists, who elevate the reveUi-

* Some of the Popish bulls, decisions of Councils, etc., directly claim to have been
given under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. Comp. Dr. Doellinger'a Essay **£x
Cathedra*^ definitions in Ap. E. attached to "fbbles, and Essay on Prophetic t^irU," for
the infallibility doctrine. In Didron's Cfir. Iconofjraphy, Vol. 1, p. 448, Pope Gregory
the Great is represented as inspired by the Holy Ghost (the latter under the form of a
dove\ taken from a French statue of the XIII. cent, in the church of Notre-Dame de
Chartres, Gregory VII. enjoys the same distinction, and even Jerome is represented
with a dove breathing inspiration into his ear, reminding us of Mahomet's tame pigeon.

f E.g. Joanna Southcott, who, in her declaration, claims,- **that all my writings came
from the Spirit of the Most High God ;" the Anabaptists encountered by Luther {Lives of
Luther, D'Aubigne*8 Ifts. Jiff,, Giesler, Ch. Ifis., note 64, etc.) ; the account given by the
Shakers of Mother Ann Lee ; the followers of Jane Leader, especially John Pordage ;

besides others given in our Eccl. Histories. The extravagances of the past are repeated
at the present day. Works on Fanaticism, Religious Enthusiasm, etc., give ns gloomy
details of man's infirmity and presumption. The most recent is the following : The
Time.H-Siar, Oct. 19, 1881, says, that a new sect has arisen in Michigan, called " the Liv-
ing Church of God " or " the Chosen ;" and " the members profess to possess some
grave secrets with reference to the near approach of the end of the world, which they
say were given to them by inspiration."

X The esteem that the autiior has for the amiable intentions and life of the Qnakers,
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tiozu of the spirits, supposed to be given for special enlightenment, above the Bible.
All these, whether they design it or not, bring to ns an anthority equal to or superior to
that of the Scriptures. Advantage is quickly taken of this opening, by arguing (as e.g.

Essays and fUoiews) that as inspiration, the imparting of the Spirit is now accompanied
with error, so it was also in the days of the apostles, and, therefore, only so much
authority is to be allowed to the Scriptures as good men can approve of as credible, thus
really allowing no unity of doctrine, etc. Advantage is rIho token of it, by pointing to
all these contradictory professions, aU under professed spiritual guidaiu-Ct as evidence of the
uncertainty of any Spirit-derived truths. Advantage is taken of the wide gap thus
opened for pretended revelations and new doctrines, for greater sanctity, holiness, and
exelnsiveness, until the heart saddens at the fearful sight. The simple truth of God has
been outrageously perverted, mutilated, and abused by these processes. No ! No !

!

our only safety is in siricUy adhering to tite Word, as containing all the doctrines in their

true teaching grammatically expressed, and that prayer and all other things, including
the moral aid of the Spirit, are subsidiary to the eternal Word itself, acting only favora-

bly and efficiently in connection with it.

But while avoiding one extreme, we must not fall into another, and deny that the Holy
Spirit may, if He chooses, impart mental aid, or perception, or knowledge. He did this

to others, to prophets, apostles, and others, and it would limit His freedom and power
to say thai He cannot do it now if He so pleases ; especially He has not told us that He
will not do it, and many passages (Eph. 1 : 16, 17, 1 Cor. 12 : 7-11, James 1 : 5, 1 Kings
3 :9-13) seem to indicate that, not however without seeking, prayer, searching, that oZd.
can and will at times directly aid in the attainmeut of the truth. But let it never be for-

gotten that even such aid and moral law, enforced by the Spirit, is placed within restric-

tions, viz. : it is svbsidiary to the Word Useif ; it embraces no new revelations or new doc-
trines, but only leads to a fuller comprehension and appreciation of the Revelation
already given ; it retains and enforces the suprefitacy of Holy Writ. Dunn in his excel-

lent treatise ( The ikitdif of the Bible) takes the position that there is no mental enlighten-
ment, no ** direct spiritual illumination" to be expected at the present day, and brings
in the analogy that we obtain truth as we 'do bread, *' that as God now showers not bread
from heaven as He did in the wilderness, so He showers not truth upon our minds as He
did upon the apostles, ** that we must labor for it, etc. This ordinarily and generally is

true, but universally the analogy drawn from the bread does not hold good, for God did,

after the manna was given, provide bread for Elijah, the widow, and others, and in

induces him to add this note. How largely Barclay may be endorsed by them he knows
not, but Barclay in his Apology, Prop. 3, p. 81, plainly asserts that the Scriptures are to

be subordinated to the spiritual revealings given to men, and hence they are not " the

principal ground of all truth and knowledge, nor yet the adequate primary rule of faith and
manners,** but that ** they are and may be esteemed a secondary nde,*' Comp. Gumey's
"Observattons,^' p. 38. 47, Fox*s **Journal,'* p. 476, etc. The redeeming feature, however,
is Uiat Barclay insists upon it, that as the Scriptures are given by the same Spirit the
revelations afforded by the inward light never contradict the Scriptures. In much of

their doctrinal writings constant appeal is made to Holy Writ, so much so that this prin-
ciple seems to be ignored. The common mistake with many persons is, that they con-
found the extraordinary operations of the Spirit with the ordinary, the direct communi-
cation of truth with the moral appreciation and reception of the truth, the intellectual

working vouchsafed to the few chosen ones with the spiritual apprehension and applica-
tion of the Word. (Comp. for the Quaker's statements in full. Art. The Doctrine of the

Intoard Light, in the ** Princeton Review,'* 1848, Rupp's Orig. his, of Heliq, Denomina-
turns, where two Quaker writers affirm the subordinate position of the Scriptures, and
ArL Quakerism^ Past and Present, in North Brit. Review, 1860. > A very plausible and
insidious error in this direction presented by pious men (e.g. Ullman, etc.)—far removed
from the position of Seb. Frank Schwenckfeld, Thamer, and others, but not the less

misleading—is the following : the Scriptures are not the only or excluBive rule of faith,

but Christ as manifested to faith (an inward principle) is an additional rule— thus
changing from the Quaker principle of the Holy Spirit to the Christ. It is sufficient to
say, that we only recognize and appropriate Christ in His person, life, doctrines (" Thou
hast the words of eternal life"), work, and promises as they are contained in the Scriptures

and rt<xived byfaith. This self-appropriation of the Scriptural statements, produces the

fruits, the same mind which was also in Him, and thus confirms the superiority of the
Holy Scriptures as the only infaUU^ ru/e—Christian experience verifying its truthfulness.
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answer to prayer He can yet do it, quite ont of the ordinary way, in coses of neceeaity,
without man laboring for it. Take e.g. Lnther, as he painfally toiled up the steps on
his knees, suddenly impressed with " the just shall live by faith," or the extraordinaxy
preparedness of the Sandwich Islanders for the Gospel, or the remarkable conTersiosa
of some of the heathen and others—these and other examples can only be fully explaineti
by accepting of a direct mental aid afforded by the Bpirit, but, in every case, subordinate
to. and in support of, the Scriptures given. Admitting, therefore, that when necessity
requires it, or the pertinacity of faith secures it, or the pleasure of God bestows it, that
such may be the case, yet we have one decisive test to which even these must bow, viz.,

all enlightenment must be in the direct line of the Scriptures, not in opposition to, or in
conflict with them, because they are given by the same Spirit, and cannot be antagonistic.
This e.g. was Luther's position when he encountered the fanatics who pretended to new
revelations by the Spirit, that they were contradictory to the utterances already bestowed
by the Spirit and hence unreliable, and that being different, a variation from the Bible,
they were not proven authoritative by the mighty works of the Spirit and therefore could
not supersede the truth presented (D'Aubigne's His. Jiff. Vol. 3. B. 9). The apostles
themselves appeal to the Scriptures given as bearing testimony that they speak in the
Spirit, in unison with Him, and that the same are abundantly able to afford us all the
light, direction, etc., that we need. Any effort which professes to bo from God. directly
or indirectly, mediately or immediately, if it lowers the standard, or places in a subordi-
nate position any of the teaching, of Holy Writ, is open to the gravest suspicion, and
should at onco be rejected. True enlightenment advocates the supreme authority of the
Bible ; false revelations either endeavor to supplant it, or wrest it from its meaning, or
attach to it irrelevrint, contradictory, and extravagant mtitter. Fortunately for the truth,
most pretended revelations and additions are borne down by the weight of their own
palpable ignorance, fuolishness, and error. Calvin llnsii. Ch. 9, C. 1) charactey'zea the
pretensions of immediate revelations as " subversive of every principle of piety ;' while
we dare not, in charity, give so sweeping a criticism, yet it may be held that they are
subversive ol the Scriptures, of all hope of possessing, what man needs, an intelligent,

reliable, infallible doctrinal guide, leading often, as illustrated in Ochino and others, to
n sad shipwreck. Infallibility in doctrinal utterances, whether claimed as a divine
right, or as proceeding from an imparted Spirit, or as coming in any other way, is some-
thing that belongs exclusively to Holy Writ, which not merely asserts its possession but
proves it in a variety of way.** (comp. e.g. Props. 179-183). The subject matter of the
Bible, its entire tenor of teaching, its decided authoritative statements, its injunction not
to add or take from it, its continuous Divine Purpose, its unity of Plan in Redemption,
its provisional portion amply realized in person^ experience and the world*s history

—

all clearly show that it is not to be supplanted by any other authority. We are therefore
abundantly satisfied with the position occupied by the church for the first three hundred
years (so Mosheim, Neander, Killen, Giesler, etc.), by the Reformers, and a host of able
men, viz., that the Bible is the sole, supreme authority, and that every Christian doc-
trine, including that of the kingdom, must find its true basis within its limits.

Obs. 6, It has been sufEciently intimated that in the elucidation of the
Scriptures, nian*s agency is also required. It is needed in a variety of
ways : in the criticism of the text to indicate its purity and meaning, in

securing the eyidences pertaining to it, in comparing one portion with
another, etc. The Word is indeed ^iven by God, but to comprehend and
ensure its blessings, wo must, like with His gift of nature, bestow upon it

thought, meditation, labor, and research. It contains deep things requir-

ing careful study, and even mysteries beyond our limits ; it discusses the
most profoundly interesting questions within our mental power ; it gives
us plain statements, which are to be contrasted with others, lest we fail

to realize their full significancy ; it deals with the sublime, the beautiful,

the emotional, the moral, the spiritual, the eternal, the seen and the unseen,
the past, present, and future, and hence calls for both mind and heart in

its interpretation. Reliance upon the Word does not forbid progress,
advancement, but ensures it ; for our entire argument indicates, that just
in proportion as man accepts of Holy Writ, and his writings or expositions
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are based on it, in thai proportion will he be in the way of real progress,

obtaining a clearer, more comprehenflive view of the truth. The doctrines
of the Bible, too, are corroborated not only by comparison, study, etc., but
by the a-lditional knowledge bestowed by personal experience and the
history of the Church and world, ue, they are truths confirmed by a degree
of realization.

Those who object to the Soriptnres being ftn infallible standard bring in (aa Owen,
Deb. Land, p. 146) this comparison :

** Science sets up no infallible standard ; if she did,

there would be an end of all scientific progress." The fact is, that this is both an nnjnst
comparison and conolosion. Science cannot do so, since all its knowledge is derived
through human instnunentality ; it deals with Nature, and yet amid the diversity of

scientific teaching respecting Nature, in view of the many unknown problems suggested
hy Nature, it would be glad to avail itself of the teaching of an infallible standard, if it

were possessed. On the other hand, the Bible, which professes not to be a teacher of
science, deals with another and higher sphere—the moral, spiritual, and eternal interests

of man, the most esrontial for happiness, and in which man needs assistance and guid-

ance. God condescends, in compassion to our necessities, to reveal Himself authorita-

tively in this direction, especially in view of our being under moral law to Him. But
this does not forbid progress in man, in knowledge, etc., as is seen in the results of com-
parison, deduction, inference, experience, etc. Even an infallible standard in science
would not prevent progress in the same way. No ! the truth is» that men wish to intro-

duce and enforce novelties, etc.* that are contradictory to the Word, and, therefore, they
are desirous to get rid of its authority in order that their own opinions may be the more
readily received. Dr. Sohafif (Principle of Protest p. 80) justly observes :

" The more
any one enters into the contents of the Bible* the more he learns to say with Luther, that
it resembles an herb that by every rubbing becomes only the more odoriferous, a tree that
by every shaking throws down only a richer supply of golden apples. Every valuable
ex^etical work discloses to us new treasures, and our Church (Eeformation), having lived

upon it already three hiindred years, must still with Paul exclaim in amazement, * O the
depth of the riches both of the wisdom and knowledge of God.'

"
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Proposition 10. This hingdom should he sUtdied in tlie lUjht of
the Holy Scriptures, aiid not merely in tliat of creeds^ confes--

sionsjfo7*mtdas of doctrine^ etc.

This legitimately follows from the preceding Proposition, and
reminds us, (1) that to learn what the kingdom is, recourse must
be had to the original source of information, and (2} that, however
much the Scriptural idea of the kingdom may differ from that
given, honestly and conscientiously, by men, the former must be
received in preference to the latter.

Cornelius Agrippa {On ike VanUy of Sciences^ ch. 100) quaintly says :
** Wherefore it

behovdth ns to trie by the Worde of God all the disoiplinea and opinions of scienoes, as
gold is tried by the toncheatone, and in all things to flee thither as to a most stiffe rocko,
and out of that alone to seeke for the ti-uth of all thinges, and to judge of all doctrine, of
the opinions and expositions of all men, and that we reade not by the doctrines, by tho
gloses, by the expositions, or by other sayings of men, although they be most holy and
beste learned, them I meane which speake either without or against the authoritee of
God's Worde. ... So great is the majestie, so great is the power of this Scripture,
that it alloweth no strounge exposition, no gloses of men nor Angels : neither sutfereth
it selfe to be bowed to mens wittes as if it were of waxe, nor after the monior of mens
fables saffdreth it selfe to be transformed or changed into divers senses as it were some
Poetical Proteus, but sufficiente of it selfe, doth expounde and inteiprete it selfe, and
judging all men of none is judged. For the authoritee thereof is greater (as Augustine
saith) then all the insight of mans wit : for it hath one constant, plaine, and holy mean-
inge, in which alone the truth doth consiste, and in which it fighteth and vanquisheth.
But other Moral, Mystical, Cosmological, Typical, Anagogical, Tropological, and Allegor-
ical meaninges which are without this, with which many do depainte it with snndrle
and straunge coloures, can rightly, and truly teache us some things, and perswade also
to the edification of the people, but they cannot prove any thing, or repugne, or reprove
to establishe the authoritee of the Worde of God. For let one bringe in controversie of
these senses, let him also cite what substancial authour soever he liste thereupon, let

him alleage an interpretoure, let him cite a glosse, let him alledge the exposition of all

the holy Fathers, all these thinges doth not so binde us, but that we maye saye the con.
trarie. But of the letter of the Scripture : of the draught and order thereof, bondes are
made, which no man can breake, no man can escape : but that dashinge and dissolvings
all the force of orgumentes, dothe enforce him to saye and confesse, that it is the finger
of God, that man never spake in this manner, that He speaketh not as the Scribes and
Pharisees do, but as one that hathe power."

Harper's Weekly, Nov. 3, 1877, says that Dr. Bellows at the ** Ministerial Institute*'

held by the Unitarians, Oct. 6 and 9, at Springfield, said :
'* The weakness of so-caUe<l

Liberalism is its boast that it will have no dogmatic system, and that faith requires none.
Any man who truly formulates the truth and principles which ore now floating in a senti-
mental mist, will be a re-creator of the religious life of the eige."

Creeds must more or less exist. The LiUh. Observer, Aug. 31, 1677, after pointing out
how the Unitarian Church thirty years ago raised the cry, " Down with the creeds and
confessions,'* and the experience of the past, points to the utterance of the '* Christian
Begister," a leading Unitarian paper, as follows :

** Let it be said, in all clearness and
resoluteness : Those who wUl not formulate, will not convey religious truth in essential
statements—finalities for the time—are the real impeders of progress, ore the genuine
obstructionists of the onward march of a stalwart and intelligent liberalism. Let it bo
I>ointed out that these cries and deliverances as to more liberty, no doctrinal teaching,
etc., are from chaotic minds desiring, in their blindness, to spread more chaos, and,
blind ones as they are, to lead others into the blind-catching ditches.*'
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Obs, 1. This Proposition in its definite statement is the more needed,
since at the present day multitudes find themseWes so fettered by an undue
reverence for human authority, as presented in and through the church,
that it is scarcely possible to get tnem to consider any subject in its true
snriptural aspect. We hare no sympathy with the men who would, if they
were able, destroy the memorials of the church's views and atruggles. The
creeds, confessions, formulas of doctrine, systems of divinity, theological
writings of the past, however some may be one-sided, prolix, etc., are pre-

cious heirlooms, giving us in a dogmatical or systematic form the opinions
of noble men, in different epochs, entertained respecting the truth. They,
too, subserved a great and glorious purpose in holding up Christ and the
essentials in Him, in opposing gross error, and in resistmg the torrent of
unbelief. Admitting that the necessities of our spiritual nature, 'the thirst

after truth, the deep feeling caused by the realities of Revelation, the im-
pressive ideas evolved and suggested by contact with the truth, the earnest
desire to extend and defend the same, have caused fallible men to erect

these writings as bulwarks and harriers ;—while receiving them with grati-

tude, and acknowledging our indebtedness to them, yet we cannot, for a
moment, give them the authority of God's Word. They, too, the work-
manship of man, must bow to the supremacy of Holy Writ, as, in nearly
every instance, the framers thereof intended and declared by appeals to the
Bible, indicating it to be the sole, paramount rule of faith.

A few exampleA must suffice. Thus, in the epilogue of the Augsburg Confession it is

distinctly announced that no ** dogma" '* contrary to the Holy Scriptures" can be admit-
ted. The Confession is based upon the Reformation principle : " There is for articles

of faith no other foundation thaji the Word of God." The Form of Concord, p. 162,

saja :
** But all human \7ritings and symbols are not authorities like the Holy i^ript-

nres ; but they are only a testimony and explanation of our faith, showing the manner
in vhich at any time the Holy Scriptures were understood and explained by those who
then li^ed, in respect to articles that had been controverted in the Church of God, and
also the grounds on which doctrines, that were opposed to the Holy Scriptures, bad
been rejected and condemned." This iu characteristic of the leading Protestant Confes-
sions (Comp. Fisher's /Tw. Ref,, p. 462 ; Schaffs Principle of ProT, p. 70; Schmucker's
lAjdh. a^iibols^ chs. 1 and 2 ; Standard Ck. ITislories) over against the ultra position of the
Bomish Church that tradition is an equal source of knowledge and the product of the
Holy Spirit, Hagenbach (His. of Doc., vol. 2, s. 240) remarks :

** That the same impor-
tance should afterward be assigned to the symbolical writings of the Protentant churches,
which was formerly ascribed to tradition, was not the intention of their original authors ;"

and he refers (s. 244) e.g. to Luther's protestation *' against any prominence being given
to his name and all appeal to his authority," and that it was against " the spirit of the
Confession of Faith to impose it as a yoke upon the conscience." Melanchthon himself
(Niemeyer's Life of^ p. 14) said :

'* In Articles of Faith, some change must be made,/rom
timttoiime, and they must be adapted to the occasions.** Hence the idea of mt^ng
them equal to Scripture, or unalterably authoritative, never entered his mind. Van
Oosteizee {Dog.^yoh 1, p. 20) pertinently says of the Symbolical books: "They were
never intended to confine within bonds the spirit of investigation, still less to fill the
hated part of *a paper pope.* '* The austere John Knox (Stanley's ice. on His. Ck. of
HectUuid, p. 113) made the following profession :

" We protest, that if any one will note
in this our Confession any article or sentence impugning God*s Holy Word, that it would
pleaae him of his goodness, and for Christian chari^'s sake, to admonish us of the same
in writing ; and we, upon our honor and fidelity, do promise unto him satisfaction from
the mouth of God (that is, from His Holy Scriptures), or else reformation of that which
he shall prove to be amiss.*' Comp. Wycliflfe (Kurtz's Ch. His., vol. 1, p. 501, and Dr.
Yaughen's ** Monograph*' ), the Fathers, and others, as presented in Goode*s Div. Bule of
fbiih and Pr<ictic« (3 vols., London, 1863), the Waldenses according to the Centuriators of

Magdebntg (so Jones's Ch. His., p. 249) ; Dr. Schaff in Com, Eeview, 1876, on Creeds

;

Prof- Blaike on the proper limits of Creeds in ** The Brit, and F\/r. Evang. Heview, 1873*'

(an Epitome of same in Evang. Beview, 1873) ; Dr. Mcllvaine's Christ and Paul in Bib.
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Sa!SZB, 1878 ; Dr. Hagenbach's Sney, of TheoLj Zwingle's views in Hoas's and Christoffel's

Lives off and nameroas others. Lord Bacon (quoted ** Lit. of Apologetics," North BriL
Beview, 1851, p. 184) remarks :

'* that the Church has no power over the Scriptures, to
teach or command anything oontraxy to the written Word, bat is as the ark wherein the
tables of the first Testament were kept and preserved ; that is to say, the Church hath
only the custody and delivery over of the Scnptnres committed nnto the same ; together
with the interpretation of them, bat sach only as is conceived from themselves." Milton
( TVeatise of Civil Poioer in Eed. Oases) says :

'' It is the general consent of all sound Prot-
estant writers that neither traditions, oonncils, nor canons of any visible Church, much
less edicts of any magistrate or civil session, bat the Scriptures only, can be the final

judge or rule in matters of religion, and that only in the conscience of every Christian to
himself. . . . With the name of Protestant hath ever been received this doctrine,
which prefers the Scriptures before the Church, and acknowledges none but the Script-
ure sole interprder of itself to the conscience/' The Westminster Conf., ch. 31, 3, says :

" All Synods or Councils since tlie Apostles* times, whether general or particular, may
err, and many have erred i therefore they are not to be made the rule of faith or practice,
but to be used as a help in both.** The " Standards" of the Presbyterian Church make
the only infallible rule to be the Word of God (as in Conf., ch. 1 : 2, 8, 10, Form of Gov.
ch. 1 : 3, 7, etc.. Book of Dis. ch, 1 : 3, 4), Out of numerous citations of a Confessional
nature, another illostration of the genial spirit manifested, is given as follows: 7he Dee. of
Faith of the Congreg. Churches, a.d. 1658, declares :

*' The Supreme Judge, by which aJl

controversies of religion are to be determined, and all decrees of councils, opinions of
ancient writers, doctrines of men and private spirits, are to be examined, and in whose
sentence we are to rest, can be no other than the Holy Scripture delivered by the Spirit

;

into which Scripture, so delivered, our faith is finally resolved," The simple fact is, that
only writers and bodies who endeavor either through a hierarchical or a mystical ten-
dency, to elevate the Church beyond its just proportions, take the opposite view.
Pre-Millenarians, as a class, adopt the opinion expressed in this work, and the Conven-
tion held in Dr. Tyng's Church (New York, 1878) declared :

** We affirm our belief in the
supreme and absolute authority of the written Word of God on all questions of doctrine
and duty.** It is strange that believers in the Word should occupy any other position,
when it is expressly asserted in it, that we are to be judged at the last day, not by any
earthly creeds, or decisions of councils, or opinions of men, but by this Word of God.
Hence, while not discarding the careful study of human Confessions, it is of vast more
importance to ' search the Scriptures,' " Compare Spener*B views as given by Krauth
in Picttares from the Life of Philip Jacob Spenxr (p. 140), Sprecher's Qroiwndvoork of Thool
(e.g. pp. 30, 100, etc.). Art. in Princdon Review (July, 1860) on The BibU ils own* Witness
and Inierprder, the Address to the Reader prefixed to Ring James' Version (with quota-
tions from Tertullian, Justin, Basil, etc., on the Sufficiency of Scripture), Wydiffe's
Truth and Meaning qf Scriptwre, Whately's Errors of JRomanism.

Obs. 2. Creeds, etc., Talaable as they are in many respects, can only, at
best, give their testimony as witnesses to the truth ; and they can only tes-

tify to as much of it as the framers themselves have seen and experienced.
Professing to give evidence in favor of the Bible, or to state what the Bible
teaches, that evidence or statement is only proper, consistent, and availa-

ble in BO far as it coincides with the Holy Scriptures. Knowledge, there-

fore, of the satisfactory character of the confessional statements, is only at-

tainable by bringing them to the crucial test, the Word of God. It is a
bad indication when, in any period, men will so exalt their confessions

that they force the Scriptures to a secondary importance, illustrated in one
era, when, as Tulloch {Leaders of the Refor,, p. 87) remarks :

** Scripture
as a witness, disappeared behind the Augsburg Confession,"

The reader will be reminded of Luther's reply to Henry VIII :
" As to myselt to the

words of the Fathers, of men, of angels, of devils, I oppose, not old customs, nor the
multitude of men, but the Word of Eternal Majesty, that Gospel which my adversaries
themselves are compelled to recognize. There I take my stand," etc. "I heed veiy
little the words of meu, whatever their sanctity may have been, and as little do I heed
tradition or custom, fallacious custom. The Word of God is superior to all else. If I
have the Divine Majesty on my side, what care I even though a thousand Augustines, a
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thonsand Cyprians, a thonsand chnrchfalB of Hemys, rise up against me. God cannot
err or deceive ; Augustine and Cyprian, in oommon with the rest of the elect, may err,

and have erred," etc. Bo also against **the Celestial Prophets" :
^' The spirit of the

new prophet flies very high indeed ; it is an audacious spirit that would have eaten up
the Holy Ghost, feathers and all. Bible ! sneer these fellows, Bibel t Bubal ! Babel

!

And not only do they reject the Bible thus contemptuously, but they say that they
would reject God too, if He were not to visit them as He did the prophets," etc. ^D'Au-
bigne's llis. Bef., Michelet's Life of Luther, etc.) Luther thus manifested against all sides

the supremacy of the Bible (comp.. Introd. to West's "AnalysU of Jiible")^ and opposed
(Uichelet, p. 337) ** the papists' cry, ' The Church, the Church, againet and above the
Bible.* ** In his letter to Jerome Dungersheim on the importance and authority of the
fathers of the church (Michelet's Ap,, p. 419), alluding to sevetal of the fathers, the
Council of Nice, he averts that ** whilst I respect the various authorities, I ascend the
stream tUl I reach the great fountain whence they all take their rise." Zwingle repeat-

edly nttered similar sentiments expressive of the authority of Scripture, and when in
the Conference with Melanchthon at Marburg, he referred to the Council of Nice and the
Athanasian creed, he stated (D'Aubigne's Bis. Jief., vol. 4, p. 86): "We have never
rejected the councils, when they are based on the authority of the Word of Qod." All

the Beformers, without exception, entertained similar views, and received the statements
of previous creeds, councils, fathers, etc., only as they thought them correspondent with
the Word. How this was afterward perverted and the Reformer's writings elevated to

the authority of Scripture, or creeds exalted, as if inspired, to an infallibility, is illus-

trated in the fierce controversies fDomer's i/u. Prot, Theol., vol. 2, p. 211, etc.) waged
duzii:^ the history of " Pietism." How soon was the spirit of Luther lost, as evidenced
in his reply (drawn from Augustine to Jerome) to Prierias (D'Aubigne's //£«., vol. 1, p.

282) :
'* I have learned to render to the inspired Scriptures alone the homage of a firm

belief, that they have never erred ; as to others, I do not believe in the things they teach
simply because it is they who teach them," or his more decided utterance in the ** Rmal-
cald Articles'* (afterward used and perverted to bind men's consciences !) :

** We ought
not to form articles of faith out of the words or works ot the Fathers ; otherwise tlreir

diet, their kinds of dress, their houses, etc., would have to be made articles of faith, as
men have sported with the relics of saints. But we have another rule, namely, that the
Word of Qod forms articles of faith, and no one else, not even an angel (Gal. 1 :8)."

Such A complete subordination of Creeds to Scripture is self-evident—(1) from the
authors of such declaring that they derived them from Scripture as then understood by
them ; (2) from distinguishing between the infallibility of Scripture and the fallibility

of human productions ; (3) from their speaking of Confessions as only witnessing for, or
testifying from, the Scriptures ; (4) from their subjecting the testimony of creeds to the
test of the Bible ; (5) from their urging others who should subscribe the formulated faith

to the study of the Bible as the best teacher ; (6) from the revisions, changes, enlarge-

ments. etc., made ; (7) from many of them depreciating a confessional standard in order
that they might exalt Scripture. Let us conclude with the apt appeal (illustrating both
this subject and Prop. 4) of Melanchthon in his " Apology" to the Parisian University

:

*' Here is, as I think, the sum of the controversy. And now I ask you, my masters, has
the Scripture been given iu such a form that Ua undotibted meaning may be gathered with-
out exposition of Councils, Fathers, and Schools, or not ? If you deny that the meaning
of Scripture is certain by itself, without glosses, I see not vhy the Scripture was given at

all, if the Holy Spirit was unwilling to define with certcunty what he would have us to
believe. Why do the apostles invite us at all to the study of the Scripture, if its mean-
ing is uncertain ? Wherefore do the fathers desire us to believe them no farther than
they fortify their statements by the testimonies of Scripture ? Why, too, did the ancient
councils decree nothing without Scripture, and in this way we distinguish between true
and falae coimoils, that the former agree with plain Scripture, the latter are contrary to
Scripture ? . . . Since the Word of God must be the rock on which the soul reposes,
what, I pray, shall the soul apprehend from it, if it be not certain what is the mmd of
'the Spirit of God r

Obs. 3. The Bible, then, is our only infallible rule of faith and practice,

aa many of the Confessions of Faith distinctly declare. This is also recog-

nized in Catechisms, or elementary books of instmction, all of which pro-

fess to be based directly on the Word. Every man feels that a doctrinal

position is only strongly fortified by Scripture testimony ; that the injunc-
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tion, ** If any man speak, let him speak as the oracles of God," 1 Pet.

4 : 11, is to oe observed in teaching divine things ; that it is proper and
necessary to appeal "to the law and the testimony ; if they speak not ac-

cording to this word, it is because there is no light in them*' (Isa. 8 : 20).

This feeling is aroused by the conviction that we (Eph. 3 : 20) *' are built

upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ Ilim&elf

being the chief corner stone." * Upon these, what they have declared and
done, must our doctrines be erected, and to them appeal must be mode in

their support. It is desirable to know how others understood the doc-
trines of the Bible, how they derived them, what proof sustains them, etc.,

and it is proper to acknowledge our indebtedness to all such for informa-
tion and knowledge imparted, but when these human compositions are to

become the leading medium through which to view and interpret Scripture,

and that Holy Writ must only be accepted as understood and explained by
ffidlible man, without any appeal therefrom on the ground that they are
given in the consciousness of the cliurch as a legitimate spiritual outgrowth
through pious and enlightened believers, we must decline such a darkening
of authority, such a substitution for the Popish system.

It is amazing how the contrary is asserted in varions quarters, overlooking how the
best o£ men, with the purest of intentions, may, under the influence of prior education,
ecclesiastical bias, an adopted principle of interpretation, etc., misinterpret Scripture.
It is gratifying, therefore, to see that men of the greatest ability and eminence, without
desiring to destroy the landmarks of the past or to dishonor the noble legacies left by
the church, insist upon it as honorable to the expressions and expositions of faith that
they should not be subscribed to without a declaration attached to them of the superior
authority of the Word itself. Thus e.g. Dr. Schmucker {Luth. /Symbols, p. 59) quotes
KoSUner as saying that the body of able Uxeologians, ** champions for the doctrines of the
church," have " departed from the rigid doctrinal system of the symbols," instancing
" such as Doederlein, Moms. Kichaelis. Beinhard, Knapp, Storr, Schott, Schwartz
Augusti, Marheinecke, Hahn, Olshausen, Tholuck, and Hengstenbeiig. " Koellner then
adds: " In like manner has the public pledge to the symbols been greatly relaxed, and
is nowhere unconditional ; but infidelity to the principles of Protestantism, and guard-
ing itt the obligation is always expressed with Uie explicit reservation of the supreme
authority of the Scriptures, as is evident from an inspection of the pledges prescribed in

the diJQferent Protestant countries." A mass of evidence and a host of names might be
appended, as seen, e.g. in Schmucker's " The lAitheran Church in Amfricd" (especially

noticing Dr. Endress' testimony and quotations from Melanchthon and Luther, p. 205,
etc.), Stuckenberg's His. Augsb. Oonftssion, MuUer's Fr^. to Symbol Books, Walch's
Jntrod. to Symb. Books, Buddeus in Isagoge, recent utterances of Lohe, the Thml. FhctiUy

of Dorpat, (hiericke, Dietrich^ etc. Compare also Doner's IBs. of Proi„l, 12 ; lieibnitz's

Theodicy Pre/.; Neander's Church His,, 1, 420 ; Newman's Arians, 1, 2, and ch. 2, 1 ;

Waterland's Works, 3, 254 ; Burnet's His, He/., vol. 2, p. 268. as well as the writings of
Fuller, Sherlock, Hodge, Kurtz, Auberlen, etc,

Mackay {Prog, of InteUeet,, 1, 17) says : "Forms (i.e. creeds, etc.) are in their nature
transitoiy ; for being destitute of fltixibility and power of self-aoconxmodation to altered

* We give Barnes* (Com. loci) comment : We learn " that the traditions of men have
no authority in the church, and constitute no part of the foundation ; that nothing is to
be regarded as a fundamental part of the Christian system, or as binding on the con*
science, which cannot be found in the ' prophets and apostles ;* that is. as it means
here, in the Holy Scriptures. No decrees of councils ; no ordinances of synods ; no
' standard ' of doctrines ; no creed or confession, is to be utged as authority in forming
the opinions of men. They may be valuable for some purposes, but not for this ; they
may he referred to as interesting parts of history, but not to form the faith of Christians ;

they may be used in the church to express its belief, not to form it. What is based on
the authority of apostles and prophets is true, and always true, and only true ; what
may be found elsewhere may be valuable and true, or not, but, at any rate, is not to be
used to control the faith of men.

"
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drcomstajioeB, they become in time anconformable to realities, and stand only as idle

landmarks of the past, or like deserted channels requiring to be filled np.** This is alto-

gether too disparaging, for, tmth being eternal, true doctrine being ever the same, those
creeds and confessions that most pnrely embrace it, as e.g. Apostles' Creed, are far from
being transitory. This will only apply to lengthy Confessions, embracing ntimerons
detaSa, etc. Dr. Wiliams {BaUonai Godliness^ p. 69), although liberal in thinking,
expresses himself more reasonably and justly when he says :

" No greater subject can in
our own day employ any man's noblest energies, than preservation or renewal of the
truth of God, not fettered overmuch by the human accidents of our ancestors in the
faith, yet with reverential tenderness even for these.'* The truth is, that an extreme
position is to be avoided on this point. The history of the church indicates that Confes-
sions have subserved high purposes ; it is the abuse and perversion of them that has done
mischiel To oppose creeds and denounce them as *' schismatical" is plainly contradicted
by fact. Those who so persistently decry formulas of faith on this ground, are as much
divided and in as great disagreement as the bodies who receive and adhere to Confes-
sions. Thus e.g. Unitarians embrace Arians, Humanitarians, Bationalists, Liberalista,

etc.; or the Universalista, Quakers, Christians, Campbellites, Christadelphians, and
others, who mutually reject each other, are divided among themselves in view, and only
agree in the denunciation of creeds. Yet all these, without exception, have a written,
dogmatical form of faith- not called a creed, but still virtually such—penned by some
prominent leader or leaders, which is followed, slavishly, by the mass. It is proper for
the church in certain stages, for the sake of uniformity, of restraining error, of bringing
forth truth, etc., to define its position in brief formulas, couched as much as possible in
Scripture language, but to leave all siich open to improvement or change if truth de-
mands it. There is something anti-scriptural in the position of Romanism, Symbolic
Lutheranism, Anglican High Churchism, Ultra Calvinism, Reformed ConfeBsionalism—in
brief, in all attempts to bring in the work of man as an atUhoriiative interpreter of Script-

ure. However well intentioned the design, it is a virtual lowering of Scripture to a
human level, and an abridgment of true Christian liberty. Thus e.g. the spirit of in-

quiry wonld be completely fettered if the direction of Dr. Goulboum {The Holy Cath.

Chvrrhf 1S74) were followed :
" The Prayer-Book is for us the authorized guide into the

teaching of the Bible, " assuring us that *' there would be an end of controversy, and a
good prospect of quiet growth in ^rrace if we could acquiesce in the Bible as inlerpreied b^
the Prayer-Book." Alas ! a multitude of Symbolical books desire and claim this posi-

tion, and their respective adherents invite us with similar hopes. Bigotry and unchris-
tian zeal are found in both extremes—viz., in an overdue reverence for, and exaltation

of. Confessions, and in the total rejection of creeds as if unworthy, in so for as based on
Soipture, of our acceptance. Van Oosterzee {Ch. Dog. vol. 1, p. 223) justly says :

'* One
may esteem it a personal happiness if one can with an honest theological conscience
stand on the ground of the Confession ; but the honor of sound Orthodoxy, as measured
by the staindard of the Church is—regarded from a Christian standpoint—by no means
the highest. It may well be that one feels himself, on the ground of Scripture itself,

and by virtue of the Protestant principle, bound in conscience to differ on a certain point
from the doctrine of the Church. Heterodoxy, in such a case, is not to be regarded at

once as heresy. The rectification of the traditional creed, which is in this way tested by
the Word, may even lead to its further development, provided that it is te»ted only by
meana of Holy Scripture. Precisely he truly holds to his Confession of Faith, in the
£vang. Protestant sense of the term, who recognizes in the Confession not ihe absolutely

petfectform of his religious conviction, but that which may be constituted an ever more
perfect form of it ; and who seeks to attain to this higher perfection by an ever closer

attachment, and an ever deeper subjettion of himself, to God's Word in Holy Scripture.

There yet lie treasures in the gold mine, which await only the well-directed spade of the
digger,*' etc. Thus also Martensen {CK Dog, s. 242) remarks in the same strain, after

stating that tmdition is an important ally in the interpretation of Scripture :
*' But

though she (church) thus makes use of the guidance of tradition in order to the under-
standing of Scripture, this by no means violates her principle, that tradition must in
turn be tested, purified, and more perfectly developed by Holy Scripture. It is true
even of tiie Apostles' Creed, that being a work in its present form dearly apostolic, it

cannot possess the same critical authority as Holy Scripture," etc.

Obs. 4. Having thuB determined to occupy the only position consistent

vith that of a biblical student, viz.: that while duly reverencing the sym-
bolical books and theological eflforta of the past, yet thej should not be-
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come the infallible directories of the conscience and the restrainers of a true

Christian freedom to search into and receiv^ what God has revealed, even

if opposed to them ; it is time to notice what bearing this has apon the sab-

ject of the kingdom. The doctrine of the kingdom, although prominently
in the Bible, is not specially treated in the earlier Confessions, as eg, the

Apostles*, Niceno-Constantinopolitan, and Athanasian. General expres-

sions, without entering into details, arc employed, which hotk Stfillenarians

and Anti-Millenarians could subscribe. The doctrine as upheld by us is

contained in yery few Confessions, is ignored by others, and ia misappre-
hended and opposed in others. The result is, that many persons are prej-

udiced or biassed by a confessional standard, and are thus poorly prepar^
for a dispassionate investigation. Preparatirely it may be said, that when a

doctrine like ours has been almost universally held by the Christian Church
for several centuries, and that church points out that it is contained in the

grammatical sense of the Word ; that it is a doctrine plainly revealed,

often repeated, incorporated with covenant and promise, and the subject of

enlarged remark and prediction, it should certainly commend itself as eni-

inenuy worthy of calm consideration and careful comparison with Script-

ure testimony. It is strange that but few Confessions make the kingdom
a distinctive article of faith, and from this, no doubt, results in a measure
the great variety and latitude of meanings given to it. The reasons why
our doctrine has not received a confessional prominency, will be presented
under following propositions.

While all onr Intiodnctory Treatises to the Bible oantion ns to avoid approaching the
Scriptnres, in order to aficeriain its senae. under the bias of a prerionsly constmcted
system of doctrine, yet it is a rale almost ronsiantly violated, as is too painfully evident in

commentaries, expositions, and theological treatises. So much is this the case, that very
few indeed escape entirely from ita influence, manifested in anticipating the meaning,
inferring it, etc., in accord with a belief conscientiously and sincerely entertained.
Man, with the purest of motives, is still addicted to infirmity, and his weakness is pre-

sented in more than one confessional utterance. Taylor {£^. Dfd. Liberty of Prophesyinrf)

has observed :
** Such is the iniquity" (we would soften this by substituting misguided

zeal) ** of men, that they suck in opinions as wild apes do the wind, without distin--

guishing the wholesome from the corrupted air, and then live upon it at a venture ; and
when all their confidence is built upon zeal and mistake, yet therefore because they are

zealous and mistaken, they are impatient of contradiction." Confessional exclusivenc^s
is the most intolerant, and at the same time the most destructive to true progress. It

virtually closes the Bible to advancement in knowledge, being the self-constituted meas-
urer of it. We, therefore, appropriate Martensen's {Ch. Bog.^ p. 44) language :

** Wo
maintain, further, that no reformation can ever be effected in spirit and in truth, unless
the principle is accepted, that nothing shall pass for truth which cannot stand Uie final

test of the Word of God and the mind of man, freely investigating, in the liberty where-
with Christ makes us free." The inroEulB of infidelity and the respondent defence, the
destractive criticism of both Scripture and Ecclesiastical matters and the corresponding
vindication, have made it requisite that the largest liberty, compatible with the supremacy
of Holy Writ, should be allowed in investigation, in order that truth, and truth alone,
may be upheld and consistently defended.

Briefly, it may be proper to consider the main reasons assigned for exalting Confes-
sions or traditions to an equality with Scripture. Those under the plea of the continued
inspiration, the special enlightenment of the Spirit, the constant impartation of Bevela-
tions, have been previously noticed. Those of the Bomish Church are <1) that the
church is older than the Scriptures, and that they proceed from her. The Divine Becord,
however, teaches us that the Church itself sprang from God's Word, and that she is only
the custodian of that Word, bound to disseminate it without additions, etc (2) That it

is only throagh tradition that we receive the Scriptures themselves. But this is no rea-

son why tradition as a medium should be exalted to an equality with Scripture, for the
former does not make the latter, and the latter only recognizes and forwards that which
is bestowed. (3) Bejecting tradition, the door is opened to endless and conflicting in-
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terpretations. To this it can be said that tradition, as attested by the foots of history,

only increases the evil. The abnHe of liberty, the TioUtion of Scripture, the principle of

interpretation adopted, etc., are not so controlled by tradition but, as seen in the Romish
Choreh itself, the most divergent opinions obtain. (4) The most plausible objection is,

that Scripture itself is reproduced by the authority, and under the Christian conscioos-
neas of. the Church. To this it is sufficient to reply : that in so far as there is an actual
rqirodnction of Scripture the church's utterances ought to be received, but a comparison
most tint be instituted with Holy Writ in order to deoide that it is really and truly such.
In the controversy between the Papists and the Reformers, the grand characteristic was
noticed that the former appealed to the Church and the latter to the Scriptures. HIus-
trative of this are the anecdotes given by Michelet and D'Aubigne {Life of- Luther Ap.^ p.
395 and 421, HazletVs ed., and His. of Ref,, vol. 4, p. 198) :

" At the Diet of Augsburg,
Duke William of Bavaria, who was strongly opposed to tiie Evang. doctrine, asked Dr.
Eck, * Cannot we overthrow these opinions by the Holy Scriptures ? ' * No, ' said Eck,
* onlyby the Fathers.* Whereupon the Bishop of Mayenoe observed, * Truly, our divines
axe making a pretty defence for us. The Lutherans show us their opinions in the Script-
ure, chapter and verse"; we are fain to go elsewhere.* '* The advice of the Pope's court
fool to the Cardinals—wl;o were consulting how the Protestants could be suppressed
notwithstanding their appeal to Scripture, especially to the writings of Paul—that the
Pope, by virtue of his authority, should take Paul out of the number of the apostles,

etc., so that his dicta " shall be no more held for apostolical."' It is well, in this day,
to recall and impress the true Protestant principle of authority, for the time is coming
vhen, amidst the bitter and overwhelming persecution of the church, aoU rdiarut upon
the Word will be sorely needed.

It is a sad fact, thut cannot be denied, that millions of professed Christians are bound
in the cast-iron fetters of creeds ; not merely the Qreek Church (see e.g. Dr. Thompson's
statements in the Chris. Union of Jan. 17, 1877, of Russian " intolerance and persecution,
against which religious deputations protested in vain"), or the Romish Church (see e.g.

recent Encyclicals, etc.), but a large portion of Protestant bodies. The old proverb of
some Jews, " the Bible is water ; tiie Mishna is wine," is not dead ; for we have plenty
of men with the same spirit, who practically, when a Biblical question comes up for

decision, evidence that'* The Bible is water, the Mishna is wine"—seeing that the ques-
tion is decided by human writings and not by the Bible. While some entertain proper
views, feelings, and practice, yet of others it may be said, that they retain the mind
vhich made Cromwell exclaim despairingly :

" Every sect saith, Gire me liberty ; but
give it to him, and to his power he will not yield it to anybody else." • Some are so con-
fessional that they will reject a doctrine if not found in their creed, and virtually the in.

structions of the Bible are changed, so that they seem to read *^ Search the Confessions"
(not the Scriptures)

—

*' Earnestly desiring the sincere milk of the Confession (not Word)
that ye may grow thereby," etc. It is true in theory as the Ch. Intelligencer (Aug. 4,

1877, in reply to an attack upon Creeds in Scribner's Monthly, Aug. 1877) declares, that
** all Protestant bodies proclaim and hold their creeds as entirely subordinate to the
Word of God," but practically many do more than this—viz., constituting the creed the
standard or rule of ^ith. This has been noticed by numerous writers in the Church ;

this called forth the noble protest of Uacleod against the same in his speech made to the
.\s8embly of 1872 (comp. remarks of representatives on Confession in the Presbyterian
Alliance in Edinburgh, 1877). Outaide of the church many also notice it, as e.g. Spencer
in his Study €f iSo<i^O(j^ on the Tlieotofjirol Bias, Froude in his Plea for the fVee Discussion

of Thedlogiffil Diffit^ties (where the sentence occurs : "It may be that the true teaching
of our Lord was overlaid with doctrines ; and theology, when insisting on the reception
of its huge catena of formulas, may be binding a yoke upon our necks, which neither we
nor our fathers were able to bear"), and others. The student in this direction will be
pleased to notice the ultra position assumed by a Dr. Stahl, and the deserved strictures

received in Th€ North Brit ffemew, Feb. 1866, in Art. " Bunsen's Signs of the Times." A
proper medium is thus enforced by Dr. Sprecher (Oroundvxjrk of Theol.^ ch. 2, '* Proper
Estimate of Creeds") : " Creeds should not, therefore, be neglected or despised, on the
one hand, nor should they, on the other, be allowed to have undue weight, or be uncon-
ditionally enforced. • Only the substance of the faith, the great system of doctrine, and
not the individual clauses and details of the creed, should be made unconditionally
binding. When they are enforced beyond this, they drive out many of the best men,
And hinder many of the most conscientious from coming in, and thus fill the Church, et
last, with bigots on the one hand, who will repress all spiritual life and freedom, and on
the other hand, with careless men who are as really indifferent to truth as they are to
godliness—men who can subscribe to any creed, csjing only for the form of religion.
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while they deny its power.** Hence, from our position, we have admired the farewell

Address of Pastor Bobison to the Filgrims at DeUt Haven* advising them to receive any
and every truth that the Bible holds as it may be preached to them by his successors^
complaining that others will only receive what the Reformers have taught and nothin^^

more, and thus expresses his £aith :
** For I am verily persuaded the Lord has more truth

yet to break forth out of the Holy Word ;'* and concludes with " an article of Church
oovenantt** as follows :

** That you shall be ready to receive whatever truth shall be made
known to you from the written Word.'*

Obs, 5. In this age of destructive criticism, it is proper to additionally

define our position. The exceeding multitude of interpretations, with their

variegated hues, has led persons to fix some limit, thus attempting to per-

form what God has not prescribed outside of the Scriptures, for God holds
us only responsible /or the plain, naked, grammatical sense of the Word, and
not for recondite, hidden senses that the ingenuity or ima^nation of man
may concoct. One party will take refuge in the mfallibility of the Pope,
another in the decisions of Councils, and a third in the agreement of these
two. One class cleaves to the oft-repeated maxim of Vicentiiis, and will

allow no inteqiretation saving that given by the Church in '* a unanimous
consent of the Fathers," which consent (retained in Romish profession of

faith, see e.g. ** The Path to Paradise," authorized by Archb. Hughes, New
York, 1856, p. 34), on inspection, is found to be a foregone conclusion.

Another declares that the only security is found in private judgment, by
which they mean the casting aside as a hindrance the interpretation of the
past, and a studying of the Word for ourselves utterly independent of out-

side help. The fruits of this last attitude have been manifested in those
who have professed it, either by a many-sided or a one-sided interi)retation,

just as it happened to be suggested by the temperament, education, bias,

intentions, etc., of the interpreter. Experience seems to teach us that
safety lies in our avoiding all these extremes. While the Bible is the chief

object of study, and its truths authoritative ; while private judgment is

inalienable and should be exercised ; while it is reasonable to anticipate

that others beside ourselves should see and believe in the truth, it is folly,

on the one hand, to look, owing to human imperfection, for a general con-
sent to the truth (especially after the intimations of the Word itself that it

will not exist), and, on the other hand, to give ourselves such license and
self-importance as not to avail ourselves or the labors, faith, experience,

etc., of our fellow-believers. This Ave can do, without yielding the suprem-
acy of the Word, or sacrificing our freedom in Christ. In our argument
for the kingdom, tradition shall also be brought to view, enforcing the
same.

We may be accused of laying too great stress on the Apostolio Fathers and PiimitiTo
Church in our argument. Tradition is indeed of secondary importance, but still it is

valuable as confirmatory evidence. For if a doctrine—important and direotly appertain-
ing to the Flan of Redemption— is produced which has never been entertained in any
other age of the church, it would be, to say the very least, a very suspicious one. The
Fathers are not to be received as *^ arbiters of our faith/* but yet the testimony of the
earliest, before so many errors arose, is valuable simply because of their having been in
immediate contact with the apostles, elders, and their disciples, and thus would be likely

to know something, even if imperfectly expressed, of the doctrines received and the
belief entertained. A recent writer (Elllen, Tf^e Old OaUi, ChurcK p. 98) says :

" It has
often been asserted that those Fathers who lived nearest the times of the apostles must,
therefore, be the best expositors of Scripture. It might with equal propriety be afiirmed,
that the most ancient pMlosophers are the most enlightened interpreters of the works of
creation." While the latter clause utterly fails as an argument—being irrelevant for the
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simple reason that those philosophera did not immediately follow an inspired and hor*
moniona teaching of philosophy, and hence the cases are not analogous—it wonld be
nnvise and imprudent to assert the former, as presented by Dr. Killen, viz. : that they
are ** the best eipositors." They too are to be measured by Scripture ; they were falli-

ble, and human weakness exhibits itself in their writings ; but notwithstanding this we
hold that following so dosdy after perfectly reliable teachers, to whom .they constantly
^peal, it is recuonable to expect that the truth oonceroing so significant and prominent
doctrine as that of the kingdom would also appear. Admitting fully their infirmities,

and liability to error, that their words are to be carefully weighed in the Scripture bal.

ance, it is right to suppose, in virtue of their nearness to the Christ and apostles, that so
important a subject as that of the Messianic Kingdom should enter largely into their doc-
trinal expositions. It could not be otherwise. The tradition, therefore, which really

pc^sessea most weight in deciding questions pertaining to the Kingdom, is that of the
first and second centuries. The reason is apparent : if Holy Writ is the real authority
in matters of doctrine, then it follows, in view of the standing of the apostles, that it is

important for us to direct our attention to the first churches who were favored with their

instruction, conversed with them, enjoyed their supervision, to ascertain how they un-
derstood the apostles, how they explained the Kingdom, and what views they entertained
—and if there is a oo/rrespondence between the Bible and themselves, we jusUy claim that

their utterances thus far are worthy of credence. This matter is not to be discarded be-
cause it happens, as we shall show hereafter, that the Primitive teaching corresponded
with and is confirmatory of our doctrinal position. The reader must, if acquainted with
eariy history, know that at the introduction of Christianity the great, leading subject
with the Jews was that of the Messianic Kingdom. This could not be ignored or set

aside. Hence, before we proceed to their examination it is just to anticipate, from their

proximity to inspired men, that they heard and embraced the doctrine of the Kingdom
as given by the witnesses appointed by Jesus. The desire to have our views confirmed
by the faith of the Primitive Church is so common with theologians that every one seems
solicitous to confirm, if possible, his doctrine by theirs, thus indicating the desirablenesa

of such subsidiary proof. After the third century tradition, owing to the varied and con-
tradictory opinions introduced, is not so reliable or significant. Knapp {Theol., Introd.

s. 7) remarks :
'* Augustine established the maxim, that tradition could not be relied

upon in the ever-increasing distance from the age of the apostles, except when it was
universal and perfectly consistent with itself. And long before him, Irenaeus (Ag. Her.
4. 36) had remarked, that no tradition should be received as apostolical xmless founded in

the Holy Scriptures and conformable to them. " With the evidences of the fallibility

of the Fathers, something to be expected, we are not concerned, but notwithstanding
their sudden emergence from heathenism, former habits of thought, etc., it is the most
reasonable to look for some truth mingled with it, and that which is the most worthy of

our acceptance is that truth in which there was a general union of belief, and which
strictly conforms to Bible teaching. It is but a low device to decry any Father, unless

palpably in error, as weak-minded, etc., because he happens to disagree from us ; and it

is equally absurd to elevate any one as so superior in attainments that his statements are

to be received without the direct endorsement of Scripture. We use the Fathers, as e.g.

<Ecolampadiu8(D*Aubigne*B His. Refor.^ vol. 4, p. 98): ** Ifwe quote the Fathers, it is only
to free our doctrine from the reproach of novelty, and not to support our cause by their

authority." (Comp. an Art. on Patriatic Theology and Us Apologists in the North Brit.

Beview, May, 1858.)

It is well to notice a mistake into which some excellent writers have feUen. Overlook-
ing the &ftct that the opinions of even great and good men are only doctrinally valuable

in so far as they are based on Scripture, they pick out the weaknesses and failings and
errors of eminent Christians and parade them as if the Scriptures were responsible for

such views. Thus, e.g., evenLeckey in his Ills, cf Ji<Uionalism refers to Luther, Melanch-
thon. Calvin, Baxter, etc., and thus indirectly attempts to weaken Christianity by con-
trasts. The weakness of believers is only too apparent, and is frankly acknowledged 5tf

Ihemsdvts ; their strength, Scripturally derived, is, however, not to be overlooked.

Again, a large and respectable class, not only in the Bomish Church, but in the Puseyite,

BitQalistic movement, and in others, have much to afiirm of the reproduction of Script-

ure in the church, and that we are bound to receive, as ** the life blood," the faith of Uie

church. But not one of these advocates of tradition that we have read, is prepared to

receive fkt general tradition of the early church respecting the Kingdom. Tradition is all

well enough so long as it does not run counter to their own views ; and as the latter

agree with a later period in the history of the church, they are utterly unwilling to ascend

the stream of tradition and receive it as it comes from the Primitive church. How they
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leconcUe this with their own avowed reverence for tradition, it is impossible to see.

Even that early portion received, is itself often interpreted differently from the under-
standing of it by the early chnreh. Thos, e.g., take the Apostles* Creed as given to us by
Iremens, held by Jnatin B£artyr, Tertnllian, and others, and the coming of Jeans to judge
and the resurrection were explained (as will hereafter be shown) very differently from
the opinions now fastened by many to the creed. If tradition is receivable at all, if it

possesses any weight in argument, the stream should be ascended to its fountain head.
Again, some writers defend the doctrines of Christianity too much from an outside posi-

tion, that is, in a philosophical manner. Cheerfully admitting that philosophically many
things can be alleged in fovor of Christianity, and that its truths can be enforced, yet dis-

tinctive Christian doctrine must always find Us chief and true support in the Word which
is the foundation of Christianity. Philosophy being the love of wisdom, and mani-
festing itself in the search after wisdom, cannot be discarded (hence in using the
term in this work the historical sense implying the various systems that have suc-

cessively arisen, is alone meant) without positive injury, yet it should ever be
borne in mind that philosophy is not itself wisdom or its judge, bat only its useful
servant, its attractive handmaiden. The highest philosophy takes this position,

and therefore it is that our greatest philosophers have been most humble men, feel-

ing and acknowledging that wisdom has been imperfectly apprehended by them. In
Scripture doctrine we need something man conclusive than the mere deductions, however
valuable or suggestive, of reason. We require facts announced by Revelation, related to
man, and interwoven, recognizable, with past and present history. Taking up the
works, theological, of many eminent writers in this country and Europe, it will be found
that, although representing different tendencies, there is an endeavor to place the Chris-
tian system of faith upon a phUosophical basis. The result of this treatment is a great
diversity, arising from the philosoimical system adopted. A grave mistake is made just

so soon as the Sible metfiod of presenting doctrine is lost sight of ; for, instead of philoso-
phy being the introductory to, and the interpreter of, the Scriptures, there should be,

first of im, a historical statement of doctrine as presented in the Word, and then, after

God has spoken, philosophy, if so minded, may explain and confirm. A clear percep-
tion of the Divine Purpose, historically presented, must precede all our own efforts.

Obs. 6. One of the fruits of the Reformation is the recovery and firm re-

establishment of the principle that all have the privilege of judging for

themselves in matters of religion. Roscoe (Life of Leo X., p. 235, voL 2)

declares : " The most important point which he (Luther) incessantly labored
to establish was the right of private judgment in matters of faith. To the
defence of this proposition he was at all times ready to devote his learning,

his talents, his lepose, bis ch'^racter, and his life ; and the great and im-
perishable merit of this Reformer consists in his having demonstrated it

by such arguments aa neither the efforts of his adversaries, nor his own sub-
sequent conduct, have been able either to refute or invalidate." Count
Bossi (whom Roscoe answers), and others, have endeavored to deny this

privilege as opposed to their views of tradition, church authority, etc., but
only in reliance upon the declarations of hierarchical teaching outside of

the Bible. The Scriptures, while enjoining obedience to the church teach-

ing, does this only in so far as such instruction is in correspondence with
itself. God's Word is supreme. A comparison of passages clearly indicates

this, as e,g. obedience to the Scriptures is the test of fellowship, 2 Thess.
3 : 14; 2 John 10, etc. ; ministers are only to proclaim the truth as given to

them, Matt. 18 : 10, 2 Cor, 5 : 19, 20, 1 Tim. 1 : 3, 4, and 6 : 3, 4, etc
;

believers themselves are strengthened, etc., by the Word in faith, John
20 : 31 ; in growth, 2 Tim. 3 : 16, 17, etc. ; believers are to exercise and
obtain wisdom, etc., Phil. 1 : 9-11, Col, 1 ; 9-11, etc. ; wicked ministers,

etc., shall exist and teach, Matt. 7 : 22, 23, 2 Tim. 3 : 5, etc. ; men shall

Sroclaim as binding the commandments of men. Matt. 15 : 9, Acts 20 : 32,
^al. 2 : 4, 6, Col. 2 ; 8, etc, ; men shall reject the words of Christ and sub-
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fititnto their own, 1 Tim. 4 : 1-3 and 6 : 3, 2 Pet. 2 : 1, 2, etc. ; hence, the
appeal is made to as indiriduallj to test or try the doctrine proclaimed, 1

Jolin 4 : 1 ; 1 Thess. 5 : 21, etc., and that we can know the truth by receiv-

ing the things of God, 1 Cor. 2 : 12, 13, being urged to it by the fact that

some professors, forsaking the Word, have not the knowledge of God, 1

Cor. 15 : 34, and that we shall finally be judged by the Word, John 8 : 48.

The entire framework of the Scri|)ture8 is erected on the idea of personal
responsibility enhanced by the ability to discern tho truth for ourselves.

A TAst array of Scripture might be presented bearing on this point, bnt it is needless,

since the whole question really depends npon that of the supremacy of Scriptnre or the
supremacy of the church. I^et this be decided in favor of Holy Writ, and the right of
private judgment follows. It is for this reason that Confessions of Faith onght to be
simple, and couched as much as possible in Scripture laoguage. It is a matter of con-
gratulation that this principle is a leading one among Protestants, and is fully recognized
and stated in various confessions. But to make these Confessions m turn the interpret-

ers of Scripture, and absolutely binding upon the conscience so as to allow no progress
excepting in their direction and under their control, is a palpable violation of the prin-
ciple itself ; it is inconsistent both with Scripture and the Confessioool spirit. Protes-
tantism, which is a Protest to such a fettering of the believer, never could have arisen if

the shackles upon freedom of investigation forged by centuries of traditional belief had
not been broken.
A caution is requisite : in advocating, like Luther and a host of others, the right of pri.

vate judgment, we do not mean unrestricted license, for private judgment is itself con-

trolled by the contents of Scripture plainly, gmmmatically expressed. It gives us the
liberty of going ourselves to the Bible, but it does nut allow us the freedom of rejecting

anything that is clearly taught in it. It is used only to ascertain by reading, searching,

comparison, etc., what is revealed, and when this is known it acquiesces in the same.
It has not the liberty, being merely a servant of God's and held accountable to Him, of
inferring and deducing from the Word what it pleases ; it must itself be led by a ex)rwis-

teni inlerpreiation of Scripture, based on sound rules. Such a caution is the more neces-
sary, sinc« the principle is seized by many and grossly perverted from its true meaning
and intent. It is made the medium through which a flood of destructive criticism and
misleading doctrine is conveyed to cover the plain truth. Some even abuse it to mean
*' that a man has a right to be in the wrong,'* just as if man's accountability to the great
Lawgiver was abrogated, and as if the Scriptures could not be properly apprehended.
Many, arraying themselves in its silken folds, place themselves on the Judge's bench
and undertake to decide what the Supreme Being ought, and what He ought not, to

have revealed. The principle is pushed from its legitimate position to a half-way accom*
modation, and to an unbelieving extreme. Whilst the right is a necessary, inalienable
one, making us personally responsible for the reception or rejection of the truth, we must
render an account for its proper use or abuse. The same is true of those who deny it to

others, so that Luther once remarked :
* * The Papists must bear with us, and we with

them. If they will not follow as, we hare no right to force them. Wherever they can,
they will hang, burn, behead, and strangle us. I shall be persecuted as long as I live,

and most likely be killed. But it must come to this at last : every man must be allowed
to believe according to his conscience, and answer for his belief to his Maker.'* The
spirit of Tetzel Wimpina, or Prierius (D'Aubigne's His. Ref., vol. 1, pp. 269, 279), that
would take such a judgment away and give it to a Pope only, or that of those who make
it synonymous with liberty to judge of the propriety of God's commands, etc. (and not
whether they are to be found in Holy Scripture in order to be received), are alike

opposed to the simple attitude represented by the child Samuel :
'* Speak, Lord, for thy

servant heareth." The Evang. Alliance adopted as one of its important and funda-
mental principles :

" The right and duty of private judgment in the interpretation of the
Holy Soriptures." Indeed, so widespread and essential is this that even such an exclu-
sive Church as the Greek (so Pinkerton's Bussiaj p. 41, taken from Philoret's statement
--the Metropolitan of Moscow) affirms the Bible as sufficient for a rale of faith, and the
right of private judgment, in interpreting the same.

Ohg, 7. It 18 also a perversion to make (as in Essays a?id Reviews) con-

Bcience the supreme Judge to decide upon the meaning, merits, authority,
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etc., of Scripture, and that the latter must bend to the decisions of the for-

mer. The person who exercises private jadgment oaght to come to Reve-
lation, realizing (as conscience itself teaches) that his moral obligations

are not dependent apon his conscience, but upon the relation that he sus-

tains to God and man ; and that, after ascertaining by the use of his jadg-
ment what the truths of God really are, conscience ma^ aid in showing
their adaptation in the response given to them, help in impressing them
and in urging obedience to them. Moral law exists independently of the
conscience, and is made for conscience to respond to ; the former is un-
changeable and binding alike upon all ; the latter may refuse to perform its

function in impressing that law, as is evidenced in the power of choice in-

fluencing the action of conscience. Hence the right of private judgment
does not, as some fancy, release a man from moral obligation, or lessen the
authority of the Bible, or place him as a judge over the things of the
Spirit, or give him power to substitute his own thoughts and vagaries in
place of what is written. It increases, instead of dimmishing, our respon-
sibility, by placing us under greater obligations to pursue the truth in the

way God HimseM has indicated. Those who are to ** try the spirits

whether they be of God," who ** need not that any man teach you," are
those who have " searched the Scriptures," acknowledging its claims and
bowing their judgments to its divine superiority. God appeals to every
man to come personally to His Etevelation, to read, study, and meditate
upon it, and this appeal is based on its sacred origin, its adaptedness to the
condition of all, the possibility of its superhuman element being appre-
ciated by all, and that its truth can be found by all, and will commend it-

self to every one.

It is important to notice this, since efiEozts are made in varions directions to exalt
conscience above Scriptnre. Two illustrations, out of a mnltitnde, are here presented.
The Spiritualists in Convention (Boston, May. 1864) adopted the following : " Resolved,
That individual conscience, under the quickening and illumining influences of angel in*

telligence, is the only reliable guide of faith and life/' It is significant that this resolu-
tion followed another commending " the works of Colenso, Benan, and other theological
agitators.'* This specimen only proves the correctness of Scripture, that the conscience
of men is not so all-powerfol but that it can be made subservient to passion, self-interest,

and abube ; that its corrective and restraining power can be materially lessened by turn-
ing away from the truth, refusing to allow its moral influence to be exerted, and desiring
the substitution of things not demanding so high a standard of self-denial, morality, and
piety. The Bible assures ns what experience corroborates, that conscience cannot only
be overridden but become so seared that it will no longer respond to the truth as origi*

nally designed (1 Tim. 4 : 1, 2 ; Tit. 1 : 5). The conscience, even of a believer, if not prop-
erly exercised may prove to be a ** weak" one, 1 Cor. 8:12, and 10 : 28, 29. Leckey {His.

Baliojuilism, p. 181), speaking of " Protestant Bationalism," says: '* Its central conception
is the elevation of conscience iuto a position of supreme authority as the religious organ,
a verifying faculty discriminating between truth and error.*' We are not told, however,
how this holds good in the conscience of a Hindoo, Mohammedan, Roman Catholic,
Protestant, etc., which receives error instead of truth ; or how it happens that a Ration-
alistic conscience diverges so widely in ideality, materialism, spiritualism, nihilism, etc. ;

or how even any unbelieving conscience is not united in the view what constitutes the
** supreme authority,** etc. If there were some semblance of unity, and an array of
foots, to substantiate such an opinion, then it might deserve consideration, but finding
the guidance of conscience leading to the utmost diversity in the Rationalistic ranks, it

may be dismissed with the single remark : that whilst conscience has, as the Bible
teaches, a discriminating power, yet this may be perverted and abused until man pos-
sesses '*an evil conscietice.*' Conscience is appealed to (Rom. 1 and 2) in the Scriptures
as something needing aid (Rom. 9 : 1 and 14 : 15), as developed by the truth (John 18 : 37 ;

Heb. 9 : 14), and, therefore, is only presented to us as that faculty, or arrangement of our
mental and moral constitution, which intuitively responds to revelation when brought
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into contact with it, bnt which can be repressed or OTeroome by the will« pasaion, self-

interest, etc. In the nature of the case, it only becomes a wUness of the truth and not its

]adge, thus corroborating the fact that both Creation and Revelation proceed from the
same God. We reproduce two admirable statements : Dr. Schenkel (quoted by Frothing-
ham in The isouL (/ ProUatantism) says :

** The contents of religion are in God Himself ;

and since man is conscions of Grod only as God reveals Himself, for man the contents of
religion are in the written revelation. Most glorionsly and completely has God mani-
fested Himself in the person of Christ ; and the Holy 8criptnres give the history of that
manifestation. The Holy Scripture, as the word or revelation of God, contains the

) divine substance. Conscience is free ; but true freedom consists in obedience to the
tmth. Caprice is no freedom. That only is genuinely free which is bound to God.
Hence the Protestant position, while appealing to conscience, at the same time insists

that conscience is bound to Ood's Word, and can attain outside of that to nothing. It is

therefore the special characteristic of Protestantism to be the religion of the Bible."
Thus this liberal theologian endorses what Chillingworth [The RtHig. cj' Protestantism) said
long ago :

** The Bible, I say, the Bible only is the religion of Protestants. Whatsoever
else they believe beside it emd the plain, irrefragable, indubitable consequences of it,

well may they hold it as matter of opinion. I, for my part, after a long end, as I readily
t^eve and hope, impartial search of the true way to eternal happiness, do profess
plainly thai I cannot find any true test for the sole of my foot but upon this rock only.

Propose me anything out of this book, and require whether I believe it or no, and seem
it never so incomprehensible to human reason, I wUl subscribe to it with hand and
heart, as knowing that no demonstration can be stronger than this : God hath said so,

aod therefore it most be true. In other things I will take no man's liberty of judgment
from him, neither shall any man take mine from me. I will think no man the worse
man, nor the worse Christian. I will love no man the less for differing in opinion from
jne. I am fully assured that God does not, and that, therefore, men ought not to require
any more of any man than this : to believe that the Scriptures are God's Word, to

endeavor to find the true sense of it, and to live according to it."

Obs. 8. The exaltation of reason to the sapreme authority is character-

istic of nnmerons works. Eulogies on the excellence of reason as the sole

and final arbiter abound ; and such mi^ht be deserving, and reason be ele-

vated above Revelation, provided it had, apart from the Scriptures, given
to ns that 'which alone can satisfy the moral and religious sense of man,
viz.: a religion equal in merit to tnat contained in the Bible, or one better

adapted to the wants and necessities of humanity. If such persons as

Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Confucius, and a host of others, could nave pro-

duced a more noble portrayal of the nature and attributes of God, a more
perfect character than Ohnst, and a more glorious salvation than that pre-

eented in the Word, then there might be some force and propriety in urg-
ing the claims of reason to its arrogated position. Until this is done, it is

the wisest course to receive the manifest superiority of the Bible over all

mere hnman productions ; a superiority attested not only by a multiplicity

of fact and experience (Comp. Prop/l82), but by comparative ignorant
and unlettered men giving ns a complete Plan of Redemption, which, while
constantly dealing with the loftiest subjects that can be entertained by
mind, preserves an unbroken unity amid detail. In the study of Scripture
and in its reception it is well to keep in mind what Oosterzee {CL Dog,,
vol, p. 159), after Pascal, says :

" Two extremes must be avoided ; the ex-

clusion of reason, and the admission of nothing but reason.^'

Some additional remarks are proper, seeing that bo much is said respecting the supe-
riority of Reason. The Bible constantly appeals to man's reason ; Bevelation is made to

Season, and is designed to be apprehended by it. Nut a step can be taken without its

sid, and therefore it is folly to ignore its importance and value. But whilst acknowl-
edging the same, it is foolishness to elevate it into an infallible guide and director, yea
into a Judge of Scripture itself. (1) Keason is imperfect, needing culture, training, dis-
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oipline. constant exeroiM, etc. ; it is subject to growth, retrogression, variatious, etc. ; it is

limited in its ability to fathom things, mnoh being utterly unknown to it. Hence the
impropriety of making it a supreme tribunal. Let any one take a glance at the different

and succeasiTe forms of Philosophy that Reason has construoted, and these features of
imperfection, variation, inability, are painfully exhibited. The boasted rule of Reason
is manifested in a bewildering diversity, scarcely two of them agreeing in the fondo-
mentals. The ruins uf the past, and the nnmerons claimants for the present afford ns
the best answer to such a claim. (2) The Bible represents Reason as swayed and con-
trolled by wicked impulses, as yielding to the influence of passion, self-interest, and evil,

and as needing correction and wholesome restraint. Experience, sad and boundless,
corroborates this statement. Men of the highest intellect, whose works are the admira-
tion of the world, have been the slaves of degrading vice, and have prostituted their
minds to represent it in attractive forms. Reason subject to the degrading authority of

passion ; which even has undertaken in an alluring manner to prove that there is no dis-

tinction between vice and virtue, which has overriden conscience and the nobler feelings
of man in its efforts to secure the ascendency of unbelief—is no infallible standard.

(3) The Bible again represents Reason as needing Revelation. Holy Writ is based upon
this necessity. Many facts indicate this truth. Thus, e.g., outside of the Scriptures
what light hus Reason thrown into the dark grave, the nature and attributes of God, the
deliverance of man and creation from an all-pervading and constantly experienced evil,

etc. How these problems are met—problems pertaining to God, man, and the worid—let

the discordant and antagonistic theories, from materialism through Pantheism, Idealism,
etc., down to the baldest Nihilism, testify. When the greatest philosophers are contra-
dictory and cannot agree, when one system after another follows, surely there is need of
help. When the most gifted minds are utterly unable to fathom the things of Nature,
how>a grain of sand is held together, why crystallizing is invariable, how instinct is per-
petuated, how faind and body mutually affect each other, with a multitude of questions
unanswered, or if answered only under some glittering generality, surely in the higher
region of morals and religion, it is most reasonable to anticipate, just as we find it, less

ability to explain, less power to penetrate the deep things relating to God and man.
(4) 'the Bible represents Reason as often unreliable, even in believers, unless controlled
by the higher Reason pervading Revelation. That is, when left to itself, it may lead na
to error and folly. Unbelievers themselves point out this peculiarity, so unhappily dis-

played in too many instances in the church, forgetting that the Bible expressly warns
us that such exhibitions of weakness in reason are to be expected. But, if this is so
with believers, how does it stand with unbelievers ? Let the multitude of philosophers
reply ; let the multiplicity of systems of error testify. The truthfulness of God's Word
is abundantly confirmed both in the church and outside of it. (5) The Bible cautions us
against the pride of Reason, its self-exaltation, and urges us to humility. How this has
been exemplified, both in the church and out of it, forms one of the most humiliating
features of imperfect humanity. Overbearance, iutolerance. abuse of opponents, lack of
charity, and even persecution, have been some of its fruits. It has never lacked in bold
presumption. (6) The Bible assures us that if Revelation is received as God has de-
signed. Reason itself will most fully acquiesce in its superiority. The declaration of the
Saviour, **If any man wiU do His w'dl, he shall know of the doctrine,*' has been tested by
such a host of gifted minds, that it is unnecessary to press the matter. In the cose of
apostates, etc., I John 2 :4, is verified, whilst all others have not even entertained the
essential preliminaries to a proper apprehension of Scripture. (7) Reason, with its

loftiest efforts, can only give us the Possible, the Probable ; and this is unsatisfactory to
man because it presents no Plan of Deliverance adapted to the common and universal
wants of humanity, it develops no practical relief ; Revelation bestows the Real, and
this is manifested both in its perfect adaptabUiiy to man's necessities and in the btessed

earnests of experience. The former only finds its corroboration—if truth—in the latter.

(8) God warns us that as we shall approach the ending of this dispensation. Reason
shall so pervert a due veneration and knowledge of God, shiJl so array itself against the
Revealed Will, that it shall succeed in mustering the nations and kings of the earth
against the Truth. Hence the efforts to exalt reason, the advance that such a theory has
made in practically alienating a multitude from the Scriptures, is only in the line of pre-
viously given prediction. It is something to be expected, and therefore its extensive
existence should give us the stronger faith in Scripture, which bo accurately foretells it.

(9) Reason ought not to complain if there are things beyond its comprehension, things
impossible for it to explain, in the Word, for this is precisely what ought to be antici-
pated in a Supernatural Revelation. Besides this, it does not reject Nature because of
its inability to apprehend it fully. Its proper attitude, therefore, is that of a learner.
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reoeiving tmth from all sooroes, even if xmable to nnderaUnd " how and wherefore"
such and such thinga exist, take place, etc. (10) The acknowledgmenta of men of Rea-
son indicate its ntter onfltneBB to be the final and Bnpreme arbiter. Passing by the de-
sponding, hopeless, despairing admisaiona by those sunken to Nihilism, it is sufficient to

select a single example, illnstrative of many others. Thus e.g. Hume (quoted by Christ-

Ueb. Mod, Doubt., p. 127) pointedly and significantly says :
" The ultimate fruit of all

philosophy is the observation of human ignorance and weakness.* On the other hand,
men of undoubted mental power, distinguished for the use of reason subservient to relig-

ion (as Bacon, etc.), have informed us that the portions of philosophy really valuable are

those which recognize and enforce truths already given to us in Revelation. (11) Finally,

Reason has never succeeded in improving the lessons inctlcated by Scripture. It can
surest no virtue, no duty, no obligations, noticing promotive of individual, social, and
national happiness, nothing essential to the welfare of man, that is not already presented
and enforced by the most powerful of motives in God's Word.

Dr. Crosby {On Preaching, before the Pan-Presbyterian Council, 1677) correctly affirms

that " men's affections, not their intellects, are the hindrances to God's truth, and
accordingly if the contest can be brought into the intellectual field, and so relieve the
heart from the pressure of spiritual truth, men are satisfied." The Bible, as he forcibly

uzgea, appeals to the heart, to our moral nature, more than it does to reason, without,
however, discording the latter. It has often been noticed that men in error, both in doc*
trine and practice, love controversy—something that may engage reason and stifle the
demands of the heart. Such are inclined to eulogize ** I^acticsJ Reason,*' ** Moral Rea-
son," and '* The Transcendent Sphere of Reason." An insidious and half-true method
—eloquently expressed (as e.g. by Coleri^e in " Confessions of an Enquiring Spirit ")

—

is to allow a partial inspiration to the Scriptures and a high degree of ordinary grace to

the rest, so that they rather present themselves as the supply of the deepest wants of

man than as an authoritative and infallible standard. But how the soul can rest upon a
supply, lacking those essentials, we are not informed. Comp. the necessity of reason,
etc., as given by Row in the £ampton Leds, 1877, " Ch, Evidences," p. 19, etc. ; Butler's

Analogy, P. XL, ch. 3, etc.

Obs. 9, In this study of Scripture, reason and faith must be joined to-

gether in order to make it effective. The two cannot be separated without
serious injury ; this is God's own arrangement, and, to insure success, it

must be followed. They are inseparable, for there can be no faith without
reason first perceiving tne truth and its adaptability to man, so that faith

may then appropriate it. Reason may refuse faith, can exist without it,

but faith cannot live without reason. Christlieb, in view of this intimate
and mutual relationship, well says that faith is ** the highest form of rea-

son," seeing that it establishes and confirms reason by giving us a more
certain knowledge of the supernatural in its appropriating effects of the
tnith upon ourselves. One part of faith sees the truth, the other, the
crowning part which constitutes it faith, accepts and applies it, thus giv-

ing a practical, and not a mere theoretical knowledge of the same. The
head and the heart are combined in this work, thus affording a realizing,

abiding acquaintance with the truth. Faith must have knowledge, for we
must first know the things that we are to believe, and hence it is also rep-

resented as " seeing** (John 6 : 40, Heb, 11 : 27). Cremer {Bremen Lect-

ures, Lee. 2) remarks :
" All faith rests upon knowledge, and when it is

not produced by deduction or logical demonstration, it must ground itself

upon spiritual perception and contact. Knowledge and faith are distin-

* One unbeliever in reply to another, in the Religio-Philosophicnl Journal, March 13,

1875, makes the following remark :
" It is fntUe to talk of reason as an infallible stand-

aid of religious truth, until mankind become so perfect in knowledge as never to err in
the premises from which they reason. UrUU then the dictates of reason will be simply
every man's opinion, as it is now.*'
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guished from each other like cognition and recognition ; bo faith is an ex-

ercise of obedience, of recognition, and hence of trust, of surrender/' etc.

Evangelical faith includes more than mere knowledge, viz. : the hearty self-

appropriation of such knowledge, leading necessarily, as the truth received

demands it, to an obedience of the same. Such faith is sustained by three
things : (1) by the sense of truth, i.e, by reason, the ability to discern and
know it; (2) by the sense of right, ue, by conscience, the power of testify-

ing to the trutn and enjoining responsibility of its acceptance
; (3) and by

the practical experience wrougbt by faith, i.e. in the agreement of faith

with our mental and moral constitution and the results that it produces.

Faith is indeed " the gift of God," Christ is "the author of faith," the Spirit pro-
duces faith, etc., but only in the higher Evangelical, Biblical sense in those who volnn-
tarily receive the tmth as given by the Father, Bon, and Spirit. No man is forced into
faith, as appears from the Scriptures being designed for faith (John 20 : 31), the ministry
being a means of faith (Bom. 10 : 14-17), the Gospel itself beizig called faith (Gal. 1 : 23),

the promises given to faith (John 5 : 24), and the want of faith is reproved (Mark 16 : 14),

warned against rHeb. 3 : 12), threatened (John 3 : 18, 36), and described as Tolnntary
(John 5 : 44, 46, 47). Enlightened by the tmth as given by the Father in His Son and
throngh the Spirit, that faith, which God commends and that rejoices tho heart, is pos-
sible ; without accepting the aid thus tendered, it cannot be prodaced. Hence no man,
nnless he has experienced the power of this faith, is able to judge correctly of its merits
and its trae relationship to knowledge. To make man passive in the reception of faith«

is to ignore the Scriptures to the contraiy and also experience ; to make man himself the
chief and sole instrumentality in believing, is to overlook the truth given to excite and
sustain it ; to make faith the barrier to knowledge, is to foxget that faith's foundation is

the knowledge of the truth ; and to make faith ^tal to progress, is to trample under foot
the declarations of Holy Writ and the realization of believers that faith only opens the
way to increased knowledge. Indeed, it is a matter of doubt whether in any of the
spheres and pursuits of life there can be knowledge without the addition of some faith,

and whether any great achievement can be accomplished without suitable faith. Zdckler
{Bre)nen Lectures^ Sec. 1, p. 16) refers in such a connection to the faith of Columbus,
Oopemicus, Kepler, Newton, etc., and remarks :

" True faith and actual knowledge, so far

from being contradictory, always dememd and supplement each other. For faith, as the
immediate apprehension of the truth by the divinely illuminated reason, is related to

knowledge, regarded as the acquired apprehension of the same truth by the reiuon strug-

gling toward such knowledge, as the necessary condition, the starting point and support
of all its operations. All faith is undeveloped knowledge, and all knowledge is faith un>
folded and applied to the different realms of reason and experience." AU Evangelical
writers, however they may differ in details, unite in the common opinion that faith is not
to be separated from knowledge, seeing that the Bible, in unison with experience, in-

cludes in believing a previous knowledge of certain facts, as e.g. the Coming of Christ,

His work of grace in man's behalf, etc. They also unite in ^e view that the certainty
of this knowledge, derived from reason, is made evident by faith in its vital force of

acceptance, because through the latter we experience its acttialUy in the effects—as prom-
ised—produced upon us personally. Thus, to illustrate : a medicine is presented to us
in whose nature and efficacy we may believe on the testimony of others ; here is knowl-
edge and faith in its lowest form. But let this medicine be taken, and its efficacy be
established by personal use, then previous knowledge and faith of a theoretical cast gives
place to a practical knowledge and faith, derived from personal acceptance and experi-
ence, that elevates the former into real facta connected with our own personality, which,
like existence, thinking, feeling, etc.. it is impossible any longer to doubt. This is the
secret of the believer's strength, so that all the arguments of unbelief can never shake the
simple faith of the unlearned but sincere Christian. He knows, and he believes, the
attestation of self-consciousness.
Undoubtedly, taking Scripture as a guide, unbelief itself will finally accept of this

union of reason or knowledge and faith. The controversy thus far has clearly established
this fact. Delitzsch, Fabri, Chriatlieb, and many others have shown that (as Fabri states
it, quoted by Christlieb in Mod. Doubt\ ** As its ultimate basis, even the most radical un-
belief has one and the same principle of knowledge with Christianity and every other
positive religion—the principle of belief in given matter of fact, on the ground of the
original and direct testimony of the human mind." Unbelief, however much it may
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deciy faith, liTes largdy vpon it, calls loudly for otheifl to exerciso it, and denonnoeB
those who refuse to entertain it. Unbelief has snfficient intelligence to perceive that,

while demanding faith, it ia utterly inconsiatent to run a cmsade against faith on the
gronnds heretofore alleged. The result will be a change. Knowing that faith influences
the ma^ee, that it is the most potent of powers, it will, as the Bible predicts, so shape
its future course that a connection will be allowed to exist between Bevelation and Sea-
son, between Faith and Reason, as evidenced in the coming worship of Antichrist

—

the

leorsAip o^ Deified Man, For this worship of the last times, we are assured, is to rely
largely upon pretended revelations and lying wonders to aid Beason and inspire Faith.
Denying the faith and reason that God requires, their punishment will come through
ihar otcn deluded, self-exalted reason and faith.

Finally, all Christianfi, too, are agreed that faith in its appropriating form, is such a
trust in God, that it receives His Word and relies upon it, bringing under subjection free
will, so that it chooses the moral, the religious, the obedience required in preference to

pleasure, sin, and selfishness. To attain such faith demands self-abnegation, and this is

the siont of siumbling to multitudes. Hence faith is not the power of choice, though it

leads to it ; faith is not conscience, though it quickens it ; faith is not reason, though it

19 led by it ; faith is not the mere knowledge of the truth, though it receives ; faith is

not goodness, though provocative of it ;—it is that act which brings reason, the will, con-
science, knowledge, goodness, all into humbk sttbmission to the Infinite, and relies upon
the provision made by God for man. It is appropricUing trust. Such faith brings forth
its own evidences of the Divine Truth, in its sustaining reason (where it only finds mys-
teries), in satisfying the moral nature of man (e.g. the dictates of conscience), in bring-
ing forth the fruits of the Spirit (i.e. in experiencing the sanctifying nature of the truth
received), in its adaptability to all his circumstances (in strengthening, comforting, etc.),

in transmuting evil into good (making it disciplinary, provocative of good to others, etc.),

and in quickening the whole man into newness of life (implanting supreme love to (rod
and love to man). It is a poioerfid instrumentality ; it is transforming, corrective, and ele.

TSting. It is the purest and strongest where it is joined to the least error ; but even wiUi
eiTor it is all powerful when based on the essentisils of Christianity. The Bible takes it

for granted that strong faith—faith testifying in the most satisfactoty manner to self-

conacionsness—may be allied with a lack of knowledge respecting things not absolutely
ne<x»a»jrj to salvation. A few simple truths respecting God, the Redeemer, the relation
that man sustains to God and his fellow-men, the moral obligation and responsibility
of man—truths to which the moral nature of man is r^pondent—are eJI sufficient to
create this faith. It is a faith that all the learning in the world cannot alone produce,
fieeing that its vital power lies not in the head, but in the heart. It is a faith common to
the intelligent and the illiterate, and cannot be circumscribed or produced through mere
knowledge. Therefore it is that unbelief and blgotiy so gravely misjudge the weakness,
error, etc., of believers—just as if faith was dependent upon uniformity in all things,

thus totally mistaking its foundation and intent. Faith indeed increases by knowledge,
knowledge derived tcom the Word and experience, but only as truth is appropriated
and obeyed. This feature of obedience to the truth known, the evidence of appropriat-
ing faith, c^en, often gives the unlearned man a power and charm that the greatest philos-

opher, ne^ecting it, cannot attain. Alas I that men so persistently overlook this plain
fact.

Attention has already been called (Prop. 9) to the misapprehension that faith is not
ronnected with doctrine, that as M. Colani (in the Prot. Synod of France. 1872) said :

'* You place Christianity in certain beliefs ; we place it in the heart.*' The Bible, the
experience of Christians, unite the two ; the denial of one or the other leads to an ex-
Izeme, for the simplest act of Christianity, as, e.g., prayer, cannot be performed without
some distinctive belief in doctrine—the doctrine respecting God and the power of Christ.

It is true that faith itself may be hampered by the excesses of Confessional zeal and
dogma, curtailing access to God's truth or veiling it by tradition, but this is not the fault

of doctrine per se, but of doctrine imperfectly or erroneously presented. Hence the im-
portance of presenting doctrine, in a Confessional standard, as much as possible in Script-

ure language, and of making even such subordinate to Scripture. One reason for the
persistent attack against doctrine, is owing to its vital connection with Christianity, with
enlightened faith ; for as Kurtz (6h. £[»., vol. 2, p. 130) has well remarked :

*' The Doc-
trine of the Gospel is the life Uood of the Church, the pulsations of which throb through
her entire oiganization." How faith is wrought by the Spirit through the truth given by
Him, has been sufficiently noticed under Prop. 9. Faith being laj^ely a heart work, it

is impossible for the sensual, haughty, self.^onfident, worldly man to exercise it, because
it demands as its concomitant, in order to receive the things revealed by the Spirit,
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obedience, which pride, love for sin, etc., rejjeots. Even an Aristotle appreciated the
relation existing between the indulgence of e^ and the rejection of truth, when he says

(quoted by Bloomfield, see Barnes, 1 Cor. 2 : 14) :
** For wickedness perverts the judg.

ment. and makes men err with respect to practical principles ; so that no one can be wise
and judicious who is not good."
A few words may be added respecting the charge that faith—Evang. faith—is destrac-

tive to Science. We are unjustly charged by Scientists and others with disparaging
learning and philosophy under the ScriptuiHl phrases " the wisdom of this world,"
" oppositions of Science falsely so called," ** to tne Greeks foolishness," etc., just as if

reason was not to be employed (when constantly appealed to in Scripture), as if true
science (implied by " falsely so called*') could not exist, and as if true philosophy (by
which we understand the love for, and search after, wisdom) was not commended by
God. This charge is so sweeping that it defeats itself ; for, however individual men or

oi^^nizations may have acted in this matter under bigotiy and mistaken zeal, neither
Bevelation, nor a believer who receives dU that God enjoins, is responsible for the same.
The learning, worldly wisdom, and Science that the Bible condemns, is ordy that per-
verted form that caters to depravity, making men despiseis of virtue and hoUness, and
leading them to deny their obligations and responsibility to God. Simple consistency
requires of us that, the moment we accept of the Word of God as a divine Bevelation,
Holy Writ be allowed a precedency (accorded by reason and faith) without interfering
with or destroying the existence and relationship of truth wherever elsewhere found.
This precedency, indeed, leads to caution, to comparison, and to the rejection of posi-
tive error, but it does not depreciate learning, scientific knowledge, etc., as evidenced in
believers having been among the most learned, wise, and scientific. It is not too much
to say, that the foundation of this objection lies in the estimate formed of the relative

value of Bevealed Truth and Scientific Truth. Believers, of course, finding the former
dealing with ilte higher iniensts of man (his moral, religious, and eternal), place it highest
in the scale of truth ; the unbeliever, rejecting the former, elevates nature or the facts of

humanity in that scale. Some Scientists, having no such preponderating plea as the be-
lievers, despise learning and philosophy (e.g., Art. **Nat, Beligionf*' Macmillan's Mag.,
1875, repub. Pop. Science Monthly May, 1875) outside of their peculiar sphere of study.
Scientists have too often been as bigoted and one-sided as overzealoas believers. The
truth is, that both parties, belief and unbelief, are opposed to that form and manifesta-
tion of learning and philosophy which is hostile and antagonistic to their respective
views ; and the correctness of such opposition is to be determined by the nature of the
things believed. Hence the relative value of Bevelation and of mere Science must first

be determined before the question is decided one way or the other. The fact gJso that
some truth is essential and other truth non-essential to personal happiness and salvation,

ought to be considered in such a discussion. This does not discourage investigations in
all domains of truth, but welcomes them with the hope and faith, inspired by Bevelation,
that all truth, higher or lower, essential or non-essential, will in the end be found in fra-

ternal relationship—supplementing each other.*

* The student who desires to read on this subject is referred to Christlieb's " Modem
Doubt," Birk's ** Bible and Mod. Thought," Ulrici's ** God and Nature," Sogers* "Bea-
Bon and Faith," Candlish's *' Beaaon and Revelation," etc. Dr. McCosh, Delitsesch,

Fabri, and many other writers present the most valuable thoughts on these points,

extending and ably defending what nearly every work on the Evidences of Christianity
also notices. The reader will pardon such digression in view of their practical, fund^
mental importance. The fine statement of faith and reason, p. 463, etc.. Debt and (Trace.

by Hudson, ought not to be overlooked.
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Proposition 11, Tlve mysteries of the hiiigdom were given to the

apostles.

This is plamly asserted by Jesus Himself (Mark 4 : 11, Matt-
13 : 11), " tfnto you it is given to know the mystery of t7ie king-
dom of Ood^^'^ ^Ht is given unto you to know the mysteries of the
kingdom of heaven^'^ which the apostles, including Paul, claimed
to have beeu imparted, Eph. 1 : 9, and 3 : 3, etc. The entire tenor
of the New Test, impresses us, that their sujjerior qualifications

as teachers arises from their acquaintance with the doctrine of
the kingdom, resulting from the personal instructions received
from Christ, and the suDsequent special guidance of the Spirit.

Ohs. 1. We are not concerned, in this stage of the argument, to know
how much truth respecting the kingdom they obtained from Jesus, and
how much, afterward, from the specially delegated Spirit ; this will forci-

bly appear as we proceed. It may, however, be properly stated here, that
there might be mysteries pertaining to the kingdom, while the kingdom
itself—wnat it denoted—may be fully known. The reader will carefully

notice, that in the early period of their discipleship, the mysteries relating

to the kingdom were already given to them. It is incredible, utterly im-
possible, that the kingdom itself—wAa/ it meant—should, therefore, have
been a mystery to them. The express language of Jesus forbids it.

Hence, that large class of eminent writers, which teach that during the
life of Jesus the apostles misapprehended the kingdom, are mistaken, and
it is the most reasonable, and tne most consistent with Christ's words, to

conclude that the apostles, even then, had more than the mere *' husk," or

the unrecognized ** germ,"

Neander, and a host of vriteTB. say, by way of apologizing in behalf of the apostles
(becanse they did not hold the modernized view of the Kingdom), that they only held
" the BheU," or" hnak." Bnt Jesns declares expressly. Math. 13 : 16 : **BtU your eyes

«e«. arid your earn understand,** Comp. llark 4 :li, etc. 8nch knowledge is proper for
preachers of the Kingdom.

Obs, 2. The word ** mystery" ordinarily denotes something secret, hid-

den, or beyond our comprehension, and is frequently employed in Script-

ure to denote truth formerly concealed but now revealed. The name
*' mystery" is retained in view of its having been previously hidden.
Mysteries when disclosed may be perfectly mtelligible, and when not
divulged, but simply pointed out, may exist without our reason being able

to understand their nature^ meaning, etc. That the latter is not opposed
to reason, although above reason, is apparent from the ten thousand un-
solved mysteries of nature. (Comp. Elliot's *' Christian Errors^ Infidel

Arguments," Home, vol. 1, p. 158, etc.) Then, too, as in the most simple
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things, there may be something inexplicable, so in the doctrines of Revela-

tion—plainly stated and easily comprehended—there may be great depths
unsounded. To this Luther referred, when he said that he could not fully

comprehend even the Ten Commandments, the Lord's Prayer, etc.

Ohs, 3. While some mystery, some unexplained or unrevealed things per-

taining to the kingdom, may have existed in the days of the apostles and
now remain such, not given by Jesus or the Spirit, yet the assurance is

abundantly ours, that the kingdom itself, its nature, our relation to it, all

things necessary for a correct understanding of its meaning, was made
known. This is evident, e.g. from its having been predicted, taught to

the disciples and preached by them to the people ; the apostles and iheir

immediate followers professing themselves called to proclaim it so that men
might be induced to enter, receive, and inherit it All this, in the nature
of the case, presupposes a correct underataiiding of it The kingdom is the
great prize, reward, etc., held up before them, and it is most reaaonable
and conformable to fact to believe that they would have such an adequate
knowledge of its real import as to be able to tell us what it denotes. Ad-
mitting mystery even now attached to things relating to the kingdom, we
can know these so far as declared, for while ** the secret things belong unto
the Lord our God ; those things which are revealed belong unto us and to

our children forever" (Deut 29 : 29).

Ohs. 4. Carefully looking over the entire records of discipleship and
apostleship, nothing is to be found to indicate that those mysteries given
to them relate to the kingdom so far as its meaning or signification is

concerned. The contrary indeed is largely inferred, and upon this un-
proven inference a massive superstructure is built. (This will be noticed
hereafter.) The reader can soon verify our position by a reference to pas-

sages which either directly or indirectly refer to mysteries {i,e. things of

which they were ignorant, that had been hidden, etc.), and he wiu see

that they allude to the death of Christ, or to the intimate and unending
union of the divine and human in His Person, or to the ascension and ex-
altation of the man Christ Jesus to heaven, or to the blending in the Script-

ures of two Advents, the First and Second seperated bv an unknown in-

terval of time, or to the rejection of the Jews and the call of the Gentiles,

or to the period of the Times of the Gentiles and their subsequent over-

throw, or to the future restoration of the Jews and their blessing to the
Gentiles, or to the redemption of the race progressing when, under Christ's
dominion, both Jews and Gentiles are exalted in the favor of God, eta,
but never is the kingdom introduced as a mystery, t.e. as something un-
known. The reason for this will appear, when we come to the disciples'

preaching the kingdom. In the mean time, the very outskirts of the
subject already force the conclusion that those mysteries refer not to the

nature of the Idngdom, but to the manner of its establishment, the means
employed, the preparation for it, the time for its manifestation, and such
related subjects.

Obs, 5. The mysteries of the kingdom were not all- given at once ; they
were gradually revealed, and some of them were x>ostponed and others are
still withheld ; this again leads us to the decided opinion that the kingdom,
to which they stand related, was well known to the disciples and apostles.
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Take away the mysteries, such as the necessity of Christ's death, the call

of the Gentiles, etc., made more fully known after the resurrection of
Jesus, and what is left of mystery communicated to them ? Surely it is

not the kingdom; for the least dispassionate reflection will lead us soon to
see that they could not have been ignorant of the main, leading subject
with which the others stand connected. To suppose, as many do, that
they were, would be contradictory to the revelation of the mysteries, their
gradual bestowal, and the indefinite postponement of some. For, if Jesus
preached the kingdom to them and proclaimed its mysteries, He certainly
must have said something directly respecting the kingdom, either con-
firmatory or contradictory to the opinion already formed concerning it,

so that they could form a correct idea of it. Before the kingdom could be
appreciated, with its mysterious preparatory stages, etc., the kingdom it-

self must be understood, for that was the subject viatier distinctly an-
nounced and illustrated.

Obs. 6- The mysteries, therefore, imply : (1) a previous acquaintance
with the doctrine of the kingdofn, and (2) that the mysteries imparted be-

stow a fuller knowledge of the subject in view of the additions made. In
teaching science, art, etc., the primary fact is either first taught, or it is

taken for granted that it is well known. So Jesus, in teaching the myste-
ries of the kingdom, must base the same on a knowledge previously attained

of the kingdom. If the apostles were to be '' stewards of the mysteries of

God " under the teaching of Jesus, it was necessary for them, being con-
stituted such, to knovr first of all what the kingdom itself was ; otherwise
it was impossible for them to comprehend the accessories belonging to it

Multitudes now believe that the mysteries were first proclaimed, and after-

tcard the kingdom was made plain ; some go a step beyond this and tell

us that the mysteries and kingdom were both so profound and hid under a
Teil that the apostles themselves had a very imperfect notion respecting the
kingdom. In following propositions, such will be largely quoted. We do
not, cannot believe that such a mode of teaching, reversing all ideas of

propriety, was adopted by the most perfect Teacher, and which is flatly

contradicted by the disciples themselves preachina the kingdom, thus im-
plying knowledge concerning its nature, and by the belief of the churches
planted by them, thus evincing a unity in that preaching.
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Proposition 12. There is some mystery yet connected with the

things of the kingdom.

This is seen, e.g. in Rev. 10 : 7, where it is declared that under
the last period of time in this age, *' the mystery of God should be

finishea^''^ which commentators generally apply to the fulfilment

of the Divine Purpose in the settmg up of the kingdom in a man-
ner that shall be universally acknowledged, in vindicating through
its establishment the Divine plan, etc. It indicates that some
things hitherto kept concealed or partially known, should now be
revealed or openly manifested. Whatever meaning is attached to

the passage, it leaves the impression that not everything pertaining
to the kingdom is yet fully known.

Obs. 1. Men who hare given the subject much thought, hare the idea

that the mystery here stated mainly refers to the period, not definitely

known, for the outward manifestation of the kingaom, but it may, for

aught we know, include much more. While the mystery does not allude

to the nature of the kingdom (for this, as will be shown hereafter, is ex-

plained), it suggests the comparatire unknown time for its glorious estab-

lishment, the events connected with it of which only broken bints are

given, the occurrrence of thinffs not revealed, and the manner in which
things revealed shall be accomplished.

The chief mystery aeemfi to be thiH : hovo in the person of Jeans, and those associated
with Him in regal power, there will be a consolidation, or a most intimate blending of

the purest Theocracy with the restored throne and Kingdom of David. This onion is

stated, and the inestimabb blessings and honor flowing from it are described, but just
hoio it will be performed, ickai changes and evolutions result from its oi^anization. vckat

extraordinary dignity and glory will be imparted to the engrafted, providentially reared,
and elevated Davidio Kingdom in its manifested Divine relationship, we cannot fuUy
tell, having, for the present, to rest satisfied with general descriptions. Glimpses are
vouchsafed, promises are given. Intimations of things inexpressibly great, which indicate
that, however done and whatever the results, it will be a most desirable exhibition of
power and rule* a most wonderful revealment of mercy, judgment* and love, a most un-
paralleled outgrowth of Redemption in a visible, indisputable form. The design of pre-
vious dispensations, the orderings of Providence, the probation of saints, the longsuffer-
ing and patience of God, the p;3rmission of evil—in brief, all that has preceded, will find
their soiAdion in the incoming Kingdom.

Obs. 2. The word ** mystery," according to Fairbaim {On Proph., p.
372), ** in the quite uniform usage of Scripture, denotes something which
lies beyond the ken of the natural apprenension, and is revealed only to
such as hare the mind and spirit of Qod. So it is used frequently by the
Apostle Paul, Rom. 16 : 35, 1 Cor. 2 : 7, 10, etc." Whilst the Scriptures
and a derout mind are requisite to grasp the truth thus rerealed, it still

remains true that some things that are mysterious remain ; for some
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things are only hinted at, others stated without explanation, others again so

allied with the Supernatural, so far beyond present experience that we are
utterly unable to tell how, or in what manner and time, they will be ac-

complished. Hence down to the end of this age there is still some mys-
tery attached to thiiigs pertaining to the kingdom. The question of Nico-
demus, *' How can these things be?" may be often repeated, without the
spirit of unbelief, in the way of inquiry.

Comp., e.g., Bh. Sanderson's Works, vol. 1. p. 233, on the text, " The mystery of
godliness," etc., Kirk's Lee. an Parables, on word " Mystery," the Baiid Lecture for 1874,
by Dr. Crawford, The Mysteries of ChrisHanUyt etc. It may be added, that Bev. Hall in
his Review of Gregory's lielters, sustaining ttie latter's " Fourth Letter on Mysteries in
Seligion," adverts to the sophism, ascribed to Dr. Foster—" tiiat where mystery begins,
religion ends,** and then forcibly says :

'
' The fact is, that religion and mystery both begin

and end together—a portion of what is inscrutable to our faculties being intimately and
inseparably blended with its most vital and operative truths. A religion without mys-
teries is a temple without God." The least reflection will indicate Uie truthfulness of
such a position, seeing that Religion deals so largely with the Supernatural and the
fature destiny of man. As the doctrine of the Kingdom embraces these as vital points,
mystery is necessarily connected with it. Thus, e.g., mystery will attach itself to
revealed things (as the resurrection), the relation that one thing sustains to another (as

in the Oneness of the Father and Son), the statement of a fact (as the translation), -Uie

traziscendent nature of the subject treated (as the gloriflcation), the limited extent of
disclosure (as in the Antichrist and doom), the inaidequacy of lang:nage to convey a
proper conception of certain things (as in the Person of the King,̂. and His rule, and the
blessings resulting), the seeming inconsistenov from our being incapable (owing to finite-

n^s) to place ourselves in the largeness of the Spirit in its infinite conceptions (as in
time, dispensational orderings, etc.).

Obs, 3. A multitude of writers attest to the existence of mysteries, their

necessity, their value, and ueefulness ; and correctly affirm, that without
them a decidedproof of the Divine origin of the Bible would be lacking, a
sublime display of Divine perfection would be wanting, and that the scope
for faith, hope, reverence, humility, etc., would be seriously narrowed.
This is especially true of the kingdom, in view of the Theocratic King and
His glorified co-rulers, and the realization of Redemption through their

power and rule. If there is mystery connected with the operations of

nature, contained even in the growtn of the smallest plant and in the
structure of a grain of sand, most certainly they will be found in a subject

so vast and comprehensive (Props. 1 and 2) as that of '' the Gospel of the

Kingdom." Bogue {Essay on Div, Author of the N* Test,, p. 249) has
well said, when comparing the znyateries of nature with those of Eevela-

tion :
** Without mysteries, the Gospel would not be like the works of

God," Bish. Butler (Aiuih, 1. c. 1), speaking of mysteries necessarily

connected with Religion, calls them '* clouds on the mercy seat," capable

of only an imperfect explanation, owin^ to our limited capacities and ex-

perienc«. Eaton {Permanence of Christianity) asserts ;** Mysteries are

the properties of all genuine religions, in regard to which the believer

wall^ by faith and not by sight."

Comp. Campbell's Trd. Diss, to Gospels, vol. 1, p. 383, Burr's Pater Mundi, sec. 6,

South's ikmums, ser. 6. vol 3, Bh, Newton's Works, voL 4, Diss. 35, Hansel's **Ztmi£A of

Helig. Thwjijht Etamined,^* in Bampton Lecta., 1856, as well as the writings of Hall, Stif-

lini^eet, Claude, McCk>sh, etc., and works specially devoted to presenting the Evidences
of Christianity. It may be remarked that a few writers (as, e.g., Knapp, Ch. TivetA., p.

36) say that the Scriptures, although containing mysteries, must not *^ necessarily con-

Uin" iham, and that their ' existence is ** a question of fact'* But this is taking a low
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estimate of the Bubjeots which a Revelation—to be adequate—mnst contain (pertaining

to the Infinite), and it also ignores that their very existence in the Word indicates that in

Ood's wisdom they were requisite for His purposes. Comp. Rogers' Superhuman Origin

of the Bible^ p. 403» commencing :
** A Revelation without mjrstery is not even icsonceiva-

ble. A revelation, if it deserves the name, must make known some new truths,'* etc.

Obs, 4. The doctrine of the Kingdom thus containing mysteries, con-

firms the position taken, that to its proper understanding, we must apply

to the Scriptures, and seek within its limits for the things appertaining to

it. Props. 9, and 10.

Obs, 5. It is difficult to satisfy the cavils of unbelief on this point,

seeing that the most opposite objections are urged against mysteries. The
manner in which they are presented, indicate that they come more from
the heart (i.e. are desired) than from the head (i.e. intelligently based).

Some object to the Scriptures because they contain mysteries. This has been shown
(as, e.g.. Vinet, Miscd, Ari.^ ** The Mysteries of Christianity/' and many others) to be
both unjust and unreasonable ; and it has been conclusively proven (Eaton, Perm, of

Chris., Home's Inirod., etc,) that " mysteries are not contradictions to reason or to fact."

Those who discard them take the same ground occupied by Toland, the English Deist,

who in bis work ^* Ckristiamiy not Mysterious,** charges the mysteries to the craft and am-
bition of priests and philosophers. So also Annet, in Judging for Ourselves, pronounces
** mysteries a fraud." This is a one-sided statement, violating all analogy and the rea>

Boning and facts of common life. It is scarcely worthy of the attention that it has
receired. Toland, Annet, and others like them, if mysteries were lacking, would quickly
and eagerly have built a really forcible argument upon such an absence, by pressing into
their service the abundant analogies found in nature. But then we have the objection
in another form, brought from the opposite extreme, viz. : that there is no mystery in
the Bible, and consequently it cannot be accepted. After admitting that there is mys-
tery, and hence the Scriptures cannot be received, because it is unreasonable, the work
of men, etc., the information is gravely imparted, that there is none, and that, in conse-
qnence, the Word is unreliable. This feature is mainly based on the idea that we can-

not believe in a mystery, and is founded thus :
** A proposition to be believed, must be

expressed in Intelligible terms, and that if the terms are intelligible, the thing signified

cannot be mysterious." This is a Thesis that very well answers their purpose to apply
to Holy Writ, but which they do not refer to nature, to themselves, or to a Supreme
Cause. It is palpably absurd. The key-note of a prevailing opinion, that all thingd
relating to Christianity are so readily understood that a child can comprehend them, is

found in this direction. This unscriptural view first originated in unbelief, was seized

by philosophy (see Locke. Mansel on Free Thinking), and urged as an objection to Chris-
tianity, without distinguishing between essentials to Salvation and Knowledge in gen-
eral. Hence two objections are to be met : (1) That there is mystery

; (2) that there is

none. Extremes are to be avoided ; thus, e.g., the adage used by some. ** that that only
is truth which we can fully understand " (for this limits our knowledge), and the other
** omnia exeunt in mysterium" (which would make all knowledge end in mystery).

Obs. 6. It is a strange fact, that unbelievers of the past and present,

who reject the mysteries of the Bible, call npon us to accept of the incom-
prehensible, the mysterious, the hypothetical in their seyeral theories.

Thus e.g. their readers are invited to believe in some unexplained '* living

principle," or ** substance," or ** forces," or '* chance," or **laws ;*' they
are urged to receive as the highest wisdom a mysterious " self-creative

world matter," ** origin of things by self-development,*' "self-developing
man," '* hypotheses of science, ete» Mystery, the inexplicable, the un-
explained, the impenetrable, gives them no trouble, and is not opposed to
reason or facts, but when found in the Bible^ is to be rejected as incompat-
ible with reason and fact.
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It is to be remarked, that snoh men as Spencer, Tyndall, etc,, reoognize an " insolnble
mystery/* '* the Unknowable/* ** the inBcmtable/* something beyond the pover of man
folly to grasp—something which is, " in all probability," the Great Ganse of all the man-
ife^tations seen and experienced. This acknowledgment even of ** a myatezy" by such
talented men, does not suit a wing of the HationaliBtic Progress party. The latter party
takes the former to task (as, e.g., in Abbott's Index) for thus erecting " a qnasi-God," a
something that must be reoeived ** on faith," alleging that Science virtually *' cuts her
own throat" by the confession or concession that '* the manifestation of anything under
heaven is ' inscrutable ' to her/* They contend, over against Tyndall, etc., that " mya-
teiy'* is to be abolished, that " the knowable** is to be the grand solvent of progress, and
that such concessions, pronounced to be ** empty gibberish" and " meaningless jargon,**

are to be utterly discarded. Surely the wise man, in such an exposition of arrogance,
has food for reflection over the vanity and pride of the creature.

As an example how men will flaUy contradict themselves on this point, when not
directly arguing against the Bible or Christianity, the reader is referred to Strauss {The
IHd Ihiih and the Xew, p. 306), who, when speaking of the forms of government, advocat-
ing adhesion to the monarchy, remarks :

** There is something enigmatic—nay, seem-
ingly absurd—in a monarchy. But just in this consists the mystery of Its superiority.

Every mystery appears absurd ; and yet nothing profound, either in life, in the arts, or
in the State, ia devoid of myBtery" A Reviewer, in the Edinburgh Revieto, justly says, that

StraoRS never thought of this in his JaJb of Jesus— tor then, it seems, the reverse of
this was truth with hiuL Figuier, in his Worid h^crt the Deluge^ is not opposed to " mys-
teiy/* for he closes the same by ** suggesting, without hoping to solve, this formidable
problem, ** viz. : whether after the four preceding Kingdoms (as in the Primary epoch
the vegetable, in the Secondary and Tertiary epochs the vegetable and animal, and in the
Quaternary epoch the human kingdom) another and " new kingdom" is to appear. He
pronounces this " an impenetrable mystery,'* and odds :

** It is a great mystery, which,
according to the fine expression of Pliny, * lies hid in the majesty of nature * ; or, to

speak more in the spirit of Christian Philosophy, it is known only to the Almighty Crea-
tor of the Universe.'* Alas I that men are unwilling to receive " the mystery** as revealed
by this Creator.

Obs. 7. Some writera (as e.g. Reuss, His. Ck, TheoL of Apos, Age, p.

149) connect the mystery with a change of the nature of the Kingdom, so

that a new meaning is to be attached to it ; it includes, at least, such new
characteristics added, such modifications or alterations, that it is completely
transformed. Admittine^ additions and changes to it as predicted, yet it

remains unproven that there is a change in its natare or meaning. This
already appears, but will be more conclusively shown by the preaching of
Jesus and His disciples, etc. The Chnrch-Kingdom theory suggested such
an opinion by way of apology for its lacking the characteristics of the King-
dom as given in the grammatical sense or the prophets. The mysteries,

however, were those respecting the gathering out of the elect who should
inherit the Kingdom, the death of the King, the postponement of the
Kingdom, the continued desolation of the Davidic house until the Times
of the Gentiles wore fulfilled, the ultimate re-establishment of the King-
dom after the rise, progress, and conflict with the Antichrist, etc., and
they do not refer to a change of the nature of the Kingdom. It is, and ever
remains the unchangeable 77teocratic Kingdom, manifested in a covenanted
line and through a covenanted nation. If such a change was intended or
made in the most important of matters, there certainly would be some-
thing direct on the subject, and it would not be left to mere inference to
deduce it.
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Proposition 13. Some things periamhig to the kingdom^ inten-

tionally revealed aomewhat obscurely.

Admitting the Scri^tnies to be the Word of Gk>d, and that, as
many writers have noticed, some indistinctness, a degree of obscu-
rity, relating to time, explanations, etc., is manifested in the things
of the kingdom, these facts are indicative of design in the same.

OhB, 1. In answer to the question, frequently asked, why the revelations
respecting the Messiah's Kingdom were at first so obsenre, were so gradually
unfolded, and that some things, to be fully understood, require sSditional
light, it has been said, that God makes long and secret preparations for
important events ; that He adapts His revelations to the necessities and
circumstances of particular times, etc. Reflection will teach us an
additional reason, viz.: that the depravity of man, exhibited in the pursuit
of selfishness, would, hitherto, have rejected a plainer revelation, or else

would have made it the basis of a continuous cruel persecution. If every-
thing relating to the Kingdom would have been clearly revealed, in a sys-

tematic order, we are confident that such would have been the hatred of
earthly kingdoms toward it, that no believer in it would have been safe,

and, in consequence, the work of gathering out the elect would have been
seriously impeded. The existence of Gentile dbmination, especially the
hostile and jealous Roman power, prevented (as we shall show m the prop-
er place) a plainer statement of various particulars, lest it should unneces-
sarily excite unremitting persecntion. This Kingdom will be better un-
derstood as the Primitive view is revived ; its nature and the things per-
taining to it will be better comprehended as the Scriptures are compared ;

and the result will be, as propheov teaches us (e.g. Rev. 19, etc.), that the

kings and mighty of the earth will be arrayed against its re-establishment.

God, foreseeing this antagonism as directed by '* the god of this world,*'

does not unnecessarily excite it by a premature disclosure of all things, but
gives us the trtith in detached portions, some of it veiled under prophecy,
others under symbolical language, etc., so that His preparations, patiently
conducted, may go on to a successful completion, and the Kingdom be
suddenly—unexpectedly to many;—manifested. The history of the world
in its rejection of the truth, is evidence to justify such a conclusion,

Obs, 2. Again, another reason for the same may be found in human
freedom. Omnipotence inspired by mercy has given continued moral free-

dom, and it will do nothing, even by way of revelation, to exert an undue
force upon the will. Preiswerk (quoted by Auberlen DanL and Rev, , p.
84) says :

** The Lord has always represented the events He announced by
the prophets in such a manner, that they were suMcientlv clear for him
who approached with reverence and careful thougnt, and yet sufficiently
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dark and veiled nofc to limit the freedom of human action. For if the
unchangeable decrees of the Eternal were presented to our eyes in unveiled
features, what would become of the responsibility of man, of the free
movements of human life, tokat of courage, and hope, and joy ?*' Hence
it is, e.g. that prophecies which particularly descrioe the time of the re-

establishment of the Kingdom are given somewhat obscurely, as in Daniel
and the Apocalypse. This, and other reasons, will become more apparent,
when considering certain things pertaining to the Kingdom, especially the
postponement, the ordering of the future Kingdom, the restoration of the
Jews, the Antichrist, etc.

Ob8. 3. The blending of the two Advents, the rejection of Jesus by the
Jews, the call of the Gentiles, etc., these indicate the feature alluded to so
far as the past is concerned. As to the future, among a variety, time may
be selected, the time of the Kingdom's manifestation, as an illustration.

The exact period when it will be set up, is not known to us, although ap-

proximately revealed. It is only fully known to God, and an indefinite-

ness is purposely thrown around it to keep us in the posture of constant
expectation and watching. Chronology has purposely its chasms, the
general signs of the Advent of the King are those nearly always prevalent,

although at the time of fulfilment more intensive, and prophecy, in its

guarded language and in its accomplishment, is so conducted that almost
at any time may be witnessed the ushering in of the glorious KingdouL

Obs. 4. The restoration of the Jews being intimately connected with
the Kingdom; an essential accessory to its re-establishment, a degree of

obscurity is tprown around the subject (as e.g. to the exact manner of

occurrence, the time, etc.), in order that it may prove '' a snare** and ** a
net " for the nations, who, at the consummation, shall be arrayed against
it and the saints and God, saying, **Cotne and let us cut them off from
being a nation ; that the name of Israel may be no more in refnem$rance*'
(Ps. 83 : 4).

Obs. 5. Care, however, must be taken to avoid the extreme of conclud-
ing some thin^ to be obscure which the Spirit intended to be plainly un-
derstood. This is illustrated by the predictions referring to the humilia-
tion, sufferings, and death of «fesus, which, although plainly given, were
not comprehended by even the disciples until fulfilled. When the gram-
matical sense is observed to teach a thing clearly and unequivocally, that
meaning must be retained^ as the history of the past proclaims. Brookes
{EU of Proph. Inter., p. 113) presents some admirable cautions on this

point, whicn are the more needed, since multitudes make that obscure,

mystical, or spiritual, that is to be comprehended in its literal import, as

the analogy of Scripture and Faith proves.

The student will add the reason assigned nnder the previous Proposition, Tiz. : that
a rarelation, as a matter of aelf-<K>nflrmation, mnst contain some mysteiy. We must
quote the admirable language of Bow {Bampion, Lectures, 1877, *' Christian Eridences,"
Lee. 1, p. 5) :

" Can we wonder that the Christian rereliktion should contain truths, of
which ue fulness, like the great worlcs of creation and providence, can only be fully

recognized after the lapse of time, and as the result of careful investigation ? That great

reaaoner, Bh. Butler, deariy perceived that it ia only in conformity with the analogy of
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natxire, that a book which has been bo long in the poBsesdon of man3dnd as the Bible, if

it contains a Bevelation from Grod, ahonld contain tmths as yet nndiscovered ; and that
eyenta, as they come to pass, ahonld open and ascertain the meaning of Scripture ; and
that snoh discoveries should be made ' in the same way as all other knowledge ia ascer-
tainedg by particolax persons attending to, oompaiing, and pnrsoing intimations, scat-

tered np and down in it, which are overlooked and disregarded by the generality of the
world.*

"
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PfiOPOsinorT 14. Sonie things pei^taining to the hingdoni not so

easily comprehended as many suppose.

This is already seen by the greatness of the subject (Props. 1 and
2), by the differences of opinion (Prop. 3) entertained, the connec-
tion it sustains to the supernatural (Props. 6 and 7) and to mys-
teries (Props. 11, 12, and 13).

Obs, 1. Taking the word **myfltery"to denote, as theologians state,

something revealed that was before unknown. Revelation itself must be
carefully scanned and compared to appreciate these. At the same time,
vbilst a fact is disclosed, or an ordering is divulged, yet the reason why it

will, or the manner in which it may, be accomplished is either not ex-

plained or merely hinted at, thus leaving large room for attentive study
and reflection. Besides this, many things—the great burden—relating to

the Kingdom are still in the shape of unfulfilled prophecy and promise,
requiring discrimination to distinguish what belongs to different dispensa-
tions, to the two Advents, to the past, present, and future, so that we may
form a correct estimate of the preparatory stages and of the Kingdom it-

self. The Apocalypse, with its varied and discordant interpretations,

alone proves our proposition.

Van GoBterzee ( C5i. Dog.t toI. 1, p. 105) correctly observeB : " Now, indeed, we see
from the natnre of the case, that even a revealed mystery may have its dark sides ; the
mm come forth from behind the clonds neverthelena still dasles our eyes. But Holy
Scriptnre nowhere teaches that mystery as sach lies, and most necessarily lie, entirely

beyond the reach of all human ken ; the contrary is evident from 1 Cor. 13 : 2 ; £ph. 3 : 4.

Mystery, too, thongh never wholly penetrated, may still be known, bnt only by means of
Bevelation." This corroborates onr position, viz. : that the things of the Kingdom can
only be found within the limits of Scripture, and can only be xinderstood to the extent
that God has been pleased to reveal and explain them.

Ohs. 3. Some persons confidently tell us that ** the Gospel of the King-
dom*' is readily understood by all men, forgetting how variously it is in-

terpreted and preached. This assertion is contriSicted by the remark of

Jesus, that the revelations concerning the Kingdom were only given to be-

lievers and not to those without (Mark 4 : 11, etc.), and by the declaration

(John 3 : 13), that the things relating to it must be received exclusively

on the testimony of Him who declared them. All men are not believers,

and even multitudes, who profess to believe, do not receive this testimony,

(as e.g. witness the rejection of much of His Word, and of His last revela-

tion as given in the Apocalypse). Even among believers, the apostle dis-

tinguishes between the weak and the strong (Heb. 5 : 12), between the un-
learned and the understanding (2 Pet. 3 : 16^, and many exhortations are

based on a growth of knowledge and the avoidanco of ignorance. We are

exhorted that there ** are some things hard to be understood " (2 Pet.

3 : 16), some things exceeding the measure of the wisest, some things be-
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yond onr experience, some things so grand in conception and associated

with the Infinite, that they can only be apprehended by faith. No one,

therefore, excepting a believer, who receives the word as spoken, the testi-

mony as deliveredf can duly appreciate the whole Gospel—^good news—per-

taining to it Those who maKe the above assertion, are led to it by mis-
taking repentance, faith, obedience, etc., the adjuncts or preparatives of
the Kingdom, /or the Kingdom itself. We must discriminate between tits

means employed by which the Kingdom can be obtained—which is also

Gospel or glad tidings—and the Kingdom itself—ythich. proclaimed is the
Gospel in its fullest sense.

Ohs. 3. There is no systematic statement of the doctrine of the King-
dom in the Bible. It is given in brief covenants, in separate prophecies,

in detached portions, in fragments, in hints, in promises, in concise out-

lines, and to bring all these together in their regular order much labor ia

requisite. Without diligent comparison, no progress can be made. A de-
vout recognition of much that is now regarded trivial, or of little practical

value, is demanded. Unless there is a deep conviction that the Bible is a
Divine Becord, and that, in consequence, everything that it contains
should be duly weighed and placed in its connection with the Divine Pur-
pose, it is impossible to harmonize the Word : some discordant elements
will inevitably appear to prevent unity.

This ig iUnstiated by supposing that we had llred jnBt previonfl to, and during, the
First Adrent Had we then taken np the Old Test, to search after the Messiah, and
passed by the lesser, eren minute, partionlars, and the detached, isolated hints, referring
to the birth, life, betrayal, scourging, crucifixion, etc., and confined ourselves to the
moral enlarged Messianic deacrpitions (as, e.g., those representing His glory), we, too,

like the Jews, would have failed to comprehend the matter as it was io be realized. So
now, unless there is a car^\d coUaiion of all passages that legitimately refer to the King-
dom, error may, more or less, be advanced. If, as claimed, the Scriptures are the Word
of GKmI, then every word—oonceding that the truth is given through the lan^;uage and
style most familiar to the writer—is of importance. Being engaged in examining wit-
nesses for the truth, in weig!hing testimony, to do Jtisike both to the writers and ourselves
—yea, to Ood Himself—tms cannot be omitted with safety. This caution becomes the
more imperative, since it is pointedly predicted, that many shall, by a neglect of the
truth, reject the things pertaining to the Kingdom, and have no faith even in the ooming
of the King.

Obs, 4. Avoiding, on the one hand, the opinion of the Bomish Church
that the Scriptures are so unintelligible, so obscure that they need the in-

terpretation of the Church, of Councils, of the Fathers, or of the Pope ;

ana, on the other hand, the view of some Protestant divines, and others,

that all things are clear and intelligible to him who is in the Spirit—it is best

to preserve the due medium, that whilst many things are plainly stated,

yet others, for the reasons ^iven, can onl^ be ascertained by laborious re-

search, or, as some old writers hare quaintly observed, by " digging for
hid treasures. '* The Kingdom, forming the subject-matter of a largje por-
tion of the Bible, cannot De correctly apprehended in its totality without
the student passing over all that the dmerent sacred writers have to say
concerning it

Obs, 6. ** The Gospel of the Kingdom,^^ as intimated, includes " the
mystery of God," i.e. the final, closing act as presented Rev. 10 : 7, em-
bracing the ultimate reabzation of the previously ordained provisionary in-
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fltitutions. This ia seen in the language employed, for the word in our ver-

Bion *' declared " is uaed to denote the declaration of good tidings, glad
news, BO that some (as e.g. Editor of Proph, Times, voL 10, p. 190) ren-

der the phrase :
*' The mastery of God is (to be) fulfilled, even as he

preached glad tidings to his serrants the prophets." However translated,

the GoBpel undoubtedly comprehends the grand consummation, the per-

fected Bedemption realized only in the Kingdom.
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Proposition 15. The docPmie of the kingdom can become better

wnderstood and appreoUUed,

This follows from the previous Propositions. For, while it is a
doctrine exclusively found in Scripture, and which cannot be modi-
fied or changed to suit the theories of men without doine violence
to the Word, jret, as has been shown, it is not so* clearly appre-
hended in all its details, in all its depth and vastness, but that
additional light may be thrown upon it—^a light, too, borrowed
from the same Wori

Ohs, 1. Some think that religious tmth is stationary, and this is a favor-

ite charge of the enemies of Christianity, upon whicn is founded the ex-

pressions *' antiquated," *' stale," " worn oat," etc. Admitting that any
doctrinal matter contained in Holy Writ is final in authority, and that the
things of the Spirit are only to bo found in their purity in the Revelation
given by that Spirit, yet these same truths may become more and more
clear and distinctive by careful study, comparison, analogy, induction, de-

duction, by considering their relationship to history, the constant develop-
ment of God*s purposes, the continued fulfilment of prophecy, the experi-

ence of mankind, and the gathering of the elect. It is the universal testi-

mony of believers that a searching of the Scriptures has always added to

our religious knowledge, and every Christian student must gratefully

acknowledge his indebtedness to this feature. The Bible is a wonderful
hook in this respect.

The most reliable writers on the side of Religion declare (e.g., Bh. Bntier, Analogy

^

% 0. 3) that '* truths yet nndisoemed *' are contained in the Scriptnres ; that (Rogers*
EssaySf vol 2, p. 336) " fragments of new truth, or more exact adjustments of old truths
may be perpetually expected ;" that (Eaton, Perm, of Oi., p. 219) " the scheme of Reve-
lation admits of endless advance and indefinite augmentation." Comp. Domer*s His.
Proi, Theol.t vol. 2, p. 4, Bh. Law's Theory of Bdig.f p. 146, Dean Stanley's ISemvons on
the BibUf p, 112, Dunn's Study of iKe BiJb!e, and the writings of Birks, Bickersteth, Bh.
Newton, SohaH, etc. Works specially designed for the Christian ministry, such as
Bridge's On the Ch. Ministry, Herbert's Parson^ Mather's JStudeid and Parson^ etc., and
the Memoirs and Lives of eminent Christians unmistakably indicate how sdvanoe in
knowledge is increased by renewed and unremitting study of Grod's Word ; which many
truthfully compare to a precious mine revealing its treasures by " digging" for them, or
to a constant flowing stream whose placid depths and extent can onlybe appreciated by
passing over its course and sounding its dear waters.

Obf, 2. If it is true, in the general, that knowledge can be increased, it

certainly must apply to the doctrine of the Kingdom, so largely the sub-
ject of prediction and promise ; so extensive in its aims, preparations, and
end ; so complicated in its numerous details, hints, and obscure allusions ;

80 described under literal, figurative, and symbolical lan^age ; and so
varied in its relationship to God and man, to the Divine Will and human
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imperfection. A doctrine which embraces the King, the inheritors, and
the subjects, the proTisionarj dispensations and the final consummation,
the loftiest topics and the most precious promises that can enter the mind
or encourage the hope of man, is, in the fuUure of the case, susceptible of
being better apprehended in proportion as attention and meditation is

given to it. Here, if anywhere, tnere is plenty of room for the deepest
study, the most guarded discrimination, the keenest perception, the most
patient comparison, and the most childlike faith. Then an increase of
knowledge—as the rich experience of many testifies—will also come.

It is a matter of regret, th&t good men, who insist in their writings npon our deriv-
ing doctrine from the study of the Bible, who lament that others give a greater promi-
nency to man's writings and systems than to the Word, while theoretically right, in prac-
tice laxgely ignore this Toiy feature. A doctrine that does not suit the religions system
already adopted, no matter how strongly presented, is at once ignored or rejected. This,
too, is evidence of human infirmity^a weakness predicted in Qod's Word.

Ohs. 3. Divine Truth, surely, cannot be circumscribed, when even, as

Chalmers {Bridg. Treatise, j>. 1) has said in relation to natural science :

'' Each science, though definite in its commencement, has its outgoings in

the Infinite and the Eternal," We will allow, although subject to perver-
sion, the claims of scientists in reference to the extension of truth in all

departments of science, but the^ must also grant to us that theological

truth, having a higher, nobler origin and design, is not to be restrained in

its advancement. Nature, and not mere speculation or fancy, is the
abundant source from whence true and increased knowledge is drawn for

the natural sciences, so also the Bible forms '* the inexhaastible store-

house" from whence biblical theology derives its solid foundation and
growing superstructure—the latter strengthened by the results manifested
m historical connection, etc.

Obs, 4. In the Proposition it is purposely said, " can become better un-
derstood," for several reasons : (1) There is no subject like this so covered
with human additions, speculations, and prejudice. Hence it is so diffi-

cult to approach, divested of all bias and preconceived opinions. The
gr^btest care is necessary, owing to the extent and influence of prevailing

views, and no step should be taken without substantial scriptural proof to

sustain it. (2) Conclusions respecting the Kingdom should only be drawn
after having traced the subject from the earliest point of its introduction
down, through the prophets, to the final testimonjr of Jesus given by John
the Bevelator. Multitudes, including most eminent men (as will be
shown hereafter), take an isolated passage and, without caring for its con-
nection, build an exclusive theory upon it. (3) Covenants, in view of

their special importance and fundamental bearing, should have the prefer-

ence in determming the nature of the Kingdom. This, however, is too

much overlooked. (4) Some things are underrated, owing to their sim-

Elicity (i.e. " too Jewish") ; others are rejected because utterly opposed to

uman expectations (i.e.
'* How can these things be?") ; and others again

are declined as utterly unreasonable, not realizing that faith should appre-

hend them simply because they are recorded in the truthful Word of God
(i.e. with all the laudation of faith, there is very little Abrahamic faith in

the world). (6) The difficulties already enumerated in previous Propo-

sitions are not sufficiently considered ; difficulties, not relating to the na-
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ture of the Kingdom, but to the proyiBionB made for it, the time of its man-
ifeatation, the events connected with its exhibition, the Bymbolical por-
traiture of its realization, the manner of its diyine administration (the
divine and human being united), and the remarkable and astounding inter-

positions of the Supernatural introducing and carrving it forward into tho
eternal a^—eJl of which ought to be duly consiaered in order that in-

creased hght m^ be thrown upon the subject. With such a spirit, and
such a posture of recognition and appreciation of the matter before us,
there is a prospect before the student of a better understanding of the
doctrine.
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Proposition 1 6. This hingdom ca/rmot he properly comprehended
without acknmoledging an intimate and internal connection

existing between the Old and New Testaments,

The doctrine of the kingdom is first taught by covenant, theo-
cratic ordering, and prophecy in the Old Testament, and it is taken
for granted m the New Testament as a subject derived from the
Old Testament and weU understood ; for the idngdom is preached
\^'ithout any appended explanation.

Oba. 1. This ProiDosition is the more needed, since some recent works
(as e.g. Fairbaim On Proph,, p. 164, etc.) have made efforts to depreciate

the value of the Old Test, as an instructor, telling us that it Is far inferior
to the New Tesb., that its light is dim and its utterances indistinct in

comparison with the New, etc. This, in view of our so largely relying

upon the Old Test, is done with such evident satisfaction that a canon of

interpretation is adopted which reads :
** Everything which affects the con-

Btitution and destiny of the New Test. Church has its clearest determina-
tion in the New Test Scriptures." While we cheerfully admit that on
many points (as e.g. the birth, life, sufferings, death, etc., of Jesus, the

present ordering during the Times of the Gentiles, etc.) the New Test
gives additional and clearer light, yet such a canon is exceedingly unjust
to the Old Test, which so largely deals, e.g. in the consumviation of the
Church's glory.

It is gratifying to find that in many recent works, especially in the department of
Bib. Theology, the Old Test, is restored to its proper position, thna corroborating the
declarations found in various Commentaries, Introductions to the Bible, etc, respecting
^fundamental station of the Old Test, in Scripture. Such writers as Hengstenberg,
HSremick, Tholack, Anberlen, Hofmann, Kurtz, Delitzsch. Stanley, Bonar, Baumgarten,
etc., bsTB done much in this direction, and even Fairbaim, in other places, enforces this

Telfttionship. The old Marcionitic notion (comp. Lardner's Works, vol. 9, p. 256-288,
giving also the alterations of the New Test, by Marcion) of separating the Old Test, from
the New, while not carried to the absurd extent (as, under the plea that the God of the
Old Teet. was different from that of the New) of ancient times, yet is still felt and ex-

pressed in modem times in various ways, especially in a species of exalting the New to a
wiDogful disparagement of the Old. Thus the Spiritualists, Free Beligionists, etc.,

boldly proclaim (as, e.g., Oliver Porter, in ReUgw-PhUosoph. Journal for 1874) that the Old
&&d New Tests, should be separated, and not even bound together in the same book, be-

citue of their being hostile, antagonistic to each other ; adding, that to join them "is
like putting new cloth into old garments, to be rent asunder. A divorce, doubtless, will

wme time be made." A writer in the Minb. Revieio, Oct., 1873, reviewing Strauss* work,

icoommends that " Gentile Christianity** should not make itself responsible for the Old
Test, saying : " We are not Jews," etc., and that " the Jewish Scriptures do not belong
to 08, and that we are in no way responsible for them.* ' Comp. I^f. Norton, Omtune-
w« cf (he OospeU, vol. 2, p. 402, Carpenter On Jfind and WiU in Nature, Contemp. Ee-
'iew, 1872. It is not difficult to see that all such fail to view the Redemptive Purpose
tt a grand whole, the portrayal of which alike demands the Old and New Tests.
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Ohs, 2. Our entire argument, as we proceed, is a refutation of this low-
eiin^ of the Old Test. A few reasons now stated, will indicate the one-
aidedness of those who Toaist the claims of the Old Test, to the same rank
and dignity of the New. (1) The Old foretells the New, and the Kew
confirms the Old

—
^both are indispensablj neoessaiy. (2) The Coyenants

out of which, and in which, the New stands, are only contained in the
Old. (3) The prophecies and promises descriptiTe of the New, are found
in the Old. (4^ Both are the Word of God, and should, therefore, be
received on equal footing, and possess equal yalue. (5) The New, taking-
a familiar acquaiutance of the Old for granted, and proceeding on this
supposition, does not supersede the Old. (6) The continued quotation
from the Old in the New, the constant references to the covenanted prom-
ises of the Old, the general appeal to the predictions of the Old, the ex-
ample of Jesus and of the apostles in estimating the value of the Old—all

this proves its vital importance. (7) The express injunction to search
and study the Old Test. Scriptures. (8) The declaration of Jesus that
He came to fulfil and not to destroy it, and that ever]r jot and tittle of it

was precious. (9) A large portion of the Old, embracing entire chapters
and continuous prophecies, has not yet been fulfilled, owing to the post-
ponement of the kingdom and the designs of mercy, and hence—as will be
shown hereafter—the period of the Christian Church is an intercalary o^e,
extending through the Times of the Gentiles, and if we desire to know its

destiny, its ultimate condition in the consummation, the Old must be com-
pared with the New, QO) Many things contained in the Old yet to be
-fulfilled, are only slightly hinted at or taken for granted in the New ;

others of magnitude and vast importance, are not even mentioned, it being
supposed that every believer, as enjoinedj would find them in the Old ana
incorporate thorn. (11) The New only professes to bo a continuation of
the Divine Flan of Salvation ; it is a necessary supplement to the Old, but
not a superseding of the Old, excepting only in the ordaining of certain
provisionary and typical measures, (12) The destiny of all the elect, both
under the Old and New, is the same, showing that the same truth leading
to the same end, is virtually contained in both Tests., however one may
add to the other. (13) The unity of Divine Purpose can only be ascer-

tained by their combination ; without the Old many of the allusions in
the New could not be understood, and without the New much that is in

the Old could not bo properly appreciated. (14) The New, as evidenced
by our remarks, is built on the Old as on a foundation, and if separated
from the latter, its strength and stability is diminished, if not destroyed.
By this removal, as seen in too many works, its light is dimmed and its

testimony to the truth is fearfully weakened. Hence no rule or interpre-

tation should be endured which arbitrarily distinguishes between, virtually

severs, the same Word of God, but we must regard the Scriptures as one
whoU, all significant^ important, and weightVy giving only when in com-
bination, in firm union, the steady, brilliant light that we need,

Comp. Domer'a His, Prot. Thed., vol. 2, p, 435, eto., and Oosterzee^s, Schmid's, and
BeuHs' Bib. Theola, of the New Test. Domer has also remarked (p. 404, toL 2), that a
Bib. Theol. of the Old Test, is still lacking, and nntil this want is skilfully supplied,
many will fail to see the vast stores of treasures contained within it, essential to a correct
apprehension of many doctrinal points and of the Flan of Salvation. In this respect a
lesson can be learned from the early church (Hagenbach's His. of Doc, vol. 1, p. 87)

:

" They frequently appeal to the connection existing between the Old andNew Tests, (e.g.,

IreuAus, Adv, Har., 4, 9, etc.), consequently implying that the two parts of Scripture
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bdong together.*' They do more than this, they so employ the Old Test, as to indicate
in its oovenants and prophecies that it contains stronger proof and clearer light in refer-

ence to some things that are yet to be fulfilled than the New Test. While this is so, the
extreme (Hagenbach's Hia, of Doe,, vol. 2, seo. 292, note) mnst be avoided of preferring

the Old to the New as illustrated, so stated by Hagenbach, in the writings of Herder. De
Wette, and Umbreit The tmth is, that each gives a strong light that mnst be com-
bined ; that the one illnstratea, enforces, and confirms the other.

Obs. 3. The criticism, then, of Emeati and others, that the Old Test,

might indeed have been of some use to the Jews, but certainly was not in-

tended for all mankind, is sadly defective and demoralizing, seeing that on
the fulfilment of the Old Test, promises depends our completed Salvation,

our hope of perfected Redemption, the expectation of the final restitution

of all things. The Old Test, is full of anticipated, covenanted, prophesied
Salvation ; the New is full of the inestimable provision made for the
same ; both unite in showing how and when it will be fully accomplished.

The writer has been pained to find excellent writers express themselves incan-
tionaly. when, e.g., referring to the Old Test, aa preparative to the New (which is also

traeX they inform (as Pressense, The Redeemer, p. SB) us " that the Old Test. spealcB to ns
of the preparation for Salvation, whilst the New Test, speaks of its realization.** This is

only a half truth ; in point of fact both speak the same language ; and the Old Test., as
comparison abundantly shows, has more to aay of the final realization than the New.
Bow ^Bampton Lectures, 1877, p. 22) presentu an injurious limitation, as follows :

" So
likewise I accept Paley's general positions, that the Christian advocate is only concerned
with the Old Test, so far as portions of it have received the direct sanction of our Lord."
The other portions he thinlcs important only in the " elaboration of a true Christian the-
ology." But this is too restrictive, and at once trammels the study of the Christ, the
Kingdom, etc. Some recent writers might learn a lesson from even De Wette (quoted by
B&hr and requoted by Fairbaim l)mology, p. 34), who, with all his liberalism, could
day :

" Christianity sprang out of Judaism. Long before Christ appeared, the world was
prepared for His appearance ; the entire Old Test, is a great prophecy, a great type of
Him who was to come and has come. Who can deny that the holy seers of the Old Test,
saw in spirit the Advent of Christ long before He came, and, in prophetic anticipations,

sometimes more, sometimes less clear, descried the new doctrine ? The typological com-
puison, also, of the Old Test, with the New, was by no means a mere play of fancy, nor
can it be regarded as altogether the result of accident, that the evangelical history, in
the most important particulars, runs parallel with the Mosaic. Christianity lay in Juda-
ism aa leaves and fruits do in the seed, though certainly it needed the divine sun to bring
them forth."

Obs, 4, Unbelievers, wise in perceiving the intimate and abiding con-
nection existing between the Old and New Tests., attack the Old with the
correct opinion, that just in proportion as they can show that the Old is

** antiquated, unreliable, uncertain*' in its utterances, etc., to the same
extent will they lessen the authority and force of the New. Knowing full

well, as the majority of writers on Inspiration hold, that both are equally

inspired and of equal authority, and that both are to be interpreted as the

continuous Word of God, they believe that if one ffdls the other must a'lso

saffer. This teaches us, therefore, how guarded we should be in lowering
the standard of the Old, lest by so doing, in so far the efforts of destructive

tendencies are countenanced.

Here, as our azgnment will develop more fully hereafter, is the fatal defect in the
system of the Socinians (Hagenbaoh's His. cfBoc., vol. 2, seo. 242), who receive only the
Kew Test, aa canonical ; the Old Test, having only a historical value, useful but not
necessary to be read, etc. Its importance and exceeding value as a doctrinal basis, is by
them, and others, too much ignored ; and the inevitable result is, the utter impossibility

of recognizing \hQ Theocratio Personage in Jesus aa covenanted. It is well to notice.
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that at the ^ery time Qod is raising tip eminent men to defend the neoesaory intimate
relationship of the Old and New Tests., and that both mnst be conjoined to give ns a
true conception of the Divine Purpose in Redemption—both being indispensable—prom-
inent persons also arise (even in the pale of, and enjoying the emoluments of the churckx
who persistently attack the anthenticity, credibility, and inspiration of the Old TestI,
especially of the Pentateuch. The recent efforts of Colenso in this direction are fresb
in the reader's mind. The attack, if successful, would invalidate the truth of Chris-
tianity itself ; for such is the connection existing between Moses and Christ that both
stand or fall together. An eminent Jewish Kabbi in the Jewish Chronicle, quoted ia. The
Israelite Indeed for Oct, 1863, argues, justly, that if the Pentateuch is not in the main the
Srodnct of Moses, or at least worthy of reception as divine, then it must be an " impn-
ent forgery," and the prophets, Jesus, and the Evangelists, who all received it " in its

present shape" as genuine, etc., are all equally guilty of gross deception. The Rabbi
presses this, quoting Luke 16 : 31, etc., and shows the incouBistency of Colenso *s position
(still retaining the New Test, as inspired) by stating that if Beaua was not inspired when
He assumed the truth of the Pentateuch and applied it in teaching, " neither can He be
regarded as infallible with respect to His application of passages from the prophets of
Judah and the Psalms." There is no logical escape from this dilemma ; any lowering
of the Old Test, inevitably recoils upon the New. Conway, in correspondence with C^n,
Oom.t May 31, 1879, says :

** The learned Prof. Sepp, of Munich University, is writing; a
remarkable series of articles in the AUgemeine Zeitutt^, in which he advocates the discard-
ing of the Old Test, altogether as the basis of Christianity." **Dr. David Asher, a
learned Jew, answers :

' If he (Sepp) should cany his point, he would, indeed, widen the
breach between Judaism and Christianity. But the question is. Who would be the
greater loser by the process?*" Draper (Ilis. ConJUet, p. 225) very coolly advises the
Christian Church not to burden itself with the Pentateuch, but to relegate it back to the
Jews ; and if this gratuitous counsel (so sagely proffered) were adopted, he would be the
first to show how destructive, in its logical sequence, it would be to Christianity. Others,
observing the disintegrating efforts of professed believers which destroy the unity, sar-
castically (as Mill) refer to those who believe the Bible to be one hook ; some sneering]

j

assert that the only nnlon to be found existing is that in the line of ** Jewish ideas and
prejudices.'* Rogers (Superh. Oricj. of the BibU, Ap. p. 441) refers to Alexander's Ckmnection
and Hannony of the Old and New Tests. ^ Lord Hatherley's Continuity of the Bible, and to a
work entitled Divine fbotprinis in the BibUt as enforcing this intimate connection, and
then adds : "Many in our day, as well as some informer times, would endeavor to extri-

cate Christianity from certain difficulties by cutting the ligaments between it and Juda-
ism. They would displace it from what they regard its precarious foundations in the
Old Test. I am profoundly convinced that this cannot be done without leaving both in
ruins." He then quotes Herder (Pref. to Spirit of Heb, Poetrr^), who, notwithstanding his
free spirit of criticism, writes :

" Der Grund der Theologie ist die Bibel, und der Grund
des N. T. ist das alte. Unm^lich verstehen wir jenes recht, wenn wir dieses nicht
Terstehen ; denn Christenthum ist aus dem Judenthum hervorgegangen, der Genius der
Bprache ist in beiderlei Bttchem derselbe," etc.

Obs, 6. Martensen, a moet estimable writer, gives the keynote to a pre-
vailing treatment of the Old Test He, whilst recognizing the importance
and value of the Old, makes it too subsidiary to the New, opening a wide
gap for varied interpretation, in declaring, that "the contents (of the Old)
cannot be received by the Christian mind as present tmths without being
regenerated by the new Spirit of Christianity, and in various respects re-

constructed,^^ Alaa ! to this specious "regeneration" and to this subtle
** spirit of reconstruction," which is only another mode of expressing a
spiritualizing and accommodating interpretation, we are indebted for an
ignoring of the plain oath-bouna covenants of God the covenanted and
predicted Messianic Kingdom.

This position, ao unjust to the Old Test., is based on the idea that the Old Test, is

superseded by the New, and that the interpretation of the Old. as once held by the
Jews, is antagonistic to the New, and that, consequently, the literal, grammatical sense
must give place to another, additional one grafted upon the Old. This whole theory is a
vUAalion of the laws of language, of the Bevelation of God*8 Purposes as given to ancient
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beUereis and tmsted in by them, and it places the Israelitea, before the Advent, in the
posture of an ignorant, self-deceived people vho trusted In a grammatioal sense whioh is

a lie—in plainly expressed covenants ana promises which, as understood by them, they
never comprehended. In brief, it makes God teaching what they could not understand,
prophesying what they could noi apprehend, and developing a faith and hope that can
never be realized. Besides this, the reader will observe that Martensen's notion takes it

for granted that the New Test, is well understood. This idea forma one of the rules

that Waldegrave presents in his Lectttrts on New Test. MiUenarianism ; but unfortunately
for its successful application, those who employ it—owing to the various engrafted
senses—are not agreed among themselves respecting large portions of the New Test.,

because of their adopted system of interpretation. Briefly, no student can afford to
occupy such an exclusive position ; the true scholarly method, commended by common
sense and due respect for God*s whole Word, is to interpret both by the same UtiM of lan-

guage, and to observe, on any given subject, which part, the Old or the New, advances
the most revelation or information, receiving the same as of ^ual authority.

Obs. 6. The Kingdom being a leading subject of many portions of the
Old Test., a subject specially mention^ in covenant and prophecy, it is

utterly impossible to understand it properly without passing over the
same. This is realized the more, if it is considered that the doctrine
originates in the Old Test. ; that the New Test in its opening takes a
knowledge of the Old for granted ; that in view of such a previous ob-

tained information important details given in the Old are either slightly

presented or omitted in the New ; and that, aside from the Apocalypse,
the most glowing and extended descriptions pertaining to the Kingdom,
as God's predictions relating to it receive an ample verification, are still

found in the Old. It is not uncharitable to suspect, that one reason why
so many meanings and contradictory definitions are given to the Kingdom,
arises from the nedect—conscious or unconscious, designed or unde-
signed—of the Old Test. Scriptures, or, from an artful, misleading, but
well-intended exaltation of the New over the Old, as if some great and
vital difference existed between them instead of their being inseparably
one.

Many have the mistaken notion that the instruction of the Old Test, is acMy element-
ary, being supplemented by that of the New Test. This is taught in many of our Sys-
tematic Tbeologies (e.g., Knapp, etc.) ; but this is evidently an error, seeing that much
of the Old Test, remains yet to bo fulfilled ; that Peter (2 Pet 1 : 19) tells believers to

take heed of the sure word of prophecy as to a lighJt until the day of Christ appears ; that

Paul (2 Tim. 3 : 14-17) exhorts a minister to apply himself to the Old Test. Scriptures,

not to obtain elementary knowledge but to perfect himself ; that Christians are directed
by the apostles to find the hope of Salvation, the promises of completed Redemption in
the Scriptures previously given ; and that constant reference is made to the Old Test, as
the storehouse of promised deliverance given in covenant and prophecy. It is true that

(tome things in the Old Test, are elementary, such as typical and provisionary institu-

tions, but to make all fall into the same cate^ry is doing the grossest violenee to its con-
tents and the example of the firnt believers. It appears that the main passage of Script-

ure. which led to such an unjust inference and discrimination, is the one in Matt.
11 : 11. How this verse is to be understood will appear hereafter, as we shall examine
it in detail, on account of the varied use to which it is put. It is to be regretted that

able advocates of OhriHtianity fall into this notion. Thus, e.g.. Van Oosterzee (C'A. Dog.,

ToL 1, p. 17) says, that " the writings of the New Test, must be placed before those of

the Old," and approvingly quotes J. MuUer :
** It is to the writings of the New Teat, that

the dogmatic proof must return to found its dogmas securely on Christ Himself." This
is simply, as already shown, a one-sided discrimination. Now whilst the New Test, is

exceedingly precious, cannot be neglected without vital defect, gives us the desired proof
in and throng Jesus Christ how the Old Test, and New Test, promises can be fulfilled,

and teaches us in the plainest manner how to attain Salvation through Jesus, etc., yet

much, very much doctrinally expressed in the New finds Us true basis back in the Old.

This the apostles, the Evangelists, yea^ Jesus, teach us when appealing to the Old as ful-
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filled, e.g., in the Feraon, character, life, sajSerings, etc., of Jeans. The Messialuhip of
the promised Dayid's Son is delineated in the Old Test., and in deciding the doctrinal
question of the Meaaiahship of Jesns, the question must be answered, whether the Christ
of the New Test, corresponds in aU respects tnth ike Christ covenanted and promised in the

Old. This simple illustration shows that we are not at liberty to exalt the one portion
above the other, but that both are indispensable and mutually confirm each other. Ad.
mitting fuUy that the New contains in a large measure the sufficient provisionary for Salva-
tion, yet the grand theme of both is Salvation, and the Old, in view of its nnfolfilled por-
tions, etc., is far more than a " preliminary training." If the rule given by Oosterzee
{Ch. Dog., vol. 1, p. 169) be admitted, it will, if logically applied, give the preference to
the Old instead of the New. The rule is : "A part of Scripture has so much the higher
value in proportion as it is of greater importance for our knotoledge of the Kingdom of Ood,**

For, as will be shown, the covenants and prophecies (which the New Test, takes ao
largely for granted as well known) relating to the Kingdom, and fundamenial to its com-
prehension, are in the Old Test.—yea, our chief knowledge is derived therefrom, and,
therefore, the Old cannot be inferior to the New. Oosterzee and Mailer forget lohere the
dogmatical ground was in the quite early church, b^ore the New Test vas written, or
formed into a canon.
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PROPosmoN 17. Without study of the pi^ophecies^ no adequate

idea can be obtained of the Jcingdom.

The doctrine of the kingdom is a revelation from God, and " God
spake by the Prt^hetSy^^ for " the prophecy came not in old time
by the will of man, bvi holy men <^ God spake as they were Tuoved
by the Holy Ghost'' (Luke 1 : 70, 2 Pet 1 : 21, 2 Tim. 3 : 16, etc.).

The descriptions of it come to us mainly through prediction, em-
bracing a Divine Purpose pertaining to the future beyond the power
of human sagacity and knowledge to discern and portray.

Fairbaini (0» Proph.) has the correct idea, when, as the Amer. editor remarks, " We
find as the resnlt thai prophecy i» a sublime portraiture of the Kingdom of God." How
faithfully he followed um prophetic portraiture is another question.

0h9* 1. Hence arisea the neceBsity, if accurate knowledge of the King-
dom is desired, of receiving what God, through the prophets, has revealed

concerning it. Jesus was the subject of prophecy, and we know that He
truly came because in Him the prophecies pertaining to His First Advent
were strictly fulfilled. Jesus and the apostlcB conptantly appeal to this :

that the Scriptures testified concerning Him, and that their testimony was
true, being verified. Precisely so with this Kingdom ; for it is the great
theme of the prophets, and we can only know that it has really come when
the predictions relating to it are realized.

Prophecy has been compared (Wilson's Thrtt Sermons, p. 6, quoted by Stanley) " to
a golden thread " stretching to the end of the web. But in our estimation it is more
than this : it is the warp, the golden chain into which time fills and weaves its threads,
the latter interlinked and supported by the former. It contains the substance of Beye-
lation and History, Strike out of the Gcriptures Prophecy, fulfilled and unfulfilled, and
the very essence of them the most precious portion—is also removed. The early Fathers,
vhen they designated the Piophets ** Theologians.'* were evidently impressed by the
profound relationship that their utterances sustained to uur knowledge of divine things.

The church, if it desires an increase of knowledge, must return to this Scriptural attitude.

Home writers in their haste and eagerness to oppose the study of Prophecy (because we
lay much stress on it), tell us that its doctnnal aspect is of little account, and dare
to assert, that *' the folly of basing a tenet upon unfulfilled prophecy has grown to be an
ixiom in theology." Such an axiom was unknown to ancient worthies before and imme.
diately after the First Advent, and is discarded by a sound theology since the establish-

ment of the Christian Church, seeing that quite a number of doctrines are dependent
upon unfulfilled prophecy, as, e.g., the Second Advent, the Antichrist, the restoration
of the Jews, the Millennial age, the consummation, the judgment day, the resurrection,
the realization of eternal life in the final restitution, the New Heavens and New Earth,
the New Jerusalem, etc. The promises of the New Test, relating to the future are based
on anfolfilled predictions of the Old, are repetitions of the same, and thus renewed pre-

dictions. Surely if angelic bein^ take a deep interest in the divine predictions— if the
redeemed are represented as rejoicing in their bestowal and realization, we, who need
their light, ought to receive the bright assurances with gratitude and joy.

Obs. 2, Prophecy takes higher ground than that of merely being a pre-

diction of the futare^ or a witness to the truth, or a mesBago of hope.
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Whilst all this, it is above all a Revelation of Ood*8 Will and Purpose ;

and, therefore, while the preceding flow from it, a still grander result is

attained when combining and linking together the pr^ictions of God.
Then we find, from first to last, that they publish a predetermined counsel
of God, a great Redemptive Process^ all centering in the predestined King
and Kingdom.

Negative criticism endeavors here and there to break this connected chain ; nnavaiU
ingly, however, seeing that " all the prophets witness," and their united testimony, sepa-
rated by oentories and ages, form an unbroken unity. God has given us nuxnerons
prophecies, some in detached portions, others in brief fragments, which require special
attention to systematize, but when once brought together and compared evince a most
blessed design, a most glorious Plan, such as man and creation needs to secure perma-
nent, everlasting happiness. Together they form ** a sure word," something ** where-
unto ye do well that ye take heed," being eminently worthy of the most careful investi-

gation. Together they give " a light* ' (oomp. Barnes* admirable remarks on 2 Pet.

1 : 19), which is the oii^y safe guide until the greater illumination of the coming day. It

is a matter of amazement that so many professed Theologies either ignore or nlightly

touch this God-given '* light." Within the limits and design of this work it is impossi.
ble to give the rules for interpreting Prophecy ; aud, indeed, they are not needed, seeing
that we have vaiious works on the subject. The principle of Interpretation adopted
(Prop. 4) by us sufficiently explains our position, showing that the ordinary rules for
interpreting literal, figurative, symbolic, and typical language are to be observed. The
reader will find these presented in Bickersteth's Guide^ Brooke's El. of Proph. Intfr.,

Lord's Lit. and Theol. Journal, and Introd. to Vie Apoc., Home's Introd., Winthrop*s Pre-
mium Essay on Proph. Symbols, Stuart's El. of InUsrp., etc. Davison^s Dis. on Proph.
fixes a " Criterion of Prophecy,'* and ably shows its application to Jesus at the First

Advent, to the Church, Jewish Nation, etc.

In reference to the definitions, a few words are in place. Home (Intro., vol. 1, p. 119)
says :

'* Prophecy is a miracle of knowledge, a declaration, or description, or representa-
tion of something future, beyond the power of human sagacity to discern or to calculate,

and it is the highest evidence that can be given of supernatural communion with the
Deity, and of the truth of a revelation from God." M'Clintock and Strong's Vydop.
defines it :

" God's communication to the Church, to be her light and comfort in timo of
trouble and perplexity," and adds the following, from Vitringa :

*' A prediction of some
contingent circumstance or event in the future, received by immediate or direct revela-

tion" ; Dr. Pye Smith :
" A declaration made by a creature under the in.spiratioD and

commission of the omniscient God relating to an event or series of events which have
not taken place at the time the prophecy is uttered, and which could not have been cer-

tainly foreknown by any science or wisdom of man ;'* other writers :
** Prophecy is

nothing but the history of events before they uome to pass." It refers also to Dean
Hagee as dissenting '* from this popular but erroneous view," and making the prophet
to be " the religious teacher of his age, whose aim is the religious education of those
whom he addresses." This is a fair specimen of numerous similar definitions, and
there is an element of truth in all of them. But, after all, they only ^ve a partial view,

for while neither ignoring the predictive character, nor its evidentul nature, nor the
moral element (the religious instruction of the age in which delivered and of sucoessiva
ages), it i« self-evident that prophecy is largely intended to reveal the Divine Purpose reiat-

ing to the Plan of Redemption, To illustrate our meaning by a single prophecy : take
Deut. 32, and we have not merely a prediction of a series of events and valuaole religious

instruction, but we have a divine explanation of the manner in which ultimately—after
a terrible trial, etc.—covenanted promises are to be realized. Hence prophecy is an
essential part of the system of revelation, revealing, incorporating, and systematizing
truths, which could in no other way be obtained. Therefore in Theology proper, in
order to comprehend God's purpose in Redemption and present a systematic statement
of the Plan of Salvation, it should be brought forth prominently, and subjected to careful
study. The lack of this presents us with serious defects in the various systems of The-
ology, especially in the part pertaining to Eschatology.

Williamson (Letters to a 3fdlenarian, p. 177) informs us that the restoration of the King,
dom and Christ's future reign (i.e., its proper conception) is not dependent on " the
meaning of certain predictions of the prophets, /or I am no student of the prophets, but on
the question. Who ar« the lawful heirs of the bequests made to the seed of Abraham ?
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This seems to be ft question totally distinct from the qnestiony What are the contents o£
the vill ? and should snrtily be definitely settled h^ore we look at the contents of the
vill ; for before I know whether I am an heir, the contents of the will are of little conse-
qneace to me.'* This author, an amiable writer, and free from the nsnal reproaches
against ns, in striving to wrest from ns onr vantage groond on prophecy, makes a con-
fession that vitiates his own labor. If no student of the pro]>hets, how can he even
nndertake the expounding of his prior question, seeing that the prophets enter largely in
&o(4 questions, respecting the wiU (to use his figure) and the heirship—they being the
expounders of the Divine Purpose concerning both. This lack is seen throughout his
^^Lttters" reversing a logical consideration of the whole subject. He overlooks two
essential points : (1) That before we are heirs, we are invited by prophets and apostles
to consider and study this '* Will,*' in order that we may be induced to become heirs
through the acceptance of the Christ, and (2) that the contents of the will oie of primary
importance, because unless we^r^ " look at the contents'* it is impossible to determine
the heirship. It certainly needs no discussion, that the contents of the will precede the
heirship, and that, therefore, the first question to be decided is that referring to the will

itself. When it is found that a will is really made, and that we are noticed in it, being
assured of an heirship under certain conditions imposed by the testator, a deepened in-

terest ariaes to make ourselves acquainted with all the details, and worthy of its provi-
sions, and this will correspondingly—inevitably—make hs students of prophecy. (In ref.

to his view of the heirship, see Prop. 64.)

Obs. 3. Conceding that Prophecy has thus a higher province than that
of merely foretelling future events, yet every believer in the Word ought to
insist, that such a foretelling is a most important, essential feature and
proof of the Prophet's mission. That spirit of compromising with
nationalism^ by -which, under the shallow pretence that the Prophets had
nobler duties to perform than that of predicting, the predictions them-
selves are lowered or set aside, is to be avoided as derogatory to the pro-
phetical office.

As we shall largely use their predictive authority in our argument, placing it in the
front rank where the Bible and uie early Fathers set it, some additional remarks may be
needed. Infidels, next to miracles, have most violently assaulted prophecy (also a mira-
cle). Seeing how largely the Word of Ood is dependent upon it. how believers have
appealed to it as evidence of its credibility and inspiration, how the vety life of Chris-

tianity is bound up with it, they directed their attack with the cry that it was either
disparaging to God, or a tender to fatalism, or incredible to reason, or mere foolishness,

or the natural suggestions, shrewd foresight and guesses of man ; some predictions were
given after the events, others were never fulfilled, some were so obscure that they are
utterly unreliable, others were interpolations of a succeeding age to subserve political or
religious purposes, etc. With such men it is, of course, vain to reason, for the case is

pt^iidged ; and any move to get rid of, or weaken, its testimony, is deemed honorable.
To appeal to prophecies fulfilled, such as related to Babylon, Tyre, Nineveh, Jerusalem,
etc. (ahowiug also that the writers lived long before the events transpired), is to exhibit

onr ignorance ; to show that prophecies are now fulfilling in the dispersion of the Jews,
in the continued down-treading of Jerusalem under Gentile feet, in Mohammedanism
and the Turkish Empire, in Gentile domination, in the Papacy, in the condition of the
church and the world, etc., is to manifest our credulity ; to indicate the relationship

that individual prophecy sustains to the whole, and to point to the future as the period
when those, claimed by them as unfulfilled, shall be realized, is to display an unreason-
able faith. So be it then, if men desire to elevate themselves to the judgment seat, deem-
ing themselves perfectly adequate to decide what is proper and what improper for the
Almighty to perform ; what is worthy and what unworthy of credence in His Word. The
opposite reasons, influencing them in their rejection, are aptly delineated by Isaiah (ch.

29 : 11, 12) :
" The vision of all is become unto you as the words of a book that iu sealed,

which men deliver to one that is learned, saying, Read this, I pray thee ; and he Baith, I

cannot, for it is sealed ; and the book is delivered to him that is not learned, saying.

Read this, I pray thee ; and he salth, I am not learned. ** It is impossible to conciliate

such a dasa. for the objections come more from the heart than from the mind, rather

from indisposition, lack of moral sympathy than from careful study, and every effort in

the way of concession to their demands, is only hailed as an evidence of weakness.
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There has been a tendency, especially in German Theology, arising from the contest
between Bationaliam and Orthodoxy, to settle down in the conviction that Christianity
cannot be demonstrated by historical proofs, as many anthors and apologists have at-

tempted ; and that as Twesten (qnoted by Domer, His, Prd.^ vol. 2, p. 4281 remarks

:

'* It is not possible to prove, independent of Christian faith, that there is a Divine Bev-
elation, and that this is deposited in Holy Scripture, nor can snch proof be the fonnda-
tion of faith.*' etc. While freely tidmitting the higher and more satisfactory testimony
of Evangelical faith, which produces a personal, practical knowledge of the tmth and
thus impresses its divine origin, yet snch a statement is for too sweeping, removing the
responsibility laid npon all men to receive God's Revelation, rejecting the evidence
afforded by tiie experience of men that many have been led by the reading and stndy of
the Word to acknowledge, without and before such faith, that God's Word is tmth ; and
discarding the labors of Apologists and others whose works, as the cohversion of many
testifies, have not been in vain. Indeed, the very men who insist npon snch a theoiy
constantly violate their own rule by appealing to historical proofs, or by bringing an
array of evidence obtained throogh the fulfilment of prophecy to substantiate revelation
against unbelief. In their writings there is a constant appeal to reason in behalf of the
positions taken by them. It is one thing to lay down a one-sided rule, but it is qnit«
another to apply it The Bible speaks of two kinds of evidence ; one, the most gratify-

ing, comes from faith, but this, in many aspects, must be sustained by the other ; the
other is derived from historical evidence, including the fulfilment of prophecy, the deal-
ings of God, the works performed, etc. God Himself appeals to the latter evidence as
desirable, as introductory to the other, and also as condemnatory if not received. The
first preaching of the aposUes is based on it ; Stephen's address is full of it ; Christ
refers the Jews to it ; the Jews themselves received Uxu Old Test, in view of it ; the New
Test, is a record of its value ; believers have been first led to faith by it ; even the devils
themselves are under its influence, and unbelief has often, in the dying hour, confessed
its claims. We cannot do without such an attestation to existing Revelation, for even
the way of Evangelical faith (which simply appropriates to self what the other brings) is

prepared by due reference to hintorical facts, as, e.g., the fall, the sinfulness of man, the
foretelling and coming of the Messiah, etc., so that every Christian writer, whatever his
theory in the study, will practically, more or less, endeavor to secure the approval of
reason by the use of such testimony, a process favored by our mental and moral consti-
tution.

It is, therefore, with deep regret that we see eminent and devoted men, for the sake of
gaining the good-will of unbelievers, forsake a principle of prophetic interpretation and
application, that God Himself has laid down, viz. : the, strict grammatical interpretation
of prophecy and a literal fulfilment of the same. Thus, e.g., Dr. Domer {Uis. Fro(.

Theol.^ p. 445) in view of Rationalism in some quarters declaring '* that a transference of
Old Test, occurrences, images, and Messianic features to the person of Jesus of Naza-
reth, is the source of the Gospel,'* asserts :

*• the more literal the fulfilment of Old Test,

sayings found in the New, the more difficult will it be to dispel the suspicion that the
former is the source of the latter." • To rid ourselves of so unjust a ** suspicion," it is

requisite to accommodate ourselves to unbelief, and yield up everything that may be too
" Jewish." This theory is opposed (1) to the facts in the case ; for (a) if this literal

fulfilment were missing, the unbelievers would be the first to take advantage of it ; (b) it

can be pmven that the prophecies preceded, and hence the fulfilment the more obvious ;

(c) it can be shown, as an essential element in the Divine Plan, that both the prediction
and the literal fulfilment are a necessity to constitute Jesus the Messiah ; (d) it can be
pointed out, that the fulfilment, in most cases, is one adverse to the anticipations of
Jewish opinion based on Jewish Scriptures, and yet necessary in the Divine Purpose ;

(e) it can be boldly assimied, that without snch a correspondence we can have no assur-
ance that the Christ came ; (/ ) it can be affirmed, that such concessions do no good to

the class for whom they are intended, but that they rather confirm them in unbelief.
Then, again, the theory is opposed {*Z) to the criterion established by God ; for (a) the
plainest and most triumphant exhibition of veracity and union with the Divine is a lit-

eral fulfilment of prediction, and hence the failure of such is the test of a false prophet

;

* This is quoted from the Eng. Transl., which may do Dr. Domer injustice ; for my
friend Dr. Sprecher, ex-Pres. of Wit. College, informs me that in comparing it with the
original, he found it in various places imperfect, and in several instances stating the
reverse of the original.
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(&) a literal fulfilment is adapted to all classes of minds, for which the Bible is designed ;

(c) the literal fulfilment manifests the Divine Will, and is a part of the Divine Purpose,
and as such is appealed to in order to indicate it ; (d) Jesus and the apostles represent it

as a decided proof and reality of the Divine, thus flatly controverting the far-fetched
*' suspicions'* of early and later opposers of Christianity ; («) if it were desirable to avoid
such an objection, the Bible, the product of Divine wisdom, knowing how to reach men's
minds and hearts, would not lay stress upon it ; (/) it is not a literal fulfilment that
leads to such *' suspicions," but the heart desires them to silence the sense of responsi-
bility ; ig) it forms, then, a substantial reason—for if missing the chain would be broken
—in behalf of Christianity ; adapted to all minds ; preserving the unity of Ihe Record ;

attesting to the Divine Plan ; giving a proper insight into Redemption ; revealing the
fatnre history of the race and the ultimate triumph of truth and holiness over error and
evil ; and practically illustrating the power of an all-pervading Providence in the most
forcible manner. Let it be repeated : it is impoaaible to satisfy the demands of opposing
parties. Objection is made that there is too literal a fulfilment, which is adduced as evi-

dence of collusion, etc. Frazer (Key to the Prophecies) informs us of some infidels, who
object to Revelation because there is no accurate, literal fulfilment of its own predictions.
iSo Renan also objects, and claims that Jesus was disappointed in His fond anticipations.

The Jews also objected to Christ that all the prophecies pertaining to the Messiah were
not literally fulfilled at the First Advent. Here, then, are two objections, the exact oppo-
site of each other : the one rejecting Scripture because of a too literal fulfilment, the
other doing the same on the ground that a snfficiently literal aspect is wanting. This
should teach us to accept of God's wisdom in the matter, receiving His testimony as
Kuperior to man's, and not weaken its force in the vain attempt of conciliating unbelievers.

It is comparatively easy to endure the reproaches of unbelievers, but not so readily
those of excellent men, believers, who, by their sweeping statements, are justly charge-
able with moulding the minds of multitudes to a rejection of a true, consistent iuterpre-

tation of Scripture, preparing the masses of the church to have no faith when the Saviour
comes. Unable to reconcile with their views of Scripture and of the future, a literal

fulfilment of prophecy, such Prophecy must submit its grammatical sense to another that
is more accommodating. But this is not all : the most ultra positions are taken to sus-

tain such a departure. Thus, e.g., Pressense {The Redeemer, p. 100) asserts : "Literal
interpretation of prophecy is, therefore, nonsense, " etc., declaring that all prophecy is

in its " form essentially symbolical," and adduces the Psalms relating to Christ as first

applicable to David (?), then to Solomon (?). and finally to Christ. Yet he is inconsistent
with himself, for in other places and works he repeatedly presents this same ** non-
sense,** i.e., literal fulfilment of prophecy, as evidence of the Messiahship of Jesus.
Adopt his rule, and it plunges us at once into the most varied and contradictory inter-

pretation, and makes it impossible to meet the arguments of infidels against prophecy
withoat a pitiful retreat into mystical subterfuges and the plainest violation of the laws
of language. Alas 1 otherwise able works abound in this species of damaging statement,
and set themselves in direct antagonism to Jesus (John 14 : 29) : **And now I have toid you
brfore U come too pass, that when it come to pass, ye tniglU believe/

*

Obs. 4- The prophecies referring to the Kingdom of God, as now inter-

preted by the large majority of Christians, afford the strongest leverage

employed by unbelievers against Christianity. Unfortunately, unbelief is

often logically correct. Thus e.g. it eagerly points to the predictions per-

taining to David's Son, showing that, if language has any legitimate mean-
ing, and words are adequate to express an idea, they unmistakably predict

the restoration of David's throne and kingdom^ etc., and then trium-
phantly declare that it was not realized (so Strauss, Baur, Renan, Parker,
etc.). They mock the expectation of the Jews, of Simeon, the preaching
of John, Jesus, and the aisciples, the anticipations of the early Church,
and hastily conclude, sustained by the present faith of the Church (except-

ing only a few), that they will never be fulfilled; and that, therefore, the

prophecies, the foundation upon which the superstructure rests, are false,

and of human concoction. The manner of meeting such objections is

humiliating to the Word and Reason ; for it discards the plain grammati-
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cal sense as unreliable, and, to save the credit of the Word, insists upon
interpreting all such prophecies by adding to them, under the claina of

spiritual, a sense which is not contained in the la^igiMge^ but suits the re-

ligious system adopted. Unbelief is not slow in seizing the advantage thus
given, gleefully pointing out how this introduced change makes the
ancient faith an ignorant one, the early Church occupying a false position,

and the Bible a book to which man adds any sense, under the plea of

spiritual, that may be deemed necessary for its defence.

Some unbelieTers even go to the length of denonndng the Saviour and the apostles

as being *' deceivers," ** Indian jugglers," etc., who endeavored, without succesfs to ap-
propriate the predictions to themselves. Others inform us that the prophecies inflamed
the imagination of Jesus, and that under their influence His ministxy started, but that
He discarded much as unable to be realized in the condition of things then existing.

This is a favorite topic of Benan's, the result of his own unreliable imaginings. Parker
and his followers, of course, tell us that there are ** prophecies which have not been,
and never wUl be fulfilled," referring especiaUy to those relating to the Kingdom prom-
ised to David's Son. The Llberalist. M. Grotz, and others, advise us to keep prophecy in
the background as a very minor queRtion, and not worthy of serous consideration—i.e.

it is only worthy the contempt of the enlightened. Even Schleiermacher {Sys. of Uoc-
itines) objects to nearly all the prophecies, especially the more prominent, as proceeding
from a material spirit of the people, and hence places the Old Test, containing them far

below the New. As we proceed, there will be found abundant and painful evidence of
this spirit and lack of faith in the Word of God, extending from the most virulent oC
xmbelievers down to semi-unbelievers and even believers. It is a lamentable fact that
prophecies, en maase^ which have no relation to the church as organized at present, are
appropriated and applied to the church as now existing, that cannot and do not thus apply,

and that this has necessarily caused unbelief in many who detect, easily, the utter dis-

crepancy. We only now say, that thete must be a sad defect somewhere in human sys-
tems, which causes prophecies to promise, plainly too, one thing and yet mean quite an-
other ; this, we affirm, is an imperfection existing, not in the language of the prophets,
but onty in the interpretation of them, and in the limiting of their fulfilment to the past
and present, as if God was unable to carry out His purposes in the future. A renewed
study, a thorough examination of them, and a return to the grammaiioal sense^ will alone
enable us to close the wide gap left open for opposers to enter.

The student will observe also that the evidence in behalf of the predictive nature of
prophecy is not dependent—as in alleged human—upon single or isolated predictions,
but brings to its support a grand aeries of predictions, one hinging upon the other. In
this work we shall frequently avail ourselves of this connected succession. The destruc-
tive theories respecting prophecy (e.g. in Davidson's Introduction, with which oomp. the
** B^Hy"* in The Princeton Review, Jan., 1864\ which bring it down to something like

human sagacity, are fully met by the simple fact of this divine order, and their forming
integral parts of a divine system, imparting to us a knowledge of the Divine Purpose.
The fulfilment of prediction is evidence of the truth (Archb. Sumner's Essay on Proph.,
etc.). and in the preparatory measures relating to the Kingdom, oonfirma the office of
prophecy (Kurtz's iSac. His,, p. 32).

Obs. 5. Multitudes are found, who deliberately and persistently refuse

to study the Prophecies. To such, at least in part, applies the language
of Bengel (Gnomon, Apoc. c. 1 : 1), who, after directinff attention to the
fact that Revelation is given '* to shew unto his servants," etc., says :

** He
who does not permit the things which must come to pass to be shewn to

him, is wanting in the duty of a servant." There is propriety and force
in the remark, which those who object to our making these thin^ a
special subject of study, would do well to ponder. A servant cannot, with-
out injury to himself, neglect a large portion of Scripture, which God,
with a merciful object in view, kindly presents to him. He will rather
imitate the Prophets themselves, who '* inquired and searched dili-

gently"—not a mere cursory examination, but a profound and extended
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inquiry—into the revelationa made to them (1 Pet 1 : 10, 11). God'

a

wUdotn and power (Isa. 43 : 9, 13) ia found in prophecy ; to many, how-
ever, it is foolishness. Blessedness is attached to it (Apoc. 1 : 3, comp.
Bengel, Barnes, etc.), but to many it is evil and drudgery.

Lostead of a careful investigatioxi, some Tefnse to receive it ; others quote isolated pas-

sages to support some doctrine or opinion, vithoat the least idea of the context or real

prophetical meaning. Popes, e.g., have applied prophetic annonncements pertaining to

the Messiah to themselves ; Papists and Protestants have appropriated what exclusively

belongs to the Jewish nation ; sects and individuals have presumptuously claimed as
belonging to themselves what really ia predicted of " the age to come." Prophecy has
been made a plastic mortar to daub over the crudest and most mystical conceptions.

Bejection or misconception has triumphed, and thus it will continue down to the harv^t
itsell Pious and able men, such as Bh. Newton, Meade, Bengel, 'etc., are ridiculed for

having studied and written on the subject. Voltaire's sneer at Sir I. Newton, that he
wrote on the Apocalypse to console mankind for his superiority in other matters, has been
reproduced in another form by Benan {Lift of Jesus, p. 138) :

*' Newton thought his crazy
exposition of the Apoo. as certain as his system of the world.*' (Which clearly shows
that Benan never rood Newton's book, which claims no such certainty, but represents
itself as a humble attempt to approximately elucidate, if possible, a di£Bcult subject, con-
taining both modesty and valuable suggestions. The remark reveals the animus of

Renan.) Valuable information and sucKestiuns imparted by such a class of writers is

studiously ignored, and mistakes, to wmch the oest of men are liable, are joyfully

paraded as evidence of the sad results of prophetical study. How true it is that to the
mass of mankind and to many believers, it is a matter of ihe vimost indifference whether
Jesus opened the seals of the book or not, whether He gave a farewell testimony or not,

whether He enjoined special attention to it or not, whether John was deeply affected,

even to tears, or not. John wept because the things fastened by the seals could not be
revealed, and he rejoiced when Christ opened them ; but now, although those things are
plainly recorded, it is deemed foolishness to be in sympathy with John, or to search
into them with an interest becoming the subject. Let a man enter this field of investiga-

tion with sobriety, honesty, and humility, and epithets the most derogatory are heaped
upon him indicative of "folly," " weak-mindedness,** visionary," " fanatical," etc., so
that it requires some degree of courage to face the obloquy, to endure the loss of sympa-
thy, to suffer the reproaches of withdrawn confidence, and to receive the imputations of

mental and moral weakness. Bashness, however, consists not only in attempting to in-

terpret in a trifling way, without due comparison, reflection, moderation, etc., but is

tquaUy to be found in neglecting or despising prophetical truth ; indeed, the latter ex-

ceeds the former in one respect since it lacks even the respect shown to prophecy by the
most injudicious of interpreters. Alas ! how comparatively few have, at present, the
spirit of Daniel (2 : 19-23], who manifested his reverence and gratitude for and interest

in the prophecies given. Indeed, such as ancient believers received with faith and
praise, are now regarded either with unbelief, or indifference, or scorn and reproach, and
*' the teMimony of Jesus {vohich) is ihe spirit of prophecy" (Rev. 19 : 10) is not only rejected,

pronounced unworthy of special study, but rebukes are heaped upon those who devote
time and labor to its elucidation and enforcement. It is true of prophecy, as of all

God's works :
" The works of the Lord are great (vast in magnitade), sought out (inves-

tigated) of alt them thai have pleasure therein*' (Ps. Ill : 2).

Obs, 6. It is the united testimony of all who have devoted much time
to the study of prophecy, that it is exceedingly profitable m many respects ;

and they exhort others, in view of personal benefit derived therefrom, to

devote special attention to the same. This testimony is the more worthy
of consideration, since it comes from the most talented , scholarly, devoted
men that the Church has produced, and fully accords with the promises of

the Word. Fully acknowledging the correctness of Stanlev {His, ofJew-
ish €kurch\ Payne Smith Q£es8, Inter, of Isa., Introd.), Fairbairn {On
Proph,), and others, that the teaching of the Future or simple prediction

*aa only one part of the Prophetic office or duty, we firmly hold that,

viewed correctly, this is far from being ** subordinate." Reflection shows
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that its distinguishing peculiarity consists in this : under the form of

Prophecy, the IDivine Purpose, not merely in particular cases, but as a
graihd whole, is cieveloped. Therefore It is, that he who studies and com-
pares Prophecy (teaching respecting the future), keeping in view that it

IS far more than mere prediction (in the sense of foretelling to convince
men of the truth, etc.)y that it is designed to teach a system of truth (one
part adjusting itself to another in the thus revealed Flan), will obtaia a
deeper aiid more satisfactory insight into Redemption, as carried on and
finally reaJized. We cannot call that ** subordinate" which materially
aids—is essential—to such knowledge.

It may be well* in the briefest terms, to enumerate the reasons why the study of
Prophecy is important. (1) It evinces due respect for* 'all'* Scriptore. (2) It showft
that we believe that ** the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy." (3) That it is
" a sure word.'* (4) It affords the satisfaction of performing a duty. (5) It is fmitful
in bringing forth treasure. (6) It increases faith, hope, and love, (7) It exalts cor
conceptions of the attributes of God, His knowledge and power. (8) It reveals the re-

sults of depravity. (9) It teaches forbearance and patience under the trials to which the
church and believer are subject. (10) It gives the Second Advent its due prominency.
(11) It enforces the motives, hopes, etc., grounded on the Second Advent. (11) It en-
lightens us respecting the mission of the First Advent, and shows how it is preparatory.

(12) It imparts accurate information concerning the Kingdom of God, its nature and re-

establishment. (13) It explains the intercalary period, the Times of the Gentiles. (14)
It teaches us more clearly upon what the engrafting of the Gentiles depends. (15j It

presents us with the career of the church and anti-Christian powers. (16) It gives us
distinctive knowledge of God's Redemptive Purpose. (17) It secures the blessedness of

obedience to the truth, if received, hereafter. (18) It increases the range of prayer, and
stimulates to its employment. (19) It is a preservative from sin. (20) It leads to sepa-
ration from the world, but to labor for its warning and welfare. (21) It preserves as
from the rebuke given to the non-discerning Pharisees. (22) It alone will prepare be-
lievers for the terrible trials of the still future great tribulation. (23) Being received by
faith and appropriated, we may, according to Promise, escape from the sad scenes to be
ushered in (this will be explained under the Translation). , (24) Its tendency is to pro-
duce love toward the brethren, sinking the present into the future, (26) Its revelations
may. when presented to others, worn, instruct, and guide to the knowledge, service, and
obedience of God. (26) It prominently holds forth the Theocratic relationship of Jesns.

(27) It specifically instructs us concerning the Jewish nation, the true people of God,
and the enemies of Christ. (28) The design of the present dispensation, its introductory
character, etc., are delineated by it. (29) It enforces and confirms the covenants. (30)
It teUs us when we are to be rewarded, when we shall inherit. (31) It mokes the prom,
ises of God consistent and more precious. (32) It materially aids to explain Bcriptnre.
(33) It shows us how Redemption is complete—a recovery from all the effects of the fall.

(34) It gives us a clearer idea of the resurrection, translation, judgment day, etc. (35) It
enables us to understand and appreciate the reign of the saints, (36) It indicates the
ending of Gentile domination and the supremacy of the Theocratic ordering. (37) It
presents us with a more enlarged view of the future agency and. power of the Holy
Spirit. ' (38) It vindicates the glory of God in the Salvation portrayed in its sublime lan-
guage. (39) It makes the Bible a harmonious whole. (40) It prevents us from predict-
ing falsely. (41) It helps us to meet the objections urged by infidels, Jews, etc. (42) It
serves to explain, more satisfactorily, the world's histoiy. (43) It honors, exalts the
mighty King, giving us the most enlarged views of His majesty and power. Considering
the value of such study, it is inexcusable to neglect it. The remarks of Dr. Schmucker
{Proph. His. of tJui C%. Beli^., p. 44. on Apoo. 1 : 3) are but too applicable :

'* Oh ! the
guilty backwardness of many in our days, to read and study this invaluable treasure of
the (Christian, for fear of incurring the ridicule of infidels, or the piteous smile of the
wise men of the world. Some in our days neglect this kind of study even from hypoc-
risy. They assume a superior air of sanctity, as if their minds were employed in mat-
ters of for greater moment than this, and therefore pray to be excused. Should a mor-
tal presume to know better, what he ought to read than God ? However the study of
the prophecies should not be our first care ; for what will all this knowledge avail, if we
die in oar sins at last. Our first duty is to seek the Kingdom of God and His right.
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eonsnesa, peace and joy in the Holy Ghoat. We must be experimentAlly acquainted with
the ^waya of God in Christ Jesus, to deriTe real benefit from knowledge of this kind.
He whose eternal interest is truly settled will study the prophecies to the advantage of
his soul's concerns, when the unconverted speculation only satisfies vain curiosity.**

This rebuke and caution is well deserved ; for neglect, on the one hand is criminsd^
whilst, on the other, without an appropriating of Christ, the sum of all prophecy, by the
elementary principles of repentance and faith, its study only increases our condemna.
tion. (Comp. Commentators, generally, on Apoc. 1:3.) In view of the general neglect
of prophecy, even by ministers eminent for ability, it is to be feared that Daniel's prayer
is applicable (Dan. 9:6): **A'cifft«r have im hearkened unto Thy servants, the propheis,
which spake in Thy name to our kings, our princes, and our fathers, and to all the peo*
pie of the land." For if Daniel could include this in a confession of sin and unworthi-
ness, how much more pertinent is it, when regarding the addUians made to prophecy
since Daniel's time, some even given under the direct auspices of Jesus Himself and
called His ** testimony"* Jesus (Matt- 24 : 15) refers to Daniel's prophecy, saying,
" Whoso readeth, Ui him understand,'* and both He and the apostles allude to unfulfilled
prophecy, calling attention to it, and assuming that it was imparted to secure knowledge
of God's ways. Indeed, we have intimations that in the private and unrecorded instruc-
tions much stress was laid on the study of prophecy (e.g. as to Jesus, Luke 24 : 25-27 ;

as to the aposUes, 2 Theas. 2 : 6). Comp. " On the Importance of Prophecy," Brookes'

s

Maranaiha, Seiss's ixut TXtneSt and kindred works.

Obs. 7, The nature, characteristics, etc, of the KiDgdom, should not be
determined by one, two, or even more, predictions, unless very sjjecific,

but by a comparison of ull, or at least a large number of, the predictions

relating to it. One or more, taken separately, may give us but slight evi-

dence, whilst the whole, or a large proportion, will present such abundant
proof that the correctness of view will be fortified against assault. The
neglect of this caution has been fruitful in mistake ; a passage or two is

selected and a plausible theory is erected upon it, which, however, cannot
bear the test of accumulated light. Inferential or one-sided testimony
must give place to the direct and abounding.

Bh, Horsley {iSermons, vol. 2, p, 13), showing that the prophecies were parts of a sys-

tem which pointed to the estabfishment of the Messiah's Kingdom, takes 2 Pet. 1 : 2U to

express : **Not any prophecy of Scripture is of self-interpretation" (i.e. isolated from
others), but must be interpreted in its unity with others or the whole (so also Faber,

etc.). However the passage is rendered, the rule of comparison is essential to preserve

from error. Home (/nfrod.) adopts this as the first rule for ascertaining the sense of

prophetic writers. (Many authors indorse Horsley's rendering, whilfit others make it to

denote ** that what they communicated was not of their own disclosure ;'* ** that the
prophecy cannot be understood until compared with the event," etc. (Barnes* Com.
loci.). Fairbaim {On Proph. Ap. G. p. 496) interprets it to mean : "No Scripture comes
of one's own solution ;** and he refers it not, as others, ** how the meaning of prophecy
Ls made oat, or interpreted, but how prophecy itself came into existence, whence it

drew its origin," etc. The Roman Cath. application of the passage is refuted by Barnes
and others. Bh. Van Mildert says :

** That the sense of no prophecy is to be determined
by an abstract consideration of the passage itself ; but by taking it in conjunction with
other portions of Scripture relating to the subject." Comp. Bloomfleld, loci, who
quotes Van Mildert, but agrees with Horsley, who, in addition, includes more than
mere comparison, viz. : that in virtue of its divine origin, it sustains a necessary relation

to a system of truth and must find its true interpretation in that relationship, and in the
histoxy (foifilment of the worid).* In reference to the double fulfilment of prophecy,

* The OriL Bng. Test, renders " private interpretation** by " merely human interpreta.

tion." The editor of the Lulh. Observer (Dec. 8th, 1876) translates :
" Knowing this

first, thai no prophecy of the Scripture is of its own origin (starting, revelation, disclos-

ure). For,** etc. The Latin Vulgate in the Dublin translation is made to say :
'* Under-

standing this flrst, that no prophecy of Scripture is made by private interpretation.**
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while we would not entirely reject it, yet great caution is required in its application, be-
ing convinced that in many instanoeH it is faulty and erroneously applied. Our az^gu-

ment makes it unnecessary to be employed by us, and therefore we refer the reader to
works that adopt it, as Bh. Newton's Diss, on Prvph., voL 1, p, 70 ; and vol. % p. 92 ;

Home's JiUrod.t voL 1, p. 390 ; Bacon's Adv. of Jjeaming^ B, 2 ; Bickersteth's Uuide ;

Brookes's El Froph, Inier.^ etc.

It may be added that the very cautions given respecting the study of prophecy, indi.
cate that no man can make himself conversant with the same without considerable labor
and time. The Bible implies this in the manner in which it is given, and clearly

teaches us that God exercises the talent and wisdom of His people Id the searching of

His Word ; and that in condescending to such revelations He leaves us to investigate
in order that the wise only may understand. The labor necessarily bestowed causes the
laborer to appreciate the treasures dug out, and, at the same time, prevents those who
are the special subjects of prophetic judgments—owing to sin—to see and understand
the impending doom. The range of propnecy, dealing with the deepest and most vital

theological questions, with the highest and noblest things pertaining to man and his des-
tiny, demands, to insure suooessful prosecution, a cultivated mind as well as a heart of
faith. In its relationship to history it calls for an acquaintance with ancient and mod-
em, sacred and profane history. For, as Bh. Newton remarks :

** Prophecy is history
anticipated and contracted ; history is prophecy accomplished and dilated." Von Dol-
linger {Essay on Froph, i^iril) calls the historian ** a prophet looking behind." In ad-
dition to this, its relationship to, as an essential part of, a great redemptive system,
calls for a comprehensive view of the numerous details, fitting them into their several
designed places, and bringing forth the unity of design exhibited. While all men can
derive benefit from its study, yet few men are really qualified to perform the amount of
labor required to bring together prophecy connectedly and systematically. And among
the few, nearly all, possessing the requisite talent and ability, are so occupied with
other labors that they cannot bestow the time that the subject demands.

Obs. 8. In almost every work written against the doctrine of the King-
dom as held by us, great stress is laid on the obscurity of prophetic an-
nouncements arising from their fiffuratiye or symbolic language. Some
even go so far as to say, that propTiecy can only be understood after its

fulfilment. Admitting a degree of obscurity in some details, in the order
of some events, in the manner in which some things are to be fulfilled,

etc., it is sufficient to reply, that the objection only has force when applied
to our method of interpretation, but is forgotten and overridden when the
substitution of a spiritualistic interpretation is attempted.

This requires some additional remarks. It has already been shown under several
Propositions that there is mystery attached to some things, that a degree of obscurity is

intentionally given, that laborious study and diligent comparison is required, etc., but
have also stated (which will hereafter clearly appear) that this mystery and obscurity
does not refer to the nature of the Kingdom, but to events connected therewith, the ex-
act order to be observed, the time of accomplishment, the brevity of expression, the
figurative language used, etc. Bh. Newton, who gave much thought and attention to
thu subject, justly says {On Froph,, vol. 2, p. 91^ :

" Though some parts are obscure
enough to exercise the church, yet others are sufficiently clear to illuminate it ; and the
obscure parts, the more they are fulfilled, the better they can be understood. In this
respect, as the world groweti^ older, it groweth wiser." The present and past fulfilment

Fuller {Oalv. and Socin, Sya. Cbmp.. Let. 12) explains: " It is not to be considerM as the pri-
vate opinion of a fallible man, as the case is with other productions." Some few make
'* private interpretation" to mean ** that we cannot interpret prophecy, unless we are en-
lightened by the Holy Spirit," and hence plead in behalf of themselves a special illnmi.
nation which fits them for expositors. Faussct (Coin, loci) has, ** private (the mer« indi-
vidual writer's uninspired) interpretation," i.e. they were not the words of themselves
to be interpreted by themselves, but the words of the Holy Spirit. Alford {tbm.) ex-
plains :

** springs not out of human interpretations," i.e. is not the result of " a man
knowing what he means when he utters it,'* etc.
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of prophecy giTM ns a due to ita langnage and the expressions peculiar to itself, and
thus constantly enlarges the facilities for comprehending the same. Without diligent

study of the more obBcnre allosions, it wonld be impossible to predicate a fulfilment of
them when accomplished, nnless proper compsuison were instituted. It was, probably,
in view of this, that Sir L Newton, (M)s. Apoc.^ ch. 1, p. 253) said :

*^ Amongst the inter-

preteiB of the last age there is scarce one of note who has not made some discovery
worth knowing.

"

The objection grounded on alleged obscurity is urged to evince that we can know
but Uttle concerning it, and that, therefore, our explanations are worthless, For the
present, it is only neoessazy to reply : (1) How comes it, then, that if they are necessarily
so obscure that nothing certain can be gained respecting the Eii^dom and its manifesta-
tion, they themselves so coi^vdenHy appeal to and interpret them concerning the same ?

Thus e.g. every one of them brings forward a favorite theory of the Kingdom and Millen-
nium, and to sustain his position largely quotes the figurative and even the symbolical
prophecies, and these, when thus applied by themselves, are no longer obscure ; nay, more,
•re become so decidedly clear that they are used in preaching, prayer, and singing.

Singular change ! In sermons, prayers, and hymns, when confidently used by them-
selves, prophecy is easily apprehended, but viKen Millenarians refer to it and endeavor to
show its relationship to the future, then^ all at once, it is considered too dark and incom-
prehensible ! Alas ! men of ability resort to so pitiful a subterfuge, and actually influ-

ence the ignorant by it. (2) They themselves, being the judges, decide after all that if

desirous to become acquainted with what God has revealed concerning the Kingdom
and its glory, we must turn to the prophecies abounding in figure. Hence censure in
this direction is scarcely compatible with their own course, they themselves affirming
that ** vagueness" gives place, by comparison and study, to certainty. (3) That when
not directly writing against us, they overlook this obscurity, making all the concessions
that are needed. (Comp. e.g. Barnes. Com. on 2 Pet. 1 : 20, 21 ; Rev. 1:1; Tht Fres-
hyienan Quarterly RevUio for 1853, quoted by Lord in Theol. and Lit. Journal for 1853, p.
^SS ; Stuart's Com. on Apoc. ch. 1 : 1-5 ; in brief, compare their expositions of such
passages and all others urging us to the study of prophecy. ) (4) That really there exists

bat little difference—if any—between us so far as fAtf grammalical and rhetorical meaning
is concerned ; and the same is true even in many cases of the symbols employed ; we
both are agreed how the tropical language is to be interpreted, viz. : by the ordinary
rules governing all language. The difference between us lies in the fact that after the
plain, unobscure sense is presented, then, in opposition to us who hold to the sense
thns conveyed, another ungrammatioal and unrhetorical operation must be performed,
viz.: this sense thus obtained must have engrafted upon it (as e.g. David's throne and
kingdom) a different and very spiritual or mystical meaning ; must be tortured by the
Origenistic process until it evolves something that suits the taste or option of the inter,

preter ; must, in brief, be explained by a mode that has never been applied to any other
written document in existence, and which is utterly unknovm to the laws of language.
Here is where the obscurity obtains—certainly not on the side which limits itself by
regular, well-known law, but on that which passes beyond those ascertained rules, and
allows in addition a sense which is unconfined and unlimited in variety at the discretion
of spiritualistio assumption, making the plainest of passages inflated, involved, and
transcendental. The writer does not exaggerate on so important a point, for the proof
of its being unconfined and unlimited consists in this : that no work, addicted to spirit-

ualizing, is in existence (within the knowledge of the author) that gives the laws regulat-
ing the obtaining and applying of such an added sense, thus leaving it unconfined at the
pleasure of the expositor ; the unlimited variety can be readily seen in e.g. the mean-
ings attached to the Kingdom, in various commentaries, in Swedenborg's works, in the
writings of the mystics, etc., numerous examples of which will be quoted as we
proceed.

In reference to the old and oft-refuted objection, making a total obscurity— *' that

prophecy is so arranged that it is not to be understood until its fulfilment'*—this too is

alnwly answered by the course of our opponents, who against this alleged axiom profess

thensdves able to express a confident opinion as to fulfilment. Some professed Ghris-
tiaas almost seem to have adopted, with reference to unfulfilled prophecy, the inscrip-

tion (** nil scire tutissima fides") over the gateway of the famous mansion of Class van
Olden Bameveld, expressive of the faith that to know nothing is the safest belief. Let
those who urge such objections answer questions like the following : What propriety
and force is there in Amos 4 : 7, 8, Hob. 14 : 9. Dan. 12 : 4. Apoc. 1 : 3, and kindred pas-
Bsges? Where is the Scripture that contains such a rule for our guidance ? Why are wo
BO expressly exhorted to read and study it^ and why is the non-discerning and neglect of
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it BO rebnked, if we can know notliing about it until fnlfllled ? How can prophecy be a

light, if it ia dark ? What enconragement, profit, hope, etc., is to be derived from it

previous to fulfiLment ? Why do some of these very men rashly attempt to elucidate
pn^haey, as in commentaries, sermons, books on prophecy, etc. ? Why confidentlT
declare thai we are certainly wrong, if they know nothing about it ; for might we not
even happily guem at the trae meaning ? Why, in contending with unbeliev«ra, quote
prophecy against them, if it hae no more weight than this ? Why refer to it in encoumg-
ing the faith and hope of the church ? Tbe reader must not censure because so much
space is occupied with such objections, for tke writer has been often pained to find

good and learned men urge them against us, and than torn around and, in the same
book, plead the usefulnesi) and benefit of prophecy in throwing lig^ upon the, what
would be otherwise a dark, future. Some are like Sir Thom. Browne {OiritUan Morais,

s. 13), who said :
" Study prophecies when they are become histories, and past hoveting

in their causes ;" but they do not assign as a reason one given by him : " The greate^
part of time being already wrapt up in things behind us, it's now somewhat late to bait

after things before us ; for futurity still shortens, and time present sucks in time to

come.' ' . . .
** If the expected £Uas should appear, he might say much of what Is

past, not much of what*s to come.** On the other hand. Moody {Hovi to Study the BiJbie)

remarks :
** If God did not wish xui to understand the Bevelation, He would not have

given it us at all. A good many say that it is so dark and mysterious common readers
cannot understand it. Let us only keep digging away at it, and it will unfold itself by
and by. Some one says it is the only book in the whole Bible that tells about the
devil being chained ; and as the devil knows that, he goes up and down Christendom,
and says :

* It is no use, you reading the Revelation ; you cannot understand the book ;

it's too hard for you.* The fact is, he doesn't want you to understand about his own
defeat."
Another and favorite mode of discrediting prophecy as employed by Millenariiui!t

must, in justice to ourselves, bo briefly noticed. It is charged that its study has led to

foolish interpretations and rash expositions. This, alas, is true, and one of the results

of human infirmity. Bat the abuse, the perversion does not discredit a proper use of

the truth, for otherwise no truth— for what has escaped—wonld be left to us. After
many years of careful study and reading, embracing the writings of all olasaes. it is cor-

rect to assert as a well-weighed opinion, that if we were to measure the extravagance of

Antl- and Vost-Millenarians—our opponents—with that of Millenarian writers, the for-

mer would greatly exceed in the scale of folly and rashness. Thus e.g. Pres. Edwanis
{Hia. of Rfdemp.) employing prophecy to make this earth (to which prophecy offers re-

demption) the future, eternal hell ; Prof, Stuart's Neroio theory ; Dr. Berg making the

Fifth Kingdom of Daniel the United States ; Swedenborg's appropriation of the New
Jerusalem prophecies ;

'* the Apoc. Unveiled," making the aogel of Rev. 10 the symbc^
of ** the present age of steam-power and the magnetic tel^raph,*' etc., etc

Obs. 9. Millenarians, in order to secure the belief of others, constantly
appeal to a literal fulfilment of prophecy. They indorse the languase of

Tertullian {ApoL ch. 20) :
** The daily fulfilment of prophecy is, surely, a

full proof of revelation. Hence, then, we have a well-founded belief in

many things which are yet to come, namely, the confidence arising from
our knowledge of the past, because some events, still future, were foretold

at the same time with others which are past. The voice of prophecy
speaks alike of each ; the Scriptures record them equally ; the same Spirit

taught the prophets both. In the predictions there is no distinction of

time ; if there be any such distinction, it is made by men ; while the grad-
ual course of time malces that present whicb was future, and that past which
was present. How can we, then, be blamed for believing also wnat is pre-

dicted respecting the future, when our confidence is founded upon the ful-

filment of prophecies relating to the present and the past" (quotod by

Cumming's LecL on Dan,, p. 425, from Chevallier's Trans.). Wo lay

much stress on this feature in the present work.

In view of this fact, something more may be said to impress its value. No one can
fEiil to see that prophecy in the past and present has been minutely fulfilled—i.e. fulfilled
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according to the plain gramnuUical sense contained in it. Analogy, logically ctppliedj de-
mandft. aa Tertnllian asserts, a confident belief that that portion relating to the future
will be fnlfilled in the aame manner. The same God gave both, and the same power will

be exerted in fulfilment. The value of prophecy in this direction arises from the ful-

filment according with the grammatical sense—the one that the langaage obrioualy con-
veys, for then only can it be legitimately employed as an argument against unbelief.
Thus e.g. in the prophecies pertaining to Tyre, Babylon, Nineveh, Jerusalem, the Jewish
nation, the church, Rome, etc., all writers lay great stress upon history accurately cor-
responding with the predictions in their grammatical sense. No one doubts the propriety
and force of this so far aa it relates to the past and present, but just so soon as we under-
take to insist upon the same grammatical sense pertaining to prophecies describing the fu-
ture, then a multitude arises and derides our system of interpretation as crude, unreason-
able, Jewish, etc. The experience of the past and present is set aside, the appeal of Script-
ure to such a fulfilment is ignored, in order that a favorite system of £schatolog}% incon-
Btatent with a continued application of this sound principle, may be saved. Our adherence
to such a literal interpretation is pronounced extravagant, enthusiastic, and even fanati-

cal, because, forsooth, in every cose we may be unable to explain just how the Uiings pre-
dicted are to be accomplished. Our faith in God taking core that Uis Word shall befvdfUed
vhen the time arrives is decided as childish and unworthy of intelligent piety. Sober-
ness, intelligence, and piety, they inform us, coll for a figurative, spiritu^, or mystical
interpretation of these prophecies. Alas ! what exhibition of faiUi in God's Word

!

Learning, ability, piety, are joined in resisting one of the plainest and safest rules of in-

terpretation given in Scripture and corroborated by history, and no sarcasm or ridicule
ia spared to make our ptwition odious. Let it be so ; nothing that we can say or do will

alter the Word or rdard its fulfilment Wisdom will be justified by her children. But
may we appeal to such by making a supposition : Suppose that we and our opponents
lired just before the First Advent of Jesus, with our respective systems of interpretation.

Soppose these systems be applied by us to the prophecies pertaining to the coming Mes-
Rian, what would be the inevitable result ? Our literal system would, of course, bring
out the birtii, life, sufferings, death, burial, etc.. of Jesus as they took place. The
other i^stem. spiritualizing on account of supposed difficulties, would necessarily make
figurative or symbolic the facts as predicted. The supposition shows how contradictoiy
the one system would be to fulfilment But to neutralize this supposed case, it will,

perhaps, be said, that we are under another dispensation, and that the history of the
church indicates that much is also to be spiritually understood to make it harmonize
ith the Scriptures. As this matter will hereafter be fully answered in our line of

argument, it is suflicient now to say that the change of dispensation does not affect the tn-

ierprdalion of the Word, no change of the latter being anywhere intimated ; and that the
reason why so much is spiritualized respecting the church, etc., is simply owing to the
sad fact that predictions solely relating to the future, to another dispensation, to the Jew-
ish nation, to the period after the Sec. Advent, men apply to the present time, to this

dispensation, to the Gentiles, and to the church, and the result unavoidably is, that an
immense amount of spiritoalizing and accommodation must take place to cause these
things to fit into their system of belief. A system of interpreting prophecy that cannot
be equally available in any period of history, in any dispensation, is open, at once, to the
grarest suspicion of unsoundness. We, at least, with the early church, reject it as
tnUrety untrustwortf^t and in the following pages assign our reasons for the same.
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Peoposition 18. Tlie propliecies relcUing to the estahlishnient of
the Kingdom of God are both conditioned and uticondUiofied,

By this paradox is simply meant that they are conditioned in
their fufilment by the antecedent ^thering of the elect, and hence
susceptible of postponement (as will be shown, e.^., Props. 68-68)

;

and tnat they are unconditioned so far as their uUimaie fulfilment
is concerned, which the conduct or action of man cannot turn aside
(as is seen, e,g,^ at the very time of the kingdom's manifestation,
the nations, Rev. 19, will be arrayed against it). The kingdom
itself pertains to the Divine Purpose, is the subject of sacred cove-
nants, is confirmed by solemn oath, is to be the result or end de-
signed in the redemptive process, and thenfore cannot^ will not,

fail. The inheritors of the kingdom, however, are conditioned—

a

certain number known only to God—and the kingdom itself,

although predetermined (Prop. 2), ia dependent (for this also is

God's purpose) as to its manifestation ujKjn their being obtained
(the time when this will be accomplished being also known to God),

Ohs, 1. Some writers (e.g. Hengstenberg, Art. Prophecy, ^Mto'sEncy,,
referred to by Fairbairn, On Froph,, p. 72) hold that all prophecy is un-
conditional ; others (e. g. Olshausen, Com. Matt 24, vol. 2, p. 255) make
it conditional ; others again (e.g, Fairbairn, On Froph., p. 72) argue that

some are conditional and some are unconditional. There is truth in all

these positions, and by combining them the whole truth will appear.

Let the reader notice : (1) To make all prophecy nnconditional is to contradict the
case ot Jonah and Xineveh, Hezekiab, the offer of the Kingdom to the Jews, the temple
Berrice of EzekieU etc. Take e.g. that of Nineveh : the language vaa absolute, ** yet
forty days and Nineveh shall be overthrown," Jonah understood it as absolute. But
Jonah did not understand what Jeremiah (ch. 18 : 7-9) afterward declared* that under-
neath predictions which related to the morxd condition of man there is involved a moral
principle of government which God, in justice to His own character and attributes, and
also in behalf of the good of man, necessarily cherishes, viz. : that the good or evil pre-
dicted of any person or people is dependent upon their moral action. The language of
Jeremiah, as Fairbairn justly observes, cannot be otherwise explained :

" At what in-
stant I shall speak concemiDg a nation and concerning a kingdom, to pluck up. and to
pull down, and to destroy it," etc. (2) It does not follow from this that all prediction is

limited by such a restriction, and hence in its fulfilment is conditioned by the action of
man. This would be to narrow it down to mere contingency. If dependent on the re-
pentance and faith of man, then there could be no certainty of its truthfulness, for it may
fail, or it may not, according to the use made of moral freedom. Whilst this condition-
ality is evidently true so far as man is personally or individually concerned, to apply
this to those predictions referring to the Divine Plan of Redemption is at once to limit the
foreknowledge of God, making it impossible to prove that He foreknew the end from
the beginning. Such a process would lower prophecy to a very indecisive proof of God's
Omniscience and Power. But if God, on the other hand, evinces His foreknowledge by
showing in His predictions (as many do) what this freedom of man's will eujcompUsh
(without interfering with, or curtailing it), and that He can, and often does, overrule it so
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that it shall not inteiferd with & set purpose (as e.g. Rev. 17 : 17)« iJien there is a moBt
decisive proof of Gk)d'B Omiscience and Power, of a fixed design which will ^Umaiely be
realized ; and then, too, Hia appeals to predictioxks possess a validity and force which,
if altogether conditioned, they othervLc>e could not possess. (3) While both facta are
found to be true, conditioned as to personal freedom and unconditioned as to God's
ultimate purpo^, some take advantage of this feature, and under its shelter make more
of the prophecies conditional (e.g. in reference to Jewish nation, kingdom, etc.) than
is allowable by the positive declarations concerning tfie Divine Purpose in the Bedemp-
tion of man and the world. The student, then, must be guarded in the application of
the principles which underlie the prophecies.

Obs. 2. The passages (N"umb. 23 : 19, 1 Sam. 15 : 29, etc.) which speak
of predictions as unconditional, and those (Jer. 18 : 7-iO, etc.) which in-

timate their conditionality, are easily reconcilable from the simple fact,

that the purposes of God run in connection with moral freedom, and that

whilst the former is not set aside by the action of the latter, yet in the cases

of individuals and even nations sumcienb latitude is given so that there shall

be no violation of that freedom. It may be proper to give some marks by
which we may distinguish predictions that will finally be fulfilled from
those that are merely conditional. They are the following : 1, Predictions
that are bound up with the Divine Plan of Redemption, as e.g. those re-

fering to Christ's birth, life, death, etc. 2. Those which are confirmed by
solemn affirmations or by an oath, as e.g. Numb. 14 : 20, 28, Heb. 6 : 17,

etc. 3, Those that are incorporated in the Covenants, as e.g. the Abra-
liamic and Davidic covenants. 4. Predictions which expressly declare that
they will take place irrespective of what man will do, as e.g. Dan. chs. 2
and 7, the Apocalypse, Ps. 89 : 33, 34, etc. 5. Predictions that form the
basis of succeeding ones and of promises, a^ e.g. Nathan to David, 2 Sam.
7 : 5-17 (this at first sight might seem an exception, but in another place
its due fulfilment will be proven). 6. Those that are illustrated by a par-
able, as e.p. parable of the tares, net, nobleman, etc. (the parable enforces,

or takes the fulfilment for granted). 7. Predictions relating to the des-

tiny of the good, whoever they may be. 8. Those referring to the destiny
of the wicked, whoever they are. 9. Prophecies given to the Jews re-

specting other nations, and not to those nations themselves for purposes of

repentance, as e.g., Babylon, Tyre, etc, 10. Those that relate to the estab-

lishment of the Kingdom of God, being a revelation of God's will and
pleasure respecting redemptive ordering, 11, Those that describe the
final restoration of the Jewish nation, this being (as will be fully shown
hereafter) essential to secure the manifestation of the Kingdom and the
Salvation of the Gentiles.

Stillingfleet gives {Orio- ^c., quoted by Fairbaim, On Proph.t App, D.) four marks
for prophecies of an absolute character, viz. : 1. A prediction accompanied by a miracle,

by which authenticated as God's fixed purpose, 1 Kings 13 : 3. 2. A prediction, when
the thingn foretold exceed all the probabilities of second causes, as deliverance from
E^pt Babylon, etc. 3. A prediction confirmed by an oath. Numb. 14 : 28 ; Ps.

89 : 31-36 ; Heb. 6 : 17. 4. I^edictions concerning blessings merely spiritual, because
BDch blessings flow from grace and not merit
A number of writers, in opposition to us, make prophecy conditional. This arises

from (1) applying nearly all predictions (pertaining to the future) to the present dispen*

sation, and not seeing them verified as given, claim that they are conditional. (2) f^m
Dot noticing that God has a fixed Purpose, and that the unbelief of individuals and of

nations cannot defeat that Purpose. (3) In not distinguishing between what relates to

the individual and what to the Divine Purpose, as e.g. God purposes to make a certain

number of Kings and Priests, which number will be made up notwithstanding the unbe-
lief of many. (4) In not observing that the pos^onement of fulfilment, occasioned by
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the nnbelief of man* does not warrant the belief that there will be no fnlfilment. (5) In
not perceiving that if God's promises relating to the future ore conditional, then His
Word becomes unreliable to such an- extent that fulfilment oannot be predicated of it,

and hence history fails to become the witness that God ftUiin«, (6) In not noticing that
they lower the foreknowledge of God ; for if He promises in explicit form a certain
event that is to take place and it does not, owing to man's action, tnen ii prophecy is to
be a comflrmatory witness as intended, the failure, or tiie reason for the same, ought
also to be stated. (7) In not seeing that they reverse the test given by God Himself
(Dent. 18 : 21, 22), in answer to the question, " If thou say in thy heart. How shall vm
know the word which the Ijord hath not spoken? When a prophet speaketh in the
name of the Lord, if the thingfoUoa not, nor eorne to pas*, thai is the ihi^tg which the Lord hath
not spoken, but the prophet hath spoken it presumptuously.** (8) In not considering
how they themselves constantly violate such a rule when referring to Christ, their view
of the Kingdom, etc., claiming that the things believed by them were predicted and thus
realized. A writer in the Pririceton Review, Jan., 1861, on " The Fulfilment of Prophecy."
opposes the notion of conditionality on the ground that (1) it is opposed to the inspired
criterion, Deut. 18 : 22 ; (2) Jeremiah 18 : 7-10 did not nullify this test, as appears Jer.
28 : 9 ; (3^ the specific nature of prophecy demands it ; (4) Nineveh no objection, for, as
Hengstenbeig observes, we have only the general statement of the preaching, and not the
preaching itself. Gomp. p. 12, Lange's Com. on Hosea.

Ohs, 3. In view of the important bearing that this point has npon sev-
eral subjects connected with the Kingdom, it may prove desirable to an-
swer, briefly, a few of the more generally used objections urged against our
position. Fairbaim (avoiding the extremes of many writers, and more or
less favoring a due medium) says (p. 60, On Froph.) i

** The announce-
ments, consisting of direct promises of good things to come, can only be
expected to meet with fulfilment in so far as the church is true to her
calling." This is only a half-truth ; the promises of future good will be
fulfilled, notwithstanding the churches failings, for this God expressly
declares (Lev, 26 : 44, 45, Lev. 5 : 42, Isa, 62, Ezek. 14 : 22, 23, and in

numerous passages), not indeed in the unfaithful, but only (and here is the
condition) in the faithful. The objection stops short at this half truth,
forgetting to add (which makes it unconditional, i.e. not dependent on
man) that God will secure the faithful in whom the promise, io Us full-

est extent, will be realized.

To indicate the correctness of our position, reference is made to Fairbaim's conces-
sion {On Proph., p. 62), when he tells us that the rule applied to good things does not
hold good when evil is threatened, for the latter is unoonditional. But this is a distinc-
tion without any diilerence ; for if the blessing can be forfeited by evil doing, then also
the punishment can be averted by repentance and well doing. The truth appears to be
this : they are conditional as to individuals, who, according to their action, will be blessed
or punished ; and they are at the same time unconditional bo tar bh the purpose of God is
concerned, which is to fulfil His promises to the good and His threats to the evil, i.e.

the promises and threats both will inevitably be verified in actual realization. This also
covers the leading objection urged by Olshausen {Com, Matt. 24)

: " Everything future, as
far as it concerns man, can only be regarded as conditional upon the use of this free-
dom," This is most certainly true, but only to a certain extent, so far as the individual
personally is concerned, and does not affect the prediction or promise itself which is
based on two things : (1) God's purpose, and (2) those will be raised up in whom it will be
carried out. So far as we are personaUy concerned it is conditional, for we can choose,
etc., but in reference to man even it is unconditional on the ground that it is based on
the foreknown fact ttiat some men would experience it This really is, after all, both
Olshausen's and Fairbaim's view, although advantage is taken by others to press their
language beyond their intention. Thus, to illustrate, an inheritance is predicted and
promised to the saints. The saints are conditioned (i.e. they must possess the required
characteristics conditioned^ but not the predicted inheritance, which will most assuredly
be given to those (others, if necessary) for whom it ia intended. The future things,
therefore, in themselves are not conditioned, onh/ our personal relationship to the same.
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The promise and the threat both remain on the same footing, seeing that both will be
experienced by some. Even when the individual is specifically mentioned or hinted at
(as e.g. Faol, Jndaa, Peter, John the Baptist), the foreknowledge of God embraces the
fact that the person designated will, with use of freedom, perform or experience what is

predicted. Matt. 19: 28 is no exception, seeing that Judas (who proved unfaithful) is

carefully excluded by the expression ;
** Ye whi^ have followed me/*

Obs, 4. The Kin^^dom itself is not dependent on the acceptance or re-

jection of its doctrine by man. Man's entrance into and enjoyment of it

IS conditioned on his character^ but the Kingdom* itself will most certainly,

at the appointed tiniey appear. It belongs to Jesus the Christ ; it is His in-

heritance, the result and product of Eternal Wisdom in behalf of man and
the world. Jews may reject it (some Jews also, Knapp*s T/ieol, p. 324,

reject Jesus as the Christ, and account for the non-appearance of the Mes-
siah and Kingdom on the ground of the conditionality of the promises

—

sinfulness preventing their realization), Gentiles may pass it by as unwor-
thy of credence, men may even ridicule it as fantastical, etc., but its estab-

lishment is so certain, that if absolute neeessitj- required it, God would,
rather than failure should intervene, raise up children for it by an imme-
diate (Matt. 3:9), supernatural creation. We hold that (Rom. 11 : 29)
^^ the gifts and calling of God are witlwut repentancSy^^ i.e. God changes
not ; man may change, but God's purposes to bestow gifts upon man
through Jesus Christ and His Kingdom shall never fail, for (Numb.
23 : 19) ** God is not a man that He should lie; neither the Son ofman that

He should repent ; hath He not said, and shall He not do it f or hath He
spoken and shall He tiot make it good?'' (Comp. Zecli. 1:5, 6 ; Isa.

14 : 24, 27 ; Ezek. 24 : 14 ; 1 Sam. 15 : 29 ; Isa. 46 : 9, 10 ; Ps. 89 : 35,

36 ; Isa. 48 : 3-6 ; Tit. 1:2; Heb. 6 : 18 ; Jam. 1 : 17, etc.) Hence two
extremes are to be avoided : one is to press the condition^ side so far as to

involve no settled purpose in God concerning Redemption ; the other, to

urge the unconditional aspect until it gives hope where none exists.

Let the reader carefully observe this fact, that the Kingdom of God itself is not con-
ditioned, becanse the promises pertain, in inheriting it. to the seed of Abraham ; for if

the natural seed at any time makes itself unworthy of it, a seed, engrafted, will be
raised np unto Abraham. The promises of God fail not becanse of the unworthiness of
any to whom they are tendered. He will provide, as will be abundantly shown hereaf-
ter, the requisite regal body by which the Kingdom shall be powerfully and triumph-
antly manifested. The inheriting, and not the Kingdom, is conditioned. In this con*
Dection, to avoid mistake, another feature must be constantly kept in view, viz. : that the
Kingdom is intimately and essentially connected with (he Jewish Commonweaiih, that it is

the Theocratic Davidic throne and Kingdom restored under the mighty Theocratic Per-
sonage Jesus Christ, and that hence (1) all inheritors must be engraffed^ and (2) the Jewish
nation itself must ineviUMy be restored to its land. This at once indicates the logical

aad scriptural position of the early church, which insisted that the prophecies pertaining
to the Jewish naiiont whilst conditional as to individuals* and to the nation for a certain

determined period, would finally be realized as given. Therefore, one of the essentiat

elements of prophetical interpretation is this : to observe that the prophecies relating to

the future glory of the Jewish nation— indeed postponed on account of sinfulness— are

nnt conditional, but present us an idlimate purpose, which shall be verified in its actual

history.

Attention is thus early in the argument called to this feature, that the student may
keep it before him as we prbceed in the development of scriptural fEtcts and statements.

The importance of this is not overestimated, seeing that neglect of these cautions has
embarrassed and vitiated the interpretation of much Scripture. Two illustrations may
suffloe : Dr. Alexander, Com. on Isa,, following others in elucidating the predictions

peitaining to the Jewish nation, is very careful to show how the curses were fulfilled in

the histoxy of that nation, but with equal care bestows the blessingspromised to the iden-
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iical nation—^to the ohnroh. The Christian chnroh is aubstUuUd for the Jewish nation, and
prophecy is lavishly aecommodated to the sabstitation. Thas e.g. one of the strongest

efforts in this direction is found in the oommenta of Isa. 63, bat he overlooks the entire

connection—who is pleading, whose cities are wasted, who is to be restored to the land,

the reference to the Sec. Advent, the day of vengeance and year of Jubilee, in which de-
liverance to a down-trodden people is given. As this passage will be considered at length
hereafter, it is peuaed by with the remark that all such intezpretations assume as their

foundation that the promises to the Jewish nation are conditional, and the nation failing

in meeting the conditions, it will never be restored, and it will never realize the fulfil-

ment. But strange, it is still supposed that the promises themselves remain intact wJien

appropriated to the church, provided some inoongruitiea are let alone, such as the prom-
ises of the return of material prosperity to a down-trodden land, etc., which is to be
spiritualized. Waggoner {Ref, of the Age to Come, p. 74) plainly says under the heading.
'* The conditional nature of thepromises made to the Jews :" " It may be remarked that
all of God's promises to man are conditionaL To deny this is to advocate Universalism.
and even to deny Free Agency," etc., quoting in proof of such conditionality £x. 19: B~8,

and then argues that the Jews being disobedient, not complying with imposed condi-
tions, the promises of Gh)d will ever remain unfulfilled. This is taking a one-sided view
of the case ; it is true to a certain extent and within a given time, but utterly uirirut in
so far as it implicates the non-fulfilment of the promises ultimately to the nation. For
the promises of God, given with the foreknown knowledge of the defection of the nation
and its resultant rejection during '* the Times of the Gentiles,** are based on and con-
firmed by the oath of Ood (Ps. 89, etc.). As already shown, the Divine Purposes are not
limited by what man does. Thus e.g. in reference to the Kingdom, with which the Jew-
ish nation is allied, and in which the nation is promised a pre-eminent commanding
position, the promise ia most specific ; and hence, no matter how many reject the con-
ditions, or how the nation must suffer a prolonged punishment for sin, a sufficient num-
ber will be gathered out of the obedient who will form its ruling force, and the nation
itself will, as also promised, be brought to repentance and faith, resulting in its glory os
predicted. We must Ibave the discu&sion of the restoration to Props. 122, 123, and 124.

It may, however, be added : if the Kingdom and the promises pertainmg thereto de-
pend merely upon the reception or rejection of the truth by the Jewish nation, koto are
God's promises to be verified to the believing portion of the nation and to that engrafted
line ? If the fulfilment is conditioned by the disobedience of the unfaithful portion, are
the pious Jews to miss the promises of the Kingdom on account of the wickedness of
others ? Are tiie promises given to David made null and void ? This opens an abjrss

for our opponents. At present, it may only be said that such a course would neither
he just to man nor honorable to the oathbmnd promises of God. Therefore, the Bible
teaches us that God, foreseeing this defection of the large portion of the nation, postpones
this Kingdom, both as a punishment to the nation and as a merciful provision, that He
may gather out from among the Jews and Gentiles the people necessary for its re-estab-
lishment upon a glorious and triumphant basis. The truth is, that this whole matter
rests on the question whether the covenants which declare this Kingdom to pertain to
the Jewish nation are temporary or nnt. This will be discussed in its proper place, and
then the reader will be prepared to decide whether the Jewish nation is entitled to any
special privileges in virtue of its covenant relationship. Some writers cannot, and do
not. distinguish between the Mosaic covenant and the Abrahamio and Davidic, placing
all in the same category. Hence a confusion, and worse, a corresponding restricted in*
terpretation, which quotes prophecy just as it can accommodate it to the church.
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PfiOPOsrnoN 19, The New Testament begins the annmifncement of
the Tcingdom in terms expressive of its being pr&oiously well

hnoton.

This is an important feature. Any theory at variance with this

fact is, to say the least, open to the suspicion of being defective.

The statement in the Proposition is one that has been noticed and
duly acknowledged by numerous writers of almost every shade of
opinion. The preachmg of the kingdom, its simple announcement,
without the least attempt to explain its meamng or nature, the
very language in which it was conveyed to the Jews—^all presup-
posed that it was a subject familiar to them. John the Baptist,

Jesus, and the Seventy, all proclaimed the kingdom in a way,
without definition or explanation, that indicated that their hearers
were acquainted with its meaning.

Obs. 1. On the face of the opening pages of the Kew Test, it ia taken
/or granted that the Kingdom vaa sometninff well knotpn, already the ob-

ject offaith and hope. Theologians generally, either unable to reconcile

this with their church theories, or deeming it unimportant while acknowl-
edging the fact, pass it bj in silence, or give us some apologetics to ac-

count for it, whicn are derogatory to the age, to the believers then living,

and to the Word. The destructive critics, seeing here a point of leverage,

insist upon it that this was evidence of the prevalence of *' Jewish forms,"
and scoff at it as a decided indication of weakness and failure. By us—for

we make no apology, needing none—it is regarded as prerequisite and
essential to the truthfulness and unity of our doctrine.

Obs, 2. The feature in the Prop, is an indispensable accessory. With-
ont it, there would be a flaw, a missing link in the chain ; with it there is

completeness ;—for if the Kingdom is to be understood in its literal cove-

nanted aspects as predicted by the prophets, then it is easy to see that the
New Test, consistently announces tne same. If the Kingdom, however, is

what the multitude now believe and teach, then the announcement is sin-

gular, strained, and even inconsistent with the circumstances of the age,

the true meaning of the Kingdom, the preaching presented, and the alleged

flabstitution. Nothing, if the latter is correct, in the shape of apologetics

can save it from the condemnation and jeers of unbelievers, for, at the
most, it would be a mere humiliating accommodation to Jewish prejudice
and ignorance. There is no escape from this dilemma.

We are willing to accept of the striotnres passed on this featnre of the New Test,
(viz.: ita accommodation to the grammatical aense of the Old Test.) by Sttansa, Banr,
Ben&n, etc., and instead of seekmg out sotm way of escape which in itself lowers the
troth and the uhaiacter of Ood in giving such a sense, find in them (avoiding their onjnst
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oondoBioziB} renewed sirengih and power. As the objections of unbelief will hereafter be
met in detail, it is snfficient, for the present, to say that Yon Ammon {Bib. 2%eol.), and
after him many others, throw doubt on the credibility of the Scriptures on the ground
that the New Test, in the very outset indicates that John the Baptist, Jesus, and the
disciples were susceptible to the errors and prejudices of their Jewish forerunners and
hearers, and that consequently, instead of there being one great design relating to the
future as attributed to them, we have, in view of the snibsequeni dumge in the meaning of
the Kingdom (i.e. in the discarding of the sirictiy grammatical ttense and the substitution

of a spirUucA «en«e), only detached, isolated positions, lacking cohesion and unity.

Bherer {Mis, of Belig, Crii.) takes the same view, objecting to the authority of the New
Test., because it thus evinces the influence of Jewish traditions. Rabbinical arguments.
Messianic hopes and expectations not in accordance with external facts. Numerous tes-

timonies of a similar nature might be adduced from recent writers ; these, avoiding
their deductions, we will accept, and i*how, step by step, in a logical, scriptural man-
ner, (1) how tiiey take the unreal nature of the expected and preached Messianic King-
dom/or grarded, and (2) how every writer unjustly overlooks the expressly predided post-

ponement of the realization of those Messianic hopes, and from such a deliberate ignor-

ing of a scriptural fact draws inferences to suit his own fancy and theory.

Ohs, 3. To impress this point, let us place ourselves in the position oc-

cupied by the first hearers of "the Gospel of the Kingdom." Consider
that the Old Test, is alone in our hands, and that the plain grammatical
sense is the one in which we receive the predictions of the Kingdom. Sup-
pose, under such circumstances, we would have heard John, Jesus, and
the disciples preach the Kingdom of God in the manner indicated, what
would have been the impressions made upon our minds ? Certainly, among
other things, that we already knew what the Kingdom was, viz. : the The-
ocracjr as it existed previously, permanently united with the Davidic throne
and kingdom. The preaching, let us not forget, directly appeals to a ioell-

hiown kingdom^ and surely we, too, would have, under its influence, im-
bibed the very views of the Kingdom, which the mass of the church now
regards as a Jewish weakness, a lack of discernment, in the early history
of this subject. Bat the question, which but few ever consider, is,

whether, after all, this was an error. The answer will follow, in detail,

with proof attached.

Obs, 4. If the Kingaom, as multitudes maintain, was not thus known
;

if it is correct to assert that the Jews and the disciples at first utterly
misapprehended its meaning ; if the announcement denoted one thing to
the hearers and yet contained in itself a spiritual idea which the future
was to develop

—

how comes it, then, that Christ could send out disciples to

preach the Kingdom without previous instruction as to its real meaning
;

and even invite strangers (Luke 9 : 56, 57, 60) to "(?o and prettch tlie

Kingdom of God," Why does not John and the disciples first receive pre-
liminary counsel, so that, themselves freed from alleged error, they may
properly teach others respecting the Kingdom ? It can be safely asserted
(the proof following, as the argument is continued) that it is a well-grounded
belief that the Kingdom was something that they were acquainted with,
and concerning which, as to its nature or meaning, they needed not, owing
to its plain portrayal in the Old Test., any special instruction, No other
explanation will cover the facts in the case, or sustain the character and
position of the first preachers of ** the Gospel of the Kingdom,**
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Proposition 20. To comprehend the evbject of the iingdoni, it is

'fiecessai'y to notice the belief and the eacpectationa of the more
pious portion of tlie Jews,

This is a rule, covering doctrine, laid down by the ablest of
writers ; it is found in works introductory to the Bible or in de-
fence of the Scriptures (e.g,^ Home's iTdroduction^ vol. i., p.
393, Birk's BihU and Modern Thought^ ch. 12, Dunn's How
to Study the Bible^ etc.), as a leading one in the doctrinal inter-

pretation of the Word ; its importance and value are urged by
various considerations as the only possible way to attain to a con-
sisteni sense of a doctrine. If the rule applies to doctrine in gen-
eral, esi)ecially ought it to be observed in that of the kingdom.

Modem sysiemn of theology are erected in sneh an elaborate and systematic mode, a
scientific and philosophical manner, that they are widely different from the simple and
unscientific—yet purposely designed—treatment of doctrine in the Bible. The eflFect

sometimes is, that the stadent, attracted by the el^^anoe and magnitude of the snper-
fitractore of such systems, nnderrates the more ragged bnt firmer stones of the founda-
tion in the Scriptures. Impressed by modern modes of thinking and the results of
modern thought, he forgets to transport himself back to the ancient manner of thinking
and expression. He lives in a world very different from that which existed when
prophets predicted and disciples preached. This naturally leads to misconception and
m^nterpretation of the Scriptures. Hence it is, that the rule (which Home, in Introd.^

justly remarks, is constantly violated by commentators and others) appropriately com-
mends itself :

** We must endeavor to carry ourselves back to the very times and places
in which they (the Scriptures) were written^ and realize the ideas and modes of thinking
of the sacred writers.''

Obs. 1, It is Tiniversallr admitted by writers of prominence (e.g. Nean-
der, Hagenbacb, Schaff, feurtz, etc.), whatever their respective views con-
cerning the Kingdom itself, that the Jews, including the pious, held to a
perso7ial coming of the Messiah, the literal restoration of the Davidic
throne and kingdom, the personal reign of Messiah on David^s throne, the

resultant exaltation of Jerusalem and the Jewish nation, and the fulfilment
of the Millennial descriptions in that reign. It is also acknowledged that

the utterances of Luke 1 : 71 ; Acta 1:6; Luke 2 : 26, 30, etc., include

the above belief, and that down, at least to the day of Pentecost, the Jews,
the disciples, and even the apostles held to such a view. It is not denied, by
able Protestant or Romanist, Christian or Unbeliever, thai; they regarded
the prophecies and covenanted promises as literal (i.e. in their naked
grammatical sense) ; and, believing in their fulBlment, looked /or such a
restoration of the Davidio Kingdom nnder the Messiah, with an increased

power and glory befitting the majesty of the predicted King ; and also

that the pious of former ages would oe raised upfrom the dead to enjoy
the same.
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Obs, 2. It ia i^oticeable, that in all the rebukes given to the Jews by
John the Baptist, by Jesus and the apostles, not one refers to their belie"f

and expectations concerning the Kingdom. The rebukes pertain to their

superstition, traditions, bigotry, Iiypocrisy, pride, ostentation, violation

of duty, etc., but nothing is alleged that they misapprehended the King-
dom of the prophets in its fundamental aspects. This is indeed abun-
dantly taken /or granted by theologians, but without the least proof to sus-

tain it. The student will see, as the argument proceeds, that such sup-
posed ignorance would reflect severely upon the covenants, prophecies, am
preaching of the first preachers of ** the Gospel of the Kingdom."

Obs. 3. A few brief testimonies are annexed: Van Oosterzee {TheoL
New Test,, p. 53-55), alluding to the belief of the Jews, informs us that

they held to Messiah's coming in a time of tribulation (which the Now
Test, confirms at the Sec. Advent), when Antichrist was reigning, and
which would result in a great battle (so also Rev. 19, etc.) with liostile

world powers. The Christ will bo a descendant of David's, will be

anointed with the Holy Sjjirit, will Bet up his Kingdom in Israel, will remove
evil and suffering, will introduce peace and blessedness, perform great
miracles, awake tirst the pious dead Israelites, triumph over the heathen,
and allow also non-Israelite nations to enjoy salvation. He then adds

:

*' Of this Salvation, Jerusalem will be the centre; the purified earth, the

theatre; and the restoration of all things, the crown,^' Reuss (//i5. Ch,

TheoL, p. 115), under the title " Messianic hopes," says :
** The object of

Christ's coming may be stated in general terms to be the foundation of

the Kingdom of God." '* There was needed, first, a political, moral, and
religious restoration of Israel, such as the ancient prophets had foretold,"
including ** the recall of the dispersed Jews," and '* the re-establishment
of the tlirone of David." Schmid {Bib. TheoL N. Test.) declares that the

Jewisll faith embraced the idea of ** a Kingdom of kings and priests ; in-

deed of a Theocracy under a monarchical form,^^— *' an ideally real TJieo-

cratic Kingdom of the Messiah.'^

Knapp (C^. Theol., p. 323) has a singular statement. First, he acknowledges that
** the ancient opinion" of the Jews was that ** He (Christ) would be a temporal delirerer
and a king of the Jews, and indeed a universal monarch, who would reign over all nations.

Thus they interpreted Ps. 2:2, 6, 8 ; Jer. 23 : 5, 6 ; Zech. 9 : 4, seq." Secondly, he
confesses :

" The apostles themselves held this opinion unlU after the resurrection of

Christ, Matt. 20 : 20. 21 ; Luke 24 : 21 ; Acts 1 : 6." Thirdly, he endeavors, as a sup-
port to his own theory of the Kingdom, to make out that a small number, instancing
Simeon and the malefactor on the cross, did not so much expect an earthly fcingdom as
spiritual blessings. Fourthly, he makes out that rnanif united the idea of an earthly king-
dom and spiritual blessings. His concessions are all that we need ; the effort to intro-

duce the modem spiritualistic view in the case of Simeon and the malefactor fails—<1)
because all Jews believed in the plain grammatical sense of covenant and prophecy ; and
(2) because otherwise he makes these two to take a higher rank in the true knowle^e of

the Kingdom thazi the apostles (comp. above his oonceaaion), who were specially in^

structed in and preached the Kingdom.

Obs. 4. Some writers (as e.g. Thompson, Tlieol of Clirist, p. 33) take
the unwarranted liberty of assuming, that at the First Advent the Jews
(Nicodemus is instanced) believed themselves to be ** already in the King-
dom of God by virtue of their birth in the lineage of Aoraham," and
therefore only '* looked to the coming of the Messiah for ahieher assertion

of that Kingdom." This is misleading. Where is the slightest proof ioT
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80 sweeping; an assertion ? All testimony is opposed to it. Instead of the

Jews believing: themselves to be in the Kingdom, they were looking for
it to come. In the very nature of the case, it could not be otherwise, since

all the prophets foretold its doionfall, and its re-establishment under the

Messiah. While holding that their relationshii) to Abraham would give

them admittance therein when it arrived, there is no reason to think that

a single Jew believed himself to be ** already in*' the Kingdom. On the

other hand, we have the most abundant testimony to the contrary in Jew-
ish faith, Jewish tradition, and the intimations of their belief in the New
Test. Xicodemus, thus singled out and a foreign faith thrust upon him,
T7&8 a Pharisee, and the Pharisees (Luke 17 : 20), instead of holdm^ that

the Kingdom was already here and that they were in it, demanded of

Christ ** when the Kingdom of God should come,*'

Ab intimated under Obs. 3, some writeia endeavor to smooth over this Jewish faith as

much as possible. Knapp has been instanced. Another specimen in the same direction is

to be found onder Sec. 99, 1 (4), in his Ch. Theol., where he tells us that some of the Jews
gave to the Kingdom ** a moral and spiritnal sense, denoting and comprehending all the
divine appointments for the spiritual welfare of men, for their happiness in this and the
fature life/' etc. The truth is, that this is taking a modem spiritualistio conception of

the Kingdom and fastening it upon the Jews, who never thus entertained it. Knapp
gives no proof for his assertions, and they are not susceptible of any. All Jews held to

the Meetsiah's Kingdom in the same way, viz. : as the re-establishment of the Theocracy,
allied with the Davidio throne and kingdom, and whilst some laid more stress on the
temporal advantages and bleasiujgs resu^ng therefrom, others united with those the
highest spiritual and moral happiness. The student, at the vestibule of our argument,
cannot be too caatioua in receiving such statements unguardedly made by good men.
Attention is thus called to them, since they have an important bearing in shaping the
interpretation of Scripture. Farrar {Life of C^iaU vol. 1, p. 105), admitting that the
phrases " Kingdom of heaven"* and " coming time" " were frequent at this time on pious
lips," adds :

** It seems clear that Ewald, Hilgenfeld, Keim (as against Yolkmar, etc.),

are right in believing that there was at this time (at the First Advent) a fully developed
Ueasianio tradition.** Aside from the direct arguments adduced in favor of such a view,
the manner in which the New Test, begins (Prop. 19) is amply sufficient to prove it.

Hence we deprecate such misleading statements as the following : Walker (Philos, of
the Plan cf ^c, p.

128J,
after referring to the views of the Jews at the time of Christ's

appearance (viz. : that tney believed that the Messiah ** would deliver them from subjec-
tion to Gentile nations 'and place the Jewish power in the ascendant among the nations
of the earth,*' etc.), says :

** Although some of the common people may have had some
uuderstanding of the true nature of the Messiah's Kingdom, yet the prominent men of
the nation, and the great body of the people of all classes, were not expecting that the
Kingdom of Christ would be purely spiritual, but that it would be mainly temporal.'*
Kow where ia a particle of evidence that any Jew—much less " some"—had the slightest

idea of a '* purely spiritual *' Kingdom. If it existed, the favorers of such a spiritual

ideal would only be too happy to produce it as favoring their own view. They, by such
efforts to link their modem conceptions of the Kingdom with some unknown Jews, only
increase the difficulties of their view, for they make tiiese unknown persons/ar superior to

the twelve, who, although enjoying special teaching and revelation, and aciucd preachers of
the Kingdom, entertained (e.g. Acta 1 : 6) the Jewish view down to the ascension of Jesus.

Obs. 5. If, in support of our Prop., Jews were selected, who are not ap-

proYingljr mentioned in the New Test, it might be alleged that thev
miaconceived the truth. It is proper, therefore, to confine ourselves to suen
as are evidently spoken of witn divine approbation ; who were under the
divine guidance, and whose statements remain uncontradicted. Being
pious, accredited believers, their testimony, whatever it may be, should
nave cousiderable weight, and be received as reliable. In confirmation of

OTir position, we appeal to the expressed views of Elizabeth and Zacharias,

of Majy and Joseph.
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Let thiA be amplified. Take Elizabeih Bnd Zacharias, who were " righteons" and
*' blameless," and the phraseology of both fnlly accords with the idea of the literal King-
dom believed in by the Jews, When e.g. appealing to the prophets as predicting a horn
of salvation in the honse of David to save the nation from its enemies, to perfoxm the
covenant made with Abraham, etc,, what was their understanding of this matter ? Cer-
tainly an implicit trust through the Spirit, that ail that the prophets predicted would be
verified—not something else, but the real predicted subject matter conveyed by their ex-

pressions, received in strict usage with the oommon laws of language. That is, they nn-
derstood the prophecies in their plain graynmaiieal wnst, and thus trusted in a literal,

earthly kingdom to be erected. The proof that they did so is very evident in the his-

tory of their son John the Baptist. The son could not receive, being instructed by
them, any other idea of the Kingdom than they themselves poss^ised. Now it happens
that the very writers who so significantly laud and magnify *' the enlightened piet^' of
Elizabeth and Zacharias, and endeavor to enpaft upon their language modernized actions
respecting the Kingdom, all, without exception, estimate John's knowledge of the King-
dom as very ** limited and Jewish.*' "Well may we ask, ifoio comes t/, if the parents were
no enlightened that the son, speeiaUy consecrated, etc., failed in obtaining the same Tiews ?

The simple fact is, that the Imowledge of the Kingdom in both parents and son did not
materially differ from that entertained by Nathanael, Nicodemus, or the Jews generally.
Next, take Mary and Joseph, and horn the announcement of the angel down to the very
lB»t—just like the apostles Acts 1 : 6—they believed literally (what has since become so
unfashionable, and is stigmatized even by pious men as a mere *' Jewish form** or
'* husk") that *' the Lord God wiU give unio Hitn the throne of His father Daxnd, and lie

shall rei^n over the house of Jacob forever^** etc. Why they thas believed, and trhether

they were correct in it, will be apparent when we come to consider the covenants and
promises. The comments of men that these Jews were miserably mistaken and self-de-

ceived are far-fetched and derogatory to the Word ; and if they only came frum unbeliev-
ers it might be safely passed by ; but coming also, as they do, from able advocates and
defenders of Christianity, it is depressing to the truth. It gives a deplorable cast to the
age and to the Scriptures, which, on their face, encouraged such faith and expectationft.

It ignores the express declarations that some of these Jews (as e.g. John the Baptist)
were filled with the Holy Ghost when they held to this faith, and boastingly asserts the

modern supremaeu over these " ignorant" Jews. We, on the other hand, deeply feel that

respect for the Messiah-announcing angel, due regard for the utterances of the Spirit^ a
proper estimation of the character of those ancients, require us to insist that these Jews
toe£I kneiD what their own language indicated, and that they were noi deceived in its

application. Consequently we object to the statements made by the writer of the Art
" kingdom of Ood*' (M'Clintock and Strong's C^^op.) : " In these (prophetic) passages
the reign of the Messiah iajiguraiioely described as a golden age, when the true religion,

and with it the Jewish Theocracy^ should be re-established in more than pristine purity,
and universal peace and happiness prevail. All this was doubtless to be underatood in
a spiriiual sense ; and ao the devout Jews of our Saviour's time appear to have under-
stood it, as Zacharias. Simeon, Anna, and Joseph." Afterwiurd he confesses that ** this
Jewish temporal sense appears to have been also held by the apostles before the day of
Pentecost." Observe : (1) The confusing of " flgnrative** with «* spiritual ;"

(2) that'the
apostles not holding to this spiritual conception before the day of Pentecost were not
" devout Jews ;" (3) that it is admitted that the langage predicts a Jewish Theocracy,
true religion, peace, and happiness, but this, grammatically taught, is to be spiritualized ;

(4) that the four persons named thus spiritualized it (!), having higher spiritual attain-
ments than the Twelve—at least, being more '* devout.*'

Ohs. 6. A large class, to make the ancient Jewish faith unreliable and
inapplicable, fully admit the same, but then gravely misjudge the belief

by pointing to the result, i.e. the non-realization of their faith, as evidence
that the Jews were mistaken and wholly ignorant of the true idea of the
Kingdom. No such Kingdom as they anticipated was raised up under
the Messiah, and, therefore, this evidences either the human origin of their
faith, or else that the language must in some way be susceptible of a

meaning different from that contained in its legitimate grammatical sense,
which they, in their ignorance, could not understand. But the question
is, taere they mistaken f This is too much taken for granted, and upon its
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assumption a huge anperatracture arises. Briefly and anticipatingly : the

non-fulfilment thas far is no evidence against the faith, for there are valid

and satisfactory reasons given in the New Test, why it should not down to

the present time be realized. This is far from saymg that it Ttever will he

attained. " The Word of the Lord abideth forever, ^^ and every "jot and
tittle^' will be fulfilled in God^s own time and way. This is simply pre-

judging the case from unreliable data—a lumping to conclusions from
false premises. The reader may, prematurely in our argument, endeavor
to decide how it comes then that this Jewish faith, if so erroneous and
shown to be void by what actually occurred under the Messiah, still con-

tinued generally, almost universally, in the Primitiye Church for three

centuries.

Obs, 7. Another large class, agreeing with the former in the result, in-

form ud that the non-fulfilment of the Jewish Messianic Kingdom expecta-

tions, indicates a Jewish misapprehension of Scripture language ; and that

hence, however the grammatical construction may demand it, the lan-

guage, covenant and prophetical, expressive of such a faith must be inter-

preted to correspond with the result thus far attained. The non-fulfil-

ment becomes both the rejecter of the ancient faith and the apologist for

applying a spiritualistic interpretation. It is assumed that the prophecies

relied on by the Jews to sustain their faith must mean something very

different from its natural meaning—in brief, words, phrases, and sentences

that had a definite meaning for centuries are, under the impulse of this

misconception of the actual facta in the case, transmuted into something
else to suit existing circumstances. This, too, is represented as faith in

the Word—a reception of its divine teachings with implicit confidence.

Need we be surprised at infidelity exulting in the gross confusion thus
occasioned, and the more gross by implicating as utterly unreliable repre-

sentative men, men of faith in the ancient church.

The question returns. Were the Jews really mistaken and is any one anthorlzed to

engraft another and diverse meaning upon the prophecies which excited their faith, in

order that the language may be reconciled with a certain supposed result ? The sim-
ple, sad fact is this : in this whole matter the Word of God is unfairly harxdled by the
multitude. According to their notion of the church as the covenanted Messianic Kingdom,
both the primitive and Jewish faith must be discarded, and the predictions of the Word
must be made to accommodate themselves to this Church-Kingdom theory. The true and
honorable method is the following : If the events did not take place, and have not yet
occurred as predicted and believed in by these ancient worthies (i.e., as far as relates to

the Kingdom), it ought to suggest the inquiry, H'Tiy have they not been realized ? and then

receiving the plain reasons presented in the Word why they have been withholden, depply
ponder them, and allow them the toeight that divine teaching possesses. It is premature
10 assume, without mature examination, the foregone conclusion that they will never be
verified in the believed-in grammatical sense, and thus bring reproach on the Scriptures

containing and leading to such a sense ; thus heap discredit on the belief of those
ancient saints, making them misguided and ignorant Jews ; thus hold up to scorn the
faith of the Primitive Church, regarding it as mistaken in the leading doctrine of the
Kingdom ; and then, as a resort against infidelity, search for some aecommodation theory to

shelter those believers and the Scriptures. How can it be shown, with the reasons be-

fore Msotifie postponement of the Kingdom to the Ike. Advent, that God will not, as predicted,

ultimately p^ozm this glorious work ? Instead of spiritualizing the language of the

Word away into vagueness ; instead of decrying the hopes of the pious of former ages
(with well-intentioned motives and feelings), would it not be better to look at the most
solemnly given assurances, coming from the Christ Himself, that these things are pur-
posely pOB^>oned 7 Some preliminaries must first be logically passed over before we are

fully prepared to discuss this postponement ; if the student will patiently follow our
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steps he will be enabled to appreciate the irreslstQjle force of the reasons assigned—rea-
sons whioh for several centuries inflnenoed and pervaded the Christian Church.

Obs. 8. The Apologetics of the Church makes too many concessions to
unbelierers respecting the Jewish and Primitive faith, and, alas, too many
sneers—according well with the ridicule of infidelity—are cast at their
"low," **groYelling," ** carnal " views of the Kinedom^ Gentiles, in
their self-approbation of position and favor, forget tne caution given by
Paul in Rom. 11 : 20.

Would it not be well to reflect over that whioh Peter tells ns (1 Pet 1 : 10-12), and
not hastily accnse those to whom things were revealed, and to whom the proclamation
of the Kingdom was intrusted, as knowing nothing of the true naiurt of the Kingdom
and its resultant salvation. We, having the advantage of additional revelations and
fulfilment, know indeed more respecting the method of God's procedure, the duration
of the postponement, the manner in which the Kingdom is to be manifested, the events
which are to precede and accompany it ; but they, as well as we now can, knew the
main, leading predictions concerning the Kingdom, correctly apprehended the great
outlines, perfectly comprehended its nature and relationship to Christ—for all these
toere plainly given in the Soriptures, connected with covenanted promises and con-
firmed by oath. The difficulties of distinguishing between the First and Sec. Advents
(which many eminent men now experience in appropriating prophecies to the First that
only pertain to the Second), a smitten and triumphant Saviour, a crucified and exalted
King, etc., did not, by any means, efface a scriptural view of the Kingdom itself. This
is already shown by the preceding Proposition ; for, if otherwise, then no satisfactory
reason can be assigned for the extraordinary manner in which the New Test, opens,
taking, as it does, a previous knowledge of the Kingdom for granted. If they did make
a mistake in their absorbing contemplation of the gloriocu Kingdom of the Me^iiah bo
as to overlook the antecedent humiliation, suffering, and death of the King, let not
the man accuse them of ignorance concerning the Kingdom, which led to such a re-
strainment of prediction, when he to-day reverses their conduct by confining >iiT¥>aA]f

so much to the sacrifice that he overlooks the Kingdom,

Obs, 9. The force of Prop. 16, begins to appear. The knowledge that
we have of this Kingdom is invariabfr attributed to the Old Teat. Jewish
and Primitive beliei—over against the modern notion which would only
find it in the New Test, and then by inference—based itself upon what the
Old Test, declared concerning it. Tliis fact meets us at the very begin-
ning of the Q-oapels, and comes to us directly in the early preaching of
*' the Gospel of the Kingdom." Wliat Kingdom is taken for granted as
known ? Evidently the one predicted in the older Scriptures, and hence,
without an investigation of the Old Teat, from whence the Jewa and the
first Christians obtained their views and expectatious, it is simply im-
posaible to obtain a correct idea of the Kingdom, The New Test,
begins with the conviction that the aource of all true knowledge concern.
ing it is to be found in the Word of God previously given.* And this in-
formation imparted ia not merely elementary in the sense that it is to be
superseded by something else, for, as we shall show, it is so encompassed
by covenant and prophecy, so imbedded in the Divine Purpoae as unfolded
and atteated to by oAthy that it becomes and ever remaina unchangeably
essential and fundamental in its nature. God will not, cannot produce a
faith by the unvarnished grammatical sense of His Word, exiating for many
centuriea, and then supersede it by another through men engrafting a
different meaning upon the identical Scriptures which led to the former.
Multitudes, indeed, dream that this actually takes place, but it is a vain,
idle vision, productive of vast injury to the truth.
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1 One of the greatest marks of deolension in Chorch Theology was the neglect that
the Old Test, received in certain ages, and one of the most recent signs of improve-
ment is the great attention which it now receives from many able writers in Enrope and
this comitry. This was brought abont, in a great measnre, by the severe attack of
Nationalists, etc,, apon that portion of Holy TVrit. Whatever may have originated the
raloable contributions, especially by German theologians, in this direction, it is now
fnllj conceded that wiUiout the Old it is impossible to properly oomprehend the New,
and that both are indispensable to preserve a unity in the Divine Purpose. It is

Bnitable to add, that this is specially and pre-eminently true of the leading doctrine of the
Kingdom.

Ohs, 10. The belief in this Kingdom had a preservative influence upon
the Jewish nation. For, inspired by the hopes set forth in prophecy, it

preserved even under bhe most adverse circumstances a tenacious trust

which largely contributed in keeping them from the enervating influences

and the idolatry of Asiatic nations. It kept them also, as Mill observes

{Rep, Gov., p. 41), from ** being stationary like other Asiatics." The hope
of the futare, as prophetically allied with the nation, served as a bond of

union, imparted patience under trial, and kept them separate and distinct

among other nations.
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Propositiok 21. The Prophecies of the Kingdom^ intei^preted

literally^ sustain the expectations arid liopes of tlie pious Jews.

This is universally admitted^ even by those who contend that the
same prophecies are susceptible of a different interpretation. The
plain literal sense esoptessly teaches what the Jews anticipated

;

and no author has yet arisen who has dared to assert tmit the
grammatical construction of the Old Testament language, received
according to the usual laws^ does not convey the meaning found
therein oi a literal restoroMon of the Theocratic-Davidic throne and
kingdom as expected by the believing Israelites. Even after the
attempted undue advantage taken of this circumstance by unbe-
lieving writers, and after Apologists have informed us that this

naked sense is only ** the nusE" to be discarded, no one has
attempted to call the fact of such an existing sense into question.

Believers, infidels, and semi-infidels teach this fact ; every author and commentator
consulted, every Life of Christ, every Introd. to the Bible, etc., fully admits it. With
infidels it is a standing joke that the prophets predicted such a Kingdom. Thus e.g.

Benan (Zi/e of Jesus^ p. 86) calls it '* a gigantic dream for centuries," and ** they
dreamed of the restoration of the house of David, the reconciliation of the two fragments
of the people, and the triumph of the Theocracy," etc. " They dreamed of the Messiah
as judge and avenger of the nations,'* of *' a renewal of all things.*' In view of this, he
informs us (p. 266) that " the first Christian generation lived entirely upon expectations
and dreams," and that it required " more than a century" for the church to disengage
itself from such '*' dreams," which, however (p. 251), were more or less held, although
but '* a fantastic Kingdom of God, *' etc. All that our argument at present requires is

simply to direct attention to the concession, however scornfully put, or however at-

tempted to be weakened by accommodation, that the Jewish and Primitive faith is based
on an acknowledged grammatical sense. We are not concerned at the protest, that if the
covenant and prophecies are thus understood, then there is presented " an ideal Jewish
King,** " languid dreams," ** impracticable pedantries," " carnality," etc. The conces-
sion is all that is required at this stage of the argument, forming a necessary and important
link, for it evinces a correspondence existing between the Word and the early belief.

Obs, 1. Here, then, is something that all, both Jew and Gentile, frankly
admit, however some may afterward attempt to break its force and con-
tinued application. Let the reader keep this point in view : here is a sense
(let it be despised and rejected) that all acknowledge does exist ; and this

sense, thus contained in the Word and for many centuries received by the
pious, is the one that we receive, until it is proven that there ia a command
or revelation from God to set it aside, or until it is shown that it is in
direct conflict with Revelation itself. We have by its adoption (Prop, 4) a
Hure foundation for interpretation, based on a sense which all are forced,
willinffly or unwillingly, to concede is found in the Scriptures ; and one,
too, wnich, with a proper theory of tne divine and inspired, cannot be
easily discarded without doing violence to the Word and to the wisdom of
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God in bestowing it. This sense obviously contained in the Scriptures
formed the scripturally derived basis of the Jewish hopes.

HaTing this allowed senBe—i.e. the grammatical—one that the words natniully con-
tain, the Htndezit is placed on ground, acknowledged to pertain to Scripture, by which
he can test other alleged senses, varied in form, that others engraft upon it. If the care-
ful reader finds that this literal sense produces a harmomoua whoU, an unbroken unUy in
the Divine Purpose (the great test after all), he sorely is authorized, in confirmation of
faith, to receive and treasure it as a most precious guide.

Obs. 2. Two classes array themselyes against this obvious^ admitted
sense entertained for centuries. The one party, enemies of the revealed
truth, honestly accept of it as existing, but discard it on the ground of its

conTeving human, not divine, notions and expectations.. The other class,

friends of the truth, also find and admit this sense, but believing it to be
" gross and carnal," endeavor to adapt its language to their own ideas of
the fitness of things, and hence attach to it another, distinct, separate sense

(some even adding two or more), which, rejecting the grammatical, we are

to receive as the true intended one.

Hay it be allowed, without reflecting upon any writer, to say, that such an Origen-
istic appliance of language which casts us loose from a sense aciuaUy contained in the in-

spired Kecord« is taking dangerous and undue liberty with the "Word of Qod. Look at its

sad results in the overwhelming mass of mystical interpretation which a taxed ingenuity
and an apparently profound learning have heaped upon the Scriptures, rejecting the
visible, outward Kingdom taught by the prophecies and substituting for it the vaguest of
explanations, and making it appear that God said one thing but meant quite another; the
Jews, John the Baptist, &e disciples, being deceived by what was said, not being able to

comprehend the spiritual and mystical interpretation that afterward such men as Origen,

Jerome, Augustine, and others bestowed upon the gnunmatical sense. If we reject this

one fully adcnowledged sense, who can prove to us that any other of the conflicting

senses, added by men afterward, is inspired, is truly the Word of God f What guide have
we then—man's added sense, or the one given by God ? Thus e.g. if David's throne and
kingdom is not David's throne and kingdom as the words indicate, and as fondly believed
in for centuries, but is, as men in their wisdom afterward developed, the Father's throne
in heaven and the Father's Kingdom on earth and in heaven, how then can we reconcile it

with God's own assurances of veracity, desire to instruct, undeviating truthfulness, etc.,

that He would clothe His own gracious and merciful words in a dress caleiukUed to deceive,

and which did beguile the Jews and Primitive Christians, His children, into a false faith

and hope. No I neuer, never can we receive any theory, however plausibly and learnedly

presented, which thus rtfieds on God's goodness, makea Him virtually a pi^y to gross de<
ception, and which degrades the intelligence and piety of former saints. Who can cen-
sure us for believing in a sense so generally admitted as given by Ood Himsdf, placing
(ourselves where prophets, pious Jews, and the early Christians stood ? Having thus in

the outset a vantage ground, needing not to prove what multitudes already concede, let

us lay aside our '* worldly wisdom," and in a childlike disposlion for instruction, fol-

low this grammatical interpretation, carefully gathering up the detached portions, and see
where it will lead us. It will reveal a strangeness most surprising, a sublimity most in-

spiring, and a beauty most delightful, in God's work.

Obs. 3. In view of the faith of the Jews, and from whence derived, it

may well be asked : Is it reasonable to suppose that Qod would give utter-

ances by His profjhets respecting a Kingdom, which, taken in tneir usual

literal sense (making due allowance for tlie usage of figures common to all

languages), positively denote the re-establishment, in a most glorious form
under a Son of David's, of David's cast-down throne and kingdom, etc.,

and yet that all these assurances must be taken in a different sense?

ilen, eminent for ability and piety, tell us that such a transformation is

demanded. They may, under the specious garb of **a higher sense**
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honestly think to elevate oar notions of the predictions, but in reality it

is a lowering of the sense actually contained m the Word ; for attributing

to it (through human authority) another sense, it virtually assumes the

position that Holy Writ contains language and ideas that cannot be main-
tained ; that God, foreknowing the result, intentionally conveyed one
meaning whilst (like the Delphic oracle) another was intended.

Let the careful sindent, at the threshold of onr anbject, reflect whether such a dis-

crepancy is not Bofficient of itself to cause a thorough reinvestigation of this matter. If

the Kingdom is not such as these Jews held it to be, who is justly chargeable with their

error, if it be not the great Author of those prophecies ? Every reflection cast upon the

Jewish faith in this direction in fact recoUs back upon the Giver of the predictions,

seeing that on their Butface is the meaning which led to the oniversal belief. Now in all

honesty, every believer, desirous to vindicate both the Scriptures and the Author of

them, must turn away from theories which necessarily reflect upon the Bible, its

Author, and the hopes excited by its plain grammatical sense. In the following pages
it will be shown at length, every step supported by Scripture, that God gave the prophe-
cies as truths couched in inUhfid language in their grammatical sense ; that all, as written^

will yet be fulfilled ; and that the hopes of His people, excited and fostered by the ex-

press lamjuage, will not, as multitudes hold, be disappointed. We may hesitate to adopt,

under all circumstances, the bold expression of Pascal :
** God owes it to mankind not to

lead them into error ;" for God, in the provisions made and in the truth given, does not
encroach upon an element of liberty, freedom of choice, in human destiny from which
may arise error and even crime (by perversion, etc.), as the painful history of Christianity

and the world attests. While this may be viewed as permissive and in accord with
moral freedom, yet Pascal is correct if the language is applied to a revelation given by
Cfod. TTia language, or the ideas conveyed by the same, involve the God directly, person-
ally, and, therefore we cannot, dare not, believe that He will give a revelation that will,

if the grammatical sense is received, lead into error.

Obs. 4. As intimated under previous Props, and above (Obs. 2), this

grammatical sense thus received and introduced into the New Test, with-

out any declaration of a change, is seized by unbelief as evidence of the

non-inspiration of the Scriptures. Thus e.g. Morgan [Moral Philosopher)

finds, what Baur and others have developed, decided indications that por-

tions of the New Test, contain a deposit of Jewish-Messianic ideas, ob-

tained through adhesion to the plain sense of the Old Test. The Swiss
Rationalists (Hurst's His. BationaL, p. 436) declare on this ground that

Jesus Christ is not the Messiah foretold by the Prophets and preached by
the Apostles, siniply because He did not establish the Kingdom as plainly

predicted, etc. They, and others, insist that a fatal discrepancy exists

which is not removed by the Christ and the spiritual Kingdom created by
theologians. We acknowledge, as essential, tliis '* Jewish-Messianic" de-

posit ; we admit that under a misapprehension of the actual postponement
of the Kingdom and the still future realization of those *' Jewish-Mes-
sianic" predictions, theologians have too readily spiritualized the proph-
ecies to make them applicable to Christ, and to tne Church at present (and
thus make the Messiah and Kingdom assume characteristics very different

to those assigned in prophecy) ; hut we beg all such to consider, what they
on both sides carefully tgnore, the express promises that all such Messianic
expectations are only to be realized at the Sec, Advent. The verification of
them, owing to sinfulness, was postponed, and the object of following
Propositions is to bring forth this truth prominently as given by Jesus
Himself.

Obs, 5. Men, in their eagerness to rid themselves of the grammatical sense
of the Old Test prophecies and the consequent Jewish belief, resort to the
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most desperate argaments and reasoning. Some of these hare already been
given ; others will be presented hereafter ; one may be appropriately men-
tioned in this connection. It is said (and even Martensen, Ch, l>op,, p.
235, falls in with the notion) that " the prophecies themselves are typical."
This conveniently enables the student to reject the literal sense, and en-
graft u])on it whatever he may consider a suitable fulfilment of the type.
It is a dangerous procedure, opening a wide door to arbitrary interpretation,
and it is pointedly condemned by the rules (comp. Inirods. to the Bible)
specifying and controlling types.

Thia afisninption ia a modem philosophical conceit that admirably answers to cover
up deficiencies in making oat the Church-Kingdom theory—i.e. it attempts to reconcile
prophecy with an alleged fulfilment in the chnroh. Bat it is unaaripturai and destructive

to prophecy ; it removes the veracity of (rod's Word in its grammatical sense by leaving
the fulfilment at the option of the interpreter ; it weakens an appeal to prophecy, under-
mining its strength as proof. While there are a few prophetical types (e.g. Isa. 22 : 2 ;

Jer. 13 : 1-7 ; Jer. 16 : 2, etc.). these are but rare, exceptional cases ; the immense mass
of prophecy, in no shape or sense, is typical, but real descriptions or representations in
Ungpage of things to come. Prophecy is a delineation of the future, and not an adum-
bration of a thing typified, not something that in itself represents an antitype, excepting
only in so far as language ordinarily may by usa of figure or symbol represent the
fatore. StricUy speaking, however. Prophecy when employing symbols or figures of
speech is not typical (Comp. Bee. 3, Part 2. Book 2, Home's Jntrod.), and to make it

BQch gives place to endless mystical exegesis. Martensen himself affords an illustration
of the latter, when, in support of the typical nature of Prophecy, he quotes 1 Cor. 13 : 9,

prophecy being also " in part," overlooking its plain meaning that our present limited
knowledge is only compared by the apostle with what it will be hereafter, there being no
allosion to the characteristics of Prophecy. Having previously shown the nature and
intent of Prophecy (Prop. 17, etc.) as the grand guide into the Divine Purpose, it is un-
necessary to repeat.

Obs, 6. It is only when we retain the expressed sense of prophecy as held
by the Jews and Primitive Church, and as admitted to be contained in it,

that one of the offices of Prophecy is fully maintained. Thus e.g. Kurtz
(Sac, His., p. 32) justly observes that "it is the pre-eminent design of

prophecy both to furnisn the age to which it is given with a knowledge of
Itself, that is, of its position and obligations, and also to render the same
service to every succeeding age, in so far as its condition, wants, and obli-

gations are similar to those of the former.** He explains this by adding
tbat " Prophecy designs, by means of its divine knowledge, to inform the
generation of men to whom it is Hven, respecting both their present acqui-
sitions and also their actual wants, for the purpose of guiding alike in
the right employment of the former, and in an earnest search after all that
mast yet be acquired, before their wants are supplied.** Take, now, for

granted the supposition of the multitude that for many centuries the Jews
miserably misunderstood the prophecies, that they haa no correct ideas of
the Messiah or of His Kinjgdom, etc., and lohat becomes of the instruction
of prophecy to the generations of men who held to the grammatical sense ?

And if the office of prophecy really was to impart information, to give cer-

tain knowledge, to clearly indicate the present and future state, how
coald such an office be compatible with the unjust inference now made by
theologians, viz. : that this information and Knowledge was concealed in

an inner, hidden sense, which would require the raising up of such men as

Origen, Jerome, etc., to bring it forth out of its "husk,** and that for

ages men, eminent for piety, must be content with ** the outward shell.''
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Never can we receive anv theory which thtts degrades " the light" that

God has given ; and, brieAj, it would be well for ns to be guardra, lest by
rejecting what all are agreed the prophecies really contain, we place our-

selves in the posture of^ and ultimately receive the rebuke given to, the

disciples : "fools and slow of heart to believe what the prophets had
spoken'' (Luke 24 : 25).
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Proposition 22. John the Baptist^ Jesus^ and the disciples^ em-
ployed the phrases " Kijigdom of heaven" " Kmgdom of Qod^'
d€,j in accordance with the usage of the Jews,

It is admitted by all authorities that this phraseology was cur-
rent among the Jews, and was adopted by the first preacners of the
Kingdom.

Compare e.g. Enapp^B Cft. Theoi., p. 323 and 353 ; Fres. Edwards's His, Bedemp., p.
395 ; Neander's IJfe cf Chriai, also, Hia, Chr. Ch.^ His, vf Dogmas^ etc. Commentaries,
Apologetical works, Dogmatics, etc., distinctly annoance this fact. Farkhorst's Or. Lex.
refers, as aU do. the phrases to a deriration from Dan. 2 : 44 and 7 : 13, 14. Meyer ( (km.
Matt. 3 : 2) says that the Rabbins often used it (referring to Targ. Mich. 4 : 6, Wetstein,
p. 256, with which comp. the Mishna) to designate the Kingdom of David's Son. But
V6 allow an opponent (already criticised, Prop. 20, Obs. 5, note) to testify. Art.

** Sin^. a^ God** (M'Clintock and Strong's Cyclop.), which spiritnalizeB these phrases.
makes this frank confession :

** There is reason to believe not only that the expression
* Kingdom of heaven,' as nsed in the N. T., was employed as synonymous with ' King-
dom of God,' as referred to in the Old Test., bat that the former expression had become
oomnum among the Jews of onr Lord's time for denoting the state of things expected to
be brought in by the Messiah. The mere use of the expression as it first occurs in
Matthew, uttered apparently by John the Baptist and onr Lord Himself, voiihoui a note of
expianatkm, asifaU perfectly understood what waa meant by it, seems ahne conclusive evidence

ofUusr

Obs, 1. The Prop, needs no proof, for the fact is self-evideDt. First is

to be fonnd the well-known expectations of the Jews based on a literal in-

terpretation of the prophecies ; next, these are summed up in the expressive

phrase ** Kingdom of heaven," etc., taken, as numerous writers inform us,

from Dan. 7 : 13, 14 ; finally, John, Jesus, and others take the very plira-

mlopy adopted by the Jews to designate a certain definite Kingdom^ and
lue it without the slightest intimation or explanation of a change in its

meaning ; and this employment of the phrases, with a correspondent Jew-
ish meaning attached, continued (as admitted by our opponents, e.g. Prop.
20, Obs. 3, n. 1) at least down (Acts 1 : 6) to the ascension of Christ.

Some, indeed, tell ns that Christ had a different conception of it ; but they give ns
no dtrfct proof, but only the most remote inferences of their own. The Scripture relied

upon for such a view will be examined hereafter in detail. At present it is sufficient to

aj, that even those addicted to the theory that Jesus gradually engrafted a new mean-
ing, i.e. spiritual, upon Uie notion of the Kingdom, still frankly admit that Jesus em-
ployed the Jewish moAe of expression (Neander calls them " Jewish forms,*' as e.g. in
* Ser. on the ML*'). Additional proof and illustrations will be given« to save repetition,

^der the Props, relating to the first preaching of the Kingdom. Our argument and
doctrinal position demands that the language of the Jews by which their anticipations
vere expressed and the language of John and Jesus should happily correspond. Explain
it as we may, this eeiiawiy is the case, and thus far decidedly in our favor.

Oh, 2. Here, at the very fountain head, in the presence and under thn

Eanction of the Master Himself, there must be no discrepancy. The fond
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hopes and the ardent anticipations, aroused by the speech of the prophets,

are too dear to be trifled with, or to be confirmed by a mere spirit of ac-

commodation. It would, if the Jews were in error on so fundamental a

point, be simply cruel to adopt their expressire language and thus confirm

them in an alleged blunder, a vital mistake.

With due respect and love toward the eminent men who di£Eer from ns, it can be un-

hesitatingly said, that an error here, and oontinaed for several oenturies in the churches

established by the apostles, cannot bnt viiiaie the entire snocession. A rale in law, often

quoted, holds good in Uiis place ;
" Quod initio vitiosum est, tractn temporis odd vales-

cere non potest," or the old adage is applicable : "As the fountain, so the stream." Men
tell us that the phraseology used, " the Jewish forms," employed, was only " the husk ;'*

fef it be M, we claim it to be a Oiid-givtn *' husk,'* amply sufficient to satisfy the longings

of humanity. No ! if these noble preachers of the Kingdom are to inspire unshaken
confidence, we must not, with infidels, acknowledge that they believed in, and pro-

claimed. ** Jewish error." For, if this is done, the fountain head itself is corrupted,

and all the sophistical glosses, philosophical conceits, additional senses developed,

heaped upon it by way of explanation, extenuation, or apology, cannot hide from cap-

tious critics the ugly feature—one/ too, so glaring and wide-reaching that no person,

addicted to reflection, can pass it by without serious misgivings.

Oba, 3. When significantly-pointing to the fact, that the idea of a King-
dom of God was familiar to every pious Jew, for which he longed, and

prayed, and waited, and that the first preachers adopted the very language

in familiar use by the Jew to signify his hope. Apologists inform us {Ecce

Deus, p. 329) that ** Christ came to give that conception a profounder in-

terpretation, and a more intensely spiritual bearing," that "^' the Jew had

a carnal idea of a spiritual fact." But where is the proof of this carnality

and substitution ? Neander, and others, in reply, tell us, that it is found
in the higher spiritual conception being wrought out afterward in ** the

consciousness of the church.** When, where, and by wnat instrumentali-

ties, was this accomplished ? Was it done by Origen, or Jerome, or the

Popes, or the Councils, or shall we allow the claims of Swedenborg and a

host of fallible men in this direction ? Admit this, and we plunge our-

selves into an abyss of pretensions and demands, exalting uninspired men
above those who were under the special guidance of the Spirit.

It is impossible, witt conMftUncy and safety, to leave the original Record, and seek for

a doctrinal position is so important a matter, derived from men who lived after the apos-

tolic period. If the notion of a Kingdom, such as was afteru>ard developed by the Alex-

andrian school, is not to be found in the Gospels, in the opening of the New Test., as

recent valuable works on the Life of Christ frankly confess, then surely it is not taking

unwarranted liberty to reject it as unreliable, contradictory, and the mere added opinion

of fallible men.

Obs, 4. In view of this alleged change in the meaning of the Kingaom,
the Liberalists, etc. (as e.g. Johnson's Orient, Eeligs,, p. 794), assert,

that Christ proclaimed a kingdom to come, but '* of tne institutional

meaning of tne approaching change, and of the special ways in which his

own name would be exalted therein, his record gives no sign that he had
the least presentiment." This indicates unfamiliarity with the covenants
and the prophecies, the Jewish faith and that of the New Test, for (1) it

was not necessary to enter into any explanation concerning the nature of

tlie Kingdom, it being something that was well understood, as seen by the
adoption of Jewish language, etc. ; (2) it is utterly unfair to pass by the
Scripture given by Jesus illustrative of the reasons why the Kingdom was
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not then realized aa anticipated by the Jews and dlBciples ; and (3) it is

uncandld to ignore the express declarationa (which will be presented in

their place hereafter) of a post|)onement of the Kingdom believed in until

the allotted times of the Gentiles had expired^ because of Christ's rejec-

tion bj the nation. .

The nsuU method of dealing with Johnaon^a objection ia to nrge that the time for
developing the true idea of the Kingdom had not yet amTe<l, and, therefore, but little ia

Mid rettpecting it, becanae the Jewa and even the apostlea themaeWea were (Acta 1 : 6)
unprepared for it. Thna e.g. Schlegel {PhiL qf His,^ Leo. 10) fully admits the vieva of
the Jeva concerning the Kingdom and apologizes for their opiniona by aaying : that the
portrait of the Deliverer waa drawn by the propheta ** in such vivid cotora in those ancient
prophecies, that the description might, in many passagea at least, be easily mistaken for
one of an earthly monarch ;'* and adds, that the Jews were the more excusable aince
*' all the foUowera of oar Savioor and His moat tmaty diaciples, were atfirst under the
same delnsion,"' etc., and Anally explains these discrepancies by taking refnge in some
generalities, especially that of '* a higher spiritual signification" being ultimately at-

tained. Bnt what force has snch reasoning with the nnbeliever, which places the Divine
Teacher, His foreninner, the disciples, and believing Jews in a most unenviable position—
one opposed to all our notions of propriety and honor ? Let the reader keep in view, as
additional reasons are presented in the progress of oar argument, the ntter inability of
the prevailing view to reconcile this early belief and usage of language with its modem
tnnkfonnations and substitations.

Obs. 5. The student is directed to a proof that this subject affords in be-

half of the earlj origin of the Gospels. In looking at the opening of the
New Test, the subject-matter of the Kingdom, how it was introduced and
retained its ** Jewish forms," it shows how unfounded is the view of Edel-
man, etc., that the New Test was written in the time of Gonstantine,
or that of more recent writers who make the Gospels proceed from the
Alexandrian school, or to be an offshoot of the latter part of the second, or
the production of the third century. The Alexandrian school could not
pf^ibly, with their ideas of the Kingdom, have originated the Gospels, and
this is true of all the later periods assigned.

Thus e.g. the later origin of the Gospels is sufficiently disproven by the exclusive

preaching of the Gospel of the Kixigdom to the Jewish nation (Comp. Prop. 64). Snch
ftn idea of exclnsiveness could not, in the nature of the case, have originated at so late a
period as that assigned by Strauss, Baur. etc., it being opposed to the actual condition
of things then existing. Sentences confining the preaching of the Kingdom only to the
Jewish nation, ascribing ealvation to the Jews, etc., could not have been concocted at the
times assigned ; it is opposed to the habits and mode of thinking already introduced,
rnbelievers themselves acknowledge this, as e.g. the Duke of Somerset

(
Ch. l^heol. and

Mod. Okep., ch. 4), who refers to *' a Jewish kingdom under a national Sovereign," as
clearly tau^t, and then gives us some reasoning, based on this fact, in favor of the early

production of the Goapels. (1) He tells us that the first generations of Christieois had
in many respects " the distinctive features of Judaism,*' especially in their notion of
the Kingdom. (2) That in ** a subsequent generation" ** the whole character of Chris-
tianitv was already changed.* * (3) Hence, " this chronological testimony appears to re-

late the theories which ascribe the Gospels to a later period."
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Proposition 23. There must be some avbstantial reason why the

phrases ^'^Kingdoni of God^' etc.j were thus adopted.

Amid the diverse and antagonistic theories, the only one that

rescues the Word from unjust suspicions, that preserves the integ-

rity of the New Testament from entangling concessions and
alliances, that honors the faith and intelligent piety of ancient be-

lievers, Ls that which affirms that the truth itself was contained in

the derivation of this phraseology, in the hopes excited by it, and
in the subsequent adoption of it.

One party (e.g. Ap6stolio Fathers, with whom we agree) holds, that the adoption of

the Jewish phraseology precisely covered the truth, and that, although not realized at

the time /or cerUUn good reasons, it will yet be verified. Another party (e.g. Rationalists,

Freethinkers, etc.) asserts that no reasonable excuse can be given for the use of such
language, and that all the parties employing it were under a delusion. Some (e.g. Sem-
ler, etc. ) explain it by the accommodation theory : that John, Jesus, and the apostles

accommodated themselves to the prejudices and ignorance of the Jews. Others again

(e.g. Neander, etc.) find reason for its use in the development theory, that an outward
envelopment of ** husk" was well adapted for future growth, the requisite preliminary.

Some (e.g. Thompson, etc.) suppose that a very spiritual conception was really taught
while the old form was only held in phrase. Others (e.g. Bamea, etc.) admit the diffi-

culty, but without attempting an explanation or removal of it, confine themselves to the

new enlightenment given at the day of FentecoBt, which they declare transmuted the
meaning. Still others (e.g. Renan, etc.) declare that the language was uned at first in

good faith as the Jews themselves understood it, but that Jesus, finding His own hopes
und expectations unrealized by the unbelief of the Jews, changed His plan and a new
meaning was introduced. To indicate the extremity to which men are often pushed in

the attempt to assign a reason, an extreme and far-fetched one—proven mistaken by the
facts—is that of Fleck {De Regno Div,, noticed by Lunge, Com, Matt. 3 : 1-12), who says
that Matthew chose this phrase ** in order to distinguish the ChriHtian Kingdom of God
mora fully from the Jewish theocracy. " Acts 1 : 6 is a sufficient answer.

Obs. 1. The attacks of Rationalistic criticism has induced the advocacy,

by many, of the accommodation theori^. This, however, is a virtual con-

cession to the force of destructive criticism, and, as such, is bailed as a

decided indication of weakness. It is reluctantly wrunff from the advo-
cates of Christianity, because, with their theories of the Kingdom of God,
with their rejection of the Primitive view, they could not invent a better

refuge from their assailants. It is but a sorry refuge in the end, seeing

that it teaches, when stripped of its circumlocutory and apologetic dress,

that the Jews held one notion of the Kingdom and Christ entertained

another ; and that for fear of the Jews, who were unprepared through
prejudice to appreciate the Kingdom, Jesus adopted their language, saying
one thing, but all the time meaning something else. Or, in other words, He
taught, under a borrowed garb, what the language did not and could not-

indicate to the Jew, as evidenced in the history of His own disciples, Acts
1 : 6. But is such a hypothesis, for a moment, tenable ? Can we enter-

tain the idea that teachers of the character and profession like John,
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JesuB, and the disciples, would directly or indirectly connive at that winch
18 false ? The moral and divine position- of the persons makes the sup-
position inadmissible. If it were sulowable to do so in reference to bo vital

a subject as the Kingdom^ how can we be sure that other declarations are
not also an accommodation ? What criteria could be given to distinguish be-

tween the false-and the true ? Xo : such a theory, however well intentioned,

is a virtual lowering of the divine teaching of Jesus, a rendering of the
utterances of the first preachers an uncertainty, and a yielding of Bevela-
tion to the sneers of unbelief at its lack of coherence.

It is the fAfihlon of a large class of modem critics and historians (in otherwise esti-

mable writings), nnable to reconcile the preaching of John, etc., with their own notions
of vhat the Kingdom should be, to inform ns that the first preachers of the Gospel of
the Kingdom accommodated themselves in the doctrinal exposition of the Kingdom to

the prerailing opinions and prejudices of the Jews, waiting for time and cautionsly
given lessons to enlighten them by degrees, etc. Many who censnre Semler for pressing
his theory beyond the bounds of propriety, and have even written against his more gross
departures and denials of trath, do not mend the matter when they themselves, on the
leading subject of the Kingdom^fuUy admU such an accommodation, on the ground that
the Jews were not prepared for the real truth. For, receive this, and then it logically fol-

lows : (li John, Jesus, and the disciples must have taughi «Tor, so far, at least, as the
outward form and the Jews were concerned ; how else, unless in their usual accepiation^

could the Jews understand their words? (2) If the Jews misunderstood them, how could
they be held accountable for it, when thus tempted to a misapprehension by the ambig-
noQs use of current language? (3) The pure character of Jesus is presented to us in an
invidious and disreputable light. Bo long as the theory is advanced, eo long a dark
ilaw appears, and all the apologies annexed to it cannfA sustain His apotless reputation.
The only accommodation in Jesus, and from whence this theory is inferred, consisted in
His concealing, or not avowing, certain truths pertaining to His Person and the King-
dom until His disciples were better prepared for them, but rievfr did He speak without
uttering the truth itself, both as to His Person and the Kingdom, sometimes plainly, some-
times in figure ; never did He use language which was specially adapted to lead into

and confirm error on account of the prejudices of others. It cannot be proven that He
in any way sought refuge in words, that were outwardly compliant with " Jewish error.

'*

If this were so, then Bevelation itself would become involved in uncertainty, no one be-
ing able to discriminate between mere accommodation and its opposite. (Comp. Knapp,
Borne, Schmucker, Btorr, Titman, Heringa, and others, who expose this fallacy.

)

Obs. 2. In immediate connection with the accommodation theory, not

pressed however to the same extreme, is that of the development tneory.

While noticed under Prop. 4, yet its important bearing to our subject

and its extended use, will allow additional remarks. To avoid mieappre-

hension, let it be premised that we also believe in development, in the

progress of Christianity, in the continuous gathering of the elect, of ** them
that believe.** We also hold to doctrinal progress in a certain sense, dis-

tinguishing between the primary and inferred truths ; the foimcr being

polely contained in the Scriptures and obtained by comparison of them
;

the latter being the result of reasoning induced by such comparison, by ob-

serving the statements, history, analogy, etc., of doctrine. The former be-

longs more to the vision of faith, the latter to that of reason ; for the one
contains things beyond human knowledge, and the other is the outgrowth
of the activity of man's mind, arising from induction, deduction, infer-

encse, etc. Having already defined our position under Props. 9, 10, 16, it

is sufficient to add, that we cordially accept of the truthful utterance of

Pr. Schaff (quoted Hurst's ffis. Rational) :
*' Christianity itself, the sav-

ing truth or God, is always the same and needs no change, yet this can
by no means be affirmed of the apprehension of this truth by the human
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mind in the different ages of the church.*' Two cautions arc only to be
observed : (1) never to elevate this apprehension of the truth by the human
mind and expressed in books, writings, etc., to the same standard of excel-

lency as that of the Scriptures themselves ; and (2) never to allow such an
apprehension to be rated as a legitimate progression of divine iuspiration.

On these two points, the development theory pushed to an extreme,
offends. This will be presented, to save space, m the following note.

It may be well, first of all, to notice that this notion of doctrinal growth, under the
development theozy, from the imperfect conception of the apostles to the full revealed
truth in ^church oonsciousneBs" (whatever this glittering generality may mean), is

Bought to be based on two passages of Scripture, viz. : Mark 4 : 26-29 ; MAtt 13 : 31-33.
The Parables will be examined in detail hereafter ; it is sufficient to remark on the first

one, which is regarded (Neander, Inlrod, to Ch. His. ) as the keystone of the arch, that

the seed sown, the blade, the ear, the full com in the ear, have no refennee what«Ter to

doctrinal progress or development, for if it had, then, logically, the harvest at the end
would be a harvest of doctrines fully grown, an evident absurdity. What is here meant
is clearly seen by the parallel passage in Matt 13 : 24-30, when the tares and wheat are
separated, etc. Truth, doctrinal truth, the same that Jesus and apostles taught, is the
seed deposited in the heart, and its moral infiuence is delineated. The parable clearlj.

in its connection and design, shows that the seed has its effect on the man. its germ be-
ing holiness, producing piety in the individual, which enlarges and develops. The seed
of truth is fdways the same.—it changes not—being the same to-day that John, Jesuji,

and the apostles sowed ; otherwise, taking the development for granted we would
sow, not seed, bat the blade or the ear, or even the full com, which is an absurdity.
The anal(^y that they seek to draw out of it, does not hold good ; the growth is rep-

resented as continuous, but such a doctrinal growth is not to be found in the church,
for as the history of the church attests, faith in some very important points was
frequently shifted and became antagonistic.

The development theory, virtually taking a low estimate of the contents of Bcripture,

and yet anxious in some way to honor them, has recourse to a divine outgrowth from
them in man in order to obtain decisive truth ; and this alleged result of outgrowth it

elevates to an equality with, and even, in many instances, above the Scriptures. Take
the most gaarded and able expositor of this theory, as I>r. Neander, and the student
becomes painfully conscious that something sadly defective must exist in a system which
causes so good a man to teach that the mental and moral condition of the Jews, the

disciples, and the apostles was such that Jesus hod to give them the truth in a wry
diluted form --so fine indeed that it was only " the germ,** and this surrounded by ** a
materialistio husk." Gravely, honestly, naively we are told, that this ** husk" was the
only thing that was perceived and appreciated antil a process of growth removed it

Conceding that some things were not revealed until a later period, that other things
were purposely given with obscnrity (comp. Props. 11-15), it is an unfounded and dam-
aging opinion that a leading doctrine, the prominent subject of preaching, the opening
doctrine uf the New Test., was thus confined in " a husk," and finally correctly appre-
hended. The tendency of such a theory is to disparage the early ministry to the Jews
and to lower the apostolic times, showixig that by growth the church has undergone ma-
teria/ mod'Jications in doctrine, and then defending ftuch radical changes on the ground of

progress, and appealing for proof, to sustain all this load, to the authority of ** church

consciousness.'* While admitting the idea of progress and growth, but in a different

way, it does not follovr that such modifications, because they took place in the church,
are indicative of true progress. Indeed in the Word itself we are warned against doc-
trinal and other changes as productive in error, fruitful of unbelief, and prolific of evil.

Under the plastic hand of this theory, some venture even to take the relapses, divisions,

weakness, etc., of the church, and tarn them into signs of life and vigor, telling us that

these things were necessary for the age as educators, forerunners, etc., in order that
greater good might result therefrom. In a specious philosophical manner attempts are
made, in violation of oU order, to weave into the web of Christianity, as essential to prog-
ress, conflicting theologies, rival sects, the corruptions of man, etc., until finally, as
Eaton {Perm, oj Chris,^ p. 45) says :

" It is like a tree drawing its growth from its own
dead leaves/* Men of ability will, In this direction, sagely declare that what was once
truth in one age must in the march of progress, give place to other truth beltfr

adapted to the knowledge and wants of man—the snocessive aheUs give place to new-
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fledged ontcomera. This nonsense—tor it ia nothing leas—passes for viadom vith many
who profess intelligence, not seeing that it strikes a vital Uow at aR established truths and
leaves ns no firm scriptural foundation for our feet. Let ns not credit snch palpable
absurdities, which, intended by amiable men as a defence of Christianity, strike deadly
blows at the very heart of all scriptural truth, and ultimately find their resting place in
a diqgmsed formula that evil in growth is a necessary adjunct to produce the good, ob-
tain the proper symmetry, etc.

The last expressed thought ia abundantly justified by the use to which this theoiy
has been applied. Under the friendly manipulations of men like Dr. Neander, under
the amiable, kindly handling of Dr. Nevin, under the pious touch of Rev. Miller, it

might not result in great injury, however it prevented a reception of apostolic truth be-

cause of its supposed incipient state. But this fascinating favorite of so many of the
Orthodox happens to be a double edged sword, that cuts both ways. The Hegelian view
that every development of life starts from its lowest, poorest form to rise to a higher and
richer one by slow degrees, and which was deemed so appropriate to cover up supposed
(not existing) deficiencies in doctrine, has been seized by the Tfibingen Baur and
others, and has been applied with tremendous force to the apostolic times, so that the
multitude, misled by the caricature given of its beginning (the lowest form), and tram-
melled by its apparent contradictions, violently oppose the Bible itself. Christianity,

too, ia put down as a development in the history of universal religion, which in this on-
ward growth, constant advancement, irresistible progress, must give place to ** the full

ear in the com." Leckey (His. Hational,) informs us that in the progress of the race,

Christianity was indeed a necessary but still imperfect development, and that the high-
est will be found in reason accepting from all the past forms of belief that which best
ooneeponds with the freedom of progressive reason. This is a favorite theory with
Freethinkers (e.g. Essnyi and FUuUws) of every class (as e.g. Btichner, etc.), and under
its ample folds they find congenial shelter and warmth for their various systems. With
united voice, aided and strengthened by honest and unsuspecting believers, they tell us
that the early church did not clearly apprehend the truths of Christianity, especially not

that pertaining to the Kingdom ; that it was enveloped in Jewish forms and Jewish
thought ; and that it required centuries of natural progress from the lower to the higher
before the truth could be fully presented ; and which truth, finally in the shape of well
grown *^ wheat," is harvested by themselves. How large a number of books are issued
to-day full of this plausible theory, in which unbelief characterizes doctrinal Christianity

as '* a stage of progressiou in the human mind," and portrays " all religious truth as nec-
essarily progressive," so that we, by development, can improve upon the " germs" given
by Qod and His Son. It acts out this spirit by changing, adding, striking away, and
substituting, until it glories in producing a new religion, the much boasted one of

humanity. Its humanity can be safely admitted.
Let no firm believer of the Supremacy of the Word, even if in a Christianized form

addicted to this theorizing, censure us for writing so plainly our convictions. It is a
subject upon which we deeply feel, knowing full well that it is the great obstacle in the
way of intelligent men to a return to the Primitive doctrine of the Kingdom, and that It

is the grand source from whence issue the shafts poured against the teaching of the apos-
tolic church. Its ramifications are found ever^^where and its adherents form the im-
mense majority. Leckey ( //i.9. Rational., 'p, 183) thus eulogizes its extent: '^This idea
of continued and uninterrupted development is one that seems absolutely to override
the age. It is scarcely possible to open any really able book on any subject without en-
countering it in some form. It is stirring all science to its depths ; it is revolutionizing
all historical literature. Its prominence in theology is so great that there is scarcely any
school that is altogether exempt from its influence. We have seen in our own day the
Church of Home itself defended in * An £asay on Development,' and by a strange appli-

cation of the laws of progress." Every student knows the tremendous influence that

this theory is now exerting in its modified or extreme. Christianized or rationalistic,

forma. Bioting in its assumed intelligence, it starts out with the principle, often glossed
orer and refined with velvety language, that the writers of the New Test, were not infal-

lible, for in some things (e.g. the preaching of the Kingdom) they were in error, encom-
passed by ''Jewish forms ;" then it advances the self-satisfying notion that in and
through the church there is a progressive revelation of the truth, so that as the Gronin-
gen sdiool (re-endorsed by the Parker school, etc.) boldly proclaims, Augustine stands
higher and knew more of the truth than John or Paul, Luther had far more than Augus-
tine, more recent divines of eminence have more than Luther, and, to keep up the in-

tended oomparison, these Oroningens (Parkerites, etc.) have more truth than all the
rest that preceded. Here, at least, is modesty in a modified, developed form I How
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prevalent to-day, under its inflnence, in organized bodies, sects, conventions, etc.. in the
Hpirit of the Leyden school (Hurst's His. Bal.) that, owing to these ** hnsks" fonnd in tho
early mistaken preaching, we must distinguish between the Scriptures and the Word of
God ; that the former are human compositions, containing some truth, it is true, but that
the latter, which God reveals in the human spirit and in the progress of man, is to be
vastly preferred ; thus opening the cty from ten thousand thousand throats, ** We have
the revealed Word of God in its advanced and latest form.** From whence mainly come
those questionings of the Primitive view of the Kingdom of God ; those assertions that
the Jews, disciples, and early Christians grossly misapprehended the Kingdom ; those
affirmations that the Reformation showed its weakness and inconsistency by substitut-
ing the authority of the letter for that of the Spirit ; those claims of the exclusive pen-
session of the truth to the disparagement of " holy men of old ;" those epithets of scorn
and derision so liberally applied to the grammatical sense of the Scriptures ? They
spring chiefly from this development theory, forming " the Modem Theology,*' ** the
Liberal Theology," " the Free Religion," '* the New Church," etc. The theory itself is

abundantly developing fruit in the hands of infidelity, making men wiser than the Script-
ures, far better preachers of the Kingdom of God than John the Baptist, disciples
and apostles ; and this is either elegantly or offensively maintained according to the cult-

ure of the adherent, thus calling upon us to put our trust in men as they successively
arise. We desire, however, a more solid foundation than the shifting utterances of men,
one superseding another in endless succession, and this we find only in the plain teach-
ing of Revelation, embraced even in the first preaching of the first great teachers com-
missioned by heaven. For us, the development theory, as currently expounded and in-
corporated in theologies, is too latitudhxarian either for doctrine, well-grounded con-
scions belief, logical connection of Scripture and history, and honorable, consistent de-
fence of the truth. Pushed to its extreme^ it constantly shifts its position, claims new
and antagonistic doctrine (or none at all), casts aside faith and exalts reason, glories not
in prophets and apostles, but in modem scientists, buries itself in hypotheses, mere spec-
ulalions, and calls such divine revelations. In all its varied formR, one distinguishing
feature appears, viz. : that it is destructive to the auihorUy of the Scriptures by raising
above it the utterances of fallible men. This is clearly seen in the history of the leading
doctrine of the Kingdom.
The development theory is also becoming patronized by Roman Catholic theologians

(e.g. Dr. Newman), for it becomes the best medium through which to apologize for doc-
trines unknown to the first teachers of Christianity, and for the non-reception of doc-
trines (e.g. Millennrianism) once generally held in the church. It is admirably adapted
to excuse and gloss over the recent authoritative doctrines of the Immaculate Concep-
tion and Papal Infallibility. J, H. 'Newman {^Essays, etc.) tells us that Christianity re-

quired time for its comprehension and perfection, and hence, to understand it, a growth
is necessary, so that we in this age, availing ourselves of the teachings (growth) of the
church, understand divine truth better than apostolic fathers, etc., because time enables
it to free itself from all foreign elements, etc. This then is applied to the doctrinal state-

ments of the Bible—e.g. the early preaching of this Kingdom—and we are jnutified in
receiving '* the tradUhns of men" in their place. " Liberal Christianity" desires no better
basis than this to rest itself upon ; and numerous recent works abundantly avail them-
selves of it. Even if the mildest form of its advocacy by Neander and others is care-
fully examined, it leads us precisely to this Roman exaltation of church authority. It,

too, begins with a lower form and rises during the centuries to a higher ; it also tells us
that the noticeable deficiency of true knowledge of the Kii^dom in John, the disciples,

and apostles—this presentation of '* the husk" containing the still unappreciated
*' germ"—is to be fully made up in (he aftergrowth of the church, i.e. in its teaching and
consciousness. If we ask. whose teaching or consciousness is to be followed as a guide,
the Romanist's response comes back to us : that of the church in the decisions of Popes
or General Councils ; the Protestant, wedded to this conceit, answers : that of the
church as contained in Councils, Synods. Creeds, etc. ; and both in the reception of a
doctrine (e.g. of the Kingdom) afterward fastened upon the church, elevate this toon in-

spired position, making it of eqaal weight with the Scriptures, and if it happens to be
opposed to Holy Writ, even placing it above the Word. Practically there is no differ-

ence between the two ; both profess that their church decisions emanate from the Holy
Spirit ; both claim that the truth developed by growth is superior to the germinal doc-
trine of the Kingdom ; both decide that the utterances of the prophets (i.e. the inter-

pretation), the expectations of the Jews, the first preaching of the Kingdom, the faith of
the disciples, must be tested, as to the amount of truthfulness, by what Hit dmrch said
and dtcreed long after ; both attempt to correct the grammatical sense by an added one
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to make it a little mora nccordant to present views ; and both, by each a judgment of
doctrine nnder the plea of growth, degrade Qcd's own revelation to a secondary place.

Thin may answer to prop np a tottering system, but we earnestly protest against this
leavening process being introduced into—with the pnrest of motives—Protestantism—

a

process by which, under the plea of progress and development, the authority of Bible
truth is certainly undermined. Let us be sore of this : that any professed increase of
knowledge which eonJUcta with the plain meaning of the Bible is not in the direction of
true development.
Even men who are strongly inclined to our views, and in many places admirably sus-

tain them, fall into this development theory. Thus e.g., to indicate how it influences
even the minds of earnest thinkers, let the reader calmly consider Lange {Com,, vol. 1,

p. 236-7) where the parables, under this notion, are treated as representing a historical

succession of periods or stages in the church. This can only be done by an arbitrary

use of the parables, forcing tnem from their legitimate design, and making them incon-
sistent one with the other. They indeed represent or illustrate things pertaining to the
church, individual and world, tn relation to the Kingdom, but no such succession can be
possibly obtained from them without violence. Many examples, where this theory is

pressed into the aid of interpretation or application of Scripture, will suggest themselves
to the reader. TVe may conclude, then, by saying, that a theory which can take a once
universally entertained faith of the church (as in ^ia doctrine of the Kingdom) and Hub-
stitute another for it without the express warrant of God's own Word, is certainly unre-

liable and defective. And any theory which, under the specious plea of progression and
I>erfection, promises constantly increasing and advancing knowledge until the develop-
ment brings forth the blaze of the noonday Sun, runs directly against thepiainesl teachings

of the Holy Scriptures that inform us of the contrary. If there is a truth clearly taught
it is this : instead of looking for such pleasing growth, we are exhorted to look for con-
tinued apostas>% rejection of the truth, etc., until it culminates in the oppression of the
church, the martynlom of saints, and such fearful woe that the Lord Christ Himself
shall come in vengeance as the Deliverer. Alas ! why will men allow some favorite

theory to obscure the clearest announcements of heaven ?

Obs. 3. Others arise who totally ignore any reason whatever for snch
phraseology. Advocates of progress, they do not even seek to employ the

phrases as expressive of a higher or deeper meaning, gradually evolved in

the advancement toward perfection of knowledge. Like the Parker school,

they tell us that God is constantly issuing New Testaments, inspired by the

same common, universal inspiration, and the later supersede the earlier.

The Kingdom once preached is an idle dream, fit for ignorant Jews and
disciples ; for inspiration in others (as e.g. Renan) has announced it to be
"a chimera.'* Many, too, that would recoil, justly, from being classed

with such men, adopt theol*ies respecting the Kingdom and the early be-

lief, which logically and consisfently places them on a leading doctrine of

the Bible in the same category. Allusion has been made to such under
Prop. 6, and it is found that they all claim, under special enlightenment,
the liberty of rejecting the meaning attached to the Kingdom before, and
at, the Pirst Advent, and for several centuries following. They assume
the additional liberty of substituting a meaning, which to them seems cor-

respondent with their ideas of things now existmg.

It is a sad fact, that it has become fashionable to place the fullllling of the law and
the prophets in a purely moral light, and the more spiritual it can be made to sppear, the

more saiisfadory the explanation. The literal aspect of the subject is overlooked, passed

by in silence, or obtains a subordinate toleration, both as it refers to the First and the

Rec. Advent. The great boast of the age, coming from the most adverse directions, is the

toonderful increase of spiritual knowledge—a spiritual illumination that smiles at and
ridicules the simplicity and credulity Uiat can believe what the plain grammatical lan-

guage of the opening New Test, teaches. Men arise, and, under tne seductive influences

of mystical conceptions, gravely claim that they, like—yea, some even more than—the
apostles, are led into all truth by the Spirit. For all such there is an unerring test : if
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any teaching is directly opposed to that which is recorded in Holy Writ, it is to be re-
jected at once, because the Spirit vill not be in conflict with truth previously givezi.

Truth is harmonious and not discordant ; the Spirit is not antagonistic to itself. Ad-
mitting progressive knowledge in some things, it is derogatory to true knowledge to say,
as do others {Ecce Deus., p. 39), that the men of to-day know everything Concerning tlie
Kingdom better than the original disciples and apostles ; which, echoed from many a
platform, is levelled at the foundation of scriptural authority in order to secure its over-
throw. For, if we are better witnesses, more competent to state the truth than thoae
speciaUy aeiectedfor VUs purpose by Jesxts, what force can their words possesa ? To avoid
this destructive rock of unbelief, it is necessaiy to hold that true progressive knowledge
must be in strict accordance and sympathy xoUk thejirst preachers of the Kingdom of Gocl.
Cast down the position that the Holy Bmptures contain the dootiinal truth, and the
wide door is opened either to boasting unbelief, or to the traditionalism of Roman Cathol-
icism, or to the vagaries of mysticism, Swedenboigianism, Fox, Ann Lee, Joseph Smitli,
and a thousand others (including the latest, J. T. Curry of Georgia, the so-called
** prophet and apostle of a new dispensation"), together with the speculations of Spirit-
naiists, Liberals, Freethinkers, Friends of Light, etc. If we once cast loose from the
anchor provided by heaveiit there is no end to the claims made upon our beUef—every
one, too, assuring us that he has the truth. The simple fact is this : it requires an
immense amount of assurance and pride (without questioning the honesty and motives
of the parties) to think that we know far more than Peter, John, Paul, etc., when all onr
knowledge of divine things is based on that given by them, and when we really have
but a small portion of that which they possessed under the special guidance of the Spirit.

Henoe, we repeat, that increase, growth in our knowledge must, so long as we receive the
Scriptures as divine and authoritative, be in unison with them. Evezy enlargement of
doctrinal apprehension, everV conception of doctrinal truth, must find its affinity, its

foundation in the Word of God. In .he d«,vMopment of view, that which occurs outside
and as a consequence of the Divine hocr 1, the expression of human opinion, must be
carefully distinguished from a C- tctrindl gro^^ legitimately (i.e. by comparison, analogy,
etc.) derived from Holy Writ .(comp. Prop. 9, Obs. 3, on Doctrine). Any growth un-
natural to the Word itself {\,el not plainly contained in it) may be set down as a foreign
growth, produced by graft ing on the stock a branch taken from an outside source. Men
in search of truth must return to the old-fashioned notion that (rod's words are ** pure
MDords" and that Kis doctrine does not require the devices of human wisdom either to be
remodelled, or changed, or burnished. They speak for themselves.

Obs, 4t, Others, again, under the plea of non-eBsential, pass by this early

use of phraseology and its resultant effect on the church. In the reaction

against formalism, infidelity, etc., they go to the extreme 9f asserting that
a few elementary truths, sufficient to reach the masses, such as repentance
and faith, are all that are requisite. Their theological sphere is the most nar-

row and contracted, and the great fundamental theological questions relat-

ing to the Divine Purpose in Redemption are totally ignored. This class

finds r.T> difficulty whatever in the early preaching ; for whatever does not
direct / teach their view of the Kingdom is easily made to do so by spirit-

ualiz ig the grammatical sense.

Obs* 5. One of the most skilful, but abortive, efforts to reconcile the ut-

terances and expectations of the disciples and apostles with the notion of a
present spiritual Kingdom, is given by Reuss {His, Ch. Theol. of Apos.
Age), He frankly acknowledges, what he calls their Judaistic views, etc.,

but in the attempt to explain the matter, most amazingly sacrifices the
character of the apostles. Their reputation and scriptural standing as in-

spired teachers, suffers in many a sentence, and a devout believer of the
Word arises from the perusal of the work with a deep feeling, that if Chris-
tianity needs a defense so depressingly apologetic, and so shockingly de-

grading to the first teachers of it, then something is radically torong in its

fundamental source. It will not answer to find, with a Hegelian micro-
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scopic Tision, a germ here and a germ there enyeloped in a rude " husk."
Truth, when thus handled, must, and does, suffer in the house of its

friends.

Many writers of eminence fnlly admit what they call " Christianity circxunscribed at

first witliin the narrow limits of a people's hopes/' but assert as Renss, *' The more con-
Teision'and faith were reoognized as the essential elements of the Gospel, the more did
mere hope become subsidiary." Right here is one of the difflcnlties : hope, which is

also one of the essentials (*' we are saved by hope," etc.) of the Gospel, is placed in the
backgronnd because deemed " circnmscribed," and indlTidual religious experience,
mystical conceptions, etc., take its place. Illustrations drawn from various aaUiors will

follow in succeeding Props.

Ohs, 6. We are indebted to Jerome, and others like him, ifor the pecul-

iar style—now so familiar—in which the old 7iews respecting the Kingdom
of heaven are sought to be eradicated, as based on no solid reason, by using
the epithet ** Judaizers." Thus e.g. in his note on Isa. 11 : 10-16, he
lays down the broad, erroneous canon (which Fairbairn, On Proph,, p.

2M, seems approvingly to quote) :
** Let the wise and Christian reader

take this rule for prophetical promises, that those things which the Jews
and ours, not ours (but) Judaizers, hold to be going to take place carnally,

we should teach to have already taken place spiritually, lest by occasion

of fables and inexplicable questions •>f .)that sort (as the apostle calls them),
we should be compelled to Judaize.'* iWuat an admirable guide ! Under
the plea of carnality, which is ma .) to cover the grammatical sense and
literal fulfilment, the prophecies are to be spiritualized, no matter how,
only BO that they teach nothing which may be wcounted ** Jewish.**

Xeed we wonder that the truth was overpowed by suxjh tactics of interpre-

tation.

Obs. 7. All these methods assume as fundamental, that the Jews and
early believers were certainly mistaken and deluded. Not one attempts to

give a valid reason for the belief entertained. Now the impression made
to cover up a supposed deficiency in the Jews and first preachers, and also

prodticed by the rejection of the doctrine of the Kingdom (held for several

centuries), on the specious but treacherous ground of superior knowledge
—no matter how obtained, by growth, spirit, reason, spiritualizing, etc.—is

this : that if the Word of God is really founded on what it professes, viz.

:

the inspiration of holy men, it must not contain so glaring an i >consis-

tency. We shall now proceed step by step, continually fortified by Script-

ure, to show that the inconsistency only exists in the imagination otimen
;

that the grammatical and historical sense is fully sustained by a continu-
ous Divine Purpose ; that the first preachers of the Kingdom, although
not acquainted with all the designs of God in relation to the Kingdom,
were not in error on the nature of the Kingdom itself ; and that neither
they, nor Jesns, by the use of the literal sense, accommodated themselves
to the prejudices, etc., of the Jews, depending on a future development
or revelation for a purer doctrine. To do this, constant appeal shall be
made *

' to the law and the testimony ; if they speak not according to this

vjord, it is because there is no light in them'* (Isa. 8 : 20) ; but while
thus employed, it is hoped that the reader will not fail to imitate the
noble Bereans (Acts 17 : 11), who, instead of looking outside of the Script-

ures for growth, etc., ** received the Word with all readiness of mind, and
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searched the Scriptures daily to see lohether these things were so,^' Sach a
position is the more necessary, since many professing to make this appeal
darken the simple testimonfj of Holy TVrit to sustain an honestly entertain-

ed theory—^a failing to which, through infirmity, we are all liable. Hence
the greater need of caution, and of a personal reference to the Word.
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PROPOSinoif 24. The Kingdom^ is offered to an elect nation^ viz,

:

the Jewish nation.

This election is so plainly stated in Scripture, and it is so cnr-

rently admitted in our theological works, that it needs no proof.
Such passages as Dent. 7 : 6 and 14 : 2, Rom, 11 : 28 and 9 : 11, etc.,

are decisive, that the sovereignty of God chose in the descendants
of Abraham, the Jews, a people through vyhom should be mani-
fested his Divine purpose m the salvation of man, Kurtz
{Sac, His,^ p. 71) has aptly said, in view of children being
raised up to Abraham agamst the course of nature :

" He, there-

fore, chose in Abraham a people which was called into existence
only by his almighty creative power." This election is not to be
regarded, as some tell us, an act of favoritism, but as founded in
tTixU wisdom which adopted it (as the end will manifest) as the beat
means, under the circumstances in which fallen humanity was
j)laced, to reach, consistently with moral freedom, the largest por-
tion of mankind, having in view the ultimate establishment and
triumph—^in opposition to depravity—of God's Kingdom.
The Kingdom was offered to tms chosen, elected nation, as is

evinced, e.g., in Ex. 19 : 5, 6, where it is declared that if faithful

and obedient, it should be God's ^^ peculiar treasure qhoveallpeo-
ple^'^'* and it should become " a kingdom qf priests and a holy
TuUion.^^

The reason for snoh election is given* e.g. Dent. 7 : 7-11, and the assurance of its

peipetnation is also presented in God's love and oath. The reader ought not to over-

look this, as it has an important bearing on the subject of the Kingdom, as developed
more folly hereafter. Some infidels ridicule the smallnesa of the Jewish nation in this

connection, as if it was unworthy of Deity to stoop so low and exhibit such interest to a
few people ; but the Spirit expressly asserts that the nation was not chosen " because ye
were more in number than any people ; for ye were the fetoest of all the people." Qod
thus forestalls the wretched attempt at witticism so cnxrent in recent books. In refer-

ence to the passage Bom. 9 : 11, Sohmucker (Pop. Tkeol., p. 117) justly argues that it

does not relate to personal salvation, but has a national aspect. But he, with many
othezB, emasculates the force of the election when he only miuces this nation God's ** ex-

ternal, visible people, whom He determined to separate from the rest of mankind and
make the depositories of His religion." This, aa the reader will see, is only a small por-

tion appertaining to their election.

Obs. 1. The Kingdom itself thus offered to them is a divine-political

(church and state united) dominion, over which God Himselfj as an earthly

Ruler^ presides or rules as the Supreme. Moses and the Prophets clearly

show this by constantly uniting the divine and the political In their instruc-

tions ; by making God's commands, both civil and religions, the sovereign

law ; by stating that the object of the nation^s call, and the bestowment
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of peculiar privileges and power, was the orermling and superseding of all

earthly goremments, thus exalting their God and King over all ; and by
teaching that through the Kingdom thus established, all nations should
ultimately be brought under the subjection and allegiance of the great
King.

As we proceed, the Scriptnres teaching thig vill be abnndazitlT addaoed ; for the
present it ia Bufficient to direct attention to the beginning and end of God's plem. Who
doubts that this was the purpose (i.e. to make it a universal dominion over the earth)
when God determined this kingdom from the foundation of the world ? Theologians
justly tell us that anything less would hare been derogatory to the honor, the soTereignty
of God. Why, then, gloss over Dan. 2 : 44 and 7 : 14, 18, 27, etc,, and deny that God
ever contemplated for this Kingdom such a union of church and state, a polUiccU dominion
wholly under divine control f It is a refreshing omen to see men hostile to our viewa, still

admit, as Neander, etc., that God's purposes in relation to this Kingdom must inevUably
—if Scripture is fulfilled—exhibit itself in a great, outvoard political vjorld dotninion, under
divine rule and guidance. Hundreds of quotations (some will bo given hereafter) from
eminent men attest that such is the scriptural idea. Men, too, like Dr. Arnold, feel that
the biblical idea of such a dominion has been kept in the background, and they strive to
revive it, but mistake iJie iimB and manner of its manifestation, attributing to this dia-

pensation and to present means what Holy Writ ascribes to the following dispensatioo
and to Jesus the Christ. Such deep thinkers as Bothe are nearer the truth, and coincide
with prophecy, when they make the church, as now existing, but a temporary institu-

tion, making it to be united with the state in one great theocratic ordering, and the
realization of such a permanent union depending un the future personal manifestatioQ
of the Saviour Jesus. Look at the end contemplated, as predicted by the prophets (e.g.

Zech. 14 : 9, etc.), and given in the last testimony of Jesus (Apoc. 11 : 15, etc.), and this

is the grand position that the Kingdom of God is to attain : absolute control over all

the kingdoms of the earth—such a world-wide dominion that all nations shall bend in
joyful, blessed obedience to its behests. Thia was the Kingdom offered to the Jewish
nation.

Obs. 2. The attention is now directed to the fact that the Jewish nation is

an elect nation to whom a Kingdom is offered—which election, although
occapying an important place in the consideration of the Kingdom, is

passed over or ignored in many theologies, even in recent Bib, Theolo-
gies, just as if it was not reconfirmed by the apostles. Explain it as we
may, this election is a fundame7ital fact, whicn (as will be proven here-

after) has a deep and permanent significancy in relation to the Kingdom.

The infidel, of course, rejects the claim, and makes it the subject of ridicule. The
extreme Calvinist finds here a very tender place, in which (as e.g. Pres. Edwards, etc.) he
manifests a glaring inconsistency. With his views of election in reference to the indi-
vidual, viz. : that it is fixed and eternal, he cannot possibly explain this election of the
Jewish nation, so long as he claims that it was transient, failed, etc., and takes the bless-

ings promised to this elect nation and heaps them upon Gentiles. Hence it is that for
the sake of theory he wisely (?) passes it by as a discordant element. The low Armin-
ian,-who makes all election to consist in foreknown belief, etc., finds in this subject
some stubborn facts, indicating that God's ultimate purposes are not invariably thus
conditioned, and he, too, turns from it as unwelcome. The student willing to receive

—

whether Calvinist or Arminian, irrespective of previously formed opinions—the teach-
ings of Scripture, will not turn away from this point.

Obs, 3. Briefly, let some of the reasons underlying the Prop, be pre-

sented. (1) The Jewish nation, as a nation, was thus chosen ; for tho
Kingdom having in view, as intimated, a divine political world dominion,
it is pre-eminently suitable that a nation—alone susceptible of kingly gov-
ernment, etc.—should be selected for its acceptance and final realization.

God in His Sovereignty and mercy raised up this nation. It is customary
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with some writers to designate this election "a historical claim," which,
indeed, may be allowed, but has no particular signification. (2) Admit-
ting cheerfully the historical connection as indispensable, we see in it a
deeper design, out of which history itself arises. The election embraces a
nationalityy viz. : the natural descendants of Abraham in their associated

capacity. It includes them all, so far as descent i» a certain line is con-
cerned "(as well as those who may be adopted by the nation), which is

clearly seen by what some term ''^exclasiveness" (but actually necessair,

indispensably so, to preserve a unity in the intended dominion), or oy
•* the middle wall of partition" which divided them from other nations, or
by the declaration of Paul (Rom. 9 : 4 and 11 : 28), that even to the unbe-
lieving Jews pertained ** the adopt ion,^^ i.e. this election in view of national

connection, and that, although " enemies" yet, " a.-? touching the election

(i.e. this choice of the nation), they are beloved for the father's sake."
In other words, none but a member of this nation, being a Jew, had this

Kingdom offered to him until the election—unmistakably enlarged

—

embraced others by way of adoption as the seed of Abraham, (3) This
election of the Jewish nation was an absolute, unconditional (i.e. relating

to the Purpose of God) election so far as its national descent from Abra*
ham is affected, i.e. the kingdom is solely promised to the descendants of
Abraham in their national aspect* (which is verified, as we shall see here-
after, by the covenants, confirmed by oath) ; and hence arises the necessity

of Gentiles (as we shall show), who shall participate in this Kingdom,
being grafted in, becoming members of, the commonwealth of Israel. (4)
The unbelief and sinfulness of the nation may, indeed, for a while remove
the mercy and favor of God, but it does not remove the election; for when
the children of Abraham, composing this nation, are gathered out, both

natural and en^afted, the election, never set aside, conditions the restora-

tion of the nation in order that the promises to the nation^ as such, and to

the faithful Jews, as members of the nation, may be fulfilled* Hence tho
restoration of the nation is invariably linked with the setting up of the
Kingdom.* (5) The Scripture indicative of this continued election will

be brought forth as our argument advances. It is amply sufficient at this

stage to direct the earnest attention of the reader to the fust, solemn, most
intensely impressive words of Moses, Beut, 32 : 1-43, in which the elect

condition of the nation is delineated, then a deep and long-continued apos-
tasy is represented as pertaining to this favored nation, followed by pro-
longed punishment ; but this docs not vitiate tho nation^s election, for

Ood^s Purpose in reference to it still stands good, and the promise of the
Eternal, Unchangeable is recorded, that the same elect nation, chastened
and scourged, scattered and dispersed, shall be recalled and exalted in

glory. (6) While the nation, comprising the natural descendants of
Abraham, is thus chosen, it does not follow that every individual in it is

thus personally elected. The election is twofold—in its reach after the
nationality, and in its application to the individual member of the nation.
It, in the latter case, only pertains to the believing, obedient portion of
the nation. This Paul, in Kom. 9 and 11, distinctly teaches. The nation
in its corporate capacity may reject the truth, but God, when for a time
pnnishing the nation, instead of raising up children to Abraham out of
atones (Matt 3 : 9) to keep up a seed unto Abraham, gathers them out
from among the Gentiles, grafting them in, adopting them with pre-

ceding believers as the nation, restores the Jewish nationality as pre-
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dieted, and gives to them the Kingdom—His Divine Purpose is carried out

;

His election fails not But with the individual it is far otherwise

:

God chooses him conditioned to faith and obedience, and if these fail, if

the conditions are unfulfilled, then God has no other purpose ; the indi-

Tidual fails to become of the electa the chosen^ the predetermined number,
to whom the Kingdom is given. In the case of the nation the ultimate
Divine Purpose is unalterable j even if the nation for a time prove unfaith-

ful, that Purpose is assumed by the Saviour (e.g. Matt. 19 : 28) as un-
changeable ; but this is not so with the individual, for in this particular

the assumption is, that he may not receive the Kingdom—some other one
(Rev. 3 : 11) may obtain the crown.* (7) The election is made in view of
thts kingdom^ so that it can be established and manifested. Through the
elect Jewish nation, in its restored Davidic throne and Kingdom, under
the personal rule of David's Son in glorified humanity, and through the
elect (natural and engrafted) Jews, who are ** chosen in Him (Christ) from
the foundation of the world " (i.e. they being predetermined associated

rulers with Christ), shall this divinely constituted world dominion be ex-

hibited. These particulars, thus epitomized, will be fully confirmed by
the Propositions following, the Scripture proof being given and the vari-

ous objections answered.

» Baldwin (Armageddon, p. 88) totally misapprehends the elect eondition of the nation
ID the Divine Fnrpose, and henoe gives place to snch ideas as the following :

*' The sole

and simple secret of their (Jews) existence, as a distinct people, is their irjidelUy. And
God has no fnrther interfered in this preservation than may he implied in His making
their sin their curse." According to this new theory—advanced by various writers and
held by some sects—unbelief is a most excellent national preservative ! Those who deny
the future restoration of the nation are met in their denial by this election and its

* Beference is made to the doctrine of election to distinguish between that pertaining
to the nation and personal election or choice. How the latter is produced* etc., does
not fall within our discussion. The temperate view of Home {Jntrod,, vol. 1, p. 23. foot,

note) is ours ; to which we may add, that persons discussing the subject of personal
election too much overlook the foundation of this term ab seen in the prtdetermined num-
&er of inheritors of this very Kingdom. In this oonection it may also be said, that some
of the Jews recognizing the election of the nation, so distinctively taught, made it cover
the personal election of the individual—thus relieving him of responsibility, and making
birth a sufficient test and merit. Thus e.g. Turretin (quoted by Home, Inirod.^ vol. 1,

p. 394) gives a passage from the Codex Sanhedrin, which affirms : " that every Jew had a
portion in the future world." and another from the Talmud, which says :

" that Abra-
ham is sitting near the gates of hell, and does not permit any Israelite, however wicked
he may be, to descend into hell.'" The mere sign of circumcision, although a sign
pertaining to the elect people, did not in its outward application make one of the elect
unless accompanied by a corresponding moral and religious spirit. So Jesus teaches,
John 7 : 34^4. But still the elect were circumcised as a sign of covenant relationship.
The same is now true of baptism ; the outward, unless accompanied by the inward,
avails nothing, although every believer receives it as indicative of covenant relationship.

Obs. 4. Recent writers (e.g. Fairbaim, On Froph., p. 60) speak very
disparagingly of reckoning the natural de^tcent from Abraham as part of
the election, stating that the election had sole reference to a higher, viz.

:

a spiritual distinction and significance. But this is antagonistic to the
Word and the facts as given. How comes it, then, that the covenants are
given to the Jewish race ? That this election is confined to the Jewish race
and those adopted into that race? That the election is traced directly
through the descendants of Abraham and those incorporated as Abraham's
seedf That all the prophets, all the inspired teachers, Jesus and the
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apostles, are Jews f That the election of the nation is recognized hi/ Jesus
and the apostles, and that the Gentiles were only afterward admitted by
special revelation^ and then only as the acknowledged children of Abraham f

These and similar questions must first be answered before we can possibly

accept of such a theory. The misapprehension arises from not discrimi-

nating that the trae seed are faithful Jews, or become sQch by faith, being
the actual descendants of Abraham, or accounted such—part of the race to

whom the covenants are given. It does not follow, because God designs to

exalt and bless the nation, that a disobedient Jew will obtain the blessings

of election ; for while the race, as a race, is chosen, it is not said that
every individual of the race is also ultimately chosen. The fact is, that
very few, comparatively, may avail themselves of the opportunity afforded ;

but that does not vitiate the election of the portion of tnerace that is faith-

ful, and it docs not alter God's final purpose in reference to the nation it-

self. If we reject this, then we surrouud the calling and separation of the

Jewish race with insurmountable difficulties. The effort to spiritualize it

away is not sustained by a single fact. Let the reader but consider : if

the election only embraced the pious, irrespective of Jewish descent, why
was the election hedged around by the restriction of descent ? why was the
calling of the Gentiles postponed to a definite time ? why forbid the first

preachers of the Gospel of the Kingdom to go to the Gentiles, etc. ?

Tfaeologians speak most depreciatingly of this election^ and of the Jewish view based
on it. It is true that some Jews perverted it to the extent, that personal salvation, no
matter what the life, was deduced from it. Bnt the perversion does not affect the doc-
trine. Dr. Knapp (Ch. TheotogVt p. 319), misapprehending the election in its referenoe
to the Jewish nation, thus endeavors to rebnke Jewish belief :

** The national pride of

the Jews led them into the mistake that Qod had a special regard for them ; that they
were more agreeable to him than other nations ; that they exclusively were his children ;

and that the Messiah was only designed for them, " etc. That God had ** a special re-

gard for them," that He esteemed them h^i/onA other naiionSt that they were speciaUy

nnder His fatherly care, that the Messiali was from them and for them, etc., is spemficaUy
asserted, and the Jewish covenant relationship conclusively proves U. Even Knapp him.
self, if ever saved with perfected Bedemption, will be saved as an adopted son oj Abra-
ham's. Knapp's references to sustain his rebuke have no force argumentatively, for the
one based on the rejection of the Kingdom by the Jews, and the other on the foreknown
rejection of the nation and call of the Gentiles, overlook the predictions and prom-
ises that such a rejection is only temporary—the nation is punished for its unbelief and
sinfulness. Gentiles, alas, forget the relationship that they sustain, as believers, to this

vtry nation ; and such rebukes fall, unjustly, upon the foundations of our hope. On he
other band, it is a matter of surprise tiiat Jews are so unappreciative of their most hon-
orable extraction, that some foolishly endeavor to conceal their Jewish origin, even to

the changing of their names, as e.g. from Abraham to fitaham, etc» The day will come
(comp. Prop. 114) when such conduct will be reprobated.

Ohs. 5. The saring of Augustine, quoted with such evident approbation
by Fairbaim, ** The faith of Abraham is the seed of Abraham," nas been
received by multitudes as containing the whole sum of truth, when, in

point of fact, it simply grazes the truth. If Augustine is correct, why
confine the election to a certain period exclusively to the Jewish race, and
why, when afterward the election embraced the Gentiles, have the believ-

ing Gentiles held as grafted in and adopted as one with that same Jewish
race? This at once removes volumes of sophistical reasoning on this sub-
ject. The Jew, if faithful, was of the election ; the Jew, if unfaithful,

was reckoned as a heathen ; but it was still the Jew, the actual descendant
vf Abraham, that was saved. Why the Jew f Because God made a cove-
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nant with their ancestor, and gaye certain promises through that covenant
pertaining to that ancestor's seed. If any one eays (as, alas, many do),

Eerverting the language of Paul applicable to another feature, that the
aving the blood of Abraham in their veins amounted to nothing (which

is true, when accompanied by unbelief, as Jesus taught), he simply fails

to recognize the plam tact that Jews were called, and 7iot Gentiles ; a cove-
nant was made with Jews^ and not with Gentiles ; the promises were given
to Jews, and not to Gentiles ; that salvation is of the Jeias, and not or the
Gentiles ; that this salvation is yet to be openly manifested through the JetoSy

and not through the Gentiles ; and that Gentiles receive and inherit with
the natural descendants of Abraham onUj as they are incorporated. If some,
or many, of the Jews made themselves unworthy to receive the promises,
that does not alter the unchangeable fady that the worthy deeccndants, and
engrafted ones, of Abraham do obtain them. Hence we dare not say :

** Their condition did not essentially differ from that of the heathen,"
because /ac^5 are against it

Obs. 6. Therefore it is inconsistent to make (as e.g. Fairbairn, Whate-
ly and others) this elect people a type of others—the type of a future
people—thus misapplying the word ** Israel.*' The reason is apparent : a
type prefigures or foreshadows something that is to be accomplished or
realized in the future, but the election made out an accomplished, con-
stantly realized fact ; for they themselves were chosen, and not typically

chosen to represent some future choosing ; and hence, as we shall show,
the elect in the future, i.e. in this dispensation, are held up to us as a con-
tinuation of the elect nation—of the same divine purpose in selecting a
people who, ancient and modem, are to bo constituted members of the same
covenanted people, and thus, by virtue of their relationship, the inheritors

of God's Kingdom. If they are such members and heirs, it is folly, de-
structive to a proper apprehension of much Scripture, to make them types.

The typical arrangements (** the shadow of things to coma"), which were designed to
sustain the faith of these elect, fire nnneoessarily confounded v}Uh the eied themselves, and
this introduces confusion, breaking the nnity of the Word. If a Moses, or Aaron, or
Joshna, in their oflicial capacity sustained the relation of types, it does not follow that their

Section is also typical, for if it were, then the natural result of types would appear, viz.

:

that when the antetype is revealed the tj'pe itself must vanish, thus destroying the
hopes, etc., of these ancient worthies. It is therefore misleading to say, as Alartensen
(C'A. Ihg.t p. 233), that the Jewish nation is ** the typical people." The nation is no type^

for it composes the real Kingdom of God when the Theocracy is manifested within it ; and,
hence in view of this relationship, the necessity of incorporation with it. If it were
merely typical of another people (viz. : Christian believers in the church), why must snch
a people o/.fo become Abraham's seed? The only Scriptures adduced by Martenaezi in
support of his opinion, say nothing of the typical character of the nation, but refer to
oertain acts (1 Cor. 10 : 11 ) that were typical, and (Heb. 10) that even in the Theocratic
ordering some incorporated religions rites were only a foreshadowing of " good things to
oome.^' Nowhere is the ncUum Uself made a type, for this, if done, would hefundamentcUly
opposed to covenant and prondae. This misapprehension of an Important fact by so care-
ful a writer as Martensen, and which necessarily colors the interpretation of much Script-
ure, only reminds us how careful man ought to be when dealing with the things of
God. Even >Iacknight {Com, Bom. 9:8) declares :

** The natural seed (is) the type of
the spiritual, and the temporal blessings the emblems of the eternal.** Our argument, aa
we proceed, will conclusively show that the Theocratic ordering alone, inseparably joined
to tne nation, proves the nation no type.

Obs. 7. Presaense (The Redeemer, p. 61) says : "The election of a family
and of a people has not lor its object to create a privileged race.'' This
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against Deut. 7:6; Horn. 9 : S-5 and ch. 11, and a host of pafisages, be-

sidea the important part this people is yet to play (Prop. 114) in the

world's hiatorj. He eudeavora to show that the election is a ministry bj
which others are to be blessed. While most cheerfully and reverently

acknowledging that the present and ultimate purpose of this election is to

bless all the families of the earth, yet to effect this very design one object

is to raise up a privileged class, through whom this shall be effectually and
permanently accomplished. This will be seen under the Propositions re-

lating to the Covenants, the Kingship and Priesthood of the saints, etc.

Even Preasense contradicts himself when afterward he speaks of the Jews*
isolation, receiving revelations, promises, etc., above all other nations,

which certainly indicates them to have been a highly privileged people.

Failing to perceive that the election itself is bound up in and part—out-

wardly expressed—of the Divine Purpose, he boldly adds the following ;

"A transient (?) fact (viz. : election) having a special object is converted into

a permanent fact. They (certain interpreters) make the church a eatel-

lite of Judaism, called to shine in the future only (?) with the brightness
which it borrows from that system. That there are blessings reserved

(why?) for this people, we cordially concede, but that their destiny. shall

forever be as if it were the axis of universal religious history, we deny,
even in the name of Abraham's election. *' Alas I when the stock upon
which we are grafted is thus slightingly treated ! How largely it affects

the interpretation of God's Word and Purpose 1 Our reply to this—as well

as to the expression :
** Humanity exists only for the Jews, and not tho

Jews for humanity**—will be found under the Abrahamic and Davidic cov-

enants and the calling of the Gentiles, for our reliance is upon Scriptural

evidence.

It is proper to refer to this matter in this connection, that the render may clearly see

the fundamental questions that must, prepuratirelyf be discussed. Theology, departing
from the PrimitiTe Church view, bas too often grosHly misconceiTed and perverted the
election of the Jews, because all the purposes contemplated by tiiat election have not yet

been made manifest. And some deny that it any longer exists, heing, as Pressense as-

serts, " a Iransienl" matter. Our faith in this national election must be like Paul's (Bom.
11}, that, cut off from its realization for a period, it is still sure, and will be openly
shown by their being re-engrafted, because Oods purposes are unchangeabief and cannot
be defeated by man. If the election is '* transient '* and not continued in engrafting
Gentiles, who are to inherit the promises giren to the elect Jews ; how do Pressense
and others indulge the hope of inheriting the promises with the Patriarchs ? It is still

true to-day, if we properly apprehend the foundations of our hope, what God puts in the
mouth of man, as a suitable, comprehensive petition in Pa. 104 : 4, 5. It is vain to

interpose our own systems, as if they were God's arrangements.

0b9. 8. ** The middle wall of partition" proves both the election and
the elevation to a privileged class. But many writers (e.g, Hodge, Sys,

Div., vol. 3, p. 810) boldly and self-confidently assert, without the least

Scripture to sustain it (being sheer inference), that this " middle wall" was
broken down between the Jewish nation and other nations. This is a grave
mistake^ as every one can readily see by a comparison of passages relatmg to

it. The Scriptures simply declare, that the *' wall" is broken down between
natural Jewish and Gentile believers, so that all of every nationality, tohen

exercising faith in Jesus, become one in Christ. Instead of being broken
down between nations, the fact is asserted only respecting believers ; and this

is proven by the additional fact, that no other station sustains the same rela-

tionship to God that the Jewish does, i.e. is a covenanted nation, etc. We
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are informed, however, by our opponents, that the expression means that

all the restrictions between Jew and Gentile were removed. The Word
teaches the exact reverse, that some still remain. Thus e.g. to the ncUural
descendants of Abraham is exclusively given a covenant with certain prom-
ises ; only those who are identified witli the nation—this distinctive race

—

have any right to the covenanted blessings. The nation is chosen not
merely as a depositary of the truth, but as the vehicle or medium through
which the Saviour is to come, and finally completed Redemption in a man-
ifested Kingdom under the reign of that Redeemer ; for, somehow, all the

prophets link the glory of the Messianic Kingdom with the Jewish race.

The individual Jew, on the principle of faith, can only justly claim the
promises given by covenant to his people. But now an emergency arises to

test the validity and perpetuity of covenant relationship. The nation
proves unfaithful, and now God, to fulfil this same covenant and the iden-

tical promises given to this people to be realized through them, extends this

principle of faith to the Gentiles, not by demolishing the covenant and prom-
ises and election, not by taking the same away from the race (for then the
election, confirmed by oath, would prove a nullity, and God had undertaken
what lie could not accomplish), but, as Paul expressly informs us, hj grafts

ing the Gentile into the Jewish stock, by adopting him (in law) as a veri-

table child, legally constituted descendant of Abraham, and entitled by vir-

tue of such adoption to the privileges and blessings promised, through
Abraham, to his seed, the Jewish race. If there is no restriction, why is it

necessary to become a child of Abraham's, and thus inherit the promises
with the faithful Jews ? Tfiis very incorporation, so much insisted on and
regarded as essential, proves that ^' the wall " is only broken down between
believers ; and to facilitate this incorporation or engrafting, the rampart
itself, i.e. the Mosaic ritual, was removed, giving Gentiles better access

wherever they are. The Mosaic economy—likened also to a wall or forti-

fication—introduced to preserve intact the elect nation, owing to its sep-

arating and exclusive injunctions, is not the election ; it is only a tempo-
rary outgrowth from it, and hence may be abolished without in the least

afEecting the foujidations, which lie beyond it in the Abrahamio covenant.
This will be seen as we proceed with the argument.

This most effectually answers the objections nrged by Hengatenberg in The Jetos and
(he Chri3tian Churchy when he makes '* the type of Jewish nationality stamped on aU
nations that entered into the Church of Christ," so that, at the Christian era, ** their

true nationality terminated." The Church of Christ is not composed of nations,

but of indiriduals out of the nations, and those very indiridual beUevers are incor-

porated into the commonwealth of Israel, i.e. they are by faith engrafted, and this,

now accepted by faith as in Qod's purpose, will be openly manifested at the restoration of
the Davidio throne and kingdom. And then it will be seen, that instead of ** their orig-

nal nationality having become the common property of all Christians" in the sense of
" Christian nations," it belongs exclusively to believers. The objeotions urged against
our view, and the resultant restoration of the Jewish nation, which inevUably must fol-

low, are inferential, and are chiefly drawn from the present state of the nation, over-
looking that this period is ** the times of the Gentiles," which are to end so that God's
purposes concerning the Jewish nation may be manifested. The simple fact is, that in
this respect Hengatenberg, and others, look at the Record in the light of a preconceive
idea of the Christian Church being the properly covenanted Kingdom of God, and this

influences the interpretation of eleotion, covenant, and prophecy.

Obs, 9, In this connection, most briefly we sav, that the election of the
Jewish nation, and the tender of the Kingdom to it, positively requires, if
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the purposes of that election are ever carried out, the perpetuation of the
Jewish nation, even if it be in a very reduced form, comprising a mere
remnant. The natural seed itself must be preserved, in order that God's
faithfulness in promise may be exhibited in and through the nation,

Kence, this is most strikingly represented in Isa. 6 : 9-13, where, after pre-
dicting the unbelief of the nation and the consequent devastation and re-

moval/or a time from the land, this giving up '' to destruction (is) like the

terebinth and like the oak, of which when thev are cut down, only a root

i^tump remains : such a root-stump is a holy seed," That is, it is regarded
Eucred, and will ultimately become holy. Following Propositions will, at

length, indicate why and how this is done. God wiU never utterly forsake

them, but will lemember what He has so often declared, as e.g. 2 Sam.
7 : 24. The punishment, the scattering and desolation, of the Jewish
nation is itself proof of their election as, e.g. Amos (ch. 3 : 2), declares :

' * You only have I known of all the families of the earth : therefore I will

punish you for all your iniquities." This casting off is only temporary,
as evidence e.g. Zech, 10 ; 6, etc.
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Proposition 25, T/ie Theocrdcy was an, earnest^ introductory^

or initiaioryform of this Kingdom,

The Theocracy, which had typical and ceremonial observances, as
Paul teaches, that were to be removed in Christ, had a form of
government which, prophecy instructs us, Ls to be fully exhibited
m all its beauty and excellency under the Messiah^ the great
Jewish king, David's son. A host of able writers, as, e.g., Mar-
tensen {Oh. Dog.^ p. 230), call " the Theocracy the Kingdom of
God:'
Prorisionaiy in some of its aspects, the Theocracy still possessed (^ esscrUio/ efemot/^

of God's Kingdom, and gave an earnest only of what God intends. It was a form of
goremment under the sole, wiGtasVa^ Headship of God Himself ^Deut. 5, etc.). He was
the Supreme I^wgirer in dvU and rdigioua affairs ^Deut. 4 : 12 and 12 : 32), and when
difficult oases required it (Deut. 17 : 8-13), the Divine Arbiter or Judge. In brief, the
legiakUiue, executive, and judicial power was vested in Him, and partially delegated to others,

to be exercised under a restricted form (Deut. 16 : 18, etc.). All the people (Deut.
29 : 10 -13), in their civil, religious, social, and family relations, were to acknowledge, and
be obedient to His expressed will. He communicated His will according to an or-

dained manner, and when not declared, or where there was doubt, the princes or lead-

ers could come for inquiry and receive specific directions. As an indication and re-

minder of this Supremacy, all the people were required at certain times in the year
(Deut 16 : 16, etc.) to visit the place of special manifestation, and renew their vows of

allegiance. The prophets (e.g. Isa. 1 : 21-24) spoke for God to the highest and lowest,

and their rebukes were in the name of the Supreme Head. M'Clintock and Strong's
Cyclop., Art. '* Monarchy, laraelitish," says :

" According to the sense of the Mosaic
constitution, the Hebrews were erected into a kind of republic under the immediate
dominion of Jehovah, forming a strict theocracy." Fairbaim ( Typology, vol. 2, p. 391) gives
as the true idea, and distinctive nature of a Theocracy, " Vie formal exhibUum of God as
King, or Supreme Head of ttie Gommoniceatth ; so that all authority and law emanated
from Him, and, by necessary consequence, there were not two societies in the ordinary
sense, civil and religious, but a fusion of (he two into one body" (comp. his able article

on " The Jewish Theocracy*' and Locke's definition in " Treat, on Toleration").

Obs, 1. Kartz (Sac. His,^ p, 113) has aptly defined : the " Theocracy is

a government of the State by the immediate direction of God ; Jehovah con-
descended to reipn over mael in the same direct manner in which an
earthly king reigns over his people.'* Gleig (His, Bible, vol. 1,- p. 218)
says: *'With wisdom worthy of Himself, He assumed not merely a
religious, but a political, superiority, over the descendants of Abraham

;

He constituted Himself, in the strictest sense of the phrase. King or

Israel, and the government of Israel became, in consequence, strictly and
literally, a Theocracy.^*

Oomp, Home's Introd,, vol, 2, p. 41, Art. ** Theocracy"* in Smith's Die.; Kitto's,

Calmet's, etc.. Cyclops. Indeed, many, unaware bow fundamental an accurate knowl-
edge of the Theocracy is for a proper understanding of the Kingdom of God, and how
largely it enters into ike composition of the Millenarian argiunentf make all the conces-
sions possible, viz. : that it is the Kingdom of God, a kingdom on earth, over which God
rules in a special, direct manner as an earthly king, etc. References in abundance
might be adduced, for good definitions are to be found in many able works. Josephus
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(C. Ap. 3 : 17) appropriately called thia government of God's over their nation, ao differ-

ent from a simple monarchy, oligarchy, democracy, or any other form, " o Theocracy,**

which expresses the leading fact, that of God Himself being the recognized King. Some
definitions are defective, and lead to error on an important point. Thos e.g. Dixon
(quoted by Stanley, i/U. Jewish Ch.) pronounces it to be *' a government by priests,

conducted in the name of God." Stanley (Lee. 7} forcibly shows that this is opposed
by the facts, and then correctly says :

" The Theocracy of Moses was not a government
by priests as opposed to kings ; it was a government by God Himself, as opposed to the
government by priests or kings. It was, indeed, in its highesi sense^ as appeared after-

ward in the time of David, compatible both with regal and sacerdotal rale.'* Originally
and primarily all civil and religious law proceeded from God, and others in the govern-
ment were gubordinaies to carry into execution the supreme will of the King, i.e. God. The
Theocracy is something then very di^'ereni from the Divine Sovereignty, and must not be
confounded with the same, as e.g. is done by the able lecturer Cook who (as quoted in
Cm. Gcueite, March 27th, 1877) says :

" We must assert, that the fact of the Divine Im-
manence in matter and mind makes the world and nations a Theocracy." The word is

abundantly perverted ; Romanists apply it to their church ; Protestants, to the Christian
Church*; Unbelievers, to priestly rule ; writers, to Christian states, and even (as MilU-
gen^ to the Turkish state, etc., thus violating the fundamental and essential idea involved
in Its meaning. Baring-Gould {Orlg. and Devel. of Rdig. Beliefs p. 134) correctly gives
the meaning, when he says that " Jehovah, the Most High, was the Sovereign of the
race, reigning directly by Himself, and indirecUy through Prophet, Levites, Judges,
Kings, and the Law ;" but he fails in two points : (1) when he makes the Theocratic
form to have already existed in the days of the Patriarchs, and (2) when he remarks :

** the apostolic ajid sub^aposiolic age was one of pure divine theocracy. To this succeeded
the sacerdotal theocracy of the Middle Ages, gradually tending toward the regal theoc-
racy, exnibiting itself in the consecration of kings and rcBignation to their hands of the
appointment of prelates and the regulation of ecclesiastical discipline." The simple
fact is, that since the overthrow of the Hebrew Theocracy, God has not acted in the
capacity of earthly Buler, with a set form of government, for any nation or people on
earth ; and the application of the word to any nation or people, or organization since
then, is a perversion and prostitution of its plain mining. Rogers {iiuperh. Orig. of the Bible,

p. 77) justly observes :
'^ The Jewish system of government was a genuine ^Theocracy,

God was presumed to have constituted Himself Monarch of the Utate, and hence its con-

trast with every other form of government in the ancient world. It was an anomaly.
PoUUcs were identified with religion, the sacred and dvU codes were essentiaUtf one, and
the priestly functions assumed a paramount importance. God was the invisible but reed

Sovereign. Moses himself was merely His servant and administrator ; he did not affect

to be, like the Grand Lama, or even the Pope, the visible representative and vicegerent
of God." As this Theocratic idea will form an important elemerU in our argument as it

advances, a few more references may be in place. The Ancient His. of the East, p. 99,

gays :
** The fundamental principle of this legislation is the supreme authority of God

over the people of Israel (1 Ham. 8 : 7 ; 12 : 12). He was in the literal sense of the vjord

ikeiT Sovereign ; and all other authority, both in pol'dical and civil affairn, was subordinate
to the continual acknowledgment of His own." Wines (Cbm. Hd). Laios^ p. 48-9) says
that Jehovah was '* the CivH Head of the tHaie** ;

** God was, by the compact which we
have been considering, constituted King of the Htbreics, a defection from Him was a de-
fection from their rightful sovereign. " And (p. 268) '* God was the iemporal /Sovereign of

the Israelites ;" (p. 456), *' Jehovah was the Civil Head of the Hebrew state," " the law-
making power and the sovereignty of the state were vested in Him" ; (p. 481), " God
condescended to assume the title and relation to the Hebrew people of chief Civil Buler,

He established a Civil Sovereignty over them ;" (p. 638), " The supreme au^ority of the
Hebrew state was in Jehovah—God Himself was properly King of Israel.** But Wines
makes it "a restricted Theocracy" and no "pure Theocracy," because it had other
** civil rulers, men who exercised authority over other men, and were acknowledged and
obeyed 08 lawful magistrates." But the institution of such subordinate rulers is an
inifgral pari of a pure Theocracy (as evidenced in the re-establishment), leaving the

iMprtmacy untouched and fully acknowledged. The purest Theocracy, adapted to the
government of nations, that reason can suggest, must necessarily, as a means of honor-
ing the Supremo Ruler and advancing His authority, etc., have its subordinate rulers.

Ohs. 2. The Theocracy, aa once establislied, is only the earnest, or initi-

atory or introductory form, giving the grand outlines or fundamental
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principles, because it still lacked some features to perfect it, that God in-

tended (as will be shown hereafter) to develop afterward. Typical observ-

ances were to give place to the antitype ; religious ceremonials were to be
superseded by others. The King, too, was invisible ; His majesty could
not be revealed because a perfect Mediator was lacking—a satisfactory

atonement of sin was wanting. But when the Redeemer appointed has
come, when the atonement is made, when the Mediator is God manifested
in liumanitv, then provision is made to insure, when the time arrives^ the

visibility of the Theocratic King Himself. Briefly, turn to the Theocracy
as it existed, and then read what the Prophets declare of this same Theoc-
racy as it shall he manifested under the reign of the Messiah, and it will

be seen that, while the fundamentals which constitute it a Theocracy re-

main intact, yet glorious additions productive of happiness and blessing
are incorporated with it at its future re-establishment.

Ohs. 3. Here is where eminent writers fall into a mistake, that greatly

influences subsequent interpretation of Scripture. Thus, e.g. Lange {Com,
Matt. 3 : 2) calls the Theocracy the Kingdom of God in its typical form.
(So Fairbairn, Typology, vol. 2, ch. 4 ; Neander PL Ch. Church, vol. 1, p.

499.) What, perhaps, leads to such an error, is the fact that typical rites

and temporary observances were connected with the Theocracy. But while
this is so, the Theocratic ordering or government, which for the time
adopted these rites and observances, is never represented as a type. This is

utterly opposed by covenant, and prophecy, and fact. The Theocracy did
not adumbrate something else, but was Uself the Kingdom of God in its

initiatory form—a commencement of that rule of God^s as earthly King,
which, if the Jews had rendered the obedience required, would have ex-

tended and widened itself until all nations had been brought under its in-

fl.uence and subjection. This is seen in various promises to the Jews.
The real existence of the Kingdom as something that existed and shall,

although now set aside for a time on account of the sinfulness of nations,

exist hereafter, is seen, e.g. (1) in the actual exercise of Sovereignty by
God, which is no type, but a reality ; (2) in its acceptance by the nation in

its associated capacity (Dent. 5, etc.), which was no type; (3) in the

realization of such rule, and in God calling them (Deut. 26 : 18)
^'^ His

peculiar people,^* etc., which was no type; (4) for when this Theocracy
was overthrown, all the prophets, with one mind and voice, proclaim that
the same identical Theocracy shall be restored again with increased splen-

dor and glory
; (5) it is covenanted to the Christ as David's Son, and is,

therefore. His real inheritance,

Renss {Bis, Ch. Tkeol., p. 29) forcibly saya :
" The fnndameatal and formative idea

of the prophetic teaching was thai of the Theocraqi" The restoration of the Theocracy
is Vifi key ixoit of prophecy. Well may it be asked* why change oil this by apirUimlijing the
prophecies to make them applicable to a Church^Kiitgdam theory, which, against the

plainest predictions taken in their grammatical sense, is supposed to fill out the measure
of the Theocracy under the Messiah. The reader is exhorted to notice that, as the nature
of the case absolutely demands, every prophet unites the restoration qf the Theocracy wUh
the Jewish naiion. It id assuming quite a responsibility to deny this, and thus pave the
way for confusion and misconception of the Kingdom of God. But we let Beusa tell

us :
" The prophets set forth as the end or the law of that national life, a state of

society in which all the citizens should be brought into a direct relation with Jehovah,
accepting His will as the sole rule of their actions, whether collective or individuEil, and
receiving in return for this unbounded obedience, the promise of peculiar divine protec*

tion. Israel, according to this ideal conception of it, was to be a people of saints and
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priests." Precisely so ; and this diTme portnitnre of the future will, most ceriamly, be
realized in all its fulness and preoionsness, /or OocTs words arefaithful and irue. It is in-
dicative of great weakness that many professed treatises of Theology have much to say
about the Universal Divine Sovereignty, the Attributes of Gk)d« bnt absolntely nothing
respecting ike onlyform of government in whioh He condescends to manifest Himself, un-
less it be in the way of typical application. In this connection the critical student is

reminded that onr position is fortified by the very account given by Moses ; for the
Theocratic ordering and its laws are contained in, and enveloped by, a regular historical
narration, or as a writer {Bib. lUpos., Jan., 1848) phiasea it :

** It is a code of laws in a
frame of history."

Obs. 4. The Theocracy has been a matter of ridicale to unbelievers, who,
unable to see in it a far-reaching and most merciful Divine Purpose, re-

ject it as utterly unworthy of the Almighty, It is impossible, in the very
nature of the case, for any man to appreciate a Theocratic ordering, whose
heart rebels against the demands of obedience necessitated hy such a form
of government This is the source of the attempted witticisms in this

direction, so dishonorable to the persons indulging in them, to the dearest

feelings of believers, to the dignity of mere history, and to God. It is the
beginning of just such an infallible rule as humanity needs ; and in its per-
manent distinctive features is indicative of wisdom transcendently supe-
rior to that exhibited in all other forms of government. This has been
noticed by various writers, and will be referred to hereafter.

Thus e.g. Milman {His. Jews, Ap. vol. 3, p. 4A) observes that " a great step in civil

improvement was made in the Hebrew polity ;" and adduces it as an evidence of the
overmling goodness of God, that—in opposition to the Oriental despotism, the abuse of

patriarchal role, and the tyranny of aristocraticol castes—the welfare of the whole com-
munity was assumed as the great end in view. This is true, for the lowest as well as the
highest, the poorest as well as the richest, was protected in his rights, and oppression,
tyranny, etc. was impossible (Deat 16 : 18-20, etc.) under its constitution. But it was
far more than a mere " step" in the right direction— it was the form of government,
given with broad outlines, which Ood—who knows best—regards as most desirahte for
man, indicated (1) by its first establishment, and (2) by its final re-estabii^ment To
have Ood direcUyfor a Ryler, is both an unspeakable honor and inestimable Uessing.

The ** Oracular Response" is especially the subject of unbelieving ridicule, pretending
it to be on a level with pagan oracles. For a discussion of the same see e.g. Wines' Cbm.
and the ch. entitled '* I%e Hebrew Orade/* and other works devoted to the Hebrew Com-
monwealth ; Bib. Diets., Arts. ** Urim and Thummim." etc. For the'student two remarks
niggest themselves. 1. The ** Urim and Thummim,'* and the mode of oracular response is

uiknown, as also the manner of response in the Holy of Holies, by which the Theo-
cnitie orders and wiU were communicated. This lack of knowledge is providential and
designed. These things foreshadowed the Theocratic ordering in the Person of the God-
man—whose union is undescribed—and this total silence of description, as well as over-
mling any description to be given by participants, is purposely intended in order to pre-
vent its being claimed, perverted, and abused, as it ineviiably would have been in the
history of the past. It is something so high, and personally related to God, that a judi-

eioufl silence preserves it from blasphemous use and being made the engine of ecclesias-

tical tyranny. 2. The replies usually given to infidels by Apologists to defend these
Oracular Responses from being classed with the Delphic Oracles, etc., are sufficiently

ample to cover the ground, although the main, essential reason for distinguishing be-
tween the two is either ignored or indirectly touched. The King being, from the nature
of the case, invisible, and yet, as the occasions of the state required, accessible, some
mode of communication between the King and nation was demanded. The Divine
Oracle is, therefore, a r^cessartf pari of a Theocratic government ; its absence would at

once, and justly too, lead the infidel to rtject its Theocratic nature. Now the manner in

which this ornde was presented in the magnificent and typical Holy of Holies and the
breastplate of the Hi^-Prlest (accessible at all times as the exigencies required, and
that without making it—as heathen oracles—a source of revenue to the priests), accords

fully with the Theocratic idea, and without it a Theocracy could not possibly exist. It

is customary for some writers to say that this form of communication was adapted to
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the infancy or childhood of the nation and nee, calling it a " condescending method **

of instraction and discipline, bnt the student will find that immensely higher conBidera-

tions—which do not lower the intelligence and understanding of the ancients, in onler
to flatter onr superiority—influenced its adoption, viz. : the Theocratic ordering.

Oba. 5. The blessings annexed to the Theocracy are numerous, and
Erecisely such (e.g. Levit ch. 26, Deut. chs. 28, 30, etc.) as a people
ere on the earth earnestly desire to attain. They culminate in the ex-

pression (Levit 26 : 12) :
" I will walk among you, and will he your God,

and ye shaU be my people," which is again reiterated (Rev. 21 : 3) at the
restoration of the Theocracy.

It has been maintained that all the blessings were of a purely earthly nature, prom>
ises of abundance, peace, etc., but this is not correct, since spiritual blessiTigs, such as the
forgiveness of sin, the consciousness of faith, hope, love, adoption, etc., were pre-emi-
nently enjoyed, as the experience of Moses and the ancient worthies testifies. Exception
is tajcen by some because nothing is directly (as in the New Test.) said concerning the
resurrection or the future life ; and from this unbelief, unable to discern the consistent
policy of God in such reticence, has chained the record with inconsistency. But an ex-
act and beautiful consistency is strictly observed. The reason why these things, alluded
to, could not be directly revealed is this : the Kingdom is established in its initiatory

form, and under the blessings received through it, God wishes His people to attain onto
Abrahamic faith (in the case of Isaac), and trust that the blessings of the future—for
the resurrection and future life are included in them —shaU^ in God's way and time, be real-

ized, JFhiih in the King is to be developed. The test applied to Abraham is continued,
viz, : to secure an unbounded confidence in God that His covenant promises to Abraham
would be fulfilled, even if they required (as is the case) a resurrection from the dead.
The resurrection and the future life (as will be shown under the covenant) is most
strongly implied, and, indeed, without them it is impossible to see how the promises can
be realized. But as this Kingdom was tendered to tnose then living, it would have been
incongruous to have told them at that period, before the unbelief of the nation and the
downfall of the kingdom made it necessary to particularize God's purposes and to ex-

plain more in detail the manner of accomplishment, that they could only inherit the
Kingdom at the period of the resurrection. It would have been incoDsistent (for they,
the future not known, could not have understood it), as they already enjoyed the earnest
form of the Kingdom. This, however, did not prevent Moses from giving intimatioDS
in his last addresses, that the faithful of all ages—without entering into particulars how
Qod will accomplish it, after great evils had befallen the nation, after the calling of
others, after a period of terrible vengeance—would enjoy God's special favor with the
nation itself restored. After the Kingdom was overthrown, then circumstances, to en-
courage the believing, called for a more extended statement of the resurrection, which
received its fullest need of being plainly taught when the Messiah came, tendered the
Kingdom and was rejected. But these subjects were not ignored in the first place, as
will be shown when we come to them in regular order. The objection that all the bless-

ings, in some way, related to this earthy has no force, because the Kingdom of God
'Qg2n

Kingdom here on the earth, and in its final re-establishment is stiU on the earth, but an t ^^
redeemed from the curse.

0b8, 6. Briefly, attention is directed to the fact that while this

Theocracy was a Kingdom on or in the earth, it cannot be strictly called

an earthly kingdom. Many writers (e.g. Barrow's Works, vol. 2, p. 705)
pronounce it an *^ earthly kingdom," which is a mistake, made and in^

dulged to exalt the churcK by way of comparison. The Theocracy is from
God ; it was not of earthly or human origin, for it was divine, directly

instituted by God, and having God for its Ruler, The Bible, through the
prophets, insists upon this point, wnich a believer in the Word, seeing its

foundation and superstructure, must concede. Hence Jesus, who is the
promised King of this re-established Theocracy, well says that His King-
dom is not of this world, etc.
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It may be snitable to remark that some writeTS (e.g. Castelar, The Bepuhlican Move-
ment in Europe^ p. 98, Harper* b Jftw/., Dec. 1874) endeavor to make the Theocracy a Re-
public, bnt the Theocracy, in the nature of the case, is not a Republic. 'While it is not
a monarchy in the sense adverted to by Samuel, viz.: of purely human origin, yet it is

a monarchy in the highest sense. It is not a RepnbUc, for the legisIatiTe, executive, and
judicial power is not poienilaUy lodged in the people, but in God the JGng ; and yet it em-
braces in itself the elements both of a Monarchy and of a Republic ;—a Monarchy in
that the absohiie Hoverrignty is lodged in the person of the One great i^ny, to which all the
rest are subordinated, but Republican in this, that it embraces a Republican element in
preserving the rights of every tmliuiduol, from the lowest to the highest, and in bringing the
people, in their individuality, to partidpaU in the governmerd by the nation, as such, orig-

inally choosing the form of government, showing themselves to be " a willing people,'*

and aiding in electing the subordinate rulers. In other words, by a happy combination,
Monarchy under divine direction, hence infallible, brings in the blessings that would
result from a well-directed ideally Republican form of government, but which the latter

can never fully, of itself, realize, owing to the depravity and diversity of man. Baldwin
{Armageddon^ p. 47), to make out his parallel between the Hebrew Theocracy and Amer-
ican Republicanism, declares :

'* Church and State were disunited by the Hebrew Consti-
intion, and placed in the relation of associates." This is ioiaUy incorrectf as any work on
the Theocracy shows by reference to the laws and their practical workings. Such a notion
is directly opposed to the meaning of a Theocracy.

ptek
tor-
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Proposition 26, The Theocracy thus instiUUed would Ivave been

penyianently establislied^ if thepeople, in their imtioTwl capacity^

had heenfaithful in obedience.

By this is meant, not that the typical and provisionary adjuncts
would have remained unchanged, but that the direct, personal
rulership of God (ie., the distinctive features which constituted it

a theocracy) would never have been, for a time, set aside, and that

the ble-ssings promised under a Theocratic rule would have been
amply realized. No humble believer of the Word, reading the
covenant made at Horeb and i)ondering the blessings and curses
announced by Moses, can doubt this supposition. It is true God
foreknew the nation's defection, which is already freely predicted
by Moses in his last addresses, but this does not prevent him from
offering this Kingdom for their continued acceptance and retention
in accordance with moral freedom.

What Ood woald have done, in caae the nation had ever proven faithfnl, in provid-
ing for the Salvation of man (i.e. by way of atonement), we are not concerned, for, while
feeling that His wisdom wonld have been equal to the development of a plan to correspond
with such faithfulness, we do know (and this confirms oar faith) that this Theocracy it-

self is formed in an initiatory manner in view of the/ore/cTioicn apostasy, and that ont of
it, in the royal line, might come the Saviour—thus vindicating the knowledge of Ood.
We also are assured, that this same Theocracy—rejected by some—contains a divine
plan for the aooomplishment of great ends, reaching from and through the Jewish nation
over the earth ; and that the uiiaithfulness of man, however it may delay the final re-

sult, cannot alter or reverse it. Objections based upon what might have been, or how,
in certain contingencies, God would have ordered things, are always unsafe ; seeing
that we must take affairs as they have transpired and trace God's overruling Providence
in them. Taking this scriptural view, it is impossible to break the force, e.g. of Isa.

oh. 58 or of Jer. 17 : 25, which sustain our Proposition. The expressive language e.g. of
Ps. 81 : 13-16 is sufficient : " O that my people had hearkened unto Me, and Israel

had walked in My ways ! I should soon have subdued their enemies, and turned My
hand against their adversaries. The haters of the Lord should have submitted them-
selves unto Him ; but their time should have endured forever. He should have fed them
also with the finest of the wheat ; and with honey out of the rock should I have satisfied

thee."

Ohs, 1. The erection of the Theocracy, and the exceeding great promises
annexed to it just before entering Canaan, where the matter was to be
tested—promises, too, which, if experienced, would exalt the nation above
all other nations in power, wealth, plenty, etc.—has been pronounced by
unbelievers as exceedingly extravagant, full of Oriental hyperbole. Some
late writers take the liberty of sneering at God's *' little Kingdom" as
contrasted with the mighty empires of "the poor heathen," and sarcas-
tically compare the power and resources of the Jewish judges and kings to
that of present Arab sheiks. This attempt at wit fails, because it does pot
allow the Record to speak. The comparison, unjust in several particulars.
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does not notice that the reason why snch promises were not experienced
and became history, lies in the non-performance of certain imposed con-
ditions—in the recorded unfaithfulness of the Jews.

When obedient, snfflcient aaaxmnces are given in the histoTy of the Jews to indicate
that, it they had continned bo, God also would have hem faithful to His promises in
elevating the nation. And in jnatioe to God Himself, it mnst be kept in mind, that the
measnre of their success was proportioned to His foreknown knowledge of the coming
hardness of their hearts. It woiild have been nnwise to exalt the Jews to a degree for

which nalumaUy they were unprepared ; and, therefore, in all His dealings with them.
He keeps in view the final purpose, viz.: to bestow without stint all blessings when (he

time hadfully come that this same Theocracy, under the Roierahip of an immortal King
and subordinate rulers, would be established on a basis of stability and perpetnity, in
which it would be impossible ever to pervert them. He, who sees the end from the begin-
ning could not, owing to the depravity of man, and the moral constitution of man under
government, shower His rich blessings profusely until He had first a reliable, tried, re-

deemed. God-fearing and serving race gathered out of the Jews and other nations, who,
bj their station, power, influence, etc., voould inawrt a complete and perfect fulfilment of
GocTs own idea of government associated with Redemption. When we come to the final

restoration of the Theocracy, this fact (as we sh^ show) exhibits itself prominently, and
vindicates the wisdom, mercy, and justice of God in the past.

(?&*. 2. The institution of the Theocracy with the claims annexed to it,

and the laudation put upon it by God Himself, marks not only its desira-

bleness, but that it is the settled purpose of God ultimately to establish its

supremacy.' Its development, final attainment, is conditioned only by the
gathering of a people, who will " Je willing in the day of His power.

^^

God, too, cannot and will not violate His own character, His moral gov-
ernment, and man's free agency, by forcing this Kingdom with its blessings

upon an unwilling people. He may employ persuasion and correction to a
certain limit, but beyond that He never proceeds. However we may ex-

plain this—for some things in this conection are probably beyond human
comprehension, and honest differences of opinion may arise—tne fact itself

is historical.'

> For God never fails in any of His nndertaldnga. If we are to believe men who reject

thia Theocracy, ihm He foiled to establish a Theocracy commmsurate with the promises,
being insignificant in civil and political power when contrasted with earthly empires.

We are, however, content to await (}od^8 own lime for its re-establishment (Comp. Prop-
osition 201).

* The Theocratic promises could not be realized, because fJie supreme love for the Ruler
was lacking in the nation. However excited in individuals, the nation by its sinfulness

showed itself unworthy of it. Hence God^s plan for developing it in the future, which
plan we propose to follow to its consummation. The Theocracy was not simply prepara-

tory but initial, in the sense of its being a real Kingdom of God, which woa established

in order to show forth to the nations of the earth the distinguished blessings flowing

from it. Had the Jewish nation been faithful to its engagements to the Supreme King,

had the subordinate rulers obeyed the Supreme Will, then the natiun would— as promised
—have multiplied its blessings, enlarged its advantages and power, secured a supremacy
OTer all other people, and become the benefactors of the race in disseminating the

knowledge and truth of God. The place of its manifestation geographically considered

(centrally located), the form of government, the special promises given to it, the King
at its head, etc., evidence tliis, but, alas t depraved human natijre forbade its

realization.

The student will observe the language employed by us in the previous Prop, and in

this one respecting the Theocracy, viz. : that it was inUiatory, by which we mean that in

some of its laws and provisions it was susceptible of changes (but not in its funda-

mentals). Jesus Himself intimates only the relative goodness of some of the laws, Matt.

19 : 8 ; Mark 10 : 6 ; comp. Ezek. 20 : 25, which Wines and others claim as teaching that

some of the laws were ** not absolutely the best, though they were relatively so." Mon-
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tesquieu (quoted by Wines, Oom., p. 119) sagacionsly observes that this passage " is the
sponge that wipes out all the difficnlties wnioh are fonnd in the law of Mosett." The
entire spirit of the Bible clearly indicates that while the Theocratic idea and its main
supports are retained, speciai statutes and provisions were given because deemed the best
adapted for the age euid people. For some of the laws were changed and others annulled
(see Wines, Michaelis, and others specially devoted to the Laws), as the advanced and
altered condition of the nation made requisite. (The phrase " forever" appended to re-
pealed laws—e.g. comp. Lev. 17 : 7 and Deut. 12 : 20, 21—simply indicates that laws re-
main only in force until repealed or annulled by the Lawgiver. Hence if the Jews had
remained faithful, other changes, adapted to eJtered circumstances, might reasonably
have been anticipated, just as changes will be introduced at the restoration, without
affecting the Theocratic form.)

Obs. 3. The reader will carefully observe (as use will be made of it

hereafter) that this Theocracj^ is veir diflferent from God's universal, gen-
eral sovereignty exercised by virtue of His being the Creator. Kurtz {His,
Old Cov.y vol. 3, p. 104) says :

** As the Creator and Governor of the
world, He was the Lord and King of every nation, but He did not base His
kingly relation to Israel upon this foundation ; He founded it rather upon
what He had done especially for Israel : it was not as Elohim, but as

Jehovah, that He desired to reign over Israel," etc. ; He also distinguishes
between a rule, the result of ** unconditional necessity," and one the
** consequence of the free concurrence of the people"—one arising from
Creation, the other from Redemption. Kurtz is right in thus discriminat-
ing ; but to make it more accurate, it is proper to add, that God also

founds this Theocratic rule upon His having produced this nation, as in

Isaac*s birth, out of due course of nature^ and He appeals to His Creator-
ship (^e.g. Deut. 32 : 8, 15, and 30 : 20), as a reason why this Theocratic
rule slioald be accepted ; but the main consideration urged is, that through
the Theocracy, God's rule thus specially manifested through one nation,

and finally embracing all nations, the Redemptive Purpose shall be accom-
pUshed and God's Sovereignty in all its fulness be recognized by every
creature. Attention is directed to this now to show : (1) that a speciaty

significant Kingdom was instituted ; (2) this Kingdom was pre-eminently
the Kinf/dom of God, to distinguish it from mere earthly kingdoms

; (3)

such a Kingdom, differing from all others in that it had God Himself act-

ing as earthly Ruler, was given to the Jewish nation as a special favor and
blessing, witli the idea of extending it, eventually, over the earth

; (4) that
if rejected or withdrawn from the nation, for a time, on account of un-
worthiness, the nation is still under God's general sovereignty

; (5) that
anything less than such a Theocratic rule, in which God is personally ac-

cessible and rules over the nation, is a lowering of condition, the non-be-
stowment of a most distinguishing privilege. The propriety and force of
this, will be seen as we proceed in the argument.

Suppose e.g. that the Jewish nation is again restored to God's favor and their land
without a restoration of the Theocracy, then no matter what church privileges are be-

stowed, the nation, as such, forfeits its highest, dearest, noblest privilege and blessing.

And yet such is the position accorded to it by various writers, over against—as will he
shown—the most express promises to the contrary.

Obs, 4. The mournful comments and sad rebukes of the Prophets over

the unfaithfulness of the nation, its lack of appreciating Theocratic priv-

ileges, and the resultant withdrawal of the Ruler, are sorrowful evidences

of the truth of our Proposition, Nearly every one, in this connection.
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points out two things : (1) that a return to God with fall allegiance to Him
in the Theocratic order, would secure a return of God's blessing (thus
showing God*B purpose to be a continuous one), and (2) that upon such a
return at some period, indefinitely stated, in the future, this Theocratic
rule—a special, distinguishing privilege—is invariably connected with the
nation, where God chose to place it (Thus e.g. comp. MaL, chs. 3 and 4

;

Levit. 26, noticing v. 42 ; Dent chs. 30, 31, 32, and 33.)

The Jews themBelves. in e.g, " The Liturgy of the Jews" {Art on, lAiUU's Uv. Age,
Oct. 7th, 1876), acknovledge their sinfniness : " We acknowledge that we have sinned ;

that we have acted wiokedly. O Lozd« according to all. Thy righteonaness, ve beseech
Thee, let Thy anger and Thy wrath be turned away from Jerusalem, Thy Oity and Thy
Holy Monntain ; for it is on aocount of our sins and the iniquities of our ancestors that
Jerusalem and Thy people an become objects of reproach to all around us," etc.
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PBOPOsmoN 27, Ths demand of the nation for an earthly king
was a vi/rUial abandonment of this Th&xsratic Kingdom by tne

nation.

This is explicitly stated ; for when (1 Sam, 8 : 4r-9) the elders of
Israel desired a kmg, God told SanmeL " they haioe rqfected Me^
that I shovZd not reign over themy^'* and entered against it a '* sol-

emn protest *' On the day of presentation (1 Sam. 10 : 17-19),

Samuel protested ;
" Te have this day rqfected your God,^^ in this

matter of asking for a king. To show the nation "the great
wickedness" it was guilty of **in the sight of the Lord in asking
you a king," to Samuel's word was added (1 Sam. 12 : 16-19), by
way of attestation, a severe thunder-storm in harvest time. The
sinfulness consisted (ch. 12 : 12) in saying that " a king shall reign
over tcs, when the Lord your God was your KingJ^ '

This desire for a King, like other earthly kings, was oxpreased before, bnt regarded as

sinfnL Gideon* (Jndg. 8 : 22, 23) was offered the Kingship a hereditary monarchy, but
he, appreciating the honor of the instituted Theocratic ordering, refused it, saying

:

** ih» Lord shall rule over you,** Kitto*s B'Me His.^ IfClintock and Strong's Cuclcp., nake
Abinielech the &rst King of Israel. The question was proposed to the Ch. Union, and it

oorrectly replied (Aug. 22, 1877) that Abimelech exercised auUiority during the anarchic
days described by Judges, but that in no proper sense oonld he be called King of Israel,

being a mere chieftain, a Judge, and that Saul was the first of the Kings who exercised
loyal authority.

Obs. 1. No deeper insult could scaroely be offered to God than snch a

request indicated. TKis is seen by considering the Being who conde-
scended to be their Ruler, the blessing that He promised, and the design

He had in yiew in thus becoming, in a direct manner. King over the
nation. The only extenuation for such '* wickedness, *' as 8amuel in-

timates, is found in their distressed circumstances, also brought upon
them by unbelief.

Schlegel {Philos. of His., Lee. 6), speaking of the Jewish Theocracy, says :
** This con-

stitution has been called a Theocracy, and so it was in the right and old significi^ion of

that word, by which was meant a government under the special and immediate Provi-

dence of Ood.** This, excellent as it is, is only a half-truth, for the Providence of Qod
is thus exerted in behalf of the nation because it is a government of which He Himself is

the acknowledged Ruler. This is proven by our Propositions. This, too, seems to be
Bchlegel's idea in the phrase quoted, for hecozreoUy rejects the interpretation (now even
used by many respectable writers) which gives such a latitude to the word as to make it

a priestly dominion, or which confines it too much, or even exclusively, to the priest-

hood (saying that Koses was no priest, etc.). Then, justly, he regards tiie desire of the
Hebrews to have a king like other nations, " a wish which, in the higher views of Holy
Writ, was regarded as the culpable illusion of a carnal sense." The student, therefore,

will keep in view the fact that a Theocracy is far more than the exercise of a special and
immediate providence ; it is an earthly relatioyhip of Kingship over a nation in which
the honor and gloty of the King is deeply concerned.
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Obs, 2. Some writers when adverting to this point are not sufficiently

precise in their language. Burt {Bedefnp, Dawn, p. 242) says :
'* The idea

of an earthly monarchy does not seem to hare entered the Mosaic constitu-

tion/' and '* the idea of a monarchy did not enter the Mosaic system, and
cannot be regarded as a natural development of that system.?' " Jahn and
others declare that an " earthly monarchy was out of harmony with the
Mosaic economy." Such views are the result of stopping short at Samuera
protest and not carefully noticing wJiat follmoed. On the other hand,
Hengstenberg and others maintain that the monarchy was a necessary
deretopment of that constitution or system. Such plainly ignore the

protest of God, which, if it means anything, certainly denotes that God did

not deem it necessary. Hence neither party are correct, although both have
a portion of the truth. Notice : 1. The Theocracy was a monarchy, but God
was the monarch. This is so clearly evidenced by the facts that it is now
acknowledged by talented writers, as e.g. Wines {Cofn. on the Laws of the

Anc. Heb,), who says that God was accepted by the nation as their *'' Civil

Suler, Monarch, and Political Head;'* "the Sovereignty of the nation

was vested in Him." 2. It was a monarchy over a nation here on earth

—

the kingdom was here and not elsewhere, as the rule, decisions, etc., were
administered here, so that while divinely constituted it also sustained an
earthly relationship. 3. While the idea of a monarchy was bound up with
the Theocracy (*' //w Lord your God was ymtr Kintj*'), it was not requisite,

nor was it a natural development of the Theocratic idea, that this style of

monarchy should be yielded up for another merely human, or for one
acting in conjunction with the other ; this the express language and
rebukes of Samuel forbid. 4. But while the yielding of God to the desire

of the Jews doesnot evince a natural or legitimate outgrowth (His protest

being sufficient to indicate this), yet we shall show, step by step, how, by
not conceding His authority to another, etc.. He could, in mercy and
foreiveness, engraft even such a kingship into the Theocracy itself. 6.

God, foreseeing this very sin of the nation, made provision for it already

through Moses (thus evidencing hoth His foreknowledge and a Divine
Purpose to be accomplished). To avert the evil, and overrule it for good,
He gave express directions (Dent. 17 : 14-20) that the choosing of such a
King should be under His exclusive control, and that such a King vmst
acknowledge the Theocracy as existing^—i.e. God*8 supremacy in the King-
dom—making his rule subordinate in all respects to that of the Chief
Baler. 6. God could do this the more consistently and engraft this King-
ship into the Theocracy, because the Theocracy contemplated its latest and
most glorious manifestations to he a Rnlership of God in the man Jesus,

Thus, at some future time, in the line of the kincly race selected, the

Theocratic idea would be openlv exhibited, and tne two elements be
perfectly blended in one, enhancing tlie glory and majesty of the King.
The contemjilation of such a Plan ought to produce the most profoundly

reverent and grateful feelings.

Ke^rman, in his //U. ^ the Hebrew Monarchy, passes by the Theocracy, and begins, as

the staxtiDg-point of connected history, at the election of Banl. He entirely overlooks

the essenlial part of a Theocracy, viz. : Qod ruling over the nation as an earthly king, and
that, as we shall show, this Theocratic idea was enforced over the kings. Hence his

work is Titiated by a fundamental error, nullifying his destractive criticism. The same
is true of niuneroti^ works, otherwise able, that have a moulding influence over many.
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Proposition 28. Ood 7tiakes the Jewish King subordinate to

His own Theocracy,

According to Samuers statement, God pardons the nation on the
conditions uiat it still, with the king included, acknowledges him
as the carUinuous Supreme Moixarchf and that the king chosen
shall enfoi-ce the laws given by his superior in authority. In this
entire transaction God's theocratic rule is preserved intact. The
earthly king was under certain imposed restrictions, and was
threatened, in case of disobedience, with the displeasure of, and
punishment from, t7ie still recognized Civil Head of the nation.

This was felt and freely confe^ed by Saul (1 Sam. 13 : 12, and
28 : 16), David (1 Sam. 6 : 20, and 7 : 23-26, etc.), Solomon (1 Kings
3 : 8, 9, and 6 : 12-14, also ch, 8, etc.), and others.

This BnbmiBsion is indicated^ e.g. by building **a hoasa nnto the Lord/' in and
throngh which the Will of the great Baler might be obtained and confirmed. When the
kings forgot their position and trust, or directly rebelled against their Head or Chief, the
result was that the prosperity of the king and nation was checked, the original blessing
were withdrawn, intended good was withheld, and the curses given through Moses were
experienced. Solomon (2 Chron. 9 : 6) acknowledges this subordinate position, when
he accepted of the Queen of Rheba's expression (the knowledge of which had evidently

been previously imparted), that he was, ** setioii kingfor the Lord hia Ood,** The reader
will not fail to observe ^at the nation receiving Saul as king, then concurring in hia

rejection, and then accepting of David, clearly indicates that it realized its Theooratio
position as a nation. The prompt acquiescence in 8amuel*s appointments shows that it

oelieved him to act under the divine direction of the Chief Buler, and this was evi.

denced to them by the miraculous thunder-storm (a storm ridiculed by unbelief, but
highly proper and Theocratic in the grave crisis). In addition to the references given
under the previous Props., we add the following. M'Clintook and Strong's Oydop.^ Art
** Monarchy,'* speaking of the change introduced^ says :

" The King, however, was only
empowered to adininisier the Theocralic government as a Viceroy of Jehovah^ the heavenly
Sovereign, and was bound to this law as ^6 highest auihorUy, so as to exclude the idea
of an independent and absolute monarch." Wines (Com. on the Laws, p. 546, etc.) remarks
on the foreseen provision of Deut. 17 : 14-20, that ** Monarchy was permitted to the
Israelites ;" that the choice of a king was limited, so that the nation *' was not to ap-
point any one as king who was not chosen of Ood ;" and that " the law, and not the
king's own will and pleasure, was io he the rule of his administration.' ' The student will

find in Deut 17 : 14-20 express provision made by fundamental law, defining and limit-

ing the power of future kings, obligating them to keep the law of God, thus, in the same
vindicating both the supremacy of the Head of the nation as Chief Ruler, and Hia fore-
knowledge of the result when the nation was ** oome unto the land " which their Huler
gave it.

Obs, 1. It follows, therefore, that Josephua (Ant. 6:3 §§ 2, 3), and
those who receive his view, are mistaken when they end the Theocracy
with the Judges. The coiwesaiofij made by the nation and earthly kin^,
was such that God conld, in equity, pardon the people and continue His
august, special rule.
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Fnlton, in Chvemment : Human and Divine^ p. 20, makes this mistake, saying : " The
very Kingdom of Israel was a prqfeased Theocracy, with Ood as King and the man who
fill^ the throne on earth only vice-king or deputy ; we say professed Theocracy, be-
caoae the real Theocracy of the Jews ceased when they chose a human king/* Now the
reTerse of this is the tmth, as abundantly seen in Ciod's own words. This will be more
clearly seen as we proceed. For the present, over against Fulton we quote Oosterzee
(6%. Dog,^ voL 1, p. 467), who well observes that the rise of royalty (i,e. the reign of the
eaiilily kings) was not " the end of the Theocracy,*' but " rather its modification, and at
the same time its development ;" and '* that the King over this people must not be en
autocrat, but rather a tkeocrat, par exceOenoCj a viceroy and minister of God." We may
add, as a hint, that this very Theocratic feeling and submission, so oharaoteristic of
David, is what pre-eminently constituted him a man afier Qod'a heari^ notwithstanding
his lapses.

Ohs. 2. In addition to the priesthood, the given law, and the access to
God on particular occasions, a safe^ard was thrown around this subor-
dinate kingship to prevent it, either in its hereditary character (in case of
wicked successors), or in its State and Religious officials (in designing,
ambitious men), from interfering with the rights, laws, truths, etc., of the
Supreme Ruler. This was done by what Augustine {City of God, 17 : 1)
and Stanley {His, Jew. Ch,, 1 Ser. S. 18) have called a *' prophetical dis-

pensation, which ran parallel with the monarchy from the first to the
last King/' King and priest were to yield to the authority of the
Prophet, simply because the latter directly revealed the will of the Supreme
King.

This has been noticed by numerous writers, as e.g. Kurtz (in Sac. Bis. and Sis, qf
(Hd <^ou.), Delitzsch, Auberlen, Hengstenberg, etc. Hence, too, Stanley (Leo. 18, His,

Jew, C9L) calls it a '* vulgar error" to represent ** the conflict of Samuel with Saul as a
conflict between the regal and sacerdotal power,'* for, as he observes, Samuel was no
priest, and it was doubtful whether he was of Levitical descent. It was as a prophet that
Samuel spoke, as one directly commissioned by God. The priesthood, indeed, served
as a check and as directors, but as they, too, were liable to forget their allegiance and
duty, the prophet was the purest revealer of the King's will and pleasure. J. Stueurt

Uill {Rep, Government, p. 41) curiously observes the practical effect of this safeguard in
these words :

** Under the protection, generally though not always effectual, of their
sacred character, the Prophets were a power in the nation, often more than a match for
kings and priests, and kept up, in that little comer of the earth, the antagonism of in-

fluences which is the only real security for continued progress/'
Dean Graves {On the Ptniateuch, Ft. 1. Leo. 1) has framed a strong argument (repro-

duced by Wines in Com,, p. 180, etc.) on the ancient existence of the Pentateuch, derived
from the fact that the regal form was subsequently iutroduced, and that it placed such
restraints upon the kings, abri^ng prero^tives, curbing their power, so that the im-
probability of any king (as e.g. Josiah, etc.) forging it, or accepting it from others, with
its imposed conditions, is self-evident. We may add that a form of government, such
as delineated in the Pentateuch, with its peculiar code of laws, punishments, etc., is so

patent a matter for a whole nation to consider, that a fabrication of the same, and its

imposition upon a nation as something that had previously existed, when it is false, is

simply an utter impossibility. Men cure never willing to place themselves under such
restraints (or to trace their disasters to a violation of them) unless they are authorita-

tive, and they know the source and legitimacy of the same—thus confirming the testi-

mony of Jewish quotations, commemorative rites, festivals, etc
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Proposition 29. This Theocrdcy or Kingdom is eosdusively

given to the natural descendants of Abraham^ in thei?' corporate

capacity.

This follows from the preceding Propositions, and cannot be
denied by any one without doing violence to the Scriptures. For
the entire t-enor of the Word shows that the nation was selected

and favored in this respect beyond aU other nations. No others
could enjoy the privil^es and blessings which it conferred, and
contemplated to confer, without being adopted into the nation, and
provision for such a contingency was early (Ex. 12 ; 48, Numb.
9 ; 14) made.

Obs. 1. The Proposition simply repeats, in another form, an idea to

which it is desirable to give some prominence, since it has an important
bearing in tracing the proper conception of the Kingdom. It teaches that

the Kingdom is solely given to the seed of Abrahatn, which embraced the

Jews. For God condescended only to act as earthly Ruler in behalf of

that one nation, the election being thus practically demonstrated in their

nationality. If this Kingdom is to be given to any other than a believing

Jew, we certainly, in view of the plam language confining it to such
(Comp. Prop. 24), ought to have the matter stated in the most express
manner. If Gentiles, as Gentiles, without adoption or engraft itia, so that

they shall be legally regarded as Abraham's seed, can receive this Kingdom,
then, in view of the numerous counter statements to the contrary, the

most precise and determinate instructions should be presented, affirming
the same. Now the lack of these—our opponents relyipg on pure in-

ference—is evidence of the correctness of our position, that the Kingdom
belongs to the faithful Jews and to those who are received as such because
of faith in the Messiah. Abraham's seed, however produced, natural or

engraftedJ
receive the Kingdom.

Obs, 2. So sure is this Kingdom to the seed of Abraham, by virtue of

covenant and oath, that when the Lord was displeased with the nation at

the establishment of the Theocracy and threatened its extermination, yet,

to insure the fulfilment of H\^ pledged vrot^. He proposed that of Moses He
would raise up such a nation. The same is intimated by John the Baptist

(Matt 3 : 9) when, the Jews refusing to repent, he told them that God
could, if it was requisite, raise up children to Abraham by supernatural
power. Such instances teach that, rather than fail, God can work to any
extent demanded, hut always in the Jewish line—i,e. all who are ever to

enjoy His special Theocratic favor must, in some way, be regarded aa the

descendants^ the children of Abraham.
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Obs. 3. This gives us one of the reasons why intermarriages with heathen
were forbidden, why Ezra and Nehemiah manifested quch zeal in pur^ng
the Jewish nation, why the amalgamation of the Jewish with other nations
was prohibited. The introduction of others into the nation could only be
lawfully preferred in accord with a proper confession of faith, and then
coald they participate in the Theocratic privileges and blessings.

Obs, 4. No reader of the Old Test, can fail to see that the Theocratic
idea is ths nation^8 foundation principle, permeating all that pertains to it

Why is it thftt in the ScriptTirefl God passes by (excepting in a few hostile predic-
tions) the mighty xnonarchieB and kingdoms of the earth, whioh are (he boast and pride of
profane histoiy, and centres His interest alone in the small Jewish nation? UnbelieTers
oonsider this a great defect, and ridicule its oconirance. Bnt the answer is a consistent
and logical one : God, in Tirtne of eovenarU and rdationshipt could not consistently take
any other position in honor to Himself, and the nation which foxms the basis of His
Theocratic rule and manifestation.

Obs. 5. This feature, the Theocracy alone pertaining to the Jews, was
their proud boast, as seen e.g. Deut 4 : 32-40, Ps. 147 : 20.

Obs, 6. This is the Key to the significant superscription of the cross :

" This is the King of the Jews,** But whilst we must not forestall coming
phases in our argument, leaving them to arrive in their regular historical

and logical order, yet it may bo in place to urge the reader to consider why
Jegus should be specific€illy designated on the cross only aa^^ the King of the

JewSy** and not of Jews and Gentiles or of nations generally. There must
be some valid reason why, as the King of the Jews, He becomes the £jng
over all nations.
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Propositiox 30, The PropheU^ however^ without specifying the

manner of introduction^ predict that the GentHea shdupa/rtici'

pa^ in the hlessmga of this Theocraxyy or Kingdom.

This needs no Bi)ecial proof, for the fact is satisfaxitorily evi-

denced that, although the prophets announced it and Jesus de-
clared it, the apostles even did not understand how it could tsonsis-

tently (in view of our preceding Propositions) be done, until the
principle and order under which it could be accomplished were
revealed to Peter (Acts 10 and 11), and acknowledged in a council
(Acts 15). Hence it is called a mystery revealed (Eph. 3).

Ohs. 1. If these predictions were not given, a strong proof of God's fore-

knowledge and determination to carry on His Divine Purpose would be
lacking. Even already by Moses (Deut. 32 : 21, 43) it is foretold, and aa

the anticipated unbelief and perversion of the nation arises and its rejec-

tion for a time is insured, the announcement becomes more bold and
frequent.

Obs. 2. If such prophecies were wanting, then the objection would
arise that G-od had not revealed a definite Plan, or made provision in that
Plan for the temporary failure of the Jewish nation. Therefore, aside from
their relationship to us believing Gentiles, they are exceeding precious
predictions, indicating cotnpleteness in the Divine Purpose.

Obs. 3. The very manner in which the predictions are given manifest
the wisdom of God. One feature is carefully kept in the background
until the time has arrived for fulfilment, viz. : how the Gentiles are to

have part in the blessings of Abraham, seeing that the promises pertain to

Abraham's seed. While the kingdom belongs to the Jews, and tne nation
renders itself unworthy of it, and God*s Purpose is to turn to the
Gentiles, yet the Dime of incorporating these Gentiles is left for

future revelation. The call of the Gentiles is given in a way that
implies that certain events connected with it must first be fulfilled and
additional revelation be given before it can be properly comprehended. In
the very nature of the case, it could not be otherwise, for if every event,
link after link in the chain of Providence, had been revealed systematic-
ally and minutely, it would have interfered with the moral freedom of
man, or it would have placed him in a position from which to consider
himself the victim of unalterable predestinated circumstances. Thus e.g.

had the Word predicted all the events respecting the First Advent and its

result, the conduct of the Jews, Romans, ete., in such a form, as necessary
preliminaries to the call, it would have been terribly depressinj', and it

would materially (2 Cor. 2 : 8) have interfered with the falmment of
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events. There is, consequently, a deep wisdom, such as man could not
evince, in those isolated, broken predictions. A blessed sufficiency is given
to vindicate God's knowledge, to impress His mercy, and to invite trust
in His Power, that the Messiah will be (as the Jews also held, Mac. 2 : 7,

14) '* the King of the world."

Obs, 4. The reader will notice, too, that this calling of the Gentiles,

while in a few places spoken of as a result of Jewish unbelief and punish-
ment (as e.g. T)eut. 32 : 21), is more generally, almost uniyersally, pre-

dicted by the prophets to occur in connection with the Jewish nationality.

It is a matter either taken for granted or directly mentioned in immediate
c&tubinatioH with the Jewish nation. The reason for this is, that while the
Gentiles enjoy special favor during the period of the nation's dispersion,

yet, as Paul (Kom. 11 : 12, 15) asserts, they shall realize immeasurably
greater blessings when God's kindness and faithfulness shall restore the
nation to its former Theocratic position. The privileges and rich results of

the Theocracy restored are to be enjoyed by the Gentiles (thus e.g. Isa.

11 : 10-16, chs. 60, 66, 62, etc.).

Obg. 6. The Kingdom being given to the nation, and this being based
on covenants and promises confirmed by oath, (1) no other nation can
obtain it without a recall of the covenant relationship ; (2) such a recall is

nowhere asserted, but the perpetuity of the same is most explicitly and
repeatedly affirmed

; (3) tne nation, for a time suffering the withdrawal
of God*s special Theocratic ordering, does not vitiate the covenant relation-

ship ; (4) nence, the participation of the Gentiles in the covenanted re-

lationship (and through this, to an inheriting of the blessings of the
Kingdom), must depend (as has been stated) upon their being, in some
way, adopted as the seed of Abraham. Precisely here was the mystery,
which baffled even the apostles until specially enlightened.

Obs. 6. The original bestowment of the Theocracy being in a most
BolemD, public manner, if ever the Jewish nation is to forfeit its relation-

ship to that Theocracy, this must be done in as public manner, or, at least,

the most explicit statement must come from God to this effect. This has
not, cannot hQ done—although multitudes, misled by the ^e^H^porary punish-
ment of the nation, infer it—without violating God's pledged word.
Hence, the importance of closely tracing the call of the Gentiles, and
noticing its connection with the Jewish nation.

Obs, 7. Infidelity has never yet attempted to explain by what mental

process the prophets could predict this call of the Gentiles when so directly

opposed to Jewish election and covenanted relationship. Unbelief cares

not to study the delicate and most admirable traits of Divine Wisdom in

the predictions given in eeneral terms, and leaving, for the best of

reasons, the filling up of tne web of events to the time of fulfilment.

Unbelief cares not to contemplate prophecies given thousands of years ago,

and most wonderfully fulfilling, without intcurfering with moral freedom,

for this would lead to the BupematnraL
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Proposition 31. This Theocracy or Kingdom was identified

with the Davidic Kingdom.

Passing by the Davidic covenant (to be adduced hereafter), which
distinctly exhibits this, it is sufficient, for the present, to remark
that after the Theocratic Ruler deposed Saul, owing to disobedience,
he chose David, and having made for wise reasons (e.g., in view of
the prospective seed of David, Jesus, "the Christ") the Kingdom
hereditary in David's family, he received that throne and Kingdom
and adopted the same as His own throne and Kingdom. The
Theocracy and Davidic kingdom, in virtue of a special andpeciUietr
covenant relationship between the two, were regarded as one^ and
in the future so identical in destiny that they are inseparably
linked together,

' Gomp. Propfl. 27 and 28. This union, and the snbordmAtiun of the kings, as well as
the divine right running only in the line of God*s own ohoosing, shows how we are to
estimate the nnfoonded assertions of those who make this Kingship a despotic or unlim-
ited monarchy, with the notion of thereby enforcing *' the divine right of kings" and
*' the passive obedience of subjects." What terrible ontroges on humanity have been
committed, under the false claim that they were sanctioned b^ the governmental institu-

tions of God ! How tyrants have ruled and crushed their subjects, under the pretence of

being a legitimate outgrowth of Theocratic ordering ; and how crimes of the deepest dye
have been condoned under the plea that *' the anointing oil " of priestcraft made them
perae** the Anointed of the Lord !*' (Oomp. Props. 164 and 163.)

Obs, 1. This is also evidenced by three things—(1) The Davidic throne
and Kingdom is called the Lord^s. Thus, e.g. in 1 Ghron. 28 : 5, it is
*' the throne of the Khigdom of the Lord over Israel" ; in 2 Chron, 13 : 8,
" the Kiiufdom of the Lord *'

; and in 2 Chron. 9 : 8, the King is placed by
God " Ort His throne to be King for the Lord thy Qod,'* (2) The King was
expressly designated *' the Lord's Aminted" (1 Sam. 24:6, 3 Sam.
19 : 21, etc.). (3) The Prophets, after the establishment of the Davidic
throne and kingdom, invariably identify the glorious Kingdom of God, the
blessed Theocratic rule, as manifested through the same, as e.g. Jer., chs.

33 and 36, Amos 9, etc. The reason for thi& lies in the firm and per-
petual union.

Winea {Com, on tht Laws, p. 506-7), to cany out his theory of an election by the peo-
ple, in order to make out a parallel with American Bepublicanism, makes David to have
been ** elected by the voice of the people to that high dignity" (2 Sam., chs. 3, 4, 6, and
12), and that the anointing of Samuel was a sort of ** prophetic anointing/' which did
not inaugurate him as king, or confer any authority upon him." " It was rather a pro-
pheoy in action, foreshadowing his future elevation to the throne," "We contend from the
historical account given, and the particular narrative of iht choostruj of David, that it was
more than this : the anointing gave him a right, from the Chief Buler, to the Kingdom
and over the Kizigdom, although the realization of the same was delayed for a time.
God had thus desipnated Ilis choice, and it was, in the nature of the oaae, infaJUble, The
consent of the tribes, one after tiie other, was not merely a matter of prudence and
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poUc7 to bind thezn oordially to David, but resulted, as the histoiy shows, in view of
God having given him this right, evidenced by hia anointing. The anointing constUuied

him the King, however delayed, and this kingship, in the divine line, continned the
recognized one, although afterward the majority of the tribes revolted from the Davidic
lionse. The ma§orUy did not change Qod'a plan, etc.

Obs, 2. The King was under God's special care, and treason against the
King was treason against God ; it was only when engaged in sin that God's
care was removed and the people were exhorted to resist wickedness even in

the chief. The diminishing of the Kingdom (as in the days of Jeroboam,
which was not to be forever, seeing that no promises of perpetuity were
given as to David), and the final overthrow of the Kingdom—indeed all

the great, leading, vital affairs pertaining to it, are alwavs represented as

occurring under the direction and control of the mighty Theocratic Ruler,—He being fully and legitimately identified with its successes and reverses,

exaltation and debasement, union and divisions, etc.

One reason why greater favor was shown to the tribes adhering to the kingly line

chosen by God than to those tribes that revolted and sought out their own line, springs
frofn the fact that the one party, with all their faults, kept closer to the Theocratic order*
ing than the other. Borne works (as Baldwin's Armageddon), in their opposition to all

monarchy, and desire to make out the Theocracy a Republic (which it is not, excepting
in a few details), speak of the Davidic monarchy as if it were " sinfnl," and Ood hated
it, etc. This is simply to ignort the historical statements, the covenant, the thousand
promises, connected with it. God was only displeased with it, and punished it. when-
ever it forgot its Theociatical position and subordination. • Any other view is a perver-

sion of fact.

Obs, 3. This Theocratic union is shown also in the fact that not only
all the Theocratic laws and arrangements, previously made, remained in

fall force, and the King obligated himself to see them enforced, but in

important matters pertaining to the nation the King was to consult with,
and obey the imparted instructions of, the Chief Ruler. The numbering
of the people (2 Sam. 24 and 1 Chron. 21) by David without divine per-
mission, bemg an infringement of Theocratic order, an act of insubordina-
tion to his Superior, was correspondingly severely punished.

CelsuB, Voltaire, and a host of unbelievers, with assumed righteous indignation, in-

sist that David having alone sinned in numbering the people, it was unjust that the in-

nocent people should have suffered the punishment due to him. So also it is said, that
taking Uritui's wife, the innocent husband perished, and David enjoyed his spoil. But
let it be noticed : 1. The end is not yd: the future destiny of those innocent ones will,

in the coming Kingdom, make ample amends for their misfortune. 2. How largely the
future station, rank, kingship, and priesthood of David may be affected by it, we know
not—a just balance will be struck. 3. David's sins are specifically denounced, and he
heartily repented of them. 4. He suffered severely in person because of them. 6.

One of the sins—the former—was an insult to his Sovereign Buler, and the punishment
vas designed to exhibit its magnitude. 6. David was preserved, notwithstanding his

sins, because of his relation as Theocratic King and the destined forerunner of a future

glorious Theocratic King in his Une. 7. That the reasons for Theocratic clemency and
severity are not given in detail, and that it ill becomes us to sit in judgment upon them.
8. The non-conoealment of David's guilt (so different from human biography) and its

result, stamps the record with truthfulness, and gives hope and comfort to repenting
sinners.

Obs, 4. The identity of the Theocratic Kin^om with the Davidic is

taken for granted in the New Test, as an indisputable fact. This will

appear, as our argument progresses ; for some preliminaries must first be
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considered in their historical connection. The annonncing angel states
the fact (Luke 1 : 32, 33), and Zacharias intimates it (v. 6B-74).

The reader will observe two featnrea connected with this subject The Theocracy
did not remain in Saul's line, and it was not in the line of the kings over the revolted
tribes, for the special union and the promises connected with it are found <mLy in the
Davidio line. This is a sufficient reply to Newman {Hla. of Heb. Monarchy, p. 50), who
aoouses Samuel of treason in deposing Saul and choosing David, totally overlooking the
Theocratic form of government, and that Samuel was acting under the special orders of
the Supreme Ruler of the nation. The question is sometimes asked, tohy was Saul thns
chosen, when God foreknew his speedy fall and the selection of David in his place ? The
question is not answered by saying that *' Saul's self-will caused him to fotget his Theo-
cratic position** when he presumed to sacrifice himself and disobey divine commands,
the significance of which {TTte Ane. His, of the East, vol. 1, p. 132) was that ** it aimed at
establishing the monarchy of Israel on the same basis as heathen kingdoms, '* making the
Theocratic ordering subservient to the caprice of the subordinate ruler. A]l this is

true, but Gk>d foreknew all this, and still selected Saul. Kurtz (^c. His., p. 177) says :

" Since they demand a king without a divine intimation, Gk>d gives them a king, even as
they wish, not after His own heart (1 Sam. 13 : 14), but after the heart of the people, not
one that belonged to the tribe of Judah, but one who was higher than any of the people
from his shoulders and upward (10 : 23).** But Qod did directly choose him, and not
the people, and the proof is found in 1 Sam. 9 : 15-27 and 10 : 1-26 ; for Samuel expressly
says :

** See ye him whom the Lord hath^ chosen. " Newman (His, Heb, Mtmarchy) says :

"It is highly doubtful whether Saul was chosen either by God or by Samuel,* for he
thinks the Israelites chose him for his stature and beauty, and then Samuel reconciled
himself to a necessity, and declared—a pious fraud—that God also chose him ; thus
perverting the history, and that Saul was not seen by the people until after the lot.

Historical statements, however, must always bend before destructive criticism, which
has the happy talent of knoioing precisely how things ought to have been done. The
reason, as given by various writers (e.g. Farbaim*s lyp^ogy, p. 96), seems to be this :

the Kingship was of a derived and vicegerent nature to be perpetuated, " and to render
the Divine Purpose in this respect manifest to all who had eyes to see and ears to hear,
the Lord allowed the choice first to fall on one who—as the representative of the people* b
earthly wisdom and prowess—was little disposed to rule in humble subordination to the
will and aathority of heaven, and was therefore supplanted by another, who should act
as God's representative, and bear distinctively the name of ' His servant.' ** In other
words, Gk>d designed to show in this first king, and impress it by a signal, experience
that He alone was the fiupreme King, and the government, under th^ kings, should
continue a Theocracy. The lesson was purposdy chosen before the Davidio line was
introduced, but practically it was too soon forgotten. It was illustrated, too, in the oase
of one whom men admired (owing to stature and beauty).
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Pboposition 32, This Theoci^abio Kinqdom^ thm inoorporated

with the Dcmdic^ is removed when the Damdic Kingdom is

overthrown.

The spirit of prophecy, which excesses the opinion of God in
this matter, is emphatic and clear. Thns e.g. take Ps. 89, and the
Davidic throne, which it is asserted the Messiah, " the Holy One
of Israel," shall occnpy, is represented as completely- removed, the
throne and crown cast down, God himself having withdrawn in his
wrath at the nation's sinfulness. Numerous predictions, to avoid
repetition, will be given hereafter.

Ohs. 1. The PropoBition is evidenced, (1) by the continued overthrow
of what (}od called His throne and Kingdom (Ezek. 21 : 25-27, Hos.
3 : 4, 5, etc.)

; (2) by the Prophets not recognizing any other Theocratic
Kingdom than the one thus connected

; (3) by the restoration from
Babylon^ building of the temple^ etc., being never likened to this King-
dom, for although blessings were vouchs^ed to the nation from God
through His general divine Sovereignty, yet God did not act as their King,
which is seen, e.g. in the Jews being still " servants" and others hwl
'' dominion over them" (Neh. 9 : 36, 37), being placed under tribute,

(Ezra 4 : 13 and 7 : 24)
; (4) by the simple fact that neither in the temple

rebuilt nor in any subsequent pohtical position of the Jews, was God
directljr accessible as Ruler, to be consulted, etc.

; (5) by the Jews them-
selves, in theit future political and religious status, never supposing, after

the overthrow of the Davidic Kingdom, that it or the Theocracy connected
with it was restored, but constantly and ardently looked for its re-eatablish-

ment ; (6) by the withdrawal of God, more and more decided, so that even
for centuries the voice of prophecy was silent. In brief, all the circum-
stances indicated, that the distinctive features which manifested a The-
ocracy, were withdrawn, and the religious, the ceremonial, indispensably
necessary for the moral preparation and culture of man, was alone
continued. The nation was undergoing divine punishment for its Turn"

appreciation of Tlieocratic privileges.

Some writers, evidently through inadvertency, mignse the word ** Theocnwy,* * when
they speak of the " re-establiAhment of the Theocracy*' at the return of £zra to Jerusa-
lem B. c. 467, di&tmguiflhing it from " a free and independent Theocracy" by designat-
ing it ** a dependent*' one. This is to make a partial restoration of the nation and re-

ligions rites a Theocracy, when Ezra and the nation were subjects to the sway of Baby-
lon, etc. The least reflection shows the inisuse of the term, and especially to make it

" dependent," without restoration (as we shall showj of David's throne, etc.

Obs, 2. The highest position, politically, occupied by the nation after-

ward under the brilliant reign of the Maccaoean Princes, was never
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regarded as a return to the Davidic or Theocratic rule. The Asmoneans
were not in the Davidic line, and God was not the Theocratic King as once
before.

The Theocracy, the EiBgdom of God, being withdrawn is the reason why (comp. Oba.
4 below) Daniel's prophecies, which give an epitome of the world's history down to the
re-establishment of this Theocracy under the Messmh, make no mention (as they con-
sistently could not) of a Kingdom of God on earth miming contemporaneonsly (aa many
would have as to believe against fact) with the Gantile empires delineated by the Proph-
et. God's Spirit does not contradict itaell

Obs, 3. The highest religious ]>osition afterward arrived at, when the
Temple was restored with magnificence, did not meet the Theocratic
features. The second Temple, among other deficiencies, possessed not the
manifestation of the Divine Presence of the great King in the Holy of

Holies, and gave not forth^ as the first Temple^ the responses of an earthlj
Buler. With all the veneration attached to it by the Jews, they never
regarded its erection and their worship there, as the enjoyment of a restored

Theocratic government. They still lamented ths loss of the once enjoyed
precious boon.

Warburton {Div, Ltg,^ B. 6, 8. 5) labors to show that the Theocracy existed down to

the Coming of the Christ. A more recent writer (Wines, iJom. onihe LawSt p. 495, etc.) in-

dorses this unhisiorical view, and says : " It (Theocracy) was democratical till the time of

Saul, monarchical from his accession to the throne till the captivity, and aristocratically

after the restoration of the Jews to their own country ; bnt throngh all these revolntions
St retained the Theocratic feature. " This is a serious mistake, utterly opposed to his own
definitions (which we have freely given. Props. 26, 26. etc.) of a Theocracy, which he
leaves for a lower one of his own freuning. It utterly ignores the Scripture testimony ;

it vitiates the predictions of a restoration ; it makes it impossible to understand the
covenant and prophecies ; and it presents us a Theocracy with its life taken out. its

essential meaning removed, its throne and Kingdom overthrown. Alas I that men of

ability are so miueading.

Obs, 4. The reader, although perhaps premature in oar line of argu-
ment, will notice that this feature has its decided influence in shaping the
peculiar and striking manner in which the Bible is written and placed
together. Unbelief nas made itself merrj^ at the early historical narrative
of the Jewish nation when contrasted with the mighty empires of the
world, at the sudden breaking off of the same, its non-resumption (in the
Bible) to present the splendid achievements of the Maccabees, etc But
under all this lies a profound reason. The mighty empires of the world
are as nothing to God when compared to His initiatory Theocratic ordering.
Small as the latter is when contrasted with Kingdoms that embraced
immense territories and a multitude of nations ; w^ as the subordinate
Theocratic kings were when compared with an Alexander or Cyrus or
Caesar, yet in the estimation of Deity, there was in this nucleus, this

earnest of government, something that outweighed the grandeur of all

earthly Kingdoms. Tliis was the Theocracy. God shows due respect to His
own ordering, and hence confines Himself almost exclusively to the history

of the* Jewish nation. Other Kingdoms are, indeed, mentioned, but only
to show their relationship to the Jewish nation and to pronounce their

doom, or the final result when the Theocracy shall be triumphantly re-

established. This gives the Bible its remarkable cast of expression and its

historical connection. Thus e.g. there is a regular tracing of the rise of
the nation, the establishment of the Theocracy, and then comes the regular
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history of the Theocracy to its downfall or rather withdrawal. Everything
which 1^ to it, that was connected with it, that led to its abandonment, is

given 88 a matter of interest. Briefly, but boldly, the outlines, the essen-

tials, for a correct apprehension, are presented down to the last King.
Then follows the account of the Captivity ; of a partial restoration ; of the
return not meeting the requirements of a restored Theocracy ; of God's
fulfilling His Word in punishing ; of prophets who predict the re-estMish'
imni of the Theocracy ; of a long sflence of centuries, a sufficiency of

prediction having been given and the history of the nation bein^ unworthy
of record ; of what occurred at the coming of the Itessiah, and tne mention
of continued punishment, of a few predictions confirmatory of the Old
Test., but no attempt to verifv them, for in the unbroken silence, the
dignity of prophecy is exhanoed by the fulfilment being taken for granted
as something needing no proof, beiug ever present in history.
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Proposition 33. The Prophets^ some even before the Captivity^

foreseemg the overthrmo of the Kingdom^ bothforetell its damn-
fall and itsfmcd resto7*ation.

Thus, e.g., Isaiah, Hosea, Joel, Amos, and Micah deliberately pre-

dict the withdrawal of God's protection as Ruler on account of the
rebellious spirit of the nation, the abolishment of the Kingdom, and
the destruction of the very place of the Ruler's special manifesta-
tion. But they also announce, just as distinctly, that at some
period in the future there shall be a complete restoration of the
same Kingdom under David's son, and a restoration, too, pre-emi-
nently glorious.

Ohs, 1. This, from what preceded and will follow, needs no special

proof. Such passages as Amos 9 : 11, Luke 1 : 32, 33, Ezek. 37 : 21, 2:^,

Jer. 33 : 14, etc., it is admitted hy all men, do in their plain grammatical
sense distinctiyely teach such downfall and restoration. This is denied hj
no one ; but we are informed by eminent and pious men, that this is not

the sense (excepting only as it pertains to downfall) intended by God.
Aside from the inoonsistency of charging God with employing a sense

—

the one, too, in common usage between men—^that fairly expresses this

idea and fosters corresponding hopes, we hold with the Primitive Church,
and shall prove as we proceea, that it is the only sense which comistently

maintains God's covenant, oath, promises, and election of the nation.

Obs, 2. Let the reader but pause and consider : God has had a veritable

Kingdom here on earth ; He was the earthly Ruler of the nation exhibited

in and through this Kingdom ; now is it conceivable that He, owine to

unbelief and sin of the nation, will give up this Kingdom forever—tnat

He will permit Himself to be defeated in the establishment of such an open,
outward, manifested Theocracy ? Men, the multitude, say such is the fact,

but we do not read the Bible as asserting the same, for this would be
dishonoring to God, making Him to undertake a work that He is unable
to accomplish, and this would make the Prophets predict falsely, making
them plainly to prophecy what shall never come to pass. (Comp. Prop.

301.)

Obs, 3. It has been generally acknowledged (no matter how afterward
explained or spiritualized) that the basis of prophetical teaching is

this Kingdom constantly and uniformly connectea with the National and
Eeligio-Political constitution of the people of Israel. Why, then, dare to

reverse this, without the most explicit and direct command from God?
The change that is made by the many in these prophetical utterances, as

will be shown, is based purely on inference. Solemnly, sadly is the
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protest ^iven : Should we not^ in so weighty a matter, hare far more than
merely inferential proof ? If the grammatical meaning of the Word is to
be changed, should not God Himself jEitoin^^ teU ub of the change, and not
]eare it to uninspired men, centuries after the canon is completed, to

inform us of it ?

Obs, 4. When the elements of disunion, disruption, etc., appeared in
the Daridic Kingdom, then also a change took place in the i^rophetio

voice. This has been noticed br Kurtz (Sac. His., p. 228, etc.) and
others ; it is only necessary to ada, that in view of the now foreseen and
determined witharawal of the Kingdom, much more is said, by way of
encouragement under coming trial, respecting the period, when, under the

SFomised Messiah, the Kingdom should be restored never more to end.

'his was a token of mercy to stimulate the faith and hope of the repentant,
pious portion of the nation ; for while God withdrew the Kingdom and
attendant blessings. He did not, as He promised even by Moses, utterly

forsake the nation.
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Pboposition 34. The Prophets describe this restored Kingdom^
its exteneion^ glory, etc^ without distinguishing between the

Mrst amd Secmd Advents.

This peculiar feature has often been noticed by writers ; and
attention is called to it in this connection, because it is ^ great
moment to understand this distinctive, significant method of
prophecy.

Ob8, 1. Learned men, feelins the force of this nniformity, hare sup-

posed, correctly) that some good reason produced it, and to assign one, tell

us how prophetic vision glances from the lower to the higher hills, passing
over the intermediate valleys, etc., thus presenting a beautiful and glowing
picture of ecstatic vision. While there is truth in this description, it

utterly fails to assign any reason for it, only presenting the manner in which
it is done. The leading motive for such a non-discrimination of First

and Second Advent will be found in tlie offer of this same Kingdom to the

Jewish nation at the First Advent (comp. Props. 65-57, etc.), and, upon
its rejection by the nation, in its postponement to the Sec. Advent The
proof for this will be abundantly forthcoming ; at the present it is desir-

able that this characteristic of the prophets be constantly kept in mind,
because it evinces a predetennined offer of the Kingdom, in view of the

elation of the nation, at the First Advent ; and tJie u»ue also being fore-

known (amazing knowledge I a postponing to the Sec. Advent), it coii-

ditioned the necessity of only speaking of the Advent, without directly

specifying a First or a Second. This intermingling and blending of
Advents, or rather, this non-discrimination of Advents, is purposely done,

(1) to allow full latitude to the freedom of the nation
; (2) to evince the

foreknowledge, truthfulness, and faithfulness of God
; (3) to test the

faith of His people
; (4) to throw the responsibility of Christ's rejection

upon the nation
; (5) to prepare the way for the engrafting of the Gen-

tiles
; (6) to avoid the despondency, etc., that must arise, if the long

intervening period of time were presented.

It was extremely diffloult for a Jew to reconoUe the gloriooa predictions relating to
the Messianio Kingdom with those pertaining to a snfEering Messiah. This was so gr^tly
felt that we read of the idea of two Messiahs being broached— a suffering one, followed
by a trimnphant one ; others united both in the same person, bat without attempting a
reooncUiation. The question might well be asked of unbelief, whether it is credible that
the Prophets, so devoted to their alleged " Jewish prejudices" and *' Jewish forms,*' could
by their own wisdom have concocted snch a humiliated, suffering Bedeemer of the
nation to bring it to glory by restoring its Theocratic relationship, whun it seemed, to

aU human appearances, tjmiagimlatic andfatal to aU snch expectations ?

Ohs, 2. This peculiarity of the prophecies impresses the injunction

given by numerous writers, viz. : to be careful in discriminating the
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Scriptures that belong to different dispensations, 6.g. that which pertains
to the First Advent and the time following, and that which relates to the
Sec. Advent and the age following it.

Obs. 3. Living at this period, so long after the First Advent, we are the
hotter prepared, owing to fulfilments, to discriminate between the Script-

ures, and make a correct a]>plication of them. God*s sincerity in tendering
the Kingdom to the Jewish nation is evidenced by the very manner in

which the nation's rejection of the Messiah at the First Advent is de*
lineated ; it is rather implied than directly tanght, and in such a way,
that while now we see the guilt of the nation unmistakablv presented, yet
before the fulfilment it was—to avoid interfering with freedom of choice

—

more or less a mystery. To ns, it is a mystery fully revealed.

It vill be observed that, owing to the terrible period of pnniahment for the rejection
of ** the Christ,*' etc., no distinotion of First and Second Adrent is made, and a little re-

flection will show the great wisdom and mercy of Ood in not making it Had it been
made, its revelation wonld have had cmahing force, and wonld have interfered with
moral freedom. We regard this very feature, so delicately hs^dled, aa a decisive proof
of divine inspiration.

• *

Obs. 4. The manner in which the prophecies were fulfilled at the First

Advent teaches us hoto we may expect tne prophecies pertaining to the
Second to be realized, viz. : in the atrici grammatical sense contained in

them.

Obs. 5. Another reason why the Prophets simply announce the Advent
without discriminating is, that both Advents are really ttecessary for per-

fected Redemption— the one, we can now see, is preparatory for the otner.

Hence Bh. Horsley ( Works, vol. 1, p. 83) and otters have pointed out the

fact that we can not properly interpret the ancient prophecies without
referring to the two Advents ; they stand related to each other, and in

several places are spoken of without any intimation of the long centuries

that shall intervene between them. Fairbaim [On Proph., p. 183) jnatly

observes :
*' It is only by the facts and revelations of the New Test,\

that ancient prophecy nas been found conclusively to require for its com-
plete verification two disparate manifestations of the Godhead ; the one in

numiliation, the other in glory." But we must never forget that the

Prophets nnit« the two as essetittal to the Salvation of man, and the ex-

perience of that Salvation, in the Ein^om of God restored in splendor.

The two Advents are the two main instrumentalities for accomplishing

Redemption ; each one has Us appropriate sphere of action, and *• the

glory" of the Second is the reward subsequent to obedience and suffering

at the First.

Obs. 6. The Kingdom being rejected by the Jews at the First Advent, an
intercalary period intervenes, and "the times of the Gentiles'* are con-

tinued on to the Sec. Advent. This is the reason why in some of the

prophecies, when direct reference is made to the First Advent, the interven-

ing period to the Second is passed by, and attention is directed to the

Second with its results, as e.g. Ps. 69, Isa. 53 connected with ch. 54, etc.

The Divine Plan thus unites the two as incorporated with it, and teaches

how, in the light of God's Word, this intercalary period ought to be
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regarded, bo far as God'a Pi^rpose ia concerned—i.e. while exceeding
precious to us who believe and who are adopted as the seed of Abraham,
yet it is still a time of *^ waiting,^' and that it is, hj no means, to be
exalted into that disproportioned and exaggerated position that it holds in

BO many systems of Theology.

Obs, 7. The Kingdom is nowhere (although it is cnrrentlv' believed)

directly asserted to be a resultant of the First Advent, but in the declara-

tions of Christ and the apostles it is distinctly linked with the Sec. Advent,
as e.g. Matt. 25 : 34, 2 Tim. 4 : 1. etc.

Ohs. 8. This characteristic of not distinguishing between the two
Advents, excepting as the events connected with one or the other now (in

view of fulfilment) enables us to discriminate between them, has been often

ridiculed by Unbelief as an evidence of weakness. We, on the other hand,
find in it a profound meaning and an indication of the highest wisdom and
tlie greatest strength. Indeed, when properly comprehended in its true

relationship to the Jewish nation and the Theocracy, it forms a strong

proof of inspiration, being a phase ^ heyoml human conception and con-

tinuatice. Foreknowing the facts, it carefully avoids contradiction in the

least particular ; aware of the result, it gives due latitude to moral free-

dom ; and conscious of a postponement resulting from the conduct of the

Jewish nation, it still proclaims that God's Plan shall be ultimately

accomplished. Divine Wisdom alone could devise such a wonderful way
of predicting the future.

Obs. 9. Unbelief has not yet been able to explain the anomaly presented
in these two Advents. The last (Second), which is spoken of m the most
eulogistic terms, it may ascribe to human desire and conseauent Oriental

imagination, but it is completely at fault with the First Advent. For it

cannot show how it is possible for Jews, with Jewish expectations and hopes
(based on covenant promise), to describe a Messiah coming in humiliation,

rejection. Buffering, and death.
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PKOPOsmoN 35. The Prophets describe but one Kingdom,

The language and whole tenor of the Word is so explicit that
both Jews and Gentiles thus understand it. Whatever views may
be entertained resi)ecting the interpretation of the prophecies them-
selves, there is no writer, within our knowledge, who has ventured
to suggest that two Kingdoms are denoted.

Ohs, 1. There is o%\e Kingdom under the Messiah, David's Son and
Lord, in some wav linked with the election of the Jewish nationality,

which is the great burden of prophecy.

Obs. 2. This Einsdom, too, according to the grammatical sense, is

one here on the earth, not somewhere else, as e.g. in the third heaven or
the Universe. Take the most vivid descriptions, such as are contained in
Isa. 60, or Dan. 7, etc., and they refer this Kingdom exclusively to thin

earth, which, of course, follows naturally from the relation that this

Kingdom sustains to the Jewish nation and Davidic throne. Any other
portraiture of it would be incongruous, and hostile to covenant and fact.

Obs, 3. If it is one Kingdom, and thus related, it must, of necessity,

embrace the following features : (1) Notwithstanding the removal of the
Kingdom and the severe tribulation of the nation, the preservation of the
race must be announced, for otherwise the election would fail and the
Kingdom, as predicted^ could not be restored. This is done in the most
positive manner, as e.g. Jer. 31 : 35-37, and 33 : 19-26, Isa. 54 : 9-10, etc.

(comp. Prop. 122). (2) The restoration of the Jews, notwithstanding
their sinfulness and punishment, ought to be distinctively presented, because
David's Kingdom is based on it This also is predicted, as e.g. Ezek.
36 : 22, 24, and ch. 37, Jer., chs. 31, 32, and 33, etc. (comp. Props. Ill,

112, 113, and 114). (3) And as David's throne was in Jerusalem, and was
adopted as God's throne, when His Son shall reign, the city ought to be
specially honored in such a revelation of the Kingdom, seeing that it

stands intimately related to it. The Prophets thus distinguish it in the
future, as e.g. Jer. 3 : 17, Isa. 24 : 23, Joel 3 : 17, etc. (comp. Prop. 168,

etc.). Inde^, all the particulars needed for a full identification of the

identical Kingdom, once established but now overthrown, are thus given

in the most simple language. Why, following the Origenistic method,
change this language, and make David's throne and kingdom, Jewish
restoration, Jerusalem, etc., mean something else than the words plainly

convey, without a direct revelation from God that such a change is in-

tended?

Obs. 4. The Prophets describing one Kingdom, here on the earth, at

some time in the future under the Messiah, and associated with the Jewish
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nation and the Davidic throne, it ia a gross violation of all propriety to

take these prophetic deacriptiona and arbitrarily apply them, as many do,

by dividing them—one part to the earth, another to the third Heaven ; one

portion to the present time, and another to the distant future. This

separation and disintegration of things that belong together^ and relate to

the same period of time and to the same locality, being even exhibited in the

same sentence, as e.g. Isa. 25 : 8, where the abolishing of death is put in

the future, and the rest is applied, without warrant, to the church as now
constituted.

The only ingeniona defence that we have fonnd for thifl impropriety is in Dr. Alex-

ander's Com on Isaiah (p. 38, Pref. to vol. 2), whioh hides thifi defect, of dividing and
locating in diverse places and times the Millennial descriptions, under a generalizing role,

by which such prophecies are to be applied to the condition of the church, and which
condition is ** considered not in its elements, but as a whole ; not in the way of chrono-
logical sacoesaion, bat at one view ; not so much in itself as in contrast with the tempo-
rary system that preceded it." In some respects tme, it is unsound to apply this indis-

criminately and obtain a correct interpretation ; fur (1) particulars and elements are

also predicted, and are to be considered in order to form a proper estimate of the whole
—they cannot be safely omitted. (2) The predictions, with few exceptions, do refer to a
chronological period and succession* and it is only in so far as we can locate these that

the prophecies themselves can be properly appreciated. Thus e.g. to discriminate what
belongs to the period preceding the First Advent, what to that Advent, what to the Sec
Advent, what to intervening Ume, etc., these are all important chronological data,

and without some (at least approximative) knowledge of the position in time occupied
by the prophecy in fulfilment, we are at once involved in confusion. There is no proph-
ecy given, but it stands chronologically related. So that while in Prophecy there is

only a general, indefinite appeal to chronology (excepting Daniel and the Apoc.), as e.g.
** in tliat day,'* '* in that time," etc., yet this phraseology has a decided reference to

time, a set time, to which we must give heed if desirous to understand. (3) The last

clause of Alexander's canon overlooks some permanent things in the preceding system,
held in abeyance until the time of restoration ; and if true, lessens th* force of the pre-

dictions themselves by directing attention to " the contrast " and not to the reality of

the things portrayed. Some writers (as e.g. Alexander On Jsaiah) have denounced as an
*' erroneous hypothesis" the rule laid down by Vitringa, " that every prophecy must be
specyiCt and must have its fulfilment in a certain period of history." Now without adopt-
ing some of Vitringa's interpretations based on this rule, and without asserting that all

prophecies are delivered in chronological order (which cannot be sustained), we still

hold that such a canon has the strongest possible reasons for its support. The denial of

the rule materially aids the spiritualizing of prophecy. But if we allow that the proph-
ecies are to be generalized, and that they have no particular reference to certain eras in

the history of the church and the world (as e.g. those pertaining to the First or Sec. Ad-
vent, etc. ), then we are at once sent adrift in an ocean of vague, unsatisfactory interpre-

tation. From the decided and specific fulfilment of prophecy in the past, it is proper to

hold that the remainder voiU aUto Uitts be* verified, and this in itself, aside from other and
weighty reasons (such as making the Divine Plan indefinite, weakening the proof of

God's foreknowledge, frittering away the precise language of the prophets, etc.), is amply
sufficient to cause us to reject so arbitrary a conclusion as the above.

Obs. 5. In the doctrine of the Kingdom we make much of the proper
comparison and union of Prophecy, and especially lay stress on the same-
ness of language, ideas, etc., existing between Isaiah and the Apocalypse
(as e,g. comp. ^. 60 with Rev., chs. 21 and 22.). Our opponents, feeling

the force of this, endeavor to rid themselves of the identity of these predic-

tions based upon tiheir similarity—which strongly prove the one Kingdom
to which we hold^by asserting that they are prophecies referring to dis-

similar things and times. Let it be candidly said, that any system of inter-

{iretation which will drive good men to ignore one of the plainest and most
valuable guides in the interpretation of prophecy, is most oertainly defective.
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Some commentatorB (e.g. Alexander On Ira., vol. 1, Prof., p. 56), object to the efforts

,

of othen in attempting to iUuBtiate and interpret some of the predictions of the Proph-
'

ets by the aid of the Apocalypse, and gronnd their objection on the alleged fact of the
Utter being ** an independent prophecy." Bnt how it becomes ** independent" theyt

fail to tell ns. The truth is, that it is not such, for it is given by the same 8pirit of
Trath that gave the rest, and it has reference to the same Redemption, same ultimate end
and glory, described in numerous other prophecies. It is a coniinualion ajid amplication of
some of the predictions of Isaiah and others, and hence it is eminentlyproper foran exposi-
tor to avail himself of later Bevelationa, if, on any points, they may throw light on pre-
cedii^ ones. Prophecy is designed to reveal the Divine Purpose, to indicate and vindi-
cate its vniiy of dGngn^ and therefore, instead of being " independent," one of another,
all the predictions of Gtod's Word relating to the Bedemptive process, and the history of
Hi« people, are muiuaUy dependent upon each other. If an Interpreter neglects this con-
nection, confining himself to one prophet or book without considering what others have
(o say, he at once makes himself unreliable and an unsafe guide. The exoellenoe of Dr.
Alexander consists in hia having qften violated his own theory.

Obs. 6. Even in David's and Solomon's time this Kingdom was, in

view of the foreseen rebellion of the nation, predicted as a future restored

one nnder one of David's descendants ; and this was based on the peculiar

covenanted relationship of the nation and then existing Davidic dynasty,

as e.ff. Ps, 89 : 20-52, Ps. 132 : 11-18, etc. This, as previously intimated,

was done intentionally, and, among other reasons, to show ns convincingly
that God foreknew the defection of the nation, and in His Plan provided
for it. If these predictions had all been given after the overthrow of the

Kingdom, we would not have as strong a proof of their inspiration as we
now possess. Thus, e.g. would it be in accordance with human nature for

David, when receiving a Theocratic favored Kingdom, to predict, during
his lifetime, such an one as was destined to an overthrow, to a lengthjr

forsaking of God, etc. ? No I men are disposed to laud and magnify tneir

possessions, and predict perpetnitv in their behalf. The predictions are in

opposition to the prejudices and desires of human nature.
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pBOPOSinoN 36, The Prophets, with one voice, describe this

one Kingdom, thus restored, in terms eojpressive of the most

glorious additions.

They predict, from the Psalmist down to Malachi, a restoration

of the identical overthrown Kingdom, linked with the most
astoundinff events, which shall produce a blessedness and glory
unexampUd in the Mstory of the world. Thus, e.g., the resurrec-

tion is united with this restoration, as in Dan. 12 : 2, Isa, 25 : 8 (the

latter located by Paul, 1 Cor. 15 :
" then shall be fulfilled the say-

ing written," etc.), and the new creation is allied with it, as in Isa.

66 : 17, and 66 : 22,

Ohs. 1. It 18, therefore, reasonable to suppose that such remarkable
eTents (as, e.g., the resurrection of the saints, the restitution or re-

creation) must accompany and he identified with the re-establishment of

this Kingdom. The Prophets unite them, and we are not at liberty to

separate them ; any theory that does this, is certainly unworthy of

credence.

Some feel the force of this sufficiently to try and evade it. Thns e.g. Pres. Edwards
{Mia. of Redemp.) endeavors to make out a kind of " new heavens and new earth** now
created, but fails in locating it properly, becanae the descriptions of the prophets are not
note realized in the church or earth. The same is true of Swedenborgianism and others,
which make the same kind of application to the present. So also with making out a
present spiritual resurrection, etc. The only way in which such applications can pos-
sibly be made is to forsake the grammatical sense and impose a spiritual or mystical to
suit the line of interpretation.

Obs. 2. Since the overthrow of the Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom, these
predicted events have owt taken* place as delineated, and, therefore, the
predicted, covenanted Kingdom has not yet appeared (although the multi*
tude, by forsaking the grammatical, and cleaving to the mystical sense,

hold to the contrary).

Obs. 3. It is the same Kingdom overthrown that receives those ad-

ditions, and 7wt another Kingdom that obtains them ; hence, no professed
Kingdom, however loudly proclaimed and learnedly presented, should,

lacking these, be accepted by us.

Obs. 4. Those additions are so great in their nature, so striking in their

characteristics, so manifesting the interference of the Supernatural, that

no one can possibly mistake when this Kingdom is restored.

Obs. 6. After the downfall of the Davidic Kingdom, the Prophets

predict this Kingdom as future. They employ general terms witi an
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allusion to some definite, fixed time, as " m tliat day,** etc. The only
direct aUnsions to its nearness are contained in the statements that
certain events mast intervene, and that certain periods of time, then
enshrouded in mystery, must elapse previoas to its restoration. The
prophetical periods themselves were at first necessarily obscure, because
many of the events from which they were to be dated were also in the
fa lure. But while thus careful in reference to time to conceal it for wise
reasons, the same motives did not exist in reference to events, so that the
latter are given in lengthy and detailed accounts.

Some may think that the definitiTe Beventy weeks of Daniel form an exception. But
this prophecy says nothing (except by implication) of the setting np of the Kingdom ; it

therefore falls in with the rest, seeing that it only refers to the First Advent, the de-
BlFDction of the city, and to the desolation which is to follow, even down to the consnm.
maiion. From other prophecies, however, like Zeoh. 14, etc., w^e learn that at the fear-

ful consummation of the end, the Bee. Advent and Kingdom will come. A mystery is

thrown around the exact period of desolation, even if (like Baxter, etc.) we divide the
last week from the remainder and insert the Times of the Gentiles as intervening, we
mnst, to ascertain explicit knowledge of the Kingdom, refer to other predictions and
attach them.

Obs. 6. The Prophets, too, describe this Kingdom as erected, and these

additions as mad», 710/ by a Saviour coming in humiliation and suffering,

but by a Redeemer coming in glory with all His saints, as e.g. Zech. lU : 5,

Rev. 19 : 11-16, etc.

Obs. 7. This causes then the singular prophetical procedure, viz. : only

a few of the Prophets refer to the First Advent ana its mournful partic-

ulars, as if conscious (which is strongly intimated) of the rejection of the

Messiah and the long-continued downfall of the Kingdom ; and, hence,

enlarged and vivid descriptions of this restored Kingdom are confined to

another and distinctive Advent (which from the New Test, account is

designated the Second), which portraiture of the Kingdom has, to this

time, not yet been realized. The Sec. Advent, with its glorious additions,

its happiness and blessedness, was a more eminently desirable theme of the

Spirit than the First, with its mournful consequences. Exceedingly
precious as the First is, the Second exceeds it in glory, and, therefore,

the latter is pre-eminently '* the blessed hope,*^

Ob$. 8. The results of the First Advent, the accurate fulfilment down to

the present dav, the personal a|>propriation of the truths relating to it,

impress us witn a deep and abiding sense of the reality of that fore-

knowledge of the future which promises so much connected with a Second
coming of the same Jesus.
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Pkopositton 37. The Kingdom^ thus predicted and promised^
was not in existence when the forerunner of Jesus appear^.

Many books positively assert that the covenanted Kii^om of
Gk)d contlnuousty existed, subject only to some changes. Eminent
men (whom we snail largely quote) declare the same, and make the
church (after the overthrow or the Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom) its

continuation. They, however, have not adduced a single direct
passage of Scripture in.support of their theory ; and the facts, as
already stated, all clearly prove the contrary. They have mistaken
the onginal Divine Sovereignty lodged in the Creator for the King-
dom of promise, i.e., for the special reign of Gk)d over a nation,
which atone is the covenanted Kingdom ; or else, Jed by a precon-
ceived development theory, they are foixsed to seek out and engraft
such a Kingdom, and elevate the church into the same.

Ohs, 1. The Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom is the Kinadom of God ; this

has been proven. Now thia Kingdom vas fallen^ and it continued thus
down to John the Baptist. •

Ohs. 2. The church, which was continued after the fall of the Davidic
Kingdom, is nowhere directly designated the Kingdom of Gud. While
under the care of the Divine Sovereignty, it is ?iot, and, according to
covenant, it cannot be, thia Kingdom.

Ohs, 3. The Prophets, in this church, instead of pointing out an
existing Kingdom, invariably represent it as fallen^ and its restoration as
future.

Obs, 4. This same Kingdom was promised in its restored fonn to a
certain descendant of David. He was to be its Restorer, Now it is folly

to hold, that the Kingdom existed just before His appearance. His
Advent and the Kingdom are inseparably hnked together, so that the
offspring of David, the lon^ promised Son, must first appear, and tJien the
Kingdom. This is the order laid down by all the Prophets. The King-
dom is promised to the Son of Man, and He must first come as man.

Obs. 5. The greatest looseness and latitude of opinion exist among able
writers. In Prop. 20, Obs. 4, notice was taken how Thomson assumes
the existence of a Kingdom, and that the Jews (against all historical fact]

believed themselves to be in it. The Jews hadno knowledge of a then existing
Kingdom, for they looked, longed and prayed for the Davidic restored un-
der the Messiah. Many writers imitate Thompson, and even exceed him, for

they have a continuous Kingdom of God from Paradise down to the present
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day, making no distinction whatever. Others are a little more moderate,
as e.g. Prof. Hengatenberg {Tlte Jews and the Ch, Church), who locate
'* the very beginning of the Kingdom of God" in the times of Abraham,
Le. long de/ore the Theocracy was established. Of course, such a writer
continues it on regardless of the Kingdom's distinctive features and the
utterances of prophecy.

The writer haa often been pained at the recklessnesa of statement on this sabjeot
Many excellent authors, not distingnishing what reaUy constitutes a Theocracy (viz. :

God's condesoending to act in the capacity of an earthly Buler, etc.), make the Theocracy
or Kingdom existing down to the fall of Jerusalem, and then cooUy transfer it over to
the Christian Church. No solid adyancement can be made in Theolc^ until such uiUriy
unfounded positions are relinquished.

Obs, 6. Auberlen {The Pro]ah. of Daniel) has presented no profounder
thought for the proper conception of the prophecies of Daniel, than that
which carefully discriminates in this matter, saying :

** According to what
the book (Dan.) says of itself^ it intends to represent something infinitely

deeper and more sublime, nameW, the relation of the two fundamental
powers of universal history, the Kingdom of God and the kingdom of the
world, from the time when the Kinfi^dom of God ceases to exist as a
separate state, till the time when it shall be re-established as such in glory."
Daniel gives us an epitome of the time, chronologically, during which the
Kingdom iloes not exist down to the period of its re'establishnient, thus
supplying important links in the propnetical delineation of the Divine
Purpose. It is scarcely necessary to add that it includes, at least, the
period down to John the Baptist

Even if we were to take the usual interpretation given, by our opponents, to Daniel
(e.g. chs. 2 and 7) respecting the setting up of Messiah's Kingdom, viz. : at the First Ad-
rent, it would sustain the position of our Proposition. The prediction of establishing
the Kingdom at a particular, specified era is sufficient evidence that for some time, at
le^t, previously it must not hare been in existence. The prophecies indicate the Divine
Borereignty controUing all things, even while the Kingdom of God did not exist on
earth as promised.

Obs, 7. Let the reader consider, what is too much overlooked, that this

Kingdom is one of promise and here on the earth, and hence does not refer

to the divine nature of the Father or of Christ considered in itself, separate
and apart from the expressed covenanted relationship (comp. Props. 80 and
81). For, aft Dr. Storrs {Diss, on Kingdom's has well remarked, that govem-
mont solely arising from, or inherent in, tne Divine Nature *' could not be
the subject of promise or expectation." God's Sovereignty, necessarily
and eternally inherent in Him and pervading all things, is never promised,
only as connected and abiding with David's seed in tnis Kingdom. This
is confirmed by what is said in Hebrews respecting the human nature of

Christ (comp. Props. 82-84).

Ohs. 8. The only Kingdom of God, distinctively announced as such, is

that one in which, as we have shown, God Himself condescends to aot in

the capacity of an earthly King, exhibiting directly the functions of such
a King in legislative, executive, and judicial action. After the overthrow
of the Theocratic-Pavidic Kingdom, tione such existed on earth, but a

Bad, mournful vacancy transpired.
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Obs, 9. This Kingdom was not preached to the people immediately
before John the Baptist came. Luke (16 : 16) says tliat Jesas declared':
" The law and the prophets were until John ; since that time the Kingdom
of God is preached.*' In whatever way this is explained (see Judge Jones's
Notes, p. 110, etc., and Com. on Matt. 11 : 12, 13), it certainly implies a
period of time preceding when the Kingdom was mt directly offered for

acceptance. The legitimate inference follows, that it was not in existence.

It was, indeed, predicted, promised, believed in, and expected, but it was
iiot authoritatively offered for present acceptance and realization^ as was
done by John and those following him.

Obs. 10. That the Kingdom did not thus exist, is very apparent from
the language of John himself (Matt. 3:2): *' Repent ye, for the King-
dom of heaven is at hand,^* implying, forcibly, that for some time it had
^wt been near, seeing that it now drew nigh.

Obs. 11. This teaches ua in what light to consider the notion entertained

by numerous eminent writers (as e.g. Hengstenberg in TJie Jeios and the

Ch. Church)^ viz. : that the Christian Church, as the Kingdom of God, is

simply a continuance of an existing Kingdom of God in the Jewish nation.

It is fundamentally erroneous, and most seriously affects the interpretation

of Scripture, (Oomp. Props, on the Church.)

Obs. 12. Many able theologiar \ folly indorse our Proposition as a self-

evident fact. Thus e.g. Van Oosterzee (Theol. N. Test.)mdk.G& the King-
dom of God something ^^ new,^* not a mere uninterrupted continuation,
'* for it has Qrst come nigh in the fulness of time (Matt. 4 : 17) ; it did not

before exist on earth.'' While guarding a^inst one extreme (i.e. to make
out the Ch. Church a continuation of the Kingdom), he fails, however,

into atwtJier when he asserts that '' it did not before exist on earth," which
is pointedly contradicted by the previous establishment of the Theocracy,
that was, par excellence, the kingdom of God, by its withdrawal and
promised restoration.

09t
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Proposition 38. John the Baptist preached that this Kw^dan^
predicted by the Prophets^ was ^^nigh at hamd^

This Kingdom was to be offered to the Jewish nation, and John's
mission was to prepare the nation for its acceptance. However men
may explain the Kingdom itself, the fact stated is not disputed.

Obs, 1. But right here, at the very beginning of the New Teat, narrative,

pioiiB and good men, under a mistaken view of the Kingdom to which
John's preaching does not correspond, endeavor to /«««enthe knowledge and
the importance of John. This is done by misapplying a passage of

Scripture, so that the idea is boldly advanced that John's teaching, in

comparison with what is now taught^ is of comparative little value. One
commentator even informs us that the lowest teacher in the church—

a

Sunday-school teacher is mentioned^st *ndB higher than John. So long
as men can degrade a heaven-appointetl'^'eacheT of the Kingdom to so low
a scale in knowledge and standings it is vain to expect them to give us a
consistent and scriptural view of the Kingdom of God.

Before proceeding, it is necessary to vindicate the standing of the first N. Test,
preacher from the disparaging views announced liy Barnes (the commentat or alluded to).

Scott, Clarke, Nast, and others, and found in almost every Life of Christ. It is a gross
mistake to make (as Farrar, Life cf Christy vol. 1, p. 294) " the humblest child of the
New Covenant more richly endowed than the greatest prophet of the Old.** Lange,
Matt 11 : 7-16, gives several interpretations, all more or less defective. Dr. Schaff,

foot-note to Lange's Com., Matt. 3:1, unable to follow the wild interpretations usually
presented, justly makes the compariaon one of "standpoint and official station,'* but
hampered by the idea of its being still in some way related to the present church weak*
ens its force. Jones, NoUa on iScrii^re (p. 65), gives the best comment and interpreta-
tion that we have seen consistent with fact and the analogy of Scripture. Hengstenberg
{Vkristol., B. 3. S. 460) defends the higher character, etc., of John. The passage referred
to, supposed to teach the low standard of John in comparison with believers of this dis-

pensation, is found in Uatt. 11 : 11 and Luke 7 : 28 :
** Verily, I say unto you, among

them that are bom of women there hath not risen a greater than John the Baptist

;

noheitfuttanding he that u least in (he Kingdom of heaven is greater than he.** Our Saviour,
undoubtedly, refers to the Kingdom of heaven as it will be established at His /Second Ad'
ixn<, as our Propositions tend to show, for the church is only preparaHve to that still

future, coming Kingdom, in which the least that inherits is greater in official standing,
more highly honored, than John was in his official position. Leaving what follows to
indicate the truthfulness of this application of a perverted passage, it may be only
sdded : it certainly requires great assurance for any one, teacher or not, to assert, from
the language of Jesus, that he is, or that his fellows are, superior to John, in view of
John's character, inspiration, and mission. Admitting fully the blessings, privileges,

snd increased knowledge of some things that we now enjoy, yet a little reflection over
the constant attendance of the Holy Spirit, the sublimity of that authoritative preaching
by which he commanded all to repent, the consciousness of His being a Forerunner of
the Messiah, the spotless character maintained, the faithfulness unto death, should
cause persons to suspect, at once, that reference is made to those who aduaUy inherit the
Kingdom ; who have aduaUy become, and realize their honor and glory as kings and
priests ; who will <A«n be greater than John in every respect, while John, also, in that
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Kingdom will ooonpy a 8t3l higher posUion than the one unstained at the First Advent
(Ck}mp. following Propoaitiona.) Fairbaim (,7)fpolo^f p. 48) accords with the preaent
general view that ''the most eminent in spiritoal light and privilege before were atill 1

decidedly inferior even to the less distingmshed members of the Messiah's Kingdom"
(i.e. according to his view of the Kingdom, the present Chnrch). Bnt' feeling a certain I

incongruity in unch an application (which so itnjusUif contrasts, an inspired man with I

nninspired), he gives ns the following note which speaks for itself :
** Matt. 11 : 11, <

where it is said respecting John the Baptist * notwithstanding he that is least in the
Kingdom of heaven, is greater than he.' The older £ngli^ versions retain the com- i

paxative, and rendered ' he that is less in the Kingdom of heaven' fWycliffe, Tyndale,
Cranmer, the Qeneva) ; and so also Winer, Greek Gr,, § 36, 3, *he who oocnpies some
lower place in the Kingdom of heaven.* Lightfoot, Hex^stenberg, and many others ap.
prove of this milder sense, as it may be called ; bat Alford in his recent Com. adheres still

to the stronger ' the least ;' and so does Steir in his * Beden Jesu,' who in illustrating
the thought, goes so far as to say, ' a mere child that knows the catechism, and can say
the Lord's prayer, both knows and possesses more than the Old Test, can give, and ao
tax stands higher and nearer to God than John the Baptist ' One cannot but feel that
this is putting something like a strain on our liord's dedazation." Fairbaim indeed re-

laxes ** the strain" somewhat, but continues it

Obs, 2. Others, afi^in, in the way of eulogizing John as a preacher of

the coming Kingdom, exalt him beyond what the language and facts will

bear. Thus e.g. Judge Jones (Notes) correctly rejecting the interpretatiob

of Barnes, etc., adds :
** None greater than he will ever appear till all

things shall be restored, and the Kingdom of God shall come." The
language of Jesus, however, only says that none greater had arisen to that

time, and we have no authority to continue the comparison down to the

Sec. Advent The apostles were also preachers of this Kingdom, also

specially called, specially inspired, etc., and are specially honored as the

founders of the Ch. Church. So also Oosterzee {TheoL N, TesL, p. 37)

informs us that in John *' prophetism attains its point of culmination.''

But this is opposed to fact : others prophesied after John, as e.g. Paul in

Thess., Jesus in lengthy and remarkable predictions, and John the Rev-
elator giving us the words of Jesus in the Apocalypse. John predicted
but little in comparison with those who followed him.

Obs. 3. John preached " the gospel of the Kinffdom," just as Jesus, the

twelve, and the seventy afterward preached it. Attention is simply directed

to this, because some assert that thei-e is no preaching of the Gospel
unless a crucified Redeemer is proclaimed. But we have here and previous

to the death of Jesus the gospel of the Kingdom proclaimed to the nation.

Obs, 4. Some able writers (as e.g. Bernard, Bampton Lectures, " The
Progress of Doctrine," Lee. 2) take the position that " The Gospel, con-

sidered OS fact, was begun at the Incarnation and completed at the Resur-

rection ; but the Gospel, considered as Doctrine, be^an from the first

Breaching of Jesus, and was completed in the dispensation of the Spirit"
'his is, however, too circumscriptive ; for the Gospel was announced pre-

viously to the preaching of Jesus by John, and was contained in the Old
Test. The facts pertaining to the Gospel extend beyond the resurrection,

en to Christ's present exaltation, through this intermediate period down
to the Second Advent. To make the Gospel perfect, faith must accept as

facts (owin^ to certainty and assurance of fulfilment) things that are

future. The Gospel could be no Gospel to the Gentiles until their calling
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and adoption was dmnely assumed and demonstratedy i.e. in an official

manner. The Gospel, when employed as a general term to embrace all

that relates to Salvation, cannot be thus circumscribed ; in particulars (as

e.g. relating to call of Gentiles, to the Person or Life of Jesus, etc.) it

may be limited.
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PROPOsnroN 39. John the Baptist was 9wt igrvorcmt of the
Kingdom that he preached.

The prevailing view, indorsed by a multitude of eminent theolo-
gians, IS that John was ignorant of̂ i.e., did not understand the
nature of, the Kingdom he proclaimed. Numerous works proceed
to tell us how " ^" and " camaV* John's ideas were, without
I)erceiving the fatal flaw introduced ; without realizing that they
are actually sapping the very foundations of inspiration, and ^ving
to infidelity its strongest weapons against the divine origin of
Christianity.

The ablest writers, nnder the preconceived view that a subseqaent change was sab-
stitnted in the idea of the Kingdom, do gross injnstioe to John the Baptist. Thus e.^;.

Ebrard [Qospd History, p. 283) makes John totally ignorant of the Kingdom and of " tho
formation of a compact * Kingdom of Christ* "—and " he received no revelation troju

Qod on this matter, bat voaa l^ to his own oonclnsions,"—also making John less ** in in-

sight" than any member of the present church. A mnltitude of quotations, exprwaum
the same idea^ could readily be gathered.

Obit, 1. Any theory of the Kingdom which makes the first great

preacher of the Kingdom—^a preacher specially prepared, sent, and
inspired—ignorant of the leading subject tnat he was delegated, specifi-

cally commissioned to announce, is not only open to the gravest suspicion,

but ought to he rejected as unworthy of God.

Ohs, 2. What was John's conception of the Messiah's Kingdom P Let
those who consider John to be mistaken inform us, and let the reader
judge for himself whether it is not the very idea of the Kingdom embraced
m the grammatical sense of the prophets (Prop. 21), and in a restored

Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom. Thus e.g. Neander {Life of Christ, eh. 2,

8. 40) truthfully admits that " he expects this Kingdom to be visible,"
'' existing in communion with the divine life, with the Messiah as its

visible Ktng ; so that, what had not been the case before, the idea of the

Theocracy and its manifestation should precisely correspond to each other,**

and " his expectations of a visible realization of the Theocracy shows him
as yet upon Old Test, ground.*' That is, John expected the restoration of
the Theocracy in an exalted manner under the Messiah, just as the
prophets plainly predicted. Was he mistaken in this conception ? Many
saj that he was, simply because such a conception was not realized at the
First Advent, and down to the present day no such Kingdom has existed,

and, therefore, take it for granted, that he misapprehended the nature of
the Kingdom ; that the church must be the Kingdom intended ; that the
prophecies pertaining to the restored Theocracy must be spiritualized to

suit the present church, etc., thus overlooking the fact, clearly giveUp

that for certain reasons (which will hereafter be given in detail) the very
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J^ingdom preached and anticipated by John was postponed. Instead of
allowing God's Word to speak, and having faith in it that it will yet be
fulfilled as written, this tach of faith, based on a supposed never to be
realized fulfilment, is made the measure of John's preaching and of God's
Divine Purpose. Is it wise or prudent f

So weak and iiuignificant is John's preaching, so Jewish in its nature and intent, in
the estimation of many, that it is passed by wiuont comment, or even notice, in books
'Where we nattually, from the snbject discussed, seek to find it, as iUostrated, e.g. in
Pres. Edwards's Hia. of Redemption. Books giving a history of Christ, and including that
of John the Baptist, are very careful not to tonch the preaching of the Kingdom, or to
inform us what Kingdom he proclaimed, but waive the whole matter by telling ns, in
general phrases, that John endeavored to prepare the people for the coming Messiah, as
exemplified, e.g. in Fleetwood's lAfe of Christ. Commentators, with lack of fairness and
candor, pass by the real facts (as they will be shown in following Propositions) of John's
preachizig of the Kingdom, and present snch a modernized version of the langnage, as if

that accurately represented John's belief, that they impose upon the ignorant and un-
wary reader, as shown, e.g. in Barnes's Notes on Matt. 3 : 2. Thus tht* Baptist suffers from
neglect, from the slights of believers, and from the inserting a meaning into his language
that he never for a moment entertained.

Obs. 3. If John is specially called to ]3reach this Kingdom, and yet
labors under delusion, ^ross error respecting its nature, we ask. Whom, then,
can we trust ? Let the reader ponder these facts : that this John was
consecrated to the ministerial office from the womb (Luke 1 : 15) ; that for
this purpose he was brought forth beyond the ordinary course of nature
(Luke 1 : 18) ; that he was under such Divine guidance as (Luke 1 : 15,

etc.) to be **filled with the Holy GhosV^ ; constituted ** the prophet of the

Hightst"; ^*to give knowledge of salvation^^; and (John. 1 : 7) to be "a
witness of the light" ;—and then is it credible, even supposable, that such
a Prophet and Witness, thus filled with the Spirit, should grossly blunder
in declaring the leading subject of his preaching, the Kingdom of heaven ?

Yet such IS the opinion of multitudes, learned and unlearned, while in-

fidels laugh and sneer at this practically acknowledged lowering of a
divinely commissioned preacher of the Kingdom. Surely, if this is so, viz.,

that he misapprehended the Kingdom, then upon what does his credibility

as a prophet depend ? If mistaken in the imst vital part of his mission,
why was he not in error concerning the rest ? Kow, affainst all such dis-

honoring theories, we take the ground, sustained botn by Scripture and
the Primitive Church view, that he was not mistaken in his preaching

;

that he knew full well what Kingdom he was to tender to the Jewish
nation, far better than the multitude which denies its correctness ; and
that if such a Kingdom, as he believed in and proclaimed, was not realized,

we must alhw the Scriptures thetnselves to assign the reasons for such a
delay. This, indeed, requires faith, but it is a faith abundantly sustained

by facts,

Obs, 4. There is something inconsistent in Keander and others opposing
the idea of the Kingdom embraced in the preaching of John and the
disciples, as being an imperfect conception of its nature, etc., and yet in

their development theory, when the world is renewed, they have, to all

intents and purposes, virtually the same notion expressed. Thus e.g.

Neander :
'* In fine, the end of this development appears to be (thoud^ not,

indeed, simply as its natural result) a complete realization of the Divine
Kingdom which Christ established in its outward manifestation, fully
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ansTrering to ita idea ; a perfect world dominion of ChriBt and of His
organs, a world purified and transformed, to become the seat of Hi*
universal Envpirey Why, then, so strenuously reject and oppose John's
idea of the Kingdom, an outward visible Kingdom, resulting in a world
dominion, etc., if their own attached notion, in place of it, is ultimately
at its consummation to bring this to pass ?

Ohs. 5. The reader will find, in looking over authors, interpreters, etc,
that many of them, whilst having much to say about John's preaching
repentance, omit, as a tender subject beset with difficulties, all allusions to
his preaching the Kingdom, although repentance is only described as a
means for attaining to the Kingdom. The greater is sacrificed to the
lesser, or else, with their church-kingdom theory prejudging the case, and
not knowing how to reconcile John's preaching with his special call, etc.,

they simply let it alone. But other expositors and writers approach the
subject frankly, and candidly tell us what were the views of John, con-
firming Neander's opinion (Obs, 2). Thus e.g. MeyerJCW. Matt 3 : 2)
acknowledges that be did, in his idea of the Messianic Kingdom, embrace
**//[6 political elemenU^ The author of Ecce Homo admits that he
^^ meant that the Theocracy was to be restored.*^ Reuss (His, 6%. TheoL,
p. 124) says, *' After all, John the Baptist was still a Jew; he looked for
the brilliant and august inauguration of the Kingdom which he had pro-
claimed with so much fervor and devotedness,'* etc., i.e. a Jewish King-
dom, such as the grammatical sense of the prophecies conveyed. Such
testimonies could be multiplied, but these are sufficient. Others refer to
this matter in a half-apologetic tone, a lamely explanatory manner, that
only makes tiie defect the more glaring. Thus e.g. Olshausen {Coin, Matt.
2 : 3) says :

'* If now we ask in what sense John the Baptist may have
understood the Kingdom, it is moat probable that in his relation to the
law, he conceived of it with the ^nerality and indeterminateness of the
Old Test, but without incorporating with the idea anything false. We
may concede a certain affinity between John's notions of the Messiah's
Kingdom and those that prevailed among the people." This extract
speaks for itself and needs no comment, seeing that the '' indeterminate-
ness" is with Olshausen and not with John or the Old Test Van Oosterzee,

(T/ieoL JV. Tesf.f s. 7), while apparently avoiding the main point (i.e. the
Kingdom preached by John), refers to his preaching in this way :

** Never-
theless, compared with the teaching of the Lord and His apostles, is the
testimony of John the Baptist relatively poor, and not essentially raised
above the standpoint of the Old Test" We gratefully and heartily accept
of the standpoint assigned to John, and will prove from Scripture (not

assertion or assumption) that John's testimony and conception was the

truth, confirmed by covenant and the oath of the Almighty, and therefore
relatively and inexpressibly rich,

Obs, 6. Those, of course, who assume that the weakest believer who now
attempts to preach the Kingdom of God is far greater than John (Prop.

38, Obs. 1) have no hesitancy in rejecting John's views of the Kingdom.
John, being less than the least in this dispensation (6.g. Fairbaim, On
Froph,, p. 163), it follows that every believer can tell us far better what
the Kin^don is than John was able, although specially called to preach it
If this IS so, how comes it that the great and learned theologians of this
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disx^ensatioQ present us so man^ definitions and meanings, several kinds of
kingdoms, etc., and that there is each a lack ot uniformity oi belief among
them ? If all are greater preachers than John, if they hare more knowledge
and clearer conceptions, why, then, do we not find them expressed ? (comp.
Prop. 3). Fairness to John requires that we shonld accept of his preaching
until it ia proven to be erroneous ; simple assertion, howerer repeated by
the learned, does not condemn him.

Ajb an illastTation how recent Roman Catholic writers treat the subject, ignoring its

difictilties pertaining to their Chnrch-Eingdom view, we present the two following : Dr.
Alzog {[/niv. C%. His,, ToL 1, p. 147), speaking of John, says : "He, nniike them (i.e.

other prophets), did not pat off to an indefinite fntnre the amelioration which be prom.
ised. but proclaimed that the Kingdom of Ood was alrwdy amon^ men. and that the
least in the Kingdom of heayen (i.e. the Church) was greater than he." Dr. Rntter {IaJb

(fJesus, p. 99), after telling ns that John said, *' Do penance, for the Kingdom of heaven
is at hand,** pTononnces the Kingdom to be " that inward and spiritual reign which be-
gins here on earth by Mth showing its charity and good works, and which will attain its

utmost completion in hesTen by the perfection of charity ; a reign which consists in
this, that Almighty God, having, through Jesus Christ, destroyed the empire of the devil

over the hearts of men, sovereignly reigns there in this life by knowledge and love, and
in the next life by the sights and enjoyment of the divine essence, which constitutes
our external happiness." Comp. Props. 19. 30, 21. 22, 37, 41. etc.. and also 90 to 109.

The same view is held by a multitude of Protestants, although such a Kingdom has no
resemblance whatever to thi covenanted and oaXhrhcnxnd one.
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Proposition 40. The hearer% of John believed that he preached to

them the Kingdmn predicted by the Prophets^ a/nd in the semtt

held by tliemselves.

This follows from the preceding Propositions, and is also admit-

ted by many eminent wnters.

Obn. 1. The Jewish belief in a restored Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom
has been noticed (Prop. 20), as supported by the ^ammatical sense of the

prophecies (Prop. 21), and the election of the nation (Prop. 24\ etc The
preaching of John, giving no explanation of the Kingdom, indicative that

the Kingdom is something well known (Prop. 19), and the employment of

current phraseology without change of meaning (Props. 22 and 23), etc.—
all proves the correctness of our position.

Obs, 2. The grammatical sense was the only one then used in relation io

the Kingdom, producing unity of belief in a restored Davidic Kingdom.

Even the Rabbins, who had already largely perverted Scripture by allegorictd and
mystioal interpretations, still clung with nnawerring faith to the plain gnunmatical
sense when it related to the Kingdom. The testimony on this point is overwhelming :

as mnoh of it is presented nuder varions Propositions, it need not be repeated.

Obs. 3. The unity of belief in the same restored Kingdom is evidenced

by John's preaching of the Kingdom raising up no disputation concerning
it. Had he preached the modem view, it would inevitably have excited

disputes and appeals to the prophets.

Obs, 4. The exclusiveness (Prop. 29) of the Jewish nation, the prophecies

describing but one Kingdom (Prop. 35), etc., forbid the idea that there

was an antagonism of belief between the preacher and the hearer. There
might be a difference of opinion respecting the imposed condition of

repentance, but there could be none concerning the Kingdom so ^ as

related to its essential nature.

Obs. 5. This fact of a unison of vieto resj>ecting the King;dom alone

satisfactorily accounts for the exceeding brevity with which it is men-
tioned. It IS taken for granted that no difference of opinion existed.

Obs, 6. The unity of agreement also accounts for .so little descriptive of

the Kingdom being given in detail in the New Test. It was fully known
and described in the prophets ; now to have entered into a detailed state-

ment and particularized the restored Davidic Kingdom , would unnecessarily

have excited the open hostility of the jealous and persecuting Roman
Empire.

4
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Cimaras and others hare made tliis feature an objection to John the Baptist and
Jemia, viz. : that devoted to the Jewish ideal of a Kingdom, the restored Davidio, ther
virtaally became conspirators against the authority of the Csesaxs. This is nothings ne^
for it was this aocosation that inflaenced Pilate to give ap Jesos to crucifixion, and led
to the jnat stipersoription of the cross. The whole matter rests upon the priority of
claims, the jmitness of conquest, the authority of Qod, the manner of introducing the
Kingdom, etc. Foreseeing, as we shall show, the result, the greategt prudence was exercised
in this matter to avoid unnecessary persecution, and when it was finally known that the
Kingdom was postponed to the Second Advent, to be introduced by the power of Jesus
Christ, then, in view of the prophecies which foretold their continued existence down to
the Advent, believers were taught that the existing governments were ordained or ap-
pointed of Grod—not that they were sacred (as claimed), but allowed as a necessary re-

quirement, etc.

Obs, 7. This unity of agreement is also seen in John doing his preaching
in the wilderness—that is, east from Jerusalem in the open country, away
from the large cities. He and his hearers, both believing in a restored

Davidic Kingdom^ and he endeavoring by repentance to prepare the nation

for its coming, those large gatherings of Jews and the preaching of such a
Kingdom would necessarily have excited inquiry and the pressure of

Roman power. Hence (especially in view of the foreseen rejection) the

vtmo»t caution, consistent with John's mission^ is observed.

If the modem prevailing view of the Kingdom is the correct one, no reason can be
assigned for John's avoidance of the centres of influence, as e.g. Jerusalem.

Obs, 8. The agreement of opinion is seen in the disciples of John, who,
as far as known, held to the coming of the restored Davidic Kingdom
under the Messiah.

Obs, 9. John and his hearers certainly had no other views than those

entertained by following preachers of the Kingdom^ as e.g. the apostles

;

see Acts 1 : 6.

Obg, 10, The agreement of opinion is frankly admitted by many of our
opponents, whom we have quoted, and whom we shall hereafter quote, as

e-g. Knapp {Ch. TheoL), Keander {Life of Christ, etc.), and others.

Obs. 11. It is in view of such agreement of opinion that Ecce Homo
declares (p. 13, etc.) that John tried to renew the old Covenant bv promise

ing ** the restoration of the ancient Theocracy," adding, ** he had renewed
the old Theocratic Covenant with the nation. But not all the nation was
fit to remain in such a covenant," etc.
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PROPOBrrroN 41. The Kingdom was riot established under Johi*s

minist/ry.

It could not be, because no restored TheocTdcy^ such as tke
prophets predicted, the covenant demanded, and he preached, fol-

lowed. This is seen by tJie failure of John's mission, which was
designed to prepare, if possible, consistently with moral freedom,

the nation for the Kingdom.

Ob8, 1. John was uot conscious of a Kingdom being established, as is

noticeable in the message that he sent, shortly before his death, from
prison to Jesus.

Consider the position of John in prison, and imagine the thonghts that must have
arisen in his mind while confined for severed months in the fortress. He had preached
the coming of the Kingdom conditioned on repentance ; he had seen and annonnoed the

Messiah, through whom, as he fondly anticipated, the Kingdom was to be established.

Jnat before his imprisonment he had expressed the hope that the Messiah would be

received, and hence looked for a speedy visible Messianic Kingdom. Now it is snpposetl

(e.g. Neander's Lift of Christ, B. 135^ that doubts arose in John's mind respecting the

Messiah on account of the delay. But this could not possUUy be, owing to John's specific

mission, his testimony to Jesus, his having seen the attesting divine manifestation, and
his having heard the confirming voice from heaven. John had no doubts concerning the

Messiahship of Jesus. How, then, interpret the action of sending hia disciples to Jesas i

The explanation follows naturally from the hopes entertained by him, and the condition
in which he was placed. Being imprisoned, the hope of a speedy establishment of the

Kingdom (for had he not seen the Messiah ?) implanted the hope of a speedy release

from his prison ; for then, under the reign of the Messiah as predicted by the prophets,

he would necessarily experience deliverance from hia enemies (as Zacharias believed,

Luke 1 : 74). Such thoughts must, from the very nature of his belief, hope, and Bitua>

•tion, have passed through his mind. To satisfy his mind respecting release, whether
the Kingdom would be soon established, he sends two of his disciples (Matt. 11 : 2, 3),

with, in his estimation, a test qaestion : " art Thou He that should come, or do we look
for another?" Now if we but reflect that (Ait Olshausen, Com. /oct has well remarked,
comp. Whitby loci.) ** the Coming One " or *** He that Cometh,* has a fixed doctrinal
signification, viz. : the Messiah" (denoting the One who should restore the Davidic King-
dom)—this was a most delicate way of asking why the Kingdom was not established, le^v

there was a delay in its restoration. John proclaimed Him as ** the Coming One,** and
thus reminds Jesus of the fact by the question ; but, in view of the non-appearance of
the Kingdom and of his confinement in consequence, also in the latter clause indirectly

urges Jesus to make no delay, invites Him to hasten and manifest His Messianic mission.
There is no necessity to draw from the narrative the idea of John's wavering in his Mes-
sianic taith (as unbelief has it), or of his being momentarily grievously tempted (as

Olshausen), or that he misapprehended the nature of the Kingdom (as £brard, note to

Olshauseni (comp. Whitby and Scott loci.) etc., but rather as Kendrick (note to Olshau-
sen, loci) *' that John stumbled rather at our Saviour's slowness in a.s8uming to Himself
that temporal dominion which doubtless formed a part of his view of the function of the
Messiah," or as Lange (Cbm. loci), that he desired " himself to witness the manifestation
of that Kingdom of heaven which he had announced," and which, as a resultant, would
bring deliverance. John thus expresses his hope in the Kingdom, virtually saying : If,

aa I believe, Thou art the Messiah, why not establish the Kingdom and impart freedom ;

it was an appeal. Kow notice Chirst's admirable reply ; Well knowing tiiat the King-
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dom would he postponed on acconnt of the nation's nnworthinesa, He doea not reject John's
Messianic hopes, bnt simply confirms His Messianic character by an appeal to His
'works—tiias confirming John's faith in Himself as the Mestiiah without intimating when
the Messianic expectations would be realized. Benan {Life of t'hrist, p. 189) says, that
"when John's disciples returned to him from Jesus, ** we are led to believe Uiat, in spite
of his consideration for Jesus, John did not consider that he was to realize the divine
promises." This is on utterly unfair and unjust influence. We have seen why Jesus
could not be more specific in answering John—the postponement of the Kingdom is the
reason—but this did not forbid Him from confirming John's faith in Himself as the
Messiah, and, by consequence, that John should hims^ realize (at some time) the Mes*
sianic promises. The language indicates it.

Obs. 2. That no Kingdom waa established is evident from ihe continued
style of preaching the Kingdom after John's imprisonment and death, for

JesnSy the disciples, and the seventy announced it, not as actually present,

but as still future.

Obs. 3. The imprisonment and death of John itself is indicative of our
position, for it shows that, instead of a Kingdom, suffering is allotted ; the

Forerunner is rejected, and the Kingdom cannot be obtained without blood
shed in its behalf. A martyred Forerunner is an appropriate foreground
to a crucified King, and reminds us how dearly this very Kingdom is

purchajsed.

Leathes ( The Religion of Christy Bampton Ledvrea for 1874), while misapprehending
and spirituAlizing the Kingdom that John preached, yet fully admits :

** He certainly

died without seeing the Advent of that Kingdom which he had proclaimed as near."

We cannot see how any one who holds the Ch. Church that was established on the day
of Pentecost to be this Kingdom, can logically hold any other view. Hence many
writera occupy Leathes' position, and concede our Proposition. Our opponents involve
themselves in the most glaring inconsistencies and contradictions byjiot adhering in

strictness to their own Church-Kingdom theory. Thus e.g. Barnes and others (even in-

cluding such as Nast, etc.) make the Ch. Church to be the Kingdom established on the
day of Pentecost after the death of Jesus, but then again and again they tell us that the
Goispel with its resultant spiritual reign is this Kingdom, and that this Gospel was
preached and result gained in John's time (thus making this Kingdom not to exist and
then again to exist) ; and then, without seeing the absurdity of the proceeding, when
commenting on Matt. 11 : 11, they make out that John is not in the Kingdom of heaven,
bat that the least one in it (i.e. the Church) is superior to John, owing to privilege, etc.,

after having declared in other places that John was in it and caused his hearers to press

into it. AJEts ! what confusion arises, when men forsake the plain sense of covenant and
prophecy.

Obs, 4. This satisfactorily answers the question, why John continued

his ministry after the public appearance of Christ. The solution is found
in John baptizing not only in view of a Messiah to come, but of a Kingdom
to come. The Kingdom, and meetness for it, was the burden of his

preaching, and the foundation motive for urging repentance. Now if the

Kingdom had appeared, as some writers contend, as soon as Jesus was
baptised by John or even earlier, then John's mission would have ended ;

but as the Kingdom was not manifested, John could continue his own
ministry without change, Jesus only commenced (Matt 4 : 17) His
preaching when John was imprisoned.

The testimony of Killen {The Ancietd Church, p. 11), that the Jews " anxiously awaited

the appearance of a Messiah/* is that of every historian. But with this and as a result,

ant, inseparably united, was the idea of the Messianic Kingdom. Hence the preaching

waa continued as preparatory to the Kingdom. This, also, throws light on the baptism

of Jesus, a difficult subject, because Jesus needed not repentance. Some (Farrar) make
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it to " prefigure the l&ver of regeneTation ;" others (Shenkel), a Yicftriona or repreaenta-

tire aot ; others (Bernard), an act of hnmility, or (Barnes) an example sanctioning divine

institutions, or (Lange) to remove ceremonial nnoleanness, etc. This baptism was de-

signed to indicate that the person receiving it was prepared or qualified for the King-
dom, yielding himself to the supreme will of Qod, hence David's Son ooold properly re.

ceive it.

Obs, 5. The non-establishment of the Kingdom is shown in the fact

that the disciples of John, instructed by himself, and their adherents after

John's death, even after the death of Jesus, formed a sect who still waited

for the coming of the Messiah (Gieseler^ Ch. His, 1: 60, Lange*s ConUj p.

69, etc.)> This can only be accounted for on the ground that, not seeing

the Kingdom established as preached by John, and unacquainted with

or failing to appreciate its postponement to the Sec. Advent of the crucified

Jesus, they still loolced for the manifestation of the Kingdom, and, of

course, then for the MessiaJi to restore it.

Oba. 6, The brevity of John's ministry is readily accounted for ; brief

as it was, it was sufficiently long to indicate the unfitness of the nation for

the Kingdom (comp. Lange, Com.^ Matt. 3 : 1-12, p. 68, 2d col). Differ-

ent writers inform us that it was very successful and give ua glowing
accounts how the multitude '* pressed into" the Kingdom ; but we have the

decided testimony of the Lord Himself that, whatever degree of success

attended John's efforts in the beginning, his mission to the nation was

acceptable onlj^ to the few ; the representative men of the nation were not

gained, they did not repent (Matt. 11 : 18).

As this is an important point, and misconoeption here will lead to misinterpretation,

a few words may be added. The passage adduced to prove the sncoess of John's minis-

try is Matt. 11 *: 12, and Luke 16 : 16. We refer, by way of illostration, to Barnes' Cbm.

loci^ to show how oomments are made. On this verse, he tells us of the moltitades who
''rash*' and " press"' for the Kingdom, and this state of things " has continued," etc..

and yet, when commenting on verse 18 of the same chapter, forgetting what he had jost

penned, he then informs ns that *' this generation" " were not pleased with him," etc.

The reader is referred to the admirable comment of Jndge Jones (A'otes on the Hcripiures,

loci) on this passage, in which he consistently proves (take Luke 16 : 16 in connection
as interpreter) that it teaches that men pressed agaiiisU resisted the Kingdom, treated it

with violent opposition, although urged upon them. His criticism of the text corresponds
with the context, and makes it to harmonize with the facts as they truly existed (so also

Lightfoot, Schneckenburger, and others). Those, however, who retain a different render-

ing, to make it consistent with fact, interpret it (as H. Dana Ward, Proph. Timeft, Ap.

1874, p. 36), " every (wise) man presseth toward it, " or (as J. G. W., Proph. TlmM, vol. 11,

No. 6, p. 72), '* From the days of John the Baptizer until now, the Kingdom of heaven
soffereth violence*' (permits a violation of ritualism), " and the violent" (the earnest pen-
itents) *' take it by force" (striving to enter into the strait gate, eto.). These, and
others (comp. Lange' s Com. loci, Scott, ete.) are more or less forced, while Jones's inter-

pretation is natural and accordant with fad. That no national or wide extended re-

pentance was produced is evident from the deputation (John 1 : 19-27) and subsequent
events. The extravagant eulogies of *' a holy violenoep** and the making by some
(Lange, eto.), John and Jesus to be " the violent," • are simply glosses ; the violent—by-

conspiring to put the Messiah to death—took, as we shall show in detail, the Kingdom
awayfrom the nation.

Obs, 7. Some writers, in their eagjernesa to make out a preparation for

the First Advent (which existed, and is temperately (e.g. Schaflf, His, Apos.

Church) described by others), tell us much of the preparation of the Jewish
nation for the same. But this is shown to be utterly unworthy of credence,

in view of the failure of John's mission, the rejection and death of the
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Messiah, and tlis resultant judgments of God. (Comp. character of Jews as
given by Jesns, Josephas, Harvrood, MoBheim, Horne, etc.).

Often have we been pained and sorpriaed to find oarefnl and able writera fall into
extraTagancM in this direction. Thus e.g. Dr. Lnthardt (Bremen X«efurM, Lee* 8, p. 128)
says :

** John the Baptist's mission was to be bridesman. He led the bride to the bride-
groom, to be united with Him in marriage, to be made one with Him. This is the end
of the histoiy of Israel," eta. All that we have to say of this perversion of the marriage
fignre, as used in Scriptnre, is this : John found a veiy unwilling bride, and in his
efforts came to his death, and Jesos also died ; instead of a marriage there was gloom and
death ; the marriage was postponed. Men may—this is their apology— think to honor
Christ by showing a successfol mission in John» but they do it at the expense of truth ; and
Jesus needs no fictitious praise. Many illustrations of this could be given, but this
will suffice. However, in this connection it may be well to mention another mistake that
is prevalent. Farrar {Ufe cf (Jhrisi, vol. 1, p. 116) speaks of John's baptism " as an initi-

ation into the Kingdom." This is nowhere asserted ; and it is opposed by all the fads
that we have already presented, and by others that will follow. It was a baptism of re-
pentance to quaiify for the Kingdom, and not to admit, or initiate into the Kingdom, as
is seen e.g. by the force of Acts 1 : 6, (the apostles even not being cognizant of such a
KingdomX
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Propositiok 42. Jestcs C7irtst, in His early ministry^ pr&icTud
thai die Kingdom of God was nigh ai hand.

When John's ministry ended by his imprisonment, it is said
(Matt. 4: 17) : ^'From mat time Jesus began to prea^h^ and to

say^ Repent^ for the Kingdom of heaven is at hxindJ^^ (Comp.
Mark 1 : 14, 16, Luke 4 : 23, and 8 : 1.)

The design of thia Proposition is simply to direct the attention of the reader to the fact

that Jesns preached the Kingdom of God in the same manner that John the Baptist did,
for there would be an inconsistency in the Foremnner preaching ont Kingdom and the
Principal quite anaiher. Therefore, the meaning and intent of the nighness—also pro-
claimed by John, Jesns, the twelve, and the seventy—will be left for full consideration
nnder Propositions 55 to 68 inclosive, when we shall be better prepared, by the prelim-
inaries passed over, to appreciate its deep and intensely interesting signification.

Obs. 1. Jesus adopts the same style that John did, nrees the same
condition of repentance, U8es the phraseolo^ common with the Jews, and
introduces the subject of the Kingdom, without any explanation, as one
well known and understood. The efforts made by well-intentionod men to

give this preaching of Jesns a '' modern''^ aspect and coloring is not onlj
a failure, being opposed by stubborn facts and the immediate results in His
hearers, but it actually places the Messiah in a position irrecoticilable with
that of a perfect Divine Teacher. We therefore hold, with the Primitive
Church, until decided scriptural proof is offered to the contrary, that
Jesus offered to the Jews tlie Theocratic'Davidic Kingdom in its Civil and
Religious combination, just as predicted by the prophets.

Obs, 2. How Jesus was understood by His hearers, we leave one of our
opponents—to whose interest it would be to conceal or cover it—to describe,

iftius Knapp {Ch, TheoL, p. 323) ;
" At the time of Christ, and previously,

the current opinion of the people in Palestine, and indeed of most of the

Pharisees ana lawyers, was, that He (the Messiah) would be a temporal
Deliverer and a King of the Jews, and, indeed, a Unitwrsal Mo^iarch, who
would reign over all nations. Thus they interpreted the passa^s, Ps,

2 : 2, 6, 8, Jer. 23 : 5, 6, Zech. 9 ; 4, seq. Hence those who, during the
life-time of Jesus, acknowledged Him to be the Messiah, wished to pro-

claim Him King, John 6 : 15, coll. ;. Matt. 21 : 8, 9. Tiie ajmstles thetnuelves

held this opinion until after the resurrection of Christ, Matt 20 : 20, 21,

Luke 24 : 21, Acts 1 : 6. And Jesus Himself, during His life upon earth,

proceeded very guardedly, in order to lead them gradually from this

deep-rooted prejudice, and not to take it away at once." Who can justly

be regarded as the author of this ** deep-rootod prejudice" ? Certainly He
who placed it in the plain grammatical sense of the Old Test., who left the

Jewish nation with it for many long centuries as their faith and their hope,
and who, while having twelve men in training to be preachers of this
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Kingdom for over three years, did not remove it, as Knapp confeflsea.
The question is. Was it a *' prejudice*' or the truth f

Knapp himself falls into the accommodation theoiy, which (Seo. 90, 2) he jnstly con-
demna. and thus violates the veiy principle of interpretation (literal) adopted by Christ
and the apostles in quoting from the Old Test., and which (S. 90, 3) he approves ; illas-
txatin^ that it is mnch more easy to lay down canons for interpretation than to follow
them. We have merely the asaeriion of Knapp and others, that the hope of a Theocratio
restoration—which they frankly acknowledge (not seeing how ntetssarily fatal it is to
their own theory) was n<A removed by the pabUc preaching and private instructions of
JesoB—is a " deep-rooted prejudice/' It seems passing strange that without positive
proof, eminent theologians, following the lead of the Alexandrian and monkish opinion
afterward developed, should hasUly, raahiy rush to such a conclusion- a conclusion that
violaiea covenant, oath, plain promutes, the purity of John's and Christ's teaching. True,
Buch lack of faith is predicted, but still it is strange that it should be found even in men
who, in many other respects, are able defenders of God's Word. Alas ! that there
should be an unwillingness to candidly examine whether, after all, such a '* prejudice"
is not clearly teught in the Old Test, and as distinctively perpetuated under the preach-
ing of the Messiah Himself, and whether there may not be vcUid reaaotis, found in the
conduct of the nation itself, tohy this ** prejudice" remained unrealized. When Fuller
(litricturts on Robirison*a iieniimerds. Let. 2) says of the disciples, ** Their foolish minds
-vere so dazzled with the fedse ideas of a temporal Kingdom that they were blinded to the
true end of Christ's coming and to all that the prophets declared concerning it," we, od
the other hand, think that it is Fuller's mind that is " so daszled with the false ideas of
a" spiritual " kingdom" that it is *' blinded,'* etc.

Obs. 3. Pressenae has (in The Redeemer) a chapter entitled ** The Plan
of Jesna Christ," which contains an Uiconsifftent and misleading Flan^
telling us, e.g. that it was part of the plan of Jesus to abolinh the Tlieocractf

(jast as if it then existed, comp. Props. 32, 33), because a Theocracy is

useless (!?), etc., and the proof alleged for such fundamentally sweeping
assertions is the phrase " my Kingdom is not of this world '* (just as if the
Theocracy was not a Divine but a world appointment, comp. Prop. 25,

Obs. 6). As we shall examine this proof (comp. Props. 109 and 110) in

another connection, it is sufficient to ask now, tVhy were the preachers of

the Kingdom down to the ascension (Acts 1 : 6) entirely unacquainted with
Pressense's plan ? ]VJij/ does Jesus then express regret at leaving *' the
house (Davidic) desolate," and point to His future coming, when the
desolation should be removed ? Why does the entire tenor of His preaching
evince that He never, for a moment, hesitated in identifying His Kingdom
that He proclaimed with that of the Prophets, understood by the Jews in

the Theocratic sense, as e.g. Matt 16 : 27 and 25 : 34, comp with Dan.
7 : 18, 27 ; Luke 13 : 28, 29, Matt. 8 : 11, comp. with Mic. 7 : 20 ; Luke
22 : 29, 30, Matt. 19 : 28, comp. with Mic. 4 : 6-8, Ezek. 37 : 21, 22, etc, ?

When such talented writers misapprehend the precious nature of the
Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom, and disparage its Divine appointment, what
idea can the multitude form of the same ?

Obs. 4, Dr. Auberlen {Div, Rev,) has boldly and truthfully declared that
Jesus, the Prophets, and the apostles were express Chiliasts, They all,

receiving the grammatical sense and expressing themselves in it, taught
and looked/or a restoration of the fallen down Davidic Kingdom under the
Messiah. (The proof on this point is cumulative and irresistible, as will be
shown in the course of our argument—the design at present being merely
to introduce some preparatory matter before considering the covenants
upon which cdl rests.) Hence Kenan (Life of Christ) frequently refers (so
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StransB^ Banr, etc.) to this Chiliastic feature, sajing^ e.g. (p. 140) that
'* MillenarianiBm gave the impnlaion,

"

Benan, too, IUeo many of the orthodox, OTerlookisg the postponement of the Bong*
dom 80 plainly taught, ignoring the existence of the Soriptnres that refer to it, and oonse.
anently not realizing the dose relationship existing between the rejection of Jesna by
le representative men of the Jewish nation and His corresponding change in addressing

the Jews, makes sad work with the Kingdom preached. He makes it just as varied as
the belief does which he is attacking, telling us that Jesus nnderstood it ** in difiereni
senses." At one time it is ** simply the reign of the poor and disinterested ;" at an-
other it is " the literal accomplishment of the apocalyptic visions of Daniel and
Enoch ;" sometimes it is ** the Kingdom of sonls,** etc. After saying, " the fundamen-
tal idea of Jesns was. from the first day, the establishment of the Kingdom of God,*' we
have from Renan's pen about as many definitions of " the Kingdom of God " as, on the
other side, Barnes gives (Prop. 3) in his yoUa. This is derogatory to Christ, and will be
found, by a candid comparison of Scripture, to be utterly unfounded.

Obs. 5. Because the Kingdom (Theocratic) has not yet appeared aa
preached, we are not authorized to conclude (as Renan, etc.) that Christ
chatiged His plan ; because the Jews rejected Him, we are not at liberty to
infer that their Davidic house will remain forever desolate. In this matter
we must confine ourselves (Prop. 9) to the Record, and see why the King-
dom did not come, what influence this rejection had upon the Kingdom,
and what Jesus Himself declared concerning it, and theti, only (hen, frame
our conclusions accordingly. The simple, unvarnished narrative, as firmly
held by the Primitive churches, tells us that the Kingdom preached as

nigh was postponed to the Sec. Advent.

But this excites the scorn of Unbelievers, who, in virtue of this alluaion to his Sec.
Advent, charge Jesus with preaching *' dreams." Those extravagant upholders of
Christ as a preacher of " the Religion of Humanity" still make (as Benan) Him proclaim
{LifeofJMtL% p. 248) *' the expectation of an empty apocalypse," " a false, cold, impos-
sible idea of a pompous advent,** etc. The case is prejudged ; the impossible steps in,

and nothing is left to faith. This is precisely in the line of Bible prediction, that such
'' scoffers" shall be educated to such a standard of unbelief and irreverence for Chiisi's

preaching and Christ's claims to the one Kingdom linked with, and postponed to, his
Sec. Appearing (2 Tim, 4 : 1, etc.), and that they shall, by the spread of their unbeliev.
ing sentiments, influence the multitude, so that at the Second Advent, kings, nobles,
great and mighty men, a vast concourse of people shall be arrayed against Him (Apoc.
19, Zech. 14, Joel 3, etc.). But it is not merely the infidel who speaks disparagingly of
Christ's preaching ; many a believer, who loves Christ and woidd shrink from being
classed with unbelievers, so far coincides with infidelity in the fundamental part of
preaching the Kingdom, that he lameiy apologizes in behalf of Christ (when He needs
none), and endeavors to conceal the alleged defects under a weak accommodation theory,
saying that Christ accommodated Himself to the ignorance and prejudices of the Jews.
A system that must resort to such an abjed line of reasoning, making Jesus to say one
thing while really meaning another, keeping others (as e.g. apostles down to the ascen-
sion. Acts 1 : 6) in ** error and prejudice," while all the time intending the reverse, is

certainly—no matter who advocates it— sorely defective and entirely untrustworthy. It lacks
the trulht or it would not place the blessed Messiah in such an unenviable attitude. How
much more logical and consistent the Primitive Church.

Obs, 6. Neander and others misapprehend the intent of the Sermon
on the Mount, when the^ make it designed -to contradict the Messianic
expectations of the Jews in a restored Davidic throne and Kingdom. For
(1) it contains not a word or thought agaifist such a hope ; (2) it conjimis
the Jews in such expectations by using their phraseology without intimat-
ing the least change of meaning

; (3) those very persons admit that it did
not change the opinions of the disciples and apostles

; (4) they mistake the
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preparatives of the Kingdom for the Kingdom itself
; (5) the exact reverse

IS tne truthy as seen in tne allusions concerning the promise of inheriting
the earth, of securinff the Kingdom, of fulfilling the prophets, of Jerusalem
being ** the city of the ereat King," of praying for the Kingdom to come,
etc., all of which had the decided tendency—as shown hy the result

—

of
confirming the hearers in Jewish expectations. The foundation thought of
the Kingdom is the keynote to its interpretation, and if this is miscon-
ceived the entire discourse suffers.

Ob.'f, 7. Jesus preached *' the gospel of the Kingdom*^ (Matt. 4 : 23 and
9 : 35, etc.), and for this. He tells us, lie was sent (Luke 4 : 43). There-
fore we cannot reoeivo as well grounded a principle enunciated by
Hagenbach {His, of Doc,y vol. 1, p. 45), that " The office of the Saviour
was not tojpropound doctrines, or to set forth doctrinal formulas, but to

manifest nimself, and to reveal His unity with the Father. His person
was a fact, and not an idea," etc. Cheerfully admitting that Jesus was
thus to manifest Himself as an essential part of His mission, He at the
same time was commissioned to propound doctrine^ and, above all, the

doctrine of the Kingdom, Without such doctrine it would have been
impossible to exhibit Himself as the Messiah, for doctrine and the Messiah-
ship are inseparably connected.

It is painful to notice how m&ny works, which onght to contain it, omit this distinctive

preaching, as e.g. Lather*s Smaller Catechism (Pub. for Gen. Synod. 1840) asks (p. 54) the
question, *' What were the chief subje^ of Chzist's preaching to the people ?" and answers
by giving six things, bat fails to mention the principal subject of all, the preaching of

the Kingdom. The reader can readily find hundreds of similar illustrations.

Obs, 8. Even some who fully admit the re-establishment of the Theo-
cratic-Davidic throne and Kingdom in the future under the Messiah, have
Christ to preach, for the time being, another, viz. : a spiritual Kino^dom/
Thus e.g. J. L. Lord {IsraeVs Judicial Blindness) informs us. That
Christ /r#/ offered to the Jewish nation, not the Davidic and temporal
Kingdom which they had expected, but His spiritual Kingdom only, upon
conditions which were as repugnant to their ceremonial self-righteousness as

it was to their infatuated worldly hopes and expectations." Strange that

men cannot, at once, see the illogical and ificonsistent position in which
this places Jesus. As our argument will meet this view in detail under
various following Propositions, it will only be necessary to say. Why does
Jesus then employ the Jewish phraseology, and confirm the Jews and even
Uia own disciples in their Jewish expectations ?

' Why are the Jews con-

Jemned for not seeing and acknowledging a Kingdom, which is not, in any
fhape or form, contained in the Davidic Covenant.? Why, if such a
spiritual Kingdom was '* first offered," did not John the Baptist, the

disciples, and the seventy, tender it to the people .? Wliy, if this spiritual

Kingdom is the superior and more exalted idea, make the consummation
bring forth the realization of Jewish hopes in the final glorious restora-

tion of the Davidic throne and Kingdom ? Why, if the spiritual Kingdom
is "the professing church," preach that it was something to come, when
the chnrch has always existed ? These, and similar (questions that must
be answered, indicate the untenableness of such a position.

Iicatbes
( The Rdig, ofthe Christ, Bairmton Lee, for 1874) spiritualizes the title Christ (oomp.

^. 205), and, therefore, also the Kingdom (thns vitiating mach that is most admirable
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in his work), ftnd (p. 192) says : "John had not Tentnred to define what he meant by
the Kingdom of heaven " (simply because it needed no definition. Props. 19-2*2) ;

** but
no sooner does Jesns open His month than He Baya» ' Blessed are the poor in spirit, for
theirs is the Kingdom of heaven.' " And this, he claims, is a defining of the Kingdom
different from what was previoaslT understood, ie. it spiritualizes and renders invisible
what before was deemed temporal and visible here on the earth. But ponder the Ian*
guage of Jesus, and you will find no definition of the Kingdom in it, but simply a decla-
ration and enoouragement of worthiness—how attained-/or the Kingdom, It only tells

us who are fit for it, and who will ultimately receive it. The disciples, who were of
these ** poor in spirit," had not the faintest idea (Acts 1 : S) that such a definition was in-

tended ; and we certainly deem them, in view of special instruction and privileges,

better qualified to know this than modems are who interpret oil Scripture by a Chorch-
Kingdom theory.

Obs, 9. The indulgence of the reader is desired while, in this con-
nection, a few points are forestalled. Three thin^ mnst evidently have
weighed upon the mind of Jesus, and thus shaped His style of preaching the
Kingdom.

1. The fact of the existence of the Roman Government over the Jewish
nation, and its jealousy of power. His mission was to the Jews, and He
was commissioned to tender the Kingdom to the nation (e.g. Props. 55, 57,
etcj, and the Kingdom, according to the Davidic covenant required a Son
of David to restore tJte throne and Kingdom of David, This was taught by
the Prophets, and believed by the Jews. It waa the general, universal
belief that when the Messiah came to establish the Kingdom, He would
overthrow Gentile domination (as He will do at the Sec. Advent, PropB.
163 and 164), and thus deliver the Jewish nation from its enemies. In
addressing the Jews, it was unnecessary to proclaim this Kingdom boldly
and freely in the emphatic words of the Prophets, because (1) the King-
dom denoted was already well known, as the subject-matter of covenant
and promise, to every Jew ; and (2J hecause, foreseeing His rejection by
the Jews, advantage would inevitably be taken (comp. Prop. 40, Obs. 6,

note 1) of it to accuse Him as a conspirator against the Roman Power.
With all the wisdom and prudence exercised by Him, this, nevertheless,

was done, and He was crucined under the charge of being " the King of tlie

Jews,'^ thus implying opposition to Caesar,^

2. Knowing, as Jesus did, that the offer of the Kingdom must be made
(Prop. 55, etc.

J,
that the tender would be rejected (Prop. 67, etc), and

that- the Kingdom itself would be postponed (Props. 68-68), it would, in

view of these foreknown circumstances, have been unwise aiid impolitic to

have presented the subject of the Kingdom in any other way than that in

which it was done. Sufficiently clear to test the repentance and faith of

the nation, sufficiently distiiwt for those who receive the Word of God
without human additions, and sufficiently precise to encourage the hope
of His people in His Messiahship

—

more would have been inexpedient. What
was needed in addition Ho gave to us through John (in Apoc), and this

also in a form that it might not unnecessarily excite opposition. Christ's

preaching is influenced bjforeknow7i results,

3. Foreknowing how the' Kingdom would eventually, at His Sec Advent
(Props. 66, 74, 83, 87, etc.), be established. He could accordingly shape
and adapt His language, introducing other matter that necessarily pre-

ceded the same. While a restoration of the Davidic throne and Kingdom
(and as a result the restoration of the Jewish nation to eminence and
power) is contemplated, yet, because of the defection of the nation and its
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long continued punishment, purposes of mercy toward the Gentiles were
entertained and mentioned, promises to be realized ultimately in the King-
dom were given, encouragements and cautions were presented, etc. This
introduced new details, which can only be properly apprehended when
taken in their connection with the whole.

> This is a ftnfficient reply to those who ask why the New Test, is not more speciflo in
mentioning the Davidic throne and Kingdom (although in several places pointedly re-

ferred to), for all knew the Kingdom intended. This, too, may be a reason why Jesus
^WTote nothing, lest His writings should be employed, as His reported words were, against
Him. The pectdiar sarronndings required, in the nature of the case, grtai caution in
proclaiming the Kingdom ; and hence language was adopted toward the Jewish nation
sxtffieienUy precise and deierminaie for it, having the prophets to understand. And this

pmdence was continued by the apostles afterward (as e.g. in linking the Kingdom with
the Second Advent, with Supernatural power, etc.), to prevent the Bomans from taking
unnecessary alarm and persecuting believers. For history informs us how readily the
Boman emperors could thus be aroused. Eusebiua {Ecd. His., B. 3, ch. 19, 20 ; comp.
Gibbon's Home, ch. 16, vol- 2, p. 21) states that the descendants of David were ordered
to be slain, and the alleged relatives of the Lord were apprehended and brought before
Domitian, who was alarmed or sospicious, but as they professed not to believe in a pres-
ent temporal kingdom, but in a divine one to come at ** the end of the world," i.e. at

the Sec. Advent, they were dismissed. (In this account, several things are noticeable,
making allowance for additions : (1) Why should Domitian desire the death of the rela-

tives of Jesus or tear Christ (as we are told), if it was not for the Primitive belief that
Christ would come and re-establish the Bavldio throne and kingdom? (2) that the only
Kingdom these relatives were conscious of was not the church as one, but the Kingdom
at the end of the age, raised up by the coming Son of David

; (3) that, truthfully they
made it Divine, not such a temporal kingdom as the Boman, but one established by
Supernatural power and under its control. Eusebius may have colored it a little, but
as it does not favor his Church-Kingdom theory, and has much of the Primitive cast in
it, we may in the main receive it.) The Primitive Church writers (as we shall show
hereafter) constantly appealed to the prophecies of a restored Davidic throne and King-
dom, and expressed their faith in the same, but as they carefully showed that this was to
be affected by Jesus, who had been crucified and buried, it seemed to be foolishness in
the sight of worldly rulers—something that should cause them no uneasiness, especially

as all believers disclaimed the least idea of raising up such a Kingdom, but waited for

Christ's appearing. How advantage was taken of this very belief in a few cases, history
also records. Another feature, too, which is not generally noticed, crops out in this

direction, viz. : that this very belief is a cause of the brevity of ancient remarks on the
subject. The Jews were not desirous to give it great prominence and publicity, because
it would naturally excite the suspicions of the emperors. The believers, for the same
reason, are guarded. The Gentiles, opponents to both, were not inclined to publish
and dilate upon it, because, by so doing, they might be called on by the government to

substantiate the charge, and in view of its being based as it was, expose themselves to
hajrm. Intimations, indeed, exist, which show that sneers and ridicule were cast upon
the idea of a crucified Bon of David coming back to establish a Kingdom. Boyle, Whate-
ly, Rogers, and others have noticed the peculiarity of the Bible in presenting an unsys-
tematic distribution of its contents, thus calling for comparison, study, etc. In the
reasons assigned for this, they altogether overlook the fact that if a strictly logical

arran^ment had been made, so distinctively would this idea of the Kingdom have be-
come that the Boman Power and other nations would have been extremely hostile to it.

Another feature may be briefly adverted to : the meanest part taken by the represen-
tative men of the Jewish nation in the condemnation of Jesus was the ts^ng advantage
of Jesus having proclaimed Himself the Messiah, i.e. the Jewish King, and basing upon
it the chaige of conspiring against Caesar. The meanness consists in this : that their

own views of the prophecies, if they were fulfilled as vniUen^ demanded of the Messiah
to oppose the then existing Gentile power in order to restore the Kingdom, so that to

compass the death of Jesus they override their own deliberate convictions of the Mes.
sianic display of power, and stamp their conduct as outrageously hypocritical. On the
other hand, our faith and hope is confirmed in the Kingdom preached by Jesns, in the

assumption of Messianic Boyalty, which, not discarding, was the ground of His execu-

tion. Faith and hope rejoices over the inscription :
** Jesus^ the King <f the Jews.** It

there was nothing snbBtantial in this Boyalty, the very Boyalty to which He was entitled
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as David's Bon and Lord, tohy retain it down to the T&ry last, and leave it stilJ speaking,
silently but impressively, over His dead body on the cross ?

Obs, 10. This preaching of the Kingdom by Jesus was, then, an appeal
to faith J it is the same to-day. It then called for a» acquaintafice with
the covenants and prophets ; it demands the same at present. But in the

rn*eaching of Jesus and of His apostles some things pertaining to the

Kingdom are brought out more distinctively and with stronger appeals to

faith. The necessity of moral purity is impressed ; the su])eriority of the
coming Kingdom over all earthly Kingdoms is declared ; its restoration,

not by human but divine power, is carefully asserted ; its postponement
to the Sec. Advent is taught ; its exaltation and extension, its power and
blessings are portrayed ; the wonderful things related to it, such as the

resurrection of the saints, Kingship and priesthood, glorification, renewal
of the earth and Theocratic glory, are presented—and all this, a reitera-

tion and extension of Old Teat, predictions, calls for continued faith. The
whole matter is purposely so arranged and ordered that faith alotie—
sustained bj the fulfilments and a comparison of the Record—can discern
the surpassingly strange but pre-eminently wise Purpose of God.

Another reason why Jesus Himself did not write (as the fonnders of other religions

systems) is found in Uie preaching of this Kingdom. The sabject-matter of His preach-
ing is foand in the Old Test., its foundation is in the covenant, and His mission is not
to found a new Kingdom, but to offer that which is <dready propostd, and of which He in

the rightful Heir. He is not oome to write, but to fulfil that which is icritten ; hence a
systematic arrangement of Divinity, a Theological system or summary of Doctrine, woold
have been out of place. While He necessarily taught doctrine as pertaining to Himself
and the Kingdom, His specific mission has its dignity enhanced by the position that He
occupied. It is true that, after the postponement was fully decided by His death, etc.,

then special provision had to be made for this period, but this we find in the insimc-
tions afterward imparted through the apostles in the establishment of the Christian
Church. Christ honors the prophetic record, honors the oath-confirmed covenant, and,
by the fulfilment of His own birth, life, death, resurrection, ascension, words respecting
the Jewish nation. Gentiles, Church etc., reconfirms in the most powerful manner—infi-

nitely superior to mere writing—the testimony concerning Himself and the Kingdom.

Obs, 11. The fundamental idea, forming a bond of union between Jesus
and the preceding Revealers of the Purpose of God, is the Kinedom of

heaven. This He preached Jirstj this He revealed last through John the
Bevelator ; -this was the special subject (Acts 1 : 3) between Him and the
apostles after His resurrection ; and hence by it He places Himself in

contact with the Prophets, in unison with John the Baptist, in sympathy
with His disciples, and stamps Himself as the great Preacher of the Ki)uf'
dom. This suggests that perfect unity of Teaching must exist between
all these ; that no accommodation theory can interpose between His teach-
ing and that of John's or the Prophets ; and tnat the subject of the
Kingdom, being so prominently set forth, must be (Props. 1 and 2) a most
interesting topic to every intelligent believer and student.

Obs, 12. What Kingdom Jesus preached can readily be ascertained by
noticing what Kingdom His disciples preached. For, as an honest
Teacher, He would not. He could not, send out men to preach a Kingdom
differentfrom the one proclaimed by Himself

Obs. 13. Men profess to be amazed that the Jews and disciples should
be so ignorant as to expect in the Messiah ''a temporal deliverer^^^ and
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regard those who retain this Jewish idea as "fanatical," " unspiritual,"

etc. But how, if we receive God's express promises, the plain grammatical
sonse, can we believe otherwise ? Temporal deliverance, in addition to

great spiritual blessings, are linked together (e.g. Zech. 14) in numerous
prophecies, and it would indicate lack of faith in God's honor and faith-

fulness to reject or ignore the same. We know that by the spiritualizing

process Zechariah's declarations (Luke 1 : 71, 74), *' saved from our en-

emies, and from the hand of all that hate us," '* delivered out of the hand
of our enemies," are made to denote exclusively spiritual enemies.* But
this is not sustained by the predictioos of the Word, seeing (as will be
consecutively shown hereafter, e.g. Props. 111-115) that temporal deliver-

ance is assigned to the restoration of the Jewish nation, and is to be in a

8])ecial manner the work of the Messiah at His Second Coming. The
prophets all uniformly predict the temporal depressed condition of the
nation, and in the same connection a glorious temporal deliverance. Leaving
the proof to come in its proper place, it is sufficient now to say that if the

Theocracy is to be restorea at all as covenanted and predicted, such a
restoration must necessarily include temporal deliverance (how else can the
throne and Kingdom be re-established), and hence the Messiah, in addition
to other perfections, is also a temporal Deliverer. The sinfulness of the
nation, the postponement of the Kingdom, etc., only throws the time of

Its manifestation to the period of the Second Advent.

* Able vriton, however, preserve tliia temponil aspect, as e.g. Van Oosteizee (Lange*B
Omu on Luke, p. 28) declares that the songs of Elizabeth, Mary, and Zechariah make the
Messiah ** the sooroe of temporal as well as spiritnal prosperity to Israel," their senti-

ments being " purely theocratic.'*
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Proposition 43. The disdplea sent forth by Jesus to 'preach this

Kingdom wm^e not ignorant of the meaning to be attached to

the kingdom.

To say that they were ignorant of that which they were speclaUy
to preach is an evident absurdity ; and if true (which it is not)

would severely reflect upon the Divine Teacher and Commissioner.
Their mission necessarily implying a correct knowledge of the
Kingdom, is confirmatory of Christ's own preaching, for the
preaching, of the Master and of those who are sent to preach
must correspond.

Obff, 1. What Kingdom they all preaqhed is so evident (e.g. from Acts
1 : 6| etc.)« that our opponents save ua the trouble of stating it bj frankly
admitting it (e.g. Prop. 42, Obs. 2). Jesus instructed them, Jesus setit

them, Jesus fiever contradicted their views of the Kingdom,' Jesus approved
of their preaching and rejoiced over it. This is amply suflBcient, seeing

that the Kingdom accurately corresponded with the one contained in the

grammatical sense of the covenant and prophecies.

* It is only necessary to say that our opponents themselves produce Matt. 20 : 20, 21,
Luke 24 : 21. and Acts 1 : 6 as evidence of the Jewish views of the apostles. Take these
three illastrations, and, over against the unwarranted deductions of nmnerous writers,

Jesus says not a word against their conception of the Kingdom ; in fact, He fully admits
the correctness of the same by alleging nothing against it. The request of the sons of
Zebedee, based on the Jewish conception (Art. ^^ Kingdom of God," £kicy. Bdig, Knoui,)
of the Kingdom (Matt. 20 : 20, 21), is refused, not on the ground of their misconoeiTlng
the nature of the Kingdom or even that such stations are to be allotted in it, but because
such positions as they asked for are to be given to those by the Father, who have evi-

denced theirjUness by humility and service, tiu simple is this that a child cannot mis-
take it. Hence, how gratuitous and unjust are the disparagirvf remarks heaped by some
commentators and writers upon these disciples. Some (Olshausen loci) express sur-
prise that Jesus did not correct tiieir view of the Kingdom, but actually employs the
very language to confirm them in it Precisely so ; He could not do so, because they
entertained a more ticripiural idea of the Kingdom than those who exhibit such amaze-
ment. Luke 24 : 21 teaches how these preachers understood their own message ; so
also Acts 1:6; and Jesus, instead of telling them that they were mistaken, merely, leav-

ing the notion of the Kingdom untouched, points to the future, the times of fulfilment
being in the Father's hands.

Obs, 2. If Jesus did not tell the Jews and His disciples that they were in

error respecting the Kingdom, and this already is presumptive evidence
that they were correct in anticipating the Kingdom to be a restoration of

the Davidic Kingdom, much more is this true, when He sends men,
whom He knows to hold such a view, to preach it The ablest writers (we
have given some, others will be quoted as the argument advances), of all

shades of opinion, fully admit that the disciples preached the Jewish
Kingdom, and candidly inform us that such was their belief down to the
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period of the Agceneion, Acts 1:6. (Those few, therefore, who try to
ignore it, and pretend that a spiritual conception of the Kingdom, some-
thing like their own modernized notions of ic, are dishonest to the Record,
and the general testimony on the subject). We therefore contend that,

after Jesus Himself preached this Kingdom, taught His disciples publicly
a^tdprivately, considered them qualified to proclaim the Kingdom, and sent
them forth also to preach it—after all this, it is sheer presumption to

qnestibn their knowledge of it. It is folJy to suppose that we know the
nature of that Kingdom better than they did, wlio were expressly com-^

tnissioned to hold it forth as an induce^nent to repentance. If they were in

error on bo important and fundamental a point, it is unreasonable to

suppose that Jesus would leave them in error, send them forth to dis-

seminate error, and thus allow them, commissioned by Himself, to deceive

the people. It is incredible, and yet if we are to believe eminent and
good men, Jesus actually sent forth His disciples to preach erronemis
doctrine I No gloss, however artful, no apology however skilful, can cover
up this ugly feature in this supposed case ; there it stands, boldly and
defiantly presented by infidels, and prominently held forth even by many
believers. Any theory, however plausible, esteemed, fortified by great

names, which makes the first preachers of the Kingdom proclaim what
they did not understand, preach what was an untruth—such a theory is

radically wrong, and virtually, with all its profuse apologies, makes Jesus
Himself the sender forth of false preachers. If the Kingdom is not that

which they taught, what must we think of the instruction of Him who
commissiofied them ? Thank Qod, the Word itself is consistent, and it repels

a charge which human wisdom has foisted upon it in its bliudueBS, in order
to make out of the church the predicted Kingdom of God. Here is the
difficulty : men judge these preachers under a misconceived theory, and
consequently with prejudice.

Some keenly feel this difficnlty in their Chnrch-Kingdom theory, and thus—over
Against overwhelming proof—try to remove it. Gregory (Fbur GospeUf p. 120) declareti

that Jesna ** corrected their (the twelve) false Jewish views of His priestly character, and
of His Kingdom," and appeals for evidence to Matt. 16 : 13-20, and 20 : 28 ! The pa»-

sages being laxigely incorporated by us, need no comment. Ebrard {Oospd JJis.) con-

stantly takes it for gixmied that the covenanted and predicted Kingdom is spiritnal, and
that the disciples comprehended it. Thus e.g. p. 267, referring to the Ser. on the Mount
(comp. Prop. 42, Obs. 6 and 8, note), he says :

** Jeans availed Himself of this oppor-
tunity, after the selection of His disciples, to explain, fuUtf and distincUy, to thmi and to

the pmpfe, lehat wan the nature of the Kingdom.*' He calls it ** the inangnral discourse of the

new Kingdom" (p. 273), in which Jesns says :
** Such and snch is the nature of my

Kingdom ; such its form ; such the proper state of mind ; and snch are my demands,'* in

order ** to afford the means of certainitf" to the hearers. This is solely Ebrard's imagin-

ing, for he vtterlyfaiU to show where the nature of the Kingdom is defined, and mistakes

ih€ means and accessoriejifor obiaining the Kingdom for the Kingdom itself. It is painful

and saddening when such men so seriously miss ** the means of certainty." The pre-

conceived Church-Kingdom theory explains it all. Some writers even make the ap-

pointment of the twelve to be equivalent to the founding of a new Kingdom, although

they preached it as future. On Uie other hand, that the disciples knew the nature of the

Kixigdom and located its future, is well stated by Dr. Imbrie in '* The Regeneration"

{Pre^MUL Essays, p. 153, etc.).

Ob$, 3, It is freely admitted that there were many things that these

disciples, when preacning the Kingdom, did not then know, but it was no/

requisite to know them for the simple reason that, before the decided

postponement of the Kingdom, it was no part of their mission to preach
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them. Thufl e.g. they did not know that the Jewish nation would refuse to

repenty that the representative men would conspire to put Jesus to death,

that the Messiah would be cruciGed, that the Kingdom would be postponed
to the Sec. Advent, that the Gentiles would be called, etc., and, more, all

these things had nothing to do with their commission. They were not to

preach the death of Jesus, or things then unknown to them ; they were
commissioned to preach the Kingdom conditioned by repentance—to offer

it to the Jewish nation—and thusfar they were instructed and had knowl-
edge of the truth. This preaching of the Kingdom was (Props. 54 and 55)
necessary at that time, while a knowledge of the other things was not only
unnecessary, but would have, if imparted, actiioMy disqualified them for their

important mission. This exquisite arrangement of truth in the mission of
the first preachers is, to our mind, viost forcible evidence of inspiration,

Obs. 4. Miracles (Matt. 10 : 1, 8, Luke 10 : 17, etc.) attend their preach-
ing of the Kingdom, which is a most convincing attestation of both the
truthfulness of their proclamation, freed from error, and the intimate
relationship that the kingdom sustained to the Supernatural. Would
Christ give the power of working miracles to persons who confirmed them-
selves and others in erroneous doctrine ? Even Judas, at that time, how-
ever much he fell afterward, must have, in virtue of the mission bestowed
upon him, known and proclaimed the truth concerning the Kingdom.
Designed as the miracles (wrought by some, perhaps all) were to fore-

shadow (Prop. 7) the power to be experienced in the Kingdom itself, they
were also, at the same time, a witness to the veracity of the preachers them-
selves. Such an attestation, Origen, Jerome, and all others, who desire

us to believe that they were in error, have never yet been able to give ua.

Obs, 6, What little satisfaction many commentaries give us when com-
menting on the preaching of John and the disciples. Work after work
will not make the slightest mention of difficulty in the matter, and art-

fullv speak of it as a gradual developing from darkness into light, just as
if the style of their preaching was but a little removed from that of '^ the
moderns." A host literally jump at the conclusion—proven to be fake
by the continued belief of these preachers to the ascension of Jesus—that
tnoy preached (without knowing it) the establishment of the church-
kingdom. The large majority, without perceiving how fatally they sap
the very foundations of confiaence in the Truth, and invite unbelief to
hold itself in merriment over the defect, pass the whole thing by with the
comment—as if it amounted to nothing, or was scarcely worth noticing,
or the most reasonable thing to expect—that these men were yet filled

with '• Jewish prejudices" and "Jewish forms," and the time had not
yet arrived for the notion of a pure, spiritual Kingdom. Indeed, if this

IS so, as learned men tell us, then the first preachers of the Kingdom were
very unreliable guides, being '* the blifid Uctding the blinds** and, what is

worse, divinely commissioned to do this 1 Infidelity exults in such teach-
ing, which effectually cripples the first preaching of the Kingdom and
introduces a discordance and antagonism fatal to the unity and integrity

of the Word,

Obs, 6, How unfairly this subject is treated may be found illustrated

in various Lives of Christ. Some of these (e.g. Fleetwood's) make the
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preaching of the twelve and the seventy exactly correspondent with
their own modern ideas of the Kingdom. The same unfairness is true of
Histories of the Bible. Thus e.g. Gleig (His, of the Bible, vol. 2, p. 223),
after stating the views of the Jews in a restored Davidic Kingdom under
the personal reizn of the Messiah, tells ns that it should not surprise us
that the disciples continued in such a belief because ^* prejudices are
usually deeply seated iu proportion to the absence of atUure, thus actually
degrctdina the disciples to ignorance and uncouthness to make out a case, for-

5etting tnat by so doing he degrades the mission and instruction imparted by
estis. If they were lacking ** culture," if they were under ** deeply seated

prejudices," if they were under a "delusion" (as Gleig well-meaningly
says), how was it possible for Jesus, honestly and cor^istently, to send them
forth to proclaim their want ot ** culture," their ** prejudices," and their
^' delusion" to others, and confirm the same by miraculous signs ! The
same lack of candor is found in Theologies, Thus e.g. Knapp {&/*. TheoL,
s. 89, 99, 154, etc.) frankly tells us the Jewish view, and that the disciples

entertained it, but then endeavors to break its force by insinuating,

without adducing the slightest historical or scriptural proof, that the
Kingdom was also understood in a spiritual sense, and that a purer and
higher meaning was gradually placed upon the phraseology pertaining to

the Kingdom. But this does not clear the preachers of tne Kingdom ; it

does not vindicate their official position, for, according to his statement,
others—who were not specially appointed as preachers of the Kingdom

—

had better, purer ideas, which, we are to infer, came down to us.

This mode of reasoning only makes the matter worse, for iu one place all

the concessions needed are made ; and in another, thejr are virtually

recalled under the unproved statement that in connection with this idea of

the restoration of the Davidic Kingdom they also must have held {implied)

the notion of a moral or spiritual Kingdom. Such an important point as

this, must have more than mere inference and unsupported supposition ;

and Knapp forgets, that the very men who, above all others, should have
this pure, spiritual conception of the. Kingdom (if it is the one intended)
are the disciples, the preachers, whom he confesses to be in ignorance of it

down to the ascension. These illustrations will suffice ; the reader can
readily find a multitude.

Neander {Ch. Hia., vol. 1. p. 37) makes Zeohariah'a faith to express itself in a
" worldly sense, or worldly tarxi, or shape/' because he expected deliverance from
enemies, etc. Bat let the reader notice that Zeohariah was under the direcl influence of
the Spirit, and it follows that his utterances are to he received in preference to Xean-
der's, especially seeing that they correspond with that of the prophets (who link with
the Messianic Kingdom a deliverance of the Jewish nation from its enemies, as shown
Props. 111-114). He delineates the disciples' ignorance, etc., very much as Knapp, and
seeks refuge in his germ or development theory.

Obs, 7. Misled by some favorite theory, the plain facts of the disciples'

preaching are unintentionally misstated, and, of course, others are im-

properly influenced. Thus e.g. Neander {Life of Christ, sec. 174) has taken

the unwarranted liberty of saying, when referring to the mission of the

disciples into Galilee, tnat they were to spread ^^ the announcement that

the Kingdom had appeared," that ** they were only to proclaim everywhere
that the Kingdom of God, the object of all men's desire, had come,*' Now
if we turn to the Record, it is impossible to find any such commission given
to the disciples; ior instead of preaching that the Kingdom "AoS ap-
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peared, and '* 7iad come,^* thej were expressly chsiTged to bslj (Matt 10 : 7) :

^' the Kingdom of heaven is at hand,'* and (Lake 10 : 9) : " the Kingdom
of God is come nigh to you," If language has any force, this phraseology
cannot, by any means, Be made to be the equivalent of Dr. Neander's. So
Olshansen even {Com. Matt 3 : 2), hampered by his ChDrch-Kinffdom
theory, makes the announcement ^^ is ai hand " to be an equivalent of '*

t'g

already present," Others, influenced in the same way, interpret the
language in like manner. The difference to some may appear trivial, but
as we proceed will be found exceedingly weighty and essential (Props,
55-61). How, in the nature of the case, could tne first preachers of the
Kingdom proclaim that a Kingdom *' 7iad come," was ** already present,'^
when they themselves (as both Keander and Olshausen admit in other
places) were not conscious of it down to the ascension (Acts 1:6)?
Forsaking the primitive view, the ablest men involve themselves in
difficulties, and excite antagonism where none exists,

Obs, 8. It is a fact to be lamented, that while infidelity has made itself

merry over the preaching of the disciples, calling it ** mistaken,"
"deceived," "delusion,*' etc., the Apologists, unable themselves to receive
this preaching, or to satisfactorily account for it, have done nothing to
remove this stumbling-block out of the way. Some unbelievers in a kind,

of ironical manner (Dean Mansell On FreethinJcing) suggest, as the result,

that as the whole proof of Christianity rests on the Prophecies, it is neces-
sary in order to make out such a proof to avoid the literal and proper
meaning, and introduce a mystical or allegorical interpretation ; for the
past has proven that the apostles themselves misinterpreted the prophecies
too literally or in a Jewish manner. This, of course, opens the flood gates
to every conceivable fancy, and strikes a deep blow at the vital part of
Christianity. Hence it is, that an oilv class, smooth-tongued and eloquent
over the virtues of Jesus and His devoted band, profess, all the time
stabbing the reputation and character of these teachers, that they only
desire to remove that blundering literal interpretation and plant religion

more securely on a spiritual one, which will not recognize " the fables of
the early preaching. The grossest attacks and the most artful, centring
on the early preaching, come from all sides, and a careful reader will sadly
notice that in the replies of the defenders of Christianity, with but rare
exceptions, there is found a willingness to receive these suggestions of
unbelief, viz. : to discard the literal, grammatical sense of the prophecies,
which it is wrongfully supposed led these disciples into their errors, and,
therefore, to receive as an offset a spiritual one, which can transmute
David's throne into the Father's throne, and change every other phrase to
suit the situation. Alas ! the influence of such a method upon the minds
of men without sufficient independence to think for themselves !

Obs, 9. Those, too, who so candidly concede ** the Jewish cast'* of the
disciples* preaching are undecided as to the time when an entire change
in their views of the Kingdom (as alleged) was wrought While some place
it even later (others asserting no change, but leaving it to development in

the church) than the day of Pentecost, the majority of our opponents
80em inclined to date it from the outpouring of the Spirit For tne credit

of the Church-Kingdom theory, an effort must be made, in some way, to

trace it back to inspired men. Now at this stage of the argument we only
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say this : if tbe change in the doctrine of the Kingdom took place, as

multitudes hold, and as e.g. Bernard {Bampton Lectures^ ** The JProgress

of Doctrine") infers, how comes it then that the early ** consciousness" of

the church does not portray this change in the writings of that period f

Why does the church, founded by these disciples, assume the position that

Jeans, the crucified one, is the Messiah (with a full understanding of the

Jewish meaning of the name), so declared by His resurrection and exalta-

tion, who remains in heaven during this intermediate period until the elect

are gathered out and the time arrives, at the Sec. Advent, for the re-

establishment of the Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom ? Why is it that none
of the Primitive churches indicate such a change of doctrme, and directly

trace it to the apostles ? Surely if the current notion on the subject is the

correct one, this feature ought to be observed. Bernard and others do
not meet the real objections against their view, for fully admitting that a

change was introduced, this change was not one in the belief of the King-
dom, but only in the manner and time of its introduction, in the reception

of preliminary measures^ made now necessary by the postponement of the
Kingdom and the organization of the Christian Churcn. This change
does not affect covenant promise, confirmed by oath, while Bernard's violates

covenant and explicit promise.

The student is reminded that persons cannot be too cautions in such wholesale deduo-
tions, made becaosa of the introduction of certain changes which do not affect the
nature of the Kingdom. Thus e.g. many stumble at the resurrection of Jesus, and can-
not S4»e how this is to be reconciled with the expectations of the restoration of the Theo-
cratic-DaTidic Kingdom ; but they OTerlook the predicted fact (God foreseeing all, and
thus ordering) that this is implied in an immarial Son of David thus restoring and reign-

ing, and that this resurrection was expressly foretold as a requisUt to fulfil the promises
pertaining to the Kingdom. This disregiud to the Kingdom preached^ etc., leads to

many strange and unscriptuial statements. Thus e.g. Bernard (in the excellent Lectures
referred to) says : "Peter presents the Gospel as the fulfilment of prophecy, and com-
pletion of the covenant made with the fathers." The truth is. that Peter only presents
the Gospel to show Aow prophecy vM ht fulJiUed (saving in the call of the Gentiles), and
hote the covenant teas confirmed in (Thrist and shaU yet ht amply realized in the future.

Again :
** The Gospel has fought itself free, and severed itself from Judaism, not merely

in its form but in its essence^ proclaiming Salvation by the grace of the Lord Jesus Ohrist^

and not by the works of the law." Admitting freely the grace brought through Jesus,

through whom alone we expect to inherit, tbe sentence as it stands is misleading. The
Gospel did not cut itself free, etc., until the influence of the Alexandrian school prevailed,

as seen in the first and second centuries. True Judaism looked forward, having tho cov<
enants and promises, even to the sacrificial death of the Messiah, and the death of Jesus
is no separation from but a confirmation of the Judaic essence, for the Salvation prom-
ised through this Messiah is idmiieal with that proclaimed by Judaism. This will ba
shown hereafter.
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Proposition 44. The preaching of the Kingdom^ being in ac-

cordance with tJuU of the predicted Kingdom^ raised no
controversy between the Jews and Jesus^ or between the Jews
and His disciples and apostles.

We find no hint, not the slightest, that there was the least dis-

agreement between the preachers of the kingdom and their hearers
on the subject of the kingdom itself. We know what the views of

the Jews were, and if there had been any essential difference in

the presentation of a subject so dear and vital to Jewish faith—
fundamental to Messianic faith—most certainly there would be

proof to show it. The absence of it, in the nature of the case, sub-

stantiates our position.

Obs. 1. Let the reader place himself in that period of early preaching.
The converts were nearly all Jews, embracing hundreds, and finally

thousands, including even a large number of priests, Acts 6 : 7. Consider
how tenaciously all these held to the predicted restoration of the David ic

Kingdom, and that during the entire period of preaching, from John down
to apostolic davs, no question, no difficulty arose concerning the great

subject of the Kingdom, i.e. concerning its nature, its lack of identity

with the anticipated one. Why thisf Simply because both parties under-
stood the Kingdom as covenanted and prophesied ; because the Kingdom
preached corresponded with the views entertained by these Jews ; other-

wise it would have awakened discussion, led to explanations and opposition.

There being agreement, discussion aud controversy could not follow, and
hence we do not find them.

Obs, 2, A mutual understanding existed between the parties, and this

was not interrupted so long as these preachers lived, for after the ascension
of Jesus, instead of a retractation of previous preaching and opinions,
instead of telling the Jews that they had misapprehended the nature of the

King^dom, and that only a spiritual one was the one intended by the
Messiah (which, if our opponents^are correct, honesty ought to have done),
there continued a perfect agreement between preacners and converts, the
basis of which was, looking for this same Kingdom to be revealed at the

Sec, Advent of the Messiah (comp. Props. 70-76),

Obs, 3. Therefore, it is an unjust reflection upon these Jews and Jewish

f)reacheTS to accuse them of ignorance, carnality, etc. To assert as Storrs'

Diss, on the Kingd. of Heaven) ^ that these Jews ** were shamefully
ignorant" of the Messiah's reien, recoils upon the preachers who made and
left them thus " ignorant." Yet this is the beliei of many eminent men,
forgetting that perhaps the ** ignorance" may be in the gradually sub-
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fltitnted change introduced after the death of these preachers. Even as

late as Tertullian, when the proposed change had not as jet overwhelmed
the Apostolic Theology, ho pointedly says in his Apology (Sec, 21), in

reference to this point :
'' Even now His Advent is expected by them (the

Jews generally) ; nor is there any other contention between them and us,

than tnat they believe the Advent has not yet occurred." The Kingdom
was not disputed, but the manner and time of occurrence under Jesus as

the Messiah,

Obs. 4. The Jews did not find fault with the Kingdom, but in the King
as believed in by believing ^ews and Gentiles. In their blindness, they
refused to acknowledge the purity and holiness essential to entrance into

the Kingdom ; they rejected the repentance requisite for its establish-

ment ; they were angered at the well-merited rebukes aimed at their

hypocrisy and sinfulness ; they were fearful of losing their own authority
and power, and therefore they rejected the King, ana urged his crucifixion.

After His death, it was too humbling to their pride to confess a crucified

Jesus as their Messiah ; it was too mortifying and condemnatory to tneir

past action to acknowledge a once dead and buried Jesus to be their

King ; the difficulty was nof in the Kingdom, but in the King, uud in

the confession and obedience that was required. This influenced the
nation, the great mass of the people, but nevertheless many Jews, seeing

the Scriptures fulfilled in this Messiah, and the Messianic evidences in His
birth, life, miracles, words, death, etc, still clung to Him as the promised
Messiah, the Restorer of the Davidic Kingdom as predicted ; and this was
done under the assurance (as we shall snow in its place) that He would
come the Second Time for this -very purpose. Such is the plain teaching
of the Record, and its testimony on this point is decided and overwlielming,

as the reader will see for himself as we proceed.

It will not answer to cover this over tinder the plea of accommodation ; for it only

amounts to malting numbers of persons preaching, in the most serious manner, to induce
others to repentance and faith, a Kingdom of God in accordance with their own preju-

dices and that of their hearers, because Jesus saw that they were not prepared for the

truth. And this /arce (for it can be called nothing less) was designed and fostered by
the pore Son of God \ The statement needs no refutation ; it contradicts itself. There-

fore to plead that such an accommodation prevented a controversy arising, is simply to

say that Christ sacrificed truth and kept inen in error for the sake of a slight temporary
gain, or that He sacrificed His ovm honor and digniiy for the sake of conciliating erring

men. No wonder that the Baur school and others are jubilant over the fatal concessions

contained in the works of pious men, hailing and parading them as the self-evident in-

dications of a shaky foundation. But, viewing the matter in its totality, the relation of

this preaching to covenant, prophecy, the Jewish nation, God's Purpose of Salvation,

etc.. we cordially accept of tltis- preaching and agreement—these alleged evidences of

weaJmesB—(M necessary and indispensable features in the structure. The reasons will

appear more fully.

Obs. 5. It may be well to say here, that as long as this happy correspond-

ence continued numerous Jews were converted to Christianity (as history

attests), but just so soon as this disagreement arose respecting the King-

dom, and the Jewish faith in their Kingdom was derided and scorned,

conversions became less and less until they almost ceased.*

* And as a retom waa made to the Primitive Ohnroh doctrine, oonversionB increased

mitil they form now again a very fair number.
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Ohi. 6. This agreement indicates, what has already been intimated, that
no necessity existed to hold up the hope of a restored Davidic throne and
Kingdom more prominently, because, as it all depended upon the coming
again of Jesus the Christ, it was sufficient to direct attention to that
Advent, linking the fulfilment of the prophecies with them, thus avoiding
the jealousy, etc., of the Roman Power.

Obs. 7. This agreement has been noticed by numerous writers, and has
called forth corresponding remarks, nearly always in disparaging expres-
sions, so intended, but more or less connected with the truth. This will
be seen by taking at random two writers. Thus e.g. Reuss {^His, C%.
Tlieol, p. 246) tells xis that the early churches formed under this preach-
ing " might be regarded as, and virtually were, a Jewish party," Morgan
(in Moral Philosophy) charges early Christianity with a leaning toward
Judaism, that the disciples corrupted the New Test, to effect this, that we
have a Jewish Gospel, and the first Christians were " nothing else but a
Sulitical faction among the Jews, some of them receiving Jesus as the
[esaiah or the Restorer of the Kingdom, and others rejecting him under

that character." Now, aside from the effort made to use this connection
with Jewish views against Christianity, to make out a case of corruption,
igaorance, etc., it is true that, while the ceremonial law of Judaism was
rejected by many as non-essential, etc., there was a strong point of contact
and continued agreement between Judaism and Christians in Messianic
ezpectatmis respecting the Kingdom—the difference being that the former
located the fulfilment of their hopes at the First Advent of the Messiah
(thus rejecting Jesus as the Messiah), and the latter, theirs at the Second
Advent of this Jesus who had been crucified. To deny this, or to conceal
it, is simply exhibiting gross ignorance of facts, or dishonesty in suppressing
truth (comp. Prop. 69),
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Proposition 45. Uie phrases " Kingdom of heaven^ " Kingdom
of Ood^^ *' Kingdom of Ghnst^^ etc.^ denote the same Kingdom,

It has already been shown (Props. 20-23, etc.) how the Jews
understood and employed these phrases, and how the first preach-
ers adopted them.

Obs, 1. Now attention is called to the fact that they are naed as
synonymous in the New Test, What Matt pronounces " the Kingdom of
heaven," is said by Mark, Luke, and John to be '* the Kingdom of God,"
as e.g. comp. Matt. 5 : 3, with Luke 6 : 20, and Matt. 13 : 11 with Mark
4:11. So also *' the Kingdom of God" is designated Christ's Kingdom,
as e.g. comp. Matt. 16 : 28 with Luke 9 : 27, Mark 9 : 1, etc.

So also "the Father's Kingdom'* and Christ's are represented as identical. Comp.
e.g. Matt. 13 : 41-13 with Eph. 5 : 5, and Matt 26 : 29 with 2 Pet. 1 : 11, etc., and Prop.
83. In reference to the nsage of those phrases, oomp. Props. 22 and 23, and the note
by Dr. Craven in Lange's Vom. Rev., p. 93.

Obs. 2. These phrases thus interchangeably employed to denote the one
Kingdom (Prop. 35) were understood to mean the Davidic Kingdom
restored, as e.g. Acts 1 : 6, Matt. 20 : 21, Acts 15 : 16, Luke 1 : 32, etc.

(comp. Props. 19-23).

This has been so fmnUy admitted by onr opponents (as e.g. Dr. Campbell, Knapp,
Neander, etc.) that more need not be added, leaving onr aignment to bring in the ad-
ditional proof. On every side do we find this testimony, given, too, withont any thonght
of its bearing on the subject. Thns e.g. Farrar {Life of Chrisi, vol. 1, p.22) informs ns
that " waiting for the Consolation of lamel " is equivalent to Mark 15 : 43, " waiting for

the Kingdom of God,*' and that among the Jews a prayer for the coming of the Messiah
was, " may I see the Consolation of Israel." The Messiah and the Kingdom were united.
We merely attest that in addition to the meanings and derivation usually given to the
phrase used by Matthew, " the Kingdom of heaven** (viz. : that the God of heaven gives

it to the Christ, that through it the Father's will is manifested, that heavenly principles,

etc., are exhibited, etc.<), may there not, in the employment of the plural form, ** heaven«
lies," be an allosion to the peculiar form of government (Theocratical) under chosen
heavenly rulers (comp. Ftop. 154). Dr. Meyer {Com, on Matt. 3 : 2) says :

" It is called

the Messianic Kingdom, not because the words * of the heavens * express God, but be-
cause this Kingdom is conceived as descending from heaven and entering the world,

Oal. 4 : 26.** lliis idea may (oomp. Bev. 19 : 11-16 and 21 : 2, etc.) indeed be included,
but it does not exclude the old Jewish notion derived from Daniel, or the one just

stated. It may include them all, making it tl^e more expressive.

Obs. 3. In addition to the abundant testimony already adduced, that

they were regarded as denoting the same Kingdom, and that the restored

Theocracy, as existing under David, we add a few more, Nast {Com, on
McUt 11 : 1-6), allowing the Church-Kingdom theory as correct, frankly

says :
*' Though John the Baptist, Zecharias, and those other Israelites

who waited £>r 'the Consolation of Israel/ expected the Messiah to
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establish a spiritnal Kin^om, a rei^ of righteonsness, they connected,
nevertheless, with it^ the idea of a visible, terrestrial Kingdom, that be

would literally sit on David's throne, and extend His reign from the river

to the ends of the earth/' Doddrige {Oom, Matt 3 : 2), cordially adopting
the Church-Kingdom idea as intended by the phrase, says :

'* It is plain

that the Jews understood it of a temporal monarchy, which God would
erect ; the seat of which, they supposed, would be Jerusalem, which
would become, instead of Rome, the capital of the world. And the ex-

pected Sovereign of this Kingdom they learned from Daniel to call * the

Son of Man' " (Were the Jews mistaken? Comp. Props. 19-23 and 31-35).

Fairbaim (Herm, Manual^ p. 41-43) tells us that the phrase, " points

back to those prophecies of tne Old Test., in which promise was made of a

King and Kingdom, that should unite heaveu and earth in another way
than could be done by a mereljr human administration/' etc., which we

cordially receive as true, remarking, however, that the plain Theocratical

meaning contaiucd in the grammatical sense (which he carefully avoids),

as held by the Jews, by the disciples and apostles, introduces just such a

union of heaven and earth fas e.g. God in Jesus condescending to reign as

earthly Ruler, etc.) as he advocates. Our entire argument thus far con-

clusively proves that all these phrases do not denote separate things (as e.g.

intimated by Lange, Com, MatL, p. 73), or aregiven (so Fleck, quoted by

Lange) ** in order to distinguish the Christian Banedom of God more fully

from the Jewish Theocracv," but the restored Theocracy, as covenanted

and predicted under the Messiah. They were applied to a definite, well-

known Kingdom, viz. : the Theocratic-Davidic.

Bat able vritera, wedded to the spiritual Chnrch-Kingdom theory, can see nothing in

the phrase bat another and differing Kingdom* viz. : the Chorch regarded as militant

and triamphant. Thas, to iUnstrate how confidently they appeal to its simplicity in

their teaching, we refer to Gregory {Four Qcspeis^ p. li€I who, speaking of " the King,
dom of heaven." and that Matthew by its ose intended to correct false Jewish views

(when Acts 1 : 6, he still held them), confidently asserts :
" The phrase clearly expresses

the idea that it is a Kingdom distinct from all these kingdoms of this world after which
the Jew had fashioned his idea of the Messiah's dominion. Its origin is in the heaTena,

where God dwells : its throne, the seat of the King, is there ; its highest present and
prospective glories are there. This simple phrase taoght that the Kingdom of the Mes-

siah was to be a spiritual and heavenly Kingdom, anlike the old Theocracy with its tem-

ple and throne in Jerusalem ; anlike the magnificent empire patterned after Kome,
which the worldly Jew was dreaming of ; wholly anlike the temporal empire of the Bapa-
cy long after established." Here is a tissue of assumptions : (1) It ignores the fact that

it was a Jewish phrase, adopted without explanation by Matthew, and that it could not

possibly conrey the idea assumed, being definitely used to designate the restored David-

ic Kingdom and its extent, etc., as given by Daniel ; (2) it engrafts upon it a modem
notion, which the Jews never entertained, being bound by the plain covenant and pro-

phetical language which locates the Kingdom, not in heaven but on the earth
; (3) he as-

sumes that the phrase is so clearly full of his doctrine that it ought to have tausht the

Jew such a view, when the facts are just the reverse, viz. : that its usage fortified them
and the disciples (including Matthew) in bdieving that it unmistakably taught the res-

toration of the downfallen Theocracy, which was—as we have shown—a Kingdom of

God and of heaven ; (4) its simplicity of teaching established and confirmed the almost

universal Pre-Millenorianism of the early Church and its connected doctrine of the King-
dom—a position just directly opposite to that which Gregory finds in the ** simple

phrase," and which Shedd {His, of Doc., P< 291) calls a peculiarity of the Jewish^hns*
tian."
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Proposition 46. The Kingdom anticipated by the Jews at the

J'irat Adoeni is based on the Abrakamiio ai\d Damdic Cove-

ants.

This might be shown by numerous references, but it will be suffi-

ciently conspicuous by adverting to the declarations found in only
one chapter of the New Testament Thus, e.g., Luke 1 : 32, 33, 66,

72, 73, where we have undoubted allusions to previously obtained
covenants, in " the m&toY promised to the fathers," in " the holy
coGCTiant^^ confirmed by* oath *' to our father Abraham," and in
'* the throne of his father David."

Obs, 1. In turning back to the fountain head from whence this doc-
trine, this faith in a Messianic Kingdom proceeds, we only reiterate what
others have most aptly stated when we invite for the covenants an
abmrbing interest in view of their living^ fundamental connection with final
Salvation m Chrises Kingdom. Kurtz {His. Old Gov., p. 175) has well
expressed this *'a foundation on which the great Salvation is ultimately to

appear." Thorp {The Dest. of the Brit. Empirey Pref.,p. 8) justly ob-
serves :

" The Abrahwnic Covenant is the foundation of all the dispensations

ofheaveHy both to Jetos and Gentiles."

This has been noticed by Brooks {El. of Proph. Inter. ^ cb. 2), Bickentetb {Gvide to

Proph,% Jadge Jones {Notes to the ScriptxtresX besides a host of others, as Anberlen, De-
liLcsch, Lord, theBon&ra, etc Indeed^ it is nxuTersally admitted, however explained after-

Tard, that the Govenants are the proper basis of future Bevelation, and that they con-
tain in an epitomized form the substance of God's Purpose in reference to man's Salva-
tion, the Messiah's Kingdom and glory, and the perfected Bedemption from the cnrse.

Hence, men of all shades of opinion agreeing in this matter, it is essential for any one
who desires to become a rtal student of Qod's Word to make himself familiar with these
covenants, seeing, that, in the nature of the case, all things following must correspond
fully with these previously given pledges and guides. While the covenants are neces-
sarily primary in a proper conception of the Divine Plan relating to Bedemption, present-
ing a central idea^ the reader will observe that they are scripttirally based and grammati-
ally founded on dUred oath-bound promises, and hence are to be distinguished from that
vagne. scholastic, mystical effort to make the covenants a central idea as given e.g. by
John CTocceius (Hagenbach*s His, Doc, vol % sec. 322 and 223), Pres. Edwards's {His.

iiedenq>t.), and others. This grasping after the covenants as a foundation thought relat-

ing to the Kingdom of Christ is characteristic of the Oerman Beformed Theology (see

H^enbach's His, of Doc., sec. 223, Amer. Ed. added, and Heppe on Oer, R^orm. Church
in Mercersbuig Htmew for 1853), and is found in theologians of abili^ in various de-

nominations. Unfortunately, however, many have much to say about a covenant made
between the Father and Son in eternity—of which we have no record, and which opens a
door for conjecture and unproven inferences—while they ignore, more or less, those on
record.

Obs. 3. Let it be observed that in approaching the covenants we are

not at liberty to receive one and reject another, nor are we authorized to

take just as much as may suit our Theological views out of one and refuse
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to believe in the rest Here is where many Theological writings make tlie

fatal mistake: they are willing to receive the Abrahamic covenant as a

perpetual one, but not the Davidic, when the saine perpetuity is asserted of

Doth ; they are agreed to receive part of the Abrahamic, or part of the

Davidic covenant, but 7iot all that is toritten. No wonder that a diver^i/if

is thus produced, and an antagonisfn to the Old Test The Jews and the

Primitive Church were far more logical and scriptural when they cordially

received those covenants and believed in Qod*8 statements concerning
them. The trouble at present is, that the church, with all her professions,
has too little faith.

Obs, 3. Approaching the covenants and seeing how they form great

central points around which successive revelations cluster—^yea, the

foundation stones upon which the Christological structure is erected—we
are not surprised at the efforts made to undermine their force, either by

separating the Old from the New Test, as antiquated, or by elevating the

New far above the Old as only worthy of reception, or by a rejection of

the Old as not authentic, etc.' De Wette and others may apply their

mythical interpretation to Abraham, etc.; Ammon and others may
reiect the Old Test, as having no special divine worth ; Golenso and
otners may endeavor to set aside reliance upon the writings of Moses

;

Schleiermacher and others may place the Old in a position far inferior to

the New in dignity, value, etc.—all this, and more, may be done, and yet

in the simple covenant woi^s, in their gradually unfolded purpose, in their

continuous progress in and toward fulfilment, in their fundamental
relationship to Messianic hopes, etc., we have the most triumphant
vindication (comp. Prop, 16 and 198) of the equality and truthfulness of

all Divine Revelation, and of the significance and fundamental importance
of the covenants, and also a rebuke given to the fooli^iness of a learned

display of unbelief.

If the reader follows the deTelopment of the ooTenant, he will be enabled to appre-
oiabe the valae of the anther's allesation in the History of the Htbrtw Monarchy, that

Moses forged Gk>d's covenant with Abraham for political purposes. The wish is fifttber

to the thought, for the yery tenor of the coTenants forbid such an idea, seeing that for

fulfilment it implies a resurrection from the dead, etc. ; in brief, such an intervention of

the Supernatural, as is evidenced already by the past, that no man coold incorporate for

such a purpose. Hengstenberg, Mcosh, Kurtz, Fritzsche, Hiivemiok, Jahn, and othera,

in vindicating the credibility of the Old Test. Scriptures, etc., have performed an excel-

lent preparatory work.

Obs. 4. The Abrahamic and Davidic covenants were very prominently
held by the early church, as can be readily seen by the general use made
of them, illustrated, e.g. in the Epistle of Barnabas^ the writings of

Irenaeus, Justin, Tertullian, etc. So that Renan {Apostles^ p. 116) remarks
in reference to the practice of the Primitive Church :** The perusal of the
Old Test., above all of the Psalms and the Prophets, was a constant habit
of the sect"—a testimony most hofwrable to the church.

At the present day they are largely ignored, just as if we had no personal interest in
them, and so impexfect is the comprehension of Scripture, that we have plenty of works
which present us, as the two great covenants, "the law and the QospeL"
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PitoPOSiTioir 47. The Jews Jiad the stt^ongest possible oss^raTwe

aiven to Hieni that the Kingdom based on these covenants would
be realized.

Attention has already been directed (Prop. 18) to the fact that
tlie prophecies pertaining to this Kingdom snail not, in their ulti-

mate fulfilment, fail, i.e., they are unconditional. The reason for
tills is that they are evolved from covenants conflrvied by oath

;

and hence, in view of their absolute certainty (no matter how post-
I>oned), God has given expression to lajiguage which affirms beyond
aZl d<yubt that this Kingdom, sustaining a covenanted relationship,
-would at some time in the future be established ; and this, too, a*
covenanted in connection with the national salvation of the Jewish
nation. Thus, e.g., read Jer. 31 : 35-37, and 33 : 19-26 ; Isa. 54 : 9,

10, etc.

It haa been remarked by variouB writers, that the covenant name of Jehorah or Jahreh,
by which the nnchangeablenesH of God ia expressed, indicates the absolute certainty of
ultimate fulfilment.

Obs. 1. Hence it follows : that the Jews were not so grossly ignorant as

many Gentiles now think ; that they were correct in their apprehensions
concerning the Messiah's Kingdom being identified with the restored

Davidic. Lajiguage ctnM iwt possibly viake it any plmner or stronger.

The sun may refuse to shine, the moon and the stars may depart, the sea

may no longer war with its waves, day and nifi;ht may not alternate in

their season, the ordinances ofheaven and earth may be repealed (comp.
e.g. Jer. 33 : 17-26, Isa. 54 : 9, Jer. 31 : 35, 36, Ps. 89 : 36, 37, etc.), but
the promises of Ood shall not fail inrestorina tlie overthrown Davidic Kina-
dotn ; God will perform the promises made to Abraham, Isaac, Jacoo,
David, and the Prophets, respecting the Jewish nation. Men may foolishly

ridicnle and sneer at these things because still unrealized, calling them
"Jewish notions, fables, and prejudices," but God's word stands pledged^

as solemnly and sacredly as word can be substantiated, for their fulfilment
It is idle, it is folly—yea more, it is sinful to censure the Jews for a belief

no clearlyfounded ana so unmistakably encouraged.

Obs. 2. Let the reader place himself in the period before the First

Advent, with the Old Test, in his hands. Now what would be his belief in

the Kingdom, with those covenants and prophecies, confirmed by oath and
most expressive assurances? Surely it would be idetitical with that of the

Jews themselves ; it could not be otherwise, if there was faith in God's
Word and God's oath. Can we believe that the First Advent of the

Messiah obliterated this belief, destroyed the nature of the Kingdom, erased

the granunatical sense of covenant and prophecy, and cancelled the oath of
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the Unchaneeable ? Multitudes do this, but we cannot, dare not toUow
the multitude iu this matter. God's aBsurances are too weighty. His
Word is too pure, to allow of Buch a destructive proceas,

Obs, 3. The attitude of a portion of the modem Jews is to be regretted.

Leavened with inSdelitj^ they have lost all faith in the most precise and
determinate utterances that can indicate the determination of God to

verify His promises to the nation, and yet they profess to believe in this

same God, in His veracity, etc. This is utterly inconsistent, and simply
faithless, when their own scattered condition and continued preservation

among the nations (as predicted) confirms the assurances of this God. If

the covenants, and the prophecies based upon them, are n/)t worthy of
credence to a Jew, what is. there then in the Old Test, worthy of belieff

Their unbelief may reject the proffered blessings, but it cannot change
the Purpose of God, for (Ps. 33 : 11) ** the counsel of ths Lord standeth
forever,'^ Although the Jews are dispersed, under punishment for un-
belief, yet there is something so distinguishing in their national relation-

ship to the Divine Purpose that God, foreseeing all that has occurred in

the past, still most graciously declares (Lev. 26 : 44), " Yet for all that, when
thev be in the land of their enemies, I will not cast them away, neither
will I abhor them, to destroy them utterly, and to break my covenant with
them: for I am the Lord tJieir God,'^ Whether they believe it or not,

mercy follows them for the sake of the covenant, and mercy will yet verify
that covenant in the history of the nation, for ** their God^' has sworn it.

Obs, 4. A class of writers has arisen, who, professing to be very critical,

tell us that Abraham's life, and indeed the whole Bible, must be subjected
to ** Historical Criticism.** To this there could be no objection, if

honestly conducted ; but in the hands of this class, this phrase, stripped
of its applied generalities and pretentious adjuncts, simply means to receive

just as much as any one pleases to accept By this process, Clarke {Ten
Eeli^ions, p. 403) informs us that '* not a little will be gained for the
Jewish Scriptures by this position. If they lose the authority which
attaches to the Word of God, they will gain the interest which belongs to

the utterance of Man." These men, while professing admiration for
Moses, the Prophets, etc., virtually convict them of false pretences, decep-
tion, etc. Judas-like, they kiss while in the act of betraying ; Joab-lihe,
they pretend friendship while stabbing.^ To this class, the solemnly
covenanted promises of God and the assurances respecting the Kingdom
are all idle dreams ; men who believe and trust in them are eelf-deceived
and fanatical ; history that corroborates prophetic announcements is

merely a coincidence ; the faith of ages, sustained by personal experience
and Providence, is nothing but a mistaken belief.

' Let not the reader think that oar expresaiona are too strong. We acknowledge to a de-
gree of respect for Voltaire, Bolingbroke, Hnme^ Volney, etc., who, making Mosee*
chums pretentions and the Jewish religion a natnral development, carried out their
principles at least honestly in not professing a regard that they did not feel. But we
nave not much for that class of authors who, under the garb of friendship, esteem, and
reverence, siab, toith deadly vnieri^ in the most courteous manner the tmth^lness of the
divine writers. What CAre we for the eulogies, e.g. of a Renan and others, when ih(
sutnfoUd <^ aU is (o destroy (he divine teaching of the prophets, Jesus, and the apostles, and
bring everything down to a mere human level, and natural inspiration ? And this is oailed
''historical criticism**—a oriticiBm which at the very outset stands prejudged a^unst the
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Sapeniatnnl, and will not allow that which is part of history itself to testify in its own
favor by reference to a continuous Divine Puipose, a Unity of Design, a general Analogy,
eto. The fact is, as will be shown hereafter, its position is most uncritical, in that it

permits not the higher testimony of the Word to speak in its own behalf, but stands,
iineeringly» picking flaws here and there, and from such presents the most sweeping de-

dactions. Upright criticism, real honesty of heart and design, calls for a far different

attitude. (Comp. Prop. 198.) Against such men might be placed, Bacon, Newton, Max
MAUar, etc. (who declare that the faith of Abraham, etc., was given by special revela-

tion) ; but the truth is, that the Word of God does not need the testimony ot learned and
sciantiflo men, for its best evidence it carries within itself corroborated by personal ex-

perience and history. This allusion to a prevailing sceptical tendency is made, to indi-

cate how the promises of God are shorn of their strength by constituting them mere
hoxuan assurances. Alas ! if it were only confined to unbelievers * Many believers of the
Word, savingly united to Christ by faith, who would shudder to adopt such a hopeless
platform of unbelief, who actually receive these promises as divine, sbll by a fatal proc-
ess so fritter them away or deny their intention or validity that they, too, with infidels,

disbelieve in their ultimate fulfilment as written.
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Pboposition 48. Tite Kingtloin being based on iJie covejuint^ tht

covenants must be cai'efully examined^ and (^Pr(yp, 4) the literal

language of tlie aanie must be rnahUained,

The appointment, arrangement, disposition, or institution of a
covenant relation, in whatever (as voluntary, a contract, etc.) light

it may be regarded, presupposes two parties ; the one who
promises or imparts, and the other who will receive or attains. In
all earthly transactions, when a promise, agreement, or contract is

entered into by which one party gives a promise of value to

another, it is universally the custom to explain such a relationship

and its promises bj/ the well-known laws or language contained in

our grammars or in common usage. It would be regarded absurd
and trifling to view them in any other light. (Comp. Prop. 4.)

Obs, 1. Why, then, should this universal rule belaid aside when coming
to the covenants of the Bible ? If it is important in any mere earthly

relationship for the parties to understand each other, and such a com-
prehension is based on the plain arammatical sense of the language used, is

it not equally, yea more, essential in so weighty a case as this ; and to insure

comprehension of the same is it not most reasonable to expect the same
literal language? Indeed, when the covenants embrace the vital interestfi

of a nation and the destiny of the race and the world, is it not requisitr

that they should be presented in such a form that the parties to whom they

are given can readilu perceive their meaning^ without searching around for

another and very different one to be eftgrafted upon them, or, without
waiting for an Origen or Swedenborg to arise and spiritualize them into a

proper conception ?

It ia saddeuing (it would be crashing to the few believing ones, if this lack of faith—
its universality—had not been also predicted) to see how extensively the latter ia done
by good and great men, thereby darkening knowledge and obscuring the revealed pur-
poses of God. On the other hand, let us firmly hold that the very nature of a covennnt
demands, that it should be ao worded, so plainly expressed, that it conveys a dtcishe
fneaniTu/, and not a hidden or mystical one that requires many centuries to revolve in

order to develop. Otherwise it becomes deceptive and misleading, fostering a faith that

can never be attained, and leading to hopes that can never be realized—which, if un-
worthy in an earthly transaction between man and man. is more discreditable when the
Divine Being becomes a party. No ! God never gave the covenants to deceive in their

plain, grammatical sense ! Men, indeed, say so ; learned men declare it so ; but thift

does not make it bo—leaving the Word to speak for itself.

Obs, 2. This, however, does not imply, esfwcially if the covenant is a

voluntary one on the part of God and contains His merciful purposes of

Salvation, that it may not be briefly expressed or concisely stated, and be
afterward enlarged by way of additions, by explaining how it will l>o
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performed, etc. All this may, indeed, be attached to it for prudential and
wise reasons, and yet, as far as given, we are not at liberty to reject the
plain meaning presented. And the less so if the additions afterward
appended accurately coincide with the express language of the covenants.

Ob8» 3* Our Proposition is confirmed by the indisputable fact that Qod
has stamped the grammatical sense as the correct one by UferaUy fulfiUing
a portion of the covenants. Take e.g. the promised *^ seed." He has come
from Abraham, through the line of David, in a manner recognizable
(implied by the terms) and indicative of His power to redeem and bless.

A sufficiency is found in the history of the past to show that these cove-
nants contamtf rert/, snhstaniial, verified grammatical ineani)ig. Hence we
are not allowed to change it for something else.

If all the rest contained in these covenants has not yet been thus literally confirmed
by fuliilment, we should not hastily limit the Almighty in His dispensational prooeed-
iii|£8 by rejecting the remainder, or by attaching another meaning to it to suit present
ciroamatances. Not with Abrahamic faith clinging to His revealed intention, at some
time, to fulfil them as He has done a part, let ua oaJmly ask. Why has it not all been thus
f-olfiUed V When this question is scripturaUy answered, and the reasons assigned, which
God Himself gives, then, then we shall not only be satisfied to let its plain meaning stand,
bat rejoice in its precious significance.

06s. 4. The promises in the covenants are not typical, as many argue
(impelled to it by not seeing a present fulfilment, and bv a disbelief in a
future fulfilment), for a typical character is opposed to the very nature of

a covenant. It would in a great measure make the real truth unrecog-
nizable until the appearance of the antitype, and the result would be to

enshroud the covenants themselves in conjecture and mystery, which is

opposed to the simple fact that God appeals to the covenants as to promises
fceii comprehended. The partial fulfilment of them clearly shows that they
are not to be regarded as typical.

As this is a point of great importance, having a marked influence upon the interpre-

tation of much Bcripture, a few remarks ought to be appended. Many excellent writers,

as Fairbaim and others, make e.g. the inheritance promised to the Patriarchs a typical

one, and the proof texts assigned for .this are the pass^es which speak of the saints in-

heriting the earth, of Abraham being ** heir of the world/' etc. But this is a begging of

the question, for these pasbages in no shape or form intimate a typical nature of the in-

heritance but, on the contrary, the reality of the promise ; for, as we shall show hereafter

(Props. 142, 131, 137, 141. etc.) this Horipture teaches an exactfulflment of covenant prom-
ise, unless they themselves are also made typical (as e.g. inheriting the earth to mean
inheriting third heaven, etc.). That no type is intended maybe briefly stated thus

:

Jesus Christ, according to the Prophets, as David's Ron and Theocratic King inherits

not only David's throne and kingdom but also the territory, but in connection with this,

in virtue of His Divine-Human character and the original design contemplated. His do-
minion, based on His rightful inheritance, is to extend over the whole earth. To show
the contrary, Fairbaim {On Proph., p. 266) introduces a very inapt and unfortunate in-

ferential proof. For he tells us that the inheritance can only be explained ** with what
it typically represented, in the same way that Christ is called Abraham's seed," viz. : as
*' the ultimate child of promise." Here comes in the fatal mistake that he and others

make in supposing that covenant promises are typical, impelling them, as an illustration

of the same, to infer the typical nature of" the seed."' We may well ask, in reply. Was not

Christ Abraham* s nahtral seed, and if so, did ** seed " stand for a type ? Certainly not,

for there is a literalfulJUmeni of pnmiise. Precisely so, with the inheritance ; it is better

to wait and see what God yet intends to do, before we explain away His own words by a

typical process. For if we adopt this modernized principle, so prevailing, where is then
a promise in the covenants to which can be ascribed certainty of meaning? Kejecting

the plain one that the letter contains, or more conveniently converting it into a type, the
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£romis6 may then represexit vhat the ingennity of man ascribes to it, and oonjeotnre fol-

>WH. Men may ddrislTely call oar yiew, an adhering to the " hnsk,** " shell, " or " rind '*

and congratolate themaelves in having '* the developed germ ** or ** matured fruit, " bat
amid the onproven varieties of **frait,*' from Origen to Swedenborg, we are content to

abide by the former, as certainly Gk)d-given. The tmth is, that these writers all come
to the Word with an onproven hypothesis, viz. : that the chorch, as now constituted, is

the covenanted Messianic Kingdom, and hence all Scriptore, inolading the precise sjid

determinate hu^oage of the covenants, muai be interpreted to correspond with a pre-
judged case. Learning and ability most champion a fundamental miaconoeption.
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Proposition 49. The coverumts being in Hevelatton, the founda-
tion of the Kingdom^ rnvst first be received and appreciated.

Let ns then briefly paas them under review, and notice their con-
tents ; this will clearly indicate their fundamental nature.

Ood promued salvation to Adam and Eve. The Bible gives xui the sad history, that,

-while some thxoogh faith sought for deliverance, gradoaUy unbelief and sin enveloped
and enshrouded the race. One man and his family were selected by the Almighty to

escape the general destruction, that through him the race might be propagated, the prom-
ise might be extended and ultimately fulfilled. Again, corruption prevailed (Joshua
24 : 2, 14 etc.) to such an extent that a new development was necessary to prepare and
perpetuate the way of salvation. A descendant of Hhem and Noah, possessing peculiar
chaiacteristica, was selected as the preeminently chosen one to whom in a more special

and particular manner was committed the assurances of a preparatory development and
final attainment of Salvation. In him the Divine Purpose becomes more specific, de-
tailed, contracted, definite, and certain. Spedfic^ in distinguishing and separating him
from others of the race ; detailedy in indicating more of the particulars connected with
the purpose of salvation ; contracted, in making the Messiah to come directly in his line,

to be his " seed ;" definite, in entering into covenant relation with him, as his God ; and
cerUUn, in confirming this covenant relationship by an oath. This, then, is the period,
beyond all others, which, descending from the general to the particular, lays, as Kurtz
(His. Oid Cbv.f p. 176, comp. Prop. 46, Obs. 1) aptly remarks : " a foundaiion on which
the great Salvation is ultimately to appear ; or, as Oosterzee i^Ch. Dog., vol. 2, p. 471)
observes :

" We have learned to recognize the covenant of Gk>d with Abraham as (hefoun-
dation of the entire revelation of Salvation." Abraham is this chosen instrument, and
through his promised seed complete redemption is to be obtained. Certainly then the
Abrahamic history becomes one of ahaorbing irUereM, in view of its fundamental and liv>

ing connection with final Salvation. It deserves and demands our most earnest and
closest attention, for to it all other things, in the development, must sustain a close and
abiding relation. We cannot overestimate the importance of this, as Isa. 61 : 1, 2
teaches. Even the incarnation, life, etc., of Christ grow out of the deep significancy, and
in behalf of the fulfilment, of the covenant made with Abraham.

I. THE ABRAHAMIC COVENANT.

Obs* 1. The covenant (see good remarks on the meaning of the word
•• covenant" by Barnes, Notes on Heb. 8 : 8, and 9 : 16) made with

Abraham is found in Gen. 12 : 1-3, 7 ; 13 : 14-17 ; 16 : 4-21 ; 17 : 4-16 ;

22 : 15-18. The things promised by God are the following : 1, That
Abraham's name shall be great 2. That a great nation should come from
him. 3. He should be a blessing so great that in him shall all families of

the earth be blessed. 4. To him personally (** to thee") and to his seed

shonld be given Palestine forever to inherit. 5. The multitude of his seed

should be as the dust of the earth. 6. That whoever blessed him shonld

be blessed, and whosoever cursed him should be cursed. 7. He should be

the father of many nations. 8. Kings should proceed from him. 9. The
covenant shall be perpetual, ** an everlasting covenant" 10. The land of

Canaan shall be ^'an everlasting possession." 11. God will be a God to
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him and to his seed. 12. His seed shall possess the gate of his enemies.

13. In his seed shall all the nations of the earth he hlessed.

Qod added, in order to bring abont these promises, predictions, diBpensational and
providential arrangements, and vhile in the course of time there has been a paztial,

inchoate fulfilment, sofficient to aathenticate their divine origin and ultimate realization,

yet a mere cursory glance at them, and then at history, shows that they have not, to this

time, been verified as given. This partial and limited fulfilment has afforded a fund of
amusement to unbelief, and it sneeringly points to it as evidence of failure, of Oriental

exaggeration, etc. In view, however, of the dispositions already made, the continued
progress of tiie Divine Purpose toward its realization, the constant preservation of Abra-
ham's descendants, to whom nationally the covenants were given, the raising up of a
seed unto Abraham, etc., it would 6« foolisknesfi to say that they, as reoorded, netxr toiU

be accomplished. To answer unbelief, by endeavoring to make out a fulfilment by
splritualizdng the promises, by substituting Mmdhing dse in their place, is only another
form of unbelief in the precise words of the covenants.

Oba, 2. Oat of the blessings enumerated, several are selected, as illus-

trative, which have not ^et been experienced. Thus e.g. Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob* have Palestine "from the river of Egypt to the great river

Euphrates" promised to them personally, and alto to their seed. The
repetition of the precise language admits of no other construction. ** To
thee and to thy seed will I give this land ;" " To ihee will I give it ;" ** to

give thee this land to inherit ;" ** I will give it unto thee^ and to thy steed

after thee, the land wherein thou art a stranger, all the land of Canaan,
for an everlasting possession ;" ** unto thee and to thy ,*e<v^ will I give all

these countries ;" *' the land whereon thou liest, to thee will I give it and
to thy seed ;^' " the land which I gave to Abraham and Isa^ic, to thee will

I give it, a?id to thy seed after thee will I give the land.** Hofo the

Patriarchs understood this is evident by referring to what Isaac said to

Jacob when he sent him away to Laban (Gen. 28 : 1-4) :
'* God Almighty

bless thee, and make thee fruitful, and multiply thee, that thou raayest be
a multitude of people ; and give thee the blessing of Abraham, to thee and
to thy seed with thee, that thou mayest inherit the land, wherein thou art u

stranger, which God gave unto Abraham." Can language be more
definite ? Does God so carefully reiterate the personal inheriting (and as

carefully discriminate from such inheriting a present temporary sojourn in

the land), of the land by the Patriarchs, and yet mean something very

different from what the words properly denote ^ Many, alas, tell us yes !

but we respond, No ! Never !
*

' The reason why the covenant was repeated to Isaac and Jacob was owing to the

fact that they formed the chosen posterity to the exclusion of others in the Abrahamic
line, and with Jacob that exclusion oeased, for as Dr. Kurtz (His. Old Cou., vol. 2, p. 33)

aptly expresses it :
'* Now at length the way of grace entirely coincided with that of

nature." In other words, all the seed of Jacob were called, and the blessing offered to

each one of them.
* Those who deny that the Patriarchs shall peraonaUy inherit the land, base their objec-

tion on two points ; viz. : (1) that it was fulfilled either in themselves sojourning there,

or else in their posterity inhabiting the land ; and (2) that such an inheriting, as we con-

tend for, demands a resurrection of them. Let us now carefully consider these, in the
light of Scripture.

(1) Whatever may be said respecting the temporary possession of Canaan (either as pre-

paratory or initiatory or inchoate,) or whatever may be asserted respecting the descend-
ants being meant ** as yet in his loins,** etc., one thing is most positively stated in the

Bible, viz. : that this promise was noi fulfilled in the Patriarchs, in any of the forms
alleged by unbelief. The Spirit, foresooing this very objection, provided against it, lest

our faith should stumble. Thus Stephen, fuU of the Holy Qhost, tells us (Acts 7 : 5)
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that *' He (God) gave him (Abraham) none inheriiance in it, no, not so much as to aet hia
foot on, yet He promised that He would give it to himfor a possession and to Kis seed after

him,** This (also oecanse accordant vrith the well-known Jewish views) should be deci-
sive, especially when confirmed by Paul (Heb. 9 : 8, 9, and 11 : 13-40), who expressly in-

forms as that the Patriarchs sojourned in ''the land of promise/* which they were to
receive as " an inheritance/' '* pilgrims a)ui strangers,'* and that " they died in faith, not
having received the promises, but having seen them afar off, and were persuaded of them,
ajid embraced them, and confessed that they were pilgrims and strangers on the earth."

How, with such evidence before us, can we attribute to only their posterity what is

directly asserted of themsdvea personally ? Those modernized views were not known to
Stephen and Panl (and others, as e.g. Luke 1 : 68-73 ; Mic. 7 : 20, etc.). Hence it fol-

lows that in Ood's own time this will be abundantly brought iopasSt so that it only be-
comes us to observe how and when, as revealed in the Word. God will perform this for

them, as the Jews held, as the Primitive Church believed, and as taught by evety Mille-
narian writer down to the present day.* The deep reasons which underlie this promise
and its relationship to the Kingdom will appear in succeeding pages.

Evidently that which misleads the multitude in this matter is the statement of the
apostle (Heb. 11 : 16), that " they desire a better country, that is, a heavenly." Com.
ruentatora, as Barnes, Bloomfield. etc., overiooking entirely the Theocratic relationship

that this country (l.e, Palestine) is to occupy in the Kingdom of God, at once conclude
that this ** heavenly" country is the third heaven. They forget that this phraseology
would not mislead a Hebrew, who was accustomed to designate the restored Davidio
Kingdom a heavenly Kingdom, and the country enjoying its restoration and Theocratio
blessings, a heavenly country. The expression does not mean " the third heaven"
(Prop. 103), but something that pertains to, or partakes of, the heavenly, as heavenly vis-

ion, body, calling, etc. (To avoid repetition, comp. Props. 142-154. "t

If no other means avail to destroy the express language of the Covenant, recourse is

had to the typical theory (Prop. 48, Obs. 4). Thus, Pressense {The Redeemer, p. 74)

says, respecting Gen. 17 : 8,
'* Without doubt it was designed to have an earthly fulfil-

ment ; in fact this it received" (against the testimony of Stephen and Paui^, *' but the

earthly fulfilment was secondary." That is, it was only " a symbol," symbolizing heav-
enly tbingB ; and then he asks :

*' What interest attaches, speaking in a religious sense,

to the ftu;t that one family or one people should have in prospect a fair earthly heri-

tage ?" Alas ! when good men can speak so disparagingly of covenant promise. Has it

not a deep religious signification in the light of man's being deprived by sin of ** a fair

earthly heritage ?" The answer to Pressense is found in such Propositions as 120, 140,

142. 145, etc. Irving {Life of Ei, Irving, by Mrs. Oliphant, p. 3m in a letter to Dr.
Chalmers, more comprehensively remarks :

'* I trust the Lord will give you time and
leisure to consider the great hope of the church first given to Abraham ; that she shall

be ^heir of the world. ' Certainly, it is the very substance of Theology."

(2) Next we are informed that such a procedure must necessitate the resurrection of

the Patriarchs. Precisely so; and we feel assured from the faith manifested by Abraham

When Abraham asked (Gen. 15 : 8) :
*' Lord God, whereby shall I know that I shaU

inherit it?" God condescended to a covenant sacrifice ; and his faith is tested (as in

the case of Isaac, whom he was to offer, although the child of promise), by selecting and
bringing the material for the sacrifice, by the length of time elapsing before the sacrifice

is accepted, by the horror and darkness coming upon him, and by the notification of his
own death before he should realize it. But his faith is sustained by the acceptance of the
sacrifice, by the statement made respecting his descendants, and by the assurance thus
given that God sustained a covenant relationship to him. There is something remark-
able in all this, and now, in view of the past, we can readily see why the matter is so
briafiiy related. This explains what Luther {Table Tal., s. 162) refers to : "No man«
since the apostles* time, has rightly understood the legend of Abraham. The aposUea
themselves did not sufficiently extol or explain Abraham's faith, according to its worth
and greatness. I much marvel that Moses so slightly remembers him.*' The fact is,

that Moses says much, but we appreciate it too little. The writer has no doubt but that

much could be added to our knowledge by receiving the suggestions of the record. Even
names are, perhaps, suggestive. Without asserting its application, e.g. ** Machpelah**
has the meaning '* double'* (Stanley, BUt. Jew. Church, 1 Ser. Ap. 2), and may have, for
aught we know, an allusion to the fact that Abraham had a douole interest in the traot,

first by gift from Gtod and secondly by purchase.
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in Isaac's resnrreetion from tho dead (Heb. 11 : 17-19), bad he sacrificed him. and in
hi« looking forward to the day of Christ (John 8 : 56 ; Heb. 11 : 10, IIX fur the folfihnent

of these promise that his hope was baaed on a rtsurrtdian from the* dead, A resnrrec-

tion is implied ; it is taken for granted, for the Patriarchs die, the promise is unrealized,

and yet God isfaW^uL in His promises. Now to indicate this, and the power of the res-

urrection, God gives ns His ^^ Memorial,** * which was to be *'nnto all generations"
(Ex. 3 : 15), " Thus shalt thou say nnto the children of Israel : 7Ae Lord God of ycwr
Fhthers, the Ood of Abraham, the God of laaae, the God of Jacob hath sent me nnto yon ; Uus
is my ruime foreoer, and this is my memorial unto all generations." What meaning was
conched in this most sablime Memorial ? This : I am the God who will remember and
be faithful to my covenant with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and tofulfil U I will raise them
from the dead. Now let the reader notice that this is not my int^retation of it, bnt
that which is given by the greatest Teacher, Jesns Christ. For, when the Saddncees
came to Him denying the resurrection, Jesos, well knowing how the Jews held that the Pa-
triarchs would be raised from the dead to inherit the land, told them that Moses taught a
resitrrection when ** he called the Lord, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the
God of Jacob." This Memorial waa then given as proof (Luke 20 : 37) ** that the dead are

raised," and not, as many would teach us, of the immortality of the I^itriarchs and their
condition in the intermediate state. Neither immortality, nor the intermediate state,

was the subject of dispute ; the resurrection of the dead waa denied, and the resurrection
of the dead was defended.f Whatever might be induced inferentially, the direct subject-
matter between Christ and the Sadduceea was that of the resurredion, and the memorial
itself is adduced as proof, deeisitx, that such a resurrection will occur. Why thus ad-
duced ? Simply because the covenant neeessiiates a resurrection ; without it the covenant
eannot be fulfilled ; and God, in thus calling Himself their God and that He ever shall

remain their God, pledges Himself to a strict performance of His promise, that they them-
selves, personally, shaU inherit the land. And in His glorious Majesty, to whom all time
is present, in His omnipotence and wisdom, to indicate the fixity and certainty of His
divine purpose, He speaks of them—foreseeing their position and regarding it settled as
a fact—not as dead men but living. In other word^t. He speak^ only as a Ood can
speak, making things that are not yet fulfilled, owing to their certainty, present and
real. God looks at the time when Abraham's body wiU arise from the '* marble covered
with carpets embroidered in gold" (Stanley, His. Jew. Church, Ap. 2, 1 6er.), when
Isaac's dust shall spring to life, when Jacob's embalmed body, throwing aside its wrap-
pings, shall be reanimated, and His faithful promise shall be realized, and with this be-
fore Him, as Omniscience alone can comprehend. He sp^iks. I^et us reverently hear,
and understand.

A writer in an interesting art. {Proph. T^mes, vol. 2, p. 17) renders the word trans-

lated ** memoral " into that of ** manchild," as having a reference to the Messiah, the in-

carnation of Deity, and the retention of humanity forever. However ingenious, we pre-

fer the rendering given in our versions, as our argument does not require its special con-
sideration.

f It is painful to notice the lack of candor in many writers, and in some commenta-
ries. Seeing that if the^ admit our position, it will tend to overthrow their spiritualistic

views of covenant promise, they insist that immortality is alone taught. This they do
(1) against the express Jewish usage of the words as indicative of a resurrection (oomp.
Mode's tfbrfcs, Lightfoot's Works, Harmer's 3fw. Works, etc.) ; (2) Jesus employing the

memorial according to stich usage ; (3) the Evangelists expressly asserting that it efer-

red, not to immortality, but to the resurrection, as Matt. 22 : 31 '* as touching the rest'^rtc-

tion of the dead," Mark 12 : 26 '* a» touching the dead, thai they rise" Luke 20 : 37, " that

the dead are raised /* (4) the fact that the Saddncees were silenced by the argument. It

is strange, when the matter is so plainly stated, that prejudice can influence men to re-

ject such testimony. One of the best Expositions of this interview is to be found in

Judge Jones's Notes on Scripture, with which comp. Olshausen, Lange, Nast, etc. Dr,

Schaff, in Lange's Com. Matt. 22 : 23-33, most aptly remarks :
'* The argument of Christ

avails only for those who stand in personal covenant relations with ^e God of Abra-
ham,** etc. We acknowledge the force of this, and hence infer from it, as is elsewhere
tai^ht (comp. Prop. 119, eto.l, that the resurrection of the ri^teous is something dis-

tinctive, pre-eminent, etc. Smith's Bib. Die, and many others, admit that Ex. 3 :

6

fully implies and teaches a resurrection, but neglect to place it properly on the cove-

nanted basis. More satisfactory is Auberlen {Div. Bev,, p. lil), and others like Seiss,

Bickerstetb, Bonar, etc.
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Ohs, 3. The reader, having carefully perused the preceding evidence, will

understand the si^ificance of Paul, before Agrippa (Acts 26 : C-^),

unitiDg ** the promise to the Fathers" with the resurrection of the dead.
The promise and the memorial were thus understood, as we explain, by
the Jews, and it would be simply an outrage for Paul and others to use
language—ii another meaning was intended—which would confirm the
Jews in their belief. A brief glance at Jewish belief may, in this connec-
tion, be serviceable. Mede (

Works, B. 4, Ep. 43), Brooks {Bt, Froph,
Interp.y p. 33), and other tell ns how Rabbi Gamaliel, the Preceptor of

Paul, silenced the Sadducees by bringing against them Deut. 11 : 21,
'* which land the Lord sware that He would give to your fathers," arguing
** that as Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob had it not, and Grod cannot lie,

therefore they vmst he raised from the dead to inherit it.'* Wetstein (on
;Matt. 22 : 32) cites a Rabbinical writer, who thus argues the resurrection

from the memorial. So Mede adduces Rabbi Simai (some later), urging
the same from Ex. 6 : 4, that ** the law assertff in this place the resurrec-

tion from the dead—to wit, when it said. And also I have established my
covenant with them, to give them Canaan," etc., becauso the fathers were
mentioned by name and the Jews then existing were not specified. The
same is quoted by Fairbairn {Typology of Scripture), as contained in the
Talmud in Qemara, who also gives Manasseh Ben Israel (referred to by
Warburton, B. 6, S, 3) as arguing the resurrection from the covenant
promise.' Thus the Jewish view, entertained and continued, indicates to

ua unmistakably how the New Test writers are to be understood, unless we
condescend to adopt the miserable and degrading accommodation theory.

* For the Tiews of the Jeva at the time of Christ see e.g. Knapp, Ch. Theol., sec. 151, 2

(2) p. 530, or Jones, KotM on the Scriptures, p. 284, note. While there was some differ-

ence of opinion as to who should be raised (some holding only to the righteous of the
nation, others to all of the race, and others inclnding some Gentiles with these), there
was none respecting the Patriarchs. The hope was indulged of enjoying resurrection
life with them in their corenanted inheritance. This is so clear, and admitted by a host
of writers, Millenarian, Anti-Millenarian, etc., that it admits of no doubt Allusions to

this resurrection are made in The Ticelve Patriarchs and Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob are
specially mentioned ; also in some of the other Apocryphal books. Gomp. an ** Excur-
sus" iu Prof. Stuart's Com. on Apoc. The Samaritans only receive the Pentateuch, and
yet they firmly hold to a resurrection, even quoting Dent. 32 : 39 ** I kill, and I make
alive," as affirming the same. The fact that Jesus passes by the later utterances of the
Old Test, and selects one from the Pentateuch, shows that if the resurrection is not
clearly enforced by it, He oould not reprove the Sadducees on account of their igno-
rance, thns evidencing not only its toroe (as we affirm), but that the same wasrecognized
fully by the Jews. If this were not so, His reasoning would be inconclusive and irrele-

vant, but being so, it is conclusive and irresistible. The student will observe that, in
view of the fundamental need of the resurrection of Jesus in order to fulfil the covenant
promises, it is taken for granted that it is necessarily implied by Mioses, hence e.g. the
pozzling (to many commentators) reference of Paul to Moses (Acts 26 : 22, 23) as teach-
ing the resurrection of Jesus—Paul making such a direct resultant to bring about the
fulfilment.

Ohs, 4. To say that all this was fulfilled in the occupation of Palestine

by the preparatory or initiatory possession of it by the descendants of

Abraham, is not only contradictedhj Scripture, bub is a virtual limiting of

the promise. Kurtz {His, of Old Cov., toL 1, n. 131) observes, what
history attests, that the descendants never possessea the land promised to

Abraham from the Nile to the Euphrates jfcomp. geographical boundary
given by Hengstenberg, from Gen. 15 : 18, Ex. 23 : 31, and Deut. 11 : 22-
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24), It ia only by a perversion of fads that n fulfilment can be made out,
although it is attempted under the reigns of David and Solomon. In Tiew
of this non-fulfilment, and the land being assigned " for an everla^thtff or
eternal possession,'' some writers (e.g. Kurtz, His, Old Cou,, yoL 1, p.
214) base an argument upon it in favor of a future restoration of the
Jews, but the same reasoning precisely, with the addition of a promise to
the Patriarchs personally, demands the fulfilment of the promise by a
restoration of the Patriarchs to the land thus geographically bounded,

Warner (In the Levant^ p. 82) sajfi :
" The cmontry the Hebrews occupied was small ;

they never conqnered or occnpied the johole of the Promised Land, which extended from
the Mediterranean Sea to the Afabian plain, from Hamath to Sinai. Their territory in

actual possession reached only from Dan to.Beersheba, The coast they never snbdned,'*
etc. He refers to the brief period in the reigns of David and Solomon, when Damascns
and the cities of the PhlliHtines paid tribute. *' but the Kingdom of Tyre, still in the

Eossession of Hiram, marked the limit of Jewish sway in that direction.' ' A Jaige num-
er of similar testimonies might be quoted (comp. e.g. Wines* Cbm. on Laics, B. 1. ch. 9.

etc.), but the student does not require them in such a matter of fact The past non-ful-
filment insures the future fulfilment, asGod In faithful in all His promises. God. foresee-
ing how the Jewish nation would relapse in idolatry, superstition, and extreme bigotry,

permitted other nations, as the PhoBnicians, etc., within the bounds of the promised land
to survive and retain possession. In the recent Art. on " P(UesUne' in AL'Clintock and
Strong's Cydop.t the decided ground is taken that the land as promised to Abraham was
never occupied, extending as it does from the Nile to the Euphrates, and this non-occu-
pation is accounted for in view of the unfaithfulness of the nation. This is true as to

the past, but the student must not be misled by this to a denial that it ever will be real-

ized, because the promise to the Patriarchs is unmndUional, and confirmed by oath and
abundant reiterated promises ; and the fulfilment is explained to take place under the
promised '^ seed/* who is David's Son, and will come again to bring in its realization.

The unfaithfulness of some does not rob the faithful of their promised inheritance.

Obs, 5. In view of the Scriptural statements, eminent men, who are

inclined to the prevailing modern doctrines, find themselves forcpd to make
admissions corroborative of the correctness of our position. We append
a few illustrations. Thus Thompson ( 77/eo/, of Christ, p, 186-7) justly

takes the ground that (Matt. 23 : 30, etc.) the Sadducces denied a literal

resurrection, that Jesus in His reply holds fast to the Jewish view of a
literal resurrection, and that every 'utterance given is to confirm such a
faith, but then leaves a loophole for escape in this sentence :

*' He went on
to assert the Resurrection as set forth by Moses, in the fact that Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob would ever have a recognized identity in the Kingdom
of God.'* Fairbairn (TypoL of Scripture) says much that is highly in-

teresting and valuable—entire pages might be transcribed—but he
vitiates the whole by making the promise of Canaan, etc., typical of

something else. Barnes, Hody, Campbell, etc., that can only see the

doctrine of a separate existence of the soul in the memorial, still assert that

somehow it infers the resurrection, i.e. because the spirits are alive, the

bodies will also be hereafter. Acknowledging the admission forced from
them, we fail to see how the existence of spirit in any proves the resur-

rection of the body ; and they have failed to show the connection.

Even McKnight, in that spiritualizing Essay (No. 5, p. '256, ** On the Epistles"), which
endeavors to make almost everything typical of something else, fully admits that " ac-

cordingly our Lord in reasoning with the Sadducees, affirmed, that the promise to give

to Abraham and to his immediate descendants the everlasting possession of Canaan, was
y'lTtriAWy a promise to raise theinfrom the dead.*' This reference to an implied resarrec-

tion he sustains by other Scripture, and by quoting the opinions of Jews, as e.g. 2 Uac
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7:9, 36. Bat the conceflfliooB are weakened by making Canaan a type of another world,
thru vitiating the promises (making them to denote something not contained in the lan-

gnage), rejecting Christ's own inheritance, the faith of the Jfews. etc. The points in the
essay are fnlly met nnder various Propositions. It is now sufficient to say, that the ex-

press language, tui e.g, ** the land lehereon thou Hest^ to ihee will I qive U and to thy seed," pre-
cludes the typical theory. This itself answers Pressense {The BedeeTner, p. 74), and
others. We must refer again to the remarkable performance of Fairbaim ( Typology, vol.

1, p. 293, etc.), who jostly discriminates between the promise to the Patriarchs person,
ally and the promise to their (leed ; shows by an appeal to the language, to Stephen, etc.,

that they had a personal interest in the land, which would be verified, although they
died, by a resurrection ; quotes Jewish authorities to indicate how Uiey associated a res-

nrrection with its fulfilment ; goes even so far as to advance the coming of the seed, as
fulfilled in "the most exact and literal sense,'* thus indicating that the promise **thou
Hhalt inherit the land ** will likewise be thus realized ; in brief, he is forced to the same
^conclusions precisely that we arrived at, viz. : that Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob will be
'raised from the dead and inherit the renewed earth (which *^ renovated earth being the
ultimate inheritance of the heirs of promise," he, at length and forcibly, defends). But
he vitiates it (in order to avoid our Pre-Millenarian position, and to save his spiritualiz-

ing of other particulars) by making Canaan a type of this renewed earth. But it is the

literal Canaan which they saw, walked and reclined on, that is promised ; renewed indeed,

but the same Canaan ; delivered from the curse, and beautified and adorned. The
Theocratic Kingdom, that is to be restored under the Messiah, as numerous predictions
(tvs we shall show) declare, has its central location in Palestine ; and the restoration of the
Jewish nation, identified with it, is inseparably associated with " the land," *' the city,"

etc., although at that time (Isa. 65 and 66) enjoying " new heavens and new earth."

The land promised specially to the Patriarchs has set geographical bounds, and we keep
to these ah announced ; for, as Fairbaim himself asserts (which is all-sufficient to sus-

tain onr position), this inheritance is to be ** recovered, not made," being ** the posses-

sion of this very earth, which we now inhabit, after it shall have been redeemed and
glorified."

Obs. C. We turn with a sense of relief from the class of writers who
eonBtantlj change the promises of God into something that the language
does not convey (i.e. make it typical, symbolical, spiritual, mystical), to

another class who, with faith, accept of them as thetf are written^ in their

plain grammatical sense, just as the Jews and Primitive believers. As
many of these will be mentioned in connection with other topics, we select

but *a single illustration. Dr. Candlish (Lechireft on Oeneitis, Leo. 13) takes

the position " that the hope of an inheritance for himself, individually,

did actually form a part of the faith of Abraham ;" that '* nowhere does

Abraham receive any promise whatever of future good, or of a future

inheritance, /or hhm€lt\ if it be not in the announcement, * / will give thee

this land ;* ^' that Paul in Hebrews makes no reference to Abraham's
posterity, but to himself as an individual^ so far as inheriting the promise

IS concerned ; that Abraham " sojourned in the land of promise," and
although a stranger and pilgrim in it, yet ^^

it was the land of promise

Mill ;^' that ** the place to which he was called to go out, was the very

place which he shovld affcrward receive for an inheritance ;** that the

fulfilment of the promise is postponed until after his resurrection ; that God
is his God in respect to both soul and body as when living, and as the cove-

nant relation entered into was when Abraham was living, it must always

be regarded in the light of Abraham again living i?i the body ; that the

inheritance is not typical but real, evidenced by the renewed earth, the

inheriting of the earth, etc. ; that this renovated earth with its blefisines

brings heaven down with its holy influences. This epitome sufficiently

indicates the line of reasoning, identical with that of the Primitive Ghurcn
(as Ircnaeus, Justin, etc.).
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Obs, 7. Mnltitndes allow themselves to be influenced in spiritualizing

these promises because " a city'* is promised to Abraham, which is taken
for granted to be the third heaven, etc. But the churches established bj
the apostles had no such idea, for they clearly apprehended that this

promise of the city, of God being their God, ana of not being ashamed to

be such, etc., had reference to tlie glorious Tlieocradc orderhig in the future.
For they saw that this city of the great King, in which Abraham shall

rejoice, is plainly promised to be here on the earth and not in the third

heaven, etc. As tnis will come up hereafter in detail (e-g. Props. 142,

146, 152, etc.), it may be passed by with the remark that it certainly is

strange, if the modernized notions of eminent men respecting this city arc

correct, that we do not find them existing in the earliest writings of the

Chr. Church.

If the reader who (like Barnes, eio.) applies this '* city" to heaven, insista, at this

stage of oar argument, apon a reply, it is amply anffieient to point ont the simple fact

that the fntnre city of Gtod is represented (Rev. 21 : 2, 10) as ooming ont of heaven npon
this earth and rem/tuning here. This, of conrse, fnlly harmonizes with onr view, and
with Abraham's promised inheritance. Bat we leave this for the present, asking the

reader to compare Props. 169, 168, 148, 161, etc., for fall partioolars.

Oba, 8. God gave an oath for the faithful (Micah 7 : 20) performance
of Covenant promises (Gen. 22 : 16, and 26 : 3), thus condescending to

present the strongest possible assurance. Now God would not swear to an
equivocal covenant, to a covenant which in its plain grammatical i^ense

conveys the promises wo have referred to, and yet means something very
different No one can deny this grammatical meaning, seeing that for

many centuries it was the only one maintained, and that for several cen-
turies in the Christian Church it was the one presented by the Fathers
(Props. 76-78).

Even the very name of God assures the fulfilment of the covenant The reader will

And an interesting ''Excnrsns" on this name in Bengel s (/nomon, Apoc. 1 : 8, in which
it is contrasted with the names given in the Apoc. The name " He who is** was familiar

to the Patriarchs, and this name, in view of the covenanted relationship, was changed
into ** I will be what I will be,* ' upon which Bengel remarks :

" That is. ' / wUl be ' to
the Israelites the character tehtcA, by the very fact, * / tofti be * in regard to their fatbera.

both what I said to them I would be, and what it behooves He to be to them ; namely,
by now at length fulfilling the promise which I formerly gave. ** There seems, too, aside
from the reference to the ooming one (comp. Prop. 127), an ascending scale in the name
of God in reference to the Cavenant, which writers have variously explained, but all have
noticed. Thus, e.g. He is known as ** the strong One," inspiring confidence ; then as
** God Almighty," confirming faith ; then as *' Jehovah," indicating that being Eternal,
all things were dependent upon Him and He oould fulfil all promises ; then Jehovah-
8abaoth, tbe Eternal leader of the armies of heaven and earth, dependent upon His will

and self-existence. ** Jehovah'* is the personal, self-revealing name (HoCaul, Essay 6, p.
226, Aids to FhiPt) ; it is the name indicative of His relationship to Israel, of revealing
Himself in history, and as He acts in it (Kurtz, iSac. Bis., p. 26). Gomp. Dr. £theredge*s
Towtptrra, Btuart's Apoc., Kurtz's Old Oov.

Obs. 9. Some few writers, as Silliman in The World's Jubilee, '* declare

that the Abrahamic covenant and tbe institution at Mt Sinai made pro-

vision, had the Hebrews rendered to them a perfect obedience, for their

exemption from death." On the other hand, we find onlv provision made
for a future resurrection ; and in this we are confirmed by the announce-
ment of Abraham*s death at the covenant sacrifice, by the general analog
of the Word, and by the fact that the covenant itself contemplated that it
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would only be through the seed Christ, at some fature nnannonnced period,

that it would be realized—that saints would be honored by a tninslation.

The covenants, tn their tenor, look to the future and not the present for

realization ; the latter being dependent upon the vofnuig of the promised
meed and a Theocratic ordering,

Xjet it be observed, that not only Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob acknowledged them-
selves ** pilgrims and strangen" while in Canaan, but the same is trae of their descend-
ants in the land, even while nnder the Theocratic arrangement. This feature is mislead-
ing to some, who draw oonclnaions of a spiritual and third heaven nature not warranted
by the fact. Let it be noticed, that if we take Ueb. 11, 13, Pb. 39 : 12, and 119 : 19,

1 Gtuon. 29 : 15, it will be found that, owing to the interveniion of death, the temporaiy so-

jonm in the land is not recognized as the one that the covenant contemplates, for the
latter presents it as " an everlasting possession." Hence, as we have already shown
(e.g. Prop. 25), the Theocracy even was only an earnest of the Theocracy reestablished

in power and gloiy, with its promised perpetuity, eta

Obs. 10. Infidelity has triumphantly asserted that in the Mosaic Record
there is no reference to the resurrection and a future life, and this has been
corroborated by the premature statements of some believers. But this is a
grave mhtsike, &nd one unmistakably refuted by the Record itself. The
central point in it—the foundation upon which the Mosaic superstruct-

ure rests—necessitates a belief in the resurrection and a future life. This
we have shown, and this will more fully appear from what follows.

Simple candor requires that we allow Scripture to interpret itself, and if this is done
there can be no question in this matter. Clarke {Ten Bdvjions, p. 250) only repeats what
hundreds before him had asserted :

** But it is perhaps more strange not to find any trace

of the doctrine of a future life in Mosaism when this was so prominent among the
Egyptians,"and adds, **That in Moses there is * nothing of the future life and judgment
to come/ " Kant and others hence infer a lack of divinity. This can only be said by
Ignoring the covenants and the special promises based on them, which, in the nature of

the case, positively demand a future life, seeing that death itself is announced to precede

the fulfilment of these promises. It is simply folly to say that God promises certain

things to the Patriarchs personally, and then tells them that they must experience death
before they are realized, and leave the matter in this condition. Ood expects reason to

assert itself, and faith in Himself as God to vindicate His truthfulness. Hence we are

sorry to read such utterances as these : Stanley (//w. Jeui. CA., 1 ser. Lee. 7) says :
" The

future life was not denied or contradicted, but it was overlooked, aH aside, overshadoioed

by the consciousness of the living, actual presence of Ood Himself." The truth is. that

the consciousness of this presence of God inspired faith in the future life (John 8 : 56,

Heb. 11 : 8-16), This is seen in the promises given being of such a nature, that, if ever

folfilled, a resurrection from the dead is indispensable ; they are purposely given in such
a manner as to teatfaith (i.e. by not explaining how they are to be accomplished, leaving

that to the Fromiser to perform) ; and now the presence of God, His covenant relation,

ship, the attributes claimed by Him, His oath, are calculated to inspire, bring forth im-
plicit confidence in their falfilment, notwithstanding the intervention of death (as

illustrated in the case of Isaac). The careful student will see that the Mosaic attitude

vindicates, and presents to us, in a most striking manner, the Majesty of a God (requir-

ing simple confidence in Himself), and the reason and faith of the Patriarchs. It is a

matter of surprise that believers in making concessions to unbelievers overlook three

facts : (1) That many Uiings illustrative of personal faith and doctrine are omitted in

the rapid outline given in the Old Test, and that, in view of this omission, to conclude
ignorance in them, is to judge both harshly and unjustly ; (2) that no passage is to be
found which either directly teaches, or from which it can be legitimately inferred, e.g.

that these ancient worthies had no hope of a future resurrection and life, i.e. the cry of

despair, as found in books of unbelief, is not recognized in the Pentateuch ; (3) that

such omissions occur, is amply sustained by the statements of Jesus and the apostles

concerning the persoiial faith and hope of ancient worthies ; and the union of tne Old
and New Tests., given by the aarne Spirit, ought to prevent our degrading the knowledge
of those who sustoined an intimate relationship to God. Even incidental narrative ap-
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peftn to imply this hope, as e.g. the anxiety of Jacob and Joseph to have their bonc;;
oacried to Canaan. While this may be explained by the desire, common to human
nature to be buried with onr reUtires, yet in view of the great distance between £g7pc
and Canaan, and enpecicJly of the covenanted relationship of these persona to Caiuuui,
it is not unreasonable to sappose that they were deeply impressed with the idea—derived
from covenant promise— thai they personally had an interest in that land, and that, some
day, they would be raised from the dead to enjoy its possession ; and that by such a
removal they expressed both their interest in tiie land and fiuth and hope in an ulti-

mate acquisition of it according to promise. It was virtoally a siletU but thriUing appedil
to God, when dead, for Him to remember and Terify His promise. A nnmber of intel-

ligent writers take the same view of this matter, and they certainly have strong rea-
sons for thns concluding. Thus, e.g. over against the Ch. Urdon (Sep. 26th, 1877);, vhich
asserts that the doctrine of a future life is not in the Pentateuch, and .that this '* is ab-
solutely indisputable'* (against the direct testimony of Jesus, John, and Paul to the oon-
tnuy), we refer the reader to Fairbaim's Thfpohgy (voL 1, Ap. C, pp. 369-390 on ** The
Doctrine of a Future Btate'*), who gives the proof that such knowledge existed. The
reader, of course, must allow that by the Advent of Jesus, His teaching and sacrifice, a
clear light was thrown on subjects of this kind, because He, in whom their realization
depen£, was revealed. But this does not imply that a total ignorance existed before
His coming ; for when the Union says, "It is Christ, not Moses, or David, or Isaiah,
who brought life and immortality to light ; and if He brought it to light, it was in
darkness before," this is one-sided : (1) ignoring the Old Test, statements and express-
ed faith (far more than alleged " dreams "); and (2) that the light brought by Jesus re-

fers to the undoubted assurance that we have in Him of its fulfilment through His power,
etc.

Obs, 11. But let Q8 return to another promise. It is said that ** the
Seed" shall inherit the land ; and we are told by many that this was
fulfilled in the history of the Jews under Joshua, the Judges, and the

SJ

meaning intended by God. LetCrod, then, and not man, explain :
*' Now

(Cral. 3 : 16) to Abraham and his seed were the promises made. He saith

not, * And to seeds ' as of many, but as of one, ' And to tht/ seeil,* which is

Christ.^* If language has any definite meaning, then, without doubt we
have here the simple declaration that when God promised ** Unto thy seed

will 1 give this land,** He meant that the land of Canaan should be

inherited by a single Person—])re-emineHtly the Seed—descended from
Abraluim, even Jesus the Christ, How this will bo verified in David's Son»
inheriting the throne and Kingdom of David will appear as we proceed

This explanation of Paul's is discarded by multitudes, on the ground that it has not
been fulfilled, and infidels, and even some professed believers, make themselves merry
over the foolishness and blind faith that con accept of the same. We know full well

that it has not yet been verified, but we know, too, that it took a long, long time before
" the seed " came, and we know, from Scripture, uAy it did not take place at His Fint
Advent, and we also know, from exceedingly precious promises given, that it wiU occur

when He comes the ikcond time unto Salvation. God's ways are not our ways ; and,

therefore, instead of denying His faithfulness in performing, or His explanations of

given promises, let us trust—Abraham-like—in a eovenaitt-kxeping God, who will yet com-

C*
tely fulfil them. In this connection : As the Seed, which is Christ, is to inherit the

d, we only now point to the signific^cy with which this land is mentioned, and the

relationship that it sustains to Christ. Thus e.g. proprietorship in the land of Canaan is

expressly reserved to God Himself (Lev. 25 : 23) :
^* The land shall not be sold forever;

for the Jand is mine ;
ye are strangers and sojourners with Me"—i.e. mere occupants, not

real owners. Hence when Jesus, the Son of God, *' came" (John 1 : 11—and is not His
Divinity implied, in view of Lev. 25 : 23?) " to His oun" (land, so Barnes, etc., ioei, or

country, so Bloomfield, etc., or Judea, so Alford, Campbell, etc., or inheritance, so Lsnge
and others), " and His own (people or nation) received Him nut." This land is called
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*• His Land " (Jod 2 : 18\ " My land'* (Ezek. 38 : 16).
" ImmanueTs land " (Isa. 8:8);

and being a cot^enanied inheritance of Abraham's and David^s Seed, it is called ** Thine Ui-

heriianee.** Christ is designated '*an infieritor of my niountainB/' and represented as
4ieairing it for a habitation, a rest, to dwell in fPs. 132 : 13, 14 ; Fs. C8 : 16, etc.).

Snrely, in the light of these, and numerous other reierences, we ought to be guarded lest,

in oar eagerness tp vindicate God*s purposes, we interpose our own views and opinions
inplace of God's. How often is the heart pained at the exceeding rashness of many,
-who either reject the language as ** grossly carnal," or make it typical of something
else, or spiritualize it into another meaning to suit a theory.

We add : In connection with the individual seed, reference is also made to the pos-
terity of the Patriarchs, as in Qen. 17 : 7. 8 ;

** in their generations," in the multiplica-
tion of the seed. Gen. 15 : 6, etc. But Christ is by way of pre-eminence '* the Seed **

tlirough whom the remaining Seed obtain the promises, for " oil the promises^ (Jod are in
Uhn, yea, and in Him, Amen." Why this is so will appear as we proceed. The promise
specifically is to the one Seed, and through Him to others (comp. e.g. FausseVs (Jam, on
Oft]. 3 : U).

Fairbaim {jypot. of Scrij^wre) justly discards the views of Ainsworth and Bush (who
make the promise read ** to thee even to thy seed') as makirg Abraham and his offspring
one, when they are separated (mentioned even as ** after thee") into two parties. So
also he rejects Gill's opinion (who made Abraham receive the title and his posterity the
poAsession ; Abraham to sojourn in it and his posterity to dwell in it) as making the title

no personal boon and his sojourning no inheritance. Again, he refutes Warburton's
theory (who makes ** Abraham and his posterity, put collectively, to signify the race of
Abraham") as swallowing up the specific promises to the Patriarchs, by a generality, in
the race, as a violation of the language which distinguishes the Seed from the Patriarchs,

as opposed to Stephen's reference to Abraham, etc. He correctly argues for a *' promise
peraonaUy given to the Patriarchal* and for distinguishing the Seed from them. What-
ever views may be engrafted by him afterward upon these admissions, or however any
one may seek to explain them, these are plain facta that must, in consistency, underlie a
scriptural statement, and we feel under obligations to him for presenting them so
clearly and forcibly. He (p. 357, vol. 1), referring to Hengstenberg and othcra, makes the
fdngnlar " seed " expressive of a distinct line of offspring, and His view is embraced by
numerous Millenarian writers, who, making Jesus by way of pre-eminence *' the 6eed«"
include in it all believers, being otic with Him and inheriting with Him.

Obs, 12. The reader has seen where the line of argument is leading us,

Tiz. : to ovr hihenthig the innd with Abraham and the Chri»tf being
co-heirsJ co-inheritors of the same promiiies. Indeed, let a concordance be
taken, and let the passages be sought out which promise to the saints an
inheriting of the land and the earth, and the student will be surprised at
their number, unity and richness of expression, forming a necessary

sequence to this very covenant relationship (comp. Props, 142, 146-152).

Obs, 13. The stumbling-block in the way of multitudes against receiving

such promises is, that Christ came and there was no fulfilment, and hence
only spiritual blessings are to be anticipated, etc. Our argument will fully

meet this objection as we advance ; at present, attention is called to a
singular prediction, deserving marked notice on account of the connection
in which it stands. In Ps. 69, we have (1^ £he humiliation and affliction

of Christ (for the Messianic character of tne Ps. is indisputably settled by
the New Test, writers)

; (2) direct reference to His betrayal and cruci-

fixion ; (3) His deliverance and that of the prisoners (an allusion to those

held by death or the grave. Prop. 126) ; and then after this (for the
prophetic spirit does not see failure in Christ's death, but a weans for

accomplishment through the power of the resurrection) the result, not yet

attained but covenanted and predicted, for which we should praise God,
viz. ;

*' Fbr Qod will save Zton, and will build the cities of Judah, that

they may dwell there and have it in possession. The seed also, of His
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servants sJuiIl inJierit it; and tJiev that love His name shall dwell therein**
(comp. Ps. 22, Ps. 72, and the Aless. Pals, in general). Well may it bo
asked, Has this followed the Messiah's death? If not, since God isfaithyul
to Hia promises, and the afl3iction, reproach, gall, vinegar, etc., mentioned
was all literally fulfilledy we may confidently rest assured that in God*s otvn
time the rest will likewise be accomplished. What little faiths after great
professions of the same, men exercise in God's Word ! Let not man, with
his limited ideas of Gtness, judge God's proceedings ; we see how he failed.

at the First Advent, deeming it incredible that God should thns humble
Himself and literally fulfil His Word, for already multitudes are pre-
judging, as unworthy of credence, that which is to take place at ilie Sec.
Advent.

Obs, 14. Our faith in this matter is the faith of the Primitive Church,
so that we reverentlv and cordially say with Justin Martyr {Dial Tryplto,,

ch, 119), ** along wim Abraham we shall inherit the holy land, when we shall

receive the inheritance for an endless eternity, being tJie children of Abraham
throngh thelikefaithJ* * Indeed, with Irenseus {Ag. Her., ch, 32), we may
add :

'' It is fitting that the just, rising at the appearing of God, should in
the renewed state receive the promise of inlieritafice which God covenanted
to the Fathers, and should reign in it j" then following the argument
respecting the covenant promises made to Abraham and arguing, as we
have done, that Abraham received them not, he continues : "Thus, there-

fore, as God promised to him the inheritance of the earth, and he received

it not during the whole time he lived in it, it is necessary that he should
receive it, together with his seed, that is, with such of them as fear God
and believe in Him

—

in the resurrection of the jusV—and then showing
that Christ and the Church are of the true seed and partakers of the same
promises, he concludes :

'* Thus, therefore, those who are of faith are
blessed with faithful Abraliam ; and the same are the children of Abraham.
For God repeatedly promised the inheritance of the laiul to Abraliam and
his seed ; and as neither Abraham nor his seed, that is, those who aro
justified by faith, have enjoyed any inheritance in it, they will undoubtedly
receive it at the resurrection of the just. For true and unchangeable ts

Qod ; wherefore also He said :
' Blessed are tlie meek, for they sliall inliertt

the earth.* *^ Thus the early Church spoke in strict accordance with un-
boundedfaith in covetiant promise. The prevailing modern notions, which
make the covenants mean something else, were then unknown ; for all the
churches established East and West, North and South, both Jewish and
Gentile, held to this inheritance as we now receive it.

Contrast the belief of the modem Church with iht expressed faith of the early Chnrcb,
and what a sad departure from coyemmted promises is witnessed. Direct attention to
this difference, and yon meet with the most atrennons and bitter opposition. AdTocate
a return to the ** old paths" the primitive belief, so plainly pointed ont in the grammati-
oal sense, and multitudes are ready to deem you guilty of gross heresy. Present the
scriptural reasons for the early faith, and many, many will absolutely refuse eren to

* And in ch. 139 he says :
** There shall be a future possession of the saints in Oiis

same land. And hence all men everywhere, whether h<ma or free, who believe in Christ,
and recognize the truih in His own words and those of his prophets, know that they
shall be loith Him in that land, and inherit incorruptible and everlasting good." He makes
a number of such references to the fulfilment of the Abrahamic covenant, making Jeeus
the promised Seed, with whom believers are co-heirs in the covenanted inheritance.
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consider them. Nothing bnt the terrible persecution of the fatnre following the transU-
tion of the first>£raits« awakening the Chnrch from its SuXst exegesis and application and
dreams of prosperity, will canse a revulsion and a retam to the scriptural ground, be-
cause the modem idea is too extensively advocated by eloquent, talented, pious men to
be rooted out by other means.

Obs, 15. Having given an illustration of the Primitive faith, it may be
interesting to the reader to contrast with it a specimen of the mode of
interpretation by which these covenanted promises lost their literal aspect
and had another sense engrafted upon them. We select one of the earliest.

Ori^en, who opened the floodgates for fanciful interpretation, in his work
maiUii Celsus (B. 7, chs. 28, 29, 30), contends that the land promised to

the righteous does not refer to Judea or any portion of the earth, because
Uie earth is cursed, quoting Gen, 3 : 17, and, therefore, not fit for an
inheritance. He argues as if theredemption of the land did not embrace the

removal of the curse (Props. 142-148). He forgets the admissions found
in other portions of his writings respecting the taking away of the curse

;

and he admits that Ps. 76 : 2, Ps. 48 : 12, andPs. 37 : 9, 11, 22, 29, 34, refer

to the saints' inheritance, and this admission (in view of the statement and
connection of these passages) is all that is necessary to overwhelm his

entire theory. But the beauty and propriety of his hjrpothesis prominently
appears, when he draws a concurrent and sympathetic argiiment from his

infidel opponent Celsus. For the latter (B. 7, ch. 28), quoting from Plato,

describing the land of the blessed, eays of it :
** That land which is pure

lies in the pure region of heaven," Origen, not to be outdono, heartily in-

dorses Celsus. Reader, reflect ; what a contrast this later and hcafhen derived
tntei-pretation, now, alas, so popular, sustains to the earlier and apostolic.

Origen may be called the father of the typical application, now such a general favorite

with Protestant and Romish writers. Some, however, have applied it to this earth, and
even to Palestine, bnt confined it to a possession by the present existing Church. We
nppend an illustration of the latter. Thus (Moshoim's Ecclts. His , vol. 2, p. 144, note
19, Murdock's Transl.). when the Cathari and Waldenses opposed the Crusades, under,
taken to deliver Palestine from the Saracens, a Dominican, Fr. Moneta, employed this

argument to refute them :
" We read. Gen. 12 : 7, that God said io Abraham : To thy

fieed idUI I give thin land. But we (the Oiristians of Europe) are the seed of Abraham ; as
says the apostle to the Galat. 3 : 29 : Tot^s, therefore, has that land been given for a pos-
session. Hence, it is the duty of the civil power to make efforts to put us in posses-
sion of that land ; and it is the duty of the Church to exhort civil rulers to ful£l their

duty."

Obs. 16. Fairhairn {On Proph,, p. 197), however he fails himself in

logically carrying out the principle in several particulars (viz. ; by con-
verting them into types), is certainly correct in opposing Sherlock and
Davison, wlio, both, divide the covenanted promises and prophecies based
on them into two classes, one referring to temporal matters which do not
concern ns, and the other to spiritual things in which alone we are

interested. Fairbairn justly remarks: ** We take this to be a superficial

view of the matter. The outward and the temporal did not exist by itself,

but for the higher spiritual things connected with it, and as the necessary

means for securing tneir attainment. To separate such things which God
has bound so closely together, and draw a broad line of demarcation
between them, is false in principle, and sure to lead to erroneous results.*'

Well may it be asked, why separate them' finally in ** the age to come,"
where covenant and Theocratic ordering place them? Why not continue
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to leave tJiem toaeiher aa the Spirit has bound them, and not, under a

mistaken apprehension of exalting them, typify and spiritualize them
away? This is the rock upon which many a well-meaning system of

interpretation has beaten itself into toorthlasstiess.

Obs, 17. Some writers attempt to get rid of the phrase '* everlasting

possestfioriy^^ as if it* denoted temporary possession. Thus e.g. Augustine
{City of God, B. 16, s. 26) endeaTora to cast a shade of suspicion on the
word '* everlasting," which may denote ** either no end, or to the very end
of the world." Suppose we even take the latter meaning (or that it

denotes " possession in, or for, the a^es"), it does not help the matter^ for

history shows that it has not been fulQUed either in the ratriarchs or in

their descendants. Instead of such a possession, the Patriarchs and Jews
had but a brief sojourn in it, the nation has long ago been driven away and
the land has been in the possession (as predicted) of strangers for many
centuries. It is the lament of the prophet (Isa. 63 : 18) that the nation
^''possessed it hut a little while,'* It is folly to circumscribe the promise to

the post ; for then it compresses it into the feeblest of proportions, or

makes it an Oriental exaggeration. If it be alleged that the promise
was conditional, we grant it (comp. Prop. 18), so far as the individuals

composing the nation, and even for a time the nation itself, is concerned,
but iwt so far as the Purpose of Qod is coticerfied, which positively, and
without any cofidition annexed, promises this land to the Patriarchs

liersonally (although death shall intervene), and to a Seed by way of pre-

eminence, and then to a seed identified with Abraham by descent or adoption
(as explained and enlarged in succeeding revelations), and then to the
nation itself (when fully prepared by its course of discipline and the ad-

ditions made through the resurrecting Messiah)—a/? of which is yet to be

accomplished as the Bible plainly asserts. Otherwise, what will we do with
Abraham himself and a multitude of his descendants, who were obedient,

who performed the conditions annexed to individuality, and never thus
possessed it ? What shall we do with the prophetic announcements, that
they shall yet obtam it ? Has Qod failed in His foreknowledge, wisdo/n,

and power 9 To evade this, by making the land typical of heaven, is sheer

faitfdessness, seeing that the very land ** laid waste'' and ** viade desolate*'

(which the third heaven never was), is the land spoken of

—

the same land
whereon Jacob reclined and which Abraham was requested to survey.

Compare Kurtz's remarks on ** the eTerlasting CoTenant" in the His. cf the Old Oov.,

p. 128. In reference to the nncondltionality of the covenant promise—its positive
fntnre falfilment—the epitome of Moses in Dent. 32 is amplj safficient evidence in its

favor, even so far as the nation is concerned.

Obs, 18. This lack of faith in the exact fulfilment of God*s covenanted
promises may well be left to infidels. Voltaire and others (recently

reiterated^ raise an objection to the inspiration of God's Word, because

the promise of inheriting the land, given to Ahrtih&m perso}iaUy, was not

realized. Tho^r fail, just like many believers, to see that the fact of his

not inheriting is plainly stated m the Scriptures, and that we are directed

to tlie future, to the resurrection period, for its fulfilment This feature is

unjustly left out of the question, and the discussion carried on without
reference to the time designated, the ability and faithfulness of God to

perform His promises. It is ever thus with the Divine purposes ; they
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must be received ly faith, otherwise God's designs will be enshrouded in

darkness, and the crafty will be taken in a net It is true tondaj, that
(Ps. 25 : 14) '*• the secret of the Lord is with thetn t/iat fear Em, and He
will show thetn His covenant"—now to faith—then in happy realization.

Kecent writara, like Clarhe, etc., treat the faith and hopes of Abraham most nn-
JQStly, being utterly unable to look at the Bible as a whole, and obserre the connection
that one part sustains to the whole. Abraham's history is regarded isolated and torn
from its relations, and upon this detachment, assumptions are readily founded to mis-
lead othera. One of the most unfair chapters of the Dnke of Somerset's work {C%
Theol. and Jfod. Sk^ic.^ oh. 20) is the one entitled " Stephen/* in which Stephen's
speech is characterized (a rehash from Panlns, Banr, etc.) as ** rambling over the mi-
gration of Abraham." as " lamentably feeble," as an ignoring of the proof relied on to
Tindicate Christianity ; and yet this was an '* able disputant," who had not received the
aid promised to be given before tribunals, etc. The speech of Stephen certainly '* is

full of incomprehensible anomalies'* to a person possessing the Duke's love of ridiculing

sacred things. Stephen's speech was pre-eminerdly togiooU^ and the very thing demanded
(showing that he was aided) under the circumstances., His hearers believed in the cov-
enants, as the foundation of their religious and national hopes, and hmce Stephen begins
with the covenant, traces it, and endeavors to show its connection with Jesus as the
Messiah. We have only the opening, for when he came to Jesus he was interrupted,
and the address remained un/inuAed. The Jews, posted as they were in the Old Test.,

powerfully felt its force ; if the Duke does not, it is simply because he fails to notice the
self-evident connection running through the whole, and that Stephen's aim was to show
that this covenant in which the Jews trusted could only be fulfUUd through this Jesus,
whom they had crucified. The Duke might well have spared his sneers and attempted
sarcasm, at the expense of a mctrlyr!

Obs. 19. Unbelievers have expended their wit over the explanation of Paul
(Gal. 3 : 16) respecting the use of the word *' seed" in the singular number,
pronouncing it a mere *' quibble," or " Rabbinical interpretation," Those,
too, who believe in the Word, but fail to recognize the distinctiveness of

the promises, join, more or less, in the same, Jerome (Chandler, quoted
by Barnes, loci) affirmed '' that the apostle made use of a false argument,
which, although it might appear well enough to the stupid Galatians,

would not be approved by wiee and learned men." Le Clerc supposes it

to be a trick of argumentation, Borger (Bloomficld, loci) pronounces it

an accommodation to Jewish Rabbis. Doddridge even calls it '* bad
Greek." Rosenmiiller and others, against Paul's express language, think
that the body of the believers, and not the Messiah, is meant. Paul needs
*M> apology from men, for the soundness of his interpretation is apparent
from the general tenor of the Word, which indicates that the Divine
PQr]>08e contemplates one distinguished Personage, in the specified Abra-
faamic line, through whom the promises should be realized, and that the

apostle properly directs attention to the fact that the very language of the

covenant, usin^ the singular number (let it be customary or not), is in

accordance with, and significant of, God's predetermined design. Hence,
ridicule falls harmless, and apologetic explanations are of no force, coming
from persons who would undertake to decide how God ought even to word
His covenant language. We are ready to receive the language as given,

finding it precise, significant of an important fact, and in full accord with
the analogy of Scripture.

Luther (whom many foUow), Com. on Oal, 3 : 16, remarks : "Now, the promises are

made unto Him, not in all the Jews, or in many seeds, but in one seed, which is GhrisL
The Jews will not receive this interpretation of Paul ; for they say that the singular

number is here put for the phiral, one for many. But u>e gladly receive this meaning
and interpretation of Paul, who oftentimes repeateth this word * seed,' and expoundeth
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this seed to be Christ ; and this he doth with an apostolic spirit. Let the Jews deny it as
mach as they will ; we» notwithstanding, have arguments strong enoogh, which Paad bath
before rehearsed, which also confirm this thing, and they cannot deny them." (The
student will observe that Lather's reference to the Jews denotes those who endeavor to
break the reasoning which would apply it to Jesus, as the Messiah ; various commentators
and writers oppose Paul's statement because, as they allege, ** the interpretation is

found in Rabbinical writers, and the mode of interpretation here adopted is qnit^ Jev-
isb.") Fausset {Com. ioci) makes this seed to be *' the Christ," '* and that which is in^
separable from Him, the literal Israel, and the spiritual. His body, the Church,*' becaose
the covenant promises can only be fulfilled to both through Him. This is correct, as a
little reflection and comparison will show, for e.g. it is only through the power of the
resurrection obtained through this Seed that His co-heirs obtain the inheritance with
Him ; and it is only at His Sec. Advent, and through HiA powerful interference in behalf
of the Jewish nation^ that it enters upon its f^orious national existence. Hence, in view
of the Divine Purpose through this Seed^ there is eminent fitness and deep significancy io
thus singling Him out and expressing it in the form given by Paul.

Obs, 20. The reader is reminded to keep in view how snch promises,
thus given and thus explained by the apostles, would strike the Jewish
mind. The aim of the apostles was to snow that ** the Seed" was Jesus
the Christ, and that through this Jesus the covenant promises given to
Abraham taould, in due time, be realized. There was no difference of
opinion concerning tits cove^iants, as to their actual meaning, but only in
reference to Jesus being the Messiah, to the postponement of fulfilment to

the Sec. Advent, etc. Hence, so long as the early Church received the
covenants as the Jews themselves believed and taught (Obs. 3), they could
the more easily find access to Jewish minds and hearts, but just so soon as
the Church departed from this view of the covenants (making the land
heaven, etc.), then the Jew was the more difficult to reach, seeing that the
Old Test, language and promise, upon which he relied as plain and indis-
putable, was changed and transformed into something else. This anb-
stitution made it more troublesome to prove the Messiahship of Jesus, for

ho naturally and inevitably became more distrustful of a Jlessiah who was
not to fulfil the covenant promises as they were written. The Origenistic
interpretation, forced upon the covenants, made the Jew and liis fathers
virtually believers in ** carnality and error," "gross misconceptions/*
which charges are applauduigly repented by eminent men down to the
present day. And then, these lament the unbelief and incredulity of the
Jew, without seeing that, saving in the acknowledgment of Jesus as
Messiah, they are more i7i darhiess than the Jew whom they pity or
despise.

Obs, 21. It must not be overlooked that inexpressibly precious spiritual

blessings are inseparably connected with those pertaining to this inheri-

tance of the land, the earth. This will fully appear when we come to theso
same promises enlarged and explained by additional revelation. Already
they are contained in the expressions indicative of God in a special manner
(Theocratic) becoming their Ood, becoming an '* exceeding great reward,"
and becoming a source of enjoyment, honor, and glory. (Comp. e.g. Props.

197, 154-157, etc.)

Obs, 22. The remaining promises of the Abrahamic covenant, and the
deep meaning conveyed in the few but precise words, will come up, more
appropriately, under following Propositions. Briefly, let it be said, that
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the witticisms offered at our faith are premature, for the time allotted for

fulfilment has^ as Scripture iUelf testifies, not yet arrived. When so much
that is preliminary and provisionary has, as predicted, taken place and is

BOW transpiring, it would be foolishness in us to yield up our faith. Let
men reyiew these promises and ridicule ^^em.

\
-^q patiently wait for their

fulfilment. Thus e.g. when it is said that Abraham's name shall be great,

men of intelligence and learnmg may exercise their wit in comparing him
-with an Arab sheik and extol in contrast tlie name of a Cetsar and Plato

;

-we, acknowledging^ the greatness of Abraham's name already to the faith-

ful, wait for the time when he shall arise from the tomb and inherit the
womise

—

then^ indeed, will xt be great in honor, dignity, and power.
When men ridicule the promise that a great nation shall proceed from
him by contrasting the feebleness of the Jewish nation in the past with
the powerful Gentile nations that have existed, we, with faith and hope,
point to the time, still declared to be in the future, when this nation shall

truly be great (comp. Props. 111-114). When the promise is that kings
should proceed from him, unbelief laughs at the Jtin^ of Judah and Israel

compared with the conquerors of the earth ; we wait patiently and hope-
fully for the Kings, the manifestation yet to come (comp. e.g. Prop. 154).

Thus, with other promises that men deride/ just as if the past was intended
for their fulfilment

;
just as if the Word itself declared not that their

realization was still in the future ;
just as if the Scriptures did not firmly

nnite their accomplishment with the Sec. Advent of the covenanted Seed';

jost as if God were not now performing a preparatory work to insure its

ultimate, triumphant fulfilment.

> Thus e.g., " And thy seed Bhall possesa the gate of Mb enemies'* is declared a mere
boast. For if referred to the Jewish nation, instead of being able to drive out their

enemies from Canaan, they themselves were ultimately overcome and finally banished ;

if applied to Christ an the seed intended, it is said that the mighty existing confederal

lionK, counting their adherents by the million, and still forming a vast numerical ma-
jority, disprove the assertion. But we wait for its nltimate realization, both for the
nation and the Christ, at the Sec. Advent, where inspired Scripture locates it. 80 ** the
multitude of seed," ** In thee shall aU families of the enrth be blessed," and otheni are

compared with the history of the past and the present, and conclusions drawn indica-

tive of *^ Oriental exaggeration," ** strong figure," etc. But, leaving the testimony of

the Word to specify the time and order of fulfilment, we wait in unf^tering expectation
for its complete accomplishment, which we show under various Propositions. Why do
men tear these precious promises from their connection with a determined, and fully

revealed. Divine Flan of procedure, and, considering them thus isolated and fragmen-
tary, refuse the statements of Scripture concerning the manner and time of performance ?

Why not permit the very Book that contains them to present its own explanation of

them?

Obs. 23. If the question be asked whether Abraham had a knowledge of

the manner through which he would inherit the land, the answer is

decisively—leaving the entire Record to testify

—

in the affinnatii^e. A
believer must feel convinced from what Jesas declared, John. 8 : 56 (comp.

Heb. 11 :&-16), that Abraham had far greater knowledge of the future than

the Bible records. Without receiving the view (so Tholuck, etc.) that

Abraham saw Jesus in His heavenly existence ; without indorsing the

notion (Olshausen, etc. ) that Jesus was specially manifested to Abraham by
a vision unrecorded ; without confining ourselves to the idea (Barnes, etc.)

of simple faith anticipating and thus beholding the day of Christ, we
might perhaps adopt the view (of Bloomfield, etc.) of part faith and part
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added revelation giving bim this knowledge. For certainly it is most
reasonable to tbinK and believe tbat Abrabam, tbe faithful, would not be

less favored by special inspiration to behold the future day of Christ than

Balaam (Numb. 24 : 17), especially when Paul teaches us in Hebrews that

Abraham had views of the future which are not stated in his history.

Being the one to whom the covenant is first given, there is proprietj' m
imparting such added instruction, that he may foresee its final result and
be thus confirmed in its meaning.

That Abraham believed that God, who gave life, ooald after death restore life, is evident

in the case of Isaac (Heb. 11 : 19) ; that the Patriarchs held the promises respecting the

land to relate to the fatore after death is seen in their regarding themselves merely as
** Bojoomers and strangers," and not as inheritors and possessors ; that even their pos.

terity entertained simuiar views is abandantly evident from the manner in which they
regarded the promises, and themselves as still " sojoomers and strangers" (e.g. 1

Chron. 29 : 15 ; Ps. 39 : 12 eto.>, i.e., expect^its and heirs of something permanent and
enduring in the future. Moses clearly foresaw the future, as we show in a number oC

places, and men, having a third heaven inheritance in mind, greatly prejudge many ex-

pressions which, in their estiipation. have too earOUi^ a cast, forgetting that this very
feature (so objectionable and regarded as temporary in nature) is an esseniial element in

the scheme of Eedemption, which includes the sin^ursed earth. It is true, that while
these promises relating to the future are sufficiently precise and ^lear to reason and to

faith in God, yet tney are purposely kept somewhat in the background, owing to the
Theocratic ordering (for being already in the land and having God for their earthly

Buler. they could well trust to Him the manner of fulfilment, which the mode of revela-

tion was calculated to develop), until the Theocracy was overthrown. Then the utter-

ances, already given by Moses, David, etc., became more and more distinct under Daniel
and the Prophets.

Obs. 24. Men under the influence of the Origenistic interpretation, or of

the Platonic or heathen notion of the future, and thus rejecting the plainly

covenanted promises of an earthly inheritance, unnecessarily make aa
enigma where none exists, and find fault with Moses when the fault really

is in themselves. Thus e.g. Clarke {Ten Religions, p. 417) says :
** Con-

cerning the future life, upon which the Egyptians nad so much to say,

Moses taught nothing. His rewards and punishments were inflicted in
this world. Retribution, individual and national, took place here. Ab
this could not have been from ignorance or accident, it must have had a
piKpose, it must have been intentional," Certainly it was " infenfional,**

because in the direct line of the truth and of God's purpose in Salvation.

Of course, with a third heaven, an outside world, theory prejudging Moses,
it is impossible to find a reference to the future life, for the simple reason
that Moses connects the future life with an inheriting of the land and earth

,

thus making his writings to correspond fully aM acatratelg with the entire

tenor of Scripture on the subject (as seen e.g. Props. 142, 1.31, 137,
141, 148-152, etc.). The fact is, that a dispassionate comparison of Moses
with the general analogy of Scripture, and noticing that Moses carefully
rejects the Egyptian theories and confines himself to a specific Plan, after-

ward carefully and consistently developed, is strong corroborative evidence
of an inspiration, which, over against existing and prevailing notions
entertained, could lay down a foundation in relation to this earth that
(if accomplished) is adapted to secure the blessedness of inan and creation t»
deliverancefrom an imposed curse.

Hence we see why Warbnrton failed in his " Legation of Moses." He undertook a
labor which it was utterly impousible for him to accomplish, and he sank under it, be-
oanae he misconceived the plain covenant promises. No man, unless he apprehends the
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inheritance that Moses says God promised to the Patriarchs and the relation thct believ-

ers aostain to it through coming resorrection power, can do justice to Mosf^a or properly
vindicate his unity with the after statements of prophets and apostles. Accept of the
iulieriting uf the earth as believing Jew and Primitive Christian held, and then Moses
stands forth a distinctive teacher in the same contemplated and carried on Divine Pur-
pose of Redemption, We only add : The fulfilment of the covenants as given, at once
sets aside a vast mass of mystical, spiritualistic, antagonistic theories of the inheritance,
etc., as presented in thousands of works, and the result of fancy, vain imaginings, and
adherence to wrong principles of interpretation. For, let it be noticed, the Theocracy
pertains to this earth—it is God's Kingdom here on the earth, He ruling in it as the
earthly Ruler—and hence the objection that Warburton and others uige (viz. : that
Moses—and during the Theocratic period down to the captivity—presented only motives,
rewards, etc., relating to a life on earth), has no force, because, in the very nature of the
<akse, if the Kingdom inaugurated is indeed a Theocracy, it must necessarily present this

very feature ; for with the Theocracy the interests the rewards, of every believer are
identified, and it pertains to the earth. The rewards and punishments relate to its gov-
ernment as established even in its initiatorv or earnest form ; and the future enjoy-

ment of or banishment from the same, in its higher restored form under the Messiah, is

sustained (1) by present obedience or disobedience ; (2) by promising and threatening
things which God alone can perform ;(3) by basing the future on covenants that necessi-

tate a resurrection for their fulfilment ; (I) by asserting that if obedient the Kingdom
vrill be perpetuated, but if disobedient it shall, as a punisnment, be withdrawn, and when
ultimately restored it shall be for the righteous ; (6) by making the hopes of the Individ-

nal and of the nation to centre in the Theocracy, which in its ultimate outcome embraces
the future ; (6) by exhibiting trust in their Ruler, in His attributes and ability to verify

promise which embraced " an everlasting possession" personally here- on earth. As we
proceed in our argument, step by step, it will be clearly seen that the very idea of a reai«

actual Theocracy, with which the interests of the individual and the nation are identi-

fied, now and hereafter, requires just such language and limitations as Moses and
others give ; for the reign, rewards, etc., eternal in their nature (which are now under
Bpiritu«distio manipulations, applied to the third heaven), pertain to this very Theo-
cratic-Davidic Kingdom re-established by *Hhe Seed" here on the earth. When our
opponents, however, assert in connection that a future life was unknown, they—as we
have shown—go beyond the Divine Record. (Comp. Wines*^ Oom. on Htb. Latcs,) As we
proceed in the argument, these will be brought out under various Propositions.

IL THE SINAITIC COVENANT, MADE WITH ISRAEL AT
MOUNT SINAI.

06«. 1. The Sinaitic Covenant is an outgrowth of the Abrahamic
covenant, and embraces an offer to the Jews nationally of a complete verifi-

cation of the blessings tendered under the original promises. This pro-

cedure of erecting a Theocracy indicates that it was contemplated in the

covenant with Abraham, as preparatory to the future realization of the

promises. Its provisionary and initiatory character has already (Prop. 25)

been noticed, while its conditional nature (Prop. 26) is evident from the

blessings and curses pronounced by Moses in Lev. and Deut, and also by
the language of Paul in Hebrews, who, among other things illustrative of

this, refers to God as saying : " Because they continued not in my covenant

and I regarded them not, saith the Lord," This covenant, as the result

shows, was designed both to test the nation and to separate a seed to

whom, at some future time, the Kingdom could be safely intnisted. It

was the inauguration of means by wnich a suitable preparation could be

made/(^r the nltimate fulfilment of the Abrahamic covenant While it was
the bond- under which the Kingdom of God, as an earnest, was bestowed,

it embraced many things which were only temporary and provisionary,

looking forward to a period when the contained and contemplated blessings

in the former covenant could be realized in the spirit and manner indicated.
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So thaty in the rerj nature of the case, the Mosaic covenant being also a
legitimate, but yet inferior, resultant of the previous covenant, it mast
itself, when the original covenant is to be fully fulfilled, givejflace to t7#

superior. How it does this will appear, e.g. in our next Proposition.

To indicate how able Txiteni enforce the outgrowth of this covenant from the Abra-
hamic, we select aa illnstrations the following. Fairbaim ( TyjpdLogy, toL 2. p. 146) cor-
rectly asserts :

*' Its (Le. Sinaitic) object .was not to disannul the covenant of promise,
or to found a new title to gifts and blessings conferred. It was given rather as a hand-
maid to the covenant, to minister in an inferior bat still necessary place, to the higher
ends and purposes which the covenant itself has in view." 8o Sack (quoted by him. p.
145) says :

** The matter of the law is altogether grunnded upon the covenant of promise
made with Abraham. . . . The law neither conld nor woold withdraw the exercise
of faith from the covenant of promise, or render that snperflnona, bat merely formed an
intermediate provision, nntil the fulfilment came.**

Obs, 2. It is a gratification to find that Theologians, urged to it by
Bationalistic attacks, are falling back on the old ground that the Mosaic
covenant is a result of theprevious Abrahamic one, thus preserving the

unity of the Divine Purpose. The view, adopted by some, that it is a
separate and distinct covenant, simply provisionary without a direct and
vital union existing between it and others, is justly held by many able
writers to bo erroneous and misleading—a violation of Scripture state-

ments. A recent author, Kurtz (Hi». Old. Cov., vol. 3, p. 109), has some
pertinent remarks on this point, saying that *' the covenant at Sinai was
precisely the same as that which bad formerly been concluded at Mamre,"
that ** the one was merely the renewal of the other," etc. Admiring the
spirit which so accurately keeps in view the connection existing between the
two covenants, we would more correctly say, that they are not the same
(the proof is, that the promises contained in the Abrahamic covenant were
not realized under the Mosaic covenant, thus e.g. Abraham did not inherit

the land, etc.), but the Mosaic is a legitimate outgrowth from the former
and designed to be preparatory to a realization of the Abrahamic. An
important caution is necessary to be observed by the careful student ; that
IS, constantly to keep m mind that God*s Purpose to establish a Theocratic
Kingdom will not fail becauseof its being conditionally setup at Mt Sinai

;

that if the Jews rebel against their King and He gives them up to punish-
ment, yet His promise to Abraham—which we see here already takes the
form of an outward, external, real Theocratic Kingdom—w'\\l ultimately be
carried into successful accomplishment How this will be done, is the
subject matter of several of the following Propositions.

Henderson, art. " Dispensation** in Ency. Belig. Knowl., is quoted as saying that the
stadents of prophecy, who hold to a fntnre Messianic Kingdom, make ** the Mosaic cov-

enant** ** the root of many of the mistaken views of the future state of the Kiugdom of

Christ/^ and argues that its provisionary sacrifices, etc., show that it was to be superseded
by the Christian Church, or the present dispensation, which is " spiritual, universal, per-

petual." As our argument fully meets, in detail, his reasoning, we only now say : (1)

That the Abrahamic and Davidic covenants are *' Vie roots ;*' {2) that we hold, that much
was provisionary under the Mosaic economy ; (3) that the form of goTemment itself.

Theocratic, was only on earnest of that which should arise under David^s Son and re-

lated rulers ; (4) that the Church does not in any particular meet covenant promises,
and is itself preparative, etc. The student con already see that Waldegrove and others

are mistaken, that our doctrine originates in and is founded on (some say, '* one pas-

sage**) the Apocalypse, or that (as Prof. Sanborn) '^ the key-stone of the whole system**

is in the Pre-Mill, Advent. It requires but a Uide knowledge of our views to see how
deeply and solidly they ore founded on the covenants and prophecies.
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III. THE DAVIDIO COVENANT.

Obs, 1. Having already shown and proven (Props. 28, 31, 32) how the
Theocratic element waa incorporated with the Davidic line, which God (as

the chief Ruler and so acknowledged) chose, attention is now called to the
distingoishing covenant with David by which this union is made forever

inseparable ; and by which this union is to be specially manifestea in the
sight of, and for the blessings of, the world ih^^ougn a descendant of

David's. The covenant is found in 2 Sam, 7 : 10-16 (1 Chron. 17 : 11-14),
* * The Lord telleth thee thai He will make thee a house, And when thy days be

fulfilled, and thou shalt sleep with thy fathers, I will set up thy seed after
thee which shall proceed out of thy bowels, and I will establish His Kingdom,
He shall build a house for my 7iame, and I will stablish (he throne of His
Kingdom forever, I will be His Father and He shall be viy Son, If he
cmnniit iniquity I will cliasten Him with the rod of men and with ttie stripes

of the children of me^i.^ But my mercy shall not depart awayfrmn Him,
as I took it from Saul whom I put away before thee. And thine house and thy
Kinadmn sliall be established forever before thee; thy throne sltall be

establishedforever. " '

* Dr. Clarke ( Cbm. iocC)^ who cannot be accnsed of special sympathy with our yiews.
renders this sentence :

** In snfiFehng.for iniquity I will chasten Him (the Messiah) with
the rod of men, and with the stripes dne to the children of men." A multitude . of our
opponents make it to refer, in some way« to the Messiah, and sometimes give faxxoiful in.

terpretatioDs to this effect. Thus e.g. Augustine (see below, next Obs.) explains " the
iniquity of Him" and the sin of the children Ps. 89 : 30-33, as referring to Christ's

body, the Church, and quotes as proof Acts 9 : 4, that when Saul persecuted His believing
people, Christ said, " Saul, why persecutest thou Me ?'* (It may be said that Ps. 89 : 30,

31 is not exactly parallel, because it refers not to the special seed but to the descendants
of David in general (owing to the fact that the Kingdom is offered continuously (Prop.

26) to his descendants), and this is evidenced by the '* nevertheless,*' etc., where God re-

tnms to the idea of the special seed, previously mentioned, through whom His promise
-would be verified). Those who refer it to Christ directly .(as Tertullian, Lactantius,
Beza, Calov, Pfeiffer, Buddeus. Patrick, etc.) or indirectly (as Hengstenberg and others),

or in part to Him and in part to Solomon (as Breuz, Sack, etc.), or literally to Solomon
and mystically to Christ (as Glass, etc.)-HaU find that in Jesus we must find the pre*
eminent fulfilment.

' When we come to this Davidic covenant, this perpetuation of the Theocratic relation-

ship with the boose of David, how much we regret the lost books of Samuel, Gad, and
Nathan on the life of David.

Obs, 2. Learned and able men, forsaking the Primitive view and over-

looking the perpetuity of this covenant, gravely tell us that Solomon and
other descendants were here denoted ; but we vastly prefer to let God
explain His own language and the meaning intended. Thus, e.g. Acts
2 : 30, *• David being a prophet, and knowing that God had sworn with an
oath to him, that of the fruit of his loitis, according to the flesh. He would
raise up Christ to sit on his throne;'* and Paul, directly quoting this

covenant (Heb. 1 : 5), applies it to Christ Jesus, asking, ** U7ito tvhich of
the angels said He at any time.^' . . . "I will be to Him a Father and
He shall be to me a Son," The announcing angel (Luke 1 : 30-33) gives

the same testimony that the covenant truly refers to Christ.

The concessions of our opponents are all that can be desired. We select, out of the
mass, those of an ancient and a modem writer. Augustine (*' City of God," B. 17, s. 8),

unable to rid himself of the Primitive interpretation, applies the covenant of 2 Sam.
7 : 8-16 to Jesns, the Christ. It Is interesting to notice that the man to whom the mod-
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ems are so largely indebted for spiritnalizizig Tiews, aTgnes that this coyenazit is fulfilled

in Christ, saying : " He who thinks that this grand promise was fnlfiUed in Solomon
greatly errs/' and addacea as proof that Solomon's honse was not ''^thfril,*' being
" fnll of strange women worshipping fala» gods, and the King himself, aforetime wise,

seduced by them and cast down into the same idolatry ; and let him (the reader) not

dare to think that God either promised this falsely, or was unable to foreknow thai Solo-

mon and his honse wonld become what they did." He then adds, that the Jews do not

understand this to be folfiUed in Solomon, bat look for another ; that Solomon began to

reign while David still lived, before he slept with his fathers, and hence is not the one
designated in the promise : *'When thy days be folfiUed, andthon shalt sleep with thy
fathers," etc. AngUHtine is undoubtedly correct in making Jesus the covenanted Son
promised, but incorrect when he attempts to make out a present fulfilment of the prom-
ise. Again, Barnes (Cbm. Acts 2 : 30) makes 2 Sam. 7 : 11-16 the basis of such prom-
ise, and however inclined to drag in Solomon, is forced to say :

** It is clear that the

New Test, writers understood them as referring to the Messiah.** He then says that the

Jews thus believed, and that such was the belief of David, giving Ps. 2, 22, 69, 17 as

proof, and that such a reference must be received as scripiural. So in his Kotes on Heb.
1 : 5, he makes the reference taken from the covenant Messianic, that they were ao ap-

plied in the time of Paul, and that Paul employs them according to prevailing usage,

indeed, if we admit that the apostles are inspired, no other possible int^retation can be
given.

0b8, 3. How did David himself understand this covenant ? This is best

stated in his own language. Read e.g. Ps. 72, which describes a Son
infinitely superior to Solomon ; reflect over Ps, 132, and after noticing

that ** ike Lord hath sworn in truth unto David, He will not turn from
it J of the fruit of thy body will I set upon thy throne*'' (which Peter,

Acts 2 : 30, 31, expressly refers to Jeaus) ; consider the numerous Messianic
allusions in this and other Psalms (89th, 110th, 72d, 48th, 45th, 21st, 2d,

etc.), so regarded and explicitly quoted in the New Test, by inspired men ;

ponder the fact that David calls Him ** my Lord/' " higlier than the kings

of the earthy*^ and gives Him a position, power, dominion, immortality, and
perpetuity, that no mortal King can possibly attain to, and most certainly

we are not wrong in believing that David himself, according to the tenor

of the covenant "My Kingdom shall be established forever before thee,^^

expected to be in this Kingdom of his Son and Lord both to witness and
experience its blessedness (so Storrs, Diss* on Kingdom^ and many others).

There is something wonderful in all this : while seeing and acknowledging^ that his

throne and Kingdom are fully and distinctively incorporated as part of the Kingdom of

God, that it shall belong to a Son of his own both by divine right and inheritance, be
also perceives and describes that his throne and Kingdom thus occupied, is only, b), vvr-

iue qr W^ TIteomUic relationships the groundwork of a universality of dominion, it under-
going some peculiar changes to make it harmonize with the evident rulership of immor-
tols. Ho notices also the connection that this promised Seed of his has with the older
promises. For, we have first simply the seed of the woman ; next that He shall be
Abraham's seed ; next that He shall inherit the land and ble^s all nations ; next, that

He shall be a mighty King ; and next that He shall be David^s Son and Lord, sitting

on David's throne and from thence exerting a world-wide dominion. Many a reference
is made to this connecting series, and it would be highly interesting to trace them, but ve
have only space for one, which immediately follows the giving of the covenant. David
(2 Ham. 7 : lU, oomp. 1 Chron. 17 : 17) goes to Ood and expresses his amazement,
gmtitude, and praise ; and, among other things, declares :

'* And is this the manner
(marg. read., law) of the Man, O God," which Dr. Kennicott renders :

** And this is (or

must be) the law of the Man or of the Adam." Bh. Horsley translates it :
** And this

is the arrangement about the Man, O Lord Jehovah," thus making an exact parallel with
1 Chron. 17 : 17, which he renders :

** And thou hast regarded me in the arrangement
about the Man, that is to be from above, O Ijord Jehovah." (Comp. Jones's Xotes on
LHcT4;)<itrf, p. 95, Lange's Com, 2 Sam. loci, Poole's Synopsis, etc.). In comparing the
different renderings, keeping in view what preceded and followed in the Divine Purpose
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(and noticing Faal in 1 Cor. 16 : 45^7;, there can be no reasonable doubt bat that
David regarded this Jfan, this promised Hon. as the covenanted Seed of the woman, the
Seed of Abraham, the Man above all others, in whom, as the Second Adam, the Redemp-
tive process would exhibit a complete restitation. This is confirmed by his Psalms, and
the use made of them by the apostles. David anticipated, by inspiration. His own Bal-
VBtion. and the perpetuity of Uis throne and Kingdom, in the Divine arrangement con-
oeming the Man.
The reader's attention is called to a feature, which gives us one of these indirect but

most forcible (because undesigned) proofs of divine inspiration. Here is David receiv.
ing a covenant from the Almighty which explicitly affirms the perpetuity, etc.. of his
throne and Kingdom, and yet David himself now proceeds to predict the long continued

overthrow and deHoktiion (e.g. Ps. 89) of his throne and kingdom, and that this very cove-

nant, confirmed by oath, should for a iomit indefiiuie time be held in abeyance. Now it is

not in the nature of man to do this himself, for professing this covenant relationship, the
most nnlikely thing would be the prediction of such an overthrow. In fact it is unnat-
ural, because the natural man would inevitably eulogize the future prosperity of his
throne and Kingdom under the auspices of the Almighty, i/oto then do we account for

this mental phenomenon, and that David described the exact condition of his throne and
kingdom as it has existed during many centuries ? The only reasonable way to explain
it is to receive the Biblical account, viz. : that David was inspired by Ood's Spirit to
foresee and describe the future—accurately—against what the natural man, iniluenced by
desire and such expressed covenanted relationship, would have done.

Ods, 4. The Prophets following, had a similar understanding of this

dirine-human disposition or ordering, by which David's Son would person-

ally, through David's Kingdom, bestow the blessings of perfected Redemp-
tion. Thus e.g. Isa. 9 : 7, Jer. 23 : 5, 6, and 30 : 9, and 33 : 15-26, etc.

(comp. Props. 21, 31, 33, 68, 122, etc.).

Ob$. 5. Before censuring the Jews, as many do, for believing that Jesus
would literally restore the Davidic throne and Kingdom, we must consider,

in fairness, that they were justifiedm so doing by the very language (Props.

4, 21, and 48) of the covenant. It is incredible that God should in the most
important matters, affecting the interests and the happiness of man and near-

ly touching His own veracity, clothe them in words, which, if not true in

their obvious and common sense, would deceive the pious and God-fearing
of many ages. We cannot, dare not (however upheld by many eminent
names) entertain an opinion so dishonoring both to God and His ancient

believing children. The Jews are abundantly defended in their faith by
the covenant itself ; the correctness and justness of their fondly enter-

tained hopes appear from the particulars incorporated with it.

(1) The words and sentences in their plain grammatical acceptation, do
expressly teach their belief. This is denied by no one, not even by those

who then proceed to spiritualize the languf^e. Therefore already the
Jews are excusable in believing what God so definitely declares (comp.
Prop. 48).

(2) The covenant is distinctively associated with the Jewish nation and
none other. Passing by the numerous proof texts which will bo presented

hereafter, let us confine ourselves to the understanding of this relationship

by David at the giving of the covenant. In 2 Sam. 7 : 23, 24 (1 Chron.
17 : 21, 22) ho expresses before God his consciousness of the magnitude of

the blessing ; that this covenant, in virtue of his throne and Kingdom
being thus distinguished, embraces ** one nation'' (comp. Props. 24, 59, 60,

etc.), and this the same nation that was brought out of Egypt (i.e.,

Abraham's descendants), who should be established in " thy (God's) land."'
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And then ascending to the promise previously given that this nation is

speciallj chosen, i.e. the elect nation, and that this very covenant made
with himself is a marvellous confirmation of this truth, he adds :

** TTiou

hast confirmed to Thyself thy people IsraeV^ (the same nation brought out of

Egypt, as the connection shows) '* /o he a people unto Thee forever ; atid

Thou, Lordf art become their Ood,** With such testimony before them,
how could the faithful Jews hesitate in believing aJa they did respecting

their nation, its elect position, its supremacy owing to this Theocratic

exaltation in and through the Messiah.

(3) It is called a perpetual cove^ianty i.e. one that shall endure forever.

It may, indeed, require time before its fulfilment ; it may even for a time
be held, so far as the nation is concerned, in the background, but xt must
be ultimately realized, David himself, in his last words (2 Sam. 23 : 5),
emphatically says . ""He hath made with me an everlasting covenant^ ordered

in all things and sure; for this ts all my salvation and all my desire,^

^

'

The prophet Isaiah reiterates (55 : 3), pronouncing it *' an everlasting

covenant^ even the sure mercies of David,*' Surely no one can fail to see

that this denotes, as Barnes (Com. loci), '^ an unchanging and unwavering
covenantj—a covenant which was not to be revoked,'^—" one-which was not
to be abrogated, but which teas to be perpetual,*'—and that *'^Qod would
ratify this covenant,** Assuredly so ;

—

why then accuse the Jews offolly in

trusting in itf*

(4) It was confirmed by oath (Ps. 132 : 11, and 89 r 3, 4, 33), thus giving

the strongest possible assurance of its ample fulfilment. Could the Jews
do less than trust in language thus confirmed ? (comp. Props. 47 and 48).

(5) To leave no doubt wnatever, and to render unbelief utterly in-

excusable, God concisely and most forcibly presents His determination
(Psl. 89 ; 34) :

*' My covenant will I not break, nor alter tJie thing that i-^

gone ont of my lips,** It would have been sheer presumption and blindness

in the Jews to have «Wcrerf(under the plea—modem—of spirituality) the

covenant, and to have refused to accept of the obvious sense conveyed by
the words ; and there is a heavy responsibility resting upon those, who,
even under the most pious intentions, deliberately alter the covenant words
and attach to them a foreign meaning.*

1 In the context he clearly intlmateB that his house will not continuously advaace in

prosperity that of itself it will faU, but that it will rise again tinder the Messiah to the
highest attainable prosperity. Now after so much of fulfilment we can appreciate the
sudden transitions from predicted triumph and glory to sad reverses and downfall of

throne ond kingdom, followed by expressed hopes of a glorious restitution. The reason
for such abruptness and a certain degree of obscurity in the allusions to the OTcrthrow,
etc., of the Kingdom, will be found in the predetermined offer of this Kingdom to the
Jewish nation at the First Advent (Props. 54-66). While foreseeing and foretelling (in

order to vindicate His knowledge) this downfall, yet God, in consistency with the moral
freedom ot the people, offers to perpetnate this throne and kingdom, that not a son shall

fail to David to sit on his throne if obedient, etc. He could not do less, and therefore,

in testing the nation—which Moses even foretold would fall to endure the test and would
meet with a long, prolonged punishment—these things are carefully, prudently revealed

so as not to interfere with God's tender of the Kingdom.
' Barnes and a host besides do, however, change this identical covenant ; seeing its

perpetuity so clearly asserted, they receive it as perpetual, but on/y aJUir tinging Us mtan-
ing. The plain grammatical sense—the one the Jews and Primitive Church received—is

rejected us ** carnal," and another substituted by wliich David's throne and kingdom is

transmuted into God's throne in the third heaven and God's Kingdom in heaven or in

the church. Alas I when pious and excellent men can thus tamper with the foundations
of our hope. (Comp. Prop. 122.)

^ Such altering la only building with " wood, hay, and stubble." The motives may.
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like FaTil*fl in Stephen's case, result from a zeal for the tmth's sake, bnt, in the light of
the unchaiufmbie covenant^ it is evidently misdirected zeal. Learning, philosophy, piety^

cannot, ought not to assume the liberty of altering what God hAH so solemnly spoken ; but,
alas, it is so prevailingly done that the Chnrch, with here and there some exceptions,
has lost sight of this covenant. Theologies that profess to give a systematic statement
of the truth either ignore it. or very briefly mention it as somethingin which we are not
interested. Those who cling to this oath-bonnd, perpetual covenant are regarded as
very ** carnal

'

' and *' Jewish," etc. The simple reason for all this is, that becanse there
has been no fulfilment of this covenant promise it is taken for granted that either there
wiU be none, or else the langnaf^e must be spiritnalized to suit existing circnmstances.
From what has taken place in the past, we rest assured that God means just ichat the
words in their plain grammatical sense convey, and that as snch they will, in God's own
time, be realized. God has hitherto rejected snbstitntions of His Word. Abraham
tried it, when, after waiting for some years, he contemplated adopting a son, thinking
that God probftbly meant an adopted son, and then alter another waiting he went in to
Hagar supposing that the seed would be his and not Sarah's, bnt God inlfilled His Word
just as Jcritien. Others attempted this with the same result ; no snbstitation. however
learnedly or eloquently presented, is to b« received over against the exprtss words of
Qod. Wo, indeed, may not be able to tell how they can be fulfilled, l.nt if nnable. the
matter may safely be trusted to God without putting forward our weak, accommodating
interpretations. We, therefore, must earnestly protest against the manifest injustice

that IS done to this covenant Books specially devoted to the subject of the Covenants
have much to say respecting an eternal covenant entered into between Father and Son,
at some period in eternity, of which nothing is said, but all is inferred, and a covenant
plainly given, confirmed by oath, declaied to be perpetual, is coolly set aside. Theolo-
gies, Bib. Dictionaries, etc., totally ignore it. Indeed, it has become fashionable to ridi-

cule the Jewish and Primitive belief based on this covenant, as e.g. Gregory (Four
Gospels), who declares, with intended sarcasm, that their '" Messiah was to be the Jewish
(Ja^aar of the world," because they *' had cast away that grander idea of a spiritual, uni-
versal, and everlasting Kingdom (i.e. the Church) which fills the books of the prophets."
It is no matter of surprise to find such writers to have no manner of use for the
iDavidic covenants, either in " the preparation for the Messiah" or in *Uhe mission of
the Jews," or in the present and future. Instead of being fundamental, it only, in their
estimation, is indicative of the Messiah being of David's line, and can be employed, if at

all, in a mystical or spiritual sense. We hold, against all such, that, no matter who was
on the throne (David, Solomon, Hezekiah, etc.). and no matter how flourishing the King-
dom, the pious and believing held that the covenant looked for that special '* Anointed
One," David's Son, who should exalt the identical Theocratic throne and Kingdom to a
grandeur immeasurably great.

Obs. 6. The language of the apostles is eminently calculated to confirm
tho Jewish belief in the h feral fuljilmeni of the Davtdtc covenant. Thus
e.g. let any unprejudiced reader take tho first sermons that were delivered

after the day of Pentecost, addressed to Jews, and he cannot fail to see

this feature. Peter (Acts 2 : 14-36), referring to the covenant promise that
Jej*?ts Cfirist would sit on DavuPn throne, correctly argues that the per-

fonnanco of this requires the resurrection of Jesus, which David also

foretold as a prerequisite. He then informs the Jews that He did thus
arise, that He ascended to heaven where He is exalted as Lord and Christ,

waiting for the time when His foes shall be made His footstool, "whom
(Acts 3 : 12-26) the heaven must receive until the times of rentifution of all

thngs*'^ (keeping in mind the Jewish idea of restitution as always associated

^ith the restored Davidic Kingdom) shall come, and then ** He (God) shall

send Jesus Christ" through whom this is effected. He exhorts them on
the ground that they ^^ are children of the covenant which Qod made with

(mrfathers'^ to repent that they majr become worthy participants in " the

times of refreshing'* (Jewish expression), which ** shall comefrom the pres-

ence of the Lord.** Let any one read the covenant and propliecies directly

bearing on it, and then place himself in the position (Prop. 20) of a Jewish
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hearer of Peter, with Jewish faith, expectations, and covenani relationship,

and th^ decided impression will be made that the covenant is not altered
but remains unchanged, that the death of Jesus combined with rei^uri^tioa
and exaltation only qualifies Him the better to meet the conditions ^of tlie

covenant, and that through this resurrected Jesus, when the iitiie bjyfknnted
by the Father arrives, this covenant will be verified, .

Obs, 7. This is confirmed by the fully admitted early church view on
the subject. Let the reader pause and reflect, how it comes, if the prevalent
modern notion of the covenant is correct, that the early Christians (who
had the advantages of apostolic, inspired teaching, or were close to it) helil

to the arammatical sense of the covenant and fully believed with the Jews
that the Messiah would come (again, as to Jesus) to* restore the Davidw
throne and Kingdom? Upon what supposition can^lt be satisfactorily

explained, excepting the one that they were correct f
.f,-!!

Acknowledging Neander's manly concessionja to the prevalence of Chiliaam in the
early church, and hia favorable estimate of Millenarianjs. he, to make room for his own
modem theory, does these ancient worthies injustice, when {His. Churchy vol. 1, p. 7H}

he informs us that it was " a distinguishing character" of Christianity " to loirer Useif

down to the comprehension" of these men. His standard of comparison, derived from an
anti-Chiliastio bias, is not a true one ; and this appears ievident from the covenant itaelf.

These men, b^Jievers in whom the truth is perpetuated', embraced a pure, fundamental
truth, a high and noble faith, indorsed and supported 4)y Divine authority, and needed
not the Origenistic, or the elevating Hegelian, Philosophy to discern it. *We leave this
able, but in this respect mistaken, writer give the following testimony to the early church
doctrine. " Christianity (//w, Fla)^, Chr, Church, vol. 1, p. 600) allied itself to the expec-
tation of a restoration and glorijication of the Theotracy, which was preceded by an incre^as-

ing sense of iiafaUen state amoi^ the Jews. Those who clung to a national and exter-
nal Theocracy looked forward to this glorification as something external, sensuous (?),

and national. The Messiah, they imagined, would exalt by a divine miracuhtts poioer the
depressed Theocracy of the Jews to a visible^glory such as it had never before pos^issed,
and establish a neio, and exalted^ unchangeabl^vrder of things^ in place of the tronsitoxy
earthly institutions which had hitherto existed. Thus the Kingdom of the M^siah
would appear as the perfectedform of the Tfieocracy, as the final stage in the terrestrial de-
velopment of mankind, exceeding in glory everything that a rude fancy could depict under
sensible images, a Kingdom in which the Messiah would reign sensibly present as Qod's
Vicegerent and order all circumstances according to His will. From ^is point of view,
therefore, the reign of the Messiah xoould appear as beloTujing entirdy to thefuture ; the present
condition of the world, with all its evils and defects, would be set in opposition to that
future golden age. from which all wickedness and evil would be banished." He then
proceeds to toll us how a change of belief was gradually brought about in the Church
doctrine, and the substance, compressed, is, that man unauthorized made this change
under the plea that a deeper insight, greater knowledge, indicated the early belief to be
erroneous. Such a change may commend itself to human wisdom, but it is not reasona-
ble according to the covenants and the assurances surrounding them, or to the prophe*
cies and the teewshing of the first three centuries. No 1 let us, in all lowliness of mind,
seek no change, but content oxirselves, even if it gives rise to invidious comparisons, with
the faith held by the early confessors and martyrs, fComp. Props. 75-78.

)

It is exceedingly gratifying to find this Jewish faith, thus founded on the covenants,
recognized and continued in the early history of the Chr. Church ; for, if true, this very

feature—now regarded by many as a stain or blot—ought, in the very nature of the case,

to characterize the churches established by the apostles and their immediate sucoesson.
There is a disposition on the part of some writers to treat this matter unfairly (as in

Corrodi's His. of Ghiliasm, Shedd's IRs. of Ch, Doctrine, etc.), and to ignore, as muchTw
possible, the early Jewish belief as someUiing of no value to as (as in various Qoarterlies,

Reviews, Theologies, etc.).

Obs, 8. Having called attention to the covenant and its literal fulfil-

ment, it may be snitablo to present the order of fulfilment as given bj
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David himself. Necessarily brief and abrupt, so as not to conflict with the
free agency of man, it is a sublime vindication of David's inspiration, the
perpetuity of the covenant, and its ultimate literal realization.

Consider Pb. 89, and observe these particnlars oa stated : (1) David ac^owledges the
bestowal of the covenant by God, and its confirmation by oath, " I have made a oove-
xuuit with My chosen, I have sworn unto David My servant, Thy seed will I establish for-

ever, and build np thy throne to all generations*' (v. 1-4). (2) He expresses praise that
God's wonders and faithfulness will be shown " in the congregation (gathering) of the
saints," and that He has the authority, power, and mercy to perform His promises
(V. 5 to 18). (3) He again refers to the covenant, shows that One shall be specially ex-
alted, and that God says :

'' I will make Him My First-bom, higher than tiie kings of the
earth. My mercy wiJll keep for Him forevermore, and My covenant shaJl stand fast in
Bim. His (David's) seed also will I make to endure forever, and His throne as the days
of heaven" (v. 19-29). (1) Then as this Kingdom is offered to the regular descendants
of David, and it is foreseen that they will become unworthy of it, God foretells the same,
with the additional assurance to David that, noivoUhsiandinq such rebellion and His with-
drawal for a time, the covenant will still be fulfilled, in these pregnant words :

*' If his
(David's) children forsake My law and walk not in My judgments, if they break My
statutes and keep not My commandments, then will I visit thdr transgression with the
rod, and their iniquity with stripes. Iktverihelesa, My lovingkindness will I not utterly

take from him, nor suffer My faithfulness to fail. My covenant will I not break nor al-

ter the thing tliat is gone out of My lips. Once have I sworn by My Holiness, that I
will not lie unto David. His seed shall endure forever, and his throne as the sun before
Me. It shall be established forever as the moon, and as a faithful witness in heaven"
(V. 30-37). Here it is positively asserted that the relapse of the nation and a resultant
infliction of punishment (just as centuries have witnessed) shall not change God's prom-
ise} to David respecting that seed of his that shall reign on his throne. (5) Now comes
a remarkable transition, which should shame the unbelief of doubting ones, seeing that
it is descriptive of the precise condition of things as they exist to-day. David having
foretold the condUio^ial overthrow of his kingdom, and yet that God will be faithful in its

final restoration, now plainly predicts the doumfaU Uself: ** But Thou hast cast off and
abhorred ; Thou hast been wroth with Thine anointed" (i,e. the Theocratic kings that

followed David). " Thou hast made void the covenant of Thy servant ; Thou hast pro-
faned his crown by casting it to the ground, " etcl " Thou hast made his glory to cease,

and cast his throne down to the ground,'* etc. The covenant is unrealized ; the Theo-
cratic Kingdom is fallen ; the very throne and Kingdom, the subject of such special prom-
ise, is now overthrown. Then, nowever, resting upon the assurances given, he asks ;

'* Hew long. Lord * Wilt Thou hide Thyself forever ? Shall Thy wrath bum as fire ?"

** Lord, where are Thy former lovingkindnesses, which Thou swarest unto David in Thy
tmth ?" David's faith in Gk)d that He would remember His covenant and restore his

cast-dovn crown and throne, is briefly but finely expressed :
** Bemember, Lord, the re-

proach of Thy servants." *' Blessed be the Lord forevermore. Amen and Amen."
Who, that is an humble believer in the Word as written, can, in the face of such predic-

tions, deride the early church faith evolved by them ? Who, when observing how care-

fully every objection is answered lest faith should stumble and fall, can resist the con-

viction that there is a force in ihese words, which are yet—when realized—destined to

form one of the grandest displays of God's faithfulness and mercy in the Bedemptlve
scheme ?
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Proposition 50, The Kingdom will be the mdgrowth of tJis

renewed AbraJuwiic covenant^ under which renewal we now
live.

Leaving the first part of the proposition to be brought out by our
general argument and the considerations under various proposi-
tions hereafter, we confine ourselves to the other fact stated, viz,

:

that the Abrahamic covenant is renewed or rt-confirmed in tins

dispensation, under which re-confirmation we now live.

OhB, 1. This, indeed, might already be inferred by the reflection, that
the Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom being overthrown, and the Mosaic in-

stitutions abrogated, and the covenant made with David being held in

abeyance (or, as David expressed its " made void," i.e. not fulfilled) tlu

original Abrahamic covcTiantJ from which the others spring, in consequence
alone rewai^is in complete force. The covenant of this dispensation,
called the New Testament, or the Now Covenant, is none other than the

Abrahamic renewed or confirmed by Jesus the Christ. We are not left to

conjecture or inference on so important a point ; it is one plainly taught
in Holy Writ.

The reader will carefully regard this matter, as it is essential to a correct nnderstand-
ing of much Scripture. It is a sad fact, that more ignorance and misunderstanding ex-

ist in relation to the covenants than perhaps of any other portion of the Bible. This
originates from the manner in which the subject has been bandied by Lii< ologinns of

talent and eminence. Instead of confining themseUes to the covenants in which man is

directly interested and which have been directly given to him by God, they have much
to say concerning " a covenant of Bedemption" entered into by the Father and Son from
eternity (and undertake to give the particulars of what is not on record), and ** a Cove-
nant of Grace" (which embraces the particulars of salvation, etc.), bat the distinctive

Abrahamic covenant and the manner in which it is confirmed is left without due conaid-
emtion. This introduces a series of wild and fanciful interpretations, such as that all

nations are now in the position once occupied by the Jewish nation ; that God does not
regard the Jewish nation with more favor than other nations ; that the promises to the
Jewish nation are typical, temporary, conditional, etc. Believing that we are under an
entire New Covenant (which they cannot point out in the Scriptures, but which they
affirm is this or that, viz. : this dispensation, or the sacrifice of Christ, or the tender of
salvation to all believers, etc.), they, of course, ignore the necessity of our besoming "the
seed of Abraham, of our being engrafted, etc. The relationship that believers sustain to

the Jewish nation is utterly misapprehended, and inevitable confusion and antagonism
arise. (Comp. e.g. Pres. Edwards's HLi. Redemp., Bussell, Witsius, Boston, Strong, etc.,

on the Covenemts, and our various systems of Theology). It is painful to notice the
discrepancies, amid a show of profound learning and speculation.

Obs, 2. Turn to Oalatians (the more si^ificant, because addressed to

Gentile believers), ch. 3, and the apostle argues that Gentiles come in

under the Abrahamic covenant, which, consequently, must be the one
under which believers live and inherit. Notice : (1) v. 16, " To Abraham
and his seed were the promises made^'^—the promises of salvation pertain
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then to thifl covenant. (2) By this seed) v. 16) is denoted " Christ*'—so

that Christ Uimself as Abraaam's seed has the promises pertaining to
Himself in the same covenant. (3) Hence (v. 17) this ** covenant was
cotifirmed before of Qod in Christ "—i.e. the Divine Purpose embraced this

118 a fact to be accomplished, and therefore the Messiah came. (4) In viev
of the relationship of this Abrahamic covenant to Jesus Christ, it is added
(v. 17) that the law or Mosaic institution, which was afterward given,
'* cannot disanmtV^ this previously given one. (5) For, if it did disannul
it, then it would '' make the promise of none ejffect,^* i.e. it could not be
realized, but because the covenant continues unimjjaired, the promise also

is sure. (6) The inheritance of the saints is originally given (v. 18) by
God *' to Abraham by promise,*' and hence is not affected by the abrogation
of the law. (7) For the law ** was (v. 19) added because of tranfgressions,

fill t/ie seed should come to whom the promise was made.*' (8) By the death
of the Seed provieion is made so '* t?uit (v, 13, 14) the blessing of Abraham
might come on tJu Gentiles through Jesus Christ ; that we might receive the

promise of the Spirit through faith,*'—i.e. the promise contained in the
Abrahamic covenant. (9) Now "''

if ye be Christ s, then are ye Abraham's
seed and heirs according to the promise;*'—we become inneritors with
Abraham and Christ of promises contained in the Abrahamic covenant.

(10) Hence we ** receive (ch. 4 : 5, 7) tlie adoption of sons" " and if a son,

then an heir of Qod through Christ ;" i.e. we inherit in God's Theocratic
Kingdom. (11) ** Then (ch. 5 : 6) we through the Spirit wait for the hope

of righteousness by faith" contained in the covenant promise, and (v. 21)
can '' iitherit the Kingdom of Qod'* (Rom. 4 : 11, 18). Thus then accord-
ing to the apostle we are living under the precious Abrahamic covenant,
which is renewed or confirmed in Christ ; and if we desire to inherit with
Abraham and Christ, we must, by faith, become the seed of Abraham, and
thus come into proper covenant relationship. Well may we say, in view of

this, with Pant (Gal. 3 : 15), *' Brethren, I speak after the manner of
men ; though it be but a man's covenant^ yet if it be confirmed, no man
disannuileth or addeth thereto."

Obs. 3. This is corroborated and strengthened by what the apostle says in

other places respecting the Abrahamic covenant containing the prmnises,

which we hope to inherit through and with Christ. The entire analogy
of the Word sustains our position.

EEaving given Paul's views addressed to Gentiles, let ns tnm to the same as given to

Jews, who were veU acquainted with the covenant. Notice the train of thought as

given in Hebrews. (1) Paul informs us (ch. 1 : 16), an a preliminary, that Jesus '* took
on Him the seed of Abraham ;" covenant relationship demanded it. (2) Then after

referring to the rest that remaineth for the people of God (and mind, speaking of it as

fiomething well understood by his hearers, comp. Prop. 143), exhorting to steadfastness^

upholding the ftuthfulness of God in fulfilling His promises, he approaches the subject

of the covenant by informing us (ch. 7 : 18) of the ** disannulling" of the Mosaic law,

and (v. 22) that ** Jesus was made surety of a better covenarU;" that (ch. 6:6) " He is

the Mediator of a better covenant, which was established upon better promises. For if the

first covenant" (Mosaic, as all admit, being the first in actual course of realization)

"had been faultless, then should no place have been found for the second ;" i.e. the

Slosaic had many tilings attached which were merelv provisionary. Let the reader

pause and consider what is ** the better covenant *' here designated. According to Gkd. 3

It is the one established on better promises ; the one which gives the promises of bless-

ing and inheritance to Abraham and his Seed, the Christ—in brief, the Abrahamic, and
which, therefore, not being annulled or set aside, remains in force, for otherwise *' the
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promisa would be of none effect" Jeans becomes, by virtne of His being the Seed of
Abraham and because of His death (which provides the way of ultimate folfilment
throngh resurrection power, etc.), ** the surety** of its final realization. But we will leave
the apostle to state this in his own language. (3) Then he adds (v. 8 : 13), " For finding
fault with them" (viz. : Slosaic), " He saith. Behold thu days come, saith the Liord,
when I will make a new"* (comp. Obs. 4. following) ** covet\ant with the house of Israel
and with the house of Judah ; not according to the covenant that I made with their
fathers, in the day when I took them out of Egypt," etc. " In that He saith a new ct>t>

enan/. He hath made the first old." While the Sinaitic covenant is an outgrowth of the
Abrahamic, and yet, owing to the foreseen defection of the nation and to the necessity
of securing a satisfactory remission of sin, it was in many of its provisions merely pre-
paratory, and hence, when removed, must give place to that which introduced it. Here
the Mosaic is called the first because under it th^ Theocratic government was first estab-
lished, and the Abrahamic is designated the second or new because under it^ when fol.
fiUed, that government will be reestablished and existing. Paul, it must be remem.
bered, wrote to Jews, and used this quotation as they employed it. Now that the Abra-
hamic covenant is alluded to in this quotation from Jer. 31 : 31, etc., is evident : (a)
from the context in which the passc^e stands in Jeremiah—preceded, followed, and
connected with a literal resiaraiion of the Jewish nation, and identified with (for the
prophet does not contradict himself) the Davidio covenant (which is an canpl^icatUm of
the Abrahamic, showing how it will be fulfilled) in its renewal. (6) The prophet calls
this ** a new" covenant, not because it is entirely new, but, as is said by the apostle,
because the other is superseded by it, i.e. it is renewed, as e.g. in the coming of the
seed, etc. (c) It is given to" the house of Israel and the house of JudaK*' which, as all

commentators admit (however they may afterward spiritualize), in its literal aspect de-
notes the Jewish people. It is /Ac Anme people, too, that were '* scattered, " *' plucked up, '*

" destroyed," and " afflicted," who shall be restored to their **land*' and ** citi^."
Although not yet verified, the apostle aptty quotes it to prove that God predicts such a
superseding of the Mosaic. Addressing Jews and admitting their hopes of a restoration
under the Messiah, they would feel the force of such an aigument, which indicated the
setting aside of the law. [d) Unity of prediction requires this, for we have decided ref-
erences to this renewed Abrahamic covenant, conjoined with the Davidic, being a dis-
tinguishing characteristic of, an4 fundamental to, the Messianic period, as e.g. Mic.
7 : 9, £zek. 16 : 60-63, Isa. 55 : 3, etc. Indeed, many are the prophecies which assome
that under the Messiah both the Abrahamic and the explanatory Davidic, shaU be real-
ized. As we shall have occasion hereafter to quote these largely, it is sufiBcient here to
say that they not only specifically refer to it, but denominate it (hence it cannot be su-
perseded) *' an everlasting covenant ** (which it must be, since its promises bring Bal ration).
This does not interfere, as the predictions themselves intimate, in allowing other and
new arrangements under the reign of the Messiah, as e.g. a new dispensation, the ruler-
ship of immortals, the renewal of the earth, etc. But the Bible still insists that these
covenants are fundainental to all those things ; that the dispensation, honor, privileges,
glory, etc., enjoyed, are all the resuUanls of an existing and then realized Abrahamic-
Davidio covenant—the Abrahamic being the foundation of the others.

But to return to Paul : (e) In the next chapter he shows how the Mosaic introdneed
rites, sacrifices, etc., which were typical, and that to obtain the promise of the inheri-
tance (for we have already shown. Prop. 49, how it necessitates, e.g. a resurrection) the
death of Jesus is requisite. Hence (ch. 9 : 15), ** For this cause He is the Mediator of
the New Testament, that by means of death, for the redemption of the transgressions
that were under the first Testament, they which are called might receive the promise of
eternal inheritance." This promise, let the reader notice, of inheriting the land forever, is

found in the Abrahamic covenant. Now the Mosaic economy made no provision for the
Patriarch's or Christ's inheriting (and throngh them of the righteous dead), because it

provided for no resurrecting power throngh which it could be accomplished, but pointed
onward, by its types and sacrifices, to Him who should have power to perform it. In this
Plan, the death of Jesus is an important factor. Therefore, he adds(v. 16, 17), " For
where a testament is, there must also of necessity be the death of the testator. For a
testament is of force after men are dead ; otherwise it is of no strength at eJl while the
testator liveth." While the original word, constantly and carefully selected, does not
mean either a will or testament,* but an arrangement, disposition, disposal of matters,

* That we are not forcing a meaning, is apparent from what our opponents themselves
Bay, 08 6.g. the excellent remarks of Barnes, Com, locit and Stuart, Com, lotd, We ore
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or ordering of things, yet Panl illnRtrates the fact that the Abrahamic ooTenant required,
before its realization, the death of Christ, by what occhtr with the disposition men usu-
ally make of their affairs, which disposition is effective after their death usfar as inher-
iting is concerned. (ThiR is also additional proof of the correctness of our position that
the promises of the covenant are not yet fulfilled.) Without keeping in -view this man-
ifest allusion to the promise of inheriting, the illustration would be unnatural and out
of place. Or, if it be preferred, as some do, that the illustration be drawn from the
ratification of a covenant or arrangement over dead sacrifices, the same truth is still pre-
sented, that without the death of Christ the promise of inheritance cannot be obtained.
(7) The matter is summed up (v. 26), and attention directs to the time of inheriting :

** So Christ was once offered to bear the sins of many ; and unto them that look for Him
shall He appear the second time voUhout sin unto salixiiUm.'* To a Jew, with his belief in
the covenanted mercies of Abraham an^ David, the only possible conclusion, from the
langnage of the apostle, was, that at the second coming, thus specified, the covenant would
he realized. This Jewish opinion would be strengthened by the direct quotations from
the covenants ; by speaking of " (Ac iror/d to come'* (a favorite Jewish phrase, employed
to designate the period when these covenants would be fulfilled) ; by declaring that
" this man" " sat down on the right hand of God, from henceforth expecting till His
enemies be made His footstool ;" by foretelling " the day approaching.'* *• the day of
Jesus Christ," in which salvation (as covenanted) was to be experienced ; by saying :

** For yet a little while, and He that shall come will come, and will not tarry ;" by point-
ing to Abraham and all the ancient worthies that they had not received the promise in
fulfilment, but would with us at the appearing of this Jesus ;and by adopting, in conclu-
sion, the prophetical and Jewish denomination of ** everlasting covenant " in the phrase
" the btood of the everlaslinff covenant,** thus showing that the Abrahamic, known as ** the
eTerlaating,' ' was ratified by the blood or death of Jesus. Thus a perfect unity of doctrine
is preserved between the Old and the New Testaments, both uniting in the same declara-
tion, that the Kingdom of the Messiah, the glory and blessedness of the reign of David's
Son. is A resultant of an existing, confirmed covenant relationship, a divine arrangement,
-which finds its basis, so for as humanity is related, in Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, in the
Jewish nation, and, above all, in the man Christ Jesus.

Obs. 4. Persons are apt to be misled by the use of the word '* npw,"
thinking that it necesaarilj means somethmff entirely new, different from
what preceded. They forget that in Bible usage it frequently means
renewed^ restored again, newly confirmed^ etc., as in new heart, iieV moon,
new creature, new heavens and new earth, new commandment, drink new
(Matt. 26 : 29), etc. It is important then to discriminate whenever the
word is employed, especially in so weighty a matter as this, seeing the high
interests that are involved. As the phrase ** new covenant" oulV appears
once in the Old Test and but a few times in the New, the general analogy
of Scripture must be allowed to determine the sense in which it is used.

Ohs* 5. The corroborating proof, drawn from the fact that Gentiles to

inherit the promises must become tlie seed of Abraham, has already been

not specially concerned, so for as our argument is related, to advocate any of the views
entertained respecting these two verses (16th and 17th^, for whatever opinion is enter-

tained, all admit that, in some way, the death of Christ is made necessary to ratify or
secure the fulfilment of the covenant, and this is all that is required in our line of argu-

ment, yfe only suggest that these verses, which give so much trouble to Expositors, are

easily reconciled^. For although the word does not denote strictly a will or testament,
yet the apostle can, and does, correctly compare it with such, on account of the resem*

Uunce that exists between the Abrahamic covenant and an earthly will or testament.
Both, in order to be realized, call for the death of the testator (and here indirectly we
have the Divinity of Jesus asserted, inasmuch as God in Christ gave this covenant, etc.)

;

both are only valid in their appropriations or fulfilment of contained promises of in.

terest through the death of the parties bestowing them. Keeping this resemblance in
view, all difficulty vanishes. (Comp. Home's Introd., vol. 1, p. 39 and note, Fairbaim's
Ilerm. Manual, P. 2, Bee. 7, Judge Jones's Notes, Nast, Com. Matt. 26 : 28, etc.)
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briefly given in Props. 24,29, 30 (united), but will be presented in detail

under Props. 69, 60, Gl, 62, 63, etc. To avoid repeating, let it only be
said that the very engrafting or adoption of Gentile believers into the

covenanted, elect nation, is itself evidence that ioe live under the recon-

firmed Abrahamic covenant.

As a correct knowledge of covenant relationship is essential to a proper
underBtatidiiig of the truth in Redemption, and to inspire within us

correct hopes of the future, it seems reasonable to suppose that those

believers who lived the nearest to apostolic times and enjoyed the advan-
tages of apostolic explanations upon so interesting and fundamental a sub-

ject, ought to know under what covenant we are living, what covenant
Jesus confirmed by His death, and under what covenant saints inherit.

Now down to Oriffen not a single Father has the least idea of an entire new
covenant instituted by Jesus, but every one, either directly or indirectly as

far as we can gather, confirms our vieto of it. If modems are correct with

their notions respecting a new covenant as taught in Hebrews, is it not

remarkable that they cannot point to a single church, Jewish or Gentile,

that received and taught their views in the first and second centuries. If

the modern notion is so plain and distinct, as is claimed, why not then

proclaimed by some, at least, of the earliest Fathers ?

This is seen by their Chiliastio attitude and looking for the folfllment of the Abrahamlc-
Davidic covenant at the speedy Advent of Jesus. They all held that Christ is become
the surety or pledge of the Abrahamic covenant ; that He will fulfil it in connection
with the Davidic, with which it is incorporated ; and that they would, through Chrlat.

inherit the promises under that covenant. A large array of quotations might be pre-

sented to indicate the general sentiment on this point, but having already given (Prop.

49» etc.) some testimony, and having occasion hereafter in connection with other poinu
to quote others, it is unnecesaazy (the more so, in view of the admissions already quoted
from Keander and others respecting the prevailing belief) to do more than simply refer

to the Epudle of BtirnalnM, who (Sec. 14 and 16) positively argues that Ood has not yd
fulfilled the Abrahamic covenant, excepting in sending the Seed, Christ, who is the cov-

enanted pledge that the remainder will be realized at the Sec. Advent, at ** the day cf

resiUuiiojij " at ** the reneioal t^ aU thingji.** The decided and impressive testimony of these

early Fathers, given amidst v^aknessand imperfection, and the strong and unwavering
faith they manifested, held amidst derision and persecution, —that they were living under
this renewed Abrahamic covenant as the seed of Abraham, which the death and exaltation

of Jesus ensured to them of finally realizing in the inheriting of the land with Abraham,
—this oatmot be set aside as a departure from the truth, or as *' carnal,*' without under-
mining thefoundations of Christianity itself. If these men, who appealed to the apostles

and elders, are not to be trusted in giving an exhibit of the covenanted foundation of

their Christian faith,—if they were in error and deceived, —then who in the Church can be
trusted in presenting one ? Shall we select Origen, or Augustine, or Jerome, or some
later one ? We prefer to take that which harmonizes with Scriptural authorities and
keeps the closest to oovenant promise as writien, and, therefore, in making our selection,

we find Barnabas, Papias, Justin Slartyr, Irenieus, and their fellows in like faith, coa-

sistent both with oovenant language and explanation as given in Holy Writ. In their

simplicity, and with all their imperfection, they have/ar more of the truth, fundamental,
than multitudes, learned and eminent, who deride them. (Comp. Props. 73-78.)

Obs, 6. This view of the covenant was overshadowed aDdi:;ra&hed by the

Alexandrian, monkish, and Popish theories introduced (comp. Props, 77

and 78). It was entertained in some of its leading aspects by a few (as e.^.

Waldenses, Albigenses) down to the Reformation, when it was partidly

(not in its primitive purity) revived by the Reformers. The influence of

the late Fathers (as Au^stine, etc.) and of the schoolmen, prevented that

clear, consistent, and simple statement that once pervaded the Primitive
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Church. But notwithstanding this, every Reformer saw and recognized the

fundamental character of the Abrahamic covenant, that we lived under \i%

promises, that Christ made provision for their fulfilment, and thus con-
firmed the covenant Thus e.g. Luther repeatedly asserts the present
existing force of the Abrahamic covenant in his Com. on Galatians ; Calvin
in his Institutes (B. 2, ch. 10) rightly makes the promises of this covenant
to extend over into the future.

It is interesting to notice Luther's views. Thus e.g. in Ooim, on Qol, oh. 3, taking
" the testament" in the sense of a will (instead of disposition, etc.), he expresnly says
(. 15) :

" Now, if a man's will be kept with so great fidelity, that nothing is added to it

or taken from it after his death, how mnch more ought the last will of God to be faith-

fnlly kept, which He promised and gave unto Abraham and his seed after him f For when
Christ died, then vxis U ooi]firm«i in Him, and after His death, the writing of TTia last tes-

tament was opened ; that is to say : ' the promised blessing of Abraham was preached
among nil nations dispersed throughout the world.' This was the last will and testament
of God, the great Testator, confirmed by the death' of Christ ; therefore no man ought to
change it, or add anything to it, as they that teach the law and man's traditions do."
He tells under V. 16, that " the promises of God made unto Abraham" being called " a
testament " makes them ^* a donation or free gift," and that the '* heirs look not for laws,
exactions, or any burdens to be laid upon them by a testament, but they look for (he

inheritance confirmed thereby." In commenting on t. 17, he advocates ihe perveiuOy of the
Abrahamic covenant (hence isnot superseded,—God forbid !), and beautifully illustrates

the relation that the Sinaitic covenant sustained to it :
" the promise was not abolished

either by the law, or by the ceremonies of the law ; but rather by the same, as by certain

seals, it was for a time confirmed, until the letters themselves, or the writing of the tes-

tament (to wit, the promise), might be opened and by the preaching uf the Gospel be
spread abroad among all nations." He frequently expresses his faith in this promise,
that he rests in it, that he hopes to obtain the inheritance (in which, mingling the means
for obtaining the inheritance uith the inheritance itself, and thus introducing confusion
of ideas, he includes, v. 18, " remission of sins, righteous, salvation, and everlasting

life ; that we should be sons and heirs of God and fellow-heirs with Christ") through
it, and that to receive the promise we must, v. 29, become **4he chOdren of Abraham by
adapiion," and " the heirs of Abraham after the promise.** Thus Lather makes much of an
existing Abrahamic covenant, confirmed to us by the death of Jesus, xmder which we
already enjoy an earnest or prelude to the final inheritance.

Obs. 7. Many writers might be presented who acknowledged the essen-

tials, viz. : that the Abrahamic covenant is an existing one, made sure by
the death of Christ, under which we have the hope of inheritance^ and
which shall finally be realized. But nnder a strange misapprehension,
thev cither deny, or else omit to state, that all the promises of tEe covenant
will be fulfilled ; some they make literal, others are typical or spiritual,

and others are ignored. Whatever view may be entertained, they arc

forced by the tenor of Scripture representation to confess its continued
fundamental relationship to Christianity.

We append a few illustrations : Schmucker {Pop. TAmI., p. 247-8) says that the cov-

enant made with Abraham " was not a temporary one, soon to be abolii^ed, but that it

was to remain in its essential features through all future generations, for an everlasting

covenant." Hodge {Sys. Div.) asserts the identity of the Abrahamic covenant in succeed-
ing dispennations and speaks of it as " the common doctrine of the church.* ' When Hodge
says of Christ, ''^He guarantees the fulfilment of all the promises and conditions of the
covenant ; His blood was the blood of the covenant" it may well be asked, were not
those promises contained in the Abrahamic, and is not, therefore, the Abrahamic cove-
nant the one sealed by His blood ? Any amount of such testimony, which flatly con.
tradicts other statements of ihe same writers, might be adduced, but these are sufficient

to show how fundamental the covenant is regarded even by those who are largely ad-

dicted to spiritualizing. When drawing up the first draft of this Proposition, the writer

(ICarch 27th, 1873), being in company yrith. hia former theological inatmctor, Bev. Dr.
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Sprecher, directly asked him the qneation : Under what coTenant do we now live ? The
Dr. quickly and unhesitatingly replied : that the church now lived under the Abrahamie
covenant and that it would ultimately reap the promises of that covenant ; and that the

new covenant was the Abrahamie renewed or confirmed by the death of Christ, so that

we had the strongest possible assurance in its realization. It was a gratification to find

my honored friend thus cordially receive the Primitive doctrine, which is the only Scrip-

tural and logical view.

Obs, 8. There are writers who clearly apprehend the truth and fairly

state it. These, of course, are Millenarians ; for it is a distinguishing

feature of their system, from the Primitive Church down, that it \% directly

founded on tlie Abrahamie and Davidic covenants. Holding to those

covenants as written, clinging to those promises without changing thetn,

believing that they will all, as recorded, be finally realized through Jesus

Christ,

—

leads necessarily to Chiliasm, The history of the Church con-

clusively shows, that just as Chiliasm in its purity prevailed, in that

proportion were the covenants upheld and exalted as signal landmarks ; and
just as the Origenistic,. Popish, and Mystical interpretation extended so

were these covenants ignored as non-essential, or else spiritualized so as to

make them scarcely recognizable.

Outside of the Scriptures, we are alone indebted to Chiliasts for a distinct statement
of the relationship that the covenants sustain to the Flan o{ Salvation or to the King-
dom of God. But even some Millenarians, influenced by the neglect that the covenants
have sustained, or, not realizing sufficiently their vHal atidfundamenUU relationship to the

Kingdom, either omit an extended reference to them when such an one would be in

place, or intimate the same with the briefest mention. It is, indeed, a very simple doc-

trine when contrasted with many of the elaborate antagonistic systems of divinity orig-

inated by the assumptions of Popish doctors, the Schoolmen, Philosophers, etc., but its

simplicity, to a scholar posted in the history of doctrine, and to a believer who knows
that ** the just live by fcuth/,* only recommends it the more to our notice. Nearly every

Millenarian work refers to the covenant as we have done, more or less, extended. Ad-
mirable things are foxmd in the writings of M'Neile, Noel, Bonars, Shimeall, Bicker-

steth, Jones, etc., etc. An illustration is given : Brooks {£2. Proph. Inter.^ p. 19) says

:

** The covenant made with Abraham is what is called the ' New Covenant ' and the
* Covenant of Promise * ; for unless he (the reader) be clear in this matter, he will be un-
able to understand * the hope of his calling * in Christ Jesus, as set forth in the word of

prophecy. It is the more needful to premise thus much, seeing that many, even
pious Christians, have but a vf^;ue notion of the nature of the covenant of grace."
Brethren, who may differ from the author, must not become offended at the plainnes of

speech, seeing that faith is involved. Lutber once said :
** Charity beareth all things,

futh nothing.** Charity will be gentle, embracing those from whom we are compelled
to differ ; faith makes no compromise in doctrine and states its position plainly, and
frankly, and boldly.

Obs, 9, Those who advocate that an entire new covenant was given and
confirmed by the death of Jesus differ very much as to the nature and
meaning of this alleged covenant. A variety of explanations are tendered,

but all these, so far as noticed, with but few exceptions, attempt no

Scriptural proof We are simply to receive assertion, without having the

new covenant itself pointed out and its language quoted. If Jesus gave such

a covenant, as alleged, it ought, in the very nature of the case (like preceding
ones) to be plainly stated ; for a covenant is of so special a character that

it cannot be taken for granted, or be simply inferred. Now not a single

writer of this class has attempted to produce the covenant itself.

To indicate this variety and the loose method of procedure, several illustrations are

annexed. Augustine (City of God, B. 17, S. 3), makes Heb. 8 : 8-10, the new covenant,
to refer to King Solomon building the temple (against the context of Jeremiah), and thus
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to the earthly Jemsalem hiBtorically, and then spiritoalized :
" without doubt this is

prophesied to the Jemsalem above." i.e. as elsewhere explained ** the tme Jemsalem
eternal in the heavens.** And such nonsense—if not worse—is to be received us worthy
of reception. Renss {His, Ch. Theol.j p. 301) calls it ** a new dispensation, a new econ-
omy. that which Jesus had called a new covenant." Barnes {Com. Mutt. 26 : 28) terms
it, ** the Gospel economy/' a new compact with men, etc. The Encycl, Relig. Knowl.,
Art. " Covenajit/* makes the new covenant*' a new dispensation," or "the Christian
Kconomy." Knapp (C^. TfteoL, p. 499) says :

** On the day of Christ's death the ancient
Mosaic dispensation ceased, and the new covenant or the new dispensation, instituted
by Ood through Christ for the Salvation of men. commenced.*' ** It is therefore the uni.
form doctrine of the apostles that the new dispensation of God b^an with the death of

Christ, and was thereby solemnly consecrated.'* The texts cited to prove such an im-
portant deduction are all of a nature^ fiist, to show that the Mosaic economy is abolished
(Which we do not deny), and secondly, to indicate the efficacy, etc.. of Christ's death
(which we as cordially accept), but in none is the slightest hint given that this dispen-
sation is the New Covenant, which is inferred from Matt. 26 : 28. Certainly this process
of reasoning, which makes a disponsation equivalent to the bestowal of a covenant, is

utterly wrong and derogatory to the Word itself, whose explanation of the covenant is

palled by for an unlawful inference. Those who favor the dispensational tbeory in-

volve themselves at once in a gross absurdity and contradiction. Thus e.g. Hodge, a
writer in Encycl. Relig. Knowl., Schmucker, etc., call this covenant" an everlasting,'* "an
eternal" one, and yet they make it identieeU with a disptensation or economy which they
tell us is not eternal, but will come to an end. The trouble with this class of dispensa-
tional theorists is. that making this the fnal dispensation, everything, whether it fits or
not, must be crowded into it to fulfil the Scriptures. Lange {Com, G«nl. Introd., p. 20).

makes ** the New Testament the covenant itself,*' which is totally irrelevant. Some-
thing of the kind must have influenced the mind of Origen, for we are indebted lo him
(Home's Introd., vol. 1, p. 38) for first applying the phrase " New Testament" to the
writings of the Apostles. (This is a title, which, while merely of human origin and in-

correct, if understood as pertaining to the New Covenant, may be retained. ) Some, there-

fore, are misled in making the Scriptures as contained in the Gospels, Acts, Epistles.

and Apocalypse, the New Covenant. This embraces too much, and defeats itself.

Lange, however, only applies this in a general way, for on the same page he particular-

izes :
" the Lord designates the Eucharist the New Covenant in His blood, in the strict

sense of the term." But Lange is again mistaken, for Christ did not call the Eucharist or
Supper the covenant, because " the cup" is significant of the Eucharist, and hence " the

cup cf the New Testament" shows that the Supper or that expressed by it is separate

from the covenant. It simply denotes what we have already shown, that by the death
represented in this cap the covenant itself is renewed or confirmed. Otherwise if the
covenant is the Eucharist, the propriety even of language is violated, for we have " the
Eucharist (the cupj of the Eucharist.'* Pressense (77*c Redeemer, p. 95) has the old cov-

enant spiritualized to form the New, for he informs us : "He (Christ) unnnot develop
it (the old covenant) except by rendering it spiritual ; and the ancient covenant when
made spiritual becomes the New Covenant." This is simply a repetition of Augustine
{(Tdy of Ood, B. 16, S. 26), who says :

" The New Covenant is shadowed forth in the old.

For what does the old covenant imply, but the concealing of the New ? And what does
the term New Covenant imply, but the revealing of the Old ?'* All this proceeds on the
assumption that the old covenant was not also of a spiritual nature, which is refuted by
the spiritual blessings that it also promises. And if temporal blessings, blessings relat-

ing to this earth, are connected with it, Aoio can these in an everlasting covenant be
changed, modified, altered, spiritualized without invalidating God's trnthfulness ? And.
if it is so eicluslvely spiritual, how comes it that Jesus came literally in the Jlesh as the

promised Seed ? And if spiritual, who. of all those who spiritualize it, have spiritualised

it correctly ? For Jesus, the Christ, certainly never, never spiritualized aicay His own in-

heritance (comp. Prop. 122), Schmid {Bib, Theol., p, 213) defines the New Covenant to

be " a covenant of more complete alliance and forgiveness, concluded and consecrated

by the death of Christ," etc. Cheerfully admitting the necessity and efficacy of Christ's

death, yet the Abrahamic covenant itself requires in those who shall inherit its pro-

mises the remission of sins, and as the shedding of blood is required according to the
Scriptures, provision is made for fulfilment in and through the death of Jesns, so that

the resurrection power implied (Prop. 49) in the covenant may be exerted. Hence, it

will not answer to exalt the provision made by Christ for the fulfilment of covenant
promise, however indispensable and precious, into the position of the covenant itself.

Where is the express covenant, consecrated by the death of Jesus, found, if not in the
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Abxahamio ? If any other exists, as Schmid and others state, why is it not formally ex-

pressed somewhere in the Soriptares. Others, however, refer us to Isa. 49 : 8 and
42 : 6, where it is predicted of Chrint, " I to'dl give Theefor a coiyenant c^the peopie^" and
assert that this means that Christ Himself is the New Covenant, or that He will make
saoh an one. As to the first, that Christ is the covenant, commentators admit (^'ven

Barnes, loci) that the phrase does not mean that Christ himself is the covenant bat the

One throogh whom it is to be effected or established, appealing to Mic. 6 : 6, '* and this

man shall be the peace," i.e. the establisher of peace, etc. Aside from some Oemans
(Hitzig, Ewald, etc,), rendering the word '* covenant " " a mediatorial people" or *' cov-

enant people," which Alexander (Com. loci) says '* yields a good sense," we accept of

Alexander's explanation :
** this nse of * covenant ' althoogh nnusnal is in itself not more

nnnKtaral or forced than that of * light * in the next phrase. As light of the nations moat
mean a source or dispenser of light to them, so ' covenant of the people* in the veiy

same sentenoe may natarally mean the dispenser or mediator of a covenant with them."
Christ, beoaase He confirms the Abrahamic covenant and eventnally fulfils it, bears this

significant title. As to the second idea, that Christ mokes an entire new covenant, it is

pure inference and remains unproven. The reader has only to read the context of these

phrases in Isaiah, and he will find our position fully sustained by its intimate relation-

ship to ihe restoraiion of the covenardod Jewish nation^ and hence these references to Chridt

denote that He causes the covenant to be realized. These examples are amply sufficient

to illustrate the opposite views and to indicate their variety and strength. Henoe, we
cannot receive the current phraseology on the subject, as e.g. Pressense (7^e Kariy Dayn

of Qirisiianiiif, p. 240), who says of Paul's teaching :
** The new covenant is to him essen-

tially a new fact, the proclamation of pardon, the sovereign manifestation of graoe—in
one word, the Gofrpd "—for this is simply to mistake the meajis intended to secure cov-

enant blessings /or the covenant itself. Much that is said of a " covenant of grace" (as

distinguished from a ** covenant of works"), while correct in principle and showing the

contrast between the dispensations, may be retained, but just so soon as it is made to

occupy the position of *
' the everlasting covenant " which contains the promises and

under which we inherit by grace extended, then we reject it as unsoriptural and mislead-

ing.

Obs, 10. It follows, then, that it is a grave misapprehension of Scripture

teaching to say, as some do, that all the older covenants ended in Christ.

Able writers take the position (Kurtz, His, of Old Cev., Vol. 1, p. 1) that

the old covenant ended in the Incarnation of Christ (Knapp, CA. TheoLy

p. 499, prefers to end it at the death of Jesus), giving place to an entire

new one, Kurtz tells us that '' the ultimate aim and the highest point of

the Divine covenant activity in all its manifestations is the incarnation of

God in Christ," and (p. 2i21) that Christ is ** the highest and last repre-

sentative of the Abrahamic covenant," No I never! for tJie covenant
comprehends immensely more than the incarnation of the Messiah ; it

embraces His inheritance and future glory ; it is world-embracing, for, as

will be shown hereafter, in its brief but prc^ant sentences, it includes the

resurrection, restoration, and inheriting of the Patriarchs and of their

believing descendants and of the adopted seed,—the Kingdom under the

reign of that pre-eminent Seed, the ultimate salvation of the race as a race,

the final removal of the curse, and the perfected Redemption of man and
the creation. The Incarnation, inexpressibly precious and indixpetisahly

^lecessary, is an important—the first in magnitude

—

means for the accom-
plishment of covenant promises, but it too is only preparatory. Hence it is

wrong to narrow down the covenant to the J'lrst Advent, just as if the

Seed was not in His glorified hwnanity (comp. e.g. Props. 82, 83, 199-203)

yet to exhibit a glorious part in the fulfilment of covenanted promises at

His Second Advent,
Seeing the weighty consequences resulting to interpretation from this source, we leave

Dr. Kurtz (p. 207) present Ms view as follows : After justly speaking of the fulness of the

name of " the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,'* calling it ** the inscription on the per-
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tal of the historical ctevelopment of the covenant,*' and ** the seal of that covenant,*' he
then addfl, that it continued Huoh until the appearance of Jesus Christ, " until the time
arrived in which Abraham ceased to be the rock whence the people of the covenant were
hewn and Barah the hole of the pit whence they were di^ed (Isa. 61 : 1, 2), and the new
Israel found in Christ the author and finisher of faith, and in the Spirit of God the foun-
tain of life." This is a serioiis misstaiement of ** the hope of our calling,'* and i/true,
then our promised inheritance is withheld from us and God's promises covenanted to
Abn^mm will not be faithfully performed. Let us briefly point out the fallacy of such
limguage (selecting Kurtz as the ablest advocate of this view), because of its bearing upon
the highest interests of man. (1) The reference to Abraham and Sarah (Isa. 51 : 1, 2) is

cm utter reversal of what the inspired prophet declares. Kurtz informs us that in the
Messianic times we shall not look to Abraham, because the people of the covenant are not
derived from him ; the Prophet says exactly the reverse, viz. : that we shall look to him,
and the reason is assigned because of his election (" for I called him alone" ). It stands
connedtd wiih a glorious 3fUlennial portrayal. In some way (as we shall explain. Props.
61-65) Abraham is still our Father, i.e. of the elect, them that believe, and because of his
being chosen and his seed in him " the Lord shall comfort Zlon, lit uM comfort ail her vaste
places" etc. (2) When the Jews were rejected nationally during the allotted " times of
the Gentiles" still a seed must be raised up unto Abraham, to be recognized as his cJiU-

dren. Why t Because to him and to his seed was given the covenant, and hence we
rmist he related to him. (3) Believers inherit \xi\lh Abraham, and this because they come into

eovefya.ni relationship with him. (4) All who are received as the seed of Abraham are received
on the same principle of faith Uiat Abraham was, i.e. by faith, and in view of the same
are adopted as his ** children,**—thua are conneoAed with him. (5) Hence Abraham is ex-
pressly called the Fhther of oR the faUkfuU because of a sustained relationship. (6) The
chonen are never called the children of Christ, but His brethren, co-heirs, etc., because
they inherit with Him covenanted promises given to Abraham. (7) Being the author and
flnisher of our faith does nni by any means place Christ in the position of Abraham, it

only shows hova through Christ we can attain and retain Abrahamic faith. (8) Christ
Himself is the subject of covenanted promise not yet fulfilled, and therefore the covenant
is not superseded in Christ, for that would destroy promises pertaining to Him. (D) The
** Spirit of God " was just as much " the fountain of life" to Abraham and believing Jews
as to us now, for the Bible abundantly testifies (comp. Prop. 171 ) how t^t Spirit attended,
enlightened, confirmed, and strengthened them. In the light of the Abrahamic covenant,
we dare not depart from the plain statements of the Word and reverse one of the most
impressive utterances of Isaiah, and destroy our own covenanted hopes of a blessed in-

heritance. Men may honestly and sincerely think that they are exalting Christ by this
method, but the real truth is, that they are lowering Christ as a faUhful FidjUler of the
promises made to the Fathers.

Ohs. 11. We read and bear, at present, what are supposed to be a.xio-

matic truths respecting the New Covenant, which are eminently calculated

to mislead the inquirer. An immense arniy of alleged self-evident truth

will not stand the test of Scriptural examination ; and yet men, blinded
and biased by the authority of great names who promulgate them, persist

in retaining them because of their plausible appearance. It is singular

how a rut made by the ornamental carriage of an Augustine or of a
Cyprian, or even by the ruder cart of some monk, has been followed for

centuries, unquestioned, as if it alone, and none other, was the proper road
to an intended goal. The time has arrived when those well worn ruts are

carefully, through their entire length, examined both by the enemies and
friends of the truth ; and we may rest assured, from the nature of

truth itself, that if honestly made the Divine Directory- will never suffer.

If men have erred, if even the multitude have gone astray, it is only what the Bible

has predicted, has threatened, has warned us against, and has pointed out as the natural

result of human wisdom, weakness, and depravity. Hence, as in the present case, when
but few really entertain the truth on a given subject, instead of feeling that this is an-

tagonistic to the truth, we ou^t rather to say that it precisely corresponds with what
God Himself asserts respecting it. A lack of great faith is predicted, and as Gentiles we
are warned not to be ** high-mindtd " in our privileges. Indeed, we ought only the more
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narrowly examine even the things that may be deemed well established. Bnraly in each
a procedore ia there safety and well-grounded hope. For, as practical Christianity is

fostered and strengthened by a constant renewal and self-examination, so theoretical or

doctrinal Christianity is confirmed uid improved by reflection, study, uid testing.

When a student has advanced so far that he is unwilling to have his most cherished
views subject to a candid but searching criticism, theti advancement in knowledge, and
improvement in understanding, also ceases ;—he no longer oconpies a student's attitude.

By the axiomatic tmths alluded to in the Obs., we mean the exidting of means to accom-
plish the covenant into the covenant itself ; the elevation of this dispensation, which is

only preparatory, into the covenant ; the making the Gospel, which gives the glad tidings
how the covenant is to be realized and that we are invited to participate in its realiza-

tion, the covenant, et<v The student can readily find them in ten thousand woika.

Obs. 12. Some readers may desire to have the mistakes, into which a

misconception of the corenant necessarily leads, pointed ont. In the an-

nexed note several of the more prominent are given, in addition to those

already specified.

(1) Making an entire N'ew Covenant and the Old Covenants abrogated, necessarily dis-

connects this dispensation from the preceding, and erects an independency which is

destructive to the unity of Divine Purpose as exhibited in the Abrahamio covenant. The
reverse of this follows our argument. ^

(2) Professing to live under an entire New Covenant, and that the Old is no longer ex-

isting, leads to a denial of the Jewish elect and covenanted position, and that the Jewish

nation has certain indisputable privileges pertaining to it which it is plainly predicted

to realize in the future. The reverse of this follows the reception of the Abrakamic and
Davidic covenants.

(3) The annulling of the Abrahamic covenant in Christ and the bestowal of another

covenant, while unjust to the faith of centuries in that covenant, while hostile to the

grammatical sense of the covenant, evinces the grossest injustice in that it denies that

Gentiles, to participate in the blessings of the covenant, must also, 4n some way, be iden-

tijied with the believing portion of the Jewish nation that received the covenant.

(4) The fulfilment of the Abrahamio covenant in Christ, and a consequent New one

entered into, flatly denies the inheritance of the land promised to Abraham's Seed, the

resurrection and subsequent inheriting of the land by the Patriarchs, etc., and thus en-

tirely misapprehends tke rvUare of Christ's inheritance and that of the Patriarchs.

(5) Having such a New Covenant and ignoring the Old, caases its advocates to insist

upon a present fulfilment of promises which are located at the Sec. Advent. To make
such an application, the grammatical meaning must give place to engrafted spiritual

ones. Preparatory measures, means of grace, the earnests of faith and hope, are ele-

vated into an ample fulfilment.

(6) Those who admit the fulfilment of the Abrahamic covenant in the distant future,

but deny that we lire under it now ^making a new covenant existing), thus ignore its

not having been annulled, that our adoption as children of Abraham hinges on it, that

Christ's death confirms its validity to us. and that all our blessings flow from it. The
dislocation offered by them is unnatural and destroys the unity.

(7) Those who make the covenants exclusively pertaining to the Jews, the natural de-

scendants of Abraham, and hence something not pertaining to the Grentiles, the latter

being under another emd new covenant —forget that it is the blessing of Abraham that

is to be extended to the Gentile believers, but only on the ground of their becoming
the seed of Abraham through faith, so that they may inherit the promises toith Abraham.
The Bible mEikes no distinction between the believing natural descendants or the be-

lieving adopted. It is, however, not as Gentiles that we can inherit, but Gentiles who,

on account of faith, are adopted, engrafted.

(8) Those who make a New Covenant existing, because the Old was conditional, over-

look the fact that its nnconditionality is expressly asserted in that all believers inherit

under it. It is an everlasting covenant unto all generations, and cannot, will not fail to

be realized in the Patriarchs and their seed—those natural emd adopted who are of faith.

(9) To create a New Covenant on the ground that the Abrahamio will not be realized

because the Jewish nation has rejected Christ, is to raise up a false issue and

make it the basis of an important doctrine. For if there is a truth distinctly taught in

the Bible, it is, that the Jewish nation will some time in the future reoogziize Him vhom
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they have pierced as the Messiah, the one who is to fnlfil the Abrahamio covenant. This
will be shown at length as our argnment proceeds.

(10) Advocating a New Covenant and ignoring the renewed Abrahamic, leads to an entire
change of Biblical terms. Thus e.g. Isniel and Jadah are mode to mean simply believers
in Christ without the slightest reference to their adoption as the children of Abraham by
which they become entitled to the name. The trne Israel are a covenanted people*
which they obtain by their relationship to Abraham as the covenanted head. Gen-
tiles only can become such by adoption.

Such are some of the mistakes made on this subject ; and let not the reader con-
sider them unimportant, for they largely affect the interpretation of the Word, a cor-

rect faith and hope in the things of God. By adopting them, no proper discrimina-
tion can be maintained in the fulfilment of promises, no existing and vital connection
between the dispensations under covenant is observed, no satisfactory and unvarying
fundamental covenant forms the theological basis of doctrine, no undeviating usage of
the sense contained in language is constantly preserved, in brief, no correct and consis-
tent Plan of Salvation, preserving the promises io Abraham, to Dauid^ and to Christy can be
successfully advocated. In this again, the Primitive Church shows its wisdom and logi-

cal consistency.

Obs, 13. The very coming of the Seed covenanted to Abraham, insiires

the fulfilment of the covenant as written. It ia in view of this that Ho
Himself is designated *WAe covefiant,*' for He is the Fulfiller of it, and
without Him it could not possibly be realized. Justin Martyr {Dial with
TryphOf ch. 51) and others of the Fathers, who viewed the covenant in the
light that we do, called Christ ** the New Testament," meaning that in

Him the covenant was confirmed and fully assured of ultimate fulfilment.

The Advent of Abraham's Seed, then, is evidence already that the purposes
of God expressed in that covenant are sure. Literally He came, vindicating

the truthfulness of the covenant given many centuries before, and teaching
us, if we will but receive it, that every promise will be literally verified.

Hence Paul in 1 Cor. 11 : 26, having directed attention to this covenant renewed in

the blood of Jesus, immediately in connection points to the Sec. Advent as certain, and
the means of fulfilment, thus :

* * For as often as ye eat this bread and drink this cup, ye
do show the Lord's death till He come."

Obs. 14. In the promises of the covenant are involved blessings, such as

a resurrection from the dead, a |>erpetual inheritance, a constant presence
and blessing of God, a Theocratic ordering intimated, etc., which to be
secured in all their fulness, as the Divine Flan in its unfolding shows,
demands a Mediator, a Sacrifice for sin, in order that those who believe

unto obedience may be thus blessed. The death of Jesus becomes a pre-
requisite to the fulfilment of the covenant, for through this death, as Paul
says in Heb. 9 : 15, all (in the past, present, and future) ** which are called

might receive the prmnise of eternal inheritance,^' By that death not only

the power and majesty of moral law is vindicated, not only a never-failing

proof of God's love and mercy is manifested, etc., but it constitutes Him a
worthy Messiah, a worthy Theocratic Einy, tested and tried, acknowledged
and accepted by the Father, able to save unto the uttermost, able to save

from sin and death, able to verify the promises, able to secure the inheritors

of the Kingdom, able to carry out the Divine Will in Redemption in

ransoming from the grave and restoring, once forfeited but now cov-

enanted, the blessings of an Edenic state. By His birth, death, and
resurrection He is become the promised iviviortal David's Son ; by the

same He has given assurance to all men that He is *' the surety*' of the

Abrahamic covenant, so that its words cannot fail ; by the same He has
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confirmed and ratified it, showing in the most impressive manner how it

can be realized (embracing as it does an endless life and unchangeable
happiness) in the justification^ purification, and immortality that He
graciously provides.

Obft, 15. How can we refuse to believe in the promises of a covenant,

sealed by the blood of Jesus, estahlisJied by His resurrection, and confinned \

by His present exaltation ? Yea, in all the promises ; not merely in the
|

Seed, it being said " to thy Seed," but in what is promised to this Seed.
|

What faith does it require to receive part of the sentence and explain away
the remaindery

just as if God never intended that the remainder " to thp '

Seed will I give this land to inherit'' should likewise be fulfilled ? What '

faith is this, to accept of a portion literally and deny the remainder tclt^n i

joined together by God Hitnself. Because not yet realized, is that a reason

that it never will be accomplished ? Do men forget how long (human Iv

speaking) it takes for covenanted blessings to be realized, owing to the

necessary preliminary measures? Let the Scriptures testify on these

points, and with reverent, believing hearts let us receive the same, especially

when a-crucified and resurrected Abraham's Seed is given to us as a pledge

of its ultimate and most happy realization. That Seed, as we shall show,

is jet to exhibit a most triumphant Redemptive work in connection with

His earthly inheritance.

Ohs. 16. This enables us better to comprehend the passage in 2 Cor.

3 : 6 (already rjaferred to at length, under Prop. 4, Obs, 3) :
*' Who has

made us able ministers of the New Testament ; not of the letter, but of

the spirit : for the letter killeth, but the Spirit giveth life." Let the reader

notice how the word " giveth life," " auickeneth," is directly applied to

the resurrection in 1 Pet. 3 : 18 (comp. Barnes* admirable comment, Cotn.

loci),'&iid. in other places ; then let him remember how the covenant for its

fulfilment necessitates a resurrection, and how Jesus has amply provided

for the resurrection of His believers, and in the light of this renewed
covenant the passage is easily understood.

Paul Bays that they are made sufficient, competent ministen or expounders of a re-

newed covenant (which remained after the Mosaic came to an end), not of the letter as
Abraham received it and trusted in it, but of the Spirit, as it haa been unfolded and
ratified by the appearance of the Seed, His death and resurrection, etc. ; for the mere
letter, withont this attestation and provision, killeth, i.e. it cannot give life becanse
although Abraham and all the ancient worthies believed in it yet they all died without
receiving the promise. Something more than the letter is required, and this is furnished
in Christ whom Paul in the context calls ** the Spirit.*' The Spirit giveth life. i.e. it

insures the fulfilment of this covenant by the power of the resurrection (ch. 4 : 14), see-

ing that the dead can and will now be quickened. That this is the meaning of the apos-
tle is evident from the use of the word *' quickeneth," and by a comparison of chs. 1 : 9,

14, 20, 22, and 2 : 17 and 4 : 14 and 5 : 5, in the same epistle. It is wrong to decry, nn.
der the cloak of this pa8S£^;e, as worthless the literal meaning of the Word, and we can
see how through a false interpretation of it (comp. Prop. 4, Obs. 3, etc.), the floodgates

of professed spiritual interpretation hare been opened, and the valuable treasures of

God's promises so covered over with man's additions that they are unrecognizable. No I

the apostle means that we now, in a covenant renewed by the blood of Jesus and by His
resurrection from among the dead, have immenseky more than the mere letter originally

given and which in itself cannot save from death ; for now we have the Spirit which in

the same chapter is said to be Ohrist, who "giveth life," i.e. fully ensuring to all who
receive the promises that they by being also ** quickened '* shall inherit the covenanted
promises. Christ iathe rool of the whole matter ; without Him and His solemn ratifying
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acts, the Abrahamic covenant woold forever remain a dead letter. It is in Him, through
Him, by Him, and for Him, that it is given, and proceeds to its final acoompliahment.

Obs, 17. The blood of the covenant, i.e. the blood or sacri&ce pertaining
to or sealing the covenant, brings us, if received bj faith, into covenant
rdulionship. This is clearly announced in Eph. 2 : 13, " But now in
Cliriift Jesus^ ye wJio sometimes were afar off, are ftiade nigh by the blood of
Christ,'^ Notice the train of the apostle's reasoning : (1) The Jews were
nigh (v. 17), being already in covenanted relationship

; (2) the Gentiles
ivho ''were far off," i.e. not in such a covenanted position, are now,
witmh believing (otherwise not), brought also ** nigh,*' i.e. they too obtain
an interest in the covenanted blessinga

; (3) this covenanted attitude

brings them into union and fellowship with the covenanted people of God,
*'the commonwealth of Israel;" (4) and this, enjoying now the same
privileges and hopes of the covenanted people, makes them co-heirs with
the inheritors of covenanted promises

; (6) but to become this believing

covenanted people, faith (leading to obedience) must be exercised in the
sacrifice of Christ, through which provision is made for fulfilment of

promises.

Ohs, 18. The covenant being thus confirmed in Christ, we are not at

liberty (as multitudes do) to select portions of it for belief, and reject others

as unworthy of credence ; or, to accept of one part as literally fulfilled,

and refuse such a literalness to the remaining ; or to receive the Seed and
then disdainfully refuse, as " carnal, sensual, lowering," etc., the inherit-

ing of the land. It is not to be eet aside in any of its features ; it is not
to be limited in any of its promises ; but it is to be received in all its

statements, as written, without substitution, change, or addition. // is

God that ^rmnises, not man.

Ohs, 19. We Gentiles should be careful lest we fall int6 an error the
reverse of the Jewish. The Jews at the First Advent believed in the

covenant, but refusing to credit the fact that the covenant must be sealed

with the blood of the Messiah, they rejected the Seed through whom alone

the covenant can be realized. The error of many Gentiles now is, that

while receiving the crucified One, they rpect the covenant promises and do
not look for their fulfilment, as recorded, on the ground tnat it would be
*' too Jewish" (comp. Prop. 68). The latter error, while not so fatal as

the former, obscures the truth, and destroys the wonderful unity of the

Bible.

Obs. 20. As we proceed in our argument, this covenant will pour a flood

of light on many precious promises linked with it. Language, otherwise

dark, becomes easy of comprehension : dispensational procedures, other-

wise dim and unaccountable, become precise dnd significant in their

meaning ; the preaching of John, Jesus, disciples, and apostles, instead uf

being contradictory or accommodating to error, is found consistent. It

explains much that enables us the more clearly to perceive and appreciate

a regular Divine Plan in preparing for and ultimately establishing the

Theocratic Kingdom under the Messiah, It tells us, as nothing else can,

why the Gentiles must be grafted in, why *' blindness in part is happened

to Israel until the fulness of the Gentues is come in. And so all Israel
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shall be saved, as it ia written : There shall come otU of Zian a Deliverer^

and shall turn away ungodliness from Jacob, for this is my covenant teifh

thetn,^* It, and it alone, as the outgrowths from it are developed, gives us
a strict historical, providential, doctrinal, and Divine Unity of Purpo-^
in the Word (comp. e.g. Props. 182, 184, 186, 187, 194, and 196).

Ohs, 21. Persons under the influence of an entire New Covenant theory
make the Gospel to begin with the Incarnation, or the death of Jesus, or
the call of the Gentiles. But this is a mistake ; for '' the Gospel '^

is

already contained in the Abrahamic covenant, so that (Gtd. 3 : 8) God
*' preached the Gospel before unto Abraham,^' and (Heb. 4:2)*' unto us
was tJie Oospel preached, as weU as unto theni,** i.e. the Fathers, only that
with a covenant reconfirmed, *' the Gospel*' is clearer in sound, and far

more faith-inspiring. Now, instead of having the eje of faith solely

directed to the future for the Seed as it once was, it is directed to the Seed
as Ue came at the First Ad rent, and, hopeful at what it sees thus far, it

looks onward to the Seed, glorified, as He shall come again.

Obs. 22. It seems almost unnecessary to add, and yet its importance will

justify it, that this Abrahamic covenant toas always received by faith,

simple faith. Thus the Patriarchs, the ancient worthies, the Apostolic

Fathers, and many others, have received it It demands to-day the same
simple, confiding faith exercised by Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, only that,

in view of what God has done to verify it through Christ, we iie less

excusable if we do not entertain such faith.

Alaa ! how little of «u«A faith is prevalent. Beason and Philosophy linked with unbe-
lief, cannot poeaibly comprehend the covenant, for it is united wiUi the miiacnlona, the

SnpematnniL Henpe its promises are idle dreams. Bnt even prof<>88ed believers are

unwilling to believe and coolly ask, how this and that is to be accomplished, just as il no
Omnipotent Qod had given the promises. Unbelief even, not seeing the connection of

these promises with the Second Advent (therefore called '* the blessed hope" ), deliber-

ately proposes to reject the doctrine of the Second Advent itself as an addition made by
enthusiastic followers. Now the clamor is, to have everything demonstrated and leave

nothing to faith. Bat this is fnndamenttdly opposed to a Scriptural attitude and a
Christian character. Science and unbelief joined may in &ncied triumph and scorn
ask, how this and that can be accomplished, and we may, like the Fatziarcha, be utteriy

unable to explain, yet this should not prevent us from clinging to a covenant rendered
the more credible and estimable, the more worthy of faith and hope, by the death and
resurrection of Jesus, and the earnest of blessing that we receive. Brethren, fellow-

Gentiles, it is as true to-day as it ever was, that ** salvation is of the Jnrs ;** and if, owing
to their fall, we have been broaght in by faith, let us exercise such faith in humble ac-

knowledgment of our dependence on a covenanted people, lest we be ** high-minded" (as

Paul warns us Bom. 11 :20), and also be cut off on account of our unbelief and being
" wise in our own conceits."* It is saddening to think how many ministers and chnrches
there are, professedly believing and even pious and devoted to much truth, of whom it

can be truthfully sai^ that they have no faith in" the tveHasUng eovrnant,** saving per-

haps that in some spiritual way all the blessings are to be heaped on the Qentiles, or that

all has been perfected at the First Advent so that it concerns us little.

Obs. 23. The doctrine of the Kingdom presupposes the covenants.

Hence the New Test. Scriptures begin with taking the Abrahamic and
Davidic covenants for granted, as something well known and correctly

apprehended. These fundamentals of knowledge were so deeply rooted in

the national faith, were so coutitantly the subjects suggestive of hopeful

anticipations of future gloiy, that no necessity existed ^r their recapitola-
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tion. AUuBiona to them, confirmatory teachinff, a consiBtent harmony with
their promises, is all that is required, and this is abundantly found in
every writer.

Obs. 24. Let a peculiarity, attached to the fulfilment of this covenant,
be deeply pondered, viz. : that in the history of a partial fulfilment in the
past, it has never yet been so realized as to meet the natural wisdom of
man, or to answer to the general anticipations of the period when thus
fulfilled. Observe this procedure in the very beginning, when Abraham,
contrary to all human expectations, raised up Seed in the covenanted line

against the course of nature. And down to the miraculous birth of
Abrahapi's pre-eminent Seed, all things were so ordered that they did not
meet the expectations of the mass of the nation. The Advent itself,

a strictly literal fulfilment, did not meet the hopes enU^rtained by the
Jews. The calling of the Gentiles, to raise up a seed unto Abraham, was
a thing unanticipated. Judging from the writings of the Church, its

expectations have been repeatedly disappointed, so much so that now men
deliberately and unhesitatingly deny some of the most precious promises of

the covenants, both relating to the Christ and His co-heirs, as e.g. the
restoration of the Davidic throne and Kingdom and the inheriting of the
land. Analogy teaches us what prophecy distinctlv announces, that at the
period when this covenant is to be most amply fulfilled by the Christ who
confirmed it, the multitude including the kin^ and nations of the earth,

will be arrayed against it, will have no faith in its realization. This, alone,

should make us thoughtful and careful.

Now, as illustrative of our position in general, we may give the views of two writers.

Take e.g. Dr. Brown {Com. Kom. 11 : 29* to which special attention is invited because of
his being Poat-Hillenarian and a writer against na), and he allows the connection of the
covenant with the future conversion and restoration of the Jewish nation. He refers to

the irrevocable nature of the Abrahamic covenant in view of the unchangeableness of

God, as it applies to " the final destiny of the Israelitish nation," saying :
** It is clear

that ih^ perpeiuUy through ail time of the Abrahamic covenant, is the thing here affirmed.

And lest any should say that though Israel, as a nation has *no destiny at all under the
Gospel, but as a people disappeared from the stage when the middle wall of partition

was broken down, yet the Abrahamic covenant still endures in the spiritual seed of Abra-
ham, made up of Jews and Gentiles in one undistinguished mass of redeemed men under
the Gospel, the apostle, as if to preclude that supposition, expressly states that the very
Israel who, as concenung the Gospel, are regarded as ' enemies for the Gentiles* sakes,'

are * Movedfor the fathers' sake ; * and it is in proof of this that he adds, ' I>br ttu gifts and
calling of (ihd are wiihaut repentance.' But in what sense are the now unbelieving and
excluded children of Israel ' beloved for the fathers' sakes ?

' Not merely from ances-
tral recollections, as one looks with fond interest on the child of a dear friend for that

friend's sake (Dr. AmoId)~a beautiful thought, and not foreign to Scripture in this very
matter (see 2 Chron. 20 : 7 ; laa. 41 : 8)—but it is from ancestral connedions and obliga-

tions, or their lin^ descent from, and oneness in, covenani with the fathers with whom
God originally established it. In other words, the natural Israel—not * the remnant of

them according to the election of grace,' but the nation, sprung from Abraham according
to the flesh

—

are stUl an elect people^ and as such 'beloved.' The very same love which
chose the fathers and rested on tne fathers as a parent stem of the nation, still rests on
their descendants at large, and vyiU yd recover them from unbelief, and reinstate them in

the family of God." In a note (6), he adds :
** God's covenant with Abraham and his

natural seed, is a perpetual covenant, in etptal force under the Gospel as before it. Therefore

it is that the Jews as a nation still survive, in spite of all the laws which, in similar cir-

cumstances, have either extinguished or destroyed the identity of other nations. And
therefore it is that the Jews as a nation will yet be restored to the family of God, through
the subjection of their proud hearts to Him whom they have pierced." Then take a

Pre-MillenArian : Fausset {Com. Jer. 31 : 31) says of this passage, which so many apply
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to a present fulfilment : " The new corenant is made with Uieral Israel and Jadah, not
with Uu spiritual Israel^ Le. belioTers, except secondarily, and as grafted on the stock of
Israel (Rom*. 11 : 16-27). For the whole subject of chs. 30 and 31, is the rtstoration ot tbe
Hebrews (ch. 30 : 4. 7, 10. 18. and oh. 31 : 7. 10. 11. 23. 24, 27. 36). With ' the remnan^t
according to the election of grace * in Israel, the new covenant has already taken effect
Bnt with regard to the uhdU natum, its realization is reserved for the last days, to whicli
Paol refers this prophecy in on abridged form (Rom. 11 : 27)." Comp. e.g. Ezek. 36 : 26,
27, and context.
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Proposition 51. The relation that the Kingdom sustains to " the

covenants of promise^'^ enables us to appreciate the pt^ophecies

pertaining to tfi£ Kingdom.

All predictions, all promises, all preparative measures, relating

to the Kingdom, are based on, and restdt from, these covenants.
The prophecies constantly keep in view what Gk>d has covenanted
and confirmed by oath, and enlarge and expand the same by amplifi-

cation, explanation, etc. Thereiore, to appreciate the utterances of

the prophets, notice must continually be taken of the fouTidation
upon which they are erected. To isolate them is to defeat one in-

tent of prophecy, viz. : to instruct us in the manner by which God
will uUiTnaielyjvZfil His covenants and establish His Theocratic rule

over the nations.

Obs, 1. The one covenant singles out Abraham and his seed, and, in the
words of another (Fairbaim, On Froph,, p. 189), ** linked indisaoluhly with
it the better destinies of the worId.[^ The other covenant promises the same
Seed, narrowed down in the Davidic line, a specific throfie and Kingdom
from which " the better destinies of the world '^ are secured. This con-
nection is observed by the prophets, and is held up so prominently that

many writers (however they explain it) have designated it as " the

Abrahamic type," or ** the Davidie type." Whatever additions are made
to these two (really one, as the latter is only an amplification of the other
in one of its aspects, or rather, perhaps, an outgrowth preparatory to a
realization of the other) covenants, they spring from them as from a root,

and give ample evidence of the vitality of the covenants sending them
forth, and consequently afford additional assurances of a continued de-

velopment toward completeness.

Hence, in interpreting prophecy, it shonld be observed how it is fonnded on, and
united with, the covenants ; and any interpretation, however plausible, which militates

against them, which contradicts or changes their promises, ahouJd at once he discarded as

of foreign origin. For it is unreasonable to suppose that God will invalidate the most
solemnly given of all His revelations, or that the Spirit will deliberately contradict Him-
self in His utterances. Therefore, e.g., all applications of prophecy which do not incor-

porate €ta fundamental the restoration of the Jews, is radically defective, simply because
it makes the fulfilment of the Davidio covenant an utter impossibility. To rid ourselves

of the covenant, and the prophecies relating thereto, by spiritualizing, etc., ia unworthy
of faith in God's promises.

Obs. 2. God is jealous of His covenanted Word, and after having con-

firmed it by oath, by the sending of His Son, etc.. He presents it in a

form, through additional revelation, admirably adapted to test the faith of

His people. Much of it, the most precious portion of it, the distinctive

features of it, still belong to the future and are dependent upon the Sec.
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•

Advent of Jesus, the Messiah. Hence the predictions of the Old and Nenr
Test, unless viewed in the light of the covenant, cawrto/ be duly appre-
hended. They only form additional links to a previously forged chain,

and the places in wnich they fit must be found and matched. God having
supplied the material, and given the key for placine them in the covenant,
is pleased with thefaith that honors His oath-bound Word.

Obs. 3. We see the fatal mistake of those systems of Biblical and
Systematic Theology, which entirely ignore the Davidic covenant. The
Abrahamic covenant, probably, obtains the merest mention ; the Davidic
is not noticed, althougn confirmed as strongly as language can make it

;

and both are practically discarded for the most elaborate theories concern-
ing covenants of grace (iust as if there were not such)—covenants made
some time in the ages of eternity, etc. The result follows, that these

covenants, being more or less (especially the Davidic) deemed unessential to

the development of doctrine, a one-sided, defective system arises, lacking
unity ; and, in addition, a large portion of Scripture relating to these

covenants, particularly prophecy, is either passed by without incorporation,

or else so spiritualized tnat it may somehow fit into the hypothesis.

To whom are we indebted for a departure so wide from the Hcriptnral standard?
Need we wonder, when the Bible testimony is so mnch ignored, that men to-day are

afraid to adopt its covenanted language ; that the earlj Patnstic Theology is cast aside as

too ** carnal ;*' and that the doctrine of the Kingdom is covered with a heap of rubbish,

the acctunolated work of Alexandrian philosophers, monks. Popish schoolmen, mystics,

etc., who could not make these covenants blend with their systems. Is it not true, that

if a man were to present the Davidic covenant and the Scriptures relating to it, and the

hope to the world contained in it, to almost any congre^tion throughout the land, he
would be regarded, such is the ignorance on the subject, as foolish in his belief and as

weak in his intellect ? What has caused this change, and who are responsible for it ?

Let us repeat : it is a fundamental defect in any professed system of Biblical truth, when
it endeavors to give an exhibit of doctrines of Gk>d and of Christ without incorporating

as limng roots those blessed, precious *' covenants of promise." Instead of erecting new
foundations and building on them, we have them already laid and built upon in the

Word,

Obs, 4. The Church is ** built upon the foundation of the apostles and
prophets, Jesus Christ Himself being the chief corner stone" (Eph.

2 : 20). This includes, of course, their teaching and the doctrines per-

taining to Christ Nothing is fundamental in the Christian system which
cannot be found in their writings, and this embraces a knowledge of the

Old Test, as well as of the New, and particularly the things relating to

Jesus Christ* Now, the great theme of both the prophets and the apostles,

and which appertains so largely to Jesus, is that of the Messianic Kinadow^
and this is specially contained in the Davidic covenant and the propnecies

resulting from the same found in the Old and New Testaments.

Obs, 5. The rejection of these covenants in their totality, and a re-

sultant spiritualistic conception of the Kingdom, with a consequent

* To indicate that we do not force a meaning, we leave one of our opponents give ns

the intent or spirit of the passage. Thus Barnes, (km. loci, says :
** That is, the doc-

trines of Divine revelation, wheUier communicated by prophets or apostles, were laid at

the foundation of the Christian Church. It was not founded on philosophy, or tradition,

or on human laws, or on a venerable antiquity, but .on the great truths which Ood had
revealed."
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mjrstical treatment of the prophciea^ lead Bomo of our most eminent
writers to present utterly unwarranted doctrinal constructions.

We append several additional (oomp. e.g. Prop. 50, HL, Obs. 10, 12, etc.) illustni-

tiona. Dr. Meyer {Com. Matt. 3:2) Bays : " With Christ and the apostles ttie idea of a
Messianic Kingdom is not national but uniTexsal. i.e. so that the participation in it is

not conceived as depending on a connection with Abraham, bnt on faith in Christ"
Uere is a mixture of things vhich, as joined together, are mitUeading. Why did Christ
and the apostles at first confine themselves to the Jewish nation, if the Kingdom was not
national? (Comp. Props. 54 to €9.) If there is no connection with Abraham, tchy ao-
oonnied as his seed^ inherit with him. etc. 7 (Comp. note to Obs. 10, nnder third di-

vision of Prop. 50.) The Kingdom, the Theocracy, is first national as covenanted, bat
this forms the basis* as the prophets predict, from which it viU be extended into a univer-
sal dominion. The inheritance of David's Son forms the groundiDork of the universal
Theocratic reign. While it is true that Gentiles, all believers, inherit the Kingdom be-
caose of fioith in Jesus Christ, yet it is also true that the promises reiTuiin covenarUfd to
Abraham and his seed, and that it is by this very faith they become (ore adopted as) his

seed and Uius inheritors. It is a sad mistakiTig of ** the hope of our calling*' to deny
'* a connection with Abraham." However done by various theologians, it is, in fact,

allowing one important truth to overshadow and obliterate another of great value.

Again : Neander {Life of Chrutt^ p. 20), in order to get rid of the Davidic covenant, with
the prophecies pertaining thereto, informs us that David being a type of Christ, is a rea-

son why Christ is sprung from the line of David. It is no reason whatever ; the valid

reason lies in the couerutTiied Theocratic promise^ that a Bon of David should, at some future
time, receive David's throne and Kingdom, etc. But the same author proceeds {His.

Plant. Ch. Churchy vol. 1, p. 506, footnote) to tell us :
" Paul himself, to the common

Jewish idea of a Messiah belonging, as a descendant of David, peculiarly to the Jewish
nation, who would never break through the forms of their Theocracy, in Bom. 1 : 3, 4,

describes Jesus as the Son of God, who by natural descent belonged to thep osterity of

David, but evinced Himself to be the Son of God in a powerful manner by His resurrec-

tion through the Holy Spirit ; that is, after His resurrection He divested Himself of all

those peculiar, earthly national relations in which He appeared to stand as a native Jew
of the family of David.** One stands amazed at mteh bold interpretation (comp. e.g.

Props. 81, 82, 84, 200, 203, 204. 122, etc.). What, then, becomes of the promises given to

David, that his Son, ** according to the fiesK* (in His humanity. Acts 2 : 30. comp. with
Uom. 1 : 3, etc.), should reign as David's Son on his throne? Besides, the Kingdom is

never promised to the Bon of God. but invariably to the Son of Man (Prop. 81), because it

is not the Divinity but the Humanity that is brought into covenanted relationship with
God. No \ the resurrection and the subsequent glorification has not stripped Him of

His Humanity or of His earthly relations. They only qualify Him the better to carry
out the promises relating to that Humanity. He is to-day David's Son, the covenanted
Seed, who shall fulfil the promises. Tchday He glories in the message that He sends us
(Bev. 22 : 16), " I am (continues to be) the root and offspring of David.** Paul makes no
such erroneous deductions, an Neander supposes ; far from it, as he unmistakably shows
in the same epistle iu the fulfilment of covenanted blessings. Such illustrations could
be multiplied, but these sufficiently serve to show that if meu once cast aside the cov-

enants, fAen, their views of the Kingdom being antagonistic to those cnvenants, ail Script-

ure, and even the person of Jesus, must bend to their preconceived theories.

Ob.<f. 6. By observing thia relationahip of the covenants and of prophecy to

the Kingdom, those erroneous deductions are at once removed, which
writers 6i ability have drawn from alleged differences in the teaching of the

apostles. One party, it is asserted, derive their Christianity from a
Jewish covenanted standpoint ; and another, theirs from a form distinctive

from the Old Jewish covenanted relation. This has led to a false distinc-

tion or classification, called the Petrine, Pauline, and Johannine Theol-
ogies, The simple truth is, that they all unite in this reneived covenant
as a central point ; all insist upon our becoming engrafted among the

covenanted people (the children of Abraham) through faith in Christ,

and that all express their faith in, and hope for, a realization of the
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covenanted promiaes through Jesus at ike Sec. Advent, While there is

some diversity in their manner of expressing truth, resulting from tempera-
ment, style, etc., instead of being in conflict with '' the sure mercies of

David,'* they are unanimouH in holding up the original '* everlasting

covenant" confirmed by the death of Jesus (comp. e.g. rropa. 187-191).

Obs, 7. One reason why so man^ Messianic predictions in the Old Test,
especially in the Psalms, are explained away as relating to David, Solomon,
Hezekiah, etc., arises from the fact that the prophecies do not agree with
the writers* preconceived notions of the covenants and of a spiritual

Kingdom, The covenanted fomidatwn of the predictions is overlooked or

perverted, and, of course, the superstructure is correspondingly untenable.

Thus valuable Scri}>ture is given up to unbelief. £!ven pious and able

writers, who recognize such passages as Messianic, under the influence of

the idea formed of the covenants and Kingdom, will call the very words
given (as they admit) by God ** very one-sided " (as e.g, Kurtz, His. Old
Cov,, vol. 3, p. 438, on Balaam's prophecy), because they seem to them
too earthly or too Jewish, forgetting that the Theocracy proclaimed
pertains both to this earth and to the Jewish nation.

Ohs. 8, The covenants outline the Plan of the Divine Purpose
; prophecy

partially /??/« up and deepens the lines thus drawn. Agreeing with Hengs-
tenberg, Fairbairn, and others, that the prophets are not mere soothsayers
to predict future events, and that their predictions are based on something
higher than mere foretelling, yet we dare not so so far as they do in saying
that ** a mere knowledge of the future is itself a matter of indifference."

The knowledge of the future is an important and essential element to a

correct apprehension of the Plan of Salvation.

The prediction being a foreshadowing of God*B pnxposen, must necessarily relate to
the future ; and aa we value truth, all such information imparted, even the slightest,

possesses great weight. They add to our knowledge of the covenants and Kingdom,
and God Himself regards all such testimony, derived from a foreknowledge of the futnre,
aa evidence of inspiration, credibility, etc. Besides this, as our hopes all lay in the
lutnre, and the covenants upon which these hopes are baaed give the merest outlines,
we need these* extended and enlarged in order the better to appreciate them. A neglect
of prediction, therefore, is a weakening of tendered strength and a diminishing of
offered hopes. The covenants themselves, in their most precious aspects, relate to the
future, and now for any additional information respecting them, we are dependent on
that class of men to whom Qod by His Spirit vouchsafed a knowledge of the future.
Prophecy thus becomes more than " a prediction of some contingent circumstance or
event in the future, received by immediate and direct revelation ;" for it is a communi-
cation or message from God, a pre hiainric record of the Divine Purpose, and if properly
linked together forms a corUinuoua chain of evidence, evincing the unity of the Divine
Plan in establishing the Kingdom. To perceive this unity, so confirmatory to faith, a

knowledge of the future is indispensably necessary ; hence it is graciously given, that
we may, beholding the future as present, see the unfolding of covenanted grace, reiJize

the evidences of a prevailing Sovereignty of the Moat High, and have excited within us
faith, childlike trust, hope, and love.

Obs. 9. History does not become, as some make it, a measure of

prophecy concerning tbe Kingdom ; and hence, to make history accord
with a notion entertained respecting the Kingdom, prophecy must be so

spiritualized and explained as to correspond with the standard adopted.
No ! History is only a witness to the fact that the history of the Chnrch
and world, as it progresses, is foreknown to God, and that He orders all
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things in sncli a manner that what He purposes to perform shall be
ultimately accomplished. History^ instead of being a meaani'er Qf that
which so largely pertains to the future, only gives us the assttrance, from
the testimony of the past and present, that all God's predictions will be
verified in actual accomplishment.

Thus e.g. it is predicted that at the close of this dispeiiBatioii the nations of the earth
shall be arrayed against the truth, the church shall be persecuted, etc. ; now those who
live daring or at that period will see history (i.e. fulfilment) hearing vninesa to the truth-

fulness of God ; and more, they, if believing and receptive of the testimony, will know,
in the faith of additional predictions, that this arrogant nnion of tiie enemy is doomed
to a terrible overthrow, and that, however viotorions for a time, it cannot retard the
Divine Purpose concerning the Kingdom. History may reliantly testify to fulfilment,

but it oannot measure prophecy by ^e fulfilment, simply because the prophecy includes
the foreknowledge of God, a divinely inspired Plan, covenants as its foundation to
which it stands related, and Christ in His Theocratic ordering as its goal. Besides
this, prophecy contains, indeed, that which becomes historical reabty, not because God
predicts and then causes or allows the fulfilment, but because He foreknows what will

arise through the free agency of man and permits it, and yet, in view of such knowledge,
provides means and agencies to counteract the evil and cany out His own purposes.
Thus e.g. He foretells the successive beasts in Daniel, the beasts in Revelation, etc., and
an the time arrives they respectively appear, but affirmative as they are and ever wUl be
to the truth of prophecy, their naked history by no means exhausts the meaning of the
predictions, which stand related to a progressive and ever-maturing Divine Purpose.
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Pkoposition 52. The promises pertaininff to the Kingdmti^ as
gweti in the covenants, will be strictly fulfilled.

This already follows from Props. 4, 21, 22, 23, 31, 32, 33, 35, 39,

40, 42, 43, 44, 47, 48, 49, 50, and 61. A covenant must, in the
nature of the case, be understood by the parties to whom it is

given ; the language employed is that ordinarily used, so that the
ideas intended may be accurately expressed. This has been shown
under Prop. 48. In connection with the same, it is sufficient t«
say that a partial literal fulfilment in the coming of the Seed,
should influence us to believe that the remainder wiU likewise be
thus verified.

Obs. 1. Among the promises that remain unfulfilled, but which we
claim shall be fully realized in th&iT plain grammatical sense, one is selected

that is either generally denied or totally explained away. We refer to the
express, most explicit promise in the Davidic covenant (com p. Prop. 49,
III.), that David's Son (viz. : Jesus Cliriat, as the Scriptures testify) should
personally occupy and reign on David's throne and in Davids kingdoin.
I.e. He should appear as the Theocratic King over the restored Hieocraiic

Kingdom, This possession of the Daridic throne and Kingdom is cor-

roborated by the equally precise phraseology of the prophets and the angel,

as e.g. Isa. 9 : 6-7, Jer. 83 : 14-16, Luke 1 : 30-33. That David himself
expected a literal fulfilment of the promise is evident from his language
which follows the giving of the covenant ; and in this literal anticipation

of the promise he returns thanks to God and praises Him for thus selecting

his Iiouse for honor and in thus establishing it for the ages, even forever

(2 Sam, 7 : 8, etc., 1 Chron, 17 : 16, etc.). It is presumption to suppose
that David returned thanks, and thus prayed under a mistaken ide^ of the
nature of the covenant. The reasons for a literal fulfilment follow in the
next observation,

Luther on the Second pRalm (quoted by Dr. Seiss, Last TXmeSt p. 254) uses iangnage
indicAtive of faith in the grammatical sense of the covenant, in a Uteial personal reign-

ing of Jesus Christ on the throne of David, that we reproduce it. " Christ was ap-

Sointed King upon the holy Afouid Zwn, This is pariicularly to be remarked ; for the
[oly Ghost mentions the corportal SUon^ that we may be assured that this King is divinely

appointed, and is a real Man. . . . The Person and the place are appointed and
made known. The Person is the Son of God» and He is King in Zion ; that is. Uie Son
of David, and the heir of David ; and He who was promised to David to be the King over

the circumcised people over whom David reigned. We are, therefore, to expect this man
to teach in Zion. and to reveal Himself in Zion, because He is appointed of God to be
King in Zion. . . . The eternal Father Himself crowned Him to be King of Zion.
on Mount Zion, in the City of Jerusalem. . . . He is the Son of God. yet boni a
man corporeally, that He might receive the throne at His Father David, and rule in Zion."
Even extravagance and fanaticism has attempted to cloak its enormities by using the cot.
enanted language, as e.g. John of Leyden (with the Anabaptists at Munster, Michelet's
Life of Luiher, p. 23i) was ordained to reign over the wholti earth, professing (according
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to a prophet who, 1534 azmoxinced it) " to occupy the throne of David**—the absurdity
of vhich appears that no throne of David was ever at Manater (hence ha spiritnalized it

to make it applicable), and the enormity is aggravated by assuming that which only be-
longs to Jesus the Christ.

Obs, 2, If the Dayidic throne and Kingdom is to be understood literally,

then all other promises necessarily follow ; and as the reception of this

literal fulfilment forms the mahi difficulty in the minds of many, a brief

statement of reasons why it must be received, is in place. 1. It is solemnly
cove7uintedj confirmed by oath, and hence cannot be altered or broken. 2.

The grammatical sense aloTie is becoming a covenant. 3. The impression
made on David, if erroneous, is disparaging to his prophetical o&ce. 4.

The conviction of Solomon (2 Chron, 6 : 14-16) was that it referred to the
literal throne and Kingdom. 5. Solomon claims that the covenant was
fulfilled in himself, but only in so far that he too as David's son sat on
David's throne. Some from this wrongfully infer that the entire promise
is conditional over against ike most express declarations to the contrary as

to the distinguished One, the pre-eminent Seed. It was, indeed, con-
ditional as to the ordinary seed of David (comp. Ps. 89 : 30-34, and see

force of ** nevertheless, etc.\ and if his seed would have yielded

obedience, David's throne whould Tiever have been vacated until the Seed,

par excellence, came ; but being disobedient, the throne was overthrown,
and will remain thus *' a tabernacle fallen down,^' "a house desolate,^*

until rebuilt and restored by the Soed. The reader will not fail to observe
that if fulfilled in Solomon, and not having respect unto the Seed, how
incongruous and irrelevant would be the prophecies given afterward, as

e.g. Jer. 33 : 17-26, etc. 6. The language is that ordi^iarily used to

denote the literal throne and Kingdom of David, as illustrated in Jer.

17 : 25 and 22 : 4. 7. The prophets ado|>t the same language, and its

constant reiteration under Divine guidance is evidence that the plain gram-
matical sense is the one intended. 8. The prevailing belief of centuries, a
national faith, engendered by the language, under the teaching of inspired

men, indicates how the language is to be understood. 9. This throne and
Kingdom is one of promise and inheritance (Prop. 122), and hence refers

not to the Divinity but to the Humanity of Jesus rcomp. Props. 82-85).

10. The same is distinctively promised to David's ^on^^ according to the

flenh** to be actually realized, and, therefore, He must appear the
Theocratic King as promised. 11. We have not the slightest hint given
that it is to be interpreted in any other way than a literal one ; any other
is the result of pure inference (as will be shown). 12. Any other view
than that of a literal interpretation involves the grossest selfcontradiction

(as seen in Obs, 3). 13. The denial of a literal reception of the covenant
robs the heir of His covenanted inheritance (comp. e.g. Prop. 122). 14.

No grammatical rule can be laid down which will make David's throne to

be the Father's tjp'one in the third heaven. 15. That if the latter is

attempted under t>i*aotion of ** symbolical " or *' typical," then the

credibility and mealtSpg of the covenants are left to the interpretations of
men, and David himself becomes ** the symbol or ** type'* (creature as he
is) of the Creator. 16. That if David's throne is the Father's throne in

heaven (the usual interpretation), tli^n it must have existed forever. 17.

If such covenanted promises are to be received figuratively, it is incon-

ceivable that they should be given in their present form without some
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direct affirmation, in some place, of their figaratiTC nature, God foi>eseeiDg

(if not literal) that for centuries they would be pre-eminently calculated to

excite and foster false expectations, e.g. even ii-om David to Christ. 18.

God is faithful in His promises, and deceives no on^ in the language of His
covenants. 19. No necessity existed why, if this tlirone promised to David's
Son meant something else, the throne should be so definitely promised in

the form given. 20. The ide7Uical throne and Kingdom overthrown are

the ones restored. HI, But the main, direct reasons for receiving the literal

covenanted language will be given under Props. 81, 122, 111, ll5j, 114,

117, 201, 203, 204, etc. These, in connection with the covenants them-
selves, make David's throne and Kingdom a rejiuisite for the display of

that Tfieocraiic ordering which God has already instituted (but now holds
in abeyance until the preparations are completed) for the restoration and
exaltation of the Jewish nation (which is preserved for this purpose), for

the salvation of the human race (which comes under the Theocratic
blessing), and for the dominion of a renewed, curse-delivered world (the

Theocratic arrangement making this possible and a realisation). Such a
throne and Kingdom are necessary to preserve the Divine Unity of Purpoi<e

in the already proposed Theocratic Hue. Thus early in our argument
reference is made to this point, not so much to prove it as to direct the

reader's attention to it, because it is a goal to which the path of Scripture
directly leads us, as it led the Primitive Church.

Obs, 3. The reasons urged for a non-literal fulfilment must also be fairly

presented, so that the reader may compare them with those given on the

other side. Storr {Diss, on the Mea^iing of the Kingdom of Heaven) in-

forms us that Christ's sitting on David's tnrone, etc., was verified by Hia
descent from David, by His oeing born in David's land, by His claiming
to be King of the Jews, and by His exhibiting, after His exaltation, the

first fruits of His reign ** within the ancient empire of David." But still

feeling a deficiency

—

for none of these things meet the covenanted conditions—
he goes on to say :

^^ The throne of Christ cannot be called the throne of

David except figuratively, inasmuch as that divine ffovernment over the

Israelites which was transferred to David and liis posterity as to

the Sons of God, the King of the Israelites, was a shadow and image of

the divine government over the universe, conferred upon that man who
sprang from the stock of David» and who was much more truly the Son *

of God. Which bein? established, it follows that Christ sits 7wt on the

throne of David itself, but on tJie antetype,^' And this showing that He
•* sits not on the throne of David," be calls " a real succession to David*s
place," This is grounded on the assumption that some fulfilment of the

covenanted promise is required, and this was the best that offered, viz, ; to

show that Jesus is not on David's throne, and that it is 7iot really de-

manded, refuge being sought under another sense, i.e. a typical. But this

is abundantly refuted, (a) by covenant promises containing, in the nature

of the case, no typical promises (Prop. 48) ; (b) by the personal antetypical

language of the covenant itself, promising a lineal descendant of David's

to sit on his throne and establish his Kingdom forever (Prop. 49) ; (c) by

the direct connection it sustains to the Jewish nation (Props, 47» 111-114,

etc.)
;
(d) by the time, as predicted, when it shall be realized (Props. G6,

08, 120, 121, etc.) ; {e) by overlooking the postponement of the covenanted
Kingdom (Props. 54-76) ; (/) by misa2)2>rehending tlie nature of the
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Davidic Kingdom as a real Theocratic Kingdom (Prop. 31) ; (g) by
forgetting that it is *' the fallen dowiC^ throne and Kingdom (which shows
that it is no type) that is to be restored (Prop. 3;^) ;

(A) by mistaking the

Divine Sovereignty for the covenanted Kingdom (Props. 79, 80) ;
(i) by

ignoring Christ's inheritance (Prop. 122), and the distinctive features

allied with its restoration, as e.g. place of manifested rojalty (Prop. 1G8),

a visibly manifested Theocracy (Prop. 117), pre-millennid Advent (Prop.

121), the visible reign of Jesus (Props. 131, 132, 133), etc. The fact is,

that the language of the covenant does not fulfil the conditions of typical

language, for the throne and Kingdom of David were already incorporated
(Props. 28, 49) as the real, uitdmihtedKingdwn of God—a Theocracy, There
is no Scriptural authority for constituting it a type ; it is mere human in-

ference, because its language cannot otherwise be made to fit into a system
or theory. It is unreasonable to make it a type, because it makes a throne
cast down the type of an eternal one in heaven, and David a type of the
Father, which is an nnfit application, there being no proper analogy
between them. Snch a view entirely overlooks the important and oesen-

tial fact, that this throne and Kingaom was covenanted, not to the Son of

God (for it, in virtue of His Theocratic relationship, already belongs to

Him as God, and no covenant is necessary), hut to the Son of Man (comp.
Props. 81, 82, 83). It is sadly defective in making the promises of such a
nature, that pious Israelites, John the Baptist, and the disciples, were
deceived by them, resting their faith and hope not in a reality, but in mis-
conceived figures of speech, thus placing the Church before and at the
First Advent in an exceeding low state of intelligence.

Home's (/nfrod. yol. 1, p. 386) declaration concerning types is commended to the
consideration of those who adopt this tjpioal -view :

" Bnt if we assert, that a person or
thing was designed to prefigure another person or thing when no such prefignration has
been declared by divine cacthorUy^ we make an assertion for which we neither have, nor
can have, the slightest foundaHon.** To this it is alleged that Christ is called David, and
hence David most be a type (others claim that it is mystical to make David mean
Christ) ; bnt this does not follow^ it being a common figure of speech indicative of
Christ's occupying the station, etc., of David, being his teaal royal dtscmdarUt as is seen
in the line of emperors, occupying the throne of Cnsar, calling themselves Csesars. The
name itself is evidence of the restoration of the Davidic throne and kingdom, being appro-
priately, significantly, and forcibly applied to the Messiah. (Eillen, in The Old (Jath,

Church, quotes from Bin. Council, 3, P. 1, 164, how even the " most religious" emperor,
Constantine Pogonatus. was complimented as " a new David'* whom '* Ood raised up,"
etc. What men employ by way of flattery, God uses to designate the certain restored
Davidic royalty.)

In view of the importance of this promise, and the persistent attacks against its lit-

eral fulfilment, we present additional remarks urged by others in opposition to our be-
lief. Thus e.g. the strictures contained in The Kingdom cf Grace embrace the following :

(1.) That Christ ** was King of the Jews, and, of course, the rightful heir of David's throne,

but never once did He set up any claim to the literal and material throne on which
David sat.* ' From this we are to infer that Jesus waived His right, and does yet. It is

taken for granted, that since there has been no such a literal fulfilment, there never tciU he

one, and that, therefore, the whole matter must be understood spiritually. That is, we
are to do just as the unbelieving Jews did : because such a Kingdom has not appeared,
we are to deny that He, *' the rightful Heir.** will ever establish it. Would it not be more
prudent and wise to ponder over the reasons assigned for its pos^onement. Props. 6S-68 ?

(2) That David's throne was " in dust," and to raise it up would be " absurd.*' The ab-

surdity is not in the promise of restoring a fallen throne, but in the suj^sUion that the
throne of a Kingdom is necessarily con£ied to a certain chair or seat. (3) Referring to

Winthrop's Lectures, where it is stated (as all Millenarians hold), that risen, changed,
glorified saints are rulers and princes in this Kingdom (comp. Prop. 154), and that it is

of heavenly (being Theocratio) origin, established under heavenly power, it is replied.
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mindedness." The entire tenor and analogy of prediction unmistahdbly
proves this; and, therefore, without an express declaration to the con-
trary, we ought not, dare not, change the sense that is given. Liet men
ridicule and sneer at our infirmity ; it is the sense contained in the
language, and we can wait for God*s own time of vindication and verifica-

tion.

Ohs, 5. The Divine nature of the Davidic Kingdom is admitted by
Storr, Fairbaim, and others. So that our opponents confess, what has
already been proven (Props. 28, 31, etc.), that David sat upon " tht throfis

of the Kingdom of Jehovah,^' It was truly a Theocratic Kingdom; and
this Theocratic basis is the reason why God takes such an interest in its

re-establishment It is Christ's *' inheritance," because it is Tlieocraiic ;
and it is this Divine aspect which makes it, as represented, worthy of the
Son of Man.

Ohs, 6. Adhering to the Primitive faith we can consistently explain,
what Reuss {His, Ch, Apos. Age, p. 32) finds, from his standpoint, a
difficult matter, viz. :

'' that the predictions and hopes of the prophets
are invariably associated with the earthly and political existence of the
nation, and that they never, in their most ideal representation of the
future, break through the circle of conditions belonging to that existence."
These are honest, frank words, and we firmly hold to them, asking, Wfty seek
to break through that circle of conditions now f Do they not still exist in
ths Theocratic ordering? Does the calling of the Gentiles alter or in-
validate them f We shall presently see, in the preaching of the Kingdom,
etc., that the covenanted relationship of the Jewish nation imperatively
demands it.

Obs, 7. This feature again reminds us that *' the keystone of the whole
system" (i.e. Millenarian) is not to be found, as Prof. Sanborn (Essay on
Mill.), in the pre-Millennial Advent (however indispensable), but in the
covenants. The promises are not in the Sec. Advent, but in the covenants
and prophecies based on them ; the Advent being only the necessary meafts
toward their accomplishment.

Obs, 8. Many persons, aside from infidels who ridicule this Davidic
throne and Kingdom, and the precious promises linked with them,
through mistaken zeal, or a conscientious desire to vindicate the Word
spiritualized, or mere passion engendered by controversy, employ the most
slighting language respecting this throne and Kingdom. They insist that
M^^musi be" spiritually comprehended, or else it is utterly unworthy of
belief, being ** carnal,'*

*^fleshly,** etc. They gravely tell us—overlooking
its Theocratic basis founded by God Himself—that it is impossible that
siich a Kingdom should be manifested, because of Christ's relationship to
the Almighty.

If it ** must he,** why does not tlie grammatical seniiQ Bnstain them, and iohy are they
left to Infer it ? Why do they practically ignore the Humanity of Jodus and lay all stress
upon the Dinnity, not noticing that this Kingdom \b given to David's Son, the Son of
Man by covenant, and that the Divine is superadded to the Human, thus rendering His
reign more exalted, glorious, and necessarily Theocratic ? Why do they not ohserre,
what all the prophets declare, that the Davidic is used as the leverage or foundation of
Christ's world-wide dominion 7 Why not see that this Kingdom is one. exclusively qf pron^
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is€, and ia given to the Mian Jesna, and has no reference, as covenarded, whatever to the
Divine Sovereignty lodged in the Godhead 7 Why not notice tJiat this Kingdom ia Divine
as well as Civil

—

a pafed, complete TTieoeracy T If these, and kindred points, were ob-
served, it seems to us " impossible" for a stndent of the Word, who reverently ap-
proaches it and earnestly desires its teachings, to speak and write so disrespedfuUy of the
restoration of the Davidio throne and Kingdom, or to denounce as ** impossible" the
Theocratic arrangement that Qod has mercifully acknowledged. Even if influenced to

dissent, the same OTight to be expressed in guarded language, not denunciatory of that
which Holy Writ contains in its grammatical sense. Prudence, to say nothing of higher
motives, dictates this course.

Obs, 9. The extremely guarded language of Scripture on this point, so

OB not to conflict with tne covenanted promise, should lead the student to

reflection. Thus e.g. in Rev. 3 : 21 two thrones are mentioned, the
Father's throne and Christ's throne, and these are distinguished the one
from the other (Prop. 117). In Christ's typical triumphal entry into

Jerusalem, when the people exclaimed (Mark 11 : 10),
'* Blessed be the

Kingdom of our father Davids that cometh in the name of (he Lord;
Hosanna in the highest,*^ Jesus, instead of rebuking the identification of

His Kingdom with the restored Davidic, virtually allows it by defending
the disciples against (Luke 19 : 39, Matt. 21 : 15, 16) the displeasure of

the Pharisees. In John 18 : 33, Jesus, in virtue of His Theocratic posi-

tion, does not deny tho affirmative of Pilate's (question, " Art Thou King
of the Jews ?" although the circumstances might involve the charge of
treason against the SSman power. In Matt. 19 : 28 the time of setting

up the Kingdom is specified, etc. And thus through all the Scriptures, as

will be shown herewter, there is a carefully drawn distinction between
what belongs to Jesus Christ because of His relationship as God, and what
pertains to Him by promise, by right, by inheritance, by the redemptive
work that He is accomplishing because of His Messiahship as David's Son,
the promised Theocratic King.

Obs, 10. Having all along the literal, plain grammatical sense in our favor
—a sense that excited faith and hope in multitudes of Jewish and Christian

hearts—the reader ought reasonably to expect that we should constantly lay

stress upon this admitted fact. There is no difference of opinion as to

what meaning the words in their common usage convey ; this is conceded^

but the question is sprung, whether this sense is to be received or another
is to bft entailed. Considering the matter settled against a literal sense

from its non-falGlment, is unworthy of a believer, for God*B sayings (as

even unbelieving Jews have asserted, e.g. in professing to receive the Old
Test, on the ground of its being God's Word) are to be received simply on the

ground of their having been given by the Almighty. This matter of inter-

pretation must be decided from a higher position, viz. : by direct reference

to the Word itself (Props. 4 and 9), and }ust so soon as God declares that

the grammatical sense is the one not intended, then, and only then, other
engrafted senses may be tolerated.

Ohs, 11. Regarding the intensely warning predictions that at the very

time this Kingdom is to be re-established at the Sec. Advent (Props. 66,

74, 121, etc.), the nations of the earth shall have so little faith (Props.

177-180, etc.) that they shall stand arrayed against the King—disbelieving

the promises pertaining to Him—it is prudent and wise to avoid that
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prevalent spirit of unbelief taking this predicted direction in avoiding the
literal and substituting another sense. We feel disinclined to foster such
an antagonistic spirit, lest we too should receive the censure (Lake
24 : 25), ** fools and alow of heart to believe all that the prophets have
spoken;** and lest we become of those who, by insidious interpretation,

pave the way for an utter denial of Christ's claims as David's Son and
Theocratic Heir. Let the motive of denial beprompted by the best inten-
tions, its fruit, if in opposition to the Divine Will, will result in evil.

It is sad to see the frailty and peirersity of hnman wisdom in the things of Qod. The
Jews believed in this restored Daridic throne and Kingdom, but overlooked the foretold
snfferingd, death, etc. of the Messiah ; the Gentiles acknowledge the suffering and
death, but ignore the Davidic throne and Kingdom, the promises literally understood.
The Theocratic-Davidio inheritance of Jesns is bnt rarely mentioned ; it is scarcely ewr
heard in preaching or praying ; it is deemed of so little importance that Chxistiaa teach-
ing hardly refers to it ; and when reference to it is made, it sonnds a note of discord in
prevailing systems of theology. Let ns ponder : ought promises so solemnly given, so
constantly presented, so literally reiterated, so preciously confirmed, to be passed by in

neglect^ and even in silence f Ought they to become the objects of ridicule and repizoach ?

No ! to ignore them, or to mook them, is indicative of Berious doctrinal defect.

Obs. 12. The assumption that David's throne and Kingdom mnst
denote some other throne and Kingdom in the third heaven never meeta
the contradictions that it involves, viz. : that David*s throne, etc. was
never in heaven, never extended over another world, and is not fitted from
its alleged '^ &eetm^ earthly" condition to designate an eternally existing
throne, and that if logically carried oat (from which, however, our op-
ponents recoil), then David's throne being " the Father's throne,*' where
Christ is, David himself (for the throne is expressly identified with him)
must also represent the Father ! Who would oe so rash as to adopt such
an interpretation ? and yet simple consistency demands it.

If the throne and Kingdom is typical* why not David also, with whom the same is

oonstaTiily cojoined ? But more than this : if only an enthronement in heaven is meant.
why not say so at once, without leading multitudes into self-deception ? Can any r««son
be assigned why such a matter, if contemplated, should be disguised under language em-
inently calculated to mislead ? Would such a procedure be consistent with the profes-
sions and honor of the God of mercy and love ? ^Vhy, if only this enthronement is de^
noted, express it in words, which fairly includes the idea of a perpetuniion of the throne
and Kingdom of David here on the earth f That this idea is contained in it no one
denies, and so prominently too that David and his descendants, the Jews down to the
Firiit Advent, the disciples of Christ, the apostles (as e.g. admitted by Knapp, Fairbairn,
etc., •*up to the very eve, Acts 1 : 6, of Christ's departure"), and the early church, ail

entertained it. This assumption passes over this general, universal belief as if it were
of no moment, and carefully avoids, as a tender point, all allasion to it ; but wo insist

that it must be honestly met and candidly explained. This, we apprehend, will be a
difficult task, seeing that the true church, the pious of centuries, and even the inspired
of God, and men sent out to preach, are included m such a faith ; and if held to be in
error, then He who sent those messages must, in a great measure (owing to the gram-
matical sense containing it), become responsible for the introduction and perpetuation
(for where is the reproof or denial ?) of such alleged error. There is no escape from
this dilemma ; and ^as, this is seen and felt by the infidel schools now in existence, who,
fortified by the prevailing authority of believers, reject everything " Jeicisk'' as untena.
ble, pointing with delight to the doctrinal attitude (now so antagonistic to the church's
present position^ of the Primitive Church on the subject of the Kingdom (trusting in the
literal sense of the promises), as an indication of gross error. Thus professed believers

of the Word from assumptions plunge into strange inconsistencies, charging the entire

ancient church with erroneous doctrine in fundameniai things, and furnish the weapons,
manufactured to hand, for Strauss, Baur, Benan, Parker, and others. The expectations
and hopes of the ancient worthies are given up to derision and soom, and the result is
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tliat it recoils baclc upon the Bible itself, 'which in its langnage expresses and faTorsthe
same. The apologies tendered, which invariably reflect upon and lower the intelli-

gence, etc., of the faithfnl, only make the inconsistency and antagonism more glaring.
It is high time for ruvecent, intelligent piety to see this abnse of the Word, and aid in
restoring its proper and faith-inspiring nse.

Obif. 13. In the objections made to the Apocalypse by Schott and others,
one is based on the fact that the royal dignity and honor is assigned to
Christ as the Son of David, In addition to the arguments produced by
Prof. Stuart (Cow.) and others against the validity of such an objection,
the strongest of all is found in this : that the covenant relationship of
Jesus requires, as confirmatory and essential, just such references (Kev.
3 : 7, and 5 : 5, and 22 : 16), because as the predicted Seed of David He
inherits David's throne and Kingdom, and hence his personality, as
covenanted, must be distinctively observed. It is, therefore, both reason-
able and requisite to find them in such a book.

The outgrowths of spiritnalizing these promises mn into the most painful eTidences
of complete ignorance of covenanted promises. The most eTtravagant and foolish Tagary
is found in Davis (Seven Thujiders, p. 151 and 153), who makes Christ, at His Second
appearing, "an American." This is equalled by several writers, who. also ignoring
Christ*s Davidic relationship and inheritance, meke the Fifth Monarchy or Kingdom of
Daniel the United States, (as e.g. Berg, etc). Such outrageous interpretation, violating
the covenants and the general analogy of the Word, are not worthy of a serious re-
joinder.

Obs, 14, The fulfilment of the covenant promises implies, in view of

this restored Davidic throne and Kingdom, that the Messianic Kingdom is

a visible, external Kingdom, not merely spiritual, although embracing
spiritual and divine things. Its visibility, and a corresponding acknowl-
edgment of the same, is a feature tJiseparable from the language of
promise (comp. Props. 117, 112, 122, etc.).

Obs. 15. The covenanted Davidic throne and Kingdom, allied as it is

with the Jewish nation (particularly with Judah and Benjamin), necessarily

reqv.ires, in order to a future restoration, a preservation of the nation.

This has been done ; and to-day we see that nation wonderfully continued
down to the present, although enenaies, including the strongest nations
and most powerful empires, have perished. This is not chance work

;

for, if our position is correct, this is demanded, seeing that without a
restoration of the nation it is impossible to restore the Davidic Kingdom.
The covenant language, the oath of God, the confirmation of promise by
the blood of Jesus, the prophetic utterances

—

all, notwithstanding the
nation's nnbelief, reauires its perpetuation, that through it finally God's
promises and faithfulness may be vindicated. God so provides that Ifis

Word may be fulfilled. Every Jew, if we will but ponder the matter, that
ve meet on our streets is a living evidence that the Messiah will yet some
day reign gloriously on David's throne and over his Kingdom, from which
to extend a world-wide dominion.
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Proposittok 53. The genealogies of our Lord form an im-

portant link in the comprehension of this Kingmm,

This is seen alr^dy from what preceded. A throne and a king-
dom is to be given to a promised son of David, a regular descendant
of Abraham's. It is his by right of inheritance. He is the royal

Theocratic heir. Hence without such a genealogy something esien-

tial would be lacking in the chain of evidence.

Ohs, 1. This link is purposely supplied, and with special reference to

these covenants. This is observable in Matthew commencing his table bj

awerting that Jesus was " the Son of David, the Son of Abraham," i.e.

both covenants, the Abrahamic and Davidic, were thus realized in the

person of Jesus Christ. Also in designating " David tlie King,*^ and
omitting it in the descendants ; the same expression is significant only

when the royal covenant which made David's throne and Kingdom sure is

taken into consideration (comp. Judge Jones's '* Notes'' on Matt., ch. 1»

for some excellent suggestions). The Kingdom is covenanted to a legal

descendant, and this legal descent is clearly traced, showing the legu,

divine right of Jesus to the Theocratic throne and Kingdom.

EbTard {Oospd His.^ D'vr. 2» oh. 1) saya of Matthew's genealogy :
** In t. 16 it is de-

scribed as that of Joseph, From this circamstance, as well as from the fact that it com-
mences with Abraham ; from the stress laid upon King David ; from the freqaent ref-

erence made to persons or events of theocratic importance ; and lastly, from the diTisios

in three periods, the central one being that of the theocraiic line of kings—we mar dearly

discern the intention of the author : not to give the wOural pedigree of Jesns, but to prove

that He had a right to daim the theoercUie crown—an intention in peifed harmony with the

general character of the Gospel. We have here also the tme key to all the supposed diffical-

ties." (It will repay the student to see how Ebrard applies this " key** in the solring

of difficnlties. He makes the genealogy of Luke to be that of Mary, giving the natural

progenitors.) Lord Hervey {Jhe Qenealogies of our Lord) and Mill {The Mythical Interp.

of^ Gospels, ch. 2) hold that both genealogies are those of Joseph ; the one (Matthew's)
exhibiting the legal descent of the Christ from David ; the other (Lake's), His natural de-

scent through Nathan. Ernest von Bunsen (7^ Angd Messiah) takes the ground ** that

Jesus was not really a Jew by extraction. The descent of David from Caleb, the Kene*
zite, and thus from non-Hebrews, points to a connection with * the strangers in Israel,'

and this is oonflrmed by four femue ancestors being non-Hebrews'* (so also M. D. Con-
way in Cin. Commercial, May Slst, 1879). But suppose all this were admitted, it does not

effect His descent whatever, provided there is a continuous intermingling of Jewish
blood. Besides, these objections overlook the fact that such engrafted ones were by the

Hebrew laws fuUy incorporated, and recognized as legal members of the nAtion.

0b8, 2. If the Saviour was merely to descend from David, to take

human nature in that line for the purpose of redemptive work at the First

Advent, and then that was to bo the finale of the matter, why lay so much
stress on descent from the royal line f Does the mere notion of identifica-

tion meet the point why one table should be exclusively given to designate
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His legal right to tho throne? This certainly must have some very

significant meaning, for God does not put His descent in such a form
without somo weighty reason underlying it. If we accept of the covenant
just as it reads, without alteration or substitution of sense, then a forcible
reason appears for being so minute. On the other hand, if David's throne
is God's throne in heaven, no satisfactory reason can be assigned for go

strange a peculiarity. What difference, on the latter supposition, was it

then, whether Jesus was, or was not, tlie leaitimate Heir to David's throne,
if He was never to occupy it? Why should special stress bo laid on
that which, if we are to credit the multitude, God never intended to

fal&l ? We^ therefore^ hold that there is a solid, sublime reason why those
tables, so uninteresting to many, are given, viz. : not merely to identify

Jesns OS the Saviour, but to identify Him ds the One, the Messiah, who
has Hie lawful right to David's Theocratic throne. The throne is not
typical, not representative, not symbolical, but actually and really cov-

enanted to this Heir, and hence the tables truthfully and actually show how
by course of descent He is the rightful Heir (comp. Prop, VZH).

CleUand {Bib, Sacra, Ap. 1861) denies that the promise to David concerning his seed
(2 Sam. 7 : 12 ; Acts 2 : 30 and 13 : 23 ; Bom. 1 : 3) demands for onr Lord a natural

desead from David through His mother Mary. His reasoning, highly speculative, is satis-

fied vith a simple humanity, supematurally attained, and the relationship to David
established through Joseph as a legal son. Thus, being the seed of David according to

the flesh, means only, according to this writer and others, to be legally regarded as
I>aTid's Son, but not virtually or naturally. This is an error apeeijicaUy contradicted by
the Hcriptnres, vhich expressly declare that this seed shall spring out of his loins, etc.

Oar position is sustained by the Word, which requires a naiural and legal deseertdant ac
cording to the covenant and promises. Men may think, honesUy. to exalt Jesus by such
theories, but they virtually degrade Him as the covenanlfd, predicted Christ. We turn
from such writers to others, who refresh us by maintaining a Scriptural altitude. Thus
Kurtz {Hoe. IIui., p. 279) remarks :

** The difference between the two genealogies is most
easily explained by referring to the particular object which each evangelist had in view
in commencing to write. It was the main object of Matthew, when he composed his
Gospel, to demonstrate that Jesus was the Messiah promised in the Old Test. ; it was,
accordingly, incumbent on him to furnish the evidence that Jesus was the lawful heir aitd

auccesjior to whom the royalty of David belonged, and that the fundamental prophecy in
2 Sam. 7 was thus fulfilled. In accordance with his leading design, be necessarily

showed the legal connection (derived from the laws of inheritance) of Christ with the
house of David in the line of Solomon. If this descent, although fixed by the laws, did
not coincide with Christ's descent after the flesh, the latter was passed over, and the
former was set forth as entitled to recognition. As Luke wrote for Christians who pro.
ceeded from the Qentile world, no necessity existed for giving prominence to that line

of succession which was valid in law in a theocratical point of view ; it was, on the con.
traxy, far more important, in accordance with his main object, to set forth Christ's true
descent according io the fieah." We affirm, in the light of covenant and prophecy, that

hoth tables are a necessity—hence given—in order that both the natural and the legal de>
scent be presented, for both are claimed as pertaining to the Messiah. We reproduce an-
other :" Greybeard" (Graff), in his " Lay Sermons,'* No. 94, says :

** Matthew, writing of
Christ as the rightful heir to Abraham's land and David's throne, very properly reproduced
the lineage of Joseph, the lawful husband of Mary, while Luke, in portraying His his-

tory as the seed of the woman, traces the gen^ogy of His mother not merely to

Abraham, but to the flrst human pair. Lest the captious take exception to this construc-

tion as involving a fraud on the part of Matthew in order to establish His Lord's right-

ful heirship an a dencendani of David, it must be observed that the genealogies of both
Joseph and Mary unite in David." In a footnote he adds, respecting Luke's: "In
reading this passage it will be observed that the words ' the Son ' (being in italics) are

merely supplied, and do not appear in the original text. Joseph was the son.in-law of
Heli, not ' Uie son.' In that sense he was of HeJi. So (in the 38th verse) Adam was of God,
but not * the son * of God. No human being ever was the the son of (rod until after

Christ's resurrection, Luke 3 : 23-28.'* So Van Oostexzee (Lange's Com. Luke, p. 63)
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says :
** The ofton-oontssted descent of Mary from David is raised above all possibilitj

of refutation by the genealogy of Lake. The Lord Jesos was therefore naturally, as well

as legally, descended from David ; and this descent is with perfect justice made promi-
nent by both Peter and Paul (Acts 2 : 30 ; 12 : 23 ; Rom. 1 : 3 ; 2 Tim. 2:8); while
Jesus designates Himself the Son of David, Maik 12 : 35^7.'*

Obs, 3. Without entering into a discussion of the genealogies, which is

ably performed by others,* it is sufficient to confine ourselves to the fact,

fully admitted, that Jesus, according to Matthew, is a legal successor to

the throne of David, Lord Uervey and others show this ; for His descent

is traced through a line of kings or their legal descendants, whilst Lake's
table proceeds more on the principle of tracing His descent tlirough pro-

genitors who were the paternal stem of Him wno was the heir. By this,

and other considerations, the anomalies of the two pedigrees are fully

explained. Now, seeing that the promise has been fto litercUly fulfilled in

Christ's descent, in His being the legal Heir to the throne and Kingdom,
we hold that such a fulfilment gives us the strofigest assurance that tJte re-

mainder of the promise will likewise, iu God's ordering and time, be

realized.

This descent from David was not called into question dni'ing the life of Christ, and for

some time after His death it passed unchallenged, although most conspicuously afBrmed.

It was long after that it was questioned by unbelievers ; it has been attacked by the

English, French, and German infidels ; and more recently it has been repeated by
Benan and others, that Jesus is not descended from David, but that He endeavored, in

order to carry out His purposes, to make the impression that such was His descent. Benan
{Life ofJestis, p. 217), as usual, sets himself up as infallible judge, and elevates mere
conjectures into facts. To make out that the family of David was extinct because

Asmoneaa princes ruled ; to attempt to prove the same because Herod and the Bomans
did not dream of such a representative of the ancient dynasty living ; to speak of " in-

nocent frauds," of his birth at Nazareth, etc., is simply indicative of a preconceived
prejudice and a desire to prejudge the case. But when he tells us that Jesus '* never

designated Himself with His own lips as the Son of David " (over against His quotations

and accepting of the name, as e.g. MaU. 9 : 27 ; 12 : 23 ; 15 : 22 ; 20 : 30-^1 ; Mark
10 : 47, 52, and 12 : 35-<37 ; Luke 18 : 38), we instinctively feel a spirit of dislike and
hatred to the truth underlying such statements. To all those objections it will suffice

to say : (1) That a pedigree regularly presented at a time when genealogical tables were

carefally kept, and passing by unchallenged and unprotested even by the bitter enemies
of Jesus, must be taken as better evidence of truthfulness than the mere conjectures of

later ages ; (2) That if there was a discrepancy or untruth, as alleged, the Jews would
only have been too glad to avail themselves of the same ; (3) that the apparent disagree-

ment between the two pedigrees has been reasonably and satisfactorily explained by
those (note 1) who have given the subject special attention ; (4) the claim set up by
Jesus is confirmed by His words, life, works, death, resurrection and exaltation

; (5) it

the first link in the chain were missing, the rest could n t be attached to it, but seeing

a necessary connection, promise and prediction verified, the matter of descent assumes

its due importance in a completed chain of evidence to the Messishship. It may he

well to observe here that Beuss {Hia. Ch. TheoL^ p. 392), correctly noticing that the

genealogy of Jesus was given " to prove the right of Christ to the title of Messiah*' as

the promised Son of David, and that great stress was laid upon His humanity, then adds,

* See Lord Hervey*s Oentdhgies of our Lord, the commentaries of Olshausen, Lange.

Meyer, etc., Smith's Bib. Die. and K Test. His., Eitto*s Journal of Sac. LU., M^Clintock

and Strong's Cyclop.^ Evaruj. Beview, vol. 4, p. 168, Bib. Sacra, vol, IB, p. 410. Meih.

Quart. Beview, vol. 11, p. 693, and the writings of Beeston, Cochrane, Green, Home's
Introd., Gresnweirs Diss. Morris, Sympson. Birks, Watson, etc. Numerous writeis

have more briefiy but satia&ctorily referred to the same, as Judge Jones {Notes), Dr.

McCosh {ChristL and PosUiv.), Farrar {Life of Christ), Kurtz (Sac. His,),
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tliat it must have had little value in the estimatioxi of those who made Him divine.
Thia is not correct so far as the Primitiye Church is oonoemed, for they olearly and dis-

tinctly announced their faith and hope in the promises made to the Bon of Man, and
lienoe in David's Son as the promised Theocratic King. (Comp. Props. 81^83, and
74-78). It was later, under Alexandrian and Popish inflnonoe, that the Humanity was
ignored in a great measure for the Divine.
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Proposition 64. The preaching of the Kingdom by John^ Jesu^^

and the diacipleSj was conjined to the Jewish nation.

This necessarily follows as a sequence from preceding Proposi-
tions (as e.g. Props. 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 29, 31, 33, 36, 38, 39, 40,

42, 43, 44, 46, 46, 47, 48, 49). It is plainly stated in Matt. 10 ; 6, 6
and 16 : 24, etc., **^o n/>t tnio the way cf the GeTitiles, and into
any city qf the Sarrvaritan^ evJter ye not / hvi go ye rather to the
lost sheep qf the house of Israel^ as ye go preachy saying: the
Kingdom of God is ai hand?'' "-""Iam not sent hid urdo the lost

sheep of the house of Isra^V^ These, and other intimations, are
sufficiently distinctive of the fact.

Ohs. 1. The special covenant to Abraham and renewed in David, the
election of the nation, the very nature of the Kingdom— Theocratic-
Davidic—allied with the Davidic throne and Kingdom, and hence the con-
finement of the Kingdom in its re-establishment to the descendants of
Abraham in their national capacity, demanded sxi^K a restriction of the
distinctive offer of the Kingdom to the Jews. It conld not possibly be
otherwise, unless God violates His solemnly pledged Word. * So carefnlly

does the Sacred Record guard this restrictive feature

—

necessary in the
very nature of the case—that the only time Jesus left the Jews for bamaria,
JU)hn apologizes for the same by urging its necessity ([John 4 : 4), informing
us, '* He must needs go through Samaria," i.e. His direct route lay through
it.

Obs. 2. For some reason, a decided and exclusive preference is given to

the Jewish nation. Why is this f If, as persons now so confidently assert,

there is nothing in being a Jew, a real descendant of Abraham's, how
comes it at this crisis, that, when the Kingdom is preached, express
charges and admonitions are given to avoid the Gentiles? Simply and
solely because by the promise made to Abraham, by their previous Theo-
cratic relationship, and by their national adoption in the Davidic covenant,
the Kingdom that was preached, viz. : the restoration of the Theocratic-

Davidic, belonged, as per covenant, exclusively to them. It would have
been a violation of God's oath to have passed by these covenanted people
and to have turned to Gentiles, with whom no special covenant was thus
made. This procedure of John, Jesus, and the disciples, in accordance
with sacred covenanted relationship (but the subject of ignorant and un-
believing ridicule), teaches a fixed, fundamental truth, which must by no
means bo overlooked, viz. : tnat the regular lineal believing descendants
of Abraham—the nationality of David—with those adopted (Prop. 29) by
them, were entitled, by covenant^ to this Kingdom. Hence the Kingdom
was preached to them—tendered to them individually and nationally, and
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it was left to their choice to accept of it or to refuse it, becauee it was also

in the Divine Purpose to beatow^ it upon **a willing people,'* to the
descendants of Abraham and those adopted, who made themselves worthy
0/ a Theocratic Kingdom by faith, obedience, and holiness. The offer of

the Kingdom is not m violation of but in unison with free moral agency.

Ohs, 3. Even after the call to the Gentiles was made out, the apostles

still affirmed this covenanted position of the Jews, so that Paul and
Barnabas (Acta 13 : 46) said to the unbelieving Hebrews :

*' i7 wtis neces-

sary that the Word of God shouldfirst have been spoken to you,**

The explanation usually given does not cover this necessity, viz. : that the necessity
arose becaose Jesns ooinmanded His disciples to preach, ** beginning at JernBalem," and
it was solely to fulfil the command that this was done. Now, aside from Paul (Acts
9 : 20. 21), not having fnlfilled the command, let the reader consider uhy the command
itself was given ; in Uiat lay the necessity, the injunction of Jesns only manifesting it as

existing. This can be none other than the one already asigned by ns in Obs. 1 and 2.

It is given by Peter (Acts 3 : 25, 26). an^ by Panl (Bom. 9 : 4), and because of it an
express revelation in reference to the Grentiles was needed and bestowed.

Obs. 4. Even the instructions imparted in a more private way, and the

mercy extended to Gentiles by Jesus, teach and enforce our Proposition.

Keeping in view, as will be presently explained, the peculiar position of

Chnst, that He foreknew the rejection of this Kingdom by the Jews and
the subsequent call of the Gentiles, it seemed eminently suitable in Hivi to

exhibit His foreknowledge of thefact^ and also His interest in and sym-
pathy for the Gentiles. But He does not do this by sacrificing the

covenanted relationship of the nation ; He only confirms it in a striking

manner.

Let lis take the examples recorded, and illustrate this feature. Take the Byrophe-
nician woman (Matt. 15 : 21-28 ; Mark 7 : 25-30), and when she first addressed Him for

mercy, ** He answered her not a word,'* and when besought to send her away by the dis-

ciples, answered, ** lam noi sent bui unto the lostshe^ of the house of Israel;** and then
added, when the woman in her faith worshipped Him. "it is not meet to take the

children's bread and cast it to the dogs." Thus far He kept this coTenanted relation-

ship in view, and expressed it fully ; but also foreseeing that this, the children's bread,

would be freely given to others in response to their faith, so nou in the plenitude of His
mercy and power He also, as an earnest, responds to the faith of the woman. If we refer

to the centurion (Matt. 8 ; 5-13), the mercy extended to him had direct reference in the

mind of Jesus to the foreknown rejection of the Kingdom by the Jews and the introduc-

tion of others ; for keeping in view His exclusive mission. He remarks, as explanatory of

His course, ** that many shaU came from the east and west, and shall sit down with Abra-
ham, Isaac, and Jacob in the Kingdom of heaven, but the children of the Kingdom shall be
cast out into outer darkness." Thus predicting the rejection of His offer, and the sub-

sequent call of the Gentiles. So with other cases briefly mentioned, intimations of the

same kind are given, and when theyaie lacking (as e.g. comp. Luke 7 : 1, etc., who does
not state the language that Matthew does), we may rest assured, from the examples ad-

duced, that brevity alone has excluded them. The peculiar case of Zaccheus shows that

by his faith, charity, and joyful recognition of Jesus (Luke 19 : 1, etc.), he was adopted

into the covenanted relationship, for the precise language is : " this day is salvation come
to tMs house, for so much as he also is a son cf Abraham" thus wonderfully foreshadowing,

after He had foretold His own death, thefuture adoptionot Gentile believers ; and to make
this the more striking, indicative of Divine inspiration, appends the parable of the

nobleman and Kingdom (comp. Props. 108-110). Even in the memorable interview

with the Samaritan woman—closer related to the Jews than others—and which, as we
proceed in the ai^ument, will be found to be based on the then uurevealed but still pre-

dicted purpose of God respecting Gentile worship, etc.. He forgets not His restricted

mission. For while partly unfolding to the woman and Samaritans this important feat-
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lire coming, dependent on the foreknown fall of the eleot nation. He presents that

remarkable declaration ^which some critics denounce as so exoessiyely " Jewish" that it

becomes " the dead fly in the ointment,'* bnt which, as we see, is pre-eminently suitable

to fall from Christ's lips)—" ikUvaUon iaqfthe Jews,**

Obs. 6, Origen {De Frineip., ch. 1, a. 32) first (and he has been largely

copied) endeavors to break tne force of our Proposition by saying that the

Savionr came not specially to the " carnal" Israelites, " for they who are

the children of the flesh are not the children of God." Thns by a de-

liberate perversion of Bom. 9 : 8 he endeavors to make out a sense which
the passage cannot possibly bear. Isolated, torn from its connection, the

Scripture may be employed in a dishonest way, while in its orderly

relation it strongly aflfirms oar position. What children of the flesh are

alluded to? AU the children of Abraham, or some of them, or none uf

them? The answer is, that some of the children of Abraham were nut

identified with the covenanted relationship, viz. : Esau and his descend-

ants ; these are the children of the fiesh purely, but some of the children

were thus under covenant, viz. : Jacob and his descendants, and these of

the flesh were not of the flesh only, but the children of promise. But they

could not be the latter unless they toere also of the former, and it is this

union of the two that makes them to differ from the mere children of the

flesh to whom the promise was not given.

This important point needs some additional remarks. The aposiLe*B aignment does

not proceed on the gronnd that beoanse they are the natOTEil descendants of Abraham
they are rejected (for that would prove too mnch), but that even ovct cf those bom to Abra-

tuun some are chosen and oihera notf and that, in view of this distinction made by God
Himself, He can in His sovereignty even yet, and does, reject those who reject Him.

The apostle's reasoning sustains the doctrine of election in Abraham's line in a certain

direction and within marked limits. Origen here laid the foundation upon which a

moltitnde—ignoring the express declarations to the contrary

—

h&YB Uumghilessiy built,

deeming it trustworthy, and being deceived by the mere sound of words. Origen, how-

ever, can be recommended for his candor and consistency, by which, from such a position,

he continues to spiritualize until he finds spiritual counterpuis for the Egyptians, Tyrians.

Sidonians, etc., paving the way for Swedenboig and others.

6. This exclusive mission to the Jewish nation, viz. : the direct

offer of the Kingdom to them and to no other nation, removes at once the

arbitrary constructions put upon this so-called ** Jewish Partialism" by

commentators and others.

Thus e.g. Dr. Alexander (Oom. Isa. Introd., vol. 2, p. 8) tells us that *' their national

pre-eminence was representative, not original ;** " symbolical, not real ;** " provisional,

not perpetual." Such language is based, in view of their rejection for a time and tbe

call of tile Gkntiles, on an enLirt misapprehension of the covenanted relation and election

this nation sustained to God. This nation was singled out and chosen from all otbexs

(Prop, 24. etc.), and certain blessings were covenanted to it (Prop. 49), and in such a

form that while individuals of the nation and even the nation itself might rejeot them,

yet ultimately by a wise ordering and provision, in gathering out a selected people and

in the manifested judgments of Sie Messiah, these blessings shall be manifested Uirongb

the basis of that nationality beoaitse cf iis rdaiionship to the contemplated restored The-

ocracy. Hence this national pre-eminence, thus even observed by Jesus and His disci-

ples, was origimd and real, being founded on the covenants, and although now for a

time (during " the times of the Gentiles*') nationally rejected, yet the perpetuHy of this

covenant relationship is manifested by the oath of God, the ansuranoes given of its fnl*

filment, the continued preservation of the nation, the predictions of its future restoia*

tion and pre-eminence, and the necessity of Gentiles being engrafted into *' the com-

monwealth of Israel " and becoming the adopted *' children of Abraham*' in order to re-

ceive the promises under the covenants.
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There seems to be in some writers a oonfoonding of the prorisioiud in the LeTitical
economy with the things established by the covenants ; and, what ia still more mis-
guiding, having in their own minds the Kingdom of the Messiah already existing with-
out a restored IMvidic throne and Kingdom, they, with this veil over their eyes, mast, of
coarse, discard the most solemnly covenanted arrangements of Qod, and place, with Gen-
tile ** high-mindednesa,'* the Jewish nation, to which pertains the covenants, in an at-
titude of inferiority. Ignonng the express covenant language, and mistaking the King-
dom itself—two fatal doctrinal mistakes—this prohibition of Christ's not to go to other
nations is to snch writers either a very tender or a very diffiotdt subject to explain, so
that they pass it by or gluss it over in the fewest possible words, or else totally refuse to
allude to it as something to them utterly inexplicable. Strauss and other unbelievers
object tn Jesus sending His disciples only to Palestine, and not to Phoenicia. Egypt,
Qreece, Italy, etc., but such an objection has noforce when viewed from the covenanted
standpoint. It has only propriety and pertinence when it is assumed that the modem
notion of the Kingdom was the one preached. Therefore the usual replies given to
Strauss do not meet the objection fairly, as e.g. Ebrard {Ooap. His,, p. 333), which in

insufficient, limiting this exclusive preaching of the Kingdom to a" ground of prudence,**
and then in order *' to form in Judea a centre and starting point for the new Kingdom."

Obs, 7. If the Kingdom of God is really what the multitude affirm it to

be, viz. : the Church, or the reign of God in the heart, etc., what con-
sistent and valid reasons can possibly be assigned for its being thus re-

stricted nationally to one people? It seems strange that intelligent

theologians fail to see that none, on their hypothesis, can be given.

Even Millenarians, who adopt the prevailing Church-Kingdom theory (as preparatory
to the final Messianic Kingdom), involve themselves in difficulties. Thus Olshausen in-

forms us :
" We cannot suppose that in this (restriction) Christ was accommodating

Himself merely to the weakness of the disciples, but rather to the demands of the times,
and the immediate destination of the twelve" {Com. Matt. 10 : 5). And this, in place of
the ** everlasting covenanit " is offered as a reason to infidelity. No wonder that unbeliev-
ers revel in this accommodation theory to * * the demands of the times. " Olshausen adds
another conjecture :

*' It was necessary, first of all, to prepare in the nation of Israel a
hearth to receive the sacred fire, and to keep its heat in a state of concentration." These
surmises show an evident seeking for, and manufacturing of, a reason, which by no
means covers the question ; for, even admitting these doubtful suppositions, why nlone
select the Jewish nation (that rejected Christ, etc.), and not others? Why should the
times demand this exolusiveness, if a mere spiritual apprehension was concerned ? The
response, alone affording a solid reason, (dways follows : the covenaTd and covenant relation'

ship made it necessary. Barnes {Com. Matt 10 : 6, 6) has much to say about the Samari-
tana, but waives the plain (but to him, with his Churoh.Kingdom view, knotty) ques-
tion, by saying :

** The full time for preaching the Gospel to the Gentiles was not come.
It tjoas proper that it should be first preaohwi to the Jews, the ancient covenant people
of God, and the people among whom the Messiah was bom. He afterward gave them h
charge to go into all the world." " They (the Jews) had been the chosen people of God ;

they had long looked for the Messiah ; and U vxu proper that the Gospel should be first

offered to them." This is all that he has to say, basing the restriction upon proprieties^

and not, where the Bible places it, upon the (^venanted promises and their national iden-

tity with the Davidio people over whom and in whom the Kingdom was to be estab-

lished.

Obs, 8. The difficnltj that theologians, who endorse the prevailing

Church-Kingdom theory, are under to reconcile this preaching of the
Kingdom exclusively to the Jewish nation with their own system of belief,

is indicative of a serious flaw, a funda?nental doctrinal defect, in the same.

The difficulty is found in a multitude of writers. It may be both interesting and
profitable to give additional iUustrations. Reuss {His. Ch. Theol., p. 154) thinks :

** The
difficulty can be solved by supposing, first, that Jesus was often obliged to use the

language ed His hearers in order to li^ more easily understood ; next, by remembering
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that the blame cast apon the heathen was well deeerred, and that it does not imply
praise of the Jews ; and lastly, by admitting thai in His wisdom Christ designedly
drew a narrow oirole for His disciples in their first mission of evangelization."

The reader may well ponder such a circuitons and accommodating way of giving no
reason why Jesns *^ in His wisdom" *' drew a narrow circle for His disciples." Fairbaim
and others try to evade this restrictive mission, this confinement of the preaching to

one nation, by saying that Christ before His ascension said that they were to be His wit-

nesses at Jerusalem, and then preach the Gospel in all the world ^Obs. 3, note 1). This
does not remove the obstacle to their view ; it is in fact no answer to the question, be-

cause, as we shall show, the reasons for the removal of this restriction are also given and
recorded. Christ gave His command to go to other nations after the postponement of

the Kingdom and calling of the Gentiles was fully determined ^ and even when the com-
mand to preach to all the world was ^ven, such was the decided influence of this re-

striction upon the minds of Jewish bc^evers that it was only made manifest afitr the day
of Pentecost and afUr special revelation and council held, how it could be removed.
Such writers fail to answer why the exclusive mission was first given, and shielding

themselves under what afterward, for well assigned reasons, took place, do not see that

the final removal, instead of explaining, only makes the restriction the mort conspicuoua.
Dr. Neander {Life of ChrisC), not satisfied with the common view entertained, tells as
that Christ's ministry was confined to the Jews, and that before the truth could be
offered to the heathen it must be " fully developed in the disciples," etc. It follows

then thpi the truth partially developed (contained in ** the husk'*) was good enough for

the Jews, but not for the Gentiles. Besides this, Neander flatly contradicts himself ; for

what must we say to such an announced fnU development in the disciples, taken for

granted to meet a contigency, and his repeated assertions in other places (some of which
we have already quoted) that the disciples and apostles had only *' the germ** which was
afterward to be developed in the church—that they could never entirtiy divest themselves
of ''Jewish forms" and " Jewish prejudices." Explanations like these amount to noth-
ing ; they are simply conjectures worked out by a preconceived theory. Neander endeav-
ors to guard his explanation by stating, what is emphatically contx«dicted by the Rec-
ord, viz. : that the disuiples could not infer from this restriction that the Bamaritans
and heathen were to be excluded from the Kingdom of God. It is surprising that such
an assertion can be made in the light of the mwit positive prohibUions to go to the Gen-
tiles. That such was their opinion or inference, derived from a specific covenanted
relationship and confirmed by the language o^ Jesus, is evideni from the special vision

vouchsafed to Peter to indicate the call of the Gentiles, and from the apostolic meeting
when the question of the call was discussed. Thus able men pervert Scripture, in
endeavoring to bend it, honestly meant, to a favorite theory.

Schmid {Bib. Theoi, p. 54) misses the historical connection, and entirely overlooks the
oovenants, when he affirms :

*' His only reason for limiting His own operations, and at

first those of His disciples, to the Jewish nation, was to gain a firm foothold and start-

ing point for His entire scheme." He assigns the cases of the centurion and of the
Samaritan woman (Obs. 4, note 1) as proof. These exceptional cases only prove that

the foreknowledge of Jesus antioipnted the final result of His mission, and gave a fore-

taste of hope to the Gentiles. In addition to what has been said, see our next Propo-
sition for a reply to Schmid. Renan (Life of Jesus, p. 213) thinks :

'* If. in other cases,

He seems to forbid His disciples to go -and preach to them (Gentiles), reserving His Gos-
pel for the pure Israelites, this aUo is undoubtedly a precept dictated by circumstance^,
to which the apostles may have given too absolute a meaning.*' The Record as it stands
is sufficiently satisfactory and consistent with both what precedes and foUows ; there is

not anything " seeming" about it. For, *' the absolute meaning" is a netessUy grounded
in the preceding covenants : the circumstances dictating such " a one-sided " minion,
are found in the election of the nation ; the disciples, instructed by Jesus and conver-
sant with the covenants, ore batter qualified to express the idea fairly than Renan, who
cares vury little for both. Indeed, if the mission of John, Jesus, and the disciples had
been made indiscriminately to Gentiles and Jews, what would have become of God*s oov-

enants made with Abraham and David ? What would God's solemn affirmation then be
worth? Let the analofjy of Scripture answer, why such a restriction was laid in the

preaching of the Kingdom, and the reply comes clear and distinct, that it was eondUicned

by covenant promises which belonged exflusivdy to the seed of Abraham and the people of

David. If this prohibition were lacking, this exclusive turning to the one elect nation
were not exhibited and recorded, then an imporiaM and essential link in the golden chain
of Divine Purpose were also missing.
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Ohs. 9. The roader will bear in mind that the message of the disciples—
a peculiar and distinctive one—to saj *' the Kingdom of heaven is at
baud '* was not addressed by them to any Oentile, The same is true of
John, and also oi Jesus, who carefully avoided it in His address to Gentiles
(Obs. 4, note 1). The reason is, as we have seen, that the Kingdom
belonged to the Jetcs, and until the call of the Gentiles was entered into on
account of Jewish unbelief, the message pertained to the Jews and those
adopted as Jews.

Obs. 10. The Kingdom was ultimately to be extended from the Jews bo

that it would embrace the Gentiles also, as indicated plainly by the
prophecies (Prop. 30). This opinion was held by the Jews, as the titles

g^ven to the Messiah showed (e.g. Mac. 2 : 7, 14, '* the King of the
World "). But this ordering did not interfere with the Davjdic cov-
enanted basis, or with the predicted (on this account) supremacy of the
nation (Prop. 114).

Obs, 11, Some writers, anxious to find some basis for their idea of the
Kingdom, and consequently that it also was preached to the Gentiles,

assume that the mission of the twelve was exclusive, hut that of the
seventy was general, including the Gentiles. But this, as we see from the
covenanted position of the nation, would be contradictory and fatal to the
truth.

Advantage is taken of the omission in Lake 10 : 1, etc., of the exclnsive injunctions
eUewhere recorded, .and a hasty, desired deduction is made. Thus e.g. Dr. Killen {Old
i'aUi, Churchy p. 6) remarks that " the seventy symbolized His regard to the whole
human race/* an opinion derived from some tradition that the inhabitants of the earth
were divided into seventy nations, speaking seventy languages, etc. It is surprising that
so careful a writer as Olshausen {Com. Matt. 10 : 5 and (/en. Irdrod, to Paul's Epistles)

makes the ministry of the seventy ** also directed to the Gentile world,*' and "these
seventy appear as the representative of the whole Gentile world." Now there is posiiiveiy

nothing in the Becord to lead to such an inference ; more than this, the statement of

Luke, carefully considered, teaches the exact reverse. For these seventy were only to

go to the places ** toAi^er He Himsdf would come" and therefore not outside.ot Christ's own
mission ; the message was the same that the twelve delivered, and Jesus would not con-

tradict Himself in tiie injunctions covering the same ; the nighness of the Kingdom to

the people preached to (as we shall show. Props, 57^9, etc.) indicates the Jews ; the d&-
nonciations against Jewish places only and the lack of any mention of Gentiles visited,

shows the restrictive character of the mission ; the fact that the call of the Grentiles had
to be made the subject of special revelation, that the seventy were Jews with Jewish ideas
of covenanted relationship, looked for the restored Davidic throne and Kingdom, etc.

—

these things afford amplg evidence of the restrictive nature of their mission corresponding
vith that of the twelve. If there was anything symbolical in the number chosen, then
it would be better, as many do, to make the twelve representative of the twelve tribes

and the seventy of the nation, either through the number of the Sanhedrim, the Elders
of Mosee, or the family of Jacob.
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Proposition 55. It was necessary tJuU Jesics and His disciples

should at first prea/ih the Kingdom as nigh to the Jewish

nation.

That the Kingdom Vios nigh to the nation is distinctly stated.

Matt. 4 : 17, Mark 1 : 14, 16, Luke 11 : 20, Matt. 12 : 28. The cove-

nanted Theocratic Kingdom was overthrown ; at the appearance of

the promised Davidic son, who should inherit the Kingdom, it was
absolutely requisite^ in view of the covenanted relationship of the

nation to this Kingdom, to offer it to the Jews for their acceptance.

This was dmie by John, Jesus, and the disciples,

Ohs. 1. Jeaas Himself tells ua (Luke 4 : 34) that He ** must preach the

gospel of the Kingdom^ for therefore am I sent ;*' and Ho must preach it as

nigh

—

within reach—to the elect nation, for to it the promises are given.

The reason why Christ did this, is assigned by Paul in Rom. 15 : 8, yiz.

:

because He was ** a minister of the circumcision for the truth of God fo

confirm tlie promises made to the Fathers.'' Now the Kingdom is speciji'

cally promised to the nation, and to meet the conditions of the promise abd

to confirm them, it was necessary (Paul and Barnabas keep up the spirit of

this feature even later. Acts 13 : 46) to tender the Kingdom to its ac-

ceptance.

Ohs. 2. If Jesus came to fulfil the law and the prophets, if He came as

the messenger of the covenant, the One through wnom the covenants were

to be realized, then it follows as a natural sequence that He could not other-

wise but offer this Kingdom to the nation, for that nation was composed
of the covenanted people, only conditioned—as found stated in the

prophets, in the preaching of repentance, and in the future predicted

repentance of the nation—by its national repentatice and acceptatice of the

tender made.

Obs. 3. Hence the Kingdom was offered as nigh, on the condition of re-

pentance annexed to the tender. The proclamation of nighness was

involved in the fact (to be made plain hereafter) that, as a certain number
of elect are contemplated as requisite to the establishment of the Theocratic

Kingdom (former experience teaching that otherwise it could not be

sustained), that number, in case of national repentance, would have been

speedily obtained. But owing to the rejection of Christ, the number of

inheritors must now be obtained in a different and more gradual way ; an'^

consequently the nighness of the Kingdom is conditioned by the nationfli

action. Coming to such a people so peculiarly related by covenant

promises ; coming in behalf of the covenant itself, any other style of

preaching the Kingdom would have been out of place ; inconsistent with
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His own Mission, with the relationship of the people, and with the pr^
determined number of *' willing people'^ to be obtained previous to its

re-establishment. In the very nature of the case and of past expenence,
the covenant required the offer of the Davidic-Theocratic Kingdom, while
a moral fitness for the same demanded a previous repentance.

Barbonr {l%ree Worlds^ p. 121), inflaenced by his invisible spiritaal Kingdom theory,
says that the Kingdom was offered to the Jews in a *^ shadoioy sense.'* Never \ the cov.
enants, preachings etc. all forbid it. It is strange that Schenkel's accommodation
theory is so largely prevailing among believers, when so derogatory to fundamentals.

Obs. 4. It was left, we find, to the moral freedom of the representative
men of the nation to receive or refuse it. The phrase ** nigh at hand^* is

indicative of a tender, which, if necessary, can be withdrawn. The phrase
is purposely chosen, pregnant with meaning, and, in view of the power of
choosing, leaves a degree of indefiniteness about it, which is materially
heightened by its dependence on the preceding ** repetU,** For what then

if they do not repent f In that ease will they notwithstanding receive the
Kingdom, or will it still be nigh to them ? Leaving following Fropositions
to answer these questions, let it now be suggested (what so many entirely

overlook) that the exact reversal of this formula would be, If you do not
repent, the Kingdom will be far from you ; noio it is nigh, within reach

;

then it will be distant, removed, postponed. Alas I how fearfully true this

became : nationally nigh, then ^nationally distant.

The emdUionaiity of this matter is apparent from the call to repentance and the un-
fortunate result. God never violates moral freedom in His purposes relating to the
nation. Jesus* with full purpose of fulfilling, and yet foreknowing the sad result, em-
ploys the only language adapted to their free agency. Such expressions as ** Ye will not
come unto me that ye might have life," '* would not have this man to reign over us,"
*' ye would not," ** He came unto His own, and His own received Him not," and kindred
ones unmistakably indicate the power of choice. If not, where is human responsibility ?

The Saviour, therefore, in offering this Kingdom as nigh to Uiem, addresses this power of
choice, this capacity (we are not concerned with the question of natural or acquired, but
only with the fact of actual possession), of making a suitable selection ; and in view of
the possibility of making a proper choice, exhibited in repentance, preaches, '* Repent,

for" (if you do so) ** £Ae Kingdom is nigh at hand^" i.e. the Kingdom already covenanted
to you, and nigh to you in view of such a relation, will be given to you. But if you make
no such a choice, if you refuse to repent, tAen, of course, this Kingdom is not nigh to

you. Strange that so many theologians overlook the conditionolity on which all hinges,

and affirm (as Keander, etc.) that the Kingdom was established. 'Pie Primitive
Church, taught by inspired men and their immediate successors, held to no such absurd-
ity, but maintained in this matter a logical consistency.

In view of this conditionality, Jesus comes in a state of poverty, in order that the

moral appeal to repentance may be fairly tested. Had He come rich, loaded with
honor, etc., the Jews would have been influenced by selfish, improper motives. Hence
the Theocratic King, to test the nation, comes in humble circumstances.

Obs, 6. It has already been shown (Props. 19, 20, 21, 22, 38, 39, 40, 43,

etc. ) what Kingdom was preached, how the Jews and disciples understood

it, and hence that the people were aware of the Kingdom that was offered

to them. If we are to credit the multitude, Jesus tendered a motive, held

out an inducement, for repentance, which the nation misapprehended 'and

could not understand. Those few, then, that did repent were influenced

by mere ** Jewish prejudice*' and ** Jewish partialism." Thus the pre-

vailing Church-Kingdom theoir degrades the early preaching of the King-
dom from every point of view (comp. Props. 42-44).
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Let it again be noticed that Jesus employs the very phraseology in vogne among the

Jews indicative of this restored Daridia throne and Kingdom. Thus, to point out a sin-

gle example which Neander (see Prop. 42, Obs. 6) and others attempt to make eontca-

<lictory to Jewish expectations^ viz. : the Bermon on the Mount. Now, keeping in Tiev
the Jewish ideas of the Kingdom and the phrases in common nsage expressive of the

same, the promises pertaining to ** the Kingdom of heaven," '* the meek shall inherit

the earth.'* " fulfilling the law and tl^e prophets,*' '* the least and great in the Kingdom
of heaven,'* '* Jerusalem the city of the great King," ** thy Kingdom come,*' " the King-
dom of God**—these are all of a nature to impress the Jewish mind (as the result

proves), that our Saviour alluded to the Tkeoa-atie-Davidie Kingdom as covenanted to the

nation. It was, under Uie circumstances, simply impossible for the Jews to entertain

any other view. The naked fact that they thus understood Him and were not corrected

in their comprehension of the Kingdom, is evidence that our position is the only tenable

one ; for otherwise, knowing the grammatioal sense of the covenants and how the same
was held, Jesus would not be performing His mission worthily if it led to the indorseimerti

at error, confirmed by His own language. Let the reader reflect : How could He ask

them to repent, and on condition of such repentance offer them a Kingdom covtrary to

the universal expected covenanted one, without a suitable explanation ? Common honesty
required it. //oio could He urge repentance -on the ground of something which thej

utterly misapprehended ? Common (uiarity forbids such a notion. Questions like these,

involving the gravest of charges and reflecting upon the character of Teacher and hearer.

mjiBt first be satisfactorily answered b^ore we can give up the precious covenanted King-
dom.

Obs, 6. It is wrongly stated by ReuBs (His, C%. Theol, p. 147) that the ex-

pression ** Kingdom of heaven" in the formula ** restricts the idea to a com-
ing period or place, to a state of things different from that in which human-
ity at present exists," and objects to it therefore (through his modernized
Criurch-Kingdom view) as ** a less comprehensive form" than that of
*' Kingdom of God," and attributes it as belonging ** originally to the

Jewish Theology, which assigned the idea of the Kingdom of God absolutely

to the sphere of final or future things," This is a misapprehetmon of the

phrases ; for we have shown (Prop. 45) that they are convertible, that all oi

them were used by the Jews to denote the restored Davidic rule under ths

glorious Messiah, David's Son, and that they were employed ty the first

preachers without explanation according to covimon usage. This makes the

phraseology " Repent,for the Kingdom of Heaven is at Jiand,^' the more
significant to a Jew, and the motive for a speedy repentance the stronger ;

for then, if penitent, the long-cherished hopes excited by covenant and
prophecy might at last be realized.

The time selected for this preaching of nfUional repentance was. humanly speaking, fa-

vorable, and the refusal to repent, undor the circumstances, increases the guilt of the

nation and evinces the power of depravity. While with Beuss {His. Ch. 77i«o£., p. 39)

we object to the theory advanced by some, *' that the Jews during the exile, through the

influence of the Babylonian and Persian civilization, underwent a complete metamor-
phosis* * in religious matters, yet it must be admitted that the captivity and partial res-

toration produced changes —changes, however, which, instead of destroying, oniy daxl-

oped the distinctive and characteristic traits of Judaism. Among the latter, a more steady
and persistent attachment to and expectation of a coming King in the restored King-
dom by which they should be nationally exalted, according to the prophets. This pro-

duced an intense (and in many a selfish) exclusiveness, as evidenced by history. The
sorrows and trials of the nation, the long-continued submission to Gentile domination,
had ^more and more directed faith and hope to the covenants, so that^ as far as the

national situation was concerned, the time was favorable for such preaching, but the repent-

ance urged, the moroiprcpawrfioit required, was too much for its representative, leading mea

^^H. 7. The reader is reminded that this preaching of the nighness of

ngdom^ this offer of the Kingdom to the Jews at the First Advent on
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condition of repentance, is the ]bey to the commingling of the Advents of
Christ (Prop. 34). It could not be otherwiae. It being predetermined as
eminently suitable to tender this Kingdom at the First Advent of Jesus,
the Messiah, and it being also foreknown that it would be rejected, the
matter is so guardedly presented as not to interfere with the free moral
agency of the nation, and as not to be opposed to foreknown fact. Yet
both the rejection of the Kingdom at the First Advent, and the subsequent
obtaining of it at the, now understood. Second Advent of Christ, are
unftiistakably predicted. Hence, too, in view of this offer and rejection,
the prophets pass on and describe more repeatedly and vividly the scenes
connected with the Second Advent

Ohs, 8, The reader, from what has been said, cannot fail to observe that
this Kingdom, thus brought nigh by the offer made by Jesus and His
coadjutors, is the same Kingdom predicted by the prophets (Prop. 36).

There is only one Kingdom covenanted, the prophets describe but one, the
Jews believed only in one, the disciples knew and preached only one, viz.:

the covenanted Theocratic'Damdic. Jesus, coming to fulfil what the
prophets predicted, the covenant demanded, could not preach any other
Kingdom than the one described. Hence in His teaching He appeals to

the prophets and appropriates their predictions to Himself (but only in so

far as not to make the false impression that under Him the Kiugdom was
already established), as e.g. in Mark 12 : 10 He refers to the stone of Ps.

117, and applies it to Himself. This would naturally suggest the Stone of
Dan. 2 : 34, 45, and the inference follows that, aUhouah rejected. He is

the Head of the coming Kingdom, and through Him the God of heaven
will yet set it up. So also Matt. 22 : 24, Luke 4 : 18, 19, etc.; and He does
this to make the rejection of Himself the more inexcusable in them,

Ohs, 9. Writers in abundance censure Millenarians (as e.g. the Prim-
itive Church) for believing in the restoration of the Theocratic-Davidic
Kingdom under the Messiah, on the ground of its ** earthly relations,'*
** carnality," etc. They do not pause to reflect that, owing to its Hieo-
cratic nature, it cannot he set up without a suitable moral, spiritual prep-
aration in the hearts of those who are to experience its blessings. The
proof is found in this first preaching, in its being brought nigh on
condition of repentance, in its being offered solely in view of a proposed
change of character. Those who inherit it as kings and priests must be
among the penitent (Prop. 91) ; the nation itself before it can enjoy its

restoration must be converted (Prop. 113). Therefore, seeing how it was
proposed at the First Advent to the nation, and hoio it is offered to us now
conditionally on repentance and faith in Christ as a future inheritance,

it becomes thoughtful, reverent men to be extrettiely cautious how they

write concerning it.
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Proposition 56, TJie Kingdom was not establiahed during the

ministry of Christ

This necessarily follows from the preceding ; for no such a cove-

nanted Kingdom as promised, no such a restored Davidic throne
and Kingdom as predicted appeared. He (Lnke 19 : 11-27) had to
leave before he wonld receive (Prop. 83) the Kingdom.

Obs, 1. The men who were the preachers of this very Kingdom, and who,
above all others (especially modern theologians), ought to have known
whether it was instituted or not, had no knoioledge whatever of its being
thus erected. These persons, preachers^ and singled out to be witnesses to

the truth, are more reliable, vastly more, in their belief and testimony,

than theologians with their spiritualistic and philosophical conceits con-

cerning the Kingdom and its '* husk" envelope. Is it conceivable, can it

be credited, that such special chosen ones, upon whose testimony the faith

of others was to be founded, should, after their own preaching, after all

their private and public instruction for several years, and after the
particular ^ forty days'^ (Acts 1 : 3),

** speaking of the things pertaining to

the Kingdom of Ood,^* be ignorant of the fact (ii it be as alleged) that a
promised Kingdom was (as eminent theologians now gravely inform us)

actually in existence ? No ! such a supposition is damaging, fatally so, to

preachers and Teacher, and cannot possibly be entertained.

Theologians, to cany ont their Church-Kingdom theory, assert that Jesns established the
Kingdom during His life. Thus e.g. Ebrard {Oosp. His., p. 135) says :

** Jesos mani-
fests Himself in Qalilee as Babbi, announces that the Kingdom of Qod has come, and
seeks to make men disciples, or members of that Kingdom." The formal organization
of the same he places in the selection of the tweWe, the very persons (see next Obs.) toko

knevo positively nothing of Ebrard *s Kingdom. Jesus nowhere declared " that the King-
dom of God has come"—this is added to the record to sustain a preconceived notion.
The utter inconsistency of Ebrard will appear more distinctively if we quote him (p. 343)
respecting the use of Uie Parables :

'* He (Jesus) explained to them (the twelve) that the
whole nation was not yet in a condition to understand the doctrine of the Kingdom of
God, and that He selected the form of parables, that His preaching might be unintelli-

gible to those who were not yet mature, and bo act as a stimulus and provocatire to future
inquiry ; wkUe to the disciples^ to whom he explained the parables, U toas a revelation of saving
truth.' * See next Obs. and continued argument ; we may well aak. How. then, if thus ex-

plained, could they misapprehend the Kingdom, especially when formally established, aa
he says, by their call ?

Obs, 2. The apostles, the best judges in the matter, knew nothing about
a Kingdom set up ; and therefore, consistently with covenant aqd proph-
ecy, with former preaching and instruction, with desire and hope ask.

Acts 1 : G, *' Lord, wilt Thou at this time restore again the Kingdom to

IsraelV^ The reply of Jesus con/?rww their view of existing facts; for

instead of telling them that they were mistaken in their idea of the King-
dom, that the Kingdom already existed, etc. (according to the Alexandrian
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formulas), the answer, referring to the " times and seasons^** implies on
its very face that Ihey did not misappreliend the nature of the Kingdom
(comp. Prop. 43). They, like Joseph of Arimathea (Mark 15 : 43), ** also

waited for th» kingdom of God/*

CoiaiaeiitatorB frankly admit the views of the apoBtlefi. Thus e.g. Bloomfleld loci

says that the word rendered " restore*' " signifies properly to restore anything, which
has Bufiered change, to its former state ; and it is not nnfreqnently nsed (as here and in
Matt. 17 : 11 and Mark 9 : 12) of restoring a mined kingdom or government to its

ancient form, and there is nsnally implied some improvement upon that.** He admits
that the apostles ** thonght that Christ wonld then restore the Kingdom of Jndea to its

former conseqnence,** etc. Thus Barnes loci, Olshausen, and other commentators. To
make this, as Lightfoot (so Barnes, hnt footnote to Olshansen, p. 176, A. £.), a question
aaked in indignation against the Jews, as if it meant *' Wilt Thon confer dominion on a
nation which has jost pnt Thee to death ?** is so far-fetchod and unworthy of serious
consideration 4hat our opponents—even Barnes, who quotes him—reject it, saying

:

** The answer of the Saviour shows that this was not the design of the question.*' Dr.
Increase Mather {The Mystery cf laraeFa ikUvcUion, p. 130) gives the general Millenarian
interpretation :

*' Christ did not say to them that there should never be any such restora-

tion of the Kingdom to Israel as their thoughts were running upon ; only He telleth

them that the times and seasons were not for them to know ; thereby acknowledging
that SQch a Kingdom ahauli Indeed be, as they did from the holy prophets expect. Herein
was their error, not in expecting a glorious appearing of the Kingdom of God, but in

that they made account that this would be immediately.*' SoLechler, Xiange*s Com. Ads,
loci, remarks : " The Kingdom, which is the object of their hope, is a Kingdom of

Israel, a theocratic Kingdom, deriving its existence and reality from the Messiah, and
Intended to give liberty, greatness, and dominion to the people of Israel, who were at

the time oppressed by a heavy yoke. The apostles believe that they are almost author.

ized by the words now pronounced by the Lord, to hope for an early restoration of this

Kingdom." After rejecting Lightfoot's interpretation as not needing a *' special refu-

tion,** and stating that the answer of Jesus, so " frequently" and even " grossly misin-
terpreted," refers to the time, he adds :

** As to the fact itself, the coming of the Kingdom,
and as to Israers privilege with respect to the latter, they entertained no doubt ; and
the Lord was so far from disapproving of such an expectation that He rather confirmed it

by declaring that the Father had fixed the times. Now we know that neither a period
nor an epo<3i can be affirmed concerning an event which is only imaginary. Those in-

terpreters have altogetiier mistaken the sense, who maintain that Jesus here entirely re-

jects the conceptions entertained by His apostles respecting the Messianic Kingdom, for

this is by no means the case. He did not deny that either their expectation of the ap-
pearance on earth of His glorious Kingdom in its reality, or their hope of the glorious

future which that Kingdom opened to the people of Israel, was well founded ; He sim-
ply subdued their eager curiosity respecting the time, and directed their attention to the
practical duties which they were to perform at the present period. Numerous testimo-

nies of a similar nature could be given. Comp. e.g. Judge tfones*B Notes^ Alford's Com,,

Bengel's Gnomon qf N, Test., Olsbausen Com, etc.

Obs. 3. Jeans, before His death, declared the Kingdom to be still future

(comp. Props. 58» 66, 67, 68, 70, 71, 73, 74, etc.). Take e.g. one of His

last utterances (Matt. 26 : 64) to Caiaphas, the High Priest :
** Hereafter

shall ye see the Son of Man sitting on the right hand of power and coming

in the clouds of heaven," This was taken from the prediction of Daniel,

applied to Himself to occur ** hereafter,** and was well understood by all

Jews to refer to the Messiah and the Kingdom of the Messiah. Tho
charge of blasphemy corroborates this view. This is so clear that even

Renan {Life of Jesus, p. 331) says :
" The high priest adjured him to say

whether fle was the Messiah. Jesus confessed it, and 'proclaimed before

the assembly the speedy cofning of His heavenly Kingdom. *^ So also a little

later before Pilate, He reiterates this direct reference to His Kingdom as

future, when He says (John 18 : 36) :
*• But now" (i.e. at present, during
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this order of things) " my Kingdom is not from hence*' (comp. Jones's

admirable Notes on this yerso^ and see Prop. 109).

Ohs. 4. The significant fact that our opponents cannot tell vhen thw

promised Kingdom was set ap, although professing that it was established,

IS corroborative evidence in our favor. They cannot agree in the time,

dvin^ various periods (Prop. 3), although it is a Kingdom that prophets

describe as so manifest, when re-established, that men shall see and rejoice

in it. This Proposition is the more necessary, in order that these conflict-

ing opinions may .be presented to the reader—opinions, too, that never

would have been entertained if the grammatical sense had not been yielded

under the pressure of a spiritualistic Church-Kingdom theory. Some tell

US that the Kingdom already appeared under John the Baptist, but this is

disproven in Prop. 41, etc. Others locate the beginning of the Kingdom
at the birth of Jesus ; some place it at the commencement of His miniatrj

;

others, when He commissioned His disciples ; some, at the confession of

Peter ; others, at His death ; some, at His resurrection and ascension

;

others, at the day of Pentecost ; and still others, at the destruction of

Jerusalem. Here certainly is diversity, and this alone should, to a reflect-

ing mind, suggest something radically wrotw in a theory which is ntttrl^

unabUy with any degree of unity, to show when so important a thing as a

Kingdom is founded. Alas ! how blind is man, when wilfully blind, or

when allowing the blind to lead him.

Obs, 6. That no Kingdom, as covenanted^ was set up, is corroborated bj

the entire tenor of the Gospels and Epistles, and forbids, if sheer inference

is laid aside, the notion to be entertained. As evidence that those

opinions have no weight, we point to the twofold work of Christ The
first work was to offer this Kingdom, on the condition of repentance, to

the nation. This He faithfully performed, and in the act, at least,

eliminated the elect, chosen ones from the mass. But as the result of

this part of the mission was foreknown, there was, in conseauence, con-

nected with it (as a sequence) His second work to accomplish tue Bedemp-
tion (by the shedding of His blood), even of thfitse who had been previousiv

chosen, and of those who would be amon^ the e^ect in the future, and this

was performed through the sacrifice of Himself khus making provision for

the fulfilment of the covenants in ** the age i^ come." This mission

positively forbids the idea of the establishment of the Kingdom.

ProTiaioii was to be made in vindication of the majesty of moral law, by which not

only Bins ooald be remitted, but that those who obeyed th« truth could be nltimat«ly

delivered from all the effects of the curse and become co-heirs* with Jesus in the restora-

tion of the forfeited dominion of Adam. This provision wai4 aooompliahed by the life

and death of Jesus, confirmed by His resurrection, established 1>y His ascension and ex-

altation, thus sealing and making sure the Abrahamic and I>etvidio covenants, through
the fulfilment of which such a dominion shall be exeroised. During this period of His
mission, having those definite objects in view, intending the peWormance of a great and
precious preparatory work, designing to make us inheritots with H\imaelf of a coming King-
dom through the efficacy and resultant power of His sacrifice '— during such a period

there is no room for the Kingdom. No ! instead of a Kingdom H^s work required humili-
ation, suffering, and* death ; instead of exaltation to power and Kingship, it was a veiling

of power and kingly authority, an emptying of Himself, of honor and glory in our be-

half. The two states are in antagonism and cannot coexist in tl^e First Advent of the
blessed Redeemer. This Lord and Son of David came to ** suffer many things" instead
of reigning ;

" it behoved Christ to suffer/* so that the Father, instead of giving Him the
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Kingdom predicted by Daniel, described by the prophets and covenanted in the snre
mercies of David, gave Him the exceedingly bitter, Borrowfol " cup" to drink for ns.
Instead of a Kingdom, He '* was despised and rejected of men ;*' ** He (iame to His own
and His own received Him not," for " they all forsook Him and fled." Instead of
reigning. He was betrayed, reproached, spit on, crowned with thorns, mocked as
King, and crucified. Tellns not that David's Son reigned, as covenanted, dtiring snch
trials. Any effort to unite the two is a violation of what the propheta have written and
the Gospels have recorded, and opposed to express passf^es which teach as, among other
reasons, vtky Christ endured all this, Phil. 2 : 6-11 ; Heb. 12 : 2 ; Rom. 14 : 9, etc.

And (which is a remarkable and decided proof th&t Scripture embraces a Divine, not
hnman. Plan) that this hnmiliation, suffering, etc., of David's Son is, according to

David's own predictions concerning his Heir, a necessary prdude to rei^;ning as an
immortal Son q/" Man on David's throne, and a requisite preparation to qualify Him pre-

eminently for tile lofty position of a universal Theocratic King. We are, therefore, abun-
dantly sustained in our position by converging evidence taken from different points,

while a mass of confirmatory proof remains still to be presented as we advance in the
argument

Obs, 6. This nighneas of the Kingdom to the nation was evidenced not
merely by the offer of the Kingdom, but by the tender of it in the person
of Jesus Christ. He was the predicted King, the Son of David who should
reign, and in virtue of this the Kingdom, m a manner, has come nigh in

His Person, He being a representative of the Kingdom, or, rather, in Him
it is lodged as in Dirine royal right So that, as the King of Babylon is

called the Kine^dom in Dan. 2 : 36, 39, so also the Kingdom was vested in

Christ, but with this material difference (which many overlook), that whilst

in Him as of divine and legal right it was not then manifested, the right,

for certain reasons and purposes, was not then entertained and pressed to

an actual realization. The Kingship was held in abeyance because of the

foreseen result.

The Kingdom thus connected with the person of Jesus may serve to illustrate and ex-

plain some peculiar phraseology, such as is contained in the Kingdom coming nigh,

upon, or among them. But as these passives will deserve a separate notice, we pass
them for the present with the simple caution, that such language must not be pressed
(as many do) beyond its legitimate meaning and application. While it is true that Jesus
never denied, even in the face of death, His royalty. His Kingship, His divine and legal

right to reign as covenanted, yd U is likewise irue^ that, foreseeing His rejection by the
nation, and appreciating the work before Him to be performed, instead of ui^ng His
claim He veiled it, giving us only an occasional glimpse of it, and that when solicit^ by
some (not the representative men of the nation), He refused to be made King.

Obs. 7. The reader will observe that there is not a single declaration of

Christ's which asserts that the Kingdom was then in actual existence. It

is simply inferred by others against covenant promise and prediction. One
of the strongest passages from which snch an inference is drawn is that

of Matt. 12 : 28, " But if I cast out devils by the Spirit of God, then the

Kitiffdom is come unto you,'^ Leaving a full answer to follow in succeed-

ing Propositions, we now onljr remark that in the establishment of this

Kingdom (as predicted) the miraculous and supernatural (Props. 6 and 7)

is required, and the miracles of Christ are a foreshadowing and evidence of

the future fulfilment of the promises. To this evidence Jesus simply
appeals, as confirmatory of the tender of the Kingdom made to them, of

its sincerity and surety ; for His miraculous power exerted, evinced that

the Kingdom v^as nigh unto them, both in the person of the King, although
in humiliation, and in His possessing the adequate power to re-establish it,

if they made the necessary choice.
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Obserre, also, that this langnaf^e was addressed to nnbelieTers, to captions persons
who rejeoted Jeans. Hence, the Kingdom is come nnto or upon you, oertainly does not
allude in their case to an actual possession, bnt merely to its being offered to them.
Again, as critics have often noticed, the phrase " is oome'* is frequently used to denote &
drawing nigh, a divine purpose not then actually accomplished, etc., as e.g. Gen, 6 : 13

;

Isa. 60 : 1 ; Heb. 12 : 22, etc.

Ohs,S, Renan {Life ofJesus^ p. 249), after telling ns that Christ had an
** apocalyptic theory" of the Kingdom (which, in another place, he defines

to be a literal fulfilment of Daniel), adopts very much the prevailing view of

the Messianic Kingdom by saying :
*' He often declared that the Kingdom

of God has already commenced (.^, that every man carries it in himself (?:,

and may, if he be worthy of it, enjoy it : that each creates this Kingdom
(?) Quietly by the true conversion of the heart,*' and then interprets

the Kingdom to mean "the good," '* the reign of justice," or, ^* the

liberty of the soul." He gives as proof. Matt. 6 : 10, 33, Mark 12 : 34,

Luke 11 : 2 ; 12 : 31 ; 17 : 20, 21. Such a total misapprehension of the

Kingdom (which ignores express covenant and prediction) is fortified by

the usage of eminent theologians. For the present, we only reiterate onr

conviction, that the disciples on the ground were far better able to judge
concerning the Kingdom and what Christ declared respecting it, than

Renan is prepared to do at this late day.

Ohs, 9. Olshausen, Neander, Lange, and many others are compelled,

in order to preserve consistency in their theory of a spiritual Kingdom,
to make this Kingdom commence somehow with the First Advent Now,
while it is true that the Kingdom in a certain sense (Obs. 6) was in Christ,

and brought nigh by Him to the nation, yet it is wrong and misleading to

infer from this that it was established. iTie contrary j as held by the early

Church, is the truth. It is in view of this unwarranted inference that

such writers take the great and auauthorized liberty of changing the

phrase " nigh at hand " into *' now established," *' now founded," ** now
already present," etc. Overlooking the Kingdom that is covenanted even

under oath, and spiritualizing the promises, it is an easy matter to draw
from Christ's language erroneous inferences.* Forsaking the e.\pre88ly

covenanted Kingdom for something else, introduces widely antagonistic

contrasts. The most divergent theories are a natural result. Some of

these have already been mentioned ; others are presented in the following

note."

1 We will allow some to speak for themselves, leaving the reader to ponder a certain un-
decisive tone. Storr {Dlaa, On the Kingdom) says, respecting this nearness, that the

Kingdom was present and actoally realized, because ** Jesus being bom (Hatt 3 : 2), the

Kingdom in a certain sense (Lake 11 : 20, and 17 : 21 ; Matt. 12 : 28) was come," being

promised to " the offspring of David ;" and it could not commence until He was bom.
and then '* the Kingdom had so far come that the King by whom it was to be adminis-

tered was certainly present." From this he takes it for granted that it was thus " ad-

ministered," never attempting to prove the main fact, never considering that the pres-

ence of one entitled to reign and the reign itself are not necessarily cojoined, and never
noticing that a part of the covenant promise (i.e. the descent) he takes literally and the

rest (i.e. pertaining to the Kingdom) he discards. Is it possible to base so important a

matter as the founding of a Messianic Kingdom, upon so slight and inferential a founda-

tion?
Schmid {Bih, Theol., p. 244) remarks : " He describes the Kingdom of God as already

begun at the then present time (Matt. 12 : 28 ; Luke 11 : 20, 21). The starting point of

this Kingdom is the appearance of John the Baptist (Matt. 11 : 12 ; Luke 16:16}; up to

this time the Old Test, dispensation lasted. By Jesus in Matt. 11 : 11, contrasting the
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Baptist with tha members of tha Kingdom of God, it may be perceived that the real com-
mencement of this Kingdom is connected with His person." This needs no comment,
its pointA having already been anticipated (aa to the Baptist, see Props. 38-41) ; but may
we not ask. Why this shifting of commencement from John to Christ, and then, as Lange
(Com.) does, from the birth to the baptism, and from the baptism to the coxifesaion of
Peter, or to the death, or to the resxurection of Jesus, or to the day of Pentecost, etc. ?

Is this not a sign of weakness ? Yon Gerlach (Lange's Com. Matt, p. 309) begins it at
the baptism of Jesos :

'* At His baptism Jesns had, as the Son of Man, entered that new
Kingdom of God upon earth which He Himself had founded." Strange procedure : the
Son of Man founds a Kingdom and then afterward enters into it Himself I This theory
IB only a following of Augustine, who {CUy of Ood, B, 17, 8. 8) speaking of His " do-
minion from sea to sea, and from the river unto the ends of the earth," remarks :

'* He
took the beginning of His reigning from the river where John baptized," etc. The ab-
surdity is so apparent that it needs no reply.

Van Oosterzee {Vieol, N. Test., p. 70), so also Thompson {Tfie Vieol. of Christ), tells us
that the Kingdom is " something essentially present. When He comes, it appears with
Him ; it is already in the midst of those who are asking when it shall appear, Luke
17 : 20, 21.'* From this it is inferred, without noticing that if his argument is correct it

^nrill also hold true that when He leaves the Kingdom leaves with Hun. A full reply to
this favorite passage for inferential proot taken from Luke, will appear under Prop.
110. It is only by confounding (Props. 79 and 80) the Divine Sovereignty with the
specially covenanted Theocratio-jDavidio Kingdom that such inferences are unjustly
made. So Reuss {His. Ch. Tfieoi, p. 164) argues :

*' The Kingdom of God, which Jesus
desired to make a reality, commences with his personal appearance on the theatre of the
world. His Advent and the setting up of the Kingdom are one and the same Uiing, be-
cause He is the Head and the cause o£ the Kingdom, and the cause cannot exist without
its effect." Then (p. 167) he asserts that for '* a precise date for the commencement of
the Kingdom," ** that date is no other than the moment in which John the Baptist, the
last and the greatest of the prophets, opened its doors, so to speak, bv proclaiming to the
world Him who was to realize its most cherished hopes," and appeals as confirmatory to
Luke 16 : 16 and Matt. 11 : 11-14. Thus, when men forsake the covenants and the pre-
dictions which determine the nature of the Kingdom intended, do they blunder and per-
vert the simple truth—men, too, whu are able instructors in many other things. Alas I

it demands just such men to cause the church itself to drift into its predicted course of
unbelief (Prop. 177) ; weak men, or persons of no ability and power, could not exert such
an influence.

* Thus e.g. Storr {Diss, on the Kingdcm), not satisfied with his own declarations (Obs. 9,

not« 1), adds :
*' After the death of Jesus, from the period of His resurrection and ascen-

sion into heaven, thai heavenly Kingdom which the ancient prophets had predicted was
entered upon by the offspring of David." " It follows, then, that the commencement of
the Messiah's Kingdom, although in a certain sense it may be traced from His birth, yet
properly is to be reckoned from His ascension into heaven. Which proves that a far

different appearance was then given to the Kingdom of David, vhich Jesvs possessed after

His death and return to a new life ; and that the throne of David became a far more
exalted seat of majesty, from the time that it was occupied by Jesus." Here is simply
one asssximption built upon another, and the leading one is that in some sense Jesus
really was on David's throne. (CTomp. Props. 52 and 122.) Now if the Davidic throne
(taking their own theory) is the Father^ throne in the third heaven, how could the Son
of man, daring His natural life and previous to His exaltation, reign in the promised
Kingdom ? Docs that exaltation in the third heaven meet the conditions of a Theocratic
Kingdom covenanted to be here on the earth, or the predictions of the prophets in.

describing the restoration of an overthrown Thecicraiic Kingdotn in the land of Palestine f

Dr. Bascom {Sennons, series 1, ser. 4), brings us to a climax. He informs us that the
Kingdom (as delineated in the 110 Ps., called *' the Creed of David**) here described was
witnessed in the covenant of redemption in Paradise, is from eternity and extends to

eternity, and hence is not, as some assume, ** a mere parenthesis in the Divine adminis-
tration." This sadly mixes the Divine Sovereignty with the Kingdom specially cove-

nanted to David's Son ; it utterly ignores the Humanity of Jesus, the Theocratic-Davidic
ordering, and what is promised to the Son of Man. But instead of answering Bascom,
we leave one of his own class of interpreters—but far more able—reply. Van Oosterzee
[Theol. A'. Tesi.^ p. 69) observes: '*The Kingdom is something new. Since it drew
near only in the fulness of time, it was not before found on es^th. It is consequently
not merely the continuation of the former thread, but the commencement of an order of

things not before seen, Luke 10 : 23, 24, oomp. Matt. 26 : 28." Leaving others to rec^
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onoile, if they can, snch opposite statements, it may be said that OoBteTzee in right in

saying that it is new,'* i.e. something to come, not existing jnst prerionsly to the ^vent
(Props. 37 and 38), bat is certainly wrong in the assertion that it was *' not before foond
on earth,'* as shown by Props. 26, 29, 31, etc. For it is to he restored ; it is the restored
Theocratic Kingdom ; and it is ** new/* i.e. renewed (for the word ** new" is often used.

Prop. 50, in the sense of renewal), having also many ** new" features added (as e.g. the

rale of a God-man, of glorified and immortal mlers) that the Davidic Kingdom nerer
possessed. Bat we will not antiopiate coming Propositions.

Obs, 10. Here, at this preaching of the Kingdom as nigh at hand, bo

many stumble and fall into serious error (comp. Props. 38, 42, 55). Let

us take Reuss {His, Ch, TheolX illustrative of a large class, which rightly

affirms that the idea of the Kingdom is fundamentEil, and then gives as a

special means for comprehending the nature of the Kingdom the epit-

omized formulas, " the time is fulfilled ; the Kingdom of God is at hand ;

repent ye and believe the Gospel." Thus far correct ; bat instead of look-

ing at these formulas from the covenanted standpoint and from the

Primitive view, he regards them entirely from a modern position. More
than this : he overlooks the fact that the Jewish nation to whom this was

preached refused to repent ; the conditions then being altered and the

preaching of Jesus also (which he never notices) being changed, he pro-

ceeds on the assumption of repentance and tlie tmmsdiate setting up of the

Kingdom ; and then to nnd this Kingdom nothing offered itself but the

Church, or believers, as the Divine Sovereignty, which, of course, under
such an illegitimate process of reasoning (leaving out the conditions,

whether actually complied with, upon which the Kingdom was tendered)

are elevated to the dignity of a Kingdom.

Ohs, 11. The climax of unbelief in this direction is reached by Deprez
(John, or theApoc. of the Neio Test,), a professed believer. Admitting that

the Kingdom was believed and preached as covenanted ; confessing that

it was not set up, as thus received, during the First Advent and since

;

informing us that the ajwstles and Primitive Church universally looked

for the coming of this Kingdom, locating it at the Sec. Advent of Jesus,

he then proceeds, in the coolest possible manner, to suggest that all such

references to the Kingdom and Advent connected with it are to he rejected

as spurious^ as additions given under a ^oss misapprehension of the

truth. This interpretation and remedy (indorsed by eminent men) is

simpljr a total perversion of covenant and Scripture, a fatal blow at the

integrity and authority of the Word itself. It follows, as a natural result,

from three things, all of which are t&ken for granted : (1) that the King-

dom now exists, in a form so widely different from the ex{>ectation3 of the

early Church and the descriptions of the Word, that it is impossible to

reconcile them
; (2) that the most solemnly given Scripture, viz, : the core-

nant (given under oath and the basis of the Kingdom), is to be also ignored

as incapable of fulfilment ; (3) and that Holy Writ, descriptive of the

postponement of this Kingdom to the Sec. Advent, is not to hare anif

weight in the consideration of this subject. In other words, Deprez.

whether intentional or not, sets himself up as theJudge of Scripture (what

to receive and what to reject), without allowing Scripture to testify in ih

own behalf If no such Kingdom exists now, certainly it is no more than

simple justice demands to permit Scripture to assign it^ reasons for the

same (comp. Props. 57-68).
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Ohs, 12. In the light of Scriptnre there is no excuse for the prevailing
interpretations respecting the Kingdom, for, over against the meanings
engrafted by man, there is an abiuidance to satisfy the reverent student
that they are utterly untenable. Without attemptiug to forestall the
proof that the following Propositions contaio, it may be well to say that
numerous passages directly affirm, or imply, our position. Take e.g. Matt.
26 : 29, Mark 14 : 25, and Jesus in tne expressions '^ until that day'*
locates the Kingdom in the future, which is made more emphatic by Luke
(22 : 18) saying :

** Until the Kingdom of God shall come.'' If the King-
dom already existed, such phraseology would be entirely out of place, but
with our view it is consistent and significant. The general tenor of the
Word indicates the same feature. Thus e.g. when Jesus speaks of entering
into the Kingdom of heaven (Matt. 7 : 21, 22), its futurity is expressed by
the phrase ** in tJiat day^'* i.e., it is something not present to be realized at

once. So also in the prayer ** thy Kingdmn come,'^ the futurity of which
-was believed in by the disciples, and which excited the petition (for the
prayer was given in accordance with the well-known views of the disciples)

lust before the ascension,. ^c/« 1 : 6. Thus in Matt. 19 : 28, Luke 22 : 29,

by adopting the Jewish phraseology linked with the Messianic Kingdom,
Jesus conclusively teaches that the kingdom is future and not present.

Obs, 13. The distinctive preaching of Jesus, based as it is on the
covenants, throws light on the vexed question pertaining to the relation

that He sustained to the law. He observed the law Himself and enjoined
it upon others, and yet intimated, in the destruction of the temple, etc.,

the abrogation of the Mosiac law. But we must carefully distinguish when
the latter was done, viz. after the representative men of the nation had
conspired against Him, and after He had revealed His rejection by the
nation. We hear much about Jesus being no Jew in spirit, etc. Even
believers largely indorse the language of Kenan {Life of Jesus, p. 207),
'* Jesus, in other words, is no longer a Jew.*' ** He proclaims the rights

of man, not the rights of the Jew ; the religion of man, not the religion of

the Jew ; the deliverance of man, and not the deliverance of the Jew"
(comp. Prop. 69). Against all such inferential, cosmopolitan reasoning,

we need only place one passage (Rom. 15 : 8) out of many : **Noio I say
that Jesus Citrist was a minister of the circumcision for the truth of God, to

confirm the promises made unto the Fathers." Hence His restricted mis-
sion. Prop. 54.

Thifl deserves more attention. The preaching of Jesna indicates that He was a Jewish

E
teacher to Jews. The covenants, the promises, the predictions all demand this, and
ence Ilis exetusivt mission to the Jews. The cosmopolitan results are invariably linked

vnth, first, a fall of the Jewish nation, and, secondly, with a recovezy of the same nation.

The Gentiles are reached and blessed through the Jews, for it is ever true that " Satva-

lion is (f the Jetca.'* Paul affirms, what simple consistency requires, that Jesus exercised

His office of Messiah with special reference to the covenanted people, the Jews. He
could not, with uovenanted truth before Him, occupy any other position. Beaidus this,

as the law was obligatoiy upon the Jewish nation, and had formed part of the Davidio
institution or Theocratic rule, it was essential that the Heir, the promised Son of David,
should, as Son of Sian, render obedience to that law (until set aside) thus vindicating

His fitness, sinlesaness, reverence for God's appointments, and worthiness to be the
Buler on David's throne (comp. Props. 83, 64, etc.). What changes would have resulted

had the Jews received Him, we cannot tell, seeing that God's Plan was determined in view

of this foreseen rejection. The grace and mercy extended to Gentiles, as will bo more
olearly RtaM hereafter, through to uatrtief of th© Jews, dQ« not alter Christ's Jewish
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Bttihide or lessen His being " a minisieT of the cirmixnoiBion." When the nation fell azid

the times of the Oentiles oontinned on, the Mosaio ritual was abrogated by the totj foroe

of oiroomstancea. And it is a onrions and striking exhibition of Christ's delicate feeling

toward His own specific mission to the Jewish people, that, what Panl afterward ao

boldly proclaimed as no longer binding, Jesna omy intimated in an indirect manner.
He respected and honored His mission.
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Proposition^ 57. This Kingdom was offered to the Jewish nation^

but the nation rejected it.

That it was offered in good faith we have seen—the mission of
John, Jesus, and the disciples being confine to the nation. But
the nation, instead of repenting and receiving the Messiah, con-
spired through its representative men^ the chief priests, scribes,

and elders, to put Him to death. The entire record of the Gospels
shows how He was i)ersecuted and finally crucified, as John 1 : 11,

Liuke 19 : 14, Matt. 16 : 21, Matt. 20 : 18, 19, etc. By this action
they said :

*^ We will not have this man to reign over us /*' by this

conduct they evinced how utterly unprepared^ morally, they w*e
for a restored Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom under the Messiah,

If it be ftttked, ^Vh7thiB imposed oondltion of repentance ? the answer is plain. Sach
a Theocratic Kingdom under the Messiah, with the accompanying elevation of the Jewiuh
nation—as covenanted and predicted —cannot possibly be established without a saitable

moral preparation. An exaltation to such supremacy and honor^ unless previously pre.

pared for it, would only have excited the pride, the selfishness, the arrogance, and am-
bition of the Jewish nation. The purity of the Kingdom intended, its design for bless-

ing, the character of its rulers, the Theocratic idea itself— oJt demanded hearty repent-
ance and true reformation. This feature wiU appear more evident when we see how
God is raising up a repentant people for this very purpose, viz. : to establish it upon a
basis of moral preparation in the persons of those who are associated with Him in gov-
ernment. Thus e.g. the account of Luke 9 : 60, which some denounce as " cruelty," and
which others (Barnes, etc.) explain that *' sentimentality** must give place to '* deci-

sion*' and " eternal consolations," can be mbre readily explained in the light of this con-
ditioned repentance. The man was a disciple of Jesus, as evidenced by his asking per-

mission. Now, as the offer of the Kingdom, the greatest of all things, was thus con-
ditioned, and the preaching of this repentance nationally being veiy limited and urgent
(in order to make the nation inexcusable), it was of ihe highest moment and importance to

bring this testimony before the nation ; all other objects, for the time being, must give

place to this one, so essential, which could not he postponed. Hence, under the circum-
stances, the charge to preach the Kingdom~a style of preaching which speedily^ as we
shall show—changed, Uie crisis having been passed.

Ob.9, 1, Nationally, through the nation's highest oflBcials and council,

the Kingdom was rejected on account of the imposed condition, repentance,

although individual Jews repenting were received as believers. The
Kingdom could not be erected, owing to its affiliation with the nation

itself, requiring not merely a few who believed, but a naiimial moral
regeneration. The past history of the nation clearly taught the ead truth

that, without such a moral reformation, it was utterly unfitted to bear a
Theocratic rule. This it most painfully evidenced at the First Advent bv

crucifying its own promised Messiah. This was, when fully appreciated,

a fearful crime. The great question with the Jew, after the Messiah was
killed, was this : How could he under such aggravating guilt, slaying the

covenanted David's Son, be saved from his sin? This it was that caused,

under Peter's exhibition of this guilt, that anguish of heart, bursting forth
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into the significant inquiry; **Men and brethren, what shall we do?"
What they were to do—this key of knowledge given in mercy—was com-
mitted to Peter, as well as the other key pertaining to the Gentiles.

The modem Befonned Jews deny that the £all of the Jewish nation resulted from
sinfnlneas. We leave them to assign the reason for their dispersion^ etc., in the folioving
resolution at a meeting held by Reformed Rabbins in Philadelphia, Pa. (quoted in The
JsraelUe hidee<Jl, Feb. No.. 1871) :

" Resolved, That the fall of the Jewish state had not iU
cause in the sinfulness of Israel, but in the Divine purpose, manifested more and more
in history, to send the members of the Hebrew race to all parts of the earth, for the ful-

filment of their high mission, to lead all nations to the true conception and worship of

Ood." Now, aside from the New Test, declarations (which they, of course, do not re-

ceive, and yet which are verified in the literal fidJUmenl of its predictions in their actnal
history), this is utterly opposed by Moses in his prophecies, by all the prophets, by the
repeated confessions of the ancient Jews, and even by modem Orthodox. Many prayers
of the Jews indicate the truthfulness of the same ; and it is only a spirit of unl^lief in
the Divine Record, a virtual abandonment of God's own testimony and that of the nation
itself in the past, that can lead to such unscriptaral and unhistorical resolutions. Rev.
Van Noorden (pastor Holland Fres. Ch., Chicago) has written some strictures on this on-
tenable resolution, and among other things shows ** that since the fall of Jerusalem the
Jews as a nation never have influenced the nations to forsake idolatry, nor takezr any
active steps to lead the nations to the true conception and worship of Ood." History
silbstantiates this, seeing that civilization, enlightenment, etc. came through the labors,

etc. of Christians, and not through Jews, however individuals of the race may have
aided in the same work. The entire resolution, therefore, is opposed both by Scripture
and history, and its framers were unable to substantiate it by a single quotation from
or reference to the Word of Grod.

Obs, 2. The leading reason assigned by the priests and Pharisees in

council (John 11 : 47, 48) for putting Jesus to death (whom they hated
for exposing their rottenness^ and insisting upon repentance) was, that by
acknowledging Him as their King, they should bring the Eoman power
upon themselves, which would destory ** both our place and nation."
Here certainly was lack offaith in a Theocratic Khig and Kingdom, And
on this very charge was He arraigned before Pilate (Luke 23 : 2, 3) ; thus
hatred causing them to choose Cmsar^ instead of ** Christ, a King.** Let
the reader reflect : their guilt was aggravated by a knowledge of the

covenanted Kingdom, of a covenanted Messiah in David's line able to

protect against all earthly power, and hence their malignity was manifested
in causing the death of One who gave all the predicted evidences of

Messiabship, and in taking advantage of the very tender of this Kingdom
to them in procuring His condemnation. Their knowledge of the cove-

nants and orophets, their acquaintance with the works of Christ, made the

rejection the more deliberate and crneL Knowing the claims of the Pre-

dicted Messiah, knowing that if He ever came He should be truly a King
on David's restored throne—this makes the charge produced by tnem and
their conduct in the matter the more dastardly and ifiexctisable. What
was offered in mercy and love, they make the basis of accusation and death.

This condition of repentance, as essential to the bestowment of a Theocracy im-
posed, is the key to the private nature of Christ's miracles. Unbelievers ask vfhy they

were not more conspicuous, etc. The design, was to give sufficient evidence to satisfy

His claim to Messianic power and dignity ; hence the miracles performed in connection
with this preaching. If, however, on the other hand. He had publicly, like Moses, at

Jerusalem performed miracle after miracle of an astounding nature, be would have pre-

cipitated tlie nation, without being morally qualijied, into an effort (as even in His re-

serve was adverted to, John 6 : 15) to make Him King by force, tlius bringing on a re-

bellion against the Boman Government. The exhibition of the miraculous was graduated
by this condition of repentance. The delicacy of Jesus—foreknowing the result—in
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avoiding^ by withdrawal and retirement, to bring the nation into revolt against and con-
flict with the Roman Empire, ia most admirable, and serves to explain a nomber of
events in His liie.

Obs, 3. Pressense (77w Redeemer) has several chapters on ** The Prepara-
tion for Chrisiiaiiity," and takes the position, as announced in his Preface :

*' In niy^iew, that preparation consisted solely in developing the desire of
salvation,^* We apprenend that here is a great mistake, as plain fact
proves. Thousands before the Advent desired salvation, but did not
obtain it

; few at the Advent entertained it so strongly that they toere

willing to acquiesce in God's mode of securing it, for the multitude re-

jected and crucified Christ, and by their very conduct showed that other
motives, other desires, were stronger than those alleged by Pressense. The
facts disprove the theory. If the nation had repented and received Jesus
as the Messiah, then, and only then, would it be true, but as it did not,

such a preparation is imaginary.

See e.g. what Moaheim, Neander, Eillen, Knrtz, and others say of the actnal con-
dition of the Jews, sunken into degeneracy, divided into hostile parties, eager for Roman
pAtronAge, etc. The simple Bible tmth is this : the Word predicts the unsuccessful nature
of Christ^s tender of the Kingdom, the unbdief of the nation, that He shall be despised,
rejected, etc. The nation itself is suffering coniinued puni^ment for its nnbelief. The
desire for salvation was only snch as wicked men now possess, viz. : a willingness to be
saved in, and not from, their sins. A proper desire, excepting in a /etc, was not cnlti-

vated. Hence, many writers blunder when adverting to this subject, forgetting that
both Advents, the First and the Second, are represented as finding the people arrayed
against the Christ. For even at the time of the Sec. Advent, when Jesus comes again
" unto salvation,*' we find that the world, instead of desiring salvation, will be in open
hostility to the Messianic claims. Both Advents fall under the aame Divine procedure,
and we must look deeper than this for the real preparation. The secret of the matter
lies in the Divine Purpose, foretold already by Moses, Deut. 33 : 21, who, instead of pre-
dicting a desire for salvation, prophesied the unbdief and rtibeUion of God's chosen people
and their punishment until a period of trial had passed, and that, notwithstanding the
same, God would gather out a people who shell desire, and ultimately participate in,

this salvation. The Divine Pxupose accommodated itself in the Flan of Bedemption to
these foreseen exhibitions of national depravity. The times of the Gentiles were intro.

duced, not because of the desire of salvation previously fostered in the Jewish nation,
but because (as Paul in Bom. 11) qf unbelief, the veil over their eyes, their fall. The
idea of there having been preparations going on and culminating at that period is in-

deed a correct one, as other writers have noticed (in language, facilities of intercourse,
general peace, etc.), for prophecy indicates this ; but it possesses a different aspect and
must be placed on other grounds. The error of some writers consists in this : having
no proper conception of another and coming dispensation here on the earth, in which
salvation is to be realized, they make the faith, hope, and earnests of salvation thfi salva-
tion itselt and under the influence of this misapprehension indulge themselves in cor-
responding laudatory flights, opposed alike to fact and the Word.

Obs. 4. This Kingdom was offered to the nation in good faith, i.e. it

would have been bestowed provided the nation had repented. The fore-

known result made no difference in the tender of it, so far as the free

agency of the nation is concerned ; that result flowed from a voluntary
choice. The national unbelief did not change God's faithfulness, Rom.
3:3. It would be derogatory to the mission of Christ to take any other
view of it, and the sincerity and desire of Jesus that the nation might
accept, is witnessed in His tears over Jerusalem, in His address to it, in

His unceasing labors, in sending out the twelve and the seventy, and in
His works of mercy and love. It follows, then, that the Jews had the

privilege accorded to them of accepting the Kingdom, and if the condition
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annezed to it had been complied with, then the KiDgdom of David would
have been moat glorioasly re-established under the Messiah.

The question. How, then^ wonid the atonement have been made by the shedding of
blood? has nothing whatever to do with the sinceiity of this offer, for ** the manifold
wisdom of God " would have been equal to the emergency, either by antedating to some
other period, or by providing for it previously ; or in some other, to us unknown, way.
As it was, God's purposes, His determinate counsel, are shaped by what w^ aforeseen
voluntary choice of the nation. God's meroy was -willing to bestow, but the nation's
depravity prevented the gift. That the Kingdom would have been established had the
nation believed, is evident from I>eut., oh. 32, 2 Chron. 7 : 12-22, Isa. 48 : 18, Ps. 81 : 8-
16, etc. Dealing with facts, we are not concerned with coirtingencies. Compare Oooteir-
zee's Ch. Dog,, vol. 2, p. 523, and Augustine quoted by him, and Augustine and Ggegory
the Great as quoted by Hagenbach, His. of Doc, vol 1, p. 351.

In the programme of unbelief we find it asserted by the Duke of Somerset {CK TkeoL
a?id Mod, Skep.t p. 139) that '' the disbelief of the Jews in Jesus was indispensable to
the scheme of the atonement"—langui^e even incautiously used by some beUevexa.
This is disproven by this tender of Uie Kingdom, by the prevailing tenor of the Word,
and by the guilt of the nation not being compromised or lessened through such a fiction.
It 18 unauthorized assumption. Paul's argument in Romans proceeds on the supposition
that the nation had the power of choice, that it wilfully chose the evil, and that God in
mercy overroled its fall for the salvation of the Gentiles. They stumbled and fell, not
through necessity, and not because God's Purpose required it, but solely throng their
own unbelief ; and God's Plan, as tiie Omniscient, embraced the same as a foreknown
result, and made provision accordingly. This feature also meets a Jewish objection.
Thus e.g. Levi {Dlaatrla., vol 1, p. 120) says :

" They (Christian Apologists) cannot
produce one single, clear, unequivocal prophecy of the Old Test, which foretells a
twofold coming of one and the same person as the Messiah," eto. This arises simply
from the fact that, as this offer was to be made at the First Advent, the prophecies are
guardedly (see Prop. 66, Obs. 7, and Prop. 34) given, and at the same tune suffioiently
distinctive to show tiiat at the First Advent^ as occurred, the Messiah would be de-
spised and rejected (Isa. 56, Dan. 9 : 26).

Ohs. 5. Able writers make incaatioas aasertions relative to this period.
Thuse-g. Ooaterzee {TkeoL New Test.^V' 32) on tliia point saya : "The cove-
nant act of the Theocracy thna founded was the lawgiving at Sinai ; ita seat
the Sanctuary ; ita end, not the riaing of the Kingdom, b^ which it was
modified, but the destruction of the laraelitish state; ita highest benefit,
finally, was the appearing of Him who put an end to the wall of Beparation
between Israel and tlie 9iatio7is,'* According to the express promises an-
nexed by Mosea (Prop. 26) to Deut. 32, ita end was fwt such as Oosterzee
states^ ioT it was designed for blessing and not for such a destruction.
The end alleged by him was brought about, not by the tender of a Theocratic
Kingdom (much less by a Kingdom not then in existence), not by the
appearing of Christ iu itself, but is invariably attributed to Me nation's
unbelief. If we do not accept of the solution given by revelation, and put
the fall of the nation where God places it, yiz. : not in His purpnosin^ or
deaigning it, but in their own unbeliefy we introduce an antagonism into
the Divine Plan, inconsistent with the universal ideas of juatico and love,

and invite, unnecessarily, the sneers of infidelity. Besides this, the end
contemplated haa not yet come ; let the timea of the Gentiles end, and let

this nation again be restored, and then will the Theocracy be restored, and
refute such fallaoies.
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Pboposition 58. J^stw, toward the close of Hie ministry^

preached that the Kingdom was not nigh.

II indeed, the cov^enanted Davidic Kingdom is offered, and that
tender is rejected throngh nnwUlingness to repent, then it follows^
from the foreknowledge lodged in Jesus, that it is reasonable to

expect some such prooedure. The statement in the Proposition is

abundantly confirmed. Just so soon as the representatives of the
nation met in council and conspired to put Jesus to death, theriy

released from the first part of ELis mission, His style of preachina
also changed. Instead of proclaiming that the Kmgdom was nign
to the nation, He now directly intimates and declares that it was
not nigh. Matt. 21 : 43, "7%e kingdom qf God shall be takenfrom
you and given to a nation bringing forth the fruits thereof^^^ is

already conclusive (as will be shown hereafter), confirmed as it is

by other passages.

Ohs, 1. The importance of this point, m much oTerlooked by com-
mentators and theologians, will justify additional proof. Thus e.g. take

the parable of the marriage of the King's son. Matt. 22 : 1-14, given just

after (Matt 21 : 43), He declared that the Kingdom should be tanen^m them, and we have : (1) The Jewish nation bidden but refusing the
invitation (showing the sincerity of the offer, etc.)

; (2) if the invitation

had been accepted, the 9narriage would have taken place ; but the invited

guests refusing, it was postponed until other guests were furnished
; (3) the

marriage (i.c. the enthronement to the Kingdom, comp. Prop. 169), the
wedding (i.e. the inauguration blessings and privileges, the Kingdom
being likened to a feast. Prop. 169), were no longer nigh to these invited

ones ; (4) the marriage, the time when the guests are scrutinized, is (as

commentators inform us correctly) at the Sec. Advent of this King, hence

£08tpo'ned until that period. Again : the parable of the Great Supper,
uke 14 : 15-24, has also reference to this fact It was suggested by the

saying, ** Blessed is he that shall eat bread in the Kingdom of Ood,'' i.e. in

this Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom, for such was the meaning attached to

the phrase. Jesus, in reply, expressively shows how this kingdom was
received. The persons ftews) specially invited to this "great supper**

(i.e. to the blessings of this Kingdom) r^ected the invitation, for ** they all

with one consent began to make excuse,** and other guests are to be
invited, urged to come and enjoy it, whilst " none of those men which
were bidden shall taste of my supper,'' i.e. it was no longer nigh to those

invited. The calling of other j^uests now (atill going on) takes the' place

of the first invitation—a new exigency and preparation being evolved—and
the supper, until these guests are obtained (Prop, 65) is postponed to the
Sec. Advent (Prop. 169).
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The critioal student may perhaps ask what Qoapel do we follow in its chronologieal
order. Onr preference is Blatthew (so Ebrard, Qoap. His., asCalTln, BengeU etc.), where
Jesas declares His rejection shortly after the sending forth of the disciples to preach. But
ve can (with Wieseler and others) take Luke, or even any of the others (as we shall show in
Prop. 187), witii the same reanlt. For this postponement of the Kingdom, so oonst&nUy
ignored by Christian Apologists, is a most powerful facior in the criticism, both of the
Gospel writings and the Gospel History. It conclusively proves that the great object of
the writers, in all of them, was to show—(1) Thak Jesus was the Messiah ; (2) why the
Messianic Kingdom was delayed ; when and through whom it shall be established. The
idea of a postponement (even contained in the references to a future coming of TTi¥ttcj>if

in glory, and which caused the question of tiie disciples in Matt. 24 : 3 respecting Hi«
future coming), must have singularly impressed the disciples, owing to their utter
inability to reconcile it with His death. Without comment, Uiey give us a complete his-
tory of the facts as they existed, and do not conceal the perplexity in which Uiey were
involved, owing to their having allied to the First Advent promiBea which are only to be
realized at the Second.

Obs. 2. But we hare more explicit annoancements. Thus, Luke 19 : 41-
44y in which is found : ^1) JesuB vreepine over the cit^

; {%) the things
which belonged unto their peace, being rejected, were hid from them ; (3)
the evil results of their unbelief, in being given over to their enemies and
continuing under ther power

; (4) this great evil brought upon them,
because they appreciated not the oner made, because '' thou knowest not
the time of thy visitation.'* Here, instead of a Kingdmn, is presefifed a
direful threatenbig offearful iiicmniiig evils. Again : in Matt. 23 : 37, 38,
we have : (1) the rejection of His message, evmced by the treatment of
those sent ; (2) Christ's earnest desire that they might receive it

; (3) but
*' they would not,** indicating a voluntary rejection ; {^ then " tlie hou^ne

left desolate,'^ no restoration being granted
; (5) and Cnrist's withdratoal

from them for a time ; (6) so that, instead of a Kingdmn coming then to

them, dispersion and the destruction of the city is determined, owing to
their unrepentant state.

It was in view of this rejection of the Messiah, this refusal to repent, that the sign of
Jonah was specified by Jesns in Matt 12 : 38-41. Persons have sought for an analogy
between the sign of Jonah to that generation and that of the Son of man. Mnch that is

unsatisfactory (by believers, who refer it to death and the reanrreotion, forgetting that
Jonah was alive, etc.) and witless (by nnbelievers, who ridicule it as a standing joke)
has been said and written. Many confess their utter inability to see where the uialogy
is to be found. Thus e.g. a writer in The ^pedaUyr (and LUieWs Liv. Age) for 1872
(Art. " Fred. Deu. Maurice"), after stating that Maurice ** admitted that he could not
understand the analogy between Jonah's three days* burial in the fish and our Lord's
three days' burial," adds :

" He (Maurice) would not admit that he believed the Erange-
list to have made a mistake, and to have attributed a fanciful analogy of his own to his
Master." Maurice, professing himself unable to explain, was correct in rejecting the
notion of ** a fanciful analogy" concocted by Matthew. The preaching of this Kingdom
on condition of repentance, and the refusal to repent, explains and enforces the anal-
ogy. The simplicity of the analogy has caused it to be overlooked. To realize its force
we must place ourselves on Jewish ground in the position of the Scribes and Pharisees
who demanded a sign. The Kingdom was offered ; a sign was required, by those
unwilling to repent, Eigainst (v. 41, 42) all reasonable evidence already afforded. Josus
virtually and emphatically tells them that the only sign which they deserved is the sign of
wibduf. Jonah was three days and nights in the fish's belly, owing to unMief, so Jesus,
for the same period, was in the grave because of Jevtish un&dC^. The one was evidence
of unbelief, the other also, so that the declaration is equivalent to saying that the nation
would luti repent but be the means of Christ's death. This is confirmed by what imme-
diately follows.

Obs, 3, The evidence on this point is strong and cumulative, and there
-^re given even clearer exhibitions than the preceding. In Luke 21 : 31 ia
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something decisive, when apprehended in the light of the immediate con-
text After describing the destruction of the temple (v. 6, 20), the days of
vengeance (v. 22, 23), the captivity and dispersion of tlie nation (v. 24),

the treading down of Jerusalem ** U7iHl the times of the Gentiles be fiil-

filled " (v. 24), the Advent of the Son of Man (v, 27), the approach of our
redemption (v. 28), the signs of a coming deliverance (v. 28, 29, 30), the
Saviour adds :

** So likewise ye, when ye see these things come to pass, know
ye that the Kingdom of Ood is nigh at hand,'' At the beginning of Hia
ministry, it was relatively nigh ^as we have shown) ; the offer was simply
conditioned by repentance ; and being left to their choice, no long interval,

as here intimated, must take place before it is nigh to them. Now, ]iow-

ever, since His death was actually contemplated by the representatives of

the nation, the offer is withdrawn, and the postponement of the Kingdom,
its not beinff nigh to them, is directly stated by an enumeration of certain

events which are previously to take place before it is nigh again. Let the

reader examine these events, and he will find that not one of them occurred
between the delivery of the prediction and the death of Christ ; hence
the Kingdom was not yet come. But more : none of them took place be-

tween their utterance and the day of Pentecost ; hence the Kingdom was
not established. This, in which all are agreed as to the non-occurrence of

the events, is all that is needed thus far in our argument

But in this passage and context we have more than this : two things may well call

for consideiAtion. (1) Let the reader reflect npon the Jewish idea of " the Coming
One** and ** the world to come/* etc., and then notice that the questions of the disciples

respecting His coming and the end of this age imply the notion of the introduction of
the Ueasianio Kingdom. The reply indicates no such introduction, but a continued series

of events, long continued (for tMa passage and Matt. 24 and 25 and Mark 13 contain an
epitomized histoiy of this dispensation down to the Bee. Advent), before the Kingdom
again comes nigh. (2) Next, consider the events enumerated, and the destruction of
Jerusalem, which occurred thirty or forty years afterward ; the captivity and dispersion
of the Jews, the domination of the Gentiles over the city during the times of the Gentiles,

etc., are mentioned, all of which are still in the course of fulfilment, and consequently
(as we advocate) the Kingdom (which could only again be nigh '* ichen tkts€ things come
to pass**) is still in the future. Comp. some excellent remarks by Fhilo, Basilicus (Judge
Jones, of Philadelphia) in Essays on ike Coming of (hd Kingdom of God {LUeralisU vol. 3,

p. 32). Jones says :
" If it should be said that by ' Viese (kings ' we must understand

some of these things, the answer is, that would be adding to Scripture, not expounding
it ; besides, it would not remove the difficulty, because we have no evidence that any of
these things came to pass before tlie commencement of the present dispensation. If it

should be said (as it sometimes is) that all these predictions relate to the destruction of
Jerusalem, the difflcultjr remains* for certainly the present dispensation commenced Jong
before that event. Not only had the Gospel been promulgated throughout the Boman
Empire, but almost the whole of the New Test, was written before that event, and
seveiuJ of the apostles, among whom were James, Peter, and Paul, had suffered martyr-
dom. If it be said that (v. 34 proves) these things must have been fulfilled within the
life time of the men then living, the answer is, that this verse must be interpreted so as
to be consistent with the facta of the case.'* After mentioning the facts, he adds

:

" Besides, the Word translated generation signifies race in this place, as may be easily

proved, and it was so understood by Jerome, who must be allowed to be a competent
judge of the meaning of the Latin word generalio.'*

With this opinion agree Clarke and numerous other commentators, who read v. 34 :

"This nation shall not pass (i.e. be rooted out, etc.) till all these things be fulfilled.*'

The idea being that the fulfilment is linked with the destiny of the nation, and that there-

fore, notwithstanding their scattering and dreadful persecutions, it would be preserved.

As this verse is frequently employed against us, it will be well, in view of the frequent use
made of the chapter containing it, to odd some particulars to those given under another
heading. To indicate the varieties of meanings attached to the passage, making it in full

agreement with our views, we give the following : Jerome applies it either to Uxe human
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race or particularly to the Jewish ; CaloTins, Mede, Domer, Stier, Nasi, Alford, F&ber.
etc., to Uie Jewish nation ; Wordsworth, etc., to the literal Israel (as a race) and to the
Bpiritnal Israel (as the same); Origen, Chrysostom, Fanlns, Lange, etc., to the believen
(as a race), as indicated in t, 33. Other interpretations are given, as e.g. that (so Elliott,

Barbour, Lord, etc.) it refers to the future generation then living, making it parallel

with Luke 21 : 31. 32, ** when ye shall see ;" Luke 17 : di, " this night,*' etc. Borne (as

Byrant, etc.) think the key is found in vs. 33 of the preceding ch., in *' this genei^on
of vipers, " indicative of a continued unbeliel The reverse of this is given by othera
(as Rutter, etc.), who make it ** the generation of the righteous,* ' referring to the perpe-
tuity of the faithful or of the church ; or (as Lange), " tiie generation of Christians, as a
generation of those who wait for Christ never pass away.*' (Lange 's view is a revival
of De Syra's.) Piscator, Erasmus, etc. render generation by cetas or age. Brookefl
{Maranatha, p. 68) refers to quotations, showing that the word translated ** fulfilled " is

often used to denote the beginning of an event without expressing its completion, so that
it wouJd read, if retaining the limited idea of generation :

" TTus genemi'on shaU not pass
till aU these things (the predicted desolations of Israel, terminating with His Sea
Coming) begin to be fulfilled." (This is the opinion of Luther, Cunningham, Bnsfa,
Van Oosterzee, Ebrard, and others.) Bickersteth and others refer the verse simply as
including the overthrow of the temple and Jerusalem. The meaning of the words
** generation" and ** fulfilled,*' as given in Lexicons, in Commentaries, and in other
renderings, make such interpretations justifiable. Hodge (^«. Div,, vol. 3, p. 799) says

:

*' There is high nuthority for making * generation ' refer to Israel as a people or race ;**

the same is true of others. We cannot admit the limited notion of generation withoai
allowing (unless we adopt the idea of ** age" or " beginning to be fulfilled '*) the daims
of Rationalistic criticism, which asserts, truthfully, that these predictions were not fnl-
filled within the bounds of an ordinary generation. (Gomp. Alford, Lange, Btier, Nasi.
etc. ; Brookea's Maranaiha, p. 67 ; Cumming's Great Tribulation, pp. 157, 159 ; Proph,
Times, vol. 6, p. 76 and p. 205 ; Seiss's Last TlmeSt Ap, ; LUeraUst, vol. 3, p. 160 ; Lord's
Lit and Theol. Journal, July, 1854. p. 161, etc.

Obs, 4. Luke 19 : 11-27 forcibly demonstratea onr Proposition. Jesns
uttered this parable " because tliey thought that the Kingdom of Ood should
tminediaiely appear,^' In His reply there is no intimation (ns is unjustly
inferred, cbmp. Prop. 110) that the Jews were mistaken in their idea of
the Kingdom, and that, if modern notions are correct, the Kingdom had
already come and was established. If this had been so, then the answer of
Jesus would be cruelly irrelevant ; but with the proper conception of the
Kingdom it is finely consistent and forcibly expressed. For there is (as

there could not be) no declaration that they were wrong in believing that
the Kingdom which they expected, the Messianic, ica^ still in the future.
They were only mistaken in the opinion, carefully announced, ** that the

Kingdom of Ood should immediately appear, ''^ Now the parable is giren to

correct this belief in the immediate setting up of the Kingdom, to indicate

that it would not soon appear, but only after an undefined period of time
had elapsed. For He represents Himself as a nobleman, who, having a
right to the Kingdom, goes *' into a far country to receive^' (to have His
title confirmed) ^\for Himself a Kimdom^and to return,** During His
absence His servants " occtcpu till J come.'* Then after an interval of
time, not definitely stated, the period having come to 'enter upon Hia
reign, having received the Kingdom, He returns^ judgment follows, and
those who*rejected Him (saying, ** we will not have this man to reign
over us") are destroyed. Here we have : (1) the Jews thought that the
Kingdom would notv appear ; (2) but it was not nighy for {a) He would
leave, {b) they had refused His proffered reign, (c) those, however, who
were devoted to Him should ** occupy" until He returned, (d) during His
absence there was no Kingdom, being gone to receive the power to
reign

; (3) He would return and then manifest Hia acquired power (Prop.
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83) in the establishment of His Kingdom. Thns we have the absence, and
then '* the appearing and Kingdom''^oi Christ.

ThU parable first serioTuily directed the attention of Greswell ( Work on Parables, vol.

4. p. 419-^14) to the Millenary dispensation, and oonflrmed his faith in the PrimitiTe
Chiuch view of the Kingdom to be set np at Christ's retnm. He jnstly remarked that it

was impoasible to explain it " satiofactorily and consistently upon any other principle than
that of a reference to the Millenary dispensation,*' etc. This is corroborated by the con-
tradictory statements of commentators and others, who spiritualize this Kingclom, and
have it existing either under Christ's ministry or at His ascension. Thns e.g. Barnes,
loci, after having repeatedly told ns that the Kingdom had aiready come, that multitudes
pressed into it, etc., flatly contradicts his former bold inferences by saying that " the
reign of the Messiah should immediately commence, He spake the parable to correct
that expectation.** But how reconcile it with his own statements? Thus :

" By the
nobleman is undoubtedly represented the Messiah, the Lord Jesus Christ ; by His
going into a far country is denoted His going to heaven, to the right hand of the
Father, before He shouldfuUy tel up the Kingdom and establish His reign among men."
Uaoo {On the Parables, p. 398) correctly observes " that this Kingdom should be tmme*
diatdy, without any farther delay, set up, against which the intimation in the parable is

directed, that it should necessarily be a long ivme before the return of the nobleman,

"

but vitiates the force of it by putting into the parable what it does not, even by implica-
tion, teach, viz : "He (Jesus) will give full manifestation of it (the Kingdom) from
heaven." Nunerous illustrationa of this character could be given, but these wUl suffice

to show how men, under a false theory of the Kingdom, labor to reconcile this parable
with a spiritnalistic conception by introducing that which, on its face and intent, it

utterly repudiates. Attention might be called to other passages, especially Luke 17

:

20-37 (see Prop. 110), but as these will be brought up in connection with other Proposi-
tions, this proof must, for the present, content us. For, taking these together, and ob-
serving their uniform testimony, they already suffice to establlan our Proposition.

Obf, 5. It is worthy of notice, that Christ only openly predicted His
enflEerings and death toward the dose of His ministry, Matt. 20 : 17-20,
John 12 : 32-34, etc. This was designedly done, and accords with our
position. The Kingdom was offered accoraing to the promise made to the
Fathers. Being a minister of the circumcision to confirm tho promises,
this tender, embracing the most precious of the promises, was necessarily

incladed. When He was rejected, and efforts were made to destroy Him,
then He was free to nnfold what God had farther purposed in view of, and
to overrule, this rejection.

The critical student will also notice another peculiarity, viz. : that before it was fully

determined by the chief men of the nation to Kill Jesus, He was far more free in com-
municating in private than in His public discourses. Judge Jones (" Philo-Basilicus,"
Essays, LUeralisU vol. 3, p. 62-64) has noticed thin, and assigns some excellent reasons
for His observing such a distinction. The main one has already been given by us. To
strangers, as to the woman of Samaria, the Centurion, Zaccheeus. He reveolt^d from the
first more concerning the future purposes of Qod pertaining to the rejection of the Jews
and the calling of the Gentiles, than He did to His own disciples before the conspiracy
of the Jews, thus evincing hckh His Divine foreknowledge and His wonderful tact in
keeping His disciples in the moat favorable position and mental condition to preach the
offer of the Kingdom. This entire procedure, as related in the Qoapels, is one of those
unintentional but most forcible evidences of divine inspiraiUm. A narration which so
carefully preserves the most delicate arrangements, without any violation of propriety
and cluoacter in the actors of a complicated drama like this, can only be accounted for

on the basis already assumed. Prop. 6. The sincerity of Jesus is evidenced (Matt. 23 : 37»
Luke 19 : 42, etc.), the covenanted relationship of the nation is preserved, the fact of its

failnre to repent is so represented that the foreknowledge of God is vindicated, the con-
tingency of the offer on repentance (Bom. 9 : 31-33, and 10 : R, 10, 21, and 11 : 7, 23. etc.)

ia made manifest, the Purpose of Qod is made in consideration {GaX. 3 : 8, Acts 2 : 23,

etc.) of all the foreseen circumstances as they actually arose, the faithfulness of God
(Bom. 3 : 3, 4) is preserved, the necessity (to raise seed unto Abraham) of calling and
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eografting the Gentiles is shown—these and varions other features invoWed are aU 90
clearly and distinctly given, without any conflict or antagonism, that Uiey stamp the
book containing them as the Word of Ood. The principles and interests involved,
although pertaining to the highest and noblest known to man, are carefolly guarded with
incomparable simplicity.

Obs. 6. This change of preaching in Jesns has been noticed bj Renan
and others, and they wrongfully attribate it to a change of plan respecting
the Kingdom, forced upon Him by attending circnmstances. That h,

seeing that He conld not secure the throne and Kingdom over the Jewish
nation. He concluded to erect a more spiritual Kingdom. Such an
opinion cannot be legitimately inferred, and it overlooks the viost positive

proof that Christ, instead of altering His view of the Kingdom, His
rightful claim to it. His intention to restore the Theocratic-Davidic
throne, only postponed its execution until the lapse of a determined period
of time. Kenan and his class totally ignore the abundance of Scripture
assigning the reasons for postponement, just as if they had no existence.

Such a mode of procedure, a revival of Porphyry's (Art. on, M'Clint. and Strong^s
OycLop.\ unjust to the Word and discreditable to honest reasoning, which forbids the
Scriptures to testify in its own behalf, is becoming very prevalent. The position of
Jesus, in view of the foreknown rejection of the Kingdom, was peculiar. To Him the
progress of events, the history of the future was fully known ; hence down to the very
moment- of His proposed arrest by the representatives of the Jewish nation. His lan-
guage, impelled by regard due to His miaaum, respecting the Kingdom is guarded, and if we
desire to appreciate it, to attain to a correct apprehension of it, we must keep in mind the
nature of Uiat Kingdom, ns covenanted and pndicled, its offer to the nation, its rejection
by those who had the controlling influence, its postponement until a Seed—the elect,

chosen ones—of Abraham is gathered out, and its flnal re-establishment at the Bee.
Advent. Then the attitude and words of Jesus stand out with new propriety and force.
This, and this alone, will render radiant with hope many a passage which otherwise
would remain dark.

Obs. 7. The notion entertained by some, that only temporal blessings
and rewards were offered to the Jews under the Levitical economy, is also
shown (as before noticed), by the tender of this Kingdom and its postpone-
ment, to be erroneous. In the very nature of the case, temporal blessings

are largely annexed to it (for did not the curse greatly deprive us of them,
and if Redemption is completed, will it iwt restore them ?) ; but besides
these, there are special and inexpressible great spiritual ones connected
with them. This, as we advance, will become more and more appar-
ent. The Theocratic rule brings God Himself into national relation-

ship as its earthly Ruler, and this relationship insures present and fut-
ure blessings, both temporal and spiritual. If the reader will but reflect

upon the Kingdom offered to them—the same still held in abeyance—upon
the events requisite for its re-establishment (as e.g. the resurrection, the
presence of God, etc.), upon the imagery used to represent its blessings
(as e.g. a feast, marriage, etc.), that were included in the covenants to be
ultimately realized by the elect, he will at once perceive that the The-
ocratic ordering necessarily efnbraces both the highest temporal and spiritnal

blessings to which Redetnptionj in its fullest^ widest reach, extends. The
earnests indicate it \ the fruition, under the coming Messianic reign,

realizes it.

Obs. 8. In view of this foreknown change in the preaching of Jesus
resulting from a postponement of the Kingdom, Christ did not publicly
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assume in His personal ministry the title of ** ths €7irist*' nntil after His
betrayal, Mark 14 : 62. After the death of John the Baptist, which
already foreshadowed His own rejection and the nation's refusal of the
tender, of the Kingdom, He strictly charj^ed His disciples to tell ?io ma7i
that He was ** the Christ," The intimations publicly given were inferen-

tial, and might, as He Himself asserted, be adduced from His works.
New this, to many an unaccountable feature (owing to their making the
phrase ''the Christ" a doctrinal one instead of regarding it, as it is. His
Kingly title, comp. Prop. 205\ is in accord with our position ; for knowing
His rejection as '* the Christy in that the nation refused to obey the con-
dition annexed to the obtaining of the Kingdom, it would only have af-

forded the greater facilities to His enemies to accuse Him as a rebel,

etc., to the Roman power.

One of the best writers on this point is Judge Jones, in his Notes on Scripture (as e.g.

on Hatt 16 : 20 and 23 : 8. etc.), and in his Essays (Phi]o-BaBilicaB) attached to toL 3
of the lAUralist. The Judge, with his fine scholarship, theological learning, and eminent
legal abilities, was well calculated to see and bring oat points unnoticed by the lazge

class of expositors. Among other things he notices the remarkable change in the
phraseology as seen in Acts and the Epistles when compared with the Qospels, and
justly argues that, as the name of Jesus, the title of Bon of man, was designedly given at

one period, and the titles of Christ and Messiah were kept in the background, so also

a/ter the death and ascension of Jesus the title of Christ is purposely more prominently
exhibited. The former procedure is based on the fact of the offer and rejection of the
Kingdom ; the latter is founded on the fact that this same Jesus, dead, buri^, and cru-
cified, is nevertheless '* the Christ," and that the covenanted promises toiU, yet be realized

through Him. The very title implies faith and hope in thefut/Umenl of the covenants.

Obs. 9. Lee {An Inquiry into the Nature of Prophecy), Hatfield {Amer.
Presby, Quart, Revieiv^ Nos. April and July, 1864), and others have asserted

that tne prophets predicted only o?ie Adrent (the First), and that a second
l>eraonal Advent was unknown to them, or that thev had *'no distinct

perception of a Sec. Advent, or any thought of sucn an event, is by no
means certain," etc. (comp. Shimeall's J Will Coine Again, Ap. Note D,
p. 132). This falling back to the Jewish objection (Prop. 67, Obs. 4,

note 1) is owing to an overlooking of the conditions that, in view of the

foreknown future, were imposed upon prophecy.

This attitude of the prophets, in not more accurately discriminating (Prop. 34) in

respect to the mission of Jesus at His First Advent in offering the Kingdom to the
nation, is the very one required by the sincerity of the tender, the free agency of the
nation, the rejection of the Kingdom, and its postponement. To have distinctively an.
nonnced the two Advents, with the interval between, and with the reinilts of each, would
have materially interfered with the course of events. Tet now both the wonderful fore-

knowle<^e of God and the wisdom of the Almighty, in the prophetic announcements,
ore strikingiy exhibited. Now it is no longer a matter of difficult to discriminate ; the
fulfilments at the First Advent teach us what to apply to it and what to refer to the
Second. Both Advents are plainly delineated—one of humiliation, suffering and death,

and exaltation ; the other, one of triumph, vengeance, dominion, and glo^. The Primi-
tive Church view gives us the key to this peculiar prophetic style, and this veiy delinea-

tion, now so perplexing to Jewish BAbbis and to unbelievers, ia evidence, if we will

receive it, of iHuiM inspiration.
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Proposition 59. This Kingdom of Ood^ offered to the Jewis/*

nation^ lest the purpose of God jailj is to be given to oth^r,s

who a/re adopted.

This Kingdom is incorporated by covenant promise with the seed
of Abraham ; that seed is chosen, but refusing the Kingdom on the
condition annexed to it, now, that the Divine Purpose revealed in

the covenants may not fail in its accomplishment through the un-
belief and depravity of the nation, another seed must be raised up
unto Abraham^ to whom the Kingdom, in a i)eculiar sense (as will

be explained hereafter), is to be given.

Ohs, 1. In Matt 21, after the chief priests and scribes and elders

manifested their opposition to Him^ and after He had told (v. 31) them,
** Verily I say unto yon, that the publicans and the harlots go into the
Kingdom of God before you" (i,e, m view of their repentance and fiiith,

they became heirs of the Kingdom), then He gives the parable of the
wicked husbandmen, who not only rejected and killed the servants, but
finally even the heir (v, 33-46). When the Jews answered Christ's question
concerning what the lord of the vineyard would do in such a case. He
accepts of their reply {condemnatory of themselves), and shows that He
(the Stone) has been rejected, and adds :

^^ therefore (i.e. on account of
their refusmg to receive Him), / say unto you, the Kingdom of God shall be

taken from you and given to a nation hrinaing forth the fruits tfiereof.''

Now let the reader carefully consider : (1) The Kingdom of God taken/row
them. This Kingdom belonged exclusively to them (comp. Props. 24, 29,

31, 49, 54, 55). It was theirs by covenant relationship ; but, having made
themselves unworthy of it, the tender was withdrawn, and it was to be
given to others. (2)' The Kingdom was to be given to a nation, a people,
who, by the fruits resulting from obedience through faith, shoula show
themselves worthy of it.

Obs, 2. Additionally, in this declaration of Jesus, we have—(1) the
Kingdom which is taken from them is ono, which, it is taken for granted,

that the Jews comprehended^ viz. the covenanted Kingdom, the only King-
dom that they were acquainted with, thus corroborating our position.

They well understood its force and propriety, and appreciated its applica-

tion to themselves, saying, ** Oodforbtd.y (2) They expected to receive

this Kingdom solely in virtue of their national relationship without
observing the condition of repentance annexed to the offer, (3) They were
not to receive the Kingdom within their reach, appertainine to them,
owin^ to their great wickedness in rejecting and even killing, as a
culmination of rebellion, the Heir Himself. (4) Another people was to

receive it. This at once opens some interesting questions, which, if wc
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desire to appreciate the Divine Purpose and to prevent its asgnming the
changeable aspect of human plans diverted and altered by contingencies,
demand on our part due consideration. We now merely suggest them,
leaving following Propositions to bring them out in detail. The Kingdom
of God is expressly covenanted to the seed of Abraham (but to the faithful,

obedient seed) ; now how can the covenanted promises respecting the
Kingdom in this line be carried out into realization when the nation
enibracing that seed is rejected? Is this rejection final and perpetual, or
is it removable and temporary? Can the nation or people who are to
specially receive what the Jewish nation tlien lost by its non-repent-
ance, obtain it without any reference to the Abrahamic and Davidic
covenants, i.e. without, in some way, becoming, hy adoption, or engrafting,
or i)icorporation, the seed of A braham f Remember that God confirmed his
promises hy oath, and that He is faithful—no^ given to variableness or
change—^and, therefore, unless these questions can be satisfactorily and
consistently answered, so that the promise still runs in the covenanted
Abrahamic line, there would be a sad and unwarranted deficiency somewhere.

Obs, 3. This already teaches us that to preserve the solemnly .pledged
faithfithiess of God, this people, to whom the Kingdom is to be given,
must, in the very nature of the case, stand closely related to the Jewish
race. They cannot be gathered oiit or selected, as multitudes now vainly
imagine and foolishly boast, without any regard whatever to the old
covenanted line. They must he, if God is sincere and mindful ol His oath,
adopted as Abraham's seed (comp. Props. 29, 30, etc.).

Obs. 4. John the Baptist had already foreshown that the wisdom and
power of God would be amply suflBcient to carry out His own covenanted
Purpose, even if the nation would reject Christ. When the Pharisees and
Sadducees also came to his baptism, after denouncing them with his

prophetical spirit as ** a eeneration of vipers," and urging them to repent-
ance, he (Matt. 3 : 9) adds :

'* And think not to say within yourselves, we
have Abraham to our Father ; for I say unto you, that God is able of these

stones to raise up children unto Abraham.'* Here are several suggestive
ideas that we ought, by all means, to keep in mind : (1) that standing in

the covenant relationship (being ** children of the Kingdom") as the mere
natnral offspring or descendants of Abraham without repentance and
obedience is not sufficient. To insure the Kingdom in their case, both
are required ; for the Theocratic ordering calls for moral preparation (e.g.

Rom. 2 : 28, 29) as well as for union with the Fathers to whom the cove-
nant was given. (2) That God is abundantly able to raise up children
unto Abraham, so that, if necessity required it, they could be raised up
even from stones. (3) That God would perform so miraculous a creative

act rather than leave His covenant promises unfulfilled. (4) But even
when this would be done, the covenant relationship would be sustained in
their being, by adoption, the children of Abrcuiam, (6) Hence, the
promises are recognized as given to Abraham, and to inherit with
Abraham it \s requisite to come into covenant relationship with him.

This evinceB how carefnlly the covenant relationship is constantly guarded, and that
the current views respecting it being immaterial, whether we are related to Abraham or
not, are sadly defective. It also has become fashionable for recent commentators, as a
concession to rationalistic criticism, to make " these stones" to mean '*the Bomans"
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or ** the hard heazta of the heathen,** ** for a Rtone has manifestly no life ;" jnst as if the

power of God which gave life to the dnat of the earth conld not bestow life to * these

stones** present. This implies doubt concerning God's power, and is unworthy of a

believer,

Obs. 6. The reader will observe that this removal of the Kingdom is a

national one. (It necessarily is such because identified with the nation.)

Various writers have fallen into ^oss mistakes on this point, and quote

the passages relating to it as if all the Jews that ever li\ed had forfeited

and lost their right to the Kingdom. The fact is, that the believiDg

portion who had died will yet receive it, the believing portion who now
accept of it will likewise obtain it, and the Gentiles who by faith are

engrafted will also receive it. This will be plainly proven, as we proceed

in the argument.

Ohs, 6. Another mistake into which many fall must be corrected, viz.:

that the Kingdom being taken froTii them, it will never he given to the

nation again. Now here we must ask the iudulgence of the reader, for a

number of things which serve to explain this remarkable language are

reserved for separate propositions, and, therefore, no decided and satis-

factory explanation can oe presented before passing over these, Thia

much, b^ way of preliminary, may be stated : (1) that tliose then addressed,

the nation as existing down to the present day, camwt (excepting in-

dividual believers) inherit the Kingdom in the higher sense (intimat^ by

giving) of Kingship and priesthood, co-heirship with Christ ; ('2) that

the nation, as such, hj its wickedness, forfeited the hi^h position of riuership

with Christ, which individual believers will receive from fiim at its

ultimate re-establishment
; (3) but this does not prevent the final restora-

tion of the nation to its covenanted position in order to semtre (a) the

establishment of the Theocratic-Davidic throne and Kingdom, and \b) the

special bestowal of this Kingdom to this very nation gathered out ; (4)

hence, Jesus, whilst directly asserting the forfeiture of a high privilege, doejs

not add, as many suppose, that the nation itself shali never again enjoy the

blessings of the Theocratic Kingdom, but in a subordinated position
; (5)

for this Scripture must be interpreted, not isolated, but in connection

with others relating to the same subject.

Obs. 7. This removal of the Kingdom from the nation on account of

sinfulness, and its contemplated bestowal upon individual believers (as

rulers in it) rebuts the argument of the Duke of Somerset {OL TVico/. and

Mod. Skep., ch. 18), in that he attempts to affirm that ** the book of Acta

boars false witness against a Christian apostle,*' owing to PauVs language

to the Jews at Rome, when some of them refused to believe in the King-

dom under Jesus Christ as he expounded it to them out of the law and

prophets. -But we see (Acts 28 : 17-31) the accuracy of the writer of Acta

and the exceeding propriety and delicacy of Paul's representations, con-

trasting the same with the covenanted relationship of the Jews to this

Kingdom, to the language of Jesus, the Master, respecting their rejection

of it and its bestowal upon others, and to the apostolic desire that His

brethren after the flesh mi^ht also inherit—in the higher sense—this

Kingdom. There is a beautiful and most delicate consistency in PanFs
conduct ; for, giving the Jews the precedence (for the reasons given by us),

after an appeal to the Scriptures during a whole day, he hofwrably, as his
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character of apoetleship demanded, referred them, hecanse of their

unbelief, to what had previously been predicted of them, and then turned
to the Gentiles. There was no deception in the case, but an open, frank
statement of the real facts as they existed. According to the Duke (who
totally misapprehends the nature of the Kingdom prcacned) Paul ought to

have told the Jews that they wore mistaken concerning the Kingdom, that
Christ bad established another one, a spiritual one, etc., and not pretend
that he was in unison with them in the hope of the same Kingdom when
really he was in opposition to them. Paul could not do this, simply because
it would hare made his message discordant, instead of its being, as it is, in

happy correspondence with the truth (com p. Props. 44, 70, 71, 72, 74).

The rhike*8 reasoning has force only if we adopt the prevailing modem views of the
Kingdom. If Fanl entertained the spiritualistio notion of the Kingdom, fAen, as the
Dnke obserrea, neither his conduct nor speech can be commended. But if Paul believed
in the Kingdom, as covenanted and indicated in our argument, then he is not open to
the Duke's strictures and corrections. The objector in the charge of ** dishonesty," forgets
that the death of Jesus ordy confirmB the covenant promises (Prop. 60); that the kingdom
waa not the disputed point, but vihdher Jesus was ** the Christ" through whom the King-
dom should eventually appear ; that the giving of the Kingdom to others does not change
the covenants respecting it or its nature ; that, therefore, Christianity is not a " subversion
of the Jewish religion,' ' but an elevation of it (the typical, non-essential elements being
necesaarily removed), showing how the covenants, the Theocratic ordering, the presence
of Ood, etc. can and wUl be secured. The Duke's reasoning, consequently, has force only
with such who phice Paul in a wrong position.

Obs, 8. The Kingdom had come nigh to the nation (in the tender of it,

in the person of the Messiah, and in covenant relationship leading to the
restrictive preaching), and the nation, therefore, must have sustained a
peculiar^ special relation to it, or else it could not have been taken from
them. To be taken from them is indicative of the nation's having a
claim upon it (as we have all along demonstrated). Now, preliminary to

following Propositions (93-104) it may be well for the reader to notice in

this connection that what was taken from them c&ttld not he *'the

church,*' or ** the Christian dispensation,'* or ** God's reign in the heart,'*

or *' the Gospel," or ** spiritual reign" (see usual meanings given to

Kingdom, Prop. 3), so prevalently defined to he the Kingdom of God.
For none of these things were taken frmn the Jews as can be abundantly
shown ; for they, in this respect, stand precisely upon the same footing as

the Gentiles. This dispensation was commenced at Jerusalem, the Gospel

was first preached to the Jews, and for some time the Church largely

embraced Jews as believers. It was by express command that the Gospel
should first be offered to the Jews, Luite 24 : 47, Acts 13 : 46, Acts 3': 19,

21, etc. The gospel with its blessings is just as freely offered to the Jews,

and the privileges of the Church just as graciously extended to them as to

the Gentiles. Hence it follows : that the Kingdom of God taken from
them is not tlie gospel, or admission into the Church, or enjoyment of

Church blessings, or the privileges of this dispensation, because none of

these things were taken from them. What they lost is the Kingdom itself,

just as covenanted, and not the after provisionary appointments to still

secure the Kingdom in the future. Is it not surprising that so plain a

feature is so much ignored ?
*

* Let the reader observe the inconclusiYe and inconsistent interpretations of numerous
comjnentators (as e.g. Lange, Barnes, Scott, etc., loci,), for it was not taken from the
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Obs, 9. This taking away of the Kingdom from the nation to whom it

belonged as a covenanted right, and thus giving it to others^ serves to

explain the phraseology of Luke H ; 20^ ** the Kingdom of God has come
upon you,*^ The offer and the taking it away shows that the nation was
indeed nigh to it, if it had only known the day of i^* gracmts visifa/ion.

So also the phrase, " the Kingdom of God is among (or within) ifou,'^ Luke
17 : 21 indicates the same fact, for as many critics have noticed the word
rendered *' among/' may mean •* within,"* and, therefore, in strict ac-

cordance with the circumstance that the Jewish nation is an elect (Prop.

24) nation, and that the Kingdom is a covenanted (Prop. 49) one, and
that, in view of this, was *' within*' it, connected and identified with it

(through the Theocratic-Davidic throne and Kingdom, Prop. 31), and
hence, tendered among all the nations of the earth, to this nation alone

(Props. 54, 65), The phrase *' children of the Kingdom cast ouf* likewise

indicates this same relationship, implies that they stood in close connection
with the Kingdom, that they rejected it, and that it was withdrawn from
them. For such phraseology cannot be used respecting the Gentiles, all

the wicked, but only of those who, in some special manner, stand related
to the Kingdom by promise or otherwise.

Obs, 10. Two things additional are suggested by the words of Jesns.

51) What unspeakable honor, power, and ^lory would have resulted to the
Jewish nation, if it had accepted the simple but necessary Theocratic
condition of repentance annexed to the offer of the Kingdom. Instead of

the fearful judgments of God, the overthrow and dispersion of the nation,
the terrible persecution of centuries, the long and bitter Gentile domina-
tion treading down the beloved city, etc., it would have taken rank as the

first of the nations of the world, and it would have been exalted as the

centre of Theocratic in^uence^ power, and dominion. This is seen by what
will occur when the saints inherit the Kingdom, and by what will even yet
take place when *' the times of the Gentiles" are ended, and the nation is

restored. (2) The mercy extended to the Gentiles; the grace of God
tendering the first place in this Kingdom (i.e. its kingship and priesthood)
to those who were not in covenant«S relationship, but who now, through
the unbelief and fall of the nation, are brought into it through repentance
and faith. What a prize grace offers to us Gentiles !

Obs, 11. There is a remarkable agreement between this taking away of

the Kingdom from the nation and giving it to others, and the predictions
relating to this matter. Thus e.g. when this Kingdom was offered to the
Jews, its proclamation was heralded by " the time is fulfilled." In this,

as numerous writers have noticed, there is an evident allusion to the

seventy weeks of Daniel (ch. 9 : 20-27). Having seen the result of this

Jews to be believen, the pecnliar people of God. trae members of the K. Test Church,
etc., as evidenced by the facts presented. This only proves the ooneotness of our posi-
tion, viz. : that that which is taken from the then existing nations, is a pecnliar, distinc-
tive honor and privilege—that of special mlership—which now will be bestowed npon
believers gathered out of all nations.

* Jones (Essays by Fhilo-Basilicns, p. 16 and 17, foot-note), after tracing the asage of the
word, says :

** The word properly signifies within, and the question is, within what ?

The true answer is. wUhin the Jewish notum, which was the elect/' (Gomp. Prop. 110.)
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offer, we find it also foreshown in this very prediction ; for instead of a
Kin^om and great glory described as pertaining to the nation, we hare
the Messiah cut off, the destmction of the city, desolations determined
*' even until the consummation^** or for a certain period of time. Thus
do the facts, as they exist to-day^ tally with the previously given pre-

dictions.
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PROPOsmoN 60. This Kingdom of Ood is given, not to nations^

hit to one nation.

This is distinctly stated, '' a nation,'^ Matt. 21 : 43. It necessa-

rily follows from our Scriptural propositions, and corroborates

them. It is a logical sequerice from the premises laid down. For,

so long as one nation is chosen from among all others (Prop. 24),

and the Kingdom is covenanted by oath to that nation (Prop. 49), it

is impossible for other nations, in their national capacitv, to be
thus elected. It would be a violating of the most solemnly ^ven
covenants and assurances.

Ohs. 1. Notice : the Kingdom is promiaed to the natural believing

descendants of Abraham, and as the nation, then existing when the

Kingdom was oJBfered, refused to repent in order to receive it, God must
now—to carry out His purpose—raise up a nation unto Abraham, i.e. a

nation in some way still related to him. If a Gentile nation or nations

(as many suppose) were chosen in place of the Jewish, this would ignore

all the past assurances given, and overthrow the multiplied predictions of

the prophets. It would nullify God's covenants, and make it appear that

He undertook a Plan which,* owing to human depravity. He was unable to

perform. It would lower the power of the Divine administration, and
make God subject to change, QentWe nations cannot as nations be sub-

stituted for the one elect Jewish nation (as we have already abundantly
shown). The importance^ therefore, of tracing His chosen nation, and
ascertaming how it becomes

—

to insure covenanted relationship—incor-

porated with the elect nation, the Abrahamic people, cannot be over-

estimated. Upon this largely depends our estimation of the covenants,

the faithfulness of God, the continued election of the Jewish nation, the

design of the Church, the nature of the Kingdom, and the inspiration

and unity of the Word.

Therefore ve oannot receive the idea advanced by Goaterzee (see Prop. 57, Obs. 5).

that Jesna at His First Advent " put an end to the wall of separation hdween Jsrad and
the noUhns. ** Mnltitudes assert the same* misapprehending the natui« and intent of the

call of the Gentiles, as will folly appear in the course of our azgoment, satia&ctory

Scriptural reasons being assigned for every step taken.

Obs. 2. In the consideration of this matter it is requisite for the reader

to keep in mind what has been proven (see Props. 24, 30, 49, 50, etcj, that

the wall of partition between the Jewish nation, as such, and (rentile

nations, as such, ts not removed bat only between believers of all nations

and the Jewish nation. This is essential to a proper understanding of the

truth, and is a feature clearly taught as already shown, over against the

inferences of De Oolanges (Ancient City), and many others.
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Obs. 3. The entire tenor of the Old and New Tests, makes the Ahrahamic
and Davidic covenants subsistinff and continuous (Prop. 51) ; and the
Divine Puriwse in reference to salvation and the Kingdom is inseparably

(Prop. 50) identified with them. It follows, then, as a matter of moral
necessity, that this nation or people must come in under these covenants.

If the Divine forbearance toward the Jewish nation ceased for a time,

owing to the rejection of the Messiah, God must now, in a way consistent

with His own promises and faithfulness, raise up a people for Abraham.
Jesus, in accordance with what was predicted (as e.g. Dent .33 : 21), simply
states the fact of such a calling, without any explanation as to the manner
in which it would be accomplished, leaving it for the future to interpret

His meaning. We cannot oe too guarded in strictly following^ the plain

narrative of the Word and in accepting of its teachings on tnis point,

seeing that the Plan is of God's, not man's, devising,

Obs. 4. God does not change His Plan of having one nation (comp. e.g.

1 Pet. 2 : 9) identified with Aoraham, in which is lodged the foundation of

that Kingdom destined to attain world-wide dominion, and to bring all

nations directly under its sway. To do this would be indicative of weak-
ness in the formation of His Purpose (as announced and supported by
oath), and in the power of His Divine administration (to carry into effect

that which is promised). Therefore, let it be repeated as something
specially worthy of attention, that, in view of the Divine character,

attributes, and pledges given, we may rest assured that any change which
may occur (dispensational or otherwise) will not affect the original design

contemplated and covenanted, relative to the Kingdom, in its ultimate
fulfilment.

Obs. 5. The original choice of one nation, and the continued selection

of ^' a nation," in some way identified with Abraham, enables us to

appreciate the reason why God confined the acceptance of the Kingdom to

one nation and ultimately gives it to 09ie people. It was not merely (as

Kurtz, Neander and others) to preserve the purity of religion, to per-

petuate it, to make known the true God, etc., but the selection of a nation

was made to be the nucleus of the Messianic Kingdmn (comp. what was
said under the Davidic covenant^

;
(a) in the rulers or co-heirs with the

Meitsiah selected out of nations forming the believing elect, who compose
with Jesus a select body having the supremacy ; (d) that afterward the

nation itself might be incorporated (according to promise through the

Davidic throne and Kingdom) in it, thus becoming ttie entering wedge or

the fulcrum of universal dominion because of its Theocratic nature ; (c)

that in this way (owing to the foreseen depravity of man making such a
foretold provision necessary), the highest and noblest of all earthly relations

(viz. : that of nationality) is seized, appropriated, and through it (exhibited

under direct Messianic rule), when all things are ready for its manifesta-

tion, the conversion and exaltation of the greatest number will be ac-

complished in the briefest time. For under such an ordering, a certain

number saved (i.e. " a nation") is secured to provide for the requisite

establishment of a stable Theocratic government which cannot be moved
by (as in the past) the outbreaks of depravity. The number of the elect

completed, then the Kingdom is manifested, by which and its intro-

ductory judgments the conversion of the world in a speedy manner is
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insared. From this we infer, that the Proposition contains a Plan
adopted by the wisdom of God, by which not only the required number
of tne elect is obtained in the soonest manner, but that it contains within
itself the elements by which "Mc sure mwcies of David/* and all the
coyenanted promises, will bo realized in the briefest time compatible toith
the free agency of man,

Obs, 6. It is extremely satisfactory to find that nowhere in the Scriptares
does the now prevailing view, that the Gentile nations, as nations, are
called, find the least support This is precisely what the covenanted
Word requires. This one nation to whom the Kingdom is to be given,
which shall inherit it, is composed of individuals out of all nations. To
no one Gentile nation is the Kingdom offered as it was to the Jewish, viz. :

that on their national repentance the Kingdom of- God would be estab-
lished among or within it. This could not be done without doing violence
to pledged covenants, seeing that the Theocratic-Davidic throne and
Kingdom pertains nationally to the Jewish nation. But God can tender
this Kingdom, on certain conditions, to individuals of all nations; and
therefore all nations are invited in their individual capacity to receive the
gospel and by the obedience of faith secure, through believing ones, the
blessings of the Kingdom ; i.e. in the persons thus believing a nation^'
will be gathered to whom the Kingdom will be given.

The ^loof will be addaoed, and the manner of incorporating thla nation in the Abra-
hamio line will be presented, as we progress in the argument. Attention is merely called
to the matter now, so that the proclamation of the Gospel to all nations, including the
Jews, may not be mistaken for the bestowal of the Kingdom to a people to be chosen
out of all nations according to the foreknown and declared will of Qod. Bnt compara*
tiTely few families in their entirety have accepted of the Qospel, so tiiat we need not ex.
pect entire towns, cities, and nations to receive it. It will remain tme down to the end
of this dispensation, that '* maiw art caXded butfew chosen ;" these few, in ihdr grand ag-
gregate^ forming this chosen " holy nation.'* For we must bear in mind tiiat Grod also
foreknows, which He has plainty predicted, that no Grentile nation, a« such, wiU receive
the gospel, which is evidenced by the fact that at thd very close of the dispensation the
nations of the earth (Bev. 19, etc,) will be arrayed against the Messiah. God's Plan la

made and carried on in view of this very foreseen depravity of nations, and hence it la

not His purpose to make all nations this " peculiar people," but to gather them <nU of
the nations. We most therefore distingoish between ** the Gospel of the Kingdom"
being given to all nations, the result of the Gospel in individual believers, the people to
whom the Kingdom is bestowed, and the Kingdom itself and the giving of the Kicigdom
to a nation. The former is done that the latter may be realized.

Obs. 7. It is proper to remind the reader that this bestowal of a King-
dom to " a nation' that is to be gathered does not result from Gentile
nations being better than the Jewish nation ; this is evinced by their

possessing a common depravity, that justification is accorded to both Jew
and Gentile on precisely the same grounds, and that the Geiitiles, like the
Jews, will ultimately be found arrayed against the grace of God in Christ.

It arises solely from t?te mercy and favor of God, who, out of the Jewish
and Gentile nations alike, is ready and willing to accept of believers in

Christ to form that nation to whom the Kingdom is to be given. This
gives us the tme standard by which to judge of the harsh and unjust
opinions and proceedings of Gentile nations toward the Jewish nation,

just as if they were better than the latter, and not entirely dependent on
grace for the call to the Kingdom.
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Ohs. 8. It may be added, that this feature throws light upon the queBtion
of ncUionalized clmrches as representative of the Kingdom of God. Such
certainly do not enter into the Divine Plan, seeing that since the Jews as a
nation were for a time rejected, it is only part of that Plan to gather mit of
tbe nations " a peculiar people/' and not to exalt any Gentile nation to
tJie Theocratic position which the Jewish nation alone by coyenant privilege

possess ; and which union of Church and State shall oe only, in the way
contemplated by God, exhibited when this " peculiar people**^ or " nation"
has been gathered oat. In other words, individual persons, and not nations,

are chosen^ after the establishment of the Kingdom, the7i, as we shall see,

all nations will also come under its dominion and blessings.

Hence we need not wonder at the lamentable corrnptionB and failureH of State
chnrchea. aa well as others, in establishing what was wrongfully thought to be the King-
dom of God, as e.g. was ^one in the Gonstantinian period (which every historian, ex-
cepting Roman Catholic, informs na resulted in injnry to the Church, both in doctrine
and practice). We need not be surprised that, at the dose of this dispensation, the
nations most highly faypred with the preaching of the Grospel shall be severely punished
as the enemies (Bev. 19, etc.), either directly or indirectly, of the Christ The secular

govoznmenta of the earth, of whatever form and however they may result from expedi-

ency, moral and civil necessity, etc., are not chosm by God, out of which and in which to
develop the Messianic Kingdom ; they all lack the great essential, fundamental feature^

viz. : Uie Theocratic; they all, while under the Divine Sovereignty and control, have no*

God acting in their behalf as an earthly Buler ; long ago that choice was made, and it is

inseparably connecfed toith the Theocratic*Davidio throne and Kingdom. The only naiionai

election is that of the Jewish nation, and with that election, as we shall see, the King-
dom of God is fully blended. This at once removes many wild and untenable theories

advanced concerning the union of Church and State in Gentile nations, and also the pre-

dictions of fallible men respecting the nationalized gloiy of Gentile nations thus distin-

(fuished by such a union. God does not recognize, either in Daniel or Bev., the alleged

and professed conversion of the Boman Empire, for down to the Seo. Advent it retidns

its bealial character. God looks at nations from a standpoint very different from that

assumed by their eulogizers (comp. Prop. 164).
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Proposition 61. The Kingdom which by promise exclusively

belonged to the Jewish nation^ the righ^m seed of Abraham^
was now to be given to an engraftedpeople.

It haa been shown that this kingdom belongs by promise and
covenant to the seed of. Abraham (Props. 29, 49) ; now, as the
promises of God are sure (Props, 47, 62), this i>eople, this very na-

tion, must be engr<tfted or incorporated with this elected seed of
Abraham. This is indispensable, for othewise Gk)d's oath-bound
word would /ail in its fulfilment. Rather than have so precious a
word to fail, God is able, as we have seen, to raise up children unto
Abraham even, if necessary, from the stones (Matt. 3:9); but in-

stead of resorting to miraculous intervention to produce such a
result, God raises up a seed unto Abraham oiU of the Gentiles by
engrafting them through faith in the Christ, and accounting thehi

as the children of Abraham by virtue of their Abrahamic justifying

faith.

Obs, 1. The plan of adoption is simple : Abraham was justified by faith,

the election was bestowed npon him in virtue of that faith, and hence
those who believe in the promised seed being also justified by faith, are

brought into living union with Christ ("the King of the Jews"), and
through Him become the adopted children of Abraham who was of like

faith. Hence the apostle in Gal. 3 tells us (v. 7)
*' Krww ye therefore^ that

they which are of faiths the same are the children of Abraham,^* But why
become the children of Abraham? Because, as he shows, verses 14-18,

the promises and inheritance are given through him, and we must be

related to Abraham in order to receive and inherit the same. Therefore he

goes on and insists that this very essential relationship is established in

and through Jesus Christ, and (v. 28, 29) adds : "/or ye are all one in

Christ Jesus, And if ye be Christ's, then are ye Abraham*s seed, and heirs

according to promise.'* Thus then (ch. 2 : 6) receiving " the adoption of

sons," because united and identified with Christ, who is the chief inheritor

under the Abrahamic covenant, we become co-heirs with Him. This
marvellously simple arrangement, introducing mercy and grace to us

Gentiles, preserves the covenanted promises intact and confirms them.

Hon. Vanoe, in a leotore (Baltimore, Md,, reported in Th« Han, March, 1874), jnstlj

says :
*' Every CfariBtian to day is a graft upon the stock of the Jewish Chorch, and each

GliriBtian perpetoates the Jew." On the other hand, e.g., Hodge {Sys, Div,, toI. 3, p.

810) does not discriminate, bnt has the wall of partition broken down between nations in-

stead of, as Paul, between believers in Christ. If it be objected that we have the most
comprehensive language, snch as the world reconciled in Christ and kindred expreaaioiis,

the answer is plain : snch a reconciliation and the reception of the Gospel by all men
has not yet been witnessed—it requiring time to be exemplified practically—but will be

in the future, through the instrumentality of this very Kingdom inherited by believezs

(oomp. e.g. Ptop. 176).
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Obs. 2. This Proposition and the decided Scriptural proof sustaining it,

removes at once that painfully loose and inconsistent theological writin?,

so exceedingly prevalent since the days of the mystical schoolmen, whicn
makes no account of our virtually becoming the children of Abraham.
Having lost the true force of the covenants, consequently totally mis-
apprehending the nature of the Kingdom and of the covenant renewed in

tne blood of Jesus, and substituting another and widely different Kingdom
for the covenanted one, and utterly ignoring the plainly revealed post-

ponement of the Kingdom,—multitudes (see e. g. Prop. 67, Obs. 3, Prop. 54,

Obs. 4, 5, etc.) see no necessity for our becoming the seed of Abraham in

order to inherit With many it seems to be the proper thing, to be as far
refiwved as possible from a Jewish standpoint^ and to this feeling much and
precious tmch is sacrificed. All passages bearing on the subject are merely
regarded and interpreted as representative or figurative and not real. But
we see rt deep and solid reason for this process of becoming grafted into

this elect, covenanted nation. Paul (Rom. chs, 9, 10, and 11) ar^es
directly that the election runs only in a certain line of Abraham's seed, in

that of Isaac (com{). Props. 49 and 50) the child of promise, and that after

the manifested unrighteousness of the nation, '* except the Lord of Sabaoth
had left us a seed we had been as Sodom," etc. ; that in believers there is

no difference between Jew and Gentile^ both being equally heirs of the

promise ; that Gentiles by their faith are accounted as believing Jews and
also of the election, because ** if some of the branches be broken off, and
thou, being a wild olive tree, wert graffed in among them, and with them
partakest of the root and fatness of me olive tree ; boast not against the

branches. But if thou boast, thou bearest not the root, but the root thee.**

Here then it is decisively stated that Gentile believers are grafted in upon
the Jewish olive tree, the root of which remmni?ig untouched, owing to the

elective jmrpose of God, this also bears these engrafted ones. The personal

interest in the coTenants is thus clearly specified, and the manner in which
it is obtained, by adoption, is equally stated in precise language. This

language, too, is addressed to Gentiles, reminding them of the distinctive

relationship they sustained to the Jewish elect nation. While the natural

descendants of Abraham were included in the covenant relationship, as

evinced by the covenants only given to them, by the Theocratic govern-

ment instituted only among and over them, yet only the believing and
faithful portion of those natural descendants were to realize the ultimate

blessing of that Kingdom of kings and priests promised to faith and
obedience. Now it is with this believing body of the Abraham ic Inie that

believing Gentiles are incorporated, thus coming under the same covenant

promises and blessings.

FauBset {Com. Dan. 7 : 37) juatly remarks :
" The sainta are gathered out of Jews and

Gentiles, but the stock of the Church is Jewish (Bom. 9 : 24 and 11 : 24) ; Qod's faithfulness

to this election Ghui^ is thob virtually faithfulness to Israel, and a pledge of their future

national blessing. Christ conflrms this fact^ while withholding the date (Acts 1 : 6. 7)."

Gomp. with this Prop. 63, and observe the numerous ooncessions to be found in varioua

commentaries on Bom. oh. 11 and GaL oh. 3.

Obs, 3. We cannot too strongly insist upon Jhis necessary enarqfiing of

Gentile believers, so that by virtue of a real relationship, they, being

regarded by God Himself as of the seed of Abraham, may inherit. For,

it has become a great and radical defect in many, if not nearly all, of our

* J
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systems of Theolo^ to overlook the reason why a seed must be raised ap
unto Abraham, and to proceed in their elucidations of the subjecty as if

Abraham and the Jews had very little to do with the matter. In treatifles

on Jnstijkation by Faith (by wnich we become engrafted) we find, from
beginning to end, no allusion whatever to the Patriarchs and the cove-
nants, just as if the present dispensation was separate, unconnected, and
independent of all others. This is a serious^ fundamental blander,
violating unity, and making the election and covenants of little value.

Let such writers consider the exceeduig plain and reiterated language of
Scripture on this point. That the Gentile believer must becmne an adopted
mefiiber of the elected nation is stated in words (Eph. chs. 2 and 3) like

these : that the Gentiles who were in time past ** aliens from the eotti-

monweaUh of Israel, ajul strangers from the covejianis of prmmse/* '* who
smneiime were afar off are twta made nigh by the blood of Oinst/* so that
in believing and appropriating that blood by faith, ** ye are no vwre
strangers and foreigners^ hut fellow vitizefis with the saints and of the

houseliold of God,'* etc., so '* ihat tlhe Gentiles should be fellow heirs, and
of the sanie body, ayid partakers of his prmnise in Clirist by the gospel.**

Why does the apostle tell this to Gentile believers, if it was not to show
them clearly into what they had been grafted, viz.: into that elected Jewish
nation to which was covenanted the promises? Moreover, such is the

peculiarity and distinctiveneas of this relationship, or, as the apostle calls

it,
** fellowship," that the revealment of its adoption and manner of pro-

cedure is called ** a mjstery," For it was a question to be decided, hoto

this could be done without changing or lowering covenants given to this

Jewish nation.

Alas 1 znTiltitudes of Gentiles do not regard it in this light. They think it was a very

simple process, viz. : to ignore or set aside oath-bound covenants, and give the blessings

splritoalized to Gentiles 'without any reference to the Jews. When snch utterances as
** salvation is of the Jews" (John 4 : 22),

*' other sheep I have, which are not of thisfold ;

them also must 1 bring, and they shall hear my voice ; and there shall be onefold and one

iihepherd
'

' (John 10 : 16), etc., are given, they are interpreted in such a manner as to lose

their native, inherent force. Learned men gravely inform us that about all the meaning
that can be attached to them is, that as the Jews were depositories of truth and religion,

so the same was handed down to us through them, and Gentiles receive it and become in

turn the depositories. Others, however, go so £ar as to object to the use of such Ian.

gnage. ThuA e.g. Kenan (Life of Jesus, p. 216, footnote), with hia usual destmctive criU

icism in behalf of his lauded religion of humanity, objects to the phrase '* saivntion is of

the Jews," Bs expressing a thought which ** appears to have been interpolated.*' Oar
entire argument shows that it is esseniicU and just the langni^e that onght to be em-
ployed. The vital necessity, owing to oath-bound covenants, given to Abraham and David,
ot every Gentile, who desires to secure the covenanted promises sealed by the blood of

Ctirist, in becoming a child of Abraham is entirely passed over as if it had never existed,

by such writers. They also endeavor to make a diflEerence between Paul and the other
apostles, extending even to an antagonism, because Paul lays more stress on the doctrine
of "justification by faith,*' forgetting that this very feature ought to be prominent in

Paul's case, because speciaUy appointed an apostle to the Gentiles, and faith was the grand
instrumentality by which the Gentiles were engnifted and adopted*

Obs, 4. Men ridicule as ** carnal,** " fleshly," etc., that we Gentile

believers, in virtue of our union with Christ, are grafted in and become
members of the Jewish elect nation, virtually becoming believing Jew?.

Overlooking the covenants exclusively given to the Jews (Rom. 9 ; 4),

forgetting that the Kingdom with its ultimate blessings is only tendered
to the true Israel, i.e. to the believing and obedient natural descendants
(and engrafted and adopted Gentiles,) of Abraham, our opponents point ns,
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in order to sustain their rejection of snch a Jewish connection, to Rom.
2 : 28-29 : ^^For he is not a Jew^ which is one outwardly ; imther is that
circumcision which is outward in the flesh ; but he is a Jew^ which is one
inwardly ; and circtimcision is that of the hearty in the spirit and not in
iJie letter ; whose praise is not of men hut of Ood,** Aside from the expres-
sion that we must become *' Jews inwardly,** thus confirming our position
(for what, excepting this covenanted relationship, could hare indnced Paul
to use this peculiar phraseology, viz. : that, in some way, we must become
Jews?), we apprehend, from the very concessions made by many of our
opponents, that the expression '* for he is not a Jew who is one out-

wardly** has no reference, as is generally supposed, to birth or descent from
Abraham. This is evidenced by the contrast or antithesis ** but he is a
Jew, which is one inwardly ;" the latter indicating the state of the heart,

VIZ. : being faithful and obedient,—the former ** outwardly" has also

reference to the heart, that it was not right because such an one contented
himself with external or outward conformance to the law.

It only teaches what is elsewhere taught, that not all the natnral descendants of
Abraham will receive the promises (jnst as now, not all who are outwardly Christians bat
those who are also inwardly such, shall inherit the Kingdom), though covenanted to

them and incorporated with them as a nation, because they are condUioned, so far as indi-

Tidnal members of the nation, are concerned, by heartfelt faith and obedience. Indeed,
to make the passage refer to birth or descent wonld make it inconsistent wiih. the previous
dealings of God with the Jewish nation, which was so directly and positively chosen
because of its line of descent. To the nation, <u a nation, this, as will be seen more clearly

as we advance, natnraJ descent is of inestimable value, for to it belongs the Theocratic or-

dering ; to the individual Jew it was, as Paul argues in Bomans. of great advantage, be-
cause of his personal contact with the covenants, but even this advantage (just as now, in
church membership and church privileges) could, through vnbdief, be rendered unavailable
and condemnatoty, rendering his circumcision, the outward sign of his peculiar relation-

ship, of no profit, not being accompanied by a proper heart observance. Another pas-
sage. Bom. 9 : 6, ** Theu are not aU Israel which are of Israel," is employed by some as if

it discarded the natural descendants. But this is contradictoty to the plain fact that for

many centuries the promises, etc.,were confined to those natural descendants and to the
tew Gentiles adopted ; and to the additional fact that even now they pertain to them,
making it necessary for Gentiles to be grafted in and adopted. The reader will observe
that the name is a natioJuU one, for all have a right to the name who are descended from
Israel, but only in so far as they also imbibe the faith and spirit of him who was first

called Israel, for the apostle argues that some, through their conduct, make void their

interest in the name. Those who are loyal to the name retain it ; those who are not can-
not be counted among them.

Obs, 5. This necessary engrafting, this vital connection through
Christ with the Jewish elect nation (as the seed of Abraham to wliom the

promises are given) gives the key to the word '* Israel^*' applied even now
to all true believers. This word has not two meanings, one applicable to

the Jews and the other to the Gentiles, such as men in their wisdom attach

to it, but only OTie meaning which God has given to it. Given originally

to Jacob, it was only applicable (e.^. Rom. 9 : 6) in its original full mean-
ing to his believing descendants who had part and lot in the covenanted

blessings ; and, therefore, in view of this connection the word is in a

general way (as e.g. Rom. 9 : 4, 27, and 11 : 7, 25, etc.) applied to these

descendants (including even all the natural descendants because to them
were the promises committed,) to whom belonged the covenants, (and to

thoso who were adopted into the nation). Therefore, it is applicable only,

so far 08 the Gentiles are concerned, to such as are grafted in and thus,

becoming members of the covenanted line, are reckoned aa ^^ the Israel,**
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can entertain ** the hope of Israel,*' and will inherit with " the Israel of
God,^' Being thus incorporated with ** the commonwealth of IsraeP*—the
Israel to whom pertain the covenants, —they virtually become Jews, and the

distinctive title by which the believing line of Jews was favored, righlfuUv
also belongs to them. The very name *' Israel*^ is a reminder to as ofnt^
an adoption and election.

The name " Israel " means, as critios have infonned na, ** Who prevails with God,"
or " A Prinoe of God," and is significant of mnch more than being one whom God fiivora,

viz. : that the one favored is in the covenanted line. Thus e.g. the name is given to

Christ (Isa. 49 : 3), because pre- eminently applicable to him as one who prevails; as one
who is a Prince, as the Seed in Israel's line, as the one through whom Israel is saved ; it

is bestowed upon all believers because they prevail, are exalted in the covenanted line ;

and it is given to the natural descendants of Jacob as expressive of their covenanted
position. Fully admitting that the resemblance of names does not necessarily imply
identity of ideas, yet if the name <x)ntinues to have the same idea connected with it

throughout revelation, and if no change is directly asserted, we may, consistently,

maintain the identity, especially in so weighty a doctrine as the election, adoption
pertaining to the Kingdom. The name ** Israel " applies to the Jewish nation, to the one

line of Abraham's descendants, and also to those adopted into it. Hence it fully belongs,

by righif to all who are engrafted, and is thus employed. All who are the sons of

Abraham, whether Jews belie ring or believing Gentiles grafted in, are laraeL This
simple application should prevent the misapplying of the word, as if the present Isrftei

was something separate and distinct from the Jewish stock. We recommend to the
reader's notice the following remark from the leading Post-Millenarian of the day. Dr.
Brown {Com. Rom. 11, noted) says :*' Those who think that in all the evangelical proph-
ecies of the Old Test, the terms ' Jacob,' * Israel,' etc.. are to be understood solely of

the Cfiristian Chwrcht would appear to read the Old Test, differently from the apostle, who,
from the use of those very terms in Old Test, prophecy, draws arguments to prove that

God has mercy in store for the natural Israel (v. 26, 27). " Such a rebuke from such a
source, to the prevailing spiritualizing of the terms, and exclusive application to Gentiles,

etc., is worthy of attention, and aids to refute some of his reasoning in Ch. »Sec. Coming.

Ohs, 6. This necessarily becoming ** a child of Abraham"' in order to

inherit the promises, is unaccountable to those who overlook the covenants
by which it is demanded. Thus e,g. Clarke {Ten Religions, p. 403), who
regards Abraham's life and influence alone from a historic pomt, remarks :

** the most curious fact about this Jewish people i8,'that every one of them
is a child of Abraham " which ** ancestral pride" " has never been the

case with any other nation/' The reason is evident: the covenant
relationship demanded such a descent, for it is only the children of

Abmham, natural and adopted, that can obtain the promises. This was
felt and acknowledged from the express terms of the covenant ; and that

covenant instead of being rescinded, annulled, or altered remains to-day

iu full force.

It is, therefore, a matter of surprise that Knapp {Ch. Theol., p. 350) should assert that
'* far better promises are given in these prophets to the heathen than to the Jews,*^ when
the facts are that they are the same blessings covenanted to the Jews and obtained by the

Gentiles only on the condition of being engrafted and thus coming under the blessed
reign of " the King of the Jews." This will be more clearly seen when we come to provft

the establishment of the Kingdom in accordance with the terms of the covenant given to

the Jewish nation, and observe the conspicuous position assigned to the Jewish eUd nation in

it. Knapp's judgment is based on his view of the present dispensation as final, and in

the fact that now the Gentiles believe and receive the blessings of the Gbspel more freely

than the Jews ; but this is only taking a very Umited and partial view of God's Plan in the

incorporation of Gentile believers, and in the ever-oontinued, because covenanted, pre-

eminence of the Jewish nation. For we must never forget the declaration. 2 Sam.
7 : 24 :

" fbr Thou hast cor^irmed to Thysdf Thy peopfs larad to be a people wUo Thee

forever: and Thou, Lord, art beotme their Ood."
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PBOPOsinojr 62. This people, to whom ilie Kingdom is to he

given^ gathered out of the nations^ bewmes tfie elect nation.

This cannot be otherwise, owing to their incorporation with the
elect Jewish nation as the seed ofAbraham by virtue of their faith

in, and union with, Christ. To keep up this elect the Gentiles are
engrafted, and hence are called^ on account of their identification

with the elected people of God, '* the elect according to the fore-
TcThomledge of Goa^'^ (1 Pet, 1 : 1, 2),

*' a chosen generation^'^ (2 : 9,

10) " which in time hast were rwt a people^ but are now the people

of God'' (comp, Eph. 1 ; 1 Thess, 1:4; Col. 3 : 12 ; Rom. 9, etc.).

if we take the language and promises applied to this elect people,

they are ideniicaTynth. those originally given to the line of elec-

tion,, and summed up in the expi-essions '*a royal priesthood^ a
Tioly nation^'' etc. (comp. Ex, 19 : 6, 6 ; Deut. 10 : 16, etc.). .

The certainty of being engrafted, and thas becoming of *' the elect, *' is not found in

a proceaa of roasoning, or in a mere connection vlth the Chnrch, or in observance of re-

ligions rites, bat is nlone found in a Christian consciousness of acceptance, resulting

from justification by faith in a personal Saviour, an appropriation of the Messiah which
is evidenced by the accompanying fruits of the Spirit. To this self-consciousness, sup-
ported by a fruitage^ the Scriptures constantly appeal ; to this reality, affording a satis-

factory assurance of salvation, believers in successive generations have continually re-

fejred ; and it alone can afford a soul-satisfying proof, inspiring love, hope, joy, and
peace. Personal, individual experience on this point is essential to happiness, for

then is verified such declarations as ** i know in whom I have bdUved,'' ** 2 am known of
mine,*' etc. Comp. Dr. Hprecher's Oroundwork of Theol,, where this is admirably pre-

sented and urged.

Obtt. 1. The term " elect '* is used with reference to their being ** chos€?i^'

for this kingdom. 2 Pet. 1 : 10 exhorts brethren '* to make your calling

and election Mire,^^ and adds that by so doing they shall enter ** the ever-

lusting Kingdom of oiir Lord and Samour Jesus Clirist,^* How make it

suref (1) The Jews are elect (Prop. 24, etc.) ; (2) since their national fall

(as a punishment for sin) the Gentiles are invited to become, by faith, the

seed of Abraham that shall inherit the promises
; (3) by thus becoming the

seed of Abraham tliey enter into tlie covetianted line and aUo become the

dect ; (4) it is by faith in Christ, in whom as the predicted David's Son are

centered ** exceeding great and precious promises,^* that they become the

elect ; (5) hence, to make our call as Gentiles to become children of Abra-
ham, and our election to the promised Kingdom sure, we must live a life

of faith in Christ, In the very nature of the case, the foreknowledge of

God is thus manifested ^^ having predestinated us unto the adoption of chil-

dreti by Jesus Christ^' (Eph. 1 : 5) in order that the covenanted inheritance

may be obtained by ** the elect of God '' (Col. 3 : 12 ; James 2 : 5, etc.).

Before Qod took the Israelites to Canaan He first provided a gu^cient number of peo-

pie, ttven under great trial and sorrow, who should be able to occupy the land, drive out
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their adTenariefl. and enjoy their imparted poasession. So noto Qod has pTomised a rich

inheritance, even the vhole earthy to the aainta under a Theocratic ordering, which they
are to realize in a peculiar, exalted way ; but before this inheritance is given God is en-

gaged in gaiheriru^ oul this people, even under trial, temptation, and tribulation ; and
when the chosen, elected number is complHe (known only to Him), then the posaesuon
will be received, the adversaries will be judged and overthrown by them as associated in

Bulerahip with the Lord Christ.

This will enable us to discriminate between Auberlen and Fairbaim. The latter (On
Froph.t Ap. K, p. 610), takes Auberlen to task for making the saints of Dan. 7 : 18-32
" the people of Israel,*' calling it " an unwarranted license," etc. Now that Auberien is

right as to the phrase itself, there can be no doubly seeing that the saints, including the
engrafted Gentiles, are truly ihe seed cf Abraham, incorporated among the elect, and ac-

counted ** the peopU qf Israd," flo also a writet {Proph, Times, Oct., 1870, Art. 1, p. 148)
observes that ** the saints of Daniel are Jews, and nai OtrUile CfvisHans,** under the idea
that Daniel's vision only relates to the Jews when speaking of the saints. The latter is

true, but it indudea Gentile believers who are incorporaied as Jews, and to whom, as we
shall hereafter show, the Kingdom is in an especial manner given. We know of no
'* Gentile Christians" separate and distinct from the Jewish election, and hence Daniel
is correct in speaking of the saints relating to the future, without the least intimation of

a change from the Jewish to a Gentile standpoint.

Obs* 2. This doctrine of the Kingdom in its covenanted aspect gives ns

the key to the doctrine of election. The language referring to election is

based ^1) on the Divine Purpose relating to this Theocratic Kingdom

;

(2) on the Plan embraced in that Parpose, of gathering out a people,—whose
character, etc., is predetermined—to whom it can be entrusted

; (3} on the

acceptance of the conditions by persons through which they come into the

line of that parpose. The election then (a) is, so far as Qod is concerned,
pre-ordainea ; such a people will he gathered (as even Moses predicted) for

such a Kingdom of kings and priests to be established, and, as Qod chatvges

^wt, it will most assoredlj be carried into execution } {b) on the part of

man, he comes in the line of the predestinated order, or elect, or cnosen,
just so soon as he accords or falls in with the determined process of engraft-
ing through faith in Jesus Christ.

Hence, in view of the conflicting and mystical opinions on this point. Dr. Auberlen
{Div. Rev,, p. 232) justly observes that the doctrine of predestination sprung out of a

misapprehension and erroneous interpretation of the history of the Kingdom of God on
earth, transferring what only belonged to such a Kingdom " to eternal religious relation

ships," etc. The term " ^eot" has then an ulterior reference to the fact (which will

appear hereafter) that after this number is completed, who are to be associated with
Christ in ihe higher Theocratic positions, rw othtrs oan or uiHl be added. They alone form
that chosen body counted worthy of co-heirship with Christ, and hence even the common
ordinary meaning of the word as given e.g. by Macnight {Prdim, Essays, essay 4, S. 40, to

his Epistles), signifying " the most excellent, chief, the most precious," among other
things of the same kind, because excellence is the reason why some things are chosen
preferably to others, etc. (illustrated by " the elect captains" Ex. 15 : 3 ;

*' the elect an-

gels" 1 Tim. 5 : 21 the « elect lady" and " elect sister'* of 2 John 1 : 13. btc), may be
aptly retained. " The times of the Gkntiles" are indeed preordained, but only in view
of thisforeordained number of the elect. The foreknowledge of Grod comprehended the

delay in gathering out, and determines the end accordingly.

Obs, 3. The believing Gentile, becoming through his faith a " Jew in-

wardly," is elected or chosen in the place of ** the children of the King-
dom" (Matt. 8 : 11, 12), who, through unbelief, are cut off from the nation-
ally covenanted Kingdom. Therefore, these chosen ones, becoming such
through adoption, " shall come front the east and vjestj and shall sit dom
with Abraham, and IsaaCy and Jacob (to whom the covenant was given) »h

the Kingdom of heaven,^' etc.
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Lincoln {Leds, on S^, cf SI, John, p. 80) rejects the idea of " adoption,** making It

to mean *' son-plaoing"—a son's place, saying, " He (Qod) has taken children, bnt He
does not adopt them," for He makes them snch by ** acttially oommonioating His own
natnre and life ;*' '* it is not by adoption, bnt that it is by the aotnal impartation of Qod*s
own life," in resnirection life, etc. While we folly acknowledge the impartation of the
divine in resorrection and glorification, yet the word " adoption" (which indudea this

resnlt) is nsed in the Soriptores as applicable to a believer now being one accepted, and
destined for divine glory (Eph. 1 : 4, 5 ; Bom. 8 : 16 ; oomp. with GaL 3 : 26 ; John
1 : 12 ; 1 John 3 : 1, 2). The higher evidence and realization is in res. power (Bom.
8 : 23), and is given to those thus recognised (OaL 4 : 6, 6).
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pRoposmoN 63. The present electa to whom the Kingdom wHl he

given^ ie the contmuation of the previous electiatij chiefly in

aTwthei* engraftedpeople.

This follows from what has preceded, and is thus thrown into a
Proposition to impress it upon the mind. The previous, and the
present, election isfounded on the promises aiid oalh to Abraham.

Ohs. 1. Both elect are the seed, the children of Abraham ; hoih sets of

branches are on tits eanie stock, on the same root, on the same olive tree

;

both constitute the same Israel of God, the members of tlie same body,
fellow-citizens of the same commonwealth ; loth are ^'Jews inwardly^^
(Rom. 2 :29), and of the true ^* circtimcismi** (Phil. 3 :3), forming tJte

«a7«e *' peculiar people," " holjr nation,** and '* royal priesthood;*' both

are interested in the same promises, covenants, and kingaom ; both inherit

and realize the same blessings at the same time. From these and other
considerations, involving identity, we find this election a contimious otie,

by which the faithfulness of God shall be exhibited to the Patriarchs, to

their obedient descendants, and to the engrafted believers taken from other
nations.

This meets the objection of Williamson {LeUera to a IHEenarian), which rests npon an
entire misapprehension of MiUenarian ta^ching. No Millenarian makes the Jewish
nation, as such, an heir of the Kingdom ; all. without exception, make the believing Jew
in the elect Abrahamio line (hence identified with, and incltided in, the nation), and the
beliering Gentile (engrafted by faith), in their totality ilte heir. We carefully distingoish
between the heir and the snbjects (Props. 124, 128, 153, etc.). Besides the nation itselt

before restored and securing its covenanted supremacy, most be penitent and oonvetted I

in order to obtain its distingnished position among the nations of the earth. The nation,

as snch, is brought into nearness with the Theocratic Kingdom, as already explained ; as

a nation it can abnse. pervert, and reject it, aa already shown ;bnt as a nation it can and
|

will (as we will prove in its place) be restored, God foreseeing the same, as predicted.
i

and hence forming His determinate Purpose in view of it. Bat this nation, thus restored I

to high Theocratic privileges, as covenanted and predicted, is only exalted because it

stands associated with the immortal rulers, e.g. the twelve apostles, etc. We receive I

with him the same heirs, only that we insist upon their being Abraham's seed, conse- '

auentiy engrafted and adopted as such, in view of the elect covensmted relationship of

AC nation, in which the Theocracy is based fondamantaUy.
|

Obs, 2. This continuous election of the same body is manifested not only i

in the predictions of the prophets, in the reigning with the twelve tribes,

in participating with the Patriarchs in the blessings of the Kingdom, etc.,

but it is surprisingly represented even in the description of the New Jera-
galem, which has the names of *' the twelve tribes of the children of Israel''
(Rev. 21 : 12), showing that only those who are the children of Abraham
nave the privilege of constant association therewith.' It is remarkably
delineated as a fiUinff up a predetermined number (Rev, 7 : 4-9) in each

'e of the tWQlvQ tribes, and after that qbos^u number is taken out (as we
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shall show in tho proper place), then cornea in the multitnde, which cor-

responds with God's Plan.'

1 This may serve to explain James* epistle addressed " to the twelvt tribes which are Beat-

tered abroad*" or '* which are in, or of, the dispersion." Critics find it difficult, in view
of the contents of the epistle and its being addressed to believezH, to reconcile this paS'
sage with the literal twelve tribes. Yet two opinions prevail^ viz. : that James wrote to
beUeving Jews (Beza, Grotins, etc.), or that he addressed all Jews (Lardner, etc). .Bat
if we keep in view the engrafting and adoption, the oontinuons election and incorpora-
tion« James forcibly employs this phraseology to designate believers, and their being the

elect people cf God, who also were scattered or dispersed abroad among the nations.
' We may only add, if somewhat premature in the argument, that the election has not

merely reference to the Kingdom itself, but io a ceriai7i position—one of distingaished,
pre-eminent honor and dignity, viz. : Kingship and priesthood, in that Kingdom.
Hence arises the exceeding predousness of this election, bringing to ns the gloiy of asso*
ciated Bulership with Christ in His Theocratic dominion. *' The Plymouth Srethreu'/
define (Art. " Flymouih Brethreniam," Brit, Quorteriy, Oct. 1873) **tt« Vhurdi 0/ Qod" or,

as they prefer to call it, " the Assembly <f God:** ^* it is the aotueJ living unity with Christ,
and with each other, of those who, since Christ*s resurrection, are formed into this unity
by the Holy Ghost.'* This definition excludes the Old Test, saints, which ia enopeoua
and derogatory to those saints, who also are saved through Christ. The aposUes do no^
call the Church a new thing or a mystery, but that Gentiles could be introduoed apd put
on the same ground ("YWfoto heirs," Eph. 3 : 6) with the Old Test, members. The same
glory awaits both ; both inherit with Abraham ; both form the Church purchased by jptia

blood ; both look for and enter the same city, etc. This error is found in many of their
works.

Obs. 3. This engrafting and continned election confirms what has
already been said respecting " the wall ofpartition'' being broken down, iwt
between the Jewish nation and Gentile nations (Pressense, Early Days of
Christianity, p. 292), hut, between Jewish and Gentile believers in Christ
(comp. Props, 24, 30, 49, 50, etc.).

The election is not removed from the Jewish nation, the seed of Abraham, for it con-
tinues, as has been proven, unbroken (comp. Bom. 11 : 28, 29, 26, 25, 23). No Gentile
nation has been chosen in place of the Jewish, for such a procedure would violate and
vitiate the solemnly given covenants. Even the covenanted Davidic throne and King,
dom, the Messiah's special inheritance as David's Son, indicates the continued necessity
of such election. That God's purposes may not be defeated in erecting the contem-
plated Theocratic dominion with the elect nation for its basis. He continues the elec-

tion in incorporating Gentiles. For the accomplishment of His Purpose He requires a
certain determined number (known only to Him), and as the chosen nation in its mem-
bership made itself unworthy through the baseness of its depravity (in rejecting the
Messiah), and but few remain ** Jews inwardly,*' the true Israel of God, it becomes nec-
essary to raise up a seed identified with that nation ; this is done by calling all Gentiles to

repentance and faith, and choosing individuals out of the nations, who, by virtue of their

repentance and faith, are adopted and become the elect. By this adoption, no distinc-

tion exists between them and the believing natural descendants of Abraham, and hence
that distinction which once arose between them as a barrier, culled " the wall of par-
tition," is removed between such believers. This election is something very different,.

as will be seen as the argument progresses, from the reception of the Gospel and the en-

joyment of the blessings of the Kingdom in the future under the Messianic reign by the
nations of the earth. These elect are then in the actual enjoyment of Bulership, etc..

The offer now is indeed freely made to all, but all, as yet, do not accept of the same.
The Gospel is freely preached to both Jew and Gentile, and by faith they become one
in Christ Jesus, the wall of separation being broken down between them because of
faith. Hence Oosterzee (Theol. K Test) is wrong when he says, "the wall of separa^
tion between Israel and the Gentile world is already fallen," which is tnie only as to the
call, but not as to election, the latter being the result of faith.

Obs, 4. In varions works, the theory is advocated that the Christian
Church is so entirely new in its institution, etc., that it is no continuation
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of the old order. Thna e.g. Alex. Campbell {Strictures, Ap. to Debate on
Baptism, p. 225), aaya : "the Jews were the typtceU congregation or

church of God, but Christiana are the real congregation or church of God.
'*

This^ however, is hostile to the entire tenor of the Divine Flan as unfolded,

and antagonistic to the covenants and election. The reply to this has

alreadv been given. It would be surpassing strange indeed to require

engrafting upon a mere ** typical " stock or olive-tree, and to promise us

an inheritance with previous ** typical " members of the church. Admit-
ting that there is a newness in the arrangement by which Gentiles are em-
braced on the principle of faith, thus causing, through the defection of the
Jews and the sacrifice of Jesus, a change in ordinances, etc., yet the
expressive language by which it is carefully guarded, warns us to regard

the past and the present church of God as one grand, continuous reality in

the progress of the fulfilment of covenanted blessings.

Obs, 5. The quite early church view, as seen in the writings of the
Fathers, made no such unjust discrimination between the ancient and
modern elect. Both were regarded in the same light and as belonging lo

the same body, and such persons as Barnabas, Irenseus, Justin Martyr, and
others pointedly traced tne election of believers to their beinz grafted into

the elect Jewish nation, i.e. that portion of the natural seed of Abraham
which also believed and rendered obedience, and thus becoming, through
adoption, members of the elect nation. We have already quoted language
of theirs, illustrative of this feature, under previous Propositions. It may
be added, that so identified, through faith in Jesus, did they feel them-
selves with the Patriarchs to whom the covenants were given, that (as e.g.

Lactantiua, Div, Instu, B. 4, ch. 10), they called them ''our ancestors,''

and vividly expressed the hope, in virtue of being adopted as their seed, of

finally inheriting with them.

Obs. 6. While in relation to '* the times of the Gentiles" and their call-

ing, this might be named, as some do, a ^* Gentile dispensation," yet it is

a phrase not strictly correct, because it implies that the Jews were not also

called and eligible to the Kingdom, that the Gentiles stood in a position in-

dependent of the Jews (i.e. were not grafted in, etc.), and that there is an
unjust (to the Jews) discrimination in oehalf of the Gentiles. Hence, care-

ful writers avoid the phrase.

Obs^ 7. This adoption and continued election, materially aids in throw-
ing light upon the difficult question, why it was that the apostles and first

Christians, with their faith and hope in Jesus Christ, continued faithful

Jews, attending the religious services in the temple and synagogue ; and
that we have no distinctive utterance from the apostles, even when in coun-
cil together considering the admission and circumcision of the Gentiles,

respecting the abrogation of the Mosaic ceremonial law, etc., excepting by
Paul afterward. The views entertained respecting virtual adoption, incor-

poration, and election caused them to occupy such a posture.

The opinionB generally expressed co&cemmg tliis are TBrions, such as, that it vas an
aooominodation, pTovisional, temporary oonoeaaion, neoeasary transition state, lack of
knowledge, and 6Ten inconsistenoy. Bnt we see in it a deeper reason : the Jewish
nation was the elect nation, and until God showed olearly, by the destmotion of the tern-
pie and dispersion of the nation* that it was for a time rejected (there being no conunes-
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fmrate repentance for its oontmcted gailt), it vas right and proper for Jews to observe
the InstitiitionB nationally connected with the nation. When these were abrogated by
the znamfested judgments befaUing the nation—and for which Faal forewarned and pre-
pared the Jews in Hebrews—the same reason existed no longer. It was then the coye-
nanted relationship that the nation, as a nation, sostained to the Kingdom of Ood, that
inilaenced believing Jews to manifest a regard for everything naiionaUy connected. With
their ideas of the covenants, inseparably connected, as they yet are, with the nation in
the Theocratic relationship instituted, and allied with the restoration of the Davidio
throne and Kingdom inseparably identified vrith the nation, it would have been premo'
turt in them to have turned away from the nation thus favored, until they were clearly

taught, both by inspiration and the providence of God, that the nation, as such, had in«

deed fallen, and that others, even Gentiles, were engrafted. This clinging so tenaciously
and persistently to the nation (as e.g. see even statement of Sulpitius tieverus, Mosheim's
&el, His.'t vol 1. p. 138, footnote 2) ia evidence—the highest—of their faith in this verr
election, incorporation, adoption, and that salvation is truly identified with the Jewish
nation. This very feature which multitudes deem so defective in early Christianity, and
which infidels scoffingly deride, is honorable to those believers. Distinguishing between
those who made circumcision and the observance of the Mosaic ritual essential, and those
who, discarding the same as superseded by faith in Jesus, etc., still held to a union
made requisite by covenanted relation, we observe a logical consistency. Even Gibbon
{DecL and fhU, voL 2, p. 14) observes this feature :

** The Gentile converts, who by a
ffpiritual adoption had been assodattd to the hope of Igrad^ were likewise confounded under
the garb and appearance of Jews ;i^ and in a note adds :

** An obscure passage in Hucto*
nius (in Claud, c. 25j may seem to offer a proof how strangely the Jews and Christians
of Home were confounded with each other." This is explained by the simple fact that

so long as the Early Church clung to the literal belief of the Abrahamlo and Davidio cov-
enants, there tooj in\ich that was common to both (however they disagreed respecting the
Mosaic ritual being still binding), but as the Gentile believers drifted from thu belief; an
antagonism sprung up and continued.
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Proposition 64 The Kingdom being given to the elect ardy^ any
adoption into thai elect portion must be revealed by eaopreits

Divine Revelation,

No addition to, or continuation of, that elect portion to whom
the Kingdom is aJone promised (by way of inheritance), can be
made wUhout directionfrom Ood Himself.

Obs, 1. It has already been shown (Prop. 30), how God, in order to vin-

dicate His foreknowledge and purpose, revealed that Gentiles should par-

ticipate in the blessings of the Kingdom. But the manner in which they
should be introduced, was left unexplained. The indefinite nature of the

predictions (as c.ff. by Moses in Deut. 32) are now, in the light of fulfil-

nient, become definite. But it was not no in the days of Jesus and His dis-

ciples ; something was to bo added to show how this incorporation could be

effected, for with ike special election of the one nation, it would have been
presumptuous for any one to have joined others with it without due
authority from God. Hence we find Jesus before His death promising the

keys of the Kingdom of heaven to Peter, i.e. the authoritative knowledge
by which that Kmgdom could be gained. Owing to the excessive sinfdJ-

ness of the nation in rejecting and killing the Messiah, the one key con-

cerning the Jews (Acts 2 : 38), was given to Peter on the day of Pentecost,

while the other key pertaining to the Gentiles was given to him later by
special revelation (Acts 10 : 1-48).

Comp. my Art. "The Keys/' in Evang, RfvUio, vol. 20. p. 269 and 341. Onr line of

argument disproTes the ntterly unfounded aaHertion of Lord Bolingbroke. that the Gospel
was only for the Jews, and that Paul was the first one who saw it necessary to extend it to

the Gentiles, which he did. corrupting it. etc. The Key of Knowledge was^r^t gicmto
Peter, and from him extendad to the others. It is amazing, m the light of the predic-
tions of Jesus and the fulfilment in Peter (next Obs.), that Reuss {His, Ch. Thfol., p.

259)^ can say, after placing the call of the Gentiles prior to the conversion of the Centu-
rion of Csesarea by ** a simple (?) chronological arrangement :' " * To some obscure Cyreni-
cians and men of Cyprus, friends of the illustrious proto-martyr, justly belongs then the
honor of haying been ihe first to break down the barrier which limited the word of God
within the sphere of the Israelitish nationality." We, however, are content to leave
this ** honor" with Peter, to whom it more '* justly belongs.;* Reuss unintentionally
belittles Peter (making him weak and foolish) and the other apostles, by making these
unknown (for he cannot even name them) preachers persons of &Lr greater enlightenmtoit
than the apostles themselves, adding :

" in their case, no visions, ecstasies, or celestial

voices were needed to enable them to receive the positive and repeated assoronces of

the Saviour.

'

Obs. 2. This doctrine of the election of the Jewish nation, is one so

clearly tangbt that it was deeply rooted in the minds of the Jews. The
tesiilt was that no addition could be made to it or allowed without an
extraordinary Divine revelation. JSence we read (Acts 11) that when
** the apostles and brethren that were in Judea heard that the Gentiles had
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also received tho word of God," they contended with Peter in consequence
of his thus encouraging the Gentiles. Peter rehearsed the whole matter ;

-what vision he had seen ; what directions he had received ; what results

tad followed ; how Qod had acknowledged the validity of such an engraft-
ing of Gentile believers by the bestowal of the gifts of the Holy- Ghost.
This was satisfactory ; for ** when they heard these things, they held their

peace, and glorified God, saying : The7i hath Qod also to the Oefitiles

ffranted repentance unto life. On a later occasion when the dispute was
again raised by a few respecting the conversion of the Gentiles under Paul
and Barnabas, Peter interfered, showing how the Gentiles through him
heard the Gospel and believed, the Holy Ghost testifying to the eame.
Then Paul and Barnabas increased the force of the testimony by relating

what miracles and wonders God had wrought among the Gentiles through
them. The result of the discussion is announced by James (Acts
15 ; 13-21), in which we have distinctively three things presented : (1) The
election and incorporation of the Gentiles, '' Sinieonnath declared how God
at the first did visit the Gentiles, to take out of thein a people for His
7iame ; * ('Z) the identification of this elect people with them (the Jews) in

the covenanted Kingdom, *' And to this agree the words of the prophets, as
it is written, * after this ' (viz. : after this people are gathered out) ' / will

return and will'build again the taberymcU of David, which is fallen down;
and I will ^uild again the ruins thereof, and I will set it up,^ —^both elect

enjoying this restored Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom
; (3) the blessings that

would follow this restoration, ** that the residue ofmeti,'' etc.

The commenta of Tarious commentatorH are exceedingly nnsatisfactory (as also of
writers, e.g. Hengntenberg's Chriatf B. 3, p. 233, etc.), simply because they forget to place
themselves in the Jewish position, ignore the necessity of adoption and incorporation,
and misapprehend the natnre of the Messianic Kingdom. Even Olshansen^ generally
good in noticing the intent of passages, is here weak and nninstmctive, while such com.
mentatOTB as Baines {loci) flatly contradict their own Church-Kingdom theory by admit-
ting a line of reasoning which is fatal to it. For Barnes admits (1) that this has refer,

ence to Messianic time ; (2) that these times, thus described, are identified with a Jewish
restoration to great prosperity and blessings, etc. But the Messianic times and King,
dom cannot be thus established, as predicted, because no such prosperity, no such res-

toration came upon the Jews at the First Advent ; instead of such a fulfilment history

records the sad fate of the nation. It is true that Barnes and others endeavor to shield

their view under the ever-oonvenient but pitiful subterfuge of making this prediction

emblematical of the favor of God and of other blessings than those specified.

The entire history of the election of Gentile believers indicates, from the jealousy with

which it was regarded and the divine proofs that had to be necessarily attached to it,

that in the minds of the apostles and believing Jews it was connected and blended with

their own national election ; it was regarded as a virtual engrafting and adoption as the

seed of Abraham, to whom the covenants and promises belonged. If it be asked why
such a revalation was necessary, owing to a previous admission of Gentiles as proselytes,

the answer is, that the former system of admission being abrogated, and the Abrahamio
covenant being renewed and pertaining exclusively to the faiU]^ portion of the Jews, it

was requisite, if the Gentiles were to be adopted, etc., to show how this could be ao-

complished.

Ohs. 3. Various authors of eminence have unjustly accused the apostles,

and especially Peter, of being " too Jewish'' in their views respecting the

call of the Gentiles. But in the light of the covenants and the election,

hmo, we ask, could they be otherwise ? It will not answer, as some defend-

ers ot Christianity, to assume that this " Jewish exclusiveness" was merely
*' a busk'' enveloping something else ; for we find this alleged ** husk'* an
important and indispensable element even down to the present day. Kecent
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ChriBtian writers may^ rather sarcastically, remark that Peter thought tiui

** the Gentiles mnst be brought, as it were, over the bridge of Jadaism into

the Kinf^dom of God." But Peter had no right to think otherwise vtitil^

God revealed the matter to him how Gentiles could be engrafted and also

become of the elect people without observing the rites and oeremoniee d
Judaism. In this whole aftair, the apostles sustained the very attihii

required by our Propositions concerning the covenants and election.

The oriticismB of Bome writers on Peter are of anoh a DAtnre that it almost seems h
ii they thought tha keys were given to themselves instead of being presented to P^ec
It wiU not answer to say, as some do, that salvation is just as necessary to the Gentfle

as it is to the Jew, and hence that no differenoe is made, no engrafting takes place, etc.

Admitting that both need salvation, the qaestion to be constantly kept before na is Jk«

God Himself arranges and carries ont His Divine Pnrpose of Salvation. The objection,

if it is to be re^^i^ed as such, might with equal propriety be alleged c^dnst preceding

dispensations (as e.g. the choice of the Jewish nation, its Theocratic reJationship. «tcV

and even against this one, seeing what little provision has been made for the salvatiaB

of the heathen of past centTiries, although they also needed salvation. A Christian ocnnU

thus object, because Qod, who is all-wise and merciful, undoubtedly selects the best

methods by which (in the briefest time, consistent with man*s moral freedom and His

own PniposesX to attain to the ultimate Redemption of the world with the least lossuul

with the greatest honor to His moral government. Hence we, unable to grasp the in-

numerable details and principles underlying a Divine Plan only partiafiy unfolded,

should not set ourselves up as judges and arbiters of the matter, but simply reoeive the

mode indicated by the Word itself. Suoh writers as Fronde {Stori 8iudie9, p. 239\

when they proclaim " the narrow littleness of * the peculiar people,^ '* of course do cot

regard the covenanted Theocratic relationship, etc., but seek after objections to gntify

theirown *' high-mindedness."

Obs, 4. The pronouncing, by Paul, of this election of Gbntile believers

as " a mystery/^—something, which, in view of the elected position of the

Jews, was unexplained and to human reason inexplicable,

—

confimti oni

line of reasoning. That which made '' the mystery," was the sole and

exclusive promise given to the seed of Abraham ; the solving of " the mjs-

tery,'* was the making known how the Gentiles could be incorporated vith

the elect nation.

Obs, 5. Even the intimations ^ven by Jesus, before his death, conld

not break in the minds of the disciples the force of this exclusive promise,

until it was also shown how the Gentiles could become the seed of Abraham
without observing the rites, etc., of a previously ordained proeelytism. In

the nature of the case, it could not be otherwise, and it increases our ad-

miration of the correct knowledge and attitude assumed by the disciples.

Let ns briefly survey one of those intimations as given in llatt. 12 : 14-22. Here ve

have—(1) the Pharisees holding a council, and consulting to destroy Him ; (2) when Jesos

knew it, He withdrew from thenoe, and " charged them (the people that followed) thU

they should not make Him known," in order that two things *' might be fulfilled : (o)

His Bubmissiveness to suffering and death, and (b) in view of His rejection by the nstiiUi

and the nation's fall, the call and election of Gentiles. But in this, as in others, Ihe nKn-

net of incorporation is passed by, it being left for future revealment. Some writets (as

e.g. Potter, F)reedom and F^Uowship in Rdlg., p. 207). assign to Paul, and not to Peter. tli«

calling of the Gentiles ; but this is opposed to the divine statements (Obs. 1 and 3). It

is coiuounding Paul's special apostleship to the Gentiles with the call, and it ii setting

up a daim for Paul which he never assumed.

Obs, 6. Dr. ReuBs {His, Ch, Theoly p. 151) adduces as proof that the

Kingdom itself changed its nature ana became spiritual, the remorsl of
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exclusiveness in the call of the Gentiles. But this is a strange and most
erroneons inference. Paul tells us in Rom, ch. 11, Jesus declares in Matt.
21 : 43^ other passages assert, that the calling of the Gentiles resulted, not
frmn a change in the Kingdom (Ood forbid), but, from the posture of the
Jewish nation, viz. : its deliberate reaction of the King and tendered King-
dofn. To argue that the Kingdom itself was changed to accommodate it to

the Gentiles, is to violate the covenants, to annul God's oath to David, to

make the Gentiles anotJier separate and superior elect nation, in brief, to

override the important and Bcripturallj sustained reasons given in preced-
ing Propositions. Reuss' position (which only illustrates that of multi-
taaes) is opposed to the teaching of the prophets (Prop. 35), who,
although announcing the conversion of the Gentiles, never intimate the

slightest change in the Elingdom, but constantly refer to it as the restored

Ilieocratic-Davidic, It is hostile to the express aeclarations of the apostles,

who, when in council to consider the relationship of the Gentiles, announce
that it is not in conflict with the still future restoration of the fallen taber-

nacle of David. It is contradictor to the entire tenor of the Word, which
only predicts and promises one kingdom, the restored Davidic, for the
elect to inherit. The theories which require for their support a present

existing Davidic Kingdom, must, of necessity, not only advocate a change,
although it is an ignoring of the most precise covenants, but seek in its Be-

half the lame apologies already so abundantly presented.

This tmbject of the election and the call of the Gentiles, with the engrafting on the
principle of faith, folly aocoonts why Paul enters so largely into the matter ot and lays

so mnch stress on, the doctrine of justification through faith. The contrast between us
writings and that of the other apostles in this particular is so great that some have con-
cluded it—erroneously—to be '^ another Qospel/' But ih» Jbey'is to be found in his

being specially appointed as the apostle of the Grentiles. His very mission made this a
very significant and highly important topic, and consequently, in faithfulness to his
calUng, he aOargea upon it.
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Proposition 65. Before this Kingdom can be given to tJiis eled

people, they mustjirst be gathered out.

The nature of the Kingdom aa covenanted, and the rejection ol

the Kingdom by the chosen nation (making such a gathermg requi-

site), requires such an arrangement. The introduction of tne faith

principle, by which Abraham was justified before circumcision took'

place, to raise up children to Abraham, merely produces "'the'

netrs^^^ who inherit the Kingdom. The elect are " the guests,"

'

who are first all invited and furnished b^^ore the marriage feast

takes place. The Kingdom is not given—in the sense of being
actually realized—to them one by one as gathered, but when all are

gathered.

Obs, 1. This final gathering of all the elect ** from one end of heaven to

the other," at the period of inheriting the Kingdom, is mentioned, e.g.

Matt. 24 : 31 ; Mark 13 : 27 ; 2 Thess. 2 : 1, etc

It is a qTieiy, whether in snoh passages as Matt. 24 : 31 there is not a reference to

the Jewish nation. The elect nation, after a time of pnniahment, is also to be gathered
oat of all nations. Jesns was speaking to Jews who believed their nation to be th^

chosen, elect one, and His language would necessarily lead them to apply it to the gath-

ering of the nation as predicted by the prophets. The special point mode by the Saf-

ionr is, that sach a gathering can only take place afler the period of tribulation has mn
its allotted course (oomp. Props. 111-114). This includes, however, aa other passages
teach, the gathering out of those also who are incorporated—who are deemed worthy of a

Theocratic position in the Kingdom. Bonet, in his uddresa, Christianitu and the Oospfl,

before the Evang. Alliimce for 1873, defines even the word *' saint '''to mean '* set

apart."

Obs, 2. This Kingdom is promised to the direct faithful seed of Abra-
ham, and it is incorporated with the Jewish nation through the adopted
and amalgamated Theocratic-Davidic throne and Kingdom. It is likewise

promised to the engrafted seed, but necessarily subject to the same incor-

poration. Hence, until this seed is opeyily manifested in its nationally

engrafted character with the Jewish elect nation (a restoration of the nation

bemg imperative to fulfil covenants), the Kingdom as promised and pre-

dicted cannot be established.

Therefore, in view of this, a petition oconiring in the Borial Service of the Church
of England has often arrested the attention of the writer, viz. : " That it may please

Thee, of Thy gracious goodness, shorily to accomplish the number of 7%ine Eted, and to

tiosten Thy Kingdom. " Not keeping in view the design for which the election is made,

viz. : to qualify men for the future divine administration of the restored Theoczatic

Kingdom, Fairbaim ( On Proph , p. 263) applies things to the restored Jewish nation in

its un-theocrcUie form (i.e. without the Davidio covenant literally realized in a personal

reign of the Messiah, David's Son), which only refer to the elect saints, viz. : that por-

tion accounted worthy to rule in the Theocratic Kingdom when the restoration is

effected. The Jewish nation in the flesh is subordinate to these JtrsG^fm glorified ntlen,
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id -^^bile the latter come in the elect covenanted line, yet they are snperior to the for-
er ixi honor, station, and privileges. The reader's indulgence is oaked, for it is yet too
irly izi onr azgnnient to give more than these hints. Compare Props. 118, 153, and 154.

Obs, 3. In view of the Kingdom being thus future, it is reasonable to
xpect Buch futurity to be Bpecifled in connection with the election. This
5 done in various places^ as e.g. 2 Pet. 1 : 10. 11, the election is stated and
aitbfulness enjoined that an entrance may be secured hereafter into the
kingdom. In 1 Pet 1 : 2-13, the elect are mentioned, and they are
x>iTited to thefuture, even to the revelation of Christ, for their inheritance.
5o in Eph. 1 : 4, these chosen ones are directed to thefuturejg2Xhet\ug for
iibeir inneritance. TJie Word does not contradict itself iSierefore this

futurity of the Kingdom is the basis of the numerous exhortations to obtain
it, to walk worthily of it, to look, seek, and pray for it

Obs. 4. God for a time leaving the nation first bidden, and treating the
Jews as individuals (i.e. not in their national relationship), now invites

both Jews and Gentiles to become this people of faith, and through Peter,

to whom this knowledge was imparted, the relation of these elect to the
Kingdom, in the age to come, is fully and explicitly stated. There is a
fitness in this, that the apostle selected to indicate this election should also

refer the Kingdom to the future for manifestation and realization. In
addition to the passages quoted from him, the reader may turn to his ser-

mon. Acts 3 : 19-26, where the eve of faith is directed to the coming again
of Jesus and the accompanying ^^restitution of all things,^^ In no place is

it asserted, that the promised covenanted Kingdom was already in posses-

sion of the elect, for such a statement would he palpably contradictory to

the most sacred portions of Holy Writ, viz. : to the covenants,

Obs. 5. This Kingdom is to be given to all of the elected nation, both
believing Jews of natural descent and engrafted Gentiles, to all believers,

therefore, that have ever lived ; and it will be bestowed upon both at the

same time, including the Patriarchs, ancient worthies, faithful Jews, and
believing adopted Gentiles. One portion of the elect cannot inherit before

the other portion ; both stand precisely upon the same footing and obtain

through the identical election and covenants the same inheritance. (The
relection by the nation of the tender, does not change the nature of it,

other guests are invited and participate instead of those previously urged,

and now under a cloud for their refusal.) In reference to one portion of

these elect, Paul informs us. (Heb. 11 : 39, 40), after enumerating a long
list of worthies, ^^ these all received not the promise*^ ^^ that they without
nn should not be made perfect.'' None of the present saints, (viz, : of this

dispensation,) have inherited the Kingdom, for the inheriting is placed in

the future, as e.g. Matt. 25 : 34. The Kingdom is promised to both,

forming the one elect body, but those thin^ which belong to the actual

realization of the Kingdom, such as inheriting, receiving the crown, reign-

ing, etc., are all, as the reader will find by a comparison of passages, related

to (he future. The saints, the elect of this and previous dispensations, are

represented as waiting for the Kingdom (comp. Rev. 6 : 9-11 ; Luke
18 : 7, 8 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 5-10 ; Rom. 8 : 23, etc.).

Whatever the intermediate state maj be, whether in Hades simply (as some assert), or
m ParadisQ vx Hades (as others claim), or in the third heaven (as some annonnoe),
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6to., one fhiDg i» oUurly demonstrable, viz.: that the viherWng of the Kfngcinin, ^.i

reoeiuim^ of the arowii. tte oWcriiiiity of the distinotire reward as allied with ooTezuuiiad
promises, are all still future, always linked with the future resurrection of the just or

allied with the Sao. Advent of Jesus Christ. The Bible is explicit on this point, and the

oovenants absolutely require this to presezre Vu nqmsUe unity. Jbat the xet^der compare
what is said on the intermediate state. Prop. 136.

Obs, 6, ThiB Kingdom is to be given at a specified appointed time known
to God. Without now discussing the predictions, we only refer to the fact

that before ** the Kingdom^ and dominion, and the greatness of the Kingdom
under the whole l^eaven shall be given to the people of the saints of the Mod
High'*{ Dan. 7), a certain period of time viust first elapse, certain eventa

must first transpire, and then the Kingdom is bestowed. It is given to thid

people at a particular time or era. The parable of the talenU ('* after a

lonq time,'' etc.), and of the tares and wheat, the delineation of 2 Thess. 2,

and of other passages, illustrate this same truth.

Obs. 7. In comparing Scripture, it will be found that this period of time

is stated to be at the era of the Sec. Advent, when this Kingdom will be

bestowed upon the elect, Matt. 25 : 34 ; Luke 12 : 32 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 5-10.

etc. Hence the elect are represented as " called *' fl Thess. 2 : 12) to this

Kingdom, to " a patient waiting for Christ *' (2 Thess. 3:5), and " Hu
appearing and KiTigdom" (2 'SHhl 4:1) are united ;—they are ex-

horted to endure trials that (2 Thess. 1 : 5) *^ ye may be counted worthy

of the Kingdom of God.*' To these might bo added numerous passage^
which will appear as we proceed ; in the meantime, the reader is reminded
that this accurately corresponds with what has preceded and what follows in

our argument.

We only remind the reader, as an indication of a Diyine Purpose and Providenee, that

as the larger number of the elect, the great mass, are taken out of the Gtentilee, the time
chosen for this call of the Oentiles was signally opportune. Thus e.g. the change from
the Hebrew to the Hellenistio language was one of the providential movements prepara-

tory to this calling, and facilitated the same. The time specified in the Obs. and the

delay of the Kingdom, until the number of the elect is completed, has been noticed by
many able writers. Thus e.g. Olshausen {(km. Acts 1 : 6-^), remarks, in connection with

referring '* the times of refreshing and restitution" to the personal Sec. Advent of Jesos

:

** The conversion of men, therefore, and the diffusion of faith in Christ, are the con-

ditions of the speedy approach of that blessed time—a thought which ooours again in %

Pet. 3 :9."

Obs. 8. It may be added, that this future Kingdom covenanted to the

elect nation, and which the elect, including the promised Seed, are to

inherit, is explicitly called Christ's Kingdom. This ought to be so, if our

Position is correct, and has already been foreshown under Prop. 45, etc.

'he Kingdom at the Sec. Advent is distinctively called ** His Kitigdom,^^

as e.g. 2 Tim. 4:1; Matt. 13 : 41 ; Luke 22 : 30 ; 2 Pet 1 : 11, etc. We
are gravely told (comp. Prop. 159) by a multitude that Christ at the end

of this dispensation at His Sec. Advent, will deliver up ** His Kingdom/'
so that, if we are to receive their theory, no such distinctive Kingdom is to

exist after the Advent for the elect to inherit. But this notion is to be

rejected as utterly untenable and contradictory to the entire tenor of the

Word, which locates the Messianic Kingdom at the Sec. Advent (comp.

Prop. 159).
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Obs. 9. In Btndjing[ the subject of the Kingdom, we must not be misled
by a Btrikinj? peuuliaritj of Scriptare, viz. : that things still futiirej owing
to their certaiuty, are spoken of cts present The style of prediction and
promise, dealing largely of objects of faith and hope, contains this feature
as has been noticed by many writers. Thus the Kingdom of God, the
great object of faith and hope, being sure, founded on uie Word and oath
of the Almighty, is in view of its certainty spoken of as present, being re-

ceived, etc. (comp. Prop. 109), as e.g. in Heb. 12 : 22-28 ; Rom, 8 : 30
;

Rev. 1 : 6, 9, etc. To take such passages, given through the intensity of
faith and hope, and make them contradictory and inconsistent with the

general atialogy of the Word, is certainly both unwise and unnecessary.

The iUnatrations given bj Maonight in his Prdim. Essays on the Epistlefi (Esaaj i,

s. la, from the Greek, Matt. 9 : 10 ; Mark 9 : 31 ; 1 Cor. 16 : 2, 12 ; James 6 : 3 ; 2 Pet.
3 : 11, 12), prove that, as he says, ** the present tense is often put for the fatnre, to show
that the thing spoken of shall as certainly happen ov if it were already present." He
(as well as many commentators) overlooks this feature in his exegetical comments on
arions passages. The illustrations can be greatly increased indicative of the sentiment
o£ ftom. 4 : 17, He '* oalleth those things vokich be not as though they loere/* as in Bom.
8 : 30 " ihem He also ghri/ied" in 1 FeL 1 : 9 (see connection). Lake 1 : 61-53 ; Isa. 9 : 6,
many of the Pals., etc. Justin li&Lrtjyr, long ago, in his First Apology, assigns the reason
for this mode of expression, ** The things which He absolutely knows will take place,
He predicts as if ab-tady they had taken place." This feature heightens the Divine in
the Word, making it to spea^ in the largeness and fulneaa of the Spirit, as e.g. in that
Divine Purpose portrayed in the declaration that Jesus is '' thtLa-mb slainfrom the foun-
dation of the tooHd'* (Bev. 13 : 8). So also Neander in several places shows how the
apostles spoke of the future as present, although he forgets his own admissions in com-
menting on several passages. Thus e.g. speaking of the author of Hebrews {His. Plant,

Qi. Gi,, vol 2, p. 5), he instances ch. 10 : 22, cfa. 12 : 23, and ch. 12 : 28, as evidence
that *' to Christians the future is by faith aiready become a present,** And (p. 13), " by
means of faith a vital connection is formed between the Present and the Future. By
means of faith, according to the doctrine of this epistle, the Future becomes in some
measure a Present to the mind, although this Present has a necessary bearing to a more
perfect development, a consummation in the Future."

Obs, 10. The reader need scarcely he reminded, that in all the elect ones,

both ancient and modern, who are to enjoy the Kingdom of God, certain

moral qualijicaiiotis are necessary as a prerequisite. The natural and
etigrafted seed of Abraham must all be offaith and obedience. The decisive

argament in Romans and Hebrews evinces, this ; for while the seed of
Abraham is chosen » not every individaal is thus favored ; while the nation
is elected to a Theocratic position, not every member of it will be saved ;

it is only the faithful portion of Abraham's seed that is commended and
that will be exalted. This has been so ably represented by yahons writers

(as Noel, McNeill, Bickersteth, Bonar, etc.), that it only requires brief

mention.

It may be added : this requires more than mere knowledge, viz. : the praetiodl recep-
tion of the truth and a heartfelt obedience to the same, lest we fall into the '* delusion"
specified by Domer {His. Prol. TheoL, vol. 1, p. 19), of receiving the truth merely by the
mind and not by the mind and heart—the latter alone leading to a personal appropriation
of Christ, influencing heart and life In the Obs. ancient and modem saints are pur-
posely "plttced in the same position, for there is much written at the present day respect-
ing the inferiority of Old Test saints, grounded on their being justified by works, the
law, etc. This is certainly a misapprehension, seeing that the apostles hold up the b«-
lievers of former dispensations as pre-emineTtipatterns of faith (their works being the result

of taith) and that their lives evinced, in obeaience to God's requirements, the strongest
£aith. They were justified by faith, and not by the law, and not by their works, how-
ever, the law might drive to faith, and the works might evidence the purity and strength
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of faith. Hence, aa faith intarodaces the blessiiig of Bedemption through Abraham, and
all his seed are of faith, ve cannot receiTo the disparaging remarks of eminent vriten io

this direction. Thos, to illnstrate, Benss {His. Ck, TheoLt p. 290), says, allading to oon-

version and its moral results :
" The new relation of which we have spoken was eri-

dentlj an individnal relation between the believing man and his Qod. Now we most
remember that snch a relation had no existmee in the religions sphere of Judaism, which
was a purely and essentially national institution, the membezB of which had rights and
duties only as belonging to the great whole/* This is simply overlooking the distinctiTe

Theocratic element connected with this nationality, which bound the individual membfr
to his Sovereign Buler. The tendency, indeed, constantly was to ignore this Theoctatic
feature, but Gkid insisted upon its retention as alone honorable to Himself aa the Theo-
cratic King.

Obs, 11. The KiD^dom thus giyen to these elect ones does 7iot rmiove the

election of the Jewish nation as a nation. This, aside from the covenants
and the Theocratic ordering allied with the nation, is seen from the fact,

that this seed gathered ont ia virtnally regarded as part and parcel of Uie
nation (is a continuation of the election. Prop. 63), and when rfae nation
is nationally restored will be so recognized in the inheriting with Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob. Again, let any one compare Dent. ch. 32, Rom. ch. 11,

together with various predictions relating to this elect Jewish nation, and
he will find the following succinctly stated : (1) The Jews an elect nation
(Prop. 24) ; (2) this nation can render itself unworthy of the Kingdom by
disobedience

; (3) by its own conduct it will bring upon itself terriole evils

and a temporary reiection as a nation
; (4) the Theocratic rulership will

be, for a time, withdrawn
; (5) during such a period of rejection, God still

continues His work of gathering out of it, and ont of the Gentilee, the
elect ; (6) but the nation itself, for a time under the most severe tribula-

tions, will, owing to this very election (hoirvg*^ beloved for the Father^

s

sakes^*), again—as the covenant to be fulfilled demands

—

be restored to the
favor of God. This nation, therefore, now under trial, is still the chagten

nation, and this will be manifested in due time (see Props. Ill to 114).
Hence the preference (Luke 24 : 47 ; Rom. 1 : 16 ; Acts 3 : 25, 26 ;

Rom. 2 : 10 ; Acts 13 : 46, and 19 : 21), showed to this nation even after
the day of Pentecost in preaching the Gospel—a preference based only
upon tnis election, the Jews being, by virtue of their relationship to Abra-
ham, ** the children of the Kin^£nn, and the descendants of those who
once enjoyed this Kingdom in its initiatory, incipient form. The natural
seed must not, therefore, be ignored ; and only upon their refusal to

accept of the proffered gospel of the Kingdom were tne apostles, and even
Paul, authorized to seek after the engrafted ones. One of the darkest pttge^

in the history of Christianity is that which records the tendering of insult,

wrong, and death instead of the precious message of hope and peace to

this covenant favored people.

This already gives us the clue to the literal fulfilment of the covenant promises, con-
firmed as they are by the oath of God, and therefore unoonditionaL Thus e.g. the prom-
ise of making Abraham's seed a mighty nation (which has specdally excited the ridicule

of infidels in comparing the feeble Kingdom of Israel with the mighty empires of the
eaith) will be realized when this elect nation will all be gathered and stand associated

toUh the restored Theocratic Kingdom. It does not require much reason to see, that

when Qod'B Plan is carried out and openly manifested, it will exceed the highest eulo-

gies that the Prophets have given, and most amply vindicate Clod's Word. Let all the

seed of Abraham be brought together at the appointed time, and language fails to ex-

press the might and grandeur of the nation. The world will be astonished at the sublime
manifestation.
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Waldegrave (^New Test JfUIenarianwm, Lect 3) entirely miBapprehendfl this election of
tlie Jewish nation, holding that the continuance of the election bv the engrafting of the
Oentilefl forbids any fntnre apeoial manifestation of God's favor to the Jewish nation, aH
e.g. to bestow npon it pre-eminence over Gentile nations. Mach that Waldegrave says
-we can cordially adopt, excepting his extreme in this direction, seeing that he does not
discriminate between the pre-eminence of those who inherit the Kingdom (i.e. the saints
tts rulers) and that cfiht no/ton restored among and over the nations by virtue of its oov.
enantad position and relationship with these glorified saints, the seed of Abraham.
TbiH engrafting process, we also hold, gives ** a perfect equality between Jew and Gen-
tile," and it is liJcewise correct to assert, as he does, that '* the believing Gentile, thongh
uncircnmoised, is much more really a child of Abraham than the circumcised Jew who
does not believe.'* The reason for this has been fully assigned in previous Props., but
this does not, by any means, neeeesitate his hasty and inconclusive deductions, which
jnake the Davidic covenant and numerous prophecies inoperative and unfulfilled.

Obs. 12. Theae elect, now gathered on t, are in the yarious denominations
of Chriatians, The diversity, even of doctrine and practice, does not inter-

fere with the possession of the livifig engraftitig principle of faith. The
former arises incidentally from the liberty allowed to humanity, which,
through infirmity, results in doubt and even error being, more or less, mixed
with apprehensions of the truth ; the latter, however, in the eyes of a just

and merciful God, compensates, if followed by corresponding fruit in evi-

dence of its sincerity, for the weakness exhibited in tne former. The one
could not have been obviated without largely infringing man's moral
agency ; the other cannot be negatived without interfering with the Divine
Will itself.

The reader is reminded that while many professors are rejected and few are chosen,
it is also true that out of those saved some are but barely saved, as by fire, and cannot
expect to enjoy that honor of position that others realize in the coming Kingdom (comp.
Prop. 135). Prosperity, too, is no sign of God's special favor, for Heb. 12 : 6-12 ;

James 1 : 12 ; Bev. 3 : 19, etc., clearly teach that trial, adversity, etc., are often but
tokens of God's love toward His elect. With Paul (CoL 1 : 24), they fill up the measure
of Christ's sufferings, for being desifpied as co-heirs, oo-mlers with Christ, it is essential

that they become in all things Christ-like, imitating Him and cultivating His spirit, which
can only be done by being tested and tried, as Jesus Himself was afflicted, so that they
may partake of His glory. Enduring temptation and trial is indicative of a proper ap-
prehension of Christ, of the Spirit and truth abiding with us, of our being truly the
children of God, of our being the elect. But while enduring, under trial, fighting the
good fight of faith, it is not for us to ait in judgment over others who may be struggling

and tried as we are ; it is sufficient to realize in our own experience God's leadings and
to enjoy the sweet consciousness of His &vor in the fulfilment of promises pertaining to

the present life.

Obs. 13. This elect people are charged with folly by others, because

they trust in covenantea promises, and in the Seed by wnom they shall be

fulfilled. This was predicted many centuries ago, Deut, 32 : 21, and is

pointedly referred to in 1 Gor. 1 : 25-28.

Obs, 14. Many claim, some arrogantly, that they alone are these elected

ones and all others, outside of their organization or doctrinal position, are

excluded. This is simply presumption ; for it ever remains true what is

stated in Matt 7 : 21-23, etc. Profession is not God's judgment ; and
these elect will be made manifest when the Judge comoth.

Julius Mailer (quoted by Dr. Spreoher in The Luth, Evangelist, 1677) forcibly ob-

serves :
" As an inalienable acquisition—derived by the Protestant Church out of the

sad decay of its orthodox theology, especially in the hktter part of the seventeenth oen^
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tnty and after, out of the Pietistio and Moiavian reaotioiia, and out of the reTiyal of liv-

ing faith in the present oentuzy—we mnat regard the coUTiction that the faith which
Baves does not consist in the adoption ofa aerUa ^ articuU fvindamenkUea primaril, 6irf in oa
absolute and truthful surrender qf one's ae^ to the peraonal tiaviour ; a aoirender of which the
simplest child is capable. Although tnis oonviotion may in the next few years hare to

sustain violent attacks and be branded as heresy-^the attacks have, indeed, already be^

gun—yet it is so deeply rooted in the Divine Word and in the fundamental religious

sentiment of the BeformerSp that we cannot but have confldenoe in its final triumph."

Obs, 15. The Kingdom with its attendant blesaings, being the same ten-
dered to both Jew and Gentile believer, at once remores the objection
urged against the Bible in the following extract One of the adTocatea of
'' the Absolute Religion'* (qnoted br Birks, p. 413 in The Bible a?ui Mod,
Thouaht)^ speaking of the Old and New Tests. , says :

'' One offers only an
earthly recompense, the other makes immortality a motive to the Divine
life." *' If Christianity and Judaism be not the same thing, there must
be hostility between the Old and the New Testaments, for the Jewish form
claims to be eternal. To an unprejudiced man, this hostility is very
obvious. It may indeed be s^iid, Gnristianity came not to destroy the Law
and the Prophets but to fulfil them ; and tne answer is plain, uuirMjil'
inefit was their destruction.*' Our line of argument clearly shows a/unda-
mentcd union and vital connection between the two : it also proves the per-

petual election of a seed and the ultimate fulfilment in that Abrahamic seed

of aU thai has been covetianted, promised, and predicted in the Old and
New Tests. The prevailing view, which introduces the antagonism and
hostility alluded to by its transmutations of covenant and promise, is alone

chargeable with suggesting the objection.
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Proposition 66. Th^ Kingdom that was nigh at one time (viz. :

at the FivBt Advent) to the Jetvish nation^ is now removed to

the close of its tribmatiouy and of " the times of the GentilesP

This can be distinctly inferred from what preceded (as e.g. Props.
J, 69, 65), especially since thatKingd(

Test, with the Sec, Advent of Christ.
68, 69, 65), especisdly since that Kingdom is now linked in the New

Ohs, 1. Let UB again refer to Luke 21 ; 31, in which it is stated ** when
ye see these things conie to pass, know ye that the Kingdom of God is niah
at hand,*' Now among '* these things which are first to Jaappen are the
Jewish tribulation and ** the times of the Gentiles'' (r. 24), and when these

come to pass, and Jerasaldm is no longer under Gentile dominion, and the
Advent (v. 27) of the Saviour is witnessed, /Ae;* the Kingdom will be
established. So long as ^' the city of the great King," and so long as His
land, His by inheritance (Prop. 116), as David's Son, is under Gentile

dominion, it is simply impossible for the Kingdom to exist ; and it is folly

to argue, with thelight of the Davidic covenant and prophetic announce-
ments relating to it, that the Messianic Kingdom has been set up. This
Jewish tribulation, these times of the Gentiles, this gathering oat of an
elect, the nonfulfilment of ** these things,"—these, and a multitude (in

following Propositions), of considerations, show that zV is thus postjwned,

Effortfl are made to break the force of onr reasoning by interpreting Lnke in a manner
inooDjristent both with the context and the facts of history. Thus e.g. Barnes (Oom.
loci), while reluctantly admitting an ulterior reference to the Sec. Advent in Luke's dia-

coarse, endeavors to make ** the redemption" (v. 28), in order to agree with his Church-
Kingdom theory, to consist in a deliverance from Jewish persecution, foigetting that the
Church was soon after given over to far more severe series of persecutions under the
Boman emperors. If this was all that the Saviour meant, how could they rejoice in such
a deliverance when greater trials were impending? It is an utter perversion of the pas-
sage. But they involve themselves in still greater absurdities, for they tell us that the
Kingdom of v. 31 is the Church, although it is spoken of as not established, but only
*' nigh at hand/' when they know full well that the Gh. Church was founded before the
destruction of Jerusalem and the dispersion of the nation, and that the Gospel was pro-
claimed throughout the Boman Empire. The inconsistency of many of this class is the
more glaring, since, when we turn to their comments on Matt. 24 : 33, on the same para-

ble, they allow that it has a decided reference to the period of the 86C. Advent. Some
give it a double meaning, making it to refer to deliverance at the destruction of Jerusa-

lem and also to deliverance at the coming again of the Hon of man. This only indicates

weakness. Again, Prof. E. W. Hengstenbexg {The Jews and the Ch. Church, p. 66), weak-
ens the force of Christ's own prediction by asserting :

'* The treading down of Jerusalem
by the heathen has already twice ceased—once under Gonstantine, and once in the time
of the Crusades, when a Christian (?) Kingdom existed at Jerusalem.'* This (1) invali-

dates the continuous treading down of Jerusalem untU certain " times of the Gentiles'*

are fulfilled ; (2) it makes the " times of the Gentiles** to be an exact equivalent of " the

times of the heathen," which it is not, for in its broader meaning it denotes all nations
who are not of the Jewish race or of the observances of the Jewj& religion. It has ref-

erence to nations other than the Jewish ; (3) it makes the phrase expressive of nations

who do not profess Christianity, which was not its meaning when uttered by Jesus ; (4)
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it does not preserre the relationship of the Jews to the city, which the overthrov and
Bnbseqnent restoration m&kes necessary ; (5) it substitutes a nation* the Roman under
(Donstantine, and in its dinded form at the Crusades, as if it were an exact equivHlent of

the Jewish nation ; (6) it forgets that under Constantine and the Crusades the Jews were
badly truated^ and had no power in and over the city ; (7) it orerlooks the fact thmt th«
very power which held the city at the times designated is delineated as " a beast" even
down to the end« as e.g. the fourth beast i>ower in Dan. 2 and 7 ; (8) to make out sneh a
cessation* linked as it is with the dispersion and restoration of the Jewish nation, is to
pervert a standing proof of inspiration.

Ohs. 2. The proof on this point is abundant. Thus e.g. the Kingdom is

associated with the period of ** restitation" (Prop. 144), ** regeneration"
(Prop. 145), ** revelation of Jeans Christ " (Props. 138, 139), " the Jadge-
ahip^' of Jeans (Props, 132, 133), *' the new heavens and new earth"
(Props. 148, 151), the reign of the saints (Prop. 164), the overthrow of

Antichrist (Prop. 160), the Pre-Millennial personal Advent (Prop. 120),
etc., etc.

Oha, 3. " Tlie house u left desolate'* until He cornea again, when its

fallen, desolate condition will be removed. One of the most decided and
expresaive passages is that of Matt. 24 : 29, where, after delineating the
Jewish tribulation running down through an allotted ** time? of the Gen-
tiles** we come to the language ** immediately a/^er the tribulation" (not
before, but after it) certain events such as the open Advent of the Son of
Man and the gathering of the elect, will take place, which in many places
(as e.g. Matt. 25, Dan. 7, 2 Thess. 5, etc.) are associated with the setting
up of the Kingdom. Such a portraiture of the course of events is in har-
mony with the general and uniform testiviony of the Prophets, who almost
invariably contrast this Kingdom with a previously endured tribulation by
the Jewish nation which has finally ended through special Divine interpo-
sition (as e.g. Zech. 14, etc.), and the nation enjoys the bles^dness of
covenants fully and gloriously realized.* With this Prop, must be united
such Props, as 68, 88, etc.

^ The stadent is reminded, in this connection, of a sn^estion advanced by aereral
Piters. Thns e.g. Frazer {Key to Proph., p. 80), quoting Kom. 11 : 30-32, adds : *• To
mtOce the parallel exaot, it is meet that the Jews shoold remain in unbelief as long as the
Gentiles did. The Gtentiles remained excluded from the ordinances of the true reU^Qzi
for 2000 years, from the call of Abraham to the coming of Christ. The Jews must remain
in unbelief for the same period/ He quotes Hos. 6 : 2, making **the day** as 2 Pet. 3 :S;,

a thousand years. This would give an approximative idea of the duration of the Jewish
tribulation and of the relative nighness of the Kingdom. And yet, for aught we know,
the time may be shortened or lengthened as best suits the Divine pleasure.
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Proposttiow 67. The Kingdom could not therefore have been set

vp at that timej viz. : at the First Advent.

This is apparently from Proi)osition8 66, 67, 68, 69, etc. The
Kingdom being one with the Davidic throne and kingdom, it was
impossible because of the rejection and punishment of the nation
for a certain time, to establish it. *'Tne tabemaicle of David"
remains fallen dmxm: the nation, invited nationally, refused the
invitation because of tne imposed condition of rei)entance, and now
other *' guests" must be furnished before " the feast" is enjoyed.
The ** nation" is not yet gathered ; one by one the elect are received
and adopted, but the tiiae qf manifestation has* not yet arrived ;

the " nation" as a nation is not yet exhibited in its nationalized
form.

Ohs, 1. In Matt. 12 : 28 (Luke 11 : 20), when the Jews had taken counsel

to kill Jeans, He cast out a devil and was accused by the Jews of perform-
ing miracles through the power of Satan. In self-defence, showmg that
this very power was necessary to Him who would establish the Kingdom,
He says :

" But xf I cast out devils by the Spirit of God^^ (Luke ;
** /A«

finger of Ood'^), '^ then the Kingdmn of God is cmne unto you"* (Lnke
^' upon you^^^) i.e. it was tendered to them on condition of repentance and
Christ's miraculous power evinced the ability to verify the offer of it.

Then the Jews sought a sign ; Jesus in reply severely rebukes them, and
condemns that existing aenerationf declaring that their last state is worse
than the first, i.e. instead of repenting in their already fallen condition and
rendering themselves worthy of the Kingdom they became worse until the
judgments of God (com p. Barnes loci) were fearfully poured out upon
them. How dreadfully was this verified. This indicates that, in the con-
dition of the nation as it then existed and increased in wickedness, it was
impossible for the Kingdom to be set up as covenanted. The nation is not
fnarally prepared for the blessed Theocratic ordering. The Kingdom is

offered to tnem in virtue of their election ; it has come ''unto or upon
them" both in the tender and in the manifested power and person of the
Messiah ; it pertains to them because of their covenanted relationship ; it

is conditioned only by a repentance of the nation, and this being rejected

by the representative, ruling men of the nation, Jesus censures them and
predicts their continued ana increasing fall ; hence, as the Kingdom was
to be taken from them (i.e. the offer of its establishment at that time was
withdrawn, and the pre-eminent position assigned to the elect in that King-
dom was to be given to others), and as it was to be given to others who
were not yet gathered, it follows that our Proposition is correct.

Obs, 2. But this taking away of the Kingdom from the nation (then nn-
worthy), and the giving of it to others (in a special sense, i.e. as inheritors
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03 will appear in the course of our argument), must not be pressed, as the
reader has already heen warned, to the extent that the Kingdom will tiei'^r

aaain be established with this Jewish nation restored to God's favor. For
this would nullify God*a covenants and oath, and vitiate Christ'n inkeri-

tance. This is "directly predicted : (1) The continued Jewish tribulatioa

owing to sinfulness, and (2) the final restoration of the nation, after the
period of trial, to national greatness. Leaving the proof for another
Froposition, we, in this connection, direct attention to Ezek. ch. 16, which
describes the first, intermediate, and final position of this elect nation.

Here we have (1) the great goodness of God toward Jerusalem ; {il) her
monstrous sinfulness even exceeding Sodom's

; (3) her grievous punish-
ment

; (4) yet it is added :
" nevertheless I will renieinber my covenant with

thee in the days of thy youth, and I will establish unto thee an everlasting

covenant/' Thus, in virtue of God's covenant with that nation, we are
cautioned not to draw the erroneous conclusion that the exceeding and un-
paralleled wickedness of killing even the Heir, will /orever withdraw God's
covenanted blessings from the nation.

Maltitudes, however, contend that God does not remember His covenant ; theologians,
unmindful of the amtss covenant relationship of this people, write—under the influ-

ence of the Gharch-Eingdom theory—09 if the covenants were of such a nature that they
could be annulled, modified, or altered, niustrative of this election, remaining perpet-
ual notwithstanding sinfulness and subsequent punishment, we have a striking declara-

tion in 1 Kings 11 : 30. When the Kingdom of Israel was rent from the house of David,
God emphatically says :

** And I will for this afflict the seed of David, but not fortwr."
For sinfulness ten tribes (with consequent evils) are taken away, but it wUl not hefortvar

;

the twelve tribes will again as the seed of Abn^am be reunited. Jarchi, on this verse,

says :
" when the Bfessiah comes, the Kingdom shall be restored to the house of David/'

The reader can readily recall prophecies which predict this very removal of a former sep-
aration and an abiding union. To the student the writer only suggests, that those t«n
tribea can be restored by God either literally or if necessary by a process of enf^rafting

somewhat similar to what is witnessed in the present elect ones. It is foolishness to limit
the power of God, for either the nucleus of those ten tribes is somewhere preserved, or
else such a nucleus can be formed through the exertion of the Divine pleasure. It is yet
premature in our argument to meet the objections of Second Adventists (in periodicals
and books), and others (as Williamson, see Lord's Jourjuxl for Oct. 1853, First Art.\ who
contead that the Jews are not in any sense '* the lawful heirs of the Abrahamic oove-
nant *' and will never again be restored to their former Theocratic position.

Obs. 3. The Kinjjdom conld not be set up, because it required (accord-

ing to the Theocratic ordering and the Davidic covenant accepting and in-

corporating it) a nation, and that one the Jewiifh nation (to whom alone it

is covenanted), before it could be re-established in a most glorious form
under the Messiah. Nationally rejected for a time—^yet to continue the
seed of Abraham recourse is had to adopting individuals out of all nations
—until the repeal of this rejection and of the punishment pertaining to it,

it is simply impossible to fulfil the covenant promises as written. To
spiritualize those covenants as some do—to make them conditional as

others do— to ignore them as many do, is to make the most sacred of all ths

Divine Record n?ireliable, and the oath of God, as well as the faith of believ-

ing Jews, of little value. If the covenants teach any truth clearly, it is this

:

that the Jewish nation and the Kingdom are inseparably connected ;—that

the one cannot possibly exist without the other. It follows, therefore, that

during the period of national rejection and punishment (i.e. during **the

times of the Gentiles," and " the treading down of Jerusalem"), imposed
on account of sinfulness^ the Eangdom cannot be in existence.
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Ohs, 4. The Kingdom bein^ thus postponed, no Theocracy was estab-

lished. Men, indeed, claim this for the church, but this is a grare mistake
and misleading. Let the reader refer to our Propositions on the Theocracy
and he will see that the leading essential element, that which constituted a
Theocracy, was the fact that God condescended to act as an earthly Ruhr.
^ow it is self-evident that no such distinctive feature was inaugurated at

the First Advent. It is true, as Lange (Com. Heb. 1 : 5-14, Doct. 8) says,

that " the Christodracy is the fully unfolded, world-embracing form of the

Theocracy" but only at His Sec Advent when He is manifested as the

TheocraiiC'Damdic King. The Theocratic-monarchy in its covenanted
form—not spiritualized but real as predicted—must be exhibited before

the Kingdom can be manifested.
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Proposition 68. This Kingdom is then essentiaUy a Jetvisit

Kingdom.

This follows from the Abrahamic, Sinaitic, and Davidic cove-
nants ; this is uniformly taught by the Prophets in associating and
identifying the Kingdom with the Tvationality of the Jews ; this

again is confirmed by the election of the Jewish nation, the orveness
of the Kingdom, the preaching of John, Jesus, and the disciples,

the renewed covenant^ the offer of the Kingdom, the engrafting of
Grentiles, the rejection of the nation only until the times of the
Gentiles are ended, the postpoTiement of the Kingdom, etc. The
whole tenor and analogy of Scripture sustain this position ; and
it is but a weak, unsatisfactory-, inconsistent procedure to deny
what is so plainly the burden of Holy Writ,

Snch a denial can only rest in a destmctiTe criticism and arbitraiy hsmdling of fAf

twi^ precunts covenanted promises contained in the Bible. It can only be snstained by a
system of interpretation which constantly, with singnlar rashness, asserts that the plain
grammatical meaning of the covenants and predictions cannot possibly be maintained.
Doctrines are sammarily disposed of by bestowing upon them the epithet ** Jtwixh;'*
and learned men suppose that the doctrines contained in onr faith receive their condem-
nation by being designated " Jewish." It is a favorite phrase with some writers, and
scornfully emphasized, and judging from the frequency with which it is osed, it is re-

garded as one of the most effedtud means to bring our doctrines into diarepnte with unre-
flecting and unscholarly persons. , Let us briefly refer to the reasons for employing this
phrase against us, and show how inexcusable and uncharitable such an exhibition of
intended " sarcasm** is in those who profess the name of Christian. It is evidentiy in-
tended to indicate that our doctrines are erroneous, thus making ** Jewish'* or
** Judaic" an equivalent to " error." Yet these same writers profess to believe xnnch
that is ** Jewish.** They believe what Jews said and wrote, they profess that " salva-
tion is of the Jews," that Jesus and the apostles were Jews, that we Grentiles are en-
grafted upon the Jewish stock, etc. Why then institute a comparison which, if it has
any logical force, must be antagonistic to their own faith and hope, founded so largely
upon what is '* Jewish"? It is used by way of reproach, to stigmatize our views as if

they were antichristian, etc. How unjust this is, will appear, if such writers only con-
sider how laigely they themselves are indebted to a Jewish source for many of the most
precious articles of their own faith. Gratitude, to say nothing of other motives, ought
to restrain such a usage of terms. It is employed to hold others up to ridicule, to irri-

tate, etc. But this, in the eyes of the intelligent and of the humble Biblical student, re-

coils upon ita authors, seeing that it seriously reflects upon their own appreciation of
indebtedness to Jews for the sublime and saving truths of Christianity. If any doctrine
of ours is erroneous and as such stands related to errors of the Jews (as Pharisees, etc. \
let the fact be demonstrated by proper argument, instead of seeking refuge in terms which
are so general and include so much that is noble and excellent.

Obs, 1. It is a standing proposition, even among some who profess to

be defenders of Christianity, tnat, as Renan (Life of Clirist, p. 373), ex-

presses it, '* the general progress of Christianity nas been to sejmrate more
and more from Judaism," and the inference is drawn that the wider such a
separation is made, ike better for true religion. Everything distinctively
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Jewish is to be sacrificed, giving place to a substituted Gentileism, This
is especially true of the leading doctrine of the Kingdom ; the Jewish view
IS denounced^ and a wide departure substituted as better adapted to the
-wisdom, standing, etc., of Gentiles.

This will be met in sncceeding propositioiiB. Briefly let hb trace the rise and prog-
ress of this rejection of ** Jewish conceptionB," this scomfnl nsingof the term ** Jtw-
isK," (or as Bnge calls it, *^Aaiaiisamus''). The apostolic, and immediate Bacceeding,
church was (as we shall show Props. 69-75) intensely Jewish in its conceptions. The
reproach of being Jewish belongs to a period later than that distingnished for its pore
Cliiliasm (comp. candid remarks of Keander, Ch. His.^ vol 1. p. 294, etc.). The nniver-
sality and unity of teaching prohibited the usage of the word in any other than a respect-
fnl sense. Bat when the general Millenarian views were attacked by Origen and othexs.

this state of things changed Origen (L. 2, c. 12) says :
*' Those who deny the Mu.

lenninm are those who interpret the sayings of the Prophets by a trope/' those who main-
tain the Mill. *' disciples of the letter/* who interpret " Judaico-sensu, after the manner
of the Jews." From this arose the reproach, often reiterated, thus expressed by Jerome
iUUrcn. in Es. 1. 18 in Proem, p. 477 Ed. Bend.—quoted by Prof. Bush, MQl. p. 16) " If

ve anderstand Bevelation literally, we must jwUdUt'^ etc. This usage was accelerated by
(1) the adoption and extension of the spiritualistic Interpretation ; (2) the rise and prog-
resM of the Papacy ; (3) the fall, conduct, and dispersion of the Jewish nation ; (4) the
persecution of the Jews. In the course of time such was the bitterness against the Jews,
that everything " Jewish" was despised. Of course when Bishops (even e.g. Cyril of
Alexandria, see Bocrates His. Ecci,^ vii. 13), persecuted Jews it was easy to discard
'* Jewish forms.** A variety of prejudices excited and fostered this anti-Jewish spirit,

which continued unchecked for many centuries. In more modem times, out of a hoKt
tmdnly biased, Bemler may be adduced as materially strengthening the movement by
which everything objectionable is to be discarded under the ciy of " Jewish notions."
He even undermined the authority of Scripture under the plea of its Jewish character,

making it local and temporary (Hagenbach, His. of Doc, vol. 2, p. 386), so that Tholuck
well remarked that " he carried the torch which kindled the conflagration.*' Thousands
of volumes are filled with its spirit, and at times it becomes simply outrageous, as e.g.

in The Lyceum (a Free Religionist periodical designed for the young, in Jan. No, 1875)
says : " We detest the thought of an old Jewifth God living in this age of the world.'*

Multitudes, however, who have imbibed this prejudice against ** Jewish conceptions,"
could never be brought to utter anything so disgusting as the Lyceum's blasphemies.
Yet men of ability venture into this direction of disparagement, as e.g. Beecher (as re-

ported in dn. Daily Gazette, Nov. 11th, 1874), who spoke slightin^y of the Patriarchs '* as
compared with the manhood we noto have," etc. Comment is unnecessary to such en.

dorsement of Parkerism, etc.

Obs, 2. It is fully admitted bv able writers, of all classes, that the Script-

nres, taken in their literal aspecty do expressly teach a Jetoish Kingdom ;

but our opponents contend that this literal rendering is to be discarded /or
a spiritual or mystical one, mainly on the ground that the literal has not

been verified. But we cannot, dare not thus receive the Word of God.

This Jewish form is decidedly in our favor ; we accept of it gratefully, and
with it of the reproach heaped upon it. For it is Jeivish, based on Jewish
covenants, the Jewish Scriptures, the Jewish Prophets and Apostles, the

Jewish nationality connected with the Theocratic ordering, and the jeioish

Son of Man in descent and office. We would not abate this, if we could,

believing it to be indispensable in order to preserve the true doctrine of the

Kingdom, and the unity of Purpose in its establishment. The time too, if

we are to credit recent utterances, has gone by when sober reasoning based

on Scripture is to be set aside by charges of doctrine being " too Jetoish,'^

Able works, showing the intimate connection of the Old and New Testa.,

acknowledging and pressing our indebtedness to that which is " Jewish,"

are paving the way lor such a result among the pious thoughtful. The

J
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masses, indeed, will not be peached, but the scholarly, if also deront, can-
not overlook it.

We accept of the intended repioaoh given by Herbert Spenoer ( The Sludu of Sociol-
ogy), when he designates the New Test, by the significant phrase " The Jeicish New
Testament." We lejoioe in its Jewish oast as a matter logioaUy esaeniial to secure cove-
nanted blessings. Bnt when Sara S. Hennell ( ChristUtnUy and InjIddUy) declares, that the
Oospel of Christ was '* a noble ontbarst of Jewish fanalinsm^" which onr times are ont-
mwing, it is only too evident that she never studied its connection with a covenanted
Divine Purpose, and its continued vital relationship to** the Hope qf IsraeL** The ,&says
and HeviewSf repeating the rationalistic ideas of others, utterly diaoarda eveiythin^ d{»-
tinotly Jewish under Uie word " Judaism/* and as part of its religious scheme gives ns a
** OhrisUanity wiihovt Judaisnif*' the result of which is to sever Christianity as mneh as
p|S8ibIe from the Old Test. Hansel in the Bampton Lectures (p. 287) remarks, '* Mr.
I^well in his zeal for * Christianity without Judaism/ seems at times to forget thai Juda-
ism, as well as Christianity, was a revdaOon from Qod.'* Powell, however, would soften
this objection by the low estimate he takes of revelation. His contempt for *' Jndaioal
origin," " the Judaioal school/' and " Jndaical Theology,** includes of course the vexy
foundations of the Kingdom, the covenants and related predictions. For he opposes
not merely that which G<>d designed to be temporary under this term, but the oath-^tcvrnd

promises of God upon which Christianity (as provisionary, etc.) itself rests. Let the
reader consider the precise promises of the Jeioish covenants and the Jewish predictions,
all uniting in a glorious Messianic Kingdom under the reign of a personal Hon cf Vavid
on a restored Theocratic throne with a Jewish supremacy, overthrow of enemies, irresist-

ible power, vast dominion, etc., and it is viierly impos^JbUe, without a total perversion of
the covenants and prophecies, to separate the Jewish cast from Christianity which is

designed to prepare '* heirs'* to inherit these promises and this Kingdom with Abfrxham^
Isaac, and Jacob, It is folly to ignore, or to deny, (his Jewish reUttionship^ and in place
of it attempt to make out a fulmment of these things in the past history of a fightiii^
straggling Church,

Obs. 3. It is certainly strange that the old prejudice, orig[inalljp^ nrged by
Gelsus against the Jews as in no special and favorable relationship to Goa,
should be so deeply rooted in the minds of many at the present day so that
everything that can be even remotelv reduced to a so-called ** Jewish
form" or ** Jewish husk" excites a degree of bitterness and hostility,

which, to say the least, indicates something akin to the Gentile '*
hiffh-

mindedness/^ against which we are cautioned by Paul (Rom. 11).

In tracing (see note 1) this prejudice, the old monkish and popish view had much to
do with its extension. To account for its prevalence in more recent times, we must also
look to the results flowing from the fashion revived by Voltaire euid others, viz. : of at-

tacking Christianity through Judaism. In resistizig such attacks even good men went too
far, separating Christianity from the Jews, making the former something independent
of the latter, and, in the midst of a misjudged zeal, manifesting contempt towoitl every-
thing ** Jewish.** The rule of Jerome, quoted under Prop. 23, seems to have been their
guide in the controversy. To-day we have books (e.g. Benan, etc.), circulated, which

S
reclaim that Jesus entertained respecting the Kingdom ** Jewish expectations," that
eceived Himself and His immediate followers ; works in reply apologetically admit

** the Jewish forms" either as a necessary accommodation, or as a transition excrescence,

or as something only to be apprehended in a very spiritual sense. Our position is snch,
that we are not driven to that abject apologetical tone, which, to the triumph and delight

of unbelievers, must either admit the ignorance of the disciples or deny the express
words of Bevelation, or engraft another and different meaning upon the gtammatical
sense. We cordially accept of these ** Jewish expectations" (as found in the Bible), and
show (1) their logical connection with a consecutive Plan, (2) why they have not yet been
fulfilled, (3) whm they will be realized, (4) and what provision is made for their ultimate
verification. Surely the time is passed with the intelligent " to" (so Faley justly said)
'* woxmd Christianity through the sides of Judaism."
The charge of Celsus against the early Christians that they deserted the ancient Jewish

doctrine (the exact reverse of unbelieving objection of the present day), is a misappre-
hension of the truth, as clearly shown by varioos writers. But is not this Sjpecifloation
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virtTxally correct when urged against those who reject ihe grammaiioal sense of the cove-
xxozxts* Abrahamic and Davidic ? The mala doctrines, which, by way of pre-eminence* are
J e^witsb, pertaining to the Jewish nation as snch, cannot safely be excluded without en-
tailing, to a greater or less extent, such an accusation. Chiliasm alone refutes it by a
practical faith and hope.

Obs, 4. The doctrine of the Kingdom, arising from the covenants, must,
in the nature of tlie case, be essentially Jewish, being covenanted to a Jew*
ish people (and engrafted ones, the seed of Abraham), and standing related

to a Jewish throne and Kingdom (the incorporated Thepcratic-Davidic).
Hence wo are prepared to accept of the statement of Shedd (His. Oh,
Doc), that our views were of Jewish origin (discarding- his vngenerous
reference to Cerinthus, with which compare the candor of Neander, or the
Reply of Shimeall), in a sense however different from his own ; also, of

Moslieim [Covk de Rebus Chris., p. TZl), that they were derived from the

Jetoish views of the Kingdom ; or, of Walch {His. of Her., vol. 2, p. 143),
that they are of Bibliccd origin, sustained by the Apoc, and explaitied by
Jewish opinions. A multitude of writers, either nonestly or in scorn,

attribute to it (viz. : our doctrine of the Kingdom) a Jewish origin (as e.g.

Prop. Bush in Millennium ;—Dr. Hodge in Sys. Div., vol. 3, makes it an
objection, so also many of our Reviews, books written in opposition to us,

etc.), and this is asserted by way of evidence to indicate weakness, but we
receive as corroborative of real strength and unity. The most learned the-

ologians (as we shall quote hereafter) are beginning to see this, and
acknowledge our doctrine to be a legitimate outgrowth from that which
preceded it.

Bev. Dr. Sprecher, translator of Dr. Domer, informed me that Domer fully admits
Chiliasm to b« a legitimate historical reality, and not merely derived from Jewish con>
ceptions that are to be discarded. Many begin to occupy a similar position. Even nn-
belief (as e.g. Potter in The Oenius of Christianity and Jtm Religion) declares '

' Christian-
ity to be developed Judaism/' basing it upon the fact that the link between Jesus and
the Hebrew people is found in " the Messianic idea," as given in " the Jewish prophets
and literature/*

Obs. 5. The Lord Jesns Christ is to-day as much '* the King of the

Jews^* as He was when the superscription was placed upon the cross.

This title pre-eminently belongs to Him as the covenanted Davidic Son, as
the promised llieocratic King, and we hail its association with the cross,

inasmuch as it proclaims the assurance that the malignity of His enemies,

resulting in His death, cannot and will not remove His rightful claim to

the position of Jetcish King, So long as we have snch a iin^ of Jewish
birth and the legal Heir of the Jewish throne and Kingdom, it is unbecom-
ing to employ tne term " Jewish'* in any other than a respectful sense,

Obs. 6. To illustrate, aside from the covenants and reasoning already

given, how intensely Jewish this Kingdom is, we refer (by way of anticipa-

tion) the reader to two or three particulars. (1) At the restoration of this

Jewish nation, while Gi^entile nations shall experience great blessedness, the

supremacy B.mong all nations is accorded to the Jewish nation, as e.g. Micah
4 . 8, ancl 7 : 15-20 ; Zeph. 3 : 1^20 ; Zech. chs. 10, 12, 14, etc.: (comp.
Prop. 114). (2) Jerusalem shall be wonderfully exalted in that day, as e.g.

Zech. 8:3; Jer. 3 : 17 ; Joel 3 : 17 ; Isa. 24 : 23, etc.* (3) Tlie land itself

shall be highly honored, as e.g. Ezek. 36 : 34, 36 ; Isa. 51 : 3 ; Zech. 2 : 12 ;
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Isa. 60 : 15 and 62 : 4, etc. To separate these predictions froni their con-
nection with the Jewish nation, is a destroying of their consistency and
force, for the same identical nation, Jerusalem, and land that was suffering

under Gentile dominion, is to enjoj such honor and happiness. To applj
these predictions to another and mystical nation, city, and land is to make
the threats all '* Jewish" and the blessings all of a Gentilo nature ;—which
procedure is a gross violation of the well-founded laws of language. Hence
we reject it as unwarranted, deceptive, a degradation of the election, and
as virtually making God unfaithful to oath-bound promises *

1 Even Renan (Lif« cf Jeaua^ p. 56) notices the predictions in thia style :
*' that one

day Jerusalem would be the Capital of the whole world, and that the hmnan race would
become Jewish," etc. The last remark he no doubt founds on the Jewish supremacy and
Theocratic role of David's Son, bat it is not quite sujcnzate seeing that Gentile nataona
are predicted as continuously existing, acknowledging and enjoying the bleesings of
such a rule. Comp. Prop. 168.

' The anti-Judaic spirit manifested by Neander, himself a Jew, has been noti(»d by
others. Thus e.g. the writer of the art. on " Neander" {North BriL iteutew, Feb. 185liL
observes :

" His phraseology, his ideas, his principles, bear no trace whatever of a Jew-
ish origin, if, indeed, the violence of the reaction be not the best proof that he w«s a
Jew. This has told for good, by leadmg him always to exalt spirit above form, the in-
ward principle above the outward manifestation, the religion of the heart above ceremo-
nial worship. It has som/dimea toldfor eut/, by making him often confound spiritual Juda-
ism with formal Pharisaism." To this we add : it told largely for evil, seeing that
moulded by his philosophy, it prevented him from observing the continued and ever-
abiding relationship that Christianity sustains to pure Judaism in its covenants and
prophecies. (Comp. Dr. ShafTs remarks on Neander in His. Apos, (AwrcA,) Multitudes
assume his position. On the other hand, eminent writers, who themselves advocate
Chiliasm, use expressions, which are liable to misapprehension. Thus e.g. Dr. Domer
{Person of Christ, voL 1, p. 408) says : "Christian Chiliasm, so far from being derivable
from, may in part be more justly regarded as a polemio against, Judaism on the part of
Christianity. This, in particular, is its character, when it has apparently borrowed
most features from Judaism." Domer here evidently refers to one form of Judaism lim-
ited to circumcision and the observance of the Mosaic ritual (and Babbinical traditions),
which Chiliasm unrelentingly opposed, and then to a broader form which embraced the
covenants and promises, adopted by Chiliasm. Now many persons make " Judaism"
and '* Jewish'* synonymous with the contracted form, and, prejudiced, are unable to ap-
preciate the higher form, and the depth and preciousness of its many promises. There
is a Judaism founded on the temporary provisions of the Mosaic economy and the tra-
ditions of the past, which is irreconcilable with our doctrine of the Kingdom ; and
there is a Judaism grounded upon the Abrahamio and Davidic covenant^ and the
promises to the nation, which is inseparably connected with our belief—indeed, is ^un-
damenUU to it The Props, on the election 24, and &5-65, alone evidence this union.
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PKOPOsmay 69. The death of Jesus did not remote the iwtion

entertained by the disciples and apostles concemvng the Ring-
donu

It is asserted in numerous works that the death of Jesus caused
snch an immediate revolution in the mind^ of the disciples that it

destroyed all their anticipations of the expected restored Davidic
Kingdom. This is done without due reflection, seeing that it is

opposed by the plainest statement.

Thns e.g. Barnes {Com, Acts 1 : 9), eager to set aside the Jewish faith in the Kingdom
of Israel as expressed by the disciples in Acts 1 : 6, affirms the following :

" If their Bav-
ionr was in fteauen, it settled the qnestion about the rudurt of the Kingdom. It was clear

that it was not designed to be a temporal Kingdom.' * Thus the ascension, and the
ignoring of the postponement, is made the basis for denying the grammatically expressed
folfllment of covenant and prophecy, and for sustaining a spiritualizing system ! That
the Messiah being now ** in heaven" does not *' settle the question about the nature of
the Kingdom'* for Barnes, is self-evident from the singular variety of Kingdoms that he
has introduced, and which we quote under Prop. 3. Sara S. Hennell ( jHioughts in Aid
to Faith), takes the ultra view that Jesus, " the noble enthusiast," influenced by deep
feeling aroused by prophecy and his surroundings, ambitiously undertook the mighty
project of establishing a Kingdom—" conceive the grandeur of it ; to bring down a reign
of righteousness on earth I"—but he failed through his enemies, died ** a martyr'* to his

ambition, and b^ore his death taught his followers ** iojix aU their hopes on heaven,'* She
eulogizes the " utistic beauty," the ** nobleness" of Jesus while making him a mistaken
enthusiast, a fanatic and deceiver, and concludes as a deduction from her unhisiorical por-
traiture of Him and her confessed ignorance of the facts of His life and their basis in the
covenants, that the origin of Christianity can be traced to natural causes, for " there is

unfolded in one unbroken stream, the most marvellous, though strictly natural^ chapter in
the world's experience." From temporal visions Jesus turned to spiritual, and His death
enforced the latter. But this does not satisfy some, for they see that the death of

Jesus did not remove the Jewish idea of the Kingdom, and hence they look around to find

another founder of Christianity and select the Apostle PauL Thus e.g. Schlessinger

{The JUsforicalJesus of Nazareth), after exhibiting, more or less correctly, the Messianic
idea as it existed in the Jewish nation through the prophets, concludes, in view of the
New Test, testimony, that " Jesus was nothing but a Jew," the disciples being the same,
and then, by the grossest perversion of Paul's teachings, makes the Christian system to

originaie with Paul, who boldly cut the new religion loose from its parent trunk. Judaism.
We shall show again and again, by quoting Paul frequently, that he entertained fuUy and
completely the Jewish view of the Kingdom, and with all the other teachers, located its

establishment at the Sec Advent The death of Jesus made no change in the Kingdom
preached by His followers.

Obs. 1. It 18 true that the death of Jesua (notwithstanding the intima-

tions previously given, as seen in Props. 58, 66, etc.) mast have placed

them in a perplexed attitude, and must, before His reanrrection, have
appeared contradictory to their expectations. This much the record inti-

mates. The question how to reconcile this sad event with their contimied

view of covenant and prophecy presfied them heavily. Not appreciating

the necessity (in more respects than one) of that death to seal the covenant

and make its fulfilment (as e.g. in the triumph over death) possible, the
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qneBtion vonld natnrallj arise, how can this Kingdom bo establisbed ^eheu
tne Sing, David's Son, Himself yields to death ? Still the faith In the
wonderful words and works, clouded by this distressing event, was sus-

tained in a measure by the astonishing death itself and the things con-
nected therewith, while the resurrection, restoring the Messiah to them,
reconfirmed that faith in His ability, etc,^ to fulfil the covenants and
Prophets, so that it ever after shone forth with undiminished strength and
lustre.

Nost (Cbm. Matt. 16 : 21-28), following others, gives this as a reason, why Jesns pre-
dicted His own death and resurreotion : **This vezy announoement was intended to

strike at the root of their carnal Messianic expectations," Le. the same " carnal ** expec-
tations (hoi ihey prtaehed I Snch a reason is purely imaginative, and derogatorj' to the
truth. If so designed (which we atterly deny) it avptaily fmUd with these inspired men,
seeing tha,t even c^Ur His death they entertained them. Nast himself (Cbm. Matt
11 : 1-6, etc,) admits that the death itself did not remove them, for he nndertakes to

correct the preachers that Jesns trained, and informs us that before and inunediatelT
after the ascension the apostles had still very partial or meagre ideas of the Kingdom of

God,

Obs, 2. If writers are correct in their deductions of the effects of Christ's

death in revolutionizing the minds of the disciples, then there ought to be

—if it was a result intended by Divine Providence

—

a distinct announce-
ment of the same in the New Test. We ought to find (I) that they had
been mistaken in their previous apprehensions of the Kingdom, and (2)

that the death of Jesus and events following indicated this to them. But
^wthin^ of this kind is found in the record^ and we are not at liberty to

infer it

We append a specimen of the contradictions in which those are involved, who main-
tain that Christ's death removed an erroneous view of the Kingdom from the apostles'

minds. Thos e.g. Barnes, iJom, Acts 1 : 6 contends that ** the apostles had entertained
the common opinion of the Jews about the temporal dominion of the Messiah," etc.

He then informs us that the death of Jesus was calculated to " effectually check and
change their opinions respecting the nature of the Kingdom," etc. (He does not seem
to notice how, if the disciples were in error, this reflects upon the Master who then—if

Barnes is correct—sent them forth and allowed them to preach error.) In all this Barnes
overlooks his own comments in other places. Thus on Matt 13 : 11 " because it is given

to you to know the mysteries of heaven but to them it is not given/* he professes that

to the disciples it was given to know the iruih respecting the Kizigdom, but not to others.

How can his comment on the latter passage be true, if his comment on Acts 1 : 6 is

correct ? Commentators, m ich admired, afford many such palpable antagonisms, and
this largely detracts from their many excellences.

Obs, 3. For the present it is sufficient to produce a single passage which
amply proves our Proposition ; others will be added as we proceed. The
death of Jesus took place ; His resurrection occurred ; He remained after

His resurrection with those previously sent -forth preachers of the Kingdom
"forty days, and speaking of the things pertainifig to the Kingdom of God**

(Acts 1 : 3). It is exceedingly difficult to conceive, when the Kingdom was

the prhwipal topic of conversation, that if these apostles were still ignorant

of the very nature of the Kingdom and Christ's death was to be the

medium for their enlightenment, some decided information to remove the

nlleged "error" was not granted to them during these forty days. The
tenor of the narrative shows that in all their conversations respectinq the

Kingdom nothing was said that changed the faith of the apostles. They
still held the belief that they had autlmritatively preached. The proof is
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found in the question (t. 6), yZord^ wilt TIiou at this time restore again
tlie Kingdom to Israel f" Ihis is admitted bj all

—

very reluctantly indeed

"by some commentators and writers '—to mean that they still believed in a
restoration of the Daridic throne and Kingdom under the reign of the

Messi^. The reply of Jesus, as we already nad occasion to observe, con-

firvis their belief ; for instead of rejecting their idea of the nature of the
Kingdom, He takes that for granted as substantially correct, and only

refers to the time when it should again be restored to Israel as something
reserved by the Father, thus meeting the question proposed which related

to the 1 17fie*

^ Ajside from the unwilling eonoesaions found in our anti-MiUenarian comxnentarieB,

it is sufficient to direct the reader to the statements of Brooks' {Ei of Proph, Inter., p.
62, etc.) showing that those who have no sympathy with onr views are forced to admit
in this place a stUl believed in national restoration of the Jews. So e.g. " Grovinus the
Jesuit^ in his comment on Acts 1 : 6, says that Cyprian, Jerome, Chrysostom, Theoph-
ilus, Alexandrinus, Augustiae, Bede' ' understood it. Indeed, an interminable list might
be produced, but are unnecessary, as we give many under various propositions.

* Fairbaim (On Proph., p. 383), presses this passage beyond its intent, when he makes
it an absolute measure of the future ** condition of the church as regards her knowledge
of coming epochs in her hiHtory, " which ** could not be annulled by any subsequent in-

formation on the subject." This is certainly a bold assertion, in the face of additional

communications being afterward given relating to epochs of time, when he himself, a
few sentences on, is forced to acknowledge that the Apocal^'pse does give us an idea of

intervals of time, etc. Agreeing with Fairbaim that the exact day and hour is un<
known, and that we can only approximatively know the periods of ultimate fulfilment^

yet we firmly believe, from the information imparted and the signs given, that this ap-
proximation is more " than probable grounds of expectation." This, after all, Fairbaim
viitually admits, for on p. 162 is the remark, " He gives certain signs of the approach-
ing destruction of Jerusalem and of His own personal return to the world, by the care-

ful consideration of which His followers might not be taken unatoares by either event*'
But we must not anticipate (see Props. 173 and 174).

Obs, 4. The conversation between Jesus and the disciples pertaining to

the Kingdomi and the question of the latter just before the ascension, 7H0st

effectually disproves the assertions of eminent writers that the Kingdom
icas already established sometime in the ministry or life of Jesus (Prop. 56).

The narrative given by Luke unmistakably proves that such theories are

incorrect, since the apostles—hearers and preachers, and confidants

—

knew
nothing whatever of such an already established Kingdom. Their preach-

ing, instructions, etc., manifest that they had not even the most distant

idea of such an important measure if it had really existed. It is impossible

to credit such theories over against the direct testimony of men, who, of all

persons living, were the mostlikely to know and express the truth.

Strange that learned men and able theologians can find a covenanted Kingdom ex-

isting (even if it is one in the heart) during the ministry of Christy when the apostles, at

this most favorable period, were tdterly unconscious of the same. Whom shaU toe credii—
preachers appointed by Jesus Himself and under His special instruction, or those who
fiatly contradict the apostles' knowledge at this stage of historical development ? We
give some illustrations of the mode of handling the divine statemiants. Brown ( Com,

Acts 1:6), after intimating without a pariide of proof that Jesus (v, 3) had imparted in-

struction respecting a spiritual Kingdom, tells us (v. 6). " Doubtless their carnal views

of Messiah's Kingdom had by this time been modified, though how far it is impossible to

say. But as they plainly looked for some restortUion of the Kingdom to Israel, so they

are neither rebuked nor contradicted on this point," The apostles then had previously

preached a carnal Kingdom, and they still retained a portion of it, but with it all. Brown
conjectures, they had some glimmering of Brown's spiritual Kingdom ! How does he
reconcile this charge of carziality with his comment on Matt. 3 : 2 where he says :

" A
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Kingdom for vhioh repeniance was the proper preparation behooved to be eaaentiaDj
spiritual'* (overlooking tiiat when the Theocracy, a civil and religions organization, was
established it also demanded the confession of sin and repentance), when the rezy men
appointed to urge this repentance, failed to acknowledge it. So Killen (T^e .Ajieicni

Church, p. 190) follows the prevailing track. After previously informing na how Jesns
speciaUy instructed and trained preachers, who held that which ^* was vague as veil as
much that was visionary" concerning the Kingdom (the very thing they were to preach)^
he then gravely informs as, without the slighiesi proof, that ** during the interral between
the resurrection and ascension, " the apostles so profited, because He ** then opened
their understanding,'* that ** the true nature of Christ's Kingdom lais now fuUy dis^
closed to tbem," and this he repeatedly tolls us is ** the spiritual Kingdom'* now eetal>*
lished. But where is the evidence of this gross ignorance and this sudden enli^ten-
ment ? It is simply and solely imaginary^ and thus introduced to give his modem ideas
ail apparent. Scriptural support. Much of this loose writing exiats. Others in reference
to this interval are more cautious, as e.g. Scott ( Com, loci), who, however unwilling is
forced to say :

'* But, notwithstanding ail which He had taught them, they still enter-
tained some thoughts of a temporal Kingdom,** and these expectations, he informs as,
were eradicated on and a^er the day of Pentecost. The interval is thus given to us with-
out an effort to retain it ; and it poorly accords with various comments, on events and
sayings preceding it, found in his commentary. It is sad to find so many writers of
ability (as e.g. Ebrard, Oosp. His., p. 332, etc.. Art. '' Offices of Christ ** in M'Clizitock
and Story's Cyclop.), who declare that during the ministry of Jesus, He and the disciples
taught that '* the Kingdom of God had come,'* ** was come,*' when the reoord so flatly
contradicts the us^e of such language, and the preachers, who are stated to have said
so, were tUterly unconscious of any such a Kingdom established, even durinq this inUrvaL
It is refreshing to turn from such contradictory presentations to the simple facta as iq>-

predated by others. Thus Sev. Andrew Fausset, the Commentator, in our ** Ijaxd*s
Prophecies*' {Christ. Herald, Ap. 10th, 1879), refers to ** Repent ye. for the* Kingdom of
God is at hand,* ' and then asking lohy this Kingdom did not immediately appear, cor-
rectly answers by a reference to the non-repentanoe and unbelief of the nation, as proven
by the address of Jesus, Matt. 23 : 37-39, saying, ** these words indicate that the unbe-
lief of the Jews caused the postponemerU of Christ's Kingdom.'* Such a position enables
us to receive Acts 1 : 6, and Idndred passages, without degrading the disciples and apos-
tles into " carnal ** believers, etc. The apostles were not ** ignorant and mistaken" at
this period, and we may well believe, that the question was actuated by the honor and
glory it would bring to their Master, by the personal interest they felt in it, owing to the
specific promise of rulership in it, and by the blessing, according to prediction, it would
f>rove to the Jewish nation and the world. It was just such a question as hearts full of
ove, faith, and hope would suggest with a resurrected Messiah before them. The qnes-
tion vindicates their deep interest ia.** the Chriats^p'* of Jesus, and His answer confirms
their confidence in Him.
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Proposition 70. The apostleSy after Chrisfs ascension, did not

preachy either to Jeios or Gentiles^ that the Kingdom was estab-

liahed.

They could not consistently preach, that it was established, be-
cause (1) the covenant forbids it, the express terms of it not being
verified

; (2) the rejection of the kingdom by the Jews and its con-
sequent postponement during *' the times of the Gren tiles,*' forbids
it ; (3) the seed of Abraham to whom the Kingdom is to be given
not being yet gathered out, forbida it ; and (4) the non-arrival of
the Sec. Advent forbids it.

It ia painful to notice how onr recent apologetical -writers (as e.g. How, Ch. Euidences,

Bampton Lectures, 1^77), while not denying a fntnre fnl£lment of prophecy, make the
Messianic prophecies to be mainly realized at the First Advent and in the Ch. Church.
This is a grave mistake, vUerly opposed to the covenants, prophecies, and teachings of
the apostles, all of which point us to the Seo. Advent for the astounding and most joyful
Messianic manifestations. Such an error, if entertained, vitiates any system of belief,

and weakens^the defence of Christianity itself, because it perverts and misapplies Script-

ure and the Gospel History. Many l^e-Millenariona (as e.g. Dr. Kast in Art. ^ Christ's

Mill. Reign." West. Ch. Advocate, Jaly 23d, 1879) hold that a*' Kingdom of grace" was
established in the Church (which they olao designate " new dispensation," etc.), or in
the heart of believers (a spiritual Kingdom), but hold that this is to give place to " the
Kingdom of Christ" in its full covenanted and proper prophetic sense, viz. :

** an tmdia-
puied Theocracy on the earih." AVhile we feel compelled, logically and ikrij^uraUy (as wa
shaU show in detail), to reject this view as untenable and misleading, yet it is—in view
of the unity of Scripture being more largely preserved by it—immensely preferable to
the prevailing theories on the subject. Those holding to this opinion are self-contra-

dictory, which is evidenced by the following illustration. In their comments on Matt.
3 : 2 they already find this Kingdom of grace, but coming to Acts 1 : 6 it is postponed
to the day of Pentecost, and when we come to that period, we find the Kingdom in-

ferred—the Church established being simply preparatory. Because Jesus is the Mes-
siah, it does not follow that He now fills the covenanted and predicted position assigned
to Him ; men hastily conclude that He does (a multitude of writers assert it, and make
it fundamental in their system), but we show from the Scriptures, step by step, that we
have io waitfor the Sec. Advent before the Mesaianio manifestation in connection with the
Kingdom can be realized.

Obs. 1. Our entire argument thus far (with additional reaaona that will

be advanced) does not aflow ub to entertain any other opinion than the one
stated in the Proposition. After the declarations of Jesus that '' the
honae" (Davidic) would remain desolate until His return, that He would
leave, remain away for an indefinite time, that the Kingdom was connected
with His coming again, etc., it is reasonable to look for a correspoiiding

tttyle of preaching in His chosen witnesses. This we find in such profusion

that it 13 a fayurite charge with infidels (as Strauss, Bauer, Kenan, etc.)

that the apostles still adhered to ** the Jewish ideas of the Kingdotn" j
the

apologists (aa Neander, etc.) admit that " Jewish forms" were retained,
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but contend that these were to be (alas ! how true) gradually obliterated in
" the developing consciousness of tlio church,*'

Many writers of the Tilbingen Bohool and others, regarding Christianity as the resiilt-

ant of a Fetrine and Fanline development, attempt to distinguish between these periods.

The Fetrine being essentially Jewish is the prevailing type of Christianity during the
first period, bat was finally displaced and absorbed by the Fanline, which is regarded as
more anti-Jewish. In this way they endeavor to account (overlooking the Alexandrian
and Gnostio influence) for the overthrow of the Jewish notions of the Kingdom, al-

though all admit that even the Fauline and Johannine are not erUireiy freed from " a
Jewish oast." Unfortunately not only Rationalistic bat prominent defenders of Chiis-

tianity (as Neander, Nevin, etc.), have seized upon this Fetrine and Fauline theoty, and
incorporated it into their own line of apologetics, under its shelter apologizing for tite

modern view of the Kingdom being so different from that of the early Church. (Comp.
Frops. 72, 74, 75, 76.) This is done at the expense of concessions, which, to say the Uast^

vitiate or lessen apostolic authority. Every theory of this kind forgets that to Peter

was first speclaUy committed the keys of this Kingdom both to Jew and Gentile (comp.
Prop. 64), and that from this ciroumstance alone he was in no way inferior to Paul or

John. Is it possible to believe that one to whom such keys were entrusted, should be
ignorant of the Kingdom to an extent that requires another's services to set it right ?

No I the whole theory—hypothetical—introduces an ttnoaMed-for, arid unproyeit, antago-
nism between the teaching of the apostles (comp. Prop. 187-8), which only exists in a
philosophical conceit. Differences in characteristic writing, in witnessing statements,
manner of presenting truth, exist between Peter, John, and Paul, but none in docthfie,

or in the truth itself, or in the teachings concerning the Kingdom. On the subject of

the Kingdom they were a u/u£, and none of the differences alluded to (as e.g. in Paul's

laying so much stress on justification by faith, rendered necessary by his special mis-

sion to Gentiles to secure their engrafting, or, in his portrayal of the overthrow of the

Mosaic ritual, made incumbent by the same, etc.), are of a nature to form an antagonism
between them. This is seen from our line of argument, enabling us to quote as frt^y
from Paul as we do from Peter. This divine unity of doctrine is essential to their char-

acter as witnesses ; for just so soon as we admit that in any important doctrine (as that

of the Kingdom) any one of the apostles was in error (however apologetically and phil-

osophically presented so as not to shock our sense of propriety), then his testimony is low-

ered to a more human standard. Even if men endeavor to screen such an one, ohatge-
able with misconception, from ignorance and of bearing false witness, by saying that xm-
der ** the Jewish form'* or " Jewish husk" there was still ** a germ" (invisibly smaU) of

truth, which must pass through a process of development before it can be appreciated,

yet all this, done with the most excellent and pious motives, is only opening the flood-

gates of infidelity, for it is an undermining of unity and apostolic character. AVeU may
the Tiibingen, Parker, and other schools, triumphantly ask, after such vain concessions,

if the apostles were mistaken in their notions of the Kingdom, /lOw con we trust them as

infallible guides in other matters ? The sad truth is, that this specious, fallacious the-

orizing is a fearful blow dealt to apostolic knowledge and authority. Instead of having
a sure foundation in the Word, it is placed in ** church- consciousness," in develop-
ment, growth, church authority, etc. And moreover, when it comes to finding those
microscopical germs, scarcely two are agreed as to their appearance, shape, or to their

resultant growth. The enemies of the Bible are not slow in seizing this vantage ground
offered to them, and are finding these germs and developments—using the theory most
effectually—in Comparative Theology, and making Christianity only a stage of develop-
ment toward a higher plane, etc. Volume after volume of recent American books with
this plausible philosophical hypothesis running through them, are bearing the fruit of its

adoption. They echo the sentiments of the Gkrman ** Friends of Light,** that the Script-

ures were good enough in the early history of the church, but were never intended for

the present highly intelligent and cultivated times I It may be said, that this is pushing
the theory to an extreme ; but we can scarcely deny that it is a legitimate one, when
employed, as it is, to disparage apostolic teaching as contained in a *' husk.'*

Obs. 2. The weakness and Jewish cast assigned to the early church teach-

ing respecting the Kingdom, is the place of persistent attack from unbe-
lievers. It is remarkable, and indicative of the truthfulness of our position,

that for some time the chief assaults hare been turned in this direction.
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For, if it can be shown—^taking advantage of the admissions and conces-
sions of believers, which allow a change of view in the church doctrine of

the Kingdom—that the faith of the apostles was discarded by the church as
** too Jewish,'^ then it follows of necessity that the very foundations of
CJiristianity are unreliable and the superstructure erected upon them is

unsafe. This insidious (and unjust to the Record) charge is skilfully

directed and paraded by thousands of pens. If any of the apostles were
wrong, may not all others be eoually in error ? Invalidate the testimony
of one on a leading doctrine so tnat it becomes antagonistic—directly hos-

tile—to another ; declare that the doctrinal position of one or more was
tolerably well calculated for that age but not for successive eras, and you
have no infallible directory. Believers stand amazed, amid the enlighten-

ment of the age, to 6nd the multitude of unbelievers so vast. Alas 1 we
say it sorrowfully, these are the legitimate fruits of following a spiritualistic

system of interpretation which dares not accept of the language and faith of

the apostles, and of the early church as recorded concerning the Kingdom
;

which vainly wishes that the Millennarian, the Jewish view of the Kingdom,
had never existed. We repeat : the church byforsaking the old landmarks
of this doctrine will reap in bitterness the sad results of its own sowing.

In forsaking the primitive, covenanted doctrine of the Kingdom, so funda-
mental ; in declaring that the first Christians were in error on this most
important and essential matter ; in heaping upon apostolic fathers and
martyrs the epithets of ** carnal," "sensual," "material," "gross,"
"Jewish," and "fanatical" interpretation, she has been paving Sie way
and forging the weapons for the present unrelenting attack upon the

citadel of Christianity itself. And juet so long as she continues to enter-

tain her view (now so prevalent) of the preaching of the disciples, she is

incapable oifairly meeting and setting aside the arguments of unbelievers.

The gross attack of Bolingbroke, owing to alleged discrepancies in preaching, etc., in
endeavoring to make ont that the New Test, contains two distinct Gospels, one given
by Christ and another by Fanl, has been refined ; the theory of doctrinal development
from the germ supplying the abundant material. Dr. Priestley {Letters 1 and 2 to Mr.
Born, qnoted by Fuller in Oalv. and ISoc. Sys. Cbmp., Let. 12), not knowing what to do
with some Scripture, remarks :

" some texts of the Old Test, had been improperly qnoted
by writers in the New,'* being " misled by Jewish prejudices." This is repeated by
multitudes, and, what is remarkable, more or less endorsed, in some form or other, by
theologians and apologists. Thus to give a single illustration (in a different spirit) from
an eminent author, able and interesting : Oosterzee {Theol, of N. Test,, p. 378), says that

the Apocalypse sustains a ** purtlj/ Israelitish character" (see e.g. p. 53 where the Jewish
views are stated), and that it indicates " that even the most highly developed of the
Apostles at the end of his course, bad by no means torn himselffrom the Theocratic national

ground in which he had ever been rooted." "We thank such men for their frank and noble
concessions of truth, however adverse it may be to their own theories, especially when
it is done not in the spirit of unbelief but for ^e saA^e of the truth. Multitudes pro-

ceeding on the theory that the Mrasianic Kingdom was established in the Ch. Church,
take it for granted that the apostles changed their views. Thus e.g. Walker, in the

Phihs, of the Plan of i:ialvalion, constantly presents it, and locates (p, 245) the period of

enlightenment as follows :
" On the day of Pentecost, the promised Spirit descended.

The apostles at once perceived the spiritual nature of Christ's Kingdom.'* But the proof
is lacking, and over against '^^Calker we place the above declaration of Oosterzee's that

John had not changed in his last writing. Covenant, prophecy, unity, all forbid such
a change, especially in communications divinely received.

Obs, 3- Our argument—fortified (1) by Scripture, (2) by charges of infi-

delity, (3) by frank concessions of apologists—^accepts of these " Jewish
conceptions' of the apostles as legitimately correct and imperatively de-
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manded by the covenanta and the Divine Purpose. One writer attempts to

get rid of these ** Jewish forms" by dividing the church into Petrine, Paul-

ine, and Johannine (some make the Pauline last) stages or eras, lauding

and magnifying the one to the prejudice of the other, and making the

former to be aosorbed by the latter ; another writer (aa e.g. M. Pecaut)

Bays that Paul continually betrays his "' Jewish conceptions "; Semler, and

others, inform us that John's writings, especially the Apocalypse, are in

harmony with a ** Jewish spirit "; another writer (as e.g. Wetstm. Bevitfc,

Oct. 1861, Art. 5) tells us that all of them give as '' an expansion of the

great Hebrew Theocratic conception.'* These expressions are given to us

apologetically, or sneeringly (with intended sarcasm), but in themselves they

contain so much truth tl)at the apology or sarcasm becomes uncalled for

and harmless ; for we are fully prepared and warranted to accept of these

^^Hebreto Tlieocratic conceptions. Scholten (Oosterzee's TIieoL N, Te^t.^

p. 395) may see only '' forms derived from an earlier mechanical view of

theVorld, which show that John had not yet entirely risen /rowi his former
Judaism "; Renan {Life of St, Paul, p. 260) may tell us, that '* the great

chimera of the coming Kingdom of God was thus the creative and fnotker

idea of the new religion," and in another place (p. 162), " the dream
which had been the soul of the movement of ideas brought about by Jesus,

continued to be thefundamental doama of Christianity ; everybody believed

in the speedy coming of the Kingdom of God, in the unexpected manifes-

tation of a great glory, in the midst of which the Son of God would
appear," etc., and that Paul ** expresses Messianic hopes clothed in the garb

of Jeiaish materialising ^ ; Neander, Pressense, and a host of others, may
relucta?itly admit the ** Jewish forms," "Jewish conceptions," "Jewish
materialism," " Jewish husks," etc. (telling us that growth was to cast theee

aside), but we gladly accept of the very thmgs which are thus tvrotigfull^

supposed to be prejudicial to the truth itself.

Some writers, overlooking their own concesdonB in other places, endeavor, with their

Pauline theory, to clear Paul as mnch as possible from Jewish views. Under the shelter

of Paul* 8 consistent objections to some Jewish views (viz. : those relating to the oeremo-
nial and saoriflcial law abrogated in Jesns, which we also hold), they endeavor to make
oat that he rejected everything essentially Jewish. Oar argument, as we proceed, will

show the unfounded juiiure of this theory. It is a matter of surprise that Reuss (His, Ck.

Theol.^ p. 303), after his admissions oonoeming apostolic adhesion to Jewish conceptions
(thus introducing antagonism between apostles), in his eagerness to rid Paul of Jadaislie

views, roundly asserts :
" whom {Christ) he {Paid) did not regard as the mufhty monarch tf

a Kingdom to come.' ' Where is the yroof of such a sweeping assertion ? The estcui om-
(rory is evidenced from oven a partial comparison of Paul's teachings. This will appear

in the course of our argument under various propositions, where we will show that Paul

lays much stress on the Bee. Advent and the future Kingdom then introduced, empluying
largely the very Jewish phraseology and ideas which were universally applied by the Jews
to the Messianic or Davidio restored, Kingdom. There is no contradiction between Paul

and the other apostles, as is seen in his equally pressing the importance of the Second
Advent, the futurity of the Kingdom, the location of the restitution, inheriting, the dar

of Jesus Christ, etc. But as i^l these points will come before us in regular order, ve
need not anticipate them.

Obs. 4. We take the jwaition that if the witnesses of the truth thus occu-

pied—as enemies and friends, assailants and defenders declare
—" a Jewish

standpoint, ^^ it was necessary for them to do so in behalf of the tr\Uh itself.

A little reflection here, in new of the special character and mission of tne

apostles, will lead any unbiased mind, which acknowledges the inspiration
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and authority of the Scriptnres, to feel that any theory which places the
apostles in an attitade, doctrinally, antagonistic to the future posture of

tne church, is, and must be, radically defective, A mind and heturt imbued
with deep reverence for the Word, ought to be prepared to investigate the
doctrinal views of the persons divinely commissioned to proclaim, authorita-
tively, the truth, and to do this with the utmost impartiality. Such, too,

ought not to allow, without the most decisive proof, that the apostles were
mistaken in their ** Jewish" position.

In this matter we only follow the excellent suggestion of Dr. Hodge, one of our op-
ponents, when he says {Sys. Theol., vol. 3, p. 793, comp. p. 797), "what the apostles be-
lieved, we are bound tb believe ; for St. John said :

' He thai knoioeik Ood^ heareih us.*
**

This ia true, bnt, alas, how little regarded even by those who are friends and admirers of
the apostles ! The quotations, apologies, etc., given already evidence this ; many more
will be adduced as we advance.

Obs, 5. Additionally it majr be said : (1) If the apostles preached that
the covenanted, predicted Kingdom was established, why do they not
directly declare this as a fact, and thus remove error and prevent the in-

coming Chiliasm ? Is there a single passage which directly teaches that the
Christian church is the Kingdom ? No such declaration or passage is to

be found in all the apostolical writings. (2) Hence it is a fact which can-
not be gainsaid that those who hold to a present establishment of the
Kingdom exclusively rely upon inferential proof. This feature alone—

a

doctrine derived from pure inferetice—should place the reader on his guard
BO that he may well consider whether such inferential testimony can possi-

bly outweigh the previously given covenants and teachings of Jesus. An
inference may be right or wrong, and this must be carefully tested. It has
no decisive weight against direct testimony, but must give way to the latter.

Let us add : it is inconsistent with the leading doctrine of an oath-bound
covenant, of the early preaching of the disciples, and of all prophecy, to

leave it (the doctrine of the Kingdom) deducible from mere inference

resulting from human opinion on the subject. Inferences too so com-
pletely of human origin, that the most learned and pious diifer among
themselves as to the meaning to be attached to it, and the time of ito

establishment. It is, therefore, a just conclusion, that, in a matter of so

high moment, if God really (as claimed) established the Kingdom cove-

nanted to David and predicted by the prophets in the church or in the

hearts of believers, etc., then those former preachers of the Kingdom ought
(since we are told that they were mistaken, etc.) as honest men—to say

nothing of their apostleship—both to have confessed their previous error

(for if in error, as claimed, simple justice required this), and to have plainly

and unequivocally declared the presence of the Kingdom in human hearts,

or in the church, or in the world. But they did neither of these things :

the first they could not do, because they had not been ignorant, false

preachers of the Kingdom ; the second it was impossible for them to do,

since it would have convicted them of having previously preached an
erroneous Kingdom, of abandoning the solemnly given covenants, and of

holding forth a Kingdom which has none of the divinely covenanted and
predicted characteristics. (Passages from which the opposite is inferred,

will be examined in detail hereafter.) Inferences, therefore, which are in

antagonism to the previously ascertained tenor of the Word, to the antici-

pations of the pious Jews, to the former preaching of John, Jesus, and the
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disciples, are justly open to grave suspicion, and one to be discarded as too
unreliable for doctrinal teaching.

Obs. 6. Take the first sermons of Peter, and nothing is said of the estab-

lishment of the Kingdom, although multitudes inform us that it was oiil^

then manifested. Turning to Acts 2 : 14-36 and 3 : 12-26, we ascertain the
following : that in the former, speaking to Jews instead of making out
that the covenant was to be spiritualized and applied to Christ, Peter
boldly asserts that Jesu^ was to sit on David's throne, that He was raised

up and exalted for this purpose, that He was seated at God's right hand
until the period arrives (comp, e.g. Rev. 19 and 20) for making His
enemies His footstool, and that, therefore. He is both Lord and (Mirisi,

(Let not the reader forget here, the meaning of Christ to the Jewish mind
—see Prop. 205.) Let the student place nimself in the posture of the
Jewish hearers at that preaching, with their Jewish expectations of the
Kingdom and *' the Christ," and he will see at once that this sermon was
moat admirably adapted to confirm the Jews in their faith of the Kingdom.
Peter's argument takes the Jezoish view of the Kingdom to be the correct

one, and as one loell known (Props. 19-44), and hence» without entering
into particulars, endeavors to show t?iat Jesus is that Messiah under whom
the covenanted sitting upon David's throne will yet eventually be realized

—His resurrection and present exaltation giving us the needed assuram^,
Tlie Kingdom is not disputed, but He who is to be the Messiah, the King,
is the subject controverted and thus brought forward. This is confirmed
by the second discourse, in which it is distinctly announced that this Jestis^

thus declared to be the Messiah, shall remain in heaven until the period of
restitution spoken of by the prophets, and always linked with the Messianic
Kingdom, shall arrive ; for this Jesus shall come again to be the Restorer

as the prophets announce. Now let the reader consider how the hearers of
Peter regarded the times of restitution (comp. Prop. 144), comprehending
under it the Messianic reign, the restoration of the Duvidic throne and
Kingdom, etc., and it is utterly impossible to conceive of any otfter impres-

sion made upon their minds titan that tlis Kingdom was still future, and
would be establis/ied when Jesus would come again. The proof is found in

the historical fact, that the first Christians thzt^ understood Peter. The
times of restitution and the times of the Kingdom are strictly equivalenl

phrases to the Jewish mode of thinking and belief ; hence the language of

Peter, as consistency demanded, is in strict accord with our Proposition.

MaiijT of our opponents are forced to give us Acts chs. 2 and 3, as fully

sustaining continued *^ Jewish expectations."

Thna e.g. PreBsenae {Early Years of Chris., p. 46), says that the apostles after the day
of Pentecost *' still enveloped that truth (i.e. the tmth of Christ), in Jewish forms,*' and
(p. 48) adds : " they (the first Christians) believed in an immediate return of Jesus
Christ * to restore all things.' They supposed that the end of the world was at hand
and that the last days foretold by Joel luid begun to dawn. Acts 2:17 and 3 : 19. 20.

Thus they awaited those days of refreshing from the presence of the Lord, which was to

inaugurate the Seo. Coming of Christ." Schmid {Bib. Theol,, N. Test., p. 337). franlcly

admits that Acts 3 : 18-25 viewed with Peter's utterances in his episUes, refers to the
Old Test, prophecy of the restitution of all things, which ^ is to be compieted at His Sfcond

appearance.*' (Comp. Prop. 144.) A large amount of similar testimony could readily be
produced from the writings of our opposers—some of which we present under other PVop-
ositiona,—and this is the more valuable since it is reluctantly forced from them, being,
OS they well see and acknowledge, at variance with their preconceived notion of the
Kingdom. We admire the integrity of such men, who in honesfy, however adverse the
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coufejsion may be to their own views of the Kingdom, frankly admit " the Jewish stand-
point* of the first preaohers of the Kingdom ; while we oenunre the weakness—if not
'worse—of that clasa who either dare not confess it, or pretend, against overwhelming
evidence, that it does not exist, being afraid that an honest acknowledgment would re-
ooil upon their own system of faith. The tmth of God nevei snifers by exposure and
freedom ; it is confinement and restrainment that, if it does not seriously injure, at
least eclipses ii Fairbaiin {On Proph., p. 506), however much he endeavors to give a
modem hue to these sermons (and thus makes out that Peter at one time, at least, had
preached a false Kingdom, viz. : before the day of Penteoost), makes important conces-
sions (1) that the times of restitution occur at the Sec. Advent

; (2) that the sending of
J^tis again* is that Advent ; (3) that even ** the seasons of refreshing" if "the sense
absolutely require it," " might be identified with the times of the restitution of sdl

things" (although he thinks it not necessary)
; (4) that (p. 168) it were against all proba-

bility to suppose that the apostle meant to speak of the prophecy (of Joel) as having
found a complete fulfilment in the events of that particular day, or as being in any meas-
ure exhansted by these."

Ohs, 7. Paul's teaching fully corresponds with that of Peter. Thus e.g.

ia the 1st and 2d chs. of 2 Thess. he unites the Kingdom with the Advent
of the Lord Jesus, and, instead of a present covenanted Kingdom existing,

predicts that before the still future '^ day of ChrisV* is manifested there

will be a falling away, and tne Son of perdition, the Antichrist, will be
revealed. That is, before the predictions relating to the promised glor^ of

the Messiah's Kingdom can be realized, certain events must^r^^ transpire,

and that trouble, trial, and persecution, more or less, await those who are

called and are under the influence of the truth. (Comp. e.g. the Jewish
conceptions of Rom. 8 : 19-23 ; 11 : 1-32 ; 13 : 11, 12, etc.; 1 Cor. 1 : 7, 8 ;

4 : 5, 8 ; 6 : 2, 3, 9, 14, etc. ; 2 Cor, 1 : 14 ; 3 : 16, etc. ; Gal. 1:4;
3 : 16-18, etc. ; Eph. 1 : 10-21 ; 2 : 12-19 ; 4 : 30, etc. ; Phil. 1:6, 10 ;

2 : 10, 11, 16, etc. ; and so through all his writings,—constantly speakin?
of Jesus aa the Messiah, and locating the fulfilment of the promises held
by the Jews to the future comitig of this Jesus, by employing the language
and ideas of the Jews applied to the Messiah.)

Ohs. 8. James in his Epistle, instead of a kingdom now established,

calls believers ** heirs of a kingdom^** and exhorts to a patient waiting for
'* the Cmniiw of tlie Lord " wlien the promises will be realized, thus strictly

verifying Christ's statements. In Acts 15 : 13-17, in the council of the
apostles, James corroborates the non-establishment of the Kingdom by
snowing that ''* after this*' (i.e. after the gathering out of the Gentiles)

**I (Jesus) will return and will build again the tabernacle of David, which
is fallen down/* etc. The postponement is most plainly taught.

The apostles ail anreed to this postponement as presented by James. Let the careful

consider : that, in the very nature of the ease, this mtut he so, or else the sposUes come
in direct conflict with the statements of Jesus (comp. e.g. Props. 58, 66, etc.). In this

matter there must be, in order to preserve their character of apostleship, a full and cor-

dial agreemenL

Obs. 9. John in his Epistles, instead of proclaiming a present existing

kingdom, tells us of antichrist, encourages to faithfulness and looking for
the arming of Jesus. In the Apoc, given to show the future revelation of

Jesus, he shows the trials and tribulations of the church during a period of

time still future to him, and positively asserts that only at a certain time

(Rev. 11 : 15 and 20 : 4) the dominion or Kingdom of Christ would be

manifested, Jude, in his short Epistle, refers us to the coming King when
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mercy and glory are to be revealed to His saints. Thus all the leading
first preachers present the sanie postponement of the Kingdom ; and it is a

perversion of their language to make them testify to anything contrary to

this and their former preaching. Indeed, it is more than this ; it is to

make them contradictory, unreliable, and hostile to the Covetiants and
Prophecy,

Obs, 10. The simple fact^ running through the Epistles, is that (he King-
dom is spoken of as stillfuture afid constantly associated with the speedy Ad-
vent ofJesus. The expectancy of that Adrent and related kingdom forbids

the entertainment of the substituted notion of a kingdom now so widely pre-

valent. This linking of the Kingdom with the Second Advent is riotckere

spoken of (as now reiterated by eminent writers) as the development of a

new stage in the Kingdom. The passages already adduced abundantly
confirm our position, for, instead of teaching what the Alexandrian, monk-
ish, popish, and modern schools so loudly amrm (viz. : that the covenanted
Kingdom had already arrived and was in full realization and progress),

they point us to the Sec, Comitig of Jesus for the glorious establish nuiit of

the Kingdom.^ We give bul a single illustration of the apostolic mode of

presenting this subject : Take 1 Pet. 1 : 10-13, and we have (1) the inheri-

tance and savaltion (Jewish phrases) ** ready to he revealed in the la.<f

time'*; (3) to be realized *^ at the appearing of Jesus Christy" ^^ at fhr

revelation of Jesus Christ "; (3) and this is the same inheritance and salva-

tion which the prophets predicted, linking it with the Messianic Kingdom
on earth. Why should we then, contrary to the entire tenor of the Word,
attempt to locate the fulfilment of this salvation, etc., at a period of time

different from that specified by the apostle and his co-laborers ; or, why
should we disconnect that whicn the Spirit (** knowing the deep things of

God '*) lias expressly joined together f Let any one carefully consider the

phraseology of the New Test, in reference to the coming again of Jesus,

and observe how there is united with it all the Jewish hopes of kingdom,
restitution, redemption, dominion, reigning, crowning, destruction of

enemies, deliverance of His people, etc., and he will clearly see that the

distinctive Messianic hopes, tne nopes that centre in the official Christy are

postponed to the expected, precious Sec. Advent of the Messiah.*

' To a person who has never collated the passives relating to the snbject, it will be

Bnrprialag, if he undertakes it, to And hoih how nnmerous they are. and how naanimonB
the voice of the apostles in making the same representations. (Lists are given in Bick
erateth*8 ffuufc, Brooks' EL of Proph. Jnierp., Seiss* Last Times, Shimeairs / tcifl come

agairif etc.)- What Van Oostetzeo so aptly applies to Peter, will be found, to a very gnet
extent, true of all the apostles :

*' as well the discourses as the first £pis. of Peter teach

ns to recognize this apostle especially as the Apostie of Hope, in this sense, that the return

of the Lord equally dominates his whole presentation of Christian truUi, his whole con.

ception of the Christian life.'*

* Overlooking this feature, many writers find obscurity and difficulties, when none
exist. Thus e.g. Beuss, neglecting this key given so plainly in Hebrews (as in 2 : 5 ;

4 : 9 ; 9 : 28 ; 10 : 36, 37, etc.), says :
" How involved, obscure, and ambiguous is the

Scriptural demonstration of the Epistle to the Hebrews (Heb. 4 : 3 etc.), the design of

which is to establish the certainty of (^d*s promises." Of course, when men fipirituslixe

God's promises and survey thom only from a modem mystical standpoint there mnst
necessarily be ambiguity, but let any one place himself on covenanted ground and (hen ho
will see the clearness of the argument, (1) to show that Jeaas is the Messiah, (2) that

the promises will be fulfilled in and by Him, (3) that even as Priest He makes provision
for their fulfilment, (4) that His very death ensures the fulfilment of the covenant^ (3)
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and that snob a realization of covenant promises will be experienced at His Sec. Coming
unto SfklTation. Tbus this epistle falls in fully, clearly, and powerfully with the other
portions of Scriptnre.

Ohs. 11. If we critically consider the confession of Peter, it leads us to

the same conclusion. Peter confessed that Jesus was *

' the Christ, the Soil

of the living God,^* and received for this the special approval of Jesus and
acknowledgment that ^^

flesh and blood hath 7iot revealed it unto thee hut
my Father which is in heaven'* (Matt. 16 : 16, 17). Now this approbation,
calling Peter **5te*aet/," and the declaration that the Father revealed it,

clearly indicate that Peter knew the significancy and proper meaning of the
title ** the Christ.*^ This is self-evident from the narrative. What view
of ^* tlie Chrisf' did Peter entertain excepting solely that of the Jetoish

expectations, and that Jesus, and none otner, was indeed the promised
Christ. When Peter, therefore, made this confession he believed asfunda-
niental to it, that '* the Christ** was the kingjly title of Jesus, that which
indicated Him as " the anointed " One, coming as the King to restore the

Theoc7^atic'Davidic Kingdom, This is not mere conjecturing Peter's view
of the Christship, for we have overwhelming proof that such in reality—and
consistently too with Covenant and Prophecy—was his opinion. The proof

is found in Acts 1 :6 (comp. also Prop. 205, etc^. The reader will also re-

flect that if the modem doctrinal view of ** the (Jhrisf^ was in Peter's mind,
is it not reasonable to suppose that Peter or Jesus would have, on this occa-

sion, disabused the other disciples of their Jewish conceptions of the Mes-
siahship ; and can wo consistently account for Peter's rebuking Jesus when
lie shortly after spoke of His death and resurrection, Matt. 16 : 22.^ But
when we see that Peter's conceptions of ** the Christ^*—as shown to exist

—

were approved by Jesus Himsdf, who shall dare to decry them as
*

' i^?zo-

rant** and " antiquated,^ ^ ^o do the latter is both presumptuous and
dangerous. No I Peter kneto what was comprehended under the phrase
" the CJirist,*^ and however ignorant in reference to the manner and time
in which " the Christ'' would be openly manifested as such in His glorious

work, ho certainly was not mistaken in the meaning that he attached to it
Notice then what follows : without the slightest change or hint of a differ-

ent moaning Peter continues to preach to the Jews ** the CJirist,** which
was understood by all to denote the One aiwinted to be the Kifig on David's
restored throfie. It this was not its meaning, how could inspired men leave

the Jews and others under the impression, without correction, that such
continued its meaning, only pointing to the still future Advent for the

manifestation of this Jesus as ** the Christ*' in the fullest sense entertained.*

> It is saddening to see into what palpahle contradictions most excellent men are in-

volved, who deny Feter^s conoe^on of ** the Christ," and persistently reject " Jewish
conceptions" of the Messiah, we give an illnstration (the reader can readily find a
mnltitnde) : Barnes, CSom., Matt. 16 : 16, 17, endeavors to give an unwarrarded turn to

this confession, an Anti-Jndaio one, as if Peter did not entertain the Jewish views, and
as if the words meant :

*' You, Jews, were expecting to know the Messiah by His external

splendor. His pomp and power as a man," etc. He thus ascribes to Peter a highly
wrought spiritnal conception of ** the Christ," according with modem ideas. Now notice,

in the same chapter, on verse 22, he interprets Peter's condnct as reanlting from this :

**He expected, moreover, that He would be the triumphant Messiah," etc., and, on Acta
1 : 6, the apostles, including Peter (for he makes no exception), are charged with hold-

ing the exact Jewish expectations of a *' temporal dominion of the Messiah,' ' etc. In the

one place he has the proper idea of Christ, and in the other places he is represented as

holding exToneoua views. Our argument shows that Peter, however ignorant of the
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means and time of aocompliahment, conaistently held to one coniinnonB proper Tw<Mmi»g

of " Christ.'* corresponding with his preaching as a disciple and an apostle.
* Admirable writers make the grave mistime of changing the detlnite title of ^* th£

Christ'* (comp. Prop. *205). Apologists fall into the same serious errur^ as e.g. Loathes
illie JUli{iion of (he ChrisU Lee. 6, on ** the Christ of Acts") correctly points oat the

teaching of Jesus concerning His death, that such a death appeared destmctiTe to the

Jewish faith of the Christ, and that the Christship was fully asserted notwithstanding
the death, but unfortunately (overlooking the distinctive title in its covenanted reUtion-
ship, and the postponement of the Kingdom) deduces from this, grounded on His r^nir-

reotion and ascension, that " the Christship/' as covenanted and predicted, was most
amply realized in the establishment of the Church, although unable to designate a suMjie

Messianicfeature thu3 fulfUled. The facts of the Gospels, Acts. Epistles. Apoc. and eaily

Church, all show that this is an erroneous conclusion, calculated to lead into a perrer-

sion of much that is precious. Leathes applies the same reasoning to the EpisUes, and
comes out witii the astounding assertion, that by His ascension, the establishment of

the Church, and the conferring of spiritual life and gifts, *' He thus Himself shows the

fulfilment of psalm and prophecy mere than if He had restored again the Kingdom to

Israel, and had gathered in subjection to the throne of David all the kingdoms of the

world and the glory of them." How sad it is, to see excellent men, who desire to honor
Jesus, make that which is preparatory to be the full realization of covenant and proph-
ecy. The simple truth, that the apostles ^owed that this Jesus, once dead, bnt risen

and exalted, was Uie Mestiiah promised, and that at His See. Advent

—

not btfore—this
covenanted and predicted Christship would be manifested in power and glory, is com-
pletely overshadowed by a preconceived theory to which all Scripture must bend. Do
we need to be surprised at ihe lack of faith in the Churoh. when good men, in vast num-
bers, lend themselves to such a work.

Obs, 12. The testimony in behalf of our position is cumnlative. Some
may be added here, leaving the additional for other Propositions (as e.g.

83-104, etc.). Much of the langaa^e of Scripture pertaining to this dis-

pensation is utterly irreconcilable with the idea of a Messianic Kingdom,
not merely in its covenanted and prophetic outlines but in its several de-

tails. Thus e.g. if the covenanted Kingdom really existed as many tell

us, how can the church be exhibited, over against 'the prophetic delinea-

tions, in a position equivalent to widowhood, or, at least, separation from a

beloved one, which mars happiness, Luke 5 : 33-35. This certainly finds

no correspondence with the Messianic Kingdom as given in the Old Test.

Again : tne Kingdom is to be revealed in ** the day of the Lord Jesi(4

Christ,^* but after the ascension of Jesus, the apostles did not see this day

(so Jesus previously informed them, Luke 17 : 22), for they regarded it a^

still future (locating it with the Sec. Advent, as in 1 Cor. 7 : 8 ; 1 Thess.

5 : 2, 23 ; Phil. 1 : 6, 10, comp. with 2:16 and 3 : 20, 21, etc.). Now
all this employing Jewish phraseology without any indication of chnnge of
meaning, can only bo reconciled with the postponement of the Kingdom to

the Sec, Advent, The careful student of Scripture must have been arrested

by this additional peculiarity, corroborative of our argument, that in many
places (as e.g. 1 Cor. 1:7, 8, etc.) the apostles rapidly pass from the

present to the Advent, the intervening perioa feeing not worthy to be com-

pared, owing to the absence of the King and Kingdom, to what transpires

at the Messiah's return ; or, in other words, the distinguishing character-

istics of a purely Messianic nature are attributed to ihe Sec, Coming, and

the period intervening being merely preparatory, is passed by. If the pre-

dicted Messianic times, the Millennial glory, are to precede (as many de-

clare) the Sec. Advent, could such a style of writing be adopted without

dishonoring the predictions of God and the things of the Messiah ? Our
argument finds this distinguishing feature in harmofiy with all the utte^
ances of the Spirit, and regards it as a necessary sequence of tl^postponement.
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Sorely the student requires do apology at the length, and the details, of onr aigument.
Ilie fujydamentat nature of the subjects considered, and their Inflnence in forming a cor-

rect view, are a sufficient justification. The illustrations of diverging opinions, may be
regarded as numerous, but the student will find them valuable, because they serve to
show—frequently in the very words of their supporters—the line of reasoning by which
tliey are sustained, and then the defectiveness of the same is either pointed out in the
text or note. We give considerable space to this early history, and we feel excused in so
doing, when our opponents concede that its close study is mosi lodgiUy. Thus e.g. Fres-
aense (7^ Early Years cf ChristianUy, in Prof.) well remarks :

" Of all the topics of the
day, none is of graver importance than the early history of Christianity, and the founda-
tion of the Church. Everything points inquiry in this direction, ** etc.

Obs, 13. That onr Proposition is true appears from the immediate result

of their preaching. The early church, the Apostolic Fathers, all that were
nearest to the apostles and the Elders, kneio of no established Kingdom but
looked for one to come at tlie Advent of Jesiis. This is evidenced hj the

intensely Chiliastic position of the Primitive Church. How can the reader

account for this, unless our view of the Kingdom is the correct one. When
the apostles, and their coAahoreTSy ** preached the things cmicerning the

liingdoin of God,** ^'preached the Kingdom of God,** how does it happen
that the only doctrine of the Kingdom, East and West, in the churclies

under their supervision (comp. Props, 73-77), is the one that we advocate ?

lit this merely accidental f Can a single writer be quoted who lived in the

First, and Second, and part of the Third, centuries, and who proclaimed the

modern view of the Kingdom, now so generally entertained .'* Let men in

answer to this, take refuge in the development theory, in accommodation,
in transition, in substituted revelation, etc., but all such subterfuges prove
unsatisfactory, at the same time invalidating the credibility of inspired

teachers under who&Q personal supervision and instruction such a doctrine

was allowed to prerail.

Hen who lack the scholarly attainments of Neander, Bush, etc. (and hence cannot
make the concessions and admissions of such men) endeavor to bring discredit upon our
doctrine by linking it with heresy (as coming from Cerinthus, or Jewiah converts), but
aside then from the impossibility of tracing the Church excepting through '' heretics*

*'

these prof^sed critics convenientiy overlook the historical fact (so Neander, etc.)* that
M^enarians were among the stoutest opposers of Cerinthus and the gross Judaizing (in

reference to the law) tendency ; they forget that not only Christian Churches composed
of Jews but also those among the GentUea, equally held to our doctrine ; and that the
writers on all sides claimed that they received the doctrine both from the Scriptures and
the recent traditionary testimony of the apostles and elders. (Comp. the succeeding
Props.)
Becent works frankly acknowledge our statements, and endeavor, in view of their un-

controverted existence, to show that the Scriptures themselves are unreliable, and that
apostolic authority is not so great as has been deemed. Thus e.g. Desprez {Jc^n, or Vie

Apoc. of the Ntw Te^.) when speaking of '* the Gospel of the Kingdom" (in the chapter
on this subject) holds that the view we have thus far presented teas iaugkL by Jesus and
the disciples, that it xoaa perp^mted in the church, etc., giving the proof of the facts as
stated. Thus far Desprez is certainly correct, but alas ! he only leaves a part of the
Divine Becord to testify ;—for seeing that these expectations were not realized, he has-
tily jumps to the conclusion tJiat they are unavailing and utterly unreliable, forgetting

that Jesus, the apostles, and the Apostolic Fathers, aU unite in asserting the postpone-
ment of this Kingdom to the Sec. Advent (and for good, substantial reasons). This
procedure destroys the reliability, the integrity of Scripture. This stumbling-block of a
•* speedy Advent,** its " nearness," etc., forces Desprez to look at the subject with human
eyes and weakness, overlooking that when the Spirit speaks, in the measuring of time
according to His own vastness of conception, that a period necessarily long to man,
when contrasted with the briefness of his own life and generations, is but brief—** a mo-
ment **—with the Infinite.
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Ohs, 14. Others, seeing how this Kingdom is united with the Sec. Com-
ing of Jesus, and unable to find consistently the establishment of the King-
dom under the preaching of the disciples, and ^et, with their theory of a

Kingdom, compelled to nave some kind of a Kingdom in actual existence

during this dispensation—resort to the most arbitrary spiritualistic inter-

pretation to locate the Sec. Advent m the past so that a resultant Kingdom
may logically be connected with it This will be fully answered as we pro-

ceed in the argument.

An illxistratioxi or two mnst siifflce : The Antinomian Ferfectionista in their Aiticlea

of Faith (quoted 0&«rttn i2«inew. May, 1847, make in Art. 28 Ghrisfg Sec. Coming to occur

at the destruction of Jerosaiem, and in Art. 2, they say :
" We believe that, at the peri-

od of the Sec. Coming of Christ. Christianity or the Kingdom of heaven, properly be-

gan.* * The Swedenbozgians claim that the Sec. Advent took place in Swedenbuzig's time,

and hence engraft upon it their distinctive "New Jemsalem' * theory, which includes the

grand characteristics of the blessed Messianic Kingdom. Other writers locate this Sec
Advent at His resurrection or on the day of Pentecost, forgetting that after these days

the apostles continued to speak of it as future. The most repulsive view is that of mak-
ing the coming of Titus and the Bomans to represent the blessed Advent of Jesus—
although some eminent writers have endorsed it—since in the prophecy of Jesus relating

to this event, He discriminates between the destruction of Jerusalem and Hia own Ad-
vent. None oi the Primitive Church, after Jerusalem was destroyed, for a moment
made such an unvoarranltd application ; their knowledge of covenant and prophecy pre-

vented such a prostitution ot** tht blesstd hope." As we shall have occasion to refer to

this Sec. Advent at length, it is sufficient now to remark : that as such theories also set

aside the oath-bound covenants and the prophecies based on them (in their plain gram-
matical sense), giving them a spiritualistic or mystical dress foreign to their real import,
they become, by this very process of transmutation and substitution, unworthy of our
credence. Such a state of things as followed the destruction of Jerusalem, or the ^tab-
lishment of the Christian Church, and has existed down to the present day, u not, eannd
he the covenanted, predicted Kiiogdom of the Old Test., because there is no real corre-

spondence between the former and the latter. Men may pretend to such an agreement^
but it IBforced and unnatural; it is done at the expense of the grammatical wo^ and by
forcing upon it a sense that the laws of language do not admit
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Proposition 71. The language of the Apostles confi/i^med tlie Jews
in th^ir Messianic hopes of the Kingdom.

This is seen (1) from their employing the Jewish phraseology
used to designate the Messianic times

; (2) from their applying
these to the future advent of Je^us, ajid urging their hearers to

expect that such a Coming will fulfil the prophets
; (3) from the

fact that the Christianized Jews, in their respective congregations,
held both to this Sec. Advent (having received Jesus as the Mes-
siah), and to the restoration of the Davidic throne and Kingdom at

the second apx)earing of Jesus.

Obs. 1. This is admitted by the ablest writers, not only infidels * but by
such men as Neander. It is corroborated by the church history of the
earliest period, informing us, without any dissetU, that, so far as known, all

the Jewish believers held precisely the views that we are defending. Be-
fore we can permit our doctrine to fall even under unjust suspicion, it

would be well if our opponents would candidly consider this historical fact,

and ask themselves a few questions suggested by it. How does it come
that under the direct

j
per807ial preach i7ig of the apostles such views of the

Kingdom were entertained, unless it resulted from the manner of teach-

ing .'' How does it come that such opinions were so gefierally received utider

apostolic nurture^ that the modern views and ideas are not found even
stated ? If these people were in error on so important a point, was it not

the duty of the apostles and the Elders to enlighten them—to leave, at least,

a protest against it on record? Is it reasonable, that churches under the
direct pastoral care of iyispired men should be so wholly given up to alleged

grave error? These, and similar cj^uestions, ought to bo considerately

answered before these early Christians are branded as ** gross" and
'* camar* errorists. If the idea of the Kingdom now generally entertained,

is the correct one, it certainly is exceedingly strange, utterly itiexplicable,

that it was not then ifitroduced, and that it required uninspired men to pro-

duce it. If the early church was in error on so leadirig a7id fundaynental a
doctrine, then the teachers of the same a7*e justly chargeable with both intro-

ducing and continuing this error, for instead of contradicting the Jewish
views of the people, the apostles use the very words and phrases most eini-

nently calculated to confirm the Jeiaish belief. This is seen in employing,
as e.g. ** the times of restitution," ** the world to come," " redemption,^'
" salvation," " the age to come," " the day of the Lord," ** the day of

Christ," etc., and without any indicated change of meaning apply them to

the Sec. Advent of Jesus, who is the Messiah. 17ns application culturally

a7id logically led the Jewish believers to fix their fond expectations of the

Kingdom upon the Sec. Comifig, and not on the First, In this, as we have
shown in preceding Propositions, thoy only legitimately followed the diviyie
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teaching of Jesus Himself who declared that His Kingdom was postponed
(e.g. Prop. 66, 58, etc.) to the time of His Coming again. Our opponenti
have either failed in accounting for this featnre, or in attempting it hare
onl^ succeeded in lowering the standing of the apostles as teachers. Onr
position enforces no necessity for abject apologizing, because of each a be-

lief in the early church, induced by the instruction received. We cordiaUj
accept of it aa highly indicative of the truth—nay, as its essential sequence,

the truth itself It is the identical faith, enforced by covenaut and
prophecy, by tne preaching of John, Jesus, disciples, and apostles, which,
above all others, we should find in the Primitive Church.'

1 The most ultra of the tmbelieyers pronounce the whole matter an imposture. Kanj
proofs of this might be giyen, but a single example will suffice. In the Religio-Pbikj-

aophicai Journal of Chicago, Jan. 17th, 1874, is a work adyertised (also published in this

Journal's house), in which the author Jones (a "Religio.Philosophicalist") assnmes that

he has carefully examined and compared together the New Test, and Josephus. and pre-

sents us with the following sage conclusion :
*' that Christ and His Apostles were groos

impostors ; that Josephus and St. Paul were no one elsixbut Christ Himself, After He
had risen from the dead, still had neyer been dead, " etc. Such nauseating matter is

styled '* criticism** ; when it is simply the ravings of the lowest form of the fanaticism
of error,—the outpourings of a deprayed heart,—and worthy only of contempt from the

better class of unbelieyers.
' Many writers have noticed this peculiar usage of Jewish phraseology and that the

phrases *' end of the age," ** last days," ** last times," etc., were regarded by the Jews
aa the period just previous to and immediate to the establishment- of the Messianic King-
dom. The apostles continue their use, referring them to the still future, including this

dispensation, so that in their estimation these times could not possibly include an ex-

istuig covenanted Kingdom, aa e.g. in Heb. 1 :2 etc. Comp. Olshausen's CV»a.. vol
a, p. 229, who quotes Acts 2 : 17 ; 1 Pet. 1 : 20 and 1:6; John 6 : 39, 40 ; 1 John 2 : 18 ;

Bom. 2:6; Rev. 6 : 17, and 9 : 18, saying this corresponds with the Old Testw expres-

sions ; Gen. 49 : 1 ; Isa. 2:2; Mio. 4:1; Dan, 12 : 13, and 8 : 17. and 9 : 40. which
again answers to " the end," Matt. 24 : 6, 14. (Comp. Props. 80, 87, 89, 137, 138. 140,

etc.) Redemption was always united in the Jewish mind with the coming and King-
dom of the Messiah, and so it continued, and as Calvin (/ruf., ch. 25, sec. 2), observes,

the Sec. Advent itself, in view of the results, is called "our RedemptUm,** The unbeliev-

ing Jews themselves continued to employ this phraseology. Thus e.g. R. Akiba (Mil-

man's His. Jews, vol. 3, p. 100), when supporting the pretensions of the ^Ise Me»iah,
Barchocab, said of him :

** Behold the Star that is to come out of Jacob ; the days of

Redemption are at hand." So also (p. 214. vol. 3), the Karaite belief, in Art. 10, speaks

of ** a coming Redemption through the Messiah, the Son of David." A multitude of

illustrations might be given, but these are sufficient to indicate how deeply these words
and phrases were engr^Fted into the Jewish mind.

Obs. 2. After such appeals as Paul makes (Acta 26 : 6, 7, S) to the

Jewish hope (Prop.
182J ; after linking the Jewish ** Rest" with the Com-

ing Messiah [Prop. 143) ; after uniting the Jewish view of Judgeship and

Judgment with the Second Advent of Jesus (Props. 132, 133, and 134)

;

after making the Millennial glory dependent upon the future Advent (Props,

120 and 121) ; after joining the restoration of the Jewish nation with

Christ's return (Props. Ill, 112, 113, 114) ; after endorsing and enforcing

the Jewish first resurrection as preceding the glorious Messianic times

(Props. 125-129) ; after all these, and similar points of union, it is diflBcult

to see how men and women with Jewish views, holding tenaciously to cove-

nant and prophecy, could possiblj understand the apostles in any other sen^^

than a Jewish or Chiliastic one. Let the reader consider that this agree-

ment is found not merely in one or two things but runs through a great

variety, even embracing all the distinguishing peculiarities of a restored

Bavidic throne and Kingdom under the Messiah.
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Fairbaim, and others, assrune that right after the resarrectioii (which they cannot
reconcile with their own interpretation of Matt. 11 : 12), Jesna ruled as the predicted
King in the covenanted Kingdom. We, on the other hand, hold that (discriminating the
IDivine Sovereignty, see Props. 79 and 80), the resurrection of Christ is preparative,
qualifying the Son of Man for that predicted rule ; and to prove that Hia Theocratic
reign, as covenanted* does not immediately follow the resurrection and ascension (how-
ever exalted David*s Son may be), but is connected with a return (as the apostles tes-

tify), it is only necessary to turn to Paul's statement. Acts 17 : 31, " (Jod hath appointed a
day" (Prop. 133) *' in voMchBe voiUjiuige" (taking the Scriptural idea of Judge,—see Prop.
133), **the world inrighUousness, buthat man Viham he hath ordained; wktrtof lie hath given
assurance unio aU men in thcU lie haih raised Him ^rom the dead,** The resurrection gives
the pledge that that period will most assuredly arrive, while our opponents themselves
admit that the time of this manifestation is future. The careful student will notice that
the credit of being ** the Citrist^*^ is dependent upon His having risen from the dead; and
bence after the confession of Peter He charged His disciples to tell no man that He was
the Christ (joining Mark 9 : 9, which gave an iUnstration of the Christship) ** till the
Son of Man were risen from the dead." But the meaning of " Messiah" or *' Christ" is

utterly hostile to a purely spiritual reign in heaven, as we nave already shown ; it being
the express title of the Theocraiic King rwjning over the restored Davidic throne and King.
dom. Thus the Jews and early Christians understood it, and such continues its mean-
ing. His exaltation only increases the assurance that He " the ChrisC* will ultimately be
manifested as such in power and great glory. If all this were to be changed, as Fair-
baim, etc. suppose, then when the subject was up before the Jews (as e.g. Acts 17 : 3)
Panl and the other apostles ought to have corrected the Jewish cunceptions of the
Christship of Jesus. We (1 These. 1 : 10) " vxiU for His Son from heaven, whom He
raisedfrom the dead, even Jesus, whieh ddivend usfrom the wrath to eome,**

Obs, 3, The lan^age of the apostles is in mch harmony with the views

of the Jews respecting the Messianic Kingdom, that our opponents, instead

of giving any explicit passages, are driven to infer an existing Kingdom
;

and this very illogical inference, as we have repeatedly shown, involves

them in numerons inconsistencies and contraditions. Aside from the sin-

gularity of a Kingdom, specially covenanted and predicted, being set up (as

alleged by our opposers) and this so loosely left to inference (so that they

disagree both concerning its meaning and the time of establishment), it is

incredible for this to have transpired without being directly asserted and the

fact becoming well known to the hearers of the apostles. A Kingdom set

up, and yet the church, for several centuries remain unconscious of the

matter ! Men may charge us with credulity, but such a view far exceeds

our power of belief, seeing that covenant and prophecy describe its estab-

lishment as a thing so open, so notable, so visible to all, that no one can
possibly fnistake its existence. How can Fairbairn and others, who so mod-
ernize Peter's two sermons, account for the belief of the very churches to

which Peter preached ; a faith which constantly looked for a kingdom still

future and one that should bear the significant and nnmistakablo marks of

covenant and prophetic promise.

Those inferences, therefore, however plausible they may be, had either no existence

or no force among the earliest converts, being regarded as illegitimate, opposed to the

Old Test, delineation of Uie Kingdom. Men, in apparent triumph, may now tell us that

this arises from their Jewish prejudices ;—let it be so then, if such are grounded in cov-

enant and prophecy, preserve the unity of the Scripture, and preserve for us the true

doctrine of the Kingdom. Having previously referred to ixiferences, it may be added :—

we are not opposed to inferential or deductive interpretation (if properly and lawfully

conducted), seeizig that noteble examples (as e.g. 1 Cor. 16 : 27 ; Matt. 22 : 31, 32. etc.)

are given in Scriptures, and all works on Bib. Interp. endorse them, but attention is

directed to this matter for several reasons. It is simply incredible that the establish-

ment of a Kingdom, covenanted, etc., can be left to inference. Again : multitudes
speak of the modem view as so self-evident, that the impression is made as if it were the
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subject of dired afflimation. The passages assumed to infer it will come up in regular
review hereafter. Again: some writers (as e.g. Jones. ^So6«r Views of the MiU., p. 261 turn
aroand and, to cover np their own defects in this direction, charge onr system oi faith

with being bnilt on inferences and dedactions, and then« to make it odious, declare ihmX
nothing can be an object of faith that is not plainly revealed in the Word of God, for other-
wise we are/' building on the sand and not on the rock of truth.** Without entartaining
such a wholesale prejudice against inferences (for they are valuable in their place), it

may be consistently baid : that when we produce the plain grammatieal aense—one tfaiat all

admit exists in the Word,—we are not justly chazgeable with inference ; when the literal

import of covenant, prophecy, preaching, etc. is sustained a^inst another inferred and
engrafted sense (given by men uninspii^), ought not the former have precedence over
the latter? The reader will be abundantly able to judge from what follows, which
party—for all the Scripture relating to the subject used by writers on both sides of the
qnestion will be brought forward—is the most liable to the charge of founding the doe-
trine on inference.

Obs* 4. The apostles, in their writings, constantly speak of the Kingdom
as something that was well understood and fully comprehended as to mean-
ing. Nowhere do we find the modem explanation and definition given to

it ; and, according to our argument, being covenanted and fully described
by the prophets, U needed no ^stcch additions, being already clearly appre-
hended. If the Kingdom had been some entire new thing (as some assert),

or if it was to be in a form different from that described in the literal lan-
guage of the Old Test., then, it the apostles became conscious of sach a
change on the day of Pentecost and afterward, one of two things ought to
havel)een done by them. They, if honest and capable instructors, on^bt
to have told, especially to the Jews, that the covenant with David as tney
(the hearers) understood it could not be realized, or, that the language was
to be understood differentlv in a spiritual or mystical sense, or, that atwther
and materially different Kingdom (a spiritual one, or, the church as one)
was now established thus fulfalling covenant promise—using just such lan-
guage as modern (if correct) writers employ on the subject. How conId
they leave their thousands of hearers without giving them (if in error on
so great a point) some definite explanation of this kingdom if it varied so
greatly, as learned men make it, frmn " Jewish conceptiois. ** The truth is

that it required no such explanations, for the apostles were addressing per-
sons to whom the Old Test, was familiar, to whom the covenants and
Kingdom were well known ; and hence they labored to show that this
Jesus was the Messiah, that at His Sec. Coming the predicted restitution

and Kingdom would appear, and that to secure entrance into that King-
dom repentance and faith in that Coming Christ were indispensable.

The critical student will here find one of the chief causes of the early rapid growth of
Christianity. Consider the exoeRsive prejudices of the Jewish mind in favor of oove-
nant and prophecy as they pertained to their farorite Messianic expectations, and then
Aoto can we reconcile such a sudden revulsion of view and feeling in the many Jewiah
believers, unless there be« as we have shown, certain points—̂ ndamenfo/—of contact and
union ? Imagine the modem theories of the Kingdom <Am preached, and what would
have been the result ? Certainly a controversy as to the meaning of the Messianic King.
dom, etc. Bauer, and others, think that the immediate conversion of three, and more,
thousands is so enormous that it must be mythical, but the Messianic idea and fulfil-

ment applied to Jesus at His Second Coming explains the leverage possessed by the
npostlea, —the truth being enforced through the power and evidences of the Spirit.
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Proposition 72. Tlie doctrine of the Kingdom^ as pi*each€d

by the apostlea^ was received by the early churches.

This is not only reasonable, but shown to be <z fa/it, from the
apostles having no occasion during their entire ministry to censure
any orthodox oelievers or churches for misapprehending, or hold-
ing to a false view of, the Kingdom. The decided and convincing
impression is made by the apostolic writings that the^e first Chiis-
tian churches were not igriorarU qf—but correctly understood—the
important and cardinal subject of the Kingdom.

So decisive ia this, that leading Apologists, like Neander, take refnge nnder the
development theory, obtaining the true doctrine in the adyancing and growing " con-
Bcionsness of the Church." Forced to admit onr historical position, they endeavor—
sacriflcing the apostles and elders—to secnre their own view of the Kingdom under the
plea of an after-Ghorchly development. Those persons, especially, who desire to be
esteemed so ChurcMy and so precise^ in their orthodoxy, ought to give this subject a
careful investigation in accordance with their professed principles,—but evea when
a&ked, their reply may be that of Jer, 6 : 16. We append one or two testimonies (comp.
Props. 75. 76, and 77 for more) in reference to the prevailing belief. Ebrard (Heizog's

Real Ency., vol. 10, p. 679) says :
** The apostolic tradition (so say Hase and others

correctly) was so decided, that Chiliasm wxw the ruling belief in the first three centuries of
the church. . . . The Commentary of Theophilus (Hagenbach's silent witness) is

lost, but the belief in Ckruti's Coming to establish His Kingdom on earth in glory formed
the essential object and anchor of their hope. They recognized the World-Power as one
in the service of Satan, and they looked for no deliverance from it save by His Coming.'*
Semiach (Herzog's R. Ency., vol. 1, p. 658) remarks :

'* Before the end of the first century,

Chiliasm was the common belief in the Church that had been gathered from the heathen.'*

He then states, in detail, how all the writers on the subject down to Jerome were express
Chiliasts, excepting Ortgen and his school. Our argument, if Scripturally founded, ought
—as a logical result—to find the early Church in ^is identical doctrinal position. The
prevailing Church belief is asserted by works having no sympathy with our views, as

e.g. Appletons' Nevi, Amer, Cyclop., Chambers's Oydop., and many others.

Obs, 1. Let the student candidly consult the faith. of the early churches
and see for himself what it was, viz.: that the intimations of Scripture,

the statements of the Fathers, the concessions of Xeander, Mosheim, and
a host of others, and, in brief, all that we have on record of that period,

cofwhisively proves that the doctrine held, both in Jewish and Gentile
regions, was at first (during the First, Second, and greater part of the

Third, Century,) that which we have defended. This feature, so notice-

able in the Jews under the prophets, under Jesus, and under the Apostles,

and thus continuously perpehiated, led Auberlen {Froph, Dan,, p. 372) to

pertinently remark, that Jesus, and the Prophets and Apostles, were
'^Cliiliasts.'* The early Church in its entire range was ChiliaMic, and
eagerly looked, longed, and prayed for the expected Khigdom still future*

Enemies and friends, historians and theologians, frankly acknowleage this

distinguishing characteristic^ of that period.
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Thua e.g. Oibbon*a Btatements {DecL and FaU Rom, Emp., ch. 15), Cazrodi's Ula. rf
Chiliasm (prononxiced even bj Prof. Stnart as xmcandid), \Vhitby*8 Tr«U. on MUi., Bnsfa'-i

Treat, on JtfUi., the Church Ifistories of Keander, Mosheim, Ktirtz, etc., the Art. ** Chilitua.-*
'

in Herzog's JSacyclop, (by ftemiach), or Art. MUlennium in £itto'B Ency., Lardners
GredibUiiy, Bees', Appletons*, and other Encydopcudias^ Chillingworth's Argument drawn
from the Doctrine of the Millenaries, Bf^^inst Papal InfoUibility, Hagenbach's His, c/
Doctrines, Greswell's ExpoaUlonofiha Parables, Bickerateth On Proph., Brooks's^. Prt^i^
Intei-p., Seias's Last Times, Shimeall's Reply to Shedd, Taylor's Voice of the Churchy Brookes's
Maranaika, Ebaugh'a brief history in Kapp's Orig. His, of ReiUf. Denommations, vorkit
on the Apocalypae, and commentaries on the same, as Prof. Btoart^s, Spaolding, Win-
cheater, etc., Mi]lenarian writers, as Dnffield, Begg, Bonar, Cnnningham, Mede, Bh.
Henahaw, etc. Thus presenting oubelievers, opposers, oritica, historians, commenta-
tors, and belierera, aniting in the same testimony. We here assert that no writer has
yet been able to present the pre^niling modem views as enieriained by any writer of
the Primitive church ; no statement qaoted. giving the writing, is to be found anjwhere.
Dr. Bonar (Proph. Landmarks) has well said : "As to the history of our doctrines, the
conclaaiona to which all Inquiries npon this aabject have come is, that during the three
first centuries it premikd universally, its only opponents being the Gnostics. This is now
an ascertained historical fact, which we may well ask our opponents to acooim(/or, aa it pre-
sunposea Viat ChUiasm was an article of Oie Apostolic Creed/' Chillingworth's teRtimonT
{Works, vol, 3, p. 369) is that it was " held true and Catholic,'* *• and by none of thei'r

contemporaries ooruiemned,'* "being grounded upon evident Scripture,** etc. Hagen-
bach {Ifis. of Doctrines), after quoting Justin'a declaration that it was the general faith
of all orthodox Christiana, gives the following, in italics, from Giesler's Ch. History :

" In all the works of this period (the first two centuries) Millenarianiam is so prominent,
ve cannot hesitate to consider it as universal in an age when such sensuous motives
were certainly not unneceaaary to animate men to suffer for Christianity." We are only
now concerned with the historical fact, Giesler's explanation appended for its existence
is not history, but hia individual (miataken) opinion. Bh. Ruasell {Discourse on the Mill,,

p. 236) says :
** There is good ground for the assertion of Mede, Dodwell, Burnet, and

writers on the same aide, that down to the beginning of the fourth century the belief
(in Chriat's return and peraonal reign on earth) was universal ar\d undisputed."^ Other
testimonies will be quoted aa we proceed.

Obs, %. Men, who would gladly blot this evidence out of existence as
being adverse to their notions of proprietj^ and of the.Kingdom, still can-
didly, impelled by the overwhelming testimony, admit the fact, that the
Primitive Church, generally, if not universally, held our views.

Thus e.g. Buah \^0n MiU., p. 20, etc.) admits the prevalence of Chiliasm, ** th&t
during the firat three centuries it xoas very eiUensively embraced*' nnd then quotes ap-
provingly Chillingworth, " that Chillingworth prefers it as a serious charge against the
Church of Rome, which lays such lofty claims to the perpetuation within her own bosom
ot the pure, unadulterated doctrines of the apostolic and primitive ages, that in this
matter, if in no other, she has grossly falsified the creed of antiquity, inasmuch as there
ia ample evidence that the doctrine of the Chiliaats was actually the Gatholic faith of more
than one century ; and certainly there are few judgea more competent to pronounce
upon the fact." While Frof. Bush acknowledgea the extent of belief, he thinks that it

was thua allowed to prevail becauae it produced at that time better results than ** even
a more correct conatruction of the sacred oraclea*' could effect ;—thus agreeing with
Gibbon in his eatimate of its transient merits, making error for the time better
adapted to secure the prosperity of the church than truth ! On p. 26 he also re-

marks :
*' During the firat ages of the church, when the style of Christianity was,to be-

lieve, to love, and to suffer, this sentiment seems to have obtained a prevalence so general

as to be properly entitled all but ahsoluiety Catholie,*' etc. He then refers to the gntdnai
change wrought through Origen, Auguatme, Jerome, etc., and the Constantinian era. Dr.
Alger {Crit. Ifus. Doc. FUt. Life, p. 319) fully believea that the Evangelists and early Chris-
tians understood Christ to teach a literal personal Sec. Advent^ etc., but he doubts
whether Jesus really meant to be thus understood. He endeavors to rid himself of the
early views by spiritualizing, and a course of reasoning reflecting moat deeply upon
the ignorance of persons specially appointed to preach the truth. Pressensa ( The Sirfy
Days of Christianity, p. 46) says :

" If there ia full evidence that they (the apostles)
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dedared the tralh of Christ in all its essentials, the evidence seems to ns no leas dear
tbat they still enveloped that trnth in Jewish forms." Which are we to credit, then :

•
' the Jewish forms*' or Fressense^s developed ** germ" out of this " husk "? Who is to

distinguish between " the kernel** and the alleged ** rind "? What idea does this give
XLS of apostolic intelligence ? We only now say, so extended and plain is this testimony
g^iven by opponents, that some of the latter endeavor to conceal it from their readers,
lest it should exert an influence in our favor. Some even (as Dr. Macdill in the
•' Instructor/* 1879) resort to the ruse of quoting the unfavorable opinions att to our
doctrine given by various opponents ;—just as if denunciation was argunjent and met the
liistorical question. The nature of the doctrine, etc., will come up, as we proceed, and
the denunciations be fully met. Of course, the intelligent reader will discriminate
"between the historical fact of the extension of our belief as given by opponents (as e.g.

Meander, Mosheim, etc.), and their individually expressed opinions as to its Scriptural-
nesa, origin, etc. The one is history, the other is personal matter.

Obs. 3. The Primitive Church,—receiving this faith under the guidance
of Apostles, and Elders consecrated by apostolic handfi, gi^iiig us the
names of Apostles and Elders as expressly teaching it,* appealing more or
less to Scripture and to their predecessors in the same belief,—cannot have
its doctrine, so fundamental, in this matter set aside and superseded without
placing it, and its Instructors, in a very dubious and unenviable light,*

1 Thus Papias says :
*' If I met a brother who had known the Apostles, I asked him

carefully what they had said ; what Andrevj, Peter, Philip, Thomas^ Jame$, John, and
Mailhew had said, I thought I could gather more from a living testimony than from
books." Again he remarks (quoted by Brooks, JH. Proph. Interp,, p. 37) :

*' That what
he relates are the very toords of the elders, Andrew, Peter, Thomas, James, John, Matthew,
Aristio, and John the Presbyter, as related to him by those of whom he constantly made
the inquiry," and pledges himself to the *' truth and fidelity of what he reports.*'

Papias is said (by Irenmns) to have been one of John's hearers, and he was intimate with
Polycarp. Is it credible that in so vital a matter as the Kingdom, when the gospel
itself was '* the gospel of the Kingdom,'* the Fathers nearest to the apostles could have
been mistaken ? If so, what assurance have we that they not also misapprehended all

other points? Justin Martyr also appeals to *' a certain man among uu, whose name
was John, one of the Apostles of Christ." The reader may consult lists of Millenarian
Fathers given in Brooka*s El. Proph. Interp., Beias's Last Times, etc. They include—with
the reasons given—Barnabas, Clement, Hermas, Ignatius, Polycarp, Papias, Justin
Martyr, Tatian, Melito, Ireneens, Clemens Alexandrinus, TertuUian, ranging from a.d.

70 to about ^D. 192. Such Fathers as Lactantius, Methodius, Epiphanius, Gregory of
Nyssa, Paulinus, Victorinus, ApoUinariB, and others, follow these. In reference to our
use of Barnabas (for critics are divided, see e.g. Hagenbach's Ms. of Doc, vol. 1, p. 64,

and Aris. in Encyclops., respecting the author ; although since the Greek htus been
discovered by Tischendorf, many indorse the work as that of Barnabas), it may be said,

whatever its merit, etc., that it can be legitimately quoted as one of the earliest of
Christian writings, and fully indicative of the views then held. More than this : no one
(»n censure us for such a use, when (Hagenbach, His. of Doe., vol. 1, p. 86) Anti-
Millenarians, as Clement and Origen, who did so much to obscure our doctrine, quoted
the Epistle as ** in equal esteem with the Scriptures.**

* Those who make light of this primitive faith cannot help feeling the sarcastic

remarks of Gibbon (ch. 15, Ded. and FbU), or cannot avoid, logxoalhy, the conclusions of

Desprez (JbAn), and of a multitude of unbelievers. It is simply impossible to account

for the belief without lowering the credibility and authority of the first teachers of the
chnrch, unless we accept of it as legHimaie and the natural ou^rowth of a correct teach-

ing. The lowest fom^ of attack in meeting our views is to stab these Fathers, charging
them with unreliability, credulity, superstition, etc. This manner of procedure is as

old 08 Eusebius and Jerome. Just as Eusebius e.g. makes out Papias illiterate and weak
when referring to his Millenarian sentiments, and yet receives him (B. 3 : 32) as

"eloquent and learned in the Scriptures" on other points, so e.g. Prof. Stuart {Cora,

Apoc), in his estimate of the early Fathers, underrates them on Millenarian grounds

—

being in their theological views so vitally different from his own—and yet often quotes
them, with evident relish and forfjetfulnesa of his estimate, when they happen to be in

agreement with himself. So with Channing (Remarks on Milton, Works, p. 189), Le
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Clero (Bib, 25 : 289), and others, who represent them as jnst emeiging from daxkneas
into light, and henoe aboonding in childish credulity, etc.

The ohief point alleged as evidence of the weakness of Papias and Irenseas (and vhich
broTight forth the scofilng of Whitby, Middleton, Stnait, MacdilU and others) is the oft-

quoted ** grape story" (referring to tiie astounding fmitfulness of the rine, etc.)- Boft
let the reader consider that Papias' writings being lost, and Irensans' being in a transiA-
tion (the Greek also lost), it is impossible to correct or substantiate the exact langna^
originally used (comp. candid remarks of Brooks, EL Proph. Interp., p. 56, and Farrar's

—

Life of Christ, voL 1, p. 320^ foot-note—allusion to and explanation of the same, as well
as Greswell On the Parables, vol. 1, p. 296). It nxay be a hyperbole like that of John
21 : 25 in reference to the predicted productiveness of the earth during the MilL era.

to which others have added, under the impression of heightening the efiEect. It may be
even error, for in the details--and as given from hearsay and reported as such, exaggera-
tion may have found scope—the best of men may fall into mistake. But this does utot

invalidate the leading, fundamental doctrine ; it really confirms i^ seeing thai, under
the influence of such a doctrine and its related restitution to Paradisiacal fmitfalnefi»,
such statements are engrafted upon it* Those who reject Papias and Ireneens on the
ground of exaggeration, ought then in consistency to reject Origen and many of the
other side following, who have been guilty o£ far greater extravagances in doctrinal
statements. Indeed, the writer feels that, while rejecting the story in its present form,
or r^arding it as hyperbolical, it rei^uires far more credulity to receive some of the
statements of the defamers of these Fathers (as e.g. Eusebius* '* New Jem«al«m,"
equivalent to Rome, Prof. Stuart's ** Neroio Theory," Whitbys " New Hypothesis,*'
etc. ) than to accept of these utterances attributed to them. To be witty at the expense
of some advocate, or to find some believer extravagant in view, does not, by any means,
disprove our doctrine.

Another disreputable mode of procedure to lower the Fathers in the estimation of
others or to make them contradictory, is (1) to interpolate or omit, (2) to ascribe to
them what they never said, (3) and to ascribe to them some heretical sentiments. In
reference to the first, Brooks shows {^El. Proph, Interp,, p. 62, 53) that in printed copies
of Justin the word " not*' was omitted in the sentence which expressly asserts that
those who are not following the pure doctrine—who are the unorthodox—reject the
Chiliastic view.f Popish iimuenoe, no doubt, appears in this omission (see another
suppression mentioned, p. 54). Bh. Newton (vol. 2, p. 370) has shown that Dr. Mid-
dleton {Inquiry

f p. 26) in quoting Justin Martyr has interpolated the phrase ** in the

* Oomp. Dr. Neonder's statement (Oenl, Ch. His., vol. 2, p. 405-6) respecting spnrjoos
works and interpolations, making it difficult to obtain the exact views held. Varions
writers hold that this grape story is *' a burlesque on the term thousand, written by some
opponent of the doctrine in corrupting the text of Papias," and " doubtless much more
of the * fanciful and sensuous ' has a similar origin, for Chillingworth says that * itnpat-
ing to them that which they held not * was one of the means of overbearing the Miile-
narian doctrine" (so e.g. Editor, Proph, Times, vol. 6, p. 194),

f The student who desires to investigate the controversy respecting the suppression of
the word " not," will find in favor of iU retention : Mede, Works, B. 3, P. 2, p. 533 ;

Arch. Tillotaon, Works, vol. 3, p. 380 ; Daille, Use of the HUhers, p, 289 ; Chillingworth 3
Works, p. 732 ; Muencher, Mis. Oh. Docirine, vol. 2, p. 450, etc. Dr. MacdiU refers to the
following as favoring the suppression of the wonl " not :** Thirlby, Hagenbach, Nean-
der (!), Shedd (!), Kelly (a Pre-Mill. I), Bossier, Semisch (!), Ed. of the Parisian Ed, ; to
which we add Jebb. Dr. Morehead, in his reply to Dr. Macdill (in the Chicago U. P.
Cb. paper, Th» Instructor, 1879), takes the former view. We only add the following : (1

)

That some mss,, according to Holmes (quoted by Brooks, El. PropA. Inter., p. 54). contain
the negative ; (2) that the word ** not" makes Justin and Irensaus to be in correspond-
ence ; (3) that the Parisian Editor finds the suppres^on an obscurity and irreconcilable
with IreuEBus (comp. Brooks, p. 54) ; (4) that many scholars, including onr exponents,
receive the negative as essentkU in order to make good sense ; (5) that the negative is sup-
ported by the general testimony respecting the generality of belief ; (6) that the omis-
sion of the word *' not " does not affect the orthodoxy of view, for, while it then allows
that Christians rejected Chiliasm, yet still it makes Justin say that all Christians exactly
orthodox (** right-minded in all things**) were Chiliasts ; (7) that to vindicate the orthodoxy
of opposers, the enUre passage (which we quote under Prop. 76) ought to have been sup-
pressed.
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enjoyment of all senBiul pleasores," which Jnatin never employed. Even (so Brooks)
tlie eulogy of Eusebins on Papias as a man .** moat eloquent and ukilfnl in the Bcript-
^urea" is omitted in many copiea, although fonnd in the ancient. It would not answer
to land a Chiliast. (^On the other hand, Brooks notices how an anti-Millenarian is

praised by Dr. Maclaine in his translation of Mosheim's EccL His.t when he adds to
I>ionysiiis the words ** learned and judicious" not found in the original.) It was not
considered ^^Tong to perpetrate (comp. Mosheim, vol. 1, p. 100, BiidcUeton's inquiry, p.
158, Madan*B ThtiypfUhora^ Pref., p. 12, etc.), for the truth's sake, ** pious Irauds."
Seaven {Actxtunt cf IrenceuSf p. 240) says :

** As the opinions of Irenceus on the Millennium
BLxe different from those which prevailed subsequently with almost universal consentm the Western Churchy that portion of his Treatise is rarely found complete in our
present ubs., the copyists not thinking it proper or worth their while to copy what was
l^enerally disapproved by the church. , . . The five last chapters of the fifth book
are wanting in all but two mbs." Fortunately, too, this work was recovered and pub.
lished to the world by Erasmus, and not by a Protestant or Milienarian. Mede ( Worka,
p. 748) charges Jerome with being an ** unequal relator of the opinions of his ad*
versaries," and adds :

** What credit he deserves in this instance may appear by some
fragments of those authors still remaining, whom he charged with the opinion direcUu

conirary to that which they expressly affirmed." It is a matter of amazement that such
a writer as Fairbaim, on the poor authority of Jerome, asserts {On Froph., p. 254) that

the Fathers, without exception, " with one voice." including of course the Millenarians,
rejected the notion of a Jewish territorial restoration. Let the reader turn to the quota-
tions that we freely give from e.g. Barnabas, Irenseus, Justin, TertuUian, he wUl find

an ample reftdcUion of this statement. (The views of these Fathers respecting the fulfll-

xnenfe of the Davidio covenant and prophecy, the location of the Mill, age before the
general judgment, etc., show the student how tkejf understood this matter.) Some
Tecent writers, without a particle of fairness and justice, repeat Jerome's charge—

a

false representation as shown by Mede, Lardner, and many others—against us (aimed
especially at Tertullian), ** that the saints shall, in the Millennium, have a great enjoy-
ment of carnal and corporeal pleasures'*' (comp. Brooks, p. 69, who gires Tertullian's

exact language, tohich distinguishes bettioeen the resurrected and ^orifled saints, and those
persons who are spared— see Props. 152, 153, 154, etc.). To reiterate what is so utterly

unfounded in fact, and which has so frequently been exposed as untrue, is evidence of
enmity and a lack of desire for truth.*

But the lowest possible polemical trick is to endeavor to associate these Fathers toith

heresy t as Papias with ultra Judaism, Irenfeus and Justin with Cerinthism, Tertullian
with extravagant Montanism, and Lactantius with Manicheeiam. We are not concerned
in defending those men ; able pens have triumphantly shown that in no sense have they
been guilty of heresy but were the opposers of heresy. The reader is referred to the
candid statements of Neander, Mede. Lardner, Brooks. Taylor, Lee, Semisch, Greswell,
Dodgson, Mosheim, and a host of others. As to Cerinthus, admitting that he held all

that is alleged (although it has often been noticed that the Mill, theory as presented to

VLB does not harmonize with his other views, see e.g. Art. Cerinthus, Eney. Brit,^ etc.). yet
our opponents overlook the fact, that Cerinthus was strongly opposed and crushed by
Millenarians. The assertion of the Ency. of Relig. KnowL, Art. Cerinthus, that " he is

to be regarded as the first person who held the doctrine of a mundane Millennium,** is

abundanUu routed by the testimony of the ablest writers, church historians, etc., who
assert (what needs no confirmation, since our argument fully develops it) that the Jnps
held to it, and that it was perpetuate in the Jewish-Christian church. It is said by
Waterland, Mlchaelis, and others, that the Apostle John wrote against Cerinthus (as

asserted by Irenceus and taken from Polycarp). Let this be as it may, John wrote at the
time when he knew the doctrine of Cerinthus. Now, is it credible, if the doctrine of

the Millennium is an error, that John in the Apoo. should employ the very ideas and
language to perpelwaie U^ as seen in the church ? Thus we see how, by such grave

chBurges, men not only involve the early church in heresy, trace the church itself

through heretical men, but make the aposties justly chargeable with its continuance. It

* It is to be regretted that Books of Reference contain such unfounded charges, as e.g.

Keea* Cydop., wkdch takes from Whitby (following Jerome) the misstatement that (he risen

saints ** propagate their species,"* as the doctrine of the ancient Millenarians. Not apar*
tide of proof, in the shape of a direct quotation from any of the Fathers, can be given to

substantiate such an assertion. Surely, when this is lancing, simple honesty and justice

demand the withdrawal of this mode of attack.
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is a sad faot, tliat if many of the Apostolio aad PrixnitlTe Fathers were now liTin^ they
conld not, wUh tkeir vietos of coTenant and prophecy, be recelTsd aa preachexs in tlioo-

sands of pulpits. In reference to Cerinthna, the student will do well to conaider tfaa

temperate language of Mosheim {Ckmi. on ih« Stale cf the Chwrdif etc.) respecting hid
doctrine, attributing much that is said of him to prejudice and hatred. For it mnsi
ever be borne in mind that what we know of Cerinthus (as holding ChiUaaxn) comes
from the bitter adversaries of Millenarianism, while the Chiliastio opposers of Cerinthii<3

never mention his holding so grossly to a carnal Millennium. Laxtlner ( ff orJt», vol. :2,

p. 701) also thinks that Cerinthus is misrepresented in some things, and this is tbi)

opinion of Bh. Bull, Mode, and many others. Mansel {Gnostic HeresieSt p. 114) oays :

** both Mosheim and Neander consider the accounts of the sensual Chiliasm of Cerinthus
to be misr^presenUUions." The critical student can readily see why it is impossible to
reconcile Chiliasm with his alleged views. Cerinthus, aa all affirm, was a Gnostic, and
his doctrine (as e.g. making Jesus in his humanity a transient vehicle or mere phAntom,
—which John opposed, although giving us Bev. 20 : 1-6) was utterly hostile to a Mil-
lenarian position. Hence Keander doubts the Chiliasm of Cerinthus as reported, simply
because it would be antagonistic to his own system, and {Gent. Ch. His,, voL 2, p. 47)
after giving in detail his doctrine, adds :

" It may be a question, indeed, whether h«
entertained such gross and sensual notions of this Millennial Sabbath as Cains and
Dionysiua imputed to him ; for such views would hardly be in keeping with his aystexn
as a whole. H^ spoke indeed of a wedding-feaat—an image then commonly employed
to signify the blessed union of the Messiah with his saints ; but on such an ima^e any-
one who was both unfamiliar with the figurative language of the East, and interpreted
his language under the bias of unfriendly feelings, might easily put a wrong construction.
Dionysius indeed says that, in speaking of festivals and sacrifices, he was only seeking
to veil his own gross and sensual notions. But what warrant had he for such*an asser-
tion ? If Cerinthus had really taught such a grossly sensual Chiliasm, there woxild be
in this something so repugnant to the whole spirit of Onostioism, and so strongly tending
to the Jewish point of view, as to make it necessary for us to rank him with the
Judaists, rather than with the Gnostics." As to Chiliasts, he says in relation e.g.
to Justin {Getd, Ch, Ifis., vol. 2, p. 423) : "An antipathy to Gnosticism, and to the
doctrines of Marcion, is strongly marked in both works ; and with this feeling ChiliasEm
at that time readily sympathized." In other places he alludes to early Chiliasta being
hostile* to Gnosticism in all its forms. This is the candid statement of one who is no
B3rmpathizer with our doctrine, over against the repeated false misrepresentations of
opponents at the present day, who, with delight, repeat the old oft-refuted statements
respecting Cerinthus, but are very careful not to refer to such critical statements of
scholars.

Obs. 4. This generally admitted view of the Kingdom entertained by the
early churches, la supposed by manj, especially at the present day, to form
a decided objection to Christianity. Infidels exultin^ly parade it, en-
deavoring to take advantage of it to show that the teachers and members
were alike fallible and ignorant men,—hence untrustworthy.' Christians
endeavor to break its force by (1) denying its generality or asserting that
but comparatively few held the oelief " (2) by disconnecting the faith of the
church from the teaching of the Apostles,* and (/I) by ascribing it to a
Jewish or heretical origin/ We, on the contrary, nold that, according to
the truth, ii was impossible for the first churches under the personal teach-
ing and supervision of inspired men to have any oth^ faith respecting the
Kingdom than that which history ascribes to the first Christians. The
belief of those churches is a logical result, legitiviate outgrowth of previous
teaching, and the only one that harmonizes with the most essential portion
of God's Word, viz.: the Covenants.

1 Gibbon (Ikd. and fbZZ Rom, £Jmp.^ ch. 15. p. 535), describing the Chiliastic view, and
correctly noticing that " the ancient and popular doctrine of the Millennium was intimate,
ly connected with the Sec. Coming of Christ," finally remarks :

" The assurance of such
a Millennium was carefully inculcated by a auccejisionoffathera from Justin Martyr and
Ireneeus, who conversed viUi the immediate disciples of the apostles, down to Lactantias,
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^who vaa preodptor to the son of Constantine." Onz opponents in reply to Gibbon hAve
'veTy unfairly asserted that he was mistaken as to the txteni in which it was held, when he
CLdd^ :

'* Though it might not be aniTersally receired, it appears to have been thereigning
sentimeni of orthodox believers,'* etc. This has been repeated before and since, and the
Authorities given, which, to say the least, are nnoontrovertible. The use m/ide of it by
Oibbon follows, that ** The doctrine of Christ's reign npon earth was at first treated as a
profound allegory, was considered by degrees as a doubtful and useless opinion, and
^woB at length rejected as the absurd invention of heresy and fanaticism." Of course,
"tJie church and the truth suffer by such a comparison, for if the modem prevailing
^iew is the correct one, then the Primitive Church was perpetuated by errorists and
fanatics, or, ii the Primitive Chiliaatic position is one in accordance with the truth, then

the modem rejection of it is a wide departure from the true landmarks. The student,

nnless he can show that Gibbon is mistaken (which none of his annotators have ventured

to do), must in all candor consider this dilemma. The favorite tactics of many un-
l»elievers is to contrast the modem prevailing view respecting the Messiah and His
Kingdom with that of the apostolic and Primitive Church, point out the pa]pable dis-

crepancies, and (hen deduce from it the conclusion, that the growing intelligence of the
Church could not tolerate the Jewish dodrine which superstition and ignorance had
perpetuated. Many works present this line of reasoning in order to disparage the
founders of Christianity.

* Thus, to give an iUustzation out of a host : Lindsay (Art. Mill, in Ency. BrU,\ in
stating the belief of the early churches, says, in opposition to overwhelming testimony to

the contrary :
" the opinion does not seem to have become general in the church," and

looking for proof in behalf of such a sweeping assertion, we are referred to Origen in these
words :

*' Indeed, we are expressly informed by Origen that it was confined to ' those of

the simpler sort,' and to such as, ' refusing the labor of intelligence, followed the
superficial mode of literal interpretation.' *' This is certainly uncandid. for we have
here (1) nothing said of the extent of belief prevailing ; (2) the testimony of an
opponent, who in other places speaks well of Chiliasts

; (3) the ebullitioo of feeling

excited against opponents who would not receive Origen's spiritualistic and allegoriccd

method of interpretation
; (4) the virtual indorsement of Origen's system as ** the labor

of intelligence," over against that of his opponents ; (5) and the allowing, through this

indirect impeachment of folly and ignorance, that the Apostolic and Primitive Fathers
holding Chiliasm, were, in compaiison with Origen and his class, ^* the simpler sort,"

etc. (See for Origen, Prop. 76.) The only additional proof, ^so indirect, derived
from Neander, is, that ** the defensive attitude" assumed ** by the advocates of the
doctrine affords a strong presumption that it was not the doctrine of the church in
general.'* This is a mere begging of the question, seeing (1) that the generality is based
on the fact that for a loi^ period the church Fathers, as far as known, vxre express Mil-

lenarians ; (2) that this is Vk/e direct testimony of Justin, and is implied in the expression
of others (as e.g. IrenaBus conversing with others and gathering material from them,
etc.) ; (3) that a difference of view among the orthodox believers is n«uer hirded at as

existing, as e.g. Irenffius» the disciple of Polycarp, or Justin Martyr, in arguing and
teaching enforce a unity of belief in the very manner of expression—as if the doctrine
were general

; (4) the upholding of the doctrine so prominenity by the leading Apologists

of Christianity (Justin) indicates its extent
; (6) " the defensive attitude" is assumed, as

Justin expressly asserts (not against orthodox), against ** even those of that race of

Christians who follow not godly and pure doctrine." Every tyro in church history

well knows that Gnosticism, and other tendencies, opposed to our doctrine, were
already working in the church and outside in the first century, and this abundantly
accounts for the argumentative and defensive style adopted. More than this : it is

explained by the simple fact that they thus better repressed the objecticns that Jews
might allege against Christianity (oomp. Prop. 193). Other illustrations will be given

under Prop. 75, and we simply reproduce a challenge often made and repeated by the

Editor of the Prophetic Times (vol, 1. p. 71) :
" We challenge our opponents to produce

the evidence of the entertainment of anti-Millenorian views by any orthodox and ac-

knowledged Christian teacher for the first two hundred years of our era.** When this

evidence is produced then Lindsay, Neander, and others may have something substantial

to build upon ; uniil it is produced we ore slow to receive their statements. Hence such
writers as Ueberweg {His, of Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 264, when referring to the early

Patristic period) are most certainly incorrect, when they say :
** There arose in Chris-

tianity, in opposilion to the reality of the Kingdom of the world, the idea of a Kingdom
of God founded on purity of heart. The expectation of the Messiah among the Jewish
people was spiritualized/' etc. Now the incontestable facta of history make this idea
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of a Kingdom and this spiritnalizing a letter development—as we shall show—and Ueberwfg
and otherB take Uit liberty of transferring what belongs to a later period to an earlier one.
Snoh works, of oonrae* influence other minds to occupy a view unsupported by ki^
ioricalfact, A writer in the Princeton Hevieto (Ap. 1851, p. 217), led on by lus zeal against
HiUenariftnism, remarks :

*' That the commission is to teach all nations without dis-

tinction that Christ is now King, that He occupies the throne of David, that the King-
dom is spiritual, that that Kingdom is the Church, that the agencies for preserving and
enlarging it are purely moral and spiritual (except, of course, God's providential csontrol

of all things), and that it is to spread over the whole earth, are truths tohieh the CAi-mCmm
vxyrtd Jios Mieved from the tunes of the apostles ttntU now.** Indeed ! we should like io have
the history for all this, which thus loads the commission (see Prop. 175) with '* truths"
not contained in it. Such statements are not solely dictated by ignorance ; other
motives evidently prompt them, for we have a higher opinion of the historical knowl
edge of such opponents than to attribute the former to them.

* The critical student, desiroas to secure truth, will notice the lack of candor in
numerous Encyclopradias, Eccles. Histories, Dogmatics, etc., in tracing oar doctrine.
Thus e.g. reference as to its origin is made to a heretical source, the number of ad-
herents are represented as insigniflcant ha possible, etc., and not a single tdlosion is

made to the doctrinal views of the apostles or disciples which they preached when sent
out by Jeans, and which are admitted by all commentators and critics (in view of Acts
1 : 6. etc.) to have been intensely Jewish and in fuU accord with our doctrine. ]>t
the mind, unhlassed, ponder Props. 43, 44, etc., and can a plausible reason be assigned
why the views of disciples, under the personal instruction of Jesus, should be thus
persistently ignored. Suppose even that they were in error, yet in a historical €uxKmiU
of our doctrine, certainly sach evidence ought not, in common justice, be omitted. Bnt
the uncandidness is manifested even to a greater extent. Killen i Ancient Church) pro-
fessing to give (ch. 5, p. 445, etc.) ** The Doctrine of the Church,' during the first three
centuries, entirely ignores the existence of our doctrine, although he can enter into details
respecting trivial affairs—a sad defect in impartial history, evincing prejudice in the
historian, and, may we add, fear of the antiquity of our views. In another placo and
connection (p. 3G9) he can, however, complacently reproduce Ensebiua' dispaxnging
remarks respecting Papias and Irenrous in connection with an allusion to our doctrine,
without the slightest reference to other places where these Fathers are eulogized. The
design Is apparent. Others imbibe and exhibit, alas! the same un&imesa, not
realizing that they thus weaken their own ground and strengthen our position. We give
another illustration : A writer in the Princeton Review, July, 1856, p. 541. tells ns that
Waldegrave has shown that after the Second Advent all the saints shall be tran5n>laate4.1

into the third heaven, and that the only Kingdom to be realized is one eternal in. the
heavens above, and then adds :

" Such is the clear, tried, ancient Catholic holding of UotTs
people^ in all ages, which is to be superseded by the sensuous imagery (Millenorianisni

i

of an earthly Kingdom." The palpable misstatement of the first clause of the sentence
is only equalled by the sneer levelled at Ood*s own Purpose in the lost one. Such
wholesale affirmations can only delude the ignorant,

* Thus e.g. Milman in his notes on Gibbon can only say that (p. 533 and 535, foot-
notes) our doctrine is " purely Jewish*' or " a fable of Jewish dotage,'* Bnt this is no
answer to Gibbon ; it leaves the matter as it was before, without Uie least attempt to
explain how it eomes that churches. East and West, were for so long a time inten^Hy
Jew'ish in their views of the Kingdom (comp. Props. 68, 69, 76, etc.). Had the apostles
and their immediate successors no power, if in error, to check, or at least to protect
against, such a tendency ? On the other hand, if derived from heresy, it only makes
matters worse, for then how is it possible to trace the pttre orthodox Church, If our op-
ponents had only one, or two, or more, of the very early Fathers to sustain their
position, then, and oniy then, might they frame something like a logical argument favor-
ing such a derivation. But such writers are not to be found in the first and second
centuries, and even in the third they are few in number. So, again. Dr. Lindsay (Art,
** Mill." in EncyrJop. Brit.) admits and argues (although leaving out the Scriptural basis
of the covenant) the Jewish origin of our doctrine ; that it was held from ** companitiT«ly
an early age,** etc. ; and then, coming to the Christian Church, remarks :

** From the
Jews this notion of a personal reign of the Messiah with His saints on earth, wuh
adopted by several in the early church, by whom the passage in the Apoc., above re.
ferred to, was confidently quoted in support of this opinion.** What shall we say (1)
to the urifair method of maJcing the impression by the word ** several " as if but a few,
very few, entertained our view, over against Jnstin's dircci assertion that all that wre
orthodox held to it ; (2) and to the one-sidedness of the whole article, endeavoring to
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indicate that ovr dootrine was ol)tamed from Jewish sources cviaide qf the Scriptures^ and
from a rigid literal intezpretation of one portion of the Apoo. Why, in all candor and
justice, does he not allow, e.g. Barnabas or Irensns or Justin to give the covenant and the

propkeci£3 npon which they base their views? Is it right to ignore the express testimony
of Hcriptore, which these and other worthies aUege in behalf of their doctrinal position ?

(Comp., for Jewish belief before and at the First Advent, p. 240, etc., of F)reedom and
I^Uowahip in Keligion,)

In reference to the ohaige of heresy (see Obs. 3, note 2), it may briefly be said that
this originates from an unaoquaintance with the history of our doctrine, from an over-

looking of its Scriptural basis and the character of the men who have embraced it, from
receiving the accusation from others without examination, or from pure malice and
bigotty. Writers eminent for learning and ability, who are opposed to us, well knowing
how extensively our views were held by men who lived and died for the church, are veiy
guarded not to bring such a charge, seeing tbat if brought it is impossible to trace the
church from the apostles saving through a '* heretical*' medium. la the early church
Chiliasts were its preachers, defenders, and apologists. Indeed, we are indebted to

many of our scholarly opponents (as e.g. Neander, Bush, etc.) for defending, ably,

Millenarian Fathers against such a charge. And the defense is simple and just, seeing
that these veiy Fathers were the men who opposed directly the heretical tendencies of

the early ege. Some Protestants might even learn a lesson of charity from Roman
Catholics. While Romanism hates Uie doctrine and forbids its belief (because so
antagonistic to its pretensions), yet some writers of this class are too wise to brand it

as heresy. Although anxious for the sake of their church to make its numbers as few
as possible, and its doctrines erroneous, yet Schlegel (Philos, Uis., Sec. 11), calling it

an *' error or rather illusion" " in the history of those early ^es of the church," adds :

*' Nor did its partisans constitute a sect, but it was merely the exaggerated opinion of

some individuals in the bosom of the churcht who were animated by no intentions hostile to

Christianity." He calls them "many virtuous ajui praisetoorihy men,*' It is a fact that
eren the first prominent opposer of Chiliasm, Origen (e.g. Neander, Ch. His., vol. 1, p.

551), speaks in language of toleration ; the same is true of Jerome and others (comp.
Prop. 76),

Obs. 5. Oar doctrine has a Jewish origin, founded upon Jewish cove-

nants, Jewish predictions, Jewish faith, and a Jewish Messiah (Prop. 68,

69, etc.)- Many writers, whether intended as a reproach or as a historical

fact, trace our doctrine to a Jewish source. This is correct, whether sar^

caatically or soberly presented. We have already quoted (Prop. 68),
Shedd, Mosheim, Walch, Prof. Bush, Hodge, Milman, and Lindsay as

attributing its rise to a Jewish faith. How could it be otherwise when, as

we have shown and proven under previous Propositions, the Jews at the
First Advent and the disciples sent forth to preach the Kingdom held pre-

cisely to our doctrines respecting the Kingdom and the reign of the saints
;

when, as Auberlen (Obs. 1) aptly said, all, including Jesus and the proph-
ets, were Chiliasts.' Chiliasm is not doctrinally fixed by the duration of

the reign (Prop. 159), but is determined by the nature of the Messianic
Kingdom.'

' Out of the abundance of material, a number of additional references and quotations
may prove acceptable to the reader. The Art. '* JfUtennium" in M*Clintock and Strong's

tSfchp., referring to Josephus (Art. 18, 1. 3 ; War 2, 8, 14), Daniel (12 : 2), Barnabas.
Book of Enoch, Test of Twelve Patriarchs, Bibylliue books, etc., says : "it vms early

adopted, especially by Jewish Christians^'" and ** it penetrated into the Gentile branch of

the church and spread exiensiveiy." Neander {GenL Ch. History, vol. 2, p. 396, ascribes

to a Jewish origin ** the idea of a SliUennial reign which the Messiah would set up on the
earth," and this is several times repeated (we give a quotation from him under the Prop,
of Jewish objections). In his His. of Dogmas he informs us that Millenarianism was
generally taught, giving all the eminent church Fathers of the period as supporting it

(Barnabas, Iremeus, Papias, Justin), and he endeavors to discriminate between a refined

and a sensuous form in which it was taught, asserting ** by many it was held spiritually,

and clashed not with the Christian spirit" (but who those " many" were who thus held

it purely, ** spiritually," he does not inform ns, and we must conclude them imaginary
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persona, of whom W0 have no rooord whatever). He then traces the doctrine back to

Judaism, ''/or anumg the Jews the representation was current that Messiah wtwid reign a
thousand years on earth,** and he tells ns that this notion was derived from P& 90 : 41.

the sjmboUoal character of the six days of Creation, and the seventh being a Sabbath
(comp. Prop. 143, for testimony corroborating Neander). So cnmolative and irreiiiBtihle

la the proof that we leave an opponent to sum it np, and give the details as follows : The
Princeton Revieuj (Ap., 1850, p. 329), in a hostile notice of Rev. Imbrie's sermon, " The
Kingdom of God," pronounces our view ** the Jettish doctrine; and by Jewish we mean
that actufUly held by the Jews. They taught, 1. That the Messiah was to appear and
reign in person gloriously in Jerusalem. 2. That all the Jews were to be gathered in
the Holy Land. 3. That the pious dead were to be raised to share the blessings of the
Messiah's reign. 4. That the Messiah and His people were to reign over all nations for

a thousand years. 6. That at the end of that period Satan was to be loosed, and a great
conflict ensue, after which were to come the general resurrection and final judgment.
This theory was by many Christians, during the second and third centuries'* (observe,

he omits the firsts as if none existed then, over against the positive testimonym oar
favor), " adopted bodily. The only difference was, that what the Jews expected to

ocoor at the first coming, these Christians arUicipcUed at the Second Advent of the Messiah/*
We most cordlaUy accept of this statement. Having already given extensive quotations
respecting the Jewish views held (as in Prop. 20, etc.), we only need a few in addition.

Ebrard {Gosp. His., p. 2, ch. 2), in opposing Bruno Bauer's assertion that the Messianic
idea originated with Jesus and was afterward elaborated, presents the ** Data oonceming
the expectation of a Messiah," refuting so gross a statement by giving historical facts.

These show that the Jews '' looked for the promised re-esiablishmfnt of the Tlieocratic

Kiwfdom,*' which was*' tlie Kingdom o^ the Messiah^** and that ** there was a distinct

expectation of a personal Messiah, a Davidic King, and a political iktviour. " M'Clintock and
Strong's Cyclop,, Art. *' Kingdom of God," thus gives the Jewish view :

** The Jews^ at

large, gave to these prophecies a tempo.-al meaning, and expected a Messiah who should
come in the clouds of heaven, and, as King of the Jewish nation, restore the ancient
religion and worship, reform the corrupt morals of the people, make expiation for their

sins, free them from the yoke of foreign dominion, and, at length, reign over the whole
earth in peace and glory." The student is directed to an interesting Art. by Rev.
Schodde in The Lutheran Quarierlv (July, 1879), entitled '* The Messianic Idea in Pre-

Christian Apocalyptic Literature (and he refers to Drummond's The Jewish Messiah,

London, 1877.; The StbyUine Books in Edinb, Review, July, 1877 ; Ejccursus, in Prof.

Stuart's Apoc., etc.). He declares that the Jewish Messianic idea prevalent at the First

Advent was incorporated in the Pre-MUl. view, showing the similarity by various quota
tions. An extract may be in place. He mentions the ^* Psalterium Salamonis** or 18
Psalms, supposed to be written shortly before the First Advent, which laments the
destruction of David's Kingdom, looks for the Bon of David, and a restoration under
him of a Theocratic Kingdom, with spirituality and external glory. This work speaks
of the Messiah as God's ** Anointed," and prays that God would hasten in mercy to
raise up and inaugurate the long expected Kingdom of His Anointdd. One prayer is :

'
' God hasten His mercy over Israel, and deliver us from the uncleanlineas of the
impious heathen. The Lord Himself is our King to all eternity. '* They speak of this

King being of the house of David, and fully recognize the TheocraUc nature of the
Kingdom. The ** Assumptio Mosis," of which only fragments remain, refers to the
Messianic Kingdom, and to the inangurator as being the Celestial One, the Most High God«
the Eternal One, i.e. God Himself. The student may well conalder the statement of
Shedd {IFis. Ck, Doc., B.C., who received the merited strictures of Lillie, Shimeall, etc.),

who speaks of our doctrine as '* alater Jewish doctrine," and then adds :
'* The disciples

of Christ, being themselves Jews, were at first naturally ir^eded with these views." The
simple historical fact, as noticed by Chillingworth and others, is this : that the nearer you
come to (he apostolic period, the more generally was it taught by the Fathers ash^ by the Jews
arid disciples. Jerome and others, consequently, in view of the agreement, call it

** Judaizing ;" and our most bitter opposers (as e.g. Knapp, Ch. Theol., p. 323) fully

admit that the Jews as " a current opinion" held that " He (Christ) vxndd be a temporal
deliverer and a King of the Jews, and, indeed, a Universal Monarch, io/u> would reign over

all nations. Thus they interpreted Ps. 2 : 2, 6, 8, Jer. 23 : 5, 6, Zech. 9 : 4 seq.** (He
might have given many Scriptural passages thus used.) '*The apostles themselves Md this

opinion until after the resurrection of Christ, Matt. 20 : 20, 21, Luke 24 : 21, Acts 1 :
6.'*

Commentators find our view, a.* Jewish, in various other passages, as e.g. Luke 1 : 71,

and 17 : 20 and 19 : 11. Acts 2 : 26, 30, etc. Indeed, there is not one but refers to oar
idea of the Messianic Kingdom as received by the Jews in the times of the First Advent.
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» Chiliasm or Millenarianiam (the fonner word derived from the Qreek, and the latter

from the Latin, expressive of a thousand years) is most generally used to denote the
doctrine of the Pre-Mill. Advent of the Messiah, and His personal reign on earth, at
least during the thousand years. Dr. Breokenridge (Pref. to Judge Jones's A'otes) has
'well observed that the word " Millenarian" has become extremely** vague," as our op-
ponents who hold to a future Millennium are also in a certain sense ** Millena-
rians.*' Originally,, however, it was exclusively employed to designate our doctrine
(and thus it is still retained by many writers), incorporating with it the definite
notion (Rev. 20) of the one thousand years (which, however, in the estimation of
leading Foreign and American advocates, does not limit the reign—see Prop. 169). As
others also have adopted a Millennium, the following designations have been extensively
received and used to distinguish with greater accuracy the various beliefs :

** Pre.
Millenarian," one who holds to the Mill, age, introduced by the personal Advent and
reign of the Messiah ;

** Post-Millenarian/' one who has the same age brought in
without the Advent, placing the latter at its close ;

'* Anti-Millenarian, one who rejects
the doctrine of such an era ;

'* Past-Millenarian, " one who locates the Mill, age in the
past, or extends it from the past to the present in the course of realization (these last,

however, are more frequently designated as "Anti-Millenarian," ie. opposed to a
futoria Millennium).

Obs, 6. The early church Theology on this doctrine—notwithstanding
the sneers of Gibbon and his fellow unbelievers, notwithstanding the pain-

fully apologetic language of Prof. Bush, Dr. Neander, and othera—is not
only reasonable, but the most reasonable, because of its vital connection with
what preceded. Renss {His. of Ch, TJieol. in Cii,, ** On Salvation ")
declares, that faith fastened on its '* object the Lord Jesus Christ and His
Messianic dignity, which necessarily included the assured realization of

the yromiws touchifw the Kingdom ;^^ and after repeatedly stating in his

work that the early Theology was largely taken up with views respecting the

Kingdom (for this naturally resulted from the views of the Christshtj) or

Messiahship of Jesus), he informs ue, that the position of those who were
the faithful was ''obedience to God, which is to give us a title to the
Kingdom, and faith in Jesus, who will sooft come to establish it.** Faith
and obedience inspired hope that the covenanted promises, pertaining to the

Kingdom, would be yerined through Christ at His coming again ; any
other position, in view of what preceded and surrounded them, would
have been unnatural and opposed to the truth.

We will allow a Liberalist to state from his standpoint the Primitive belief. Thus e.g.

Potter (M-eedom and JFkOovoship in Bdigion, Essay 6, " Christianity and its Definitions")

says: "In that childlike age, among a childlUce people, something more was needed
than a bare proclamation of moral and spiritual truth, with whatever power of personal
genius. And this need was supplied by ihe old Hebrew conception of the speedy coming
of the Messianic Kingdom—a conception that appealed with all the vividness of a drama
to the spiritual imagination, and hopes and fears of man. This idea is the one thread of
unity that runs through all the varieties of writings in the Kew Test, from Matt, to Bev.

It was this that gradually lifted Jesus Himself out of all human and historic proportions

into the colossal magnitude in which He has been seen by Christendom for eighteen

centuries. It was the behef, after His crucifixion, in Bis second Messianic Adceni—An.
event which His followers looked for in their lifetime—that gave the immediate animaiing

impfulse to their cause, and attracted such numbers of people to confess Him as the

expected Christ ; for this Advent was to solve all life's trials and perplexities ; it was to

bring redemption to the sinful, rest to the weary, wealth to the destitute, and comfort

to the sorrowing. And around this simple, childish hope, which was yet full to bursting

with the deep life of spiritual aspirations and yearnings, the first Christian Church was
gathered—a sect of Judaism accepting Jesus as the Messiah, and looking for His Sec,

Coming to complete and establish His Sovereignty." Compare in same work Abbot's
** Genius of Christianity and Free Beligion," in which " the Messianic faith is the soul of

the entire New Test., giving unity to the Qospels, Epistles, and Apoo., and making
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Christianity ft Tiial OTganism ;** "the Mesaianie idea u the great taproot of Chxistiaiiity.*'

Martineaa {Nai, Reviewt Ap., 1863) is approringly quoted :
** Whoever can read Uie Not

Test, with a fresh eye mnat be strack with the prominenee everywhere of the Slcssianic

idea. It seems to be the ideal framework of the whole—of history, parable, dialogue

;

of Pauline reasoning ; of Apocalyptic visions." Similar testimony to a large extent
might be addnoed, bnt this is sufficient to indicate how these men clearly apprehend
the original and true meaning of the Messvahahip as retained by the early church (which
is incontrovertible )« and from it deduce the fact (alas ! sadly evident in the chnrch)
thai the Messianic idea voaa ehamed. This is tme, bnt not in the way that they account
for it. either as a logical change by development (so Abbot), or as a requisite accommoda'
tion to Gentilism by Paul (so Frothingham), or as a childlike opinion adapted to a
transition period (so Potter). Allowing any of these results as legitimate (taken too

from Christian Apologists), undermine* the New Test record, the inspiration and au-
thority of the apostles, and lowers the Primitive faith to a mere childish standard. Our
reply to all this will be found under various Propositions.

Oba, 7. The apologetic replies of those who reject oar doctriue, given

to infidels, etc., to account for the Primitive faith, are unworthy of

chnrchea established under 'apostolic teaching and influence^ Eaton
{Perm, of Christ,, p. 262) gracefully acknowledges the early church view,

and rebukes Gibbon because he treats the early belief as a vulgar super-

stition, saying :
'' It does not seem to have occurred to this writer that the

secret of the success of the Christianity may well have lain in the Jtarmonu
of its doctrines with the religious needs of the time, the deliverance which
it held forth from the impending ruin at the end of the world, by many
deemed so near," etc. Aside from the inaccuracy of ** the end of the

world" believed in (for the early Christians had no idea of the modern view

of such an end, but looked for the end of the age or dispensation, to be

followed by another more glorious under Christ—(compare Props. 140,

137, 141, 138, etc.)—the rebuke falls harmless unless we take higher ground
than the mere ''needs of the time." Prof. Bush (On MilLy p. 2*2)

accepts of Gibbon's language that ** for wise purposes, this error was per-

mitted in the church," and argues that such views of the Kingdom were
undoubtedly for the best in the early history of the church. If this is so,

well may infidelity sneer at and ridicule the establishment of the Christian

church. With inspired men as its teachers ; with apostles, supposed to

know what the Kingdom is, its leaders ; with elders to whom the church
was entrusted for guidance ; with the restrictions cast around error, the

duty enjoined of holding the truth, the honor and faithfulness of God
Himself connected with it—the church tieeds no such unworthy defence,

makifig ** error* ^ essential to its establishment, success, and progress.

Vfe have works written by able men, in which, in order to prevent the force of the

evidence given in our behaJf by the early church, under the heading of ** Judceo-Ouis.
tianily/' they frankly admit how generally our doctrine was held—even by apostles—and
argue that, in the case of all these, it was a necessary precedence for the future develop-
ment of thn truth ; that as knowledge incre^ied " the husk" was discarded, etc. Thus
e.g. Beuss in his His. of Ch. TIieoL of the Apostolic Age. This, stripped of its philoBopMcal
verbiage, simply means : (1) that these apostles and their immediate successors were in

gross error, i.e. possessed Uie mere ** hucdc ;" (2) that error is a requisite preliminazy to

bring out the truth
; (3) that error was a necessary—hence permitted—condition in that

period of the church ; (4) that the true source of our knowledge is not in the teachings of

the apostles (as e.g. Fetrine school), but ,in the progress of knowledge through ** the

consciousness of the church ;*' (6) that for the true doctrine of the Kingdom we are

indebted, not to men speciaUy oomrmssioned to preach the Kingdom, bnt to uninspired
men who afterward arose as teachers. Having already replied to this, these things are

pointed out to indicate the inconsistent and irreligious shifts to which even good men are

driven when denying the IndJ^utness of the early church view of the Kingdom, No one,
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therefore, need to be snrprised that the Milleziarianisin of the Primitive Chnroh vinged
the shaft hurled at it by the ABtinomian Perfectionists in the Confession of their Faith
(published in their organ, The Perfectionist^ quoted by the Oberlin Itevieia for May, 1874).
In Art. 24 they say :

** We believe that the history which the Bible contains of the
churoh after Christ's ascension, commonly called the Primitive Church, is a history
rather of the latter-day glory of Judaism than of the commencement of Christianity.''

Prejudice can scarcely exceed this in the minds of professed unbelievers. Alas I how
all this recoils upon the truth itself, and paves the way for numerous extravagances.

Let us take one of the most candid and charitable of men, Dr. Neauder^ who honestly
supposes a difficulty (where none exists), and in endeavoring to soften or remove it,

noakes us conscious of an incongruity. In his efforts to clear Chiliasm {Ck. His.f vol.

1. p. 364, etc.) from Ebionitism (or else the church proper could 'only be traced through
£bionism) he adduces two reasons for the rise of the former : (1) a tolerance or reception
of the letter in accordance with previous views ; and (2) a sensuous element. This does
not remove—it only increases— the difficulty. For how does it come that, under the

direct auspices of the apostles themselves, this reception of " the letter" and of ** a
aenauous element" (as he is pleased to call it) occurs? If the early church were so
generally under the influence of the letter, what churches had the Spirit? If the
history of the church is, as he informs us, that in which the leaven works in its (i.e.

churches) most impure state, then the succeeding stages ought progressively to rise in
purity. But is this sustained by history ? Do such explanations soften the chaise of

unbelievers that " error** extensively prevailed and was one of the means of success?
To indicate how poorly prepared Keander was to viudicate bis own hypothesis—to escape
from the dilemma— unless to sacrifice to a fearful extent the integrity and authority of
apostleship, it is only necessary to contrast two passages. Thus e.g. in first Planting cf
Chrxs,^ vol. 1, p. 362, he thus correctly represents James's sentiments :

" He considers the
acknowledgment of ihe Jlitessiahsf»p cf Jesus as essentiaUy belonging to genuine Judaism,
believers in Jesus as the ordy genuine Jevos^ Christianity as perfeded Judaism^** etc. Now,
to get rid of James's connection, he deliberately gives him this Christian character

:

" We might infer (with Schneckenburger) that James wrote this Epistle at a time tcAen

Christianiiy had not thoroughly penetrated his spiritual life, during the earliest period of

hia Christian development ; but it may be questioned whether we are justified in drawing
such a conclusion, for no proof can be given that he enlarged his doctrinal views at a later

period. It is possible that he remained confined in this form of imperfect doctrinal de-
velopment, although his heart was penetrated by love to Qod and Jesus." Any theozy
of the Kingdom which in its support must thus lower apostolic teaching is most certainly

dtfedive and dishonoring to the Word. It may, indeed, do no serious injury to a man
like Ncander (see his faath in dedication) with his development theo^, but it is fraught
with evil to thousands. Such men as Bauer, Parker, etc., only find the strongest possible

confirmalion to their unbelief in such a line of reasoning, which undermines Scriptural

authority, and leaves the inspired teachers ignorant of a leading, fundamental doctrine,

to the preaching of which they were specify oalled. All the Apologetics, noticed in a
course of reading, simply amounts, in this direction, to the following : an ** error" is

admitted ; various reasons are assigned, attributable to a transition state, for its per-
mission ; and, on the supposition that the prevailing modern view is the correct one, a
change is allowed as the result of increased light. When Dr. Mosheim and others
acknowledge a Jewish origin, and then suppose that Christian teachers received it

because they hoped by it to make the Jbws more willing to embrace Christianity, they
are opposed by the testimony of the Fathers ; and so with all other suppositions which
degrade the intelligence or the integrity of the Fathers.

Obs, 8. The important historical position (comp. following Propositions)

that onr doctrine thus obtains, should, iu the mind of the theological

student, possess considerable weight. If this link were missing—if our op-

ponents could point to this faith lacking in the churches established by the

apostles—then an essential one (required as a logical sequence^ a necessary

result) would be missing in our connected chain. We confess to a feel-

ing of satisfaction^ of gratificaiion, that it thus exists, abundantly attested

to by our opponents. While unbelievers deride it as uncouth and mis-

shapen, while even believers regard it as of foreipi forginff, an excrescence,

we, on the other hand, esteem it a$ most desirable a7ia 2>recion8. This
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early faith in the Kingdom, is evidence of coimMent divine teaching, of
apostolic supervision, of God's detennuuitim to fulfil His oath-bound cort-

iiantf of the true Scriptfiral conception of the Messiah as cove)ianted^ of tht

validity of adopting grace, and of our ultiynately inheriting, at tJie ik'.\

Advent, *•* the sure mercies of David.'

^

In continuation of onr illnstrationB drawn from a class of writera, who, in attempting
to break the force of oar historical position, more or less ignore the facts of history and
allow themselves to bnild hypotheses npon nnproven assertions, we select Dr. Kiiapp.
In his Chris. Theol., sec. 154, he admits that the Jews understood that the Messiah
would restore the Davidio throne and Kingdom, etc. ; that in the early churches ** man^
Christians'* indulged the same hope, even in the dayii of the apostles ; that in the
sec. century the belief also extensively prevailed ; that ** Origen in the third centuir
was the first who wrote in opposition to the doctrine," etc. He then boldly averts :

" The apostles wholly (ibaTuiojted the opinion afler the ascension of Christ, and expected
no other coming than that at the judgment of the world ;'* and again (Sec. 114) :

** The
apostles never indulge in such expectations, but take every opportunity to contradid them."
To this, briefly, it may be replied : Knapp is not uny candid in his statements respecting
the extent to which our doctrine was held, so much so, that the American editor (who
has no sympathy with us) refers to it. (2> Writers in abundance, such as Keander,
etc. (who are no Millenarians), in direct opposition to Knapp, frankly acknowledge its

generality, and that the apostles had not abandoned the idea (unless, as jrome, it be
Paul), and appeal to the views held at Thessalonica, etc., as confirmatory of the same.

(3) If the apostles "abandoned the opinion" and took " every opportunity to contradict
them," why do it not decidedly when the whole question was called up by the Thes-
salonians, or by the Council at Jerusalem ? Why continue to adopt " Jewish forms,
ideas, and language?" (4) Knapp has conceded that the apostles did not know the
truth respecting the Kingdom utdil after the ascension, although they had been previmidy
seni out to preach the Kingdom (hence, they preached error, etc.) ; whyihen did thej not
apologize for their preaching an erroneous Kingdom, and tell us, if Knapp is correct,

how and when they were enlightened ? (5) If this process of enlightenment began, why
put it off until after the ascension, w?ien previously the mysteries of the Kingdom were
given to them, and after Christ's death the Kingdom was the special topic of com-
munication for forty days ? (6) Why endeavor to make the impression that liiUenariana
do not link this coming of the Messiah with the Judgment (comp. Props. 132 and
133)? (7) And finally, if the apostles were so averse, as he alleges, to this idea of the

Kingdom, how does he account for the strange fact, that under their personal super-
vision, and without a single recorded rebuke (they taking every opportunity to con-
tradict it), the doctrine should nevertheless so extensively prevail that in the first, seoond,
and third century no writer, no teacher appears, until, according to his own statement.
Origen first opposes it? Surely, if Knapp's statements are to be received, the exact

reverse of all this ought to have happened, viz. : his (Knapp 's) notion ought to have
prevailed, and Chiliasm brought in afterward as an attachment, etc. Indeed, in a
multitude of works, especially designed for students of Theology, we find far more
sweeping assertions than even this lUustration affords ; and, if we are to credit them,
the apostles clearly taught the most modernized ideas respecting the Kingdom, but, nn-

fortanately for their credibility, let them be examined, and r^ one gives an explicit,

direct passage to support his theory—the proof alleged being either mere assertion or

invariably and solely inferential. There are also numerous works which profeos to

describe what the faith of a Christian Church, modelled after one established by the

apostles, should be. But a remarkable feature in nearly all such portraitures is the

omission of the prevailing Millenarian faith, as not suited to a modem improved stand-

point.

Obs, 9. This early church belief is to many a tender subject, one that

they would gladly ignore, and hence it is either silently passed by, or kept

as much as possible in the background, or else contemptuously diflmissed.

It is only the later attacks of unbelievers—as e.g. in the delineations of

early Christianity by Strauss, Baaor, Renan, etc.—that has a^in promi-
nently pressed the subject to our notice.
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The pover of prejndice, or the desire to soften history in behalf of supposed tmth,
is too palpably seen in this direction. Thns e.g. in some recent works (as in Killen's

Old Catholic Church) where " the doctrine of the great body of believers" is referred to.

this doctrine, once so generally entertained, is utterly ignored as if it had never existed.

Xn Dogmatics, in Ecclesiastical Histories, in Theologies, etc., it is briefly noticed (while
great space can be given to Gnosticism, Donatism, etc.) and made as if it had no
xnjluence in the formation of the chnrch—to fall into the background. Some, as if

fearful of its recoil upon their own theory, seem to be afraid to give even a carid'td his-

torical statement of its generality. Even Neander and Mosheim, with all their conces-
sions and frank admissions, do not allow it that pervading prominence which it

certainly possessed (according to their otnn admisslona) in the early chnrch to monld the
character and lives of the first Christians. These and other writers, in discussing the
First Centuries, fall back upon the views afterward engrafted, and without the slightest

proof to sustain them, assume them to have prevailed from the very beginning. In
doing this they necessarily involve themselves in contradictions, which we expose under
various Propositions. Some writers, again, when forced to make the admissions,
endeavor to weaken their force by, as we nave noticed, chaining the Fathers as ignorant
and superstitious (but excellent men outside of the Millenarian doctrine). A thousand
pens have detracted these early advocates by disparaging them by way of contrast with
succeeding Fathers, telling uu that the former are not worthy to be compared with an
Origen, Augustine, Jerome, etc. (forgetting 3ilatt. 11 : 25-30, and that later Fathers,

with all their ability and learning, introduced far greater errors into the church). The
candid, reflecting student will in all this notice (1) that the repressing, withholding, or

softening down of facts has nothing whatever to do with the real truth of doctrine ; (2)

that the weakness, and even credulity, of men decides nothing respecting doctrine

which finds its basis in the Scriptures ; (3) that if the personal qualifications of men are

to determine the truthfulness of Scriptural doctrine, then the fancy, extravagance, and
imprudence, more or less associated with every doctrine of the Bible by men, would
leave but little for our acceptance.

OdtS, 10. In our investigation of so important a doctrine as that of the

Kingdom, we should be guarded, seeinjg that the apostle tells us that *' the

mystery of iniquity** began to work m his day, and that it would ulti-

mately burst forth with increased and growing power. The leaven then
working would extend and manifest itself iii perverted doctrine—doctrine

antagonistic to that once proclaimed and believed. That form of doctrme
of a later gro7oth which supersedes and takes precedence of the earlier form,

should undoubtedly he more subject to the suspicion of being a perversion

than the primitive view. Taking this position, then the Alexandrian doc-

trine of the Kingdom, so hostile to the older form, is, to the say the least,

open to grave suspicion, and ought not to be received without careful exam-
ination and f/ct/Vief/jwroq/' in its behalf.

Ohn, 11. Many persons are prejudiced against our doctrine and its recep-

tion by the early church, on the ground that its first Christian patrons

were *^Jew8" or inclined to *' Judaism.** This has already been answered,

and reference is made to it in this place in order that the reader may
notice this peculiarity perpetuated from the Apostles down through the

Apostolic Fathers and their successors who were Chiliasts. While all these

held that their doctrine was derived from Jewish Scriptures, Jewish Proph.

Dts, and a Jewish Covenant, corresponding with the faith of pious Jews,

yet they at the same time resisted with all their ability the errors which
had been engrafted on Judaism by Pharisaism, Sadduceeism, and Hellen-

ism (as well as by Essenism and Samaritanism). Now many, influenced

by the charge of ** Judaism*' and ** Jewish,** confound this impure his-

torical Judaism (which ought rather to be called after its parentage,

Pharisaism, etc) with pure Judaism, i.e., that Judaism which was not
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abrogated by the change of dispensation. They forget that Millenarians
were the very first who opposed, on the one hand, the Jewish spirit of aelf-

righteousness, and, on the other hand, tbe Jewish libertinism, as antago-
nistic to the religion of Jesus Christ. Herein consists the injustice of that

spirit of criticism, which refases, persistently, to distinguish between
these Primitive believers and their opposers, but classes them together.

Dorner (Person of Christ, vol. 1, p. 409) is more discriminative and just

when he derives Cbiliasm from the Scriptures and in opposition to ritual-

istic Judaism says, *' it may in part be more justly regarded as a polemic
against Judaiern'on the part of Christianity."

Even the poor thieves on the cross cannot escape the censure of some, being de-

nounced tis
** Chiliastic enihusiasts^*' jnst as if persons gniltj of vice or crime could not

also entertain proper views of trath. It is trae that Lange {Com. p. 525) calls the one
"a noble Chiliast ;" and the reception and gracious promise given by Jesus to thia

Chiliast should put to shame the epithets, etc., that some believers are pleased to be-

stow upon us so liberally. We commend the learning and candor of Whitby (the leader

of our opponents) in his account of the faith of the early Fathers {TreaHtte on Tradi-

tion, see it quoted in detail, Proph. TimeSt vol. 6, pp. 83-86), acknowledging its vniirr-

soUity by naming the Fathers ; its ortkodoxtf ; its being professedly derivixi from Christ

aud the apostles ; its embracing certain distinctive features which the named Fathexs
teach; its being founded on the sayings of the prophets, our Lord^ and the apostles ; its

being not merely asserted as " a probable opinion, but ns a thing which they were «r-

tainly aasurtd of* (quoting Justin and Irennus as declaring ** We know" etc., and that

it was ** most manifestiy" so '* to'Uhoui controversy**) ; and then its being opposed to aU
kinds of heresy as evidenced by its writings, and against ultra Judaism as seen e.g. in

Jnstin Martyr's reply to Trypho. It is true that he employs this line of reasoning, in

detail, gainst the tradition of Rome—just as Chillingworth—but it is none the less true,

and none the lessforcible against his own " new hypothesis." We append this intended
bitter but delectable morsel (quoted by the Luth. Observer, Dec, 27th, 1878) from the pen
of Dr. Hall, of New York, which gives our doctrine a Jewish origin :

'* This (Pre-MiU.)
alleged scheme of interpretation -if anything so loose, variable, and undefined can be
called a * scheme '

—

is very old, older than the * Fifth-Monarchy ' idea, older than CfiUiasm (I).

It has its earliest exponent in the mother of Zebedee's children (Matt. 20 : 20-23). She
came to the Messiah, worshipping Him. and desired a certain thing of Him. ' Grant
that these my two sons may sit, the one on thy right hand, and the other on thy left, in

thy Kingdom.' She reflected the spirit of her countrymen, who adhered to Jesus at that

time. Their hope was of a material, secular, powerful kingdom, theocratic withal—like

Solomon's—with themselves as its * nobility and gentry.* Like many sincere and hon-
est persons, she was, at that stage of her intellectual and spiritoal life, unable to com.
prehend the true state of the case, and the Great Teacher did not enter into explana-
tions. He taught as His hearers were * able to bear it.' The study of His answer oagbt
to be prodtable to Pre-Millenarians. The question is obviously in the Jewish sense. Bnt
the answer is as obviously in quite a different sense." We confess that we, as a Pre-

Mill., have studied this answer with ** profit," for we find that the mother was a Chiliast—

of our faith—and that the Saviour confirmed her in her Chiliasm by not denying that socli

places were in store for some accounted worthy of them, but by Arming that they toouM

be given by the Father at the proper time to the proper persons. We utterly fail to see

Hairs ** obviously different sense," seeing that Jesus left her re-established by His corrobo-

rative answer in her idea of the Mesaionio Kingdom. (Oomp. Props. 154 and 156.) But
while Chiliasm was thus in harmony with Jewish views, based on the covenajtts and propti-

ecies, it was bitterly and unrelentingly hostile to mere Pharisaism, or the ritualiittio

Judaism. This is evidenced by the Chiliastic trecUises written against the Jews. This is

so plain, that Robertson (C^. Jfis.t vol. 1, p. 116) sa3^s :
" Christian Chiliasm showed no

favor to the fleshly Israel, nor even to the holy city." This e.g. is seen in their teach-

ing the engrafting of Gentiles without circumcision, the continued punishment of the

nation for the rejection of the Messiah, the existing times of the Gentiles, etc.

Obft, 12. The student, who is really desirous to see how extensively our

doctrine was held, will consider these points of evidence adduced. (1)
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How universally the Jews held to our doctrine, e.g. Prop, 20
; (2) How

this was confirmed by the Prophecies, e.g. Props, 21, 33, 36, 51
; (3) how

this belief grew out of the covenants, e.g. Props. 46, 47, 48, 49, 62
; (4)

-that the preaching of John re-established the faith in many, e,g. Props. 38,

39, 40
; (5) that the preaching of the disciples was calculated to increase

i;he belief, as e.g. Props, 43, 54, 55, etc.
; (6) that no controversy was

raised on the subject, e.g. Prop. 44
; (7) that the preaching of Jesus con-

firmed the faith in His disciples and hearers, as e.g. Props. 42, 43, 44, 54,

55, 57, 58, etc.; (8) how the continued faith in the same was preserved
and perpetuated by the postponement taught, e.g. Props, 67 to 68

; (9)
that the death of Jesus <lid not remove Uie belief, Prop. 70

; (10) how
the preaching and language of the apostles was calculated to enforce the
belief, e.g. Props. 71, 72, 73. (Thus far there is a connected chain, which
indicates how generally our doctrine must have been entertained ; but the
proof is far from being exhausted. Candor requires the consideration of

what follows. (11) That the doctrine was received through the apostles

shown more clearly under Props. 73, in no controversy springing up con-
cerning it ; under Prop. 74 in the belief of a speedy Advent ; under Prop.
75 in its perpetuation, and Prop. 76, gradual change.

Even this is only part of the proof, as much more wiU be found under sncceeding
Propositions, in quotations from the ancients and modems, in doctrinal statements,
etc. The reader will also notice that the concessions in favor of the extent of our view
in the Primitive Church, are drawn chiefly, and in many instances exclusively, from able
writers who are Anti-Chiliastio and unfriendly to our doctrine. The testimony is there-

fore the more impartial and deserving of attention. Our desire in all this is to elicit the
truth, seeing that truth is useful—leading to other truth, avoiding bigotry, giving
motives for action, forming character, commending us to God and man, and is eternal,

while error is misleading and injurious. JBut may we not ask the reader to consider,

why U is that so many men hatf, and detest our doctrine so cordially—heaping upon it the
choicest of epithets expressive of its anti-Christian nature—when their owi upon this sub.
ject is noi oncemenlion^ in the Primitive Church ; when Uieircwn is not orthodox^ but even
falls under the general condemnation which embraces all views in antagonism. Surdy iht

histxmcal superiority of our doctrine in being thus taught and defended in and hy the

Church should lead those great friends of ** Orthodoxy," who so readily raise the cry of
" heresy," etc., to be more modest in their tone and mild in their manner. We, there-

fore, repeat, quoting Stackhouse {CompL Body of Diviniiy) :
" It cannot be denied, in-

deed, but that this doctrine (Chiliasm) has Us antiquity, and was once tfie general opinion of
ail orthodox Christians.'" We may, therefore, appropriately repeat, what Domer {The
Person cf Christ, vol. 1, p. 415) declares : " The primitive Chiliasm represented a noble

and precious principle, and we may fairly demand for it a juster treatment in the future."

Obft. 13. We are abundantly authorized, by the amount of Scriptural

and historical evidence adduced, to most earnestly protest against the con-

tinued uncandid and unscholarly attempts to fasten upon our doctrine an
origin opposed to the plainest historical fact, and the numerous conces-

sions of the most learned of our opponents.

Thus in religious newspapers, etc., it is again and again asserted that our doctrine
is "heresy," that it originated with Papias, or with Cerinthus, or " a grovelling Judaism'*
(one writer not content with ascribing one origin, in the course of his article gives all

three, and denounces it as " heretical'*). Books of reference take up these false state-

ments, and publish them as historical facts. The favorite charge, in order to make our
doctrine unpalatable, is, that it is derived from Cerinthus ; so e.g. Gerhard (quoted
with evident relish by Brown) says :

** The first author of the Chiliastic doctrine in the
Church of the New Test seems to have been Cerinthus, the pestilent heretic." (With
this compare the remarks of Neander, etc., under Obs. 3, note.) We allow an opponent
to our doctrine to testify as follows : Moaheim {His. Oom. t\rat TTl Gents,, vol. 2, p. 245,
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eto.) Bays : " Among the ancients and the modems, many have supposed that Cerinihiis
first propagated this error (the doctrine of a future reign of Christ on earth). Few, how-
ever, will readUj/ agree with them, if they consider that this sentiment was embraced fry

many—^.g. Irenfflos, TertuUian, and others—who abhorred CerinUius and aecoonted him
a pest to Christianity. Nor do I think that Eusebius is to &« trusted when he tells that
the expectation of a Millennium flowed down to the subsequent doctors from Papiss, a
bishop of Jerusalem iu the second century. For, as Fapias was not the first excogitor of
the opinion, but received it from others, as Eusebius himself concedes, it is clear that
at least some Christians before Papias had embraced this opinion. And Ireniens cites

Papias. not aa being the author of this opinion, but as bearing testimony to it. Fres-
sense (quoted Prop. 74, Obs. 3. note) makes our doctrine tu have originated in the Thes-
saloniau chnrch, which adopted " Judaistic elanenis, '* Some few say that Chiliaam arose
from the Apocryphal Apocalypses, but this is discarded by evexy critic of eminence, who
make these to have originated just as the Apooiyphal (rospels, viz. : perversions of pre-
vious existing doctrine, to accommodate the imaginary theory of the writers. I^of.
BriggB refers to Fapias, and then says of him :

** Who can fail to give their assent to
Sohilrer'n {the very highest authority on this subject) judgment, * The dreams of Papias re
specting the Millennial Kingdom were derived from the Apocalypse of Baruch.' " In an-
swer to the question, *' Who can fail to give their assent V" the reader will observe onr
authorities derived from opponents, etc., as quoted, and contrast them with the hiUeHy
prejudiced statement of a ** heresy-hunter.** For to indicate the "animus" of ProL
Brigs' s series of articles (signed ** Westminster " in N. Y. Evangelist, 1879), we have only
to say that, not satisfied with this derivation of the doctrine, he gives us this dioice his

torical information and application :
** Those men of Corinth and Galatia, who claimed

superior orthodoxy to the apostle Paul, are Ike hidt^rical progenitors of Cerinthns and
Papias, and their followers in all ages, who propose, with the men of the late Confer-
ence*' (that met in Dr. Tyng*s church in N. York and included eminent representatives
of the various Protestant churches, and among them over forty able and devoted men of
his own church, the Preabyterian) *' to bring back the Church to what they claim to be
* vital doctrine.* '* (But this we must expect from a man who threatens his brethren in
the ministry with ecoles. trial and censure—aa an argument (!). A writer in the A' T.
JScangelist, Dec, 1879, thinks that ** trials of heresy may arise in our church (Presbyte-
rian) over the doctrines of the Millenarians. " The Heraid and Presbyter^ quoting this.

significantly remarks :
*' We doubt it. Heresy-hunters are not numerous among ua, and

they are chiefly of the old school. A good proportion of thenit moreover, are Miliauxrians.

In all probability we shall escape the danger.*')

Obs, 14. Let the careful reader answer the following question, and he
will see how eminently consistent with fact is our doctrinal position.

How could John, under Divine guidance, well knowing the Jewish viewa
that were current (which our opponents fully admit as we have shown),
pen down the portraiture of a Messianic reign (Rev. 20 : 1-G and 11 : IS-
IS), which in itd plain grammatical sense corresponds so accurnfely with
the prevailing Jewish opinions, unless such a sense contains the truth?
Qod would not, could not, take the dearest cherished Messianic hopes and
parade them in such an expressed sense to deceive believers, when He in-

tended a different sense to be placed upon the words. Qod does not
undertake that which, if perpetrated by a man, we would unhesitatingly
denounce as dishonest, disreputable, and cruel. (Compare Prop. 75, Obs.

5, and note.)
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Proposition 73, Hie doctrine of the Kingdom preached by the

Apostles and Eldei*e^ raised up no coniroversy with the Jews.

Neither in the New Test, nor in any of the Patristic writings, do
we iind the least hint given that the doctrine of the Kingdom ex-
cited any controversy with the Jews ; which it undoubtedly would
have done if antagonistic to the Jewish view. This is stroner,

corroborative evidence that the doctrine was in accordance with
the Jewish Messianic expectations. For, with the Jewish doc-
trine, drawn from the Havidix) covenant and prophecies of a
restored Davidic throne and Kingdom, prevailing, it would have
been impossible to engraft the later and modem views without
exciting Ditter and unrelenting hostility.

No controversy arose Between the Jews and the disciples before the ascension of Jesus
(see Prop. 44). and this continued after the ascension, for the only subjects in contro-

Tersy pertained to the Messiahship of Jesus (i.e. whether Jesus was " the Christ,") the
caU of the Gentiles, the Mosaic law, the sufficiency of repentance and faith in Jesus, eta.

Indeed, as our argument shows (corop. Props. 69, 70, 71), the same gospel of the King-
dom was preached after the death and ascension of Jesus that was proclaimed before.

And to this very knowledge of the previous proclamation, appeal is made as e.g. Acta
10 : 36. 37, thus indicating in the strongest manner that no change —as now advocated
by the multitude—was inaugurated.

Obs. 1. Jews, indoctrinated into the covenants, were the first converts,

and, with their faith, it would have been utterly impracticable to have in-

fluenced them to receive Jesus as *' the Messiah,^^ unless it was understood
that these covenants were at some time in the future io be realized through
Him. If the after-adopted Alexandrian and modern notion of the King-
dom is the correct one, then, in the verv nature of the case, before sucn
Jews could be moved, it must have been'shown that the covenants were to

be spiritualized, and that a Kingdom very differeyit from that contained in

the grammatical sense of the covenant was intended. But where, excepting
in the later writings of Origen, etc., have we any such declarations ? The
reason for all this can only be found in the original Christian view of the
Kingdom corresponding, so far as the caveiuinted Messiah's Kingdom is

concerned, with the Jewish expectations.

Obs, 2. Consider (1) how large numbers of the Jews were converted to

Christianity, accepting of Jesus as '' the Messiah,'' because of the fact

that they were led to believe {a) that at the Sec, Advent the glorious pre-

dicted Messianic Kingdom would be established, and (b) that the life and
death of Jesus (His resurrection and exaltation included), evinced Him
us pre-eniiTiently qualified to be " the Messiah" and as possessing the requi-

site poioer to fulfil the covenant promises. (2) How, as the eariv doctrine

became obscured, substituted, and finally driven from the field, the conver-
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sioDB of the Jews became rarer and almost entirely ceased, excepting snch
OS were produced under compulsion. How else account for so ^reat a
change, unless it be in the gradual engrafting of other than Jewish ideas to

the Messiahship of Jesus, making the Messiah less and less in correspond-

ence with the Messiah of the Old Test Scriptures ?

Abbott (Fireedom and FeUowsfUp in Relight P- !^7), pertinently aaika :
'* Was it on acri-

deni that the new faith took ita name, not from the individoal Jesas. bat from His royal

office ?" This leads Abbott, by tracing back the name, to declare that *' Christianity is

developed Jadais'm.** We only now say, that this selection of name would scarcely have
been made, anles3 the believers were MiUenarians, thus distinctively retaining in the
very name the continued Jevrh§h expectations which are snmmed np in "* t^e Christ," It was
the very name of " Messiah," retaining in force its original meaning, that was attractive

and inviting to Jews. Thus e.g. with the Messiahship, as an integnd part of its official

meaning, was attached the rtstoniion of the identioal Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom overtkroteH,

Bnch restoration as the prophets unitedly predicted, with the reign following, consti-

tuted the Messiah. There can be no donbt whatever, that the modernized doctrinal ap-
plication of the name, now so prevalent, was at this period utterly unknown,—at least,

no evidence exists in any writing of ita having buen entertained by any one in the form
now nsnally presented by divines (oomp. Prop. 205).

Obs, 3. The early Jews, instead of accusing Christians of rejecting such
a Kingdom, charged the primitivo believers with entertaining snch a view,

and sought to bring them, on account of the same, into difficulties with
the Roman Emperors. The same accusation which malignancy urged so

fatally against Jesus before Pilate, was repeated against His followers on
several occasions. This indicates the kind of belief that was held.

Thns (EuHebius, Eecl. His., B. 3, oh, 19) by a perversion ' (viz. : in its imminency:
etc.) of the doctrine that Jesas woold, at some fntore time, restore the Davidic throne
and Kingdom, and obtain world-wide dominion, the fears of Domitian were excited lent

he lose (so Hegesippns) his Empire (the same fear that operated in the mind of
Herod). The Emperor, enraged at the belief that a descendant of David's woold appear
and set up a nniversa! kingdom (Moshelm, Ch. His,, vol. 1, p. 66, Gibbon's DeeL and
Fbll, vdl. 2, ch. 16), before which, of coarse, the Roman would have to submit, ordered
aU the posterity of David to be sought out They were brought from Palestine (Euse-
bius), but as they disclaimed any efforts of their own to effect this, exhibited faith only in
a dead and buried kinsman, were themselves poor, expected the Kingdom through God's
power, etc., Domitian concluded that he had nothing to fear from them, and dismissed
them with contempt. The belief, however, led him (and no doubt others) to look coldly
on Christians and to persecute them. This incident, if a true account, indicates : (1)

the belief of Christians concerning the Kingdom ; (2) that they attributed its establish-

ment to Jesus at His coming again ; (3) that, being Theocratic, it was to be set up by His
power, in a supernatural manner ;—all of which, as it now does to multitudes, appeared
highly improbable to the Emperor. Another instance is given thus by Pressense (Early
Years of Chris,, p. 167), when referring to the troubles at Thessalonioa :

'* Wresting the
words that he (Paul) had spoken with reference to the Kingdom of Christ and His speedy
Coming to reign, (Acts 17 : 7), they accused Him before the Praator of conspiring oijainst

Catsar." Here we have (1) the Jews endeavoring to take advantage of the received doc-
trine of Christ's coming Kingdom ; (2) contrasting it as something that would be hostile
to the Roman Power ; (3) this could only be done by showing that they (the Christians)
held to afulfilment of the Davidic Covenant through the intervention and power of a Coming
Jesus ; (4) such a divine interference, connected with the resurrection of the dead, etc.,

was regarded by those in authority as a mere idle superstition. Let it be noticed, that
in none of the answers given before Roman authorities, is the covenanted idea of the
Kingdom ignored and the modem notion substituted by way of defence. Milman

( His,

of the Jews, p. 423, vol. 2) remarks :
*' The Christian Hegesippus relates that Vespasian

commanded strict search to be made for all who claimed descent from the House of

David, in order to out off, if possible, all hopes of the restoration of the royal house, or
of the Messiah, the confidence in whose speedy coming still burned with feverish ex-
citement in the hearts of all faithful Israelites. This barbarous inquisition was con-
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tinned in the reign of Domitian,*' eto. Milman does not snffioiently discriminate that
these belleTers were Jewish ChriHtiana, as their replies eyidenced. He oorrectly Bays
(vol. 2, p. 425), '* It is by no means improbable that its descent from Judaism, of which
Christianity was long considered a modification, tended to increase tlie hostility against
the unoffending Christians, which their rapid progress had excited." Salvador, a Jew
(qnoted by Milman. same page), tells ns :

" Jews and Christiana were still, to a certein
extent, confounded in the popular mind ; and fear, political jealousy, and hatred do not
sharpen the powers of just discrimination.** How could this be so unless some things
were held in common, as e.g. the covenants, prophecies, the idea of a Messiah and King-
dom, etc.

It is also noticeable that Chiliasts were persecuted when they rejected the claims of

pretended Messiahs among the Jews. Thus e.g. when Barchocheba claimed to be the
promised Messiah (i.d. 136), and raised the extensive revolt against the Romans, it is

said that he endeavored to persuade the Christians —loAen Chiliasm abounded—to join
him. But they, deeply imbued with the claims of Jesus to the Messiahship, with the
past fulfilment of prophecy, with the predictions relating to the manner of establishing

the Kingdom (as e.g. to be preceded by a resurrection of saints, etc.), refused to identify

themselves with such a movement, and were, in consequence, cruelly persecuted by him.

Obs. 4, This, again, is sustained by the apostles' argumentation with the
Jews, Aside from the usage of Jewish phraseology, without explaining it

as moderns do ; apai-t from the action of the apostles in Council (Acts 15),

which cannot be made to accord with the later notions of the Kingdom
;—it is found that the apostles never were compelled to combat the Jewish

idea of the Messiah, or of the Kingdom. We hare a noted instance of this

in Paul, who disputed with the Jews (e.g. Acts 28 ; 17-29), ** expounded
and testified the Kingdom of God, perstiading thein concerning Jesus, both

out of the law of Moses mid out of the prophets,^* He speaks of ** the hope

of Israel,*' ** preaching the Kimdom of God,*^ and never once intimates
that the Jews were mistaken in tneir views of the Kingdom as derived from
the Covenant. The dispute (as we find e.g. Acts 26 : 1-23) was not con-
cerning the Kingdom, but respected ** Jesus of Nazareth,'* whether He
indeed be the Messiah.

This is so fully admitted by numerous writers that, on the ground of a future change
being intended in the idea of the Kingdom, the charge of deception and perversion is

urged against Paul by some (as e.g. the Duke of Somerset), while others gravely inform
ns that the Jews, owing to prejudice, etu., were unprepared for the truth, and hence Paul
accomnwdaied himself to their weakness. But all this lowers apostolic integrity and
authority. The simple facts are as presented in the record : the Kingdom in the Jewish
mind is the great object of hope, and therefore, in preaching to Jews it must be made
prominent ; this Paul does acooi^ding to Uie manner in which it is covenanted and pre-

dicted, and then goes on to show that " Jesus of Nazareth,'* even the Crucified One^ is the
Messiah to establish the covenanted Kingdom at His Bee. Coming. In evidence of this,

appeal must necessarily be made to the life, death, resurrection, and ascension of Jesus,

the postponement of the Kingdom, the Second Advent, the prophecies illustrative of

these things, the preeminent qualifications of Jesus as Messiah, etc. For, if it oin be
shown that Jesus is truly ** the Messiah" then the rest follows as a natural result—the Jew
sees how the Kingdom can, and will, come^ the covenant itself being renewed and con-

firmed by His death and resurrection.
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Proposition 74. The belief in the speedy Advent of Christy en-

tertained both by the Ajyostles and the churcliea under them^ in-

dicates what Jijingdani was believed in and taught by the first

Christians,

If it can be shown that the ajKJstles and their converts believed

in a speedy Advent, that they looked for it near at hand, as im-

mediate and impending sooner or later, then it follows that the

Alexandrian modem view of the Kingdom covld nx>t have been
entertained by them. They then, of necessity, owing to the short-

ness of time intervening, must have linked the Kingdom they
proclaimed with the Sec. Advent (e.g. 2 Tim. 4 : 1, etc.).

Let the atndent carefnlly oonBider thiB Prop, and following Obs. and not«a, and he
will find it logically proving that the ChoTRh-Kingdom view, and all other theories op*
posed to the Primitive one advocated by ns, are radically wrong and nnscrtptnraL
Otherwise we are driven to the conclusion, that inspired men, the foundera of the Ch.
Church, were in gro88 error, and taught things irreconcilable with the idea of their mis-
sion and the perpetuity of their work ; or that, in other words, directed by the Spirit

and specially consecrated to proclaim the Kingdom of Ood, they still totally faUed to
appreciate the labor designed for them. By our line of argument, the intelligence, in-

tegrity, and authority of the apostleB are fully suaiained ; by our opponents* concessions
and abject apologies in their behalf, they are in theae particulars correspondingly
degraded. Infidelity looks on and laughs—laughs at our credulity, but still more loudly
laughs at the straits and subterfuges resorted to by our opponents to save the credibility

and inspired ascendency of the apostles. Every writer of ability and learning—what-
ever theory he may adopt respecting the Kingdom—acknowledgcH the apostolic and early

belief in a speedy Sec. Advent. We append a few : Rothe (Dof/ma^jc, 2 P. p. 68) re-

marks :
"' The apostles mvinimcmsly eiepected the return cf Christ, to enter npon this King-

dom (Chiliaatic) on earth." Donaldson (editor of Anie-Mcene Library), in his Bis. ik.

Doc. and Lit., vol. 2, p. 261, declares, respecting the Pre-Mill. doctrine advocated by Jn»-
tin :

** The opinion just adduced is one in which tha vchoie lliurch shared. AU expeeitd

Christ to appear on earthy to raise His saints, to grant them the possession of the earth,

and to bless them with uninterrupted happiness.'* Bchaff {lAs, Apos. cA»rcA, p. 275)
speaks of ** tt« expectation of the speedy return oj Christ in glory, as ** probably one of Pbnl*s
favorite themes ; that he exhorts the Thessalonians ** to be aluioys ready to meet the
Lord, who shall come unexpectedly, like a thief in the night, and warns them, for this
very reason, among other errors, against presuming to calculate the day and hour of His
appearing." Similar testimony will be quoted in following Props. We now give one from
an unbeliever—many such exist—who prenents a historical statement with the purpose
of lowering the teaching of the N. Test, and Patristic theology. Fiske (** The Christ of
Dogma," in The Unseen Worid, p. 112) says :

** The doctrine of the Messiah*s Second Com-
ing was also received without opposition, and for about a century (?) men lived in con-
tinual anticipation of that event, until hope long deferred produced its usual results

;

the writings in which that event was predicted were gradually explained away, ignored,
or stigmatized as uncanonical ; and the church ended by condemning as a heresy the
very doctrine which Paul and the JudaivEing apostles, who agreed in little else, had alike
made the basis of their speculative teachings." Alas ! how true in many respects ia this
presentation, and how merited the sarcastic allusion to the church's departure from ** the
old paths/' once trodden in faith and hope. (Fiske^s statement is a revamping of Gib-
bon's, ch. 15, Ded, and FhU.) So Benan (Life qf Jesus, p. 266), in view of this, says that
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" The first Christian generation lived entirely npon expectations and dreamB." bat that

it required '* more than a century" for the church to disengage itself (however, p. 251,

more or less held aftera'axd) from sach views and " a fantastic Kingdom of God."

Obs. 1. Let any one, for a moment, consider the covenanted and pro-

phetic portrayal of the Messianic Kingdom here on earth—its extension,

universality, Dlessing, etc.,—and then regard the comparative brief period
(in expectancy), allowed for the Advent by the Primitive church, and it

becomes absurd to crowd the fulfilment of covenant and prophecy respect-

ing that Kingdom into the supposed brief period of time. Take it for

granted even, aa we will show, that the apostles anticipated a longer time
than their successors did to intervene

;
yet the very language, expressive

of shortness of iiuie, used by them still aviply sustaiiis our position. This
expectancy of the Sec. Advent indicates (Ij that they had no idea of an
existing Messianic Kingdom

; (2) that they looked for such a Kingdom to

follow the anticipated Advent
; (3) that they did not regard the churcli as

the covenanted Kingdom, but as simply provisionary.

How strangely those who refuse to accept of the Primitive faith seek for apologies to
shield their modem notions—to give them, if possible, an odor of traditional sanctity.

Thus e.g. Pressense (27ie Early Ytars of Chrwtianity, p. i07) says :
" The destruction of

Jerusalem was to have yet a farther effect—it was to enlarge the views of the Christians

aa to the future of the church, and to give indefinite expansion to the horizon of proph-
ecy. They had until now been living in daily expectation of the end of the world and
the immediate return of Christ." He argues that, owing to this destruction, now Chris-

tians put off the Advent to the distant future, and that they believed ** that a long future
of conflict was before the church." To prove this last assertion he refers to " Hegisip-
pns (Eusebius* His. Ecd. 2 : 32), relating that the Emperor Domitian, on questioning
Bome Christians in Palestine (who were connected with the Baviour by ties of kindred)
OS to the Kingdom of Christ and His return, received this reply :

* His Kingdom is not
an earthly kingdom or of this world, but a heavenly and angelic Kingdom, which will

come in the fuhiess of the ages, when He shallretum to judge the qui(^ and the dead.*"
But (1) the indisputable fad is, that the destruction of Jerusalem greaihif confirmed the
church in its Millaiarian faith, for such a literal fulfilment of Christ's predictions led to an
increased beliefin His near coming and Kingdom. But this Pressense hims^f— contradicting
Uis own iheoTj—JuUy admits, when (p. 308) he says that " ihe MUlenarian doctrine became
in ihe second cerdury so widely diffused,'* Hence it was not the destruction of Jerusalem
that checked it, but the later Alexandrian opposition. (2) In reference to the alleged
proof, it is only necessary to say that it is the very language that a Millenarian can hold,
who, for prudential reasons, does not enter into details—seeing that every Millenarian
holds it to be o IJieocraiie Kingdom of Dimne insiituiion, etc., ** which will come in the
fulness of the ages." (Comp. Prop. 73, note.)"

Obs, 2. The Scriptures abundantly testify to this belief in a near Advent,
and all of the apostles testify to the same, aa e.g. Paul, Rom. 13 : 11, 12 ;

Phil. 4:5; Heb. 10 : 25, 36, 37 ; Tit 2 : 13, etc. ; James 5:7-9; Peter, 1

Pet. 4:7; John, Apoc. 22 : 12, 20, etc. The most eminent writers,

believers and unbelievers, candidly acknowledge this feature, however
the^ may differ in accounting for it. It is doing violence to deny that
which is so plainly stated. Neander {Ad. to His. Plant, of CJi. Churchy
vol. 2, p. 65, Bohn's Ed.) urges the fact that the apostles did not look for
the conversion of the world hut for the speedy Advent of Christ, and
remarks :

** Every unprefudiced reader of the New Test, cannot fail to^

perceive that such an expectation filled the souls of the apostles.*'

Then showing how this view affected their notion of the church, he adds :

—

*' It was not the idea of a renovated time that Christianity first attempted
to realize, bnt everything appeared only as a point of transition to a new,
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heavenly, eternal order of things which would commenoe a/ the Sec

AdvenL''
We admire the candor of Neander, who ao frankly gives as what is antagonistic to

his own system. For additional statementH on the Apostolic belief in the nearness of

the Advent, see e.g. vol. 2. p. 6, his Aniignosticus, or the Spirit cf TertuUiant p. 251, Oon.

on James, Eng. tr., p. 106, etc. (comp. jfrop. 49, Obs. 7, note 1). Prof, Bush {MilL, p.

23), in referring to the early church looking for the Sec. Advent, says :
*• For aoght we

know, in fact. Vie apostles themsdves might have been of the previdling belief, as we have

met with no reasoning which convinces uh that they always understood the fall reach

and import of their own writings. " (Thns the apostles are, to sustain a theory, reckoned
ignorant of their own langu^e ! And these too are inspired men !) Henan {Life <4

Paul, p. 250) tells us :
** The two Syriac words Maran-atha (the Lord is about to come)

became the watchword of the Christians among themselves ; the short, animated express

slon, which they passed from one to another to encoura/je themselves in their hoping."
The Westm, Review cOot, 1861, Art. 5, p. 249) declares :

** Gradually there grew np id

the early Christian community, grounded, it may be, on half-remembered sayings of the

crucified Jesus, an expectation of a Second Advent^ in which, as the mysterious being
announced by Daniel, the rejected Hero of the human race should reappear, throned on
a white cloud, to overthrow the last representative of the impious world Empire, and
to institute the eternal Kingdom, so long desired, so often announced, so repeatedly
postponed." The reader scarcely need be reminded that such quotations might be
indefinitely extended. The sarcasm of the infidel and the reluctant, apologetic admis-
sions of believers form a mass of material interesting to the investigator, but too un-
wieldy for our limits. In our researches we confess to surprise and pain that such a
writer as Reuss {.iris. Gh. Theol,, p. 272) should sarcastically write of the early believers in
this rude style : calling them ** men who remained quietly at home, waiting the «Sec

Coming of (he Lord, uistead of going forth to meet Him on the grand highway of human
history.

**'

It will be a blessed lot, if Reuss, either in abundant labors or in journeying
for the good of man, will be found equal to many of the men that he ridicules.

That the apostles believed in a speedy Advent is the opinion of Hodge (fi^s. Div., vol.

3, p. 676), Olshausen {Com., makes the extreme that even Pai^ expected to live until

the Advent, vol. 4, p. 399, vol. 5, p. 280), Conybeare and Howson {Life, etc., of JSf. FavL
vol. 1, p. 401), Oosterzee {Theol, N. Test., p. 333, etc.), Meyer's Cbin,, and Corns, gen-
erally. But Rees' Cyclop., Art Mill., following the guiding of ^Vhitby, asserts, without
a particle of proof Xa sustain it, (1) that the apostles never believed in this personal reign
of Christ or in Chiliasm (over e.g. against first preaching of Kingdom, and Acts 1:6);
and (2) " that the apostles never entertained the delightful hope of seeing their Master
coming into the world again** (which is too sweeping, unless w^e confine it, as the
writer probably intended, to their day or lifetime ; this, as we shall show, may be true,

and yet does not affect our ailment). Ease {ITis. Ch, Church, ch. 2. s. 43), to weaken
the antiquity and authority of our doctrine, remarks on ** Ecclesiastical Life :*' ** All

hope of an earthly Theocracy was apparently destroyed by the death of Jesus, but
Christians generally believed that Christ \oas to return to the world a second time, and
many indulged the hope that they would live to witness His advent. This faith gave
birth to the boldest expectations, partaking generally of a sensuous character, and while
it seemed a national ryecessUy and a religioits consolation to the Jewish, it was a source of

anxiety and perplexity to tue Grecian congregations.** To this we briefly reply : (1)

The correspondence with Jewish faith is acknowledged ; (2) a Theocracy on earUi was
postponed to the Sec. Advent ; (3) this made the Advent itself so desirable ; (4) many
of the alleged ** sensuous" expectations are only such to those who spirUttalixe the
covenants and predictions ; (6) that the Grecian, as well as the Jewish, congregations
Itrved this Advent, and had correct views concerning it ; (6) that Hase contxadictB
himself as to the universality and effect of the belief, as we shall show hereafter hy
mioialionsfroth him, Hagenbaoh {His, of Doc,, sec. 75), usually careful in his statements^
falls into an error, when speaking of the Apologetic era extending to a.d. 254, saying

:

" The disciples of Christ having received from their Master the promise of the Second
Coming, the first Christians looked for this event as near at hand, in connection with ike

geiural resurrection of the dead and the final judgment.** The facta are, as he himself
afterward particularizes, that the doctrine of a general resurrection was cf later origin,

developed by the Alexandrian school ; the first Christians, as far as known, not ad-
vocating it, but holding to a first and second resurrection. Hagenbach impartially
vindicates Justin holding to two separate resurrections, declaring (p. 214) "that
Chiliasm did not come into the orthodox Church through Cerinthus,*' that (p. 215)
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** Jnatin (DtoZ., p. 306), writing at the time of Fapiaa, says that it was the generalfaUk of
aU orthodox Christians ; and that only the Gnostics did not share it (comp. Irenes. 5 : 25,
26, Tertnl. c. Marc. 3 : 24)." He then quotes (jiesseler's {Ch. His,, 1, 156, Dog., p. 231)
emphatic declaration, that " in all the works of this period (the first two centuries)
3iUlenarianism is so prominent thai we • cannot hesilaie to consider it as universal in an age
ivhen such senaaons motives were certainly not nnnecessary to animate men to suffer
for Chiifltianity." (Thus making ** sensuous" error necessary to sustain the martyrs !^

flagcnbach, to save his own Church theory, and give it some kind of ancient support,
endeavors to weaken Giesseler's statement by saying :

" Compare, however, the writ-
ings of Clement of Rome, Ignatius, Polycarp, Tatian, Athenagoras, and Theophilns of
Antioch, in none of which Millenarian notions are propounded." MaodilL (**The
Instructor," May, 1879) reproduces this assertion, and says " no traces" of our doctrine
are to be found in them. This is misleading and tinfair, as will appear in a brief reply :

(1) these writers have left but liUle concerning their views on Eschatology, and that little

corresponds with Pre-Mill. views ; (2) the correspondence is so gre&t that many of our
opponents concede thftse Fathers to us, as we shall show under Prop. 75 ; (3) the simple
fnet they aU looked for a speedy Advent is pre'eminenily in our favor

; (4) they do not give
the slightest hint of being opposed to our views ; (5) they present no trace of the modernized
notions ; (6) the general statements of Irenseus, Justin, and Tertullian respecting the
nniveraality of our belief includes them, for otherwise—being prominent Fathers—an
exception would have been indicated ; (7) the burden of showing by direct quotations
from them, that they were not Millenarian, Jms never been assumed by any critic or
'writer. Our opponents, by a resort to such subterfuges, making the impression on the
ignorant that these men were in opposition to Millenarianism, only evidence the weak-
ness of thoir cause. A scholar certainly will not permit himself to be deceived in this

manner by so shaUovo an artifice, unworthy of the men who produce them.

Obs. 3. A number of ways have been devised to meet and interpret these

expectations of a near Advent. (1) To receive them as the trutli ; (2) to

designate them as ** Jewish fables j" (3) to pronounce them mere human
utterances, designed for a purpose, and unworthy of credence ; (4) to call

them "a husk,** which contains a germ of truth to be afterward devel-

oped
; (5) to define them as an accommodation to a transition period

; (C)

to hold them forth as. longings inspired by enthusiasm and love for Christ

;

(7) to explain them as denoting an expected spiritual, instead of a personal,

coming ; (8) to interpret them as indicative of an anticipated providential

coming in judgment. The system of interpretation adopted by ua (Prop.

4J,
and the principles underlying the same (Props. 5, 9, 16, 17, etc.), ex-

clude all these methods of explanation excepting the first.

It is not necessary to exAmine these theories in detail, seeing that our argument, as
we proceed, fully meets them. Some few^ as Xoyes, the ** Perfectionists,*' etc., hold that

the Sec. Co ninjy took place about 40 years after the crucifixion ; others that (as Prince,
Thomas, etc.) it was to be manifested in themselves ; while still others contend that
Christ, in some way unexplained, had come or was to come in and through them, either

spiritually or by the conference of power, etc. The latter view is found in some mysti-
cal sects, who have even gone so far as to claim that, in virtue of such a coming, the
New Heavens and New Earth, the New Jerusalem itself, was to be created and erected

by themselves, or else was manifested through themselves fe.g. Swedenborgians,
Shakers, etc.). We only now refer to a strange effort on the part of Pressense (The Early
Days qf Christianity, p. 308) to make the impression that Millenarianism arose in the
Thessalonian church, and was from thence disseminated. He says :

** The Thessalonians
were in daily expectation" (see Prop. 160) " of the return of the Saviour, 1 Thesa. 4 : 11.

2 Thesa. 2 : 2, and 3 : 10. This was the first manifestation of the Millenarian doctrine,

which became in the seoond century so widely diffused, and so strongly imbued with
Judaistic elements.*' This is flatly contradicted (1) by the Srripiurai basis of our doc-

trine ; (2) by the history of it among the Jews, and its existence ai the First Advent ; (3)

by the history of the doctrine in the church at Jerusalem (as e.g. the teaching of James
in the Council) ; (4) by its history in ail the churches as given in these Propositions ;

(5) by the teaching of the apostles, as Pressense himself admitd, concermng the near-
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nets of the AdTcnt, eto. ; * (6) by the fact that this teaching of MiUenaxianiBxn had per-

meated the whole church before the Gospels and Epistles wore given, for otherviae ve
cannot acconnt for its universality, as testified to in these pages by eminent men of tJL

shades of opinion. Preasense, by this effort to give it an earthly and fanatical parentage,
is not candid. We can well imagine, if he had been in Panics place, what a letter he

voould have toritten to these Millenarian Thessalonians, censuring them for startii^ a

doctrine found in God's oath-bound covenants, and the subject of a thousand prophc

Obs, 4. Among those who are believers in a literal Sec. Advent, variouB
theories are proposed hj way of explanation. Fairbairn's {On Proph^y p.

445) idea is, '* that the real explanation of the matter lies in their singu-

lar strength of faith, and which led them, in a manner, to overleap the

gulf of ages, to -identify the present with the future, and to realize great

events, whether near or remote, in their pressing magnitude and impor-
tance." But we see in this/ar more than mere faith and personal presenta-
tion of the truth. Neander*s notion {Com, on James, p. 106) that it arose

from a longing desire of the Apostolic church in a ** transition point," and
(Ch, His*, vol. 2, p. 65) that it was natural for them to do so, not yet being

fully acquainted with the truth ; and Olshausen's view {Com., vol. 2, p.

222) of its being an accominodation to Old Test language, inspired by the

lively ardor and desire of the Apostles :—these give but a low estimate of in-

spiration, and make the wishes and circumstances of the Apostles the crite-

rion of truth. Olshausen also {Com,, Matt. 24) suggests that the predic-

tions of Christ's speedy coming are conditional, being dependent on the

repentance of those to whom they were addressed. But the posi ti ve language
in which they are couched, and the events, continuous, connected with
them forbids such a view (Prop. 18), which otherwise, with varied and con-

stant repetition, would be well adapted to lead astray. The Apostles in their

public and private instructions never give the least hint that it is to be

thus understood, and none of their hearers or immediate successors enter-

tained such a notion. There is, however, force in the suggestion, as we
shall show, if the number of the elect is taken into consideration. Ooster-

zee {TheoL iV' TesL,p, 12C) says :
^^ It cannot be denied that the Lord

* We give an illustration from the same work (p. 286) which involves singular con-

tradictions, viz. : it makes Paul in the earlier part of his career the author of onr
doctrine, but which he afterward modified :

" The views of the apostle vPaul) as to the

nearness of the closing period of history, which is to be inaugurated by the personal
return of Christ, seem to have undergone some modijications. In the first stage of His
apostolic career He supposes, wlih all the ChrisHaivs cf thai (»/w, that but a very few years

will intervene before the coming of the day of the Lord ; he is even persuaded that it

will arrive before his own death, 1 Theas. 4 : 15. Subsequently, in the Roman prison,

on the eve of sealing his testimony with his blood, he receives n«» Wjht. This is very

evident from his £pistle to the Philippians, Phil. 1 : 20-25. He learns before his

death Uiat centuries are to be granted to the Church for the fulfilment of its work, and
for sowing the seed of the Gospel in the vast field opened to miiisionary labor.' * Obserre,
however, (1) he contradicts his statement respecting the Thessalonians ; (2) he allows M«
univeraality of belief ; (3) he makes Paul, specially enlightened, guilty of propagating
error ; (4) he misapprehends Paul's allusion to nearness and his own death, Obs. 4 ; (5)

there was 7io such change of view in the Roman prison, the passage referred to not

giving (he slightest hint of a change of view in the nearness of the Advent ; (6) if Paul

was thus favured with a change, why not extend it to all the apostles, e.g. John, who
repeated the nearness and warning respecting it ; (7^ neither Paul nor any of the apostles

believed in '* the closing period of history, which is to be inaugurated by the personal

return of Christ**—this is Pressense'a view, derived from spirituaUatie sources—Ptnl
(Rom. 11, etc.) believed a grand history was only then to oommenoe.
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t^IiTOughoiit His teaching, as well as in His last eschatological discourses,

T-epresents His coming as very near at hand. This was the natural con-
sequence of the prophetic form of conception, in which the difference of

t^ime and space falls into the background, the exhortation to watchfulness
SLnd active labor receiving greater force from reference to the near, un-
expected, and decisive future. '^ There is propriety in the reason thus as-

signed, but it does not cover the entire ground, failing to tell us why this

is ** the prophetic foim of conception."

To indicate how the leaven of infidelity is working, see the Art. of Bev. Dr. Buckley
in the Independent (Deo.^ 1878), on ** The Proph. Conference." He admits that the
apostles frequently refer to the nearness of the Rec. Advent, saying, however, " As a
reaolt of this extraordinary language and other causes, Vie apoatUs and early Christians

feil inio the error of supposing that Christ's final coming would take place before that
generation should pass away," and he quotes Isaac Watts and Albert Barnes to show
tbat the apostles were in error. Kow if these inspired men were in error on so important
& point, what assurance have we that they axe not equally in error on other important
matters ? We venture to say that on a missionary platform, advocating the conversion
of the world by the present instrumentaUties, Buckley will totally overlook this asser-

tion of his, and eulogize the apostolic conceptions of the extent and perpetuity of their

^work in this Whitbyan direction. Watson {Apol, for Christianity) takes the same view of
error, and then presents this exceedingly lame apology in behalfof the apostles :

" Their
mistake in this respect ought not in any wise to diminish their authority as preachers of
the GoapeL" Why not? Preacherf^ appointed to preach the Kingdom, speciaUy en'

lightened to proclaim the truth, affirming that Uiey received and gave only thai which is

true, to delude a vast body of believers by express affirmations, which are only ** per-
sonal conjectures," ** mistakes," "errors of judgment,** and all this is in no wise to
diminish our confidence in their authority, etc. ? The apology is seif-contradictory and
insuUiny to the apostles. Better make none than to give one which degrades apostolic

teaching, bringing them to an uninspired level. Beecher {Ch. UnioTi^ Sep. 5, 1877), in a
sermon on *' The Future Life," says :

** He (Paul) expected to see Christ in this world
before he departed ; and all the apostles believed that they ^ould ; and there are some
in our day who believe that they shall. I think that you will see Christ ; but you will

see Him on the other side. You will go to Him, He will not come to you. Ajid your
going to Christ will be spiritual, and not carnal. But the faith of the apostles, and of
others, was that they should see Christ in their day. In Uiis matter, however, they
were mistaken. They believed that which facts and time overthrew. Their conviction
was founded on a misinterpretation of the language of our Biaster. " Alas ! when
eminent ministers thus deliberately degrade the apostles ! What then becomes of the
prayer and assurance of Jesus that they should be led into the truth ? What value

tken can be placed upon the special bestowment of the Spirit to guard them against

error? What assurance have we that they are not in error on other important points

?

Ko ! never can we receive such dishonoring sentiments ; and a system of faith which
needs them is most certainly defective.

Obs, 5. The announcements made of a near Advent in such phi'ases,
** the Lord is at handf'* ** the conmig of the Lord draweth niahf** etc., has
excited the ridicule of infidels as evidence of grave error ; has provoked,
in some instances, from professed believers reluctant acknowled^ents of
*' mistakes," and, in other cases, lamely produced apologies derived from
the personal status of the Apostles. The real ground for the usage of

such language has been too much overlooked. A remarkable feature in

this contest over the expressions and meaning of the Apostles is the follow-

ing : unbelievers and believers both refer to the fact that the language is

fiven in the old Jetmsh prophetic fonn. The ancient prophets (as e.g.

sa., Joel), spoke of the promised Salvation, the day of the Ix)rd, the Com-
ing of the Mighty One, as being near, close at hand, etc., when the fulfil-

ment of prophecy shows that cefituries upon centuries must intervene
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before it ia fully realized. No one has objected to theseforms of prophetic
expression, on the ground that they represented remote events as near

because it was reasonably supposed that such phraseology was in ittrH

accordance with a professed prophetic revelation given in the largetie^if vf

time which must characterize the utterances of the Spirit of God. Preciifi]^

so with the Sec. Advent ; being a doctrine given by the selfsame Spirit,

it would illy correspo7id with His previous utterances to pronounce tt

remote, even if many (according to human measure of time) centuries in-

tervened. For the latter, although distant to man, would not be so with
(iod, to whom *' one day is as a thousand years, and a thousand yeans a.%

one day,'* We must, therefore, Judge the Apostles* language, not by a

human, but by the Divine standard. The Spirit—if of God,—does not meas-
ure time as we do ; and it is only fair qfut Iwnest to weigh expressions
regarding time given under the direction of that Spirit by the largeness of
view which characterizes God Himself. If the S|)irit in the consciousness
of Omniscience, Omnipresence, Eternity, the Infinite,—of previously given
declarations corresponding to these,—had in the prophetic announcements
of the Apostles employed, even to designate thousands of years, the language
(to accord with human ideas) "remote," '*far distant," ** long time,"
etc., unbelievers would, probably, be the very first to point out the incon-

sistency of such phraseology with the Divine attributes, and justly claim
that such expressions are indicative of human infirmity- We hold, conse-

quently, that the declarations of the Apostles respecting the nearness of tbu
Advent, are in strict accordance with the truth, and that, in themselves
properly apprehended, they contain decided evidence of the Spirit having
given them. And, as they sustain an intimate relation to the perfection of

the Spirit, they cannot bie interpreted, without undue violence, as an ac-
commodation to human imperfection.

God's Word is not man's that presents this nearness ; henoe God, and not num,
informs ns according to His ovan vievo^ whether it is near or distant To God it is but a
brief period, and this principle relating to time still future is recorded in Tarions
Scriptures. Thus e.g. that long (to man) period of Jewicdi tribulatioUt eztendii^ from
the Babylonian Captivity down to Christ, down to our own times, is called in Isa. 54 : 7.
** a amallmamerd" This whole dispensation is called " o day" etc. Now, the PrimitiTe
Church, after the apostles, instead of grasping this Divine mode of speaking, took the
language as if characteriatio of man's ideas of nearness, and apprehended this nearness
as imminent, impending. What possibly increased this feeling in the early churches
was the adoption of the defective (Sept.) chronology, by which it was supposed that
nearly six thousand years had elapsed, and the Sabbatism was expected (compare
candid remarks of Prof. Bush, On MIU,, p. 23 and p. 4). But against this, it may be
alleged, that the apostles looked for the Advent during their lifetime. In answer, see
Obs. 8. Two additional points may be suggested : (1) Prophetic ti'ne, either as to
beginning, or ending, or both, is reserved by Gk>d as specially pertaining to Himself,
and, therefore, any references to such time wiU be given according to Ood*3 otcn estimate

of iivie. (2) The language is also adapted to the capability of salvation. Before the
Advent and Kingdom appears, a certain predetermined number of the elect must first

be gathered. As the destined seed of Abraham is raised up, the woric, which to human
estimation is a long one, to God is but a short onn, and will be—to use the Spirit's
estimate—speedily accomplished. Hence we can, and do, receive the comments of un-
believers, etc., excepting their deductions that tlie apostles were mistaken. Thus e.g.

the author of The Beginning of CkristianUy (p. 366) says in reference to the ^>eedy
Advent: ** This expectation is expressed by ail the apostles in terms which fairly admit
of no other interpretation. It is found in Paul (Bom. 13 : 11, 12 ; 1 Cor. 7 : 29-31 ; and
10 : 11 ; Phil. 4 : 6 ; 1 Tim. 6 : 14)." '* The same expectation is expressed in the
Epistle to the Hebrews (10 : 25, 37) ; in the Epistle of James (6 : 3, 8) ; in the Epistles
of Peter (1 Pet. 4 : 7 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 3) ; in the first Epistle of John (2 : 18) ; and in the
Apocalypse (1:1; and 2 : 11 ; and 22 : 7, 12, 20). To pat any other construction on
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tliese pftssages, Bait the parousia to vhich they refer vas anything else than the Sec.
Advent of the Xiord to Jndgment, would introduce a dangerous license in the interpreta-
tion, and one which might be employed to sabvert the principal doctrines of the
Christian system. Under the general expectation of the apostles, mistaken though it

might prove to be in the one particular of time, there lay a fundamental truth.'* From
our standpoint, the apostles need no apology for employing such language ; for its use
proves them to haye been inspired.

Obs, 6. In accord with the trnthfalness of the Divine statements in ref-

erence to time, a decided advantage is derived from them in the form
given. The estimate of nearness given by God Himself, in measuring pro-

phetic periods, throws aroand the Sec. Advent a purposedindefiiiiteiiess, a

sufficiency of uncertainty, an impression that it may be near, to be con-
ducive to watchfulness and piety, to excite vigilance, energy and labor, to

impart wisdom, prudence and character, to incite to patient, diligent

and faithful study. The evidently designed chasms in chronology, the
selection of signs which more or less attend the history of centuries, the
concealment of the number of the elect, the withholding the day and the
hour, the speaking of things present owing to their certainty of arrival,

although still future, the brevity of dispensations when compared with the

a^ea of eternity,—these are all in the same line, suggestive that time is

given to present motives of caution and action.

The salutary influenoe of this style of prediction in the first centuries has been
admitted by infidels (e.g. Gibbon, etc.), by believers (e.g. Bush^ etc.), and, we are told,

was eminently adapted to confirm the early Christians under persecution. But it is

just as ayailable, just as hope and strength imparting to-day as ever ; and many, who
sjrmpathize with us or who reject our doctrine, forcibly acknowledge this feature. We
append two illustrations. Van Oosterzee {Theol. N. Test, sec. 29), peaking of Peter
and the apostles generally looking for the Advent, remarks :

" The day of the Lord's
Parousia, not more nearly defined by the liOrd Himself, remained and remains a point
of individual expectation, upon which only time can shed the true light. If Peter
shared in this, respect the expectation of the whole apostolic age, the event which he
looked for remains not the less the object of expectation for all future ages, and the hope
commended by him is still an inexhaustible fountain of ccnsding and sanctifying influence.**

Fairbaim {On Proph,, p. 77) says :
** The day itself was, therefore, purposely left in con-

cealment ; it remained among the undiscovered secrets of the Qodhead, and nothing
more than probable and proximate signs were given of its approach, as of an event to

be eijer expected and looked for, yet never, as to the period of its actual occurrence, to be
certainly foreknown." (Well may it be asked, Hovo can Fairbaim reconcile his Mill.

age of definite time to precede such an Advent, with the posture indicated by his

language ?) Hence it becomes us, if we wish to imbibe the apostolic spirit portrayed,

to occupy the attitude assumed by the apostles and their converts (comp. Prop. 182).

Obs. 7. In view of the inestimable purposes of Salvation connected with
the Sec. Advent, the latter cannot be held up too prominently, being, as

Holy Writ expresses it, ** the blessed hope,'' The nearness connected with
the preciousness, makes the Advent so extremely desirable and the object

of inspiring hope. Many who receive, and many who reject our doctrinal

position, hold to the exceeding wortli of this Advent, both to its immi-
nency (may at any time occur), and to its desirableness (i.e. ought to be
desired by the true believer).

Thus e.g. Lange (Com,, vol. 1, p. 433) says that it may occur *' at any moment," and
in various places speaks of its being the great object of heartfelt desire and hope.
Keander (vol. 1, p. 162, Ch. His,) designates it as ** fitted to be, not an object of dread,

bat of joyful, longing hope. " So Barnes ( Com., 2 Pet. 3 : 12) and Dr. Brown of Ola^ow
[Ch. Sec, Coming) calling it " the polar star," besides a host of others (oomp. Props.
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173 and 182). Hence it is not correct to say, what a Triter in the WeglminsUr BevioB
(Jan., 1873, p. 88) aneeringly asserts, viz. : that Christ represented His religion as
" now -wine/* bnt " now it is old wine that has lost some of its original ingredients bj
evaporation,** and among the things ** evaporated" or lost he numbers '* the anticipa-

tion, not to be laid aside for a moment, of the immediate return o£ Christ. ** Admitting
that mnltitades have removed, ignored, or perverted this doctrine, yet it is al^io true

(aside from its nnchangeable relationship to the Word) that many, even of oar op-

ponents, cordially receive it while wUagoniaUc to their own system of belief—i.e. to their

Millennial theory.

Obs, 8. To invalidate the credibility of the Apostles, some allege (even

believers, as Olshausen, etc.) that " the apostles expected the retnm of

Jesus in their lifetime." But this remains uaproven, being only infer-

red from the phrase (1 Thess. 4 : 15) *' we, which are alive and remain," and
from the account given by John 21 : 22, 23. But the former, as after-

ward explained in the Second Epistle, and the latter as evidenced by
John's own interpretation (v. 23), and afterward by the events delineated

in the Apoc, forbid such an inference.

The ** we'* appears only indicative of fdhw-bdievera, of Christiana who sfaonld be
snocessors—for the exhibition of the apostasy and Antichrist by Panl (incinding a
series of events not to be compressed in a lifetime), the portrayal of fntnre events in

the Apoc. by John which were to transpire previously, the allnsions to their own coming
death as something to occur before the expected Advent—are s^J^|kieni evidence that the

apostles, under the guidance of the Spirit, regarded the period of the Advent as in-

definite in the future to follow certain 5avents, which they knew (as seen by references
to their own departure) were not to take place during their lifetime. (The passa^
Mark 9 : 1. liatt. 16 : 28, Luke 9 : 27, will be noticed in Prop. 153, on the Transfiguration.)
One of the editors feither Dr. Brown or Dr. Valentine) in the (^tarlerhf Review for July,

1874, in Art. " Did tne Apostles expeut the Sec. Comixig of Christ in their own day?"
ably answeiH the unwarranted dedtiutions of Olsbausen, Oosterzee, Meyer, and oihexa;
conclusively showing that they did not anticipate the Advent befort their own departure.
This Art., overlooking what we have stated in relation to the Spirit's estimate of time,
gives the following solution to the language employed :

*' The apparent nearness of this
event may result from its transcendent importance and its relations to ns as individ^
uals. In such a matter the element of time is almost lost sight of, and we stand as in
the presence of the august reality.'* This is enforced by illustrations and a quotation
from Lange {Life qf Christ, vol. 1, p. 81, 82).

Obs. 9. The apostles, after the res. and ascension of Jesus, never used
the formula *' the Kingdom of heaven is at Jiand;^'—thus accepting of the
change in the manner of Christ's teaching (Prop. 58, etc.)t and linked
bv the phraseology adopted {Prop. 71, etc*), the Kingdom with the Ser,

Advent, For, instead of the previous formula, they now tell us that
" the Coining of the Lord draweth nigh,'^ ** the Lord is at hand,y etc. They
guard us thus, by the very choice of words, against the notion that the
kingdom was already established, or that it possibly could be set up dur-
ing the absence of the King. Under the former preaching, Jesus being
present, the Kingdom was announced ; under the apostolic, Jesus being
absent and the Kingdom postponed, His Coming again, as the requisite

prelude, is prominently proclaimed,

A singular feature which has attracted the critical student is this : Owing to the
belief in the speedy coming, the rapid development of Antichrist and his overthrow, the
expected approach of the anticipated Kingdom, the history of the Church for several

generations is, notwithstanding the progress made, almost a blank on questions now
regarded as highly important, as e.g. those relating to church government, the exact
progress, triumphs, and confiicts of Christianity. So much is ttds the ease, that the
first and second centuries have become a kind of battle-field between the various theories
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of ehnrch govenmiant. Ko doemnents, such as appeared later, defining forms, looking
toward perpetuity, etc, appeared. This very state—this very lack— supports our posi-
tion. Uhlhom {(hr^id of Christiamty toUh Heathenvtrn^ p. 337) refers to this, saying:
'* The Coming of the Ijord vas then believed to be qnite near, and this hope dominated
the whole life. No provision was made for a long ^ntimiancf of the Chnrch on earth,
and all efforts were exclnaively directed toward remaining in the world without spot till

the day of Christ's Coming." (To which we add : and to urge others to receive this
Jesns and be saved, for the spread of the Gospel indicates their missionaty zeal, noi aa
Reuss (Prop. 74, Obs. 2, note) has it that they stayed " at home," etc.)

Obs. 10. The Apostles occupied the very position regarding the Sec.

Advent, enjoined by the Divhie Master; to have employed any other
language (e.g. in accord with modern ideas) than that used, would have
been a violation of His commands (as e.g. presented Matt. chs. 24 and
25).

In the Bcriptnres referred to, in connection with the exhortations to watchfulness,
-we find an epitomized histoiy of events running from the destruction of Jerusalem
down to the Advent, and, in strict accordance with our argument, it irivea no hint,

not even the slighiestf at a Kingdom until the period of tiie Advent arrives. The
declarations of Jesus and those of the apostles are in harmony. The same will be
foand in other respects as we advance in the argument. If the modem views
engrafted on the New Test, are correct, then we ought to find, instead of these
exhortations, that ** the coming of the Church in greater power and gloiy draws
nigh," with cautions not to look and watch for the Advent, but for larger and still larger

triumphs of the Church. The two positions are utterly aniagonistif, and it is absurd to

endeavor to blend them together. Either the New Test, teaches the one or the other

—

both are irreconcilable unless violence is done to the language. Let the critical student
answer the following question, and it will be decisive : If inspired apostles were in
error respe<^ting the Sec. Advent, so that they could not locate with their views of it

(as conceded by our opponents, as quoted) a convexsion of the world, or even a long-
extended missionary work with it, what would such inspired men, who professed to

understand the prophecies, do with e.g. Ps. 22 : 27, 28, and a thousand similar predic-
tions ? Does it not, consistently and logically, follow, that if in their estimation ful-

filled at all, iheu must of necesaiiy be r^Uzed afUr the Sec. Advent, as held by the
Primitive Church, and not before that Advent, seeing that they give no room for the same ?
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PROPOSinoN 75. TTie doctrine of the Kingdom^ as held by the

chuj*chea established by the Apostles^ was pei'petiuiied.

This was done by the Ax>ostolic Fathers, by succeeding Christian
Fathers, and by other writers in the church. The same is cor-

roborated by Jewish and Pagan authors, and also by Apocryphal
books.
What Bnokle {Hia, (XvU., vol. 1» p. 215) sajB of truth in general is applicable to

that pertaining to this Kingdom :
** No great tmth which has once been fonnd baa ever

afterward been lost."

Oh8. 1. Our doctrine is traced continuously from the Apostles themselFes,

seeing that (Prop. 72, Obs. 3, note 1) the first Fathers, who present Mil-

lenanan views, saw and conversed either with the Apostles or the Elders fol-

lowing them. So extensively, so generally was Chiliasm perpetuated, that

Justin Martyr positively asserts tfiai all the orthodox adopted and upheld
it. Justin's language is explicit {Dial, with Trypho, sec. 2); for after

stating the Chiliastic doctrine, he asserts :
** it to be thoroughly proved

that it will come to pass. But I have also signified unto thee, on the other
hand, that many—even those of that race of Christians toho follow not

godly and pure doctrine—do not acknowledge it.^ For I have demonstrated
to tnee, that these are indeed called Christians ; but are atheists and im-
pious heretics, because that in all things they teach what is blasphemous,
and ungodly, and unsound," etc. He addfs :

** But I and whatsoever
Christians are orthodox in all things do know that there will be a resurrec-

tion of the flesh, and a thousand years in the city of Jerusalem, built,

adorned and enlarged, according as Ezekiel, Isaiati, and other prophets
have promised. For Isaiah saith of this thousand years (ch. ^^ : 17)
* Behold, I create new heavens and a new earth: and the former shall not be
remembered, nor come into^ mind ; but be ye glad and rejoice in those
which I create : for, behold, I create Jerusalem to triumph, and my people
to rejoice," etc. Moreover, a certain man among us, whose name is Jonn^
being one of the twelve apostles of Christ, in that revelation which was
shown to him prophesied, that those who believe in our Christ shall fulfil

a thousand years at Jerusalem ; and after that the general, and, in a word,
the eveilastmg resurrection, and last* judgment of all together. Whereof
also our Lord spake when He said, that therein they shall neither marry,
nor be given in marriage, but shall be equal with the angels, being made
the sons of the resurrection of God."*

1 This is the passage that has been tampered with in some vsa., the ** not** being
omitted (comp. Prop. 73, Obs. 3, note 2). For the genuineness of the passage, see e.g.

Brooks' EL of Proph. Interp., ch. 3. Semisoh (Herzog's Oy<^.) remarks on it :
'* OhiUasm

constituted in the seo. centoiy so decidedly an artide of faith that Jnstin held it np as a
criterion of perfect orthodoxy.** Numerous writers have made the same oomment. Hiis
has, unfortunately, led some (as Shimeall, the Ohriatadelphians, etc.) to apply it as a
measure of orthodoxy at the present day. To avoid a wrong inference, we may add,
that the criterion set up by Justin in his day might well answer the purpose at that
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time, bnt is inapplicable to the present day. The reason is simple : those who rejected
Chiliasm in Justin's time were also guilty of subverting the essential, fundamental doc-
trines of religion (and hence the force of his comparison), while this is not true of a
large number of our opponents at this day. Such a comparison instituted, continued,
and pressed, would be both illiberal and unjust fcomp. Prop. 72, Obs. 1, note 2).

'' Jostin Martyr's testimony is so overwkdminfj ih&t some of our opponents seek to

break its force by various shifts, e.g. by disparaging the man, by advocating an inter-
polation, by silently passing him in the enumeration of Fathers, etc. Prof. Briggs,
under the signature of ** Westminster,** in the New York Evangelist, professes to give
on utterly ur\fair and unscholarly (as we shall prove again and again) history of Mil-
lenarianism. On the strength of Jerome omitting Justin's name in his list of Chiliasts,

the Prof, jumps to the sage conclusion that Justin vxis no ChUiast ! This is opposed by
the writings of Justin, by all our standard Church historians, and by a multitude of
able critics. It is conceded to us by numerous bitter and unrelenting opposers (such
as Shedd, Prof, tituart, Mosheim. etc.). The omission is readily accounted for by Mode
( Works, p. 813X and by the character (Mosheim, vol. 1, p. 250, with which oomp.
Neander, Kurtz, etc.) of Jerome. To break the force of Justin*s testimony by laying
Htress on general Eschatological expressions (which we can also cordially adopt),, and
avoiding the statements of Justin where he particularizes the order or manner of fulfil-

ment, is correspondent with Briggs' entire series, which for unfairness, perversions,
deliberate untruthfulness, and arroganoe (in sadness we say it) bears off the palm. We
only add : that Justin is far more competent (in view of the time he lived, his scholar-
ship, his pre-eminence as an Apologist, his consistent Christian life sealed by martyrdom
for the truth) to tell us what was ** the orOiodox ' view in his day than ** Westminster,"
witli his heart filled with enmity and prejudice, is to-day. The reader will, we hope,
dispassionately look at the evidence we give (much of it from learned and able opposers,
who scorned to stoop to such devices), and then compare it with Prof. Briggs' reply to
Dr. West. The latter asserted in *' The Proph. Conference*' (that met in Dr, Tyng's
choioh in New York) that ** a true Christian Chiliasm was the orthodox faith of the
Primitive Church in its purest days " Briggs affirms that this is '* unhistorical and
false," and " that it was rejected among the earliest of heresies in its grosser forms
and merely tolerated in its finer forms."
To g^ve the reader a just idea (in vindiccUion of the severity of our strictures) of the

bigotiy and intelligence of this '* heresy-hurUer^'* and his relish for * bitter herbs/' as well

as his charitable assumption of superiority and ecclesiastical authority, we reproduce
this choice morsel : after threatening persecution, as against heretics, if MiUenarians do
not keep those views to themselves and desist in calling it ** a vital doctrine," etc., his

authoritative animus bursts forth as follows :
'* It depends entirely upon themselves

what the future is to bring forth. If they will abandon their organization, disband their

committee, stop their Bible and Prophetic Conferences, we doubt not that there will

soon be a calm again, and they will remain undisturbed in their ecclesiastical relations ;

but if they are determined to go on in their aggressive movement, they will have only
themselves to blame if the storm should beoome a whirlioind that will constrain them to depart

Jrom the orthodox churches, and form another heretical sect,** This is evidence that he,

after all, has not muck confidence in his one-sided argumentation, for if he tnisted in

the power of truth, he would not thus lose his temper, and speak of men (leaders)

who are preeminenUy superior to himself in every quajification relating to scholar-

ship, intelligence, usefulness, devotion to the service of the. Master, etc. Suppose
we should make such demands, and propose to secure ** a calm" by asking them to

abandon the publicity of their views, to stop their parade of the Whitbyan theory at

missionary meetings, etc., they would ^sf/y pronounce it arrogant, claiming that views
honestly and sincerely believed to be ampfy sustained by Scripture and history are not
to he got rid of by persecution, but by solid Scriptural and historical reasoning. When
argument is weak threats are resorted to in order to prop it up, thus repeating the pain-
fol history of the past. Do Post-Millenarians keep their views to themselves, as shown
in thousands of books, pulpits, platform addresses, newspapers. Systematic Theologies,

etc. ? Can they justly ask us to refrain from giving equal prominency to our doctrine, if

we deem it advisable, especially when we believe its proclamation to be a God-comF-

manded duty f Would they make us, by threats of force, dishonest to conviction and
hypocrUioal in belief ?

Obs. 2, Nnmerons testimonies of friends might be adduced. A few are

given by way of illnatration (comp. those given under Props. 72-74).
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Judge Jones, under the name ** Philo-Baailicua" (X»7., vol, 3, Essays,

p. 73), says ** that all the Fathers, whose writings have come down to 03,

Erevious to Origen, and some who were contemporary and subsequent to

im, believed this {Chiliasiic) doctrine cannot he disproved.** ^ Bh. Xewton
{On Froph., p. 591-2) remarks :

" In short the doctrine of the Millen-

nium was generally believed i7i the three first and purest ageSy and this

belief, as the learned Dodwell hath justly observed, was one principal

cause of the fortitude of the primitive Christians ; they even coveted
martyrdom, in hopes of bein^ partakers of the privileges and glories of the

martyrs in the first resurrection."*

I Bhedd (His, of Ch. Doe.) endeavors to make the Tinfair impression that some of the
Fathers, from whom we have bat a fewfragments of opinion, were not Chiliastic, sajin^'

that ** there are no traces of Chiliaam in the writings of Clement of Rome, IgnatiuK,

and Polycarp.** This is unoandid : (1) because their associates and followers were Chil>

iastio, and the language employed by the latter inclades the iortner ; (2) Justin s test of

orthodoxy embraces them : (3) they allege in the fragments nothing against oar doe-

trine, and much less anything favoring the modem (Prof. Shedd's) view ; (4) th«y
employ phraseology and language that can only be jusUy reconciled with a Cltili&stic

belief. In reference to their faith. Taylor's Voice of the Church, Shimeairs Beply Ut

Hhedd, Seiss* Last Tlmes^ Ap. 2, etc., have quoted sufllciently from these writeni to show
that they were Chiliastic. Clement's allusion to *'' preaching the Goming^of Christ,"' of

Christ's Coming '* suddenly'' and ** quickly," of *' every hour expecting the Kingdom of Gi^
in love and righteous, because we know not the day of Gods appecaring ;** Ignatios' speak-
ing of *• the last times," of *' expecting Him who is above all time ;'* Polycarp's reference to
" reigning together with Him ;" all this, taking into consideration the prevailing nsHge.

indicates what many, even hostile to us, admit, that they were Chiliasts. Shedd's idea
is not only to unfairly represent our doctrine but to imply that the modem view aUo
prevailed, of which there is not the slighiest trace. Dr. Lillie, Dr. Brookes, and others, have
rebutted his ** singularly" (so Lillie) ** inadequate, and I say it rolactantly, somewhat
unfair chapter on Millenarianism, " Prof. Shedd does not meet the issue, viz. : that it is
'* conceded that every one of the Apostolic Fathers, who says anything at all on the
subject, is a Chiliast," but in view of the silence of some Fathers on the subject in the

very brief writings of theirs in our possession, hastily concludes that this " tenet was
not the received faith of the Chnrcn, certainly down to the year 150.'* The student
will allow its " due weight" to such a conclnaion, indicative of the fact that oar his-

torical position is pressing oar opponents sortly, seeing that they can resort to sach a
method to weaken, if possible, its force (comp. F^p. 74, Obs. 2. note 1).

* Others are given for the student. Dr. Bennet ( Works, vol. 2. p. 184) :
" The Mil-

lennial Kingdom of Christ was the general doctrine of the Primitive Church/rom the times
of the apostles to the Coancil of Nice, inclusively." As the testimony of Millenaiians
might be regarded as partial or bisised, the reader is merely referred to the following :

Mode's Works, Greswdl's Erp. of the Parables, Taylor's Voice of the C'Attrcfc, Brooks' Ei
Froph, Jnterp,, Seiss' Last limes, Elliott's Horoi Apoc., Gill's Com,, Sir I, Newton *}n

Froph,, Auberlen On Froph., Bonar's Apostoliciiy of Chiliasm, Cox's yfiUenarian's ATisictr,

besides many others. The following writers can also be advantageously quoted :

Daffield, Bh. Henshaw, Tyng, Gauasen, Sherwin, Alstedius. Shaeffer, MaiUand, Pym,
McCaul, Brightman, Anderson, Manford. Bryant, Drummond, Hooper, Ogilvy, Homes,
and others. Dr. West delivered a good paper on the ** His. (f the Frt-Mill.* Doctrine"*
before the Proph. Conference afNew York.

Obs. 3, The testimony of opponents (some having already been given.
Props. 72-74) may properly be presented because impartial. We select for
this purpose the originator and defender of the generally received view
(comp. Prop. 175). Dr. Whitby {Treatise on Tradition) gives us the fol-

lowing often-quoted statement :
" The doctrine of the Millennium, or the

reign of saints on earth for a thousand years, is now rejected by all Roman
Catholics, and by the greatest part of Protestants ; and yet it passed among
the best Christians, for two hundred andfifty years, for a tradition apos-
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toUcal; ftnd, as such, is delivered bj many Fathers of the second and
third century, who speak of it as the tradition of our Lord aiid His apos-
tles^ and of all the ancients who lived before them ; who tell us the very
words in which it was delivered, the Scriptures which were then so inter-

preted ; and say that %t was held by all Ohristians that were exactly ortho-
dox,^^ " It was received not only in the Eastern parts of the Churfih, by
Papias (in Phrygia), Jnstin (in Palestine), but by Irenaeus (in Gaul), Nepos
(in Egypt), Apollinaris, Methodius (in the West and South), Cyprian,
Victorinus (in Germany), by Tertullian (in Africa), Lactantius (in

Italy), and Sieverus, and by the Council of Nice" (about a.d. 323). Even
in his Treatise on the Millennium, in which he endeavors to set aside the
ancient faith by bm substitution of *' a new hypothesis,*^ ho acknowledges,
according to Justin and Irenaeus, that (ch. 1, p. 61) there were ** three
sorts of men : (1) The Heretics^ denying the resurrection of the flesh and
the Millennium. (2) The exactly orthodoxy asserting both the resurrection
and the Kingdom of Christ on earth. (3) The believers, who consented
with the lust, and yet endeavored to allegorise and turn into a metaphor
all those Scriptures produced for a proper reign of Christ, and who had
sentiments rather agreeing with those heretics who denied, than those ex-

actly orthodox who maintained, this reign of Christ on earth."

6nch evidence from Anti-Millenariana is oumnlatiTe. The reader may find it

interesting to glance orer others. Thns e.g. Bh. Taylor {Liberiy of Prophesying, see, 2)
remarks (orer against concessions made, as Brooks has noticed, in his Sermon on 1 Cor.
15 : 23) :

" that the doctrine of the Millenaries was in the best ages esteemed no heresy,
bnt true Ckitholic doctrine ; though since then it hath had jnstice (?) done it, and hath
suffered a just (?) condemnation.** Chillingworth (Works, p. 347), already referred to
(Prop. 73, Obs. 1, note 2), says : " It appears manifest out of this book of Ireneaus that
the doctrine of the Chiliasts was in his judgment apostolic tradilion, as also it was esteemed

(for aught appears to the contrary) by ail the dodors, and aainis, and martyrs of, or about,
his time ; for all that speak of it, or whose judgments in the point art any xoay recorded,

are for it ; and Justin Martyr professeth, that aU good and orihodoat Christians of his time
beliered it, and those that did not, he reckons among heretics.** His argument la,

briefly, as follows :
** That this doctrine (of the Millennium and Christ's personal reign

on earth) was by the church of the next age after the apostles held true and catholic,

I prore by these two reasons : first, whatever doctrine is believed and taught by the most
eminent fathers of any age of the church, and by none of their contemporaries opposed or

condemned, that is to be esteemed the CatKoiic dodrine of the church of those times ; but
the doctrine of the Millenaries was believed and taxtghi by the moat eminent fathers of the

age next after the apostles, and by none of thai age opposed or condemned ; therefore it

loas the Catholic dodrine of those times,** Such testimony can be multiplied : for Mosheim
{Ch. His.) speaks of it as " £^ prevailing/ opinion. ;*' Gieseler {Ch. His,) tells us that it

" became the general belief of the time ;" Lardner {Ored, of Gosp. His.) informs us that
*' the Millennium has been the favorite doctrine of some ages and has had the patronage of
the learned, as well aa the vulgar, among Christians ;" Mfinscher {His. Dog.) testifies*:
** How xeidehf the doctrine of Miilenarianiam prevailed in the first centuries of Chris-

tianity, appears* from this that it was tinitwrsoZfy received by almost all teachers ;*' En-
cyclopedia Americana (Art. Mill.) pronounces it " a tmiversal bdief among the Christians

of the first centuries.'* The student desirous of additional references may consult for

confirmatory statements Bush (On Mill.), Neander {Ch, His,), Burton {Bampion Lee.,

3829), Stuart {Com. Apoc,), Barnes (Oom, Rev.), Bh. Russel {Dis. on MUl.), Hagenbach
{His. of Doc), Kitto {Oydop., Art. Mill.), Baumgarten {His. Apos. Ch.), Lechler {Apos,

and Post-Apos. Times), Schlegel {PhUos. of His.), Milner {Ch, His,), Jones {Ch. His.),

Shaff (t%. ffis.), Kurtz (C%. His.),

The candid admissions of those who are no believers in our doctrine are so interefit-

ing that we append several more. Thus e.g. Dodgson ( Transl. of TerhtUian, vol. 1« p.
331 3) speaks of our belief, according to Irenaeus and Justin, ** as belonging to the fvR
soundness of faith,'* that "Eusebins states it to have been the preva^i7^g doctrine in the

church,*' and that " until the early part of the third oontuzy ; (it was) held by moat.
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qutstioned by ncme whose name has been preserved/' Bh. Bussell {Dis. on Mill., p. 236)

remarks :
** so far as we yiew the question in reference to the snre and certain hope

entertained by the Christian world that the Redeemer would appear on the earth, and
exercise authority during a thousand years, there is good ground for the assertion of

Mede, Dodwell, Burnet, and other writers on the same aide, that down to the b«^nning
of the fourth century the belief was universal and undl^uied." Dr. ^ast (the Com-
menUtor) in an Art. in " 2^ West, Ck. Advoixite" (July 3U, 1879) remarita :

** Hase,
distinguished for the accuracy of his statements, calls Chiliaam ' the grtal faiihr^irti^ of

the Primitive Church,* Prof. VoUc, in his masterly reply to Dr. Keil, says also, • It wa*
fundamenial to the Church from the beginning."* Our entire line of argument shown
why^ of necessity, it was thus ''fundamental* and "the great faith-article** of iba

early Church.

Obs. 4. The evidence in favor of the general perpetuation of the doc-

trine is strengthened hy the concessions of those who were among the first,

and most bitter, opposers. Thus e.g. Jerome (Com. on Jes,^ 19 : 10), says :

*' that he durst not condetnn the (Millennial) doctrine, because many ec-

clesiastical persons and martyrs affirm the same.**

This is quoted by Brooks {EL Proph, Inierp,, p. 48). Among my notes I find Uie

following reference : See Jerome's Pre/, to Isa., 65, and his Com, on Jer, 19 : 10, where
he admits that " many Qurisiiana and martyrs had affirmed the things that he denied i

and that a great multitude of Christians agreed in them in his own day ; so that

though he could not follow them, he could not condemn them.'* In another place he says

:

** a multitude of persons will be offended with me." Comp. also Brooks* (p. 49, etc.)

statements concerning Eusebius, Augustine, etc. We fully admit in followiz^ Proposi-
tions that through such men as Jerome, Eusebius, and others—who like Eusebius
could flatter the Emperors with the idea that the Millennial glory was already inaugurated
under their sway, and that Rome itself was converted into the New Jerusalem —the
doctrine declined. We also admit, aa. in full accord with predictions, that during the
dark ages it remained, like many other precious doctrines, under an eclipse. The very
opposition and decline here noticed is only an additional reason for retaining the doc.
trine, because if extensively popular and universally received, and contimud thus dofcn

to the present, its history would not harmonize with the warnings, cautions, and predic-
tions relating to it. showing that men would turn away from it. On this point it is

only necessary to again quote Whitby {Tiratise on TradUion, as given p. 86, Proph, Tunes,
vol. 6) himself :

" This doctrine (Chiliasm) was owned in the first ages of the church by
the ffreatest number of the Christian clergy, as is confessed by Eusebius ; that by the
confession of St. Jerome rmmj/ ecclesiastical men and martyrs had asserted it before
their time (//. Ecdes, 1, 3, c. 39, in Jer. 19), and that even in his days it was the doctrine
which a great muUitude of Christians followed (Proem, in lib. 13, Com., in Esa.),** etc

Obs, 5. The reception and interpretation of the Apoc, also indicates the

extent of Millenarian doctrine. It being held to contain the hopes of a
Kingdom to come, as we have shown, it was confidently appealed to in

our behalf, and was universally received by the orthodox believers. This
continued until some Anti-Chiliasts endeavored,—seeing no escape from its

teaching,—to bring it into discredit ; which opposition only ceased when it

was found that its plain announcements might be spiritualized. Dr.

Smith (iV. Test, His,, p, 723, On Rev.) remarks :
** The interval between

the Apostolic age and that of Constantine has been called the Chihastic
period of Apocalyptic interpretation.*'

Gibbon [His. Decline^ etc., vol. 1, p. 535) sarcastically alludes to this, saying :
•* A

mysterious prophecy, which still forms a part of the sacred canon, but whidi was
thought to favor the exploded sentiment, has very narrowly escaped the proscription of
the church." He refers to the complaint that Snip. Severus made respecting its

neglect ; for as Beuss and others have stated, the Greek Fathers, under the influence of
^he Alexandrian theology, from the time of the third centm^ manifested an antipathy

the book, although previously it was held as the great and important BeveUtion from
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Christ. It is sapposed by some that Caias (about A.D. 210) first started the opposition
to the Apocnlypne ;* -this vas strengthened by the position of Dionysias (aboat a.d. 248),

aithon^jh he is forced, over against his doubting its genuineness, to say :
*' Bnt« for my

part, I dare not reject the book^ since many of the brethren have it in high esteem,"
etc. (comp. Stuart's, Hug's, Michaelis', Dames', and other Introductions fur a detailed
acooont). Gibbon refers to its omittal by the Council of Laodicea (a.d. 363). The
contest over the book resulted from its supposed Chiliastio teaching (so Barnes, etc.).

and Hug (Introd., p. 654) says :
'* It was amid the disputes concerning the Millennium

that the first explicit and well-authenticated denial of the Apuc. occurred." lib. Kussel
(On Mill.) states :

" It is worthy of remark that so long as tlie prophecies regarding the
Millennium were interpreted literally the Apocalypse was received as an inspired pro-
duction, and as the work of the apostle John ; but no sooner did theolc^ans find

themselves compelled to view its annunciations through the medium of allegory and
metaphorical description, than they ventured to call in question its heavenly origin, its

genuineness, and its authority." Art. Apoc. (by Prof. Schem) Appletou's Cyclop., says :

** The rejection of the canonical and apostolical character of the book was chiefly

prompted by opposition to Chiliasm ; and when the interest in the Chiliastic contro-
versies declined, the church generally received the Apoc. as the work of the apostle
John.'* Hence Mede (^orks, p. 602) said :

*' I have demonstrated that the 1000 follow

the times when the oeast and the false prophet, and consequently the times of
Antichrist, which those who oppose the Chiliasts have found so necessary" (i.e. assume
existing) ** as to force them to deny the Apocalypse to be Scripture ; nor was it ever
admitted until they bad found some commodious interpretation of the 1000 years. " We
append Home's {Inirod., vol. 2, p. 379) statement :

" It is a remarkable circumstance that

the authenticity of this book was very generally, if not universally, acknowledged during
the find two c«n/urtM, and yet in the ihinl century it began to be questioned. This seems
to have been occasioned by some absurd notions concerning the Millennium, which a
few well-meaning but fanciful expositors grounded on this book ; which notions their

opponents injudiciously and presumptuously endeavored to discredit, by dettyiTig the

authority of the book itself." (He qqotes Sir Isaac Newton and Dr. Priestly as regard-

ing it one of the best attested books of the New Test., which is the uniform opinion of

the best critics, destructive and orthodox. ) The student will find numerous similar

testimonies in the Introductions to the Apocalypse (as e.g. Barnes, Lange, Alford,

Lacke, etc.), so that (so Lange Rev., p. 64) in summing up ** the Pre Constantinian
Period** of Apoc. interpretation, it is thus given :

** tundavwUal Thought : The Mtllmnial

Kingdom is to came ; according to the Chiliastic tjeto, its coming is imminent." H Clintock

A, tttrong's Cyclop,^ Art ** Revelation," remarks :
" The interval between the apostolic

age and that of Constantine has been called the Oiitiastic period oi Apocalyptic inter-

pretation. The visions of John were chiefly regarded as representations of general

Christian truths scarcely yet embodied in actual facts, for the most part to be exempli-

fied or fulfilled in the reign of Antichrist, the Coming of Christ, the Millennium, and
the day of judgment. The fresh hopes of the early Chiistians. and the severe persecu

tions they endured taught them to live in those future events with intense satisfaction

and comfort." Compare the statements of Heizog's Enc.ydop.^ Appleton's Cyclop., and
others ; especially the Introd, by Dr. Elliott in his HorcK Apoc. Pressense (The Early
Days of Christianity, p. 601, Ap.. note L), advocating the authenticity of the Apoc,
remarks :

** The first doubts on this subject were expressed by the sect of the Alogi.

who denied the divinity of Jesus Christ. These doubts were carried further by Caius,

and finally by Dionysius of Alexandria (Eusebius 7 : 25), and more or less confirmed by
Eusebius. But it is needful to study the grounds tak^n by Dionysiua, in order to be
convinced that he reasons entirely from a priori arguments, and that it is fear of the

Qiitiasts or MiHenarians which leads him to throw doubt upon the book of Revelation."

* The student is referred to a contradiction—those who assert that Caius rejected the

Apoc.. ground such a rejection on the supposition that he esteemed Cerinthus the

author of it—now, the Benedictines (Buckle, Mis,, voL 3, p. 211) allege, that when the

Apoc. was violently attacked by Cerinthus and other heretics, the early Fathers, as

Justin, Iremeus, Theophyloct, etc., believed it to be written by John. However this

may be, two things are certain : (1) that if the doctrines of Cerinthus are correctly

reported he could not be the author of the book, seeing it contains much opposed to the

same ; (2) John being the author and the opponent of Cerinthus, would not adopt views

endorsing, more or less, those of Cerinthus,
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Ohs, 6. The extent to which the doctrine prevailed is also apparent from
the Apocryphal books. The counterfeit is based upon the genuine.

Thus e.g. Gieseler {Ck. Sia.t toL 1, p. 100), after saying that " in the character of

the HpariooB writings of this period (the Seo. Century) we can trace the peculiar features
of the age ; their purpose being either to encourage the persecuted, or to conyince Uu
unbelieving, and not unfrequently to give the sanction of antiquity to the tenets of a
particular sect. In this way the old spurious writings of the Jews were interpolated by
the Christians, as the Book of Enoch and the Book of Ezra ; and others were new
manufactured as the Testaoienk of the Twelve Patriarchs, the Ascension of Taai&h^ uid
the Shepherd of Hermas. Of a different character were the books of Hystaspes, and
the Sibylline Prophecies, which, as well as the Acts of Pilate, seem to have been chiefly

intended for the heathen." **In all these works the belief in the Millenniam is so

evident thai no one can KesUate to consider it as universal in an age, when certainly such
motives as it offered were not unnecessary to animate men to suffer for Christianity.

This belief rested mainly on the book of Revelation. The Mill, was represented as the

great Sabbath which was very soon to begin, and to be ushered in by the reeorrection
of the dead." Prof. Stuart {Oom, Apoc., vol. 1, Introd., etc.) largely quotes from them,
and shows their Chiliastic tendency. See also Greswell {Onihe PartsiAes, vol. 5, Part 2)

and numerous writers, such as Lawrence (who translated several), Corrodi, Ltick^
Wieseler. Bleek, etc. Comp. Art. on The Sibylline Books in LitteU's Liv. Age, Sept. 29th,

1877, taken from the Edinb. Hev., which says that Ewald, Bleek, and others hare
supposed that this Jewish expectation of a Messianic Kingdom was, more or less, based
on Daniel's predictions. The writer says of these books that " they explicitly pro-

pound the idea of a Kingdom of the just upon earth anterior to the dnol resurrection
and general judgment." We do not receive and vindicate those books as e.g. ^yhiston

( Vlndic. of the SibyUine Books), and we do not decry them as e.g. Justin {Rem, End. Hls.\
but simply receive them as indicative and corroborative of views largely held at an eariy

period, preceding, at, and after the First Advent.

Obs. 7. This feature, in order to weaken the force of onr Proposition, is

asserted by some^ viz.: that onr doctrine was confined to the Jewish
churches. Thus e.g. Shedd {His. Ch. Doc, p. 291) declares :

" it is not
surprising to find that Millenarianism was a peculiarity of the Jewish
Christian, as distinguishedfrom the Gentile Christian church, at the close

of the first century." THe facts as given by history, and attested to by
iNeander, Mosheim, Lightfoot, Lardner, Whitby, and a host of others,

Jlatly contradict this declaration. The Gentile Christian churches down
to the third century (until Caius, Origen, and Dionysius), received it

just as freely and entertained \tjust as heartily as the Jewish Christian.
Prof. Shedd gives no historical 'proof to sustain his position. The con-
trary is clearly seen (1) by the Cfentm churches which adopted it, as e.g.

Thessalonica, Vienna, Lyons, Carthage, etc.
; (2) by the Gentile Fathers,

and their converts, which adopted it, of whom we have inore than of
Jews

; (3) by the generality of view entertained, there being no recorded
attack by any writer until the time of Caius, Origen, and Dionysius ; (4)
by both the Greek and Latin Fathers, the East and West, adopting iL

Such a concealment of facts, admitted too by many of our opponents, is evidence of
Vimkness and wfifaimess. The simple truth is, that both in the East and the West, brnk

in the Pauline and the other apostolic churches, both in minds previously imbued by
the Jewish or the Hellenic culture, this doctrine of the Kingdom. stiU future, was
cordially entertained. Dr. Neander (vol. 1, p. 364) makes some judicious remarks on
this point, when he clears Justin of Ebionism. The drift of such assertions is very
apparent, viz. : to make our doctrine odious under the impression that it is exelusivdy
*' Jewish" — overlooking what we have already said on this subject, and that the
Chiliastic Fathers were themselves the opposers of the fanatical Jewish opinions and
prejudices based on a servile observance of the Mosaic law. Even in the Pauline
churches much was retained essentially Jewish in doctrine, but the candid student will
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diacziinitiAte between this and what was regarded as non-easential. The extreme Jewish
idea of the continaed obligatory obuerrance of the Mosaic ceremonial law was combated
by the early Chiliasts, as e.g. erinced in their opposition to the Ebionists, bat this was
done tDUhcnU discarding doctrines founded on corenant and prophecy, and remaining
nntoQched by the abrogation of the Judaic ritual. The critic will candidly distinguish ;

the one-sided disputant will mingle together things that essentially differ. The plainest
facts have no force with the latter, as e.g. the testimony of Justin (as given by Neander,
vol. 1, p. 364) that Chiliasts were found among the converted Pagans. The student will
not fail to observe how, in their eagerness to find some leverage against us, our op-
ponents present directly hostile theories to account for the historical origin of our
doctrine ; thus e.g. Pressense, as we have previously quoted, ascribes its commence-
ment to the Otnt'de Thesaalonians, and Shedd to the Jewish churches.

Obs, 8. Various methods, lacking candor and fairneBs, are resorted to in

order to avoid giving our doctrine its pre-eminent historical status. Some
of these have been referred to (see Props. 73-74), others will follow.

1. Some writers, seeing the preponderance on our side, purposely lower Patristic
learning (Prop. 72). Hamilton, Bhedd, etc., only lower the quite early Fathers (Chil-

iastic), and give their decided preference to the later ones (with all their monkish, popish
tendencies), on the plea that '* their learning and talents far surpassed any in the first

centuries of the church." Just as if Scriptural doctrine depended on human learning
and talent, and Twi on divine declarations. The student will notice, that when the Refor-
mation restored the right of private interpretation and judgment, it also resulted in
depreciating Patristic works. The Reformers attacked Oiigen, Jerome, and others ;

criticism assailed the enthroned later Patristic Theology, pointing out its palpable
contradictions and errors. The result was, that for a time all—without discrimination-
fell into neglect, the scathing rebukes of the Reformers and the searching tests de-
stroying their reputation and authority. But after a while a reaction set in ; their
works were again read and quoted, and found to be valuable, if not in imparting au.
thority, at least in giving the hist(yry of doctrines and of the church. The republication
of them in various forms, the desire that every writer has to have them sustain a
discussion of doctrine, the numerous quotations found in able works, the exhaustive
r^warches in early histoid through their aid, fully indicate the esteem in which they are
held. After repeated disputes concerning their merit, it is finally conceded by the best
critics that while all may be, more or less, defective in some points, the nearer the
Fathers are to the apo.Htles the purer the doctrine promulgated (i.e. less of error is im-
parted), and, provided a unity exists, the greater weight it should possess. In depre-
dating the earlier Fathers, as some do, we lower, in a measure, Christianity itself— i.e. it

can only be legitimately traced in its continuity through such disparaged Fathers. The
Fathers are only worthy of reception in jo/ar as their writings correspond with the Script-

ures, and are valaable in giving us an idea how the Scriptures were interpreted and
understood. To uphold them as infallible, or to decry them as unworthy of attention is

to entertain an extreme ; to treat them as Stuart, and others, is to give force to the
sarcasm of Chillingworth. that divines ** account them as Fathers when they are for

them, and children when they are against them." On the Fathers, compare ** The
Anie-Nicene Library,*' DailM " On the right use cf the Fhthers'* (Hallam's Introd. Lit. of
&trope, vol. 2, p. 404), Riddle's Manvat Ch. Antiq., Wake's Epis. Apost. Fhihers, Whis-
ton's Prim. Christians^ Middleton's SVee Inquiry, and Ecd. His, in general.

2. Cyclopaedias in articles written by persons, either hostile to our doctrine or un-
acquainted with its history, give a very one-sided description of it. In addition to the
instance presented under Prop. 73. others can readily be given. Thus e.g. Appleton's
Amer, Cyclop, appears reluctantly to say :

" It is admitted on all sides that Millenarian

views were, if not general, at least very common in the ancient church," and while cor-

rectly giving the fathers who supported them, it artfully associates with them Mon-
tanism, etc. It perverts the language of Justin (comp. Prop. 72), saying that he ** knew
many orthodox Christians who were nof*. Millenarian, when the exact reverse is true

(comp. Brooks El. Proph. Interp., Seisa' " A Question in Eschntology,** p. 17, foot-note,

who refers to DaillS, Miinscher, Mlinter, Schwegler, etc.). Forgetting the distinctive

teaching of Millenarianism, viz.: that of the personal Advent followed by the Kingdom
of the Theocratic King here on earth introducing the promised Mill, glory, the article

introduces the belief in the end <^ the world at the tenth century and afterward. Mil-

lerism, Swedenboj^ianism, etc.—oU of which rejected the OiUiastie teaching on the subject
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of the Kingdom. While interesting and candid facts are given, it is apparent that the
writer had no disiinci idea of Millenarianlsm dtx^inaUy^ or else he certainly would not
have attempted to identify with it those (1) who had only one single point of nnion
with it. viz. : in the belief of a personal Advent, and (*2) who had no tiympathy with it

even in a single point, viz. : spLritnalizing, even the Advent as the Swedenborgians
and Shakers. In the Silillenarian doctrine the personal Sec. Advent is only the grani
means for introducing the glorious Kingdom and reign here on earth ; in the theories

thus engrafted upon us it is either spiritualized away as something of the past, or it is

supposed to end all sublunary things by a general judgment and destruction. Such
works being specially designedfor reference, lead,Tininientionally, many to be prejudiced
against our doctrine. Take Buck's Theol. Die, Art. ** Mill.." and as introdnctozy-
prejudging the matter and prejudicing the reader—our faith is represented ** accordjsg
to an ancient tradition in the Ghuron. grounded on some doubtful teits in the Apoc.
and other Scriptures.*' Then to neutralize its historical force, its extensiveness is tbas
underrated :

'* Though there has been no age of the Church in which the Millennitm
was not admitted by indiuldaal divine-s of the first eminence, it is yet evident, from ifyf

roriiings of Ktsebius^ Irenceus (?j. Origen^ and others, among the ancients, as well as frciu

the histories of Dapin, Mosheim, and all the modems, that it was never adopted \s
the whole Church, or made an article of the established creed in any nation." (B«t
admit this, and if it forms a valid reason for rejecting the doctrine, hoto theru tried bj
this test, would Buck's modern Whitbyau theory fare ? Our opponentti are exceedingly
careful not to make a trial of this test or orthodoxy.) After giving some Mill, tenets, as
mainly founded on Rev. 20 : 1-6, he says :

** This passage ^ the ancient Millenarians
took in a sense grossly literal, and taught, that, during the Millennium, the saints on earth.

were to enjoy eoery bodily detigfd" With this utterly unfair^ dutrespectfulf and erronemis

represeiUaiion, our doctrine is contemptuously dismissed, and the spiritual view given.

We abundantly refute his statements in the quotations given (even from opponents),
and show by direct citations from the Fathers that they founded the Messianic King-
dom, which they expected, on the covenants and prophecies, and that they carefully dis-

criminated batween the glorified saints and the nations in the flesh, and in their holding
to inestimable spiritual and heavenly-derived blessings connected with the Millennium.
Such unpardonable^ professed historical representations, making our belief ridiculous at

the expanse of scholarship or honesty^ can be multiplied. We append an illustration, to

show how Ghiliastio Fathers are treated. In the Art. *" Irenaeus," M'Clintock k Strong's
Cyclop., the writer (Prof. J. H Worman\ after highly eulogizing Ireneeua. and in
evidence of his deserving the same giving his doctrines held, passes to his Millenarian
views, saying :

** The peculiar Millennial views of Irenrous, which stamp him, by his dose
adherence to Papias, as a ChUiast, we hardly care to touch ; they are certainly the weak
spot in our author, but deserve to be passed not only vaWwui commetd, but even unnoticed."

Alas ! what prejudice wUl effect.

3. Editors in critical notes appended to works, frequently give unhistorical statements,

which practically degrades the belief of the early church. Thus, to illustrate : Gibbon
[Decline and Fall, etc.. vol. 1, p. 632) remarks :

*' It was universally believed that the end

of Vie iDorld" (Gibbon ought to have said, to be correct, **end of the age'*)** said the

Kingdom of heaven were at hand." etc. The Editor. Milman, remarks in a note:
** this was, in fact, an inti^ral part of the Jewish notion of the Messiah, from which
the minds of the Apostles themselves were but gradually detached. See Berthold,

Christolofjla Jiuioiorum^ concluding chapters.'* Here, without the least proof being
assigned, and with a reference to the Jewish view which must have highly colored the

previous preaching of the apostles, Milman vakes an important supposed change for

granted (which, if true, places the apostles during their discipleship in the position of

ignorant preachers of the Kingdom), and one too, which, if it really occurred, plac^
the believers of the first centuries in a false attitude, of direct antagonism to the apostles.

The remark does not help, in the least, to invalidate Gibbon's statement, but only

makes it the more formidable, seeing that the prevailing belief under apostolic super-

vision is left unaccounted for and unexplained. Such loose criticisms, with just such

lack of proof, abound in numerous works, and are received, without examination, by
mEtny solely on the reputation of the critic, and the result is that our doctrine snffora.

4. While some Eccles. Historians candidly give a tolerable fair statement of the early

view, its generality and the names of the Fathers who held it, etc., there are others

who grudgingly and in the briefest manner adhere to it. Thus e.g. a student not posted

in tho history of the doctrine could not possibly infer from the brief account of Knrtz

{Ch. Ws.) the extent and perpetuation of our faith. Othera, again, mention it but with

'ords of disrespect and condemnation, even when expressing no personal opinion on
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otlier alleged eirora. Othen, refaamg to conBider the important influence that it

exerted in the early church, almost entirely (some entirely as Jones' Ch. His.) ignore it»

until they come to the history of the ioiabaptists. Such authors are read by many
Incapable of discriminating, and thus necessarily pr^udioe other minds against ns.
£ven Mosheim (whom we largely quote) is rebuked by Gibbon {Decl. and J^idl^ vol. 1,

p. 535, note B6) as a " learned divine not altogether candid,** for the manner in which
he presents this matter. But Mosheim makes far greater admissions in Com. de Rtbus
Chris,, and does justice to the prevalence of the doctrine. The reader must consider,
what was said under Prop. 73, viz : that the early belief is a tender subject to many,
seeing that they cannot re&mcUe its existence and prevalence with their modem
notions. Hence, with the best of motives, they hastily pass over it in order that
the contrast between the early and the later faith may remain, as much as possi-

ble, in the background. Others, however, exhibit the unfriendliness felt, by care-

fully mentioning Chiliasm in cormectUm with enthusiasts and fanatics, but not the
slightest reference is allowed when the names of eminent scholars and divines, who
held it, are mentioned. The concessions, seemingly forced by historical necessity, are

xeluctajitly given, and as tersely as possible. Thus to illustrate : Hase, His, Ch.
Church, omits a proper detailed (such as the subject demands) mention of Primitive
Chiliasm, and thus violates his affirmation in the Pref., p. 12. For, when explaining
what might safely be omitted in a Church History, he remarks :

** No particular event
connected with theological science ever needs to be noticed, except when it becomes
important as a prominent circumstance belonging to the age, and may properly be re-

garded as characteristic of the times." He slightly notices Chiliasm, and then in con-
nection with Cerinthus, Montanus, Irenaus, and TertuUian. Lazge space can be given
to heresies, to inferior doctrines and events, while the briefest allusions are penned
respecting this dootrine once so prominent, belonging to an age, and characteristic of

the times."
&. Professed writers on Chiliasm are reoommended, although admitted to be very

unfair in their statements. Thus e.g. H. Corrodi's His. of thUiasmt which one of our
opponents (Prof. Stuart, Com. on Apoc., latter part) characterises as a book that must be
read with caution, being uncandid and unreliable, is extolled by others. Such works,
with their sweeping assertions, and their efforts to link with our dootrine opinions and
parties in nowise related thereto, practically degrade the belief of the first churches,
giving force to the sarcasms of unbelievers. Corrodi (whose views Domer, Person of
Christ, V. 1, p. 240, rejects, as too blindly followed by others) has merely given a carica-

ture of our doctrine, allying with it many (as we shall show hereafter) whose opinions
are utterly antagonistic to Chiliasm, and far more in accord and sympathy with his own
doctrinal position than ours. He lays great stress on the vagaries incorporated by
some fanatics^ just as if his own doctrine, as well as all others, had not in like manner
been perverted. The professed histories of Prof. Briggs in the N. T. Evangdist (1879),

of Dr. Macdill in The Chicago Instructor, are of a similar nature, corresponding with the
brief mention of Prof. Stuart {Apoc.) and others. The simple fact that the histories of
Millenarianism in such works, cyclopeedias, reviews, etc., are one^ded and unjust led
Appleton's Ainer. Oyv^op. to assert that a His, of Chiliasm was still a deaidenUum, saying:
" A good history of MiUenarianism in the Christian Church is stiU a desideratum, as the
works published do not exhaust the subject" (it is to be hoped that a scholar, properly
qualified, and able to discriminate between our doctrine and that of others, will yet
supply this acknowledged want). We are indebted on our side to compressed state-

ment as given by Mede, Brookes, Bickersteth, Greswell, Seiss, Shlmeall, West, Moore-
head, and others.

6. Writers on the His. of Ch. Doctrine, Dogmatical Theology, Eschatology, Sys. Divinity,

etc., have given rather a caricature of the history of this doctrine than a correct account
of tlie facts as they existed, although a few concede leu^ely in our favor. Having given
some specimens already, we only refer to a recent illustration. Prof. Shedd, in his His.

of Ch. Hoc, (an admirable work in many respects), unquestionably misstates a number
of things in reference to our belief. This is clearly seen from the evidence that we
have thus far produced. The I'eader is referred to Shimeall' s Jieply to IShedd for strictures

on some of his statements. This mode of procedure necessarily injures our view in

the estimation of persona to whom the historitxUfacts are unknown.
7. Writers against our doctrine, seeing the historical force that it sustains in its

relationship to the first centuries, carefiiUy avoid all aUusion to it. Thus e.g. Brown
(Christ's Sec. Coming) makes no reference to the church history of the doctrine ; and
many, ignorant of the real facts, are deceived in supposing that it was confined, as an
error, to comparatively a few persons. In addition, it may be remarked, that if
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Brown* B reftsoning is correot, viz. : that Chiliasm is Tmscriptoral, then it only increases
the difElcrilty of reconoiUng the prevailing Primitive Church view with the apostolic
saperviaion and the purity of transmitted doctrine. It is evident acknowledgmezit of
weakness, when a work speciflcally directed against as passes by this Primitive belief
without, at leastt attempting to explain the same. But this is true of nomeroas works.

8. Some authors, with all their candid concessions, attempt (as e.g. Bush, Or MUL, p.
12, etc. ) to make the impression that the very eariy Faihera were divided into two partiea,
one holding to a literal, the other to a spiritual, interpretation of the Kingdom. Bnt.
unfortunately for themselves, in the enumeration ihey are not cAle to present on the side
of the latter a single one of the earliest Fhthers. To illustrate : we give the Fathers cited
by Bush himself as follows : on the literal side Barnabas, Justin, Irenieus, Cyprian,
TertuUian, Lactantius, with Bh. Bull, and Lardner as apologists for them ;—on the
spiritual side, Origen, Epiphanius, Genadius, Augustine, Jerome, and Dionyaina. The
ordinary reader not conversant with dates is apt to be deceived, regarding these as
coJUemporary^ when the truth is, that the Spiritualists only arose in the third and follow-
ing centuries.

9. Other writers present this in a still more offensive form in order to delnde the
unwaiy. Thus e.g. Hamilton in his work against Millenarians (p. 308) boldly remarks :

" that its (Chiliastic) principles were opposed and rejected by almost every Father of the
church, xD'Uh Vu exception of Barnabas, Clement, Papias, Justin Martyr, Ireuens, Nepos,
Apollinarius, Lactantius, and TertuUian." This, of course, cannot deceive the scholar,

who well knows that Hamilton cannot produce a single fhther before the third century in
opposition to us, but it is eminerUly calcudaled to deceive and prejudice the unlearned.

10. Some, who are evidently afraid of the antiquity of our doctrine, pn>ceed to even
greater length, entirely ignoring the earlier Fathers. Thus e.g. Jones (" Lee. on the
Apoc," p. 9, Pref.), speaking of the same, says : **we will concede to you that thet>e

opinions are not novelties ; we can trace them as far back as the beginning of the third

century." This unscholarly procedure, in the face of abounding testimony to the
contrary, merits a severe rebuke.

11. Another favorite method to disparage our views is the giving, in a professed
account of the early belief, an exceedingly weak and one-sided exhibition of the ^icriphtrol

basis upon which it rests. OThns e.g. Lindsay (Ency. Brit,, Art. Mill.) entirely omits the
covenants and prophecies as quoted by the Fathers (which we reproduce in this work),
and confines himself almost exclusively to Rev. 20, just as if that really was the founda-
tion of our system of belief, forgetting that Chiliasm, baaed on covenant and prophecy,
existed before the Revelation was given. Even an opponent like Bh. Rusael {Dis. on the

MiU.^ p. 39) pointedly says, that there is "no room for doubt that the notion of a
Millennium preceded by several centuries the introduction of the Christian faith** (comp.
Shimeall's EsG\alolo<jy, or a Reply to Prof. Hhedd, p. 69, etc.),

12. Various other methods are resorted to in order to diminish the force of our doc-

trinal position in the early faith of the church, and as these have already been referred

to, the briefest enumeration must suffice. (1) Our doctrine is dismissed as Judaic or
Jewish (Props. 69-73), just as if that settled the whole question ; (2) that good and great

men did not receive it, just as if doctrine. Scriptural, depended upon man's reception of

it ; ^3) that fanatics and enthusiasts held to it, thus overlooking the fact that this is true

of almost every doctrine, and that this is no test of the truth of any doctrine ; U) the

Fathers are made out as credulous, superstitious (Prop. 72, Obs. 1. note 4), while the

greater defects of Anti-Ghiliastic Fathers are ignored ; (6) they are made to say what
they never wrote (Prop. 73, Obs. 1, note 4>, so that even Prof. Stuart (Own. Apoc)
refers to it as a fact that sentences indorsing Millenarianism have been altered, omitted,

or others substituted (as e.g. Victorinus spiritualized by Jerome) ; (6) the Fathers are

made out to be the followers of Carinthus (Prop. 72, Obs. 1, note 4) or of Papias, or the

advocates of Montanism (when some of them lived long before Montanus arose), or else

they are simply discarded as errorists, unworthy to be followed
; (7) they conceal the

actu^ views held by the Fathers who opposed, because such opinions are likewise

antagonistic to their Whitbyan notion ; (6) they, without positively saying so, leave the

impression, by the artful opposition presented, that the modem notions respecting the

Millennium loere then also entertained in the Apostolic and Primitive Church, althongh
unable to quote any one favoring the same.

13. Still another method is to make Millenarianism responsible for the vagaries of

every writer (foi^etting to apply the same rule to the still greater absurdities of our op-

ponents). One of the editors of The Proph. Times (vol. 5, No. 6, p. 90) has well said,
'* that on the basis of this method of reasoning, Boasuet's ITxstoire des VariaiUms is con-

clusive against Protestanism."
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14. Others prominently present the dlBOgreementa between Millenarian writers in

details^ etc.* and from thence illogioally draw the conclusion that the whole is erroneous,
forgetting that the same reasoning would destroy the credibility of any or all of the
great doctrines of the Bible (as the Atonement, Lord's Sapper, etc.). Brookes {Maranaihat
p. 19) shows that there is far more agreemmi between Pre-Millenarians theui between
Post-Millenarians, and that Pre-Millenarians are in agreement on the grand outlines
although belonging to all the Tarious differing denominations. These outlines in
which they agree are the Pre-Miil. Personal Advent, the first resurrection Pre-Millennial,
the Messianic Kingdom Millennial, the future Millennial reign of the saints, the restitu-

tion, etc. Our opponents differ among themselves as to the Bee. Advent, the location of
the Millftnninm, etc., so that they are divided into various parties with antagonistic
theories, and no bond of union—saving hostility to Chiliasm -to unite them. (Those
differences will be shown by us hereafter.)

Obs. 9. Although the doctrine was opposed in the third and following
ceataries, jet it continaed for some time to have many who held to it.

The custom of Christians, as Tertullian informs us, to pray *^ that they

7mght hav6 2}art in the first resurrectiofi,'* was not easily rooted out, for,

as Cyprian (about a.d. 220) tells us, the thirst for martyrdom was
increased by the hope that suffering for Christ would entail a more distin-

guished lot in His coming Kingdom. Nepos, Lactantius, Methodius, Paul-
inus, Gregory of Nyssa, Victorinus, Apollinaris, taught the Millenarian
doctrine.* ^iss (Ap. Ch. 2, to Last Times) gives additional, Hippoly-
tus, Commodian (of whom Clarke, Sacred Lit., p. 194, says :

** he received

the doctrine of the Millennium, which was the common belief ot his time"),
Cyprian, the Council of Nice, and Sulpicius Severus. Shimeall {EschatoU
oqy) adds to these, Melito (one of the earlier Fathers, contemporary with
Justin, Bishop of Sardis, whom Jerome and Gennadius affirm to iJe Mil-

lenarian), and Coracion. It makes, however, no material difference how
many names may be added as writers in the third and fourth centuries,

since (1) it has been shown to have been the prevailiiig belief previously

,

and (2) a falling away from the faith—the early faith

—

is predicted, and
believers are warned (e.g. 2 Tim. 4 : 3, 4, etc.) against it.

* Undoubtedly many others could be added, if we possessed their writings. Brooks
(£?. Proph. Inierp.) gives these, and thus alludes to Epiphanius (about a.d. 365) as men-
tioning ** the doctrine being held by many in his timet and speaks favorably of it himself.

Quoting the words of Paulinus, bishop of Antioch, concerning one Vitalis, whom he
highly commends for his piety, orthodoxy, and learning, he says :

* Moreover, others
have affirmed that the venerable man should say, that in ike jirli resurrection we shall

accomplish a certain mUteTtary of years,* etc., on which Epiphanius observes, ' And that

indeed this millenary term is written of, in the Apocalypse of John, and is received of
very many ot them thai are godly, is manife^.* " Lib. 3:2. It is in view of such testimony
that Appleton's Cyclop., Art. Mill., remarks : " The old view continued to find ad-
vocates daring the third century, among whom Tertullian, Nepos. bishop of Arsinoe,

and Methodius, bishop of Tyre, were prominent. In the fourth century, though U had
stiU many adherents among the people, it found no longer any advocate of note among the
Christian writers, yet Jerome, who did not believe in it himself, did noi dare to condemn
it/* An indirect argument is employed to denote the continued prevalence of the doc-

trine by Millenarian writers (as Brookes, Bickersteth, GresweU, and others) in the

course adopted by the Nicene council. Although the council was busy settling disputed
questions, yet nothing was said against our view, which implies (1) that many among
the council must have held the doctrine, or (2) that they regarded it as so far based on
Scripture and the tradition of the church that those who held it were orthodox brethren,

or (3) that it was so extensively held outside of the council among Christians that pru-
dence dictated no utterance against it.

Obs, 10. The apologies that those make who admit the prevailing early

belief and yet regard it as erroneous, are derogatory to the trutn,—to
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Christianity itself. Having alluded to this (see and compare Prop. 7^3,

Obs. 4, and note), it is sufficient to saji that it will not answer, in order
to get rid of this early church view, to do as Grotins (whom Gibbon, Dei^
am Fall, vol. 1, p. 533, approvingly quotes) does, who '* ventures to in-
siauate that for wise purposes, the pious deception was permitted to take
place," or as a later writer (Bush, On Milh, p. 21), who thinks that owing
to ** special trials" and ** uncultivated mi^ias,'* the error was winked at

because '* the error in itself was an innocent one,*' Such apologies are
worse than none, recoiling back with fearful force (as infidels exultinglj
see and enforce) upon the founders of the Christian church, under whose
direct auspices it was extended. The reason for all this unnecessary apolo-

getics springs from a supposed better belief substituted in place of the
earlier.

In reference to bo important a matter as the Kingdom, we unhesitatingly adopt the
language of Eaton (Perm, of Cbris.y p. 46), *' we cannot, however, accept, we can only
repadiate and challenge all asserted improvements, whether by substitution or omission,
in tlie subject matter of Christianity itself, effected by alleged advances in knowledge
and civilization." The doctrine of the Kingdom, related as it is to the true conception
of the title ** the Christ," is a vUal part of " the subject matter of Christianity," and,
properly considered (as will be shown), cannot be set aside by such dUhonorituj reason-
ing. Hence we muBt reject as a pitiful exculpation. Prof. Briggs' idea that in the early
Church the Millenarian error was probably needed to advocate a principle against
Qnosticism, and, therefore, in Irensus, and some more, it may be overlooked and for>
given. From this it appears that error and falsehood may be proJUuhty employed to
advance the interests of Christianity ; this is not the first time that the. notion was
entertained.

Obs, 11. It has been observed by some that this doctrine of the early
church, if true, should have been continuously presented in a prominent
orthodoK form (i.e., confessionally), and because not so held, it cannot be
true. But this entirelv overlooks the predicted defection from the truth
(as e.g. 3 Thesj. 3, 2 Tim. 4:3, 4, etc.), and the warnings given to as to
return to the truth &3 previously imparted ; it elevates the mere deductions
and confessional position of the church above that of the Scriptures in its

covenants and prophecies ; it forgets that the probationary attitude of man
and the exercise of his will has a» important bearing, making a rejection
of truth possible ; and it ignores the fact, that precisely the same line of
argument which applies to a foretold apostatizing from truth, and to the
propriety (necessity) and good results of a revival of doctrine by the
Reformation, can, with equal force, be used in the defence of this single
doctrine.

The student will observe that the very persons who urge this objection are Very
careful to conceal from the ordinary reader two important tacts connected with this
matter, viz. : (1) that the earliest creeds were so worded, by simply taking iScriphaxd
phraseology, and without entering into the order or manner of fulflbnent. that all, 3(U-
ienarian or Anii'MUienariaTi, could subscribe to them ; and (2) that the modern notioa of
the Millennium is not found in any of the ancient or more recent confessions (see Prop.
78). If the objection has propriety it certainly must indude their own doctrine. Hence
the reasoning of Prof. Bhggs, demanding a cor^eaaional standard in the Primitive Church
has not a particle of force, but is positiv^ condemnatory of his own doctrine, seeing that
neither his doctrine nor ours is confessionally present^, but that both of us can accept
e.g. the Apostles' Creed and the Nicene Creed, which only deal in genetalities. He
keenly feels this, and, therefore, lays stress on laier developments.
On this point it is eminently proper to present the misleading statements of eminent

historians who, opposed foChillasm, seek to apologize for its existence by way of belittling
its extent of belief. Neander {Qeid* CK His., vol. 2, p. 397), with all his concessions
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and his defence of Chiliasts, is vnfair in this :
" What we have just said, however, is

not to be nnderstood as if Chilioam had ever formed a pari of the general creed of the
Chnrch. Oar Bonrces of information from the different branches of the Chnrch in these
early times are too scanty to enable ns to make any positive assertion on this point.
Wherever we meet Chilinsm, as in Fapias, IreniBns, Justin Martyr—everything seems to
indicate that it was diffused from one country and from a single fountain head.'* Now
Itiis is uncandid mid vnhistoriaal for the following reasons : (1) there was no general creed
of the Church published in those early times wil^ which Chiliasm can possibly be com.
pared ; (2) he mentally forms a creed of hia ovon development (a later one) tpiih ichich he
institutes such a comparison ; (3) he presumes on an Anti-Chiliastic tendency which
he himself (as we shall hereafter fully quote) admits broke out later^ but which be here
prtsumes, against history, to have previously existed ; (4) his sarcastic reference to the
one country and one source (Piu^gia) is abundantly rebutted by his own statements
respecting its Jewish origin and the Scriptures quotedi ; (5) he makes a positive state-

ment with not a singli historical fact adduced to sustain him in his assertion ; (6) on the
other hand, his declaration is most positively contradicted by Justin, Irensus, and Tertul-
1Ian—now which are we to credit, Meander's assumption at bo late a day or the Fathers*

ftiatements who then lioedT The Art. " ^fUU* in M'Cuntock & Strong's Cydcp. admits that
Chihasm was ** early adopted,** and was especially held by ** Jewish Christians ;" that
it " spread extensively among the Gentiles/' as shown by the Fathers quoted in the
Art. But, after these statements, it is added :

** Notwithstanding the extensive spread-
ing of the MUlenarian tenet, it would be a rash inference to assume that it was universal,

or accepted as the creed of the Church." To this Art. written by Prof. Fisher (a Posi-
MIU.\ the strictures above apply, because we have no evidence that other than Gnostics
opposed us in the early Church, and that the belief cf every Father who, in detail,

referred to Eschatology, shows plain enough vohai was the ancqMed faith of the Church.
Such pleadings are a begging of the question, and only proclaim the weakness of others.

It is therefore with amazement that one reads Macdill (Instructor, May, 1679), who
speaks of the Chiliasm of the Primitive Church as " monstrous and absurd," and to
sustain such assertions quotes the prejudiced and bitter taunts of opponents (who desire
by any means to rid themselves of Chiliasm), and of a Pre-Milleuarian, Kelly (who
endeavors to sustain a certedn scheme of his own by depreciating others), avoiding the
temperate judgment, concessions, etc., of scholars, critics, and oUiers. In his partisan-

ship, he thus coolly bestows the following advice :
'* We think that modem Pre-Mil-

lenarians would lose nothing* and that the cause of Christ would gain something, if our
Pre-Mill brethren would aJong with Origen, and Augustine, and Lardner, and Neander,
and Kell^' believe that ancient Chiliasm was a reproach to Christianity, and admit that

many Christians were all along opposed to it." Thus, we are to allow opponents to judge
and mould history, for us, so as to accommodate their respective theories. Thus, to get

rid of a man by suicide, wa are to urge him to the same, and then tender him the rope
by which he is to hang himself. Who were these " many Christians," and what history

or document gives us the slightest clue to them in the first and second centuries?

Even if it could be regarded as gain (?) to Pre-Mills. to confess this *' reproach*' (?), it

wotdd be a serious loss to Christianity to make the very men— confessors, martyrs, apol-

ogists, and writers—through whom Dr. Macdill cxin alone trace the orthodox Ch. Church,
HO contemptible as to embrace ** a scheme, so uuscriptural and repulsive, so absurd and
Hhocking." What a difference there is between the spirit of this man and many of our
scholarly opposers whom we also liberally quote and criticise ; the one, under prejudices

and passion distorts historical facts—the other, impelled by love of truth, presenis them
however adverse they may prove to his own belief.

Ohs, 12. It has been alleged by others, that, taking the church as a

whole, and considering the vast multitude since the days of the apostles

that have rejected the doctrine, but comparatively a small number have

held to this view of the Kingdom ;—and, nence, it ought to be rejected.

We reply, that as numbers are no teat of religions ; as truth is not estab-

lished by majorities ; as doctrine is to be found in its purity in Scripture

and not in the voice of the multitude ; as Christ Himself has confined the

reception of His words to " a /ew," "a small flock,*' ^\en to '' hahes,^*

and not to the " many ;" as the warnings of a widespread defection are

plainly imparted, we are not concertied either in defending our numbers.
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or in admitting our mmoirtt;f. Historical facts^ abundantly verifying pre-
dictions, are sufficient to satisfy us. It is to be admitted, however, that

—

to escapfl the notion of a novelty or a later subertitatiou,—it is a source of
gratification tofind so many advocates of the truth pertaining U) this sub-
ject, and especially to find them in the very period of the church's historyt

where, reasonably, they ought to appear as witnesses.

Many of onr opponents atrenaoualy protest against onr making Chilifism univtraal in
the Apostolic and Primitive Church. Now, in this, as onr quotations show, ve only
follow the declarations of scholara who, without any doctrinal bias, gire their decided
opinion respecting its extent. For the reason assigned in the Obs. we are not con-
cerned in pressing this universality or insisting upon it as a decided fact, although stated
as such by Justin and Tertullian. 1. We are satisfied with its being Ute common, prrv-
alenl faith of the orthodox Churches, East and West, North and Stouth, as the evidence
condasioely shows. 2. We have, no doubt, that Gnostics, and errorists, and probably
some Christians (more or less leavened) opposed the doctrine from the beginning (for

doctrine of every kind finds its opposers or perverters in every age), for such antagonism
we must reasonably expect. 3. The univenality is only apparent in this : that vhile
the early Fathers advocated it, noi one of the early Fathers—contemporazy—opposed it

;

such opposition proceeding from laitr Faihers. 4.. This earnest protest against the nni-
versolity by our present opponents, holding to the Whitbyan theoiy, does not help
their cause in any respect^ seeing that the alleged hostility to our doctrine did not gpring
from a regular, systematic defence of the Whitbyan docirim ; for every opponent (as we
shall show) arising from the third century advocated a Millennial theoiy which they (the
Whitbyans) do not nceiue. It follows, therefore, that the men who first set themselves
against our doctrine were likewise in error (although they must be profusely eulogized,
as done by Prof. Briggs—because they opposed alleged error with error). 5. The re-

sult of this contest over the univeraality of our doctrine, as thus developed, shows, if

we are to credit our antagonists, that the Universal Church was in decided and grievons
error— a portraiture certainly not very complimentary to a Church founded and jast
perpetuated by inspired men and elders consecrated by apostolic hands. Our position
takes a higher view of the doctrinal position of the Church, and gives it that dignityattd honor
which belong to it ; that of onr opponents simply belittles and degrades it. The abnn-
dont quotations presented by us coriftrm this statement.

Obs, 13. Since many of our opponents, in order to make an erroneous
impression on those unacquaintea with Eccles. History, purposely mingle
the later Fathers with the earlier (as if they were cont€7nporary), it will be
proper to give the Fathers in chronological order, so that the ordinary
reader can Bee for himself "when they lived, and fonn hh own judgment re-

specting their position in history. 'This decides the question of priority^

and also that of the later introduction of opposing influences.' We will,

therefore, mention those that are expressly named by both ancients and
moderns, *

1. Pre- Mill, Advocates of tlie 1st Century,

a 1. (1) Andrew, (2) Peter, (3) Philip, (4) Thomas, (5) James, (6) John^

(7) Matthew, (8) Aristio, (9) John the Presbyter—these all lived between
A.D. 1-100 ; John, it is supposed—so Mosheim, etc.—died about a.d. 100,

(All these are cited b^ Papias, who, according to Irenseus, was one of

John's hearers, and intimate with Polycarp. John is also expressly

mentioned hy Justin. Now this reference to the apostles agrees with the

facts that toe have proven: {a) that the disciples of Jesus did hold the

Jewish views of the Messianic reign in the first part of this century, and
ip) that, instead of discarding them, thejr linkedthem with the Sec. Ad-
vent.) Next (10) Clement of Rome (Phil. 4:3), who existed about a.d.
40-100. (His Ohiliasm, in the small remains left, is apparent from three
particulars : (a) ** preaching the Coming of Christ ;" {b) rebuking scoffers
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at the alleged delay of that Coming^ and expressing the hope " that He
»hall come quickly and not tarry ;'* (c) and occupying the Chiliastic postnre
ot^^ every hour expecting the Kingdom of God. Such sentiments only
a4Xord with the then prevailing Millenarian views ; if opposed to it, as

some too eagerly affirm because no detailed expression of eschatological
opinions have reached us, how could he^ when Jewish views were all

around, thus employ language pre-eminently adapted to confirm Chili-

aam, unless in sympathy with it.) (11) Barnabas, about a.d. 40-100-

(Whether the Epistle is that of Barnabas who was with Paul, or of some
other one, makes no material difference, seeing that all concede him to

us, and admit that it was written quite early, aiul must be indicative of the

views then held.) (12) Hermas, from a.d. 40 to 150. (We give this

lengthy date to accommodate the dispute respecting the Hermas who is the
author of the Pastor. Some who do not receive Chiliasm make him the
earlier mentioned Rom. 16 : 14 ; others, a later Hermas, who wrote about
A.D. 150. All agree that he is a Chiliast, and his location as to time is,

probably, decided by our doctrinal preferences.) (13) Ignatius, Bh. of

Antioch, died under Trajan, about a.d. 50-115 (some date his death a.d.

107). (His references, in the brief fragments, to ** the last times*' and the
exhortation in those times to ** expect Him,'* is in correspondence with
our doctrine.) (14) Polycarp, Bh. of Smyrna, a disciple of the Apostle
John, who lived about a.d. 70-167. (In view of his association with
Chiliasts, and, in the few lines from him, locating the reigning of the

saints after the Coming of Jesus and the resurrection of the saints, has
led Dr.' Bennet and others to declare him a Millenarian.) (15) Papias,
Bh. of Hierapolis, lived between a.d. 80-163. (His writings come chiefly

through an enemy—Eusebius—but all concede him to be a Chiliast, and
declare that ho was the disciple and pupil of St, John, and the companion
of Polycarp.) This is the record of names in favor of Millenarian ism,

—

names that are held in honorable esteem because of their faith and works
in the Christ, extending to death.

b 1. Now on the other side, 7iot a single name can be presented, which
(1) can bo quoted as positively against us, or (2) which can be cited as

teaching, in any shape or sense, the doctrine of our opponents,*

2. Pre- Mill. Advocates of the Hd Cent
a. (1) Pothinus, u martyr, died aged 99 years (a.d. 177, Mosheim, vol.

1, p. 120), hence a.d. 87-177. (His Chiliasm is evident from the churches
of Lyons and Vienne, over which he presided, being Chiliastic, from his

associate Irenaeus being his successor, who describes the uniformity of

faith, Adv, Hmres, 50, 1. 10.) (2) Justin Martyr, about a.d. 100-168
(although others, as Shimeall, give a.d. 89-165). (He needs no reference,

as we largely quote him. Comp. Semisch*s Art. on him in Herzog's Real
Bncyclop.) (3) Melito, Bh. of Sard is, about a.d. 100-170, a few fragments
alone preserved. (Shimeall, in his Reply, says,'* Jermne and Qmutdius
both affirm that he was a decided Millenarian.") (4) Hegisippus, between
A.D. 130-190. (Neander, Genl Oh. His,, vol. 2, pp. 430, 432, designates

him ** achurch teacher of Jewish origin and strong Jewish prepossessions,**

and an advocate of " sensual Chiliasm.") (5) Tatian, between a.d. 130-

190. (He was converted under Justin, and is designated by Neander as
** his disciple.") (6) Irenmus, a martyr (being, Mosheim, Cli. His., vol. 1,

Amer, Ed., note, p. 120, *' bom and educated in Asia Minor, under Poly-

carp and Papias, must therefore be), about a.d. 140-202. (We frequently
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and largely quote from him.) (7) The Churches of Yiemie and Lvoiis, in

a letter a.d, 177 (which some attribute to Irenaeua and others to a Lyonese
Christian—author unknown) has distinctive traces of Chiliasm in the' al-

lusion to a prior or first resurrection. (8) TertulhaUj about a.d. 150-2'iO.

(We frequently give his views.) (9) HippolytuSy between a.d. 160-240.
(He was a disciple of Irenaeus, and—accordfing to Photiua—he largely
adopted Irenteus in his work against Heresies, and in his Cotn, on Ihin.,

fixed the end of the dispensation five centuries after the birth of Jesas.)

(10) Apollinaris, Bh. of Hierapolis, between a.d. 150-200. (He is claimed
by us, and conceded by e.g. Hagenbach, His, of Doc,^ Sec. 139.) Nearly
every witness is a martyr.

i. Now on the other side, not a single writer can be presented, not even
a single name can be mentioned of any one cited, who opposed Chiliasm in
this century; unless we except Clemens Alexandrinus (see 3); much I^ss of
any one who taught the Whitbyan view. Now let the student reflect

:

here are two centuries (unless we make the exception stated at the close of
the 2d), in which positively no direct opposition whatever arises against
our doctrine, but it is held by the very men, leading and most eminent,
through whom we trace the Church. What must we conclude ? (1) That
the common faith of the Church was Chiliastic, and (2) that such a general-
ity and unity of belief could only have been introduced—as our argument
shows by logical steps—by the founders of the Ch. Church and the Elders
appointed by them.

3. Pre-MilL Advocates of the 3d Cent,

a. (1) Cyprian^ about a.d. 200-258. (He greatly admired and imitated
Tertullian. We quote him on the nearness of tlie Advent, the Sabbat-
ism, etc. Shedd, in his His. of Doc, vol. 2, p. 394, says that ** Cyprian
maintains the Millenarian theory with his usual candor and moderation.^')

(2) Commodian, between a.d/ 200-270. (Was a decided Millenarian,
Comp, e.ff. Clarke's Sac. LU, Neander, GenL Ch, His,, vol. 2, n. 448

—

censures him as follows: **The Christian spirit, however, iu tiiese ad-
monitions, which otherwise evince so lively a zeal for good morals, is dis-
turbed by a sensuous Jewish element, a gross Chiliasm ; as for example,
when it is affirmed that the lordly masters of the world should in the
Millennium do menial service for the saints." Neander overlooks how
early childlike piety might contemplate Ps. 149:5-9; Isa. 60:6-10;
Mic. 7 : 16, 17, and kindred passages.) (3) Nepos, Bh. of Arsinoe, about
a.d. 230-280. (Jerome, Whitby, Shedd, etc., make him a pronounced
Chiliast.) (4) Coracion, about a.d, 230-280. (He is always unitetl with
Nepos by various writers, comp. Hagenbach's //m. of Doc,) (5) Viciori--

nusy about a.d. 240-303. (Ho is expressly called a favorer of Nepos and
the Chiliasts by Jerome, de Viris 111, c, 74.) (6) Mefhodtun, Bh. of
Olympus, about a.d. 250-311. (Of whom Neander— 67ew7. CL His. , vol. 2,

p. 496—says, he had ** a decided leaning to Chiliasm,** Conceded to us by
Whitby, liagenbach, and otliers.) (7) Lactantius (although his works were
chiefly composed in the next cent., yet being contemporary with Chiliasts

so long in this century, we include him), between a.d, 240-330. (We quote
from him, although Jerome ridicules his Millenarianism. Prof. Stuart
calls him, *' a zealous Chiliast.") Others, whom we strongly incline to re-

gard as Millenarians, owing to their constant association with Chiliasts^

etc., we omit, because the remains and the statements that we have are so
meagre as to make it impossible to give a decided expression of opinion.
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b. In this century we for the first time, unless we except Clemens
Alexandrinus, come to opposers of our doctrine. Every writer, from the

earliest period down to the present, who has entered the lists against us,

lias been able only to find these antagonists, and we present them in their

chronological order, when they revesued themselves as adversaries. They
number four, but three of them were powerful for mischief, and sjwedily

gained adherents (comp. Prop. 76). The first in order is (1) Caius (or

Gains), who is supposed, by Kurtz (C%. His,), to have written about a.d.
^210, or as Shedd {His. Doc), in the beginning of the 3d cent. (Much that
lie is alleged to have said comes to us through bitter Anti-Chiliastic sourccp,

and must be correspondingly received with some allowance.) (2) Clemena
Aleocandrinus, who succeeded Pantcenus (died a.d. 202, so Kurtz), as pre-

ceptor in the Catechetical School of Alexandria, and exerted a powerful in-

fluence (on Origen and others) as a teacher from a.d. 193-220. (He
became a Christian under Pantsenus, after having devoted himself to Pagan
philosophy, and only during the latter part of his life made the disciples,

who so largely moulded the subsequent interpretation of the Church.)"
(3J

Origen, about A.D. 185-264. (Wo shall refer to him under the next Prop.)

(4) Dionysius, about a.d. 190-265. (See next Prop.) There is no doubt
but others were largely led to accept of Anti-Chiliastic teaching (seeing

what an opposition sprung up in the 4th cent.), but these are iJis cham-
jnons mentioned as directly nostile to Chiliasm. Now let the student
carefully weigh this historical record, and he will see that the Church
history indubitably seals our faith as the general, prevailing belief, for the
most that can possibly bo said respecting the opposition is, that in the
closing years of the 2d century men arose who started an antagonism dis-

tinctively presented and urged in the 3d cent, and which culminated in the
4th and succeeding centuries. Hence, our Prop, is abundantly coiifirmed

by the doctrinal status of the early Church ; indeed, it is—if our line of
argument respecting the apostolic belief remaining unchanged concerning
the Kingdom is conclusive

—

the very position that the Church in its intro-

duction must occupy. How illogical and unscriptural, therefore, for men
to strive to weaken the testimony of those Fathers, and to apologize in

their behalf, by making them ignorant, superstitious, sensual, etc., thus
tracing the Church, established by inspired men and their selected succes-

sors, though ignorant, superstitious, and sensual believers, until the
learned, enlightened, and spiritual Clemens, Caius, Origen, and Dionysius
arose and brought light wnich ** the consciousness of the Clitcrch*^ appre-
ciated.

> Prof. Shedd {His. Ch. Doc,) endeavors to take from ns CSlement, Ignatius, and Poly,
carp, on the ground of silence. To this Shimeall in his Rtpltf has well answered, showing
the traces of Chiliasm by quoting, and laying stress on their associating familiarly with
ChiUasts. Indeed, the express manner in which Iremens and Jnstin speak of ike unity of

faith inclndes them, or else, in respect to persons so eminent exception would have been
made. Prof. Briggs (A: Y. Evangelist, 1879) is not satisfied with Shedd's seizure, but also

claims, on the same ground, Hennas. But all this does not help the doctrinal status of
either Shedd or Briggs. If simple silence, in the briefest, fragmentary writings, is a test

of opposition or of Whitbyism, we have yet to learn this rule and the reasons upon which it

is supported. In reference to Polycarp, it may be added, that he is so referred to by
Irenceus in a letter to Florinus (^iseb., v. 1, c. 20), who professes to receive the same
doctrines held by him, that many class the master and disciple together. Prol Briggs
is unfortunate in his efforts to take adherents from us, such as Cyprian, ApoUinaris,
Melito, Methodius, Victorinus, and others, because the most unrelenting opponents
concede ihem to us, fully admitting their GhiUastiQ teaching. But such efforts should not
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Burprise ns, when Bgainst the unifonn testimony of ancients and modems, as well as
the writings open to aU, he even attempts to take Justin 3Iartyr from ns ! A faith must
hadly need propping when it calls for snch desperate and soicidal efforts. Let the reader
ponder this faot, that neither Shedd nor Briggs can quote the direct langni^e of any
writer of this period, and later, who advooaUa their modernized ideas of the Minf>TiTilnm
This fact they artfully conceal.

* We allow Clemens as against as, simply on the ground of his supposed influence in
making Origen Anti-Chiliastic, because he was his teacher. But we do this under a
protest. We find him enumerated as among the Chiliasts by a number of writers. It is

admitted, on all hands, that there is nothing decided from him respecting a Mill, theoir
on the one side or on the other. Therefore he cannot be quoted by either party as
positively favoring Chiliasm or Anti-Chiliasm. On the other hand, he is claimed es
Chiliastic because (comp. Burnet's Theory of the Earth, vol. 2, p. 188, Duflield Ou
Prophet p. 29, Prop, Ttme.*?, vol. 1, p. 73, etc.) he still holds to the Chiliastic ideas of
the 7th Milliad introducing " the Best," and of the Kingdom being introduced by judg-
ments. It is certain that more in harmony wilh Chiliasm can be quoted from him than
that which is hostile to it. But this serious objection inclines us to be sufficieiitly

generous to place his name in the limited list of our opponents, viz. : his system of inter-
pretation, which formed afterward, in the hands of Origen and his successors, sacb a
leverage against our doctrine. While Clemens could not, with the introduction of his
system, entirely rid himself of Chiliastic views on some important points, yet—whether
he foresaw it or not—its entire tendency, as the development showed, was to form the
weapons subsequently so freely used in crushing our belief.

Obs, 14. When surveying the historical ground, which bo accurately
corresponds with the Scriptural, we are forced to the conclusion that those
writers—both friends and foes-—who insist upon the great extent of Chili-
asm in the Apostolic and Primitive Church are most certainly correct.
We, therefore, cordially indorse those who express themselves as Muncher
{Ch, Hiit,j vol. 2, p, 416), that " it (Chiliasm) was universally received by
almost all teachers,^' and (pp. 450, 452) refers it, with Justin, to " the
whole orthodox community,** summing up with this decided conclusion :

" With these observations, the result of criticism is manifest, that in the
Catholic Church the doctrine of the 1000 years' Kingdom was the dojui-
nant doctritie, and the rejection of it was regarded as an approach to Gnos-
ticism. That the defenders of Chiliasm were fewer than Justin has repre-
sented—as Schroeckh asserts

—

is a position which cannot he historically

maintained,^ ^ With this statement every unbiassedj unprejudiced mind
must coincide when regarding the historical facts which support it.

It is worthy of notice, that men, who, like Newman, Pusey, etc., make much of tradi-
tion, elevating it to a Bomish position, are very careful —following thus the Bonilsh
Church—to reject iJie earlieftt tradilion pertaining to the Kingdom. Chiliasm, being iso

hostile to their exdusioe Ohurch-Kingdom view, which forms the foundation of their systena,
ia particularly unwelcome and qfensive. This is true of all who ore inclined to a mystical.
Bomish belief of Church authority and salvation. But here is an evident and palpable
inconsbtlency, taking their own doctrinal position for granted, because they forsake the
earlier tradition for ihe later, and deny that to be orthodox which once was promulgated
as a test of orthodoxy. This only indicates that for the sake of some system of belief.
sincerely held, and filling the mind with prejudice, not onljOie ptaineM Scriptures bnt
ihe moat evident historical facts will be ignored or set aside. They even in their ardor for
the later tradition pronounce Chiliasm a ** heresy,** when it is noteworthy, as Chilling-
worth, Lardner, Greswell, Neander, and many others have observed that these very
Chiliastic Fathers were ihe bulwark of the Church against all kinds of error, especially
Gnosticism in all its forma, several having specially written gainst heresies then pre-
vailing.
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Proposition 76. The doctrine of the Kingdom was changed
under the Gnostic and Alexandrian influence.

What the doctrine was in the first churches, viz. : a belief that
in the millennial age, still future, Christ would personally come and
reign, restoring the Davidic throne and Kingdom and fulfilling the
covenant promises, has been shown ; now to prove the defection
indicated in our Proposition, in order to strengthen our argument,
we shall rely upon the testimony of writers who are not in
doctrinal sympathy with us. It would be an easy matter to bring
a large number or witnesses to testify, but a few, prominent for

leammg and ability, will sufiice to show the truthfulness and force
of the same.

Ohs, 1. The student will carefully notice that with the view the early
church had of *• ilie Christship,'^ of the Kingdom as expresflly covenanted
and predicted, of the postponement of the Kingdom to the Sac. Advent, of

the speedy Coming of tiuj Messiah to inaugurate the Kingdom, of the

2)erJod of trial intervening, etc., it was simply impossible for the early

believers to identify the church as, in any sense, the Kingdom of God as
covenanted and prophesied. It was only when the Scriptures and the
promises were spiritualized, when, under the influence of release from per-

secution and incoming churchly prosperity, the church itself was exalted
through civil patronage, that the Primitive doctrine was gradually but
surely set aside, and the church itself wna made (as by Origen) ** the mystic
Kingdom ofheaveti,*' or (as by Eusebius) " the very image of the Kingdom
of Christ,'^ or (as by Augustine) " the City of God.''

Brookes (\farfiiwtlha, p. 636) quotes Bengel as saying: " When Christianity became a
-worldly power by Constantine, the hope of the fntare was weakened by the joy over the
present success/' Anberlen (Datiielj p, 375) remarks :

** Chiliasm disappeared in pro-

portion as Roman Papal Catholicism advanced. The Papacy took to Itself, as a robUry,
that gloiy which is an object of hope, and can only be reached by obedience and
humility of the cross. When the Chnrch became a harlot, she ceased to be a bride who
goes ont to meet her bridegroom ; and thu« ChUUimn disappeared. This is the deep truth

that lies at the bottom of the Protestant, anti-papistic interpretation of the Apocalypse"
(see next Prop, —this allusion is made here, because the principles of interpretation flow-

ing from Gnosticism and Alezandrianism led to such a development and application).

Andreas (Lardner's Oredibiliiy, vol. 5, p. 79) fully admits (a.d. 550-600) the primitive view
as still entertained by some,* as follows (On Rev.) :

" Others think that after the comple-
tion of 6000 years shall be the first resurrection from the dead, which is to be peculiar

to the saints fdone ; who are to be raised up that they may dwell again on this earth,

where they had given proofs of patience and fortitude ; and that they may live here a
thousand years in honor and plenty, after which will be the general resurrection of good
and bad.*" He says that the Church (his portion of it) does not receive it, holding to a
reign in tne third heaven, etc., and advocating this interpretation :

" By the thousand
years we understand the preaching of the Gospel, or the time of the Gospel dispen-

sation.**
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Oba. 2. TYi^Ency, ^mer.. Art. " MilL," briefly statea tho case :
" Tho

Gnostics, despising matter, were adversaries to the dogma of the Millen-
nium. . . . And ultimately the philosophical school of Alexandria.'*
Mosheim {Eccles, His,, Cent. 3d, sec. 12), after declaring: *'that the
Saviour is to reign a thousand years among men, before the end of the
worlds had been boliered bu viauy in the preceding century, withoat
offence to any," adds, ** in this century, the Milleuarian doctrine fell into
disrepute, through the influence especially of Origen, who strenuously op-
posed it, because it contravetied some of his opinions.*' In his Com, of
the First Three Cen. (vol. 2, sec. 38), he observes :

" Among //w JemiiJi
opinions to which in this age philosophy proved detrimental, the most dis-
tinguished was that of the reign of Christ a thousand years, with the sainta
restored to their bodies. This opinion, I believe, was introduced into tho
church near the commencement of the Christian commonwealth. And
down to the times of Origen, all tho teachers who were so disposed openly
professed and tau^nt it, although there were some who either denied it, or
at least called it into question.* But Origen assailed it fiercely ; for it

was repugnant to his philosophy ; and by the system of biblical intei7)rcta-

tion wliich he discovered, he gave a different turn to those texts of Script-
ure on which the patrons of this doctrine most relied.*' '' // is certain
that in the second century, the opinion that Christ would reign a thousand
years on the earth, was diffused over a great part of Cfiristendom, and that
the most eminent doctors favored it ; and no controversy with them was
moved by those who thought otherwise, Tertullian speaks of it as the com-
7non doctrine of the whole church,'^ " It is certain, from Justin Martyr
and others, that very many, ami they vien of great influence, thought as ho
did (i.e. were Millenariaus), nor were they on that account taxed with cor-
rupt doctrine." "But in the third centnrv the reputation of this doc-
trine declined ; and first in Egypt, through the influence especially of
Origen. . . . And yet it could not be exterminated in a moment ; it still

had respectable advocates." Mosheim proceeds in various places to show-
how, by a philosophizing, most violent, system of interpretation, which
began * * most wretchedly to pervert and twist every part of those Divine
oracles which opposed itself to their philosophical tenets or notions," tho
literal interpretation was finally crushed. He thus contrasts the interpre-
tation adopted by the two systems :

** lie (Origen) wished to fiave the lit-

eral and obvious sense of the words disreganled, and an arcane sejise, lying
concealed in the envelope of the words, to be sought for. But the advo-
cates of an earthly Kingdom of Christ rested their cause solely on the nat-
ural and proper sense ox certain expressions in the Bible." ^

^ The student will notice the evident relnctance manifested by the qualifying -woitl
** near/' and that while some (Gnostics, etc.) may have denied it. it is uUeriy impoftsibte for
Mosheim to produoe, or qnote, a single orthodox vriter who did this at that period. Sneh
softening expressions are to be found in respectable works, of various writers, bat not
one has yet produced his authority for such assertions ; and, therefore, we are forced to
conclude that the wish is father to the statements. The concessions, partially given in
frankness, are all that our position requires, andwe feel under obligations to Slosheim, and
others, for presenting them, although in direct opposition to their own doctrinal tenets;.

* Neander follows in the main Mosheim enlarging on many points, and is equally
decisive in tracing the gradual overthrow of the once prevailing doctrine to Gnostic and
Alexandrian influence. Quotations from him will follow. Kurtz (Ch, IRs., p. 146)
remarks :

'' Since the time of Fapias the expectation of a Millennial reign of glory at the
dose of the present dispensation had been fondly cherished by the Christiana, who,
under their continued persecutions, looked for the speedy return of Uie Lord. Oniy the
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sptrUualisis of Alexandria (ClemeTU, Origen, etc.) opposed ihese vkiea, and, by allegorical

interpreiaiions, explained avr&y the Biblioal aigumenta in favor of them." Gibbon {Deci
and hhli^ vol. 1, p. 535). with hia usual tiaroasm, after alluding to the doctrine that *' it

fieema so well adapted to the desires and apprehensions of mankind, that it mu^t have
contributed in a very considerable degree to the progress of the Christian faith," remarks:
** But when the edifice of the church was almost completed, the temporary support was
laid aside. The doctrine of Christ's reign upon earth was at first treated as a profound
allegory, was considered by degrees as a doubtful and useless opinion, and was at length

rejected as the absurd invention of heresy and fanaticism/' Beaven {Account of Irenaius,

p. 255), after reviewing the ground, says :
'* There is no writer of any importance down

to the time of Origen, who impugned the doctrine of the personal reign of Christ on earth.
*

Olshausen (favorable to Millenarianism, but somewhat disposed to spiritualize the
Kingdom in its application to the church) remarks (Com. on Matt. 3:2):" Even in the
apostolic times sprung up the germs of the Gnostic idealism, which, in its doctrine of the
Kingdom, denied any future real and outward manifestation of the divine dominion."
He also shows how the Alexandrian school developed this ideal feature.

Obs, 3. Gnosticism, with its varied forms and subtle modiScations, was
early prevailing, and whilst nearly all the doctrines of Christianity suffered,

more or less, under its moulding influence, that of the Kingdom especially

became, under its plastic manipulations, one widely different from the
Scriptural and early church doctrine. In its dualistic theories, its inter-

mediary existences, its evolutions of the Divine, etc., it struck a heavy bloto

at the promised kingship of the Son of Man as David's Son ; ii changed the

royal title of " the Messiah," *' the Christ*' into a mere name equivalent

to that of Jesus ; it discarded as foolish, or received as containing a hid-

den meaning, the prophecies relating to this future Kingdom ; and with
its peculiar tenets of making man rise to God Himself—a becoming identi-

fied with Deity

—

it rpected altogether the notion of such a Kingdom con-

tained in the letter of Holy Writ, and believed in by contemporary Chris-

tians. Emanation then, as now in its Pantheistic form, has no sympathy
for the early Patristic Kingdom. Asceticism, the belief in the inherent
corruption of matter, and its kindred brood, then, just as now, was antag-
onistic to it. While Docetism, the outgrowth (so some writers) of one
form of Gnosticism, denying as it did the reality of the human body of

Jesus, the Christ, cffectiiaUy closed all access to an understanding of the
Kingdom, spiritualizing not only the body, but everything else relating to

Him as Messiah. One party, impelled by their principles, not only
i^ored Judaism as antagonistic to Christianity, but insisted that the Old
Test, contained error and should be rejected as a true exponent of the will

of the Supremo God. (The Old Test., while true in itself, was only a his-

tory drawn up under the guidance of the Demiurge—hence inferior and
liable to deceive ;—comp. Neander Oi. His,, vol. 1, p. 383), The Chiliasts

inaintained the contrary, largely cjuoting from the Jewish .Scriptures. To
reconcile these opposite tendencies, another and succeeding party arose,

who assumed that reason occupied the position of umpire, and from the

deductions of reason instituted a medium between the two, retaininj^ some-
thing from both Gnosticism and Chiliasm^ so* far as interpretation was
concerned, but also spiritualizing the Kingdom, applying it to the church,

etc. From this arose the rejection of the peculiar and distinguishing

characteristics belonging to both Chiliasm and Gnosticism. Hence, it was
the relationship that error sustained to Christianity—adopting the phrase-

ology of the latter but with other meanings attached, wearing the garb of

friendship and even of piety—that gradually undermined the formerly re-

ceived doctrifie of the covenanted Kingdom.
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Frecuely the same tactics were exhibited in that period, that we find to-day in the
writings of Free-BeligionistSt etc. Gnosticism, in some of its phases and workings, is

far from being extinct, as evidenced in a relined Pantheism that finds its advocates even
among the professed orthodox.

Obs, 4. It is well to keep in view the direct means employed to get rid of

the Chiliastic idea of the Kingdom. (1) Caiua (or Game) and Dionysius
first cast doubt npon the genuineness and inspiration of the Apocalypse, it

evidently being supposed that the appeals made to it—in view of its corre-

spondence witn preceding Jewish ideas

—

coxdd not otherwise be set aside.

(2) By reiecting the literal sense, and substituting a figurative or alle-

gorical ; this effectually modified covenant and prophecy. (3) Such portions

of the Old Test, as literally taught the doctrine, had their prophetic in-

spiration discredited, as in the Clementines (comp. Neanderon them), (4)
Accepting all the prophetical portions, and what could not be conveniently

allegorized and applied to the church, was attributed to heaven for fulfil,

ment (as seen in Urigen and his followers). (6) Making promises directly

given to the Jewish nation as such, either conditional in their nature or
else merely typical of the blessings accruing to Gentiles. These, after
what has been written, need no comment.

The student will also observe another cause mentioned by Gibbon, Mosheinx,
Neander, etc. It appears from the testimony of history that Chiliasts—under the
pressure of persecution from which they earnestly songht deliverance^ and nnder the
misapprehension that Antichrist was already exhibited in the Roman power, hoped for
the speedy Advent of Christ and the coming of the Kingdom. Now, this view of the
Roman Empire, and this hope of a speedy anticipated deliverance caused them to feel
onwUling to engage in wars of conquest, or even to enter into the ciril service of the
Empire. This feeling and resultant conduct, based, rightly or wrongly, upon their view
of the Empire and its expected destruction under the coming Messiah and Kingdom,
was naturally most offensivt to the Roman Emperors and their adherents, and also to th&t
portion of the clergy who were for concUiatinfj the existing temporal power. This became
the more so, when the church began to realize the protection of the State preparator^r

to a union of the two, and Uie reaction without due discrimination, made Chiliasm itseU
offensive.

Obs. 5. Another deadly, most effective weapon was the philosophy of
that period. At first it was only represented as *' the wall and the hedge
of the vineyard," but it was—notwithstanding apostolic warnings-—very
soon assiduously cultivated as part of the vineyard itself. The first insid-
ious approach was, that this ** wall and hedge" was so run as to exclude
from the vineyard of truth whatever human reason regarded as objection-
able ; the second followed as a necessary (through human infirmity and
shortsightedness) result, error itself was graciously accepted, diligently
])lantea, cultivated, and grown. The crop was abundant.

It is only neoessaty, in confirmation, to direct the student to the able histories of
Neander, Mosheim, Kurtz, Geissler, etc., for abundant proof in reference to iht falai
influence of philosophy aa fAni taught, '* which" (as Mosheim) "struclc at the t)ery uUais
of religion, and tended, in no small degree, to afect the credU of those sacred writings on
which the entire system of Christian discipline relies for support." It is a sad com-
mentary on human frailty that no Important doctrine existed which did not suffer,

more or less, from this spirit of nationalism and Apostatizing. It is only fair to say that
the tendencies and teaching of some are far more destructive than that of others ; bnt
viewed as a whole, injury to the truth resulted both from the extremists and from those
who sought to diminish the extravagances of the former. The same still holds tme
to-day, for the most determined opponents that we have are Uiose who endeavor to bend
religious doctrine to some favorite system of philosophy.
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Obs. 6. Eccl. History informfl us that Philosophy obtained ike victory

in thia struggle between the ancient and later ayBtem of interpretation and
resultant doctrine of the Kingdom. This mainly arose from two causes :

1. It has been truly observed, in tracing the rise and progress of ideas,

that *' ideas obtain authority and dominion, not altogether from their

intrinsic truth, but rather from their constant asseveration, especially when
they fall in with the common hopes and fears, the wants and necessities

of human nature. The mass of mankind have neither leisure nor abil-

ity to examine them ; they fatigue and so compel the world to acceptance"
(Milman's Latin Chris., vol. 3, p. 437). Thus repetition alone is often
the parent of faith, and then of authority, especially if the continued re-

hearsal is done (a) bj the learned, whom the vulgar regard with great re-

spect
;

{b) by those in civil or ecclesiastical authority, whom the common
people reverence

;
(t) by persons who are in a condition to enforce the

same hj the extension or withdrawal of patronage and emoluments
;

{d)

by individuals and communities in order to accord with popular views and
prejudices (which may be seen by contrasting the Alexandrian notion of

the Kingdom, heaven, etc., with the heathen ideas of the same) in Escha-
tology—being thus more in sympathy with preconceived notions, popular-
ly entertained, than with that of the doctrine of the covenanted Kingdom.
2. The Origenistic system of interpretation, being, more or less, under
the patronage of the learned and great, the ambitious for civil and eccle-

fiiastical preferments, the flatterers of the Emperors and of the Empire,
became intrenched in the church, because of its adulation of the church,
turning it into the covenanted Kingdom, it paved the way for increased

power and riches. With its pliant aid, it was easy to get rid of the pro-
phetical denunciations which seemed derogatory to the Emperors and Em-
pire—to remove the belief of a Kingdom to come which involved the sup-

posed dignity and perpetuation of the Roman power, to emasculate the

prophecies pertaining to the future, which now could be applied—even the

New Jerusalem state (as by Eusebius)—to the then present period. The
Alexandrian substitution of the Kingdom, surrounded by talent, wealth,

power, influence, and catering to the wishes, hopes, and ambition of

humanity, prospered and extended itself. As time progressed, it was fos-

tered and cherished by mystical and* scholastic tendencies, and finally

strengthened and confirmed by various philosophical systems.

Admitting the valaable resalts that may hATe flowed from some of these systems thns
connected, in resisting Rationalistio influences running to an extreme and in connteract-

ing the snbtle argnments of infidelity, yet so far as the doctrine of the Kingdom (which
is the point constantly aimed at in oar argnment) has been concerned, their constant
aim haa been to apologize for, or to ridicule, or to cmsh, ihe apostolic vieuo of (he Kingdom.
Their influence in this direction (with but few exceptions, as e.g. in later systems, as
Rothe'a, etc.) has only been disastrous. In league with the spirit of Alexandrian inter-

pretatioUf in sympathy with the old monkish notions of the Kingdom, in fraternization

with mystical and scholastic ideas, they have endeavored to make out the existence of &
Kingdom in vnison with these ; and churohly men, pious and talented, believing that

they could be moulded into effective instruments to elevate and defend ihe church as ihe

diviTie Kingdom of promise, have seized, used, and perpetuated them, not realizing their

destructive nature. Human wisdom has been substituted for the divine, and even dartd

to become the measure of, or the standard for, the divine. Philosophy, with its boasted
standing, leavened with Origenistic ideas, imbued with a refined Gnosticism, sympathiz-

ing with the Ideal or the Pantheistic, haa mistaken either the Sovereignty of Qod or the

Church for the covenanted Kingdom ; others, not seeing the blunder, accept of its teach-

ings until, at present, this teaiihing seems to be imbedded in the churches as afundamenial
truth. This could be the more readily effected seeing that philosophy takes into its
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train men of intelligenoe and deep thui]ung« of leadership in literature and religion^
while the mass of mankind, nnnccnatomed to laborious thought and relying upon
such men for guidance, blincUy follow their lead. But the days even of such a fetter-

ing philosophy are fast numbered, because there is abroad an independent mode of
thmking (alas, too often running into unbelief and the wildest extremes) that receiTes
the declaration of no one without weighing or testing. Two modes of thinking can
only now largely affect and control the masses : one is dealing with truth and proTing
it to be such by the most reliable testimony—either from Scripture (for thoee who
believe in it), or from history (for the student^, or from nature (for the natoxalist), or
from science, art, etc. (for the scientist). The other is to cater in some form to

the corrupt nature of man (and this even may be brought into an unnatural alliance

with the other), and the more this is done under the garb of order, ]oTe, liberty, etc,
the better it will be received. The love for the truth and the love for self-indulgence are
the two leading motives to be appealed to ; and we are assured from Scripture that, so
far as this dispensation is concerned, the latter will constantly gain the victory as to num-
bers. We should, therefore, cautiously receive the utterances of man, unless they oome
to us with the imprint of truth, fortified by ample scripturxd proof. Especially so when
they come to us under the philosopher's cloak, for then if a fallacy exists, it is much
more difficult to detect it, being enshrouded in a garb to unclasp wluch requires skilful

hands. What Luther, aud many oihers said respecting the influence of philosophy in
the Church can be truthfully repeated to-day, at least in reference to the subject of the
Kingdom philosophy, whatever its mission may be intellectually and morally, is rkd

necesftary to an understanding of this Kingdom (IVop. 9). The Kingdom is founded oh
covenant and prophtcy, and not on human speculations. We find this Kingdom only in
the Scriptures and not in human systems (Prop. 10). We do not even require its aid in
ascertaiuing the seuse or meaning of Scripture (Prop. 4). Philosophy, if she is (as some
claim, and justly too) a handmaiden to Christianity, is a very humble one, that has too
often, under the desire to serve, injured her mistress. Her true position is not the one
assigned to her by many, as a kind of guardian (often changing, as seen in successive
phases and stages) of the inner shrine, but that of a mere serviior sweeping the outer
court. She has, through her friends, arrogated to herself the chief seat ; in a discussion
of this kind, when the appeal doctrinally must be to the Scriptures, she, if a true and
valuable servitor, must descend from the same, acknowledging the supremacy of Holy
Writi and submitting to its authority.

Obs. 7, Another cause which operated largely to diminish the belief in

the doctrine of the Kingdom was the coldness and enmity which arose

between the Jewish ana Gentile Christians, when they separated into

parties antagonistic to each other. History conclusively shows that the
peace formerly maintained between them tnrough the wise, prudent, and
conciliating conduct of the early leaders, was ultimately removed. Noth-
ing contributed so largely to this as the removal (through Gnostic and
Alexandrian influence) of the distinctive Jewish idea of tne Messiahship
and resultant Kingdom, the bond offaith that had united Jew and Gentile
into fraternal believers. We need not enter into the saddening controversy
—a mournful commentary on human frailty and passion—^but one of the
results arrests attention, viz. : that the Gentile Chnstians in their animos-
ity to Judaism, which sought to impose its legality and ritualism, finally

were carried to such an extreme that, without discriminating between
what was abrogated and the things of God that remained in force, every-

thing that savored in their estimation of Judaism was atst aside, including
of course the long-entertained Jewish notion of the Kingdom.

As already intimated, a mystical, transcendant philosophy, a spiritual system of inter-

pretation, aided them in getting rid of the Jiaied Jewish forms, traditions, and beliefs.

Epithetfi. a fruitful source from whence modems still draw an ample supply, were heaped
on the doctrine of the Kingdom as once entertained, including such as " gcoss,*' ** car-

nal," " material," " degrading," " fleshly," "sensual," " earthly,*' etc. which still flow

so readily from the pens of a certain class—** heresy-huniera,"
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Ols, 8. Notably, the conversion of Constantino, the deliverance and ex-

altation of the church, and finally the union of State and church under Im-
perial supervision and protection, served to make Millenarianism unpalata-
ale. This has been remarked by numerous writers, and the fact is incon-
trovertible. We leave others, who have no sympathy for our doctrine,

testify. Thus e.g. Smith {New Test, Bis., p. 723), after stating that
•* the interval between the apostolic age and that of Constantine has been
called the Chiliastic period of Apocalyptic interpretation," proceeds :

" Immediately after the triumph,of Constantine, the Christians, emanci-
pated from oppression and persecution, and dominant and prosperous in

their turn, began to lose their vivid expectation of our Lord's speedy
Advent and their spiritaal conception of His Kingdom, and to look upon
the temporal supremacy of Christianity as a fulfihnent of the promised
reign of Christ on earth. The Roman Empire, become Christian, was re-

garded no longer an object of prophetic denunciation, but as the scene of
ft Millennial development. This view, however, was soon met by thejigura-

/ ire interpretation of the Millennium, as the reign of Christ in the hearts of

all true believers," Kurtz (67i. His., vol. 1, sec. 40, par. 8), after refer-

ring to the opposition of Clement, Origen, Dionysius, adds :
'* But as the

aspect of outward affairs changed under the reign of Constantine the
Great, these views (Chiliastic) lose their hold on men's minds. The church
now prepared for a long-continued period of temporal prosperity, and the

State church of that time forgot the Millennial glory of the future,^*

The remodelling of the Chtirch by Constantine, to conform it to the government of the
State (compare Mosheim and Neander) ; the endowment of it with wealth and worldly
honors ; the constituting it the easy road to preferment, rank, power, and riches for

the aspiring ; the making it through imperial favor the popnlax channel of religion, so
completely intoxicated men—not apprehending the serious calamities to resnlt from the
6£une—that instead of lookinafor the Jdessianic Kingdom to comt^ they now supposed and
taoght that the prophecies relating to the Kinadom wtrt fxdljUling^ihoX the Kingdom iteelf

va.9 alrtady esiablished nnder Constantinian splendor, and that some, like Ensebins, dared
even to apply the predictions relating to the new heavens and new earth to this era. An
amazing change took place in the minds of men, when, forsaking Iht plain leaching of the
Word and the early faiih, they permitted themselves 1o he blinded by the outward popu-
larity, the State-union and the imperial friendship conferred upon the Church. The
reader will find in Brooks's £?. Proph, Interp,, Elliott's Jloroi Apoc, and numerous Mil-
lenarian works, abundant references to this cause of decline in our doctrine. We can
only briefly notice the remarkable change of opinion resulting from the change in the

Church's external condition. Before Constantine, the Church, under Chiliastic leading,

had always associated the idea of Antichrist with Home, nnd that the Boman power would
certainly be destroyed at the expected Advent of the MesHiah. This was taught down
even to Lactantius {De Imtii.^ ch. 15), and was so imbedded in the minds of many that

Jerome himself (CiSom. on Dan, 9), giving the testimony of the Fathers on this point, could
not contradict it as false. All this was hvmilijaiing to a professed Christian emperor, to

the subservient followers of imperial honors, and to the hierarchical seekers of office,

and ** the convenient explication was discovered and adopted by many that Antichrist

was pagan Rome, and that from the date of Constantino's conversion the millennium com-
menced,** (A view that has been revived by Grotius, Bush, etc., thus caricaiuriTtg the

magnificent prophecies of the Millennium by applying them to a period disastrous to the

Church, full of bitter discussions and persecutions, pregnant with deceit, violence, and
entailed evils.) Shimeall (Esehaialogy, p. 49) says :

** The policy of Constantine, while it

tended to eradicate the last remaining vestiges of the primitive landmarka of Christianity

to effect. This was brought about by their adoption of the Origenic rule of int«

the teachings of Isaiah and St. John on the one hand, and the explaining of tnem in

accordance with the theory of ETiBebiuSf which made Rome the Ifew Jerusalem of the
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Apocalypsd on the groond that Constantine turned the heathen temples into Christian
churches, etc., on the other." Dr. SchaflE {His. Ch. Church, vol, 1, pp. 299-301) pr«sent»
the same testimony as Neander, Mosheim, Kurtz, etc., respecting the extent of Milieoa-
rianism in the Prim. Church, saying, for example :

** The most striking point in the
Eschatology of the ancient Church is the widely current and very promineni ChUiasm, or the
doctrine of the visible reign of Christ in glory on earth with the risen saints for a thou-
sand years," etc. After referring to the Fathers who taught it, he then remarks :

•* In
the age of Constantine, however, a radical change took place in Uiis belief. After Chris-
tianity, contrary to all expectation, triumphed in the Roman Empire, and was embtsced
by the Caesars themselves, the ARUeTtnial reign^ imttead of being anxiously vyiited and pra^
for, began to be dated either from the flrst appeaiance of Christ, or from the conversion of
Constantine, and to be regarded as realized in the glory of the donUnant imperial i^ie Clnirek,

"

Certainly it was not in the selfish nature of '* Patriarchs,*' ^* Metropolitans or Arch-
bishops," " Bishops," and others, who received princely enctoumenb, to desire the Cbmi^g
and Beign of (he Christ—ihej rather wished their stations, honors, and emolumeots to
remain in perpetuity.

Obs. 9, Another method, pointed out by Brooks, Mede, etc., which
materially aided in removing our doctrine, was the suppres^iiuj of Mille-
narian works. Thus e.g. the works of Papias, several from the pen of Ire-

n«us, the Treatise of Nepos against the AUegorizers, Tertullian*B on Para-
dise, and others, were successfully removed. Indeed the writings of Bome
of the Fathers were so totally ooliterated that it is only bj intimations
in the writings of opposers that we know that they were Chiliastic in sen-
timent. While the ravages and changes of time, the destructiveness in-
cident to age, may account for the removal of some, yet the extent of the
suppression (together with corruptions, omissions, substitutions of other
writings) clearly indicates the animus of aversion and hostility.

Then it was also customary to speak of Chiliastic adherents as if they taught a most
ffross doctrine^ well knowing that the means of refutation were not at hand. At times,
however, they contradict themselves, speaking in one place well of the men whom they
in another stigmatize. This is true of Papias and others. We give another illustration
referred to by Mede and others. Eusebius says of Xepos that he taught " a MUL ff
sensual luxury on earth.** But in the same chapter he mokes Dionysius, who wrote against
Nepos, to say :

** I greatly reverence the man,** and ** greatly love Nepos both on account of
his feuth and industry, and his great study of the Scriptures**—which he scarcely would
have said if Nepos was as ** sensual ** as Eusebius reports. The complacency with
which Neander and others relate Eusebius' story of Dionysius converting Coracion and
a large number of Chiliastic clergy at a conference held for a disputation at Arsinoe is

remarkable —a story which bears on its very face the evidence of being a concocted one,
having no mbstantiat basil. Observe (1) that Eusebius was exceedingly bitter against the
Chiliasts, and untruthful (as Mede and others have shown) in other statements respecting
them. (2) Such a unanimous yielding of an entire conference of opponents is a result
opposed to human nature and experience. (3) This story was concocted some time after
the alleged occurrence took place, and we have none of the marvellous argumentation
which produced such a result given. (4) The statement is utterly inconsistent with the
principles of interpretation mutually held, and with the Scriptures held by Chiliasts.
which are not so readily set aside. (5) The story very flippantly takes it for granted
that Millenarians have but little Scriptural foundation for their belief, and that the
spiritualistic interpretation is all powerful. (6) We have no statement of Coracion or
of any of the alleged converts, of such a result. (7) We know that, notwithstanding the
stated conversions, many in Egypt and other places remained Chiliasts. <8) If Diony-
sius had such extraordinary success and was really so powerful in argument, it is pre-
sumable—as Chiliasm was extensive—that this line of reasoning and axguments would
have reached beyond Arsinoe. Now absolutely nothing that has reached us from him
has any Anti-Chiliastio force, which a tyro could not meet.

Obs, 10. While it may justly be regarded invidious to attempt to lower
the character or position of opponents in defence of a doctrine (which has
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been largely done against ns), yet in Belf-justification—seeing that many
writers (as Jones, Shedd, etc.) unduly exalt the first opponents of Chiliasm
to the prejudice of the Millenarian Fathers—it may be well, briefly, to allow
iinpartiai (because in no doctrinal sympathy with ns) testimony demon-
strate to whom we are indebted for the decline of our doctrine. Inspecting
Origen (com p. Luther's view of, Prop. 4, Obs. 1, note 1 ; Michelet's Life of
J^uthsTy p. 273, and Ap. p. 419, etc. ; and Milner's, Mosheim's, Preeeense's,

Prop. 4, Obs. 6), notwithstanding his learning and ability, the ablest writers

coincide in saying that Aw mode of handling the Scriptures resulted most
disastrously to the church. In reference to Clement of Alexandria, Dio-
njsius, and all of the Alexandrian school, it is sufficient to refer the reader
to the temperate remarks of Keander, and other historians, on the entire

tendency of the Alexandrian school, which was unfavorable to a correct
interpretation of Scripture. Regarding Jerome and Eusebius, it will suf-

fice to say, that the same historians, admitting the value of their labors in

some directions, also state their unreliability in controversv, their devo-
tion to asceticism (Jerome's), and their gross misinterpretation and mis-
application of Scripture.

It is not onr desire to detract from the honor dne to Origen (as e.g. in his labors on
the HexapU, Treatise against Celsns, etc.)f Jerome (as e.g. in his Latin version of the
Old Test., etc.), and others. But the tendencies of their bcriptnral interpretations and
expositions being simple matter of history, and liberally animadverted on by our oppo-
nents, form a letjUlmaie subject to be thus introduced. (Such animadversions are freely

given on our side in Brooks's El. of Froph. Jnier.^ Shimeall's Eschatology, Seiss* Last
Times^ etc., and need not be repeated.) When Shedd {His. €h. Doc.) and others shield
themselves under the bare statement that onr doctrine was crushed under the influence

of the Alexandrian school (but carefully avoiding to tell us the pradtc<U and evil tendency

of this school in Biblical interpretation), it is but just to direct the reader*s attention to

the same (comp. Prop. 4). Prof. Briggs in his series of articles decries all that are admit-
ted to be Chiliasts. and eulogizea aU that followed the lead of the Alexandrian school. In
-view of his extravagant praise, we append a few additional testimonies. First, as to
Clement of Alexandria, Killen (The Old. Vath. Ch., p. 10) says of him :

** His spiritual

taste was sadly vitiated by his study of the heathen philosophy, and his tendency to in-

dulge in aUegoriotU interpretations renders him an unsafe guide as an expositor of the
Scriptures." On p, 374 he says of him that he " allefjorized Scripture in a uay aa danger-

ous as U icas tdtsunit" and gives some specimens (with which compare those presented by
Fairbaim, TypolotjVf who gives Luther's and Calvin's opinion on such performances).
This estimate of Clement is substantially presented by every C^hurch historian of emi-
nence —some even being more severe in their strictures. And we direct attention to the
fact that whatever retention of Chiliastio ideas he maintained, he was the one who
introduced this allegorizing system at Alexandria, which proved eo fatal not only to

Chiliasm but other doctrines. In view, therefore, of his disastrous influence in adopting
Philo's method and introducing it into the Church, we present the following estimate of

his system of interpretation in the Art. "Alexandrian (Virisiianiiv** {The North Brit. Rev.,

Aug. 1855) : " If we are asked how Clement understood his Bible, w^e must answer, pace
tanti viri, very badly indeed. In interpretation he is a mere disciple of Philo ; as that

writer had dealt with Moses, so he deals with the prophets and the writers of the New
Test. ; and he applies his principle apparently without any fixed rules at all. He imag-
ined that every passage of Scripture undoubtedly contained a hidden meaning^ or rather

any number of hidden meanings : the same passage might mean this, that, and the other

thing, all al the same time ; and so he set to work at it, as children do at a charade, and
expected a discovery of hidden truth from God's blessing upon piously intended
guemes." His fame rests not in ex^esis ; his admirers (Eingsley, etc.) praise him for

his philosophy and earnestness. Aa to Origen, Killen ^above, p. 374) says of his using

this system and departing from the literal sense : " In this way the divine record may be
made to support any crochet which happens to please the fancy of the commentator."
The writer in the North Brit. Review (above) remarks :

** His (Origen's) principles of

Scriptural interpretation are Philo's, reduced to a still completer system ; and the most
remarkable feature in it is his bold avowal of his belief that the simple literal meaning
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is cften noi only untrue hui impossible. On the Btrength of this expression Strauss t^aha^
him as na ally. But the views of the two men are totally different, Origen beliered in

the complete inspiration of every word of tioriptnre, and he thought that the atletforin^

sense, which was the most precious, was always strictly true ; but that God instrteii ut<fr\ilK<

aiul impossibilUies in the lileral texl in order that the reader might not be content with it

but look beneath it for the deeper and more precious truth. Indeed, in order io Teoom-
mend this allegorical theory he even immensely exaggerates the discrepancies of the lit-

eral text, and find sdifflculties where no one else would have thought of finding them/
(" For example, he pronounces the text, * If any man smite thee on the right cheek, turn

to him the other abo,' to be very absord in its literal meaning ; not becaose, as somr
have thought, it exaggerates the duty of submissiveness, but because, since a man nat^azallT

uses his right hand, he could not possibly strike his adversary on the right bat on the left

cheek. We wish one of his pupils had been saucy enough to give him a practical proof
of the superiority, in such oases, of experiment over theory.") The Ency. Brit, says cf

Origen {De Princip., 211, s. 2} that he described those who refused his views as such,

who " refusing the labor of intelligence, followed the superficial mode of literal interpreta-

tion." Hase {His. Ch, Church, p< ^). &fter having referred to the oharaoteristies of the

Alexandrian theology in bringing out" a hidden sense' ' by means of ** allegoncal interpre-

tation," which should develop a " signification worthy of God,** adds :
** It was through

his (Origen* s) influence thai the expectation which thenjprtvailed with respect to a near
approach of Christ's Second Advent, and a Millennial Kingdom, began to be regarded as

h^reiicalf or at least fatiaticaL'* Bees' Oydop.^ art. ^^MUi^^' admits that the ancient belief of

the doctrine ** touching the new Kingdom of Jesus Christ on earth, after the resurre<s

tion, was held for near three centuries b^ore U was changed as erroneous, as appears from
Eocles. History" (quoting M. Launoy as authority), speaking of it as taught '' by several

of the greatest men among the Primitive Fathers,*' and then thus refers to the decline

brought about, ** principally through the influence and auihorUy of Origen, who opposed it

with the greatest warmth, because it was incompatible with some of his favorite senti-

ments.*' (Comp. arts, on " Origen" in Herzog's Real Encydcp., M'Clintock and Strong's
Vydop., etc.) The disciples of Origen, such as Dionysius, Hieracus, and others, carried
out his system, and, of course, assisted in the decline. Among these later on may be
especially enumerated Qregory Thaumaturgus, who (Panegyric in Orig., ch. 15. quoted
by Neander in Oenl. Vh, His., vol. 2, p. 491) most extravagantly eulogizes Origen as spe-

cially favored ** by communion with the divine Spirit," " so that this man h^ received
from God that greatest of gifts, the call to be to men an interpreter of the words of God ;

to understand God's Word as Ood speaks it, and to announce it to men as man can
understand it." Men now imitate Gregory, and profess to go into ecst^ies over Origen*s

astounding interpretations. Prof. Briggs (N. Y, Eoangelist, 1879) writes in the highest
terms of the Alexandrian school and its followers, simply beeause they are Anti-Chilisstic
To such we commend the rebuke given by a writer (in the Norlh Brii. Review, May, 1858.

p. 273) to D'Aubign^ (in Christianity in the First Three Cents.) as foUows :
" We are sorry

to see Dr. Merle D'Aublgne eulogizing Origen as ' the greatest lominary of ecclesiastical

antiquity.' Concede to Origen learning, fervor, and a self-sacrificing life ; but do noi

canonize as a luminary one v>ho did more io darken Scripture and to obscure some of itsfunda-
mental truths than any Father of the first five Centuries."

Obs, 11. The opposition to our doctrine, when once inaugurated, was

greatly aided by the talent and ability of a few great names. Conspicu-
ously among these is that of Augustine. Probably no work has appeared

that had such a powerful influence in overwhelming the more ancient doc-

trine, as Augustine's leading one, I7ie City of God. This was specially de-

signed to teach tJie existence of the Kingdom of God in the church besiJe or

contemporaneous with the earthly or human Kingdom, Th6 proof for

this is remarkably weak ; the supposed fact being largely taken for granted,

and a superstructure erected upon a hypothetical toixnd&tlon.

Let the student carefully read " The City of God,'* and he will find that Angnstine to

make out his theory (vol. 1, p. 436) arbitrarily quotes Ps. 87 : 3 ; 48 : 1, and 46 : 4, which
do not apply (as we shall show hereafter) to the church in this dispensation ; and (vol. %
p. 202) in his eagerness he actually has the marriage of the Church witii Christ tdrtcdu

consummated, thus violating the order laid down in the Bible. • Indeed, the proof alleged
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by him is so slightly inferential, and so loosely applied, that it is scarcely worthy of even
a struma refutatioa. The book never conld have exerted so wide an influence, if it had
not accorded so fully with the already favorite Chnroh-Kingdom theory. We give an
example of his exegetioal proof : thus (b. 18. ch. 31) he adduces Obad. 21, which he ren-
ders, " And those who are saved again shall come np ont of Mt. Sion that they may
defend Esau, and it shall be a kingdom to the Lord." His comment is : that Mt. Sion
is Jadea where Christ was and is ; Mt, Esau is the oAurc/t of ihe GentUes, and thai the laUer,

being defended, btconies a kingdom. Similar far-fetched and pnerile inferences are scat-

tered over his pages, while (Ensebius-like) the Millennial predictions, the utterances of
Habakkuk's prayer, etc., are all tJuiUariminaiebf assigned to the chorch in this dispensa-
tion, and as now existing. Having a Kingdom on hand to portray, it moat be enlogized
at the expense of the S^ptures and stem facts. The truth is, when looking over the
writings of Augustine, Origen, Jerome, and others, who so largely contributed to bring
our doctrine into disrepute, we are forced to the conclusion that, however valuable they
may be in other respects, the line of reasoning (for surely argument it cannot be called)

and inferential proof adopted to sustain their own views of the church being the then con'

siUuted Meaaianic Kingdom of covenant and prt^hecy, is entirely and purely of human
origin, finding no support in Scripture, but being actually in open antagonism to the oath-

boutid covenant of God. It is a fact, also, that neither Origen or Augustine could entireh/

give tip all the characteristics of Chiliasm, but still received some of its features, as will

e seen from the quotations, hereafter given, from them. It is in consequence of the
retention of some features belonging to Chiliasm, that Bh. Taylor {Lib. of Proph., sec. 6)

ranks Origen, notwithstanding his decided opposition, a Millenarian, and this it is sup-
posed (by Brooks) " because Origen lets drop his expectation of the renovation of eJI

things in the seventh millenary of the world." How largely Augustine moulded the
Chnrch can be seen in our Church histories, the recent wor^ of Mozley, Domer, etc., on
Augustine.

Obs. 12. The cessation, in almost a total manner, of the conversion of the
Jews, also materially aided in extinguishing the doctrine of the Kingdom.
Spiritualizing and allegorizing both the covenants and prophecies, cnang-
ing the significant title of ** The Christ'' into a mere doctrinal name,
heaping upon Gentiles the promises belon^ng to the Jews, substituting

the church for the Messianic Kingdom in its true covenanted Theocratic

form, the conversion of Jews was arrested, and, as a result, the advocates

(for the Jewish mind posted in the promises of the Old Test.) of Chiliasm
were proportionately lessened.

After the Gnostic ideas and the Alexandrian school obtained the ascendency, the
preaching of the Kingdom, so widely different from that previously proclaimed by the
Fathers, was no longer effective with the Jews, for the simple reason that U loaa opposed

to the Kingdom presented in covenant and prophecy. The ** Gospel of the Kingdom" as

given e.g. by Bunabas, Iremeus, or Justin, tcaa vndely different from " the Gospel of the
Kingdom'* as presented e.g. by an Augustine, Jerome, or Eusebius. The former corre-

sponded with the Old Test, delineations ; the latter could only be engrafted upon the
Old Test, by the most eadravagani apiriiuoHzing and perversion of Holy Writ—by <i>la/ denial

of the plain grammatical sense and the substitution of a sense which the words do not
properly and primarily bear. This, of course, repeS/^ the Jewish mind and bore its fruit

in a continually diminished number of Jewish conversions until they almost entirely

ceased. The great link which united Jewish and Gentile believers in Jesus as " the
Messiah" {uMch embraced ihe hope of the same kingdom at the Sec, Advent) was rudely severed
when the Chiliastio doctrine was discarded. So long as the hope was held out to the
Jews in " the Gospel of the Kingdom'* that Jesus would come again io fulfil the AbrahamiO'
Davidic covenanif to rdmUd ihe very tabernacle of David fallen down and in ruins, to restore

all things, to verify ^^ prophetic promises based on the covenants just as their obvious

aense conveyed—so long were many of the Jews accessible, and joyfully received Jesus of
Nazareth as " the Messiah," and looked for His Coming the second time unto the pre-

dicted salvation. But when this hope was taken away and denounced as " carnal '*
; when

it was ridiculed, and, as Baronius informs us, was '' hissedfrom the stage** under a preten-

tious Gnosis ; when in place of the restored Davidio throne and Kingdom, a real Theo-
cratic rule on the earth under the Messiah, men palmed off the Church, which in no
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respect bore any resemblance (o the promised Kingdom, as this predicted Kingdom—Af

»

the only bond of union and of sympathy, through which the Jews could be easair

reached, was also removed. The sad and calamitous results naturally followed, from
which the lover of mercy, justice, and humanity sorrowfully turns.

Obs, 13. This enables us to dispose of the historical inaccuracy of those

who, overlooking the causes of decline mentioned, tell us that the decrease

of Ghiliasm is due to the influence of the Pauline Theology superseding the

Petrine or Johannine. Learned disquisitions, abounding witk mere asser-

tion, are given on this point ; but to sustain this philosophical conceit, it

is requisite to close the eyes to well-known facts that utterly disprove the

theory. It is a cleverly contrived plan to throw, if possible, an apostolic

mantle over a later broached theory of the Kingdom.

This cannot be true, since (as has already been shown) hcih Paul and Peter taught tkt

same covenants and promises, the basis of Chiliaam, and confirmed the same hope by
numerous utterances ; since such a position takes it for granted (there being no proof)

that there is a conflict dootrinally between Paul and Peter, the one bringing forth doc-

trine more suited to Grecian culture, and the other doctrine more adapted to Jewish

;

since the Fathers, East and West, taught Ghiliasm and were utterly unaware of the modern
notion of such a conflict or contemplated substitution. Neander, himself too strongly

attached to this theory and often pressing it to an extreme to favor his pet development
theory, comes nearer to the truth and the facts as they existed, when he irac^ the causes

of this decline to the allegorical spirit of the Alexandrian school, and hostility to Mon-
tanism. No writer can do justice either to the early Fathers who were Chiliasta. or to

the real causes which affected Millenarian doctrine, who ignores how the Abrahamie and
Davidio covenants were comprehended and embraced in the faith of the Church, and by

iohat means they were eliminated or spiritualized.

Obs, 14. The abuse that this doctrine received undoubtedly alienated

the minds of some who were not able to discriminate between the true and
the false, or who associated doctrine with the personal character of its ad-

vocates instead of determining it^ truthfulness by Holy Writ. Bh. Xewton
(On Proph,, Dis. 25) observes :

** This doctrine grew into disrepnte for

various reasons. Some, both Jewish and Christian, writers have debased it

with a mixture of fables ; they have described the Kingdom more like a

sensual than a spiritual kingdom, and thereby they have not only exposed

themselves, but (what is infinitely worse) the doctrine itself to contempt
and ridicule. It hath suffered by the misrepresentations of its enemies,

as well as by the indiscretion of its friends ; many, like Jerome, have

charged the Millenarians with absurd and impious opinions which they

never held ; and rather than they would admit the truth of the doctrine,

they have not scrupled to call into question the genuineness of the book
of Revelation/' etc. There is no doubt but that the fact that Chiliasts

also belonged to various already arising, and antagonistic, parties had a de-

cided influence with many in rejecting the doctrine, as e.g. the Montanists,

the Apollinarians, etc.

The candid student, however, well knowing both how true doctrine may become sllied

with error and how men may be charged with error when innocent of the same, will care-

fully consider such a point in all its bearings before deciding. To do this properly

respecting the charge of Montanism, preferred against TertuHian, it would be well not

only to notice what enemies have said on the subject but also friends. The excellent

remarks of Neander, Lee's Hia. qf Manianiam, Brooks's statement, and others, are woTthy

of attention. It must not be forgotten, that if men, under the influence of personal feel-

ing and passion, allied this doctrine with that which is erroneous, others, through whom
the orthodox church is properly traoed by every Church historian, held to this Kingdom
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in its strictly covenanted form, exdndipj; the idea of sensualism or cormption, and
teaching the enjoyment of spiritnal blessings in it. Dr. Soiss. Ap. Note E., p. 335, etc.,

of Lasd Times gives an interesting detail of '* Millenarian views of the spiritnality of
Cbrist^s Kingdom," quoting from IrenBoaa, Justin, Melito, and Tertallian, to show that
tbey did advocate ** spiritual good as a leadbig characteristic of the Kingdom to ct»«e/' and
tbea gives Dr. Greswell's testimony, directing attention also to the spiritually-minded
men who have hitherto received it, and concluding by exposing the art which, a» Hartley
says, some men have of bringing truth into disrepute, as foUows : " Among the many
art8 practised in order to bring any truth into discredit, none is more popular than that

of exhibiting it to public view joined with the al^surd tenets of some that have espoused
it, and which is not improperly called dressijig up truth in afoots coat on purpose to make
it ridiculous ; and this often succeeds with tiie undisceming vulgar, who judge only by
the outward appearance of things. " These tactics were practised in old times by Origen,
Jerome, Eusebius, and others, and they are repeated in modem times by a Corrodi,

Stuart, Sanborn, Seyffarth, Briggs. and a host of others. It has prejudiced thousands
against us then and now, who failed to see the lack of candor, honesty, and justice in the

unscholarly procedure. Uo doctrine, however precious, but can be thus caricatured.

Obs, 15. The prophetical teaching, in explanation of certain prophecies,

engrafted upon the apostolic and quite early Chiliasm, had its weight in

detaching many from the doctrine, forgetting that the elucidation of de-

fails or the opinions of fallible men respecting the manner of fulfilment,

could not possibly affect the grand outlines or the heart of the doctrine,

because the former proceed from men liable to mistake, but the latter is

fixed, irrevocably in the oath-bound covenant and the predictions resulting

from the same. Thus, to illustrate : many writers have shown that the
Chiliasts, more or less, down to Constantine's conversion thought that
Kome would be the seat of the Antichrist and the Roman power would be
destroyed. This was widely circulated, and finally became a part of the
Ohiliastic creed, impressed by persecution and the hope of deliverance, and
was so regarded by its opponents. Xow the prophecy as believed, instead

of being verified, seemed to be utterly vain and idle when the Empire
became professedly Christian. The result was, that the failure of a portion

of the Ohiliastic scheme, as M^n entertained, was deemed, without examina-
tion, to be sufficient proof of the unsoundness of every other part, and the

whole was rejected.

Precisely as men do to-day. Because Bengel, Cununing, or Baxter, or some others in
the explication of some prophecies, have made prophetic statements which time has
proved to be mistaken ; because Flemming. Parens, Wood, and others misapprehended
dates and events, the whole doctrine is rejected with ridicule and laughter, just as if the
doctrine depended upon the interpretation of the precise time of the Advent or the
course of certain events, and not upon the solemnly covenanted Word given with precise-

ness and unmistakable distinctness. Good men may indeed be mistaken in details or in

tiie exact order of events, or in the application of prophetical time and announcements,
owing to our limited knowledge of the future, and yet all this does not affect thefounda-
tion of our doctrine, which stcmds imbedded ia*^ the everkuiing covenant,''* **ihe sure mer-
cies of David,'*

Obs. 16. The opposition that Chiliasts maintained against various errors

and the allegorical interpretation of Scripture, excited hostility against

them, and contributed to aid in the suppression of the doctrine.

In this discussion it is important for the student, in order to form a correct estimate of

the early Chiliasts, of their doctrine, and of the opposition excited, to notice whom they
doclrinally opposed. This has been candidly done by the researches of Neander (who
clears them &om unjust charges imposed by later enemies) and others, but a succinct

statement is still needed. In addition to what has been said, a passing remark on a
number may be illustrative of our meaning. The Chiliasts opposed the Ebionists, the
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ultra, extreme Jewish aeots, mainly on the ground because the latter denied the pecul-

iar, distinctive person of Christ demanded to fulfil the Abrahamio-Davidic Kingdom.
They combated all who were tenacious of the observance of the Ikfosaio ceremonial,
abrogated through the founding of the Christian Church. They opposod the Oriental

Theosophists because they spiritualized the letter entirely away, thus, among other

things, rendering the fulfilment of the covenants, as they read, impracticable. They
resisted what is called by some. " The Aristocratic element," as manifested in various
Gnostic systems, the incorporation of Platonic and Oriental ideas, the combinations of

false reasoning and a subtle philosophy in so far as they denied a literal, grammatical
interpretation of Scripture (especially • of the covenantH), and a divine and supreme
authority of Holy Writ. They materially aided in rooting out Cerinthianism, not only
on account of its Christology contradicted by the covenants, but by reason of its on-
biblical (if correctly reported, being dependent on later and hostile t^timony) Chillasm.
seeing that none of the Fathers favored such a sensual system. They contradicted vari-

ous forms of doctrine, having its advocates as e.g. the denial of the resurrection of the

body, the disbelief in the future glorification of the body, the rejection of the finai

removal of the curse and of evil, the inherent eternal evil of nature, ihe unbelief in the
restitution of all things, etc. They withstood the Basilideaus owing to its Christology
and to its giving to the ultimate deliverance of man, the race, and creation, a form
different from that specified in the prophetical. They resisted the Satuminians with
their denial of a real body to Christ, tneir notions of the Kingdom and way of life.

They combated the Marcloultes, the Bardesenites, Tatianites, Valentinians, Carpoct^-
tiana, Origenlsts, besides others who were regarded as heretics. They resisted, on the
one hand, a gross materialism, and, on the otJber, an encroachinfj Idealism. It appears,
from these contests and the faithful devotion to the essentltJ truths of Christianity, that
the Chlliasts were esteemed as strictly orthodox. This honorable feature is given to
them both by enemies and friends—even their most violent opponents, as Origen, Diony-
sius, Jerome, and others, do not deny their orthodoxy. Indeed, after the declarations of
IrensBus and Justin, that those who were exactly orthodox held to our doctrine ; after the

continuous line of Fathers through whom the Christian Church is traced, it would be both
unsafe and unjust to give them any other position. But all this necessarily created
opposition against them, and as this resistance finally accorded with the prevailing
adopted Alexandrian influence, various parties united in decrying them and in treatii^
their doctrine with contempt. The manner in which the primitive doctrine was grad-
ually crushed reminds ua of the parasite in Cuba or India, which enfolds and strangles
the life out of the lofty tree. The tiny, silken threads grew into strong compreasive
cables and trunks encompassing the hapless victim, until he yielded to the long accumu-
lating pressure.
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PROPOsmoN 77, The doctHne of the Kingdom, as held by the

early churchy w<ia finally almost exterminated under tlie teach-

ing and power of iJie Papacy,

This is so plain a historical fact that it needs no special evidence
to sustain it. Eoman Catholic writers, ecclesiastical historians,

and others, have repeatedly recorded the statement, and no denial
of it has ever appeared.

Rome, once Chilioatic, became intensely Anti-GhUiastio. Renan, in the Second Lee. of
the Foot recently delivered in London (at the request of Dean Stanley) on early Chnrch
History, declares that the choroh at Rome was of Jewish- Christian foundation, directly
sprang from the church at Jemsalem, and strongly aUacked to MiUenarianism. The reasons
for the change hare been already presented in detail. The writer on **Rev€ialion'* in
M'Clintock & Strong's Cyclop, (and who cannot be charged with Chiliastic sympathies)
thus candidly says :

** Immediately after the triumph of Constantino, the Christians,

emancipated from oppression and persecution, and dominant aad prosperous in their
turn, began to lose their vivid expectation of our Lord's speedy Advent, and their spirit-

ual conception of His Kingdom, and to look upon the temporal supremacy of Christianity
as a fulfilment of the promised reign of Christ on earth. The Roman Empire, become
Christian, was regarded no longer as the object of prophetic denunciation, but as the scene

<4 a Millennial developTneni^" with which oomp. Prof. Bush's **MiU,*' If there is any pro-
priety and force in the position of the Romish Church, and in the reasoning of Bellar-

mine, Bossuet. Mdhler, and others, that tradition should be attihorUative with Scripture in
deciding doctrine, then surely the traditions of the first centuries ought to have made,
by their overwhelming weight, the Romish Church Chiliastic. But in this case ambi-
tion, pride, conscious power, the possession of honors and wealth, etc., override tradi^

tion, as they often have done Scripture (oomp. Obs. 4). ChiUingworth's reasoning on
this remains, and ever will remain, unansujerabie.

Obs. 1, The Papacy has been ever hostile to our doctrine, owing to the
Chiliastic opposition to its pretensions, its provisions looking to futurity,

its hierarchical endowments, corruptions, and bold assumptions of being
the promised Kingdom. The early Millenarians, without exception, re-

garded the Roman Empire and the rising Papacy with distrust because of

their belief that the Antichrist would in some way or form be identified

with one or the other. Before the union of Church and State, the Empire
was the object of suspicion ; after the union, while the belief was still con-
tinned respecting Rome, men began to surmise, as the hierarchical tenden-
cies were more and more developed in the increasing power of the Bishops
of Rome, that those Bishops themselves were paving the way for toe
Roman Antichrist. This opinion was strengthened by the conduct of

some of the Popes, so that they were plainly designated either as Anti-
christs or forerunners of the Antichrist. This view, of course, would be
offensive to the heads of the Romish Church, and naturally resulted in

their decrying Chiliasm and condemning it as derogatory to the honor of

the church. Pride, dignity, ambition, power, could not tolerate a view
which, necessarily brought with it, expressed, or even implied, reproaoh.
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Varioiu writers have expressed this as follows : Bh. Newton (On Proph., Dm. 25)

remArks :
*' Wherever the inflnence and anthority of the church of Rome havo extended,

she hath endeavored bv cUl means io discredii this doctrine ; and, indeed, not without
sufficient reason, this Kingdom of Christ being founded on the ruins of the Kingdom
of Antichrist." Dr. Burnett (Theory cf the Earthy 'ol. 2, p. 193), after showing how the
Romish church discountenanced the doctrine, and that he never met with a Popish
doctor who regarded it with favor, concludes :

'* The Millennium being properly a.

reward and triumph for those who come out of persecution, such as have lived alwajs
ji pomp and prosperity c^ pretend to no share in it or benefit by it. This haa made
the church of Rome have always an Ui eye upon (his dodrine, because it seemed to have an
ill eye upon her. And as she grew in splendor and greatness, she eclipsed and obscured
it more and more, so that it would have been lost out of the woHd as an obsolete error,

if it hod not been revived by some of the Reformation,'* Cox {A MiUenariatCs Ans^ttr, p.

43) says :
'* The grand chasm in the histoxy (of Chiliasm) seems to be those awful ckh-

turies of Bome*s aupremaoft whan almost every truth was hidden. Indeed, some of the
parasites of Constantino, like Ahab's Zedekiah, did not scruple to say that the 21st and
22d chapters of Revelation were fulfilled in his time. Thus did Satan mimic the King-
dom God had promised, and, as one has well observed, constitute the Pope his
Melchisedec, his high priest to rule over the nations." Brooks (£/. Proph. Jnierp., p.

51) writes :
** When the Christian Bishop of Rome came, in progress of time, to be

elevated to the high rank which he attained under the papacy, the inconvenience of

explaining Rome to be the capital city of the Antichrist and the 'Babylon' and
' Harlot * of the Apocalypse, was more stJisibiy fell than ever ; because it ooold not be
asserted without giving occasion for the vexy obvious conolnaion, that the Bishop of

Rome would some day apostatize, together with the church in general over which he
was the head. Accordingly, from the time of Justinian, efforts were both openly and
clandestinely made to get rid of the doctrine altogether, by removing or corrupting the
evidence in its favor, or by affixing to it the stigma of heresy." Seiss (Last Times, p.
246-7) declares :

" It is a sad fact, however, that from the fourth century until the
sixteenth, this doctrine gradually lost its hold upon the minds and hearts of professed
Christians, and went down into almost absolute neglect But with it want down the great

doctrine of justification by faith, and nearly everything that is distinguishing in gospel
religion. It fell only as Popery arose ; and it is only as it rises again that Popery shall

shrink and quail. So long as men think they see and hear Ghxist in the Pope and
believe that they are worshipping and honoring Christ by serving and obeying hier-

archies regarded as jure divino^ we need never expect them io befieve that Christ will ever
reign here in person. The two ideas are fundamerdaUy artiagonisixc. If Christ is Him-
self to reign here in universal empire, He has not given Uiat Empire into the hands
of a vicar ; and if He has made the Pope the supreme Lord of the world, it is settled
that He will never reign here otherwise than by the Pope. Either proposition oonfuten
the other. The two cannot live together. And this puts into our hands ike hfp
to the true explanation how the church has come to lose sight of the primitive
and apostolic faith upon this subject."

Ohs, 2. In the very nature of the case, the Chiliastic Kitigdotn of the
Abrahamic-DaTidic covenant as taught bv the Fathers, the hope in the con-
stantly expected Advent of Jesus to establish such a Kingdom, the antici-

pated struggle with an Antichrist in ecclesiastical-political power, the view
entertained respecting the church as a struggling, tried body awaiting
deliverance and triumph alone through the personal Advent of tne Messiah—these prevented aspiring prelates and the ambitious learned from indors-

ing it. It was an easy matter, by adopting the Origenistic interpretation

of several senses, to reject the covenanted restored Davidic throne and
Kingdom under a personal Messiah, and to substitute in its place an exist-

ing Kingdom under the rule of appointed hierarchs, and claim that in

and through them Christ was already reigning in His promised Kingdom.
This caricature of the Messiah's Kingdom was varnished over by the most
laudatory and fulsome language (even applying to it the predictions alone

applicable to the mighty U^heocratic King) which self-interest and vain-

glory could suggest Very soon, too, these declarations were summed up
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and declared to be ** the voice of the church;^* the later Fathers supersed-
ing those who previonsly entertained Chiliastic doctrine, now so detractive
and humiliating to Popish presumption.

It IB noticeable that Romaniam prononncea only snch " Doctores EcclesisB'* who haye
no decided leaning to MillenarianiBm, leaving Chiliasta like Papias, etc., simply *' Scrip-
tores Ecclesiastici'* (Ceberweg's His, PhUos., vol. 1. p. 276). Those who spiritualized
the faith of the Primitive Chnrch were in (he highest odor of siinctity. Dr. Pise, in the
Introd. (p. 7-8) to Ratter's (Rom. Gath.) Life of Jesus Chrisi/tejalts the ancient Fathers
as in unity wiUi Roman Catholicism (wiUiout, however, intimating how the more ancient
In many points disagree, as abundantly shown by Barrow, Chillingworth, Gumming,
etc.), and then, by way of contrast, pointa out how Luther, Calvin, Melanchthon, Peter
Alartyr, Beza, Dudith, etc., depreciate them (without noticing that they mainly objected
against the later who departed the most from the Primitive doctrine, and that they
received them when in accord with the Scriptures). It is those very ** dootores" that
the Reformers found had departed the farthest from the ** old paths^" so that e.g. taking
Jerome, Luther {Table Talk, ** Of the books of the Fathers,** ch. 135) remarks :

" Jerome
should not be numbered among the teachers of the Church. " This reminds us that this

Father, so eulogized by some of oxu: opponents because of his one sided Anti-Chiliasm, is

thus presented in " The Old and New," Sep., 1871, Art. " Jerome" which after acknowl-
edging his merits in several respects, sums np the *' Jerome of quarrelsome memory" as
follows :

*' As supporter of the claims of the rising Papacy, as satirist of marriage and of
the holiest laws of nature, as compiler of monlrish legends and defender of monkish
practices, as dtfamer of the earliest Christian Proteslaniistnt and apologist for the martyr
worship and paganized ceremonies of the Roman Church, Jerome must be classed with
those who have hindered the progress of the race in morals and religion,*' etc.

Obs. 3. When a church arrogates to itself the great honor of showing
forth within its borders the predicted millennial glory (as e.g. Eusebius ana
others^ dating its inauguration from Constantine, or Augustine and others,

dating the same from the First Advent of Christ) ; when it enforces the

belief by a wholesale appropriation of prophecy without the least regard to

its connection, covenant basis, prospective attitude^ relation to the Jewish
nation, union with the Sec. Advent, etc.; when it hedges this around by a
confessional barrier, and calls for all its membership to receive it as the
trutli

—

then, especially wfaen it has the ecclesiastical and civil power under
its control to cwnpel obedience, it is not strange that the doctrine, so hostile

to these arrogant assumptions as ours, should be hated and depressed.

The Hierarchy could not, as a matter of mere consistency, receive the notion of a
Kingdom (viz. : that of the reign of the Messiah in the covenanted TheocraticDavidio)
which protested against and condemntd its substitution. Hence Shimeall {Eschatelogy,

p. 49) correctly observes : " Then, too, the Popes, in after ages, discountenanced Mille*

narianism, inasmuch as U mi/t7a4«d against their anti christian usurpalion and dogma, that
the Millennium commenced with Romish domination in the church." Dr. West {His.

Prt-MiO. Doc,) says : "By union of church and state, and perversion of victory, the
foundation was laid in the Empire for a carnal and a Satanic caricature of the Millennial
Kingdom of Christ on earth before the time—a Millennium sunk in the gross material-

ism and idolatry of a mediaoval, political, and military Christianity. By union of Church
and State th^rtwirtyr doctrine itself was martyred^ no council resisting, and vanished from
view with the departing glory and last remnant of a suffering, but pure apostolic

church.** How the union of Church and State, introducing an antagonism of view
utterly irreconcilable with Chiliasm, facilitated the overthrow of Millenarianism, is

also briefly noticed by Hagenbach, His, of Doc,, vol. 1, sec. 139. Dr. Fisher,* Art
**MilU' M'CUntock ft Strong's Vydop., although a Post-Mill., most candidly says :

" It

(the Mill, doctrine) tea5 siiU common, however, in the time of Jerome, who himself waa
one of its opponents. But gradually the tenet which had so widely prevailed became ^

obnoxious and proscribed. One great reason of this remarkable change of sentiment is

to be found in the altered condition and prospects of the Church.'* The latter, he re-

marks, led to the idea of bringing the world into subjection to the Church. It is the

just view of many that Constantine* s conversion and the results were not produotlTe of
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good. In addition to writexn qnoted, see Stanley's X^< qf Arnold, vol. 1, p. 52, Mackin-
non's His. of Civ,, voL 1, p. 77, etc.

Obs» 4. Chillingworth ( Works, Dis. 5)—of whom Prof. Bush declares,
*' Certainly there are few persons more competent to pronounce on the
fact"—makes a strong argument against the Church of Rome, in its refus-

ing to accept of oar doctrine when professing to receive by tradition the

pure doctrines of the primitive and apostolic age. He conclusively proves
the generality of the doctrine entertained ; that for some time it was un-
contradicted ; that aJl the Fathers, East and West, held it ; that they pro-

fessed not only to teach it ''cm doctors but as witnesses ;** that it was
esteemed as an ''apostolic tradition*^ received by* persons in personal com-
munication with apostles and elders ; that it was regarded as the faith of
orthodox believers ; and then, iu the light of all this accumulated evidence,

argues that, in this matter at least, the Roman Church '' has grossly falsijied
the creed of antiquity , inasmuch as there is ample evidence that the doctrine

of the Chiliasts was actually the CatMlicfaith of more than one century."
Bowers {His, Popes) ^ in his life of Damasus, takes the same ground, for,

after describing the Millenarian doctrine and its extent, he remarks:
** And yet such a doctrine is now rank heresy in the Church of Rome. But,

by declaring it such, have they not overset their own system, which places

tradition upon a level with the canonical books of the Scripture ? Can
they allege a more ancient tradition, one more universally received^ or

equally countenanced by Scripture, in favor of the many traditional articles

of faith which they have obtruded upon the world ? Papias declares be
received the above-mentioned doctrine of those who had learned it imme-
diately of the apostles. If such a tradition be rejected as false, what other

has a right to be admitted as true f *

Judge Jones (Essays on the Com. of (he Kingdom, Ess. 6), after declaring " that the
system of Popery, morally speaking, coald not have been established, except npon the
virtual or practical denial of this very doctrine," remarks :

'* Hence it is that while most
Bomanists have treated the doctrine as a heresy, others feeling their traditions lonst
fail, if Papias, Iremeas, Justin Martyr, Tertnllian, Lactantins, and their oontempo-
raries, should be denonnoed as heretics, endeavor to escape the dilemma, by making a
distinction between vihai these fathers have said in the name of the ohoioh, and have
delivered as the doctrine of the charch, and what they choose to consider their per-

sonal opinions and conjectures. Some of them trace the doctrine to certain passages
in the Apocalypse, which they suppose these fathers misinterpreted ; while others '

affirm that they borrowed it from Plato. The answer given by ChiUingworth to this |

mode of getting over the difficulty is ronduttive.*' It may be here observed (what Jones, ,

Cox, and many others have noticed) that it is not only the church of Rome that is, in

view of its organization, ambitious projects, etc., hostile to our doctrine, but this ap- I

plies to all those religious bodies having " a Hi/jh-ChurcK" tendency, and making mveh
^

of '* tradition" (as e.g. Episcopalian High Chnrchism, Mercersbnrg Theology, Pusey-
istic party, ultra Symbolical Lutheranism, etc.), which tells us, with insidious and '

subtle reasoning, that the Bible is to be interpreted by the past feuth of the Church,
|

and yet which, with all its professed churchliness. obstinately and utterly discards \

ikut nnoe generaily received faith of (he chxtrch. The same is true, in sadness we write it,

of all ohujohes that are highly prospered in extension, wealth, and influence (except-

ing alone individual members, who have faithfully entered their protest), to whom
our 'doctrine is unwelcome for reasons already sufficiently assigned. Baling in la

existing Kingdom, it does not suit the spirit and aims of a multitude to receive a

doctrine which necessarily is humbling and derogatory to their pretensions and predic-

tions of the future. \

Obs. 5. It may then be briefly stated as a self-evident fact, that the entire '

spirit and aim of the Papacy is antagonistic to the early church view, I
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being based on coveted ecGlesiaatical and secular power, on extended juris-

diction lodged in the hands of a Primate. When episcopal palaces with
their palatial endowments were erected under the fostering care of the

Emperors ; when the rulers of the church enjoyed the rich vestments,
emoluments^ and honor of office ; when magnificent churches, with altars

and walls adorned and enriched by the costly gifts of its devotees, were
built all over the Empire ; when ambitious men, under the cloak of an
established Messianic Kingdom, formed the idea of a universal govern-
ment ; when men addicted to pleasures tasted the enjoyments afforded by
rich revenues and the servile honor paid to them by the multitude ; when a
system was founded which decided that the reign of the saints had already
liegun—that the Bishop of Rome ruled on earth in Christ's place ; that the
deliverance from the curse would only be effected in the third heaven

;

that in the church, as a Kingdom, there was ** an aristocracy*' to which
unhesitating obedience must be rendered ; that the prophetical announce-
ments respecting Messiah's Kingdom were fulfilling in Homish predomi-
nance, splendor, and wealth ; that the rewarding and elevation of saints

was not dependent upon the Sec. Advent, but upon the power lodged in the
existing Kingdom, etc., etc.

—

then it was that Chiliasmt so distasteful and
obnoxious to these claims and doctrines, fell be^ieath the powerful and
world-pervading influence exerted against it.

Jadge Jones {Essays on Com. cf ^ngdom) observes :
" Ungodly men, allored by

ambition, and who deaired nothing less inau the coming of Chriat, got influence in th^
chorch, and they constructed a system, every part of which speaks in language not to

be misunderstood, * My Lord delayeth his comimj/ " See also in the same connection
bis remarks, how this is found, more or leas, in Protestant churches. It is a sad truth,

that our most bitter enemies are those who are fostered by endowments looking to a per-
petuity of present agencies, etc. It is but just to add, that while Jones is correct in
specifying *' ungodly men," yet it is aLso true that many sincere and pious hearts were
drawn, by fallacious reasoning and the trust that they wure aiding the truth and Christ's

glory, in receiving and extending this opposition to PrimitiTe doctrine, position, and
usage. For we must not forget that aside from selfishness and personal interest seriously

affecting our doctrine, mysticism, in all its forms, with its higher inner light and lower-

ing of written revelation before spiritual contemplation, has ever disastrously—in
Bomanism and Protestantism—manifested its scorn &t Cbiliaam, owing to the influence

of its devotees. A glance at church history is decisive, for such men as Hilary, Maximus,
Bernard. John Scotus Erigena, Hildegard, Francis, Eckhart, Tassler, Thomas & Kempia,
Molinoe, and even such as Fenelon, Pascal, Madame Gayon, Law, and a multitude of

others, could not possibly accept our doctrine, seeing that their fundamental principles

and their method of interpreting Scripture were utterly opposed to it. Thus a variety

of powerful influences (comp. preceding Prop.) were at work, hand in hand.

Ohs, 6. The institution of monkery exerted a powerful influence in caus-

ing the rapid decline of our doctrine. They formed, owing to their privi-

leges, numbers, sanctity, etc., the most effective aXWea in upholding Papal

claims and doctrines, and, of course, in decrying, with the populace, all

antagonistic utterances. From the fourth century down, they greatly

moulded or impressed the sentiments and views of the church, and, there-

fore, the student, in estimating the causes leading to a suppression of Ghil

iasm, must not forget to estimate the leverage exerted by monkery.

It is unnecessary to discuss monkery, as Mosheim, Neander, etc., have presented

their vast influence in building up the Papacy, etc. Yet it is noticeable that the earlier

favorers of monasticism, like Jerome, while rejecting our doctrine, were stUl unwiUing to

brand it as a heresy ; this spirit of toleration, with increasing bigotry and ignorance,

finally ceased.
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Obs. 7. The authority of Conncils iii the interest of hierarchical tenden-
cies materially aided in obscaring the doctrine of the Kingdom. Indirect.

ly» by exalting and confining the kingship of Christ to I^s Divine nature,

and correspondingly lowering the human, forgetting that ths covenanted
kingship is given to '* /Ae Son of Man" who is of tM Davidic lineage.

This resulted mainly from the Arian and other controversies respecting

the natures of Christ, when one extreme led to its opposite. Directly, by
indorsing the polity of the church and state, the ambitious projects aiming
at universal power, and the supposed Kingdom as exhibited under the

leadership of one Bishop. The decisions of Councils were finally elevated

to an equalittf with the Scriptures, and thus aided in crushing the doc-

trine.

What these Councils were (i.e. of what faSibie perBons composed, what Indications of

weakness, passion, bitterness, etc.) has been ably and satisfactorily shown by rarioiu

writers (Mosheim, Neander, Rillen, Stanley, Jostin, etc., too clearly teach ns that the
majorities were only too often composed of bigoted^ faoatioal, and domineering prel-

ates, whose only desire was to compel all men to believe in all things jnst as they did,

to exalt their church by any means, even to the anathematizing of all who vonld not
submit). After the Council of Nice, none gave utterance to anything in sympathy with
Chiliasm. In the first General Council of Nice (a.d. 325), being nearly related in time
to the preceding Chiliastio Fathers, we have the following : in addition to the definition

of the faith and the canons, the Council set forth certain forms of ecdesiasticcJ doctrine.

Gelasius Cysicenus {His, Aci. Con, Nic.) has recorded the latter, and among them is the
one on the last clause (viz. :

** I look for the resurrection of the dead and the life of the
world to come") of the Nicene Creed. It reads :

** the world was made inferior because
of foreknowledge ; for Ood foreknew that man would sin. Therefore we expect new
heavens and a new earth according to the Holy Boriptures ; the I^fnphany and Kingdom
of Ihe great Ood and our Saviour Jesus Ckriitt then aj^pearing. And as Dan. says (ch. 7 : 18)

the saints <^ the most High shall take the Kingdom, And there shall be a pare and hohf land,

ihe land of the living and not of the dead : which David, foreseeing with the eye of faith,

exclaims, 1 believe to seethe goodness of the Lord in the land of tfie living—ihe land q^ the meek
and humble. Blessed, sailh Qirist (Uatt. 5 : 5) are ihe meek, for they shall inherit the earth.

And the prophet saith (Isa. 26 : 6), The feet of the meek and humble shaU tread upon iC
This is quoted by numerous writers, such as Mede, Burnet, Brooks, Seiss. Cox, Hartley.
Uhimeall, Investigator of Proph., etc. Brooks remarks that Dnpin, the Bomish his-

torian, calls this into question, while others of the same church contend for its correct-

ness. If it is to be received as genuine (as many contend, seeing that it is to the Romish
interest to detract from it), it would appear that many, at least, of the three hnndred
bishops composing the Council were Millenarian—for this statement is purely OuliaMic—
and that the influence and teachings of Lactantius (who was then an jold man and died
about that time) and others were not forgotten. Let us add : that the ex^act is still

valuable in indicating how ajtcieaUy such expressions in the Creed which simply ex-

pressed a belief in the resurrection of the deiad, were understood, viz. : not necessarily
to imply a simultaneous resurrection of all at one and the same time. This again
shown, an we shall argue hereafter, that the leading creeds, as the Apostles' and Kiceno-
Conatantinupolitan, as well as the brief formulas of Irensus and Tertullian (comp. note
to Murdoch's Mosheim His,, vol. 1, p. 61, Harper's Ed.), were in direct sympathy wiUi
Chiliasm (over against Shedd's, Sanborn's, and others* statements to the contrary), seeing
that Millenarians cordiaUy embraced the same, and even thus tersely expressed a great
truth without entering into details respecting the order of the resurrection. Besides this :

while giving this as proof that (aside from Laotantius and others) at this period Mil-
lenarian doctrine was not yet extinct, yet, we confess, that we are not great admirers of

a Council called and presided over by such a man as Chnstardine, and in which were men
(oomp. Dunn, Stanley, Killen, etc.) who evinced by their conduct that they were pas-
sionate and frail. Our doctrine is not based ou Councils ; and we do not quote the latter

to give it any authority, but only as a historical fact bearing on the oontinuaaee of its

extent, at a time when abuses oame trooping in and the doctrines heretofore held were
beginning to fade before the incoming Hierarch. Uhlhom (Cbn^id of Chris, tciih

Heathenism, p. 352) shows that after the Church introduoed hierarchical tendencies and
dreams of conquest, then " the hope of the speedy Advent, tohich shone so brightly in the
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earbf days, has now become dimmed**' and while " the earlier period hod no thought of

any Tictory but that which Christ toas to bring at Hia Coming," the chnroh now entertained
hopes of victory over the Empire and the world. This was largely aided by Connoils,
aided and supported by imperial patronage and power.

Obs. 8. Theology, under the constant surveillance of a church jealous of

its delegated kingly antlioritj, in its more eystematic arrangements, was
entirely controlled so as to favor the substituted Kingdom. We find, there-

fore, in all such works, running down through the scholastic age to the
Reformation, a set apologetic defence of the Romish notions of the King-
dom. Starting with the idea—often taken for granted as a settled premise
or inferred by far-fetched inferences—that the Romish Church is the pre-

dicted Kingdom of the Messiah, everything is made to bend to that theory.

The utterances of later Fathers, the decrees of Councils, and the self-in-

terested statements of Popes and Prelates, are appealed to with unbounded
confidenoe, just as if, in so fundamental a matter, the fallible utterances of

man were equal, if not superior, to Scripture itself ;—and as many of these

thus quoted had been canonized by the church they favored, their saint-

Mp corroboratedf in the eyes of many, the claims and doctrines indorsed.

To oppose such a swollen stream, yarded by thousands upon thousands of

devoted adherents, was simply to risk reputation and life.

We reproduce the language of a valued friend. Br. Seisa, Lattt Times^ p 290, says :

" I have proven to you that such (Chiliastii) were substantially the hopes of the church
hffort Ciirist came as the child of Mary ; tuac Jesus and his inspired apostles spoke of
these hopes as deeply founded in the purposes and promises of God ; that they were
entertained* preached, and gloried in by those who received their instructions from
apostolic lips, and by the Luthers, and Amdts, and Faleys, and Baxters, and Wesleys,
and Halls, and Edwardses, and Chalmerses of the first three hundred years of the
Christian Church ; that no Christian ever disputed them previous to the time of
Origen ; and that they are now held and proclaimed by hundreds aud thousands among
the purest, the most eloquent, the most learned, and tiie most useful of the children of

God on the face of the earth. How the church came to lose sight of these hopes, I have
also indicated. It was Popery that obscured them and cast them into darkness. First
came Origen's fanciful method of interpreting the Scriptures, casting uncertainty
upon the clearest statements, and introducing a way of exposition which all men unite

in lamenting and condemning. Then came the desire to render the Christian faith

palatable to a Roman Emperor, and then to the papal usurper, leading to a repudiation
of a part of the Bible, and the mutilation and interpolation of the writings of the
fathers. And thus, as iM joint loork of Origen's vagaries and the sycophantic spirit and
corrupt principles of some who came after him, a disposition was made of these great
anticipations from which every good man should recoil with horror. It was a stroke of
Satan to cheat the Bride of Jesus out of her sublimest dowry. To this day the church
is more or less under the influence of that deception. Nor can we do duty to ourselves
or to the truth of God, and yet patiently acquiesce in a decision brought about in a
way HO undiristian and unwarrantable. Nay, I feel confident, that when oncu we have/aiWy
examined this whole matter the pure Millenarian doctrine will be held and preached as
one of the most glorious articles of our most holy ftiith." So Dr. Willis Lord (TTte

Blessed Hope^ p. 79) remarks :
*' In the Apostolic and Primitive Church U is certain that

for more than three centuries the Sec. Coming of Christ was expected to take place

before the Millennium, and that the bliss and glory of that period would flow from His
presence and reign. Especially was this so while Paganism still held the seat of power,
and the church was despised and persecuted. Most keenly diJ she then feel the sorrows
of widowhood, aiid long for the return of her absent Lord. That return would bring the
day of her redemption and joy. When, however, Constantine mounted the throne, and
the church with him, her spirit and her faith changed. Favor with men, and increasing

flatteries, honors, wealth, and power, made the world seem less barren, and more
Attractive. Gradually, but surely, the blessed hope gave way to the power of present
possession and enjoyment ; the onoe desolate widow became elated, proud, and self-
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sufficient ; and she aaid in her heart* * I sit as a qneen, and shall have no sorrow. * For
many generations, it vonld have been the drtad of the visible chnrch to have the Lozd to

come."

Obs. 9. The historical fact that Millenarianism was thus crashed is far

from being dishonorable to us. Indeed, we rather glorj in the occarrence,
as indirect proof of the truthfulness of our position, seeing that as a defec-
tion from the truth was predicted by the apostles to take place, that rery
form of doctrine departed from—provided once generally held, and con-
tained (even in the literal flense) in the Word—it must be regarded as ap-
proaching the nearest to sound doctrine. The warnings sjjecially given re-

specting this doctrine in its leading feature of the Sec. Advent, etc., ur-
viistakably indicate a foreseen denial of its characteristics. Hence, we have
corroborating evidence in its favor, when we hear the Roman Catholic
Baronius telling us :

** Thefigments of the Millenaries being rejected every-

wherey and denied by the learned with hisses and laughter, and being also

jmt under the ban, were entirely extirpated.^

^

The reader will obserre that if onr doctrine had always remauied the generaHy rtoeivtd

doctrine of the church it would not meet the requirements of prediction respecting the

Icttk of faith in Christ's coming, the attitude of professed servants who say that He
deUiyeth His coming, the abounding of unbelief and apostasy, etc. This same Baronius says
g^wera. His, Popes, vol. 1, p. 97) that Damanus condemned the Millenarians in the
ouncU of Rome, a.d. 378. But Bowers shows that he is wrong, since after that Council

** many eminent men in the church held it, and Sulpicius Severus among the rest, tcUhoui

being deemed heretics on that score.** Mede, Brooks, etc., evidently (saying that
Damasus condemned the Millenarians. and Mede, Works, p. 6o4, also says thatEhuoaans
suppressed the works of Victorinus and Sulpicius) took this either from Baronius, or
from Lorinus, the Jesuit (Lorinus in his Com. on Acts 1 : 6, refers to ** the het'esy of
ChUiasm^ which Pope Damasus had condemned in Apollinaris'*), and both Baronius and
Lorinus were misled by the condemnation of Apollinaris, who with views that the
Pope reprobated, alsn entertained Chiliasm in some of its features. After looking over
all the testimony a\ai .ible on the subject, it is our decided opinion that (he suppression
of the doctrine irnis later than the time of Damasus, and that Bower is correct in his
opinion. In confirmation of this, it is only necessary to say that Apollinaris was not
condemned as a Chiliast but for other alleged error, and that Jerome (with whom
Damasus was iniimaie, and who upheld and praised Damasus) himself—opposed to
Chiliasm—darw not condemn it as heresy (saying that " iTiany Christians and martyrs had
afllrmed the things (Chiliasm) which he denied ; and that a great multitude of Christians
agreed in them in his own day, so that though he could not follow them, ke could not

condemn them''), which he certainly would have done, or intimated, had the Bishop, his
personal friend, decreed it. Suppose, on the other hand, that Baronius is correct, that
vre admit his statement C* the heresy, however, loquacious before, was silenced then, and
since that time has hardly been heard of"), and that Damasus, with the aid of the
Council, suppres33d Millenarianism. It certainly cannot be Jiatterinn to the prevailing
view, that this was done by a Pope tcitft the character of Damasus, and by a clergy which
sustained the reputation given to them at that time.* It must, indeed, be particulariy

gratifying to some of our opponents that the charge of *' heresy " preferred against us
comes from such a source, so that e.g. Dr. Hamilton declares :

** Yet this doctrine of

the Chiliasts was condemned by the cAurcA— since that time all are accounted heretics

that maintained it." In our reading, this charge has been found repealed ag<Un and again

* Comp. e.g. Bowers. His, Popes^ noticing the statements of Baronius and others. The
character of Damasus is very far from being saintly, if we are to credit Roman Catholic
writers. It is a strange contrast to notice Jerome's timeserving spirit thus brought
out : Jerome himHclf had called Damasus a " virgin doctor of the virgin church,'* but
after his patron was dead and he had left Bome, '* the virgin church*' was suddenly trans-

formed into ** the soarkt whore" and the clexgy, Into ** the aenaU of pharistes." A toler-

able specimen.

'
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by respectable writarB, but none of them dart to tell na by lohcU class of men this was
done, for snch an exposure would bltint the edge of their weapon and make it reooil

-apon themselTea. The fact ia, that MiUenariana esteem it an honor that their doctrine
"waa flrst suppressed by prelates pc^MSsing the character, etc., that history accords to them.
The tmth is, that while oar doctrine was obnoxious to, and detested by, the Bishops,
&nd many of the leading clergy, through partisanship, yet it was not so early authorita-
tively condemned, seeing that such a condemnation would involve a disastrous con-
troversy respecting the regular perpetuation of the church. The Bishops and Prelates
'were too shrewd to do this, seeing, as they did, that this would involve so many of the
Fathers that it would be difficult and hazardous, yea, impossible, to trace the true church
unless through " heretics." Hence the cautious policy was adopted, not to condemn it in
any regular decree, but in establishing as the faith of the church its opposite, and
'g¥iiiVing all submit to the latter as the truth. What must we think, however, of the spirit

Animating Prof. Briggs (X Y. Evangelisit 1879), who, viiih evident relisfi approvingly
quotes BaroniuB* declarations, and eulogizes the Popish doctors, and even praises the long
**dark ages" of triumphant Popery, pronouncing them ** the heroic ages," and then
-wallows in the old slander of associating Chiliaam with fanatics, outside of " the
historic church." The scholarly certainly cannot be influenced by it.

Obs, 10. Baronius and others have asserted that for a long time the
doctrine was '* entirely extirpated." This is not strictly correct. It cer-

tainly was broaght into such disfavor by a ruling Komish Church that

during ** the dark ages," down to the Reformation, it was scarcely known.
Still we have intimations, plain and decided, that it was held by individu-

als (as e.^. Jerome mentions in bis day, what Lorinus, the Jesuit, says of

TuUy Crispold, quoted by Brooks, EL Froph, Interp., p. 60; corap, Bernard,
etc., quoted by Seiss, p. 26, in A Question m Eschatology, etc.), and, at least,

in some of its features, by the Vaudois or Waldenses, Albigcnses, Lollard,

or Wickliffites, and the Bohemian Protestants (comp. the extracts, some
of which will hereafter be given, presented in Elliott's IforcB Apoc, Taylor's

Voice of the Church, etc.). This testimony could, undoubtedly, he ex-

tended, if we only had the opinions of many who fell under Romish con-
demnation, and of whom it is said that they were detested and rooted out

on account of opposition to Romish doctrines. But even if all such in-

timations were lacking, it would only indicate how wide-reaching the apos-

tasy had grown, how fearfully prediction on the subject was verified, and
hotc important it was for the old truth to be revived.

Prof. Briggs {X, Y. Evangeli^ 1879) exults in the fact that " the great churches of

Bomet Alexandria, and Asia Minor condemned the heresy" and that*' the consolidation
of Christian faith in creed and liturgy, effectually excluded Chiliasm more and more
from the church, until it was banished for many centuries." Admit the crushitig of our
doctrine, and then ask by whom was it done, and how it was accomplished, and the
historical answer certainly cannot be flattering to our opponents. The period of time,

the many centuries, when it lay depressed, is sufficiently delineated by Bomish and
Protestant writers to set aside the extravagant eulogies bestowed upon them by Prof.

B> in order to sustain his biUer anti^Uiastic prejudices. But it does seem strange for

a Protestant, and a professed scholar, to so far forget himself, that, in order to make a
doctrine odious, he will exalt those who have been the most tiTireleniing persecutors of the
forerunners of principles and a liberty in which the Protestant Charch to-day rejoices ;

and to correspondingly degrade, as unworthy of the least attention, men who advocated
those principles and that liberty, because they held to " Chiliastio notions/* Those
vho opposed the encroachments of the Papacy and resisted its abuses, are to be derided,

because they said (D'Aubigne's His. Re/., voL 3, p. 415) in their helplessness :
** Let us

lift up our heads, looking to the Lord, toho taiU come and vtiU uol tarry.*' Lidividual

members of the Romish Church, as well as protesting communities outside of it, who
denounced hierarchical tendencies, resisted usurpations, and expressed a belief in a
speedy Advent to remove existing evils and introduce a Sabbatiam, are to be judged
only as estimaied by their cruel enemies^ because they expr^«ed sentiments too much allied

with the Ciuliastio. Why not go a step farther, and induds the B^crmers themselves, who
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also expressed such vievB, ntteriy antagonistio—as we ahaU shov—to modem, Wlutbjim
theories of the Millennium ?

Under the preceding Propositions reference has been made to this continuation, and
Jerome's statements respecting many holding it in his day. Later on the traces are
rarer, until they cease, unless we r^^ard those testimonies that DoUinger has given in
Prophecies of uU Middle Ages, as favoring Chiliasm in some of their aspects. We pass
them by for this reason : although opposed to the Bomish. general, view of the Millen-
nium, yet there is such an admixture of error that they cannot properly be regarded as
Chilioatic. Let us e.g. take one of the most noted, the Prophecies of Joachim, and the
Evangelium cetemum of the Fratrioelli, and these were widely removed from the Primitive
Chiliasm, losing sight entirely of the specific covenanted Theocratic Kingdom of the
Messiah, which was the idea of the early ('hurch. A brief mention of the scheme enter-
tained, is sufficient .to demonstrate this fact. These held that we have had a dynasty of
the Father extending from Adam to the First Advent ; then followed a dynasty of Jesus
Christ, lasting 1000 years or more from that Advent ; this last, in which they lived, was
to be succeeded by the dynasty of the Holy Spirit (golden age), which was indefinite or
limited, at the pleasure of the believer. A number of views, hostile to the prevailing
Augustinian, may, for aught we know, have arisen from the remains of Chiliastic belief

still existing here and there. Some of the former advocates of the Papal doctrine
renounced it for Chiliastic views, as Le P^re Lambert (a French Roman Catholic,

whose " Expositions," favoring a F^e-Mill. Advent, restoration of the Jews, and reign of
Christ, was translated into German by Yon Mayer), Laounza (Ben-Ezra, a Spanish Jew,
whose work, ** The Com. of Messiah in Glory and Majesty," was translated by Edwanl
Irving), John Baptist Pagini (a Homan Cath. Priest, in his work. " The End of the World,
or the Sec. Com. of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ). The fact is that some Roman-
ists could not drift so far away from the old landmarks, but what they would revive
sentiments and the idea of the Millenaries, more accordant with Chiliastic antecedents
than the Popish notion, but these feeble utterances were craved under the weight of
Church authority. Here and there we have intimations of the continued existence of
the doctrine even down to the 16th century. Thus e.g. Appleton's Cydop., Art. MiAse
Amyrant, a French Calvinist theologian, bom 1596, who ** acting in concert with
Richelieu, aimed at a reconciliation between the Protestant and the Catholic Church,*'
wrote a work, ** Against the AftUenarists.* ' Although knowing nothing of the contents of
the work, its title implies that a growing class must have existed, or it would not have
been issued. One thing is certain that no union coold be effeoted between Protestants
being Millenarians and Romanists.

Obs, 11. Various writers in tracing our doctrine have, tbrongh inadver-
tency or misapprehension of onr belief, made the ufischolarly mistake of at-

tributing a revival of our faith to the extended belief in the Advent of
Jesus to judgment about the year a.d. 1000 and succeeding dates, and,
with evident relish, endeavor to make our system accountable for the
calamitous results (bo graphically described by MQsheim). But this belief

arose from the Romish view, and notfrom Millenarianisrn, The proof is self-

evident, and the least knowledge of Ihe facts will make it apparent to every
one. The Augustinian theory, so generally adopted by the Popish doc-
tors, commenced the Millennium with the First Advent of Christ, and con-
sequently, in agreement with this view, when the one thousand years, dated
from the First Advent, expired, Popery, driven to a conclusion by its own
adopted Millennial theory, looked for the Coming to Judgment, and, with
its doctrine of the end of the world, etc., for a eeneral destruction of all

sublunary things. Now this was the opposite of Millenarian views, which
made the Millennium future, to be introduced by a resurrection, and to be
followed by a glorious restoration of all things. The misapplication of the
Millenary (making it Pre-Advent) and of the Sec. Advent (making it Post-
Millennial) is purely Romish error, and, in view of the extent in which it

was held and the miseries that it entailed^ is decisive proof how largely
Millenarianism had been obliterated.
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This mistaJLe has been incorporated in Beveral oyolopsedias (as Appleton's, Brit., eto.)

and also Milleriam which locks the purely ChiliEistic features of a fatnre Millennium, the
doctrine of the Kingdom, etc. (although the parties sprang from MiUerism have iu most
cases, as the majority of Sec. Adventists, returned to a more pure Chiliastio doc-
trine). Writers against our belief introduce this Romish observation derived from Au-
g^ostinian teachirg, moat offensively against us, never regarding in the least the numerous
replies made by us in explanation. In illustration : one of the most unfair and un-
charitable performances is Prof. Sanborn's Eaaoy on MVlenarians {Bib, Sae.^ July, 1856),

in which among other mistakes we are charged with the extravagances of the middle
ages (when our doctrine was really buried under a cloud of darkness) introduced by
I*osi-M\U€nnialiatSt and with the errors of men who were Anii-MUlenarvana. Strange that

learned men« when onr doctrine is m acoeaaiblk and history is 80 plain in describing our
-views and that of others, cannot discriminate between our Pre-MUletmial position and
that occupied by Post-Millennial and Anti-Millennial advocates. We sometimes are almost
led to suspect that the oversight u ij\ientionalj but, in charity, trust that it results

through simple fnuapprfAeruion. As one (Brookes) has well expressed it :
" the fanatical

crowds that were so alarmed were not Pre-Millennialists, butPost-Millennialists/* Hence
it is unjust to burden us with the vagaries that belong, as all history aUesis, to our
opponents. As this accusation is constantly repeated, we append several testimonies,

wluch present the truth in the matter. Hagenbach, Bis. cf />oc., vol. 1, sec. 202, quot-

ing liiicke, etc., shows that the Augustinian view adopted to avoid Millenarianiam as

formerly entertained, was the cause of the expectation and commotion. Dr. Fisher,

Art. ** JfiU.," M'Clintock A Strong's Oydop., justly traces this expectation of Advent to

Augustine's views, saying :
** As the year of our Lord 1000 approached, it was a

natural coroQary that the judgment and end of the world would then occur." This

is trne, because the Mill, was then supposed to end, and the Popish ideas of judgment
and its results were then to be realized. Compare Faber's Inquiry inio History and
Iheoi. of the Ane. Vallenses and Albidenses, p. 380, etc., Guizot's 6?u. in Evrcpt, p. 96, and
the Arts, in Herzog and other cyclops.
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Proposition 78. The early chwrch doctrine was revived aft^r

the jReformation,

Several hundred names, including some of the most eminent,
learned, and pious in the churchy are given in such works, as
Taylor's Voice of the Churchy Brooks's Ml. Proph. Interpretation,
Seiss'sZa*^ TiTnes, Elliott's Horm, Apoc.^ Shimeall's EscJicUology^
Cox's MillenariwriJs Answer^ Anderson's Apology, Tirrie of me
End^ West's Essay on His, of Doc.^ and various others, embracing
many living after the Reformation, who again revived the early
faith of the church in the Kingdom of Christ still future, ajid to tie

set up at the Sec. Advent.

The works alluded to give many interesting extracts confirmatoiy of the Chiliastic

views held at this reTiral of the doctrine. Bh. Newton (i>w. On Proph,, No. 25). after

referring to the suppression of the dootrine through the influence of Kome, says :
'* No

wonder, therefore, that this doctrine lay depressed for many ages ; but it sprang up
again at the Reformation, and will flourish together with the study of Revelation.**

Appleton*8 Oydop.^ Art. " Mill.,*' with all its one-sidedness, frankly remarks : "The
Reformation of the 16th century gave a new impulse to Millenarian views,'* that the
Anabaptist movement was only a " caricature of the old Christian doctrine,** that ** it

was preached with enthusiasm by many sects and theologians of the 16th and 17th
centuries,'* mentioning Wiegel, Comenins, Jurieu, Mede, Bengal, Gettinger, Hahn,
Stilling, Lavater, and also Hass, Rothe, Hoffman. Delitzsch, Kurtz, Hebart, Thiersch.
Nitzsch. P. Lange, Ebrard, Irring. Cumming, and others, as its advocates during this

period and later. Abbott and Conant {Die. cf Eelig. KnovoMge) say :
** These views

(Chiliastic) may be traced to the earliest history of the church, and were advocated by
the fathei;^ up to the ith century. They then declined, iiU the JUformaUon aave ikem a
new impulse^ since which time they have prevailed through (he entire church to a large

extent.

Obs. 1. Candor requires of us to state this pecaliarity attached to those

who were thus Chiliastic. (1) Some held strictly to the Primitive view, as

contained in our argument, believing only in one Kingdom (while acknowl-
edging the general Divine Sovereignty, etc.), still future, which was fo

ficcora with the Davidic covenant and related prophecies. The church,

exceedingly precious, was regarded as onJy provisional and introductory

to this Kingaom. ^) Others, with a cordial faith in such a future King-
dom, also upheld a Kingdom as present existing in the church—a kind of

prelude to the coming one—thus retaining in part the Origenistic or

Augustinian idea. (3) Some declare for a present Kingdom in the church,

and also for a future one here on earth at tne Sec. Advent, but imorjxfrate

with the latter mystical conceptions or spiritualizing deductions (which de-

tract from the early view), as e.g. making the reign of the Messiah invisi-

ble, retaining the Son of Man daring this period in the third heaven, etc,

thus violating the express terms of the covenant and promises. (4) Others,

again, with or without a decisive Church-Kingdom theory, have adopted
certain salient features of Chiliasm (as e.g. the nearness of the Advent, the

restoration of all things, the rise of the Antichrist and his destruction by
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the personal coming of Jesos^ the first resurrection literal, the Sabbatism,
etc.), so directly antagonistic to prevailing views and so much in harmony
with our doctnne that they may be classed as, at least, partly Chiliastic.

The first three, and some of the fourth class, reject the notion that the
present dispensation, in any sen9e, contained the covenanted, predicted

kingdom of the Messiah ; they all looked, however they may regard the
church as provisional and even an introductory reign, to the Sec, Advent
for the realization of the glorious Kingdom as promised by the prophets,
as covenanted by God, and as believed in by the early church. This king-
dom, pre-eminently Messianic, they all believed was introduced by a per-
atonal Advent and a prior resurrection of the saints.

Hence on the great outlines they are a xmit, however they may differ as to details.

For they are all Pre-Mi&eTiarian in view, and look to the Kingdom to be set np here on
earth afUr the Sec. Advent for the folftlment of covenant and prophecy. In a subject so
vast and complicated, it is reasonable, owing to hnman weakness and infirmity, to expect
a divergence o£ view as to details* the order of events, and the meaning of various pre-
dictions. A greater divergency and antagonism of view, even pertaining to fundamentals,
exist among onr opponents, but this is no rea»>n why we should reject their views,

seeing that no doctnne of the Bible has escaped snoh treatment. It is therefore unfair
to (as Brown) object to onr doctrine because differences of opinion exist as to the fulfil-

ment of details, and conceal the greater differences prevailing on their own side. Besides
this, as our argument progresses, it will be shown that these differences largely and
almost iDvariably result from a departure from the oath-bound covenants and the plain
grammatical sense of the Word. The truth is, that some Pre-Millenaiians are so lai^ely

leavened by the prevailing spiritualizing interpretations, that they cannot entirely

rid themselves of its influence. It is also true, as the crudeness of the works indicate,

that some Fre-Millenarians, without a careful study of the subject, have rushed into

print and presented but a meagre and one-sided aspect of the doctrine, utterly failing to

observe the force of ihefundamenkUcovmanis,

Obs, 2, While some of the Reformers entertained partly Chiliastic views,

others expressed themselves in a way contradictory to pure Millenarianism.

But whatever their sentiments, not one of thein believed in the modem Whit-
byan view of the Millennium, Those who were not Chiliastic, at least sup-

ported, as we shall show, the Chiliastic position thus far, that they did not
adopt the idea of a Millennium still future, to be ushered in before the Sec.

Advent. They were Auguatinian in doctrine, and utterly refused the

modern prevailing doctrine «« anti-Scriptural and delusive (comp. e.g. the
quotations from them under Prop. 175).

In reference to the Reformers we give place to no one in deep respect for them as
devoted men of the church, but we have greater esteem for the authority of Scripture
(Props. 9 and 10). The Reformers, with all their greatness, were fallible, and differed

among themselves. Mow it is the distinguishing feature of the Protestant Church in

opposition to the Bomish that when men differ among themselves the question of such
difference is to be decided by an appeal, not to church authority, or to the weight of
any man's writings, but to the Scriptures. This was the position of tht Reformers
thetngdves, and they frequently asserted that they themselves should only be followed in

so far as their views corresponded with the Scriptures. They themselves acknowledged
their liability to error ; that many things in the Bible were still obscure to them ; and
that by study, prayer, continued application, progress would be made in the knowledge
of the truth. A pompous amount of quotHtions might be adduced from them to sustain

these points, but we think no one will dispute a fact that is so apparent and essential

to progress.* For, if we blindly believe and only believe what some great and good men

*Comp. e.g. Uosheim Ch. His., vol. 2, p. 19, and Schlegel*s note, Kurtz*s Ch. His.,

vol. 2, sec. 20, D'Anbign^'s His. Bef., Bchmucker's Lutheran Symbols, and writings of

Auberlen, Sprecher, Conrad, and a host of others.
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liare said* we (a) yield the liberty of private judgment given by God ; (b> set ap «a
infallibility nnrecognized by the Word ; (c) render onraelves liable to error; (d) dishonor
the doctrinal position of Holy Writ ; (e) remove advancement in the knowledge of the
truth ; (/) and place the writer whom we indorse in a false position. Auguatiae has so
happily and delicately expressed this, when he answered a Donatist who had qaoted
the authority of Cyprian against him, that it may properly be introduced as iUastrative
of our opinion :

*' But now seeing that it is not canonical which thou recitest, viih Ihnt

liberty to which the Lord hath called us. I do not receive the opinion, differing from
Scripture, of that man whose praise I cannot reach, to whose great learning I do not
compare my writings, whose wit I love, in whose speech I delight, whose charity I

admire, whose msrtyniom I reverence."
2. It has been asserted by numerous writers that the Eschatology of the Reformers is,

more or leas, defective. Thus e.g. Auberlen (Div. Bev., p. 224, seq.) says, that *' the
Eschatology of the elder Protestantism is now generally admitted to be imperfect"
(comp. Domer*B Hia. Proi, Theoi, vol. 2, p. 170, etc., also Art. 2, Eoang. QuarUriy Beviac
for Jan., 1875, written either by Dr. Brown or Dr. Valentine, one of the editors.

Martenson, Qi. Dog., etc.). Veuioua reasons are assigned for this by different writers,

such as, that the defectiveness arose from their recent emergence from Fopeiy (being
unable to rid themselves entirely from its inflaenca), from the bias obtained throngh
the teaching of the later Fathers, especially Augustine, from their being trammelled by
the popish notion of the chunh, from their attention being specially diverted to other
subjects at that time more the objects of controversy, from their not being placed in a
favorable position for the developing of the truth in this direction, etc. However
explained, the fact remains, and their language, whatever the reason may be, sometimes
implies doubt, sometimes a feeling after the old paths, and sometimes it is con-
tradictory.*

3. After the Reformers occurred what they themselves were directly opposed to, viz.

:

their writings and confessions (es^iecially the latter) were elevated to an authority equal
to that of the Scriptures. All historians sadly testify to this unfortunate procedure.
The impartial student must acknowledge that there is justice in the strictures of
certain writers respecting the course taken by some of the followers of the Reformers.
Thus e.g. Hallam {Introd. Lit, of Europe^ vol. 2, p. 200) alludes to the right of Private
Judgment, as an essential principle of Protestantism, but which was afterward oon-

staidly vioiaied by the stringent imposition of Confessions, in the understanding of which
Confessions no liberty was allowed, even iu non-essentials. This gave force to one of
the reproaches oast upon the Reformation by the adherents of Rome (and reproduced
by Free Religionists, etc., of the present day), viz. : that after according liberty of
judgment to reject the authority of the Romish chtirch and form others, it ihe7i witib-

draws that liberty and devoU^ all who dissent from them to obloquy, heresy, and even
to bonds and death. Hallam remarks :

** these reproaches, it may be a shame for as
to own, can be uttered and cannot be refuted" (comp. Milner's His. Literature^ etc).

Hence it has been said (vol. 1, p. 370) that the Reformation ** was but a change of
masters " ; and if we are to credit certain rigid s3rmbolista of our country and Europe,
these old confessions (with a mass of superadded matier) are atill to be our masters* to
be received unqualifiedly, placed on a Romish footing of equality with the Scriptures.
This spirit necessarily excluded proper development and true advancement : fettered by
a bigoUd confessional of standard by which everything drawn from the Scriptores is to

* Compare eJso on this defectiveness Dr. Lange, in his Introd. to Rev., and p. 401 ; also

the Art. ** Antichrist," in Herzpg's Enoyclop., the remarks of the Com. in Lange's Com.,
1 ThesB., p. 24, and Dr. LUIie's note, etc. Dr. Kling, Art. ''Eschatology,'* in Heizog's
Encyclop., declares that the Reformers while resisting, on the one hand, the fanataeal

Anabaptist view, and, on the other, Popish errors, still held to a defective Eschatology,
the original doctrine not being correctly held, but which was restored as the church
advanced in her prophetical studies. The best proof of such a defective Eschatology is

found in the fact that the most ultra-symbolists, who specially pride themselves on a
strict adherence to Reformation doctrine, do not AoM the Eschatology aa given by the
Reformers, as e.g. the time of the Millennium, the nearness of the Advent, the nos-
conversion of the world, and the Antichrist. Such, while opposing us, are vexy careful
to conceal their own defection from the Reformer's teaching. Accusing na of a deputnie—as if it were fatal—they themselves are open to the same accusation, if it has any
force.
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be measored, the Confessions become ike measurer of Rcriptnre. But this is only part of

the trnth ; for however extended this spirit, yet good and tme n?en, followers of the
Heformers. endeavored to restrain this spirit, so fatal to advance in knowledge.
German, Engli^, French, and other theologians of eminence have protested against this

extreme confessional observance, and have shown that, owing to this proscription and the
Timlent controversies engendered by it, a fmitfol soorce of continued ignorance upon
Tarious' points, and a shutting of the door to advance in the truth, have been entailed.

Hallam and others overlook this protest, because in the earlier period it unfortunately
proved itself a small minority, which by degrees, however, has swelled to a large number.
It is somewhat remarkable, Ulustrative of human prejudice and passion, that while, on
the one hand, it was acknowledged that such confessions were fallible—the then ex-

pressed understanding of the Scriptures by their authors—they still were, on the other
hand, held an certain, from which there could be no dissent without meriting censure
and punishment. From all this (comp. Prop. 10) we learn, that while it is a duty and
pleasure to honor the Reformers and their utterances (in so far as they accord with
truth), we cannot, without detracting from our Christian manhood, and from the honor
due fdone to the Scriptures, elevate these men and their works to the position of the
inspired prophets and apostles. If God had intended the Scriptures to be circumscribed
by such assigned limits, provision undoubtedly would have been made to secure to us a
confession not evidencing in its very construotion the marks of human workmanship.

4. Simply as a reminder to our opponents (as e.g. Seiffarth) who urge the Reformers
as if they were infallible, we illustrate the fact that, with all their greatness and valuable

labors, they may also be in error in their interpretation of Scripture. Thus e.g. both
Jjuther {Table Thtt:)and Melanchthon {InUia Doctrince Pkysica), as shown by White {The
Warfare of Science ; and see his references to Bretschneider, Lange, and Prowe), op-

posed the Copemican system by appeals to Scripture, *Joshua, the Psalms, Ecclesiastes,

etc., proving that the earth is the centre of the universe. In their conscientiousness

Lather calls Copernicus " an upstart astrologer" and "fool,** while Melanchthon pro-

noonces him guilty of ** a want of honesty and decency to assert such notions publicly.'

'

This teaches us that good and great men may misjudge and misinterpret, under the
impression that they are doing God's service.

Ohs, 3. The subject requires that we should more particularly allude to the
views of the Reformers, and those after them, who were not directlj Chilias-

tic in doctrine.* They (as e.g. Lnther, Melanchthon, Zwingli, Calvin,

and Knox) occupied the Augustinian or Popish position (see works giving

extracts from their writings, such as Elliott's Iiorm Apoc, Taylor's Voice

of the Church, etc.), viz. : that the church, in some sense, was the King-
dom of God (preparatory to a higher stage), and that the Millennial period

(one thousand years) included t/iis dispensation or gospel period (some of

the Millennial descriptions being applicable only to a future period cither in

heaven or the renewed earthy, and ncnce was nearing its close- But each
of these recorded their belief, in the duty of evei7 believer to be conatanily

looking for the Advent, in a speedy Advent, in there being no future Millen-

nial glory before the coming of Jesus, in the church remaining a wiaed state

to the end, in the design of the present dispensation, in the principle of
interpretation adopted, in unbelief again extending and widening before

the Advent, in the renewal of this earth, etc.—doctrines in unison with
Chiliasnu The simple truth in reference to them is this : that they were
not Chiliasts, although teaching several points that materially aid in sus-

taining Chiliasm (as e.g. in those enumerated), and in some, as Luther and
Melanchthon, holding that at the end of the 6th Chiliad—the close of six

thousand years—Christ would appear and introduce a glorious Sabbatism
(Prop. 143J. They were thus really Anti-Millenarian in the sense of ex-

pressing faith in a proper Millennium yet to come, or in that of believing

m a Millennium already past, and this can be abundantly proven from their

^vritings, in their deglarations of the future anticipated condition of the
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world, in their hopes of an Advent drawing nigh, and in their emphatic
denial of a conversion of the world prior to the expected Advent There-
fore it is that neither Milienarians (excepting in the features stated) nor
Whitbyana (i.e. believers in a future Millennium brought about without
the Advent through present agencies) can wholly claim tncm.'

* Because Millenariana quote Luther, eto., to sostain certain features of oar doctrine,
we are sometimes unjustly charged as if we referred to them cw exprtss Chiliasts ; and
this too notwithstanding the explicit statements given by ns respecting their doctrinal
position. Many Millenarian works (as Elliott's, Brooks', Cox's, Seiaa', Taylor^s, and
others) allow in full their Atugxislinvan position, but only refer to them (1) to show that
nowhere do they endorse the modern Whitbyan doctrine ; (2) that they pointedly condemn
the present prevailing view ; (3) and that, in important points, they/ti% and imresfrredffy

coincide xoith our Millenarian aitiiude. Oar opponents of the Whitbyan school cannot
claim them, seeing that their position is dUrectly hostUe to that of the Befonners. In the
course of extended reading, we have yet to nnd a single sentence in the Befomier*s
writings, that our opponents can direcUy quote in their behalf as being in sympathy
with the Whitbyan hypothesis. Our ability to do this in behalf of some of our rieva
seems to be a tender matter with Whitbyan folowers.

Our opponents very artfully quote from the Beformers such matter as they suppose is

Antichiliastic, but are very careful to avoid two kinds of utterances given by the same
men : (1) those that are in cordial sympathy with Chiliastic doctrine ; (2) those that are
in dired coi\fiici with the modem, Whitbyan notion. Prof. Briggs, in the N. Y, Ecoftgti-.

Mt, 1679 (republished in the Lutheran Quarierly), endeavors, by a wncealment of the actoal
facts, to leave the impression that the Beformers were in accord with the prevailing
modem view. Articles like these—and they are numerous—are insidiously constructed,
and well calculated to prejudice the ignorant or unwary. Our opponents, when driven
to the wall, fully acknowledge that the Beformers were wrong in their Eschatology
relating to the Millennium. Scarcely any theologian adopts their view to-^ay, it having
been discarded for the futurity of the Mill.* is a question no longer debated. Con-
sequently the Beformers are immensely more in agreement with ua than with our opposers,
as we show by our quotations from tnem. No one denies that the Beformers held to a
present spiritual Kingdom preparatory to a future one (as many Milienarians also do), or
that they rejected a proper Mill, age in the future (which is jusl as hostile to our Post-
MilL friends as it is to ui), for the simple fact, which colored their Eschatology, is that
they, more or less, adopted the Augustinian notion of a past, present, or existing UilL
age. identlfyin;; it with ihut dispensation. That the Beformers were opposed to the
carnal, fanatical Anabaptist movement is what every Ghiliast does, on the ground of
locating the MUl. age after the Advent and after the res. and translation of the sainta.
Whitbyans, certainly, ought not to seek the shelter and authority of the Refonnexa in
this indirect method (which is both unscholarly and dishonest, because it seeks by the
suppression of their real vieies to make them seem favorably disposed), when, in the moat
fundamental things pertaining to their theory, th^y were directly in antagonism (comp.
quotations from them e.g. under Prop. 175). It is strange that men have not the acate-
ness to see that when they endeavor to array others against ns who have less trympfUht/
with their own theory than with ours, they are only heaping up material condnntutiory iif

their own views. What service is gained, or what proof is obtained in behalf of the
Whitbyan ** hypothesis,*' by showing that certain persons were not favorable to Ghibasm
proper (although they adopted and taught certain prominent Chiliastic doctrines), when
the same persons plainly reject the Whitbyan tfaeonr as nnscriptural and ini^eading T
What weight should be given to such testimony, which forms the staple of numeroos
esMys against us? Compare for the Beformer*s views Elliott's Horrn Apoe.^ and Arts.
in Herzog, M'Glintook A Strong, etc. Lange, Introd. to Bev., p. 67, etc.. refers to
Luther's view -as that " the thousand years extend from the time of the Apooalyptist tu
Gregory VII.." and this is stated in numerous Pre-Millenarian works.

* The same is true uf many theologians who followed the Beformers, for while opposed
to the direct ancient Chiliasm of the Primitive Church they, adopting the views ot the
Beformers, held to no future Millennium before the Advent of Chnst. Thus to illos-

trate : for example, Quenstedt (Theolog. Didactioo-polemica, 4, p. 649). Hunnins (Epit.
Credendornm, pp. 266, sex. 291), Hutter (Compend., p. 171). and others given by l>r.
Beiss (A Question in Eschatology), with which compare Bchmid's Dogmatics^ etc. The in-
telligent and careful student will also notice (what happens frequently in late commen-
taries, etc.) that some theologians of this class while stating su^inctly their belief in no
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fatnre MUlennitun before the Advent of Christ, in other places drop expreaaions vhich
either make their utterances contradictory or leave the impression that they were in
doubt respecting their own position. The fact, however, as stated by us is "this : that
sach a view is held by but few at present. The Protestant position has (as noticed by
Hengstenberg, Apoc., vol. 2, p. 334. Btuart, Apoc., vol. 2, p. 463). in view of its Apocalyptic
application to the Papacy, approached a Chiliastic one, and locates the lOUO years' reign
in the fatare, after the overthrow and destmction of the Antichrist. It is nnnecessaty,
becaose of the almost universed rejection of their Millennial theoiy, to enter into a de-
tailed statement. Under other Props, will be shown (e.g. Prop. 168, etc.), the Scriptnral
and historical reasons which lead, inevitably, to its abandonment. The advocates of this
view are mentioned e.g. by Lange, Inirod. io Rev., and the denouncement of these ** servile
adherents to orthodoxy, *' etc., is given p. 401, etc.

OJbs. 4. In noticing the history of Chiliasm, it is very important for the
stadent to discriminate between the various beliefs in antagonism to it.

By overlooking this some writers have made serious mistakes, (1) in calling

those Millenarians who, be/ore the personal Advent and the resurrection of
the saints (both cardinal doctrines in our system) look for a Millennium
(as e.g. Anabaptists, Shakers, Swedenborgians, etc.); (2) in making out
those favorable to the Whitbyan theoiT (a) who oppose us and are really

Anti'Millenarian, or (b) who decry Chiliasm, but are themselves Post-Mil-
lenarian, or (c) in producing those who are Millenarians as if opposed to

it, as e.g. in quoting from their writings, as in the case of Bunyan and
others, the belief in the conversion of the world, without knowing that
when they come specifically to explain the manner of its accomplishment
it is purely in the Chiliastic order. Hence the careful writer on the sub-
ject will distinguish between the various theories : (1) Pure Chiliasm as

entertained by the early church, which held as distinguishing characteris-

tics that the church was not the Kingdom, but that the Kingdom waa de-

pendent on 2k Pre-Milleymial personal Advent, a Pre-Millennial resurrection

of the saints, etc., when, after such an Advent and resurrection, the per-

gonal reign of Christ and the saints would be introduced
; (2) mixed

Chiliasm, (rt) holding to the early view as stated, with the exception of

making also the church a preliminary Kingdom, and (b) receiving all of

the second, including the personal Advent and resurrection, but making the

rei^ one in heaven, or invisibly
; (3) the Angustinian or Popish view,

which makes the church in this dispensation the Kingdom, and does not
look for one to come in a still future Millennial {)eriod

; (4) another Popish
view, indorsed also by a few Protestants (Orotius, Prideaux, Bush, Vint,

etc.), that the church'is the Kingdom, and that the Millennial era is to be
dated from Coustantine's conversion

; (5) the Anti-Millenarian theory,

which, without any Millennial doctrine (or else making the Millennial de-

scriptions apply to heaven), regards the church as a Kingdom, and denies

that there will be any Millenniuni in the future
; (6) the Post-Millennial

view (whicli adopts either 3 or 4), but extends the church already (as Swe-
denborgians) into a New Jerusalem state

; (7) the view of those who regard
the church a Kingdom, but (as Shakers, etc.) have it in Millennial glory in

their own organization ; (8) the doctrine of such, who, without any Chili-

astic Kingdom—also making the church a Kingdom—simply teach the

nearness of the Advent and the destruction of the world (as Millerites,

etc.); (9) the singular opinion of some (as Seventh-Day Adventists), who,
also teaching that the church is a Kingdom, declare the nearness of the

Advent, but consign the reign of the Messiah and of the saints during the

one thousand years to the third heaven, to be followed by a renewal, etc.

;
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ilO) the Whitbyan hypothesis, which makes the church a Kingdom, and
00ks for a higher stage of it in the future Millennial age, merging ulti-

mately into the heavenly Kingdom
; (11 ) the opinion of a few, that the

churcn is no Kingdom, but will ultimately be incorporated into one in the
third heaven ; (12) the development theory, which teaches that, while an
invisible Kingdom exists in the church, the church will still more and
more develop itself into the outward form of a Kingdom, without noting
any particular era for the same

; (13) the Rationalistic view, that the church
is no Kingdom, and none, in an^ proper sense, is to be expected

; (14) and
the notion of some (as Anabaptists, Fifth Monarchy men), that prior to

the Advent and resurrection they could, through violence, etc., introduce
the Kingdom of Christ in its Millennial greatness.

The reader will observe that nearly all in this list are based on the Alexandrian in-
terpretation, and are the offahoots of the Origenistio system, di^caMing a grammatifnl
ijUerpretation of covenant and prophecy. Hence their direct antagonism to the DaTidic
ooTenant. and the promises founded on the same, and which is soaght to be reconciled
by special spiritualizing to sait the theory.

Obs, 5. A number of writers have sought to bring discredit on our doc-
trine by declaring that it never was embraced in any public and acknowl-
edged confession of the church, either before or after the Reformation.
A few remarks, indicative of the facts, may be in place, in order that the
reader may decide for himself what weight is in the objection.

1. Even if this were true, two things are worthj of attention ; (1) That
Creeds and Confessions do not circuniscribe the Word of God, or prevent a
deeper and more Scriptural insight in Divine things, seeing that they are
simply the expression of the understanding that certain persons or bodies
have of the truth at a particular period. The fallibility of these Confes-
sions is apparent, in that no two of them coincide in ail particulars, and
that one is antagonistic to another. (See Props. 9 and 10.) (2) Our op-
ponents who present this objection weaken their own cause by urging it,

because some of these Confessions contain Chiliastic features, or are tu
greater sympathy with our doctrine than with their own, and 9wne of the
leading ones indorse the Whitbyan tlieory. The objection would have
force if the Confessions directly taught tneir own Millennium doctrine,
but as this is not the case, it can only prejudice the ignorant or unreflect-

ing.

»

2. If we take the quite early creeds, the Apostolic and the Nicene, wo
find them held equally by Chiliasts and Anti-Chiliasts, for they contain
nothing respecting the Kingdom or Millennium. If we are to take Grelasius'

(Prop. 77, Obs. 7, note 1) explanation of the Nicene, tlien they were re-
garded aa embracing Chiliastic views. Writers of ability have traced the
Apostles* Creed to express CliiliastSy as e.g. to Irenaeus and Tertullian.

One thing, at least, is very evident to the student, that the brief allusions

to Eschatology are of such a nature that both parties can heartily adopt
them, since they only embrace some salient features without attempting to

explain how, or in what order, they are to be realized."

3. Coming to later confessions, we find them, the leading ones, to ex-
press Eschatology in such a form (as e.g. the fact of a resurrection, of an
Advent, of a judgment, etc.) that Millenarians, Post- and Anti-Millenari-
ans can cordially subscribe to them. It is, however, alleged that some have
been specifically hostile to Chiliasm^ and two, with evident relish, are
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l»ronght forward as evidence, tiz.: the Augsburg Confession and the Eng-
lish Confession of Edward VI.

(1) The Augsburg Confession, Knapp, Schmid, Shedd, aud a number
of writers assert that the Augsburg ConteBsion positively condemns Cbili-

asm. On the other hand, Semisch, Auberlen, Floerke, Delitzech, Spener,
Bengel, Crusius, and others affirm the contrary. The intelligent reader
willy in such a discussion, be influenced by the statements of eminent men
who disinterestedly, and after mature consideration of the subject, declare

that the Confession does not reprove and reprobate ancient Cbiliasm as

held by the Fathers, but only the form of doctrine as advocated by the

Anabaptists. We refer in illustration to the paper drawn up by members
of the Faculty of the University of Dorpat in reply to questions proposed
bv the Lutheran Synod of Iowa. It is signed by Drs, Havernach, Kurtz,
von Oetcngen, Von Engelhart, and Volck, and fully answers the ques-
tion, whether Chiliasm is in conflict with the Confession and the Lutheran
Church, in the most decisive negative,*

(2) Tlie Confession of Edward VL, brought forward by Shedd and others,

can only be fairly and scholarly treated by considering : (a) That the Art.,

adopted in 1553, to which they refer, was only nine years afterward tvith-

drawn (which fact they are very careful to keep from their readers), thus
indicating that any censure intended was fully revoked, (b) Tliat in the
later revisions it continued to be omitted, thus showing that a condemna-
tory spirit was not indorsed, (c) That in immediate connection with the
Confession was published " The Catechism of Edward VL," drawn up by
his Prelates (said to be Cranmer, Burnet's His,, vol. 3, B. 4 ; or Neale,

His, Puritans, vol. 1, p. 63, Poynet, afterward Bh. of Winchester),
which contains, on the questions respecting ** Thy Kingdom come," the

strongest Chiliasiic views (see them given e.g. by Brooks, Cox, Taylor,

etc.). (rf) And that prominent Prelates (as Bh. Latimer, Arch. Cranmer,
Bradford, etc.) who received the Confession entertained Millenarian doc-
trine.* (3) Coming to other Confessions, we find upholders of our doctrine

and opposcrs of it, both holding to the same. Thus e.g. the Westminster
Assembly. In proof of our position we refer to the fact stated by an
Anti-Miilenarian (hence disinterested). Dr. Baillie, that '' the most of the

chief Divines here*' (meaning the Assembly) '' not only Independents but
others, such as Twiss, Marshall, Palmer, aud many more, are express

Chiliasts,^'* A^in, if we refer to the Belgic Confession, produced by
Shedd, Millenarians can most cordially subscribe to the Art, respecting the

time of tho Advent and the completion of the number of the elect. The
same is true of many others, and it appears as if the language was pur-

posely guarded to allow a common confessioiial union, which could only be
doneby avoiding direct Chiliasm or its opposite.

4. Several Confessions (confined to small bodies of believers) have Chili-

astic Articles. One of the most noticeable of these is that drawn up by the

Baptists (for since they form a large organization, the same is discarded,

or held only by individuals, or small portions of the Baptists) in a.d.

1660, and presented to Charles 11. , signed by John Bunyan and others

(said to have represented ** more than twenty thousand Baptists*'), in

which the purest early Patristic Millenarian doctrine is contained, discrim-

inating the order of resurrection, making a literal first resurrection to occur

at the Sec. Advent, having a glorious Messianic Kingdom then established,

etc.*
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1 That they are diredly opposed to the Whitbyan doctrine, looking for the righfceoiui to
predominate in goTerament, eto., ih evident by Looking at e.g. Augsbarg Confession, Art.
17. the Apology of the Augsburg Confessionf and Articles of Smalcald (Miiller's Symb.
Buck., p. 245, 298). The lAtter Confeasion of Helvitia (Niemeyer'a Col. (Jonf., p 485-6),
and the Confession of the Westroinster Assembly, and others as given by Seiiss in A
Question in Eschatology^ pp. 33-40, with extracts. (Comp. Prop. 175.) The r^uoning
therefore of Prof. Briggs, and others, is ioUsUy trrdevani, and if it has anyforce whatever,
must be decisU^ against Uiemsdves. For, while there is no creed or confession which
directly and positively teaches the Whitbyan theory, we have some creeds (which we
shall quote hereafter) that direcUy teach Chiliasm, and we have all the great leading ones
to diredly present prominenl Chiliastic doctrines held by us, and such as are uUerty irrec-

oncilable with the modem " hypothesis."
s Comp. King's IRs. Ap6s. Greed, Bh. Pearson On the Creed, Mosheim's Eed. Ifis., vol.

1, p. 79, and Murdook's note, etc., and notice thu reference to Irennus and Tertuliian,
Observe also that in the enlargement of the Creed, as now used, by the Romish Choreh
the same features are retained so that both partie could still receive it. The eschatol-
ogy of the Athanasian Creed follows the others, with more of a leaning toward Romanism.
Bee the Creeds as given by Dr. Schaff in Greeds of Christendom, The Scriptural statements
(using the exact phraseology), or the general expressions (without any attempt to explain
order, etc.), were of such a nature as to allow both parties to adopt them as true ; the
dlfiTerence and antagonism only appeared when the manner of fulfilment or realizatioa
was expounded. Thus e.g. to believe in a res. of the dead is the faith of all, but when
the order and manner of the res. is afterward discussed (aside from the creeds) differ-

ences appear, etc.

* The reply is so admirable in spirit that we append a few extracts. It has been pab-
lished in (xerman as a Tract, and in English in the ICvang, Quarierty Reoleo-> ana The Im-
iheran. Giving reasons drawnfrom Melanchthon, Luther, and others, for the declaration :

" There is no doubt that our Confession here (art. XVII.), has not in vieio the Old Odhaiic
ChUiasm in its various forms, but that of the Milnzer Anabaptists, and the fanatical
errorista akin to them,*' the writers proceed as follows :

** The fact, therefore, is ineon-
iroverliJbly this, that the Augsburg Confession has only to do with the Anabaptist errorsand
efforts of those times. It places affirmatively the chief eschatological facts, in their
principal features, over against the rejected error, without, for example, any special ex-
planation as to how we are to understand the Coming of Christ, or the Last Day. what
the Scriptures teach concerning the resurrection of the dead, and how the parage in
Kev. 20 : 1-6, in connection with the entire Scripture, is to be explained. Especially
has it not at all yet expressed itself concerning the precise substance of the last question.
namely : whether this prophecy must be looked upon as one already fulfilled, or as one.
the fulfilment of which is yet future. Each one may answer the^e for himself, in such
way as he may deem defensible by the Word of God and the concensus of church doc-
trine. We look upon these questions, neither as finally determined, nor as allowing, in
attempts to solve them, a departure from the prophetic and apostolic word ; furUier,
that the attention which this subject commands is a characteristic feature, and one wor>
thy of notice of the Church and theology of the present day. They are, in fact, yet open
exegetical questions, every solution of which cannot be assented to ; nor. on the other
hand, is every Christian and theological conviction, resting upon an earnest and
churchly-minded Scriptural investigation, which does not agree with old dogmatists, to
be at once rejected with fanntical Chiliasm, or even to be suspected as Chiliastic." After
showing that church fellowship cannot Confessionally be denied to any one " on account
of differences in the doctrine of the Chiliastic Kingdom, concerning which our confes-
sion has not at all yet expressed itself," the writers continue :

** We are indeed not able to
see, under what churchly confessional claim it can be forbidden to the individual, and
especially to the theologian, in the Lutheran Church, to starch the prophetical Scriptures
in the manner designated, and upon their basis tofortn a Christian and theological ^itfa

—

conviction concerning the final acts of redemption ; nor with what churchly right, inas-

much as our Church recognizes no exegetiad tribunal, we can refuse to regard similar
questions of doctrine, so long as the expressed saving faith remains, as anything else

than they really are, namely : open questions.** They add :
'* It is our conviction, that

it is an error to suppose that there is nothing more given for faith and the Church to

search after and to learn ; or that it lies in the power of the Church, especially the man
she nears her final goal, to go out of the way of these questions."
That the reader can see for himself that it does not, and cannot, condemn the Chiliasm

of the Apostolic and later Fathers, we reproduce thot portion of art. XVII. which is

alleged as condemnatory :
** they condemn those who spread abroad Jewish opinions^
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that btf/bre ihe resurrection <^ the dead, the pions will engross the goverzunent of the world
and the wicked be everywhere oppressed, "--(the German: "they condemn those who
circulate the Jadaizing notion, that prior to the resurrection of the dead, the godly will

establish a world-dominion and all the wicked will be exterminated *').* Now every one
can see that the form of doctrine here condemned isiwi the one entertained by the ancient
Chiliasts, for not one of them locates this Kingdom prior to, or before, the resorrection. and
not one of them teaches that this can be effected by the pious but only by the Sec. Advent
and the power of the Messiah. The error thus reprobated belongs to the Anabaptists,
and all that class {including also the Whitlnfans) who teach that before the resurrection, and
consequently before the Advent, and befort the end of this dispensation, the Church will

so advance, etc., that ** the pious will engross the government of the world," institute a
* * world-dominion," and suppress the wi(^ed. The Millenarian view, having for cardinal
doctrines a prior Advent and resurrection, is not chargeable with so gross an error ; and
those who urge this Confessional objection are not siifficienUy candid to acknowledge that
it is condemnatory—if it has any logical force whatever—of tAe present prevailing Whitbyan
theory of the Millennium.
The reader is referred to an art. on the question, ** Does the Augt^rg Confession con-

demn Chiliasm?** by Dr. Seiss in the Append. (Note D.) to The Last Times. Ue makes at

length the following points : (1) By name Chiliasm is not condemned. (2) The descrip-

tion of the opinions condemned does not describe Millenarianism, for it is no doctrine at
OTUS ** that the pious are to have a separate Kingdom to themselves before the resurrec-

tion of the dead." We look for a Kingdom only after the resurrection, and the authori-

ties in behalf of our doctrine are given. (3) Reference is made in the Confession to the
Anabaptists, and it is decisively shown from historical authorities that the doctrine of

the Anabaptists widely differed from the Millenarian. (4) The declarations of Luther,
Melonchthon, and others, are produced to indicate the same. (5) Millenarians of emi.
nence and ability are adduced^ who subscribed to the Confession, such as Spener, BengeX
and others. (6) That the Confessors did not sit in judgment over, and condemn the
Apostolic and Primitive Fathers, who were Chiliastic, for whom in other places they
profess esteem.

It is unfortunate and misleading, that even in Cyclopesdias, His. of Doctrines, etc.,

efforts ore made to link ancient and modem Chiliasm with the vagaries of Anabaptists
and the Fifth , Monarchy men, and hastily to infer that when these are confessionaJly or
otherwise condemned by the Reformers and others, that this also is condemnatory of

Chiliasm in all its phases. Such a line of procedure if applied to other doctrine, would
leave but little for us to receive. The vagaries of Anabaptists, such as, that befort the
Advent and resurrection the promised Kingdom is to be established, that it is to be set

np by human means and instrumentalUiefi, that Christ will then reign through self-appointed

prophets, vicars, kings, etc.—which Chiliasm pointedly repudiates, are fully described by
Moaheim, Ranke, Hardwick, Miller, Walch, etc., so that a student atnnot plead ignorance
when indorsing such an error. So also with the Fifth Monarchy men ; history (Burnet,

Wilson, etc.), attests, that the Fifth Monarchy of Daniel, they expected (with perhaps
few exceptions, as Tillinghast and others) to raise up through their own agency before the

Coming of Christ, and contended, therefore, that aU power, civil and spiritual, should be
already given to them. Hence they entered into open rebellion against the existing

powers, etc., a principle utterly at ixiriance with ancient and modern Chiliasm.

Numerous testimonies expressive of the intended meaning ot the art. could be given.

And as our opponents persistently urge it as aix objection, a few more are appended.
Dr. Lange in several places (e.g. Rev. p. 351. Amer. Ed.) refers to this misinterpretation

of the Confession, e.g. saying :
** The elder Lutheran theology continues most involved

in the toils of mediieval tradition. The slavish theology of the letter has found a sup-
port in the view of John Gerhard in particular. The Apocalypse, Gerhard declares, is a
deutero-canonical book—the Kingdom of Christ will never on earth, not even at the end

* We refer the critical student to the incorrect usage of ** Jewish opinion" and ** Ju-
<^fti!iriTig notion" in the art. For, as we have abundantly proven, in former Props., in

quotations from our opponents, Jewish authorities, and recent works on the Doc. of the

New Test., it is not even correct to associate the Anabaptist error with Jewish views,

because the Jews associated a res. of the godly with the Advent of the Messiah and His
reign, etc. It is only true, when taken in a limited sense, expressed e.g. by Jews who
permitted themselves to be imposed on by false Messiahs. Here even it is proper to

discriminate, so that injustice is not done to the Jewish expressed faith. The Jews, as

a class, took no part in this movement.
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of the days, be one of external sovereignty (a sentiment dictated, donbtiess by a fHu:un>'

deratanding of art. XVII. of the Angsbnig Confession)^all the dead are to arise in one

day—there is to be bat one general resarrection of the dead at the Paronsia of the Liord.

Accordingly, it is further stated, the beginning of the Mill. Kingdom probably falls in

the time of Constantine—Gog and Magog are to be regarded as significant of the Turka,
A partiality for this prejudiced tradition can in general be regarded only as the sad fruM
of paHyisTTi,** (Comp. p. 401.) In Bichter's ErIdarU Ham Bibel, Tom. 6, 1134, in advo-

cacy of oar views, it is said :
** The doctrine of the one thousand years' Kingdom, or

Flower and Golden Time of the Gharch upon this present earth—which the prophets
have so amply pictured— is thoroughly in accordance with the Evangelical Church doc-

trine, for in Uie 17th art. of the Augsburg Oonfeasion there is not a syllable (steht kein
wort) about the one thousand yearn, nor about the one thousand years' Kingdom, " etc.

So the BerUnberg Bibel, Tom. 6, pp. 397-399, advocates Chiliasm, and declares that the

art. is not in conflict with it, but that '* a mere carnal, world-kingdom is justly rejected.'*

Thus others might be quoted, as Olshausen, Bengel, Bteir, Auberleu, Delitzsch, Koppe^
Piscator, Spener, Ebrard, Lisco, Boos, Kohlex, Bauer Tr., and many others. Maliery
(.Prop. Times, vol. 6. p. 97) justly, in reply to Shedd, observes :

" What the Augsburg
Confession does condemn, is the now prevalent notion of a Millennium of righteousness
and good government before the Lord's coming. It condemns the notion of the conver*
sion of the world under the present dispensation, the idea now regarded as orthodox,
but one which Luther constantly condemned. " The student, too, will observe the force

of the word ** prior** or ** before*' used designedly, for, as we shall hereafter show by
numerous quotations, the Reformers did believe that c^er the resurrection and q^er the
Sec. Advent this earth renewed, etc., would be given to the piaua and that they would glo-

riously reign—thus incorporating into their faith doctrines in sympathy with Chiliastio

views. As illustrative of view, we quote Koch {Das Tausendjiihrige Reich), who says :

" Here, first of all, the false Chiliasm advocated in the time of the Reformation by the
fanatical Anabaptists, is to be mentioned. They taught a future glorious Kingdom of

Christ on earth, but imagined that the immediate eredu»i of this Kingdom was a matter of

the first importance to the Christian Church. By her own might, sword in hand, it must
be established, just as it was attempted by Thomas Munzer to overthrow the Christ-

opposed powers of this world (even as Israel overthrew the Canaanites formerly), in order
to proclaim the Kingdom of Christ as the Fifth Monarchy, which was to succeed the
four universal monarchies described by Daniel. Against this conception of the 1000
years' Kingdom—and only against ilUs—was the 17th, art. of the Augsburg Confession
directed, which rejected the Jewish opinion that believers should enjoy on earth, before

the resurrection, a worldly kingdom, after a general crushing out qf the wicked. But not merely
by the Augustana, but also by the Scriptures, is this false ChUiaam condemned, because,
as already shown, the erection of the Millennial, Kingdom, according to the prophets*
words, is not the result of any such Church action, but comes only by means qf the returning

Lord, an event which the Church awaits with patience, and which at last it can only

reaiize, not by works, but by suffering. Kindred with this false Chiliasm, is a conception
of modern theology, according to which the Kingdom of Christ is to be realized by means
<^ Church actum, not, indeed, violently, bat gradually and in a peaceful way. The sanc-

tifying influence of Christianity is to evermore powerfully extend itself, in ever-widening
circles, the power of sin evermore retreating before it, until, finally at the close of its

historical development, all humanity shall be glorified into a Kingdom of God. Even
thisfinerform qf Chiliasm"' (as e.g. given by Whitby, Edwards, Brown, Glasgow, etc.), " like

the coarse form advocated by the Anabaptists, is condemned by the Apoc. of John. Ac-

cording to this, wickedness does not decline in the course of history, but rather ascendi
to its most fearful antichristian height, while on the other hand, also, the Church is puri-

fied by means of her tribulation, in the last time. Not the preachins; of the Gospel, the

moral influence of Christianity, puts an end to antichristianity, but the judgment tf Uit

returning Lord, with which the glorious Kingdom of God on earth makes an entrance."

(Compare Starke, Steffann and Ebrard, p. 440, Lange's Com. Bev.)
* Brooks' El. Froph. Inierp., Taylor's Voice qfthe Oittrch, CSox'a MUlenarian's Answer, Thf

Time (^ the End by a Congregationalist, Shimeall's Eschakiogy, and other works give the

evidence respecting this Confession, and copious extracts from the Catechism and from

the Prelates indorsing it, unmisiakakiy proving that many who were Chiliastio received

it ; and that, therefore, the withdrawal of the article was intentional '* either" (so

Brooks) '*from the increase of Millenarian principles at this time ; or at least from Uie

conviction that they were not to be confounded with the extravagances of Cerinthua or

of Munzer." Bickersteth {Prom. Glory, p. 93, note) refers to the opinion of the Beform-
ers (Tyndale, Bradford, Lacimer, Beoon) and of Edward VI. *b Catechism, and then to
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the speedy withdrawal of this art., adding :
" The idea of a carnal Mill, of worldly pleas-

ures is justly denounced by all thoughtful Christians. The common idea of the Keform-
ers, derived from Home and continued for some time after the Heiormation, was, that
the Mill, was past, an opinion generally now abandoned. The 4lHt art. was wholly
Tfirithdrawn from the authorized Articles of 1562. The prevailing opinion of the Ke-
formers was, that the judgment to come was to be expected speedily, without any interven-
ing Mill., and that our Baviour would soon return in His glory ; and hence the services
have noUiing that interferes with our looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious
appearance of the ^«at God and our Saviour Jesus Christ ; and have also many expres-
sions of confidence in His return, and the Kingdom then to be inherited by the saints.**

* Brooks, M, Froph. Inierp., p. 72, quotes the letter from Baillie (Let. No. 11 7, pre-
sented also in Anderson's Letter to the Author of MUUnctrianism Indefensible^* ' and quoted
in various works), and gives among the " many more" known to have been Millenarian,
Ash, Bridge, Burroughs, Caryll, Goodwin, Gouge, Langley. and Sterry, alt mejnbers of the

As»tmJbiy. To these as expressing Chiliastic views to some extent, Shimeall {Eiichat<i>gy,

p. 89) adds : Belden, Ainsworth, Gataker, and Featly. No wonder that Baillie writes
that this " error aofamous in antiquity" is " so troublesome among us. " Prof. Briggs in his
bitterness against Chiliasm afl^ms, most uryusUy, that the Westminster Conf. rejects Pre-
Mill. as error and heresy (Dr. Macdill follows him closely in the same unhistorical charge)

;

now Dr. Craven in his reply to the grave charge (N, Y. Evangelist Jan. and Feb. 1B79),

makes the following points, which serve as a tnosi ample refutation. {!) The majority of
the committee (viz. : Goodwin, Bridge, Caxyll, and Greenbill—who had been members
of the Westminster Assembly), who &amed the Savoy Confession, were express Pre-
Millenarians. (2) Pre-Millenarians prommmffy took part in framing the Confession, and
evidently—as a compromise—to preserve unity and harmony, so worded the same, giv-

ing general and Scriptural statements (without any intimation of order or manner) that all

could accept of it. (3) As a diversity of opinion existed relating to the events preceding
and connected with Uie Sec. Advent, the only basis of union was to avoid a dvicuasion

of the order and manner of fulfilment, which was done. (4) The use of the phrases '* day
of judgment," *' Kingdom,*' etc., as well as the adoption of Scripture on controverted
sabjects without explanaiion, did not forbid Pre-Mills. or Post-Mills, to accept of the same.
(5) That the admission of Prof. Bri^s that Pre-Mills. (as Bterry, Burroughs, and Good-
win) were in the Westminster Assembly, and utterly unconscious of being denounced and
condemned, is sufficient evidence in our favor. (6) Tnat these and other Pre-Mills.

labored with Post-Mills, in the same Church, and were never tried and disciplined for

their doctrinal views, is conclusive proof how the same were regarded. (7) That Homes'
intensely Pre-MiU. work " Ihe Res. Bevealed,** was indorsed by a committee (Caryll and
Sterry) of the Assembly^ is decisive that no condemnatory idea was ever entertained. (B)

That the testimony of Baillie {Letters, vol. 2, p. 414-15), and of Mosson (Life of Milton^

vol. 2, p. 146), both opponents, as to fA« ea^rU of the belief, and the eminence of its be-

lievers, is irresistible to any unprejudiced mind. (0) That Twisse, ** a thoroughgoing
Pre-Millenarian, should have been selected for the position of Moderator,'* is evidence either

of the esteem in which Chiliasts were held, or of the number of Chiliastic adherents in

the Assembly, or of both. (10) Caryll, as one of the committee to whom Homes* Chilias-

tic work was given, not only pronounces the book " very useful for the saints and worthy
of public view," but states that its doctrines have "gained ground in the hearts and judg-
ments (^ very many, both grave and godly tnenj who have left us divers essays and discourses
on the subject. " We leave the candid reader to say whether, in view of suchfads, there
is the slightest foundation for Prof. B. 's uncharitable deductions ; and whether the latter

do not spring more from the heart than from the mind. The feeling and opinion even
later is illustrated e.g. in the Life of Ed. Irving (by Mrs. Oliphant, p. 335) ; it being stated

that the authorities of the Church tacitly admitted, by non-interference, attendance, etc.,

that the doctrine of the Millennium was *' open to a diversity of view." We shall have
occasion to quote this Confession under another Prop., as in sympathy with some Chil-

iastic views, viz. : the looking for the Advent enforced as a duty without an interven-

ing Millennial age, and the nonconversion of the world.
" The student is referred to Crosby's His. of the Baptists, vol. 2, App. 85. We give a

few extracts to illustrate. The Confession declares the unalterable faith of the signers,

saying, '

' for which we are not only resolved to suffer persecution to the loss of our
goods, but also life itself, rather than decline from the same ;" and this enforces the
Chiliasm as a deliberate conviction. It Ihen plainly announces :

" We believe that there
will be an order in the resurrection ; Christ is the first-fruits, and then next, or after, they

that are Christ's at Nis Coming ; then, or afterward, cometh the end. Concerning the

Kingdom and reign of our Lord Jesus Christ, as we do believe that He is now in heaven
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of the days, be one of external Bovereignty (a sentiment dictated, doabtleaa by a uusitn-

derstandUng of art. XYIi. of the Angsbarg Confession)^all the dead are to arise in one

(iay—there is to be bat one general resorreotion of the dead at the Parousia of the Liord.

Accordingly, it is farther stated, the beginning of the Mill. Kingdom probably falls in

the time of Constantine—Gog and Magog are to be regarded as significant of the Turka.

A partiality for this prejudiced tradition can in general be r^arded only as the sad fruit

ofpaHuiam.'* (Oomp. p. 401.) In Riohter's Ertdaiie Uaus Bibd, Tom. 6, 1134, in advo-

caoy of oar views, it is said :
" The doctrine of the one thousand years* Kingdom, or

Flower and Golden Time of the Church upon this present earth—which the prophets
have so amply pictured— is thoroughly in accordance with the Evangelical Church doc*

trine, for in the 17th art. of the Aogsborg Confession there is not a syllable (ateht kein

wort) about the one thousand years, nor about the one thousand years* Kingdom," etc.

So the Berienberg Bibel, Tom. 6, pp. 397-399, advocates Chiliasm, and declares that the

art. is not in conflict with it» but that ** a mere carnal, world-kingdom is jasUy rejected.

"

Thus others might be quoted, as Olshausen, Bengel, Bteir, Auberlen, Delitzsch, Koppe,
Plscator. Bpener, Ebrard. Lisoo, Roos, Kohlec, Bauer Fr., and many others. Mailexy

{Prop, Times, vol 5. p. 97^ justly, in reply to Shedd, observes : "What the Aogabuig
Confession <jhes condemn, is the now prevalent notion of a Millennium of nghteousnefls
and goi>d government before the Lord's coming. It condemns the notion of the conver-

sion of the world under the present dispensation, the idea now regarded as orthodox,

but one which Luther constantly condemned. " The student, too, will observe the force

of the word " prior*' or " b^ore"* used designedly, for. as we shall hereafter show by
numerous quotations, the Reformers did believe that after the resurrection and q^er the

Sec. Advent this earth renewed, etc., would be given io the pious and that they would ^o-
riooaly reign—thus incorporating into their faith doctrines in sympathy with Chiliastio

views. As illustrative of view, we quote Koch {Das Tauaendjiihrige Jteich), who says

:

'* Here, first of all, the false Chiliasm advocated in the time of the Reformation by the

fanatical Anabaptists, is to be mentioned. They taaght a future glorious Kingdom of

Christ on earth, but imagined that the imme^ale erection of this Kingdom was a matter of

the first importance to the Christian Church. By her own mightf sword in hand, it must
be established, just as it was attempted by Thomas Munzer to overthrow the Christ-

opposed powers of this world (even as Israel Overthrew the Cauaanites formeilyX in order

to proclaim the Kingdom of Christ as the Fifth Monarchy, which was to succeed the

four universal monarchies described by Daniel. Against this conception of the 1000
years* Kingdom—and only against ihia—vna the 17th. art. of the Augsburg Confession
directed, which rejected the Jewish opinion that believers should enjoy on earth, before

ike resurrection, a worldly kingdom^ *i^er a general crushing out of the wicked. But not merely
by the Augustana. but also by the Bcriptures. is this false Chiliasm condemned, because,
as already shown, the erection of the MilleaniaJ^ Kingdom, according to the prophets*
words, is not the result of any such Church action, but comes only by means <f the returning

Lord, an event which the Church awaits with patience, and which at last it can only

realize, not by works, but by suffering. Kindred with this false Chiliasm. is a conception
of modern theology, according to which the Kingdom of Christ is to be realized by means
of Church action, not. indeed, violently, but gradually and in a peaceful way. The sanc-

tifying influence of Christianity is to evermore trawwfuUy extend itself, in ever-widening
circles, the power of sin evermore retreating before it, until, finally at the close of its

historical development, all humanity shall be glorified into a Kingdom of God. Even
thisfinerform of Chiliasm'' (as e.g. given by Whitby. Edwards, Brown, Glasgow, etc.). ** like

ike coarse form advocated by the Anabaptists, is condemned by the Apoc. of John. Ac-
cording to this, wickedness does not decline in the course of history, but rather ascends
to its most fearful antichristiau height, while on the other hand, also, the Church is pari-

fled by means of her tribulation, in the last time. Not the preachino: of the Gospel, the

moral influence of Christianity, puts an end to antichristianity, but the judgment ff Iht

returning Lord, with which the glorious Kingdom of God on earth makes an entrance."

(Compare Starke, Steffann and Ebrard, p. 440, Lange's Com, Rev.)
* Brooks* El. Proph, Jnierp., Taylor's Koice cfihe Oiureh^ Cox'a MiUenarian's Answer, The

Time of the End by a Congregationalist, Shimeall's EschcUology, and other works give the

evidence respecting this Confession, and copious extracts from the Catechism and from

the Prelates indorsing it. unmistakably proving that many who were Chiliastio received

it ; and that, therefore, the withdrawal of the article was intentional " either** (bo

Brooks) " from the increase of Millenarian principles at this time ; or at least from tha

conviction that they were not to be confounded with the extravagances of Cerinthos or

of MTinzer." Bickersteth (Prom. Glory, p. 93, notel refers to the opinion of the Reform-
era (Tyndale, Bradford, Latimer, Becon) and of Edward YL's Catechism, and then to
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^he speedy withdrawal of this art., adding :
" The idea of a carnal Mill, of worldly pleas-

txres is justly denounced by all thoughtful ChriBtians. The common idea of the Reform-
era, derived from Rome and continued for some time after the Keiormation, was. that
-t.he Mill, was past, an opinion generally now abandoned. The 4lHt art. was wholly
'^nrithdrawn from the authorized Articles of 1662. The prevailing opinion of the Re-
formers waK, that the judgment to come waa to be txpected speedily, without any interven-
xng Mill., and that our Bariour would soon return in His glory ; and hence the services
Jfciave nothing that interferes with our looking for that blessed hope, and the gloriouB
appearance of the ^eat God and our Bariour Jesus Christ ; and have also many 6xpre»-
siona of conjidence in His return, and the Kingdom then to be inherited by the saints."

* Brooks, JS. Proph. Jnierp., p. 72, quotes the letter from Baillie (Let. No. 117, pre-
sented also in Anderson's LeUer io the Author of MiUenarianism Indrfensible,* ' and quoted
in varioua works), and gives among the " many more"' known to hare been Milienarian,
Aahj Bridge, Burroughs, Caryll, Goodwin, Gouge, Langley. and Bteny, cUl members of the

Assembly. To these as expressing Chiliastio views to some extent, Shimeall {Eachatology,

p. 89) adds : Selden, Ainsworth, Gataker, and Featly. No wonder that BaiUie writes
that this ** error sofamous in antiquity'* is '* so troublesome among us.** Prof. Briggs in his
'bitterness against Chiliasm affirms, most unjustiy, that the Westminster Conf. rejects Pre-
Ifill. as error and heresy (Dr. Macdill follows him closely in the same unhistorical charge)

;

now Dr. Craven in his reply to the grave charge (3r, Y. Evangelist^ Jan. and Feb. 1879),
makes the following points, which serve as a most ample refuiaiion. (1; The majority of
the committee (viz. : Goodwin, Bridge, Caryll, and Greenhill—who had been members
of the "Westminster Assembly), who &amed the Savoy Confession, were express Pre-
Millenarians. (2) Pre-Millenarians promtnen//y took part in framing the Confession, and
evidently—as a compromise—to preserve unity and harmony, so worded the same, giv-

ing general and Scriptural statements (without any intimation of order or manner) that all

could accept of it. (3) As a diversity of opinion existed relating to the events preceding
and connected with the Sec. Advent, the only basis of union waa to avoid a dvtaiasion

of the order and manner of fulfilment, which was done. (4) The use of the phrases '* day
of judgment," ** Kingdom," etc., as well as the adoption of Scripture on controverted
subjects xjDxthoxd expUmation^ did not forbid Pre-Mills. or Post-Mills, to accept of the same.

(5) That the admission of Prof. Briggs that Pre-Mills. (as Sterry, Burroughs, and Good-
win) were in the Westminster Assembly, and Miierly unconscious of being denounced and
condemned, is sufficient evidence in our favor. (6) Tnat these and other Pre-Mills.

labored with Post-Mills, in the same Church, and were never tried and disciplined for

their doctrinal views, is conclusive proof how the same were regarded. (7) That Homes*
intensely Pre-MiU. work " The Res. Revealed" toas indorsed by a committee (Carjil and
Bterry) of the Assembly, is decisive that no condemnatory idea was ever entertained. (6)

That the testimony of Baillie {Letters, vol. 2, p. 414-16), and of Masaon (Life of MUton,
vol. 2, p. 146), both opponents, as to f^ extent of the belief, and the eminence of its be-
lievers, is irresistible to any unprejudiced mind. ^9) That Twisse, ** a thoroughgoing
Pre-Millenarian. should have been selected for the position of Moderator,'* is evidence either

of the esteem in which Chiliasts were held, or of the number of Chiliastic adherents in
the Assembly, or of both. (10) Caryll, as one of the committee to whom Homes* Chilias-

tic work was given, not only pronounces the book " very useful for the saints and worthy
of public view," but states that its doctrines have ** aained ground in the hearts and judg-
ments cf very many, both grave and godly men, who have left us divers essays and discourses
on the subject.** We leave the candid reader to say whether, in view of suchfacts, there
is the slightest foundation for Prof. B.'s uncharitable deductions ; and whether the latter

do not spring more from the heart than from the mind. The feeling and opinion even
later is illustrated e.g. in the Life of Ed. Irving (by Mrs. Oliphant, p. 335) ; it being stated

that the authorities of the Church tacitly admitted, by non-interference, attendance, etc.,

that the doctrine of the Millennium was " open to a diversity of view.** We shall have
occasion to quote this Confe.<wion under another Prop., as in sympathy with some Chil-

iastic views, viz. : the looking for the Advent enforced as a duty without an interven-

ing Millennial age, and the nonconversion of the world.
* The student is referred to Crosby's His. of the Bapiisis, vol. 2, App. 85. We give a

few extracts to illustrate. The Confession declares the unalterable faith of the signers.

saying, * * for which we are not only resolved to suffer persecution to the lo.«is of our
goods, but also life itself, rather than decline from the same ;*' and this enforces the
Chiliasm as a deliberate conviction. It Ihen plainly announces :

" We believe that there

will be an order in the resurrection ; Christ is the first-fruits, and then next, or after, they

that are ChrUt*s at His Coming ; then, or afterward, cometh the end. Concerning the
Kingdom and reign of our Lord Jesus Christ, as we do believe that He is now in heaven
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at His Father*K right hand, bo toe do beUevt that, at the time appointed by the Father, Be
shall come again in power and great glory ; and that at or after His coming the second
time, He will not only raise the dead, and judge and restore the world, but will oLao iak-r

to Himself His Kingdom, and will, according to the tJcripturea, reign on the throne c^ JJis
father David, on Mount Zion, in Jerusalem^ forever." ** We believe that the Kingdom of oar
Lord will be an universal Kingdom, and that in this Kingdom the Lord Jesns Christ
Himself wiU be ahne, vis3>Ut supreme Qod and King of the whoU earth. We betievt that as
thi? Kingdom will be universal, so it will be also an everlasting Kingdom, that shall have
uo end. nor cannot be shaken ; in which Kingdom the saints and taithfol in Chiist Jesos
shall receive the end of theirfaith, even the salvation of their souls ; where the Lord is they
shall be also. We bdieve that the New Jerusalem that shall come down from God out of
heaven, when the tabernacle of Grod shall be with them, and He will dwell among them,
wiU be the Metropolitan CUy of the Kin^dom^ and wiU be the glorious place o/" residence <^ both

Christ and His saints forever, and will be so situated as that the Kingly palace will be an
Mount Zion, the holy hill of Divid, tchere His throne was.*' The Confession insists on a per-
sonal Advent, upon Christ's obtaining the government of the world, the saints reigning
on the earth with Him, applying Dan. 7 : 27 ; Bev. 19 : 16 ; Ps. 22 : 28 ; Zech. 14 : ».

etc., to this period. The contrast in the present and future condition of saints is thus
drawn :

** * For unto the saints shall be given the Kingdom, and the greatness of tbe
Kingdom, under (mark that) the whole heaven * (Dan. 7 : 27). Though (alas !) now many
men be scarce content that the saints should have so much as a being among them ; bnt
vjhen Christ shall appear, then shall be their day, then shall be given unto them power over
the nations, to rule them with a rod of iron (Kev. 2 : 26, 27). Then shall they receive a
crown of life, which no man shall take from them, nor tney by any means turned or
overturned from it, for the oppressor shall be broken m pieces (Ps. 72 : 4), and their

vain rejoicings turned into mourning and bitter lamentations, as it is written (Job
22 : 5-7).'*

As to other Confessions, a number, indicative of the extent of belief, may thus be speci
fied. The "Free Chris. Church of Italy," in Genl. Assembly at Milan, June. 1»70.

adopted the following Chiliastic doctrine :
" Art. VHL The Lord Jesus Christ will come

from heaven and transform our body of humiliation into a glorious body. In that day
the dead in Christ shall rise first, and the living who are found faithful shall be trans-

formed, and thus together shall we be caught up in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the
air, to be forever with the Lord ; and, after His Kingdom, all the rest shall rise to be
judged in judgment." The ** Second Adventists," in their public expression of Faith
(Taylor's Voice of the Chtrch), declare their belief in the speedy Advent, the first and
second resurrections separated by an interval of a 10(X) years, the reign of Christ and the
saints on the earth, etc. They are far more Chiliastic than the Millerites— the latter

being chiefly distinguished for belief in an immediate coming and fixing the time for the
same. ** The Catholic Apostolic Church'* (a succession of the Irvingites) presents in its

Confession of Faith a strong Chiliastic belief, for which they are noted. Its leading doc-
trine is a belief in the speedy Coming of Jesus, and expresses it '* as the only hope of
deliverance to the sin-bunlened and weary creation.'* (Ck>mp. art. on. in M'Clintock and
Strong's Cyclop. It has extended itself in England, Scotland, Ireland, Switzerland,
France, Holland, Belgium. Denmark, Austria, Germany, America, etc.) The " Seventh-
Day Adventists," entertain several of the Chiliastic tenets. '* The Brethren,** or " Dunk,
ards." as represented by Nead. in Nead's Theolog. WriUngs (seech. 20, on " The ftec. Ad-
vent"), hold to the personal return and reign of Jesus, to a previous fearful lack of faith

and persecution, to a restoration of the Jews, to a glorious Mill., to a first res. preceding,
and to a second res. at the end of the 10(X) years, to a great battle between Christ and
His enemies, to the perpetuity of the race after the Advent, and to the removal of the
curse and the Sabbatism. Thus many of the essential points of Primitive and Scriptural
Chiliasm are incorporated. What number or particular body are thus presented the
writer does not know. A few copies of 77w Brethren at Work, a Brethren or Dnnkaxd
periodical published at Lanark, HI., fell into my hands, and they contained the advocacy
of the Mill, and the personal reign of Christ (as e.g. March 21st, 1878), by James Wirt.
** The Church of God " (see art. by Winebrenner, in Eupp'a Orig. His. of Retig. Denom.)
gives as an art. of Faith: *'Bhe believes in the personal coming anti reign of Jeans
Christ, Matt, 24 : 42-44 ; Acts 1:11; Phil. 3 : 20, 21 ; 1 Thess. 4 : 16, 17 ; 1 John 3:2;
Rev. 1 : 17." "She believes in the resurrection * both of the just and the unjust;*
that the res. of the just will precede the res. of the unjust.** (In 1867, the Church num-
bered 11 elderships, 400 churches, 350 ministers, and over 25,000 members.) In con-
versing with ministers and members of this Church, they exhibited an intelligent Chilias-
tic belief, in marked contiast with many others. The " Plymouth Brethren, ** or Darby-
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ites, entertain a prominent Chiliastic belief* being one of their chief charActeristics, as
any reference to their expressed faith will abundantly show. The ** Harmony Society/*
or the Bappists (followers of Bapp, settled at Economy, Fa.), hold Pre-Mill. views. The
nearness of the Millennium, introduced by the Sec. Adventj is a cardinal doctrine with
them. The ** Mennonites** (art. in M'Clintock and Strong's i)/dop, bays) ** in the 16th
cent., held, in common with the Anabaptists, the belief in Christ's personal reign during
the Millennium." Buck's Theol. Die, art. ** Mejinonites/' remarks, thatMenno discarded
the extravagant views of oertain Anabaptists, but retained the doctrine of **the Mil-
lenniom, or 1000 years' reign of Christ upon earth." How lately this doctrine continued
among them, the writer is unable to say, for they now number altogether, it is supposed,
about 200,000, divided into several branches. The ** Apostoolians" {Encu. Helig. Knowi.),
one of the branches, is decidedly Millennarian. The '* Christadelphians have largely in-
corporated Chiliaam, and make it essential to their system. It is most prominently pre-
sented in their publiahed *' Principles/* and other works. Various offshoots of the
** Pietistic movement*' were largely affected by Chiliaam, as for e.g. the ** Society of
Kom" (art. on, M'Clintock and Strong's Oydop.)^ which was under ** the Milleuarian in-
fluence of Jung Stilling and Michael Halui." (The followers of Hahn in 1817 '* num-
bered 18,000.") The ** Moravians" favored ChilJastie views, however perverted by ideal
and mystical conceptions. Writers professing to give the faith of the " Unitas Fra-
trum," present the Millenarian view, as e.g. Bish. Spangenbezg in his last ch. of Exposi-
tion of Ch. Doctrine. Various parties, imbibing Spener's pietism and Oetinger's theos-
ophy, incorporated Chiliasm, as e.g. the ** Michaleans" (and in contrast with them the
** Pregizerians"), of whom Kurtz {Vh, His., vol. 2, p. 291) says :

*' They had a common
ground in their Chiliasm, and in the doctrine of restoration. *' Chiliastic views are dom.
inant in small parties, as in the ** One-faith people," in the adherents of Barbour, uf
Bochester, N. Y., and in the followers of Bussell, of Pittsburg, Pa., as well as in others
whose location has escaped the writer's recollection. The same is true of some German
Millenarians near Tiflis, the capital of Georgia (Henderson's Bih. Besearches in Russia,

pp. 524-529, and Pinkezion's Russia, pp. 143-161). The first attempt to form a Univer-
salist sect embraced distinctive features of Chiliasm allied with Universalism, as seen in
the *' Hellyanites or Bellyan Universalists'* (Art. on, M'Clintock and Strong's Oydop,),

whose theory of Bestitution is in the main allied with Chiliastic views, revived by Bar-
bour, Bussell. etc., in the Thret Worlds and their respective newspapers. As this fact is

not generally known, we quote the following from James Belly's (at one time connected
with Whitefield) and his followers* belief :

'* In general they appear to believe that there
will be a resurrection to life and a res. to condemnation ; that believers only will be
among the former, who, as firstfruits, and kings and priests, will have part in the first

resurrection, and shall reign with Christ in His Kingdom of the Millennium ; that unbe-
lievers who are after raised must wait the manifestation of the Saviour of the world un-
der that condemnation of conscience which a mind in darkness and wrath must neces-

sarily feel ; that behevers, called kings and priests, will be made the medium of com-
municating to their condemned brethren, who, like Joseph to his brethren, though he
spoke roughly to them, in reality overflowed with affection and tenderness ; that ulti-

mately every knee shall bow and every tongue confess that in the Lord they have right-

eousness and strength, and thus every enemy shall be subdued to the Kingdom and glory

of the great Mediator.'* (Those who have recently revived this Bestitution scheme,
change some features, as e.g. the obstinate and recalcitrant are given over to '* the second
death," etc.) Even the Mormons, together with much that the Church receives in gen-
eral, incorporate Chiliastic features. Jos. Smith in his Sis. of iht LaUer Day Saints (Bupp's
Orig. His. of Relig. Denoms.) says :

" We believe in the literal gathering of Israel, and in
the restoration of the Ten Tribes ;** ** That Christ will reign personally upon the earth,

and that the earth will be renewed and receive its paradisaical glory." But (Art. '* Mor-
mons," M*Clintock euid Strong's O^c^op.) teach a gross future, illustrated by the future

marriage, etc. (The influence that the association of Chiliasm with singular or fanatical

views has upon many—who overlook the fact that the most precious and fundamental
Christian doctrines are similarly treated—will be treated under Prop. 179

)

• Obs, 6. The Chiliastic doctrine is not confined to any one branch of the

Protestant Church. Its advocates are to be found in all denomuiations,
more or less, and embrace men eminent for piety, abundant labors, and
ability. The lists that are given in various works include Reformers,

Martyrs, English Church Divines, Lutherans, Reformed, Westminster
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Assembly Divines, English Dissenters, New England Divines, Baptists,

Presbyterians, American Episcopal Divines, Congregational ists. Mission-
aries, etc., forming a noble band of adherents to the early faith.

The Btudsnt is referred to the lista given in Brooks's £?. Propli, Jnlerp.^ Taylor's Vokt
of the Churdij The Time of the End by a Gongregationalifit. Seiss's Lasi Timex, Sbiineairs
kschaiohgi/, Elliott's Horoe Apoc,, McCaurs The (M Paths, Wood's Believer'g Guide, T\t

InveMigaUfTf 4th vol., Manford's Apology for MtUenarianism^ Drnmrnond's Dialogues <»

Prophecy, and Defence cf the Studejits cf Prophecy, Bryant's MUUnar'uin Vieics, West's HU.
Pre-MUL Doe,, etc. Macaoiay {Ettsays on the Jevos, 1831) referred to this feature :

** Many
Christians believe that the Messiah will shortly establish a Kingdom on the earth and
reign visibly over all its inhabitants. Whether this doctrine be orthodox or not, we shall

not inquire. The number of people who hold it is vfry much greater than the number of

Jews residing in England. Many of those who hold it are distinguuihed by rank, wealth,

and ability ; it is preached from pulpits both of the Scottish and of the English Church.
Noblemen and members of Parliament have written in defence of it who expect ** that

before this generation shall pass away, aU the kingdoms of the earth will be swallowed Dp
in one Divine Empire." While many of the names that we give are verified by a per-

sonal perusal of their works or extracts from them, many are presented on the authority
of others, and we may thus inadvertently place some of those who are more thoroughly
Millenarian with those who are less so, and the reverse. A complete list of writers, clss.

sified as to their exact views, is still a desideratum, and nntil this is done, injustice may
nnintentionally be done to authors.

Obs, 7. After the Reformation, however, the Reformers and others in-

dorsed certain distinctive features belonging, as parts of the system, to

Millenarian doctrine, we are chiefly indebted to a few leading minds for

bringing forth a return to the old Patristic faith in all its essential forms.

Prominently among these are the following : the profound Biblical scholar

Joseph Mede (bom 1586, died 1638), in his still celebrated Chvis Apocalyp-
tica (translated into English) and Exposition on Peter ; Th. Brightman
(1644), Expositions of Daniel and Apoc, ; J. A. Bengcl (a learned divine,

born 1687, died 1752), Exposition of the Apocalypse and Addresses on the

same ; also the writings of Th. Goodwin (1679) ; Ch. Daubuz (1730) ; Pis-

cator (1646) ; M, F. Roos (1770) ; Alstedias (1643 and earlier) ; Cres^ner
(1689) ; Farmer (1660) ; Fleming (1708) ; Hartley (1764) ; J. J. Hess (1774)

;

Homes (1654) ; Jurieu ri686) ; Maton (1642) ; Peterson (1692) ; Sherwin

(1665) ; and others (sucn as Conrade, Gallus, Brahe, Kett, Broughton,
Marten, Sir I. Newton, Whiston, etc.), materially aided in directing atten-

tion to the Millenarian doctrine and to influence persons to Biblic^ study

on the subject. When these were followed by men eminent for learning

and marked ability (some have been mentioned, others will follow) ; when
the leading poets and commentaries gave an additional impulse to Mille-

narian doctrine by their forcible portrayals and exegetical comments ; when
persons of the highest and lowest position, in all ranks and professions, of

undoubted piety aud usefuluess, thus united in expressing Chiliastic views,

the doctrine of the early church received correspondingly a revival and re-

newed stretigth in the hearts and hopes of believers.

The student is aware that when the revival of Pietism (a movement against a oold

Philosophical and Hymbolistio tendency) took place under Spener, Francke, and others,

there was nlso a return to the Chiliastic faith. Admitting that in some cases it miftht

have been allied with fanaticism, as Mosheim (voL 3, p. 381) intimates, yet Mosheixn

(himself Anti-Millenarian) is unoandid when he says that they " also recalled upon the

stage opinions long since condemned ; asserted that the reign of a thousand years, men.
tionedby John, was at hand." The nnfaimess consists in this : (1) He seems to sanction

the condemnation of the doctrine by the Romish Church ; (2) he Uziks this doctrine vith

extravagances, as if inseparable ; (3) he forgets, having highly praised Spener, thai iSpener
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Ai»tar«^ defended the Millenarian view as Scriptural, and not opposed by the Augsburg
Confession

; (4) that worka, specially written to set forth what were the real views of tJbe

Pietiats (as e.g. Klettwich's), were suppressed, and that their doctrine, in the bitter
controversies ^t ensued, was caricatured, etc. ; (5) Mosheim permits his spirit of hatred
to ttie doctrine (as e.g. in the case of Peterson, etc.) to appear on several occasions, and
bence is to be received with cautioni; (6) the best devotional hymns and books, as well as
practical works on religion, have sprung from that movement. It would be well, if the
detractors of the Pietists possessed their piety, sincerity, usefulness, and ability.

X>r. Fisher in Art. '' MiU.*' (M'Clintock and Strong's Oyclop,) remarks :
*' The ^ill. doc-

trine, in its essential characteristics, has had adherents among some of the mcst sober-
minded theologians of the Lutheran Church in later times. Of these, one of the most
distinguished is John Albert Bengel, the author of The Gnomotit who defended his opinion
iu bis Corn, on the Apoc., published in 1740. He has been followed by other divines of

repuCe ; and the doctrine has not been without prominent supporters among the Luther-
ans down to the present time. One of the latest of their number who has discussed
this question is the Rev. A. Koch {Das TausendjiikHne Reich, Basle, 1872). This writer
endeavors in particular to refute the arguments adduced against the doctrine of a Blll-

lenninm by the German commentators Hengstenbeig, Keil, and Kleifoth." (Comp.
Lange*s estimate of Hengstenberg, etc., in his InJtrod. to Kev.) The Dr. also says : **In

all the other various orthodox Protestant bodies, there are many who believe in the per-

ponal Advent of Christ for the purpose of establishing a Millennial Kingdom.**

Obs. 8. There is a class of able men whose Btntimen ts were favorable to

Millenariana—who either express these in their writings, or speak approv-

ingly of Chiliastic works—and yet by many, at the present day, are sup-

posed to be the contrary. In illustration of this, a number may appropriately

l>o nientioned. John Wesley has often been claimed as Chiliastic (and is

so given by Taylor, Shimeall, and others), because of his chiefly aaoj)ting

BengeVs views in Revelation, and of the views presented in some of his ser-

mons. This has been denied, and utterances aeeiningly contradictory pre-

sented in proof. But this h^^ finally been settled by » Methodist historian,

Tyerman, m his Life of John WesfeVy vol. 2, p. 523, etc. After giving

very candidly Hartley's Mill, views from *^ Paradise Restored^* (affirming

the Pre-Mill. Advent, and the Mill, reign of Jesus, etc., which Wesley
indorsed, see Works, vol. 6, p. 743), Tyerman then gives the fact that John
Wesley read and approved of the same, writing {Meth, Mag., 1783, p. 498)
to the author :

'^ Your book on the Millennium was lately put Into my
hands. I cannot but thank you for your strong and seasonahle confirma-

tion of tJiat comfortable doctrine, of which I cannot entertain the least

doubt, as long as'l believe the BibleJ^ Tyerman most frankly and honestly

(worthy of special notice) adds : " With such a statement, in reference to

such a book, there can be no doubt that Wesley, like his father before

him, wa» a MillenaHaUf a believer in the Sec. Advent of Christ to reign

on earth, visibly and gloriously, for a thousand years. This is a matter

which none of Wesley's biographers have noticed ; and yet the above is not

the only evidence in support of it." He then refers us to a letter to Dr.

Middleton (published 1749), in which Wesley indorses Justin Martyr's

Mill, views, saying :
** To say that they" (i.e. the Fathers of the second

and third cents.) ** believed this, was neither more nor less than to say

they believed the BibleJ* Reference is also made to an article, ** The Ren-
ovation of All Things," in Wesley's Anninian Mag., 1784, p. 154, etc.

The adoption of the Millenarian Bengel's notes for the Apoc, in his Com.
on the New Test., his expressed views on the Judgment Day (which we
quote, Prop. 133), the deliverance of creation (which we quote, Prop. 146),

and related subjects, is ample testimony. <
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Some few hare denied that Dr. Chalmers was Pre-Millenarian, against the

express sentiments quoted by us of a Pre-Mill. Sec. Advent , a non-conrer
sion of the world preceding that Advent (see Prop. 175), the renovation of

the earth (Prop. 146). However he may nave been influenced by some of

the vagaries of Irvingism not to give great prominency to his views on the

subject, yet, in behalf of the truth, his utterances are decided, as can be

seen e.g. by comparing his Sabbath Eeadingsy vol. 1, pp. 311 and Ui>

(comp. Proph. Times, vol. 4, p. 110, etc., for detailed statement). So also

some have tried to claim Si>ener as Post-Millenarian, against the testimouj

of history and his own writings. It is well known to students that Spene:

defended Ckiliasm, and showed that the Augsburg Confession was noC op-

posed to a Scriptural doctrine. The enemies of Spener made his Chiliaj'-

tic views one of their points of attack, and Pietism (comp. Kortz's (X
His,, Neander, Mosheim, etc.) was always, more or less, allied with Mil

lenarianism. Some, attracted by his name, attempt to make oat a rerr

mild form of Chiliasm, but Dr. Kling, Art. Eschatologv in Herzog's Enc^-

clop,, pronounces Spener a most decided C7iiliast, inclined even to the fa-

natical, (?) Prof. Stuart, and many others of our opponents, concede him

to us. Dr. Brown of Gettysburg, in an Art. published in the Lvth,

Observer, even attempted to take John Bunyan from us, but the Conjh-

sion of Faith Twith which compare him on the " First Chapters of

Genesis") quoted under Obs. 4, is a complete and overwhelming answer.

As to Bish. Butler, it is sufflcient to refer to his Analogy, Part 2, ch. T.

and to his Memoirs, p. 298 (quoted by Taylor, and others), where occur

sentiments 07ili/ in accordance with pure Chiliasm. In reference to Rev.

Hall, the celebrated Baptist, it is evident that in his early life he was op-

posed to Chiliasm, as is seen in the production *' Chris. Consistent with

Love of Freedom," where occurs the phrase ** the long-exploded tradition

of Papias respecting the personal reign," but in the closing years of hn
life he materially modified his views, coming nearer to Bunyan's Confes-

sion. For (Diiffield On Proph,, p. "^59) Mr, Thorp, of Bristol, England,
conversed with him on the subject a few days before his decease, and he
'' regretted that he had not preached the Millenarian views he entertained."

(May not others be found in this category ; for the writer personally knows
men who privately entertain Chiliasm, but iiever present it publicly).*

1 Tyerman nnheHitatingly daaaea among MillenariiUia, Charlea Wesley (as Tnrious hymns
evidence). Fletcher (as a letter to John Wealey positivel}' ai^erts, vrittcn a.d. 1755.

Fletcher's Works, vol. 16), Piers, and others. John and Charles Wesley's testimony is the

more disinterested and valnable. since on the one hand they had to resist the indiffer-

ence of others, and on the oth«r, the fanaticism of Bell and others, who (so Tyermui}
predicted the speedy end of the world. Rev. Dr. Kast (himself a leading Methodijst) exys

[Alt. ** Christ's Mill, reign." in the WeM. Ch. Advocate, Jxxly 23d, 1879), after referring to

the able Pre-Mill. advocates in the various denominations :
'* I admit that the Methodist

Chorch is not so largely represented, and that at present Pre-Mill. views are nnpopnlar
among ns, Ind it uxcv not always so. Both John and Charles Wesley, Dr. Coke, as well as

Fletcher and Whitefleld, oocnpied Ihre-MiU. ground, and also, as I am credibly infonnod
in our day, the late revered Secretary of onr Miss. Soc,. Dr. J. P. Dnrbin,** Now in <t»-

trast we present the following: Prof. Worman, in his extended Art. "Methodism"
(M'CUntock and Strong's Oyclop.), says :

'* The Sermons of Jno. Wesley, and his Notes

on the New Test., are recognized by his followers in Great Britain and America ss tt«

standard of Methodism, and as ike basis of their theological creed." If so, then there hMA

been a leide departure on Eschatology. To indicate the same by way of illnstration. t^

copy this notice, without comment, from the Luth. Observer, March 1st, 1878 : " The B«t.

Aithnr P. Adams. Beverly, Mass., so Zion's HeraJUl states, has been sniipended from

the Methodist ministry for holding and teaching doctrines ai txirianoe with those of the
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Metl&odiBt Episcopal Church. He held thatChriBfR Sec. Coming is TMorat hand, and
tliat noi until after the resorrection oconrs can the redemption scheme of Christ be com-
plete" (i.e. in reaolta). It is proper to add, as Tyerman remarks, that Wesley was
guarcled, so as not to give place to extravagances ; as e.g. on fixing the date of the Ad-
vent, Wesley {Meih, Mag., m27, p. 392} says :

'* I have no opinion at all npon when the
Mil), reign of Christ will begin ; I can determine nothing at all about it ; these calcula-

tiozLS are far above, out of my sight.** Tyerman then repeats :
** IStill, Wesley was a

helicver in the certainty of snch a reign, and so was Fletcher, as we have already seen, and
BO -was Wesley's friend, the "Vicar of Bexl^y, Mr, Piers, and so seem to have been the
vrritera of some of the hymns in the Meth. Hymn Book" (quoting several hymns with
Pre-Mill. sentiments). Charles Wesley's Fre-Mill. hymns are quoted in detail in Proph.
T%m^^^ 1866, p. Ill, etc.. Taylor's Voice of the vhurch. Time of the End, etc.. and they are

so clecided in sentiment that it is a matter of snrpriee that any one should fail to appre-
ciate them.

* Others, who entertained distinctive ChilJastio features and located the predicted King-
dom of Dan. 2 and 7 after the Second Advent, might be mentioned, as Archb. Cranmer
<see the Catechism authorized by Edward VI., and written by him, on the phrase '* Thy
Xixigdom come"X Archb. Newcome (see Bickersteth's Diss, on Proph.^ p. 106), Dr. Ben-
soxL (s«e NoUa on Ps. 76 : 10-18, and 98 : 4-9), Budd (see Time of the End, p. 325), Toplady
(see Sermons, Lib. 3, p. 470X etc. (Comp. Taylor's Voice cf the Church and Seiss's Ap. to
tlie Ixxsi T\7nes^ from whom a large number might be added.)

Obs. 9. It woald bo interesting to trace the rise of Millenarianism in

this country. That it was early incorporated into the belief of viaiiy of the
first preachers of this country is evident from the testimony of Cotton
Mather, who himself heartily indorsed it Thus e.^. in the Magnalia he
testifies of Rev. John Davenport (died in Boston 1668), that he appre-
hended ** the true notion of the Chiliad," and ** preached and wrote" about
the ** coming of the Lord, the calling of the Jews, and the first and second
resnrrection of the dead, which do now of late years get more-ground
against the opposition of the otherwise minded, and find a kinder enter-

fainment amongj them that * search the Scriptures ;' and that" he asserted
" a personal, visible, powerful, and glorious coming of the Lord Jesua
Christ unto iadgment, long before the end of the world." He calls Rev.
Thomas Walley (died 1679), ** our pious Chiliust, Walley," who was like

Made, Davenport, Hook, and who understood ** the First Resurrection to

be corporeal," just as *' some of the first and eminent teachers in the church
believed." Reference is made to Rev. John Eliot (died 1690), as con-
stantly pressmg " the Coming of the Lord Jesus Christ ;" the same in-

timations are ^\\en respecting Whiting, Samuel Mather, Increase Mather
(Pres. Harvard College), himself, and others.

We append additional testimony. In the Preface to The Magnalia, Mather says :
** The

first andfamous pastors in the New England churches did, in their public ministry, fre-

qnently insist on the doctrine of Christ's glorious Kingdom on earth which will take place
aft€r the conversion of the Jews, and when the fulness of the Gentiles shall come in. It

is a pity that this doctrine is no mure inculcated by the present ministi^. which has in-

dnced me the rather to preach and now by the press to publish, what is emitted here-

with.' * And now that this must be understood in a pureiy Chiliasiic sense, is evident from
both what Cotton Mather and his father, Increase Mather, hare taught on the sub-
ject. Thus e.g. Increase Mather, in his Discourse on Fhith (a.d. 1710), and The Mys-
tery qf IsraeTs IMixttion^ teaches :

** He (Christ) will then (aj Ocmiing) remove His throne
from heaven to this visible world. Then toilt His visible Kingdom appear in the great-

est glory ; when also there will be a personal reign and residence of Christ in this

lower world.** " When they that corrupt the earth are destroyed, a new earth will suc-

ceed, in which shall dwell righteonsness. Then will the kingdoms of this world become
the Kingdoms of Christ, and He shall reign forever and ever,'* etc. But Cotton Mather
is more plain :

" It is well known, that in the earliest of the primitive times the faithful

did, in a literal sense, believe the ' second coming * of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the
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rising and the reigning of the saints with Him, a thousand years h^ort^ the rest of th^

dead live again/ a doctrintt which, however, some of later years have oonnted heretical

:

yet in the days of Iremeas, loere queMioned by none but such cut wart counted herttie». It i<

evident from Justin Martyr that the doctrine of the Chiliad was in his days embrace
among oti orthodox ChristituiH ; nor did this Kingdom of our Lord begin to be doafctrd

tuUU the Kingdom of Antichrist began to advance into a considerable figare, and tktr^ A

fell chiefly under the reproaches oj such men as were fain to deny the dirine aaf hority U
the Book of Revelation, and of the Second Epistle of Peter. He ift a stranger to antiquitr

who does not find and own the ancients generally of the persuasion. Neverthelesa;. at

last men came, not only to lay aside the modesty expressed by one of the first Anti-Mil-

lenarians, namely, Jerome, but also with violence to persecute the Millenary truth bm in

heretical pravity. Bo the mystery of our Lord's * appearing in His Kingdom * lay burled

in Popish darkness, till the light thereof had a fresh dawn. Since the Antichrist entered

into the last half-time of the period allotted for him, and now within the last sevens of

years, as things grow nearer to accomplishment, beamed and pious men, in greed nvanb^f<

everywhere come to receive, explain, and maintain, the oldfaiUi about it.** In the Shtdtr^

and Preacher, Mather is equally decisive : " The Son of God, about to descend, will inilic:

vengeance on them who know not Qod and obey not His Oospel ; but He will manife^
Ifis Kingdom of the sairiis in the earthy which b to be possessed by our second and heavenly

Adam ; and this, we confess, is ascertained to us by promise, but in another state-, as

being afier the resurrection." " They indulge themselves in a vain dream, not to sat

insane, who think, pray, and hope, conirary to the whole sacred iicnpture and sound rta9>m,

that the promised happiness of the Church on earth wiU be b^ore the Lord Jesus shall ap-

pear in His Kingdom." " Wdhout doubt the kingdom of this world will not become th«

Kingdom of God and His Christ, before the preordained time of the dead, in which the

reward shall bd given to the servants of God and to those that fear His name." ** The rtM

of the saints, and the promised Sabbath, and the Kingdom of God, in which His wUl shall

be done on earth as it is in heaven, and those great things of which God hath spoken br

the mouths of His prophets, all prophesying as with one voice ; all shall be confirmed by

their falfllment in the new earth, not in'our defiled and accursed earth." Rev. JoshTU
Spalding (Ledures, pp. 221-2, etc.) speaks of "* many ChriatianSf who were looking, not fur

the modern Millennium, but for the Sec. Coming of Christ," etc.. and adds :
'* I have had

the testimony of elderly Christian people, in several parts of N^w England, that within

their remembrance this doctrine was first advanced in the places where they lived, and
have heard them name the ministers who first preached it in their churches. No doc-

trine can be more indisputably proved to have been the doctrine of the PrimitiTe Church
than those we call Millenarian ; and, beyond aU dispute, the same were favorite doctrines

with the fathers of New England ; with the words of one of whom, writing upon this

subject, we shall conclude our observations upon their antiquity : ' They are not new, bvi

old; they may be new to some men, but I cannot say His to their honor.' " In another
place (p. 191) he says : " The doctrine of the Millennium is truth ; and the prevaiilng ex-

pectation, that it is fast approaching, and is now very near, Is doubtless rational, " etc.

The same is true dootrinaliy of Thomas Prince (a.d. 1728 to 1758), pastor at Boston fso

Spaulding's Lectures), of Dr. B, Gale (see Barber's His, Goliections cf Connecticut, p. 531,

who also says :
'' This (Mlllenarianism) appears to have been the belief of pious persons

at the time of the first settlement of New England," etc.).

The same early Chiliasm is traceable in other denominations. Thxis e.g. in the early

Lutheran and Reformed Churches quite a number of ministers entertained it. The
writer was informed by his grandparents and parents that they conversed with gnch and

heard them occasionally present Millenarianism. The brief biographical sketches re-

maining give us no idea of the form in which they held it^ but a clue is obtained by the

fact that the works of Bengel, Stilling, and others like them, were favorites and largely

circulated. Books of German and English Chiliasts were held in esteem, and the writer

has often been surprised to find among old people a detailed and correct knowledge of

the doctrine, and on inquiry the reception of the same was generally attributed to the in-

struction of some old pastor or the reading of such works. In conversation with olhers,

they recalled similar reminiscences.

Obs, 10. The progress of Ohiliastic doctrine in this country, while im-

mensely in the minority, has been highly resnectable, as admitted even by

our opponents. It embraces many of the ablest, most devoted and schol-

arly men that the church has produced.
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The lAdh. Observer (always, more or less, an opponent), in a notice (Oct. 25th, 1676)
of a I*re-Mill. pamphlet, ^* Jesus is Coming,* ' by W. K. B., says that our doctrine *' has had
eminent supporters in the Church, tiuch men us Sir I. Kewton, Dr. Chalmers, Dean Al-
ford, and Dr. Ereckenridge have been among its advocates. And among the signatures
to a call for a series of public meetings to be held in New York, in the month of Octo-
ber, are the names of learned and pi<nui men representing ail the denominations (^ Protestant'
isni." Prof. Briggs, and a few others, evidently angry at the increase of Chiliasm in tho
I'resbyterian Church, suggested discipline on the cliarge of *• heresy," to which Rev. Dr.
Mutchmore (quoted Messiah's lleratd^ Jan. 15th, lt*79j, of the same Church, replies : **It

is beBt to allow our pastors to use their own judgment in preaching on the matter. What
axe we to do ? Some of our most ejrUnenl men are Pre-MiUenariana, and we have no article

'which is against the idea of Christ's personal reign on earth. It is all a question of inter-

pretation, on which our highest bodies have never made any deliverance, and, in my
opinion, they never should." Rev. Dr. Mackay, in his address at the Milday Conference
(1879), speaking in reference to Chiliastio advocates as observed in his recent visit to the
U.S. and Canada, said :

** I thank God that in every cUy that I visited, in New York, Chi-
cago, and elsewhere, the most spiriiual men are rousing up to inquire and look into these
tbiugs." Many such declarations might be given, but ^e reader can soon satisfy him-
»trii by glancing over the names following. We append a list—imperfect at best—of
Aiuerican and Canadian Chiliasts, according to their Church relationship as far as known.

J^rot, Episcopal Church : Dr. S. H, Tyng, sen.. Dr. Tyng, jr.. Dr. R. Newton, H. Dana
Ward. Rev. J. R. AlweU, Rev. E. T. Perkins, Rev. Th. W. Haakins, Rev. Rob. C. Booth,
Kov. L. W. Bancroft, Felix R. Brunot, Dr. Julius E. Grammer, Bh, T. H. Vail, Rev. T.
W. Hastings, Bh. W. W. Niles, Canon Baldwin, Canon W. Bond, Bh. Southgate. Dr. F.

Vinton, Rev. Morell, Bh. Mcllvaine, Bh. Henshaw, Rev. E. Winthrop, Rev. Moigan,
Bev. Johnson, Rev. Farrer, Rev. Dobbs, Rev. Smith, Rev. Trenwith, Rev. Newton (Gam-
bier). Bh. Bedell, Bh. Hopkins, Bh. Williams, Bh. Huntingdon, Bh. Odenheimer. D. N.
Lord.

Reformed ^iscopai : Bh. W. R. Nichohion, Rev. G. A. Reddles, Rev. W. V. Feltwell,

Bav. B. B. Leacock, Rev. M. B. Smith.
Fresbyterian: Dr. C. K. Imbrie, Dr. 8. H. Kellogg, Dr. E. R. Craven, Dr. J. H,

Brookes, Rev. W. J. Gillespie, Rev. H. M. Parsons, Dr. N, West, Rev. W. J. Erdman,
William Reynolds, John Wannamaker, Rev. F. W. Flint, Rev. E. P. Adams. Rev. J. S.

Stewart, Rev. D, E. Bierce, Rev. C. C. Foote. Rev. L, C. Baker, Rev. W. B. Lee. Rev.
E. R. Davis, Dr. S. R. Wilson, B. Dubois Wyckoff, Rev. B. F. Sample, Rev. H. M. Ba-
con, Rev. D. Mack, Rev. E. P. Marvin, Dr. R. Patterson, Rev. R. C. Mathews, Rev. A.
Erdman, Rev. J. R. Berry, Prof. J. T. Duffield, Saml. Ashhurst, Rev. Prof. R. D. Mor-
ris, Rev. D. R. Eddy, Rev. Wm. P. Paion, Dr. "NVillia Lor*. Dr. J. G. Reaser. Dr. Mar-
shall, Dr. Felix Johnson, Dr. Kalb, Dr. F. E. Brown, Dr. Stanton, Dr. McCartee, Dr.
Geo. Duffield, Dr. B. J. Breckenridge. Dr. Krebs, Dr. J. LiUie. Rev. R. C. ShimeaU, Dr.
Poor, Dr. Van Doren, Rev. Blauvelt, Rev. Dinwlddie, Rev. Laird, Matthews, Marquis,
Congdon, Rev, Adair. Rev. Prof. McGill. Rev. J. C. Randolph, Rev. W. Hogarth,

United Presbyterian : Dr. J. T. Cooper. Dr. W. Y. Moorehead, Rev. J. P. Sankey, Rev.
W. J. Gillespie, Rev. R. W. French. Rev. S. B. Reed, Rev. R. A. McAycal. Rev. D. A.
Wallace, Rev. J. G. Galloway, Rev. J. S. McCulloch, Rev. W. W. Barr, Rev. G. Hayser.

Baptists : Dr. A J. Gordon, Rev. J. D. Herr, Rev. J. Hyatt Smith, Dr. J. W. Bancroft,
Rev. H. M. Saunders, Rev. J. P. Farrer, Rev. Alf. Harris, Rev. Jos. Evans, Rev. J. M.
Stiffler. Rev. G. M. Peters, Rev. F. E. Tower, Dr. J. E. Jones, Rev. J. T. Beckley, Rev.
J. J. Miller, Ed. S. White, B. F. Jacobs, Rev. C. Perrin, Rev. F. L. Chappell, Rev. Rob.
Cameron, Rev. H. F. Titus, Rev. H. A. Cordo, Rev. G. M. Stone, Dr. S. H. Ford. Rev.
A. J. Frost, Rev. J. C. Wilmarth, Prof. Dr. Weston. Rev. Barralle, Rev. Brown, Rev.
Colgrove, Rev. Wm. Knapp. Rev. H. Knapp, Rev. J. C. Waller, Rev. Taylor.

Oowjregationalisi : Dr. E. P. Goodwin. Rev. W. W. Clarke, Dr. H. D. Kitchell, Dr. J.

Wild, Rev. W. R. Joyslin, Rev. G. C. Miln, Rev. E. C. Hood, Rev. W. W. Syle, Rev.
Myron Adams, Rev. G. R. Milton, Abner Kingman, Rev. Burton, Rev. Francis Russell,

C. M. Whittlesey, Rev. Lorimer, Rev, Morton, Rev. Bancroft, Rev. Andrews, Rev. Cun-
ningham.

Reformed Church : Dr. Rufus W. Clarke, Rev. C. Parker, Rev. J. B. Thompson, Rev.
W. H. CUrke. Dr. W, R. Gordon, Dr. J. T. Demarest, Dr. G. S. Bishop. Rev. R. F.
Clarke. Rev. Merritt, Rev. BaUagh, Rev. Brown, Rev. Dr. Forsyth, Dr. S. H. Giesy,

.

Methodists: Prof. H. Lummis, Rev. Jno. Parker, Dr. H. Foster, Rev. Jesse M. Gilbert,

Geo. Hall, T. W. Harney, Rev. W. E. Blackstone, W, E. Grim. Dr. G«o. W. Brown, Qea,
A. Hall, Dr. Marshall, EzceU, Dr. J. P. Durbin, Rev. Dr. Nast.
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Lutheran: Dr. J. A. Seisa, Bev. Laird, Rev. Dr. Oswald. Rev. A. R. Brown. Dr. J. G.
Schmacker (and Drs. Helmath, Lachman, and D. Knrlz, who recommended his Chiliastae
work).
Moravian: Rev. E. Reineke* J. G. Zipple.
Ohiliastic writers belonging to varioas bodies, sach as Sewnd Adwniists^ or branches

:

Hastings, Taylor, Andrews, Crozier, Bliss, Himes, Litch, Hale, Thomas, Wilson, Camp-
bell, Reed, Coghill, Lyon, Chown, Cook. Woodruff, Catlin, Allen, Ramsey, Fancher,
Parry, Chase, Coombe, Niles, Jacobs,* Seymonr, ChampUn, Lnmbard, Carpenter, Batch-
elor, Wellcome, Grant, Bmith, Bomham, Libby, Brewer, Pratt, Shepherd, Flagg, Suth-
erland, White, Coach, Higgins, Borbank, Piper, Kimpson, Cole, Hancock, Bellows, Ana-
tin, York, Teeple, Morgan, Preble, Cliittendeb, Cotton, Moore, Pearson, Miller, C. Palmer,
£. K. Bamhill, S. A. Chaplin, etc.

Among other organizations are writers of the *' Catholic Apostolic Chnrch," ''Plym-
onth Brethren,'* ** Christadelphians " (Dr. J. Thomas and followers), and others.

Miscellaneous. Names that have fallen under observation as Chiliasts, bat whose exact

Church relationship is unknown to the writer, such as Storrs, Beegle, Wendell, Ramsey,
Woodworth, Bh. Ivea, Dr. Broadhead, Dr. McCarty, Lindsey, Forsyth, Rev. Goo. C. Lor-
imer, R. C. Matlack, Geo. R. Cramer, Rev. L. Osier, J. M. Orrick, L. B. Rogers, G«o.
W. Tew, Rev. C. M. Morton, Rich. Aortou, Rev. Almond Barrelle, Prof, T. W. Bancroft
(Brown Univ.), Wm. Reynolds, Rev. C. Cunningham, S. J. Andrews, Rev. F. W. Dobbs,
Dr. A. W. Pilzer, J. M. Haldeman, D. C. H. Marquis, Rev. Dr. Watson, Rev. Dr. Miller,

Dr. J. R. Davenport, Dr. W. Lloyd, Rev. A. J. Patton. Rev. J. P. Newman, Dr. R.

Jeffrey, M. Baldwin, Rev. Dr. Bimpsoh (Louisville), Rev. Dr. Shaw (Rochester), Rev.
Graves, Rev. Brookman, Dr. Williamson, Dr. Robinson, Geo. Reynolds (the last four in

Canada), Rev. R. Campbell, Rev. W. Cadman, Thomas (of Canada), Rev. J. M. Weaver,
Walter, John H. Graff, Rev. B. Philpot, Rev. 8. Bonhomme, J. Harper, Anna Siliman,
Dr. J. W. Hatherell, Darby, Thomas, Harkneas, Bryant, Davis, Holgate, James IngUs,
Dr. J. J. Janeway, Rob. Kirkwood, Rev. W. Newton, J. P. Labagh, Seth Lewis, Gran-
ville Penn, Dr. Wm. Ramsey, HoUia Read, Hugh White, Rev. John G. Wilson (Ed.

Proph. Times), Jno. F. Graff (** Greybeard
'

'), Woodbury Davis, D. M. Lord, Dr. Ramsey,
Dr. Halsey, Dr. Harkness, A. D. Jones. B. S. Dwiggens, C. T. Russell, N. H. Barbour, J.

M. Stevenson, J. P. Wheethee, Wiley Jones, J. H. Patton, W. J. Mann, B. Wilson, J.

A. Simonds, B. W. Keith, G. M. Myers, A. B. Magmder, H. V. Reed, L. A. Allen, W.
Laing, E. Hoyt, J. Pierce, T. Wilson.

Obs, 11. The advoctttea of Chiliaam in Endand, Gkjrmany, France, and
other European countries form a band that contains names highlj

honored by the church, both as to attainments and usefulness in the ser-

vice of Jesus.

We present the following without reference to their Church relationship.

England, Scotland, and Ireland : Dr. A. R. Fausset, Dr. W. P. Mackay, Bh. Newton,
Sir I. Newton, Dr. Chalmers, Dr. Candlish, Home, Bh. Trench, Bh. Ellicott, Twisae,

Marshall, Elliott, Maitland, Birks, the Drs. Bonars, Bickersteth, Auriol, Fremantle,

Ryle, Palmer, Ash, Noel, Canon Hoare, Rainsford, Wood, E. Garbett, Bridge, Burroughs,
Kelly, Cox, Caryll, Goodwin, Gouge, Wilson, Brock, Smith, Trotter, Langley, Sterry, Sel-

den, Ainsworth, Gataker, Fealty, Green hill, Stevenson, Shepherd, Dean Alford, Brooks,

Pym, Dolton, Greswell, Burgh, Todd, Irving, Hewitson, Dr. M'Caul, Anderson, Begg,

McClieyne, Bums, GilfiUan, Hamilton, Camming, Adolph Saphir, Frazer, Jamieson,
Cochrane, Cunningham, Sabine, Hugh Miller, the Duke of Manchester, Lord, Jones,

Habershon, Alexander, Tycho Brahe, Lord Napier, Lent.-Gen. Goodwyn, Haldano, Stew-

art, Rob. Montgomery, Preb. Auriol, Rev. m!. Rainsford, Dean Fremantle, the £ari of

Shaftesbury, Bell, Prnden, Baxter, Lord Radstock, Earl Russell, Rev. C. Skrine, Rev.

E. Nangle, Rev. R. Chester, Capt. J. E. Dutton, Th. W. Greenwell, Rev. S. V. Edwards.
J. Denham Smith, Capt. Moreton, Dr. C. B. Egan, Bh. Wordsworth. Rev. Gordon Cal-

throp, Rev. J. Gosset-Tanner, Rev. C. H. Hamilton, Rev. Grattan Guinness, Rev. S. Gru-
vatt, Mr. Soltau, F. G. Bellett, Mr. Hyslop, Mr. Jenour, Dr. A. Saphir, Rev, E. WUkes,
Rev. C. H. Hamilton, Lord Carlizle, T. R. Andrews, Col. Sondwith, Preb. Cadman,
Col. Rowlandson, Rev. E. H. Brooke, Rev. T. Flavel Cook, Rev, H. W, Webb-Peploe,
Preb. Dftlton, Rev. C. J. Goodheart, Rev. J. Wilkinson, Rev. H. E. Fox, Rev. F. A 0.

Lillington, Canon Garbett, Rev. Rev. Frank White, E. J. Hytche, Rev. G. A. Sparks,

R. J. Mahoney, Cheyne Brady, Bh. Horsley, Tillotson (a Westm. divine). Mode, Bnznet,
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F. E. HastingB, CIlaa. Mande, Bev. W. Frith, Dnrant, Fanner, the Bishop of Cashel, the
Sishop of Ripon, Admiral Vernon Harconrt, Hon. A, Kinnaird, Capt. John Trotter, Eev.
Capel Molenenx, Rev. James Cochrane, B«v. Walter Wood, Geo. Ogilvie, Hon. H. R.
aiaxweU, Rev. Jameu Kelly, Rev. Dr. Wilson, Rev. W. Rrock, Rev. W. IVotter, Rev, B.
Wills Newton, Rev. Dr. Stevenson, Rev. W. Niven, Wattson, Waples, Boach, Pirie, Mans-
ford, Mandeyille, McCansland, Gregory, Bellamy, Bev. H. £. Pierce, Keach, Tait, Sirr,

WellH, Coke, the Wesleys, Fletcher, Piers. Hkeen, Brightman, Frere, Fitcaim, Carleton,
Waple, Archer, Dallas, Brightman, Woodhonse, Wickes, Bayfnrd, Villiers, J. Biencho,
Beverly, Grimshawe, Woodroofe, Barker, Marsh, Dibdin, Fisk, Fremantle, Wilson,
Reichart, Harrison, Holland, Wigram, Nolan, Bnrgh, Bh. Clayton, Cooper, Dmmmond,
Eyre, Farmer, Ed, King, A, Jukes, Flemming, jr., W. Vint, Keith, R. Hort. Dr. J. Knight,
I*, Lancaster, Flemming, Ferer, Th. Loader, Frey, Gregg, Girdleetone, Habershon,
Hallet, Maitland, Hartly, the Duke of Manchester, Manford, Hawtrey, Homes, Dr. W.
^larsh, Rob. Maton, J. Hooper, Rev. Hugh McNeile, Hon. and Rev. G. T. Noel, Dr. F.
Kolan, J. Hnssey, W. Perry, Rev. A. Pirie, Rev. A, R. Purdon, J. Pumes, Forster, Nath.
Ranew, R. Roach, B. W. Saville, James Scott, Dr. Sayer Rudd, F, Sergent, Wm. Sher-
man, Peter Sterry, J. G. Zipple, H. W. Woodward, J. H. Stewart, TiUinghast, Th. L.
Strange, Wm. Thorpe, Wm. Whiston, Jos. Tyso, Jos. Tyson, El. Winchester, Jer. White,
Leut-G. H. Wood, Walter Wood, Wm. Witherby, H. W. Woodward, T. WhoweU, Ben-
»on, Ambrose, Rev. Ch. Brown, Spargeon, Bnmet, Bnrk, Pope, Sherwood, Dr. G.
Sharpe, Dr. S. Chamook, Wm. Cowper, Spalding, R. Clarke, Wm. Clayton, Bh. Cran-
mer, Charlotte Elizabeth. GilfiUan, J. Glass. Dr. R. Hnrd. Wm. Wogan, Dr. I. Watts, Bh.
Heber, Gen. J. Harlan, Rev. S. Johnson, Jno. Keble, Jno. Milton, A. M. Toplady, M. F.
Tnpper, Dr. Jno. Thompson, J. L, Towers, Rev. L. Way, Cressener, Jno. Fox, Dr. Mar-
golionth, Denbam, Niven, Nangle, Harker, Dr. Wilson, Dr. Stephenson, French, Dr.
Leask, Gillson, Berks, J. Vemer, Foskett, Scott, Phillips, Dr. T. J. Bell, W. S. Ross,
Purdon, Harris, Code, Rob. Howard, Hon. W. Wellesley, Rob. Baxter, Henry Dmm-
mond, Dr. Rob. Anderson, Rev. Wm. Maude, Rev. N, Starkey, M. Redman, Esq., Rev.
8. Garrett, E. Phair, Rev. J. Sabine Knight, Rev. J. Cochrane, Hon. S. R. Maxwell,
Reads, Wood, Moleneux, H. Smith, J. Kelly, Brack, W. Trotter, Wills Newton, Niven,
H. Shepheard, Dr. J. Wilson, Dr. Stevenson, Geo. Ogilvie, B. Wills Newton, Rev. T. J.

Malyon, Rev. E. J. Hytche, H. Weymott, Rev. G. H. Pember, Rev. N. S. Godfrey.
Germany : Bengel, Jung Stilling, P. J. Spener, M. F. Roos, P. M. Hahn, J. M. Hahn,

Peterson, Rothe, Auberlen, Martensen, Domer, Christlieb, Luthardt, Delitzsch, Lange,
OUhausen, Ebrard, Meyer, Baumgarten, T. C. K. Von Hofmann, Lechler, Riggenbach,
Floerke, Schl^el, Kiummacher, Steir, Kurtz, Christian!, Rinck, Pfleiderer, Koch,
Schmid, Steffan^ Diisterdieck, F. Semler, Typke, G^rken, Opitz, Leutwein, Rlible, von
Lilienstern, Sander, Oetinger, Lavater, Crusius, Cocceius, Breithaupt, Piscator, Passa-
vant, Lisco, Kohler, C. F. P. Leutwein, Dr. V. U. Maywahlen, Huss, Cloter, Michael,
Hebart, Schneider, Gotlob Schultze, Jno. Dav. Schaeffer, Daubuz, Koppe, Fr. Bauer,
Freiderick Kletwick, Pr, J. Lange, Jno. G. Schoner, Dr. F. V. Reinhard, C. R. Reichel,
Osiander, J. Nissen, Kling, Thomasius, H. Wilh. J. Thiersch, Alb. Koppen.

^hinc« and SwUzerland: Prof. Godet of Lausanne, Gaussen, Dr. J. Abbadie, P^e
Amelote, E. Guers, P. Jurieu, Lambert, Pierre Poiret, Lavater.

Hoiland : Van Oosterzee, Da Costa, Capadoae.
MisceUaneous : F. W. Stuckert, Rev. D. G. Mallery, Rev. Paul, Roorda, Hebert, Gneis,

Mitflnfn De Gasparin, Rev. R. Hamilton (Melbourne, Australia^, Comenius, Jurien, Sera-

nius, Altingius, Alsted, Riemann, Worthington, Seitz, Dreissenins, Jarchi, Kimchi, Abra-
banel. Alabaster, Durant, Chas. Jerram, Mejanel, Coleman, Ben Ezra, Crool, U. A. Black-
wood, J. G. Bellett, H. W. Soltau, Wm. Linocln, H, Snell, Bh. Spangenberg (Moravian),

H. Meynott, Esq. (Australia).

Obs, 13. The number of able commentators favoring, indorsing, and
teaching Chiliaatic doctrine is not only creditable, but extremely satisfac-

tory to the faithful believer, showing that men who specially devote them-
selves to the study and explanation of the Scriptures find Millenarianism

clearly taught therein.

We instance the following : Bengel's Gnomon of t?ie If. T., a work still in the highest

esteem ; Olshausen's Com. on the New. TcsU^ a work repeatedly republished ; Gill's Expos,

of the Old and New Teats. ; Steir* s Words of the Lord Jesus, still republished ; Alford's

Greek Tesl, wiih ProUg. and Com., a standard work ; Iiange'a Com. of th6 Old and New
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Teats., eapecially the Amer. Edition, and particularly 1 and 2 Theas., Ed. by Dr. Lillie

Sunopais of the Aeic Teat, ; Piacator*s Com, on Old and New Test. ; Coke's Cbim. on Oid at>d

Mud Test.: Jamieson, Brown, and Fansset's (km. on the Old cmd New Tests., a recent one^

and Pre-Mill. in the parts edited by Faosset ; Jndge Jones's Notes on Scr^jiure (in the r-
publication this title was changed) ; Dr. Nast's 0am. on New Test., only a part pablisfaed.

Gommeutaries and Expositions on detaohed portions of the Scriptures. Gresven
{Parables), Keach (Parables), Bonar {Lev. and Psalms)^ Tait {Hebrews), Hyle {Exp.

ThOfughiSy Oospels), Beis8(Leu. and Hebrews), Gumming {Parables, Rev., etc,% Lillie {7%e*i,\

Bchmaoker (Beu.), Daabnz {Rev.), Eoppe {Theas.), Yrj {Rom. and Psalms\ Sirr (Noies o*

Luke), O. H. M. {Notes on Gen., etc.), Wells {Dan. and Rev.), Demarest {Peier), Delitzsch

(Gen.), Sir I. Newton {Dan. and Rev.), Ebrard {Rev.), Skeen {Rev.), Haldane {Rom,), Hede
{Apoc. and Peter), Brightman {Dan. and Reu.), Bengel {Apoc.), Goodwin {Hev.), L Lange
{J^>oc.), Anberlen {Dan. and Reu.), Elliott {Apoc.), Lord {Apoc), Buck {Maih. 24.) Ft««
{Dan.,Esd.,and Rev.), Pitcaim (Pj. 2,) Carleton {Matt. U), Waple {Apoc.), Woodhonse
{Apoc.), Wickes (Apoc.), Bliss {Apoc.), Boos {Dan. and Rev.), Sander {Rev.), Kohler {Hag.\
Birks (Dan,), Gressoner (Apoc,), Hooper {Apoc.), Knight {Peter), W, Nevton (Am.), Pewn
{&ek.), Thompson {Matt. 25), Tyso {Ezek. etc.), Ganssen {Dan.), Cunninghame {Apoc.\
Darby {Dan.), Holmes (Apoc. and Dan.), Tregelles (Dan.), Brown (Apoc.), Irving (Apoc),
Ward (Rev.), Wicken, (Rev,), MandevUle (l/e6.), Waples (Apoc.), and others. Coumen.
tariea and Expositions that present some of the Ghiliastic features. Clarke's Oom. on tkt

Old and New Test. ; Jarohi's Oom. Hebraicus ; Kimohi's 0am. on Prophda ; Abrabanel*s Ckm,

on Prophets; Stuart's Oom. Apoc. (gives the doctrine of a literal first resurrection); Al-

tingius' Oom. Jeremiah; Piscator's Oom. oh Old and New Tests.; Garyll's Ejcp. on Job;
Gouge's Oom. Jl^ews; Fassavant's Phil, and £^. ; Lisco's New Test.; Deprez On
Daniel ; and others.

We append a few statements respecting Pre-Mill. commentators. Alford {N. T, vol.

2, p. 3aO), speaking of the Apocalyptic interpreters since the French Bevolution, says

:

** The majority, both in number, leamijig, and research, adopt the Pre-Millennial Advent, fol-

lowing the plain and undeniable sense of the sacred text." Dr. Ed. Beeeherin Tht
Independent (Aug. 24th, 1871), laments over the ** increase'* of Millenarian " pouter^' as ex-

hibited m recetd commentators, saying : " This is true of Alford, Ellioott, Lange, and
his co-laborers, especially Drs. Lillie, Auberlen, and Riggenbaoh. To these we most add
the writings of Exiglish and American Biillenarians, the older and the more recent. And
there is at present no adequaJbe counterpoise to the weighi of axLihority of the commentators
whom we have mentioned." This feature, thus frankly acknowledged by an opponent*
is a source of gratification to us, and of thankfulness to Gk>d in raising up such advo-

cates.

0h8, 13. Numerous writers, who, in their occafiional works, give expres-

sion to Chiliastic belief, without entering largely in details.

Such as e.g. Milton, the various Pre-Mill. Commentators, Chalmers, Chamock, Wogan,
Domer. Mather. Nissen, Spurgeon, Talmage (somewhat oontradictoiy), GilflUan, Hoodjr,

Burroughs, Clayton, Coleman, Fox, and many others.

Ohs, 14. Authors, who prominently set forth one or more essential feat-

ures of our system, either in elucidation or defence of the same.

Such e.g. Woodward. Essays on MUl. : Thorp, DesUnies qf the Brii. Emp. ; CpooI. BeA

of Israel ; Prey, Judah and Israel ; Winthrop, Premivm Essay on Symbols ; Abdiel, EMfs;
^egg, Argument for 1h€ Oomirvj cf the Lord ; Nathan Lord. 7^ MUlenmiim ; W. Newton,

Lee. on the first two visions of Ikm. ; and the writings of White. Thompson, Burgh, Tyva,

Strange. Stewart, Beverly, Eyre, Flemming, Sirr, Labangh, and many otheiH.

Obs. 15. Writers who give a very fair exhibit of the system of doctrine,

showing the relationship that one part sustains to the other, are also quite

numerous.
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Thus e.g. Seisa" Last TXmea; Brooke's MaranaOui / Demarest and Gordon's ChriatoO'

racy ; Bicknrsteth's Pradioal Guide ; Brooks' BL cf Proph. Inierpretaium ; D. N. Lord's
Coming and Keign q^ Christ ; Dr. McCanl's Old PcUhs, etc. ; McNeUe'a ikrmons on the See.

Advent, ; Noel's Prospeds of the Church <^ Christ ; Duffield's Diss, on the Prophecies / and
the writings of the Bonars, Pym, flhimoall, Molynenx, Lord, Birka, Bryant, kamsey, and
many others.

Obs. 16. The controversial writers who have directly written in defence
of MillenarianiBm against the attacks of opponents are worthy of notice.

^orks specially designed to defend Chiliasm against objections are nnmerons. The
foUowing may be designated : Dnffield's Mill. Defended, and Reply to Stuart ; tihimeall's

Hepb/ to Shedd ; The Theol. aiid Lit. Journal^ Ed. by D. N. Lord, contains a l&rge nnmber of
snch articles ; Dr. Craven's Reply to Prof. Briggs {N. Y. Evangelist, 1879) ; Dr. Moore-
head's series of arts, in reply to Dr. Macgill (Chicago Jnsirudor, 1879) ; Randolph's
series of arts. (Danville JHbune, 1879) ; The Prophetic Times in its entire old and new
series ; Lillie's Notes on the Mill. Controversy (in his " Petpetnity of the Earth") ; Ander-
son's Apology for the MiU. Doc. : Christocracy, by Drs. Demarest and Gordon ; Bayford's
Heply to Joties / Tyson's Defence of the Personal Reign ^ Dnunmond's D^ence of the Stu-

dents of Prophecy ; The Literalisi (5 vols.) contains some able articles ; Majiford's Apology;
Spence's Defence of the Hope of Better Times ; Sirr's First Res. ; Prudon's Last VioU ;
Bryant's MUl. Vtevos ; Pym's Ihoughts on Mill. ; Maton's IsraeTs Redemption Redeemed/
O^vie's Popular Objedions ; Coi's MiUenarian^s Answer / and, in brief, the writings of
Beiss, Brookes, Bonar. Bickersteth, Cnnnlnghame, and many others (for nearly all Chili-

astic works devote some space to the consideration of objections), besides the quarter-

lies, monthlies, and papers specially devoted to the advocacy of Pre-Mill. The work of

Dr. Brown (Sec. Coming) was answered by Lord {LU. and Tlieol. t/ournoi), Bonar (7%e Com.
and Kingd. of the Lord Jesus Christ), the Dnke of Manchester (Ap. to the Unished Mys*
tery). Wood {TracC), Scott, and others.

Obs. 17. VariouB writers in onr religions papers, periodicalB, Bim|)ly

either give their initials or conceal their identity by a nom deplume, while

presenting articles of a Chiliastic tenor, are not to be overlooked in con-

sidering the nnmber of advocates.

Hence it is difBcnlt to form anything like a correct estimate of numbers. In my own
denomination (Evang. Lutheran) quite a number of persons are only known to me by
occasional articles signed in this way. This is true of many others. Bev. Ebaugh in

his brief His. of MUl. in Bupp's Orig. His. of Relig. Denom's, says :
" The number of

Christians who hold substantially the foregoing views of the Millennium [|^Chiliastic],

cannot be computed with any degree of certainty, but from the writings of distingushed

divines, both in the European and American churches, we are warranted in estimating

their number at many thousands already." We have also quite ar number of Chiliastic

works given anonymously, such e.g. Time of the End, Spes Fiddium, or The Believer's Hope,

TheopoliSj The See. Com. qf the Lord, Review of Scripture, Reign of Christ on Earth, MUlenniat

Church, A Tenet cf MUlennium, MuUum in Parvo ; or the Jubilee qf Jubilees, The F\rsi Resur-

rection, Enoch, An Inquxry into the Sec. Coming, Das Tausen^jahrige Reich, ChrisCs Speedy

Return in Glory, Abdit^s Essays, Second Advent, and others.

Obs. 18. Writers who are ntterly opposed to the prevailing \Vhitbyan

theory, and declare the nearness of the Advent, the non-conversion of the

world before the Advent ; the renewal of the earth, etc, are also to be

considered, becanse on some salient points, essentially connected with our

system, they manifest a decided leaning favorable to Chiliasm.

We instance e.g. fiiohaid Baxter, Bh. Bale, Th. Watson, Th. Vincent, Jno. Durant,

A. Grosse, Arch. Usher, Aroh. Cnuuuer, Bh. Davenant, Bh. Bidley, Matthew Henry,

Bayer Budd, Oeo. Benson, Jno. Howe, Bh. Ijatimer, Arc^d. Woodhouse, Bomaine, Bh.

Enssell, Hammond, Albems, Nioolai, Kingwald, Grotius, Prideaui, Bh. Taylor, Paul

Gerhard, Lee, Quenstadt, Hutter, Jno. KnoK, Htfnninus, the Reformers (as quoted), Jos.

Alleinc, Aretius, Bradford, Toplady. Tholuck, Dr. Scott, Parens. Archb. Newcome,
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Knapp, Dr. E. Hitchcock. Dr. Hales. Bh. Davenant, Flaoins, Chyitmua, Saadyfi, Keith,
Gale, Dodwell, King, and many others.

Obs, llE*. The controyersiai works, esflays, and articles against us fully

indicate the extent in which oar doctrine is held.

Works that are directly written against Chiliaam may also be noticed, both as indie-
ative of the extent of MiUenarianism, and that the stndent may compare them with oar
line of argument. The controversial works of importance on the other side are the fol-

lowing : Brown's SecoTid (Jojnmg ; Gipp's On the Jflrat Res.; Hall's Rtpiy to Homes ;

Hamilton On the MUl, ; Jefferson On Vie MiU. ; an anon, work. The KUigdom o^ Gvact

;

Morrison Christ's Personal RHgn ; Waldegrave's Bamp, Lectures, 1854, Williamson's LA.
ierstoa MiUenarian / Stuart's Strictures on Dr, Duffield ; Vint's Nevo lUustrations of Pruftk-

ecy ; Bogue's Dis. on MtU.; Bush On the MiU, ; Pro. Brigg's arts, in N. Y, Eoojigelist^ 1879,

and repub. in Luth. Quarteriy ; numerous arts, in the reviews, quarterlies, relig. weeklies,
etc., reiterate the statements of the above works ; the brief statements found in woirks

such as Barnes' Ndi»s on Bev., Shedd's His, of Gh. Doc,^ Hodge's Sys. Div., etc. In our
azgument we freely present these and other opposing works, give their objections (over-

looking none), and meet them in detail. We really are desirous for the reader to know,
Soripturally and historic^ly, the arguments on both sides, so thai he may inldUgerJ^ com-
pare them, and decide for himself. We feel assured that in a candid comparison, oar
doctrine will lose nothing by it. Hence we commend the preceding for parosal, as well
as the following : Carson's Personal Reign of Christ during the MUUnnium proved io be impot-
siblef Hnpkins' and Boyd's ^Second Adverttism in the light of Jewish History; Warren's
Parousia ; MerrUl's tkc. Coming of Qvri^ ; Clemens* Spiriimi Reign, and the writings of

Berg, Hengstenberg, Davidson, and many others.

Obs. 20. The greatest and most decided opposition to Chiliasm is that

which springs from the adoption of the Whitbyan theory—a view that is

•incorporated in systems of theology, sermons^ etc.^ and is the prevailing

one.

Prof. Briggs, in his series of articles (in the N. Y. Eoangdist, 1876), states that h»
Dr. Hatfield, and others, hold ** that the Millennium be^ui in the past» and correspondB
with the period of the church, or the Kingdom of God, on earth, in whole or in part."
(See this view adverted to under Prop. 158.) This he pronounces '* the ohuroh view/'
and the Editor of the EoangeUsi (Oct. 10th), flatly contradicts him, saying that *" the com-
mon doctrine of the church" is the one that Whitby introduced, viz. : that the Mill, is

still future and that it shall be ushered in by the preaching of the Gospel, etc Mow
while neither are taught in the leading confessions of the church (but are contradicted by
the statements in reference to the condition of the church itself, the nearness of the Ad-
vent, eto.)t the editor is correct when he makes the Whitbyan theory the present prevail-

ing one. Prof. Briggs* view is held by an exceedi7^g small minorUy of Protestants, how.
ever popular it has been with the Papacy as '* the church view." A few remarks, indie*

ative of the modem origin—BO recent as to be smazing, when its progress is considered—
of the Whitbyan theory is in place. The His. of Doctrines informs us that when the Au-
gustinean view was introduced it became, as opposed to Chiliasm, the popular doctrine
of the Roman Church ; and that it was, more or less, entertained by the Reformen.
This continued until the appearance of Daniel WTiitby (oomp. Prop. 175, Obs. 4, and
Prop- 127, Obs. on Rev. 20), an English oommentator (b. A.D. 1638 and d. 1726). who
in explaining Rev. 20 : 1-6, advocated what he calls a '* Neva Hypothesis,^ viz. : a ^iriV
ual Millennium siUl future to be introduced by existing Gospel instrumentalitiea. Thii
appropriation by WhUby of a new, unheard-of application has been unquestioned by sUe
scholars, such as Bh. Russell, Archd. Woodhouse, Prof. Bush, and oUiera. Indeed it

materially differs from the Popish and Jesuitical dreams of a subjugation and conveiaion
of the world under Papal supremacy ; because such dreams of conquest were allied with
the Augustinean theory, and regarded as the result of an already existing Mill, period—
the latter being regarded as equivalent to the existing dispensation, while Whitby located
his as future and distinctive in time and results. The nearest ancient approach,
although differing from it, to Whitby's theory are the prophecies of Joachim (oomp. arts,

on in Guclops, and Von DOllinger's PropK of the Middle Ages, VII.), or the declarations of
Roger Bacon, Dolcino, and men of that stamp. 8o the fuiatical Anabaptist moremenl
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materially differs in the inatrameiitiility nsed. but only Bfympathizes vith it (Prop. 156|
Obs. 4) in the effort to secure a world-wide dominion without the personal Advent pre-
ceding, and before the res. of the saints. Hence Pre-Millenarions, nnwilling to associ-

ate the Whitbjan theory with such Popish and Anabaptist Tagaries and dreams of con-
qxiest, assert (as Bh. Uenshaw, Bickersteth, Dr. Lillie, Dr. Dnffield, Dr. Seiss, Dr.
jSrookes, and others) that Whitby is the first writer who systematically presented the opin-
ion, now so prevailing, that the Mill, age (1000 years) is fntnre and will be introdnced,
'without any Advent of Christ, by the preaching of the Qospel.* This theory denies the
Pre-Mill. Advent of Jesnu, the prior res. of the saints, the personal reign of Jesns and
the saints on earth, and holds simply to a conversion of the nations then living, and to a
apiritnal reign of the then existing chnrch. It has thoosands of talented advocates, and
is held by multitudes of pions and devoted Christians, being found entrenched in 8ys.
Divinities, religious works of all kinds, books of worship, hymnals, periodicals, etc. It

is a matter of surprise that a theory of such "receni origirL' (so Dr. John Lillie, who
adds, " it is very questionable whether even so late as two hundred years ago, it had yet
been heard of among good men,"—quoted by Brookes, MaranaUia, p. 321-2) should have
such an extended reception, and be so perseveringly upheld, when bringing the church
into the predicted position of unbelief (comp. Prop. 177). Bh. Henshaw (An Ijupiiry

concerning the ikn. Advent) pronounces it " a novd dodrinef unknown to the Church for
the space of 1600 years, lito far as we have been able to investigate its history, it was
iirst advanced by Rev, Dr. Whitby, the commentator." (Comp. Dr. Seise' Question in

£8chatology, p. 47-50.^ Some have questioned these statements, but no one has been
able to produce a single writer of ability preceding Dan. Whitby. Historically, the
modem view has no foundation whatever ; it is " a novelly.**

Obs. 21. Many, without having a definite Mill, doctrine (their notions

of Mill, prophecies being vagne), are influenced by the general deductions

of the Whitoyan theory, ana reject our doctrine chiefly on the ground of a
still future conversion of the world under present instrumentalities, which
is supposed to bring about an ample fulfilment of predictions relating to

the Messianic Kingdom. (Comp. Props. 175 and 176^ where this matter

is discussed in detail.)

We have men, who will in ecoles. bodies oppose our views, and yet at the same
time confess (e.g. The Mass. Oen. Conference on the Mill., Proph. T\mea^ vol 4, No. 12),

that they have not given the subject ** that critical study which it demanded," and that
** with all the objections to Mill, view's, it is still difficult to see how many passages of

Scriptures can be otherwise explained." And, without such study, and with such a

con&ssion of weakness, they are content with their Modem Whitbyan theory. Indeed,

many of this class cannot be induced to study the subject. The Ikaminer (N. Y.), com-
menting on the late ** Proph. Conference,'* after speaking favorably of the men conduct-

ing it, says :
** But the great facts of Christ's personal Sec. Coming, that it may occur at

any time, that there wUl be a first res. of the righteous dead, and a second res. of the

wicked dead, and that the final general judgment will then come, do not belong to the

shadowy and fanciful imaginings of mere theorists."

Obs. 22. However respectable the number of adherents to our doctrine

in whole or in part, yet tney form but a small minority in comparison with

t?ie immense body that rejects the belief once so prevailing in the church.

* Dr. Craven in Lange's Cbm. Rev. p. 346, Amer. Ed., introduces the following foot-

note :
** Elliott writes :

* Vitringa, however, who alludes to Whitby's as a work just pub-
lished, mokes brief citations from two earlier writers, Conrad of Mantue^ and Carolus

Gallns, as expressive of the same general view." Hence, as these writers had but little

inflaence in moulding the sentiment of the Church (for they are almost unknown, and
our opponents, so hard pressed for authorities, failed to find them- -for no one quotes

them (Dr. Craven in his ** Excursus" says :
*' This theory (Post-Millennial), which is the

one most generally adopted by English^eaking Protestant theologians, laaa first fuUjf

developed by Whitby.'*
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The rRtention of the August!nian theory or Oonstantinian view by Bome ;

the general adoption of a spiritualizing interpretation to sustain a Church-
Kingdom view ; the reception of the Whitbyan hypothesis ; the issuing of
works in which our doctrine is caricatured, misrepresented, and ridicaled

;

the linking of our doctrine with the vagaries and fanaticism of certain
parties to make it odious ; the incorporation of some parts of our system
by smaller organizations that exerted but little influence ; the parading of

mistakes made by some rash writers both as to time and details ; the in-

fluence of leading societies in their publications, their endowments, oom-
mentaries for popular use, periodicals, etc. ; in brief, the unfriendliness of

worldlinefls, sect, indifference, unbelief, prejudice, etc., has been exerted
to overpower this ancient faith. Numerous instances will be cited aa we
proceed. The fact that great and good men—men eminent for piety and
ability in the church—have aided in decrying the doctrine has had a

eowerful inlluence upon the minds of many (comp. Props. 177-180).

octrinal belief is not, however, decided by nufnbera (Matt, 8 : 13, 14, and
22 : 14 ; 1 Cor. 1 : 26, 27, etc.).

Obs, 23. Writers that are evidently unacquainted with the literature and
history of our doctrine dismiss it with some contemptuous allusion to
'^ the ignorance and fanaticism*^ of its upholders. Certainly the eminent
and venerable names presented are sufficient to redeem it from such
.charges. We are not concerned in eulogizing its advocates ; this is done
by our opponents and others.

As indicative of the treatment received, we present several iUnstrations. I>r. Mosheim
{Ch. Ifis.t vol. 3, p. 393). notwithstanding the important conoessions given by him, ex-
hibits his animosity to the doctrine as follows : *'The expectation of the ^liUennial King-
dom« which seldom exists in well informed mindst and which generally prodnces extrava-
gant opinions." The editor of the N. T. Evangetxst eulogizes Prof. Briggs'a oiie^nd«d
articles, and then says {MiUyrial^ Jan. 9. 1679) of Ghiliasm, that it is " a ddusion eacplod-

ed many timts,'* having a "a sporadic existence" ; and even designates '* the btessed hope"*

tmeeringly^ ** the blessed appearance, as they caU it.** The slightest acquaintance with the
history of Chiliasm, and the long line of revered advocates, e^onld nndonbtedly prevenl
the nse of snch language, nnless the parties employing it desire the same to be attrib-
nted to improper motives. Consequently we find scholarly men. who desire to act
honorably and justly, express themselves, although opposing our doctrine, as reverencing
the pious and eminent Ghiliastic advocates ; they knovo enough concerning their honored
lives, their labors of love, their sufferings for Christ, that, Bt4)posing them even to be in
error on this point, they And sufficieni redeeming qualities to secure a high respect and
cordial esteem. Prof. Bush, whose eulogy on Millenarians we quote in the Preface, is an
example followed by others. The Princeton Review, Ap., 1851, p. 187, concedes, as it

well may, that we have in our ranks ''minds too of devotedly pious men, who are also
highly reputable scholars.'* Even Harris, in his Oreat CommisaUm, where (pp. 115-117)
he grossly misrepresents our doctrine and its advocates (comp. for a reply, Ihx)p. 175),
is still forced in candor to acknowledge :

** We are aware, indeed, that among those
who, for the sake of distinction, are called Millenarians, there are to be found divines <f
considerahle reputation^ and Christians of the greatest sanctity/*

We leave a recent writer, an opponent (the author of God is LoveS vols.—a worit
specially devoted against our doctrine), to testify both respecting its adherents and extent.
He says (Pref., vol. 1) that he is personally acquainted with ** a very large number of my
most revered private friends, both among the clergy and laity, (who) are firm belierers
in the doctrine of a personal reign of Christ on earth." *'They are alike eminad
for the greatness of Uieir talents, for their deep and sustained spirituality of mind,
for their habitually close walk with Ood, for their exemplary condnct in the society
and sight of their fellow men, and for their devotedneas to the cause of Christ
and of souls.*' He refers **to the fact that so many of my greatest Christian friends,
equally remarkdbie for their gifts and graces, believe in the personal reign as the
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great central doctrine/' etc. He refers to ** ike rp-eat fcrtetd to wLich that claaa of views
nre now adopted/* especially in '* in the Church of England," ** among the Independents,
tUe Baptists, and the Presbyterians," and largely advocated by <* the Plymouth Breth-
ren." He adds :

*' Millenarianism is spreading rapidly in nearly all parts of the conntry
at the time at which I write." He remarks that aU converted Jews are Millenarian, and
referring to the efforts of ** The Prophecy Investigating Society" in propagating the doc-
trine, says : " The clerical members of this society are, in the majority of cases, men of
ewninence in the religions world ; while the laymen are, in every instance, men of ac-

fcnoiol«iged pietj and hiig,h. social position/' He remarks, <* Among the vice-presidents
are the Biah. of Caahel, the Bish. of Ripon, Admiral Vernon Harcourt, the Hon. A.
Kixinaird, M.P., and Captain John Trotter." He speaks of the preachers, whose ser*

mons are published on the subject, as " most of them men of eminence ; " refers to the
ability of its advocates in Ireland, and then gives a list of publications, interspersed with
high eulogies of various writers, who hold to what he is pleased to call *' the Millennial
delusion." He declares that " Millenarianism is making such rapid progress among all

Evangelical denominations," so that he advocates the ** adopting measures to arrest its

progress*' (his book being one baaed on the rejecting from Bcriptore, aa interpolations,

all teaching that favors our views !). This confirms Moody's (the Evangelist) statement
in a sermon on the Sec. Advent : " Many spiritual men in the pulpits of Great Britain
are firm in the &ith. Bpurgeon preaches it. I have heard Newman Hall say that he
knew no reason why Christ might not come before he got through with his sermon.*

'

Dr. Fisher, Art. Mill. (M'Clintock and Strong's Cydop.) aays that an anon, work, The
End cf AH Things (which is opposed to us), frankly declares that '• more than half of the
evangelical clergy of the Church of England are at this moment Millenarians.'* Dr.
Moore writes from Wartburg, Ger., to the Central Prei^erian (1867), and after delineat-

ing the religious condition, says : **1 findamong the Evangelicals a great deal of Millena-
rianism ; and the Sec. Coming of Christ is the great feature of the Gospel that swallows
np all others with them." This agrees with Nast's (Com. Matt., 6 : 10) declaration, who
speaks of " many Evangelical divines of Germany," and of ** the most learned theologi-

ans of England and America" as Millenarian. Such testimony from opponents and
sympathizers should certainly have sufficient weight to prevent that spirit of detraction

so prevalent with some.

Ohs, 24. lenorance or malice, alone, can produce the charge of ** heresy,*'

BO often, with evident relish, urged against Pre-Millenarians.

We give a few illustrations out of many such charges. Prof. Briggs, in the N, JT,

Evangelist, Sept 12th, 1878, pronounces Pre-Millenarianism a "heresy,"* and **the iMiais

of a most pernicious series of doctrines, ever rejected by (he Church as fanatical, vision-

ary, and dangerous." (This certainly comes with good grace from one who professes

to believe that the Church has been in. the past, and now is, enjoying the predicted

Millennium.) Dr. Berg in *• Ihe Sec, Advent of Jesus Christ, not Pre-MUlennial," follows

the same tenor, pronouncing ''the doctrine of the Pre-MilL Advent, and the

BO^salled Personal Reign of Christ" to be not only •erroneous" but "pernicious,"

"yoked to the car of fanaticism," "the motive power of the wildest vagaries."

characterized by "eccentric variations*'; being "the fevorite hobby upon which wild

delusion has careered with whip and spUr to perdition," "changing sincere fanatics into

shameless impostors," etc. (Tnis reads remarkable well from the man who strives to

make the stone of Dan. 2 to represent ihe American BepuhlicI) If the doctrine produces

all this, it is exceedingly unfortunate for the wisdom of the Bible, that it contains so

much in its plain, grammatical sense, in its structure and analogy, as to induce multi-

tudes in the Primitive Church, and since, to believe and adopt it. . If the doctrine has

this tendency, and produces such persona, then it follows, that the Church has honored,

and now reverences, men for their piety, usefulness, learning, etc., who are only " her-

etics." If the doctrine is so bad, demoralizing, and destructive, it is especially unfor-

tunate for the Ch. Church, that through the first centuries of its existence, it can only

trace its progress through such successful martyr, but hated " heretics." Our decided

impression is, when we look at the men thus defamed—men who sealed their love for

Jesus and His truth by abundant labors, toils, sufferings, and even death—that the time

will come—if it be at the throne of Jesus Himself—when such wholesale, unchrislian and

most unjust charges will be deeply, if not bitterly, regretted by the parsons urging them.

The persons who bring this charge ought to have some consideration of their own
accountability. Dr. West {Essay before the Proph. Conference on the His. qf the Doc.)
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remurks : "And equally powerless is the attempt to stigmatize the holders of this bope
as aiders and abettors of ' heresy.' That is a weapon that cnts f^irfnlly in the opposite
direction. Never has there existed a persecutor of God's saints on earth, sixice the
dawn of Christianity, who waa not an Anti-ChUiasL The Apostate Church of Rome, idol-

atrouH corrupter of every truth of God, and red with the blood of God's saints, was buih
and nurtured on an Anti-Chiliastic creed. The first perversion of this hope was by «
heretic, Cerinthus or Montnnus. The first assault upon it was by the rationalizing
Origen, who became a Universalist. The next was by Dionysiua, who denied the Apoc
of John. The first official condemnation of it was by a Roman Pope. The early mis-
representntor of it was Eusebius, an Arian, and let him who can. defend Whitby from the
charge of becoming a Hocinian. I dismiss the imputation with the remark, thai if, in

days to come, a personal Antichrist, more God-defying and blaspheming than be who
sits in Rome, shall rise, one of the marks that will signalize him as the concentration of

Satanic enei^ and hate, will be that he is a pronounced AntUChUiaM, And just in pro
portion as such time shall approach, will this glorious martyr-truth revive, as all bistary
showB, and to suffering saints will it be given again to witness for that sam« hope nnder
which the first confessors of Jesus, comforted, supported and strengthened, sank singntg
to their tombs." The absurdity, the injustice^ and the sinfulness of thus designating the
founders, martyrs, confessors, missionaries, and ablest divines of the Church, is s^-
evident, but it is something that we are led to anticipate, Isa, 66 : 5. It is the old charge
reproduced : Spener (Domer's '* His, Prol. Theot.," vol. 2, p. 211 ) was opposed on acoonnt
of his Millenarianism, and those who received his views were denounced as heretics—his

name lives in freshness of honor, while the opponents are almost forgotten. So Auberi^i
(Bis. Rev. p. 315) quotes Delitxsch as saying in reference to the wide-spread influence of

Bengel : "To whom do we owe it, that the orthodox church of the present day, no
longer brands the Chiliastic view of the last times, as all books of systematic doctrine
do, as heterodoxy, bat has woven it into her own inmost life so deeply^ that hardiy a believ-

ing Christian can be found who does not hold it." (Thus indicating its hold in the
Evangelical portion of believers.)

Obs. 25. Pre-Millenarianism ia frequently, either through lack of knowl-
edge or animosity, represented as indorsing the belief of bodies {e.g. the

fanatical Anabaptists. Fifth Monarchy men, etc.) whose faith is directly

opposite to it.

For Anabaptists, etc., see Props. 175, 179, etc., where their views are given in detail We,
however, present another illustration of our meaning. The Editor of the A". Y. Oftservtr

(Sept. 1866) makes out ** that Shakerism is composed of Millenarianism and Spiritualism.
And as the result of his visit to the Shakers in Columbia Co., N. Y., says : " The Shakers
believe He (Jesns) is now present in them, and that it is high noon of the millennium ail

around here." The truth is, that there is not a particle of affinity between Shakerism
and Millenarianism. Their doctrine of the Second Coming of Jesus in the person of Ann
Lee and of a present resulting Millennium is vUerly opposed by our fundamental principles.

No Chiliast ever advocated such a delusion. Their doctrine best suits the Whitbyan spiritual

reign theory, being the result of the spiritual, mystical system of interpretation repudiated
by us. As to the Doctrine of a present Millennium, that accords best with Prof. Briggs'

theory of a present existing Millennium. The fundamental position which distinguishes
Millenarians from all others, is this : No Millennium without the personal coming and id-

tervention of the same identical Jesus who ascended to heaven. To accommodate all this

covenant and prophesies, to Ann Lee« is a complete perversion of the truth,—a sad prosti-

tution of the promises pertaining to the Chtistship and the Messianic kingdom.

Obs, 26. Pre-Millenarianism is unjustly held accountable for the extrav-

agances of its votaries, and even of its opposers.

We have referred to this, and give instanoea of both. It ia only necessary to say, that

no doctrine of the Bible has ever yet escaped being allied with error and fanaticism (but

on that account ought not to be discarded), so this doctrine has not escaped the Tisnal

lot. We find it allied with error and extravagance from the days of Montanns dovn to

the present day, but this should not deter any one from the reoeption of Biblical troth

(which is not responsible for the affiliated error and fanaticism), especially when bo

many nble and pious men have received it without incorporating those extravagancies,
etc. ^^Compare Prop. 179.)
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Obs, 27. Pre-Millenarianism, being chiefly related to Eechatology, is

adopted by persons in all (or nearl^r all) denominations, but our opponents,
overlooking this fact and its historical status, eagerly hold it up as related

to some sect or sects, who incorporate it with other doctrines that are ob-
jectionable (compare Prop. 179).

Obs, 28. The newspapers and perio'dicals, partly or wholly devoted to

an exhibit of Chiliastic doctrine, also evidence its extent.

The Theol. and LU. Journal^ Ed. by D. N. Lord, a Qnarterly Beview, only 13 toIs., 8vo,

Eiiblished in Mew York ; The. Jewish Repository, changed to EisposUor and hriend qf Israel,

london ; The InvestigcUar cf Praphecy, London ; The Bloontslmry Lent Lectures, 10 vola.,

London; The Lileralisi, 5 vols., Philad.; Pardon's Last Vials, London; The Quarterly
J<iumal of Prophecy, Ed- by Dr. Bonar, London ; lite Presbyterian Beview (Organ of the
Scotch church, a no. of articles) ; TAc Pr<jphdic Times, Philad.,— the old series edit«d by
Dr. Seiss. the new by Rev, Wilson ; The Israelite Indeed, or Nathaniel, Kew York, edited
by Lederer ; Way-Marks in the Wilderness, New York, edited by James Inglls ; The
7HttK, St. Louis, edited by Rev. Dr. Brookes ; The Bamhow, London, £d. by Dr. Leosk ; Old
7)ruths (£ng.), Ed. by Rev. Cox ; Tfie Watcftman of Ephntim, England. Also such papers
as " The Christian Herald ** (London and New Y'ork), •' The Christian Observer," *' Re-
vivalist," etc., contain Chiliastic articles. Besides these are the periodicals published
by the Second Adventists, Christadelphians, Seventh-day Adventists, and vanons other
bodies, which, more or less, largely teach Chiliastic doctrine, snch as *' The World's
Crisis" (Boston), *' The Gospel Banner and Mill. Advocate" (Geneva, HI.), <* The Proph.
Watchman** (Harvard. 111.) " The Herald of Life and of the Coming Kingdom** (New
York), "The True Herald " (Piano, 111.), ** Herald of the Kingdom '' (Birmingham, Eng.),
•• The Proph. Key " (Versailles, Ky.), and others.

Obs, 29. The survival of Chiliasm, amidst the opposition, ridicule, per-

secution, etc., of the past centuries, is worthj of notice. Dr. West {His,

of the Doc.) has some forcible remarks on this point, showing " that only
because it is an imperishable truth of God has it been able to survive the

ordeal which it has passed." Considering the reproach attending it—the
debasements and admixtures to which it has been subject ; how offensive it

was to Gentile rulers, to Gnostic and Alexandrian teachers, to Papal
claims ; the persecutions to which it was exposed ; the obloquy heaped on
it aa heresy to crush it; the misrepresentations, abuse, hostility, etc.,

heaped upon it, as found in thousands of works ; and considering the pious

and eminent men who clung to it, taught it, and ur^ed it upon others, it

must be—as Chiliasts affirm—a truth found in the Divine Record, planted
there by God Himself to inspire faith and hope.

Obs. 30. The number of missionaries holding our doctrine, who have
gone to foreign lands and among the heathen, is not only gratifying, but
evidences how widespread must be Chiliastic teaching.

Compare onr remarks on the missionaries and missionary spirit, given more in detail,

under Props. 175-178. In this connection we only say that a lung list of missionaries,

extending from the Apostolic chnrch down to the present, who are Chiliastic might be given.

Dr West (** His. of the Boc.'*) says of its advocates: '*that devoted missionaries like

Duff the opener of India, Gntlaff the opener of China. Bettleheim the opener of Japan,
Heber, Bertram, Wolff, Herschel, Poor^ Lowiy, and many more, were Pre-Millenarians,
and are followed, if recent information is correct, by a majority of missionaries now in

the foreign field, of the same faith." (Comp. Brookes, Maranaiha, Seiss, Last 2imts, etc.,

for similar statements.)

Obs. 31. The Evangelists and HeviTalists who are Chiliastic is conclu-

sive evidence of two facts, viz.: that Chiliasm is not opposed (as some
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allege) to personal effort to bring men to Jesns, and that Ghiliasm is taught
by men who have access .to lai-ge numbers of hearers.

The Evangelists, well knoivn, who present oxir hope, are the following : D. L. UockiT,
Eev. a F. Pentecost. G. C. Needham. T. W. Bonham, Halsey W. Knapp, Maj. I>. W.
Whittle, B, F, Jacobs, Rev. H. W. Brown, F. M, Kockwell, H. P. Welton, — Harry,
— Uoorehonse, P. P. Bliss, (see testimony of chairman of the Proph. Conf. held at N. Yoil;
1878. Trib. Hup., p. 18), — Sankey. John G. Vassar.

Obs, 32. One remarkable feature connected with the history of Chiliafim
must not be overlooked. It has been held by believers of all classes and
the most opposite tendencies—men of the strongest Confessional tendency
and mon the most unconfessional ; men hierarchical in teaching and men
the most determined against it

;
persons who prided themselves in their

orthodoxy and persons who rejoiced in their heterodoxy ; persons highly
Calvinistic and persons low Arminian—in brief, fiearly all classes are rep-

resented. This arises from the fact that the doctrine is mainly confined
to Eschatology (having, however, as we show, an important bearing on
many related subjects), and could readily be incorporated in the various
systems. Scarcely any other doctrine is found more widely diffased.

Bimply to illustrate how parties the most diverse in view entertain it we point to or-

ganizations of believers who hold to it as a prominent article of faith. The " Holy Apoa-
tolio Chnrch" is exceedingly high-church and ritualistic ; on the other hand *' llie Ply-
month Brethren" are the direct opposite. On the one hand the ** Michaelians'* {following
Hpener's pietism and Oetinger's theosophy); on the other the *• Pregizerians" (Knrtz, Gh.
His. Vol. 2, p. 290-1) who laid the greatest stress on ordinances. The names that we give
of its Primitive and succeeding advocates, down to the present day, clearly evidences this
feature. This fact evidently indorses the idea that the doctrine must be distinctively
taught in the Scriptures, seeing that so many, who are not untied on other doctrine, find
here a common scriptural basis,—some indeed more distinctively and syEtematically
than others.

Obs, 33. The Conferences held at London, Milday, New York, and other

places, in which the most eminent ministers and laymen of the various

Protestant denominations participated, evidence the extent of the doctrine

and its practical realization.

These Conferences, in view of the eminence, ability, etc., of their supporters^ the various
denominations so laigely represented by leading divines and laymen, have directed pub.
lie attention to the doctrine and its extent. It has alarmed Post- and Ante-MiUenarians,
so that Prof. Briggs and others protest, under the threat of Eccles. action, against

their continuance, and call for a disbandonment. Such menaces are a good siyn, both of

felt weakness in support of their own theories and of the strength manifested by Fr&-
Millenarians.

Obs, 34. The poets who have presented Chiliastic views are both numer-
ous and eminent.

The following may be instanced : Milton {Parodist Lost), Alex. Pope ( The Messiah), Jno.

Keble ( The Christian IVir), Charles Wesley ( Hymns), Bh, E. Heber ( Hymns\ M. P.

Tupper (Poems), Isaac Watts (Hymns and Psalms\ Wm. Cowper (Ttufc), Ed. Bicket^

steth
(
Yesterday^ To-dcty and Forever), H. Bonar, {Hymns qf FhUh and Hope), Rev. L. Way

{PdliTVfenesia), Jno. G. Wilson (Psalms), S. B. Monsell {Hymns), Gerard Moxiltrie (l^nuu),

M. Habershaw (Hymns), and many others. Hundreds of hymns and psalms m the

older Christian Psalmody are so opposed to the Whitbyan and Augustinian theories, bo
full of longing for the Sec. Coming as the '*the Blessed Hope,*' so utterly faithless <^
the world's progress without the Christ, etc., that they strongly express Chiliastic vieWL
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Obs, 35. The design that God has, in thus greatly reviving the doctrine,

is worthy of attention. He does not leave His truth without testimony.

Dr. West (His. of I>oo.)i pertinenilyt after referring to ** the galaxy of iUastrioas names
by irhich it is adorned, by what piety it is commended, by what -anquestioned orthodoxy
and Bcholazship supported, and nov the Ghnroh seems to be rallying around it, as in the
xnaztyr age, " says :

'* What an All-Wise Frovidenoe means to intimate, it is well to con*
eider." (Comp. Prop. 174.)

Ohs, 36. In conclnsion, a brief r6Bum6 of our historical argument, to

bIiow its connection, is in place. The evidence in support of each step is

ample and conclusive. Indeed, no other doctrine has a viore clear and de-

cisive proof m its behalf drawn from historical ground than this one. 1.

We have shown that the Jews, before and at the First Advent, held to it,

professing to derive it from covenant and prophecy. (Compare e.g. Props.

20, 21, 40, 44, 72, V4.) 2. Then we prove that John the Baptist and the
disciples both entertained and preached the doctrine. (Comnare Props. 38,

39, 43.) 3. Next, that the doctrine was still held after the aeath of Jesus.

(Compare Props. 69, 70.) 4. Extended evidence is given that the apostles,

after the ascension and after the day of Pentecost, still adhered to it.

(Compare Props, 71, 72 with Props, 66-68.) 6. It is proven that our doc-

trine was generally, if not universally, received by the early churches, East
and West, North and South. (Compare Props. 72, 73, 74, 75.) 6. This
doctrine was pernetuatcd by the followers and successors of the first teach-

ers. (Compare Prop. 75.) 7. That it was only changed and opposed under
the Gnostic and Alexandrian influences. (Comp. Prop.

76.J
8. That the

Papacy materially aided in crushing the doctrine, because oonoxious to her
teaching, claims, etc. (Gomp. Prop. 77. ) 9. That,thuB almost exterminated
under Papal influence, there was a revival after the Reformation, since

which time it has again been taught by able and devout sons of the church,

as shown in this Prop.
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Proposition 79. The Kingdom of God^ promised by covenant
andprophets^ is to be distinguished from tlie general and uni-
versal Sovereignty of God.

This is, owing tx) lack of 'discrimination, a most fmitfvl source
of mistake. Take the Kingdom in its initiatory form and its cove-
nanted and predicted aspect, and it will be found widely different
from the Sovereignty that Grod exercises by virtue of His Grod-
headship. The latter indeed is the source of the former, but the
Kingdom of covenant is a visible^ oviward Theocratic Kingdom^
manifested here on earth, identified with a certain i)eople, promised
in a definite manner, and niled over by " the man ordained." As
we shall show hereafter (Prop. 81), it is a Kingdom specifically

promised to the " the Son of Man^^^ who is the Son of Davia
These, and other aspects of it, clearly distinguish it from such a
sovereignty.

Ohs. 1. It is but justice to say that many of onr opponents (as ag.
Thompson, etc.) and others (as e.g. Van Oosterzee, etc.) justly discrimi-

note between this Kingdom and God*s Sovereignty, telling us that we most
not make this Kingdom denote the Supremacy of God aa manifested in

Creation and Providence, in His '* Universal Government over this and
other worlds/* They correctly inform us that the promised Kingdom is a
special divine organization with Christ as its Head, and with believing sub-

jects, etc., while the other is the sustaining, guiding, controlling, directing

disposition, mediate and immediate, of the Universe under the Divine
Headship. They teach us that the one is given by covenant promise, and
that the other ever existed, even before this special Kingdom was promised
to man. They properlv direct us to the language of Christ and of His
disciples in preaching that the Kingdom " is at hand,'* as justly implying
that somethmg which did not then exist was to be set up in the future.

And they happily direct us to two passages, given by the same writer, as

illustrative of the two, viz. : Dan. 6 : 26 and 7 : 13-14.

Indeed^ if we were to gather the fragmentary evidences thna presented to ns by Tui-
ous writem, we should have an abundant array of proof, much of it derived from those
who have no sympathy with us. Those who constitute the Gharch a Kingdom an
forced by simple consistency into this attitade. Hence Knrtz {His, Old Cov,^ vol. S, p,

97} remarks :
** It is essentially necessary to make a twofold distinction in the prooess

of divine revelation ; that is to say, it is necessary to distinguish the preservation and
government of the world in general, from Vn mort special operations connected with Uie

introduction and working out of the plan of salvation/* etc. The sovereignty of "the
Absolute," which figures so largely in many religioxui books, etc., and upon which so

much stress is laid aa '* the Kingdom," is simply a decided removal from covenant and
promise. The reader will compare Dr. Storrs' excellent remark, see Prop. 37, Obs. 7, as

well aa Kurtz's, Prop. 26, Ohs. 3. Br. McCoah presents the Universal Sovereignty ahly

in his " Methods of the Divine Qovemment, Physical and Moml," bo also Butler, Fblcy,
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C)halmers, the Doke of Argyll, and othora ; but this is only the sonroe or foundation of
-fchis special manifestation of goTemment. Dr. Giaven (Lange's Com,, Bov., p. 97), in his
** £xcni8us on the Basileia," properly distingniahes between the two ; and this is char-
acteristic of nomerons able Gniliasts.

Obs, 2. Others, however, do not discern between things that differ, and
make the very Sovereignty which promises, overrules, bestows the means
for attaining, and finally gives the Kingdom (Prop. 83), to David's Son

—

the Kingdom itself. Illustrations of this looseness will abundantly ap-
pear as we proceed in our argument.

Many excellent men mistake this sovereignty for the covejtanUd Kingdom, so that lit*

eraliy thoosands, like that noble Christian, Alfred Cookman {Life, p. 369, etc., in some of
Ids most eloquent ntterances), locate the kingdom in the same, not seeing how it strikes

<U the root of the most precioua promises given to man. Even some Millenarians, not folly

grasping the covenanted tmth, not consistently confining themselves to the Theocratic idea,

also, in a measure, mistake and confound the Divine Sovereignty for. and with, the JRng-
dom of covemavi. This is seen e.g. in the interpretation given to Christ's inheriting
I>avid*B throne, which, over against the moti poailive covenanted declarations and predic-
tions, they make the Father's throne in the Uiird heaven, etc.

Obs, 3. It is noticeable that in works of Sys. Divinity this Sovereignty
is placed under the part pertaining to God and His general government,
and is separated from the promised Kingdom of Christ by treating of the

latter under the Part relating to Christ and His work. A distinction is

observed, made, and taught in a spepific form, hut practically it is ignored,

and in definitions it is made to disappear, for^ettin^ that thus a radical

defect is introduced, and a palpable contradiction is involved. For, unit-

ing the two and making them one, they at once make that, which they
tefi us was never (even for a moment), intermitted, the subject of recorded
promises as sometning to come, to be inherited, etc.

Williamson {Tkeol. and Moral Science, p. 73) says : "The Kingdom of God I What
is it? Ko more or less than the reign of Gk)d." This is true of the Divine Sovereignty,
bnt it is not correct as he applies it, for on p. 311 he qnotes " Bepent, for the Kingdom
of God is at hand," and ignoring the nun-fnlfilment of the imposed condition
** repent," the non-intermittenoe of the Divine reign, he frames a new ** spiritual kin^.
dom, designating it as follows: **It is a new and more perfect dispensation." This
illostration ont of many is given to show how able writers confound source and resuUf

t:ause and effed, and overlook a specific covenanted and predided kingdom under David's
son, with characteristics which, down to the present, have never yet been realized.

Obs, 4. The line of argument already presented (which forms but a
small portion of the Scriptural reasons to be assigned), is amply sufficient

to show, that a specified Theocratic Kingdom, incorporating the Davidic
throne, which once existed, which was withdrawn, and which is promised
to be restored under David's Son, is something widely different from the

general Sovereignty of the Almighty over the universe. So plain, and
simple, and self-evident is this Proposition^ that no more space is required

in its consideration.

We can indorse Dr. Moll's statement (Lange's Cam.t Pals. p. 306) :
*< There is a dis-

tinction to be made between God's general government of tne world, and that speaal

one

—

ihe Tk^y&racy—which He establiahed on earth, in and through the seed of Abraham.
Even in the imperfect and typical (?) form which it assumes in Old Test, history, this

is described as His descending to tiie earth and His ascending to heaven. This theoc-

racy, insignificant as was its origin in Israel, has a world-embrocing destination. It
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shall gather into itaelf all nations, yrho, as one people of God, shall serre and adore oo«
and the same heavenly King ; and their princes shall aooomplish those poxposes which
God has ordained for them, viz. : to be the leaders of their people to salTation, and tteix
protectors in the service of God.*' Avoiding the typi(»l, and keeping logically to the
Theocratic idea, we receive and extend this language.
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Proposition 80. This Kingdom of covenant promise and pre-

diction, is to be distinguish^front the Sovereignty which tfems

eccercises by vi/rtm of His Divine ncUv/re.

This 18 distinctively shown by a simple fact (overlooked by the
multitude) that the Kingdom is neioer promised to Him as '* the
Son of QoW^ but as (the covenants and predictions demand it)

" the Son of Man'^ or ** the Son of Davidf' The following Prop-
osition will develop this feature ; now it is only nec^sary to say,

that (1) the Sovereignty of Grod introduces this special Theocratic
Kingdom in tJie incorporated Davidic line, and (2) to constitute
this a pure, unfailine, perpetual Theocracy (viz, : Ood ruling as
earthly King, etc.} the Divine is allied or incorporaied with the
person of th6 David's Son.

Ohs, 1. It may be premised, in order to avoid misconception, that Jesns
now in Hia Divine nature, in His Oneness with the Father, does exercise

a dominion over all things. According to this nature He is Lord over all,

and this is, in our estimation, most unequivocally taught in such passages
as John 1:3; Col, 1 : 15, 19 ; Phil." 2 : 9, 11; 1 Cor. 8:6; Rom, 11 : 36 ;

Rev. 1 : 5-6, etc. We fully admit the Divinity of Christ, revere His
Divine attributes, make these essential to a proper TJieocrafic ordering, and
acknowledge the Sovereignty that He possesses in His Divine right and
possession. But independently of the actual realization of the Theocratic
order as covenanted, and aside from the latter (for let the reader consider
that when God Himself was Israel's Theocratic King, He did not cease to

exert His general Sovereignty), this exercise of Divine Sovereignty is pre-

cisely the same as that we have been considering iu the previous Proposi-
tion, viz. : God's Sovereignty, and differs waterially from this predicted
Kingdom which \s promised to Jesus^ ** the Christ, not merely m virtue

of His relationship to God but of that which He sustains to David as his

SoUy and to man as the Man. The reign, the dominion, or Kingdom that

we are defending, is, in contrast with the other, that of His humanity [as

covenanted)^ or, more properly speaking (embracing covenant as it relates

to man, and God's own Theocratic right which is fiot the subject of pro-

mise), that of the Divine-Human. The Theocracy, by incorporating the

Davidic kingsliip, embraces, as the grand instrumentality for its future
re-establiahment in sublime power and glory, the Divine-Human, now
united in Jesus, the Messiah.

It has been vtll said by various writers (as e. g. Neander, His, Ch., vol. 1, p. 506, note,

and Ufe of Chritd, p. 143) : "The predicates * the Son of Man* and ' the Son of God,' ap-

plied by Christ to Himself, have a reciprocal relation to one another, and imply a disivndwn

as well as fA« conjunction a^xd umiy of the dlvine-hnman in Him.'^ The carefnl student will

observe that our argument receives additional force from the independent concessions

made by able theologians, as e. g. Martensen (6'A. Dog., sec. 174), when he properly dis-
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oriminAtefi between the kingly power of JesoB, and the divine power belonging to Him
as Logos, etc. Others distiugniah in the same manner. Comp. e.g. Domer's Fermom, tsf

Christ and kindred works.

Obs, 2, The early Chiliaata clearly distinguish between the Kingdom
belonging to Jesus as the Divine-Human, and tlie Sovereignty vested in

Him as God. Thus e.g. Lactantius (** Poem on Easter*'), while firmly
holding to the still future Kingdom of promise to be given to the Son of

David, expressly asserts that Christ ** reigns as God over all things, and
all created objects offer prayer to their Creator." The idea, gathered
from their writings, is this : in His Divine capacity He is represented as

reigning, but this reign is not the reign of promise ;—the latter is confined
to a special covenanted outward visible manifestation of the human in con-
junction with the Divine, in an externally Theocratic ordering,

Obs. 3. When Christ assumes the Kingdom at the time appointed, in

view of His being the predicted seed of David, this does not by any means
cause Him to lav aside the Sovereignty that He has with the Father over
the universe. As Divine He is with the Father evermore, but as the
Divine-human, He manifests Himself (and the Father through Him) on
earth in a specified form of reigning adapted to humanity. Hence the
predicted Kingdom is something that pertains not merely to the Divine
but to '* Mfl Christ,^' i.e. the Divine-human united. The right comee to
Him in the covenanted line through the human element (i.e. as the lawful
seed of David) delegated by the Divine Sovereignty of the Father and
rendered efficacious and Theocratic by the intimate and ever-enduring
union of the Divine, thus constituting Him in the higftest and purest
sense the Theocratic King,

The reader is again reminded that this is fnlly illnstrated by the Theocracy. When Qod
condescended to reign aa Theocratic King (ie. to act in the capacity of an earthly Baler)
over Israel, two things were noticeable : (1) ^t this Theocratic role was something <2lMrse
from the general sovereignty over all things ; and (2) that when the fonner was assumed,
the latter was not laid aside, bat oontinaed erer in force. The one was a ^pecuiimerciful
manifestation in behalf of man, the other lies irJunnt in the Grodhead and pertains to the
nniverse at large.

Obs, 4. It is amazing that theologians, without observing the contradict
Hon involved, confound the Divine Sovereignty with the covenanted King-
ship of Jesus, and yet acknowledge that Bom. 14 : 9 ; Phil. 2:9; Heb.
12 :2, etc., teach that " the ground of His dominion is to be found in His
obedience unto death, the death of the cross'* (so Oosterzee's Dogmatics).
Now certainly the Divine Sovereignty is not grounded in any such con-
iingency^ but the Kingship pertaining to Jesus, as the Son of David, is

based upon His obedience, etc. (comp. Props. 83 and 84).

Flarel, in his .Fbuniain €f Lift, represents Jesus as now reigning under two heads : (1)
« the kiiigly office of Christ, as executed spiritoally upon the souls of the Bedeemed, and
(2) the kingly office of Christ as providentially executed for the Bedeemed." The first is

based on 2 Cor. 10 : 6, supposed to be especially confirmed by Luke 17 : iO, 21. He hsa,

over against the exprtss covenant that specifies with distinctness the throne to be occupied
by Jesus, Christ's thrciie in the hearts of believers. The second is derived from Eph. 1 : 22
(a present realization being taken for granted), which is supported by an appeal to the Di-
vine Sovereignty, Two things are noticeable in Flavel's igjurring of covenant and covenant
promises : (1) the means are confounded with the end, and (2) without any regard to the
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oontext of passages, or to their reference to time (dispensation), they are quoted as appli-
cable to his spiritualistic theory. Many writers, of nsefulness and piety, follow the same
%Uogioal and unscriplural Tiew of the kingdom.

Obs, 5. What Lange {Coin. p. 268) observes in reference to the miracles
of Christ, that '* the distinction between the economy of the Father and of
the Son mast ever be kept in mind," is especially necessary in the study
of this Kingdom ; otherwise we will be led to a confusion of ideas and to
palpable contradictious. There are some things which essentially belong
to Jesus as the Son of God, as One with God ; and there are other things
which appertain to Him as *' the Christ," the Divine-human. Two ex-

tremes are to be avoided : on the one hand to lay all stress on the Divine,
and making, in this Kingdom, the human too subordinate ; and on the
other hand prossing the human to the exclusion of the Divine. Both are
firmly and eternally united, and the very revelation of the JSon of Man, as
David's Son, will necessarily be an attestation to His divinity in the works
that He will do, in the power that He will exercise, and in the relation

that He sustains to the universe. The last feature is illustrated as given
in Jno. 3 : 13 (conrp. 6 : 62, and 17 : 5), where, according to some commen-
tators (as Barnes, Lange, etc.)> Jesus speaks of Himself as being in heaven
at the very time He wus also on earth speaking to Nicodemus (two ancient
MSS. according to Tischendorf's N. Test the S. and C. omit ** which is in

heaven"). Thus also when again present on earth, taking the Kingdom
as Son of Man, this does not forbid His being, through the all-pervading
attributes ascribed to Him, in heaven or in any part of the universe.

These are deep things, and we must speak of them after the manner of
man.
For we are not of those who think that the Person of Christ can befuUy explained. He

portrays Himself as a mystery, connected with the incomprehensible, revealed only to a few,
and then only in some of His features. Much pertaining to Christ is still unknown, and
has been tiie subject of controversy and impotent discnasion. Henoe the author has little

sympathy with a class of writers who, in their exactness to define the Person of Christ
rush to opposite extremes : the one party, while acknowledging the union of the divine-

hnman. have the human completely absorbed in the divine ; the other with equal precise-

ness making all human. Others receive, justly, all that is recorded, and therefore cleave

to JeeuB as " the Christ," being constituted sut^ by a permanent union of the divine-hu-

man, both existing in ever-enduring harmony. Han is himself, in some respects, a mystexy,
and so long as it has been found impracticable to explain man (as e.g. union of soul and
body) consistently and satisfactorily, it would be better (as indicative of modesty) to

avoid attempting an accurate e^lanation of *' the Christ.'* It is painful to read the varied

and contradictory statements given in the writings of fallible men concerning Him, who»
in the very nature of ^e case, being man and above man - man united with the Divine
Mystery (God, the Incomprehensible)— is in a higher sense beyohd our comprehension.
We must rest satisfied with the description given of Him in the Word (which some writers

portray with force and depth), without attempting to explain what the Bible has left in-

definite and unknown.

Obs, 6. As if purposely to |uard us against the error which is so largjely

prevalent, the phrase " Son of God " is not employed in direct connection

with the Kingdom of heaven to be set up on earth. Indeed, our argument
thus far indicates that such a declaration, an e^. that the Kingdom is

given to Jesus in view of His being the Son of God, would be utterly op-

posed to the Abrahamic-Davidic covenant, for it would virtually then be

saying that God^ves the Kingdom to God, phraseology so hostile to pro-

priety that the §>irit avoids it (comp. Props. 82, 83, 84). The corre-
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spondence thus happily maintained between the requirements of the cove-
nant (and that whicn is inherent with God) and the language of the 2iew
Test., is one of those indirect, but really powerful, proofs of the iuBpiration
of the Word. The student is directed to a few peculiarities connected with
this phrase. It is used, for instance, to denote the power, divine or mirac-
ulous, which was lodged in Him because of His relationship with the
Father, as in Matt. 4 : 3, and 8 : 29, and 14 : 33 ; Mark 3:11, and 5:7;
Luke 4 : 41 ; Jno. 10 : 36, and 11 : 4, etc. Jesus Himself clearly makes a
designed difference between the two phrases, as in Matt. 26 : 63, 6^ The
High Priest uses the one, asking ** whether Thou be the Christ, the Son
of God.^*' Jesus, purposely to identify Himself with the coTenanta and
the prediction of Daniel, employs in His answer the other, the ** So?i of
Man,^^ The delicate propriety, the beautiful consistency underlying this,
stamps the liecord as true and divine. The same is the case in John I ;

49-51 ; for when Natlianael ** saith unto Him, Kabbi, Thou art the Son of
God ; Thou art the King of Israel," Jesus, with exquisite tact, silently
acceding to the title thus given to Him, directs his attention to the title
which specifically (see Prop. 81) belongs to Him as the Kin^ of Israel by
styling Himself '* the Son of Man" in the '* hereafter.'* Uninspired men
could not have kept up such a considerate and wonderful unity. Thifi is

preserved even in cases where a work (as e.g. the resurrection) is said to be
done by Christ, which human power alone could not perform. Thus in
John 5 : 25, where it is said that the dead shall hear the voice of the Son
of Gody He immediately adds, in order to avoid misapprehension, ** and
hath given Him authority to execute judgment also ; because He is the Sou
of Man,*' Miraculous, creative, divine power is lodged in Him becansc
He is the Son of God; but Judgeship, the revelation of Kingship—for lie
judges as King—appertains to Him ''because He is the Son of Man,^^
This change of title, this previse and guarded manner of expressing it, is

sustained by the most weighty reasons. The predicate '* Son of God^'' is

fivcn to show His ability to save, that requisite power is united with the
uman, as in Rum. 1:1; Ueb. 4 : 14 ; 1 Jno. 3 : 8, etc. The predicate

*^ Son of Man*' is bestowed to identify Him as truly coming in /A« e;ocv-

nanted and Tlieocratic order.

The tendency of many Theologians is to exalt the divinity of Jesus to ihM almost total

exclusion of the hamunity, jast as if the latter had performed its fonction and tcof not
dMtined to remain in the fnture an importajU and tsHeniial factor in Redemption. So much
is the latter ignored in the absorbing interest attached to the former, thai its due rela-
tionship to covenants, to the purposes of salvation, to the Theocratic ordering, and to
the history of the hnmon race, is not observed. How often do we read expressions which
ascribe the Kingdom of promise to '* the Son of God " owing to the divine nature in
Him, and arguments are plentifully adduced to prove that it must be so because of His
Omnipotence, etc., while the real ground of the Kingdom being bestowed upon Him as ** fAe

Christ" is very differently represented in the covenant and by the prophets, vie : tia reia^

tionship of Jesuft to David as (he coi)enanied seed ; a relationship sustained, elevated, made
rich in blessing, fruitful in honor and glory by the union of the divine. It is vtoba,
therefore, to estimate the human so lowly in the light of the divine, as aimosi to set it

aside as if no particular value was to be placed on the same. Eeuss (Introd., p. 16, Him,

Ch. 7hed,), after saying that *• God has no history," gravely asserts :
** Any one who un-

dertakes seriously, and without playing on words, to write a life of Jesus, by that very
fact, and whatever may be the result of his labors, steps out of the strict enclosure of
orthodoxy." Beuss forgets that Jesus is the Son of David as well as the Son of God, and
that while the divine element, abstractly considered, cannot be limited by history, the
Divine-human, the Christ, properly estimated from the Incarnation, has a tustory which
must comport with the covenants and prophecies ; and that such a history, now and
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'wlxen. completed in the ago to come, is a Tindioation of the faithfulness of God, eto. A
liistx>ry, if now necessarily incomplete, is a sequence of covenant and prophecy.

Obs, 7. The Divine has elevated the human, held in. conjunction for the
pre-ordained Theocratic rule, to the Father's throne, i.e. *' the Christ,"
the Divine-Human united in one Person is "' set down with wy Father in
His throne,*' and that in virtue of His overcoming. Hence all power is

lodged in Him both in heaven and in earth ; He is exalted at the right

liaadof God ; He is made " both Lord and Christ,'' This insures the ulti-

mate fulfilment of the Christship—for the Divine Sovereignty thus Jinked
by the union of the fulness of the Godhead bodily with the Man Jesus
Bfiowa that through " this Man'* (as Paul calls Him) the Theocratic ar-

rangement in the Davidic line, indicated by His being ** the Christ," will

be carried out, and that thus God^ in and through Him, will reign in the
desired capacity of earthly Ruler over humanity. The present exaltation

of Jesus, the lesultant of His being esteemed worthy of the covenanted
Theocratic position, is founded (1) on the Divine Sovereignty pertaining
to Him as Divine

; (2) on the contemplated and determined Theocratic
rule ; (3) on the provisionary measures instituted by and through Him,
mediatory, intercessory, etc.; (4) on the honor and glory that appertains
to Him both in virtue of what He is now, and of what He will yet be
-when manifested as ** the .Christ" in the covenanted oflBce. Hence while
immeasurably (Kph. 1 : 21, 22) exalted, as becontes a Theocratic King who
is to rule on earth as God through David's Son, yet distinguishing as the
Bible does betweeti His inherent Divine Sovereignty as God and the future
manifestation of the God-Man as Theocratic King, He is represented in

the latter capacity as waiting, " expecting till Bis enemies shall he made
His footstool,^* etc.

This expectant position of ** that man, whom Gk>d hath ordained to judge the world**
(Acts 17 : 31), will be fnllj developed as the argument advances. Let it only be said,

that believers rob themselves of much comfort and sustaining hope when only looking at

the Divine they forget the exceeding preciousness contained in the sublime fact that a man^
DiwUTn Son, is exalted above all dominion and power, thus vnmUiakably insuring the ful-

filment of covenanted promises. The surety is thus given that the oath-bound covenant
—which contains the blessings that a sin-cursed world requires—will inevitably be real-

ized in every particular. The Davidic line, in which the Theocratic ordering runs, thus

exalted in the Person of the promised seed, is a pledge given that " the sure mercies of Davids*

will be abundantly verified at the time apppinted bv the Father. It is well too in this

discussion to keep constantly in view that ** the Christ/' in His exaltation, at present
sustains to us f^ relaiionship of Mediator, Intercessor, and Advocate. Mercy and forbear-

ance are oharacteristio of His waiting and expecting position now ; mercy and unxUh of His
Sec. Coming.

In Bev. 3:21, Jesus is represented as in His Father's throne. This in *' the Christ '*

naults from virtue of ike acceptance of His sacrificial work, His dignity as the intended
Theocratia King, and the union of the Divine with him. But while thus exalted, the
special manifestation of the humanity in its own right as Hieocraiic^ is reserved (for rea-

sons that will hereafter appear) tor the future. This is manifest even in the passage
itself where two thrones are spoken of, viz. : His own throne—His by covenanted legal

right as **the Man ordained,*' and His Father's throne. His also because of His Divine re-

lationship. Attention is directed to this, in order that a du9 discrimination may be
made between what pertains to the general Sovereignty of the third heaven, and what
relates to the special Theocratic rule here on earth, and which alone is exhibited in and
through "the Man,** Overlooking this, Waggoner {Ref, cf Age) makes this reign of

Christ on the throne of the Universe the one that he resigns, 1 Cor. 15 : 24. But this cannot
be so, seeing that God ruling as a T?ieocraiic King does not necessitate the relinquishment of
the other (Obs. 3), that Jesus acting as Theocratic King never gives up the oneness with
the Father or the fulness of the (Godhead, that the Sovereignty inherent to His Divinity
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ever nmains unimpaired, that no honor or power, or exaltation belonging to the ChaA
shall ever be diminiahed. The mistake arises from two things : (1) forgetting that God,

withont yielding other rights, etc., can act in the capacity of Theocratic King, and (2)

misapprehending 1 Cor. 15 : 24.

Obs. 8. We do not lessen or lower the exaltation or power, or divioitj,

or glory of Christ, in thus referring the predictions and promises of the

Kingdom covenanted to David's ^n to an outward manifest^ition still

future. {^Comp, Prop, 203). Instead of detracting from Him, we exalt

Him as high as the Record honors Him, seeing that we accept of its Divine

utterances just as we find tkem^ feeling assured that the literal fulfilment

of the covenant itself in the Theocratic ordering will only the more clearij

vindicate the foundation upon which it rests, viz. : Divine Sovereignty aa

exhibited in a special Plan of Redemption realized in all its falneasL

Therefore we gladly receive the declaration that ** all power in heaven and

on earth is given to Me;** that He is above all earthly kings ; that all

things are subject to Him ; that He can do all things ifi behalf of His

people, etc. ; but we add to all this, precisely what the Bible adds^ that,

aside from His Divine nature, we do not yet see ^^ the ChrisV^ as *' the

Son ofMan** openly exercise this power, outwardly manifest this exaltation,

visibly bring all things ii.to subjection, and here on the earth perform all

things that are promised. So far as the Kingdom pertaining to the Son

of David is concerned, some things, and those too relating to the very re-

establishment of it, are held in abeyance (as will be shown), until a cer-

tain period Ims arrived. By this faith, we honor *' the Christ ;** for in

this way our belief is expressed that Ife will yet fulfil the precious cove-

nants and the predictions of the prophets, Just as they read ; we evince

our confidence that He is worthy, as David's Son, to receive what is

directly promised to Him, and to which He is entitled. His inheritance,

throne and Kingdom; we express our ^rt^Mhat He, thus reigning in a

special and triumphant Theocratic manner, will perfect Redemption, not

from a part but from the whole of the curse ; we glorify Him in exhibiting

His own faithfulness in Salvation, crowned as it will be by His promised
Theocratic rule as *Uhe Christ,*' showing forth the union of the human
with the divine in the most conspicuous, honorable manner here on earth

(comp. Props. 200, 201, and 204).
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PfiOPOsinoN 81. UitB Kingdom^ thua covenanted, belongs to

Jestts <i8 " the Son of Man^

The Kingdom is primarily and exclusively (i. e. hy covenant and
jprophecy) promised to the Son of David, idtnough intimations are
given (as e.g. in David's Son and David's Lord, and also in the
perfect Theocracy instituted, etc.) that the Divine shall be united
with that Son. We have only to refer to the Davidic Covenant
'where this is distinctly announced. Upon this Covenant is based
the promise, repeated by the prophets, that the descendant of
David should reign ; and from the same, and its relation to human-
ity, arises the distinctive title ** Son of Man,'*'* The kingdom,
therefore, is pointedly in harmony with covenant and promise,
predicted as bestowed upon ** the Son of Man^^ as e.g. Dan. 7 :

13. Hence, too, when Peter preaches his first sermon (Acts 2 : 30)
he in the same strain declares ** that God had sworn with an oath
to him (i.e. David), that of the fruit of his loins, according to

the flesh. He would raise up Christ to sit on his throned

Obs, 1. It is not oar purpose to enter into a detailed account of the doc-
trine x>ertaining to the divine and human natures in Christ. Able writers

(as Xeander, Lange, Dorner, Hengstenberg, etc.) have done this^ showing
that both are necessary to constitute the Saviour, " the Christ.'* The In-

finite and the Finite, the God and the Man, the Absolute and the Relative,

are united in this the most astonishing of all unions. We dare not sepa-

rate what God has joined, and we declare, (1) that such a union is perpet-
ual, and (2) that its foundations-overlooked by many writers

—

is in the

Theocratic Plan as purposed (comp. Prop. 199). But while this is so, our
argument, in aceora with the expressed Divine Purpose, makes much of

the human nature and the important part it is yet to take in Redemption,

This union of the divine and human has been the battle-field between faith and
false philosophy, revelation and proud re-ison. This great truth, one of the moat profound
and esaetUial. has been, for the last years, the centre of strife between its foes and its

friends. Work after work levelled against the divine in Christ has been issued and
hailed with delight by unbelievers, while believers have sent forth an equal number in de-
fence of the same. But in this contest, while the divine and human are both acknowl-
edged by the Christian party, it must be sadly confessed that, in the e£Fort to exalt the
divine, too little stress has been laid on the human. It seems to be taken /or granted, that
the human, having accomplished its mission on the cross, is noaUowed vpinihe divine

;

that its sole work iafinisKed^ and that it was no longer necessary to continue and carry out
the Plan of the Divine economy. Now contrary to all this, the early church faith,while
conjoining the divine with the human and making the former the supporter and ennobler
of the latter, insists upon the human maintaining Us distintiive and enuring rdaUan^pin
the Christsh^ of Jesus. It is to be lamented that able works written in defence of the IM-
vinity of Jesus entirely overlook the strong argument derived in favor of the same by the relfl-

tionahip that the Humanity of Jesus sustains to the Tkeocratic order. A Theoozatio King,
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if rnling as covenanl&i, moat be both Man and God. While we may not run to the ex-

treme of Bobertfiozi (Frederick, as quoted bj Cobbe in Darutinuftn in MoralH\ aaying ** oolj
a human Qod and none other mnnt be adored by man,*' yet it is true that the incorpora-
tion of the Davidio line into the Theocratio order oontemplates ihe manift:ttaUoH of Gi'i

in and tkrmtgh humanity ba foond in the predicted Son of David^ so that he who beholds this

Son sees the Father also,and this owing to the Theocratic position and relationahip of

the same. Hence justice to " the Christ,'* in any life of His, ought to show the requisite
union of the Divine and Human in the Theocratic Flan, and, therefore, lay great streoi

upon the coming revelation of these essei^tial factors.

Obs, 2. Various reasons are assigned br theologians for the use of this

phrase '* the Son of Man,*' a favorite with Jesus, such as its reference to

the incarnation, to His relationship with man, to His being the predicted
man, to his special peculiarity of personality, to His humiliation » con-
descension, and lowliness, to His being the ideal or representative man«
etc. Now whatever of truth may be attached to any of these^ the true

reason for its usage appears to be the following : ii is the peculiar^ distinc-

tive, predicted name of the Messiah given to Htm in virtue of His covetianted

relationship to the kingdom. This is clearly Been,(l) by the covenant
designating fJie Man, pre-eminently, of the seed of David to whom the

Kingdom rightfully belongs
; (2) by the fact that the Kingdom is prom-

ised to snch an one in the way of identification and realization by David
and others, and hence is, and properly must be, adopted by Jesus

; (3) by
the invariable linking of the name with the reception of tne Kingdom by

Jpsus Himself, as e.g. Matt 25:31-34; Matt, 16:27, 28, etc.; (4) by
the remarkable—but too much overlooked—scriptural fact, that the

Kingdom, when specifically promised, is always promised to the humanity
of Jesus, i.e. to Him as '* the Son of Man,** and not to His Divine nature,

f.e. to Him as '* the Son of God,*' This naturally results from the covenant
specifying Him as the Son of David to whom alone the Kingdom is prom-
ised. Of course, as the Kingdom is also God's, being a Theocracy, the

Divine is united with this inheriting, but for the purpose of identification

and consistency with solemn covenant declarations, Jesus selects the ver^

title which accord.^ with both covenant and prophecy, and which most i

directly indicates His covenant connection with the Kingdom itself. The i

reader is only reminded that it is so far sweeping in its range that it also i

embraces, aside from the distinctive reference to the seedshipof Abraham i

and David (indicative of covenanted relationship to the Kingdom), a i

second headship of the human family in the person of a Second Adam. i

made such by the Redemptive process.
I

This interesting subject urges us to say something more respecting the opinions that

are usually entertained concerning the phrase. These are far from being satisfactorr,

seeing that they do not meet the reauirements of its usage and the connection it sns-

tnina to covenant and prediction. Thus e.g. to say (1) as Oosterzee (Oh. Dog., toL 9. p.

628), that " thfl name Son of man*' is a *'
Jiguratioe indication of the Messianic dignitr,"

seeing that it is a real indication of the same, i.e. a real coming of such an one. bued
on the oorenant with David. (2) That the name simply denotes the hnman nature of

Christ is not sufficient, because it was not necessary to assume such a title to prove that

He had a human body, but it was requisite to identify Him na the /tpecifir. Man intended

by the covenant. Dr. Campbell (Diss, on the <?ospelji) remarks, that the phnise meant

that the Messifih " would be human, not an angelical, or any other being ; for in the

Oriental idiom. Son of Han and man are equivalent." This is only part of the tnith

;

He was indeed Human, a man, but He assumed the title hecaitae the covenant demands a

man derived froo{i the lineage of David, and this man promised is already designated

by David (Pa. 80 : 17), and by Daniel (7 : 13), hence if Jesus is Indeed the predicted prom-

ised One, it becomes Him to aamme the name previously given to Him to Hiatinyiidi
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Him OS the intended One from all other men. (3) Fnirbaim indorses Cam])beirs view,
but thinks that to it should be added the idea of a Divine llan, as it was in *' the Son of

xnan" that God was to appear to raise up man from his fallen condition, etc. Kow
while rejoicing in the divinity^of the Man Jesus, and regarding it as a grand easeniial in
the work of Redemption, yet planting ourselves firmly on the covenant and the develop-
ment of it as prese}Ued by the prophets, it will be found that the phrase is noi used to
designate the divine nature of Christ, but His descent from David and His being the des-
ignated, pre-ordained One to whom the Kingdom, by virtue of such descent, rightfully

belongs. It is freely admitted that with it can be associated other things, as His relar-

tionship to man and even to God, but logicalli^ the ground of the title lies in the covenajU.

(1) Some tell us that the name is to be taken in a typical sense ; but that no type is in-

tended is evident from the terms of the covenant, the birth of Jesus, the direct applica-

tion of the name, and the future continued reception of the title. It Indicates at His
birth, in His life, at His Second Coming, a pariicular Man^ i.e. the Son of David to whom
the Kingdom is promised. (5) Others inform us that the name was " a mere periphrasis

of the personal pronoun/' but this is disproved by the use made of it by Stephen (Acts

7 : 56), by Daniel, David, and Jesus Himself. (6) Some declare that the name is only
applied to a temporary humiliation, but that this is erroneous follows from His retaining

the title in conneciion with His glorified and Kingly state (as seen e.g. Matt. 25 : 31 ;

Mark 13 : 26, etc.). In this connection the strange utterance of Oosterzee (Theol. N.
Test.t p. 75) may be quoted :

" It (i.e. Son of Man) is nothing else than the allegorical

designation of the Messiah in His lowly appearance on earth, derived from the vision of

the prophet Daniel 7 : 13, 14.* * Having sufficiently answered this unauihonzed interpre-

tation, it may be well to add, that Daniel, in the passage designated, does not speak of

humUialion, bid of exaltationt and with the period of uirist s highest glory the title is associ-

ated as various Scriptures testify. (7) Others merely find that it was assumed to iden-

tify Him as the predicted One. regarding it as an accommodation. But it is more than
this : a permanent reality, and ei^er rernaining sncJi, as the Divine Purpose indicates in

Christ's greatest exaltation. (8) We are gravely told by one writer that the title was
chosen as the lowest to manifest His humility, and to prevent His disciples from being
overawed by His majesty. This, in view of the continued use of the title at the Sec.

Advent, etc., presents an exceeding low estimate of the name and its preciousness. (9)

A favorite notion prevails that it was significant of His being *' the model man/* ** the

representative man,'* ** the ideal of humanity, " etc. Whatever of truth there may be in

the abstract in such representations, they are too one-sided to embrace its full meaning
and entirely overlook its covenanted relationship to the Kingdom. Various other mean-
ings, differing but slightly from those given, are presented by authors, and we may con-
clude by saying, that while the name embraces in its comprehensive meaning allusions

to the Incarnation, the Messiahship, the covenanted relationship, and an affinity to

htunanity as the Second Adam, yet, in virtue of His being the covenanted Man or Son
of David, its meaning reaches far beyond the present into the future, indicating the

fature conjoining and manifestation of the covenanted Son of Man and His Kingdom.
These two are inseparable, and the one suggests the other. Hence it is incorrect to

say, as an eminent writer does, that we are not to " seek the explanation of this name
in any views bearing on the future." To confine the name to His First Advent or to this

dispensation, is to limit it within nnauihorited hounds, for Jesus repeatedly shows that this

name stands allied with, and most intimately related to, HU final Advent and the revelation

of IWt Kingdom. Van Oosterzee. in his Art. " The Son of Man" {Princeton /ieciew, July,

1878), accurately says, what we also must not overlook, that the very assumption of this

name, whatever the intention, evidences— as no other man assumed it as a significant

title—that " He was conscious of being originally and essentially different from man, and
infinitely more." This is true, but to it we must add, that Omniscience gave Him this very^

title in the covenanted line and Theocratic Purpose, seeing that in Him, as David's Son. God
—the Divine—would thus draw nigh to man in man. Fausset {Coin. Ezek. 2 : 1 and Dan.
7 : 13) says, the *' title, as applied to the Messiah, implies at once His lowliness and His
exaltation in His manifestations as the Representative Man at His First and Sec. Comings
respectively.' * Whatever of truth in this, it does not sufficiently express the covenanted

and 'predicted Theocratic relationship. (Comp. Dr. Schaff*s " Excursus on the Meaning
of the Title * The Son of Man* " in Lange's Own. John, p. 98 ; much of which we can in-

corporate with our view.)

Obs* 3. The manner in which Jesns employB this name ia strongly

corroborative and cnforcire of our line of argument. In the use of
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it Jesna ppeaks of nimself as of a third person instead of emploj-
ing the pronominal or customary personal application. Writers say

that this is a more intensive, dignified, majestic form of speaking, but

Judge Jones {Notes on Matt 16 : 27) comes Ihe nearest to the truth

when he writes :
*^ Our God uses this form of designation as a titular dis-

tinction to denote His relation to this world as its Sovereign or Lord''

—to which is to be added, in order to bring out the whole truth, that the

same is founded on Hi% covenanted relationship as the Son of David to

whom David*s throne and Kingdom (i.e. the Theocracy), and through
the latter a world-dominion, is promised. It embraces then in its mean-
ing the personal King to whom the Kingdom belongs, the perfected Re-

deemer and perfected Redemption through Him in accordance with cove-

nanted promises, the exaltation of humanity and its intimate union with

the Divine as intimated in the covenants, and, therefore, is a name that

will never be laid asidey but continues forever perpetuated as most signifi-

cant, descriptive, and real. For, in alliance with it is derived, as God has

sworn, the salvation of mankind, not in prospect or in progress but com-
pleted, and, hence appropriately, the name is not merely applied to tht

incarnate Jesus but to the glorified Christ, If this were not so, a serious

defect, vitiating our entire argument, would be found, but with it unity

and an essential factor is astonishingly preserved.

With some anrprise, we find even Benan (Ufe of Jesus, p. 144, who notices that the

title'* Bon of Man" occnrs eighty-fonr times in the Oospels, and always in the dis-

conrses of Jesns) saying :
'' Bnt He is never thus addressed, doubtless beoanae the

name in queation cotdd be morefxtUy aceordtd to Him only at the period <^ His ifec. Coimng.''

This is true, for applicable as the name was to Jesus at His First Advent, yet it is pn-
enUnenily so at His Uec. Advent, and the decisiye proof is, that He Himself repeatedly
and constantly thus refers it, making the future coming in power and glory in the estab-

lishment of the Kingdom the emphatic ooming of ihe lakm of Man {as e.g. Matt. 16 : 27

;

26 : 64 ; 25 : 31 ; 19 : 2d ; Mark 8 : 38 ; 13 : 26 ; Luke 9 : 26 ; 21 : 27 ; John 5 : 27, eta).

The covenant promises demand this, and our faith in the covenant is strengthened by
the signyioant phraseology of Christ. As already intimated, the God ruling in a Theoc-
racy is taken for granted as fundamental to the idea of a Theocracy (hence even the

Jews, as in the case of the high priest, looked for '*the Bon of Qod ** to come and
reign), therefore the phrase " the Bon of Qod " is omitted and the phrase " the Bon of

Wm" is substituted for the reasons assigned, thus giving us, if we will but receive it,

the idea of God ruling in and through humanity. Dr. Schedf ( The Person of Ctirisf), there-

fore, correctly makes the title "Son of Man" one of elevation, dignity, instead of one of

humiliation (so also Trench on The Parables, Nevin, and many others). This enables
us also to appreciate the perversion of the title by others, as e.g. that it denoted
(Amner) the Eoman Republic, or (Grotius) the Fifth Kingdom, or (Berg) the United
Btates, etc.

Obs, 4. The most fruitful source of misinterpreting this Kingdom arises

from not discriminating to whom this Kingdom is specially promised.
According to the covenant—and this must necessarily be the basis of a

correct Scriptural representation—it is promised to the Son of Davidy ihe

Son of Man, Not noticing this simple fact, leads to grave misapprehen-
sion. Many authoni (as e.g. Priest, in Introd, to View of MilL) assert

that Jesus Christ now reigns in virtue of His Divinity and attributes as

God, and, therefore, we are to expect no other reign. But this is a con-

founding of thijigs that differ (comp. Props. 79, 80). No one refuses to

believe in the Sovereignty of God as God, out this is materially different
from a reign which is to be manifested in and through a Son of Man in

a purely Tlieocratic manner, i.e. God in and through JDavid'a Son conde-
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scending to act in the capacity of an earthly Euler, which is the primary
and true meaning of a Iheocratic orderiDg as once witnessed and as cove-
nanted. This Theocracy is given to this Son of Man (Prop. 83), and the
reign is manifested through the glorified Son of David. Let it be re-

}>eated : it is not the Divine Sonship that constitutes '* the Christ*'

(although an essential element), and it is not the Davidic Sonship that
constitutes Him *^ the Messiah'^ (although essentially requisite), but it is

t/ie two inseparably united that makes Him ** the Christ,'' Now while this

is so, the covenant and prophecies, in view of the incorporation of the
Davidic line in the contemplated and purposed Theocratic Kingdom, point
out the Man, in and through whom this rule shcJl be manifested. Thus
we have (1) the Son of Man, as presented by covenant the central figure

;

(2) with this Son of Man is united the Divine to insure a pure and perpet-
ual Theocratic rule ; (3) this reign being Theocratic, and under a mani-
fested Son of Man, is diverse from the general Sovereignty of God ; (4)
that to encourage our faith in the covenanted Theocracy stress is laid on the

future coming and reign of ''the Son of Man,''

It is, therefore^ a distinctive title, coiiBtantly having a fixed, determined meaning,
and not, as onr opponents assert, sosceptible of a yariable or indefinite meaning. Thns
e.g. Alexander {(km. on Matt, 10 : 23) OTerlooked this personal title, and pronounces the
expression " tiU the Son of Man be come," ** an indefinite expression meaning some'
times more and aomdimea less, bat here equivalent to saying, ' till the object of your mis-
sion is aocompLiBhed.' " Ajid in the same comment, he makes it equivalent to" the
Kingdom (i.p. the Church) of Messiah finally established/' The simple fact is this :

the phrase ** Son of Man,' in its covenanted sense, does not fi into a spiritualistic sys-

tem, and hence arises the various and conflicting senses applied to it, making it to de-
note more or less by way of accommodation. The Pre-Mill. doctrine alone gives it one
determined and continuous meaning, and consistently preserves it throughout. One of

the most repulsive and onscriptural statements, given {Xnirod,) under the plea of *' the
illuminating power of the Holy Ghost,'* is Swormstedt's (7^ End of the World is Near,

ch. 6,) who, in his astounding interpretation of Bev. 12, makes (p. 78-9) the man-ohild to
be the Second Adam bom at the time of the marriage of the glorified church, and this

birth consists in the separation of the union of the Divine and human natures I We give his

idea thus :
" The divine purposes, for which the two natures of God and man were

united in the person of Jesus, viz. : the atonement, and intercession, and the perfecting

the Second Adam, the seed of Abraham, having been accomplished at the moment the
man-child is bom, the mysterious union of the numan and divine natures existing in the
person of Jesus Christ, the Son of God, is terminated then^ and the glorified spiritual

man, who is the Second Adam, stands forth before the glorified church, separate and dis-

tinctfrom the Godhead.'* This is monstrous ! evidencing but little knowledge of the Per-

son of a Messiah, the Theocratic idea, the Second Adamship, the perpetuity of the

Christ and of His Divine glory, the uuchangeableness of Je&us. It is derogatoiy and
dishonoring.

Obs. 5. The Theocracy is promised to this Son of Man, and this teaches

us to anticipate two things. (1) The Theocracy is a visible, outward
Kingdom, Now indeed overthrown, but its restoration promised under
this '* Son of Man/' and so openly, so visibly that all fiesh shall realize and
acknowledge it. It is predicated of this Son of Man, that at His. Sec.

Coming, He shall, through the power committed unto Him, overthrow
His enemies and firmly re-establish the downfalien Theocratic Kingdom,
and exhibit in an outward rule, an external organized form, the full reali-

zation of the Theocratic idea. (2) The very phrase '** the Son of Man"
implies and necessitates the visibility of His Coming and reign ; to spirit-

ualize it away destroys both its covenanted force and the fulfilment of cove-

nant promise. Luther on this name, in his Dis. on Luke 21 : 25-27, re-
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marks :
" But, as He says, it is * The Son of Man ' whom they sLall see,

it is clearly expressed that it is a bodily coming and a bodily seeing, in a

bodily foriUf tiioagh it shall be in great power/' etc. Luther is correct,

foe unless the Son of David comes thus to reign (glorided as to humanity),
the covenant cannot be fulfilled, and the Theocracy cannot be established

(comp. Props. 121 and 122).

A number of interesting features connected as results from the Kingdom being that

of " the Son of Man," must be left for future oonsideration, such as the decided indi-

cation of a personal reign, as the early churches held, the suitableness and grandeur of

the view that the Son of Man should in His glorified humanity exhibit His promised
sovereignty in the very place vhere He lived in humiliation^ suffered, and died, the ele-

vation of humanity in and through Him* etc. Some of the views held on this point pre-

sent a sad commentary of human infirmity, which thinks to improve covenanted and
oath-bound language by spiritualizing it, znaking it to mean something veiy different

from the expressed grammatical sense.

Obs, 6. " The Son of Man" is fully identified with the re-estahlishmeni

of the Davidic throne and Kingdom by covenant and promise. In view of

this, therefore, it was eminently proper for Jesus to employ this phrase in

tlie manner recorded. If the reader turns to Psl. 80, ne will find David
referring to the elect Jewish nation brought ont of Egypt, with whom
God is angry so that it is overthrown and placed in the hands of the

heathen. Imploring the Divine inter|>osition and recalling the cove-

nanted promises, he prays with faith and hope in the future restoration of

the nation :
** Let Thy hand be upon the Man of Thy right hand, upon

the Son of Man whom Thou modest strong for TJiyself^*

To indicate how this idea of '* the Bon of man" was held by the Jews, we quote the

following from the " Parables of Enoch," c. 46 : 1, 2 :
** And then I saw one who had a

head of days (i.e. was old, the Ancient of Days), and His head was white as wool, and
with Him was another whose face was like the appearance of a man ; full of agreeable-
ness was his face like that of the holy angels. And I asked one of the angels who went
with me, who showed me all the secret things concerning the Son of man, who He was,

and whence He was, and why He came with that head of days. And he answered and
said to me, This is the Son of man who has righteousness, with whom righteousne^
dwells, and who will reveal oil the treasures of secrecy, because the Lord of Spirits (Grod)

has chosen Him. . . . And this Son of man, whom thou hast seen, will arouse the

kings and the mighty from their couches and the powerful from their thrones, and will

loosen the bonds of the mighty and break the teeth of sinners/' He is also called ** the

Chosen One,^* the *' Just One," and the ** Anointed." In ch. 48 : 3, a pre-«xistence of

the Messiah is asserted, and in ch. 2 : 7. it is said :
** For previously the ^n of man was

hidden, and the Most High God preserved Him before His power, and revealed Him to

the chosen ones." As to our application to the Messiah of Fs. 80, compare e.g. Alexan-
der Com. hci, and Acts 5 ; 31.

Obs. 7. Hence at the Sec. Advent there must be, in order to fulfil the

oath-bound covenant made with David (viz,: that one "according to

the flesh" must be raised up to sit on the restored Theocratic throne), a

real, veritable Son of David, The humanity, glorified as it may be, can-

not be ignored ; it is an essential factor in the Theocratic ordering.

Therefore the coming of *^ the Clirist*^ is represented as the Coming of
** the Son of Man,'^ i.e. a coming in the very humanity assumed under
covenanted relationship.

Various writers (comp. e.g. Alford, Lillie, Braune (Lange*s Cbm,\ Ger. Ver.. eta.
render 2 John 7 *' is coming in the flesh,** i.e. is coming in humanity, referring it to the

Advent, while 1 John 4:2" hath come in the flesh** is interpreted of the first Ad-Sec.
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vent. However this may be, the coming of hnmanifcy in glory is a resuU of the first

coming in hnmiliation ; and the one is just as reasonable and essential as the other. The
Divine Plan requires both to effect the gnaid consnmmation. Even some of the apocry-
phal books do not rid themselves of this view. Thus e.g. in the Test, cf the Twdve FcUH-
archs (Sec. Cent.), the reign is attached to the humanity without discarding the Divine :

** The Lord CK)d, the Mighty One of Israel, shall appear upon earth as man." The
book of Enoch also employs ^e phrase ** Son of Man." Martensen, Oosterzee, and many
others have properly insisted upon the fact that the individuality of Christ must be so main-
tained that " even a glorified individuality, a spiritual body, cannot be conceived of,

without limitations." otherwise " we are in danger of that error, which has so often ap.
peared among mystics and Theosophists, which loses sight of a personal Christ in the
general life of the Godhead ; of the Christ of grace and salvation, m a pantheistic Christ
of nature" (so Martenaen).. But if we were to assign a/irm reason for such a view, it is

found in the simple fact that covenant and prophecy, indicative of God's pmpose, in
their still future fulfilment imperaiivdy demajid it.

Obs, 8. The critical reader will not fail to notice that the Incarnation is

a covenanted necessity/, and that it forms afandamentalpart of our system
of faith ; for without it the fulfilment of covenant promises would he im-
2)08Mble.

This doctrine, therefore, enforces the view of Dr. Domer and others, of the neces-
sity of the Incarnation, even apart from the fall. This we derive from the TlteocrcUie or-

dering, by which the purest and firmest rule, theocratically, can be inaugurated and
permanently secured. Again : while many systems make the Incarnation a central point
in Theology, they either apply it mysLically (as e.g. a present assimilating of the man into

the Divine, as the Divine took upon itself man's nature and transformed it, etc.), or else

they virtually end its career as a still working factor in the Plan of Redemption from
the death on the cross, or have it so overshadowed and absorbed by Deity that in the
future it presents no special prominence as a leading characteristic of the Kingdom.
Firmly holding to the covenant, and the promises based thereupon, many views, exten-
sively prevailing and imbedded in the faith of multitudes, must be discarded as both de-
rogatory to *' the Christ ** in His future manifestation as '* the Son of Man," and to the
oftth-conflrmed covenant of God that positively requires this revelation cfihe Humanity of

the King. It is not only Sohwenkfeld (Kurtz's Gh. His., vol. 2, p. 166) that has the
'* human nature absorbed by the divine," but many have the same in a kind of pious
m3rBtical Pantheism, by which they think to exalt the Divine at the expense of the
human, urged to it by the old, old gnomic feeling respecting matter. The Incarnation,

so necessaiy and exceedingly precious, introduces us to the personality of '* the Christ,''

as promised ; it is provisional for the contemplated end. On the other hand, the
'^Tumeyites" (The Qi. Lamp) hold that Jesus is not a true descendant of David's, not
truly of his lineage, being" of the seed of David" but not "the seed of David,"
hence not truly David's son, but only David's Lord. Now this is flatly opposed to the

Davidic oovenarU, for he was not merely a man, separate and distinct, but he was to pro-

ceed from the loins of David, according to thejlesh < supematurally as Isaacs and hence is

constantly and invariably recognized as Dav^s Son, Again, Fiske {The Christ of Vogmap
p. 125 of the Unseen World\ without a particle of proof, and over against express usage
(John 1 : 61 ; 3 : 13 ; 4 : 27 ; 13 : 31, etc.), asserts, that in the Gospel of John, " the
title Son of Man has lost its original significance, and becomes synonymous with * Son
of Qod.' " He makes a number of similar unfounded remarks, indicative of a desire to

find flaws when they do not exist. Unbelief parades, with evident relish, the ideas of
incarnation as presented in some mythologies, in order, if possible, to weaken the
Christian idea, but we accept of the same as expressing a need and longing of human-
ity, viz. : that God should manifest Himself to man in a form indicative of union and
accessibility. Neander {Life of Qirist, 2 : 12) makes some remarks in this direction,

showing that these ** cravings of the spirit express the " wish, even though uncon-
Boions, to secure that union with God which alone can renew human nature, and which
Christianity shows us is a living reality" (com. Domer on the Person of Oirisi), The
Ch. Incarnation Is not an isolated fact, but results from a regular, revealed Divine Plan,

as will hereafter be shown.
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Proposition 82. This Kingdom is a complete restoratian in th

person of the Second Adam or Man^ of the datninicn lost by

the First Adam or Man,

The reign of Christ as " the Son of Man" points us back to the

fall in which humanity was so sadly involved, and then forward to

the period when humanity, through this manifestation of this Son
of Man, is fully restored to the blessings forfeited by the fall.

Among these blessings a right royal one is grounded in the de-

veloping Plan of Redemption, by which man shall a^in be

restored^ the dignity of dominion through Him, who by virtue of

His relationship to the human in the covenanted line, has obtained
the forfeited right originally granted to man, and which, as King
on David's throne, will be most gloriously exerted, being sublimely
and irresistibly aided by the Divine united with Him.

Ohs, 1. What the dominion forfeited bv sin was to be, is clearly an-

nounced, e.g. by the Psalmiat and Paul. We leAve others inform us of its

meaning and extent. Thus e.g. Barnes (Com, Heh. 2 : 6) says it consti-

tuted man ** Lord of all things,*' that ''all things were pl/wed ufider the

control and jurisdiction of i/iafi," that ** all things were subject to Him and
all obeyed. Man was made a little lower than the angels, and was the

undisputed Lord of the lower world," etc. Kurtz (Sac. Hist, p. 39),

states, that ** he (mtin) is appointed to Jiave dominion over nature^ as the

representative of God, and to conduct it to its highest development*'
'* The powers of man were intended, agreeably to the divine appointment,
to be engaged in exercising dominion over all the earth." So also (Sees. 9

and 11, " Bible and Asfron,,'* His, of Old Cov.) he was to be " ruler of
all creation, of its varied forces and creatures." '* The commencement
was to lead to the goal, man^s dominioji over the whole earth,*' Hodge
(Sys. Div.,vol. 2, p. 102) says; ** God constituted him (man) ruler over

the earth. He placed, as the Psalmist said, all things under his feef
'* It was therefore as a ruler that he wore God's image, or represented

Him on earth." " It was therefore a?* absolutely universal dominion, so

far as creatures are concerned, with which man was invested." (Comp.
Commentaries on Heb. 2 : 6, 7 ; Pel. 8 : 5-8.) These writers then tell us

that, as the Scriptures affirm, this dominion was, in a great measure, lost,

and that man, shorn of his power, could no longer act as the representaii^

of God.

Sach testimony, as the student well knows, conld be endlessly mulUplied, seeing that

on this point there is a uniform teaching running from the ApostoHo Fathers dovn,
through the Reformers, to the present time. But alas ! while fiUly admitting the fact,

thousands are utterly unprepared to receire \ht logical result which Redemption in its re-

storative process introduces as ike goad intended. Consistency requires, that if we belioTe
in perfect Bedempiion, then we also must accept of the legUimcUt reartU following as indicated
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in these pages, viz. : an adual, real restoration of the dominion forfeiied, throngh the Mea-
siah, and net some other dominion in the third heaven or nniTeree substitnted in its

place. The forfeitnre and the restoration most, logically and Hcriptuxally, refer to fAe

jiatM, We append the pertinent Htatementa of a recent writer, us lllnstratiTe of mnch
that might be qnot«d. Fairbaim {7\fpology, vol. 1, p. 30S-9) says : " Man's original in-

heritance was a lordship or dominion, stretching over the whole earth.*' . . .

** When he fell, he fell from his dominion,*' . . . '*the inheritance departed from
him ; he was driven from Paradise, the throne and palace of his Kingdom." And then
follows a vivid portrayal of how " Satan was permitted to enter and extend his nsnrped
sway over the domain, from which man has been expelled as its proper lord," etc.

But then he vitiates his own concessions by making, in varioos places, the promises of
a restoration to this forfeited dominion typical of something else. Mnltitades make it

equivalent to a reign in the third heaven, and zeligious litexatore is fnll of snch erro-
neons condnsions.

Obs. 2. In tho next place, all Christian writers on the subject inform
us that this dominion is restored to man again through Jesus Christ, the
second Adam. But, with the exception of Millenarian writers, they some-
how confine it to Jesus in His Divine SovereiKutj, overlooking what thej
themselves assert respecting its being given to the Man Jesus, and ignoring
the fact taught that this dominion is relegated from and through Him to

His brethren (tho co-heirs). Such spiritualize the dominion, and do not
iillow its ultivuite realization in the very place where it was forfeited, i.e.

they refuse to believe in man's restored dfominion over the earth, and make
thus an imperfect Redemption. We hold that, as Scripture plainlv teaches,

this dominion is restored through the Son of Man ; that those wno inherit

with Him share in its exercise ; that it is manifested here on earth (being
a forfeited dominion pertaining only to the earth); and that thus com-
pleted Redemption is experienced.

To illustrate how writers, in no doctrinal sympathy with ns, insist upon the restora-

tion of this dominion in Jeens as man, we quote Barnes ( Com. Heb, 2 : 6, comp. Btuart's

Com, on Beb. and Exeura. IX.) :
" It was not true (v. %) that all things were sabject to

Him, and the complete truth of that declaration would be found only in the jurisdiction
conferred on the Messiah

—

the man by way of eminence—the incarnate Son of God.**
After showing that Paul's argument is based on man's losing the control or power orig*
inally given, which is restored in Christ, he adds :

** It is found complete only in the
second man, iht Lofrdfrom Aeauen (1 Cor. 15 : 47), the Lord Jesus, to whom this control is

absolutely given." It is true that some endeavor to weaken Paul's reasoning in favor
of the restoration of this dominion, by making Ps. 8 refer to man in general, and that
Paul employs the language only by way of illustration or accommodation. But to this

we reply : (1) Paul direcUy applies the Ps. to Christ ; (2) the spirit and intent of the Ps.
contains more than is applicable to man in general ; (3) the aposUe teaches us that the
Ps. is not yet fulfilled in the pre-eminent man, saying :

** but now we see not yet all

things put under Him ;" (4) the abundant references in other places of a forfeited do-
minion and the same restored under the Messiah sustains this interpretation ; (6) the
incarnation and subsequent exaltation of Christ confirms the delineation thus given ; ^6)

the dominion under the whole heaven given at a future period to this man and His as-

sociated saints, shows that Paul, under the Spirit's guidance, saw a force and depth in
the predictions which alons can be realized in and through the Son of man. Hudson
{Debt, and Grace, p. 6) correctly observes :

** The passage (in Ps. 8) can only be explained
as a prophecy of Christ. This is required by the true sense of one important word, and
is so understood by the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews. " Fairbaim ( Typoiogy,

vol. 1. p. 313), after advocating that" the renovated earth*' is '* the ultimate inheritance
of the heirs of salvation," remarks :

" And of what else can we understand the represen-
tation in the 8th Ps., as interpreted by the pen of inspiration itself, in the Epis. to the
Hebrews, 2 : 5-9, and 1 Cor. 15 : 27, 28 ? These passages in the N. T. put it brycnd a
doubt, that the idea of a perfect and univexBal dominion, delineated in the Ps. is to be
realized in the locrid to come, over which Christ, as the head of redeemed humanity, is to
rule, in company with His redeemed people.'* (So compare Dr. Moll, Lange's Com.
Heb. p. 54^.)
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Obs, 3. This dominion, bore on earth, will be exerted by Jesas, the Man,
through the re-establiahment of the Theocratic ordering. It is the restored

Theocratic Davidic throne and Kingdom, in its organized and associated

capacity, under the leadership of the covenanted King that constitutes thf

leverage for the exertion of this dominion. The saints, made like unto
Christ and associated with Him in His power, largely participate in it, all

nature being brought into subjection to them. Thus the Scriptures wiU be

amply fulfilled,

Obs, 4. Hence, while this dominion is eyen now lodg^ in the Son of

Man, yet it is held'tn abeyance until the period of its manifestation in and
through this Kingdom. This has already been shown by various consider-

ations, and will appear still more conclusively as we proceed. Therefore

it is erroneous (as a multitude of writers, including Hddge, Barnes, etc.,

just quoted), to say that tliis dominion ^sa fully attained and realized by

the incarnation and the exaltation of the Son af Ood. It certainly belongs

to Him ; but we must leave the Scriptures to decide respecting its acttial

realization. From the Covenant thus iAt provisionally fulfilled, the most
glorious portion remaining in a state of abeyance, we can already see that it

IS a toron^ inference to suppose an existina realization when the same is

related with tne restored Theocratic Kingdom. So long as the Davidic
tabernacle is in ruins, this dominion cannot afid will not be exerted. The
dominion is given to Him as *' ^Aa Son of Mafi" (Jno. 5 : 27 ; Pal. 8:7;
Heb. 2 : 6, etc.), and this at a pre-ordained time (next Prop.). He is con-

stituted the absolute Lord over all because He is ** the Son of Man ;'' but

this dominion pertaining to Him as the promised seed, related both to

God and man, He did not fully (only on some occasions to indicate His

power), exercise while on earth ; He does not now as '* the Son of Man**
put forth the power with which He is invested, for He has not yet been

revealed as the King, the Judge, the Maker of all things new, the Repealer
of the curse—we see not yet all things put under Him, and He is awaiting
the time when His enemies shall be made His footstool But the |>eriod

of time is coming when thts will be done, and the dominion, held in re-

straint for tmrposes of mercy and love, will be exhibited with God-like
power and glory. As the Son of Man, the Second Adam, He becomes the

Lord of the world, but that Lordship is fwt yet manifested, it remaining
veiled until certain preparatory purposes are accomplished and the time
arrives for its blessed appearance through the covenanted Theocratic-
Davidic throne ;—for just as at the First Advent by the Incarnation the

Christ is brought into direct relationship with humanity and from thence
sustains His covenanted position in this particular, so also at the Sec.

Advent by the Incarnation, as continued in '* the Son of Man," "the
Christ,*' in the inherited throne and Kingdom, is brought iiUo direct

Theocratic relationship with humanity, aim from this revealed position

exerts His power in behalf of iliat humanity with which He is identified,

Man, during the past ages, has sought to recover this dominion nnaided and through
his own power, and the Word represents it as a struggling of ** beasts" for sovereign^,
resulting in a mutual rending and destruction. Is this picture true ? Let history attert,

with its constant wars, overthrow of states and kingdoms, man being the " prej of

man,*' bloodshed and slaughter, murder and rebellion, eto. The Scriptures t»Ach na

that this Jesus, appointed for the express purpose, alone can, and will ultimately, re-

store it. In this connection the student will observe that this second headship in ChnsX
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z-estores the hnman family to its destined bat forfeited Theooratio rolenhip or domin-
ion, and, therefore, to confine this headship simply to relationship to man and salvation
from sin (which it includes), is to leave oat a specific and most preeiaua bleasing. (Comp.
e.g. Props. 120. 202. 204, and 207.)

Obs. 5. It is only in the Millennial age, when this Theocratic Kingdom is

established, that tnis forfeited dominion is fully restored.. This is evident
from the vivid descriptions, not only of the universal and absolute rule of
Christy but also of the dominion and glory of tlie saints. Hence this era
must be preceded by the Coming of ** the Son of Man" (Prop, 119-121).

Such a restored dominion involves, as a matter of conise, Vie personal presence and
mle of the Second Adam here on the wrth, where the First Adam would have exerted it.

It teaches ns that it is not a dominion exercised in the third heaven, for it is one com-
mitted to man and pertains to this earth. It is not to be sought in this dispensation*
for down to the very end wickedness will abound. It is not to be found in the Church
as at present existing, for down to the Advent the believer himself is under the pressure
of the curse. It is, therefore, future, and associated with " the appearing and King-
dom/' and with " the world to come."

Obs, 6. If such an external^ outward dominion is lacking in the history
of the earth, then an important restitution is wanting, and we receive an
imperfect Redemption ; with its restoration we obtain an important ele-

ment of perfected Salvation. Writers abundantly admit that this dominion
would have been witnessed here on earth if Adam had not fallen, but some-
how thejT overlook the fact, that as the Redeemer is given to recover us
from all Vie effects of the fall, it must, under the auspices of the restoring
'Second Adam, again be witnessed on earth when Redemption is completed.
Simple consistency, the perfection of Redemptive work, the efficiency and
honor of the Redeemer, the ability of God to save and the worthiness of
the Saviour

—

all require this restored dominion.

The prevailing view, derived from the Origenistio, limits this dominion to a present
reign of Christ in heaven ; but this, aside from other considerations, vitiates even their
own representations of its original design, viz. : to be '* representative of God on earth,'*
** a ruling for Grod over all the earth," ** a dominion exercised over all things, bringing
nature into subjection," etc. Taking their views of the original grant, none of these

things are leitnessed here on the earth ; the Buler is in heaven, and not on the earth. His
followers are suffering and chastened. His rights as ** the Christ" are unacknowledged
by multitudes, eto.

Obs, 7. This dominion, promised, predicted and restored, is corrobora-
tive of the Biblical account of man^s noble origin and high destiny , form-
ing quite a contrast to the ignoble theories of recent scientists. And may
we not suggest, that as the period of this restoration draws near,, the
efforts that are so persistently made by able men to degrade the origin of

man to the lowest scale, is not altogether one of chance or fortuitous cir-

cumstances, but to the student and l)eliever have a deeper and more signifi-

cant meaning—bein^ in accordance with the predicted characteristic of

the times just preceding the restitution.

What the Roman Catholic writer, Schlegel {Phil, of Bis.^ s. 1), says, in opposition to
the idea of man's low origin, we, in view of the Divine unity of Purpose thus manifested,
can repeat :

** We may boldly answer, that man, on the contrary, was originally, and by
the veij constitution of his being, designed to be the lord of creation, and, though in a
subordinate degree, the legitimate ruler of the earth and the world around him ; the
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Tioegerent of Qod in nature.** Qod will not allow sin to triumph in the ntter destn^
tion of this grant, bnt will evince that grace in Jesus, the Christ, that will secure the

Tictozy in tiua* as well as in all other, respects. Tholuck {Com, Kom. 5 : 12) produces
a Jewish Babbi, who remarks :

" The secret of Adam is the necret of the Mwrish,"
" Aa the first man was the one that sinned, so shall the Messiah be the one to do am
away.** (Comp. p. 55, Lange's Cotn. Heb.)
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Proposition 83, This Kingdom is given to the Son of Man by
Gody the Father.

This bestowal of the Kingdom to the Son of Man by the Father,
is clearly arid explicitly taught in the covenant. Hence in agree-
ment with it, we have the language of Dan. 7 : 13, 14 j Isa. 49

;

Luke, 22 : 29 and 1 : 32, etc. The Divine Sovereignty insnres it

unto Him.
Daniel (7 : 14) says that '* th«re xdos gwen unto Him {JHhi Son of man) dominion, and

glory, and a Kingdom, thai all peopk,'' etc. Luke (1 : 32) : "the Lord God shall givt unio

Him the throne cf His father David" etc. (comp. Pa. 2 and 110, etc.). The Savioor Him-
self seemB to refer to this fact in the Parable of the Ten Potrnds (Lake 19 : 16), ** that

when he was reivmed, having received the Kingdom,'* etc. It may be added : in view of the
angel announcing that ** the Lord God shadl give," we have *' the Ancient qf Days'' (in

Dan.) interpreted as the Father ^for to make the Son of man and the Ancient of Days tne
same is both harsh and inconsistent with the analogy of the Word). Because of the
Theocratic nature of the Kingdom, and the Father bestowing this Kingdom npon the
Son of David, it is sometimes called (Matt. 26 : 29) the "Father's KingdonC' (Matt.
13 : 39-43), ** the Kingdom of the Fbiher ;" becanae in this Theocratic ordering the Father and
the Ohrist are one, both are associated together as in Bev. 11 : 15, and 22 : 3 ; beoaose of
the covenanted relationship of Jesos, it is more frequently spoken of as His throne and
Kingdom. The different aspects under which this Kingdom is represented because of

its Theocratic nature—the Divine participating in and enforcing the rule of the human,
ity—already enforces the idea of the perpetuity of the Kingdom (comp. Prop. 159).

While it is difficnlt to say, on grammatical grounds (so Winer, Olshausen, Com. loci),

that in Tit. 2 : 13 the great Ood and the Saviour Jesus Christ refer to the same person,

yet it may be said : (1) that if it does (to Jesus), as many maintain (e.g. Beza, Clem.
Alex., Mack, Matthies, Whitby, Bull, Usteri, Olshausen, Wiesinger, Home, Middleton,
Barnes, Bloomfield, etc.), then is it verified in the Theocratic personage and position of

Jesus, in and through whom the Father is manifested (see Prop. 200). (2) On the
other hand, if it refers to two persons or subjects, the Father and the Son as many
others declare (as Ambrose, Grotius, Wetstein, Heinrichs, De Wette, Channing, etc.),

then there is an evident allusion either to this period when the Father gives this King-
dom to the Son of man, or to the fact that a pure Theocratic ordering requires the in-

timate and enduring association of the Father with the Son in such a rule, so that the
Father is manifested in and through the Son.

Obs. I. This giving of the Kingdom by the Father to the Son of Man,
shows, what has already been observed, that this Kingdom is something
very different from the general Divine Sovereignty exercised by God. The
Kingdom is an outgrowth from it, and the Divine Sovereignty will be ex-

hibited through it, being constitnted in the Theocratic form, which in its

initiatory form was separated in its Rulerahip hj two persons (i.e. God and
David) but is now happily conjoined—making it thus efficacious, irresisti-

ble, and ever-enduring

—

i7i one, (.«.,
** the Christ.**

Obs, 2. This Kingdom is given to the Son of Man at a particular

^

definite time, Now without entering into a discussion (see e.g. Prop. 121)

concerning the period of time designated by Daniel, we only, at present,
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remark : (1) that as this Kingdom ia uihalterdbly associated with Darid^s
Son restoring thefallen Theocratic-Davidic throne and Kingdom (so both
covenant and proniise), and as such a res^ration has not yet been experi-

enced, it must, in the very natare of the case, he still in thefuture; (2)

that the peculiar phraseology, corroborated by the prophets and applied

by Jesua, unmistakably refers it to the Sec. Advent, which we have already
seen (e.g. Props. 56-68), is the designated time for taking the Kingdom.
Down to the present the covenant remains nnfulQIled, and the Kiogdom
continties postponed until the times of the Gentiles have elapsed. The
investiture, visible, is delayed for wise, and, to us accounted worthy to

reign, glorious purposes. Hence, whatever may be alleged respecting the

Divine nature of Christ, it is an established and plainly seen fact, that the

Seed of David, as such, does not now reign as the coveftant requires and the

prophets described (i.e. a reign here on earth in the restored Theocratic
order), but we are assured, both by the oath of God and the provisiona

already made, that when the proper time arrives, this will he verified,

Ohs, 3. By simply keeping in the line of the covenanted Kijigdmn which
the Father in the appointed time, still future, will bestow upon the Son of

David, we know how to estimate that vast moss of mystical conceptions
and spiritualistic descriptions given by Origen, Swedenborg, Randolp,
and a nost of others, of the predicted Kingdom being now already reaiized

in some form, or to be experienced immediately after death. 'Jhe King-
dom to exist necessitates, as a primary condition, tJie restoraiion of the

Davidic throne and Kingdmn, seeing that the Theocratic ordering is bound
up with the same. A Theocracy, without such a restoration, is, as cove-

nant and promise teach, an idle dream.

This serres to throw light on the rendering of Acts 3 : 21, a paaaage disputed by the

Lutherans and Befonned (Olahausen'a Com,, vol. 3, p. 231, and foot-note of K.). The
English Tersion, although condemned by the Form of Concord, is eridently correct, see-

ing that the Kingdom is promised and given to the Son of Bian aa the Seed qf David.
Hence Peter, in strict accord with the facts as existing, represents Jesus as one whom
the heavens receive uniU the time when He is manifested as King, and not as one who
receives the heavens.

Obs, 4. Because wo are told (Heb. 10 : 12), that *' this man, after he had

offered one sacrifice for sins forever sat down on the right hand of God,"
it is inferred that this exaltation of the human nature embraces the pre-

dicted rulership of the Son of Man. But in this very connection (neit

verse), as if to guard us against such an inference, it is added :
'* From

henceforth expecting'^ (Barnes, etc, ^^ waiting," ) y till His enefnies be

wade his footstool," All commentators agree that this overthrow and sub-

jection is still future, and the Scriptures teach in the plainest manner
that it is connected with His Sec, Advent, This, therefore, fully corre-

sponds with our argument, for the passage must be considered and inter-

preted in connection with many others.
j

S6me press the word " forever*' to an extent that would forbid a Second Adrenl

;

others, as Bloomfleld, Barnes, etc., connect the phrase " forever" with the sacrifice (Le.

he never comes again to mfdce a saoriflce) ; the writer has his doubts whether the warn
of the Greek is correctly given, seeing that " forever" does not give the force of the prep-

osition) and of a word understood with which the adjective agrees. It is merely sog-

gested, that as Jews were addressed and the subject was the covenant, the word wm not

supplied, being understood. Might it not be rendered, to keep up the connection, ** a^-
|

I
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cording to or in conformity to the everlaating covenant,** or in something Rimilar, i.e.

to Terify this covenant it became necessary, etc. However rendered, one thukg Is certain

:

it cannot conflict with express covenant promises.

Obs^ 5. The SoYcreignty of the Father is the foundation, the Becnrity,

that David's Son shall ootain this Kingdom at the allotted time, and,
therefore, this Sovereignty is also represented aa giving up into the hands
of this Son of Man all his enemies. Hence, In view of the Oneness of the
Father and Son, one class of passages intimate that the enemies of Christ
are given into His power by the Father, and yet when the work of sub-
duing these enemies is specifically stated and in detail, it is one assigned
to the Son (sustained by His relationship to the Father), because the

Father commits all judgment and the Judgeship to Christ as the Son of
Man, and Jesus, at His revelation, is described as coming in vengeance, etc.

Therefore it becomes the student to allow both classes of passages their due
position and weight in the order of procedure.

Waggoner {Ref. of Age, p. 128\ confining himself exclusively to the one class of pas-
sages. Lays down this caption :

^* The work of subduing His enemies is never in the
Scriptnres ascribed to Ohrist, but that ** the Father Bnbdnes the enemies of Christ and
puts them tmder His feet." The simple fact is, that the Father does this in and through
(7trisi Himself, Christ acting as the agerU, and hence Christ is frequently represented in
the Scriptures as the One coming in wrath, in vengeance to perform this work. Wag-
goner is induced to take this position in order to support a singular and favorite theory,
viz. : the one thousand years' reign In heaven. But for the time he overlooks his own
argument, and makes (p. 134) the following concession :

**
(1) The Father gives them (the

enemies) to the Son. (2) The Son breaks (hem with a rod cf iron and dashes them in pieces

;

which dashing, aa has been shown, takes place at Hxs Coming.^* But to reconcile iOiis in-

congruity, he resorts to a quibble unworthy of the subject, viz. : that ** there is a great
difference between having His enemies put under Him, and His destroying them."
Indeed, admitting a difference (in the way we have indicated), how comes it that those
very enemies, instead of being ^* subdued," etc., are represented (Rev. 19, etc., comp.
Props. 115, 123, 161, etc.), as arrayed in open hostility to Christ, making tcaragaiiiat Him,
and are ordy brought into subjection, etc., byChrisi and His armies. We dare not ignore
the action ascribed to this Son of man at His coming, and what the Father performs
through Him.

Obs, 6. The Kingdom being given by the Father to the Son of Man, we
can, keeping this fact in view, appreciate the fact stated in 1 Cor, 15 : 27,

28, viz :
*' But when He saith, All things are put under Him, it is mani-

fested that He is excepted, which did put all things under Him,^^ etc.

(Comp. usage of present tense. Prop. 69, Obs. 9). As this point will be
brought up under the perpetuity (Prop. 159) of the Kingdom, it is only
necessary to add, that a Theocracj—in the veiy nature of the case, as seen
in the form of the Kingdom, m its past history as given, and in the

manner of its future restoration under David's Sou—must ever retain the

position of being subordinate to the Divine Will of the Father. This
Theocratic idea Faul seeks to impress, and this very subordination is es-

sential to our doctrine of the Eangdom, being indicative of a Theocracy
here on earth.

This subordination is manifested in the investiture as described by Daniel oh. 7, and
will be most strikingly exhibited at ** the holy mount." The place of public inaugura-
tion by " the Ancient of Days" will be noticed under Prop. 166.

Obs, 7. Even if (which we do not acknowledge) we should be mistaken
in ascribing Christ's present reign to the Divine nature (making it identi-
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cal with God*a Sovereignty) and not to the humBn, and which is specially

exercised over the chnrchp and yet not so specifically, outwardly^ visibly

(as covenanted), so that the chnrch can now be styled the Ptomie^d
Kingdom, it does not by any means follow that Christ as the Son of
Man has not still a future Kingdom to come here on the earth over which
He will reign. Whatever view may be taken of this intermediate state of
Jesus, the covenant predictions relating to the future are too inany and
decisive to he set aside. It is proper to state this, since even some Millen-
arians, losing sight of tJie specific fyromises of the covenant, and overlooking
to whom this Kingdom is ^ven, viz. : to the Son of Man, also depart from
the Primitive Church view, in so far as to indorse the Popish notion that

Jesus, as Son of Man, now reigns in the covenanted Kingdom over the
church, without however discarding the doctrine of the fntnre visible

throne and Kingdom /or which we contend. Believing this to be an error

calculated to embarrass and destroy a proper conception of the Kingdom, to

weaken and obliterate the logical and Scriptural connection existing

between covenant and fulfilment, we therefore, distin^ishing between
things that differ, the more strongly cleave to the oath-botuid covenant,

and, until we see a fulfilment cmnmensuraie with God's most solemn
declarations, reject all theories which are presented in place of the King-
dom itself.

Onr position simply is this : that before the Kingdom periainmgio David's Son can
possibly be inangnrated there must be a resioraUcn of the fallen Davidio throne and
Kingdom ; that any Sovereignty exercised by Divine right is not the covenanted King-
dom. The position of others is, that in oonnection with the future reign of Jesus here

on earth. He has also a Kingdom now in the Church. As this theory will be examined
in detail (Props. 69-110), we leave it with the remark : that opposers to Chiliaam some-
times endeavor to bring our doctrine into disrepute by concealing or denying that all

Millenarians concede to Christ a present reigning, the one party as a Divine being («s

Ood, being One with the Father) and exercising special care over the Church aa its Head,
Mediator^ Intercessor, and Advocate ; the other party, as the Hon of man over the

Church, the latter being regarded either as a visible or invisible Kingdom, to give place

finally to a new and higher stage at the Rec. Advent. No MiUenarian writer ever noticed
by the writer bub ascribes to Jesus, in some form, a present reigning—a present exercise

of exalted power.

Obs, 8. The exact time when the Father will give this Kingdom to '* the

Son of Man'' is not revealed. Signs are indeea given in the fulfilment of

predictions, etc., by which an approximative (comp. Props. 173 and 174)

knowledge may be gained, bnt the precise time is reserved by the Father
as something exclusively pertaining to Himself, Acts 1:7; Mark 13 :3'2 :

Matt. 24 : 36,

This gives us a clue to the perplexing passage given by Marie (13 : 32), that the Son
did not know the day or hour. Now let it be noticed that this Kingdom is given bj the

Father to *' the Son of man" at the Sec. Advent ; hence it follows, (1) that Jesus speaks
of this future period as " the Son of man,*' i.e. as David's Son ; (3) that the Father r^
taining ike prerogative of bestowing the Kingdom, the time of the Advent connected with
the same is also thus retained as intimately associated with it. Consequently the Divine
the Father in Christ, could not reveal what exdusiv^ banged to the Father—what p^-
tained to the Divine prert^ative—and, therefore, while the descendant of David is ia-

separably connected with the Divine, yet the Divine in such a matter (for ** My Fatht^r

is greater than I ") may deny to the humanity—David's Son—the precise knowledge of

the day and hour, far the reason assigned. For David's Son takes the things belongiii;
to the Father, and shows those that are allowed, the human being subservient to the viU

J

of the Father and to the knowledge imparted. Tillotson. Her. an Mark 13 : 33, 31
attributes this not knowing to the human nature of Christ, referingto Luke 2 : 52, ek

,
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ahowing that the hnxnan nature did not necessarily, by Tirtne of its union with the
Divine, know all things, or otherwise he ooxUd not, as man, be said to grow in wisdom,
etc.

Obs, 9. When this Kingdom ia given by the Father then will he perfected
the covenanted arrangement concerning ** the Man,'* as indicated in 2
Saml. 7 ; 19 and 1 Chron. 17 : 17 (comp, the Davidic covenant under Prop.
49). Then in « comi)leted sense can it be said, taking Bh. Horsley's
rendering :

" And this is the arrangement abont the Man, Lord
Jehovah/'—'* And Thou hast regarded me (David) in the arrangement
about the Man, that is to be from above, Lord Jehovah." Therefore it

follows, taking covenant promises for our guide, that this Plan respecting
the Kingdom is made in virtue of the humanitv of Christ, His relation-

ship to Man in the Davidic line ; and God the Father v^ill not dUlow this

Plan to fail, but will in due time exhibit His Theocratic rule in and
through '* the Man ordained.^'
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Proposition 84, As this Kingdom is specially given to the Son
of Man as the resvU of his obedience, sufferings, and deaths it

must be something different from His Divine nature, orfrom
^^piety^'^ ''^ religimi^'^ ^'Qod^s reign in the heart^^ etc.

Ourailment all along involves this, for we have (1) the Kingdom
promised to David's Son

; (2) this promise based on the foretold
affirmations that this Son shall be spotless, without sin ; and (3)

the continued blessedness and i)erpetuity of the Kingdom asserted
in view of the i)erfect character of this descendant of David.
Numerous passages declare this ; hence, when we come to the
Apostles, they plainly inform us that His exaltation and reception
oi dominion is due to His obedience, sufferings, and death. Two
passages alone clearly present this to us, viz. : Heb, 12 : 2 ; Phil.
2 : 8, 9. The latter part of the Proposition follows as a natural
sequence.

We now enter into a detailed statement in following Props., to show that the Church
is nol the covenanted and predicted Messianic Kingdom, in any sense whatever. Thin
is the more requisite, seeing that able Pre-Mill. writers, forsa^ng £he ^ArUik^ hgioal oitd

IScriplural ground, also—with onr opponents—make a Kingdom to exist in the heazt
(God's reign), another in the Ghnrch, and a third stiU fntnre which is to oome. This is

misleading, and perverts the precise portrayal of the Kingdom as given by covenant and
prophecy. Hence the space devoted to this subject, and the meeting of every possible
objection nrged against ns. The Christian student, desirous for truth alone, will can-
didly weigh our reasons assigned, and give them proper credit in so far as they are sap-
ported by the Word.

Obs. 1. The first clause of the Proposition is fully admitted by Com-
mentators (as e.g. Barnes, etc.)* and bv Theologians (as e.g. Knapp, Ch,

TIieoL, p. 351 and 355), as ** acquired^*' so that m the language of Knapp,
" He received it (the government) from His Father as a reward for ffia

sufferings, and for his faithful performance of the whole work, and dis-

charge of all the oflBcea intrusted to Him by God for the good of man/'
This, of course, corroborates and confirms our previous Propositions re-

specting the Divine Sovereignty of the Father and of the Son, and of the
Kingdom being promised to the human nature of Jesus and not merely to

the Divine. It is matter of surprise to find, after the frank acknowledg-
ment of writers on this point, that many of them subsequently overlook it,

and ascribe this Kingdom solely to the Divine nature. Another thing
must also here be noticed, while it is true that the Kingdom is tbos ac-

quired, it is not correct to conclude as e.g. Knapp does :
" this govern-

ment which Jesus administers, as a man, is twt natural to Him, or one
which He attains by birth^ but acquired.^' This is opposed to the cove-
nant promises, for it is distinctly announced as a prereauisite that He
must 06 of the royal line of David* It is the distinctive oon of David to
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whom this King^dom belongs by covenanted Divine right. He ojHyconfiims
His right and title to it, as the Representative Ruler in such a Theocratic
Kingdom, by the life and death wnich He manifested. Hence by these
expressions we ought not to be led to reject the claims which Jesus has by
virtue of His birth. This, as seen by previous Propositions, would be a
grave mistake. The Father only confirms His right

As illnstratiTe of the doctrinal poeitlon of mnltitndea, we quote Benas {HU. Ch. Theol.

cf Apos. Agtf p. 154), who says :
** The Kingdom of God, whioh Jeima desired to make a

reality, commences with His personal appearance on the theatre of the world. His Ad-
vent and the setting np of the Kingdom are otvt and the same thing, becaose He is the
Head and cause of the Kingdom, and the cause cannot exist without the effect.*' Jesus
is also e.g. the Head of the flrstbom from the dead, and the Agent of the renewal of the
earth, but the resurrection of the saints and the renewal has not yet transpired. This
reasoning would be conclusive, if it could be proven that there was no postponement of
the Kingdom. As it is, it begs the whole question, for we assert that there is nothing
that our opponents allege concerning Christ's reign in the heart and Headship over the
Church, which we cannot, and do not, cordially receive, claiming, however, that all this

does not constitute a Kingdom, but is purely a provisional sptriiual, and ffrovideniiat over-

sight and rule tending toward Vit tUHmaie realization of the Kingdom itself. We distin-

guish between ths means and the end ; those who oppose us either blend the two to-

gether, or assume the former to be the latter. In the extract just given, the personality

of the Saviour is made equivalent to the Kingdom's introduction (ho many), and no heed
is given to any Scriptures which restrict it, at least, to succeed an obedience rendered.
Others, to save themselves from this difficulty, postpone the setting up of the Kingdom
to His resurrection, or ascension, or to the day of Pentecost, but in their efforts to avoid
one obstacle, plunge themselves even into greater difficulties (as e.g. if the Kingdom is
" God*s reign in the heart," was that postponed until then ?), making it requisite to have
a nwnber of Kingdoms to meet the various contingencies.

Obs. 2/ Some of the most eminent writers and commentators not know-
ing hoio to escape the dilemmas incident to their theory of a present exist-

ing Kingdom of promise, gravely tell us that this Kingdom is '* piety, ^' or
** religion,*' or the most favorite phrase (as e.g. Dr. McCosh, and others),
" God's reign in tJte keart.^^ We leave them to reconcile a Kingdom of
promise, specially covenanted to the Son of David in the line of his

humanity, and for which He rendered Himself worthy on account of obedi-

ence, with such interpretations as these. If piety, religion, God's reign in

the heart, etc., is the Messianic Kingdom, we may well ask what need of

such promises of the Kingdom in the Davidic line and why not then date

the Kingdom from Adam down to the present, seeing that ** piety" or
** religion," or *' God's reign in the heart," has existed continuously? A
host of questions suggested by our various Propositions indicate the utter

absurdity of such a definition. Piety, religion, etc., are prerequisites to

attain to this Kingdom, and are to exist in tne Kingdom itself, but are far

from constituting the Kingdom.

Obs. 3. The tender of the Kingdom to the Jewish nation, its rejection,

postponement, the peculiar style of preaching of the first preachers—all go

to show that *' piety," etc. existed with a certain portion of the Jews,

without the establishment of the Kingdom. Yet even those who advocate

that Christ's Kingdom was only inaug^urated after His death take this un-

¥iarded position, just as if these things were not previously exhibited,

heir dennition is inconsistent with their own admissions, and fatal to a

distinctive Kingdom given to the Son of Man. It is not necessary to press

this point.
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An illastration, however, ahowing the inoonsistenoy may be in pUce. Many esmfnent
writera enforce this heart-reigning Kingdom theory (oomp. Prop. 110), bnt when they
oome to explain the prediationa (e.^. Dan., ohs. 2 and 7) relating to this Kingdom they
forget their own theory of a heart-kingdom, and affirm that the prophecies are realized
in a ^nsibUt external manner throngh the establishment of the Ch. Chnrch.

Oba, 4« It may, however, be well to give an illastration of the incoDsis-

tencj of writers who insist on this Kingship of Christ's being exercised

before He showed Himself thus worthy to receive it. Aside from m&Dj
found in this work whioh declare that the King:dom was manifested when
Jesus appeared, lived, etc., (and mainly derived from this " piety,*'
** God's reign in the heart" theorr), we refer to, in many respects an ad-
mirable writer, Pressense. In his Sermon " On Jesus Christ as King," he
has (1) Jesus King even in His humiliation

;
(this we admit, but the

Kinship was held in abeyance) ; (2) Jesus King on the Cross (this we
admit, but hold that His royalty was not manifested); (3) Jesus King in a
signal manner after the resurrection ; and all this to show that His King-
dom was established and manifested continuously/ram Bis birth. To all

this, in connection with previous arguments against such a view, we only
now say, how can such a Kingdom ruled over by Jesus daring His life and
at the time of His death bo reconciled with the Scriptures which speak
of, and the countless admissions of our opponents which advocate, an ac-

quisition of a Kingdom of promise in virtue of His obedient life and
death f Our theory is consistent and requires just such a position in the

Son of David, ^he Divine Sovereignty only bestows this acquisition,

and, when given, enforces it, but only m the covenanted David ic line.

Hence, to refer to the Divine attributes lodged with Jesus (such as His
power over the an^ls, etc.), and from thence infer that He then exerted

regal power, is evidence that the party making such an inference has no
idea of the Scriptural diHerence existing between the Divine Sovereignty
and the Kingdom (through which that Sovereignty will be gloriously dis-

played) distinctively promised to David*s Son,

Obs. 5. This evinces what the covenant, etc., demands, viz.: a Ruler,
who is such in virtue also of His humanity ; and includes, that this Ruler
has shown what no other Theocratic Ruler can do. His perfect adaptability
for the position, i.e. to carry out the Divine Will in government. Keep-
ing in view the goal of Theocratic government and its requirements, we
6nd in the honorable obedience of Christ the most ampU and satisfactory
assurance that in His occupancy of the Davidic throne and Kingdom, He
will indeed' be a truthful and stable Representative of God. Therefore
Peter says, 1 Pet. 1 : 21, etc.

In oonTemation with Bev. Dr. Bodgera on this point, he Himested that one reason
why the sinfolnesa of the ablest and most highly honored of ue Theocratic Kings (u
e.g. David and Solomon) is so plainly recorded in Sariptnre, arises from the fact tiut

thus is shown (1) the failure of mere mortals, through infirmity, to soatain the posi-

tion perfectly, and (2) to evidence, by way of oontrHst through trial, the petfeotioii of

Jesus as Theocratic King.
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Proposition 85. Neither Abraham^ nor his eagrafied seed have
as yet inherited t/ie Kingdom : hence the Kingdmn must be

something differentfrom '^piety,^^ " religion^ and ^^Go^ts reign

in the hearty

We have shown that Abraham is to inherit the promises in this

Kingdom (Prop. 49, etc.), and that saints inherit with him (Prop.
62, 63, etc.). The time of inheriting the Kingdom is specified, in
accordance with our argument, e. g., in Matt. 25 : 34. Therefore
to make ** piety," etc., the kingdom is an incongruity.

To say that the PatriarchB were in this Kingdom, before the Advent of " the Ohiist,**

is a palpable absurdity ; to infer that they and others are note in it, whm it has not ap-
peared in its covenanted form, and loAen it has been postponed to the Ueo. Advent, ia

equally unworthy of credence.

Ohs, 1. This is yirtually to make '* ^ty" inherit " piety." This is a
stibstiiution of the viea^is by which the^inedom is obtainea/or the King-
dom itself. The saints with Abraham, the Father of the Faithful, inherit

the Kingdom because they are pious, religious, and acknowledge obedience
to God. The ancient and the Christian believers receive their inheritance
on the same conditions.

Oonseqnently the ** Flymonth Brethren" position, which wonld limit" the heirs of
the Kingdom" to members of the Ch. Church, must be rejected as untenable. The
positive statements of inheriting with the Patriarchs, the necessity of being engrafted
and becoming the children of Abraham tn order to inherit, etc., forbid suc^ a limitation.

Besides, such a view perverts the Hcriptural idea of iht tiefiwn and Us oontimiofion (as pre-
viously presented in detail by us). It must never be overlooked, in order to avoid both
extremes, that ** heirs'* are *' heirs** of the same promise given to the Patriarchs, and that
so long as simply '* heirs*' of the sblvation and Kingdom included in that promise, they
have rto^ yet inherited. The time of inheritance is specific ; it is determinately located

(it the Sec. Advent. To antedate it, or to substitute something else, or to fritter it away
by a process of spiritualizing, or to limit it to modem believers, is to ignore the eipress,

plain language relating to ** the inheritance, not of law, InU qfpromise.'
'

Ohs. 2. With the idea that believers now enjoy the Kingdom in the pres-

ent dispensation, the most unjust reflections and comparisons are institu-

ted derogatory to the ancient worthies. Some of these we have noticed,

bat to impress the matter another illustration is given from Beuss {His. of
the Ch. Theol.y p. 150), who seems to take it for granted that saints already

have inherited, or are in the enjoyment of the Kingdom of God, to the

disparagement of ancient worthies, thus :
—'' Before time the Kingdom of

God presented itself to the imagination (I), now it reveals itself in the heart.

Formerly knowledge, reflection, factitious duty conferred the privileges of

the Kingdom ; now it is the heritage of children and the childlike," etc.

A mass of just such invidious representationa might readily be presented.
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drawn from various writers utterly unscriptural and dangerous in tendency.
The Bimple truth is, that they are destructlTe of the coTenaiit promiaoB, of

the true nope, and of the Kingdom of God itself.

We give another: Beecher, Semwn on "The Fntare Life" (C%. Union, Sept. 5clu
1877), after referriiig to the apostles being miBtaken (coznp. Prop. 74) in thetr notion of

the Beo. Advent of Jeaoa, then adds :
** The beat Jewshad a mistaken notion of the Kxng-

dozn of God founded on the old protthets ; but when you look at what was the acope and
teaching of the apostleSj I think that yon will find that it amounts simply to * knowl-
edge addressed to men's h&arta by the understanding, the intellect, acting throng the
ministry of the imagination —if yon can get that sentence into joor mind] It is an is-

tellectnal teaching ; bnt it is expressed through the imagination," etc. All that we nom
say is this : if Beecher is correct in his d^;n^tion of ancient belieTers, who tensted in
the plain and indubitable gram, sense of the Scriptun», then how miserably (as om his-

tory of the doctrine conclusively proves^ those who sat under ihia inidteetuaX preaching
of the apostles failed to have their " imaginations** impressed and exercised. It re^

quired the " imagination" of Origen or Whitby to bring forth this intended ** intellectsaJ

teaching,' * which tramples on covenant and prediction, and makes men—even echoed
children—of to-day wiser respecting the Kingdom than John the Baptist and the in-

spired apostles, owing to a continuous inspiration. Alas I what new paths 1
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Proposition 86. The object or design of this dispensation is to

ffother otit these elect, to whom, as Imrs tvith Ah^aham and
his seedy Christy this Kingdom is to be given.

This Proposition ia thus presented to recall, at this point of our
discussion, some conclusions previously arrived at. We have
shown (1) Prop. 57, how the kingdom was rejected, (2) Prop. 68,

why it was postponed, (3) Prop. 69, that during this postponement
a seed is raised up unto Abraham, (4) Prop. 63, that this seed,

composing the elect nation, is the one to whom the Kingdom is

given. Therefore, whenever the design of this dispensation is dis-

tinctively referred to, it is to save them that believe, to proclaim
the terms of salvation hj which, if observed, men may become
inheritors of Christ's Kingdom, to gather out such a body of
elect ones.

Obs, l.^It is not necessary, under this heading, to notice two mistakes

by which'the aflBrmation of the Proposition is obscured by error, viz.: (1)

the regarding this dispensation as the final one, and (2) the belief in tne

conversion of the world before the Sec. Advent. These will be made, here-

after, the subjects uf special remark (as e.g. the first, under Props. 140,

138, 139, 137, etc., and the second, under Props. 175, 121, 122, 162,

153, etc.).

Obs. 2. If our argument has any logical force, based on the plain gram-
matical sense of covenant, and prophecv, and fact,—if it has any ^ript-
ur£d weight in insisting upon a restored Theocratic order under Elavid's

Son here on the earth where the previous Theocratic rule was inaugurated,—(hen the absence of such a Theocracy in the f&nn covenanted^ itself is

sufficient to indicate that a dispensation or ordering under the personal

reign of David's Son is still future, and that the Millennial glory in the
bl^sednesa of nations will only then be realized,

Oh», 3. Our Proposition is, consequently, only formulating, or recall-

ing, the conclusions arrived at under previoas ones pertaining to the elec-

tion. It has been shown (I) that there ia an elect-people, Prop. 24, etc.;

(2) this elect-people for a certain and fixed time, ia discarded, Prop. 59,

etc.; (3) another elect-people is gathered out, Prop. 61, etc.; (4) the former
election, now held in abeyance, is fully restored, re-engrafted in order to ful-

fil the covenant, Prop. ^^^ etc. ; (5) hence the design of this dispensation,

or '* times of the Gentiles," in which this continuation of elected ones,

grafted in, is going on, is not to establish the Kingdom but to prepare the

way for the final restoration of that Kingdom to the covenanted people.

Prop. 65, etc.; (6) and that it is by our identification with that people
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that we also inherit with them, Prop. 64, etc. In the very nature of the

case, this dispensation, as its progressive work indicates, can do no more
than prepare the heirs for the fcngdom.

We see in this diapensation ordy Owi which nzunutaVably proves that the coTeoant «2I
he fulfilled ; to say that in it the corenant is already realiised, is either to ignore or mis-
represent (if not to degrade) the most preoions of its promises. As prepaz^tive, it U
exceedingly precious ; as bringing present blessings and the prospect of the liighest

honor and glory in the fntore, it is indispensable ; as a link in the chain of Divine pro-
oedore* it is necessary to preserve and perfect a unity of Purpose.

Ohs, 4. Oar argument regards this dispensation (1) ba preparative to the

Kingdom ; (2) as introduce, because of the fall of the Jewish nation, to

raise up a seed unto Abraham
; (3) as elective and not national in the sense

that it gpathere out of all nations a people for Qod
; (4) as extending to all

nations in its offers of mercy, but resulting in no conversion of nations but

of individuals only
; (5) as spiritual in its designs and operations, so that

no introduction of an oatward exhibition of God's Kingdom is to be ex-

pected in it
; (6) as one that will end in unbelief and Apostasy^ just like

previous dispensations, proving both the continued inherent depravity of

man and the non-erection of the covenanted Kingdom
; (7) as one that is,

therefore, an extraordinary manifestation of Divine grace andforbearance
in Him who knows the end from the beginning

; (6) as one connected with
probation^ trial, stiffering, chastening ^ b&reavetnent^ etc., and to exalt which
into the position of the Coming one (freed from these evils), is to ^ vio-

lence to the Word ; (9) as one which, in the establishment and perpetuation
of the Christian Church, stands forth as a constant sign or witness that

God's purposes do not fail ; (10) and hence, as a standing proof that, how-
ever long delayed, the oath-hound Davidic covenant will be most amply
realized.

Obs, 5. The covenanted relationship is recalled by the phrase, *' heirs

with AbrahamJ* Having fully shown the necessity of tnis (£^p. 61,

etc.)» the reader may a^ain be reminded how eminent writers, viewing
this dispensation as final, take the position, demanded by their theoiy,

that the prophecies pertaining to this Kingdom have no relation to Israel

as a nation. This is productive of discordant interpretation, unduly ex-

alting the present divme arrangement to the prefudtce of the truth. We
are gravely told (e.g. Alexander on Isa, voL 2, p. 31) that it is not only

an '* error* but an *' irrational extreme of mahitig Israel as a race (he

object of the promises,^' Leaving former ^Propositions (such as Props. 24,

31, 33, 49, 51, 52, 63, 68, etc.)* to speak for themselves, it may well be

asked : how comes it that the Theocratic ordering is inseparably connected

with the Jetoish nation as such f How comes it then that all the promises
and threatenings revolve around that Jewish race as a central pivot, which
is still recognized in the N. Test as indispensable, since into that race ire

must be grafted^ and to inherit we must be adopted as Abraham*s cAif-

drent Whtf must we become Jews (i.e. of the seed of Abraham) in order

to enter this Kingdom, if the promises are not given to that fuUion, and

still pertain to them ? Why even in the time of rejection are they so

wonderfally preserved, and why is their restoration so plainly predicted,

unless the promises remain linked with them P Why should the threaten-
lugs be carefully given to them and the blessings pertaining to the wry
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same people, be taken from them ? Surely it is illogical, if not worse, to
appropriate the covenant promises to ourselves, and leave the curses to
the Jews. God has united them and bound them together in an insepa-

rable manner with that people, and seeing the latter so fearfully veri^d,
enjoins upon us the belief that the former will also yet be realized. The
* * hope of Israel

'

' is our hope ; and such hope is greatly increased by an
intelligent and consistent Scriptural interpretation of the design of this

dispensation.

Obs, 6. Noticing the design of this dispensation and not overloading it

with things that belong to a coming one, Christianity itself, as it exists, is

susceptible of a m^re easy defence against the attacks of infidelity. Thus
eg. we can more readily account for its want of success in some ages, its

retrogressions where once predominant, its declines and revivals, its union
with much that must be discarded, etc., for these and other events do not
affect its object, or prevent the carrying out of the design originally in-

tended. Humanly speaking, these may cause a delay, but the delay itself

is an experience of continued mercy and forbearance so that the design
may be completed. On the other hand, bind upon this dispensation ideas

and notions which really belong to the future coming age, and at once

—

in view of the Church's mixea character, the comparative meagre exten-

sion of real piety after eighteen centuries of preaching, the losses Chris-

tianity has sustained in countries where once it existed in all its vigor, the
corruption of doctrine and practice, the virulent controversies and spirit

often exhibited, etc.—a resort must be had to apologetic shifts, mystical
subterfuges, and philosophical flosses utterly unworthy of a candid and
noble defence. Is there a student who has not been saddened by the
apologies of eminent believers in behalf of the gospel, who, hampered by
a Church-Kingdom theory, feel themselves compelled to excuse and iustify

a want of success, etc., when no such special pleading is demanded by the
design God has in view, or by the real facts in the case? God's plan, and
the time employed by Him, in gathering the elect, requires on our part no
abfect vindication.

Additional evidence in behalf of the Proposition will be found onder Props. 87, 88, 89,
eio. The reasons (additional) for the design are given nnder Props. 124, 142, 118, 120,

etc. Others again are found nnder Props. 131-139. 140, 169, 154, 158, eta. We have al-

ready laid sufficient stress on Acts 15 : 14-16, so that we need not repeat, only saying
that Dr. Brown, in his recent Com. on Acts, entirely omits to recognize the ededicijtm in-

dicated by the phrase "taking out of them." As illustrative of doctrinal position, we
append the views of two men. Pressense (

The Early Years of Chrifiianity, p. 25} makes
the " vocation" of the Church to be that of " illuminating and vivifying Uie world"

—

** to purify itself within, and to extend itself without, such is the twofold task of the

Church, and the ages are given for its fulfilment.** Here the preconceived idea of the
conversion of the world trough the Church suggests the vocation (comp Prop. 176).

Now in contrast, we give Dr. Fausset' s ( Cbtn. Dan, 7 : 11) brief comment: '* The New
Test, views the present aeon or age of the world as essentially heathenish, which we
cannot love without forsaking Christ (Bom. 12 : 2 ; 1 Cor. 1 : 20, and 2 : 6, 8, and 3 : 18,

and 7 : 31 ; 2 Cor. 4 : 4 ; Gal. 1 : 4 ; Eph. 2 : 2 ; 2 Tim. 4 : 10 ; cf. 1 John 2 : 15, 17).

The object of Christianity is not so much to Christianize the present worid as to save
souls out of it, so as not to be condemned with the world (1 Cor. 11 : 32), but to rule

with Him in His Millennium (Matt. 5:5; Luke 12 : 32, and 22 : 28-30 ; Bom. 5 : 17 ; 1

Cor. 6:2; Rev, 1 : 6, and 2 : 26-28, and 3 : 21 and 20 : 4). This is our hope ; not to

reign in the present world course (1 Cor. 4 : 8 ; 2 Cor. 4 : 18 ; Phil. 3 : 20 ; Heb.
13 : 14)." Pressense's view is inferential ; FauBset^a is directly IScripturaL
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Proposition 87. The postponement of the Kingdom is the hey to

the understanding of the meaning of this dispensation^

So important is this fact that before entering into a direct descrip-
tion of the relation that the church sustains to this disi>enaation
and to the Kingdom, we take the liberty of referring the reader to

what has been proven concerning this postponement. Props. 6&-68.
If our position is correct {and we deem it, as the early church did,
impregnable) then it follows, ajs a matter of course, that Tnany
things now applied by divines to this dispensation have 7k> rel^i-

tion whatever to it.

The great point orerlooked by many theologians is this : that there was a time in
the history of Christ when the proclamation of a Kingdom near at hand totally ceased, as
we have already shown ; yea, not only ceased but gave place to an entirely different tone
of preaohing, viz. : the postponenKnt of that KiTtgdom to the Sec, Adveiii. This, of oonrse.
materially aids, as ooT entire argument indicates, in showing why the present ordenng is

established and continued to the Sec. Coming. Another feature forgotten is the foUow.
ing : that it is impossible to comprehend the Kingdom without going back to the Old
Test, idea of it, which conception once received and entertained prevents an impropflr
view of the present dispensation. While the Old Test, idea is plain, having been car-

ried out partially in an outward, external Theocratic manifestation, yet men, to evade its

force, contend that it has proven a failure^ not keeping in mind (I) that the failure was
not in <^od's plan bat in man's depravity, and (2) that God is providing the means, as

predicted, for the vUimaie reoUiiation of His Purpose, so that there shall be no failure in

the future (comp. e.g. Prop. 201 and 202). If, as Neander and others, it is insisted that

God originally desired such an outward Theocratic Kingdom, but, owing to man's per-
versity, gave up its prosecution in that form, and so modified His Plan that the presoit
dispensation alone gives us a kind of spiritual Theocratic Kingdom in the Church, (Jun

it folfows—(1) that God, starting out with the intention of instituting such a Kingidom,
has been foiled in Hia own Plan ; (2) that the perverseness of man can chafige God's
purposes, although announced under oath (as to certainty) in the Davidic covenant ; (3)

that this dispensation, instituted to overrule that very depravity and insure the fatore

realizatiooi of God's original Flan, which in no shape or form exhibits the previous The-
ocratic idea (as presented in its initiatory form and as given by covenant), must be
viewed as an evidence of God's changeableness and inability to carry out Hia own Par-
pose of government.

Obs. 1. It is a rule, more frequently violated than observed, that for a
correct understanding of Scripture we should pay attention to ike particu-

lar dier^nsation to wliich portions of it are intended to applj. Volumes,
otherwise containing valuable matter, are vitiated by bringing nearly all

Scripture to be applicable to the present time, or dispensation. The dis-

(victiona made in Holy Writ respecting the promises and blessings ans

broken down, and the blessings, en masse, are heaped upon the Gentile

believera. The ''dispensation of grace to the Qentiles*' (Eph. 3: 2) is

fully and completely identified with '' the dispensation of the fulness of

times" (Eph. 1 : 10), and the result is an interpretation which mingles and
interweaves that which God*s Purpose separates. The definite postpone-
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ment of the Kingdom, once entertained, preserveH us from this free and
plastic moulding of Scripture to suit our own ideas of the fitness of
things.

Jxmt as the Old Test, points ns to a fatore coming Messiah, so also does the New ;

jast as the Old directs ns to a still future incoming age of Messianio blessedness, so also

does the New. Properly to discriminate is to onderstand. As God has fnUy evidenced
the literal fulfilment of the prophecies pertaining to Jesns in the past, and—instead of

abrogating such a oontinaed fidfilment in the future by substituting a spiritual one

—

thns urges us to Abrahamio faith respecting the unfulfilled, we receive, with gladness,
this distinctive feature of the New Test, (corroborated by the Old}, and unhesitatingly
cleave to it in hope. Men too often interpret Scripture to suit their own ideas of what
is suitable. When the Duke of Somerset {Ch. Tkeot. and Mo4. Sleep.) sarcastically refers

to Paul's allegory :
** After all this confusion of types the allegory fails, as commentators

remark, in the very point which it was adduced to illustrate ; since, according to Script-

are, the Son of the bondwoman and his posterity were free of the law, whereas Isaac's

descendants—the children of promise—became the slaves of the law ;" and then in ap-

parent triumphant triumph asks, ** Are Protestants expected to receive Paul's allegories

OS the Word of God ?"~we answer, Yes, by receiving Paul's own statement as to the time
of fulfilment ; not locating it in the past or present, but in Ub glorious futm-e, when all

the children of promise are gathered and inherit. ;

Obs. 2. Among the things which the postponement of the Kingdom
effectually remoTCS, is the prevailing opinion that the Church ts the prom-
ised Kingdom of the Messiah. Admit the postponement, and it will be ?»*-

possible to make the church, as present constituted, said Kingdom. For,

ifpostponed^ how could it be in existence? This prevents us from giving

the church in its present fighting and struggling condition those exaggera-

ted eulogistic praises which only pertain to it m the dispensation still

future. This leads us carefully to discriminate what things appertain to

past dispensations, what to the present dispensation, what to the church
as now constituted, what to the church as she shall finally be ipanifcsted in

glory with the King, what to the Kingdom itself, what to the future dis-

])ensation, and what to the eternal ages. The unportance of such a posi-

tion cannot be too highly urged, since upon it largely depend the views

we take of numerous prophecies and promises.

This position also forbids many extravagances, as e.g. the Shakers (NoidhofTs Com-
munislic Hoc., p. 133), dating the last dispensation from tne establishment of their church
under Mother Lee, calling themselves the** Church of the Last Dispensation" or that of the
Swedenborgians, Mormons, etc., applying to their rise, society, etc., promises that be-

long to a still future dispensation. These utterly ignore both covenant and postpone-
ment, and overlook the continued design of this dispensation (comp. Prop. 140, etc.).

These extremes are only an outgrowth of conceptions, with which the Church is largely

leavened, as will be hereafter shown.
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Pboposttiox 88. The Chv/rch is then a preparatory stage for
this Kingdom.

This follows from the preceding, for the church then resolves
itself into an association of believers by which its growtk, per-
petuation, etc., is insured by the use of means of grace connected
with such an organization, and by the care and oversight extended
to it by its living Head, It is preparatory^ because its office is,

under divine assistance, to gather out of the nations the elect, i.e,

those who are grafted into the Jewish Commonwealth, who shalL
by virtue of adoption as Abraham's seed, be accounted heirs and
inheritora of the Kingdom with Abraham. It is simply calling and
preparing '* ^^e heirs of promise^'' ^ the ''^ heirs of that kingdom
which God hath prepared for them that love Him."'

In thu gathering out of balieverB to form tliis elect people—the inheritors—is foimd
the ground for a firm belief in the perpetnity of the Chnrch. God's purpose, no matter
how adverse at times the Chnrch*a circnmstances, how hostile the world, how oompt
her mixed condition, etc., will and must be inevitably carried nnt. The number that

Gk>d has predetermined will be secured, so that His Theocratic Plan may be realized in

power and glory.

Ohs. 1. Discarding the simple truth of the Proposition, eminent men of

ability have arrayed themselres a^inst each other, contending for some
faYorite church theory, manifesting an amazing variety of definitions,

subtle divisions, imaginary distinctions, and irrelevant display of learning.

This has resulted mamlj from elevating the church into a Kingdom under
the mistake that this dispensation being final, and the prophecies locating

the Messiah's Kingdom nere on earth, the church must of necesaity be the

predicted Kingdom, This has borne its fruit in the way indicated, and
also, what is more sad, in covering up the covenant promises pertaining to

the Kingdom, in spiritualizing them to make them consistent with human
opinions, and in arraying themselves as hostile toward the preaching of the

disciples and apostles, until at the present day, with here and there a few
exceptions in all denominations, but little faith is exercised (as predicted),

either in the Pre-Millennial Advent of the King, or in t\\Q future establish-

ment of Uis Kingdom, as covenanted^ here on earth.

Ohs, 2. If we are wrong in this, and other Propositions linked with \i,

it can be easily decided a^inst ns by producing a passage where the church
is directly called a Kingdom, A due examination will reveal the fact that

no such Scripture can he found. Such a vital, foundation doctrine is in-

ferred ; and the influence comes the more naturally, since, overlooking
the postponement, and regarding the preparatory stage of the church in a
light different from that which tne covenant throws upon it, it was taken

for granted that a Kingdom being preached as once nigh, must have come.
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And, as a literal Kingdom, auch as coyenant and prophecy describe, did

not come, it was supposed that the church then must be it. The Origenis-

tic interpretation, so destructive to early Millenarianism, appeared as the

patron and champion of this inference, until under its wide-spread influ-

ence, the inference was changed into u supposed axiomatic truth. Being
also in the line of ambition, etc., it was tenaciously held by all who were
favorable to hierarchical tendencies, and any who rejected it as inference

and assumption were regarded as heretics. Indeed even now, it is so deeply

imbedded in religious belief and system, that to call it by its true name, a
mere inferetice, is to excite prejudice, bitterness and wrath in the hearts of

some who profess to loye the truth for the truth^s sake.

Obs. 3. We are not surprised that the result just mentioned should
follow, for if it can be shown that the covenanted Kingdom is something
different from the church ; that the Kingdom is held in postponement
until a certain predetermined number of elect are gathered ; that the
church is appointed to gather and cherish these elect, and hence is prepar-
atory in its action, then this view of the Kingdom, showing that the
church's relation to this Kingdom is a subordinate and, preparatory otie,

prepares us to appreciate the claims of Popery, Puseyism, hierarchical

tendencies, nationalizing churches, and a host of similar exclusive demands
put on faith and practice, all of which are founded on the assumption that

the church is not preparatory to the predicted Kingdom, but is in truth the

covenanted Kingdom itself. Our doctrine is too humiliating for such, and
therefore fails of acceptance.

The Chnrch-Ringdom idea is deeply rooted in prevAiling Theology and Literatnre. It

is a notion long held in veneration, embellished by eloquence and poetry, supported by
philosophy, strengthened by policy, power, and age, enriched by the cnmnlatlTe reason
of many centuries, and the mistaken concessions of piety. Ideas consecrated and
cemented by the expre^ted opinions, attachments, and submission of men of ability and
learning are not to to be eradicated^ saving by a higher hand, when fulfilling His own
counsels and covenanted promises. It will require the secret stage of the Sec. Advent
with its momentous results, and the incoming Antichrist with his persecution of the
Church, before this notion—so fruitful in causing unbelief—will be discarded by the
Church.

Obs, 4. As stated, it is owing to the view taken of this Kingdom, that

such widely antagonistic notions are published respecting the church. One
writer, e.g. accepting of the prophecies pertaining to the Kingdom and

to th " * '
..---.

applying them to the church as now constituted, emphatically declares

that the Mission of the church is a failure. This is announced by a host

of writers, and is hailed with delight by multitudes with the addition, that

hence prophecy (inspiration) ia found unreliable. Another writer, receiv-

ing the same predictions as also declarative of the church's present posi-

tion, endeavors to meet the requirements of prophecy by exaggeraiina the

church's progress, etc. One author, seeing a non-fulfilment of prophecy,

places Christianity on a level with other religions, predicting its inergence

into a universal religion adapted to meet tne longings of the propnets.

Still another writer receives the same predictions as illustrative of the

church's Kingdom state, and to establish this point, proceeds to fasten on

the obvious grammatical sense another and widely differing one to make
prophecy and history correspond. While another accepts of the predic-

tions in their plain grammatical sense, finds in them the true Mission of
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the charch which is no failure, locates their falfilmenfc as a comparison of

Scripture indicates, needs no immoderate exaltation to make church and
prophecy tally^ sees in their non-fulfilinont no reason for invidious com-
parisons, and forces upon them no sense that would be discarded by the

universal laws of grammar and rhetoric. This, to the student, indicates

what influence is exerted upon our theological opinions by our views of the

church. This only points out a few diverging lines, others will be pre-

sented as we proceed.

Obs, 5. The Romanist and the Protestant have made the question of the

church a battle-field, in which many a past strife is noted by histoty.

The Romanist making the church the Kingdom of God (called in the Da^,
Decrees of the recent Council " the Kingdom of Christ") set up here under
a specific form of government, held that by becoming obedient to that

church the soul alone was brought to Christ, so that the Kingdom was the

power that led to Christ, etc. The Protestant, who accepted of the

Romanist idea of such a Kingdom, held that by faith, in and obedience to,

Christ the soul was made to enter the Kingdom of heaven. The former

made the church as a Kingdom a condition of salvation, the latter, s

means of preservation and development to the saved. But both in one

form or other, forced both by Scripture and the actual condition of the

church, made this church or Kingdom a preparatory stage for another

and higher Kingdom still in the future. A sing[ular feature in the contro-

versy is this : that both parties agreed in making this (JImrch the King-
dom of Christ either as Son of Man, or as Son of God, or both united, and
the higher Kingdom in the future at the end of the age, they made,
against express §cript%ires, to be exclusively the Kingdom of the Father or

of the Divine. To the latter view, the student will find out few excep-

tions.

Obs, 6. Many, impelled by the idea that if the church is a Kingdom
there ought, of necessity, to be a wniYy, have sought for this in various ways
—in an outward union of believers, in an exact agreement of doctrine, m
some form of church government, etc. Whereas, if they had retained

the belief of the earliest age respecting the church, they would have seen

that the uniformity they sought after is not a prerequisite. Diversitv, as

seen in the Apostolic Churches by contrasting the Jewish and Geatile, is

not opposed to the Scriptural idea of the church. For, not being regard-

ed as a Kingdom but as a preparatory stage for the Kingdom, some lati-

tude was allowed in its external manifestation and even in non-essential

doctrine and practice (see e.g. decision of Council at Jerusalem, Acts 15 : 19,

28) while unity was based on fellowship with Christ and consequent adop-

tion as Abraham *s seed.

Obs. 7. It is our deep conviction that the word ekklesia, translated

church, was designedly chosen to express what the church really means.

Let the reader notice how we have shown that to raise up a seed unto

Abraham certain elect, those of like faith unto Abraham, are chosen out of

the nations. The word therefore eh out of, and kaleo I call, denotes U
call out of and hence means precisely what the Apostles in Council, Acts

15 : 14, denominated its object to be, viz, : to call out from among the
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tiations a people, etc. Why waa the word rendered church chosen in
place of the more familiar one s^Dagogue, unless it be that the former more
explicitly expresses the idea intended? (Vide Prop. 175, and Comp.
Hagenbach's His, Doc, vol. 1, p. 194.)
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PeoPOSITION 89. Christ in view of this future Kingdom^ sua-
taiiis a peculiar reldtioiiship to the Church,

Christ, now, in virtue of His divine nature, has absolute control
over all nations, over the church, etc., but He only exerts that
Sovereignty (Props. 79 and 80) as God in Providence, etc., not a^
the Son of Man (e.g. Props. 81-83), David's Son, in His htunaa
nature. That nature is also highly, immeasurably exalted because
of its union with the Divine, and of its being intended for the
coming visible Theocratic Government to be (Prop. 200) the Repre-
sentative Ruler of God. This Rulership now belongs to David's
Son, L3 His both by right of covenanted birth and obedience, but is

not yet realized and will not be until the establishment of the
Kingdom. For, we have no distinctive announcement of its actual
participation in reignine as covenanted utUU the Second AdverUy at
which time it is plainly and specifically stated that He reigns not
merely as the Son of God, but really and truly as the Son of Man.

Ohs. 1. Indeed, if we refer to the covenaat, this must he the case, for the
Kingdom directly covenanted to David's Son is fwt a reign over other
worlds, over the universe, or over the church as a church—is noi emu a
reign in the third heaven, or some place out»ide of this earth—but is

pointedly stated to be a reign over David*s Kingdom, which is extended
to embrace the whole earth. To say then, whatever may be the honored
position of Jesus in heaven, that He note is reigning in the covenanieti,

predicted Kingdom o/pramise, is directly opposed to God's oath-bound cove-

nant. This gives us then the proper idea of Christ's relationshio to the
church. As Divine, One with the Father, the church is under His care
and protection ; as Sou of Man He sustains a Headship over the church

;

as the future revealed King, His interest in the church is deep and abiding.

Ohs, 2. To avoid misconception, and the charge of lowering Christ's
dignity or position, it may be in place to repeat that we most cordially

receive and hold ho what is said concerning Christ in Eph. 1 : 20-23, and
other passages. But with the aid of a comparison of Scripture, we avoid
the conclusion that many arrive at, as e.g. in Eph. 1 : 20-23, that the
authority vested in Him is now in all respects exercised. We hold, that
so far as its actual exercise and realization is concerned, part of it must be
reg&rded. prospectively, as seen e.g. by verse 22 compared with Heb. 2 : 8,

i.e. that part referring to the Davidic covefianted Kingdom, iu the world to

come. (Comp. Alford, Steir, Meyer, etc.)

Obs. 3. The Headship of Christ over the church refers not so much, as

is supposed, to Rulership over the church as to His being the Chief or Head
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of Rnlers, i.e. that the church is in eome peculiar and distinctive manner
associated with Him. What this is, will appear under the Props. (154 and
156) relating to the reign and priesthood of the saints. Christ Himself
intimates this distinction when He calls faithful believers " brethren^' and
not *'servants.** The church is represented aa Christ's body, simply
becauso that body are *' co-heirs/' joint inheritors with Him in the King-
dom , and therefore thej are purposely never called ** the subjects of the

Kingdom"*—a phrase coined by man and contradtctory to both the nonor
and position of the body, which takes a much higher rank. It is incon-
sistent, to say the least, to call '* inheritors'' of a Kingdom^ the subiects

of it.* Individual subjection or allegiance* does not constitute a Kingdom,
lacking as it does the essentials of a Kingdom, such aa are promised.
Jesus is called, and by right, and in the covenanted manner, is,

'' the

Kifig oftheJewSy" ** King of Nations,'* ** King of the World,'' but ia never
called " the King of the CTiurch.'' The nearest approach to the latter is

found in our English version Rev. 15 : 3, where He is called " King of the

Saints,'* but this is opposed by some of the earliest of the MSS. (as e.g. the

Sinaitic and Alexandrine) and various versions, so that it is rendered
^' King of the Nations,'' ''King of the Worlds," ** King of the Ages," dxx^

in the Greek texts in general use, it is given ** King of the Nations" (comp.
Ijange, Alford, etc., loci 'Tischendorf's N", T. etc.), which is more in

accord with the general tenor and spirit of the Word. The saints, elected

to be associated with Christ in Bulerahip, are indeed subordinated to Christ.

He is the Head, the Chief, and they being also kings with Him, it is right-

fully His title to be styled '* King of Kings" seeing that the latter are

inferior to Him, but while subordinate, their rank, etc., elevates them aa

brethren and joint rulers above that of mere subjects in the ordinary use of

the Word. They are truly subjects in one sense only, viz. : in the one
given, e.g. 1 Cor. 11 : 3.

' The leader will of oonrse diBoriminate here : the Church is subject (Eph. 5 : 24, etc.)

to Christ, and this, in the very natnre of the case, is indispensable, but this subjection
in preparatory to the future glorification and exaltation of the Church, for when allied

with Him in glory, this subjection is swallowed up in joint nderahip, etc. with Christ,
though still subordinate, as David's Son is to the Fatlier ; and hence our argument merely
is, that believers, in view of their future position, are never called ** the subjects of the

Kingdom^** trhich is opposed to their being " kings and priests reigning with Christ' * in the
Kingdom. Believers are ** AWra," and not the subjects of ihe covenanitd Kingdom. Ori-

gen {Ag. Odsus, B. 4, ch. 10) refers '* the Kingdom of Qod," as " reserved for those who
are worthy of becoming Us subjects /' we prefer the Scriptural phraseology, if it were
only to remind us of future exaltation and gluiy.

Obs. 4. The Kinship of Jesus Christ, aa David's Son, the Theocratic
Ruler, is to be manifested in a period of time, called by way of pre-emi-
nence " the day of the Lord," ^^ the day of Jesus Clirist," etc. This will,

under Prop. 138,' be shown to be still future, dating from the time of His
Second Advent. The covenant promises, if actually fulfilled, require this ;

iind hence until their realization, the church occupies the position of
availing (e.g. 1 Pet. 1 : 7, 13) for this Bevelation of Jesus as Kmg. Dur-
ing this expectation all things are working in behalf of the election, the
coiitemplated gathering, the manifestation of the 8ons of God. The Head
is preparing tne members, by the bestowal of blessed privileges, sacred

ordiDancef, rich experience, and His own ever-abiding Pr^ence^ for the

mning exaltation of the I^ingdom, Communion witn Christ and with
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each other necessilalea a churchly arrmigeinent^ bo that the reqaisite elect

may be taken out from among the nations to place the future Theocratic
Kingdom on an immovable basis.

As simply illastratiTe of the condasioiiB adopted against ns, we refer to a writer id
the Printxion Bevita (Ap., 1851, p. 196), who endeavors to prove that ** the Chtirch is
the Kingdom of the Lord Jesos Christ,*' in view of a spiritual reign in the heart and the
Headship of Jesos. Bat aside from the nnmerotis considerations hereafter presented by
ns against the theory, we may well ask, whether sach an alleged Kingdom is a restoraiion.

of the Kingdom of God withdrawn from the Jewish nation on account of their sinfnl -

ness. Is there a single mark by which an identification can be made out. when we are
assared by Grod Himself that the same Kingdom (Theocracy) overthrown ia the identkai

Kingdom re-established? To resort, by way of apology and explanations, to types and
spiritaalizing, is to declare that Ood's words, sworn to, mean one thing in the plain
grammatical sense, bat are to be understood in a sense which men add to it to accommo-
date their respective Kingdom theories.

Obs, 5. In this postponement of the Einffdom, specifically promised to
the Son of Man, we do not, by any means, detract from that power which
is given to Jesus, or deny that to His will all things are subject. The
question to be answered is, does He now exercise that power and make
manifest that subjection in the covenanted Kingdom ? The reply comes
unhesitatingly, that we see no such Kingdom yet established which ineein

the reouirements of covenant and prophecy, \i the latter are received in

their plain grammatical sense. Indeed, our opponents concede to us that

so far as the church itself is concerned, that power is held in abeyance and
its manifestation delayed, as is evidenced by the existence of tares mingled
with the wheat, of different forms of evil, of kingdoms opposed to His will,

etc. This conception, in the li^ht of the covenant, the preaching of Jesns,

the postponement of the Kingdom, etc., we apply to tne church so far as i

the Theocratic-Davidic throne and Kingdom are concerned, showing that

the former cannot with any consisteticy be substituted for the latter.
|

Obs, 0. Overlooking the- design of the establishment of the Christian
,

Church, viz. : to raise up a seed unto Abraham by gathering out of the

nations a people for His name, nntil the throne and Kingdom, now deso- !

Infe, shall be restored to its covenanted position, has led to some remarkable '

features in philosophizing. Deeming the church a Kingdom, and seeing '

how little in its external history it exhibited the ideas we attach to a King- I

dom, some eminent writers have presented us with a kind of Christianized
i

pantheism, which endeavors to make out a systematic organic development
|

by asserting a continuation of the Divine and human natures of Jesus
,

Christ in believers through the church, thus elevating the latter into a

Kingdom. To make out such an organic historjr, the Papacy and a host

of outgrowths are embraced, as in the main legitimate results of Chris-

tianity itself, etc. If a spiritual interjpretation does not suffice, a mystical

is added to exalt the church into the pro{)ortion8 of a kingdom ; and

when stripped of its persuasive generalities, it resolves itself into ** a per-

petually growing incarnation of God and deification of man," or '' the de-

velopment of the Divine essence in man." The trouble is, that this drag-

net draws too much weight for the strength of its meshes. When com-
pared with the simplicity of the covenant, with the history of believers and
of the church, with the union and fellowship as presented by the Word,
it is merely man*s hypothesis. Its refutation has preceded, and will follow.
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Thus e.g. BeT. S. Miller, advocating Dr. Nevin's theozjp in his Mercerahurg and Mod,
Theoiogyt p. 41, etc., forms a Kingdom, embracing the dlTine-hnman life, drawn from
Ohrist, which he desigoates a ** new itingdan^** not in the sense of renewed, bnt entirely

new. This Kingdom, according to his view, waa only inangnrated by the divine-human
life of Jesns, and is entered by the person who partakes of the divin»-hnman nature of
the Christ. This mystical conception is, as our line of argument conclusively shows,
latterly opposed by covenant, prophecy, the preaching of John. Jesns, the disciples, and
apostles, etc. The Word always speaks of tms Kingdom as something visibly, externally

manifested in the form covenanted* Even if we were to adopt Miller's notion that the
Church is an organism starting in the person of Christ, and being " a continuation of the
Incarnation* ' by the imparting of the humanity or life in Jesus, it would not follow that

it is the covenanted, predicted Kingdom. In a conversation with him (for he was an
lionored uncle of mine) on this point, he said he might receive Chiliasm and still retain

his view, on the ground that this was preparatonr, or aa a stage in his development
theoiy. Shortly before his death, he made Chiliasm a study (with what result the
^writer does not know), being deeply impressed by the historical argument in its favor.

One remark of his deeply impressed the writer, viz. : that Esohatology had not received

the attention that it deserved, in view of the end contemplated by Redemption, for, evi-

dently, the prevailing views were defective, lackiz^ Scriptural unity.
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PuoposmoN 90. Menibera of the C%urch, who are faithful^ are

promised this Kingdom,

There is only one kingdom, Prop. 35, etc. Saints who become
the seed of Abraham, are to receive, inherit this kingcUym of
promise, 1 Thess. 2 : 12 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 6 ; 2 Pet. 1 : 11 ; Matt. 25

:

34, etc. The Kingdom preached by the Baptist, Jesus, and the
disciples continues to be proclaimed, Acts 8 : 12 ; 14 ; 22 ; 20 : 25

;

28 : 31, etc., and believers become *' heirs'^ of it, Jam. 2 : 6. The
wicked shall not inherit it, 1 Cor. 6 : 9. The apostles represent
themselves and co-laborers as working for it still future, Col.

4 : 11 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 5 ; 2 Tim. 4 : 18 ; Heb. 12 : 28, etc.

Oh», 1. This Proposition is only intended to specify one of the results

arising from preceding Propositions ; and it is decidedly corroboratire of

onr ar^ment that the Scriptures employ language to indicate the futurity
of the Kingdom. If the church is the Kingdom, and believers are now
in it, why designate them *' /tetr^,'* etc., of a Kingdom? If the future

Kingdom, as Tlieologians so confidently assert, is only a continaation of

such a Kingdom, why employ then the specific language of inheriting a

Kingdom still future, if that is only a prolongation^ etc., of this one, and
the mheriting has already commenced f If believers already by entering

the church, enter into the promised Kingdom of God, and if this Kingdom
is merged into a future one, it would bo somewhat inconsistent to urge

them to strive for that which they already possess ; or, at least, the lan-

guage ought to be so changed that they are urged to retain their hold upon
a present Kingdom lest they forfeit the future prolonged one.

The early Church view is content, and bo are we, to reoeive the language nnchanged
as confirmatory of oar doctrine, bo that» br Clement (see. £pia.)> it exhorts oU that " all

may attain to the Kingdom of Qod/* asserting that in the futnte ** ice skail eiiier into His

Kingdom^ and shaU receive the pratnises," Bnt such ia not the teaching of monkiah the-

ology, Boman Catholic, and even in much of Protestant, Divinity, which declares that

being already in the Kingdom you shall obtain the continued Kingdom. The incon.

gruity, to say the least, of representing " heirs" as oJreody possessing the Kingdom is

scarcely noticed, and even the appointed time of inheriting, speciJioaUy iooated at the Sec
Advent, is ignored. This only shows how prejadice can refuse to receive the plainest state-

ments of the Word. Believers are not in this Kingdom, bnt " caUM tinfo" it (1 TliKS.

2 : 12 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 6, etc.) ; the passages which are supposed to teach the contrazy will

be noticed in detail under following Propositions. For the present, it is sufficient to

say that the Bible is not contradictory, and the few places which are alleged to be con-

tradictory must, in the nature of the case, be explained by the general analogy on the

subject. Oosterzee (CA. Vogmatica, vol. 1, p. 67. and vol. 2, p. 696) introducea a diTidon,
'* Of the Church, or the Training School of the Kingdom.** The idea of a training sdiool

is excellent, suggested both by Scripture and experience, but to make the notion stUI

more distinctive and Scriptuiul, we suggest " the Training School for the Kingdom,"
which is one of the objects intended by the Church.
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Ohs, 2. Making the church the promised Kingdom, and believers in the

enjoyment of it, has logically led some of onr opponents (not all,* for many
recoil from it in tjcw both of experience and the sad history of the
cliurcb), to proclaim, that the promises relating to the rei^ of tne saints

are ?ww also fulfilling. We leave one of the earliest give his view. Thus,
e.g. Augustine {City of Ood, B. 20. s, 9) says :

*' The church could not
now be called His Kingdom, or the Kingdom of heaven, unless His saints

^wore even now reigning with Him ;'* and endeavors to make out such an
existing Kingdom by showing that the saints now reign, summing up :

*
' in fine, they reij^ with Him who are so in His Kingdom that they them-

selves are His Kingdom,*^ Leaving the reign of the saints for a distinct

Proposition (154) it is sufficient to say that earlier Fathers distinctly

oppose Augustine in his wholesale and mixed interpretation. Thus e.g.

Barnabas {Epis, ch. 6) declares, that saints do not rule now ; and
si)eaking of the promised dominion adds :

** We ought to perceive that to

govern implies authority, so that one should command and rule. If there-

fore, this does not exist at present, yet still He has promised it to us,

JVlten 9 When toe ourselves also have been made perfect {so as) to become
Jteirs of the covenant of the Lord,^^

This notion that qainta now possess the Kingdom, nuw have dominion, eto., has
wronght great mischief, as Eccl. HiBtozy attests, nut only in hierarchical tendencies, in
perverted and eztrayagant claims of aathority, bat also in fanaticism, as e.g. Anabap-
tists. Mormons, Hackett, the Prophet who was proclaimed (July 16th, 1692) " the sole

Monarch of Europe, " and many others. Our doctrine closes the door against aU such
claims and Tagaries. The reign of the saints, as delineated in the ontlines of the Divine
Purpose, confirms ouz position.

Obs, 3. Only believers are promised this Kingdom. Faith and its fruits

are essential to its inheritance. This is pointedly declared in Scripture, as

e.g. Gal. 5 : 21 ; Eph. 5 : 5, etc. If the Jews were accounted unworthy
because of lack of faith, etc., to receive this Kingdom—if they were re-

jected and a seed must be raised up unto Abraham, we may rest assured

that it will be, it must be, ** a righteous seed." This becomes the more
necessary in view of the position that this seed is to occupy in the Coming
Kingdom, viz. : that of co-rulers with Jesus Christ. Therefore the Word
asaares us that even out of ^^ the-many** but ^^few" will be chosen, and
those only because they are believing and faithful.

Id opposition to Holy Writ we have the theories of man. Thus e.g. Kingsley {Sets, on
Xuf. Su&;ecf9, 1 Ser., p. 14) makes man by nature a member of Christ and inheritor of the
Kingdom of heaven. He so secularizes the Chnroh, calling it the Kingdom of Christ, of

heaven, etc., that the world is the Church and the Church the^orld, inclnding all men,
but specially manifested as a Kingdom when recognizing its relation to God. Some
Amer. Universalists entertain very mach the same view, so that all men belong to it by
right, and will ultimately be identified with it ; now the Kingdom, however, is only ex-

hibited in and through those who acknowledge the truth, etc. The same idea is given
to ns by ProL Seeley, author of j£bc« Homo (p* 339) when making the Church a Kingdom,
he says that it is such because ** based upon a blood-r^aiionahipt the most comprehensive
of all, the kindred of every human being to every other."* This notion is paraded by

* This idea of blood relationship reminds one of what Bungener (7%e Preacher artd ths

J^ng, p. 205) states of a certain La Tremouville, who, in his pride of birth, his arrogant

dependence on blood-relationship, declared :
** God would look twice before He damned

me." Many, who make no such claim, still feel themselves good enough for God's King-
dom, without any heart and life preparation, not realizing that God is no respecter of per-

sons.
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the Free BeligionlstSt Humanitarians, etc., and ia covertiy stated by some who denxv u»

be regarded as orthodox. Kach opinions, however, are flatly contradicted by the Word <A.

Qodf not only in the distinction made between the righteoos and wicked, but by th«t

feature which our entire argument enforces, viz, : that **ikUvaii(m is qf the Jevos^" not

because it originated or was at one time identified with them, but because it pertaiiks, bf
covenant reiationf to them. To them the promises were given, not to all men ; and tJtt

only way to obtain the promises taith them is to be engirdled into the true olive tree. Nor
all are invited to become the seed of Abraham, but comparatively/eio accept of the termt

of adoption. Instead of being related to the Kingdom of God by nature, by a conmraa
humanity, by the assumption of our nature by Cluist. we must by the obedietice <^ /otii

present ourselves in ihA Ixm of the covenanted, chosen people ; and when, in the pn^
dieted time, God shall restore that chosen people to its forfeited position, iht es^gn^kei

ones inherit the Kingdom with the Son of man.

Oba, 4. In Matt 16 : 18, 19 Jesus seems to distinguish betveen the

church and the Kingdom by placing the Kingdom of heaven in opposition
to it, enforcing the idea tnat the church leads to, or is appointed as a

means to attain unto, the Kingdom. The church is founded and, in addi-

tion, the keys of the Kingdom are (Prop. 64) committed to it, so tb«t

through its instrumentality believing members m^y finally inherit the

Kingdom. It would be an easy matter to select from our opponents a

multitude of writers who indorse this view, that in this pa^f^ the church
leads to the Kingdom, but in correspondence with their theory make the

Kingdom one in the third heaven and not one on the earth. Othen
include in the expression both the church and the third heaven, while

others confine it exclusively to the church. Its true meaning must be

sought for in other passages, as in the covenant and specific annoonce-
ments of the Kingdom.

Obs, 5. The passage Matt 8 : 11, 12, when ^* many shall come from iJu

east and foest, and smll sit down with Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob, in

the kingdom of heaven, but the children of the Kingdom shall he cast out,'"

etc., not only confirms (1) the Proposition
; (2) the election of the Jewish

nation
; (3) the offer of the Kingdom to the covenanted people, bat it also

establishes (4) the fact, that the church is not the Kingdom here men-
tioned, seeing that this Kingdom is related in the covenanted manner with

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Hence commentators generally apply this

Kingdom either to the third heaven or to the one still future,

Obs, 6. Flesh and blood cannot inherit ^i.e. to become a ruler in it) this

Kingdom, 1 Cor. 15 : 50. Just as it is with the Head, the Mighty One,

that the covenant and promises demanded an immortal RuJ^, so it is with

His members, the body. As King He is to be manifested in His glorified

form—a David's Son possessing ail that is requisite to fulfil the Word

;

so also the saints, as co-heire, kings and priests must be in their glorified

condition before they receive the Kingdom. Hence, while in the church,

in flesh and blood, they only await the promises—^hope and pray for

their realization. The church, then, instead of possessing a Eangdom, as

actually existing according to promise, only possesses it in anticipation, in

looking for and expecting its arrival.

Obs, 7. Prophecy does not predict a Kingdom to exist between the Pirrt

and Second Advents of Christ as a prelude to the Kingdom of the Eternal

Ages. To make out such a prediction, Prophecy must be wrested from its
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connection, or else it must be spiritualized to make it sufficiently accom.
mediating.

The extraTftgances in this direction culminate vhen men of learning and ability make
-tlieioselves out to be already in '* the New Jenualem state/' in " the enjoyment of MiUen*
nial gloxy,** in possession of ** the latter day glory/' etc. The Chnroh in its present im-
perfect state is eulogized nntil it assumes the portraiture of the predicted Kingdom, but
such eulogies are at the expense of a consistent interpretation and of the real history of

4;he Church. As this infatuation, derived from Origenistio sources, is so general, it may
"be proper to pass over some views in detail, although our argument, based on the cove-

Tiant, scarcely needs the addition.
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Proposition 91. The Kingdom of God is not the Jewidi
Church.

This is evident from the Theocratic government by which State

and Church were united ; from the same as administered, under
the Theocratic-Davidic arrangement ; from the overthrow of the

throne and kingdom while a churchly arrangement remain^i

;

from the preaching of John, Jesus, and the disciples, saying " the

kingdom of God is at hand," showing that it did not then exist

but was promised to be " at hand" or " near" on condition of re-

I>entance ; and finally from the rejection of the Kingdom and its

postponement until after " the times of the Gentiles. * Whatever
churchly or religious organization existed among the Jews after

the overthrow of the Kingdom, they themselves, as we have shown,
did not regard the Kingdom of God as existing just prior to the

First Advent.

Obs, 1. This Proposition in this form is the more necessary, since majij

writers spiritnaliziDg this reign into ** God's reign in the heart/' " piety,"

etc., endeavor to make out that the Kingdom was actually realizea with-

out the cognizance of the Jews, and in opposition to the first preaching.
We would rather accept of the exuectations of the pious Jews, of the direct

preaching of the disciples, etc., tnan of such a theory, simply because the

former is in accord with the most solemnly pledged covenant of the Word,
while the latter totally ignores the oath-hound promises.

Obs, 2. This Proposition is yielded to us by many of our opponents,
some already quoted, who make the Christian Cnurch something new, and
hence a Kingdom in a form in which it did not previously exist, althoagh

a continuation of the Jewish Church. But if the Christian Church is a

prolongation of the Jewish in another form with increased light, privileges,

etc., it goes far toward establishing the Propositions that follow concern-

ing the church. If the one was no Kingdom as admitted, then the other

following is none, for these writers to make out a union between them,

tell us that members of both are justified by faith, saved by ffracc, adopted

by God, and participate finally in the same promises and redemption.

iJeal consistency requires both to be elevated to the position of a Kingdom,
which some do, although hostile to covenants and promises. Logically

there is no escape here, and those writers are really the most consistent

(although opposed to the facts as they existed), who make no discrimina-

tion between the Jewish and Christian Churches, pronouncing both to be

the Kingdom of God for the reason that the characteristics of belicTers at

the present day in the church are precisely the same (as e.g. faith, obedi*

ence, love, hope, etc.), that they were in the Jewish Congregation. Hence,
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V/" certain traits, qnaliGcations, characteristicB, as many assert, denote the
J^ingdom, then the Kingdom existed in both churches. The latter, how-
ov«r, remains unproven.

Obs. 3. We find on this point the most contradictory statements.

Writers who fully admit that the Kingdom is to be established oiily under
Olirist, and who even tell us that this dispensation is thus distiuRuished,

are forced by the interpretations given to the Kingdom itself to locate it

l>ack of this dispensation in the Jewish Church ; and then to reconcile

tlieir theory inform us that the Kingdom existed in onefonn in the Jewish
Ohurch and now it is exhibited in another in the present Church. But all

ttiis is antagonistic to the most nrevalent and confidently given interpreta-

11011 of the Kingdom. If the Kingdom is what Dr. McCosh, and others,

inform us, ** God's rule in iJie hearts of men,'' then no difference should be
made between the churches, for such a mle has ever *oeen manifested.

Such a Kingdom has ever existed even before the Theocracy was set up ;

Bach an experience is compatible without the establishment of a Kingdom
liere on earth, as we see in Adam, Abel, Enoch, etc. Gratefully accepting

of God*B Sovereignty, of the duty of obedience to Him, etc., it does not

ydlloio, as shown by preceding Propositions, that this constitutes the pre-

dicted Kingdom. If it does, tlien covenant language has no definite mean-
ing ; then the Prophets and the early Preachers miserably mistook this

Xingdom, promising as in tJie future what learned men tell us ever

existed. No ! that class of writers, equally learned and more scriptural,

ure correct when they assert that the predicted Kingdom is one that had
no existence at the time of the Advent, and that it is one which Christ

Himself is to establish.

Obs. 4. Any definition of the Kingdom under Christ, which affirms

nothing more than was experienced by the pious Jews at the First Advent,
is most certainly defective. Such are ** God's reign in the heart," " re-

ligion," etc. Such definitions should, in the very nature of the case, ex-

cite a mistrust that there must be error somewhere, because opposed in

spirit to express prediction and promise. The Jews, such as Simon and
others, were utterly ignorant of the honor they possessed of being already

incorporated with a Kingdom they waited, looked, and prayed for. Such
definitions, however well meaning, are virtually a lowering oi Scripture

promise and of the intelligence of ancient worthies. Feeling this deeply,

sadly, we write plainly for the sake of the truth.

Obs. 5. The reader's attention is recalled to our argument which clearly

shows, under Propositions pertaining to the covenants, etc., that the

Church itself as it existed before the formation of the Theocracy was no
Kingdom here on earth ; that such a Kingdom was first presented when the

Theocratic form of government was instituted, Ood Himself condescend-

ing to act in the capacity of an earthly Ruler over the nation, and State

and Church were firmly united in mutual support. After this government
was overthrown or temporarily set aside, owing to the unworthiness of the

nation, the Church remained as previous to the Theocracy ; but it is never

recognized by the Prophets as the Kingdom—the believer being directed to

look for and await its coming This posture of waiting the pious portion

of the nation occupied.
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Oha, 6. Ji IB ngkt, therefore, to say, that the Charch has always existed

and even, as some do, to declare, that the Christian is a contiHuaiion c/

the previoas Church in another fbnn and with added privileges ; but it m
wrong to assert that the Church, withoafc the previously ordained r(>/t>

Theocratic order in actual union with it^ is the Kingdom of God in tbe

sense given by covenant and 'Prophet. It lacks the CM-given distingulf-
ing Theocratic arrangement which can alone elevate it to ihepaniion of ^

Kingdom here on earth, viz. : God through man actUig in tne mamifatei
real capacity of earthly Ruler,

Obs, 7. To illustrate how the Jewish Church is elevated, in a circumio-

cutory way, to the position of a Kingdom, we select an example Thai,

Fairbairu (On Proph., p. 65) affirms (quoting Owen's Prel. Diss^ to Hf-

brews to sustain his point), that the Church has always existed ; that Cfajisi

did not take one away to set up another ; that the Christian Church is tht?

same as that before the Advent ; and afterward in his work calls thid

Church, which he has made identical, the Kingdofn of Ghd, The truth is.

that all who take Fairbaim's position respecting the Church, and then

designate it ''the Kingdom of God,*' cannot avoid logically making (not-

withstandin? their disclaimers to the contrary that Christ's Kingdom w*i

only established at His Advent, and is the only Kingdom of promise), the

Jewish Church the same Kingdom.

Obs, 8. This last is attempted in another quarter, judging from the

book notices in the Evang, Review (Oct. 1873), and Scrtbner^s Monthiv
(pec. 1872). Abbey, in a work called *' The City of God atul tJie Churcb
Makers,^' taken the ground that the Christian Church and the Jewish are

not only the same, but that they are one, beginning in Eden, basing their

essential likeness as the same Christian Church, City of God, or Kingdom
of heaven in Christ, He being an eternal person, etc. While there is pro-

priety in the efforts to rebut the antagonism which some erect between
the Old Test, and New Test churches, yet there is the same old mistake

of recognizing the Sovereignty of God or of Christ as constituting the

Kingdom, and an ignoring of the plain covenanted fact that the Kingdom
is promised to Jesus Christ, not merely in virtue of His divinity, but as

Son of David, the predicted Son of Man. This simple and undeniable
truth, in connection with the history of the covenanted development, over-

turns all such theorizing. All notions of the Kingdom that do not stand

the test of the Covenant must be discarded.

Those who affirm that the Ghnroh is the Kingdom of Ood, and cUim that John tha

Baptist was in the Kingdom, are met and confounded by even a single passage. IDut
11 : 11, where the least in the Kingdom is represented as greater than John, ahowingthat
by the Kingdom something else than the Church is denoted. Home, snch are the con-

tradictions involved, forgetting their own definitions of the Church as a oontmnoos
Kingdom, apply this passage, for fnlfllment, to believers after the day of Pentecost

(Comp. Prop. 39). The least reflection will show that the Jewish Ghorch had not tU

covenanted dtaracterisiics of the Kingdom, for as Daniel (7 : 22) says, the time had not yet

come that the saints possessed the Kingdom, etc.
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r*ROPosiTioN 92. UiU Kingdom is not what some call "^
Oospel KingdoTtt^^

Having met with the phrase ** Gosjwl Kingdom" in writings, and
Ixaving heard it from the pulpit, this favorite expression oi some
Tnay require a few remarks. By the phrase is evidently meant
either this dispensation or the church or religion, or the proclama-
tion of the gospel. It is a phrase of human coinage, nowhere
found in the Bible, and is incorrect when applied to the present
time. The gospel is good news, glad tiding concerning the
Kingdom. Hence the phrase is never found in the writings of
careful authors.

Obs, 1. It is stronglj corroborative that the language of the Bible falls

in 80 accurately with our line of argument. We read of ** the Gospel of
the Kingdom/'' seeing that the Gospel itself has no power to produce the
Kingdom, but is simply preliminary lo it^ designed to call the elect, who
become ** Iieirs^' of the Kmgdom.
A writer (Proph, Times, 1873, p. 105) makes a distinction between "the Gospel of

the grace of God " and *' the Gospel of the Kingdom of God,*' which appears, in some
respects, to be well founded. The favorite terms of some theologians, snoh as " the
Kingdom of grace," " the Kingdom of the cross," " the mediatorial Kixigdom/' are not
fonnd in Scripture, and while freely acknowledging the astonishing and tinmerited grace
existing in the Chtiroh, and that the future Theocracy is one of grace, vet the titles, how>
ever well intentionedi are not applicable, being misleading in their natnre. When
Jeans directly predicts the results of the preaching of the Gospel of the Kingdom, it is

never intimated that any one of them is to form out of the Chnrch, or believers of the
Gospel, a Kingdom. The passages which are wrongfoUy inferred to teach the oontrazy
wiU hereafter be examined in detail. The means are by mnltitndes mistaken for the end,

as e.g. by the Homilist (quoted by Naat, Cbm, on MaU.^ p. 323), which makes the Gospel to

be "the Kingdom of God," because it produces " the reign of God overall the powers of
the soul.** To " preach the Gospel," or to " preach the Kingdom" (e.g. Luke 9 : 2, 6), is

to present motives, etc., urging and inviting persons to become worthy of it when it, the
Kingdom, comes in power and glory.

ObJi, 2. Aside from other considerations, we have shown (Prop. 59,

Obs. 6), that the Kingdom was tendered to the Jews but owing to their

sinfulness was to be taken from them (i.e, could not inherit or receive it),

and was to be given to another chosen, gathered people. The Kingdom
was taken from the Jewish nation, but tno nation, as all admit, retaitied

the Gospel—the privileges of this dispensation, of the church, of religion,

m brief, of all that pertains to the Gospel, It follows, therefore, aa a

national sequence that if the Kingdom was taken from them, that King-
dom did not consist in ** the Gospel Kingdom,** whatever meaning may be
attached to it, for to this, if it denotes the present dispensation of the Gos-
pel, the nation was made first accessible, the preaching of the Gospel com-
mencing at Jerusalem. Other objections will be noti^ in what follows.
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We append I>r. Brown *fl {Chm,) comment on Matt. 21 : 43 : " Therefore I saj mio
yon, ' Tne Kingdom of Ood *—God's visible Kingdom or Chnroh, npon eatth, vokiek vp L
this time stood in the seed of Abraham—* shall be taken from yon and given to a nstioa

bringing forth the fmits thereof/ i.e. the great evangelical commnnity of the fiuthfal

which, after the extension of the Jewish nation, would consist chiefly of Gentiles, uiti]

' all Israel should be saved.* *' Bnt (1) the Church was md taken from them ; (S) thi^

very ** nation" thus called is of ike seed of Abrsham, natural and engraftod ; (3) that the

bestowal of this Kingdom is Jviun, when the ** nation" is gathered (oomp. Props.

57-66). Some commentators, not knowing what to do with the passage, owing to their

Church-Kingdom theory, conveniently pass it by. Those espetnuly who take £ke groond

(induced by Heb. oh. 11, GaL 3:8; Heb. 4 : 2 ; 1 Cor. 10 : 2-4 ; Eph. 2 : 19. 20 ; 1 Fee

1 : 10, 11 ; Jude 14, 15 ; Dan. ch. 7, etc.) that the Ch. Church is only a continnatioa of

the more ancient Church, are pressed by the passage. Imagination is the basis of na-

merous interpretations and applications.
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Proposition 93. 77i^ Covenanted Kingdom is not the ChHHtian
(Jhwt'ch,

I>esirou8 to respect and honor that overwhelming majority of
able and learned men, who hold and teach that the Christian church
is the Kingdom of Christ predicted by the prophets and so
soleimdy cotenarded to Him^ yet truth and justice demand an
itnequiTbocal denial of this doctrine. The reason for such denial
is found in the terms of the covenant itself. The church possesses
none of the characteristics of the kingdom promised to David's
Son. The Theocratic relationship, the throne and kingdom of
David, are lacking.

Ohs, 1. The Christian Church is an association of believers in Christ,

who, led by the same consciouBneBS of God, truth and spirit, accept of the
terms of salTation, repentance and faith, and continue in the use of the
means of grace appointed by the Redeemer, It is an association exclusively

for relieious puiposes, separate and distinct from civil or secular interests.

It is different from the Kingdom once established in that State and relig-

ion are separated, hence involving no civil or State relationship, for mem-
bers of all nations and Stat-es, without absolving their allegiance due as
citizens to their respective civil powers, can become members of this ex-
clusive religious organization. It is different from the Jewish Church, be-

fore and after the Theocratic rule, in that it embraces new ordinances,
discarding the Mosaic, and is open to both Jew and Gentile by an expres-

sion and experience of faith in Jesus Christ It was formed solely on ac-

count of the rejection of the Kingdom by the Jews, in order that through
it a body of believers might be raised, through whom finally, when all gath-
ered, the Kingdom mignt be reorganized in the most effective and tri-

umphant manner. Originated for this special purpose it was designed, as
its commencement proves, to be separate and distinct not only from the
Jewish State but all other States, union with secular powers was not con-
templated, because it was not in accordance with the design of its estab-

lishment, viz. : to call and gather out of the nations and kingdoms a
believing people. If the object had been to organize a Kingdom, we then
undoubtedly would have had a specific fonn of government given to us,

and direct declarations concerning the union of State and Church, and the
exercise of civil and political power. 77^6 absence of such directions

abundantly confirms our argument. It is necessarily outward so far as the
persons, ordinances, assemblies, expansion, form of worship, etc., is con-
corned ; and inward, so far as individual experience, adoption, union with
Christ, etc., relates. It is a community of saints, who, while occupying
various positions in life, are not deprived by it of civil, social, or family
relations, but rather by the formation of such a community find their con-
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dact in all these relations regulated and controlled. Haying no eccle-

siastical constitution for government (such as were afterward produced bj

human invention), given by divhie authority, it rests in a few indispensable
commands respecting its organization and perpetuity, acknowledging ia

these the Sovereignty of God and the Headship of Christ, and conetantij
realizing by obedience to the religious and moral precepts, of which it ii

the guardian, that it ia under Divine guidance, and in reality the product
of Divine power and grace.

This interpretation of the Churchy with the exception of the excessiye High Chmdi
view, which, against the testimony of both Scripture and History, insists npon the im-

mediate establishment of a Hierarchy, and with the exception of that of Erastumism.
which. Against the Apostolio order, prescribes a union of titate and Church, is snbetaii-

tially that adopted by many of onr opponents, who, however, are forced by tiieir theories

to add to it the notion of an existing predicted Kingdom. Aside from the hut«r ide«,

when we read the interpretationA given by Tarions writers directly of the Chnidi, ve
find but little di£Eerence from the one presented, and none to necessitate the rriev that it is

a Kingdom. Neander tells ns that the Chorch is ** a union of men arising from the fel-

lowship (communion) of religious life ; a union essentially independent ot and different

from, all other forms of human association." Then what he odds enforces our position

instead of his own :
** It was a fundamental element of the formation of this union, that

religion was no longer to be inseparably bound up, cither as principal or subordinate,
with the political and national relations of men,** eto. (See CA. //w.. sec. 81. ch 1
and then compare sec. 52 where he contradicts this by giving the Church such relatioiu

and a world dominion.) We might well ask. Why not so bound? There mnsi be soae
subHtantiol reason. Mosheim (Jnat. <^ EccL Ifis.), in his preface, is guarded not to call

the Church a Kingdom, whether intentional or not. Admitting that as an associatiun it

is governed by certain laws and institutions, and has its officers, he calls it ** a et^ietj or

community" formed by the body of Christians. Dr. Hagenbach, in his Acad, Address on
Neander* s services as a Church historian {Bib. Sacra, Oct., 1861), shows that according
to Planck in his His, of the Origm and Fhrmation of the Christ EexL. ConsUtutions^ the

Church is no Kingdom, but a union of individuals voluntarily coming together, bound
by the same religious belief, etc. Da Costa attributed, according to Hurst {His. of Ration
alismy p. 360), only ** a relative value to the Church of the Oentues, the Church before the

Millennium," refering us to the Millennial era for a proper and developed Kingdom.
This is the position of many Millenarians (Da Costa being regarded one), and seems
partly also to be the idea of some of our opponents, especiaUy of Neander, in his view of

the final world-dominion. These few quotations are amply sufficient to illostrate our
own view, that in the definition of the Church there is nothing that requires us to enter-

tain the idea thai it is a Kingdom.
The reader can find numerous illustrations in various Confessions, His. of Doc-

trines, Sys. Divinities, Theological writers, Works on the Church, Controversial Essays,

eto. In this wide field the student will find every shade of opinion, from that of an
association of believers to Schleiermacher' s *' living organism, i.e. the body of Christ"

(or Lange's ** the planting and development of the salvation and life of Christ in the

social* sphere," and'* the typical commencement of the world's transfiguration");

from that of a simple congregation of receptive men and women to Schlegel*s *' great

and divine corponUion," "free, peculiar, and independent corporation,** or to the

most extravagant idenliatic and mystical conceptions, or to the sterner idea of an ex-

isting, conquering Kingdom in a visible form (as e.g. Papacy), destined to a world-

dominion. High-Chnrchism, Low-Churchism, Broad-Churchism, Spiritualism, My»
ticism, etc., have here a favorite topic, but always, with few exceptions, considered

isolated from the covenanted relationship. Many of the definitions could be adopted,

provided the assumed transformation into a Kingdom were set aside. The most sunple

definition is that of the Apostles' Creed adopted in an art. in the Princeton ifemeir, Ap. 1853.

entitled ** Tlie Idea of the Church,** viz.: that the Church is ''the communion of Uie

saints, " in which, leavingout the notion of *' a monarchy, an aristocracy, or a demooiacy,"

two affirmations are presented: (1) **the Church consists of saints, and (2) of sauits

in communion—that is, so united as to form one body.**

Obs. 2. The first churches and the ajrastolin Fathers and their immediate
successors, as already shown had no conception of the Church being the
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promised Kingdom of tho Covenant and Prophets. They looked and
prajed for ita speedy coming nt the Second Advent. Origen was the first

one who made the Church the mystic Kingdom of God (see p. 112, Voice

of the Clivrcli, by Taylor), Others followed in his interpretation ; and if

Tve narrowly examine history it will be found that two things materially
aided in entrenching and extending this notion of Origen*s. The first was
the Hierarchical encroachments which such an opinion sustained and flat-

tered. The second was the fact that religions everywhere, among the Ro-
mans, Greeks, Egyptians, Asiatics, etc., were firmly united with the State,

thus paving the way for a similar union and the exhibition of the Chris-
tian religion in a sphere not inferior to Pagan.

The student will be am^ly repaid in tracing these inflnences in confirming the Origen*
istio notion, and thns giving power into the hEinds of desip^ing, and even of consoien-
tions men. Against thia conversion of the Church into a Kingdom there was a protest,
Trhich was nltimately silenced as the Papacy increased in power, until finally it was
only held by the Paulicians and Waldenses (see p. 126, Voice of the Church, by Taylor).
Coming down to the Beformers, great allowance must be made for them, seeing that the
magnitude of the work before them scarcely allowed it to be consummated within the
period of their lives. They could not readily rid themselves of all the prejudices en-
grafted by former Church relationship, and resulting from the growth uf centuries.
Their immediate successors, as all Church historians sadly acknowledge, instead of prose-
cuting the voork cf R^onnaHan^ engrossed themselves in disputes, and pressed each other
on points of differences—many non-essential—until as a measure of advancement they
seized the former Church idea, and taking advantage of the Kingdom notion as a source
of protection and strength, they granted fatal concessions (which the fieformers refused),
even to Boyalty and the civil magistrate, vesting to a certain extent ecclesiastical
power in their hands, uniting Church and State, elevating the civU head to a religious
position over the Church, which speedily brought forth Ua hitter fruit in proscriptions,
disallowance of freedom to individual conscience, heresy-hunting, the imposition of ex-
tended symbols and formulas, depositions, imprisonments, banishment^ and even in
some cases, death itself. The leverage underlying all this was the unfouiuUd doctrine,
that the Church being a Kingdom here on earth, a real power in actual sway over men,
such power was to be manifested and exerted in an extental authority felt and acknowl-
edged by all. For the exertion of such authority, civil and ecclesiastical power were,
more or less, combined. While histoiy abundantly attests this to be the case with their
followers, the Beformers themselves held views which it is difficult to explain as consis-
tent with the notion that the Church is the predicted Kingdom of Christ. They speak
of the Church as a \x>iujitary association for strictly religious purposes, and with idl their
concessions to the civil magistrate, they still emphatically declared that Church and
State were separate in their existence, and they could not meige the one into the other.
(Neonder's CA. //w., Mosheim's End. ITts., Fisher* s His. of R^., etc.). Their language is

sometimes contradidoryf but that they opposed, on the one hand, a secular rule of be-
lievers, and, on the other, an absorption of religious power by the civU head is positively
stated. The contradictions that we find noticed by historians clearly indicate that they
had no well-defined and avthoritaiive conception of the Church as a Kingdom. Indeed, we
find them using language respecting the future manifestation, and even speedy, of
Christ's Kingdom at the Second Advent, the very spirit of which is opposed to the
Church's now exerting a predicted kingly authority, and which fully accords with our
own doctrine. The reader will find extracts given from Luther, Calvin, and others, by
Taylor ( Voice of the Cfiurch), by a Congregational ist ( Time of the AW), by Brooke's (JQ. (f
Proph, Inter.), by Elliott (IforcR Apoc.\ and others, w^hich are difficult to reconcile with
any other theory than that of the doctrinal position of the early Church, viz. : anticipat-
ing the Kingdom of Christ to be set up at His Second Coming. With all the honor that
is due to these noble men, with respectful consideration of their vast and splendid ser-

vices, yet the student feels that on some Important points they are indecisive, indistinct,

and somewhat contradictory. Hence their opinions, whatever they are, must be sub-
jected, as they themselves desired and expressed, to the test of Scripture (Prop. 10).

Obs. 3, One class of our opponents who contend that the Jewish Church
which existed at the First Advent was no Kingdom, certainly cannot
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make the Christian Church such, if tlie Kingdom as they inform ns only
denotes ** God*s lei^n'* for that was characteristic of the Jewish ChurclL
Another class, too circumspect to fall into so palpable an inconsistency,

insist upon the points of identity between the Jewish and Christian
Churcli, and pronounce them to be one and the same Kingdom of God.
Tiiat this is erroneous will appear from the following considerations (1)

The annowiicements of the Kingdom with which the New Test, begins is op-

posed to it, Prop. 19
; (2) Uie expectations of the pious Jews, Props. 20, 47,

40, 41, and 43
; (3) the condition of the Church does not accord with pre-

dictions of the Prophets respecting the Kingdom, Prop. 21
; (4) the

Church does not correspond with the preaching of John, Jesus and the dis-

ciples, Props. 22, 23, 38, 39, 54, 42, 44
; (5) the Church is not like the

Kingdom of God once established, lacking the Theocratic arrangement
once institutedy Props. 25, 27, 28, 29

; (0) the Church is not like the

Kingdom once established, overthrown and profnised a restoration, Props.

31, 32, 33
; (7) the Church is not the Kingdom, otherwise the disciples

were ignorant of what they preached, Prop. 43
; (8) that the Church is the

promised Kingdom is opposed by the covenants, Props. 46, 47, 48, 49, 50,

52
; (9) the preaching of the Kingdom as nigh and then its postponement

is against making the Church a Kingdom, Props. 55, 56, 57, 58, 59. 60,

61, 62, etc.
; (10) the preaching of the apostles after Christ*6 death con-

firms our doctrine. Props. 70, 71, 72, 73, etc. ; (11) the Church was not

taken from the Jews but the Kingdom was, Prop, preceding, etc. ; (12)

the Church is not the Kingdom because it will not be given until the elect

are gathered. Props. 62, 63, 65, 68, etc. ; (13) Tlie Second Advent is the

period when the Kingdom is established. Prop. 51, 52. In brief the Pro-
positions preceding all contaifiso many reasons for not making the Church
the promised Kingdom of David's Son. The simple fact is, that if we once
take the covenanted promises in their plain sense, and view the testimony
of Scripture sustaining such a sense, it is utterly impossible to convert tho

Church into the promised Kingdom without a violation of propriety and
unity of Divine Purpose. The remaining Propositions that follow, nearly

all, are additional proofs sustaining our doctrine.

Incidental proof corroborative of our position, can also be alleged. Thus e.g. the
condnct of the apostles, after the Christian Church was established, to conciliate the

Jews in attending the sacrifices and Berrices in the temple, and adhering in many re-

spects to the laws and customs of Muses, can only be satisfactorily reconciled vith
our view, that the Christian Church (^ust as the preceding Jewish) is preparatory to the

Kingdom. If a Kingdom was established, an Fairbairn and others assert, then the

charge of unbelievers, that they had but an imperfect notion of the Kingdom and its

proprieties, remains in force (and crushing, because if imperfect in knowledge on so

important a matter as the goal, how can we trust them in other matters ?) But from
onr standpoint we see only a matter of prudence, a manifested desire to avoid diffi-

culty, etc., which, connected with things non-essential, was far from being inoonsift*

tent with a correct mew of the church, its meaning and design. In the controversy be-

tween Paul and Peter, our opponents forget what they previously asserted respecting
Peter's knowledge of the Kingdom in Acts, ch. 2 and 3 (excepting some, who tell ua

that even in those sermons he manifested great ignorance, possessed only '*the husk,"
etc.)— for they inform us that Peter had low ideas respecting the Kingdom. They
forget also that Paul's objections to Peter were baaed (1) on the rites and ceremonies
being non-essential ; (2) non-essential, but yet burdensome and leading to bondage \

(3) non-essential, but yet calculated, if pressed too for, to obscure repentance and faith

in Christ ; (4) non-essential, so that even he (Paul), for the sake of conciliation, at*

tended to some rites, but without sacrificing Christian truth. Xowfaere does Paul base
his rejection of Mosaic rites, etc., upon the fact of a Kingdom being established, but upon
the fact of the provision made through Jesus for salvation, and the call of the Gientiles
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through Tepenfance and faith. The Chnrch-Kingdom theory feathers the shaft which
infidelity (so e.g. Dnke of Somerset, Ch. Thtd., p. 76) sends against inspiration, see-
ing that Paul is pressed as the exponent of a Kingdom, over against Peter, James,
etc. Our attitade and helief indicate no such wiiagonism. It one is overtaken in
weakness by the effort to conciliate the prejudices of the Jews, tliis only intimates the
nature and design of the chnrch, and is no reason for the rejection of fundamental
truth, hecanse it is a mere matter of conduct, probationary discipline, test of character,
etc., to which the apostles, having to fight the good fight of faith, were, like all other
men, subject—the very church relationship evidencing the same.

Obs. 4. Some occupying higher ground, take the view that the Kingdom
of God existed continuously before and in the Christian Chnrch, asserting
that the form of the Theocracy was changeable and temporary (so Kurtz,
His, of the Old Covenant

, p. 110), but that the essence was retained and
transferred to the Christian Cliurch, thus forming an unbroken Kingdom
of God. To this we observe : (1) That the Theocratic arrangement as spec-
ified in the Davidic covenant is not chanaeable or temporary. It is pro-
mised by oath that Hia throne and Kingdom as established in His Son is

eternal
;

(*2) to make it temporary is equivalent to saying that God's effort

to act as a?i earthly Ruler was a failure ; (3) the only change that was
made in the form was that caused by the Jews seeking a visible King and
tn this God acquiesced, and incorporated the principle, as we have shown,
in His purpose of Redemption

; (4) admitting the change of form, then
the Church has less honor than the past Theocracy, in that it has not God
for its earthly Ruler, and that, therefore, in this respect, there is a retro-

gression from the higher Kingdom to the lower ; (5) it overrides with in-

conclusive proof the reasons we have already presented for the contrary
view.

To avoid repetition, it is taken for granted that the reader has passed over the
previous Propositions, and hence a mere reference to the line of argument is deemed
sufficient. The answer to Kurtz is found in ikt Davidie Covenani, the prophecies bused
on it, and the first preaching derived from it. It is a most solemnly pledged truths con-
firmed by the oath of the Almighty, that the Theorcraiic order, as under David, will be

restored and most gloriously perpetuated at the appointed time under his Son, our Lord
Jesus Christ. Hence it is impossible to allow to the church the features of a restored

Theocratic Kingdom as covenarUed ; for there is no restored Jewish natioD, no restored
tabernacle of David, no restored earthly rule of God, no Theocratic rule manifested
through David's Son, etc. Men may claim that this or that church is " the Theocratic
Kingdom" (so Papacy), or *' the Kingdom of God** (so many Protestants), or " Christ's
Kingdom on earth" (so Shakers), or even ** the New Jerusalem state" (so Sweden-
borginns), etc., but all, without exception, lack the covenanted and prophetic markSf
BO that a firm believer in the Word cannot allow any of them this coveted honor.

Obs, 5. It may be well in this place to illustrate the argnments that are

employed by others to elevate the Chnrch into a Kingdom, and we there-

fore select a work which has been specially written to perform this ser-

vice.

In The Kingdom cf Grace, ch. 2, the author gives us his Scriptural, and other author-
ity. The Church is a Kingdom, (1) because "the Kingdom of God is wUhin you,"
forgetting that this was addressed to the wicked Pharisees who were so unconscious of
a Kingdom wiUiin them that they inquired concerning it, see Prop. 110 ; (2) " My King-
dom is not of this world," which we also teach, as will be shown jinder its appropriate
heading, s^ Prop. 109 ; (3) that Jesus claimed to be King, which claim we admit to be
just, but is far from proving the establishment of the Kingdom ; (4) Jesus did not set

up any direct claim to occupy David's throne while living, which we admit and clearly

point out the reason for not so doing, viz. : the postponement of the Kingdom, see Prop.
58, etc. ; (6) that David's Kingdom was not of heavenly origin as the church :— this is
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incorrect, as the reader vill see by rafezTing to Props. S8, 31« etc., and the cowexoML
Prop. 49, all proving that it was Ood*a own ordering^ the throne and Kingdom <daun€d ^
Hia own, and the King himself being diTinely consecrated or anointed to his position

;

(6) that Christ has not yet raised up David's throne, and therefore it is argued, that He
never will,—this argoment is presnming-to point oat what is right and prop^ for Deitj
to perform, and has been already answered ; (7) the preaching of John, ** Repent, for

the Kingdom of heaven is at hand,' is *' evidently the gospel dispensation," for nothing
else appeared near at hand bnt this, etc.—the reasoning is this : the Kingdom wb
predicted as near, the church was established, and hence the chnrch is the Kingdom,
wliich overlooks the change in the style of preaching, Prop. 58, and the poaiponnttth'.

Prop. 68. He continaes (8) quoting Isa. 9 : €, 7, and bases the alleged fact of the

chnrch being the Kingdom on, **of the increase of his government and peace tb«ra

shall be no end," saying :
" This expression is. in my view, fatal to the theory of Mil-

lenarians ; for, according to the principles of that theory, the government of Christ is

to have no increase after the Second Advent. The elect will all have been (^fathered in

against that great day. when the Son is to be revealed in glory from heaven.** It ii

surprising to charge oar theory with a doctrine which it poinledly repudiates, as can ba

seen by the early church view and the history of our doctrine down to the present,

which insists on the reign of Jesus on the restored throne and Kingdom of Dsrid oT«f

the Jewish nation, and the spared Gentiles, etc. (9) Refers us to Rev. 3 : 21, clausing
from the passage that ChnBt is on His throne, and now reifjns in the predicted manner,
but (a) the Word says that He is " set down with my Father on His throne," indicatinj;

great exaltation, but contrasted still with the ** viy tAmn«,'* which in a specuU manner
belongs to Him as Son of man ; (b) he makes in this theory, as a present resnlt, all the

saints noio revoardedt crowned^ associated with Christ in Ills rule^ against the ntasl lUrini

teaching to the contrary
;
(c) and following His theory, as given in another place, be

makes these same rewarded and crowned saints lay aside their received honor to appear
at the judgment-bar and receive their sentences ; (10) He asks what advantage would it

be to have Christ's visible throne on earth, for He could only be seen by a few ; those

in foreign countries, as China and America, could not see Him, unless '* they should
have new organs of vision piven to them." etc. This is altogether vnioorthy of notice,

and is only reproduced to introduce the remark : suppose ^ter all that the apostolic

Fathers and that long line of noble witnesses to the Kingdom as covenanted, and a
held by Millenarians. are correct, would not such writers, who speidE so di^nespcctfttUy ot

the Saviour's throne, its lowness and degradation if planted here on the earth, appear
before that Kin^ with the deepeH confusion? Brethren, who think that they do Godi
service by opponing us, should at least exhibit the respect due to discossions in which
the Saviour's glory is involved. This observation is the more necessary in view of whsi
follows. (11) For, he makes sport of the dominion attributed to Jesus by Milienarians,
taking only as much of it as happens to suit his style of witticism. Thus (a) he refers to

Winthrop (Leciureit), arguing that the original grant of dominion (Gen. 1 : 26-28), lost by
the fall, is restored by the Second Adam, giving as proof Ps. 8, comp, with Heb. 2 : 5-9.

(b) He examines this with the following roault ; (1) Adam reigned personally over fish,

fowl, cattle, creeping things, etc., so the Second Adam must do the same, and *' what t

glorious Kingdom this will be of our blessed Saviour 1 But we did not know that this

was the Kingdom which He bought with His precious blood." Comment is nnneces-
sary, for argumentation that con stoop to such absurdity, disallowing the dominion v^
give to Jesus, is unworthy of a serious reply (comp. Prop. 203). (2) He informs ns that

the phrase ** Son of Man," in the 8th Ps., has not ** the remotest allusion whatever to

the man Christ Jesus,"—that it denotes man only, and sarcastically inquires whether the

animals, etc., are to be also resurrected over whom He is to reign. (3) He naj^a that Heb.
2 : etc., only applies to man so far as dominion over animals, etc., is concerned, and nci

to Christ ; objects to Winthrop's making " the world to come" to mean *' the inhabit-

able earth to come," on the ground that we are not at liberty to add a wo{d aa under-
stood ;—that we make by such application to Christ verses 8 and 9 oontradictozy ;—that

Son of man when it has a reference to Christ begins with a capiird letter ; that our theoiy

makes David's language unmeaning, which only indicates humility, for David could not

say, ** Who is Jesus Christ that thou visitest him," etc. Against this argument based on

the dominion promised to *' the Son of man," it is sufficient to say. (1) that it is opposed
to the views oC multitudes who are hostile to Uillenarianism. The commentators, u
e.g. Barnes, Stuart, etc., decide in our favor—while theologians of all classes almost
universally contend that Winthrop's argument is correct. (2) That it is in opposition to

the early church view, and in direct conflict with the promises given to Christ ; that ba

the Second Adam, the Son of man, all things shall be in subjection to Him (ii)
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Lduatij he refers to Ezek 36 : 23-28 (admitting the literal restoration of the Jews), Ezek.
37 : 11-14, and Dan. 2 : bat aa these paasages will be discnssed under Propositions, we
leave them with this conclusion : Suon is the line of argument which a work devoted to
make out the church a Kingdom, a visible and spiritual one, is only able to produce. From
It the reader cannot fail to see that it infers such a Kingdom, oeing utterly unable to
produce a decisive passage which declares either that Uie IScm of man now reigns as
predicted or that the ohurch is at prtseni His Kingdom.

The reasons given by Brown {ike. Comivg) are of a similar nature (only not so dis-

respectful in tone), and the Scriptures relied upon to sustain a present Messianic cove-
nanted Kingdom are the following : Acts 2 : 29-36. Zech. 6 : 12, Rev. 6 : 6, and 3 : 7* 8,

12. Isa. 9 : 6, 7. Acts 3 : 13-15, and 3 : 19-21, and 4 : 26, 28, with Ps. 2, Acta 5 : 29,31.
As all these passages are frequently referred to and explained,—as they have no reference

to a present existing Kingdom as covenanted (that being inferred),—as they must be
considered in the light of the general analogy of the Word,— it is sufficient, for the
present, to allude to them, so that the student may observe the exceeding slight founda.
lion upon which the prevailing view rests. A direct passage in favor of the Augustinian
view cannot be produced ; it is supported entirely by inference, as e.g. Fairbaim (On
I^aph.) infers it from the two discourses of Peter* in Acts ; and Mason [Essays on the

Churchy No. 1), after correctly defining the church, supposes it to be the Kingdom of
God, because he infers that such p^^ages as Isa. 66 : 12, Isa. 49 : 23, Isa. 6 : 3, 6, and
especially ** He that shall rise to reign over the Gentiles/' must. apply to the present
existing church. Now, we cannot, for a moment, allow that a Kingdom the subject of

covenant and prophecy, the object of faith, hope, and joy, can be left, if really estab-

lished, to mere inference. And bore, we cannot believe, that if set up as many the-

ologians tell us, the early church for several centuries would be unconscious of the
same.

Obs. 6. A main leading feature in this effort to make out of the Church
the predicted Kingdom of the Messiah^ is found in applying to the pres-

ent, things relating to the Church which are spoken of a3 prospect iveil/

(the present used as the future, Prop. 65, Ohs. 9), as e.g. Heb. 12 : 22,

23. Promises are given which can only, as we shall hereafter show, be
realized by the Church as a completed body. This principle must not be
overlooked, as e.g. the marriage of the Church, which (1) one party con-
fines to the Church now on earth as married to Jesus

; (2) another asserts

is done as every believer enters the third heaven, bo that recently a pro-

minent theologian delivered a funeral discourse in which he made a dis-

tinguished minister, deceased, sitting down and already enjoying the mar-
riage supper, etc.

; (3) while still another declares tne same to be still

future as the Scriptures and the early Church locate it, viz. ; to occur ouly
at the Second Advent. It will be satisfactorily seen, as we proceed, that

many promises, that are only to be realized in the future Kingdom, are

seized and appropriated to the Church ; and this is not only done by the
Popes quoting and applying to themselves, as earthly Heads of the

Church, Millennial predictions, but by Protestants in their laudation of

Churches. This is done not only from motives of self-interest and am-
bition, but with a sincere desire to indicate the honor, stability, and per-

petuity of Christ's Kingdom. Well may the former be attributed to some
of the representatives of the Papacy who even appropriated descriptions

applicable to Jesus unto themselves, while the latter is seen in the well-in-

tentioned denomination of the Church by the phrase ** t?ie City of God/*
given by Augustine, followed by the multitude, and recently re-introduced

by Mansel, Abbey, and others. It is notorious that the names Israel,

Jadah, and Jerusalem are regarded by a host of writers as synonymous
with the Church, without any regard to the connectionot the prophecy that

the same Israel, Judah and Jerusalem acted and overthrown for its sinful-

ness, is to be restored to favor, and is thus meant. The curses pronounced.
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are all carefully heaped npon them severally and shown in their case to he
sadly realized, while the olessingB promised to the identically same tuition

and city are taken from them and carefully bestowed upon the Gentile
churches. Is this honest to the Record ?

Ohs, 1. This view of the Church, as we have already seen (Prop. 78), is

not inconsistent with the earliest creeds. Those modem phrases and de-

finitions so current are unknown to them. They embody a Scriptural idea

of the Church, and are consistent with the doctrine received by the first

churches (Props. 72-76). The later confessions of various denominations,
generally, when speaking of the Kingly office of Christ and His Kingdom
either deal in general expressions susceptible of different interpretations,

and therefore indecisive ; or else p:issages are quoted which teach both
the Kingship of Christ and His Kingdom, but are practically misapplied
by not more explicitly asking when the same shall be manifested. Thus
in looking over several, Isa. 9 : 6, 7 is the favorite passage with them m
making the Church the Kingdom of the Messiah. Inste:^ of asking whe^
this is to be veri6ed, leaving parallel passages and the preceding context of

Isa. 9, which predicts this to occur in union^ with the Jetoish nation iX%
time of mighty national deliverance (see verses 3, 4, 5, Barnes, Hengaten-
berg, Gesenius, etc., loci), they appropriate the i;idJS&akQQ isolated and torn

from its connection. In one confession, mora plain than others, it is as-

serted that *' Jesus Christ hath here on earth a spiritual Kingdom which
is His Church," etc., and the proof texts given are Matt. 11 : 11 and
18 : 19, 20. Neither of these texts have a direct bearing and are tnfrrrtd
(wrongfully) to teach it.

Obs. 8. The same is true of works on Systematic Divinity. Thus, e,g.

Dr. Hodge in his recent work gives as proof texts Isa. 9 :6, 7 ; Ps. t,

etc., which only assert that Christ shall be King ; also Dan. 7 : 13, 14

;

Ps. 45, 72, and 110 ; Luke 1 : 31-33, without attempting to show that

they are correctly applied, but in a manner, as if such an interpretation

was never questioned by the early church and many witnesses in the

church. This is characteristic of many of them, and is espnecially weak
when the design is to give a systetn^tic view of Christian doctrine

thoroughly founded on the Word in a clear and decisive form. Theo-
logians of eminence take singular and contradictory views of the church
as a Kingdom. One of the latest. Dr. Thompson (Tlieol. of Chrtst^ ch.

10), endeavors to define the Kingdom of God. He opposes the view of

Dr. Oosterzee, who makes the Kingdom of God a now thing not fonnerly

in existence ; h.6 tells us, '' To the men whom Christ addressed, the King-
dom of God was no new idea, or rather, it was no new phase ; but it can

hardly be said to have represented any definite idea to a generation that

had so far lost the meaning of their own law and history"—this against

the preaching of John aua the disciples, see Props. 39, 43, etc. After

correctly and forcibly stating that this Kingdom is based on a Deliverer

and redeemed people, although probably in a sense diflferent from ours,

he then informs us that the Kingdom is " not simply his providential

government over the world at large, nor his universal government ove?

this and all worlds" (thus sustaining our Propositions on the Sovereignty
of God the Father and the Son) ;

'* nor the king and high priest set up in

His name ; but the presence and power of God felt and acKndwledged m
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tJie hearts of those that trusted in Him and did His commandments"
j[comp. Props. 84, 85, 110, etc.). Subsequently he represents it as '* the
idea of u living present God who dwelt in the hearts of all true worship-
pers, ti8 a vwnarch living among his subjects." Such a Kingdom he savs

Jesus preached, meaning " the presence of God as a Saviour realized to the

soul,'* and gives utterance, under what he calls ** a spiritual canception of
the Kiiigdom," to a number of things as embraced in the preaching of

Jeaus that, so far as the Record goes, Jesus Christ never proclaimed. In
xeplj, see the Props, on the preaching of Jesus and disciples.

If JesQB really did preach snoh a Kingdom aa Thompson claims, it ought to be decided
and established by the Gospels, but these vnmisiakably prove Ihe amirary by the stubborn
fact that neither the Seventy nor the Twelve comprehended the nature of the Kingdom
to be such as he teaches. Another proof will be found below in next Prop., Obs. *J. We
are indeed told that the more devout and spiritual, such as Zacharias, Simeon, Joseph of

Arimathea, expected just such a Kingdom, but this is not only unproven, but contrary to

the general, universal expectation of the Jews, Props. 20, 21, 40, 44, etc. Again, he de-
clares that " the Kingdom consists in doing the will of the Father ;" that ** coming to the
xealization of God in His supreme Lordship over the soul, is the Kingdom ;" that the
Churchy ** held together by a personal faith in Him, did not constitute the Kingdom of

God in the most pure and absolute sense ;" that " the external, visible Church may
shadow forth that Kingdom." whiJe ** the true Church of Christ" (i.e. as we understand
him, true believers in union with Christ, hence the invisible Church) ** is identical with
the true Kingdom of God." AU these definitions are of human origin ; not one is io ht

found in the Bible (those expressions from which it might be inferred will be subse-
quently examined in Props. 108, 109, and 110), and every one of them mistakes the requi-

site qualification for entrance into the Kingdom, for the Kingdom itself. Repeutanoe,
faith, obedience, union with Christ, etc., are essential for inherUing, but do noi ccnatUxde

the Kingdom itself. The covenant forbids it.

Obs. 9. The church, as we have shown, being designed to gather out and
raise up those who should be rulers in, inheritors of the Kingdom, it is

necessary for them to possess certain qualifications. Those just mentioned
are specified, and therefore true believers, instead of being in the King-
dom, are represented as being in a state of probation, of trial and testing.

The very nature of probation ts opposed to the idea of the Kingdom as

given by the Prophets, and hence in the Epistles believers are exhorted to

hold fast to faith and obedience that they wight attain unto the Kingdom,
1 Pet 1 : 7 ; 2 Thess, 1 : 5-11, etc.

Obs. 10. The church, instead of being represented as a Kingdom, is held

up to us as a struggling, suffering people, Col. 1 :24 ; 2 Tim. 1 :S;»'Z

Cor. 1 : 5 ; 2 Thess. 1:4:2 Pet. 4 : 12, 13, etc. The founders, the apos-

tles, themselves suffered, Acts 14 : 20 and 9 : 16 ; Eph. 3 : 13, etc. Saints

are to fill up the measure of Christ's sufferings. Acts 14 : 20 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 5,

etc. Saints have endured martyrdom, and as such are still waiting until

the body is completed. Take the descriptions given of Christians still

CToaning (Rom. 8 : 23), as given by Delitzsch (Ser, Ap, to Sys, Bib,

Fsyc), m their trials, temptations, strug^gles aeainst sin, etc., and how
can tnis possibly be reconciled with the idea of a Kingdom such as the

Prophets predicted under the Messiah, e.g. Isa. 25, etc.,'*
** Pilgrims and

strangers'* in the Kingdom as promised, is something incredible. Tertul-

lian {Treat, on Prayer, ch. 5), teaching that the Kingdom in the Lord's

prayer is not the church, whilst admitting, as we do, that ** God reigns in

whoso hand is the heart of all kings,*' locates the Kingdom, petitioned

for, in the future at the end of the age, and in view of the present condi-
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tion of believers rebukes those who praj that this a^ may be protrmebed,

on the ground that such a petition is yirtually opposed to the spirit of Xhs

Lord's Prayer, and virtually asks for a delayment or detention of the

Kingdom, saying, *' Oar wish is that our reign be hastened, not ovr ^rri-
tude protracted, etc. Such should be our spirit and prayer. For ** the

disciple is not above his master, nor the servant above his Lord," and if

Christ, whilst on earth, instead of reigning as Son of Man, suffered for as,

etc., we should, in our pilgrimage, anticipate reproach and safferiiig and
not reigning or the enjoyment of a Kingdom. The seul history of the

church teaches us that there is a deep and abiding meaning in Luke 12 : 49.

and that she has indeed had a time of fire, and her trials indicate thflt

this is not yet the Kingdom of peace ander the benign reign of the Messiah
as delineated by the Prophets. Individuals truly nave peace with God id

believing, but iffaithful do not find it with their fellow-man, the world.

or even m a great extent in the church itself.

Obs, 11. Those modem phrases of ministers and people, ** of extending,
enlarging, building up, etc., Christ's Kitigdom" are tiot to befouful in tbe

New. Test, They are the result of viewing the church as the Kingdom.
The absence of such phraseology and eulogies of the church derived from
Millennial descriptions must also have some weight with the student.

For, if the church is what the many tell us, then surely we ought to find

the portrayals of it as a glorious Kingdom to be extended by believers given

by inspired men. But our argument logically and scripturally shows that

such language from them would be fatal to the covenant itself. Christ

Himself personally, and not men, can build up this Kingdom at the ap-

pointed time.

Much is said in books, sermona, hymns^ prayers, etc., under the impnlse of misgnided
zeal, respecting the Church's building np the Kingdom of Christ. This is a remnant
derived from Popish sonrces, and reminds one of the Spiritual Exercises of Loyola (lit-

tcJl's Lie. Age, vol. 122, p. 646), commending to the Order '* the contemplation of th6

Kingdom of Christ Jesus under the similitude of a terrestrial king, calling ont his sub-

jects to the strife.** The believer certainly carries on a warfare, constantly and onremit-

tinjgly, if faithful, against temptation and evU, and in behalf of the truth and God*s ap-

pointments, but never in behalf of an existing Kingdom. The latter is never asserted,

and is, therefore, of human origin. What must we say, then, when bodies of Christians

send forth circulars and proclaniations urging believers to pray for the upbuilding, etc

of a present existing Kingdom, when in fact none exists in the sense they suppose, or,

when an official oatn is required of ministers (as in Prussia, established in 1815, and re*

ndwed in 1835), in which they swear that they will '* extend in my congregation the

Kingdom of Gktd, and of my Lord and Master Jesus Christ.*' when such a Kingdom in

given by the Father (Prop. 83) to Jesus at (Prop. 66) His Seo. Advent? Strange where
man's wisdom, if the covenants are forsaken, leads him ! Such a mode of procedure in

unbecoming the eminent divines who have, unreflectingly, indorsed it. and may safely

be left to others, as e.g. Mormons ; for so Miss Eliza B. Snow, the Mormon Prophetea
in the poem " Our Prophet, Brigham Young f

'

** Help him to found thy Kingdom

^ In majesty and power," etc.

Obs. 12, The chnrch is not this Kingdom of prophecy, becauae the

establishment of the charch does not meet the conditions of the prophecy

respecting the period of suffering, etc., preceding the Kingdom. Notice

(1) the views of the Jews (Van Oosterzee> Theol. of y, T., p. 63), that
*

'
" "al; (2; *

derived from the declaration of the Prophets, as e.g. Zech, 14 ; Dan. 7

\ / — ~ — ^— \ ' — J —
' — • r r' "^/»

the^ expected the Messiah to come in a time of great trial
; (2) this
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and 12 ; this tlie language also of Jeans to the Pharisees, Luke 17, Matt.
S4 ; (3) but instead of war, etc., as portrayed by Zech. and others, the
Christian Church was established in a time of peace. The destruction of

^Jerusalem was afterward witnessed. This period of general peace is much
xtdmired and lauded by writers, and justly so, but their inquiries in this

<iirection only proves the more coiiclusively that the church cannot be sub*
4siituted for tne predicted Kingdom^ inasmuch as the very commencement
of the former is not in accord with what is prophesied of the latter.

If the student refers to Props. 116. 123. 133, 147, 160, 161, 162. 163. etc., he wiU find
the Scriptures relating to the period of war, saffering. etc., just preceding the establish-

ment of the covenant Messiamc Kingdom, showing that there is a wide and material
difference between the First and Second Advents. And may it be most reverently said,

that this very distinction of the condition of things as witnessed at the First Advent, and
a» shall be observed at the Second, is one of those incidental but forcible proofs of an
all-pervading Flan which Qod purposes to complete.

Obs. 13. That such a Kingdom is not to be sought in the Christian

Church appears also from the views entertained by our opponents of the

feueral judgment. If the judgment exists in the form and manner given

y them, and the believers, as well as unbelievers, are to be judicially

tried at the end of the world, etc., then it is difficult to reconcile such a
judgment with present admittance into the Kingdom of Christ, for the
simple reason that the Scriptures assure us that entrance into by inherit-

ing the Kingdom is inconsistent with a future judging of such persons.

For such admittance Ib represented as a reward for previous well-doing
and results from an investigation and approval of character (Matt. 23 : 34 ;

Luke n : 29, 30 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 5, etc.),

Obs. 14. Those who believe that the church is the Kingdom, differ widely

among themselves as to when it was established and in what it consists.

As we have repeatedly seen, the time of its commencement varies, and a
copious variety of definitions exist. This in itself would be undecisive, as

differences in opinion may exist, and yet the truth may be in some one of

them, but such, when they are found in t?ie same party, clearlj show that
with them the subject is more or less involved in obscurity, giving rise to

numerous conceptions of it. One theory steadfastly adhered to indicates

at least unity, whilst several feebly conjoined, or antagonistic, manifests
weakness, ti we take the descriptions of the prophets and covenant
promises, it is impossible to believe that the Kingdom of God should
possess such characteristics that its commencement cannot be definitely and
decisively fixed, and that its meaning cannot bo precisely given. If we
look at the prophetic announcements of the conspicuous nature, etc.,

of the Kingdom, it seems incredible that it should occupy the indefinite

position assigned to the church.

As soon as spiritnalizing is applied to the Kingdom, Vien antagonistic interpretations

and opposite definitions are given, nntil we have in the ^^e person two, five, ten, and
even twenty different ones (see Prop. 3). This is the case with even the most recent

writers, so that e.g. one (Van Oosterzee) makes Christ the Founder of this Kingdom at

His First Advent, and another (Thompson) has Christ only reviving what previously al-

ways existed. The utmost latitude is given to generalities, which mean nothing, and
qualifications for the Kingdom (and even the Gospel, preaching, etc.) are elevated into

the Kingdom itself, ihirdy all this—in the light of positive prediction that the King-
dom when established is something rec(^;nizable by all men, something that all wUl
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acknowledge as indispntable in its manifestation—«hoald prevtni as from aoceptxng ihM
Origenistio view of the Church).

Obs, 15. Making the church the Kingdom of God is a plain violation of

some important rmea of interpretation. Thus, e.g. take those gi^en bj

Home {Introd,, vol. 1, p. 393) on the doctrinal interpretation of the

Scriptures, and we have a constant disregard paid to rules 1, 3, 5, €, 10,

and 11, and (p. 407) to rules 1, 2, and 3. Tor, as already repeatedlj

intimated, the view so generally entertained respecting the enarch is one

of pure inference, whilst the general tenor concerning the Kingdom, the

covenant and predictions in which it is specially discussed are practically

ignored, preference being given to a few isolated passages (easily recon-

cilable with the general analogy), or to parabolic captions, which, in the

nature of the casei must only be explained in the light of the more ex-

tended and detailed accounts given of the Kingdom, Besides this, our

doctrine is the only one which preserves a consistency in the Old Test, idei

of the Kingdom as held by the pious Jews, as preached by John and the

Disciples, as covenanted, and which does not degrade the ancient worthies

into an ignorant or mistaken people ; interpreting as it does the Biblical

view of the Kingdom in accordance with the ancient language, expecta-

tions, covenant, preaching, etc., and not with the Origenistic ideas and

more modern moacs of thought and spiritualizing.

Consequently we must logically and ScTlptnially reject any theory, no matter b^
whom advocated, which would make the Church, or religion, or piety, or the Gospel, or

the dispensation, or the qnaliflcations for eternal blessedness, equivalent to the Mes-
sianic Kingdom. Covenant, prophecy, provisionary measures, fulfilment, ancient faith,

all forbid it. The Church, however exceedingly precious and necessary, is in no sense

the Kingdom, being simply preparatory for the Kingdom. Sustained as it is by the

Divine Sovereignty ; upheld as it is by the prraence and authority of the Head, it has
not the characteristics of the promised Kingdom. It is sad to find that men who exert a

wide influence upon theological teaching do not discriminate in this matter, as e.g. illns-

trated in Bobinson's Oredc N, T. Die,, which makes the Kingdom to be the Christian
dispensation, and then a principle in the heart, and then a people under the influence of

holiness, and then to be perfected at Christ's Kingdom. (Comp. e.g. for reply to such
places aa Prop. 69, Obs. 8 ; Prop. 66, Obs. 2 ; Prop. 68, Obs. 1 ; Prop. 66, Obs. 1 ; Props.

67 and 70, etc.) Such definitions overlook the most simple statements in reference to

this Kingdom, aa e.g. that this Kingdom is allied with a Coming of the Messiah—not in

humiliation, but in glory ; with a restoration—not dispersion—of the Jewish nation ;

with a completed gathering of the saints, etc.
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Proposition 94. The (yverhoMng of ike postponeTnent of this

JKingdam is a fundamental mistakej and a ffncitful source

of error in main/y systems of Theology.

One of the most importaid events connected with the history of
Jesus (Props. 68, 66, etc.) is entirely ignored by the multitude ; an
event, too, plainly stated^ and upon which result fearful (to the
Jews) and merciful (to the Gentiles) consequences. This remark-
able event, interwoven into the very life of Jesus as a controlling
J'orce^ is tlie postponeTn&nt of the once tendered Kingdom to the
Sec, Advent.

Obs. 1. This doctrine, noticed by, and inflnencing the faith and hope
of the Primitive Church, is now^ under spiritualizing and mistical ascend-
ency, passed by in numerous Commentaries, Lives of Christ, Systems of
Divinity, Introductiona to Theology, Histories of Doctrine, Practical The-
ology, and Exegetical Works, just as if it had no existence. The fact is,

that many writers, with their minds prejudiced and hlinded by a previous
training, never even suspected its existence ; for, following the lead of

others, swayed hy previously given systems of belief and exegetical indorse-

ments by favorite authors, they receive their guidance without mistrust aa

in accordance with the truth.

The leaden themselyes proceed thus : overlooking the poatponement of the Kingdom,
and assuming that a Kingdom was somehow established, they proceed, one in this fash-

ion and another in that, to find this Kingdom somewhere, if not visibly at least invisi-

bly, associated with the Church or the Divine Sovereignty. In their estimation, and as-

sumption of an nnproven theory, a Kingdom mnst be erected, if it takes four, six, eight

or more Kingdoms in difiFerent stages and places, with varions meanings attached
(comp. Prop. 3), to make it ont, and this moulds the interpretation of Scripture, for

every passage not in harmony with it must be spiritualized until it isforced into an agree-

ment. And this creature of pure fancy, so antagonistic to the covenanted Kingdom,
which they are pleased to give the title of " the Kingdom of God," some even, like the
author of &ce Homoip, 23j, consider ** greater than prophecy had ever attributed to the
Messiah Himself." In brief : the Prophets and the Covenants are " too materialistic,"
*' too Jewish" for this refined spiritually conceived Kingdom. Alas ! men, eminent for

piety, ability, and usefulness, materially aid in this wide departure from the primitive
truth. While some of those theories form pleasant pictures, and are finely portrayed,
still, like some of the imaginary paintings of the old masters, they have no reality upon
which they are based—they, however widely spread and deeply rooted, are only the re-

suits of human suppositions. The writer baa often been saddened to find believers,

from whom he has derived much valuable information on various subjects when enter-

ing into the discussion of the progress of doctrine, entirely discard the Primitive Churoh
view as if it had never been so generally and publicly entertained, although the post-

ponement forms the basis of the call of the Gtentiles, the establishment of the Ch.
Chnrch, and the distinctive Chiliastio views of the early Churoh (referring the Kingdom,
etc., to the Sec. Advent). Some writers even suppose that the preaching of Jesus as the
Christ is the present realization of the Kingdom in the person of Jesus. They illogioally

make the ** preaching of the things concerning the Kingdom" the equivalent of the King-
dom itself.
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Ohs. 2. A truth sofundamental to a correct nnderstandiag of tbe Doe-
trine of the Kingdom, ia buried nader a load of prejudice, preconceiT7»:
opinion, mysticism, etc. Infidel and Ortbodox, nnbelieverfl and belierersw

alike maintain on this point a friendly relation. Thns e.g. Renan {Lift-

of Jesus) makes Jesus set up an ideal Kingdom, which is to appear im-

XMdialely, and which, he tells us, is established. Dr. McCosh, in replying
to Renan {Christ and Posiiiv.j p. 243), admita the establishment of' the

Kingdom, and designates it a ajkiritual one. Rejecting the early chnreh
yiew (founded on the plain, unmistakable, qrammatical sense of Scripture^

and received directly from inspired men), iniich found a profound ftfeauifig

in this postponement, and heartily embracing the Ongenistic interpret^
tion, which sadly mars the covenants and recognizes no postponement,
this must necessarily have a moulding influence, a coloring power over oB
related subjects.* One of the most radical defects in modem theology is

found on this point, and, so long as persevered in, certain avenues of

knowledge are closed ; mystical interpretation ; vain attempts to conciliate

the Divine utterances with prevailing theories of church and state;

labored, unavailing efforts to trace a methodical progress in the teaching of

the Saviour and disciples ; spiritualistic applications which eftectuallj

degrade the ancient faith of tne church ; the overshadowing and ignor-

ing of highly important truth—these and other evils attend such a posi-

tion. Thousands of volumes attest to the fact that, with this link missing,

it is in vain to form a complete, perfect chain in the Divine Purpose, and
at the same time preserve the integrity of the preaching of John, Jesoa,

and the disciples.

The sad consequencds of overlooking this postpoaement ia e.g. duly exemplified in

the work (t/bAn on (he Apoc, <^ the N. Te^.) of Rev. Desprez (commended bj Drs. Nojes,
Williams, and Stanley). This writer, no doubt niged on by the critical attacks of unbe-
lief in this direction, fully and frankly acknowledges all that we have stated concerning
the preaching of the Kingdom and its expectation by the apostles and their immediate
successors ; but overlooking the plain and distinctive Scriptures which portray its post-

ponement, he arrives precisely at the same conclusion wi^ the destructive critics., viz.

:

that all this matter referring to a Jewish Kingdom, to the Second Ck>ming of Christ, and
to the final re-establishment, must be ruled out as no pari of the Word of Qod (being the

result of Jewish prejudice, misapprehension, etc.), because the lapse of time has fuUy
demonstrated that nothing of the kind occurred as thev expected. Alas ! when aocr»l-

ited ministers of the Gospel give themselves up to such fearful destructive and delunre
criticism to the delight of unbelievers ! Of qourse, such an attitude at once eliminates

a large proportion of the teaching of the Gospels and Epistles, utterly rejects the Apoca-
lypse as revolving around a chimera, sets aside the covenants and God's oath as untrust-

worthy, and overshadows all the remainder with a heavy pall of doubt. If Besprex is

correct, what cor^idence can we possibly have in the apostles, or in the utterances of any
of the inspired writers ; for if in error on the leading important subject of the Kiag-

dom, why not also in error on the resurrection, the atonement, and, in brief, all other

doctrines ? No ! never can such outr^eous, diahonoring interpretation be received, al-

though Desprez boasts of a phalanx of interlaced shields (of proof), for it lacks ooherencj
in that it totally ignores the proof given by these writers themselves respecting the posi-

ponemerd of the Kingdom. The past is no criterion in the sense alleged by Desprez (al-

though it proves the correctness of the postponement), and he had better wait nntil

" the times of the Gentiles ** are fulfilled before he thus decides. If Gentile domination
ceases, if the Jewish nation is restored, and Jerusalem is no longer downtrodden, etc,

and then the Kingdom does not come, it will be in place to receive his criticism ; until

then it amounts to nothing.

Obs. 3. The rejection of the postponement of the Kingdom, is a rejec-

tion of the only key that can unlock the singular and otherwise mysterious
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sayings of Jesus. The conaistency of the Divine narration of Christ's
Xiife, and of the faith and conduct of His discipleB before and after His
<lcath, is alone preserved by its adoption. We have learned and able
^reatiaes on this life of Jesus, which give varied and subtle theories in
order to reconcile events and sayings, and to preserve the unity of Purpose,
l>ut every one of them, even those written by believers (as Neander's,
Xiange*B, Cave's, Fleetwood's, Milner's, Pressense's, Taylor's, Farrar's,

!Beecner's, etc.), must, more or less, resort to the favorite ** germ" theory,
to ^^ a hidden leaven development," bv which is understood that the truth
is at first concealed or enveloped in language which—if understood as it

reads, according to the letter, is error—the *' growing consciousness" of
the church, by a spiritualizing process through sucli men as Origen,
Augustine, Jerome, etc., is to bring forth in its developed form, having
discarded ** the husk." •

Volumes, some from most gifted, learned, and pions Triters. are filled with just anch
mystical and philosophical reasoning, and all arising from a misconception of the cove-
nanted Kingdom and an ignoring of its postponement. Another class of learned writers,

rejecting in part the Origenistio principle of finding a concealed meaning or another
sense, subjecting the New Test, to a searching grammatical interpretation, find that snch
a Kingdom, as we argae for, was promised, preached, and fondly expected, but, overlook-

ing this postponement so explicitly declared, tell ns that Jeans, failing in the designed
restoration of the Davidio throne and Kingdom (expecting but npt receiving aid through
angelic interference—so Benan), He then contented Himself, under the pressure of cir-

cumstances, to sacrifice His life and found a spiritual Kingdom. Some men ( Wotfen-
buUd Fi-agmeniSf pub. by Lessing, etc.) declare Uiat Jesus in His efforts to establish a
Kingdom, failing of the popular support, miserably perished, the victim of ambition.
Becker (in his Univ. His. for the Young^ quoted by Hurst, His. Bat., p. 190) thinks that
Jesus received the idea of putting forth His claims from John and John's father, and that
an arrangement was made between them to take advantage of the predictions relating to
the Messiah in the Old Test., with the same result. Bahrdt, and many others recently,

exult and triumph over this fancied interpretation, without in the least noticing how (he

expressive lajiguage and predictions of Jesus, in postponing this Kingdom, refutes their
scandaions and vindictive assertions. What must we think o^men who only take as
much of the Record suitable for the purpose of condemnation, and carefully leave unno-
ticed the very testimony included in the same ?

It may be suggestive, if not instructive, to contrast two classes, who both ignore the
reasons assigned for and the predictions of Jesns relating to this postponement. In
JSboe Homo, the writer informs us :

** He (Jesus) conceived the Theocracy restored as it

had been in the time of David, with a visible monarch at its tt^ad, and that monarch
Himself." " Christ announced the restoration of the Davidic Monarchy, and presented
Himself to the nation as their King ; yet, when we compare the position He assumed
with that of an ancient Jewish king, wefaU to find any point of resemblance.' ' Now let us
consider the reply of Ecce Deus (p. 333) to Ecre Homo, viz. : that the Davidic Kingdom
was only " typical ''(just as if the covenant included a type) ** of government and purpose
which lie beyond the merely political horizon. " And the w^riler argues from the fact

that because such a restoration was not effected at the First Advent and since, Jesns
neuer announced the restoration of the Davidic Monarchy (i.e. the language descriptive

of it is " typical " of something else), and then, satisfied with his illogical reasoning, in

his own fancy triumphantly concludes :
" If tte facts contradict the theory, tchai confi-

dence can be placed in the theorist ?** Precisely so : both writers ignore plain facts as

given by Jesus and the apostles respeoting the Kingdom, and not content with leaving

these out of the question, confess that their unbelief is grounded on a nonfulfilment of

prophecy and prediction, fusl as if God is bound to fulfil them, not according to His own
rvrpoae and Time, but, to accommodate Himself to their mode of exercising faith. Such
writers had better wait until " the times of the Gkntiles" have ended, until the elect are

gathered out, until the Sec. Advent arrives, until Christ's intermediate predictions are

fulfilled, before rashly giving ua those conclusions. We see from this what estimate to

place on rationalistic criticism, which concludes, because the Kingdom that was cove-

nanted, predicted, and preached was not at once realized ; that, after all, Christ* s relation-

ship to the Old Test, was one of mere accommodation to ciioumstanoes ; and thia ifl
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arrired at by peniistentlj turning away from Scripture, vhioh tells ns tohy it has not yet
been realized and when it is to be witnessed. The same is tme of that class, who, be>
cause the Kingdom did not appear in the form grammatically expressed, declare that the
language applicable to it must either be understood spiritually or as pertaining to the
Church— i.e. a Kingdom, in some form, visible or invisible, must be recognized to suit
preconceived views.

Obs, 4. Let the student reflect over the singular attitude of the Primitive
Chnrch, viz. : in view of this very postponement laying the greatest stress

upon Eschatology or doctrine of the last things, looking forward with hope
and joy to a speedy Advent, the re-establishment of the glorious Theocratic
Kingdom unaer the Messiah, etc., and can such a state of things be satis-

factorily explained to take place under inspired teachers and their imme-
diate successors without condemning the doctrinal position of the early
church and reflecting upon the founders of the church, unless the same
doctrinal teaching is accepted as Scriptural? Leaving the history of the
doctrine for future reference, it is sufficient for the present to say that the
idea of the postponement of the Kingdom had a most powerful influence,

for at least three centuries, in moulding the doctrinal views of the church.
Hagenbach {His. of Doc, vol. 1, p. 74), in summing uj) the general doctri-

nal character of tne early church period, indicates this feature, when he
says : * * The doctrine of tfie Messianic Kingdom ruled the first period.

This turned upon the point that the Lord was twice to come: once in His
manifestation in the flesh, and in His future coming in judgment."

It has been remsrked by many (as e.g. Ec<x Homo, p. 22). that at the First Advent
there was a general expectation that the Messiah would, by an irresistible and Bi^>er-

natural exertion of power, crush His enemies and establish His Kingdom, and that
" this appeared legibly written in the prophetical books ;" that He was rejected by His
countrymen because He refused to put forth such power, etc. We have seen, under vari-

ous Propositions, whtf He refused to exhibit such power. The time had not yH arrived,

for the moral conditions imposed were not observed by the nation. But notice : the
Primitive Church, instead of spiritualizing those prophecies, only postponed ihtfu^Ument
to the ike. Advent ; the traditional doctrine, the general expectation derived from the
prophets^ still continued in the Church, oidy aUied va'\ih the Second Coming of Jesus.

The apostles, instead of correcting this opinion, favor it by speaking of Him as one who,
in strict accord with the prophets, shall come with supernatural power to destroy His
enemies, etc., while tiie last revelation (the Apoc.) informs us that He will come " to

make war," etc. The student, if judicious, will carefully consider this correspondence,
and seek for its basis where alone it is to be found, viz.- : in the Scriptures themselves.
This meets the objections urged in various works, as e.g. Hengstenberg's The Jews attd

the Ch. Church,

Obs, 6. Writers commenting on the passage, ** Nevertheless I tell you the

truth, it is good for you that I go away ; for ifI go not away the Comforter
will not comeurito yoUj^\ etc. (John 16 : 7), have much to say concerning
the cominff of the Holy Spirit as an advance doctrinally, etc., but fail to

tell us why the Holy Spirit, whose special (for He had been previously
present), manifestation is thus announced, could not come unless Jesus went
away. This was necessary, because the sinfulness of the nation had post-

poned the predicted promised Coming of the Spirit with the Kingdom
(comp. Prop. 170), hence a special interposition of the Saviour was requi-

site both to prepare the way for the gathering out of the elect and to give an

assurance of a future fulfilment bv an inchoate fulfilment secured through
the obedience and exaltation of Christ
This also enables us to answer the question proposed by unbelief, why Jesus Clinst

does not personally manifest Himself, at least now and tiien, to remove the unbelief of
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the world. Tho reply is, that haring been rejected by the coToxumted elect nation, and
that nation Buffering the conBeqnences of such rejection, the Kingdom itself being post-
poned nntil the time amves for the removal of the iniUotions imposed, the withdrawal
of the Messiah is part of that ponishment entailed. Until *' Ua times <^fht Gentiles** are
ended, an open, visible manifestation cannot be reasonably expected. Besides this, the
engrafting of Gentiles is, as we have shown, done on the principle of faith and not of
sight. It ill becomes the dignity of the King to appear before the time fixed for the ces-

sation of ponishment and the gathering out of an incorporated people by faith. Killen

( The Anc. Churdtj p. 46j asks the question, why so little notice is taken of the seventy in
the New Test., and answers, because it was typical or symbolical of the future transmis-
sion of the Gospel. They could, however, be no type of the future, owing to their excfu-

sive mission and message. The answer is found in the speedy postponement of the
Kingdom ending their mission to the nation, and a sufficient amount of evidence being
produced to show both the tender of the Kingdom and the rejection of the Messiah.

»

Obs. 6. The postponement of the Kingdom (with th* erenta connected
therewith)^ being the truth itself joining other truths in an intelligent and
satisfactory manner,—is admirably adapted to meet and remove the objec-

tions of the Jews. The Jews, abiding bj the plain statements of the Old
Te3t.» survey the various prevailing theories, advanced respecting 9k present
existing Messianic Kingdom, and finding them one and all antagonistic to

tho covenanted and predicted promises, reject Christianity itself,—as if

this humanly interpolated view was a part of Christianity (which it was not
for the first three centuries). Compare Prop. 193.

Thus e.g. the objection urged by Rabbi Crool {B^ioraiUm of TaraeT^, against Jesus as
the Messiah, is, that He did not sit on David*a throne or set up the Davidic Kingdom as
U iDOs pr&iicted by the prophets and as covenajiied ; and also, that the Jews, instead of the
promised peace, joy, exaltation, etc., under the Messianic Kingdom (if it really com*
menced at or inunediately after the First Advent), found trouble, suffering, dispersion,

etc. Now to such objections, tht postponement^ with the Scriptnrally given reasons for its

occurrence, affords the on/y satisfadory reply, seeing that we leave the covenanted King-
dom intact, the covenants and predictions just as they are written, and the promises to

the Jewish nation, in its covenanted relationship, to &e yet fulJUkd in all their greatness

and glory.

Obs. 7. This acceptation of the taught postponement effectually removea
the chief argument against, what some are pleased to call, ** prophetical

literalism." Fairbairn {On Froph., p. 495, Ap. F.) attempts to make the

charge preferred against his system (viz.: that it is calculated to repel

Jews), to recoil upon us by boldly asserting that ** prophetical literalism,

essentially Jewish," aids the Jews in rejecting Christ, because we claim

that many things referring to Christ still remain unfulfilled. (Comp. pre-

ceding Obs.) This is unfounded : for we show a sufficiency, already ful-

filled, literally, in Jesus tojustifif His being received as the Messiah^ while

the main leading objections relating to the covenants, the Kingdom, the

covenanted position of the nation, its supremacy as predicted, etc., are

answered by us without any perversion of Scripture under the plea of spirit-

ualizing, accommodation, a better sense, etc. The proof is found in the

conversions effected by the relative systems.

We hold to the covenants as given to the Jews ; accept of the predictions received

by .^em ; indorse as they did the literal fulfilment respecting the Kingdom, so that we
are not guilty of that spiritualizing of promises into a vague and invisible fulfilment m>
exceedingly unsatisfactory to a Jewish mind. We do not take the promises expressly

given to the Jewish nation and heap them, without regard to their connection, upon ih»

G«ntilea. Our position, and the proving the fulfilment of covenant and promise in the

future ; our showing a postponement to the Second Advent of predictions especially near
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and dear to the Jewish heart, muai necessarily be more acceptable to Jewish faith than
the wholesale disclaimers of popular systems. The Jew finds in our system of belief a

harmony with the language of Scripture that he sees in no other ; and so much is this

the case that many Jews have accepted of the Messiah under its influence, as witnessed
in the numerous Jews who have been MtUenarianSt publishing Millenarian works and edit-

ing Uillenarian periodicals. Indeed Fairbaim breaks the force of his own objection, for

if our ** prophetical literalism is esserUiaUy Jewish" it cannot be hostile to. bat must be
favorable to, the Jews. Besides this, it is worthy of notice, when once the principles of
interpretation of the Alexandrian school (indorsed by Fairbaim) predominated, conver-
sion among the Jews became fewer and fewer, until finally, under the spiritaaliztn^ sys-

tem, they for centuries almost entirely ceased. And it was only after a more literal in-

terpretation of the Bible was revived, that conversions among them increased. (Gomp.
works of MoNeiU Matgoliouth, Brooks, Bioheno, etc., and sermons before tlie Lioodoa
Boo. for the Conv, of Jews by Cooper, etc, etc.)

Obs. 8. The moat amiable piety, as well as the grossest unbelief, is alike

arrayed against an acknowledgment of this postpoaement, owing to the

pervading influence of the church-Kingdom theories. It is observable that

the former even in its comments on things which are utterly inconsistent

with the state of the predicted Messianic Kingdom (which the prophets
make one of peace-, release from suffering, deliverance from enemies, etc),

endeavors, by the force of the sheerest inference, to conciliate such a state

of things now existing with the prophetic delineation of a Kingdom in a

peaceful and flourishing existence.

Thus, to illustrate : Steir (Lange's Cbm. 3iiaU., vpl. p. 199, Doc. 1) attributes the in-

timations of Jeaus that His disciples must endure persecution, tribulation, etc., to the

fact that A Kingdom tfery different to the one expected must intervene. But where is this

intervening Kingdom, combined with suffering, etc., covenanted cr predicted T Jesus, too.

nowhere says that His followers must endure tribulation in His Kingdom ; more Uian
this, in view of the covenanted and predicted blessings. He could no< truthfvSy say it, for

one single utterance of this kind would raise up an irreconcilable antagonism. The New
Test, perfectly agrees with the Old, fully sustains the gladdening consistency, by attrib-

uting to and associating with the Messianic Kingdom onhf happiness, blessing, honor,
and glory. Once to be in the Kingdom isfreedom from all evil and deliverance from the

curse. The peculiarity has already been noticed, that in the Old Test., so far as the
Kingdom is concerned, there is no ^scrimination between the First and Second Advents.
So much is this the case, that if we had only the Old Test, and knew nothing of th^
First Advent, as separate and distinct from another, we also, like the Jews, would be-

lieve this Kingdom to be sabsequent to His First Coming. (We have shown why this

feature became necessary, because of the tender of the Kingdom at the First Advent.)
While this is true, the postponement of the Kingdom, in view of the reftual of the
nation to comply with the required moral conditions, indicates what coming is meant,
not the coming to humiliation, rejection, and death, but the coming in glory. We are,

therefore, not at liberty to change the nature of the Kingdom in order to acoommodcUe U
to the state of things existing during this period ofpostponemenL

Obs, 9. The Kingdom being thus postponed, and the process of the

gathering out of the elect now gomg on, is sufficient reason why im» (Mt-
tioyial Revelation is necessary. The Apocalypse of John, to encourage our

faith and hope, includes all that is additionallj required to be known, a)h

propriately closing the direct Divine communications, and confirming the

voices of tbe Prophets. Jesus Himself refrained from penning down any-

thing, contenting Himself with the testimony of chosen witnesses, becaose

He foresaw that such writing, if given, would have been perverted by His

enemies and employed against Himself in accusation to tne Roman power
(as was even done through His reported words).

For the same reason, in part, the Apocalypse is given in symbolical language, and the

apostles (as Paul in Theas.) are guarded in their expressions. After the reader haii
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passed over oxa entire argnxnent, the reader will find abundant reason xehy the Kingdom
is mentioned in the Gospels and Epistles withont entering into the specific detaila giren
by the prophets, and wAy the same is represented under aymbollo forms in the Apoca-
lypse. Taking into consideration the nature of the Kingdom, the restored Theocratio-
Daridic throne and Kingdom, which necesscurily embraces a restored Jewish nation, etc.,

a more extended and detailed notice would unnecessarily (owing to this postponement)
have excited the jealousy, hostility, and persecution of the Roman Empire.

Obit, 10. Jesus haying come to fulfil the Propheta, and that falGlment
being in large part postponed to the Sec. Advent, the statements of the
Prophets remain and include in them a sufficiency of information needed.
To fully know what His mission was, and how it will be eventually real-

ized, we must refer not merely to His life, to th^ preaching and testimony
of His disciples, but also to what the Prophets have written, ever remem-
bering that the covenants form t?ie basis of all pertaining to the Kingdom.
From these united, the doctrine of the Kingdom can be clearly adduced.

We strongly suspect (giving it as a suggestion^ that in view of the postponement,
and this being merely a preliminary stage to the final ushering in of His Kingdom, He,
foreseeing (as has happened)how the words of the Prophets descriptive of this Kingdom
would be perverted from their literal meaning and torn from their connection to sustain
Church and hierarchical claims—He, foreknowing how His own words as reported would
be changed in their meaning for tlie same purpose, left as little as possible on record
indorsing the preliminary nature of this dispensation, in order to avoid additioncU per-
version and spirituftliring of language ; and in order, above all, to make the oovenants,
and predictions pertaining thereto, the objects of continued humble faith and hope.
The prophecies that He has fulfilled, the testimony of Himself and disciples, the incorpo-
ration of all this in a regular Divine Flan possessing unity of Purpose, and which is only
sustained and manifested when the prophecies which He is to fulfil at His Sec. Coming
are included, evince that we powem a avj^idad guide.

Obs, 11. By this postponement the special Davidic covenant remains
unfulfilled (excepting that David's Son and Lord is bom, and qualified for

the immortal reign), and *^ the tabertiacle of David'* continues
**
fallen

doron'^ and ** in ruins,*'—** llie house*' remains ** desolate,** It demands
the harshest interpretation to deny or spiritualize away existing facts.

Yet men, involved in a system which, of necessity, roust have the preaictcd
Kingdom in actual establishment, endeavor to get rid of all this in the

most summary wav. Thus e.g. take any prediction relating to the Messiah
reiguing on David's throne (as e.g. Isa. 9 : 7, etc.)^ and see how it is con-
nected with Jl) a fearful overthrow of the nation, preceding, and C^) a
deliverance oi the same nation, contemporaneously with the reign. Take
prophecy after prophecy, and notice how the rule of David's Son is insepa-

rably allied by the Prophets with the Jews nationally, and well may we
stand surprised at the bold presumption which rudely severs this connec-
tion made by inspired men, giving tJie curses to the Jews and tlie bless-

ings {promised to the same nation), to Gentile nations. Why such an
unjust and arbitrary interpretation? Simply because the Alexandrian-
monkish theory, having the predicted Kingdom unpostponed, must in

some way bend these prophecies to suit it» pre-determined condition.

Alas I great and good men have been engaged in this destructive work,
forcibly reminding ub that ** the wisdom of man is foolishness with God,*'

and that ** the things of God ** can only be obtained by observing what the
Spirit has recorded and retaining tohat is written unaltered.

We give numerous illustrations from eminent men, who, with an honest desire to

honor Jesus, deliberately dtange the divine record of tacts. Unbelievers take a much
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shorter method to get rid of the coTen&nted and predicted Kingdom, aa e.g. Tnttie ( TV
Oareer <^ Vu Christ Idea in Hiaiory), who reiterates and comprewies an old view :

* He
(Jeans) was actuated by a grand political motive, which met with a sad defeat ; then we
observe. the sorrow of disappointment. The temporal scheme is laid in the dost.'* Both
parties, the one believing and the other nnbelieving, do not allow the Scriptures to pre-

sent their own testimony on the snbject ; both come to the Word with preoowxived
Tiews of its teachings, and under a pious prejudice or a hostile feeling, explain the
same ho as to make it harmonize with their respective opinions. Both do injnry to the
truth as revealed : the one, by so dressing it up that its natural appearance diaappears ;

the ether, by attempts to destroy it. The one party may, indeed, plead a sincerity d
purpose, and the other may give as its motive the claim -of reason, etc. ; but the troth.

God's truth, as voritten, is dependent for its realization upon neither of them, and will

find its ultimate verification notwithstanding the misconception of its friends or the

cavils of its enemies. Some few, however, properly discriminate, and i^alize the im-
portance of this postponement. One of the best artiolee on the subject is from the pen
of Dr. Craven (Lange's Com. JUv,, p. 95), which fell under the writer's notice after these
Propositions had been worked out. It was a gratification to find the same so atxongly
corroborated by such a scholar ; and the student will be amply repaid by a perusal ci

his *' Excursus on the Basileia."

Obs, 12. The evidence in behalf of this postponement has already been
given (e.g. Prop 58, 65, 66, 67, 70, etc.), but it may be instraetive to

notice how the passages affording it are treated by many. Thus e.g. cod-

sider what Jesus said to the Jews (Matt. 23 : 37-39 ; Luke 13 :34, 35),

respecting His leaving their house desolate until a certain period elapsed,

viz.: until '* the times of the Gentiles" were fulfilled, and until the pre-

dicted time (as e. g. Zech. 12 : 9-14 ; Joel 3 : etc.), of their repentance and
willingness to receive the Messiah. This *' hou»e*^ receives singular treat-

ment at the hands of those who overlook the postponement of the King*
dom. Forgetting how this word is used in (tie Davidic covenant and by
the Prophets, we have a variety of significations given, which are not in

accordance with the covenant, or the Prophets, or the facts as they existed

when Jesus spoke. Grotius, Meyer, and others make "the house" to be

the city of Jerusalem ; De Wetto and others, the city and temple ; Theo-
phylact, Calvin, Ewald, Barnes, and others, the temple ; Lange, and
others, the temple, city, and land. But how could those be " left deso-

late," i.e. remain in continued desolation ; for history shows that the

temple (as indicated Mark 13 : 1, 3, etc.), by the additions made by Herod,
was a splendid edifice, while the city and land were far from being deso-

late. The same history, however, informs us what was desolate and re-

mained desolate, viz.: the Davidic Kingdom which was overthrown,

—

th«

Davidic tabernacle which wasfaJUn down,—for the Jewish nation, instead

of having their former covenanted Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom, were
under the rulership of the Roman Emperors. This corresponds precisely

with what David himself predicted, PsI. 89 : 38-45. Let the careful

student but reflect : if Jesus came to fulfil the Prophets, Ho will use the

word '* house** as they employed it, and especially as it was given in the

covenafit. This He did, taking the word to denote the fallen Damdic hotm
or Kittgdmn, which was indeed '* desolate** for a long time, and, being hft

by Him in that state, continues so to the present day. Let the reader bat

netice how the word is employed in the covenant itself, how it is used by

the Prophets, (as e.g. Jer. 22 : 5,
** this house [Davidic] shall becotne a deso-

lation*^), that neither temple, nor city, nor land were desolate at the time

the words were spoken, and he will see that consisteticu requires the inter-

pretation that we have given. This might be abunt^ntly confirmed by
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qnotations taken from the Prophets, but one or two references will be
amply suflBcient Thus Amos 9 : 11 explicitly states that ihe tabernacle of
David itself^ fallen and made desolate, shall be restored^ and no ingenuity
can make i\i\% fallen throne and Kingdom or house the throne of the
Father in the third heaven (to which the Davidic throne is likened by
many writers). So likewise Eos. 3:4, 5. Christ, as oar argument
evinces, could not, owing to the nation's disobedience, restore this fallen,

desolate tabernacle of David, and therefore tells the nation that this deso-
late *' house" shall be left thus until another era, when the words of the
Prophets shall most assuredly be verified.

The carefal student will observe that, owing to ihia foreknpwn postponement, certain
prophecies are framed to meet its foreseen condition, and others to correspond with it as
an already determined fact. Thus e.g. Dan. 2 and 7, as connected wiUi the ultimate re-

establishment of Israel, does not refer in the slightest manner to the first Coming of the
Christ. The snbject-matter is OerdiU dominaUon, and as the Messiah's Kingdom, which
is to supersede the samcp was not then set np but postponed, the prophecies only, and in
strict accordance with what has taken place, diract oor attention to the Bee. Advent,
when this will be accomplished. Thns also Jesns, after He annotmced the postpone,
ment, gives an epitome of Jewish destiny (Matt. 24, Mark 13, Lnke 21), and only when
the Sec. Advent arrives does Jewish tribnlation cease. Thus again the Apoc. is so
framed, that from beginning to end it directs the eye of faith to a Sec. Advent in power
and glory, which shall overcome all enemies and bring in a realization of covenant prom-
ises. In none of these, extended as they are, is the slightest hint of a Messianic King-
dom already existing (as many teach), bnt the postponement being assomed as an accom-
plished fact, believers are spoken of as suffering, tried, tempted, persecuted, etc.—en.
during things which never, never can be—as the prophets predict—associated with the
Kingdom of the Christ.

Obs, 13, To Millenarians it mav be observed, that a remarkable an-
nouncement of the postponement of this Kingdom, its ultimate establish-

ment in the restoration of the tribes of Israel with the glory that shall

follow, is found in Isa. 49 : 1-23 (Com p. Alexander's yersion), in Micah
5 : 2, 3, 4 (''give them up until," etc.), in Zech. 13 : 7-9, etc. This feat-

ure, the postponement, will be corroborated by many succeeding Proposi-

tions,—forming a regular series of connected reasons confirniatory of this

important characteristic of the Divine Plan.

Obs. 14. Neander (C7*. His., vol. 1, p. 36) sees clearly that to preserve

unity, it is requisite to advocate a restoration of the Theocracy, but,

unfortunately, overlooking this postponement and wedded to a church-
Kingdom theory, he connects such a restoration with the First Advent
instead of placing it, where the Scriptures do, at the Sec, Advent, No
Theocracy nas been established, as covenanted, from the First Advent
down to the present, for that which is the kernel or life of the Theocratic

idea is lacking, viz. : God condescending to rule over man in the capacity

of an earthly Ruler,

Obs. 15. This doctrine of the postponement rebuts the unbelieving at-

tacks against the Messianic Kingdom and the attempted explanations con-

cerning it.

As e.g. that Jesus having failed to realize the Kingdom " by political means,** and
seeing *' the folly of military Messianiam, '* He then " relied implicitly on the establish-

ment of His Messianic throne by the miracolons display of the divine power ;" but this

finally gave place to " the idea of spiritual supremacy, through the religions reformation

of His people." (So Abbot, p. 243, ¥\rtediom. and fbUotJMhip, being a reiteration of Renan
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and others.) This is a complete ignoring of the Record, and a reversing of thttt which is

plainly written, being pure assumption without a particle of historical proof to sostain it.

Where e.g. is the least evidence that Jesus changed the popular idea (admitted to have
been at one time entertained by Himself), of the Messiah into " the sublime idea of a
spiritual Christ ruling by love/* etc. ? Aside from no such a change being exprooaed ia

the New Test., it is also refuted by the Primitive Church being utterly onaoqnainted
with such an idleged transmutation.

Obs, 16. The postponement indicates that a very large Jndaistic ele-

ment remains yet to be realized in fulfilment.

Neander {Ch. Hi8,, vol. 1, p. 339) and others assert that ChrisUanity ia *'the fulfil-

ment of Judaism.'* This is true, but only in a limited sense (as e.g. relating to the sac-

rificial and ceremonial law) for in the higher sense (viz. : Ihe Uyoocratic) there is still

lacking the fulfilment of the covenanted Kingdom with all that pertains to it. In the

very nature of the case, if Qod's promises are ever fulfilled in their plain, nnmistekable
grammatical sense, much that is "JeuDiah'* must eventually be incorporated. Oor argu-

ment will necessarily develop this feature as we proceed.

Obs, 17. This view also shovrs how ungrounded is the insidious (and
to the philosophic mind, fascinating) theory, so prevalent, of distinguish-

ing between the Gospels, making them different types or stages of expres-

sion.^ The simple fact is (comp. Prop. 9 and 10), that the Gospels area
unit in representing the leading subiect of the Kingdom and of the King,
aud all of them hare the same J ewisn covenanted position presented.

> As e.g. Bernard (Bampton Lectures, Leo. 2, The Progreaa of i>ocfnne), making Matthew
a Qospel from the Hebrew standpoint ; Mark, a Oospel more disengaged from tne Jewififa

connection, adapted to Ctentiles, with a " habit of mind colored by contact with Juda-
ism ;" Luke, a (iospel passing firom Jewish associations to those " adapted to a Greek
mind, then, in some sense, the mind of the world ;** John, a Qospel still more ramored
from Judaism, and pUmted upon universal principles, etc. The objectionable feature

(admitting characteristics and peculiarities belonging to each Qospel) in such unwar-
ranted distinctions, is the total ignoring of " the Jewish conceptions" (necessarily) of

each, the fundamental Jewish covenanted position of each, and that none of them shov
any progress in the direction of Qentilism, but the reverse, viz. : striving to bring Gen-
tiles to the acknowledgment of the Jewish covenanted Seed as the Messiah (which U
sustained by the Acts and Epistles, showing that Gentiles are urged by the aooeptanee
of this Messiah to become " the seed of Abrahamf'* etc.).

Obs, 18. Unbelief,—rejecting the Messianic position, its rejection by
the nation and the resultant postponement,—enaeavors to deteriorate the

actions of Jesus by ascribing to mere human passion what evidently was
caused by the legithnctcy of His station and His treatment by tbe nation.

Thus e.g. unbelievers assert that at the beginning of His ministry, Jesus was most
amiable and rdild, but that a change of disposition took place, owing to opposition and
His expectations not being realized, so that He sternly rebuked and denounced His oppo-
nents. This is artfully represented as a deterioration of character—an indication of

human frailty. The rei^ler will observe, however, that the unity of character was pre-

served to the end, as witnessed e.g. in His weeping over Jerusalem and lamenting its

doom, and in the utterances at His apprehension, triiU, and crucifixion, when grossly in-

sulted and deeply suffering. The alleged sternness and reproof was baaed on the rejec-

tion of the Kingdom by the representative men of the nation, who refused the condition
of repentance and delighted in their sins. He, therefore, as idos requisUe to His position

and tender, portrays their corruption and unfitness for the Kingdom. The Theocrsti^
ordering perversely refused by non-repentance, exposed their own King—seeing their

secret machinations for His death—to a righteous indignation, mingled with bursts ol

compassion. In the very nature of the case, such an indignation is not only just, bat it

is the very thing needed to complete the chain of evidence, since it is not mei^y enfon>
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ing holiness as a prerequisite, bni it harmonizes with His claims of Messiahship. It is

the raected King speaking to His despisera^ and His language, denunciatory and stem.
adds toKce to iite vaUdiiy of His claims upon them, when He points out to them their

moral nnfltness for entrance into His Kingdom. He speaks aa the Messiah, with an.
tbority, and His enemies felt the same. This whole snbject of the postponement, also.

proves how ontenable are the theories of a late origin of the Gk>flpelSp for snoh a delicate

and consistent presentation of the same could not have been the result of the periods
alleged.
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Proposition 95. J^ the chwrck is the Kingdom^ then the terms
" chuTcW and " hingdom^^ ehould be synonymous.

Those terms ought, if such is the feet, to be convertible or inter-

changeable withovt vUiating the sense. That they are not synony-
mous can be readily tested by every one. The numerous definitions

and conflicting opinions of those who entertain this view already
suflSciently inmcates that they are not to be substituted, the one
for the other.

Ohs. 1. Ifc may be proper to illuatrate the application of the test A
few examples will suffice, as the subject is too momentous to be triflinglj

touched, being forced to it by the argumentation of our opponents. The
word church is used for (1) an individual congregation. This usace of.
the word, of course, will not bear the test, for then there would be as

many kingdoms as there are congregations. (2) For the general body of

believers. Passing by-the passages which would then make believers to

inherit the church, and which would teach that the church itself shall in-

herit the church, we select such as Eph. 5 : 23-30, in which the church

5

i.e. Kingdom) was once so lost that Christ *'*' gave Himself for it" (comp.
Sph. 1:7; Gal. 2 : 20, etc.), that it needed special sanctifying and cleans-

ing ** with the washing of water by the word," etc. Or, Acts 20 :28,

where the church (i.e. Kingdom) is to be fed, ** which He has purchased
with His own blood," phraseology applicable to believers and not to the

predicted Kingdom. Take every place where the word church occors, and
either in the passage itself, or in the context, or by a parallel passage, the

notion of believers in their associated capacity is understood. But let us

take the word kingdom and substitute for it that of church, and the result

is seen e.g. in Mark 11 : 10 ; Luke 12 : 32 ; 22 : 29 ; 21 : 43 ; Mark 9 : 47;

Acts 14 : 22, etc.

If the Ohnroh is ^ynoDymons with the Kingdom, then what becomes of the notion
held by many that the Kingdom is invisible, seeing that the Ohnrch is ^oken of u
something visible, externally manifested, as e.g. Matt. 18 : 16, 17 ; Acts 8:1, etc, being
used in the same sense so far as visibility is concerned, as that in Acts 19 : 3Q (Greek

:

where it is employed in a secular sense).

Obs, 2. But the absurdity of making such terms synonymous will be

more clearly seen if we take the definitions ^ven of this Kingdom, and

observing their intimate connection with this church notion. Selecting

the example afforded by Dr. Thompson (see preceding Prop,, Obs, 8), we

are told that this Kingdom consists in '* the presence and power of God
felt and acknowledged in the hearts of those tnat trusted in Him and did

His commandments," etc. Put this "spiritual conception" in place of

the Kingdom or church, and sad work will be made of God's oath-bound
covenanted promises. If this is all that is meant, (ken the most solemD
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pledges given by God will be set aside and remain nnfulfilled. It is

strange that men of ability are so wedded to this mystical conception of
the Kingdom that they cannot see how, with their own theory of Christ's
delivering op the Kingdom (1 Cor. 15 : 24), if the Kingdom be sach as
above, or " Grod's reign in the heart," etc., tlien such ** a presence," etc., or
** reign" once "felt and acknowledged'* will also beaivenup. Or, select

any one of those definitions, and substitute them for '* Kingdom," in

Matt. 8 : 12 ; 16 : 19 ; Mark 11 : 12, etc., and it will be found that they
directly introduce a confusion of ideciSy making the Scriptures inconsistent

and contradictory.

Take for ex&mple Dr. Neander'a (givezi in detail under Prop. 106) definition and apply
it to the first New Test, text where the Kingdom is mentioned (Matt. 3 : 2). and it then
reads as follows :

" Repent ye : for the whole of a series of historical deTelopmenta, or
a great assemblage of coexistent spiritnal creations is at hand." Or, take Br. M'Gosh's
favorite, and then we have :

" Bepent ye : for Qod's reign in the heart is at hand."
Comp. Prof. Lnmmis's Essay *' The Kingdom and the Church" (read before " The Proph.
Confer." at N. York), in which the inconsistency of making Ghnrch and Kingdom synony-
mous, the absurdity of men talking of advancing and boildiDg np ;this Kingdom, the in-

abili^ of making a Methodist Kingdom, Lutheran Kingdom, etc., and uf saying that the
Chnrch (if Kingdom) is *' within yon," is shown. This aynonymons nature is so
mnch taken far granted, and so confidently held, that the titles of books indicate it, as
e.g. Maurice's ** Kingdom of Christ," Jarvis's " Uis. of the Mediatorial Kingdom,"
Oray^B ''Mediatorial Beign," Symington's "Mediatorial Dominion of Jesus Christ,"
TJhden*s " New England Theocracy,** Wilson's " Kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ,"

an Anon, work, " The Inner Kingdom.'*

Ohs, 3. Such substitutions are unwarranted and dangerous^ although
presented by most able men. Neander {Life of Christy S. 82) informs us
that while the name kingdom is " borrowed from an earthly kingdom,"
*' was immediately taken from the form in which the idea of the Divine
community was represented by the Jewish nation,*' yet this idea is to be

discarded and a ** symbolical " one is to be substituted. This exchange of

ideas is, however, unproven, and merely assumed to sustain the theory that

the church, in some aspect, is the Kingdom. If this is so, that the first

preachers of the Kingdom presented the leading subject (i.e. Kingdom) of

their discourses in symbolical language, we may well ask. If the Kingdom
was symbolical, whj not then repentence, faith, and everything else con-

nected with this Kingdom ? For, if the main subject is such, why not the
subsidiary ? This le»ls us where some have, from a false premise, logically

landed, making the whole teaching of Jesus and the apostles a symbolical

or typical one of that religion of humanity which is now arising.
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PROPOsmoN 96, The differences visible in tlie Church are evi-

dences that it is not the predicted Kingdom of the Messiah,

Having alluded to this, it may be weU to particularize. The
Kinedom, aa promised from the details of prophecy, ia to exhibit a
rnstole outward unity. So much is this admitted by our oppo-
nents, that they are seeking for and advocating such a xrnity. ^fiie

feeling ia almost universal that prediction demands it ; and hence
aU, not finding it yet existing, anticipate it in the future, Isaiafa,

chs, 60, 61, 62, ^6^ etc., are conclusive. But, on the other hand,
such a state or condition has never been realized in the church
after eighteen hundred years of trial, and therefore we conclude
that the church, not exhibiting the characteristics predicted of the
Kingdom and connected witn its establishment, is something
different from that Kingdom.

Obs. 1. Let the unbiassed student contemplate how sckismsy etc., are

foretold in the church (Acts 20 : 29, 30 ; 1 Cor. 11 : 19 ; 2 Tim. 4 : 3, 4

;

Rom. 16 : 17, etc.) ; how it was organized amidst dissensmis and antag-

onism even amone its leaders (on the subject of circumcision and obserV-

ance of the law); now it affected conipromises concerning the law and the

ritual ; how it arose without a direct verbal abrogation of Mosaic institu-

tions, BO that some followed the latter and others annoyed the Gentiles who
refused the same. Christ Himself, Paul tells us, was preached a cotiim-

Hon, These and other marks of weakness, infirmity, etc., certainly pre-

vent us from accepting the church as the predicted &ngdom, seeing that

the latter is to come in a very different manner. Its beginning (i.e.

church's) is not that assigned by the Prophets to the Kingdom of promise.

Even the Apostolic Chnrch evidenced great infirmities, as noticed in Ch. Histories bj
Sohaff, Knrtz, Neander, etc. As illastratiye, we only qnoto Conybeare and Howson*s (1 o.

1, p. 488) statement :
" It ia painful to be compelled to acknowledge among the Chn»-

tians of the Apostolic Age, the existence of so many forms of error and sin. It was a
pleasing dream which presented the Primitive Chnrch as a society of angels ; it is not
withont A stmggle that we bring onraelves to open our eyes and behold the reali^.

But yet it is a higher feeling which bids ns thankinlly to recognize the truth, that ' there

is no partiality with God/ that He has never snpematnrally coerced any generation of

mankind into virtue, nor rendered schism and heresy impossible in any age of the

Church." This feature has never been lessened, but has increased until e.g. in T?.TigUT»t

alone, according to ** AVhitaker^s Almanack" (1879), there are 174 distinct denominatioDS
and sects. The notion of a Kingdom is utterly opposed to the predictions relating to

the Church, viz. : its militant nature, a fighting and struggling Church, which shall ulti-

mately, by apostatizing (2 Thess. 2) and by lack of faith (Luke 18 : 1-8), CaU nnder the

power, as a punishment, of a culminated Antichrist, and endure a fearful persecution (e.g.

Bev. 14, Don, 7, etc.).

Obs* 2l The progress of the church teaches the same. Surely a King-
dom established by Jesus in fulfilment of the prophecies could not poesiblj
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have the conflicting elements that the church has bo lavishlj shown. Antag-
onism in belief, compulsion in requirements, dogmatism ]n teaching, relig-

ious warring, persecution, error, false doctrine, etc., are incorporated with
her history. Corruption not merely external, but imbedded in the very
framework of her or^nization, and transmitted for centuries (diyersity of
Ch. government, belief, and practice) ; antagonism eren in relation to the
most important things (sacerdotalism, baptism. Lord's supper, etc.) ; ex-

hibition of a spirit hostile to Messiah's Kingdom, even in the most noble
of Christian men [as e.g. Luther's treatment of Zwingli, Zwingli's
resort to the sword, Calvin's treatment of Servetus (Mosheim*s His. of
Servetus), Melanchthon's epistle to Calvin, Oct. 14, 1544, commending
Servetus* s execution (Calv. Epis. No. 187, p. 341,) etc.]—these are land-
marks, not of Christ's Kingdom but of a preparatory stage subject to in-

firmity, characteristic of all, even of true and noble believers. While here
and there enlightened piety exists, willing to fellowship with and acknowl-
edge as brethren in Christ all who repent and believe in Him, yet mul-
titudes, organized bodies, counting their ministry by hundreds and their
laity by hundreds of thousands, stand forth in doctrinal exclusiveness,

even in the same denomination (as e.g. some of the symbolical Lutherans,
High-Church Episcopalians, Close Com. Baptists, etc.), condemning all

others, denouncing all others, sitting in Christ's seat and claiming Christ's

prerogatives of judging, excluding all others of a diverse faith from the
Kingdom of hearen, here and hereafter.

This U done too by those whom, in spite of their weakness and dogmatism, ve most
recognize as conscienUous brethren in Christ. While the absurdity of snch a position,

claiming that ontside of its own special commnnion there is no tme Church, bnt only rep-

robation and damnation, has been ably set forth by nnmerons writers, yet it is a sad
fact that multitudes still slavishly cling to it witii tenacity and zeal. Does such a
Church, thus divided, etc., bear the imprini of Messiah's Kingdom ? No ! never ought
auoh a portraiture as history but too faithfully gives, be mUiakm for the divine one pre-
sented by the inspired prophets. Blindness voluntarily assumed alone can make such
a mistake. The divisions and controversies are not merely between different denomina-
tions, but between branohes of the same Church, as e.g. between Episcopalians, I^sby-
teriaos, Moravians, Baptists, Methodists, Lutherans, Befonned, etc. The lack of union
and intercommunion is sometimes most painfully manifested, as e.g. in an exclusive
spirit of clericalism or saoramentarianism, which refuses acknowledgment and fellow-

ship with others, and even with each other. All Churches are, more or less, thus
leavened. The Boman Catholics, complacently overlooking their past bitter divisions

and contests, point to the differences, etc., of Protestantism ; Proteatantisu, overlooking
the design intended by the Church, meets the charge by endeavoring to make out an in-

visible unity, which is truly so ** invisible" that no one has yet been able to discern it.

Two extremes are to be avoided, both suggested by the Church-Kingdom theory, in con-
templating the strange and painful pages of Ecclesiastical History ; on the one hand
Goethe's declaration :

** Misohmash von Irxthum und von Gewalt," which looks only at the
evidences of infirmity and wickedness ; and on the other, Chateaubriand's painting a
beautiful ideal of the past and present, which ignores the corruptions, errors, and sinful-

ness manifested. Truth suffers by either method ; and the Church cannot be utterly

condemned or unduly exalted without doing violence to it. Neither blackening nor
whitewashing, neither defaming nor extravagantly praising, meets the divine portraiiun as

given in the Scriptures.

Oh. 3. These differences, division into sects, etc. are not given under
the impression that the church has not, in a measure, carried on the de-

sign intended by its organization. When the object for which the church
has been established is duly estimated, we find that amidst all its weakness
and imperfection, prosperity and adversity, fightings within and without.
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it hais been forwarding and accomplishing the same. Hence, we ^ive place

to no one in a hish appreciation of the church ; and yet, in relation to her

the truth must be told—indeed has already been recorded—lest we er-

aggerate her position, and dishonor the truth itself. Ecclesiastical His-

tory, Dogmatics, such works as Dorner's His, of ProL Theology, etc, give

painful evidence that controversies, bitter and unrelenting, have he^n
waged between portions of the church, between good and great men.
Passing by the lack of charity, the self-exaltation, the narrowness and
bigotry, the confessionalistic zeal, the personal contentions, defamations,
etc., we find that in important points, Doth theoretical andpraotical, de-

voted men of God were in direct opposition to each other. Were it not for

afew ihitigs held in common, such as faith in Christ, the antagonism
would be complete. Such a state of things, deplorable aa it is, does not

vitiate tlie design to be accomplished by the church, which is, as James as-

serted in the Apostle's Council, to gather out a people for His name.
This, notwithstanding the hindrances and obstacles mentioned, has been
carried on down to the present day. These evils mav to some extent have
retarded and hindered the work, but still it has Seen goin^ on toward
completion. !No age, no century, no year, with its encompassing infirmi-

ties, but has brought forth, through the church, the called and adopted.
But to C07ivert this design into the Kingdom itself requires an imagination
and a faith strong enough to plant—against the direct testimony of holv

men of old—these evils, these confiictmg elements into the Kingdom of

the Son of Man. Whilst this diversity, etc., cannot be charged to the

teaching of Jesus and the Apostles (for they warned us against it) ; whilst

it is evidence of the probationary and not kingly condition of the church
which could not be avoided without destroying man's free moral agency,
yet they have come to pass, and the church grievously erred in giring
place to them. Explanations and apologies do*not lessen the naked facts,

and cannot break their force. Unbelief may foolishly level them against

Christianity, when Christianity itself in the New Test, pointedly conderans
it

;
piety, on the other hand, just as foolishly endeavors to palliate the same

by claiming it as a necessity, a requisite historical growth, etc. ; still the

facts remain, and can only be explained by placing them where the Bible

does, viz. : in the depravity and weakness of man.

To a considerate mind, the very condition of the Ghnroh, instead of refleoting in the

slightest degree upon the Divine Truth, most abundantly ocn^trms it ; for, without unduly
exalting the Ohurch into a Kingdom bearing on its bosom a mass of coiruption, he sees

that amidst all this diversity, error, hostility, etc., the one great, grand design has neixr been

lost sight oft i. e. (o save them that believe. If it be said that these evils are not inherent,

but foreign outgrowths, we may even admit this without weakening our argument, see-

ing that we proceed on the ground that such a picture as the Church has presented is

not the one drawn by the prophets. Whether produced legitimately or not, whether
necessary developments or not, they resulted in the Church, and as firm believers in

divine inspiration, we cannot, dare not receive the Church as the Eongdom predicted by
inspired men ; for if we do, to that extent do we make those man untruthful and their

record of the Kingdom an impossibility to be realized as presented by them (I.e. in the

grammatical sense). We cannot e.g. reconcile with the prophetic record of the increased
and constantly expanding power of Me^ah*s Kingdom, the losses which the Church
has sustained in the past in Asia, Africa, Greece, etc. The prophets, instead of losses,

give us glorious permanent and eternal retention. Hence, while discarding the

notion of the Kingdom, we ding to the observable gracious design of the Church sa

promised and developed in her history. This gives the proper antidote to a class of

books ably written, which artfully, and in many respects most truthfully, represent the

weakness, positive evil, incorporated with and extended by the Church, and from this
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deduce that the prophecies, being nnfalfilled. the predictions are merely hnman opin-
ions. We believe with Lord Bacon, who long ago observed, in answer tu the Papal argn-
xnent of unity, " that the Chnrch of God hath been in all ages subject to contentions
nnd schisms ; the tares were not sown but when the wheat was sown before. Onr Sav>
ioiiT Christ delivered it for an ill-note to have outward peace. And reason teacheth as
t,hat in ignorance and implied belief it is easy to agree, as colors agree in the dark ; or if

nny country decline into Atheism, the controversies wax dainty, because men do not
think religion scarce worth falling out for ; so as it is weak divinity to account contra-
'verades an ill sign in the Church.*' So long as tares and wheat continue mixed—which
is down to the Sec. Advent—so long will this state continue.

Obs. 4. This leads to a brief consideration of the unity of the church.
The notion of a Kingdom attached to it, involves that of unity. To carry

out the design of the church does not necessarily require unity ; unity in-

deed would facilitate its execution, and for various reasons it is desirable^

and hence is enjoined, but really is not essential, as the history of the

church conclusively proves. ** Tnem that believe" are found in all denom-
inations ; those that are savingly united to Christ are found in Roman
Catholic and Protestant churches ; admixture of error, difference in Ch.
government, etc., has not prevented^ in the opposing camps, persons to

become justified by faith, adopted by grace, and engrafted as the elect.

The prayer of Christ, so often quoted, for union has spec'al reference to

the ultimate end of the church, and is identified with the manifestation of

His glory (see Prop. 184). Many contend that union now is essential, or at

least necessary. Keeping in view the object intended by this dispensation,

we maj concede its desirableness to expedite the gathering of the elect,

but it IS not absolutely requisite for this purpose. At the very commence-
ment of the Christian Church, as every historian concedes, even in the
Apostolic age, there was a tendency (even among the Apostles), to diver-

sity, which has continued down to our day, and we are assured by theWord
will continue until Christ ushers in the Mill. Kingdom. Just as God has
used the peculiar temperament, disposition, style, etc., of men in giving

His Word, so He also employs the various temperaments, dispositions,

talents, eta, of men in gathering out ; but whilst in the former diversity

exists without breaking the unity of that Word being under the restrain-

ing influence of inspiration, the latter amidst its diversity has no such re-

straining medium, saving that Word which is already given. Therefore,

the unity is not to be sought in the utterances of the church as such, not
in its outward external form, not even in its inward experience and feel-

ing, but only in three things : (1) in working out, consciously or uncon-
sciously, a common design, i.e. the salvation of believers

; (2) that every

member savingly united to Christ, whether recognized or not, whether
agreeing in all things with us or not, sustains the relation of brother and
joint heir with those who also thus believe ; (3) the common relation that

all believers sustain to Christ even now, and which is finally to be openly
manifested. Therefore, the efforts of those who urge for unity among
brethren, without the exclusion of a diversity which is inseparable from a
probationary state, are to be commended.

Such as the labors of Dr. Schmnoker, the Christian Alliance, and others. The Augs-

burg Confession, Art. 7, pointedly says :
** That subordinate differences do not abolish

the unity of the ohurch," This unity, as the reader sees, does not bear the marks of

the covenanted and predicted Kingdom, being more of a spiritual and invisible nature,

and preparative to the unity that shaU be manifested when the Christ and His members
are revealed.
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PROPOsmoiT 97. nie various forms of Chxirch governnierU in-

dicate that tlie Church is not the promised Kingdom.

Taking the prophetic record, which gives the Messianic Kingdom
a uniform government with a uniform faith, it is impossible to
accept of the church, with its diversified forms of government, as
an ihteTided exhibit of the Kingdom.

Od8, 1. While men differ in their interpretation of the church, yet it is

generally admitted, excepting by the Homan Catholics and a High-Charcb
party, that Christ did not found His church with an accurately defined and
fixedform ofgov&rnment for its associated capacity, bnt left the forms it

should assume in society, and amon? nations, to the development made by
Providence and human agency. This view, perhaps slightly but not
materially modified, is the belief of multitudes. If we accept of it, then
it refutes the notion of the church being a Kingdom, for it admits at onc^
that the church at its commencement lacked one of the essentials of a
Kingdom, viz. : a regularly constituted form of government With our doc-
trine of the church and Kingdom this omission remarkably harmonizes

;

BO much, indeed, that it is requisite. If the Roman Catholic doctrine is

correct, that such a Kingdom under a regularly constituted government is

found in the church, then an important and serious objection would be
raised up against us. Millenarianism has ever resisted her doctrine as an
invasion of the Messiah's rights and privileges, and as hostile to the early
church view ; for her doctrine cannot be maintained, bein^ merely the
result of the hierarchical growth of centuries, and lacks a Scnptural foun-
dation. The very design of the church does not require such a govern-
ment, it being fully met by the simple organization, few rites, sacraments,
worship, and rules which are given.

It is remarkable how (guarded prophecy is, not to allow the Chnrch-Kingdom Uieoxy to
find enoonragement in its portrayab of the future. Thus e.g. Dan. 2 and 7 (oomp. Props.
104, 121, and 160), in which we find that the nomina] converaion of the Boman Empire
under Constantino and the resultant form of church ijroTeniment patterned after the ciTiI,

is vnacknovoledged. The transformation formed no Kingdom of God (as moltitudes taid-
ly dream) for the Empire still remains symbolized cts abmst down to the and. Its

Christianity, nominal and hierarohieal, pregnant with bitter evils and future perBecu-
tions, properly remains unrecognized. The simple fact, Soripturally attested, is this,

that during these *' times of the CJentiles/* believers, instead of inheriting a Kingdom,
are members of civil government, and are taught to render civil obedience, aoknowled^
ing earthly kings and rulers to be such over them. Let the student refer to Props;. 3,

58, etc., and see the diversity existing respecting the time when this alleged Kingdom
was inaugurated, and he will find additional reason for rejecting the prevailing view,
because a Kingdom, to be such, must, of necessity, have some form of government
allied with it, but this vagneness, indistinctness, lack of form, is opposed to the notion
of such having been founded.

Obs. 2. Some hold that by virtue of the ohurch being a Kingdom,
Christ rules over it by a vicegerent (i.e. the Pope) ; others, by a divinely
appointed and regularly descended Episcopacy ; some, by the rules of the
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State, forming State religions ; others, by the ministry and officers of the
congregation ; some, by individual congregations who in the aggregate
form the Kingdom ; others, by Qeneral Councils, Conferences, Assem-
blies, or Synods ; and others, by the associated union of the civil power
-with the church either as primary or subordinate. There is a variety to
suit all inclinations. Agam, some tell us that the church is a Kingdom,
but that no one form of government is prescribed, it being left optional
^witli the church to organize that form best adapted to contingencies ;

others, that the government of the church mast be so shaped as to ac-

commodate itself to the civil ; others, that the New Test, leaves the whole
matter discretionary with every individual congregation to assume one

;

and still others inform us that the church, whilet a Kingdom, is not one in

the strict sense of the word, only symbolically, but is a society of believers

governed by the moral law and the institutions of the New Test, its

members bemg still subject to the civil power, etc. History is filled with
the bitter contests arismg between the advocates of these opinions, and
every party nearly can enroll its martyrs who fell in defence of its peculiar

tenet of church government. Is such a sad diversity coimstent with the

idea of Christ's covenafited Kingdom ? The idea of a stable, well-ordered,

acknowledged, and duly enforced government is connected bv all the

prophets with the Messianic Kingdom, but if the church is it, wnat party
can rightfully claim it ? So little is this the predicted Kingdom that there

is no one here (excepting we take the infallible Pope, or Youn?, or others,

who claim to speak by inspiration) to decide when believers difiEer among
themselves respecting the government itself. Is it not strange that m-
telligent men continue to insist upon having such a Kingdom present, when
they differ so essentially among themselves concerning such a weighty
matter as theform of the Kingdom ? Can we imagine that when Christ's

Kingdom as covenanted and predicted is once truly set up, that it will be
in a shape so undecisive and peculiar, that men will contend with each other

as to its nature and form ? JVo I never I In the day that the Lord is King
over all the earth (Zech. 14), and His majesty and power is seen in giving
and enforcing law, in reatoringaud upbuilding witn Godlike energy and
force the Davidic tlirono and Kingdom, men will not find it so insignifi-

cantly or enigmatically expressed that its organization, etc., can become a
qnestio7i like the preceding.

Singnlar episodes are to be found in this diversity. We mention a few as illnstiations

of the inability of man to preserve a consistency when violating the Divine order relat-

ing to the Church. Some German divineu, thinking that the Chnrch as a Kingdom, to

be tmly such, must have some point of eictemal unity, insist (as e.g. Bothe and
Thierschs—see Pfessense's review of them. Early Years of ChristiaHity, p. 411^12), that

the apostles must have held a second Goonoil at Jerusalem, in which they instituted the
Episcopate ! Savonarola, under the influence of this Kingdom notion, claimed that

Christ had condescended to become the peculiar Monarch of the Florentinaa (Boscoe's

Ltfe of Lormxo de Medicis, p. 345). The Anabaptists, Fifth Monarchy men. Mormons,
etc., with this Church ideA have claimed a special Kingdom of God as existing among
themselves. Fanatics have duly taken advantage of the notion, and carefully incorpo-

rated it into their schemes. Eccl. History (especially English and Scotch) contains nu-
merous instances where national establishments of religion were discarded on the

ground that they were opposed to the nature of Christ's Kingdom, while the very men
who made such an objection made themselves liable, on the same ground precisely, of

rejection, because they too set up the Church separated from the State as the Kingdom.
Edward Irving, in his work Church and State^ overlooking, even while expounding proph-
ecy, the design of this dispensation in gathering out a people for a future divinely con-

stituted Church and State, makes in his argument a divinely constituted State practical.
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and as, in a measnre at least, exiatlng. This plnnged him into opinions intolerant, etc
The notion of " The Divine Bight" is Indeed ideally correct, bnt we must not fcrg^
the period when God Himself shall practically and really manifest it in a chosen K^
and His associated selected kings. This view of the Chnrch and the State was one caoK
of Irving's tronbles, leading him to endeavor to realize the impossibie, that which was in

the fntore and in God's own performance. Such allnsions as these could be multiplied,
which are given not for the sake of showing an abnse (for the abase of a doctrine does
not disprove the doctrine itself), but rather how varionaly men are inflnenced by the

notion that in some way or other the Kingdom of Christ is to be now witnessed.
While thus employing the diversity existing as evidence that the Chnrch is not the

Kingdom, we must not be understood as opposed to a form of Church government as m

necessity for its growth, etc. Hence we are compelled to dissent from the exceeding
lax views of the ** Plymouth Brethren" respecting Church government. It has bean the

universal opinion of the Church, following the Apostolic age, that the Holy Spirit, m
and through the Church, called the Ministry, such a call being confirmed by a mediate
act of the Church. The Church, in its official capacity, is the instrument to determine,
by examination, the validity of the call, in order to avoid imposition, etc. This has been
the universal rule, founded on Scripture, however disputes, etc., arose respecting the

grades of the ^linistry. We cannot, therefore, sympathize with the '* Brethi^n^s" tinde
agiiinst '* Clericism," simply because, if followed, it would result in disintegration and
perversion. Hence, to make baptism an ordinance not in, but ouiside of the Church de-

pendent on the individual and the teacher, is unscriptural (leaving out an ordinance of

the Church) ; and to make the ministry dependent on the will, or vagaries, oi^ supposed
inspired influence, of individuals, is also unscriptural (making the Chnrch virtually de-

pendent upon influences outside of it, and over which it has no control). The author-
ity—if any is claimed—depends not upon any official voice of the Church, but upon the

ipse dixit of this or that one claiming to be directed by the Spirit of God. The door is

thus opened to claims and pretensions that pride, love of notoriety, etc.. will ^>eedily
avail themselves of, owing to human depravity. Alas ! extremes in the Chnrch have
already borne a mass of deadly fruit ; even with the gipatest care and utmost watchful-
ness, unqualified and uncalled men have been foisted on the Church, but human weak-
ness, with no proper checks, untrammelled, and with power to claim a ministerial

position, will be sure to manifest itself. Studying such passages as 2 Tim. 2 : 2, and
those referring to the appointment of Elders, as well as the intimations of a continued
ministry in the Church, and then linking with these the universal custom of Uie early

Church, as testified to by history, that a ministry, no matter in what forms (for that is

another question, touching the Hierarchy, etc.), was perpetuated in and mediately by
the Church, it seems to us strange that men, evidently sincere and pious, will set them-
selves up at this late day as alone right in discarding all " Clericalism," and the whole
Church from the days of the apostles in the wrong. The result is, that however honest
in their views, they are only injuring the truth by associating such demoralizing opin-
ions, tmnecessarily disquieting others in their Church relationships, and increa.'ang the

number of sects by forming, with special and extraordinary high spiritual claims,

another. The effort to make the elden^ip an exceptional and mere introductory office

is unsuccessful and unhistorical. So the effort to overthrow the view, that men in the

Church, and by virtue of their position in the Church as teachers, are not to perpetuate s
ministry (as exemplified in Timothy, Titus, and Barnabas) by some act of setting them
apart (thus giving them an official recognition), is both unscriptural and nnhiftori<aL
To leave the distribution of the Lord's Supper to a cUrect intimation of the Holy Ghost
is fanatical and substituting human imaginings for divine inspiration. To leave the

Holy Ghost, on an occasion of discipline, to designate who shall be, for the occasion,

the Elders or rulers, is, to say the least, dangerous, and may cause personal feeling or

prejudice to triumph. To allow special and specific claims to eldership or ruletship,

etc., under the speciou!) plea of being directed by the Holy Spirit, is the visionaiy

notion of a mystical enthusiasm, and tends to bring us under the subjection of false

claims and pretenses. The entire theory (as illustrated e.g. Holden's .\finishy €f rte

Word, and Corinih and Sects) is calculated to lead astray and impair the nsefalness of its

upholder. For it raises up an antagonism to other Churches, which, to say the least, ti

imcharitable and unchristian. Thus Holden ( Gorinth and Sedti) declares emphatieallj
that a man who has the truth, and is conscientious, cannot go to any of the ChuzdiH
(saving that of the " Believers") to worship, for in doing so he virtually conzdvee at

schism, sectarianism, etc. It will be well indeed for these ** Brethren" if they have the

piety, usefulness, etc. that many in these Churches manifest. This intense bigotry (and

there are others who just as freely condemn the " Brethren") is the natural, logical

outgrowth of their system, and evidences that it is based on error.
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Proposition 98. That the church is not the Kingdom promised
to Dwvid^s Son was the belief of the early chv/rch.

This haa already been distinctly shown under Props. 69-75, but
Bome additional remarks to enforce the same can be r^dily gl^en.

Obs. 1, If the church is the predicted Kingdom of God, we certainly
ought to find some direct passage teaching this, either in the writings of
tlic Apostles or their immediate successors. But such an one cannot be

found. For two reasons it ought to be contained in the Epistles. (1) If

the Apostles at one time in their ministry misapprehended (as learned
men tell us on Acts 1 ; 6, but which we deny), the nature of the Kingdom,
then surely at a later period when, as we are again told, they understood
that the church was meant, we should reasonably expect that on so vital a
matter some decisive utterance should be given, explanatory of the mistake
made in their previous preaching and confirmatory of a change of view.
Simple justice to the truth. and to themselves required this at their hands,
]n view of their peculiar position. (2) The Jews held that the predicted,
covenanted Kingdom was an external, visible reign of the Messiah on the
restored Davidic throne, etc. Now in consequence of having continually
to meet such prejudices, it is peculiarly significant that they employ no
reasoning so prevalent at the present day, viz.: that the church is the
Kingdom, etc., when such would have been tn place and eminently proper
if the Jews were in error. If the reader says that other errors of the Jews
were not noticed, we reply, that all that were of importance in their rela-

tion to the Christian dispensation the Apostles met and refuted. And this

one, if really an error, is of such magnitude and weight, had such a direct

influence, sustained such a relation to the very thing they were taught to

proclaim, viz.: "the Gospel of the Kingdom," that %t is impossible to
believe that they would have passed it by without a distinct rejection and
a substitution of the truth, A whole nation under a mistake respecting
the Messiah's Kingdom which the Apostles were specially commissioned to

preach ; and yet an error so fundamental is not directly corrected, but must
be inferred or implied! Is it reasonable or credible t The truth is, that no
such'repudiation of error was needed*

Obs. 2. At the risk of repetition, it may again be said, that the declara-

tions of the Apostles concerning the nearness of the Advent (Prop. 74) pre-

vented them from entertaining the view that the church is the promised
Kingdom of Christ. How comd they believe the church to be such as the

glorious Kingdom predicted, e.g. by Daniel, whose dominion was to be
world-wide and everlasting, when they were constantly looking/or the con-

summation f We confess no sympathy with Dr. Neaiider's method of rec-

onciliation when, referring to this point, he exonerates the Apostles by
showing that they were still U9ider Jewish forms of tlwught, but that the

seeds of truth then sown by them would, by a foreordained development.
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finally be stripped from this apostolic shell or husk. We dare fu>t iakf

ftnch liberties tvtth apostolic men, and admit that they were mistaken in *>

consequential a matter ; for if we do, what assurance have we that tfaej did
not also misconceive other truths, enshrouding them also in " husks" ? Did
the Spirit which promised to lead them into truth, which was speciallv
given to them to impart, conduct them to a lower plane of knowled^, and
contradict the inspiration given to Daniel ? Were the Apostles, claiming
inspiration, more fallible than, say, Origen or Augustine, or Jerome, or
Eusebiua, etc. Receiving the admissions of a host of writers (as e.g. Watts*
Essay prefixed to World to Come) that *' the Christians of the first age did
generally expect the Second Coming of Christ to judgment and the resur-

rection of the dead in that very age wherein it was foretold ;*' that ** the
primitive Christians imagined the day of resurrection and judgment was
near," etc., it follows that they could not possibly admit the Origenistic
view of the Kingdom. (Comp. Neander, Mosheim, Kurtz, etc.)

Ohs. 3. The strongest possible ar^ment that the Apostle Paul could
have used to convince the Thessalonians that they were mistaken as to the
imminency of the Advent, would have been the modem one concerning the
church, i.e. that Christ's Kingdom was established in the church, and that
according to Daniel and the prophets a long career of honor and dominion
was before it, for it would be folly to suppose that a Kingdom just newly
set up should so speedily come to an end without fulfilling the prophecies.
Let tne student reflect on the situation, on the abundant predictions con-
cerning the Kingdom, and then let him consider that if tho church was
really intended to meet the prophecies of the Kingdom, surely such an ap-
peal, so simple, consistent, and convincing, would have been spoken. In-

spiration, however, to be consonant with itself, could not thus give it.

Instead of designating the church a Kingdom they (the Apostles) teach
that it is a probationary and pre^jaratory stage to the Kingdom, In the
very Epistle (Hebrews) that above all others was designed for the Jews,
and where, if anywhere, the church should be specifically (if such) elevated
to the position of Messiah's Kingdom, we have, instead of this, language
employed which is eminently calculated to confirm the Jews in their idea
of a Kingdom still future. Taking e.g. the phrase " the world to come^^*
knowing the notions that the Jews (Prop. 137) attributed to it, and rep-

resenting Jesus as the One to whom it would be subject ; speaking of
** the rest*' as future and that it is '* a keeping of the Sabbath" without
explaining that it was very different from that anticipated by the Jews
(Prop. 143) under David* s Son ; declaring that the covenant promises are
realized only in Christ when He *' should come the second time unto sal-

vation,"—these, and the whole drift of the Epistle, are to the effect that the
church must wait for ** the appearing and Kingdmn,*'

Obs, 4. Ifeander {His, of Plant. Ch, Church, vol. 2, p. 176) thus gives

Paul's view :
*' Such an universal sovereignty in reserve for the Kingdom

of God, Paul certainly acknowledged ; but the thought was then, and must
have continued to be, not familiar to his mind, that such a supremacy of

the Kingdom of God was to be formed by that developing i>rocess which
Christ compares to the leaven, through the natural connection of causes
and effects under the Divine guidance." K'eander argues that by this de-
veloping process the Kingdom of God would by degrees assume a suprem-
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acy " brought about under other conditions than those of earthly existence

by the Second Advent of Christ." It is but too true, that such a theory
built upon the parable of the leaven, toas unfamiliar to Paul ; it cannot be
found in his writings, and yet he was also (more so than Neander) familiar
with the parable. This theory, which ita advocates so learnedly prefer,

and which is claimed to have been developed through '^ the life of the
church'* (rather through Hegelian philosophy), was unknown to the early

church. For the sake of the truth, ** the simplicity and ignorance" of Paul
is vastly to be preferred to the philosophical " leaven theory," which over-

rides the most solemnly given promises, and oath-confirmed Davidic throne
and Kingdom,—and which assumes that Apostles, to whom the parables
were explained by Christ, who conversed much with Jesus respecting the
Kingdom, and who were specially guided by the Spirit, knew less about
the parables than uninspired men following centuries after.

Ob», 5. So little, indeed, did the first Christians hold the notion that
the church is the Kingdom, that they refused even to allow the saints after

death to have ascended into the third heaven (see Brooks' El, Fropk.
Inter, y Bickersteth's Guide, ete,), and be in the enjoyment of it, placing
them in an intermediate stale, awaiting in Hades the coming of the King.
dom (so, e.g., Justin Martyr explicitly declares). And even down to Ter-
tullian, who is willing to make an exception in behalf of the Patriarchs,

Prophets, and Martyrs, this intermediate state or Paradise '* is not, prop-
erly speaking, the Kingdom of heaven, into which they will not enter
until after Christ's Advent." (So Neander, His. of DognmSy p. 252, vol.

1.) How then if even unwilling to admit this, as Justin informs us, could
they constitute the church a Kingdom ? Hence, in the earliest writings,

there is not a decisive passage which teaches the prevailing modem view.

While the Fathers insisted on the universal government of God, the Head-
ship of Christ over the church, yet they do not designate the church the
Kingdom of God, or profess to be in the Kingdom, but represent them-
selves as looking for it still future. Barnabas, Irenaeus, Justin, and
others freely give us their opinions, and they fully correspond with our
doctrinal position. This fact alone is strongly corroborative of our belief.

Let the reader refer e.g. to Prop. 93, Obs. 10. and observe how Tertnllian eTplaimi
the Lord's I^yer. ** Thy Kingdom come '* cannot be prayed for by those who already
possess it. The disciples (as we have shown, Props. 43, 44, 54, 65, 68, 70, etc.), who
prayed it, had no idea of the modem notion engrafted on the prayer. They prayed it,

looking for a Kingdom to come visibly in the fntnre nnder David's Son. We may well
ask, Hoto conld the Divine Master give them snch a prayer, with such a clanse in it,

which, as the facts evidence, was eminently calculated to confirm them in expecting the
covenant to be realized in its plain grammatical sense ? Would Jesus give them that in
prayer which He foreknew wonld be fif the modem notion is correct) grossly misun-
derstood and perverted ? No ! consistency, the covenants and prophecy, reqnire as to
understand the Kingdom prayed for as not then in existence, but as future and certain to

come. The prayer is given, without explanation, in view of a well>known covenanted
Kingdom, generally anticipated. (The delicacy, exquisite, expressed in the word
'* Thy,*' in its Theocratic ordering, relating to David's Son, is seen e.g. under Props.
83, 200, etc.) The clause " Thy will be done on earth," etc., is not now verified even
in the Church (e.g. Props. 96 and 97), and, so long as it remains in its present mixed
character, cannot be. The *' will " of Qod respecting the earth is easily seen if the eye
of faith is directed either to the past or to the future ; in the past, it is reflected before

the fall, and in the future it shines forth in the renewed earth. To make it manifested
now as originally intended, as covenanted and predicted, is to cover it over with the
passions, frailties, etc., of poor humanity. (Gomp. Prop. 105.)
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Proposition 99. Ths opinion that the church is the predict^
Kingdom of Christ was of later origin than the first and
second centuries.

'

In the first centuries MiUenarianism waa prevalent and generaUy
held, Props. 72-76. It was entertained in the form that we now
advocate, and, in the very nature of the case, couid not receive the
opinion sUited in the Proposition. The Fathers all looked and
longed for a si)eedy appearance of the Kingdom under the per-

sonal reign of Jesus. The opposers of Chiliasm in the third cen-
tury first gave a different interpretation to the church, by which it

was transformed into the Kingdom of Christ.

Obs, 1. The opposers mentioned designed such an exchange to offset

the idea of a coming Kingdom of Christ here on earth. If they could
point to an already existing Kingdom over which Christ then reigned as
predicted, it would go far to demolish ike CJnliasiic doctrine of the future
Kingdom. The Ongenistic interpretation was admirabljr adapted to brin^
about so desirable a substitution, and through its flexible and mystic^
manipulations the work was accomplished. Origen was about^ if not, the
first one who introduced ** the novelty.'*

Obs, 2. In justice, however, to Origen himself, we must add, that while
paving the way for others, and expressing himself somewhat like many
moderns, yet even he frequently writes guardedly, perhaps undecidedly.
Thus e,g. in his ** De Principiis** when making a Kingdom to exist here
on earth in the church, he speaks of the churcn (B. 1, ch. 6) ** which ij*

theform of that Kingdom which is to come,*' and (in B. 3, ch. 6), he goes
on to show that '* theform'^ of a Kingdom does not include the reign of
Christ, but only that of Christ's agents, for speaking of '* the consumma-
tion and restoration of all things*' when '* those better institutions" will

be introduced, he adds ;
** For, after his Agents and servants, the Lord

Christ, who is King of all, will Hiniaelf assume the Kingdom." Aa we
cannot tell whether Rufinus added to this or not, we are content to receive

it as also Origenistic, and proof that he himself could not entirely rid him-
self of the early church doctrine of a Kingdom still future belonging
pre-eminently to Jesus Christ,

Obs. 3. After the Roman Empire nominally became Christian, theUy

indeed, a host of writers sprang up, who lavished the Kingdom upon the

church with so liberal a hand, that the union of state and church under
Constantine and his successors was pronounced to be not only the Kingdom
of Christ, but the Kingdom in Millennial bloom, even to a New Jerusalem
condition. (See Eusebius and Jerome.) When the Papacy was unfolded
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and in power, it was impossible, with its idea of vicegerency, etc., to ex-
pect any other than an anti-chiliastic view of the church. This brief

eynopsis, with Props. 76, 77, 78, and what follows, is amply sufficient for
the present

The Popish Chnich is called ** the Kingdom of Christ" in the Dogmatic Decrees of the
recent Vatican Coanoil^ thus only confirming the ten thonsand previous ntteiancee.
Oat of a mnltitnde of illastrations, it is sufficient to give Bh. Vaoghan (Gladstone's Vat'

icanism, p. 55), irtxo says that the Church has been created " a perfect Society or King,
dom,** *' with full authority in the triple order, as needful for a perfect Kingdonif legisla-

tive, judicial, and coercive." (Comp. Arch. Manning's Vatican DecreeSy p. 43, and as
iUnstrative of this " perfect Ki2igdo:n" read the lives of the Popes.)

Obs, 4- The history of the doctrine of the church should not influence

any one to reject the truth itself. The Scriptures, in the cautions and
warnings given, teach us to anticipate the result witnessed. No doctrine
of the Bible, however important, but has been perverted and abused by
men, and has been allied with error and even extravagance. The doctrine

of the Kingdom has not escaped the withering touch of depravity ; and as

we read, a^ain and again the testimony comes how entnusiasm, mysti-
cism, fanaticism have sought to engraft upon it the most outrageous and
blasphemous assumptions^ even to the extent that persons have given them-
selves out to be the king of such a Kingdom, Beflection, however, enables
us to perceive that such abuse and perversion are only, in the light of

prophecy, corroborative evidence of the truthfulness of Scripture.

This notion of the church being the covenanted Kingdom of Christ (instead of bein^,

what it really is. a preparatory stage for the future introduction of the Kingdom) la

deeply rooted in prevailing Theology, and even in literature. It is an idea long held in

veneration, fortified by great names, embellished by eloquence, supported by philos-

ophy, strengthened by policy, power, and age, enriched by the cumulative reasoning of

many centuries and the concessions of piety, so that, in view of its position, dimen*
Hions, and intrenchments, the person who ventures to meet it is almost placed like one
in " a forlorn hope. " Ideas, consecrated and cemented by the expressed opinions, attach-

ment, and submission of multitudes, embracing men of the highest ability, piety, and
learning, are not to be eradicated, saving by a higher hand, when fulfilling His own
counsels and covenanted promise. The notion, as we have abundantly shown, is

variously presented, and is so general that it is even adopted in the titles of books,

as e.g. a histoty of Congregationalism in New England is designated by its author,

H. F. Uhden, " The New England Theocracy** ; a history of the church is called by
the writer. Dr. Jarvis, " The History of the Mediatorial Kingdom," etc. Under its

influence the most extravagant claims have been enforced, not only by the Papacy but
by Froteatanism. Sects have taken advantage of the opening, and pretended that their

several oTganizations were the predicted Kingdom. The Mormons (Seward's Travels^ p.

19) declare, ** that, according to divine promise, the Kingdom of God came upon the
earth immediately after the departure of the Saviour ; that this Kingdom has a key

;

that the church early lost it, and that the Latter Day Saints have found it/' etc., being
the Kingdom. Enthusiasts have prrased it to an extreme.

Ohs. 6. With infidel writers no view of the church is satisfactory.

Thus e.g. the Duke of Somerset boldly informs us, that the early church
doctrine, once entertained, but properly rejected by the church, does not

satisfy modem thought and wante, being too ** deeply colored by thepopular
traditions and poetical imagery of the Hebrew race. On the other hand,

- the doctrine substituted by the church in the place of the one rejected is

contrasted with the early one, and bein? found so diverse, the deduction is

drawn, that the Word itself is unreliable, erroneous, etc Or, contrasting
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the modem church yiews with the prophecies, they claim that one or the
other is incorrect, etc. The Kingdom not existing, as predicted, in the
church at present, causes them to refuse the Biblical account ; the Eio^-
dom professedly in the church is obnoxious to them, and leads to the same
refusal on the ground that it does not correspond either with the early

church or the record.
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Proposition 100. The visible church is not the predicted King-
dom of Jesus Christ

The covenant forbids the idea to be entertained, for the Davidic
covenant and the promises based on it, as we have shown, remain
unfulfilled, unrealized in the church. This Proposition is ad-
vanced in this form only to direct attention to the feet, that many
writers affirm that the visible church itself is the kingdom. The
arguments already advanced refute this notion, but leaving these to
speak for themselves, we give some additional observations.

Ob», 1. Asido from Roman Catholic and Protestant divines, who declare

in the mo&t positive manner (as e.g. Bellarmine—Fisher's His. of Refor,^

p. 465—Romanist, says that the church-Kingdom is as tangible as the Re-
public of Venice, and Gresley—in his True Churchman—a Protestant,

who takes the same ground), tnat the visible church is the Kingdom, it is

painful to follow the inconsistent and half-way utterances of a large class

of writers, who on one page affirm the same and on another page, con-
fronted bv its mixed state, conclude the contrary, or else concede a kind
(lower) of Kingdom to the external (** a shadowing forth'*) but the

true notion to the internal or invisible church. In the latter, a distinct

and uniform theory is lacking ; whilst in the former, claim can be made,
at least, to a unity, etc., for it contains a form of government, having its

rulers, subjecta, etc.

An illoBtration of these two opinions may be in place. Thus e.g. whatever may be
the Scriptaral and historical valae of presbytery itself, onder the idea, taken for granted,
that the visible church is the Kingdom, Rev. Portens gives ns a Prize Essay with preface
by Dr. Bonar, bearing the significant and far-reaching title. '* The Oovemmeni <^ ihe

Kingdom of Uirisi: An Inquiry as to the Scriptural, Invincible, and Historical Position
of Presbytery." Again, e.g. Bchmid {Bib. Theol, <^ the AVio Test, p. 260) clearly sees
the difficnlty of making the visible church in its present state the Kingdom of God, and
yet forced by this theory to find an outward development of the Kingdom of God here
on earth, and such a church being tbe only thing present to which it can be attached,

he gives us this paradoxical assertion :
*' It may be said that the church is not in any

respe<i ideniical mth ihe Kingdom qf Ood ; but yet ihe actual Kingdom of God on earth coincides

with ihe church " To prove this we are led into mystical and philosophical reasoning,
based solely on assumption, and which is afterward contradicted by his own showing,
that the church is the Kingdom because baptism, the Iiord' s Supper, Christ's Word, are
** the groundwork of God's Kingdom on earth," etc. The efforts to soften and tone
this down to a spiritual nature does not deliver him from palpable contradictions, as

e.g. in one place telling us that these ordinances thus related to the Kingdom are

external and outward, then in another that the Kingdom upon which these external

ordinances are based is inward, and then still in another that the Kingdom is also

outward, working from external ordinances, and from within outwardly. A theory that

needs such a caroused bolstering requires no special comment, although some of the most
able mejif forced by a preconceived notion, tenaciously cling to it And it is a matter of

amazement that many men, like Neander, who insist so strongly that the invisible church
is the Kingdom predicted, finally, by a series of mystical transfusions, have this same
invisible Church-Kingdom made an outward visible Church-Kingdom here on earth, thus
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vlolaiing the fondamental prinolplea of thu reiy theoir whioh oaoses them in the fizvt

place to adopt tUe inviaible ; for, if correct, the church should always in this dispenaft-

tion possess the same characterisHcs, undergoing as it does the s€une kaoening procfs*

described by him. Fuller (Siricbirea on Bobinaon':! Heniimenla, Let. 3), to indicate that thd

ohuruh is a Kingdom, says :
" The ohurch of God is represented as a city,** etc, and

quotes as confirmatory Isa. 26 : 1. 2. But this passage does not refer to the church m
now oonstitutedi as is apparent from the context, following as it does the resurrection of

Uie saints, the complete overthrow of all enemies, and the restoration of the Jewish
nation. Passages which refer exclusively to a still future disffensation are thus con-

stantly applied to this one, without the least attempt to show that they are properly
used. This is only a continuation of the Papal view. Thus e.g. a recent Homanist, Dr.

Alzog (Umv. Ch. His., vol. 1, p. 153), says :
** Christ, therefore* recognized the necessity

of such an institution, founded a visible church, which He calls indifferently the King-
dom of Qod, the Kingdom of Heaven, and the Kingdom of Christ." It is this idea that

infused such a spirit ^see SjnrUual EjEercisea) into Loyola and others, and is the basis of

the infallibility doctnne (as also exemplified in the Metropolitan, AxxUi., Macariur,
teaching the infallibility of the Czar—the Greek Church being leavened with the Church-
Kingdom idea), as brought out in the recent iSermona, Lectures^ etc. of Aev. Bnxke and
others.

Obs. 2. The reader will notice, that the visibility of the Kingdom in tlie

church is a matter fuU^ admitted by a host of our opponents. Even those

who cleave to the invisibility of it (i.e. under the invisible church), as at

first and now construoted, in some way bring ultimately out of this invis-

ible a visible Kingdom. They, notwithstanding the inconsistency in-

volved, are simply compelled to this by the testimony of prophecy, which
(as e.g. Dan., chs. 2 and 7), unmistakably predicts siich an outward^ tu:<ible

dominion. Tlie singular feature in this is the following : in the construe- I

tion of such a visible Kingdom either as now existing or as it shalL uiti-
|

mately in the future, they find no difficulty in the declaration '" my King-
dom IS not of this world," in making out the church to posses a world
dominion, having church and state united, etc., but the samo passage is

persistently parked, and false inferences drawn from it, against tne visible

Kingdom, the world dominion when presented by Millenarians. Another
fact is to be observed in this controversy, that all divines, who oppose our
view, agree that either now or at some future time when the church has

this external development predicted by the prophets, the phrases Kingdom
of heaven and Kingdom of God are applicable to a visible state here on the

earth. This feature is then yielded to us by the large majority of oar op-

ponents ; if not universal, it is generally held. If so, it should certainly

aid in remosmg prejudice against us.

The works on the Church, Church and State, Ecclesiastical Polity. Church Govern-
meat, elc, evidence this widespread notion, derived from the prophecies. Many of the

ideas advanced are fundamentally correct, but the mistake which vitiates the whole is

the transference of the fulfilment from the period q/ler the Sec. Advent to the ** times of

the Gentiles," between the First and Second Advent. A multitude of able writen
advocate a present visibility of the Kingdom, a present realization of the prophecies,
and a Theocracy already established, as can be seen e.g. in Jewell's Apoi. for the Church

(/ Eiiglatui, Hooker's Ecd, PolUy, Buckle's His. (^ Clu., vol. 2, p. 271. Gladstone's Siait

in ReUUion to the Church, and Macaulay's Essay on same, Warburton's AUiance of Church
and iStote, Foley's Defence <^ the Church, etc., etc.

Obs, 3. The prophecies so decisive of a visible manifestation of Christ's

Kingdom, it being something that all men can see and realize in its organ-

ized and exerted power, drives some to a singular classification and division

of the church, such as that the Kingdom is (1) the church, (2) the church
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in the Millennial age, and (3) the cHurch in heaven ; or, aa a commentator
lias it, (1) the church an internal Kingdom, (2) the church an external
Kingdom, (3) the church as a future Kingdom, and (4) the church in
heaven. A Kingdom is often formed (as e.g. Oishausen, Com,, vol. 2, p.

172) at the will of the writer to suit the occasion. The Kingdom instead
of being one (Prop. 35), is really made into several. • And in some
instances, if we understand the authors correctly, one within the other.

This, in the light of prophecy, is evidently incorrect. Dr. Neander {Life
of Christ, Sec. 52) feels that there is a difficulty in making the church a
kingdom to accord with prophecy without an external, outward manifesta-
tion of governing power ; therefore, he mystically distinguishes two stages

of the Kingdom ; first, a hidden or inward condition, and then the second
stage was by means of the first '* to establish His (Christ's) Kingdom as a
recU one, more and more widely among men, and subdue the world to his

dominion." And this reality is to be witnessed in '* a real world domin-
ion,^ ^ " a perfect world dominion,'^ an ** universal e7npire." Now aside from
this theory tfeing flatly contradicted by the parable of the tares and wheat,
etc., it certainly looks, with his ** leaven theory" to alone accomplish it,

Buspicious and accommodating to make the Kingdom (1) unreal or ideal,

and then (2) real or the ideal realized. Multitudes embrace the notion,

that in some way the church must be the Kingdom, because they suppose
that it will ultimately in this dispensation become universal and exhibit

outwardly, more and more, the form essential to a Kingdom. We request
the reader to notice the important concession made by it, viz. : it admits an
outward, visible form requisite to fulfil prophecy, and that the church has
7iot yet attained to the period when this is to bo manifested. Such admis-
sions, as far as they go^ materially confirm our own doctrinal position.

Probably one of the most vigoroas efforts to moke the church the promised King-
dom of Christ is that found in the Scottish Church in its struggles with Popery and
Prelacy. (See the Epitome given by B'Aubigne in his Qermany^ JSngland, and S&Mand,
chs. 4. 5, and 6.) Opposing the pretensions of others, the assumption is taJten that such
A Kingdom is to be inferred from the headship and kingship of Christ. During the
entire discussion there is no discrimination mode between the Divine Sovereignty and
the Kingdom promised to the Son of David ; the covenants, which underlie the whole
Kubject, are totally ignored (in grammatical sense), and issue is made on isolated pas-
sages of Scripture torn from their connection and unity. It is supposed that the church
is the Davidic Kingdom (spiritualized) ; it is taken for granted that Jesus now sits on
David's throne (but how the Father's throne is thus substituted does not appear) ; and
Lake 1 : 32, 33 is often quoted, without any attempt at explanation, as if applicable to
the present. The holding of His Kingdom in abeyance for purposes of mercy and love
(to gather out a people) ; the postponement of the Kingdom to the Sec. Advent (dearly
taught) ; in brief, Uiose characteristics which evidence the preparatory nature of the
church and its non-identity with the Kingdom—are left out of sight, and the greatest
stress is laid on visible sacraments, a visible ministry, a visible government, etc., with-
out excluding the invisible. A writer (anon., but withal Protestant) builds his entire
argument that the church is the Kingdom upon " Thou art Peter, and upon this rock,**

etc., laying special stress on the words '* And I will give unto thee the keys of the
Kingdom of heaven" (for which comp. Prop. 64, etc.). Indeed, the Reformed Pns-
byterian Churcht or tbvenaniers (see an Art. on, by Bev. Hutcheson, in M'Clintock and
Strong's Vgdop. \ makes not only the church the covenanted Messianic Kingdom, but
even includes the State : " They consider the church and the State as the two leading
departments of Christ's visible Kingdom on earth." This is done by ignoring the

grammatical sense of the covenants, spiritualizing the predictions, applying to the
present what belongs to the future, and misapprehending the ** times of the Gentiles"
Kud the design of uiis dispensation. But it is a legitimate following out of the prin-

ciples of Calvin (from which others swerve), for Calvin's rule in Geneva resulted from
the misconception that ** the Kingdom of God " was to be realized in the lives and
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society of the people (comp. Fiaher*B His, R^or,, p. 217, etc. ; D*Aabigne'B JBit <^
Refor., etc.). He so framed the State that the Chnfch through a coxiBistory luui the
oontroUing influence, and the State was only oo-operatiTe in enforcing a code, whidi
was the resultant of the opinion that God's Kingdom was established in the Chnrch,
and that a sort of Mosaic legislation under an alleged existing Theocratic or^nisatiasi
was in place, by which all—even such as were not predestined unto salvation—were
forced* by penalties, upon their good behavior and obedience. History records the
sad conflict, and Infldelity, overlooking the conscientiousness (however mistaken) of
" the venerable company," makes Itself merry at the expense of the trivial and blood

j

stringency (repeated again in Puritanism) of its laws, without considering that men who
sincerely entertained such views of the Kingdom of Christ could not, if naUy hamest ia
their convictions, act otherwise. This mistaken doctrine affords an apology for a code
which advocated coercion in matters of religion, and made the State, as in the Papacy,
the executioner. Neal {HU. of the PurUan8\ when summing up the differences between
the Puritans and the High-Ohurch party, adds finally that both insisted upon a oiuform-
ity of worship and of '* calling in the sword of the magistrate for the support and the
defence of their several principles." The spirit of the Papacy is by some most strenu-
ously enforced, as e.g. illustrated in Cartwright (Disraeli's CkU. of Authors^ vol. 1, p. 365,
note), who made out a Republic of Presbyters to be superior to all sovereigns, for the
latter '*were to be as subjects ; they were to vail their sceptres, and to offer their
crowns as the prophet speaketh, to lidk the dust off the feet of the church'* (misapplying
the prophet). He says : ''The monarchs of the world should give up their soepcres
and crowns unto Him (Jesus Christ), who is represented by the officers of the church."
Alas I by a perversion of Scripture, honestly and most tenaciously held, what disastrous
rescdts, what crimes, what persecution and death, have resulted. Those who desire this
Church-Kingdom theory *' run to seed" may refer to the dying testimony of Alex.
Campbell, as given in the London QuarUrly BeviaD, 1851, p. 165.

Obs. 4. A number of anthora, who declare that '* the church on the
earth, or the body of the faithful, is a true aud visible representation of
Christ's Kingdom, the Kingdom of Grace, the mediatorial Kingdom,"
also say, ** the Patriarchal Church, the Jewish Church, and the Christian
Church are but different names for the same church—^they are all the
Church of Christ/' Identifying the two, making one and all the same
Kingdom, i.e. Christ's, they involve themselves in the absurdity that the
Kingdom specially promised to David's Son, said David's Son held in pos-
session b^ore DavKTs Son was ever born ! The most fatal objections, as pre-

ceding Propositions show, beset this theory on all sides. Even the simple
matter of John's preaching sets it aside ; for, if correct, then John's
preaching of the Kingdom was equivalent to his saying, *' Repent^ for the
church is at hand." But how could such a declaration be made, if the
church, as Christ's Kingdom, existed previously and at that time ? One
writer, however, thinks that he finds the solution in sajang that the chnrch
had previously to John's time existed " under tvpes, in a typical state."

This only involves the subject in still greater abs^irdity. For, while all

admit that tvpes existed that were to be superseded, nearly all also retain

the reality 01 the church itself; but this theory makes the chnrch itself

unreal, simply " a shadow of good things to cmne,'* thus constituting it in

itself a mere typical establishment or Kingdom, instead of its being, what
it really was, a real, organized, visible establishment having and observing

some typical ordinances.

Obs. 5. Men of the greatest reflection, such as Bothe, Coleridge, Arnold,

and others, seeing the past and present condition of the church, and
frankly acknowledging that it does not in its visible aspect correspond with
the conditions imposed by prophecy, and yet hampered by a theory which
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requires them to regard tlie church as a sort of embryotic Kingdom or
state, they contend that the church will not he complete, i.e. assume the
predicted aspect, until it is absorbed in the state, or tne state is identified

^with the church—ecclesiastical perfection being civil perfection, the state

constituting the church—the present separate condition of the church
being only provisional. Thus deep thinkers have of their own accord
adopted the early church view, that the present state of the church is only
j?rovisional, but they certainly mistake when they (i.e. some of them) at-

tribute the ultimate result, i.e. the development into a visible Kingdom
such as prophecy demands, to the progress of the human race through
religious, moral, mental, social, scientific, etc., influences, instead of,

•where prophecy places it, to the personal intervention and power of Christ,

This will be examiued in detail hereafter, and it is sufidcient now to say,

that the covenant itself, descriptive of the Kingdom, forbids our accept-

ance of such a theory. The line of argument adopted by them makes,
however, valuable concessions, equivalent to what we contend for in this

future Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom, as e.g. the perfect union of church and
state. The Millcnarian view is not specially concerned in adopting any
of their ideas ; only it insists, that with such opinions certainly no
serious objection can be alleged against the visibility, etc. of the cove-

nanted Kingdom as entertained by us. Their statements even go farther

than we have seen in Millenariau writings. Thus e.g. according to Rothe,
the state is finally to absorb the church, taking up Christianity in itself

and becoming the Kingdom of God (consummated. Dr. Lange adds) ; and
according to Bluntschli the church will yield up its specifically Christian
character, thus paving the way for the culture ofMohammedans, Japanese,
etc. In all this, the admission is constantly made that the visible

church, as now constituted, does not yet present the predicted appearance
of the Kingdom. In pressing their theory to make it correspond with
prophetic announcements, they, without the guidance of the description of
the Kingdom already soleinfily covenanted, so to unnecessary lengths ; on
the one hand, making an enslavement or subjugation of the church under
the state ; or, on the other, such a radical change of the church that in

this dispensation it loses its specific character. We, however, show that in

the future Kingdom there is a jwrfect union of church and state under one
Head without absorption or prejudice to either one or the other.

Again, we caution the student that able Pre-MiUenAriana hold to the idea that the
Church is a provisional or introductory Kingdom, or as some call it, ** an embryotio
Kingdom" or "a Kingdom in mystery." But not one holds that tAu is the proper
covenanted and predicted Kingdom, for they all teach that the Sec. Advent can aUme
introduce it. The few pawages which cause such Pre-Millenarians to retain this view,
will come up hereafter for detailed examination. We vastly prefer the simple, plain

grammatical sense to guide us in connection with the general analogy of the Wonl, which,
as we have already seen^ reveals to us only one distinctive Messianic Kingdom. To
such who may read this, the writer simply points to Luke 17 : 22, and reminds them
that this period of time, during the absence of the Son of man« cannot possibly—aside
from the Divine Sovereignty and the headship of Jesus over the church—bring us into

the enjoyment of a Kingdom, although it brings us the faith, hope, and joy of ** heirs."

Taking the view advocated by us, it introduces a consistent logical position. As
illustrative of the vague and inconsistent interpretations which the other involves, we
select an esteemed writer. Dr. Nast (Cbm. on Matt. 16 : 19) makes the church the Kingdom
of heaven, but not satisfied, and evidently realizing a discrepancy, he adds :

'' Yet the

visible church and the Kingdom of heaven are not, in every respect, identical.'* But
he faUs to tall ua in what respect they are identical—a task which no one has yet

undertaken. Such a statement at once vitiates his own application. But in an Art. in
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The Weal Ch, Advocale, Aug. 6, 1879. opposing Bh. Merrill's view that the aendixig of

the Comforter was the coming of " the Son of man," he jasUy odds :
** The * eocIesU *

(chnrch) is not the ' basUeia * (Kingdom) in the Biblical sense of the term, and Uierefore
Ihe establishment of the Ch. Chorch on the day of Pentecost was not the coming of Ute
Kingdom Christ had referred to in the promise, Matt. 16 : 28."

Obs, 6. The unsatisfactory correspondence of the present condition of

Iho church with the condition of the Kingdom of God as delineated bj
]>rophecj, has led sincere and ardent Christians, with most bononible
motives, to agitate and press for constitutional amendments, by which
states and nations, civil governments^ are to become identified with the
church as a sort of allies or guardians of Christianity. This is done under
the supposition that in this way the Kingdom of Christ will be established
and extended to meet the requirements of prophecy ; and much laudation^

is expended in this direction. As our entire argument in all its phases is

opposed to such a theory, we may very briefly say, that this is to be rejected,

(1) as opposed to the covenanted Kingdom ; (2) to the design of this dis-

pensation and of the church itself
; (3) to the time when (under last

trumpet), and tlie order under which (Second Advent) this is to be ae-

complisned ; (4) to the representations of the church in this dispensation
as separate and distinct

; (5) to the predicted overthrow and destruction of

states and kingdoms at the end of this dispensation. Indeed, we have no
prediction that the church in this age can accomplish it ; for a comparison
of prophecy teaches us thaidowfi to the very Advent of Jesus the church,
instead of being in the condition represented by such writers, is more or

less oppressed by the state, and at the very ending of the age endures a

terrible persecution. Moreover, the Bible, when alluding to such unions,

represents them as unsatisfactory and oppressive, even going so far as to

represent states and governments identifled with such a union (e.g.

Roman Empire) as beasts, a whore, and mother of harlots. Whatever may
be thought of the last assertion, whether conclusive or not, one fact con-

tirms such a Biblical representation, viz. : that history teaches that the

union of church and state has almost always resulted in a positive injury
to the church—the state imposin? its confessions, fettering by its symboli-
cal deductions, lording it over believers, and frequently wielding the sword
of persecution. Experience has shown that it is impolitic and dangerous to

lodge a controlling power over the church in the state, and any movement
in this direction ought to be avoided. Let us be content with oar
'' stranger and pilgrim*' allotted condition until the time comes when Gikl

and His Son shall unite church and state, not under rulers liable to cor-

ruption, etc., but under tried and immortal ones,

Obs. 7. Many of the last class also profess to guard their view against

some objections by upholding the unchanged condition and supremacy of

the church, making the state a very subordinate part in the future pro-

gramme. But in doing this they sacrifice in a great measure the pro-

phetic announcements of the greatness and extent of the world-dominion
of the Kingdom. It conduces to a vagueness which proves very unsat-

isfactory, and it produces in abundance glittering generalities, which in

themselves establish nothing.

Obs, 8. It is a truth, that a vast number of works are published in the

interest of controversy and of doctrine respecting the church, in which the
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most important of all the qaestions concerning the charch is either taken
for granted or else entirely ignored. The leftding, fundamental question,

whether the church is truly the covenanted Kingdom of God, is, in many
instances, entirely untouched. Under the assumption that it is such, we
ore treated to an immense array of learning and disquisition entirely based
on an alleged and arrogated doctrine. No proof is even attempted ; just
as if the assumption had never been questioned. This itself is evidence of

great weakness.

Obs, 9. Just in proportion as the notion that the visible church is the

Kingdom of God is entertained and extended, in the same proportion will

there also be an extravagant idea of superiority and supremacy over others.

This is true from the earliest period when this was asserted, down to the

recent establishment uf Mormonism, which also claims '* a visible Kingdom
of God," *' the Latter Day Kingdom,*' the stone of Dan., ch. 2, which is

to be converted into the mountain (so Elder Pratt, etc.). This opinion,

arbitrarily received, has had a most powerful influence among the nations,

and it has proven a most fruitful source of aggrandizement, contention,

and oppression. Out of it has sprung those hierarchical tendencies ac-

cepted by Roman Catholics and Protestants, and to it even the most
liberal of Reformers have made sundry concessions which has hampered
Reformation itself.

Arrogance, animoaity, and even bloodshed have been some of its bitter fruits as
witnessed in the Latin, Greek, English, and other churches ; and dovn to the present
day its cUima are characteristio of various antagonistio parties. It has urged popes,
kings, queens, bishops, etc., to enact and enforce arbitrary and cruel penal laws ;

and it has prbven the root from which has proceeded a growth of misery, persecution,

and martynlom. It is a sad truth, that if we once admit that the visible church, in any
one of its forms, is the Kingdom of Christ on earth, we close the doors to the exclusion
of freedom of investigation and of private judgment, elevating said church into the
position of a dispenser and arbiter of God's ^Vord in the form (confession) it then may
possess. This is abundantly made manifest by the pleas of Popezy and of national
establishments in the post. And we do not blame these for pressing vezy logical claims ;

for, if the premise be once conceded, i.e. that the visible church is such a Kingdom,
then the rest ttgiihnaiely follows. Consistency then demands an outward unity, and, in
the efforts to secure such unity, force must be employed, and as a result, violence is

done both to religion and man. The edicts of the first Christian Emperors become a model
of church authority ; the Culminations of certain Councils are cherished as the lawful
exhibitions of authorized dominion ; the canons and work of fallible man are elevated

to tests of allegiance, resulting in crimination, excommunication, and anathema. The
fountain itself being impure, the stream flowing from it, whatever pure and refreshing

springs alongside of it may commingle with it, will carry on this impurity.

Obs, 10. This claim of making the visible church the Kingdom of God
has been conducive to infidelity. Arrogating to itself such pre-eminence,
the imperfection so palpably existing (e.g. its contentions, retrogressions,

lapses, diversity of faith, conflicting creeds, various systems of interpreta-

tion, church government, etc.) has vitiated in tho eyes of such not only
the claim itself , but unfortunately Christianity along with it. The device

of making an invisible Kingdom to meet their objection did not materi-
ally alter the case ; for they observed that even the purest and truest of

believers retained imperfection and antagonism in belief eren as to the

nature of this Kingdom, etc.

The Encyclopfisdists rejected, and in more reoent times numbers have arisen who
repudiate tJie ohuroh because of its attempting to occupy such a position. Sneeringly
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bat tmthfally they point to the propheoies and then io histoiy, telling us thai the

chnroh, if a Kingdom, does not correspond with the description given by prophecy

;

sarcastically bat fairly they refer io the early preaching and faith of the chon^h in this

Kingdom, and laaghingly contrast it with the preaching and faith now extant on the

same point ; and from these infer that either the prophets, or the disciples or the

apostles, or the choroh, or all together, were mistaken. Others, however, pretending
great friendship for the charch, more soberly point ont the same, and disoud dirine

revelation, retaining a belief in a religion of homanity. These endeavor to show that

saoh claims that the charch put forth were probably necessary in the march of human
development, bat that now they must give place to another new Kingdom of heaven,

predicted by themselves, as a result of a new development of progressive hnznanity. If

yoa reply to these also, that the Kingdom most be conceived of as purely spiritual and
invisible, they answer that what pertains to humanity, its amelioration, and elevation,

must, if it professes organization, form, etc., be also exhibited externally, and that growth,

extension, etc., as predicted, can only be predicated of such. In looking over this con-

troversy, the ^ct remains that the charch has set its claim so high that it cannot be svt-

ceaafuUy sustained. Eren the efforts of Neander and others to set this claim in a phil-

osophical light has by no means retarded the progress of infidelity, for it is wideningand
extending in all countries, probably in many, cases, with this change, that it now, under
the garb of professed regard, accepts of the church as a Kingdom, not in the light, however,
of Roman Catholicism, or Protestantism, but of a part of the natural, inevitable develop-

ment of the races of men, placing this church and Kinccdom, vdth ill-di^uised contempt
and a flourish of learning, among the Oriental and other religions of the world. Without
protending that our doctrine would have met with a better fate at their hands (for the

root of infidelity is in the heart and not in the head), yet it is true that the simple
design which we hold that the church was to accomplish, and the position -which she

was to occupy while carrying it 6ut, being so widely different from this pompoas claim,

and being more consonant with history and Scripture, if entertained in plaoo of tiie

other, would hare rendered many of the arguments now arrayed against the church so

irrelevant and worthless that they never would have been broached. In the flrat cen-

turies of the church infidelity oould and did not, in view of the faith generally enter-

tained, employ them.

Obs, 11, The simple predicted facts, that the visible church is to ft^ orer-

come by the Antichrist (comp. Props. 123, 1G2, IGO, ICl, etc.), and that

the church is saved by the persotial Advent of Jesus when under the most
terrible of persecutions in the future—are sufficient in themselves to

show that the nature of a Kingdom, as covenanted and predicted, does not

appertain to the church. For, when the Kingdom is once established, all

prophecy declares that, instead of being overwhelmed by its foes, it obtains

dominion over the nations and over afterward retains tno same. No Anti-

christ can then give the option of worship or death.

If it be alleged that *' the gates of Hades shall not prevail *' against the charch. we
fully agree by saying that while the saints are persecuted and under its death-dealing
blows enter Hades, Jesus, who has the keys of Hades, will deliver them at the first

resurrection (Prop. 125-129). The church, however persecuted, is safe ; our argument
only insists upon it that persecution and a low, oppressed condition of the church is

inoompatible with the predictions relating to Christ's Kingdom, and that, in con-

sequence, the charch ia only a preparative stage for the incoming Kingdom.
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rROPosirroN 101. The invisible CJiwrch is not the covenanted

Kingdom of Christ

Whatever of truth we may concede to the theological division of
the church into the invisible and visible, neither of them meets the
conditions imposed by the covenant. Instead of an invisible King-
dom, the covenant and the jprophecies relating to it unmistakahTy
point out a visible Kingdom^ outward and universal in a world
dominion. So plainly is this stated, that even those who advocate
that the invisible church is the predicted Kingdom of Jesus, in

some way, either by development or by copious outpourings of

the Spirit, etc., make this invisible Kingdom assume ultimately
the form of a visible one.

Let the Btndent but consider the Kingdom covtTionted to Dayid's Bon, a reai, visibHty

external Thtocracy here on the earth, and he will see at onoe that to transmute this into

an invisible, indefinite Kingdom is to take undue liberty with the Divine Beoord, and
to introdace an element perverting the proper application of mnch Scriptnre.

Obs. 1. This division of the church into the visible and invisible is of

comparative recent origin. Dr. Knapp {Uh, TheoL, p. 471) traces the
iieo of these terms, saying :

" These are, indeed, newy and have come into

use since the Reformatio n.*' Many able Divines have since then em-
ployed them, whilst others reject them. So far as our argument is con-

cerned, it is immaterial vrhether they be received or not ; for the church
may indeed be invisible, if by that is onlv meant the body of real and true

believers wlio are saved, and also visible, if by this is denoted a mixed
body containing believers and professing believers, without, however, con-

stituting cither of them a Kingdom. Reference is therefore only made to

the use of the terms to indicate that they were never thus employed in the

early history of the Christian Church.

Oosterzee's {Oh. Doffm.f vol. 3, p. 700, etc.) reasoning is nnsatisfactory, inconclnsive,

and contradictory. The key-note o£ his alignment is fonnd in the sentence :
*' As Christ

was the fulfilling of prophecy, so in a certain sense is the church the fulfilling of the
Theocracy, though under an entirely different form." But Christ fulfilled prophecy
only to a certain extent ; much remains yet to be fulfilled at His Bee. Advent. The
reference to " the Church'* being "a fulfiUing of the Theocracy in a different form*' is

pure conjecture to help out a preconceived Church-Kingdom theory ; and the whole finds

its proof in the parable of the leaven applied to the churdi and the world, instead of to

the individual believer. The contradictory part is found (p. 702) when, speaking of the
church as '* an independent society of a moral, religious nature," ne says: "Its
members are, as such, not yd citizens of the Kingdom of God. but must be regenerated
and trained up within its bosom,** and yet insists that, as a spiritual, mystical body, its

members are citizens of the Kingdom of Qod, which spiritual, invisible Kingdom will

finally be visibly realized. That is, he seeks refuge for his theoiy in the invisible

church for the present, and ultimately in the visible. He admits that this distinction of

visible and invisible church " was not made, or was scarcely made, by the oldest teachers

and fathers of the church/* but that it "dowly reached the desired development"
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Strange that belieTen for centnries lived in the ohtirch utterly anaware, nnconscioiia.
that they were in the predicted Kingdom of God. Admitting the spirituality of the

charoh, its nnion by faith with the Head, the interest and power of Christ exertad in

behalf of the chnroh, its precioosness in its means of grace, etc., yet all this by no
means elevates it to the position of a Messianic Kingdom. Covenant and proaniK.
entirely nnrealised in it, forbids the idea, and forces ns to receive the Word, which
teaches that it is introductory, preparaiory in its nature—the means introduced to secure
a desired end. Simple consistency demands this view of the church and Kingdom.
Litton {Tke Church of Ouisi) quotes the Bomanist theologian Moehler aa defining,
** that the difference between the Protestant and the Romanist view of the chnrch may
be briefly statcMl as follows : The Romanist teaches that the visible church is first in the
order of time, afterward the invisible ; the relation of the former to the latter being that

of cause and effect. The Lutherans (Protestants), on the contrary, affirm that thr
visible church owes its existence to the invisible, the latter being the true basis of the
former." The student will appreciate Litton* s remark :

" He adds, veiy justly, thxL

this apparent unimportant difference of view is pregnant with important results.** Oar
line of reasoning does not require a consideration of these, and we only add that many
eminent Protestant divines have rejected the view o| an invisible church, as a theory
introduced to combat the Romtuiist objection of a succession, etc. Thoa e.g. we in-

stance Rotbe {BegiTinings of the Ch, Church and its ConstihaUm, p. 109), who expressly
declares that the church is alone visible, and tracing the rise of the idea of '* the

invisible church,** pronounces it ** a mere hypothesis, a pure fiction, a notion inTolving
a contradiction, '* and presents (Introd.) a series of reasons why it should be rejected.

It is very sad to find in many, otherwise excellent, writers the two ideas combined and
appropriated to the Kingdom of God, for the invisible Kingdom offers an easy applica-

tion of passages which cannot be made to fit a visible Kingdom, although both do
violence to covenant and prophecy. Of course, such writers as Bunsen (comp. Ait.

BunsejCa Church of the Future, in Korih Brii, Bevievo, Nov., 1847), in their id^ of a

national church, are, as a logical sequence, hostile to an invisible church (comp. Litton's

(^urch of Christy in Us idea, Attributes, and Ministry),

Obs, 2. To illustrate how men write on this point, we select several ex-

amples, which, whilst confirming our previons Proposition, also affirm the

contrary to our present one. Van Oosterzee (TheoL of N. 71, Sec 41',

explicitly says :
'* The church or congregation of the Lord is by no means

the same aa the Kingdom of God and of Christ This latter is a per/edlj/

spiritual society whose ideal will be fully realized in the future ; the former
13 the union oi! those who are already here on e^rth, through faith and
love, members of the Kingdom," Again, Dr. Luthardt, {ApoL Lei:—see

Quarterly Review^ Jan., 1873) makes *' the church now in the form of a

servant over against the Romish view, which makes the church in * her

outward reality the Kingdom of God,* whilst in the Reformed view ' the

eternal Kingdom of God has its home in that inner nature of the church :

this temporal form*of the church, on the contrary, is only the external

covering m which the treasure of the Kingdom is deposited.* These are

very mystical conceptions of the Kingdom, and thev originate from an

effort to observe a consistency which the mixed condition of the church
does not outwardly allow. Thinking that from the captions attached to the

parables, the phrase * the Kingdom of God within you,* etc., that a Kiog-
dom must in some way be found, this one that cannot he seen, being spirit-

ual, beyond our perception, is thus presented for our acceptance. The
simple truth is, that it is even more inconsistent than the opinion enter-

tained that the visible church is the Kingdom, for the latter, at least, cor-

responds with the visibility and external manifestation insisted on by ih
covenant and prophets. But its inconsistency is still more apparent by it^

heing flatly contradicted by—adopting their ^node of interpretation—the
paraBles, upon which they rely. Thus, e.ff. if the chnrch is the Kingdom
of heaven in some form, then the parable of the Virgins includes the
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iwhole ten, not merely the five wise (i.e. spiritual), but the five foolish

(i.e. not spiritual). So also the parable of the tares and wheat, on the
same principle, being prefaced by ** the Kingdom of heaven," includes in
the same church the tares (i.e. those not possessed of '* the inner nature")
and the wheat (i. e. those having ** the inner nature"). Admit the church
as the Kingdom, and there is no escape from this dilemma, provided the
parables are (on their own tlieory) consistently applied (comp. Prop. 108).

This application of the Kingdom to an invisible church to avoid one diffi-

culty is too one-sided ; and it only plunges them into a still greater one.

Such a refined view of the Kingdom ignores and disbelieves the oath that

God made to David, that in and through his Son a Kingdom, even
David's then visible and outward, should be set up, that all men would rec-

ognize and obey, owing to its distinguished external exertion and mani-
festation of power. It is strange and sad, that some of the most eminent
and talented men of the church, blinded by a subtle theory, cannot and
will not see how antagonistic such a theory is to God's faithful promises,

Kg wonder that we are so carefully cautioned to beware of mere human
wisdom.

We again refer to some eminent Fre-Millenarians, who hold, evidently, to some kind
of a Kingdom oonneoted with thia invisUM theory, for thej designate a present existing
Kingdom as '* the Kingdom m mystery." Unable to comprehend exactly their meaning,
I will qnote the definition given to this ** Kingdom in mystery'* by Bev. Dr. Brookes, in
The Truih, vol, 4, Ko. 3, p. 101 :" It is no( equivalent to the Chnrch, bnt it indicates

the peonliar sphere here below in which the ascended Christ is carrying on His work,
or, in other words, it refers to what is called Ovrislendom, ' This is entirely too vague
and indefinite to meet with acceptance, and really is not needed in the interpretation

and application of Scripture. Such a view, however, is not in confiiut with Pre-Mille-
narianism, because the covenanted and predicted Messianic Kingdom is ruA placed in

this dispensation, bid in the one following the Sec. Advent ; but we object to it, on the
ground that it is not required by the Word, and that it only burdens the doctrine with a
Kingdom-theory which tends to confuse the student and mars the simplicity of inspireil

Btatements. Others introduce a confusion of ideas, evincing an imperfect knowledge of

the covenanted Kingdom, as e.g. Bwormstedt {Th» End of the World Utar^ p. 114) makes
** Christ's Kingdom represented in the world by the visible church ;** then he has '* the
gospel net or invisible Kingdom" drawn up to heaven, and when this earth is purified,
** then this invisible Kingdom is to be let down again in the midst of this new Eden,"
and with Christ becomes "a visible and temporal power." Such representations re-

quire no reply. Some Pre-Millenarians mistake the Divine Sovereignty (comp. Props.

79 and 80) for this present Kingdom. Even Lange {Bremen, Ledttres, sec. 8) falls into

this error, and, therefore, speaks (p. 221) of " the still conceded Kingdom of God,
which is finally to be opezily manifested at the Seo. Advent. Fauaset (Cbm. Rtv. 20 : 6)

more guardedly says :
** As the church began at Christ's ascension, so the Kingdom

shall begin at His Sec. Advent. Auberlen in his BibluxU Doctrine of the Kingdom of God
(a brief epitome is given by Nast in his Com. on Matt, 6 : 10) maintains our doctrinal

position, but in connection has the church also a Kingdom, for in The Prophet Daniel

(p. 372) he correctly portrays the future Kingdom as not merely internal but also

external, outward, ** Israelitish, but by no means carnal, a Kingdom of glory, precisely

as the prophets have pictured it, and whom Jesus contradicts in no part," etc., but
confuses the whole subject and ignores the covenanted conditions requisite for a Mes-
sianic Kingdom, when in the connection he says :

" Thus the Kingdom of God has

different periods. It has appeared in Christ, Matt. 12 : 28 ; it spreads in the world by
inward, hidden spiritual processes, Matt. 13 : 33 ; but properiy as a Kingdom in royal

glory, it comes only at the Parousia. Luke 19 : 11, 12, 15, even as the Lord Himself has

taught us to pray, day by day, 'Thy Kingdom come,* Matt. 6 : 10." (The passages

referred to we examine in another place.) So Schmid in Bibl, Theol. of the New Test.

advocates Chiliasm, but holds to a number of Kingdoms, or stages, or developments, as

e.g. ** As the Kingdom of God on earth, it is, in the first place, in fellowship of men. It

edso embraces humanity as a whole, without limitation to an^ particular part thereof, in

contrast to the choice of the JewiEQi people. The Gospel will be preached to the whole
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-world. It also compriaes heaven and earth, and likewise the coming periods of the

world* both before and after the judgment. ** The reader can see from this brief extisct

that the -wTiter has no distinct conception of the one covenanted Kingdom, but mixes the

Divine Sovereignty, ohorohj person of the lung, dispensations, etc., all together in a

bewildering manner. So Theorer {Das Rdch OoUes, p. 36-9^ affirms the MiU<»niiTian

doctrine as held by us, bnt has a present existing Kingdom which finally gives pl^ee to

a higher. Thus compare Ebrard {Ch. Dogm., p. 747-9, vol. 2), Shenkel {Oh, Dogm., 2

Ab., p. 1195-6), and many others whom we esteem as able defenders of ChiliAsm. One
of the most consistent articles on ** the Kingdom of God " is that given by a writer

with initials " M. A./* in the Proph. Times, July, 1873. A proper conception of the

Kingdom is also presented by " Senex'* in some articles in the Lvih. Observer of 1880.

The same is true of others, a tendency being observable to return to the PrimitiTe
Church view. This is especially observable in the £kcursus on the Kingdom by Dt.

Craven, p. 93, etc., lAnge's Com. Rev., a perusal of which will amply repay the reader.

Obs, 3. The doctrine that the invisible church is the Kingdom of God
ivas unknown to the early church. Even amidst the Controversies which
shortly raged between antagonistic parties respecting the church, no one,

—although in churches planted sliortly before by inspired men who ought
to have known it—broached such an idea. Neander {His. of Dogwcu^)

acknowledges this, and says that they overlooked this distinction. Such
an acknowledgment, coming from such a source, is the more valuable,

since it is a favorite theory of Neander*s that the invisible church is the

Kingdom (although ho has it finally merged into a visible Kingdom).
But the manner m which he accounts for this distinction bein^ over-

looked is highly objectionahle. His theory, as shown in his different

works, is the progressive development, one by which the truths given by
the Apostles were only " germs to be developed by the future growth of

the church. We have already protested against this germ principle when
applied to doctrine, Props. 4, 9, 10.

For while we freely admit growth in numbers and even in knowledge, etc., we admit
none in Biblical doctrine. The doctrinal tmths ennnciated by the aposUes were Dot
merely germinal tmths leading to engrafting of others or enlargement to another form,
as from the seed to the stalk, and then to the flower and fruit. No ! it was, as a dis-

tinctly announced doctrine, the whole doctrine. By this we do not mean that it would
not be suggestive of thought and even, by comparison, lead to other truths, but we
mean that, as far as the apostles re7ealed doctrine or truth, it is so complete in itself—
i.e. no seed to sprout into something unlike itself—that no part of it can be safely

omitted or transmuted without making it in so far imperfect. Hence to say that the
invisible Kingdom doctrine is the result of a growth of knowledge in the church is to

do it at the expense of the truth itself (that is to say, the Kingdom idea was imperfect),

and at the risk of tbe reputation and veracity of the first teachers of Christianity.

Neander even, in some places (as e.g. p. 5, His. of Dogmas), throws a guard around this

developing process conformable to our position and hostile to some of his own dedactioDs,
viz, : "not that we obtain anything absolutely twwf, but we have a deeper insight of its

contents." Bach a deeper insight is obtainable, however, not by a growth of tbe

doctrine itself, but by a comparison and study of the Scriptures containing it. In order

that the critical reader may see how an able writer transmutes the Church-Kingdom
theoiy, we refer again to Dr. Neander {PlarU. and TVain, Ch. Ch., p. 499, etc.). The
Church is ** the particular idea.'* related to the Kingdom of God "as the more general

and comprehensive one.*' Hence :
** The idea of the church is subordinate to that of the

Kingdom of God, because by the latter is denoted either '* the lohole of a series of his-

torical deveiopmentst or a ip-eai assemblage of coexistent spiritxuU creations?* (The student
can readily test this mystical conception—that overrides covenant and amalgamates the

Divine Sovereignty—by employing it as synonymous for the Kingdom.) He then makes
the Jewish Theocracy a type of this Kingdom. (We have proven, in detail, that it was
no type, and the predictions of its ultimate restoration prove it be none.) Then, in

opposition to some of our opponents, be says: "The Kingdom of God was not first

founded by Christianity as something entirely new,** but was grafted on to the old,
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extended to all people, tiuisformed, and made " Bpiritnal and internal." And the proof
of anch transformation ia, Eph. 2 : 19, 20, Rom. 11 : 18, the unity of God's people founded
on the apostlea and Jeana Ghriat. (A unity that we most heartily adopt, bat which aaya
nothing of the Kingdom.) Then he admits that Christianity at flrst allied itself with
the Jewish view of the restoration of the Theocraov (thus confirming our past proposi-
tions) in a glorious outward form under the Messiah, and placed this in the future " as
the perfected form of the Theocracy ;" " but in aocordance wUh a change in the idea of

the Kingdom of God, a different construction was put on this opposition of Chris-
tianity ; it was transformed from the external to the internal, and withdrawn from the
future to the present." (This change^ he informs us in various places, was brought out
in ** the consciousness of the church"—whatever this may mean—but we have traced it

directly to the Origenistic and Alexandrian influence, and is in direct conflict wiUi the
Word.) He then defines the change thus :

*' By faith in the Redeemer, the Kingdom of
God, or of the Messiah, is already founded in the hearts of men, and thence developing
outward, is destined to bring under its control all that belongs to man," so that *' the
Kingdom of Christ coincides with the idea of the Church existing in the hearts of men,
the invisible church, the totality of the operations of Christianity on mankind." (Thus
a principle actuating men is elevated into the covenanted Kingdom, lacking every
covenanted characteristic. For the heart-Kingdom, see e.g. Props. 110, 84, 86 ; and for

the unscriptural statement of its working outward until it conquers all, see e.g. Prop.
175.) But then to reconcile the passages which locate a Kingdom of Christ in the
future, he admits that this Kingdom now present is only the germ of the future, and
that this future Kingdom *' Paul representi not as something which will spontaneously
arise from the natural development of the church, but as produced, like the founding of

the Kingdom of Christ, by an immediate intervention of Christ." Hence he divides
the Kingdom into an inward (1 Cor. 4 : 20X an inward in connection with the future
(1 Thess. 2 : 12^ and a consummated Kingdom (2 Thess. 1 : 5). Mistaking the Divine
Sovereignty for the Kingdom, he appeals to it as confirmatory, and also to the head-
ship of JetfUB, the viotoxy of the church, etc. (This mixture and floundering under
several Kingdoms are fully met in our Propositiona.)

Obs. 4. It is remarkable to notice how, in the advocacy of the inTiaible

church as a Kingdom, its advocates involve themselves in a sophistry t»-

coHBistent with their own development theory of a growth of this invisible

Kingdom until finally at some time in the future it shall become visible as

a world dominion, etc. Taking the same able writer as an exponent of

this view, we find him {Life of C/iristj sec. 213) explaining the phrase *' the
Kingdom cometh not with outward show" to mean ** cannot he outwardly
seen by human eyes,^^ and in a foot-note adds :

** The antithesis is, that it

reveals itself vivisibly^ so as to be seen, only by the eye of faith." Now if

it is only the object of faith, something not tangible, how comes it that

its nature is so changed by growth that it is converted from the unseen, ex-

cepting as viewed by faith, into the real, tangible, visible Empire here on
earth ? If in the region of invisibility, it oucht in consistency remain
therein according to its mode of propagation. No wonder that we find so

many contradictions in its advocates, even so gross as the following : in

sec. 52, at the consummation, Neander has this world renewed and all con-

verted, **a real world dominion,** and then again, sec 214, at the same
time it is "a corrupt world ;" in one place it is invisible and in another
visible, etc. The theory is not sufficiently plastic to cover every Scriptural

passage and description, and hence refuge is taken in what another of its

adherents calls ** variedformsJ^

A more systematic e£Fort is found in Rev. Miller's yfercersburg and Mod, TAeoI. (p.

41), in which a '* new Kingdom'* is advocated as arising from a partaking of the divine-

human life of Jesus Christ, so that a new Organism is constituted. This mystical

conception, however plausibly presented, ignores the covenanted position of the human-
ity of Jesus, the covenanted Kingdom, the postponement of the Kingdom, etc., and is
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based on the development theoiy (incorporating the oontinned deTolopment of Cfazist's

hnmanity in beliererB), already anfflciently noticed. Like all other theories of the kind,

it lATgelj rejeota the grammatical sense, and is addicted to Bpiritnalizing. Its positions

are amply met in vanoua Propositions.

ha

Obs. 5. This adhesion to an invisible Kingdom is based on the suppofied
oandy that according to some passages we are tanght that Christ will not
are an earthly Kingdom. These pass^es we will examine hereafter, &nd

now only allade to tne fact, that when tnese same writers come to describe
the Millennial era of the church, this ground of objection no longer exists,

and they have to all intents and purposes an earthly Kingdom, i.e. a King-
dom visible and extending over all the earth. The Kingdom then, once
held to be ** hidden"^ or ** concealed" in the church, ** to be in but not of
the church," is manifested openly to all the world, holding all under its

direct influence and dominion. Sureljr the advocates of such a system
should not object to our doctrine, which observes a consistency in the
manifestation of the Kingdom by fully explaining how and when this

occurs, without resorting to an unexplained and mystical growth, which,
in the very nature of the case, cannot produce the transformation claimed.
If the Kingdom is unseen and at the same time unchangeable as claimed ;

if it is as a writer {Proph. Times, vol. 2, j). 97) declares, '* the Kin^om
of God is simply where God reigns—this Kingdom is within—it is

spiritual," and ever remains, as contended for, the same^ we ask, How can
it then become the seen, the outward Kingdom of the Prophets ? Here
among these writers we find the most hopelessfloundering, and every reader
can for himself see the utter antagonism of their spiritu^ theories oy com-
paring their utterances on the texts ** my Kingdom is not of this world"
(John 18 : 36),

*' the Kingdom of God is within you" (Luke 17 : 21), with
those derived from Dan, 2 : 34, 36, 44, 45 ; Dan. 7 : 14, 27, and Ber.
11 : 15. In the former we have an invisible Kingdom in the church, and
in the latter the same church becomes a visible Kingdom, It is scarcely
necessary to refer to even a greater diversity existing among such writers :

e.g. extending this covenanted Kingdom from the heart of the believer to

an extent commensurate with the universe itself, etc.

Obs, 6. To indicate the vagueness of argument employed in this direc-

tion, reference is made to a leading and excellent writer. Olshaasen
(Com,, vol. 1, p. 264), to prove the existence of a spiritual Kingdom in

opposition to the Jewish idea of the Kingdom, says :
*' As the carnal man

makes his God for himself, so he makes the Kingdom of God for himself.

The spiritual mau has a spiritual God and a spiritual Kingdom of God."
This, However, proves too much, for on the same principle we can prove
that the Saviour is wholly spiritual and is not the Son of Man ; we can
deny the bodily resurrection, the renovation of the earth, or anything
that is outward or external. Just such unfoundedpremises lay the founda-
tion for an immense amount of deduced I'easoning on this subject

Renas {JRa. Ch. Theol., p. 150), in order to prove the apiritaalitj or invisibilitj of

the Kingdom, quotes John 18 : 36. Matt 22 : 21, Lnke 12 : 13, and the temptation of
Christ. Snoh is the slender fonndation npon whioh to rest so important a doctrine.
Literally, maltitudes follow snch Kuidance. excepting those who have it already out-
wardly manifested, or such who deny any future visible revelation (comp. for sach
proof, Props. 108, 109, and 110).
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Oba, 7. It is certainly curious to notice how even unbelievers avail them-
selves of this invisible Kingdom theory. Thus e.g. Renan, with great
complacency, and perhaps lurking sarcasm, claims that if the church
repels him, and others of like faith, *^ let us console ourselves by reflecting

on thai invisible churchy which includes excommunicated saints and the

noblest souls of every age/'

Perhaps the earliest advocates who carried the invisible ehnroh or Eingdom theory
to an extreme were the Petrobnusianfl (Kurtz, Qi. Bis., vol 1, p* 456), who rejected an
outward or visible church, and only received one as in the heuts of believers. Borne
recent sects are lazgely reproducing the same features.
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\

PROPOsmoN 102. NeUker ike visible nor the invisible church

is the covenanted Kingdom,

This has been shown by preceding Propositions, as e. g. Props.
75, 90, 91, 93, 68, 94, 96, 98-100.

Ohs. 1. Some make the visible church the Kingdom, others the invisible ;

some unite both in the same Kingdom, and others that both are the same
Kingdom, but in two different, a higher and a lower, aspects. Having
shown that neither one nor the other is the predicted Kingaom, it follows,

from the reasons given, that a combination of both cannot transfortn them
into such a Kingaom.

Oba, 2. It is not surprising that the Papacy should so tenaciously hold
to the doctrine that the church is the Kingdom, since everything so dis-

tinctively Popish, as Bellarmine (quoted by Bowers, Pref, to His. o/ Popet)
assures us, depends upon it. For out of it proceeds the Pope*s supremacy,
the vicegerent rule, the entire papal governmental machinery. It is the

foundation upon which the superstructaral pretensions are built. If this

IS removed, the whole falls. It is also consistent for those who hold to

what the Germans call Cmsero-papmnuSf or for those who advocate hier-
archical tendencies in any form, to adhere to such a doctrine. But it is

not necessary for pure Protestantism, as is evinced in the history of the
early church, for which see the candid confession of Neander under
Props. 49 and 101. Our view admits of nearly all that is said by a host of
esteemed writers concerning the church, excepting that of its being already
constituted a Kingdom. The latter theory is not onljr of no practical use
in the working of the church, but is really dangerous in its tendenci^ as
is seen from the use made of it by various parties. Thus, e.g. on the one
hand, by those just alluded to ; and on tne other bv Free Religionists,

Humanitarians, etc., who build the most extensive of Kingdoms on the
foundations laid by the orthodox, expressing the same in the most eloquent
terms. Here and there, indeed, we find a writer who holds to the early
church doctrine of the church, that it is no Kingdom, and occasionally
attention is called to it in church papers (as e.g. L%ith, Observer, April
25th, 1873), but thus far with so little logical connection and argument
that it has scarcely aroused attention. Then we also find many writers
(Millenarians), who, concediuj^ that the church is a Kingdom in some way,
yet distinctly announce that it is not the covenanted and predicted King-
dom of Jesus, which they assert is still in the future. Then, again, we
have another class (as e,g. Prof. Seelye, Bib, Sacra, Ap., 1866, pp. 228-
234), which, whilst indorsing the prevailing view of the church being the
predicted Kingdom, confesses that the doctrine of the church—i.e. what
the church really is and its relations—is not yet understood, having hither-
to been considered only as involved in other doctrines and not as a promi-
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xient theme standing alone—vital, it is true, but yet imperfectly compre-
laended, and which they regard as the great question of our time, etc.

Sach confessions indicate that the prevailing doctrine is £ar from being satisfaotoiy,

&nd accords with one macje to the author by a professor in one of our colleges, who
acknowledged that he preached on the aabject until he himself felt Ihat his deductions,
drawn from the general view, were inconsistent. Indeed, is it not time to discard a
doctrine which causes some of the ablest defenders of Christianity to fall into palpable
contradictions? Thus o.g. Dr. McCosh {Christ and Positiv., p. 246} makes the Kingdom
'* a mixed Kix^dom," admitting both good and bad, and on the same page he has it,
*• the reign of God in men's hearts,'* which can only apply to the good. In one place
lie asserts from Christ's language to Nicodemus that only those who have realized ** the
new birth" are in the Kingdom of God, and then in another place he deduces from' the
parables of tares and wheat, and drag net, that ** the tares" and " bad fish," who, of

coarse, have not experienced such a birth, are also in the Kingdom of heaven. The
only way to rid themselves of such contradictions is to erect several Kingdoms, one
-within the other, or to establish severed existing phases of the same Kingdom, but such
procedures do not logically help the matter, seeing that they are in opposition to cove-

nani and prophecy. Again, an excellent writer who attempts to avoid Dr. McCosh *s

'* mixed Kingdom,'* gives us the following arrangement. Van Oosterzee {Theol, of New
Test., p. 70) says :

" Even with the idea of the Christian Church, that of the Kingdom
of God must not be confounded. The church is only the inaxiequate outward form of the
Kingdom of God—the Kingdom of God itself is a spiritual communion." In a foot-note

he adds :
*^ the Kingdom of God, on the other hand, until its glorious manifestation

includes the outward church, which is in but not necessarily of it, comp. Matt. 13 : 41."

Here we have : it is, and it is not ; it is in, but not of it ; it includes it, and it does not
include it as part of it, etc. Alas for the Kingdom, if such nice mystical distinctions

are needed to ascertain vohcU the Kingdom of God is as proclaimed by covenant and prophet,

Why not discard a theory which produces from the same fountain both sweet and bitter

waters, from the same tree sweet and sour fruit ?

Obs. 3. The very idea of the Christian Church, as given by these same
ivriters, forbids the notion of a Kingdom, viz.: that ** it is a religious,

moral institution," or ** a society of exclusively religious interest, in-

dependent of and distinct from political relations and duties ;" or as

some have it, the same ** disconnected from the state or civil compact ;"

or ** an organization of believers for religious purposes, which does not in-

terfere with their civil and other rights ;" or even Schlegel's opinion, that

it is ** a free, peculiar, independent corporation." Such, and many other

definitions of like spirit, might be adopted without bringing in the idea

of a Kingdom. They do more, they 2iT€vent its adoption. iZt the reader

turn back to our argument, by which, under the Theocracy and the Tlieo-

cratic-Davidic Kingdom, God Himself gives us His idea of what consti-

tutes the Kingdom of Ood, and we tina this distinctive element of a King-
dom, lacking in the Christian Church, and in these definitions of the

same. In the Theocracy, which gave Outward form and prominency to

the Kingdom, the religious and political commonwealth, the church and
tho state were, by Divine constitution, identical, one. A separation was
never made which allowed a distinction between citizen and worshipper.

It was this feature which gave force and validity to the idea of a King-
dom, and just so soon as the separation was effected by the overthrow of

the Jewish state, the distinctive idea of a Kingdom then existing, also, as

the nature of the case demanded in consistency, vanished. This arrange-

ment, thiB fundamental union we have already proven was Ood's own ex*

pressed definition of a Kingdom, and when tnis was lacking all the holy

men deplored the overthrow of the Kingdom and predicted its res{oratio7u

This feature, without which the Kingdom is impracticable as God has
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covenanted, was tendered to the Jews at the Advent of Jesus, conditional
on repentance. It was rejected. The Christian Church followed^ but
this charch also lacks tfie Theocratic peculiarity which exalts to the piosition

of the Kingdom of God. The question is, Will it altoays be lacking ? Will
God's efforts at restoration always "prove a failure f Is God's Kingdom,
which requires, as essential to its very existence, the union of churSi and
state, never to be re established ? Multitudes assert this, and cling to an
organization wanting God*s requisite order to constitute it His Kingdom^
and pronounce it against precedent, covenant, and promise, the Kln^om.
God's promises will be yerified in their appointed time ; present £iilure

does not imply continued ; the Divine Purpose, delayed by depravitr, is

even merciful in this period of detention, manifesting grace toward us
Gentiles. When the time of '* the appearing and Kingdom" comes, ih^n
will the appointed Son of Man, the covenanted David s Son, restore that

Theocratic feature which elevates to the position and dignity of the King-
dom of God, a Kingdom in which, as formerly, worshipper and citizen,

churcn and state, are one. Since, then, no sucn union as precedent makes
necessary to God*s idea of the Kingdom, called and appropriated as His, is

to be found in those definitions, or in the church itself as organized by
the Apostles, we ask, Is it proper to give it this designation?

Can it be possible that David's Son has a read Kingdom here on earth, vhen DaTid's
throne and Kingdom are overihrown f When Jemsalem is downtrodden ? When Jeans
declared (Matt. 23 : 39, Lake 13 : 34) that He vonld be absent from it, leaving it des-

olate, until a certain retam ? Alas ! men by ignoring the express language of the
covenant, and by an unwarranted substitution, set up another as the Messianic King-
dom, overlooking the simple fact that no Kingdom (so called) can possibly be acknowl-
edged unless it restores (as e.g. Isa. 1 : 26, 27, etc.) tike ideniiooL Theocracy VDUhdrawn. It

is sdif-evident—BA we have shown in detail—that the twelve and the seventy, who were
preachers of the Kingdom, had not the remotest idea of such extraordinary transmuta-
tions as have appeared engmfted, by human r«iBon, on the doctrine of the Kingdom.

Ohs. 4. If the church is the Kingdom of God, then the student, if can-

did, and allowing the prophecies their plain grammatical sense, must see

that the condition of the one is not like the predicted condition of the

other. Hence the result follows, as in Schleiermacher, Arnold (see Fair-

bairn On Froph*, p. 96), and others, that the prophecies must be regarded
in another light than that of a predictive one. Then the prophecies as

given remain unrealized, and they must be received only as the hangings

of humanity, the expressed desires of man respecting the destinies of the

world. An important and fundamental element of prophecy is frittered

away, until an unreliable human one alone remains. The God-derived
power is left out, and a man-derived substituted. Why this result in the

minds of so many scholars? Simply because of the attempt to fit, by the

wholesale, prophecy concerning the Kingdom into something which it is

not designed to embrace ; these men, finding no just and reliable fulfilment,

are driven to the opposite extreme so injurious to the Word itself.

If the prophecies are taken in their plain connection and meaning (and not simply
a verse here and a verse there), it is simply impossible to predicate a fulfilment in the

church. Thus e.g. take Daniel's four monarchies (Props. 104, 121, 160), and we find that

the church existed at the side of them without being recc^^nized as a Kingdom, that the

church was oppressed by them until the Kingdom came, and that the Kingdom tu
given after them in a regular succession, at which time and afterward the dominion of

the saints is represented as supreme, etc. This feature will be urged under several Prop-
ositions.
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Obs. 5. The question back of that of the Kingdom itself, which must bo
decided, is that referring to the literal, grammatical sense of the Word,
Prop. 4. If it is assumed that a higher and more spiritual meaning is

attached to the recognized grammatical one, then the Kingdom is at the

pleasure of the interpreter ; if the grammatical senBe is vXone fimily re-

tainedy then it is impossible to construct out of the church the predicted
Kingdom. Awarding to the church herjust position and mission, we are
forced logically to accept of the covenanted Kingdom in thefonn delineated
by covenant and prophecy.

This objeotion to the plain grasamatical sense aa held by the early church is common
groond for the infidel and the apiritnalizing believer. Renan employs it as a reason to
set aside the literal notion of a Kingdom, and thus to show that the first teachers were
mistaken (in this way attacking their credibility and inspiration) ; Neandor azgnes from
it that they only presented ** the hosk," which contained " the kernel '* that uninspired
men afterward developed. The author of Ecee Homo on the one side, and the writer of
£ece Leas on the other, are both agreed to relinquish the idea of a Kingdom as found
Id the plain^ unvarnished grammatical sense of covenant and prophecy. Thus, un*
believer and believer stand shoulder to shoulder, mutually supporting each other, in
attacking the Kingdom as originaUy preached and believed. Having assumed that some
ideal, or the Church, is intended, they either assume that the language itself is a mis-
take, or that In and under it is concealed a conception which, in some way, must fit

the estimate they have formed. The more ultra, indeed, seeing the Church, and believing
it to be the only result that shall ever be witnessed in confirmation of covenant and
prophecy, declare that Christ and the apostles misapprehended its nature, and hence
reject both the Church and the Kingdom. One eminent writer in his apologetics and
eagerness to vindicate the Church as a Kingdom, even ventures to the unwarranted
length to assert that if the Kingdom had been established as preached by John the
Baptist and the disciples (Acta 1 : 6), it would have been '* a sii^ui mtasure,*' What lack
of knowledge this evinces of God's oaihAiound Davidic covenant and the precious, en*
nobling Tfuocratic ordering (comp. e.g. Props. 81, 82, 200, 203). And what sinfulness to
sneer at and ridicule a Kingdom pos^nea to the Second Advent, when such is God*8
own arrangement. Ignorance can alone tender an apology for such conduct.

Obs, 6. Take any history of dogmas, and if impartial, it will enable us
readil]^ to trace in the doctrine of the church that the present mixed inter-

pretation and confounding of it with the Kingdom of God is the growth
of centuries. In the first and second centuries the church was simply a com*
munity of believers, who, as is evidenced by the action of the Apostles in

reference to the Jewish and Gentile Christians, were united by a common
faith in Christ, without basing unity in a complete outward uniformity.
Fellowship with Christ in the use of the ordinances appointed, and in obe*
dience to the Word, was the test of union, and no one arrogated to himself

precedence in the way of authority. The church was nowhere called the
Kingdom ; for the church, instead of admitting itself to be the Kingdom,
was looking for the speedy coming of the Kingdom. Admit that it was,

as one remarks, ** a sensuous interpretation," it is sufficient for our pur-
pose to receive the admission that the Apostolic Fathers had no other than
this ** sensuous" conception of the churcn. It may indicate weakness, but
we confess that '^a sensuous interpretation" of so important a doctrine,

having the advantage of nearness to apostolic times, and remaining for so

lon^ uncontradicted, is far more credible than the later refined and spirit-

ualized ones, because of its accord with Holy Writ.

Carefully tracing the doctrine, we soon see the entering wedge which mars the
simplicity of the early church view. Dr. Keander has well and candidly pointed this

out, in his various writings, as taking place in the history of the Gnostics. The notion.
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founded on thftt of a Kingdom, of an ontwazd unity gradiully obtained the
of men's minds and resolved itself in endeavors to manifest the idea by definite form in

the visible Church. Antagonism to Millenarianism also contributed to the entertain-
ment of such views. It exhibited itself in claims of authority in sacred thinga, in

planting the germs and fostering the growth of a hierarohy, until finally tlie fmggeated
and fostered ideal presented itself, practically exempUfied in the Papacy. Here wu
indeed a Kingdom, with subjects, laws, rulers, and a central power, visible, and exerting
extensive dominions. It was the predicted Kingdom of heaven I It would surpasa our
limits to show how the unguarded language of really sincere and good men were made
subservient to this development, or to indicate how during this growth proiesta here
and there were pronounced against this theory and its resultant effects. For oentnries
it remained the oontrolling and enforced view ; taught by a Church in which both laity and
clergy were compelled to follow its teaching with unquestioning obedience. It is not
surprising that the meaning of the Kingdom should be ahnosi eradioated^ when for ages
the Bible was scarcely read, and was only interpreted by persons wedded and sub-
servient to the Hierarchy itsell To evince how imbedded this notion, that tiie Chnrch
was the Kingdom, had become, it is only necessary to refer to Chancellor Gerson. In
the fifteenth century, when the reaction took place in the University of Paris respecting
the relation of the Papacy to church and state, Chancellor Gerson, the leader in the
controversy, hampered by the prominently retained idea that the Church was the
Kingdom of God. and that as such it needed an outward expression of unity and power,
conceded " the whole Hierarchical Order as necessary for the organism of the Chorch."
Conceding the premise from whence the conclusions naturally flowed, retaining the
foundation upon which the system is built, his opposition was consequently veiy one-
sided and lacked in radical force.

Coming to the Beform]ktion, two antagonistio Churches are arrayed the one against
the other. The Eoman Oathollo vested all authorltjr in the Church simply because it

was, per se, the Kingdom of God, as tangible, Bellarmine informs us, as the Bepublio of
Venice. The Beformatlon, unable altogether to rid itself of the insidious and life-

interwoven notion of the Churoh-Kiugdom, endeavors to check the hierarchical Church
Eosition by advocating the authority of the Word of God, the universal priesthood of
elievers, etc., and by turning to the early Church view respecting the Church. The

latter was in a great measure attained ; the fundamental maxim was laid down that the
Church is a community of believers in Christ, and embraces all such ; the nttenuK^s
were almost entirely scriptural, and were only marred in the efforts to conciliait the
Roman Catholics, or to favor civil government To some extent there was a departure
from the primitive simplicity, which need nut be wondered at, considering the age and.

iJM ii^uencea surrounding the Beformeru. Indeed, at times, as Neander, Mosheim, and
recently Fisher, in his His, of ih« Reformaiion, show, Luther advocated precisely the

government adopted and practised by the early churches, but regarded it, in view of

the condition and training of the Germans, improdioalblt in his time. It would be
interesting to note how on various occasions the entire truth seemed on the point of

enunciation. We have only place for the following exhibit of doctrine in remariEable

correspondence with the early one. In (A« Augsbura Cor^ession (Art. 7) " the Church is

the congregation of the saints, in which the gospel is correctly taught and the sacra-

ments are properly administered." Provision is made against the Catholic external

unity by asserting that *' for the true unity of the Church nothing more is required than
agreement concerning the doctrines of the gospel and the administration of the aacim-

ments.'* But lest this Article be misconstrued to mean that all in the Church are saints,

and thus pave the way for the shafts of the enemy. Art. 6 is added : " Although the

Church is properly a congrtgaiion of believers, yet in the present life, many hypocrites

and wicked men ore mingled with them." The Reformers advocated an outward
Church, embracing good and bad, although admitting also, that to the pious aJone. in

view of the demarkation in the future life, the name properly belonged. So that while,

as £>r. Knapp and others state, Luther first employed the term " invisible" in his reply

to the Roman Catholic party in answer to the question, ** Where, then, was the trae

Church before him." yet Neander {His. qf Dogmas, p. 687) shows that ** the idea of the

invisible Church was for a time held to be doubtful" by both Melandithon and Luther.
" Melanchthon himself says :

' These passages treat not of a Platonic idea, but<f a xHsiHa

Church.* " " And Luther says : * They say the Spirit must do it The merciful God
preserve us from that Christian Church in which there are only saints.' " From these
and other expressions, and from the Confession itself, it seems that in all probability
they used the term invisible to denote true believers in a sense vexy different from the

later engrafted ideas. They endeavored to avoid, on the one hfoid, the Donatist idea
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that the Chuxoh ceased to exist when nnworthy membezB were attached to it, and* on
the other, that it can exist exolnsiTely of wicked* nnregenerated men. Hence Neaader
(p. 685, ToL 2) remarks :

** The distinction was therefore made between ifw proper and
improper Church." This, in response to attacks of Romish theologians, was taken up
and enlarged \>j their successors, nntil an inner and outward Church, the inner ex-
clnsiTely confined to the good, was advocated, the inner especially forming *' the King-
dom of Christ,** "a spiritual Kingdom.'* also in a manner outwardly manifested.
Zwingli (Neander, His, cf Dogmas^ p. 686, vol. 2) has two churdies, one of all who
profess Christ, embracing good and evil ; the other, in the true sense, composed of all

believers. Calvin also (insfi, B. 4) has the external composed of professors ; the
internal or true Church of the elect of God. The same division characterizes nearly all

Beformers and divines ; and with it nearly all included the Kingdom of Christ, either

related to the one or to the other, or to both ; and in this last respect departing from
the original simplicity of the doctnnal position of the Church. Among these, however,
as we have already stoted, there were many who professed the belief that the present
Kingdom appertaining to the Church was oniy a prdude to a future and still more
magnificent manifestation of the Kmgdom, such as the prophets describe, and which
"Was in a higher and more signiflcant sense the promised Kingdom. The history of the
doctrine, regarded in its connection with apostolic times, has nothing in it of sufficient

-weight to deteriorate our view ; rather the indications of departure from the early one,
the manner in which it was produced, the fruit that it bore, the varied definitions it

gave rise to, etc., are decidedly favorable to our line of argument. The fact is, that in
view of the predicted blindness and lack of faith in Christ's coming and Kingdom,
characteristic of the world and the Church before the Sec. Advent, the prevailing view
so deeply intrenched in the Church—the departure from the Primitive belief so widely
extended—is o^en to the gravest suspicion (comp. Prop. 174). The Augustinian view
of the Church is the one lugely adopted, and the influence of The City of God is widely
felt. Comparatively few theologians but feel the preponderating tendency, and give

way to it This is the position of the multitude—just as the Word predicts.
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PROPOsmoiT 103. This Kingdom is not a Kingdom in the tlurd

heaven.

Some writers, especially in answeriDg Millenarians, inform us
that the Kingdom of Christ, of God, or ofheaven, is now in Tieaten^

where the redeemed now dwell, and that it will continue to remain
there after the resurrection. Aside from its direct co7\/lict with
covenant and promise, it is easily rebutted by Dan. 2 and 7, Rev.

14, etc., which describe the Kingdom as one existing Jure on earth
over the whole world-

Obs, 1. Whatever the authority and power of Christ in the third heaTen
in His Divine and human natures (Props. 80, 79, 83, etc.), the same does

not meet the conditions either of prophecy (Prop. 35, etc.), or, especialJy,

of covenant. Prop. 49.

Simply to iUnstrate the oonflicting vievB, we give Gregoiy (Fbur Oospds\ irho,

hampered by a preconceived notion, finds a difflonlty to define the Kingdom ; for on
p. 126 he makes it, God reigning in the hearts of men ; on p. 146, influenced by the expres-

sion " Kingdom of heaven," he makes it a Kingdom in heaven above ; and on the

following page he makes the Choroh a manifestation of the Kingdom, etc. Hanj
writers have two co-existing Kingdoms, one on earth and the other in heaven, and some
call the one " the militant Kingdom," and the other ** the triomphant Kingdom." Any
absurdity, under the specious language of pious phraseology, is eagerly received, and,

without examination, reiterated. To indicate how men flatly contradict themselves
when leaving the soriptural basis of the early Church, we give another illnsttation

from Lange's Cbrn. A<A8 14 : 22. In the doctrinal part (1) Lediler declares that " the

Kingdom of God," here mentioned, is " something that lies beyond the bounds of this

world." etc. He afiirmsthat believers, *' as long as they are passing through tribuIatioQa

or afflictions, have not yet entered into the Kingdom of G<Mi/* and concludes :
'* * The

Ohurch ' and ' The Kingdom of God * are not equivalent terms : the former is the oonzt

;

the latter, the sanctuary, or rather the holiest of all (Heb. 9 : 2, 3).* * Now let the reader

turn e.g. in the same Com. to Acts 3 : 19-21, Doctrinal (6). and here on earth after the

Sec. Advent a complete restoration to blessedness, etc., is presented in accord with our

views (comp. Prop. 144, where the language is quoted).

Obs, 2. The Kingdom is not, as held by some, 6.g. Dr. Langeand others^

the church in heaven before the Second Advent in a triumphant state

called ** the Kingdom of glory.'* This theory is derived from mistaking

the Divine Sovereignty for the specially promised Kingdom to the Son of

man, and probably from a desire to cover up what defects may exist in

several lower grades or phases of Kingdoms simultaneously in operation.

But this is exceedingly unscriptural ; and the theory can be traced

directly to the Origenistic interpretation. It is utterly unreliable, from
the simple fact, already abundantly proven, that this Messianic Kingdom
is based exclusiveltf on the covenant and the prophecies elucidative of the

covenant, and neither of these promise a Kingdom in the third heaven, or

.

any other part of the universe ; but explicitly predict its establishment
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Ti^ere on the earth, with a world-wide dominion, etc. If believers are to be
lieirs with Abraham, according to promise, then to behold oar inheritance
^^vith faith it becomes us to coiifine ourselves to these pro^nises. If so, then
it is impossible to find any one given to Abraham that has not a direct

reference to this earth, or to his seed here on earth. Not one refers to the
"third heaven, or to any place outside of the earth itself. What we are to

Tinderstand by the words ** heaven," *' heavenly," etc., will be duly con-
sidered under Prop, 107, and what relationship the earth under Messiah's
i-ule will sustain to the third heaven has already been intimated and will

again receive consideration. Having also shown that the saints have not
yet received the promises, not yet inherited, etc. (Prop. 85, 90, 91, etc.), it

follows, that they have 7iot received the Kingdom. This Eomish view,
which has a leaning toward Paganism, is indeed popular and deeply rooted,

BO that the poet writes, and many devoutly sing :

'* With thee we'll reign, with thee we* 11 rise.

And kingdoms gain beyond the skies ;"

"but it is t» direct antagonism to the Kingdom promised to David's Son
and to His brethren.

Iiindsay*8 Art. Millenniam in Encyclop. BrU,^ by exalting and pressing the inter-

mediate state beyond its scriptural representation, foims an objection against as. Thas :

saints are happy in heaven ; it is inconsistent to bring them to this earth from a higher

to a lower stage of enjoyment. Bat this is begging the question, for (1) it takes for granted
what remains nnproven, viz. : a present inheriting of the Kingdom and forfeited
blessings ; and (2) that oar doctrine brings the saints from a higher to a lower stage,

seeing that we expressly teach the contrary. Lindsay then adds something, which we
have seen advocated by no Millenarian author, viz. : that the saints " then retnm to
heaven to permit their enemies /or a season to reign in (heir stead.** He may have found
some crude writer to express this view, bat it is opposed to the universally expressed
views of ancient and modem Millenarians, and cannot, therefore, without injustice, be
charged to us.

Obs, 3. Another theory concerning this Kingdom being in the third

heaven during the thousand years or Millennial age, will be noticed under
a following Proposition.

** The Perfectionists' * (Nordhoff*s Com. Societies, p. 268) also say that at the destruction

of Jerusalem, a.d. 70, " the final Kingdom of God then began in the heavens ; that the
manifestation of that Kingdom in the visible world is now approaching ; that its

approach is ushering in the second and final resurrection and judgment ; that a Church
on earth is now rising to meet the approaching Kingdom in the heavens, and to become
its duplicate and representative," etc. This theory ignores the covenant, etc., and sub-
stitutes the Divine Sovereignty for the Davidio throne and Kingdom, spiritualizing the

Theocratic idea.

Obs, 4. The early church had no idea that this Kingdom was received

at or after death (see Prop. 98, 136). Whatever the view concerning the

intermediate state, whatever the condition allotted to the pious, one thing

is certainly affirmed, that they looked for the Kingdom, the inheriting,

crowning at the Second Advent of Christ and not at death. The departed

were also represented as waiting for the Kingdom, and the whole period

during which the bodies of the saints were not restored was characterized

as one of expectation, waiting for redemption, Hom. 8 : 23. The non-

crowning of Paul, during the intermediate period, the reception of the
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Kingdom at the time of "regeneration" or " reatitution," eta, was
decisive.

This most oonclasively rebata the amariTtg dedantion of Archb. Wbately (Ci9fT^>-

tiona of Christianiiv, p. 131), when he actually makes, after the asceiision of Jesus, the
apostles to ** establish the Kingdom of God, over which He had placed them, saying : ' I
appoint unto you a Kingdom, as my Father hath appointed onto me,' '* and this in
fulfilment of *' the Kingdom of heaven ia at hand.'* Surprising that he did not notiee
the period of fulfilment at the restitution of all things, the disdaimer that I^nl made of
now reigning, the period of crowning, inheriting, etc., at the Sea Advent
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Proposition 104, The Christian Church is not denoted hy ffie

predicted Kingdom of the Prophets.

Having already shown what the Kingdom is ac<^rding to the
covenants, it may be well to briefly direct attention to the prophets.
In the nature of the case, both (i. e. covenanted and prophetic)
announcements coming from the same source, they must cor-

respond, or else unity^ and with it crediHUty^ is destroyed. The
Proposition is amply sustained, as the observations following
indicate, and also the various corroborating proofs taken from the
Prophets under a large number of Propositions (comp. e. g. Props.
121, 132, 133, and 159).

Obs, 1. Taking the establishment of the Kingdom for granted, and over-
looking the postponement, has led to a wholesale appropriation by the
church of predictions relating exclusively to the Kingdom still future. We
select of those thus applied, Dan, 2 : 31-45 ; Dan. 7 : 1-28 ; Isa. 25 : 6-9

;

Isa. 2 : 1-5 ; comp. with Micah 4; 1-8, and then one or two that, while also

partially arrogated, our opponents would rather not quote Tery liberally,

viz.: Zech. 14 : 1-21 ; Isa. 63 : 1-6.

We remind the reader of one fact as fully presented in past Propositions, and demon-
strated holh historically and scriptnraUy, Tiz, : That the vievr vre take of the prophecies
pertaining to the Kingdom accords in every respect with those entertained by the
Church in the first centuries. It is pa»ung strange, to say the least^ that the early
believers, east and west, north and south, should, under the leadership of men who
organized and perpetuated the Church, place, as we do, the fulfilment of those predic-
tions ai the Sec, Advent of Jesus^ and not, as many now do, at the founding of tneCh.
Church. These prophecies, too, are so prominent, so magnificent in proportions, such
landmarks in the Divine Redemptive plan, that they must have largely occupied the
attention of the apostolic and sncceeding age.

Obs. 2. Taking Dan. 2 : 31-45 and 7 : 1-28 as descriptive of the same
Kingdom (so admitted by all our opposers, a^ e.g. Barnes, Brown, Stuart,

etc.), wo save space by considering them together, seeing that the one is

an amplification of the other. For the same reason we avoid a description

of the Babylonian, Medo-Persian, Grecian, and Eoman Empires, denoted by
the image and the beasts, for this has been done by many able writers, as

e-g. Mede, Bh. Newton, Sir Isaac Newton, Faber, etc., and recentlj- by
Auberlen, Delitzsch, etc.; and the same is fully accepted by leadin? writers

opposed to our doctrine, as e.g. Barnes Com,, Pres. Edwards His, Re-
dempt,. Brown Ch. Sec. Coinina, etc. The student will find by a fair com-
parison of these Scriptures witn each other, and then with history, that no
other position in reference to them can be maintained. Hence the almost
general agreement existing between Millenarians and Anti-Millenarians

thus far concerning them. Bat aa soon as we come to the Kingdom set
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up by God and given to the Son of Man, the Church-Kingdom theory ap-

plies the same to the Christian Church, affirming, as e.g. Barnes, that it

was set up at the First Advent or day of Pentecost, or as e.g. Bush, at a
supposed Second Coming of Christ at the destruction of Jerusalem, or, aa

others, at some intermediate period, at the birth, baptism, death, resarrec-

tion, or ascension of Christ. At least, whether the establishment be as

notable for its conspicuity as the prophecy intimates or not, the Kin^om
is represented to be equivalent to the Christian Church. Now in opposi-
tion to this view, the following reasons, drawn from the predictions, ap-
pear conclusive.*

1. The Kingdom is set up " in the days of these kings.'* It is supposed
that this means in the days or time when one of these empires exists* and
the inference is drawn that the church, being established under the fourth
Kingdom, it is certainly the undivided Empire that is meant. But against

such an inference we allege (a) the simple fact that the phrase ** Me«f
kings,*' following the description of the divided form of the Roman Em-
pire, most naturally refers to the kings or kingdoms existing in such a

divided state, and which fact is corroborated by other prophecies ; that

this Kingdom is setup after the ten horns (Dan, 7 ; Rev. 18 : l:i-17, comp.
with Rev. 19 ; 11-21, etc.), or ten kingdoms are in existence. The ex-

pression in Dan. 2 thus accurately corresponds with other predictions, and
forbids our receiving the Christian Church as denoted, because it was es-

tablished loTig before the Roman Empire was thus divided, (b) One King-
dom follows tbe next chronologically, and we are not at liberty to make a

change to the contrary unless expressly specified. Accepting of this,
** these kings" refer to the later ones, those in the divided form, or else

we have the fourth and fifth Kingdoms contemporaneous.'
3. The smiting, whatever it may mean, does not occur in the undivided

form of the Roman Empire, and yet the smiting is contemporaneous with
the establishment of the Kingdom. In Dan. 2 : 34 it is explicitly stated

that '*
tlie stone** ** smote the image upon the feetJ ^ Therefore not only the

legs (Eastern and Western divisions), but the feet and toes appear hefon
the smiting process. This is significant of the period, and the reference
cannot be made to the church, because that appeared lonp before the division

into legs and feet. The church came during the consolidated period of the
Empire, and therefore it is not intended, seeing that the entire image is

presented before the stone enters upon its work of demolition.*

3. Taking for granted their own theory respecting Dan. 7, they have the

Son of man receiving this Kingdom, as the prophecy plainly contradicts,

before the ten horns have arisen. The church was for several centuries in

existence, according to their own interpretation, before they arose. Hence,
the church cannot be meant by the Kingdom, for the prophecy locates the

appearance of the Ancient of Days and the bestowment of the Kingdom
after the horns have appeared.*

4. Not only this, but the location of the Kingdom is placed not only

after the appearance of the ten horns, but after three have fallen, andfl//er
the rise and extended progress of another horn called the **

little horn,"
which is in correspondence with what precedes the Advent in Rev. 19. The
church, therefore, cannot possibly be this Kingdom, as the time of its es-

tablishment so widely differs from that of the prophecv.'
5. The smiting of the stone, the overthrow of the image and beast, the

entire action of setting up the Kingdom, is in such accord with what John
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Btatee in the Apocalypse^ that the oatlinea are conceded by nearly all of our
opponents to be the same. If so, the whole matter still appertains to tha
fnture^ and again is indicative that the church is not meant. This arga^
ment is only available with those who concede, as e.g. Barnes Com loci,

that the Beasts of Dan. and John are identical, etc'
6. The stone comes, the Son of man comes, at the time when the King-

doms are to be destroyed, and the prophecy proclaims this to be one of the
objects contemplated by the Coming. The fact that the church, instead
of destroving earthly Kingdoms, has nerself been in danger, been persecuted
and terribly smitten by such Kingdoms, again shows that the church is not
intended.^

7. The testimony of Jesus Himself, when at His First Advent He refers

to or quotes these prophecies, is in favor of locating them still in the
future, at least so Barnes and others. Thus, e.g. Matt. 21 : 44 has refer-

ence, according to Barnes, to the judgment-day, and Matt. 26 : 64 relates

also to the future Advent and not to the First. The latter passage is fully

appropriated by Jesus as Messianic, just as the Jews understood it, from
whence the charge of blaspheiny. This Kingdom is only given to the Son
of man at this Coming, referred by Jesus not to the first but a future one^

and therefore it is not the church, (Comp. Prop. 121).*

8. The horns and the little horn are represented as existing down to this

Coming, and during their presence and exertion of power, the saints, just

as has occurred in tne church but will not in the Kingdom, have been op-
pressed and persecuted. Such a condition of the saints is not in accord
with their condition in the Kingdom, and hence the church and the
Kingdom are not the same."

9. At the Coming of the Son of Man, etc., as here predicted, there can
be no reference to His First Advent, because that was a Coming in humili-
ation to suffer and die, whilst this is a Coming in triumph to rescue saints

after they have endured a period of trial, etc. Hence this is not the Com.
ing which preceded the Ch. Church, but must be the same alluded to in

Rev. as preceding the Mill. age. From this Paul evidently obtains ** His
appearing aiid Kingdomy*^ admitted by all to be future.'*

10. The declaration of the prophecy is, that the church was in a strug-

gling condition ** until " ** ^A6 time came that the saints possessed the King-
dom.^' This language clearly implies that during the period when this op-

pressing hostile power existed, the saints did not possess the Kingdom. ^^

11. The setting up (as Tregelles, Fairbairn, etc.) of thrones (not cast-

ing down), ** thejudgment set and the hooks opened/* etc., locates the com-
ing of the Ancient of Days and that of the Son of man, just where John
locates the judgment under the last trumpet—Rev. 11 : 16-19 ; Rev. 16 : 16

-19 ; Rev. 20 :
4—still in the future. Therefore, these are not descriptions

of events preceding the establishment of the Christian Church. (Comp.
Props. 121, 132, 133, 134, etc.)

12. The giving of the Kingdom, dominion, etc., implies at once a ruler-

ship, power, exaltation, etc., a fulfilment of which is thus far contradicted

by the history of the church. It embraces actual dominion over nations,

their subjection, etc., which has never been realized."

13. When the power of this Kingdom is once exerted, it includes a con-

tinued, unremitted exertion and manifestation of the same, which does not

correspond with the wavering, often weakened condition, relapses, losses,

etc,, of the church. (Comp. Prop. 169.)
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14:. This jadgment, bestowment of a Kingdom, possessing a KiDgdom,
all imply in the saints actual personal rulership, something which is prom,
ised in inheriting a Kingdom still future, and in a reign of the saints also

still future. Seeing such a correspondence, and knowing that instead of

reigning the saints haire been suffering more or less, we cannot apply this

to the Christian Church past or present. (Comp. Prop, 154-.)

15. The time when this Kingdom is set up is a time of dire vengeattce, as

the slaying of the beast, giving his body to the burning flame indicates

;

this agrees with the vengeance to be inflicted at a future coming recorded
in Rev, 19, etc. Ilence, a Kingdom before this period of retribution is

not described. (Comp. Props. 115, 123, 147, 161, etc.)'*

16. The smiting of the stone is also a representation of vengeance. It

demolishes, breaks into pieces, makes like cnaff or dust, and utterly roots

out. This teaches violence, not conversion, etc., as some contend to sup-

port a theory, but the utter removal of hostile powers, as our argument
demands, and as illustrated in' the closing portions of the Apocalypse.
Kingdoms antagonistic to the truth, wars resultant from them, etc., exist

down to the Second Advent ; but that period, as Paul tells the Thessaloni-

ans, is a time of terrible smiting or vengeance. The church has exhibited

no such power, and therefore is not denoted.'*

17. The entire narration of the prophecy makes the natural impres-

sion that this Kingdom is not set up beside the image or beasts to be con-

temporaneous with them, and to be engaged in a continued series of smit-

ing processes, but that at a certain period (as Hev. 11 : 15} it will be mani-
fested, and that in connection with their removal. '•

18. That the operation of the church is not meant is evident from the

predictions relating to the same, which do not correspond with the proph-
ecy. Thus, e.g. instead of these Kingdoms being spiritually consumed or

absorbed, as men confldently tell us, we find (Rev. 19, etc.) them arrayed
against Christ and making war. The condition of the world at the Sec.

Advent does not coincide with the proposed conquest of the world attributed

by interpreters to the church.**

19. The Coming of the Son of man is personal, seeing that symbolical

representation is laid aside, and it is characterized as a Coming of the Son

of man. Leaving the discussion of the personal Advent to another Prop.

(131), we now adhere to the view of the Jews of such an Advent (i.e. per-

sonal) here delineated, and which Neander and others concede the in*

spired Apostles and early church held to, in looking for the Advent itself

as not very remote. All that we now suggest is, that the very structure of

the prophecy is calculated to make such an impression, viz. : that the Mes-

siah would personally come, and a Kingdom, etc., would be given to Him.
Inspired men and their immediate successors could not see a fulfilment of

the prophecy in the First Advent, and have located its realization ai the

Second. Wo are content to accept of their opinion, if it is ** Jewish," etc,

in its cast."

20. The Kingdom, dominion, etc., is to be in the territorial limits, the

very place occupied by the image and beasts, but if the church is meant,
how comes it, unless we indorse the assumptions of the Bomish and Greek
Churches, which do not meet the conditions of the prophecy, that the
church after so lonff a trial has never exercised such dominion within those
limits? In place of it, those Kingdoms have existed often to the detriment
and persecution of the church, and instead of being subdued or absorbed
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are either indej)endent of, or exercise a lordship over, the church. If it

be Baid» that this will yet occur, the reply is, that according to the predic-

tion (if the church in meant), Bomethiug of the kind ought to have already
taken place and to have manifested its continuance. For, as our oppo-
nents admit (Barnes, /oci Com,, p. 155), the language affirms that power,
etc., once obtained shall mver diminish or decrease,^*

21. A^reaif visible^ outward Kingdom is to be witnessed. .This is the
clear announcement of the prophecy, if it has any meaning whatever, seeing

that it is to occupy the very position, place, territory, etc., previously

taken by the image and beasts. It is a mere (quibble to pronounce against

this on account of the prophecy bein^ symbolical. Let it be such, yet the
image and the beasts symbolize real, literal, visible Kingdoms, and the last

Kingdom, being portrayed with symbol and then without, must, in the very

nature of the case, be the same, unless we violate the propriety of language.

Hence, the language cannot be spiritualized away into an invisible or

spiritual Kingdom. So decided is the language, that many who oppose
us concede that at some time still future, the church will assume this very
characteristic. '•

22. The prophecy implies forcibly that when this Kingdom is set up it

will be done so conspicuously that all will know definitely the period of its

setting up. The action of the stone and of the Ancient of Days, the judg-
ment set, the vengeance inflicted, etc., all indicate such stupendous events,

that, taken in connection with the description of the Kingdom itself, it

forbids that hesitancy, vacillation, etc., characteristic of the theories of

the Church-Kingdom already examined. The latter cannot even precisely

define its commencement, sometimes having several.

23. TV'hen this Kingdom is established, it is not only continuously, with
triumphant power, perpetuated, but is in itself, just as established, pro-

nounced a perpetual or everlasting Kingdom. It is not susceptible of

change in form. This is clearly taught. But the Church-Kingdom
theory, according to its idea of 1 Cor, 15 : 2-4 (se^ Prop. 159) merges this

Kingdom into quite another one, changes it into one that materially

differs, some even removing it, transformed, from earth to heaven, mak-
ing^ this dispensation, called the Kingdom, to end, etc.

From these considerations, and especially from that arising in a preser-

vation of covenanted promise, of Divine Unity of Purpose, of consistency

between earlier and later prediction, we are forced to the conclusion that

the church by no means meets the conditions imposed by the prophecy.

Keeping constantly before us the covenanted Kingdom, we fail to see any
of the distinctive marks of the same in the church, and we dare not substi-

tute another in its place. Prophecy does not contradict covenant promise.

Therefore the assumptions of Popish doctors, who make the Papal domin-
ion the Fifth Monarchy down to the more recent ones of Swedenborg and
the Mormons, who s^jecially claim (as Anabaptists, Fifth Monarchy men.
Shakers, etc.), in their respective cases a fulfilment of Dan. 2 and 7, etc.,

are to be rejected as not only extravagant but arrogant, because in direct

conflict with covenant, prediction, and fact. At the same time it may be

proper to notice, in the briefest manner, the objections that are presented

against our view. They are given by a writer {Kingd. of Grace) as follows ;

(1)
'* The stone cut out of a mountain'' indicates that the Kingdom '* has

a small beginning," etc., equivalent to the church's. Much depends on

what is meant by the Stone. Writers differ regarding its meaning. Our
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Opponents generally explain it to mean the church, and Bome have ingeni-

ously raised up a Kingdom of the Stone (Regnum lapidis), and a King-
dom of the mountain (Regnum montis), as if two Kingdoms or stages were
predicted. "• Amidst the diversity of meaning attached, we must keep Id

view the parallel passages which aid to explain it ; and thus we find, that

hy the Stone is symbolized Christ Himself, The reasons for this opinion
are these : id) Clirist is predicted as the Stone, Gen. 49 :24 ; Ps. 118 :2*^,

23, etc.
; (i) Christ applies the ima^e of the Stone to Himself, Matt.

21 : 44 ; {c) the term referred to Christ by the Apostles, Rom. 9 : 33 ; 1

Pet. 2 : 6-8, etc.; {d) the action performed by Christ at His Second Advent,
as delineated in various prophecies, fully corresponds with that of the

Stone ;
{e) the Stone, Son of Man and King of Kings, are identical in their

relationship to the Kingdom
; (/) the primitive Fathers, who had the

advantage of nearness to the apostolic age, apply the Stone to Christ
Taking this for its meaning, we find that this Son of man, David's Son,
the Stone, did come in humility, and that its smiting, grinding power
(Matt. 21 : 44 ; Rev. 11 and 19, etc.) is held in abeyance until the end of

the times of the Gentiles. The prophecy says nothinff of growth while in

action ; the representation is that of demolition, and the result, i.e. the

Kingdom, is stated ba following, not as accompanying the same.'* (2) The
expression ** without hands^^ signifies ** nothing else than that it waa to be

a spiritual and not a temporal Kingdom.*' But to this we reply : {a) The
reference to the church is presumea not proven, whilst this supernatural
characteristic is confirmatory of Christ being the Stone. According to the
prevailing view, " cut out of a mountain** is not even symbolic ; it is only
added as an expressive figure. On the other hand, we find that '' moun-
tain*' is a symbolical equivalent for ** Kingdom ;'* we find Christ directly

sprung from the royal line of David, and recognized, not merely from the
past but the certainty of the future, as **cut out of a mountain," i.e.

descended from the Kingdom or mountain belonging to God, and this too
** without ha?idSf'* i.e. bg Divine a^ncg, supernaturSly, as the mtraculow
conception of Jesus in the royal line of David through God's Spirit con-
firms, (ft)

^'' Without hands,** denoting such agency of God's is also to be
exerted at the Second Advent, as e.g. Rev. 11, etc. Divine, supernatural

Sower is to be manifested at Christ's ** appearing and Kingdom." (c)

faking this Kingdom only spiritual, and therefore invisible, violates the

plain statement of the prophecy. * ^3) Becoming a ** great mountain"
means that, insignificant at nrst, it will spread until co-extensive with the

whole earth, which can only be predicted of the church. To this we an-
• swer : The Stone appears, but we are taught w rejected by the very nation to

whom the Kingdom appertains ; hut this same Stone thus rejected is the

chosen one, held in abeyance until the period of its manifestation. The
imagery of figurative language is preserved under what is related of the

Stone, i.e. its becoming a great mountain ; and the time when this is to

be done must be ob&ined from other predictions, Christ being the
representative of the Kingdom, the figure is appropriate, seeing that in

the imase the first kingdom is represented by Neouchadnezzar person-
ally, **Thou art this head of gold," in view of the soverei^ power iV
tmted in him ; so also with Christ, now indeed the reject^ one. He is

the Stone which at the period of its future manifestation will break in
pieces and convert into chaff tne Kingdoms opposed to Him. (4) But
** this Kingdom was to be set up in the days of tne four preceding kings,

I
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or in the days of the Roman Monarchy/* and ** this can only be said of the
chnrch.*' Leaving the fact that this proves too mach—for the same
author has the church or this Kingdom existing long before the head of

the image arose—and passing also the fact that we have already shown that
the Kingdom is set up in the divided form of the Roman Empire, we con-
cede that at some time during the divided existence of the beast or toes

of the image, it must be set up. This implies, ihen, their present and fut-

ure existence. Now the weakened and divided condition of the once united
and formidable Empire is evident. Faber and others have conclusively

proven from historical documents that there has been a continuous Roman
power existing down to Francis IL, reinstated by Napoleon L, claimed
by others, and efforts made for its revival in Italy and elsewhere. The
non-existence and revival are clearly taught in Revelation, and the identity

of the beasts of Daniel and of John are fully admitted by many writers.

(Comp. Prop. 160). We say nothing now of the admissions even of many,
that the Roman power was" perpetuated in the Papal power, which exists

down to the present. But whatever opinion may be formed concerning
these explanations, one thing is certain, that the Kingdom of Christ is to

be erected after the Roman Empire has been disrujjted, and from the de-

scription of the disruption itself, a long time after it has occurred. The
time we are living in still proclaims that such is its condition, for the

limits once occupied by the Empire are now the territory of a number of

Kingdoms. Such, and such only, is the predicted posture of affairs when
this Stone, this Son of man, shall come. Daniel, therefore, confirms our
doctrinal position, which will be more decisive when we come to speak of

the promise made to him personally under the Prop, of the resurrection."

> The stndent will observe that we enter upon the consideration of these prophecies
prepared by the powerful scriptural evidence afforded by the past histonr of (hi Theocracy^

its fall and promised restoration, the Davidio covenant attested to by oath, the post-

ponement of the Kingdom, etc., and that no interpretation which destroys the unity
between these can be received as correct. Prophecy only predicts one Kingdom of God,
in the Theocratic form, to exist here on earth, and we may rest assured that, if the Word
is truly inspired, there will be no conilict between one and another portion of ^oly
Writ. In addition : several opinions, entertained by a few, respecting a portion of

Daniel, are so utterly untenable and have been so ably answered by other writers and
commentators, that Uiey require no special attention. Such e.g. is the view of Amner
and GrotiuB, that by the Fifth Kingdom is to be understood the Boman Empire having
become Christian, which is to endure many ages, and the Son of man (which Jesus
appropriates to Himself personally) symbolizes the Roman Republic contrasted with the
monarchies, etc. (Iiord's Lit. Journal^ Jan., 1857, p. 499, note). Or, Prof. Stuart's (Com.

on Dan.) idea, that the Fourth Kingdom refers to the dynasties of Syria and Egypt
immediately succeeding the reign of Alexander the Great (comp. the reply of Barnes,

OioTH., and others). Black, in Messiahs and Anii-Messiahs, departing entirely from the

ancient and continued interpretation, regards the four parts of the image as descriptive

rather of races than of nations i.e. to the descendants of Shem, Ham. and Japheth, under
the sway of Satan as Antichrist. The '* Antiochus Epiphanes theory" is (Auberleu on

Dan.) a favorite one with modem Rationalistic interpretation. Destructive criticism

endeavors to revive and enforce the objections of Celsus and Porphyry, and, not satisfied

with this, endeavors to break the continuity and force of the predictions by making the

Medes' and Persians two of the four Kingdoms, and urging that Alexander and his

successors form two (comp. Birks's Mod. Thought, p. 1^, etc.). Extravagances are

fastened on these predictions on all sides. Thus e.g. a Pope can approvingly quote

them(Litteirs Liv. Age, Aug. lOth, 1872) as a threat against the German Empire, ** that by
and by there will fall from the Mountain a little stone which shall break the head of the

Colossus ;" the Jesuit Vieiri (Von DSllinger's Essay on Praph. Spirit) can interpret

:

*' God will again raise up your King, and elevate his Portugal to be the heart and the

centre of a new universal empire, Hie Fifth according to the prophet Daniel, since the
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Fonrth, the Boman-Germon, is already falling in pieces, and vill be dissolred at fbe

coming of Sebastinn. In the time of this Fifth Empire all Jews and heathen will be con-

verted ; and thas the prophecy about one Shepherd and one fold will be falfilled.'

Dr, B«rg makes America the Fifth Empire, reproducing the opinion of Sir. Th. Brovne
( Works, Tr. 12), and which, as stated by Dr. Johnson, is in accordance with the inter-

pretation and expectation of Dr. Berkeley, viz. : " that America will be the seat of the

Fifth Empire" (comp. Prop. 168} ; Davis {Seven Thunders) insists that the stone is the

American Republic, which is destined to demolish European despotism, and overthrov
thrones^ etc., commingling Christ and the Republic, and applying the army (Rev. l*i)

to the Republic ; others con.fldently and exclusively refer the Fifth Kingdom to their

peculiar and distinctive church or sect. Such vagaries can be dismissed ; for as Fair-

bairn (On Proph.) says : the efforts to make the succession of Kingdoms different from
that anciently, ordinarily, and generally entertained, have " pelpably failed. They
have been thoroughly refuted by Hofmann, Hengstenberg, and latterly by Aubeirlen" (to

which may be added. Lord, Birks, Barnes, Newton, Mede, Elliott, Cuxuming, Frere.
Bonar, Blckersteth, Brooks, and many otheisj. The natural legitimate interpretation,

according as it does with the plain language and the facts of history, cannot be set aside

by those mentioned. Bh. Newton {On Proph., voL 1, p. 217) well remarks :
** Ail

ancient writers, both Jewish and Christian, agree with Jerome in explaining the Fourth
Kingdom to be the Roman." The learned Mede ( Works, quoted by Newton, p. SlTj

says :
" The Roman Empire to be the Fourth Kingdom of DanieC vas believed by

the Church of Israel, both before and in our Saviour's time ; received by the disciples

of the apostles and the whole Christian Church for the first three hundred jears without
any known contradiction. And 1 confess, having so good ground in Scripture, it is.

with me taiUum }ion articulus ^ei, little less than an article <^ faith/* The interpretation
therefore, really worthy of consideration, is that which consecutively leads down to the
Roman as the Fourth Kingdom, and this we thus notice preparatory to the contempla-
tion of the Fifth. The only point in the adverse criticisms and speculations deserving
the least attention, is that of making it a question whether the dinded portion of

Alexander's Empire after his death is to be considered as part of the Third Kingdom, or
whether they (for it was dirided into four parts) are to be regarded as separate and
distinct Kingdoms (so Davidson, etc.). That they are the former is evident : (I) that t

portion of the body or a beast symbolizes as well a succession as an individual ; (2)

that the same symbolizes a succession, even when divided or undergoing changes
; (3)

that such a change is indicated in ch. 7, by the horns springing out of the same beast ; (4)

that the successors were Macedonians or Grecians ; (5) that all ancient authors speak of

Alexander's Kingdom and that of his successors as being the same ; (G) the Empire was
simply divided among successors, and each one acknowledged his portion to be a
part of the same ; (7) the Jews always spoke of these several portions as pertaining to

one characteristic rule, calling them by one name, the Kingdom of the Grecians ; (8)

the next Empire was stronger than the brazen, which is not true of the divided Grecian
Kingdom ; (9) the Fourth reaches down to the end (comp. Prop. 160), whereas the
divided form of the Grecian has long since disappeared ; (10) that to make such a

radical change destroys the unity of the prophecy and prevents a proper incorporation
of the subject-matter that follows in its natural order.

* It is noticeable what influence a preconceived opinion will have in guiding writers

in their interpretation of this passage. A recent one (Fairbaim, On Proph., p. 295). who
comes to Daniel with the determination to find the Christian Church, as now existing,

delineated by the Fifth Kingdom, gravely tells us : " It (the vision) does not indicate at

what particular time, or even under which worldly dominion the Kingdom represented
by the Stone shcjuld b^n to develop itself on the theatre of the world,*' although he
admits that it must be referred to the period of the last power as " (he natural inferenet

obviously." So others evince a lack of candor, seeing that the action of the Stone (aside

from its being the last in the order of time and place) is represented as taking place on
the feet of the image, whereas Fairbaim and others, in plain contradiction of the langua^
will have the smiting process, or action of the Stone, to begin, noi on the feet, but on du
body, even before the legs and feet are in existence. They also forget that in ch. 7. the
bestowal of the Kingdom (corresponding with ch. 2) is r^er the Fourth Kingdom has
run its career, and is to be brought to its end. Where is the consistency of a criticism,

so forced that it does violence to the express delineation given by the Spirit? It will

not avail to say, as some do, that the Stone was in existence and '* titln'n t; form,'* etc.,

before smiting the feet, for that is begging the point at issue by adding to the vision
mere assumpUon. The latter proves too much, for if, as Fairbaim statea, it took some
time for the Stone to be organized and to put on " a form in which it could act extrane-
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onsly npon the affairs and destinieB of the world," ve are therefore to understand that
for seTeml centuries previous to the formation of the feet, it did not " act extraneously
upon the affairs and destinies of the world " (for the distinctive stated work of the Stone
"begins when the feet are planted, and not before), which notion, pressed out by a
Church-Kingdom theory, by no means agrees with his own presented idea of a King-
dom. In addition, a number of particulars that will be enumerated, as well as the
general analogy of prediction on the subject, compqls us to this location of " these
kings." Tregelles (On Dan.^ p. 19) justly says :

** * These kings, cannot mean the four
saccessional monarchies, because in that case the plural form could not be used, seeing
that they do not co-exist as the holders of power," and therefore he refers the phrase to
the divided form of the Roman Empire, when (as we shall show, Prop. 160) a number
of kings exist contemporaneously, according with the fuller details of Rev. This is

ci r/oborated by the time of smiting. Hence Fauaset {Com. Dan. feci) gives this note :

** Rather * in the days of these kings' answers to * upon his feet* (v. 34) i.e. the ten toes
(r. 42) or ten kings, the final state of the Roman Empire. For ' these kings* cannot
mean the four successional monarchies, as they do not co-exlsi as the holders of power :

if the fourth hod been meant, the singular and not the plural would be used." Many
other writers of ability take the same view, locating ** these kings'* in the future,
because Gentile domination continues and the action of the Stone, as predicted, has not
been witnessed. They are made to relate (as Dan. 7, Rev. 13 and 17, etc.) to the
divided form of the Fourth Empire.

3 Arguments might be derived from the admissions of our opponents, who, when
commenting on the ten horns. Kingdom, etc., in Revelation, forgetting their own inter-

pretations of Daniel as relating to the Church, make the divided form the period of smit-
ing, etc. (Comp. e.g. Barnes Dan. and Rev.) The toes are by many supposed to designate
exactly ten divisions or ten Kingdoms, and accordingly many Protestant and Roman
Catholic writers have designated exactly ten Kingdoms, but they differ among them-
selves in producing the samo Kingdoms. It seems more correct to suppose that the
toes simply represent such divisions without being pressed to the exact number of ten.

Division is intended, but whether the number is more or leas than ten is of no material
consequence. If it can be shown that such divisions took place, that is sufficient,

otherwise, to be very exact, it must be shown (1) that one leg of the image is longer than
the other, seeing that one portion of the Empire lasted longer than the other ; and (2)
that five divisions occurred in the eastern and five in the western portion, as five toes
are on one foot, and five on the other ; the legs, according to commentators, etc.,

represented the divided form of the Empire. This, like making a parable to have a
definite meaning in the particulars required for filling up to complete the representation,
would be pressing a symbol so closely as to endanger its unity. If it is, however,
expressive of the ten horns of Dan. 7 (which may be the case), then we are net to seek
for these divisions in the past, but in the future (comp. Prop. 160). In Dan, 2, a general
chronological epitome of history is given without entering into details ; in Dan. 7 more
of the latter are given, and in view of the " little horn,*' the ten horns are specifically

given as existing, but (just as in Revelation) existing previous to and at the Sec. Advent,
But our line of argument does not require us to enter into particulars, or to discuss the
divisions, the proof necessary for our purpose being independent of the same.

-* This is so plain, and the chronological order of the prophecy so regular and con-
sistent, that even Augustine, the great leader of the modern Church-Kingdom theory,

dare not apply this Kingdom of Daniel to the Church, but to a period after the Second
Advent. Thus (City of God, B. 20, c. 23) he locates this Kingdom after the still future
Antichrist, after the Sec. Advent, and places it in the third heaven (comp. for reply to
last. Prop. 103). But this reference to the third heaven is a palpable violation of the
prophecy, which speaks of a Kingdom here on tiie earth, " under the whole heaven,^

'

where these previous Kingdoms existed. He enforces one feature thus :
'* He who reads

this passage, even half asleep, cannot fail to see that the Kingdom of Antichrist ahall

fiercely, though for a short time, assail the Church before the last judgment of God
shall introduce the eternal reign of the saints.** He makes the number ** ten" an
indefinite number, and the times, three and a half years.

* This is even felt by the spiritualizing Jerome so forcibly that he, with Augustine,
locates the fulfilment in the future. Thus {On Daniel 7) he remarks: '* Therefore let

ns say what aU the ecclesiastical writers have delivered, that at the end of the world, when
the Kingdom of the Romans is to be destroyed, there will be ten kings, who will divide
the Roman world among themselves, and an eleventh will arise, a little king, who will

overcome three kings of the ten kings," etc. He makes Dan. 7 : 13 refer to the personal
coming of Christ, and applies the whole, not to the present existing Choroh, but to the
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future. The vords " Icing*' and ** kingdom" he regards as conreTtible, as seen by cam-
paring verae 17 with verse 23 in I>an. 7 (comp. Btons's Diss, on tAe Kingdom of Heatjex.

who says: "The Hebrew term which commonly signifies king properly means king-

dom,*' and refers to Dan. 8 : 21 and 7 : 17). The student will see at once tha^ persons
who lived before the division and breaking up of Roman unity could not possibly
apply such prophecies—as now done—to an existing Church, because they were HnVfl
with events that had not transpired.

* Without indorsing the opinions or position of every writer, attention is directed to

the following, who give much iUustrative of ouV meaning : Auberlen's Prophecies <f
Daniel aivd ihe Rev. of St. John, Frere's Combined View of the Prophecies cf Daniel, Btttbtts,

aivi St. John, Boos's Exposition of Daniel, and Comparison of them with Vie Rev. cf SL JokK,

Faber*s Diss, on the Prophecies and Sctcred Oakndar of Prophecy, besides varioos works
cither on Daniel or on the Apocalypse which illustrate and enforce the one by reference
to the other, such as Elliott's, Lord's, tichmucker*s, Daubnz, Ebrard, Brightman,
Bengel, and others.

* Writers who endeavor to soften the prophetic language and make it representative
of moral and spiritual influences, still are forced to admit (as e.g. BameA, Cbm. k^} :

" The language here would seem to imply some violent action, some positive crashing
force, something like that which occurs in conquests when nations are fiubdned.^
Comp. the concessions of Fairbaim {On Proph.,pp. 449, 447, 465, etc, where he admits
that the lax^faage embraces more than mere conversion, etc. Our position is corroborated

(1) by the fact that the Primitive Church, Instead of smiting, was so smitten that many
churches were finally exterminated ; (2) that the prophecy (Dan. 7 : 21) indioatea the
persecution of the saints ; (3) that, as will be shown, at the See. Advent the powers
arrayed against Ood's people will be terribly smitten, with which this prophecy aocords.

' This indicates how erroneous is the view of Ifede, Cotton Mather, and others, that

Daniel describes a *' twofold state of the Kingdom, viz. : a Kingdom of the Stone and a
Kingdom of the Mountain—the Kingdom of the Btone from the resurrection of Jesus to

Hia Sec. Advent, and the Kingdom of the Mountain from the revelation of Jesus when
He comes to destroy His enemies. Dan. 2 and 7 describe the same order, and as Jesus
referred the same to Hlmnelf at the Bee. Advent, as the action of the Stone is identical

with what takes place at His Sec. Comix^, and as the time of the display of the Stone's
power, etc., is still in the future (cannot be attributed to the undivided form of the

Boman Empire, etc.), it is impossible to receive the theory. To do so vitiates the

regular order, and introduces an antagonism. The same is true of Lange^s (and others)
engrafting upon Matt. 26 : 64 a reference to the present as well as to future Advent
The express order enumerated of fulfilment forbids it, and it would not bo attempted if

there were no Church-Kingdom to be supported.
* Such considerations, besides those derived from the non-fulfilment of the covenant,

largely influenced the early Church. In their oppressed, persecuted state under the

Fourth Empire, it was simply impossible for believers to imagine themselvea in that

Kingdom of God which all the prophets predicted would afford an immediate and
enduring release from Gentile domination and oppression. They never supposed them-
selves to be in a Kingdom which was to overcome those around, and then boasted as

e.g. Romanists afterward. (Thus e.g. in the beginning of the twelfth century—Bankers
Jlis. of the Popes, vol. 1, p. 22—the Provost Gerohus said :

'* It will at last come to this,

that the golden imeige of the Empire shall be shaken to dust, every great monarchy shall

be divided Into tetrarchates, and then only will the Church stand fz«eand untrammelled
beneath the protection of her crowned high priest") Their hope of the fulfilment of

Daniel related to the future—to the persozial Coming of the Meraiah. They never
could advocate (with their view of the overthrow of the Theocracy, the postponement of

restoration to Sec. Advent, and the preparatory nature of the Church) the notions enter-

tained e.g. by Jewel (Apoi. for Church of England), or Hooker {Ecd. PoiUff) that a The-
ocracy was thus restored and must be exercised, or even by the Soattish Kirk Sessions
(Buckle's Ifis. Civ., vol. 2, p. 271), or the Genevan Church Council (D'Aubigne*9 His.

Ref.), enforcing government on the plea of a revived Theocratic order, giving the power
into the hands of the saints. Ten thousand arrof^nt and unscriptural cLaima, offensively

and one-sidely paraded by Buckle (His. Civ.), Leitky (IDs. Morals), and others, are s^
aside by retaining the simple, rational, logical interpretation of Daniel in reference to

the Kingdom.
" Justin Martyr (Dia2. with Trypho) quotes Dau. 7, and refers its fulfilment to the

future. In ch. 32 the Jew Trypho is represented as objecting to its applicability to Jesus
Christ because His coming was in humiliation, and that He was crucified. If Danid's
prediction were to bo conflked to the First Advent and to the Church, then the exceptioa
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stated would be well taken, seeing that nothing commtnsurolt with Daniel's prediction
took place. Jastin correctly meets the objection by showing that the prophecy will be
fulfilled ai the Sec, Advent. Now. this alone, aside from nnmerons other considerations,
effectually disposes of Keuss's (1/iff. Chris. TfuoL^ p. 349} theory, that " th'e fact of tbeveri'
table appearance of Christ implies the immediate setting up of His Kingdom." or
Oosterzee's {Ch. Dog.t yoI. 2, p. 626), that ** the effect of His appearing plainly bhows that
He has in reality founded that Kingdom of God which was looked for by kings and
prophets." We ounfesa our utter inability, with the early Church, to see such a
** reality** (comp. Props. 42-68), finding it opposed by covenant, prophecy, postpone-
ment, and history. So Ueberweg {Hia. FhUos., toI. 1, p. 266) wrongfully applies Dan.
7 : 13, 14, to the First Advent, and against the order of prediction and the plain facts

of histoiy, says that Jesus then '* had the courage to found a Kingdom of God."
Thompson {Theol. of Christ) qnotes e.g. Dan. 7 : 27 as now fulfilled, because a believer

with prayer becomes ** a spiritual power," or " a co-worker with God in the realm of
spiritual agencies," thus placing him among the " providential forces that rule the
worid." This only shows how hard pressed our opponents are to find a support for

their theory.
1* Several objeots are evidently designed by the prophecies (1) to indicate the ambition

of these four Kingdoms, to obtain, if possible, a universal lordship or dominion over the
earth ; (2) the fearful threateninga of God, given by Moses, etc., were to be realized

under this Gentile domination ; (3) the prosperous and triumphant career of these
Kingdoms in contrast with the depressed condition of God's people ; (4) the ample
deliverance that would yet be brought through the Messiah after the predetermined
course of these Kingdoms ; (5) the full bestowal of the dominion that these sought but
failed to realize but only in the covenanted line and manner ; (6) and, hence, are

designed to sustain the faith of believers under such trials, assuring them that such
powers would come to a final end (comp. Prop. 164), and that God's promises would be
verified. Lord (Lit, and TheoL Journal, 1860. p. 305) well suggests that in this Gentile
ordering God allows an exemplification to take place, on a decisive scale, *'of what
fallen man is as a roler of his fellow-men," as essential to show what is in man, what he
will do when in power, and to demonstrate the necessity—in order to have a perfect

government—of Christ's assuming the Theocratic rule.
^' The sway of the Romish Church is no fulfilment of the prediction, lacking the

extent, unity, continuance, eto., given by the prophecy. It is only a caricature of the
promised Messianic Kingdom, a self-appropriation of the work of Jesus.

1' The reader will observe that this vengeance is poured out upon these because (Dan.

7 : 9-11, Rev. 17 : 12-14, and 19 : 19, eto.) they are directly hostile to and make war
against Christ. Prophecy correpponds as to the time of and reason for infiiction. To
see the difference between prophecy and some writers : Schlegel {PhU. of His.^ Lect. 10)

makes the Jewish Covenant and the old Revelation of the Hebrews the first comer stone,

the Greek language the second foundation stone, and the Roman Empire the third

foundation stone of the Christian religion or Chorch. The Church is n£>t founded on
that that perishes.

"Fairbaim {On Proph., p. 297, see preceding ^ 7, note 1), although admitting that

such monarchies ore '* doomed to perpetual destruction," strives hard to make this

smiting and destroying the work of the Church, as now existing, by means of moral and
spiritual influences (so Barnes, Edwards. Brown, etc.). But where is the historical

proof (aside from the tenor of the prophecy and the analogy of the Word), when all

history asserts that the Church has been the best ally that earthly kingdoms have pos-

sessed in supporting their claims, pretensions, divine right of kings, etc. Take the

Roman Kingdom, and is it not abundantly confirmed that when divided and weakened,
it was upheld by the Church through its nominal conversion and ecclesiastical connect

tion with the same? Gibbon and others plainly teach us how the Church, in many an
emergency, supported and revived the sinking civil power. Even Grotius, with* his

singular view of the Fifth Kingdom, must acknowledge that the sublime sense is that

Christ Himself, according to 1 Cor 15 : 24, will put an end to all earthly empires. The
question to be answered is, When? Tregelles (On />an., p. 20) properly discards, as

untenable, the action of the Stone as representing the results of grace or the gospel, and
indorses Uie view " that deMroving jVid(pnent on Gentile power is here spoken of ;" which
power Jesus ascribes to himself personally. Matt. 21 : 42, 44. Fausset (Cbm. Dan. 2 : 4)

snys :
'* The falling of the Stone on the image must mean destro\/ing judgment on the

fourth Gentile power, not gradual evangelization of it by grace ; and the destroying

judgment cannot be dealt by Christians, for they are taught to submit to the powers
that be, so that it must be dealt by Christ Himself at His coming again." The contrast
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in the ntter remoTal of these Kingdoms, and the sabstitntion of this fifth dominion,
fully Bnatains snch a yiew. The fact that this Stone is not presented as a foondatiozi stooe
(i.e. presezrative), bnt as a jndgment stone (i.e. destmctlve), confirms the same. So
also the image is not presented as something transformed or changed by the action of

the Stone^ but a complete demolition of it is expressed. The r^nlar succession of

downfalls^ and the Stone appearing (not when the Chnrch was established and the

Boman Empire was in its strength, bat) when the image is completed (i.e. in the days of

the feet) corroborates our position. And this is confirmed by the following : The
*' breaking to pieces*' in Dan. 2 : 40 (comp. Dan. 7 : 7, 19, 23) is admitted by all to

indicate violence, but the same phraseology is applied to the action of the Stone, and
consistency demands a lUce interpretation. Therofore we need not be suxpriaed at Fair-

bairn's concessions {On Froph., pp. 449, 447, 465, eto.) that the language denotes man
than simple conversion.

>* This was the uniform opinion of the ancients, and is remarkably exhibited in the

delicacy of Josephns (i.e. not to ofEend the Boman power, as noticed by Bh, Newton,
On Proph.^ p. 195—taken from Bh. Chandler's D^enee) in refusing to explain the King-
dom of the Stone {Anliq., B. 10, ch. 10, s. 4), the apology of Jerome (as presented 1^
Newton, p. 192), the dread expressed by TertuUian and others. Bulpidus Serenis
(Saered Hia.^ B. 2) gives the general view previously held (but in his day beginnii^ to

be questioned), when he makes the Fourth Kingdom the Boman, and insists upon
Christ' H coming to reduce the same and " establish another everlasting Kingdom.** If

the reader desires to know how generally this was entertained,*he need only notice bow
the previously prevailing Millenarian views (oomp. Props. 73-78) necessarily embraced
it as a distinguishing feature. This old interpretation was not flattering to Boman
power nor to Papal pretensions, and it was coldly treated^ as evidenced e.g. by Cahnet
(see Newton On Froph., p. 206).

>" For decisive proof the reader is referred to Props. 123, 147. 175, 160, 161, 1G2, 163.

164, 171. While God's purpose in reference to the establishment of the Church ^s fnllv

carried out (viz. : to gather out the elect^ it is also true that down to the very Advent
organizations hostile to the truth shall exist and yet fearfully oppress the Church.
Instead of being absorbed, conciliated, they shall persecute the saints. The culminated
Antichrist must yet arise in his dreaded career of supposed triumph over the Church.
What IrenaBUs (R. 5, c. 25, 26), Cyril {Hier. Oai, 15, c. 6), even Jerome (Hier. Oom. loci)

and Augustine ( GUy oj Qod, B. 10, c. 23—see these and others given by Newton, in Diss.

13 and 14) said respecting the then future Antichrist and the oppression of the Church
can still be repeated, for these predictions relating to the great final catastrophe are

far, very far from being exhausted. In the nature of the case, then, it is niial<»aJiTig

and dangerous to attach to the Church a work which she is utterly unable to perform,
and which will only be done in her behalf when overwhelmed in the depths of an awfol
persecution. The delineation given of the future of ihe Church by Paul, John, and
others is directly opposed to the prosperous and triumphant state of this Kingdom, when
established by Jesus.
" Compare' Luther's opinion (D'Aubigne's HUt, Ref,, v. 2, p. 166, and Elliott's /7onr

^poc, V. 2, p. 133, eto.) on th j personal coming of '' the Ron of man/' as well as that o£

many others given by Taylor ( Voice of the CAurcA), Brooks {£U. PropK 2nierp,\ A Con-
gregationalist {Time of the End), etc. D'Aubigne (vol. 4^ p. 123) also says :

** The Re-
former, dreading lest the end of the world should arrive before he had transited all the
Bible, published the prophecies of Daniel separately—** a work/' said he, *' for these
latter times." '* Historians relate/* added he, *' that Alexander the Great always
placed Homer under his pillow : the prophet DHuiel is worthy not only that kings and
princes should wear him under their heads, but in their hearts ; for he will teach them
that the government of nations proceeds from the power of God." etc. This indicates
Luther's esteem (and what a rebuke to modem neglect !) for Daniel.

*^ Take the territorial limits, and see the fearful inroads that Gentile domination has
made upon the Church. Thus e.g. take a map of the Roman Empire as it existed for

some time after the Church was established, and to-day we find immense portions of

the territory without a Christian Chnrch, and large portions of it, which once boasted
of snch a Church in a flourishing condition, have fallen back into a state of unbelief
and degradation. The facts of history are thus antagonistic to the prophetic por-
traiture.

'* Out of a multitude of testimony on this point, we select Dr. J. G. Schmucker*8 (£rp.
of Rev., notes on ch. 20 : 6»: *' We are assured by Daniel that o/Ter the four universal
Empires, the Babylonian, the Medo-Persian, the Macedonian, and the Boman, which
are there symbolized by the parts of a human image and by four beastB (ch. 2 and 7),
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Clie God of heUTen shall set np a Kingdom, the dominion -whereof shall be given to the
£i(m of mariy and all people, nations, and langaages shall serve and obey Him. Kow, as
^he preceding four are temporal monarchies, homogeneity compels ns to consider the
J*lfth Empire one of the same nature ; or otherwise these prophecies would appear an
Impenetrable riddle, and the words without a certain signifioation, of no use to the
Ohnrch." He therefore advocates the visibility of the Kingdom, in the establishment
of '* a Theocracy among His people,** etc.^ calling it ** snch a government as the per-
sonal Kingdom of Christ" will introdace.
^ Reference has been made (Obs. 2, 7, note) to this twofold theory. Fansset even

i^Com, Dan. 2\ hampered by the Chnrch-Kingdom theory, makes ** a Stone-Kingdom*

'

now existing in this dispensation as preliminary to ** the Monntoin-Kingdom ;" the one
he desigxiates *^ the Kingdom of the cross." and the other *' the Kingdom of gloiy."

But this is viierJy opposed to the prophetic time given in the prediction when the Stone
enters npon its mission, as evidenced e.g. in the simple announcement :

" Thou saxoesi
"

(i.e. as the context shows, until the complete formation of the image down to his feet)
** tm that a Stone was cut ofut wiihovi fiands," This locates the x>«riod of manifestation
preciaely with that of ** the Son of man" in ch. 7, long after the Chnrch has been estab-

lished, as already shown. So Brown {ChrisCs Sec. Coming, p. 2, ch. 3) labors to make the
Stone the Chnrch developing itself ultimately into the mountain stage. (The proof
derived from the mustard seed and leaven will be examined under Prop. 108.) Our
reasoning fully meets his view. Vie only add : the action of the Stone, instead of
indicating a feebleness in beginning, etc., presents us with the exact reverse, viz. : that

of a mighty power, which succestifully overthrows earthly Kingdoms, it being the
exerted power of Him who is the head of this " mountain" (" mountain" symbolizing
the Kingdom and the ** stone" the destructive agency). The action of the Stone and
the work of Jesna at His Sec. Coming are identical, as the prophets describe, and we
cannot be mistaken in the application. It is absurd to assert in behalf of the Church-
Kingdom theory (as Brown, p. 344), that " this heavenly Kingdom appears in the first

instance, simply as ' the saints of the Most High,* worn out and given into the hands of

the little horn of the fourth beast," etc., for this is to locate the Kingdom^ against the

prediction, before and not after the tribulation of the saints.
*t Lord [Lit. and Tlieol Journal, Jan., 1854, and Oct., 1860) makes the Stone the symbol

of risen and glorified saints—the kings who reign in the Fifth Empire and extend it

over the earth—who obtain the government of the world, etc. Now, while this would
correspond with the promises (Prop. 154), while believers are designated ''stones"

(1 Pet. 2:6, Eph. 2 : 21, etc.), yet as this work is specifically applied to Christ Jlimself

(the co-operation of the saints being implied or taught in other parages), and the
singular is employed, expressive by way of preeminence of ** the Stone," we vastly

prefer the early Church interpretation, which is expressed by Severus (Sac. His., B. 2,

p. 67),
^' But in the Stone, cut out without hands, which broke in pieces the gold, the

silver, the brasfi. the iron, and the clay, we have a figure of t hrisL For He shall reduce
this world, in which are the Kingdoms of the earth, to nothing, and shall establish

another everlasting Kingdom." Thus many others, some referring to 1 Cor. 15 : 24. Ps.

2 : 12. Isa. 63 : 1-G, etc. The only objection of force made against this view is the
following : that the change from a Stone to a Mountain is unsuitable to Christ. But
there is a beautiful application in this very change to David's Son, as the Son of man.
For when He comes, He comes, according to covenant promise^ to claim His right and
heirship to the Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom, which, when restored, is necessarily—as
infidels have ridiculed it in contrast with Uiese four Empires —a small Kingdom (and
mark—in the prophecy, as king and Kingdom are convertible, the figure of the Stone
is dropped, v. 44. and that of a Kingdom substituted, as (Jhrist is the Head, which
performs this work and extends and perpetuates itself), but which under His auspices

immediately advances to a world-wide dominion, overcoming all opposition. There is

propriety in directing attention to the central figure, the great Agent and King. M-ho,

from His covenanted position on the weak (compared with earthly powers) Davidic
throne, waxes great and mighty over all the earth. The work Uiat He accomplishes
requires time, and prophecy indicates this feature. The figure of the Stone (and not of

another metal) may have reference to the weighing (judgment) of nations in God's scale

of justice, a Stone being used as the medium (as e.g. Deut. 25 : 13 marg., Prov. 16 : 11

ma^.). Gill {Com. lo<^ mentions Bab. Simeon Ben Jochai, Saadiah (jaon, Rab.
Abraham Seba, and one of the ancient Midrashes or Expositions, as applying this Stone
to the Messiah. This was a Jewish opinion, so that our opponent, IXr. Brown ((7i. ^c
Com.^ p. 362), remarks :

*' Prebendary Lowth says, * The Jews agree that by this Stone
is here (Dan. 2) meant the Messiah.* '* And (p. 352) he adds, to show how it was per-
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petnated :
" The fathers were fond of illnstratizig the mizaciiloiis generation of CfaziFt

by the Stone's being ' cat ont of the mountain without hands/ and thns the application
of the word to Christ seemed to have gained a footing." The early Church view is weli

illustrated by a brief sentence from Hippolytns {Trtai, on Ckriist and AnlUhrist) :
"* After

a little spaoe, the Stone will come from heaven, which smites the image," etc. Milule
able to incorporate much that Wilson {Proph. Times, N. S.. 1876, p. 166) aajs in

relation to the Kingdom (it being inseparably associated with the Stone, which is itK

Head), yet we cannot make the Stone itself to be *' the Kingdom of God,** becaose of its

being expressly appropriated, pre-eminently, to the Christ personally. It is true,

however, that the Kingdom cannot be dissociated from Him, for the one embiaoes the

other ; still in the prediction special attention is directed to the Head as the powerful
source of these Judgments. Hence some, as Fausset {Dan. loci), unite the two together.

Berg's theory iTke tStone and the Jnutgt) that the Stone is the American Bepablic, destined
to overthrow despotism, or that of some Spiritualists, of its being spiritualism extending
itself, may be dismissed without comment. So also Wild's notion of England and
America's supremacy. The Luih. Obs., Oct. 26th, 1877, reports that a mission&ry of the
American Sunday-School Union states that a zealous sectarian preacher " averted his

belief that David's Stone cut out of the mountain is the Methodist Episcopal Church."
Indeed, those who hold that this Kingdom is the Church, and who are at the same
time exclusive, may in their self-complacency think that their own exclusive Church is

thus favored. But sober-minded men of all churches despise such a sectarian exclusive
appropriation.

'^ The idea of forming a Fifth universal Empire, to be nominally Christian, waa a
favorite idea of Constantine, Charlemagne. Charles V., Napoleon L, and others, but
according to Scripture it can never be realized under human auspices. It will only be
fulfilled under the supernatural agency of ** the Christ" at His Sec. Advent. This same
dream of conquest and a universal Kingdom excited the imagination and fired the
ambition of various Popes. It also is a favorite with a class of Protestants, as e.g. Tkc
Hemumizer (vol. 1, No. 2, p. 22) on " The Messiah's Kingdom," says, ** This will only be
brought about by human co-operation"—thus entirely overlooking the predicts con-
dition of the Church, under Gentile domination, at the Sec. Advent.

Obs, 3. If we tarn to Isa. 25 : 6-10, the reasons are convincing why this

noble prophecy should fwt be applied to the church in this dispensation.

(1) If we take the prediction to describe one period of time here on earth
;

if we are not at liberty to separate the prophecy, and apply part of a sen-

tence to the church here and another to the church in heaven, part of it to

the church now and part of it to the church in the distant future, etc..

then the condition of the church has never been that described by the

prophet ; for instead of the grand deliverance and glorious blessings prom-
ised, the church's condition has been the reverse, and shall continue thu5

down to the Sec. Advent. (2) The church, v. 9, is represented as waiting

for this period. (3) The context shows that this *• mountain" or King-
dom is preceded by terrible judgments upon the nations of the earth, cor-

responding with the concluding portions of the Apoc and the portrayals
of the Sec, Advent (4) The context shows that it is connected with*/A«

deliverance of the Jewish nation and with ** the laud of Judah." (5) The
time agrees with the gathering of the nations (ch. 24 : 22 ; ch. 25 : 10-12

;

ch. 26 : 5-8 and 20, 21), and vengeance inflicted, Rev. 19, 15, and 11, etc.

(6) The figurative language of context (Rev. and Matt 24, comp. e.g.

with verse 23, ch, 24) ; the reigning after the judgments in Jerusalem ac-

cording to covenant promise ; the destruction of a city (chs. 25 and 26),

corresponding with that of Babylon in the Apoc.; the sparing of some
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(ch, 26 : 14, comp. with Rev. 20 : 6)—these things so accurately correspond
vith what is to occur, still in the future at the Sec. Advert, that we cannot
appropriate these to the church. (7) This Kingdom is established on the
earth (not in heaven), and embraces the removal of the curse, of events that
are onlylinhed with the Sec. Coining. Thus the resurrection of the saints,

which Paul in 1 Cor. 15 : 54 expressly quotes and applies to such a resur-

rection, and which must occur before the Kingdom comes, and the removal
of tears, of rebuke, etc., which exactly agrees with what John and others
applv to the future Kingdom. Indeed, if we leave the text and context
speak, and be contrasted with the facta of history and with what is pre-

dicted in the future, it is imjjossible to find a fulfiLment of them in the
church or world. This feast undoubtedly corresponds with the predicted
future one in the Apoc.

Obs. 4. The favorite prediction seems to be Isa. 2 : 1-5 and Micah 4:1,
which, as all admit, describe the same Kingdom. But that these do not
refer to the church as now constituted is evident from the context. The im-
mediate connection, as in Micah, chs. 3 and 4 and in Isa. 2, demands a res-

toration of the identical Zion that was ploughed, the same Jerusalem that
was made heaps, and the same mountain of the house that was overthrown.

The downfall was literally accomplished, and the Prophet not only, with-
out a change, necessarily advocates a complete and triumphant restoration

(just OS the covenant demands), but to avoid any mistake in the matter,
conjoins the one with the other, specifies a supremacy (Mic. 2 : 8) to Jeru-
salem, and (11, 12, 13) points out the ^thering of nations and their com-
plete overthrow. Besides this, the blessings of this Kingdom, as in the
cessation of war and the perfect safety of the citizen, has never been real-

ized, and we are assured will not (for express passages teach war down to
the Advent itself) until Christ comes again. The terrible overthrow of

Isa. 2 : 10-22, etc. is in such agreement with the closing chapters of the
Apocalypse, that we must locate them both at the same period.

So plain and decisive are these predictions that it is a matter of amazement that the
Church has ever departed from the early Church belief, sustained as it is by the fair

grammatical sense and analogy of the Word. Justin Martyr {Dial. wUh 'Drypho)^ refer-

ring to Micah 4 : 1, etc., declares those as ** desiUuie of yvst reason who did not under-
stand that which 15 clear from all the Bcriptures, that two comings of Christ are
announced—one in which a suffering, inglorionSp dishonored, and crucified Saviour
is preached ; but another in which He shall come with glory from the heavens," etc.

To show the contrast and evidence how the prophecies are appropriated in behalf of
the Church, tDlthoui any regard to their connection, etc., we quote from the father of the
modern prevailing theory and mode of application. Origen {Ag. Odsua) thus interprets

Isa. 2 : " Each one of us, then, is come * in the last days* where one Jesus has invited us,

to the ' visible mountain of the Lord, * the Word that is above every Word, and to the
* house of God," which is the Church of the living Qod, the pillar and the ground of the
truth. And we notice how it is built upon * the tops of the mountains* i.e. the pre-

dictions of all the prophets, which are its foundations. And this house is exalted above
the hills, i.e. those individuals among men whomake a profession of superior attainments
in wisdom and truth," etc. Alas I that suck a method of interoretation should even yet

obscure most precious portions of Holy Writ t For some ruthlessly divide what God
has joined together, applying part to the earth and part to heaven, part to the present
and part to the future, etc

Obs, 5. If we turn to Zech. 14, we have, as predicted in other i>laces,

the Jewish nation in a fearful position (not the one at the destruction of

Jerusalem in the first century, but a still future one), by a gathering of
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nations against it, a Divine interposition in its behalf» the Adrent of Chriet

and of His saints, the triumph of the Jews, the Kingship of the Lord
then over the earth manifested, the safety and peace of Jerusalem, the

plague poured out on the enemies, the sparing of some people, the worehip
tendered to God, the service and holiness

—

all these things are entirefif

cojisiHteiU with our argument concerning the Kingdom as covenanted and
identified with the Jewish nation, as exhibiting a theocratic manifestation
in the appointed manner hereafter, while they camwt be applied to the

past history of the Jews or of the Church without gross violation of text
This chapter of Zech. gives such a remarkable order of the events, and in-

sists so pointedly on the exaltation of the Jews, that our opponents find it

the most difficult of all passages to spiritualize.

Obs, 6. In order to apply ** the year of my redeemed " (the Jubilee),

and the "salvation'* (forgetting that Christ also comes the second time
unto salvation) of Isa. 63 : l*-6 to the Church, the exact reverse of the

prophecy is advocated. The coming of the King t>^ vetigeaiice^ treadin
the people in anger and fury, is transposed into a gracious coming and
converting power ; and the blood of the enetnies staining His raiment is

changed into Christ's own blood on the cross \ Surely wnen such liberliex

are required by a theory to preserve its consistency, is it not time to con-
sider its validity?

It is a matter of surprise that so clear a thinlcer aa Dr. Schaff (Lange'a Gbm, MaU.
p. 489) should apply this to the passion of Christ (comp. Props. 162 and 166). Nomer-
ous sermons by eminent men pervert this Scripture, and as Dr. Moore (Lange's Omh.
Isa.y p. 673, after sach a given specimen) well says :

** It is strange that an eminent
modem preacher (Ziethe) shoold so misrepresent the teaching of thin passage. If ve
wish to lead men to contemplate Christ as the Man of Sorrows, by whose blood we ai«
redeemed, we should choose a passage of Scripture that exhibits Him in this character.
But it is either culpable ignorance or something wone to affirm that the Senptore
before us contains the lessons set forth in the above-mentioned heads of a sermon."
This rebuke is merited by many who utterly pervert and misapply its meaning. Calvin
justly calls this '* a perversion of Scripture." No one, however, follows the extreme of
Jerome, to make the bloodshed to be that of demons. Comp. the judicious remarks of
Weber, quoted Lange's Com. laa,, p. 673, who correctly locates its fulfilment to '* the
judgment that will befall the ahtichristian persecuting world in the last days,**

Obs. 7. Thus we might present one prediction after the other, and in

each case show, either by the context, text, or parallel passages, that the
Kingdom described by them is still future. For, notwithstanding the as-

surances given and tKe eulogies passed on the Cliurch, it is a plain fart
that no such predictions, having a direct reference to the condition of this

Kingdom, have ever been realized in the history of the Church. And if it

were not for this Church-Kingdom theory, no one would make the attempt
to wrest and pervert them in this direction. Take, e.g. Isa. 65 : 17-25
(comp. with V. 9), and the ablest of writers, as Pres. Edwards, Alexander,
etc., apply this to the Church even to the extent that ** the new heavens
and new earth" have appeared (although some admit also that it has a
future reference). But if we leave inspired men give their tesiimonvj we
find that the location of this '' new heavens and new earth*' is indeed still

future, 2 Pet 3 : 13 ; Rev. 21 : 1. Moreover, if we concede that they have
been already created, then surely the results of such a new creation should
be fully exhibited in the Church. Is it true, however, that the Toiee of
weeping lias ceased in her, that the longevity has been realized, that the
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safety, peace, and liappiness predicted has been attained ? Xo 1 the sad
experience of individual believers and of the Churchforbids such an appro-
priation,

Sut many of onr opponents (even Alexander, e.g. Qmi. laa., vol. 1, p. 226), aa we shall
sJkiow under Props. 148-151, make nomerona concessions which are antagonistic to their
o^rn Church-Kingdom theory. Many predictions are appropriated by setting aside the
grammatical connection, or by making that which might interfere with the Church
ttLeory emblematic and figuratiye. Thus, to illustrate : few commentators do justice to
Acts 15 : 13-17. They have much to say about the call of the Gentiles enforced by the
passage, but make the restoration of the fallen tabernacle " an emblem (so Barnes, etc.)

of the favor of God/* etc., violating the order laid down, and substituting a sense iwi

yound in the text. To understand the connection of James's reasonings it is absolutely
recjuisite to notice the covenarUed aspect of this Davidic tabernacle (with which the
apostles were familiar), the context and text of Amos, and the facta stated by Peter, Paul.
and Barnabas, suggesting James's reference. If this is done, then we have : (1) the
rejection and overthrow of the Davidic Kingdom ; (2) the preservation of some of the
nation (in order to make a future restoration possible) ; (3) a fearful slaughter of the
Jews ; (4) a call extended to and accepted by the Gontiles to become also God's people ;

(5) this work of grace, including Jews and Gentiles, then going on ; (6) this to be fol-

lowed by a rebuilding or restoration of the Kingdom, now fallen and in ruins ; (7) the
result following.

Obs. 8. Many of the predictions are so exalted in their nature, and prom-
ise such a continued and ever-abidinpf blessedness, that it is absurd to

predicate them of the Church in this age. Besides this, the identical lan-

guage, ideas, and blessings are incorporated by John with the crowning
period of restitution here on earth, so that it is a violation of all propriety

to extend them to any other time of manifestation. The reader will per-

ceive this by comparing, e.g. Isa. 60, with Bev. 21 and 22. Again, a fair

interpretation must, as the connection requires, always link such predic-

tions with a future restoration of the elect nation in its favored Theocratic
position under the sublime reign of the predicted David^s Son. These are

inseparable, as the covenant teaches, and these the Prophets always unite.

The student can readily see, by a reference e.g. to Art. '* Kingdom of God^** in M'Clin-
tock & Htrong's Oydop-^ how the Church is transmuted into a Kingdom. The process

is plainly stated, aa drawn from Knobel, " On the Prophets.'* Thus, when the prophets
describe a deliverance from " political calamities," we must attribute *' a higher sense,"
viz. : deliverance from " error and sin ;** when they describe a restored people, God
again dwelling among them in a restored and perpetuated Theocracy, we must agjain

apply this " higher sense," viz. : it means reconciliation to God, access to Him, union
of His people in faith, etc. ; when they portray special provision for temporal wants,

the blessings of life, civil duties, health, offspring, harvests, etc., the "higher sense" is

X'n applied, viz. : it denotes spiritual good, the graces of the spirit enjoyed, etc. ;

n they delineate God's people, " supremely blessed in the enjoyment of all earthly

pleasures," this ** higher sense" elevates the meaning into spiritual pleasures, ** eternal

life," etc. ; when they predict ** the re-establishment of their people into a mighty
state, which should endure upon the earth in imperishable splendor as an outward
community," then the " higher sense" duly applied makes this **a religious invisible

community.** The student will observe (1) the admissions made that the prophets

really predict these things in the plain grammatical sense, but (2) that this must be
changed by '' a higher and spiritual sense." Alaa ! what absurdities are engrafted on
God's Word by the assumed superior reason of man. According to this principle,

the interpretation, the meaning of the Scriptures, is left at the mercy of this assumed
** higher sense," which in one is this, and in another that, aa fancy, or imagination, or

alleged influence of the spirit or some favorite opinion suggests. In the Art. " Bap-
tists" (Ency. Relig. KtmwL), in the Introd., it is asserted that the visible organiied

Church is ' * the Kingdom of God foretold by the prophet Daniel, and announced by
John the Baptist as at hand, Dan. 2 : 44, Matt. 3 : 2." (What a departure from John
Bunyan's position.) Dr. Mason {JEssays on the Church, No. 1) correctly defines the
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Church, and then designates it the Kingdom of God, and for the support of sacfa ao
afflrmation quotes suoh passages as laa. 66 : 12, Xaa. 49 : 23, Isa. 6 : 3, 6, and espeei&llj
** He that shall rise to reign over the Gentiles." Rchmncker (Ecang. LuUu Cat., p. 66)
gives, in order to transform the Church into a Kingdom, Acts 5 : 31. These and other
writers do not consider that their representations are utterly opposed by the general
analogy of Soripture, as shown ; by the epitomes of history, as given in Matt., cha. 24
and 25 (oomp. Mark and Luke), and 2 Thess., ch. 2 ; by such statements as Matt. 9 : 15,

Matt. 23 : 39, Luke 17 : 22, Luke 21 : 31, etc. ; by the numerous reasons logicaUy
united as already given. The disposition is general to take the whole matter jcr
granted, and then to quote Scripture without the least regard to its connection or oxder
of fulfilment. It is even a sad fact that Apologists (e.g. Bow, *'" Ch. Evidences/' Bampkm
Lectures, 1877, p. 211, etc.\ taking for granted as a fact that the Church is the oore-
nanted and predicted Kingdom, present it as evidence why the Scripturm should be
received as a Divine Revelation, viz. : through the fulfilment of prophecy exhibited in
a matter of fact. Alas ! the fact does not exist ; it is wholly imaginary, as the least
comparison between covenant and the Church abundantly proves. Such statements are
misleading and injurious to the truth. A strong and reliable argument can be built
upon the existence and mission of the Church, without introducing material that
weakens the whole structure. A simple statement of the design of the Church and this
dispensation has far more weight with infidelity than all the high-flown and exaggerated
eulogies so lavishlv empk>yed ; for the former is seen to be actually in progress and
realized, while the latter exists only in the imagination of the eulogizers, being opposed
both by Scriptures and history.
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Proposition 105. The Lord^s Prayer is indicative of ike fact
that the Church is not the covenarited Messianic Kingdom,

Jesus, in teaching His disciples to pray for a future, coming
Kingdom, undoubtedly taught them to pray for the same Kingdom
covenanted, predicted, and which they preached. He certainly
desired them to pray understandingly, and, therefore, the views
entertained by them respecting the Kinedom remaining uncontra-
dicted to the end (Acts 1 : 6), and whicn must have inspired the
use of the petition, are certainly correct (comp. Props. 37-45, and
54-68).

We call the stndent'B attention to the faot that ve have already quoted nnmeronB
able opponents, who frankly admit that down at least to the ascension the disciples of
Jeans fully entertained the idea of the Kingdom expressed by ns. A mnltitnde more
might be thus quoted, as evidenced by their enforced and fatal concessions when
commenting e.g. on Acts 1 : 6. We refer to this in order to say : Is it reasonable to
suppose that Jesus would give His disciples a prayer in behalf of the Kingdom, knowing
Bfl He must what conatruotion they would place upon it. unless, if mistaken in their
apprehension of it» He would also enlighten them as to its meaning, so that they could
offer it up intelligently and with a proper hope ? The faot that we do know wlUi what
Bentlments these preachers of the same Kingdom prayed this prayer—specially in-
stmcted, too, as we are told, in private—goes far to sustain our position. If candid,
those who oppose us wUl find this prayer, as understood and used by the disciples, a
blow to their excessive spiritualizing of the promises.

Ohs. 1. The petition " Thy Kingdom come" (Matt 6 : 10, Luke 11 : 2)
cannot appropriately be prayed by one who is already in the Kingdom, for

the sentiment expressed Iooks to futurity. The disciples to whom it was
given, and evidently used it, had no idea whatever of the modem notions
engrafted on the prayer. They prayed it looking, as we have in detail

proven (as many of our opponents frankly admit), for a Kingdom to come
Tisibly in the future, and this Kingdom was the Theocratic-David ic re-

stored under the Messiah. Wo may well ask. How could the Dirine Master
give them a prayer with such a clause in, which, as all the facts show, they
—if the modern view is correct—grossly misunderstood, without some ex-
planation? Our line of argument conclusively proves that such an expla-
nation was unnecessary (and hence was not given) because they had the true
idea of the Kingdom, wnen they prayed for the Theocratic Kingdom to

come. Jesus, knowing the view of the Kingdom held, by giving this

petition in its present form, indorses the disciples' opinion as a correct

one. The integrity of the Divine Teacher, and His express assurance that
He ^ve them the mysteries of the Kingdom (Prop, ll), forbid any other
position.

There is an exquisite delicacy (which man could not have conceived) in the prayer/' Thy
(i.e. the Father's) Kingdom come." The delicacy and propriety arises from Christ's

position in the performance of an allotted mission, and in thus avoiding the word ** My**
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(whioh, aa He and the Father are one. He might tmthfolly hsTe emplojed), and in
expressing the Theocratic relationship that the Kingdom sostaina to the Father, and
implying that the Kingdom is given (Prop. 83) by the Father, becanse of the obedienee
of Jeans (Prop. 84). Again, foreknowing His ultimate rejection by the nation and the
consequent postponement of the Kingdom, the petition is pnrposely conched in Ungnage
indefinite as to the time when it should oome. Again, the clause annexed to tlus

petition, " Thy will be done on earth,** etc., is indicative qf the re^uK of this Kingdom
coming, aa stated by the prophets. But we add : The simple fact is evident that God's
will is not verified in the Church, as her checkered history atteata, and ao long aa ahe
remains in her mixed condition, cannot be. The ** will '* of Qod respecting the earth
iff eojtUy read if we but direct the eye of faith either to the past or to the future, as given
in the Word ; in the past it is reflected before the fall, and in the futtire, it shines forth
in the renewed earth. It is. therefore, readily perceived, and any view that faila to

prasp these two marks of the '* will'* falls immeasurably below the reality. To make
it manifested now is to cover it over with the weakness, frailties, pasaiona, etc., of poor
humanity, and is to ignore the plainest statements in the predictions (e.g. 3 llieaB. ^
relating to the Ghuroh,

Obs. 2. The petition ** ITiy Kingdom come," is a prayer that otie distinc-

tire Kingdom should come, not two or more ; not that one should be
within the other, not that one should be a prelude to the other. The dis-

ciples only recognized in the petition one Kingdom ; the early Church
adopted the same belief, and we see no reason for a change of faith, seeing

that the covenanted and ]^redicted Messianic Kingdom, as expressed in the
plain grammatical sense, is the one evidently denoted.

It is a matter of surprise that able and eminent men pervert this prayer by TnaV^wg

out a variety of Kingdoms prayed for, as e.g. one writer (Bernard) has three Kingdoms
petitioned for, viz. : " The Kingdom of Providence, the Kingdom of 0raoe, the Kingdom
of Olory." ((3omp. Prop. 3, and observe that all the meantnga there noticed are. more
or leas, incorporated with this prayer.) Others have a visible and an invisible, a
present and a future Kingdom in it. Some make it " piety,** or " religion,** or ** Qod'a
reign in the heart,'* or " tiie spread of Ghristianity,*' or " the victorious development of
the Christian Church," or " grace,** or *' power.*' or " the gospel.'* etc. Even Pre-
Millenarians, forgetful of the logical covenanted meaning that the phrase undoubtedly
possesses, while carefully insisting that it necessarily includes the still future Kingdiun
here on earth after the Sec. Advent, tell us (as e.g. Alford) that it embraces " the fulneae
of the accomplishment of the Kingdom of God so often spoken of in prophetic Scriptures,

and by implication all that process of events which lead to that aocomplishment^" and
ao another (Lange) says it means, " the Kingdom of heaven in its spiritual reality,

including both time and eternity.*' Hampered by a Church-Kingdom theory, the int^
pretation and application must be such that the prayer includes a petition for the
Church, bringing out a prayer for Lange' s ** threefold Kingdom of grace, of power, and
of glory." The absurdity of many of these interpretations appears if we but substituta
them in the petition for the word ** Kingdom," especially when contemplating the
disoiplea as uttering them with their Jewish views. Meyer (Cbm. lod^ is logically and
scripturally correct when he asserts that the " Kingdom*' simply denotes " the Heesiamo
Kingdom.** Dr. Sohaff (Iiange*s Com, locit Amer. ed.) objects to Meyer's rejecting all

ecclesiastical and spiritual meanings attached to the petition, saying that he ** forgets
that the one for which he contends exclusively, the Messianio Kingdom, does in £aot

include or imply them all.** But this reply to Meyer is suggested by the idea that the
Church in some way must be included or implied, which view was certainly not eniet^
tained by the disciples and the early Church. Meyer's position is the correct one,
historically and acripturally, and this opinion is steadily gaining ground with students.
Nast {Com, loci) says that the view that this Kingdom " is not to be applied to the
Ghuroh of Qod before the second visible C3oming of Christ,** *' is held by many Evan-
gelical divines of Germany at the present time, and has gained of late also the assent ol
some of the most learned theologians of England and ionerioa.** (He adds :

** Yet the
Fre-Mill. theory has not yet been fully met, and is certainly entitled to far more atten-
tion and examination than it generally receives.**) Yet Dr. Sdiaff is correct in ao far,

that when we pray for the Kingdom to oome, the petition includes the preparative work of
the Church that it may be hastened, but this preparatory stage is not the Kingdom itself.
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Ohs, 3. Attention is directed to the fact that critics (like Lightfoot,
Schoetgcn, Gregory, etc.), indorsed by various commentators, assert that
•Jesus collected this prayer out of Jewish Eschatologies, and prove the as-

sertion by givine every sentiment expressed in full as drawn from them.
li this be allowea, and Jesus did this purposely, it is only another proof of

the correctness of our interpretation and application, seeing that Jesus
thus, in the highest possible manner, indorses the Jewish views (comp.
Props. 40, 44, 47, 20, 21, etc.) of the Kingdom by taking their own ex-

pressions, and framing them into a petition to heaven. Every Jew who
employed it would, of course, use it in the sense indicated, and it is a
znere begging of the question to declare that Jesus placed one sense on it

and the Jews quite another ; for if this were true, which it is not, it

would invalidate the integrity of the Teacher, making Him to conceal the
truth and leave His hearers under a wrong impression and in error.

We refer, as iUnatratiTe of the ObBerration, to what Barnes, Cbm. Maii,^ p. 83, foot-

note, says of the usage or language of the Jevs, and which " were donbtless familiar in
the time of Christ.** Thus, he says, that the Babblns declared, " That prayer in which
there is no mention mode of iht Kingdom qf heaven is no< a prayer.**

Obs. 4. The quite early Church entertained our view of this petition, as
is apparent from the Eschatology affirmed by them, seeing that they looked
for the speedy Advent, etc. The modern engrafted views were foreign to
their simple faith. The extracts that we have already given from them, ex-
hibiting their belief in the covenanted Einedom, forbids any other
view, and so imbedded was this in the Church that even Auffnstme (Cum-
ming, Lecfs. on Romanism, p. 207) could not transmute this Kingdom into
'' the Kingdom of Grace" (as was done by Ambrose and others), but held
that it meant *' the Kingdom of glory."

Tertnllian {De Oratume) makes this prayer to be one for the coming of the Kingdom
at the Advent still fatore, and thus nrgea this petition to be used :

** Wherefore, if the
appearing of God's Kingdom belongs to the will of Ood and to our earnest expeotation,
how can some pray for a lengthening oat of the age, when the Kingdom of God, for
which we pray that it may come, tends to the consummation of the age ? We wish to

reign eartitr^ and not to serve longer. Even if it were not prescribed in the prayer^ about
praying for the coming of the Kingdom, we should, of our own accord, offer that peti-

tion, hastening to the fruition of oar hope. . . . Yes, Lord, let Thy Kingdom come
toUh the utmost speed.' The wish of Christians, the confusion of the heathen, the joy of
angals, for which we struggle ; yea, more, for which we pray.** Cyprian and others
refer the petition to the Kingdom still future, Cyprian e.g. saying :

** That we who first

are His subjects in the world may hereafter reign with Christ, when He reigns." The
early Church linking, as Paul does, ** the appearing and Kingdom" together, virtually

made this petition a prayer for the Sec. Advent of Jesus, and the petition of Rev.
22 : 20 one including the Kingdom. In unity with this early view of the petition the
student will find many utterances since the Beformation, e.g. Luther's (Meurer*8 " Life
of, " p. 33), Bish. Latimer {Investigator, vol. 1. p. 170). Archb. Cianraer (Brooks's Essays,

p. 13), Bish, Newton {Diss, on Prof^, p. 587), Baxter ( Works, voL 2, p. 656). Increase
Mather {Discourse on Fhith), Spaulding {Lectures, p. 123), and hundreds of others for

evezy Pre-Millenarian writer strenously holds that, if it does embrace more in its

meaning, its main, great reference is to this Kingdom on earth after the Sec. Advent."

Obs, 5. The petition " Thy Kingdom come^* assumes, by its allusion to

futurity, that the Kinf^cdom did not then exist. This forms corroborative

proof of the position taken by us in previous Propositions, over against the

utterances that it was present when Christ gave tne prayer.
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We have alroadj presented nnmeroiu tegtimoniea respecting the assertion that the

Kingdom was already 'actually in existence. Others, as illastnitiTe, may be added.
FroL Lommis {The Kingdom and the Churchy quotes Dr. Warren, Prea. of Boston Cni-
Tersity, as saying :

** The Christian Chnroh is the Kin^^dom of God on earth viewed in

its objective or institutional form. God's Kingdom among men is as old as hnmsn
history." Beecher {Christian Union, Deo. 39th, 1H75) deanes the Kingdom to be " a slaU
of mind." or ** a Kingdom of character, and not a Kingdom of place or of orgaoiaation,"

or ** the development of human nature into spiritual manhood," and being thus aOied
to piety or religious growth, it is something that has always existed. Hence, when w«

J
ray ** Thy Kingdom come," we only pray for spiritual things, spiritual growth, etc If

esus really intended such a meaning to be foisted on the idea of the Kuogdom, He cer-

tainly used tiie most extraordinary language by which to convey it, owing to the pie-

oise, definite meaning attributed to it by the Jews and disciples.

Obs, 6. The expression " Thy Kiiigdmn come*' expresses faith in the

realization of the covenant, and the predictions based upon it. What
Kinffdomis the proper subject of prayer, if not the TfieocrcUtC'Davidicf

Faith, in its ns^, is manifested that God*s oath to David will be re-

spected, that it is His determinate purpose to have it restored, and that

God will institute the means and arrangements for its recovery. The
Theocracy is, as we have proven, Qod*s own Kingdom ; He being the Baler
in it, gives force to the ** 7%y.'*

John BuskiUp in The Lords Prayer and The Church {Obniemp. Remew, repub. in The
lAbrary Mag.f Jan., 1860 1, observes :

" I believe very few. even of the most earnest,

using that petition (viz. : Thy Kingdom come), realize that it is the Fkther'a—not (he &>«*«—
Kingdom, that* they pray may come, althoogh the whole prayer is fundamental on thst

fact : * For 77^ui« is the Kingdom, the power, and the glory.* And I fancy that the mind
of the most faithful Christians is quite led astray from its proper hope, by dweUUng on
the reign—or the Coming again—of Christ ; which, indeed, they are to look for and watch

,

for, bid not to prayfor. Their prayer is to be for the greater Kingdom to which He,
risen and having all His enemies under His feet, is to surrender His, ' that God may be

All in All.' " Here are quite a number of mistakes, resulting from a total misapprehen- '

sion of the covenanted Kingdom. 1. The Divine Sovereignty is not the Kingdom. I

Props. 79 and SO. 2. The Kingdom is both the Father's and the Son's ; being The-
ooratio, Jesus is the representative of God, e.g. Prop. 200. 3. Admitting the doxolog;
(comp. Lanse's Qtm, lociy New Version of New Test, Variorum of New. Test.), th«
" Thine" refers to this Kingdom being given to David's Son ^*rop. 81X and that the

fulness of the Godhead sustains it 4. The oneness of the Fatoer and Son cannot b«

thus ignored. 6. The perpetuity of Messiah's Kingdom is thus flatly denied (oomp.
Prop. 159). 6. The ignoring and denial of prayer for the coming and reign of Jesus^ in

the light, e.g. of Bev. 22 : 20. Tit. 2 : 13, 1 Pet. 4 : 7, etc.. is surprising.

Obs. 7. " Thy Kingdom come** embraces the idea of a conspicnoas, visi-

ble» external coming, so that erery one would be cognizant oi its coming.
The adoption of the Jewish language itself, which included this, is en-

dence sumcient to inculcate it But aside from the reasons already as-

signed, and others that will appear under appropriate headings, it amply
subserves oar present purpose to sar, that the Jewish view (which is emi-

nently' Scriptural), that an extraordinary exhibition of the Supernatural
would be manifested (as e.g. in the resurrection of the' righteous) with the

re-establishment of the Kingdom, alone enforces this idea.

The establishment of the Church did not introduce the supernatural results mc-
fidently anticipated in the resurrection of the saints, the removal of evil, etc. bat
while preparatory in its nature and imparting inestimable blessings, it left the rigfataou
siiU under the cur«e. oppres^d. burdened, chastened, etc. The visible consequences, m
delineated by the prophets to be f^ immediaU issue of the restored Theocracy, were »D
lacking. Hence no coming of a Kingdom was witnessed as covenanted and predicted.
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for instead of a visible oiganized Theocracy, tinitmg Chnroh and state, all-powerfnl and
all-conquering, the Chorch exhibited an organization persecuted by the Htate, sustained
by the blood of martyrdom, struggling and flghting to maintain an existence against
encroachments from within and without If we are to follow the teaching ot the AVord,

ve most conclude that the Jewish view, held by the disciples, ia the correct one, viz. :

that so marked are the distingnishing characteristics of the reintroduction of this

coming Kingdom under the Messiah that no one can possibly mistake its time of com-
mencement. Now, over against this, observe, as we hare largely quoted, the conflicting

views of our opponents, who select various beginnings, several of them united, etc. We
give another illustration : " An Inquirer,'* in ths Ch. Union, Jan. 16th, 1878, makes the
Christian Church to be organized at the time of the Translation. The Editor (evi-

dently recalling how eminent men fixed the same at the birth of Jesus, His baptism, the
confession of Peter, His public entry, His death. His resurrection. His ascension, the
day of Pentecost, and the destruction of Jerusalem), in reply, says :

" It seems to us to

be impossible to fix the date of its beginning as it is to fix the hour when the oak tree

first begins.**

Obs, 8. Prophecy, if the Church is the Kingdom prayed for, should, hj
way of encouragement, and in answer to faith, show that the prayer is

realized in its delineation of events. But the reverse of this is true, aa

e.g. seen in Dan. 2 and 7. Auberlen {The Proph, Daniel) remarked the

absence of any portraiture of the Church (and its sham imitation of a
Theocracy when Church and State were united under Constautiue) when
God unfolds the history of the Fourth Monarchy, the Roman world-power
excepting only as it suffers under the persecution of earthly Kingdoms.
(The same absence is noticeable in the epitomes of Matt. 24, Mark 13,

Luke 21, 2 Thess. 2.) Now if our opponents are correct with their

theory, it seems reasonable that when an Empire is leavened and trans-

formed into a nominal Christian power by the Church, such a chanse
ought to be recognized, if it is a legitimate answer to such a petition. On
the contrary, down to the end ** the beast*' remains ** a beast.'*

Auberlen, thoroughly Chiliastio as he is, and able in his prophetical studies, em-
barraoBed by an existing, invisible Church-Kingdom, explains the omission by saying,

that as tlie prophet only describes " the course of the toorid-powers, hence Uie King-
dom of God enters the horizon at that point where ti begins to be a real and external

power of the world—that is, at the Second Advent of Christ. '* This explanation, while
unsatisfactory to those who hold the visible Church to be a Kingdom, is equally so on
any hypothesis that it is a Kingdom, seeing that the distinctive characteristics helongr
ing to a Kingdom are only manifested at the coming of the Son of man, when the fourm
beast and his brood are to be destroyed. The existence of such a Kingdom must first

be proven, before its omission is thus accounted for in a prophecy. The omission
itself, as conceded, decidedly favors our view. We insist that (as Prop. 36) the prophets
and covenants describe only on« Kingdom ; they know absolutely nothing of those
additional assigned by human reason, prejudice, and ambition.

Obs. 9. This petition must be, if Scripture is to give in its whole testi-

mony, viewed in the light of the postponement of the Kingdom fcomp.
' Props. 58, 66, 67, etc.). The simple fact that the Kingdom believed in by
the disciples, and for which they prayed when using this phrase (and for

which Jesus gave it to them), was postponed to the Second Advent, for-

bids our incorporating with or substituting for it any other Kingdom,
alleged to be visible or invisible. If we do this, we take an unwarranted
liberty with the same.

In addition to our reasons previously assigned in detail for the postponement of the

Kingdom, the attention of the advanced student is directed to an exceedingly interesting

Scripture, which, if we are to take the general analog}', teaches the postponement, and
shows us how to understand this petition. We refer to Dan. 9 : 26, to the clause ** shall
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Messiah be cut off. but not for Himself." It is admitted by able commentators tbrnl the
rendering *' but not for Himself " was adopted (so Barnes, etc.)" from the common view
of the atonement—that the Messiah did not die for Himself, bnt that His life was giTOL
as a ransom for others." Barnes, however, asserts that the mazginal reading la tba
correct rendering :

" And shall have nothing.'* So Hengstenberg insists upon tnnsl«ft-
ing, ** and is not to him/' i.e. ** there was nothing to him/' that is, the antiumtr,
dominion over the covenanted people wonld cease. Tregelles' rendering i^ '' and
there shall be nothing to Him," i.e. no Kingdom. He says {On Dan,, p. 102) that the
common application to Christ's sacrifice most be rejected as *' placing a meet trae sad
important doctrine npon an insufficient basis," and adds :

** I believe that the words
simply imply ' and there shall be nothing for Him ;* He will be rejected, and His earthly
Kingdom will be a thing on which He will not enter." Now this position is amply
sustained by the facts in the history and the declarations of Jesns, viz. : that when thus
cat off, rejected and cmcified. He did not establish a Kingdom, bat it was postponed to
the Second Advent, when, according to promise. He will come again and erect it. This
reference to not having, as MesauJi, a Kingdom by the expressive "nothing" (camp.
Barnes, Lange, etc.), ^oold certainly prevent us from attributing to Him, in this
direction, something of a Messianic Kingdom. The unitp of the Word forbids it, for as
e.g. in the parable of the nobleman, the Kingdom is distant and the position of the
servants in this dispensation is assigned. Even the admissions of our opponents
strengthen our position, as e.g. Dr. Brown {Chrisfa Sec, Oaming, ch. 3), quoting Dr.
Urwick, and conceding that Luke 19 : 11-27, Matt. 25 : 19, shows that the Kingdom to
be set up wiia to be long delayed.

Obs, 10. Eminent divines take this petition, and in dedication and mis-
sionary sermons, employ it to denote the present existing Church, and
yigorously and eloquently exhort their hearers or readers to help, by spe-
cial labor and efforts, to make the Kingdom come. That which is (he

special work of the Lord Jesus (Prop. 129, etc.), under the Divine bestow-
ment of the Father (Prop. 83), men, by a perversion and misappreheofiion,
undertake to perform themselves (Prop. 175).

This widespread notion is found in thousands of published works and appeals. Bimply
to illustrate : The official oath required of ministers in Prussia, established in 1616 and
renewed in 1836, was one in whic|^ they swear that they will ** extend in my congrega-
tion the Kingdom of God and of my Lord and Master Jesus Christ. " They may have
succeeded* by God's grace, in urgiag piety, spiritual growth, etc., npon some, but as to
a Kingdom, judging from the hist9ry of the Church in Prussia and the bitter straggles
since then, no trace of one can be found. Wald^^ve {New Test, MiUenarianism, Sec 2)
assumes the Church to be the Teritable Kingdom of Christ, and referring to the nsnal
passages adduced Hi its behalf (which we shall notice), declares Tery emphatically, that,
whatever this Kingdom is, our liord ta\ight that it was gradually and widely to extend
its bounds by the preaching of the gospel (but fails to give onepaaaage which asserts this
idea, he transforming ** the gospel of the Kingdom" into the Kingdom itself), and then
triumphantly adds :

" Is it possible that, after all, Christ did not intend His people to
recognize in that Kingdom, when it should be set up, the very Kingdom of the Messiah ?

Is it possible that, after all, that Kingdom was not to come for eighteen centuries, at
least?" The only reply that need now be given is this : Can Waldegrave point out
the time when the Church first recognized herself to be the Messianic Kingdom ? If so
easily recognizable, why do he, and others who believe with him, make so many diffemU
Kingdoms, and differ ao mcderiaUy as to the beginnings ? Why did the early Church
employ this petition in the Lord's Prayer, without the least idea of the Messianic King-
dom having come, and lohy do they locate it at the Sec. Coming of Jesus ? What are
we to do with the Scriptures that expressly teach a postponement ? Such questions can
be multiplied, all of which he, however, completely ignores, complacently satisfied with
the mereat infenncea drawn from Christ's present exaltation, the Divine Sovereignty, etc.

Such affirmations like these are abundantly supported by assertions, but direct Scriptural
proof is lacking in every one of them.

ct P^-^' i}^'
" '^^y Kingdom come" ia the prayer of those who are

heirs,*' for they haye an interest in it It is the prayer of those who ar«
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called/' and the iisage of this petition indicates an appreciation of their
** high calling." It is a prayer designed to stimulate faith and hope, to

^wean from the world, to qualify us for a future *' abundant entrance."
It is a prayer which honors the Father who bestows it, honors the Christ

who receives its glorv, and honors the Holy Spirit, whose wonder-working
power will be exerted! in its behalf. It is a prayer that fell from the lips

and heart of David's Son, expressive of His own desire, and it has encour-
ajged, consoled, and strengthened the hearts and lives of multitudes of be-
lievers. To appreciate it properly, we must study its distinctive meaning,
denoting as it does a well-defined (*' Thy") Kingdom, which the Father
has promised most solemnly under oath, and which David's Son receives

from the Ancient of Days at the allotted period—a Kingdom bringing
completed Bedemption and the most precious blessings.

We only add : The Kingdom that we pray for is not one that shall fall terribly

oppressed under the Antichrist ; it is not one whose members shed their blood in

behalf of the truth, reaping the vengeance of earthly powers, bat It is a Kingdom which
the Word, tmthfal and conHistent, always represents as exalting its rulers in honor and
gloiy, and in extending peace and happiness to its subjects. To this divine portraiture

-we ding ; for it we long and pray. In reference to the ardent praying and longing for

this Kingdom, compare e.g. OLshansen, Cbm. locu, Nast, Com, locLf Alford, etc. Nast
remarks :

** Acoording to Olshausen the one leading idea is the ardent longing after the
Kingdom of Qod, which constitutes the burden of all the prayers of God's children.'*

But, it may be added, we should pray intelligently as the disciples—to whom the prayer
was given and who preached this Kingdom —prayed. Much prayer in this direction is

confused, and mingled with human opinions. In sadness, too, we must say that
multitudes, if they really apprehended uiat the coming of this Kingdom is inseparably
linked with the Sec. Advent, and that to pray for the one is really to pray for the other,

would feel no interest in the prayer—yea, would dread its use—eJthough identified

with ** the blessed hope" and perfected redemption. So long as they can apply it to

the Chorch, or to the third heaven, or to a very distant fature» they can employ it, but
to give it the ancient Chillastic interpretation and application, edthoogh amply sup-
ported by the analG^ of the Word, is beyond their personal desires, for the speedy
coming of the Messiah, although it be " unto salvation," is unwelcome or visionary to
them.

Obs. 12. Pre-Millenarians are a unit in the application of this petition to

a future Messianic Kingdom at the Sec, Advent, 0ome, indeed, as we have
pointed out^ being under the influence, more or less, of the prevailing views
respecting the Church-Kingdom theory^ think that the Church is also em-
braced in the i)etition (which we deem illogical and inferential), but such
an application is expressly affirmed to be secondary or a lower sense. And
it must, moreover, be borne in mind that even then, not one of these con-
tends that the Church is, in any sense, the covenanted and predicted Mes-
sianic Kingdom. They unite in regarding it as %\m^\j pre])aratory to the
Kingdom of covenant and of Dan. 2, 7, etc., which is to be manifested
at the Second Coming of Jesus. Therefore all Pre-Millcnarians unite in

regarding the petition as embracing that still future Kingdom.

We thus again call attention to this nniformlty of belief, as some of our opponents
have called it into question, as if we prayed, longed, and hoped for different Kingdoms
at different times. Thus e.g. Or. Brown (Christ's See. Coming, ch. 7) professes himself
to have gotten '* entangled and nearly despairing.** at the variance and confusion of Pre-
Milienanans respecting*' the period and the nature" of Christ's Kingdom. This is hardly
complimentaxy to himselt seeing that they are easily classified : (1) Those who make
the Church simply preparatory, and have the Theocratic Kingdom restored at the Sec.

Advent. (2) Those who make the Church an initiatory Kingdom, but locate the proper
covenanted, outward Kingdom at the Seo. Advent. (^3) Both of these locate the cove-
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nanted and prddictod Meesianio Kingdom at the Sec. Coming of Jesna—some oonrectlj

extending it beyond the one thousand yean, others limiting it to the MilL period.

(4) Aa to details, a diversity exists, as is natural on such a subject (mainly arising fnun
interpreters being still influenced by some of Dr. Brown's prinoiplesX bat the points of

union are clear and distinctive : (a) the coTenanted Kingdom is at the i>ec. Advent ; (b)

this Kingdom is Theooratio in its nature ; (c) this Kingdom is visibly under the rulexahip
of Jeans and the saints (some making the visibility of the rulers constant, others ocoa-
siooal) ; (d) the Church is only provisional ; (e) thu Kingdom introduces the promised
blessings, restitution, etc. Dr. Brown increasea the supposed diversity by qaoUng
persons who arc strictly Pre-Uillenarian, agreeing with us only in a few points. Nov
one should suppose that Dr. Brown's side must have perfect unanimity, seeing thst he
employs auch a course of reasoning against us, which, if it proves anythins, omly shows
that men, on important subjects, make mistakes. Instead of going to &e numeross
meanings, beginnings, eto.^ given to the Kingdom by others of our opponents (with
whom Dr. Brown agrees), ve will but briefly refer to Dr. Brown's own statements n-
Bpecting the Kingdom to exhibit the wondeiful uniiy of doctrine that his system presents*
and this is the more satisfaotoiy since it comes firom the alleged champion againfit us,

and forms, from lua own writings, a strong answer to his charge of variance and coo-
fusion. On p. 106 of " Christ's Sec. Coming" he quotes the commiaaion (Matt. 2S :

18-20) which is designed " to establish His (Christ's) Kingdom upon earth ;" on p. 130
he maintains that Christ's Kingdom was " in being before His ascension," but, on p.

136, was *' formally recognized " and newly commenced at His ascension (for p. 138, etc^
he asserts that Jesus is on David's throne in the third heaven, and p. 136, this is " a
Kingdom of salvation or grace, " preached by the apostles, and denoted by " Repent je,
for the Kingdom of heaven is at hand"). In his Com. on Matt 4 : 17, he informs us.
" Our Lord sometimes speaks of the new Kingdom ns already come—in His person and
ministry ; but the economy of it was only ' at hand,' until the blood of the cross was
shed and the spirit on the day of Pentecost opened the fountain for sin and for nn.
cleanness to the world at latge." Com. Matt, on the petition, " Thy Kingdom come,"
he remarks, that this Kingdom is " a moral and spiritual Kingdom, which the God of
grace is setting up in this fallen world, whose subjects consist of as many as have been
brought into hearty subjection to His gracious sceptre, and of which His Son Jesus is

the glorious Head. In its inward reality of it, this Kingdom has existed ever since there
were men who * walked with (jk>d,* " etc "When Messiah Himself appeared, it waa, as a
visible Kingdom, * at hand.' " '* On the day of Pentecost was a ' glorious coming * of this
Kingdom," ie. of this visible. Com. Matt. 21 : 43. *' the Kingdom of God~Qod*s
visible Kingdom, or Chnroh upon earth." Com. Bom. 14 : 17, the Kingdom of God is
*' Beligion. " This is a fair specimen of that system which he adopts as so clear and self-

evident, built, as the student can see, upon a total perversion of covenant language and
prediction. While gaardixig himself from many of the absurd meanings engrafted by
Barnes and others, on the Kingdom, a sufficiencr remains to show that the plain gram-
matical sense of covenant and prophecy must be completely set aside before such a
belief can be entertained. Alas ! how such men of ability lead the Church into blind-
ness and ujiibelief.

We tarn from such an interpretation of the Lord's Prayer to those given by
Pre-Millenarians with thankfulness, aa evidence that the early faith is expressed in
hope. Bh. Newton (DU3, on Prmh., p. 587) observes : **In the general, that there
shall be such a happy period as toe Millennium ; that *the Kingdom and dominion, and
the greatness of the Kingdom under the whole heaven, shall be given to the people
of the saints of the Most High * (Dan. 7 : 27V, that Christ shall have * the heathen for
His inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for His possession (Ps. 2 : 8>

;

that " the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the
sea' (Isa. 11 : 9) ;

* that the fulness of the Grentiles shall come in, and sll Israel shall be
saved * (Rom. 11 : 25 26) ; in a word, that the Kingdom of heaven shall be established
upon earth, is the plain and express doctrine of Daniel and all the prophets, as well as
of St. John ; and we daily pray for the accomplUhmmi of it, in praying • Thy Kingdom
Come"' Hon. Gerard T. Noel {Pr.xtpeela of the Church of Christ, p. 10) says: "It may
confirm the view here given of the future (Pre-Millennial), to inquire into the naivrt of
thaifelic'dy which our Lord Himself has tatu/ht ua in our prayers to expect. It would b«
natural to suppose, that in the selection of blessings which He condescended to make
the subject of our prayers to Ood^ the consnmmdtion of IFts own toork of merry would
And a marked place. The supposition is consistent with fact. He has concentrate«l a
prayer for the completion of His own work, in the two remarkable expressions : ' Thy
Xingdom came,* 'thy will be done on earth as in heaven.* Can we refuse to admit %^^
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ooT Lord here bounds our view to this acme on earih t In heaTen, that is. in the other
regions of the nniverse of God« His will is already done ; but here, we are surrounded
with a scene of rebellion, anarchy, and sorrow. Does He then teaoh ns to pray for a
franjtoi<m./rom tAis vn^uief land to another and distant orb? He pnts no such request
-within our lips ; He directs na to pray for the establishment of His Kingdom, and this
Kingdom appears to belong exclusively to this maierial earth, * 'Hiy will be done in
earth, as in heaven/ Is not the inference twofold : first, that the earth is the theatre of
Jiis Eingdom ; and secondly, that conformiiy to His will is the absolute enjoyment of
heaven f and that no loftier supplication can be associated with our thoughts than
that the hallowed sceptre should be reptaced in human hands, even In the hands of the
mi^^tv Antitype, *the second Adam, the Lord from heaven.'" Buch testimonies could be
reproauoed horn many able and eminent Chiliasts, and eloquently expressed (as e.g. by
Bonar, Seiss, Bickersteth, Brooks, etc.). In addition to this, we might readily bring
forth a mass of evidence to show that many writers of ability, cannot, and do not,

limit this petition to the church as now constituted, but refer it to the future, after the
Second Advent. Thus e.g. Baxter (^in/*5 Eoertasting Sesif p. 438), in the peroration of
hia work, after expressing his most fervid desires for the speedy coming of Jesus and
the resurrection of believers bursts forth : * Return, Lord, how long ? O let Thy
Kingdom corns.* Thy desolate * bride saith. Come 1

' for Thy Spirit within her saith,

Come ; and teacheth her thus to * pray with groanings, which cannot be uttered ; yea.
* the whole creation saith, Come, waiting to be ddivered from the bondage of corruption
into the glorious liberty of the children of God.' " We conclude with the utterance of

one of the Reformers. Archb. Cranmer wrote (so Burnet's Hi3. vol. 3, B. 4), the Cate-
chism drawn up by the English Prelates, and authorized by Edward VI. in 1563, and
the following question and answer will be of interest, as indicative of the views then
entertained. **Q. How is that petition, Thy Kingdom come, to be understood ?'*

**Ana, We ask that His Kingdom may come, for that as yet we see not all things subject
to Christ : we see not yet how the Rtone is cut out of the mountain without human
help, which breaks into pieces and reduoeth to nothing the image described by Daniel ;

or, how the only rock, which is Christ, doth possess and obtain the empire of the whole
world given Him of the Father. As yet Antichrist is not slain ; whence it is that we
desire and pray that at length it may come to pass and be fulfilled ; and that Christ
alone may reign with His saints, according to the divine promises ; and that He may
live and have dominion in the world, according to the decrees of the holy Gospel, and
not according to the traditions and laws of men, and the wills of the tyrants of the
world."
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Peoposition 106. Owr doctrine of the Kingdom stistatned iy

the temptation of Christ,

The Church-Kingdom view endeavors to sustain itself by re-

ferring to the temptation of Jesus, informing us that He was
tempted by Satan " to adopt the worldly idea of Messiah's King-
dom," i.e. to receive just such a literal Kingdom as covenant and
prophecy describe, but which we are to discard, as it is alleged
Jesus did, as " sinful," and substitute a " spiritual Kangdom."

Ohs. 1. This, however, ia far from being sober, sound exegesis^ beinff

wrongfully inferred. The Kingdom offerea to Jesus, as our opponents a£
mit when they explain Re7. 11 : 15 or Dan. 7 : 14, 27, etc., is, taking their

own explanations (as we have already seen), the very Kuigdom atid tcorld-

dominion tendered by Satan. And in this consists theforce of the tempta-
tion : the first temptation is based on the actual existence of hunger and
of real power lodged in the Christ ; the second on the protection promised
to servants of God and God's ability to protect ; and so the third is also

based on facts, viz. : the promised Kingship of the Messiah on David's
throne and Kingdom, and the consequent attainment of Supreme Rulership
over the world. Each temptation depends upon the reality of the tiling

proposed, and hence none of the things around which it entwines for sup-
port are to be removed, but only the manner of presentation and the design
intended by the tempter are to be controverted. (For temptation, see

Matt. 4 : 1-11 ; Luke 4 : 1-13 ; Mark 1 : 12, 13.)

Ohs. 2. Hence, it is inconsistent to withdraw that from the temptation,
which these same writers in their comments on Rev. 11 : 15 admit will

ultimately be realized, viz. :
'* a real world-dominion." The far-fetched

and one-sided comments of some who find in the third temptation " a nega-
tion of all the Chiliastic schemes of the synagogue" are refuted (1) by uie

third temptation, having no point or force if it hod not, like the others,

been based on the promises of God in that direction, and (2) by Jesus not
denying that this honor would indeed be His, but, as in other cases, em-
phatically objecting to the manner in which it was to be obtained.

Uhlman (The SinlesSMsa of Jtsus) has well obserred that Jeans was tempted hofh as
man and as the Messiah. Two of the temptations appeal to Jeans " if He be the Son of
Ood,** bnt one aignlficantiy omits this phrase, thns tacitly assuming ike covenanltd tfes-

aiahahip to David's Son—*' the Son of man.'* A friend, Bev. Bowe. suggests that as
there is a declaration of " being forty days tempted of the devil," we may have, in the
narrative, only the more salient or significant temptations selected and reproduced.

Obs, 3. So unguardedly do able men express themselves on this subject
that we find Neander {Life of Christy ch. 3 s. 27) declaring, ** He re-
garded the establishment of a worldly Kingdom as inseparable from the
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-worship of the devil ;" and argues from this that Christ's yielding to the

establishment of such a Kingdom would have been ** sinful." It is ad-

mitted that the itianner suggested by the devil would have been sinful, and
to this Christ properly objected, but Neander travels beyond the record and
confounds things that are different when he asserts that the possession of
" all the Kingdoms of this world " would have been in itself sinful. If

this is necessarily sinful, then the promises which bespeak this very thincr

are sinful ; then the Kingdom under the Theocracy uniting State and
Church, then the literal language of the prophecies which describe it, the^^

the visible outward world-dominion embracing in its rule all earthly King-
doms, as Neander advocates in his (7A. Hia,, etc.—all these too are ainfuL
It is true, that under the Messiah's reign such earthly Kingdoms would
^undergo a change to Jit them for that delightful union of Theocratic union
of Church and State, but the very tender of the devil is such that nothing
is reserved of them, but given for any purpose or transformation that might,
suit the Saviour. Therefore we firmly and consistently abide by the record
which teaches that Christ refected the worship of Satan by which the tender

was bound, and not that He refused because He would not have *' a world-
dominion'' hero on the earth. Besides this, as we have seen. Prop. 83-9,

the Kingdom is given to the Son b^ the Father, and the acceptance of the
offer of Satan would have been a direct insult to the Father,

Out of a mnltitiide of assertions that Satan presented the Jewish and cove-
nanted idea uf the Messiahship, which tempted Jesns, and whioh He rejected owing to

its '* falseness and camali^/* we give the following illostzations : Shenkel (Hurst's L\fe

and Lit., p. 122) says : " He was tempted to believe that the Messianic Kingdom was
merely to take the prophecies of the Old Test, in their literal signification. The Jews
were fall of the Old Test. Messianic idea, and Christ was inwardly tempted to accord
with it. His whole trinmph over these inward stirrings was His great preparatory
work for the acoomplishment of His design." Alas ! what a SaTiour this presents

!

Woolsey ( The Rdig. of the Preaeni and qf the Future, p. 35, remarks of the temptation :
** It

was an endeavor to divert Jesos from the aim of setting up a spiritnal Kingdom, and to

indace Him to establish such an one as His conntiymen were wishing for and expect-

ing," (Why» then, e.g. leave the preachers of the Kingdom—if thus spiritual— in

iffnorance down to His ascension, Acts 1:6?) Woolsey (p. 29, etc.) correctly lays stress

on the point that the temptation was specially intended '* for Jesus in His official

station as the Messiah.** bnt he utterly misapprehends the meaning of Messiahship
when he says that it was designed to test Him ** whether He would remain true to the

spiriiuat idea of the Messiah." The temptation is accounted for from Woolsey's stand-

point, viz. : that the official title and office is wholly spiritual, a position which cannot

be proven from covenant, prophecy, or promise. Much is written on this point ir-

rdevant, imaginary, and derogatory of covenant and prophecy.

Obs, 4, The temptation would have failed in cogency and adherence, if

such power had not, in some way, been the object or design of Chrisra

mission. It was derived from tne covenant itself, and its allied predic-

tions, and promises of supreme authority and acknowledged Rulership

over the earth. It pertained to the hutnaniiy of Christy and not merely to

His divine nature : to the former was tne rulership covenanted, the

former was tempted and tried, and the former came forth out of the

temptation pure and sinless, just such a King as the predicted Theo-
cratic Kingdom restored needs in order to secure the solidity, stabil-

ity, etc. connected with it. Even such writers as the author of Bcce
Homoy who endeavor to make the temptation of Jesus a mental oper-

ation, still insist that the Saviour must have had in view the Messianic

predictions which represented the Messiah enthroned in Jerusalem on
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David's throne, swaying the world in triumph and g^orr. If the founda-
tion of the temptation be sought in the promises of the Word of God, then

we find it firmly laid. Satan did not mistake in the Messiah's power of

making bread, of His being under the special providence of the Almighty,
and thus he made no blurider concernms the authority to be vested in Him.
Satan's mistake was in not fully apprehending that this Kingdom, owing
to the unrepentant state of Jews and for gracious purposes of meTCjf was
to be postponed for a definite period, and that when the time arrived it was
to be given to David ^s Son by God Himself, and could fwt, in the nature of

the case, bo obtained by an act of worship to himself. The temptation
does not vitiate the power of creating, the Uivine oversight and protection

of God, and the final subjection of ** all the Kingdoms of the world " to

Christ <

Afl this tomptation is unjuMig niged against us, men forgetting that Jesus, vhils

rejecting ike vnanner of Batan's proposals, did noi deny either the miraonioos power, the

tender of Divine protection, or the ultimate world-dominion belonging to Himself—it

mav be well to add a few words. Kurtz {tSae, His., s. 130) remarks :
^ The three forme

of his temptation were governed by one design—to induce Him to adopt the carnal

Messianic expectations of the Jews ; these converted the Kingdom of Gk)d into a King*
dom of the world," Neander {Lift of ChriH, ch. 1, s. 46), on the third temptation, ears :

" We consider it as involving the two following points, which mnst be taken together,

viz. : (1) the establishment of Messiah's dominion as an outward Kingdom, with woildlj

splendors ; and (2) the worship of Satan in connection with it, which, though not fnllj

expressed, is imphed in the act which he demands, and which Christ treats as equivalent

to worshipping him." Such interpretations abound, all admitting that a visible King-
dom with the Messiah as King was embraced in it, but all, with few exceptions, declare

that the temptation was based on a mistaken notion. They—overlooking their own
ooncmsions of a future visible Kingdom—gravely tell us that the Jews were mistaken
in their interpretation of the covenant and prophets, and that Satan also likewise

misapprehended the Scriptures, for no such outward Kingdom was designed for the

Messiah. But this is a wrong inference, founded on the supposition that Satan pro-

posed something which could not be realized, and which did not appertain to the

Messiah. In the first temptation Jesus does nof deny that He is hungry and able to make
bread ; in the second, He does not deny that He is the Son of God, and under special

protection ; and in the third, He does not deny the Kingdom or dominion which is to be
given to Him, but only rejects the mode by wmch it is to be obtained. As observed, if

such a Kingdom is not covenanted, predicted, and intended, the temptation would not
have any force. Therefore, it is mere assitmpiion to say, that the temptation is intended
to teach that the Kingdom of Christ would not be visibly established here on the earth,

and that the invisible Church is to be substituted for such a Kingdom. The exact
reverse is the truth. Satan^s temptation embraced a condition that was derogatory to

Ood's honor ; it embraced a right in bestowal which only belongs to €U>d ; and it over-

looked the time and manner when the predicted Theocracy should be restored.

Obs, 5. In this connection, the conjecture of Ecce Homo is Tery deroga-
tory to the character of Jesns. The supposition that Christ was tempted
to employ force in the establishment of the Kingdom, and that this is the

kej to the whole matter, is utterly unfounded, and, notwithstanding the

faint praise and professed laudation of Christ, stabs vitally* Is it true that

the Messiah was so influenced by the prophecies that He was Himself
tempted to grasp the Kingdom by violence, but milder thoughts prevailed ;

what, then, becomes of the character attributed to Him, and which He justly

claimed? The theory is unworthy of Christ, and borders on the blas-

phemous ; it destroys the clear conception of His mission and removes His
oneness with the Father. The theory is broached under the idea that, mis-
taken in one Kingdom, an outward dominion, as the prophets predict,
aiiother, inner and spiritual, is substituted. Proposition after Proposition,
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in reference to preaching, covenant, postponement of Kingdom, etc.^ re-

fates such a notion so unworthy of Jesus.

The oonjeotnres, that it ia mythical, added afterward to exalt the oharaoter of Jeans

;

that He was tempted perhaps by oae of the Sanhedrim to entrap him ; that it was
merely snggasted to Him, or a dream, are not worthy of a reply, beoaase we see ample
reason for this temptation as a test or trial of One who was to occupy the covenanted
l>avidic Honship and the Second Adamic position. It vindicated His compldt fintsa tot
the Theocratic glory—being One who was in pex^edt union with the Father.

Ohs. 6. The reality of the world's poBsession by Satan ia claimed by
him :

** All this power will I give Thee, and the glory of them ; for that
is delivered unto me : and to whomsoever I will, I give it" (Luke 4 : 6).

This reality is abundantly sustained by the titles given to him, *' the
Prince of this world," '* the god of this age." He endeavors to assume
the lordship and dominion foSeited by Adam> and how he succeeds is viv-

idly portrayed in the Apocalypse, etc., especially exhibited just before the
open revelation of Jesus, in the person and confederation of the Antichrist.

Therefore it is that Revelation represents Satan as bound, so that the
Sovereignty of this world is securely in the hands of the once tempted
Jesus.

Jesns^ to whom "all power is given," now leaves Satan, "Prince of this world," but
will, as promised, eventually *' take to Himself His great power and reign." The reason
for this delay is involved in the meroifol provision made to gather out a people who,
like the Master, shall be made perfect under temptation and triaL We refer to this

under several Propositions. /

Ohs. 7. Ebrard on the temptation of Jesus (Gospel His., p. 207) re-

marks : ''But when Satan offers the whole world to Jesus, he reminds
Him of the power which he exercises over this world of sinners. The prom-
ise which he makes, if He will but worship him, involves, therefore, the
tacit threat, that he will let loose the whole terrible force of sin to resist

His progress, if this proshunesis is refused. This threat on the one hand,
and on the other the possibility of ruling over the whole of this glorious

earth in carnal security and ease, were calculated to reuder the choice so

diflBcult, that only one in whom the fulness of absolute holiness put forth

fresh energy from moment to moment, could have been in a condition to

resist the temptation." How soon, terribly, and extendedly the powers of

sin were let loose, history, in the person of Jesus and the progress of the
Church, painfully attests. But this threat, tacitly implied, culminates in

the final great struggle, when all the forces of Satan are marshalled
against Jesus and His army, to prevent Him, if possible, from securing
this world-wide dominion (comp. Props. 161, 162, 163).

Kmmmacher, in a sermon (qnoted by Nast, Com. Matt. 4 : 1-11), remarks that Satan
''maJces with his offer the covert insinoation that, by virtne of his dominion in heathen,
dom, he has the power to tnm the whole world against Jesns if He rejects the pro-

posal." Many writers declare that this was a falsehood of Satan's—an assumption of

power beyond his abilij^. Fully admitting and joyfully receiving the fact that Jesns
eventually, because of His resistance of temptation and obedience, becomes the victor,

yet Satan is truthful also in tills claim of power as frequently partially manifested in the

past, and ultimately completely exhibited in the culminated Antichrist with the kings
of the earth and their armies, prostrating the Church in dire persecution, and arraying

themselves against Jesus (comp. Ftops. enumerated, and likewise 164, 166, 115).
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ings, from I2.50 to 1 10.00.

Revisers" English.
A Spicy Criticism on the English of the Revisers of the
New 'J'estamenL By Rev. Geo. Washington Moon. i2mo,
cloth, 75 cents.

Sehaff • Herzog Eneyelopedia of Rellgioxis
Know^ledge.
A Religious Encyclopedia; or, Dictionary of Biblical,

Historical, Doctrinal and Practical Theology. Based on the Real-
Encyklopadie of Herzog, Pitt and Hauck. Edited by Philip Schaff,

D. D,, LL. D., Professor in the Union Theological Seminary, New
York, assisted by Rev. Samuel M. Jackson, M. A., and Rev. D. S.

Schafi. Complete in three large Tolumes* Royal Svo, per vo/umtt
cloth, ^.00; sheep, I7.50; half morocco, ^.00 ; full morocco, gilt,

f12.00. Sold only by SubscripHon, ^^^Full descriptive circulart

with Tesiim^miais sen/, gratis, U any address.

The Theoeratie Kingdom.
The Theocratic Kingdom of our Lord Jesus the Christ, as
covenanted in the Old, and presented in the New TcstamenL An
exhaustive work on Eschatology from the pre-millenarian stand-

point. By Rev. G. N. H. Petkrs, A.M. In three large vols.,

Svo, cloth, I3.00 each. (In press.) Send far an exhaustive pros-

pectus and specimen pages,
,

Theology of the Old Testament.
By Dr. Gust. Fr. Oehler, late Professor Ordinarius of
Theology in Tubingen, Leipzig. This American edition is edited by
Prof. Geo. E. Day, D. D., of Yale College, and compared with the
latest German Edition (1882). A very great work. It has been in-

troduced as a text book in Yale, Princeton, New Brunswick, Lane
(Cincin.), and other Seminaries. Royal 8vo, doth, f3.00. %S^Send
forprospectus.

Thirty Thousand Thbughts.
This great work contains the best thoughts. Illustrations
and Literary Gems of the world's ablest books on almost every sub-

ject, homiletically arranged. It is the result of researches made by
a score of contributors. Edited by Rev, Canon Spence, M. A.,

Rev. J. S, EXELL M. A., Rev, C. Neil, M, A., Rev. I. Stephen-
son, M. A. A most valuable, and caiefully arranged work. To
be completed in six or seven volumes, laige 8vo, cloth, per volome,
^3.50. To be issued every three months.

K^Tk^ mboc* works tnli it umt, lipoid, on roefipiofprkm.
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Thoughts of John Foster.
John Foster ranks among the most original and suegestive
writers of IhU century. His style equals the terseness and strength
of that of Butler, Clark or Barrow; his imagination is more ardent
and powerful than that of Taylor or Coleridge, and his conceptions
daule with their splendor, and awe with their majesty. By W. W.
Everts, D.D. Qoth, i2mo, $i.oo.

Through the Prison to the Throne.
Illustrations of Life from the Biography of Joseph. By
Rev. J. S.VAN Dyke, author of " Popery the Foe of the Church and
of the Repablic." i6mo, cloth, 254 pp., |i.oo.

Treasury of David.
Containing an Original Exposition of the Book of Psalms :

A Collection of Illustrative Extracts from the whnle range of litera-

ture ; a series of homiletical hints upon almost every verse, and lists

of writers upon each verse. By Rev. Charles H. Spurgeon. 8vo,
cloth, per volume, $2.0 ; sheep ^2.75. Complete in Seven Volumes,
Six now ready. HF* Soid separately or in the Set^

Vol. I.. Psalms I-26 (iuclusive) Vol, II. Psalms 27-52; Vol, III.,

Psalms 53-68; Vol. I v., Psalms 69-I03; Vol. V., Ftelms 104-XI8;
Vol. VI., Psalms XI9-124; Vol. VIZ., Psalms 125-150.

Bul^«rer*s Novels.
Leila; or, the Siege of Granada: and, The Coming Race ;

or. The New Utopia. By Edward Bulwer, Lord Lyiton. laico,

284 pp.. leatherette, 50 cents ; cloih, 75 ceote.

Child's Guide to Heaven.
By Rev. E. P. Hammond. Paper, 10 cts., leatherette, 25 cts.

Christmas Books.
Containing A Christmas Carol, the Chimes, the Cricket on
the Hearth, The Batde of Life, The Haunted Man. By Cbarles
DiCKKNS. 3 vob., paper, 270 pp., 8ro, 50 cents; i vol., 8vo,

cloth, 75 cents.

Calvin.
John Calvin- By M. Gtnzox, Member of the Institute of

of France. 4to, paper, 15 cents; l2mo, 160 pp., cloth, 50 cents.

Cyclopedia of Quotations.
The Cyclopedia of Practical Quotations, English and Latin,

with an Appendix, containing Proverbs from the Latin and Modern
Languages; Law and Ecclesiastical Terms and Sifn^ificatinns;

Names, Dates and Nationality ofQuoted Authors, etc.. with Copious

Indices. Contains 17.000 classified quotations and 50,000 lines of

Concordance. By J. K. Hoyt and Anna L, Ward. Royal 8to, 900

pp., cloth, I5.00; sheep, I6.50 ; half mor., g8.oo ; full mor.,|io.oo.
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Deems Birthday Book.
|

Selections from the WritingB of Rev. Charles F. Dxems,
D.D.,LL.D,, Pasl or of the Church of Strangers, New York. Ar- ,

ranged bv Sarah Kkables Hunt. The book has for a frontispiece

a very hne vignette portrait of Dr. Deems. Qoth, ^X.oo; gilt I

edges, ^1.25,

Diary of a Minister's AVlfe.
By Almedza M. Brown. {Compiete Edition,) 3vo, paper,

30 cents; clothp handsomely bound, ^150,
I

Drill Book In VoecJ Culture.
Drill Book in Vocal Culture and Gestare. Rkv. Prof.
EDWA.KD P. Thwinu, {Sixth EdUiom, ) i2mo, paper, 1 15 pp., 35 cts.

Eastern Proverbs and Emblems
Illustrating Old Truths. Selected from over 1,000 volumes,

|

some very rare, and to be consulted only in libraries in India, Russia,

and other parts of the Continent, or in the British Museum. All are

classified under subjects. This book is a rich storehouse of emblenu
and proverbs. By Rsv. A. Long, member of the Bengal Asiatic

Society. 8vo, 280 pp., cloth, >i,oo,

Gathered Lambs;
Showing how Jesus " the Good Shepherd " Ijud down His

life for us, and how many little Lambs have been gathered into

His fold. By Rev. Edward Payson Hammond, author of
** Child's Guide,** etc A book for children. ismo, 176 pp..
paper, 10 cents ; cloth, 40 cents.

Oems of Illustration.
From the writings of Dr. Thomas Gttthrib, classified axnl

arranged. A priceless book for clergymen and ali public teachers.

Second Edition, Svo, 196 pp., cloth, jz.50.

Giving or Entertainment; Which?
A Clear, Concise Discussion on Church Entertamments in
Contrast to Giving. By Rev. Joseph S. Van Dyke, author cl
" Through the Prison to the Throne," etc. lamo, 32 pp., paper,

«5 cents.

Gospel by Mark, in Phonetle Spelling.
The Gospel by Mark, in Phonetic Spelling. By C. W. K,
Issued to illustrate the reform in spelling as suggested by an able
advocate of this movement. Paper, 15 cents; cloth, 40 cents.

Henry Ward Beeeher.
A Sketch of his Career, with analysis of his power as a
Preacher, Lecturer, Orator, and Journalist, and incidents and
reminiscences of his Life. By Lyman Abboti', D.D. Finely

illustrated, 8vo, 600 pp.. cloth, #3.00; sheep, I4.50; half morocco,
^.oo ; full morocco, gilt, $7.00; memorial copy, extra fine, ^xo,oq

fS^i>€ndfor illuttratid circular,
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Statement of his Doctrinal Beliefs and Unbeliefs before
the Congregational Association of New York and Brooklyn* Oc-
tober 10, 1882. Paper xo cents.

Heroes and Holidays.
Talks and Stories about Heroes and Holidays. Short

illustrated lectures to Boys and Girls by twenty-one preachers in

United States and Great Britain. Edited by Rev, W. F. Crafts,
A.M. X2mo, 365 pp., cloth, 1 1.25.

History of England.
A Popular History of Society and Government in England
from the Earliest period to the Present Times. By Charles
Knight, Tables of Contents, Indezi Appendix, Notes and Let-

terpress anabridged. 8 vols. , 410, paper, 1370 pp., f2.80 ; 2 vols.,

4to, cloth, $375; 4to1b., I4.40; i vol., sheep, I4.00; 2 vols.,

I5.00; X vol., Kr. im. morocco, $4.50; 2 vols., 325.50.
This is the most complete, and in every way the most desirable

History of England ever written. The former price of this His-

tory was $18.00 to $25.00.

How^ to Enjoy Life.
Clergymen's and Students' Health; or, Physical and Mental
Hygiene, the True Way to Enjoy Life. By William Mason Cor-
NELi,, M.D. LL.D„ Fellow of the Massachusetts Medical Society,

Member of the American Medicai Association, {fifth Edisim),
X2mor cloth, 360 pp., $x.oo.

Hymns for All Christians.
Compiled by Charles F. Deems, D.D. LL.D., and Phebk
Gary. {Fifth Edition), lamo, cloth, 75 cents.

In Memoriam.—Wm. Cullen Bryant.
A Funeral Oration. By Henrt W. Bellows, D.D. 8vo,
paper, xo cents.

Is Romanism Good Enough for Romanists ?
This is a sermon in tract form, very earnest, bristling with

facts. It has excited already wide interest. By Justin D. Fulton,
D.D. Single number, 6 cents ; 50 copies, $2.50 ; xoo copies, $4.00.

Lothair.
By Rt. Hon. B. Disraeli, Earl of Beaconsfield, 3 vols.,

paper, 256 pp. 50 cents; x vol., Sto, cloth, $1.00.

Lectures by Pere Hyaeinthe.
<* Respect for the Truth." "Reformation of the Family,"
" The Moral Crisis." Translated from the French by Rev. Leon-
aud Wolsey Bacon. 8vo, paper, 15 cents.

Leech's Reply.
An Incisive Reply to Ingersoll's Attack on the Bible. By

S. V. Lkech. D. D. 8vo, paper, xo cents.

Jl^ Tk* mhav* works wiii bt g*n{^ ^ost-^id, em rmH$i 0/^riet,
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"My St. John."
A ramarkable pastoral experience by James M. Ludlow.
D.D. " A most pathetic and Interesting story, which has brought

^ears from many eyes.*' jsmo, lOc;; 50 copies, 13.50$ 100. $6,

Pastor's Record.
For Study, Work, Appointments and Choir for one jrcar.

By Rev. W. T. Wylib, i3mo, paper, 50 c; cloth, 75, leather, |[.

Robert Ralkes' Centennial Addresses.
Delivered at the Raikes Centennial Celebration, by Rev.
Dre. J. P. Newman, Thos. Armitage, Rufus W. Clark, Chas. S.

Robinson, R. S. Storrs; and others. 8to, paper, 10 cents.

Roek that Is Higher than I.

This is a beautiful gift book suitable at all seasons. By
Rev. John Edgar Johnson. 8vo, cloth, 75 cents.

Sartor Resartus.
The Life and Opinions of Herr Teufelsdrockh. By
Thomas Carlylk. Paper, 176 pp., 25 cents ; 8vo, cloth, 60 cent*.

Standard Hymns.
With Biographical Notes of their Authors, Compiled by
Prof. Ed. p. Thwing. larao, paper, 6c.| fifty or more, 5c each.

Talks to Boys and Girls about Jesus.
With Bible Links to make a Complete and Chronological
Life of Christ for the Yonng. Edited bv Rev. W, F. Crafts,
iamo,4oo pp, cloth, 75 cents, illustrated, #1.50*

Talks to Farmers.
A new book of nineteen Addresses to Fanners, timo, 360
pp., doth, $i.oa By Rev. Ckaeus H. Spurgeon.

Traps for the Young.
A new, thrilling, but prudent description of the authoi's
adventures with crime, and in bringing the victims to justice. A
book for parents, divested of all imutupei language or representa-
tions. By Anthony Combtock, of the Society for the Suppres-
sion of Vice, uthor of '* Frauds Exposed." lamo, cloth,|i.oo.

Wall Street In History.
Giving the History of this Street from Colonial Times to the
present date. By Martha J. Lamb, author of " History of New
York," editor of "Magazine of American History," Copiously
illustrated ; 410, cloth, I2.00.

What our Girls Ought to Know.
A book of practical hygiene for girls, containing excellent
advice and valuable information. The author was a phystdan
of large practice; a graduate, resident physician and teacher of
Natural Sciences, in the Mass. SUte Normal School ; graduate of
theWoman's Medical College, New York. lamo, 261 pp.,cloth, |l.
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3r,be standard ^mes.
B«it BoolM for Trifle, printed in readAble tvpe. on fUr paper, »nd ia minlUA^

wholly without abridgment except Koe. &-T. 9^10. All Bonki with ettt {*) (10
ola.) are cUao bound oiw rolume. doth. $3.00. 4^ Books with dc^ger (t) are
Obe bound «9ara<«i;y In oloth. Bee pricea eleeWheze.
So. Prioe.
*1. John Ploaghmaa't ttSk, O^

H. Bpnrgeon. Oariyle on
Oholce of BookB. 4to. Both |0 U

•3. Manllnees of Chriat. ThomM
Hughes, ito .. . 10

8. EsMja. Lord Hacanlay. ito. 10
4. Light of Alia. K. Arnold. 4to. 10

•ft. Imitation of Ohriat. Thomaa
A Ketnpla. 4to...... .. 10

•6w-T. Life of Ohriat. OanonFur-
lar. 4to 00

8. SuaTB. Thomaa OariTle. ito. 30
•».10. Life and Work of St. FaoL

Oanon Varrar. Ato, boto.... 00
m. Bclf.Cnlture. Prof. J. 8.

Blackie. 4to 10
tl3-l9. Knight a Popular History

ofSn^and. Ato.both 1 10
•9»-3L Busfein'B Lettera to Work-

men and Labjren 4to both. 80
93. Idyla of the King. Alfred

Tennyaon. 4to 90
S8. Life of Bowland HUl. Bar.

T. J. Oharieaworth. 4to.... 10
M. Town Oeology. Oharlea

Klngetey. 4to 10
90.AlA«d the araat. Thoa.

Hnghea. 4(o 30
36. Outdoor LUb in Cnrope, Bar.

E.P. Thwlng. ito 90
37. CalamitlM of Authors. 1 D'-

IsraelL ito 30
9B.Halon of K^damo Kadkar.

Parti, ito.... 10
30. Ethioa of the Duat. John

Boakin. ito..... 10
BMU Memoriea of My Exlla.

Lottla Koaaath. ito 10
«t2. MlaterHorn and Hlaltienda,

Hlnetrmted. ito 10
l3-8i. Ozatlona ofJ>emoathenea.

ito iO
80. Spondee Agreatea. John Bni^

kin. ito... 10
86. Joan of Are. Alphonaa do

Lamartine. ito..— 10
ST. Thoufthta of M. AnreUua An-

toninus, ito...... 15
^ Salon of Madame Keeker.

Part 11. ito...... 10
89. The Hermits. Chaa. Klnga-

ley. ito 10
HO. John Ploufthman's Plotoraa.

O. H. Spurgeou. ito 10
•41. Pulpit Table - Talk. Dean

Bamsay. ito 10
•49. Bible and Newspaper. 0* H.

Spurgeon. ito 10
^ttilAOon. Bar. O. Colton. 4tc 30

$0 90

90
30
10

00

10

300

Mo. Filoa.
44 GoldamltVs Cltlaan of the

WorlH. ito
40. America BeTiaited. OaolVa

Anguatna Bala. 4to
40. Life of C. H. Spurgeon. Rto

t47. John OalTin. M. Ouiaot. ito
tiB^ Dickens' Christmas Book*.

Illustrated. Sto
00. Shairp's Oulture and Bo-

ligion. 8ro
t01'03. Oodet's Oemmentary on

Lake. Ed. by Dr. John HalL*
Bra, 3 p«rtB, both

t68. Diary of a Minister's Wife.
P*rt. I. 8to..- 10

154^7. Tan Doren's BuggestlYtt
Oommentary on Luke. New
edition, enlwged. 8to S 00

t08. Diary of a Hlniater'a Wift.
PartIL 8to 10

09. TbA Nutritlre Oura. Dr.
Bobart Walter. 8to.. ...... 16

too. Sartor Beaartna. Thornu
OariyU. ito 30

t«l-63. Lothalr. Lord Baaoona-
flald. 8ro 00

68. The Persian Queen and
Other Pioturea ofTruth. Bar.
B. P. Thwing, 6to 10

04. Salon of Madame Keeker.
Panin. ito 10

t60-06. The PopulAr History of
En^h Bible TranaUtion.
H.P.Oonant. 8ro. both.... 00

67. IngereoU Anawered. Joaeph
Paifeer.D. D. 8to U

18840. Btudiea in Mark. D. O.
Hughea. 8ro in two parte.. 60

TO. Job's Oomlorter'ji. a Bell-

Sons Satire. Joseph Parker«
. D. (London ) lOmo .... 10

tn. Bensar's BngUab. O. Wash-
ington Moon f.B.S.L. ISmO 30

tT3. The Conreraion of Children
Ber. Ed. P Hammond. 13mo 80

T8. Kew Testament Helps. Bar.
W. F. CrafU. 8to 30

T4. Opium—England's Coerelra
PolicT. Rev. J. Uggtns. 8to. 10

tro. Blood of Jeans. Ber. Wm. A.
Baid. With introducUon by
E. P. Hammond. 13mo.... 10

76. Leason in the Oioaet. Ohas.
F. Deems. D.D. 13mo 30

t77-T8. Heroea uid Ht»llday«.
BeT. W. F. Crafts. 13mo, 3
pt8..both .„,. m

TO. Beminiseences of Ber. Ly-
man Beecher, D. D. 8to. ... It

2^ wvrfti jmLl &< mmI, poffpoui. anmt^ ^prioa.
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%ht ^tawdard PJitrrarg, X883.
PnTlou Nmnben a-70} oftUs Ubnrj an kBom m gTANDABD SESIX^

Jb *t({»6 bo0ka\ ^fifr,tS^00! ektm^ eiath,tro,oo: fin* cUik,«Mtra p^ptr^
416,00. m6 *dJiuiabU covert, with name ofeach bo§k am dmek

{Jerfaftr edition), ta.JS: tingle cover, iSc*
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8Q Oliver Cromwell His Life,

Times, Battlefields and Con-
temporariea. By Paxton
fiooDt author of *' Christmas
Evans," etc. Paper, 25 cents^

doth, ii.oo.

8L Boienoe in Short Chapten.
By W. Mattieu Williams,
F.R.A.S. Author of **Fuel
of the Sun," etc. A leading
scientist in England. 3x2 pp.
Paper, 35 cents, cloth, 1 1.00.

88. Amerioan Homorute. By
Rev. H. R. HAWkis, M.A. A
distinguished clergyman of
London. Author of '

* Music
aad Morals, etc. 193 pp.
Paper, 15 cents, fine cloth. 75c.

83. Livei of Clixftrioiii 8boe-
makers. By Willlak Ed-
ward Links. A book of
••Self Help.*' 388 pp. Pa-
per, 15 cents, fine cloth, 1 1.00.

81 Flotsam and Jetsam. A
Yachtsman's Experiences at

Sea and Ashore. By Thos.
Gibson Bowles, Master Ma-
rine. 276 pp. Paper, 25
cento, fine cloth, $1 00.

85. Hifhwa2ra of Literatnre.
^iVhat to Read and How
to Read. By DAVtD Pkyde,
M.A., LL.D. Author of
"Great Men of European
History," etc 168 pp. Pa-
per, 15 cents, fine cloUi, 750.

86. Colin Clout's Calendar.
Tht Record of a Summer-
April to October. By Gbant
Allen, author of " vignettes

of Nature," etc. 235 pp.
Paper, 25 cents, doth^LOO.

87. The Sflsays of George
EU«t Collected and Ar-
ranged, with an Introduction
to her ** Analysis of Motives."
By Natuan Shepfard, au-

thor of ^ Readings from
George Eliot," etc. Paper,

25 cents, fine cloth, $ijoo.

86. Charlotte Bronte. An
Hour with Charlotte Bront^;

or, Flowers from a Yorkshire
Moor. By Laura C, Hol-
loway, author of " Mothers
of Great Men and Women,"
etc 156 pp. Paper, 15 cents;

fine doth, with steel engraving
of Charlotte Brontft, 75 cents.

89. Sam Hobart. The Loco-
motive Engineer. A work*
higman*8 Solution of the
Labor Problem. By Justin
D. Fulton, l>.l>, 255 pp.
Paper, 25 cents, cloth, ji.oo.

90. Sucoessfdl Hen of To-Day,
and what they Say of Success.
Based on facts and opinions
gathered fipom Five Hundred
lYominent Men. By Rev.
Wilbur F. Cratts, A.M. A
Book of Self Help. 276 pp.
Paper, 25 cents, cloth, ^i.oo.

91. KatareStndies. By Grant
Allen, Andrew Wilson,
Thomas Foster. Edward
Clood and Richard A.
Proctor, A sterling vol-

ume. 264 pp. Paper, 25
cents, fiae cloth, li.oo.

Sy Tki a6>w Mwto wtt b€ mtU potH^ati, om nee^ ^priee.
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92* India: What oan it Teaoh
Us ? A coTxrse of lectures de*

livered before the Umversity
of Cambrdge. By F. Max
MftLLiR. K.M. With an In-

troduction and Notes by
Prof. Alexander Wilder, M.D,
388 pp. Paper, 25 cents, fine

cloth, $uoo,

93. A Winter in India. By
Rt Hon. W. E. Baxter,
M.P. A fascinating story of

a journey through India,

With map. 154 pp. Paper,

15 cents, fine cloth, 75 cents.

94. Boottiih Charaoterifties.
By Paxton Hood, Author of

••Oliver Cromwell," •'Christ-

mas Evans." etc. 315 pp.
Paper, 35 cents, fine cloth,

1 1.00.

96* Hirtcrioal and OOier
Sketches. By James Ak-
thonyFroudb. Edited with
an Introduction by David H.
Wheeler, LL.D. 288 pp.
Paper, 35 cents, fine clotn,

$1.00.

96. Jewiih Artiian life in
the Time of Jesus. By Prof.

Franz Delitsch. Trans-
lated from the latest G«rman
edition, by Bemhard Kck,
Ph.D. Paper, 15 cents, fine

cloth, 75 cents.

97. Boientiflo Sophianu. A rer

. view of current Theories, con-
cerning Atoms, Apes and
Men. By Samuel Wain-
WRIGHT, D.D., author of

••Christian Certainty," etc
Paper, 35 cents, fine d^th,
1 1.00.

98- niTutrations and Hedita-
tions; or^ Flowers from a
Puritan's Garden, distilled

and dispensed by C. H. Spur-
geon. Paper, 35 cents, fine

cloth, f i.oo.

99. French Celebrities. Fart
I. Brief Biographies of Mar
Bhal De MacMahon, Leon
Gambetta, Jules Gr*vy, Louis
Blanc, Charles De Freycinct,

Victor Hugo, Ferdinand De
Lesseps. By Ernest Dau-
DET, and others. Paper. 15
cents, fine cloth, 75 cents.

lOa By-Waye of Literatnre.
Or Kssays on Old Things and
New, in the Customs, Educa-
tion, Character, Literature,

and Language of the English-
spesking People. By David
H. Wheeler, LL.D. Paper,

25 cents, fine cloth, |i.oa

lOL Xartin Lnther. His Life
and Times. By Dr. William
Rein, Eisenach, Germany.
Based upon K5stlin's '*Life

ofLuiher." Translated. Pa-
per, 35 cents, cloth, $1.00.

108. French Oelebrities.. ,part
II. Brief Biographies of

Jules Ferry, George Clemen-
ceau, Ernest Renan, Henn
Rochefort, Challemel, Lacour,

Jules Simon, Erckman-Chat-
nan, Paul Bert, and Alphonse
Daudet. By Jules Claretie,
and others. Paper, 15 cents,

fine cloth, 75 cents.

103. Chrittmafl in a Palace.
A travekr's story by Ed-
ward Everett Hale. i2mo.
Paper, 35 cents, fine cloih,

$1.00; Holiday edition, cloth.

$uoo.

101 With the Poets. Aselec*
tion of English poetry. By
Canon Farrar. Paper, 25
cents, cloth, $i.oa

105. TheLifoofZwingli. The
Swiss Reformer. By Jean
Grob. Translated, Pap ei

35 cents, cloth, f i.oq.

4^ Tie aboM worto vtil bt amt,pottp€M,<m receCpt qfprice*
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ISSUED BI-WEEKLY.

•t,M BMks la P»p«r, 99 1 AOmsiable C«Tem (M) witb Mame of
•aclfc book oa back, $il.T9. Set, He Book% la ekeap Clotk,

•10. B«(« M Book*, fiae CAotk, Mtim paper* fU,

>ia.zxoexx&ei3Lt.

/. 7X/ SUmdard Library^ 1BS4
Siru9, vriii contam 26 books, on*
to be issued every two weeks, Tke
paper, bindtHg, etc., will be tke

same as *' rS8j Series,"

a. Some nine o/tki books wilt be

fiction, by many of tke ablest of our
writers: ike otker books will be,

aisOf all new—not keretofore pub-
lisktd in America,

J, Sack book will be

site, witk
iamo M

eUar type, good paper.

and bound in signaturet (mot mse^,
tke same as ctotk books ewe bounds

4^ Tke books will be bound in

keavy covet paper, witk artistic do*

signprisstedin two colors, maku^
tke book an ornament for any par-
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THE

THEOCBATIC KINGDOM
OF OUB

LORD JESUS THE CHKIST.

Pbopositton' 107. The pdssages referring to Jieafven in connection

xvith the saints do not conflict ^oith, but confirm our doctrine

of the Kingdom,

In urging this Kingdom it is said that such promises as Matt.
6 : 12, Matt. 19 : 21, etc., refer to the third heaven, and from
thence it is inferred that the Kingdom is the state of the saved,

triumphant Church in heaven. But we have already shown (Prop.

108, etcj that Covenant and prophecy describe a Kingdom here on
the eartn ^'^ under the whole heaven)^ ; that for wise purposes the
Kingdom has been postponed; that Christ now remains m heaven
uniil the period of manifestation arrives ; that He comes from
heaven and the Kingdom is inherited—these and other reasons
indicate that there is no conflict between the two, but that, as
specifically announced (as e.g. Zech. 14 : 6) the saints come with
Him, and then follows the reign over the earth (as e.g. Zech. 14 :

9)—hence such passages must not be understood as embracing or
inferring the Kingdom itself,

Ohs. 1. That large class of writers who concede the renewal of the earth
and its occupanny by the saints, etc., do not, of course, press these pas-

sages to an eternal inheritance and Kingdom in the third heaven. The
concessions that they make are all that are requisite for our view (Props.

140-152).

Ohs. 2. The meaning of the phrase " Kingdom of heaven," and its

derivation have already been given (Props, 19, 45, etc.); we now only add
that those nearest to the latter, viz., the Jews, disciples, and the early

Church, found no difficulty in the phrase in applying it to a Kingdom
here on earth established under Divine auspices and power.
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It was only when men proceeded to forsake the Govenant and to spiritualize the prom*
ises that " heavea** (i.e. the third heaven) was substituted for the Kingdom, and even
applied to present believers in theChnrch. When AngnstiDe, Ambrose, and others (Cam-
ming'a Lee. on RonMnism, p. 206) oould interpret the word " heaven" in the Lord's
Prayer to mean ** the souls of all believers," it was very easy to erect' the Papal views
upon the same. It is surprising, however, that eminent Protestant theologians should
follow such a perversion of Scripture, so that even Knapp (C'ft. TTreo/., S. 159, 2, (9) etc.)

transfers the kingdom to heaven, thus expressing the opinion of a vast multitude, but
forgetting his own concessions (S. 155, 2, (2) ) of the renewal of the earth for a '* beauti-
fied abode of man" and ** a Kingdom at the end of the world.*' It certainly is contra-
dictory to adopt both views, for if the Kingdom is in the third heaven it cannot be on
the earth, and if it is on the renewed earth, it certainly is not in heaven. The pure Pop-
ish view does not involve such an antagonism (seeing that it places the Kingdom forever
in heaven), while this Protestant application, half Popish and half Chiliastic, is palpably
contradictory.

Obs. 3. In the consideration of this subject it must not be overlooked,

that ** heaven** is employed as a symbol or figure of honor, station, author-
ity, power, and political or civil supremacy. This is admitted by numer-
ous writers, thus e.g. Home {Index to Symh, Lang,, IntrocL, vol. 2, p.

465) makes it denote in Isa. 51 : 16 " a political universe," " a Kingdom
and polity"; Alexander, Coin. Isa., 34:4, refers it to political states or

authorities and Kingdoms ; several Corns, explain *' the war in heaven,"
the casting out of heaven into the earth of Kev. 12 : 7-9, to denote the
overthrow of Satan from power, etc.; Barnes, Rev. 6 : 14, makes it equiva-

lent to " the high places of the earth," and explains this to mean places

of power, station, etc.; many writers regard the '* new heavens" of Isa. 65
ana 66, as indicating prosperity, honor, exaltation, and others as delineat-

ing a new civil and religious union, etc. Such references, which can be
found in every variety and form, show that the word is also employed to

denote things on the earth. Hence, Prof. Bush and others define it when
thus used, a symbol of ** a state or position of great conspicuity "; but we
incline rather'to that of others which explain it as '*a position or state of

authority or dominion." In Luke 10 : 18 '* / beheld tSafan as lightning

fall from heaven,** Neandei explains: **from the pinnacle of power
which he had thus far held among men." * This Observation is corrobora-

ted by the use made of the word in connection with Satan, as in Eph. 6 :

12 where he is represented as being in *' the he-avenly places,^* or " heaven-

lies,'* See the marginal reading, and notice that it is the same place pre-

cisely that the saints shall occupy, Eph. 1 : 3. Satan now has the King-
doms or heavenlies of this world (hence the offer made at temptation); ho
is '* the Prince of this world "; he is " the Prince of the power of the air"

(referring to the fact that the political powers, etc., typified by Sun, Moon,
and Stars, are in his power); and we are assured that the time is coming
when this power shall be take7i from him and be bestowed upon tho

saints. It is promised to believers that they shall possess the greatness of

the Kingdom under the whole heaven; that they shall occupy the hiah

places of the earth ; and this again is represented as an occupancy of the

^'principalities and poivers in the heavenlies'* (Eph. 3:10, 11), and as

* Barnes's note Com. loci, is unsatisfactory, making tho lightning fall from heaven in-

stead of Satan. Saying nothing of the quibble which dftstroys the force of Satan*s falling,

we find that in other places Satan is spoken of as in heaven, as e.g. Eev. 12 : 7-9 ; £ph.
6 : 12, marg. reading, etc.
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being ** blessed in the heavenlies in Christ,** Eph. 1 :3. Keeping in view
that future blessings are spoken of (Pro^. 65^ Obs.

9J
as present owing

to the present heirship of these heavenlies in Christ ana to the certainty of

attaining to them wnen the appointed time comes for the overthrow of

him who has usurped those heavenlies^ there is no difficulty in determin-
ing the general design of such passages. It throws additional light upon
the phrase "' Kingdom of heaven/' as indicative of a Kingdom of power
and dominion, a Kingdom manifesting, like that of heaven itself, the high-
est stations of honor and irresistible power over the earth. We are now
sitting " together in heavenly places in Christ Jesus,*^ just as we have ar-

rived at the New Jerusalem (Heb. 1:2 : 22), that is prospectively, and this

will be shown under the Prop. (154) of the reign of the saints. The re-

conciliation of things in heaven (Col. 1 :10], and the gathering of all

things in the heavenlies in Christ (''in the dispensation of the fulness of

times," Eph, 1 ; 10), are also in a great measure to be applied to the restora-

tion ofauthority and dmninion over the world ; for, as all prophecy unhes-
itatingly directs, it is still some time in the future when tnese Kingdoms,
these heavenlies, noto in the possession of Satan, shall become the King-
dom of our Lord and of His Christ. These *' heavenlies" also may thus
be called, because the authority in them rightfully belongs to God, which
authority is now fettered by tnem and remains more or less unacknowl-
edged.

Obs, 4r. The predicted Kingdom of the Messiah, David's Son, is no-
where specified to be a Kingdom in the third heaven (Prop. 103), but ** of
heaven*'' or rather ** of heavens^* or '*

of heavenlies.''^ According to the Cove-
nant it could not be i7i heaven, but it is of heaven ; that is, given by God,
made as God designs it, fashioned after the will of heaven, and containing
in itself ** heavens,^* or ** heavenlies,''* i.e. most eminent stations of power
and dominion. Besides this, whatever might be allowed in this intermedi-

ate (always excepting the Kingdom itself) state, we find that at the period

of time designated for the setting up of this very Kingdom, Christ Him-
self, as the Inheritor, the Son of man, leaves heaven and with His saints

proceeds to establish this identical Kingdom of heaven, and His saints

inherit it. The fact that He thus leaves heaven and appears on earth,

that a Kingdom specially His is connected with His appearing, etc.—this

should impress us not to draw infere?ices from passages and directly oppose
them to the general current of the Word. Tnus e.g. that class like the

following :
** Rejoice, for great is your reward in heaven," Matt. 5 : 12, and

others of similar import. Aside from the plural form " in heavens" or
'* heavenlies*' which is in accord with what has been stated, we might dis-

miss this with the remark that what ** heavens" are denoted is simply taken
for granted. But grant that the third heaven is meant, and that the
plural form is used to impart grandeur, etc., even then it is easy of ex-

planation without confining the parties themselves to the third heaven to

obtain the reward of the Kingdom. God in heaven takes cognizance of

actions and it is represented tnat a book of remembrance is kept (Daniel

informs us that some Books are opened when the Kingdom is established),

and that at the Coming of the Judge the award will be assigned. The
reward of every one then in view of conduct, is awarded, and that award is

kept in heaven, as in the case of the seventy returning who were (Luke
10 : 20) ** rather to rejoice because your names are written in heaven/' and
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of the disciples (Luke 12 :32) to whom it was said *^ it is your Father*b
good pleasure to give you the Kingdom." The reason of this resolves

Itself in a reward determined on before the period of its reception, a princi-

ple that all theologians adopt. Christ who is our life is in heaven, and
what we shall do or endure for His sake, shall elevate us as joint heirs with
Him at His Coming ; the reward itself being increased or diminished, so
far as mere rank, position, etc., is concerned, proportioned to our use of
talents, privileges, etc. But these positions are predetermined for certain
characters ; hence Jesus said, that no one should occupy His right or left

hand, excepting him to whom the Father may give the honor. This is the

key-note to all such passages. All positions, according to the will and
foreknowledge of God, are prepared for this manifestation of the Sons of

God, Mark 10 : 40, This inspires hope ; hence in Col. 1 : 5 we read of
'* the hope which is laid up for you in heaven/* and which hope is to be
realized when Christ shall appear, 1 John 3 : 3, 3 ; Tit. 3 : 13, etc. Just as

the hope does not remain in heaven but descends to earth a blessed reality,

so we find by a comparison of Scripture that in every case the reward de-

signed for us is only realized at tne Sec. Advent upon earth. Thus to

illustrate: in Phil. 3:30, ''our conversation (citlzenBh]^, community,
political society, Parkhurst, Wahl, Bloomfield, etc.) is in heaven''—the
predetermined order or arrangement or ** administration*' is there, the
title or award that gives adoption or heirship or judgeship, but to avoid
the very inference tnat so many make and to remove any objection that
any might allege from the stand-point of the Covenant, the Apostle adds,

''from tohence also we look for the Saviour, the Lord Jesus Clirist,'^ etc.,

tlius uniting its realization with the Advent of Christ (comp, Meyer's
Com, loci). So the Hebrews (Hob. 10 : 34-37) are told that in view of

their enduring sufferings and spoilings ** ye have in heaven a better and an
enduring substance/* but well-knowing '* the hope of Israel/* he guards it

hj adding : **/or ye have need ofpatience^ thaty after ye have do7ie the will

of Godf ye might receive the promise. For yet a little while, and He thnt shall

come Will come and will not tarry.** Thus placing the reception of the
promise where the entire tenor of the Record does, viz., at the Second
Advent. In 3 Tim. 4 : 8, the crown laid up in heaven for Paul is to be
given only in the day of the Lord's appearing ; in 1 Pet. 1. : 4, 5, 7, the
inheritance ^^ reserved in heaven** is ''ready to be revealed in the last

time/* " at the appearing of Jesus Clirist /* in 3 Cor. 5 : 3 it is ** the house
which is from heaven/* md which when exalted to the heavenlies is eter-

nally in the same ; and in Rev. 21 : 3 the New Jerusalem, itself in heaven,
is " coming dotcn from God out of heaven/* and the Bible leaves it here
without a withdrawal Taking these and other illustrations, all pointing
to the future, not in heaven but here on earth, for a realization of reward,
crown, etc., awarded, we see the force of the express passages which refer

this period to the time when the Son of man sits on the throne of His
glorj, and the inheriting of the Kingdom, the reception of the peculiar
stations of honor and authority, the bestowment of ** the heavenlies," once
usurped by Satan, shall be duly and happily experienced.

The inferences drawn from the most simple pasaages (as e.g. " For of such is the
Kingdom of heaven,*' i.e. those occonnted worthy of the Kingdom have a childlike, etc

,

disposition, making it equivalent to entrance now into the Church or after death into
heaven), of an inheritance received Immediately after death in heaven, etc., has led to
varioos extravagances. It forms e.g. the foundation upon which the Fopiah doctrine ol
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the intercession of eaints is ereoted. This is forcibly illustrated in the cose of Pope John
XXIL, who raised the question of *' the beatific vision,'* declaring that none of the dead
saints would enjoy it until after the Jndgmei^t Day. He was aconsed of heresy and of

taking a course opposed to the interests of the Church. For the question was at once
raised. '* If the saints stand not in the presence of God, of what, use is their interces-

sion ? What is the use of addressing prayers to them V " (Draper's Inid, His, Bktrope^ p.

394.) It is the basis of the canonization of saints, the profuse and intemperate exalta-

tion (i.e. rewarded, crowned, etc.) of believers in Protestant funeral discourses, and the
ten thousand unscriptural worlcs on heaven as the Christian's home, inheritance, etc.

The reader will find additional reasons for our position under Props. 120, 131, 132, 135,

136, 187, etc., so that the clearer and express language, the explanatory, must give us the
proper conception of such passages. When this earth has a God-man for its Ruler, a
Theocratic oMering manifested in its glory, a Grod again dwelling with man and dissem-
inating His blessings, the will of God done on ear& as in heaven, etc., then we have
*' 1h6 hoaverHy cowiiry " which (Heb. 11 : 16) the Patriarchs sought, and this is consistent

-with the inheritance covenanted to them,which then is " filled with the glory of the LorA."
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Pkoposition 108. The formula ^^Kingdom of heaven'^ connected

with tJie parables con^^m our do€t^%ne of the Kingdom.

The contrary is asserted by all opposed to us, and as the Church-
Kingdom view mainly obtains as a Scriptural basis its rise and
defence from it, it deserves attention.

Obs, 1. A few preliminary thoughts are, however, in place. (1) The
reader will recall our Prop, concerning the mysteries of the Kingdom.
The parables were given respecting the secrets of the Kingdom and were in

themselveB designed to conceal some things that were necessary. Lange
(Com,, Matt. 13) correctly shows that the common notion (viz., that they
were adapted to weak and carnal understandings) entertained, is erro-

neous. But Lange does not go far enough, for if we are to take the testi-

mony of Jesus Himself, they were far from being designed for popular in-

struction, being in point of fact employed to conceal so^me very important
truths. * Jesus says that He spoke plamlv to His disci'ples, but in para-
bles to the people, clearly distinguishing between plain and hidden truth.

In Matt 13 : 13 ; Mark 4 : 11 ; Luke 8 : 10, He says that the parable is used
that the people may not comprehend. The reason for this lies in their

foreknown depravity and rejection of the Messiah, in their being unable to

receive the intended postponement of the Kingdom and contemplated in-

grafting of the Gentiles. To appreciate the parables in all their fulness it

IS absolutely necessary to keep m view the Cfovenant and the Divine Pur-
pose in its fulfilment, as shown in previous Propositions.' (2) The depth
of these parables cannot be apprehended unless we especially keep in mmd
what afterward occurred, viz., the postponement oith^^mg^om, which, im-
pressed by the foreknowledge of Jesus, gave a coloring to them highly marked
and distinctive. By doing this, we avoid the perplexity of commentators
in reconciling the one with the other (as e.g. the parable of the Leaven with
that of the Tares) ; and we make them accurately correspond with Covenant,
prophecy, and the actual history of the Church. The parables having re-

ference to the Kingdom of God must, as is the case, have reference to the
rejection of Jesus and the consequences resulting therefrom, otherwise
they would not be adapted to meet the exigencies of Christ's positiou.* (3)
If the parables delineate the Kingdom of God in the Church as now cur-

rently believed, why is it that the Apostles did not ascertain this fact and
use tnem as now popularly employed? If e.g, the parable of the Leaven,
or of the Mustard Seed means what Neander and a multitude inform us,

how comes it that those under special instruction and guidance did not so

understand theni^ as admitted by Neander and these writers, and as proven
beyond all dispute by Acts 1:6? Why did they still labor under ** a
sensuous interpretation,*' ** Jewish opinions,** etc., when as we are con-
fidently told, " the reference to the Kingdom is so plain ;*' and why was
this ignorance of the Apostles perpetuated in the churches founded by
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them ; and why was it left for an nninspired man (such a doubtful sonroe)

as Origen to present the leverage by which the parables were lifted to their

generally accepted position ? Strange that it took several centuries before

men arose who were able to obtain a correct understanding of them ! In
this estimate of the Apostle's knowledge of the parables—for we take that
given by eminent men—no account is taken of the special private instruc-

tion of the Apostles, but because these, as they concede, did not militate

against the notion of the Kingdom as entertained by the pious Jews (wit-

ness Acts 1 ; 6), did not prevent the retention of '* Jewish conceptions,*'

they are not to be regarded. If the parables really mean what so many
popular works ascribe to them, the Thessalonians and others might have
received a ready and crashing answer to their views of the Kingdom

;

and the Apostles themselves could not have coyisistently preached a near,

expectant Advent. Let any man with unprejudiced mind consider the
opinions that the Disciples, Apostles and early Church entertained, and
then compare them with those now so prevalent, and he will see abundant
reason for a most careful re-examination of the whole subject, for between
the two there is a most decided conflict. If the parables were designed, as

some assert (Lange 6'o?«., Matt., vol. 1, p. 237), to show the difference

between the true Kingdom of Christ and ** the carnal*' expectations of the
Jews ; hoio comes it then that they did not restrain such ** carnal" antici-

pations—with private instruction and the express declaration that they
should understand them added

—

in the disciples a^id Ajwstles themselves'?

This mnst be satisfactorily answered, or else the very preachers of the
Kingdom stand before us self-deceived and ignorant. Car doctrine, how-
ever, clears them of such inconsistency, and places them in a position of

correct knoioUdge and proper appreciation of the parables.* (4) In this dis-

cussion, the vital difference that exists between our view and that of others

is, that we liold that the parables teach what is preparatory or introductory

to the Kingdom, whilst they maintain that the parables refer directly to a
Kingdom ^ready in existence, and describe its condition, etc. The latter

opinion is brought out in the general affirmation (Lange*s Co?rt., cap. to

Matt. 13), that Christ presents in them *' the founding and development
of His Kingdom through all its phases, from its beginning to its end.'*

Aside from the fact that they themselves tell us that the Church was
founded previously and hence could not, on their own showing, be founded
then, tills caption aHirms 7nore than can be proven, but nevertheless is taken

for granted, without decisive—only inferential—proof, and forms the key-

note of the entire interpretation. The former idea, forced upon us by the

exact promise of the Theocratic- Davidic Kingdom, prophecy, history of the

Church, example of the disciples^ etc., forms, on the other hand, the guide
for our interpretation of the parables. In the application of these two
principles wo now propose to test the language of the parables themselves

and see to which one they most accurately correspond. There is no differ-

ence, of account, between us as to the definition of a parable, and with
them we hold that the main thing to be sought for is the truth pointed
out, or taught by the narrative, or course of action presented.' (5) We are

not to be understood as basing our doctrine on the parables, for we cheer-

fully adopt the rule given by Horne (vol. 1, Introd., p. 395) and others,

that no doctrine, or article of faith, is to be established from a parable,

simply because all such, however illustrative and confirmatory, in order to

be understood and appreciated, presuppose and require a previous acquaint'
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an^e with doctrine. It is in this respect that so great a man as Neander
fails to give satisfaction. In the introduction to his admirable Church
History, he founds his doctrine of the Church-Kingdom upon the parable
of the Leaven ; and the entire History and other works are pervaded by its

influence. It was in this direction that his sincere mind sought to escape
from difficulties alleged against Christianity ; but whatever the motive, it

certainly was a mistake to draw so important an inference from so slight a
source. A doctrine permeating such noble monuments of learning and re-

search should have had a stronger foundation nndemeath it than a para-
bolic one.* (6) Covenant and prophecy promise only one, and that a per.

manent, Kingdom to the Messiah, David's Son. Nothing is said of an
inferior and then superior one, of one existing before the Sec. Advent as

a prelude to another, of several successive stages in a progressive direction
;

for the decided impression made is, that one Kingdom alone is described as

existing under *' the reign of the Messiah.*' Hence, this theory of succes-
sive stages, etc., so conveniently grafted on the parables to make them, if

possible, consistent with each other, ought, if correct, to find corroborat-
ing evidence in its support outside of the parables, either in Covenant or
prediction. But unfortunately the onlyproof adduced in its behalf comes
from two of the parables themselves, l^e parabolic form is a convenient

refuge for all mystical interpretations, being admirably adapted to secure, as

some do, a Kingdom in the visible Church, or, if necessary, in the invisible,

or even in botn, owing to its caption. (7) Again, it must be borne in
mind that quite a number of the parables, as many writers (especially Gres-
well) have shown, are prophetical in their nature. They predict matters
which relate to the Kingdom of God, This prophetical meaning is so self-

evident that it needs no discussion. We only refer to it to ^d that, if

they possess such a characteristic (as any gooa classification at once indi-

cates), then they ought to be explained, not isolated but in accord with the

gefieral te?wr of prophecy.

' In addition to what was said under Props. 11-15, it may be advisable, in view of the
important bearing on the subject, to introduce other writers who fnlly indorse our
position. Thtis Lange {Com. Matt., pp. 235 and 239) also contends that they (the para-
Dies) were designed in a measure to conceal the truth. Storr {Diss, on Parahles, s. 10)
fully admits that they *

' also answer the end of clothing them (the subject) in ob>
Bcurity, and become obscure allegories or enigmas if propounded without any explana-
tion." After stating that many were thus uttered, he assigns the reasons, that the Jews
were not then prepared for appreciating the doctrine of the Kingdom, and that it was
done to prevent them from deriding Christ, etc. (Smith, New Test His., p. 284) rejects
the idea that parables were designed as '' a condescension to the ignorance of the great
mass of mankind." and points out the fact that Christ first taught without a parable, and
only when met with unbelief and scorn does He teach in a parabolic manner. The ques-
tion of the disciples (Matt. 13 : 10) implies their astonishment at this change, which in-
dicated that *' He was speaking to the multitude in the parables and dork sayings which
the Babbis reserved for their chosen disciples." He also says :

" He had chosen this
form of teaching because the people were spiritually blind and deaf (Matt. 13 : 13), and in
order that they might remain so (Mark 4 : 12).'* He adds, that parables were given to
reveal ** the seekers after truth." Eleuker (quoted by Lisco, Introd. p. 17, to Parables), re-

marks :
*' It was the design of the parables of Christ, like the old prophetical delinea-

tions of His coming, to describe things, indeed, according to the whole compass and in-
ternal truth, yet still, like the former, to carry with them a certain darkness, so that
those alone could see into the spirit of them who sought it with full sincerity of mind ;

no others understood anything of it, and what they understood they made no other use
of than to fret themselves and oppose Christ." Gerlach (Longe^s Cbm., vol. 1, p. 342)
says :

** the parables are like the pillar of the cloud and of fire, when darkness was pre-
sented to the Egyptians, but light and brightness to the Covenant people. They resem-
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ble the husk which preserves the kernel from the indolent, and for the eamest and dili-

gent." A moltitnde ot snch references, indicating that the parables are not so easily

comprehended but require study and application to understand their meaning, might be
presented, thus paving the way for what follows.

* As has been abundantly proven in previous Propositions, the foreknown and actually

realized rejection of the tender of the Kingdom, conditioned by repentance, making a new
ordering requisite in order to prepare for the Kingdom, gives that peculiar and distinc-

tive aspect to the parables which was so perplexing to the Jewish hearers who anticipated
an immediate setting up of the Messianic Kingdom, a hope from which even the disciples

could not at once divest themselves. To comprehend the parables, therefore, the stud-

ent must observe what Kingdom is covenanted and predicted ; why it was not estab-

lished at the First Advent, what was the mode of Divine Procedure during the postpone-
ment, etc., as presented in Props. 19-73. The parables cannot be opposed to the oath-

bound Covenant.
' Hence it is that the peouliar teaching of the parables, in the form given, is strong

proof of Divine inspiration. Reference is not now made simply to the exact fulfilment

of the propheiie eiemetU in them, but to the manner in which Jesus evidences the exceeding
delicate position in whioh He was placed. For, foreknowing the rejection of the King-
dom by the representative men of the nation and the consequent postponement of the
Kingdom until a people are gathered (repentant and believing} and until His Bee. Advent,
He now vindicates His foreknowledge and presents the result (that has happened thus
£ar) in a form least repellent to the Jewish mind and expectation. We a£»ert, in view of

what has already been proven respecting the Kingdom, that no mere human intellect

could have devised such a skilfully arranged mode of conveying the most unpalatable (i.e.

to Jews) truths.
* The student is requested to ponder Mark 4 : 34, etc., where it is said that ** He ex-

pounded all things to His disciples'* so that it might be fulfilled (v. 11), " Unto you it is given

to know the mystery ^ the SXngdom of Ood ; but unto them thai are loithout, oi/ these things are

done in parables" Now the parables are given to iUusiraie things pertaining to the King-
dom ; is it reasonable to suppose that the principal thing, viz., the Kingdom itself, would
be lefl ^mlouehed in this private expounding, especially when these disciples were sent out
to preach the Kingdom ? No ; and yet all this private teaching and explanation of the
parables only confirmed them in the covenanted Messianic Kingdom (so e.g. Acts 1 : 6, etc.).

Henoe we affirm, that if the parables and the expounding of them privately by Jesus did
not remove the Jewish conception of the Kingdom out of the minds of the disciples spe-

cially favored and appointed as preachers of the Kingdom, the parables ought not to have
that influence to-day ; for if it does (as many contend), it lowers the authority of the
Aposttes (accusing them of gross misconception and of having preached a Kingdom never
to be realizedX and it represents the teaching of Jesus and His sending them forth as
such preachers in an invidious light. This also sets aside a favorite theory of some
European and American writers, who think the parables describe ** a Kingdom of God in
mystery," i.e. a hidden Kingdom, because the mysteries of the Kingdom were given to

the disciples. But we have shown (Props. 11-15) that the Kingdom is one thing and the
mysteries pertaining to it quite another. Neither Covenant nor prophecy present us a hid
den Kingdom ; for, as we shall logically show, its re-establishment as a Kingdom is de-
pendent upon the restoration of the fallen-down Davidic tabernacle. The disciples and
Apostles knew nothing ot such " a Kingdom in mysteiy *'; and so also the early Church
were ignorant of it.

^ Farror (Life <f CArL<9f, vol. 1, p. 324) makes the parables illustrate the reception, value,

results, and extension of the Gospel of the Kingdom, i.e. the truths pertaming to the
Kingdom. To this no particular exception might be taken, but when he afterward makes
the Gospel of the Kingdom the exact equivalent of the Kingdom itself, then serious ob-
jection arises. Sirr {The Rrst Resurrection, p. 37) presents a view that is deserving the
attention of the critical student. He makes the Kingdom of heaven as employed in the
parables to be equivalent to '* the Supernal rulers," because (according to Scapula,

ScfaJensnerf, the word kingdom (in Greek) often denotes ** supreme power'* or " king,"
etc. Siuce the plural form " heavens," or ** heavenlies,*' is used, we then have*' the
supreme power or rule of the heavenlies" as thus illustrated through the parables. How-
ever this may be, it is not requisite to adopt it, being in some respects different to the
general usage respecting the phrase (comp. Props. 22, 23, and 45).

* Trench's remarks (On Parables, Litrod. p. 39), as corroborative, may well be quoted.
" Once more, the parables may not be made the first sources of doctrine. Doctrines
otherwise and already grounded may be illustrated or indeed further confirmed by them ;

but it is not aUoioabk to constitute doctrine first by their aid. They may be the outer
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ornamental fringe but not the main textore of the proof. For, from the literal to the
figurative, from the cleorer to the more obscure, has been ever recognized as the law of
Scripture interpretation. This rule, however, has been often forgotten, and controver-
sialists looking around for azgumenls vith which to sustain some weak position, one for
which they can find no other support in Scripture, often invent for themselves supports
in these." He refers to IrensQUB, Tertullian, etc., as entertaining the some opinion.

Ob^. 2. If the Kingdom of God is what is so popularly represented, viz.,
" (iod's rule,** or ** God*s reign in the heart,*' or ** the body of believers,"

iheUf as a matter of course, if they are synonymous, it would be appro-
priate to substitute one or the other of these in the place of the heading
of the parables. Let any one test this, and he must see by its evident un-
fitness that such is not the case. Hence having found by Covenant and
prophecy in the Old Test, th^ Kingdom of God, let us come to the parables
and regard i\\Qm from this position, and see whether they do not fully cor-

respond with the one Kingdom promised and predicted. In this way we
avoid making the unfounded distinction of a select higher measure of in-

formation for the initiated and an inferior degree for the unlearned, which
Fairbairn justly condemns ; and at the same time preserve the more pri-

vate instruction afforded to the disciples from degenerating into substan-
tially (Acts 1 : G) what all received, i.e. they remained, with their special

advantages (according to our opposers) just as ignorant. This removes the
notion that there are secret doctrines imparted by them that should not be
made known to all over against the precise declaration, Matt. 10 : 27. And
also, it proposes to correct the idea entertained by many writers, that the
])arables ** tended virtually with the mass of His hearers to increase their

ignorance ami misapprehension of the truth" (Fairbairn, note to p. 26,

IntroiL to Lisco's Parables), This sadly reflects on the ministry of Jesus.

If the Kingdom is what Fairbairn pronounces it to be, a purely spir-

itual affair, then indeed we admit this was. the case, and Christ the
Light appears with an obscured disk. But take our doctrine of the King-
dom and apply it, and the Light is untarnished, for then, instead, the
Kingdom is truthfully and correctly represented, its postponement mtimsk-

ted, the preparatory stafje of gathering out portrayed, and the unbelief and
rejection of the truth by the Jews is rendered the more culpable. We un-
hesitatingly say that, if the Kingdom, the main leading covenanted sub-

ject preached, is what so many style it, then it was the duty of Christ to so

plainly proclaim it that, at least. His own disciples should not say what
they did, Acts 1 : G. Having already vindicated Christ's preaching, it is

not necessary to enlarge. Therefore, we only add : that the Jews did not
receive the truth because a spiritual Kingdom was presented in it for their

acceptance, but for the reason that these parables, before the setting tip of
the Kingdom, imposed upon them preparatory duties and intimated a

period of time to intervene, which was unpalatable to their hearts and ex-

pectations. Hence the parable itself, the real truth contained in it, proved
to be instrumental, just as Paul indicates 2 Cor. 2 : 14-17. Truths
hitherto concealed may indeed be found in them, reference to higher truths

still future may be indicated, but never is the leading subject, that of the
Kingdom, thus concealed. Covenanted as it is, firmly bound by the oath of

the Almighty, it cannot be transmuted into a mystical or spiritual Kingdom
by a hidden process, without a vioMion of unity, language, a7id Covenant.

Attention is again called to the fact that the peculiar teaching of the parables in the
form given is strong proof of Divine inspiration. Heferenoe is not now made simply to
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the exact fulMment of the prophetio element in them, bnt to the delicate position of

Jesns and the extraordinary tact evidenced by them. The Jews expected the Messianic
Kingdom ; Jesns foreknew His rejection by them and the subsequent postponement of

the Kingdom ; now in these parables this foreknowledge is clearly shown, and the result is

presented in a form least repellent to the Jewish mind. The change from the direct form
of teaching to the parabolic which excited the astonishment (Mark 13 : 10) of the dis-

ciples is readily accounted for in view of this contemplatedpostponement, especially when it is

considered that the parabolic form was introduced (so numerous Harmonies) after the rep-

resentative men of the nation had commenced consulting and conspiring against Jesus.

Becaose of the moral obliquity (Matt. 13 : 13) evidenced by the nation. He now teaches

in parables in order that they may remain in it (Mark 4 : 12), and carry out their plans

to the end ; the parabolic form being intended only for those who humbly sought the

truth, believing in Jesus. The direct appeal being rejected, repentance being refused by
the nation, tfae postponement of the Kingdom and the processes in preparation for its

ultimate re-establishment demand the veibnent of the parabolic—a form admirably
adapted to the contingencies then sprung up. For, aside from other considerations, the

caution thus exercised by Jesus avoided an unnecessary persecution by the Roman
power ; the Kingdom being thus veiled under a form and preparatory measures that had
the least tendency to excite jealousy and animosity.

Obs, 3. In paasingover the parables we shall only select that class which
have the formula *' K^ingdom of heaven" attached to them, being supposed
specially to favor the prevailing view. If these are satisfactorily explained,

the rest will need none.

1. The parable of the Tares and Wheat, Matt. 13 : 24-30 and '37-43.

Keeping in view the covenanted Kingdom as it was promised, thepeculiar
position of hearers and the Speaker, the former expecting this Kingdom
and the latter foreknowing its rejection and postponement, we have the

only practical Jcey to the formula itself. Something is understood, which
the tnen present general expectations of the Jewish hearers (Prop. 20, etc.),

ftitpplied, viz., the Kingdom you expect is to be introduced as follows ; or

the Kingdom of heaven that you anticipate requires the following. As a

Sreadier of ^^ the Gospel of the Kifigdoni,'' the parables fall within His
[ission, and above all things His hearers desire to know when it will be

established. The call to repentance leaves it indefinite and dependent
;

hence Jesus, as the Divine Teacher, proceeds to satisfy a pious curiosity or
laudable desire, and in this parable locates the establishment of the Kin^-
dom at the period of the harvest. To obtain the force of the parable it is

requisite to supply the idea of the setting up of the Kingdom as to manner
and time and then notice what things Jesus teaches are required before this

will be done. The Kingdom is not likened to any particular ono thing in

the parable but to thefinal resulty the end. For if it were, then it would be
likened to *' a man,'' for, taking the theories prevailing, that is expressly

asserted. But it is not likened to " a man" or to his acts, or to " the good
seed" which grows into wheat, or to ** the field " which is the world, or to
** the tares" which are mixed with the wheat, or even to ** the harvest

;"

but all these are used to indicate how certain things must be accomplished
until ** the end of the age,^* whefi the righteous, the gathered wheat, shall

^^shine forth as f)ie Sh7i'* in the Kingdom, That this is a correct interpre-

tation of the parable will appear from the following : (1) by linking the
Kingdom only with the liarvest as do Joel and John ; (2) by expressly

mentioning tne Kingdom as following the harvest
; (3) by locating the

Kingdom at the end of the age ; (4) by the correspoiidence existing between
the parable and Matt. 25 : 31-46

; (5) by otherwise making the Kingdom
(if the Church) a mixed one, utterly opposed to covenant promise

; (6) a
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mixed condition of tares and wheat down to the very end of the age itself,

forbids the fulfilment of Millennial descriptions, as e.g. ** all shall be
righteous,*' etc. The positive manner in which Christ puts His language
is also expressive of what Paul says Rom. 4 : 17, ** calleth thoae things which
he not as (hough they we?*e,"—the present tense is employed, as the King-
dom, although future, is regarded by the Divine Mind as a certainty, a
determined realization. Hence the Kingdom of heaven, an ordained, fixed

arrangement, is to be obtained in this way atid time. This is the meaning
of Jesus, a meani)ig in accord with all other Scripture.'

2. Then follows the parable of the Mustard Seed, Matt. 13 : 31, 32, to

which the same principle must be applied. According to our position it

would denote that the promised Kingdom of heaven is not brought into

existence at once as they, the hearers, expected ; it demands time and
preparatio7i ; it requires small beginnings, a small seed, a Christian Church,
or first an individual, then a family, then a nation, then a people adopted
into that nation, until finally, when all this preparative growth has been
experienced, the tree, i.e. the Kingdom appears and it will be found
greater than all herbs (i.e. other kingdoms), affording abundant shelter.

The tree alone represents the Kingdom, and this Kingdom is shown to he

the result of an intervening growth or work, a constant accretion or

gathering. A tree too is significayit of a Kingdom, Dan. 4 : 10, 20 ;

Ezek. 31 : 3. The small flock by constant accessions to its number will

ultimately at the manifestation of the Sons of God become a mighty
nation, a strong people, etc. " When it is grow7i'' it ** becometh a tree,'*

If we turn to Mark 4 : 34 in immediate connection with this parable, it is

said, ** and wlmii they were alone He expounded all things to His disciples,'^

In this private ezplanatioyij the interpretation suggested by us was undoubt-
edly the one impressed upon the disciples as their preachi7ig the Kiftgdom
proveSf for they knew nothing of the modern ideas grafted on this

parable, as Acts 1 : 6 clearly indicates. Either the expounding of Jesus
amounted to nothing or availed nothing, or else it confirmed the disciples

in the covenanted Kingdom as believed in by them. The latter is the

truth, honorable both to Jesus and Apostles,'

3. The most important of the parables is that of the Leaven. Matt.

13 : 33 ; Luke 13 : 20-21 ; it being employed more than any other in the
development Church-Kingdom theory. The opinion that this refers to

the Church is beset with difficulties, for then this parable contradicts that

of the Tares and Wheat, which asserts that instead of the whole being

leavened there shall be down to the Advent a mixed condition. Many
passages corroborate this, that neither the world nor the Church shall be
Tints leavened. Besides this, if the leavening process is carried out, it is

constayitly progressive, and does not accord with the relapses, retrogressions

that history records. In the efforts to reconcile this parable with a
theory, one (Lange, vol. 1, 248) says :

** the woman is an apt figure of the
Church ;*' another (as Trench, Lisco, etc.) makes the leaven the Kingdom

;

another (Lange, loci) informs us that the three measures of meal is the
visible Church (Welt-Kirche). Many find refuge in the invisible Church,
others in the (lospcl Kingdom, or the Gospel truth, or Christianity.

Some, to avoid a contradiction of the parable of Tares and Wheat, confine it

exclusively to a delineation of piety in the heart of the individual believer,

nnd make the Kingdom existing in the individual. Another class (as e.^.

Vitringa, Gurtler, Teelman, Cyril, Darby, Paine, Seiss, etc.) make this
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leaven used in a bad sense, equivalent to error, false doctrine, corruption,

and apply it in the history oi the Chnrch. Thus a variety of views are

entertained concerning its meaning, indicating that, from the desire of

nearly all to unite it in some way with an existing Kingdom, the Church
is selected, either visible or invisible, either in its aggregate or individual-

ity, as the Kingdom denoted.

But remove the notion, taken for granted, that the Kingdom must now
be found and the parable corresponds with the preceding ones. As in

usage the leavening process is only a preparatory one, so it is here ; the

leaven is the Divine Word of the "Kingdom, it leavens a definite measure
of meal, i.e. a predetermined number who are to be adopted as the Sons
of God. The gathering out proceas, and the detention of the Kingdom
until this is accomplished, is thus presented, preserving the unity of Script-

ure. The leavened meal is initiatory to the formation of bread, so this

Divine Process is introductory to the Divine Purpose of establishing the

Kingdom, The people and the disciples are taught, that previous to the

Betting up of the !^ngdom a definite nupiber of the elect must iirst be
obtained, and the manner in which this is done, by gradual appropriation

through Divine truth, is also intimated. If it denotes, what so many
believe, is it not strange that the disciples, preachers of the Kingdom and
having the advantages of private instruction concerning it, should not be
able to comprehend its meaning to be, as alleged, a complete overthrow of

ilieir expectations of a covenanted Kingdom. It is true, that Christ most
delicately, and thus vindicating His Divine foreknowledge, teaches them
that their hopes cannot be at owe realized, that a postponeme7it or prepara-
tory stage or leavening process is necessary, but He does not, and cannot as

a Covenant'Sealifig Saviour, destroy their hopes of the Kingdom. Tho
confidence with which they preached the Kingdom proclaims this fact.

WiLh this view we can adopt and incorporate many valuable remarks
recorded by the various writers on the parables, discarding the engrafted
Origenistic Charch-Kingdom idea, and adhering to the one that the King-
dom of heaven will appear when the certain number, represented by tho

three (sacred number) measures, of meal, are obtained by the power of the
truth. In this manner we preserve the unity of Scripture, the consistent

preaching of instructed disciples. Again, by reference to the connection of

this parable in Matt 13 : 34, 35, we find that it embraces '^ things which
have been kept secret from the foundation of the world," Now it is

taken for granted that "the secret thing'* pertains to the nature, the
spirituality of the Kingdom, but that this is a wrong inference is apparent
from the declarations of the Apostles who found this secret or mystery in

the postponement and consequent call of the Gentiles, as is proven by Eph.,
3 :4--6 ; CoL 1 :26, 27, etc., thus fully according with our interpretation.*

4. The parables of the Treasure and of the Pearl, Matt. 13 : 44-46, need
no special notice, as the simple idea running through them is this : that as

men exhibit their interest in, and willingness to sacrifice all for, some-
thing that is very precious and costly, so we ought to do tho same i» behalf
of the Kingdom of God. It again indicates a preparatory stage in the
individual and that he can obtain an abiding interest, inheritance, in the
Kingdom itself. No one but can see that if we press the captions of these

two parables, as is done in others, they become at once contradictory— for

the one likens the Kingdom to the treasure and the other likens the King-
dom, not to the pearl but to the merchantman, thus indicating that Christ's
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design was only to show what spirit should actuate us in seeking His
Kingdom. This excludes all those forced and constrained expositions
which abouna in several writers, especially in Vitringa. Faith seizes upon
the treasure God ofifers, and is willing to surrender all to obtain the abiding
hope which it inspires, and its ultimate enjoyment.*

5. The parable of the Net, Matt. 13 : 47-50, resembles that of the Tares
and Wheat, aud tlierefore requires no explanation. The design of this dis-

l)en8ation is represented, the postponement indicated in a preparatory
gathering which shall continue until the end of the age. The mixed con-
dition until the final separation is a prominent feature. The Kingdom,
owing to its rejection by the nation, requires this previous castifig of the

net &nd its- results.'

6. The parable of the King and his Servants, or of the Unmerciful Servant,
Matt. 18 : 23-35, shows the correctness of our deductions concerning the
heading of the parable ; for our entrance into the Kingdom of heaven is

lie re conditioned on our brotherly forgiveness. As the servants render their

account to the King, so shall we aleo finally to the great King. K prepara-
tory qualification is requisite. Of the same tenor is the one of the
Laborers in the Vineyard, Matt. 20 : 1-16, showing that previous to the
bestowment of the reward a preparatory service is demanded, and that all

thus engaged will receive their just dues. Lange, and others, make the

vineyard the Kingdom of God, but it is likened to the householder who is

represented as following a certain course of action, illustrative of what God
will also do in the final settlement. Wc are taught that certain things are

necessary lefore we can enter into that Kingdom, and that the principle

actuating the householder will eventually influence the Judge in his arbi-

tration of affairs. The parable of the Royal "Wedding, or the Wedding Gar-
ment, Matt. 22 : 1-14, clearly points out that the Church is not the King-
dom of God, because the parties are represented merely as invited to the
wedding. Before the Kingdom is introduced, represented under the figure

of the Son's wedding, b, preliminary stage is introduced ; and owing to the

conduct of the guests first invited a t\xvi\iQr postponement is indicated until

i\ certain gathering is obtained, thus accurately corresponding with our line

of argument. This dispensation of grace, resulting from the perverse
refasal of the invited Jewish nation, is designed to secure the reqtiisite

guests for the marriage feast at the end of the age.

7. As we proceed the parables become still more distinctive of our posi-

tion. The parable of the Ten Virgins, Matt. 25 : 1-13, refers us by the
word '* the7i** directly to the period of the Second Advent, as is admitted by
all our best critics. We are by its peculiar arrangement and connection
limited to a certain period of time whe7i such a separation of the wise and
foolish shall be made. The time of tlie Kingdom and that of the coming
of the Bridegroom and marriage are the same ; and in view of an indefinite

(i.e.to man) postponement of the same, and of a preparatory state of prepa-
ration, we aro exhorted to be watchful, occujiving the position of wise
virgins.* The parablo following, that of the Talents, Matt. 25 : 14-13,
inculcates still more forcibly this preliminaryf intervenijig period before
the Kingdom can be established, ior we have (1) the allotment of specific

duties, (2) the withdrawal of the person into ** afar country/' leaving his

servants behind, (3)
*

' after a long time the lord of these servants comcth
and reckoneth with them,*' (4) the reward of the faithful servants is the

assignment of rulership in the Kingdom, (5) and its connection with what
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follows, Yerses 31-46. Here is a pointed and significant delineation of the

poslponefnent of the Kingdom as varions Propositions inculcate.

8. Thus wo miglit pass over all the parables and in each case show how
they fully correspond with the interpretation given. This, however, is

unnecessary in view of the ample illustrations already presented. But we
cannot in justice to ourselves close without directing fnarked attention to

the parable ot the Ten Pounds, Luke 19 : 11-27, which most forcibly con-

firms our position. This parable was introduced as follows :
** Ho added

and spake a parable, because He was nigh to Jerusalem, and because tlisy

thought that the Kingdom of God ahould immediately appear.'^ It is rea-

sonable to suppose that the pai*able will throw light on tho anticipated

appearance of the Kingdom, especially as it was supposed to be connected
with His then visit to Jerusalem. Now let any unprejudiced reader study
this Divine utterance, expressly given to meet the notion of a speedy estab-

lishment of the Kingdom, and he must, if language has any force, arise

from such a contemplation of it with a deep conviction that it teaches dis-

tinctly and vividly a j^rotracted postponetnent of the Kingdom, the identi-

cal postponement so repeatedly advocated in these pages. We have (1) a
nobleman going into a far country ; (2) the desigii of going is to obtain the

title, right, etc., to a Kingdom
; (3) then he will return; (4) but his stay

is a prolonged one, for time is given for trading, etc. (as in the parable of

the Talents *' after a long time the lord of those servants cometh,*' etc.) ;

(5) the Kingdom that he receives is located where the nobleman lived, '* his

citizens," etc. ; (6) he returns, having received the right of ruling
; (7)

during his absence his servants are required to befaitJiful to an imposed
trust

; (8) when he comes back to reign he has a reckoning with his ser-

vants
; (9) and assigns to the faithful a rulership in his received Kingdom.

Here is a decided answer to the theory that the Kingdom was established

at the First Advent or shortly after, for we have in the nobleman an un-
doubted representation of Jesus, of His removal, of His injunctions upon
His servants during the period of His departure, of His return with author-
ity to appear as the covenanted King, of ^'His appearing in His Kingdoin*^

(2 Tim. 4 : 1), and of His awarding stations of honor and ruling to the
faithful.'

^
> The parable has reference to the ultimate Theocratic purpose, and hencA Erummacher

(quoted by Trench, On ParahleSt p. 42), however he Titiates his nttenmee by making the
parables illastratiTe of the Kingdom's (i.e. Church s) " progressive development/* is cor-

rect in saying :
** The parables of Jesas have not primarily a moral bnt a poliiico-rdigious,

or Theocraiic purpose." Our position fully indicates this and makes them teach, in view
of the intended postponement, what are the preparaiions for the Theocratic Kingdom.
Let the reader now obserye how ntterly antagonistic this parable is to the Charch-King-
dom theory. The prevailing view is that the Kingdom is now within the hearts of be-
lieTers, bnt how reconcile it with this mixtnre, as e.g. I>ra8ek6 says (Lange's Com. Matt.,

p. 249) :
** wJioi a strange mixture in the Kingdom of heaven,**—yes, indeed, strange if it

were true. Fairbaim {On Praph.^ p. 397, foot-note) remarks :
** The parable of the Tares

and Wheat represents the Divine Kingdom as continually to the end. more or less, inter-

mingled with cormpt principles and false members.'* We know that this is tme of the
Church (for alas ! experience and history as well as prediction proclaim it), bat hoio does
Fairbcum explain this to/t«/u in other places, he makes the Kingdom equivalent to God's
reign in the heart, and how does he reconcile it with the purity, universal righteousness,
etc,, ascribed to Christ's Kingdom, or even to the preparatives^ as given to Nicodemus, ea-

sential to entrance therein ? Hoio can they reconcile it with their leaven theory of pro-
gressive development ? Every one who indorses a Church-Kingdom theory comes to

this parable to find insuperable difficulties, as e.g. seen in Olshausen's exposition (Cbm.

(ociT, to whose help Dr. Ebrard comes with this aid by way of explanation :
" The King-
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dom of Qod exists not in visible separation from the worlds bnt as mingled with the
world as a Church. Hence af^ain, the Chnrch is not identical with the Kingdom of Gtodi

bnt a blending of the Kingdom of God and the world. " Comment is nnneoessaiy at

such a wide departure from primitive simplicity, and the less so in view of the comments
of these men on the text, ** My Kingdom is not of this world. " In the days of the Don-
atist contest the Catholic party (Angustine, etc.) declared the field to be the visible

Chorch, and the tares and wheat were mixed in it^ while the Donatists held that the field

was the world and the tares and wheat were mixed, not in the Church but in the world.
Neander {His. Dogmas, vol. 2, p. 395) remarks that ** the distinction in the idea of the
Church as visible and invisible might have led to an agreement. " Scarcely ; but the
idea of the world having the Church in it and the same thing being predicated of the
Church in the world, might have produced it.

Three points connected with this peirable are worthy of attention by the student. 1.

Dr. Brown (CA. Sec. C^., ed. 1879, p. 276), after claiming that the parable teaches "a
simultaneous judgment of all the wicked and righteous both dead and living,'* acknoxol-

edges in a foot-note that there is ** a defect*' in the parable because it could not properly
represent the dead tares of past ages, and this defect he assumes (in view of the Saviour's
deficiency) to suppiy : *' The defect here is that it cannot represent those corrupt mem.
bers of the Church visible who have been in the field (to use the figure of the parables),

but are removed out of it by death, generation after generation, before Christ comes.
And yet we have seen above" (viz., his opinion of a simultaneous res. and judgment of
all with which oomp. Props. 125-129, etc.) **that all these are meant as the tares to be
gathered and burned when Christ comes. Though the figure represents only the wicked
then Uvbig, the parable as a whole teaches that the tares represent the children of the
devil at large." Vfe presume that the Saviour used language st{fficienily precise to convey
His intended meaning, and this is corroborated by the numerous statements of the actual

result at the Sec. Advent which this parable illustrates. % Again, Dr. Brown (part 2, ch. 2)
objects to our use of the parable on the ground that we have tares, more or less, existing

in the Mill. age. as seen e.g. in Isa. 65, Zech. 14, and in the admissions of Pre-Millena-
rians as McNeile, Elliott, etc., which, he claims, involves an inconvistency, viz., that the
tares ought to cease. Bnt (1) we claim the parable as specially teaching the following
points : (a) the non-conversion of the world during ifiis dUfpensaiion / (b) the general ad-
mixture of tares and wheat untU the harvest / (c) the exhibition of such a mixture at the

time of the harvest ; (d) the separaiion at Sec. Advent, (e) the time when this is done, not
sooner than the harvest ; (/) the exaltation of the righteous, /ol^otoiny the harvest

; (g) tta

destrudion of the tares
;

(h) and claim that, with McNelle, Elliott, etc., there is no Mil-
lennium as predicted and described during this dispensationol mixture of tares and
wheat, as proven e.g. by the condition of the field at the time of the harvest, and by the
harvest itself. And (2) in reply to Brown's objection that tares also exist in the Mill,

age ; (a) allow them to be there, this parable and its application is limited by the harvest

;

(&) we show that so for as the Jewish nation is concerned (whatever may be the
initiatory result) "all are righteous," and that as the Kingdom extends its sway (Zech.

14, Isa. GO, etc.), righteousness is extended over the nations ; (r) that in the Kingdom it-

self no such admixture of tares and wheat as now exists is admissible
; (d) that under-

the Theocratic sway the ultimate outcome is a universal righteousness over the whole
earth

;
(e) that the results of the present dispensation and of the Millennial are widely

different as represented by the Holy Spirit ; (/) that if, as Dr. B. holds, the parable rep-
resents the condition—mixed down to the end of the Mill, age and then a transference
to an eternal state, there is no possible way for the fulfilment of MID. descriptions as
written, and the predictions must be set aside as exaggerated ; (g) that in justice to our
views, our opponents must distinguish—as we do—between the glorified and unglorified
conditions coexisting. 8. For the advanced student (thus forestalling a point cleared up
in some of the last propositions), attention is called to the statement of the Teacher that

the tares are to be gathered first. Now how can this be reconciled with a previous gath-
eiing of the saints, the first-fruits, who escape the tribulation, etc. There is no discrep-
ancy, but a beautiful harmony, simply because the parable relates to the time of the harvest

and not to the gathering of the first-fruits. After ** the first-fruits" are gathered the tares

continue and the wheat also, as seen by those coming out of the tribulation ; the mixed
condition is not changed by the taking out of the 144,000, bnt exists down to the time of the
harvest, at which time this parable is realized both in the Church and in the Jewish
nation. We have no occasion for Barbour's mental ideal gathering, for the plain, direct

teaching of the Scriptures is that before the Messianic Kingdom is exhibited in the place
uf manifested royalty, b^ore the Kingdom is establish&d in visible power and glorr and the
righteous shine forth as the sun in that Kingdom, the wicked are first removed and de-
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stroyed. This is the divine order aa illustrated e.g. in MaL chs. 3 and 4, Bev. chs. 19 and
20. etc. Jesus in Uxe parable only brings foith the general results and does not intro-

duce every particular. Barbour's theory (making this the time of the harvest, wicked
churches the bundles, himself and others the wheat driven out and thus separated) is a
pervarsion of the parable, a misapplication of its teaching, and an ignoring of the general
analogy on the future separation at the Seo. Advent.

^

Graff, in Lay Hermons, No. 8, says :
'* The Kingdom of heaven—which literally signifies

the rule of the heavens— is the phrase employed in the Soriptuxes to denote the Church
in its earthly relation, composed of good and bad." We may well ask where f For (1)

we have proven in detail that the phrase has a definite distinctive meaning relating to tiie

express covejMnied Kingdom (which Graff admits is still future) ; (2) suoh an application
overrides the reasons assigned against it under the previous Propositions, and is itself

opposed by multitudes of those who reject this admixture in the Kingdom ; (3) if derived
from the parabolic teaching it makes a parable the foundation (and not illustrator) of

doctrine ; (4) it makes the parables contradictory, tor the same formula is applied to the
parable of the Mustard Seed, Leaven, et<:. The fact is noticeable that these things in the
parables illustrate how ultimately this rule of the heavens predicted by Daniel (as given
at a set time by the Father) and enforced by the Covenant, is to be manifested. All these
things relate to (as in parable of the Sower " the seed " is *' the word of the Kingdom,

"

i.e. a word which tells of and prepares for the Kingdom ; and in that of the tares " the
seed are the children of the Kingdom"—a Jewish phrase—i.e. children pertaining or re-

lating ta -i.e. such aa shall receive -the Kingdom) the Kingdom. It will be well to con.
aider that in the iiderpretcUion the seed is sown not in the Church but in the world, that the
tares come up afterward among the wheat (thus descriptive not of the world but of a cer-

tain class), but it is not requisite to push it to the extreme (as Barbour, etc.) that ** the
bundles" are Church organizations, etc. We insist that as Jesus positively interprets ** the

Jidd is the world " (and as a consequence the implication follows, that the Church is in
this field), it is vain for persons (as e.g. Calvin, Lisoo On Far.^ p. 69) to make '* field and
Church** synonymous. It is simply a perversion of the parable to interpret it as Fowls
{fJordmvp. Review, May, 1872), viz., as foretelling the fall of Judaism :

** the good seed are
the children of Christ's Kingdom, the bud seed is perverted Judaism, the harvest is its

coming complete downfall," (he cidds that " perhaps" the destruction of Fa^uiism was
also foreshadowed). The ** harvest " has a £u more definitive futtue Scriptural applica-
tion than this one imposed.

* The early Church, thoroughly Millenarian, understood the Tree to be manifested under
Christ at His Seo. Coming. Somewhat similar figures were introduced, as e.g. the Vine
mentioned by Clement (First and Seo. Epis.) the ripened fruit of which they only hoped
to enjoy in the age to come. One of the earliest writers who made the tree equivalent to

the Church in its present state, was Nicetas. In the Fragments {Arde-lficene Lib.^ seo.

4), we learn something of the fanciful manner in which this parable was treated, tiius :

** Matt. 13 : 31, 32, The word which proclaims the Kingdom of heaven is sharp and pun«
gent 88 mustard and represses bile, that is, anger, and checks inflammation, that is, pride,

and from this word the soul's true health and eternal soundness flow. To such increased
.size did the growth of the word come, Uiat the tree which sprang from it (that is the
Church of Christ established over the whole earth), filled the world, so that fowls of the
air—that is, divine angels and lofty souls, ' dwelt in its branches,' " (so oomp. Vitringa's
medicinal allusions to mustard and his fanciful comparisons, which others, possessing
but little taste and sense of propriety, have imitated). While more recent commentators
have justly rejected the nonsense engrafted upon the parable, yet many of them infer
from it a condition of things that was never intended when e.g. Lange applies it to *' the
-risible Church generally" or Barnes to '* piety in the renewed heart or tiie Church," or
Alford to the inward Church-form. (They differ also concerning the seed, some making
it Jesus, others piety, and others the Christian Church, wiUiout observing that piety and
the Church existed previously, etc.) Much better is the interpretation of Alford that
*' we must beware of imagining that the outward (church-form is meant,** or of Judge
Jones, *' it is the tree which represented the Kingdom, but the tree was the slow product
of the seed then about to be planted,** or as a learned divine (Dr. Sprecher, in personal
conversation), that ^'the seed was not necessarily the Kingdom, for the tree, when it was
grown, was more Ukeiy to represent it." The consistent interpretation must be one that
applies the seed and growth to a preparative process by which from small beginnings

—

insignificant to many—a ThAooratic ordering wiU ultimately be realized. The Divine
Forpose has planted that which will finally, when all things are ready, stand forth in
manifested power and glory.

Brown (the evangelist) and others make the whole parable illustrative of the progress
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of evil, the birds also beinf; symbolical of evil, and tbe tree, like Daniel's, is to be ont dowa
and extirpated. Whatever force such a view may have we are not prepared to receive
the same, preferring the good sense usually attributed to it rather than the bad one thus
engrafted. For the Kingdom of heaven cannot be either Likened to, or be introduced by,
that which only is evil. Hence when Lincoln {Lee. on liev., vol. 2, p 103^, as the Plym-
outh Brethren generally do, makes the tree ** the great Babylonish tree, and the birds
** clericals/' it is done more to enforce preconceived views than to sustain harmony be-
tween the relation of the Kingdom idea and the parable. Dr. Tregelles {On JDan.^ p. 202)
suggests the correct train of thought when he points out that such a tree should spring
from BO small a seed. This is true : the seed was in the Theocracy which history ahnost
entirely ignores (and at which unbelief makes itself merry) in contrast with the mighty
empires of the Gentiles—it is in the Church, gathering out by degrees Us rvlera^ which
men now deride, etc., but it will spring up into the tree with its sheltering branches.
Brookes {MarancxDui, p. 267) has well observed :

** No interpretation of the parable of
the Mustard Seed, or of any Hubsei^uent parable can be sound which makes our Lord
utter a flat contradiction to His own testimony as given in the two first parables which He
Himself explained," for as Trench (On Par.) has pertinently stated, Jesus in explaining
the two first *' intended to furnish us with a key for the interpretation of all." This is

eminently correct as to the application of the whole (i.e. they cannot be contradictory to
each other, etc. ), but it certainly cannot apply to the imagery and details of every oUier
parable, seeing that they introduce others. Hence we need not, if so minded, to follow
Brookes in loaking the birds of the air to represent wicked ones, and thus introduce
into the parable the nption of a mixed condition of good and evil, because wicked ones
are thus represented as seeking and obtaining a place or lodgment in the Church. It

does not necessarily follow that because something is used in a bad sense it must inva-
riably retain, whenever employed, the same sense, not being susceptible of a good one.
The introduction of such a principle and a persistent adhesion to it would introduce
confusion, as every student of the Bible knows. The usage of a word, etc., must be de-
termined by the general design or scope of the passage.

3 Drs. Seiss, Brookes, Tregelles, etc., make the Leaven the emblem of evil, and certainly
introduce weighty reasons worthy of consideration arising from the scriptural usage of
the word. These are the only ones that affect the position taken here, seeing that the
others proposed against the prevailing view (such as, that the world is not thoroughly
leavened or converted, and not continuously, to the Advent, that it must be explained not
in conflict with the parable of the Tares, etc.), do not exist against us. We prefer the
good sense of leaven, simply because of its connection with the Kingdom idea as stated
under the previous parable. The same principle must in consistency be applied to both.
Aside &om this, "leavening the whole lump" can only be applied in the way indicated or
OS ne^t in preference to the individual believer (the three measures of meal being sup-
posed by some to have a reference to the threefold—spirit, soul, and body—nature of
man), because evil does not leaven all, even at the Second Advent, for this would contra-
dict two of the parables, that of the tares and that of the drag-net, seeing that wheat and
good fish exist down to the end. If applied to the period of tribulation even when Anti-
chriBt is triumphant and the Church driven to dire extremity by persecution, even then
the multitude coming out of tribulation shows that not all are leavened by evil. Not-
withstanding, OS the opinion preserves the unity of teaching (i.e. does not make them
contradictory as to the conversion of the world through the Gospel), and has Btrong rea-

sons in its behalf, it is worthy of attention. Indeed, the one given by us, or the applica-
tion to grace in the individual (which gives a good meaning), or this reference to evil,

must be accepted as most consistent with the express covenanted Kingdom.
* Tregelles {On Dan.^ p. 206), denies that this parable of the Treasure hid in the field

can be individualized, for then, he alleges, the doctrine is taught, opposed to Christian
faith, that if we give up all for Christ we procure salvation, saying : it " shows us what
Christ did for His people ; they were in the world, and because they were given into His
hands to redeem, He bought the whole for their sake." We prefer the common view,

making it equivalent to take up the cross, denying ourselves, forsaking all for Christ,

which is the practical evidence of an exercise of Christian faith. So Tregelles (p. 207)
makes the Pearl the elect Church and Christ the purchaser. Brookes (The Thdh, vol. 4,

No. 9), makes the Saviour the seeker (leaving the ninety-nine, etc., Luke 15 : 4 and
19 : 10), the saints being the Pearl. Rev. Fox {The Truth, vol. 4, No. 3) interprets:
** The Pearl of pre-eminent value is the ransomed Church. The Purchaser is the Lord
of Glory. The price was His own blood. He gave up all and bought the field, and now
the treasure remains hidden until the redemption of the purchased possession. Bom. 6.

Then will be the glorious manifestation, Eph. 6 : 26-27."
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* The Kingdom is not (as Henbner) " the apotitolic or mlnlHterial office in the Church,

"

or (as another) " the Church as an institution of grace," etc., but it is, as covenanted, the

Theocratic-DaTidic Kingdom to which men are called by the Gospel, and for which they
are gathered in the Church, and the fitness for which is finally to be tested at the end of

the age.
* Lange (Oom. Matt, p. 447) correctly makes this parable to be verified at the beginning

of the thousand years, and in this he is sustained by the early Church and a multitude of

interpreters. Even Neander {Life of Christy s. 258) admits that it was designed to set

vividly before the disciples the necessity of constant preparation for the uncertain time
of Christ's Sec. Advent, but he fails to see koto much this concession opposes his favorite

Chnrch-Kingdom theory, seeing that such a constant looking for the Advent is hostile to

his oniversal leavening process, etc. Barnes {Com. hci) concedes the validity of our
position, when he makes the phrase " then the Kingdom of heaven shall be likened," to

be applicable only to the period of the Sec. Advent of the Son of man. We add. the
lowest possiole form of interpretation is that employed by many, who take portions of

this parable (e.g. v. 13) and, wresting it from its connection, apply it to death—a proced-
ure utterly misleading and calculated to injure the truth. Compare Prop. 181.

'' This parable alone coTidusively proves the strictly scriptural and logical attitude of the

early Church (whose faith is now derided by the substituted wisdom of man), and, if re-

ceived in its entire connection, repudiates the far-fetched inferences that it taught (so

liisco, etc.) that no '* earthly and visible Kingdom" would be established. How can
such a doctrine be po&sibly engrafted on it when (1) it forms a reply to the immediate
establishment of such a Kingdom and contains no repudiation of it^ (2) but (as Calvin
admits, quoted by Lisoo, against his own theory) teaches (a) that there is no '* hope of a

present Kingdom," (6) that it is postponed by his departure, (c) that, without any change
of meaning but, in continued answer to the inquiry, at his return the Kingdom antici-

pated will be set up. The whole parable enforces (1) that during this postponement
there is no Kingdom here (as Lisco, Calvin, etc.), (2) but that it will appear at His Sec.

Ubming^ The treatment that this parable has received under the influence and prejudice
of a preconceived Church-Kingdom dogma is certainly a remarkable one in the history

of interpretation. Judge Jones (^Essays, Liieralistt vol. 3, p. 41) remarks :
'* in reference

to this parable Greswell ( On Parables, vol. 4) says, * that the difficulty or rather the im-
possibility of explaining it satisfactorily and consisteTdly^ upon any other principle than
that of a reference to the Millenary dispensation, contributed as much as anything else

to confirm his own belief in the futurity of that dispensation and in fact, first to draw
bis attention seriously to this subject. The difficulty which was felt by himself he is

persuaded will be felt by any other person who shall attempt to explain the parable with-
out doing violence to it, and to find a counterpart for it in any economy or in reference
to any Kingdom of Christ whether post or to come but that.* " "Waggoner {Ref. of Age),

to build up his theory of a thousand years* reign in heaven lays much stress on the
phrase** having received the Kingdom," forgetting that the actual reign is connected
with his return (oomp. Props. 83-90), that the whole scene after the return (as many
writers have noticed) is laid here on the earth, and that no mention is made (as Wa-
goner's notion demands) of a transfer of this Kingdom from earth to heaven. It is a
matter of surprise to find concessions where we would scarcely expect them. Thus e.g.

Henry {Com, hd) says : "That which they thought should Immediately appear Christ
tells them will not appear till this same Jesus, which is taken into heaven, shall in like

manner come again, see Acts 1 : 11." Dean Trench says :
*^ He went to receive solemn

investiture of that Kingdom which He hod purchased with His blood, and which here-
after He shall return and claim as His own, sitting on the throne of His father David."
The critical student will observe that the force of the postponement leaves no room for
the subatthition of another Kingdom in the place of this one, or the making of a germinal
one to develop into the covenanted Messianic one. The subject matter, the general
analogy, refers all along to but one Messianic Kingdom. To indicate the manner in which
our opponents have to deal with this parable in order to make it fit into their theory of

the Kingdom and to wrest it from us, we give, without comment, Williamson's {Leiiers to a
Milienarian, p. 61) view, viz., that ** the return" is ** a returning after His resurrection" (!)

which he calls a coming *' the second time" (!). We thus set aside the broad state-

ment of Bussell ( Our Lords Brfum, p. 54), when he says : "The Scriptures everywhere
recognize the Church as the Kingdom of God," but as proof only refers to the parables.

The Church in no sense, in no manifestations, in no peculiarities, is the same as the
covenanted and predicted Kingdom of God, and Russell constantly falls into the error of

substituting the Divine Sovereignty or the preparatory for the Kingdom itself.
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tlie influence exerted by the distingnished writer Tfwnt,ffffi, i.^ "'

able we find that Dr. Meander, in Irder to make the Chur^f1,1 l-'^^P*^"
handles it in a ye,y illogical mannen He SS tS abL^ce 5' cfeHis return, and the astablishment of the Kinedom to ref^r tn^ ?.; / **^

pepod-toms death, aacension, and immediaTXm (the servant Lvint
tSZ ^ -y" ^ ^^^ >.' ^^-^^ He Tainly endeavors to conce^ The difficnf

Z^^lTr^ '" !°t«T"e'?«fn bjr geieral phnises (which do not exclude
own^bTd ?i"^^'

""/utterly fafls to make his interpretation fit fnto hi!own theoiT. Ihe proof is this : PrcTiousIy (Life of Christ) he infnrmp ,,fthat the K:ingdom of God had already come, that it was "yen then in n^?ressof development, and declares tfiat wl,fl« r>„;=f fffiTl'l.. f5_ " PT?§-

H f.r^ "^ appointment returns (spiritually is our cfijectarew"!^S
K^Zfi^^lT* ".r ^* ^'^ " Kingdom already founded M^ thisKingdom IS left for the purpose of beiny appointed^" TheocniicKinT'^and then a return is made to exemiaA t.hio v,«„i„ .„n._.:,._^i^"*'^'° ^'18'andlA.« a return is m^de^o^e^rc^ThTk^Tau^^ ?^'^«'"
Uiat the reply that Christ gave to thos^ whonC«gh't"&f?he 1^^^^^
fTpl .'r>.^'^-"''^ "^^*^T '"'If ? ^''bstance the following

: You a?e^Staken
;
the King<rom is already here ; the interval of my Absence mfkp?«!^difference in its existence ; that interval embraces buta fnw v^^l f ^'^

etc. (see p. 239 Life of bhrist). But even thfs intervi T9^™d^,.^T'*'few days, for in Sec. 343 he interprets the triumpM entrvlntn rf^ *? *
as expressive " that the Kingdom of God S^^ anShat H« w*^Tpromised Theocratic King,"^so that the de?frt^« and the ap^ointoet?were unnecessary for the appearing of the Kingdom. Such a Bt?fe of iXVr^\^tion needs mcmnvunt beside the language of the parable ftgelf-a^fn'we may add, it never would have been attempted by 8^210 a man »h^

^abfctrJdSns.^" '
"'^'^ ^" ^'''' ^"^ ^^ -- ^"^^ -^o siclf^l!

parable But tUs resolves itself into, as facts attest, anaasi^^ ^^5fZ? *'* "'•
tion. and martyrdom. Can we credit snch a forced inteXSuon? TlfS;/"?*'?:«^o observe howit ntterly demolishes Dr. McCosh's (withCay oliorsmeoJt^tw Ti"Kingdom ,s " Ood's reign in the heart" H this is tme, C^ooSd tte tSfn^^JS*present a parable in answer to snch an introdnctoiy qneaUonTwohXes^ K^^fl™not as then present in the hearts of beUevers, bnt m fntm^-Xn^^^ wL 8^?"°
auxzy anafutun return. The absurdity and nnscriptnralnew ^^TchJ^i" *?'"'
theory 18 seen on aU sides as the converging testimony^?^rintn^ .^i^

"^8^°™
append as a fitting conclnsion Dr. Craven^Lnge-rc^ Bct d SS. ^'^^ T^ti"""
13 : 31-62. It is contended that in the piabl^ of tto Mnk&l^^^'S,- T *^""-
especially Jeros tanght concerning the Kingdom, that it b^nslS>^Iv »tS * '^''*''
bly in the heart and in the oomm^ity, and gradtuUlyino^ The'fn^

™pereepti-
ment is derived from the assumption that in ttese /a^uTSte ^^m'„^^JS^comparunm is that to which the Kingdom is comoared tiuit in^i^^ '^_ to the verb ^
the mustard sud and in the othl?^ the /!^.Ti^;ith Se wo^n hid"Tn^Wrnle hold good in one case it must in aU others ; and under itaonewaon w« 1, ^
AoWer. ^ : 2) to the King, eto. Muufes^ly inU the*, i^S^V^i;^ paa^ov^X
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next thiwf to the verb of comparison to seek for the object of comparison. Doubtless the
tme explanation of the phrase * the Kingdom is likened,* etc., is the one given by Alford
on Matt. 13 : 24, * tj like the tohole circuTtigtances ahotd io be detailed,* i.e. the entire parable
presents a tnxth concerning the Kingdom. M'ith this explanation, unity as to the nature
of the Kingdom (which on the onrrent interpretation is lacking) is brought into this

whole series of parables, and these and all the other parables are brought into beautiful

consistency with all the other teachings of our Lord. The series in Matt, may be re-

garded as setting forth that nothing impure, imperfect, or immature, can have place in

the Kingdom—in such case the good grain, the mighty tree, the thoroughly leavened
lump, the treasure separated from the field, the pearl, the good fish, will represent it"
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Proposition 109. An examination of the passages of Scripture
supposed to teach the (Jhurch-Kingd&ni theory will confirm our
doctHns of the Kingdom,

The Propositions already ^ven, and the concessions of candid
writers like Neander concerning the apostolic views, indicate that
all such passages are susceptible, by a lair comparison of the Word
and interpretation, of a consistent explanation in accord with
covenant, prophecy, and the position of the early Church.

Ohs, 1. The passage usually quoted against us is the one in John 18 : 36,
** My Kingdom is not of this world ; if my Kingdom were of this world,
then would my servants fight that I should not be delivered to the Jews,
but now is my Kingdom not from hence." There is not the remotest dec-
laration here that the Church is the Kingdom, but it is inferred on the
ground that a Kingdom was established and that this describes a purely
spiritual one which must be the Church. Leaving the parties who use this
Scripture against our doctrine of a visible, real world-dominion to reconcile
it with their own alleged objections drawn from it, when advocating the
same visible world-dominion in describing Millennial portrayals, etc., we
content ourselves with merely giving the reasons why this passage is not
only not hostile but in actual harmony with our doctrine. The view that
we have all along maintained is this, viz., that this Kingdom, Theocratic-
Davidic, is of divine origin and is specially claimed as God's, He Himself
being the Kuler in and through the reigning King ; that this Kingdom,
being not of worldly but divine outgrowth, is promised to Jesus Christ as
the promised David's Son ; and that, owing to the foreknown rejection of
the Messiah, etc., is postponed to the ending of this age or dispensation.
The language of Christ accurately corresponds with our previous proposi-
tions, for we have (1) '*J/y Kingdom,*^ a Kingdom belonging to Jesus as
covenanted

; (2) ''is not of this world**—it is a Kingdom, as we have
already shown, not of a human-devised order of arrangement, not of earthly
derivation, but heaven-derived and belonging to a renewed order of arrange-
ment, in the future, to ** the world to cowie," having been, as prophets and as
Jesus Himself, previously predicted, postponed

; (3) " if My Kinadom were
of this world, then would My servants fight, that I should not be delivered to
the Jews,'* i.e. if it were not of '* the world to come,'' if it were not post-
poned to the end of the age and to a new order of things, then would I not
be in the power of the Jews for then even my servants would fight, but the
Kingdom being postponed from the First to the Second Advent, my ser-
vants do not interfere with the authority of Caesar

; (4)
'* but now is My

Kingdom notfrom hence,'' i.e. but now, during the present order of things,
owing to this very postponement my Kingdom is not of this world. This
itself would forbid the idea of the Church Kingdom, and as the emphasis
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IS on the word *' wow" there is implied that at some future time, as onr
argument demands, His Kingdom would be established. Besides this, the

pccaliar and significant '* hut now'* implies even more, viz., that His King-
dom will ultimately, although not at present, embrace a jurisdiction or
dominion over the world, crushing and overcoming all resistance, which
corresponds with what is predicted, Rev. 11 : 15, *' the Kingdoms of this

world are become the Kingdom of our Lord and His Christ, and He shall

reign forever and ever." Our view causes no antagonism between the two
passages, but receives and harmonizes both of them ; for, as the prophets
describe the Kingdom, it is not world-derived but will at a certain period

of time manifest itself in the appearing of the King and exhibit a world-

dominion.

The way this passage is pressed beyond its natural meaning reminds ns of the inter-

pretation given by some fanatics to another, " all things are lawful for me.'* We com-
mend, on the other hand, the language of Van Oosterzee {Gk. Dog., rol. 2, p. 621) :

'* With
regard to the nature of this Kingly dominion it is to be ooserved that it must be ascribed

to the Lord, not in a metaphorical but in a natural sense. Wrongly would any derive the

opposite from the frequently misintarpreted words of John 18 : 36. This saying of the

Lord indicates only that—which no one doubts—this Kingdom is not of worldly origin^

but as the Kingdom of truth establishes itself in the hearts of men ; bvtby no means thai

UisnolaiaUa Kingdom, desiirted also visibly to come.** Thus, without denying its plain

meaning, he endeavors .to incorporate with it his Church-Kingdom view. Schlegel

{PhUos. His., s. 10) does the same, as follows :
" The expression * My Kingdom is not of

this world,* does not imply that it was not to be in this world a real and effective power,
with a form and organization clearly defined. Many have read so much or inferred so
much from this declaration, that they could not adopt an easier or more polite method
of abutting out this divine Empire of truth from the world." So Bchmidt {Bib. Theol., p.

847) remarks :
" According to Matt 12 : 28 and 11 : 12 ; Luke 17 : 20, 21, the Kingdom

exists on earth, and all nations on the earth shall receive it. Matt. 13 : 31, 33 ; 8 : 11.

12 ; 24 : 14." Compare Seiss's view, p. 338, Last Times, and his quotations from
Tholuck, Stier, Krummacher, Trench, Alford, Luther, and King. Turning from these
utterances (opposed to the idea of invisibility), we give a few others in accord with our
view. Demarest and Gordon {Ckriskio^, quoted p. 192, KaihanaiH, vol. 11), say : "Christ
said * My Kingdom is not of this world ' (Cosmos), John 18 : 36 ; but He also said to His
Apostles, * Ye are not of the world * (Cosmos), John 15 : 19. The two propositions are
identical ; if the ftrst one proves that Christ's Kingdom shall never be literally on the
earth, then the second proves that the disciples, to whom He addressed these words,
were not then literally on the earth, because neither were of the * Cosmos.* On the other
hand, if it be true that while the disciples * were not of this world * (John 16 : IG), they
might remain in it (John 17 : 25), it is also true that Ua Kingdom is not of this world,

and yet shall be in it ; for what may be said of Christ and His disciples can also be said

of His Kingdom. The import of the passage is transparent. Christ's Kingdom, in its

origin, form, spirit, economy, nature, and object, is not in any of these respects like the
kingdoms of earth, such as Caasar's. The anticipation of the saints will be realized. Rev.
5 : 10, • we shall reign on the earth.' " Oomp. Brookes's El. Proph. Interp., p. 149, and his
qnotation from Koppe, which however misapprehends the real facts in the case at the

fatnre setting up of the Kingdom, when denying that a resort will be made to violence

—

which is contradicted by the predided action of the stone, the war with Christ and His
army. Rev. 19, the overthrow of Antichrist and all enemies (see e.g. Props. 115, 123, 147,

161, 162. 163, etc.). Christ's servants were not then to fight, and to say that they never

teiH, is to oontradid the most express predictions in (Jod's Word. Sirr {The F^st Resur-
rection, p. 89), " My Kingdom is not oil this world, is not derived from it, if My Kingdom
were oat of tnis world, that is, were world-derived, then would my servants fight that I

should not be delivered to the Jews, but Mv Kingdom is not now, henceforward, or here.

that ia, in the world. From this place we learn that the Messiah's Kingdom was not to

be world-derived. It is to be given direcUy by the father, and to be based on the ruina

of every earthly dynasty. It was not to be set up at that time. There is a time to come,
•viz., the PaHngeneaia^ commencing in the restitution of all things, when it shall thence-

forward be set up here. Buch is the direct, plain, natural import of the place before us.

Were this the only passage in the Bible bearing on the subject, I would here take my
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stand and aaaert that Chxist mnst yet be King over all the earth/* Jadge Jones (Ab/ev,

p. 343, etc.) has excellent remarkSp insisting npon a Kingdom in the fntnre, world-
embracing* etc., but vitiates mnoh by not properly discriminating betveen the Divine
Sovereignty (Props, 80, 89), and the covenanted Kingdom of David's Son. He correctly

notices that as Christ assumed that Ue should have a Kingdom in the future and hence
that He was a King, this was observed by Pilate, vho instantly drew the inference,
** Thou art a King, then.'* The impression left on Pilate's mind is evinced by the super-
scription of the cross, "* This is the King of the Jews." The student can easily add 1o

such quotations. Christ positively asserts that His Kingdom was not then in existence

(Props. 56, 57, 58), and hence not the Church, but would be at some time in the future.

The student will observe that the stress lies on the two statements, " not of this worid,"

aud ** but note." King {Mors, of Criticism, voL 1, p« 421), correctly says of the first

clause: **It might be translated or at least paraphrased. My Kingdom is not derived
from any powers or authority in this world.** This is precisely the truth concerning a
Theocracy^ for to be such it must be heaven or God-derived. Now mark well : it is q^
(Ms Theocracy that the declaration is made, and that it was not then to be established

(being, as we have shown, postponed to the Second Advent). This language, therefore,

in its appropriateness and force, akfne karmoniies with our position. For if the spiritual

Kingdom (invisible reign, etc.). were denoted, the latter clause would not be true, for our
opponents say that was in existence. The emphasis that may be laid on *' Ihis world **

(and which confirms our view) has been well expressed by Krummacher {Suffering Saxnour,

p. 248) :
*' He only asserts that His Kingdom was not of this world, and clearly intimates

by laying the emphasis on the word * this, * that another aiov than the present would cer-

tainly see His delegates seated on thrones, and His word and Gospel the magna charUt of

All nations" (comp. Steir, Words of Jesus, hd). In opposition to our view, our op.

ponents push the first clause to an extreme which (comp. Schlegel's FhUos. of His,, sec.

10) will not allow a Kingdom in the world at all of *' a real and effective power with a
form and organization clearly defined,** but which expressed opinion they themselves
again flatly contradict vhen—overlooking this passage—commenting e.g. on Don, chs. 2
and 7, Rev. 11 : 15, etc. The history of the interpretation and application of this pas-

sage would form in itself an interesting essay : the primitive view, the Papal opinion,

how it was used in the struggle against the Popes (as e.g* in the contest of Louis XIV.
in 1682, when—Mosheim's Ch. His.^ vol 3, p. 309, note 81 -it was employed as evidence
that the civil and temporal should be separated from the spintual power), how it was
understood by the Reformers and their successors (as e.g. what inconsistencies were ob-
servable in its use, beiog employed against the Popes when those uaing it claimed for the
Church a kind of Theocracy which could enforce obedience, etc., through the civil

power, etc.), the various interpretations succeeding (and the contradictions again in-

volved, etc.). The perversion and abuse of this Scripture is something remarkable, and
a sad commentary on the weakness and prejudice of human nature. Employed as a
weapon against others it became a deadly shaft when turned against thems^ves

—

charging others with forming a Kingdom of this world, they proceeded to do the same
thing, only claiming a higher degree of spirituality. In view of the great stress con-
stantly laid on this passage, we may refer to the decided opinion expressed by Dr. Cra-

ven in his " Excursus on ihs Kingdom" in Lange's Com. Eev., a most admirable paper.

He remarks (p. 100) that the ** now" ** may be regarded as a particle of time : My King-
dom is not now established,** and then pertinently asks whether Jesus would inform ** a
heathen" of the truth (alleged by our opponents) and conceal it from His disciples after

the experience of Luke 22 : 29,30, and continued to conceal it after the experience of

Acts 1:3; Luke 24 : 45. Craven's view makes a consistent whole, avoiding antagonisms
between the preaching and teaching of disciple and Master. It is the only interpretation

that will do it.

Obs, 2. Rom. 14 : 17, *'For the Kingdom of Ood is not meat or drink;
but righteousneHs and peace and joy in the Holy Ghoat." From this is in-

ferred that the Church or piety is the Kingdom. But this pass^e must be
explained in accordance with the general tenor of the Word, and if this is

done then the idea of the Apostle is that the Kingdom we hope to enter is

not one of (leading to or tending to, e.g. Bom. 8 : 6, etc.) meat and drink
(hence no need of the contention, etc., previously mentioned concerning
meats), but one of righteousness, peace, and joy. Or, the Kingdom is not
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obtained by meat: and drink but by righteousness^ etc. If we are to nnder-
stand it differently and by way of inference, then some passage direct and
explicit, teaching that the Church is the Kingdom, ought to be produced to

prove its correctness (comp, Meyer, Com. loci). Matt. 6 : 33, ^^But seek m
Jirsi the Kingdom of God and His righteousness'* only has reference to seeK-

ing an interest in the Kingdom ; for, as many commentators admit, the

connection in which it stands in Luke 1% : 31 shows this, Jesus having
immediately added : ^^Fear not, little flock, for it is your Father's good
pleasure to give you the Kingdom,'* etc. The passage in Luke 16 : 16,
*' the law and the prophets were until John ; since that time the Kingdom
of God is preached and every man presseth into it" (also Matt 11 : 11-13)

has already been alluded to, and the satisfactory explanation given by Judge
Jones {Notes on Matt 11 : 12) proves that instead of every man pressing

into it, every man, i.e. the generality of men pressed against or resisted it,

which accords with the historical facts as given by John 1 : 11 ; 13 : 37 ;

Bom. 11 ; 8, 11, 13 ; Matt 23 : 13, etc. This interpretation sustained

by the language prevents it becoming contradictory to others.* The pas-

sages found in Matt. 16 : 28 ; Mark 9:1; Luke 9 : 27 ; Matt 10 : 23, will

be examined in connection with the transfiguration. Prop. 163. The lan-

fnage addressed to Kicodemns, John 3 : 3, 5, is of such a nature that we
ave a prentaratory work described preliminary to a future seeing and enter-

ing into the Kingdom, or, as will be shown under the Prop, relating to the
resurrection it is so far-reaching that it also includes that birth of the Spirit

which Jesus Himself experienced, viz., that of the resurrection from the

dead, which \% preliminary to the inheriting, etc., of the future Kingdom.

Meyer, Com, on Rom. 14 : 17, mokes a direct reference to " the Messianio Kingdom
which shall be set np at the Seo. Coming of Christ." Other writers, as Craven, Lnmmis.
" Senex." etc., give the same interpretation. MatL 11 : 11 has been already sufficiently

noticed ; but it may be observed additionally that if the current explanation of Matt.
11 : 11. 12, and Lnke 16 : 16 is the correct one then it proves too much for the Chnroh-
Kingdom advocates, for (1) it ignores the theory that the Christian Chnrch or Kingdom
was only established on the day of Penteoost ; (2) it makes a Chnrch or Kingdom exist-

iog from the days of John into which persons entered and John the Baptist the least one
of all that entered ; (3) and it introduces an antagonism between two supposed King-
doms. The palpable contradictions into which leading popular commentaries fall can
readily be tested by any reader if he will take the trouble to compare their comments
on these passages, and then see how quickly they/oryef them when explaining the day of

Pentecost or even Acts 1 : 6, etc. A theory that introduces such confusion and antago.
niam is, to say the least, open to grave suspicion of unsoundness.

Ohs, 3. It is supposed that the most direct Scripture in support of the
Church-Kingdom theory is found in Col. 1 : 13, ** Who hath delivered us
from the power of darkness and hath translated us into the Kingdom of
His dear Son.*' This undoubtedly is the strongest proof text that can be
presented in favor of the prevailing view. But (1) if we receive our version

as it stands the language is easily reconcilable with the principle that future
blessings are spoken of as present, as exemplified in Heb. 12 : 22, 23, etc.

(comp. Prop. 65, Obs. 9). This is a peculiarity of Paul's, so that in Rom.
8 : 30 he has those who are justified also glorified, when, as is taught in the

^ Let the student see the excellent and satisfactory explanation of Dr. Oraven, p. 96,

litDge's Cbm. Bev., as well as the statement given, in detail, under a previous Ftoposi-
tion.
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same chapter, the period of glorification is still future. In the context
itself the allusion to the inheritance of the saints and deliverance from
darkness indicates the same^ seeing that ** the inheritance' ' is only bestowed
at the Sec. Advent and that a complete deliverance from darkness (which
includes death and the grave) is o^ily obtained at the Coming of Christ.

This Scripture must be explained according to the general analogy of Script-
ure^ and it is too indefinite to form the foundation of so important a doc-
trine us that of the Church-Kingdom. (2) Some authors, however, give a
different rendering from our version, making the reading " changed us^/br
the Kingdom of His dear Son," contending that the preposition ** eis"

should be translated ** for" as, e.g. in Luke 9 : 62, etc. Either view will

secure uniformity of promise, etc. * A passage from which it is inferred
that John was then in the Kingdom (i.e. Church) is found in Rev. 1 :9,
"/, John, who am your brother and companion in tribtilation and in tlie

Kingdom and patience of Christ.*^ The best comment on this is to bo

together. Commentators (as e.g. Bloomfield, loci) frankly admit this ex-
planation and think that reference is made to the hope of the Kingdom
expressed in verse 6. Hence John declares in the most decided manner his
strong faith and hope of sharing in the Kingdom.*

1 Thns Reed, eto., renders :
" Who hath delivered na from the power of f^ftrVpAfm, and

changed ns for" (or nnto, in rsBpect of, in order to, see Graves on Prep, eis) " the Ring,
dom of the Son of His love.** Lyon and others *' and hath transferred us over nnto the
Kingdom/' etc. Ward " hath changed ns into a better way toward the Kingdom/' etc.

Wakefield :
" For delivering ns from the power of darkness and removing ns into the

Kingdom of His beloved Son/* We are content to receive the version as it stands, satis-

fied to explain it by the general analogy of the Word. Comp. the remarks of Craven
(Lange's Com, loci and Excursus), who, if the common rendering is to be received, gives
it a dejure force. Comp. \^ariorum.

' Other renderings are given, as e.g. Wakefield*s, " I, John, a sharer with you in endur-
ing the affliction of the Kingdom/' etc., but we are satisfied with our version. Kev.
Hosford {Bib. Sacra, Ap., 1866, p. 310) explains it, " sharer with you in the hope of the
Kingdom/* and this explanation is presented by numerous writers. Ward {Proph.

Times, vol, 12, p. 39) well observes that "the idea that John is with us in tribulation,

and is at the same time in the Kingdom of heaven, is inconsistent with itself and with
' the glorious Gospel of the blessed God,* ** and, therefore, he regards the passage as
equivalent to saying, I, John, who also am your brother and companion in tribulation

and " in patient waiting for the Coming and Kingdom of Jesus Christ." That is, being
now in tribulation, he patiently hopes for deliverance in that Kingdom of Christ's which
he is about to delineate. The critical reader is reminded that such phraseology as our
ver.qion gives was current among the Jews (Knapp's Ck. Tked., s, 99, 1), so that " when
a proselyte was received, he was said to be admitted into the Kingdom of heaven, or,

of God"—that is, he then became one of *' the children of the Kingdom," and as such
was entUled to the Kingdom with the other sons or heirs. The certainty of future
inheritance was thus expressively denominated. The critical student will observe one
feattire, in the next Prop, we meet the prevailing view that the Kingdom is not some-
thing into which John or a man enters, but is something ichicJi enters into John or a
person—so conflicting and directly opposite are the views we have to oppose. Tischen-
dorf's .Veto Test, loci, has the mbs., S. and A. to give, "in tribulation and the Kingdom
and patience in Jesus (A. in Christ)/' The passage evidently must be interpreted by
the general analogy. Comp. Variorum, etc, ; especially Cravea, Lange's Com. fiev., p,
103, who quotes Trench as saying :

*' As yet, however, while the tribulation is present,
the Kingdom is only in hope; therefore he adds to these, as that whi(^ is the link
between them, * and po/imce (endurance) of Jesua Christ ,-' cf. Ads 14 : 22, where exactly
these same three, the tribulation, the patience, and the Kingdom occur/' etc.
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Obs, 4. Several other paewaffes are occasionally urged against our view
that may be worthy of attention. Thus 1 Cor. 4 : 20, *'*For the Kingdom
of God IS not in word but in power, *^ is thus employed, but it really sus-

tains our position because we all along contend that it is not produced or

established by ** word " but by *' power,'* not by speech but by authority.

If the ancient (Bloomfield, loct) and some modern commentators are correct

in making the word *' power" an equivalent for ** miraculous power,*' then

it is still stronger on our side. At least the language is a rebuke to certain

ones who thought that they were rulers, possessed authority, etc., and the

appeal is that if they were such their power should be manifested, although
Paul himself professes not yet to reign. But if the passage does refer to

the power exhibited through the Apostle himself (aa in ch. 2 : 4), then the

idea is that the Kingdom of God is proclaimed, preached by him not in

word, '" not with enticing words of man's wisdom, out in demonstration of

the Spirit and of power." In any case the verb, being omitted, must be
supplied by the force of the context, and therefore is not very decisive in a
question of this kind, especially as the word *' power," on which critics

differ, has a material influence in deciding what is to be supplied. Again,
such passages as Luke 22 : 16 ; Matt. 26 : 29 ; Mark 14 : 25, require no
particular notice, since over against the few who make a fulfilment in the
Church in the sacrament of tne Lord's Supper, the immense majority of

those who hold to the Church-Kingdom view concede that it has no refer-

ence to the Church here in this dispensation. They indeed refer it to the
third heaven, etc., while we regard its fulfilment connected with Luke
22 : 29, 30. Finally many inconclusive inferences are drawn from the
phrase in the Lord's Prayer '* Thy Kingdom come," the main one being
that it is prayins; for a Kingdom already present, and that its power, etc.,

may be extended, etc. But this is in direct opposition to the words of the
petition which is—as the last saint will do—praying for something ^o corne;

the force of which is admitted by later Fathers, commentators, and others,

80 that they (as e.g. Cyprian, Augustine, etc.) tell us that the Kingdom
meant is the Kingdom of glory or the third heaven. That it has an un-
doubted reference to the future is evident from the annexed clause, ''Thy
will be done in earth as it is in heaven,'' which by numerous passages we
find will not be done before but after the Second Advent. Besides this the
prayer is given to the people with the theyi prevailing belief that the King-
dom of promise was still future, and as we have seen from Jewish expecta-

tions, etc., fully accords with the preaching of the Kingdom. A theory
must bo hard pressed for argument that can change *' Thy Kingdom come"
into a present, existing one. The Church-Kingdom is grafted upon it

irrespective of real fitness and against the protests even of many of our
opposers.

Having seTeral times referred to the Lord's Prayer (see Prop. 105), bni little need be
added. Against the preraiUng view which would engraft upon it "the spread of
Chriatianity/* ** the extension of the Christian Church/* ** the increase of God's reign
in the hearts of the children of men," **the development of the power of religion,"
** the Church now and the Kingdom of glory in heaven," the Church in ita development*
the completion at the Sec. Advent, and the events which shall lead to its glorious trans-

formation,'* etc., etc., we only now, iu behalf of Meyer's (C^rm. Jod) scriptural inter-

pretation of the Kingdom prayed for being " the Messianic Kingdom** (understood in
the Hillenarian sense), propose to the reader two considerations. (1) How comes it

that those nearest to the Apostles, and who, it is reasonable to suppose, ought to be the
best acquainted with the nature at the Kingdom petitioned for, adopted ihi ChUiastic view
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and prayed for a Kingdom still future to be ushered in at the Seo. Advent ? How, with
their views of the Advent, etc., could they entertain the modern notions? Hence, ihe

use of the prayer in the apostolic and immediate age enforces our position. (2) It has
been proven by Lightfoot, Schoettgen, Gregory, etc,, and which is indorsed by various
commentators, that Jesus brought together in this prayer what was already in use by
the Jews, since they give every sentiment in full taken from Jewish sources. If this is

so, then it strongly corroborates our attitude. For, Jesus thus incorporating them
without explanation, virtually and emphatically indorsed the Jewish view of the Mes-
sianic Kingdom. This He does, too, framing them in the form of a prayer, which in
itself is BO sacred as to exclude tlxe notion of prevarication, accommodation, etc. It was
given to Jews, and mark if, to Jews who went forth and preached the Jewish conception
of the Kingdom (Prop. 43, etc., comp. Acts 1 : 6), and hence when they prayed it they
did BO with Jewish conceptions. Now is it credible that Jesus would give a prayer so
framed that He knew His disciples would thus employ and understand it, when He, aa
modem theologians assert, placed another sense on the words? Ko ! never. We only
add that all other passages are readily incorporated and consistently applied by our
doctrine. Thus e.g. 1 Thess. 2 : 12, '* who hath called you unto His Kingdom and
glory" (Lange's lod calleth you into His own, or Amer. Bible Union, "is calling you
into His," and comp. Notes of Alford and Lange), only asserts, what we firmly hold, our
high calling to both— united—Kingdom and glory. The •neamtsa of Matt. 3 : 2, etc.,

has been fully explained ; the Kingship of Jesus, John 18 : 37, etc., for He was '' bom
King of the Jews," only evidences that in His humiliation we must distinguish—as our
whole argument proves—between a King dejure and a King defacto. (Craven in Lange's
Bev., p. 96, points this out and adds : "The fact that He is now exalted to the throne
of universal dominion* Eph. 1 : 20-22, no more proves that the Kingdom is now estab-
lished (m earth, than did the universal government of Ood in the days of Daniel prove
that the Kingdom of Qod was then established on earth. We must distinguish between a
Kingdom on earth and a Kingdom over earth, which includes earth as a revolted
province.** With this compare e.g. Props. 79 and 80.) All passages, either directly or
indirectly bearing on the subject have been, or will hereafter be, introduced, so that the
reader can in every case judge for himself in reference to the consistency of our
application.
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Proposition 110. The passage rrvost relied on to prove the Ohurch-
Kingdom theory tUterly disproves it

Desirous to call especial attention to this passage of Scripture, it

is reserved for a separate Proposition. In a careful reading and
study of the Church-Kingdom theory, it will be found the most
frequently quoted, and adduced as an authority, from Origen'
down to recent writers as Dr. McCosh, and inclumng a host. In
view of the learning, ability, and high standing of those who thus
employ it, this Scripture (viz., Luke 17 : 21) deserves marked atten-

tion:

Ohs. 1. Before discussine the passage itself we may briefly advert to the

manner in which it is employed. It is amazing that, notwithstanding the

JQst criticisms of able commentators, the most prominent men will continue
to quote it in support of a rpiritual Kingdom without the least attempt to

sthmo how it can be consistently and logically thus applied. They use it as

if iw difflcuUies of any kind were attached to it, and as if it did not prove
loo much for their own theory. To give a recent example : Dr. McCosh in

replying to Renan (Christ, and Posit., p. 245) adduces the passage to prove
that ** the Kingdom was to be a reign of God in men's hearts'' without see-

ing that if such is its meaning tlien the wicked Pharisees had already this

Kingdom '* within'^ them, for the words were directly addressed to them.
When men of acknowledged ability will quote Scripture so loosely it is sad-

dening to the heart, and causes but little hope that many will duly weigh
and examine the passage. It is true some allowance must be made for the
manner in which such an interpretation is intrenched in the Church itself,

and thus becomes unless particular attention is directed to it, part of its

theological equipments. Thus, e.g. Dr. Woodhouse (TrafisL of Apoc.) lays

down as a canon of interpretation that the Kingdom predicted in Revela-
tion is a spiritual Kingaom and to prove it quotes, italicizing it,

^^ the

Kingdom of Ood, says our Lord, is within you, Luke 17 : 21," which
canon is indorsed and adopted by Home (Introd., vol. 2, p. 383). Thus it

is erected even as a foundation upon which to build an interpretation.

Xcander is more guarded, translating (^Life of Clirist, s. 213) " Behold the
Kingdom of God is among you,'* and in a foot-note opposes the rendering
"within yon" as inconsistent because it " would not suit the persons ad-
dressed, for they were as yet strangers to the Kingdom of God," etc. But
bound by his theory to find the spiritual Kingdom he apprehends it in the
preceding phrase, which he renders ** the Kingdom 6f God comefh not with
outward shoto (cannot be outwardly seen bv human eyes), and in a note
adds :

** The antithesis is, that it reveals itself invisibly, so as to be seen only
by the eye of faith." He afterward /orgrc^s and contradicts hia own defini-

tion of tnis Kingdom, making it in the course of development a real, out-
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ward, visible world-dominion. Many such illustrations can be given, found
in commentaries, etc., which find here a spiritual Kingdom in one or the
other of these sentences, and then make this same inward, invisible King-
dom—a Kingdom only seen by the eye of faith

—

transform itself somehow
into a visible outward Kingdom. This singular transformation notion, so
hostile to wliat they call " a higher spiritual conception," is evidence that
there must be something faulty in the theory itself. The reader need
scarcely be reminded that this passage, with the interpretation that it de-
notes ** God's reign in the heart," is a favorite one with Spiritualists, etc.,
to confirm spirit revelations, claims to inspiration, etc. Various sects have
built largely on it as indicating special inward light, knowledge, authoritv,
etc.

The interpretation given by believers is well adapted to the use made of it by rm~
* believers. Thus e.g. Renan {Life of Chrxsij p. 106) employs it in the interest of hnman-
itarianism as " a true Kingdom of God which each one bears in his heart" ; it is " the
universal Fatherhood of God," etc., bnt remarks that later in the life of Jesns it took
more of a Jewish complexion which was connected with '* a speedy renewal of the
world," Eob. Dale Owen {The Deh. Land) employs it as Dr. McCosh and others, to

denote a Kingdom in the heart, or " the divine, indwelling spirit of truth," or a kind of
ethical, spiritual development. This is the old mistake of confounding the Divine
Sovereignty with the covenanted Theocracy, which e.g. Jerome (quoted by Keander,
Ckrisiian Life^ p. 241) expounds, in ** From Jerusalem and from Britain the Kingdom of
heaven is equally open to you, for the Kingdom of God is within you, " Sermons in
every variety not only reproduce Jerome's statement but (as Dr. Lowrey and others;
actually apply the Millennial predictions, en masses to this Kingdom in the heart, as e.g.

illustrated thus :
'* When we read that the wilderness and the desert shall be made

glad we must understand this to refer to the wilderness and desert places of our own
hearts." Writers, whose earnest piety must be admired, thus confound the Divine
Sovereignty, God's universal rule, with the Covenanted Kingdom (comp. Props. 79-90),
and chiefly base their conclusions upon this passage misinterpreted, as illustrated e.g.

in Flavers Fl^mnUiin of Life. One distinguishing feature in this class of writers is, that
without any regard to the context of passages, or their reference to dispensation or time,
they are all equally quoted as applicable. Others (as e.g. a writer in Proph. TimeSf vol.

11, p, 156) have (1) *' the reign of God over the heart," (2) God's reign in and over the
Church, (3) and a Kingdom "to come—something future." But this is only a reitero-

tirn ot the old misapprehension, a confounding of things that materially differ, a
mistaking the means for the end intended, a substituting of sovereignty for the King-
dom covenanted to the Son of man, and an ignoring of express Covenant promises and
the strictly logical facts connected with the Kingdom. It is calculated to prevent a
proper conception of the Kingdom covejuinted to David's Son. Forrar {Life of Christy vol.

2, p. 137) takes the common view, and bays that ** even they (the disciples) did not fully

realize that the Kingdom had already come," and that they looked forward to some
glorious future for its arrival. We. only now say that the preachers of a Kingdom,
specially appointed and sent forth by Jesus, were far beiler qualified (comp. Props. 43,

44, etc.) to judge in this matter, and form an estimate of the Kingdom than men are at
this late day. Of course, Farrar's view ignores the abounding passages relating to the
postponement (Props. 68, 66, 67, 68, etc.). Even so excellent a writer as OhrisUieb
{Mod, Doiibt, p. 416) falls into the error of quoting this passage to sustain the notion of
an existing Kingdom ** wUhin man,*' and adds, "and yet this opinion gains ground,"
Alas ! this is but too true that it is gaining ground, rooting out the early Church belief.

and preparing/ hdh the Church and the world for the predicted state of unbelief on this
very subject. This heart-Kingdom theory put in the place of the covenanted Kingdom
cannot be sustained by the Covenants, by the predictions, by the bestowal of the King,
dom to David's Son, by the postponement, by the time when it is to be inaugurated,
by the means employed at its establishment, etc. It is simply an unwarranted sab-
stitution of something, which has always existed (Prop. 84) for a specifically covenanted
Iheocracy pertaining to Davids Son. Beecher {Ch. Union, Jan. 15th, 1879) gives this increas-
ing belief as follows: " I (Jesus) came to establish a Kingdom that consists in man's
dispositions, and not in an outward and visible Kingdom." This passage is a favorite

with all the mystical and spiritualistic theories, making the Kingdom to be " the pre.
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dominance in the soul of man of right dispositions/' etc. Entire works, as e.g. The
Inner Kingdomt are based on a wrong inference taken for granted, viz., " The Kingdom
uf hearen, Christ said is within us ; it is not a physical state ; it is a condition of the

sool." The Swedenborgian {Christ is Coming ; but how? p. 14) is more consistent when
he spiritualizes not merely a part but the whole, and maKes the Lord Jesns's Coming
into the heart to raise np this Kingdom, His Second Coming. Alas I

Obs, 2. The passage, Luke 17 : 20, 21, must be taken in its entire con-

nection. (1) " And when He was demanded of the Pharisees when the

Kingdom of Ood should cmneJ* The question whe7i the Kingdom should

come determines the answer. And we may well ask the question whether
Jesus will ^ive that information to the. Pharisees which He uniformly
denied to His own disciples during His ministry (Mark 13 : 32) and even
after His resurrection (Acts 1 : 7). Would He give that (i.e. exact time)

to His enemies which He withheld from His friends? (2) **He answered
them and saidj the Kingdom of Ood cometh not with observation.'^ Perhaps
no word has received such singular treatment as the word ** observatioji"

here ; its primary, distinctive meaning is discarded and a meaning given to

it which Judge Jones {Essays on the Com, of the Kingdom of God, p. 51)
justly remarl^ '' cannot be extracted from it,** and as a further proof of it

the reader may be challenged to produce another place, either in sacred or

secular literature, where any critic has attempted to force any one of these

meanings (i.e. outward show, pomp, splendor, etc.) either upon the word
* parateresis ' or * observatio.' " Discarding then all those far-fetched sec-

ondary engrafted meanings, and leaving even the highly ingenious (perhaps
correct) and critical interpretation of Judge Jones, we are willing to accept
of the plain meaning or the word as given by critics, viz., denoting
(Olshausen) " the act of perceiving or of observing,*' (Kype) " scrupulous
attention or observation," etc. Thus then, the Kingdom of God cometh,
not as something whose approach may be attentively perceived, observed,

considered, i.e. like that of a visible object gradually or even swiftly ap-

proaching. It will not come indicating its coming by sending forth any
observable signs. This is the simple meaning and it corresponds with the

genercd tenor of the word. This Kingdom is linked, as we have shown,
with the Sec. Advent ; " the appearing and the Kingdom** (as in the fol-

lowing verses) are united, 2 Tim. 4:1. No one will be able to observe its

coming, for it comes as the Advent itself, suddenly, unexpectedly, like a
thief, illustrated in the parable of the Ten Virgins and by its comparison
witQ the lightning and the days of Noah. So concealed is its approach
that it becomes '* a snare** to the world, and even to the Church ; for its

coming is dependent on the fulfilment of ** the times of the Gentiles,** the

completion of a certain number of the elect, the Advent of Christ Himself,
which things are not observable to man, being known only to God. There
is nothing in the Kingdom itself to indicate the time of its establishment.

(3) " Neither shall they say, Lo here ! or Lo there !*' Not being observ-

able for the reasons just assigned no one is able to direct attention to it in

the manner indicated.*

(4) **/br, behold, the Kingdom of God is within you.^* Surely He did

not mean that the Pharisees who addressed Him and to whom He spoke,

had the Kingdom within them individually, personally. The phrase
*' within you" is susceptible of an easy and consistent solution. Let the

reader consider the Propositions in which we showed conclusively that this

Kingdom is covenanted to the Jewish nation ; that it is an elect nation ;
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ttiat tiiifl Kingdom belonged so exclusively to them that the public ministry
of John, JesuB and the disciples vas confijied (Prop. 54) to that nation

;

that the Kingdom was tendered to it ; thst on its refusal fthrough its repre-
sentative men) to repent, the Kingdom is postponed and tne people irho sn
to receive it as an inheritance with Christ are grafted into that elect nation,
etc., and all these considerations show at once hoto this Kingdom was
^' within'^ them. It was truly ^^ within'* the nation, it being the elect

nation. The persons addressed were part of the nation and chief men of

it, and Christ, in strict accordance with covenant relationship and fact, told
those very unbelievers, that in view of the tender of this Kingdom to the
people of the nation, and of its being preached within the nation, and of

its being identified with the nation in the throne and Kingdom of David,
this Kingdom is within them. It is connected with thmn, and within their

reach on condition of repentance. It is also equivalent to the expression iu

Luke 11 : 20, *' the Kingdom of God is cmne upon you,^^ or Matt 12 : 28,
*' come unto you,^* i.e. has attained unto you or pertains to you. The word
" within" receives its force from the restriction thrown around the King-
dom by the covenant relationship of the nation, and therefore it has or it is,

come ** upon'' them, *' among''' them, ** within'' them, as it could not at
that time come to any other nation or people. This is evidenced from the
fact that this very Kingdom thus come within the nation is taken from it

and given to another engrafted people. If it did not in a high andpeculiar
sense belong to the nation, it could not be taken from it. Hence the
''^within you" addressed to these unbelieving Jews is inost expressive of
their covetianted relationship and the glorious privileges that they as a nation
enjoyed. Bestricted as it was to that nation, the opportunity was presented
of a blessed change, but instead of repentance and faith and a consequent
establishment of the Kingdom, a sad history of wickedness intervened.*

(5) If the contextfollowing is noticed it confirms our interpretation. He
now addresses the disciples :

'^ the days will corns when ye shall desire to see

one of the days of the Son of man^ and ye shall not see it * (v. 2:^). This, in
reply to the question when the Kingdom shall come, indicates what we have
already proven, the indefinite postponement of the Kingdom ; for the line of
Christ's remarks makes the decided impression that the Kingdom will not
soon be established, owing to His departure, and that the time of His return
and its manifestation is concealed, None of the disciples then living shall see
and enjoy it during their lives ; and. comparing John 17 : 11, 12, 13 ; Matt.
9 : 15, etc., these days of absence extend down to our own time, and will only
end when the day of the Lord Jesus (Phil. 1 : 6 ; 1 Cor. 1 : 5, 8 ; 2 Cor. 1 : 14 ;

1 Thesa. 5 : 2, etc.) shall be revealed. In verse 23 He cautions against
deceivers who shall pretend to found this Kingdom, which again intimates
that it will not come very soon. In reply to the question when. He, taking
the fimda^nental fact that the Kingdom itself is dependent on His appear-
ing, directs attention to the sudden and unmistakable (v. 24) Coming of
the King, of the Son of man ** in His day.'' And (v. 25) directly shows
that the Kingdom cannot soon appear, because of His suffering and rejec-

tion by that generation. Then He points out the condition of the world at
the period of His Advent, that it will be a season of forgetfulness, unbelief,

etc., as in the days of Koah and Lot. And yet at such a period, when men
almost generally shall discard the notion of the imminency of His coming
and the setting up of His Kin^om, this question of the Pharisees shall be
realized, for '* even thus will it be in the day when the JSon of man is
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revealed.*^ This is followed up by a parable represeuting a period of trial

aa interveningt that although such trials were beforo them men should pray
and not faint, because although God ** hear long with theni'* (expressive of

delay) He shall finally deliver them, concluding with the deeply impressive

question (alas, so abundantly verified in this day), *' Nevertheless, when the

Son of man cometh, shall He find faith on the earth ?*' Jews and Gentiles,

with here and there an exception, discard all faith in this personal Coming
of the Son of man, and the Kingdom covenanted to Kim and identified

with that Coming. The delay is to them ample evidence that it never will

he witnessed, Now in the direct answer to the Pharisees, and the added re-

marks to the disciples, together with the corroborating state of the Church
and world, we have reiterated, what has already been proven, that the King.
dom was nigh to the Jewish nation, that, owing to their sinfulness, it was
not established hut is postponed to an indefinite period in the future, viz.,
'* to the day when the Son ofman is revealed** (comp. Props. 56-68).*

1 Bloomfield. Com. loci, has well observed that many professed versions are rather
interpretations sought out. Van Oosterzee (Lange's Com. Lnke, loci) explains :

** liter-

ally, with or under observation, so that it can be recognized and observed by outward
tokensj and that one could exclaim with assurance, Lo here, lo there !** To this Craven
(Lange's Rev., p. 96, foot-note) attributes the idea " it cometh not with the signs of a
gradual approach." The idea of a sudden, unexpected Coming—especially to the Jewish
naiiDn, to whom this is specially addressed—is particularly impressed ; and how this

will be verified is stated in immediate connection with the Advent Various proposi-
tiona, hereafter, will develop, in detail, this vety feature.

' Dean Alford, Com, loci—** The misunderstanding which rendered these words * within
you,' meaning this in a spiritual sense ' in your hearts,' should have been prevented by
reflecting that they are addressed to the Pharisees, in whose hearts it certainly was not.

We have the very expression, Xen. Anab., 1 : 3, entos avion. See also John 1 : 26, and
12:35, both of which are analogous expressions" (comp. Neander, Obs. 1). It is

noticeable that even those who in some form ^dmit of a present existing spiritual

Kingdom are unwilling to concede that this expression teaches it. Thus e.g. Steir

( Words of Jesus, loci) expressly says :
" It does not ^ superficial expositors dream (here

and verse 37), refer the Kingdom of Christ to the invisible region of the heart. " Dr.
Brown ( Com. lod) cannot, with his views of the Church, make this a purely " internal
and spiritual character/' declaring, " But it has its external side too.'* They find
especial difficulty to harmonize this saying with their engrafted spiritual views, with
e.g. their (Falrbaim, etc.) expressed opinions of the Kingdom portntyed in the parable
ot the Tares. It is sufficient to say that if this Kingdom is ** God's reign in the hearts,"

or ** pious dispositions/' it is only requisite to apply it (as synonvmous) to e.g. Matt.
3 : 2, or 4 : 23, or 8 : 12, or 11 : 11, or 16 : 28, etc., and notice the absurdities intio-

ducod. An interpretation to be valid must be consistent and in agreement with the
Kingdom wherever mentioned. The prevailing view is that of the Bomanist, Dr.
Butter i^Life of Jesus, p. 358), who says that ** the Kingdom of God within you" denotes
*' that interior one (Kingdom) which God possesses in the souls of the just, after

deatroying these the empire of the devil, by the doctrine of the Gospel, and by the
infosion of the Holy Ghost ; in other words, by faith and charity he reigns triumphantly
in the hearts of all his elect." Lyon, Thomas, and others render *' the majesty of the
heavens is among you," but while this introduces a more consistent application (thus
avoiding the M>ntradictions by a reference to the person of Jesus) this is not the usual
meaning of the phrase (as is readily seen by attempting to make it synonymous with
nnmerous other passages where the phrase occurs), and is not the Jewish conoeptioh
and usage, thus violating the general analogy of Scripture on the subject.

* We have purposely avoided taking any liberties with our version, accepting of its

rendering, although if we were to take those made by Neander, MaoKnight, Phavorinus,
Jcaieo, and others, it would, in several places, confirm still more our view. But such
aid is not necessary and therefore no appeal is made to it.

Obs, 3. Because of the free use made of this passage, a few more remarks
on the mining of '* observation** are in place. Coming to this Scripture
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with a preconceived notion of a Kingdom spiritual and invisible in this
dispensation, the multitude engraft on the original word such expressions
as *' outward show," '* splendor," ** pomp," *' outward display," *' eiter-
nal display of majestjr," etc., which do not legitimately belong to the word
translated ** observation," but are given to it, to suit a theory, on the
ground tJiat such thitigs are observed! As Judge Jones (Philo-Basilicus,

Essays) has at length shown, nowhere else is it even attempted to render
such a meaning.* Commentators who employ this secondary sense (as e.ff.

Bloomfield, Olshausen, etc.) frankly admit that this secondary sense only
becomes a conjectural one, because they cannot find another example to
verify it. Surely this in itself should be already sujfficient reason for the
student to regard the secondary sense with suspicion, but we have two
additional ones to add. (1) This secondary sense is not true even of the
Church. The Church comes with observation, as e.g. on the day of Pente-
cost, It was established with '* outward show" and is perpetuated with
the same, having a preached Word, ministers, officers, external ordinances,
etc., and the saints are to be a light, a witness of the truth to the world.
The faithful hodij of believers is to manifest itself as a testimony to all,

and, of course, this cannot be done unless they can be observed, etc. (2)
This secondary sense is not correct concerning the Kingdom of Christ
Let the reader notice what the Covenant demands, what the prophets pre-
dict, respecting this Kingdom. Is it not to come with sucn ** outward
show," such ** splendor" and ** external majesty," that it shall arrest the
attention of, and be witnessed by, all living? Is it not to occupy the place
of other kingdoms and to be exalted to the sovereignty of the world ?

Multitudes of passages teach this ; and the least consideration of the pre-
dicted glory of the Kingdom, its universality, the restoration of the Jews
connected with it, the worship of nations, etc., will at once show that,

when it arrives, it will be the great and absorbing object of '* observation."
Indeed so evident is this, that we Gnd admissions on all sides conceding it>

even although opposed to a previous interpretation of the first part of the
passage Thus, e.g. Schmidt (Bib. Theol of the N. T,, p. 246), after

epiritualizir^ this Kingdom, admits that ** the Lord also depicts in v. 24
this same Kingdom aw appeariyig visibly/^ Olshausen {Conu loci) advo-
cating the spirituality of the Kingdom in the reply to the Pharisees also
claims that in the same chapter it is alluded to as external, external in its

perfection. Having already pointed out the inconsistency of this develop-
ment theory of a claimed higher (spiritual) position to a lower one, it is

only necessary to add that ail such admissions prove the correctness of our
interpretation of the chapter, and the incoherency of their own theory.

Tan OosteTzee (Lange's Qom. Luke, p. 268) rejects the idea that this is to be pressed
to exclude the yiaibility of the Kingdom. While we cannot receive his explanation
entire (because contradictory), yet we indorse this utterance :

" Not seldom has the
saying, that * the Kingdom of God comes not with observation,* been misused and exag-
gerated, in the sense that this Kingdom will never on earth display itself in a glorious
form worthy of itself. No ; the Kingdom of Ood comes not with observation, but when

* See Philo-Basilions's Essays in LUeralistt vol. 3, and Essay No. 4, where reference is

made to Campbell, Ravanelli, Munthe, Soott, Cartwright, Ulyricus, Michaelis, Bloom-
field, Kype, etc. tio also compare Dr. Clarke (Cbm. foci), who refers to Kype and others

having shown from Greek lAndters that it means ** scrupulous observation," i.e. it will

be easily discerned. Olshausen {Com. loci) says ;
** It denotes literally the act of per-

ceiving, of observing, and then, secondarily, everything that excites observation.**
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it has once come, we shall neTexiheless be well able to say : Lo here !" But he rejects

ip.

266) the view of Chiysostom, Luther, etc., that " within yon" means "in your
leaxts," and gives his reasons for preferring the translation ** in the midst of yon." The
fkct is, that £e elect condition of the nation necessitating the offer of the Kingdom-
bringing it nigh to it—is too mnch overlooked, and that the relationship of these
" chUdren of the Kingdom" to the tender offers the most ample and satisfactory ex.

planation. Spiritualize it, and then ask whether snch spiritualisms can explain either

the language of the prophets as to its world-dominion, or what Kingdom was really

taken from the Jews.

Obs, 4. The meaning that so many deduce from the expression ** within
yoUy** is not only opposed by ourselves but finds opponents among many
who have no sympathy with our doctrine, and who are in doctrinal position

with the Church-Kingdom party. Advocating a spiritual Kingdom, yet

they cannot find it a consistent measure to take the phrase " within you*'

as indicative of God's reign in the heart," etc., for, as they tell us, this

would prove too much of the unbelieving party addressed. Hence Nean^er
takes the position (see Obs. 1, above) that it ou^ht to be rendered *' among
you.^' Olshausen informs us that Paulus, Fleck, Bomeman, De Wette
explain it,

^* among you.** The marg. reading also gives "among you."
Bloomfield [loci) gives ** among you.'* Barnes {Co7n. loci) gives both
"within" and ** among you." On the other hand Dr. Campbell, Dr.
Jones, and many others insist on retaining '* within you,** So far as the
sense of the passage is concerned, either one or the other would suffice,

although our preference is for the latter. Again, in the efforts to avoid
the prevailing application of the ** within you," some, as Dr. Neander,
assert that ** the Kingdom of God was manifested in his own appearance,"
and, as Prof. Whiting explains it, ** the King is among you." So also Dr.
Thomas and the Christadelphians generally. Whatever truth (Prop. 66)
there may be in King and Kingdom being convertible, yet the peculiarity

of the expression embracing a word that legitimately means ^^ within/^
and the use of the previous word ** observation" forbids the application

of this to the person of Jesus Christ, for then He would be ** within** those

unbelievers and He could not be observed. Besides this, such an explana-
tion is forced, being derived from the third one given by Cornelius th

Lapide,* and which was based on the Divine Sovereignty of God ; while
the Kingship of Christ, in view of the foreseen rejection, is held i» abey-

an^:«, bemg founded on His covenanted humanity and His relationship to

God, after the performance of an allotted mission (Props. 81-90). The
explanation civen under Obs, 2 is tw correspondence with and unites the
statements of the Old and New Testaments, and accurately accords with
the then existing status of the Jewish nation.

Obs. 5. This Kingdom ** withtn you** could not be the Christian Church,
for that was afterward instituted and it was not anything that the
Pharisees were in personal actual enjoyment of, and to apply it either to

the person of Chnst or to a spiritual reign is to bring it info conflict with
covenanted expectations and the preaching of John the Baptist, Jesus, and
the disciples (Props. 19-23 and 38-49).

Hence, even Bloomfleld (loci) says, that to make this phrase significazit of *'the

internal and spiritnal principle'* *' is forbidden by the context." How he can reooncile

* Vide Fbilo. BasiHons's quotations from Oomelias & Lapide, p. 17 EsaaySt LU., vol. 3.
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his own view with such an admission is something that we cannot nndorstand. Enemies
and friends concede to ns all that we require.

Ohs. 6. Wliile the approach of the Kingdom itself is not discoverable by
any observation^ being dependent on the secret knowledge of God Himself
as to the time and to the completion of the number of the elect, yet this

does not forbid a certain approximative knowledge concerning the period
of its approach. While not in itself giving forth any visible signs of its

Coming, yet the Divine Spirit has given ns other signs, other events as a
kind of guide by which we may know, more or less, the nearness of ita

Coming. Jesns Himself enumerates a lengthy series of events, and em-
phatically adds, Luke 21 :31 ;

** /So likewisey ye when ye see these things
come to pass, know ye that the Kingdom of Qod is 7iigh at hand.^' Having
already used this passage in sustaining the postponement of the Kingdom,
it is only necessary to say that neither the Church, visible or invisible, nor
" God's reign in tne heart," could be denoted, since ** these things" speci-

fied are running their course down to the present day. Still attention is

directed to " these things" to ur^e us to watchfulness a7id anticipation of

the Coming of the Kingdom undiscoverable by any outward, visible sig^.
Even the believing, owing to this lack of external observation of the King-
dom, are represented as in danger of having its approach coming upon
them most unexpectedly, while the world, rejecting those merciful and
gracious predictions, is buried in slumber and caught in /'a snare," or
'* net. " IJut few, wholly dependent on faith and not on the Kingdom itself

presenting preliminary external signs for observation, will accept of the
prophecies pertaining to this matter and be looking for, watching for, and
awaiting with hope tue Kingdom. These signs, not of the Kingdom itself

but of things existing when it is to come, will be enumerated under
another Proposition (comp. Props. 173 and 174).

We may in conclnsion quote several writers who refect the prevailing interpretation.
Bev. H. Dana Ward, in an interesting article, *' The Inhabited Earth Shortly to Come"
{Proph. Times, vol. 1% p. 37). resists the notion that the Church is the visible Kingdom
of the Messiah, and among other texts examines Luke 17 : 21-26. He justly repudiates
a Kingdom existing in the Pharisees, and also *' among you " (i.e. in the person of the
King then present), for the former would honor the Pharisees above His disciples, and
the latter is opposed by the context following and the references to this Kingdom being
still future. He makes the " observation" to be " outward watching," and the *' within
you" to be an inward looking for it and preparation for it. This, however, is to lose
the force of " within'* pertaining-^o{ to believera but—to the Jewish nation, viz., the
Kingdom actually tendered to them in view of the elect position occupied. We thus
preserve its depth of meaning, so pregnant with tremendous results. Craven (Lange'a
Bev., p. 67) points out that the question and answer are both in the present tense, the
Pharisees asking :

*' When cometh the Kingdom of God ?" and adds :
** The question

^d the answer are but illustrations of that law proper to all languages, but pre-
eminently to the Greek, by which a certain future may be represented by a verb in tho

I
present ; illustrations may be found. Matt. 26 : 2 ; 1 Cor. 15 : 42-44 (see Jelf, Winer,

I
KiShner, and grammarians generally). To the conclusion that the language of our Lord

j
must be understood as having reference to the future, it may also be remarked, we are
shut up by the following considerations : The supposition that He indicated an existing

1
Kingdom (a) implies that it was set up in (or among) the Pharisees

; (b) disconnects
' His words from the immediately following address to the disciples, while the contrary
' supposition brings them into manifest and beautiful connection therewith, and with

His other utterances." In a foot-note on ** observation** and " within,'* he adds :
'* The

Pharisees ask ' when oometh the Kingdom of God ?' He answers, ' It oometh not with
the signs of a gradual approach ; neither shall they say, Lo here, or lo there, for the

' Kingdom of God is in the midst of you.' Then turning to His disciples, He says :
' The
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days will come -when ye shall desire to see one of the days of the Son of man, and ye
shall not see it. And they shall say to yon, Lo here, or lo there : go not after nor
follow. For as the lightzung that lighteneth (flashing) from one part nnder heaven
shineth to the other part under heaven (cornea Tiot toUhthe signs of a gradual cqyproach), so
al^ shall the Son of man be in His day,* etc. Does not the very unity perceptible in

the entire address—the Tividness of the scene it presents^ the manifest oneness of the
doctrine vith that elsewhere taught by our Lord, especially on the Mount of Olives—place
the stamp of truth on the hypothesis ? Does it not become manifest that this passage,
sofar from teaching the doctrine of a present establishment of the Kingdom, must be

numbered among those thai connect the estalMshmeni with the Sec. Advent,**
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Proposition 111, The Kingdmn being identified with the elect

Jewish nation, it cannot be established without the restoration

of thai nation.

This has been proven in preceding Propositions, but as the proof
is abtcndarU and cumulative, additional ones may be assigned.
For, if the Kingdom is the Theocratic-Davidic, then embracing the
throne, Kingdom, and land of David, it must also include ih^
nation to whom it was alone specially covenanted; that is^ the
Jewish people, one branch of Abraham's natural seed, viz., in the
line of the Patriarchs and their descendants. Hence, the restora-
tion of this nation BSLtumilj falls in with the Divine Purpose—is

fuUy identified with it.

All those -who deny the restoration of the Jewish nation confine themselves to isoiated

predictions which they endeavor either to spiritnalize or make conditional, forgetting
that the main fonndation of onr doctrine is left nntonched by them, viz., the necessity
imposed by oathr-bound Covenant for such a restoration. The purpose of Redemption,
as exhibited in the Theocratic Plan, makes such a restoration wiperative. Hence, the
Millenarian scheme makes the restoration of the Jews an ijdefjral part of its system.
But the reader will observe that, aside from this basis of ours, many who are opposed to
oar doctrine as a whole siiU accept, being forced to it by Scripture testimony, of this
restoration as something future to be realized. Thus e.g. Faber in Diss, on die Proph.,
and iktc. Calendar of Proph., ably presents the subject. Brookes {Ei. Proph. Interp., p.
63) mentions Cyprian, Jerome, Chrysostom, Theophilns, Alexandrinus, Augustine,
Beds, Hugo, Lyra, Dean Prideaux, Hilary, Ambrose, Aquino s, Scotus, Cajetan, and others
(for the list might be indefinitely swelled, including Origen, Locke, Clarke, Doddridge,
Erasmus, Poole, Simeon, Primasius, Owen, Scott, McKnight, etc.), who hold to a
national restoration of the Jews while being neutzal or opposed to Millenarian tenets,

and points out how Lorinus, the Jesuit, even rejected this restoration on the ground
" because it leads to the heresy of Chiliasm, which Pope Damasus had condemned in
Apollinaris.'' ' The Jesuit, at least, had the perception to see that this tenet was an
important feature in our system of faith. Many evidently entertained tuis belief of
whom we have no direct account, as of " the many" alluded to by Jerome, and so. e.g.

indirectly mentioned, as by Evelyn iDiary^ vol. 1, p. 325), who states that the '* renowned
mathematician, Mr. Oughtred, entertained the belief that the Jews would be converted
by the personal appearance of the Saviour.'*

Obs, 1. The only objection of force that can he urged against our
view is, that these promises of restoration are conditional, but this has
been met under Props. 18 and 46-52. If we can make the Covenant—con-
firmed by God's oath, and its ultimate fulfilment again and again affirmed
by holy men—conditional, then everything else is conditional ; then the
foundations of Christian hope crumble away beneath us, and nothing
stable remains. It is a fact of weight in this discussion to note, that a
vast number of writers, opposed to our doctrine, and inclined to spiritual-

ize the predictions as mucn as possible, are stillforced by the singularly

effective language of the prophets to admit a restoration of the Jews to

their own land. The powerfully converging testimony is too strong even
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for them to refase credence to it ; and they give us, urging with just and
conclusive reasons, the scriptural ground for such a faith, although it

badly fits into their system, owing to its being, more or less, in antagonism
to their theory of exclusive spiritual blessings, of the abandonment of the

wall of partition between nations, and of the remaining portions attached
to the same predictions. Even such a writer as Whitby acknowledges,
owing to the force of Luke 21 : "M ; Jer. 31 : 27-40, etc., such a restoration

and the rebuilding of Jerusalem. Indeed, some even see that its uncon-
ditionality is asserted in various places ; that they are restored not on
account of their own holiness but to preserve the faithfulness of God ; and
that Israel being carefully distinguished from the Gentiles (as e.g. Isa. 49,

Mar^. readings etc.) must, in order to preserve the Divine arrangement,
«Zso be gathered. The application of passages relating to the earthly Jeru-
salem by Waggoner (Ref of Age to Come) to the New Jerusalem, because
the Old is cast out and the Son of the Free Woman is the heir, misappre-
heiids the Barren Woman (see Prop. 118), does not distinguish between
the heir and the subject, unites things which God has separated, violates

the promises of God to His own ancient city and people, and, in brief,

ignores the inheritance of Christ, as David's Son.

Obs, 2, This too is shown by the election of this Jewish nation (see Props.

24, 54, 55, 69, 60, 61, 62, 63, etc., on Election). No nation on earth,

saving the Jewish, has God chosen, over whom He condescends to act in the

capacity of an earthly Ruler. No nation save it alone has been thus
favored with a Theocratic rule. Owing to the sinfulness of the nation this

Kingdom was indeed overthrown, and the nation itself, as a nation, driven

from its land and placed in a scattered and subject condition among the

nations of the earth. It has abundantly been shown that they are still the

elect nation, not perpetually cut off. Indeed, if this election were to

entirely cease, or if it were diverted to any other nation or nations, then it

would be impossible to verify the Covenant promises made directly to it.

This subject having been elucidated, it is only necessary to add : the elec-

tion of the nation, evidenced even now by the necessity Gentiles are under
to be grafted into it, continues on by virtue of its covenanted relationship

to the Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom, and if such election is manifested in

the establishment of the Kingdom, it involves, fully embraces, its restora-

tion to Palestine.

It 18 essential to notice what has been proven nnder varions Propositions, viz., that

the Theocratic ordering, pertaining as it does to the Jewish nation as a nation (for how
else can the Theocratio-Iheividic throne and Kingdom related as it is to the nation and
of which Jeans, as David's Son, is the heir -Props. 49, 116—be re-establishedX con-
atiiates the Jewish nation an elect nation. The careful student will ponder the expres-

alre language based on this Theocratic relationship connected with a restoration, snch
as •• (Au tribes of Thin/n inhtrUanct,'' *' the cUiea of Thy holiness," " Ihy people,'* ** 7hy holy

mounfoin," etc. Men may make sport of this feature, and, with Froude {Hhori Studies, p.

239) may speak of *' the narrow littleness of ' the peculiar people,* " or with learning
oontend in order to exalt GentUeism, against its reception ; but against all such we simply
oppose God's covenants, and the simple facts of history, and the fulfilment of prophecy,
down to the preaent day, with the abundant a.ssurance8 that this cast-away condition of

the nation is only temporary and not perpetuat. Otherwise—mark it well—the government
of God over the Jewish nation would prove a failure, and thus God instituted a form
of government in the world, which He is unable to have realized (comp. Prop. 201).

But God will not fail in His purpose, and hence the strong assertions given, as e.g. Jer.

33 : 15, 26 (with which comp. Props. 47 and 52).
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Ohs, 3. It is important to keep in view, in the conBideration of this Buh-

ject, that the Jews, living at the time of the First Advent and afterward,

believed that the prophets linked a complete restoration of the nation with

the Kingdom of the Messiah. This is admitted by all ; but if the admis-
sion is made, tken the question arises, unless the doctrine is true, ?iotc

comes it that the New Test, employs (as e.g. Rom. 11) language io con-

firm the Jews in their opinions ? Eruesti's one-sided criticism making
Rom. 11 to mean a mere possibility of being saved or restored without its

being accomplished, is contradicted by the positive language of Paul, his

eulogy of the nation, his confident expressions, and the accordance of the

same with generally entertained expectations. The application of New
Test, passages solely to a conversion of the Jews, and not to a future
restoration, is met not only by the same, but also by the directness of pas-

sages which teach that the dispersion, desolation, and the treading down of

Jerusalem shall continue for an appointed time (and then cease), as well as

by the references to this election and covenanted relationship, and by the

connection in which such a conversion stands to a restoration to the land.

Fairbaim {On Proph., p. 249, etc.) and others axe '?er7 nnjast and one-sided in their

estimate of the New Test, argument in favor of the restoration. They proceed on the
principle that whatever is not distinctively repeated, and in detail given, in the New
Test, rnnst be rejected* which is derogatory and destructive to the Old Test. (comp.
Prop. 16). We dare not overlook the intimate connection existing between the Old and
the New ; and if we find that the New does not recall or cancel the Old as to promises,
that in iUelf shotdd be sufficient to excite faith in God fulfilling His Word. But we
have more than this : wethave, as will be shown, confirmatory and express evidence in
the New sustaining our position. So clear and decisive is this fact that many of onr
opponents concede Uie same to ns. Let the reader tnm e.g. to Prop. 50, Obs. 24, note,

and see the concessions of one of our chief opponents, Dr. Brown. ^Vhen Williamson
(Letters) refers to the silence of Jesns, or of the New Test., he simply ignores tcAoi is

pointedly stated on the subject. The objections of Oswald ( The Kingdom), Waggoner
(Hefut. of Age io Cbme), and others, will be fully met as we proceed in the argunent, it

being sufficient for the present to say that the Jewish view (e.g. Beuss, His, Claris, Tkeol.

Apos. Age, p. 65) is most positively confirmed by the language of the New Test,, so that

the doctrine was indorsed and perprtuated, without dispute, in the Primitive Church.
Bo clear is this, that even writers largely addicted to spiritualizing the prophecieB
frankly admit it.

Ohs. 4. The Jews, influenced by the plain language of Covenant and
prophecy, universally held that the Messianic Kingdom was to be accom-
panied by a complete restoration of the nation ; both ideas were insepara-

bly united, the one being regarded an impossibility without the other. So
wedded were they to this view, that they objected to Jesus being the
Messiah because it was not realized at the First Advent (the early Chris-

tians answered by locating the fulfilment at the Second Advent of this

Jesus). Now observe, that with this prevailing Jewish doctrine, so dear to

the Jewish heart, before them, Jesus and the Apostles use the very lan-

guage pre-etninently calculated to cherish and confirm the Jews in their

opinion of restoration, and the proof that it was thus adapted and intended
is found in the simple historical fact, that both believing Jews and
Gentiles in the early Church held to, and taught, the doctrine. A glance

at various passages—keeping in mind the existing belief of the hearers—is

amply sufficient to show this distinctly. Thus e.g. *' the regeneration,^^

Matt." 19:28, the removal of the desolation from ^' the house" Matt
23 : 37-39, the Messianic reign over the house of Jacob on the throne of
David, Luke 1 : 32, 33, the deliverance from enemies, Luke 1 : 74, the
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removal of Jerusalem's down-trodden condition when the times of the Gen-
tiles are fulfilled, Luke 21 : 24, the times of refreshing and restitution, Acts
3 : 19-21, the rebuilding again of the fallen-aown Davidic tabernacle, Acts
15 : 16, the Jemsh hope to be realized. Acts 26 : 6, 7, etc.—all is adapted
to strengthen the hope of ultimate restoration, just as Covenant and proph-
ecy promise. Hence we need not be surprised at the Apostolic and rrima-
tive Church cleaving to such a future restoration at the Sec. Advent of the
Messiah.

If no restoration was intended ; if all was to be nnderstood typically, or spiritnally,

or conditionally, then surely the language was most eminently calculated to deceive the
hearers, and simple justice demanded such an explanation as would have prevented the
Ch. Church from following in the Jewish belief. But since there is no denial of the
prevailing faith, but, on the contrary, a confirmation of it, we are forced to accept of it.

The fact is, that it is so unmistakably taught that men addicted to spiritualizing freely

admit it. Scott {Com.) even allows the restoration to be distinctly taught in Matt.
23 : 38, 39 (Luke 13 : 34, 35), Acts 3 : 21, etc., and so many others, as Tomlinson {ikr.

on the Mm. and Appendix), Doddridge (6bm.), etc. Kast {Com. Matt. 24 : 15-28) expresses
the view of a large number, when he says, '* We ore taught in other passages of Holy
Writ (that) the Millennial state of the Church of Christ shall not commence before the
restoration of Israel." ' The Mormons also hold to the restoration of the Jews, but in
accordance with their eclecticism, giving a Mormon bias to every incorporated doctrine,

the Jews are to be gathered to their " Western Zion" (see Art, on " Mormons, M'Clin-
tock & Strong's OycU^.).

Ohs, 5. As in tb -^ following Props, our proof, given in detail, shall be
mainly drawn from the Old Test., it may be well to state why the New
Test, does not enter into the subject of the restoration so extendedly as the

Old. For, although pointedly mentioned and often implied, yet such
magnificent portraitures of it as the Old Test, contains,are lacking. (1) It

is taken /(W Granted that the instruction of the New will be combined with

the Old (both being one, etc., comp. Prop. 16), where a sufficiency is given

to every one who will ** search the Scriptures." (2) The union of the doc-

trine of the restoration with the events of the Second Advent make it easy

for any believer tojoin the declarations of the Old with those of the New
Test. (3) In the condition of the early Church and of the Jewish nation

at, and after, the First Advent, a more detailed statement would unneces-

sarily (in view of the lengthy ])OBtponemcnt) have prejudiced the Boman
Power (already embittered) against the nation and Church.

That the reader may have a fair specimen of the quibbling of passages in the Kew
Test, when arrayed against us, we direct attention to Fairbaim {Typology, vol. 1, p. 361,

etc.). Well knowing how essential to our system is the doctrine of the restoration of

the Jews to their own land and of the Theocratic polity, he strives, under the specious
plea of his typical application^ to discard it. Thus e.g. after making " Zion" (Rom.
11 :26) equivalent to "the Church of the New Testament,** and that Jesus therefore
** most come ou( Qf U at the same time He comes /or U," saying :

" It (the promise)
holds out none, indeed, in respect to the cherished hope of a literal re-establiahment of
their ancient polity. It rather tends to discourage any such expectations ; for the
Zion, in connection with which it tells us the Messiah is to come, is the one in which
He at present dwells—the Zion of the New. Test. Church ; to which He can no longer
come, except at the same time coming out of U." It is surprising that so able a writer

should shield his faith under an (ibsurdUy of his own creuting, and which, if true, would
forbid the personal Second Coming of Jesus to His Church for her deliverance. Jesus
ascend^ to heaven (not Zion) where He now remains at the Father's right hand as

3{ediator and Intercessor, and is only spiritually present In His Church through the
imparted Comforter. Now, when He comes again. He is predicted to come to Zion, and
Old of that Zion He is to exert His power as Deliverer; and even to go personally out of

ft (see Prop, 113) to meet the tribes in the wilderness. Let the Word give its own
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testimony, and the plain grammatical sense vill always be found to be the true one— 1»

unity with all Scriptnre. Bat to allow Fairbaim to show his reasons for hia typical
application, we give them as specially stated in Appendix, pp. 395-399, in reply to the
question, *' Does the original relation of the seed of Abraham to the land of Canaan
afford any ground for expecting their final return to it ?" This he answers negatively :

<1) The possession of the land of Canaan only a type, earnest, or pledge, of the posses-
sion of the renovated earth by the glorified saints—hence the nation exclnded. (Answer :

how could it be a type, eEunest, or pledge to Abraham who never —as he affirms cor-

rectly in another place—possessed the land, and how could it be an earnest, etc., to the
exiled ones ?) (2) That thingH are spoken of in relation to this future inheritance which
cannot be realized within the bounds of the earthly Canaan. (Answer : that depends
entirely on the amount of faith we have in the plain grammatical promises of God,
and in the One who is to inaugurate the changes. ) (3) The inheritance is one that
can only (p. 317) be enjoyed by the children of the resurrection, hence only de-

signed for the redeemed and glorified saints ; this excludes nations in the flesh, and
therefore such a restoration. (Answer : Let the whole Becord speak, and not merely
one passage, and then the Scriptures clearly distinguish between *^ heirs" and sub-
jects—between the glorified and the unglorified—between the Rings and those over
whom they reign.) (4) That being a type, it cannot foreshadow another occupation,
just as eating manna in the desert does not typify a future eating of thn same.
(Answer : He has not yet proven that the possession of the land was a type, for all

prophecy forbids it, as we shall show in next Propositions, specifying a return to the
identical land, etc. Besides : unbelief might turn this principle against his own
theory, thus : he makes part of the earth to typify the whole earth renovated.) (5)

That those who make it a type of a future occupation must include as also tj-pes the
resuscitation of the Levitical priesthood, sacrifices, etc. (Answer : We do not make it

a type but a real possession to which there is a return, and hence are not driven to the
position indicated.) (6) That the Mosaic economy is abolished and a spiritual dispensa-
tion takes its place, and, therefore, no restoration can be expected. (Answer : We leave

God to tell us the nature of the dispensotions, and find that this one is to be succeeded
by one more glorious that includes this very restoration.) (7) The natural seed are types
of the spiritual seed, the national Israel of the spiritual Israel, and hence no restoration.

(Answer : (1) Were none of the natural seed also of the believing, spiritual seed ? and if

so, were they types of themselves ? (2) If this is so, why the proceess of engrafting ?

Why necessary?). (8) Abraham's seed are the heirs, i.e. the believing portion only
inherit. (Answer : Granted ; but they inherit a coming Kingdom and reign over
others, including the restored Jewish nation.) (9) The type is lost in the antitype, as
the Paschal Lamb in Christ. (Answer: Granted, where really a type exists.) We are
sorry to say that, admirable as this and similar works are in some respects, their whole
tendency and spirit is to lead the Church away from Covenant promises, and inducing
to that unbelief so sadly predicted.

When the typical theory is deemed insufficient, recourse is had to other methods. An
illustration may be in place. The Interior (quoted by The Luth. Observer, Dec. 27th, 1877)
rejects the restoration of the Jews on mathematical grounds, thus presented :

** The
present population of Palestine is 300,0(X)—all that it will support in the most starveling

way. The area of Palestine is 12,000 square miles. The present number of Jews in the
world is 6,000,000. If located in Palestine the population would be 500 to the square
mile. But the population of China is only 303 to the square mile ; of France, 173 ; of
Hindoostan, 130. If a third of the Jews were to go back to Palestine they would starve to

death. Now, we call the attention of the exegetes to the fact that this showing appeals
directly to their bowels of compassion. Are they willing to starve a matter of 5,000.000
of Jews to death for the sake of vindicating their exegesis. '^ This effort at witticism and
sharpness, evincing no faith in the Word, exhibiting ignorance of its real teaching on
the subject, and making nataral impossibility the measurer of God's promise, evidently

takes the position that such a restoration is advocated only as one of the results of
national movements. It overlooks (1 ) that this is o 8tq>em/:dural restoration under the
Messiah, who will provide for the maintenance of the nation ; (2) that the dimensions
of Palestine, to accord with the original grant, will be greatly extended, even from the
Nile to the Euphrates ; (3) that it will have its population largely in cities ; (4) that

special fmitfiilness of the land, special commerce with nations, special prosperity,

wealth, etc., are promised
; (5) that if divinely promised that phould suffice, God being

abundantly able to perform whatever promises He makes. Surely, if the writer had
lived before the Exodus from Egypt, hia mathematical acumen would have demonstrateil

the absurdity of entering the wildemess with such a host ; or had he lived before the
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First AdTant. he wotUd have demonstzated from acierdifiG daia, the ntter impoBsibillty of
a Tirgin giving birth to a Bon. This farorite cry of ^* impoBsible*' from professed
believers comes with a bad grace, when so many divine tmths are denied on that ground
by unbelievers. We are not surprised that TJu Princeiion Review |Ap. 1850, p. 329)

complacently speaks of a " modem and more spiritual view of the Millennium, which
has gained general prevalence of late years in this country. It rejects the doctrine of

the return of the Jews to their own land ; of the personal appearance and reign of

Christ for a thoosand years, but retains the idea of a Millennium." Surely, in the light

of Covenant and prophecy, an emascukUtd Millennium without a personal Christ, reign,

and restoration. This the reader will more clearly see as he follows our argument step
by step.

Oba. 6. Iq view of the elect position of the nation (Prop. 24) and its con-
sequent Theocratic position, the restoration is so essential, such a pre-

reqaislte, that two remarkable forms of expression are employed to indicate

it. (1) God restores the nation for His own sake, to vindicate His cove-
nant-keeping mercy, and thus magnify His own name. For example, Ezek.
36 : 22 declares, in connection with a restoration which has never yet been
realized, ** Thus saith the Lord God : I do not this for your aakes,

house of Israel, but for mine holy name's sake, which ye have profaned
among the heathen, whither ye went," and v. 32, " Not for your sakes do
I this, saith the Lord God, be it known unto you : be ashamed and con-
founded for your own ways, house of Israel/' The condition in which
both Judah and Israel are at the time of the . restoration, viz., that of

unbelief, shows that God evidences mercy because the time has eventually

arrived for the re-establishment of the 'thf^ocratic Kingdom, and hence to

exalt His own truthfulness, '' because" the nation has been overthrown and
its uplifting is a necessity, '* because'* the heathen ridicule the Covenant
and its promises, God will perform this work, and, by an astonishing pro-

cess, bring this rebelh'ous nation to heart-felt obedience and most fervent

allegiance, (2) He will do it for the Father*s sake, in Ijehalf of that por-

tion who have been believing and God-fearing. Paul appeals to this,

Rom. 11 :28, ** belovedfor the fathers^ sakes,^' to whom the Covenant was
given. Now turn to Lev. 26 : 42-45, which Paul evidently had in view,

and it is asserted, that although the nation be dispersed, God *' will reinem-
ber^^ His •* Covenant** and *Uhe land,** and it is affirmed that in their dis-

persion He will not " utterly cast them away, or abhor, or destroy*^ and
thus (by an utter destruction) ** break His covenant with them, for I am the

Lard, their God. But I will/or their sakes remember the Covenant of their

ancestors, whom 1 brought forth out of the land of Egypt in the sight of
the heathen, that I might be their God: I am the Lord, The restoration,

therefore, is impregnably fixed, upon God*s honor as a covenant-keeping
God, and upon His promises given to the Fathers, which will be realized.

The reader will observe that two things in the future history of the Jews show con-
clusively that after the saints, sufficient to form the predetermined number of kings and
pneata, have been gathered out, God then, for His own sake and for the Fathers* sakes,

numif^ts His amazing mercy in restoring the nation^ when still in unbelief against
Him. For, as to one portion of the nation (the two tribes) it is converted and saved by
the open Parouaia of Jesus and His saints, as we shall explain, and as to the other
portion (the ten tribes) they afterward shall be converted and saved. The unbelief at

the Sec Advent is proven by the hearty r^antance and mourning of Judah, and the
trial and selection of Itorael in the wilderness before qualified to enter the land. Thus
it is true that God does not restore the nation because of moral worthiness at the period
when He oomes for that purpose, but He does it because the time has arrived for the
fnlfllment of HiB own Oovenaid prcmiaes made to the Fathers ; and it is likewise true,

tiiat moiBlly unqualified aa the nation then is for a restoration to Theooratie rule and
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privUeges, He will bo imprefia, teftch, and guide the nation at His CToming, that it

will acknowledge ite guilt, and moat earnestly and devotedly receive Jesne aotthe mx^ty
Theocratic King promised to it. God's Word will be amjAy vindicated^ and every dedazft-
tion will find its realization. With the magnificent destiny before it, it is saddening to
find a portion of the nation casting away its hope as founded in the prophecies. Thus,
Reformed Judaism (see Art. on, by Felix Adler, in North Amer. Beview, Sept., Oct.,

1877), following its Bationalistic tendencies and rejecting the glorious prophecies
** abandons the idea of a national restoration/* and, of course, with it a future Advent
of Messiah, in the Davidic line ; the naiion, according to its modernized conceptions,
becoming its own Messiah. This, to say the least, is degrading Moses and their proph>
ets into virtual impostors, making the past noble faith of the nation an idle dream, and
casting mud upon the most exalted Records in existence. How can a Jew engage in
anch work 7
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PROPosixroN- 112. The Kingdom^ if establvihed as predicted^ de-

mands the national restoration of the Jews in their own land.

This we have all along proven, viz., that such a connection is

positively required by Covenant and election, promise and proph-
ecy. Now it remains to i)rove in a more specific form a national
re-establishment of the nation, which, of course, confirms our doc-
trinal jxDsition. Besides, the reign and Kingdom, as will be seen,

is invariably associated with such a restoration (comp, preceding
Prop.).

We are the more enconroged to insist apon a restoration to the land, becanse it is

freely admitted by some of ^e most prominent opppsers to Mlllenarianism. Thus e.g.

Brovn {Chrif£s iSec. ComxnQ^ p. 434) fianUy concedes **a territorial restoration," saying
that *' the people and the land of Israer* are '* so connected in numerous prophecies of

the Old TesL that whateTer literality and perpetuity are ascribed to the one must, one
would think, an all strici principles of inierpreUUion, be attributed to the other also.'* The
*• Milleritds" or '* Adventists" (Art. on, M'Clintock & Strong's Oydop,), and others (oomp.
next Prop.) make the restoration of the Jews to comprise only the resorrected and
glorified Jfewa and adopted Gentile believers (Israelites), on the ground of ** an everlast-

ing possession of the land,'* because ** mortal Jews cannot possess it forever—glorified
and immortal ones can." But this is one-sided, ignoring the return of mortal men in
the flesh, who repent and are converted, who perpetuate the nation in the flesh, etc. ,

overlooking that the saints are engrafted into the nation and that the everlasting posses
fiion of the land is promised to the nation in virtue of this incorporation of glorified

ones who bear the itile ; passing by a number of clearly related doctrines such as the
nature of the Theocratic Kingdom, its relation to the Jewish nation, the reign of the
saints over the nations, the perpetuity of the race after the Advent, the requirements of
Hedemption to give it completeness, etc. On the other hand, Swedesborgianism (comp.
e,g. Works of Swedenborg and a Teceni~lS7S—Address to the Clergy) spiritualizes every-
thing future relating to the Jews, aad takes the predictions jf Jewish restoration, the
blessings particularly, and applies them to the Swedenborgian new Church. This is

true of many othera ; but it is sufficient to say that it is done at the sacrifice of the
plain grammatical sense, and the careful avoidance of appropriating the curses which
logically and grammcUically (if language has any meaning) belong to the same people that
are restored. We say nothing of the unenviable position in which it places the Divine
Word, making it to contain a sense which was pre-eminently calculated to deceive, and
did—if thi* is true—deceive generation after g(>neratioD of Jews, and the Primitive
Church established under inspired guidance. The time is coming when the dreadful
persecution of the Church—now arrogant—by claiming these Jewish blessings —BfaaU
sweep away all such false interpretations and applications of prophecy. We turn from
such expositions with relief to those given by Bickersteth, the Bonars^ Seiss, Brookes,
Bonhomme, Wilson, Nicholson, Faber, Lord, Clarke, Herschell, McNeile, Wood, Tyso,
Thomas, Pym, Arnold, Pirie, Noel, Molyneux, McCaol, Maton, Frey, Cunninghame,
CofX, bemdes many others, who hold with Bev. Bizer (Art. on Bestoration, Proph. Time.%
Joly, 1877) ** That the Jews will ultimately be restored to the land which was promised
and given to Abraham and his posterity for an everlasting possession, cannot be success-

fidly conlroveried by those who believe the inspired prophecies." Even works of fiction

incorporate the Idea as seen in Lord Beaconsfleld*s (D 'Israeli) Lnthair^ and George
Eliot's DtTomSa. One caution is requisite : as the subject itself is a vast one and com-
plicated, requiring the close study and compariaop of numerous predictions (some
exceedingly concise, others abrupt, and still others obscure), it is reasonable to expect
a diuernfy of view respecting the exact order and manner of fulfilment. We can only
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Anticipate a nnitj in the grand ouUines pertaining to the sabject^Tiz., in its being asso-

ciated with the Second Adrent, Pre-Millennial in its accompli^ment, repentant and con-
verted under direct Meaaianic Inflaenoe, exalted dnring the Mill, age, etc. Too many
writers regard the restoration separate and distinct from the Covenant and Theocratic
relationship of the nation, and thus maieriaUi/ toeaken the force of their representations ;

casting away or overlooking the golden key which opens before us the nation's grand
destiny.

Obs. 1. Before continuing our proof, several preliminaries must be con-
sidered which materially add to the force of the prophecies, (a) The per-

petuitif of the Jewish nation, owing to their election, is asserted, and with
it their separation from all other nations. This is distinctly stated in

Numb. 23 : 9, and from this arises the declarations of God not to make a
full end of them as He may do with other nations, Lev. 20 : 44 ; Jer.

:J0 : 11 ; Jer. 46 : 28, etc.; Deut. 32 : 26, 27 ; Amos 9:8; Ezek. 11 : IG.

As explained in previous Props, this nation is chosen, out of all others, to
be the peculiar instrumentality by which the Divine Purpose in Redemp-
tion und Qovernment is to be carried out, and hence of them it is said, 1

Chron. 17 : 21, 22 ; Psl. 136 : 4 ; Jer. 31 : 35-37, etc. This, of course, is

an indispensable feature in our argument which must by no means be
overlooked.' {b) This perpetuity of the nation thus promised, together
with the reasons which impose it, and with the added predictions derived
from it, involves the final restoration of the nation to its old state of special

favor and nearness to God. Several writers, as McNeile, Koel, Bh. Newton,
Kurtz, etc., employ this promised peri)etuity as a powerful reason favoring
the restoration, {c) This nation, owing to unfaithfulness, is driven from
its land and scattered amon^ the nations. History has made this so famil-

iar, that a mere mention of it will suffice, {d) But such removal, as Moses
and the prophets taught, being designed for correction and punishment is

not perpetual. It is for a limited, apjwinted time, the knowledge of

which God has reserved to Himself. That this period of tribulation, lonff

as it may be, is a limited one, all the pophets testify and Christ Himseu
pointedly specifies. To deny this, is simply to reject some of the plainest

statetnents in the Word of God and the entire current of prediction. The
Scripture bearing on this point has already been {)artly given, and hence
needs no repetition, (e) The Jews, therefore, owing to their nationally

promised perpetuity and future position as a nation in the yet unfulfilled

Purposes of God, are preserved down to the present day as a people, sepa-

rate and distinct from all others, who, if such were the Divine Will, can
at any moment be reorganized into a distinctive nationality among the
pations. The preservation of the people is distinctly predicted, not in the
possession of king, government, etc., characteristic of a nation properly
organized bat, in a dispersed and utterly disorganized condition, retaining
national peculiarities, such as rites, practices, customs, doctrines, etc.

The astonishing verification of these predictions in the history of the Jews
has been noticed by numerous able writers, and has been aptly styled '* a

standing miracle"; and from it also has been derived an argument
favoring the literal restoration.* Many writers of history, science, etc.,

have noticed, that while some individuals have been absorbed by other
nations yet the vast bodj of them, in the midst of the nations, have pre-
served their Jewish individuality and national peculiarities, remaining a

separate, and for ages an isolated, people.* The confident prediction of

Celsus that the Jews as a race would become extinct is not verified, Dis-
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persed amone powerfal nations^ they continue to exist, while these nations

disappear. Denied the privilege of living under their own magistrates,

etc., debarred for centuries from all civil rights ; suffering frequently the

most terrible persecutions that ever afflicted a people ; driven from country
to country and made a "hissing," *' by-word,*' etc., among nations not
wise, but cruel ; in brief, enduring, as history shows, what no other nation

on earth baa ever passed through, yet they still remain a peculiar, distinc-

tive people^ ready at-almost any time, if the way were prepared, for a
national reorganization. Their powerful enemies have perished or de-

cayed, and they remain numerous and a sianificmii potoer in the earth.

Bat all this is necessary, preparatory to anotner phase in their remarkable
history. If God intends to fulfil His promises concerning their national

restoration, it certainly is esse7Uial to preserve them, while the preservation

itself thus becomes—being predicted and fulfilled—evidence that the
Divine Purpose in reference to them is in regular course of fulfilment, and
leads on to the ultimate end intended. God has been, even when scattered,
" a little sanctuary-* (Ezek. 11 : 16) to them, thus saving them from ex-

tinction that His own Word may stand. (/) The plaintive representation

of Isa. 63 : 18, *' TJie people of thy holiness have possessed it bttt a little

wltilef'* contrasted with the promises and with the protracted tribulation,

has pertinence. The comparative brief possession of the Holy Land wheii

compared with the prophetic intimations, clearly evinces that something
great and lasting in this direction must be held in abeyance for this same
nation, (g) Certain promises of restoration are made to the Jewish nation,

not to Gentile nations or even to Gentiles adopted into the nation (although
the latter are included in the way hereafter shown, viz., as inheritors,

etc. ), htit to the one distinctive Jewish nation. The Church is 7iot com-
pofied of " the outcasts of Israel," of those cut off under the anger of God,
possessing the sad traits and experiencing the forsaken condition attributed

to this nation. The Church has 7iot the throne and Kingdom of David in

ruins, the city of God desolate and in the hands of enemies, etc., and
hence the Church cannot be denoted. The same ^nation which experienced
this heavy tribulation is also to realize the blessing of restoration. There
is nothing so sad and absnrd in the interpretation of the Bible as that,

alas ! so prevalent with many, to give all the threatenings, curses, and
afflictions to the Jews, and appropriate the promises and hlessings to the

Gentiles or to the Church.* It is not only wrong but dishonoriyig to the
Word, and opens a wide field of arbitrary exposition. The threatenings
and reverses nave been literally fulfilled, even to the minutest particular,

so also must the predicted blessings, -standing as they do in the same con-

nection with this scattered, etc., people. History indorses a literal inter-

forbids the seek-

to the remainder.

, Jer. 32 : 42, 44,

For thus saith the Lord: Like as I have brought this great evil upon this

people, so I will bring upon them all the good that 1 have promised thetn/'
" For, I will cause their captivity to return, saith the Lord." Let the
reader compare as unanswerable, Jer. 31 : 27, 28. (A) The dispersion and
the restoration, the tribulation and the blessings cannot be contempora-
neous. In the predictions, the latter invariably /o^Zow^ the former. To
reyerse this Divine Order is to violate all propriety of language ; and yet
this is done by multitudes of even learned and able divines, under the mis-
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taken notion that the Jewish nation having forfeited the blessinge, they are
now bestowed upon the Gentiles. And what confirms them in the opmion
is, that some Scriptares are quoted by the Apostles merely to prove that
Gentiles are also called, shall also participate m the blessings, etc. (just as
the Jews also at that day believed), and the conclusion is formed that this

denotes that the Gentiles take the place assigned at one time to the Jews.
But before such deductions, so destructive to the unity and symmetry of
prophecy, are drawn, would it not be best to ask and decide, whether the
nation, as such, haa forever forfeited these blesainga ; and whether there is

not a specific period appointed during which the nation is to experience the
just auger of God ; and whether the mention of the present era as " the
times of the Gentiles'* is not sufficiently suggestive of their ending, etc.;

Important considerations, which we have passed over, are brought in view
which forbid this wholesale appropriation of promises given only to the
Jewish nation. The fact that the threatenings prophesied run down to

the present day and continue on in the future (for they are not quite all

fulfilled, as e.g. Zech. 14 : 1), is positive evidence, if we will only receive
it, that the blessings are still future. Those blessings cannot be applied to

the Church ; for it is highly improper and a dissevering of prophecy, to

4&J that the evils predicted of the nation and the blessings prophesied of

the same nation can coexist, (i) The promise that this nation shall be
restored to their own land cannot be understood of the Church. It is

fashionable to make the land of Canaan a type of the Church or of heaven.
Aside from the reasons already urged agamst such a perversion of the
prophecies, it would appear sufficient to consider, that it is the same land
9ut of which the nation has been driven ; a land lying desolate for many
generations until the restoration : a land that shall be tilled and sown, its

mined cities rebuilt and inhabited, tnayi and beast multiplied upon it ; a

land specially covetiatited to the Fathers who lived in it at one time, and
ivhich shall be settled again after *' the old estates'' and as at ** the first ;" a
land for a longtime in the possession of their enetnies ; a land formerly
occupied by the Kiiigdom of David ; a land whose geographical boundaries
are fixed ; in brief, a land which, by a great variety of allusious and speci-

fications, can only be Palesti7ie, To convert this land into something else

is not only most arbitrary ; impossible to reconcile with language, unity of

prediction, etc., but it is a virtual impeachment of the veracity of the
Word, and an expressed doubt of God's intention to fulfil His Word as
wriiteti. If no reliability is found here in tlie plainest of all predictions

;

if to obtain the true meaning an astonishing and most awkward transposi-
tion of a spiritual nature must take place ; then truly the Bible may denote
almost anything that fancy can attribute to it (/) In the investigation of

this subject, other things are worthy of notice, which can only be briefly

alluded to, such as (1) that certain prophecies have never, in any sense,

been fulfilled, as Ezek. chs. 36, 39, etc.; laa. 11 : 11, 12, etc.; {"Z) that the

promises of Beat, and Lev. cannot be explained in any other way than
referring; to the Jewish nation ; f3) that the prophecies referring to resto-

ration distinguish between Judan and Israel
; (4) that the division into

**two kingdoms," formerly existing, is stated and the union into ** one
nation" in the same land predicted ; (5) Jerusalem and the Jewish nation
are in the restoration distinguished from the Gentiles

; (6) the action, posi-

tion, etc., assigned to the Jewish nation at and after the restoration
; (7)

the prosperity and the results of the restoration point to the future
; (8)
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the astounding reception and acknowledgment of the crucified Sariour by
the nation, which can only be predicted of the personal interview described

by the prophets
; (9) the refining process, terrible but glorious.

1 If we are to reoelTO Dr. Draper's mle {His. Intel. Devtl. of Europe) that nations, li^e

indiridnalSy die and are succeeded by others, we find an exception in this Jewish nation.

This exception, as the Bible assures us, flows from an oTermling, superintending
Providence (e.g. Dent. 32 : 26, 27). The vitality of the nation is specially notable in

the list of eminent names that it posses^s as statesmen, senators, legislators, bankers,

mayors, oflicials in places of great trust, artists, scholars, etc.

Ba^iage {His. Jetcs) has well said :
" The preservation of the Jews in the midst of

the miaeries which they have undeigone during 1700 years is the greatest prodigy that

con be imagined." An Art. in the Eclectic Mag, (taken from the Satttrday Kevieuf), Ap.,

1677, entitled The Jews m Europe, asserts :
* The Jews really stand by themselves as the

case of a whole nation dispersed in all parts of the world, yet remaining a nation,

cherishing a national feeling, but having no local country of its own anywhere."
Speaking of the parity of Jewie^ descent, the writer adds :

" The gens remains a gens

by birth, and not by legal flction. The phenomenon is one of the strangest in all history^

the more it is thought of the more its thorough strangeness comes out."

» liilman's His. of the Jews, Jost's His., Gibbon, Edeisbom, Laurence on Physiology

,

p. 468, Smith, S. M. Smuoker, 0. and A. Rothschild's His., Bicheno, Kule, Neal, etc.

Ifilman frequently refers to the fact that neither in the £astem nor Western port of the
worid were they absorbed by other nations. Thus e.g. (p. 140) *' However opposite the
institutions, the usages, the manners of the people among whom they dwell, whether
the government be mild or intolerant ; the Jews, equally inflexible and unsocial, main-
tain their seclusion from the rest of mankind. The same principles operate on the
banks of the Yellow River, and on those of the Tiber, or the Seine ; the Jew, severed
for ages from all intercourse with his brethren, amid the inaccessible regions of the
Celestial Empire, in most respects remains as ho would have been, if he had continued
to inhabit the valley of Palestine." Clarke {Ten Beligions^ p. 421) says :

*^ Dispersed as
they are, they are still a distinct people, a nation within other nations. Like drops of
oil floating on the water, but never mingling with it, so the Jews are found everywhere
floating drops of natioxial life in the midst of other nationalities." Such testimony
from Anti-Millenarians, etcl, could be multiplied. The Jewish nation is an exception
to the general law of decay laid down by Draper {His. InJtd. Dev. of Europe), and this

arises that behind and underneath the natural law there is a controlling power, a higher
lav, which preserves the nation for a glorious purpose.

* Whether men will receive it or not, there is propriety in the reproach ascribed to
David Levi (quoted by Biokersteth, Guide, p. 84), '* Can anything be more absurd than
to explain the prophecies which foretell the calamity which is to befall the Jews in a
literal sense, and those which speak of their future felicity in a spiritual and mystical
sense." We add : Equally absurd is the typical theory so prevalent, because the nation
and land made typical still exists—the alleged type having suffered, and still suffers,

its threatened downfall and punishment—and of them prediction has still much to say
relating lo the future. It is preposterous that a type should be the subject of such evils,

BO continuous, etc.

Obs. 2. It is requisite here to meet another objection urged against our
Tiew, on 'the ground that the predictions of restoration were met by the
return from Babylon. Having noticed this before, some repetition is

necessary to bring it before the reader in this connection. Leaving the
reasons first announced in this and preceding Propositions which bear
against such a theory it is sufficient to add, that the promises of restoration
were Tiever realized m the return from Babylon ; not in the King that was
to reign over them, not in the magnitude of the return, not in the dwelling
«rt/Wy, removal of sorrow, imparting of prosperity, etc., not in the unio?i
of the two Kingdoms, or in the protection from enemies and perpetuity of
the Kingdom, or in a maiiifestation of the Branch, or in repentance of the
nation occurring as described, or in an engrafting of Gentiles, or in a
gathering of nations against Jerusalem and a sudden deliverancci or in a
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fearful overthrow of nations and corresponding exaltation of the nation, or
in a removal from nations so far off tnat they then did not know them
(Zech. 7 : 14), etc. Such reasons can be multiplied by looking over the
prophecies ; and this notion is even more groundless and objectionable
than that which makes the predictions conditional, seeing that they belittle

the Word, making the Spirit give an exaggerated {^iter Oriental style) bom-
bastic description of a restoration which, as history attests, tMs far short of
the description. No ! The Divine Spirit deals in sober, actual, blessed
truth and, as fulfilment down to the present day abundantly teetifieF,

never deals in Oriental eulogies with their engrafted exaggerations. It is

amazing that believers in Holy Writ can overlook the fact that not only
prophets before, but prophets at and after, the returnfrom Babylon pre-
dict the same glorious restoration. Let any one e.g. compare Zechariah,
Haggai, Malachi, with previous prophets and a restoration very different
from the one experienced is seen to be foretold. The one from Babylon
was designed and carried out to provide the necessary preliminary condi-
tions for the First Advent ; the one in the future is identified with the
Second Advent. To bring up the rule of the Maccabees as a fulfilment
against our view, is td overlook the requirements of prophecy, which
demand that not Asmoneans or Levites but those of the lineage of David are
to bear rule ; that not tributary princes should govern, but One independ-
ent of, and superior to, all others should have dominion. It is aad to
reflect on the lack offaith existing in God's promises, and how, to accom-
modate such want of faith, human reason seeks after an apologetic fulfil-

ment which diminishes the lustre of the Divine Record, bringing its

prophetic portion down to the level of the uninspired productions of man.
Well may it be asked, if the return from Babylon with its small colony,
under Persian rule, struggling painfully on, etc, is all that is meant by
those glowing portrayals of restoration, dominion, and exaltation, where,
in the light of historical fact, is the boasted foreknowUdge of the Spirit

which these prophets professed to be guided by, and what becomes then of

the credibility of their utterances in other respects.^ Such manipulation
of Scripture is not only unwarranted but da7igerous, leading as it does (as

infidels have shown in seizing this Maccabean theory) to a direct impeach-
ment of the truthfulness of tne Divine Word.

Obs, 3. Unless the student keeps before him the actual condition of the

Jewish nation at the time of this great deliverance and restoration, it is

impossible for him to preserve the unity of the Divine statements on the

subject, or to locate the period of the restoration at the time assigned to

it by the Spirit. That condition has been briefly noticed, and shows us
that when the restoration, and the Theocratic Kingdom united with it, is

to be witnessed, it will find the Jews and Jerusalem in a fearful extremity.
It was, as commentaries, etc., inform us, an opinion current amonc" the
Jews, derived from prophecy, that only in a time of sore trial would the
Messiah como to deliver and establish His Kingdom.' This opinion ts

correct^ and is fully indorsed by Christ Himself, who in Matt. 24, etc.,

identifies His Coming, the deliverance, etc., with the direful situation of

an oppressed nation and down-trodden city. The tribulation described by
Jesus is by no means confined to that inflicted by the Romans, it continues
down, as expressly stated, through Gentile nations, until these ** times of

the Gentiles'* are fulfilled* That they are not yet fulfilled, tHe condition
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of the city and nation painfully indicate. What the future has in store

for the same, is also described by the sacred writers. Planting ourselves

on the past literal fulfilment, unstoerving faith accepts of what is recorded

siill relating to the future of city and nation, as that which shall become
historical verity. Occupying tnis stand-point, there is no difficulty in

ascertaining the exact position in which these will be placed when God will

arise to be again merciful to His ancient people, and restore the Theocratic-

Daridic rule. If the reader will turn to Zech. VZ : 1-14, he has (1) the

multitude gathered against Jerusalem besieging it
;

(^Z) the Lord interfering

t» behalf of the people
; (3) Jerusalem becomes ** a cup of trembling,'' *' a

burdensome stone'' to the nations
; (4) the complete overthrow of all

enemies ; (5) the subsequent exaltation of '* the house of David," etc. In

Zech. 14 we have, taking the preceding context, (1) the smiting of the
Shepherd, (2) the scattering of the sheep, (3) a period of tribulation, (4)

the gathering of nations against Jerusalem^ (4) the Lord interfering,

*' his feet standing upon the mount of Olives," (o) the saints coming with
Him, (6) the destruction of the enemies, (7) the reign of Christ, (8) Jerusa-
lem safely inhabited, exalted, etc. Dan. VZ has, ^1) a time of trouble,

resulting from a gathering of nations against Jerusalem, (2) special Divine
interposition in behalf of the nation, (3) a gracious deUvera7ice vouchsafed.

Joel 3 has (1) the same gathering of nations, (2) deliverance by the Lord
and His " mighty ones," (3) the complete removal of all enemies, (4) the

Lord dwelling in the holy mountain, (5) the safety, happiness, etc., of
Jerusalem, Without discussing the order of events, or how they are to be
brought about, the simple fact of the Jews being in a state of extremity at

this stage, just immediately before their national deliverance, is proven by
these passages. It is impossible to apply them to the extremity under the
Romans, for the events represented to follow, did not then take place;
there was no deliverance and triumph of the nation, no Divine interposi-

tion and destruction of enemies, no Millennial glory, etc. The same all-

wise Spirit, as if to direct attention to the matter, repeats this testimony
again and again. The leading predictions are those found in Ezck. chs.

38, 39, where (1) a confederation of nations is formed ai^inst Jerusalem,

(2) the Lord will directly interfere for the land of Israel and His people,

(3) a terrible overthrow of those nations, (4) the cessation of captivity and
gathering of the Jews ^^ out of their enemies' lands'* ^* unto their own
land" etc. References to this period are scattered hero and there through
the Word, which only become distinctive when viewed by the medium of
the more enlarged, detailed prophecies. Thus, e.g. Jer. 30 :4^11, where
the same order comes in, (1) a time of dire trouble^ (2) deliverance, (3) the
nation "shall returnfrom the land of their captivity," (4) and in that
time ** they shall serve the Lord their Uod and David tfieir king." Comp.
Zeph. 3:8-20, Psl, 124 (which would be even more expressive if it be
allowable to take the rendering of some in the last verse :

*' Our help is in
the name of the Word of the Lord" (Dr. Clarke Com. loci), taking that
Word to be the one described by John), Isa. 51 : 17-23 ; Isa. 11 : 4 ; Isa.

1 : 27, 28, etc. The introduction of a number of Millennial descriptions
accords with what we have stated, viz., the straitened condition of the
people, the triumph of God's enemies cut short by His righteous judg-
ments, etc Hence, the conclusion must be formed that the nation has
not yet experienced its full tribulation, and that u7Uil all is fulfilleil

respecting them the restoration bestowed directly by God (not by a
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nation, as may, and in all probability will, partially be done), cannot possi-
bly be effected. It will also be noticed, how this still future extremity of
the Jewa helps us to estimate the theories of fulfilment at return from
Babylon, in the Church, etc.*

' In addition to previons qnotations : Milman {His, Jevoa, toI. 3, p. 98) remarks : *' It
was an opinion. deepLy rooted in the hearts of all £aithfnl Israelites, that in the darkest
hoar of the race of Abraham, when his children were at the extreme point of degradaticm
and wretchedness, that even then the arm of the Lord would be revealed and the
expected MeBsiah would make his sadden and glorious appearance." This view is
evidently based on plain prophecies (as e.g. Zech, 14, etc.), and will hereafter be ahowxx
ta be correctly founded. Their restoration immediately follows a fearful period of dis-
tress, so that deliverance from enemies that sorely distressed, and triumphant exultation
over their downfall, is mingled with national rejoicings. Many of the Jewish Kabbins
link the restoration of the Jews with the destruction of Rome (under the nanae of
" Edom," see e.g. Mede's Works, B. 3 and 5). A singular and fanciful notion is men-
tioned by Mr. Caiman {Mis. of Inquiry to Jews, p. 403) : Some Jews of Uirlat told bixn
that the Messiah** is to come when their nation is either very corrupt or very pore..
even as the leper. Lev. 13 : 6, 13, was counted clean either when his whole body was
white, or when there was so sign of leprosy at all.'*

'* The critical student will observe that the feast of the Passover has reference, <i«

Jesus Uackes^ to this final restoration of the Jews. Consider, what we have alx^eady
abundantly proven, that Jesus foreseeing His rejection and death, the refusal of tbe
nation to accept of the Kingdom on the condition of repentance, and the consequent
postponement of the Kingdom, could not therefore proclaim the deliverance of tbe
nation from the Boman yoke, but, in place of it, predicted a long-continued tribulation
and captivity. Hence when Jesus eats the Passover, commemorating deliverance, not
then experienced according to the intent and spirit of the feast (a feast designed for
freemen and not for those in bondage to others), he says, Luke 22 : 16. " Fbr I say wr/o
you 1 loiU not any viore eat (herecf, until U be fitljiileti in the Kingdom <f God,'* Now, the
Passover belontjs to the Jews, and it was enjoined ua a national observance. The Ixtrd's
Supper instituted in its place belongs to the Christian Church in this dispensation.
Christ is the Paschal Lamb in both these feasts. The Lord's Supper points us on to
the Coming Saviour (for we ** show forth His death until He come*') for perfected deliver-
ance ; so also the PaBiiOver directs the Jewish nation to a contemplated, covenanted, and
predicted deliverance, and Jesus calls attention to this fulfilment which occurs when tbe
Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom, or the Kingdom of God, is re-established- A scene similar
in nature and fearfulness to that witnessed in Egypt at the Exodus will be (Isa. 26 : 20,
21, etc., comp. Props. 115, 147, 161, 162, 163, etc.) repeated on a grander scale. Dr. £th-
ridge {fntrod. Tarrjums) says that the Jews ** contemplate the Paasover as a prophetic
signal of their future release and restoration to Canaan." He adduces abundant proof
of this, and quotes from the Targums and Paschal ritual. In the ritual the Passover
IB '* for a sign of protection and deliverance, escape and salvation.**

Obs, 4. Finally we come to additional prophecies vhich, taken in their
entire Bcope, leave no doubt of the national restoration of the Jews and of
the Theocratic-Davidic Kingdonn. Isa, 11 : 10-16 is conceded by many
commentators, as oven by Scott, Kagelsbach, etc., to teach a literal restora-
tion. The ^'' seco7ul iimey^^ v. 11, cannot refer either to deliverance from
Egypt or from Babylon because in neither case were the Jews recovered.
from the lands here enumerated ; and it cannot refer merely to a conyersion
(as some hold) of the people because it is linked with ** a cutting off of the
adversaries of Jiidah'* (Obs. 9), with ** a gathering of the oiitcastit of Israel
and the dispersed of Judah from the four corners of the earth /^ with a
removal of the enmity between the two kingdoms, etc. It must relate to
the future, and the miraculous events ** like it was to Israel in the day ihut
he came out of the land of Egypt,'^ the special Divine interposition, the
*' spoil " that shall then accrue to them (comp. Zech. 14, etc.), the power
that shall be given, its connection with Millennial era (context preceding
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and following) fully identify it with the period of time and manner of in-

trodaction held by ub.* But even this prediction must be regarded in the

light of plainer ones. Thus in Ezek. 36 : 8-38 there is a profusion of cir-

cumstances irreconcilable with any other view than the one adopted. In
the enumeration of them there are (1) the gathering out of all countries and
the bringing again into their own land; (2) they shall dwell in the land
given to tfteir fathers ; (3) they shall be also converted ; (4) the desolate

land is to be tilled and sown ; (5) man and beast are to be multiplied on it

;

(6) the cities shall again be' inherited and the wastes builded
; (7) they shall

be settled after their " old estates''j (8) God " will do better unto you than
at your beginnings** ; (9) the land shall bo for an inheritance ; (10) the

land shall no more be bereaved ; (11) it shall not be burdened with the

shame of the heathen
; (12) the ideyitical land defiled by Israers sins is the

one thus again obtained; (13) the removal from the land caused by sin;

(14) the return to it caused oy God's mercy and faithfulness
; (15) the fruit

of the tree and the increase of the field so siire as to prevent famine
; (17) the

land once desolate to become like the Garden of Eden ; (18) the heathen

that are left shall acknowledge the Lord's power when this is done ; (19) the

Jiouse of Israel shall be increased with flocks of men and the waste cities

with the same. So circumstantial and minute are details given that no
unprejudiced mind can resist their force.* But in the very next chapter

(37th) the prophet reiterates and adds to them. After describing the
resurrection which (as shown Prop. 126) is also related to this period, ho
tells us (1) that the children of Israel shall be gathered from among the

heathen and be brought into their owfi land ; (2) that they shall be " one
nation" and not " two kingdoms*' as of old ; (3) that they shall have " one
king," even ''David my servant''; (4) that they shall no more be " defiled

"

being ** cleansed"; (5) that *' they shall dwell in the land that I have given

unto Jacob my servant, wherein your fathers have dwelt"; (6) that they
and their descendants " shall dwell in it forever" (for the ages, so some) ;

(7) that during these ages, or forever, David shall be their Prince ; (8) that

they shall have peace and be multiplied; (9) that God*s sanctuary shall bo
in the midst of them forever ; (10) that their situation shall be as in Rev.
21 : 3 ; (11) that the Gentiles shall acknowledge the great power of God
when this is accomplished. Comp. Jer. 32 : 37-44 (notice contrast with
which comp. Jer. 31 :28) ; Jer. 33 (noticing ** the building as at first," tho

cities and even '* streets of Jerusalem" filled with rejoicing, the reigning
of the Branch a descendant of David's, the Covenant shall not be broken,
etc.) ; Jer. 3 : 14-18 (observing that then Jerusalem shall be called '* the

throne of the Lord" that nations shall be gathered unto it, and that they
come '' tothe land that I have given for an inheritance unto your fathers ");
Ezek. 11 : 1&-20 (" cast far off" shall still be brought into *' VAe land of
Israel" etc.)

; Jer. 23 : 5-8 (so complete is this restoration under the super-

vision of David's seed that it is compared with that from Egypt, etc.^
;

Ezek. 34 : 11-31 (sheep delivered *'in a dark and cloudy day" and the

* When Fairbaini {Euikitl), SchrSder {EaeHd in Lange*a C(ym.\ and others, by a
wholesale spiritnalizing of the plain grammatical meaning (with great learning, etc.)

make ont that all this Is fnlfllled in the Christian Chnroh or world, the Jewish nation
and land (and all particulars) being only typical of something else, this is the resnlt of
deep-rooted prejudice, that overrides eyeiything, bends everything, substitutes every-

thing to make it correspond with its preconceived spiritual theory. We envy not the
Ubors and results of such writers.
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*' servant David '* shall be " the Prince," delivering them from •* tkeyoke*^
80 that they shall no longer be ** a prey'') ; Zeph. 3 : 8-20 ; Zech. 8 ; Jer.
31 ; Micah, chs. 4, 6, and 8 ; Hos. 2 : 14, etc ; Isa. 43 and 52, etc. Bp,
Newton well remarked, ** innumerable are the prophecies concerning the
conversion and restoration of this people" ; for we find them on all aides,

imbedded in nearly all prophetic utterances ; and, as the reader must ob-
serve, if the Covenant and its fulfilment, if the promises of God respecting
Kingdom and perfected salvation are .10 directly and fundamentally idetiii-

fied with this people, theji it is reasonable to anticipate that much snould be
said of it. If the reason bo asked why, although not ignored but expressly
mentioned and implied, comparatively so little is stated on the subject in
the New Test the answer is given by Jesus and the Apostles themselves,
viz., that the prophets are to be/ulfiUea, and that it is taken for aranfed that
we possess, read, study and believe in them. The Old Test, is not super-
seded by the New (Prop. 16), and we are urged to observe the intittuite atid
enduring connection existing between them. Both form the Word of God,
and therefore it is our duty on a subject like this to consult both, and as-
certain what God has been pleased to reveal. If we take the particulars
thus given ; notice of whom they are predicted ; how they are related to
each other ; that they never have been fulfilled ; that they cannot without
violence be applied to any other people ; how the most sacred of all pledges
support them, etc., the only consistent conclusion that we can arrive at is

that contained in the Proposition. If some will be like those spoken of in

Ezek. 11 : 15, saying that the land shall not be given to this people in pos-
session but pertains to others, the reply coming From God Himself immedi-
ately follows, for He will sanctify Himself (Ezek. 20 : 41-44) before the
Gentiles, and manifest (Zech. 8 : 6) that the work is not diflEicult of accom-
plishment. Hence the Spirit of the New Test, as we show in various
places, accords in upholding ** the hope of IsraeV^

» We refer to another point which NSgelsbach (Lange's Com. Isa., ch. 11 : 10-16) brings
ont prominently, viz., *' The return of Israel takes place only when the Messiah has
appeared, and the heathen have gathered to Hiin." ' The order laid down is plain : (1) a
previous gathering oat of Gentiles ; (2) then a glorious restoration to follow ; (3) this is

a nniveisal, and not a partial, return ; (4) this, like the deliverance from Egypt, will be
accompanied by an extraordinary manifestation of the sapematnrah

' The student desirous to investigate this highly interesting subject will find abundant
material in the prophets. Thus e.g. let him compare the concluding part of Isa. 42,
where the judgments brought upon the nation ore delineated, and contrast this with the
promised restoration, which God appeals to as His special work that He may be glorified,
as contained in the following chapter. The miraculous power exerted in that day is

presented in Isa. 30 : 26, which even our opponents, as Barnes, Com. loci^ apply •* to the
times of the Messiah" as something that cannot be doubted^ and on the healing the
wound, etc., remark :

" Jehovah would heal it by restoring them to their own land and
to their former privileges." The context indisputably shows that it is allied with the
same period of time (Rev. 19, etc.) that precedes and follows the Sec. Advent of the
Messiah. Isa. 61 is connected with the restoration of the Jewish nation, seeing that it

is allied with a ** day of vengeance," with a ** building the old wastes," a " raising up
the former desolations." a "repairing the waste cities, the desolations of many genera-
tions," etc. If we were at liberty to receive the remarkable rendering (uss. Pachom and
1 D., 11 of the Sep.) of the phrase ** in their land they shall possess double," viz., ** they
shall possess their land a second time," it would increase the force of it ; but this is not
necessary. Various distinctive predictions will follow under the Propositions relating
to Jewish conversion and supremacy, the period of violence, the inheritance of Jesos, etc.

Obs. 5. There is only one objection that at first thought appears plausi-
ble urged against this restoration^ which we feel unable to answer as it
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probably deserves. It ia this :
^^ the whole house of Israel,** loth ^'Judah

and Israel " are to be restored, but if so, where are the ten tribes ? Thus
far the question asked is legitimate, but when it is added ;

'' if their pres-

ent situation cannot be certainly and satisfactorily established it is impos-
sible to accept of a restoration,*^' then the objector goes beyond his com-
mission, (i) Where are the ten tribes ? Entire volumes have been written

on this interesting point, one writer finding traces of them in the American
Indians ; another in various nations in Central Asia ; one in Abyssinia and
on the coast of Africa ; another in South America, etc. Eminent linguists

(as Jones, etc.)? travellers (Wolf, etc.), and others, have found in some tribes

and nations pecnliurities of language, custom, rites, etc., resembling those

of the Jews. But amid the diversity of view who can positively ffive us tho
proper information ? No one, with any degree of assurance, although in

some instances we may grant a high degree of probability. This may,
however, be taken as an indication that their existence, owing to such
existing peculiarities cannot on the other hand be positively denied. This
would oe both illogical and unscholarly, (2) Is it, however, necessary to

know, or, according to the Word, can we ever know their location, etc. ?

This ia doubtful^ for it is proper to consider in such an investigation several

particulars more or less, overlooked. I. This restoration is not appointed
for man to perform, or for the nation itself to undertake ; it is constantly
and invariably designated as God's designed work^ specially delegated to His
Son Jeaus Christ. Hence, if God knows where they are, that is all-suffi-

cienL If, on the other hand, the work were ours, then we ought to know.
2. In view of this being Qod*s work He has specifically declared that His
watchful eye is constantly fixed upon them, and that, however commingled
amon^ the nations and as individuals concealed in the mass of humanity.
He takes cognizance of every one of them. Thus e.g. Amos 9:9; Ezek.
12 : 15 ; Jer. 46 : 28 ; Deut. 28 : 62, etc., in connection with the ascrip-

tions of perfect knowledge, a knowledge and power that extendeth to all

things, it is unworthy of faith and of reason to stumble over our lack of
knowledge in the face of so many plain predictions. The resurrection, and
other doctrines might on the same plea be discarded. It is sufficient to

stay ourselves upon God, Isa. 64 : 4. 3. But when we come to scan the
prophecies more narrowly it will be found that this very undecided infor-

mation is predicted and forms an additional proof both of the inspiration
of the prophets and of the necessity of faith m this return. For the ten
tribes being more idolatrous than Judah and having first dishonored the
Theocratic ordering, meet with special abhorrence, and, as the Word teaches,

suffer proportionately. They are ** the outcasts of Israel,'* distinguished
from ^^the dispersed of Judah,'* Isa. 11 : 12, cutoff long before Judah, and
not restored at the return from Babylon ;* and as Brookes {Eh Proph.
Inter,, p. 198) has shown, their return is a matter of surprise, tne question
being asked :

^^ then where had they beenV* Isa. 49 : 21. Being more
idolatrous than Judah they are more given up to it according to the threat
of Dent 4 : 27, 28 ; Deut 28 : 36, 64 ; Jer. 16 : 13, and implied as realized
in Ezek. 36 : 25, etc. ; consequently a portion of the nation thus adopting

* Brookes ably ahova this in EL, Prcph, liderp, ; Bhimeall and others do the same.
Admitting that some few may have retnmed does not embxaoe a general or tribal one,
or meet ti^e oonditions of prediction on the subject.
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the vorship and usages of idolatrous nations, although kept more or less
separate in the very forms need by them, would be difficult to distinguish.*
And some even think that a hidden, concealed condition is implied in Isa.
16 : 3, 4, etc. Fully admitting the difficulties attached to this point, yet
over and against them is the Word of Qod ; and the believer is at no loss in
making his decision when God says : Jer. 31 : 35-37. What our eyes now
behold in the perhaps now unconscious witnesses of God (Isa. 43 : 10-13 ;

Isa. 44 : 8, etc.) causes us firmly to hold to the testimony of the future
that is yet to be added in the eyes of all nations. In the light of a thou-
sand predictions like Ezek. 39 : 28 ; Deut. 30 : 3, 4 ; Isa. 43 : 5, 6, etc.,
who, that receives the Word as given by the Almighty, can reject bucIl a
restoration.

Satisfied from the particular fulfilment of prophecy in the past, and from the posi-
tive declarations of the Almighty on the subject, that He will perform this work, and,
when the time comea, reveal the long lost ones, we do not, for the reasons assigned,
oonsider the identification of the lost tribes essential. Yet in view of the interest
pertaining to them, it may be well, if only to show the variety of conjectures, to point
out, to some extent, the opinions entertained. Aside from Calmet's Die. and the articles
to be found in our religious cyclops., the writings of missionaries. Wolf, Carey, MaxBb-
man, and others, the reader will find the following works on the subject. Grant's
NestorianSf or the Lost Iribes / Fletcher's Israel Redux ^making them the Tartars) ;

Moore's The Lost Tribes (making them the Saxons) ; Sailman*s Researches in ike Bast
(endeavors to trace the tribes to the 17th century) ; "Whiston's Memoirs, vol, 1 (advocates
the Tartar theory) ; Thorowgood's Jews in America (old work— others more recent

—

comp. e.g. Wm. Penn in Jewish Erposiior, under tiie title of JTie Sun ,in the West) •

Brookes, under the signature of **Abdiel" in Jewish Expositor, indicates the Welsh and
some of the Irish ; Samuel's Israds Hiding Discovered (makes them of Daghistan on the
Caspian Sea) ; Hamiltpn, Bryant, Buchanan, Wolf, and others trace them to the Jews of
Cochin on the coast of Malabar ; Wolf, in his Miss. Journaif speaks of finding some
of the lost tribes in and around Bombay, and among the Afghans t Sunmius, De Mkiretmo
Deiy Judicio (holds the North Amer. Indians to be the lost tribe) ; so also Boudinet'a
jStor of the Wesi^ Crawford's Proph. of the Oospel, Elliott's Jews in America, Jones's His.
of America^ Simon's Hope of Israel, Worsley's Amer. Indians, Ingraham's Ten Tribes <in
opposition, L, Estrange's Americaiw no Jews) ; Edrehi's His. Acct. of the Ten Tribes
(finds them beyond the SambotyUn in the East) ; indeed, every contiftent is placed under
contribution to swell the list, Mexico, South America, the coast and the wilds of Africa,
China, and other countries have swelled the number of conjectures. More recently a
vigorous effort is made by Wilson {Our IsraelUish Origin) and many others to identify
the British nation with the lost ten tribes. A society called *' Israel's Identification

Society" is reported by the newspapers to be established to prove this Jewish orig;in.

Other works aLso refer to the subject, such as Burns^s " Travels in Bokhara, Baanage's
His. of the Jews (so other histories), Jerome on Dan. 11, Josephus, B. 11, ch. 5. and
various of the Pre-Mill, writers, especially those who devote considerable space to the
restoration of the Jews. As we have no theory of our own to support, it is unnecessary
to discriminate between these widely conflicting opinions.
We have no objection to finding the lost tribes in any country on the globe, and

especially none to discovering them in England, Ireland, and Scotland, but we do most
earnestly protest to the deductions, perversions, and absurdities that may be engrafted
upon such views. It is proper to notice the manner in which the theory of " Anglo-
Israelism" (i.e. of making the English nation identical with the lost ten tribes) is
handled under the leadership of Edward Hine, of London, England. This view assumes
that Jiidah and Benjamin alone compose the Jewish nation, and that the Ten Tribes
alone constitute Israel. By this unscriptural distinction it denies that the Twelve Tribes

* Rev. McNeile, Prospects of the Jems, an able work, justly and at length showe that the
prophecies relating to tne separate condition of the Jews mainly apply to Judah. But
this by no means excludes Israel, whom God will preserve in a sufficiently distinctiTe

form to verify His promises. The greatness and majesty of God, as well as His faith-

fulness, are shown in this wonderful, covert preservation.
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constitate the nation. Snch a theory is utterly repndiated by the Scriptures. The
reader will find the reasons given by Bobert Boberts in the Debate with Hine on the
f|nestion, " Are Englishmen Israelites ?" ' It is snfflcient here to say, that the origin of

both is the same ; both have the name of their common father Jacob, changed to Israel

;

that when the separation took place (as a ptuiiahment) it did not aSect the Israelitish

status of Jadah and Benjamin ; that, in view of the separation and to distinguish

between the two sections of the same nation, the smaller portion was called after Judah
(the royal tribe), the larger retained the designation of Israel ; that when the Ten
Tribes were scattered and disappeared, Jndah being still the visible representation of

the nation, the name applied to the nation was derived from those recognized as exist-

ing ; that all the tribes were also called Jews, as seen in Josephus, and in the New
Tost. Bom. 3 : 9, 29 ; 10 : 12 ; 9 : 23. 24, and 2:9, 10 ; that " Israel" was nsed as
STnonymoaa with '* Jew,' and applied both to the ten and to the two tribes, as e.g.

liatt. 8 : 10 ; Lnke 1 : 16. 54. 68 ; Acts 13 : 17 ; 21 : 28, and Acts 22 : 3. oomp. with
Bom. U : 1 ; that Jesns is both ** the King of the Jews*' and " the King of Israel," both
phrases being identi<»l ; that the twelve tribes are distinctively mentioned as constitut-

ing the one nation. Acts 26 : 7 ; James 1:1; Acts 28 : 20 ; that the nation is an elect,

covenanted nation to whom the promises belong, and although punished for disobedi-

ence, the election remains including the whole nation ojiginally chosen ; that the

Srophecies speaking of the nation as a whole, do not discriminate (as e.g. those in

^ut) between the tribes ; that the prophecies particularizing the manner of restoration

refer both to JudcOti and to Israel ; that in the future Kingdom of the Messiah the
twelve tnbes are distinctly mentioned, as in Rev., ohs. 7 and 21 ; that as a nation both
the two and the ten tribes are suffering the withdrawal of God, and are under judgment
as such, thus fulfilling the threats presented against " the children of Israel "; and that

if snch a preference is shown to the ten tribes, it would be manifestly unjust to the two
tribes who continued more faithful and received more special promises, etc. The plea
that the Ten Tribes were separated, etc., for blessing, is, as Roberts conclusively shows,
completely met by the predictions of the prophets, which declare the exact reverse. The
effort to make the exalted predictions relating to Israel in the future to be verified at

the present time by an identification with England's greatness, without the Advent of

the Messiah, is simply a degradation of the sublime prophecies, and leading to unbelief.

It is more : it slides into " blasphemous nonsense," as illustrated by a writer in the
Proph, XewSf Aug., 1879, who quotes one Oxley. a follower of Hines, writing in Hine's
own periodical, on The Deliverer out of Zion. as follows :

" The work of identity (of

the British nation with the lost ten tribes of Israel), and that of the Deliverer out of

Zion, according to our impression, is all one. It is the same work. It is effected at the
same time. ... If these things are so. then where is the Deliverer? .He must
Already have come out of Zion ; He must be doing His great work ; He must be among
us. It is our impression that by the glory of the work of the identity we have come to

the time of Lirael'B national salvation by the Deliverer out of Zion ; and thai Muoard
Sine and that delivertr are identical. " Alas I how sad, that things which belong exclusive-

ly to Jesus the Messiah should thus be prostituted under fanatical " impressions." But
this is on a par with numerous other vagaries (such as making the English throne
I)«Tid*s throne, etc.), which a mixture of spiritualizizig, literalism, rashness, and dogmatism
produces. There is no danger that one who has compared the Scriptures relating to

the re«to»tion of the Jews will, for a moment, entertain such views (whatever identifica-

tion may exist as to Jewish origin) ; it is only those who are ignorant of the subject, or
have a slight knowledge of it. that can be influenced by it. The fundamentid error

(upon which a mass of others is erected) is in not discerning " both the houses of Israel"

^m. 8 : 14) are identical with '' the house of Jacob." So WUd's work {The Lost len
TrAes) takes a somewhat similar position, and lays great stress on the United States.

making the Saxon race to be Israel. Having nothing to say respecting the alleged

Jewish origin (saving that it is largely founded on conjecture and speculation) we do
objoci, however, to the perve^rsion of prophecy, covenants, promise, etc.. as illustrated

in making Queen Victoria's throne to be ** David's throne," the stone to be England, etc.

We give our reasons for dissent under various Propositions, while acknowledging the
sincerity, etc., of the writer.

Obs, 6. Our argument on this point wonld be incomplete if a brief

synopsiB of Paul's reasoning in Romans, alluded to, were not appended, thus
more completely binding the Old and New Tests, together in the same doc-
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trinal position. LeaTing the filling np of minor details to the reader, the

leading ideas of the Apostle are presented by ns in the following order : In
ch. 9 we have : (1) His sorrow for the Jews

; (2) the covenant relationship

of the Jews
; (3) their election ; (4)

** the children of promise are countea
for the seed "

; (5) that Gentiles by faith can also become such a seed

;

iU)
that the nation being in unbelief, still a part, together with engrafted

ren tiles shall be saved
; (7) to prove this calling of the Gentiles he quotea

Hos. 2 : 23, biit to observe the force and propriety of the quotation we turn
to Hosea and find it connected with a restoration of the Jews which has
never yet been realized ; hence it is presented {a) because it clearly indicates

that the Gentiles can and will thus be called, and (ft) that they being thua
also grafted in shall, as taught in many places, participate in the ^Lory,

etc., of the restoration. He then produces Hos. 1 : 10, which applies m
the same way, and next Isa. 10 : 22, 23 (Sep. Ver. Home 1, p. 302) ; Isa.

28 : 22 ; Isa. 1 : 9, the immediate contexts of which confirm our statement

;

for in them we have {a) the Jewish nation cast away on account of their

sinfulness
;

{b) this consumption decreed
; (c) but during this period a

remnant shall be saved, a seed is to be raised up lest God's purposes and
promises fail

;
{d ) this consumption shall be removed, for the nation after

suffering for its sins shall be restored. Therefore, the Apostle only selects

the points which show, (1) the foretold rejection of the nation, and (2) the
raising up of a seed, even out of Gentiles, during this time, leaving the
reader from his own knowledge of the prophets to fill xtp the remainder which
was not needed iust then in his tram of thought. (8) Lastly, the great
offence, which led to their complete overthrow, as predicted by the prophets,
and to the engrafting of Gentiles, is shown to be their stumbling over " the

Humlling stone^' Jesus Christ, In ch, 10 is stated : (1) the desire of the

Apostle that the Jews might be saved by faith in Christ
; (2) that both Jews

and Gentiles that thus believe shall be saved
; (3) that comparatively few of

the Jews would receive the truth preached in Christ ; (4) that as Moses and
Isaiah predicted, others, even Gentiles would be called and be adopted. But
as Paul assumes the undoubted fulfilment of these prophecies on the one
point, it is just that we believe that the remainder is equally worthy of

credit Let us see then what stands in the context of the passages referred

to by Paul. Isa. 51 : 1 describes (a) the sufferings and aeath of Christ

;

{b) that many shall be justified through Him ; (c) that Jesus shall obtain a
great portion

;
{d) then follows •* the Barren Woman'^ (see Prop. 118), and

a glorious Millennial description, including the restoration of the very nation
that rejected this stricken Saviour. Paul appropriately, as his argument
here only required, uses it to show, (1) that the Jews nationally would not
believe, (2) that others would. Deut. 32 : 21 has, {a) the Jews on account
of sin are rejected by God

;
{b) during this time of God*s withdrawal, He

will provoke them by gathering out another people
;

{c) while this gathering
is in process the Jewish nation shall be scattered and suffering ; (c?) but lest

others should exalt themselves, etc., God will relent toward His covenanted
people, punish their enemies, and be merciful to them and to their land,

Isa. 65 : 1 gives us (a) in preceding ch, God*s anger toward, and punish-
ment of, the nation ; U) a people notwithstanding gathered, even, as Paul
intimates by quoting, Gentiles ; {c) God will not utterly destroy the nation ;

{d) this followed by a prediction of their final restoration. The unity of

order, etc., preserved by the Spirit is something remarkable ; and PauPs
quotations instead of reversing, or transposing, or spiritualizing the
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prophets, eatabliahes tJieir literal understanding. In ch. 11, the first

question is suggested by the previous reasoning ; for if the Jews are
nationally rejected and others gathered in, the inquiry would naturally
follow :

** Ifath God cast away His people,^''—mark, ** His people,*' i.e. a
people sustaining, peculiar covenant relationship to Him—and Paul pro-
ceeds to answer it negatively by two powerful reasons : (1) that a remnant,
fiome Jews like himself, wouldWieve and hence were accounted still '* His

rple '*; and (2) that the same nation that stumbled and fell would/nrt%
restored and be acknowledged as ** His people,^^ Let us follow the

Apostle and we find, (1) the question as stated
; {^) the first reply, that God

has reserved some, including nimself, who were not cast away
; (3) and even

this is guarded and distinguished from the national election (see Prop. 24,

etc.) bjr saying that this ^^ is a revinant according to the election of grace,^^

i.e. this favor is bestowed not on account of their relationship (which for

the time God docs not regard, having? rejected during a determined time
the nation as such,) but on tlie same basis by which Gentiles are received ;

(4) this election, made such, by faith, will obtain the promises
; (5) the rest

of the Jews are blinded, and, owing to unbelief, are cut off from the
exalted position once occupied, viz., that of being the only people who
nationally sustained a present special covenant relationship with God.
Here is toe order still existing down to the present day, viz., {a) the Jews,
as a nation, suffering a rejection

; {b) a remnant still saved, like the Gen-
tiles, by faith, to continue the elect people, or the seed of Abraham ; (c) the
rest remaining in unbelief. 6. He reiterates that this was predictea, and
quotas laa. 29 : 10 as proof, and when reference is made to the passage,

precisely (a) such blindness is prophesied of the nation
; (b) that the anger

of God shall fall upon them ; (c) that at some future time this blindness
shall be removed ; {d) and that ** the house of Jacob'' shall no longer be
ashamed. Ps. 69 : 22, 23, is also given, and in the context is found (1) the
sufferings and death of Jesus

; (2) the blindness of the Jews in this mat-
ter ; (3) indignation poured upon them

; (4) they, however, that seek the
Lord shall live ; (5) and then follows (v. 35, 36) the restoration of this peo-
ple, the rebuildijig of the cities of Judah, etc. 7. Now he asks of the
nation, ''Have they stumbled that they should fall,'* which is answered,
*^ God forbid," The reasons for believing that the nation, as such, will

ultimately be reinstated in its condition forfeited by unbelief follow.

8. They nave fallen for the present that salvation—the promises to Abra-
ham—may also be tendered to Gentiles, thus provoking them to jealousy.
This direct allusion again to Deut. clearly indicates that this fall is merely
temporary, and that the Apostle so regarded it in appealing to the very
Scripture which necessarily, owirig to the context in which it stands, implies
and teaches it. 9. (a) ''Mra if the fall of them (b) be the riches of the
world, and {a) the diminishing of them, {b) the riches of the Gentiles

:

{c) how much more their fulness." Observe of who?n the Apostle predicates
this **fall '* and " diminishing," and it is of the same party (not another
as the believing portion) that this '^fulness" is stated. The only question
is, what does Paul mean by the word '* fulness." That the charge of
forcing a meaning may not fie preferred against us, we cordially accept of
the definition of an opponent Thus Barnes {Com. loci) '* the word * ful-
ness ' means that whica Jills up or completes anything. Thus it is applied
to that which fills a vessel or cup ; also to the piece of cloth which is put in

to fill up the rent in a garment. Matt. 9 : 16. To the fragments which
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were left when Christ had fed the five thonsand, Mark 8 : 20 ; Rom. 13 : 10,
* Love is the fulfilling of the law/ i.e. it is the filling up of the law, or that
which renders the obedience complete. See Gal. 5 : 14 Here it standB
opposed to their fall and their diminution, and evidently means their com-
plete restoration to the favor of God ; their recovery from unbelief and
apostacy." It does not refer to individuals as such, for those who thus
shamefully treated Christ and were punished shall never have this said of
them, but, as in many other places, of the nation as such. But if restored
thus to the favor of God, what does this imply? Precisely what the Apos-
tle continues to present, the restoration of the nation into its once obtained
but delayed Tneocratic-Davidic position. In the word ''fulness'^ the
Apostle embraces that ^^ filling np^ in the Divine Plan, that sublime *^*

Jil-
ling np'^ or complement in the future history of the nation as given by the
prophets just quoted by him. 10. This is more plainly stated : **For (1) {y
the casting away of them (2) be the reconciling of the world '

' (Gospel now
tendered to all), (3) '^lohat shall the receiving of them be (4) but lifefrom
the dead,'' The same nation ** cast away" is the one " received," and, as
above, when thus apfain restored to Divine favor as a nation it shall prove
(so tlie prophets declare of this national restoration, and which we shall
describe from them farther on) a greater blessing (*' much more'') to the
Gentiles.*' 11. Then follows an illustration of which Barnes {Com. loci)
says :

** By this illustration (of first-fruits) Paul doubtless means to eay
that the Jewish nation^ as a people, were set apart to the service of God, and
were so regarded by Him." Taking this admission and legitimately follow-
ing it out, it indicates that when tnus restored it occupies again the same
position ; which is corroborated by the tenor of the prophets. 12. The
natural branches are broken off (i.e. on account of unbelief, rejected as un-
worthy of the covenanted blessings), and Gentiles are grafted in and borne
by the root, viz., by being adopted and incorporated as the seed of Abra-
ham (to whom the Covenant was given), they with Abraham receive the
promises. 13, This nation thus cut off, God is able to graft in again, i.e,

restore them as formerly, especially if they yield up their unbelief as pre-
dicted. Will God graft them in again? 14. That He will do it is post-
tively asserted in the next verse, and made the stronger by declaring that if
Gentiles could be adopted, etc., '* how much more mall these, which be the
natural branches, be grafted into their own olive tree.'* But why ** how
much more'^ f Simply because, as Covenant and prophecy unitedly affirm,

the Divine Purpose pertaining to perfected salvation is inseparably con-
nectedwith the Jewish nation as such, and absolutely requires its restora-
tion. Hence the provision that is specially made when the time arrives
for the removal of this national unbelief, etc. 15. The Apostle taking this
restoration as an established fact in the Divine Plan, now asserts when it
will be accomplished, (a) He speaks of it as **a mystery'* because the
Jews could not understand how the blessings exclusively promised to a
covenanted people, the natural seed of Abraham, could bo extended to
others and themselves be rejected, which, however, is explained by the
adoption by faith into the covenanted people of Abraham, and by the addi-
tional fact that this rejection of the nation is not perpetual but only for a
limited period, (h) In describing how long this blindness or hardness or
casting away is to continue, he emphatically limits it to ** until th^- fulness

of the Gentiles has come in,** This may denote either until the filling up
of the predetermined elect (Props, 118, 153, 154, etc.) out of the Gentiles
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is accomplished, or until, as in Christ's declaration, tae filling up, the com-
plsment of *' the times of the Gentiles" is finished. In either case the
rejection of the nation is not^na^ but bounded by a definite period known
to God. 16. Then, i.e. after this order has been fulfilled, viz., the con-

tinued blindness of the nation until this fulness of the Gentiles has come
in, then comes, *Mnrf so all Israel shall he saved,'' Then Abraham, Isaac

and.Jacob and all the pious, believing dead shall arise to inherit the prom>
ises ; then the Gentiles grafted in bv faith, the dead of centuries shall also

arise and inherit with them ; and then too the nation once blind, rejected

and sorely punished shall return to their former station of special consecra-

tion to Goa, and *' all Israel,'* not part (comp. Ezek, 39 : 28) but all, thus
saved shall prove an inestimable blessing to the world. 17. But, as Paul
well knew, this requires supernatural agency, direct Divine interposition,

and therefore—mark well—he locates in the future, as our whole argument
evinces that it must, after this continued blindness and after this gathering
of Gentiles or the completion of their times, the Coming of the Lord Jesus,

as *^ the Deliverer,'^ which, in the very nature of the case, seeing that we .yet

live during the time of this blindness and gathering, or Gentile era, musi
refer to the Coming of this Deliverer ^^ the second time unto salvation,'^ *

18. That ** the Deliverer" comes at this time (and not at the First Advent)
is evident by studying the connection in which the passage quoted is found
in Isaiah. There it stands related to (1) a time when the sins of Israel

have separated them from God ; ^2) when their calamities shall be great

and they need deliverance ; (3) wnen God will come with vengeance (not

upon them but) upon their enemies
; (4) the nation, as a nation, will

repent ; (5) when this vengeance shall cause a general fear to prevail

;

(6) when the Jews shall become a holy nation and ever retain the truth ;

(7) and when Millennial glory and blessedness shall prevail. 19. The Cove-
nant promises demand this, as we see from the covenanted Theocratic arraiige-

ment which God has proposed to fulfil, which, as its basis, requires for its

successful operation, '* a holy people,*' and as a conseouence a national

repentance and acceptation of David's Son, Jesus ''Hhe Christ." 20, AH
this comes to pass, because, although now *' enemies" of the Gospel, they
are " a« touching the election, beloved for the Father's sake," i.e. they are a
covenanted people to whom nationally certain promises given to the Fathers
belong, and, therefore, to verify these promises their restoration is a neces-

sity. 21. For, God does not change or repent ; His promises to this nation,

notwithstanding its rebellion, etc., are sure. Otherwise with His fore-

knowledge, powers, etc., He would not have made and called them.
22. He concludes, in view of all this, to express his admiration of the
mercy, wisdom, and knowledge of God, of the profound, deeply laid Divine
arrangements for salvation, of the marvellous advancement of them as then
witnessed, of His performing and perfecting them according to His own
will, and of being tlie source and end for which all things exist. How can
we resist such reasoning which falls directly within the anticipated expecta-
tions of pious Jews and Christian believers ; which expressly warns Gentiles

against falling into the blunder, alas ! now so general, of denying to this

nation its covenanted position in the Kingdom of God, and which preserves

a united testimo7iy of inspired men upon a doctrine momentous as to results

in the future history of the world. Indeed so amazing is the developing
order of events in the call of the Jewish nation, in its fall, in the gathering
going on, in the continued blindness, in the assurance of the removal of the
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Yell and the re-establlBliment, etc., that we may well aaj with Jamea, when
expreBsing hia belief in the same (Acts 15 : 16-18), '* known unto God are
all His works from the beginning of the world,*' Surely the early Church
more fully appreciated the Divine Purposes of God in Redemption by keep-
ing close to the Record, than modem theology (with here and there an ex-
ception) with all its boasted enlightenment and deeper spirituality. Spirit-
uality indeed belongs to it, as they also evinced, but it does not transpose
or alter the Divine arrangements,*

1 The author is not entirely satisfied with the explanation generally attached to the
phrase *'

lift from the dead.'* It certainly includes the idea of greater blessings as verse
12 does, but may it not actually describe one of the blessings, viz., the resurrection ol
the pious dead^ which we have shown (Props. 125-129) is associated with this identical
restoration and through which unspeakable blessings will be extended to others. Alford
{Com. loci) thinks that it, at least, implies " the glories of the first resurrection, and
deliverance from the bondage of corruption,'* without excluding the other idea of
*"* some further blessed state." One of " the oldest ecclesiastical ezpluiationfi" (so
Lange, Com. loci) applied it to " the resurrection of the dead'* (so e.g. Origen. Chrysos-
tom, Bilckert, Meyer, Tholuck, DeWette, etc.).

' " Ck)me out of Zion,*' Baines says may denote that Ohrlst " should arise among
that people, be descended from themselves, or should not be a foreigner." The Heb.
is " shall come to Zion *'; the Sep. •* For the sake of Zion, the Deliverer will come," or
as some render it *' the Redeemer shall come on account of Zion," so also Che Idee and
Latin Vulgate. Heugstenberg, with his Church-Kingdom theory, cannot see how this can
apply to a literal Zion—to " come out of ZiorC* —but must be referred to the Church, for
it is, in his estimation* only applicable to ** the Saviour who is present in and with His
Church." This is a mere quibble, unworthy of the distinguished writer, for even if his
reasoning had force it would be inapplicable, seeing that it would represent Jesus as
coming'* out of " the Church. If He can do this, He certainly, when He comes " to Ztoji,**

as Isaiah says, can manifest Himself " out of Zion,*' for the latter phrase simply denotes
the place of manifestation (comp. e.g. Props. 168 and 169). Hengslenberg on this point
(and others, as Luke 21 : 24 ; Acts 1:6-8, and 3 : 19, 20, etc.) has been ably refuted by
an anon, writer {Proph. Times, vol. 7, p. 66, etc.), who unmistakably shows its connection
with Zech. 8 : 2-8, ** Thus saith the Lord of hosts, I was jealous for Zion. with great

jealousy, and I was jealous for her with great fury. Thus soith the Lord, / am rtiumed
unio Zion ai\d will dwell in the midst cf Jerusalem,*' etc. (see the context and compare with
other Scriptures, as Deut. 32 : 21-23 ; Zeph. 1 : 12-18, etc.). The simple fact recognized
by Paul is that Jesus exerts His Theocraiic power in conneclion loUh, atui as identified vnih,

Zion, where the Theocratic-Davidic power was exerted. Vitringa (Bloomfield on Bom.
11 : 26) supposes also that Paul had Ps. 14 : 7 in view, and blended it with the other.

This may be correct, and if so corroborates (as it does independently) our position,

since the restoration is linked with " out of Ziozi," thus :
'' Oh, that the salvation of

Israel were come " ou( of Zion / Then the Lord bringeth back the eapiivUy of His people,
Jacob shall rejoice and Israel shall be glad." (The last expression reminds us of
Augustine's rendering of Hos. 3 : 6— City cyf God, B. 18, S. 28—*' And afterward shall the
chudren of Israel return and seek the Lord their Grod and David their King, and shall

be amazed at the Lord and at His goodness in the latter days.")
3 While some of the rationalistic Jews take but little interest in a national restoration,

while some are incredulous and reject it, others, and especially the orthodox portion of

the nation, tenaciously hold to the ancient faith based on the prophecies. They still

believe what Keuss {Uis. Ch. Theol.., p. 55) ascribes to the Pharisees ; " Everywhere and
always they hold that the first condition of realizing the brilliant hopes based upon their

religious faith was the securing and assuring of the national independence." This faith

is a matter of history, attested to by their liturgical prayers, their constant and abiding
interest in the Holy Land, their pilgrimages to Jerusalem, their earnest desire to be
buried in its sacred soil, their expressed hopes of a return (a writer in the Jewish Chronicle

recently calculated the restoration to take place about a.d. 1880), and their looking,

longing, and praying for the coming Messiah. A Jew who honesUy believes the Old Test
cannot but entertain such a faith. The ancient faith is shown in extracts from Jewish
sources, Babbinical, Apocryphal, etc., by Brookes, Mode, etc., and, in view of the quota-
tions given in this work, need not be repeated. While the Badicals (Art. " the Jews,*'

Galaxy^ Jan., 1872) reject the belief in the coming of the Messiah (which is introdnctoiy
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to restoration), yet the ortLodox firmly hold to the twelfth Art. of belief drawn np by
the celebrated Maimouldes : " I believe firmly and honestly the Advent of an anointed
Bedeemer, and notwithstianding His remaining away so long, I nevertheless yearn daily

for His Coming/' What Milman {Hia. Jews, vol. 3, p. 183) says of the Jewish belief at

the time of the Gmaades is the continued faith to-day :
*' Thongh they had been so long

exiled from that holy soil, though the few Jews who dwelt in Palestine were but as

stnugers in the land, Jewish tradition had still clung, as has been said, with undying
fondness to Uieir rightful ownership, to the hopes of rettiming to that blessed country.

Their restoration to Judea, to Jerusalem, was ioheihe grtoL toorkt the jinal triumph of the

Mts^ahy whensoever or wheresoever He would appear." The numerous false Messiahs
indicate this ardent belief, and how impostors availed themselves of it to the detriment
of the nation. The Inquisition in Spain (Milman* s Hia. Jewa, vol. 3, p. 311) had certain

tests by which to discover latent Judaism, and one was '' the expectation of the Mes-
siah" which Milman calls (p. 366) the ** great and conaoUttcry artide qf their creed," which
inspired hope under persecution and distress. Even the Chinese Jews, separated from
their brethren (p. 496, voL 2) " entertain distinct though remote hopes of the Coming of

the Messiah.** The Jews, too, believe that this restoration will be effected by one in the
Davidic line as all the prophets testify, hence e.g. the Jews in the time of Mohammed
rejected his advances and *' disclaim&d a Messiah sprung from the loins of Hagar, the
bondswoman* ' (Milman). The Prince of the Captivity (Milman, vol. 3, p. 16—so Gibbon,
etc.) who professed to derive his ancestral line from David, at liis inauguration prayed,
in a low voice, for the restoration of the Kingdom of Israel. Who can number the
prayers, the pathetic appeals, the longing supplications that have poured forth from
Jewish hearts and lips, sustained by prophetical utterances and covenanted relation-
ship ? The Jews are, indeed, mistaken in their rejection of the Messiah, but noi in the
Messianio Kingdom and their connection with it. Bev. fiuidall {The Handwriting cf
Qod in Egyptf Sinai, and the Holy Land)^ referring to the Jews* place of wailing at Jeru-
salem and an interesting scene of mourning witnessed by himself, says :

" But, however
ainoerely they may mourn over the ruins of their demoUshed temple, no rivers of grief
can cleanse tlie sanctuary, no sacrifices of prayer rebuild its walls, for, in the purposes
of God, it has been utterly and forever overthrown,* * He forgets that Jerusalem is only
overthrown for a definiie period^^xpressly so stated by Jesus—and that the prophets,
vUh wiildd voice, proclaim its restoration. High-minded Gentiliam will not delay or
alter God's purposes. From such a writer we turn to another, who, more in sympathy
with the Jew and the Scriptores, says (Bev. Fuller in his Address to the Jeics, appended
to The Gospel its own WUnesa) :

'* You live in expectation of being restored to your own
land. W« expect the same thing, and rejoice in the belief of it. The Old and the New
Test, agree in predicting it.** Yes ! those tearful prayers, those mournful supplications,
that undying yearning, that persistent cleaving to—even amid a sinful unbelief respect-
ing God* 8 mode of procedure—Gk>d'B promises and God's faithfulness, will at last be
answered in triumph and glory. Isa. 30 : 18, 19, etc., will yet be verified in behalf
of this afllicted people.

Obs. 7. The reader will consider how unnatural—even cruel—it would
be, if the doctrine of a restoration is not to be received, to give so many
predictions which i» their plain graminaiical semse teach a future glorious

national restoration of the Jews to their once possessed land. WJiy thus
excite the expectations and hopes of a multitude for many centuries of

oppression and exile, if they are never to be realized? Would such a
course of procedure be honorable even in man, knowing as he must the
deception that would accrue from it? To trifle with the dearest, most
heart-felt hopes of a nation by language pre'eniinently calculated to excite

the same, is not Divine, and we earnestly repudiate every theory which
either directly or indirectly charges Holy Writ with such a mode of pro-
cedure. No r God's Word is the truth, and the grammatical sense—the
sense which all men agree is the most legitimate in language—contains the

plain truth, which God will fulfil at the appointed time.

It is a matter of amazement how our opponents, in order to rid themselves of these
predictionB which they cannot fairly spiritualize and appropriate to the Ch. Church,
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interpret the propheoieg, applying part to the past, part to the present^ and part to the

fntore. It ia a favorite theory wiUi some that the promises relating to restoration to the

land, Bnpremacy, etc., were reeliieed in the reig^ of David and Solomon. Bat they fiul

to answer sach qaestions : vohy then does David predict them as still fntore ? And tr^
do Jeremiah and other prophets, who lived long after Solomon, still locate the fulfilment

in the future ? And why do all associate their realization with a David's Son so exalted

and sablime, that David and Solomon sink into comparative insignificance in com-
parison with Uim ? And why do the New Test, writers expressly refer these- promises
tu Jesns, the ChriBt, and locate their fulfilment at the Sec. Advent? If this method
does not answer every prediction, then refuge is taken in conditionality, jast as if the

oath-bound Covenant of God, the elect and Theocratic position of the nation, did not
necessitate God— in order to evince His own faithfulness and vindicate His intended
'Hieocratic Kingdom—to be faithful in a restoration. Where e.g. is the condidonality
of Zech. U, of Luke 1 : 32. 33, of Isa. 65 : 17-25, and a host of other predictions ? The
fact is, that the advocates of oonditionality do not honestly and consistently believe in

their own theory, and the conclusive evidence is found in their appropriating (by the

process of spiritnalizing) these very predictions, and applying them as fuIJUied in the
Gh. Church. Ten thousand instances of such misapplication could readily be pro-
duced, which leaves the promises of (rod to the nation and attested to by solemn oath,

unfulfilled, and presents us a very imperfect Bedemption, simply because, following a
wrong premise, it does not perceive GocTa glonoua Theocraiic Plan, but deliberately

—

without observing the absurdity involved—taakes God*s Theocratic Purpose a failnre.

Obs, 8, The reader will Bp^cially notice (what completely meets a claas

of objections contained e.g. in Letters to a Millefiarian, etc.) that Moaes
after the delivery of the ceremonial law and after the establishment of

the Theocratic ordering, predicts, Deut. 32, the restoration of the nation

(e.g. vs. 36-43) after the call and gathering (v. 21 comp. with Rom.
10 : 19) of the Gentiles. This exactly correspofids with James's declaration

(Acts 15:16) that after the Gentiles are gathered out then the Davidic
house or Kingdom will be restored. Here we have conclusive evidence
(fully sustained bj the general analogy of prophecy) that all efforts to

apply these predictions to the Ch. Church, in part or in whole, are

seriously defective, and opposed to the most decisive (chronological) state-

ments. Indeed, as our argument unmistakably shows, supported by abun-
dant testimony of Scripture, the fulfilment is associated with the Second
Advent of Jesus, David's Son (comp, next Prop.).
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PEOPosrnox 113. The connection of this Kingdom with Jewish

restoration necessitates the realization of their predicted repent-

ance and co7i/version.

The restored Theocratic Kingdom is a lioly Kingdom. God
Himself, in the Person of His Son, again condescends to act aa

eartlily Ruler, but as He reveals Himself and His associated Rulers
in a higher and more intimate personal relationship, and as the
design is to make this a i)owerful and all-x)ervading Kingdom, those
who stand nationally in a covenanted and elect relationship must
become jnarally qualified for its establishment. Hence the pre-

dicted repentance and conversion of the nation.

Ohs. 1. We have passed over Rom. 11, which combines the conversion

and restoration. So self-evident is this» that our leading opponents con-

cede this to us. Thus e.g. Dr. Brown (Com,, Rom. 8, etc.) interprets

the chapter as plainly teaching a national conversion and restoration of

the Jews ; he rejects its application to " individual Jews," and insists

nj>on a ** national recovery of Israel," We append a few statements of its

spirit. *' Until the fulness of the Gentiles be (have) come in, i.e. not the

general conversion of the world to Christ, as many take it ; for this would
seem to contradict the latter part of this chapter, and throw the national
recovery of Israel too far into the future ; besides in v. 15, the Apostle
seems to speak of the receiving of Israel, Twt as following, but as contribut-

ing largely to bring about the general conversion of the world—but, until

the Gentiles have had their full time of the visible Church all to them-
selves, while the Jews are out, which the Jews had till the Gientiles were
brought in."

We quote simply to mdioate his conWotions xespeotLng a naiiondl oonTersion and
restoTation and not to indone his explanation of **the fulness" (whioh we tather
attrihute, as the analogy of Scripture teaches, to the completion of the elect, chosen
bodj who are to be associated with the Christ as Kulers, etc.). Manj others of our
(^posers oonld thus be quoted. Even Whitby (CSom. Bom. 11) averts that the conyer-
sion and restoration of the Jews was " the consiarU doctrine of the Church of Christ,

owned by aS the Greek and Latin Fathers, and by all commentators he has met with
on the place.*' The pitiful evasions of Barnes in his commentaries (e.g. Isa. 11 and
Bom. 11) to avoid a restoration (based on Covenant relationship) are noticeable, while
conceding (also e.g. 2 Cor. 8 : 16) " a conversion of the people at large ; a conversion that
hall be nearly simultaneous ; a conversion en mcuse.'* Barnes's favorite "as if" looms
up conspicuously in this subject—all is figurative or spiritual, and bringing the Jews
**<Mt cf all naUons" (e.g. Isa. 66 : 20) is simply converting them in these eouniries, and the
great success attending such conversion Ib** asif* caravans of them proceeded to Jeru-
salem, etc. Such perversions are saddening, coming from good men. Fausset {Com. on
Isa. 66 : 20), referring to Houbigant. advocating a restoration to the Holy Land, says,
" It cannot mean the mere entrance of the Jews into the Christian Church ; for such an
snftnnce would be hyfaith, not upon ' horses, litters, and mules.' *' But Dr. Fausset
forgets how readily our opponents, if need be, can tranafonn those " horses** into strong
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faith, the " litien or ooaohes** into a waak or easy faith, aad the "mnles" into a stub-
bom or persistent faith ! QrecUer transformations than these constantly meet ns, for aa
the land itself is mentioned in connection with this conversion In Tarions predictions,
the land is transmnted into the Ch. Chnrch (and even into heaven). It is a little

difficult to apply solely to conversion the predicted rebuilding of the cities, tilling and
sovdng the land, mnltiplying man and beast (e.g. Bzek. 36 : 11, 12, etc.) in '' the in-
heritance" of "my people Israel," bnt then these are sach flgnratiye trifles, in the
estimation of onr opponents, that they may safely be passed by.

Obs. 2. The conversion and the restoration both reault from a personal
Coming of Jesus. Paul informs us (Rom. 11 : 25, 26) that when the ful-

ness of the Gentiles is come in, then the blindness bef^len Israel shall
also be removed, because {as the Jews believed), " there shall come out of
Zion the Deliverer, ^^ etc., owing, as our argument has shown, to the Cove-
nant, ^''for this is my Covenant unto them^^^ etc. The Apostle could not
well use strofiger language than this to indicate this Pre-Millennial Advent,
and the resulting conversion and restoration ; because he well knew that
the Jews understood Zech. 14, etc., to present the same Advent and with the
same results ; that they held n portion, at least, of Zech. 12 to be connected
with that period with which he identifies in a crucified Saviour held up aa
the Messian Coming a second time unto salvation, the prediction :

'"^ they
shall look upon me whom tliey liave pierced, and they shall mourn for Hhn^^^
etc., linked with the time when their sins shall be removed and the nation
shall be exalted. This work is specificallj assigned to Jesus, as e.g. in Isa.
49 :5.6 ; Isa. 63 : 17, 18, ete.; Dout. 18 : 18, 19 (for the prophet •' iike
unto me*' includes a deliverer of the people, but greater than Moses),'
Dent. 32 : 36, etc; Ezek. 34 : 11, 12, ete. Compared with passages which
plainly designate this Shepherd of the lost sheep of the house of Israel,
Isa. 56 : 8, ete.* Hence the Messiah, in view of this restoration, received
from the Jews the significant title of '* the Consolation of IsraeV (Dr.
Clarke's Com., Luke 2 : 25). This restoration is even foretold in the 80th
Psalm, where after asking how long God would be angry with His people,
making them a sport to their enemies, ete., this people is represented by &
vine brought out of Egypt which God planted in the land, after removing
the heathen from it, but which is plucked, wasted, devoured, burned, and
cut down. God is urged to return, and visit, and restore the same vi^ie,

not another, and the confidence is expressed in verso 17 that this will be
done by ** the man of Thy right hand,^^ ** the So7i of man whom Thou madest
strong for thyself*^ The most explicit prophecies are given. Thus Amos
9 :11, etc., and Acts 15 : 16, etc., after describing the dispersion of the
Jewish nation, we have (1) The tabernacle of David fallen and in ruiivs ;
(2) the return of God in its behalf; (3) the rebuilding of the same taber-
nacle fallen and in mins ; and (4) to avoid mistake it is added :

*' I foill

build it as in the days of old,^^ i.e. the same Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom
will be restored under,' as covenanted, David's Son

; (5) it is ** the Lord
that doeth this "; (6) this is done when ** I will bring again the captivity of
my people of Israel^ and then shall build the waste cities and inhabit theni,

etc.
; (7) and when this taxes place, and thev arc planted on their land,

* * they shall no more be pulled up out of their land which I have given ihettt,

saith the Lord thy God,''* In Micah 6 : 1, 2, 3 (which in this connection
will bear repeating), there is (1) the birthplace of the Messiah

; (2) His
Rulership

; (3) that He should be smitten
; (4) owing to this smiting Ho

*' gives them up,*^ i.e. to captivity, etc., for an appointed time; (5) ihefi
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the nation will be restored, Christ manifesting His rule in breaking down
the confederation of wickedness. Compare Fs. 102 : 16 and context, Ps.

148 : 2 ; Isa. 60:1; Isa. 16 : 5, etc. In Hos. 3 : 4, 5 the same succession

is presented : (1) the complete overthrow of the Kingdom, so that '* the

children of Israel shall remain many days without a king and without a
prince *'; (2) so entire is the dispersion tnat they are even without a sacri-

fice, etc.; (3) but ** afterward (in the latter days) shall the children of
Israel return," i.e. the same nation that endured this overthrow

; (4) and
shall acknowledge *' David their King/'* Indeed, the restoration of the
people is indispensable, seeing that they form the Kingdom as seen in its

inauguration (£)x. 19 : 6), and as evinced in the Covenant with David, so

that the presence of David's Son, of the nation in the land where the
Ein^om existed t^ requisite. The decided impression made by many
predictions, as e.g. Ps. 89 : 132, etc., is that David's Son, shall at some
future time sit on David's throne, reigning gloriously here on the earth ;

the magnificence, extent, duration, etc., of mmich reign, as predicted, has
not yet been witnessed. The explicit declarations oi His obtaining the
throne of His Father David (not that of another), Luke 1 : 32 ; Isa. 9:7;
Acts 2 : 30, etc., is in accord with the Covenant promise. But all such
predictions, in the nature of the case, imply, and in many places are
actually connected with, the restoration of the nation. For, as David
expresses it, Ps. 135, ** the Lord hath chosen Jacob unto Himself and Israel

for his peculiar treasure "; and having power to perform all things, and being
gracious He will relent, verify His memorial, establish them '* in the laiia

given for a heritage unto Israel His people," He, at the same time, " dwell-

ing at Jerusalem," Unless we accept of the Divine Order laid down, it is

impossible to explain the numerous prophecies which describe the Jewish
nation, as a nation, to experience a blessedness unexampled here on earth.

If we say, this has be«n fulfilled, then we belittle the Word of God, and
challenge His foreknowledge ; if we divert these prophecies to a fulfil-

ment in the Church, then we violate tho plainest rules of language and
make Scripture to utter and give hopes which were never intended to be
realized/ No I let us receive the Word as it promises, and believe in the
falfilment in the future where God locates it, and light and unity at once
abouud. Then the language of Jesus, e.g. Matt. 23 : 37 ; Luke 13 : 35,
etc., receives a force unknown to any otner explanation. Thus, in the
passages just alluded to, we then have (1) the rejection of Jesus by the
Jews

; (2) the Davidic house left desolate (for the city and temple were
not desolate when He spoke); (3) Christ's removal from them

; (4) His
return to them some time in the future

; (5) the removal of the desolation
implied at His return ; (6) which implication is fully sustained by what
the Jews shall then say, ** Blesaed is He that cometh.^* etc., as is seen by
the universal Jewish application of this by Jews to the restoration of that
house, and by reference to Ps. 118 : 26, which stands related with a special

deliverance of ''Israel.'* It is simply to h^ faithless if we deny this,

because Christ is ** the man ordained" to perform it ; and the assurance is

given that, strange and astonishing as it may seem to the world, He will
do rt, Iaa.49:6; Isa. 62:1, 2; Ezek. 34:11-13, etc.* Hence Jesus,
never in word or act, discountenanced in His followers His connection with
David's throne and Kingdom, and the necessary restoration of the nation.
He defended the acclamations of the people when He entered the city, fore-

shadowing His royal claim, although linked, as the prophets and Covenant,
I
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vith the Davidic Kingdom. He left His own diBciplea down to the very
last moment (Acts 1 : 6), in the belief that His Kingdom was truly one
connected with the restored nation under the Theocratic-David ic rule. The
only error that He attempted to correct was that in relation to the tune
when it was to be performed, leaving it either indefinitely in the future or
limiting it with a future (unknown as to time) personal Coming. The
fact is, that the restoration is so blended with the personal reign of Christ,
as David's Son, that they cannot, without gross violence, be separated, and
therefore, on this very ground alone, some reject such a restoration, declar-
ing that if the one is iMmitted, the other must follow, for the David, the
Lord, then reigning over them is also with thein in tlie land, etc/

1 Some of the Fathers have a remark worthy ol notice :
" Neither Moses, the repre-

sentative of the law, nor Miriam, the representative of the prophets, nor Aaron, the
representative of the priesthood and its saorificial rites, conld bring the Israelites into
the possession of the promised land. This was reserved for Joshua, who was in name
and conduct a lively type of oar Lord and Saviour Jesos Christ." How applicable this
is, will be conclusively seen when the Mill, age is nshered in under the auspices of
Jesus.

* Alexander and others endeavor to make " the outcasts of Israel'* moan ** th^ Heet
Gentiles.'* This is far-fetched. We admit that the elect Gentiles being engrafted belong
to Inrael, but those alluded to are not the Israel, but the outixists of Israel, and hezhce to
make it fit the Gentiles it must be shown that they were first <^ Israel, then cast out^ and
(hen regal^ered.

* Amos 9:11, with the connection is so decisive in the " building it as in the days of
old," etc., that Galmet, Clarke, and others frankly confess that nothing has yet oucnrred
to meet the demands of the prophecy. Clarke lUom. loci) admits that this refers to a
literal restoration to their own land under the Messiah. Bh. Newcome, foUewing some
Kss. of the Syriac, the Arabic, renders (as Acts 15 : 17} the phrase " that they may pos-
sess the remnant of Edom," by " that the residue of men may seek Jehovah, and all the
heathen who are called by my name," substituting Adam, men, or mankind in place of
£dom. This is not necessary, seeing that many critics, allowing the usage of the Jevs
(who e.g. applied Edom to Rome, etc.), which seems to be imitated in Acta 15 : 17,
make Edom equivalent to Gentiles. The critical student will observe that the language
forbids the notion of conditionality, for the promise is not only positive, but the result
as actually experienced is given. The same is true of many other predictions.

* Brooken's M. Proph. Interp. gives a good explanation of the image Ephah and teraphim
—so various commentators. In reference to the phrad^ *' David their King," Fanaset
{Com. Jer. 30 : 9, which he also applies to a future restoration of the Jews to Palestine)
says of it :

'* No king of David's seed has held the sceptre since the captivity ; for
Zerubbubel, though of David's line, never claimed the title * King.' The Son of I>avid,
Messiah, must therefore be meant : so the Taigum (cf. Isa. 55 : 3, 4 ; £zek. 34 : 23,
24 ; Hos. 3, 5 ; Rom. 11 : 25-32). He was appointed to the throne of David (Isa. 9:7;
Luke 1 : 32)," To this we add, it has been customary to give successors the name of a
progenitor, as the Cesars, etc.

' It makes one sad to read how the plainest statements are discarded for a typical,
spiritual, or mystical interpretation. This, too, is found in works exerting a powerful
influence in shaping scriptural application. The strangest part is, that some worka are
flatly contradictory on this subject. Thus e.g. Lange's Com,, having editors of diYerse
views, contradicts its teaching. Take Drs. Craven, Lillie, Van Oosterzee, Auberlen, etc,
and compare their utterances, so favorable to the covenanted and predicted conversion
and restoration, with those of Drs. Schmoller, Briggs, Fairbaim, Shedd, etc., that
advocate the opposite, and a wide contrast is presented, which forms a blemish to the
work. One party or the other certainly is in error, and teaches that which is misleading.

* Jesus is formed for this very purpose (Isa. 49 : 6) " to bring Jacob again to &od,'* there^
fore we may rest assured that it wUl be performed. The reader will oberve the marg.
reading of our version which agrees with many commentators, as Cluke, Barnes, Lowth,
etc., in view of the ubs. Aquila, Chaldee, Arabic, etc., which read^ '* And thai IsraH unto
Him might be gathered," Consistency with the tenor of the chapter requires this, or a
similar, reading. God will perform this work (Isa. 44 : 7, 8).

^ To make these predictions, thus connected with the personal Advent of the Messiah,
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eonditional {as some Sec. AdTentists, SeTenth Day Baptista) would be to declare the Seo.

Advent itself conditional. To make the conTersion and restoration something to precede
the Sec. Advent (as Hodge, Barnes, Lathardt, etc.) is io reverse the order given by the

prophets. To leave out the Seo. Coming as the important and essential factor in the

national restoration is simply to ignore an abundance of Scripture testimony bearing on
the subject This will be seen as we proceed in the argument. In reference to this

subject the student will, in order to observe the completeness of our argument, refer to

the additional testimony given under Props. 121, 122, 133, etc. There is much Scripture

bearing on this point, some of which being more obscure must be interpreted in the

light of the plain and decisive passages. Tnus e.g. the interesting and deep represent'

ative (** figurative men," so Dr. Clarke, etc.—i.e. representative men. men who prefigure

or represent), chapters 3 and 4 (comp. with oh. 6, etc.) of Zech. exhibit the personal

agency of Jesus in this restoration, aa" the Branch,'* AVhatever diversity may exist in
ecplaining the details, it is evident that the work of *' Afy servant the Messial^*' (so

Chaldee) is delineated to be in the latter days. In Micah 2 : 13, in immediate connec-
tion with the restoration and the presence of the King, some even make *^ Uie Breaker"'

the one who gives deliverance (and among my notes is the following rendering) :
" He

that forceth a passage is come up before them ; they have forced a passage and have
passed through the gate, and are gone forth by it. And their King passeth before them,
even Jehovah at the head of them** (comp. Zech. 2 : 10-13 ; 14 : 3-5, etc.).

Obs. 3. This repentance, over against Ernesti and others, ia positively

covenanted to them, Isa. 44 : 23, 23 ; Rom. 11 : 26, 27 ; Isa. 59 : 19, 20, 21

;

Jer. 31 : 2, 3, etc. The inchoate fulfihnent of Joel 2 : 28, etc., as

described in Acts 2 : 17, etc., is no impediment but a co7ifirniation of our

view, because the application of Joel to certain events, miraculous and
astounding in their nature, not only indicates them as typical or an earnest

of a future realization (Prop. 170), but affords a positive assurance that the

entire prophecy as it stands shall surely be fulfilled, hi Joel it is con-

nected (1) with the terrible day of the Lord, time of vengeance
; (2) with

the bringing back again ** the captivity of Jndah and Jerusalem "; (3) with

the recovery of my ** heritage IsraeV^ *' scattered among tite nations "; (4)

with the Coming of the Lord, the harvest, the complete overthrow of God's
enemies, the dwelling of God (as Ho once did as a ruler) in Zion, the

blessedness of the nation, the then holiness of Jerusalem, the continued and
everlasting prosperity of the people and of Jerusalem. We dare not sepa-

rate what God lias thus joined ; and as God has evidenced His faithfulness

and power in a partial, inc*ioate fulfilment, we reverently trust in the

same faithfulness and power for an ample verification of all the particu-

lars enumerated by the prophet The judgments on the Jewish nation, as

we have repeatedly shown, exist down to the Sec. Advent (as e.g. Matt.

23 : 27 ; Matt. 24 ; Zech. 14, etc.)* but these same judgments, Isa. 32 : 15,

oontinne down " until the Spirit be poured upon us from on high"; and
this Spirit we are assured is ** ^A«n" bestowed, Ezek. 36 : 24-26, when " /
mil take you from among the heathen,^' etc., and restore ** to their own
land that I gave to yourjathers'*—frnitfulness, etc., being predicated of the
land. See when the Lord will " turn to the people a pure language,*' etc.,

Zeph. 3 : 8, 9, and is it not when He will ** rise up to the preyy^' " gatlter

the nations and kingdoms,*' '* to pour upon them Bis fierce angery'' etc.,

thns describing the period at the Sec. Advent? Look at the promises, so

nomerous, that when this nation is converted, obtains this happy deliver-

ance, it ahall never more be afflicted, etc., and should there be any difficulty

in locating their fulfilment, if we truly believe in their realization, when it

is positively taught that down to the personal Advent of Jesus, tribulation

shally more or less, accompany the nation ? This repentance, conversion.
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restoration, as prophet after prophet declares, if once experienced is effect-

ual, needs no repetition, etc., Kzek, 16 : G3 ; Zeph. 3:9; Isa, 6:i : 1-2 ;

Jer, 31 : 31-54 ; Isa. 45 : 17, etc. Indeed, to produce proof on this point,

nearly every prophet can be extensively quoted. And, a remarkable feat-

ure pervading all the predictions is this : that God, although men may
disallow it, will so order all things that when the period of fulfilment
arrives, when the time that the realization of the Covenant comes, this
very nation so long stubborn and unrepentant, so long the rejecters of the
Messiah, shall be repenfafit and believmg ; that after proti'acted correction,
it will again experience mercy, and always in the laiid from which it was
driven. The viiraculmis events connected with this period cause many to
stumble in their acceptance of it, but this is not strange, if we consider the
design of all this, viz., that it is part of the Divine Plan, and a7i important
factor, in promoting the salvation of the race. The events themselves are
of a nature impossible for man or mortal or physical forces to accomplish,
demanding, if performed at all, direct Divine aid. The taunt so long used
by scientists and others, that if such a God as the Bible describes does
exist, He should then manifest Himself by direct Divine interference, will
then be effectually removed.* For, then God, bo long withdrawn, will
again, as He has promised, reveal Ilimself to man and exert His marvel-
lous power in his behalf, but, mark it, only i» the one directio?i altcays
observed by Him, viz., in that of the only nation under heaven favored tcith
a covenanted Theocratic relationship. This relationship, for a time held
practically in abeyance. He cannot restore until the time comes of His
return. The Divine Sovereignty now exercised in a way only susceptible
to faith and to reason under the influence of grace, will again give place to
that direct manifestation of power, etc., under the restored Theocratic
rule. Hence it is important in regarding this repentance to notice (what,
alas I so many overlook) that it is controlled by the principles of the in*
coming dispensation, ** The times of the Gentiles" having ended, Jetoish
times are again in the ascendency, so that in reference to the manner of
this repentance, the order laid down, the miraculous influences connected
with it, the time in which the work is to be effected, etc., we are to be
governed solely by what is predicted ; and no attempt should be made to
prescribe hoio it must be done, or to force it within the limits assigned to
present times. It is sufficient for us to know, that God's mode of proced-
ure has always been at variance with that which man in his wisdom vainly
proposes ; and that when a new era has arrived, it has been inaugurated
strictly in accord with His own Word hit never {?* accord with popular
expectations. The views bo universally prevalent on this subject, so oppo-
site to the simple language of the Bible and the child-like faith of the early
Church, are, on this ground alone, open to suspicion. It is enough for us
to receive predictions, and, actuated by the past literal fulfilment, by faith
in God, to believe in them as recorded without the addition of another and
differing sense, and of apologies for ancient weakness and credulity.*

* In the very nature of the case these scientists demand an exhibition of powers, etc.,
which the Bible shows, owing to sinfulness, has been withdrawn nntil a certain period
of time has expired and a certain nmnber of believers are obtained, when it shall again
be restored. Presuming the Bible to be true, the demand is presumptuous ; if it be Calaei,

how then are we to explain some facts, (1) that such power, just as the prophets hftTo
Sredicted, has been withdrawn

; (2) that God does not now, just as predicted, con>
escend to act as an earthly Buler as He onoe did ; (3) that this nation, just as predicted,

is preserved notwithstanding its dispersion, thus indicating the restoration of this role.
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as also predicted ; (4) the gathering of belieTem going on, as predioted, daring thia period
of withdrawal, etc. Now, if there are bo many particulars verified, why may not the

rest be ? This line of argument is only briefly given—as suggestive of the true method
of dealing with the prophets, etc., as fairness and honesty require. The Theocratic
Rolemhip being withdrawn^ it is nd reaaorutble to expect God's direct intervention, until

the time comes when it shall be restored ; then it oomes again with great power.
' The conversion of the Jews is a miraculous one, i.e. is one dependent upon seeing

the One whom they have pierced (Zech. 12 : 10, which the Sep. **they shall look upon
Me because they insulted Me**), upon being pleaded with face to face (Ezek. 20 : 35). is

in brief, a conversion similar to that Paul experienced. A writer, initials I. I. {Propfi,

Times, Jan., 1870), presents an interesting comment (which, if not mistaken, Gilfillan

also somewhere produces) on 1 Cor. 8 : 15, a passage of difficulty to some expositors,
*' And last of all He was seen of me also, as of one bom Ofui of due time.'* Taking the

e^und that this being ** bom out of due time" denotes ** prematurely." i.e. before the
time—tlie time fixed for the Appearing of Jesus—he refers it to the manner of Paul's
conversion (miraculoualy) as represeniative of a similar, astounding, miraculous conversion
of the Jews at the Sec. Advent when the latter shall also see Jesus and be overwhelmed
with shame, sorrow, and contrition. This certainly gives a cogency to the phrase, which
no other explanation excels. No one who compares the Scriptures on this point can fail

to be arrested by the astounding display of special manifestation, and its resultant effect,

then exhibited. This leads us briefly to say that the theories advanced by some that the
nation shall be converted through the instrumentality of present means and agencies
(however some may thus be converted) is certainlv erroneous ; or that this will be done
and then some Christian nation, i»h England, shall convey them back (however this may
be done with an unconverted portion before the Advent, or, after the Advent to others)
to Palestine and thus preserve itself from the desolating judgments of God (comp.,
however. Thorp's The destinies cf the BrUiah Empire, where this notion is opposed) is

defective in that it ignores ike meajis designated by the Word. Faber, in his writings,

has some valuable remarks on this last point, but loses much of the force of Scripture
by not noticing the foundation of all this in the contemplated Theocratic ordering and in.

not pressing tiie annexed personal Advent and Theooratio reign on David's restored
throne and Kingdom.

Ob$. 4. The mention of this repentance and restoration is designed to
meet the objection of some (e.g. Dr. Oswald, 77ie Kingdom, and The Saints*
Inheritance by Uill) that only the spiritual Israel, dead and liviDg, are
brought to the land and inherit it, and that the nation now dispersed, etc.,

is never to be restored. The strong language employed in declaring that
no such restoration as we present is taugnt by the prophets, is refuted by
nomerons converging statements. We may well ask, What then becomes
of the election of tnat nation ; ia it cast ofE forever ? What becomes of the
direct Covenant made only with that nation; is it altered or spiritualized to

exclude the nation as such ? What becomes of the Davidic throne aiid

Kinpdom ; can it exist unless the nation with which it is identified (not a
spjntnalized nation) is restored? If all that are restored are only the
spiritual seed, why this repentayice necessary in their case ? If the restored
ire only such, wliat are we to do with the multiplication of the race, the
rebuilding, etc.—is this all conditional, or is it all to be spiritualized ? If

the nation aa a nation is excluded, what becomes of Moses's declarations
respecting that nation in Deut. etc. ; what of Solomon's prayer in 2 Chron.
C ; what of David's expressed hopes pertaining to it, etc.? The reader, if

he has carefully followed the Propositions, step by step, can multiply just
such questions. The mistake mentioned arises from not observing t?ie

nature of this Kingdom and to whom covenanted ; the continued election of
this people ; the wall of partition only broken down between believers and
not between the Jewish nation and other nations ; the difference the Word
makes between those who inherit the Kingdom and the subjects of it ; that
1^'ial and prophet* speak of the Israel cut off for a time and, with no dis-
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crimination as is supposed, have the same nation brought back again ; the

design intended to be accomplished by this Kingdom, etc- The blunders
that men may commit in endeavoring to present the order of events, is no
reason why we should discard a doctrine bo clearly annunciated, and so

dearly held by the early Church. Indeed, if this doctrine were not found
in the Bible, then an essential link in the Divine plan were lacking. That
it is taught, is evidenced by the universally admitted fact that in the
grammatical usage of the language it is undoubtedly contained therein ; our
opponents rejecting it only on two grounds : either, that it is conditional,
or, that another sense, unknown to the ancient worthies and first produced
by Origen, is to be engrafted upon the prophecies- The very simplicity of

the plan causes men to discard it for something, in their estimation,
higher and better. The truth of the matter is this : if men were not in-

fluenced by a previously e7itertained theory^ they would see at once that the
experience alleged in the case of Israers restoration is so distinctively that
of a nation unconverted and in the flesh—a nation long under punishment
for sin and coming under converting influences only when God comes to

punish the nations of the earth ;,a nation of whom, when thus newly con-
verted and restored, an abundant increase of children, beasts, etc., is pred-
icated, that in no consistent shape or sense can be applied to the saints of

this and former dispensations without a resort to Origen 's system of
interpretation, and a consequent violation of the plainest rules of language.
No ! No ! ! let brethren (whom we love) pardon our zeal if it seems too
strong in this matter, for we feel this doctrine to be exceedingly precious
and intimately connected with the Divine Honor ajid Purpose, Let men say
what they will, it is self-evident that God never would convey an utterly

erroneous doctrine in the face of language itself, and deceive an entire
nation with the assurance of a special and coiitinued CoveiiaiU and election

iliat does not exist. The apology, that God meant to finally spiritualize

this, avails not, since God nowhere asserts such a change ; since it is sheer
inference drawn from previously formed ones ; since the Covenant itself

and the promises derived from it stand to-day unchanged, uncancelled. It

is best to add here, leaving the matter for future explanation and extension,
that while it is true that the saints will be fully identified with the Jewish
restoration—their resurrection and translation preceding it—being also of
"the seed of Abraham," yet as intimated, and as will be shown (Prop.
118, 154, 156, etc.,) they are separate and distinct in honor, position, etc,
from the Jewish and spared nations, forming with Christ an associated
body of rulers having peculiar privileges, etc., not bestowed upon any
others, A fruitful source of error on the restoration arises from not dis-

criminating between the saints and others, between the exalted brethren
and coheir's of Christ and the subjects over whom they reign with
Christ, between the inheritors of the Kingdom and the Kingdom itself.

Planting ourselves with unswerving faith on the Covenant, creSulous aa it

may seem, it embraces God's promises as recorded, as e.g. Lev. 26 : 40^5,
etc., that He will fulfil the same.

We give sereral specimens of opposite views. Dr. Oswald {The Kingdom, p. 235,
etc.) objects to the national restoration of the Jews to their own land on the gronnd thai
as the restoration of Uodom, etc.. is also promised in connection and as the Bcriptores
say it shall be ''an titter and eternal desolation," " Sudom, manifestly, ia to huve no
restoration, and as Jerusalem's restoration is to be, if we may so specjc. oontempora-
neons with Sodom's it will be never." Hence he searches for another meaning, forget-

ing that in the very same connection he advocates a new recreated earth, lohich rts^tatkm
evidently embraces Sodom and Qomoirah, thus limiting, as the Scriptures often do, th«
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ord " eteroal,*' upon vhioh his entire f&rgnment is based. The land he makes a type
of the future reneved earth, and makes the believers —and not the nation—to inherit it.

But that it is no type is self-evident from ike express promises that its mined cities, waste
places, etc., should be restored in far greater prosperity, fmitfnlneBs, etc. The renewal
of the land does not destroy its identity or geographical position, just as the renewal
(glorification^ of man does not change his identity. As to making the resurrected and
translated saints inherit it (for this they do in virtue of ooheirship with Christ) only
(comp. Fairbaim, TSfpoiogy <tf ikripture^ p. 267, etc.), this is utterly opposed by the special

promise of the increase of children (for the saints, coheirs with Cnristi neither marry
nor are given in marriage), the multiplicatioc of cattle, the supremacy of the nation over
otherd, the remarriage of the nation, the covenanted relationship the nation sustains to

the Davldio dynasty, the perpetuation of the race, the distinction between the New
Jerusalem state and that of the earthly Jerusalem, the reign of the saints, etc. Oswald
hnilds largely on the inadvertency of Dr. Cumming, who has the Are mentioned by Peter
€(>-ext€nsive with the earth and the saints in mid-air, and pertinently enough asks, how
then can the Jews be restored ? But the promises of Qod are not annulled by any
blunders of interpretation that good men may fall into ; and that fire (comp. Prop. 150
with those that immediately precede and follow it) does not affect the restoration.

Oswald, to prove that " a spiritual Israel" alone is restored, quotes Ezek. 37 : 21 and
£zek. 37 : 12-14. For the latter, see Prop. 126 ; as to the former the reader can readily

see by the context that it is ozily applicable to the Jewish nation as a naiioitf for the
nation was divided into two Kingdoms, was defiled by tranagiession and idolatry, can
only " multiply" and " dwell in the land that I have given unto Jacob my servant,

toharein your fcUhera have dwelt ; and they shall dwell therein, even they and iheir children

and their ehiidren'a efuidren forever," etc. This last sentence alone effectually demolishes
his and Fairbaim's typical theory. We are sorry that Oswald so far overlooks the cove-

narUed relationship of the Jewish nation to the land, and God*s promises that at some
future time He will /or Bis ovan name's sake and glory " remenAer His (Jovenantf** that he
oonld pen the following sentence :

** What more right has the Jew to that land than the
Gentile ? The remotest South Rea Islander has a title as valid, to that portion of Syria
of which Jerusalem was the metropolis, as the lineal descendant of Jacob." Alas!
when will believers admit that this az^er of Gk)d*3 resting on the nation has its limit

;

that Jerusalem is only trodden down im<U " the times of the Gentiles" are ended ; that,

as the Horiptures abundantly affirm, they are still '* beloved for the Father's sake," and
will find their election reconfirmed in power and glory. It is a matter of amazement,
therefore, that he can, in the light of the abounding testimony assert :

^* the return as
a future fact, of the Jews to Palestine, is never spotcen of in the sacred Scriptures at all.

'*

Wilful blindness is the most difficult to remove.
Waggoner {Hef, Age to Gome) reproduces the same ; and he makes the return of Israel

to their land a return of the saints, quoting passages that are readily spiritualized, and
those that will not so readily bend he has conditional He makes the unwarranted
assertion that " no prophecy contemplates anything more than full permission and vol-

untary acceptance" (comp. Prop. 18), and under this unbelieving assumption easily rids

himself of oaihJ)ouni promises. Whatever will not yield to such handling is covered by
the retom from the Babylonian Captivity, thus dwarfing some of the sublimest predic-

tions in the Bible. The only point of real strength that he presents in his entire

ugument is that referring to the conditional!ty of Ezek., chs. 40-48, with which we fully

agree (see Prop. 172). His theory of a thousand years' desolation of the earth after the
Advent (the revival of a notion that a Jewish Babbi long ago asserted) necessitates him to

get rid oi a national Jewish restoration, seeing that the latter would be fatal to the same.
We sometimes feel sad to see how a preconceived theory will cause excellent men to

overlook, or to rid themselves of some of, the plainest promises of (}cd, founded, not in
isolAted predictions, not on this or that passage, but in the eovenanted Theocraiic ordering

itself. Even the predictions themselves cannot be set aside, for if they describe one
period of time here on the earth under the personal reign of Christ and the saints, then

it is very easy to see that these deacriptionB include the Jewish nation and the spared
Gentile nations—which is abundantly confirmed by a comparison of them. Any Uieory
that cannot receive all of C^d's Word in its plain grammatical sense, but must resort to

spiritnaliring, accommodation, etc., to make them fit In, is certainly liable to grave
SQ^idon*

Obs, 5. The reetoration of the nation cannot, and will not, take place

without a rq>erUance ; and therefore it becomes esBential to notice some
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more particalars relating to it It is no ordinary repentance, and not
merely that of individuSs, but extraordinary and national in its extent,
Micah 7 : 15-20, etc. It is caused by the judgments of God, Mai. 3 : 2—i ;

Hos. 5 : 15 ; Isa. -30 : 18-19, and the personal presence of the King, Micah
2 : 12-13 ; Ezek. 20 : 33-44 ; Zeph, 3 : 15. It is done that God's faithful-
ness may appear, Ezek. 36 : 22 ; Isa. 43 : 26 ; Isa. 44 : 22-26. It is be-
stowed in the land given to their fathers into which they are brought^
Ezek. 36 : 24-35 ; Jer. 33 : 7-16 ; Jer. 32 : 37-44 ; Jer. 31, etc. The reign
of the Messiah is intimately connected with it, as e.g. in Jer. 23 : ^-8

;

Ezek. 34 : 23-31, etc. The absence of such national repentance for the last
eighteen hundred years is no proof that it never will be accomplished. On
the other hand, it is decisive that it tuill yet come to pass, if we but consider
that this very absence of repentance—excepting in individnal cases—this
" veil'* of unbelief covering them, is also predicted. Seeing the prophecy
in the one case verified before our eyes, it is faithless to deny the other.
Paul tells us (Rom. 11 ; 2 Cor. 3 : 16) that this " vail" shall finally be
removed, corroborating the testimony of the prophets. There is a divine
unity in all the writers on this point, worthy of a revelation from God ;

and it becomes distinctive just in proportion as a comparison of their
utterances is instituted. So striking is this, that men of all classes, even
the most hostile to oar belief, fully admit it, however some may be inclined
to spiritualize certain portions of it, as the Coming and reign of the
Messiah. The repentance and restoration is so much t?i€ burden of proph-
ecy, runs through and enters into the Divine Plan bo thoroughly, that its

almost universal admission is presented by a witness so impartial (owinK^to
his opposition to our doctrine) that all will acknowledge its force. Or.
Whitby on Rom. 11, speaking of this repentance and restoration of the
Jews emphatically says :

** it hath been the co7istant doctritis of the Church
of Christ, owned by the Greek and Latin Fathers, and by all commentators
I have met on this place. *' But right here is an inconsistency in many mod-
em writers, to which allusion has been made, and which deserves repeated
notice. They acknowledge that the prophecies describe a literal repentance
and restoration but refuse credence to the time, and fnanner, and accofn*
panimenta of the same as also portrayed by the prophets. Wh3r this
change of time after, to one before the A'dvent ; of this supernatural inter-

Eosition into one of ordinary means ;* of i\m personal presence of David's
on, and introducing a spiritual Coming in its place ; of this transposition

of a visible Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom into an ttivisible reign, etc ?
What satisfactory reason can be assigned for introducing a?i entire new
element of interpretation which emasculates some of the most preoioas of
God's promises to man ? Where is the authority for this most arbitrary
dealing with the Word ? Are the rules for such a proceeding given author-
itatively by God or man ; and if so, where found ? Simple consistencyy if

nothing else, demands that if one portion of these prophecies is conceded to
be literal (i.e. to mean what the laws of language present) tlien the other
portion must be understood in like manner. For, having applied the literal
interpretation, compatibility requires its continuance, unless God Himself,

* Some very recent vriters, however, on that Bide, as e.g. Fairbaim, seeing that tlieir
theory is not oommensnrate with the prediction, begin to confess that adraor^irtary
means " PejUeoostal," etc., will be added. Such predictions as Easek. 36 : 8-38 and 37 :

1-28 ; Zech. 12 : 1-14, etc., inflnence such concessions.
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the only Being having authority to indicate a change, in express terms
revokes it, or informs us that it is to be understood differently. Besides,

it is this literal interpretation that becomes history^ doctrine, evidence of

inspiration, etc. Is it not time, in this matter, to discriminate between the

Word and human opinions attached to it? Therefore, cleaving to the
Word, as it reads, our argument holds that, having no authority to make
any change, we must receive this repentance, restoration, and the reign and
Kingdom identified with it, precisely on the same ground of interpretation.

And, it will not answer for the believer in God's Word, in the face of the

Incarnation, etc., to reject any portion of these promises because he cannot
tell how, if accepted as the Word plainly indicates, they can be fulfilled

;

for God, tlie All-sufficient, is abundantly able to take care of their fulfil-
ment.

Obs. 6. The attention of the reader is called, briefly, to the order of

repentance as foretold by the Divine Spirit The fulfilment being future,

we must be entirely guided, in our own estimate of it, by the predictions of

the Word. Now, first of all, the fact must be kept in view that a part of

the Jewish nation (those of Judah and Benjamin) is restored to the land
and occupy Jerusalem previous to the open Parousia of Jesus with His
saints. Tnis is distinctly foreshown in Zech. 14 : 2, where the forces of

Antichrist are represented as victorious over a portion of the nation which
has reoccupied Jerusalem, when the Lord Himself shall directly interfere in

their behalf, and Judah is subsequently (v. 14) mentioned as especially

related to the city. This is repeated, Zech. 12 : 2, where the hosts of

Antichrist are declared to '' be in the siege both against Judah and against

Jerusalem." A part of the nation under political influences, and probably
under the auspices of some government favorably disposed (various writers

refer to England), is thus restored to Palestine in a state of unbelief, and
thus drinks the lust dregs of Jewish tribulation. This partial restoration

must be carefully distinguished /roni the one under the Messiah, for this is

a restoration which means suffering and terrible persecution by Anti-
christ, while the other is full of blessing.* This restoration will be, in all

probability, between the two stages of the Sec. Advent, and, owing to the

unbelief of the nation in Jesus as the Messiah, will result in the re-establish-

ment of a temple, a splendid temple service, a return to the Mosaic ritual

and former distinctive national usages. This persistent rejection of Jesus
as the true Messiah will cause the fearful tribulation predicted to over-

whelm them and plunge them in despair. But when their fond dreams of

nationality and prosperity are cruelly crushed under the tyrannical reign of

Antichrist (whom they first receive, and then in some way offend); when
the day of the Lord Jesus has arrived and the nation, covenanted and
elect, IS at last to be qualified for the contemplated Theocratic ordering,

then we find (Zech. 14 and 12) that the Lord and His saints shall come in

behalf of the distressed portion of the nation, and bestow (through the
sanguinary overthrow of Antichrist) to the distressed the prayed-for
deliverance. The Lord shall save *' Judah first'* (Zech. 12 : 7) and He
(v. 10) *• will pour upon the house of David, and upon the inhabitants of
Jerusalem, the spirit of grace and of supplications : and they sJmll look upon
Me ttfhmn they have pierced, and they shall mournfor him, as one mourneth
for his only son, and shall he in bitterness for him, as one that is in bitter-

ness for his first-born. In that day shall there be a great mourning in
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Jeru8ale7n,** etc. (Some represeDtatives of the ten tribes are also presenty

as in ** house of Levi, family of Shimei," or Sep., '* Simeon," but Judah
is largely predominant and hence most prominently mentioned.) Whea
these unbelieving Jews are thus brought through terrible chastening to

find their fond hopes crushed and themselves in a direful extremitVr the

sudden, supernatural appearance of Jesus on the Mount of Olives with His
associated army—the magnificence of the King and the splendor of His
companions—the Divine exertion of power on their enemies—the astonish-

ing and sublime accompaniments of the Advent evidencing the miraculous
—the glory transcending all that mortal eye ever before witnessed—the

Spirit of God impressing this upon hearts softened by fearful suffering—the
words of authority, mercy, and love enforced by Divine power

—

all this

will so affect these Jews that the most heart-felt repentance will ensue. God
has predicted it, and it will, therefore, be verified.*

Judah is saved by the personal interference of Jesus, the Messiah, while
Antichrist is crushed before them (the remainder of Judah being afterward
gathered and ladded), but Israel (the ten tribes) is brought in at least forty

years after the overthrow of Antichrist and after the restoration of Judah.
The evidence of a separate conversion and restoration in time, is over-
whelming, and has been noticed by numerous ancient and modern writers.

If we turn to Ezek. 37 : 15-28 we are assured that the ten tribes shall be
joined to Judah so that they form one nation and 07ie kingdom in their

own land, wherein their fathers dwelt, where God will cleanse them, mul-
tiply and abundantly bless them under the rule of the glorious David. But
they must^r*^ pass through a purifying process, for in Ezek. 20 : 33-44,
when God ** will bring you out from the people and will gather you out of

the countries wherein ye are scattered* with a mighty hand, and with a
stretched out arm and with fury poured out," it is added, to indicate the
process :

" And I will bring you into the wilderness of the people^ and
there will Iplead with youface to face. Like as Ipleaded with your fathers
in the wilderness of the land of Egypt, so will I plead with you, saith th€
Lord God. And I will cause you to pass under the rod, and I will bring
you into the bond of the Covenant ; and I will purge out from among you
the rebels, and them that transgress against me : I will bring them forth
out of the country where they sojourn, and they shall not enter into the
land of Israel ; and ye shall know that Iam the Lord,^^ When thus purged
they shall be brought **into the land of Israel, into the country for the
which I lifted up mine hand to give it to your fathers," deeply penitent
(for ** ye sliall loathe yourselves in your own sight for all your evils that ye
liave committed* *), and God shall be sanctified in them,*
Why this preference is shown to Judah is known to God ; but past history

suggests that it may be done because Judah is more directly in line attached
to the Davidic house, manifested its adhesion to it more strongly, was less

addicted to idolatry, and has the King Himself in tribal lineage. If it

be objected (as some do), that if Jesus thus appears for the conversion of
the nation, it is then ** a special favor" and He thus becomes ** a respecter
of persons,"—this is a confounding of things that differ. The prophets
speak of it as a special, distinguishing favor, for which the nation is

indebted to God's mercy and love, and which grows out of the elect cove-
nanted position of the nation, and must, of necessity, be manifested to realize
the Theocratic Kingdom, which becomes an inestimable blessing to Jew and
Gentile, Paul's argument in Rom. 11 culminates in the declaration that
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this Yery favor of reception and restoration resalta in increctsed riches and
happiness to the Gentiles. This promised mercy precedes the call of the

Gentiles, and helongs to the nation as covenanted, and confirmed by oath.

Now,, in this dispensation, God, in view of the fall of the nation, is no
respecter of persons, but receives both Jew and Gentile, but in the new
dispensation and ordering, God, who has not limited Himself or His
promises, can and will, owing to tlie then instituted Theocracy, fulfil His
covenanted promises given to the nation, and which take fundamental
precedence of dl other things. We must not forget that ** the times of

the Gentiles" are to end, and a new period, the gracious day of the Lord
Jeans, is to be inaugurated. We must not overlook the lesson taught e.g.

in Rom. 9 : 18-21 ; 2 Tim. % : 20, etc., and sit in judgment over that

which Qod has determined to perform. A believer^s position is that of

faith, and a '* Thus saith the Lord,'' is the end of controversy.^

In this repentance of the nation, whether it be Judah and his companions
in Palestine, or Judah ai)d others notified by the escapetl of the nations

(Isa, 66 : 19-20), or the tribes in the wilderness, all of them, according to

the prophets.must, and will, acknowledge two things : first, their iniquity,

and second, their lust punishment, followed by a hearty and reverent

submission to the Messiah given to them. The conditionality of some
promises pertaining to the dispersion (for God must necessarily, ever

foreseeing the result, tender mercv in view of confession and submission

—

as He does to-day to those who will refuse to the end) must not outweigh in

onr estimation the absolute, unconditional declarations that such a repent-

ance shall assuredly occur, which is confirmed by detailed statements of

the blessedness and glory that shall fallow. The Spirit employs a variety

of expressions to indicate the time of national repentance, and one of the
most remarkable is to be found in Hosea 5 : 14^15, aad 6 : 1-3, where
(corap. Prop. 137, Obs. 5), after declaring how God will tear Ephraim and
tear Jndah as a lion, and will ^o away to His place, then when none can
rescue, it is said :

" in their affliction they will seek me early," or, as many
critics, " they will seek me in the nwrnifig,** which is the evident meaning,
corresponding (as general analogy proves) with " the morning" of ** the

day of the Lm-d Jesus, the Christ." This is confirmed additionally by ch.

6 : 3, where reference is made to the Lord's Coming in the morning, and by
Y. 2, where the time is specified by days (a thousand years as one day in

the sight of the Lord) of their fearful dispersion, and in the third day God
Trill raise them up. The work of conversion and restoration shall proceed,

after the wicked one (2 Thess. 2 : 8) is slain, as seen e.g. in Isa. 11 : 4^16
;

Isa. 66 : 15-24 ; Zeph, 3 : 8-20, etc., until every one is gathered, and Gen-
tiles shall assist in bringing them to the land.*

One feature of this subject must be briefly alluded to, viz., the mission of

Elijah to the Jewish nation. The prediction is plainly recorded in Mai.

4 : 5, 6. The success of his efforts and the time of his coming are clearly

mentioned, and this prediction cannot be regarded as fulfilled (excepting

in spirit) in John the Baptist The reasons for looking beyond Jonn to

the future for a realization of this prophecy are given in detail under Props.

38-41, 144, 174, etc., to which the reader is referred. Elijah is a forerun-

ner of the Sec. Advent (the open Parousia) just as John was a forerunner
of the First Advent (the public appearance of the Messiah). Now, owing
to the exceeding brevity of the prophecy, where no details are given, we
can only— judging from the ^nenu order and material given in other
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places^hazard an opinion as to the time and manner of Elijah's work.
Down to the siege of Jerusalem by Antichrist (Zech. 14, etc.), he has not
appeared, as is evidenced by the sad fate which has overtaken Judah and
his companions, but when the city is takeu, etc., then he comes to relieve

the despair of *' the residue of the people" who have not been driven from
the city. The words of hope impcurted by him are eagerly cherished ; the

descriptions of a speedy Coming Messiah, David's Son, as a Deliverer,

are ardently contemplated ; and we may reasonablv believe that by an
appeal to the prophets and the history of Jesus as well as to their own past

history as a nation, Elijah will prove the Messiahship of Jesus, and thus

prepare the way for the hearty reception of Jesus when He comes to Mount
Olivet with His saints. The personal appearance of Jesus, etc., fully con-

firms the mission of the prophet Then, again, he may be sent to the

wilderness to meet the ten tribes as a forerunner, preparing them for Him
who shall '* plead with them face to face." Other missions, for anght we
know, may be in store for him in behalf of the nation. However we may
locate the exact period of his appearing and work, one thin^ is certain, that

he will be an important agent in this grand work of leading the nation to

repentance.*

We conclude with this declaration : Whatever agencies God may employ
in this conversion, and whatever wonders of an astounding nature He may
vouchsafe to manifest, He imnieasurdbly exalts Himself and forever

enshrines Hi^nself in the love of a recovered people : for ** Who is a God like

unto Thee, that pardoneth iniquity, andpasseth by the transgression of the

remna7it of His heritage f He retaimih not His anger forever, because He
delighteth in mercy. He will turn again. He will have compassion upon us ;

He will subdue our iniquities ; and Thou wilt cast all their sitis into the

depths of.the sea, TJiou wilt perform the truth to Jacob, and the mercy to

Abraliam, which TJiou hath sworn unto our Fathersfrom the tJays of old.'*

Amen,'*

1 Hence we deprecate all movements, sn^ested by a pions but misguided zeal, to

colonize Fale»tine with converted Jews. It can only result disctstrouslr/^ for if snch wonld
be left at the first stage of the Advent (which introdaces a reAnrrection and taranalation

of living ones) they place themselves, voluntarily, in the country which, according to

prediction, is to suflEer the special vengeance of Antichrist (Zech. 14 ; Dan. 12, etc.).

Let unbelieving Jews colonize if they desire, and thus pave the way for a future fulfil-

ment, but let the believing refrain, well knowing that when the restoration once takes

place under the Messiah, they too, wherevor they may be, shall be called to see its

greatness and glory. Those colonization movements are based on the mistaken idea that

previous to the Sec. Advent a believing, converted portion of the nation shall be re-

stored ; while prophecy— if we properly discriminate the order — teaches the exad
opposite. The conversion, the fitness, and fraitfulness of the land, etc., are afl the result

of supernatural power under a present, personal Messiah. It is, therefore, the wisest

and best to wait for Him to do this work, and when Hu has inaugurated it, then also will

the nations—awed by the manifestations of His power— willingly—as prophecy teaches

us—assist in restoring the nation.
* Although prophecy so distinctly announces the means and manner of conversion, yet

men fettered by their Church-Kingdom theory must give a different version of the

matter. Thus e.g. Fairbairn {Typciogy, vol. 1, p. 362), reasoning from the gnulual con-

version of the Gentiles, advocates a gradual conversion of the Jews—a slow and progres-

sive work by the use of present instrumentalities. And yet in other places (as e.g.

in his work On Prophecy) he speaks of extraordinary and supernatural manifestations,

forced to such an admission by the language of prediction. Brown (Cbm., Bom. 11).

admitting the ultimate conversion of the Jews, ascribes this to the agency of the Church,
and exhorts to missions to the Jews to realize it, and asserts that God had pledged
Himself and ** assigned the honor of that ingathering to the OeniUe Church,'* A multitude
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of writere declare the B&me, and eloquently present imagincUive pictorea of the vork thas
•ccompUahed. Bnt tohere has God thuB pledged Himself ? The passage cannot be pro-
duced. God has pledged HimBelf that this shall be brought about through Him whom
He has ordained for the purpose. We are not to n^lect the Jews, but through mis-
BiouB, etc., we are to tiy to save them that believe ; we are to gather out individual Jews,
jnst is individual Gentiles are gathered, while the nation at large remains untouched
until the Sec. Advent. This is unmistakably proven (1) by the condition of the Jewish
nation ai the Sec. Advent ; (2) by the condition of the Ch. Church ai the same period,
for it is then under persecution ; (3) and by the supernatural means employed, under
the personal supervision of Jesus, for their conversion. The fact as represented in e.g.

Bom. ll(comp. Fausset's Thoughts on, Oom,, Isa. 66 : 19) indicates that the Jews instewl
of being converted nationally under the instrumentality of Gentile missions, will be,

ifter their conversion and restoration, the grand instrumentality of the conversion of
the Gentiles—the fulfilment of God's Word in them, in their exalted Theocratic relation-
Bhip folly manifested, etc., materially aiding.

* This restoration and repentance is frequently referred to without discriminating the
order of events ; the simple fact being announced as the resultant of Messiah's Coming.
Then again, a distinction (only noticeable when contrasted in the more detailed predic-
tions) ia intimated, as e.g. in Jer. 23 : 6, '* In His days Judah shall be saved and Israel

hall dwell safely." The critical student wiU observe that in those general affirmations
both are included, and that even in the restoration and repentance of Judah, some of
the ten tribes are included. Brookes, Faber, and others, have pointed to Ezek. 37, where,
in describing the two bodies that are to be united in one, by repentance and restoration,
one stick represents " Judah and the children of Israel his companions" (i.e. Judah, and
those of Israel, his companions, that were attached to him at the captivity and came up
vith him from Babylon), and the other stick represents ** Joseph, the stick of Ephraim,
and all the house of Israel, his companions" (i.e. all the ten tribes, not a few). These
two sticks thus clearly and unmistakably represent two separate bodies —one Judah and
a smaU portion of the ten tribes attached to him, and the other, not Judah at all, but the
vhoJe ten tribes remaining, who are to be united under the coming Messiah. This
feature answers with irresistible force the Babylonian return theory, for history testifies

that no such a return of the twelve tribes was ever witnessed. Ezra (I : 6) makes
** Jnd&h and Benjamin** most prominent, while, in accordance with Jacob's title com-
mon to all, and in view of these included companions, he speaks (6 : 17-21) of them
altogether as " the children of Israel,'* and because of their common origin, common
goilt, common destiny, etc., he includes in his sacrifices for the nation as such (8: 36),
" all Israel." The union and consequent greatness, etc., of these two bodies has never
been verified in their own land and under one king, and a comparison of Scripture
chows that it follows ctfler the personal Sec. Advent, and qfler the overthrow of the last

culminated Antichrist. We dare not degrade the majesty, and universality, and bless-
ings of these predictions by applying them to anything in the past.

^ Unbelief, however, suggests every kind of objection. It is asserted that this conver-
sion borders too much on " the miraoulous," and is inconsistent with God's dealings
with man. Of course it is *' miraculous/' as the conversion of the multitude on the day
of Pentecost was miraculous, and the prophets unite in describing it as produced by a
supernatural power—a wonderful outpouring of the Holy Spirit, the exhibition of
miraculous wonders, etc. Such objectors ought Co refuse Paul's conversion, which was
produced in a miraculous manner, just as these will be effected, so that many writers
believe that 1 Cor. 15 : 8 (comp. 1 "Hm. 1 : 16) has a direct reference to this future conver-
ion of the nation, Paul being bom out of due time, i.e. prematurely, before the time of
this special predicted conversion of the nation through the appearing of the Messiah. In
the disonasion of this subject, so vast in its scope and so blended in its predictions, we
must not overlook the fact that the divine and the human agency are united. Grod acts,

the Spirit is given, the judgments are witnessed, the glory is manifested, but man
himself must i^low these tnings to produce an abiding repen^nce ; those who refuse to
allow all these things to effect an enduring turning to God are to be purged out and cut
off. Thus e.g. take Isa. 4 : 2-6, God will make the " escaped of Israel," those that are
** left" and " remain," holy, but the process of washing and purging is done "by the
^irit of judgment and by the spirit of burning." In the predictions, we find this re-

pentance and conversion variously effected : some are converted in Palestine, some in
the wilderness, some among the nations, and all of them must, by a due acknowledg-
ment of sinfulness and of the rejection of the Messiah, evince a proper disposition of
heart before they are accepted. C}od will mightily work in their behalf, and they will,

by grace received, work with Him. As Saul, wonderfully met, hxunbly inquired what
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waa the will of God conoeming him, and earnestly prayed that it might be performed ia
him, BO these

f
astoondingly arrested^ will humble themselves before the Lord, and piay

for His long-promised blessing to descend upon and abide with them.
^ The combination of circomstances given by prophecy establish this conversion and

restoration beyond a donbt. The election of the nation, the rejection for a time, the
Theocratic relationship, the absolute promises, the gathering from all conntries and
bringing into their own land, the personal appearance of the Messiah and effect upon
them, the time of this Advent, the distressed condition of the nation, the miracoloiu
attending the conversion and restoration, the aid tendered by Gentiles, the formation
into a State, the nnion of the two nations, the vast moltiplication, and a hundred mora
particulars, are aU of such a nature, and so connected^ that they forbid any other view.
The great spiritual blessings are promised to the ideniioal people that suffered dispersion
from their land, and are so repeatedly linked with a return to the acane land from which
they were driven, that it is folly to apply these to the Church as now constituted, and
not to the time, place, and people for whom they are intended. We add two tiioughta
in reply to an objection and a theory. (1) It is objected that there are several types of

Jews, and that they cannot be recognized. It is tnie, as the Bible predicts that^ scat-

tered among all nations, they by affiliation with their conquerors (in some instances by
intermarriage) have become mixed, so that in some cases the preponderance of Jewish
blood is difficult to decide. Two types are prominent—one witn fair skin, light hair,

straight nose, regular features ; the other with Assyrian features, eagle nose, dark hair
and eyes—and these may— for aught we know—have existed, at least, from the days of
Solomon, when foreign wives introduced a variety of feature. In the main kept pare
and easily recognizable, where difficulty exists, this will be decided by the Irvine,
Supernatural guidance controlling this restoration. If man cannot tell in some isolated

cases, God will determine. (2) A theory is advanced by some that this repentance and
conversion precedes the Sec. Advent, and is now progressing in the religious attitude of

the nation. We have shown from the prophecies that down to the Sec. Advent the
nation as such, both Judah and Israel, do jiot acknowledge Jesus as the Messiah. Now.
whatever confessions of sin the nation may have in its liturgical services, ur in their

private prayers, there certainly can be no true repentance and conversion so long as they
reject God's dear Son, the Messiah provided for them. At least, it is not the repentance
and conversion predicted of them nationally, when they shall be restored to their own
land. Hence it is misleading to lay so much stress on it, as many do, because it lacks

tJie esseniials which can make it well pleasing to God and bring His promised blessiiigs

upon them. We concede that this attitude of the nation, as far as it goes, must be pain-

fully interesting to the believer ; we believe even that God must hear with companion
the lamentations and beseechings of pilgrims at the wall of Jerusalem, that He must
regaxd with pity the formularies of humiliation, the penitential confessions and sup-
plioatinns, continued so many weary and suffering centuries ; and we trust, too, that this

very disposition thus exhibited to acknowledge unworthiness and implore Divine favor

will prepare them for a more acceptable ooEifession in the future. Whosoever rejects

the Son rejects the FaUier ; whosoever rejects the Messiah is unrepentant and uncon-
verted. At the First Advent, as we showed in detail, the Kingdom was conditioned on
repentance which the nation, as snch, declined ; at the Sec. Advent repentance is again
presented as the requisite moral preparation, and it is accepted. The Jews themselves
have frequently asserted that repentance is essential at the Coming of the Messiah. Thoa
Meyer {Com., Matt. 3 : 2) quotes " Sonhdr. f, 92, 2, If the Israelites exercised penitence,
then they are liberated by the Redeemer." And Herz<^'s Enq/.^ Art. Mesaiahf quotes
the Jewish opinion (which accords with predicted fact as to Judah's fate under Anti-
christ), taken from Jiieros. Taaniih^ t 63— l/j/oZ. 684, how this repentance is brought
about :

** The Holy One brings over them a cruel king, like Haman, and forthwith will

they repent and be delivered." As illustrative of the Jewish prayers, the following ace
presented, taken from the Oalaxu^ Jan., 1872, which, in Art. The Jews, gives them as
taken from their prayer-books. " Oh ! return with mercy to Jerusalem, Thy city, and
reign therein as Thou has promised to do 1 Rebuild it soon, during our existence, to

remain imperishable, and speedily re-establish in it the throne of David. Praised be
Thou 1 O.'Eternal! who buildest up Jerusalem." "Fill us with rejoicing, O Eternal,

through Elijah the Prophet, Thy servant, and through the royal house of David, Thy
anointed ; may He soon come and gladden our hearts. Upon His throne let no stranger

sit, no others take unto themselves His glory ; for by Thy holy name hast Thou
sworn unto Him that His light shall never be extinguished in all eternity. Praised be
Thou. O Eternal 1 the Shield of David V* Such prayers evince such faith in God's
eimple word as contained in the Old Test., that they put to shame the faith of many
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GeniileB. who have bdcome *^ AigA^minddd" through a Bpiritualizizig and appropriating
the piumises of Crod to this nation. Pity that saoh faith is not extended to the reoep*

tion of the provided Messiah ! Bat, on the other hand, we mnBt not forget that latterly,

since the oonrarsion of namerooa Jews, tbe most sincere and ardent prayers are tendered
by them (assisted by the prayers of believing Gentiles), in the all-prevailing name of

JesQs, in behalf of the Jewish nation. These petitions, ascending to heaven from all

parts of the earth, and made acceptable by coming throngh the Mediator, are not nttered
m vain. God hears, and God will answer. It is an honor, a blessed privilege, to be
among these praying ones, for God will remember their interest and faith and hope.
A member of the Boston Bar, in his Art. The Pi^aeni Shame and Future Glory of the

House of larad, after forcibly depicting both the shame and the glory, conclndes :
" Let

US, tiien, hasten Israel* s Millennium, even as voe would speed our own. There will be bat
one Millenniom. If we ooold stand by in indifference, or open opposition, or false

constmction of the sacred text, or by spiritualizing away its plain import, Israel's Mil-

lenniom, we should retard in the same degree oar own. Let as, then, as we woold
hasten tbe Millenniom of all, bear the land of the Covenant, and the people of the Cove-
nant, and the city of the Covenant, even on our hearts.'*

* The restoration of the entire Jewish nation will take at least forty years, for it is

said, Mio. 7 : 15. ** Aeeording to the days cf iky oomi7\g out cf (he Uind o^ EgypL wVl I show
unio turn ijtarvellous things,** And from Isa. 8 : 14 it is inferred that Jesas most be " for

a stone of stumbling and for a rook of offence to both the houses of Israel," and as he
was such to Jodah at the First Advent, He will be the same at the Sec. Advent to Israel,

working at first with them through the agency of this prophet, and at length coming
personally and pleading " face to face." Some writers, in view of Jadah's more speedy,
and Israel's more lengthy, conversion make the mission of Elijah exclusively one to the
tan tribes, but we are not forced to such a conclusion because the prophecy is general
and seems to include the whole nation (and was so understood by the Jews), which
appears to be confirmed by the language of Jesus concerning him. Thomas (Kingdom
ef Ood, p. 42) suggests a second passage of Israel through the Bed Sea, and that " the
nation will be baptized in the Bed Sea into Jesus as it was before into Moses,'* giving as
proof Ps. 68 : 22 (which, however, may be an expressive figure of deliverance from
migh^ enemies, as e.g. illustrated in Hab. 3) ;* Isa. 11 : 15-16 (but this seems to be
descriptive of the destruction of a portion of the sea, in order to realize the original

grant of the land to the Nile) ; and Zech. 10 : 10, 11 (which is sufficiently illustrate by
the usage of Scripture where rivers and siu» are employed to denote great enemies, etc.).

Besides, this overlooks that a prominent portion of the nation are not present (Jndah and
Benjamin, and their companions), and that there is, too, not only a gathering out of
Egypt, but from Assyria, and all other countries. Even Dr. Butter (Boman Catholic),

in his l^e tf Jtsus^ p. 6, foot-note, makes the Jewish conversion to be completed under
EUas at the end of the world. So others concede the prophecy to have a future fulfil-

ment. In another place this point will be discussed.
^ The reader may well ponder the great change of view, the mighty revulsion of feeling

as then manifested in the Jewish nation I To acknowledge Jesus, the once despised and
cursed, to be the Messiah will, indeed, demand the severest judgments, the special
exhibitions of power, predicted. Once Jesus was contemptuouslv called " The Hung,"
* The Fool," " The Blasphemer," etc., and of Him it was said, " May His memory be
destroyed and His name be blotted out," but then He will be called " The Blessed," *' The
Messiah,** " The Redeemer;** and ol Him it will be said, " This is our God." While
bitterness and hatred are perpetuated among the more illiterate and bigoted of the
nation (largely attributable to the past dealings of professed Christians), yet every in-
telligent reader must have noticed that in many, the more intelligent, a change for the
better is tmnspiring. While unwilling as yet to admit the Messianic claims of Jesus,
many of their writers speak respedfuHy of Jesus as a great moral teacher, and seem to
take a pride in His having been a Jew, and instrumental, through His teaching, in
keeping the Jewish nation so prominently before the Gendle nations. Indeed, some of
the finest eulogies (Benan-like) of Jesus as a man and moral teacher, now come from
Jewish Bouroes.
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Proposition 114. TMs Kingdom.^ being identified with the elect

Jewish nation^ its establishnient at the restoratixm embraces the

supremacy of that nation over the nations of the eartK

This follows Xegiiimately in view of the mutual and inseparable
relationship). The Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom committed to, and.
organized m, that nation, makes it the special depository of the
trust of the Kingdom iteelf. It is covenanted to the nation, and
only in and through the nation, by the power of David's Son, wiU
it be re-establish&, and from this establishment extend its sway
over the nations of the earth. The result is, that the nation, so
highly favored and honored, must, in virtue of so distinguished, a
remtionship, sustain a certain weU-defined pre-emin^ence among
and over the other nations. It is the natural outgrowth of Cove-
nant and promise ; the result of Theocratic ordering.

Obs. 1, This is abundantly confirmed by the direct teaching of th©
propbetfl. Thus Micah 4:8,** And Thou^ tower ofthejloch, tks sfrofig-

nolaofthe dauahter of ZioHj unto thee shull it co7ne, even the first dotninion,
the Kingdom shall cojiie to the daughter of Jerusalem,^' The context shows
that this is spoken of the same Zion ana Jerusalem that was ploughed and
in ruins, which are to be restored and made glorious. The same idea
pervades even other expressions contained in the chapter :

" But in the
last days it shall come to pass, that ilte motintain of the house of the Lord
shall be established in the top of the mountains and it shall be exalted above
the hillsf^^ etc. To *'' be established in the top of the mountains" and to
be ** exalted above the hills*' denotes supremacy ; for mountains and hills,

being symbolic of kingdoms and nations, the meaning is, that the first
position among the nations, an elevation above all others, is assigned to thiis
** mountain of the house of the Lord." That ** the house of the Lord" is

the Davidic house has been frequently proven, He having incorporated it in
His Theocratic rule, and claimed it in view of His Son and David's Son, in
one person, being destined to rule therein. What " the mountain" of this
house is can be readily seen by what the Spirit says, Zech. 8:3; and when
God thus defined it, man can only accept of the definition.

Hence, as our entire line of argtunent effectually proTes, the theory of Barboor and
others, that this future Messianic Kingdom is entire ** spiritual/* is certainly erroneonaL
Admitting fully the high degree of spirituality in such a restored Tbeocratio Kingdom
under the direct rulership of glorified ones, etc., yet the covenants, the prophecies, all
forbid this transposition Into a ** spiritual Kingdom.** The most weighty reasons have
been assigned (and more will be given) for the rejection of such an opinion, which if

consistent ought then to spiritualize ail that pertains to covenant and prediction. The
fundamental defect in the theory Is this : It has not a correct apprehension of the
Kingdom of Gk)d (actually and really God's) as it once existed, and that this identical
Kingdom is to be restored under David's Son, with inoxeued splendor and glory, but to
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£aror its own Tiews of spiritnality, virtuallj has two Eingdoms, an inner and onter, a
visible and inyiaible one. Covenant and prophecy present ns only with one Kingdom,
and that the restored Theocratic, which, in the natnre of the case, is visible, etc.

Ohs. 2, The same is tanght by Dan. 7 : 27, etc., which, while particu-

larly describing the ascendency and rulership of **the people of the

saiata,'' a peculiar and distinguished class (Props. 118 and 156), yet in virtue

of their being also *' the seed of Abraham,*' grafted into the elected nation,

it indicates, since this rulership is exercised at and during the restoration,

that the dominion of power is to be attributed to cofinection with the King
of the Jews, the fulfilment of the Abrahamic-D^vidic Gorenants, and the

restoration of the nation. Hence '* the great^iess of the Kitigdoni under the

whole heaven'* given to them, only proves the exaltation of the Jews
through the appointed Seed. The reigning of the twelve Apostles over the
twelve tribes, the reign of the saints as coheirs with Christ, in the Davidic
Kingdom, etc., enhances the pre-eminence and glory of the nation^ through
whom alone all covenanted blessings can be obtained. This rule of Christ
and of the saints cannot be separated from Jewish supremacy ; while some
of the promises more particularly relate to the saints, the first-fruits (as

shall be explained hereafter), yet in view of an elected relationship they
are also indicative of the hiah position of the Jewish nation and Kingdom.
This is easily corroborated by an abundance of predictions, such as the
following: 1. By that class of passages in which ^^thehorn'* (symbol of

power, etc.) of this nation shall be exalted, as e.g. Ps. 89 : 17-18 ; Ps.

148 ; 14, etc. 2. All nations then shall regard Jerusalem the cetitre of wor-
ship, Micah 4:2-3; Isa. 2:3; and notice, this in the same Jerusalem
formerly destroyed. Jjet the reader refer to Zech. 14, and see the con-
nection and the yearly worship at Jerusalem (v. 16), and the punishment
threatened against those who refuse, and no other conclusion can be con-
sistently formed than the one ^ven by us. And indeed, if such a Theo-
cratic-Davidic Kingdom as predicted is established, it is eminently suitable
that, aside from the spiritual worship extending everywhere, there should

'

be a fiatiofuil acknowledgment of nations through their representatives of
the Theocratio King and Kingdom. It is not conceivable how such '' a
world-dominion'' having its ce^Ure at one point can exist without a fixed

public acknowledgment of it, etc. 3. Thev also shall esteem Jenisalem
the centre of power. Let once the idea of this covenanted Theocratic-
Davidic rute be admitted, and the beauty and propriety of various proph-
ecies appears, such as Mich. 4:2; Isa. 2:3, *' the law shall go forth of
Zion and the Word of the Lord from Jerusalem'"; Zech. 8 : 22, ** Yea,
niany peopU and strong nations shall come to seek the Lord of hosts in
Jerusaletn, and topray before the Lord'* (comp. Amos 9 : 12 ; Zech. 12, etc.).*

4. The nations shall regard it as the centre of glory. This arises from
its being the metropolis of the Kingdom (Prop. 168), being ** the city of the

great Jun^," ** the throne of the Lord,** etc. Millennial descriptions fully

portray this feeling of reverence, etc., for the city, as universal (Isa. 62 : 2,
etc.^ over the eartn. 5. The nations shall respect and honor the Jewish
nation on acconnt of its special relationship. Thus, e.g. Isa. 61 : 9, ''And
their seed shall be known among the Gentiles^ and their offspring among the

people; edl that see them shall acknowledge them that they are the seed which
the Lord hath blessed,** Even the individual Jews in that dav shall be
highly esteemed ;

** Thus saith the Lord of hosts (Zech. 8 : 23), in those
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days it shall come to pass, that ten men shall take hold of all languages of
the nationsJ even shall take holcl of the skirt of him that is a Jew, saying :

We will go with you ; for we have heard that God is with you,** 6. All
nations shall contribute to their prosperity, wealth, riches, etc. Thus e.g.
Isa. 60, 61, etc. 7- The Gentiles shall /ear atid reverence the Jewish nation.
Thas e.g. Isa. 49 : 22, 23. 8. The nation shall be a praise among all
nations, where it formerly was treated with derision. Thus Zeph. 3 : 19,
20, ** i will get them praise and fame in every land where they have been
put to shame. At tfuit tiffie will I brifig you again, even in the lime that I
gather you, for 1 will make you a name and a praise among all people of the
earth, when I turn back your captivity before your eyes, saith the Lord."
9. The Gentiles shall aid in glorifying this nation, llius, e.g. Isa. 66 : 12.
10. Those nations that shall not acknowledge this supremacy shallperish.
Thus e.g. Isa. 60 : 12 ; Zech. 14 : 12-19.'

I The only passage vhioh at a carsory reading might be thought to conflict is Isa.
19 : 24, where Egypt and Assyria are also promis&d a special greatness. When Israel is
mentioned as ** the third,'* it does not mean the third in power or rank, for it is in the
context particularly denominated Ood's " inheritance" (thas shoving its sapremacj),
bat that these three—once so hostile and at enmity—shall be united and friendly, haviitg
—owing to contiguity and relationship—familiar intercourse. It is a representation
of that unity between the Jewish nation and other nations whioh results in preventing
rivalry and contention, crushing war and its attendant evils.

" Archbishop Whately {Oorrti^vons of ChriMianit^, Diss. 3, Ap. Bees, i&ieyclop., toL I)
is unfair in his statement of our doctrine, declaring that we teach that " superior priTi-
leges, as Grod's peculiar people, are then to be restored to the Jews ; that is, to snch
Jews as shall haue coniinued unbdUvera," '* The remnant of the Jews who shall hjive
obstinately rejected the Gospel up to that time are then to be restored to their own land,
and to have a superiority over men of Gentile race.** In the preceding JE^opositions
and in this we have shown that such supremacy is accorded only to them after a hearty,
cordial repentance ; that it is bestowed in view of Grod's Theocratic relationship -vith
the nation and for the sake of the pious of the nation, the Fathers, their descendants,
and the engrafted onus ; that it is done in order to secure God's oton yfory, the re-
establishment of the covenanted Kingdom and to make all this a htessirvj (e.g. Zech. 8:13,
etc. ) to the nations. Can we ignore the Scripture on this point, or the Divine Purpose
which it is to subserve ? No f This very supremacy, so positively asserted and. re-
peated, so linked with the faithfulness and glory of God Himself, forbids us to make
these predictions conditional. The details prevent such an interpretation. The sante
is true regarding the popular method of spiritualizing them, as if they simply indicated
the exaltation of the Ohristian Church. For, the reader can readily see that this sa>
premacy is promised to the iderUical nation and land which suffered so long and terribly
under Gentile domination, and that a marked distinction is made between it and
Gentile nations—the latter seeing, participating in, and enjoying the pre-eminence she
receive8--the same, instead of promoting selfishness, etc., proving a source (as Panl
repeats in Bom. 11} of incahulable bksaing.. Besides this. Scripture indicates that in
virtue of such blessing resulting, this supremacy shall excite no jealousy in those ^ho
come under and experience its sway.

Obs. 3. The simple fact that Jesus, David's Son, " ths King of the
Jews,'' IS to be the Mighty King over them, evinces this pre-eminency. It
is true that He is not only to be King over the Jews but tUso over the whole
earth, for ** the sovereignty or Kingdom of this world" is to become Hie,
and *'-all dominions shall serve and obey Him," yet we must constantly
keep in mind the covenanted fact, that this reign is manifested on DamcT'^
throne andfrom David's Kingdmn, Therefore it follows, that the nation
identified with this throne or kingdom is exalted proportionately with the
extent and splendor of the reign of Him who sits on that throne thns
associated with the nation. It is this that gives them that peculiar and
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honorable diBtinction, so lauded bj the prophets. This is reasonable and
jast ; for surely the people from whom the King is descended according to

the fiesh ; who hold in covenanted possession the throne and Kingdom of

His inheritance ; who are restored by His power that the throne and King-
dom may be re-established in its integrity ; who enjoy the privilege of

having His throne and majesty in their midst ; who are under the particu-

lar rule of appointed judges, coheirs with Him—must realize, from the

nature and extent of their position and blessings, an eniifisnce far above

that of alt others, viz., that stated in Ex: 19 : 5, 6.

Ohs, 4. If the question is asked, why this supremacy is given to the
Jewish nation in preference to all others, the answer is ^iven Kom. 11 : 28,

29. It has always enjoyed a j>eculiar, near relationship to God ; and it

Bhould not surprise us to see it restored to its high and distinguishing
privilege of bemg the nation through whom the Theocratic rule will

again be exhibited in a more glorious manner, being still ** belovedfor the

Father*8 sake,*' an elect nation, now indeed suffering for unfaithfulness
but destined to a recovery (Deut. 3:^ : 36), because God*s calling and Cove-
nant relationship to them, bound by oath, is unchangeable ; His mercy and
Divine attributes are glorified through it ; His dear Son, also the seed of

Abraham and David, is exalted thereby ; and His rule as a gracious, con-
descending earthly Ruler, the yeritablo King, is through it extended over
the whole earth. Men may, in estimated superior wisdom, deny such a
Divine Theocratic manifestation through His ancient people, and speak of

it as derogatory to the Saviour, etc. Ijet such, however, see to it that they
1)6 not found speaking agaifist the most blessed and exalted position of

David's Son, and of toat nation which is His by ^^inheritance** and by
'" redetnption,** When the prophets say so much respecting this, and
eulogize it in the highest terms, surely we ought to be guarded in saying
anything that may be reproachful of it.

Many passages cannot be consistently explained without a reference to this anprem-
acy. Thus e.g. Ps. 122 can only refer to this period (and not to the Ulaccabean age or
to the churchy as many make it), becanse it connects the prosperity, etc., with the
setting np of ** tt« thrones of the hov3e of David,** Even the promise. Gen. 22 : 17, etc.,
** Thy 9ted shall possess the gcde of his enemies,'* in view (ao Bush loci, etc.) of gate
being significant of authority and dominion, is expressive of this future exaltation. It

will poorly suit the promise to limit it to the past, especially when the spirit of it is so
often represented as to be only realized in the future (for even Zaoharias, Luke 1 : 71-74,
lefers It to a time to come) in connection with the Sec. Advent. Even the promises,
expressly covenanted, of being made " a great nation," etc., can only be reconciled with
this supremacy, for, as unbelievers have too frequenUy remarked, the Jewish nation in
point of greatness dwindles into comparative insignificance beside the mighty Babylonian,
Penian, Grecian, and Roman Empires. But God, foreknowing the future and His
own determined purpose, does not give sut:h promises without fuUy intending to verify
them in His own time. Buckle {Bis. Civ., vol. 1, p. 570) censures Bossuet for *' making
the Jews the chosen people of God,*' and ** treating this obstinate and ignorant race as
if they formed the pivot upon which the affairs of the universe had been made to turn,"
and for excluding other nations superior to them in intelligence and power, etc. How-
ever Boflsnet, in a Universal History of the past, may prove to be one-sided, yet Buckle
does not remedy the matter when ignoring Vie Theocratic relationship of the nation, the
reasons assigned for its continuing so weak and finally losing even its special form of

Rovemment, etc., when passing by its covenanted position, its predictions, its present
disciplinary condition, its connection with Gentileism, its continued infiuence through
its religioxui books, its future, etc.—and falling back upon its past insignificance as
contrasted with other nations. This is far more one-sided than Bossuet' s attitude. It

overiooks also a principle stated by the Apostle, 1 Cor. 1 ; 27, 28. Celsus may soomfully
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ridicnle the Jews as not '* mftstera of the whole world/* bnt " left with not bo moch as
a patch of ground or a hearth"—time will vindicatd God* a promises.

Obs, 5. A number of obserrationB on this interesting point might be
appropriately made, which can only b« indicated to the reader. (1) Thia
pre-eminency among the nations of the earth shows that the position
assumed by us concerning the wall of partition bein^ broken down only
between believers in Christ and not between the Jewish and Gentile
nations, is well taken. (2) This work is of Qod, and will be witnessed by
the nations as a confirmation of His power, etc., Ezek, 17:22-24, Isa.

52 : 1-10, etc. (3) Jerusalem and Palestine (as the latter shall be extended
according to promise) are most admirably situated (geographically) for the
exercise of such supremacy. See Townsend's Arrangement, Introd, p,
68-9. ^4) The promise to Abraham is only then literally verified, ** I -will

make of thee a great nation.*' For David and Solomon's reign (aside
from its Theocratic arrangement), plays but a small part at the side of the
great empires of history. God's Promise unerringly points to the future

;

and as His promises, long delayed, are sure, the greatness of the nation, aa
the prophets predict, wiU be more commensurate with the greatness of the
Being who has promised. (5) The promise made to Abraham of being
** heir of the world'' is then realized, in the acknowledged pre-eminency of
his seed. (6) How wonderful will then the history of this people appear,
and how astonishing that the Divine Purpose so plainly revealed should
have been, by lack of faith and with the notion of exalting the meaning of
Scripture itself, so persistently overlooked by the multitude. (7) To
occupy this position of supremacy, it is necessary that the division into two
kingdoms, once existing, should be perpetually abolished. This is foUj
predicted, as e.g. Ezek. 37 : 21, 22, etc. (8^ The folly of being indifferent
to, or totally ignoring, the predictions on tnis subject, just as if they were
not pvon. (9) That if, as many advocate, the phrase ** Times of the
Gentiles,*' is indicative of ** Gentile domination," then the cessation of
these times would of itself indicate that such dominion would come to a
close.

The critical student 18 reminded that then also the full signiflcation of Jacob's name will
appear, after whom the faithful descendants and engrafted Gentilea are called, tis. that of
" iHtael"—" princely prevailer with God" (Bush, etc.), or as the Scriptures (Geo. 32 :

28) explain it, *'for as a Prince'* (hence Kurtz, " Prince of God*') ** hast Thou power with
God and roUh men, and hast prevailed." This princely nearness to God. this prsvailing
power with God and with men is to be manifested. Etcu the singular remark of Philo-
Judieus (Tol. i, p. 100) is to be realized :

*' When the name (Israel) is translated into the
Greek language it is called ' the seeing nation,* which appellation appears to me the most
honorable of all icings in the world," etc. Then, also, such Psalms as the 128, etc«
shall be realized, for " every one" of the nation shall be thus blessed ; and, in vie'w of
being brought back to forfeited blessings, such a state as described in Isa. 65 : 17-S5
(comp. Sep. on t. 23), etc., shall be witnessed and experienced. When all this is
accomplished, then Ps. 107 : 42 will be verifled :

** The ritjhteous shaU see it, and refoiee ;
and ail iniquUy shall stop her mouth,'* For aught we know ** the lamp ordained" for the
Christ (Ps. 132 : 16) may refer (oomp. 1 Kings 11 : 36, 2 Kings 6 : 19, and 15 : i) to thia
period.

Obs, 6. This supremacy of the Jewish nation is a stumbling-block to
many (who misapprehend its connection with the saints, etc.)» and the
most bitter and sarcastic remarks are levelled against it. We misrht con-
tent ourselyes with the simple and positive statements of the Word of God,
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which hare been presented, but, desirous to vindicate that blessed Word,
we distinctly trace thefundafneiital reasons for the same, showing conclu-
sively (1) that their covenanted, elect. Theocratic relationship to God, as

their King (earthly Ruler), in their national capacity, imperatively detnands

just such a supremacy ; (2) that this supremacy is fully required when the

King and the saints are the rulers—the King being by inheritance the king
of the nation and the saints being engrafted into the same Commonwealth,
and regarded as part of Abraham's seed—over the nation, from whence *' a

world-dominion'* is to be exerted"; (3) that in the estimate of this

sapremacy it is impossible to separate the glori&ed (the king and co-rulers)

from the unglorified, for they are united, the one as authoritative head
and the other as speciall;^ exalted in view of this union (hence numerous
prophecies make no distinction between the two, but speak of the nation

as it shall be when restored and associated with the glorified seed of Abra-
ham—which ^ves the key to the inagnificent language employed); (4) that

the nation as it shall hereafter bo composed, viz., with its Mighty King and
with its resurrected and glorified patriarchs and descendants, and with its

adopted Gentiles resurrected, translated, and glorified, and with its twelve

tnbes repentant and converted, forms collectively *^ the rod of strength^
^

(Ps- 110 : 2) which shall be exerted in a sway over the nations of the earth ;

(M that a Theocracy with a rule over the world, embracing a union of
Church and State, has its foundation in the nation specially selected, in

which its rudimentary form was set up but which was withdrawn on
account of wickedness and rebellion, and yet which Covenant and prophecy
declare shall again be restored under David's Son (hence unity, God's oath,

Jesns's inheritance, etc., demand it); (6) the union of the Divine with Civil

power over the nations, to accord with a pure Tlieocratic ordering, neces-

sitates, in order to preserve unity, just such a supremacy as is predicted
;

(7) that to nrepare this nation for its supremacy it is (Ex. 19 : 6) to be
made ** a Kingdom ofpriests and a holy natio7i,'* which is done (a) by the

incorporated glorified ''Kings and Priests,'' and (6) by the pre-eminent
holiness of the nation, ''all" being righteous, and brought into sjyecial

nearness and service to the king ; and (8) that the promise " in thee sliall

all the families of tlie earth he blessed,^* indicates, as Hengstenberg
remarked, " the re-establishment of the lost unity, and in the gathering
again of the scattered human race around Abraham as their centre, " which
to be realized, according to Covenant and prophecy, demands a visible, out-

ward exhibition of civjl and religious power according with the Divine
Parpose as contained in the grammatical sense of the Word and advocated
by us. Hence Ebrard (CIi, Dog,, vol. 2, p. 749) justly observes, both in

view of the elect, covenanted relationship, the incorporation of the Divine,

and this supremacy : "And then (in the Mill, age) shall the Old Test.

prophecies of the re-creation of the kingdom of Israel attain their fulfil-

ment, for, within the unglorified humanity upon earth, converted Israel

shall form the middle point of the Kingdom of Christ" The nation, with
its attached glorified rulers, forms the basis for that wide, extended, and
ultimate universal dominion.

Thftt the student may jndge for himself respectixig the statementa made against this

snpreznacy of the nation, ve append a few illnstrations. Brown {Ch, Sec. (hm,, p. 2, ch.

4) particnlarly scouts the idea of " an Israelitish supremacy—at once religioas and civil

—

awer all the nations of the earth," resulting naturally from his Church-Kingdom theory,

vhich ntthlessly, and without regard to connection, appropriates the promises specifically
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given to the JewiBh iiAtion, and appropriates them in behalf of the Ch. Church wu
eatabliahed. Bat on p. 360 he says :

" The most remarkable fact of all is that those "who
held the Pre-Millennial theoiy in the second and third oentnries seem not to h&Te
believed in any territorial restoration of the Jews at all—much less in their Millennial
supremacy over all nations, and the re-establishment of their religions peculiarities.**
Bnt this is a dear muap|>r«A«n«ton, as we have shown, step by step, in the history of the
doctrine, and when any of the Apostolic or Primitive Fathers enter into a detailed state-
ment of their views on Esohatology, they repeat the JewishfaUh of a complete restoration
of the Davidio throne and Kingdom, the rebuilding of Jernsalem, the reign of the
Messiah and the saints from thence, not only over the Jewish nation, bnt over the 'whole
earth, etc. ; and, what is more to the point, they (as e.g. Ireneana, Jnstin. etc.) wwntVo
this sapremacy over the world contingent to a being of Abraham's seed and identified
with the elect nation—Abraham being ** the heir of the world.'* Dr. Neander (GewU, IBs.
Oi,, vol. 1, p. 50, etc.) takes the Jews to task for receiving " the letter" of covenant and
prophecy, and anticipating a Messiah who should deliver them even from temporal
enemies, saying :

** The deluded Jews, incapable of a spiritual apprehension of divine
things, expected a Messiah who should employ the miraculous power, with which He
was to be divinely armed, in the service of their earthly lusts ; who should free them
from the yoke of bondnge, execute fearful vengeance on the enemies of the Theocxatio
people, and make them the matters of the world in a universal empire, whose glory ther
delighted in depicting with the most sensual images that the wildest fancy oonld
au^^est." Admitting that many could not receive the Messianic idea in its purity, »n^
expected to be saved in their sins and selfishness, and allied with it much of their o^rn
worldly conceptions and wishes (particularly avoiding the references to a required repent-
ance and purity of the nation), yet the reader will observe that " the letter" conieitxMd
these promises ; the *' letter," Ood-given, led the Jews into this belief (even evidenced
by the pious Zacharias, Luke 1 : 71) ; the ** letter" has never been recalled, and we are
not authorized to substitute something else in its place under the claim of *' a higher
spiritual apprehension of divine things." But as iJeander has been answered in detail
under preceding Props., we only add : it is very strange that " the WorldCominion,"
** the universal empire," which the Jews advocated under the leadership of a Messiah
divinely endowed, and which we show from the Scriptures embraces the pureM and
noblest Theocracy under the guidance of Ood Himsdf, should be so distasteful, and that
precisely such a world-dominion and empire, imiting Church and SiaUt should be after-
ward advocated ^impelled by the force of prediction) and yet cammUUd to morial, JalUbi^
man for establisnment and control. Look e.g. at the marvellous things said of this
Kingdom and performed by it, and which view—aside from Scripture evidence is the
most reasonable. Dr. AUog (Roman Catholic, in his Univ. Ch, His,, vol. 1, p. 194),
referring to the destruction of Jerusalem, says :

*' The unfortunate Jews, having Icet
their national independence, were now forced to disperse among the nations of the
earth, xoiihoui the comfort <^ a promise that they should one day again return," etc. (Matt.
23 : 37-39 ; Luke 21 : 24, alone refutes this assumptionV The Papacy (however soma
individuals may have expressed themselves favorably), owing to its claims of superiority
and assumption of the promises of supremacy belonging to herself, has always had an
evil eye for this doctrine. It certainly is unpalatable to all who strive io appropritde to
themselves what lawfully belongs to others. Lest it be thought that we do not notice
and meet all the objections that are urged against us, we will briefly present the extrav-
agancies of Baldwin in '* Armageddon," ch. 4. The chapter is headed " Israel restored
identical with ike United States'* (which suggests that while Englishmen are engaged in
making England to fulfil the predictions in " Anglo-Israelism," so Americans are
striving to make the United Stales the great fulfiUer—such are the perversions of God s
Word in support of some favorite theoiy). This is done for the purpose of eulogizing
and exalting republicanism, giving it a scriptural support. He says : " The JewB and
speculative theologians have, for near eighteen hundred years, believed that Israel would
be restored to nationality in Palestine, and that then it would become the head of the
whole world, and be the great agent in its Christianization. We protest against this
theory, because it is absurd, fanatical, and repugnant to Scripture, as well as to common-
sense. We believe that the carnal Israel will be, to a certain extent. Christianized ai^H
that it will resettle in Palestine, and form an integral portion of the Millennial republic,
but that it will have no superiority at all over the other Christian states of the MiUennial
Confederacy; we think it will simply be a common beneficiary of good government, as
all other Christian states will be. We further believe the United States to be fAe /irsf-
fndts of the promised restoration of Israel, and that the Millennial republic will be Oit
salvaiion of • all Israel,' politically apeakii^." Then to show " the absurdity" and " the
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£uiAticiam** of oar Tiew (which dares not appropriate the promises giren to the same
people dispersed, etc., and which oonnot make republicanism the medinm through
which to look at the prophecies), he assigns the following reasons : (1) The geographical

position of Palestine is not farorable to its being " the capital,'* bnt America is " the
natural capital ;" (2) Palestine is too small to be ** the agricultural capital of the world*'

—the United States alone adapted ; (3) Palestine cannot become ** the commercial
capital of the world"—the United States fitted for the honor

; (4) Palestine cannot
become ** the manufacturing head of the world"—this designed for the United States ;.

(6) " It cannot become the intellectual head of the world"—this glory designed for a
coontty that produces such writers as himself ; (6) " The Jews cannot become the
political head of the world in Palestine"—this distinction reserved for those who intro-

duced Bepablicanism. After contrasting die resources, etc,, of the Jewish nation with,

other nations, he sa3r8 :
" It is most ridiculous to think of such a thing. "Will Bussia,

Britain, Qermany, France, and America become the vassals of the Jews ? will they give

their sceptre to a patch of country that could not supply the world with cabbage ; and to

a people that can never become their mental and pohtical superiors ? The very thought
is full of absurdity and fanaticism." He then proceeds : (7) It is " chimerical" to mfiike

the Jews *' the spiritual head of the world," beoaase all Christians are on an equality
;

(8) It is ** utterly impossible" to restore '* the ten tribes "; (9) If the Jews were " Chris-

tiaaized then the Hebrew ceremonial law would cease to be a wall of separation between
them and Oentile Christians." Hence, for these reasons, our view is " repugnant to

oommdn-sense," and **a theory really at variance with the laws of nature and good
sense," because ** the Hebrews were a typical people ; typical of the Christians ; and
what purpose is to be subserved by the reconstruction of a typical people." (We might
well ask, if mer^y a type, why have them restored at eJI, or even converted, seeing that
a type is cast aside when the antitype arrives.) His scriptural argument (sec. 2) based
on Christians being also the seed of Abraham to whom the promises are given, does not
affect our position, but confirms it, seeing that we clearly hold to this, but in addition
make the engrafting et^trdial to a connection with the elect Jewish nation, and hence
participatixig in the inheriting of th& Theocratic promises. This we have already given
m detaiL The denunciatory spirit of Baldwin, making our view '* altogether unscript-
oral and false," *' false, fanatical, and full of evil," etc., adds but little strength to his
effort to prove that ** the United States is the Israel restored," quoting just as much of
the prophets as he thinks will make out a parallel, and meeting deficiencies by heaping
the most fulsome eulogies on our form of government, etc. A writer that can deliberately

apply Isa. GO ; Isa. 33 : 20, 21 ; Micah 4:1-4; Isa. 49 ; and Isa. 2 : 1^, etc., to the

untied Stales, is so clearly removed from the slightest tinge of fanaticism, that he is

eminently qualified to judge the merits of another theory dispassionately, so that we are

forced to the supposition that it was with enlightened mind and unprejudiced heart, he
speaks of our doctrine as " positively arrogant and intolerable, and should be rejected
as a fanatical delusion." But Baldwin is not alone in this ; multitudes form this

estimate, and when the time of restoration comes multitudes, embracing Antichrist and
the kings of the earth, will retain it, and with the greatest bitterness and the fiercest

hostility attempt to prevent it. Precisely such views, carried into open opposition, give
us the dew to the terrible carnago and bloodshed of the last days. All that we need to say
to Baldwin's objections (which are all answered under appropriate Props.) is this : they
are b^ued on ike assumption of natural development, and ignore the Theocratic, the

Divine, the Supernatural, which is inseparably united to this restoration and supremacy.
^ The laws of nature and of common-sense" must not cancel the declarations of the
marvellous respecting the future, as they do not those concerning the past (as e.g. in.the
birth, etc., of Jesus). This summary method of deciding God*s predictions by*' the
laws of nature and common-sense" is a dangerous weapon in the hands of a believer

—

entirely too unwieldy for his hands. Again: we have Barbour {Ihree Worlds) and
others, who reject this national supremacy and give it exclusively to the saints, on the
ground that the Kingdom is taken from the Jews and given to another people, and this
last people inherit and possess the Kingdom forever, and the Jewish nation is outside
of that kingdom, having no part in it, and it " shall never again be incorporated with
the Jerusalem of Palestine." This is a grave mistake, opposed alike to Oovenajd amd
prophecy. Having sufilciently met this objection in the previous Props., we only now
say that the /undamenial defect in this theory is, that it does not receive the oath-hound
Davidic Oovenant in its plain grammatical sense (and the prophecies), which makes a
restoration of the same Kingdom (which, of course, includes the nation) overthrown
ifflperatire ; it does no^ distinguish between the inheritors (rulers) and the Kingdom
itself ; it doee not trace the continuation of the election and see that the engrafted
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ones are considered aa part of the Hereto CommonweaUh—Bn integral but exalted portion ;

it does not perceive that the relationship of the Jewish nation restored (mortal) to the

glorified portion, is an inseparable onion, and that the supremacy accorded to snch a
-onion necessitates the language of the prophets respecting the supremacy to the nation,

as it shall be composed in the future, without discriminating ; and it ignores the con-

nection of prophecy which makes this supremacy (owing to the Divine Theocratic ordering)
pertain to a nation which is described in conditions restricted to a mortal oondition,
and yet exalted to it in view of the ovemdinff Divine government instituted in its behalf

under the rulership of the glorified Messiah and His coheirs. Looking only at one aide

of the subject is doing violence to the unity of Covenant and prophecy, which has two
aides, a human and a divine.

We may properly sum up all objections by simply saying that they are oil, without
exception, based upon a misapprehension of the Kimjdom aduaUy covenanted to tiie

Messiah. We give an illustration at length, for the purpose of showing that onr reptB-

sentatiojis of the Jewish faith are conceded by opponents (as has been shown by other
quotations), and how unscriptural assumptions can be heaped together in a few sen-

tences. Meyer {Com. on Mail. 3 : 2) says :
" The common idea of the Jews in regard to

the Messianic Kingdom was predominuitly politico-national, with the &uiatieal stamp
of an universal dominion, to last a thousand years ; the Messiah awakes the descendants
of Abraham ; then follows the reign of a thousand years ; the resurrection and con-

demnation of the heathen ; the descent of the heavenly Jerusalem and the et«;:nal life

of the descendants of Abraham on the earth, which is to be transformed, along -with the

universe. With Christ and the Apostles the idea of the Messianic Kingdom is not
national, but universal, i.e. so that the participation in it is not conceived as depending
on a connection with Abraham, but on faith in Christ and the moral state conditioned
thereby, wiUiout distinction of nations ; hence the religious and moral point of view—
the idea of an actual Theocracy—comes into the foreground, without the idea of the

universal dominion, the expectation of the renovation of the earth, the resurrection, the

judgment and eternal glory, losing their positive significance, truth, and worth.** While
we might justly object to one or two features of this estimate of Jewish faith, -we pass

it by, saying that Meyer looks at the whole subject from a preconceived Church-Kin^ion
theory. We have shown, step by step, that ** the common idea of the Jews'* -was not set

aside or condemned by Jesus, but confirmed by Him in such a manner that it was
perpetuated when the Ch. Church was established ; that " a politico-national Kingdom**
(Davidic) was the one covenanted and Overthrown, and the same^ identical Kingdom, in

ruins, is to be set up when Jesus comes again ; that if the Jews were " fanatical* ia

their belief of ** an universal dominion" under the rule of the Messiah, it was a fanati*

clam inspiredby the God-yiven, plain, grammatical sense of the Word ; that neither Jesus,

nor the disciples, nor the Apostles afterward, changed the idea of the Kingdom (Meyer
asserts that they did, but does not give a partidB of proof to sustain the assertion^we
declare that they did not, and append the proof, under Props. 16-113 inclusive), but
locate the realization at the Sec. Advent ; that while faith in Christ and the moral state

conditioned thereby is requisite to entrance into this future Kingdom, such faith brings
us into direct ** connection with Abraham," being adopted and accounted his children
in order that we may inherit the covenanted promises with him and his seed ; that no
theocracy (as Meyer claims) is now existing, for the simple reason that an " actnal

Theocracy" is an utter impossibility without the restoration of the Davidic throne and
Kingdom, and God Himself, in the Person of His Son, again reigning as an earthly
Ruler ; that the poHition of Meyer can only be sustained by appropriating to the Ch.
Church, as at present constituted, promises which, if language has any definite meaning
appertain to a people and city, down-trodden for many centuries, and to a throne and
Kingdom, cast do-wn and remaining unrestored to this day. Alas ! where i* failh in

God*s promises, just as they read, without the aid of type and spiritualizing !

Obs, 7. Milman {His. of the Jetos), Wines (Com, on Laws), and others,

have shown that past history records the fact that science, art, philos-

ophy, history, jurisprudence, politico, stAtesmanship, finance, education,

etc., are adorned with splendid Jewish names—names suggestive of vig-

orous intellect, large attainments, great skill, profound wisdom, and
vast knowledge. If the Hebrew race in its dispersion, under its disabili-

ties and humiliation among nations, has exhibited such talent, genins,
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energy, learning, enterprise, and power, what will they not become when
restored to their own land nnder the peculiar and elevatinff guidance of

their lon^ expected, and at length arrived, Messiah? What brilliant

names wiU not the future develop, when specially ruled over by the glorified

and powerful Apostles, when in close and intimate connection with glorified

saints, when the Mighty King and the splendid New Jerusalem are in their

midst ? The position that thev will then occupy geographically and theo-

cratically, together with the elements of individual and national greatness

bought together, fostered, and developed uuder the all-wise and all-power-

fal Messiah, will bring forth a list of greater names to adorn the annals of

the reign of Jesus and His saints—the evidence of a reign rich in all that

pertains to the elevation of individual or national greatness.

Wines (Cbm. on iht Xatos of Vie Anc. Hebrews^ p. 839) mokes a somevhat singular
rafldotion (singular—for impelled by thoir remarkable preservation and the prediotions
of a fntnre return, he holds to their ultimate restoration), and, overlooking their The.
ocratic position and fall of his cherished republicanism, adopts the following viev

:

** They retain, in their dispersion and after so many centuries of oppression, ciU the
elements of greatness and of power, out of which to frame a model republic, and onoe
again to become the light and glory of the world. Who knows whether Providence has
not some such splmdld destiny in reserve for them? Surely a preservation so signal
cannot be without an ultimate object eaually remarkable." Their destiny need not be
guessed at, for it is freely delivered to us in the Scriptures by One who can accurately
inform ns ; a destiny /ar superior to that of being ** a model republic,"under fallible

men, including as it does a magnificent, cuiual and reoUt Theocracy under the benign sway
of the immortai and exalted David^s Bon, thus making it the great cetiire of mighty in-

fluences radiating to all parts of the world,and felt and acknowledged even by an interested
universe. Brookes (Jfarano^Aa, p. 444) quotes the biographer of the celebrated Hegel as
saying that the philosopher ** gave often and long thought to Hebrew history, and often
changed his thoughts,' ' so that ** all his life long, it tormented him as a dark enigma." To
which Brookes finely adds :

* It is a dark enigma indeed unless studied in the light of God's
prophetic Word, but all is clear when we follow with unquestioning faith the testimonies
of the Holy Ghost concerning the future of this people." Even the Sibylline books are
more scriptnral than some Protestant writers, insisting, as they do, on a restoration of
the Jewish nation and its supremacy. Pre-Millenarian writers, generally, give a correct
idea of the same, but too much overlook the Theocratic idea as covenanted and predicted.

We are not concerned in the calculations of those (as e.g. Dr. Springfellow, of Man-
chester, Ya.—who has the restoration accomplished by 1884—and others) for reasons
assigned under Props. 173 and 174.
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PROPOsmoN 115. TJie Kinigdom is 7iot established without a
period of violence or war.

In the nature of the case, if at any time God intends to re-estab-
lish such a Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom, which is designed to
extend its sway over the world, all, or nearly all, earthly Kingdoms
will oppose it. This is precisely what the prophets, one and all,

uniformly predict.

Ohs, 1. This is a terrible subject, and the writer was under strong
temptation to suppress, in great part, this Proposition, lest to some it

would prove *' a dead fly in the ointment" (Ecclea. 10:1), causing a
rejection of the whole. But consideration urged that, as God prodaivied
it, andfrequeiiily adverted to iiy duty a^idfaithfulness demanded its inser-

tion as* a testimony and warning to others.* Reflection also will show
that, fearful as it is, yet owing to its temporary nature it is not near so
dreadful as the perpetual destruction, the everlasting cutting off of the
wicked from the happiness and glory of the Kingdom. If any one objects
to the war, slaughter, plagues, etc., that, as predietedy shall be meted out
to the enemies of God when this Kingdom is to be inaugurated, on the
ground that it is derogatory to God*B character and to Christ's mission of
love, etc., such are invited to consider, in addition, the following particu-
lars. (1) What are we then to do with these predictions ? Are they given
merely as threats, God never intendhig to fulfil them ? Or, are they con-
ditional ? That God intends their ample fulfilment is evident from the
connection which they sustain, {a) to tlie Divine Plan; {b) to the chain of
predictions in course of fulfilment, the literal accomplishment of which
thus far forbids the notion of a change in the future

;
(c) and to the Sec,

Adveiit of Christ ; (d) to the future condition of saints
;

(e) and to the

restoration of the Jewish 'nation. {;Z) The identical reasons which would
impeach God in allowing this war and awful destruction of life can be
urged against Him for allowing past war, the Jewish tribulation, the
destiny of the wicked in the future. Take e.^. the wars carried on under
this same Theocratic, and Theocratic-Davidic arrangement, under the

Rulership of God Himself and by His direct sanction. Fonder it well, and
then dare to judge God. If the Jewish nation was then justifiable, if God
was thefi right in the destruction of His enemies, is it not equally so in the
future? (3) This war, etc., in the future as expressly asserted, is not
carried on because God delights in it, but because it will be waged against
Him, His people and His Purpose by wicked, ambitious men, and the
Almighty C07idesce7ids to meet them in the same way to give them, through
appointed agencies, a signal and deserved punishment and overthrow. The
rise, progress, aims, slaughter, etc., of the confederation of wickedness
arrayed against Him (Props. 160, ICl, 16iJ, 163) will fully vindicate the

2)roprieiy and consistency of the means used in its downfall ; which, as
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prophecy declares, will be freely and universally acknowledged the world
over after its occurrence, (4) It is also not uiconsistent with Christ's

mission of mercy and love for the following reasons, (a) During this very

period of mercy, heavy judgments of God have been constantly poured oat

on the city and nation of the Jews
;

{b) if this WRre parely a dispensation

of mercy, how account for the wars, sufferings, terrible Providences, etc.,

pertaining to nations, individuals, and the Church. There evidently is a
limit to be fixed somewhere. Mercy is indeed extended, but it is not all

mercy ; judgment, justice, etc., are also to be regarded in forming our
estimate, or it will prove to be one-sided, opposed to experience, fact, and
Divine representation. The same Jesu8, so desirous to save and bless,

orders events according to His righteous will in blessing or in judgment
as best suits the circumstances of the case, {c) This is a time of offered

mercy, but even this will give place to a time of wrath and vengeaiice on
the nations and persons that persistently reject Him. And we may well

pause to ask that, if in a period so disposed to be gracious He allowed His
just anger to burn toward a nation still ** beloved for the Father's sake,*'

what will He not do when His wrath is kindled against the nations of the

earth who are not thus protected by Covenant relationship ? {d) This is a
heavy judgment on the wicked only, who are directly arrayed against Him
at His Coming, (b) The simple record ou^ht to suffice ; for it is not
becoming in us to sit in iudgmcnt on the propriety of Goa's dealings, either

past or future. If God has revealed that thus it shall be, that He has
ordered it, and will surely brin^ it to pass, that ought to satisfy the believer,

especially since many of the adverse Providences of God can only now be
received by faith, (6) If it is terrible, it is so to those who are properly
warned. Let the nations, let the wicked open God's Word, and if they will

receive His Record, not spiritualized awav, but as it is written, there they
find repeated solemn warnings against joining the confederation of evil-

doers in the last days ; against arraying themselves in hostility to Christ
and His interests ; against any treacherous connivance against Jerusalem
or the Jewish nation. If Jerusalem becomes *' a cup of trembling'^ and " a
burdefisome stone'' to them ; if the wrath of tJie Lanib burns with consuming
fury against them ; it is because they have rejected the most solemnly given
warnings.'

1 Wo are remiaded of Bean Alford's declaration :
** Christianity never was, and never

can be the gainer bj any concealment, warping, or avoidance of the plain truth, wher-
ever it is to be fonnd." The reason is, that if God's truth, it will stand against all

human efforts.

* The writer must add, in order to. avoid a misapprehension of his position, that he
has no sympathy with the theory and spirit of the Anabaptists, Bomanists, some Prot-
estants, etc., that saints or believers now, under the present ordering, are to take the
sword to advance the truth for the Church, or the cause of Christ. This is positively
forbidden ; and, therefore, we must await the time and the ordering appointed by God
Himself. The quotation {Mem, qf Cbl, HutchiTison, p. 209) so common among the
Puritans. ** that the saints should have the praises of God in their mouths, and a two-
edged sword in their hands," was in that day and time a misapplication of Scripture.
So also the Huguenots (Smile* s Hvuj. in -Fhxnce, p. 115) before entering battle sung the
68th Psalm. So ten thousand quotations found in history given by the Papacy, by
men addicted to violence, etc., to palliate and defend the use of arms in advancing their

own schemes, and which are drawn from the predictions wholly relating to the future,

are wrongfully misappropriated. But this should not lead us, on the other hand, to
forget that they also hiave an application, and to refer them io the period to which they
belong. If Crusaders, CromweUlans, and others, under the mistaken idea of their

flglhting the Messianio battles, appropriated these passages relating to war—if John
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Brown enconraged himself in his Eitnsafl and Tirgizua campaigns hy ** the Old Test,
encouragement to valor and enterprise on the Lord's side"—if priests, ministerSt popes,
and kings misapplied them in their self-interest, that is no reason why we should reject
them, and refuse them an vUimaie reaiualion.

Obs. 2, To appreciate this subject several things must be observed. (1)
At the period of the Sec, Advent, as various prophecies show, Christ will

find a mighty array of nations who will be hostile to believers, hostile to
His ancient people and land. Eev. 19 : 2 ; Thess. 2 ; Isa. 63, etc. He is

represented, not as converting, but as destroying them ; and the most
terrific figures and representations are heaped one on the other to describe
the catastrophe, ** Making war, treading the wine-press^ treading the wine-
press of the wrath of God, smiting the nations, ruling with a rod of iron,

treading the wine-press of the fierceness and wrath of Almighty God, tread-
ing the people in anger, trampling on them in fury, staining His gamtents
with tJie blood of His enemies,^* etc., are a few of them, and under and in
them is couched a dire reality against which it is worse than folly to close

the eyes, viz., a most fearful period of vengeance on God's enemies. (2)
That the ushering in of the Millennial era is immediately preceded by this

period of vengeance. The context of numerous Millennial descriptions
portray it as God then coming in anger, wrath, vengeance, etc,, pouring out
His indignation upon the nations of the earth, as e.g. Isa. 24, 25, 26, etc.

a An antichristian confederation is represented as existing at that time
ich has slaughtered the saints, and is in open war with the Jewish natio7i,

as e.g. 2 Thess. 2 ; Rev, 20 ; Zech. 14, etc. (4) The same is declared to
exist just previous to the resurrection and deliverance of the saints, as e.g.

Dan. 12 : 1, 2 ; Isa. 26 : 19. (5) The same is almost invariably linked
with the restoration of the Jewish nation, as e.g. Joel 3 ; Dan. 12, etc
(6) The saints are also described as with Christ and participating in in-

flicting the judgments of God, ruling with a rod of iron, as ag. Rev.
2 ; 27-28, etc.* (7) The Jewish nation is likewise an ogency in this last

overthrow of enemies, as e.g. Zech. 14, etc. It is scarcely possible in
every instance to show in what way Christ, or the saints, or the Jews par-

ticipate in it. The testimony of prophecy is this : that Christ as the
Mighty King directly interferes in behalf of His people, that His saints aid

in this work, and that the Jews are supematurally sustained in the same.
Christ as the Master Spirit and Supporter of all this, is sometimes men-
tioned alone (as e.g. Isa. 63), the rest being implied ; tic^ain Christ and
the saints in view of their associated capacity are spoken of as together (as

e.g. Rev. 19), in the accomplishment of it ; then again, when details are

given, the Jews are described (as e.g. Zech. 12) as largely participating.

The fearful picture is only completely surveyed, when the several parts are

brought together and viewed aa one whole. Converging and irresistible

proof is also established, because under several aspeNcts the same tremendous
scene is located at precisely the same period of time introductory to the
Mill, age.'

^ Linooln (Lee. on Rev., vol. 2, p. 134) and others limit this pouring out of vengeance,
bloodshed, treading, etc., to the SaTionr, and exclude the saints, but this is to violate

express promises, as e.g. Ps. 149 : 6-9 ; Bev. 2 : 26, 27, etc. Even the Jews are in-

cluded in this last drama, as seen e.g. Zech. 12 : 3-8, and 14 : 14, etc. Such a view
neutralizes a hu^e class of passages, and makes the kings and Jews mere spectators, and
not participants, etc. It is founded on a misapprehension of Isa. 63 : 3, *' and of the
people there was none with me," which Delitzsch and others properly render " nations"
Instead of *' poople," thus preserving a unity of teaching on the subject.
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* Hencd the stndent will observe that if ever a war was justiJiabU, this one will be so
in view of its resisting a gigantic oppreseiorij which aims to overthrow ike Highest ijUerests

of man and the obedience due to God and His Christ. The Theocratic Kingdom when
first instituted was introduced by war and violence, vanquishing its enemies, and this

only teaches us that when again set up, because of the opposition excited and the resist-

ance audaciously exhibited. It will again fight its way over its enemies but under a leader
immeasurably greater than Joshua. It is simply impossible—if believers in the Word
and wUUng to receive its contents—to ignore the Scripture relating to the subject. But
on this point the reader is cautioned to observe* that in this day will be largely repeated
that exertion of siq>enuiiurai power exhibited when (Ex. 14 : 14) " Jehovah shall Jight for
you **/ for it is expressly predicted :

" then shaU Jehovah go forth aiid Jight againsi those

nations, as token He fought in the day of baiile,'* Hence, in our interpretations, it must
not be forgotten that the future will r€^eai on a more tremendous scale the Divine inter-

position in the overthrow of enemies typified to na by what took place in the day of
Egypt, and afterward.

Ods, 3. Therefore, the Kingdom is introduced by violence and conflict.

This is seen by referring to the Scriptures (whicn sustain the previous

Observation), and to what was stated under former Propositions Passing
bv for the present the numerous allusions to the objects designed by Christ's

doming, such as to destroy the power of His enemies (Ps. 2 : 1-9 ; Dan,
7 : 9-26, etc.), and bestow retribution (2 Thess. 1:8; Ps. 10 : 16-18, etc.),

it is sufficient for our purpose to direct attention to one single feature of

the last times, which, aside from others vindicates the Divine interference

and frightful drama that will be enacted. Notwithstanding the tenders of

Gospel mercy, the gracious call given to Gentiles, it is predicted that not
only wickedness shall abound down to the Advent (Matt. 24 : 6-15, 37 ;

Mark 13 : 6-13 ; Luke 17 : 26-31 ; 1 Thess. 5 : 2, 3 ; 2 Tim. 3 : 1-13 ; 2
Pet. 3:3, 4, 10 ; Jude 18, 19, etc.\ that not only antichristian powers
shall exist down to that period (2 Tness. 2 ; Dan. 7, etc.), but that at the
time of the Adrent and ushering in of the Mill, age, wickedness shall

increase (Matt. 24 : 37-39 ; Luke 17 : 26-30 ; 1 Thess, 5:1-3; 2 Tim.
3 :13, etc.) to a fearful extent until it culminates into a mighty confed-
eration against the truth. Without entering into details respecting this

antichristian power (Props. 160-168), its existence is most prominently
set forth so that it is impossible to ignore it. Through seducing influences

(2 Tim. 4: 1-3, etc.) and corrupting passion of nations (Ps. 2 ; Joel 3,

etc.), there will result an organized effort to crush Christianity by persecu-
tion, and even to destroy the Jewish nation. Leaving the names, charac-

ter, blasphemy, claims, etc., of this Antichrist, we again narrow our dis-

cossiun to a single point, viz., that of his efforts to crush ike Jews at Jeru-
salem. In companng prophecy it is distinctly announced that he shall

unite nations and armies into' an expedition into Palestine and a siege

against Jerusalem, Dan. 11, last part and 12 : 1 ; Isa. 14 : 24r-27 ; Joel 3 ;

Zech. 14 ; Rev. 14 : 20 ; Rev. 16 : 16 ; Ezek. 38 : 8-19,* and that he is to

be destroyed by a revelation of Christ in Palestine, Ezek. 38 : 21-23 ; 2
Thess. 2:8; Rev. 19 : 11-20, etc., compared with the positive order laid

down in Zech. 14. So plain are these predictions that not only the entire

early Church looked for such an invasion of Palestine and overthrow of

the Antichrist, but many who are not friendly to Millenarian views have
adopted and advocated them. The reader then will observe that such a
coniederation is predicted as in open hostility against Jerusalem, etc.'

1 The reader will obeerre that it does not fall within onr plan to discnss, at present, the
order or the Bcziptnrea. If it should be thought that some of our Soriptore referenced
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caimot apply to thia period chronologically , we take the liberty o£ directing attention

»

e.g. to What Faber, a scholarly writer, says* respecting them in his work Diss, on Froph.^
Hacrtd Calendar of PropL, and work on the Jews. The 1600 fnrlonga of Bev. li : 20
serrea to identify the locality, being as nomerons writers, even back to Jerome, declare
the width of PiUestine, which is confirmed by more recent surveys ; and this again is

corroborated by other passages describing the same event in Dan., Joel, and Bev.
' It is a curiosity to pass over the commentary of one who spiritnalizes largely (as e.g.

Scolt, etc.), for in one place he wUl crowd everything into the past siege and destruction
of Jerusalem, however ill-mated ; and on another passage he will admit that it seems to
refer to a future restoration of the Jewish nation, when, through the help of the
Almighty, they shall powerfully overcome their enemies, who, at the time, are endeavor-
ing to crush them. Zech., chs. 14, 12, and 9, are tests which develop remarkable
attempts at interpretation. Some, not knowing koa to apply those things to the Church
(however plastic the spiritualistic process), even refer them to Maccab^m deliverance"
(thus degrading the predictions), as e.g. Moore {The Prophets cf iht ResiorJ) on Zech.
9 : 11-17 ; while others fall back on conditionality, or ignore them, or account for them
as oriental exaggerations heightened by Jewish race prejudices. It is actonishing to
witness the comments that the Word must submit to in order to meet the demands of
the Cburch-Eingdom theory or of .unbelief, which have no place in their system for a
future Theocracy, restoring David's throne and Kingdom against the opposition of the
nations. The Jews, whom such despise as "wretched interpreter^" with all their errors

and Rabbinical additions, were immensely in advance of such when, relying on the
grammatical sense and the plain connection, they firmly believed that the same idadical
nation, so long down-trodden under their enemies, should at some future time, under the
leadership of the Messiah, gain a complete victory over all enemies. Their literature

is full of this faith ; and the hope inspired by Godrgiven sense has sustained them under
sufferings and cruelties, oppression, and persecutions unparalleled in the history of
nations. The Jews, in Pre- and Post-Christian literature, adhered to this view, and even
Philo, so largely addicted to spiritualizing, says {De Prauniia et Ptxnis, % 15-20 :

" For a
man will come forth, says the prophecy (LXX. on Numb. 24 : 7), who will go out and
conduct a great war, and will overcome great and powerful nations, as God Himself will

assist His saints."

Obs. 4. This, in the nature of the conflict described, and the results

that follow, indicates a prior, partial restoration of Jews to Jerusalem, as

many writers have observed. This is not the restoration under Christ, but
one that will be effected under the auspices of some nation.' At least one
thing is certain, that the nation, as such, is at this very time represented
at Jerusalem in such numerical force that prophets predict a gatnering of

the nations against the Jews. With one voice nearly all of them allude

to this gathering, and describe the condition of thd Jews as one of great

trouble and misery. This gathering, too, is purposely allowed by God. In
some predictions the nations are said to do tnis ; in others that God, " He
shall gather them.'' In Rev. 16:14, *^ the spirits of devils shall gather

them ;" in another place (Rev. 13 : 5-18), the last head of the beast and the

false prophet shall assemble them ; and then again God will do it, as in

Zeph. 3 : 8,
** TJierefore wait ye upon me saith the Lord, until tlie day that I

rise up to the prey, for my determination is to gatJier the nations, that I
may assemble the ki^wdotns, to pour upon thetn my indignation^ even all my
fierce anaer,'' etc. This is reconcilable with the permissive Providence of

God, and with the fact that the results of the free agency of these nations

falls in with the contemplated design of God to employ the very period of

their gathering and anticipated triumph for their terrible punishment.
By wilfully closing their eyes to " the counsel'* of God, to Wib plain Word,
they are led into the position of unbelief, etc., and God orders all things

in such a manner that their purpose of gathering shall be fully carried out.

Nothing sbfidl intervene to frustrate the daring plans laid by them until
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the deciBive moment arrives. They shall a^ree among themselres, and be
prospered until God is ready to pour out His vengeance ; and the gather-

ing itself on a gigantic scale with the eyes of the world fixed on it, will

make the punishment the more signal aiid ovenohelming. God employs
their design as a vehicle for the accomplishment of His own ; and there-

fore, with the power to prevent it at any time, it is correctly, although the

direct result of creature agencies, attributed to Him,*

I 'WriteTB have conjectured variotisly respecting this nation that will thus aid the Jevs.
England, France, Germany^ Bnssia, and America have been mentioned. It is difflcnlt

to ascertain, owing to the exceeding brevity and purposely obscured allusions of the
prophecy on this point. May the reader ponder another conjecture added to those
given. It has occurred to the author that probably the clew is given in Isa. 30 (Alex-

ander's version) and other places, where the nation is represented as trusting in .Egypt
for help, and the result will be (as in this case) that their help is vain, etc. May it not
be that the power now strengthening itself (or that may hereafter) in Egypt ^all, in
order to increase its strength against the Sultan, enter into a treaty with the Jews and
replace them in Jerusalem, etc. This would be the entering wedge of the compUoations
that follow. England, however, is most favored by writers, and Isa. 17 is a passage
often urged. This much, however, may be affirmed, that through the aid of some
nation or nations, and especially under the favor (which will afterward be withdrawn)
of Antichrist (who will make a covenant with them, and whom they will receive coming
in Ms own ruime), the Jews will anticipate a glorious era of prosperity, a multitude will

return to Palestine, a people in ^unwalled villages, having gold and silver, cattle and
goods, Ezek. 36 : 11-13, etc. They will rebuild their temple and endeavor to equal, if

not excel, Herod's effort. The interest taken in the Jews, the policy of statesmen, the
loans of Hebrew bankers to the Sultan, the societies formed in behalf of Jerusalem and
Palestine, the exploring expeditions of England and America, the rebuilding and settling

of Jerusalem, the increased pilgrimage, the colonization schemes, etc.

—

aU point to such
a coming restoration, confirmed, as it is, by the weakness of Turkey.

* The many promises that the saints shall be eye-tottnesses^ shall see for themselves the
vengeance of God poured out upon His and their enemies, are significant. A comparison
of them will show that they point to this future period of the gathering of the enemies,
and the fearful resulting conflicts.

Obs. 5. Jerusalem will be taken by this last enemy, and great cruelties

will be perpetrated. The Jews will be driven to despair, such as we can
well imagine their blasted hopes, after long centuries of tribulatiou then
excited by fondly anticipated prosperity, would produce. In a partial

restoration attempted by themselves in reliance upon others, instead of
waiting for th^ one to he gained through the power of their King^ they suffer

the last outpouring of God's anger. This causes a cry of agony, which is

mercifully heard, and in such a way that sorrow and despair are turned into

joy and happiness. Zech. ch. 14, delineates the extremity aud the deliver-

ance, which is corroborated by Zech. 12 ; Dan. 13 ; Jer. 30 : 4-24. The
Lord will iight for them ; and among the agencies employed is this very
Jewish nation, as specified, Zech. 14 : 14, " Judah also shall fight at

Jerusalem,^' etc.

The reader will notice that in this matter Zech. 14 bears an important part, and
hence a few words in support of our interpretation of the passage is in place. That this

siege, etc., of Jerusalem is still future is evident from its entirely differing from past
sieges in these points : (1) No such fighting against the nations followed

; (2) No such
Divine interposition was witnessed ; (3) No such Coming to the Mt. of Olives, no such
Coming of God and the. saints was seen ; (4) No such ** destruction" was turned away
and Jerusalem was again ** safely inhabited "; (5) No such fighting at Jerusalem by Judah
was experienced ; (6) No such smiting of the nations, no such tumult, no such plagues,

DO such worship, etc., followed. AU this is future. Dr. Brown (ChrisVa Sec. Coming, p.

305, note) treats this view of bloodshed, etc., with the utmost contempt and scorn.
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ThiiB :
** But, judging from the prophecies to which Fre-Mlllenariaiifl commonly refer,

and the literal sense which they insist npon giving to them^ they appear to expect one
vast carnage -slanghter in a literal battle or oattles— ' the land soaked with blood/ and
* all the fowls filled with flesh.* And this is what they term the judgment of the quick,
or, at least, a principal part of it—miserxAle view." It is very easy to denounce an
opposite view, but to prove it to be erroneoos is quite a different thing. If Dr. Brown
can blot out of the record a literal gathering of the nations against Jerusalem, a literal

siege, etc., as well as the numerous predictions of a terrible conflict resulting in the
overthrow of the nations by supernatural and physical means, then he can rid himself
of this ** miserable view." We hold to it, because U is conUUiied in Holy Writ.

Obs, 6. The active part taken bj this Jewish nation in the punishment
of the nations who opposed Jerusalem, etc., is given in Zech. 12 :l-9

;

Zech. 10 : 3-12 ; Micah 4 : 11-13 ; Isa. 41 : 15-16 ; Micah 5 : 8-10 ; Jer.

51 : 1*9-20, etc., verifying Dan. .2 and 7 and 12 ; Ps. 2, etc. The nation,

by virtue of Divine Support, is invincible^ so that " they that strive vritk

thee shallpertshy^^ and ** they that war against thee shall be as nothing, and
as a thing of naught," becoming like **

chaff,'* etc. The nations will be
confounded at their valor and might, Micah 7 : 16, 17 ; Zech, 9 : 13-16, etc.

The slaughter will be terrific, represented under the most impressive figures

that language cau employ, as e.g. Ezek. 38 and 39 the awful supper '* upon
the mountains of Israer' to which the birds and beasts are invited, Bev.

19 : 17-20, same supper, Rev. 14 : 19, 20 ; Jer. 25 : 29-33, etc. It is im-
possible to explain away these passages ; it is absurd to spiritualize them
into something else, and we must receive them. That they relate to the
future is so apparent that it needs no discussion ; for such a Coming of
the Lord and or His saints, such a display of valor, etc., by the Jews, such
an overthrow of enemies after a siege of Jerusalem has never yet been wit-

nessed. The hesitancy of many writers, who receive it, to dwell upon it

arises not from disbelief or disregard, but from the fear that others not ap-
preciating its relationship to the judgments of God preparatory to the
establishment of His own Theocratic government, may become prejudiced
against the truth in general. But let human opinion be what it may, one
thing cannot be done, viz., to blot out tltese predictions, or to prevent their

fuMlment,

The simple predicted facts that Jesns, the saints (the " mighty ones"), and the Jews
participate in it is self-eTident ; the exact order of events, the explanation of details, is

more difficult and demands a close stndy and comparison of the prophecies. Some
things, however, are self-evident : (1) that the Anticnristian confederation inaugurates
this war ; (2) that they are met in the first place by Christ and His saints ; (3) that Jndah
then also engages in it ; (4) followed by Larael. The conflict will be apparently waged
for a number of years until both Jndah and Israel are restored, and embraces not only
the one pre-eminently against the confederation at Jemsalem, bat all other enemies
and resisting kingdoms. Some (as Faber, etc.) think that Jndah's restoration will take
thirty-five years and Israel's forty years, and that daring these periods conflicts will,

more or leas, rage. However this may be as to time, the stndent will be impressed, by
a comparison of prophecy and the hints given, not to limit this period to a short time.
It may be added : writers of ability make Rev. 16 : 12, " the kings of the East," refer to
the Jews (so Uede, etc.) or to the ten tribes (so Faber, etc.). This opinion is also given
by authors without a chronological application (as e.g. Kurtz, His, Old Cbv., vol. 1, p. 168,

on the authority of Hengstenbeig, etc., meaning ** Trans-Euphratics, " i.e. people from
beyond the Euphrates—with which compare Faber* s reason for the use of " kings"). It

is oertain that this subject explains Scripture that otherwise seems contradictory (as the
imprecatory Faslms), or exceedingly obscure (as Jer. 31 : 22, etc.). Perhaps the last

passage, ** a woman shall compass a man*' refers to this very conflict, for (1) it relates
to this period of restoration and to some occurrence then to take place

; (2) the Jewish
nation is represented as a virgin or woman, v. 21 preceding—see I^op. 118 ; (3) the
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renderings that are giren by others, as e.g. Dr. Clarke (Cbm, loci), " a weak woman shall

compass or circumTent a strong man" (comp. the strong man of Ps. 10 : 15-18, etc.) ;

Dr. Blaney : " a weak woman shall repnlse a strong or mighty man/'

Obs. 7. In the face of all this array of Scripture, it will not answer for

the objecter to quote the language (John 18 : 36) of Jesus :**//* my King-
dom were of this worlds then would my servants fight that I shoxcld not he

delivered to the Jews. But noio is iny Kingdom not from hence,'* Will
the Saviour contradict the predictions of the prophets ? No, for He quali-

fies His language, guarding it, by the *' hut now^** i.e. at the present time,

my Kingdom is not of this world and my servants do not fight* leaving the
plain inference that at some future time, just as prophesied. His servants

would fight The time of wrath on the nations and of the Kingdom will

also come. Rev, 11 : 15-18. Now, during the gathering out of the elect,

vengeance is God's ; we are forbidden to exercise it ; but God*s forbear-
ance with Gentiles will also end as it did with Jerusalem, as it now does
with individuals, and then He employs what agencies He pleases to cause
their destruction.

The critical student mnst, in the consideration of this snbject, ever keep in mind
that these terrifio conflicts and judgments are part of Gods mercy, as illustrated, e.g. in
Ps. 136. ** To Him that smote Egypt in their Jirst-bom ; for His mercy endureth forever : and
slew famous kings, for Hbt mercy endureth forever," etc. It is not only mercy to the Jews,
bnt mercy to the iiations. owing to the great benefits and blessings thai result from this

crushing defeat of wickedness and rebellion. God most be judged by the end accom-
plished ; and judged by this standard, as given by prediction. He is abundantly
vindicated in His exertion of authority, even if it bring about the terrible predic-
tion, Ps. 9 : 15-20 :

** The heathen are sunk down in the pit thai they made : in the net

which they hid is their own foot taken. The Lord w known by the judgment whidi He
executeih r the leicked is snared in the work of his own hands. The wicked shall he turned
inio heU (Sheol) and all the wtiions thai forget God. Ifbr the needy shall not always be for-
gotten .* i?^e expectation of the poor shall not perish forever. Arise ^ God ; leX not man prevail ;

let the heathen be judged in Thy sight. Put them in fear^ Lord : that the nations may know
themselves to be but men.*' Comp. Ps. 110 (Heb. 1 : 13) with Isa. 63 ; Rev. 19. etc., and
mercy and judgment are mingled, severity and goodness are blended, and all this to

insure the peace, happiness, etc., of a glorious Millennial period. Hence we cannot
possibly receive the exceedingly one-sided comments forced on John 18 : 36, illustrated

e.g. by Parrar (Life cf Christ, vol. 2, p. 370) when he says : " Yes, He is a King ; but not
of this world ; not from hence ; not one for whom His servants would fight,'* leaving

the impreasion (1) that He never would act as earthly Buler, and (2) that a time never
would come when He Himself and His servants will fight and overcome the bloodthirsty

persecutors and enemies of God. Such an implication is not warranted either by the
text or by prophecy ; the clearest predictions, if languE^e has any decided meaning, are

opposed to all such inferences. It will be true that '* the Lord is King forever and ever ;

the heathen are perished out of His land."

Obs, 8. This future overthrow of the nations is the key to the warlike

spirit noticed in many of the Psalms, and which has been the fruitful subject

of derision to unbelievers. Even many believers, not recognizing the

period and the design God has in view, turn with unbelief from Ps.

58 : 10 ; 68 : 23, etc., as if it were incoTisistent for the righteous to see and
engage in the specific, appointed work of Jesus, the Divine Master. Look at

the Sec. Advent ot the august Jesus and see the bloodshed, slaughter,

fearful supper, vintage, etc., connected with it, and if the blood of His
enemies shall flow so abundantly, shall stain His garments, etc., in the day
devoted to wrath, is it wrong or inconsistent for His people in that day to

see and engage in the same work f If we dare not censure the blessed
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Saviour, who will engage in this work, made necessary by the enmity of

His enemies, made rrniiisite by His determination to set up His delayed
Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom, which these nations will deterjnviately

oppose, can we blame the righteous if they do ajs stated in Ps. 149 : 6, 7,

8, 9 ? And can this be regarded as in opposition to the Christian spirit,

when it is even added that the righteona sJiall rejoice when he beholds and
participates in it? He certainly does not rejoice in the necessity that

exists for such a manifestation of power and vengeance—the whole tenor
of the Bible forbids it ; but he rejoices in it because incorrigible enemies,
enemies who long violated God's law and shed the blood of saints, are

removed ; that the righteous are at length rewarded ; that Christ obtains
His inheritance ; that Covenant promises are realized, including even that

the seed shall possess the gate of his enemies ; that wickedness is utterly

rooted out of the earth ; and that now the whole world shall realize in

Millennial bleseedness and glory, that there is a God that judgeth in the
earth, that God, His Son, and His people shall be sanctified, etc. A large

number of reasons are given why this should cause exultation in the saints,

arising from its being a removal of enemies and the introduction of prom-
ised blessings that could not possibly be realized on earth without such a
previous and complete subjugation and expulsion of these enemies. The
employment, too, of just such agencies may be part of that '* snare'* and
** net" which God plants, in which to take those nations. The perversion

of those predictions springs from not locating their fulfilment properly.

One party, not observing that the Holy Christ is the Leader in these

things, the Introducer of this day of vengeance and resultant year of the

Redeemed, either persistently closes its e^es to the existence of such pas-

sages in the Scriptures, or declares them inconsistent with the Spirit, etc.,

of Jesus Christ. Another party takes a more dangerous position, for find-

ing these prophecies and not noticing that they are identified with the Sec.

Advent of Jesus, with His oion appointed day of vengeance, presume
rashly, without warrant, against even prohibition, to take up the sword
and establish a Kingdom or maintain the truth. Both extremes are to be
avoided, leaving God to take care of the ultimate fulfilment of His own
Word, resting assured that such a terrible resource can only be taken under
the directed anspices of Christ Himself, who as the designated ** Lion of
the tribe of Judah,^^ etc., will make this ** war in righteousness.^

'^

That the reader may see how these Psalms are treated, a few illustrations are appended.
Rogers {Superh. Origin oj the BibU, Ap.» p. 428, foot-note) endeavors to remove the force of
them by observing that ** David was not a Christian," i.e he did not live under a Chris-
tian dispensation, and hence dne allowance most be made for the terrible expressions
indicative of vengeance, wrong from his sufferings, and quotes Isaac Taylor as indors-
ing such a position. But what ih/tn becomes of David's inspiration, and Aoio can Christ
Himself perform such a work ? Even Christlieb {Mod, Doubt, p. 239) says : " We must
acknowledge ihe imperfection ot the Old Test, stand-point occupied by the sacred poeta*'

(viz., in view of the principles, etc , introduced by the present dispensation). But it is

not the poet merely that speaks, for (he Spirit speaks through him ; and to attribute
imperfection to them utterly unreconcilable with piety and holiness is simply to say
that the Spirit of God is guilty of the same. Then to say that Jesus or the New Test,
does not embrace these alleged imperfections is one-sided and unfair, as seen e.g. in the
denunciations of Jesus against the Pharisees and unbelieving, and the fearful doom of
the enemies of God as represented in the Apoc. The truth is this : the Spirit sees the
end from the beginning, and showing us that the enemies of God will surely triumph
over the Church, persecuting it unto a bloody death, He then, seeing the time has come
for the setting up of the Theocratic Kingdom, in a Theocratic spirit exdusively predicts
the fate of those dreadful enemies and the exultant triumph of tne saints. Of course it
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is not stiange that Coleridge (Confessions of an hiquiring SpirU) ihinka that " the cnrsings
of David" are to be rejected as merely of hnman ongin, for a low estimate of inspiration
rids itself easily of this and a large part of the Bible. But it is strange that Davidson
(Nev £d. of Home's InlroductUmt p. 761) deprecates the language of Fs. 65, 69, 109, and 137,

as improper and unchristian, *' Uie ebnllitions of natural and unsanctifled feeling/' the
expression of ** personal feeHngs inoondstent vith their prevailing disposition and with
the spirit of true religion.*' This is preciseiy what unbeliet is alleging against the future
'* wrath of the Lamb," denunciations of the wicked, as recorded in the New Test., saying
that it evinces a partisan spirit, etc. £ven the noble song of Hannah (1 Sam. 2 : 1-10),

and which, as Fairbaim {7\ff>ology, p. 93) has shown, is responded to in Mary's song of

praise, is made expressive of the ebullition of human feeling, so that (as Jebb, Sac.

LU.^ p. 397) her ** temper" was not ** thoroughly subdued," for ** she could not suppress
the workings of a retaliative spirit.** Its relationship to the Christ is thus overlooked.
Perowne {7he£o(^ of Psalms), in a note on Pa, 35 :22, attributes the imprecatory Psalms
to the sterner nature of the older dispensation, and hence that the spirit ol them is super-
seded by the present one. We are, therefore, to conclude. Uiat such promises given to

believers (as e.g. Ps. 149 : 6-9) were merely intended to present a delusive hope, God
foreseeing that they would not be reali2ed because of a determined repeaJment of them !

The Ch. Union, Jan. 10, 1877, remarks :
*' David^s imprecatory P&alms are the expression

of an experience/or below that which a disciple of Christ, ought to have attained in the
year ot grace, 1877. It is simply misleading to teach them as divine ideals to our
children." Hence these stem realities, designed for all. are only human productions,
and only express the violence of David's own passions. Alas ! for inspiration if true.

But we need not be surprised at such utterances, when in the same article appeared the
following :

** It is not true that they (viz., the Old and the New Tests.) are of equal
authority or to be interpreted alike** (oomp. Prop. 16). ** The Old Test, was made for

the childhood of the world ; the New Test, for its manhood. One book is the primer ;

the other book belongs to the graduating class.'* This is a specimen of the flippant,

esteemed jrruzrf style so largely prevalent in a class of religious periodicals ; its absurdity
being self-evident, seeing e.g. that the covenants, predictions, and promises contained in
the Old Test, are yet to be lulflUed. Next :

*' The experiences and examples of the Old
Test, saints are crude.** .** They are the experiences and examples of men living in a to to

moral state,'* ** They are no more worthy to be cited as ideals of Christian character
than a fall pippin is worth eating in June,** etc. Alas ! then Paul made a grievous
mistake in holding up before us, as examples worthy of imitation, the Patriarchs and
ether ancient worthies. It is surprising, if this be true, that God has not yet favored
the writer of such an article with a translation, seeing that he is so much superior to
£noch and Elijah I But seriously : the reader can see that the ancients must be depre-
ciated in order to get rid of a class of passages and predictions, so full of terrible retri-

bution and in which the saints rejoice, which these writers cannot fit into their
spiritnalistio and Whitbyan theories. They have no place for them, and hence denounce
the authors of them. No wonder that such believers are forced to say that the only
inspiration the Bible possesses is that common to all good men. In reference to the
principle adopted by Kev. Keate (7'^ 109tK Ps., A Sermon, London, 1794, 4to) and Bev.
Partridge (The 109fA Ps., A Sermon, London, 1798, 8vo), that the imprecations are not
those of David but of the enemies of David against him, it is utterly untenable and
opposed to the general analogy of Scripture on the subject. We gain nothing by such
arbitrary expositions, and but very few have thus far adopted it.

Obs, 9. This subject in one of its features, ou?ht to serve as a warning
to Jews, not to allow themselves to he perstiaded by any nation or party to

establish themselres in Jerusalem and Palestine. The prophets plainly

predict their sad fate ; that they shall fall under the persecuting power of

this last confederation and experience its fearful effects. The restoration

that God predicts for them, and which they should await, is under the

Messiah, Jesus Christ, David's Son, If they run before they are called, or

if they accept of a restoration under the auspices of some nation relying

upon their own efforts, etc, they shall certainly realize in their own un-
happy experience what will befall Jerusalem and its inhabitants at this last

great siege by the gathered nations,
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This warning is the more necessary since repeated attempts hare been made nnder
the specions plan of a Divine calling, to indnce converted Jews and believers to colonize
Palestine, so as " to prepare the way" for the Coming of the Messiah. When the Adams
Colony was raised for this purpose, the writer then earnestly protested against the
scheme, showed that the Christ did not require any snch preparation, and that they
were running without being called. In Naihanad indeedt where the scheme was favor-

ably mentioned, the writer insisted that in view of the future condition of the returned
Jews under Antichrist, and that the work of predicted glorious restoration, the restored
fruitfulnesa of the land, etc., was the result aJione of direct Messianic intervention^ any
colonization thus carried out would inevUdbly reauU in injury—placing believers in a
situation where they would particularly be exposed to hardships and to ultimate persecu-
tion. The papers reported the complete failure of the colony, and that the government,
through its foreign officials, aided in bringing many back. "Warner (In the Levatiiy p. 7),

after speaking of the disastrous outcome of the Adams Colony, refers to their successors

—

a colony of Germans from Wilrtemberg, who are *** striving to redeem and reclaim the
land, and make it fit for the expected day of Jubilee," or to prepare for the Advent.
He says that they refer as authorizing their belief and mission to, especially, Isa. 32 :

1

and 49 : 13 e< seq, and 52 : 1. A reference to these passages, taken in connection with
the general analogy, shows that these persons are undertaking a work which is Mes-
sianic—i.e. it pertains to Jesus to perform and not to man. A society was established
(general meeting in 1854) on the Salon, near Ludwigsbuig, to gather a people of God in
Palestine (about 10,000 families) in order to bring about a renewed Theocratic arrange-
ment (Kurtz, Ck. Kis., vol. 2, p. 333). In the Froph. Times (July, 1875), in a letter from
Stuckert, it was stated that a pastor of Bavaria, Cloeter, ** who has a great party
behind him/' is proclaiming that the people of God are to fly into the wilderness (Apoc.
12 : 6, 14) and to remain there three and a half years^ and this wilderness is in Russia,
either the Crimea or the Caucasus. A party of Swiss made the wilderness the Cape of
Good Hope, and emigrated, with bod results, to that place. Now, all such things arc

mere foUy, and indicate that the persons holding them have but the crudest notions of
Uirisl's appointed toorkt of ike Thmcratic Kingdom that is to be established, etc. Every-
thing it seems must, through human infirmity, be caricatured. It is amazing how this

doctrine of the future restoration and its results are perverted, and a following obtained.

A noted instance of fanaticism is that of R. Brothers, who, with Sharp (1794), was to
lead the Jews to re-occupy Jerusalem. The title of the first production is sufficient

:

" A Revealed Knowledge of the Prophecies and Times. Book the First. Wrote under
the direction of the Xiord God, and published by Kxs express cofnmand ; it being the first

sign of warning for the benefit of all nations. Containing, with other great and remark-
able things, not revealed to any other person on earth, the restoration of the Hebrews
to Jerusalem by the year 1798 ; under their revealed Prince and Prophet." This prince
and prophet was Brothers himself, in whose favor as prince a Mr. Halated, or Halhed,
made even a motion in the House of Commons. His lunacy (for he was declared a
lunatic by a State commission) is self-evident from his titles, "Nephew of God," etc.,

and making a Miss Cot the daughter of David and future Queen of the Hebrews. The
student can recall the sad prostitutions of these prophecies by Jewish impostors in the
past, a long and dreary list, resulting at times in terrible bloodshed.

Ohs. 10. This also should serve as a warning to the nationfl, not to allow

themselves by any arguments or inducements 7o enter into a league again^if

Jerusalem. It is predicted that this will be done, and that all such nations

shall be severely punished (as e.g. Zech. 12 ; 2, 3, 9) and destroyed. Wis-
dom, prudence, ought to urge an acceptance of God's Word. It is true,

that tne establishment of such a Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom mav not

prove very palatable to the nations, the governments of the earth, for it

IS destined to interfere malerially with governments as now organized and
conducted, and will not tolerate in any of them that sinfulness, etc.,

which, more or less, attaches to rulers, people, manner of conducting gov-

ernment, etc. But considering the Divme Purpose and the blessed results

that will flow from it to the world ; regarding the Almighty Power that

will enforce the successful accomplishment of it although all nations resist

it—surely true wisdom ought to indicate a persistent refusal to all solicita-
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tions to engage against the ancient city and people of God,and to snggest a
ready compliance with all the demanaa that in that day may be made by
the Mighty One who is to rule as the Father*s beloved Theocratic King. It

is no idle caution or impertinent request which says, Ps, 2 :
** Be wise

now ilterefore, ye Kijigs ; be instructedy ye judges of the earth. Serve the

Lord with fear, a7id rejoice with treinbling. Kiss the Son, lest He he

angry, and ye perishfrmn the way whe7i His wrath is kindled but a little.^'

This period will be the crisis of nations.

Brookes (MaranaOuit p. 444) qnotea Frederick the Great as saying : " Meddle not with
these Jews ; no man ever touched them and prospered.*' How largely this has been
fnlfilled in the past, and how true it will be in the fntnre. It is in view of England's
treatment of the Jews in later times, giving them the highest civil privileges and protect-

ing them in their rights, that some writers base the opinion that God will, in the future
contest with nations^ show special favor to her. The United States might well put in
such a plea, because she has been uniformly kind and considerate to the Jews. Such
pleas, however, will avail nothing, if such nations resist the restoration of the Theocratic
Kingdom and its intended sway ; all depends upon their future conduct

Obs. 11. This again reminds us of the extreme position adopted by
peace congresses, etc. A portion of the Scripture, isolated or torn from
ita connection, ia alotie presented in their pleas, while lengthy predictions,

which show that war exists down and at this period, are ignored as if they
did not exist. The general analogy of the Word tells us that it is only

after (not before) this terrible conflict of, and with, the nations, that war
snail be banished under the then peaceful and triumphant reign of David's
Son. To locate this era at any other period previously, or to declare that

it can be brought to pass without Divine interposition, is to indulge in

dreams that wUI never be realized. To diminish war, suffering, etc., is a
Christian duty, but this is very different from that of misinterpreting and
misapplying the Word of God, and predicting ^^ peace and safety, ^^ which
Ood warns us against. It virtually closes the eyes of many to the predic-

tions of the future, and prevents them from seeing that they should so live

that they "may be accounted worthy to escape the things that are corning

on the earlh,*^ for the principle recorded by Ezek, 14 : 16, 18, 20, will be
fully carried out

Men, forsaking the Scriptures, are divided as to the instrumentality by which war is

to cease. Some make it Christianity ; others the future religion of humanity : some,
civilization ; others commerce ; some, education ; others suffrage of woman : some,
spiritualiiim ; others, international arbitration. The last named is a great favorite

with some, although it is admitted that an arbitration court, if the parties are dis-

satisfied with its division, has no civil force to enforce it Lord Lytton {The Com-
ing Raett p. 45) presents the idea—strongly reiterated recently, owing to remarkable
inventions, increasing the efficiency of war material—that reason will so prosecute its

discoveries until destructive agencies are so perfectly understood and under control,

that for armies to engage would involve mutual annihilation, so that wars will cease,

noiens voiens. In the PrUe Easaya on a Congress of Nations, it is generally argued
that wars will eventually cease, and an appeal is made to, and the language quoted of,

prophecies found in the Bible. But such language is tornfrom its connection, and instead i

of allowing the Scriptures to testify how and when it is to be realized, it is taken for
granted that it will result exclusively through human agencies. Some of the ablest I

advocates, like Elihu Burritt, deny a future Second Advent. Jesus is " the Prince of

Peace," but He brings it in His own way,

Obs. 12. When this war is concluded, then, and then only, will Ps. 76

bo fulfilled in the manner we have presented* Then and then only shall
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the force of Pb. 110 be realized, as verified in the fate of the kings and
heads over countries. Then, too, will men find that the confederation and
its defeat are described in Ps. 83. Thsn Ps. 68 will stand forth with a
significancj that will astonish, and Ps. 60 will present a clearness in the

light of fulfilment that must surprise. The rejoicmg then prevailing is well

foretold in Ps. 47. The struggle and glorious result is eloquently por-

trayed in Ps, 46, and it then wul be a matter of amazement that it could
be applied to any other era. How impressive^ viewed in this connection,
becomes Ps. 48, delineating the judgment inflicted on the kings that

were assembled, and the glory that results. ' Indeed, in that day, many a
prediction now imperfect^ understood, shall stand forth with a distinct-

ness that will reproach the weakriess of our faith in God's Word, when the
last prayer of Moses, the benedictions of Jacob, the covenanted relation-

ship of the people, etc., are vindicated by this tremendous overthrow of

enetaies

—

then truly prophecjr itself, now the sport of scientific unbelief

and the butt of uuscholarly ridicule, will secure the profound esteem and
praise of all nations.

£.g. such passages as Mai. 4:3; Zech. 1 : 20, and many others, either concise or
obscure, are, perhaps, more follj explained in the light of this subject. It is certain
that such passages as Ps. 45 : 6 are thus introduced by girding on the sword, performing
terrible things, and making *' thine arromn sharp in the heart of the kiftg'a enemies ;" that 2
Sam. 22 : 35-47 comp. with Ps. 17, is descriptive of a real experience that shall be fuDy
realized in the future ; that, for aught we know, the 144,000 mighty men of war in 1

Chron. 27, may be typical of the saints in the Theocratic Kingdom, the 144,000 first-

fruits, since of the I^yrd Hlmselj it is said, when the Song of Mose.< shall be sung in the
future triumph :

** The Lord is a man <^ toar, the Lord {Jehovah) in Hih name* ** Who xa

Uke unio 'ihee, U Lord, among the gods f Who is like imto Thet glorious in holiness^ jfearful

m praises, doing wondera."

Obs. 13, This war, with the prominency, valor, success, etc., of the Jew-
ish nation in it, corroborates the supremacy of that people presented in the
preceding Proposition. Thus verifying 2 Saml. 7 : 23, 24 ; Deut. 33 : 29

;

Isa. 43 : 1-7 ; Isa. 60 ; Zech. 9 : 16 : Jer. 3 : 17-19 : Ps. 144 : Jer. 33 ; 9-
16, the *'war," Ps. 110, etc.

Obs, 14. The reader, who has closely followed our entire argument, will

not fail to see that it is highly appropriate for the Jewish nation to be thus
employed as instruments in the execution of the Divine Judgment of the
King. The propriety springs from the fact that, as the Davidio throne
and Kingdom embrace this nation, and as the judgments are to be poured
out in consequence of the process of re-establishing this Kingdom in its

Theocratic-Davidic form, the nation itself mnat, in the nature of the case,

be used as an instrument in overwhelming His enemies. All pertaining to
the Kingdom is thus engaged. Compare Jer. 51 : 19-20.

This undoubtedly results from the fact that then it will be clearly acknowledged and
felt, that the throne and Kingdom of David, identyied with the nation, are to be restored
under thf Messiah, ** the King of the Jews." This attempted restoration will prove hateful
to many kingfi and nations, and they will unite in a tremendous effort to crush it, ^e
nation thus identified, must, as prophecy fully indicates, occupy a prominerU position in
the movements of the new ordering, introductory and established. Judging merely from
Zechariah's predictions, the spirit of Jer. 48 : 10 will again be revived until the bloody
enemies are effectually overcome.

Obs. 15. One peculiarity in this conflict is the statement that every Jew
is specially under Divine protection, and endowed with supernatural
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strength, so that none of them are orercome by their enemies. The Spirit

foreseeing this already foreshadows it in Deut. 32 : 30, and gives it plainly

in Zech, 12 : 6, 8 ; thus also fulfilling Ps, 140 : 7. Being under the super-
vision of their King, and acting by His direct command, it will happen to

them as in the battle with the Midianites (Num. 31 : 49), '' there lacketh
not one man of us.*' For, God says to them, Deut. 33:27; Lev.
26 : 7, 8.

An earnest of this war and its sncoess is given to Abraham, when with Lis bom
fienrants, he overoame the army of Chedorlaomer, the head of a confederation. Gomp.
also Isa. 41, which will efiectoally be realized in the Messiah, His people, and the re-

stored nation.

Obs. 16. Owing to the fearful slaughter and the multitude of dead, we
have described by Ezekiel and others the cleansing of the land. This
gives us a direct clew to '" the cleansing of the sanctuary," for the land of

Palestine is called the sanctuary (Ex. 15 : 17, etc.), and, it being defiled

with the dead, is carefully purified oy their removal

Various writers, such as Bh. Newton, Andrews, Faber, etc., call attention i>> this

cleansing, ^e prefer this vastly to the singular view entertained by the Seventh-Day
Adventists, making the cleansing of the Sanctoary to be a cleansing of the Suiotoaty in
heaven. Much that is mystical, or purely inferential, is pat on the phrase by various
writers, which a simple comparison of Scripture avoids.

Obs, 17. The reader is reminded that these terrific scenes are connected
with the closing period of Dan. 2 and 7, i.e. during the divided period of

the last empire, the last beast ; while powers arising from it are still exist-

ing, this confederation, this tribulation, these results will also be wit-

nessed. These kingdoms and beasts, with their outgrowths, describe, as

Mede and others have well characterized it,
''^ the Qentile domi7iati07i,*^

beginning with Jewish captivity and extending down during a long period
of, more or less, oppressive Qentilism, until the mystery of God is

finished. Even Jews have observed and commented on this peculiarity,

Thus e.g. Mede quotes Babbi Saadias Gaon on Dan. 7 : 18 as saying :

** Because Israel have rebelled agai7i8t the Lord, their Kingdom shall be

takenfrmn thetn, and shall be given to these four Monarchies, which shall

possess the Kingdom, in this age, and sJiall lead captive and subdue Israel to

themselves in this age until the age to come, until Messiah shall reign.'*

History corroborates this Gentile dominion, and it will continue until God
shall determine that ** the Times of the Gentiles" have run their allotted,

?redetermined course, and then and then only under the restoration of this

'heocratic-Davidic Kingdom will this domination come to a perpetual end
(Prop. 164).

Obs, 18. Rejecting this prophetic war-spirit, commentators are greatly

jwrplexed over the statement of Luke 22 ; 36-38 and render corresponding
singular interpretations. Jesus exhorts to the purchase of the sword, and
when ** they said. Lord, behold, here are two swords. And he said unto
them, it is enough." And in v. 49 the (question was asked, '* Lord, shall

we smite with the sword?" Jesus permitted, v. 50, so that *' one of them
smote the servant of the high priest and cut off his right ear. And Jesu9
answered and said, Suffer ye thus farJ*^ Even Olshansen makes the al-

loflion to be that they should purcnase or obtain the sword of the Spirit I
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He Bpiritnalizes the whole matter to get rid of the idea that Jesns ordered

material swordn, because they are regarded as incofisistetii with Christ's

character as " Prince of Peace." So Barnes, Bloomfield, and others, who
try to make ont a proverbial expression or prediction, indicative of fntnre

trials and a proper provision to bo made for them. But against all snch
one-sided interpretations, they forget (1) that material Bwor£ were shown ;

(2) the two material swords shown were esteemed sufficient ; (3) that one
of the swords was actually nsed in inflicting a wound ; and ^4) that this was
done with the connivance of Jesus is self-evident, seeing tnat He ordered

them foreseeing the intended use. To make ** It is enough" to mean, ** you
do not understand me" is absurd, and> in view of what occurred in the use

of the sword, would place Jesus in a false position. The expression in v.

61, " Sxiff&r ye thus far,'* gives the clew to the whole- transaction. It is

simply indicative that He can and will resort to arms and violence when
(ta allanalogy proves) the proper time has arrived, but not then at that crisis

(the time of obedience and humiliation, and suffering to perfect Himself as

Eedeemer), for to carry out the Divine Will, the resistance then offered—

a

sign that the sword also belonged to Him— was amply sufficient.

To show how unbelief handles this entire Rnbject, attention in called to an article in
the Westm. Reuieu), Jan., 1852* entitled 7^ EUiics of Christendom^ which, while dinbeliev-

ing in the actual occurrence of these threats of war and violence (i.e. nnder the plea
that they are interpolations, or of hnman origin), frankly concedes their existence aa
a spirit ideniijied with the fatnre estimated triumph of the Ohorch. In oontroTerting the
non-resistance principle, the writer shows that the teaching of the New Test, is, that the
saints were to await the Sec. Advent when '* physical force,'* " retribution," etc., would
be employed. He then adds :

'* The new reign was to come toUh force ; and on nothing
else, in the last resort, was there any reliance : only that the army was to arrive from
heaven before the earthly recruits were taken up. Nothing, indeed; can well 6e furiher
from the sentiment of Scripture than the extreme horror of force, as a penal and dis-

ciplinary instrument, which is inculcated in modem times. ' My Kingdom is,* said
Jesus, * not of this world : else would my servants fight*—an expression which implies
that no Kingdom of this world can dispense with arms, and that He Himself, were He
the head of a human polity, would not forbid the sword ; but while * legions of angels'

stood ready for His word, and only waited till the Scripture was fulfilled and the hour
of darkness was passed, to obey the signal of heavenly invasion, the weapon of earthly

temper might remain within the sheath. The infant Church, subsisting in the heart of

a military empire and expecting from on high a military rescue, was not itself to fight

;

not, however, because force was in all cases * brutal' and ' heathenish," but because, in

this case, it was to be angelic and celestial." We, however, are to disbelieve and reject

the whole as of human origin I Well may it be asked, if we cut out of the Word oZf that
relates to this subject, hovi mucA will be left, and whai confidence could be placed in the
remainder ?
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Proposition 116. This KhigcUytri is a visible, external one^ here

071 the earth, taking the place of earthly hingdoms (conip.

Props, 122, 111, 123, etc,).

Covenant promises, prophecies, all produce the impression that
as soon as it is set up, sucn will be the resnlt. To deny this, is to

IMiss over the plainest feature of this Kingdom ; and, therefore, no
one but admits either that now it thus exists, or that at some time
in the future the Church will assume this (thus making a change),
or else that it is fulfilled (against prophecy) in the third heaven.
The admission is favorable to our argument, for precisely such a
visible Kingdom is demanded.

01$, 1, The Kingdom embraces not merely visibility but a divine-political

doviinion (Prop. 117) snperaeding all other Kingdoms, as e^,, Dan. 2 :44 ;

Kev. 11 : 15 ; Dan, 7 : 13, 14, 18-27 ; Zech. 14 : 9, etc. This, too, is, ad-
mitted by a host of onr opponents ; and we are assured by many of them
that, by some additions or transpositions, this will in the course of time be
efFectea. But if this is a characteristic of the Kingdom and at its setting

up, as prophecy indicates, thent if the Church is such a Kingdom, the
Church should nave presented this very appearance. On the other hand,
the Kingdom of God at one time was visible, then it was overthrown, but
its restoration under David's Son foretold. Now, if ever restored, as
rovmiant requires and asproniise declares, then, as a matter of course, a
divine political rule or dominion must be restored. Hence, the prophecies
run in the current of the Divine Purpose in making these portrayals of the
future Kingdom.

While it is correct to affirm—in view (the highest gronnch of the non-restoration of

the Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom, and its postponement until the times of the Gentiles

are ended (Prop. 66, etc.)—that the Ohnroh and State are separate and distinct, yet it is

pushing the matter to an untenable extreme (as e.g. done by the Scottish Ghnrch. see p.
158, etc., D*Aabign^'s Germany^ Engkmdf and ScoUand) to assert that they never wUI be
united (even as a chnrch claiming to exert rights pertaining to the civil power). This
assertion is based on the declaration, *' My Kingdom is not of this world" (see Prop. 109,

where this passage, so fmitfol of misconception, is examined). But oath-boond Ckive-

nant, prophecy, the Theocratic ordering—aU evidences that the position is a wrong one ;

what IB true now, is no barrier to future fulfilment and realization. It is simply un-
reasonable and extravagant to believe in a iDorUi-wide donunion, to which all nations are

subject, etc., lacking such a union. The student is reminded that the Church nearest
to tiie Apostles was far more logical and consistent in its faith. That child-like belief

based on the grammatical sense of the Word, now so scornfully rejected by many as
childish, is pre-eminently the scriptural faith. The denial, on the one hand, of its truth,

or the perversion, on the other, of the same to exalt the authority of the Church, does
not cancel its ultimate fulfilment in the way God purposes.

Obs, 2. The concession, that such a Kingdom is still in the future, is all

that at present our argument needs. The manner in which it is made may
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be referred to as a matter of curiosity and confirmation. "Whatever mysti-
cal or spiritualistic interpretations Neander, Fairbaim and others, give,

yet they are /orcerf, against their theory, to find in an ultimate outward,
visible manifestation in the Church, in a real political dominion, in a sub-
jection of all Kingdoms under a Theocratic government, the conditions of
prophecy. Having already quoted Neander largely, who contends for this

leature, we pass to others, Pressense, who spiritualizes the prophecies in
extenso, still unable to entirely rid himself of what he calls ** the material-
istic'* tendencies of them, says {The Redeemer, p. 101) :

" Let us add that
this spirituality of interpretation prevents us in no respect from admitting
that the Kingdom of God will be triumphantly established in tlie outer
world also; tne new heavens and the new earth are a reality to our
minds.** Fairbaim {On Proplu, p. 297), gives to the Church *^ the real

universality and the absolute right of governing upon earth ;*' alluding (p.
447) to the language of Daniel respecting the Kingdom, he says, it is such
as *' to indicate aiuactual retriodelling of the state of things among men, and
afresh organization of the social fabric such as wouldformally commit the

administration of affairs i7ito the Iiands of the Lord's people,^' etc.; and he
admits (p. 465) that this includes " the forjnal elevation of the pious and
God-fearing portion of mankind to the place of infliience aJid authority,''
Lange {Bremen Lee. No. 8) advocates a future union of Church and State,

asserting " that State and Church are to become one in the Kingdom of God,'*
and in his Com, (Matt. 3, p. 73) he declares that ** the Christian Church
and the Christian State may be regarded as the twofold manifestation of the
Kingdom of God." Even those who are the most non-committal admit
even on Isa. 2 : l-o (as e.g. Alexander, Com, loci), that the description
denotes something of authority, etc., *' permanently visible.'*' Dr. Arnold
held that a development of the Church in its perfect form includes a
blending or union of Church and State, thus constitutiDg a properly
developed Kingdom of God, saying (Hurst's His, Rational.), ** there can
be no perfect Church or State without their blending into o?ie,'* etc.' Such
references might be endlessly multiplied, but these are amply sufficient to

show, (1) that the Word of God demands such an outward dominion
; (2)

that it will be supre^ne over the earth
; (3) that the want i^felt aiid acknowl-

edged ; (4) the nope iS expressed that it will finally, in some way, be
realized.

1 Arnold (Life qfy by Stanley^ vol. 2, p. 103), in a letter to Bnnsen, says :
** Connected

with this is Bothe's book, which I have read with great interest. His first position—that
the State, and not the Church (in thb common and corrupt sense of the term) is the
perfect form under which Christianity is to be developed—entirely agrees with my
notions." Rothe (Life, by Nippold, and JStkirs) advocated the absorption of the Church
by the State, the State and Church forming one, the latter being incorporated with the
former, the State being the controlling power. The essential idea of such a visible,

outward world Kingdom is strongly advocated by recent leading theologians, and the
Chiliastic notion is doctrinally incorporated to suit their systems. Thus e.g. Martensen
(Oh. Dog., B. 281), proclaims his faith that Christianity will not merely be a " struggling
power in the world, but a toorld-conqueringj a toorld-rtUing power likewise," ** The states
and institutions of municipal life shall then be governed by Christian principle," etc.

He only forgets to tell us how to reconcile all this with e.g. seo. 279, when down to the
Seo. Advent he gives no place for such a Millennial theory. The fact is, many who refuse
to be called Chiliasts entertain fully Chiliastic views—impelled to it by prophecy—but
unfortunately do not follow the order laid down in the Word for its reaUzation. Rev.
Hall, in GhristiaTuiy Oonsisierd with a Love of i^eedorrt, expresses his faith that in the pre-
dicted Mill, age, State and Church will be united, ** for the professors of Christianity
must then become politicians/* etc.
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Obs, 3. It is strange, however, that in guch a delineation of prophetical
language, fully admitting a divine political world-dominion, they forget
the objections alleged against our view. In their case the very passages
presented to teach an exclusively spiritaal and invisible Kingdom as against
Tis, are note no lotiger offorce. But we may well pause, and ask the conns-
iency of this ; for, if they forbid an outward universal Kingdom such as

the early Church advocated, why should they not also prevent them from
entertaining a similar view ? Again, in such admissions thev also overlook
what so many writers among themselves learnedly argue when writing in

opposition to us, viz. that those predictions are typical of something else.

Thus, e.g. Fairbairn {On Froph,^p, 270) frankly admits that the prophetic

language describes a literal Kingdom, but that this must be understood as

ivpical, etc. Afterward he himself sets up a Kingdom corresponding with
this literal description, and neglects applying to the plain grammatical
sense his Origenistic derived typical one. If the predictions have been
typical thus far in the history of the Church, and no change of nature is

noted in the predictions themselves, how does it come that this typical ap-
plication does not continue—that it suddenly changes, more or less, into

iiteralnessf Does not this prove that the principles of interpretation

underlying the Church-Kingdom theory are not entirely satisfactory to

their own advocates.

Obs, 4. The very concession of a visible "world-dominion" by tho
Church-Kingdom theorists is hampered by other difficulties, irreconcilable

with the uniform tenor of prophecy. Thus, e.g. they concede that this

Kingdom possesses an outward authoritative dominion, but, (1) they
must, if they take the descriptions of wickedness, war, etc., preceding the

Sec, Advent, have the saints or Church yield up such dominion against

positive assertions by the prophets to the contrary
; (2) with their theory of

the ending of this dispensation, general judgment, winding up of the

world, changes in the Church, they alloto no such permanency, everlasting

duration (see Prop.
159J

ascribed to it by the prophets. The only effort

made to obviate this dimculty is to say that the Church is everlasting, and
hence will ever endure. This we admit, but that is not the point at

issue between us ; the point is, that a certain position or station is assigned

to the Church, viz., that of exerting power, authority, dominion here ou
the earth, and the question is whether that will be retained as the prophets
predict or not. Our doctrine gives this authority to the elect people^—the

seed of Abraham—^but at a designated time, and retains it as a permanent
possession ; the prevailing view gives such dominion, but finally brings it

to a close to make way for an alleged ** Kingdom of Glory," somewhere in

God's universe.

. Obs, 5. If the popular definition of the Kingdom of God, viz., that it is

"God's reign in the heart" (thus confounding God's Sovereignty with a
specifid Kingdom of promise) is correct, hoto comes it that the prophets
assign it specified time and place in the future ? How comes it that it is

spoken of as established at a certain period, and as pertaining to the

humanity of Jesus Christ ? Surely something very d!ifferent from the

absolute etemaJ Sovereignty of God is denoted ; it may be, and is indeed at-

tached to, and grows out of, that Sovereignty, but linked as it is with the

elect Jewish nation, the Davidio throne and Kingdom, the human nature
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of Christ aa David's Son, the outward yisibility and dominion, the ending
of the times of the Gentiles, the restoration of the Jewish nation, etc., it;

cannot be referred to any other Kingdom but tJni TIieocratic-Davidic as be-

lieved in, and preached by the early churches. Admit this, and the
significance and unity of covenant and prophecy are apparent ; deny it,

and diversity and antagonism follow.

Strange that men under the influence of a favorite theory will make the temporal
blessings formerly connected with the Theocratio rule, and which are promised on its

restoration to be greatly increased and enlax^ed, to be typical of spiritual blessings in
order to make them suit the Church, even when they reliEtte to the natural life, health*

offspring, abundant harvests, increase of cattle, fruitfulness of land, etc., in brief, to the
very things that are needed under a visible Kingdom. Stranger still, that a suffering,

struggling church, without civil laws as the Theocracy possessed, without the distinctive

features of the covenanted and predicted Kingdom, without the presence of its The-
ocratic (in the strict sense, God ruling as an ea^ly Ruler) Head (so that believers are
now to render civil obedience to earthly kings and rulers), should be so persistently

elevated to the position of that still future Kingdom, called (2 Pet. 1 : 11, et^:.) Christ's.

And strange, with all this, men cannot wholly divest themselves of the idea of visibility,

outward exercise of power, etc. God has permitted men to work out their ideas of the
Kingdom of God. The union of Church and State in the days of Constantino ; the
Papal Hierarchy with its presumptions ; the State assuming to control the Chnroli by
its ** divine right ;'* the Church declaring, by virtue of its superiority, its power over
the State ; the struggles century after century in many countries arising from a Church-
Kingdom notion—these are matters of history and are written in letters of blood. Let
the conflicts of Germany, France. £ngland, Holland, etc., testify to the sad influence
exerted by this theory. Let us illustrate by a single example : the practical result o£
this Church-Kingdom theory is seen in CcJvin's rule in Geneva. Calvin, under the
impression that the Kingdom of God was now to be realized in the lives of the people (so

Fisher, His, Ref,, p. 217. comp. D'Aubigne's His., Mosheim. etc.), so framed the State
that the Churon, through the Consistory. hoA the controlling influence, and the State was
only co-operative in enforcing a code which was evidently based on the opinion that
God's Kingdom was already established, and that a sort of Mosaic legislation under an
existing {so-caUed) Theocratic organization was in place, by which all—even such as were
not predestinated unto salvation—were forced upon their good behavior and obedience.
History records the conflict, and infidelity, overlooking the conscientiousness (however
mistaken) of ** the Venerable Company,** makes itself merry at the bloody stringency of its

laws, without considering that men who honestly entertained such views of the Kingdom
oould not act otherwise. This mistaken doctrine affords an apology for a code which
advocated coercion in matters of religion, and made the State— as in the Papacy—the
executioner. This applies, alas ! to a multitude of other cases.

Obs. 6. The Herald of the Morning (June 15, 1878, August 1, 1877, etc.)

makes the future Kingdom '* spiritual," and denounces us in our belief as
'* materialists." All that we need to say in reply is this : without discard-

ing the spiritual aspects of the Kingdom*(comp. Prop. 197), we are satisfied

to receive the visible and materialistic view in connection with that which
covenant and prophecy embraces. The reasons assigned for this purely
spiritual Kingdom are too subtle and far-fetched for us, seeing that it is

taken /br ^ran/(?e/ that a glorification must necessarily result in an invisible

and wholly spiritual state against tlie general analogy and specific teaching
of the Scriptures. (Comp. next observation and Prop.)

Thus Patton (Aug. 1, 1877) says : " Many suppose the Kingdom to come is the
restored Jewish Kingdom, earthly, visible ; forgetting or ignoring the facta that the
Kingdom is to be a ' heavenly Kingdom '

; that * except a man be bom again he cannot
see the Kingdom of God,* and neither shall they say. ' Lo here, or lo there.' all of which
they oould not say. if it was visible." (He might have added, that" flesh and blood'*
do not inherit this Kingdom.) But certainly this is a plain dental of CJovenant and
prophecy, which insists upon i3\A sojnt Kingdom removed being restored^ with which all
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paHidpaivig in^ or €sq>eriendng Us blessmgs ; that " lo here/' etc., is indicative of the

majuier of its coming, as the context shows ; that inheriting the Kingdom is tiiie obtain-
ing of a Tulerakip, a Kingship in this Kingdom, which is only confaied to the glorified
saints ; that consistency in snch applications woxild make eveiything, inclnding even the
regenerated earth, invisible and purely spiritual. The old Qnaatic prejudice against
matter is the basis of this objection, whion is condemned in the most pointed manner
by the plain grammaiioal sense of Scripture and the early faith of the Churches estab-
lished by the Apostles. The objection has a few passages of Sciiptuie which are pressed
U) an extreme^ and this extreme is made the subject of numerous irrelevant matter, con-
tradictory to hoih Covenant and prophecy. Another writer in his hostility to all earthly
governments (Davis's Seven Thunders) asserts that in the Mill. Kingdom " there will be
no family, no school, no ecclesiastical, no civil institution, but only a divine govern-
ment,'* which he attenuates so that it has no external, outward form. But this is utterly

opposed by direct prophecy and promise, which declare that the Kingdom is an organ-
ised government over the nations of the earth, so that e.g. the Apostles r^e over the twelve
tribes, the restored Jewish nation is extraordinarily blessed in its civil, social, and
family relations (increase, etc.), there is a central place from whence issues the authority
of government, the nations send representatives to Jerusalem, the Jewish nation enjoys
a certain supremacy, etc. God has had in the past, od such admit, a " Kingdom of

God" in a visible form, and He will not allow this visible Kingdom to prove a failure,

but is making his preparations to reproduce it, at the appointed time, in greater power
andgiory.

Obs, 7. Barbour {Three Worlds) employs the same reasoning as given
in the })re7ionB Observation, and insists that this Kingdom of '* the

Christ" is spiritual and invisible, being something separate and distinct

from *' the Kingdoms" given to Jesus in Rev, 11 : 15, laying special stress

on the plural "fcngdoms." Now a reference to Rev. 11 : 15 shows, even
in our version by the italics that in the latter clause the plural is assumed.
The Mss. S. & A, (Tischendorf' s N. T.) have even ** the Kingdom of this

world is become the Kingdom of," etc., and hence many critics, making
the correspondence with Dan. 7 the more striking, translate, ** The Sover-

eignty of tnis world is become the Sovereignty o^" etc. Now that this is

the meaning, and that it is visible on the earth, including the nations, is

abundantJy evident from Dan, 2 and 7, as comp. e.g. with Isa. 2, Micah 4
etc. The prophecy not only takes it for granted that it takes the place of

preceding Kingdoms, but expressly asserts that it is a Kingdmn under
neavetif here on earth, which embraces the rulership of the saints and the

subjection of the nations. It req^aires the grossest perversion of language
to make a purely spiritual and invisible Kingdom out of the one delineated,

and thus corresponding with the covenanted one. The Kingdom promised
to David's Son by oath, and which is Ifis inheritance is not an invisible

one—far frofii it. Barbour reaches his conclusions by pressing a few sen-

tences of 1 Cor. 15, relating to the future glorified condition of the saints

—a condition which only qualifies them for a visible and glorious reign—

a

condition, which, in Jesus and the saints, brings the Divine and Super-
natural in visible relationship to humanity. It is by spiritualizing some
predictions, making others conditional, applying the typical to some, and
overlooking others, that this spiritual system. Gnostic in tendency, is pro-

duped.

This view, too, is most unjustly and offensively presented by Barbour, showing
either his lack of knowledge of our system or a wilful design to lower our doctrine by
engrafting upon it opinions that toe do not hold. Thus (1) that we deny spirituality to the
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KiDgdom, which no one do^, althoTigh we reject his purely Bpiritnal theory ; (2) (hat we
make the *' first-bom^** the heirs and inheritors, to dig, plant, etc., with the restored

Jews (an " agricultural Kingdom"), which no one futs ever done, becanse they carefully

distinguish between the glorified saints and the nations (this is a revival of the old
Popish falsehood, charged against Pre-Millenarians of the Primitive Church) ; (3) that

we confine the Kingdom to ^destine, which no Pre-Millenarian, to my knowledge, does ;

(4) that we do not unite with the restored Theocracy a higher development (leaving it to

exist pretty much as formerly), even the union of the Divine with its resultant marvel.

Ions power and works (This work with its quotations, etc., gives all the answer that is

needed). A theory, however plausible, that requires bolstering up by misrepreseniintj

others, must have but feeble supports.

Bussell (Our Lords Return^ p. 65), who was for a time in affiliation with Barbour,
remarks in opposition to a visible Kingdom and Christ sitting on David's throne in

Palestine, that '* fleshly Israel is not, and never again will be * the Kingdom of God.'
They were once, but it will be taken from them, and given to another people, children

of Abraham by faith, the Church. Under the sounding of the seventh trumpet all the

Kingdoms of the world (now under the control of Satan) * become the Kingdoms of our
Lord. ' They pass into the possession of Christ and under the rule of His Kingdom—
the devil being bound, Bev. 20 : 2. Israel, with their capital at Jerusalem, will doubtless

be the chief of these fleshly nations, but it will no more be the heavenly Kingdom than
they." Hence it is spiritual, etc. The inconsistency of making the Kingdom spiritual

because ** heavenly," and admitting that as ** tiie Kingdom of God " and as ** heavenly"
it once existed in a visible form, is certainly very striking, especially when in this future

Kingdom God's will is to be done on ea^h as in heaven. The simple fact is this :

Bussell overlooks the elect condition of the nation, the necessity of our being engrafted

into it. the express cotxnanied relaiionship of that Kingdom with the nation, the removal
of God's wrath which restores them to their ancient position, etc., as we have presented,
in detail, in previous Propositions. All prophecy makes the setting up of this King-
dom contingent with the restoration of that nation, for it is David's throne and Kingdom
(not a type or 53nnbol, but the same Kingdom overthrown) that is the inheritance of
David's Son, the Messiah. As to taking the Kingdom from the nation and giving to

others, the general tenor of the Scriptures, as we have shown at length, teaches that to

the Jewish nation at the First Advent was tendered, on the condition of repentance, the
honor of rulership, kingship, and priesthood in this Kingdom. This tender was refused,

and now, lest the purpose of God fail, these rulers are gathered out of other repentant
and believing ones that are engrafted. The nation as such, however high its position in

the coming Kingdom, cannot, and does, not occupy the noble and exalted stations of

honor and glozy that these gathered ones—gathered because of their unbelief and rejec-

tion—will sustain. But we must refer the reader to our previous statements,' given with
the scriptural proof, and logically step by step. This we, however, add : these engrafted
ones to whom the honor of rulershi|> (inheriting the Kingdom) is given are united with
previous ones selected from the nation previously, for they inherit the promises with
the ancient worthies. These promises <miu include the Kingdom advocated by us, and
embraced in " the sore mercies of David. The purely spiritual Kingdom of Baobonr,
Russell, and others has no existence either in Covenant or in prophecy, and was never
heard of until mysticism and spiritualizing exerted their influence upon scriptural inter-

pretation and application.
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Proposition 117. TJie Kingdom of God re-established willform
a divinely appointed and visibly manifested Theocracy,

It is not a political body of human institution, for its divine
origin is found in its covenanted relationship, and in its history.

Its visibility we have seen in its ancient establishment ; and when
re-established, it must^ as the case absolutely requires, again thus
appear. It cannot exist without this external appearance in view
of its direct connection with the Jewish nation, et<5. Its Theocratic
element is seen in God again condescending to act as an earthly
Ruler in and through and by David's Son (comp. Prop. 110).

The reader is reminded that we have already abondantly Bhown (Props. 25, 31, 33, 35,

45, 46. etc.) the natoie of a Theocracy, and from this wt cannot demcUe, seeing that God has
promised—and His promises, confirmed by oath, are faithfnl and tme—that the identical

Theocratic Kingdom overthrown shall be restored. In this hope we humbly and rev-

erently trust, because of the abundant provision in its behalf. Therefore, it may be
appropriate to append a few more quotations &om writers, who have no sympathy with
us, illustrative of the meaning of a Theocracy. Thus in addition to those given—Archb.
Whately, Diss. 3, vol. 1, Ency. Srii,, p, 470, remarlcs :

** The Lord (Jehovah) was not only
the God, but also the King {OivU Governor) of this peculiar people. And hence the word
' Theocracy* is often applied to the system under which the Israelites lived." On p. 479,
** It was a Theocracy ; a system of dxreti^ tirpecioZ, temporal government by God's extra-

ordinary Providence." The same Ency., in Art. " Moses," says in reference to *• the
-worship of God and the political government of the Jews,*' that " this was a Theocracy in
the fullest extent of the word. God Himself governed them immediately by means of
His servant Moses, whom He had chosen to be the interpreter of His will to the people ;

and He required all the honors belonging to their idng to be paid to Himself.'* " God
was not only considered as the Divinity who formed the object of their religious worship,
but as the Sovereign to whom the honors of Supreme Majesty were paid.*' Eees^s Cudop.,
Art. " Theocracy,'* makes it *' a state governed by the immediate direction of God alone,"
but falls into the error of making it to cease with Saul (which we have abundantly dis-

proved. Props. 28, 31, 33). Other cydopsBdiaa give the same definitions ; all agree in
the fundamental part, viz., that God condescended to act as the earthly Rvler over the
nation, so that {Gov. of the Hebrews^ Belig., Encyclop.) " God was, in fact, the Monarch
of the people, and that the government was a Theocracy." The democratic element
(brought out by Wines, Lowman, Michaelis, and others) was largely incozporated with
an aristocratic one, working in unison with the Theocratic ordering, so that (as Marten-
sen, (Jh. Dog., p. 230) ** The Theocracy was the Kingdom of God."

Obs. 1. This is a Theocracy in deed and in truth, for in this reorganized
Kingdom we And the Theocratic idea

—

God's idea of a perfect government—fully conBnmmated. The Rulership is safely and jwwerfully lodged in

one Pernon, who in Himself unites the human and the Diyine, who becomes,
according to ** the everlasting covenant" and " the sure mercies of David"
(Isa. 55 : 3, 4, Alexander's version), " the Chief and Commander of 'na-

tions.^' See Prop, on Humanity, etc,

Ohs, 2. The restoration of the Jewish nation, the supremacy of the
nation, the reign of the Messiah as David's Son in connection with it, in
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brief, all the details given bj the prophets of this era, are only reconcilable

and in harrmny with a re-establishment of the Theocratic government.
This insures divinity and visibility.

Obs. 3. As already intimated, the highest possible position that ve can
place the Kingdom of God in, is that of regarding it such a Theocratic

State or Empire, universal over the earth, founded, governed and developed
under Divine authority personally manifested. This, as admitted by
nearly all, was foreshadowed by the ancient Jewish Theocracj. Something
like it has been the desire of nations, as can be seen even m the Utopian
theories of philanthropists, philosophers, statesmen, and more recently in

the expressed wishes oi spiritualists to attain to it through the medium of

spirits, etc. But originally founded by Divine power, it can only be

restored by tl^ same power ; it can never be realized through human in-

strumentality, requirmg, as we have all along shown, a higher agency to

introduce it.

The Theocracy itself inclades the divine, bnt it embiaces it in its pnrest form, tIz.,

in direct union with and rnlerahip over a Kingdom, i.e. God is the earthly Ruler.

Hence we object to the nse of the word as employed by yarions writers, applied to the
Papacy, the Ghnxch, etc. Men have only produced base imitations of a professed The-
ocracy. Campanella's Moruxrchiok Messice, an Apologyfor Popery, is expressive ; likewise

De Cormenios's His. of Vie PopeSf as well as the latest caricatuxe of Mormonism. The
same, too, is inapplicable to the Church, seeing that the distinctive Theocratic rule la

lacking. Hence, too, we most reject the idea advocated by some that this Kingdom is

purely spirituaL It i^nnot possibly be such if it is the Theocratic Kingdom, once with-
drawn, again restored, for that unites the divine and human, the heavemy and the
earthly, the spiritual and the temporal. If David's throne and Kingdom, now in ruins,

LB to be set up by the Messiah, as both Covenant and prophecy teach us, then the The-
ocracy, necessarily, must have this union ; to substitue the Church or some spiritual

existence or Kingdom, is to depart from the plain meaning of language. The perver-

sions by fanatical sects, the appropriations by Popery and Pl:otestantism, do not vitiate

God's purpose as presented in Covenant and prophecy.

Obs. 4. The inconsistency of some able writers on the subject of a The-
ocracy is remarkable. Some who admit that the fundamental idea of a
Theocracy is something very different from that of the Divine Sovereignty,
embracing, as it does, God condescending to act in the capacity of^n
earthly Ruler, a union of Church and State under direct Divine rule, etc.,

yet apply this Theocratic idea, stripped of that which gives it its peculiar

vital force, by the wholesale to the Church and world. Numerous excellent

writers who <}o this will occur to the student. The most surprising part
is that, in the application of this theory, they contradict themselves with-
out apparently being conscious of the impropriety. Thus, e.g. to illus-

trate : Neander, Life of Christ, B, 4, ch. 1, S. 51, sajs :
** 77ie fonn of a

State cannot be thought of in connection with this Kingdom ; a State pre-

supposes a relation to transgression ; an outward law, the forms of judica-
ture, the administration of justice, are essential to its organization. But
all these can have no place in the perfect Kingdom of Christ ; a commu-
nity whose whole principle of life is love." The first sentence has force

only as it applies to the Church (and it was Neander's church view that led

to it), but is erroneous when thus applied to the Kingdom, for he himself
in his theory of progressive development loses sight of the principle thus
laid down and escpresslg anticipates a period when the Kingdom of God
shall (in the same section) '* exhibit an external stately fabric*' and
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" regenerate all things and thus appropriate them to itself/' while in other
places, previously quoted, he advocates thisfutureperfect union of Church
and State as the highest development of Christ's Kingdom on earth. The
fundamental error in this theory is, that it attributes to the Church, its

development, etc., what the Bible only represents as performed under the

direct auspices of David's Son, at and after a time of vengeance, etc. If

God Himself in the establishment of a Theocracy did not regard the union
of Church and State an inconsistency ; if He through the Spirit sounds
forth its praises and portrays vividly the blessings that can flow from it, it

surely does not become us virtually to impeach His wisdom in such an
organization. Besides, love, exceedingly precious and cementing, is not

government^ but is most admirably adapted to preserve and perpetuate it

when established. The highest exhibition of love will be that which is

manifested, not in individual life, but in associated life in its greatest of

worldly relations, the civil.

Ohs, 6, Surely no one should object to this consistent Theocratic-Davidic
Kingdom, so precious to the pious Jews and early Church, when many, who
reject Millenarian views, still are forced by the peculiarity of predictions to

concede that there will be a Theocratic reign, a union of Church and State,

a universal, visible, external government. In addition to the illustrations

given under previous Propositions, another may be presented. Ralston {On
Apoc, p. 162, etc.) when describing the Millennium of Kev. 20, says :

'* we
find a reference to thrones which represent the dominion of the saints in a
Theocraticform of government/' and adds, that prophecy teaches not only
a destruction of earthly governments, but *^^ also the erection of a govern-
inent founded in righteousness and guarded hy heavenly influences;'^ that a
new form of government will be established when the Jews are reorganized
as a nation, clearly Theocratic, having its seat in Judea, so that *' Judea
may he most distinguished in thai day as the Redeemer's Kingdom on earth/'
and all other nations will render homage, etc. Why—when thus making
out a Kingdom distinguished by political power, etc., exerting the same
over the earth from the central seat in Judea—not admit all that the

prophets declare, and accept of the Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom fully re-

stored in David's Son ? Why leave out the Divine chain which binds the

whole together f Why shrink from the divine throne and Kingdom of David,
claimed hy Ood as His own, specifically covenanted to Jesus, now in ruins

hut promised to be rebuilt, and, turning away from this divine, etc., still

in some way attach Origenistio derived ideas to this Kingdom, constituting

it a progressive development of the Church ?

Ohs. 6. If such a Theocratic Kingdom, as God Himself instituted, is not
permanently and gloriously re'established here upon earth, then it follows

that God's efforts at the establishment of government and the interest

which He manifests in it are fruitless of abiding results. Or, in other

words. His own Kingdom has proven a failure. If the rebellion, etc., of

the Jews is urged as a reason why it was not carried out, the reply is plain :

why then, with His foreknowledge institute it at first, and then when over*

thrown predict its restoration, etc. ? Besides, why adopt it in the sacred

covenant relationship ? Such (juestions might be multiplied, showing that

God's honor, majesty, etc., are immediately concerned in its restoration, or

otherwise it will be said that the Almighty undertook a work which, owing
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to man, He could not accompluk. If the general opinion is to be received, as

expressed by numerous theologians, that it would be foolishness to expect
such a restoration ; that it has given place to a much higher, refined,

spiritual Theocratic order, etc., t?^n it leaves God's direct attempt at exer-

cising the functions of an earthly Huler an inscrutable riddle. If the
original Theocratic idea is lost, if God Himself is not at some period of the
world's history to be its actual, earthly Sovereign, ihefi certainly the earth
will lack in its history the completion of a form of government indorsed
and adopted as the most desirable by the Omniscient Himself. Becent
writers, as Wines and others, insist that the Theocracy was entered into by
God to teach man the true science of government. This is true, but not
the whole truth, for we would add : to teach man that perfect government
can only come directly through Qod. But take this half-truth, that God
teaches man how true government cannot be justly separated from the re-

lations that man sustains to God, etc., and does it not directly lead to the
conclusion, that if God's own teachings are to be realized, then a govern-
ment must at some time exist here on earth, in which He is the recognized
Lawgiver and Sovereign, to whom aU can apply ? Shall these teachings be
defeated by depraved human nature, or by the combinations of Gentile
domination? Or, shall they be spiritualized away to mean something
else ? Shall the now " Prince of this World" gain the victory in the most
dignified and exalted of man's relations, viz., in that of organized society in

its national, governmental, and monarchical arrangements ; or, shall the
victory be given, as the Bible does, to the Son of Man, David's Son, in this

very direction ? The glory of God, in virtue of His beginning, is deeply
concerned in the completion of His own system of government ; and we may
rest assured, from a multitude of concurrent predictions, that He will

sanctify Himself in this particular, exalting in the eyes of all people the
identical form, now the scoff of unbelievers and even so difficult of accept-

ance by many believers (comp. Prop. 201).

The establishment of such a Theocratio Kingdom is the most reasonable eiq>ectatioii,

finding its basis (Ij in the-Coyenant
; (2) in the initiatory establishment of it ; (3) in the

withdraval of it on accotint of sin, but with the promise of restoration ; (4) in Qod's
honor as Theocratio Rnler

; (6) in the predictions relating to it ; (6) in Uie postpone-
ment made of it ; (7) in the provision already made for it ; (8) in its adaptation to meet
the wants and longings of humanity. It fully euicords with our ideas of propriety,

jastioe, and Ood's own glory, as well as the redemption of man. Take the popular,
prevailing view, and then indeed God's effort at rule is a failure, and this world with
civil government (for down to the Sec. Advent they are represented as more or less

hostile to the truth) are given over as trophies to 8atan. Our trust is in God, that the
Kingdom of this world shall yet be His in the appoiiited, covenctnted Tkeocraiic order.

Plato (and with him many others) will yet be verified :
" In the end, lest thfi world

should be plunged into an eternal abyss of confusion, God, the author of the primitive
order, will appear agtbin and resume the reins of empire ; then He will change, embeUiah,
and restore the frame of nature, and put an end to decay, sickness, and death." Un-
belief sarcastically tells us, if the Bible is true, why does not God in our day appear,
set up a Theocratio Kingdom, and make Himself felt as a Ruler indeed. The fact of a
non-Theocratic government in acutal force influences them to reject the entire The-
ocratic idea as of mere human invention. We point, however, to the most solid reasons
for the withdrawal of the Theocracy (evidenced e.g. even in the past history of the
Jewish nation), and its delay to the future Advent (shown e.g. in gathering out a people
to BXistain it in power and glory when restored).

Obs, 7. The delay in this Theocracy is no reason for refusing credence to

it, seeing that God so plainly foretells the reason for its delay, viz., in
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punishment of the nation with which it is connected ; and seeing that He
also reveals to ns a long period of Gentile dominion during which it cannot
exist. God, having, for the sake of man only, shown by the experiment
of its previous establishment (designed also as a covenant basis, to secure
the heir, etc.), that human nature as now constituted is utterly inadequate
to bear and perpetuate sach a Kingdom, during this season of delay is

gathering out the material, i.e. the saints, who, as co-heirs, joint-rulers

with ** the man ordained," shall form such an illustripus, allpowerful body
identified and incorporated with this Theocratic-David ic Kingdom, that
re-erected it will be sustained with purity, dignity and stability. God's
ways are marvellous in preparing for His own government, overruling the
freedom of man and his bias for sin, and constantly, slowly but surely, ad-
vancing toward His intended goal. Having repeatedly shown this gather-
ing of elect destined to co-operate with David's Son when their number is

completed, we may add : that the Jewish nation and the race itself will after

BO long a trial of Gentile domination and its historical results, especially as

witnessed at the time of the end in its confederated wickedness, be the

better prepared to acknowledge the incomparable superiority of God*s form
of government.

Therefore it ia that the remarkable language of Jer. 22 : 30 is employed, calling gpecial

aUerUion to the establishment of this Theocracy. When God determines, owing to the
continued rebellion of the Jewish nation, to subvert for a time this Theocratic Ehigdom,
and not to idlow the seed of Coniah upon David's throne, the fact is announced in terms
e^ressive of the whole earth's interest in the matter :

** tarih, earih, earth, }uar the

Word cf the Lordf*^ etc. Men may now pass it by as of little conse<]^uence, but it ia of
vast tmporton«e, and we, if believers, will do well if we take heed to this instruction.

Obs. 8. The eulogistic phraseology of the prophets which some critics

ascribe to Oriental usage, respecting this Theocracy is well deserved. For,
if we consider the King, David's immortal Son, with the Divine inseparable

with Him ; the redeemed saints, also immortal, inheriting with Christ,

and qualified by their trial, experience, etc., to act as rulers with Him ; the
Jewish nation restored to favor, and its coveted position after an education
that never will be lost ; the Gentile nations receiving the blessings accruing
from a government which ever has been the need of the world ; the

glorious results ever flowing in free and abundant streams from God's own
fountain of order

—

all this ought to lead us to feel that language is too
feeble to express what will be realized.

Obs, 9. This Theocracy will realize the idea of universal Empire, the
darling wjshof mighty monarchs. David's Son, King Jeans will, with His
own power, His associated rulers, His restored and exalted nation, in the
Davidic throne and Kingdom by its grandeur cause all nations to become
tributary and joyful supporters of its authority. The throne of David
will become the great, recognized throne of the world, all others being
subordinate to it. The prophecies relating to this need not be repeated,

for the reader in our argument must have observed that one design God
has in re-establishing this Kingdom is, to advance through it, and perfect

by it, His own universal rule, so that finally all people without reserve

shall fully and freely acknowledge the supremacy of God as manifested in

and through the Buler of this Kingdom.
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Ohs, 10. This Theocracy, as frequently intimated and implied, is

designed to create blessings. Fruitful as it may be at the beginning in ven-

geance to nations who interfere with God's purposes, yet its main object is

to procure blessings. It is not to gratify the ambition of the Jewish nation

that it enjoys such supremacy, bat that, as Paul in Rom. 11 ; Zech. 8 : 13,

etc., it may dispense richness to others ; it is not to gratify pride that

saints reign with Christ, but that they may be instrumental in promoting
the welfare of others^ etc. Of David's Son itself it is said that His reign

shall bring showers of blessing upon all, so that all families of the earth

shall be blessed in Kim. The Millennial descriptions aboand with things

productive of happiness. It is only necessary, as our subject suggests it, to

point to one, the fruitful parent of many others, viz., a perfectly safe,

reliable, stable righteous government, with ^ing, rulers and subjects bound
together by the interests arising from manifested Redemption.

Obs, 11, This Theocracy embraces not onlj perfected salvation as in the

Rulers, i.e. those who reign with Jesus Christ, who are crowned as the in-

heritors of the Kingdom, but it includes the contemplated salvation of

others, and the redemption of the race as a race. Leaving the classes that

are to be found in this Kingdom for separate consideration aud proof, it

may now be said that it will be fully proven, at the time this Kingdom is

set up by the mighty confederation then existing which is to be overcome,
and by the continued sinfulness of the world down to that era, that owing
to the corrupt nature of man, notwithstanding the provision made for sal-

vation, the appeals, truth, etc., the tendency of man, against light, is toward
evil. Evil will in a most fearful aspect be in the ascendency when the
King comes, and it is positive folly for any professed believer in the Word
to deny the record on this point. This conclusively establishes the proof,

that to bring the world under subjection to G-od, to bring it even to accept of

the blessings tendered to it, something more is needed than present instru-

mentalities. What will God introduce to break down, and keep down, this

spirit of wickedness and rebellion ? The prophets all declare that it will be
the pouring out of His heavy judgments, and the setting up of this King-
dom. This Kingdom thus introduced is the bulwarh erected by God
against the enemies of God, by which they are either overthrown, destroyed
or brought into subjection ; by which all evil shall be rooted out, and the

race itself be perpetuated in a state of purity and happiness just as pre-

dicted. It is the Divine means by which all are brought to feel and recog-
nize the relations sustained to a Creator, Preserver, Redeemer, and Bene-
factor ; removing all causes of war, national jealousies, civil disturbances,
diversity of church government and worship, and bestowing peace, rejoicing

and happiness.

Obs, 12. The reader's attention is briefly called to consider, what, in such
a Theocratic arrangement, must be the honor and dignity of the Rulers
associated with the Mighty Son of Man. The position of the twelve
apostles ruling over the twelve tribes, and that of the saints in their various
stations of kingship and priesthood, all linked with the glory of this King-
dom. (See Props. 15i, 156.)

Obs, 13. How vain is the boast of statesman or king, that this or that
nation and land will become the greatest tkat earth shsll ever behold. If
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wise, they would see that this is reserved for the now despised people that
stand in covenanted Theocratic relationship with Jesas.

Oba, 14, In every aspect that we view the subject, it seems suitable and
necessary to have such a Theocracy as predicted. Besides the reasons
adduced derived from covenant, the faithfulness of God, the redemption of

the earth, etc., it does appear eminently proper that the theatre of King
Jesus* humiliation, sufferings, and death should witness also His exaltation

and glory. The Bible, in addition to the pleas presented by us, points to

the time coming when Christ shall be openly and visibly recognized as the
glorious One, who, as the Second Adam, having substituted Himself
through love, is tJie efficacious Head of Humanity in its newly begun
destiny ; who, as Redeemer, having offered expiation to and honored the

i'uBtice of God, now practically manifests the fruits of salvation ; who, as

*rophet, having taught restitution, now exhibits Himself as the Truth evi-

denced by the work performed before Him ; who, as Priest, having made an
acceptable sacrifice, now presents before the world the fruit resulting from
it ; who, as King, in virtue even of His Divine union and showing it by
guidance, supporting, etc., now manifests it in the special ordained manner
as Sovereign Kuler. In brief, this Theocracy is the restoration of a God
aaain dwelling with man, accessible, and constituting in Jesus aninfallible

Heady just such as the world needs, y^^^/ such as man for ages has longed
for, and just such as will place David's Son in honor and glory in a world
where He suffered and died. The past treatment and brief stay of the Son
of God and David's Son In^wceA a triumphant return, and a sojourn in power
among men whom He will save, verifying the name Immanuel, God with
us, in the Theocratical sense.
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Proposition 118, This view of the Kingdom is most forcibly

sustained by thefigure of the Bai^en Woman,

Turning to Isa. 54 : 1-17, the exact order of events advocated by
ns is distinctly announced as follows : (1) the elect condition of the
Jewish nation and union with Grod in Theocratic relationship ; (2)

the rebellion of this nation and temporary refection of the nation ;

(3) during this period of rejection another people ia to be gathered
out to which God will be specially united in the same relationship ;

(4J
that when this gathered people enter into this relationship God

wiU again restore the Jewish nation to its original position in
virtue' of His former union with it

; (5) and the results of such a
restoration to favor shall be of the highest importance, etc., to that
nation.

Ohs. 1. Because this passage is not regarded in the light of the solemnly
covenanted relationship of the Jewish nation, which God's faithfulness and
oath can never alter or break, however it may be held in abeyance on ac-

connt of sinfulness, men have attached to it the most inconsistent and
contradictory interpretations. Leaviag the logical application given to

this passage by the early Church, themalority of commentators, etc,, involve

themselves in absurdities, gross difficulties, and unnecessary perplexities.

It is sad to £nd able and learned men who make '' the barren woman*' and
** the married wife," although the one is contrasted with the other, the
same ; or, who make both to be the Church in different aspects ; or,

who make it simply a figure of Jewish prosperity exceeding that of

other nations who then exist ; or, who even make it out to be a kind of

proverbial expression indicative of increase ; or, who make ** the barren"
the Christian Church largely increased by Gentile nations which a^e sup-
}>osed to be *' the married wife," etc. Surely, if mere fancy or imagina-
tion has had full play in exegesis, it has been on this Scripture.^ Instead,
however, of dwelling on the looseness of exposition on this passage, let us,

following step by step the teachings of the Word, endeavor to ascertain the
meaning which accords with the general tenor of prophecy, and with his-

torical fact.

' Popes, Mormons, Prot^taats, etc., appropriate these predictions as belonging to
themselves in the present dispensation ; and many nnhesitatingly use portions as texts
for missionaiy services, and apply them to the Church in its supposed mission to con-
vert the world by existing instrnmentalities. The only view opposed to onrs that is not
extravagant, is that of Manrer, that '* the married wife* ' refers to the previous married
condition or state of this barren woman. But this does not bring out the contrast, as
evidenced by—as we shall show—the facts, when this is to be fulfilled, viz., two parties,

both TheocraiicdUy united to God, existing togfiher in Theocratic union. Again : it would
make the period of former Theocratic rule to bear but a small proportion of prosperity
to the time of desolation, unless (as Fausset does) the fulfilment is referred to a future
restoration of the Jews. The meaning to be attached to ** the married wife" must be
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determined by the general analogy on the eubject. If Manrer is correct, then tho
restoration of Theocratic order is announced, in which, as the grandenr and magnifi-
cence of the language eridence, the engrafted saints, Abraham's seed, participate.

Ohs. 2. Who is this " barren woman "
f. The definite answer is given by

the entire scope and order of the prediction. For the present, we reply :

It is the Jewish nation as the covenanted elect nation, or, if the re^aaer

chooses, Jerusalem as the type of the nation, its chief representative,'

the nation itself being thns desis:nated. For, (1) This nation is repre-

sented as Married to God, being His wife. The marriage relation being
thus used as a figure to denote the intiviate. Theocratic relation that God
sustained as earthly Head or Ruler over it. Many passages teach this, in

which the nation, under the same figure, is declared to be treacherous as a
wife, guilty of whoredoms, etc. In this same chapter she is therefore
called ** a toife ofyofUh,'^ a woman that was married when but young, etc.

Compare Ezek. 16 \ Jer. 3 : 20» etc. (2) She is a '* barren woman." Be-
cause, (a) she forsook the Lord and followed her own devices, so that God
said, Hos. 2:4," And I will not have mercy on her children, for they be the

children of whoredmns ;" Hos. 4 : 6, {b) she persecuted and destroyed her
children ; Ezek. 16 : 20, 21, ** Moreover thou hast taken thy sons and daugh-
ters wlwm thou hast borne unto me, and tliese hast thou sacrificed unto them
to be devoured. Is this of thy whoredoms a small matter, thai thou hast slain

my children," etc.; (c) hence the increase that would have resulted had she
proven faithful, was, owing to her wickedness, not realized, Hos.
9 : 14-17 ; {d) by her sinfulness she defeated the gracious purposes of God
respecting her. This is apparent from numerous declarations in which
God promises to her to perform such and such thin^ if she only prove
faithful. The lamentation of Jesus over her is sufficient evidence. The
nation, persistent in its evil course, instead of blessings receives the curse

which is productive of barrenness
;

{e) she brings forth fruit unto herself

and not of God, Hos. 10 : 1,
** begotten strange children " Hos. 5 : 7, (3)

She is not only a ^^ barren" but **
rt desolate wmna^u" In view of the

wickedness of tne nation God forsook her and in wrath hid His face from her
(vs. 7, 8j, so that in verse 6 she is called " a woman forsaken;" and, owing
to this lorsaken condition, in verse 4 it is designated by way of reproach

a ** wjtfowA<K)(^ " (a condition, notwithstanding the assertions of some,
that can never be applied to the Church). How amply this has been ful-

filled is evident from Scripture (Ezek. 16 : 36, etc., Hos. 2, etc.), and
from history. Down to the present day she is yet in her ** widowhood,"
yet '* a tommnforsaken " yet ^^judged as a wmyian that breaketh wedlock."

ilight here the reader may pause and ask, if all this has been so minutely

fulfilled that it is a matter of record in the languages of the earth, wilUwt
the remainder, also asserted of this very " forsaken woman," be verified f

Certainly !

* The Chaldee renders it :
*' Bejoice, Jemsalem, who hast been as a sterile voman

that did not bear." The Jewish Babbis were accastomed to call the Jewish nation, in

Tiew of its nnprodnctiTeness, eto., ^ the Barren." Thns e.g. Babbi Simeon {Book cf
Sokar) says : " Woe to those who shall live in the days of the Coming of the Messiah ;

woe, and also hail to them I For when He* the Holy One, blessed be His name, will

appear to remember Ihe bamn," eto.

Obs, d. Who is this " married wife" that is contrasted with the other ?

For two women are spoken of, ** the barren woma^i" and ^HJie married
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V}ife,^^ and some things are a88erted*of the one that do not pertain to the

other. If our line of argument has been noticed, there will be no difficulty

in recognizing this "'^married wifeJ*^ After "the barren woman,*' i/e

Jewish nation, had forsaken her husband, and God had, owing to her
sinfulness, foi'saken her, God takes to Himself a^wther wife, here called
** the married wife" to distinguish her from ** the desolate" one. If we
open the Bible and read what follows the rejection of the Jewish nation
and its miserable fall, we find that God duriiig this period of abandonment
proceeds to raise up a seed unto Abraham of those, out of all nations, who
fear and obej God. (See Prop, on election and continued election.) It is

this seed, this nation thus gathered to whom the Kingdom in a high, special

sense \^ to be given—i.e. tney also will be married^ i.e., enter into this Tl^e-

ocratical relationship with God. This seed is said in the New Test, in

its aggregate (not before) to form ** the chaste virgin," ** the Bride*' that
is to be married just previous to the ushering in of the Millennial age at the
Sec. Advent of Christ, 2 Cor. 11 : 2 ; Eph. 5 : 27 ; Rev. 19 : 7, 9. This
too, of course, as intimated in the text, and as necessarily included in our
argument, occurs Aere on earth previous to the restoration of the Jews. It

is a matter of profound admiration to see how harmoniously the spirit

speaks, even in the most delicate of figures, through inspired men separated
by intervening centuries. There is a marriage, i.e., such a Uteocratie
ajinity, consummated at the coming of the Bridegroom, which gives the
saints the inexpressible privilege and honor of reigning with Christ. In
Gal, 4 the apostle contrasts these two women. Those gathered out of this

dispensation are ** tlie children of promise,*^ i.e. inherit with Abraham, and
they are the children of the New Jerusalem, she being ** our mother,'^ i.e.

when the New Jerusalem comes down from God out of heaven, they are
identified with her, etc. But, on the other hand, the earthly Jerusalem is

the mother of those in bondage, i, e. of those who are now ^^ forsaken*"
The earthier Jerusalem is the central figure of the power and glory of the
Jewish nation, and this runs its allotted coarse now in bondage and in

cruel subiection, now grievously *' desolate" etc. (But will she remain
thus ?) The New Jerusalem is the central figure of the power and glory
of this gathered seed, who in this married state inherit the promises
that "the barren woman," owing to her unfaithfulness, has forfeited,

viz., that of being specially associated with Christ as Rulers, etc., in this

Theocratic Kingdom. The reader^s indulgence for proof is asked until

we come to the Propositions pertaining to the reign, etc., of these saints,

showing that, although identified with it, yet tney are a separate dis-

tinguished body in point of honor and privileges from the restored Jewish
nation. The apostle's quotation from Isa. (Gal. 4 : 27), and immediate
reference to inheriting, indicates that his eye of faith was directed to this

"married wife," What follows in Isaiah's prediction is evidence of the
correctness of our deductions, preserving a connected series in the order of
events.

How the figure of marriage is ased to denote the Theocratic nnion will be found
Tinder Prop. 169 ; and how God distingnifihes between the body of associated Theocratic
rulers and the restored Jewish nation will be presented under Props. 153, 154, 156, 166,

169, etc. We only now say to the critical student that, at present, our argument is con-
cerned, not with " the married wife," but with '* the barren woman." Whatever view we
may ascribe to the former, one thing is certain that the latter cannot consistently (in

view of what is stated in the chapter) be applied to the Ch. Ghuzoh, for it alone, in
eveiy particular, fits the Jewish nation.
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Ohs, 4. For, tliis "barren *• '* forsaken," "desolate," and *' widowed"
one is again reconciled. In the fourth and fifth Terses it is said, that slie

shallforget her shame and her widowhood because *' thy Maker is thy Hub-
handj'^ and a mighty increase of children is to result from God thus again
receiving her back. Therefore, most impressively it is stated :

" For a
small Jiwment have Iforsaken thee ; but with great mercies will I gather thee.

In a little wrath I hid my face from thee for a moment, but with everlasting

kiiidness will I have mercy on thee, saith the Lord thy Redeemer, ^^ .This re-

ception and subsequent union, under the figure of marriage, is delineated
in many places. To keep within the shadow of the same, men may argue
that God will utterly forget His marriage vows most solemnly given when He
took to wife this nation, but, however unfaithful she has been, God, as the
prophets testify, is faithful to His own. Hence the intense beauty and
force of Hos. 2, where, after describing the desolatiotl and sorrows of this
** barren woman ;" after declaring " she is not my wife, neither am I her
husband," the prophet goes on to predict that the day is coming when God
shall again ^* spea% cojnfortably unto her" and ^^ sne shall sing as in the

days ofher youth," and she shall " call me Ishi," i.e. My Husband (marg,
reading), for '* I will betroth thee unto me forever," etc. So Isa. 49 : 13-17
declares how the Lord will comfort this afflicted one, although she, ** Zion
said: The Lord hath forsaken me and my Lord hath forgotten me," The
reply comes :

" Can a woman forget her sucking child, tJiat she should not
have compassion on the so7i of her womb f Yea, they may forget, yet will I
not forget thee. Behold I have graven thee upon thepahns ofmy hands; thy
wails are continually before me. Thy children shall malce haste ; thy de-

stroyers afid they that made thee waste shall go forth of thee, " God cannot,
will not forsake this woman, but intends, such is His purpose, to restore

her to favor, A thousand predictions proclaim it. As if purposely to meet
the objection that some urge, viz., that this woman is put away forever

(Isa. 60 ; 1), God asks of the Jews at Babylon ;
" Where is the bill of your

mother's divorceinent whom I have put away, or which of my creditors is tt

to whom I have sold you ? Beholdfor your iniquities have ye sold yourselves^

and for your transgressions is your mother put away," Keeping in view
that the mother is Jerusalem (Gal. 4, etc.), we may ask to-day, where is

that bill of perpetual divorcement ? It has no existence ; it never was
eiven ; the estrangement that God Himself asserts arose not from such a
divorcement, but was owing to their transgressions, ^he bond is indis-

soluble, although a temporary separation intervenes. If man desires to see

in this matter the most amazing condescension and unalterable love in God,
let him ponder well Jer. 3 : 1-22, and notice that " the bill of divorce" in

the case of Israel is only a temporary one, and is the fruit of her own
doings, verse 20, and that a blessed reconciliation will yet be effected.

Obs, 6. Notice the increase of this " barren woman." The most astound-
ing assertion is made which those not conversant with Scripture will regard

as contrary to fact, viz., that the children of ^^ the barren wmnan" shall be

mere than the children of " the married wife." This is the Divine purpose.

(1) In reference to " the married wife," i.e. the elect, royal, chosen Tbody

of kings and priests, gathered out and associated with Christ, no such in-

crease as is attributed to " the barren woman" can be ascribed, seeing that

they are glorified saints of whom Jesus Himself tells us that they ** neither

marry nor are given in marriage," They compose a definite, determined
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number to which none are to be added and from which none are to be taken.

Their peculiar relationship to Jeans aa co-heirs, their identity with Him in

acts of judgeship, etc., is well represented under thefigure of marriage, the

most intimate and endearing of earthly relations. But of this marriage
relation no increase of children can be predicated, seeing that its number is

fixed. This wife is the inheritor of the Kingdom, i,e. exalted to actual pos-

session of its governmental power, etc,, with her Bridegroom Jesus Christ,

and ** flesh and blood" cannot inherit or attain to this power. (Prop,

on Reign, etc.) Besides this, the idea of the original may be that **the

married wife*' with all the increase which such an elect body has attained

to, although in the aggregate large, is comparatively small when contrasted

with that which shall characterize the Jewish nation when restored. That
is,

'* the married wife'* are *' the /ew" saved when compared with " the

many'^ that shall experience God*s favor in, and through, this " barren

woman." {Z) " The Barren Woman" being restored, as we have seen,

shall have a wonderful increase of children, so that she is called on to en-

large her habitation to receive them. There is a remarkable contrast given

by the Spirit for the wise, who compare Scripture, through David in Ps,

113. For, at the very time that God*s poor and needy are remembered
" to set them with princes even with the princes of His people^* (which only
occurs when this Kingdom and Mill, era is ushered in), it is added :

'* Jlo

making the barren woman (Jewish nation) to keep house (marg. reading :

to dwell in a house, i.e. the Theocratic-David ic hoase, as covenant calls it

the * house ') and to be a joyful mother of children,** The same idea of in-

crease is conveyed under another form in Isa. 49. After describing the
restoration of tnis nation, calling on heaven and earth to sing for the com-
fort and mercy extended to " theforsaken** one, the prophet predicts : **77iy

waste and thy desolate 2)laces and the land of thy destruction shall even noio

be too narrow by reason of the inhabitants, and they that swallowed thee up
shall befar away. The children which thou shalt have, after thou hast lost

the otiier, shall say again in thine ears. The place is too strait for me ;

give place to me that 1 may dwell. Tlien shalt thou say m thine heart, Who
hath begotten me these, seeing I have lost my children and am desolate, a cap-

tive and removing to andfro,*' etc' Many and precious are the predictions

relating to this increase, and if the reader will peruse such as are contained
in Isa, chs. 60, 61, 63, etc., he may then form a faint idea how unexampled,
vast, and glorious it will be. !Notwithstanding those plain predictions,

such is the unbelief of many, that it almost seems necessary to send again
the angel to say, Zech. 2 : 3-5, *^ Jerusalem shall be inhabited as totons

without walls for tJie multitude of men and cattle therein,** and as if to

check such lack of faith, ""^for I, saith the Lord, will be unto her a wall of
fire round about, and will be the glory in the midst of her,** Well may in-

fldels smile and laugh, when professed believers, learned men, not seeing
that the restoration always connected with it looks beyond the first one
from Babylon, narrow such magnificent promises of the Almighty God
down into a dwarfed, enfeebled fulfilment in the past. No I the early
Church, the pious Jews, regarded by many as very *' weak" and possessing
only **the germ" of truth in "a materialistic husk," had at least nobler

coficeptions of God's promises and a higher estimate of His faithfulness

than to emasculate the Word in this manner.

1 We gire Delitzsch's translation, wishing to direct the reader*s attention to a delicate
reference. ** Lift up thine eyes round about and see : aU (hesa assemble themsdves iogetiur
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and oome to thee. As tnilj as I Uys, saith Jehovah, thon wilt put them a3l on like

jeveliy, and gird them round thee like a bride. For thy ruins and thy waste places and
thy UuQd fall of min—yea, now thoa wilt be too narrow for the inhabitants, and thy
d«Toarers are far away. Thy children, that were formerly taken away from thee, shall

say in thine earn. The space is too narrow for me ; give way for me, that I may have
room. And thon wilt say in thy heart. Who hath borne me these, seeing I was robbed
of children, and barren, and banished, and thrnst away ; and these, who has brought
them up ? Behold, 1 was left alone ; Uiese, where were they ?" Isa. 49 : 18-21. Now,
to realize the force of this divine portraiture of the surprise, and exultation, and
glory of the Jewish nation at this period of restoration, we must keep in view that ihe
ancient saints and the saints of this dispensation, and the restored nation, are brought
together in Theocratic union ; all belong to the same commonwealth, occupying relative

positions but still all connected with the Theocratio-Davidic Kingdom. TMs manifested
union gives us the key to much of the exalted descriptions of the prophets.

Obs, 6. Let the foundation of the promise of this increase be especially

noticed. After describing this increase, and that He shall again be her
husband, we hare ihe urmterable determination of God to bring it to pass

:

'' For this is as the waters of Noah unto me ; for as I have sworn that the
waters of Noah should no more go over the earth, so have I sworn that I

would not be wroth with thee nor rebuke thee. For the mountains shall

depart and the hills be removed ; but my kindness shall not depart from
thee, neither shall the covenant ofmy peace he removed, saith the Lord that

hath mercy on thee,^^ This fully accords with Ezek. 16, where, after being
informed now God married Jerusalem (i.e. established Ilis Theocratic re-

lationship there), how she became barren, how she was forsaken and
punished for her sins, it is finally added :

** Nevertheless {\,e. notwithstand-
mg the past) / will rmnember my covenant with thee in the days of thy

youth, and I will establish unto thee an everlasting covenant,*^ i.e. lie will

make manifest that ** the sure mercies of David'* are, as David calls it, '' an
everlasting covenant'*—i.e. one that cannot be broken or altered. Then
the prophet continues, filled with the Spirit to meet objections :

^* And
J will establish my covenant with theCf and thou shalt know that I am tlie

Lord. Thai thou mayest remember and be confounded and never open thy
mouth any more because of thy shame, when Iam pacified toward theefor all

that thou Itast done, saith the Lord.** Now, if we turn to the basis of this

promise in the covenant made with Abraham, we read of an increase which
has never yet been realized in the history of God's people. Thus, Gen.
22 : 16, 17, ^^By myself have I sworn, saith the Lord,for becaime thou hast

done this thing and hast not withheld thy Son, thine only Son, that in Mess-

ing I will bless thee, and in multiplying I will multiply thy seed as the stars

of the heaven and as the sand which is upon the sea shore, and thy seed shall

ftossess the gate of his enemies," So Gen, 15 : 5 ; 13 : 16 ; 26 : 4 ; 28 : 14 ;

32 : 12. These are not proverbial sayings, as some imagine, indicating

simply a multitude, etc., for occurring in a covenant sworn to by God they

become intensified. They have not been fulfilled in the Jewish nation thus
far, for (1) this increase is to take place wh&n the seed Christ inherits the

land
; (2) it is connected with tf period after a certain restoration to their

land
; (3) after the Jewish nation had passed through its brief period of

prosperity, etc., and it had begun to enter upon its desolate condition, the

mcrease founded on this covenant is still predicted by the prophets aa

future. Thus, e.g. Hos. 1 : 10, ** Yet the number of the children of Israel

shall be as the sand of the sea which cannot be measured nor numbered, and
it shall corns to pass, thai in ihe place cohere it was said ufUo ihem, Ye are
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not my people^ there it shall be said unto them, Ye are the sons of the living

Qod. (4) Isa. 49 : 17, 16 savs that if the nation had hearkened to the
commandments of God, '* thy seed also had been as the sand and the off-

spring of thy bowels like the aravel thereof ^^ showing that disobedience e/c-

/errefl^ Its fulfilment,' (5)1 hat it is future, notwithstanding the partial

lalfilmcnt under the Mosaic and present dispensations appears from what
Jer. 33 : 22 mentions. For, giving a Millennial description, vividly portray-

ing the glorv of the coming Davidic Kingdom, and testifying that ** the

covenanf^ which God made cannot be broken, he appends i
^^ As the host of

heaven cannot be numbered, neither the sand of the seas measured, so will I
multiply the seed of David my servant and the Levites that minister unto
me,^^ (6) In the Mill, delineations we have repeated assurances that after

the restoration of this ** barren woman** this increase shall be so groat that,

Ezek. 36 : 10, 11, 37, 38, *' / will multiply men upon you, all the house of
Israel, even all of it ; and the cities shall he inhabited and the wastes shall

be builded. And I will multiply upon you man and beast ; and they shall

increase and bring fruit ; and I will settle you after your old estates and
will do better unto you than at your beginnings ; and ye shall know that I am
the Lord,*^ etc. Jer. 31 : 27, " Behold the days come, saith the Lordj that I
will sow the house of Israel and the house of Jiidah with the seed of man and
with the seed of beast. And it shall come to pass that like as I have watched
over them to pluck up and to break down and to throw down and to destroy

and to afflict, so will I watch over them to build and to plant, saith the

Lord,^' Who can resist such evidence as this, when the folly of spiritualiz-

ing away such promises is properly, and perhaps designedly, checkmated hj
the direct allusions to the multiplication of beasts—creation itself partici-

pating in these times of restoration ? Who can resist the declaration made
by God in Isa. 49 : 3-8, or in Isa. 27 : 6, etc., unless he is regardless of

wliat specially belongs to the nation as such, and appropriates to Gentile
nations what is not promised to them."

» Our argnment inoludea the partial fulfilment (1) of the seed already secured to

Abraham through the nation (2) of the Gentiles engrafted who aie also accounted the
seed of Abraham, as Paul shows (and embraces in the future (3) the Gentiles who are
incorporated by faith into this Theocratio-Davidic government, and thus recognized as
belonf^iig to it). This in the aggregate forms a vast, mighty army, and many suppose
that this amply covers the Covenant promise. That it veiy materially aids and in a
certain sense fulfils it, is evident, but that it covers the same is not so apparent since the
Covenant requires this in a maniJfested form here on earth, visibly exhibited, as prophets
declare in the nation itself, i.e. in a multitudinous existing nation on earth. The Cove-
nant certainly demands a continued seed to be raised up unto Abraham (and rather than
fail in it, John says that God can raise up such a seed from stones), and this seed aids

to swell, when once manifested, the fulfilment, but this even, evincing how true and
intensive it is, fails to cover the whole ground, which is only done when the nation, as
such, stands forth a mighty empire with a vast population, etc. Such is the natural
interpretation that the promises require.

* Many writers take out of these predictions jtuf so much as will suit their idea of the
present dispensation, }usi so much as they can well appropriate to the Christian Church

—

without the least regard to the connection or its relationship to the Jewish nation. It is

saddening to witness the quotations misapplied, totally ignoring the promise made to

the Jewish nation. lUustrations so abound that they need not be given. We only say
this : neither piety nor sincerity, neither zeal nor ignorance, afford a full, ample apology
for such misapplications, seeing that simple faith in Qod'a promises, with a comparison
of Scripture, should prevent them.

Obs, 7. The stability of this promise to '* the Barren Woman*' of in-

crease is worthy of attention. (1) Her Husband is no ordinary one ; He is
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(v, 5) " the Lord of Hosts^" and her " Redeemer, the Holy One of Israel, the

Ood of the whole earth shall He he called, " He will verify His own promiaes.

(2) The assurance given (v. 8) that the long period of Jewish tribulation

and desolation, embracing century after century of '* widowhood," is only

^*for a momenty^^ i.e. a brief space of time, when compared with ** the ever-

lasting kindness** that she shall experience when again reconciled to her
Husband. Thus we have again indicated the abiding covenanted relation-

ship of this nation. (3) His covenant, as firm and immovable as that contract-

ed with Noah, v. 9, is thus made with this ** barren woman." (4) His cove-
nant with her more enduring than the mountains and hills, v. 10. (5) He is

not merely bound to her by a promise, which in itself is sure, but by a7i oath,

T. 0. This oath is found originally in the Abrahamic covenant, commenc-
ing (Gen. 22 : 16), " By myself have I sworn, saith the Lord,** etc. It is

adverted to in Luke 1 : 73 ; lleb. 6 : 13, 14, etc. This marriage relation

is confirmed by what Paul calls an ^^ iinmutable thing.** The same oath
was made to David, Psls. 89, 132, etc. Therefore, we may well say with
Micah 7 : 20, who, after stating the restoration of this " barren woman,"
remarks : "'Thou wilt perform the truth to Jacob and the mercy to Abra-
ham, which TIiou hast stoorn unto our Fathers from the days of old,** (6)
All things are under the control of this husband, vs. 16 and 17, and no ad-
verse events can prevent this reconciliation. His power is superior to the per-

formance of the promise, and therefore this ** barren woman" is exhorted,

V. 4,
'* Fear not,* etc. She has no cause for apprehension, ** For the Lord

of Hosts has purposed, and who shall disannul it f and His hand is stretched

out, and who shall turn it lack?** Therefore God says so emphatically by
Jer, 31 : 35-37.

Obs. 8. The j5enW when this reconciliation with ** the barren," "deso-
late," and ** forsaken woman" is effected. (1) It is after the nation is

gathered, v. 7, restored nationally to Jerusalem and the Holy Land ; for

the Theocratic relationship, the marriage is restored, and then, as shown,
the increase will be witnessed. (2) It is after " the married wife" is

elevated to the New Jerusalem state, after the New Jerusalem (the one
Mother) has completed the elect number of her children, that '* the barren
woman is reinstated and has her promised abundance of children. This
most accurately corresponds—showing the Divine Spirit revealing these

precious things—with the condition of things in Rev., when the nations

that are saved, after the erection, etc., of the New Jerusalem state, walk in

the light of it and kings of the earth bring their honor and glory to it.

This ** barren woman" is to rejoice in the blessings added by this New Jeru-
salem state as appears from vs. 11, 12, 13, etc., cmnpared with Rev. 21 and
22, and Isa. 60, etc. (3) It is when the Mill, age is ushered in ; which is

already confirmed by the passages quoted. (4) The extraordinary versa-

tility of the Spirit in exhibiting this matter is seen in Hos. 3. A re-

marKable command is given to the prophet. He is ordered to take a
woman, an adulteress, forsaken but still loved. This was a type of the
Jewish nation, forsaken but still '* beloved,*^ '^ accordina to the love of the

Lord toward the children of Israel;** and the action of the prophet is sym-
bolic, indicating that God also is waiting to receive " an adulteress," for-

saken woman. Then the direct application of the symbolic representation

follows : viz., that Israel shall thus be forsaken '* majiy days** having no
Theocratic relationship with her God, but that '* afterward** they shall
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again return and fully realize it in " the Lord their God and David
their Kin^J^ That is, the woman, i.e. nation, guilty of sin, and long
punished for the same, shall he reinstated in the old relationship that she

sustained to her Hnsband. And this, as parallel passages prore, is when
the Jews are restored, and Mill, blessedness is introduced by the setting up
of the TIieocratic-Davidic Kifigdoni, (5) This is done at the time, as we
have previously shown, vjJien a confederation is gathered against this
** barren woman." For, in verse 15, it is said :

" Behold they sMll surely

gather together, hut not by me ; whosoever shall gather together against thee

shallfallfor thy sake,** Just such a confederation arises and endeavors to

prevent the Jewish nation from reoccupying their city and land, and, as

here intimated, meets with a complete overthrow. This sufTiciently identi-

fies the period of reinstation to Divine favor. Prov. 15 : 25 will yet be ful-

filled (comp. Props. 161 and 163),

Ohs* 9. Briefly, as it also serves to fill out the identification of this
** barren woman," we may regard the altered condition of this woman when
thus reconciled. She was forsaken, desolate, in reproachful widowhood,
but now again in intimate relationship with her former husband clad as

He will clothe her ; fed as He will feed her ; dwelling as He will place her ;

she is to sing and hreak forth into singing (so also Zeph. 3 : 14 ; Isa. 49 :

13 ; Isa. 12 : 6 ; Zech. 2 : 10, etc). She shall also inherit (v. 3) the Gentiles,

thus indicating her national supremacy over all other nations. (Prop. 114.)

She shall be "/ar from oppression,** she ^^ shall not fear,** etc., as she
once endured and suffered. " No weapon that is formed against thee shall

prosper; and every tongue that shall rise against thee in judgment shalt

thou condemn," All her children shall he taught of the Lord, and great
shall be their peace, etc.

Ohs. 10. If we take all these particulars, and see how minutely they are

given ; how all the prophets, separated by ages, so accurately preserve the
shading of the most delicate figures to teach who this woman is, what her
present and then her future condition, how distinguished, etc., it seems
almost incredible that the wisdom of man, so freely exercised over these

things, should, as in multitudes of instances, cast them aside as '' Jewish,"
eto.j^tt^^ as if God was not the Husband of a Jewish wife

; just as if God
was like unto man and could and would forever, against His protestations

solemnly given to the contrary, break His marital relations.

Ohs. 11. With the Spirit insisting upon the unalterahle covenant relation-

ship that this " barren woman" sustains to her Husband, what /b//y it is for

churches, religious organizations, fanatical bodies, and Gentile nations to

assume that they compose this Barren Woman, and are to exhibit this in-

crease, etc. It would be, if not so fearful a perversion of Scripture, sim-
ply ridiculous. Need we wonder that the Spirit complains of the lack of
faith that men shall manifest, when such unwarranted pretensions are

seriously set forth, upheld, and defended ?

This will enable ns to estimate the mystical extravagances of moltitndes in past
centnries, who professed to enjoy a present (i.e. in this dispensation) marriage relation
with Christ, often prostitntiug the same both by improper language and the claims of
superior sanctity. The pictores found in some Romish books are sufficiently expressive.

Even the early Moravians were charged (justly or unjustly—see Kurtz, Ch. His,^ vol. 2.
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p. 261) with snoh a piostitation. Ann Lee's extravaganoe is well Icnown ; so also Joanna
8onthcote*B professing to be the bride, and that of other Mystics, including those who
claim to be " the New Jemaalem. " It is sad to reflect that not merely fanatics, but men
of intellect and ability make snoh a perveraion of that which clearly and nnmistakably
relates to the future.

Obs, 12. The observant student will not fail to notice tJie Oneness that
exists between the Father and the Son in this marriage relation (i.e. Theo-
crattcal) with this woman. What is said of God is directly asserted of His
Son ; and when the Holy One of Israel occupies the Theocratic-DaTidic
throne, restoring the ancient relationship, it is positively asserted that God
does this for the Dirine Ruler, the God who formerly condescended to act

as Israers earthly Ruler is again favoring the nation in and through
David's Son. This might easily be developed into a strong argument &r
the divinity of Jesus Christ

Obs. 13. If the two women thus married, i.e. received in Theocratic con-

nection, are thus properly distinguished the one from the other, and their

mutual standing is observed and discriminated in the Coming Kingdom,
new light is thrown on many of the more obscure allusions to the same in

the Word. Thus, e.g. in Ps. 45, where the heart of the Psalmist (marg.
reading) ** boils or bubbles up a good matter, ^^ ** thinas touching the King,^^
he describes the beauty of this King's appearance, tne dreadful overthrow
of His enemies, the establishment of His throne, and then we have a dis-

tinction made between several women. For we have (1)
'* the Queen in gold

of Ophir (Justin, in garments of gold, variegated,) standing upon thy ri^ht

hand ;** (2) *'*'King's daughters (i.e. other nations) were among thy honoraole
women ;" (3) the King*s daughter, her clothing of wrought gold

; (4) the

virgins that accompany her
; (5) the daughter of Tyre. This corresponds

with what has been said, viz., that one, '* the married wife,'* sustains a
peculiar relation to this King, and that the Jewish nation is also restored,

glorified through her, and that other nations will acknowledge the same
and minister to her, and this is after this King's hand has performed the
*' terrible things" upon His ** enemies.'*

These two married women show clearly that bath "the Church of the First-bom" and
the Jewish nation enter into the same Theocratic relationship (thns expressed onder the
figore of marriage), and hence are in union in ihe same Kingdom. This corroborates onr
position against those who make virtually two Kingdoms, one for the saints and one for

the Jewish nation, or agaiiuit those who deny that the Jewish nation has a kingdom*
the saints only being entitled to the same. The simple fact that " the barren" is thns
restored, gives the best answer to all such objections.

Obs, 14. When this marriage relation is renewed with ** the barren" one,

the Kin^ Himselfwill he present ^ and tender Himf>elf, too, in a way that will

prove irresistaoly attractive, as David and others represent. Comp. Zeph.
3 ; Isa. 12 : 6, etc. The happiness and glory of the once desolate woman are

invariably connected with an abiding, accessible King dwelling with her.

Obs, 15. Will the reader pause and reflect to what special privilege and
honor tee are invited in this dispensation, viz., to an identification with
and participation in the blessings o/** the married wife,^' She, indeed, will

nnmoer less than that of the otner one when Qod's purposes are all carried

out, but her lot is the more exalted and ennobling, as her ** Mother" is the

greater and nobler.
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The reason vhy " the married wife*' baa a greater portion than " the barren woman"
id this : Bhe is *' the JirM.horn," and as snch is entitled to a double jyortion. ^Comp. Arts,

on *' First-bom/' in Bib. Dicta., etc., and observe their distinctive privileges.) The
first-bom" is always regarded as the most excellent, most distinguished, and this prin-
ciple, as all analogy teachesi mnst be applied to ** £A« Church of the firiit-bom.'' Some
contend that others will be added to them, and participate in the same privileges, bnt
this is opposed to their birth-right privilege, and to the representations of their being a
select, separate, and distinct body. Others are bom, bnt, distingnished as they shall be
and aiionnding in blessing, they cannot be regEtrded as " the first-bom." This evidently
was the prize that Paul so earnestly songht to win. Snch form MaL 3 : 17, " Afy Jewels/*
My peculiar or special ireaawe** (comp. Ex. 19 : 5 ; Dent. 7:6; 14 : 2, and 26 : 18 ; Ps.
135 : 4 ; Tit. 2 : 14 ; 1 Pet. 2 : 9). Browa {Gh. ike. Com., ch. 4) opposes this specialty,
as tanght by Bonar and many others. His system, of course, has no place for it. But in
the restored Theocratic Kingdom we see that, necessarily, there must be different

degrees of glory. The highest degrees are by the Divine Sovereignty allotted to this

married wife, and those who find fault with it must sit in judgment on the propriety of
God's Will in the matter.

Obs. 16. If it is our happy lot to be identified with this *' married wife,"
then we shall see with otir own eyes the fulfilment of this prophecy respect-

ing; ** the barren woman." Now we behold her forsaken ; then we shall see

this same desolate woman restored to favor, re-entering her married state,

bringing forth her increase, revelling in happiness and glory. But we shall

not onlt/ see it, but even be employed witn Christ as instruments in pro-
motinfi[ and extending the '* great mercies," *' the everlasting kindness"
showed unto her. May God indeed grant that our eyes may see her ** fair

colored stones," her ** sapphire foundations," her ** agate windows," her
** gates of carbuncles," her " borders of pleasant stones," and the unspeak-
able ** peace" of ** her children." The student must never forget that the
Kew Jerusalem state and that of this woman are inseparabk at the period
of her restoration ; the former adding to the glory of the latter, being
virtually the outgrowth, the first-fruits, of her covenanted relationship.
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Proposition 119. The Kingdom of God in th^ Millennial desanp-

tions is represented as re8to7*vng all ilieforfeited blessings.

Attention is onljr called to the fact, that, explain it as we may,
when this Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom is represented in the ix)r-

trayal of the Millennial era as existing, it embraces arestoraiion of
blessings forfeited by sin. The prophets instead of separating that

age from this restitution, making the latter, as many suppose, a
result to follow afterward, distinctly unite them, ifow, tnis, as
the ar^ment thus far demands, is requisite to preserve the Divine
order in the re-establishment of the Kingdom, seeing that it in-

volves a resurrected, immortal David's Son, resurrected and im-
mortal Ruler, and the fulfilment of covenant promises designed
when accomplished to remove evil, sorrow, suffering, etc.

Oh%* 1. Three cautions are in place here : (1) Kot to disconnect what
the prophets have linked together as belonging to the same period of time
here on earth. (2) Not to imagine that everything mentioned is to be
instantaneously or quickly performed

—

time being required for the full

realization of vhat mav be commenced at the beginning of this age. The
exceeding brevity and sometimes obscure allusions admonish ns to be

fnarded in oar deductions. (3) Not to force an interpretation which is

irectly opposed by other Scriptures, and then leave the same without the

least attempt at reconciliation. Thus e.g. in Isa. 2 : 1-4, we read :

" Neither snail they learn war any more,'* etc., upon which Alexander (so

Barnes and others) comments :
*' War ceases, the very knowledge of the

art is lost," etc. But as these commentators apply Isa. 2 1 1-4 to the

Church b^ore the Sec. Advent of Christ, they fail to inform us what to

do with the passages which teach, positively, that wars exist, more or less,

down to the very Advent itself, thus leaving no room for such a period of

time as Isaiah describes. Such interpretation is not only misleadinj^, but
it darkens precious truth, and inspires hopes that misguide, and is the
result of not regarding the general scope of prophecy.

The Sfillennial predictions are most loosely quoted, and applied in Tiolenoe to the

context, to the present period. An exhibition of the lavish mode of application is found
e.g. in Eusebins's {Ecd, His.^ B. 10, ch. 4) '* Panegi/rie on the Building of Uiurches^ ad-
dressed to Panlinns, Bishop of Tyre.'* The Popes, even in bulls and official papers,

apply them to their vicere^enoy. Popish adherents heap them upon the Chiurcn, or
their heads, in ample profusion—reminding us of the elegant ode (15, B. 3) of Sarbiewski,
addressed to Urban VTCL, freely rendered in Proude's Beliques (p. 537)

:

''Hyrtle eiOTOfl are fart dl^tilUqg
H<Hioj ; honeyed falls the dew,

Ancient prophtfclee folflUlng

A HUlenniam In yoa !
''

Protestants of all denominationfl imitate this looseness in the effort to exalt the Church
—the greatest vildneas being observable in those oUuwes that self-oomplacently appro-
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priate the whole and style themselTes " the Millennial Choroh," or some kindred
Bigniflcant title. Many schemes of prophecy are utterly worthless, simply becaose they
ignore the plainest order that even a slight comparison of predictions presents. Thus
e.g. to introdnce the Millennial era before ** the harvest," or ** the last trumpet,'* or '* the
resurrection," or **the Sec Advent," etc., cannot be sustained. It is identified with
" the day of the Lord Jesua,'* '* His appearing and Kingdom," etc., and, this admitted,
brings concord between the Scriptures.

Obs, 2. As it is oar purpose merely to show how the Spirit locates the

performance of these tnings (preparatory to following rropositions), a
brief summary of some of them mnst suffice. 1. Salvation is repeatedly

predicated of this period. Indeed^ the burden of prophecy concerning
this era is Salvation, abundant and most glorious. God then is the

Saviour—the Holy One of Israel is the Saviour, and Salvation comes to

His people. And such is the significance of it, that it stands forth as the

Salvation, the predicted, pre-eminent Salvation, Great is the number of

passages bearing this impression, only a few of which we cite, sufficient to

convey our idea, viz., such as Isa. 12 : 2 ; Isa. 49 : 26 ; Isa. 26 : 1 ; Isa.

35 : 4 ; Jer. 23 : 6 ; Jer. 30 : 7 ; Ezek. 37 : 23. etc. When this Mill day
comes, then, Isa. 25 : 9,

*' it shall be said in that day, Lo this is our God;
we have waited for Him and He will save us ; this is the Lord ; we have
waited for Him, we will be glad and rejoice in His salvation,*^ Salvation

is likewise ascribed to the Sec. Advent, as e.g. Heb. 9 : 28, etc.* 2, Then
is verified the promise (Gen. 3 : 15) that *"the seed of the woman shall

bruise the serpent's head''' (comp. Ronu 16 : 20 and Rev. 20 : 2, 3), Satan
being bound, and the victory gamed over him, all evil capable of injuring

God's people is removed, and this freedom from Satanic power is an
exultant portion of these Mill, descriptions. So complete, too, is the same
that no sorrow, crying, etc., is to be experienced. 3. The world beholds
a change of Princes. Compare e.g. John 14 : 30 with Rev. 11 : 15, when
the sovereignty of this world is taken from " the Prince of this world'*

and given to Christ in open manifestation. 4. The original sovereign
dominion over all given to Adam at Creation (Gen. 1 : 28) and forfeited

by sin, is restored by the Second Adam (Ps. 8 : 6, comp. with Heb. 2:8;
Dan. 7, etc.). 5. T^e judges and counsellors shall be restored as at first,

Isa. 1 : 26 ; and they will bB righteous, Isa. 32 : 1 ; Isa. 60 : 17 ; Jer.

30 : 21. 6. The righteous dead will be raised up, so that death is swal-

lowed up in victory, Isa. 25, etc. 7. The saints shall participate in the

dominion over the earth, Dan. 7 : 21, 22 ; Rev. 20 : 4 ; Isa. 32 : 1, etc.

8. This divine rule so entirely subjects the world that all enemies arc

destroyed, Zech. 14 ; Dan. 7, etc. 9. Christ is the King, Micah 4 : 1-7 ;

'

Zech. 9 : 10, etc. 10. War will cease and universal peace be experienced,
Isa. 2 ; Micah 4, etc. 11. There will be a general diffusion of revealed

truth, Isa. 11 : 9 ; Isa. 25 : 7, etc. 12. Universal intelligence will char-

acterize the people, Isa. 54 ; 13 ; Jer. 31 : 34. 13. Holiness is remarkably
exhibited in all. laa. 60 : 21 ; Isa. 52 : 1 ; Zech. 14 : 21, 22. 14, The
Jews are to be gathered from all places of their dispersion and enjoy their

land of old, Isa. 11 ; Zech. 8, etc, 15. The Jews will be aided and joined
by tlie Gentiles, Isa. 49 : 22 ; Ezek. 48 : 22, 23 ; Zech. 8 : 20-23, etc. 16.

The Jewish nation sustains a pre-eminency, Micah 4:8; Zech. 12 : 6-9,

etc. 17. The Jewish nation a great blessing to other nations, Zech. 8 : 13 ;

Rom. 11 : 26, 27, etc. 18. Jerusalem shall be the metropolis, Zech. 14 :

17-21 ; Isa. 24 : 23, etc. 19. The Spirit is marvellously poured x>ut, Ezek.
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11 : 19 ; Joel 2 : 2S~32, otc. 20. All things shall be need as consecrated
to God, Zech. 14 : 20 ; Isa. 23 : 16, etc. 21. The Jewish natiou no longer
divided, Isa. 11 : 13, 14 ; Jer. 50 : 4, etc. 22, There will be an increase
of revelation, Joel 2 : 28 ; Isa. 2 : 3, etc. 23. A mighty increase of popu-
lation will be witnessed, Isa. 49 : 19, 20 ; Jer. 30 : 18-20, etc. 24. Great
rejoicing and praise owing to restoration, Jer. 33 : 11 ; Isa, 51 : 3, etc,

25. Great prosperity evidencing increased progress in all that tends to

])romote the welfare and happiness of man, Zech. 8 : 12 ; Isa. 60, etc.

26. Jerusalem, rebuilt and the metropolis, shall never be destroyed, etc.,

Jer. 31 : 38-40 ; Joel 3 : 17, etc. 27. A renewal of earth will be expeiri-

cnced, Isa. 65 : 17 ; Isa. 66 : 22, etc. 28. Perfect unio7i will exist, Isa.

62 : 8 ; Isa. 49 : 23, etc. 29. Riclies will abound, Isa. 60 : 5, 9, 17, etc.*

30. There will be no famine, Ezek. 36 : 29-^35, etc. 31. Sickness will be
removed, Isa. 33 : 24, etc. 32. Happy old age, bride and bridegroom
rejoicing, boys and girls playing, deaf, blind, latne, etc., restored, fear
absent—in brief, all the blessings that mortal man can properly desire are

embraced in these portrayals, Zech. 8 ; Isa. 35 ; Isa. 33, etc. All these

things are directly, by the Prophets, assigned to this very period of time.*

* The rmder wiU carefolly notice how in yiew of anch predictions the Jews were ao-

customed to call this period of the Messianic reign '* the Balvation." This is an addi-
tional argument in onr favor, seeing that the Apostles use the phrase jnst as the Jews
did without explanation and refer it to the Seo. Advent. It woidd be interesting to see
how this word ** salvation" is employed by the prophets in connection with the restora-

tion of the Davidic throne and Kingdom, or the Theocratic order, and then to point ont
how it was nsed in the Jewish sense before and after the death of Jesxis, bnt onr argu-
ment does not require it. So the word " Consolation,'* of which Farrar {Life of Chriat^

vol. 1, p. 22) says that " waiting for the Consolation of Israel" is equivalent to Mark
15 : 43, " waiting for the Kingdom of God," and that among the Jews a prayer for the
Coming of the Messiah was, " May I see the Consolation of Israel."

* The nations, and especially the Jews, will enjoy the wealth accumulated and stored

up by Oentile domination. Thus e.g. Frov. 13 : 22, ** the w«Uih cf the sinner is laid up for
the jtui" now rarely manifested, will be verified in the Jews (e.g. Zech. 14, etc.). All

nations wiU honor the Theocracy with precious gifts as tokens of esteem and allegiance.
* Others might be specified, as (1) angelic communication restored, John 1 : 51 ; (2)

long life characteristic even in the mortal state, Isa. 66 : 20-22 ; (3) removal of ignorance,

Isa. 11 : 9 ; (4) a remarkable purity in God's service, Zeph. 3 : 9 ; (5) an astonishing com-
prehension of truth, both to convey instruction and receive it, Isa. 32 : 3, 4, 5 ; (6) the
perpetuity of natnre, as e.g. the enduring of the sun and moon, Ps. 72 : 5, 7, 17 ; Jer.

31 : 35, 36 ; (7) singing and music will be a prominent feature, as e.g. Isa. 36, 51, etc.,

and Bev. 16, etc. ; (8) astonishing changes in the light enjoyed, Isa. 30 : 26 and 60 : 19 ;

(9) the removal of demoniacal possessions, of which the detailed statements of the New
Test, present an earnest in the removal of hysteria, epilepsy, mania or raving madness
(as to the present existence of the same, comp. e.g. Art. '* Demonolatiy, Devil Dancing,
Demoniacal Possession," April, 1876, in the Ededic Mag., taken from the CkmUmp.
lUuUw). Prop. 114 also gives a variety of Millennial results.

Obs, 3. Bat several particulars are, owing to their being so generally

overlooked, worthy of more extended mention, 1. The fruitfulness of

the land, Amos 9 ; 13 ; Isa. 29 : 17 ; Ezek. 34 : 26, 27 ; Joel 3 : 18 ; Isa.

35 : 1-9 ; Hos. 2 : 21 ; Isa. 54 : 12, 13 ; Jer. 31 : 5, 6 ; Isa. 60 : 13-17 ;

Zech. 8 : 12 ; Isa. 65 : 25 ; Ezek. 36 : 8, 29, 30, 35, etc. This has been
the object of ridicule by some (and we mi^ht quote very unjust things

ascribed to our view), just as if the earth in this respect was not now
placed under a curse (Gen. 3 : 18, 19), as if such a deliverance from the

curse were not desirable to man, and a^ if God had not by direct promises
of renewal determined to bring back the land to the Eden-like state (Isa.
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51 : 3) forfeited bj sin. If thU curse is not removed, ihen^ as many
theologians have well observed, one of the blessings forfeited is not
restored, and Redemption in so far would be incomplete. The Bible,

however, presents no such imperfect deliverance, and hence all reliable

systems oi theology have our feature, more or less prominently, in some
way incorporated. The unfairness toward us is manifested by refusal in

some to accept of the discrimination which we make, viz., that this

fruitfulness, planting, etc., is designed for the nations in the flesh (which
all Millenarians expressly teach), and persistently ascribing to our view,

what we deny, viz,, that all relating to this fruitfulness, culture of the

earth, etc., is'purposed for the glorined saints. 2. Great miracles will be

performed at that time, Isa. 11 : 15, 16 ; Zech, 14 : 4 ; Iso. 27 : 12 ;

Micah 7 : 15 ; Isa. 19 : 20 ; Micah 2 : 12, 13, etc. Indeed, the entire

current of prediction impresses the idea that the most astounding, mar-
vellous events shall be then witnessed—iu the removal of enemies ; in the

restoration of the Jews ; in the resurrection and glorification of saints

;

in the uniting, as declared to Nathanael (John 1 :51), of the heavenly with
the earthly, so that the angels of Qod shall be seen ascending and descend-
ing ; in the fulfilment of the promise (John 14 : 12) that the believers of

Chript shall perform the miraculous works of Jesus. Having shown that
this Eincdom, in the nature of the case, demanded miraculous inter-

ference (Prop. 6), that the miracles of Christ are an earnest (Proj;. 7) that
these things are predicted, it can be readily seen that the persons engaged
in this work, Jesus Christ and His associated glorified brethren, with the
mighty angels, are abundantly able to verify all these predictions. There-
fore, mighty and supernatural as the work is, our faith is constantly urged
to steadfastness by the appeal that God will perform it, either directly or

by imparting the ability. 3. The original grant of land to the Jews will

then also be confirmed, Gen. 15 : 1^-21 ; Ex, 23 : 31 ; Deut, 11 : 22,

and extended. The boundaries given are the Mediterranean, the Nile and
the Euphrates ; thus including places not before possessed. Some indeed
(Home s Introd,^ vol. 2, p. 12) think that in David's and Solomon's reign
this was the extent, but others more accurateljr narrow their dominion in

actual possession. Whatever may be the fact in reference to past fulfil-

ment, three things are very evident, (a) that a portion was not held by the
Jews, excepting oy a precarious tributary arrangement

;
{h) that it was

only thus possessed for a short time, and hence is no ways commensurate
witn the promise ; ic) that the predictions relating to the future take it as

a matter of course tnat at the future restoration this will be effected, seeing
that all the covenant promises are then to be realized.' 4, In connection
with the outward manifestation of the Kingdom, the Millennial predictions
indicate the greatest outpouring and cultivation of the graces of the Spirit
Indeed, all spiritual blessings are included ; none toat is desirable is

excluded, for while not only an abundance of joy, peace, etc., in the Holy
Ghost is given, others are added, by faith giving place to sight, hope to

realization. All Millenarian writers of the early Chureh, as well as

modern, have held to the spirituality connected with this Kingdom, and
freely expressed their hopes of '* communion and unity of spiritual things
with the holy angels" (Irenaeus), etc.* 6, The New Jerusalem blessings.

* Y\dt the well-merited rebuke that Dr. Seiss gives to Coirodii SeyfTartli, aad othen,
ia Appendix, Last Txtms, note £, p. 335.
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the blessings of the restoration, etc., are inseparably connected in the
Millennial descriptions. This is readily seen by comparing e.g. Isa., chs.

25, or 54, or 60, with Rev. 21 and 22. God has thus joined them together,
and we cannot, without violencCy separate them. But this will be explained
hereafter, 6. The Kingdom itself will be a great blessing over the earth,

being designed for this very purpose. There is a beautiful representation
of this in Ps. 65, whore, after declaring that God will answer the prayer
of His people " by terrible things in righteousness," He will then enrich
the earth ^ with the river of Qod which is full ofwater^' (river being repre-

sentative of Kingdom—thus used) so th at ^Hhe year^' (viz., ** the year of

the redeemed,'* laa. 63 : 4, i.e. the Sabbatical year) is *' crowned with
goodness'' and the earth with

^* fatness.'^ 7. Language itself has been
corrupted by sin, for the confusion of tongues and consequent dispersion

of mankind followed (Gen. 11) an exhibition of pride and arrogance ; it is

therefore reasonable to suppose that an era which is again to bind the
nations together and to bring them, through representAtives, etc., to a central

point of union and worship, should restore the forfeited unity of language.
This seems to be intimated in Zeph. 3:9; Isa. 32 : 4, etc. At least, we
have a significant instance given (Acts 2 : 4) which shows, that as the
Spirit is also marvellously poured out in this period. He can impart what
power He pleases over the use of language. 8. Taking the language in its

literal aspect, there appears to be described the intervention of miraculous
power in behalf of diseases, as e.g. even so obscure an allusion as Isa.

53 : 4, 5, is quoted Matt. 8 : 17 as applicable to the removal of bodily
inOrmities. Having such a warrant, the plainer predictions can scarcely

be applied in any other manner. 9. Christ " shall be a priest upon His
throne," Zech. 6 : 13, being a pnentforever after the order of Melchizedek
(Ps. 110 : 4). This is essential to our faith in order to preserve the con-
sistency of the design of this Kingdom over the nations of the earth.

Hence all Millenarians accejit of it as a cardinal point in their system over
against the Popish view, which makes this priesthood to cease at the end
of this a^e. 10. A materialistic element pervades the Millennial descrip-

tions, chiefly confined to the Jewish and Gentile nations, and the earth.

This is the rock upon which so many strike, regarding it inconsistent with
the future state of the righteous, ete. Aside from, what we have stated

concerning the humanity of Jesus, how the Kingdom is promised to

David's ^n, evincing His continued humanity, although glorified—aside

from the continued humanity of the saints (although also glorified), and
their reign here on earth, it is sufficient for the present to say, that if the
Millennial predictions lacked thip materialistic feature, a very important
and essential one would be missing in Redemption. Is it not true, that

the materialistic Eden was forfeited by sin, that man, composed of soul,

spirit, and body, is fallen under the curse, that a material creation groans
under the same ; and is it not also true that if there is no deliverance of

this material portion, Redemption in so far is incomplete f Extremes are

here to be avoided
;
gross materialism on the one hand, and a general or

universal spiritualism on the other. If God pronounced a material Eden
very good ; if it is linked with the most glorious period of Christ's reigu ;

if it is united with the highest spiritual good ; if it has been assumed by
God Himself to bring Himself condescendingly in contact with humanity,
then surely we ought to be guarded, lest in ultra-spiritualism or in ultra-

materialism we mar the truth of God, bring reproach upon His work, and
diminish the perfection of Redemption.*
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1 Lei the Rtndent compare the promises e.g, Oen. 15 : 18 ; Ex. 23 : 31 ; Dent. 11 : 24

;

Josh. 1 : 3, 4, with what was actnaUy possessed, and then with those predictions relating

to the fatnre, and it is seU-eyident that in view of the sinfulness of the nation and the
withdrawal of the Theocratic Kingdom this grant is held also in abeyance until the future

restoration of the nation under One who is infinitely superior to Joshua. David, and
Solomon. Even in such passages as Isa. 26 : IS^ this enlazgement of the land is pre-

dicated on the then increase of the nation. Our version (according to Barnes, Lowth,
NoyeSf Alexander, etc.) goes not give the force of the original, and hunce they read

:

" Thou hast increased ihe natUm, Lord, Thau hast ijtcreased the ruUion ; Thou art gloriJUd ;

Thou host extended far all the borders of the land," Barnes (Ctwn. lod) remarks :
" The

parallelism requires this construction, and it is indeed the obvious one." So Delitzsch c

" Thau hast added to the nation, Jehovah^ hast added to the nation ; glorified Thyself

;

moved out all the borders of the land.*'

* Several additional features may be briefly mentioned (1) In Isa. 4 : 6 we find that

there will be exhibited a visible manifestation of *' ihe gloru of ihe Lord'* over the houses
and the religious assemblies of the inhabitants of Jerusalem, somewhat similar to that

which accompanied the Israelites in their journey from Egypt. *' And ihe Lord wiil

create (afford or furnish) upon every dwelling place of Mount Zion, and upon her assemblies, a
doud and smoke by day, and ihe shining of a jUaming fire by night : for upon all ihe glory shall

be a defence;** or Delitzsch rendering :
*' And Jehovah creates over every spot of Mount

Zion, and over its festal assemblies, a oloud by day, and smoke and the shinii^ of

flaming fire by night : over all the glory comes a canopy." This is indicative of God's
constant presence, abiding care and protection. Surely a people thus consianlly honored

by the visible tokens of God's favor and blessing must be joyful and happy. (2) The
curse entailed (Gen. 3 : 16) in child-bearing will be removed. Fausset {Com,, Isa. B5 : 23)

says :
" bring forth for trouble —literally, for terror, i.e. they shall not bring forth children

for a sudden death (Lev. 26 : 16 ; Jer. 16 : 8).** Delitzsch :
** nor bring forth for sudden

disaster ;" or Alexander : "for distressing solicitude," etc.; Sep. " for the curse." The
writer is satisfied—from the general analogy of deliverance—that it includes more, viz.,

deliverance from the pains incident to child-birth. What a vast relief to the ^mily
relation, now, alas, so often and terribly anguished, even under the most skilful of

attendance. The student will pardon a brief digression on this point. In 1 Tim.
2 : 15 we read, ** she shall be sav&i in chUd^earing." Those who reject the early Church
view of "the restitution," including also that of ihe race, utterly fail to receive the
significance of this passage. Not observing that Paul had just reminded Timothy of the
fall of Adam and Eve, and of ihe curse entailed, and losing the connection and force of

the " nevertheless
f'

* they, not knowing what to do with the passage (for their system
contains no redemption or restitution of the race, aa a race), refer iiix) ihe present period.
But in this application they are undecided ; some referring it simply to '* the maternal
relation" or ** tlie duties of a mother ;" others, to the " education" or " proper training of
children ;*' some, to " evincing a wifely disposition and subjection ;" others, that a
ohild-bearing woman is consoled, tliat even in her suffering, if nhe bears her trial with a
proper spirit, having faith and holiness, she will be saved ; and others, that the woman
shall be saved through, or by means of, bearing a child, viz., the Messiah. But all this

is evidently not the obvious meaning of " ohild-bearing, " referring to child-bearing in
general, from or in which the woman is to be, in some way, saved. Let us keep in view
that there is a *' restitution of all things** promised, and that this embraces a restoration

to aU forfeited blessings. If Eve had not fallen, the special curse entailed upon her sex
would not have resulted ; maternity would jiot have been conditioned by the pain and
Buffering noio, more or less, attached to it In Gen. 3 : 16 it is stated, " Unto the woman
He said, I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and thy conception ; in sorrow tiiou shalt bring
forth children." No piety, no faith, charity, or holiness exempts from this doom ; the
most devoted and godly have fallen victims to the burden of love so tenderly awaited.
To this curse the Apostle undoubtedly refers, but then, in view of the doctrine of tho
" restitution." which he so ably presents in Bom. 8, etc. (and with which Timothy waa
familiar), he, with one of his rapid transitions of thought, adds, " neverih^ts,** i.e. not-
withstanding this curse resulting from transgression, she—tte woman—shall be saved
from it in child-bearing. If there is a restitution of the race to Edenic condition, the
woman shall not only be saved from dying, but from the ills now pertaining to it The
event now so anxiously awaited, often with dread and pain, and, alas, too often
resulting in agony, death, and intensest grief, will then be one anticipated witli
calm confidence, beaming hope and joy. Let no one feel that the condition an-
nexed of ''continuing in faith, and charity, and holiness, with sobriety," is opposed
to such a view, for precisely such conditiolis are attached to some of the most splen*
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did of Millennial predictions, as e.g. Isa. 65 : 20 ; Zech, 14 : 16^19, etc. For, such a
deliTenmce, we are positiyely assured, shall otdy, when the time has arrived, be awarded
to those women who are pious, having faith, charity, and holiness. To the early Chris-
tians, this language to Timothy was sufficiently explicit ; now the loss of faith in " the
blessed hope," and the restilts of its realization, darken it. (3) The prophetic spirit,

the goidance of yisions and dreams (Joel 2 : 28) shall characterize the genend diffusion
of the Spirit, thus indicating how old and young, male and female, shall be under the
highest spiritual influences, and how varied the gifts and experiences of the coming age.
IVIen now may ridicule the dreams and visions recorded in the Bible, but to reflecting
minds they are of deep interest, evincing to us by eamesia vouchsafed, how even with
the unglorified the chasm between the visible and invisible, the material and spiritual,
can thus be bridged by a special provision. (4) The supernatural punishment of Grentile
families, as recorded in Zech. 14 : 16-19, shows that a Theocratic orderiz^ has super-
seded the Ch. dispensation. In the very natuin of the case it implies that One is now at
the head of rule, who /«m power over nature, and will direct and wield her in ihe interests

of His government. (B) " Greybeard" (Graff), in his Lay Sermons, No. 38. " The Arts
and Sciences in the Millennium,** presents a pleasing picture of that age. Varions
"writers refer to the increase of knowledge, etc. This may be said : (a) that under the
rulership of Christ and the saints, the increased duration of mortal life, the removal of
ihe curse, etc., the race can only advance, and that no limit can be assigned to the
-wonderful increase of knowledge ; and (b) that taking the exalted descriptions of the
Millennial age, the whole, in view of abundance, happiness, etc., impresses one with the
idea that the race is correspondingly elevated in progress in all direolions. The knowl-
edge, improvements, inventions, discoveries, etc., of former ages will be adapted to
promote the glorv of this coming one. The telegraph, steam, printing, telephone, a
thousand other things, will be increased in efficiency ; other powers and appliances now
lying dormant, or vainly sought after, will be brought into requisition, so that the
people of all lands shall be in daily and friendly intercourse—that transportation shall be
speedy and safe—that labor shall be reduced, man being more required to superintend
the labor that knowledge affords through the use and agency of natural powers than to
apply his own strength—that the whole world will be bound together, meule instantly ac-
cessible, and realizing a community of interest. (6) The binding of Satan does not neces-
sarily involve a total cessation of sin throughout the whole earth, for sin (Ua. 65 and
Zech. 14, etc.) will exist tu some extent, which by various writers is explained as the
result of natural depravity. As this binding is allied with the deceiving of nations and
not of individuals, it would perhaps be more in accordance with the spirit of prediction
to confine this binding to a preventii^ of Satan obtaining sway over nations or organized
bodies (for after his release this again is accomplished), or receiving the dominion of the
earth as in the great Gentile monarchies—thus restraining the power once exercised, so
that no injury can be inflicted upon the Theocratic State and Church. The binding,
therefore, is to be considered in relation to the dominion formerly accorded in government
of nations, and the removal of such power from him. How much more we dare to press
this binding is not clear to the writer ; and more is not really required to fill out the
Millennial portntiture of blessedness, and at the same time allow—as intimated in some
predictions—a continued existence of sin, at first in the Jewish nation, and to some
extent continued among individuals in Gentile nations. The grand feature developed by
this binding is simply this : that no Satanic influence is capable of raising up a serious
conflict, or extended oi^;ani2ation against the Messianic Kingdom, or endanger to any
extent the safety, worship, happiness, etc., of believers, until in God's good pleasure, to
each man a final and enduring lesson of Divine judgment and power, liberty is again
civen to Satan to make the last trial. Satan himself cannot move in this matter until

God permits.* (7) But we must not forget that of one people an exception will be made

• Brown (Ch. See. OomiTvj, p. 2, ch. 7) strongly objects to "a total cessation of Satanic
influence" during the Mill, era, on the ground that the binding of Satan may—as various
commentators have pointed out—only denote that he shall be utterly unable " to form a
pnblic party against Christ," etc. We do not object to this view, in its bearing on the
mortal race, and as indicative that Satan will not then, as now, have states, kingdoms,
large bodies, etc., under his inflnence. For aught we know the extent of this binding
may extend farther. However this may be, one thing is clearly taught by the Scriptures,

that Brown *s view in connection is erroneous, viz., that this binding of Satan will be
performed by the Church through existing instrumentalities. The simple fact that at
th6 clo66 of this dispensation Uie Church will be ten^bly persecuted, Antichrist vie-
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(which, fifter the little season and cmshing overthrow of the last confederation, ^ill be
ultimately true of all on earth), yiz.^ of the Jewish nation. The expressions of univer-
sality, **cdl shall be righteous^*' aU, from the least unto the greatest, ahaU know God. etc.,

refer to this nation. By a comparison of Scriptnre statement we And that it w^ill reqoire
some time to consummate (Isa, 65), bnt when accomplished Jndah and Israel, united in
one, shall always be faithful. They are represented as loyal to the very last, when
others waver in their allegiance (Zech. 14 ; Rev. 20, etc.). The nearness of this nation
to the King, its high and noble Theocratic position, its great blessedness, its past
remembrances and history" as a nation

—

aU will bind it with unswerving devotion to the
Theocracy. The predictions, therefore, assert the perpetuity of the nation in favor,

holiness, etc., and that the holiness shall eventually include aU.* (8) Something may be
said respecting death in the Mill. age. A comparison of Scripture seems to teach the
following : (a) A perfect exhibition of ** death being swallowed up in victory** (Isa. 25 :

6) will be manifested in the resurrected and glorified saints ; (6) some will die in the
Mill, age (comp. Isa. 66 : 20 ; Jer. 31 : 29-30 j ; (c) hut these passages seem to make
death a resultant of sinning-as also in case of Gentiles, Zech. 14 : 18 —for Jeremiah*s
statement is positive, and so likewise is Isaiah in one phrase (Fausset, Com., Isa. 65 : 20,
explains "the sinner that dieth at a hundred years shall be deemed accursed," i.e. ** his
death at so early an age, which in those days the hundreth year will be regarded, just as
if it were mere childhood, shall be deemed the efiEect of Orod's special visitation in
wrath")

;
(cH an exception seems to be made by Isaiah (66 : 20) in the clause :

" for the
child shall die a hundred years old" (or ** for the youth in it will die as one a hundred
years old")—now if this clause is not to be united to the next one as explanatory of it,

then we are assured that death is so limited in its power that there will be no dying in

infancy, but life will be so protracted that whosoever dies at a hundred years of age will

be regarded as a child or youth ; (e) in- view of weeping, sorrow, the veil of mourning
being removed from the nations, death will be stripped of his terrors

; (/) if we keep in
view the fact, that the Millennial age is an advance—an immense one—in the direction of

restoring the race to its former paradisiacal state, it is not unreasonable to anticipate,

as numerous writers have asserted, that many, even multitudes, of the righteous will

never experience death, being in old age, or at some period of life, suddenly trans-
lated

; (g) the repeal of the curse in the practical working and efficiency of the
Theocratic ordering, the accessibility to the tree of life and to the leaves destined
for the healing of the nations, impresses the student with the idea that death it-

self may be removed to a vast extent
; (A) -but, however death may be limited in his

power over man. the Scriptures decidedly affirm Ihat death itself shall not be utterly
destroyed until after the MUl. age, and after the little season has expired, Rev. 20 : 14. It

follows, therefore, that this work of entirely abolishing death from the earth is a gradual
work ; the glorious beginning being seen in the immortal saints, next in the wonderful
deliverances of the Jewish nation, next in the astounding blessings bestowed upon the
nations rendering allegiance, and lastly in the final outcome, when all wickedness (the
entailer of death) isforevermore crushed.

Obs, 4. Take all these particnlars (others will hereafter be mentioned in

detail), and see how they are identified with the Kingdom of God as it

torious, and Satan successful in his endeavors, making a Divine intervention imperative,
is amply sufficient to show that the Church instead of binding Satan is herself fearfully

oppressed.
* Brown (Ch. Sec. Coming, p. 306), seeking objections to our doctrine, says, that the

phrase in relation to the new heavens and new earth " in which dwelleth righteousness,'*

means ^* an absolute, unmixed righteousness" over the whole earth, and consequently is

inconsistent with our ideas concerning the Mill, era, which demand a more gradual
work, and ultimately the rising up of Gog and Magog. But (1) in the *' New Heavens
and New Earth *' denoting (see Props, on) the actual extent and sway of the Theocratic
rule, we do show that righteousness dwells in the King, rulers, subjects, form of govern-
ment, etc.

; (2) that righteousness is visibly manifested as dwelling on the earth, and that
ultimately in the final outcome is universal

; (3) that the rising of Gog and Magog has,

owing to sudden and perpetual overthrow, no perceptible Influence on the polity
instituted ; (4) that God's account of the New Heavens, etc., is to be received (e.g. Isa.

65 : 17-25) in preference to man's deductions ; (5) that to build a theory on an isolated
phrase, torn from its connection, leads to contradiction, as e.g. in tJie account of tho
Church, some passages teaching righteousness, others a mixed condition, eto.
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ehall exist in the future. Receiying the Divine utterances and placing
them together, it is found that a glorious Redetnption is to be experienced
at that time. Before this era is entered into, these blessings cannot be
realized ; and therefore we find in the predictions relating to this present
age or dispensation no such forfeited blessings are restored. This is seen
in numerous instances. Thus e.g. the parables of the tares and net in-

dicate it ; the prophecy of Jesus in Matt. 24, which eiTes an epitome of
Jewish history to the ending of the times of the Gentiles, and to the
Advent, has no such Millennium introduced ; in the reply of Paul to the
Thessalonians respecting the nearness of the Advent of Jesus he gives, as

a distinctive intervening mark, the spirit and continued progress of the
Apostasy and Antichrist, but no Millennial era ; the prophet Daniel de-
lineates (xentile domination as existing down to the Coming of the Son of
JIan followed by Millennial dominion, etc., which was not verified at the
First Advent, seeing that the same domination contiiuied after that Advent
and still cotitinues. So carefully does the Spirit corroborate our position,

that in no case, chronologically or in any other way, is tlie least enconrage-
went given to anticipate the re-bestowal of forfeited blessings anterior

to the ushering in of tnis Kingdom, and accompanying Millennial bliss, by
the Advent of Jesus Christ.

Ols, 5. The/o//vof making the Millennial era one that is past. The
theory of Grotius, Prideaux, Vint, Bush, etc., which dates the beginning
of this age from the overthrow of Paganism under Constantine (a.d,

323) ; that of Hengstenberg and others, dating it from Charlemagne (a.d.

8D0), that of Popish doctors ascribing its rise to the preaching or death of

Christ, to the destruction of Jerasalem, etc. ; in brief, all theories that

locate this period in the past do so by a palpable violation of the order
laid down in Scripture, and of facts in history, which cannot by &nY fair
interpretation be made to accord with a fulfilment of prediction.* There-
fore It happens, that the ablest writers in opposition to our views frankly

concede that the Millennial era is still future. Thus e.g. Fairbairn {On
Prophecy, p. 432) unhesitatingly places it in the future, and regards ** as

bitterly futile all the attempts that have been made to accommodate the

terms of the description to any period in the past." This is emphatically

tme, for during the past no such blessings as the Millennial descriptions

portray have been realized; persecution, trial, suffering, etc., have, more
or less, characterized the Church's history. Even if we confine ourselves

to the statement in Rev. 20 : 1-7 (which is only a very small portion of

the whole), the world has never yet witnessed such a binding of Satan,

Buch a restrainment of his influences and power, such an exemption of

nations from his deception, such a resurrection and reigning with Christ,

snch a resnrrection oi the rest of the dead, etc., as is therein described.

Simple truth requires us to say, that any one who can ascribe to an era of

time swarming with heresies, outrages against truth, superstitions the

most vile, etc., the characteristics of predicted Millennial blessedness, what-
ever his ability and learning, must certainly be fettered and prejudiced by

* Vidt Shimeairs 7 WIS Cbm« Agair^ who examines in detail this theoiy of Grotins,

etc., also Anberlen's rebnke of Hengstenberg, Fairbairn On Prooh., Lance's Cbm., etc.,

abo how B. Catholics understood it may be found, notably Mosheim's Ch. His., vol 2,

p. 130 and note (which some ignorantly or designedly hare charged to onr account).
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some Bystem which makes such a revolting transposition necessary. And
the application of prophecy in this direction is sufficient evidence that the
system of interpretation which fosters it is radically wrong,

Obs. 6. The same is true of the theory which ascribes this Millennial

period to the present dispensation. For it onlj requires a survey of the

blessings connected with this era, and two things follow : (1) that they
cannot possibly be realized in this dispensation by the use of present instru-

mentalities, seeing that to produce them demands superadded power, etc.
;

(2) that such Millennial happiness is inconsistent with the predicted state of

the Church and of the world during the existence of this period down to

the ending of it. How can we reconcile e.g. the mixed condition, state of

fiufEering, war, etc., expressly affirmed to be charEusteristics of this dis-

pensation to its very close, with the purity, freedom from evil, peace, etc.,

of the promised Millennium ?

Obs, 7. This also teaches the absurdity of totally ignoring the subject,

as if it were a species of exaggerated human prediction. It is true, that

such an era, ''a golden age,°' has been desired by man in various ages.

Writers <juote Plato, Plutarch, Virgil, Seneca, Chinese ancient books, Per-
sian Magi, Mexicans, etc., even including rude and uncultivated nations,

Indians and barbarians, who either locate such an era in the past or in the
future, and from this argue that it is a sentiment common to man, and
that the Bible falls into the same general current of uninspired desire.

But they forget the great and unmeasurable difference between these
heathen utterances and that of the Word of God. The former are dis-

connected, incoherent, individual expressions, often obscure, etc., while
the latter forms part of a regular system, maintains a consistent and
regular connection in it, is necessary to the Divine Plan of Redemption, and
is given in an unbroken prediction from the earliest to the latest proph-
ets. The Bible would be incomplete without it. For, beginning with the
fall of man and revealing the manner of man's recovery from the results

of such a fall, it ends appropriately with a restoration of the forfeited

blessings. Besides this, the truthfulness of its Millennial predictions is

abundantly verified by ten thousand incidentals, which have been, and are,

experienced in the unhiding of the Divine Purpose tending toward the
ultimate fulfilment. Thus e.g. the history and present condition of the
Jewish nation; the times of the Gentiles; the rise, progress, etc., of
other nations, as Persian, Grecian, Roman, Turkish, etc. ; the calling of
the Gentiles ; the Christian Church in its confiicts ; the personal ex-

perience of believers, etc.

—

all these, and more, are so many corroborating
evidences and testimonies that distinguish the Bible Millennium from aU
others, seeing that the same prophets also have predicted all these. God
has not left Himself without witness; and it is only by persistently

closing our eyes to existing facts, prophesied thousands of years ago, that
we can escape God's manifested interest in sustaining our faith. To deny
all this requires about as much assurance and love of singnlarity as it did
in the philosophers who, against their senses and laws of ^ing, denied the
existence of an external world.

Obs, 8. Now let the reader consider : 1. What would this earth have
become if Adam had not fallen ? The answer, as given by Scripture and
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repeated in yarious theological sjstemB, is this : it would have had no
curse entailed, bringing in its train unfraitfulness, eyils, sorrow, and death.

It woald have had the world under a Theocratic ordering, by which man
would have been elevated and blessed, having direct nearness to his benefi-

cent Baler, etc. 2. Now look at the Millennial blessings enumerated, to

be realized here on earth during the Messianic reign in the restored The-
ocratic Kingdom, and is there a single blessing that we can conceive of as

intended for man unfalien, and which was forfeited by sin, that is not
mentioned to be then realized? If the Millennium embraces '' Bedemp-
tion," *' Salvation," and the Messiah is One that can perform His work
perfectly, this is precisely the condition that we ought reasonably to

anticipate. The very fact that the Millennium itself contains such in-

estimable blessings, honor, and glory, such a revelation of Divine majesty
and goodness, such an ample deliverance from all evil and even death,

such a restoration to God's favor and nearness in Theocratic ordering, is

sufficient evidence that our doctrinal position is impregnable. The unity

of tJie Word, running from the fall to the Sec. Advent, demands, prompted
by c&venants and promise, impelled by the plain grammatical and God-
given sense, this belief, so dear to the nearts of the martyrs of the early

Church.
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PROPOsmoK 120, This Kingdom wOh Us Millennial blessings

can only be introduced through the power of God in Christ

Jesus.

This is evinced by the Propoaitions preceding ; for the blessings

are of such a nature that to produce them requires supernatural
aid. Hence the introduction of this Kingdom with its attend-

ant felicity, etc., is directly ascribed by the sacred writers to God
or to His Son, Jesus Christ.

The Millennial predictions are deBcriptive of the rosnltB flowing from the Messiah and
His Kingdom. The two are united, and the disciples had therefore a pertinent question
in Acts 1 : 6, for it evinces that Jesus must jvrA restore the Kingdom he^ort the reali^
tion of Covenant and prophecy. Jesus, as we have shown, by His wond^rfal miracles,

His " works" and " eigna," evidenced His ability to verify Ck>venant and prophecy. No
one of our opponents has yet ventured to show how present instrumentalities can intro-

duce e.g. the realization of Isa., chs. 65, 66, 6U, etc.

Ob%, 1. That Christ is the Introducer of the Millennial era is so abun-
dantly asserted by the Prophets that a large number of writers, opposed to

oar view, still admit that Christ must come at this period spiritually in

extraordinary power. Later writers finding the older spiritualistic opinions
untenable, now (as e.g. Fairbairn, On Proph,, pp. 469-471) frankly
declare that the glory, etc., is so great and universal that extraordinary
adjuncts and manifestations and gifts must he bestowed to affect it, thus
confessing that the present means and instrumentalities are ineffective to

produce it ; and acknowledging that, by such additions, a dispensation,

to all intent and purpose, in some respects different from tlie present one
will be inaugurated. This is done too after spiritualizing the resurrection
and many other blessing ; how then must the matter be regarded if we
allow a literal resurrection, reign, etc.—in brief, the blessings enumerated,
to ensue at this time? It is utterly impossible to ascribe their reception to
any other power than the direct intervention of King Jesus. It is a matter
of surprise that one class of our opponents, such as Prol Stuart, do not
see that the confession that Rev. 20 : 1-7 teaches a literal resurrection, in
the very nature of the case demands, in order to effect it, the personal
Coming of Christ, or, at least, His direct intervention. Indeed, there is

scarcely a blessing described but such is the amplitude of it, that we know
from other Scripture that it cannot be realized until the Advent of Jesus.
Thus to illustrate : take the order, peace, subjection of nations portrayed,
and it is found that no such order, peace, etc. , is to be found on earth
until the Coming of Christ, for even preceding it, and at the Advent,
nations shall be arrayed against the truth. In the " Prize Peace Essays
and Congress of Natiofts, Micah 4 : 3, is quoted and the assertion made
that " the Gospel of peace" will accomplish the removal of war, restore

peace, etc. But that is opposed to the spirit of the same chapter, for in
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the verse quoted we find that instead of tJie Gospel affecting this result it is

done in the following manner :
" ^e shall judge among viany people, and

rebuke strong nations afar off/* and this when (v. 7)
** the Lord shall reign

in Mt, Zio7i^'—when the Jews (v, 6) are restored

—

wJten the nations that
are to be judged are gathered (v, 11) against Zion—and when *"* many
people (v. 13) are to be beaten in pieces,^* Against such testimony in the
context^ which becomes overwhelming when compared with parallel pas-
sages, it is in vain to protest ; it must be reverently received as of God*s
ordering. Hence, although materially differing in our view from Maurice,
yet we can cordially accept of the title which he gives to one of his ser-

mons : "Christ, not Christianity, the deliverance of mankind." How
can the Covenant with David be possibly realized without David's Son
personally comes to fulfil it f H6w can the Kingdom be manifested before
the Coming of the King and the exertion of His power and will ? How
can the associated rulers with Him exercise the honorable prerogative of
reigning with Him unless they are raised from the dead according to

promise ? In brief, all depends on that Second Advent and its resultant
accompaniments.

The student will observe that one of the latest writers against out doctrine. Dr.
Brown (ChrisCs Sec. Conung), makes many concessions in onr favor (as e.g. the impKor-

tanoe of Bee. Advent, duty of looking for it, etc.) that he is forced by his own position

(p. 27-29) to a kind of ignoring of the Millennium (saying *. **1 attach no importance to

the precise period of a thousand years," etc.), constituting its beginning and ending
obscure, uncertain, and unascertainable—" oil being outwardly unchanged.'^ It is a matter
of astonishment that any one can be forced by the pressure of a theory into so untenable

on attitude, seeing that—in the light of a thousand predictions (Isa. chs. 65, 66 ; Bev.
20 : 1-4, etc.) the introduction of specific blessings, marvellous changes, glorious Be-
demption, etc.—the Millennial era is presented to us as one that is so recognizable by the
stupendous events connected with it (as e.g. the destruction of enemies, the exaltation of
the saints, etc.) that all men shall be compelled to acknowledge the same to the praise and
glory of God and His Christ. A doctrine that must be sustained by dwarfing and
obscuring the Millennial predictions is certainly defective and unreliable. And then when
thus lessened in preciousness, he seeks to have the Millennial predictions verified by
existing means and agencies, introducing his favorite leaven and mustard-seed theory
(without attempting to reconcile these with the parables of the tares and drag net, etc.)

to prove that ** not a new element is added." Dr. Schmucker {Po^. Theol,, p. 343-361)
thinks the Word of God, that is, the Gospel and its preaching, with prayer, revivals,

and missions, will perform all this, but how purely moral agencies can accomplish a work
introducing the Millennial blessings, he utterly fails to inform as. So Wild ( The Lost Ten
IHhes^ p. 153) declares in reference to Acts 3 : 21 (comp. Prop. 144) that the restoration

occurs Jirat and then Jesus comes, thus violating the erdire analogy of Scripture on the
subject He says :

" If things are not now restored or reconciled, or in order, why, tfien,

Cfaisi oarmoi come. He will not come to put them in order ; this He has left for and
with the Church to do, and has promised to be with His Church to the end." Alas I if

our hopes depend on the Church, that itself shall be terribly persecuted and depressed.

Obs, 2. The multitude of writers, who so persistently proclaim that the

Kingdom and Millennial blessedness shall be introduced by present existing

instramentalities, are in direct opposition to Scripture. This theory will

receive attention in another place (Prop. 175), and requires no special

refutation here, seeing that our entire argument, as well as detached por-

tions of it, refute its pretentious claims. It is simply amazing how pious,

devoted, and able men hare fallen under the influence of a theory, which
causes even a very recent writer, Talmage (quoted by the Wittenberger of

Kov., 1873), to say :
*' The way to the Millennium is through the fit and

full education of woman. Social, political, and religious progress is
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conditioned npon her adTancement/' etc. This may be regarded aa an
extreme opinion, but the truth is^ that any Tiew that ascribes the realiza-

tion of those precious predictions to any other power than that delineated

so faithfully and minutely by the Prophets, is extreme and equally repul-

sive to the truth.

yaticaniBm has its dream of niuTersal sovereignty and its Millennial glory (althongh
wherever its principles were tested, Millennial blessedness was never even initiated)

;

edncation, non-sectarian or compulsory, has been advocated as the grand agent of the
future Millennium (although the kingdoms in Europe, and the States here, which have
experimented in that direction have ameliorated no evils) ; a hundred favorite schemes
by their various enthusiastic advocates are presented as the unfailing instrumentality

by which Millennial happiness is to be secured (although not one has succeeded in lessen-

ing the sorrow-abiding hold of the curse one particle) ; even Christian philanthropy (as

e.g. The Christian PhUanihropisif or HarbijiQer of Vie MiUennium, by Wm. Cogswell),

noble in its efforts to lessen the griefs, etc., of suffering humanity, is urged as the all-

powerful, efficient agent (although charity in its highest efforts has never yet succeeded
m loosening a single bond that fetters poor humanity). Unbelief comes and tells us (so

e.g. Fiske in Ouilines of Cofimetie Philoaophy) ** that the ultimate salvation of mankind is

to be wrought out solely by that obedience to the religious instinct which urges the in-

dividual, irrespective of utilitarian considerations, to live in conformity with nature's
requirements*' (although the curse, entailed by sin, is so firmly fixed by the laws of nature
that the most pious as well as the most abandoned fall in consecutive generations under
its power, and unbelief teaches that these laws are forever unchangeable). Glasgow (6bm.,

Bev. p. 499) says, in advocacy of his spiritualistic view :
" It is not possible by any

rational mode of interpretation to evade the conclusion that the Millennial reign of Christ
is the (Jospel age." Now, if he, or any other man, can point out how present means
and agencies are to introduce the Salvation, the blessings, of the Millennial age as pre-

dicted, then he has some foundation for his ** rational mode of interpretation. '* If the
Gospel in the past, if the most eminent piety and devotion, has not removed the ills

incident to life, how will it do this in the future.

Obs. 3. It is saddening to find how far this denial of the necessity

of Christ's Second Coming for purposes of Salvation is carried in our
Theological literature. Men who would shrink from any impeachment of

orthodoxy, or denial of truth, array themselves against Covenant promise
under the misguiding influence of supposed developed truth. Thus to

illustrate : In the excellent Quarterly Reviexo for Jan., 1874, in a one-sided
Art, which totally ignores the expressed views of the confessors, the follow-

ing bold assertion is made :
'* Christ's power to bless and save His people

and protect them against the devil and sin is not in His Coming again on
earth, but in His session at the right hand of God and His power there in

their behalf," etc. How such language can be employed in the face of

scriptural authority, is a matter of surprise. The reader can readily test

the trustworthiness of the declaration by referring to these facts : (1) that
His Coming is for Salvation, to complete Redemption, Heh, 9 : 28 ; Luke
21 : 27, 28 ; Rom. 8 : 10-23 ; Eph. 4 : 30, etc.; (2) to raise the dead, 1

Thess. 4 : 14, 16, etc.
; (3) to chafige the living, 1 Cor. 15 : 42-44, 51-64,

etc.
; (4) to i7ivest with dominion (Prop. 154) ; (5) to remove the wicked,

His enemies, 2 Thess. 2 : 8-11, etc.
; (6) to deliver the Jewish nation

(Prop. Ill, etc.); (7) to relieve creation, Rom. 8 : 19-21, etc.; (8) in brief, to

introduce the 7iumerous blessings which our argument evolves. It is cer-

tainly sufficient, in order to prevent our accepting such contradictory
utterances, to know that He comes for Salvation ; and that that Coming is

represented to be the most efficacious in removing sin and overcoming
Satan. »
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It ia Boffldent to append an additional illnstration : Dr. Schmncker {Pop. Tkeolf p.

348, etc.) indorses the popular riew that the MUlennimn is to be introdnced dj the con-
version of the world through present existing means (which he says *' are amply suffi<

dent*'), and enters into a cedculation how soon this can be accomplished. (This view is

amply met and refuted under Prop. 175.) But in this discussion he overlooks two
things : (1) that the Bible delineation of this dispensation down to the See. Advent, in

continued wickedness, war, suffering, trial, persecution, etc., forbids such a calculation

to be recognized ; and (2^ that he only takes one feature of the Millennial era, viz., the
worship of Ood and obedience rendered to Him, leaving out of the account otherfeatarea

embraced in the game period that mere moral agencies can never remove. This then is

taking a one-sided view of the subject ; and yet this method is, unreflectingly, followed by
a multitude of able men. The father of Dr. Schmucker (Bev. Dr. J. G. Sohmucker), in

his Exp. qf Rev., is far more scriptural when he teaches, as preparatory to its introduc*

tion, the direct supernatural intervention of God in and through Jesus Christ. To take
e.g. Isa., chs. 60-66, and apply them to the Church in its present agencies and use of

means, is an effort that can only succeed by grossly spiritualizing (i.e. adding another
sense to the one given in the text) the same, or else to regard the predictions as Oriental

exuberance and exaggeration, which require considerable toning down to meet favor

with modem ideas.

Ohs. 4. On the other hand, it is refreshing to see even some of our most
nnrelenting opponents acknowledge the force of Scripture representation

to the extent that they also make the Sec. Advent the most desirable

object of hope, ascribing to it, as the Spirit does, divine purposes of Salva-

tion. Thus e.g. Brown {Christ*s Sec, Com,, chs. 1 and 2) frankly admits

that Christ's Sec. Coming is " the blessed hope'* of the Church—that it is

*' the polar star'^ of faith—strenuously opposing the view so prevalent that

Christ comes at death, by showing, (1) that the death of the believer is

grievous ; (2) that the salvation without Sec. Advent is incomplete ; (3)

and that we otherwise dislocate Scripture, etc. Thus also let tne reader

refer to Barnes {Com,, Phil. 3 : 20), and he will find this Coming again

eulogized as ** a glorious truth," necessary unto salvation, ** identified

with all our hopes," exerting blessed influences as in the early Church, etc.

And, what is even hostile to their own system, seeing that they put off this

Advent to the distant future, to a period after the Millennium, they

exhort believers to look for it, pray for it, etc. In looking over com-
roentAries, many of them express, under passages relating to the Advent,

the duty of regarding the amelioration or the world, etc., as dependent on
Christ's Coming, and not on earthly systems, existing means, etc., and
yet when turning to Scripture portraying the restitution of forfeited

blessings not a word is said concerning Cnrist's Coming to perform the

work, but much is stated respecting the Church's power to accomplish the

same. If it were a pleasant task, hundreds of contradictions, some the

most flagrant, could be produced. Surely a system of interpretation that

BO freely fosters the same must be unreliable.

Ohs. 5. It is objected by unbelievers that the notion that some great

Saviour is to come to restore all things, is found in other religions beside

the Christian. Thus e.g. Clarke (Ten Religions, p. 204, Alger's Doc. of
Flit, Life, Kurtz, Sac, His,, p. 273, etc.) shows that in the system of

Zoroaster mention is made of a future Restorer or Saviour, who is expected

to come at the end of the age, restore the dead by a resurrection, and
introduce a Kingdom of untroubled happiness, etc. It is of little con-

sequence how this idea was suggested and introduced (some contending

that it sprung from original communications made by God, others that it
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originated with man himself, etc.), for it evidenced, what was observed
previously, that man feels the utter inability of existing causes to produce
such a restitution, and therefore, owing to the inadequacy of present meaus
and instrumentalities, falls back upon the supernatural. This feeling, as
we have seen, is general^ and naturally arises from reflection, and a desire

to secure deliverance.

The natural man feels the sad pressure of the orirse and looks around for redemp-
tion, and as he cannot have hope in nature, he grasps after the snpemataral. Figner
{77te To-morrow cfJ)ecUh, p. 13) declares that " the physical conditions of earthly life are
truly detestable,** and pronounces ** the moral conditions" the same, owing to the
existence of disease, suffering, death, grief, guilt, etc., and seeks refuge in Gnostic ideas
modernized. Harriet Martiueau (Art *' Bealism in Unbelief," LitteU's Liv. Age, May
5th, 1877). who anticipated personal annihilation, and who believed that the Cause of
the Universe was * * wholly out of the sphere of human attributes, " yet still predicted
that ** the special destination of my race is infinitely nobler than the highest proposed
under a scheme of divine government—" but hew this prophecy was to be realized under
Vie aUeged uncharigeable laws of nature she fails to tell us ; or, how it could possibly be
superior to the biblical conception, with the Supernatural controlling natural law and
making it beneficent, she leaves untold. (Indeed, she is often contradictory, for in her
Autobiography (Littell, May Sj6th, 1877, p. 471) she confesses to being impelled by pass-
ing impulses to find consolation (see her Life in the Sick-room) in revealed religion,
giving the following testimony, so utterly antagonistic to her many utterances :

'* Noth-
ing but experience c&a convey a conception of the intense reality in which God appears
as Supreme, Christ, and His Gospel divine, and holiness the one aim and chief good,
when our frame is refusing its offices, and we can lay hold on no immediate outward
solace and support. '0 The truth is, that there are times when ail men feel the necessity
of Divine interposition in behalf of the race. When Goethe died ex^iming " Light I

more light 1'
' he wanted the comfort and hope that the Divine Purpose relating to the

destiny of the race alone imparts.

Obs, 6. The most intelligent and profound thinkers of every age declare,

that the removal of the self-evident curse (explain its introduction as they
may) entailed upon the earth and its inhabitants, demands higher power
ami greater manifestations of Deity than now are exhibited. It is ad-
mitted that physical science, however it may in some instances mitigate,
cannot remove the evils ; mental agencies cannot affect it, for knowledge
itself may give new weapons into the hands of evil ; moral agencies cannot
do it, the Church cannot do it, since the most moral and pious fall beneath
the curse, experiencing disease, sorrow, death, the grave, and corruption.
This Kingdom—this Millennial prediction—embraces the rettwval of the

curse. This is fully proven by the descriptions of the same. The ques-
tion, by what agencies its removal is accomplished, is also satisfactorily

answered. The scope of the Word asserts, that man is under the curse
through his fallen condition, and that the evils arising therefrom are the
work of Satan. The fact that the evils do exist is painfully evident on all

sides ; the manner of introduction, whatever may be said pro and con, is

also sadly corroborated by the tendency to sin in man. We are only
concerned with present facts, and to show how they will be changed for
desired and glorious realities. The Bible points to One alone who is to
produce this change, viz., to **

t?ie Christ*' who is revealed expressly '* to

destroy the works of the deviV The power over evil which He exhibited in
His life, death, resurrection, and ascension affords the assurance, if we will
only receive it, that His ability is commensurate, yea, infinitely superior to
this removal of Satan's work. Those *' works of the devil" have n4)t yet
been destroyed ; they exist in vast proportions over the whole earth ; and
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so nniversal and far-reaching are thej that not one escapes from feeling

their fatal effects. Creation continues to groan and travail in pain ; man,
even the most devoted, continues to reap the bitter fruits of tne fall, and
thus we are told it will go on until the time appointed by God, when He
shall send this Son of Hrs, and through Him ** destroy the works of the
devil.'' WJien the King comes to whom all power is committed in virtue

of His Theocratical relationship^ sustained by His covenanted descent,

divine nature^ sacrificial death, etc., then primarily through Him, and
Bubordinately through His associates (deriving their power from Him),
this most blessed removal of the curse will at last be experienced. Super-
natural intervention, divine outpourings of judgments, the introduction

of an overwhelming mass of righteousness in glorified humanity, the
erection of a magnificent Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom supported by this

majestic David*s Son with a corporate body of immortal, intelligent, holy
rulers endued with angelic power, etc.

—

these things, and these alone, can
bring about, as inspiration testifies, the long-hoped-for deliverance. If we
were to bring together the absurd language used by many in reference to

the curse and its removal, it would be deemed a caricature of the sacred
promise. Indeed, so little regard is paid to the tenor of Scripture by
some, that the old monkish notion is reiterated, that the removal of the
curse is confined to the third heaven, thus overlooking tho plain impli-

cation that the third heaven itself must then also have fallen under the

curse, and thus making Redemption, so far as the earth, race, Kingdom,
etc., is concerned, incomplete. The " no viore curse," as all inspired men
unitedly agree, refers to this earth, and to man upon it ; and nence the
sin&^ular beauty and consistency of the Bible heginyiing with the curse and
forfeited blessings and ending with happy restitution.

Bmith {Kty to J^sv., p. 374) gives the key-note of many objections, when, in opposing
the personal reign of Jesus, he says :

'* His reign here must be only spiritual. The days
of miracles are past ; the Bible is filled ; and they are not needed ; and Christ can reign
as effectually loilAou^ fnitacUs as with them/* etc. Bnt hcno ihen the Bible predictions are
to be realized, which, as ennmerated, demand the introduction of agencies far beyond
any now exerted, is a question that he leaves wniouchedt only taking so much of prophecy
to dispose of as he can conveniently crowd into a spiritual or providential reign« Take
another class represented by Beclus {The Ocean) and he makes ** the Paradise on earth
which the mind's eye of the seeker already seems to contemplate in the distant future"
to be " a glorified earth" produced by man's own researches, efforts, knowledge ; but
while jumping to so pleasing a conclusion he fails to tell us how these can stay the
cyclone, repress the earthquake, or repeal any of the laws of nature now so oppressive.

This is seen by some of our opponents, as e.g. Goldwin Smith {AUantie Monthly, Feb.,

1880) refers to Herbert Spencer looking for a Millennium in the ** ideally moral man in
whom the moving equilibrium is perfect," and then points out (Art. Pessimism") that

nature, with its attendant evils, wul necessarily prevent perfect happiness, etc. Take
Victor Hugo's Les Miserables and^ee how man's doom under nature's laws is delineated,

the hopes expressed of ultimate deliverance by the diffusion of " light," " elevation,"
" knowledge," just as if man can he his own deliverer, while the Deliverer provided by a

merciful Qod is studiously ignored.

Obs. 7. The Bible attributes the curse, or introduction of evil, to the

fall of the first Adam, and the removal of it to the second Adam, that is

** the Christ" To this, as adverted to before, some object on cosmological

and geological grounds, viz., that facts seem to establish the truth that

death and natural evil existed, taking the biblical chronolog3r, long before

the fall of Adam. This would of course conflict with the view of Basil,

Luther^ and many of the Fathers, that the poison of the serpent, the
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thorn of the rose^ the disease and death of man and animals, etc., were
added to poisonless, thornlesa, diseaseledfi objecU, aa a direct result of the
curse—in brief, that all evil resulted from thence, the calamitous effect of

the fall. Dr. Bnshnell (as in '' Nature and the Supernatural,*' ch. 6, 7)

and others advocate " anticipative consequences/* i.e. that the introduc-
tion of evil anticipated the results which actually transpired. Others
{Meth, Quart, Reviezo,, Ap., 1862, Art. 6, Dr. Clarke, Gen. 1 : 24) that

it resulted from divine caprice, or a desire ** merely to show what he
could do," making it inexplicable. Others again, as Keerl (Origen at

first), Boohmen, etc., that the evil originated not from the fall of Adam,
bat from the fall of Satan, which may nave occurred long before. Other
theories, modifications of the preceding, are advanced—all evincing, how-
ever, that it is a deep and mysterious subject? But is it requisite to adopt
any theory, seeing that the objection is forcible only against theological

theories which have really no oasis in Scripture? Ix)r, if we come to the
Bible unhampered by theories respecting the fall, we find that, being only
a Book designed for fallen man, and to indicate his redemption, it com-
mences with man and incidentally introduces a sufficiency to show what
relation he sustained to creation in point of time, and what was his

original condition. The record itself does not say that no evil previuusly

existed in the earth, but positively asserts that evil did exist in Satan ; and
it was by this evil already present, and which came in contact with man,
that the Fall was induced. Death itself was in existence, seeing that it is

implied by the bestowal of the tree of life in Eden by which immortality
could be obtained. By the creation of Adam and Eve and the withdrawal
of them in a separate, distinctive place (i.e. the Garden of Eden, thus
indicative that the rest of the earth was as yet unprepared for i\iQ\T re-

ception), God was designing a provision for the emancipation of the

earth under the holy dominion of man, i.e. to subjugate the ey\\ already
existing and to triumj)h over Satan. But the unfilial conduct of our first

parents made the gracious purpose of God, without preliminary training,

a dangerous procedure, so that man was driven from the tree of lift.

Being mortal, he fell under the penalty of a law of death then in existeuce,

and which he might have avoided by obedience ; and when the Bible says

that death came hy man and passed upon all men, it simply refers us to

the plain fact that imviortality^ in the tree of life, was tendered to man,
and he rendering himself itnfit for its reception, fell under the power of

death, and with him, of course, all his descendants. The Bible and
science here accord, for Eden was not the whole earth, but only a limited
space, specially fitted for man ; for evil was here present before man
came ; tne simple withdratoal of the tree of life exnibited the already
existing laws of mortality ; the curse itself was (1) a removal from an Eden
state, (2) the sad experience and confirmation of evil into which man was
driven outside of Eden. Here is no conflict. Besides this, the Bible
language is so guarded, that it is also correct to insist as it does, that
through the fall of Adam the race was placed under the curse, inasmuch
as Adam entailed his fallen condition upon all his offspring ; for, as
intimated, immortality being withdrawn from fallen man, as too dangerous
and exalted to be allowed, Adam and his descendants must obtain it nofo

in some other w^, viz., through the power of a Redeemer, while thejr all

suffer the loss of Eden. The Word is consistent in its utterances, but just

so soon as we press them, as Basil, etc., did, or seek for apologies, as
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Clarke, Bnahnell, and others do, we not only depreciate the Bible accoTint,

but call into question its accuracy. Ik needs no apology from us, dealing
as it does with stubborn facts, patent to all, tiz., that we are fallen into

the embraces of evil, that we have no Eden state here, eto. If the Bible
had asserted that all the earth was an Eden, and that no evil and death
had any previous existence, then science might find some leverage for its

objection, but depending on opinions of men engrafted on the Word, it

becomes futile and very unscientific,

Gomp. e.g. Delitzsch'fi Sys. qfBib, Fayc^ see. 1, etc. If the dednoiions of science in
reference to the previons existence of death are to be reoeired, there certainly is no
conflict to be found with the biblical statement. The only inference to the contrary
appears to some in the phrase, " God saw it was good/* but this (Bnsh's Kaies, Lange's
C(m.t etc.) may hare for its fundamental application ^e notion that God saw that it

—

the creation—answered fully the purpose designed—that in such and such a creation
He made the provision intended.

Ohs, 8. This leads us to consider that a restoration to an Eden state

involves the reproduction of an Eden immensely greater than the original.

That we find was limited—abundantly large for the trial through which
man passed. But when we consider that this Eden restored must be of a
sufficient capacity to hold not merely the first parents, but that numerous
progeny who have laid hold on life through a divine faith," etc., it will be
seen at once that the Millennial descriptions do not exceed what is required,

when, they represent tlie whole earth as finally embraced in such a state.

And aot only so, but in the new creative energy manifested at this period,

there are intimations which seem to point to an enlargement of the earth
itself. In this reproduction we have no specific detail, for these are wisely

omitted, because (1) if given they would lead men to object to the Word on
the ^ound of impossibilities, which is even now done with the general

affirmations of renewal ; (2) with our present knowledge and the state of

science we could not comprehend the changes and altered aonditions. The
Word is not given to extravagances of expression, such as we find in the
conjectures of men (astronomers, philosophers, etc.) concerning the sun,

planets, and universe, which could be seized upon as purely hypothetical,

but this restitution is based on a regular divine Plan of Redemption ; is

presented in guarded genera? terms, and ascribed to a Being in whom we
know that the power to accomplish it is to be found. Therefore, we rest

satisfied that the Eden will be fully commensurate to the number who shall

be entitled to admission to it.

Obs. 9. This Kingdom designed to carry out and display the Redemp-
tive process in its realization will exhibit in the highest degree the love of

God through re-creative power and activity. No one doubts but that such
love was strongly shown in creation, in the Incarnation, in Providential

movements, etc., but all these, if we are to credit the Prophets, are only
forerunners of a higher vianifestation of His goodness when the consum-
mation arrives. God revealed directly through humanity as the Tlieocratic

God, acts of restoration and renewal, the complete union of Church and
State, the subordination of the human to the divine Will, the rule of

righteousness and righteous submission harmoniously blended, the abroga-

tion of all divergence between religion and science, the world and heaven,
the heart and God, life and holiness

—

all this calls forth exhibitions of love
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in Father, Son, and Spirit, to which all previously given ones are only
earnests of the ultimate feast.

Ohs. 10. May we not again remind the reader, how logically conaistent

the early Church was to attribute to Christ at His See, Advent this work
of restoring all things through the power of His rule and Kingdom ? In
addition to the numerous allusions already made to their beuef on the

subject, the candid admission of Neander {His, Ch, Church, vol. 1, p.

182), that Paul looked for the Advent of Christ, and that it was to be

regarded by believers as ^*fitted to he, not an object of dread, hut of joyful^
longing hope,^' because neither Paul nor the other Apostles believed m a
conversion of the world, but rather in its growing worse until the personal
Advent of Christ brought deliverance. This very posture and belief our
argument demands, and hence these concessions of such historians form
an important corroborating element in the chain of evidence which the
student should not overlook.
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Proposition 121, This Kingdom^ of necessity^ requires a Pre-
Millennial Personal Advent of Jesus Chi^t

The covenant promises, the Millennial descriptions which predict
the fulfilment of these promises, the entire tenor and analogy of
Scripture demand such an Advent, To establish the Theocratic-
Davidic Kingdom as given by the prophets requires such a personal
Coming ; and as inspiration indicates the restoration of the Davidic
throne in that period and David's seed occupying that throne and
Kingdom of David's, it also invariably speaks of the return and
presence of David's Son. The proof is cumulative and over-
whelming, and in the aggregate establishes the remai*kable unity
of the Word, the consistency of Jewish expectation, apostolic
preaching, and early Church doctrine.

The Govenant imperaiivfity dexnanda a personal coming* for it requires David's Son to
come, the Seed in His proper person, to inherit the Theocratic throne and Kingdom and
Land. Hence it cannot be spiritualized ; and therefore it is that the promises and pre-
dictions are so framed as to sustain this Tiew of a personal coming. It is likewise
noticeable that eminent writers, firmly advocating a personal Fre-MUl. Advent, weaken
their reasoning by overlooking two things, (1) the oath-bound Covenant with David which,
if fnlfilled, makes such a coming a necessity: and (2) the nature of the Kingdom, viz.

Theocratic-Davidic, which again, if realized, re^tre^ such a personal Advent. This
subject must, in order to do it justice, be considered in its strictly hisioHcalf dodrinalj
and hgioal connection, for a restored Theocracy without the personal presence of David's
Son by whom it is restored is an impossibUUy.

Obs, 1. Before presenting our ar^ments in favor of a Pre-Millennial Ad-
rent, it is best to notice a few particulars, And^r^^, seeing that the Cove-
nant, promises and prophecies in their literal import do teach a literal

personal Advent, why is it, if the same is only to be understood spiritually

or providentially, that so many of our opponents (as Neander, Bush,
Billroth, Jowett, etc.) admit that the Apostles—inspired men to be guided
into all truth—themselves held to such a literal construction ? How comes
it, that instead of looking for a Millennium to precede the Advent as men
now confidently teach, these inspired men, having the same prophets, and
it being part of their mission to interpret and explain these prophets,

taught the Advent without an intervening Millennium? Why do they
employ the explicit language, the strongest possible expressions, confirma-
tory of a literal personal Coming, if sometning else is denoted ? If we
reject their teacninff, and the results of the same as manifested in the
Churches established by them, we degrade them to the position of un-
inspired, and hence unreliable, guides ; and infidelity in its inferences

drawn from this point may well laugh with scorn at the foolish apoloaies

offered by learned men in extenuation of such an unapostolic posture then
BO fruitful in error and deception. Secondly, if the Apostles were to lead
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their hearers to the truth as given by holy men of old, and if the varied

interpretations long afterward bestowed upon the predictions of this

Advent are correct, why is it that we do not find the language noio so

prevalent on the subject in the epistles? Why e.g. do we not find the

interpretations of *'a spiritual OomiDg," **a providential Coming/' "a
Coming with the Roman army/' ** a Coming in death," etc.? The fact

is, that not one of the phrases now so current in theological literature on
this point is to be found in the Bible. The absence of them, to say the

least, indicates their human origin. Thirdlyt the words themselves used

by the apostles to designate the Second Advent (Parousia and Epi^haneia)

are conceded by all critics to be, owing to their primary meaning and
usage, eminently calculated to teach a literal, personal Advent. The very

selection of such words ought to have weight with the student in such a
discussion,* Fourthly , the hope as expressed by pious Jews, waa in the

persofial Advent of the Messiah. After the rejection and death of Jesus

by the nation, the Apostles transfer this hope to the Second Advent, and
in doing this adopt the very phraseology employed by the pious Jews, thus
unmiatatably exhibiting faith in the ultimate realization of the hope in a
personal Sec. Advent. ''He that Cometh,** or *^ the Coining One/* ''the

One waited for,*' ** the expected One** (taken e.g. from Ps. 118 : 26, so

OLshausen ; or Ps. 40 : 8, 80, Lange ; or Mai. 3:1, so Hengstenberg,
etc.), is transferred to the still future Advent with the idea attached that

then will the*Covenant promises be verified. The proof is found in the
acknowledged fact that all their hearers, so far as we have any record, were
impressed toith this belief It is also seen in constantly holding up the
Sec. Coming as ''the blessed hope^'* etc., in exhorting to patient waiting,

earnest expectation, eager looking, ardent love fir the appearing of " the

Chief Shepherd,** just as the godly Jews previously waited, longed, and
looked for the " Shepherd" described by the Prophets,

These pFeliminaty points are important to the careful student, and he "vlll observe

(1) how the Jews anderatood this phraseology
; (2) how Jesus employed it without ex-

planation as something well understood ; (3) how the disciples comprehended it in its

Jewish aspect ; (4) how the Apostles continue to employ it without substituting another
meaning ; (5) how the churched established by the Aposties and their immediate succes-
sors perpetuate it ; (6) how our opponents concede that this meaning was originally

entertained ; (7) how, in many places (as e.g. 2 Thess. 2 : 8, etc.), the concession is made
that it still retains such a meaning. Our alignment is fortified, step by step, by every-
thing requisite to sustain a stiictly historical and logical connection. Hence, it is only
an unacquaintance with oar doctrine that can cause some to assert that the Apoc. alone
contains *' the sole scriptural authority on which Millenarian doctrine rests.**

Obs, 2. Attention is again called to the early Church doctrine, in view of

the importance of this subject. If a fundamental mistake was made in
the teaching of so significant and consequential a doctrine as that pertain-
ing to the Pre-Millennial personal Advent of Jesus, then we may well pause
and ask, whether similar errors were not committed in the reception of

* See Parkhurst and lexicons generally. Brookes, El. Proph. Interp., ch. 5, gives a list,

etc, Comp. Olshausen, Com., vol. 2, p. 228-9, Newton*s Lec^trea, p. 209, Taylor's Voice of
the Oivrcht Judge Jones* s NoteSf and the works of Bickersteth, Soiss, etc. Dr. Tyng {Pre-
Mill. Essays, p. 22) has some good remarks on " the nouns substantive used to signify
the Advent," ** the pronouns and adverbs, which control and qualify the various promises
of our Lord's appearing,** and " the offices and actions which are connected with His
Coming."
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other doctrines. The denial of the early Church belief on so weighty a
point involves their entire faith in obscurity and credulity. But our
argument produces no such dilemma, but accepts of their faith in this

matter as legitimate, consistent^ and indispensable to the truth. Indeed,
if it were missing in the early history of the Church, tJten a powerful
objection would arise against our view, but existing as it does, it becomes,
on the other hand, evidence in our favor. It is gratifying to us that so
manj passages relied on to prove a Pre-Mill. Advent were thus quoted by
the immediate followers of tne Apostles and their disciples. As previously
shown, all the Apostolic Fathers, and all the earliest Christian Fathers,
taught our doctrine (see Prop. 73-78). The very persons who had access
to the Apostles ; who received their instruction, public and private ; who
were deeply interested in the Advent, and made it a prominent feature in

their system of faith ; who were intimately acquainted with the language
in which the doctrine was promulgated, etc.

—

these were the men who
adopted and taught it.^ Even after a spiritualizing theory was broached,
yet such was the force of the passages which speak of the personal Coming
of Jesus, that even Origen, Jerome, and others, were unable to rid them-
selves entirely of them, but admitted—as their works evidence—however
contradictory to their own system that a personal Coming was intended,
as e.g. 2 Thess. 2, etc. And what is remarkable to the student, both
Millenarians and their opposers located the personal Advent about the

same time. For, as scholars have noticed, tne ancients universally (or

nearly so) understood the Advent to follow the closing of 6000 years. And
following (Bush, etc.) the Septua^int Chronology, they supposed the
Advent near, owing to its lengthening the world's duration beyond that
of the Hebrew. Millenarians held the 1000 years, the Sabbatism, as future,

and located the personal Advent at its commencement The others iden-

tifying the 1000 years as in some way connected with this dispensation and
included in the 6000 years, looked for the Personal Advent at its close,

preparative to the eternal Sabbath. Hence in reference to many of the

pa8Bag:es relating to the Advent there was but little difference of inter-

pretation, saving in the one point of Pre^Millennial. It required many
centuries before men could arise and destructively interpret away the

plainest statements of Scripture. And it was alter the comparative
modern Whitbyan theory of a Millennium still future, to be introduced
through the Gospel and Church, that the most unwarranted liberties were
taken with the sacred text in order to accommodate it to such a theory.

However painful this may be to contemplate, the student of prophecy is

not surpnsed at its existence ; for in that Word he finds that as the period

arrives for the Advent, unbelief in it shall characterize the Churcn and
world. Hence, he expects its Pre-MilL nature to be opposed and rejected ;

the passages which teach it to be glossed over with otlier meanings ; the

objects intended by it to be denied ; the early Church doctrine to be

derided as suited for children, and a soporific, worldly-wise interpretation to

become generally prevalent. Indeed, to place the Church and world in

the posture assigned to it lust previous to the Advent, requires a display

of learning, theology, philosophy, spiritual improvement, etc., in order

to beat down the warning^ df the Word and of a long line of faithful

witnesses to the truth. Therefore, the simple fact that so much hostility

is manifested against what was ofice the orthodox faith of the Church,
regarded in the light of the predicted faithlessness of the Church on this
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pointy oaght to excite siuspicion that something is wrong in the popular
view. The best of men, innocently and with the purest of motives, desirous
even to promote what they regard aa truth, are engaged in this work of
chatiging and corrupting the divine testimony. Their piety, usefulness,

ability, etc., enlarge the power to mislead in this direction, and materially
aids in forming that " snare" and '' net'* in which both Church and world
will be entangled at the Advent Love for such brethren, and a desire to
be faithful to the testimony of the Spirit in the Word, cause us to use
such plainness of speech, even if it should result (God forbid) in giving
offence to some.*

' History informs us that in the terrible outbreak of Bar-Cooheba (under the pretence
of being the Messiah) a^inst the Romans, no Christians were deluded by him. Why
could he not beguile those early believers, although they suffered, in consequence, a
fearful persecution under him 7 The student will, in answering this question, bear in
mind how iniemtely Millenarian Jewish belieyers were at this very time. The reason is

apparent, viz., that neither the manner nor aooompaniments of Rar-Gochebs*s Advent
corresponded with the Scripture statements. Thus e.g. a Coming indicated by a resur-
rection and translation—a Coming with supematnzal power- was lacking.

* The reasoning given by us drives some of our opponents to a singular position. Thus
e.g. Dr. Alger {Crit. His. Doc, FYit. Life^ p. 39) declares that he fully belieyes—as the
evidence is abundant—that the Evangelists and early Christians understood Christ to
teach a literal personcd Adveni^ but he doubts whether Christ really meant this to be
taught. The reasons assigned for this attitude (which virtually makes Jesus the author
of error in those selected to proclaim the truth^ are the following : (1) because nothing is

said of the resurrection in connection. But this is a gross oversight, seeing that a resur-
rection and a S<*o. Advent are inseparable. Sometimes one or the other is mentioned
alone, because the one implied the other, for, as is well known, the hearers of Jesus
invariably linked the one with the other. Simple justice requires a comparison of pas-
sages, when the connection fully appears. (2) The figures employed are such as the
prophets used to designate *' great and signal events on earth." But this is to ignore
the express requirements of the Covenant which imperatively demand such a personal
Advent for fulfilment ; this overlooks that much of the language employed cannot be
figurative, seeing that it affirms directly the Advent of David's Son as " Son of man ;**

this forgets that the Sec. Advent is not dependent upon the interpretation of this or that
passage, but follows as a legitimate outgrowth of a Theocratic plan. (3} Because Christ
" fixed the date of the events He referred to within that generation,** But this is limit-
ing the meaning of the word, and it is setting aside a vast array of scriptural testixaony
on the strength of a misconception of one passage. This is the slight foundation upon
which a wonderful array of spiritualiziiLg is then erected. Alas I

Ohs. 3. A mere mention of some of the opinions entertained will be
sufficient. Thus e.g. Westmijister Review for Oct, 1873, in an Art. calls
this Sec. Advent of Christ an ** exploded superstition." Renan (Life of
Jesus, p. 107) says :

*' The material conception of the divine Advent was
only a cloud, a passing error which death consigned to oblivion." Such
statements could be multiplied, together with those which urge such a
doctrine, as taught by the Apostles, to be subversive of the inspiration of
the Word. Besides these, the reader must have noticed that in leading
reviews, etc., articles are constantly appearing which assert that everything
of importance refers to the present time with which we alone are con-
cerned ; the whole tenor and spirit of which is hostile to faith and hope
in a coming personal Redeemer. Now and then, these are accompanied
by remarks designed to be witticisms, making sport of our hope, and
endeavoring to cover it with ridicule, just as if a Pre-Mill. Advent were
some fair target for scorn and burlesque. If this were always done by
infidels, it would be something to be expected in view of their principles
(although some of them have treated our faith more fairly and courteously
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than many believers), but it happens that believers, for the moment for-

getting the preciousness of that Coming and the gracious designs con-
nected with It, indulge in such witticisms, etc., thus placing themselves in
the posture delineated, Matt. 24 : 48, which, Lange {Coin, loci) aptly ex-

presses, is indicative of *' a» internal mocking frivolity.*^ The claim that
K^oble, Barrett, and others make, viz., that through E. Swedenborg there
has been " the revelation of the spiritual sense of the Word through the
obscurity or cloud of the letter, which is the predicted and glorious
appearing of the Son of Man upon the clouds of heaven'*— is little short of

blaspJietnous, because it applies to mortal man, or to the work that he
pelforms, terms that belong pre-eniinentlv and exclusively to Jesus Christ.

And to take that ** appearing" which belongs peculiarly and distinctively

to the Saviour, and which pertains to His glory, and to apply this to
erring man is the highest presumption.* The opposite extreme is*found in
Coluni (quoted by Van Oosterzee), who is so hostile to the idea of Christ's
personal return that he would expunge all expressions relating to it as

spurious. Between these extremes, a variety of arbitrary interpretations
exist Thus e.g. Fowle (Contetnp, Review, May, 1872, p. 729) makes the
Coming of the Son of Man in the clouds of heaven and the gathering of the
elect ** metaphorical language, descriptive of the growth of the Church."
This is regarded as a decided improvement on that interpretation which
makes the Advent of Christ ** the Advent of the Roman army," etc. To
get rid of a Sec. personal Advent, Nisbett {Coining of the Messiah) con-
Bnes the description of Christ's Coming and the destruction of His
enemies to His first Coming, The apostasy in 2 Thess. 2 is conveniently
confined to the rebellions of the Jews. These specimens will suffice to

show the variations caused by a departure from the grammatical sense ; but
we turn to others advocated by earnest and able men ecjnally untenable.'

Prest. Edwards {His. of Bedemp,, p. 269) has four Comings or Advents,
viz., His First extending to destruction of Jerusalem, and the proof alleged

is AEatt, 16 : 28 (which we will examine under Prop. 160, relating to the

transfiguration) ; the Second, *' in Constautine^s time, in the destruction

of thelieathen Roman Empire, and the proof is Rev. 6 : 13-17 ; the third

is at the destruction of Antichrist, and the proof is Dan. 7 ; the fourth

is at the last judgment Other writers, not satisfied with such a perver-

sion, have these Comings extended into many more by the aid of the

phrases "providential," ** spiritual,'* ** figurative," etc., so that there is

scarcely a notable event in Church history, or in a man's life, but what
this " Coming" is enlisted as accessory, etc. The spiritual interpretation

brings forth an abundant crop in this field of investigation. Turning
away from those who are so fanciful in interpretation, let us briefly present

those who are more sober and systematic in their efforts. Barnes, Fair-

bairn, Brown, and others take the passages which we refer to a Pre-Mill.

Advent, and ascribe to them a spiritual or providential Coining. Admit-
ting that God is always in Proviaenoe, that He is ever spiritually present

witn His people (comp. Lange, Com., p. 564), our answer to their mode of

dealing with these predictions follows.*

' Noble (^n Appeal, etc.) admits that in the literal sense a personal Advent is denoted,

and, therefore, that ** the Apostles would noiurofiy exped, as all other Christians did,

that those prophetic annonnoementfl were to be literally fnlfllled." Bnt this, the plain

grammatical^ sense is to be discarded for a symbolic engrafted one given by Swedenborg*
vhich makes the Advent of a person (oomp. Acts 1 : 10» U, etc.) to be ** the restoration

of the true knowledge of divine anbiects.** Well may we ask, aside from other oonsidera-
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tloos, would God give a sense, with which man is conversant, and which is connected
with the common usage of langnt^e, knowing that for centnriea it must inevUably Uad
Apostles and their succMsors inU) error f Can we believe that Apostles, inspired, and
whose utterances were to be truth, knew Uss on this subject than Swedenborg ? Is it

possible to credit the claim of one who through an oAgemaiic interpretation utterly
ignores or spiritualizes the grammatical sense of Covenant, prediction, and promise, and
finds under each and every one a hidden mystical sense, which, if true, makes the
ancient believers to have trusted in mere phantoms of their own raising ? This Sweden-
borgian claim is readily tested, by simply asking whether the things connected by the
Spirit to this Advent have been verified ? Thus e.g. have the Jews been in dire extremity
and has a deliverance in their behalf been vonohsafed, etc., etc. ? To guard us against
just such perversions, the Scriptures employ language (as e.g. " The Lord Him»df shall

descend" not something else ;
'* Hisfed shaU aiand in Uwi day upon the ML of OUves"~Txot

Kwedenborg*s spiritual sense) which cannot be spiritualized without the grossest absurd-
ity. Swedenborg himself {The Thte Chr. Religion, ch, 14 ; Apoc,, vol. 1, p. 24, etc.)

says that " Coming of our Lord is efiFeoted by the instrumentality of a man" (i.e. himself)
** before whom He has manifested Himself in person, and whom He has filled with His
spirit to teach from Him the doctrine of the New Church by means of the Word." Even
Matt. 26 : 64, and similar Scriptures (see An Address to the Gtergy) are blasphemously
applied to Swedenborg's revelations. Noble {Appeal) claims tluit a literal, personal
Coming of the Lord in the clouds is an impossibilUy, This may be done by one who will

deny a literal ascension in a cloud, but not by a believer in Acts, and books that they
reject.

* To show how ample the field, we refer to a few others : a class of interpreters such
as Iiowth, Hall, etc., dosely pressed by the passages relating to the Advent and yet
unwilling to concede a personal one and unable to allegorize them totally away, make a
sort of compromise by holding to a peculiar supernatural interposition, a lustrous
appearance something like, if not, the Schekinah, in and through which Christ is to be
manifested. Then we have a lai^e class who hail almost everything, such as '* deliver-
ance from slavery,'* ** increased intelligenoe,** "enlarged virtue," "the spread of
science," etc., as *' the Coming of the Lord.'* We give a specimen of the latter : in
Harper's Mag., Nov., 1865, p. 722, " For who associates in his thought those two words.
Science and America, and does not see uprising from the heart of Time a national destiny
BO absolutely glorious as to bring him, if a patriot worthy of the name, humbly to his
knees, convinced that he has seen in vision the Great Day of the 'Coming of the Lord.

'

"

We doubt very much, ipatriot as the writer was, whether the vision brought him
" humbly to his knees. Such painful evidences of a frittering away of a glorious
truth could be multiplied, taken too from otherwise able and learned men. Taylor, in
Old J%eology, etc., rejects even a figurative application, and speaks of the utter folly of
believing in a future personal Coming ; Besprez, in *'.St. John," advises ns to discard
all the Scriptures relating to it as interpolations ; Schenkel {iikeidi of Char, of Christ)

explains Christ's coming again " in the glory of the Father with the holy angels*' (Mark
8 : 38, etc.) to be " figuratively of the Master's spiritual reappearance ;" Evans (ArL
Shakersf Appleton's Cyclop.) says : " the Second appearing of the Christ ' without sin
unto salvation* they believe to have taken place through Mother Lee, in 1770 ;" Pickett's
£dedic Church refuses to believe in a Sec. Advent ; in brief, multitudes refer it (as
Smith, in Key of Bev,) to a coming at death, at the destruction of Jerusalem, at the over-
throw of. Paganism, at the French Bevolntion, at, or in, anything that seems to suit a
mystical coming ;" and even spiritualists claim it under an alleged ** materialization," as
by Lucie E. Lewis in her work called *' 7^ Second Advent of Qvtisty or His Becent Material-
ization."

' The same mode of reasoning which puts aside a Pre-Mill Advent will, if consislenXiy
and logically applied, also invalidate the First Advent (seeing that in the Old Test, they,
i.e. First and Second Advents, are spoken of in the same manner). At least, it will
cause persons to deny and ignore a personal Sec. Advent. The proof of this last feature
fs found in the fact that entire bodies of professing Christians (as Swedenborgians,
Unitarians, Universalists, Shakers, etc.) only claim a spiritual Advent. Many, also, who
confess to a personal Sec. Advent but locate it after the Millennial era, forget that the
ideniUxU phraseology and reasons which urge them to such a view are precisely those
that we urge in favor of our own. This will be fully seen as we proceed.

Obs, 4. The attempt to make out a spiritucj or providential Coming from
the occurrences in the Old Test., such as the destruction of Sodom, the
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deliverance of Israel from the host of Pharaoh, etc., fails for the simple
reason that this Coining is asserted in reference to the humanity of
Christy pertains to David's Son. He comes not as the invisible God, who
may be present unseen and unknown, but as Man, the Son of Man, the

Man oraainedf and one too, as will be shown hereafter, to be seen and
recognized,'^ While fully indorsing a divine sovereignty (Props. 79 and 80),
a constant pervading superintending presence, which we might see if our
eyes were opened like the servant's of Elisha, or like Stephen's or Saui*8,

yet this is very diverse from a Coming or presence of '* the Son of Man.'*
Our opponents, when not directly arguing against us, frankly concede this

j)oint to us in their explanations of the phrase " Son of Man, * Thus e.g.

Dr. Neander {Life of Clirist, pp. 99, 100) says respecting this phrase :

" We conclude that as Christ used the one (viz., Son of Man) to designate
His human personality, so He employed the other to point out His
divine." Now admit that it refers to " human personality," why should
the meaning thus given be changed for the divine or spiritual, when the
phrase is employed in reference to a Pre-Mill. Advent ? Where, we ask, is

the consistency of altering this explanation of the term, when all of them
confess that in some passages (as e.g. Matt. 16 : 27) it undoubtedly refers

to His personal future Advent? If such an arbitrary change is to be
made, what uniformity and consonance is there in Scriptural exposition ?*

* Kurtz (5ac. His., p. 277). after referring the phrase ** Son of God" to the divine,

adds :
'^ On the other hand, the name * Son of man' designates Him as the true and

archetypal man,'* eto. So Knapp {Gh. Theol., sec. 93, 2) says : " it clearly denotes the
tme hnmanity of Christ." Hnndreds of testimonials to the same effect conldbe readily
accnmnlated. but are nnnecessary (comp. Prop. 81). Dr. Nast's remark (Art. in Wesl. Ck.

Advocate, Ang. 6th, 1879) is eminently tme ;
'* We must hold fast to this, that the phn^'^e

* the Son of man cometh' has ihn de/inUe signification of a ' Coming in person* (Paroosia),

concerning which Bh. Merrill (an opponent) says, ' If Christ does not come in person as
the Son of man. He does not come at all.' Twenty-nine times the Savionr applies His
Davidic title, * Son of man,' as ' coming,* ' come,* ' came/ to His personal Tiaible appear-
ing on earth, either at the First or Second AdTent." Hoffman {Prophecy and ^JUmeni
of Ou Otd and New Teats.) holds the singnlar view that ** the Son of man" in Bev. 14 : 14
is not the Christ, basing his opinion solely on receiving an order from the angel and
obeying it Bnt Hoffman foigets that in the reception of this Kingdom and in the
ordering of the times and seasons, this Son of man, David's Son, is subordinale to the
Father (comp. Props. 83 and 159) ; and that such a view introdnces an irreconcilable

antagonism with other passages, e.g. Matt. 13 : 41.

< U is to be regretted, therefore, that theologians of great ability, who cordially con-

cede the personal Pre-Mill. Advent, weaken the argument in favor of the same by allow-

ing a variety of comings of Christ. Thus e.g. Oosterzee (Ch. Dog., vol. 2, sec. 146, etc.)

flixaly presents the Pre-Mill personal Advent. He correctly informs ns that ** In the
New Test this prospect is distinctly presented on almost every page ; and in Ch. Dog-
matics it forms nothing less than ikB comer stone of the esohatologioal stmctnre," bnt
vitiates this statement by having quite a nnmber of comings in^noducing the philo-

sophical or mystical gloss " that eveiy coming contains in itself, as it were, t£e germ of a

new and yet more glorious coming." The excellent commentaries of Lange, Olshausen,

etc., are disfigured by such statements, which are inconsistent with the fact that the

spiritual supervision of Jesus over the Church, the acts of providence, the death of

believers, etc., are nowhere called the Coming of the Lord Jesus, or of the Christ. This
will be clearly shown. (Oosterzee, however, p. 681, remarks :

" All the Apostolic exhorta-

tions and consolations are so closely connected with the prospect of the personal return of

the Lord that whoever contradicts this last, thereby takes away the roof and cornice from
the structure of the apostolic theology." '* Of the life of watchfulness, patience, and
heavenly mindedness. it is the soul and potoer—Luke 12 : 36-48—and history makes
abundantly manifest, that v>hen this prospect has temporarily receded from the Christian

consciousness, the spiritual life also has declined," etc.) Such illustrations can be
multiplied, and they do harm in that they lead opponents to shelter themseWes
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behind thia Tiariety of comings conreniently arranged for them. Hence onx opposers
admit that there is a Pre-llill. Coming of the Lord, but owing to the latitude which snoh
an interpretation provides for them, they tell ns that it denotes divine judgments, or
providential movements, or the agency of the Spirit, or sapematnral intervention, or the
approach of death (in the revival of the martyr spirit), or the increased light, etc., that is

vouchsafed to believers (for they themselves diner widely in exactly defining this

Coming, thns indirectly evidencing the weakness of their theory). It is a sad fact,

abundantly corroborated by acknowledgments of ministers (e,g. a painful evidence,

Proph. Times, vol. 12, p. 19) that this idea of spiritual and providential comings has led

men to deny any personal coming in the future, making coming '* an erezy-day affair,"

and saying : ''that such arguing and preaching" (viz., relating to a personal Advent)
'* will not take with the people."

Obs. 5. Our opposers (as Bamea, Fairbairn, Edwards, etc.) contend that

the symbolical representation of the latter part of Rev. 20 denotes the
personal, risible presence of Christ. Bat how can they make it such, token

they deny the same to the Advent of Rev. 19? The principle on which
the two visions is constructed is identical : agents represent agents, acts

represent acts, conditions and events represent conditions and events,

Now if in the one vision the agents represent personal agents, how comes
it that in the other they do notf Is there not abundant ground for

suspicion that such an interpretation is adapted to a preconceived theory.^

This very indication of weakness is seized by rationalistic writers and
drawn out to its legitimate end, viz., taking the interpretation given by
our opponents to Rev. 19, they apply the same to Rev. 20, and deny^o//*

the personal Coming and literal resurrection. And from this there is no
appeal to the application of grammatical rules, seeing that tlie additional

sense foisted on the symbols is something unknown to the rules of

language. It is singular, taking the views arrayed against us, that in the
descriptions of this Pre-M ill. Advent everything is conceded visible and
literally present excepting Christ Hhnself. Thus in Rev. 19, alluded to,

the beast, false prophet, etc., represent real personal a^nt^—everything is

visible and recognizable—but the Coming and agency of Christ seen by the
inspired writer as real^ personal, and visible^ as that of the beast, prophet,
nations, etc., is to be discarded as invisible, and is stripped of its recog-

nizable personality. By what rule of interpretation is this done ? If sucn
a rule were penned down and consistently applied, would it not make all

the agents, acts, etc., invisible also ? Take e.g. Dan. 7 ; and the four
beasts, horns, destruction, even the saints, Kingdom, dominion, all in fact,

saving the Advent of ** the Son of Man," is to be received as representing
visible personal agents, etc., here on the earth. Why make this one
exception, simply on the authority of uninspired man, and against the
direct testimony of the whole early Church ? If it be admitted that the
Advent in Dan. 7 alludes to His personal First Advent, then it only
confirms our argument under Prop. 104, where we conclusively show that
it only occurs after the divided form of the Roman Empire, and the rise

and progress of the little horn, etc. The truth is, that a denial of the
Pre-Mill. Advent involves an arbitrary handling of prophecy. It is a
matter of regret that distinguished theologians fall into\his illogical and
nnfounded method of dealing with predictions relating to this Coming.
Thus e.g. Kurtz {8ac^ His,, sec. 198) says :

** Every interposition of the
Omnipotent Ruler and Judge of the world who sits on the right hand of
Omnipotence, every pro^essive movement of His Kingdom, every victory
which He gains over His enemies, and every judgment which overtakes
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them, is a Coming of our Lord Jesus CkrisL^* The only proof assigned for

80 sweeping a declaration and sach a wide departure from primitive doctrine
is 1 Cor. 1 : 7 and 2 Pet. 1 : 16, which passages, as the reader can see for

himself, refer to a literal, personal Coming ; the one to His future revelation,

the other to His First Advent and manifestation in the transfiguration.

It is simply a perversion of Scripture to say as Martensen {Ch. Dog., p. 323), that
" the Seo. Advent includes His continual and progressive Coming to establish His King-
dom*' (i.e. the Church) " in the world, and His Coming to the faithful for their salvation,

and to the world for judgment." This makes the Sec. Advent a continuous coming and
not a specific objed of hope located in the future ui a de^niie Ume, etc. The simple truth
is this : all those who thus spiritualize those allusions to the Sec. Advent, do it in violence

to the Divine Record, and contradict themselves in quoting Scripture on the subject.

Thus e.g. Steele {Essav on ChrisCa JGngdom^ Bib. Sacra., Nov., 1849) makes the tkming of
the Son of man ** fulfilled when Christ ascended in the clouds of heaven and sat down on
the right hand of the majesty on high." But this the Scriptures—Jesus Himself—call a
departure, a leavi}ig, and twI a Coming. Besides this, the events inseparably connected
with the Sec. Advent did not follow such an ascension and exaltation, showing that a
return, as predicted, is meant, and not a leaving. Again : Rev. Robison (Sermon at

Springfield, O.. Nov., 1878), in opposing MiUenarianism, advocated spiritual and provi*
dential comings indefinitely ; and then specified as prominent four Comings : (1) At
destruction of Jerusalem, denoted by the ** Kingdom at band"—proof, Dan. 7 : 13 ; Heb.
12 : 25, etc.

; (2) at death—proof, 1 Cor, 1 : 9, and Phil. 1 : 6, 10
; (3) spiritually to de-

stroy man of ftm—proof, 2 These. 2 : 8, 10 ; (4) literal, 2 Thess. 1 : 7, 8. 9 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 10,

12. Now, compare these proof texts with any spiritualistic commentator of his own
party, and see the antagonistic interpretation.

Obs, 6. If we were to adopt this principle of spiritualizing the Coming
and the language employed in its usage, then, if consistently applied to the
whole Bible, it would ignore the literal, personal First Advent. This is no
Caricature, but sober argument. Suppose our opponents are correct in

their interpretation ; let us then transplant ourselves to a period before the

First Advent and apply their system to prophecies relating to that Advent
and see the result. Let us, taking such an imaginative position, select

e.g, Isa. 40 : 3,
** the voice of him that crieth in the wilderness," etc., and

according to the system just adopted, this would denote that divine truth

would be heard in the earth even in the most abandoned parts of it, etc.

Or, select e.g. Isa. 53, and we would have a representation of truth, its

treatment, rejection, and final triumph. But what are the facts as evi-

denced by fulfilment? Have we not a literal voice, literal wilderness,

literal addres^ to Jews, a literal Coming, humiliation, sufferings, and death
of Jesus Christ, etc.? According to the system of our opponents no such
literal, personal fulfilment was intended, for if the predictions relating to

the Sec. Advent, which are far clearer, distinctive, a7id decisive than those

referring to the First, are to be understood as portraying a spiritual or

providential Coming, tlten surely, if this measurer of prophecy is applied

to the less distinct ones of the Fii-st Advent, they too only mean a spiritual

or providential Coming. If the rule of interpretation holds good now, it

ought to cover all time ; for we know of no rules that were applicable to

one age and not to another. If it be answered, that fulfilment shows that

such and such languaj^e mast be literally understood, then our reply is

ready : the fulfilment la evidence that the spiritualistic interpretation on
this point is utterly untrustworthy, while it gives decisive proof of the

consistency of that adopted by the early Church,

Writers adopting, in view of a non-fulfilment at the First Advent of prediction, a
typical or spiritoal Mesaianio interpretation, thus endeavor to mould the Horiptures to
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their reEpective theories. Thns e.g. Browne, in The Book qf PaalmSt makes in this spirit

the declaration :
" nowhere in the Fsahus are the redemption of the world and laraera

final glory bound np with the Coming of the Messiah." The n-amerous Fsalms quoted
in onr argument, nsed by Jews and the Frimitire Church, abundantly refvU this position.
Knch Psalms as the- 89th, 132d, and others, portraying the Coming and glorious reign of
the Messiah, area mply sufficient to show that these predictions are not merely typical,

and hence convertible into something else, seeing that the attributes ascribed to this
Messiah, the immortality, erer-endonng reign, blessedness, etc., are too spedjlc to be
thus evaded. Those who are ho fond of attributing this typical character to I>avid will

pardon ns if we refuse our credence to the belief that David would be so inconsistent
and incongruous as to elevate himself into a Messianic type.

Oba, 7. Having briefly glanced at the inconsistency of our opposera, in
inteq}reting the Pre-Mill. Advent predictions, the reader may be confirmed
in our statements, if his attention is more particularly directed to the
glaring contradictions that it produces. A few examples will suffice

by way of illastration : (1) Barnes {Com.) and others freely con-
tend that the Coming in 2 Thess. 2 is a literal, personal one, and
which results in the destruction of the Antichrist. They acknowledge
that this antichristian power is in this dispensation, exists some time
before the Advent, and that previous to his removal there can be no
Millennial blessedness, etc. And yet when the same power is stated to be
removed and destroyed by the Advent of the same Jesus previous to the
ushering in of Mill, happiness, as e.g. Dan. 7 and Rev. 19, they refuse to

accept of this identification of the period, and thus have in one place a
personal, and then in other places a spiritual Advent to destroy tne last

great enemy of the truth.' (2) Again, many commentators on various
passages declare that a personal Advent is prerequisite to the resurrection
of the saints according to the promises given- They admit that Rev.*
11' : 18 teaches a literal resurrection under the la^t trumpet, but refuse to
brinff in the personal Coming of Jesus at that period as necessary to secure
it, although laid down as something inseparably connected with a resurrec-

tion of the dead. (3) Many writers commenting on certain Scriptures
relating to the watching, looking, longing, and waiting for the Advent,
as e.g. Matt. 25 : 13 ; 1 Thess. 5 : 6, etc., inform us that it is (Barnes) " an
event which is certainly to occur and which «wy occur at any momenty^^
and, therefore, we should be prepared for it, etc. ; and yet when thev
come to where the order is given and a Pre-Mill. Advent indicated (which
alone meets their admissions of suddenness, unexpectedness, its occurrence
at almost any time, etc.), then we are told that it cannot and will not take
place until the Millennial era has ^r«/ transpired. They feel themselves
(jualified to definitely locate the Advent to a period at least ten centuries

in the future, thus making it a matter of mere folly, to look, et'C., for the
Sec. Coming before the expiration of the allotted time. (4) A large
number of authors when interpreting passages relating to death, as
1 Cor. 15 : 54, 55, etc., correctly represent death as an enemu that will

finally be conquered, etc. ; they have much to say about deatn being the

result of sin, etc, ; but they forget in their eagerness to interpret Scripture
as against us what they said concerning death, and actaally declare that
Christ comes in and through death. The blessed Saviour is transformed
iiito our enemy ! We glory in the fact that we can be strengthened and
supported by Jesus in meeting this enemy ; we rejoice that our Saviour
has the power finally to overcome and destroy this foe, but we utterly deny
that Jesus comes to us in the shape of this enemy. What ! Jesus coming
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in deaths when death even came to Him and ohtained a brief triumph I

This remnant of Popish theology, originated by a perversion of plain Bible
statements, is, alas ! deeplj/ rooted in the minds of many. It would seem
that a little re'&ection over the existence of death from the expulsion from
Eden and the fearful result, even corruption, following it, ought to lead
men of judgment to discard so foolish and unscriptural a doctrine which
serves with many to obscure a Pre-Mill. Advent. Even the naive remark
of Sir Thomas Browne {Relig, Medici,) is suflScient answer to its use : "I
am not so much afraid of death as ashamed thereof ; 'tis the very disgrace
and ignominy of our natures, that in a moment can so disfigure us, that
our nearest friends, wife and children, stand afraid^ and start at us,'* etc.

Christ does not come in this way ; He is our deliverer from such a dis-

graceful state, and He will yet save us from this enemy, who holds in his

prison house His brethren.' (5) Again, many explain the parable of the
lares and wheat to indicate a mixed condition of the Church, and that the
liarvest is at the end of the age, but in the delineations of Mill, descrip-

tions this mixed condition insisted on in one place Ib forgotten and retnovea;

and to avoid making a Pre-Mill. Advent, the personal Advent, admitted
in connection with tne harvest in the parable, is denied to the harvests of

Revelation and JoeL* (6) Again^ multitudes give us the most eulogistic

and congratulatory expositions of the marriage announced in Eev. 19 : 7,

9, and on the phrase *' the marriage of the Lamb is come'' positively assert

ithe truth) that the marriage is then (at that period) consummated (bo

iames, etc.), and yet seeing that this involves a Pre-Mill. Advent of tne

bridegroom, they gravely inform us (as Fairbaim, etc.) that this very

marriai^e of the I^mb is postponed until after the thousand years are

expired, although announced previously, etc.* (7) Thus might be adduced
admissions made respecting ** restitution," "regeneration,*' "world to

come," etc., and then can be shown how these again are contradicted

when we come to the "restitution," etc., of the Mill, era, on the sole

ground to avoid a Pre-Mill. Advent. The illustrations given are ample
enough to indicate, that with all the boasted enlightenment above that of

the early Church, the early Christians, alleged ** babes" in knowledge, were
incapable of perpetrating such opposite and contradictory expositions of

Scripture. Their system of belief had, at least, unity or utterance and
design.*

McKnight, in S. 4, prefixed to Bep. of 2 Thess., gives a one-sided and inferential

representation of the passages relating to the 6eo. Advent, vhich is completely set aside

by the important concessions that 3 Thess. 2 : 8 calls for "a vialhU and extraordiTiary

interposition of the power of Christ/' His objections are fully met by xas and, there-

fore, need no repeating. Dr. Hodge (Sus. Div., vol. 3. p. 794) admits the following pas-

Bages to be predictions of apersonal Advent, viz., Idatt. 26 : 64 ; 24 : 30 ; Luke 21 : 27 ;

2 Tliess. 1 : 7, and 2 : 1. lliis gives ns all the leverage that is required to prove his

own Post-Mill. Advent theory incorrect, seeing how these very passages are associated

with a Pre-Mill. Advent, as will be fully shown. If Jesns confirmed the Abrahamic
Covenant, not by a spiritual coming and a spiritual shedding of blood, but by a literal

coming and shedding of blood, so to realize the promises of the same Covenant, He again

comes, not spirituiUy, but literally, in order e.g. that Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob may
inherit (Prop. 49).

* As a multitude of writers make death a coming of Christ, as this view is extensively

preached and held forth on funeral occasions, some additional remarks are in place. At
present thousands employ language just as if death entered not *^ by sin" (i.e. was en.

tailed, perpetuated), but was really one of the blessings designed for us by the Father

through Christ. That which the Bible calls an ** enemy," they designate a friend. They
totally overtook the fact that " the triumph" over death, the Word unites with the resur-
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reotion ; and that, however the believer is sQstained to meet death, yet he is bronght
tiiider snbjection to death so that the prison house of the grave with its incident oormp.
tion, is his doom. Jesus died, and the enemy triumphed ; Jesas rose from the dead, and
He triumphed over His enemy ; so believers die and like Jesas they can meet death with
faith and hope that remove his terrors, but, like Jesus, they only triumph over death (so

e.g. Paul, 1 Cor. 15) through the power of the resurrection. Some of our opponents on
this point manifest an inconsistency that is remarkable. Thus ^g. Barnes's NUts on
Heb. 5 : 7 (notice also his Bemark i at close of ch.) at length.shows that Jesas dreaded
death as an enemy bat was sostained, and infers from it that a believer also may dread
death as an enemy, and be supported. And yet, Noies on Matt. 25 : 13, he makes this

very enemy, thus dreaded^ the (doming of the blessed Saviour I Many unthinkingly
receive this Popish doctrine, which is illustrated : by the skeleton clock " in the hall or
vestibule of the convent of La Trappe ; a human skeleton is placed at the side of the
dial, pointing to it with its flesh] ess finger and beneath is the inscription (in Latin)
' Watch ! because ye know not the day nor the hour.* " It reminds us of the aesump-
tion of the Jesuits, in a document presented by the University of Paris to the Parlia-

ment in 1644, in which, among other pretensions, it is asserted by them that the Lord
Jesus goes to meet every Jesuit who dies, to receive him, baaing it on John 14, " I will

come again,*' etc. Protestants give influence and weight to this view, and the result is

that it leads into error. Thus e.g. the intermediate state is so exalted that a vast malti-

tude consider death as a most hiaippy occurrence. Thus, among the adherents of this

opinion we select the Spiritualists : Owen (i>e&. Zand, p. 171) gives the common doctrine,
when he says, ** in all cases, in which life is well spent, the d^nge which men are wont
to call* Deaih/ is God's last and best gift to his creatures here,"—** in strictness there is

no death." Jesus, then, was guilty of great weakness when unable to appreciate this
** best gift." The opinion entertained by believers is seized by others, even by sceptics,

and employed by them as proof that death is no enemy, but is something eminently
desirable ; EUid the view of early Christians, Beformers, and eminent men in the Church
that death is part of the curse—abundantly sustained by Scripture—is regarded as
unreasonable and antiquated. Hence it is to be regretted that even excellent writers of
a strong MiUenarian cast (as e.g. Olshausen, (km., vol. 1, p. 226) make, in a few places,

death equivalent to the Coming of the Lord Jesus. There is no foundation whatever for

such a notion, it being a wrong inference. Let us contrast two of our opponents on this

point. The author of The Kingdom of Orace (p. 10) confidently quotes '* Cbme, Lord Jesus,

even so, oome quickly^ (Rev. 22 : 20) as a Coming in death, and insists that it is utterly
wrong to pray it in any other sense ! On the other hand. Dr. Brown, in his work
specially designed against us {Sec. GortwM^ p. 22-24) argues that this substitution of death
for Christ's Coming " is not fitted for taking that place in the view of the believer which
Scripture assigns to the Sec. Adoen^," and assigns the following reasons : (1)

** The death
of believers, however changed in its character, in virtue of their union with Christ, is,

intrinsically considered, not joyous, but grievous, not attractive but repulsive. It is the
disruption of a tie which the Creator formed for perpetuity—the unnatural and abhor-
rent divorce of parties made for sweet and unintermpted fellowship. And, as a sub-
stitute for the expectation of the Redeemer's appearing, this looking forward to one's
own death will be found very deficient in practical ^ect."' (2) "The bliss of the
disembodied spirits of the just is not only incomplete, but in some sense, private and
fragmentary, if I may so express myself. But at the Redeemer's appearing all His
redeemed will be collected together, and perfectly and publicly glorified." (3)

** To put
the expectation of one's own death in place of the prospect of Christ's appearing, is to

disloccUe a beautiful jointing in divine truth, is to destroy one of its finest collocations,"
etc. Such concessions, so forcibly expressed, are amply sufficient to sustain our posi
tion. To preach death in the place of Christ's Coming is to contradict the Scriptures and
substitute for " the blessed hope" (for which we are to hope, pray, and watch) an enemy
that some are to escape (1 Cor. 15 : 51 ; 1 Thess. 4 : 15-17). ' The Coming of Jesus
releases the dead from the power of death, and preserves the believing living from its

sway. The disciples had no idea that such a coming involved death, for (John 21 : 22)
on the strength of Christ's assertion thai if it were His will John might be sustained
until His coming again, the report was immediately spread that ** he (John) shall not die.**

Here Jesas in the most pointed manner distinguishes between death and His own
Coming :

"
if I will that he tarry till I come, what is that to thee .'"—which is explained that

Jesus " said not anto him, he shall not die, but ifI will that he tarry untU I come,** If death
really is denoted by such a Cc^ming, why is it not there distinctly stated, or explained,

especially when the hearers did not and could not thus apply it V If death is the Coming
of the Saviour, is it not strange that under the Mosaic law pollution was contracted by
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contact with a dead body^ and that priests especially vere charged against snch defile-

ment ? If it is snch an Advent why did not the ApoBtles, when encoxiraging the faith

and imparting comfort to the bereaved, thns describe it ? No ! Let Universalists,

Swedenboigians, besides many others, including a multitude of professed Orthodox,
endeavor to make death a Friend, the Coming of Christ, ** the Gate of Heaven/' etc. On
the other hand the tuibiassed student will not forget that the Bcriptujes (as e.g. Bom.
5 : 12, 14, 17, 21, etc.) represent death as no Saviour but as the dire result of sin, a
grievous portion of the curse. If death is the Coming of Jesus, or if it is the arrival of

a I^end, then certainly the Thessalonian brethren had no reason for their fears, and
Paul takes a strange method by which to comfort them by speaking of a tiiiU, future
Coming of Jesus for the express purpose of delivering from death, and of placing such
a coming for deliverance after an apostacy and the rise of the man of sin. Dr. Butter
(Bom. Cath., in his Life of Jeaus^ p. 321) refers the Coming of Hatt. 24 : 42-61 ; Luke
12 : 53, thus :

" to each individual this return of Jesus is the moment of our departure
out of this life, when we are immediately to be judged. Jesus knocks at our door when
He strikes us with a mortal sickness," etc. And (p. 418) he quotes approvingly :

" St.

Austin, in his 80th letter, makes answer, that to each individual Christian, the day of his
death is the day of Christ's Sec. Coming.*' This is a favorite with Bomanists, and
with many Protestants, They seem to revel in Young's saying :

" Death is the crown
of Ufe—

*' Death sivet qh more than waa in Eden loet.

The K&ff of Terrors la the Prince of Peace."

Whatever gain there is in death to the believer, whatever blessedness may await those
who sleep in Jesus, etc., all this comes not because death bestows it, but in spite of him.
through the grace of God in Christ Jesus, and, therefore, we earnestly protest to this

transforming death into Christ, to this exalting death into a Prince of Peace, a Saviour,
etc. (comp. Prop. 136). If the student desires a striking contrast of view, let him read
the unscriptural opinion Beecher (iSemion on Mark 13 33-37, in the Ch. Union, Jan. 29.

1879) presents, totally ignoring a personal Advent, and appl;^ing the Coming to death,

and then turn to the scriptural view Leask {Proph. Times, Dec. 12, 1865) gives, correspond-
ing with Brown's just quoted. Dr. Winslow {^The ike, Cotn. of the Lord) and numerous
writers have excellent remarks on this point
'Thus to illustrate : Barnes, (om., makes *' the harvest" of Matt. 13 to relate to the

period of the personal Sec. Advent ; he also (thus differing from some other of our
opponents) makes ** the harvest" of Bev. 14 to be connected with the same period, thiis

virtually acknowledging a Pre-MUl. Advent, seeing that the scene qf Bev. 14 (as well as
what succeeds, as e.g. Bev. 19 and Bev. 20 : 1-7) takes place under the seventh or last

trumpet, making the time preceding and introductory to Mill. era.

* Those who oppose us admit, that in a marriage the personal Advent of the Bridegroom
is denoted (as e.g. in their comments on Matt. 25 : 1-13), because the figure, drawn from
custom, demands it Is it not passing strange, therefore, that in the marriage an-

nounced at the introduction of the MilL era ^ev. 19 : 7-9), the idea of a present personal

Bridegroom is rejected. Strange marriage ! Some, however, to reconcile this awkward
discrepancy, shelter themselves behind the far fetched opinion, that the marriage is

simply announced before the MilL period and is only consummated after the thousand
years are ended. Bemarkable announcement, indeed, when the Bride is ready and the

express language is that " the marriage of the Lamb is come.'* Bh, Horsely (Ps., vol. 1, p.

16) and others notice that a number of the Psalms speak of the Advent of Christ as a
Conqueror bearing a marked resemblance to the same Coming as presented in the Apoc.,

and that in both the Coming is connected with a marriage, an era of blessedness
following.

* Desirous to present the reasoning of our opponents, we give those of one of the most
recent Thus in the Christian i/hion, Aug. 8th, 1877, is presented Christ's Coming Post-

MiiienniaU by an Anti-MiUenarian, To prove the Sec. Advent to be Post-Millennial, the

following is urged 1. Need not defitie the Millennium, because of "the silence of

Scripture on that subject " If this is so, how then prove the Coming of Christ io foUow
snch an era? 2. Then comes the often refuted assertion that our whole doctrine is

based on ** one passage," viz., Bev. 20 : 2-6. Now, this is derived from the assumption
that our belief is founded on the idea of the duration of the reign of Christ and of His
saints, and not, as our argument shows, on the Covenants and a multitude of glorious

predictions. How does this subterfuge prove a Post-Millennial Coming 7 3. He says of

Bev. 20 : 2-6, " The only thing that the interpreters seem to be agreed in, as regards

this thousand years, is that it is no Millennium at all." He thus luakes a play on the
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word " thonsand.** miOdng it appear as if all interpreters either made the thousand
years symbolical (i.e. each day for a year), or else to stand " indefinitely." thus over-

looking many who receive them as recorded. He also overlooks two points : (1) that

the thousand years do not limit the reign of Christ and of His saints, and (2) that the

word *' MiUenniom* ' has (however derived from the time of the passage referred to) an
extended meaning embracing the glorious era predicted by the prophets relating to

Christ's Kingdom, the happiness and exaltation of the saints. Well may we ask, if there

18 710 Millennium as the writer asserts, hoio can Christ's Coming be Fost-MiUennial ? 4.

The resurrection of Bev. 20 : 2-6 is ** indefinite," i.e. it is ^ the reviving and royal

sapremacy of their spirit and life on earth." Our reply is given underprop. 127, to

this assertion without proof. The analogy of Scripture sustains our position. 5. Christ

does not come before the Millennium because He comes at a literal resurrection, as seen
in Matt. 25 ; John 5 : 28, 29 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 7-10. But this (1) takes for granted that Bev.
20 : 2-6 embraces a symbolical and not a literal resurrection ; (2) makes no effort, the
slightest, to remove or meet our reasons for its being a literal resurrection ; (3) overlooks
how other Scriptures verify our position, even including the passages quoted by him
(comp. Props. 126 and 128). 6. Christ's Coming Post-Millennial for, as the writer asserts,

it follows a universal preaching of the Qospel, Matt 24 : li ; Mark 13 : 10, and the
ingathering of the Jews, Bom., ohs. 10 and 11. The reader will find this sufficiently

answered under Prop. 113 and Prop. 175. After this weak and trifling appeaJ to Scripture
to substantiate so important a point—an effort unworthy of its serious and commanding
nature—then follow, making an appeal to prejudice, tiiree false statements. 1. '* The
Millenarian view leads to the disparagement of the Gospel by representing it as unequal
to its work and sure to fail in it." While, on the other hand, his view of evangelizing
the world honors the Gospel. We say the Gospel performs its allotted work, its high
mission, and is no failure (oomp. Prop. 176). 2. ** The Anti-Millenarian view is the onhf
scriptural and spiritual one of Christ's Coming." To this assumption the writer is

welcome, but we object to the reason assigned for the same as anti-scriptuxal, viz.,

because it holds that Christ may come at any time in deaiht which nearness to death Paul
meant when writing to the Tbessalonians. This transforms Jesus the Christ into the
enemy death. 3. Millenarianiam obscures and postpones the Coming of Christ, because
it invites attention to events, ** it makes us curious students of history raUier than
devout readers of the Bible," as e.g. illustrated in '* the Cummings and Jt&cord school of

interpreters." The main objection urged by the religious and secular press against
Cummings, etc., is that the nearness of the Sec. Advent was so prominent and cardinal

a feature of the system, and that references to events were given onlv to enforce it. This
seeking after objections and such flings at the personal piety of Miflenarians cannot and
will not affect the student

Obs, 8. Leaving the objections to be answered by the proof that shall be
adduced, attention is invited to this feature, viz., that as the covenant
promises and the Millennial descriptions demand a Pre-Millennial personal
Advent, we find this very phase of doctrine presented to us in a variety of
aspects, as if purposelv to meet and answer the objections that are alleged

against it. And the Spirit, to confirm our hopes excited by the Covenant,
presents it in forms so as to leave no doubt of a real, personal Coming
being intended. We give the evidence as briefly as is consistent with a
clear understanding of the same, keeping in view the demands of various
classes of our readers.

1. In the portraiture of the Mill, era, it is repeatedly promised that all

suffering, sorrow, shedding of tears—in short, all evil snail be removed by
a certain Coming. Now such a deliverance, we know from many positive

declarations, will never be witnessed until the Second personal Advent

;

for down to that period, the Church itself—all saints—shall be subject to

suffering, sorrow, tears, and trial. The freedom from evil united with the
?romisee of the personal Advent, are precisely the same specified with the
're-Mill. Coming and Mill, glory to be seen on the earth. And, therefore,

as we dare not separate what God has joined together, these Comings most
be the same and relate to the same period of time.*
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2. The Millennial descriptions of the Prophets, it must be admitted,
are not yet realized. They are preceded by and connected with a Coming
of the Lord ; and if that era is still future (as a comparison of them with
history unmistakably proves), it follows that the Coming linked with it is

also in the future, ifow the personality of the Coming is admitted as it

relates to some of the predictions, as e.g. Jer. 23 : 5 ; Jen 30 : 9 ; Ezek.
37 : 22-25 ; Ezek. 34 : 23, etc., under the impression that they relate to
the First Advent. But if it can be shown that the prophecies were not
realized at that Coming, tJie admissions of the personality still remain and
must refer to the future. To illustrate : Take Jer. 23 : 5, and if we allow
the context to have. its due force, then it follows that it is not yet fulfilled,

because (1) the gathering of the Jews was not then witnessed
; (2) the

Jews were not delivered from fear, dismay, and want
; (3) Judah and

Israel did not dwell safely ; (4) instead of dwelling in their own land they
were driven out, etc. Or, select Jer. 30 : 9, and it was not verified, because

(1) there was no return of the nation to the land of their fathers
; (2) the

yoke upon the nation was not broken ; (3) Jacob was not saved out of his

trouble
; (4) the blessings enumerated as connected with the restoration

were not experienced. Thus passage after passage might be taken, and the

same deductions made from the context, all showing that the Advent
referred to is yet to cotne,

3. The doctrine of a literal first resurrection (Props. 125-129) establishes

aliteralPre-MilL Advent, seeing that that resurrection precedes the Millen-

nium. Lange (^Corn,, p. 421 ; Matt. 24) tersely says :
** It is baseless to

regard the Co?mng of Clirist to the first resurrection as altogether spirit"

ual." Even our opponents unite the resurrection of the dead with a
S^sonal Coming, and argue, scripturally, that the former is a result of the

tter. The admissions of Prof. Stuart and others, as to the literalnesa of

the resurrection, involves this personal Coming.
4. ** TJie Coining of our Lord Jesus Christ with all His saintsj** 1 Thess.

3 : 13 (comp. ch. 4 : 14 ; Jude 14), is admitted to be a literal one. But
tlie same thing is asserted to take place, viz., the Coming of the Lord and
all the saints with Him, as Pre-Millennial in Zech, 14 ; 5.*

5. The Advent of Rev. 19 : 11-29, is a Pre-Mill. one, and is a personal
Coming, being parallel with Rev. 14 : 14-20.* A large number of our
opponents, overlooking consistency in their own system, yet forced by the

scene described, frankly declare that the latter passage (Rev. 14 : 14)
denotes the literal Advent of the Son of Man. Thus e.g. Barnes, Com, loci,

informs us that it applies to the end, consummation, etc., at which time
he locates the Sec, Advent, But in both places the design in Coming and
the acts performed by '* the Coming One" are the same, to save His people

and overthrow His enemies. In both places the beast and abettors are

destroyed, for they shall not exist in the Millennium ; and both places are

located under the last trumpet, indicating tlie precise time when we are to

look for it, viz., before the Millennium commences.
6. In His Second Advent' it is asserted that He shall " come in the clouds

of heaven,*^ Angels, Christ Himself, and the Apostles declare this to be

a concomitant or the Advent. Daniel (7 : 13) expressly describes this,

tJiat ^* the Son of Man cams with the clouds of heaven,^ ^ and on thus coming
the Kingdom and dominion under the whole heaven is given to Him. In
Eev. 14 : 14, commentators, etc, as Barnes, hci, admit ^ a designed refer-

ence to Daniel,^* but if, as they also admit that. Rev, 14 : 14, refers to the

i\
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personal Advent, then Daniel must predict the same. We are not, how-
ever, left to human conjecture on the application of Daniel's prediction
of the Advent Jesus directly applies it to His future Advent, When
before Caiphas, well knowing how the Jews regarded this prophecy, Ho
boldly (Matt. 26 : 64) says :

** Hereafter slmll ye ses the Son of Man sitting

on tJie right hand of power and coming in the clouds of heavenf^' thus not
only locating this Coming in the future, reafl&rming its personality by tlic
** shall ye see;" but even, under the grave charge of blasphemy, establish-

ing the Jewish view, that they made a correct application of the prophecy
to a personally manifested Messiah.*

7. To that class of interpreters who confess the personal Advent to bo
designated by Daniel, but refer it to His First Advent, we repljr : Notice,

that the reference made by Christ to it as delineating His Coming at some
future time confirms the order given by us under Prop. 104. The Coming
IS witnessed, not as at the First Advent when the fourth Empire was un-
divided, long before the horns arose, etc., but in its divided state, and after
the horns had arisen and progressed, etc. The unity of the prophecy
demands the location of the Advent where Jesus places xt^

8. The personal Advent, its uncertainty, suddenness, and stealthy

approach is likened, by Matthew, Luke, Paul, and others to thab of a thief
Cfommentators, etc., abundantly connect the idea of a personal Coming
with the phrase. It has also been said that a thief does not come figura-

tively but personally ; and the likening of the one to the other embraces
the notion of a personal Coming as well as that of the manner of His
Coming. But mark, under the sixth vial, just before the fearful gathering
of nations, the outpouring of awful judgments, and the Millennium, the
Apostle John, giving the testimony of Jesus, Bev, 16 : 15, says :

** Behold
I come as a thief Blessed is he timt watcheth,'^ etc. Why does the Spirit

thus employ expressions identical in spirit and design, if not to teach us

that this Coming in a thief-like manner is a persoiial Pre-Millonnial one ?
*

9. The Apocalypse begins with ** Behold, He comes with clouds and
every eye shall see Him," etc., and ends with " Surely^ 1 come quickly,"
The concessions made by opponents on these phrases are numerous, and
contradictory to their spiritual interpretations. But they are not needed,
for the great vital topic of the Book, viz., the Coming of Jesus, is self-

evident ; for all the prcdicbions are given to testify to the same, and to

events preceding, connected with, and following it. So apparent is this,

that some reject the book solely on this ground as teaching a ** Jewish'*
Coming and reign of a personal Messiah, We, however, joyfully accept of

^/m /ea^nre as blessed evidence of its inspiration, making it confirmatory
of covenanted promises. Now is it reasonable to suppose, that in a Revela-
tion designed to give special information respecting this personal Advent
announced in its opening and close as a source of faith, hope, and warning,
that an Advent should be specified as preceding the Millennium which is

tp be understood differently from a personal one, when the language
describing it is similar to that employed in other places to designate a
personal one ? The Spirit, we contend, purposely uses the same phraseology
in order to prevent us, if wise, from perverting this doctnne of His
Coming.'

10. When Christ comes personally, the holy angels or messengers come
with Him, % Thess. 1:7; Matt. 13 :39, 41 ; 16 : 21 ; 24 : 31, etc. This is

aho said in reference to the Pre-Mill. Coming ; for in Rev. 14 : 10 (per-
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haps Eng. yereion of Joel 3 : 11) ; Rev. 19 : 17 ; Rev. 20 : 1, etc., we find
angelfl participate in it, and perform the same things ascribed to them in
the preceding passages.

11. When He comes personally we (2 Thess. 1 : 7, 8) read :
** TJib Lord

Jesus shall be revealedfrom heaven with His mighty aiigels in flaming fire,^^
etc. Other passages teach that tlien "the tares," "the 'chaff," shall be
** cast into a furnace of fire,^^ shall be " burned with fire unquenchable,^*
etc. Fire, as descriptive of God's vengeance, etc., is an element intimately
connected with it. The very same is frequently stated in relation to this
Pre-Mill. Advent. Thus e.^. Isa. 66 : 15, 16, ** Behold the Lord will come
with fire and with His cJiariots like a whirlwind, to render His anger with
fury and His rebuke with flames of fire. For bvfire and by His sword
will the Lord plead with all flesJt,** etc., which is almost the phraseology of
Paul. Then follows the Millennial glory. Daniel, Joel, Malachi, Isaiah,
and others speak of a fire that shall consume and destroy in connection
with the Lord's Coming, to be followed by a glorious Kingdom. This
confirmatory fact may be added : in Matt. 25 : 31 ; Matt. 13 : 40-42, etc.,

it is declared that the wicked are cast into " everlasting fire." This is

done at the personal Sec. Advent, as theologians, of all classes, proclaim.
If we turn to the events immediately preceding the Millennium and related

to the Coming then manifested, we read, Rev. 19 : 20, and Rev. 14 ; 9, 10,

that certain wicked are cast into a " lake offire'^ at this very period. The
Spirit again identifies them.

12. In His Sec, Advent, He is represented as coming as (e.g. Matt.
25 : 34) a King. This is also the characteristic attributed to the Pre-
Millennial Coming that He is revealed as ^^ the King'* (Zech. 14), even
** King of Kings* ^ (Rev, 19), etc. Our entire argument makes this a pre-
requisite,^

13. In the Sec. Advent, Christ comes as Judge, engaged in judg-
ing. If there is one feature that specially appertains to the Pre-Mill.
Advent it certainly is this, that in numerous places His Coming as Judge
and judging is blended with it. See Props, 132, 133, 134.

14. At the Sec. Advent a Kingdom is said to be revealed, as 3 Tim.
4 : 1, " fl^ His appearing and His Kingdofu,*' This is frequently, as we
have abundantly shown, described as following the Pre-Mill. Advent,*

15. At the personal Coming of Jesus, the Scriptures locate a gathering

of saints from all quarters, 2 Thess. 2:1, etc. This is precisely what is

said to be done at tlie Advent before the Millennium in numerous places,

as has already been indicated. This gathering is described, more or less,

by the Prophets, so that even Augustine {City of God, B. 20, c. 23) makes
Ps. 50 : 3-5, denote the personal Coming of Christ.'*

16. At the Sec. Advent Jesus shall ** sit upon the throne of His glory,**

Matt, 25 : 31. This- is also stated to follow the Pre-Mill. Comine. Both
the throne and the glory, or ** the gloriotis throtie'* are mentionea, as will

be seen in the Prop, on the reign. In comparing such passages as Col.

3 : 4, Ps. 102, ete., with the mill, glory, the identity is established.

Besides the specific mention of Christ's throne—a throne even David's
(Acta 2 : 30, etc.) belon^ng specially to Him—upon which He personally

sits, Rev. 3 : 21, we find the same tnrone particularly mentioned in the
Pre-Mill. Coming, as in Ps. 89 ; Isa. 9 : 7 ; Jer. 33 ; Ezek, 37, ete.

17. Into this Kingdom of Christ's, linked with His "appearing,"
believers enter, 1 Pet. 1 : 7, 13 j Matt. 25 : 34 ; comp, 2 Pet 1 : 11, ete.
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The personal presence of Jeaufl, as all believe, is then enjoyed. But the

Soriptnrea unite in locating this entrance, inheriting, reigning, etc., in the

Kingdom with the Millennium itself; and hence it implies His personal

presence. For, all the promises of future happiness and glory given to the

saints to be hereafter enjoyed in Christ's Kingdom and presence, are also

found recorded and fully designated in the Mill, descriptions.

18. The period of Christ's personal return is at the time of ** regefiera-

Hon," Matt. 19 : 28, that great glorious " new birth" (res.) of the sons of

God and of Creation. But this "regeneration" is identified with the

Mill, age (Prop. 145), and hence the Advent is personal.

19. So likewise the period of the " restitution of all things*' is preceded
hj ^* seyiding Jesus Christ" *^ whovi the heavens viust receive until the

times" are ushered in, Barnes, loci^ even admits: *^u7itil: this word
implies that He would then return to the earth," To effect this ** restitu-

tion" Christ's personal presence is promised. But this ''restitution" is

the grand theme of the Millennial predictions, the scope of ita prophecy,
the alleged design of the establishment of the Millennium. See Prop. 144."

20. The personal Advent of Christ is united, by nearly all, with the

deliverance of suffering creation from the bondage of corruption, Rom.
8 : 19-21. The MillennitJ predictions portray this very deliverance and
hence it includes that presence. See Prop. 146.

21. Commentators, etc., inform us that Christ is evidently present in

the New Heavens and New Earth of 2 Pet 3 : 10-13, etc. But the New
Heavens and New Earth of promise (so stated by Peter) are found in the

Millennial descriptions, Isa, 65 : 17-25, Isa. 66 : 22, and, in the nature of

the case, must include the same presence. See Props. 148 and 151.

22. The Spirit, as if purposely to meet the anticipated unbelief, even
condescends to tell us, that " His feet shall stand in that day upon the
Mt. of Olives, which is before Jerusalem on the East," Zech. 14 : 4. In
this Pre-Mill. Advent the exact locality is pointed out (the same from
whence He ascended to heaven), and Hxspersoyiality indifiQsutably demon-
strated by " His feet shall stand," etc. The language is alone applicable

to a Pre-MilL personal Coming, and distinctively refers us to the promise
of the angels, Acts 1 : 11."

23. But, in addition, to indicate in the most striking manner the
personality of this Pre-Mill. Coming, it is stated that He shall be seen at

that time. Thus, in Micah 3 : 12, the mountain of the house is made
desolate, but in Micah 4 : 1, etc., this saine house is restored, and all

agree that in the latter we have a Millennial description. Now, if we turn
to Matt 23 : 38, 39, and Luke 13 : 35, it is stated that Jesus at His First
Advent did twt restore this house which He found and left desolate, but
will do so when He comes again :

** Behold, your house is left unto yon
desolate. For I say unto you, ye shall not see me henceforth, till ye
shall say, Blessed is He that cometh in the name of the Lord. Behold,
your house is left unto you desolate, and verily I say unto you, te shall
NOT SEE MB until the time come when ye shall say. Blessed is He that cometh
in the name of the Lord," This unequivocally teaches that the people saw
Him there ; that for a time He would be invisible to the nation, but that
they should again see Him ; and that seeing would be at the time when He
would restore the house from its desolation. The Millennial prophecies show
the removal of this desolation, and, hence, that He shall be then seen.

But we have more explicit passages : in Rev. 1 : 7, ''Behold He cometh
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V}iih clouds ; and every eye shall see Him,; and they also which pierced

Him, and all Kindreds of the earth (aome read : all tribes of the land) shall

wail because of Htm," This at once recalls the parallel prediction of

Zech. 13 : 10, which binds the whole in unity ; for at the very time " the

house of David^' is restored the Millennial predictions are to be verified in

the bestowal upon the Jewish nation of the long-promised (but long-

delayed) blessings, then " they shall look upon me whom they liave pierced,

and theV shall mourn for Him," etc. This is corroborated* by the general

tenor of the prophecies which speak of the presence of the Redeemer, their

King, David, etc., at the restoration of the Jewish nation, and of His
pleading with the Jews *^face to face," etc.**

24. This again is confirmed by James, Acts 15 : 16, 17, ^^ after this I
{Christ) will return,*^ etc., i.e. after a people are gathered out, as pre-

dicted, Jesiis will ^^ return" to rebuild the tabernacle of David, etc.

Those even who reject our views admit that this " return" is a personal
Cofning, but inconsistently and violently apply it to the First Advent. But
the simple fact that it is a ** return ;" that it occurs after a certain event
is accomplished (jret in course of fulfilment, viz., the gathering) ; that the

tabernacle of David is yet in ruins ; that it corresponds with the analogy of

prophecy teaching a personal presence, then an absence, and finally a
personal return, etc.—^makes it alons applicable to the Pre-Mill. Advent."

25. Paul significantly points to the Pre-Mill. personal Advent in Rom.
11, when he connects with it the removal of the blindness of the Jewish
nation, and says :

** There shall come out of Zion the Deliverer." E'er in

thus representing Him as Coming in relation to this event, he accords with
the portrayal of the Millennium, and, as we have previously intimated,

with the Jewish doctrine that ** the Coming One" is to perform a great

work for the nation. He links his faith with that of the nation's, as

expressed by John the Baptist (^^ art Thou the Coming Onef"), by the
people at the entry into Jerusalem (** the Coming One"), but transfers it,

as Jesus did (see above 22, which some render ** Blessed is the Coming
One'*) to the stillfuture Advent,^*

26. liev. 11 : 15-18, with its " time of the dead that they should be

judged," its ^* reward unto Thy servants the prophets" its removal and
destruction of the wicked, etc. , cannot possibly be reconciled with a post-

ponement of these events until after the Millennial period has expired. The
simple annouucement of them under tlis seventh trumpet is sufficient to

flUBtaia our position. These things demand for their fulfilment a personal

Pre-Mill. Advent.
27. Phrases are employed, in connection with this Pre-Mill. Coming,

which can only be consistently explained as denoting a personal Oomine.
Thus e.g. in I&v. 14 : 10, the image-worshippers, who are to be destroyed,

Rev. 19, before the Mill, age, are to "be tormented with fire and brim-

stone in the presence of the holy angjBls, and in t/ie presence of the Lamb,"
i.e. they are to witness (Alford, " visible") their punishment—indeed, as

we find in other places, inflict it. Again, in Isa. 26 : 21, ** Behold the

Lord cometh out of His place to punish the inhabitants of the earth for

their iniquity," etc., thus vacating the place that now holds Him in

accordance with the promise of the angels, etc. This at once reminds the

student of Hos. 5 : 15, Zech. 8 : 3, etc."

28. When Christ comes. He shall ** rule with a rod of iron," etc. In

Rev. 2 ; 27, the saints are to be associated with Him in ruling with the
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same rod. Now, some of our most peraistent opposers frankly admit that
this participation of the saints in such ruling will only be witnessed
** when the Son of Ood will come to Judge the world.'^" In Rev. 19 : 15,

before the MilL era, Jesus comes, and it is announced that '^ He sliaU rule

ttiem with a rod of iron.*
^

29. Again, we may insist upon the personality contained in the phrase,
*^ Son of Man,' ^ It is employed, as all concede, to designate the Sec.

Advent, a Coming not merely as a divine personage, but as Son of Man,
glorified it is true, but one united with humanity, a true descendant of
David's. He is designated the same, as we have shown, in Pre-Mill.

predictions (Dan. 7 : 13 ; Rev. 14 : 14), thus showing, if we will but receive

it, that a personal Advent is intended.

30. In correspondence with this, Paul tells us, Acts 17 : 31, that when
Christ comes to judge, He comes as the ^^ Man otdained,^^ The sacred
writers designate Him as " ^/w Man,** the descendant of David's, the
promised seed who comes before the Millennial era ; therefore, we cannot
mistake the Coming of this personage, who is appointed to be reveakd as
the appointed, ordained, and actual Son of David. In Zech. G : 8,

** Behold
tJie Man whose nama is the Branch," etc., we have, as the Apostles corrobo-
rate, the work of salvation in its initial, execution, and completion carried
on by the Lord Jesus not mereljr in His relation to God as His Son, but
as *' the Man** promised to David, Coming as ^^ the Man,** involves the
personal Pre-Mill. Advent.

31. This personality and Pre-Mill, Coming can be derivedv by com-
paring Scripture, in several ways from Phil. 2 : 10, 11, " that at the name
of Jesus every knee should bow, of things {beings) in heaven, and things in
(beings on) earth, and things (beings) under the earth.^'

a. The time when this is to be fulfilled is seen from the parallel passage,
Rom. 14 :10, 11, " We shall all stand before the judmnent-seat of Christ,

For, it is written. As I live, saith the Lord, every knee shall bote to me,
and every tongue shall confess to God.** Christ is personally presefit on
this judgment-seat. But according to Isa. 45 : 23 ; Isa, 65 : 16, 23 ; Ps.
63 : 11, etc., this will occur at the period when MilL blessedness is be-
stowed. See Props. 132, 133, and 134, on Judgment and Judgment Day.

b. It is admitted even by our opponents, that the " things under the
earth'* that shall **bow" the *' knee*' are ** beings,** viz., the dead, the
resurrected dead that shall appear.** The application of the passage by
Paul indicates a personal presence ; the resurrection of the dead requires the
same. This resurrection, we have shown, is, so far as the saints, Pre-
Millennial, and the passage quoted by Paul standing related to the Mil-
lennium (as shown by many commentators, see e.g. Barnes, On Isa.

45 : 23), it follows that, if verified, Christ is personally present to whom
this homage is rendered.

c. The personal name that is to he thus acknowledged is indicative of
the personal VT^esence, The Jesus, Joshua, or Saviour is designated " the
Christ," ** the Messiah." By the latter name He is known as the cove-

nanted seed of promise ; the former is His personal name. The Apostle
argues that not only the name Christ which both Jews and Gentiles
acknowledge, but the personal name given by God to this one person, viz..

that of Jesus as the Christ and consequently the Lord, the predicted and
covenanted Ruler in the Davidic order, shall be omnly acknowledged by
all. Now, such an acknowledgment of the name, identifying the LordBhip
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with the person called Jeans, seems to demand a personal presence, which,
doubtless, led the angels to say so pointedly, Acts 1 : 11, '^ this same
JesuSy** etc. This contributes to the honor and glorification of the Father,
that that which is now denied by so many should be openly manifested,
especially before His covenanted nation. If we accept of the application
and amplification of this Millennial description by Paul, then it follows
that Christ is personally thus acknowledged at the Mill. era. The wliole

passage impresses us with distinctive personality.

32. In the description of His personal Advent, Matt. 25 : 31, informs
us that *' before Him shall be gathered all nations,*^ etc. This is an
adjunct of the Pre-Mill. Coming, for Isa,, Jer., Ezek., Zeph., Joel, Zech.,
John, and others unite in declaring that a gathering of the nations shall

take place immediately preceding and connected with such a Coming.
Rev. 16 : 14-16, and llev. 19 : 19, etc, are alone a complete confirma-
tion of such a Pre-MilL gathering linked with the Advent. The Spirit

again identifies the Coming.
33. It is granted that, Matt. 13 : 30, 39, 41, Jesus {>ersonally comes at

the harvest at the end of the age. Joel (3 : 13, etc.) informs us that the
Lord will come when the harvest is ripe, before the Millennium, So Rev.
14 : 14, 15, tells us that *' the Son of Man" shall come when *' the harvest
of the earth is ripe,'' and this also precedes the Millennial era. This
connection of the Advents with the ** harvest" by the Spirit is intentional

BO that we may identify them as one and the same,

34. The Coming of the Son of Man, Matt. 24 and Luke 21, is " after,''
*^ immediately after'* a tribulation which runs down through the times of

the Gentiles, and is accompanied by the gathering or harvest of the elect.

With all the efforts made bv onr opponents to spiritualize this Coming
into a Providential one, nearly all of them are forced to allow that it

includes a future personal one. But if so (which we believe), then it

follows that it must be one preceding the Mill, age, because it is to be
witnessed at the closing period of this long-continued tribulation—

a

tribulation which, in the very nature of the case, cannot enter into or

exist contemporaneously with the Millennium. This Advent then precedes

it"
35. The Sec. Advent is designed /or Salvation, Heb. 9 : 28, etc. This

we have shown is a distinguishing characteristic of the Pre-MilL Coming,
and hence, as Barnes informs ua (Conu loci), " Tholuck and the Germ.ji8
generally*' interpret Rom. 13 :H to apply **/o the personal reign of
Christ on earth. That such an application of the passage is correct is

evident (1) from the contrast of nigat and day following (see Props. 138
and 139, on Day of Christ), and (2) in using the words ** Salvation,"
** night," and ** day," according to Jewish usage and expectations (comp.

e.g. Isa. 25 : 9).

36. In the Sec. Advent four things are united, ascg. in 2 Thess. 1 : 5-11,

(1) the rest or Kingdom ; (2) the triumphant, irresistible Comins of Jesus ;

(3) the overthrow of and vengeance upon the enemies
; (4) the deliverance

and blessedness of God's people. These four things are also united with
the Pre-Mill. Coming, as can be seen by reference to numerous MilL
predictions, already frequently quoted.

37. The binding and confinement of Satan is Pre-Millennial. This is

Christ's work, ana the entire train- of prediction from Gen. 3 : 15 down
leaves the decided impression that this is done by a personal mauifesta-
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tion ; for while provision was made at the First Advent to accompliah

i% the victory itself is not seen until the time of the Second. Down to

the Sec. Coming Satan is the avowed, loosened enemy^ corrupting the

Church and the world, exciting the nations to open hostility, to whose
power the saints are ex^sed and the sleeping are held fast in his bonds.

Such a deposing and binding of Satan, as the Millennium demands to

secure a fulfilment of promise, the appointed Seed alone, in His own
personal power, can perform.

38. We may urge even the eminent fitness of Christ, the Second Adam,
manifesting Himself personally in the very plaice where Satan obtained his

triumphs over the first Adam, at the very time that Satan is bound and his

work of deception is stayed. Where man fell, there the triumph of man,
the woman's seed, is also to be exhibited ; and if so, it involves a personal

Coming at the period of the Millennium.
39. Hence, this is confirmed by the announcement, that this Pre-Mill.

Coming is for the purpose of ** Redemption,^' It is granted that He comes
personally in '* the day of Redemption,*' Matt. 19 :27, 28 ; Rom. 8 : 23 ;

Eph. 4 : 30, etc. The Mill, descriptions are full of this Redemption ; that
Jesus then comes as "Redeemer," that He then " redeeins" His people, and
that they shall be called " the redeejned,'^ " the redeemed of the Lord,'' etc.

The accordance of phraseology, the identity of acts performed, eto., again
teach us what Coming is intended.

40. The personal Coming shall occur wJien *Uhe mystery of Qod is

finished." That the finishing of the mystery includes the open revelation

of Christ, the vindication of God's ways, the judgments of Christ, the
overthrow of Satan and his deposition from being '* the god of this

world," and the exaltation of the saints, is admitted by our opponents. *•

In Rev. 10 : 7 it is asserted in the most express terms, that '' in
the days of the voice of the seventh angel, when he shall begin to sound,
the mystery of God should he finished, as He hath declared to His ser-

vants the Prophets," Under this seventh trumpet (and mark, too, at
the beginning of the sounding and not at its close, or, as some even grossly
have it, a thousand years after the sounding) then, which introduces the
Millennium, this mystery relating to the Kingdom, the general theme of
the Prophets, is finished. If the mystery is indeed finished, then the King
has come and the Kingdom is establishea. If we notice the events occur-
ring under this last trumpet, they are precisely such as include the Advent
and Kingdom. Briefly, if the mystery of God as stated by the Prophets,
the divine purpose of God in Christ, the consummation of covenanted
promises, is then finished, completed, manifested, then it follows, of neces-
sity, that the Pre-Mill. Coming of Jesus under this seventh trumpet is a
personal one,^^

41. The Spirit locates the marriage of the Lamb as Pre-Millennial,
and against the statements of the multitude who would postpone it until the
close of the Millennium, expressly says, Rev. 19 : 7, 8, 9, that this
** marriage of the Lamb is come," etc. A marriage without the personal
presence of the bridegroom is an incongruity. Such a presence is demanded
oy the blessings bestowed by the marriage, and is insured by the Advent
predicted in its connection, and by the allusions to it, as in Matt
25 : 1-13, and in the Prophets. »«

43. This is forcibly corroborated by the Scripture just referred to, viz.,

the parable (Matt 25 ; 1-13) of the ten virgins. For the preceding context
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and the word " then** indicate that a delineation of the Church is given
as it will exist at the Sec. Advent. The Bridepproom comes, and those who
are prepared "went in with Him to the marriage,** The Coming of the
Briaegroom is represented sa personal, for the wise "go out to meet Him.,**

and are " with Him,'* This Coming must be Pre-Millennial, for such a
mixture of wise and foolish does not exist in the Millennium. The parable
which follows that of the virgins also teaches a personal Coming.

43. At the Sec. Advent when, Matt. 16 : 27^ **the Son of Man shall

cmne in the glory of His Father, ths7i He shall reward every m^tn according
to his works.*' The same thing of rewarding is stated in connection with
this Pro-Mill. Coming. Thus e.g. Isa. 40 : 10 ; Rev. 11 : 18, etc., dis-

tinctly announce it.

44. Heb. 1:6, '* And when He bringeth in (marp. read when He
bringeth again) the first begotten into the world, He saith, And let all the

angds of God worship Him,** This verse which has perplexed many
expositors is plain, if we but remember that Christ is called " the first

begotten'^ with reference to His resurrection from the dead in Rev. 1 : 5,

and Col. 1 : 18, and that the Apostle had just referred in preceding verse

(comp. Acts 13 : 33 with verse 5) to the resurrection of Christ as a beget-

ting. As taught distinctively in marg. reading, with which critics

generally agree, this same resurrected, first begotten Jesus shall come
'* again,-* This must be applied to His Second Coming, seeing that it is

after He is constituted '* the First Begotten,** If the personal Advent
is intended, as expositors hold, it can be shown to be Pre-Millennial by the
tjaotation appended by Paul, "let all the angels," etc. If the quotation
is derived (Barnes) from the Septuagint rendering of Deut. 32 : 43, then it

is identified with " avenging the blood of His servants, and renderinj^

vengeance to His adversaries," thus agreeing with the acts assigned to

Christ's Pre-Mill. Coming. If, on the other hand, it is taken from Ps.

97 : 7, then it stands in immediate relation to the reigning and '* presence

of the Lord of the whole earthy** the destruction or " burning up'* of His
enemies, the overthrow of image-worshippers, the exaltation of Zion, all

people seeing His glory, etc., thus again corresponding with events ascribed

to Christ's Advent before and at the Millennium."
45. There is a day of the Lord, of Jesus Christ, of the Son of Man to be

revealed in the future. In Luke 17 : 24 ; Phil. 1 : 6, etc. , it is allowed that

Christ will be personally present in that day. It is easy to show by a
comparison of Scripture that '* the day of the Lord" mentioned in Mil-

lennial predictions is the same spoken of by the Apostles. This we will do
hereafter (Props. 138 and 139), and for the present it is amply sufficient

to say that the use of the phrase by the Apostles confirmed the Jewish
idea of **the day of the Lord," ** the day of the Messiah," as the pre-

dicted Millennial day. If the Jewish expectation was erroneous, as mod-
ems now say, then it was wrong for inspired men to employ such confirma-
tory phraseology without appending a suitable correction or definition, etc.**

46. The reader, if a careful student of the Word, must have noticed the
peculiarity, that not one of the Prophets speak of an Advent to follow the

Millennial age. It is something—although now so prevalent— utterly

unknown to them. The Coming of the Lord, the predicted Seed, etc., is

always represented as oQ^nmug previously^ and that age is described as

the result of such an Advent. It is in vain to look for any other order
given by the holy men of old ; and therefore, in the nature of the case^
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they denoted, as the Jews, disciples, and Apostles held, a personal Com-
ing,"

47. In addition to this, in the epitome of events running down from the
establishment of the Christian Church to the Sec. Advent, such as Matt,
chs. 24 and 26 ; 2 Thess, 2 ; Mark 13 ; Luke 21, in direct reference to

this personal Coming, no mention is made of an interve^iing Millennium
of blessedness, such as the Prophets describe, but tribulation, oppression,

apostasy, etc., are to be experienced and witnessed. Hence that Sec.

Advent attached to these epitomes, allowed by commentators, etc., to be
personal, must precede that age.**

48. Eminent writers on prophecy have well remarked, that the First

and Second Advents are sometimes so linked together in prophecy that it

requires discrimination to discern what belongs to the one or to the other.

The same language is applied to both so far as Coming is concerned, only
that the one (the First) refers more directly to humiliation, suffering, etc.,

the other (the Second) to the glory that shall be revealed. The Sec.

Advent is an outgrowth or result of the First (Props. 34, 66, 75, etc.).

The simple fact that they are thus spoken of together^ without an effort

at discrimination ; that the Second is far more definitely and minutely
described than the First ; that they both (the First as preparative) stand,

related to the Millennium—this should influence us to believe that as oiie

toas literal^ so the otfter will be tlte same,

49. This Pre-MiU. Coming is a personal one, on the ground that the
objections alleged against its personality apply, if legitimately carried out,

with equal force against the First Advent or a future personal Sec. Advent.
If so many arguments, showing that it is personal, have no weight, if they
can be so readily explained away as figurative, or spiritual, or providential,

then it follows, if that principle of interpretation is logically applied, that
there is no personal Coming of Christ in the future. Who that hath faith

in the simple, sublime utterances of God will credit this ? Alas ! multi-
tudes are doing this to-day ; taking the weapons forged to their hand by
reputed orthodox divines, influenced by the refining mystical process so

generally adopted in these passages tney spiritualize tne Sec. Advent

;

churches, counting their thousands upon thousands, utterly reject a
personal Sec. Advent, and the leaven is penetrating far and wide. Such
an Advent as we contend for is personal, thus making our system of

interpretation a consistent and uniform one, leaving no room, and afford-

ing no refuge, for the denial of a Second personal Advent.*'
50. But brevity demands a more mention of other arguments, such as

n) the supernatural and miraculous events connected with the Kingdom
(Props. 6 and 7). (2) The prophecies interpreted literally (Prop. 21) sus-

tains it. (3) The preaching of John, Jesus, disciples, and Apostles indorses
it (Prop. 16, etc.). (4) The re-establishment of the Theocracy in the
Davidicline demands it (Props. 31, 32, 33, 48, 49, etc.). (5) The postpone-
ment of the Kingdom indicates it (Props. 56, 57, 58, 59, etc.), (6) The
preaching of the Apostles after the death and ascension of Christ (Props.
71-74). (7) The removal of the Kingdom to the close of the tribulation
and times of the Gentiles (Prop. 66). (8) The doctrine of the election
corroborates it (Props. 62-65), (9) This Kingdom a Jewish one in its

foundation, etc. (Prop. 68). (10) Arguments can be derived from what
has been said respecting the Church (Props. 88-104, etc.). (H) The
specific mention and promise of the Kingdom to David's Son (Prop. 84).
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(12) Incidental arguments from the viBibility, etc.j of the Kingdom, the
oneness of the Kingdom, the teaching of the parables, the inheriting of

the land by David's Son and His bretnren, the corroboration of passages
supposed to teach the contrary, the restoration of the Jewish nation, etc.

{see Props, on these). (13) Additional arguments will be found in follow-

ing Propositions.**

51. Millenarian writers have always insisted that a personal Pre-Mill.

-Advent is to be witnessed under tne seventh or last trumpet. Now,
Bengel in his Gnomon has shown, that by the authority of the earliest m38.

the phrases ** and art to corne^ in Rev." 11 : 17, ** and shalt be'' in Rev.
16 : 5, are to be rejected. This criticism is fully sustained by the authori-

tative Sinaitic mss. discovered by Prof, Tischendorf. The student may
well ponder this omission thus given by the Spirit. Why should the title

of '* Who is to come," or '* the Coming One" given in Rev. 1 : 4, 8 and
4 : 8 be omitted in 11 : 17 and 16 : 6 ? The reason, so corroborative of

our faith, was given long ago by Ansbert (as quoted hj Bengclj :
** They

do not here subjoin, as they are accustomed, * and Who art to come ;*

they speak of Him as already present,'^ This omission, as the weightiest

Hss. (admitted by Anti-Millenarians, as Prof. Stuart, Com,) prove, is not
accidental but intentional, showing that the Coming One is* no longer
expected to come, but has already cotne. It is a beautiful, incidental, and
most powerful proof confirmatory of our position, indicative of a Pre-Mill.

arrival and presence."
62. The Jews (Prop. 160, Obs. 2, etc,J held that the Antichrist preceded

the personal Coming of the Son of Man, which view was derived from
Dan. 7, etc. Now (1) the Antichrist did not precede the first Advent

; (2)

Paul (2 Thess.), John (Apoc), well knowing this Jewish doctrine, locate

this Antichrist in the future
; (3) the^r, employing language expressive of

a personal Advent and without mdicatin^ tne ^ews to be in error, associate

with this Antichrist (i.e. his destruction) the personal Coming of Jesus

;

(4) this Antichrist, the Coming of Christ, and the overthrow of the former,

are witnessed before the ushering in of the Millennium. This is the plain

order laid down by the Spirit.

63. It is admitted, as we have repeatedly shown (Prop. 75, etc.) from
others, that the Apostles and those under their immediate instruction

looked for a near Advent of the Saviour. The express language is so

definite on this point that it is not susceptible of a different interpretation,

BO that commentators concede it, some with and 'others witnout any
explanation. Having previously given (e.g. Prop. 74) the probable reasons

for such a faith, we now refer to it as a decided proof of their belief in a
personal Pre- Mill, Advent. For urging this nearness, an event that

might at any time occur, after the rise and progress of an apostasy, in-

dicates in the clearest manner that they at ledst did not entertain the

modem Whitbyan ** new hypothesis'* of an intervening Millennium before

the Advent. Taking it even for granted (which we do not) that they were
'* ignorant" or ** mistaken** as to future events and the period of time to

elapse before that Advent, it does not follow that they were also ** igno-

rant,** etc., as to tJie nature of the Advent or its connection with continued
suffering, etc., down to its occurrence. If the Advent itself that they
looked for is personal, then the knowledge they had received from Christ

respecting the Kingdom and the plain predictions of Millennial blessedness

to oe reauzed at a Coming of Christ's, if they were to be experienced in
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this dispensation, would most certainly have prevented such utterances
in men who were guided into truth by the same Spirit that gave the pre-
dictions. The unity is alone preserved by admitting that the Advent is

Pre-Millennial. If in error on the one point, they were the same in making
it Pre-Millennial. We are content to remain ** ignorant" and ** mistaken"
in such company, for we recognize a propriety in such declarations
utterly irreconcilable with current doctrines.

54. We hold to this Pre-Mill. Coming as personal, because we are plainly
told that as the Millennial age draws nigh, the world, and even the pro-
fessed Church, will be disinclined to believe in a personal Coming. The
world shall reject the doctrine and ridicule it ; the Church as a body shall

ofMan cotneih shall He findfaith on the earth ?" Surely
would find such, if the earth just emerged from Millennial gloiy, but in the
darkness, etc., preceding that age, faith is dmost extinct in His Coming.
N^earlv all prophetical writers agree that, owing to the limited nature of
the chronological prophecies, the Mill, era cannot be far distant, and we
find that the world and Church are rapidly drifting into this precise con-
dition of unbelief. Such a position of unbelief in a personal Coming
cannot exist in the Church in its present form after the ilillennium ; and,
therefore, its extensive existence, advocated by all classes, is a strong
presumptive proof, why we should insist on its being a literal Coming,*

55. Christ will come personally to introduce Mill, glory just previous to
a period—connected with this dispensation—of apostasy and unbelief,
2 Thess. 2: 8 ; 2 Tim. 3:1-552 Pet. 3 : 3, 4, etc., of great trouble and
trial. Rev. 19 ; Ps. 2 ; Luke 21 : 25-28, etc., of scepticism and indifference,

1 Thess. 5:3; Jude 14, 15, 16, etc., so that it shall come ^* as a snare,^*
Luke 21 : 35, etc. But while this is so, God, simply judging from the
past, will never permit such an occurrence as this Pre-MiU. Advent, so
tremendous in its effects both upon the world and the Church, to take
place without suitable warning. It is reasonable to expect from the past
dealings of God, that, in His providence, He will raise up men, who, amid
sarcasm, ridicule, charges of error, heresy, folly, enthusiasm, fanaticism,
etc., will, Noah-like, faithfully joout/ to this persotial Comi^ig, and warn the
Church and world of its approach by direct appeals. Amos 3 : 7, ^'Surely
the Lord God will do nothingy but Me revealeth His secret unto His servants
the prophets,^' compared with Ps. 25 : 14, ** the secret of the Lord is with
them that fear Him and He will show them His covenant* (marg. read.
** and His covenant to make them know i7"). Now, if this Coming is

personal we ought to find (1) predictions that it would be recognizoa bj
some ; and (2) that as the age is approaching, men will proclaim it. This
we do, for (1) it is promised that some shall know it, and a cry of its

nearness shall be raised, Luke 21 : 28 ; 1 Thess, 5:4; Matt 25 : 6 ; Mal.
4 : 6, 6 ; Rev. 16 : 15 ; and (2) some men in nearly all denominations hold
to and proclaim this warning, " Behold, the Bridegroom cometh,'** Such
a striking and predicted coincidence serves to confirm our faith in the Pre-
Mill. personal Coming. It is also one of the evidences given by the Spirit,

and as such we accept of it. Thus we have the Spirit, in the most various
and accommodating forms, shaping His revelations to sustain our weak'
ness &nd preserve us from forsaking ** the oldpaths*^ of belief.
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1 Thus to illnstrate : As long as the Jewish " house'* is " desolate" there can be no
Millenniam. For this would contradict the prophets and Jeans, seeing that the restora-

tion of that ** house*'—the removal of desolation -is insepEurably linked with the return
or Advent of Jesus the Christ. So also Isa. 25 : 8, pertaining to Millennial blessedness,
oan only be verified by the Coming of Him who alone has the power to remove suffering,

ber^kvement, and death. The magnificence and glory of Isa. 60, and numerous other
predictions, can only be realized through the wonder-working power of a present, a re*

turned Restorer.
* An opponent, Henderson (Aftnor FrophdA), reads Zech. 14 : 5, on the authority o£

numerous hbs. ;
'* The Lord, my God, shall oome and all the saints with Him," instead of

"with Thee." So Lange's Com. loci^ and others. That which is applied to the Messiah
elsewhere is here referred to " Jehovah, my God," thus indicating the Divine lodged in
the Christ.

* The critical reader, observant of the different stages of the one Advent, will notice
that Christ is personally present before the Millennium is inaugurated (necessarily so), as
seen e.g. Bev., 14 : 1, which represents a personal presence of Christ just as much as it

does the personal presence of the saints symbolised by the 144,OUO ; by Bev. 11 : 18,
which indudes things that pertain to the same ; by Bev. 14 : 14, etc. Gomp. Lange*s
Com.t Bev., with Dr. Craven's admirable additions, Alford's, B<mgel s Boos', Lord's,
£Iliott*s, Auberlen's, Goodwin's, etc., comments on Rev. 19.

* The student will here observe a contradiction in Neander. In Life of Christy s. 283, he
makes Jesus* s declaration before Caiaphas to be *' a figurative expression,** but (s. 253)
allows Matt. 23 : 39 to be literal, saying :

" He obviously in this last clause betokens
his second and triumphant Advent, as Theocratic King.'* The ** seeing'* in the one
passage is figurative and in the other literal, which is a mere arhiirary interpretation.

The critical reader need not to be reminded that our position corresponds with the
Jewish attitude. Dr. Gleig {His. BibU, vol. 2 p. 190) incidentally remarks :

" There
was a tradition current in Judea that the Messiah would come direct from the clouds of
heaven.'* Hence, some writers say, the Messiah was named " the Son of Clouds."
Such an expectation was evidently baaed on the prophecy of Daniel, and this indicates :

(1) that Jesus in His address to Caiaphas indorses this view
; (2) that He places His

Kingdom after that period as they understood it ; f3) that Daniel must have been in-

spired when he passes over this dispensation—tne lirst Advent—and locates the
Coming of the Kingdom in the future, cU the Sec. Advent. How writers, who oppose us,

flatly contradict themselves is illustrated e.g. by Barnes, on Acta 1 : 9, who says :
" It is

remarkable that when the rdum of the Saviour is mentioned, it is uniformly said that

He will return in the clouds. Verse 11, Matt. 24 : 30, and 26 : 64 ; Mark 13 : 26 ; Bev.
1:7; Dan. 7 : 13,'* He thus gives a« pro^ passages which in other places, when meeting
onr view, he explains away. It is singular that the " Haictites" (Art. Enay. Reiig. Knoiol.)

to unite their faith with Christianity should expect the Sec. Coming of Jesus Christ as
the Judge, quoting these words from the Koran :

" O Mohammed, thou shalt see the
Lord, who will oome in the clouds" (Bycant's Ottoman Mnpire).

* When Dr. Hodge {Sys. Div., vol. 3, p. 794) admits the following passages, Matt. 26 : 64
and 24 : 30 ; Luke 21 : 27 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 7 and 2 : 1, to refer to a literal personal Advent, he
affords us all the proof desired to show that the Coming of Dan. 7 is still future, and

, that the Kingdom to be introduced by the Advent is hIso future. To indicate how the
ancients applied this Coming, we refer to Justin Martyr {Dial. Trypko. ch. 32), who
represents Trypho as objecting to the applicability of the Advent of Dan. 7 to Jesus the
Christ, because His First Advent was in humUiaHon^ and not at all commensurate with the

freatness and results predicted (a fact which our opponents would do well to ponder).
OBtin, instead of denying the fact, or covering it over with spiritualistic glosses, as
modems do, frankly meets the objection by acknowledging that the First Advent did noi

meet the requirements of the prophecy, but claimed its ampU realization at the Sec.
Advent

* The late Bh. MoIlvBine (Standard ofthe Oross, quoted Proph. TXmts, Jan., 1871) employed
at a clerical meeting the following reasons for a Fre-Mill. Advent :

** 1. The Sec. Advent
is made a topic of consolation. 2. Nothing placed between the Church and Advent. 3.

The revelation of a thousand years does not alter or modify this early expectancy. 4.

This confirmed by general tenor of a sudden, unexpected Advent.'' To the critical

reader we add ; the fact that in the New Test so UtUe is said of the Mill, age and so
much of the Sec. Advent and its imminency. implies that the Mill, follows that Advent

^ The Pharisees, even, in their Messianic hopes entertained the belief that He would
oome " in a sudden and unexpected manner in the midst of the people, so that He
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might be recognized viihotit any preliminary manifestations." The language employed
by Jesus and the Apostles oonflrms this view, as is evidenced by the early Ohnrch faith.

The Btndent needs not the oonoessiona of ojpponents (as e.g. Barnes, Bev. 1 : 7, etc.) as
to the personality and -visibility of this Coming, for the general analogy of the Word is

snf&cient. Yet he cannot help to reflect : that if the Apoc. begins with a direct reference
to a visible, personal Coming, as conceded, all other references in the same book to a
Coming must, nnless specifically asserted to the contrazy, accord vith Uie introductoty
reference. Simple unity requires this position.

^ To be revealed as a King, according to Covenant requires a personal Advent. Jesus was
literally, personally a Prophet in teaching ; He was also a personal Priest, offering up a
real sacrifice in His own person. Thus He will eJho personally manifest His Kingly
office, for the same language is employed in relation to this Kingship that is used in
reference to His Prophetical and Fnestly offices. The Kingly was not revealed at His
First Advent, for then He came in humiliation, suffering, and death. It will be accom-
plished ; for if two of His offices were personally, visibly exhibited, the third will also
ue, and here on earth as predicted. This accords with the prediction of the Sec. Advent
that aU acknowledge, and equally so with the Kingly manifestation in the Mill. age. A
kingly revelation, as given in Bev. 19, is necessarily a personal one.

* That is, inst^d of delivering up the Kingdom to the Father at the Sec. Advent, as
multitudes hold, the Sec. Advent is followed by a Kingdom which is ruled over by
Christ, and which is perpetual (see Prop. 159).
" Eeen such a writer as Dr. Chalmers {Posih. Works, vol. 3, p. 51) applies Ps. 50 : 1-6,

to " the descent of the Son of man on the Mt. of Olives, with all the accompaniments of
a Jewish conversion, and a first resurrection, and a destruction of the assembled hosts
of Antichrist. " Many able writers agree with him in thus considering it prophetic of
the Sec. Advent.

II The ** times of refreshing" or reanimation " from the presence of the Lord, ** conjoined
(Acts 3) with the admitted Jewish usage, must also be considered (Prop. 144). Jesus
now remains in heaven as to person until this return, which is also in person.
" Moore (Cbm. on Zech, 14j, hampered by his preconceived Whitbyan theory (as evidenced

by his entire exposition), remarks :
" It is impossible for us to take this whole passage

literally, for Qod cannoi literally place His feet on the Mt. of Olives ; but how far it must
be taken figurative we cannot tell." It is su^jgicient for us, that He who is called " God"
did place His feet literally on the Mt. of Olives, and that it is promised (Acts 1 : 11, 12)
that He shall literally descend again. But Moore (Com. on kag,, Zech., and Matt.) in

forced to the conclusion that *' it is evident that no events have yet occurred in history
to which these predictions ore applicable without much forcing." This is far better
than Henderson's {Com. Minor Prophets) absurd position, who, over against his spirit-

ualizing system, is compelled by the tenor of proplieoy to make it literal, but violcUes all

connection and order by this arbitrary application ; he, against the facts of history and the
occurrences here presented, mokes thfl taking of the city to occur under TUus ; and then
refers the Coming of the Messiah, immediately connected, to a future Millennium, of
which he says, ** I cannot entertain a doubt ;*

' but, with express language indicative of
personality, he cannot find ** a future personal and Pre-Mill. Advent of the Bedeemer.*'
Strange ! but then it is very easy not to find that which you do not desire to find.

Barnes {Com., 1 Thess. p. 68), in his eagerness to combat our views, says :
** Indeed,

there is no evidence that He (Jesus) will return io the earth at all ;" how then are His feet

to stand on the Mt. of Olives, and how then are Covenant and prophecy to be fulfilled ?

None so blind as those who are wilfully blind.

- 1' The physical objection is ui^ed by many of our opponents that it is impossible for
" every eye to see Him" (Bev. 1 : 7), that only those who live in the locality where He
appears can see Him, etc. But observe (1) this is to deny the fulfilment altogether, for

if pressed to an extreme, it is as great an objection to Post-Millenarianism as to Pre-
MiUenarianism ; (2) the passage must be interpreted according to the general analc^^y,

and if so, it stands in unity with Zech. 12 : 10, etc., and this is corroborated (a) by the
fact that " every" is not to be unduly pressed (as e.g. the Gospel has not been
preached to "every creature,** etc.) ; (b) that it is used to indicate a prominent, con-
spicuous appearance ; (c) that direct reference is made to " the tribes of the land ; (cf)

that the visibility of the King is extended to the Jews, to the nations arrayed against
Him, and ultimately to all that come up to Jerusalem to worship, etc. This seeing is

thus expressive of visibility and its extent to both friends and enemies. But no amount
of reasoning can reach those who are prepared to explain this visibility—so generally
manifested—of Bev. 6 : 16, of the Mighty One, into a visibility of barbarian hordes, the
Goths and Vandals, or of Pagan powers. The student may observe how our opponents
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try to evade this visibility. We quote Dr. Brown {Com. McUi.) on Matt. 23 : 38 :
" In what

sense they (the Jews) shall then * see Him' may be gathered from Zech. 2 : 10-13 ; Ezek.
37 : 23-28, and 39 : 28. 29, etc." (comp. Meyer, Alford, and others ; Sepp {Life of Christy

3 : 31) includes " a definite promise of the national restoration of Israel."
^* The taking possession of His own inheritance as David's Son involves His personal

Coming. This Davidio tabernacle is His special inheritance, and the restoration of this,

now mined, tabernacle is the grand theme of Millennial predictions. To separate the In-
heritor from His inheritance is opposed to the entire spirit of express Covenant and
prophecy. Compare next Prop., and see how utterly inconsistent it would be to have
the Kingdom of David's Son given to Him here on earthy and the covenanted Son to

he absent in person. Yet, alas I multitudes take such a position, and have an inheritance
without the personal presence of the Inheritor, a marriage with the bridegroom absent,
a Kingdom without a visible King^ a Millennium without the Bestorer's presence and
work.
" The student will observe that Paul adds, Rom. 11 : 26 : **And shall ivm away ungodH-

ness from Jacob" Now the simple scriptural truth is this : this ungodliaess shall not be
turned away from Jacob (however individual Jews may believe and be saved) uniU the
times of the Gentiles are ended, and until the period designated e.g. Zech. 12 : 10, and
14 : 8, etc. This removal of ungodliness from Jacob, so that " all shall be rinhieous, ' etc.,

is united with Millennial predictions. The conversion and restoration of the Jewish
nation is inseparably united with the personal Advent of the Messiah (comp. Prop. 113).

^* Indirect references, that can only be understood in the light of more extended portray-
als, are purposely omitted* As e.g. Ps. 19 : 15. The LXX. has this, ** At the appearing
of thy glory ;'* the Vulg., Arabic,*and Ethiopio, ** When thy glory shall appear ;" Geddes,
** With the reappearance of thy countenance." The implication of a personal presence
in Fs. 2, " Rule Thou in the midst of Thine enemies," etc., His presence implied in
**Zion/* as Alexander h^ interprets it "His earthly residence, the seat of the The-
ocracy.** The place of manifested royalty implies the same. So also Matt. 26 : 20, drink-
ing *Mhi8 fruit of the wine," is indicative of personal presence. "The times and
Reasons, '* Acts 1 : 7, has evident reference to Daniels (the Seventy, as Olshausen notices,

applied the same Greek words to Dan. 2 : 21), and the manner in which used, with
disciples' views, shows a future fulfilment, etc.

" E.g. Barnes's Com. Eev. loci. The admission is so fatal to his own expressed views of

Fs. 2 and Rev. 19, that the reader will be pleased to notice liis language : after stating

that this promise denoted an invincible sway and the complete subjugation of all enemies,
he adds :

" the speaker does not intimate when this would be, but all that is said here
would be applicable to that time vshen the Son of God will come to judge the world, and
tDhm Hiu saints will be associated with Him in His triumphs."

I** To indicate that we do not manufacture an interpretation to suit a theory, we give a
few illustrations : Barnes, Com. loci, says the word " things" is improperly supplied by
the translators, that it "denotes beings rather than things. Things do not bow the

knee," etc., and adds : " ' And things under the earth.' Beings under the earth. The
whole universe shall confess that He is Lord. This embraces, doubtless, those who have
departed this life, and, perhaps, includes also fallen angels." Bloomfield, Com, loci,

says the Eng. version adopted an error of Tyndal in giving the rendering " thii^"
which ought to be'* persons, i.e. beings as translated by Doddr. and Newc. And so

the Fesch. Syr. transwtor evidently took it, as also Chrys., Theophl,, and Theodoret."
The phrase "beings under the earth, " " is best explained by Theodoret and many eminent
modem expositors, to denote the souls of the departed." Knapp, Ch. Theol.^ s. 92, " the
inhabitants of heaven, earth, and the under world should bow the knee," etc.

1* Even such a writer as Neander, so strongly inclined to make the Coming relate to the

overthrow of the Jewish polity and nation, etc., concedes {Life cf Christ, sec. 264) that it

also refers to the Sec. Advent and the consummation of the Kingdom. So Barnes, Brown,
and others, follow in the same track, but none of them seem to observe that if this dis-

pensation is thus bounded, first by a Coming to destroy Jerusalem and second by a
" Coming to judgment" ** at the last day," ihen^ seeing that the tribulation extends from
one to the other, no place is found therein for a Millennial era, and if such a period is to

be realized it must be after the last Advent. Hence Van Oosterzee (Lange's Com., Lukej

p. 326), on Luke 21 : 26-36, pertinently remarks :
** Whoever asserts that the expectation

of a personal^ visible^ glorious return, which shall put a decisive end to the present condi-

tion of things, belongs only to Jewish dreaminf^ which one from a Christian spiritualistic

position may look down upon with a certain lofty disparagement, is here contradicted by
our Lord in the most decided manner" (comp. also Oosterzee's excellent remarks in

Theol uf the Xevp Test, where he makes Matt. 24 : 29 ; Matt. 26 : 19 ; Luke 12 : 45, and
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21 : 24, containing " clear indications" that onr position is oorreot). Hence Kast (Com.
loci) says :

** Snch is the force of the chronological order pointed out in v. 29, that the
most distinguished modem expositors, such as Steir, Lange, Ebrard, Anbetlen, Aiford,

and oti^ers, Und themselves compelled to adopt the interpretation of the Fre-MiUenarians,
according to which at the close of the long period of tribolation—during which Jem-
salem shall be trodden down of the Gentiles —Christ will appear in person on the earth

to usher in the MillflnninTn. Philologically, this interpretation is more natural than any
other."

«<* Here we find the most astonishing perversion of the order laid down in the Word.
We give an illustration : Bev. Dr. Cox« Ivirod, to Bower's His. Popes, has the finishing

of the mystery afler the Millennium—the last thing in his programme. Many writers

state the same without seeing the palpable contradiction inTolTed.
^1 No space need be given to prove the self-evident fact that the 7th trumpet precedes the

Millennial age. The order laid down by the Spirit positively demands this, and any
deviation from it does violence to the Word. We know only one writer (whose name
has escaped memory) who brin^ one or two of the trumpets into the Mill, era, regarded
as future. In behalf of our view, compare e.g. Dr. Craven's note to Lange's Com., Rev.
10 : 7, and the remarks of commentators generally on " the mystexy finished." Lange
{loci) explains :

*' the mystery of the last things, announced by the prophets ; in a
wider sense the eschatological mystery of the world's history." Craven unites the
mystery of 1 Cor. 15 : 51, 52, with this expression.

'* It has been observed by able writers (e.g. Bh. Horsley, Ps., vol. 1, p. 15) that quite a
number of the Psahns, which speak of the Advent of Christ as a Conqueror, bear a
remarkable resemblance to His Coming as presented in the Apoo., and in both are con-
nected with a marriage. Our opponents generally refer this to a personal Coming at the
First Advent ; but to which dues it best correspond—to an Advent in humiliation and
death or to an Advent, such as the Second, in glory and^ower, connected with a pre-
dicted mfirriage ? The one that portrays a triumph over enemies, a glorious reign, the
exaltation and glory of God's people, etc., accurately corresponds with the Pre-Mill.

Coming and results. Hence it is that, in view of such an agreement, a multitude of
writers regard such Psalms as prophetic of the Sec. Advent.
" Thus e,g. Lange's Cbm., locU has " when he shall a second time have introduced," eta,

and in notes remarks :
** The language refers to the second introduction -yet in the

future—of the First-bom into the world (Lfin.). The cnkoMmene (world) is the inhabited
earth on which the Son has already previously lived and labored.** " Even Qreg, ypas.
(Contra Ennom. Orat. Ill, p. 641) recognized the reference of the passage to the Sec.

Coming" (oomp. entire note, and Doo, 5). The Vdriorwn gives ** when he bringeth {UL
shallhavebrought) in again." Comp. Alford, Ldnemann, DeWette, Moulton, Davidson,
DelitzBoh, etc.

^* The student will see by Christ's language to the disciples, Luke 17 : 22« that a day of
the Son of man necessarily includes His actual personal presence.

>* The opinion of Steir, and others, that there are two Advents in the future, one Pre-
Miilennial and the other Post-Millennial (the latter based on Rev. 20 .11) does not—if any
are inclined to adopt the view- conflict with our estimate, seeing that Rev. 20 : 11 is a
revelation added to all the preceding ones. But we reject the latter addition by Steir,

at) inconsistent with the nature and duration of the Kingdom, as will be explained under
another Proposition. We only say this now : Rev. 20 : 11 describes no Advent, but is I

retrospective in order to identify the One on the throne.
I

-® A number of impressions imply the same feature, viz., no intervening Millennium and
a personal Coming, as e.g. 1 Thess. 4 : 15, " toe which art cUive and remain unto the
Coming of the Lord ;" John 21 : 22, 23 ; Luke 18 ; 8, and 13 : 35, etc.

*' In Luther's Pope Chr^ounded (quoted by Taylor, Voice cf the thurch) is the following
applicable utterance :

" It may be interpreted thus ; it may also be undersood thus ; it

may also be answered thus ; it may be literally interpreted thus ; it may be mystically
interpreted thus ; away with all these may be's* These, my friend Catnarinus, are all

refuges of lies, mere loopholes of escape, and evidently go to conflrm the truths I main-
tain. Speak thus. ' This is the meaning of the passage, and it cannot be understood
otherwise.' You will thus keep to one simple and uniform sense of Scriptvre, as I

always dcf, and always have done. This way of proceeding is to be a Divine ; the former
is a Sophist. For you know that in every controverted subject we must abide by the
literal sense, which is uniform throughout the Scripture." To make the Coming of
Christ something good, or something evil, everything else but what the words plainly
signify, at the pleasure of the interpreter, is, to say the least, a dangerous procedure.

*^ Other reasons incidentally appear corroborating those more clear, such as the follow-
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ing : (1) The allnsion to false Christs is indicative of their personal coming ; now the
speaking of His own Coming in connection with such, without any discrimination as to
the manner of coming (i.e. as to perHonality), shows that a personal Coming is denoted.

(2) In Actsl : 6 the Crreek, rendered ** iimea and atasona," has evidently a reference to
the times and seasons of Daniel, for it is worthy of attention that the same Greek words
(aa OiahaTisen, Oom, on Acts 1 : 6, noticed) are applied by the Seventy to Dan. 2 : 21.

Now, the employment of ihe same words, with which the disciples were familiar, in-

dicated the falfilment as fntnre, etc. (3) The Advent which introduces the Kingdom of
the Messiah in all its glory is invariably associated with a time of tear, soffering, etc.

This is oharaoteriBtic of the future Sec. Advent, as a host of passages declare, while the
First Advent took place in a time of peace. Therefore, the Sec. Advent inaugurates the
Millennial era. (4) Arguments of some force might be derived from 2^ AT^itypical

Parallels, as given by others (e.g. Lieut.-Gen. Goodwyn), but as they cannot be abbre-
viated without losing strength, a mere reference must suffice. (6) Passages imply it as
e.g. Ps. 2,,

'' Bule Thou in the midst of Thine enemies," and the mention of *' Zion,"
which Alexander, Ckfm, loci, admits, in its literal meaning, to denote " His earthly
residence, the seat of the Theocracy.'* (6) The extensive holding of a Pre-Mill. Advent
as evidenced in the Apoczyphal books, Oracles of the Sybils, etc. (7) The declaration of

Jesus, Matt 26 : 20, when referring to '* this fruU of ihe vine" (i.e. " wine, the fruit or
produce of the vine'*—so Barnes), He declares that He would not drink of it *' until the

day vhen I drink U new with you in my Father*a JKiTigdom," To make this material wine
merely typical of something else, does violence to the passage. A comparison of this

passage with Luke 22 : 29-30, with the renewal of nature, wi^ the eating of Jesus after

His resurrection, etc., shows that humanity (however glorified) is retained, and that a
personal Coming is related to the Kingdom.

** See an article by the author on this omission in the Proph. Times, vol. 8, Kos. 6 and
7, 1870. Bengel refers to Haymo, Purvey's Com. in Pref. of Luther, and Zeltner as
noticing the change, etc. Tliis remarkable omission teaches us several important
lemons : (1) that our English version by the addition made removes one of the proofs of

a Pre-Mill. Advent ; (2) that such an addition is utterly unauthorized, being made, as

Bengel suggests, under the supposition to bring the phraseology of the latter part of the
Apoo. in unison with the first part

; (3) that the added phrasu is not merely expressive
of eternal duration, etc. (as some contend), but of personal Coming (comp. Heb. 10 : 37 ;

Matt 11 : 3 ; Luke 7 : 19) ; (4) that the adoption of the phrase is in accord with
Jewish usage and expectation (comp. Matt. 21 : 9 ; Luke 13 : 35 ; Matt 23 : 39), and
thus points to a personal Coming—hence the omission is most significant of presence ;

(6) that the selection of the phrase," 'Who is to come," instead of " Who is to be" (i.e.

the latter more expressive of self-existence, etc.), shows that the Coming One is denoted
in His promised Advent—and hence the omission teaches us that the Advent has taken
place ; (6) that the omission, being given without explanation or warning of any kind,
is indicative of the thief-like stage of the first Advent—see Props. 166, 130, 167, 171, etc.

;

(7) that Christ having come personally to inaugurate the Mill, blessedness, the former
use of the title is dropped so far as it relates to coming, making it then in accordance
with existing facta, and that the omission cannot be sati»Eactorily explained in any other
way ; (8) that -the omission of the phrase at the designated time, without explanation,
etc., is only such as an inspired book can give ; (9) that such an omission cannot (in

view of previous usage, Jewish usage, meaning, etc.) be reconciled with a spiritual or
providential Coming ; (10) that the omittal of the phrase at a certain designated period
in evidence of a distinguishing crisis having arrived, in which its usage would be con-
tradictory to a Saviour present, its retention still making Him a Saviour to come. The
Cod. Vaticanus, as critics inform us, had the Apoc. supplied by an inferior uncial of
little critical value.
^ Under Obs. 3, and notes, we have referred to this lack of faith in a personal Sec.

Advent We are prepared for Strauss to boldly say, " The Advent did not happen aa
Jesus predicted, and all that can be said is, that He was not a Divine being" (for he
ignores the testimony on the subject) ; or for Benan, with his stabbing apologetics to
declare : " Pardon Jesus His expectation of an empty Apocalypse, a Coming in the clouds
of heaven. Perhaps it was ihe fault of others more than his own, the Millenaries sunk
in the lowest depths of Christianity" (for this accords with his assumed friendliness),

but we are not prepared for professed believers of the Word to deny this " blessed hope"
aa an absurdity, etc. We may not be surprised at Shenkel saying : " It may be doubted
whether Jesus ever made such statements about His Coming" (for this agrees with his

rationalizing spirit) ; or at Matthew Arnold calling it :
*' A grand, turbid. Oriental,

phcmtasmagorial Advent" (for it had no place in his spirituaHstio system), but we are
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stirpriBed that mnltitndes of Christians can take this Seo. Advent and transmnte it into
other things, good or bad* spiritual or temporal, earthly or heavenly, past^ present^ or
future, just as it happens to suit an intended application. It is not merely Bev. Taylor
(Old Theol. Tamed Upside Down, etc.), who descries aa foUy a belief in a literal, personal
Sec. Advent and resultant resurrection, but thousands in the ministry and Church are
doing the same. Take e.g. Elihu Burritt, in the Christian at Work (Oct. 31st, 1878), and
he makes the Sec. Advent to be realized by the resurrection of Jesus and His promised
presence with His people since, declaring that the religious experiences of the past
** prove that the Sec. Coming of Christ has been an accomplished fad^ from the Pentecost
to the present hoar.'* This total denial of the Seo. Advent as future (without the least

r^ard to the accompaniments of the same) is supported by a series of objections which
sufficiently indicate the learned writer's lack of knowledge respeoting the foundations of
our doctrine. For, instead of examining the Covenant and prophecies, he contents
himself with the following : How the human and divine can appear at the same time ;

how the human can be confined to one place and the spiritual presence be everywhere ;

how can the whole race see Him ; what central location will He select, Jerusalem, or
Bome, or London ; what kind of a government, or what Church and State syntem will be
established? Suppose that we were Mnakie to answer these questions, vihat do they
decide renpocting the Sec. Advent ? They leave it untouched, and one single passage
like 2 Thess. sweeps them all aside. But just such lack of faith, just such ignoring of
Scripture testimony, just such misleading theories, are promulgated in numerous peri-
odic»ls and works, sanctioned by eminent names. Even multitudes that admit a future
personal Seo. Advent, solely however for purposes of judgment, and not to bless the
world with salvation, bitterly oppose this Pro-Mill. Sec. Advent, The objections of
Brown, Barnes, Waldegrave, Hodge, Seuibom, Balston, Tomlinson, Berg, Bice, and
others (all giving the same oft-repeated and as oftr^nswered ones) are met under the
several Propositions. The tendency of it all, however, is as Dr. Nast {West. Ch, Ad~
vocate^ July 23d, 1879) has asserted, to *' evaporate into mere figure all that the Bible says
on a visible, personal return of Christ.'* And if a Seo. Advent in one instance fWz., of
judgment) is allowed, then (Barnes, etc.) it must be carefully avoided to place Him on
the earth, just as if His Coming to earth would pollute Him. The central point of ad-
herence among them all is to get rid of the Coming in Dan. 7. We leave the champion
opponent express his opinion : Dr. Brown {Ch, Sec. Coming, p. 2. ch. 3), opposing a
personal visible Advent (which others of his brethren allow, but carefully apply to the
First Advent), says of the Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven :

** Who does not
see that this has nothing to do with the Sec. personal Advent of Christ ? The Coming of
the Son of man here is not, be it observed, a coming to men at all, but a coming to God ;
nor is it any local coming even to Him. It is simply the 'advancement and the recognition
of his claim to rule the world, clothed in state forms—in the symbolio drapery of an
august installation or inauguration.*' If this is so, then Dr. Brown m^es the Saviour
misapply this prediction to Caiaphas (Matt. 26 : 64), where both the personality of the
Coming and the seeing by men is affirmed. >Vhile this opponent overrides the humanity
and consequent personality contained in the phrase, **Son of man,'* others, more
guarded, refer the whole, no matter how it fits as to order of events, to the First
Advent. We are satisfied to receive the Primitive Church application.

Ohs, 9. (1) An argument might be erected on the chronological proph-
ecies which approximativeJy would indicate a Pre-MilL Advent, but they
are purposely passed by, because they would require extended notice. (2)
So also the theory, so prevalent in the early Church, of the six thousand
years before the Advent and Millennium, which is only susceptible of
indirect corroboration. (3) Another class of arguments might, however, be
advanced with advantage. Thus e.g. if the Millennium is experienced as

predicted, then, owing to the state of universal righteousness and blessed-
ness, much of the New Testament would be in a great degree inapplicable.
To illustrate : how could ** the friendship of the world" be ** enmity against
God" when all its Kingdoms do Him honor and service ; how could those who
** live godly in Christ Jesus suffer persecution" when all persecution had
ceased ; how could the way to life be ** narrow" and the way to destruction
" broad," etc., when to follow the multitude would be to follow the
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righteous, etc. ? * It appears necessary therefore, in consideration of the ex-
traordinary changes that will then be wrought in the condition of God*s
people, in such a dispensation of affairs, that Christ should in some special

manner manifest Himself and bestow, in such a revolution, a revelation

of His will adapted to the actual circumstances of the sainte, etc. (Prop.

167). That there will be a Coming and a special revelation suited to that
state all believe, but, on reflection, what Coming is so suitable, so desir-

able, so applicable to the intended change as the personal ? (4) Besides
this, OB we have shown, in the Millennium is to be secured an infallible,

accessible head (of which Popery is a shabby imitation) to secure perfect

government, union, etc. To secure such a needed visibly manifested
source of knowledge and power, able to unite all nations, to give forth all

law, to establish the true sense of Scripture beyond appeal, etc.—a want
irhich the world sadly feels—the personal Advent alone gives satisfaction,

meeting the demands. The current of prophecy teaches, that tliis want
will be supplied, in the Coming of a Ruler, now absent, who shall be
accessible to the nations—in the Advent of a King whose infallibility and
divine attributes will secure the establishment of a government of indis-

putable authority, etc. (Props. 200-204). (5) Again, the Old Test. Script-

ures hold up to the eye of faith as its chief prospect, and to the heart of

hope as its great object, a glorious Millennial period in which Christ, the
Messiah, the promised Seed, should manifest His glory and firmly establish

the happiness and exaltation of His people. Now, if those who for many
centuries read these descriptions and hoped tliat they themselves should
experience this blessedness, are not raised up bv a Pre-Mill. Coming
and resurrection so that they can enter into tno enjoyment of this

predicted state of ^lorj, then, indeed the wisest and best (including, as

our opponents admit, inspired men and their disciples) have indulged a
faith that is vairif and a hope that is delusive. But God does not deal

thus with His creatures, when His Word contains promises which in their

simple grammatical construction involve His honor in performance. (6)

Again, in order to fully exhibit a Pre-MilL Advent, a number of adjuncts
are indispensably necessary, such as a resurrection, a judgment, a Kingdom,
an inheriting, a new creation, etc., seeinff that all these are united with
the Sec. Advent. How comes it then that all these are either directly

mentioned in connection with the Pre-Mill. Coming or with the age
itself? No one who rejects our view has been able to give an explanation
of this remarkable coincidence. We, on the other hand, rejoice in it, as

being a matter of design to lead inquirers into the truth. One sinde
flaw (omission) here in reference to any important event united with the

Advent, would indeed be a serious defect in our system and render it, in

BO far, worthy of grave suspicion. Thus e.g. if no judgment was connected
Tvith this Pre-Mill. Coming, if we could not consistently show from the

Scriptures that the judgment (for instance, in Matt. 25) was just previous
to the Millennium, then^ we admit, a most serious and inseparable objec-

tion would be raised up against us. But since not only the judgment but
all the other events are distinctly linked with the Pre-Mill. Advent, we
insist that all these concurrent facts, which do not occur by chance, but

* See Woodward's Essays on MiU. in the LUeralist, toI. 1, in which thia thought is ably,

and at length, presented.
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were pnrposelj engrafted upon it, contain the evidence of bo many separate

witnesses to the truth of our doctrine. We can justly claim, tfiat such a
union of events is a powerful reason why we should receive so cheering a
helief. Especially so, when we again remind the reader how the Jews
helieved in such a Pro-Mill. Advent, how Jesus and the Apostles cm-
ployed the language of the prophets pertaining to it, and, without any
intimation of a change in the meaning, transfer it over and apply it to

the Sec. Advent, thus directing Jews and Gentiles to a future, glorious
Pre-Mill. Coming.

Hence, we regard it as simply ^thless to leave these plain Scriptures and stmnble
OTer e.g. Gal. 3 : 1, as if that forbade a visible appearing. Suppose we conld not show
that JesQs Christ was set before the eyes of the Galatians as cmcified in the Lord's
Sapper (" Ye do show forth the Lord's death till He come"), or that it was descriptive
of the reality and vividness of faith, or of Christ's sofferings continued in His folio vrers,

this passage cannot be in opposition to the general analogy on the subject. Indeed, in
this direction, the Yezidis (Layard's Discovtries in the iJuiru of Nineveh and Bab^n)^ with
all their ignorance, have more faith (in that they believe that Christ will ooine to govern
the world) than many coltured Christians.

Obs. 10. The fact is, that arguments in favor of a personal Pre-Mill.

Advent abound on all sides. That this is no empty boast, we select sonic

more, in addition to those given, for the reader's consideration. (1) If

we are allowed to take the application of Isa. 63, the Coming from Edoni,
to Christ, as given by the early Church, by Origen, Jerome, Cyril, Ensc-
bius, Procopius, etc., by Lowth, Cocceius, Calovius, Vitringa, etc., while
rejecting the notion held by some of its denoting the First Advent us
utterly inconsistent, yet, accepting of the notion (3. personality v^Amxttedt

by a comparison of Scripture, it will be. found to sustain a Pre-Mill.

Coming. (2) The exceeding prominency given, and frequent allusions

made, to the Sec. Advent, which is only reconcilable with our doctrine.

(3) The general prophetical announcements of the Pre-Mill. Coming nro
sustained by the same given without symbol in a plain grammatical sense,

as e.g. Zech. 14. This has indeed proven to be one of the most difficult

passages for our opponents to epiritualizo. Some have candidly confessed
that they know not what to do with it ; and if the order there laid down is

observed, it is impossible for them to fit it into their system. (4) The
design in giving the transfiguration (see Prop. 153 on Transfig.). (o)

Even Isa. 49 : 2, embracing (Alex. Tersions) the sharp sword out of
Christ's mouth, is admitted by numerous commentators to refer to His
personal Advent ; but tlie same thing is said of Ilini in Rev. 19. (G) '^ As
long as I am in the world, I am tl^e light of the world,^^ John 9 : 5, this

taken in connection with the fourth verse, as Ncander well states (S. 19S>,

note, Life of Christ) has reference to ** His personal, visible manifestation,^^

being ** the Sun of the world, visible upon the earth itself^' Now, con-
sidering how Christ employed the figure, can we not justly and forcibly

employ it, when interpreting ** the Sun of righteousness'* of Mai. 4, as

denoting the same viHible presence, especially when the context demands
it ? The early Church, and many writers, thus regarded it (7) So if wc
were to take ancient comments on MaL 3 : 1, 2, an argument could bo
formed by comparison of Scripture. Eor, Clement (First Evis,, ch. 23)
quotes Mai. 3 : 1, 2, to be fulfilled hereafter, and Augustine {Uifg of God,
b. 18, ch. 35) has :

** in this place, he has foretold both the Eirst and the
Second Advent of Christ ; the First, to wit of which he says, * And He
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shall come suddenly in His temple,* etc. And of the Second Advent he
says, * Behold, He cometh, saith the Lord Almighty, and who shall abide,'

etc.* *

(8) The entry into Jerusalem by which as many admit ** the
SaYiour appears to have awakened and nourished those earthly Messianic
hopes** (Olshausen, (7o?n., vol. 2, p. 142) is only reconcilable with our view
of this Coming and Kingdom. (9) Every dispensation in the historical de-
velopment of Redemption is preceded by apersmml manifestation of God,
as the Adamic, Mosaic, the present; and as the Millennial differs from
this one also, introducing a new era, and promises in glowing terms a
special manifestation, we cannot see why it should form an exception.

(10) If we do not divide or separate what the Mill, descriptions contain, but
allow them to describe one period of time here on the earth as they evi-

dently do, the7i our doctrine legitimately follows. Hence, against us, by
spiritualizing, the most arbitrary measures are taken with these predic-

tions, locating part here and another part in heaven, and making a part
present and a part future, etc. (11) The dominion that Adam forfeited

was to be exercised here on the earth personally, now if the Sec. Adam
restores that dominion in his own person, it must also be exhibited

personally. The Mill, predictions require this feature in their demands,
Bo that the three aspects in which Paul represents Christ (as many writers

have shown) meets this condition : {a) sub-anjgelic humiliation ; {h) heaven-
ly exaltation

;
(c) earthly dominion. (12) The last seal. Rev. 6 ; 15-17,

evidently describes a personal appearance of Christ, ** hide us from the

face of Him that silteth on the throne and the wrath of the Lamb,^* etc.

This period is made by many writers, as Woodhouse, Lord, Cunninghame,
etc., to synchronize with latter part of Rev. 19 ; and the same is asserted

by others, even by some of those who have an inchoate fulfilment on the
year-day interpretation. "We are not now concerned in its application,

excepting that it is Pre-Millennial ; that it somehow includes the personal

presence of Christ ; and that the same idea is used by Jesus in reference

to His personal Advent in Luke 23 ; 30. (13) A prophet like unto Moses,
Deut. 18 : 13-19, is supposed by many to include characteristics which
Jesus will only fully reveal at the Sec. Advent, such as Judge, etc. The
connection, etc., requires & personal presence**

> Fansset ( Cbm.^ Mai. 3) takes this view ; and that an nltimate reference to the Seo.

Advent is intended becomes self-ovident. when it is seen that the refining, punishing,
restoring to former power and prosperity, was not realized at the First Advent, but is

precisely what pertains to the Becond.
* VaX>eT {Diss, on Proph., oh. 3) asserts that the original of '* the last days'* of Isa. 2:2;

Micah 4 : 2, etc., literally and properly ought to be rendered "the end of days.'*

In this he is sustained by many able critics. Undoabtedly this end of days refers

to the ending of the days of Jewish tribulation, the ending of the prophetical periods
of Daniel, the ending of the dispensation (compare e.g. Acts 2 : 16, 17 ; Heb. 1 : 12 ;

1 Pet. 1 : 20 ; 1 John 2 : 18), when the mystery of God shall be finished, " The
appearing and the Kingdom' ' are linked by the prophets with the end of these days,

llius the prophets unite, with the New Test, in asserting that certain days—including
those in which we live—must pass, and ihtn this revelation of glory will follow. A
viaibly manifested Theocracy demands, as an essential, the presence of the Buler.

Obs, 11, Again, wo ask the reader to consider the peculiar and distinc-

tive work tliut 13 to be accomplished in the Mill, age, and are we not
abundantly justified in insisting upon a personal Coming which alone

(Prop, 120) can adequately account for its performance ? The resurrection
from among the dead, the renovation of nature, the restoration of all
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things, tlie re-ostablishment of the Davidic throne and Kingdom, the
complete subversion of anti-christian domination, the exaltation to power
and authority of the pious, the entire reversal of the moral, social, and
political condition of the world, the binding of Satan, the utter destruc-

tion of the enemies of God, the perfect vindication of truth and justice,

etc.

—

all this, embracing the most radical and grand changes that the
world has yet witnessed, demands the persocial interventmi of Ilim in
whom all power is lodged. Therefore t^^ gefieral analogy of Scripture, as
our line of argument clearlj evinces, insists upon, and takes even for
granted, this personal Pre-Mill Advent,

In thus presenting onr reasons for the faith that is in ns—a faith precioua to the Jews,
to the Primitive Choroh, and to a noble list of witnesses down to the present day—wo
can say (2 Pet. 1 : 16) with Peter i " We ham not followed cunningly devised fables^ when we
made known unio you Vie power and Coming of our Lord Jesus.*^ The objections derived
from inferences, the mistaking the general Divine Sovereignty for this special Theocratic
Coming and Kingdom, etc., have been snffioiently noticed. All such objections are
founded on isolated passages which are pressed beyond a legitimate meaning and tho
analogy of Scripture. On the other hand, our doctrine is part of a regularly divided
Eedempiive Plan^ and finds support in a multitude of predictions and promises. It is

singular that some persons (as Prol Sanborn, etc.) instead of candiuly weighing the
Scripture evidence in our favor, merely present a tirade of abuse and misrepresentation
making the Pre-Mill. Advent ** an impossibility," ** an error," " an absnrdily/' ** another
(Jospel," and "an evil" (comp. Lord^s soathing reply to Sanborn's Essay on MUlenarian-
ism.f in Lit. and TheoL Journal^ Jan., 1856). We are slow to believe that this is done
intentionally, but charitably ascribe it to ignoranoo respecting the real foundation upon
which our doctrine rests. Such writers, seeing the mass of Scripture on our side (and
which they confess in its grammatical sense teaches our view) should certainly, even if

opposing us, be more guarded in their manifestations of respect for a doctrine ao strongly

fortified, lest, peradventure, they at last be found ridiculing and dectying (Axf^ Plan arA
mode qf procedure.

A caution is requisite : the doctrine of the Sec. Advent to be fully and practically
beneficial is not simply to be confined to a belief in its mode (i.e. personal) or time of
occurrence (i.e. Pre-Millenial), but must be extended to a just apprehension of its great-

ness, importance, and glory as a Theocratic ordering. The heart must not rest satisfied

with a mere knowledge of the manner and time, but must receive both the grand fact as
a realization of Covenant promise with its blessed redemptive results, and the application
of the same to ourselves personally, i.e. our interest in it, etc. It is to be feared that
this doctrine, like all others, may be held purely speculatively, theoretically, without
exerting a practical ij^uence upon the life. Unless it be, as James expresses it, an " en~

qrafted loora," exerting a sanctifying influence, urging to duty, etc., it will be of little

benefit.

Obs. 12. Considering the prominence and preciousness of this doctrine
of a Pre-Mill. Advent, it is strange that men should so persistently reject

and condemn it, notwithstanding the cautions and warnings given. Tho
reason for its unpopularity and bitter opposition must be found in its

€ondem7iatorif nature. It sets aside all human systems, all worldly schemes
of regeneration, all man-devised plans to realize the Messiah*s Kingdom
on earth, all confidence in the resources of nature, reason, etc., declaring
that the personal intervention of Jesus, the Christ, is requisite to bring
about the world's restoration to Millennial blessedness. This is humbling
to man*s pride, to his worldliness, to his schemes of reformation, all of

which this Advent dooms to destruction. This exalting of the Christ and
His work is condeni7iatory of man and his work, and hence man hates it,

for it is a constant and lo^ermg protest to his vain ideas of progress and
reform, to his estimate of the uhurch's and world's actual mission and
condition.
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Hence.largely follow the resorts of opponents to rid themselrefl of the doctrine. To
make the Cuming to be Titns and his army at the deatraction of Jerusalem is a palpable
violation of Uie order laid down (e,g. Matt. 24 ; Mark 13 ; Luke 21, and 2 Theaa. 2).

To make the Advent to be providential movements, a constant exertion of the Divine
sovereignty, is not only to ignore its special covenanted relationship, but, if logically

carried out, leads to a denial of a future Second Advent of a personal nature (instances
of which wo have already quoted). To interpret it as manifested in the progress of the
Church is to overlook that it is described as something separate and distinct from the
Church, in e.g. the acts and results ascribed to it being different from those attributed
to the Church ; the Church also being exhorted to look and watch for it as something
outside of it, etc. To apply it to the Coming of the Holy Ghost on the day of Pentecost
is to forget that the Holy Ghost is " another Comforter" (John 1-4 : 16, and 16 : 7, 26)
distinguished from Jesus (Luke 1 : 36 ; Matt. 3 : 16), who does not supersede that which
is specifically ascribed to Jesus at His Comiiig. But men, to carry out their theories
will, in some way or other, apply this Coming, so as to avoid this future Pre-MiU.
Advent. Thus e.g. Bev. Hequembonrg {FUm cf Creation) denies it, and makes it either

uftst (as in the destruction of Jerusalem), or past and present (as in ^' an advent of His
word and promises, or a legeneiation of the world by the Gospel"). He coolly informs
US ** that the Coming of Christ was not intended to be literal." ** The Saviour can never
be expected, therefore, to come in a personal manner. His Second Coming has, at least,

as regards the beginning or inauguration of the event, been accomplished, and no other
is predicted in the Scriptures." He has even the assurance (against the overwhelming
testimony to the contrary) to tell us that *' by universal agreement everything points to
the destruction of Jerusalem as the time when He came, if Jle came at aU, And He
actually came then according to the intention of his prediction, or else the reconciliation
of the Scriptures with one another is impossible, and the words of the Redeemer of

mankind must be classed with the idle tales of weak and deluded humanity." That is :

admit a still future personal Sec. Advent, and it is an idle tale of deluded humanity,
because men like Hequembouig conceive it to be an impossibility I Lord, in a review
of Bequembourg's work, correctly shows his theory of the fall, etc., necessitates the
removal of our doctrine, in order to save his svstem from contradictions, etc. The
Spiritualists [Xeio Test, as corrected hy fJne Spirits) blasphemously declare in the name of
Jesus :

** I, Jesus, appeared in spirit in 1861, and do say and declare unto the workl
that the new era or dispensation has commenced, called the Coming of Christ. It

commenced about the year 1847, and, as represented and spoken of by the prophet
Daniel and others, by my coming as a cloud in the heavens, with tens of thousands of
angels, to overshadow tiiie earth with my glory" (quoted by McDonald, On tSpiriiualism,

p. 27). Alas I what perversions men seek out. The Bible statements are, however, so
strong that now and then they cause a retractation of previous denials. Thus e.g.

Bev- Adams {Relig. Worlds vol. 3, p. 396, foot-note) says, that Dr. Priestly at one time
denied the personal reign of Christ on earth, but at a later period advocated it ; and for

proof refers to his tkrtnon preached on the General Fast, Feb. 28th, 1794, and to his

/'areioeti SeTinon preached at Hackney before his removal to America.

Ohs, 13. This Sec. Advent will bo the greatest and grandest event that

the. world has ever yet witnessed. Great and glorious as was the First

Advent—unspeakably ^ecious and indispensably necessary unto Salvation

—yet it was a Cominjj in humiliation and ending in death, with a climpfie

at exaltation, but this is a Coming in overwhelming power, splendor,

majesty, and glory—a Coming in triumph and like the mighty Theocratic

King, To this Coming the Scriptures especially turns the eye of faith and
speaks of it in the most lofty and exultant strain ; and we may rest

assured that what God thus describes, and to which He directs the hope of

prophets, Apostles, and believers, must be inconceivably magni6cent. It

IS an honor to aid in upholding and directing attention to it.

In the pages of history we read of the grand receptions of great men, of conquering
heroes. The ringing of bells, the thundering of cannon, illuminations, fireworks, music,
congratulatory addresses,' joyful assemblages, shouts of welcome, all figure largely in

these descriptions. This, of course, is the strongest evidence of the personal presence
(as well as appreciation) of the one receiving such testimonials. Now, the Spirit
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foreseeing the hearty repentance and oonvarsion of the Jews at this Advent of Jeans*
portrays to ns His public reoepUon by the nation (e.g. Micah 2 : 13 ; Zeph. 8 : 15 ; Zech.
a : 10-13, eto. ). Jesoe Himself predicted His fatore triumphal entry in liatt. 23 : 39,

expressive of His recognized personaUiv and the glory of that Coming. Jesus, when He
wept over Jerusalem and lamented tne sad &te of the nation, grasped with faith the
glorious future^ the joy set before Him, when the nation, recognizing Him as the Ues-
siah, should say to Him peraonaUy (for thev shall su Him whom they pierced), " Blessed

is He that comelh in the name <jf the Lard. What Jesus thus beheld, we would also joy-

fully believe ; yea, more, we desire, through God s abounding grace, as one of the
magnificent retinue of the great King, to wiiness this glorious reception of a nation and
its King, and to hear the glad hosannas bursting firom a nation's heart, whose sin is

pardon^ and whose favor iti now evermore insured.

Ohs. 14. The early ChristiaDs, as nnmerona writers assert, had as their

watchword the expressive ^* Maranatha,'' or ** The Lord Cometh,^^ This
word ** Maranatha" was used by the Jews (comp. Macknight, Ency, Relig,

Knowl, etc.) expressive for *' oar Lord comes" (Lange, 1 Cor. loct)^ and is

appropriately applied by Paul (1 Cor. 16 : 22) to the Sec. Advent of Jesus,
tnus according with the *' Coming One" of Matt 11 : 3 ; Luke 17 : 19,
20 ; John 6 : 14, and 11 : 27 ; Jude 14, and in Bevelation. The usage (see

Props. 74 and 75) and belief based thereupon forbid the notion of an in-

tervening Millennium, Considering the Scriptural testimony for our faith

already given (and much to be presented in foUowing Propositions), and the
exceeding preciousness of this Coming, well may we conclude this Prop, by
urging the reader to have impressed upon mind and heart the pregnant
word * Maranatha'* (comp. Brookea's Jaarafiatha, pp. 7-11).
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Pboposition 122. As Son of Man^ David's Son^ Jesus inherits

DamcPs throne and Kingdom^ and also the Icmd of Palestine.

This has been already proven under the Propositions pertaining
to the covenant (49, 50, 61, 62, etc.), and was so underst(X)d by the
Jews and the early Christians. * Leaving the proof already assigned,
directly derived from the covenant, attention is now called to the
manner in which this inheritance is spoken of in the Scriptures.

(With this comp. such Props, as 117, 131, 132, 137, etc)

> The TiewB of the Jews hare been presented in preTions PropoBitions, and are con*
finned by the statements 'of able scholars, snch as Lightfoot, Neander, Schaff, Enapp,
Bmith, and others, whom we have qnoted. This was perpetuated in the early Christian
Ohnrch, as we have already shown (Props. 70-76), and evidently led to the inqnisition of
Vespasiani as e,g. stated by Milman {His, Jews, vol. 3, p. 90) :

" The Christian Hegesip.
pns rdates that Vespasian commanded strict search to be made for all who claimed de.
scent from ihe house of David, in order to cnt off^ if possible, all hopes of the restoration of
the royal hoose, or of the Messiah, the confidence in whose speedy Coming stiU bnmed
with feverish excitement in the hearts of all faithful Israelites. This barbarous inqnisi-

tion was continued in the reign of Domitian." This only shows how the promises were
associated in prevailing faith with a restoration of David*s throne and Kingdom, so much
BO that Roman emperors had their attention and jealousy directed to it, but totally failed

to apprehend its Theocratic nature and relationship to the crucified Jesus. To give an
idea of the more modem Jewish view, several quotations from the prayer books (Art.

«Mc9, in the Galaxy, Jan., 1872) will suffice : "Oh, return with mercy to Jerusalem, Thy
city, and reign therein as Thou hast promised to do ; rebuild it soon, during our exist-

ence, to remain imperishable, and speedily re-establish in it ihe throne qf David. Praised
be lliou, O Eternal ! who buildest up Jerusalem !" " Fill us with rejoicing, O Eternal,
through Elijah the prophet, Thy servant, and through the royal house qf David, Thy
anointed ; may He soon come and gladden our heart. Upon His throne let no stranger
sit ; no others take unto themselves His glory ; for by Thy holy name hast Thou sworn
nnto Him, that His light shall never be extinguished in all eternity. Praised be Thou,
O Eternal I the shield of David."

Obs, 1. Writers by confining themselves to the Divine Sovereigntj and
overlooking the specific promises to David's Son, have Christ now in the
enjoyment of ihe prmnised inheritance. To make this out, the language is

spiritualized nntil David's throne and Kingdom is elevated to heaven and
tne land itself is converted into the Church or heaven or the universe.

Besides this, it is ranhlv asserted that for Jesus to come again and obtain

such a Theocratic rule nere on earth would be derogatory to His dignity,

etc. Having already replied to this and showed the impropriety and dan-
ger of our prejudging what is right and proper for Christ toperform, we
rest content with the plain and repeated statements of the Word. And,
moreover, it can be seen that the fulfilment of these promises will subserve

noble purposes. The humanity of Christ, His contact with man in David's
line, gives Him the leverage for Redemptive purposes ; so also His contact

through humanity with the throne and Kingdom of David gives Him the

requisite leverage for a Theocratic rule, a divine govenwwfit over the human
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race for th$ compUtmi of Redemptioii, In looking closely at this wonder-
ful arrangement, we find it moat singularly adapted to secure the happiness
of the creature man. In the infinity of matter, in the immensity of the
universe, the man feels himself in almost the condition of an atom, and he
finds only a consoling point of contact, of union, with the Infinite Archi-
tect in the Incarnation of Christ ; so in the astounding, outgrowing laws of
government, felt to be necessarily universal, acknowledged to be inseparable

to order, happiness, etc., and yet in the history of the world running in
selfishness and antagonisms through depravity, man can only find a point
of union and needed support with the Divine in tJie reign of the gloriJUd
liumanity of David*8 Son. It brings God to man and man to Gold in the
highest of all relations, that of religious, social, and civil law and order.

It prevents an from indorsing views, 'which, presented under the honest supposition.

of honoring Christ, are antagonistio to His TheocrcUic position. Thus to illustrate :

Farrar {L^e of ChrisU vol 2,. p. 138) says that ** the Coming of Ood's Kingdom is as little

geographical as it is chronological (Steir, 4, 287).*' To this misconception it is only
necessary to reply : if not geographical, what becomes of the esepress covenanted land, throne^

and Kingdom ; if not chronological, wliat becomes of the past history of the TTieocracy^ the
overthrow and postponement, the prophetical periods, the times of the Gentiles, and the
Seo. Advent ? Farrar (p. 274) fnlly admits that the honse remains desolate nniil Je&ns
comes again, saying in foot-note : **Aiihe !Sec. AdvetU^ Zech. 12 : 10 ; Hos. 3 :i, 5.'^ This
admission is si^ient. But this reference to Farrar most not be regarded as placing him
among those who refase to believe that there will be ** the establishment of Christ's King,
dom at His See. Coming," see e.g. vol. 2, p. 259. A writer in the OirisUan Union astrarts

that the Kingdom of David was not of (Jod's cononrrence, and that He only permitted it

as an accommodation to homan weakness. Many authors proclaim the same. But that
this is a misconception of the plain facts pertaining to incorporation and adoption, is

seen e.g. under Props. 28, 31, etc. Dr. Gleig {His. Bible, vol. 2, p. 204) makes, in answer
to infidel objections, all references to an actual, real occupation of the Davidic throne
and Kingdom, figurative, thus under a spiritualizing process of covenant and prophecy
seeking to escape the grammatical sense. And led on by his zeal, he appends the utterly

unfounded (as a brief examination will evince) assertion :
'* Besides, it is an error to

assert that the Messiah is more frequently described " (i.e. in prophecy) " as a triumphant
monarch than as a suffering man. These illustrations will suffice. We only add that
excellent writers in their zeal for a spiritual Kingdom overstep all bounds in their rejec-

tion of geography and chronolc^, and yet these same authors when commenting e.g. on
Dan. 2 and 7 ; Bev. 11 : 15, etc., have much to say of a Kingdom manifested geographi-
cally and chronologically, thus involving themselves in paipable coniratUciions. Our view
is tiie only one that fully explains the selection of a nation, throne and Kingdom, for
Theocratic rule,

Obs, 2. Having previously shown how Jesus as David's Son is eJitUled to

David's throne and Kingdom ; how the same throne and Kingdom over-

thrown and for a long time remaining overturned is finally restored (Ezek.

21 : 25-27 ; Hos. 3 : 4, 5 ; Amos 9 : 11 ; Acts 15 : 16, etc.), it is only nec-
essary to indicate how the Scriptures in their general tenor preserve tbe
idea that such is the i^iheritance of David's Son, This Kingdom is de-

clared to be *' His inheritance'^ the Lord's (1 Sam. 10 : 11) : *^'mine inlieri-

tance'' (2 Kings 21 : 14), " Thine inheritance'' (Ps. 28 : 9 etc.), and " the

inheritance of the Lord " (1 Sam. 26 : 19 and 2 Sam. 21 : 3), in riew of the

Theocratic arrangement, for, as Solomon stated in his prayer (1 Kingd
8 : 51, 53), this nation is " Tliy people and Thine inlieritance,'' *'for Thou
didat separate them from among all the people of the earth to he TJiine t«-

herita7ice, as Thou spakest unto Moses." Hence they are called ^^ the

tribes of Thi7ie i^iheritance'' (Isa. 63 : 17),
** the mountain of TJiine inlieri-

tance'' (Ex. 15 : 17), " a people of inheritance'' (Deut 4 : 20), *' Thy peo*
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pie and Thine inheritance^^ (Deui 9 : 26, 29). Such language repeatedly
employed must have a significant meaning, and this is only found in the

fecial relatio7uihip that theJewiah nation sustains to God as their Ruler.
But having shown that this Theocratic rule is absorbed and manifested in
the Davidic line, and culminates in the Person of Jesus Christ, who is both

the Son of David and the Son of God, the Scriptures speak of this inheri-

tance belonging to Chritft in this double relationship ; but especially, be-

cause of tlie Covenant with Abraham and then with David, speak of it as

pertaining to Him as David's Son, the So7i of Man, seeing that the King-
dom is to be administered by Him because c^ His descent in the covenanted

line, and only through this Humanity can tne Kuler Himself be exhibited,

etc. In addition to our previous argument showing that as David's So^i

He inherits David's thror^e and Kingdom, we add in this connection—that
" heir of all things" (Heb 1 : 2) to whom the heathen also shall be given as

an " inheritance" (Ps. 2 : 8) : yea, even the kingdoms of this world (Dan. 7,

and Eev. 11), yet He is also " out ofjudah an inheritor of Mv mountains'*

(Isa. 65 ; 9), who will ** return for Thy servants' sake, tlie trwes of Thy in-

heritance'* (Isa. 63 ; 17), for ** the Lord shall inherit Judah, His portion in
the holy land and shall choose Jerusaletn again" (Zech, 2 : 12^, because ** the

Lord God shall give unto Him the thro7ie of His father David, and He shall

reign over the house of Jacob forever" (Luke 1 : 32, 33). Men may think
that this Heir of David's icill not care for such an inheritance, but ** the

Lord will not cast off His people, neither will He forsake His itiheritafwe"

(Pa. 94 : 14), for the time will come when this Heir whom His own people

killed shall return again and clai7n His right. The reasons having been
given under the covenant, this will be^ confirmed by showing in the follow-

ing Observation that not merely the throne and Kingdom but even the ter-

ritory, the land itself, is claimed as part of this inheritance. If the latter

ia the case, then the former is the more readily acknowledged.

It is suggested that this subject may give a clew to the words " out of Egypt have I

called my son," Matt. 2 : 15, which has been the matter of much dispute. One party

alleges that the original passage could have in no sense a prophetical reference to Christ

;

another ^arty asserts that it was used merely by way of accommodation ; while still a
third insists that in some way it had a reference to Christ, but exactly how it was to be
explained they could not tell, because all the circumstances were not given, and the
brevity necessarily obscured the interpretation. This subject, taking its connection with
what preceded, suggests the following : Jesus was bom in thepromised inheritance, i.e.

in the land, but it was proper as pixrt of His humUiation that He should be driven out of

it This was done, and He was again recalled, thus being '* made like unto His brethren^"

for His experience followed that of laraeL Hence He, with propriety, is included in the
prophecy or in its application.

Obs, 3. Jesus, as David's Son and the Theocratic Ruler with whom the

Father is united and identified, is the Heir of Palestine, If any one is

disposed to object to what follows, on the ground that such an Heirship

reduces Christ too much to the level of man, we remind him that this is of

God's own ordering and for the purpose of accomplishing the most noble de-

signs pertaining to Eedetnption, Precisely the same reason might be (and

has been) adduced against the Incarnation itself, and, therefore, we should

be guarded in bringing forward objections based on our own ideas of the

fitness of things. It is natural to suppose that to a believer who accepts the

Word as written by faith, the simple reason assigned in Ps. 132 would be

snfficient to remove all objections ; for David, after declaring God's fixed de-
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termination confirmed by oath, ** of the fruit of thy body will I set upon thy
throne,** adds :

**for the Lord hath chosen Zion ; Me hath desired itfor His
habitation. This is my rest forever ; here will I dwell ; for I have desired

it.'' The Theocratic-Davidic arrangement involvea the actual, real posses-

sion of the land by the Ruler. The covenant, prophecy, and promise de-

mand it Let the reader notice that just so soon as this Theocratic
arrangement is entered into, and God condescends to act in the capacity of
earthly Buler, tJien special claims are made in reference to the land occu-
pied by His nation. The land is expressly called ** His land,'' and cannot
be sola in perpetuity (Lev. 25 : 23) ;

'* tne land shall not be sold forever :

for the lafid is Mifie ; for ye are strangers and sojoarners with Me." It

IB frequently called ** the inheritance of the Lord," and by names indicative

of its sustaining a peculiar affinity to God and His Son Jesus Christ. This
nearness of the land, its possession, is even represented under the figure of
marriage, that the Saviour is married or united to the land (Isa. 62 : 4).

Having proven (Prop. 49) that the land is Christ's, it only is re(juisite to
show that His inheritance is not vitiated by the sad condition in which
the land has lain for many centuries. This is done abundantly by the
prophets who predict its restoration to an Edenic fruitfulness, etc. It is

amply sufficient, for the present, to say that God in Lev. 26 declares that
in case of wickedness and rebellion He will make the land desolate and
waste, even an astonishment, but that He will not ** break His covenant ;"

for, «^ter all the desolation, the time will come, when ** lujill remember My
covenant with Jacob, and also My covenant with Isaac, and also My cov-

enant with Abraham will I refitember; and I will remember the land."
This is still more distinctly asserted in the remarkable predictions in Deut
32, which is particularly commended to the reader*s attention. After de-

scribing that " the Lord's portion is His people ; Jacob is the lot of His
inheritance," that this people would rebel and that fearful, prolonged
disaster would occur to them and the land, he informs us that God
will return again for purposes of vengeance and restitution, breaking forth :

** Rejoice, ye nations with His people, for He will avenge the blood of

His servants and will render vengeance to His adversaries, and will be mer-
ciful unto His land and to His people." We need not be surprised at this,

seeing that it is a solemnly covenanted land, ** a land which the Lord thy
God carethfor (marg. read. ** seeketh") ; the eyes of the Lord thy God are
always upon it

^
from the beginning of the year eve7i unto the end of the year."

This land so near and dear to God ; so intimately associated with His Son
Jesus as His representative Buler of that land ; so nnited with the legal,

royal, covenanted claims of David*s Son, is yet destitied in the Divine Pur-
pose to play the most iviportaut and glorious part in the history of this

world. And, if we are wise, those divine intimations of God*s condescen-
sion and intentions, will be gratefully received. This land, which is

called by way of pre-eminence and relationship ^'^His Sanctuary" (Ex.
15 : 17 ; Ps. 78 : 54, etc.), will finally be cleansed and become as predicted
** tlie Sanctuary" for the nations of the earth. This ** rest" of the Lord's
which He desires to dwell in, shall, in the age to come, gratify the desires

and secure the blessedness of His co-heirs and co-dwellers, who will also de-

light In it with gladness and singing.

This line of argument might be extended by noticing the pasmiges Trhich apeak of the
time when (Joel 2 : 18) " the Lord is'ill be jealous/or His land;" when (Ezek. 36 : 34» 35»

3(3, etc.) the deaoUxU land shall ** bet^tne like the Garden cfEienf' and when (Joel 2 : 21) the
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land shall " he glad cmd rejoice ; for the Lord wiS do great ihinga" / by refeirisg to the pre-
dicted dwelling again of Qod in the restored Jemsalem with the reenltant joy and pros-
perity ; by Teference to the Davidio throne and Kingdom, as connected with the land
restored (Prop. 49) ; by the statements respecting the place of manifested royalty (Prop.
168); by its relation to a restoration of the Jews (Props. 111-114), a visibly manifested
Theocracy (Prop. 117), Pre-MiU. Advent (Prop. 123), the visible reign of Jesus (Prop.
131), etc. It is linked with a variety of things, which will be presented in detail here-
after. Bh. Lowth's version of Isa. 62 : 5 still more forcibly presents the idea of Christ's
marrying the land, i.e. being permanently united with it aa husband to wife, for instead
of " thy sons" he reads *^ restorer" or *" builder." The bishop also remarks :

** In the
prophets a desolate land is represented under the notion of a widow ; an inhabited land,
under that of a married woman, who has both husband and children." Oriental nations
represent the accession of a prince to kingship, the occupancy of supreme power over a
land, under the figure of a marriage ; so the Bible delineates Uie establishment of this
Theocratic rule (comp. Prop. 169). The reader will observe that our argument now only
refers to the inheritance that specially is covenanted to David's Son—this is not the only
inheritance (aa we abundantly show) that belongs to Him, for this Theocratic-Davidio
government established in this inheritance is to extend over all the earth until all nations
and lands ore embraced, as predicted, in its universal dominion. This view is opposed
to those mystical and spiritualistic notions, found incorporated in the writii^ps of emi-
nent men, viz., that the future Kingdom has reference merely to state, condition, or
character, and not to place or locality. Much that is finely portrayed in this direction,

must be discorded as unscriptural. "Jehovah's Land" (Hob. 9 : 3), "the glorious
liond " (Deut. 11 : 41), " the Holy Land ** (Zech. 2 : 12), will see and rejoice in the
Inheritor.

Obs, 4. The absence of the Lord as indicated by the parable of the no-
bleman ; His concealment, as noticed by Isa. 49 : 2, during this period of

removal, is only preparative to the final return and enforcement of His
claims as the mighty and irresistible Heir, Take e.g. the chapter of Isa.

just alluded to and we have (1) this hidden position of the one called from
the womb ; (2) an allusion to His rejection at the First Advent ; (3) His
ultimate success in the restoration of the Jews, the conversion and subjec-

tion of the Gentiles and the glorious reign
; (4) to effect this He delivers

the prisoners, He restores the earth, removes the desolations, in an especial

manner blesses Zion, etc. The delay of fulfilment is no reason for believ-

ing that it never will be realized, because the fact o) such postponement
accords with the previously given predictions intimating it.

The reasons for this postponement of inheriting have been given (1) as a punishment
to the Jewish nation for its sinfulness ; (2) as a means of grace and mercy to Gkntiles for

engrafting ; (3) as a measure by which to obtain the allotted number of the elect to bus-

tain the Kingdom, etc. Hence, a present non-fulfilment should only confirm our hope in

a future fulMment. Advantage is taken of this absence by impostors, as e.g. in the im-
position of David £l-Boy of Amaria, as related by Benjamin of Tudela in his Travds
(Bohn*B £d.), and by Major Bawlinson in Trans, of Geographical Society cf London, Many
impostors have thus arisen as can be seen in encyclopeedias under Art. **Fblse Messiah.**

Another instance of claiming the throne of David can be seen in Robertson's BU, of
Charies K., p. 468. These are some of the most sad exhibitions of depravity. This also

explains the extraordinary honors paid to the princes of the captivity, who professed to

be deaoendants of David (Benjamin of Tudela's TVavels, and Histories of the Jews). The
student scarcely need be reminded of the Anabaptists of Munster, among whom John of

Leyden (with twelve associated chiefs) was ordained to reign over the whole earth, pro-

feesing—according to a prophet announcing it on the feast of St. John, 1534—*' to occupy
the throne of David " (Michelet's Life of Luther, p. 234), The perversions of the divine

teaching, the misapplicationB of the doctrine, the spiritualistic and typical interpreta.

tioiu, irill not retail the ultimate fulfilment. Jesus now sits on Hia Father's throne

(distinguished from His future one. Rev. 3 : 21^, and when He comes to sit on His own
(Uatt 26 : 31), it is as the mighty covenanted Theocratic King. The angel's announce-

ment (Luke 1 : 32/, so confirmatory of Jewish faith in the grammatical sense of covenant

and prophecy, will be faithfully fulfilled. The Davidio throne (Amos 9 : 11-15], allied
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with the restoTatiozi of the Jewish nation (being neceesarily identified with it) to their

own land, will be restored with the greatest splendor and gloiy in David's Son (and
James, Acta 15 : 16, confirms it). David will yet say, in view of his resnirection and par^

tioipation in Uiis restoration (Ps. 30) :
" Lord, by Thy favor Thon hast made my monn-

tain (i.e. Kingdom) to stand strong,** and to be " girded with gladness,** and to " give

thanks forever" (for the ages).

Oha. 5. The student will see that the inheritance covenanted is not typ-

ical of something else. The pijstical views that would make it a type of

something spiritual are refuted by the literal tenor of the covenant, and
that all the prophecies and promises reiterate that literalitjr which is cor-

roborated by the idea of inheriting. The Kingdom at the time of the cov-

enant was hteral ; the promise of inheriting is literal, confined as it is by
the exprcBS terms to the literal Theocracy ; the Coming of the Heir ia lit-

eral ; the postponement is literal ; all is literal. Whatever spiritual bless-

ings and additional glory may be added, the inheritance cannot, without
the greatest violence, be transmuted into something else. The same taber-

nacle fallen down (Acts 15 : 16) is Christ's inheritance, and to fulfil the
covenant is to be rebuilt again when Jesus, David's Son, comes again. It

is the same Kingdom that (Props. 69, 70, and 71) the preachers of the
Kingdom under special Messianic instruction declared as seen e.g. in
Acts 1:6. It is (Props. 32 and 33) the same Theocratic-Davidio Kingdom
that was removed, that is finally, after (e.g. Hos. 3 : 4) a long interval, to
be restored.

Those who (like Fairbaim, T)fpology) make Canaan a type of a heavenly inheritance,

will also, of oonrse, make ever^^ng relating to the inheritance (throne. Kingdom, and
nation) typical, although positively forbidden by (ht specific covenant promises and by
the predicted restitution. But our opponents differ widely among themselves in this

typical application. Some apply it wholly to the Chnrch as now existing ; others to the
Chnrch and heaven united ; others to heaven itself, where throne ana inheritance are
located. The simple fact, as the childlike faith of the early Church evidenced, is this :

that the inheritance of David's Son forbids all those views, from the earliest down to the
latest (e.g. Balfour, Barbour, etc.), of an exclusive spiritual Kingdom, seeing that it ia

linked with a visible, well-defined, outward Theocracy, once established but now, owing
to sin. withdrawn, but which the Heir is to restore at the appointed time. The restora-
tion of this inheritance to the rightful Heir will inaugurate one of the most terrible con-
flicts that this earth has ever witnessed. While distinctively brought out in covenant
EUid promise, it is not so paraded e.g. in Daniel, Apocalypse, etc., as to excite the prej.
udice of Gentile kingdoms and become offensive to them. When the time comes for
obtaining the inheritance. He will not fall in securing it. As to the high spirituality

connected with it, compare e.g. Prop. 197. The student will observe that our line of
argument leads us only to consider the inheritance due to Jesus as the 8on of David in the

covenanted line ; added to this must also be regarded the inheritance (if it may be thus
designated) belonging to His divine Sonship, i.e. those things specially belonging to Him
and exerted by Him as God. For in the consideration of this subject, both the human
and the divine aspects must be regarded in order to preserve a completeness.
We may again briefly refer to Acta 15 : 14-16, which our opponents attempt to wrest

from us. (The Latin Vulgate, Dub. Transl., gives the following : " Simeon hath related
how Gk>d first visited to take of the (]kntiles a people to His name. And to this agree the
words of the prophets, as it is written : After these things I will return, and I will rebuild
the tabernacle of David, which is fallen down, and the ruins thereof I wiU rebuild, and I
will set it up"). No matter what version we take, two things are seif^evidenl : (1) that
after the gathering out of this people, Jesus will return again ; and (2) that David's King>
dom, which is purposely (as if to avoid the glosses not put upon it by human wisdom ia
its efforts at spiritualizing) identified as the one fallen, shall then be restored by this Jesus.
And to this agree, as Simeon intimates, not merely a prophet but the prophets in gen-
eral, as seen by our quotations from them. Hence we can well afford to pass by the far*

fetched applications given to the passage. Thus e.g. the Compreh. Com., loci, says : " But
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God will return and bnild it (David's house, and family, and Kingdom) again, raise it ont
of its ruins ; and this was noto lately fu^flUed, when our Lord Jesus was raised out of that
family, had the throne of hisfaJther^ Vavid, given him, with a promise that He should reign
OTer the house of Jacob forever. And when (A« iahemacU of David was thus rdmitt in
Christ, ail the real of it was, not many years after, vshcKly cu/ qj^, as was eJso the nation of
the Jews itself, and all their genealogies lost." Can prejudice present a more one-sided
and contradictory exegesis I One-sided : because there is not a particle of proof that
this throne was given to Him^ or this tabernacle was rebuilt. Oontradictoiy : because it

implies that '* the house of Jacob" is not what the term expresses, and that this nation
(or " house of Jacob") is forever out off ; and that the tabernacle is rebuilt with the
nation left out. Again take this same Com. on Acts 1 : 6, and we have :

" Their expecta-
tion of the thing itself, that Christ would restore (ahd perfect) tht Kingdom to Israel, i.e.

make the nation of the Jews as great and considerable as it was in the days of David,
Solomon, Asa, and Jehoshaphat ; whereas Christ came to set up His own kingdom, and
that a Kingdom of heaven, not to restore the kingdom to Israel, an earthly kingdom.'*
Then refexring to the disciples as mistaken, etc., he adds :

*' They thought God would
have no Kingdom in the world ujtless U were restored to Israd^ whereas the kingdoms of

this world were to become His, in whom He would be glorified, whether Israel sink cr

swim. Bee also haw apt we are to misunderstand Scripture, and to understand that liter-

ally which is spoken figuratively, and to expound Scripture by our schemes, whereas we
ought to form our schemes by tiie Scriptures." The lost sentence illustrates the com-
mentator's own position. We would rather trust to the God-given literal sense than to

his xmproven statements ; and give our credence to the alleged ** mistaken" disciples

(authorized and instructed) than to his modernized comments. Had the disciples no
right to expect (Props. 46 and 47) this predicted grandeur (Props. 62, 68, and 114) of the
restored (ftops- 111, 112, and 113) nation? Is Christ's " own Kingdom" different from
that covenanted (Prop. 49) to David's Son ? Is this Kingdom, according to prophecy and
covenant, separated from the Jewish nation so that it makes no difference *' whether
Israel sink or swim ?" This ^rriter evidences tiiat he has not the slightest idea of the
elect position of the nation or of the nature of the Kingdom ; and in this category must
be placed many able and talented writers, who are blinded to the truth by the generally
adopted spiritualizing system of interpretation. To such, even the significant title of

Jesus, **King cf the Jews^'* has no special meaning ; and the acclamations (Mark 11 : 10) of

the people, "Blessed be the Kingdom <f ourfaiher David^ that cometh in the name of Vie Lord ;

Sosanna in the Highest" was only an exhibition of ignorance and prejudice.

Obs, 6. The continued covenanted relationship of Jesus to the throne

and Kingdom of David is asserted in the last revelation ejven, as in the

Apoc. 3 : 7, ^^ He liath the Key of David^ This is indicative of the

Messiahship, the Key (Home's Introd,, vol. 2, p. 460) being symbolical of

"power or authority," or (so Barnes, Cmn, loci, with which compare Bush,
liowth, Alexander, etc., and the Chaldee Targum on Isa. 22 : 22) rather

of ** regal authority," '* government.'' It is equivalent to saying that He
is the Theocratic King to whom David's throne and Kingdom is given.

It is not merely ** supreme power" (Lange, etc.) that is meant, but such
power and authority as pertains to the Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom, i.e.

the dignity, etc., pertaining to David now relates to David's august Son.

But while having this *' Key of David," He does not now exert its power
(just as He has also the keys of death and the grave), for He awaits the

period of the Soc. Advent when this bestowed authority will be duly
manifested.

The primitive Church, however ** ignorant" modems may deem it, was far more con-

sistent in its belief than multitudes are to-day ; for it clung to the oath-bound promises
of God given in language which—as our opponents are forced to admit, however after-

-irard changed—conveys our doctrine. Our opposers base their view on sheer inference and
assumption. Thus Storr {Orii. Diss, on Kingdom) concludes :" It follows, then, that the com-
mencement of Messiah's Kingdom, although in a certain sense it may be traced from His
'birth, yet properly is to be reckoned from His ascension into heaven. "Which proves that

A far Afferent appearance was then given to the Kingdom of David which Jesus possessed
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after His death and return to a new life ; and that the throne of David beoame a far more
exalted seat of majesty, from the time it was occupied by Jesos." The postponement of
the Kingdom (Props. 68, 66, 67, 87), aside from covenant and prophecy, is a sufficient

reply. So also a writer in the Princeton Review^ Ap., 1851, p. 192, undertakes to prove
that Jesus is *' now occupying the throne of David," and gives us tiie sermon of Peter in
Acts, and the phrase '' He that hath the key of David " in Rev. But Jesus being now
" exalted," and ** both Lord and the Christ" on the Father's throne (preparatory), does
not convert the Father's throne into David's ; and having ** the key of David " does not
prove that the authority implied by it is exercised. Indeed, the ascension of Jesus to
heaven did not, as we have repeatedly proven, influence the inspired aposUes to think
that Jesus now occupied David's throne, for e.g. Jamefl, Acts 15 : 16, after the ascension
and exaltation, still speaks of the tabernacle as downfallen. The proof that such writers
allege, only gives us the qualifications and assurances that in Him the covenant promises
will be realized. The objection urged respecting a material throne is simply childish, as
every one knows that *' throne" is expressive of personal royal dominion. Waldegrave
^Neia Test. MiUenariamam) has a lecture entitled, ** The Kingdom of Christ, as now exist-

ing, the true Kingdom qf Jus father David,*' i.e. the Church. Multitudes indorse it. A
Soman Catholic writer, indorsed by high authority, presents the same, as follows. Dr.
Butter {Life qf Christ, p. 62) comments thus on Luke 1 : 32, 33. After making the reign
over " the house of Jacob" to be '' over the Church of God, composed of Jews and G«n-
tiles," he then informs us that His Kingdom is ** only of a spiritual nature : He reigns
over the minds of men by faith, over their hearts by charity, and lastly. He wiU reign
over all mankind forever hereafter, either in a state of happiness or misery, according to
each one's respeotive merits. His throne is called 'the throne of David' because the
throne of David prefigured that of the Messiah." Hence (p. 69) the phrase (Luke 1 : 69)
" the house of His servant David " is made equivalent to " His holy Catholic Church."
This theologically construoted throne of David is a great favorite, and. with claimed
superiority, our view is ridiculed. Thus Elihu Burritt (Ohri^lian ai Work^ Oct. 31st, 1879),
in a weak (its weakness demonstrated by making the Sec. Advent past) article against us.

after referring to the Pre-Mill. reign of Christ at Jerusalem, endeavors to show off his
(learned) wit (at the expense of the everlasting Davidio covenant) by ridiculing our doc-
trine as follows :

** This would be like conferring a new dignity on the Queen of England
and Empress of India by inviting her to descend from the throne and sit upon a milking-
stool in the barnyard of an Illinois farmer I" Our answer to such intended sarcasm will

be found under Prop. 203. It is evident that Burritt cannot discriminate between the
Divine Sovereignty (Props. 79 and 80) and the special covenanted Kingdom (Prop. 49)
given to David's Son (Props. 81 and 83). Thousands malfe a similar mistake. Peraaps
one of the moat extravagant theories is that of Wild (The Lost Ten TrU)es) and sevend
others, who make David's throne to be " the English throne"—so that "Queen Victoria
is of David, and the English throne is David's ;" a view which is supported by a bold,
ness of credence in alleged historical facts (lacking decisive proof, as e.g. as to descent)
that is amazing ; by an ignoring of the facts that David's throne runs in the line of
Judah, that its perpetuity follows after a long period of downfall and ruin, that the pre-
dictions relating to it are not met with in the history (notwithstanding the eulogies so
liberally bestowed) of the English throne, that it cannot—according to prophecy— exist
during these '* times of the Gentiles," that it stands related in its restoration to a restored
(not downtrodden) Jerusalem and restored (not scattered) nation, that its restitution has
been postponed to the Sec. Advent, that its recovery is inseparably united to a future
Coming Messiah, etc. Under various propositions we fully meet the objections that this
theory presents—a view which finds its main support in applying Scripture promises to
the present that consistently relate to the future.

We may, by way of illustration and contnwt, present a few expressions of faith. We
have already (as e.g. John Bunyan, Prop, 78) given a variety, but the reader may appre-
ciate soma more. Brookes's (MdrawUha, p. 442), after stating that God will fulfil Hia
promises made to the Patriarchs, and that " the blood of His own Son has been poured
out to ratify the covenant," then adds :

** No power, then, on earth or in hell can set it

aside. That Son shall yet reign upon the throne of David, as announced to the Virgin
Mary and elsewhere throughout the New Test., and if readers of the Bible would stop to
think, instead of blindly following tradition, they would see that in no conceivable sense
is the throne of David in our hearts, nor yet in heaven, but just where our Lord says it

is," viz., in Jerusalem. Dr. Seiss (Last 71me9, p. 135), after referring to this dispensation
in which •* the throne of David is yet less thwi a cipher," and during which His inheri-
tance " is still trodden by the vile foot of the destroyer," remarks :

** Oh, tell me not that
this is the glorious reign of the Messiah I Tell me not that these are the scenes to
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which the sainta of old looked vith so much joy I I will not so disgrace my Savionr or
His Word, as to allow for a moment that this dispensation is the snblime Messianic King-
dom. No, no, no ; Christ does not yet reign in the Kingdom which He has promised,
and for which He has taught us to pray. Isaiah and Gabriel have said that He should
occupy the throne of His Father, David, and reign over the house of Jacob, and establish

His government in eternal peace and righteousness ; but David's sceptre He has never
held, over Jacob's house He has never ruled, and the whole world is yet full of iniquity
and woe.'* (Comp. e.g. Luther on Ps. 2, quoted by Seiss, p. 254.) Hundreds of able and
talented pens express the same faith and hope, for which we thaiik God. We hold (Mil-

ton, Far, Lost, xii. 369) that

*' He shall ucend
The throne hereditary, boand Hla reign
With earth's wide boonds, His glory with the heaven/^

With Bh. Heber—in that sublime poem descriptive of the Sec. Advent, the enthronement
of the saints, the restoration of the Jews, etc.—we hold that

** On David's throne shall David's offlmrlag reUtn,
And the dry bones be warmed to lire again."

Obs, 7. The time will come, when this covenanted and predicted truth,

now 60 ignored and perverted, will be fully recognized by earthly King-
doms. And this recognition will be the real canse for the formidable array

of the nations against the Christ at His open revelation, for they will be

unwilling to yield to this re-establishment of the Theocratic-Davidic
throne and Kingdom (comp. Props. 160, 161, 162, and 163).

Obs. 8. It may be added : nnlesa this Theocracy is restored in grandeur
and glory, as covenanted and predicted, then God's earthly government in

the nnion of the civil and religious (Church and State) uas, amid the

Kingdoms of the earth, proven a failure (comp. Proj). 201). God, as an
earthly King, has had rale but a brief period. Will it ever be so ? No I

God's'Word assures us that when He comes again, it is to a glorious reign.

Once " He came to His own land and His own people received Him not*'

(Campbeirs rendering of John 1 : 11 ; so Alford, ** His own inheritance or

possession and His own people," etc., comp. Matt. 8 : 20 and 21 : 33),

out when He comes again to His own land or inheritance. His own people

will receive Him with penitence and gladness, and then the Theocracy will

be manifested in and through Him with an exaltation and splendor

commensurate with the predictions given.

Some writers (as B. D. W, in Prppfc. TtrMa, vol. 9, p. 21) insist upon it that " David
the King'* and ** David the Prince'* (Ezek. 37 : 24, 26 ; 34 : 23, 24 ; Hos. 3:5; Jer. 30 : 9)

denotes not Jesns, the Christ, but David himself. The theory is that David is raised np
and reigns over Israel ; that Jesns Jehovah reigns over the world, including, in general,

laraeL Jerusalem being the capitol, David under the Messiah rules over the Jewish
nation, and the twelve apostles are rulers over the twelve tribes subordinate to David and
Jeeus. Now such a view might be entertained without materially affecting the Theocratio

ordering as advocated by us ; indeed, if requisite, it could be incorporated without detri-

ment. <Home few declare that to make David mean Christ is " mystical," as e.g. Dunn's
Jfow to Study tts Bible,) We, however, are not prepared to accept of the theory, whatever

high station may be aUotted to David in the Coming Kingdom. The reasons that influ-

ence us are the following : (1) The throne and Kingdom is specifically given to David's

Bon ; (2) the same is spoken of as the Messiah's inheritance ; (3) the covenant and
prophecies particularize the reign of David's Son ; (4) otherwise the promises are made
contradictory and a unity destroyed ; (5) the Jews understood this to refer to the Mes-

Biah. as e.g. the Targom reads Hos. 3:5:" They shall obey the Messiah, the Bon of

David, their King -, (6) Many of our opponents apply it to the Messiah ; (7) Peter's

aignment in Acts expressly makes Jesus to sit on David's throne ; (8) it has been cus-

tomary to call a desoendant by the name of his anoestor (as e.g. Caraar), so e.g. the Mes-

nab is designated " Israel '* (laa. 49 : 3).
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Proposition 123. The Pre-Millennial Advent and the accom-

panying Kingdom are united with the destruction of Anti-

christ

This is a decided landmark in prophecy, and nearly every
prophet dilates, more or less, on this feature, viz., that Antichrist

IS destroyed at the persojial presence of the Christ. We, for the
present, only direct attention to three : Paul in 2 Thess. 2, Daniel
in ch. 7, and John in Rev. 19. The early Church and a long line

of witnesses held that these synchronize ; and we know of no
legitimate argument adduced by our opjjonents to the contrary

;

while, on the other hand, a host of admissions, favorable to their

identity in time and destruction of the Antichrist, could readily be
gathered. If we can give decided proof that one of these predic-

tions relates to a personal Coming to destory the Antichrist, the
others naturally—describing the same event and results—range
themselves in the same order. 2 Thess. 2 is selected as a specM
subject for examination in this connection.

Obs. 1. It is admitted by all our recent prophetical writers that Anti-
christ shall exist previous to the Millennial age—this is so plain in the
confederation of nations existing then, that it needs no additional proof

—

now if we can show that he ia destroyed by the personal Coming of Jesus,

we have a persotial Pre-MilL Coming, The predictions relating to the
Millennium clearly portray the removal of the man of sin and of his

adherents before that age ; and they reveal the impossibility of reconciling
their presence with the realization of that age of blessedness. The true
sense of the Scripture is contained in 2 Thess. 2,

** which" (as Taylor,
Voice of the Cktirck, p. 293, remarks) ** all Pre- MiUenarians with the Hon,
B. Storer pronounce to be ^ the nnansicerable argumefit;^ and of which
they may well declare in the decisive words of Bish. M'llvaine, * It is wholly
unanswerable.^ ^^^ And the reader is requested to notice, that in the
following discussion we are not chargeable with endeavoring to make out, or
force, a meaning ; seeing that we are accepting of that which is given to
it by many of our opponents and a host of men rejecting onr Mill, views.

This makes the testimony more valuable and correspondingly more conclu-
sive.

1 The late Dr. Marsh (quoted p. 159, vol. 5, Froph. Times) gives the yiew of a large
number of writers :

** As to the Coming of our Lord, I simplify it thus : There is no In-
terrening period of a Millennium between Daniers Son of Man coming in glor^' and the
destruction of the fourth empire. Nor, in our Lord's prophecy of the fall of the civil

and ecclesiastical sun^ moon, and stars^ and His return. Nor in the Apostle Paul's reve-
lation of the Han of sin (2 Thess. 2 : 1-8), and the Lonl's return to destroy him. Ergo^
the l^Iillennial period succeeds, not precedes, the Lord's return. The prophecies of the
Old Test, proceed on this plan," ** I never knew an Anti-Millenarian give a satisfactoty
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answer to 2 Thess. 2:8. If fclio Kan of sin must be destroyed before that period, the
Lord mnst come before that period ; for it is of His personal, not spiritual Coming, that

the Apostle is speeding. Spiritaal, indeed, that will be also, for there will be but little

spiritnality till then. Jndah will vex Ephiaim and Ephraim envy Jndah.**

Ols, 2. The passage to which special attention is called reads :
*' And

then shall thai wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the

spirit of His mo^ith^ and shall destroy with the brightness of His Coming^^^

2 Thess. 2:8.* Owing to its importance and the efforts made to give it

an interpretation adapted to the modem Whitbyan theory, it will be beat

to examine it in detail.

A, Those to whom Paul wrote were looking for the personal Advent of

Christ. This appears from several considerations. 1. The Apostle dis-

tinctly and repeatedly mentions the personal Coming. Thus in 1 Thess.

1 : 10 ; 2 : 19 ; 3 : 13 ; 4 : 16 ; 5 : 23 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 7 ; 2 : 1 ; 3 ; 5.

Hence the minds of the Thessalonians were specifically directed to this

subject. 2. This very Coming, we are told, 2 Tliess. 2 : 2—the subject

matter of Paul's discourse—was calculated to shake and trouble them,
deeming it past and they not saved. If a *' spiritual'* or ^* providential

Coming'' was only intended, as some contend, it is singular that Paul
does not explain it as such ; if it was to *' convert'* and not ** to consume
and destroy," it is astonishing that Paul does not declare the same ; and if

it was a j)rovidential Coming at Jerusalem (as a few assert) in which the

Thessalonians were not personally concerned, it is strange that the Apostle
does not mention the fact to relieve their minds. The only satisfactory

explanation which meets the condition of their trouble is, that they sup-

posed the day of Christ had come, was inaugurated, and hence they
expected that a personal Advent had taken place. They believed in such
a personal Coming from Paul's previous teachings. They supposed it at

least to be imminent, if it had not already transpired. The Apostle seeing

that this supposition agitated their minds, etc., makes the imminency, the

nearness of such a visible Coming as they believed in, the subject of his

remarks. It would, in the nature of the caso, be unreasonable for him to

introduce anif other Coming than the one under consideration, without a
specific mention that they were mistaken in their ideas respecting such a
personal Coming ; or, if another Coming was to be understood, growing
out of the one stated, without pointing out, in some way, the distinction

between them. 3. Tlie reference to a personal Coming is established by
the phraseology appended, ^^ as that the day of Christ ts at hand.'* The
period when tne Messiah is to be personally manifested as the Jud^e, the

tong, etc., is often called '* His day,** etc., and was so understood both
by tne Jews and early Christians. This phrase clearly proves that the
Ajwstle was writing to those who not only held to a personal Advent, but
united the day of Judgment, the distinctive day of Christ in which His

Sower and majesty was to be revealed, with that Coming. Paul's en-

eavoring to show that such a day of Christ (see how he usea the phrase in

* The Kerision has :
" And then shall be Tevealed the lawless one whom the Lord

Jesns shall slay with the breath of His month, and bring to naught by the manifestation

of His Coming (or presence)/* Lange's Cbm. loci : ** And then shall that Wicked be
revealed ^shall be revealed that lawless one) whom the Lord (Lord Jesus) shall consume
with the Spirit (breath) of His mouth, and shall destroy with the brightness (appearing)

of His Coining."
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Acta 17 : 31 ; Rom. 2 : 5 ; 1 Cor. 3 : 13 ; 2 Cor. 1 : 14 ; 1 Cor. 5:5;
Eph. 4 : 30 ; Phil. 1 : 6, 10), of which he had told them in the First Epis.

(1 Thesfl. 5:2), " the day of the Lord so cometh as"a thief in the night** was
not 80 near as they apprehended, that certain grent events would intervene,

unmistakably corroborates his entire and exclusive reference in this verse

to a pergonal A dvent. *

B, The Apostle then designs to correct the mistake respecting the

presence or nearness of that personal Coming in which they believed, and
the manner in which he does this confirms the allusion to the personal

Coming. Instead of denying such an Advent (which he could not do) he
enters into the question concerning the time of the very Advent whose
expected speedy approach or supposed occurrence caused tneir alarm. He
enlightens them on time and confirms their ideas of personality. He
introduces the subject by several distinct references to the personal

Advent, and then asserts, that it shall not come until at least a certain

event, viz., the appearing and power of the man of sin, was first witnessed ;

then aft&r this it would occur as stated in the passage under consideration
and ** the day of Christ" would be witnessed. His, argument is not that
they were mistaken in a personal Coming, or that it would not at some
time or other take place, out is directed to the time when it will be mani-
fested. To show the latter, that it is not " at hand** or " present,*' as
they supposed, he introduces the predicted fact that hefore that visible

Advent or day of Christ, the wicked one must arise and be exalted in

power. It legitimately follows from the tenor of the proof given, that this

prsonal Advent is not ** at hand ** or ** present ;** that it will, after an
intervening event has been fulfilled, then come to pass. Any other con-
struction than that which makes the writer speak of the same day of
Christ and Alvent which the Thessalonians expected, which troubled
them, and which he stated was only to be expected after the accomplish-
ment of the revelation of the son of perdition, is a manifest violation of

the Apostle's reasoning, and a gloss put on the passage.'

C, The Apostle*s proof of the day of Christ and hence also the personal
Advent not being "at hand" or ** present," thus fully accords with tlie

analogy of Scripture. Many are the predictions and pointed allusions that
Christ s visible personal Advent only takes place at a time when Antichrist
or a mighty confederation of wickedness is developed, and that He will at
such a Coming take vengeance and utterly destroy the wicked arrayed
against Him. All prophecy agrees in uniting the destruction of the Anti-
christian power with a personal Advent. The simple fact that acts of

judgment and the destruction of the ungodly are united with, in passages
admitted to relate to the Sec. Advent (as in this same Epistle, ch. 1 :

7-10), and that the same is expressed here in this Scripture when the pur-
pose of the Apostle was to tell the Thessalonians why '' the day of Christ"
and its attendant Advent was not present or immediate, or near, firmly
establishes the truth that no other but a real personal one is intended.
The proof alleged by him thus accords with all his previous utterances on
the subject, with the tenor of the Record, and was suited to convince those
brethren that a delay in the Advent was inevitable, since it would require
time, and probably a long time, for such an apostasy to develop itself into
the giant form of wickedness predicted.*

D, The Apostle, in introducing the Coming of the Lord Jesus to destroy
this Antichrist, was undoubtedly aware of the views of the Jews on this
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subject. The Jews, impelled by the prophecies, looked for a pen
Coming of the Messiah to destroy the wicked one.* If their belief vt

lersonal

as an
erroneous one, why is it that Paul employs the very language, calculated
(see below) beyond any other, to express such a Jewish faith, and thus
confirm them, should any see the Epistle, in it ? The knowledge that such
a belief was extensively current among them, if it were an unscriptural
one, should have led him to use different words—not words which in their

naked, primary meaning corroborate their opinion. This union of the
destruction of the wicked one with words that literally import a personal
Coming is the strongest possible indorsement of their faith.*

B, The import of the two worlds rendered " brightness of His Coming."
Epiphaneia, imifxivEia, called here " brightness," and Parousia, ntipovaia^

translated ** Coming."
1. Notice how these words are used in the New Test, (a) The word

Epiphaneia occurs six times, 1 Tim. 6 : 14 ; 2 Tim. 1 : 10 ; 3 Tim. 4 : 1
and 8 ; Tit. 2 : 13, and in this place. In one place it refers to the personal
First Advent, and in the four remaining, as our opponents concede, to the

personal Sec. Advent. Now, why, unless the clearest proof can be given,

should it in tJie onhf remaining place, with the light before us, attain

another meaning? Whoever undertakes to foist a definition at variance

to the New Test, usage, ought to be able to give conclusive reasons for

such a departure.' (o) The word Parousia is used in the New Test,

twenty-four times. Matt. 24 : 3, 27, 37, 39 ; 1 Cor. 15 : 23, and 16 : 17 ; 2
Cor. 7 : 6, 7, and 10 : 10 ; Phil. 1 : 26, and 2 : 3 ; 1 Thess. 2 : 19, and
3 : 13, and 4 : 15, and 5 : 23 ; 2 Thess. 2 : 1, 8, 9 ; James 5 : 7, 8 ; 2 Pet.

1 : 16, and 3 : 4, 12, and 1 John 2 : 18. In all places where applied to

persons it denotes, as all admit, a personal presence or arrival, and hence
we have no just reason to discara that meaning in this place, especially

since the argument of the Apostle makes the retention of the meaning thus
given necessary.'

2. But in addition, the fact that the Apostle unites together those two
words, each one expressive of a personal Advent, adds weight to the inter-

pretation we claim. As if aware of the future denial of such a personal

Coming, and purposely to guard against it, he employs two words unitedly,

each one of which is singly applied to the Sec. Advent. Why select two
such, so expressive of a reS, actual presence, if he did not intend to teach.

1^6 same ? One of these words would be sufficient to sustain our argu-

ment, both make it irresistible. Dr. Duflield (On Froph., p, 324) well

says :
** If neither, when separately used, can be metaphorically understood

to denote a spiritual Advent, much less can both when united. If the
-words, * the shining forth or appearance of His presence,* do not mean the
visible personal revelation or manifestation of Himself, it is impossible to

employ terms that can express it Human language is utterly incapable of

being interpreted on any fixed and definite princimes whatever, if it be not
a literal personal manifestation and Coming." Dr. Seiss (Last Times, p.

48), after using very nearly the same language, adds :
'' Either of these

TTords is held sufficient in other passages to prove a real and personal

appearing and presence. And when botn are united, as in the case before

US) how ts it possible that they should mean anything less than the literal,

real, and personal arrival and presence of Jesus, with reference to whom
they are used?*' The same was noticed by earlier writers, and has been
frequently repeated as worthy of attention.*
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3. The teatimony of lexicographers.* (1) Epiphanda, Pasor, JV. T.

Lex.y Bays it denotes " appearance. In one place il is applied to the

nativity of onr Lord Jesns Christ, 2 Tim. 1 : 10 ; in other j^aces of the

Scriptures for His elorions Coming to judgment, as 2 Thess, 2 :8."

Stoclkius, Clavisy yol. 2, remarks :
'* Ist^ It denotes, when applied to

genus, any appearance whatevei*. 2d, when applied to a species, it

properly denotes the appearance of some corporeal and shining matter
which Dursts forth with great splendor. In a metaphorical sense, it is

applied to the appearance of Christ : First, His gracious appearance in

the flesh, which is called His first Coming ; second. His glorious appear-

ance to judge the world, which will be gracious to the righteous and
faithful, but terrible to the sinner and infldcl, and which is called His
Second Coming, 2 Theas, 2 : 8," etc. Leigh, Critica Sacra, p, 161,

writes :
** This word signifleth a bright, clear, glorious appearing, from

which word we take our Epiphany, specially Adventus Numinis Q.e. the
Coming of the Divinity). It is taken for tne First Coming of Christ, 2
Tim. 1 : 10 ; for His Sec. Coming, as% Thess, 2:8," eta Suicer {TJ^s.
EccUs,^ vol. 1, p. 1202), " after mentioning the nse of the word, Ist, the
heathen use of it in reference to the manifestation of one of their gods ;

2d, in reference to the First Advent, proceeds : 3d, ' This is freouently
applied by the Apostle to the Second Coming of Christ, which will be to

judgment, 2 Thesa. 2 : 8.' " Scultetus, Exer. Eva7ig,, Lib. 2, ch. 1, after

noticing that the pagan writers called any appearance of the gods by this

word, aSds :
*' The Apostle also applies imipdvtla—appearance— to the first

and last Coming of Christ" Bretschneider, Lex,, ** iTn^jxivela is used in the
Kew Test, in the writings of Paul concerning the splendid appearing and
future Advent in which Christ, who is now concealed from our view in

the heavens, shall appear coming in the clouds (literally, borne on the
clouds or w^ted by tne clouds) to administer judgment, 2 Thess. 2 ; 8 ; 1
Tim. 6 : 14 ; 2 Tim. 4 : 1, 8 ; Titus 2 : 13 ; and concerning His appearing
in the world, which has already taken place, viz., when He was born, 2
Tim. 1 : 10; or, in other words. His first Advent." Wahl, Lex,, definea

the word to be an appearing, and quotes the same passages, and expressly
applies 2 Thess. 2 : 8 to Christ's "future glorious return." Pickering,

Lex.f defines it to mean an appearancf^, and applies it to "an unexpected
coming and to the Advent of Christ." Donnegan, Lex,, gives the more
classical use, " appearance or apparition, particularly that of a Deity, or
of one who comes up suddenly to offer aid or for other purposes," etc
Liddell and Scott,* Lex., " the appearance, manifestation, e.g. dawn of the
day—specially of the appearance of deities to aid a worshipper." Green-
field, Lex,f "brightness, splendor, 2 Thess. 2 : 8, an appearance, i.e. the
act of appearing, manifestation."' (2) Parousia. Bretschneider directly
refers the word in 2 ITiess, 2 : S to 'UJie Advent of Christ from heaven to
Administer judgment" So Wahl, to ^' the future Advent of Jesus the
Messiah, to enter gloriously upon His Kingdom." So also of the others
quoted under Epipnaneia. Pickering, " presence, arrival, to be present ;'*

Donnegan, "to be present, to arrive;" Greenfield, "a coming, arrival,

advent ;" Liddell & Scott, " a being present, presence of a person or thing,
especially present for the purpose of assisting, arrival," etc,"

* See Voice of iK^ Church, pp. 315-317, where a number of these are giTon. OtherB an
added.
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F, The opiniona of commentatorB—of the class who have no BjTnpathy
with our views, but yet are candid enough to concede this vital point, and
of others who express themselves independently of any theory or bias, etc.

Barnes, Com. loci, on ch. 2 : 1, says, that the phrase "by His Coming,"
etc., means *' respecting His Coming," and refers it to a personal one, the
same specified in 1 Thess. 4, and argues that the alarm, etc., of the Thess.
was produced by the expectation of the speedy Advent of Christ to

judgment. He then consistently explains v. 8 to embrace a personal
Coming in the following words : **this (with the brightness of His
Coming) is evidently a Hebraism, meaning His splendid or glorious
appearing. The Greek word, however, rendered ' brightness * means
merely an appearing, or appearance. So it is used, 1 Tim. 6 : 4 ; 2 Tim.
1 : 10, and 4:1, 8 ; Tit. 2 : 13, in all of which places it is rendered
appearing, and refers to the manifestation of the Saviour when He shall

came to judae the world. There is no necessary idea of splendor in the

word, and the idea is not, as our translators would seem to convey, that
there would be such a dazzling light, or such unsufferable brightness that

all would be consumed before it, out that this Antichristian power would
be destroyed by His appearing ; tliat is, by Himself when He would return.

The agency in doing it would not be His brightness, but Himself. It

wonld seem to follow from this that, however this enormous power of

wickedness might be weakened by truth, the final triumph over it would
be reserved /or the Son of God Himself on His second return to our world,**

This honest but fatal concession destroys at one stroke all the reasoning
abounding in his commentaries against our doctrine." Dr. Adam Clarke,

Com,, after quoting Bh. Newton, who endorses our view, says :
" the prin-

cipal part of modern commentators follow his steps,*' and notwithstanding
his cautious and in some respects contradictory exposition indorses the
same. For in his pref. to 2 Thess. he informs us that Antichrist will bo
destroyed **^y a visible and extraordinary interposition of the power of
Christ in the government of the world, and on Rev. 17 : 17 he more
plainly declares :

** This deplorable state of the world is not perpetual, it

can onIt continue till every word of God is fulfilled upon His enemies, and
when tnis time arrives, which will be that of Christ's Sec. Advent, then

shall the Son of God slay that Wicked with tne spirit of His mouth, and
destroy him with the brightness of His coming." Dr. Scott, Com., is

forced to acknowledge, notwithstanding his efforts to make out a figurative

coming, that it will only receive its ultimate fulfilment at the coming of

Christ to judgment, for he writes :
** He will shortly destroy the whole

Papal authority, and all obstinately attached to it, by the brightness of

His Coming, to spread the Gospel through the nations, and He will final-

ly condemn and punish with everlasting destruction all the actors in this

delusion when He shall come to judge the world,** Bloom field, Or, Test.

Notes, speaks of it as indicative of'' His very presence,** *^ His glorious

presence,*^ and adds :
** Indeed the expression is often both in the Script-

ures and classical writers used to denote Divine Majesty."* Matthew
Henry, Com,, says :

** The apostle assures the Thess. that the Lord would
consume and destroy him (viz., the Antichrist) ; the consuming of him pre-

cedes his final destruction, and that is by the spirit of His mouth, by His

* In another place he obserrea :
*' It is especially suitable, as here, to His final advent

to judgment."
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word of command ; the pure Word of God, accompanied by the Spirit of

God, will discover this mystei'y of iniquity, and make the power of Anti-
christ to consume and waste away ; and in due time it shall be totally and
finally destroyed, and this will be by the brightness of CJirisVs coming.

Note : the Coming of Christ to destroy the Wicked will be with peculiar

and eminent lustre and brightness." Ferguson, Com, on Epis,^ "He
shall utterly destroy him, that is, utterly abolish, enervate, make void, and
that with the brightness of His Sec, Coming, for the word rendered
* brightness * is usually joined with His coming to judgment," Salmasius,

Cam.y after refuting Grotius, says :
" It is not true that Paul in the limits

of the same discourse was so wandering as to commence to speak concern-

ing one coming of Christ and end in speaking of another/' etc. " From
whence ^t^veza, when applied to Christ, in my opinion, is always used to

denote the last coming oi Christ." Schoettgen, Heb, Com,^ " kni^v^,
that manner of coming which bursts brilliantly upon the eyes of all, the

majesty and exceeding splendor of which no one can deny.'* Westminster
Assemo, Annotators (Bonar's Com, atuL Kingdom, p. 360), " On 2 Thess.

2, * destroy with the brightness of His Coming,' that is, at the day ofjudg-
menty for then shall He come in flaming lire, taking vengeance, etc.

Jenks, Comp. Com,, makes the total and final destruction at the Sec. Ad-
vent. So also Lange, Bengel, Alford, Roos, Gill, Olshausen, Steir, Jones«

Ebrard, etc.

0, It is important to notice the opinions of the early Apostolic Fathers,

who being acG|uainted with the language as a living spoken one, and who
receiving their interpretation of a passage which would excite special at^

tendon from the hands of the apostles or their immediate disciples, may
thus afford strong corroborative evidence. Knowing that they were all de-

cidedly Millenarian, that they all believed that Antichrist would be de-

stroyed by tJie personal Sec, Advent, we have sufficient testimony concern-
ing their mode of interpreting 2 Thess. 2 : 8. Having previously pven the
authorities, it is only necessary to append a few examples of this belief.

Thus, e.g., Barnabas (martyred about A.D. 75) fiays {Apost, Fath,, p. 186) :

** The day of the Lord is at hand, in which all things shall be destroyed to-

gether with the Wicked one." On the Creation week he adds :
" And

what is that He saith ' and He rested the seventh day ;' He meaneth this :

that when His Son shall come and abolish the Wicked one and judge the
ungodly, and shall change the sun, and moon, and stars, t?ien He shall

gloriously rest on the seventh day," alluding to the Millennial era. Ire-

nesus {Adv, H(bt,, 8 v. c. 35) takes the same view, and declares that when
** Antichrist" has reiened his allotted period " then the Lord shall come
from heaven, in the clouds with the glory of His Father, casting him and
that obey him into a lake of fire, but bringing to the just the times of the
Kingdom, that is, the Rest or Sabbath, the seventh day sanctified, and ful-

filling to Abraham the promise of the inheritance." Justin Martyr (Dial,

with Trypho, referring to Micah 4 : 1, etc., see Bh. Kay's Justin) point-
edly unites the Second Coming of Jesus in glory with the destruction of
** the man of apostasy.""

JI, Even after the allegorizing interpretation, introduced by the Alexan-
drian school, by which such passages as these are so readily transformed
into various meanings, the Divines still insisted that this Scripture taught
a personal coming to destroy Antichrist. In fact, so general was this opin-
ion, that both Millenarians and their opposers held to it. The names of
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Cyprian, LactantiuB, Tertnllian, Hippolyius, Cyril, Gregory Nazianzen,
Ambrose, Chrysostom, Jerome, Hilarian, Theodoret, and a host of others,

embracing variona classes, etc., clearly teach this, referring to the phrase
itself, adducing it as a warning, etc. Thus to illustrate : Augustine, on 2
Thesfl. 2 : 8, wrote :

** No one doubts that the apostle said these things of

Antichrist, and that the day of judgment, which he here calls * the day of
the Lord,' will not come, unless he whom he calls an apostate, that is to

say from the Lord God, shall first come." {City of God, B. 20, c, 19, B.

18, c. 53.) " Truly Jesus Himself shall extinguish by His presence that
last persecution which is to be made by Antichrist," quoting as confirma-
tory Isa. 9 : 4 ; 1 Thess. 1 : 9. How tne passage was regarded is proven,
not only by the writings and commentaries handed down to us, but by the
prevailing looking for of the Antichrist as stated by history ; and this con-
tinued until some suggested, in order to avoid making professedly Christian

Rome the seat of the Antichrist (as alleged by many, although' some con-
fined it to Jerusalem), that Pagan Home was said Antichrist and the com-
ing a spiritual one, etc. But few even of those dared, in the face of the
general testimony to the contrary, to tamper with 2 Thess, 2 : 8, and ad-

mitted that it also referred to the future day of judgment and a literal

coming of Christ. So that of the great number who adopted anti-mille-

narian views, nearly all, so far as we have any record, indorsed our meaning
of the phrase, ** the brightness of His Coming." It was only when the
modern Whitbyan theory came in vogue that men were found bold enough
to interpret the verse in such a manner as to make it consistent with that

theory, and then insist upon such an interpretation as the true one. But
even many of the advocates of the Whitbyan theory (as we have shown
under this and previous propositions), unable to oppose the express word^
with any degree of candor, have lionestly confessed its legitimate meaning
without any effort to reconcile it with their system of belief. Those also

who have been Anti-Millenarian, opposed to a Millennium in the future

(either locating it in the past, or denying that any shall be witnessed on
earth), freely (saving perhaps *" Grotius, Bossuet, Hammond, and a few
others) admit the force of the passage, and locate it in the future. Dr.

Greswell {Exp. of Parables), a Patristic student, says :
*' That Antichrist

must come and must be destroyed by the Advent of Christ ; iu this per-

fectly agree all, whether friends or foes of* the doctrine of the Millennium,

The only distinction was that the advocates of the Millennium expected

their Kingdom to begin and proceed after the destruction of Antichrist

;

the opponents of the doctrine expected the same of the Kingdom of

heaven."
/. The Popish writers, however they may apply it, ascribe it to a per-

sonal Advent. The larger and more learned portion (See Calmet and En-
cyclops. art. ** Antichrist," and Prop. 161) refer it to a personal coming
of Jesus at the destruction of a future Antichrist. Another party, in retal-

iation for the application of the terms ** man of sin," etc., to the Pope,

apply the same phrase to Luther or the Reformation, but nearly all of

these also apply it as an ultimate fulfilment to the day of judgment, when
the Christ shall come to destroy the wicked. **

/, The opinions of the Reformers, although making the apostasy and the

man of sin to be one and the same, are distinctly in our favor. Thus to

ve a few illustrations : Luther, as is well known, making the Pope or

e Papacy Antichrist, frequently expresses his belief that the Papacy wast
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not to be destrojed by human agency or by the power of the truth, but by
the personal Advent of the Chriet. Thus e.g. " Our Lord Jesus Christ yet

livetn and reigneth, who, I firmly trust, will shortly come and slay with the

spirit of His mouth, and destroy with the brightness of His Coming, that

man of sin" (D'Aubigne's His, Eef*, vol. 2, p. 166). ** The apostle expresses

this Pope's destruction thus :
* When the Lord shall consume,' etc.

The laity, therefore, shall not destroy the Pope and his Kingdom. No, he
and his wicked rabble are not deserving of so light a punisiiment They
shall be preserved until tJie coming of Christ, wnose most bitter enemies
they are and ever have been {Pope Confounded, p. 177)." In opposing the

Anabaptists, one leading argument against them consisted in his constantly

declaring that Christ's personal coming would overthrow His enemies, etc.,

appealing to Paul and Daniel as foretelling their destruction, not by the
hand of man, but by the Advent of Christ. (Sleidan's Cmn, L. 5.) Melanch-
thon held similar views. The sentiments of the other Reformers are

given in Elliott's Horm. Apoc, Voice of the Church, including Zwingle,
Latimer, Calvin, Knox, Cranmer, etc., and require more space than is

really necessary to show a continuous line of interpretation. They are,

however, as pointed as the following ; Beza, Notes on Nl T.^ '* Thus I

have deemed it best to translate the name inujiavda, which Paul designedly
used in order to represent to our eyes that most brilliant splendor of JE^s

last Coming," " At length by the word of the Lord that impiety will be
exposed, and by the Advent of Christ wholly abolished." Bh, Jewell, Com.
loci, says :

** The Lord shall come and shall make His enemies His foot-

stool ; thmi shall the sun be black as sackcloth and the moon shall be like

blood. Then shall Antichrist be quite overthrown," etc. '* He will over-

throw the whole power of Antichrist by His presence and by the glory of
His Coming."^*
K, The opinions of eminent Divines who indorsed the Whitbyan theory.

Having already given a number, an illustration will suffice to indicate the
spirit : Dr. Kuapp, Ch, Tlteol, s. 156, 6, p. 643, says :

** The Christian
Church will hereafter be subjected to great temptation from heathen pro-

faneuess, from false delusive doctrine, and extreme moral corruption, and
will seem for a time to be ready to perish from these causes ; hut then
Christ will appear, and, according to His promise, triumph over this oppo-
sition ; and then, and not till then, will the end of the world come ; Christ
will visibly appear and hold the general judgment and conduct the pious
into the Kingdom of the blessed. This is the distinct doctrine jtf Paul, 2
Thess. % : 3-12, and is taught throughout the Apocalypse." The reader
will notice the admission made in the last sentence ; and we may well ask
if 2 Thess. 2 synchronizes with Rev. 19, etc., how can it be fitted without
violence into Knapp's system ? *• Leaving quotations, which might be
given from a host of able writers, either directly Millenarian or at least re-

jecting the idea of a conversion of the world previous to the Advent, who
favor our interpretation, we turn, in conclusion, to the concessions made by
two prominent opposers, viz., by Whitby himself, author of the prevailing
Millennium theory, and by Dr. Brown, author of a work specially devoted
to its defence. Whitby allows {Com.) that a literal coming is the most con-

sistent interpretation of the coming in 2 Thess. 2 : 1, but makes the coming
(in violation of connection thus admitted) in verse 8 a providential coming
to destroy Jerusalem, and then says, in view of the use of the word in the
First Epistle :

*^ It may be thought more reasonable to refer this passage to
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the same (i.e. the second personal) advent" Why give utterance to such
a thought if it did not commend itself as ** more reasonable" ? Surely it is

far *' more reasonable" than the interpretation which he has foisted on the
passage to aid him in his ** new hypothesis^^—an interpretation which
even the mass of his followers r^ect as utterly untenable, being only held
by a few UniversaliBts and some others classed among the destructive
critics. Dr. Brown (CL Sec, Com.) writes :

'* There can be no doubt that
the whole passage admits of a conaxatent and good explanation on the view
of it above given—i.e. the Pre-Millenarian view. Nor is this view (i.e. of

a literal personal coming to destroy Antichrist) confined to Pre-Millennial-
ists. Those of our elder divines who looked upon the Millennium as past
already, and considered the destruction of Antichrist as the immediate
precursor of the eternal state, understood this * coming of the Lord ' to de-

stroy Antichrist, of His Sec, personal coming. There are other opponents
of the Millennial theory, who explain this coming to destroy the man of

sin, of ChrisVs Sec. Coming* They make * the apostasy/ * the man of

sin/ *the lawless one/ here spoken of, to embrace all the evil, apostasy,

and opposition to Christ, which are to exi^t till the consummation of all

things ; in which case the destruction of it will, of course, not be till the

Sec. Advent, In neither of these views, however, can I concur," Here we
have the frank, manly admission that our interpretation is '* a consistent

and good explanation," and that many others, beside Millenarians, concur
in making this coming a personal one. Dr. Brown, however, in viewing
the ground upon which the Whitbyan theory rests, was too wise and pru-

dent to admit our interpretation, well knowing that it would befatal to his

own theory (Whitbyan) ; for had he admitted that this coming, taught by
Paul, was a personal one, then the necessary and inevitable conclusion

would follow that uo such a Millennium of holiness, happiness, security

and blessedness as predicted, could possibly arise before it, seeing that that

would make the apostasy and subsequent man of sin contemporaneous with
it Hence, while he rejects Whitby's theory of ** the Coming" as inconsis-

tent, he frames one to suit the case, viz., that Christ comes providentially

to inflict judgments on the apostate Roman Empire, etc. But this theory

of *• the Coming" is also so unreasonable, even to many who adopt the

Whitbyan Millennium, that they refuse to accept of it, and continue to

hold (as Barnes, etc.) to the old view of a personal Advent*'
We hold, therefore, that 3 Thess, 3 : 8 teaches a personal coming of Christ

to destroy the Antichrist (whatever the latter may be), and in support of

such an interpretation confidently appeal to the kind of Advent the Thess.

were anticipating ; the design the apostle had in view in writing the pas-

sage ; the plain import of the words rendered ** brightness" and ** com-
ing ;" the N. T. usage of these words ; the union of two such words ; the

testimony of lexicographers, critics, commentators, divines, reformers,

friends and foes, the early Fathers, the concessions of opponents, etc. If

we have established our position authontativel;^, then, as intimated, such an
Advent is necessarily Pre-Millennial. For, it is utterly impossible to recon-

cile the existence of Antichrist with the state delineated in the Millen-

nium—a state in which all shall be subject to Christ, all shall be righteous,

and all shall enjoy a condition of security and happiness. On the other

hand, we have his complete destruction and consignment to the lake de-

scribed in Rev. 19 (with which the Prophets coincide) as immediately pre-

ceding the Millennium, and what the Spirit has so plainly described and
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located we dare noi deny and transfer. Tlio same Spirit in both places, in

accord with the tenor of prophecy, promises no intervening or contempo-
raneous Millennium, but predicts a developing and overshadowing power of

an apostasy which must be destroyed by the personal Advent of tlU Son of
Man, and then, only then, shall the promises of Millennial glory be ful-

filled/'

1 The student will not overlook the force of " The OonUng of our Lord Jeaua Christ and by
our yatherin^ together unto Ifim /* which, as commentatois generally ahow, directly refers us
to the Coming and gathering spoken of in 1 Thess. 4 : 15, etc. Hence those who admit
that the latter refers to a persozial Coming and literal gathering, are forced by simple con-
sistency to allow the same to this introductory. The reader also will notice that we are
strongly inclined to receive the expression '* ia present" instead of '* ia at hand," as more
expressive of the original, of the usage of the word translated, of the tenor of the con-
text, etc. Alford's Or. Test, locU Le^e's Com. Amer. Ed. locij Olshausen's Com,, Ben-
gel's Qjuymon, etc., indicate this feature, so that e.g. Alford remarks, after showing how
the word is employed in other places :

" The teaching of the Apostles was* and of the
Holy Spirit in ail ages has been, that the day of the Lord is at hand. But these Thessalo-
nlans imagined it to be already come, and accordingly were deserting their porsaits in.

life and falling into other irregularities, as if the day of grace were closed." A multi-
tude of able writers indorse this view, and it ia found in various versions. We only as
illustrative append Fausset'a {Com. loci) comment :

'* is immediately imminent ; liter-

ally, is present ; is instantly coming. Christ and His apostles always taught that the
day of the Lord's Coming is ai hfvnd ; and it is not likely that Paul would imply anything
contrary here ; what ha denies is that it is immediately imminenU instant, or present, as to
justify the neglect of every-day worldly duties. Chrysostom, and after him Alford, trans-

lates, * Is {alreadu) present *—Cf. 2 Tim. 2 : 18, is a kindred error. But in 2 Tim. 3 : 1 the
same Greek word is translated * come.' Wahl auppoits this view. The Greek is usually

used cf aclwd presence ; but is quite susceptible of the translation ' is all but present.*

Comp. Dr. LilUe's able comment in Amer. Ed. of Lange's Cofm.^ who insists that usage
requires '* has come, is present.** So Ellioott renders it, ** is now come." We only add :

If ^e take the phrase ** is at hand " in our version, then it really would be contre^ctoty
to other Scripture. For then the Coming of the Lord Jesus, which is always represented
as a period of rejoicing, the blessed hope, and as at hand so that all are exhorted to look
for it (and for which the Thessalonians are to wait and long for as an object of desire), is

held up as not nigh at hand (with which compare e.g. Bom. 13 : 12 ; Phil, i : 6 ; Heb.
10 : 25 ; James 5 : 8 ; 1 Pet. 4: : 7, etc.), and an object of fear and dread. Now according
to the best critics the Greek does not involve such a contradiction. Hence the most
recent commentators adopt the idea of being present or is come, which is given by vari-

ous versions, as the Syriac and Italian, which have ** the day of the Lord is come."
< Brown CK Sec. Cbnt., p. 456, ed. of 1879) fully admits :

*' I am constrained, by all the
laws of exact interpretation, to apply the destruction here predicted to that specific

enemy so minutely described, and * the Coming of the Lord * here announced—whether
personal or figurative

—

to a Pre-mUlennial Coming.** But then he asserts that a figurative

Coming is intended, a Coming through other agencies, viz., by that employed in, and by,
the Church. The reader will place this figurative Coming in contrast with Paul's previ-

ous references to the Sec. Advent. If Brown is correct, it certainly was an exceedii^ly
strange method that Paul adopted to soothe the Thessalonian brethren, by informing
them injujurative language (which Brown supposes their acquaintance with the Old Test,
allowed them fully to grasp) that an apostasy, etc., should intervene, and that certain
acts of Providence in and through the Church should destroy it. He overlooks a vital

point in this discussion, viz., what kind of n Coming, the Scriptures and the primitive
Church allied with " the day of Christ." He forgets too, that the primitive believers,
the nearest to the apostles, had no idea that this language was to be taken figuratively.

• That the reader may see for himself how our opponents contradict themselves, and the
general analogy, a few illustrations are in place. Scott (6bm. loci) makes thv> Papacy to

be the Antichrist here delineated, and then comments :
" He (Jesus) will shortly destroy

the whole Papal authority, and all obstinately attached to it ' by the brightness of His
Coming to spread the Goupel through the nations.* " Xow if we only turn to Bev. 17, we
find that the Papacy (represented, according to Protestant inteipretation and applica-
tion, by " the whore") is not overcome by the Gospel, but by the beast and ten horns—is

thUH destroyed not by religious but by civil powers, the enemies likewise of the Christ. A
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bitter opponent, Ross (quoted by Dr. Craven in Mjangdisi, of Feb. 6th, 1879), says :
" Anti-

christ shall not be destroyed till Christ's Sec. Coining to judgment (2 Thess. 2 : 8^, that
Christ shall destroy him with the brightness of His Coming. But Millenaries wil^ have
him destroyed before the beginning of these thousand years, which is flat against Script-
nre.*' Observe that over against Scott he acknowledges that the language demands a liter-

al, personal Coming, but then, over against us, locates the Coming after the thousand
years. By the latter process he has (over against a multitude of predictions and the plain
chronological order of the Apoo. which places the Millennium after the destruction of Anti-
christ) the Antichrist existing coniinuoualy through that blessed age. TValdegrave (Lee.

7, AVio Test. MUL) takes pFucisely the same position, and concedes the personality of the
Coming. Macnight (CSom. loci), while in hia Pref. (Sec. 4) he gives a one-sided representa-
tion of the passages referring to the Sec. Coming and easily disproven by a comparison
ot Scripture and the Primitive Church belief (and which we answer under other head-
ings)! yst is forced by the strength of the language to compromise his steady leaning to
spiritual and figurative comings by saying that the passage calls for ** a visible and extra-

ordinary interposition of Christ"
* In addition to illustrations previously given, Bh. Newton {On Proph., Diss. 22) says

that this passage, 2 Thess. 2 : 8, " is partly taJten from Isa. 11 : 4, ' and with the
breath of His lips shall He slay the wicked one ' ; where the Jews put an emphasis
upon the words * the wicked one,* as appears from the Chaldee, which renders it,

* He shall destroy the wicked Roman.* " Barnes Cbm., Isa. 11 : 4, quoting from Castell

says :
" The Chaldee Faraphrast translates it, * And by the Word of His lips He shall slay

the wicked Armillus.* By Armillus the Jews mean the last great enemy of their nation
who should come after (or with) Qog and Magog and wage furious wars, and who should
slay the Messiah Ben £phraim, whom the Jews expect, but who would himself be slain

by the rod.of the Messiah Ben David or the Son of David.** Here we see a mixture of
Babinnical conjecture with some truth. The ancient Jews, the Jews at the First Advent,
and modem Jews of the orthodox (not rationalistic or progressive who are much divided)
party, all unite in believing in the destruction of an Anti-Messiah or great enemy by the
personal Coming of the Messiah. They say, and truthfully, that the texts they rely upon
do not admit of any other interpretation. It is a sad reflection, that while they still,

under such long-endured tribulation, hold fast to the literal Word of Qod respecting the
Sec. Advent as presented in the Old Test., they so persistently close their eyes to the
phun literal predictions referring to the First Advent of Christ ; and that for the sake of

consistency in interpretation, some of them introduce two future Messiahs as above.
Alas ! for such blindness.

* Hence some writers, destructive in tendency, reject this entire prophecy as merely an
expression of Paul*s private opinion, on the graund that it is of *' Jewish origin," and
that it favors too much " Jewish expectations." Such a procedure, of course, denies the
Jewish basis in the Old Test., upon which the whole is founded. The prophets fare no
better than PauL

' Dr. Bonar [0. and Kingdom, p. 343) justly remarks : " Not one of these others is so
explicit, yet no one thinks of explaining them away. Why, then, fasten on the strongest
and insist on spiritualizing it ? If the strongest can be explained away so as not to denote
the Sec. Coming, much more may the others, and then we shall have no passages to

prove the Advent at all I If the Anti-Millenarian be at liberty to spiritualize the most dis-

tinct, why may not the Btraussiau be allowed to rationalize and mythologize the less dis-

tinct?" Also see Taylor*s Voice of the Church, p. 314, Brook's .£^ PropA. infer., p. 129, etc.

' Able writers assert that in every instance, excepting perhaps one passage, it means a
literal Coming. Even this supposed exception is also claimed ; it is found in 2 Pet.

3 : 12 : " Looking for and hasting unto the Coming of the day of the Lord." But of this

it may be said : (1) that it denotes, in view of the invariable usage of the word, the actual

presence of the day or time spoken of ; (2) that (so Brooks, El Proph. Inter.) " it is evi-

dently susceptible, agreeable to the rules of Greek Syntax of another reading, by under-
standing Ttf^ ^fitpa^ to be in the genitive, as denoting time, by a preposition understood
(see Parkhurst), and not as governed by irapiivaiav. It will then be :

** Looking for and
hasting to the presence (of Christ) in the day," etc. Dr. Duffleld, On Proph,, p. 323,

says :
** In every instance where it occurs, which is twenty.four times, it is used literally

and not metaphorically or analogically.** A multitude of quotations from writers of

ability in various denominations, of like tenor, could be quoted, but these specimens are
sufficient.

* Olshau^n, Cbm., explains ** the apparent tautology by referring epiphaneia to the
subjective, parouaia to the objective aspect, i.e. the latter expression to the actuality of
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ChriBt's appearing, the former one to the oontemplation of it on the part of man, the
consciousness of his presence," impressed by His splendor, etc. Ho Lange, Cofn.^ that it

expresses ** the visibleness—appearing—of His Coming." Compare Aiford and Ellioott.
* The stndent can readily add to these the same definitions given by many others.

Cramer, in Bib. Theol. Lextcorif says :
** In the New Test, of the appearing or manifesta-

tion of Jesus ChriBt on earth, 3 Tim. 1 : 10. In other New Test, texts of Christ's Sec.

Advent, 2 Thtss, 2 : 8 ; 1 Tim. 6 : 14 ; 2 Tim. 4 : 18 ; Tit. 2 : 13.'* Comp. Parkhurst,
Taylor, Bobiaon, etc.

*' Taylor, to whose investigationii in this direction we are indebted. Voice cfth» Gkurch,

317, adds :
'' We might farther qnote Bcapnlro, Schlensner, and in fact every Greek

exicographer xmder heaven in support of this signification." We have ourselved
notic&d many such definitions scattered in ancient and modem Mill, writers, commenta-
ries, etc., and never yet found the slightest variation so far as the New Test, meaning is

concerned.
" For it makes this personal Coming neeessarUu a Pre-Mill. one, seeing that (as he

admits also in other places) Antichrist is destroyed before that age (in which Satan is

bound, etc.) is ushered in. It is amazing that he did not see the fallacy and contradiction
in his reasoning ; others, more shrewd and less candid, perceiving the inevitable conclu-
sion that must follow if such a concession is made, seek out some other interprefation to
avoid it. Others make the same concession, but fail to inform xxb how so f&ial an admis-
sion is to be reconciled with their Whitbyan theory.
" The belief of a personal Advent of the Messiah to destroy a wicked confederation and

inaugurate his Kingdom, was universally pre-valent in the first centuries (see also how in-

corporated in Sibylline Brooks, quoted by Stuart Apoo. voL 2, p. 438, etc.). Now the usage
of language pre-eminently adapted to confirm an existing opinion, can only be explained
by believing that the view is a correct, scriptural one.
" We say ** perhaps," because not having their works at hand to consult, they may, as

others have done adopting similar views, likewise locate the passage in the future, and
admit the force of its language. For looking at the Voic« ofiha Churehf Taylor quotes Dr.
Hammond as follows : " Dr. Hammond died 1660. An Anti-Millenarian. Though he
wrests the text from its proper application, yet he renders 2 Thess. 2 : 8 * By the breath
of His own mouth, and by the appearing of His own presence.* *' The views of Hammond,
Grotius, Wetstein, etc., in reference to the man of sin are shown to be erroneous, e.g. by
Bh. Newton, Diss, on Propkeciest vol. 2, pp. 393-402, Olshaosen, Com. Thess., and others,

ao that very few, if any, at the present day indorse them. The application of the pas-
sage to the Bomans, or to Nero, or to the Jews, or to the early heretical tendencies of
the church, in order to force out of it a providential or spiritual Coming, is bo far-fetched
that it needs no refutation.

^* The student need only be reminded that some of the Popish writers also referred this

passage to Rome and to a personal Coming of Christ (Prop. 161^ It was extremely diffi.

cult to get rid of the decisive statements of the fathers, as e.g. Cyril, who said :
" He

(Antichrist) will be annihilated by the Second glorious Ooming from heaven of the truly
begotten Son of God, who is our Lord and Saviour, Jesus the true Messiah ; who, having
destroyed Antichrist by the spirit of His mouth, will deliver him to the fire Gehenna.**
(Comp. The Annals of Roger De Hoveden, vol. 2. pp, 177-187. Von Dollinger's fbbUs^
etc.) To indicate how opposers of the Pope applied it, we give a specimen. The Council
of Gap, 1603, in Art 31, expressly affirms that the Bishop of Rome is ** the Antichrist

—

the Son of Perdition—predicted by the holy Scriptures,'* and applies the passage as fol-

lows :
" And we hope and wait, that the Lord, according to His promise, and as He hath

already begun, will confound him by the spirit of His mouth and destroy him by the
brightness of His Coming."

'* In reference to the once general opinion that 2 Thess. 2 : 8 denoted a literal Advent,
Dr. Craven in his reply to Prof. Briggs (.V. Y. Emngelisi, Feb. 13th, 1879) corroborates by
decided proof his statement that the men of the Westminster Assembly held " that the
Antichrist and the beast of Rev. 19 are identical ; that the Parousia of 2 Thess. 2 and
that of Rev. 19 : 11-21 are the same ; and that this one Parousia is for the last judg.
ment.*' (Hence, no Mill, age for the Church on earth after the destruction of Antichrist,

as Pre-Millenariana belonging to that body held.) He proves this conclusively, e.g. by
quoting Baillie {D'utsausive, ch. 11) who wrote against Pre-Millenarians thus :

" The Mil-
lenaries lay it for a ground that Antichrist shall be destroyed and fully abolished before
their thousand years begin ; but Scripture makes Antichrist to continue to the Day of
Judgment, 2 Thess. 2 : 8. The brightness of Christ's Coming is not before the last day
as before is proved. See also Rev. 19 : 20, * The Beast was t^en and with him the false
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Prophet ; these both were cast alive into a lake of fire bTmiing vdth brimstone.* Com-
pare it with T. 7 :

' Let ns be glad and rejoice, for the marriage of the Lamb is come.'
A&tiohrist is cast alive into the lake at the marriage of the Lamb/' Such concessions
abonnd.

1* This extract contains in itself a complete refutation of his section on the Millenninm.
The antidote to his phrase " general judgment,** by which he means " the last/' is also
found in this sec., thns :

** Hence the eccl. name of this transaction, judicium eairamtm or
iwvissimum, the last judgment because it will take place at the end of the world that now
is. The term, the last judgment, is not used however in the New Test." etc. Wo add :

neither is the phrase ** general judgment,*' which is solely of human origin.
IT It is unnecessary to attempt a refutation of 'Whitby's and Brown's provtcIen/icU Com-

ing, as this is already done under the proposition. The student will see, from the strong
reasons alleged against it drawn from the subject matter discussed by Paul, that this is

an interpretation sought out to prop up a preconceived theory. No one but a follower
of Whitby's " hypothesis," or a destructive critic, can deduce such a Coming from the
passage. The fact is, if this Scripture does not refer to a personal Coming, then we have
none in the Bible descriptive of the same, for ^ere is none stronger than this one against
a mere spiritual or providential Coming. Suc^ perversions of interpretation, as those
alluded to, are gladly seized by many who deny that we are to expect a future personal
Advent, afi&rming that all such references are to be understood as spiritual or providen-
tial. The system is already bearing its logical fruit—not, however, as these writers in-

tended, but through a consistent application of their mode of interpretation.
^* Hereafter the order of this passage will be introduced and enforced by a comparison

of Scripture. Now it may be said that this Antichrist destroyed by the personal Advent
of Jesus is not, as many have held, the Papacy. The proof is distinctive and clear (how-
ever, as many Antichrists exist, the term may be applied to the Papacy), (1) the Papacy is

e.g. delineated in Rev. 17 under the figure of *'the great whore" supported by the kings
of the earth, but in the same chapter this power is destroyed by other powers htfore this

Parousia. (2) The powers that destroy this woman exist afterward at the Sec. Advent,
and are arrayed against Christ. (3) While the apostasy of 2 Thess. 2 is applicable to the
Papacy, yet the delineation of the culminated " Wicked *' cannot be applied to the
Papacy without violence. Thus e.g. the Antichrist denies that Jesus come in the flesh

;

the Papacy does not do this, etc. Taking all the Scriptures and comparing them together,

we are forced by simple ooTiaisiency to this conclusion, which will be explained in ofetaiL

Obs. 3. Dr. "Warren, in Tlie Parousia, while endeavoring to invalidate

our views (by making Parousia equivalent to age or dispensation), fully

admits the literalness of the language expressing the same, as e.g. render-

ing 2 Thess. 2:1; James 5,: 7, 8 ; John 2 : 28, etc., bv ** the presence.*'

He, indeed, from this very literalness, claims, wrongfully, that the term
*' Second Coming*' is unscriptural. The concessions made by him, as we
have already shown, are amply sufficient to overthrow his position. It is

too late in the day (but exceedingly suggestive of the predicted denial of

this truth by the Church) for a Divine to make the Parousia an entire dis-

pensation—the Christian. And as to the scriptural basis of the term
** Second Coming/* this is seen (1) in Heb, 9 : 28 ; (2) in Jesus' own ref-

erences to a future personal coming in His address to Jerusalem, Para-
ble of the Nobleman, etc. ; ^3) in the constant teaching that this Parousia
is something future ; (4) in linking with it certain great erents which are

at the end of this dispensation
; (5) in the reference of the angels, Acts

1 : 11
; (6) in the uniform teaching of the Primitive Church, etc.

Tict the student consider our argument on this point, and he will find it impregnable.

So much is this the case that our most unrelenting opponents concede the force of it.

Thus e.g. a man. Dr. Neander, who probably has done as much as any one to prejudice

the Church against our doctrine and to lead it astray, concedes, with all his leaning to a
mystical conception, the full force of the passage. Thus (PI. and TV. Ch, Churchy vol* h
p. 205^ in speaking of its fulfilment he says : " Then teould Christ appear^ in order by His
victorious divine power to destroy the Kngdom of evil, after it had attained its widest

extension and to consummate the Kingdom of evil." The personal appearing of Jesus,
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he nnitoB with the oo&Bummation, as e.g. toL 1« p. £29, eto. (The critioal stadent will

notice how Neaader's admiflsion here that the Kingdom of evil haa a wide extension pre-
vious to the consommation is utterly hostile and nnreconciUble with hia development
theory based on the Parable of the Leaven, as against the removal of evil by Jesus* Ad-
vent) Such eire the statements found in numerous eminent writers. We may conclude
by quoting Dr. Brookes (Afaranaiha, ch. 4) : "If there is a Greek word whose precise
sense is established by competent authority beyond room for question, it is the word
parousia, which is defined in the lexicons to mean * presence, a coming, arrival, advent/
and nothing else. When, therefore, we read of the future parousia of our Lord, it is

shameful irfiing with the Word of God, for those who profess to be its expounders to tell

us that it means nothing in particular, or something as unlike the presence, the Coming
the arrival, the Advent of Christ, as night is unlike day.** '* Twelve times reference is

made to the Coming of Christ, and in eleven of these instances, all agree that the Coming
is literal and personal It is certainly a dangerous principle of interpretation which leads
so many to say that, in the twelfth instance, the Coming is not to be taken in this sense ;

and especially when it has been proved that the word * brightness,' as elsewhere used in
the New Test., invariably means appearingj and the word ' coming,' as elsewhere used in
the New Test., invariably refers to apersojiaX presence." (Oomp. Nast, Com. Matt. 24 : 3.)

Ohs, 4. It is Bcarcely necessary to add anything additional to Dan. 7 : 13
to indicate a personal Advent. All the early Fathers, as well as those who
followed them, even such a writer as Jerome (Bickersteth's Guide, p. 112,

quotes from, and also shows how Jerome made the little horn of Daniel 7
synchronize with the man of sin 2 Thess. 2) made it refer to the personal
Sec. Advent. The earliest apologies, as e.g. Justin's First Apol, ch. 51,

apply this to the future, and not to his First Advent. There is, at

least, consistency in such an interpretation, because the tenor of the
prophecy describes a coming very different from the First, which, the latter,

was in humiliation and unto death, while the former is a triumphant Ad-
vent resulting in the overthrow of all enemies. It is very different in that
respect from the amazing and rash exposition, given by many writers, which
affirms that the coming of the Son of Man is a going or ascension to heaven,
into which even so excellent a writer as Flavel falls, who (Foun, of Life, p.

500) makes Dan. 7 : 13, 14, *' accomplished in Christ's ascension." Even
Waggoner (Ref of Age to Come, p. 133) cannot see an Advent here unless

it is assumed that the Ancient of Days is on the earth. * The entire scene is

one here on the earth and not in heaven ; the acts that are performed, as the
destruction of the beast, etc., are not in heaven but on the earth. What a
definition such theories involve of the words ** coming" and ** came."
What a shrinking from having God or His Son present here on earth, as if

!

it embraced a desecration of person. Such views introduce an antagonism '

into the vision irreconcilable both with its simplicity and with its syn-
j

chronism with Rev. 19 ; 2 Thess. 2:8; Rev. 14 : 14-20, etc. Over against

all such theorizing is set the application of this passage of Daniel by Jesus
Himself, when before the High Priest, to His future personal Advent—

a

fact which a host of our opponents, overlooking its connection with Dan-
iel, frankly admit in their expositions of Matt. 26 : 64. (Thus, e.g.

Barnes, Com, loci, makes it refer to the future personal Advent.) The
reader is requested to notice how the personal Advent is sustained and
proven by the judgment day which, as Mede has shown ( Works, p. 762),
the Jews derived from Daniel 7. (See Proj). 133, on the Judgment Day.)
Those theories which lead to extravagance in belief are utterly opposed by
the sober exegesis of the Church Fathers, and a multitude of able divines-

We can safely adopt the interpretation given by the pious Jews to Daniel
7 : 13, sustained as it is by Christ Himself.*
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1 Waggoner's objection ia derived from the parable in Luke 19. But this is far*fetched,
for receiving a Kingdom does not imply by any means its immediate setting np but in His
being the recognized, empowered King, etc., since even saints, tme believers, are repre-
sented as receiving a Kingdom, and the surety of it is such, the title to it so valid that
they are represented as having attained to what they shall in the future only inherit and
possess. Besides, while parables may assist to illustrate a doctrine already given, a doc-
trine is itself derived from another class of Scripture (so many of our Introds. to the
Bible, as Home's, etc.). That the Ancient of I>ays '* comes" and is also on the earth will

appear under Prop. 166.
* The Jews understood this " coming in clouds" to refer to a personal Coming, and

hence, as various writers have noticed, named as we have noticed, the Messiah, anticipa-
tory, " the Son of Clouds." Jesus, appropriating such language to Himself, confirms the
belief in a personal Coming. Benan {Life of Jesus, p. 61) gives the Jewish view thus :

** He was a Son of Man, coming with the clouds of Heaven, a supernatural being, clothed
in human appearance, commissioned to judge the world, and to preside over the golden
age." Gradually, as stated, this idea was spiritualized and applied to the present. Ten
thousand perversions are noticeable to the student. Thus e.g. when the Crusaders under
Peter the Hermit and Walter the Penniless (Milman's ITts. Jews, vol. 3, p. 250) cruelly

attacked and massacred the Jews of the city of Treves, those who fled for refuge to the
citadel were received by the Bishop with reproaches for their disregard of Daniel's

prophecy of the Lord's Coming. Such an interpretation is adopted by many at this day,

only more grossly perverted. We are satisfied with the early Church application, which
is reproduced by Sir I. Newton, in a letter to Locke (Brewster's Life of Newton, p. 246),

eajong :
'* The Son of Man, Dan. 7, 1 take to be the same with the Word of God upon the

white horse in heaven, Apoc, 19, for both are to rule the nations with a rod of iron," etc.

Eev. 19, and other Scriptures, will—to avoid repeating—be given under other Proposi-
tions.

Brown {Ch, Sec. Com., p. 358, note) makes the Coming of the Son of Man a going, say-

ing : " If it means any local approach at all, it la His ascent rather than His desoenl—His
solemn entry into heaven to receive the reward of His work ;" but prefers to regard it

" as a scenic representation of His investiture of the rights of universal dominion." He
approvingly quotes Madaurin and Scott, making this an " ascending to heaven, the
throne of God, to receive the Kingdom covenanted to him," ** from His former residence,

the earth." viz., at His First Advent. So Cowles {Com. on Dan.) makes it refer to the
ascension. Such theories will not stand the test of criticism, the logical order laid down
in the predictions, and the general analogy of the Word, being based, as to origination,

upon a misconception of the nature, etc., of the covenanted Messianic Kingdom. So
8wormstedt's(7^ End of the World Near, p. 166) arbitrary and eccentric separation of

yerses 13 and 14 from the context, and interposing a Millennial period previous to their

fulfilment, cannot be received ; and its inconsistency is shown by his subsequent admis-
sions e.g. that verses 18, 22, and 27 are to be verified in the Mill, era.
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PROPosrrroK 124. This Kingdmn is delayed severed tJuncsaiui

yearSy to raise up a nation or people capable of sustaining it.

It has been shown how the Kingdom failed in its Theocratic and
Theocratic-Davidic establishment through the depravity of man,
and how its re-establishment at the First Advent was rendered
hopeless by the wickedness of the nation. Then a new feature in
the plan of God appears, viz. : to postpone the Kingdom during a
period called " the times of the Gentiles ;" and durmg this season
of delay gather out a chosen people to be associated in the re-

establishment of the Kingdom on a firm and everlasting basis,

beyond the reach, owing to the tested character, etc, of the rulers,

of depravity (comp. Props. 69-65, 86, 87, 88, etc.).

Ohs, 1. Just as there was a preparatory growth and development of

Abraham's seed before the Theocratic government was instituted, bo now
there is designed and carried out by the Divine Will a preparatory gather-

ing of Abraham's seed tintil a suflBcient, predetermined number is ob-

tamed. These are called the Elect. Made liKe unto Christ, when they ap-

pear with Him, they are "joint heirs'^ with Him. The results following

from such a body incorporated in the Theocratic government can well be
imagined to be such aa the most glowing prophetic delineations portray.

This inheriting of the saints both of the Kingdom and of the land when
Christ comes to His inheritance will be presented (Props. 142, 154, etc.),

after passing over some preliminaries, the object now being to indicate that

to secure such an inheriting a resurrection, pre-millenni^, must bo expe-
rienced.

Obs. 2, This view of the Kingdom sustains the doctrine of an interme-
diate state, in which, whatever the condition of the saints, they are waiting
for the period of redemption, waitbig for the crown and promised inheri-

tance. (See Delitzsch, Sys. of Bib, Psyc, pp. 496, 498, 527-8.) This
idea of the intermediate state is, however, not peculiar to our system, but
belongs to various others. (Comp. Prop. 136.)

Obs, 3. The Kingdom itself is predetermined (Prop. 1) from the founda-
tion of the world, so also (for all things fall under the Omniscient Will) is

this preparatory gathering of saints. In Eph. 1 : "He hath chosen us in
Hivi before the foundation of the tpoW</,*' just as Christ Himself "was
foreordained before the foundation of the world " (1 Pet 1 : 20). In
noticing the passages bearing on this point, we find (1) that God predeter-

mined the reign of Christ
; (2) and that with Him a certain number

should be united in this reign
; (3J

and this predetermination onl^ includes

those who believe and are obedient
; (4) and this predetermination is
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openly manifeated " in the dispensation of the fulness of ti7nes,'^ when all

thin^ are gathered in one in Chriab (Eph. 1: 10) ; (5) and includes the
obtaining of the inheritance, because *' being predestinated according to the
purpose of Him v^ho worketh all things after ths counsel of His own
Will " (Eph. 1 : 11), It cannot, therefore, fail; and the constant gathering
oing on through the Gospel reminds us of the continued existence of the
'ivine Purpose and its ultimate certain result.^

Obs, 4. Until a certain number are gathered out to form the basis of

rulorship, guidance, etc., in this Kingdom, it is vain, owing to natural
proneness to evil and to this Divine Plan for its correction, to expect its

establishment under existing circumstances, or in this dispensation.

Fignier tells ns (The To-Morroto of Deaih, p. 94) that if man could be sustained witli-

ont eating, then '* the age of gold, dreamed of by poets, wonld be the certain consequence
of this organic change." Scripture takes different and higher ground, and assures us
that this is a mistaken notion that such a transformation alone can cause '* hateful pas-
sions, wars, rivalries, jealousies to vanish from the face of the earth." It looks to the

heart and not to the desire for sustenance, and bestows glorification only upon those
whose hearts have become purified, etc., and to whom it can be safely intrusted. With-
out unchanged hearts, without supreme love to God, evil would only increase, as is seen,
e.g. from the fact that men in power, wealth, etc., to whom the sustenance of life was the
easiest, have been among the most cruel and vindictive of men, as e.g. Boman Emperors,
Popes, etc. God now selects those who shall have a controlling influence and directory
in the Kingdom out of the nations, but the selection is confined to those who believe

and obey.

Obs, 5, We may well imagine the astonishment and joy of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, when this natural and engrafted seed is all gathered
and occupy their allotted places in the Kingdom. The Prophets seem to

make allusions to this, as e.g. Isa. 29 : 22, 23 (Alexander's version)

;

laa. 49 : 18 ; 60 : 4, etc.

Obs, 6. Christ tells us that the Passover shall '* be fulfilled in the Kina-
dmn of Ood,'* Luke 22 : 16. They who partake of the Paschal Lamo,
slain for us, shall experience the aeliverance afforded by this entrance
into this Theocratic state. The Prophets have much to say concerning
the delivera7tee of God's people and their exaltation at the time of the end.

What was imperfectly realized in the removal from Egypt under Moses
will be perfectly experienced under Jesus Christ, when He comes " the

second time unto salvation,^* viz,, complete^ realized redeftiption. Then, too,

the order of arrangements, etc., will be committed to a people who are

better qualified by previous training and present advantages to receive and
perpotnate them. The costly sacrifice required for them, the observance
of God's dealings, the personal experience, etc., all, in connection with
the wonderful bestowments of glorification and the presence of the Saviour,

will combine to produce the very qualifications so mdispensable io a pure,
perpetual Theocratic government. It is in view of this future deliverance

of God's people from a worse than Egyptian bondage, the bondage and
darkness of the grave, the last terrible persecution of the Church, that

Jesus
until

fruit

Here in these expressions is a wonderful commingling of certainty in the
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deliverance, its connection with the Kingdom, its dela^ for a season, its

combination with Christ, and even the departure of David's Son and a cer-

tain waiting for the Kingdom. This gathering of all of those who eat

Christ our Passover, must first be experienced, even down to the last one
(Props, 65 and 86), before the Kingdom of God shall come, and David's
Son will drink of the fruit of the vine.

Comp. Bev. 16 : 3, and observe the trinniphant Pasfiover Bong, that will be snog in
that day. The interpretationB that would spiritualize this eating and drinking are based
on the notion of a purely spiritual Kingdom. The number of the chosen ones is known
only to God. Some of the Fathers (Kurtz, Bible and Aatron., Seo. 18, note) thought that
the number of the redeemed would equal that of the fallen angels, basing this on the
hypothesis that mankind was created to fill the gap made by the fall of angels. Such
conjectures have no value, and Ckkl has not seen proper to give us informatiou on the
subject.

Obs. 7. Christ only introduces into His Kingdom those that He chooses,

and, as Alexander's version of Isa. 65 : 9, they are ** chosen 07ies.'" This
has been sufficiently represented in our views of the election, and we refer

to it here in order to disclaim all fellowship with that exclusive narrow
spirit characteristic of some professing small bodies of believers, which
condemn as unchristian and lost all who do not in all things conform to

their doctrinal belief. Aside from Christ only being the Judge to decide
in reference to the final status of professions, all, who cordially receive,

believe and trust in Christ, exhibiting their faith by producing the enu-
merated graces of the Spirit, are to bo recognized by us as Christians, no
matter whether, on various points, they differ from us. (Props. 135, 130,

179, etc.)
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Proposition 125. The Kingdom to he inherited by these gathered

saints requires their resui^rectionfrom am^mg the dead.

We have conclusively shown that the covenant necessitates a
resurrection ; that the description of David's Son, who is to rei^,
demands a descendant of David possessing, in some way, immor-
tality, seeing that His rule is everlasting, thus implying a resurrec-
tion—^that a resurrection is predicted of Him, etc.—and now the
fair inference is that those selected to be His co-heirs^ being gath-
ered out during a long period of time, and having died '* without
receiving the promises,'*^ wt^^ also experience the power of the res-

urrection before they can inherit the Kingdom of God.

Obs, 1. Leaving the proof of this union of resurrection and Kingdom
for the following Propositions (as we only desire now to introduce the sub-
ject of the resurrection), every reader, keeping in view that Christ's ap-
pearing and Kingdom are united, 2 Tim. 4:1, that a resurrection follows
His Second Advent, and that an inheriting of the Kingdom succeeds this

appearing and resurrection, must concede that when the righteous *'are
recompensed at the resurrection of the just*' (Luke 14 : 14), this also in-

cludes the inheriting of a Kingdom, So that, for the present, we are

content with ike general tenor of the Word, indicating/r«^ a resurrection

and then the reception and enjoyment of a Kingdom. And, as food for

reflection, it is suggested that if the appearing and Kingdom are synchron-
ical, then, as Mede observed, ** The appearing must pnjcede the Millennium,
for" (taking now the doctrine of our opponents for granted) ** at the
final resurrection the Kingdom does not commence, but is * delivered up,

'

then Cometh the ' end,* " etc. Refuge indeed maybe taken in a Kingdom
in the third heaven, but this, as shown, is not the Kingdom of covenant or
prophecy, which is a Kingdom here on earth.

Obs, 2. All alon^, the position has been taken that, owing to the post-

ponement of the Kingdom, a preliminary dispensation of grace to us Gen-
tiles has intervened, and that even the dead saints, whatever their position

in this interval, are waiting until *' the day of Eedemption,'^ the time of

the resurrection for their inheritance, etc. This is confirmed by the lan-

gua^ of Paul in 1 Cor. 15 : 32, who lays the greatest stress on the resur-

rection as the necessary and appointed means by which the blessings that

are covenanted can be obtained. The memorial, the Abrahamic covenant,
the Davidic covenant, promise after promise, involve a resurrection from
the dead, and the resultant reception of blessings ; and hence the emphat-

|

ic language of Paul, because of this very relationship, " what advantageth
me, if the dead rise not,** He well knew that inheritance, crown, and
Kingdom belonged to the period of the resurrection. Auborlen (Z>iV.
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Ilev., p. 208) justly argues that one of the doctrinal defect? of the Refor-
mation waa, that the resurrection of Christ was not made sufficiently

prominent ajs compared with His sacrificial death, while in the apostolic

preaching the Crucified and the Risen held equal place. And this feature

extended finally in an undue exaltation of the intermediate state, until the
resurrection is almost practically ignored as of comparative little conse-

quence to the honor, glory, etc., of the deceased saint. To appreciate the
force and pertinency of the resurrection, there must be a return to the
scriptural presentation of the matter.

The Litnrgical serTioes for the dead, oommonly used among the various denomina-
tions, being mostly deriTed from ancient sonroes, and having a close relationship to
Bcriptoral langnago, are in sympathy with our position. From many sonrces, also, do
we receive statements confirming the importance of the resurrection on the ground stated
by Dr. Kast (Lange's Oom., p. 401), viz., that the intermediate state is " something im-
pei^ect, abnormal," etc. Something may be added respecting the doctrine that death is

the result of the fall of man. The favorite argument employed by Free Thinkers is

derived from the geological assertion that it is firmly proven that before man troa this

earth death raged under the rulership of the mastodon, the dinotherium, etc. Therefore
it follows that ** the root doctrine" that death follows from the fall of man is an error.

But the Scriptural statements are not in antagonism with the alleged proofs of geology,
and still consistently make death entailed by the fall. For (1 ) the Bible only refers to
the fact that man was created mortal (hence what preceded him, being a lower creation,

was also mortal), and had life offered to him in virtue of obedience ; (2) that having dis-

obeyed, the means of life—so that he should not see death—was withdrawn, his monslity
—conditioned by faithfulness—was entailed. This is the Scripture teaching, and not the
old theological opinion against which the argument is levelled. Hence death, in view of
disobedience, is a penal entailment as the Bible represents, because the means of escape
from it originally present are withdrawn, and now can only be obtained through the
Saviour provided by God. Hence, being penal and a result of the fall, perfect r^emp-
tion through a perfect Redeemer must recover us from the same. (Comp. Prop. 163.)

Obs, 3. This resurrection includes a resurrection of dead saints, or, in

other words, is a corporeal, literal resurrection. The changes or modifica-

tions that the body may undergo in the process of glorification, or the ques-

tion whether the whole body or a portion, etc., is raised up, we leave for

other works (e.g. art. ** Resurrection," McClintock and Strong's Cyclop,)

to discuss, the point under consideration being merely that of an un-
doubted, veritable resurrection of the bodies of dwui saints, sufficiently/ dis-

tinctive to preserve personal identity, and to make it recognizable to

others as a real restoration from the dead. A line of argument can only
(owing to lack of space) be indicated. 1. The resurrection necessitated

by the covenant promises requires the personal resurrection and continued
identity of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. '

2. That applied to David's Son
demands the same, and the distinctive preservation ot His humanity, so ajs

to sustain a continued relationship to David as His Son. 3. The belief in
a literal resurrection of the body, according to numerous writers, was a
common one among the Jews at the time of Christ (Matt 22 ; Luke 20

;

Acts 23 : 6-8 ; John 11 : 24, etc.), and the language of Christ and the
apostles is pre-eminently calculated to confirm them in their belief. 4. That
the language of Christ and the apostles taught such a resurrection, is

confirmed by the fact that all the early churches distinctively proclaimed it

as their faith, thus corroborating the views entertained by the Jews. And
this general belief was not confined to Jewish but was embraced in the
Gentile churches. 5. Seeing what immediately preceded, and followed the
First Advent in attachment to this doctrine, if an error, it seems reason-
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able to anticipate either from Christ or His apostles a plain and unequiv-
ocal denial oi it. 6. But the Scriptures themselves establish the doctrine.

This they do, (1) in the usctge of words which denote both in classical and
scriptural writings a revivification of the dead, (2) In applying these words
to deceased persons in their graves. (3) In representing those ** asleep in
the dust of the earth,^* those ** whose flesh rests in hope^' etc., as the ones
who shall experience it. (4) In speaking of it as something well under-
stood, as e.g. Acts 14 : 2 and 23 : 6, etc. (5) In declaring that the unjust
(Acts 24 : 15),

'* all in their graves^" John 5 : 28, 29, shall undergo its

power, removing the idea of simple moral regeneration. (6) In appealing
to us not to think it incredible that Uod should perform such a work, Acts
26 : 8 ; Heb, 11 : 19. (7) In the examples of dead persons being restored

to life (e.g. Matt. 27 : 52, 53), which is a sign of what will be done at the
Sec, Advent. (8) In the body being specifically mentioned, as e.g. Rom.
8 : 23 in ** the redemption of the body,'' Phil. 3 : 10, 21. (9) In the con-

trast made between death and the resurrection from the dead (1 Cor.

15 : 21, 22), and in the effects of death and the consequences following the
resurrection (1 Cor. 15 : 42-54). (10) In the rejection of those who spirit-

ualized the resurrection, 2 Tim. 2 : 17, 18. (11) In the removal of it to

a certain fixed period, Eph. 4 : 30 ; 1 Cor. 15 : 23 ; 1 Thess. 4 : 14, 17,

etc. (12) In the fact that *' the first begotten of the dead** underwent a
literal, corporeal resurrection, as the various Gospels prove ; that even in

the process of glorification following it He retains His personal identity

sufficiently that when He comes again He comes emphatically as " the Son
of Man,'* David's Son, and .that His resurrection is represented as a pat-

tern for that of His saints', Kom. 8 : 11 ; 1 Cor. 4 : 14 ; 2 Cor. 4 : 14 ;

Rom. 6:5; Phil. 3 : 21 ; 1 John 3 : 2. (13) In the mortal, i.e. the part

subject to death putting on immortality, 1 Cor, 15 : 52-3 ; Roni. 8 : 11.

(14) In the effects of Paul's preaching the doctrine on Athenians, etc., Acts
17 : 32 ; 26 : 6, 8, etc. (15) In the fact that if the body is not also re-

deemed, restored to its forfeited condition, then the Redemptive process is

insofar incomplete. Such considerations, with especially the deeper and
more significant one that the Davidic-Theocratic arrangement necessarily

by noventmt insists upon it, are amply sufficient to cause ua to retain the

d form of doctrine.%
The *' changing of our vile bodies,*' the " quickening of our mortal bodies,**

—

completed

redempiion (comp. remarks. Art. 1, IalOi. Quart. Review^ Jnly* 1874) reqairing the raiBing

up of the body, etc., ought certainly to influence every one who receives the authority of

the Word to believe in a corporeal resurrection. It is most reasonnhle to believe that the
body which snffers by the fall, which has been honored by the Spirit, which has honored
God by its labors ana toils, will be saved as well as the soul, and will be honored by God
in a glorious manner. No spiritualizing or prevarication can remove the force of numer-
ous Scriptures, as e.g. '* He that believeth in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live"

(for the connection shows a direct reference to corporeal resurrection, so Barnes Cbm.,

etc.). Redemption of the body is something recovered or restored that was alienated in the
power of evil ; if, therefore, the body itself is not in some way resurrected and restored,

there is no redemption of it. Redemption cannot be predicated of a body wholly rejected

(as some believe), or of an entire new body substituted (as others hold) in place of the

old one. If the reader will but reflect over the Jewish phraseology of 1 Cor. 15 : 20,
" But now is Christ risen from the dead, and become the first fruits of them that slept,**

this naturally and forcibly recalls the first fmits of a coming harvest of the same kind of

product. In view of the identity of the first representative of the harvest with that of

the harvest itself, it seems impossible to refuse our assent to a simUarity of resurrection.

If the one is a resurrection of the body, the rest must be the same, or else the iilnstration

loses its force. Such passages as Bom. 6 : 6, and 8 : 23 ; Phil. 3 : 21 ; 1 Cor. 6 : 14

;
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2 Cor. 2 : 14, etc., are decisive, and corroborate the statement of Jeans, John 6 : 39, 40,

44p that He will lose nothing, bat raise it ap again at the last day ; that He will raise np
believers (not at death) at the last day. Bo decisive is this Scriptural proof that nearly

all creeds and confessions afi&rm " the resurrection of the body /" meaning by it an actual

reTivifioation of the sleeping or dead body, forming again a reunion of soul and body,
and preserving the personal identity of the believer. In this way alone do they consist-

ently hold forth the Scriptural promise, that every believer shall be " ransomed from the

r)er of the grave,'* and that "tfod brijigeih down to the grave, and He raiselh up" (1 Scmi.

6).

The Church is rapidly drifting away from the idea of a corporeal resurrection. The
old-fashioned faith—even evidenced by the Patriarchs—does not suit modem notions.

Thus e.g. Dr. Nisbet {The Res, of the Body. Does the Bible teach it T) refers to Nelson,

Hodge. Bobinson^ and others as declaring that the future body is not derived from the
present body, or as Bobinson (quoted) says :

** Few, if any, intelligent persons can at this

day, I think, suppose any part of the body laid in the grave is to rise with us at our resur-

rection.*' To this we only say that, admitting a change or transformation, it certainly

then is strange to have a resurrection of the body announced at all, and stranger still to
connect it at some future time toiih our decayed bodies, and strangest of all that the
resurrection of Jesus (our pattern) should be really and truly ideniified with His deceased
body. If it is true, as Nesbit quotes Dr. Hodge, that " not a particle of one need to be in
the other," this is due, not to the resurrection of the body, but to the glorification of the
body afterward. Many writers confound the resurrection and subsequent glorification,

speaking of the future body as the resultant only of the resurrection, when it is one of
the resurrection and the subsequent transforming (making the mortal immortal, etc.)

power of Grod. If Nesbit. Bobinson, and Hodge are right, then the body of Jusus might
nave remained in the sepulchre untouched, and its removal, under the idea of resurrect-

ing power, was simply a deocpUoTu White (The Redeemer and Redeemed, p. 21, etc.) makes
the resurrection of the dead a re-creation simply out of the dust of the earth tDUhoul atty

r^arejux to the body itself. His sole Scriptural proof is based on 1 Cor. 15 : 35-38, espe-
cially the phrase " thou sowest not that body that shall be." But he presses this beyond
its connection—for the context proves that while (as we firmly believe) the resurrection
body (glorified) is something very different from the body sown (owing to the powers
that it receives), yet the resurrection body is in some way connected vjilh the body that
has died, as seen e.g. in the phrase, " Thou fool, thai which thou sowest is not quickened,
except it die." No wheat, no grain of any kind, is produced unle&<) it sustains an iniimate

connection with the previously sown grain ; so it is with the resurrection, otherwise the
Apostle's illustration fails—and this is confirmed by the allusions to "the graves," coming
up " out of the graixs/* etc. A fnend (Prof. Breckenridge, with whom many agree) takes
the position that the same body is raised only in form, for God preserves the idea of
form and in the resurrection restores it and revitalizes it, so that not any of the particles
are raised which composed the original form, but the form itself is restored by the
rehabilitation of other particles. This is the resurrection of an idea, and when applied
to the resurrection of Jesus, and to others, fails in applying the Scripture statements
respecting the *'flesh,'

' "the dust,** " this vile body," •' this mortal" this ** seed,*" etc. Lee,
indeed, in his Eschaiologyt admits a literal, corporeal resurrection of Jesus—forced to it

by the facts, but then contends (p. 198-9), that it was a resurrection only to a mortal life

for a few days, and that afterward the resurrection to immortal life was accomplished by
His Spirit leaving the body, (1) for '* the animal bod^ had answered its purposes, and
the Spirit might now take its depeurture into the spiritual world to live forever a Spirit
without a body." Hence, according to this theory, Jesus died a second death I and as
death is the consequence of sin, He endured the penalty of sin twice ! There is nothing
in the Becord to support such a view, and it never would have been entertained if it

were not needed to bolster up a preconceived opinion (oomp. next Obs. and note).

Strange how far men will proceed with the Scriptures in order to establish a favorite
theory, to which the former must bend. Thus e.g. Bev. Hequembourg (Pian of Oreaiion)
follows Swedenborg, Bush, Lee, etc., in making the resurrection to be an investiture of
new bodies immediately or soon after death, and then asserts respecting the impression
or doctrine of a corporeal resurrection : " But if the impression should prove correct, it

would befatal to the inspiration of the New Test." That is. if the Scriptures do not
sustain his theory of a purely spiritual resurrection succeeding death, he denies the
divine inspiration—when the Jews, the earl^ Church, and multitudes have found a cor-
poreal resurrection in them and held to their inspiration. When men thus affirm them«
selves, in the light of the teaching exhibited by us concerning this doctrine, as judges to
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decide vhether it ought or ought not to be received, and inspiration with it» we instino-
lively feel that their views are onscriptnral and dangerous. The resotreotion of Jesna is

a atiunbling-block to all purely spiritnal theories, and hence Glamageran, Fontanes, and
others, in some way, against the most positive of Beoords, make out even a spiritnal
zesoireotion of Jesus, defining it to be '' the rising of the soul to a higher life/' eto.

Obs. 4. The views of the Gnostics relating to matter, and the congeqnent
rejection of this doctrine, has influenced many to imitate Hymen Eeos and
Philetus. From Manes down to Eckermann, Henke, Ammon, Priestley, Des
Cotes (Knapp's Ch, Theol, p. 532), Bush, Owen, etc., men have endeavored
either to spiritualize the language, or to explain it away as an accommo-
dation, or to refer it to the bestowment of something new immediately
after death. Indeed, this leaven has so far worked through the mass, that
concessions are made by our theologians which virtually vitiate the whole
doctrine so far as its relationship to the future is concerned. An illustra-

tion may'be in place. Dr. Dwight in expounding (Ser. 64, On. Res.) Matt,

22 : 31, 32, not seeing how the covenant promises give the key (Prop. 49)
to its meaning, opens wide the gate of arbitrary exegesis ; and of his ex-

position Prof. Bush, in his Anastasis (denying the resurrection of the
body) gladly avails himself. Dwight asserts that the word here translated

resurrection denotes throughout the New Test., ** existence beyond the
grave," or ** a future state or existence." It is a matter of amazement
that so able a writer, to make out a special case of interpretation, should
commit himself so erroneously, and thus aid the efforts of those who deny
a bodily resurrection. This assertion has no weight with himself after-

ward, as he advocates a literal resurrection, indicates that it is applied to

the corporeal resurrection of Jesus, and admits that the Jews, etc., em-
ployed it (as e.g. John 11 : 24) to denote a revivification of the body.*
Why, then, make so sweeping a declaration, which is abundantly disproved

by even the simplest passage relating to the resurrection ; for, if he is cor-

rect, and Bush is right in indorsing it, then his interpretation is synony*
mouB with the word, anastasia or resurrection. Let it be tested as a
synonym with John 11 : 25 ; 1 Cor. 15 : 42, etc., and its absurdity will ap-

pear. Hence, our ablest critics and most talented theologians, as a matter
of simple consistency, accept of the word '* anastasis** or '* resurrection"

as legitimately denoting a revivification of the dead, a restoration to life.

The student need not be reminded that innumerable testimonies derived

from ancient and modern writers can be adduced to support this meaning.
To give but a recent illustration : Thompson {Tkeoh of Christy ch. 14),

following Knapp and others, declares that the word was used by the

Greeks, by the Grecian-Jews, and by the Scriptures to denote a restoration

to life of the dead. This leadjs us again to remind the reader that in the

following discussion, such candid admissions from those who have no sym-
pathy with our doctrine possess considerable weight, in view of the fact

that the selection of such a word which Christ and the apostles well knew
was thus employed, indicates, that if a spiritual resurrection or existence

beyond the grave is meant by the resurrection, no word could have been
selected better calculated to deceive hearers and readers.

* Dr. Russell's estimate {Bib, 5ac., Oct., 1860, p. 775. given by Hndson, p. 25 Revietoers

Jieviewed) of Dr. Dwight's definition may be referred to ; when e.g. speaking of those

who ** qnote the loose and riokety statements of Dr. Dwight in full on the meaning of
* anastasis,' and then blink the whole question of the usus hquendi of the language itself.**
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It ifl not sarprialng that "Reformed Judaism '* (Art. on, by Felix Adler, in North
Amer, Beview, Bep.-Oot., 1877), " inspired by the philosophic (Rationalistic ) teachings

of the day," shonld set aside the doctrine of the resnrrection in the flesh,

and with it all kindred doctrines, as e.g. the Advent of a personal Messiah. Bnt
it is sorprising that those who accept Sie authority of the Word, should virtually

deny the same. The Unseen Ifniverae, relying simply on the expression that '* there is a
natural body and a spiritnal body" (overlooking Paul's statement that the one is a result

of the other, for the former must first die, etc.), teaches that we now have the frame or

the rudiments of the frame of the spiritual body, which connects us with the invisible

world. A writer in the (Jin. Enquirer, a Spiritualist, affirms that, at death, mediums have
seen it coming out of the person dying, thus leaving the body. The Shakers (Art. on, by
Evans, Appletona' Cyclop.) make it spiritual, and by way of pre-eminence style tnemselves
" the children of the resurrection," and hence do not marry, as marriage is inconsistent

with their professed state. Swedenborgianism (Barrett's Lectures, etc.) has no resurrec-

tion of the body, for " continuation of life is what is understood by the resurrection.'*

With these and others there is no resurrection out of the graves, unless figuratively.

Over against all these mystical conceptions, aside from other considerations (see previous
Obs.) it is amply sufficient and conclusive to say that as the natural body of Jesus whs
transformed into a ** glorious body" so, says the Apostle, Phil. 3 : 20, 21, " shall He
change our vUe body, that it," the vUe body, ** may be fashion^ like unto I{is glorious body.*'

Philosophy, science, spiritualiziug may speculate and tender objections, but faith accepts
the asserted fact that the body itself—like ChrisCs—ahaM undergo this change or transforma-
tion, just as it is represented tliat the bodies of the living at the Second Advent, when
translated, shall also undergo a wonderful transformation. Any other view forbids the
cordial reception of the promises relating to the resurrection, in their plnin grammatical
sense. Greybeard, in Lay Sermons^ Ko. 104, opposes the resurrection of the body on the
ground that it is " folly" to assume that " the same identical particles of matter compos-
ing the body that is sown ' in corruption * are to form the body that is to bo * raised in
incorrnption,' " basing it on the declaration, " thou sowest not that body that shall be,"
etc. But how does he know—for has the modus operandi of the resurrection been revealed
to any one?—that some, if not all, the particles will be utilized and form the basis upon
which is exerted transforming power ? Cannot God take, if such is His will, the very
mortal body and clothe it with transcendent power and refined glory ? If his theory is

true, then, as no particles of the body of Jesus were needed in the resurrection, the empty
sepulchre was merely a pious decepiion^ and the proof given to Thomas of a resurrection

was a mere piousfraud. No ! the Record is too taplieil. Besides, in reply to Greybeard's
proof, it must be observed that Paul speaks of the body (natural) as the basis from wiiidi

springs the incorruptible (just as in the body of Jesus), and holds up the resurrection

body in its completeness with the positive declaration that the body is as its '' seed."

Hence, while the oak is not the acom, the same particles, yet the oak proceedsfrom the
acorn through the transforming power of nature. So also the natural body —whether
entire or in part we cannot tell, it being also complex—must form the basis, the ground-
work of the resurrection body, for it is on the dead bodies in (heir graves that the transform-
ing power of resurrection will be exerted, so that the dead ones undergo a transmutation ;

there being a verUal>le coming out of the graves, and, therefore, a necessity for the graves^

the earth, and the .sea to give up its dead. When Beecher {The Future Life, sermon, Ch,

Union, Sep. 6th, 1877) rejects the resurrection of the body because " flesh and blood can-
not iriherit the Kingdom," he only confuses the wonderful transforming power which
accompanies the resarrection with the resurrection itself ; because the resultant of resur-

recting power is the glorification of the body—a conversion by which flesh and blood is

excluded—in order to qualify it for inheritance in the Kingdom.
The ** germ theory, which assumes that the soul at death retains a certain ethereal in-

Testiture, and that this has by virtue of the vital force the power of accreting to itself a
new body for the celestial life," is virtually the Swedenborgian view as advocated by Prof.

'B\iBh.{Anasiasis), Universalists ( TTorAa), Joseph Cook • (Zed urea). Spiritualists, and others.

* Cook (Leetttres on Biology) in his Lecture " Ulrici on the Spiritual Body" (which con-
tains highly interesting matter relative to the latest German thought respecting the
enswathement of the soul in an ethereal, non-atomic fluid, etc.), makes out a present
spiritual body of which the soul is an occupant, and that immediately after deatii, or at

death, the soul continues to exclusively occupy this body, and then jumps to the conclu-
sion that this is " the spiritual body" denoted by " the inspired doctrine of the resurrec
tion." But was this all that Jesus experienced ? Is it a coming out of the graves, etc. ?
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But this makes the roBarrection to be «U deaih when the Scriptures make it atUl fuhtre ; it

is opposed to the contrast in 1 Cor. 16 ; it is not in accord with the figure of the grain
(change), 1 Cor. 15 ; it makes the fntnre body independent of and not the offshoot of this

body ; it does not really make the whole body to die, but retains a bodily (ethereal it may
be) investiture, and is opposed by the plain record of Jesus* death and resurrection (as

we have shown), for to be resurrected there must be a real death in order to be made
alive : thus it was with Jesus, 1 Pet. 3 : 18, and thus it is witii the saints. Bom. 8 : 11.

(This germ theory probably is a refinement of an old view—see McClintock and Strong's
Oydop,, Art. ** Mohammedanism"—for the Jewish Uaggadah had a certain bone ('* Bone
Luz"), and Mohammed the rump bone C* Bone Al-Ajb"), which would be unoorrupted
until ibe last day, from which the whole oody would spring forth anew). If the theory
were true that the resurrection is thus only a ooniimiaiion of life by virtue of this inherent
constitution, then a resurrecting Saviour need not be provided, for it would not be true
that " by man came also the resurrection of the dead," seeing that, according to this
opinion, it would be a result alrtady established by the law of creation, and required no
special divine interposition to be secured. Williamson {T?i€ol, and Moral Science, ch. 28)
and others of the same class, to make out a purely spirituid resurrection immediately
after death, with no relation to the body in the grave, lay special stress on 1 Cor. 15,
" With what body do they come?" and in the discussion coolly assumes what remains
unproven, the time of the resurreeUon, omitting all reference to the passages which relate to

a resurrection still future. He informs us that the body must die or else there can be no
rising of the soul from it (how about the translated ones ?), and this constitutes the
reanrrection, which the Patriarchs and all others have already experienced, for it is fool-

ishness to say that the dead come in the same bodies, etc. Now, as there is great myster}"
connected with the modus operandi of resurrecting and transforming power, we are, of
course, utterly unable to answer the questions and objections that may be alleged against
the Scriptural idea, but we, unhesitatingly, because declared hy Oodt receive it as follows :

Paul's reasoning includes the outcome or the result, and not ihe mode of operation ; but
this embraces so much, viz., that the future body sustains some relation to the dead body in

ihe grave, although when raised and glorified it is very different from this mortal body,
having other powers, qualities, attributes, etc., to fit it for its intended glorified use.

The analogy of the grain clearly teaches such a relationship, and this is sustained by the
references to a still future resurrection at the Second Advent. Take e.g. such a reference

as 1 Thess. i : 15-17, and the resurrection is predicated, not of those just deceased (imme-
diate), but of " them who are asleep" in their graves, who ore actually to arise from their

Bleep in the dust of the earth, and which is united with the Second Coming and a con-
nected translation of living bodies. The question, " How are the dead raised up ? and
with what body do they come ?" refers to the future, and the proof is found in the simple
fact that all the churches established by the Apostles East and West universally hdd to

such a reference. How account for so general a belief ? Any representation, however
plausibly put, which disconnects the resurrection from a future second personal Advent
of Jesus, and which separates it from any relationship to the deceased body ^although
mouldered in the dust), is erroneous. For Paul's reasoning shows that ihe very b^y
which dies is the one quickened (and not another that is quickened because the body
dies), but the quickening process (as in grain) gives a body not like that which was
sown, it having different properties, powers, etc. The contrast, expressive of relation,

ship, is distincUy and impressively given as follows : "/if (the body) is sown in corrup-
tion ; U (the same body, with the changes introduced) is raised in incorruption," etc.

The repeated references to " this comcpiibUt Hiis mortal^'* and hence (his body as the one
undergoing a change is so clear that no one, unless prejudiced by preconceived opinions,
can {aM to see and appreciate the force ; thus repelling the notion that our mort^ bodies
experience no real, literal resurrecting power, which is capable of making the mortal im-

Is it a resurrection limited, as the Scriptures do, to the Sec. Advent ? Does it not vir-

tually make the res. of Jesus a pious fraud, and deny the union of the resurrection with
the Second Coming of Jesus? Russell {Our Lor^s Return, p. 47), in behalf of his spirit-

ual theory, remarks :
" A spiritual body coming out of the grave will not make any more

of a hole in the ground than Christ's spiritual body made in the door when * He came
and stood in their midst, the door being shut.* " This, however, is to make resurrection

(i.e. revivification of the dead) and glorification identical, which they aire not. If Bussell
IS right, why such a parade over the grave of Jesus, the missing body, etc. ? Why ex-

pressly assert that the graves themselves are opened as e.g. Matt. 27 : 52 ; Ezek. 37 : 12 ;

John 11 : 41, 4i, etc. ?
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mortal, the vile glorious^ etc. A great deal of nonseoBe is written respecting *' the spirit-

aal body/' and because the word ** spiritnal " la used, many jump to the conolnsion that

the body in** spirit.*' No one mistakes oonceming ** the natural body* as one under the
influence and control of nature, and no one should misapprehend (after the usage of
** spiritual") ** the Bpiritual body" as one under the influence and control of the spirit*
But the latter still arises from the former as its basis, being shown by the evident con-
trast and relationship, thus : *^It {the body) is sown a natural body ; U (the same body
but now changed) is raised a spiritual body/* If death retains the body so that it wiU
not be raised and chunged, we fail to see how then ** Death is swaUowed up in victory."

The critical sti)dent wiU observe the force of the Apostolic position in this respect If

(e.g. Killen's Anc, Church, with which cump. Neander's remarks^ the Gnostics resisted

the notion of a resurrection of the dead because of the principle tnat evil was inherent in
matter, it is exceedingly strange that, if there is no resurrection of the mortal body, the
Apostle should not, to this extent at least, have oonoiliated and incorporated the view,

instead of directly affirming against them a resurrection, as e.g. Paul saying to the
Corinthians (1 Cor. 15 : 12) : **Hou} say some among you thai there is no resurrection of the

dead.'" VT^y compare death to a sleep out of tohich the dead one should awake and
direcUy refer to the bodies themselves ? Why give such a decisive rebuke to deniers of a
future resurrection (2 Tim. 2 : 18) ? Enough has been said on this subject to sustain the
Pre-Millen. view of the resurrection of dead OTi/es, and the subject may be dismissed with
two remarks. First, men are too eager to quote as authority for their views others who
really differ from them. Thus e.g. the UniversaUsi Quarierlv, p. 150, Ap., 1877. on Luther
as a Preacher, quotes him as saying concerning the res. of the body, to make it appear
that he indorsed the Unirersalist view of the res. : " That the human body after death is
not that body that shall be." But this we also receive, and Luther's view, as repeatedly
taught, was that of a resurrection of the body, but t^t the resurrected body was one
totally changed from the corruptible body buried, and that such a change was only to be
realized at the future Second Advent Second : the interpretation of a passage is made
to fit a preconceived opinion. Thus, to take a favorite one. Augustine, and many
who follow him, quote John 5 : 25, 26, " The hour is coming and now is when the
dead shall hear the voice of the Son of God, and they that hear shall live. For as the
Father hath life in Himself, so hath He given to the 8on to have life in Himself.* ' Be-
cause the expression is used, ** The hour is coming and now is,** they suppose that it

refers only to a spiritual or moral resurrection. But this is opposed to the facts. This
announcement on the face of it expresses something as unusual, whereas such a resurrec-
tion as these advocate has, according to their view, always existed. Again :

" the hour
la coming" alludes to a future time coming when a bodily resurrection shall be experi-

enced, and the ** now is** indicates that although the resurrection is promised in general
as future ^at the last day) to those living, yet even now, at that time, a bodily resurredUm
was experienced in those /eir who were raised from the dead by Jesus, and the many who
were raised up at Has own resurrection, including, as the next phrase shows, the resur-
rection of Jesus Himself. And then the expression " He hath given to the Son to have
life in Himself." shows, as the parallel passages evince, that allusion is made to a resur-
rection of the literal dead, because we are expressly told that it was in view of this self-

lodged power of life that death could not hold dominion over Him. That the Gentiles
deemed the doctrine of the resurrection a thing "incredible'* (as many now do, pro-
nouncing our view '* foolishness," etc.), did not influence the inspired men to soften U
down in order to make it palatable and accommodating to modem notions and unbelief,
as is now the fashion, following in the lead of Gnosticism, Priscilliamam, etc.

Obs, 5. An important feature that ought to be noticed in thiediscua-
sion, is this : Commentators and others quote largely from the writings of
the Jews, showing that they derived from the Old Testament the belief

* Hodge, quoted by Nesbit In another place, has some good, sensible remarks on " the
spiritual body" in his Com, on 1 Cor., in which he does (1) connect the resurrected with
the dead body, and (2) insist upon a body under the influence of the spirit. Probably
this influenced Whedon {Com., 1 Cor. 15 : 44) to coin a new word, making " spiritual'*

equivalent to " soulical,'* i.e. something combined with, directed and controlled by, the
soul. Many able writers contend that by "natural body'* is meant one that is influ-

enced, etc., by nature, and that by " spiritual body" is denoted one which is the organ
o£ the spirit and the instrument of its operations (thus e.g. comp. Lange's Oom. loci).
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that the pioOB dead would he raised up at the Coming of the Messiah, and
that they would remain with Him here on earth in His Kingdom. A few
specimens will suffice : Eisenmeuger (Bush, Anast., p. 221) states that the
Jews held that the souls of pious Israelites were in a stjite of detention
tintil the resurrection, awaiting a deliverance which was to be wrought
for them by the Messiah, the Son of David. Bush quotes {Anast., p. 225),
as favoring such a resurrection, R. Joshua Ben Levi, who thus applies

Hos. 13 : 14 and Isa. 35 : 10, and also the Bereshith Rabba ad Gen' thus
interpreting Micah 3 : 13. Priest ( VieWy p. 40) says that J, Ben Uziel
when referring to the prophecies of Eldad and M:edaa concerning Gog and
Ma^og ** in the last days," adds :

" All the dead of Israel shall rise again
to life, and shall enjoy the delights prepared for them from the beginning,
and shall receive the reward of their works." R. Eliezer speaks of a res-

urrection preceding the Millennial age or thousand years. In the Test.

of Simeon (Tioelve Patriarchs) when ** the Lord God, the Mighty One of

Israel, shall appear upon earth as man," it is added: "Then will I

(Simeon) arise in joy and will bless the Most High for His marvellous
works, because God hath taken a body, and eaten with men, and saved
men." In the same work, in the Test, of Zebulun, he is represented as

saying :
*' And now, my children, grieve not that I am dying, nor be

troubled in that I am passing away from you. For I shall arise once more
^n the midst of you, as a ruler in the midst of his sons ; and I will rejoice

in the midst of my tribe," etc. Having given Jewish testimony in various

places, and reserving others for following propositions, this, in connection
with the collections given by Burnet (Tlieory), Lightfoot (Works), Mede
(Works), Manasse Ben Israel {On Res,), Herzog's Cyclop., Smith's Bih,
Die, and found in our commentaries, is corroborative of the notion enter-

tained by Jews themselves of a corporeal resurrection, and of its occurrence
at the appearing of the Messiah. And, what is remarkable, this very ex-

pectation of a resurrection at the time of the rei^n of the Messiah, a Pre-
Millennial resurrection, a resurrection deemed indispensable to fulfil the

prophets and the covenant itself to Abraham, etc., is so fully incorporated
in the phraseology of the New Teat, that not the slightest disconnection is

to be found existing, so that Paul himself. Acts 26 : 6, 7 fcomp. Acts 23 : 6),

links *' the hope of the promise made of God unto our lathers, unto whicii

promise our twelve tribes, instantly serving God day and night, hope to

come," with the resurrection itself; and John in the Apocalypse, as many
writers have admitted, gives a representation of the resurrection in full
accord with Jewish opinions. At least the language chosen in its natural,

grammatical meaning confirms these hopes not only in Jewish but in Gen-
tile converts. The latter circumstance is to be considered the stronger in

our favor, since, as many authors have shown, the doctrine of a resurrec-

tion from the dead was particularly absurd and offensive to Greeks,

Romans, etc. Surely this continued reception of ** Jewish conceptions"
by Gentile churches must have its significance. This doctrine was taught
by the apostolic Fathers and their successors as indispensable to their

system of faith ; and it was regarded as cardinal and exceeding precious,

owing to the covenanted Kingdom and blessing being identified with it.

Justin Martyr (Dial, with Trypho, ch. 80) gives the general view held
when he says :

*'* But I and others, who are right-minded Christians on all

points, are ensured that there will be a resurrection of the dead (or as New-
ton, of the flesh), and a thousand years in Jerusalem, which will then be
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built, adorned, and enlarged, as the prophets Ezekiel and Isaiah and
others declare,' ' quoting Isa. 65 : 17-25 ; Pa. 90 : 4 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 8 and the

Apoc. in confirmation.

While this doctrine was almost entirely confined to the Jews and the first Christianja,

yet traces of it are to be found in several directions. Thus e.g. a resurrection of the
body was taoght even by a sect of Magians several centuries b.o. A great prophet was to

arise toward the expiration of this world, who wonld be " the Conqueror of death and the
Jndge of the worldl" and after this revival to life the once dead bat now "become im-
mortal with a fine ethereal body, would lead a life ot bliss upon an earth forever freed
from the corrupting influence of evil.*' (Quoted by Thompson, Theol, of Christ, p. 183.)

The Sibylline Oracles, as many have noticed^ teach a resurrection preceding a Millennial

age and reign of a Mighty King. However we may account for the advocacy of the doc-

trine outside of the Jews and Christiana, one thing is certain from the constant appeal
made to Scripture, that both Jews and Christians derived their belief from the express
declarations of God's Word, so that, e.g. Lactantius {Div. Insti,) when adverting to this

Pre-Millennial resurrection connected with the personal Advent of the Messiah, only ex-

presses a uniform sentiment when he says (ch. 26) :
*^ ilUa is the dodrine of the holy prophets

which we Christians follow ; this is our wisdom."
For other references to the Jewish and Primitive belief, see Ante-Nicene Library,

Corns, of Meyer, Gill, Clarke, etc. Arts, on Ees. in Eitto, Calmet, writings of Russell,

Dodwell, Greswell, etc. Observe the language of Clemens Komanus in his Epis, to tlie

Corinthians. The Apocrypha, as e.g. Mao. 2 : 7. 14 ; 12 : 45, etc. The Karaites (the party
opposed to the Rabbinical) hold to a resurrection of the dead, as seen in their articles of
belief (Milman's His. of f/te JeioSt p. 224). So also the Mohammedans, who (Upham^
IRs. qf MahomeCs Successors^ Greenbank's Period. Library, p. 247) specially honored Pale^
tine. " as. according to their traditions, it is the place whither all mankind will be sum-
moned at the resurrection."

Obs, 6. But in view of the variety of theory concerninff the resurrection,

something more must be stated. Many writers refine tne resurrection by
using it as a figurative expression, so that it is constituted something
coeval with the history of the Church ; or as an accommodation denoting
the unfolding of greater capacities and newer powers ; or as indicative

of an inner body or life continued after death, making death not penal, but
necessary and friendly to the development of life ; or, as the reception of
something exclusively spiritual, either the complete transformation of the
material into spirit or the union of two spiritual natures into one. There
is no end to the variety and scope of mystical language in this direction,

and under the guidance of men of learning and genius, it becomes bewil-

dering. But all such notions, however learnedly and eloquently expressed,

are opposed to the simple idea of the resurrection as entertained by the
Jews and early Christians, and as represented in the Scriptures. We
frankly admit that the subject is one offaith, and thus accept of it ; but,

at the same time^ a solid foundation sustaining such faith is produced.
Leaving the connection that it has with the body itself in the grave, with
the corporeal resurrection of Jesus, with the meaning of the word an astasia

as aptly given by Pearson on the Creed, with the corporeal resurrection of
some after the crucifixion, etc., we plant ourselves on the " redemption of
the body'' (Rom. 8 : 23), which clearly teaches that not another body ia

given and glorified, but the same body, made subject by sin to death and cor-
ruption, is raised up again and given immortality and renewed (even spirit-

ualized) powers and capacities. We still have faith to accept of the
scriptural statements that death is pefial in its nature, that it is an
enemy and not a friendly messenger to introduce a spiritual resurrection,
or to bestow the inheritance, crown, and Kingdom. We are old-fashioned
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enough in our belief to cling with hope to that daj beyond the interme*
diate period or state, when the redemption of the hody will also be effected,

ADd this, because we rest on a perfect, complete Eede^nption, Our Sariour
is a perfect Redeemer ; and the early Christians evinced not ou\j faith but
logic when they claimed in and through Him ''the Redemption of the

body,'^ Everything else that man and the race forfeited by sin is restored

through Christ, and we can make no exception in favor of the body, given
over to death and corruption, without making Redemption in so far in-

complete, and giving in this particular the victory and triumph to Satan.

We dare not limit the redemption of the believer, seeing that God desi^s
and has promised, throuj^h Christ, a complete restoration to all forfeited
blessings ; and even superadds to the same, in virtue of relationship to the

Redeemer, increased exaltation and glory. Hence, every theory, however
plausible, and no matter by whom advocated, that proceeds to limit Re-
demption, the work of Christ, must he rejected as irreconcilable with tlie

honor, power, etc, of God in Redemption.

An editor of a prominent reUgiooB periodical, in a recent article on the resnrrection,

compla^ed that some gave it undne prominency in the pulpit, eto., and suggested that
one sermon a year was amply sufficient to give it aU the prominency that it needs. Some
eminent commentators and theologians of his own denomination correctly take a different

view from that of the editor, who makes so much of " the intermediate state*' that he
does not see much necessity for a resurrection. Over against such a loose method we
commend the excellent remarks of one of the editors (either Dr. Brown or Dr. Valentine)
of the Ewing. Quarterly Review, Art. 1, July, 1874, p. 337, insisting upon its fundamental
importance and necessity (corporeal) for completed redemption. Sir Thomas Browne
{Selig. Medicit S. 47) quaintly says :

** The life, therefore, and B{>'irit of our actions is the
resarrection, and a stable apprehension that our ashes shall enjoy the fruit of our pious
endeavors ; without this all religion is a fallacy, and those impieties of Lucian, Euripides
and Julian are no blasphemies, but subtle vexities ; and atheists have been the only phi-

losophers." The critical student will find that by *' the adopiioji^" Rom. 9 : 4, Paul
refers to this resurrection (for proof, see the preceding chupter, t. 23), making it equiva-
lent to " the redemption of the body" (comp. Judge Jones' Notes, p. 284, foot-note). But
it is something distinguished from the general resurrection, being a peculiar and dis-

tinctive one, belonging to ** ^ Sons of God;'* for by the resurrection of saints is the
adoption both perfected and manifested. Jesus is declared to be '* the Son of Gk>d " by
the resurrection from the dead. Bom. 1 : 4, and His Sonshlp being vindicated and mani-
fested by that sublime manifestation of power, it is employed, Acts 13 : 33, as proof of

the resurrection. But the identical principle involved in " ihe manifestation cf the Sons of
GocU * to become such fully and really, they also, like their Head, must be declared sud[L

by a resurrection from among the dead—one ^culiar to themselves ; and this the Apostle
declares, Rom. 8, where the formal adoption is linked with the resurrection, for they are

bom again (as Jesus was bom from the dead) as His children. (Query : Can we thus
apply " the Sons of the living God" in Hob. 1 : 10?) Brown {Com. Matt. 12 : 25), in

confirmation of what we previously said respecting the memorial (Prop. 49, Obs. 2, note)

expressing a resurrection, forcibly says : " A beautiful clause is added by Lake, * and are

diUdren of Ood *—not in respect of charadert which is not here spoken of, but of nahtre—
' h^ng the children of the resurrection,* rising to an unending existence (Rom. 8 : 21, 23),

being the children of their Father's immortality" (1 Tim. 6 : 16). (Compare Rom. 1 : 4,

etc.) It will be profitable for us to ponder in our hearts what this means, viz., that if we
are so happy as to be " tfM children of the resurrection** we thus are manifested as God's
children. He calling nBoulcfthe dust of the earlhhy supernatural power and imparting to us
God-like powers. The expression in its relationship is so indicative of a new birth with
added capacities and powers, so full of contemplated glory entirely derived out of the

oidinary course of nature, that it ought to stimulate our faith and hope to grasp such a

distinguishing, peculiar resurrection of saints.

Attention is called to Ps. 16 : 10 : "TAou wiU not leave my soid in heO, neither toili Thoa
suffer Thy Holy One to see corruption.^ The uss. have the plural form " holy ones," and
BosenmuJler, De Wette, Gtesenius, Bruno, Stange, Fischer, etc., decide that it must be
retained. Our version and many commentatozs follow the Seri or marginal reading, and
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retain the sii^pilar. This has led to some discnssion among critics. Some, as Fischer,

etc., call it a plural of intention having reference only to Christ. OthetB, as Hengensten-
beig, conclude that ** the plural here must have been extremely velcome to the Jews be-
cause it furnished them with the best means of refuting the Messianic interpretation of

the Pti." Some, as Dr. Alexander, contend that even the singular reading in the margin
** is collective and includes the whole class of God's chosen and favored ones, of whom
Christ is the Head and Representative" (whereupon a writer in the Bib. Sacra., Oct,
1851, p. 808, aaks the Dr., ** 1m it a faot that God does not suffer His * holy ones ' to see

corruption ?"). Kow, so far as the plural form is concerned, if insisted on, we are willing

(gladly, as authoritative) to adopt it, but need not necessarily indorse Hengstenberg's
idea. For notice, (1) it is quoted in the New Test, as expressly applicable to a resurrec-

tion ; (2) Christ being the Head of the brethren or " holy ones" is necessarily included,
and therefore the application to Him

; (3) that the suggested question whether His
brethren, " holy ones,'* do not experience corruption, is not stated in the text if we allow
due latitude of meaning to the word ^ see.'* For it has also the meaning of sufferance or
enduring, of continued experience or under the possession of, etc., as e.g., ** It was not
meet for us to see the King's dishonor," " If a man shall keep my saying he shall never
see death," " Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God," etc. Hence it is not
necessary even to contend that any saint, including Jesus Himself, has not experience!
corruption, seeing that the text only asserts that they shall not be suffered to endure cor-

ruption, remain under its power, but shall obtain a resurrection. With either reading it

is a proof of Christ's resurrection, and with the plural form it embraces that of His mem-
bers, and thus makes the resurrection of all a bodily one.

In reference to the body itself it is sufficient to add, that, being something beyond
present experience and reason, it is not particularly described, but in general it is

asserted that being transformed, made like unto the body of Christ, glorified, it becomes
i

^a spiritual body," i.e. a body perfectly controlled by Spirit and not dependent any
;

longer on nature for its support (although like angels, because of future supping with
Jesus, etc.. food and drink may be partaken of—not as a matter of necessity, but rather

|

of pleasure). It is a body freed from weakness, disease, and death, having immortality, I

perpetual youth, angelic and even Christ-like powers. It is a strange notion of Burnet's
|

{Com. State of the Dead, and Res,, ch. 7) that this glorified body will have no members or
\

organs of sensation. Reason would imply the exact contrary, and even largely increase
them as means of enlarged happiness (without e.g. interfering with the power of rapid
transmission from one point to another), which Scripture supports in that it invariably
links the unbounded happiness of the righteous with the period of their resurrection,

and conveys the decided impression that the body itself will form an insirumentaJHiy \

through which increased pleasure will be afforded to the soul. We may well imagine, as
Scripture intimates (Luke 20 : 36, etc.), that the future body in its glorified form will

|

vary from the present body in that it is specially fitted for a new and enlarged state or
ordering. The description of Jesus glorified, the representations of the saints, all evi-

|

dence the greatness of the transformation, yet in such a way as to preaerve a eontnroed I

personal identity linking it with that which had previously existed. The critical student
will ponder in this connection that (already intimated) glorification (which qualifies for <

honor and station) follows the resurrection. It is supposed from 1 Cor. 15 that glorifica>

tion and resurrection are one, but a little reflection and comparison will show that Paul
in the general subject of the resurrection of the saints, which indudes their glorification,

unites both, giving the result, under the one general head. The production of the natu-
ral body is not instantaneous, and it does not follow that the production of the glorified

and spiritual body is a sudden, instantaneous one. Let the reader consider that the
resurrection of the saints leads to a speedy, determined incorruptibility, etc., because a
resurrection, same word, is also predicted of the unjust, who certainly are not trans*
formed because resurrected, thus showing that the act of resurrecting or vivifying the
dead is one thing and that of glorifying quite another. Men are to be judged for the
deeds done in the body, and it would be an incongruity to judge them when already, as
evidence of previous judgment, in possession of theirreward in a transformed body. The
resurrection of Jesus is in point, for we have no evidence that He assumed the glorified

form until at His aaceusion, thus showing a resurrected one can exist restored to life, for
some time independent of glorification. The rewarding being at the res. of the just, and
as the future position, station, etc., of the believer in the Theocratic Kingdom is then
assigned to them, and as differences exist, etc., we Have every reason to believe that
while all glorified bodies are fashioned after Chrises, some are more tUce CJhrist's than
others, or in other words, that a diversity will thus exist even in the glory of the body as
in the glory of tue soul.
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Oba, 7. If charged with credulity in our belief, we answer, that it re-

quirea far more to spiritualize away the plainest of facts. Thus, e.g. if

the resurrection consists merely in a continued spiritual or future life, why
is BO much said of the burial of Christ, of the grave, the sealing, the stone
rolled away, the rising on the third day (and not after death), the visita-

tion to indicate no absence of the body, etc. ? Hmo can these facts be rec-

onciled with such a theory? Again : the precise idea is conveyed of a
resurrection ''from among or out of the dead/* as all critics admit (as e.g.

Phil. 3 : 11, etc.). Prof. Bush {Anast., p.
139J,

noticing this peculiarity

in Luke 20 : 25, says :
'' This usa^e is very remarkable, and must be founded

upon some sufficient reason.'* The reason he assigns is, that it denotes a
moral or spiritual resurrection from among or out of the dead in sin, or a
future state. But the facts in reference to this usage are decidedly against
such a view, for the identical language is employed to denote Christ s res-

urrection from among or out of the dead as is seen in Acts 4 : 3, comp.
Acta 17 : 31 ; and hence, if the pleading is valid, it denotes in Christ's

case a moral or spiritual regeneration or a continued future life. How, too,

reconcile this usage of language with precisely the same employed by the
Jews to signify, as the words indicate, a separate and distinct resurrection

of some of the dead ?

Compare Prop. 128. We are satisfied with the charge of credtUity, so long as the
same is supported by the plain statements of God. The difficulties alleged in the scatter-

ing of the dnst, in the assimilation of the flesh of martyrs by beasts, etc., have no force

to him who believes in the unlimiied Omnipotence of Qod. The question simply is, has
God declared that He will raise the dead? If He has, Uim He wiU perform H, no matter
how incredible, how impossible it may be to man. We are not conceroed in replying to

objections at length, simply because not knowing how it is accomplished, how the trans-

formation is performed, we might readily be led in our short-sightedness, into error. It

is sufficient that a cause efficient enough to produce it is assigned, even Jesus, David's
Hon and Son of God, and that the efficiency was practically demonstrated in His own
dead body. The illustrations generally employed, however favorites, to show forth the
resurrection, apt as they may b^ in one respect, fail in others. Thus e.g. the change of
the ugly caterpillar in its silken cocoon intd the beautiful butterfly, lacks the analogy of
death and the sudden exertion of power in its behalf ; it is simply the product of

nature's laws, while the other is the glorious resultant of avpemaivral power. The silver

cup dissolved by acid and mixed in a large quantity of liquid in an invisible state, so
that even the microscope cannot perceive it, and then again by science reduced to risi-

bility, to a compact mass, and formed into another silver cup of greater shapeliness and
beauty, this may indeed teach us to have faith in the ability of the great Chemist and
Scientist who established and organized the vast laboratory of nature, but its analogy
utterly fails because it does not touch the problem of death and life. The only light and
illustration that has the requisite force and beauty is that found in Him who is " the
resurrection and the life." It is such that childlike faith can grasp, appreciate and apply
with comfort and hope. It preserves, however accomplished and whatever modifications
exist, ihe personal identUy of the believer, even as respects his body, as implied by the dead
one« being called forth from their graves, etc. Bh. Butler (Analogy) may go too far, as

Tyndall {Pop, Science Monihlyt Oct., 1874) accuses him, when he says, " Our organized
bodies ore no more a part of ourselves than any other matter around us" (urged to the
statement by his eulogy of the soul and illustrating it by limbs removed, body diseased,

and yet the mind active, eto.) ; but Tyndall goes to the opposite extreme when, retaliating

with his Lucretian theory, he makes matter supreme (illustrated by the brain, vital

organs, etc., being requisite to sustain a person), for the truth seems to be in a medium,
both being essential to oon.stitute the personal identity of a believer, and consequently,
as we have shown, there is a redemption which includes soul and body. As to the phi-

losophical and scientific questions that this may suggest, it is again sufficient to say,

that this whole matter being beyond our experience and knowledge, we must be content
with the general statements which include both, making it satisfactory and comforting
(just what we need) at the mouth of the grave, when it receives the mortal remains of a
loved one. Simple faith in God's Word imparts hope and joy, when supposed superior
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wisdom gives only despair and angniflh, or, at least, painful doubt and perplexing bus-

pense diminishing happiness. When we see Christ's body, the body Uself, raised up so

that it should not experience oorruption ; when we oonsider this requisite io prow His
resurrecting power over death itself ; when we contemplate the assurance that His resur-

rection is a pledge, the first fruits, of our own, then we are satisfied, and willing to remain
in ignorance of its modus operandi^ awaiting its glorious power.

Obs, 6. Candor requires the brief examination of the only passage

which can^ by careless concessions, be adduced as favorable to this notion

of a purely spiritual resurrection immediately after death, viz., that of

2 Cor. 5 : 1-8. If we entertain the opinion, given by various writers, that

this change of body is experienced at death, we are at once plunged into

difficulties, for then, (1) we make Paul contradict himself in his t.eaching

concerning the resurrection. For ho not only in other places teaches a
corporeal resurrection, but he precisely locates this resurrection and trans-

formation at the future Coming of Christ (e.ff. 1 Cor. 15, and 1 Thess. 4),

when '* the Lord Himself shall descend from neaven," etc. (2) In consol-

ing those who lost friends and endured tribulations (1 Thess. 4 :13
;

2 Thess. 1 :^10, etc.), he refers them to an experience of the power of the

resurrection at the same period, and professes the same respecting himself

(Rom. 8 : 23), (3) That none of the churches established by him, or their

immediate successors, believed, so far as we have any knowledge, that

believers experienced such a change ijmnediately after death, which omis-

sion of faith is corroborative evidence that the passage was apprehended
without such an interpretation. If we concede that the change is after the

death of the believer, then the concession is seized by Swedenborgians,
Universalists, etc., as proof of the non-resurrection of the bodies of tho

saints. Is this concession necessary, or is it demanded by the passage ?

The reasons just assigned have already sufficient weight to urge us to avoid

it for the sake of consistency ; and the solution, if we allow the general

analogy of Scripture to speak, is not difficult. It is only a forced com-
inent to say, as some do (e.g. MacKuight, Hodge, etc.), that the resurrec-

tion body IS not denoted, but only ** the heavenly mansions" or places in

the third heaven, for then the contrast is not preserved. It is contradic-

tory to profess a belief in a bodily resurrection at the end of the age, and
yet when we come to this passage, give the saints (as Barnes) in this inter-

mediate state a body and even ** a glorified body." To say that Paul de-

sired to be with Christ in a disembodied state does violence to the desire

as expressed, or to say that a temporary body is given until the day of resur-

rection is opposed to its being ** eternal." The explanation of Locke that
Paul expected the speedy coming of Christ, and desired a transformation,
without dying, although plausible, as Barnes admits, is not necessary to rec-

oncile the passage with other statements of Paul. The opinion of that
class of commentators who advocate that the resurrection body is denoted, is

the only one that accords with the tenor of the resurrection doctrine. Paul
ia accustomed, owing to the inheritance, etc., being linked with the Second
Coming, to pass over the intermediate state, examples of which are found
(e.g. Rom. 8 : 30 ; Heb. 12 : 22, 23, etc.) in several epistles. Before enter-
ing upon the words of the passage, he expresses his strong faith in the
things not seen, in the things eternal, and among those things he had just
enumerated (ch. 4 : 14), ** knowhig that He whi3i raised up the Lord Jesus
shall raise us up also by Jesus, and shall present us with you,** Hence,
grasping by faith the blessings connected with the resurrection by Jesus,
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be, passing by tbe intermediate state as not wortby of comparison witb
wbat follows it, makes a general affirmation of tbe resurrection, bis desire

to experience it, and bis safety and blessedness wbetber be presently, or
not, experience it. That bis mind was impressed by tbe desire for a
bodily resurrection appears, (1) tbat tbis body is ** eternal in the heaven-
lies" (see Prop. 107), which accords witb the position and rank of the
Rulers after the resurrection ; (2) it occurs here on earth for ** the house is

from heaven,*' i.e. tbe change, etc., is made by God through His Son
Jesus (for our " resurrection" even is in heaven)

; (3) tbis change is made
" that mortality might be swallowed up of life," i.e., the body itself, the
mortal part, is endued with immortality, otherwise it is not correct to say
that the mortal receives or attains to life, but it should be (if spiritualized)

that the mortal body gives place to another and different body never suscep-
tible to mortality

; (4) the '* earnest of the Spiritf^' given as a pledge for
the performance of this, indicates it, as a comparison with Rom. 6 : 23 ;

Eph. 1 : 14 ; Eph. 4 : 30, etc., will show. Such considerations, to say the
least, are ample enough, whatever view we may entertain respecting par-

ticular parts of the passage or concerning it as a whole, to prove that we
need not indorse a spiritual endowment or resurrection immediately after

death, making tbe resurrection of the body unnecessary and redundant

;

for, admitting the apostleship of Paul, the writer does not contradict him-
self, which he inevitably does if we force such an interpretation upon his

words.

Rev. Wilson {Proph. Times, N. 8.. 1876, vol. 1, p. 223) and othera simply make the
body reserved in heaven to be the body of Christ, the pattern of onrs, after whose body
oars is to be fashioned, jnst as He is now in heaven onr life. We shall be clothed with
this body at His Coming, etc., and as Paol saw this very body, hence his intense longing
for it, thus nervously expressed. Lange's Com. lod refers the reception of this body to
the resurrection at the Paroosia of Jesus, and Dr. Wing (foot-note) indorses and enforces
(over against Hodge's view) the opinion expressed by Dr. Kling. The passage, too. as
nnmeroua writers observe, distinguishes between the soul and the body, so that the latter

is not pure spirit, but an organized vehicle under perfect control of the spirit. Comp.
the excellent remarks of Fausset {Com. loci), who heads his comments with " The Hope
of Eternal Glory in the Besurrection Body."

Obs. 9. Attention is called to the circumstance tbat many of our op-

posers frankly acknowledge that a literal Pre-Millennial resurrection is

taught in the Scriptures. Of these we have several classes, (1) such as re-

ceive tbe inspired Word, and profess themselves forced by philological and
€xegetical reasons to receive tbe doctrine, but Very carefully have these

resurrected saints removed to the third heaven. Such are Prof. M. Stuart,

Priest, etc.; aad the Com. of Stuart and his Excursus on Rev, 20 are cona-

mended to the special consideration of the reader, because bis candid

admissions are particularly valuable both on account of his known hostility

to our doctrine, and by reason of this concession of a literal resurrection

being antagonistic in spirit and principle to bis own theological system.*

(S) Then there are some bard to understand and contradictory ; admitting

in one place a literal Pre-Millennial resurrection, without the Advent of

Christ, and in another place rejecting it. Thus, e.g. Kxiriz^ (Sacred His-

tory) admits, s. 196, a literal resurrection to precede the Millennium, as his

reference to Matt, 27 : 52, 53 indicates, and yet in sections 198 and 199 he

speaks as if all the Scriptures pertaining to the dead of Christ were only

fulfilled at the close of that age. He, too, is guarded in placing those resur-
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rected ones preceding the Millennial age in an '* invisible and celestial"

reign, lust as if the predicted Kingdom of the prophets was an invisible

one. The concession, however feebly given, is worthy of notice, as in so

far it coincides with "the ignorance and folly" of tfewish expectations.'

(3) Another class are those who, imitating some ancient opponents of

Chiliasm, reject the Apocalypse mainly on the ground that it teaches a two-

fold resurrection, the first of the saints at the beginning of the Millennial

age, the second at its close. So LUcke and others, see Prof, Stuart's hitrod,

to Apoc, (4) Some, as Prof. Bush (Mill, and AnasL),^e&nder {Works),
admit that tne language is well adapted to teach a Pie-Millennial corporeal

resurrection, that such an opinion was entertained by the early Church,
that it was well suited to sustain the martyrs, etc., but that its true spirit-

ual conception was to be developed by the growth of the Church. (5) Rejec-

tors of Revelation, as Gibbon {History, vol. 1, p. 534, etc.)* admit it, and in

various works and periodicals it is presented and derided aa decidedly too

*' Jewish." A writer, e.g. in Westm, Review, Oct., 1861, p. 261, speaking
of this doctrine, portrays it thus ;

" The subjects of this long-desired the-

ocracy are primarily the decapitated martyrs, and then all tlie true adhe-
rents of the now triumphant Messiah. Their restomtion to a happy and
sinless corporeal existence constitutes the first resurrection," but pro-
nounces it after all only a splendid idea derived from Jewish Messianic
expectations, unworthy of credence. Very recent attacks on the Apoc. by
talented men correspond with this in tone and spirit ^6) Still others fully

admit the literalness of the Pre-Millennial resurrection, but injure its force,

and materially affect the harmony of prophecy, by linking with it, and re-

garding as identical in time, events which are separated by the Millennial

era. Thus, e.g. Keith in his Harmony of Prophecy. Thus from various
sources, antagonistic, and some even hostile, to us, we have the important
admission made, so requisite to our system of faith, that a literal Pre-Mil-
lennial resurrection is taught in the Scriptures.*

I Among these may be classed those vho express themseWes in a hesitating, undecided
manner. As e.g. Henry's comment in the (Jomprek, Oom. hci, which says :

*' They were
raised from the dead and restored to life, eiOier lUeraUy or figuratively,** but then proceeds,
owing to preconceived views of judgment, Kingdom, etc., to favor the figurative sense.
Among such may also be reckoned those who occasionally give a most decided atteranca
in onr favor, but are lately given to spiritoalizing. Thus e.g. Dr. Tomlinson, in his
Sermon on ihs MiUemiumf is forced to acknowledge a literal res. After mentioning the
view of a res. of a mere spirit of the martyrs, he adds : " Others contend, and, in my
opinion, with much more propriety, that it should be interpreted according to Us obvious
iinport ; and that the martyrs will literaUif rise from the dead at the beginning of the ^lil-

lennium, and continue on the earth throughout the whole of that period," and then
approvingly quotes Bh. Newton. To these may bo added such writers as Spurgeon« Tal-
mage, and others, who in one place utter the most emphatic Pre-Uillenarian views (some
we quote in this work), and then weaken the same in other places by indecisive, hesitat-
ing, or spiritoalistio utterances, showing that a clear, nniform system of Eschatology is

lacking.
' To this class Dr. Chalmers may be added (having occasion to quote him occasion-

ally), who at times is hard to tmderstand, unless we allow him a Millenarian bias (comp.
his letter to Dr. Bonar, Memoirs, vol. 5). Thus e.g. on Ps. 60 : 1-6 {Posth. Works, vol, 3.

p. 51) he remarks upon its being in ** the domain of unfultiUed prophecy," and adds :

" And I am far more inclined to the literal interpretation of this Psalm than to that
which would restrict it to the mere preaching of the Gospel in the days of the apostles.
It looks far more like the descent of the Son of Man on the Mount of Olives, with all the
accompaniments of a Jewish conversion, and a first resurrection, and a destructiun of the
assembled hosts of Antichrist." Even Origen could not entirely rid himself of the Primi-
tive view, and occasionally utters sentiments in accord with Ohiliastio views, aa e.g. in
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his 13th Homily on Jeremiah, he Bays : " If any man shall preserve the washing of the
Holy Spirit, etc., he shall have part in the UrM BesurrtcHon ; but if any man be saved in

the ike, Memtrreciion only, it is the sinner that needeth the baptism by fire. Wherefore,
seeing these things are so, let ns lay the Bcriptores to heart, and make them the role of

oar lives ; that so being cleansed from the defilement of sin -before we depart, we may be

raised up with the saints and hare oar lot with Christ Jesos." (The stadent will observe
that Barbour's system is Origen's revived, viz., fatare salvation of sinners.)

' Dr. Keith, in many respects an instractive and valuable writer, connects passages
{Har. cf Proph.) as descriptive of the same period of time which the Spirit applies to

different eras of time. Thns e.g., overlooking the plain fact that the judgments of God
fall upon living nations and not upon the dead at the Sec. Advent (comp. Prop. 134),

and the additional fact that the dead in Christ only experience a resurrection at the be-

ginning of the Mill, ase and the rest of the dead are not raised until its dose (comp. next
Prop.), he unites wi& Bev. 20 ^. 5, 6. etc., such pass^es as Rev. 20 : 12, 13, 14, 16. His
objection that we nowhere find ** a second'* resurrection spoken of, is irrelevant, for two
reasons, (1) the term "JiraU" as shown in next Prop., has not so much reference to time
as to privilege ; and (2) the resurrection of all is asserted, but a certain j>recedence give'n to

the righteous, which necessarily involves precedence in time, etc.

Ob8, 10. An objection, nrged bv Barnes and others, may as well be
noticed here. It is to the effect that in more detailed descriptions of the

Resurrection, as in 1 Thess. 4, and 1 Cor. 15, Paul does not connect the

personal reign and Kingdom of Christ as following here on earth. But if

this proves anything, it proves too much, for it would exclude other things

also mentionea as occurring, such as the creation of new heavens, etc., the

resurrection of the unjust, the last judgment, etc. The omission is de-

cidedly in our favor, for (while Paul in other places unites *' the appearing
and M^inpdom^% he here takes it for granted^ from the universauy enter-

tained views that the Kingdom is joined to the appearing of this Son of

Man, that the parties addressed will supply the order of events omitted,

and discusses only that part of it, viz., the resurrection of the dead, which
to Gentiles, like the Thessalonians and Corinthians, was the most incredi-

ble, etc. If the objection is appropriate, then we might frame another in

the same spirit, and ask. Why then, seeing that these Thessalonians are

charged by Neander and others as holding to " Jewish forms" of the King-
dom, did not the apostle, when on the subject of the resurrection, refute

their Jewish notions of the Kingdom ? The one objection is as pertinent

as the other.
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Proposition 126. In, corvp,rmation of our position^ the Old Test,

clearly teachea a Pre-Mlllennial resurrection of the mints.

Our entire argmnent, step by step, lead? tx) this as a TiecessUy^

otherwise the Kingdom as covenaTiied and predicted cannot appear,
and cannot be inherited. Leaving the reasons already assigned
(under the discussion of the covenant and memorial, see. Prop. 49),

we now appeal to others which show that before the Messianic
Kingdom can be realized the righteous dead must first be raised up
from among the dead.

Obs. 1. No one donbts tbat Isa. 25 : ^-^ is descriptive of the Messiah's
Kingdom. If we regard it, as it onght to be, reprcBcntative of a state here

on earth to be witnessed during an appointed time, and if we do not take

the unwarranted liberty of dividing and subdividing it, allotting portions of

it to one time and other portions to another time, or, ascribing parts of it

to earth and others to the third heaven, then it will be very easy to locate

the period of its veri6cation or realization on the authority of the Apostle
Paul. In turning to 1 Cor. 15 : 54, after a description only of the resur-

rection of the righteous, the apostle emphatically adds, '* theri*' (i.e. at this

very time of this resurrection) ^^ shall be brought to ^ass the saying that is

written 'Death is swallowed up in victory.

'

'

' Isaiah 's Millennial description,

which all agree is a delineation of Christ's Kingdom, is, according to this

testimony, to be fulfilled or brought to pass whe7i a resurrection is experi-

enced by the saints. This is corroborated by the statements given in

Isaiah, corresponding with such, that we know are only to be realized after

death is abolished. But Paul adds another saying which is also ^' then,^^

at that time to be brought to pass, viz., the one given by Hos, 13 : 14
(gives the spirit of it), *' death, where is thy sting f grave, where is thy
victoryV The question that arises here is this : Paul well knew that
Hosea 13 : 14 (as well as Isa. 25 : 8) was ^favorite passage of the Jews to

support a resurrection of righteous Jews at the inauguration of the King-
dom by the coming of the Messiah—^how, then, could he locate its fulfilment
at a resurrection of saints, conjointly with the Kingdom description of

Isaiah, unless he fully and freely indorsed such a Jewish view f This testi-

mony is plain and convincing, unless we charge Paul with prevarication.
As an inspired man, as a follower of Gamaliel, as a preacher of the King-
dom, knowing the Jewish views, he could not give them such an indorse-
ment unless it was true.

If Panl had not in 1 Cor. 15 explained the phrase, " He has swallowed np death in
Tictory.*' then spiritiializers would nndonbtedly have explained it away as denoting,
probably, comfort or hope in death, etc. Indeed, some not satisfied with Paul's refer-
ence thmk that " death" in Isaiah denotes the woes or calamities of the Jewish nation,
and this is done by Yitringa, Bosenmuller, Bnsh, etc,, in order to make the Millennial
predictions to correspond with the present state of the chorch. Against the ea^ess inter-
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pretatioa and applicatioa of Paul, they assert that " death ** here is only '' another term
for all manner of grievoiiB affliotions, persecntiona, vars, pestilences, BickneBses, every-
thing, in fact, of a deadly or desolating nature, everything which canses grief, monming,
and triboiation. A specimen worthy of Origen 1 But the multitude of our oppoBers do
justice to F&ul*a quotation, and insist that a bodUy resurreeiion Ib denoted. Barnes {Com.
loci) only expresses the sentiments of these when he makeB it refer to ** death in its

proper signification,'* to the fact " that He will abolish death/* and that Paul's quoting
it ** is sufficient proof that it refers to the resurrection, '* etc. The context of Isa. 25 : 6-9,

as will be shown hereafter, forbids its application to the present existing dlBpensation,
because the events connected therewith can only be realized at the Bee. Advent, We cer-

tainly cannot be censured for our application of Hos. when even our bitter opponent
Jerome (Art. ** Jerome," Ency. Brii.) employs it (Hos. 6 : 2. 3) as referring to the res. of

Jesus, and then to the regeneration of the human race through the same. Now the plural
form "us" cannot refer to Jesus as an individual (unless we conceive Him as one of the
brethren), but to the saints. He also applies Hos. 13 : 14 to the death and res. of Jesus.

Obs. 2. In Daniel 12, we have, according to the early Church and many
eminent writers, a literal, twofold, and rre-Millennial resurrection fore-

told. The English version gives, t. 2, " And many of ihein that sleep in
the dust of the earth shall awake, some to everlasting life, and some to shame
and everlasting contempt,^^ That the language indicates a literal resurrec-

tion is fully admitted even by those who spiritualize it, or who apply it to

the time of the Maccabees ; that it is expressive of or drawn from the doc-

trine of a literal resurrection all critics confess.* '* Sleep" used for death
;

" sleeping in the dust of the earth ;" " awake" employed to denote res-

toration to life ; this awaking of such sleepers to " everlasting life," all in

the phraseology and contrast enforce such a meaning. To avoid the charge
of forcing an interpretation, we shall rely on the renderings given by our
opponents. Prof. Bush, a critical scholar, gives the following :

** And
many of the slee|)ers of the dust of the ground shall awake

—

these to ever-

lasting life, and those to shame and everlasting contempt." He contends
that the words in their precise meaning demand a twofold resurrection,

one class being raised up to life while another are not then awakened. As
to the latter part of the verse and the controversy originated by it, we may
in this discussion pa«s it by, only saying, (1) if it has the meaning given by
Bush, then it forms au additional argument in our favor

; (2) but if the
contrary, as Barnes and others, is to be received, viz., that the just and
unjust are both raised at the same time, then it may be referred, as many
do, to the resurrection of professed believers g[Ood and bad. The first part
of the verse is sufficient to sustain our position, viz., that of a partial

resurrection of the dead—a resurrection of some out of or from among all

the sleei^ers in the dust of the earth. The awaking is predicated alone of

the •* many o/" and not of all men. Those who resort to making ** the

many" consist of *' all " are restricted by the peculiar, significant, and
conclusive " many of*' Hence we find the candid confession of Dr. Hody
{Res, of the Body, p. 230) : '' I fully acknowledge that the word ' many'
makes this text extremely difficult. I know what expositors say, but I am
not satisfied with anything I have hitherto met with. Some tell us that
' many' is sometimes used in the Scriptures to signify * all,' but this does
Tiot clear the difficulty ; for there is a great difference oetween ' many ' and
* many of* All that sleep in the dust are many ; but many of them that

sleep in the dust cannot be said to be all they that sleep m the dust.
' Many of* does plainly except some,** In the examination of various

writers, all, without exception, acknowledge this restricted import, declar-
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ing that its removal does yiolence to the passage. The language then ex-

presses a literal, partial resurrection. Now in its connection it describes a
Pre-Millennial one, briefly, for the following reasons : (1) It is placed at

the end of certain prophetio periods, which, as nearly ail commentators
agree, precede, or run down to, the commencement of the Millennial pe-

riod
; (2) it is connected with a deliverance of the jjeople of God, pre-emi-

nently characteristic of the beginning of the Millennial era
; (3) it is identi-

fied with a period of great trouble, distress, etc., which, as many prophecies

declare, precedes the ushering in of that age ; (4) it is related to the period

when the wicked shall be rooted out, etc., which is descriptive of the com-
mencement of this age

; (5j and the identifying of the promise annexed by
Jesus flimself to the time immediately after the harvest, '' then shall the

righteous shine forth as the sun,'' for, as Joel and John show, the har-

vest immediately precedes the Millennial glory.*

1 Sorely we are correot when each men aa Prof. Bnah, who make a litexal resurrection

adumbrate " a moral quickening** and **^ future life," apply this to the '' resuscitation of

the dead mentioned in the Grospolfl/* and especially to '' that remarkable display of res-

urrection power put forth upon the many bodies of the saints that slept, which arose,

and came out of their graves after his resurrection.*' Or, when Grotius, Amner, etc.,

following the interpretation of the heathen Porphyi^, yet admit that the language is such
as '* to hint at the mystexy of the resurrection." Besides this, the student well knows that

a leading objection against the Book of Daniel by destructive critics is, that a lUerol resur.

rection is taught.
* Prof. Bush on ** these** and " those" says :

" The awaking is evidently predicted of ikt

many and nU of the whole ; consequently the * MeM ' in the one case must be understood
of the class that awake, and the * those * in the other of that which remains asleep."

Many others coincide in this opinion. Barnes {^Com, loot) forcibly says :
" The natural

and obvious meaning of the word * many * here is, that a large poriion of the persona
referred to would thus awake, but nM aU. Bo we should understand it, if applied to

other things, as in such expressions aa these :
' many of the people,' ' many of the

houses in a city,' etc. Gesenius states that the word ' designates a part taken out of the

whole.' " Hence we strongly object to some renderings which do not thus distinguish,

KB e.g. Knapps {C/i. TheoL, p. 629), who concedes a literal resurrection, but renders:
** Those who lie asleep under the earth will awake ; some to eternal life, others to ever-

lasting shame and contempt.** Such a version is evidently shaped by the opinion of a
simultaneous resurrection of all the dead at the same time, and does manifest violence
to the original, as urged by the best and most reliable of critics, and conceded (as shown)
by the candid concessions of opponents. Prof. Whiting has :

** And many from the
sleepers of the dust of the ground shall awake, these to everlasting life, and those to

reproaches and everlasting abhorrence." Winthrop, and others, ** And many from out of
the sleepers of the dust," etc. Brookes {Essays, p. 12, note), " And many of Viem that
sleep in the dust of the earth shall awake ; Viese (the many raised ones) are destined to
everlasting lita—those (who remain in the graves) to shame and everlasting contempt ;"

so also Carlton and others. Many renderings give the same sense, the only change being
in substituting " some" and ** others" for " these*' and " those," excepting Augustine's
{Cdy of Qod^ b. 20, c. 23), who translates :

** And many cfihem that sleep in the mound of
the earth shall arise, some to everlasting life and some to shame and everlasting confu-
sion.** In the Israelite Indeed^ vol. 11, p. 210, Chaplin gives the following :

" Many apart
from those sleeping in the dust of the earth shall be awakened ; these (the many
awakened) shall have eternal life ; and those (the remainder left sleeping) shall have the
reproaches of eternity ;' and Lederer (the editor) si^gests : " And many /rom those who
sleep in the earth-dust- or dust of the ground—sliall be awakened ; aonw to lives everlast-
ing and some to shame and everlasting abhorrence." The reader can readily verify such
renderings in various leading commentaries given by others, and therefore we only
append, as an illustration, another given by Tregelles {On Dan., p. 156) : " Many /ram
among the sleepers of the dust of the earth shall awake ; these shall be unto everlasting
life ; but these (the rest of the sleepers) shall be unto shame and everlasting contempt**
(comp. Smith's Thoughts on Dan.), and observes :

** I have given, I believe, the most liter-

al rendering of the verse ; it speaks of a resurrection, not the general when all shall be
called forth, but of an eckdic character, * many from among the sleepers.* *' ** This pas-
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sage has been nnderstood by the Jewish commentators in the sense ihat I have stated."

Fansset {Com, loct) indorses TregeDes, saying, ** the Jewish commentators snpport Tre-
gelles," and remarics : " Not the general resurrection, bat that of these who share in ths

jirsi resurrection ; the rest of the dead being not to rise tiU the end of the thousand years
(Rev. 20 : 3. 5. 6, cf. 1 Cor. 15 : 23 ; 1 Thesa. 4 :16). Israel's national resurrection and
the first resurrection of the elect Church, are similarly connected with the Lord's Coming
forth out of His place to punish the earth in Isa. 26 : 19, 21, and 27 : 6 ; cf. Isa. 26 :

6-9'^

(Tregellfs, p. 162, adds :
*' This translation is given as undoubtedly correct in Gerard

Kerkherdere's Prodromus Banielieus," tor *'it is clearly not a general resurrection ; it

is * many^om among

;

' and it is only by taldng the words in this sense that we gain any
information as to what becomes of those who continue to sleep in the dust of the earth,'*

and quotes in confirmation of such a twofold resurrection Jewish authorities, R. Saadiah
Hag^ion and Aben Ezra.^

We are only concemea in insisting that a renurrection, and a twofold one, is clearly

taught. That a resurrection is asserted is so plain that many (comp. Art. on " Resur-
rection" in ATClintock and Strong's Uyclop,) emphatically declare that it presents us ** a
clear and unequivocal declaration," and even such commentators as Scolt (loci), ready
to spiritualize predictions and promises, unhesitatingly teach that a resurrection of the
dead is most obviously taught, bat over against the impregnable ** many of " refers it to

"the general resurrection." The student will see for himself that any rendering ap.
preaching faithfulness to the original necessarily makes the resurrection of an ededic
nature. Dr. Brown [Ch. Sec. Cotn,^ p. 200) indeed makes *' many of " to be '• the multi-
tude of," and insists that two classes are included in these " many," viz., ** the good and
the bed," which is then transformed into " all," and a simultaneous resurrection. Some
writers take the position that this resurrection relates either to the Jewish nation or to

the professing Church, or to both, and has the righteous and the mere professor raised at

the same time, excluding the rest of the dead ; others again think that a small moiety of

the wicked are then raised up, as e.g. these who crucified Jesus, etc., while the vast body
of the wicked dead remain nntil the close of the 1000 years ; others again, the large

majority, hold, as intimated, that only the saints are raised and the rest, who shall be
awakened at some future time, remain in the dust of the earth. Still others, over against
the implied awakening of both classes, make oul^ that the last class never rise from the
dead. Now the concise, abrupt language makes it requisite to interpret the passage
according to the general analogy on the subject, which decidedly favors a paiiiaJ, eclectic

resurrection ; the first clause referring exclusively to the righteous and their awakening
as something separaie and distinct from that of the wicked, while the last clause asserts

the same fact given in Rev. 20 : 6. Should, however, the last part include mere profes-

sors, or some noted wicked (as some think), yet the eclectic character of the resurrection

is unmistakably indicated, and a distinctive precedence of the righteous. The special at-

tention of the student is called to the Jewish view (Bickentteth's Ouide, p. 185, Brookes's
£!s^iys^ p. 12, etc.) which restricts the resurrection. Thus Aben Ezra in his Com., as
quoted by various writers, says :

*' Those who awake shall be (appointed) to everlasting

life, and those who awake not shall be (doomed) to shame and everlasting contempt.''
Gaon says, " This is the resuscitation of the dead of Israd^ whose lot is to eternal life, and
(hose who sh^iU not awake are the forsaken of Jehovah." So also the Sohar, Midrash
Mishle, 4 Esdras 2, Torath Adam, etc. Pooocke, Lightfoot, Mede, and others, have pro-

duced Rabbinical statements showing the Jewish belief in a limited corporeal resurrec-

tion when the Kingdom of the Messiah shall be instituted, and Lightfoot and others

(under the misapprehension that the Christian Church was this Kingdom, and overlook-
ing the Jewish restoration, etc., linked with this resurrection) have actually pointed to

the cases of resurrection recorded in the Gospels aa ** parallel to the expectations of the
Jews," and therefore a proof that Jesus was the Messiah. Bertholdt, Kranichfeld, FQller,

KOstlin (Lange's Com, ban. loci) and others refer these raised ones solely to the Jewish
nation. While there is force in this exclusive notion (because Daniel's predictions

relate to the destiny of the Jewish nation), yet in it we must also (as hitherto shown in

detail) include the engrafted, adopted sons and daughters of Abraham, accounted worthy
of so high an honor.

Obs, 3, But ve have etronger evidence than this even in the chapter,

for the resnrrection of the righteous being mentioned ; God graciously as-

snrca Daniel himself that he shall be among those many thna favored. In
verso 12, we read :

** But go thou thy way till the end he; for thoti slialt rest
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and stand in thy lot, at the end of the days,** It being foreign to our de-

sign to discass prophetic periods, it is only necessary to say that, taking the

admissions of a host of Anti-Milienarians and others, these prophetical

days being, in accord with prophetical usage, years, no matter what period

is assigned to their commencement, thoy require many centaries before their

close. And hence the promise to Daniel at " the end of the days** is to

be witnessed, after a long series of years has passed, even, as many contend,
extending down to the Millennial age. At least, if we limit these periods

to literal days, there is not a particle of proof that the promise was real-

ized in Daniel's case.* Down to the present day Daniel has not yet stood
up in his lot, and, if we leave due weight to one pregnant expression, we
can plainly see the reason why it is not yet fulfilled

—" when He shall have
accomplished to scatter the power of the holy people, all these things sliall he

finished.'* Then the end of these days has come, and then Gods promise
IS verified ; not sooiierand not later. But look at history and the facts as

they exist to-day. Are not tho Jewish people still dispersed and their

power scattered among the nations of the earth ? Is not Jerusalem itself

still trodden down by Gentiles ? How, then, can it be said that God's pur-

pose in reference to this people has been accomplished in this respect, when
we see it going on before our eyes ? No I the end has not yet come, but as

God's promises are sure, and now Yea and Ainen in Christ, when the end
of Jewish tribulation and dispersion comes a glorious resurrection oho
comes in which Daniel will participate. In noticing the promise, it is legit-

imate to avail ourselves of the admissions of those who oppose our Mil-

lenarian views, and it ought to be accepted as impartial evidence.

Barnes {Com, Dan. loci), after showing that Daniel could not possibly have
lived during the entire period of the events previously enumerated without
experiencing death, advocates the standing up at the end of the days to

mean dk literal resurrection, saying: "This is admitted by Lengerke, by
Maurer, and even by Bertholdt, to be the meaning, although he applies it

to the reign of the Messiah. No other interpretation, therefore, can be
affixed to this, than that it implies the doctrine of the resurrection of the

dead, and that the mind of Daniel was directed onward to that. With this

freat and glorious doctrine the book appropriately closes." The death of

>aniel, before the events predicted come to pass, is announced in the ** for

thou shalt rest." This is appropriate language in view of the previous
** sleep in the dust." But we again leave Barnes explain :

" During that

long interval Daniel would * rest.* He would quietly and calmly * sleep in

the dust of the earth,* in the grave.*' '* I do not see that it is possible to

explain the language on any other supposition than this. The word ren-

dered * ahalt rest * would be well applied to the rest in the grave. So it is

used in Job 3 : 13 * then liad I been at rest,' Job 3 : 17, * there the weary
be at rest.* " Tho language of tho promise, too, implies the pers07ial pres-

ence of Daniel at tho time the end shall be. More than this, it is requisite,

for then he is to obtain his ** lot." Now, whatever meaning is attached to
" the lot," whether of station, rank, degree, etc., it is certain from numer-
ous promises that Christians are represented, as receiving their ** lot" after

the resurrection is experienced. Daniel receives his portion or reward
allotted to him by God. But when f Turning to Rev. 11 : 15-18, under
the last trumpet, preceding the Millennial era, we find '* the time of the
dead that they should be judged and that Thou shouldest give reward unto
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Tliy servants, ike prophets*'* Such is the striking harmony of the utter-

ances of the divine fcJpirit, indicating a Pre-Millennial resurrection."

^ This is attempted by a class of interpreters who may be jasUy styled Antiochns £pi-
phanitea, since they And nothing in these predictions (conclnding part of 11th ch. and
the 12th) but what relates to Antiochns. They sustain aboat the same relation to ns that

Porphyry did to many in the third century. Bat they vUeriy fail to show snch a fnlfil-

ment as the prophecy demands, both as to time and matter. It is to be regretted that

some able writers have, more or less, received of their leaven. Even Auberlen {On Dan.)
thinks that the mention in verse 2 of the resurrection was merely to incite to faithful

perseverance in the persecutions of Antiochus, because the phrase '' at that time" is

omitted, and hence that there is no chronological connection. But this certainly can
only be adduced in support of the Antioohan theory, seeing that the emphasis being
twice given in verse 1. it would have been mere redundancy to repeat ; that Daniel's

resurrection stands related to the same period ; that the resurrection is associated in

Scripture with the time of deliverance of the nation ; that the general complexion of the
prediction, as well as the unity of Scripture, demands a fulfilment in chronological con-

nection. Some take the dates given as referring to days, but link them with the same
periods in Bev. pertaining to Antichrist's career (with good reasons), but there is one
serious antagonism, vi2., Daniel's resurrection follows the end of these in Daniel, but
(Apoc. 11 : 16) precedes those of Bev.

* Even Augustine {City cf God, b. 20, c. 23) interprets Dan. 12 : 13 as referring to

Daniel's literal resurrection. Daniel is among " the prophets" who are rewarded when
the Millennial period oommences. The happiness of the one class is mentioned, giving

them a certain precedence, and is linked with the restoration of the Jews. The original

division of the holy land by lot, led to all portions, appointments being called lots, and
this has been introduced into the New Test., as many critics have noticed. Daniel's lot

which he receives may be seen, e.g. in Acts 26 : 18 ; Kph. 1 : 15, 16, etc., where the
Oreek word is either ** lot" or " allotted portion," as noticed by commentators. The
resurrection of Daniel, it may be added, utterly disproves the theory of Universalists,

Bwedenborgians, and others, and recently advocated, as the teaching of Jesus, by Beuss
{His. Ch. TheoL., p. 221), " that there can be no interval between the present life and the
future, between death and the resurrection," for Daniel was to be raised up. not at or

immediately after his death, but at the end of ike days^ i.e. after the interval of a certain,

well-defined period of time. The same is confirmed by the resurrection of Jesus, the
resurrection of saints at the resurrection of Jesus, the sainta under the altar, which also

had an interval. Faber (Diss, on Proph,, p. 97, foot-note), when he comes to this pas-

sage, is forced to admit tnat " it gives some warrant to Mr. Mede's opinion, that the first

resurrection, which precedes the Millennium, . . . will be a literal resurrection of the
saints and martyrs. Fausset (Om. loct) comments on the "rest" in the grave. He,
like his people Israel, was to wait patiently and confidently for the blessing till God's
time. He " received not the promise," but had to wait untU the Christian elect saints

should be brought in, at the first resurrection, that he and the other Old Test, saints
*• without us should not be made perfect" (Heb. 11 : 46). Barbour ( Thrtt Worlds)
endeavors to make the resurrection of Dan. 12, because the expression **thy people" is

used, to refer exclusively to Jewish people according to the fiesh and not to tLe Gospel
Church (the book being " the writing of the house of Israel," Ezek, 13 : 9). It is true

that the resurrection refers to ** the house of Israel," Daniel's people, but it is equally
true (as our line of ailment has proven step by step) that true members of the Christittn

Church are connected by virtue of engrafling and adopHan with this house, being regarded
as " the children of Abraham, ' and hence participate in all the blessings of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob. We dare not narrow down, as some do, " the first-bom" to Christian

believers and exclude the worthies of the Hebrews, when the covenant foundation, in-

heritance, etc., are tiie same. The prophets describe the house of Israel as amazed when
through the power of the resurrection these "children of Abraham" are revealed and
exalted. ZOchler (Lange's Com, Dan. lod.) explains this passage relating to Daniel :

" Thou shalt rest in the grave, in the quiet sleep of deaUi (cf. Isa. 67 : 2, and supra
V. 2)," ** that thou mayest receive thy portion of the inheritance at the judgment of eternal

recompense ; cf. ch. 7 : 18, 27 ; Rev. 20 : 6." He remarks respecting " the lot" that it

refers to " the inheritance of the saints in light ((!!ol. 1 : 12), which shall be possessed by
the righteous after the resurrection of the dead in the heavenly Jerusalem." He says

that with this view agree " a majority of interpreters."
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Ohs. 4. However ultra it may seem to some,* we are willing to, and readily

do, accept of Ezek. 37 : 1-14 as teaching a Pre-Millennial resurrection. This
view washeldby the Jews (e.g. 2 Esdras 2 : 16, 23, 31), by the early Church
(being quoted by Irenseus, Fifth B. Ag. Heresies, Justin, in 1st ApoL,
Tertullian in chs. 29, 30, On ike Res.ofthe Flesh, and Greg.Nazianzen, Funer.
Oration, e.g. by others), and by different writers from that period to the

present Some authors, not entirely satisOed with a figurative application,

give a twofold fulfilment, one a spiritual or civil, and the other literal, as

e.g. Dr. Clarke, Com, loci, who also admits that it has an ultimate refer-

ence to ** the resurrection of the body." Others, as Rationalists, etc., re-

ceive it as teaching a literal resurrection, but reject it as a '^ Jewish fig-

ment." While still others, as Delitzsch (Sys, of Bib, Psyc, p. 485, in re-

sponse to Hofman^ who advocated that Isa. 26 : 19 and Ezek. 37 : 1-14
contained figures of restoration), and many Millenarians, hold that such a
literal resurrection is taught as covenant promises require. The reasons

which influence us to such a belief are the lollowing : (1) The explanation

given by God Himself of the vision indicates a literal resurrection. The
vision of the dry bones extends from v. 1 to 10, and if this were all, then,

indeed, we might be at a loss to determine its exact meaning, but God ap-

pends to it an explanation ; and, like in all explanatory clauses, we have no
right to spirituafize them away. It is weakness to place the vision and the

explanation in the same category, and treat the one like the other. We dare
not, without disrespect to the Divine explanation, make it denote some-
thing quite different from what the words truly and actually represent.

Keeping in view the distinction, overlooked by the multitude, between the

vision and its interpretation by the Spirit, how else can we receive the
words, unless teaching the doctrine we claim, when it says :

** I will open
your graves and cause you to come up out of your graves,^* etc. (3) It is

scarcely consistent for the resurrection of the body (whatever may be true

of the simple word resurrection) to be taken as a figure or evmbol of the

renovation of the soul, seeing that in the Scriptures a moral cliange of the

soul is uniformly held to be a prelude to a blessed resurrection of the body
unto life. Thid would be reversing the order of events, and involving a
certain incongruity. It is nowhere done unless this and Rev. 20 form
exceptions to a general rule. (3) The language, ''Behold they say, * our
bones are dried and our hope is lost,' " shows that a corporeal resurrection

is meant. For, if we turn to Ps. 141 ; 7, this is the expressive complaint
of the house of Israel, ** our bones are scattered at the gravels mouth as token
one cutteth and cleaveth wood on the earth,'' and God here gives the assur-

ance that these very ** bones scattered at tlie gravels mo«^A, shall be again
raised up. In the 89th Ps,, where this lost hope is plain tivelv presented,
we have the covenant, and the assurance that David's Son shall gloriously
reign on David's throne ; then follows, however, the prediction of the casting
down of David's crown and throne to the ground, of the cast-off condition
of the nation and the non-fulfilment of the covenant, and the question is

asked, ** How longV Then follows :
** Remember how short my time is ;

wherefore htist Thou made all men in vain f What man is he that liveth and
shall not see death f Shall he deliver his soul from the hand of the grave ?

Lord, where are Thy former lovingkindnesses which Thou swarest unto
David in Thy truth? How is this hope so lost, even absorbed by the all-

devouring grave, to be realized ? The plain, Ood-given answer comes to us
in this passage of Ezekial, if we will only receive it. Here the question
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asked in Fs. 35 : 10 is replied to ; and prophet after prophet assures ns
that when this shall occur ** those hones snailflourish as an herd.^' It is in

accord with this that David in Ps. 31 affirms that although his ** bones are
consumed *' and in his ** haste^^ he said, ^^ I am cut off from before Thine
eyes," he will trust in God for deliverance, because the wicked alone shall
** be ashamed " and *' be silent in the grave." This confidence is again
and again declared, so that the bones given over into ** the ha7id of the

frflvc'" shall *' come up out of the grave," God says that the house of

srael declares " our hope is lost afid we are cut off," In Lam. 3 : 18, we
read, ^^ And I said, my strength and my hope is perisJisd from the Lord,"
but farther on the prophet again professes hope ^'for the Lord will not cast

affforet*er , » * to crush under ilis feet all the prisoners of the earth,"
No ! some of those " prisoners of the earth," which (as we shall hereafter

show) are the dead that the earth holds in confinement, which are now
'^dwelling in the dust" (Isa. 26 : 19), "' tlie earth shall cast out" The
** prisoners of hope," Zech. 9 : 12, shall be delivered according to the
" Aope tojoard God," expressed by Paul, Acts 24 : 15. The analogy of faith,

the appeal of God to words connected with corporeal death, and the stub-

born fact itself that the covenant given by God to Abraham and David can-

not possibly be realized until the enemy death, which holds its chosen ones,

is overcome, these thinas prove, what so many pious have joyfully accepted,

a literal resurrection, by which the grave is made to surrender those to
whom precious covenant promises were made. Now, indeed, the enemy
triumphs ; they are cut off *' from the land of the living ;" faith and hope
almost falters at the gloomy prospect ; wise men here and there declare it

is folly to expect its realization ; scientists insist upon its impossibility
;

even good men think it too much to anticipate, and explain it away ; but
God, the Almiahty, points to this very faltering faith and hope, produced
bv literal death, and in His gracious majesty speaks :

" Tlien shall ye know
that I the Lord have spokeri it and performed it," How can we change
God's words or challenge His work ? (4-) The emphatic language here is

corroborated by other examples. Thus e.g. when we keep in view how the

Jews understood this vision and explanation, then the language of Jesus

addressed to Jews is a confirmatio7i of a literal resurrection. For in John
5 : 28, 29 the expression of Ezekial is almost repeated ** all that are in their

graves" shall ** comeforth " and this, too, in connection with what He said,

that this raising up shall be (e.g. John 6 : 39, 40, 44) ^^ at the last day" as

the Jews held (com p. John 11 : 24),' Again, Hos. 13 : 14, *' I will ran-
som them from the power of the grave," etc., contains the same ideas, and
Paul applies it directly to the resurrection of the righteous. Hence, in

view of the application of similar language by Jesus and Paul, corroborat-

ing Jewish views of Ezekiel, we cordially accept of it in the same spirit.

(5) The expression ** bring you into the land of Israel," which has led so

many to apply this figuratively to a *' national restoration," under the sup-

position tnat mortal men in this life are only alluded to, is, instead of a

stumbling-block, indispensable in such a resurrection. The covenant, if

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob are to personally inherit the land, the cove-

nant promises, if the meek are to tnAariY the land, etc., absolutely, demands
just such bringing of the dead ones into the land of Israel, the promised in-

heritance. Ezekiel only establishes what the Millennial descriptions pre-

sent, viz., a return of the ransomed of the Lord to this identical land, as

the most sacred of God's assurances declare. (6) This description of the
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prophet is too sublime and wide-reaching in its sweep to be regarded as

fulfilled in the toeak and partial restoration of the Jews under the Persian

kings and afterward. The facts are not equal to the representation ; and
the Jews themselves, who experienced this restoration, had no such idea of

its performance. It is a belittling of the prophecy to confine it to such an
event ; it is a dwindling awaj of God's appeal in reference to the knowl-
edge obtained of His Omnipotence when this should occur ; it is a fritter-

ing awaj of the promised ^therinf of *' the whole house of Israel,^* of the
implied continued prosperity, of the union, strength, etc., then granted to

them. No ! greater, inestimable greater blessings than God's people have
ever yet realized are embraced in this precious promise, even those con-
nected with a literal, Pre-MiUennial resurrection.*

* Becanse so many oommentators, while admitting that the language is derived from the
doctrine of the resurrection^ yet, interpret it either as a moral or spiritual renovation, or
an ecclesiastical or civil or national restoration. Jerome was one among the first who
applied this vision to the restoration of the Jews, and yet he is forced to admit that it is
*' a similitude drawn from the resurrection.** Bat as these writers also profess to find
but little of a resurrection in the Old Test., how oould a similitude drawn from such a
source, if unknown, be of any force if the doctrine of the resurrection were not one
airmdyjamUiar T

* Even in verse 25, while we need not discard the idea of a moral renovation yet it is

not necessary for a consistent interpretation with existing facts, seeing that the " noto is"

may be referred to the literal resurrection of the actual dead raised to life by Jesus, and
the dead raised by Him at His own resurrection, which occurred at this period. It may
be added : Surely the partial quotation of Ezekiel and the application made of it by
Jesus, should cause us to receive with caution the idea (Calvin, etc.) that it is a mere
image or similitude drawn from the resurrection. In reference to the use of the word
** graves," while we hold this to be literal and for good reasons, we are satisfied with the
concession and argument of one of our opponents, who by his reasoning on Christ's

language entirely demolishes his own interpretation given to £zekiel. Thus Barnes,
(Jam. John 6 : 29, says : " He speaks of those who are in ihevr graves, evidently referring

to the dead. Sinners are sometimes said to be dead in sin, but sinners are nol said to hi

in a grave. This is applied in the Scriptures only to those who are deceased.** If this is

true, what becomes of his own spiritualizing of Ezekiel* s vision ? Augustine and others
suppose that in John 5 :25, 26, because of the phrase '* now is," there is a reference to a
spiritual or moral resurrection. But this is opposed to the facts as they took place.
** The hour is coming'* alludes to the great predicted time coming of a bodily resurrection ;

" and now w" indicates that even now, at that time, a bodily resurrection was to be
experienced in the few raised by Jesus, in the resurrection of Himself and of the many
at His resurrection. The entire connection and parallel passages show a reference to a
bodily resurrection, for if it is to be limited, as Augustine, etc., it proves too much for

their own theory, viz., it would confine moral renovation, etc., to the time after the First
Advent and exclude that experienced previously.

' To give the reader an idea how this passage is interpreted we append two illustnu
tions. Bomaine {OrU. Revi«Wf vol. 2) has a sermon on Esek. 37 : 4, etc., " The Parable of
the Dry Bones." He frankly tells us that every word applicable to a sensible object con-
veys an idea of some corresponding spiritual object, or teaches heavenly things under
the garb of earthly (i.e. at the option of the interpreter). But after all it has two mean-
ings : (1) That the Jewish Church, led away captive to Babylon, was restored to its civil

and ecclesiastical life or polity
; (2) that the dry bones indicate deadness in sin, and the

resurrection a revival to newness of life—dryness is equivalent to exceeding deadness of
the sinful soul, shaking is a perturbation in the soul of the sinner, coming together
denotes merely externals and no life until the Spirit comes and converts. "Waldegrave in
his Lectures gives this as the signification :

** They (the imagery) signify that the Israel-

itish people, w^hich had long lain politically and ecclesiastically dead, should be, by the
mighty hand of their God, recovered from that state, and become once more a flourishing
church and state." Strange that men can fritter away this magnificent prophecy in an
application to the feeble condition and oppressed state of the Jewish nation cgfler the
Babylonian captivity. Take the spiritualizing method and apply it to eny Scripture, and
see the result The plainest passages dwindle away before its transforming power.
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Thus e.g. apply it to Matt. 27 : 52, 53, and it may be said *' the graves were opened *'

means delivered from bondage ;
** and many bodies of the saints which slept, arose/'

denotes that ** sleeping" they were ignorant, blind, deluded, but " arising" they were
morally qnickened ;

** and came out of their graves," that is, out of their bondage, etc.

This is, to say the least, a deceptive way of dealing with Scripture (comp. Prop. 4). The
utter inconsistency of our opponents' position is thus made manifest. Coming to Bev.
20 : 4-6, they tell us that if a literal resurrection is meant, it should be stated that the
saints come "'out of the graves," receive their ** bodies," etc. But that this, even if

given, would make no material difference, and that it would be explained away like the
rest, is made apparent from the treatment which Ezekiers vision meets with at their
hands—for here, where the fact of coming "* ouiqfihe graveSf** etc., is mentioned, the res-

nrrection is still denied. Many concessions, however, might easily be gathered from our
opponents which vitiate their own system. Even Barrow ( Works, vol. 2, p. 565), on the
resurrection of the body, quotes Ezek. 37 as sustaining the notion of a literal resurrec-

tion. Parallel passages are admitted to refer to a resurrection, as e.g. Augustine {City of
God, b. 20, ch. 21) explains Isa. 66 : 12-16, to be realized after the Sec. Advent, and Uiat
•* your hones shaU rise tip cm an herb" alludes ** to the resurredion," " a bodily resurrection."

The Jews (comp. e.g. Westminster Review, Oct., 1861, p, 246) held that Ezek, 37 taught a
literal resurrection, and Paul in Acts 26 : 6, 7, evidently alludes to this belief when (as

Clarke Com. loci.) he speaks of "fAe hope of the resurrection of the dead," to which hope
realized " the tribes'* expect ** to come** (and to which Paul, as Bh. Pearce shows, using the
same word, also hopes, Phil. 3 : 11, *'to come*' or ** attain to"). Incidental proof
abounds showing that this resurrection is linked with the Kingdom. Thus e.g. Luke
14 : 15 affords one. For after Christ bad indicated to the Pharisee how to make a feast

that he might *' be recompensed at the resurrection of the just,** one who sat at meat, associat-

ing, as the Jews were accustomed to do, this allusion to the resurrection with the King-
dom, said :

** Blessed is he Oiai shall eat bread in the Kingdom of God** Christ in His reply
confirms this association of ideas, for instead of correcting it as erroneous. He virtually

indorses it by stating that all are invited to such blessedness, but that many reject it,

etc. Jerome, Scott, Lowth, literally hundreds, while spiritualizing or misapplying the
prediction, declare that '' it was also a dear intimation of the resurrection of the dead,"
being ** a similitude drawn from the resurrection.' ' But is it a similitude ? And if such
where then was the doctrine of a resurrection taught ?

To indicate how the earliest Fathers of the Church interpreted this and other passages,

we quote Irenceus {Ag. Her., uh. 37) as follows :
" Isaiah plainly declares (ch. 26 : 19)

similar happiness at the resurrection of the just : thus saying, * Thy dead men shall arise,

and those in the tombs shall rise, and they shall rejoice who are in the earth. For thy
dew is salvation to them. Ezekiel says (ch. 37 : 12, 14) the same, * Behold, I will open
your graves, and lead you forth from your tombs, in order that I may lead forth from
their sepulchres my people, and I will put the Spirit in you, and ye shall know that I am
the Lord.* " This he applies to the Pre-Millennial resurrection of the just, in order that

covenant promises may be verified. Many learned men, under the lofty self-exalting in-

fluence of spiritualizing, smUe at the alleged simplicity and ignorance of such Fathers,

when the latter evidence a far greater logical consistency than the former. Perhaps the

most flippant of all objections is that urged by SchrOder (Lange's Com. Fkek,, p. 354) in

declaring :
'* They are, however, not the bones of deceased men, but of slain men, as

expressly stated in v. 9." A mere tyro need only refer to a concordance under the words
•* slay," ** slain," etc.. and he will find that all that fall under the enemy death are also

thus represented. Besides he does not, in his attenuated interpretation, show how such
slain ones are restored. In reference to '* the whole house of Israel," we only now say
that it includes the dead of Juduh and Israel, together with all the engrafted '* children

of Abraham."

Ohs, 6. Numerous passages plainly teach a Pre-Milleniiial reBurrection.

TLufl, e.g. Jer. 31 : 15-17, *' a voice was heard in Ramah, lamentation and
bitter weeping ; Rachel weeping for her children refused to be comforted

for her children, because they were not. Thus saith the Lord: Refrain
thy voice from weeping and thine eyes from tears ; for thy work shall be

retvardedy saith the Lord ; and they shall come again frwn the land of the

enetny. Arid there is hope in thine end, saith the Lordt that thy children

shall come again to their own border,*^ This is applied (Matt. 2 : 17, 18)
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to a literal slaughter, and the resurrection promised is also literal. Bat
this does not fnltil the entire promise ; for it includes not only a raising

up from the dead, a return from the land of the enemy death, but a re-

turn, a *' coming again to their own border," to the very land where the

enemy triumphed over them. The time when this is to take place is speci-

fied in the coutext, v, 10-14, when Jacob is '* redeemed and ransomed from
the hand of him that was stronger than he." * The same spirit character-

izes Hannah's prayer (1 Sam. 2), which the Chaldee version (Dr. Clarke)

says, ** And Hannah prayed in the spirit of prophecy," in which the resur-

rection is pointedly predicted, ^^ the Lord killeth and viaketh alive; He
bringeth down to the grave and hringeth up.^* The Jews (see Targums,
quoted by Dr. Clarke, Com. loci) so understood it. But this is connected
even with a period when vengeance comes, the righteous are exalted, and
the " wicked are silent in darkness ;" and if reference is made to the par-

allel passage in Deut. 32 : 39, it is also connected with a time of vengeance,

deliverance of God's people, and God*s land." The faith that David ex-

pressed in Ps. 142, 116, 27, etc., of finally walking before, or in the pres-

ence of, the Lord ** in the land of the living,*^ is one in such a resurrection.

This is seen by noticing the context, and by comparing of Scripture.

Thus in Ps. 142 he describes his trouble by wnich he is l)rought ** verj

low," even into *^ prison'* (which a comparison shows is the grave), for his

enemy is stronger than he. But he expresses the hope that God will be his
^^ portion in tlie land of the Uvina,*' and that God will ** bring my soul out

of prison, that I tnay praise Thy name ; the righteous shall compass me
about; for Tfiou shalt deal bountifully with we." In Ps. 116, he is

plainer, telling us that *' the sorrows of aeath compassed me and the pains
of hell got hold upon me." He then prays that God would '* deliver my
soul," adding his trust :

" Return unto thy rest, my soul, for the Lord
hath dealt bountifully with me. For Thou hast delivered my soul from
death, mine eyes from tears and my feet from falling, I will walk before

tlie Lord in tne land of the living,*'
* This faith, in an ultimate happy de-

liverance from the power of death, causes him to say ;
** Precious in the

sight of the Lord is the death of His saints ;" and, exulting in the hope set

before him, declares, *' Thou hast loosed my bonds,'' and that he, David,
shall praise *' in the Lord's house, in the midst of thee, Jerusalem."
Here, then, death is an enemy ; David fell under this enemy and is bound
by him in a prison ; but he shall yet triumph over this enemy through the

power of God ; he shall return again to the promised rest, praise God,
associate with all the righteous, and enjoy the blessings of Jerusalem.* The
detention in the grave is figuratively represented by " a prison,** ^* pris-

oner," ''captive,'* ** captivity,*' etc. In Tsa, 42 : 7 ; 61 : 1 ; 49 : 9, etc.,

where it is promised that Christ shall * * briTig out the prisoners from the

prison and theni that sit in the darkness out of the prison house,** that He
shall bestow ** liberty to the captives a?id the opening of the prison to Ihetn

tliat are bound," these things primarily describe the resurrection, for the
simple reason that ** the year of the Lord " and the restoration and bless-

ings promised in immediate connection cannot be inaugurated, according
to the tenor of prophecy, without such a resurrection.* The people now
are given up as a prey to the enemy death, and are forcibly represented as
** hid in prison houses," Isa. 42 : 22, as ^^ prisoners resting together" Job
3 : 18, as ^'prisoners of the earth,** Sam. 3 : 34, as *' tlie lawful captives"
or (marg. reading) '* the captivity of the just," Isa. 49 : 24, etc. This
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idea accords with Ps. 79, where, after describing the desolations of Jerusa-
lem> the fact that ** the blood " of the saints has been shed and their
" dead bodies" have been exposed, the Psalmist significantly asks :

** How
longy LordV^ Then praying for God*s hglp, he says :

'* Let the sighing

of the priso'iier cotiie before Thee ; accordi7ig to the greatness of Thy power
preserve Thou those tluit are appointed to die.** What the Prophet means
oy this is apparent from Ps. H)'Z, where, after complaining that " days are

consumed," that he is *' cast down" and ** withered like grass," he relies on
the blessed truths that God '* endures forever,** that He shall *' arise and have
mercy on Zion/* adding '* when the Lord shall build up Zion, He shall ap-

pear in His glory** (not humiliation), ** He will regard the prayer of the

destitute and not despise their prayer. This shall he written for the gener-

ation to come ; and the people which shall be created shall praise the Lord.
For, He hath hoked down from the height of His sanctuary ; frmn heaven
did the Lord behold the earth ; to hear tne groaning of the prisoner ; to loose

those that are appoi7ited to death (Heb. the children of death) ; to declare the

na7tie of the Lord in Zion and His praise in Jerusalem ; when the people

are gathered together, and the Kingdoms ^ to serve the Lord,** What else, if

the prayer of these prisoners is ever answered, but a Pre-MiUe^inial resur-

rection is to be anticipated? For, taking such passages together, what
have we here but a reference by the prophet to his own death and to dead
saints, to the ability of God to raise them up or deliver them, to ** /Ae set

time to favor Zio?i,** which is to come when the Lord shall appear the
second time unto salvation, and this prayer to be released from death shall

be answered, to a joyful gathering of the people to praise the Lord in Jeru-
salem, wA«?i ** the children of death" shall be looeened? If we were only
prepared to receive it, we would find the Bible full of this Divine Purpose,
and that the unity of the Spirit teaches it again and again, sometimes
briefly, or concisely, or even obscurely, and sometimes openly and more
fully. Even in such a Ps. as the 69th, faith grasps the resurrection, in

the words :
** The Lord lieareth the poor and despiseth not His prisoners,*'

for death is brought before us in the preceding verses, when suddenly the
strain is changed into exultation, and we are told that the prisoner shall

be released, and they shall return with praise to the holy land.

* The application made by Matthew of the passage in Jeremiaih forbids our roceiving
the common interpretation that the prophecy refers to the captivity of the Jews, etc.

The phraseology is indicative of death, and deliverance from the same ; a reunion with
Bachel is implied, and in their own land, thos corresponding with covenant promise,
Fansset {^Qnti, UxA,) correctly declares that this is ** to be fnlfiUed ultimately, when Rachel
shall meet her murdered children at the resnrreotion, at the same time that literal Israel

is to be restored." This is in agreement with Moses, Isaiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, and
others. This passage is intensely interesting, because it answers the qnestion whether
little children (comp. with Matthew) will participate in this resurrection. The answer is

.

g'ven by Qod Himself in the affirmatire. Those who apply it to the psst restoration

om captivity belittle the promise.
' Dr. Etheridge*s Taignms gives the following : The Targnm of Palestine, ** When the

Word of the Lord shall reveal Himself to redeem His people, He will say to all nations :

Behold now, that I am He who Am and Was, and Will Be, and there is no other God
beside He ; I, in my Word, kiU and make alive / I smiit the people of the Beth Israel and
I will heal them at the end of the days ; and there will be none who can deliver them
from my hand, Gog and his armies whom I have permitted to make war against them."
The Jerusalem Taignm, " See now that I in my Word am He and there is no other
God beside Me. I kill the living in ihia world and make cdive the dead in the loorld that com-
eih ; I am He who smiteth and I am He who healeth, and there is none who can deliver

from my hand.*' See the context.
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* The reader will notice how this was inteipTeted as relating to the resnrreotion by the
early Church and retained aa late as a.d. 476, as seen in the extract we hare giren. Prop.
75, taken from Gklasins of Cysicns. If the Psalms, etc., are examined from this cove-
nanted standpoint many allusions are based on this doctrine of a resurrection assumed.
Thus e.g., in Fs. 52, we have the wicked " rooted oat of the land of the living'* and the
righteons in safety and exalted, corresponding with the tenor of the Word. In Ps. 56.

after asserting that God would " deliver my soul from death," it is " that I may walk be-
fore God in the light of the living." Ps. 41 : 8, 10, which even Augustine {OUy of Ood^
b. 17, ch. 18) refers to a resurrection, implies it by " the raising up*' and ** by this I

know that Thou favorest me because mine enemy doth not triumph over me. " In the
Analysis of Ps. 118 Dn Clarke, Com, loci., refers the day of verse 24 to the day of resurrec
tion, but we would rather refer it to the Millennial day, the blessed day of Christ, pre-
ceded by a reference to the resurrection in the words : "I shail not die,** i.e. shall not
always be under the dominion of death (comp. John 6 : 54, 58), " but Uve and dedart the

words of the Lord. The Lord hath ehastened me sore ; &u^ Mt hath not given me over to deaih,^"

The *' prisoners c^hape** Zeoh. 9 : 11-12, are released out of ** tt« ptf" in virtue of ** the

blood** of the *' covenanL** This we have B^own, and therefore Qirist has power over
death to deliver His own. The context shows when these prisoners are released, viz., at

a period of restoration.
^ If we take the English version of Isa. 53 : 8, Jesus Himself was " a prisoner," i.e. as

many explain it, experienced " a detention by death." Bush {Anas.) argues at length
that the passage refers to the resurrection of Jesus. Admit this, and the reader can see
how much Scripture receives new light and direction from Christ's death and resurrec-

tion thus represented. It may be added that Cahnet and others think that the phrase
'* Precious in the sight of the Lord is the death of his saints" means that ** the saints

are too precious in the Lord's sight, lightly to give them over to death," for " death
shall be swallowed up in victory," etc.

Obs. 6. So interestiDg is this subject and abundant the material (show-
ing how the Spirit regards it), that the reader will pardon us, if additional

illustrations are given. Thus the word ** hell " is used to denote the grave.*

If we turn to Ps. 86, the hope is expressed, ** Thou hast delivered my soul

from the lowest hell " (marg. reading is " grave^'), and while praise is ten-

dered for such delirerance, the wicked shall be " ashamed." Other pas-

sages could be adduced, but let us take a clearer one, the representation of
the grave by *' the land of darhiess,^' *' the shadow of death,'* *' darkness,^*

etc. (Job 10 : 21, 22 ; Ps. 88 : 18 ; Eccl. 6 : 4 ; Ps, 143 : 3, etc.). In va-

rious predictions the saints are to be delivered from this darkness, just as

the Millennial era is to be ushered in, and this prepares us the better to

appreciate the force of Col. 1 : 12, 13, ** Giving thanks unto the Father
tvhich hath made us meet to be partakers of the inheritance of the saifits in
light ; who'' (at the time the inheritance is given) ** hath delivered itsfroin

the power of darkness'' (the grave or place of the dead), '* and hath trans-

lated us into the Kingdom ofHis dear Son,*' That this ** power of dark-

ness" refers to the enemy death or grave is proven by the use made of the

expression by Jesus, Luke 22 : 53, who, when the Jews came with stones and
swords to take Him, knowing the predetermined result death and the

grave, said :
'* This is your hour and the power of darkness'^ (comp. John

12 : 27 ; Micah 7 : 8, etc.). So the reverse of darkness, yiz., " light," is

employed to denote the removal of the darkness of the grave at the resur-

rection mom, and forms a remarkable feature in the opening, etc., of Mil-

lennial descriptions. The manner in which the Spirit introduces the

words '' enetny," "sleep," '*prey," '* pit," '' awake," ''dust," ''quicks

en," * etc., shows how prominently the notion of a Pre-Millennial resur-

rection is incorporated in the Scriptures. Let us e.g. take ** quicken,"
which Paul forcibly employs in Kom. 8 to prove that God will fulfil His
promise to Abraham to be ** heir of the world," and that *' the promise
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might be made sure to all the seed," by saying :
** God who quickeneth the

dead.'* (Oomp. Rom. 8 : 11 ; 4 : 17 ; John 5 : 21 ; Ps. 3 : 18.) Now,
allow this New Test, confirmatory usage to be adopted as aa interpreting
guide, and we have Ps. 71 pointedly expressing this resurrection :

'
' Thou

shall quicken me again and shall bring me up againfrom the depths of the

earth;'' and then speaks of his '' greatness" being increased here on the
earth. Comp. Ps, 80 : 17, 18 ; Ps. 143 : 11, etc., keeping in view the key
note given by 1 Pet. 3 : 18, where Christ Himself is raised from the dead,
being ** quickened.** This becomes decisive when the fact is observed that
the resurrection from the dead is represented as ** a birth,** " a begetting,**

"a regeneration,** Notice that Christ's resurrection is (Heb, 1 : 5, 6,

comp. with Acts 13 : 33 ; Rom. 8 : 29, etc.) a begetting or being born
again, so that He is, in virtue of this second birth, called. Col. 1 : 18, '* the

first-born from the dead^** and in Rev. 1:5, ** //ks first begotten of the

dead.** * What a flood of light this phraseology throws on the Pre-Millen-
nial resurrection ; for surely, if the appropriate figure of a birth is thus ap-
plied to the resurrection of the Head, designedly too, we are not perverting
the Word if we accept of the same in reference to the members. Let us see

what the Spirit says, e.g. in Isa. 66 : 7, 8, 9, " Before she travailed, she
brought forth ; before her pain came, she was delivered of a manchild.*
Who hath heard such a thing .^ Shall the earth be made to bring forth in
one day f Or, shall a nation be born at once f For, as soon as Zion tra-

vailed, she brought forth her children. Shall I bring to the birth and not
cause to bring forth ? saifch the Lord ; shall I cause to bring forth and shut
the womb? said the Lord," etc. Here we have the earth (not church)
bringing forth at the aj)pearing of the Lord (v, 5), at a time of vengeance
(v. 6), at the ushering in of Millennial glory (v. 10-14), at a time when
the wicked are to be ashamed and utterly removed (v. 5, 15, etc.), at the

time new heavens and new earth are created (v. 22), at a gathering and
overthrow of nations, etc. And, moreover, those thus born are to enioy
this very Millennial blessedness, while the wicked are so cut off as to be-

come ** an abhorring to all flesh." This corresponds precisely with the

statements of events preceding the Millennium ; while the suddenness of

the event, the brevity of time in which it is accomplished, the astounding
and unexampled nature of the occurrence, all confirms its denoting the

resurrection. Then Micah 5 : 3, 4 has a remarkable disclosure on this

e)int ; for after describing the smiting of the Judge of Israel, the very

uler of Israel that came to them, the result of that smiting, as witnessed
bj us in the rejection of the Jewish nation during the times of the Gen-
tiles, is alluded to :

** Therefore will He give them up until the time that

she which travaileth Juith drought forth,** This birtn is delayed during
the dispersion of the Jews ; it is not to be experienced until the time when
their restoration comes ; it is connected with a revelation of the strength

and majesty of Christ's rule. Hence this being born again, this regenera-

tion is referred bv Jesus to the future in Matt, 19 : 28, to the period when
the Son of Man shall sit in the throne of His glory,'' and the apostles shall

"sit upon twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel.'* For the

word translated ** regeneration** means ** born again,** and was anciently

employed to denote the resurrection.* Now, the reader is prepared for an
additional reason for believing Ezekiel's resurrection to be a literal one,

viz., the clause, which above all others is supposed to teach a spiritual one,
*' Afid shall put My Spirit in you, and ye snail live,** This Spirit is put
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in these dead ones that are in their graves, and this corresponds with Rom.
8 : 11. Therefore, this Spirit is called in 1 Cor. 15, ** a quickening Spirit*'

(Barnes, loci, *' a vivifying Spirit, giving or imparting life'*). This

quickeuing or birth is performed by Christ (John 5 : 21, 26, etc.), and
Paul in 2 Cor. 3, in his ar^ment to show that the covenant is to be foJ-

filled by the Spirit giving life, says :
'* Now the Lord is that Spirit;'* and

when this is done we find announced in Phil. 3 : 20, 21, **fro?n wheihce

(heaven) we look for the Saviour^ the Lord Jesus Christy who shall change

our vile bodyy that it may be fashioned like unto His glorious body, accord-

ing to the working whereby He is able to subdue all things unto Himself^'
It is this resurrection Spirit that God promises in Ezekiel to give, that the

dead may live^ for they, too, are (Eph, 1 : 13) " sealed with the Holy Spirit,

of promise, which is the earnest of our inheritance, utitil the redemption of
the purchased possession,'' This again is confirmed by the use of
*' redeemedj'' ^^ ransomedy** etc., and the phraseology of Eos. 13 : 14, "/
will ransom tJiem frmn the power of the grave ; / loill redeem them from
death,'' and of Paul, Rom. % x%Z/' the redemption of the bodyy" is amply
sufficient to illustrate the meaning of the prophet. Thus to apply it in

Isa. 51 : 11, '* the redeemed of the Lord shall return and corns with singifig

unto Zion; and everlasting joy shall be upon their heads ; they shall obtain

gladness and joy ; and sorrow and mourning shall flee away," Preceding
this we have this people consumed by the worm (v. 8), and following it this

is said to be done that the captive exile " should not die in the pit ;" and
when they return they enjoy what only is to be realized in the Millennial

period. The parallel in Isa. 35 : 10, '* the ransomed of the Lord shall re-

turn," etc., also teaches that this is performed when *' God comethwith
vengeance,'' to *' save you," and forms thus what Paul calls ** the day of
Redemption" for fulfilling the covenant, for as Ps. Ill : 9 forcibly puts it,

** He sent rede?nptio?i unto His people; He hath commanded His covenarU

forever,
'

'
•

1 Christ was delivered from it, Ps. 16 : 10, oomp. Acts 2 : 27, 31 ; the saints are deliv-

ered from it, 1 Cor. 15 : 55, marg. reading (Gterman Version, etc.). Any commentaiy or
oonoordance will give examples. Our argument has nothing to do with the question of
other meanings, but with the simple fact that the words Sheol and Hades are used to

denote the grave or the place of the dead. Many writers correctly infer that Matt.
16 : 18, *Mfte gates of hdl shall rurf prevail against tt/' includes a direct reference to the reror-

rection, viz., that the power of death, decimating the Ohuroh, shall be destroyed—its
prisoners beiag released. Lange presents the view of such in the following :

** The
leading thought in these words, is the triumph of life over deaths of the Kingdom of the

resurreciion over the usurped reign of the Kingdom of Hades."
* Thus e.g. in reference to sleeping and awaking, Knapp (Ch. Tkeoi.j 151, 1) remarks :

" Death was compared with sleep and the dead body with a sleeping person. Hence the
terms which literally signify to awake, to rise up, to rise out of ^eep, are also used to
denote the resurrection of the lifeless body." This was well understood by the early
Fathers, so that Justin Martyr {First Apd. c. 38) and Augustine {City of God, b. 17, c. 18,

b. 16, s. 41) thus interpret Ps. 3 : 5 (to death of Christ), and the latter also, in the expres-
sion " who shall awake him." The same is true of C^n. 12 : 2, etc. As to *' quicken."
compare e.g. Barnes Oom. on 1 Pet. 3 : 18. Our opponents, themselves, give ns the
proper interpretation and application, although they cannot logically fit it into their

system.
* The reader will of course notice the reason that such a title is given to Jesus ; be-

cause, as some think, while others were raised from death before Him they were again
subjected to death. He is the first one raised who was never a^ain under the dominion
of death ; or if, as others think, they were not subjected to death, then it is given be-
cause He pertains pre-eminenUy to the flxstbom and is thi cause of their being included
among them.
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* For the student of prophecy we append two oonsideratioM : (l\ This pre-eminent
resurrection takeR place be/ore the last tribnlation. (2) Has not tne '* male child'* a
reference to the priority of the resuireotion and the special honor of these resoixection

saints, because it seems to be foreshadowed by ** the nude beirvf the Lot^h" of the first-

born (Ex. 13 : 12, etc.) and had to be redeemed. Tertnllian \0n Res,^ oh. 31) and many
others refer this passage to a resnrreotion over against Baldwin's {Armageddon, p. 67)
absurdity, who makes the United States to be *' a nation bom at once" on July 4th,

1776. Fansset {Com. loci) and others apply this to the sndden restoration of the Jewish
nation, but far more is intended. For, in connection with such a restoration (as in Isa.

2G. Dan. 1*2, Ezek. 37, etc.) a glorious resurrection is related, and there is no reason why
the same should be ignored here, for Augustine even (6% cf Ood, b, 20, ch. 21) quotes
** and your bones shall rise up as an herb," as '* alluding to the resurrection" and " a
bodily one."

^ The Jews represented a resurrection under the figure of a birth^ and Knapp (CK
Theol., s. 151, 1) says (referring to Michaelis's Com. on Heb. 1:6):" The Jews were also

accustomed to speak of the resurrection of the dead under the image of a new or second
birth, to which they were led by the passage Isa. 26 : 19, * the earth wiU again bring forih
her dead.' " The critical student will not fail to see that such a usage leads us to believe
that much more than a mere moral regeneration is meant in Christ's conversation with
Nicodemus, for appeal is made to Nicodemus's knowledge of the Scriptures respecting
the mode of Israel's regeneration, what it included (oomp. Art. on '* The New Birth,"
vol. 12, p. 116, Nathaniel). Reference to this birth is also made in Isa. 54 : 1, and *' the
times of restitution" imply it. '* Regeneration" (Matt. 19 : 28) embraces it so clearly

that it is used by writers as the equivalent of resurrection, as e.g. Ensebius's His., b. 6,

oh. 1., Lactantius, vol. 2, p. 181, in the letter of the churches of Vienna and Lyons.
* Job 19 : 25, owing to ihe division of critics respecting its reference to a resurrection

is passed by ;* so also Augustine's rendering (b. 18. c. 33) of Zeph. 3:8," Wait ye upon
me, saith the Lord, in ike day of my resurredion in the future," etc. ; Theodoret's citing

Pa 104 : 29, 30, as a proof text in favor of a resurrection, but which is, perhaps, as
Knapp observes, too obscnre to be thus used ; Dahler and others, referring to Jer. 31 : 26
(corap. V. 11) as expressive of the prophet's allusion to his own death and resurraction ;

the Targam'ft explanation of Isa. 57 : 16 as expressive of a restoration, " I will restore the

Houls of the dead ;'* Clement in his first epistle (ch. 27) quoting Ps. 3 : 6 and Job 19 : 25,

26, as applying to a literal resurrection. The student will observe that as the Pre-MiU
lennial resurrefstion is associated in the Divine Purpose with the introduction of the
Kingdom, with this key before us many passages are seen to be framed in such a manner
that a reference to the resurrection is implied or indirectly intimated, as e.g. in Mai.
3 : 18 ; Ps. 102 : 18-21 ; Ps. 30 ; Jer. 31 : 11. Thus e.g. *' the adoption'* being connected
(Rom. 8 : 23) with ** the redemption of the body" implies a previous resurrection in order
to be fitted for the chosen kingship with Christ (comp. Prop. 154). Bo that even in the
preceding (v. 21) phrase '* the glorious liberty of the Bons of God," there seems to be an
allusion to deliverance from "the prison house"—the grave. Even Faller {Strict, on
Rnbinacn, Leo. 3) says :

** I^bably the apostle alluded especially to the redemption of
the bodies of believers at the resurrection," thus making it accord ^^th the usage of the
prophets end of the Jews. Bach declarations as are contained in John 8 : 36 are not
merely to be confined to freedom from sin because of the previously announced fact that

the heir, the Son (and with Him, of course, the oo-heirs, i.e. those made free), abideth in

the house (understanding the covenantedf one) forever. We sometimes overlook the
depth of meaning conveyed in such expressions, by neglecting to take that broad, com-
prehensive view of Redemption as given by the Spirit— forgetting that the freedom im.
parted by the Son embraces, as a multitude of passages show, also a deliverance from the
bondage of the grave. Lange (Com, Matt. 24:31) correctly instances this far-reaching

implication, when e.g. he finds the same expressed in the phrase " And they shall gather
together His elect," saying " Here the resurrection of the elect (the first resurrection
primarily) is declared." Some writers (Fausset, Com. etc.) draw the same inference from
Phil. 2 : 11, " things (i.e. beings, persons) under the earth." New force and beauty is

given by this doctrine to various passages. Thus, e.g. in Isa. 40 : 6, 7, 8, the prophet,

* "While we hold with the early Church that it refers to a resurrection, yet after the
declarations of Barnes {Com. loci.)t Knapp* s Theol., p. 528, M'Clintock and Strozig's

Cyclop., Art. *' Resurrection,*' etc., who explain the passage to Job's confident conviction
that his distressed body would be restored to soundness, etc., it would be better, perhaps,
to omit it, although much oould be said in favor of a resurrection.
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after delineating fi'rst briefly the realization of covenant promise, snddenly snrreyB the
intermediate universality of death and impressively announces the sad fact that all most
die. How then can the covenant be fulfilled ? The answer, which implies a resmrec-
tion, is : "Bui the word of our God shall standforever/' i.e. death, aow triumphant, cannot
defeat the Divine Purpose—these dead ones shall arise, etc. (comp. 1 Pet. 1 : 24, 25 ; Ps.

103 : 15, etc.). In Ps, 9 : 13, 14, David says that he shall be *' Ufled upfrom the gates
<f

deathf that I may shewforth aU thy praise in the gates (f the daughter of 2Son : I voiU. rejoice in

thy salvation," expressing his hope of a resurrection and future glory. It is interesting to

notice that this psalm is entitled by the Vulgate, Sep. ^thiopic, over a hundred iiss. and
printed editions (and indorsed by Houbigant and many critics), " A Psalm of David/or
the end/ caneermng the secrets of the Son;'* the Syriao, " A Psalm of David, amceming
Christ's receiving the throne and the Kingdom, and defeating Hia enemies ;" Arabic, ** con-

cerning the mysteries of the Son, as to the glory of Christ,** etc., thus referring it, as the de-

struction of the enemies of Gk>d and the reign of Christ indicate, to the period of the
Millennial age.

The student, carefully observing this feature in the Divine Purpose, will observe allu-

sions to this resurrection in various other pasaagw. Thus e.g. ^e Psalmist evidently
expresses a well-grounded hope in a resuxxection (Pre-Millennial, as the context indicates)

in Ps. 90. After showing the universality of death, the shortness of life, the certainty of

its approach, etc., the Psalmist suddenly changes the theme and encourages himself by
the covenant hope expressed in the words : "Return, <?od. how long t attd lei it repent thee

concenung thy servants, Oh^ satisfy us early wiih thy mercy ; thai we may rejoice and be giad

aU our days,' etc. Now in view of what preceded and the covenant promises, there can
be no doubt whatever but that the Spirit implies a deliverance from the power of death,
from the result of God's wrath, through a resurrection. In Ps. 102 the lament is made
thai " i am withered like grass," which is afterward explained as being " appointed to

deathj 'mt deliverance is anticipated from this sad condition, and this is based (1) on the
unchangeableness and mercy of God ; (2) His &ithfulness to hear prayer ; (3) His fulfil-

ment of covenant promises, evidenoedi (a) in His appearing in glory to build up Zion, (b)

in the time having arrived when His promises shall be realized, (c) in the gathering of

His people and the submission of all Kingdoms. In Ps. 30 we have the positive assertion
that the Psalmist (speaking for believers) was ** brought upfrom the grave /"^md he exults

and rejoices in the greatness of his deliverance, attributing the same (marg. reading) ** io

the memorial" (comp. Prop. 49), which necessitates a resurrection in order that Grod may
be faithful in Hia promises. To apply this simply to deliverance from grievous sickness
is to weaken its sublime power, and to make it untruthful, seeing that David died,

entered the pit, and became dust. But let it be studied in the light of a glorious Pre-
Millennial resurreuiion, and it receives a beauty and force that nothing else can present

—

teaching us how then he will indeed be " girded with gladness,'* praise God in His glory
and realize in God's favor that His '' mountain" is made " to stand strong," We think,

therefore, that that class of commentators (Fau^t, Gill, Alford. Berlinb. Bible. Bengel,
Nast, Olshausen, Stier, Bonar, Kyle, Jones, Lillie, Itange, and others), who allow such
references to a Pre-Millenniol resurrection, are far more Scriptural and logical than the
class that ignore or deny them. Ev^n conservative writers idlow such decisive applica-

tions, as e.g. Dr. Niigelsbaoh, Lange's Com. Isa., who interprets Isa. 26 : 5-19 to refer to

a literal first resurrection, for (p. 289) he justly claims that with the aid of the Apoc we
can distinguish between *' a first and a second resurrection.**

Oba, 7. This doctrine of a literal Pre-Millennial resurrection we admit, is

" Jewish.** This term of reproach (given in this sense by manj we cheer-

fully accept, for it is a distinguishing feature of our faith, seeing tnat we find

it in the covenant given to Jews, in Jewish Prophets, in the teaching of a
Jewish Saviour and Jewish apostles, and in agreement with Jewish state-

ments of doctrine ; and that only such who are engrafted into the Abra-
hamio stock and become membera of the Jewish commonwealth, shall par-

ticipate in it. It belongs pre-eminently to the introduction of that Theo-
cratic- Davidic Kingdom promised to tfie Jewish select nation. Even Rab-
binical lore ia full of intimations respecting it. That, therefore, which
forms such an objectionable feature to many, is only an additional reason

for retaining it. (Comp. e.g. Prop, 68.)
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Comp. Props. 69. 116, 123, 126. 127, etc., for the Jewish ftspoot, but eapecially Prop.
49 relating to the coTenant In the first part of this Proposition references have been
made to the Jewish faith and instances given of expressed belief in a Pre-Millennial
resurrection—one introductory to the Meseiianio Kingdom. In the Talmnd (qnoted by
Ijederer, in Israelite Indeed) the resorrection is found in Moses, for it is said : "Every one
of Israel receives a portion of the world to come ; for it is written :

* Thy people also
shall be all righteous ; they shall inherit the land forever, the branch of my planting

;

the work of mine hands, that I may be glorified,' Isa. 60 : 21. But the following have no
part in the world to come : those who say the resnrrection from the dead cannot be
proved from the book of the law (the Pentateuch)." In the Crerman : ''He who de-
nies that the resurrection from the dead can be proved from the book of the law
(though he may admit the fact that a resurrection shall take place), shall have no
part in the resurrection, because God rewards and punishes measure for meas-
ure," etc. (Comp. references under Prop. 49.) Milm|ui {Hia, Jewa, vol. 1, p. 232)
refers to the Babbins (Tract Sanhedrin, 2) as quoting such passages as Deut.
31 : 16, and 1 : 8 in favor of a resurrection. In his Bis, Christ (vol. 1, p. 75, etc.) he
speaks of this Jewish belief, and states a well-known fact, viz., that such a faith was
moie clearly and distinctively held after the return from Captivity. Buckle (3fu., vol. 3,

p. 136) endeavors to take advantage of this fact as an indication of derivation from an
acquaintance with " eastern philosophy"—but how it is derived, when all who hold it

constantly appeal to the Jewish Scriptures, he (and oUiers who press this mutterj have
not informed us. Let us only add : One reason, apparently, why the resurrection is

more prominently given by Daniel, Ezekiel, and others is the following : The resurreo.
tion is allied with a restored Theocracy ; now as long as the Theocratic Kingdom in the
Davidic line existed, that prominency was not given to it whioh, as a great source of com.
fort and encouragement, appertained to it when the Kingdom was overthrown and faith

and hope were directed to its restoraiion. Augustine {CUy of God, b. 15, s. 18) finds the
first intimation of a resurrection even in the name of '* Seth" signifying ** resurrection,'*

and if one of our opponents can find it so remotely, no one can censure us for our find-

ings. For the Jewish faith in a resurrection of the dead, compare Prayer 2, in the Nine-
teen Prayers (Bhemoneh Esreh), Home's Inirod., vol. 2, p. 107. Also articles on the
resurrection in Bib. Cyclops., and in Commentaries, especially comments on Matt. 22 : 23
and 31, in Lange, Meyer, etc.

Obs, 8. We see what estimate to place on Reuss's assertion (His. Ch,

TIieoL, p. 57^ :
** It is a fact admitted in our day by all unprejudiced exe-

getes, and wnich should never have been denied, that the doctrine (of the

res.) was never taught by the prophets previous to the exile, especially in

any close association with the idea of a future reward/* This is aoun^
dantly refuted by what we have produced from the Pentateuch, the histori-

cal books, the Psalms, Isaiah and EzekieL Even if this language is to be
spiritualized (which these men do, and, therefore, cannot find a resurrec-

tion), critics fully admit that the language is based on, or the figure is de-

rived from, a doctrine of the resurrection, which must then have been well

known. But over against Reuse, Jesus Himself told the Sadducees that it

was taught even by Moses ; so Peter, in proving the resurrection of Jesus, af-

firms the same respecting David ; and so Paul, Heb. 11 : 35, concerning the

ancients generally. It was taught both directly or inferentially, but, of

course, if the most direct passages are to receive Origenistic interpretation

and manipulation, then it cannot be found—the doctrine is prejudged.

The Jews themselves appealed to passages in the writings before the exile

for their belief, and found it even, where all Scripture places it as neces-

sarily implied, viz., in the Covenant itself. Even Stanley (His, of J&io,

C%., 2 Ser., p. 170) speaks of " the defects" of the Psalms m this particu-

lar, and adds :
** Hardly in the silence of the Pentateuch or the gloomy

despair of Ecclesiastes, is the faintness of immortality more chilling than

in the 30th, 49th, and 88th Psalms.*' The *' defect'* in this case is in
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the interpreter, and not in the Psalms. For what can be more significant

and cheering than the plain statement in the 30th that he will praise Qod,
'*/<w Thau hast lifted me up and hast not made my foes (death and the grave

as he afterward explains) to rejoice over me"'— '* Lord, TJiou hast brought

up my soul from the grave ; Thou hast kept me alive, tJtat I should not go

down to the pit," Le., remain there as the wicked. And this comes to pass

owing (marg. reading) ** ^o the memorial," which we have shown (Prop.

49) pledges God to a resurrection to insure the fulfilment of the Covenant
promises. This, too, takes place in " the morning " see Prop, 139. Then
again he refers to death, to nis happy deliverance from it, to the establish-

ment of his ** mountain" or Kingdom, to the fact that he would " not be

silent " as the wicked then will be. Whether others can see it or not, the

Psalm is radiant with hope of blessed immortality. The 88th is, as has

already been shown, jubilant with the same hope, while the 4:0th, not so

distinctive, gives, as parallel passages will indicate, evidences of the

same.

The efForta made by Amner (On Dan.) to make ont—which many now follow—the
passages referring to a resurrection to denote mero temporal deliverance, have been fully

exposed by others, as e.g. BrU. OrUic, 0. Ser. vol, 13. Fiske {The Ifnsem Worid, p, 105)
very confidently asserts that the doctrine of a resurrection was devised after the Babylo-
nish Captivity to meet doctrinal contingencies, and that it was not original with the Jews
but was *' borrowed from the Zaratheustian theology of Persia." Clarke {2'en Rdigions)
and many others repeat this, as if repetition was proof. It is reasouiible to expect such
statements from unbelievers, but when they come from prof^sed believers they are
unreasonable. Thus e.g. Beecher (Scr. " The Future Life.*' in Ck. Union, Sept. 5th,

1877), speaking of the hope of a future life as expressed in the Old Test., says :
" It (the

Old Teat.) is dumb, and utters not a word on the subject. There is no teaching of a future
existence in the Old Test., not from the beginning to the end." He qualifies this after-

ward by saying that there might have been *' glimpses." ** speculations," or ** hopes.*'

Again : in the Art. '* Hesurreotion," in M*Clintock and Strong's Oyclop,^ it is said : "It
is admitted that there are no traces of such a belief in the earlier Hebrew Scriptures. It

is not to be found in the Pentateuch, in the historical books, or in the Psalms ; for Ps.

99 : 15 does not relate to the subject ; neither does Ps. 104 : 29, 30. although so cited by
Theodoret and others." Now over against all these is the simple but positive statement
of Jesus, and Paul, and Peter, whose declarations are amply supported by the facts

adduced.

Obs. 9. From what preceded, it is evident that the unbelief of those is

inexcusable, who, in a measure, removed from gross Rationalism, still, like

Lucke in his Introd. to the Apoc, and Bleek in his works on Daniel, make
these prophecies a kind of poetical fiction ; or, like Reuss in his Analysis
of the Apoc, speak of them as a r6sum6 of exploded Jewish expectations.

So rooted are they in the Divine Plan, ao entirely embedded in tJte Plan of
the Redefinption, that to deny their validity is to sacrifice Divine Unity, to

deal a blow at one of the most vital parts of Salvation. We see, too, in the
union between Paul, the other writers, and the Apocalypse, how fanciful

is the opinion of the Bauer school that they are in opposition to each
other, when, in fact, they mutually sustain each other in *' the one hope,"

Many theologians, simply on account of their spiritualizing system, can see no faith

of a resurrection in the Patriarchs and others (although expressed, e.g. in the case of

Isaac, in faith in covenant promises, in hope when dying, etc.), and such, of course, can
find no Pre-Millennial resurrection, or if, peradventure, found and admitted, dismiss it

as Jewish superstition. When not immediately Goncem€d in opposing oux views, we
often find the most remarkable concessions, as e.g. Fairbaim {Typdogy^ vol. 1, p. 290)

positively asserts that the Antediluvians looked for no other domain than this earth,

renewed, etc., for an inheritance, and this to be obtained ** ihronQk a rMurrection ofihs

L
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dead,** whioh hope waa afterward oonfixmed. When opposing us, then the plainest refer-

ences to the resurrection are all figoratire, as e.g. Brown {Christ's Sec. Com,, p. 251)
makes Ezek. 37 : 12-14 ; Hos. 6 : 2—Isa. 26 : 19, 14, fignratiTe in order to show that Bev.
20 : 4-6 ia the same. We may well ask then, if such declarations are figaratire, where is

the resurrection taught ? We need not wonder that many writers (e.g. Fowle in " Science
and Immortality," l*op. Sconce Manihly, May, 1872) can find not ** a shadow of a trace" in
the books of Moses concerning a future life, and base it upon the fact that Moses lets his
aspirations catuxmbuj thefuture relate, not to the third heaven, bat to this eartJi. Precisely
so, for then Moses in his reference to this earth as the fntore glorious inheritance is in

full accord with the truth (comp. Props. 49, 131, 137, 141, 144, 146, 151, 154, etc,). His
teaching regarding that future life we hare already fully expressed.

Obs. 10. This Pre-Millennial restoration aids in solving a difficulty

Sunnecessarily such) felt by theologians, viz., that the first books of the
Jible are onJy confined to temporal, earthly blessings, or rather, as it

should be worded to be correct, blessings here on earth. The question de-

duced is ; Why is the hope constantly held up to the Jews of living in their

promised, land and none presented of rewards in the third heaven F The
substance of the answer given hj those who reject the key afforded by the
Covenant and this resurrection, is this : that the Jews were not then pre-

pared for other promises, and that the real hope and destiny was to be
gradually revealed as they could bear it, etc. Learned dissertations are

tilled with just such nonsense, or **wojldly wiadom." Such reasoning

places both man and God in a false position. The former, as if he were
then so intellectually and morally weak as to be disqualified to appreciate

his own destination, and iwWf even in the case of heathen or all men, so

strong as to be able to bear such knowledge ; the latter, as if He would
conceal the true destination of those who trusted in Him and excite their

hopes, etc., by either false or temporary motives. No ! never does God
thus deal with man. The true reason, and the one underlying the Cove-
nant and all these promises, is., that the land, the earth, is truly

—

as always

affirmed—their inheritance, and that God will raise them up out of their

graves and fulfil the promises given by bringing them into the land;
and, moreover, God never changes from this divine purpose, for the promise

(Prop. 142) exists to-day, as it ever did, ** Blessed are the meek, for they

shall inherit'' (not the tnird heaven but), ** the earth,'' The language of

Moses and others is the best that could be used, for it is the truthr—the

truth of God which in His own time He will see is realized. We are

not to come to God's Word and gauge it by a monkish third heaven theory,

which makes the third heaven tne saint's inheritance instead of the one

that God uniformly through every prophet has promised, and then by it

judge of the propriety and truthfulness of the Divine utterances. Would
that Abrahamic faith were more characteristic of believers I (comp. Props.

144, 151, etc.).
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Proposition 127. In mppoi^t of our viexo^ the Apocalypse un-

mistakahly teaches a Pre-Mulerinial resurrectUyn of tJie saiyits.

It is most reasonable to suppose that " tJie testirrumy of Jesus^'''

this last words, given expressly to impart information on eschatology,
should coincide with the Old Test, teaching, and bestow upon us
additional information. This it does as follows :

Oha. 1. The reader is directed to Rev. 11 : 18, and under the laat

trumpet, preceding (as all mast admit) the Millennium, we have ** the time

of the dead, that tney should be jadged, and that thoa shouldest give

reward," etc. Here is a distinctive Pre-Millennial resurrection asserted in

connection with a time of wrath and rewarding, which the general analogy
asserts as belonging to the Second Advent of Jesus. To acknowledge a

resurrection of dead ones to be here announced, and then to postpone the

same until after the 1000 years, is a mere subterfuge, seeing that the con-

nection demands its fulfilment, under the seventh trumpet, or at the period

of time thus designated.

The weak and xinsatiBfactory manner in which this passage is handled by oar oppo-
nents is well illnstrated by Barnes, Com. loci. Kot knowing what to do with snch a resor*

reotion in his system of Eschatology, and nnwilling to deny its plain reference to a literal

one^ he, unable to Bpiritaalize it away (or introduce his favorite " asif**)^ represents this

oconrrence at a specific time as one that is embraced by the events introductory to, con-
tained in, and concluding the 1000 years, quoting Rev. 20 : 4, 5, 6, 12-15 ; Matt.
25 : 34^0 ; Bev. 21 and 22. How hard premed and defective a theory must be which is

forced to such a wholesale application of a chronologioal prediction. The time of reward-
ing the Prophets e.g. is Pre-Millennial as seen e.g. in the case of Daniel (Prop. 126) : so
the time of wrath, the time of judgment, the time of rewarding the righteous, the time of

destroying the enemies of God, the time when the Christ assumes His reign—aU, as we
show in detail under various Propositions, is Pre-MiUennial.

Obs, 2, We now come to Rev. 20 : 1-6 which was so universally held by
the early Church to teach a literal resurrection, and to be so thoroughly
consonant with Jewish views, that the Apocalypse narrowly escaped pro-

scription by the enemies of Chiliasm (comp. e.g. Lardner*s Works^ vol. 2,

g643 ; Stuart's Introd, to Apoc, Barnes's Introd. respecting Caius and
ionysius). The application of the Origenietic system of interpretation,

as many have noticed, saved and gave it canonical authority.* If we reject

the early Church belief in this particular, the veracity of Apostolic Fathers,
who assert that they received their interpretation of it from the Apostles
and their associates (see Prop. 75) is impeached, and the teaching of the

* It is a source of gratification that this book is so well fortified by authority, that the
ablest critics, even of the destruotionist school, allow its antiquity and canonical place.
The Introds., etc., almost invariably ascribe to it the best given historical proof of any of
the New Test, writings.
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Apostles themselves which directly led to snch a faith in all the churches
established by them is open to ^rave suspicion. It is not neceasary to
trace the varied spiritualistic opinions engrafted on this Scripture, denot-
ing either a spiritual, moral, or ecclesiastic resurrection, or to note in

detail theyariea dating of the thousand years based on such interpretation*
from the ministry of Christ, conversion of Constantine, etc. Popery
indeed (Prop. 77) almost crushed the early interpretation of the passage

;

but others held fast to it, as e.g. Paulikians, Waldenses, and Albigenses.
Various writers, some men of acknowledged ability and talent, have con-
tinued from the Reformation (Prop, 78) down to the present, to entertain
the same, and to-duy some of the most able men in nearly all, if not all,

denominations, accept of this ancient faith. f The prevailing view taken,
is that of Daniel Whitby (who died 1727), who was the first writerj who
advocated what he himself calls **a new hypothesis," viz., a spiritual

resurrection and Millennium still future before the Advent of Christ §
Men of the highest ability have adopted this ** hypothesis," and through
their influence it is almost generally received. While this is so, it is also

true that some of our most bitter opponents unhesitatingly yield this

passage to us as teaching a literal first resurrection. Thus Prof. Stuart

iCoTtu), before alluded to, who appeals to Phil. 3 : 8-11; Luke 14 : 14 ; 1

]lor. 15 : 23, 24, etc., as favoring the idea, and even makes this admission,
*' Even, the Old Test contains some passages which may very naturally
be applied to the Messianic or first resurrection." Prof. Bush, and many
others, who spiritualize it, frankly acknowledge that the language itstli,

literally understood, unmistakably presents the notion of such a resurrec-

tion, but regard it as a presentation of truth in the shape of ** 7nilk,'* such
as ^* the babes'* in that early period required; forgetting, however, that
this "milk" happens to be just like that which the Jews previously
received, and hence, if the former is deleterious the latter must be the
same. | With these preliminary remarks, let us proceed to give the reasons

for holding that this Scripture presents the doctrine of a literal Pre-
Millennium resurrection, aside from the one which might be urged at

length, viz,, that the language and spirit of it accord with the Old Test
delineations and confirm the interpretations of the Jews (which latter, even

* The terror, etc., at the closing of a.b. 1000, and one or two other periods, are falsely

charged (even by scliolars) to our ocoonnt, when the fact is, that we hold the 1000 years
to be entirely in the future, while the other view located it in the past.

t See e.g. the lists given by Brookes, Bickemteth, Seiss, Taylor, etc., and compare
Props. 76. 76, 77,and 78.

I So Bh. Henshaw, Brookes, Dr. Seiss, Bickersteth, and others. The reader must here
be guarded. This has been denied by some, but thus far they have failed to produce a
writer preceding Whitby. Some have sought refuge in Augustine, Jerome, and others, as

teaching a spiritual resurrection and Millennium, but this we do not deny, but only that

they taught it as something ^i/t^fure and linked toilhthis passage^ as WhUJby, This we em-
phatically deny, as their writings testify. Compare, however, what is said under Props.

175, 158, and 76-78.

6 We present Whitby*s testimony under Props. 175 and 78.

I
So e.g. Bumes, Com. loci, where the reader will find numerous ** as t/s** drawn from

the thus acknowledged plain sense of a literal resurrection. Again and again he admits
that this resurrection will be ** as if the martyrs were raised up from the dead ;" ** asif
the most eminent saints were raised up from the dead ;" " as if they were raised up from
the dead, or which might be represented as a resurrection rrom the dead," etc. The
language it«elf of the passage is admitted to teach a resurrection from the dead, but is to

be Bpiritualized to mean moral or spiritual revival, etc.
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as Reuss, His, CIi. TlteoLy p. 57, the Pharisees made ** one of the principal
points oi their teaching").

Oba. 3. 1. This describes a resurrection of persons. The word " souV^ is

used to denote the person (as e.g. Numb. 31 : 8 ; ProT. 6 : 30 ; Isa. 29 : 8
;

Ur. 22 : 11 ; Jos. 11 : 11 ; Jer. 2 : 34 ; Acts 3 : 33 ; 2 : 41 ; 27 : 37 ;

1 Pet 3 : 20, etc.). The ** souls" are persons because (1) they were **^-

headedy** which can only apply to such; (2) the language ** foreheads,*^
*' Iiandsy^^ etc., indicates such; (3) the resurrection* of the members is

appropriately described in terms similar to that of the Head, Thus,
** Thou wilt not leave my soul in hell (Hades, grave), neither wilt Thou
suffer Thine Holy One to see corruption,'* is applied by commentators,
following Peter, to a literal resurrection ; (4) the word designedly chosen
is i?i accord with Jewish usage, so that, e,g. the Targum renders '* The
souls which I have made** in Isa. 67 : 16, ** 1 will restore the souls of the
dead'* (Dr. Clarke, Com, loci) ; (5) the early Christians familiar with the
phrase in a living language had no difficulty unanimously in making such
an application

; (6) David foreseeing nis resurrection from the power of

death calls it a deliverance of ** my soul,^^ Ps. 6 : 4, etc. ; (7) a change of

condition is predicated of these "souls'* that had died^ implying a previous
'* living,** which can only be asserted of persons. May we not, therefore,

ask (Ps. 89 : 48), *' Shall he (man) deliver his soul from the hand of the
grave .P'* and answer, No I for his soul can only be delivered through the
power of Christ* 2. These souls previous to this resurrection were
'* AeAfiar/e(?,*' suffered death because they witnessed for Jesus, remained
faithful to the truth. It seems absurd to press this passage into a spiritual

or moral conversion in the face of the beheading which was endured for
the Word, since it is virtually affirming that the %iin\QT, previous to his

conversion, suffers death because of his witnessing for Jesus ; that the
unregenerated man endures a beheading for his unswerving devotion to
the truth ; and then, after such an exhibition of love, he is resurrected,
i.e. converted, etc. 3. The beheading itself indicates a literal death. For
(1) it cannot be asserted, taking our opponents' views of spirit, that the
spirit or soul can be beheaded. (2) The state of a wicked man cannot be
called a headless stone, for in the case of these souls it would prove too
much, viz., being beheaded, implies that previously they had them in

possession. (3) The beheading results from their previous moral action.

(4) The word translated ** beheading'* denotes " decapitation by the axe,"
a violent death. This literal death is shown in Rev, 13 and kev. 14. 4.

The persons who have part iu this resurrection are such as were converted
to the truth before this death. This is proven by (1) the witnessing they
gave which caused others to put them to death. (2) The '

' holy' only
nave part iu it (3) A distinguishing resurrection is promised to the
saints. Hence, this is a promise of a resurrection given because they are
** holy,** and not one to make the wicked "holy.** 5. This resurrection
is bestowed as a reward of well-doing. This agrees with Luke 14 : 14,
*' Thou shalt be recompensed at the resurrection of the jusf (also Rom.
8 : 11, 23 ; Heb. 11 : 35, etc.). The entire spirit of the prophecy claims
this as a great, unspeakable blessing. 6, The '* thrones^^ that were placed,
is only met by a similar Millennia description of Dan, 7 : 9, 22, 27, the
promise to the Apostles, Matt 19 : 28, the enthronement of the saints,

7. The same is true of the ^^judgment* ' mentioned, and as will, farther
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on, be shown in the judgment committed to saints. 8. The reign with
Christ corresponds with the dominion mentioned by David, with the

promises of mngship and Priesthood to risen and glorified saints. The
passages bearing on the enthronement, judgment, and reign will bo given
under separate Propositions. 9. The meaning of the word ** livedo" and
the use made of the same, fairly teaches a literal resurrection. Barnes,

loci, tells us that fiobinaon (Lex.) gives the primary meaning to be, '* to

Jive, to have life, spoken of physical life and existence," and adds :
** It

may be applied to those who were before dead. Matt. 9 : 18 ; Mark 16 : 11 ;
Luke 24 : 23 ; John 5 : 25 ; Acts 1 : 3 ; 9 : 41," etc.' Prof. Stuart {Coin.

Rev, loci) says that the word means ** revived," came to life, i.e. returned
to a life like the former one, viz., a union of soul and body. So docs the

word signify in Eev. 2:8; 13 : 14, and in many other passages cited in

the remarks on Bev. 2:8. In addition to the texts given by Barnes, he
adduces Acts .25 : 19 ; Rom. 6 : 10, 13 ; 2 Cor. 13 : 4. Nothing stronger

can be given in our favor than the argument of Prof. Stuart :
'* If, then,

as it would seem, we must reject all these meanings" (viz., those opposed
to the early Church view), *' how can we well avoid coming to the conclu-

sion that ezesan here must "inean a reviving or rising from the dead ? The
use of zad elsewhere in the Apocalypse shows very plainly that it may mean
revived, lived again in reference to the body whicn had been dead. Thus
the Saviour speaks of Himself in Rev. 2 : 8, as being He who had been

dead, kai ezese, and had revived, lived again, after the death of the body.

Thus, too, it is said of the beast (Rev. 13 : 14), which had the deadly wound
of the sword, that ezese, it revived."' Surely, if the Spirit employs the

word to signify the literal resurrection of Jesus, and that, too, in the same
book, we are justified in applying it in the same way to the resurrection of

His brethren, contrasted as it is with a previous death. 10. Those who
thus " lived" enjoyed the Millennial period, and those who " lived not,"
i.e. the rest of the dead, did not realize it,* Now, if the word ** lived"

means (as our opponents declare) conversion, increased Christian zeal,

etc., it proves too much, viz., that not a single soul of '' the rest of the

dead" will be converted, etc, until the thousand years are finished. Then
we have a moral resurrection at the beginning of the age, and the other at

the end. For, the same word ** lived" is used of both parties, and con-

sistency demands the same meaning in both places. 11. But if this mean-
ing is preserved, then it follows that after an interval of one thousand
years *^ the rest of the dead" are all converted, etc., which is forbidden by
numerous explicit passages.* 12. Those who have part in the first resur-

rection are never subjected to *' the second death^** but the implication is

that *' the rest of the dead" will experience it, and this is confirmed by the

resurrection following after this Millennial period (same chapter), in which
the second death largely figures. Kow, if tne living of these two classes is

the same, it leeitimatelv follows that the one portion will be ^iven over to

the power of toe second death, for having no lot in the first, it falls under
the second resurrection. The reason why they did not have part in the

first is not removed before the second takes place, for they remain '* dead"
until the second occurs after the thousand years. 13. What is asserted,
* * Blessed and holy is he that hath part in the first resurrection y on such
the second death shall have no power, ^^ is a bestowal of eternal life by the

power of the resurrection, as is seen at length in 1 Cor. 15, etc. It is the

bestowal of immortality to that which was mortal, so that as in Luke
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20 : 36, *' neither can ihey die any more,^^ or, they become like the Head,
Rom. 6:9,*^ that Christ being raised from the dead dieth no more; death

hath no more dominion over Him,^'* 14. This again is confirmed by the

natural conclusion which the passage impresses, that each one thns raised

up lives and reigns during, at least, a thousand years, which cannot be
applied to mortal man. Moral or spiritual advancement does not bestow
such longevity.' 15. These resurrected ones " reig^ned with Christ.^''

Jesus then sits on His own throne, and the saints reign with Him (Matt
19 : 28 ; Luke 22 : 29, 30, etc.). This involves a consideration of the

period of Ohriat's reign, etc., but it is sufficient to point out what even
our opponents admit, that such a reign of Christ will be witnessed at His
Coming, and that it is the happy portion of saints to reign with Him.
Hence, this prediction is in sympathy with such a reign. 16. Martyrs
(one class) obtain this resurrection, not that the resurrection produces
martyrs, as some affirm, or revives the martyr spirit, as others say, or

causes, as others declare, a eulogy of martyrs. And, we may well ask,

Does the Millennial period here described with Satan bound, Christ and
the saints reigning, with, as the prophets write, all righteous, with peace,

safety, prosperity, knowledge, and glory covering the earth, does this

req^uire martyrs or the spirit of martyrdom ? Is the binding of Satan and
this rei^n so ineffective that murderers of saints, that dangerous enemies,
still exist ? What, then, becomes of God's promises, if persecution, sore

trial, threatened death and violent death itself is the characteristic of the
Millennium?* 17. The persecuting beast and prophet are removed before

this Millennial period begins, as is seen in precedine" chapter. The persona
resurrected are those who had previously refused His worship, mark, eta,
and as we road (Rev. 13 : 15, etc.) were killed. In this Mill, age they have
no such power, for the reason given, Rev. 19 : 20. All persecuting power
(v. 2, 3) shall be confined. This exactly corresponds with the prophetic
delineations of the Millennium (as e.g. Isa. 25, 26, etc.). The very persons
(not others) killed by the beast are the ones who live and reign during the

thousand years. 18. This resurrection is accompanied by God's heavy
judgment upon His enemies, resulting in their overthrow and destruction,

which agrees with what is said of this literal resurrection elsewhere.* 19.

Taking the explanation given by our opponents to the word *' first," it

cannot denote what they claim. Thus e.g. Barnes, loci, '* It is called the
first resurrection in contradistinction from the second and last, the general
resurrection.'* Now, if it means conversion, revival of martyr spirit,

distinguished piety, etc, how can it properly bear such a contrast to the
second, seeing the difference in kind.^'^ The fact that it is called '*the
first" or ** better" or pre-eminent resurrection implies a second of the same
kind, but of a lower grade, i.e. not so distinguished, etc. If we make the
one moral, etc., the other must be the same. 20. The rest of the dead
only live after the one thousand years are finished, and as this resurrection
is not included in the first or better one, it must be the second. In the
same chapter after the thousand years we do read of a second one that
transpires in which ** death and the grave delivered up the dead which were
in them.'^ If the second is literal (as nearly all admit) the first must be
also the same. 21. the juxtaposition of these two resurrections, the one
at the beginning and the other at the close of this age, indicates a pecu-
liarity and significance in the use of the word ** first.'* This does not
mean priority of time, as Is almost uinversally supposed, for this would not
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be true either of the theory of our opponents or of our own." The word
*^r«/'* has reference to the privileges of the first-lorn^ which were, Dent.,
21 : 17, (1) a double portion, i.e. distinguished position, comp. Gen. 25 :

31-34
; (2) a right to the priesthood. Numb. 3 : 13

; (3) government and
dominion^ Gen. 27 : 29. God already so early in history develops the idea

purposed in the Divine Will of a selected nuviber of the first-born, first

begotten of the dead, of whom Christ is the Head. Hence the peculiarity

of the language here, *'
first resurrection'^ is, that these also, the ones subject

to this great tribulation during the period of Her, 14 : 9-13, shall come
forth also having the privileges of the first-born, i.e. they are not of the

second or future ones, but belong to the first as well as those who may have
preceded them, (The reader will clearly see the force of this when we
come to the reign of saints, etc.) The word ** first*' is, as Parkhurst
(Lex,) and others assert, employed to denote ** dignify of persons** in the

sense of ** chief "pri7icipal,'* etc., as in Matt. 20*: 27 ; Acts 13 : 60 ;

1 Tim. 1:15; Acts 17 : 4 ; 25 : 2 ; 28 : 7, 17, etc. This resurrection is,

therefore, the chief, principal, pre-mninent one, because it pertains to that

of the first-born, constitutes the persons embraced in and experiencing its

power the first-born that belong exclusively

—

in a peculiar sense tj^pified bj
the Jewish 6rst-born

—

to Ood Himself Hence not time but distinction is

denoted. Now, this forms a unison with the general tenor of the word
respecting this very resurrection pertaining to tho saints, and the harmony
is remarkable, being never broken by the slightest discord. 22. The resur-

rection at the close of this chapter is almost generally acknowledged as

a literal one. Now, the same rules of interpretation that make this one
literal, will, if applied to the first, make it the same. For both represent a
visionary spectacle embracing persons, acts, events, and conditions still

future, which prefigure or symbolize persons, etc. They both stand or

fall together. Sound criticism must acknowledge this feature," 23,

*' This is tho first resurrection," is an explanatory clause, and, like all

explanatory language, must be received in the sense that usage, etc.,

aflfords. 24, These resurrected saints are ** blessed," which is the condi-
tion promised to believers raised up at the last day, Luke 14 ; 14, etc.

25. In this Millennial period Satan is bound so that ne shall not ** deceive

the nations^* during its continuance. But this cannot be realized down to

the personal Advent of Christ, for a multitude of passages authoritatively

teach that wars, wickedness, even so great that it is contrasted with that

of tho days of Noah, nations hostile to Christ, the Church itself a com-
mingling of tares and wheat, shall exist down to the Advent, which is

connected with the resurrection of the saints. 26. The ** haj'vesi** (Matt.

13 : 30, 39), which is identified with the resurrection period, is one that

precedes this Millennial era, as is seen by reference to Rev. 14 and 19,

when ** the harvest of the earth is ripe," and it is gathered, following, too,

closely on a terrible persecution.'" 27. If the Advent recorded in Rev. 19

can be proven to be a personal Pre-Millennial one, then this resurrection

as a literal one follows. Leaving this for a separate Proposition (Prop.

121), we only now say, that the fact of such a special Advent beinff desig-

nated as immediately preceding this resurrection, and the acts tnat He
performs being similar to those ascribed to Him when He comes to raise

the dead, is in direct accord with the doctrine of a resurrection. It is a
resurrection linked directly with a Coming of Jesus for purposes of ven-

geance and salvation. 28. The thousand years sjiecifically mentioned were
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identified by the Jews with a literal resurrection, and the Messianic reign.

Now, the adoption of the same phraseology, united with a resurrection,

which—primarily understood—refers to a restoration of life to dead ones,

is virtually an indorsement of the Jewish idea of a literal resurrection, or

else it is a most cruel deception, confirming men in error.'* 29. This
resurrection is sustained by the ** lake of fire burning with brimstone,'*

Rev. 19 : 20. Almost every one acknowledges that a resurrection of the

saints either precedes or is connected with Matt. 25 : 31-46. Now, in this

latter passage, we have the personal Advent, the holy messengers with
Him, the sitting on His throne, the gathering of the natiobs (as Joel,

John, etc., describe), the saints inheriting the Kingdom, and then, notice,

the wicked cast into the fire preceding the Millennial age ; for '* Depart
from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire prepared fir the devil and his

angels.*' These wicked are cast into the fire which is only prepared
for the devil, etc. ; for, as the Spirit carefully (Rev. 20) shows, after the

thousand years, the devil is cast into the lake of fire where the others have
been during (he thousand years (see Prop. 134). 30. The '* marriage of the

Lamb,'' and " the marriage supper,^' Rev. 19 : 7, 9, sufficiently identify

the nature of this resurrection with that connected with *' the manifesta-

tion of the Son of God," in Rom. 8 : 19-23, with the one related to the
feast of Isa. 25 : 6-8, etc. 31. A comparison of the expression '* but the

rest of the dead lived not again until the thousand years were finished,**

with other Scriptures sustains a literal resurrection."

1 For the usage that we contend for, let the student compare Br. Etheridge's TransL of
the Twrgums of Onkelos, etc., vol. 2, p. 687, who remarks that the word " aool'* is used
" both in the Bible and Targums for ^ a dead body^* and in the Jerasalem Talmud for ' a
stone or monument which marks the place of the dead.' " He also notices the following
places as indicative of its meaning ** the per80T^^*' Gen. 17 ; Ex. 1:5; Lev. 4:2, 27 ;

7 : 20 ; 22 : 11 ; Deut. 24 : 7 ; 2 Sam. 14 : 14 ; Ezek. 27 : 13 ; Acte 2 : 43 ; 2 Pet. 2 : 14 ;

Rev. 18 : 13 ; to which may be added Acts 7 : 14 ; Gen. 19 : 20 ; Ps. 55 : 18» and
119 : 175 ; Isa. 38 : 17 ; Jos. 11 : 11, etc. Indeed, so seldom is the word '*soiil " em-
ployed to designate the disembodied spirit, that some eminent writers (as e.g. Bh. Law
in Cons, on Theory of Rdtgion, and others) have called into question the fact whether it is

employed in such a sense, especially in connection with the intermediate state. This
only indicates how freely the term is employed in the manner advocated by ns. Even
Barnes palpably contradicts himself on this point. Thus on Rev. 20 he remarks :

** By
no possible conslrudion can it mean the bodies of the saints/* but on Acts 2 : 27 he refutes
himself when he applies the term soul to Christ, to His person^ saying :

** There is no
cl^ir iTtsiance in which it is applied to the soul in its separate state or disjoined from the
body." In reply to Fairbaim and others it is only necessary to say that Rev. 20 is in
accordance with Scriptural usage, and that there is exquisite propriely in speaking of the
resurrection of the saints just as Christ's (Acts 2 : 27} is spoken of, and as that of the be-
liever is predicted, e.g. Ps. 99 : 15, "Bui God viW. redeem my soul from the poioer of the

grave," Our interpretation is vindicated by previous usage and by the eippress promises
of God. (Comp. also Sep. Version on Lev. 19 : 28 ; Num. 6 : 11 ; Lev. 21 : 1 ; Ezek.
44 : 25, where ** soul " designates the dead.)

' He adds :
** but it does not neoeEuarily imply this, nor does the mere use of the word

suggest it." But ihe primary meaning^ the use of the word, the context, etc., aU is calculated
to suggest it, as it did to the early Church, to Prof. Stuart, etc, Fairbaim {On Propk.^
p. 461) is fairly driven from the old position that only a moral change is denoted, wten
he informs us that it is used as a figure derived from the literal resurrection, because the
state here delineated partakes m/rre of the final resurrection' state than any that had pre-
ceded. His interpretation is, however, vague. "We rest satisfied with his concession
that there is reference in the language to a literal resurrection.

' Prof. Stuart having been unfriendly to the Millenarian view, his testimony, so candid,
is the more weighly and valuable. We give his conclusion :

'* Putting now all these consid-
erations together, I do not see how we can, on the ground of exegesis, /airfy avoid ihe con>.

dusion that John has taught, in the passage before us, that there will be a resurrection of
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the martyr saints at the comniencement of the period after Satan shall have been ahnt up in
the dungeon of the great abyss." " I cannot admit any serious doubt, either on the ground
of general philology, or of the nsus loquendi pf the Apocalypse." The critical student
vill do well to ob«erve how our opponents explain this same world "lived" in Rev.
2:8; Rom. 14 : 9, etc., and then contrast the concessions made with their comments on
Rev. 20. It greatly confirms our position by exposing their contradictions.

* If to avoid this issue the resurrection of the rest of the dead is literal, as some con-
tend, this ends the discussion, for if literal in the one clause it is literal in the other also,
the same word being employed. It is a mere shiftless gloss, opposed to the word
•' dead," etc., to make " the rest of the dead " " weak Christians." " sickly portion of
the flook," etc., afterward devoted in piety.

* Barnes loci, against the express declaration of the prophecy, has the rest of the dead
living through the thouaand years, but in a lower grade of piety ! On the other hand,
Augustine (City of God, b. 20, c. 9) gives them no piety, and, by implication, has no con-
version during this period, for he says : " * In these the second death huth no power.*
Therefore it has power in the rest of whom he said above, * The rest of them did not live
until the thousand years were finished ;

* for in this whole intervening time, called a
thousand years, however lustily they lived in the bf>dy, they were not quickened to life
out of that death in which their wickedness held them, so liat by this revived life they
should become partakers of the first resurrection and so the second death should have no
power over them.'

'

* This meets the quibble of Barnes, locf, that *' we do not need the assi^rance that * on
such the second death hath no power,' that is, that they would not perish forever. That
would be a matter of course and there was no necessity for such a statement." But the
necessity exists even in Barnes' case, for with it appended he still refused credence.
Beside, such an objection is an impeachment of the language we have just quoted.
Beside this, the student will obserre that this phraseology is intensely Jewish. Thus
e.g. in Etheridge's TransL Targmna, we have in Targum <jf Onkelos: *' Let Reuben live in
life eternal and not die the second death ;'* the Targum of Palestine and the Jerusalem Tar-
gums: ** Let Reuben live in this world, nor die the second death which the wicked die
in the world to come."

^ It is to be observed that the thousand years does not limit theTeign (Prop. 159), and
hence the objection (so Gipps, etc.), that *' forever" ought to have been added, is futile,

seeing that the thousand years embrace the incarceration of Satan and the non-resur-
rection of the rest of the dead. It is sufficient to say that' the scope of the prediction
requires this reign during the thousand years (whatever may be the result afterward) to
be given as a reward to those who have been faithful, and in the promised reign of the
saints we find that this very reign is identified with a previously experienced glorification

(Props. 118, 153, and 154), because "flesh and hlotni do not inherit the Kingdom of Ood."'

Any theory, therefore, that limits this reign to one in mortal bodies or to a succession in
mortality, is opposed to the promises of God and, hence, defective. The reason why
8atan is bound the one thousand years, and the saints are said to reign the specific thou-
sand years, is found in the Sabbatism oomp. Prop. 143).

» Reference has already been made to the theory of Gipps {Treat, on Mrst. lies.) of a
succession of martyrs, making the blessed MiUennium a season of blood and death ; of

Bush ( The MiUennium), who transposes it into the same, and is forced to say :
** This may

strike the reader as a very revoUing conclusion. To represent the Apocalyptic Millennium,
which he has always conceived as but another name for the golden age of the Church, as
actually synchronizing with the moat oaiamUous period of her annals will no doubt do vio-

lence to his most cherished sentiments respecting that distinguished era." Well may he
thus describe it. A more recent writer, Waldegrave (Neva Test. Alillenarianism), anxions
to wrest this passage from us, follows in the same strain, making the Millennium a period
for the retention and propagation of religious imposture—only not new imposture—for
actual suffering even unto deaih while at the same time reigning, so that " the thousand
years wiU prove to be a period in which Christ's witn^»es are witnesses euen unio deaih—
a period, in short, of martyrdom and no< cf triumph—a period in which Satan (being pre-

cluded, indeed, from the invention of fresh delusions) is able, notwithstanding, to wield
those already in existence with such effect as to make the Church of God to'prophesy in

aadcdoth and ashes.'* A theory that can thus deliberately violaie the text and context, the

general analogy of Scripture on the subject, the ten thousand express declarations to the
contrary, and give up edl hope of ever realizing the precious, glorious predictions of Mil-
lennial peace, blessedness, and gloiv, is not only dark, gloomy, and disheartening, but
dishonoring to God's Word and faithfulness. Thousands of our opponents justly recoil

from such saddening interpretation.
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• Dr. Brown ( Ch. See, Com., p. 209, note) remarks that the Dtike of Manchester holds that
the jndgment of Bev. 20 : 11-16 is a counterpart of Daniel's (ch. 7) vision of the Ancient
of Days^ and is for the destruction of the fonr monarchies, and hence is Fre-Millennial.

Dnt this is io vioUUe the chronological order of Dan. 7 and of Bev. 19 and 20, as well as
the general analogy of prediction. The theozy is utterly untenable. (Gomp. e.g. Props.
123. 132, 133. 134, etc.)

" Prof. Stuart, Com. loH, says :
" Any great change from a degraded and wretched con-

dition, temporal or spiritual, may indeed be flguratirely called a resurrection unto life,

i.e. to happiness, but it would be out of the question to name it a first resurrection. This
implies of necessity a comparison with a second in kind, but must precede it in the order
of time. " If the meaning of the word ^ first, " as given by Barnes, etc., is to be observed,
then the reader will notice the inconsistency (1) in making the last literal and not the
first, and (2) of calling that ** first" which, according to their oum showing, is only a con-

tinuation (moral, spiritual) of past experienced conversion, piety, etc.

" Thus e.g. if this denotes conversion, piety, etc., it would not be true that this was
the first, seeing that in all ages this has been experienced. So also in reference to mar-
tyrs or martyr spirit, which was frequently previously manifested. Again : if it denotes
a literal resurrection, then it is not correct to call it the first, in relation to time, for in-

stead of being in this sense the first it was preceded by the resurrection of Christ, the res-

urrection of Lazarus and others, the resurrection of the many saints who arose out of their
graves after Christ's crucifixion, and the resurrection of those who precede the lost great
tribulation, the 144,000, the resurrection under the seventh trumpet, Bev. 11, when ike
prophets are mentioned. In regard to the latter we are convinced by careful comparison
that the resurrection here only includes those who pass through that last tribulation,

martyrs and others, while a silent, unperceived, but happy resurrection of preceding
saints, those who come with Jesus, Bev. 19, Zech. 14, and who sit on the thrones, et<:..

has taken place previous to this period. These last having also endured and passed
through tribulation faithfully are accounted worthy of the same position, rank, etc., with
the others ; and hence ** This is the first resurrection," i.e. this too or also is included, etc.
" Hence the warning of Bh. Newton to those who make the first figurative, lest the

same principles be applied to the last, and the resurrection be entirely ignored ; which
is fulfilled in many instances. A verv recent writer, Bev. Burdick, in the New York
Evangelist (Feb. 3d, 1876^, says :

** In tne second resurrection, implied from the first, the
fact described is an uprising of the spiritual forces in the kingdom of Satan." Strange
*^ uprising** indeed, whence whole tenor of the prediction is to describe a crushing oui

of evil. But we must say that here at least is consistency of interpretation ; for if the
first resurrection is spiritualized, it is only a fair and legitimate procedure to spiritualize

the second.
" Our opponents, when not directly attacking us. themselves acknowledge that " the

resurrection" is connected with " the harvest." Thus e.g. Barnes {tkm..) on the Parable
of the Tares and Wheat. But as it can be readily shown that the hearest precedes the
Millennial era, it follows that a resurrection also precedes.
" Dr. Meyer (Cbm. on MaU, 3 : 2) gives the following summary of the Jewish view

:

** The common idea of the Jews in regard to the Messianic Kingdom was predominantly
politico-national, with the fanatical stamp of an universal dominion, to last a thousand
years ; the Messiah awakes the descendauts of Abraham ; then follow the reign of a thou-
sand years ; the resurrection and condemnation of the heathen ; the descent of the heav-
enly Jerusalem, and the eternal life of the descendants of Abraham on the earth, which
is to be transformed, along with the universe" (quoted Bib, iiacra, Jan., 1851). Comp.
Wetstein on Bev. 20, and commentators generally. Prof. Bush {MVl.) quotes a number
of Jewish authorities that directly refer to the thousand years. See also Prop. 143.

^^ Our opponents are hard pressed with this last phrase respecting the rest of the dead.
Some, as Bush and others, endeavor to correct our version by late mss. and render it so
that it shall mean that they never lived again, but as this is antagonistic to the leading
authoritative mss., our opponents are forced to yield us the passage as it stands, and seek
out some interpretation to suit their theory. Simple consistenoy drives them, of course,

to give them the sanrn kind of a spiritual life (seeing that the same word expressive of liv-

ing is given to both), that those entitled to the first resurrection received. Thus e.g.

Fairbaim i On Proph., p. 463) makes this a resurrection of " mongrel characters," of
classes of characters lukewarm, polluted, etc., to a renewed Christian life ; WtJdegrave
{Lectures) informs us that it denotes that '* the great body of truly living souls should be
brought to God ;" but Barnes {Com. loci), forgetting his own distinction of " spiritually
dead m sins," etc., actually makes the pious spiritually dead, for he says :

**
' The rest

of the dead *—tfie pious dead—would indeed be raised up and rewarded, but they would
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occupy oomparatWely hnmble places," etc.^ i.e. at the end of these thousand years these
" pious dead *' (spiritnally dead) would also receiTe a quickening, etc., and thus distin-
guishes the living of the one class to be higher than that of the other. Thus with all of
them ; not one of them can give a amsisieni interpretation of this clause bearing the test

of the slightest examination. Hence Bh. Newton [On Proph.) well observes that the
allegorizing of this text " cannot be admitted without the greatest torture and violence.
For with what propriety can it be said that some of the dead^ who were beheaded, ' lived
and reigned with Christ a thousand years ; but the rest of the dead lived not again until
the thousand years were finished ; ' unless the dying and living again be the same in both
places, a proper death and resurrection ?"

Obs. 4, The last reason assigned is so much overlooked that it is worthy
of more extendetl notice. Remark (1) the same word '* Hved*^ is applied
to boih, the saints favored with the first resurrection, and to the rest of the
dead, and must mean in both cases the same kind of a resurrection; i.e. a
corporeal one

; (2) that ** the rest of the dead" not being raised up from
the dead, do not live or exist during this Millennial period, remaining in
their graves. Is this view that John gives sustained by the analogy of
faith f The answer from numerous passages and different writers is

(Tj^nnative, But first let us observe that ** the rest of the dead" are the
wicked or unbelieving, seeing that the reason why they did not obtain the
resurrection is because they were unholy, did not witness for Jesus, and
did not reject the worship and mark of the beast. They were regarded as

unworthy of it, and the reign, etc., is only promised to the righteous.

Now let us compare what the Spirit, alone capable of indicating the line of

God's purpose, says the fate of the wicked dead is during these thousand
years, and if the general tenor of the Word represents their condition

similar to the one here portrayed, then we have an ample vindication of

our position. 1. Even the wise man in Prov. 21 : 16 intimates their

fate :
** The man that wandereth out of the way of understanding shall

remain in the congregation of the dead,*^ Now, both righteous and wicked
are still '* in the congregation of the dead," but this shall not always be
so, for the *'set time" is coming when the man void of understandinff
** shall remain,'* smong ** the dead," while the man of understanding shaU
be removed *'out of or from among the dead ones." 2, Hannah in the

prayer already alluded to, 1 Sam. 2 : 9, after expressing her faith in a
resurrection, in God's bringing up again from the grave, and then in the

exaltation of saints to be princes, significantly shows her faith in its

priority : " He will keep the feet of His saints, and the wicked shall be

silent m darkness, for by strength shall no man prevail." How often is

this repeated, that God will deliver the feet of His saints from the pit or

grave, that by strength no man can deliver himself from death, that the

wicked shall remain in darkness, that '' they shall he blotted out of the hook

of the living and not be written with the righteous,' ' etc. 3. Then a large

class of passages teach that a time is coming when (as Ps. 52 : 5, etc.) the

wicked snail be utterly " rooted out of the land of the living,^* The
righteous shall live and rejoice, while the wicked are removed from the

face of the earth. To what period can this refer but to this one, seeing

that down to the very Advent itself a multitude of the wicked do exist.

This is the more conclusive when we come to examine the passages more
closely. Thus, e.g. Mai., chs. 3 and 4, gives (a) a day or time when God
will ** make up,'' bring together. His '' jeioeh" ; (b) ** Then shall ye re-

turn;'* (c) For there shall be ** a discernitig between the righteous and the

wicked ;'^ {d) the wicked shall be utterly rooted out
j

(e) the righteous
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shall in that day find the wicked " ashes under ike soles of their feet ;" (/)
it is a time for ^' healing'* the breach of His people and is performed by

Christ* In the 37th Ps, it is united with the time when '* the meeh shall

inherit the earthy*' for *' evil-doers shall be cut off ; hut those that wait upon
the Lord they shall inherit the earth. For yet a little while and the wicked
shall not be ; yea thou shalt diligently consider his place and it shall not

be,'' etc. (see vs. 20, 22, 28, 34). This inheriting of the earth Christ

promises to all the meek (5Iatt. 5 : 5^, bat to do this they must, of neces-

sity, arise from the dead, and when they inherit the wicked are ** cut off,"
** perish," '*are not,*' etc., thus corresponding with the period under con-

sideration. 4. In the 140th Ps. is typically presented the last confedera-

tion of wickedness, under the title of ** the violent manj** who is not ** to

be established in the earth,'' but is to be ** overthrown,'' for it is said ** Let

burning coals fall upon them : let them be cast into the fire : into deep pits,

thai they rise not up again,'' while the poor are delivered and ** the upright
shail dwell in TJiy presence,"* In Ps. 146 there is (a) the dead, even princes,

perish
;

{b) but he is happy who has God for his help in such an extremity ;

(c) because ^' the Lord looseth the prisoners, and {d) reigns," Then is

verified Ps. 147, ** Tlie Lord lifieth up the meek, He casteth the wicked down
to the ground;" Prov. 12 : 7,

*' The wicked are overthrown and are not,

but the house of the righteous shall stand." 5. The concealment of the
wicked in their graves during a certain time is to be verified in the case of
** every one," and is appealed to as God's prerogative to perform. In Job
40 : 13, the Lord Himself is represented as saying :

*' Look on every one

that is proud and bring him low, and tread down the wicked in his place.

Hide them in the dust together and bind their faces {persom, Barnes, loci)

in secret" ('* in prison," so Barnes, *' darkness," others). The meaning of

this maybe found in another part of the same book, ch. 27 : 19, where
they are represented as not among ** the gathered" For opening with
T. 13, ** Tins is the portion of a wicked man with God and the heritage of
oppressors, which they shall receive of the Almighty" he announces, '* The
rich man (wicked) shall lie down, but he shall not be gathered ; he openeth

his eyes and is not,"* 6. A most circumstantial statement indicating tlie

Pre-Millennial resurrection and that the rest of the dead do not participate

in it, is found in Isa. chs. 24, 25, and 26. {A) In Isa. 24, after delineating

the fearful *' day" when the Lord shall punish the high ones and kings of

the earth (as in Rev. 19, etc.) just preceding the Sfillennial glory, the
prophet, referring to the wicked, adds :

'* And they shall be gathered
together as prisoners are gathered in the pit {Heb,—with the gathering of
prisoners'), and sliall be shut up in the prison, and after many days they

shall be visited."^ When this is done, ** then the moon shall be confounded
and the sun ashamed, when the Lord of hosts shall reign in Mt, Zion and in

Jerusaletn and before His ancients gloriously." Here we have (a) a com-
plete overthrow of God's enemies

; (b) their confinement to prison or the

grave at the very time Christ reigns at Jerusalem ; (c) that after " many
days," corresponding with the thousand years, *' they shall be visited," i.o,

made manifest, released, "live again,"' {B) In the Mill, prediction

of Isa. 25.: 6-8, we find it preceded and followed by a representation that

the wicked are destroyed, removed from the face of the earth, a work
directly attributed to God. In the Millennium death is swallowed up in

victory alone in the case of the righteous, as we have already shown^ wliile

the enemies of God are removed and the impression is made, nothing being
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said of them but what indicates death and the grave, that they remain
under the power of the grave^ while the people of God are released. If

both the righteous and the wicked are to be resurrected at the same period,

how do we then account for the resurrection of the saints being mentioned
in connection with this period, while the wicked are represented as non-
resurrected? ((7) This IS clearly established in the nextch., 26, in "the
Song," which is to be ** sung in the land of Judah,'^ " in that day,*^ viz.,

at the time the Millennial age is ushered m. The peace, happiness, pros-
perity, deliverance from enemies in that day is aJluded to, and of the
enemies it is emphatically said :

** Tliey are dead ; they shall not live; they
are deceased, they shall not rise ; therefore hast TIiou visited and destroyed
them, and made all their memory to perish,** And in order that we need
not misapprehend the meaning, the condition of these wicked is contrasted
with that of the righteous, as follows :

** Tliy dead men shall live, together
with my dead body shall they arise, Awaie and sing ye that dwell in
dust ; for thy dew is as the dew of herbs, and the earth shall cast out the

dead,^^ Do wo need stronger con 6rmatory evidence, when it is added that^

as in Rev,, etc., '* the Lord cometh out of His place to punish the inhabitants

of the eaHh for their iniquity ; the earth also sliall disclose her blood, and
shall no more cover Jier slain,** i.e. those martjrred for the truth, etc,?* 7.

In Fs. 31, when death is represented as befalling the Psalmist, he expresses
his hope in redemption from the grave, and says of God, Thou ** hast not
shut me up in the hand of the enemy (i.e. death) ; thou hast set my feet in a
large room** (i.e. equivalent to rich deliverance), and repeating his trust, he
contrasts his hoped-for experience with that of the wicked :

** let me not be

ashatned, Lord ; for I have called upon Thee ; let the wicked be ashamed,
and let thetn be sitent in the grave (marg. read., let them be cut offfor the

grave,)* ^ But this is more definitely given in Ps. 49, where all men are said

to ^^ see corruption,** being unable to redeem themselves from death, so

that *' like sheep they are laid in the grave ; death shall feed on them,** and
marg. reads, ** the grave being a habitation to every one of them,** but a hope
is expressed in favor of the righteous ;

** but God will redeem my soul from
the power of the grave," etc., while the others remain in their graves, for

farther on it is said of this class that ** they shall never see light,** comp*
Pa. 56 : 13, as those who are brought again into the land of the living

under the Mill, light of the glorious ^un of righteousness. 8. Indeed, on
all sides we find Scripture which imply or take for granted this detention

of the wicked dead in their graves and the priority of the res. of the

righteous. Even in such passages as Lnke 20 : 34-36, in addition to the

argument already based on the preposition ** out of or from among," the

use of the phrase ** they that shall be accounted worthy to obtain that world
and the resurrectionfrom the dead" implies that some shall not be accounted
worthy, and hence shall not then be raised up. So also the language of

Ps. 116 : 17, 18, comp. with Ps. 88 : 10, 11, 12, 13, receives increased per-

tinency if this idea is noticed. To illustrate our meaning, Isa. 42 is selected

as an example. Here is (1) the promise of the Messiah ; (2) the work He
shall perform, including the delivering of *' the prisoners from the prison,

and them that ait in darkness out of the prison house;** (3) the MilL
blessedness

; (4) for the Lord cometh as ** a man of war'* (comp. Rev. 19)

;

(5) to the utter overthrow of His enemies ; (6) the release of His own
people ; (7) but while He asserts this release and the blessings that follow,

lie declares of the wicked and of those addicted to image-worship (comp.
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Rev. 19 and 20) :
" But this is a people robbed and spoiled ; they are all

of them snared in holes, and they are hid in prison houses ; they are for a

prey, and none delivereth ; for a spoils a7id none saith. Restore,'* But in

the redemption promised, as parallel pasaaffes show, only the pious portion

of Israel is restored, which implies that the image- worshippers and other

wicked remain in their ** prisons." For the more obscure passages must

be interpreted by those decisive, as Isa. 26, etc. The connection of this

doctrine can even be seen in Isa. 43 : 17, for of the Babylonians (we need

not consider whether typical name or not) it is said, ** They shall lie down
together ; they shall not rise; they are extinct, they are quenched as tow,"

and the prophet passing rapidly to ^* the new thing** which God will perform

in the Millennial period, speaks of those first-born of the dead who shall

arise :
'* This people have 1 formed for myself ; they shall show forth viy

praise'* (comp. Ps. 102 : 18, etc.; Eph. 1 : 10-12, etc.). 9. But there is

still another class of passages which confirm the rising of the rest of the

dead at the end of the thousand years, as in Isa. 24 : 22, when after *' many
days" those detained by death shall be released. Thus in Ps. 6 : 10, there

is an evident allusion to the return of the wicked dead after an interval of
time. Observe that the Psalm describes (1) the. death of the ^int ; f2)

prays for a release from death and the grave ; (3) asks ** how long,*' as the

martyrs do, before the release comes
; (4) expresses the fact that God has

heard and granted his supplication and prayer, which implies, of course,

his resurrection ; (6) but while this prayer is answered in nis own experi-

ence, the enemies, the wicked, are to ** be ashamed and sore vexed ; let

them return and be asfuuned suddenly /* (6) he declares that the Lord will
** return" (implying, as. the facts in the history of Christ prove, that He ia

removed for a while), that ** the workers of iniquity" shall be removed, but
finally *^return** and realize a sudden shame, such as a second res. will

produce
; (7) and the earnest praying, longing, and even weeping, for such

a res. shows it to be a significant one, very different in order and allotments

from that of the wicked. In Ps. 109 we have the wicked, v. 16, ** cut off

from the earth,** but the poor and needy shall be delivered, and then
follows again, in reference to the adversaries, ** when they arise, let them be
ashamed. Ps. 69, so difficult of explanation by commentators, receives

new light and consistency when viewed from this standpoint. For (1)
" the

mighty," the wicked are described as arrayed against God, just as predicted

(Rev. 19, etc.) before the Millennial period
; (2) the God of Israel is to

consume them with His wrath, just as then happens ; (3) they are removed,
** that they may not be,*' i.e. cease to exist on earth

; (4) but they shall

return again ; for, as we shall abundantly show hereafter, the Millennial
day has its morning and its evenine, they return in the evening of the day,
" they return at evening,'* i.e. the same enemies destroyed shall come
back again at the close of the Millennial day

; (6) when they return then
shall ** they tnahe a noise like a dog and go round about the city," which
encompassing the city is precisely what follows the ending of the thousand
years. Rev. 20 : 9

; (6) for "a city" pre-eminent for dignity and glory
shall characterize the Millennial era

; (7) and this is done when God
ruleth in Jacob unto the ends of the earth,** i.e. when the predicted The-
ocratic Kingdom is firmly and universally established.

Now, taking all these considerations together, and how they so accurately
correspond with the aeneral tenor of the Word, with the Covenant and the

promises based on the Covenant, it seems that the early Church faith was
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mnifimitly logical^ scriptural, and ^lecessary, end that we have a literal Pre-
Millennial resurrection of saints unmistakably presented/

1 Tertullian (On the Res. of Oie Flesh, oh. 31) renders Mai. 4 : 2. 3, ** Te shall go forth
from ^four sepuichres as young calves let loose from their bonds, and ye shall tread dovn
yonr enemies."

* To indicate how this was understood anciently, we refer to the version given by the
Chaldee Paraphrase to the phrase *' that they rise not up again," which (Clarke's Com,
loci) is as follows :

** From which they shall not have a resurrection to eternal life.

"

s The interpretation nunally given to the latter clause, that it denotes sudden destmo-
lion (Barnes, loci) may be correct, but that given to the gathering, meaning that he shall
not meet an honorable burial, is evidently a gloss, for '* the portion" of multitudes of
wicked rich men is an honorable burial, while many a believer has had a dishonorable
one. Other Scriptures do teach a gathering from which the wicked are excluded. The
death being once admitted, the not being gathered is naturally to be referred to his being
left when a gathering of the dead takes place. For of the wicked it may be truly said,

Prov. 20 : 20, ** his lamp shall be put out in obscure darkness.'* To this may be added
(although some render it differently, as if it referred solely to this life or to the funeral
pomp) Job 21 : 30, " Do ye not know their tokens, that the wicked is reserved to the day
of destruction ? they shedl be brought forth to the day of wrath.'*

^ As a specimen of early free rendering we give that of Gildas (a.d. 546, Works^ s. 45) :

*' And it shall be that o^r Lord in the same day shall look ... on the kings of the
earth, who are upon the earth, and they shall be gathered together in the bundle of one
burden into the lake and shall be shut up in prison, and after many days shall they be
Tiaited."

* DelitzHch's rendering is :
" And it cometh to pass in that day, Jehovah wUl visit the

army of the high place, in the high place, and the kings of the earth on the earth. And
they are imprisoned, as one imprisons captives in the pit, and shut up in prison, and in

the course of many days they are visited." The exad parallel to this is found in Rev,
19 : 20, although Nlgelsbach justly includes the binding of Satan and his loosening out
of prison after many days (one thousand years after), Bev. 20 : 3, 7. N^elsbach's ren-
dering is :

'* And it shall come to pass in that day, that the Lord shall punish (visit upon)
the host of the high ones that are on high, and the kings of the earth upon the earth.

And they shall be gathered together, as prisoners are gathered in the pit (with the gather-
ing of prisoners), and shall be shut in the prison, and after many days shall they be
Tiaited."

* The passage, '* Thy dead men shall live," etc., is interesting in view of Luther's read-
ing it to his dying daughter Margaret, sustaining his own heart by the hope of a resurrec-.

tion. Calvin (Insti , o. 25, s. 4) also quotes it as proving a resurrection. Thus a multi-
tude of writers. The Jews ^so held to the same, for e g. Kimchi remarks on it ** then
many of the saints shall rise from the dead," and for confirmation quotes Dan. 12 : 2.

Even BosenmQller and Hitzig (Alexander's Isa. loci) understand the last clause of Isa.

26 : 21 as a prediction that the dead should actually come out of the graves ; while such
writers as Barnes {Com. loci), following the rationalistic lead, make all figurative of a resto-

ration to their own land, thus frittering away a magnificent promise as if it had been ful-

filled in that weak and still oppressed condition after the return from Babylon. Strange,
when some men can see no resurrection in the plainest passages, others find it even in

Isa. 26 : 20, as e.g. Clement {First £^is.^ ch. 50, a.d. 97) renders it
; " Enter into thy secret

chambers for a little time, until my wrath and fury pass away ; and I will remember a
propitious day and will raise you up out of your graves" (comp. Tertullian, On tfie Bes. of
(he Flesh, ch. 27). We append a few renderings of v. 19 : Tertullian {On the Res., ch. 31)
gives :

*' The dead shall arise and come forth from their graves ; for the dew which
Cometh from Thee is medicine to their bones," Augustine (Ctty of God, b. 20, o. 21),
*' The dead shall rise again, and all who were in the graves shall nne again ; and all who
are in the earth shall rejoice ; for the dew which is of Thee is their health, and the earth

of the wicked shall fall.*' Dr. Tregelles (On i^on., p. 156) : " Thy dead men shall live ;

thev shall arise, my dead body," and adds :
** sucli are the words literally. Identified

with Christ, as being His members." NSgelsbaoh (Lange's Isa,) heads this portion of

prophecy :
** The resurrection- of the dead and the concluding acts of the judgment of the

world." He gives :
'* Thy dead men shall live ; together with my dead shall they arise

(or, my dead body shall arise). Awake and sing, ye that dwell in dust, for thy dew is as

the dew of herbs (lights), and the earth shall cast out the dead." Delitzsch :
" Thy dead

will live, my corpses rise again. Awake and rejoice, ye that lie in the dust ! for thy dew
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is dew of the lights, and the earth will bring shades to the day." Prof. Bnah renders
T. 14 :

" They are dead men, the; shall not live ; they are deoeased tyrants, they shall not
rise, therefore," eto., and he adopts Bh. Lowtii's of t. 19 :

** Thy dead shall live, my
deceased, they shall arise ; awake and sing, ye that dwell in the dust 1 For thy dew is

as the dew of the dawn ; but the earth shall cast forth, as an abortion, the deceased
tyrants." (He undoubtedly mistakes in the last member, in his reference to ** the de.

ceased tyrants."). Compare Fausset and commentators generally.
* This subject might be extended. The allusion in Hab. 1 : 12 seems to refer to this

period of resurrection, for in the second chapter those just who live by faith are repre-

sented, when tbe vision shall be realized in its '* appointed time," as finally triumphing
over the culminated Antichrist, the " proud man" " who enlaigeth his desire as hell and
as death (persecutes to the grave) and cannot be satisfied, but gathereth unto him all

nations (Kev. 19, etc.) and heapeth unto him all people.'* But how is this triumph
brought about, just as John here describes : **SvaU they not rise up suddeniy thai shall hite

ihee and awake that shall vex thee ?** etc. So Fs. 118 : tnis gathering of nations foretold

their overthrow and destruction, a deliverance of the righteous from death, while the
others are not thus delivered. Some (Kimohi) render Ps. 1:5,*' The wicked shall not
rise in judgment, nor sinners in the assembly of the just," which, with the Scriptural

idea of the saints' judgeship, would be in harmony with our view. But these instances

are amply sufficient, and refute the opinion of Curry {Bible Examiner, vol. 14, p. 519,

eto.) that " the doctrine of the resarrection of the wicked is not contained in the Old
Testament." To sustain this position only two passages of the Old Test. (Job 21 : 30
and Dan. 12 : 2) are brought forward and disposed of—all others being ignored. Job is

removed by another rendering, which may or may not be correct. Daniel is corrected as
follows :

*• And many of the sleepers in the dust of the earth shall awake, these to ever-

lasting life, but those to shame, to everlasting abhorrence," and the inference is made
that '' those who do not awake" are given to shame. But is the inference a just one ?

To decide this question it is requisite to let ike general analogy of Scripture speak, and
this leads us to another inference, viz., that " those" who also ultimately ** awoke," but
not in the order of " these" (i.e. the former ones), are given to shame. For no clearer

truth is taught in Grod's Word than this : that there ore two resurrections (as e.^. in John
5 : 28, 29 —the parabolic objection has no force, seeing that actual real resurrections were
" now" (i.e. then) witnessed—Acts 24 : 16, etc.), one for the righteous unto life, and the
other for the wicked unto condemnation. We see no necessity for this mockm deparivre

from the primitive church view, especially when antagonistic to so much Scripture that
can only be bent to its purpose by special pleading.

Dr. Thomas, as in his Works, rejects an ultimate resurrection of the wicked, and in
Eureka advocates that " the rest of the dead " refers to those who die during the Millen*
nial period, thus foisting on the passage a meaning which is not contained in it. Other
Christadelphians, more logically, endeavor to get rid of the passage by questioning its

Scriptural authority. So sJso Russell and Barbour endeavor to get rid of the phrase in
order to make out their peculiar (Bellyite) restoration of ** the rest of the dead " during
the Millennial age. As the passage stands, it is utterly and positively antagonistic to
their view. Hence as the Sinaitic hss. has it omitted, they conclude (in behalf of their
theory) that it is an interpolation. They forget (1 ) that Tischendorf (The New Test. ) pro-
nounces this, in view of the ancient evidence, " a mere error ;" (2) that the Alexandrian.
Vatican, and numerous other authoritative mbs. contain it ; (3) that so decided is this
that it is found in the ancient and modem versions recc^^nized by the ablest critics,

retained in the Variorum, New Bevision, etc. ; (4) it is quoted or alluded to by men who
lived even before these hss. as an authoritative reading ; (5) that the opponents of Pre-
Millenarianism, who would gladly rid themselves of it (as not in hannony with their
views) if they could, concede it as Scriptural ; (6) the retention of the passage is, as we
have shown, in full accord with the general teaching on the subject. So noted, In the
estimation of opposers, is this Scripture, that e.g. Lindsay (Art. " Mill." in Enoy, BriL)
by this living or " resurrection is intended the temporary restoration of the reign of evil

after the MUl."

Obs, 5. Some might regard our work imperfect if we did not notice the
objections alleged against our interpretation of Eev. 20. For this passage
is wrongfully supposed to be the citadel (when merely an outpost) of our
doctrine, and hence is the chief object of attack. Let us therefore briefly

pass them in review. * 1. That it is presumptive evidence against us that
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a literal Pre-Millennial res., if taught at all, is only found in this place, so

Barnes, eta Reply : We leave the student to judge for himself, in view
of the Jewish belief and that of the early Church based on Old Test,

passages.' 2, It ought, if teaching such a res., to be less ambiguous, so

Barnes, etc. Reply : It is sufficient, distinctive for the wise and prudent,
eyen for Prof. Stuart, etc., for God's expressed purpose is that it shall

come as " a snare" upon the wicked.' 3. The objection grounded on the
use of the word " souls," urged by Witsius, Brown, Barnes, Fairbaim, etc.,

has been sufficiently met,* 4. That nothing is mentioned of ** books being
opened," so Barnes and others. Reply : This is done by the Spirit in Dan,
7 : 11 and 12 : 1, both Pre-MillenniaL 6. That Millenarians differ in the
details, so Waldegrave and others. Reply : This is a double-edged weapon
that can be turned with damaging force against themselves, for while we
are a unit in the ^rand outlines of our doctrine, our opponents have
fundamental diversities and antagonistic theories based on the passage."

Besides, diversity of opinion among themselves is not ur^ed by us as proof
of the falsity of a doctrine, our appeal is to the Word itself. 6. Nothing is

said of their employments, so Barnes. Reply : It is said that they shall

reign. 7. No ** reason" is assigned " why they are raised," Barnes. Re-
ply : It is given in their reigning. 8. Nothing is stated ** of the new
circumstances of their being," Barnes. Reply : It is given in their immor-
tality and reigning. 9. Nothing is said *' of their condition when the
thousand years shall have ended, Barnes. Reply : That is done in other
places, for the thousand years do not limit their reign (Prop. 159). 10.

Bat various writers urge that reigning during these thousand years limits it

only to that period, so Barnes, etc. Reply : This is a mere quibble, for the
thousand years are expressly referred to as intended to denote the period
of the binding of Satan, and that also during this period of binding the
reign of the saints is established. The duration of the reign must be
sought for in passives which describe it. 11. No mention is made of
** bodies," so Ralston, Barnes. Reply : Not necessaiy, as we have shown,
according to usage of language. Besides, this is spoken of dead ones who
have been beheaded, etc. See Barnes, Com. Acts 2 : 27, and compare with
his Com, Rev. 20 : 4 for a complete answer. 12. It is alleged that if this

is a lit. res., then all the righteous must be included, but only two classes

are referred to, viz., the martyrs and those who did not worship the beast, so

Barnes and many others. Reply : If it were necessary, the concessions of

numerous critics, Stuart, etc., might be used to embrace others also, but
we, with the meaning of "first resurrection" before us, cordially accept of

these two classes alone, believing as we do that the resurrection of the

others preceded this one. The line of argument adopted by our opponents
proves too much, for it would exclude the res. of the saints after Christ's

crucifixion (Matt. 27 : 51-53), etc.* 13. No res. of the unjust is men-
tioned, so Brown, Barnes. Reply : This is a mistake, it is t^ take place

after the thousand years. This objection is based on the supposition

(Popish) of a general universal resurrection, simply because both resurrec-

tions, without specifying order or time, are mentioned together. This has

been sufficiently answered. 14. That such a rei^ of Christ as we hold,

with " a splendid capital at Jerusalem," etc., is not mentioned in the

passage, so Barnes. Reply : If we are to adopt such a criterion to test

the truth of any portion of Scripture, then we must yield up many a valu-

able proof of our Christianity. Our answer is, a comparison of Scripture
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muBt indicate what belongs to tLe period. The Spirit to test faith, etc.,

fires as truths in a disconnected form, often isolated, which we are to

ring together. 15. That if this is a lit. res., saints do not need the

assurance *' on such the second death hath no power," so Barnes. Beplj :

This has been already answered. We add : It is not for us to prescribe

what is needed. Besides, a res. of dead ones being mentioned, it appears
exceedingly appropriate, since so niany desire to doubt it, to declare it to

be a res. unto immortality. 16. That there are two classes only, one who
are resurrected, and another who are under the power of the second death ;

'' into which of these classes are we to put the myriads of men having flesh

and blood who are to people the world during the Millennium ?" so Barnes.
Eeply : Into neither of them, for this passage only describes the dead, and
not the living. Who the rest are can easily bo ascertained. 17. If a lit.

res., then the rest of the dead must also literally arise *' immediately after

the thousand years are finished, but that is not stated," so Barnes and
Brown. Reply : The concession is made that if the first is literal the other

must be the same ; this at least indicates our consistency. But the rest

does not follow, for the phrase " immediately after*^ is not in the text.

If we can show, as we have done, that ** after" the thousand years, even
if some time after (for the text only alludes to their non-resurrection
during the thousand years), a second res., also literal (as Barnes himself
admits), takes place, that is amply sufficient to sustain our position. 18. It

is a symbolic representation, so Barnes, etc. Reply : Precisely so, and
real, actual occurrences are symbolized, not figurative ones. Besides, the
symmetry of symbolism must be observed, for e.g. it would be incongruous
to make a violent death received, and dead ones, made so for the truth's

sake symbolize sin, evil, etc.^ 19. All the dead, vs. 1-15, will be raised up
at Christ's Coming, so Brown, Barnes, etc. Reply : This proves too much,
for some of the dead have been previously raised. Besides, concise pas-

sages which state in general terms and in juxtaposition the res. of both just

and unjust must be interpreted by those in which the order is laid down
;

while in Rev. 20 : 11-15 the dead then mentioned are those found in that
condition at that period, for in no shape or form is it intimated that it is

the only res.' 20, There is no Advent of Christ connected with this res.,

so Barnes. Reply : There is ; see preceding chapter, 21. *' All the right-

eous and wicked will be judged together, and both at the Coming of
Christ,^' so Barnes, Brown, etc. Reply : Notwithstanding the assertion

that "it is utterly impossible to explain these passages," etc., given as

proof, we unhesitatingly pronounce this doctrine pure assumption, a virtual

adoption of old monkish views, irreconcilable with the facts stated in

'those very Scriptures, and antagonistic to the statements of the Divine
Spirit. For full proof we refer the reader to the Propositions on Judgment
(Props. 132 and 133). to the analysis (Prop. 134) of Matt. 25 : 31-46 (the

main proof text relied on), and to the order of Judgment which follows

that of the resurrection (as e.g. Props 161-164), Many of the proofs
alleged simply refer to judgment of ali men, which we receive ; or to the
judgment of the righteous and of the wicked at Christ's Advent, which we
also believe, and not one of them asserts that at the Coming of Christ hoth

the righteous and the wicked dead shall be raised up, and a general judg-
ment of these two classes will then be held. This is simply inferred, as we
shall conclusively show hereafter. If the modern notion is correct, then
the pious Jews and early Church groped in worse than Egyptian darkness,'
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22, The rise of Gog and Maffog ia againsb the idea of a literal reBurrection,

BO Brown and others. Eeply ; Wo fail to see it ; for if God intends to

raise up certain of the dead previously to Gog and Magog (whatever these

names may denote), it will be performed. 23. That if the res. be liter^,

then some of the Apostles and other good Christians would be excluded, so

Fairbairn. Reply : This has been answered, but we may add : This objec-

tion overlooks the fact that not all martyrs, but only thbse at a particular

period of time (during the time of the beast and prophet) are specified, viz.,

those under the last persecution. Again, it reads this res. isolated, whereas
to obtain the whole doctrine all the passages (as e.g. in ch. 11 ; 1 Cor. 15

;

Isa. 25, etc. ) bearing on the subject are to be recognized in their proper
order, which, of course, includes the Prophets, Apostles, all saints. 24.
** The rest of the dead neither awake nor live during the thousand years,

nor at any other time,*' so Bush and Parseus. Reply : This is directly

opposed by the text, as admitted by many—nearly all—of oar opponents.
The effort to sustain this objection by altering the text from *^hyed not
again'' to ** lived not," on the authority of a fewMSS., is a failure, since all

theuss. more ancient are opposed to it, fully sustaining our version. Even
if the change were allowed, it would still favor our doctrine. These are

the leading objections urged against our interpretation, and the student
can readily see that many of tnem are merely captious, i.e. seeking for

diflBculties and manufacturing them ; others, nearly all, are inferential

;

while not one of them is based on a direct, positive, scriptural statement,

nnless obj. 21 forms an exception. The value of the latter will appear as
we proceed. Recent writers (as Hodge, Sys, Div., in part relating to

Escnatology) have presented no new objections, but simply reiterate what
have been repeatedly answered, without observing and replying to our line

of argument founded in the covenant itself.**

* These objections have been met by Bev. Carleton's articles in. the TKtcA. and lAL
Journal for 1853-4 on « The Rev. Al. Barnes's Notes on Kev. 20 : 4-6, by Dr. Lord's
criticism of Dr. Brown's work in same journal, and by nnmeroua Millenarian writers,

such as Noel, Brookes, Seiss, etc. An excellent Treatise is Bev. Sirr's First Hes. In
these the objections are answered at length. ^

* It certainly is unjust to ignore the Jewish and early Church belief, Ihat the covenant
would be fulfilled in the restored Davidic throne and Kingdom, which was to be accom-
plished by n resurrection of saints, and the numerous passages alleged to sustain this

-view as found in the Old Test. Bev. 20 was adduced by the Primitive Christians in con-
firmation of this doctrine. The foundation of the Millenarian system is the covenant,
Hnd Hev. 20 only illustrates how a certain feature pertaining to it is to be realized.

Hence any attack upon us which leaves untouched the covenant and covenant promises
is one-sided and unavailing. For the Jewish belief, we may e.g. refer to the works of

Lightfoot, Mede, Bush, etc., as well as to the articles in the Bib. Cyclops. ; and for the
Primitive Church view we may alone cite the Ante-Nicene Library.

* The plea of ambiguity does not exist when a moral, or spiritual, or ecclesiastical in-

terpretation is urged. Yet our opponents frankly admit that the language is expressive

of a literal resurrection, for (1) they inform us that the figure is derived from the doc-

trine of the resurrection, and (2) they confess (as Dr. Hodge, !^s, Div., vol. 3, p. 841) ** it

must be admitted that that passage (viz., Bev. 20 : 4*6), taken by itself, does seem to teach
the doctrine (i.e. literal resurrection) founded upon it" (but still shields himself behind
its obscurity, overlooking Uie previous usage of its language both in the Scriptures and
among the Jews). On this point the reader will be pleased to observe the emphatic testi.

mony of Dean Alford (ffr. Tcv/., on Bev. 20 : 4-6). Comp. Obs. 11.

* How Barnes (Cbm. loci) can .say, " By no possible construction can it (souls) mean the
bodies of Uie saints," how Lind.say (Art. ** Mill." in Engy. Brit,) can remark that our in-

terpretation " would outrage all propriety of language," how a multitude reiterate snoh
statements in the face of Scriptural and Jewish usage, must undoubtedly be attributed

to prejudice. The vision simply represents by ** the soolsV certain persons, which in-
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dadea, as usage demonstxateSi the bodies who experienced this resnirection. A. theory
that must snstain itself by such extxBTagant assertions is palpably defectiTe. The
answering feature is that these same critics when they come to the ** beheading" (for ihesB

aauis were beheaded), suddenly forget their own objections, and then speak of them as per-

sons, including the bodies which were decapitated.
" Some in spiritualizing make it past, others present, and others still future ; some in.

terpret it as a continued representation of martyrdom and suffering, others of triumph
and peace, and still others a kind of combination of the two, etc. Bush (JfUI.), Gipps
{Flrsi Bes.'^f make martyrdom its prominent feature ; Barnes {Com. foci), Whately
{Essays) gives us the reTivol of martyr spirit and eneri^ ; Ralston (77ie Bev. of John) and
others constitute it an era of missions ; Hazard {Rev. Meveal«i) and others moke it a res-

toration of the Church to civil and religious power ; many Augustineans constitute it a
representation of this dispensation ; others again unite several of these features.

' The confinement of the resurrection to particular classes at a specified time does not
invalidate its literalness or exclude previous ones, just as Christ's assertions did not that

of ** the many who arose." Winthrop {Lee. 132) advocates two cases as mentioned in this

passage, viz., the martyrs and those who did not worship the beast, saying that such ** is

the general opinion of critical commentators.' * The author of The Kingdom of Qraee
calls this into question and (overlooking Barnes, Stuart, etc.) stigmatizes these critical

commentators to be ** of course" MiUenarian, asserting ** that there is not a single rule

of grammar in the world which will justify the use of this ellipsis.*' This writer thns
exhibits his lack of knowledge of what frequently occurs in Greek, and which is frankly
acknowledged by ike ablest of our opponents. Thus e.g. Fairbaim (On Proph., p. 456)
tran&lates :

*' And X saw thrones, and they sat upon them ; and (I saw) the souls of them
that were beheaded for the witness (testimony) of Jesus and for the Word of God ; and
such as had not worshipped the beast, neither his image, neither had received his mark
upon their foreheads, or in their hands ; and they lived and reigned with Chnst a thou-
sand years." Compare Boe's Analyt. Arrange, cf Apoc, who also makes (a) of ** the souls,'

*

those who had been beheaded, "and (&) whoever had not worshipped the beast," etc.

Bo AYitsius {Eter. Sacra, p. 516), and many after him explain it. Our view of the passage
confines it exclusively to the persons who suffer and die under the last terrible persecu-
tion of the Antichrist, and that they also pertain to the rights and privileges of " the first-

bom" as already explained. The first resurrection, for aught we know, may embrace
Matt. 26 : 52, 53 ; 1 Thess. 4 : 16. 17 ; Bev. 7 : 9-17. and chs. 12 and 14—this, at least, is

the opinion of many (see e.g. an editorial, Proph. Times, vol. 8, p. 31, etc.) ; for as Sel*

necker (quoted by Seiss) remarks : "To this resurrection belongs everything that is

raised to immortality before the last day." One thing is self-evident, however we may
consider the different stages (as Baxter and others), less or more, this resurrection does
not prevent preceding, but identifies it as belonging to that of the righteous by the
emphasis placed on the word ^*

first.**

1 Lord ( Theol and Lit. Journal^ vol. 6, p. 453) concisely states this as follows :
** As the

apostasy of the soul to sin is the antecedent and cause of the death of the body, so the
renovation of the soul is a necessary antecedent and prerequisite of the resurrection of

the body to a glorious life. A resurrection of the body cannot therefore be used as a
symbol of the renovation of the soul. It were to reverse the order of nature and of

grace, and make a eoTisequent the representative of an ardeoedeni^ an effect the symbols of
an indispensable condition of its own existence, which were absurd." Besides this, the
objection is futile, for the simple reason that these same objectors interpret the conclud-
ing portion of the chapter, aiso largely syrnboUCt as denoting a literal resurrection. Lord
falls into an inadvertency when in the context he asserts that no other symbol could be
found to indicate the saints, for he overlooks the fact that he in another place makes
" the stone" of Dan. 2 to symbolize the same (which latter statement we cannot receive,

for the reasons assigned under another Prop.).
« Professor Sanborn (Essay on MiUenarianism) makes even the extravagant assertion

that " the Church has believed in aU ages that there would be a simxdlaneous resurrection
of the dead, both of the just and of the unjust." A scholar acquainted with the history
of the doctrine could not make such a declaration, so utterly opposed by the Jewish faith,

the early Church belief for several centuries, and the expressed views of many eminent
men in the Church. The passages alluded to by Pro! Sanborn merely assert the fact
that both shall be raised, but says nothing of the order or of a simuitaneous resurrection,
leaving the order to be evolved by other passages relating to the subject, just as the Jews
and primitive believers did in their teaching. It will not answer (as Dr. Hodge) to con-
fine ourselves to one class of passages which, as all admit, can be referred to a resurrec-
tion of dead ones, both just and unjust, and ignore another class which teach a particular
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resnirectioii oui cf or from among dead ones, or wliioh speak of the resnrreotion of the
righteonB as something separcUe and distind from that of the wicked. If the resurrection
is simnltaneons, as our opponents claim, then we certainly see no propriety or force in
Fatd's wish as expressed Phil. 3 : 11, Tiz., expressing andne anxiety abont that which is

inevitable. Perhaps the greatest inadvertency to be met with in a serions controversial
article is that fonnd in Uie iVe«&y. Quarterly Beview for 1853, where the writer in one
place mokes even Bev. 20 : 12-14 ** a resurrection or reappearance on earth of the old spirit

of persecution, " and then in another place, a literal resurrection of the dead, arguing as
if we did not also hold that the resurrection and judgment of Bev. 20 : 12-14 was post-
millennial. Some of our opponents, in charity, we trust, misapprehend our doctrinal
position and ascribe views and interpretations to us that we do noi hold.

* The critical reader will observe that this resurrection is already based on a previous
judgment To insure a first resurrection there must be a corresponding fitness, and the
resurrection itself is evidence of the divine acceptance of the person experiencing its

power. In the nature of the case there must be an antecedent estimate and judgment of
character, worthiness, etc. The Popi^ notion of judgment, bo largely entertained by
Protestants, is one thisit is simply inferred from a few passages considered isolated from
the general analogy of Scripture on the subject (comp. Props. 132, 133, 134, 135, etc.).

Sometimes we are unjustly charged (as by I^rof. Sanborn and others) as if we did not
associate a final judgment of the quick and the dead with the Sec. Advent of Christ.

But our entire argument shows that we thus connect them, observing /m order in the
judgment as well as in Uie resurrection. Indeed, in one sense, it might even be desig-
nated " simultaneous," seeing that the non-resurrection of the rest of the dead until the
thousand years are ended, implies already a judgment passed upon them by which they
are accounted unworthy of the position and blessings entailed by the first resurrection.

** We have presented and replied to the objections uiiged by Brown in OhrisCs Sec.

Goming, and in addition show how utterly erroneous is the declaration made by him,
that if a first resurrection is taught at all, it can only be found in Bev. 20. The general
analogy of Scripture on the subject spea^ for itself. The plea that if taught it ought to

be " a^lear and unambiguous revelation," is decidedly ambiguous after Vie dear state-

ments of the Old Test., which we have ^own, God Himself condescending to explain.

The concessions coming from such a source are worthy of notice. Thus he concedes that
the word ** souls" does not forbid in connection the idea of ** a bodily resurrection," for
'** they lived,' not their souls, but themselves." Again he fully admits that A'hile there
is no specific mention of *' the earth," yet that it is sufficiently ** clear" '* that the earth
is the theatre of the Millennial reign," thus rejecting the notion of Ash, Piscator, Moore,
etc., of locating this reign in heaven above. He confidently remarks (p. 226) in reference
to the second resurrection of Bev. 20 : 12-15, that it is ** a clear and unambiguous
prophecy of the resurrection of aU the righteous and wicked at once, and in proof of this

1 appeal io ihe aU bui universal voice of the Church. Has there ever been any testimony
approaching to this, either in amount or harmony, in favor of the literal sense of the
Millennial prophecy? Ko ! there has not." We refer the reader to the history of the
doctrine (Props. 74, 75. 76, 77, and 78), which indisputably shows that in the first period
of the Church Dr. Brown's " all but universal voice * did not exist, but was brought into
existenoe through the Alexandrian and Popish influence. Smith {Key to Rev.) spiritual-

izes the resurrection of the martyrs so that it ** means the revival of the cause in which
they lived and died,'* but the weight to be attached to such an opinion is self-evident

from the annexed assertion that none of the saints resurrected are '* to be raised to dwell
again on the earth," so Gnostic is his feeling and so hostile to covenant promises. The
spiritualizing and objections of Scott, Doddridge, etc., are sufficiently answered in our
brief review of Barnes. Balston {Apoc.^ p. 163) explains, *^ This is the first resurrection,

or resuscitation of charocters, resembling the ancient worthies ; for John saw, not the
bodies, but the souls of those martyrs, which must imply a resuscitation of spiritual

powers." And this is the only reason given for spiritualizing the resurrection, baaed on
the passage itsell According to his system (to show how arbitrary) Bev. 11 : 15-19 ;

Bev. 14 : 14r-20 ; and Bev. 20 : 11-15 are synchronous, and descriptive of ** the general
resurrection and final judgment." We asserted the danger of making the second resur-

rection of Bev. 20 to be also spiritual, and thus to find no real resurrection in the Apoc.
whatever. This is done by many writers. Thus, e.g. Bev. Burdick in the K T. Evang.,
Feb. 3. 1876, says : " In the second resurrection, implied from the first, the fact de-
scribed is an uprising of the spiritual forces in the Kingdom of Satan." Strange and
unacriptural as this view is, it at least is consistent with the interpretation of the first

resurrection, for it makes the second one in kind to the first To indicate how little the

whole subject is understood, and yet how rashly and confidently some write concerning
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it, Lord (TJieoL and LU. Jour., Oct., 1853, p. 270) points out how a ^writer in the Pre^
Quart. Betnew against Millenarianism positivel]^ asserts that the resurrection of Bev-
20 : 12-14 denotes '* a resurrection or reappearance on earth of the old spirit of persecu-
tion, which had slumbered or been kept in abeyance during the long and prosperous
period of the Millenmum ;" and then on a succeeding page, forgetting his own interpre-
tation thus given, the same author, to make out a general, universal resurrection, as posi-
tively makes it a real resurrection, saying that it means the following : "The dead
observe, not the living, but the race whose probation is ended, and on whom death has
already set his seal, are judged." Some, as Butler (Zee. Apoc.), endeavor to patch up a
kind of compromise, declaring this resurrection to be a xmsing ap of disembodied saints
to positions of honor and glory, without receiving a body—which is opposed to the cove-
nant promises, the proper conception of a resurrection, the relation that the saints sustain
to the Christ in the coming Kingdom, etc. Such Tiews with but unimportant variations
might be extensively quoted, but this is amply sufficient for illustration. And yet that
the reader may hare before him all that the most respectable and able writers opposed to
us can produce, we select two of the most noted. Martensen {Ch. Bog., a. 281), in giving
his ** spiritual " conception of the meaning of Bev. 20, refers to the first resurrection as
follows :

" A general historical resurrection will take place in tlie Church ; the graves of

Church History will be opened, and all the past will rise again in an all-embracing, living,

and spiritual remembrance ; and under the influence of this great consciousness the
Church will display a universal activity, a universal development of her various gifts.**

His entire exegesis is based on the preconceived idea, expressed by himself, that the
Kingdom of God is to be eslabUshed by and under ** the conditions of historical develop,
ment,*' i.e. by existing agencies extending themselves in the way of progress. On the
other hand, we hold, with Scripture and Early Church tradition, that it is to be estab-

lished by Christ Himself at His personal Coming, not by man or through the present
agency of man. When reading Martensen, one wonders how ho would have spiritualized

the promises relating to the First Advent, had he lived before its realization. Pressense
{The Eirly Days of Chrxsiianity, p. 439) mixes concessions and inconsistencies as follows :

'* The triumph of the Church is connected in the Apoo. as in the first Gospel, ^th the
return of ChriRt. To proclaim that triumphant return and to describe its glorious results

is the great object of the Book of Bevelation, as to wait for it is the highest consolation
left by the Mtister to His disciples. In the Apoc. two distinct periods are marked in this

final triumph of Christianity over Antichrist. The first victory is brought about by the
direct and mnVblB intervention of the Saviour, taking up the cause of His people, and glo-

riously establishing the reign of His Church upon earth." In reading this one would be
.led to suppose that Pressense was a pronounced Pre-Millenarian, being so directly

opposed to Brown, Barnes, Hodge, etc., and so in unison with a cardinal doctrine of ours
bitterly resisted by the great majority of our opposers. But in a foot-note he vitiates his

concession by the following :
*' The idea of a Millennium preceded by a first resurrection

is suggested by Bev. 20 ; but we must not forget the symbolical chanKiter of the book.
The glorious triumph of the Church is in itself a judgment of the world. The world is

judged by thq saints whom it had made its victims ; their victory is its condemnation.
The writer of the Bev., -vrhen he shows us the saints raised from the dead and sitting
upon thrones, employs an image analogous to that used by him to describe the triumph
of the two faithful witnesses in the Church, Bev. 11 : 11. We may observe that at the
close of oh. 20 : 12-15 mention is made of a general resurrection of the dead in which all

are to be judged according to their works. The judgment had then yet to take place,
and the Christians appointed to salvation toere not yd raised** The preconceived ideas
of judgment, resurrection, the nature of the Kingdom, etc., are self-evident. It is strange
that " the symbolical character" of the prediction does not forbid him to accept of the
greater doctrine (riz., a personal Pre-Mill. Ad rent), while it urges him to reject the Idsser
(viz., a literal Pre-MiU. resurrection). It is also strange that he did not observe the fact
that the general arialogy of Scripture associates the resurrection of the saints with the
future personal Advent of Jesus, His Second Advent, so that when He comes—whenever
that is—those that sleep in Jesus shall experience His resurrecting power. Having care-
fully met all the objections urged, it is unnecessary to repeat.

Obs. 6. The subject of the res. is frequently referred to and implied
in the Apoc, but it would be foreign to onr design to enter into a detailed
statement respecting each allusion. A few remarks respecting the more
prominent will answer, and we can only specify, leaving the student to
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inveBtigate. The res, of Rev. 11 : 18, occurring under the last trumpet,
and thus Pro-Millennial, has been sufficiently noticed (Obs. 1, with which
compare the concessions of many of our opponents, e,g. Barnes, etc.).

Bev, 14 : 1-5, embracing the first-fruits preceding the harvest, inclndes

necessarily a res., and will be treated under the subject of the translation.

The ** man-child " of Rev. 12 ; 6 is by many able prophetical writers inter-

preted as symbolic or representative of the resurrected saints. Those who
(like Dr. Seisa and others) hold to a literal day fulfilment, still future,

of the Apoc, find the res. implied in the 4th and 5th cha^^s. of Rev. and in

ch. 7, etc. The passages which obscurely refer to it or imply it are to be
interpreted by the plain and decided teaching on the subject (comp. Prop.

130).

Ohs. 7, Two things connected with Rev. 20 : 4-6 may be noticed—the
persona raised and the time when raised. 1. The persons raised are

martyrs, and only martyrs. Mede was so strongly in favor to apply this to

the martyrs and " confessors equipollent to martyrs" as " a prerogative to

their sufferings above the rest of the dead," that fie inclined to the opinion
'* that all the righteous will rise during the course of the Millennial King-
dom." Burgh, and many others, insist that martyrs only are designated.

Brown and others make two classes, viz., martyrs and those who aid not
worship (although others, in our estimation, more correctly apply the latter

as a characteristic of the martyrs and the reason assigned why they were
martyred). Pre Millenarians and Post-Millenarians make two classes or
bodies, the former to include all saints in the first res., and the latter as a
mere execetical addition, having more (so Barnes) than the martyrs in-

tended. Even Witsius {Exer, Sac, p. 51G) has a class beside the martyrs.
Kliefoth {Offe7ibarung Johannes,^, 260) advocates a literal res., and has,

like Bengel, two bodies announced (not of the dead, but) one of the dead
(martyrs) who are raised up, and another of the living (confessors), who are

translated. But this eviaently is designed to make it fit with 1 Thess,
4 : 17 and 1 Cor. 15 : 51-53 ; comp. also Sirr on Tlie First Hes,, and works
advocating the same view, and it will be found that under the impression
that all the righteous arc raised simultaneously, and in order to make Rev.

20 to correspond with other passages supposed to teach the same, two
classes are introduced into the passage, and into the last body (confessors)

the remaining righteous are crowded. We are not forced to this procedure,
which is an evident violation of the passage, because it refers exclusively to
'* the dead," as the phrase " the rest of the dead" plainly shows, and to a
body of men who suffered martyrdom in view of their confession of faith

and rejection of the still future Antichrist. Even if it were admitted, on
exegetical grounds, that two bodies are included, these bodies could not pos-

sibly, by any legitimate reasoning, be made to include all the saints of this,

and past centuries, seeing that it is entirely descriptive of those who pass

through the yet future tribulation under the culminated Antichrist. * A mis-

conception of the meaning of *' first" (comp. Obs. 2) has a weighty influ-

ence in its application. The res. and translation of a select portion occurs
previous to the fulfilment of this prediction, as seen e.g. in Rev, 14, as the
first-fruits are similar in nature to the succeeding harvest, and precedes the

rise and persecution of the culminated Antichrist. All these resurrections

occur under the Second Advent in its secret or thief-like stage. But this will

appear plainer by looking at the second subject. 3. The time when these
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martyrs are raised up is of course associated by all Pre-Millenarians with
the Second Advent, but many, by not distinguishing between the stages,

and by being exclusively wedded to some favorite year-day interpretation of

the Apocalypse, apply its fulfilment to the period immediately after the

open Parousia of en. 19, Now while, as against our opponents who deny
a Jiteral personal Sec. Advent, we can properly use (as we have done) this

Eassage as one associated with the res. of the saints (for without a personal

ec. Advent there is no res.), yet when we come to consider the exact time
in the period of the Sec. Advent when this res. of the martyrs is experi-

enced, we find the most conclusive evidence that it also takes place during
the secret stage, and previous to the open Parousia of ch. 19, Let the
reader consider, as introductory, two facts proven in detail in other places

(Prop. 130 and Prop. 166, etc.), the two stages in the Sec. Advent, and
the still future Advent of the last Antichrist (Props. 161-164), who causes
the death of these martyrs and is overthrown at the open manifestation of

King Jesus and His saints. Now turn to Eev. 15, and we find that before

the seven last plagues, which fill up the wrath of God, are poured out, fke

identical persons described in Rev. 20 : 4, who resisted the beast and his

image and mark, are already exultant in acquired salvation, and this follows
the gathering of the first-fruits as the enforced worship of the beast/image,
and mark (Rev. 14 : 9) also follows it. It precedes tne open Parousia, as
these victorious ones witness (Rev. 16 : 2) the vials poured out upon ** the
men which had the mark of the beast, and upon tnem which worshipped
his image." It precedes the open Parousia, because they, with all saints,

shall be connected with the announced " marriage of the Lamb,'' and they
belong (as a portion due to them ** to execute the judgment written") to

the armies that accompany the King of kings. In view, therefore, of the
deliverance of these martyrs before the vials are poured out and their

coming with Jesus at His open Advent, Rev. 20 : 4-6 is retrospective. If

the student carefully ponders the construction of the passage he will find

(1) the binding of Satan and its duration announced ; (2) then follows the
reign of the saints in place of Satan's previous dominion, and this is

portrayed (a) by the "thrones" and ** judgment," a general announce-
ment

;
(b) by a particular specification (as an encouragement, and to lead

us not to limit these reigning ones) of the martyrs ; (c) by expressions

indicative of the nature of the reign, and that all who participate in it

have the privileges and honors of the first-born.*

* Hence we cannot fally receive Dr. Bchmncker's (Exp. of Rev.) interpretation of Rev.
20 : 4-6. He correctly makes it teach a literal resnrrection« and one pertaining to mar-
tyrs, who " in their immortal bodies shall live again and reign with Christ as His associ.

ates in His nniversal Monarchy on earth,** bat, overlooking that these martyrs designated
are those only who fall under a still future tribulation, he inolades among them uU mar-
tyrs, of every age, ancient and modem. Martyrs before this period have already risen,

and these follow them —both having part in the preeminent resurrection pertaining to

the first-bom.
^ These martyrs have part in " the first resurrection,** and this implies that others also

have part in it. Indeed, **this is the first resurrection" includes not merely the martyrs,

but all to whom are given thrones and judgment or rulership. This may reconcile a his-

torical difficulty in relation to the doctrine. The Primitive Church always associated the
resurrection with the See. Advent, and held that (as we do) all saints, together with those

martyrs, had a part in the first resurrection. Brown (Ch. fkc. Com,, p. 224} objects to
Burgh's statement of a limited resurrection of believers being ** generally held in the
oarly ages of Christianity," and says :

" I have not been able to verify this statement by
leference to the early Chiliastic Fathers. Probably Mr. Burgh gives as their actual beli^
the impression merely which their language conveys as a whole. But this is hardly fair.

I
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in opposition to pretty plain statements extending the flfst resnrrection to belieTers gen-
erally, whioh may be adduced, for example, from Jnatin Martyr, IrensBns, and Tertnllian,

high authority certainly on this point." I>r. Brovn is correct as to the historical fact

that all believers have part in a first resurrection at the Sec. Advent, and Burgh as to^
spedal reference to the mart}Ts, which, however, must, as the context and other passages
snow, be associated with that of other believers who preceded them. The evident dis-

tinction as to exact time, the decided reference to martyrs, and yet the associated nature
and honor of the same kind of a resurrection, and the inability to explain and apply the
same, has led to a confusion of ideas and contradictory statements, which our position
avoids.
The critical student will observe that if we are to receive the renderings (e.g. Fair-

liaim's and others) and interpretations (e.g. Brown's and others) which emphasize two
classes, viz., the martyrs ** and such as had not worshipped the beast" (so Fairbairn), or
martyrs ** and of them who worshipped not the beast" (so Wordsworth), etc. (and we do
not by any means discard them, for such a meaning may be intended), still our position
as to exact time and the persons denoted remains the same. For then we have— not the
saints of past ages, but—the martyrs and those associated with them tmder the last great

tribtdcUion of the culminated Antichrist. All that we contend for is, that the persons
designated are persons who at a time still future experience this persecution and martyr-
dom, and that the rest of the saints are included in the "thrones,** ** judgment," and
general affirmation respecting the first resurrection and the reign.

It may be well to notice, briefly, an effort to bend this pass^e against ns by Prof.

Bush {Ajiosiasis, p. 309, with whioh comp. Gipp's F\rsi Bes,, p. 133), who proposes to

change the verbs into the present tense, in order to make out—according to his theory

—

a succession of persons who suffered and reigned, and to prevent the beheading and not
wor^pping to be antecedent to the reign. But such a change would not help their

cause, for the reasons that the vision is described as passing before the seer, that the
future is frequently spoken of as present, that each one having part in the resurrection

is represented as reigning the thousand years^ and that the passage itself must be inter-

preted by the general ancUogy on the subject.

Obs. 8. If Mede^B ar^ment is once admitted, viz., that Rev. 20 : 4-6

and Dan. 7 are synchronous, then it is wwossible, without direct violation

of the order laid down, to avoid a Pre-Mill. resurrection. Bush, in his

Anastasis, admits Mede's position, owing to the parallelism of the two
prophecies, but endeavors to avoid our conclusion by making both to

describe the 6osi)el dispensation. But in doing this, he not only makes
a fearful Millennium of suffering and martyrdom (against all prophecy),
but he reverses the facts of history. For, instead of snch a removal of

antagonistic powers—a sealing, binding, and detention of Satan so as not
to deceive—the history of the Church and of the kingdoms clearly proclaim,

in the persectiHoTis endured, the /yra?iwy exercised, the murders committed,
the crtines and wars indulged, etc,, that neither Dan. nor John have yet
been fulfilled. It matters not whether we make the dragon a symbol of

tyrannical dominion or of a personal devil ; in either case the predictions of

the Prophets have not been realized ; and what is more to the point, in
the order laid down by themselves, if followed in the evolution of history, it

was impracticable, for the simple reason that before this exaltation, etc. , of

the saints, certain events, running down to the present and still extending
in the future, must first be fulfilled. Any other position makes the Bible
contradictory both to itself and to history.

Obs, 9. Those who deny a literal res. in Rev. 20 generally have much to

say concerning the indefiniteness and obscurity of ngurative and symbolic

prophecy—the difficulty of understanding it until the fulfilment shows its

intended meaning, being upheld by some—but when they come to explain

it themselves, then all difficulties vanish, and no other interpretation can
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possibly be allowed. This, to say the least, is indicative that they have no
confidence in their assumptions against us, and that, w;hen necessity re-

quires it, they esbeem themselves fully competent to elucidate, with the

utmost charming confidence, even *' obscure'* predictions. The reader may
draw his own conclusions.

The carefnl reader moBt have noticed vith what osswranM this haa been carried out
in Gh. Theologies, Bib. Dictionaries, Belig. Gjrclopedias. etc. The subject of the resur-

rection ia at length introduced, and notwithstanding onr scriptural argument, the eariy

Church belief, the Jewish view, the concessions of opponents, the subject of a literal first

resurrection ia either entirely ignored or merely hinted at, just as if the popular inter-

pretation of ReT. 20 was beyond all contradiction the correct one. Some who slightly

advert to it claim the indefiniteness of prophecy, which disappears in favor of their own
view. The truth ia, that any work or intended complete article, on the resurrection
which refuses to recognize our doctrine, and in some measure discuss it, is certainly un*
scholarly and defective, seeing that it passes over that which the ablest men in the Church
profess to be solidly baaed in Scripture and antiquity.

AnoUier peculiarity may here be noticed. Brown {CK. Sec, Cbm,) and others endeavor
to make the impression that our opponents are in perfect accord in the interpretation
and application of Rev. 20 : 1-6, while Pre-Millenariana differ. And they carefully point
out our differences, but with greater carefulness conceal their own differences. Now the
fact, as the slightest compariaon shows, ia that far less unity exists among ihem than
among us. While Pre-Millenarians differ as to the exact order, the persona reaurrected,

the duration and nature of the reign, and a few minor details, they are a unit on the
g|rand outlines, respecting its being a literal resurrection, its eclectic nature, its realiza-

tion at the Sec. Advent, its connection with a glorious following Millennium, etc.,

whereas our opponents differ on ail these points. Some make the resurrection spiritual,

others make it literal ; some make it civil, others civil and religious ; some make itUlus-
trative of persecution, pthers a poetical effusion, and others a Jewish auperstition ; some
make it past, others peist and present, and others future. Surely our opponents ought to

be the last to speak of differences of opinion.

Oha, 10. There is a res. of the wicked dead, Obs. 4. It will not answer,
as many do, to assert a res. of just and unjust at the beginning of this age
and none after ; or to affirm, as others do, that there is no res. of the

wicked whatever. Without discussing the destiny of the wicked, the pas-

sages that we have presented distinctly show that after the thousand years

are ended the rest of the dead ^* lived again, ^* i.e. were raised up from the

dead; that they, *^after many days shall he visited/^ that they shall
" return,^'' and return at evening time ; that they shall be made subject to

the endurance of ^' the second death f^ that those dead whose names are

not found in the book of life are also raised up and judged ; that there is

a res. of some unto shame a7id contempt, which those that return in the

evening experience ; that the res. of the dead is affirmed in their order of
all men, both just and unjust ; that a prior, pre-emiiient res., etc., involves

another of a lower class, which must include the wicked ; and that the res.

of the dead and a judgment to follow is held up as a motive of repentance to

men. These considerations are sufficient to sustain the position of John
in Rev. 20. To quote the passages which speak of the wicked as " silent

in the grave" as "not being," "remaining in the congregation of the

dead," etc., to prove a non-resurrection, is only bringing forth jpar^ of the

truth, viz., that there is a non-resurrection of the wicked for a certain

period of time, and this is thus strongly, by way of contrast to the blessed

condition of the righteous, presented. But the whole truth as given by the

Spirit demands their "return," their also *^ living again." Any other

interpretation flatly contradicts divine statements.^ Let ujs receive all that
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is written, observing the same order laid down by the Spirit. If it be
asked. Of what practical nse or benefit can such a res. unto condemnation
and shame be P the answers are various ; such as, to vindicate the justice

of God ; to prove the truthfulness and reality of His representations and
mercy ; to apportion " the few or many stripes" that the guilty merit ; to

fulfil His declaration that all the wicked snail see arid acknowledge the
Divine power ; to show that death itself, as many fondly hope, is no refuge
for the sinner ; that a res. unto eternal life is the special gift of God
through Jesus Christ ; to contrast the condition of the res. saints with
their own ; to root out in the most effectual manner every remnant of

evil ; to give to the creatures of God, the universe itself, a sublime and
abiding idea of the nature and consequences of sin. If it be asked. Why
does God give the righteous so long a priority and cause the wicked only
to ^^ return'* after so lona an interval? the reason, as we gather it from
intimations, here and there, seems to bo this : This Millennial era is

designed to fulfil covenanted promises ; these require the resurrection of

the saints and their triumphant establishment in the earth. To do this

demands, as almost every Millennial description portrays, the removal of

God's enemies to clear ** the inheritance" of its oppressors. Being thus
removed, the triumph of the saints, their victory over death, the bestowal
of dominion—in brief, the ample and continued fulfilment of God's promises
in real, actual experience tsfulli/ exhibited and tested during these thousand
years, clearly and fully vindicating the truthfulness and faithfulness of God,
and the honor, dignity, and power of David's Son. Now, it is declared

that this faithfulness, etc., is to be manifested not only to angels, to the

glorified, to the restored Jewish nation, to spared Gentiles, but also to the

wicked. The time selected is at the close of the Sabbath of the world's

week, in the very height of completed fulfilment of promise, and sway of

saintly reign, and the accumulated glory of the rule of David's Son ; then

the wicked arise and are filled with sudden shame^' and '' cotifusion**

when they behold the justly forfeited blessings in the possession of those

whom they despised, rejected, and even persecuted. This res. is therefore

delayed, not merely to give the saints an honorable precedence by way of

reward, and as a punishment to the wicked for refusing Christ and His
proffered mercy, but to place the saints, the inheritance, the world, yea.

even Christ Himself in the covenanted position by which the majesty ana
glory of God is the more fully seen, felt, and appreciated in the then
proven, tested immortality and reign of the saints, renewal of the earth or

removal of the curse, etc. At the end of the thousand years, so faithfully

is it proven that all the promises of God are ** yea and amen*' in Christ,

that none can gainsay it, for the covenant is more than fulfilled, and to

forfeited blessings additional and greater have been added. This is the
time, gloriously, yea, sadly suitable, which God has appointed for ^' the

rest of the dead to live again,'' and behold with tlisir own eyes the glory

they have lost by not obeying God—a glory shining forth in the land, in

the Theocratic government, in the subjects, in the immortal kings and
priests, and in the eicalted, enthroned Son of Man. Imagine just such a
** return," under such circumstances, and then tell us, are ** holy men of

old" wrona when they depict the shame, degradation, and unhappiness of

the wicked at this period r* Imagine Voltaire, Paine, Strauss, and a multi-
tude like them to thus ** return" and see what they ridiculed, and what
must then memory and conscience say ?

*
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^ By pressing Scripture (*' shall not be,*' etc.) beyond all analogy, we could easily

addnce proof that the believer, as represented by the Psabnist, will not rise again, when
it is said, Fs. 39 : 13, " before I go hence and be no more," etc.

' How terrible the contrast of sitnation and doom I The haters and persecutors of be-

lievers, the scoffers of pious ones, then stand amazed and confounded at the Bhining
glory of the once detesttnl followers of Jesus. It in but reasonable that a Voltaire should
be raised up to account for his blasphemy ; a Strauss, to tell why he was so indignant at

the Christ's assumption of Judgeship ; a B6nan» to explain his detraction and disgusting
allusion to " the Galilean girls ;" ten thousand, thousand others, to meet the hypocrisy,
malice, brutality, etc., exhibited—and then there will be (Luke 13 : 28) " weeping and
gnashing of teeth, when they shall see Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and all the prophets,
in the Kingdom of God, and themselves thrust out." It is but. just that men should thus
arise and witness to the utter falsehood and maliciousness of their detractions of Jesus
and His Messianic claims. Eminent and talented men have written works specially de-

signed to degrade Jesus ; multitudes have jubilanlly urged Uieir defamatory statements ;

sarcasm, ridicule, blasphemy, etc. are devised and circolated by hosts of enemies, and it

is but just that they should be raised up to meet an ampld and shame-confounding man-
ifestation of their wilful and deliberate hostility to Jesus. How intiuisitors, executioneis,
defamers, etc. will face their victims, then exalted and glorified, and especially the mag-
nificent King of kings, is clearly and pointedly represented in the Word.
A few words of caution may be added. Bev. 30 : 12-15 is not necessarily to be re-

stricted (as by Dallas and others) to *' the rest of the dead ;*' for it includes (so Lord and
others) those who may have died during the thousand years. Lord {Exp, Apoc,) makes
it to embrace ^^all the wicked dead of all ages ;" but we would not dogmatically restrict

it even solely to such, because it may, for aught we can tell, include tar more. For,

while translations, glorifications, etc. may result during the Millennial, age as a reward
for holiness, yet the mention of the book of life and the reference to all the dead then
existing may imply that others, not accounted worthy of special honor and exaltation

—

although ultimately to be saved—are included in those dead. Again : in reference to a
resurrection of the wicked, we add this : it is true (see e.g. Axt. ** Resurrection" in
M'Clintock and Htrong's Cyclop.) that while the Jews held to a Fre-Mill. resurrection of

the pious, some discarded the ultimate res. of the ungodly, but others {*' the prevailing

opinion") held that the unjust would also finally be raised. Now observe how the lan-

guage of Jesus and Paul accords with the latter prevailing view, as e.g. in " all that are

in their graves," etc. (John 5 : 28, 29), " a resurrection of the dead, both of the just and
unjust" (Acts 24 : 15). Such language is, of course, powerfully confirmatory of the then
existing opinion ; so corroborative that it can only be avoided by special pleading. Again :

this resurrection of the rest of the dead is ajier the thousand years. We, therefore, have
no account whatever of any other resurrection preceding the Mill. age. It has been pointed
out (Obs. 4, note) how some endeavor to discard this verse as unauthorized, in order to

make out (so Russell and Bctrbour, Three WorldSf etc.) a distinct and separata resurrection

of the heathen at the beginning of the Mill, age, so as to give them another probation,
etc. This view of a future probation for heathen, etc., is not new, for such men as Tho-
luck, Stilling, etc., adopted it, but inform us that the Bible keeps it in the background,
teaches it only inferentially and not in a dogmatic form. Biurbour, etc. make it very
prominent, a corner-stone (as Rellyites) in their- system, and largely build upon it. We
are only concerned (passing by the stress laid upon '* all men" and ** all," etc.) with this

theory as it relates to a Pre-Mill. resurrection, and his main proof text in support of the
same. To make out a Pre-Mill. resurrection they frequently quote the restoration of th«

i^odcmiles, £zek. 16 : 55, arguing that the passage of necessity implies their resurrection,
having been destroyed. But they overlook (1) how the word Sodom is used, viz., to des-
ignate others ^of like character) besides the literal Sodomites as e.g. Bev. 11 : 8 ; Zeph.
2 : 9. Even '' the prophets of Jerusalem" " are all of them unto me as Sodom, and the
inhabitants thereof as Gomorrah" (Jer. 23 : Id ; comp. Isa. 3 : 9, and especially Isa.

1 : 9, 10), This usage enables us to appreciate Ezek. 16 : 55, for we have the warrant of
Isa. 1 : 10 that " rulers of Sodom" and "people of Gk»morrah" exist independently of tha
literal Sodom and Gomorrah. If we observe Ezek. 16 with care, we observe (2) that
Jerusalem is the subject of prophecy—the earthly, as evidenced by v. 3—and (Sod's care
and protection, as well as her perverseness, etc., are specified. The cUy^ with its privi-
leges, blessings, conduct, and punishment, is represented. Hgt supporters are designated ;

first, Samaria, i.e. that portion pertaining to the ten tribes (Samaria being the capital
city) ; and second, Sodom, i.e. Judah ("the lesser than thou,' so marg. reading). Both
return from captivity, Judah first, then the ten tribes ; and they are given to Jerusalem as
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davightera (with which we need only compare, e.g. Mic. 4:8; Zeph. 3 : 10, 14 ; Zech.
9 : 9, etc.). Hence whatever trnth there may be in Tholnck'a and Stilling's theory, it is

evident that it can only be realized after the thousand yean, if realized at all. The same
is tme of Barbonr and Bosseirs view, for the student will ^otice that their entire aign-
meut is purely in/ereiUtoi, being utterly unable to give a dir4ct passage favoring it. The
fact that spared nations (Isa. 616) are mentioned refers to living (not dead) nations, cmd
*' the ruling with a rod of iron" is noi over the resurrected heathen, but, as a comparison
of passages clearly show, over the anti-Christian hosts and living nations at and after the
Sec. Advent

Obs. 11. Out of the abundant testimony favoring a twofold reaurrection,

and the literal, eclectic res. of Bev. 20, we select a few as illustrative.

Dean Alford {Coin, loci) remarks :
'^ I cannot consent to distort the words

from their plain sense and chronological place in the prophecy, on account
of any considerations of difficultj^, or of any risk of abuses which the doc-

trine of the Millefinium may bring with it. Those who lived next to the

Apostles, and the whole Church for three hundred years, understood them
in the plain literal sense ; and it is a strange sight in these days to see

expositors who are among the first in reverence for antiquity, complacently
casting aside the most cogent instance of consensus which primitive antiquity

presents. As regards the text itseft, no legitimate treatment of it will

extort what is known as the spiritual interpretation now in fashion. If, in

a passafife where ttoo resurrections are mentioned, where certain persons lived

at the first, and the rest of the dead only at the end of a specified period

after that first—if, in such a passage, the first res. may be understood to

mean spiritual rising with Christ, while the second means literal rising

from the grave ; then there is an end of all significance in language, and
Scripture is wiped out as a definite testimony to anything. If the first res,

is spiritual, then so is the second, which I suppose none will be hardy
enough to maintain ; but if the second is literal, so is the first, which, in

common with the whole Primitive Church and many of the best modem
expositors, I do maintain, and receive as an article of faith and hope,"
Van Oosterzee (C%. Dog,^ vol, 2, p. 786) advocates " more than one resur-

rection ; first a partial one and then an absolutely universal one. Of the

former, not only does the Apoc. seem to speak, en. 20 : 4-6, but also the
Lord, Luke 14 : 14, and Paul, 1 Thess. 4 : 16, as also 1 Cor. 15 : 23, as

compared with verse 26," etc., and then, referring to the latter (the uni-

versal one), speaks of a poetic-prophetic grouping together of that which
in re^ity will be seen realized, not side by side, out in succession.*'

Ebrard {The Rev, of John) advocates a literal Sec, Advent, a literal first

res., a literal reign here on earth over the spared nations, etc., and in his

Gospel His. (p, 576, foot-note Clark*s ed.), thus refers to Rev. 20 :

'• Onaps. 18 and 19 (Apoc.) depict the victory achieved over this Kingdom
by Christ at His Coming, l^en follows the first awakening, namely, of

those who have died in the Lord, and now in glorified bodies live upon the

earth, and maintain a spiritual rule over so much of humanity as is not yet

glorified (just as Christ after His res. lived for forty days upon the earth in

a glorified body). Then, after this last offer of salvation, follows the

second roaurrection to judgment," Hagenbach {His, of Doc, ^ vol. 1, s. 139)

pertinently says respecting the spiritual interpretation :
** The first res.

(Eov. 20 : 5) is explained by Augustine as the deliverance of the soul from
the dominion of sin in this life ; as, in general, an orthodoxy which main-
tains the authority of the Aikx;., and yet will not allow Millenarianism,
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can only escape from its difficulties* by an arbitrary exegesis, like that of

Augustine on this passage."

For the Btndent wishing to see how others express themselves decidedly in favor of a

literal reanrrection, we append the following references. Aside from the Commentaries
of Alford, Olshausen, Bengel, Gill, 8teir, Lange, Faasset. Meyer, and others, many workj
indorse onr position. Compare e.g. Dr. Kling's Arts. ** Eachatology" and ** Besurrection

of the Dead, ' in Herzog's Encudop.; Dr. Fr. Volkmar Beinhard's Dogmatik, sec. 189 ; Dr.

Hofmann in Prophecy and FulJUmeni; Starke's Bfpwpsis h'tw Test., vol. 10, p. 179, etc.;

Lange's Bremen Lectures^ p. 244, etc.; Selnecker on /Jan. 12 : 2 ; Sirr on The First Bes.,-

Seiss, Last Times (who gives various references of value) ; Brookes's Maranatha (who gives

John Banyan s and Toplady's testimony) ; Gordon on The First lies, (paper before the

N. Y. Proph. Conference) ; Luthardt's Lehre von der Ldzten Dingen; Koch's i)a,v Thusend-

jahTige Reich ; Auberlen's Fro'f^\jeciesof BanXdarvd the Bev, of Si, JbAn; Delitzsch on Genesis;

Elliott's Harm Apoc; Mag Fred. Boos on Dan. arid Rev.; Christlieb, Mod. Doubt and GK
-Befief, p. 452 ; Pfleiderer, Der PaulinismuSt p. 264-5 ; Danhauer's Hodosnphia, p. 1445 ; and,

in brief, Pre-Millenarian writers in general (who are specified in the His. of the Doctrine).

To give the testimony of a large portion of these would itself require an extended work,

even if presented in brief extracts. In such references we must not overlook the remarks
of Dr. Craven in Lange's Com. (Amer. Ed.), or the writers (e.g. p. 440) quoted favoring

our view. The old Berienburger Bibd (t. 6, pp. 397-399J
has a fair argument in favor of a

literal first pre-eminent, Pre. Mill, resurrection, appealing e.g. to 1 Cor. 15 : 23, 51-52
;

Luke 20 : 35, and 14 : 14 ; Heb. 11 : 35, etc. Indeed we are largely indebted to old

writers (like Mede in Clavis Apoc, Brightman in A Bevdation of the Apoc, Goodwin in

Btp. of Bev., and others) for keeping this doctrine before th« Church. Even such teeti-

monies as are given in TAe Orit, and Exp. Com. possess weight ; while incidentally the

concessions of a Chalmers (on Ps. 60), Wesley (Tyerman, Life of), and many other&are to

be regarded. We append the testimony of two persona, who cannot be accused of extreme
partiality to our views. Spurgeon (quoted by Dr. Brookes, p. 50, Proph, Times, vol. 10)

in his sermon on The Mrst Res., says :
** I do look forward to this with joy, that though I

may sleep in Christ before my Master come, and I know not whether that shall be or no,

yet I shall rise at the day of Hia appearing, and shall be recompensed at the resurrection

of the just, if I have truly and faithfully served Him ; and that recompense shall be to

be made like Him ; and to partake of His glories before the eyes of men, and to reign

with Him during the thousand years." " Meyer (so Lange's Cbm. Bev.^ p. 441) remarks
on 1 Cor. 15 : 24, that Paul, following the example of Christ Himself, has bound up the

doctrine of a twofold resurrection with the Christian faith*' (comp. next Prop.).

Obs, 12. We have already referred to the astounding opinion entertained

by Prof. Bush, Gipps, Waldegrave, and others, that this res. and MilleD-

ninm is a portraiture of suffering and martyrdom in behalf of the truth.

To indicate the amazing perversions of the passage. Rev. 20 : 1-6, by our

opponents in their efforts to wrest it from us, attention is called e.g. to

Waldegrave's statements (New Test. Millenarianism), and we select aim
purposely, because he has been eulogized {Tlie Bib. Rep,) as a model of an
interpreter and as a triumphant opponent. The binding and restrainment

of Satan as well as the little season, both *' set before us ihe working of
Satan, for it is his working especially which is here exhibited to vierr

during two distinct periods in the history of Christendom, The first—the

longer period—said to last a thousand years, is one in which Satan, for-

bidden to launch forth into the world any fresh impostures, does, notwith-

standing, 7?revfli7, with the aid of the civil power, to persecute even vnfo

death those faithful souls who, being risen with Christ, are made kings and
priests unto God and His Father, The second—the shorter period—said

to last but a little seaEon, is one in which, the number of God's living saints

being marvellously increased, and martyrdom being no longer the rule,

Satan attempts by other meaiis, even by the multiplication of religious

delusions, to compass the destruction of the Church." The res. of the
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martyrs, therefore, is simply n rorival of the martyr spirit, made necessary
by Satan^B reigning, and this too while the saints are reigning :

'' They are

also sufferers at the hands of men—sufferers eren to the extent of layinfir

down their lives for Christ's sake

—

suffererSy I say, even unto death, and
that at one and the same time with their reigning.'* *' The thousand
years will prove to be a period in which Christ's witnesses are witnesses

even unto death—a period, in short, of martyrdom, not of triumph—a period
in which Satan (being precluded, indeed, from the invention of fresh

deluBions), is able, notwithstanding, to wield those already in existence

with snch effect as to make the Church of God to prophesy in sackcloth

a?id ashes,^^ This caricature of the Millennium and the reign of the saints

is presented by one largely eulogized as the champion against Chiliasm. No
Chiliast ever produced anything so Jlatly contradictory to all testimony of
Scripture, to all analogy on the subject ; so plainly antagonistic to numer-
ous predictions, that the large majority of our opponents recoil from it as

unworthy of credence, because it actually reverses the blessed teaching of

prophecy. It is utterly unworthy of serious refutation, and affords a sad
illustration how good men, in their eagerness to wrest the passage from us,

can fall into the most absurd interpretation.

Prof. Bush {MUL) in accord vith his theory of a past Mill, age, in which peiseoTition,

more or less, predominated, sajs :
'* We strenaoaslj maintain that it is the same persons

who live, and reign, and judge, and are beheaded, and all too ai precisely the same time,"

"What a blessed reward ! What a glorioas Sabbatical period ! He approvingly quotes the
Jewish Midrash Tillin, fol. 42 : 1, where it is said that ** upon the Coming of the Messiah
the world shall be desolated for a thousand years*' (which tiieory the Seven^Day Adtjentista

have recently revived), and adds : " This accords with the view we are now advocating,
that this Mill, period is not intrinsically a prosperous era, but the reverse.'*

Obs, 13. Sufficient has been said to vindicate our usage of the word
** souls" to denote the person (Obs. 3), and yet in view of certain state-

mentp, it will be in place to add a few remarks. Fairbaim says that '* it

is quite frivolous to insist upon the term souls being often used to denote
persons ; no one doubts that it is ; but the question is, can it be so taken
here ?" Now, the frivolity arises from the fact that a large class on his

side—in fact nearly every work against us—gravely insist that because
" souls" are mentioned it cannot mean persons. Oil course, to meet such
an objection, '* frivolous' ' as it may be, we are forced in eelf-defence to
show that the term is used to denote persons. Thus e.g. Barnes {Com,
loci) lays great stress on the word ** souls," as if it alone denoted the
spiritual nature, and carefully conceals from the reader this meaning, but
when not controverting us, he in another place {Com,, Acts 3 : 20, on the
phrase " every soul") admits this usage, thus :

" Every person or indi-

vidual soul is often put for the whole man by the Hebrews, Acts 7 : 14 ;

Josh. 10 : 28" (with which compare his remarks on Acts 2 : 27, where he
makes the term " soul" equivalent to *' me," and applies it to the corporeal

res. of Jesus, thus flatly contradicting his comment on Rev. 20 : 4-6).

Indeed, our opponents contradict themselves in the same comment on this

point, when e.g. they admit that ** he" (v, 6) and '* they," and ** the rest

of the dead" are declarative of persons and not simply of disembodied
spirits, and speak of them as such. We insist that the reason why the
Spirit, through human agency, gives us the term " souls" in preference to

any other, is this : it is most in accord with scriptural usage, for not only
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is the resurrection of Jesus tlias predicted and declared to be the rea. of a
** Boul," but it is predicted of, and promised to, individual believers, as

e.g. Ps. 99 ; 15, " But God will redeem my soul from the power of the

^rave," Now then, when the res. is actaallj described, it is reasonable,

it is strengthening, to find the same term employed, thus making prediction

and fulfilment, promise and realization to correspond (comp. Obs. 3, note).
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Proposition 128. Uie language of the Go&peh aiul Epistles is in

strict accord wUh the requireitients of a Pre-Millmnial resfwr-

rection.

A doctrine to be consistent must preserve its unity in all the in-

Bpired writings. Having seen how the Old Test and the conclusion
01 the New Test, coincide, it will be important to notice how the
Gospels and Epistles corroborate the Jewish views of the resurrec-

tion based on covenant promises.

Obs. 1. The reflurrection of 1 Cor. 16 : 53 declares that *' at the last

trump,for the trumpet shall sound (1 Thess. 4 : 16), and the dead (i.e. those
deceased) shall be raised incorruptiblej^' etc. Now, the fair inference (for

the Jews, at) commentaries inform us, used this very language) is, tnat
this denotes a resurrectfon identified with the bodies of dead saints. This
is almost the universal opinion among critics. This same res. of the dead
is mentioned in Apoc. 11 : 18, also ufider a last trumpet, and immediately
in connection with " the Kingdom of our Lord and of His Christ." Our
opponents generally concede both of these to be literal, and the exact
correspondence that they sustain to Jewish expectations has been noticed

by able writers (and that these, with this language added, was perpetuated
j;enerally in the early Church), But attention is called to ine fact that

just as the Jews believed, when " the Kingdom (sovereignty) of tnis world
18 become the Kingdom of our Lord and His Christ" (so msb,, S. and A,
Tischendorf's N. T,, and comp, Titman, Hahn, etc.) at that very time a
resurrection takes place. When the sovereignty of the world is seized,

when a Kingdom commences which is never to end, when events occur
which commentators connect only with the Sec. Advent, then at that very
period, ** at the last trump'' (** for the trnmpet shall sound," Rev. 11 : 15),

the pious dead are raised to receive their reward. Surely this is amply
sufficient to identify a Pre-Millennial resurrection, seeing that 1 Cor.

15 : 52 ; Rev. 11 : 18 ; and Rev, 20 : 3-6, are aU under the same last Pre-
Millennial trumpet. If one is literal, all then are literal, because taking
place at the same time and for the same purpose.

According to Dr. Oawald {The Kingdom, eh. 9) it was a compariBon of these three
passages that influenced Bev. Dr. Schmncker to advocate a Pre-Millemiial resurrection
of the saints. The same is reported of Charlotte Elizabeth, and others.

Obs. 2. Attention is directed to 1 Cor.^ 16 : 22-24. ** For, as in Adam
all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive. But every man in his own
order ; Christfirst, afterward they that are Christ*s, at His Coming, Then
cometh the end,** etc. We are not concerned in adopting any particular

rendering (as e.g. making "order" to mean **band,** and "the end"
equivalent to " the last band," etc.), for whatever version is adopted, two
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things are self-evident in the passage enforcing the general analoqy on the

subject. After the nniyersality of death is announced, then follows the

positive declaration that the recovery from death—being made alive—is

not a simuUaneoiis occurrence, '^ but every man in his ozon order.'* We
leave an opponent give the meaning of this phrase. Barnes {Com, loci)

says :
** Bui every man—everj one, including Christ as well as others. I/i

his own order—in his proper order, rank, place, time. The word taaina

usually relates to military order or array ; to the arrangement of a cohort

or band of troops, to their being properly marshalled with the officers at

the head, and every man in his proper place in the ranks. Here it means
that there was a proper order to be observed in the res. of the dead."
This declaration of an eclectic res. is confirmatory of the Jewish view, and
could not possibly have been thus used, if the design were not to cor-

roborate its truthfulness. The dead are to be marshalled in separate, dis-

tinctive divisions, according to their character or works. iN'ext follows a
statement of such a division :

" Clirist the first-fruits/' the first in time,

the beginning, the first in order, " who is the beginning, the first-bom

from the dead, that in all things He might have the pre-eminence" (and
with him ought, perhaps, to be associated the ** many" that arose at His
resurrection) ; then, *' afterward they that are Christ's at His coming,^*

which evidently describes another division portrayed e.g. in 1 Thess. 4 and
1 Cor. 15, exclusively of the righteous; ^^ then cometh the end,^' Now,
here we have (1) separate bands of resurrected ones asserted, and (2) these

bands or orders separated by an extent of time (nearly two thousand years).

This is all that our line of argument requires in order to support our
position.

The sttident obserres that we do not discuss the word translated ** the end/' and the
sequence indicated by " afterward" and ** then,** (Comp. Gordon, Birr, and others on the
" First Besorrection/* as well as Brooks, Seiss, Byle, and others, in their advocacy of a
Pre-MiU. resnrrection.) The commentaries of Alford, Meyer, Olshaasen, Fansset, Lange,
etc., may be consulted on these points. Although a strong argument favorable to onr
position can be adduced, it really is not needed, seeing that the two points clearly desig-

nated and conceded by our opponents are aU-sufflcient. We only refer to Hodge's admis-
sion respecting tagma (the student keeping in view how to idos was used to denote the
rear legion, troop, or band, and how, therefore, the whole must be rendered, if the idea

of different bands or companies is to be retained^ when he says :
" The word iagina is

properly a concrete term, meaning a band, as of soldiers. If this be insisted upon here,

then Paul considers the hosts of those that rise as divided into different cohorts or com-
panies : first Christ, then His people, then the rest of mankind. First, the resurrection
of Christ, then that of His people, then that of the wicked.** But, warped by his judg-
ment and resurrection theories, he forsakes the plain meaning. Especially do we com-
mend attention to Prof. Stuart, who, although a bitter opponent of Millenarianism, con-
cedes that our view of the different bands, making the wicked the last one, is the only
* satisfactory exegesis.'*

Some writers (as Dr. Berg, Chris. JnteUvjencer, Feb. 27th, 1868, comp. C. 8. B., Proph.
TimeSr vol. 7, p. 87-8) lay great stress on the phrase **iii Christ shall eXl be made alive.**

saying that*' in Christ" is a technical term denoting " the state of a believer," and hence
refers the resurrection exclusively to the members of His body, the righteous, and that
no reference to the resurrection of the wicked is to be found in the passage. Admit the
full force of it, and that the resurrection of the righteous, of those in Christ, is alone
specified, then the order is still preserved of an ededic resurrection, (1) in pertaining
exclusively to the saints, and (2) that at Christ's Sec. Advent we have the flrst-fruits of
saints (144,000) resurrected before the harvest in the first stage of the Advent and the
martyrs (as we explained under the previous Props.) are raised up just previous to the
open Farousia. If such an interpretation is adopted—and there is force in it—then
simply the order or companies of the saints are designated. The reader must determine
for himself which view to adopt ; either one or the other sustains our position fully.
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The early Churdh (e.g. Tertnllian Adv. MarcUmem) addaced 1 Cor. 15 as favoring a Pre-
Mill. resurrection, and the application is a just one. As a matter of interest to the
reader, we append the authorized English Translation, Dnblin, of the I^atin Vnlgate :

*' But every one in his own order : the first-fruits Christ, then they that are of Christ,

toho kav€ believed in Sis Coming. Afterward the end, when," etc. We only add that Dr.
Berg and others make "the end" to refer to "the end of the world," including the
resorrection of the wicked, the closing of the dispensations of grace, the burning of the
world," etc., but we assert (1) that the ordering must be interpreted of the subject-
matter discussed, and (2) the end must be determined from the specific teaching of
Bcriptnre on its meaning. Hence Dr. Kling (Lange's Com. 1 Cor. loci) says : " Those who
are raised at suooessive periods of time are conceived of as coming forth in troops or
bands, in some one of which every one will be fonnd." " The end in this connection
means the iemwviUon of the process of the resurrection, and stands correlatively to 'the

flrst-fruits ; ' it marks the period of the resurrection of the rest of mankind, who do not
belong to Christ," etc. (See the comment.) The Amer. Ed. (Dr. Poor) says :

** If we
adopt the meaning of band or cohori for iagma^ then the implication is that those in Christ

wiU come forth by themselves and the wicked by themselves—those of a kind keeping
together. And this will be the natural order since * those who sleep in Jesus, God will

bring with Him.' " Even such a writer as Macknight {On the Epittlea) gives the following

tnnslation and paraphrase :
" But every one in his proper band : the first-fruits Christ

;

aftenrard they who are Christ's at His Comii^c. Then the end shall be/' etc. *' Not, how-
ever, together ; but every one in his proper b€tnd ; the first-fruit Christ is raised already;

afterward they who are Christ's shall be raised immediately at His Coming ; consequently

brfore the other dead are raised," etc. (This concession refutes much of his spiritualiz-

ing).

Obs, 3, In 1 Thess. 4 : 13-17, we have distinctive marks that ** the dead
in Christ shall rise first.'* Our opponents, to avoid the force of this expres-

sion, inform ns that it is used relatively to those that are translated,

meaning that the dead arise before the living are translated. Allowing
snch an interpretation, yet the eclectic nature of the res. and its time is

clearly manifested (1) by its exclusive reference to the righteous, and (2) by
its precedence of the translation. The res. of the wicked is not mentioned,
and the reason must be found in other Scriptures. The simple fact that
we have extended passages devoted only to the res. of the rignteous is in

perfect agreement with our doctrine and utterly opposed to the theory of

a simultaneous res. of all the dead. The association of this res. of "the

righteous with the personal Sec. Advent of Jesus is an additional reason

sustaining our yiew. *

We are not prepared to concede that the application of " first" by our opponents is

conclusive, since a large number of able critics and writers interpret it according to Ihe
analogy of a first resurrection from among the dead. It appears strange that Paul, know-
ing the Jewish idea of an eclectic resurrection, should employ such a phrase unless he
indorsed it. Barnes {Com. loci) says :

" A doctrine similar to this was held by the J«wb.
* Besch lAchish said, Those who die in the Land of Israel akaU risefrst in the days of the
Uessiah.* " We have shown, however, in other places, that the Jews held to a pre-emi-
nent, distisgnishing resorreotion pertaining to their nation. '

«

Obs. 4. Luke 20 : 34^36 (see its connection with covenant promise, Props.

49 and 137) is remarkable for its distinctness :
** The cnildren of this

world (or age) marry, and are given in marriage ; but they which shall bo

accounted worthy to obtain that world (or age) and the resurrection from
the dead (or the res. that out of dead ones—see the emphasis in the

original) neither marry, nor are given in marriage ; neither can they die

any more ; for they are equal unto the angels ; and are the childroi of God,

hetna the children of the resurrection.*^ Here we have the following par-

ticulars specified : (1) Some shall gain the future age by a res. from among
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the dead ; (2) it ia implied tliat others not worthy shall not gain it by sach

a resurrection
; (3) this resarrection of the saints is distinctively referred

to as the pre-eminent res.^ and one out of dead ones
; (4) such, as indicative

of its eclectic nature, are designated as ^' the children of the resurrection /'

(5) and being thus bom from the dead, through God's power, they **flrc

the children of God."

The reader is again reminded how this passage was employed (Prop. 49) in elncidat.

ing the Memorial, being the legitimate outgrowth of the oovenantj which neoessUcUeSt in

order to its realization, a Pre. MilL resarrection of the Patrxarohs. Hence Patol (e.g. Acts

26 : 6, 7) links ** the hope" derived from oovenant promises with ** the naurredion of the

dead. '* The personal identity of the Fathers is preserved, through the resarrection thos
promised. Henoe we find writers, who have no Ghiliastio bias, affirm precisely the posi-

tion assamed by us respecting the meaning of the passage. Thus e.g. Thompson ( TheoL

of Ohrisly p. 186; takes the ground that the Sadduoees denied a literal resarrection ; Jesos
in His reply holds fast to the Jewish view of such a resurrection, and confirms the Jews
in their faith, and adds :

*' He went on to assert the resurrection as set forth by Moses,
in the fact that Abraham, Iniac, and Jacob would ever have a recognized identity in the
Kingdom of Qod.'* Home (/n/rod., toI. 1, p. 423) says that the phrase " I am the God of

Abraham," etc., proves ** the resurrection of the dead inferentially or by legitimate con-
sequence." But why is this inferential proof a legitimate consequence? The answer

—

the only Scriptural answer —is, that the Patriarchs may realize the promises made to them
personalis respecting the land, etc. On the passage itself compare the comments of

Alford, Lange, Bengel, OUhausen, etc. The Mormons, as a resultant of their system of

sealed marriages, flatly contradict the Saviour's declaration respecting the non-marriage
of the resurrected and glorified saints, for they positively affirm that after the reaurreo-

tion " men both marry and are given in marriage." (See the proof adduced in Art
** Mormons," M'CUntock and Strong's (hfdop.)

Oba. 5. Phil. 3 : 11, ^^Ifhy any means I might attain unto the resurrec-

tion of the dead,'* certainly does not give the force of the original, and it

places Paul in the attitude of striving for something which ia inevitable.

But taking the emendation demanded by the preposition ek, and given by
numerous critics and commentators (and admitted hj some of our oppo-
nents, as Prof. Stuart), we have a reading which vindicates PauFs effort to

obtain a prize, viz., a distinguishing eclectic resurrection. For many read

it :
'^ If by any means I might attain unto the resurrection ^rorn among {or

out of) the dead (or dead ones.") The force of this rendering is sustained

by the res, of Jesus which was (e.g. 1 Pet. 1 : 3) one from among the dead,

and by the usage of the preposition.

Sirr on the Jilrsi Res., in Let. 5, gives a lei^^y vindication of its usage, presenting
various examples, showing condusiTely that it is, single or in composition, intensive and
expressive of an extraor(Onaiy, ededic resurrection. The editor of 2 ^ Proph. Times,

vol. 3, p. 142, etc., presents the same^ and declares respecting the force of ek : ** Greek
writers, lexicons, critics, and the Greek Test, everywhere and continually assign to it

the office of expressing oid of, from, from among, and invariably use it before a genitive

signifying a whole from which a pari is taken" (adducing as examples Acta 3 : 23 ; 1 Cor.

5 : 13 ; Acts 19 : 33 ; Heb. 6 : 1, etc.). Brown (Cfc. Sec. Com., p. 195), as against us.

rejects '* from among the dead " (substituting **Jh>m the dead "), and endeavors to escape
the idea of time or priority by referring the resurrection to " its nature, its accompani-
ment8» and its issues." which make it " a resurrection peculiar to believers," but adds :

** Although, therefore, toe cannot qffbrm that the translation * from amongst the dead * ia

criiioaJly inadmissible, no more can it be shown that it is critically admissible.** We leave

the student to judge for himself, heartily endorsing his declaration, that its meaning is

dependent on the doctrine of the resurrection as taught in the Scriptures, i.e. these pas-
Bc^es must follow the general analogy on the subject. Brookes (Maranaiha, p. 464) renders
it :

** H by any means I might attain unto the out resurredior^* (or, as we might say, the
elect resurrection) ** the one, or that one,^m amon^ the dead.** IdCany versions are given
which affirm an eclectic resurrection. The Latin Vulgate, in the authorized r^blin
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Tranalafdon) reads : " If by any means I may attain to the resurrection, which isjVom thd
dead." Fansset (Cbm. loci) comments :

'* The oldest uss, read * the resnTrection from
ifiui qf) the dead,' viz., the ^rst resurrection ; that of believers at Christ's Coming (1 Cor.
15 : 23 ; 1 Theas. 4 : 16 ; Bev. 20 : 6, 6). The Greek word ooours nowhere else in the
New Test. * The power of Christ's resurrection ' (Eom. 1 : 4) insures the believer s

attainment of the * resurrection from the (rest of the) dead ' (cf. v. 20, 21). Cf. ' Ao-
cotmted worthy to obtain the resurrection^om the dead ' (Luke 20 : 35). ' The reanrrec
tion of the just '

" (Luke 14 : 14). Similar statements are made by various expositors.
Surely the simple fact that in the original this resurrection is made emphatic and eclectic

by the variations attached^ ought to arrest the attention of the reader. To convey to the
English reader, unacquainted with Greek, this variation, we append the phrases with a
literal rendering as given by critics. We have the simple phrase aivisia^ neArvn or
resurrection of dead ones (Acts 17 : 32 ; Bom. 1 : 4 ; 1 Cor. 15 : 12, 21 ; Heb. 6 : 2), and
Ae anaaiasia ton nekrdn or the resurrection of the dead ones (Matt. 22 : 31 ; 1 Cor. 15 : 42).

Then we have a more particular resurrection as follows : anastasia ek ion nekrdn or resur-

rection out of or-from among dead ones (1 Pet. 1 : 3). and he ariasiasia he ek nekrdn or the
resurrection that out of dead ones, or the resurrection, that one out of or from among dead
ones (Luke 20 : 36—see Obs. 4—Acts 4 : 2), he exanasiasis ion nekrm, or the resurrection

cvtqf or from among dead ones, or the ord-from-among resurrection of dead ones, or the
rising again out of dead ones. Luke 20 : 35 especially is very emphatic, having he anasta'
sia he, viz., the resurrection, thai one" thus implying necessarily some other resurrection
distinctive from this one. Every student must see the propriety—keeping in view the
covenanted, Prop. 49, Jewish resurrection, of which Paul, Acts 26 : 6, 7, to which the
tribes hope to ocmw—of Bh, Pearce's assertion that Paul expected this veiy resurrection,

and hence uses the same word here translated attain to.

Obs, 6. This discrimination of resurrection is delicately referred to, and
implied in passages. Thus 1 Cor. 6 : 14, ** And God hath both raised up
(egeire) the Lord, afid will also raise up us (exegerei, out-raise or pre-
emimntly raise you),^' The change of the yerb hj the addition of a word,
significant of something peculiar and distinguishing, is worthy of notice

(comp. Rom. 9 : 27, Greek). So take Mark 9 : 9, 10, and we have it

asserted that the Son of Man should rise (ek nekron) out of or from among
dead ones (as in fact transpired), and then the disciples (who nad no diffi-

culty with the already received—e.g. John 11 : 24r--doctrine of a res. of

the dead) questioned, one with another, what this rising from among or
out of dead ones should mean relating to Jesus. As His res. being an
eclectic one is designated a res. ek nekrdn^ so do we find that of his believers

designated.

*' Quickening" and '* quickening of the dead'* was used by the Babbis (so Bush, etc.)

to denote a corporeal resurrection, and ** consolation** (Syriac, e.g. John 11 : 24, 25, " I

know that he shall rise again in the conaotal&on at the last day. Jesus said to her, I am the

ooMolation and the life"), ** day of consolation" (so Talmud and Targum on Hob. 6 : 2),

as well as other terms which we have noticed under the Old Test, teaching, were also

thus employed. Now thus used in the New Test, without a change of meaning, such as
the Jews attached to them as to the time and relation, we can scarcely avoid the conclu-

sion that they ore thus to be understood as connected with a coming of the Messiah and
a resurrection pertaining to Abraham's children. " The gates of hell," Matt. 16 : IB, is

connected with the continued perpetuity of the Church. It is customary to interpret it

as relating to evil spirits, and we a^ow one of these to explain its meaning. Nast ( Gom,

iocf, comp. **Petro8,*' p. 34, footnote by Dr. Seiss), after making" hell " equivalent to ** the

abode of the dead,*' and '* gate" to stand for ** power," adds :
'* Thus the gates of}ieU mean

stridly the dominion cf deaths and by implication the infernal powers held in the abode of

death and darkness." Whatever propriety there may be in his "implication" (which

are always unnecessary and dangerous when the plain meaning will suffice), the history

of the Church shows, and especially will manifest it under the last culminated Antichrist,

that it shall terribly suffer by persecution, and here we have the assurance that death shaU

noi triumph (comp. Lange, loci) over the Church and its multitude of slain saints, but they

shiill be raised up, and see her glory as she perpetuates herself in the age to come. Many
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\mten find the first resnxrection even in Matt. 24 : 31 (others the Jewish nation, etc),

as e.g. Lange (Obm.. p. 429) on the phrase '' And they shall gather together his elect,"

says, " Here VU resurreclion cf the ded (the first resurrection primarily) is declared.*'

FhiL 2 : 11 has " things under the earth/' which Barnes {Com. loci) explains as " beings

under the earth," ** those that have departed this life," and yet this veiy worship and
honoring of Jesus—thus associated with the idea of a resurrection—in one identified with

a Mill, prophecy (Isa. 45 : 23), and is to be witntissed before the Millennium is ushered
in (Rev. 11 : 17 ; 16 : 3, 4, and 6 : 9-14). The resurrection is indirectly linked with the
Kingdom, as in Luke 14 : 15. After Jesus had showed the Pharisee how to make a feast so

that he might " be recompensed at the resurreciion cf the jttst'' (its separate mention show-
ing a distinctive resurrection), one of those who sat at meat with Him, evidently associ-

ating (as the Jews were accustomed to do) the resurrection just mentioned, with the
Kingdom, said : *'Blessed is he that shall eat bread m the Kingdom of God,*' Jesus in His
reply virtually indorses this association of ideas, for instead of intimatixig a misappre-
hension. He says all are invited to such bles^dness, but that many reject it.

Obs* 7. Oar argument is abundantly sustained by other Scriptures,

which, to avoid repetition, we can but briefly refer to, as Acts 3 : 19-21,

for not only ** the times of restitution" (described in Mill, predictions)

necessitate an included res. (so understood by the Jews), but '* the times
of refreshing'* are ** the times of reaniviaiion" (see the proof given in detail

under Prop. 144, and the reader will notice that ** the times of reanima-
tion" confirm the order of the resurrection as advocated by ue). Then
Matt. 19 : 28, '^ the regeneration** (see the details given under Prop. 145),
with the Jewish views of the res. being a birth (which was adopted by the
early Christians, and used even by Euaebius as expressive of a res.), cor-

roborates the doctrine of an eclectic res., both as to character and time.

Tlie views given in a previous Prop, respecting the res. being a birth, and
allied to a birth preceding the Millennium, is strengthened by its usage in
the New Test., where believers are designated ** the children of God l^ing
the children of the res. ;" where ** the adoption*' is connected with ** the
redemption of the body ;** when the begetting of Jesus (Acts 13 : 33) is

tendered as proof of the res. of Jesus, and He is represented m*' the

first-born** from the dead, etc.

In addition to what was said concerning the birth denoting a resurrection in Prop.

126t many writers take the view that Jesus in His conversation with Nicodemus by the
expression ** bom of the Spirit" denotes the resurrection of the body, or at least includes
it (the Spirit being the agency by which the resurrectiim is produced, as Chrisfs, and
" the bom of water'* being expressive of baptism and the spiritual moral work attached
to it). Thus e.g. Dr. Brookes in the TYutht vol. 3, No. 6, who refers to one verse as being
thus rendered by the Latin Vulgate, Augustine, Ambrose, and others : "The Spirit
breatheth where He willeth ; and thou hearest His voice, but thou knowest not whence
He oometh, and whither He goeth ; so is every one that is bom of the Spirit." Brookes
adds :

" That it is consistent with the context will not be disputed, and that it is gram-
matically and logically correct will be admitted when it is remembered that the word
rendered * wind ' in King James* Yersion is translated Spirit in the same verse, and that
out of three hundred and seventy-four times it is found in the New Test., it is invariably
rendered Spirit or Ghost, except in John 3 : 8, where it is translated wind, and Rev.
13 : 15, where it is translated life.'* A multitude of able writers, following the Biblical
analogy and the Jewish faith (see e.g. Michaelis Com. Heb. 1 : 5, Knapp's (%. Theol., p.
628) designate the resurrection *' a birth;** and hymns (as e.g. the one commencing " The
whole creation groaneth*' in ** Hymns and Songs of Praise," by Hitchcock, Eddy, and
Schaff, and Watts, ** My flesh shall feel a sacred birth,'* etc.) speak of it as a " second
birth*' or « sacred birth,' * etc,

Obs. 8. The res. of the saints being a distinctive one, belonging ex-
clusively to them and no others, this feature of separation as to charac-
ter and time is always preserved. Thus (1) where a res. of the just and
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of the nnjnst is mentioned together, that of the just has precedence
; (2)

expreBsions snch as *' the Son quickeneth whom He will/* '* they that hear
shall live/' etc., imply that not all shall be made alire

; (3) the promise of

raising up His own at the last day specifically given to believers, implies

that nnbelievers shall not be raised at the same time ; (4) the res. of the
righteous described alone, without any reference whatever to the wicked
(as John 6 : 39, 40, 44, 54 ; 1 Cor, 15, and 1 Thess. 4), implies a separate

and distinctive one
; (5) the titles given to the res. of the righteous imply

the same, as " the better resurrection," ** the res. of the just,'* ** the res.

uDtolife."

The carefnl stadent, of conrBe, will consider all snch dedarations in the light of the
age when nttered That is, he will place himBelf in the position of the hearers ad-
dressed. Thus e.g. the Jews spoke of a resorrection both of the jnat and the unjust,

bnt when particularizing the order of resurrection they discriminated both as to character
and time. Again, a resurrection of righteous ones was always associated with the Mes-
siah's reign, and hence the promises of the Messiah of a special resurrection to believers

in Him, was in the line of the Jewish views, derived from Messianic prophec3% on the
subject. Again, ** the last day" in Jewish theology was not the modem Bomish idea of
** the last day," but was the last day of the dispensation, to be followed by another and
glorious one under the Messiah, in which the promises were to be realized. Hence to

raise one up at *' the last day" was by them understood as equivalent to a Pre-MiU. reaur-

redion, i.e. a resurrection to be followed by Messiah's reign on David's throne. (Comp.
e.g. Props. 138, 139 and 140.)

Attention simply is called to the various readings first presented by Jerome (Home's
IntrocLf vol. I, p. 211) of 1 Cor. 16 : 61. If the reading of two of the most authoritative

MBS., via,, that of the Sinaitic and Alexandrine (comp. Tichendorfs A* T,) is to be
received, we have an additional argument in our favor. These mss. read :

** We shall all

sleep, but we shall not all be changed ;" whilst the later reading of the Alexandrian is,

" We shall not all sleep, but we shall not all be changed." The critical student will be
reminded that just as it is in the translation, some will be taken and others left, so also

is it with tiie preceding resurrection, some will be token and others will remain.

Obs, 9, Our opponents, as Dr. Brown {Ch, Sec, Coming), Barnes (Com.
Apoc,)^ and others adduce the following proof texts to substantiate their

view otauniversal and simultaneous res, of all the dead, both just and unjust,

viz., Dan. 12 : 2 ; John 5 : 28, 29 ; Rev. 20 : 11-15 ; 1 Cor. 15 : 20-23 ;

John 6 : 39, 40, and 17 : 9, 24 ; 2 Tim. 4 : 1. The reader may compare
these with our references to the same, and then observe that no interpreta-

tion and application of these passages can possibly be valid, which intro-

duces an antagonism—most direct—between Scripture statements. Indeed,

he will Gnd more, viz., that several of the texts assigned as proof (e.g.

Dan. 12 : 2 ; 1 Cor. 15 : 20-23 ; Rev. 20 : 11-15) fully sustain our position,

being sufficiently decisive of an eclectic res. The others are equally so. for

observe that John 6 : 28 describes tioo resurrections, one ** the res. of life,''

and the other ** the res. of damnation,** while the order must bo decided

by passages descriptive of the same. The word ** hour," upon which our
oppoaers lay so much uncritical stress, simply means, as able critics inform
ns *' a time,^* so that a time is coming when all shall be raised, but as other

Scriptures tell us, *' every man in his own order'' (even Augustine, Epis.

197, 2 ; Ambrose, Epis. 199 : 17, and many others make ** hour" simply
equivalent to "time," and thus used e.g. 1 John 2 : 18 ; Matt. 9 : 22 ;

John 4 : 23 ; Mark 13 : 11 ; Luke 10 : 21, etc.). The remaining passages

need no explanation, following, as they do, the general analogy.

The reader is reminded that many of onr opponents do not make a simnltoneons
lesnireotion in their comments on 1 Thess. 4 and 1 Cor. 15, and that they agree with us
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that events ore contained in the same sentenoe (e.g. 1 Cor. 15 : 22, 23) which ore sepa-

rated by a long interval of time ; and that general expressions indicative of totality (e g.

respecting all men dying and yet some are translated) are sometimes modified by more
particular mention of order or details. But soffloient has been said tu enable the reader to

form a just estimate of the two interpretations. Prof. Sanborn, in his Essay on MUlena-

rianimiy makes the ntterly unauthorized statement that *' the Church has believed in a&

rihat there would be a simultaneous resurrection of the dead, both of the just and of

unjust." This can only deceive the ignorant, for every intelligent reader of Church
history knows that the Jewish belief on the subject was carefully inculcated and held by
the early Church (as shown in detail in our Props, on the hiatory of Chiliasm), and the

opposite view arose and prevailed through the Alexandrian and Popish influenoes.

Obs. 10. In a subject so raried as that of the resurrection it becomes ua

to heed the caution given in the investigation of any doctrine, viz., to

collate the passages referring to it, and explain the more concise by those

which give the order, time, and manner of occurrence. In such a com-
parison it is impossible to find a specific account of the resurrection of the

wicked taking place at (he same time with that of the righteous. Their
standing together, under the general affirmation of a resurrection of both,

would be an argument against us if it were not that in other places the

Spirit, when circumstantially describing the res., separates tJietn by an
interval of time. It is wisdom to accept of the Spirit's explanations. The
intelligent reader will appreciate this rule of careful comparison before

deciding.

If some one should object to indistinctness in- any of our references, it may be
observed that none of them are so obscure as the proof given Acts 13 : 33, 34. But if

viewed in the light of the resurrection, necessitated by the Covenant, etc., this proof is

clearly deduoible, flowing naturally and legitimately out of a well-defined Divine Pur-
pose. It is to be regretted that the Babylonian captivity and return has blinded the eyes
of so many expositors, so that they cannot survey scarcely any of the predictions without
bringing the same in as a kind of general explanatory support, suited to evaporate most
precious promises that cannot be satisfactorily incorporated into a spiritual MillAnT^iitl

theory.

Obs. 11. It is impossible to comprehend the order of events bearing on
this subject as presented by our opponents, owing to t^ie contradictions

involved. To illustrate : take that large class of commentators and others

who correctly unite the res. with the personal Advent, and consistently

declare that before the Millennial age is introduced Antichrist will be
destroyed. Now turn to 2 Thess. 2, and (as Barnes, etc.) they advocate tbe

destruction of the man of sin by the personal Coming of Christ, and, ac-

cording to their own admissions, this, in the very nature of their conces-
sions, must be a Pre-MiUennial Advent ; and, of course, with their identi-

fying the literal res. with precisely such a Coming, there should be wo
difficulty in rceiving a Pre-Millennial res, Simple consistency demands it
Again, here and there in various authors, we find unexplained contradic-
tions that, at least, show that order in these events is sadly neglected.
Take an excellent and highly esteemed writer for an example : Van
Oosterzee {Theoh of N, 71, s. 42), speaking of the res. of the righteoaa
truthfully says :

" This is the first resurrection," and in a footnote
appends 1 Cor, 15 : 23 ; 1 Thess. 4 : 16 ; Luke 14 : 14 : Rev. 20 : 25,

declaring that this will take place at the end of the age. He thus adopts
the Millenarian view, and if this were all it would be eminently satirfac-

tory, but the admission is marred by afterward placing at the same time,
as the teaching of Paul, ** the general res. of tne just and the unjust,"
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Whether the author designed it or not, it flatly contradicts his previous
statement. Passing to a Tower grade of writers, it would only be a thank-
less office and a caricature of the Word of God to point out the strange
utterances based on *' the second death," etc.

In justice, however, to Oosterzee, he advocates {Ch, Dog,, vol. 2, p. 786) : '*More ihan
one resurrection ; first a partial one. and then an absolntely nniversal one. Of the foTmer
not only does the Apoc. seem to speak, ch. 30 : 4^6, but also the Lord, Luke 14 : 14, and
Baal, 1 Theas. 4 : 16, as also 1 Cor. 16 : 23 as compared with verse 26," etc., and, refer-

ring to the connection of the latter, he tells ns of a " poetic-prophetic grouping of that
which in reality will be seen realized, not side by side, but in succession. " Compare
Beinhard*s Dogmalies, s. 189, Semisch's Art. ChUiasm in Hexzog*s Encyctop., and authori-
ties already presented.

Obs. 12. The notion advanced by Priest (View of Mill, p. 254V placing
the last trump after the thousand years, and the "remaining" oi 2 Thess.
4 : 16 to mean a remaining until the thousand years are ended, scarcely

deserves refutation. It is alluded to here because some parties are trying
to revive it, and because of its connection with the doctrine of the res.

This view arises from a neglect to compare Scripture with Scripture, seeing
that there are only seven trumpets (marking epochs of time), and the last is

expressly asserted (Rev. 11) to be in immediate connection with the res.,

rewarding of the righteous, and the Millennial Kingdom. Besides, as all

critics write, *' the remaining" refers simply to the precedence of the res.,

and the veir ones that ** remain" are also changed and associated with
those favored with the res.

One writer (Butler, Leds. Apoc.), contrary to the uniform teaching of Millenarians,
suggests that the resurrection is separated from the Sec. Advent by a long interval of

time, perhaps that of the liliU. age itself. But this is opposed by the general teaching of

the Scriptures, which links (when declaring the manner of procedure or order) the resur-
rection with tiie personal Advent, as we repeatedly show. This Advent and associated
resurrection are, as we prove step by step, Pre-Millennial, and was so held by the first

Christian churches. Such a view, as well as that of others who place these resurrected
saints in the third heaven (as Stuart, etc.), totally misapprehends the covenant promises,
the nature of the Theocracy, etc.

Obs. 13. These first begotten of the dead sustain a peculiar and distinctive

relationship to Cnrist, belonging, as thefirst-born anciently, in an especial

manner to the Lord, This will be noticed hereafter (Props. 118 and 154).

Now it may be said that as Christ comes to reign as David's immortal Son,

prepared to fulfil the covenant promises by virtue of the power of the

resurrection and the Divine united with Him, so it is suitable, yea, neces-

sary, that those who arc accounted worthy to be associated with Him in
Hui reign (which is asserted to take place at the Millennial period) should
also experience the power of the resurrection and become like unto their

Head. Hence the propriety of representing the res. taking place at this

very time. Without it, tfie saints would not be qualified ; with it, the

promises of God can be abundantly realized.

Figuier {The TO'Morroy^ cf Deaths p. 114) makes his " superhuman" being still mortal,

passing at death from one stage to another, and finally landing into the Divine, the
Absolute. The Word of God presents no such Oriental derived nonsense, but a destiny

immeasurably superior. Indeed, the careful reader of the Scriptures and of history wih
see a deep reason underlying this eclectic resurrection. It is an outcome of the Flan of

Redemption, being essential to it, and extending its efficiency and glory. God purposes
to save the race (as a race) of man, but to save and exalt it in its associated capacity there

most fliBt be something introduced analogous to what takes place in the individual be-
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liever. Man is saved by receiving the trntli, being under its gnidance and inflnence, and
thus becomes renewed and sanctified by it. The evil tendencies within him are thus
arrested and rooted out. Bo with society, the race itself. The sad histo^ of the woild
teaches us the fact that there is not sufficient moral and religious element in it to elevate

it to a position in which it could sa/e/y receive and enjoy Mill, blessings and glory. Na-
tions, most mighty and wise, in their n&e, progress, and deterioration, evidence this ; the
Theocracy even, with its additional higher motives and influences, established for a while

in the Jewish nation, but withdrawn on account of sin, is decisive proof of it. Society,

national life, cannot, owing to depravity, elevate itself to that perfect state contemplated
by the Word of God. It needs and must have an element conjoined and blended with
it, to act as a corrector and influencer. This isfound in thisfirst resttrredion and ils resuUs,

The world is saved through the power of the resurrection as exhibited in Jesus and in

those at His Coming. Humanity in those resurrected ones is at once lifted to a higher
plane, which insures—through their reign -an elevation for the race that nothing else is

so well adapted to produce. In the Kingdom established under the associated resur-

rected ones, is thus exhibited the marvellous wisdom, patience, love, and work of God in

thus counteracting by one Godlike stroke the inherent e^il in human organizations. It

is indeed " a strange worky" but most admirably adapted to secure that glorious " regen-
eration* * of the race as a race, and restore to it its forfeited blessings. It destroys the

old and brings in the renewed ; it subverts the selfish worldly polity and introduces the

heavenly ; it removes the depravity of the world by introducing and incorporating anew-
born, most powerful, convincing, and authoritative life and rulership in the resurrected

and glorified persona of the kings and priests. (Comp. such Props, as 152, 154, 156, 167,

196. etc.)

Obs. 14. How frequently our attention is directed to this Pre-Millennial

res., and owing to its peculiarity and rank this is reasonable. Christ appeals

to this frequency when (John 6 : 45 ) He says :
** No man can come to me

except the Father draw him, and I will raise him up at the last day.^^

Then it is added :
*' Zf is written in the Prophets^'* etc., Christ knowing

the Jewish opinions based on these prophets, confirms the res. as some-
thing well known and contained in the Prophets. l^Tow, where do the

Prophets teach this res., if not in the passages adduced? How comes it

that so many critics deny Christ's assertion, and can find no such res. in

them ? The answer to the last may, perhaps, be found in the fact that if

a literal res, is admitted, then it must also be acknowledged as Pre-Millen'
nial, and rather than accept the detested Jewish, Chiliastic notions ** of

folly and ignorance," these predictions of David, Isaiah, Ezekiel, etc.,

must denote national deliverance or anything ehe but a literal res., and
this 18 *' wisdom and true enlightenment." So far too does this proceed
that while no such res., exceptmg perhaps the faintest of allusions, can be
found in the Old Test, acknowledgments freely come from all sides that
the very language of the Prophets indicates that the doctrine of a res. must
have been *' a common belief,'^ or else the figures drawn from it could not
exist But why was it so nmch believed in that Prophets freely employed
language derived from it ? Ijet the Jews tell us, let the Prophets inform
us themselves. Surely their testimony is worth far more than that of
modern critics, who learnedly speak of outside influences. Now, the first

Millenarian has yet to be produced who professes to receive his faith

outside of the Divine Record, or from any other source than that derived
from God. More than this : it does not require critical acumen or special

learning to see that the very Covenant itself, the foundation of following
revelation, necessitates such a beliefy and that from this basis arises the
numerous allusions and predictions bearing on the subject The reader is

referred to the Covenant, and, aa we have shown (Prop. 49), its fulfilment
is vJterly impossible without a resurrection. This then forms the shaping
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of God's promisee, and the longings, faith, hope of belierers, if we allow
language its usual, customary vieaning.

The critical student will observe that Christ's alliudoa to a resnTrection " at the last

day, as it is vritten in the prophets," fully BUstaisB uurposition (Prop. 1-10, etc.) concern-
izig the Jewish nsage of this pnrase, seeing that the prophets do not link the resurrection
with an ending of the world (as modem usisdom does), but with a continuation and renova*
tion of the world in a new oitlering or dispensation. Those who may think that the
resurrection is not referred to, but only the teaching of God mentioned as predicted by
the prophets, only receive part of the scope and intent of Christ's words. This is easily
shown, first by the subject-matter of the resurrection dependent upon and allied to pre-
vious fitnessp and then quoting Isa. 54 : 13, which we show at length (Prop. 118) is associ-

ated with a resurrection (hence the aptness and beauty of the quotation enforcing both
points), and so also Micah 4:1-4 and Jer. 31 : 34 (as we show in the Mill, descriptions
and restoration of the Jews). In view of this resurrection introducing the Kingdom (as

the Jews believed), it was eminently proper for Jesus both to state the fact of the resur-
rection and to indicate the power lodged in Him to raise the dead. This exhibition only
increased the condemnation of the Jews, seeing that they thus found their own Script-

ures fully corroborated. As a Pre-Millennial resurrection was believed in by those
whom He addressed. His very language, embracing no denial, but making the condition
of such resurrection dependent on the reception of Himself, is corroboraiive of the Jewish
view. Such a Pre-Millennial resurrection is necessitated by the covenant, for in no other
possible way can the inheriting of the land and the promised blessedness be realized.

Hence there is deep significancy in Paul (Acta 26 : 6, 7) linking " the hope" derived from
the covenant promises with the resurrection, as He does " of the hope and resurrection
of the dead I am called in question. " This was an appeal to a vo^known doctrinal posi-
tion, so fundamental, without which the covenant itself must ever remain a dead letter.

Obs, 16. The reader may have noticed that this Pre-Millennial res. in

several places is directly identified with a restoration (Props. 111-114) of the

Jewish nation to Palestine. This, additionally, serves as proof of the

correctness of our position. For, our argument drawn from the Davidic
Covenant, makes such a restoration a necessity in order that the throne and
Kingdom of David may be re-established. If Christ and His saints are

to reign as predicted over this restored people, etc., then, as a matter of

course, this res. must take precedence, just as the Prophets locate it.

Hence, it is eminently proper that the resurrection of ** the whole house
of Israel,'* including the Gentiles grafted in by faith, previous to their

entrance into the promised inheritance, should be delineated as Ezekiel

gives it in connection with a national restoration of the Jews under the

reign of David*s Son. The res. and the throne and Kingdom of David are

inseparabU, and the former must, to meet the Divine Plan as revealed,

precede the latter ; and in this the Prophets agree (Prop. 126).

Ohs, 16. The doctrine of such a first res, presents motives such as no
other can, explanatory of Paul's desire to attain unto it. The reign with

Christ, and distinguishing honor and blessedness are connected with it.

It gives us an explanation of the martyr spirit of the early Church, and the

earnest desires expressed to experience its power. Besides, it indicates how
nntme and uncharitable are the deductions of infidels, and even others,

that they were sustained and strengthened by a false belief.

NoUce Fletcher's prayer, Baxter's, and others, given in Taylor's Voice cf the Church.

Tertnllian tells us that in his day it was customary for Christians to pray '* Ihat ihey might

have part in the first resurredUm f* to-day, if the truth is to be stated, multitudes, includ-

ing ministers, know noihing about it. How few e.g. now utter the pious wish of Fletcher,
*' O that the thought, the hope of Millennial blessedness, may animate me to perfect holi-

ness in the fear of God, that I may be accounted worthy to escape the terrible judgments
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which will make way for that happy state of things ; and that I may have part in iheJirsA

reswreeiionf if I am ntunbered among the dead before that happy period beginfi/* In
reference to the martyrs, see Oibbon and others. Let the reader e.g. comp. what the
learned Dodwell, Dis, Gyprian, 12, b. 20, 21, says " The primitiTo Christians believed
that the first resurrection of their bodies wonld take place in the Kingdom of the Will

And as they considered that reanrrection to be peculiar to the jnst, su they conceived the
martyrs wonld enjoy the principal share of its gloiy. Since these opinions were enter-

tained it is impossible to say how many were inlamed with the desire of martyrdom,'*
etc. (Comp. Props. 182 and 183.)

Oba. 17. This rea. is so linked in with other subjects that additional

proof is advanced confirmatory under -various Propositions ; and these, to

do US ample justice, the reader must also take into consideration in form-
ing a decisive opinion. Thus e.g. if we are correct in establishing a
personal Pre-Millennial Advent, or the inheriting of the earth, or the

Millenarian view of the judgment day, the judgeship of Christ and of the

saints, or the period of receneration, day of Christ, the morning of that

day, etc., this adds materially to our argument in locating this res.

Obs, 18. The believer can meet death without fear. While death is an
enemy, while feeling and acknowledging his penal power, yet with the

assurance thus given of a speedy, complete victory over him, they can
receive him as one over whom they are destined to triumph. He can well

use the language of Micah 7 : 7, 8, " Therefore I will look unto the Lord;
I will wait (comp. Isa. 25 : 9) for the Ood of my salvation ; my God will

hear vie. Rejoice not against me, mine enemy {death) ; when I fall, I
shall arise ; when I sit in darkness, the Lord sliall he a light unto nie. I
will bear the indignation of the Lord, because I have sinned against Him,
U7iiil He plead my cause and execute judgment for me ; He will bring me
forth to the light (like David, Ps. 17 : 15), and I shall behold His righteous-

ness,'* The believer has " hope in his death,'* and *' his flesh shall rest in
hope,''

Onr doctrine forbids the mystical view, so largely prevailing, of a resnrrection imme^
diately after death, which completely gpirltualizea away the Second Advent itself. This
makes the believer to gain at death a victoiy over death, while the Scriptural idea is that

death gains the victoiy and will retain it nntil tbe Coming of the resorrecting Jesus, the
victoiy being evidenced by the body consigned to the grave. The believer anticipates,

in death, victory, and the sting of death being removed, can die in hope and triumphant
faith of ultimate redemption. All such mystical theories make deatli, not penal, but a
friend—a kind of Savioar. (Comp. Prop. 125.) At this resurrection will be verified in

the highest and most glorious manner such promises as those contained in Prov. 3:2;
Ps. 91 : 16, etc.

Obs, 1^. This first resurrection being an eclectic one, separate and
pertaining to those accounted worthy of attainingto the privileges of ** the

first-born," it indicates a previous judgment. To insure a first res. (or a

translation) there must be a corresponding fitness, and therefore this res.

itself is evidence of the Divine acceptance of the person experiencing ita

power. An antecedent estimate of character and worthiness must, of

necessity, exist. This is based on justifying faith which releases from
condemnation and insures eternal life through Jesus ; while the position andi

honor of the Baint after resurrection is graduated by the works done in his

life of faith.
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In Tiew of this firit restirrection being introdnctory to the Kingdom, it was Toqnisitd'
for the Messiah to indicate that the power to raise the dead was folly lodged in Him.
This He did (e.g. John, chs. 6 and 6, etc.), and the result most have been to establish Hia
hearers (the Jews) in their Jewish yiews respecting the resnrrection, and which was con-
tinued imimpaired in the PrimitiTe Chnrch. We haTe the aasuranoe that all who oome
unto Him and are His, He will raise at the last day, losing nothing, being a perfed Be-
deemer and imparting a perfect redemption. In reference to the previous judgment, see
Prop. 135, where it is presented in detail.

Obs, 20, Out of the multitude of testimonies we select a few, illustrative

of the men toost eminent for ability) who hold to our view. Rothe
(Dogmatic, 2 P., p. 70) advocates a bodily resurrection, etc., as follows :

** The Redeemer asserts distinctly the future res. of the body. And still

His utterances so sound as io separate that of the righteous*^from that of
the wicked, both as to fact and time. So in Luke 20 : 35, where the
discourse is not of the res. in general, but distinctly of a res. to the earthly
Kingdom of the Redeemer, the so-called First Resurrection. So it sounds
(ee klingt) when He calls Himself the * Resurrection and the Life,' when He
says, ' All that the Father gives Him shall come to Him, and He will raise

tJiein up at the last day,' ' all who believe in Him,' * all who eat His flesh and
blood,* where the clear implication is that the rest of the dead awake not at
the same time. Such a distinction He makes in Luke 14 : 14, a resurrection
for the pious, a res. for the wicked. So the Apostle Paul, 1 Cor. 15 : 23,
comp. with Rom. 8 : 10, contemplates, not a general resurrection, but that

'of believers, * they who are Christ's,* * the sons of God.' The Apoc. dis-

tinguishes a first and second res. The first res., which ensues at the same
time with the Advent, Rev. 19 : 11-21, is expressly described as the * First,'

Rev. 20 : 4-6. In it only the martyrs and thev who have remained pure
from the contamination of the world-power, have a share. These and
only these reign with Christ 1000 years, while the * rest of the dead ' awake
not to life. After the expiration of these years, and victory over Satan let

loose, then the rest of the dead arise for judgment. Rev. 20 : 11-15."
Such indorsements come from men who are fully persuaded that the Plan
of Redemption, as covenanted and confirmed in Jesus the Christ, positively

demands such a res. in order to insure a complete realization of promise.
So Dorner (Person of Christ, vol. 1, p. 412) says :

'* Complete victor

Christianity never can be until nature has become an organ in its service, a
willing instrument of the perfect man, that is, of the righteous who are
raisedfrom the dead,**

Ont of a mnltitnde of similar testimonies, we select one, quoted by Dr. CraTen
(Lange's Com, Bev., p. 354) from CYeaiion and Redemption : "It is inonmbent on ns here
to say a few words on the subject of the First Resurrection, for there is a genexal impres-
sion that the belief in it rests solely upon this passage (Bay. 20 ; 6). But this is a great
mistake. The truth of a resurrection of some at a different time trom that of the general
resurrection, is evident from Scripture, independent of this passage in the Apoo. Omit-
ting the passages from the Old Test. Scriptures, sustained by the promises of which the
Ola Test, worthies^ as St. Paul says, suffered and served God in the hope of obtaining
' a better resurrection ' (Heb. 11 : 35), we will state as briefly as may be the conclusion to
whioh we are led by the words of the Lord and His Apostles. Our Lord makes a distinc-

tion between the resurrection which some shall be counted worthy to attain to, and some
not, Luke 20 : 3, 6. St. Paul says there is a resurrection ' out from among the dead

'

(estanagtcutis)^ to attain which he strove with all his might as the prize to be gained, Phil.

3:11. He also expressly tells us, that while in Adam aU die, so in Christ shall aU be
made alive ; yet it shall not be all at once, but ' every man in fUs own order / Christ the
first fruits ; afterward they thai are Christ's at Sis Coming.' It is particularly to be
remarked that wherever the resurrection of Christ or of His people is spoken of in SoripU
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me, it ifl a ' restmrection from the dead ; ' and vheTeveT the general reaturectlon is

spoken of. it is the ' resnrreotion €f the dead.* This distinction, though preserved in

many instances in the English translation, is too frequently omitted ; but in the Greek
the one is always coupled with the preposition eJt, out cf, and the other is without it

;

and in the Yulgate it is rendered by a moriuia or ex moriuis^ as distinct from rtsurrtdio

vuirivmum. In Bom. 8 : 11, ' The Spirit of Him that raised up Jesus from the dead,* it is

cfc nejbvn, a moriuis. So in Bom. 10 : 7 ; Eph. 1 : 20 ; Heb. 13 : 20 ; 1 Pet. 1 : 3, 21, So
Xjazams was raised tk nekron, John 12 : 1, 9. Our Lord in His reply to the Sadducees,
made the distinction between the general resurrection of the dead, and the resurrection
which some should be accounted worthy to attain to. The children of this a^^e {ainds}

many, but they who shall be accounted worthy to attain that aion, and the resurrection
from the dead {anaaiaseOs tes tk nekrdn) shall not marry (Luke 20 : 34, 35). St. Paul,

when he spoke of a resurrection to which he strove to attain (Phil. 3 : 8, 11), and to

which he was with all his might pressing forward, as the high prize to gain which he was
agonizing, and for which he counted all else loss, as if one preposition was not enough
to indicate his meaning, uses it doubled, els tin exanastasin ten nekron. 'Si qvomodo
occurram ad resurredionem, qua est fZ moriuis* If St. Paul had been looking only to the
general resurrection, he need not have given himself any trouble, or made any sacrifice

to attain to that ; for to it all, even Judas and Nero, must come ; but to attain to the
First Resurrection he had need to press forward for the prize of that calling. And thxis

in his argument for the resurrection in 1 Cor. 15 (vers. 12, 21), when he speaks of the
resurrection generally, he speaks of the resurrection of the dead (anasiasls nekrm) ; but
when he speaks of our Lord's resurrection, it is ek Tiekrdn, from the dead. And he marks
the time when Christ's people shall be raised from the dead, namely, * ai ChrisCs Ooming,'
* evmf man in his order ;

* 1st, Christ ; 2d, Christ's people ; 3d, all the remainder, at some
other period, which he terms ' the end,' when the last enemy, death, is to be destroyed,
put an end to (vs. 23-26J. And it follows as a matter of course, tlmt if those who are
Christ's are to be raised from the dead at His <3omLng, and if He comes previous to the
destruction of the Antichrist, and to the Millennium, this first resurrection must be at
least a thousand years b^ore the general resurrection."

Oh», 21. The reader ia requested to observe that in our line of argument
in behalf of a literal Pre- Millennial resurrection we are amply supported
by tlie general analogy of Scripture on the subject. "Whatever may be
thought of the interpretation and application of particular passages, yet
the following connected chain of divine teaching is apparent. First, Ve
have the Covenant and its promises, which make such a resurrection a
necessity in order to their verification. Second, the realization of such
Covenant promises is based directly upon a resurrection from the dead, and
such a distinguishing res. pertaining to the righteous is taught in numerous
places in the Old Test, Third, this teaching of a peculiar, eclectic res. (so

clearly taught that the Jews had received it) is repeated in varied expres-

sions and declared hope in the Gospels and Epistles. Fourth, it is special-

ly treated of in the Apocalypse, a work particularly devoted to eschatology*

So decisive is this chain of evidence that the early Church, planted by the
Apostles and the elders appointed by them, was universally under its

influence and guidance. We gladly and hopefully remain under the same.
But in addition to all this, we have a series of connected doctrines taught,
which are essential to a Pre-Mill. resurrection, snch e.g. as the Pre-Mill.

Advent, the judgment day, the day of the Lord Jesus, the morning of the
day, the reign of Christ and the saints, and various others, S"othin^
requisite to sustain our view of the res, is lacking, and, therefore, this

union and liarynonyoi doctrine greatly confirms our faith and hope.

In view of this Scriptural argument, the immense array of proof texts, the Jewish
view, the early Church belief, the concessions of opponents, and the expressed faith of
many able expositors and divines, is it not singular that in many works and articles,

devoted to Esohatology, our doctrine is either barely hinted at or entirely ignored ? This
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contempinons treatment can scarcely be atttibntdd to its being unworthy of notice (for

its historical aspect and its honorable advocates would redeem it from snch silence),

and we are forced to the conviction that snch an avoidance is caused by persons being
afraid qf its authoriiy, both bcriptoral and traditional, and feel their weakness to under-
take its refutation.

Obs. 22. Freely admitting that no doctrine is to be simply received on
human authority, yet we confess to a gratification that our faith is that of

the Primitive Church on this point. It is a satisfaction to know that we
understand God's Word on this subject just as the immediate disciples and
followers of the Apostles comprehended it. For, such a union of view
does not make us liable to the suspicion which miglit justly arise if it was a
doctrine that only originated in the fourth century, or in the tenth, or
even later. Besides this, it is a doctrine which, 'if true, it would be
reasofiable to expect men to teach, who were so nearly related to the Apos-
tles in time, and who had, more or less, the benetit of their previous
instruction.

Compare, for early view. Props. 71 to 75, inclusive. The reader will not censure us
when we also congratulate ourselves upon the important concessions, made even by our
opponents (as e.g. Prof. Stuart, Brown, Barnes, etc.). So fixed was this precious doc-
trine of the first resurrection in the faith of the early Church, that even Origen, the
father of the present prevailing spiritualizing interpretation, could not entirely free him*
Bell from its teaching. Thus he expresses himself (quoted by Brookes, and taken from
his ThirUejdh IlornUy on Jer&niah) in accord with us and irreconcilable with his own sys-

tem, as follows :
** If any man shaU preserve the washing of the Holy Spirit, etc., he

fihall have pari in the first resurredion ; but if any man be saved in the second resurrection

only, it is tne sinner that needeth the baptism by fire. Wherefore, seeing these things
are so, let us lay the Scriptures to heart, and make them the rule of our Hves ; that so,

being cleansed ttom the defilement of sin before we depart, we may be raised tip with the

sainia, and have our lot with Christ Jesus." Here the distinction of separate resurreo.

lions is preserved, and the first is acceded to be pre-eminent, and specially belonging to
the saints.

Obs. 23, Lastly, we may be allowed to congratulate ourselves on the fact

that our system of interpretation opens no door of entrance to the many
conflicting and dangerous errors respecting the resurrection. Many, taking

the weapons ready forged to hand by a spiritualizi7ig interpretation of

Isaiah, Ezekiel, and John, turn them agaifist a literal resurrection of the

dead. Work after work could be mentioned which has done this, jubilant*

ly quoting from the orthodox the areaments for a figurative, moral, or
ecclesiastical resurrection. This is only the legitimate developing of the

Origen istic system of interpretation, an almost impregnable refuge for all

forms of error. Now, in all those systems, which reduce the res. to an
incompleted redejnptiojh of the body, or which refiue it away into a mystical

conception, etc., not one of them can, or does, appeal to us for deductions

or aid, since in no shape or fonn do we give tnem the slightest coun-
tenance. Hence probably arises the extreme hostility manifested toward
our system by various authors, because it is a standing rebuke to their own
efforts at spiritualizing.

It is unaccountable to us, why professed believers in the Word should, as some do,

dtiest the doctrine of the First Besurrection as advocated by the Primitive Church. What
ean possibly infiuence the bitterness and hatred against it in some quarters, when we
show forth its pre-eminency, its exceeding desirableness, and its leading to unspeakable
honor and glory ? We confess our inability—after the abundant Scriptural basis pre-

sented upon which it is founded—to assign a jusiifiabU reason for the same. Let us ask
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siLoh to reflect, that sach conduct is not argtunentation, and that, peradventnre, the

ridionle heaped npon it may eveniuaUy recoU apon themselves, inasmadi as they may be
found speaking and writmg slightingly and sneeringly of one of the most pneious of

God's own appointments. Sorely, aside from the Scriptore, the host of able men vho
have held to it and derived comfort from it (even at the stake) shonld influence refleot-

ing men to treat it—although opposed to it

—

vtUh reaped. Under several Props, we give

specimens of the language nsed respecting—-what we must consider—God's own appoint-

ments and precious promises.
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Proposition 129, The Jewiah view of a Pre-Mill. resiti^ectian

requisite for ike introduction of the Messianic Kingdom is

fully sustained by th^ grammatical sense of the New Test

Attention is thus prominently called to the fact, that the agree-
ment existinjg between Jewish belief and the langiiage of the X^ew
Test, most enectually supports our doctrinal position.

Ohs. 1. To avoid repeating, the reader is recjaested to notice how under
the preceding Props, relating to the res. taught m the Old Test., the Apoc,
and the Gospels and Epistles, the constant reference was made to the Jewish
de^i^/" prevailing, and quotations were given fally sustaining the same from
critics, historians, commentators, etc. Now, we ask the reader to consider
how it was possible for Jesus and the inspired writers to employ language,
in view of such an existing belief, fully corroborating it, unleee the belief

was a correct one, in strict accord with the Divine Purpose. Writers of all

shades of opinion, opposers to Chiliasm included, tell us that the Jews did
not expect a fulfilment of the Messianic predictions, of the Abraham ic

Covenant and the promises based upon it, without a resurrection, eclectic

in its nature, accessory and initiatory to their realization. The student, if

honest and sincere, must, before rejecting our doctrine, give a satisfactory

reason why the statements of the New Te^t. in their plain grammatical
sense (for this sense is admitted, but a spiritual one is substituted) teach
the same kind of an eclectic res., associated with a future reign of the
Messiah. He must also, if considerate, show why this Jewish belief, thus
corroborated by a sense of the New Test., was universally held bj the
Churches established under Apostolic guidance, if an error. This no
one can do, without impeaching the Divine instruction of the New Test,

and the Divine guidance manifested in the establishment of the Ch.
Church. The conclusion, inevitable, to which we are forced is this : that

the doctrine is truth, founded on Divine utterance and assurances, and
committed to the Church to stimulate faith and hope.

Ab to the Jewish belief, we oxdy need to qtiote one anthority ho*ftile to Pre-Millena-

nanism, viz.. Prof. Stuart, who {Com, Apoc., vol. 1, p, 177) aaye; " That the great mass
of Jewish Babbins have believed and tanght the doctrine of the resorreotion of the jnst,

in the days of the Messiah's development, there can be no doubi on the part of him who
has made any considerable investigation of this matter.'*

Obs. 2. Again, there is no question concerning the grammatical sense,

for that is admitted even by our opponents, many of whom we have quoted.

But we are assured that that sense is not the one intended ; that a typical

or spiritual meaning is the one to be received. Hence the doctrine of a

literal Pre-Mill. res. is derided as "antiquated," "Jewish," etc., and
utterly unfitted for the advanced thought of the age. A question, how-
ever, arises, which we will do well to ponder, viz., which is the safest to
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accept of, a God-given sense, oi of one which is at the option of the inter-

preter ? If a Pre-Mill. res, is an error, then it is one contained in the

fetter of the Word, and given Jy inspired men under the guidance of God
Himself, and we are justifiable in entertaining it ; but, on the other hand,
if it be a truth, thus plainly declared, we are xnexcusabU in its rejection.

Ohs, 3. Infidels object to the New Test, on the ground that it unmistak-
ably teaches this previous existing Jewish view (so Strauss, Bauer, Renan,
etc.)y and reject the whole as evidence of superstition and ignorance.
Apologists lamely strive, by the application of spiritualistic interpretation,

to avoid such a conclusion, while admitting (1) the Jewish view as existing

at the First Advent, and (2) the grammatical sense expressing it, but which
is, they sav, merely an accommodation to existing prejudice, and must be
understood in a higher and nobler sense. No wonder that many apologies

only confirm the unbeliever in his state of unbelief, seeing that they are

utterly unfair to the Record and derogatory to the divine teaching of the
Master and the Apostles. We, on the other hand, fully admit the infidel's

objection grounded on Jewish belief and corroborative iN^ew Test, teaching,

and, instead of apologizing for the same and explaining it away, we account
for it as a matter groumted in God's Redemptive PSin, contained in the
covenants and predictions, and which simple consistency and unity requires

to be taught in the New Test.

Ohs. 4. Judge Jones {Notes, p. 284) remarks of the Jewish opinion :

*' They understood that the promises (in covenants) which God made to
Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob were absolute ; and they believed that He
would surely perform them, even to those of former generations, who had
part in them ; and on this ground, mainly, they taught the resurrection of
the dead, Acts 24 : 15.'* '' Three opinions touching the res. prevailed to

a greater or less extent among the Jews. (1^ Some maintained that only
the just or righteous of their nation would be raised

; (2) others main-
tained that the whole of their race (all Israelites) would be raised

; (3) and
some maintained that all Israelites and some Gentiles would be raised. It

is evident from Acts 24 : 14, 15, that the Jews of Paul's day did not adopt
the first of these opinions, but they appear to have limited the res. to their

nation. In Rom. 9 : 2-5, Paul teacnes that the adoption, by which he
meant the resurrection, Rom. 8 : 23, pertained to Israelites ; and hence it

would seem that the res., as a term of the original covenant, was limited

to Israel. Rabb'i Bechai says, God granted four special honors.to Israel, viz.,

(1) the land of Canaan ; (2) the law ; (3) prophecy ; (4) the resurrection of
the dead. Josephus, though obscure, evidently did not believe the res.

would be universal."

Afiide from the authorities quoted under previona Propa., the student may refer to
Lardner'a Works, Harmer'a Mis. Works, etc., and it will be found that in the rarious
opinions eipreseed there still remained the idea of a limited, eclectic resnzrection over
against that of a universal one. In the leaurrection pertaining to the Messianic Kingdom
and Siillennial blessedness, the prevailing view, based on covenant promises given to
the nation, was that Israelites (and Q^ntiles incorporated by adoption) alone partici-

pated in it. Now this conception of the Pre-Millennial resurrection is retained in the
17ew Teat., because, as we have shown in detail, the Gentiles called also experience its

power and blessedness in view of their being received and acknowledged cls the chUdren

(f Abraham (see Props. 61-65). In numerous works we And references to this Jewish
belief in a limited resurrectionj as e.g. Pressense {The Eariy Dayst etc., p. 74, quoting
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from Griznin's Die Samariier) refers to the Talmud, declaring respecting the Samaritans,
•' this accursed people shall have no part in the resurrection of the dead.** The Book of
JShoch (r^^arded by able critics as pre-Christian—see art. on M'Clintock and Strong's
Vydop.) expressly (61 : 5 ; 91 : 10 ; 92 : 3 ; 100 : 6) teaches that the righteous shall be
raised up and share in the blessedness of the Messiah's Kingdom. Later works of a
miied character, as the Teti. of Jvdah in the Tvoelve PatnarchSt allude to the resurrection
and exaltation of the Patriarchs in the time of the Messiah, and express the faith :

'* They who have died in grief shall arise in joy, and they who have lived in poverty for
the Lord's sake shall be made rich, and they who have been in want shall be filled, and
they who have been weak shall be made strong, and they who have been put to death for

the Lord's sake shall awake in life.'* Jewiah-Christian writings have varied references.

The ancient Jews <Cudworth's Intel, Sustemt p. 797) called the resurrection of the body
** the angelic dothing of the soul,*' wnich reminds one of the saying of Jesus, " made
oQual onto the angels."
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Pboposition 130. jHiU Kingdom ie preceded by a trandation of
the living mints.

This is a prerequisitey in order that those accounted worthy to

inherit; the Kingdom, and rule the nations with Christ, may be
^thered. In reference to the dead saints, a Pre-Mill. resurrection

(Proixs. 126-129) is promised by which to attain this object ; and
with such a resurrection (i.6. at that time) a translation of the
living saints is also connected in 1 Thess. 4 : 17, " the dead in
Christ shaU rise first (or away) ;* tlien we which are alive and
remain shall he caughi up together with them in the clouds (or, in

clouds)* to meet the Lord in the air^^^* etc. The same is repeated
in 1 Cor. 15 : 61, 62, in union only with the resurrection of be-

lievers :
'* Behold^ 1 shew you a mystery : We shall not all sleep^

but we shall all be changea^'^ etc.*

1 Oomp. Acts 8 : 39 ; lilatt 13 : 19. etc.

< Banxes, Cbm. "Uka^ saya :
** Greek :

' in olonds '—^wiihont the article. This may
mean ' in clondB ;

* that is, in snch nombers and in snch qrou'pvRQ as to resemble clnnds.

8o it is rendered by Maoknight, Koppe, BosenmuUer, Bush, and others. The absence of

tiie article here wonld rather seem to demand this interpretation." Compare Lange,
AJford, etc.

* Bfany oritios have " into the air" connected vith the verb " caught avay.'* Compare
Lange, Alford, EUicott, Vanghan, etc The phrase, with the suggtisted amendments sop-
ported by critical authority, would be as follows :

" Then we which are alive and remain
(who are living, who are left over) shall together with them be caught away (or snatched
away) into the air in douds to meet the Jjord ; and so shall we ever be with the Lord."

* Some writers (as Kev. Wilson in iVopA. Timts^ vol. 12, p. 131) make the language
(John 11 : 26, 26) of Jesus to Martha applicable to this period : ''I am the resurrection
and the life. He that believeth on me, though he were dead, yet shall he live** (i.e. by
the power of the resurrection) ;

** and loAoever \\vt&i and believeth on me*' (i.e. at the
time of resurrection) ** shall net)er ^^ (i.e. be shall experience a translation).

Ohs, 1* While all wrifcers on prophecy insist upon the translation of

linng saints at the Advent of Jesus, ana the Millenarian authors direct

especial attention to it ; while it was a special object of hope and desire

to the early believers and to succeeding ones, it is only more recently, sin6e

eschatology has received remarkable study and investigation, that important
additions (resulting from comparing Scripture with Scripture) have been
made to our knowledge respecting it. Our work would be incomplete
without noticing this feature, and adding something to a subject impenect-
ly comprehended by many.' A few preliminsury remarks are necessary in

order to appreciate some things pertaining to it. Thus e.g. the common
view that the resurrection will be a public affair, to be witnessed by the

worlds is now discarded as untenable in the light of Christ's (also pertain-

ing to " the first-fruits*') resurrection, which was strictly private. It is

now held, and properly, that the members will be raised hke the Head was
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(for if a public resurrection^ humanly speaking, is desirable, then surely it

ought to haye been that of Christ's), in order that the preparatory events
for the coming judgment of the world may be introduced in such a manner
(priyately) as to establish " the snare'* and 'Uhenef intended for the un-
belioTin^ and wicked. Leading prophetical writers justly have no hesitancy
in asserting that no mortal eye of unbelief shall behold the resurrection.

This at once places the translation of the saints in a new aspect, and
indicates, as it accompanies the resurrection, that it also is unseen (like

Enoch's and Elijah's) by the world. Again, careful students of the Word
felt satisfied that the resurrection of the saints in Bev. 20 : 4-6 was
specijkally that of thoae who passed through the great tribulation under the
culminated Antichrist, and was preceded by that of others, as implied in

Eev. 14 : 1-5, etc. This is corroborated by the fact already presented
(Prop. 127), that the word ** first" applied to the resurrection has reference
not to its being first in time (which would be incorrect, seeing that Christ's

res. and that of saints^ Matt. 27 : 52, 53, preceded), but of its being a
resurrection which also brings those who participated in it wiihin the
privileges of ** the first-born," viz., a double portion, Deut. 21 : 17 ;

priest-

hood, Num. 3 : 13 ; and government or dominion. Gen. 27 : 29.' The
subject of the resurrection, for a long time, was not clear to the writer
until he observed the real scriptural application of the word " first," as

just given. The first resurrection, viz., that resurrection pertaining to
•* the first-born," ** the first-fruits," commenced with the resurrection of

Jesus, and it receives its accessions as stated e.g. in 1 Thess. 4 : 16, 17,

and in Rev. 20 : 4-6. This also serves to illustrate the translation, pre-

paring us, in view of several resurrections (belonging to that of the just),

to appreciate references, allusions, and implications which indicate fiiore

than one translation. Again, prophetical writers are also agreed that what
is called the Sec. Advent (the Advent itself as distinguished from the reign

and Kingdom that follows) is not to be regarded as simply orie ctct^ but
embracing a series of acts connected with the one Coming (for when Jesus
comes again He remains upon earth). That is, the Sec. Advent is to be
considei^ more in the light of the First Advent (which latter embraced
not less than thirty-three years, and numerous acts predicted as related to

His Coming), as something which, owin^ to a variety of things prophesied
concerning it, cannot possibly be limited to a few years. Comparing all

the events that are included in the Sec. Advent, it is simply impossible,

without great violation of order, etc., to crowd them all together as the

instantaneous resultants of such a Coming, f This, then, impresses caution

in not compressing what is intimated concerning the translation or removal
of saints necessarily to one transaction or day. Again, admitting the

requirement of not confining the Advent to a single act, or day, or brief

period, previous to the establishment of the Kingdom in all its glory, writers

now generally attribute to this introductory manifestation a period of

seven years, of forty years, and of (thirty and forty conjoined) seventy

years. (Considering the events to follow the Advent before the overthrow
of Antichrist, such as the development of the confederation, the return of

a portion of the Jews to Palestine, the doom of the harlot, etc., the longer

j>eriods are preferable.) This at once enables us to see how such resurrec-

tions and translations harmonize with the specific introductory period, in

which God's power and love is manifested at the time when the power of

His ejaemies snail be also formidably exhibited and broken. Again, analogy
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favors the removal of the righteous in a time of severe and terrible judg-
ment intended for the wicked, as in the case of Noah, Lot, the early
believers at Jerusalem, etc., while previous translations are not lacking, as
in the case of Enoch and Elijah. The Second Adrent inaugurates a series

of most tremendous judgments, both upon the Church and the world—so
terrific that they are constantly pointed out as ilks culmination of God's
iorath~~an6L it is reasonable to suppose, judging irom Qod*8 past dealings,
that He again will grant special deliverance to those who are devoted to

Him. At this time also, the removal being designed not only to save out
of tribulation, but to prepare the saints, deemed worthy of it, for promised
rulsrship then to be instituted, and for joint participation in the adminis-
tration of judgments upon the nations, a translation accompanied by the
same transforming change, glorification, which the resurrected saints

experience, is precisely that which we ou^ht to anticipate. Again, it is

universally admitted bv Millenarians that"* the day of the Lord Jesus" is

preceded not only by ^' a morning,''^ but that it virtually begins in ^^ the

night;'' Christ representing His Coming to be when' it is yet '* m^A^,"
He being ** the morning star,'* which ushers in *^ the morning*' of the
glorious day. This refers the resurrection and translation of a chosen
body to ^^ the night," i.e. to the close of this dispensation, as preparatory
to the introduction of an incoming one.* Or, in other words, it warns us
that, as the past shows, dispensations may overlap each other to some
extent, in that certain initiatory movements of the incoming one commence
and are in progress before the other entirely closes. This prepares us then
to accept of the wonderful things which are predicted to occur at the
winding up of this dispensation, and to regard them in their relationship

to the One to come. Again, critical writers in investigating 2 Thess. 2 : 2
have shown that the word translated '* is at hand " (in the phrase '* the day
of Christ (or Lord) is at hand ") means, correctly rendered, *' is come,** or
^* has come," i.e. is something already present, and not something still

future.* This correctly explains the trouble and alarm of the Thessalonian
brethren, who were certainly not afraid of " the blessed hope," which Paul
says they waited for (1 Thess. 1 : 10), and for which they were prepared
(1 Thess. 2 : 19 and 3 : 13, and 6 : 4, 5), but apprehending that " the day
of Christ* ' had already come, and they Tiot having experienced the promised
translation, and their pious dead being still with them without an experi-
enced resurrection, they were trouoled and distressed at the thought.
Those brethren with hearts full of love for the Saviour were not so fearful

that they would desire and prfy (as multitudes now) that the blessed Lord
should delay His Coming, but, in some way misapprehending the real state
of affairs, they believed that the initiatory proceedings belonging to the
day of Christ had already commenced, and that they and their pious dead
were left without realizing the exceeding precious promises given to them.
This simple change in a single word, supported too by the strongest of
evidence, explains not only the cause of the Thessalonians' trouble (which
Paul proceeds to remove by showing that an apostasy must first come to
develop into the predicted Antichrist, implying that such an apostasy with
its result necessarily required time, still in the future, before " the day of
Christ" came), but throws much light, corroborative, on the subject of
the resurrection and the translation of the saints. For, to cause such
trouble they must have believed that " the day of Christ" would be inaugu-
rated by preliminaries miseen by the world, and that the resurrection and
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tranelation wonld both he invisible^ and they, Bot participating were doomed
to terrible tribulation, or that the predictions were false. We say nothing
respecting the source from whence they derived such thoughts, but one
thing is impressive, viz., that the Apostle does not correct such trnpres-

sionSf but rather by his silence confirms them in them. Yea, more, in
beseeching them ** by our gathering together unto Him," he virtually
indorses the views entertained by them respecting this gathering.*

' A writer in the N. T. Etxmgeliat, under the title of " Pre-Mill. IncongmitieB," not
observing how we diatingnish between the concealed and the open, visible Coming, finds
fanit with Dr. Brookes and " the Proph. Conference/' for saying in one place that the
Advent may be immediate, and then in another place substituting events as preceding
the visible Advent. The " inoox^gruity" is in the critic, simply because he is ignorant of
the doctrine that we hold. Again, in Lange's Com. I Thess. 4, doc. 7, the two stages,

resulting in a translation previous to the tribulation, is stigmatized as an " Irvingite
interpretation" (because taught by E. L. (Peering of the ** Catholic Apostolic Church/' in
his work Maknnng tmd Trost der Schrijl in Beireff der Wiederkvnft Ckrisii). Not having
seen Geering's work, we still express a doubt whether he, as alleged, sets this up as a
dogma having '* salvation connected with the Acceptance of it/' because our acquaintance
witii writers of this class indicates that not " salvation/' but great privilege and honor
and deliverance is connected with its acceptance. The question, after all, is this : What
is the teaching of the Word on the subject? Brookes {MaraTiatha, p. 493) aptly remarks
of this opposition :

** The objection to the tnith advocated in this chapter is urged with
a bad grace by those who insist that Christ has come thousands and millions of times
since His ascension from the Mt. of Olives in every startling providence, in eveiy revival,

in every death during the last eighteen hundred years."
* This fact of several resurrections, all relating to the one specially promised to the

brethren of Christ, has even led some writers to advocate a kind of continuous one.
Thus e.g. Dr. Seiss, without, however, subscribing to it as a truth, says :

** Selnecker,
one of Germany's greatest divines, of the age next succeeding the Beformation, quotes
Ambrose as teaching that every year some saints are raised from their graves, and ascribes
the same opinion to Luther, as well* as accepts the same as his own.'* Selnecker, how-
ever, most appropriately remarks: "To tnis«resurrection bdongs everything that is

raised to immortality before the last day."
* The ** morning star" comes before*' the day" dawns ; the " sun" shines during ''the

day ;" Jesus is both. As the morning star, He is seen by few : as the sun. He is seen by
all. Those who watch not merely for the sun, but for the morning star, properly heed the
cautions and injunctions relating to the posture of watching.

* In Props. 121 and 123 this feature was only incidentally alluded to as our line of rea-

soning, referred mainly to the one verse showing a visible personal Coming as a distinc-

tive event also connected with " the day of Christ.' ' Here, however, we bring out
prominently this characteristic. The verb translated "is at hand," in the sense of

impending or near, is elsewhere translated " present," its proper meaning. McEnight
(who csertainly has no sympathy for our views) translates it " hath come." Alford (see

Alford*s remarks) and Lange, "is present," and so Bengel and Olshausen, ''what is

present.'* Ellicott and Lunemann explain it as something already begun, i.e. present or
" is now come." Syriao version has it " is come," so the Swiss version, Luther's ** vor-

handen sei,'* which may be taken either as "to be present" or as impending, at hand.
Dr. Lillie says the word, as far as he can trace it, " invariably denotes actual presence."
The Revision has it ^ is now present."

» One of the editors of the Proph. ttmes, voL 5. p. 43, has so appropriately written
npon this point that we reproduce it. " This passage also shows the very different

manner in which the early Christians must have conceived of the Day of the Lord and
the Coming of Christ, from that which now obtains, in order to have been liable to such
an erroneous impression on the subject! With the present popular conceptions of the

sudden grandeur, oonspicuity, and universal publicity of the Coming of Christ, it would
be utterly impossible to obtain currency for the idea that it was already present or

accomplished. People now are looking for the world to come to an end—for an utter

break-up of the whole system of nature—for a complete wreck of the universe. When
we talk to them of the last day and the return of Christ, they begin to think of the burn-
ing up of all sublunary things, and of the complete extinction of human life, and even of

the whole dwelling-place of man and all created things. But if the early Christians had
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thought of this snhject after this style, how is it possible that they cotild have beliered

the last day had come, vhen the world still stood and the stars remained in their places,

and the whole ooorse of nature was still going on as before ?" etc.

Obs, 2. But some other things, also introductory to the subject, must be

attentively considered before we come to a decisive conclusion. Thus, as

has been pointed out by'many writers, the Scriptures describe a Coming of

Jesus for or in behalf of His saints (as e.g. 1 Thess. 3 : 14-17 ; 1 Cor.

15 : 51, 52), and then again another with all His saints (as e.g. Zech.

14 : 6 ; Rev. 19 : 14 ; 1 Thess. 3 : 13 ; Jude 14, 15), and these two, differ-

ing thus in an important particular, indicate separate stages or manifesta-
tions pertaining to the same Second Advent Without allowing something
of this kind, several acts pertaining to the one great Coming to this earth,

it is impossible to reconcile such passages. For they are sustained in their

difference not only by the simple act of coming /or and with the saints, but
in the design of such a Coming, viz., as to the former, for the purpose of

salvation and glorification, and as to the latter, for the direct overthrow of

the enemies of God, the restoration of the Jewish nation, and the glory

(thereby promoted) of the saints. This is still more confirmed by the

conclusive statements which the Spirit gives of this one Second Advent,
when it is represented to us under two aspects, viz., one, a coming when
men are at peace, buying, selling, marrying, etc., and anticipating no evil,

but onlj "peace and siSety,'* all things apparently promising continued
prosperity and happiness (so e.g. Luke 17 : 2(>-^0 ; Matt. 24 : 36-39 ; 1

Thess. 5 : 3, et«.) ; the other, a coming in a time of war, of great distress

and suffering (as e.g. Zech. 14, Rev. 19, Joel 3, Luke 21 : 27, etc.) ; the

one, a coming in a concealed, thief-like manner, i.e. unobserved, unnoticed,
unheralded (1 Thess. 5:2; Matt. 24 : 43, 44 ; Luke 12 : 37-40 ; Rev. '3

: 3,

etc.) ; the other, a coming so open, conspicuous, that all shall witness it (as

e,g. Matt. 24 : 30 ; Rev. 19 ; Slatt. 25 ; 31, etc.). The more students come
to weigh and compare Scripture referring to this period, the more are they
convinced that it would be presumptuous for us to limit all these varied

utterances to one single act, and that we must allow a series of events to be
comprehended under this Coming ; the Spirit directing us now to one and
then to another of them ; the order of which is only to be attained by a
careful comparison. It also is a fact that these '* first-bom,'"* to whom the
honor of aiding in the execution of God's judgments (and the translated
belong to them) are given (e.g. Ps. 149 : 9, comp. Prop. 154), must be both
resurrected (and remember that the translation is connected with the resur-
rection) and translated before they can participate in inflicting **the
ind^ent written" upon the nations (as Dan. 7 : 22 ; Rev. 2 : 26, 27, etc.).

iJesides this, the significancy of ^^ the first-fruits^^ (whicl'i embrace not
merely resurrected saints, but, as we have seen, translated ones, as both are
cojoined by the Spirit) would be entirely lost, i.e. as something preceding
a general harvest which is to follow, if we did not allow that the one neces-
sarily goes before the other, leaving an- interval between them, although
**the first-fruits" and "the harvest*' are both included under the same
general Advent,^ thus again showing that jnst as at the First Advent Jesus
was only manifested to a few favored ones, and an interval of years elapsed
before His final public manifestation, ao at His Sec, Advent He will only
be exhibited to those accounted worthy, and after a set interval ultimately
to the world. It is by observing this characteristic of the Sec. Advent
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that the true force of the injunction to constantljr look and watch for the
Coming of JeauB can he appreciated. Not difltinguishing that several

a8i>ects of this Coming, including separate acts, etc., are given, has led

eminent writers to lay down certain things (such as a partial restoration of

the Jews, a covenant with the Jews, etc.) as prerequisites to such an
Advent, and they are correct, but only in reference to one aspect of it, viz.,

the visible Coming or manifestation of the Son of Man with His saints, as*

e.g. Zech. 14 On the other hand, we have assurances given to us not to

interpose any event whatever between us and such an Advent, but to regard
it as an event that may occur at any moment without any notification oi its

approach (excepting only such as are given by approximative signs), and
these two representations of the same Advent are only reconcilable by
noticing what a comparison of Scripture inculcates, that the first aspect of

this Coming refers to a concealed^ hidden Coming for specific purposes (viz.,

to raise, translate, and glorify His saints, to inaugurate the preliminanes
of his Kingdom, etc.), which takes place before the events predicted as

pertaining to His visible manifestation.*

^ That ve are to distingniBh between *'* the firstinuts" and '* the harvest" is self-

evid^t, for they are separated and treated dlstinctiTely in Holy Writ, as e.g. Bev. 14 : 1-6,

where a apecifio nomber is designated ** the first fruits unto Qod and to the Lamb" (to

whioh James 1 : 18 evidently refers), and then afterward comes (t. 14, 16) "the harvest."
Bev. Dr. Newton (PrcpK 7\rMa, voL 3, p. 18) correctly thinks that this language and
resnlt is based on a typical Levitical ordinance, viz., the gathering of the wave sheaf and
presenting it, as specially holy and relating to the sanctuary, to God as " the first-fmits

of the harvest,*' before the harvest itself was gathered. Perhaps we will find in those
Levitical ordinances much that is typical of the fntnre, to which we are now blind or
short-sighted. Thus e.g. it is found that two leavened wheaten loaves were also waved,
and called ** the flrst-fmits. nnto the Lord," which may adumbrate- for aught we*know
to the contrary—the resurrected and translated saints, who, ** being many are one loaf

"

in their twofold, Jewish and Gtentile character and dispensation. This field is an in-

teresting «ne, but liable to abuse and perversion, as the past has taught us.
* The student can well obtain a bint of this unseen (to the world) stage of the Advent,

from the manner in which angels have come unseen and vet influenced kings, as e.g.

Dan. 10 (comp. remarks of Barnes, Com, UkS), From this last passage, which contains
things beyond human knowledge, it may be oonjectured that one reason why no greater

details are given, why no minute nnsymbolical exhibition of the coming order of events

is presented, arises from the fact that in some way beyond our comprehension spiritual

powers cas e.g. this same Michael, Dan. 12 : 1) shall be enlisted in advancing the Divine
Purpose in the coming Theocracy. In reference to the First Advent, the reader will

obsOTve that it is predicted that the Messiah comes as the Babe of Bethlehem, as entering

the temple, as riding on an ass, as coming to Jerusalem, as appearing in Galilee, etc.,

and the history of Jesus embraces their respective fulfilment in separated stages of the

same Advent. So careful comparison evidences a similar succession of acts in the Second
Advent—two of which are held up—lowing to their significance and results—with great

prominency, viz., the thief-like Coming or presence, and the open, visible Coming or

presence.

Obs. 3. We now come to a passa^ which directly teaches a translation*

viz., Luke 17 : 34r-37, " / tell you, %n that night there shall be two men in

one bed ; the one shall be taken and the other left. Two vjomen shall be

grinding together ; the one shall be taken and the other left. And they

answered and saidunto Him, Where, Lord f And He said unto them : Where^

soever the body is, thither will the eagles be gathered together*^ (see Matt.

24 : 28). The context shows (1) that this relates to the personal Sec.

Advent, and (2) occurs in a time of peace and apparent prosperity, precisely

similar to that of the Antediluvian era just before the flood, and to that
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of Sodom before Lot's removal. The passage itself teaches (1) that this

translation is to be expected " i?t tliat night,^* as if purposely to conceal it

from the eye of pnbeJief ; (2) that this is no gathering of nations, but of

individuals, one here and one there
; (3) that it is a separation of parties,

one being taken and another being left
; (4) this taking of one party and

leaving of another indicates a previous judgment (just as the sudden taking
.and changing ** in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye," 1 Cor. 15 : 52,

also evidences), and not such an one as is reconled e.g. in Matt. 25 : 31-46
;

(5) that the removal of the one partjr is designed as a particular blessing in

averting incoming evil, and the leaving of the other must be in order that

they may experience it. 'Next follows the much disputed verse respecting

the eagles, and before discussing its meaning it is necessary to decide i€
location in point of time. It is very easv, as some do, to refer it to the

Romans in Matt. 24, but it is rather dimcult to apply this verse in Luke
the same wav, because in the context there is no allusion, even the moat
distant, to the Eomans. On the other hand, Jesus pointedly links it with
His own personal Advent (comp. Prop. 114), as the context plainly (vs.

22-30) proclaims. This effectually disposes of the Roman theory, but still

leaves the veree subject to a variety of conflicting opinions.* Without
assuming that the explanation following is infallibly the correct one, yet

we give it as commending itself as reasonably the one containing the sense

intended. And first :
'^ the eaglee'^ mentioned we must make, with numer-

ous writers,' to denote the saints. Saints are represented by " eagles" in

Isa. 40 : 31 ; Deut. 32 : 11, 12 ; Ps. 103 : 5, even as God Himself is likened

to an eagle (Ex. 19 : 4 ; Deut. 32 : 11) and Christ to a hen (Matt. 23 : 37).

Such comparisons are not to be rejected because of any supposed incon-
gruity (as e.g. being birds of prey), seeing that it is applied to messengers of

the Divine procedure in Rev. 4 : 7 ; in Rev. 8 : 13 (the leading MSS. and
critics reading " eagle*' instead of " angel"), and that similar con\parisons
are applied to Christ, as Rev. 5 : 5. Scripture usage sustains such an inter-

pretation, and even if the idea is made prominent that eagles prey, this

itself would only confirm the application, because the saints accounted
worthy of resurrection and glorification are to assist Christ in His judg-
ments upon the nations (when Zeph. 3 : 8, the Lord " riseth up to the

prev"). It may be that Jesus had in mind Isa. 40 : 31 (Delitzsch's transl.),
*' "rhcy who wait for Jehovah gain fresh strength, lift up their wings as

eagles, run and are not weary, go forward and do not faint," as applicable

to the saints at this period. In the next place, what are we to understand
by '* the carcass^' of Matthew and " the lody'^ of Luke ? One thing is self-

evident, that they refer to the same thing—the passages being parallel—and
hence all interpretations, no matter how plausibly presented, which makes
" the carcass" one thing and " the body" quite another, must he avoided.
The passage in Matthew is related to the Coming of the Son of Man ; that
in Luke to the Coming and a predicted translation or removal, and both
make out a gathering of the saints to a certain place. Now, if we leave
Scripture describe this gathering at the time of the end, we find that the
saints or eagles are gathered (Zech. 14, Rev. 19, Joel 3, etc.) to execute
vengeance upon the confederation of wickedness. That thts great con-

federation of the mighty of the earth is intended by " the carcass" and
*' the body" is apparent from two things : (1) such a manifestation of the
saints really answers the question in Luke, for after the announcement of
the removal of some the question was asked, " Wliere-y LordV^ (i.e. when
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shall this be witnessed or be made known ?) and the answer comes that as

this is done ** in the night/' not visible, the evidence of such a removal
will be openly shown when these very ones shall be gathered together at the

overthrow of Antichrist. {2) This is confirmed by the meaning of the
word rendered ^^ carcass** (although even the word " carcaas" might be
retained as indicative of both contempt and doom) ; the primary significa-

tions denoting " a fall, or fallen thing, or failure," and thus directly re-

ferring to the fearful fall and overthrow of Antichrist which the saints are

not only gathered to witness, but exultantly to participate in. The " body"
of Luke refers to the same confederation, because, aa Scripture informs us,

"the body*' of it, its congregated armies under the leadershij) of Anti-
christ, the vast bulk of it will be assembled together in Palestine or the
East, where the Word assures ns Chiist and these eagles will come, Zech.
14 : 5. It only remains to say that, considering the promise to these

translated or removed ones to participate in the gathering of the saints at

the overthrow or fall of Antichrist (and his **body, Dan. 7 : 11, is
'* destroyed''), it follows that such a removal must necessarily precede, by
some interval of time, the formation of this confederacy, viz., in a time of
peace, etc. The reader may, for himself, consider what power and minis-
trations may be included under this companson of ** eagles," and whether,
during the interval, it may not become an exceeding precious promise to

suffering believers.*

1 For, aside from the Roman application (viz., that the eagles are the Boman lemons,
and the carcass or body the Jewish nation or Jemsalem* so Lightfoot, etc.), other inter-

pretations are given, as e,g. a writer (" C. C* Proph. itmeSt toI. 4, p. 22), owing to the
first meaning of the word rendered " carcass'* (viz., " a fall" or ** thing fallen," then
•* failure," ** fault," and last, ** carcass or corpse**) miJces ** carcass" in Matt. 24 :

'* "Where
the fall (or failure, or fallen thing) is, there shall the eagles (saints) be convoked," and
applies this ** fall " to that of Satan at the end, which the saints are to witness. The
** body** in Luke he refers to the body of Christ. Reineke {Proph. TimeSy vol, 3, p. 129)
makes '* the carcans" in Matt. ** the corrupt ecclesiastical systems established by the
harlot and her daughters," and the eagles are the saints, etc., while ** the body" in Luke
is " the Church," and the eagles the saints gathered to it, etc. Another writer (Proph,
TimeSj vol. 4, p. 26) interprets the eagles as representing the angels and the body Christ's
elect. Fritzsche (Olshausen, Com., voL 2, p. 245) interprets the eagles of believers and
the body or carcans of Christ. Olshausen makes the eagles Christ and the angels, and
the body corrupt Israel ; Fleck makes the body corruption, and the eagles false Christs.

Augustine makes the body Christ C* because He died for us*'}, and the eagles saints

(who "hereafter, as eagles, will oe caught up to Him in the clouds"), fleveral

writers (in Proph. Times) make the eagles saints, and both " the carcass" and *' the
body'* to be Christ. This last interpretation, while consistently preserving both parages
as parallel, certainly gives a harshness to it by making " the carcass," i. e, the slain body,
refer to Christ, because it is against fact, the saints not being gathered to a slain body, but
to a living Christ. Comp. Kev. 1 : 18, etc., or as Dr. Schaff (note, p. 227, Lnnge's Com.),

rejecting Wordsworth's view, says: *A reference of carcass to the sacred body of the
Saviour, which never saw corruption, violates every principle of good taste and pro-
priety." Dr. West, in his Lect. " A Voice from Olivet,*' makes the ** carcass" to be
" Oentile Christendom." Rev. Brown, the Evangelist, presents this view : the predic-
tion is future ; the body or carcass being the Jewish nation, and the eagles that future
anti.Christian power which shall araault the nation just before the open parousia of
Jesus and His saints. Such an interpretation and application is not in conflict with the
time and the order of events. Nast ( Com. hci) makes the carcass to be " the condition
of nominal Christianity—not of the true believera—when the times of the Gentiles are
coming to a clone ;" and the eagles represent the judicial visitation of Christ. Dr. Rutter
(Roman Catholic) in Life of Jesus, p. 415, interprets " the body" to be Christ, and " the
eagles'* to be elect, and in a note says that others, as Manduit, make " the body** to be
** the Botil of a reprobate," and " the eagles** to be ** devils.** He refers the gathering to
the time specified in 1 Thess. 4 : 16. Lange's Oom,, Luke 17 : 37, touches it delicately.
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making it a proverbial expression^ and simply indicative (Steir) of " where the cormption
of deaUi is, there must the eagles come,** bnt on Matt 24 : 28, *' the fignre of the eagles

will express the necessity and inevitableness of the Advent,** and ** the carcass must
represent the moral cormption and decay of the world itself, and the .eagles the judg-
ment, not ODly in its personal bat also in its physical elements and forces." iJford
{Oom. loci) makes the carcass the whole world, the eagles the angels of vengeance, and
the time at the Sec. Advent Few now entertain the view of Grotins, that ** the carcass

means those who die to themselves ; the eagles the gifts of the Holy Spirit*' Meyer
{Com. loci) says, " the carcass is a figure of the spiritually dead,'* and the eagles '' repre-

sent the same as is described in ch. 13 : 41, that is, the angels sent out by Christ." We
have laid no stress (leaving that to the discretion of the reader) on the symbolical or
figurative import of the eagle as presented in dictionaries and typologies, but this cer-

tainly adds materially to our view.
» Vide quotations from Chryeostom, Origen, Jerome, Augustine, Hilary, Luther (as

e.g. " as the eagles are gathered where the carcass is, so shall Christ's people be gathered
where He is"), in Proph. T^mes, vol. 9, p. 106 and 107, and references to others who teach
the same, as Ambrose, Theophylact, Euthemius, Calvin, Brentius, Bullinger, Bucer, Gaol-
ter, Beza, Pellican, Flaoius, Musculus, Pardaeus, Piscator, Cocceius, Jansenius, Quesael,
Du Veil, Caloviua, Suicer, Havanell, Poole, Trapp, Cartwright, Pearce, Leigh, Andrews,
Wordsworth. This list could readily be swelled to a vast extent, and we only refer to a
few writers who have specially treated of it as Seiss, Bcineke, Bell, Chester, Brookes, .

Baxter, Boss, Purdon, Birks, Hunter, Phillips, Kelly, and others.
|

* The Saviour, no doubt, referred to this very translation and deliverance from incom-
|

ing evil, when, after delineating the evils culminating in the vengeance of His open Com- i

ing. He said :
** When these things begin to come to pass, then look up and lift up your

heads," etc. Before the end itself, then already glorious deliverance comes. Before e.g.

Ps. 149 : G-9 can be verified, there must be a previous resurrection and translation of

those accounted worthy to participate in the promise. The Coming ** as a thief in the
night" is certainly not the Coming with His angels and saints in great glory and power-
go that all shall, " every eye," see Him—for vengeance, for the former is a secret and the
latter an open Coming. The Coming e.g. of Kev. 16 : 15, which brings a blessing to

them that watch, is certainly different from the Coming of Rev. 19, which is to take
vengeance upon His enemies. Some hold to one stage alone of the Advent, referring us
to Rev. 19 as the Advent which will result in the translation promised. But, aside from
the Coming irith His saints, the entire representation is one of Coming to judgment tin

which His saints participate). The object of the Coming is specifically stated to be, not
,

to resurrect and translate the saints, but to " judge and medco war," "to smite the

nations," etc., and therefore simple consistency requires a proper discrimination of the
stages of the Second Advent and of the events respectively related to one or the other.

|

Obs, 4. Other passages either directly teach such a transhttion or re-

moval, or else strongly imply it aa n resultant or prerequisite. Take Iter.

14, and the order or eyents is in the highest degree corroborative of our
position. Without discussing the relation that this chapter sustains to

previous predictions, it is sufficient for our present purpose to notice that
a time arrives before the final end when a certain specified number of saints,

viz., the 144,000 (a symbolic number?) mentioned, are separated from
among men, forming a chosen body called *^ the first-fruits unto God and
to the Lainb.*^ These "first-fruits" go before the Incoming harvest, an
interval of time (which includes (1) the proclamation of the particular

message that God's judgments are to be poured out, and insisting upon
the worship of God in view of the Antichristian worship that will be re-

quired
; (2) the downfall of Babylon, and (3) the fearful persecution and

martyrdom of believers) being placed between the two, at the close of which
the harvest comes, and the dreadful vintage follows. This teaches us then
to expect that a gathering of saints before the harvest is indeed one of the
Divine procedures pertaining to the last things of this dispensation. * The
Parable of the Ten Virgins (Prop. 181) confirms this, for it instructs (aside

from other particulars) us to anticipate at the Coming of Jesus that a
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certain class of persong (called tlie Wise Virgins in contradistinction to

another class pronounced the Foolish), living at the time of the Sec.

Advent, shall oe so fortunate, owing to preparedness, as to be receivect

hj Jesus Christ at His Coming, while others shall be left. The adverb of

time, ** tken,*^ binds this parable to the preceding context, and forces us to

interpret it as a representation of the condition of the Church at some
distinctive point of the Sec. Advent. Without insisting upon the explana-
tion given by Olshausen, Alford, Stier, Seiss, etc., that the foolish virgins

are even persons of some piety, who, neglecting to look for the Bridegroom,
are left to endure the incoming tribulation, it is amply sufficient to say

that the persons left are, at least, professing members of the Church, and
that, as the announcement of the marriage (Elev. 19) precedes the over-

throw of the Antichristian powei-s, those left behind roust necessarily

endure the trials incident to the arrogance, etc., of those powers. Those
going in to the marriage—living saints taken away, translated, for this

purpose

—

precede the time of sore tribulation.* Passages which imply it

relate to the promised participation of the saints in acts of judgment upon
the living nations, to the married wife as distinguished from the barren
woman, to the coming with the saints for purposes of salvation, etc. But
others of a still stronger tenor are embraced in the promises that when the

last great tribulation is to burst upon the Gentile nations, t?ie7i certain

believing o?ies shall escape. Thus e.g. Luke 21 : 36, " Watch ye therefore

and pray alioays, that ye may be accounted icorthy to escape all these things

that shall come to pass a7id to stand before the Son of Man ;^^ the escaping

and bein^ favored with nearness to Christ are united. In Rev. 3 : lU, of

a class it is said :
** Because thou hast kept the word of my patience, I also

will keep thee from the hour of tetnptation {or trial) which shall come vpon
the world, to try them that dwell upon the earth.^'* The 144,000 described

above are taken from this ** the hour of trial,*^ comp. Rev. 14 : 7. It is a
joyful fact that when the most fearful time of trial, the flood of great

waters, comes, then God interposes in behalf of His own people and saves

them out of it (to which even such passages as Ps. 33 : 6, 7 ; Prov. 3 : 25,

26 ; Ps. 37 : 38^40, etc., may refer), while another class are left to endure
its terrific force and come up out of it as blood-stained martyrs, Rev.

14 : 9-13 ; Rev, 20 : 4, 5, etc. It is signiticant alao that in Rev. 7 we have

first a distinct, separate number of chosen ones forming the same number,
144,000 (called Jews, because engrafted by faith and thus incorporated with
the commonwealth), and then afterward a great multitude who come
*'out of the great tribulation," thus again pointing out a distinction

existing between certain of God's people. Such are not given without
adequate causes, and it is well to heed tnem.^

1 It is a matter of amazement how coolly and deliberately men can appropriate Bcript-

tire to themselves which relates to the future. Sects, at various times, nave professed to

be those sealed ones of Rev. 14, as e.g. Joanna Sonthcote, who had her followers sealed,

etc. Error constantly repeats itself ; and to-day we have some of the Seventh Day
Adventists (as e.g. seen in the writings of a Mrs. White) claiming that the Adventiata of

their party constitute this number. Others adopt the same view in respect to their own
particular sect or organization. This is simply a perversion of the Scripture promise,
which confines it to no special sect or denomination now existing, but to a gathering out
of God's favored ones wherever they may be in faith and love at the tune of resurrection

and translation. The translation itself is perverted by some, as e.g. evidenced in John
Asgill (a.i>. 1700), who published a work entitled ** Argument, proving that men may be
tnmslated to heaven without dying," etc., but applying it to the then present time (and
not where the Scriptures locate it). Its absurdity was sufficiently manifested by his own
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death. In reference to the application by the Seventh Day Adventists of the 141,000 to

themselvefl, this is based on a misconception of the time of the ten horns, of the Anti-

christ, of the two-homed beast, etc. Aaide from the lack of propridy in appropriating

such a magnificent portraiture to their present condition, these ** first-fmits/' that pre-

cede the lukTvest, are not left here, as they pretend to do, to deliver the angel messages.

It is simply amazing what self confidence and credulity can do in the way of Scripture

application to sect in order to bring forth claims of professed purity and pre-eminence.
On the other hand, the Plymouth Brethren hold these 144,000 to be literally Jews.

Thus e.g. Lincoln [Lects. on Rev.) correctly makes the enumeration of chs. 7 and 14

identical, but overlooking the continuation of the election and the engrafting into the

elect nation, he has these not the Church, but a portion of the Jewish race ; not the first-

fruits of believers in the Church, but the first-fruits of the Jewish nation. Aside from
the difficulty of reconciling this with the Scriptural idea of the election, the engrafting

by which Gentiles become the seed of Abraham, the order of fulfilment, etc., it is suffi-

cient now to say that two considerations alone forbid its reception : (1) He thus has a
portion of the Jewish nation literally upon Mt. Zion, etc., before the Antichristian perse-

cution, which is amply rebutted by the prediction of Zech. 14 ; (2) on his hypothesis it is

impossible to reconcile the omission of the tribe of Dan, for Dan, according to the original

promises, will likewise be restored, but in this process of engrafting which is thus
expressed, a sufficiency and distinctiveness is presented to indicate the intimate and
enduring relationship. We may add : the identity of number, the sealing and withdrawal
just previous to the tribulation, etc., fully shows that the two descriptions relate to the
same body.

' For a class of advanced students, it will be well to say in this connection, that many
deductions respecting the Bride and the time of marriage are set aside by our remarks
under Prop, 169, obviating also objections alleged against the view which distinguishes

too largely between "the first-fruits" and '* the harvest," etc. This "bride" here
assumed is not the Church, the saints only being guests—guests who occupy different

seats of honor, etc., in view of preparedness. The marriage is ouly consummated after

Antichrist is overthrown ; the preliminaries antecedent are of such a nature as to consti.

tute, in view of the preparation and the gathering of guests, the time of marriage, etc.

See Prop. 169.
* Dr. Craven (Lange's Com, loci) points out that ** K is also to be observed that the

promise is not of preservation in trial (or testing), as was the promise to Peter, Luke
22 : 32 ; but of preservation/rom (ek) the hour or period of trial" (comp. 2 Pet. 2 : 9).

* The doctrine of a translation of believing ones previous to the great tribulation is

also taught by" The Cath. Apostolic Church." This is regarded by some (Lange's Com.,

1 Thess. 4 : 13-18, doc. 7j as distinctively belonging to them, having been plainly taught
by Irving (as in The Apoc, vol. 2, p. 1024), but the history of Millenarianism shows that

it was held and taught by others b^ore and after the rise of that body—it being contained

in the doctrine of Uie Pre-Sdill. resurrection and removal of the saints, in their partici-

pating in judging the nations, etc. It is only since Mede's, Bengel's, and Irving' s time
that the doctrine has been specially examined in all its details and bearings, having
received the approval, because Scriptural, of the most able European and American •

writers, holding various denominational relationships. We have shown how e.g. it was
evidently held by the Thessalonians, causing their consternation (Obs. 1). Bengel
{GfiomoTi, 1 Cor. 15) remarks that "we shall not all sleep," v. 51, " And we shall be
changed," v. 52, " And this mortal shall put on immortality," v. 53, " Aud this mortal shall

have put on immortality," v. 54, all refer to the translation, and that the two antitheses
require it ; so that those whom corruption has seized through death, and likewu/e those
who are still mortal (i.e. subject to death) are included as escaping the power of death.
Some writers (as Brookes in Maranaiha, p. 510) make 2 Thess. 2 : 2, 3 illustrative of the
coming and gathering of the saints antecedent to the ushering in of " the day of the
Lord." It certainly is in perfect heumony, and enforces this view. Some are misled by
the expres.qion " day of the Lord," as if it was equivalent to " the Coming of the Lord,*'
and hence conclude that the last Antichrist will first be revealed, and that only a visible
Coming is denoted, but a little refiection and comparison will show that they are not
synonymous, seeing that the former is the result of the latter. Bev. Brown, the evangel-
ist, makes those accounted worthy to escape to be in " rest" when Jesus comes in open
Parousia, by reference to 2 Thess. 1:7," reai withus when the Lord Jesus shall he rex?ealed,**

etc. There may be a reference to this very deliverance in 1 Thess. 1 : 10, " delivereth
OS from the wrath which cometh" (Variorum^, or " our deliverer from the coming ven-
geance* (Conybeare and Howson). " Greybeard,'* in his Lay Sermons, properly distin-
guishes those stages into " the Lord's Coming to meet His saints in the air, and His sub-
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sequent appearing with them in glory.'* Dr. Seiaa has added a good note on the subject

in his Appendix to the edition of ITie Last Times^ 1878, commencing p. 341 (and see his
" Apoc.," p. 229, etc.)- Various articles on the stages and translation are to be found in
the Old and New Series of the Proph. Times, and the different Pre-Millennial periodicals.

Dr. Brookes has some excellent remarks on the same in his Marctnaihaf and nnmerona
recent works refer to both, and distinguish.

Obs, 5. This distinction in point of favor is marked by still another set

of passages which describe the hiding of the saints when this time of

trouble, this storm of persecution and furj bursts upon the Church and
world. Keeping in view that these outpourings of judgments at the time
of the end are always represented as special manifestations of God^s wrath,

we can appreciate the principle given in the language of Zeph. 2 : 2, 3, in

whicli it is promised to the meek that when " the day of the Lord's anger'^

comes, by tne seeking of righteousness and meekness, " it viay be ye shall

he hid in the day of the Lord's anger. That this will be realized is ap-

parent from various predictions, such as Ps. 31 : 19, 20, " Thou shalt hide

theiT^ in the secret of 77iy presencefrom the pride of man ; Thou shalt keep

them secretly in a pavilion from the strife of tongues^* (or, Sep., ** Thou
wilt screen them in a tabernacle from the contradiction of tongues" (comp.
also Ps. 27 : 5 ; Mai. 3 : 16-18). How this removal and hiding, which the

Spirit states as a mark of ^* great goodness, ^^ is to be accomplished ma^y be
seen under the Props, following ; for at this period it will be especially

true (2 Pet. 2 : 9) that " the Lord knoweth how to deliver the godly out of
temptation.*^ Isaiah (ch. 26 : 20, 21) prophesies that at the very time of a
resurrection of saints, and when " the Lord cometh** to ** punish the inhabi-

tants of the earth for their iniquity," and to cause the earth to uncover
her " slain," then God's people are to be protected " until the indignation
be overpast,^' David (Ps. 46) portrays the exultant language that such
translated or removed saints can well employ in view of their entire safety

when the vast flood of evil shall shake the kingdoms of the earth. Indeed,
there are peculiar predictions which alone stand out with clearness in the
light of such a translation of the saints, as e.g. in Ps. Ill : 1, where it is

said (so Clarke, Com, loci) that God shall be praised both ** in the secret

assembly of the uprtghf* (or, as others, Lange, etc., ** select assembly,"
i.e. special), and also in the conffregation, i.e. the general or public, which
is thus verified. In Ps. 94, at the time when God shall show Himself for
** vengeance" against the wicked, of some it is said, vs. 12, 13, that they
are so guided and instructed *' that TIiou viayest give Jiim restfrom the days

of adversity, until the pit be digged for the wicked "—i.e. they shall not
experience the days of adversity which the same Ps. informs us culminates
into a ^^ gathering themselves together against the soul of the righteous and to

condemn the innocent blood" (comp. Rev. 14, 1 6, and 19, etc.). From the re-

moval of these righteous to the final overthrow of the wicked, the interval

with the efforts of unbelief is expressively called the digging of a pit for

the wicked, i.e. preparing the way for the fearful manifestation of ven-

geance upon them. All such predictions, supported by the analogy taken
from Enoch, Noah, Lot, etc., however inconclusive they might be when
taken isolated, obtain significancy as they stand related to other Scripture.

Compare Olflhaasen, Com,, vol. 2, p. 253, on the escape of the righteous. The Apoe,
Expounded (vol. 1, p. M07, given by Heiss in The Apoc, p. 230) makes Daniel ** a type of

those kept ont of the honr of temptation. When all nations, kindreds, and people are
required to worship the image of the plain of Dura, he is not there." See an impreBsive
article in Frcph, TimeSt vol. 6, p. 79, etc., ** On the Besponaibility of Christian Teachers*'
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(urging fidelity to revelation on these and kindred poind, lest others are misled by us
into that fearful tribulation and accuse us of having deceived them by erroneous preidic-

tions of peace, etc.). That the saints would be protected in the day of tribulation is an
old doctrine, as the reader can verify, e.g. by reference to 2 Esdros 2 : 27^ 28, and in
Kabin. interpretations (e.g. see ** Jewish Expos, of Malachi" in Pr'mcdon Review, Ap. 1855,

p. 324 ; remarks on ch. 3 : 17). Lincoln {Leci3, Kev.^ vol. 2, p. 55) says that " escape"
imports salvation by passing through the trial, and instances 1 Cor. 10 : 13, where the
ability to bear trial is " escaping trial." But this idea is set aside by the express declara-

tions respecting a removal previous to the great tribulation in the order of events laid

down. Even in Mai. 3 and 4 a certain order is preserved : (1) the making up of His
jewels or possession previous to the day that bums as an oven ; [2) the sparing of certain

ones declared ; the fearful day of vengeance in which the spared ones participate in a
state of exultation. An additional strung aigument might be based on the meaning of
the word Parou^fa, denoting not merely a coming or approach, but an actual personal
presence (as given e.g. often in Lange's Oom.f Alford's Cbin., A>(0 Revision of Kew Test,
DUiglott, etc.), so that He is present ^in the first stage) and the world refuseti to recognize
His presence, although certain events (the resurrection and translation) are indicative of

it. (Comp. e.g. Russell's remarks in Oh}ect aiui Manner of Our Lord's Return, p. 51.) "We
may add : There may be an indirect reference to this very translation in passages, which
are now usually applied only to watching, as e.g. when Jesus says that we shall watch so

that we may know His coming. Now as the day and the hour is unknown, this is inter-

preted as meaning that we should be in a posture of looking and preparedness so that we
are not taken unawares. While this is true, may not a deeper significancy attach to it,

that we should be in this posture, so that we may become personally, by a happy change,
aware of His presence ?

Obs. 6. Intimations also are given that such a translation or removal of

the class of righteous, while unwitnessed, will be knoicn to the nations.

This can well be imagined, for the sudden disappearance of men and
women, one here and another there, will excite general inquiry and be Ihe
subject of varied comment. It will inevitably lead to what the Spirit

describes in Ps. 83 : 3, for let these resurrected and translated ones bo
taken by the Lord and conveyed to a place of safety ^comp. Prop. 16C) ; let

it be partially comprehended for what purpose even tliis removal is effected,

then will be fulfilled what is written, that the enemies of God not only
confederate together, but that ** they take crafty counsel against T/iy people,
and consult against Thy hidden ones/' and tnis consultation is '* with one
consent or heart,'* The same ^'hidden ones'* are, probably, presented to

us in Isa. 16 : 3, 4, 5 (comp. Prop. 166), in view of its connection with the
establishment of the Davidic throne and Kingdom, unless it be applied to

a portion of the Church during the tribulation who shall fly or be brought
to the wilderness for safetv (and if the latter, may not this be a hint to the
Church when under the last extended persecution, where safety only will

be found, viz., in the wilderness near Mt Sinai, where, as Prop. 166, the
Lord Christ and His saints will be assembled ? We cannot, as vet, fully
determine ; time must show its meaning).* The fact that the wiclced shall
know something concerning those hid ones, and shall take what they deem
prudent measures (viz., to form a general confederation, etc.), is hinted at
in passages like Ps. 17 : 7-9 ; P,b. 64 : 3, etc., and still more plainly re-

vealed in Ps. 143 : 7-9. The saints are *' hid in the time o^ trouble,*' and
*'tn the secret (place) of Thy Presence** (verifying the Spirit of Ps. 91),
until the period arrives for their open manifestation in supernatural power.

* Some writers make the wilderness the United States, others Great Britain, others
even (as Claas £pp) Russia, etc. Some make it simply equivalent to concealment, or pro-
tection, or world-renunciation, oi a place of refuge, or expatriation, etc.
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It is likely, however, from the conanltation of the wicked against them,
that while the removal is allowed it will be attributed to iiatnral causes, or
to a concerted movement, and that all reference to its supernatural occur-
rence will be stoutly denied. In all probability, " the sign of the Son of
Man*^ (Matt. 24 : 30) will be something connected with this translation

(for events belonging to one period of time are grouped together without
giving in every particular the exact order, as e.g. Isa. 25 : 6-9, etc.). The
sign IS one thing and the open visible Coming is another, and yet being a
sign directly pertaining to the Son of Man, it relates to Him as in some-
thing connected with the Theocratic (see Prop. 81) ordering. Now, let

this removal of the saints take place as described by Paul, John, etc., in

the night, accompanied by a shout and trump (i.e. events may be denoted

—

see Obs. below) ; let the Son of Man be ** tn the air'' to receive His risen

and translated ones, and as the night advances around the earth, so let Him
proceed around this globe m the process of ffathenng—such will be the
accompaniments and the appearance in the sky, that, however explained
by the world as electrical, meteorical, etc., it will constitute a sign, and a
most impressive one, of the Son of Man. Invisible Himself» sheltered

behind the curtains of the bright enveloping clouds, yet His Presence in

the air may be exhibited by tokens never before witnessed.

Bee Prop. 171, where this sign u noticed more at length. It may be added here that
if the sign does not refer to a peculiar and striking manifestation in the sky itaelf, then
it may relate to the resurrection, translation, and withdrawal oC the saints themselves,
Buch being on indication or sign of *' the Son of Man," i.e. of His presence. Or it may
(as we can only at best conjecture) denote that the assembling at Mt. Sinai (Prop. 166) is

Buob a sign —indicative of a previous resurrection and translation by " the Son of Man."

Obs, 7. The effect that this translation will have upon the Church is

remarkably corroborative of our position. If we turn to Rev. 14 it is

stated that immediately after the removal of *' the first-fruits" there will be

a most powerful renetved preaching of the Word of God, deriving its force

from a proclamation of the iioto certain coming judgments of God and
tribulation under the Antichrist. What causes such a change in the style

of the preaching, which will result in the conversion, as parallel passages

show, of very many, preparinff them to pass through the great tribulation,

and to Bufifer death rattier tnan to worship the Beast and his image?
Nothing less than this astonishing removal of certain chosen ones, accounted

ivortht/y owing to their distinctive faith in God's promises, to escape. Let
this event occur just as it is described ; let here one and there one ot the

believing and watching be taken, and surely those who believe in God's
Word and are left behind will be most wonderfully affected by the event.

By 07ie sudden and startling event, coming home to the heart and directly

appealing to the warmest affections, the prevailing spiritualizing systems

and theories of progressive advancement and perfection will be overthrown,
and the Millenarian doctrine, once derided and sneered at as ** carnal,"

etc., will be most eagerly embraced and proclaimed, (The writer has often^

often felt that it is specially ior this period that he is laboring, when his

work will be appreciated, etc.) The Uhurcb, then starting up with Abra-
hamic faith will recomize its chronological positiony will see what is before

it, and, energetically infused by fear and hope, prepare itself for the

fearful ordeal through which it must pass. And we are assured that the

Church in this contest, overpowered as she will be, will sustain the persecu-
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tion with triumphant faith, feeling convinced from the events occurring

and the time elapsed, that the Son of Man is even already present, waiting

for the moment of direct interference.

Dr. Tyng, in his work He toiU Come, oorreotly represents the stag^ and translation.

The latter he forcibly represents as causing for a little while a consternation in, and con-

founding of, the world, bat he overlooks the practical effect that it will have in causing
others to receive and proclaim the truth, and even die for it. This doctrine also teaches
ns what estimate to put on the emigration theories {Proph. Times^ N. S., 1875, p. 143),

seeing that we are specially charged to await this Oomii^ and translation wherever we
may be, and not to listen to any appeals to go forth (as e.g. to Palestine) and await His
Coming. It also throws light on that special '* scoffing," etc., so choraoteristio of the
time of the end.

Obs* 8, It has been aptly remarked that the removal of righteous persons
has been followed (ase.g, Enoch, Noah, Lot, at Jerusalem, etc.) by the out-

pourings of God's judgments, and the principle is taught e.g. in the sealing

of the 144,000 (Rev. 7). A comparison of Scripture teaches that when
this translation is experienced, then will rapidly arise that culminated head
of Antichrist which will overwhelm the Church with terrific persecution.
Before this event some restraining power prevents such a dreadful con-
federation. Attention is called to this in order to correct two prevailing
mistakes in the interpretation of 2 Thess. 2 : 7. One theory makes that
which hinders the revelation of the Wicked One, the Man of Sin, to denote
the Roman power (Pagan), i.e. the civil power ; but this is erroneous,
because this Antichrist will arise out of ayid really he tlie last head of this

same Roman power (Prop. 160), fallen back to its former unchristian (e.g.

given to idol worship), paganized condition. Another theory is, that the
Hinderer mentioned is the Holy Spirit, and that this Spirit will be with-
drawn, resulting in widespread wickedness, etc. ; but this again is opposed
to fact, viz., that after " the first-fruits" are taken away the Spirit re-

mainSy as is evidenced by the proclamation of the messa^, by the sustain-

ing of the martyrs, ana the multitude coming through the tribulation.

The obscurity of the prediction and its conciseness is based upon some-
thing that was at the time well known, for in the preceding verse the
Apostle says positively, ** And tiow ye know what withholdeth'^ (same word
precisely, excepting being in the neuter form, and thus referring to some-
thing) ** that he might he revealed in his time.** That is, the Thessalonian
brethren knew what this restraining influence was which then existed and
would continue to exist down to a certain time, when this Antichrist, the
fruit of long-continued defection, would arise during the period allotted to
him. Rather than accept the modern views given by prophetical writers on
this point, we would fall back to Theodoret's opinion (Bloomfield, 0, Test,

loci), that that which hindered, restrained, prevented the culmination of
this Antichrist is ** the decree of God's Providence," and this would, at
least, be consistent with the grammatical construction, which, as critics

inform us, may refer either to a thing or person in verse 7, but only to a
thing in verse 6. The solution probably has not yet been found, and in
place of a better (which close study and comparison may yet present) we
suggest the following : Regarding the fact that the Thessalonians knew
what hindered, we turn to the First Epistle, and we find in the first chapter

(y. 4) a declaration which covers the ground, viz., in the doctrine of elec-

tion, that too of which they had knowledge, '* Knotoing, brethren heloved^

your election of God.'* Let the reader consider our Props, concerning the
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election, that God in this dispensation is calling out a definite number
(incorporated as the seed of Abraham), who are to be associated in the
Kingdom as rulers, etc., and tUeti he will see that U7iiil this gathering out
process has progressed up to a certain point (embracing these *' ^T%t-

iTuitQ'*) Ih is jDivme purpose of obtaining these chosen ones allows *' the

times of the Gentiles,' ' but restrains that fearful predicted outbreak u?itil

a determined number of God's people are secured. When this is done,
however, then, even while God's Spirit is still willing to strive with and
aid the faith uf men (as seen in the martyrs), human nature will be allowed
to riot in its unbelief, and to work out its vain theory of the destiny of the

race. TAe/i, during a brief period, human nature will be permitted to

exhibit its highest departure from the truth, its most bitter scorn and
detestation of believers, its most unrelenting hostility and cruelty to the
followers of Christ (comp. Props. 160, 161, 162, 163, 164).

This point ia the more worthy of notice, seeing that able and intelligent writers fall

into error in this matter. Thus e.g. ** Greybeard," in Lay SermonSf No. 108, totally mis-
apprehends, when during the last tribulation, ho has :

** The Holy Ghost will have left

the earth ; the only restraining power to evil will have been taken away, 2 Thess. 2 :
7.*'

So Brookes {Maranatka, p. 511) makes the same deduction, and bases on it the opinion
that the translation of tiie saints will produce no profound and lasting impression. Thus
also other writers, whom we notice eluewhere, and several of the ** Believers" assert in
Tiewof it that there is no " Church" during this inter\'al (viz., between the first and
second stages of the Advent), and that this is indicated by no mention of the word
** church* in that period. But all this ia vitiated e.g. by the order laid down in Eev.

14, (1) the firstfruits ; (2) the renewed proclamation of judgment truth ; (3) the fall of

Babylon ; (4) the Antichristion persecution ; (5; the martyrs clinging to the truth ; (6) the
harvest of believers after the tribulation ; ^7) the vintage of wrath on the persecutors.

Now without the sustaining power of the Spirit, the Gospel, and the means of grace dur*
ing this interval, the number of faithful ones that come out of the tribulation could not
be produced.

Obs, 9, While embracing the doctrine of a Pre-Mill. translation, and of

more than one translation, even (as e.g. in that pertaining to ** the first-

fruits,*' and that relating to the harvest), yet, with our present light and
understanding of the Scriptures, we cannot accept of so many as given e.g.

by Baxter {Louis Napoleon III., ch. 4) and others, simply on the ground
that a more careful com paripon will synchronize and tnus identify the

sameness of some of them. Whatever may be the truth in this matter, it

can only be presented in a discussion of the order of events as embraced in

the entire Apocalypse (a labor which is foreign to our present work, and
performed by other writers), and therefore we have only availed ourselves

of the references to such a translation, without in every instance determin-

ing the relative order, confining ourselves, as sufficient for our purpose, to

a twofold translation, one to precede and the other to follow (as the resur-

rections) the great tribulation—one pertaining to '* the first-fruits" and
the other to '* the harvest."

Obs, 10. Let US briefly consider the objections that can be alleged, not
against a translation itself (for that is too plainly taught), but a Pre-MilL
om as presented. Some writers have incautiously made out that these
** first-fruits,*' by being thus favored, etc., are not only a chosen body
(which is true, and within another), but infer from it that it 07ily com-
poses *' the married wife," i.e. only embraces the rulers with Christ, etc.,

thus excluding the harvest or those coming out of the tribulation. This
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haa caused Berioua objections, and justly too, to be urged against the view
as thus presented, for it is a fact, whatever distinctions may exist within
the orderings and stations of the Kingship and priesthood, that tJie very
last saints of this dispensation, even those who pass through the tribula-

tion and fall under Antichrist's power, are distinctively jyro/ni>e</ ^Rev.

20 : 4, 6) to also reign with Jesus Christ ; so that the *' nrst-fruita* and
the ** harvest" combined ioTra that triumphant body of rulers who reign.

Any interpretation, however plausible, which would debar the martyred
saints, etc., under the last persecution from a direct co-heirship with the
other saints in the Kingdom, is most certainly defective. The Scripture

too usually presented as favoring it, viz., Ps. 45, does not apply to such a
distinction between saints gathered during this and former dispensations

(i.e. in the various women mentioned as related to the King), but rather

between such saints thus gathered and the Jewish and Gentile nations,

ete.f as they shall exist ^as e.^. the Jewish nation being likened to **a
barren woman," also agam united to God, and other nations may well be
thus represented as vireins, etc., acknowledging His reign, etc.) in the
Millennial age. While distinctions are to be found in the body of saints^

and while it is true that the first saints gathered down to the re-establish-

ment of the Kingdom in its glory enjoj a distinction beyond all others that

follotv, it seems unscriptural to discriminate so far as to debar those to

whom is specially promised a participation in reigning gloriously with
Christ. A degree of caution is here required in order to avoid prejudice.

Some good thing, that we may well leave undefined, will be given to these
" first-fruits," but the unbelieving, unguarded Church will so atone by
ita faithful witnessing, even unto death, for its past delinouency and un-
watchfulness that it too ** inherits the Kingdom" with the otners. Another
objection is brought from 2 Thess. 2, viz., that the coming of Jesus and
the destruction of Antichrist are united together, and hence forbids any
such a previous translation. The objector, however, forgets two things :

(1) that the Apostle only argues logically that '* the dav of Christ" cannot
come without the visible appearing and destruction of Antichrist (just as

our argument demands), witnout specifying all the particulars antecedent,
either to this visible Advent of Christ, or this Antichrist, and (2) that the
saints participate both in the Coming of Jesus and destruction of the
Wicked One, neither of which are mentioned. The Apostle does not con-
tradict timself, as is apparv'^nt, if due notice is taken that the Thessalonians
believed *' the day of Christ" to be already present, and his reasoning
proceeds to show, not that saints are not to be raised and translated before
that day (which is implied), but that before the day itself is ushered in as
predicted, a visible Coming and the destruction of Antichrist must precede.
Again, it is objected that the gathering of the elect by the messengers
described Matt. 24 : 31, is a gathering of all saints after the tribulation.

But this, while after the tribulation, dpes-not affirm that all the saints that
ever lived are thus included, but simply refers to the elect then living at

tJie period designated, and may denote, as some believe, believers in general

scattered over the earth ; or rather, as others hold, the members of the still

elect Jewish nation, which, as many prophecies predict, shall at this very
time be again gathered to Palestine. Besides this, all the passages relating

to the gatherings of this intently interesting period must be collated and
compared, when several, without contradicting each other, will appear
l>ertaining to '* the first-fruits" and to '* the harvest," to the Church and
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to the Jewish nation. A^ain, it is alleged that the multitude of Bev. 7 all

came out of the great tribulation, and that this evidences that the entire

Church of this dispensation living at the time must enter and pass through
it. Aside from other reasons in reply, it is sufficient to direct attention to

the 144,000 mentioned in the same chapter, a body separate from all

others, who were sealed in order to their complete safety before the
incoming storm. Some object on the ground that ** the shout and
trump" accompanying the resurrection and translation show it to be a

visible occurrence, seen by the world. But such forget that while there

will be a sufficiency of manifestation to excite attention and startle the

world, yet the shout, etc., may be like Daniel's " man clothed in linen'*

(10 : 6-7), whose voice was ** like the voice of a multitude,'* and yet the

men with him, strangely affected even to quaking, ** saw not the vision ;^^

or like the voice from heaven (John 12 : 28-29), which distinctly spoke, but
the people that ** stood by and heard it, said, that it thundered y* or like

the voice speakine to Saul, which his fearful companions heard not. The
voice, the shout, the trump (indicative of events ushering in) is/or a chosen

class of persons, and if it is God's good pleasure, the same may only be

heard by them, even if others stood by, just as Stephen in the crowd only

saw the glorious vision, or Elisha's eyes were only opened to behold the

horses and chariots of fire. Other objections have oeen bo fully met in

previous remarks, that it is unnecessary to reproduce them, unless we
except one, owing to its practical Importance. It is said that such an order

of events, privately accomplished, is opposed to the publicity, not only of

the Sec. Advent, but of intervening events, viz., that before such a
Coming, resurrection, and translation transpires the partial restoration of

the Jews, the culminated Antichrist, the gathering of the nations, etc.,

must he first witnessed. But as Cunuinghame, Cox, and many others have
shown, this is not to distinguish His visible Coming with the saints, at

which time all these things are manifested, from that of His Coming for
them, preparatory to the former. Several stages of the same Advent,
leaving a sufficient interval for the development of those things between
them, is, as the ablest prophetical writers have asserted and proven, the

only possible way in which to reconcile the condition attacned to the Sec.

Advent (as e.g. coming in a time of peace and coming in a time of war,

etc.), and places it at the same time in the position given to it by the

Spirit, viz., as something that may occur at a7iy moment, and for which
we are constantly to watch without looking first for the fulfilment of

intervening things.

Fansset {Chris. Herald, Aug. 14th, 1879) makes the time of the translation, ohronolog-

ioallT considered, nnder Bev. 16 : 15. Bnt this cannot be so, because then the saints

vonld—as the preceding vials testify—have experienced the tribulation under Antichrist,

from vhich, as we have shown, a large party is to escape. The explanation of Kev.

16 : 15, in order to harmonize it with the order of Bev. 14, is as follows, being fully bus.

tained by a comparison of Scripture : Having just referred to the gathering of the hosts

of Antichrist, the Spirit in v. 16 turns to another gathering which ia to meet and con-

found the one first mentioned, viz.. Vie gaihering qf the saints to Mt. jSinai, where the pre-

liminaries of the Theocratic Kingdom are inaugurated (Prop. 166). This gathering is, as

abundant Scripture testifies, under the thief-lilEe Coming of Christ, and hence as stand-

ing related to the other gathering (that of enemies) it is also announced as a warning. It

is not chronologically located in the order of events, but is placed there for the reason

assigned, and properly too, because both gatherings are in opposition to each other and
will come into teirrible conflict. (Comp., for details, Prop. 163.)
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Ohs, 11. The question may be asked, Why such a distinction ? The
reply is, because such is Goa's pleasure in tne matter. It is not for ns
to assert with any degree of positiveness who shall thus be favored with a
translation, and escape the great tribulation. We can only point out the
general affirmation (as e.g. **them that honor me, I will honor," etc.)

upon the subject, and leave each one draw his own conclusions. There is

a difference between mere salvation and the special honor, station, dignity,

etc. , that God in addition may bo pleased to bestow upon certain ones.

There were other pious ones when Enoch and Elijah were translated, and
yet they only were favored ; and we doubt not that many who ultimately

will be saved with great glory (because of their faithful witnessing during
the last severe trial) will he left at this translation. While we cannot
confine, as some do, this preference to mere belief in and watching for the

Advent (for in connection with this stands the purity and proper develop-

ment of Christian character, which, alas, some who thus believe and watch
do not manifest to the extent required, or even to the degree that some
honest and sincere disbelievers in our doctrine exhibit), yet such faith and
watching is eminently set forth as a characteristic of those translated ones.

Because they thus believe, showing due respect unto God's Word, and
permit such faith to have its practical effect in heart and life, we are

assured that they shall thas be favored, as e.g. the general announcement
in Mai. 2 : 17, which the New Test more fully explains in some of its

jjarticular aspects, as in Luke 21 : 36 ; Matt. 24 : 36-51, etc. At the same
time we deeply feel that without a special preparedness, devoted piety (as

exemplified in the translated Enoch and Elijah), which evinces itself in

opposing the torrent of worldliness and wickedness encroaching upon the

Church, Millenarianism, however upheld and ably defended, is unable of
ihelf to secure such a distinguishing benefit and honor. A personal, indi-

vidual acceptation of the truth combined with a happy experience of its

sanctifying influence, together with testifying in its behalf before others,

is imperatively needed. It is not simply those who '* watch" that shall
** escape," but those, Imke 21 : 36, who " watch and pray always," avoid-

ing the corrupting influences around them. The number of translated ones
may not he very large (for the number of translated ones given as (so

Baumgarten, etc.) types in comparison with the number of those not
translated, and with that of the resurrected saints is small), so that Dr.
Seiss, with whom many concur, is undoubtedly correct in saymg ;

** I have
no idea that a very large portion of mankind, or even of the professing
Church, will be thus taken. The first translation, if I may so speak, will

embrace otily the select few who watch and pray always," etc. The fact

that Enoch was the seventh from Adam may, for aught we know, be
suggestive (as Bengel, owing to seven being a sacred number, also comp.
Prop. 143) of the occurrence of this translation when the seventh milliad
arrives, and Enoch's specific prediction (Jude) of the Lord's Coming by
those accounted worthy of translation ; while Elijah's pertains simply to

exalted, eminent piety, without any special reference to such testimony.
Yet, let it be said, whatever the doctrinal position of the persons trans-

lated, and whatever may be the personal attitude respecting the nearness of
the Advent, etc., that o?ie distinguishing characteristic will be exhibited
by all, viz., that they ** love the appearing" of Christ (2 Tim. 4 : 8), thai

fhetj earnesily desire ii^ and reaard it as the highest possihU blessing, '* the

hhsiied hope" (Tit. 2 : 13). There maybe also a deeper meaning than is
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generally assigned to the phrase " them that look for Him'' in Heb. 9 : 28—
a meaniog derived from an existing fact at the time of the Advent. Still

another reason applies why this resurrection and translation of saints

shonld take place at this particular crisis ; this will be noticed in the
following Props., viz., that as Christ comes to make the preliminary
arrangements for the setting up of the Theocratic David ic Kingdom, it is

eminently suitable, that all the saints down to that period should be
gathered in order to reoeive their instructions, to have their positions, etc.,

assigned, so that they can act with Him as executors in the Divine adminis-
trations that follow. This (Prop. 166) measured by the creatures capacity
requires time, and such time will be ^iven to this particular purpose in the
place predicted. Hence this distinction grows out of the Divine purpose;
which such saints are designed to aid in executing and establishing.

All vho are tocUchful servants, and whom the tmth leads to pwriiy of heart and life, out
of all denominations, shall be thns translated, but they who despise prophecy (Jer.

23 : 33-36) shall bear their bnrden. We have no sympathy with that intolerable bigotry
characteristic of Christadelphianism, which maintains that none can be sav^d (althoogh
having antagonistic parties among themselves) bnt themselves, thus evincing the lack of
the greatest of all Christian graces ; or with Seventh-Day Adventism. which declares that
nnlesti we leave onr respective denominations (called by way of emphasis " Babylon,"
etc.) and connect ourselves with their sect, adopting their views of the seventh day, etc.,

we cannot be saved ; or with other sects (as the Believers, the followers of Barbour, etc.)

who, with far greater charity, still deem it necessary to increase and multiply sectarianism
and divisions in order to hold forth with prominence certain distinctive features which
entitle them to realize with exclnaiveness this translation. While it is sadly true that
the existing churches lack much and come far short of their profession (which we give in
detail e.g. Props. 174 and 177), yet it is far better to let our light shine wherever we
happen to belong, and where it is needed, than to withdraw and increase the evils of sep-
aration and exclusiveness. The truth, the Church of our Lord, has suffered immensely
from such mistaken zeal and bigotry, and, as we have ourselves noticed, in the indis-

criminate condemnation engendered by it, persons are upbraided and reprobated, by those
under its influence, who possess to a far greater degree the mind of Christ and the graces
of the Spirit than their opposers (as e.g. evidenced in controversy, language, spirit).

We apprehend, and venture the assertion, that many will be saved eventually who wUl not
be crowned—saved as by fire- -occupying a avbordinaie position (comp. Prop. 135).

Among those who will suffer loss and even miss a translation, there may be believers in

the Sec. Advent and advocates of its nearness, but overlooking that with a watching post-

ure there must be connected an appropriating faith and practical obedience resulting in a
proper development of Christian character ; they vitiate their position by degenerating
into some sectarian peculiarities which are urged, and pressed, and promulgated with a
fiery spirit of partisanship (unchurching and anathematizing all others) ; or by merely
being excited through a carnal interest taken in the forecasting of future events pro-
phetically expressed (making them to seem "wise," "learned/' and " profound ") ; or

by being influenced by a morbid curiosity, a love for the marvellous and sensational, a
relish for mere speculation relating to the future without a practical receplion of sancti-

fying truth, causing the theoretic and historiooU to overshadow and crush out the praciieal.

Bo long as a man loves the Lord Jesus, loves His appearing, we dare not, in view of
what Paul says of love in 1 Cor. 13, condemn him. for it is specifically said : *']fany man
love not the Lord Jesus Christy Id him be AnathemOt M(xranathaf " 1 Cor. 16 : 22.

Obs. 12. The reader may, for himself, estimate the greatiiess and yahte of

such a translation, embracing (1) exemption from death, (2) deliverance

from a terrible incoming tribulation, (3) a special exaltation to the Presence

of Christ, (4) the bestowal of glorification, joint rulership with the mighty
King, etc. Richard Baxter {WorkB^ vol, 16, p. 556) may express these

blessings in his ardent prayer and lon^ngs that Christ may speedily come
in order that death might not be experienced, etc., saying :

** The thoughts

of the Coming of the Lord are most sweet and joyftd to me, so that if I
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were but snre I shonld live to see it, and tliat the trnmpet should sound
and the dead should rise, and the Lord appear^ before the period of my
age, it would be the Joy^uUest tidings to me in the world," etc, A muln-
tude of writers, italicizing the promises of God in Christ Jesus, delineate

these blessings, and hold them up as worths/ of consideration and con-
templation, Happy, blessed beyond description, the man or the woman
thiis honored!

If it be aaked why do we not have a conoiae statement of the facta of those stages,

tranfllation, and events following ? the anAwer is found in God's way of presenting the
facta of tAc I^lrsi Advent, so as not to intezfere with man's agency, so as to tzrge ns to a
comparison and study of His Word, etc. God is exercising our faith and hope, and even
.honor—for long ago (Prov. 25 : 2) it was said :

'' It is the gloxy of God to conceal a thing :

but the honor of kings is to search out a matter." We fully indorse this declaration of
Dr. Wordsworth (C'A. Herald, March 27th, 1879) when, in urging attentioA to " The Com-
ing Persecution," he incidentally presents the idea (which will be largely realized in this
translation, the signs and events following) :

*' It is probable that some of the most illus-

trious evidence of the truth and inspiration of prophecy, and of its practical value for the
guidance of the faithful, is reserved for the iast daya—especially for ihe coming conflict be-
tween truth and error, between the Church and the world, between Christ and Antichrist,

and the great and glorious consummation which will follow that conflict."

Obs. 13. The reader, too, will for himself imagine the influence that such
a translation must have, whenever it occurs, upon families, communities,
churches, etc. The sudden disappearance of husband or wife, parent or
child, sister or brother, pastor or member, etc., will be siartliiw in the
extreme. Such a separation •* in that night," when in the bed, or the
social gathering, or on the journey, will result in an outburst of grief, in

a wonderful heart searching, and in a renewed, most diligent study of GK)d*s

Word. But only (excepting the first, e.g. grief) in those who fear God
and desire to bo obedient unto Him. We thus return to this thought, onlj
to direct attention to the fact that for a number of years various propheti-

cal writers, and quite a number of periodicals, have warned the Onnrch
and the world that such was the Divine procedure, and have given proper
prominence to this order of events. This answers a twofold purpose, viz.,

it vindicates God's mode of working, which is (in case of great events
involving tremendous issues) to make His procedure previously known
(Amos 3 : 7, etc.), and when it thus comes to pass it not only establishes

His truth, but serves to guide those who are willing to receive His Word
into a proper apprehension of the same. If such an event is to occur it is

most reasonable to anticipate that believers in the Word, lust previous to
its occurrence, will proclaim ifc, so that when it has taken place others may
recognize it at once as a part of God's own divine and gracious ordering.
This, then, will alleviate the grief of believers when a beloved one is thus
suddenly taken away, because they will rejoice in their having been thus
favored, and will strive to prepare themselves and others for the coming
struggle, that they too may be accounted worthy of a glorious reunion with
resurrected and translated ones.

The thief-like Coming and presence of Jesus will at once he made ewdad by this gather-

ing of '* the first-fruits.*' Hence we cannot possibly receive Kuasell's view {Our Lor^s
Returrij p. 62, etc.), which indorses Barbour's {Three Worlds) position : (1) that Jesus has
already come, is now present and is (mentally) inspecting the guests of the marriage ; (2)
that we are already in the time of the harvest^ which is now progressing, the separation be-
tween (mental) wheat and tares going on, which will finally culminate in a bodily separa-

tioDf the wise going into the marriage and the door is shut. The theory evidences a con.
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fusion of ideas, and does not properly dlaerimiTiaie between "the flret-fraita" . and the
harvest. It is based upon an erroneous application of the Antichrist and Kingdom ;

upon an nntenable interpretation of the events taJcing place between ** the first-fruits"

and the harvest ; and upon the deductions of an inconclosive, bnt confidently urged,
<thTonology. TVe show, on the other hand, that " the first-fruits" necessarily precedes
the harvest, that certain events which have not yet taken place intervene, that the exten-
sive proclamation, martyr faith, etc., evidences that the withdrawal is recognized by the
Church, etc. So also we cannot receive, in view of the order laid down in the 14th oh.

of Rev., the statement contained in the Proph, Times, March, 1878, that after the transla-
tion there will be no more tribulation of the Church (because all the pious will be taken)
but only of the wicked, which is opposed to the proclamation and martyrdom after the
144,000 are taken. In the same connection (p. 72) another mistake is made when the
translation is placed after the ending of the Jewish tribulation. It precedes its close, and
(Zech. 14) after the Jews have drunk the last bitter dregs of their cap does Jesus come
vjith His saints, previously gathered to take vengeance on the Qentiles.

Obs. li. It is reasonable to expect that this doctrine of a tranfllation will

be ridiculed both before and after the occnrrence of it. Indeed, the

parallel existing in the days of Noah, j'ust before the deluge, and that jnst

before the Advent would fail in an important particular if ridicule and
scorn were not added to the objections urged against belief in a speedy
Advent and its inevitable results. Among these results that of the special

honoring of some living saints by a translation without seeing death is

already made the subject of derision and sport. The abuse of the doctrine

by some evidentljr sincere but misguided persons (who confidently, against
most express Scripture, fix the day and hour of its occurrence, and who,
against the testimony of the Spirit, that it is not to be anticipated by a
gathering of saints and most foolish provision of ascension robes, meet at

the designated time to experience it) greatly tends to such levity
;
just as

if the vagaries andfoolishness oi men inperverting VL^ocirmQ necessarily led

to its entire rejection—a principle so palpably erroneous that if applied to

truth in general would leave but little for us to accept. Scoffers are to

arise in the last days, who will express their contempt of God's promises,

and pronounce those, who Nodh-like trust in them, to be, if not *' mad" or

possessed of a ** devil," at least '* exceedingly soft and foolish." This natu-
rally is to be expected of the world, but unfortunately some of the scoffers

nreprofessed believers in that Word of God, which expressly teaches a still

fu'^'ire translation to come suddenly, as a snare, upon the Church and the

world, which gives us typical, real illustrations of such translations in two
noted cases, and which urges us constantly to look and watch for that

which is to effect it.' It is saddening that men cannot at least treat such
subjects with soberness, and discuss tnem without sneers. This is before

the translation ; the same will be true of multitudes immediately after it.

Acta 13 : 41 will be repeated ; and those who are arrested by its occurrence
and take it to heart will be unsparingly ridiculed. Human nature will bo
true to itself, and the doctrine will be particularly detestable to it, since it

evinces a species of favoritism—a contrast

—

condemnatory to its own
Naturalistic and Humanitarian position. The Spirit predicts—and His
AVord is truth—that ridicule, sneers, etc., shall give finally place to so

positive a dislike and hatred to all pertaining to it that those who are left

and are believing shall experience, not merely a wordy reviling persecu-

tion, but the stroke of the descending, beheading sword and axe,

^ See a veil-merited rebuke given by Dr. Seiss (or one of the editors) in Proph, 77mes,

vol. 4, p. 137, to such a class of scoffers in the art. " The Deathless Baptnre—A Sneer
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Answered.'* A portion of the religions press prononnced the statements of Dr. Seiss in

the eighth Lee. on the Apoc. respecting this translation, ** Millenarianiurn run mad—
nonsense—the gravest error—most destructive heresy**—*' a fine prospect for news
reporters*'—" the laat extreme of MiUenarlanism/* etc. The Doctor sustains the asser-

tions of his lecture by scripturally showing that such a removal without seeing death is

no new ihUvj, that God deals thus with the living at His Coming, that some will not die,

that some will be left, and that the proximity of it is fully maintained (1^ by our not
knowing the time, hence, for aught we know, may be imminent, and (11) oy the com-
manded posture to watch, etc., lest it come nnaware8» etc.

Ohs, 15/ To the critical student it is pi'^per in this place to make some
remarks on the phrase '* Time of the End and ** iMt Days.'^ These
terms have been in the past sadly appropriated, and conveniently dated
from some period antecedent to the writer and thus represented as present

;

under its shelter (Dan. 12 : 8-10), with the plea that ** the wise shall under-
stand/* men have confidently given us predictions relating to the future,

which, to say the least, are simply conjectures and inferences suggested by
minds strongly impressed by the alleged fact that they were already in
'* the time of the endy Many writers could be quoted illustrative of this,

and several bodies of believers seem, if we are to judge by the usage of this

phrase, to make it essential to their system. Books, tracts, sermons,
essays are written to show, without proof excepting an array of signs and
the declarations of others, that we are now, and have been for some years,
in ** the Time of the End." Over against all such deductions, the simple
fact, as a more careful examination of the Scriptures indicate, is, that
'* the Time of the End " is still future. It is to be applied to this interval
between the two stages of the Advent, a period which may embrace, for
anght we know (considering the events that are to take place in it, and
that the last week of Daniel does not include the whole time of interval,

but only the time when the Covenant is made with the restored Jewish
nation, the breaking of the same, and Antichrist^s persecution of the Jews),
from 35 to 75 years, more or less.

Let the reasons for such a reference be briefly assigned. This interval

forms ** the end^^ spoken of by Daniel, i.e. the time when the series of
events predicted by himself should terminate; it is the culmination of

Srophecy, relating to Antichristian powers, the Jewish nation, and the
lessianic triumpn ; it is the time when the end has come and God^s

judgments are to be poured out upon the nations, resulting in a great
deliverance, and thus vindicating the Divine Purpose, When the first

stage of the Advent occurs it is evidence that the end of the dispensation
has arrived, and from the res. and translation of the believers down to the
open Advent, we have literally ** the time of the end*** The overlapping of
the two dispensations by this secret Parousia, instead of proving aaverse to

our view is corroborative of it, since such in the case of the Jewish and
Christian is called '* the ends of the world** (1 Cor. 10 : 11) by Paul. The
end itself is not an abrupt, sudden end, but embraces time or years in its

termination. A series of gigantic events are included in the winding up of

this dispensation of so remarkable a nature that no one with the least faith

in the Scriptures can doubt respecting the closing period of the age. But
to particularize still more, every one can see for himself that this '* time of
the end (Dan. 11 : 35) follows (comp. Prop, 160) a long continued and
indefinite period of trial to the Church, snch as the Church has experienced
in the past. Then (Dan. 12 : 6-10) the end is associated with the restora-
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tion of the Jews to their own land, which is still future ; with (Dan.
VZ ; 13, comp. Prop. 126) tho resurrection of Daniel at the first stage of
the Advent ; with ** the end of these wonders'* (v. 6), i.e. with their

termination, when they are about to be completed ; with (v. 7) the time
when ** these things (the wonders predicted) shall be finished,^' i.e. shall

approach their termination. Thus a comparison shows that the end
commences with the resurrection of the saints, and the time of this end
embraces within it Grod's controversy with the nations and the deliverance
of the Jewish nation. For it seems that for purposes of salvation and
vengeance, to manifest in an extraordinary degree the supernatural power
of God in behalf of Hi* people and in crushing His enemies, this interval

between the two st^es is (Dan. 8 : 19) not merely ** the latter end of the
indignation,'* but °^

the appointed time of the end**—a time specifically

measured off by these stages, and the events connected therewith, com-
posing the end or completion of the combined series of predictions—the
culmination. This ** time of the end" includes ** the times'* or ** days**

of Dan. 12, which, as a dispassionate examination proves (comp. Prop. 173),
are contained in this interval, and have special reference to the climax of

Jewish tribulation and Antichristian opposition. The ''end" itself, or
** the end of the days" is the full completion, witnessed in the overthrow
of Antichrist and the establishment of the Theocratic Kingdom at the
open Parousia, In addition, at '"the time of the end** these prophecies
will be ** unsealed** (Dan. 12 : 9), i.e. they will be completely opened or
understood in their unity and culmination. This unsealing is still fnturcy
for the simple reason that whatever advancement and knowledge may have
been obtained by study, and whatever unity of view may have been secured
in grand outlines, no two interpreters of Daniel can be found who per-

fectly agree with each other, in details at least. But we do know that

between these two stages there is a complete unsealing, because the secret

Advent with the resnrrection and translation stamps at once the chrotio-

logical status, the method and application of interpi*etation, the proper
reception and place for the Apocalyptic visions, etc. The messages (Rev.

14) following tne withdrawal of " the first-fruits'* is sufficiently indicative

that no lack of knowledge respecting the present and future js then pre-

vailing, but that a correct apprehension of the predicted things is universal
among believers.

St. John {1 John 2 : 18) uses the phrase " the last time** declaratively

respecting tnis entire Christian dispensation, because Antichristian spirit

and principles characterize it during the whole period, while Jude (v. 18),

connecting it with tho Advent, seems to limit (comp. 2 Pet. 3 : 3) it more
to the concluding period of the same. It has been observed (e.g. Faber,
Diss, on PropJi., p. 87) that the expressions *' latter days' ^ or '' tidies,"

and " last days,'* do not precisely denote the same period of time. While
the former may include the latter to some extent, yet the one is significant

of an indefinite termination of this dispensation, i.e. in contrast with the

past history of the world or past duration ; the other is expressive of '' the
last days*' or " the end," or '* time of the end." The chief characteristic

of " the latter days" is that of superstition and apostatizing, and the main
feature of *' the last days" is that of bl^phemous infidelity and direct

opposition to God. The one is the forerunner of the other
i
the one

culminates in the other ; the one, Antichristian, paves the way for the

other, the fully developed Antichrist, who denies both Father and Sou.
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" The latter days^* usher in ** the last days." But this view can only be
snstained by noticing that this distinction only holds good where they are

nsed in prophetical sense, i.e. in a prediction relating to the future. The
student will observe that the phrases '* latter days and 'Mast days'' in

the Old Test, are the comparative and superlative of the one expression in

the original, *' the end of days" (comp. Faber's Diss, on Proph., ch. 3).

This refers to this very time of the end and its grand resultant, as seen e.g.

in laa. 2:2; Mic. 4 ; I (with which comp. Acts 3:16, 17), seeing that

the Millennial Kingdom is only introduced in connection with this closing

period. The same is noticeable in Hos. 3 : 5, where " the latter days" or
*' the end of days" is united with the future restoration of the Jews and
the Messianic reign. In these " latter days" (Ezek, 38 : 16) Antichrist-
still future—is to enter Palestine and meet his doom, which only takes

place in this interval. The declaration (D&u. 2 : 28) that God maketh
known ** what shall be in the latter days*^ or ** at the end of days,*' does
not simply mean futurity in general, but that God really and truly repre-

sents to the King- not merely what ia ** hereafter" (as afterward stated),

but especially things which pertain to this culmination of events, this con-
cluding period containing so many pregnant issues concerning Gentile
domination, Jewish supremacy, and the Messianic reign. Indeed, a slight

acquaintance with the predictions show^ plainly that the greatest stress

and detail is expended on this very period, to which the eve of faith and
hope turns. *' The latter tim^s" of 1 Tim. 4 : 1 admits of a wider scope,

and indicates, as the context and warning shows, that the spirit to be
developed in them is one gradually formed and extending itself, becoming
more and more intensive, through a series of times. The phrase *' these

last times," in 1 Pet. 1 : 20, if not used declaratively, then refers (as is also

true of *' the last days" in Heb. 1 : 1, 2) to the fact that Jesus, the Mes-
siah, was manifested during the closing period of the Mosaic economy,
which removal was signally verified by the events befalling the nation and
capital. However any of these phrases may be employed in a general
sense, it is also true, as a careful comparison of the same evidences, that
the Spirit employs them to express the closing period of this dispensation,

ushering in the interval between the two stages, and then specifically the

interval itself, with its result

The reader will see that this consideration alone ntterly vitiates an immense amount
of prophetical interpretation and application, and the self-confident exaltation, as spe-
cially called witnesses, of rnrioas classes. Some systems are so wedded to the phrase as
fundamental to their conclasions, that it is impossible to yield it np without at the same
time giving up their respective theories of the order of events. The phrase is applied to

any period that happens to fit into some favorite chronological period or its dose ; and
its beginning, duration, and termination varies with the view entertained concerning
dates. Various commentaries, Lange, Barnes, Alford, Olahausen, etc., give interesting
comments concerning these phrases, but the chronological application can only be found
by a careful comparison of Uie prophecies, and that we are forced to locate, not in the
past or the present, but in the future—in ihA inierval between the two stages. And. as

already intimated, we dare not, owing to the silence of the Scriptures on the subject,

express its exact duration. We cannot limit it to seven years (i.e. the interval) as some
do, because those seven years are applicable to a apecial ttm«, relating to the Jews and
Antichrist, and do not cover the enlire interval, as seen e.g. in Mic. 7 : 15, etc., and in the
even£a pextaining to the period which cannot, without undue violence (as e.g. the Jews
dwelling in unwalled villages safely and prosperously when Antichrist comes upon them,
etc.), be crowded into so small a space of time. In reference to the mighty increase of

knowledge predicted of this period, it is sufficient to say that the gigantic events then

taking place, owing to the first stage of the Advent, the resurrection and translation of the
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saints vill give the believer such a dear and dedsvx nnderstanding of the prophecies, its

chronology and the events to be anticipated, that ihm students of prophecy will see eye

to eye, and encourage each other out of the fully comprehended Word of God. (On the

phrases, comp. e.g. Dr. Braune, Lange's (km. 1 John, p. 72, sqq., and commentators
generally on the same as used by D&niel, Isaiah, Micah, Paul, Luke, Peter, and John.

The order of evento during this " time of the end," as well as " the end " or ** the end
of the days," will be given under such Props, as 160-163, 166, etc.)
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Pboposition 131, This Kingdom emiraoes ilie visible reign of

JemiSy the Chi4st^ liere on earth.

Compare Props. 81, 82, 83. The idea of a Theocracy as involved
in the Theocratic-Davidic arrangement, God ruling in and through
David's Son ; the covenant and the promises based on it relating to

David's throne and Kingdom (Props. 49, 111, 114, 116, 117, 122)

;

in brie^ the entire analogy <ifprediction demands a visible reign.

Obs. 1. So distinctly is this taught that no Jew, no Christian believer,

no one who read the Scriptures doubted this, until the Alexandrian system
evolved a series of doctrines, under the notion of exalting the truth and
the Son, in which the throne promised to David's Son was transformed into

a throne in the third heaven. What influence the heathen mythology had
at first in shaping and urging such views cannot be fully determined, bat
that it exerted some is self-evident in the similarity of views on various

points, as witnessed e.g. in the introduction of Platonic ideas and doc-
trines. Eccl. His., His. of Beligions, Treatises on Dog. Theol. and Sja.

Div., etc., clearly indicate not only the change^ but also the motives which
led to it. When the change, however, was once made from the ancient
simplicity, it rapidly intrenched itself in the Church as more in accord with
the rising Papacy and an alleged advanced improvement.

Having sbnndantly presented the Jewish and early Chnroh view—having already
shown that the doctrine of such a visible reign waa universally received by, and perpetu-
ated in, the churches established under apostolic authority—it is not requisite to repeat
our statements and quotations. Even the heathen (Kurtz, Sac, His., p. 273) entertained
the belief that some great monarch thus reigning would bring back tbe golden age. The
Apocryphal books (Stuart's Com, Rev. Ap.) largely contain it. The Sybils (Stuart's
Com. Rev, Ap.) refer to it as an undoubted hope, thus indicating how widespread was the
opinion. It is to be regretted that spiritualizing and unbelief have, in a great measure,
rooted out this eminentiy Scriptural truth—the* former, either by substituting a spiritual
Coming and reign or by locating the same in the past or present ; the latter by deliber-
ately rejecting it, as e.g. some Bationalistic Jews who tell us that the only Messiah they
look for is *' political emancipation." But such a substitution and rejection (1) ignores
the plain Scriptural language, (2) the covenanted and historical connection, (3) the fact of a
conUmums faith introduced into the Christian Church through the return of a once dead,
crucified Messiah, etc. The student will observe the following particulars : (1) The
Jewish and ancient expectations, as instanced e.g. Barnes Com, on Matt. 2 : 2 ; (2) this
expectation based on the covenanted restoration of the Theocratic rule in the person of
David's Son ; (3) this confirmed by the plain grammaticai sense of prediction and promise ;

(4j the opinion of the disciples, Acts 1 : 6 who preached the Kingdom
; (6) the langwtqe

01 the apostles and their labors, instead of removing the view only increased it, as evi-
denced in the primitive belief ; (6) this conlinuHy required by the general analogy of the
Becord, the facts as they existed, and the restoration of the identical Theocratic ordering
overthrown ; (7^ the postponement of the personal reign to Sec. Advent, instead of vitiating
a fulfilment, only teaches us the more forcibly how it will be realized. Knapp (Ch. ThmA.)
and others admit that such a personal visible reign was firmly believed in until the day
of Pentecost, but that after that period a spiritual reign was only taught. This, however,
makes (1) the very preachers of the Kingdom ignorant and misleading teachers

; (2) the
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grammatical sense of covenant and prophecy to be discarded, without any express revela-

tion ; (3) Jesns Himself to conceal the truth and leave His disciples in gross error

;

(4) God to employ a sense j^i.e. grammatical) which is not intended to be f^filled, thus
making Him chaigeable with minleadlng

; (5) and that the aposUes, if they were led to

change their views (which is inferred and remains unproven), were utterly unable to
procLaim such a change among the churches established by them as to influence to belief

in the same.

Ohs^ 2. Having in previons Propositions shown with sufficient distinct-

ness that David's Son, Jesus in Mis humanity, must, if the prophecies are

fulfilled, appear in a visible reign; that He does thus manifest Himself to

the sight 01 all, it is unnecessary (as coming Propositions will materially

add reasons for our doctrine to those already giren) to enter into a detailed

argument, since it is nowhere asserted that the visibilitj thus exhibited
shall ever be withdrawn, and since the denial of such a visible reign is one
of pure inference. No one, that we are aware of, has ever yet presented a
passage of Scripture to prove the invisibility of the reign in the future. It

IS wrongfully inferred that the Divine Sovereignty (Props, 79 and 80)
embraces this Kingdom, and u^on this inference alone is based the opposi-

tion to our view, thus overlooking that this specially predicted Theocratic
reign on David's throne is promised to ** the Son of Man,'' see Prop. 81.

Seeing the foundation of the denial of our doctrine, which has been
examined in detail and refuted, it is only rec[uisit6 to notice the peculiar

ideas which originate from a forgetting or ignoring of this covenanted
Kingdom.* The following illustrations will suffice.

' The fact of a visible return (if admitted) itself indicates the purpose of a visible

reign, for the visible Advent is undoubtedly intended for establishing and administering
His Kingdom. Why thus appear in visible gloiy, if not, as visibly present, to enter upon
His covenanted, oath bound Theocratic Kingdom ? Why then—^ a spiritual presence
and reign is alone intended— is ** ihe appearing and JCingdmn"* linked together? Why is

the visible appearance of JeEus something direcUy asserted, as e.g. in the passages relat-

ing to '* the Son of Man" (the glorified Man) and ** the Son of David ** (glorified) indica-

tive of a then present human personality ? Why is it declared as something that mast
necessarily exist, if the Scriptures are to be fulfilled, as e.g. in John 1 : 51 :

** Ye shall

nee*' (at that time) ** the heaven open and the angels of Qod ascending and descending
upon the Son of Man"? Fausset (Own. Dan. 7 : 13) justly observes :

'*
* Son of Man *

expresses His visible state, formerly in His humiliation, hereafter in His exaltation." A
little reflection ought to convince us that if His stay on earth at the First Advent as Bon
of Man induM His personal, visible presence, so precisely at the Second Advent and stay

on earth mnst the visible presence and reign be embraced because He then also comes and
reigns as the Son of Man and Son of David. This is a sufficient answer to Dr. Keith's

objection {liar, qf Prophecy^ p. 28), who admits a visible Goming, but rejects a visible

reign (without proof, saving his own assertion).

Obs, 3. To indicate how persons in their eagerness to deny a visible,

personal reign on earth of Christ allow themselves to use unwarranted
language (even to deny the personal return to the earth), language which
they themselves contradict, we refer e.g. to Barnes, Com, on 1 Thess,

4 : 16, where in his remarks he says :
" There is no intimation here of * a

personal reign* of Christ upon earth. Indeed, there is no evidence that He
laill return to the earth at all," and then he proceeds to place Christ, the

saints, the wicked, the living, and the dead in ** the regions of the air*'*

This sounds very much like one of the old monkish legends, and is un-

worthy of so able a man. We need not in reply direct attention to Zech.

14 : 4, where it is said that Christ's feet shall touch the Mt, of Olives, etc.,
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for his own commentary contains an abnndant refutation of liis words.
Thns e.g. in his Com, on Acts 3 : 21, he says :

** Until ; this word implies

that He should then return to the earth ;'
' and then to guard his theory

after such an admission adds :
" but it does not imply that He would not

aeain ascend to heaven." Precisely so, and it does not imply that He will,

after His return, leave again. This is added to the Bible by our opponents,
because the Scriptures dose with the personal Advent, His dwelling with

man, etc. , and have Jesus the Christ here on the earth. Neither Barnes nor
any other writer has been able to adduce a single passage to support their

theory of Christ's Sec. Advent a,ndi Ammediate return to heaven. Yea,
more than this, Barnes and others like him, forgetting their objections to

our doctrine, do, when adverting to the renewed earth, admit that Christ

may personally be present, as e.g. Barnes, Com, on Rev,, ch. 21 : 3, "It
is not said that this would be on the earth, although that may be, for it is

possible that the earth, as well as other worlds, may yet become the abode of
the Bedee7nedy" comp. hisiremarks on chs. 21 and 22, and 2 Pet 3 : 13,

etc., which, in his usual style, may denote this or that, or may fwt denote
it. The concessions, such as they are, unwillingly forced from him, are all

that are required to prove a looseness and vagueness very different from the

consistent, logical interpretation of the early Church.

We tarn from anch Tacillating and oontmdiotoiy statements to others who express
this visibility as the early Church taught. Thus, e.g. Dr. Inorease Mather (Pres. of Har-
vard Univ.), in his My8, of laraeCa Saivation, pointedly says :

" Christ did never actually
deny His having such a visible glorious Kingdom upon earth as that whioh His disciples
looked for ; only He corrected their error as to the time of this Kingdom's appearing.
Christ did not say to them that there should never be any such restoration of the King-
dom to Israel as their thoughts were running upon ; only He telleth them that the times
and seasons were not for them to know ; thereby acknowledging that such a Kingdom
should indeed be as they did, from the holy prophets, expect. Herein was their error,

not in expecting a glorious appearing of the Kingdom of God, but in that they made
account that this would be immediately.** And in his Dis. on Fhiih he remarks, when the
seventh trumpet sounds :

" Then will his visible Kingdom appear in the greatest glory ;

when, also, there will be a personal reign and residence of Christ in this lower world.**

Obs, 4, In the discussion of this personal return and reign it is sadden-
ing to find good persons placing themselves on the judgment seat, and
dogmatically deciding what it is possible or impossible for God to perform.
This characteristic is even exhibited in the title-page of some books, as e.g.

we read :
** The personal reign of Christ during the Millennium proved to

be impossible, by James 0. L. Carson." This title-page is sufficiently in-

dicative of the spirit of the work, and, we doubt not, if the writer had lived

previous to the First Advent, he could with equal propriety, greater force,

and with many of the same arguments, have proved it impossible for the Son
of God to come, as He did, in humiliation, suffering, and death. The fact
is, that the leading objection urged against our doctrine, viz., that it is a
lowering, etc., of the majesty of Christ, ]& precisely the sam^ urged by the
ancient Oelsus against the First Advent of Jesus, viz., that it could not be
credited that a divine Being should assume humanity, suffer, etc., because
all this would be a virtual degradation. The old apologists replied that the
work He performed, the precious characteristics manifested, the results
that followed, etc.

—

these exalted and glorified such an Advent So when
we are attacked by the same unbelieving argument, fortified by the vivid
and glorious predictions, believing in the blessed design and results of this
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reign, we point to the faithful sayings of God and their fulfilment, thus
simplj acceptin^of the Divine utterances without attempting to alter them
or to apologize m their behalf. Precisely the same objection, in another
form, IB levelled by infidels against the Incarnation and Life of Jesus
Christ, on the ground that such a Creator and Lord of the universe

—

including unnumbered worlds—could not possibly degrade Himself to

make this, so small a planet, the scene of His special manifestations, etc.

It is well known how our opponents meet such an objection, but the iden-

tical reasoning thus produced by them favors our own view, and is fatal to

their objections against us (comp. Props. 203 and 204).

The reader need not be advised that ve have many learned men, professed critics,

"who speak of this reign of Christ as " a Messianic fiction" or *' a Christianized Messianic
expectation,'^ admirably adapted to snstoin the faith of the Primitive Chnroh. bnt utterly

unworthy of serious reception in this the more enlightened age of the world. We need
not be surprised, therefore, that a writer

(
Westm, i?eineto, Oct., 1661, art. 5) declares that

thti Apoo. ** proclaims to all ages the intense reality, the frenzied fanaticism, the splendid
superstition and Beraerker transport of oar great dreamer of this glorious vision, the St
John of Patmos, the author of the Ch. Apocalyxwe."

Ohs. 5. It becomes painful to notice, in the objections levelled against

us, the serious and unfounded change of " carnal,* " fleshly," etc. Hav-
ing already warned brethren how careful they ought to be in the use of

such phraseology in designating the personal reign of Christ, lest they he

finally found guilty of accusing God*s arrangetnents, the Divine Purpose
itself. Of carnality f attention may be briefly called to the manner in which
this is done. Most excellent writers, such as Rev, Philip {Devot, Quides,

vol. 2, p. 287), as well as a host of inferior ones, speak of it as ** carnal

and vulgar," under the assumption of superior piety, humility, sanctity,

and honoring of Christ, and claim that, under the influence of love, etc.,

they wish for no such reign, but only a spiritual reign, etc. Without
detracting from these brethren, or calling their honesty or pitty into

question, it may be well to examine this assumption^ which is well calcu-

lated to beguile and mislead the inquiring. It may be in place to ask what
piety, humility, etc., includes. Does it consist in rejecting holy cove-

nanted promises, in deni/inf/ to Christ what the Spirit ascribes to Him ?

Without attempting to institute a comparison, we may point to that long
line of eminent worthies, whose praise is in the churches, who reverently

and humblj receive the Divine Record on the subject just as we do, and
exhibited in their lives and deaths as true piety, devotedness (many of

them martyrs for the truth) as any of their opponents, and in view of all

this, ought such a plea to be instituted ? It is simplj an evasion of armi-

ment, and, if employed by any one, is a sure indication of weakness. The
question between us is not the personal piety, etc. of the adherents of one
or another theory or doctrine (tor as we see in all denominations, the Spirit

of God can, notwithstanding error more or less entertained, produce Bis
fruits in various classes on the common ground of faith in Jesus), but it

consists in an appeal to the Word of God to ascertain what the Spirit has

recorded. Hence all such reasoning is not only irrevelant hut painful to a

man of candor.* This subject will be continued under Prop. 177, so that,

for the present, it may be suggested that if the Mill, descriptions are

verified as they read ; if the personal presence of Christ and His associated

rulers is vouchsafed ; if the reign is not merely an external civil and re-

ligious one, but includes righteousness, wisdom, love, etc., in all their
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aspects ; if the design of it is to fill the earth with Grod's glory, etc., then

the charge of carnality fails, for the reign and Kingdom is materially

different from that exhibited in the efforts of Gentile domination.

1 Intense bigotry sometimes also appears nnder the gnise of piety, and comparatiTely
few persons have escaped its smooth, velvety TindictiTeness. To prostitute the profes.

sion of piety either to hide onr own weakness or condemn others, is tindoabtedlj nnwor-
thy of a believer. But in view of some persons being influenced by this feature, aided
by the plea that the doctrine of the personal Coming is of no practical valne, it may be
well for such to notice that oar views, if properly entertained, have a decided pradieal
value, and tend to develop piety, as seen, e.g. in urging obedience, 1 John 2 : 28 ; holi-

ne8.«i, 1 John 3:3; good works, Matt, 16 ; 27 ; Rev. 22 : 12 ; patience. James 5:7, 8

;

Heb. 10 : 36, 37 ; sobriety, 1 Pet. 1 : 16 ; temperance, Phil. 4:5; heavenly-mindedness.
Phil. 3 : 20, 21 ; watchfulness, Luke 12 : 35-37 ; mortification of sin, Col. 3 : 4, 5 ; godly
living, Tit. 2 : 11-13 ; brotherly love, 1 Thess. 3 : 13 ; exhortation to sinners, Acts
3 : 19-22, etc. (given in detail in the Christian Inidllgenoer^ 1864). Here, indeed, is pradi-
eal religion urged by the motive of the Coming of Jesus Christ, a motive so distasteful to

those who profess to make so much of practical religion. Surely, Ood does not mistake
when He presents a motive before us ! The reader will compare I^op. 183.

Ohs. G. Briefly, the feeble efforts at presenting proof against us draw^n

from Scripture may be dismissed with a few words. Thus e.g. Ralston
(On the ApoCj p. 104 and 165) gives two reasons for rejecting the personal
reign of Christ. The first is, that we walk by faith and not by sight (2

Cor. 5 : 7), and the Apostle said, 2 Cor. 5 : 16, ** Yea, thotigh we have
known Christ after the flesh, vet now henceforth know we hifn no viore,^*

But if we are to understand the passage in the line intimated, then it

proves too much, and would make out that there will be no Sec. Advent,
and that the angels and the Apostles were mistaken in their announce-
ments. To press the passage in this d iroction is far worse than despised
** literalism.^' The second is, that the Saviour is at God's right hand
*^ forever/' and will not interfere with the work of the Spirit in applying
the atonement, quoting John 16 : 7-11 ; Heb. 10 : 12, 13 ; 1 Cor. 15 : 24-
26 ; Acts 3 : 34, 35 ; Acts 3 : 21. To this we reply

—

(l) by comparing
Scripture with Scripture we ascertain the Spirit's meanmg of this ** for-

ever ;" (2) if thus unduly pressed, it is hostile to the Sec. Advent itself
;

(3) the Scriptures quoted do not sustain his theory, limiting the stay

U7itil His return ; (4) and the work of the Spirit is not limited but in-

creased by this Personal Coming and reign. Dr. Brown, Christ's Sec.

Coining, ch. 6, introduces the same, and urges that our view calls for

another dispensation. Exactly so, as we shall show (Props. 137, 133, 140,

167, etc.) farther on, for if the Theocratic-Davidic throne and Kingdom
are re-established as predicted, if the Abrahamic-Davidic Covenant is ever
fulfilled as writteii, there must be, in the very nature of the case, a new
dispensation or ordering of things. The rest of the objections presented
by Brown are met under various Propositions, so that they need no mention
here. One of the most recent writers, Fairbairn {On Proph., p. 467, etc.)

gives the following reasons against it : 1. Because it is not mentioned in

Kev, 20 : 1-6. Reply : If it had been specifically mentioned, such men-
tion, just as that of the resurrection, would have met with the same treat-

ment of spiritualistic interpretation as the preceding immediate context
(ch, 19) of the Advent did at his hands. But, it is stated t?i the promise of
the reign of Christ and His samts^ for the reign evidently is to be under-
stood of the same that is specially promised to and predicted of Jesus
as David's Son. Therefore, to ascertain what that reign is, a com-
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parison of prophecy and covenant is necessary, and the question can only
be decided in the light thus afforded. Thus'e.g. a comparison of Cove-
nant, Zech. 14, Dan. 7, Isa. 25, and Rev. 20 : 1-6, is alone sufficient to

decide the kind of reign intended. Whoever can spiritualize Zech. 14
away will, of course, find Rev. 30 : 1-6 undecisive. 2. The Advent of

Christ, Rev. 19, is an ideal representation^a visionary spectacle, repre-
senting a certain agency, etc. Suppose it is symbolic, which we grant, the
question still returns. Whom does it represent—ideal personages or agencies,

or real personages or agencies? The vision of the beast, prophet, etc.,

represents real actors, etc.—this he admits. So this vision of Christ and
of His saints must also ; this, too, he is willing to concede to a certain

extent, vi^, that it is illustrative of the agency of the Church and of

Christ's agency invisibly through the Church, claiming that the horse,

attendants, splendor, sharp sword is indicative of the ideal. He therefore
mixes up in confusion the ideal and the real, and entirely overlooks the
main, leading fact that it is a vision of an Advent, a Comiiigfrom heaveju
Under this vision, like that of the other visions, a real, actual occurreiice is

represented, a,nA that is the Coming of an irresistible, conquering Christ,
and with Him the Coming of the saints. This is the simple construction
put upon the passage by the early Church, and it is one that must com-
mend itself to the reflecting mind. For, how comes it that one portion of
the vision, under the spiritualistic interpretation, viz., that of the armies
of heaven, is made to refer visibly to the saints or Church, and the chief
personage in the vision is made only to appear invisibly ? By what rule of

interpretation is one party, as the beast, and another party, as the Church,
made to be present visibly, and the third party, spoken of in the same
connection, without the least intimation of a change of condition, etc., is

made to appear an actor invisibly f The answer is, solely to save a theory
from a fatal objection. 3. That such a personal Coming would assume
** an incongruous mixture of the two states of humiliation and ^lory."
Reply : To make out such a mixture he presumes to judge what is right
and proper for the Lord to do, overlooking both that this Advent in no
shape or form intimates humiliation, but triumph, exaltation, and glory ;
and that he himself previously spoke of the Mill, age in the most elevated
terms of eulogy. It is %\mi^\y presumptuott^ for believers to pen a sentence
like the following :

** When Jesus entered on His state of glory He could no
longer dwell on earth and make Himself visible to men," Way not f Per-
haps Fairbairn knows, or has heard the reason of His absence to be that; He
avtaits the period of His manifestation, a work having in the mean time to

be accomplished, and that when He comes this work will be perfected, etc
The objection is based on the same noticed, Obs. 2 and 3, above. The
admission, however, that he makes, as we will prove hereafter, is alone
sufficient to overthrow his theory, viz., that Christ will come ** only when
He comes to make all things new, and stamps them with the perfection of His
Divine work, tJien will the world be prepared as the house of the glory of the

LordJ*^ Afl our argument all along sliows, we also hold that when dhrist
comes the renewing, transforming, recreating power lodged in Him will be
exhibited, and logically—^without calling into question a single passage in
its naked, plain, grammatical meaning—prove that this will be witnessed in
the Millenniwn, seeing also that nothing short of this power can possibly
affect it. 4. Fairbairn' s next objection is, that the acts specially associated
with the Sec. Advent belong to an age subseqttejit to the Millennium.
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Among these he specifies the general resarrection, the final judgment,
and the Bride's marriage with the Lamb. But this remains unproven,
and he assumes them to be thus future. See e.g. Props. 120, l:;^!, 132,

333, 134, 137, 140, etc., for our scriptural evidence to the contrary. The
reference to the bride's marriage will be answered in Props. 169, 150, 146,

etc. But we may well put against Fairbairn's unwarranted postponement
for one thousand'years of the Marriage announced in Rev. 19, the simple
Pre-Millennial announcement of the Spirit, Rev. 19 : 7,

** Let us be glad

and rejoice, and give honor to Him ; for the marriage of the Lamb is cotne.*^

This to us is authoritative, and we reverently receive it as crushing to all

such theorizing built on a specious spiritualizing of Scripture. Our
reasons, as the reader must have observed, lie deeper than mere inferences

from isolated passages, or mere deductions from a portion of Scripture

stripped of its grammatical meaning ; they are founded in the solemnly

^

oath-attested Covenant, in the plain, grammatical tneaning of the Word, in

the general analogy of the Scripttcres, and in the accredited faith of the

apostolic churches.

The objections trged have only force when & single passage is considered isolated

and pressed to the ezclnsion of others explanatoiy of order, time, eto. They do Qot suffi-

ciently discriminate between the work that Jesas now performs and that which is attrib-

uted to Him at His Coming. They also forget that they themselves admit that when
JesQs comes His enemies will be judged and overcome ; that He now exercises forbear-
ance and mercy, which shall give place to wrath ; that such an overcoming and exhibition
of vengeance is associated with a Pre-Mill. Coming ; that even when He comes, snch is

His union with the Father, *' the right hand of power" ever pertains to Him ; that in
thus Coming He does not forsake, as God, the Divine Sovereignty lodged in Him, etc.

Such admissions and approximations certainly should largely conciliate objectors. Our
whole argument indicates that when David's Son, as the Son of Man, comes, God Him-
self in and through Him condescends to rule in the determined Theocratic manner ; but
this does not interfere with the Divine Sovereignty (which Luther meant when he said :

'* The right hand of God is everywhere," and' Dr. Seiss denotes when affirming :
'* The

Son of Man is as much at the right hand of God in Coming to judge the world," etc.).

In this discussion it is highly important to observe the connection that one passage sns-
tains to others. Thus, e.g. Heb. 1 : 8 is sometimes quoted as if in opposition to our
views, but this is incorrectly done. This application of Ps. 46 : 6, 7 to the Messiah indi-
cates hovo the entire Psalm is to be taken, and which, as will be shown hereafter, relates
to the future, when ** thy right hand shall teach thee terrible things,'* eto. (comp. Rev.
19, etc.). Besides this, in the very same epistle, ch. 2 : 6-9, the dominion is not yet
given to David's Son (but will be. Comp. Props. 81, 82, 83, 84), thus showing us not to
press one passage to the exclusion of others.

Obs. 7. Some (esteemed brethren) who frankly admit and earnestly
advocate the Pre-Millennial Personal Advent, still express themselves
timidly, illogically, and unscripturally in reference to the psrsotial reign of
Christ here on the earth. Some few advocating, after His Sec. Advent, His
withdrawal to the third heaven, /ro?/i whence He reigns (some stating that
He may occasionally visit the earth and appear to men) ; others have a
withdrawal into the air or upper regions, or into the New Jerusalem, also

located in the air or above the earth. This is done by some under a mis-
apprehension of the Covenant, and to whom the Kingdom is specially

promised, and with the idea of honoring the God in Christ ; while others
do it under the supposition that such a view will make our doctrine niore

palatable to others—that such a concession is harmless and will induce
others the more readily to embrace a Pre-Mill. Coming. But allow us here
to enter our earnest, solemn protest against all such diluting processes which
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only weaken our doctrine ; all such adulteration of truth to render it moro
acceptable to others^ which only are hailed as evidences of weakness and
illogical connection. This subject is too sacred, too precious, too intimate-

ly related to the honor of Christ to be either lightly esteemed or made the
sport of mere conjecture. Every position assigned, to Jesus in this King-
dom ought to have a ** thus saith the Lord'* lor ita support, and not the
play of human fancy about the propriety of this and that spoken concern-
ing it We esteem this continued personal presence of Christ the crovming
glory of our system, an essential element of its strength. If the reader has
carefully noticed the Covenant promises over which we have passed he
must have arrived at the conclusion that, if the grammatical meaning is

retained, the promises of God require that the reign of Christ and of His
saints should be a continued visible one, Bickersteth and many writei*s

assign, as reasons for our belief, passages of Scripture which, if ever ful-

filled, demand such a personal presence. These indeed apply forcibly, but
with the Apostolic Fathers we ground our belief even on, if possible, a
surer, stronger foundation (because plainer), when we say that the utter-

ances of the Covenant are all based on the idea of a personal presence. The
central point of the Davidic Covenant is this : that Christ, as David's Son,
the promised seed, shall reign on David's throne and in David's Kingdom ;
and therefore the very language on the face of it conveys the important
notion, that in consequence of this, Re, as David's So7i and Lord, must he

and is visibly present. Such a presence is even taken for granted, is

assumed as a self-evident fact, needing no special demonstration. For
ho%o else is Abraham's seed to inherit the land, or David's seed to inherit

his throne ? To transfer David's throne or Christ's inheritance to the air

or to the third heaven is simply to make the Covenant and promises null

and void, seeing that that inheritance, throne, and Kingdom is here on the

earth, and not in the air or the third heaven. And when the Bible repre-

sents this Inheritor and King to come to this earth to claim His cove-

nanted right, and leaves Him here in possession of it, that man certainly

takes a great liberty who places David's Son elsewhere than in His inheri-

tance and Kingdom. No one, that we have thus far read, pretends even
to give a single passage to provo such a return, but simply infers it from,
considerations of his own. How could such a return to heaven, or with-

drawal from the e&rth, jpossibly be a fulfilment of the Covenant to David
that His Son should reign on His throne forever ? And would this fulfil

the Prophets, who, with one voice, declare that David's Son shall reien

gloriously in Jerusaletn, the seat of David's throne, in the midst of the

Jewish nation, over the nations of the earth ? No I we dare not thus
neutralize the precious promises of God. This perversion of Covenant and
promise arises from not clearly apprehending what Kingdom is promised
to Jesus as Son of Man, as David's Son, and that the humanity of Jesus is

to sustain this Kingship, the Divine being united with Him in this The-
ocratic relationship (see Props. 81, 82, 83, 200, etc.). The Divine in

Christ, whatever it may perform in the exercise of Divine Sovereignty in

the universe, is associated with ** the man ordained** to exhibit a perfect,

visible Theocratic government. Let us repeat : Christ is not to come again

simply afl the Son of God (that relationship to the Father is indeed indis-

pensably requisite to make provision for salvation, to perfect it, and to

establish the Theocracy in a permanent form), but pre-eminently and
significantly (as the repeated promises to and name of Son of Man fully
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indicate) as the Son of Man, for the latter is the relationship specifically

demanded in the Covenant to be visibly shown aiid acknowledged to be such
by alL Does the Covenant and its promises remain satisfied by a mere
visit, OS it were, to the predicted inheritance ? Such theories, refined to

Buit the taste of unbelief or weak faith, were utterly unkfwwn to the early

Church, whose strong faith firmly grasped and clung to the Covenant in

this particular, believing that the underlying idea in it embraced a coii-

tinual personal presence. We confess an admiration of the men, who, now
the objects of witticisms and ridicule from infidels and even professed

believers, thus accepted, with Abrahamic and Davidic faith, of the Covenant
as it reads, and received the voice of the Prophets as they also read, and
boldly and unequivocally avowed their belief in such a precious presence j

enforcing it by the predictions that Christ should return and dwell and
rei^n in Jerusalem, having rebuilt the mined tabernacle of David in

majesty ; that He shall rule in it gloriously, making it the place of His
throne ; that the restored Jewish nation, as well as the saints, shall see Him
in His glory ; that all nations shall at Jerusalem acknowledge His suprem-
acy, etc. In all this, no matter what man may say, there is, at least, a
regular and consistent fulfilment of the Word of God. With them we
regard this very presence as anecessary adjufict to redemption, inasmuch as

redemption is to be perfected by the Second Adam in this Theocratic rela-

tion. While He is carrying on the Divine Purpose intended by this

Theocratic-Davidic government, viz., to redeem the race as a race from the
curse. He should also, at the same time and in the same place where nuiJifelU
exhibit in Himself, as the Head and in a corporate body of His brethren,

perfected salvation. By Christ's salvation is not meant that He is to be
saved from sin (for He was without sin, otherwise the sacrifice of Himself
would have been imperfect and unavailing, and death also would have had
dominion over Him), but that as Abraham's seed, assuming flesh for our
Bakes, with its weakness, imperfections (i e. natural, subject to disease.

Bleep, etc.), liability to the corruption of death. He now exhibits in Him-
self as man a complete deliverance from all those evils voluntarily assumed,
and thus a triumph over our enemies, an impressive representation of the
power of holiness united with the love of the Father, a Second Adam, in

whose person incarnation is glorified. For we must ever keep in mind
that Christ is not only *' the Second Adam," because a similaritv is implied
between Christ and the redeemed, resembling that between Adam ana his

descendants, in that, as death is transmitted by the first Adam, so life is

bestowed through the Second Adam (** As in Adam all die, so in Christ
shall all be made alive,** etc.), but He is also designated such because in

Himself, as man, is to be exhibited '* the image of God,*^ defaced by the fall

of the first Adam ; and hence, as a necessary connection with that image,
the dominion originally granted to the first Adam is also in Him restored.

Theologians, of almost every class, concede such a restoration. Therefore,
it is eminently proper and requisite that in the person of Christ, through
whom the race is to be redeemed, should be shown, as that Second Adam,
the complete restoration of all that the first Adam forfeited ; among others,

including the restoration and retention of the forfeited inheritance (which
led to those covenant promises that Christ should inherit the land, etc.),

the restoration and retention of the dominion or kingly power, which was
forfeited as well as moral rectitude, the immortality of man, and the per-

petuation of the race in a state of innocency and purity. However, to do
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and manifest this requires the porsonal presence of the Second Adam in

His restored inheritance and dominion, in order that not only the promises
may be verified, bnt that the most ample, actual, experimental proof may
thus be afforded in the person of the Redeemer, the Head of the body, that
in Him, our second living Head, we have attained unto all (not a part)
that the first Adam (and we through him) forfeited by sin. This Second
Adam thus stands forth in our system a revealed representative of God,
such as the first Adam was designed to become had he not fallen. This
David's Son, crowned with greater glory because of His unbroken union
with the Divine, occupies, as Restorer, Adam's place ; and if so, how can
toe, liow dare we separate ffis presencefrom tfis ^lace thus restored? This is

shadowed forth in Ps. 8 and Heb. 2, and is justly claimed by us as the

crowning feature in redemption. For without a personal Second Adam
present, redemption itself is incomplete, imperfect.

Seeing what oompleted redemption reqnires, and that Jeans the Christ is the one
throngh whom, at His 8eo. Advent, it is to be perfected, we cling to those promises relat-

ing to the future with earnest faith, believing that all things relating to the Christ, an
recorded in Moses and the prophets, will be as literally fulfilled in the future as they
have been in the past (Luke 24 : 44 ; 18 : 31 ; 22 : 37, etc.)- The' student, of course,
will understand that our argument does not imply that Jesus Ohrist is constantly visible

to sU, i.e. continually seated in regal state, receiving homage. For His Bulership con-
stantly exerted. His liiajesty visibly manifested in enduring enthronement may (as now
witne»ed in earthly rulers) require stated periods when He shall publicly exhibit Him-
self on State occasions. We only mean that His Kingship is exerted on earth, and the
place of central power and manifestation (Prop. 168) is on Mt. Zion, where David's
throne was located. This King may even, for aught we know, frequently visit other
parts of the universe, but without diminishing His earthly Theocratic relationship. To
our brethren, who are so rductant to admit Christ's personal reign on the earth, but insist

that it is over the earth, we, once for all, say that the Messianic Kingdom is the restoration

cf an overthrown but covenanted Theocracy, in which the personality of the Ruler and His
isibility and accessibility to the nation was an essential factor. The highest element of

a Theocracy (such as covenauted to David) is that God condescends, in perfect union
with David's Son, to act here on earth as earthly Buler, and if this, the chiefest, most
important feature, is stricken out, it is no longer the iabemade of David restored in his

Son, or the covenanted^ predicted Theocracy, and Qod has failed to set up a Theocracy as

annoTinoed. (Ck}mp. Props. 82, 122, 201, 202, 206, and 207.)

Ohs, 8. Our argument Is camnlative, and to avoid undue repeating we
pass by the prophetical reasoning to be drawn from Dan,, cha. 2, 7, etc.,

that the outward, external, yjaible world-dominion which the Chaldean
monarch contemplated was to be realized fully in the Messiah. We also

leave unnoticed the numerous predictions which emphatically declare the
visible reign of Jesus here on earth, for they will all be brought forth

under various following Propositions. It is in the very nature of a mani-
tested Theocracy that there should be ^as already foreshown in the past

Theocratic arrangement), not simply faitn, but sight. Dr. Brown {ChrisVs
Sec. Com,, P. 2, ch. 5) omphatically declares that there is *' no Millennial

mixture of faith and sight. He takes to task Brookes's saying, that ** in

the Millennial state there will be an open vision of Christ," and that '* it

will be a dispensation in which the saints will continually have personal
access to Christ" He censures Elliott for teaching a ** visibly manifested

"

conjunction of the earthly and heavenly Jerusalem ; he condemns Lord for

Baying that the nations have access to the glorified (symbolized by the open
gates, etc.), and that ** they are never to oe without the visible presence of

God ; that its gates are never shut, and that the nations are to enjoy un-
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interrupted access to the glorified." He ridiculsG Birks, McXeile, Bicker-

steth, and Maitland for teaching sach a visible revelation and such an
access to the city, such a '^seeing the Lord of Hosts manifested in the
haman natare of Jesas reigning in Mt. Zion," such a risible manifestation

of glory that impresses the nations, and sach a change in dispensation

that sight shall also be introdnced. Of course any one who denies that the

sight of Jesus (Zech. 12 : 10 ; Ezek. 20 : 35) will influence the future

conversion of the Jews ; who rejects the seeing of Matt. 23 : 39 ; Zech.

14 : 1, etc. ; who finds n4) place in nis system of theology for the everlasting

Covenant of David ; who spiritualizes Jerusalem, Mt. Zion, etc., and
denies a future incoming aispensational change—can iind nothing of

sight, no matter how plainly presented.

Do not men, in their bitter attempt to dispango thia Tisible reign of Jeeos* run Mnu
danger of being nltimatelj found to degrade Qod*B own appointments 7 In Buoh a case

oan ignorance be pleaded, token they fully admit that the grammatical sense indeed teaches

it, but claim that another (Bpiritoal) sense is intended. The whole matter depends, as

our entire argument shows, on the system of interpretation adopted. This reminds ns
how recent efforts are made to weaken our claim to a literal fulfilment of prophecy. The
editor of The Lxdh, Observer (Feb. 28th, 1879) says : " The MethodiM makes this remark :

* The Pre-&Iillenarians say that the prophecies of Christ's First Coming were lUeralbf fol*

filled.' It would be more accurate to say that they were exactly fulfilled. This will admit
of a little amplification. The prophecies of Christ's First Coming wore not literally ful.

filled in the sense in which the Jews understood them, which was that He would set up
a temporal Kingdom when He came. They were, however, actually and really fulfilled

in their true spiritual sense, that He would establish a spiritual Kingdom. This is now
universally accepted as the true sense of the prophecies respecting Ghrist^s First Coming.
Why should we not, therefore, predicate from this, that the prophecies concerning the
Second Coming are also to be understood in a spiritual, and not in a literal and material,
sense ? Especiedly, since the predictions and expectations of all who have believed in a
literal Second Coming and temporal Kingdom, during more than eighteen hundred years,
have been proved by events to be erroneous." We reaffirm that the prophecies pertain-
ing to the First Advent, birth, life, sufferings, crucifixion, death, resurrection, and
ascension were literally verified^ and this exad literal fulfilment is used against unbelief to
identify the Messiah. We reaffirm that the reason why the Messianic Kingdom was not
set up at the First Advent was owing to the non-repentance of the nation and its rejec-

tion of the Messiah, and that consequently (as we have ^own in detail ) the Kingdom
was postponed to the ^c. Advent, with which the prophecies agree. We reaffirm that this

postponement holds good, as the general analogy teaches, ttntU the Second Advent is

realized, and that the alleged " spiritual Kingdom" does not meet the conditions either of
covenant and prophecy. We reaffirm that this spiritual application is not universal (as

the history of the doctrine incontrovertibly proves), but is now generally held by tiie

professing Church, thus fulfilling the predicted lack of faith. We reaffirm that the
expectations based on chronological data (even given by our opponents) has fwihmg 1o do
with the grammatical or spiritual sense of the prophecies, which must stand on their own
merits, and that if it were otherwise, and The Methodist's assertions were correct, then

there can be no future literal, personal Advent at all. And we affirm (1) that the proph-
ecies relating to the First Advent brought a literal Coming of the Messiah, and not a spirit-

ual one ; and (2) that the predictions relating to the Second Advent, being given in the
same intended sense (for no discrimination is made), will also bring na a literal, personal
Obming of the Messiah. Simple consistency demands such a faith.

A few words in relation to Barbour's theory {Three Worlds) of Christ's necemaiy in-

visibility because He has a spiritual body. Admitting fully, because a spiritual body in

one under the complete control of the Spirit, that Jesus can be visible or invisible at
pleasure, and that He can be visible to some and invisible to others (illustrated in Paul
and his company, Elisha and his servant), yet Barbour goes too far when he says that no
other but saints shall see Him as He is, i.e. glorified. He appeared in His glory to
mortal man (e.g. Paul and Daniel and Stephen and John), and the prophets and New
Test, unite in predicting that He shall come in His glory, and it is this very glory, tre-

mendous majesty of appearance, that shall confound His enemies, prove irresistible to
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the Jews, and se<mre the allegiance of the nations. The Jews in the JUsh see Him '* face
to face." In His thief-like Coming this glory is veiled, for the intention of this stage of
the Coming is one hidden from the vorld. Bat even in this stage He comes glorified, as
His glorification is essential to the work that He then nndertakes to pezform—as we shall
hereafter describe in detail. It is at the open Parousia that the glory—hitherto revealed
only to the saints resurrected and translated—u manifested in iranscejideni power. The
spiritnality does not forbid iha visibUUy of Jesns, as ia plainly seen in His Coming being
likened to ike visibUUy of the lightning itself. While thns visibly manifesting Himself, it

is also tme that this very majesty may be veiled to some extent from mort^, and that
the glorified saints are alone capable to behold His full glpry. Some attempt to particn-
larize, but we mnst be satisfied with the glimpses obtained, which indicate that the reality

will exceed the fondest anticipations of believers and impress with profound reverence
the nations of the earth. We think that Barbour is misled by his spiritaalistic theory
(which practically imoTta ihe Kingdom aa covenaTiied and predicted, and substitutes for it a
spiritual one, which is a refinement of the Chnrch-Kingdom view) and by his harvest
theory (which, as we shall show in another place, is untenable and violates the plainest
Scriptures). It is sufficient to say that his making the present time the period when
" the Son of Man" is actually personally present, is a perversion of the phrase ** Son of
Man' ' (which is expressive, not of a spiritual presence, but of His humanity), and of the
phrase " day of the Son of Man" (which, e.g. Luke 17 : 22, is expressive of a visible pres-
ence), and of " the days of Noah" (making the Coming to be equivalent to the same,
when Jesus only makes those days expressive of the conduct of men preceding His own
Coming, likening His Parousia to the suddenness of the flood ), etc. The fact is, that
this forcing a meaning out of passa^ which they do not bear on their face, is met by
the simplest declarations concerning the visibility of this Jesus at His Sec. Advent.
Take e.g. " the times of refreshing (reanimation^ from the presence of the Lord." Acta
8 : 19, and after noticing (see Prop. 144) how this is linked with the sending of Jesus,
etc., "the presence" or '* face" does not simply mean that the Lord is Uie author of the
same " refreshing," but that it results from His actual, visible presence, for the usage of
'* face" in the New Test, (as instanced by Barnes, Com. loci) in Mark 1:2; Luke 1 : 76,

and 2 : 31, denotes a real, visible presence. It is frequently thus employed, as e.g. Matt.
11: 10 ; Luke 7 : 27 ; Matt. 18 : 10 ; 1 Cor. 13 : 12. etc., and the context evidences that
this usage of the word is to be observed. We confess that the simple faith of the early

Church, as previously expressed by us, is far more consistent with covenant and predic-
tion than such refined interpretations.

The Origenistic, spiritualistio interpretation finds one of its extremes in the Sweden-
borgian theory (e.g. in Apoc. Revealed, vol. 2, s. 664, and index, or Hayden*s Art. " New
Jerusalem," in M'Clintock and Strong's Oydop.), making the Kingship of Jesus to " sig-

nify divine truth," His Sec. Advent to be a revealing of truth, and consequently all, in-

cluding the Kingdom itself (now even claimed to be manifested), is *' spiritual." To make
out such a theory, and others somewhat similar, everything pertaining to covenant and
prophecy must be spiritualized. We protest against such a perversion of the grammati^
cal sense, adopting the language of Dean Alford {N, T., vol. 2, p. 362j, who thus writes
against spiritualizing the promises and departing from the Primitive Church view :

'
' But

I have again and again raised my earnest protest against evading the plain sense of the
words, and spiritufdizing in the midst of plain dediaration of fact. That the Lord will

oome in person to this our earth ; that His risen elect will reign with Him here and
judge ; that during that blessed reign the power of evil will be bound, and the glorious
prophecies of peace and truth on earth find their accomplishment ; this is my firm per-
suasion, and not mine alone, but that of multitudes of Christ's waiting people, as It was
that of the His. Primitive Apostolic C!hurch before controversy blinded the eyes of the
Fathers to the light of prophecy." We oonclude, therefore, with Dr. Schmucker {Mcp. of
Iiev.\ that (in view of this Messianic Theooratio Kingdom following on the territory, etc.,

of the four universal monarchies of Dan. 2 and 7—comp. Prop. 160), ** Now as the preced-
ing four are temporal monarchies, homogeneity compels us to consider the Jiflh empire one
of the game nature ; or otherwise these prophecies would appear an impenetrable riddle,

and the words without a certain signification, of no use to the Church." Many writers,

who fail to fully grasp the covenanted force of this Kingdom and its Theocratic-Davidio
nature, still hold to this ** glorious reign of Christ on earth with His saints, so often
promised in Scripture" (so e.g. Milton, Prose Works, vol. 4, p. 484, who applies Dan.
7 : 13, 14 ; Ps. 2 : 8, 9 ; Rev. 2 : 25-27 ; Ps. 110 : 6, 6 ; Isa. 9 : 7 ; Luke 1 : 32, 33 ; Matt.
19 : 28 ; Bev. 20 : 1-7, etc., to this period), and take the accessibility and the visibility

of the King as something inseparable from the reign.
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Proposition 132. This view of the Kingdom confii'Vied hy the

Jvdgeship of Ghinst

The Judgeship of Jesus establishes our doctrine of the Kingdom,
the Pre-MiU. Advent, and His continued personal presence as the

King. Intending to show that Judgeship and Kingship are in

Scripture e^uitaleivt tenns, it follows that if they are such, then,

since the Kingship is specifically promised to Jesus Christ as the
Son of Man, made thus necessary by the covenant, so also the

Judgeship ought to be expressed. This is done. He is the Judge
because He is ^^the man ordainedj^' Acts 17:31.' Some the-

ologians tell us that the reason why the Father thus constituted

Jesus the Judge is (Knapp's Ch. TneoL, p. 642^ ** because He is

man and knows from His own experience all tne sufferings and
infirmities to which our nature is exposed, and can therefore be
compassionate and indulgent.' ' But the reader can see a far deeper
reason, grounded on tae Covenant, It is said, '* The Father
judgeth no man, hut hath committed all judgment unto the Son ;
thai all men should honor the Son even as they honor the Father^''

John 6 : 22, 23, and in verse 27 it is added :
** and hath given Him

authority to execute judgment also, because He is the Son of
Man,'*^ Why the Son of Man? Because to this Son of Man as
David's Son is promised the Kingdom, and Judgeship being
included in the promised Theocratic-Bavidic government, the
Father only judges through this Son. The promises based on the
covenant require such authority to be given to and to be manifested
through the CoverwmJted Seed, Hence, as the second Adam re-

covering the dominion lost by the first Adam ; as the woman's
'seed who is to crush the serpent's head ; as the promised seed of
Abraham who is to inherit the land, possess the gate of His
enemies, and make all nations blessed ; as the Son of David who
is to reign so gloriously over the earth ; as the Qod-man who
perfects salvation through a Theocratic ordering—it is indispen-
sably necessary for Him to occupy such a position to meet the pre-
determined plaii of Redemption.

Ohs, L Before entering into a discassion of this interesting and delight-

fal subject it is proper to say that no single doctrine is perhaps so greatly

misapprehended as this one ; for which we are indebted to the originators

of monkery and to the schoolmen. Multitudes, embracing even talented
and able divines, instead of confining themselves to scriptural representa-
tions to ascertain the mind of the Spirit, are content to accept of the
interpretations drawn from the writings of monks, mystica, etc., or from
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false BjstemB of philosophy, human imagination, heathen mythology,
descriptions of poetry, paintings, modem definitions of Judge, etc. * The
early Church, and that band of witnesses which t«aght the Pre-Mill.

Advent and the personal reign of Christ here on earth, have assumed the

responsibility of explaining the Judgeship of Christ in one way ; those
who reject that Advent and reign have taken the reaponsibiUty of teaching
it quite differently. In view of our accountability in handling the Word,
we shall endeavor carefully to base every step in our examination of this

important matter upon that infallible Guide, and each one is required, as

Luther so forcibly taught, to exercise the right of judgment in determin-
ing whether the bcriptures contain what we assert.

* It is painfnl to notioa in reading history hov the promises referring to the Judgeship
of Christ have been even prostitnted to the basest of purposes ; men, and bodies of men,
arrogating to themselves the prerogatives of Christ or His work. Thus to illustrate :

How blasphemously Pizarro and his followers used the Scripture, " Arise, O Lord ! and

i'udge thine own cause,'* on the memorable Saturday, Nov. 16th, 1632, preparatory to the
Lomble massacre of Peruvians. Such extremes, unfortunately, are not rare.

Obs. 2, It seems to the writer that a simple striking fact, frequently
repeated in the Scriptures, ought to be sufficient of itself to cause the
student to reject the prevailing Popish notion of the Judgeship, or at least

to induce him, if an advocate of it, to a renewed examination. It is this :

the Prophets describe this Judgeship—the exercise of it—as a matter of

congratulation and refoicing, and not, as it would be if it only de7ioted

indicial investigation of character, a subject of dread or apprehension.
Thus e.g. Ps. 67 : 4, " (9 let the nations be glad^ and sing for joy ; for
Tfiou shalt judge the people righteously, and govern the nations upon earthJ*^

Comp. Ps. 96 : 10-13 ; Ps. 98 : 5-9, etc. It is represented as a joyful event

by the Spirit ; one which will cause exultation and happiness, and this

only becomes apparent if we understand it to embrace the reign. Kingdom
of Jesus.

For the very best of men, assured of ultimate salvation, have reason to apprehend a
judicial investigation lest, owing to sinfulness, unworthiness, neglect, etc., their reward,
to say the least, be proportionally lessened. See how scripturally ^. Heber has ex-

pressed himself in the familiar hymn *' LoHe comes with <uouds descending ;" so also

Charles Wesley, Baxter, and others. When the judgments of Christ are manifested, and
(Pb. 68, etc.) *\the wicked perish at the presence of Gkid," then " let the rightecna he glad ;

Ut iA«m r^ice before God ,• yea, let ihem exceedingly rejoice,*'

Obs. 3. Jesus Christ is the Judge, Acts 17 : 31 ; Matt. 24= : 30 ; Eom.
14 : 9, 10 ; John 5 : 23 ; Acts 10 : 40 ; Matt. 25 : 31, etc. The question
that we are to propose and answer is this : Are we to. understand by this

Judgeship that Christ only sits in a judicial capacity to determine cases
;

that as Judge Ho only presides in a tribunal of justice to decide respecting

the innocence or guilt of men ; or, is far more embraced in this term, sucn
as judicial, legislative, and executive action, a supreme power, Kingly rule?
If we take the Bible idea of Jud^e, instead of the restricted, more modern
sense engrafted upon it, there is no difficulty in replying that the latter

is intended. By reference to the Judges that God raised up to ^* judge
IsraeV (such as Gideon, Samson, Jephthah, Eli, Samuel, etc.), it is found
that their office consisted in enforcing the Theocratic rule, in executing the

laws, subduing enemies, punishing evildoers, and promoting the prosperity

of the nation. They were rulers, ruling over the nation in order to advance
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its interests (Judges 2 : 16-19, etc.). When Mosee judged the people he
acted as a Ruler, making known and executing the laws of God ; and
when he followed Jethro's advice to make other Judges, it is expressly said

that he '

' made them he€tds over the people, rulers of thousands, rulers of

hundreds, rulers of fifties, and rulers of tens, and tkev judged the people,"

etc. (Ex. 18 : 14-26). Dr. Clarke, Com. Pref. to Judges, says :
'* The

persons called Judges, * shophetim,' were the heads or chiefs of the Israel-

ites who governed the Hebrew Republic (Theocracy) from the days of

Moses and Joshua till the time of Saul. The word Judge is not to be

taken here in its usual signification, i.e. one who determines controTersies

and denounces the judgment of the law in criminal cases, but one who
directs and rules a state or nation with Sovereign power, administers justice,

makes peace or war, and leads the armies of the people over whom he
presides.* Home {Introd,, vol, 2, p. 43) says :

** The authority of the

Judges was 710^ inferior to that which was afterward exercised by the Kings ;
it extended to peace and war. They decided causes without appeal, but
they had no power to enact new laws or to impose new burdens upon the

people. They were protectors of the laws, defenders of religion, and
avengers of crimes." The same idea is noticeable when the Jews requested

a King, they called his ruling a judging. In 1 Sam. 8 : 5, 6, 20, ** all the

elders of Israel" said *' make us a King to judge us,** " We will have a
king over us, that we also may be like other nations, and that our king
may judge us, and go out before us, and fight our battles."' Judgeship was
therefore regarded as the equivalent of rulership, of kingly rule ; and how
largely this idea is incorporated with Scripture will appear in the quota-
tions that will follow. From the use of the word already stated, it is a
just conclusion, drawn by the early Church and many eminent writers,' that

when Jesus is represented to be revealed as the Judge, we are not to under-
stand that He otily presides as a Jurist to pronounce innocent or guilty, as

the case may be, but that He rules in a princely manner, exercises a kingly

oMce, is revealed as King of kings, Sovereign of the world, and that His
Judgeship, being 77ieocratic, consistb in exercising all the powers of a Su-
preme Governor, legislative and executive as well as judicial, so that the

acts of His Judgeship shall be manifested in issuing His decrees, executing

His laws, punishing offenders, rewarding ih^ faithful, and carrying on
the Divine Theocratic ordering of His 'kingdom. In other words, the
Judgeship is identical with the predicted reign of Christ, commencing with
the Millennial era—an age inaugurated and carried on bjr the most astonish-

ing manifestations of Sovereign power, judicial, legislative, and executive.

1 He adds :
" Officers with the same powers and nearly with the same name were estab-

liBhed by the Tynans in New Tyre. The Carthaginian Bofetea appear to have been the
same as the Hebrew Shophetim ; as were also the Archons among the Athenians and the
Dictators among the ancient Bomans," etc. Kurtz, Sac. His,, b. 64. obs. 3, after giving
them through life judicial and magistratic power, allies them with the prophets, and adds :

'* They were prophets in action ; they, consequently, merely resemble in name, but not
in other respects, the Suffetes of the Carthaginians and the Dikastai of the Tynans.**
See Cahnet, Kitto, Watson, En. Relig. Knovoledge, Smith's Bib. Die., M*Clintook and
Strong's Oydop.f Herzog, etc. Grotius compares the government of the Hebrews under
the judges to that of Gaul, Germany, and Britain before the Romans changed it. Godwin,
in his " Moses and Aaron," compares them to the Roman Dictators. Prof. Bush (MIL,
p. 129), after referring to Scriptures which show that jttdging is equivaJent to rvling,

applies the same to the phrase in Rev. 20 : 4, ** that by judgment being given to those
that sat on thrones is meant that they received authority to reign and govern, or the right

of exercising judgment according to the Hebrew senae of the word * judge/ which is
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equiTBlent to tliat of reigning, or pntting forth the judicial and execntive acts of the
goTeming power." So also Wmea (fJom. on the Lavas, p. 538) remarks :

" Upon the whole,
there can be no reasonable doubt that, a^ the Lacedaemonians had their Kings, the Athe-
nians their Arohons, and the Romans their Consuls, so, according to the constitution of
Moses, the Hebrews were to hare their general judges or governors of the whole repub-
lic." Compare Michaelis {Com. on Laws, art. 53), who ma^es a similar declaration.

* The student will notice that when Absalom (2 Sam. 15 : 4) conspired to become a
king, he said. ** Oh that I were made Judge in the land,** etc.; that Paul (Acts 24 : 10)
called the Goveraor Felix a Judge, and tliat Daniel (9 : 21) uses the phrase ** ourjudges
vohojvdged us," to denote the magistrates, rulers, and kings of the nation.

^ As e.g Mode, Bickersteth, Brookes, McNeile, Noel ; in brief, nearly all Mill, writer^
hare excellent remarks. Among these Dr. Seiss gives an admirable discourse, in Last
Thnes, on the Judgment. D. N. Lord, Winihrop, Shimeall, Duffleld, and others give dear
conceptions of Judgeship, etc.

Obs, 4. To confirm this position there are nnmerons converging argu-
ments. 1. It is linked with His Advent and His Kingdom, as in 2 Tim.
4 : 1,

** who shall judge the quick and the dead at His appearing and His
Kingdom,'* After His appearing is His Kingdom, and judging is con-
nected with both. 2. The Coming of the Lord to judge is united with
the Covenant and made synonymous with reigning, as in 1 Chron. 16 : 14-
19 and 31-33. 3. The ''judgment seat*' of 2 Cor. 5 : 10, upon which
Christ sits, is translated, Acts 12 : 21, '''throne.**^ And in comparing
Scripture, it is found that when the Son of Man does this judging, He is

represented as seated, not on the Father's throne, but His own throne—that
IS, the one He inherits in virtue of being David's Son. To indicate how
the Spirit so accurately distinguishes between those thrones it is only
necessary to consider Matt. 25 : 31, ** He shall sit upon the throne of His
glorify*' compared with Rev. 3 : 21, where the Father's throne in heaven
18 distinguished from "my throne'*—a distinction made requisite by the
Covenant to David. Whatever of Sovereignty may be displayed by the
Divine on the Father's throne, we must bear in mind, as constantly essential,

that as the throne covenanted to Jesus Christ belongs to Him as the Son of
Man, those allusions to ** My throne," *' His throne," etc., have undoubted
reference to His humanity, and therefore must be, in the nature of the
case, understood as separate and distinct from the throne in the third
heaven.* The references must correspond w^t/A the covenant and predic-
tions of the prophets. 4. Many prophetical passages unite this Judgeship
with the general one of government, as Ps. 9 : 7, 8 ; Ps. 96 : 10, 13 ; Ps.

82 : 8, etc. So that, as a multitude of predictions of this kind evidence,
reigning, ruling, goveminy, and judging are regarded as synonymes, so

that all our concordances gire as one of its distinctive meanings, *' to ruh,
govern, or reign,'* 5. This judging, as our argument demands, is united
with predictions of Christ's sitting upon David's throne. Thus e.g.

lea, 9 : G, 7 ; Isa. 16 : 5 ; Jer. 33 : 15. The prophets plainly declare that
when the revealed King, David's Son and Lord, re-establishes the cove-
nanted throne and Kingdom, He is manifested as the Judge of Israel and
of the nations. 6. This Judgeship is also united with the restoration of

the Jewish nation, with which the Davidic throne is united, as e.g.

Jer. 23 : 5-8, etc. 7. Saints are co-heirs with Jesus in this Judgeship, for
they are to judge with Him on earth. But the passages explanatory of

this Judgeship) (comp. Prop. 154) represent it as equivalent to the posses-

sion of authority, rulership, or kingship. 8. There is no act ascribed to
this Kingly office of Christ, but what is also identified with this Judgeship,
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both in Coming and Kingdom. In' the delineation of the Mill, era, the

latter forms a prominent feature of it We give a few illnstrations :

When the majesty of God in Zion is declared, the gathering of His saints,

and the issuing forth of a tempestuous fire is announced, Ps. 50, it is

added :
*' He shall call to the heavens from above and to the earth, that

He may judge Hia people "—i.e. re-enter that Theocratical predicted rela-

tionship
—*^ and the heavens shall declare His righteousness, for God is

Judge Himself,*' That this refers to Christ is evident from Micah 5 : 1,

where Jesus is designated ** the Judge of Israel^'^ from the delegating of

this judging to Him by the Father, from the Oneness of Father and Son,
and from the same things being pointedly ascribed to the Son. In the

light of this, many passages present a forcible meaning, as in Ps. 94,
** Lord God, to whom vengeance belongeth ; God, to whom vengeance
belongeth, show Thyself. Lift up Thyself, Thou Judge of the earth,**

Beading on, we ascertain that this revelation of this Judge is desired, that
the wicked may not triumph, that the righteous and the inheritance may
be delivered, and that the throne of iniquity may be overthrown and His
own be substituted. So in Ps. 7, where prayer is offered for deliverance

from enemies, and a firm trust is expressed that God will arise and save

the upright and punish the wicked, it is said : ''the Lord shalljudge the

people,'* ** God judgeth the righteous.** And what this denotes is appar-
ent from Ps. 9, for, after evincing the desire to praise and rejoice in God,
the reason is assigned :

" when mine enemies are turned back, they shall

fall and perish at thy presence. For Thou hast maintained my right and
my cause (i.e. the covenanted); Thou satest in the throne judging right,**

Notice, too, that this is done when the Psalmist is **
lifted up frotn the

gates of death (res.), that I may show forth all thy praise in the gates of tJte

daughter of Zion,'* etc. The student can readily find an abundance of
Buctv allusions, a rich golden vein in the prophetic mine. As e.g. in that
class of Psalms (96, 97, 98, etc.) which begin with " tlie Lord reigneth,"
and then describe the exaltation of the saints, the utter removal of

wickedness, etc., and generally incorporate or conclude with expressions re-

ferring to the Coming of the Lord ** to judge the earth ; with righteous-
ness shall He judge the world, and the people with equity,'* etc. Tlie same
strain is found in Jer. 23 : 5-8 ; Isa. 30 : 18, 19, etc., so that, as ancient
and modem writers have correctly observed, tlie Millennial descriptions
either contain or are preceded or followed by representations of this Judge-
ship. His judicial power shall be especially exercised, when this age is to

bo ushered in. against the nations of the earth ; His legislative, executive, and
judicial power inthe restoration of His own people and establishment of His
Kingdom, in the complete subjugation of all nations to His supremacv,
and in the binding of Satan ; all the attributes of Judgeship will be exhib-
ited in the administrations of His government in that era, so that all the
righteous shall, as the Psalmist predicts, rejoice and be glad in His Judge-
ship J and at the close of this a^e the Judge's power will, in a striking
manner, be manifested in the raising of the wicKed dead, the confirming
of their sentence, the final and eternal overthrow of all wickedness, and the
continued everlasting security and blessedness of His people. 9. The word
*^ judgment ** is employed, as concordances show, to designate ** the govern-
ing power of Christ,*''And in this light many passages oecome significant

of the future rule of Christ, as e.g. Isa. 42 : 4 ; Ps. 76 : 9 ; Ps. 94 : 15,

etc. This arises from the fact that ** judgment" itself is derived from
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** determined "—this kingly office of Christ being covenanted, predeter-
mined.* 10. Christ is revealed aa Kin^ and as Judge, the terms being
conyertible, at the time of the Pre-Millenial harvest. Compare the parable
of Tares and Wheat with Rev. 14, Joel 3, Bev. 19, etc. 11. In Rev. 11,
at the time (under last trumpet) the Sovereignty of the world is given to
Christ, as part of His Kingly office, judging is announced. 12. A variety
of additional reasons will be given under the judging of the saints, the
Judgment D^, the Day of Christ, etc., so that we must conclude that the
phrase ** the Judge of Israel " is equivalent to ** the King of Israel ;" ** the
righteous Judge,'' to that of ** the righteous King,'* or " a King shall reign
in righteousness,'* to that oi^* He shalljudge the world in righteousness,

» Storrs {BiblB Eeaminer, Axig,, 1862, p, 427, etc.) makes *' the Judgment seat of Chriaf*
equivalent to " the form of administering the government and laws ordained." Thia is

correct (it being the Theociatio-Daridie ordering, etc. ), bat when he afterward makes it

equivalent to '* the word of Christ'* by which (John 12 : 48) we are judged, he mistakes.
That word, indeed, is included, but this judgment seat or throne includes far more, viz.,

the form of Theooratio government then instituted under the mlership of Jesus. The
word previously spoken only qualifies or condemns for participation in this Kingdom of
Christ. The idea connected with the ju^;ment seat or throne is simply that of authori-
tative utteranoe and ordering.

* E. Maton {Israel's Redemp.), in reference to the Kingdom specifically promised to
Jesus, says : " We may justly doubt whether our Bavioar hath as yet executed the office

of King." Admitting His rale in the Church, etc., he adds :
** Yet, that He doeth not

now reign in that Kingdom which He shall govern as man, and consequently in that of
which the prophets spake. His own words in Bev. 3 : 21 do clearly prove :

' To him that
overcometh I will grant to sit with me in my throne,' etc., from whence it follows that

the throne which He here calls His own, and which He hath not yet received (Heb. 2 : 8,

10, 12, 13), must needs belong to Him as man y because the place where He now sits is

the Father's throne, a throne in which He has no proper interest bid as God. Again, it

follows that seeing He is now in His Father's throne, therefore neither is this the time
nor the place in which His own throne is to be erected.** The critical student need not
be reminded that in addition to this throne, which He inherits as Datnd^s Son, there is

also (he Theocratic relationship, whiodi makes this throne the Fhiher's as well as that of the
Son, for it is God ruling in and through this Son. The Scriptures only distingaish be-
tween the genual Divine Sovereignty over the universe and this special, particular rale

here on earth. Oomp. Props. 80, 81. 82, 84, and 85. Also Props. 199, 200, etc.

* This is indicated in Bom. 14 : 9, " to this end Christ both died and rose, and revived thai

He might be Lord (or exercise Lordship over both dead and living ones) bdh of the dead and
Kriiwy*'—Luke using the same word, ch. 22 : 25, to denote the exercise of roi^ authorUy
by Oentile kings. With this is to be united the idea presented by Gesenins : " The ideas

of ruling and judgment are closely allied^ not only in Oriental practice and policy, but also

in their languages." Dr. Clarke, Com. on Lev. 26, remarks : ''Judgments ' shephatim'
from ' shapat,* to distinguish, r^ulate, and determine—meaning those things Uiat Qod
has destermijied that men shall pursue,** or that He Himself will execute.

Obs. 5. The modem usage of the words "Judge" and ** Judgment"
have misled many in comprehending this subject, so that some assert, as

Priest, that they cannot see how the Millennial period and judgment can
be blended, A reference to any concordance would explain the matter, for

those words are used in a variety of ways, as in trying a cause, discerning,

reckoning, as well as in ruling, governing, etc., and the meaning to be at-

tached to the word in any particular case must be determined by the con-

text, general analogy—in brief, by the laws controlling lan^age, giving

the preference in all cases to scriptural usage. Because ** judge'* is em-
ployed to designate judicial action, that is no reason for discarding the ad-

ditional meanings attached to it by the Word of Qod. In this discussion

it i3 sufficient to notice that Judgeship is ascribed to the Kingly, Sovereign
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Eower of God and of Hi a Son^ and that whatever of judgment there has

oen in the paat or is going on now, or attends us at death, or at the resur-

rection, or in the Coming Kingdom, etc./ it does not affect our line of

argument, hut confirms it, because all this is represented as an exertion of

Divine Sovereignty. The question that we are to decide is not whether
judicial action belongs to the station of a judge—this is admitted by all^
but whether, when Qhj\&t is r&veaUd (xa Judge, this Judgeship is not an
equivalent to His Kingly rule. This we think is already conclusively

proven, and therefore those writers who fail to discriminate in this par-

ticular make a serious mistake which materially concerns the* interpreta-

tion of a large portion of Scripture. The Judgeship of Chnst is not only

perfectly consistent with the glory and blessednesa of the Millennial

period, but indispensably necessary to secure it And in this connection
it may be added, that the proof of Christ's Judgeship as given by Paul,

viz., Acts 17 : 31, " loJiereof He hath given assurance unto all men in that

He hath raised Him from tlie dead, is precisely the identical proof re-

quired by the covenant to show that David's Son is to reign as ** the man
ordained" in the immortal inannerpredicted. The duration of this Judge-
ship is of such a nature that it cannot be predicated of mortal man

;

whereas in His glorified humanity, never more subject to death, lie ia

abundantly able to verify the promises relating to His Judgeship or King-
ship."

1 There have been JQdgments in the paat of Jeviah and Gentile nations and indiyid-

nals, jadgments in acts of oondemnation or of justiflcation, judgmenta at death, and there
will be judgments at the resarrectiont at the translation, at the awarding of positions,

etc., bat all these of a jadioial nature afEecting nations or individuals, past or present,
do not remove Uie extent of judgeship ascribed to Christ, and which is to be specifically

exerted in His Coming Kingdom. The theories of national, indlTidual, and believer's

jndgment, however they may be incorporated, do not lessen the force of thisfuture specific

judgeship of Jesus. Our argument is only concerned with the latter, and hence the view
respecting the destiny of man being fixed in this life or in Hades, etc., does not alter the
force of our reasoning.

^ This enables us to appreciate the definitions that are nsoally given to the Day of
Judgment. Thus, e.g. in the Rdig. Encyc.^ Art. '* Judgment" (Day of), it is aaserted that
this ** is that important period which shaU terminate the present dispensation of grace
toward the fallen race of Adeun, put an end to time," etc. This needs no special remark,
seeing that it confines judging exclusively to judicial action, misconceives the object and
tendency of judgment (which is to bless the race of Adam), and boldly limits time when
the Scriptures extend it (comp. next Prop, and e.g. 140, 152, 159, etc.). This writer,

however, presents a singular inconsistency that may be noticed : in the same art., Dan.
7 : 10, is quoted as then fulfilled, viz., at this limited Day of Judgment, but in aec. 3 the
saints are carefully placed ** not on earth, but forever in heaven," thus flatly contradicting
Daniel's statements that after the books are opened, the judgment has set, etc., the King-
dom of the saints is here on the earth. The plainest predictions must bend before this
Popish theory. This position of ours enables us with ease to refute the objections nrged
against our doctrine. Thus, e.g. Dr. Lindsay (Art. " Mill." in Ency. Brit.), entirely over-
looking, or not understanding, our doctrine, asserts :

" That, on the MiUenarian hypoth-
esis, there can be no judgment of the righteous whatever, for they, having been onoe
admitted to reign with Christ can never after thai be placed for trial at His bar." This
objection is based on the supposition (nnproven) that there is only one limited manife«-
tation of judgment at the close of the Millennium. We prove, however, a Pre-MiU. Com-
ing of the Judge, a Millennial judging, and a Post-Millennial judgment. It is Lindsay's
theory that really produces the grave objection, viz., that saints that have been thousands
of years reigning in heaven, etc., shall at the end of the Millennium be subjected to a
judicial investigation. We have no long interval between the Advent and judging as he
incorrectly ascribes to our doctrine, and hence his objections have no force against ns.
In reference to the judicial judgment of the saints, who are co-heirs with Christ, and the
intermediate state, see Props. 135 and 136.
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Ob8. 6. The concesslonB made by writers when not directly opposing us
are decidedly in our favor. Thus, to illustrate from a popular Commenta-
tor : Barnes, Com., is unwilling to admit that Christ* s ruling with a rod
of iron (judging), Rev. 19, denotes His Sovereign power exerted at His per-

sonal Coming. He refers it rather to providential movements, spiritual

power, by which all things shall be subdued, etc. In Rev. 2 : 27, how-
ever, when coming to the same promise given to the saints, a difficulty

presents itself, viz., that it would be unreasonable and against fact to

ascribe such power now to the saints. He therefore correctly applies this

ruling with a rod of iron to the period of the judgment. After showing
that the phraseology denotes '" a power that is firm and invincible,'^ that
*^ no power can oppose His rule," and that *^ the enemies of His govern-
tnent would be destroyed," he adds : " the speaker does not intimate when
this will be, but all that is said here would be applicable to that time when
the Son of God will cmne to judge the world, mid when His saints will be as-

sociated with Him in His triumphs."^ Taking this admission given by
an opponent, it follows that the Son of Man and the saints enter upon
this ruling with a rod of iron personally at the beginning of the Millen-

nium, for at that period the Spirit locates it in Rev. 19, and in Ps, 2 it is

also associated witn the manifestation of '* the King" in Zion.

1 Bames. realizing that he was making a concession fatal to hie own theory, endeaTora
to gloss it oTer by asserting that ** the rewards promised refer to Aeaven," and then adds :

**JfBO, then this passage should not be adduced as having any reference to an imaginary
personal reign of the Saviour and of the saints on the earth." To this we reply : It can-
not be referred to an imaginary ruling of the nations^ breaking them in pieces, etc., in
heaven^ for (1) this ruling with a rod of iron^ etc., is expressly located here on earih and not
in heaven ; (2) the nations broken, etc., are an the earth and not in heaven ; (S) Jesus
and the saints are represented (as e.g. Zeoh. 14) as being on earth and not in the third
heaven when this work is accomplished

; (4) he himself admits as much in the extract

^Ten, when applying it to the Sec. Advent, which takes place on earth
; (6) that he added

the gloss above, well knowing that his theory, in view of such an interpretation, required
such bolstering to give it an appearance of consistency ; (6) our doctrine requires no such
vain support, being entirely dependent on the unmistakable analogy given by the Spirit.

For the fact that the ruling with the rod of iron is stated to occur under the last trumpet,
to precede the Millennium, etc., is amply sufficient for our faith, without our attempt-
ing, for the sake of opiniiAi, to choTige the locality and time designated by the Spirit.

The reader will notice, too, that Barnes's expression *' the Son of God will come to judge
the world, '* while true of Christ, is not the scriptural usage, as can be seen in Props. 61,

62, 83, 84, 85, 69, etc.

Obs. 7. This judging is connected with the casting out of Satan. This
might be argued from Kev. 19 with the following context, and the general
tenor of Millennial descriptions indicating freedom from evil, etc., but we
confine ourselves briefly to John 13 : 31. When Christ came to suffer and
die under the provisions made for Redemption, He did not assume the

character of Judge or King. Yet He says :
'* Now is thejudgment of this

world ; now shall the Prince of this world be cast out," and this is stated

in connection with His death, by which this would be brought about, and
He (as David's Son), by the accompanying resurrection, would become the

one of whom ** we have heard out of the law that Clirist ahideth forever,"
Here thofuture is spoken of ba present (Prop. 65, Obs, 9), His death being
merely provisionary, for Jesus expressly declares in the same chapter that

He came not to judge the world; down to the present time there has been no
such judgment, and Satan has not yet been cast out. That a meaning is

not forced out of the passage is evident from what Barnes, loci, says of it

:
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he referring ita fulfilment to the Future Day of Jadgment and explaining

its reference to the death aa follows :
'' Now is approaching the decisive

scene, the eventful period—the crisis

—

when it shall be determined who shall

rule this world,^^ The reader, however, is reminded that this judgmcDt
and this casting out of Satan thus linked together, the Spirit informs us, is

fulfilled at a Pre-Mill. Advent, when Satan nimself is bonnd and confined.

Then the Sovereignty, justly claimed by the Son in virtue of covenanted
relationship and obedience unto a triumphant death, is publicly assumed.
What the Spirit has thus joined together and located in fulfilment, it is

daring for us to separate.

Obs. 8. It is no wonder that infidels treat this subject with scorn when
it is handled, wildly and outrageously, by otherwise able Christian writers,

such as e.g. Eeuss. In Beuss's His, Ch. TheoL of tJie Apos. Age, he
frankly admits that the Evangelists clearly teach the views that we enter-

tain, such as the personal Coming of Christ, the idea of judging, saying of

the latter, '* the A^rastles especially, as a recompense of their devotedness,
shall sit as judges judging the twelve tribes of Israel, and then the King-
dom shall commence,*' etc. He emphatically declares that *' these repre-

sentations are clear and simple ; they have nothing equivocal about them,'"
etc. " It is evident that the narrators, who servo as our guides, took every
word literally, and had not a shadow of doubt in reference to the matter.

"

Then Keuss adds that, because of their Judaistic, Rabbinical correspondence,
" grave doubts arise, and it seems impossible that Jesus should have repeated
that which the most ordinary Babbi had long preached in the synagogue."
The result to which Reuss comes, after traducing the faith of the Evan^-
lists and the sens^ grammatically expressed by Jesus, is to reject the plain
** unequivocal " teaching, and search oat and fasten upon it " a meaning
differentfrom that which at first suggests itself^* This meaning he finds

in death, resurrection, etc., opening a wide door for mystical applications,

thus manufacturing a pliant mortar to daub over the promises ; for he re-

marks under this meaning;: **the seats of honor may well be dismissed
from the dogmatic explanation of the Qospel prophecy," etc. In this total

misapprehension of judgment he places Jesus above '* the delusive imagina-
tion of the prophet, etc., not seeing that he is actually pulling down most
precious material with one hand while endeavoring to build up inferior

stuff with the other ; that he is engaged in destroying the credibility of the
narrators ; in making Christ's language, knowing their views, un accom-
modation, deception, etc. If we understand the utterances of Jesus in

their true grammatical relation, then, according to Eeuss, He " seems here
suddenly to give expression to the most visionary hopes as to the immediate
future—hopes based not upon an estimate of the natural progress of events,

but upon the wildest dreams of fanatic patriots among his countrymen Do
we really find, side by side, with predictions ratified by the event and sig-

nally proving the exactness of His knowledge of the future, an error so

monstrous that the lie direct is given by history to the most solemn promise
of the Saviour?*' The ** lie" is all in Reuss's imagination, and arises

from his basing all fulfilment upon his own "estimate of the natural
progress of events," and overlooking the postponement of the Kingdom.
Leaving the discussion of the particular promise alluded to by him to the
Prop, (154:) on the Reign of the Saints, we may say that Christ will take
care of the fulfilment of Uis promises respecting judging, and that His
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promises are not to be measured by past falfilment^ but left to the period
indicated by the Spirit. Alas I how painful to meet such unbelief in such
men—unbelief which, perhaps honestly intends to exalt Christ, but yir-

tually condemns His language and belittles the faith of His followers. The
whole theory of this class is this : we are not to understand the Word as it

reads—if we do it leads to ** Judaistu^' notions—but we must " spiritual-

ize the letter" and '\idealize the picture of the coming age." Spiritualiz-

ing even coveuants, it causes no surprise to see the mistical results.

The Btndent U reminded that, although our doctrine has been held by the Primitive
Ghiiroh and many eminent men, works devoted to systematio theology, and which profess
to enter into delaUa of opinion, never enter into a discnssion of this Judgeship of Christ
no as to indude the Millenarian view. This omission is noticeable even in the most recent
(as e.g. Hodge's), and this emdent ignoring of it seems to indicate a fear to place it in
juxtaposition to their own theory. To say the least, it is misleading to many of their

readers. It is allowable to point out a serious inaccuracy into which so carefnl a writer
as Hagenbach (Hu. of Doe.) has fallen. In sec. 77, speaking of " the general judgment,"
he writes just as if all believers from a.d. 70 to a.i>. 254 heli to it in a modern sense. An
oninformed reader would be left by this statement under a wrong, unhistorical impres-
sion. The fact is just the reverse—the immense majority believed in the manner of judg-
ment as delineated by us in this and following propositions. These are only specimens
of the injustice done to our view in professed scholarly exhibitions of doctrine, some-
timea the result of misinformation, and sometimes that of prejudice.
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Proposition 133. ITiia view of the Kingdom is c(yiifirmed hy
" the Day of Jvdgmefdr

If the monkish view of the day of jud^ent, now so prevalent
even among Protestants, is correct, then it follows that, it being
deemed the period of the winding up, or ending, of all sublunary-
things, no place can be found for such a Kingdom after it. But,
on the other hand, if it can he conclusively sTwwn that this day of
iudgment is connected with, enters into, and follows through the
Millennial era, then it materially aids in supporting our view of the
Covenanted Kingdom. That it does this is already evidenced by-

preceding Propositions, but the Spirit affords us in the Word addi-
tional reasons to sustain our beHei.

Ohs, 1, Affain the reader is reminded that the Jewish and Early Church
doctrine of the Judgment Day is something very different from the Popish
doctrine now so generally entertained. The notion of an assize, a universal
gathering of dead and living, pious and wicked, before a tribunal at which
character is to be tested, etc., was developed in the Church several cen-
turies later, in the form now held by many writers. On all sides are to be
found utterances concerning the judgment utterly unknown, and com-
pletely antagonistic to the doctrine once held hy the Church. The modem
writers, with here and there an exception, express the same hostility to
the ancient view. Take a recent author. Dr. Bascom, in his Sermons^ 1
series, sec. 11, " The Judgment/' most eloquently indorses the Popish
view, calling it " a day concluding the world 8 exisience,^^ ** a day which
shall wrap the universe of man in writhing distortions and dash to pieces
the structure of nature,'* etc., and adding :

" This day terminates alike the
dispensations and dealings of heaven in relaiioii to our fallen planet,^*

Such quotations might almost be indefinitely multiplied, as evidence of the
widespread and falsely extravagant representations of the Word of GK)d on
this point ; but the^^ are not needed, as every reader must be more or less

acquaiuted with their sad existence.

Ohs, 2. Our views (Millenarian) respecting judgment are almost invari-

ably misrepresented (with some honorable exceptions, as Barnes, Brown,
Fairbairn) by our opposers ; and in no work specially written against us
is exhibited a candid statement of our scriptural position.* Some writers,

as one in Preshy, Quarterly RevieWy 1853, so pervert our doctrine as to
make it imply that we hold Rev- 20 : 11-15 to precede the Mill, age, which
no one does. In a recent commentary, only so much, and that incidental,
of our argument is given that the writer felt able to refute, while the lead-

ing reasons presented by us were totally ignored. Even so ignorant (will

not say designedly) are some writers that our doctrine of the Judgment is
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classed with that of the Millerites, when the fact is that the Millerite doc-
trine on the subject is idetifical with their own, and bears no resemblance
whatever to ours. Another class of writers, more insidious, attack our
doctrine under a professed harmony, which is a mere jumbling together of

passages, without discriminating between the time of their fulfilment.* The
truth is, that in looking over a large number of works op^sed to us, not
one (unless Dr. Brown's of Glasgow can be called an exception, which it is

not) takes up our Scriptural reasons given and endeavors to show that these

Scnptures are to be understood differently, as e.g. that our view of the
Judgeship of Christ, of the Judgment Day, and of their connection with
the Millennium, is erroneous. Instead of a comparison of Scripture, and
founding an opinion on the mind of the Spirit as thus presented, the proof

alleged is entirely inferential and indirect. Thus, to illustrate : Steele

(Essai/ on Ch. Kingdom, Bib. Sac, Nov. 1849), Brown {Ch. Sec. Coming),
Beattie (Dis, on Mill State), Waldegrave (Lee, on N. T. Mill,), Barnes
{Coin,), etc., all without exception take it lor granted (without meeting
and answering our arguments concerning the passages quoted), that e.g.

Matt 25 (and Scriptures which simply allege the Coming of Christ to

judgment and which affirm that all men shall be judged without assigning

the order or time), must necessarily mean to judicially judge " all man-
kind," *' the entire race," at the same time, so that ** the whole number of
the saved and the tohoU number of the lost, in two vast assemblies, meets our
eyes,'' *' the generatio7is of men ceojse^^' etc. Leaving the reader to consult

Mill, authors who have reviewed those works in detail (as Lord's Lit, and
Tlieoh Journal, etc.), for a minute consideration of each passage assigned, it

is only requisite to give an illustration of this mode of handling the Word
of God, seeing that the main objection urged by them (viz., that all the

righteous and all the wicked will be judged together at the same time) is

fully answered by our adopted line of argument. In illustration we
select 2 Cor. 6 : 9-21 : " For we must all appear before the judgment seat

of Christ, that every one^^ etc. Now it is affirmed that this teaching, that
'* all appear," etc., it includes all at the same time. But this is not con-

tained in the passage ; and this Scripture itself must be interpreted in the

light of others. To put on the words '* all" ** every one" an emphasis to

include the time, if applied to other Scripture, would be absurd, as e.g,

1 Cor. 15 : 22, etc.* All shall appear before His Throne (judgment seat is

translated throne. Acts 12 : 21), but at different periods, as e.g. before the

Mill, age and at its close—(we leave the proof in our regular order of argu-

ment). Without discussing what critics tell us the words here denote, im-

plying not merely a standing, etc., before the throne, but a being mani-

lested to receive the stations, positions, rewards, proportionate to their

deeds, etc., the attention of our opponents is called to a certain weakness

in their argument. They frequently censure us for bringing the saints

back before this very throne to receive stations of honor, kingship, and

priesthood, that they may reign, pronouncing it derogatory, degrading,

etc., after the honor, bliss, and glory enjoyed. They evidently forget this

objection, when they bring those same saints before this same throne to

• Such a_pres&nre put upon the word "all" reminds U8 of the destrnctive critical

remarks on Luke 2 : 1, etc. Credner pushed the « all flesh" of Joel to the extreme that

it must mean all beasts as well as men—even locusts (quoted by Fairbaim, On Proph,,

p. 100).
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undergo a judicial inyestigatlon. Our view Burelj entails nothing bo derog-

atory upon them, for the very fact of the resurrection of the saints, thus
counted worthy of it, and the non-resurrection of the wicked at the time
of the first resurrection, counted unworthy of it, proves to vla a pre-existing

jndgmenL Our opponents have much to say, and truthfully, that the con-
dition of the individual is determined, in some way even at death, and
that his future destiny is shaped by the moral character then sustained,

and that this must be tno result of judgment exercised. If so, the question
arises, Whr subject these same parties—especially taking Brown's, Barnes's,

etc. idea tnat the saints have been, many of them for centuries upon cen-

turies, in the third heaven enjoying a development of glory indescribable,

etc.—to be brought before a tnbunal to uiiderao a scrutiny of character?
This difficulty and others vanish only if we allow the legitimate meaning
given to the original by commentators, which involves our idea, that the
saints are manifested before that throne to be assigned their position as
rulers in the Kingdom, which apportionment is only done at the manifesta-
tion of the Kingdom itself, and is proiV)rtioned to the deeds done in the
body. Such a manifestation is one that we are led to expect If the ob-

jection is raised that Paul included in the word ** all" also the wicked, it

can be readily granted, for they too at a certain period shall have their

final condition awarded by Him who sits on that throne. If it can be
shown that all are judged, whether at one time or ut different times, t7ie

affinnation of the passage is amply sustained. All are raised from the dead,
but each in his own order \ so also all shall stand before His throne, but
each in his order.

I Ereiy writer, without exception, opposed to ns, ooncealB as mach as possible our
scriptural argumeni—haaed on the meaning of Jndge, Jndgment-day, etc. A reader of
sucn worlcfl alone could not possibly obtain a correct idea of our scriptural proof. Many
such opposers totally ignore our scriptural reasons, as if they did not exist, and ascribe
to us views that we do not entertain. Alas 1 when controversy is so one-sided that it will
not properly notice the arguments and reasons of opposers. Many works, as the candid
student must allow, present a men cariocUure of our doctrine. This lack of candor is evi-
dence of weakness.

* Dr. Keith, who has giren us many admirable things relating to prophecy, presents ua
a veiy unsatisfactoiy chapter (16) on *' the judgment of the dead " (also on resurrection)
in his Ilwnnony of Prophecy, It is one thing to string together passages which may in
some respects hare a resemblance in phraseology, and it is quite another to prove that
they are correctly taken, and relate to Utt same event or time. This is readily seen by his
quoting things tlmt precede the Mill, age, and linking them with things that/oUoto that age,
and then pronounce them as identical ; and it is a^ seen in his refusing to quote in the
same connection passages which would conflict with the conclusion that he desires to
arrire at as e.g. ** the rest of the dead lived not again until the thousand years were
ended," etc. The Harmony is, after all. Dr. Keith's and not divine ; evincing an ignoring
of Judgeship previous to, during, and at the dose of the MilL day. Surely, the passages
referring to judgment preceding the Millennium cannot without unwarranted license and
violence be located at its close. Indebted as we may be to the author for valuable sugges-
tions, it is simply duty to protest against so misleading a perversion.

Obs, 3. The Judgment Day is inseparably linked with the personal pres-
ence of the Judge, and therefore, as we proceed, it is unnecessary to repeat
what all admit. It is very essential to our doctrine to find the judgment
united with the Coming of the Son of Man. Mede ( Works, B. 3, p. 762)
long ago observed* that Dan. 7 contains '* The mother text of Scripture,
whence the Jews grounded the name and expectation of the Great Day of
Judgment,'* In following Propositions the Jewish view of ** the Day of
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Judgment" and " the Day of the Great Judgment/* will be given, includ-
ing and associated with the personal coming of the Messiah and of ** Hie
day." Is it not singular, to say the least, that if the Jews were mistaken
in identifying the Day of Judgment with the Coming of the Son of Man
in Daniel, and toith the reign of the Messiah, that Jesus and the Apostles,

by adopting and using the very phraseology current among the Jews, should
thus confirtn the Jewish usage of the phrases ? Our opposers, as Stuart,

Barnes, etc., concede that in the N. T. the phrases ** the Day of Judg-
ment," '* the Judgment of the Great Day," embraces this personal Coming
of the Messiah ; and this concession, as far as it goes, is important, and
may well cause us to ask. Does it not include much more, even the associa-

tion with the reign of David's Son during the blessed Mill, period described

by the prophets and believed in by the Jews ? The facts (1) that the

pnraaes ori^iVw/ad with Jewish behevers, and (2) that they are employed
without the least intimation that they are to be understood differently^ cer-

tainly onght to have some weight with the student

1 Mede*s argtunent is the following :
*' The Kingdom of the Son of Man and the saints

of the MoBt High, in Daniel, begins when the Great Judgment sits. The Kingdom in
the Apocalypse, wherein the saints reign with Christ a thousand years, is the same with
the Kingdom of the Son of Sian and the saints of the Most High in Daniel. Ergo, it also

begins at the Great Judgment." After fortifying this by various reasons, he thus con*
clndes :

** Now, if this be sufficiently proved, that the one thousand years begin with the
Day of Judgment, it will appear further out of the Apocalypse, that the Judgment La not
consDmmate till they be ended ; for Gog and Magog's destmction and the universal
resurrection are not till then, therefore fAe uihole thousand years are included in the Day of
Judgment.^* " Hence it will follow, that whatsoever Scripture speaks of a Kingdom of Christ
to be at His second appearing or at the destruction of Antichrist, it must needs be the

Mone which Daniel saw should be at that time, and so, consequently, be the Kingdom of a
thousand years, which the Apocalypse includes between the beginning and consummation
of the Great Judgment. 3rgo, That in Luke 17, from v. 20 to the end. And that in Luke
19 : 11-15 inclusively. And that in Luke 21 : 31. And that in 2 Tim. 4:1." ** By
these we may understand the rest, taking this for sure ground, that this expression of the
' Son of Man coming in the clouda of heaven * so often inculcated in the New Test, is

taken from, and hatn reference to, the prophecy of Daniel, being nowhere else found in
the Old Test." {Works, b. 4., epis. 15),

Obs. 4. The Judgment Day is designated, Acts 17 : 31, *^He hath av-

pointed a day wherein He will judge the world i» righteousness,** etc.* By
this is evidently meant that a fixed, determined time has been set apart,

which, by way of eminence, is called ^' tlie Day ofjudgtnefit/* in which
Christ shall be revealed as the Judge, It is variously presented, as in

Rom. 2 : 16 ; 1 Thess. 5 ; 2 ; 1 Cor. 1 : 8. etc. It is called *' a day,** which
in the largeness of prophecy does not indicate an ordinary day, or even a
brief peri<S of time, but may include a long, extended time. The word is

employed to denote time indefinitely, as ** the day of trouble,'* ** the day of

adversity," ** the day of prosperity," etc. Again, it is used to designate

definite periods, either short or long, as e.g. the six days of creation are

called ** day" Gen. 2:4; the forty years in the wilderness are named,
Heb. 3:8; Ps. 95 : 8,

'* the day of temptation ;" the times of the Mes-
siah are called by the prophets ** that day," ** the day of the Lord," as

Isa. 24 : 25, 26 ; Zech. 14, etc.; " the day of salvation,'*^ 2 Cor. 6:2," the

day," Heb. 3 : 7, 13 ; Ps. 118 : 24, etc., are admitted to embrace an entire

dispensation. It is well known that prophecy speaks of events occurring
** in that day," which the fulfilment snows occupied hundreds of years in

fulfilling. Reference might be made to other passages, such ns John 8 : 56 ;
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1 Cor. 5:5; Dent. 33 : 12, etc., all showing this usage by the Spirit.

Therefore, in approaching a subject like this, the student's attention should

at once be directed to the applicabilit/ of this feature to the Day of Judg-
ment, especially since it was thus understood by the pious Jews.*

^ Some (as Universalists, SwedenboTgians, etc.) are anxious to make ont that this refess

to the present dispensation, saying that the word** appointed" means ** to establish^

ratify, confirm," etc. Bat this view is opposed to the decided opinion of eminent lexicog-

raphers, Schleasner, Bretchneider, etc., who render it " to appoint or fix beforehand,
to ordain," etc. Even if the attempted meaning would be sabstitnted, it would not
materially modify the idea, for then it would indicate that God has already ratified, con.
firmed, or established this day, predicted by the prophets, by raising Jesas Christ from
the dead and by the bestowal of the power of judgment. Then a great future event
would, in view of its certainty and the preparation made in its behalf, be spoken of as
present. For a specimen of spiritualizing and application to the present, see Art. " Agap-
emone, or Abode of Love,*' in Appleton's Cyclop. Bwedenboigiana (as e.g. Noble's
Appeal) hold that " the last Judgment" has taken place in the spiritual world in the year
1757, and Swedenborg {Works "On the Last Judgment") asserts that ** it has been
granted me to see with my own eyes that the last judgment is now accomplished." But
misled by the ecclesiastical term " last judgment,' ' he forgets in his alleged seeing to weave
into his vision the necessary adjuncts, forerunners and accompaniments pertaining to

judgment as delineated by Scripture. Fressense ( The Early Days of ChrisiianUy, p. 286,

foot-note) incorrectly affirms :
" The judgment is called parousia, 1 Thess. 2 : 19 ; see

2 Tim. 4 : 1, where it is said that Christ will judge the quick and dead at His appearing.*'
The parousia irUroduces the judgment and many other things, including the Kingdom,
and is never called the judgment, as Popish and some Protestant theology take for

granted.
' iilven so, as various authors have noticed, the Spirit employs the word " hour*' to

denote extended time, and our translators have rendered it '* season" and " time" as in
John 5 : 35 ; 2 Cor. 8:8; Philem. 5 : 15 ; 1 John 2 : Id. Comp. Abdiel's Essays, p. 83,

and Sirr's First Res,, p. 74, etc. Sirr notices how the Scriptures speak of ** a day of judg-
ment' * and of ** the day of judgment, " and presents some interestii^ remarks. Augustine
( Oify of God, b. 20, c. 1) long ago said :

*' No one who reads the Scriptures, however neg-
lieently, need be told that in thetn * day ' is customarily used for " time.' " Oostencee
{Ch. Dog.^ vol. 2, p. 798) gives the Millenarian^ ancient, and modem view, when, after
specifying the Pre-Millennial Sec. Advent, he remarks :

*' Ttie whole Dispensation, which
now begins, is a DispenscUion of Jxidgmeni / and if this dispensation is spoken of as a day,"
it is self-evident that here a prophetic day (Fs. 90 : 4 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 8) is to be '* thought of,

a day <tf tmdejined duration." The reader will find additional reasons for our position
under Frop.<i. 134, 137, 138, 139 and 140. Lange {Oom. on " Farable of the Net") says

:

" From the circumstance that those to whom the process of separation is intrusted, are
said to sit down on the shore and to gather out the good, we infer that the day of judg-
ment will be a s&ison of judgment, or an ceon (age) in (he clearing of Christ," In the
'* Bremen Lectures" (p. 244), Lange writes of ** the One Day which is as great as orw thou-

aajid years." Bichter s Brklarte Haus Bibd, tom. 6, p. 1134. says :
*' The Universal Judg-

meut begins with the return of Christ, Emd eoniinues during the one thousand years, until
the Lord proclaims the final decision. There are, therefore, not two Universal Judg-
ments, one before and one after the one thousand years* Kingdom, but the whole is one
Universal Judgment." Many such references from commentators Emd others might be
quoted, but these illustrations will suffice. One other, given by Dr. Craven in his excel-

lent paper on " The Judgment" (read before '* The Proph. Convention"), may be profit-

ably repeated, since it shows that our opponents fully concede the force of our reasoning.
Frof. Dr. Glasgow {The Apoc. TVansI. and Erplained, pp. 511 and 514) receives Mede's
interpretation making the judgment a thousand years. Speaking of the Judgment Day,
he says :

" Now in the text (Rev. 20 : 12) there is nothing said whatever of the length of

time to be occupied ; but popular thinkers, with a presumption equal to their ignorance—a sinful presumption—^x. it down to a human day of twenty-four or twelve hours.
Learned theologians, expositors, and enlightened preachers are more cautious. Of these, I

cannot find one (and I have searched libraries) making the time a human day or any
brief human period." " There seems much more rationality in the interpretation given
by Mede, that the time of judgment is a ihoasand human years^ than in that of those who,
without a shred of scriptural authority, restrict it to a human day, or some such little

space of secular time. * One day,' says Peter, * is with the Lord as a thousand years/
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Wmtby qnibbles idly about the word * as.* The very mininmm of meanicg that can be
taken from this is, that a day in God's reckoning of His own works is as a thousand years
of hnxnan reckoning.** He appeals to the scriptural usage of " day," and adds :

*' The
other terms—a season, a harvest, etc.— render a human day impossible, and it appears
equally impossible when we consider the work and the means, '' Si^ely, such statements,
from such a source, ought to have weight.

Ohs. 6. The Bcliolastic or eccles. terms" the Last Judgment, ^^ Dr. Knapp
(CA. TheoL, p. 542) frankly says is not employed in tbe New Test., and
that the phrases ** the last day" or '* last days'' are not ** used exclusively

with reference to the end of the world. They often designate merely the

future, coming days— e.g. 2 Tim. 3 : 1 ; 2 Pet 3 : 3. They sometimes also

denote the last period of the world, or, the times of the Messiah, e.g.

Ileb. 1 : 2 ; 1 Pet. 1 : 20," etc. Such concessions could be multiplied, but
are unnecessary. The Jewish and Early Church view is abundantly sus-

tained by the opinions of eminent writers of Tarious classes. To illus-

trate : John Wesley, Ser, on Rom. 14 : 10 {Works), says: "The time
termed by the Prophet ' the great and terrible day ' is usually in Scripture

styled the Day of the Lord, The space from the creation of man upon the

earth, to the end of all things, is the day of the sons of men ; the time
that is now passing over us is properly our day ; when this is ended, the

day of the Lord will begin. But who can say how long it will, continue,^
* With the Lord one day is a thousand years, and a thousand years as 07ie

day^ 2 Pet. 3 : 8. And from this very expression, some of the ancient
fathers drew that inference, that, what is commonly called the Day of

Judgment would indeed be a thousand years ; and it seems they did not go
beyond the truth ; nay, probably they did not come up to it, etc. He
affirms that what is done at the Judgment Day could not possibly be con-
fined to less tlian a thousand years. Bh. Newton {Diss. o?i FropL, vol. 2,

5. 377). speaking of the Seventh Millenary, remarks :
** According to tra-

ition too, these thousand years of the reign of Christ and the saints are
* the great Day of Judgment ;' in the morning or beginning whereof shall'

be the coming of Christ in flaming fire, and the particular judgment of

Antichrist and the first resurrection ; and in the evening or conclusion
whereof shall be the general resurrection of the dead."* Now let us pro-

ceed to ascertain the correctness of such inferences, and see whether they
are. not abundantly sustained by the direct testimony of the Word.

1 The reader is referred to works of Farmer, Bickerateth, Beiss, Cunningham, Goodwin,
Lord, MoNeile, Noel, Cox, Brookes, Taylor, and others for additional opinions all favoring
this view.

Obs. 6. Peter certainly knew the Jewish view of the Messiah's Judge-
ship, the Day of Judgment,* etc., and yet he in the plainest possililo

manner confirms the truthfulness of it. In 2 Pet, 3:7, 8 he introduces
the Coming of the Saviour and the reservation of the heavens and earth
unto fire ^against the Day of Judgment and the perdition of ungodly
men," and then adds :

" But, beloved, be not ignorant of this one thing,

that or^ day is with the Lord as a thousa^id years and a thousand years as
one day." Having just mentioned ** the Day of Judgment," he guards the
e.xpression by the words following, lest it should be limited to a short period,

or even to a literal day. Foreseeing, by the Spirit, this very error into

which multitudes have fallen, he cautions us that this ** day" of which he
writes, may include, at least, a thousand years. The expression quoted,
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in its twofold application to time, certainly conveys the idea that we are

not to limit its duration to a brief period ; and when the same Spirit in-

cludes, in what the Prophets call ** the day/' the thousand years of Rev. 20,

then the amplitude of *' the day" is verified. In accord with this, in

Heb. 4 : 1-11, the great Sabbatism, the Rest or Sabbath day remaining for

God's children, is called " a day.'* And in Rom. 13 : 12 it is said, ** the

night is far spent, the day is at hand," in which the nature of the two ages

is described, the one of trial and the other of light and glory ; and the

duration of time is embraced, the night being this dispensation, and the

day the coming age or dispensation.* Now if we turn to the Prophets
they with one accord term ** the day,'* ** His dajr," ** that day," etc., the

very period of time in which the Lord comes to judge or reign—to inflict

judgments on the nations as well as to sit as " the Judge of Isnrael"—the
entire Millennial era being thus designated.* From all this, we SLve fully
warranted to conclude that ** the Day of Judgment" simply denotes a time
of judgment, and embraces within its limits the Millennium, along period

of time. This is corroborated by the Judgeship of Christ being equivalent
to His Kingly rule ; by the Millennial era being frequently designated
'* the day" in which the Judgeship of Christ is to be manifested ; by the

acts of the King at the commencement, duration, and close of the period,

and by the reasons assigned in the Propositions following.*

' This Bubjeot is bo fmitfol that we add another testimony : Joseph Mede, whom onr
opponents, as Prof. Bosh, pronounce to be '* one of the profonndest biblical scholars of the
English Church, " says :

" It is to be remembered that the Jews, who gave to thia time the
title of Day of Judgment and from whom onr Bavionr and the apostles took it, neyeor nnder-
stood thereby anything bnt a time of many years' continuance.* ' See Babbinioal references
given by Wetstein, loci. Lederer {Naihumelf Jan., 1871) shows that the Jews entertained
the doctrine of a coming day of judgment, and that Paul and the New Test, incorporated
the idea, it being taught in the Old Test., from whence they derived it. This was done in
opposition to a view entertained by some (in Mishna) of an annnlar judgment, which
last, as other Babbis asserted, was not to be found in tlie 0]d Test.

* Commentators generally admit this distinction of time ; so e.g. even Barnes iod,
when he makes the night the time under the Gospel and the day " the gloxy of redemp-
tion in heaven," etc. The reader may notice how such an admission of " the night** is

directly opposed to his theory of the Millennium, for that, too, then would be " night.*'

In Fs. 89 : 4 (Sep.) and Ps. 90 : 4, a thousand years are represented as a watch in the
night, and if we take that view of time given by the Holy Spirit, we may well call the
entire period of the world's existence, from the curse down, the night (comp. Prop. 139).

> Take, e.g. Isa. 2 : 12, and Alexander, Com. locij renders it "an appointed timrf for
the manifestation of His (Jehovah's) jwwer.** So Cocc, Jun., J. D. Mich. ** has it

appointed " or as Hitzig " hold a day," or as Gesenius, " hold a judgment day." The
student will observe the connection, " the Lord alone shall be exalted in that day,*' not
for a brief period, certainly.

* It is interesting to note how Mede (Works, B. 3, p. 611) paraphrases 2 Pet. 3:8:
" But whereas I mentioned ihe day of judgment, lest ye might mistake it for a short day
or. a day of few hours, I would not, beloved, have you ignorant that one day is with the
Lord as a thousand years and a thousand years as one day." Then remarking that the
style and sentiment is that of the Jewish doctors, he adds :

** The words are commonly
token as nn argument why God should not be thought slack in His promise (which fol-

lows in the next verse), but the first Fathers took it otherwise, and besides it proves it

not. For the question is not whether the time be long or short in respect of God, but
whether it be long or short in respect of us, otherwise not only a thousand years but an
hundred thousand years are in the eyes of God no mora than one day is to us, and so it

would not seem long to God if the day of judgment would be deferred till then," etc.

Obs, 7. A few additional illustrations may be in place to strengthen our
position, and to show tJie general analogy of Scripture. In Zecn. 14, in
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" the daj^* that the Lord and His saints come, when His judgments are

poured oat upon the nations, and Christ is ** King over all the earth,^ * the
phrase " in that day" includes not only the entire age, but the acts of
Christ preceding and during its continuance, the overthrow of His enemies,
the deliverance of His people, and the reign with its results. Joel 3 in-

forms us that *' in the day of the Lord " the nations shall be gathered, the
mighty ones come down, the nations are to be judged, the people of God
to 1)0 delivered, Jerusalem to be exalted, etc. The revelation of Christ as

Judge embraces both wrath and mercy—wrath to His enemies, mercy to
His saints and Jewish nation, and through them to the spared of' the
nations. This period of time, called ^^ the day of the Lord," which the
Spirit afterward Jas we shall show) more specificalljr names ''the day of
the Lord Jesus Christ,'^ embraces this Judgeship, exhibiting in its acts not
merely the exercise of judicial power, but Si the attributes of a Sovereign.

Zeph. 3 designates ** the day" when the Lord shall ** rise up to the prey,"
when He shall ** gather the nations" to pour upon them His anger. ** In
that day" His ** noly mountain" shall be established ;

** the remnant of

Israel" shall be restored and become holy ;
'* the King of Israel, even the

Lord, shall be in the midst of thee ;" and blessedness and glory are promised
" at that time" and '* in tliat day" such as we find alone in Millennial pre-

dictions. Thus the Spirit joins together the Judging and the.Day ; and
v^e do not feel at liberty to disconnect what is thus united. Finding Jesus
revealed as the Judge at the period of the harvest (which is proven to be
Pro-Mill.) ; at the time the last (seventh) trumpet sounds (which is also

Pre-Mill.) ; at the time His Kingdom also comes ; at the time His enemies
are to be destroyed and His people enjoy a glorious deliverance, etc.; and
when we find that to this Judgeship is ascribed the blessedness of that
Kingdom and dominion which is to follow; that that Judgeship is de-

scribed as continuously exercised ; that the period of time in which it is

exerted is designated according to prophetical usage ** the day," etc.—it is

simply to be trtcrerfttZow* and illogical to ascribe to *' the Day of Judgment"
the ordinary Popish view. We are forbidden to limit and degrade it in this

manner, seeinjj that the results of a continued judging are witnessed in the
glory of the Millennium ; that the most triumpnant (however terrible to the

wicked) declarations respecting it, as the means by which all evil shall be
rooted out and happiness be restored, are given ; that it is the instrumen-
tality by which all the events, so tremendous to the ungodly and so blessed

to the righteous, shall be accomplished. This imparts to it a higher,

nobler aspect, befitting the descriptions of it, than that of the opposite,

prevailing view. In this day the kingly power of Christ is exerted, not
in a day of assize, apprehension, terror, awful solemnity arising from mere
judicial investigation of character, but in behalf oi His own people. This
IS the testimony of the Prophets, that this day comes for deliverance, for
glorious redemption. It is true, that in it the enemies of God shall perish

(hence fearful to them), but it is equally true that in it God*B people shall

be delivered from those enemies, and be rewarded with peace, joy, etc. In
brief, this judgment day or period manifests the Divine Rule of David's
Son and Lord, on David s throne, and the judgment or rule bestowed upon
Ihe saints of the Most High. The Spirit thus gives a sublimity to the ad-

ministrations of the Judge and of ihe Judgment Day, making it an object

of desire and hope to the righteous, meeting and verifying the predictions

concerning it, and binding ihe promises of God identified with it in a con-
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sistent, harmonious union. Oar faith accepts of the simple fact that the

government in this Coming Einffdom of King Jesus and His saints, which
IB to subject all to the predicted Theocratic rule and dominion, is designated

as '' the judgmenty' and the period of its exercise is called *' tlie day,^^ tbe

time, etc. Our faith too receives the additional fact, that it is a cove-

nanted, ** appointed'^ period in which David's Son is to exhibit both BUs
majesty and power. It is promised to Him as David's Son, as Son of
Man, and if we desire to know when it will occur, what events will trans-

pire, what results will be worked oat, what its duration is, 6tc,, we have
only to open the Prophets who predict and describe it, without largely

drawing on monkish imagination or old paintings to make out a picture of

it. The announcement comes to u3 in tne simplest form, that a period of
time is appointed in which Jesus will be revealed as the Judge, the King,
assume the visible Judgeship or Rulership of the World, and the events

connected therewith, such as the resurrection of the saints, the overthrow
of enemies, the restoration of the Jewish nation, the subjugation of all

people, the binding of Satan, the rewarding of the righteous, the fulfil-

ment of Mill, predictions, etc., indicate a lengthy period. To this opinion
the Early Church, which received its interpretation of the prophets from
inspired men, bowed, and we find abundant reasons for doing the same,
and thus remaining in '* the old paths." It is a precious truth that

Christ judges for purposes of Redemption, and that the Judgment Day
embraces Redemption in its highest form.

This enables us to appreciate the reason why the early Church so earnestly and
gladly looked for " the Day of Judgment," as a means of release from all evil, and of

exaltation in power. Thus e.g. ArcUb. Tillolson {Ser, on ^* The Day of Judgment,** Mark
13 : 32, 33) notices that the early Christians constantly looked for it. insisted upon a
continued preparation for it, in order that blessed deliverance might be experienced.

Tlieir views of Christ's judging, the Apostles' judging, the saints' judging, and of the day
or time of judgment, necessarily made it an object of delightful faith and hope, and khey
could literally receive and say, Ps. 96 : 10-13 ; 67 : 4, and 98 : 4-9. Alas ! how per-

verted has aU this become under the vain substitutions of men. (Comp. e.g. 2 Pet.

3 : 12.)

In conclusion, it may be well to reply to an objection urged by Dr. Brown {Ch. S^c.

Com,^ p. 267) as follows :
" At what part of the great Judgment Day do the myriads of

mankind who live during the fiiillennium come in to be judged ? JVbioAere. They were
not in being to be included in the acts of Uui morning^ and share in the resurrectioii-gloiy

then awarded. The mid-day acts of government and rule are no judicial trial of and de-

cision upon their personal character for eternity ; and the closing act of all, at the end of

the Millennium, which is th» evening of the day, cannot take them in—the saints among
them at least—for it is a judgment of the wicked only. The scheme, in fact, makes no
provision for their being judged ai nil.'* The doctor evidently overlooked the opinion of

many Pre-Millenarians expressed in their works, and of those quoted by himself. If

nothing were intimated in the Scriptures whatever on the subject, it would have no weight

in deciding the question respecting such judgment, for the simple reason that we antici-

pate entering a new dispensation, in which there will be an expression given of the Divine
Will (see Prop. 167) on many points now either obscure or not broached. But we have
sufficient intimations, finding judicial judgment in the Mill, age, and every Millenarian
nearly speaks of it as found e.g. in Isa. 65 ; Zeoh. 14 ; Isa. 60, etc. Then again we have
judicial judgments inflicted at the end of the little season, Bev. 20. Then again, as

stated in the conclusion of Bev. 20, we have a general raising of the dead, including those
who died in the Mill age, embracing the righteous and wicked, with the exception (as we
have shown) of those who may have been translated without death, for it is the expressed
Tiew of Millenarians that such translations will be far more extensive in this incoming
dispensation than in preceding ones (and this necessarily includes judicial judgment*.
Such an objection could not be urged if the objector would observn the nohire of the
Kingdom introduced, the Theocratic form, which, of necessity indudes in its ordering and
practical form not only the legislative and the executive, but likewise judicial action.
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Lange, Cam. Rev., 20 : 4, 6, expresses himself thus : " In general, however, (he entire CBon

is to be conceiTed of as an ason of separations and eliminations in an ethical and a cob-

mical sense, separations and eliminations sxioh as are necossaiy to make manifest and to
complete the ideal regolations of life. Of judgments of danmation between the judg-
ment upon Antichrist and the judgment upon Satan, there can be no question ; the refer-

ence (Le. to jadgment) can be only to a critical government and management, preparatory
to the final consummation. The vohole ceon is a crisis which occasions the Tisible appear*
ance of the Heaven on earth ; the whole atcn is the great Last I>ay."
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Proposition 134, Our view of JudgmeTU {and as a consequence

that also of the Kingdom) isfvlh/ svstained by the passage of
Soi^pture^ Matt, 25 : 31-46.

This passage, employed by our opponents to prove a general, uni-
versal assize (the Popish view), is supi)osed to be the strongest, and
whoUy incontrovertible. Our argument, therefore, would he incom-
plete, if we did not bestow upon it special attention, and con-

clusively show that it forms an irresistible evidence in our favor.

Let us take this very Scripture (so much relied on, as hostile to our
doctrine^ and compare it with other passages referring to God's
rCTeaZe^ purposes at the same period of time, and it will be found
in complete haTinony with our teaching. To avoid misapprehension,
it may be proper to repeat that our doctrine firmly accepts of the
truth that all men are to be judged, and that their eternal condition
(saving that of the heathen) will depend on their acceptance or rejec-

tion of the commands of God in Christ (and their personal appli-

cation), but we reassert that such a iudgment is not necessarily
simultaneous^ for part of it is Pre-Millennial, part Millennial, and
part Post-Millennial. Pre-Millennial^ as it affects the righteous,
the overthrow of the living wicked, and the carrying into postpone-
ment the non-resurrection of the wicked dead untU the close of the
one thousand years ; Millennial^ as it affects the establishment of
the Kingdom, the restoration of the Jews, the apportioning of
positions, the execution and progress of the divine government

;

I^ost-Millennial^ when " the rest of the dead," and Satan himself,
are judged.

Some azmoimce this passage to Bdlf-eyidently teach a great *' Day of Assize,** " a
Jadicial Day of Judgment,'* in which all that ever llyed on earth down to the Sec. Adyent
(so e.g. Edwards's His. Bedemp.^ and others) are brought before Jestis Christ (who acts in
the capacity of a jarist) to be tried, either to be justified or condemned, and their des-
tiny for eternity to be determined. But if so self-evident they overlook the historical
fact that for several centuries it received an interpretation exceedingly antagonistic to
this claimed obvious opinion. The Primitive Millenarianism (Props. 71-75) never enter-
tained such an inconsistent view, and it was only in opposition to its direct teaching that
the prevailing notion respecting it arose. Some recent commentators profess to give the
Pre-MiUenarian interpretation, but very carefully leave out our main, leading reasons for
applying it as we do, and ihen, with this multilation before them, undertake its refuta-
tion t

We have called this a " Popish view." We give a recent Roman Catholic interpreta-
tion : Dr. Butter, in his Life qf Jesus^ ch. 126, affirms that the Son of Man shall " sit upon
a bright cloud as the seat of His majesty ;" that the ** all nations" include " all man-
kind ;*' that this gathering *' will probably take place near Jerusalem in the Valley of
Joaaphet," where will be separated " the elect txom the reprobate, the sheep, i.e. the
just** wUl '* be taken up into the clouds to meet Him as described by St. Paul, 1 Theaa
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4 : 16 ;" the reprubata, i.e. the goats, will be left on earth to receive tbeir eternal doom ;

that the inheritance is given in view of good works, and that the wicked are cast to hell

for neglect of such works ; both conditions are eternal. Now compare witii this nnmerons
Protestant versions (as e.g. Pres. Edwards* s view, ITia. cf Redemp.^ Barnes's Com, loci, and
hnndreds of others^ and they are identical in spirit and application. Dr. Butter applies it

but mildly in comparison with many of his preddcessoiB and their followers in Protestant
ohorches.

Obs, 1. Those who apply this passage to a ^neral assize can only do so

by taking for granted two suppositions, which are, in order to malce out
their sense, engrafted upon it. (1) It is supposed that the " all nations"
mean ** all the generations of men that ever existed ;*' but this is a mere
inference, and, being unproven, is a mere begging of the question. (2) In
order to sustain the first supposition, it is conjectured that this necessarily

implies a previous resurrection of all the dead; but this also is mere infer-

ence, unsupported by a particle of proof.

Some (as Thomas, Eomil, Com. loct) not only thus locate the fulfilment at the See.

Advent in a general assize with a previous general resurrection, but make out of it a con-
tinuous judgment, now progressing, becoming more " intensely conscious" at death, and
** intensified " at the day of judgpnent. A supposition advanced by some is the follow-

ing : The Parable of the Virgins is fulfilled at the beginning of the one thousand years ;

the Parable of the Talents following, at the banning and during and at the end of the
one thousand years ; and this passage, referring to the sheep and goatA, at the end of the
one thousand years. But this needs no refutation, being self-contradictory, as appears
under this and various Propositions. Another view entertained by a few may be briefly

dismissed, viz., that this Scripture was fulfilled at the destruction of Jerusalem. Such a
gathering, separation, assignment o^ reward and punishment, was not there witnessed
and experienced. It is only those who strive to rid themselves of a personal Sec. Advent,
etc., that present it. We only now say that in ch. 24 we have the ooncluaion presented
of the ISecond Advent^ and warnings given to urge to faithfulness and watchfulness for the

same. Then follow three parables in reference to the identical Sec. Advent mentioned in

the context ; and these are presented to illustrate and enforce the aame. We have three

distinctive pecuUarUies pertaining to that Advent pointed out and impressed, viz., 1. The
Parable of the Virgins, indicative of the judgment (separation) of the Church at the thief-

like Coming (flrst stage—see Prop. 130) of Jesus ; oomp. Prop. 181. 2. The Parable of

the Talents, enforcing the idea of the judgment of believers in order to the bestowment
of reward, station, rank in the Kingdom ; oomp. Prop. 135. 3. The judgment of the
nations at the open manifestation of that Advent Thus a strictly logical and ohronolog*
ical order that unites these descriptions is preserved.

Obs, 3. Observe the various particulars of the passage, and its harmony
with our position.

1. The context. The intimate connections with the preceding state-

ments of chs. 34 and 25 must be noticed, embracing a series of events from
the tribulation of the Jews during the times of the Gentiles down to the

Sec. Advent, without giving the slightest hint of a Millennial era prior to

the Advent. The shaaing of trial, the continued and culminated wicked-
ness, the waiting, the probation, the mixed condition of the Church, the

prolonged absence of the Ring, the Advent at a time of unbelief as in the

days ofNoah—all in this epitome of history is opposed to the notion of a
previous existing Millennium. Hence the interpretation given to this

Scripture must correspond with the context.*

2, The interpretation must naturally connect itself with the preceding

thought, for a glance will show that v. 31 is closely allied with it. Now
what is that leading idea with which this passage stands associated? It is

that of rulership, kingship, an inheriting of a Kingdom ; the position in
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the same being dependent on the use of talents committed io us, bringing

more or less o? station or complete rejection. Now this kingship, as tite

analogy of Scripture shows, is Millennial, and therefore any application

to Post-Millennial times is certainly erroneous.*

3. This Coming of the "Son of Man," all (excepting a few) admit,

refers to His personal Coming (comp. Props. 83 to 84, and 121 to 130).

There is only one future Advent of Jesus delineated in the Scriptures, and
that is Pre-MillenniaU

4. This "Son of Man" shall come in His *' glory^^ (with which pom-
pare e.g. Matt. 16 : 27 and 26 : 64 ; Mark 8 : 38 ; Luke 9 : 26). This
'' glory is asserted in Mill, descriptions, as e.g. Isa. 60 : 1, 2, 19 ; 2 : 19,

21 ; 35 : 2 : 40 : 5 ; 62 : 2, etc., and therefore fully accords.

5. At this Coming *' then shall He sit upon the throne of His glory," or

"upon His glorious throne." The stress of "then" is indicative that

He then—now, at that time—assumes His throne. In the consideration of

this throne, then occupied, certainly the covenanted throne belonging to

Him as the Son of Man should be regarded. Having passed over this in

detail (Props. 49, 81-83, 122, etc.), it is amply sufficient to direct attention

to such passages as Matt 19 : 28 ; Rev. 3 : 21^ and to the Millennial predic-

tions which declare that David's Son shall reign on David's throne, etc.

We only now desire to show that the language is in hartmny with our posi-

tion on covenanted ground.

6. At this Coming, a Kingdom is also exhibited for, v. 34, the righteous

inherit a Kingdom (comp. 2 Tim, 4 : 1 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 5 ; 2 Pet. 1 : 11).

After the delineations of this Kingdom in the Millennial period (demand-
ing the Supernatural to be directly exercised in order to secure its estab-

lishment and blessings), and such references as Luke 22 : 28-^0, there

should be no difficulty, provided the general tenor of the passage admits,

to identify the period indicated,

7. At this Advent, " before Him shall be gathered all nations." The
question before us is this : Does the " all nations" include " the dead,*'

or only living nations ? In deciding this point we have the following : (1).

Nothing is said of " the dead." To say that they are denoted is inferred

from the fact that this passage is made—wrongfully—to synchronize with

Rev, 20 : 11-15,* (2) The word translated " nations" is never, according

to the uniform testimony of critics and scholars, used to designate " the

dead,*' unless this be a solitary exception. This fact, certainly, ought to

influence the student to hesitate in accepting such an alleged exception,

without the most positive proof that it really forms one, (3) The word
is employed to denote living, existing nations, and almost exclusively
" Gentile" nations.* (4) The Spirit gives us abundant testimony that pre-

cisely such a gathering of livina nations shall take place just before the
Mill, age commences, and that there shall be both an Advent and judging.

Let the reader compare * * the beast and the kings of the earth and their

armies** of Eev. 19 : 17-20, " the kings of the earth and of the whole world "

gathered of Rev. 16 : 13-16, the *' all flesh** of Isa. 66 : 15-21, " the

stations gathered and kingdoms assembled** of Zeph. 3 : 8-20, " the mighty
men, all the men of war, the Gentiles, all ve heathen gathered* of

Joel 3 : 9-21, etc., and he will find thi^ identical period of time fully pre-
sented. (6) National judgments are only poured out upon living, existing

nations, and not upon the dead who are devoid of anjr organization be-

longing to the idea of nation or state. Nations are puaishcS or rewarded
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liere on the earth Pre-Millennial, as seen e.g. Zech. 14. (7) As there is no
Btatement that any of these nations arose from the dead, so there is none
that any part of them descended from heaven to be judged ; the language,
provided no previous theory is made to influence it, simply describing
nations here on the earth, in some way, gathered together at the Sec. Ad-
vent. (8) The phrase ** all nations*' does not by any means include every
individual, ffiuch less the generations past deceased, as is seen by the usage
of Scripture, as e.g. Matt. 28 : 19 ; Luke 21 : 24 ; Matt 24 : 9-14, etc.*

(9) The test itself, as applied, certainly does not include '* all flesh,** much
less '' all the past dead, because it only is applicable to adults and not to

children, to nations having access to the truth and to believers, and not to

barbarous and ignorant nations.

8. The separation, as of sheep from goats, is the same figure used in con-

nection with Millennial predictions, as can be seen in Ezek. 34 : 17, etc.;

Zech. 10 : 3. That the Mill, era is ushered in by a previous distinguishing

between parties and a final parting of them is abundantly shown. (Comp,
e.g. Props. 05, 86, 90, 115, 123, etc.).

9. The time of inheriting the Kingdom gives us another decided reason

lor its Pre-Millennial interpretation. It has been shown in detail, under
various Props. (90, 121, 154, etc.), that when the Son of Man comes ac-

cording to Daniel and others (which is Pre-Mill.), that then the actual

possession—the inheritance—of a Kingdom is given to the righteous. We
read of no inheriting the Kingdom after the 1000 years, and for the simple
reason that the inheritors of a Kingdom have all been previously secured.

(Comp. Props, 86, 118, 130, 143, 153, etc.)

10. The inheriting of a " Kingdom prepared for you from thefoundc^
tion of the world'* again favors our position (comp. Prop. 2). For, if it

refers to a Kingdom designed for them in the beginning, it must corre-

spond with the covenant and the promises based thereon ; or if it applies,

that this world when formed was designed and appointed for this King-
dom, then the Second Adamic reign is introduced by this overthrow of

wickedness and elevation of the righteous here on the earth. In either

case it is a Kingdom over living nations, after a restoration of the Jews,
etc., making it a Kingdom just the reverse of that portrayed by those who
insist upon a general assize. (Comp. Props. 81-105.)

11. He judges as a King, as a Shepherd ; and these things are asserted

of the Alill. leign, as e.g. Zech. 14, Ezek. 34 : 23, etc. (Comp.
Prop. 132.)

12. The Pre-Mill. judgment, as we have shown, is not one of barbarous,

heathen nations who have not heard the Gospel, as is seen e.g. in Isa.

G6 : 19. If this passage teaches the same judgment, it must correspond

with it. This is decisively given in the test ofworthiness, for it can only

apply to those who had an o^jportunity to know Christ, and manifest their

regard for Ilim practically through His members. Now all this most ac*

citrately correspo7ids with the condition of the persecuted church, and the

character and position of the nations represented to be confederated

against Christ, jttst previous to the Millenium.''

13. The test itself is irresistibly in favor of a Pre-Millennial judgment,
and under the circumstances advocated by us. Observe the following par-

ticulars : (1) The connection (see preceding 2), with the parable of the

talents is obvious, and, without a chang;e, we have a continued illustration

of the assignment of rewards in rulersnip in the future Kingdom. Now
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the apportionment of stations, rank, authority, is not dependent on appro-

priating Christ by faith, but as a resultant of such faith, faithfulness in

the use of the talents committed to us—every one being judged according

to his deeds (comp. Prop. 135). The Saviour, therefore, /w accord with the

general analogy of the Scripture on the subject, declares that when He
comes with His saints in glory to set up His Kingdom, out of the nations

those who exhibited a living faith by active deeds of sympathy and assist-

ance shall—with those that preceded them (for the time here ' delineated is

not connected with the first or secret stage of the Advent, but with the last

or open Parousia)—inherit (i.e. be kin^s in) a Kingdom. It is a direct

lesson of encouragement to those who live during the period of Antichrist
in the persecution of the Church, to exercise charity, for which they shall

be rewarded. Hence it follows that the test presented is precisely the one

needed to ascertain, not who would be saved (for that is not the train of

thought, although connected with it), but who would inherit a Kingdom or

gain an actual, real rulership in it.* (2) He tells us who at that time,

viz., the living ** righteous*' (for those who died in the tribulation under
Antichrist as martyrs, also obtain Kingship or inherit, Rev. 20 : 4r-6),

shall thus inherit (not unbelievers, but " sheep'* and " righteous/' expres-

sions employed only in behalf of believers). And this inheriting results

from their believing in His promises and appropriating them in practical

obedience, as e.g. Matt. 10 : 40-42 ; Mark 9 : 41, etc, (3) The ** my
brethren*' (whether it apply to living and dead, i.e. those who survived, or

perished in the persecution) shows that saints were ministered unto by
fellow-believers, as enjoined e.g. Heb. 6 : 10. " For God is not unright-

eous to forget your work and labor of love, which ye have showed toward
His name, in that ye have ministered to the saints, and do minister.'*'

(4) This exhibition of practical charity is obligatory upon the believer, and
the entire absence of it, as evidenced in mere professors and unbelievers,

results not merely in loss of rulership, but in sad punishment and the cut-

ting off from ** eternal life," because it forms the most positive proof that
a living faith in Jesus, which produces ** the mind,*' etc., which was in

Him, is lacking. (5) This divine utterance being designed for instruction
and to urge to deeds of charity, the idea is prominently and forcibly set
forth that anything thus done to a believer is done to Christ Himself,
The manner of presenting this only enforces His previous teaching,
Matt. 10 : 40-42. *•

(6) The saints, true believers, who bring forth good
deeds, are the only ones who inherit this Kingdom. Outside of this pas-
sage this is uniformly taught (as e.g. Rom. 8 : 17 ; James 2:5; Col. 3 : 24

;

1 Thess. 2 : 12 ; 2 These. 1 : 5 ; 2 Pet. 1 : 11 ; 1 Cor. 6 : 9, etc.), and,
therefore, we must interpret to maintain a proper unity—viz., that those
who inherit are saints. This inheriting is true of the past saints, the
martyr saints, the living saints, who shall be accounted worthy of it" (7)
We are not at libertj, in order to remove supposed difficulties, to make a
variety of classes or introduce other parties than those expressly mentioned.
The passage brings before us the living nations, and these (Gentile nations)

are divided into two parties by the divine test. The *' brethren" referred

to, as the usage (e.g. John 20 ; 17 ; Heb. 2 : 11, etc.) of the word uni-
formly teaches, with the additional emphasis on " My** (Luke 8 : 21

;

Matt. 12 : 50, etc.), are, not the Jews (as Kelly, etc.), but Christians,
believers in Jesua, and may refer to martyrs, deceased saints, and living
believers before Him."
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14. Our position is confinned by the condition in which the children of

God are found just previoua to, and at, this open Parousia, viz., one of sore

trial and severe persecution (comp. Props, 160, 161, and 162). It will in-

deed be a time in which " the righteous," *' the sheep," the " brethren"
of Christ, shall, under the terrible pressure of Antichrist, be ** a hun-
geredy'' 'Uhirsty/' ''strangers,'* ''naked,'' ''sick,'' and ''in prison,''

This is a judgment of believers under trial and of their persecutors (as

other passages when compared unmistakably show), and Jesus selects it as

a salient illustration how the principle in the Parable of the Talents will be
evidenced at that period. Many oi our opponents freely admit this Pre-
Mill. persecution of the Churcn, with which we, however, link the per-

sonal Sec. Advent, and thus introduce the requisite harmony between the

predictions.

15. The wicked are removed (** departfrom me") from the presence of

the King. This accords with Pre-Mill. predictions, that the wicked shall

thus be rooted out, etc, (thus e.g. Ber. cbs. 14 and 19, Mai. 4, Ps. 37,

etc.). Besides this, although Edwards, and others, have Jesus only to ap-

pear in the air, and not on the earth (with which only compare Zecn.

14 : 4, etc.), and are very positive in asserting that the Aing immediately
alter this general assize returns to the third heaven, yet we find nothing in

the passage (and nowhere else in the Bible) of such a return. The Script-

ures leave, at His Sec. Advent, David's Son here, just as the covenant de-

mands, removing the wicked from Him.
16. The wicked are represented as cast into " a fire." Now precisely

this will occur at the Pre-Mill Advent of Jesus. The reader is urged to

compare e.g. on this point, Rer. 19 : 20 ; Dan. 7 : 10, 11 ; Isa. 66 : 15, 16,

24 ; Mai. 4 : 1-3, etc. Fire, as indicating the vengeance of God, is fre-

quently predicted as belonging to the introduction of the Kingdom or the
Mill, blessedness.

17. The student will especially notice, what inevitably decides this Script-

ure to be an irresistible argument on our side, viz., that this fire is *' pre-

paredfor the devil and his angels," At this Advent of the King, the fire

15 only "prepared" for them, and while some others are cast in, they (the

devil and his angels) are not then cast into iL This exi^-emely and inten-

tionally guarded expression of the Saviour most fully corroborates our Pre-

Mill* application, siuce in Rev. 20 : 10 Satan is cast into this very fire

{thus " prepared" for Him)^ in which the wicked were placed before the

one thousand years ; for attention is called to the fact that it is the same
fire by adding, ** where the beast and the false prophet are" With which
period (Pre- or Post- Mill.) does the language of Jesus correspond? The
only consistent answer is, certainly, that the Pre-MilL one must be denoted

;

for after the Millennium only does Satan and his angels hear company with
those accounted worthy of being cast mto " the lake of fire" a thousand
years previously,^*

18. The destiny is unalterable. At the close of the Mill, era, these rep-

resentatives of wickedness continue in " the fire" (under the vengeance of

God) into which they were cast, as is seen by comparing Rev. 19 : 20 with
Rev. 20 : 10. The non-inheriting of the Kingdom, their doom, is irrevo-

cably fixed.

19. The reward of ** the righteous" is eternal. Thus, in the Mill, pre-

dictions, immortality, perpetual freedom from evil, continued Kingship,
neverHjnding glory and blessedness, are predicated of the saints.
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Thna in evert/ particular a remarkable correspondenco is found between

this passage and the Pre-Mill. prophecies, so that, on the strength of analogy,

perfect accordance with all the utterances of the Spirit, we can justly claim

it as corroborative of our doctrine—essential, in fact, for the introduction of

the Kingdom. The saints that come with Jesus, as other passages show,

participate in this judgment, for they have obtained apriority of mlership
or Judgeship, and the intended deahng of King Jesus with the nations, as

preparatory to tlie establishment of His Kingdom, is thus briefly and
powerfully stated in the line of thought suggested by the manner in whicli

rulership is secured in it/*

1 This is an important feature, and is violated by able men. Milton {Prose Works,
vol. 4, p. 487, Lange, Com, iod) locates its fulfilment after the one thousand years, after

the reign of the saints. But there are insuperable difficulties in its reception. Alford*

2i, T, toci, justly sees that this judgment cannot possibly be applied to the dead saints

of the past, and hence—unable to locate it properly in time—he also applies it to a gen-

eral judgment after the one thousand years, lifter the Millennial Kingdom, making it

parallel witli Kev. 20 : 11-15. (The concession made by Alford in the 3d ed. of the

N. Test.—and perverted by some of our opponents—that he declined full confidence in

his exegesis of portions of Matt. 25, is readily explained by the simple fact that his own
exegesis does not fit into his continuously expressed Pre-Millennial Advent of Christ and
its results. Unable to meet the difficulties, he does not discard—as some suppose~his
Millenarian views, but expresses his inability to reconcile the prophetic fact^. This con-

cession, instead of deterring others, should only stimtUate ua to renewed research and
study.) In this opinion several Fre-Millenarians concur (oomp. Lange, loci), Olshausen,
Steir, and others present the same ; but this is a grave mistake, for, as we shall show, the
dead are not mentioned, the fire is Pre-Millennial, the inheriting is Pre-Millennial, the
nations gathered is Pre-Millennial, the entire representation, as contrasted with other
Scripture, forbids it, as well as the duration of the reign and Kingdom when once estab-

lished. It may also be remarked that during the Millennial age " the brethren'* are not
** in prison" or ** naked," etc., because then the saints possess the Kingdom, and priva-

tion and suffering are excluded^ Satan also being bound. " The little season" also does
not bring forth such results as to effect the continued happiness of '* the saints." Even
such a judicious writer as Judge Jones {Xoies, p. 323) is somewhat in doubt as to the
location of this passage, for, after a reference to Matt. 25 : 31-46, he says :

" Not that we
suppose the judgment of the nations described in the latter passi^;e will immediately suc-
ceed upon the Advent described in the former of these passages (Matt. 24 : 30, 31 ; Mark
12 : 26, 27 ; Luke 21 : 27). On the contrary, there may be a very long interval between
them, to be filled up with the greatest imaginable events. All the things predicted by
the Apostle John, from Rev. 19 : 11 to the end of the 20th chapter, even the judgment of
all the dead, may intervene. On this point we affirm nothing." This, however, only
introduces confusion, and unnecessarily creates difficulties.

* This applies to several classes of interpreters. (1) To those who hold the TVTiitbyan
theory, admitting a Mill, era, but locate the fulfilment of this passage after the same, and
have this mlership, inheriting of Kingdom, in the third heaven (with which comp. Prop.
158). (2) To some Pre-Millenarians (e.g. mentioned in preceding note) who locate this
judgment scene after the one thousand years, although they have a reign of the saints to
precede during the Mill. era. f3) To all others who locate the fulfilment at the destrao>
tion of Jerusalem, or who spiritualize it, or who ignore the inheriting of the Kingdom,
etc. For the context shows us that this inheriting is the resultiUit of conduct during the
personal absence of the Master, and must—as other Scripture teaches—be realized as a
reward of services at the return of the Lord. Logical consistency demands and enforces
our position.

* Many affirm that after Jesus comes for and with His saints. He then returns to the
third heaven, but this also is inferred. It is nowhere taught, and the passages from
which it is deduced (as e.g. Rev. 21, 1 Thess. 4 : 17, etc.) are shown, under appropriate
Props., to be opposed to it. It is simply adding to the T^ord that which is nol directly

taught, just as if the inheritance and reign of David*s Son and of the saints was in the
third heaven and not on the earth.

* The student who is advanced in our doctrine sees a reason, a remarkable fitness, why
Jesus does not say a word respecting ** the dead." The period here described synchro-
nizes with Rev. 10 : 15-21, and applies, therefore, only to living nations. The righteous
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" dead " have been previously raised up (Bev., chs. 11 and 14. Comp. Props. 125-129)
being in the armies—the Baints—who come with Him to this scene of judgment ; after-

ward the holy dead who endored the tribulation are raised, but the rest of the dead not
until the one thoasand years are ended. Hence the righteous dead and the wicked dead
are not included in this prediction (it being an exact parallel with Zech. 14, Bev. 19, etc.),

which is to be verified at the open Advent of Jesus and His saints, the latter participat-
ing in the judgment. Thus no contradiction between the predictions, but harmony
exists. Besides, in Rev. 20 : 11-16 the dead and not the living are specifically mentioned,
which is intentional in order to preserve unity.

* Lord {LU. and Iheol. Journal, July, 1851, p. 36), in his reply to Brown, remarks :
** It

is used in two relations : first, to denote the Gentile nations in contradistinction from
the Israelites ; and next, to denote the inhabitants of the world without consideration to
which of those chissea they belong.*' We add, for the consideration of the advanced
student, that the Spirit purposely here gives the word applicable to ** Gentile" nations,
because these are the very nations arrayed against the Jews and against the Christ just
previous to the Mill. era. A striking consistency, so requisite to the truth, is thus main-
tained. Comp. e.g, on the usage of the word dhnos. Bush in. Anastasis, p. 295 ; Dr.
Cooper in Essay The Judgmerd, etc., who show in detail that it is rendered '* Gentiles,"
or ** nations," or •* heathen," or "people," and applied to the living.

* It is a matter of surprise that scholarly men should so persistently insist upon the
literal universality of "* all,' * when it is so frequently used in Scripture (and all languages)
to denote generality or many, a large number, etc., as e.g. Matt. 3:5; Ex. 9:6; Zeph.
2 : 14 ; 1 Chion. 14 : 17 ; Matt. 21 : 26, and 10 : 32 ; John 3 : 26 ; 2 Tim. 1 : 15, etc. The
same men, however, when pressed by Universalists in this direction, are very ready to

cx>ncede this meaning of ** all," and plead in its behalf with vigor.
^ It is here in the test Uself that writers and commentators Involve themselves in so great

difficulties, that they are utterly unable (o locate its fulfilment without either doing vio-

lence to unity of prediction or presenting their views with extreme hesitation and doubt,
or refusing to assign its order of realization. After laboring for years in doubt which ap-
plication to receive, the clue (viz., the judgment of believerB which is of works, see Prop.

135), which' removes all the perplexities of the order of fulfilment was joyfully ob-
tained and will be given under 13. Of course the Post-Mill, notion (as in Barnes Com,
loci) ioduding all the righteous dead and living, and also all the wicked dead and living,

is utterly opposed to ihe iestt and consequently must be rejected. But able writers who
cling to the Pre-Mill. Advent, etc., are in a self-imposed embarrassment on this point
Olahausen, Steir, Alford, Keil, and others, looking at Vie test, cannot see how it is applica-

ble to those who are justified and saved by faith in ChriRt, and in endeavoring to steer

away from the Romish idea of being saved by works, fall themselves into erroneous inter,

pretation. Some make these nations to consist of heathen unbelievers, some of whom,
although ignorant, through kindness of heart and pity show mercy to believers, and
through the exercise of Divine Sovereignty are saved. Others more specifically confine

ihem to nations in contact with Christianity (professedly Christianized, but unbelieving)-

because such only have the opportunity of beii^ tested by the standard of sympathy and
assistance toward believers in their midst. Some make it partly, others wholly para-

bolia A popular view !s presented by Fowle {Conlemp. HevieWt May, 1872, p. 730), who
makes it to relate to all mankind and to present a test not ** of personal relationshipto
Himself (Jesus), but of simple human kindness on the part of those who never heard His
name." Now all the well-meant ideas of Olshausen, etc. in this direction only confirms
the Romish and Humanitarian views, viz., that we can be saved either by works or the
proper exhibition of sympathy and charity, and with all their efforts they raise up un-
believers, who (through the exercise of tender compassion, etc.) are elevated to a king,

ship with the saints who have appropriated and confessed Christ (The gloss that some
throw in to preserve theological consistency, that it is not ** the sheep" out of those

nations, but loe saints who come with Him who inherit is opposed, as we shall show, to

the drift of the passage.)
^ Notice the entire context : in Matt 24 we have a direct reference to the personal Sec.

Advent and cautions for watchfulness ; this is followed by a warning respecting the secret

stage of the Advent in the Parable of the Virgins ; then a teaching concerniz^ the deter-

mined ground on which mlership is bestowed ; and this is followed by stating what will

take plaoe at the open, revealed Advent. The principle thus enforced does not, there-

fore, give the slightest foundation to the opinion that man is saved solely through his

works or exhibition of humanity, seeing that it leaves the teaching respecting the condi-

tion of faith in, and justification through, Christ untouched, directing attention only to

the reward of those who already are believers or profess to be such, and the destiny of
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those who evidence neither works nor faith in Jeans. Thns interpreted in Ihe line </
thought, its teaching is in consistency with all that is said respecting justifying faith, the
necessity of good works, and the doom of the inipenitent. It also does not interfere with
the select and superior rank of ** the fiist-fruita" (144,000) or with e.g. the special admin-
istrations of the apostles (on the twelve thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel), be-

cause a variety of station and rank will be introduced into the incoming Theocracy.
* Some (Cooper, Essay on Jwdgmerd) think that by these ** brethren" are meant the

Jews, who are brethren according to the flesh (Rom. 9 : 5, etc.). This makes a good
interpretation and application, seeing that at this very period just preceding the open
Parousia in glory, the Jews will also be terribly persecuted. Hence any exhibition of

faith in Qod's Word which leads to the extension of sympathy and aid to them in their

dire distress wiU be acceptable to the King, and wiU be rewarded.
^^ Some commentators assume that enlightened Christians, true followers of Jeans, are

not thus addressed, because none of them could be so ignorant as to forget the plain
teaching of Jesus in oh. 10 : 40-42, and therefore they could not put in the plea of

verses 37-39, or be unaware of the fact that their deeds of love have been actuated by
love to and for Christ. But this takes it for granted that this tderdical plea will then be
employed, and overlooks the fact that our Saviour—in view of the best believers forget-

ting the motives of action, etc.—only impressively en/orow the idexi of obedience to His
previous teaching, especially in doing good, &nd illustrates how even the smallest thing
(like a drink of water), which at the time might not be ranked by us as a very spiritual or

pious act, will not lose its reward. The simple scriptural truth presented is this, that

lor everything done (even for every word spoken) we shall receive our reward, however
forgetful of the fact we may be, and however unconscious at the time of its possessing
any special merit. Our Teacher in the illustration shows this ^edively, and the great

truth brought out is the oft-repeated (but oft-neglected) one, that in honoring the least of

His brethren we honor Him. The design of our Lord is not to exhibit His followers as
** ignorant, " but to enforce this truth in a most impressive manner, and thus encourage to

a practical performance of duty and love, in order that the future station of the believer

may be enhanced, and that ho may " suffer no loss."
^ This does not interfere with the extraordinary privilege and exolusiveness of the

144,(X)0, Bev. 14, that precedes the harvest, who occupy a higher and nearer position and
rank with the Christ, for in the Coming Theocracy—as Jesus Himself teaches and as

analogy informs us—there will be gradations of rank. (Comp. Props. 118, 153, 169, 154.)

We hold, therefore, with Lactantius, Euthymius, Grotiua, and many others, that be-
lievers are thus rewarded agreeably to the generaj analogy, and reject that view which
makes those rewarded to be unconverted persons. So we cannot receive the view that
confines tbis to the Mill, age, because (aside from the completion of the inheritors Pre-
Millennial) according to Mill, promises the saints sure not thus distressed or persecuted,
making sympathy and aid necessary. Besides, the Frt-MiU. Jire—see 17—decides the i

matter.
" Some make the " sheep" to be the Jews (which makes a fair application, if no better

,

existed), but we learn that the Jews then living do not inherit the Kingdom (they being i

converted under the sight and providence of the Christ), but, when restored, form a
|

nation over which the twelve apostles rule. They are subjects, and not rulers, of the
|

Kingdom, for, by their unbelief and rejection of the promised Messiah, they have put
i

from them this high and tendered privilege. Others make the ** my bretli^en'* to be
either the Jews or the saints that have come with Jesus, but the passage shows that the

'

same class taken out of these nations and placed at His right hand are addressed, and
not others. Swormstedt {End of the Wo/rli Near, p. 181) correctly applies this to a judg-
ment of living nations, but falls into an error when he makes these " righteous** to be-
come merely '* the earthly subjects of Christ during His Mill, reign," for it is expressly
asserted of them that they—instead of being subjects

—

inheril a Kingdom. The fact is

that all then living among the nations who—whether Jew or Gentile—are believers in
Jesus and exhibit the same by the practical test applied, will be associated'with the gflori*

fied saints that come with Jesus in the government of the destined world-wide Theocracy,
That sympathy for and assistance tendered to the Jews when also sufferii^, shall like-

wise be remembered and rewarded, is clearly taught in other places, but this do^ not
affect our interpretation.

i> This peculiar and distinctive phraseology seems to be given to meet the prevailing
unbelief on the sx^bject, as well as the widespread erroneous application of the passage,
and yet it is sad to see opponents totoMy ignore this scriptural reason for our inteipreta-
tion, and repeat their suppositions about ** all nations," etc., just as if it did not exist.

This omission to meet our reasoning and at least to attempt an answer neutralizes the
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aignment (if it may be thus called) of our opponents, who (all of them dovn to Dr.
Hodge in his Sys. Z;iu.—the last repeating Brown's statements) quote &Iatt. 25 : 31-46,
as if it presented no difficvdties to them (for they refuse to even look at them) ; and then
coolly appropriate it without e.g. the least attempt to show Mohat fire (Pre- ur Post-Mill.) is

denoted, identifying it, without explanation or meeting our objections, with the latter

portion of Rev. 20. If they deem this satisfactory or even scholarly, they make a grave
mistake. This reason was presented by the writer to a number of Post-Millenarian min-
isters, and they conceded that it was unanawerably in our favor. Several were so im-
pressed by the fact that they voluntarily promised to study the subject ; but that was tiie

last of it, for they continue from their pulpits to give it, when referred to, the Popish
explanation.
Loughborough {SainiB^ JnAefitoTioe, p. 65), to sustain the crude and unscriptural doctrine

of the Seventh-Day Adventists respecting the saints possessing the Kingdom after the
one thousand years (thus violating all order of fulfilment, etc.), says that the wicked cast

into this fire cannot be consigned to it until q^ their resurrection, which Bev. 20 locates

after the Millennial period. But this is to overlook the fact that the resurrection and
the dead are not mentioned, that Uving nations are exdusirely spoken of, and that, there-
fore, the Spirit (as if to guard against such error) expressly states the fact that the living

(not resurrected, but mortal beings) are cast into the fire preceding the MilL age, as the
expression (Bev. 19 : 20) *' cast aiive into a take cffire** positively teaches ; a confederation
of mortal men, who are living at that time (and not after the one thousand years) experi.

enoe this treatment.
u Thus explained, in accordance with the general analogy on the subject, we see how

this view sets aside the following errors of interpretation and application.' (1) The pre-
vuling one which applies it to a general or universal judgment ot all men, dead and liv-

ing, although it is frankly admitted that the principle by which character is to be deter-

mined is one not applicable to multitudes that have died. (2) The Swedenbo^ian applica-

tion of judgment, which does not allow this to be a future action here on the earth. (3) All

other theories which locate this in the past, or make it representative of something else

than the language plainly expresses. ^4) The idea that it is future but not Pre-Millen-

nial, being expressive merely of the Divine action and procedure during the thousand
years, which ignores a comparison of Scripture that inevitably makes it Pre-Millennial.

(5) The view entertained by some former able Pre-Millenarian writers, as e.g. Bickersteth,

who, in his Guide and also Promised Glory, thinks that there is a continuous fulfilment,

the judgment here being comprehensive, embracing both the judgment at the beginning
of the Mill, age (the resurrection of the just) and the judgment at the end of the age (the

resurrection of the unjust), but this describes a judgment which occurs at one and the

same time, and precisely such an one as numerous parallel passages declare is Pre-Mil-

lennial. The inheriting of a Kingdom, the sentence of the wicked, the gathering of

nations —in brief, every point of the prophecy is corroborated as Pre~MUlennial by other
predictions and the general order of events. Brown {ChrisCs Sec. Advent, p. 265) says

that Mede [Works, p. 841) and Birks adopt the view that Matt 25 : 31, etc. denotes a
continuous judgment, one part consummated at the beginning, and the other at the end,
of the Mill, age, i.e. *' the sentence of absolution to continue all the time of the first res-

urrection, that is, all the thousand years long. That, once ended and finished, and not
before, he shall proceed to pronounce the sentence of condemnation upon such as are to

be condemned." But, as Dr. Brown justly observes, this is objectionable, as the impres-
sion left by the prediction enforces a contemporaneous judgment ; and this, we assert, is

proven by the fact that these wicked ones are cast inio the Prt-MiUennial lake of fire, Bev.
19 : 20.

i Ohs, 3. If it be thought that the Parable of Tares and Wheat teach other-

I

wise (a general, universal judgment), the reply is ready, that (he tinie o/"

the harvest (which we show to be Pre-Mill.) fixes the period of fulnl-
' ment, while the separation is not predicated of the dead tares or the past

I

ripened wheat. Dr. Brown finds a defect in the parable because it is un-
able to express the idea of a universal judgment including the past dead

;

we, on the other hand, find no defect, but accurate correspondence with the

predicted realization. The parable informs us nothing of the tares and
wheat of former dispensations, nothing respecting the heathen, nothing
concerning the separation of righteous and wicked at death, but refers us
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to the operation of the truth presented daring the period between the two
Advents, to a continuous intermingling of tares and wheat which shall be
manifested when the harvest comes, and to the separation of the then exist'

ing tares and wJieat at the time of the harvest. Neither Hades nor Heavea
is harvested, but this world, as it shall exist at the open Advent of the

great Reaper. There is no intimation that either former tares or wheat are

raised up to be mixed and then separated, while the burning of existing
'* tares'' and the elevation of then living ** wheat'* coincides with abun-
dant Pre-Mill. prophecy. The consistency of our doctrine is seen In this :

that after the one thousand years are ended the dead tares
—" the rest of

the dead," who *' lived not again until the thousand years were finished,"

are also raised up and their destiny awarded.

Birks {Letd Lee, for 1843, No. 1, note at end, approringly qaoted by Brown, ChxiaVs
Sec, Coming, p. 270, note) has " three decisive objections to the view which refers it to the

jadgment of living nations before the BliUennium begina. f^rst : The judgment of the
living has been described in the previous parables. " (How this can be ** decisive" we
fail to see, becaose if an important truth and a warning, the Saviour can repeat, seeing,

especially, that the preceding portions deal with the Church, and thia indudeafar more.)
** Secondly: The nations not included in the Church are not all gathered together at the
opening of the Millennium.** (How " decisive" this is will appear by noticing that it is

based on two misapprehensions : (1) No nations are. included in the Church, which is

formed by a people gathered ovi ^ aU nations—comp. Props. 60-65 ; (2) the scriptural

and a very common usage of the word "all," in the sense of largely, generally, etc., is

conveniently overlooked.) " Thirdly : The sentence on the wicked is plainly not the sen-
tence of present death, but of everlasting judgment which follows the close of the Millen-
nium." (But we afiOrm this fixture of eternal destiny, and hold to no change from fte

Pre-M\U. erdaHed condition—both for the wicked and righteous. Thus the " decisive ob-
jections*^ become very indecisive.) Brown's {Gam. lod) objection that our reference to

the Gentile nations because they are such as have not heard of God, is insufferable, has
no force whatever, since we teadi' the reverse (e.g. Isa. 66 : 19), the entire narration evi-

dencing that they are such as have access to the persecuted believers.

Ohs. 4. Having thus a judgment of living nations, if the dead generally
are to be also judged, we should hare, to give completeness, a portraiture
of such a judgment of the, deetd. Now the judgment of Rev. 20 ; 11-16,

adding to the prophecy. Precisely such a judgment is required to fill out
in due proportions what otherwise would be lacking, the order of the
Divine procedure in the administration ofjustice. For, if we had no such
direct prophecjr of the judgment of *' the dead " at the ending of the MilL
era, it would justly be regarded as a grave defect in our system of faith.

With it, we have a consonant whole.

Not even " all " the dead of past generations are thus included, but all " the rest of
the dead,' ' for the priority of the latter resurrection of the righteous (Prop. 127) and the
exclusion of ** the rest of the dead " until after the one thousand years, evidences this.

It is sufficient for the student only to refer to Rev. 11 : 15-18 and he will see that under
the last and Fre-Mill. trumpet such a judgment is exercised, and sotna of the dead
rewarded, while in Bev. 20 : 11-15 the remainder are judged.

Obs. 5. The disciples to whom this passage was addressed, preachers of

the Kingdom and specicdly instructed, held to the Jewish views of the
Judgment at the Coming of the Messiah, to be followed by a glorious Mee-
sanic reign under the restored Theocratic-Davidio throne and Kingdom,
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The modern Popish Tiew of judgment, followed by a winding up of all

sublunary affairs, was something that they did not believe, and, impelled by
coTenant and prophecy, could not possibly credit. Now the lan^age of
Jesus—corresponding with the language of the prophets respecting the
gathering of tne nations and judgment at the Coming of the Lord—is ad-
mirably adapted to confirtn them in their Jewish views, being in strict ac-

cordance therewith, introducing no element to discredit the same, or to
render it doubtful. That it put no hindrance to their belief, but con-
firmed it ; that it only strengthened them in the hope of a following Mes-
sianic Kingdom, is self-evident from their expressed faith (as e.g.

Acts 1 : 6). Surely if the prediction is such as many modems contend for,

it ought to have had an opposite tendency. Then again, if the modern
prevailing view (which we oppose) is the correct one, and is so easily ad-
ducible (as affirmed) from the passage, how comes it that all the early

churches. East and West (Props. 75, 76), entertained our doctrine and re-

jected this one ? Surely the Popish notion ought to have had very early

advocates, if it be the correct one, seeing that the doctrine of the Judg-
ment was a familiar a?w with the Primitive Christians, so that Polycarp
(Epis. PhiL) appeals to it ;

'* Who of you are ignorant of the judgment of

God ? Do we not know that the saints shall judge the world, as Paul
teaches?*' This question suggests the difficulty to our opponents,
which none of them have answered, viz., if all the saints are to assist in
judging the world, how can they be judged simultaneoiisly (as they infer

from this passage) with the wicked—all men? The Early Churcn doc-
trine involved no such glaring inconsistencies.

Bnfifiell (Our Lcur^s Return, p. 27) locales the judgment of Matt 25 : 31-46 in and
daring tbe SliUenninm, but tluH is an erroneons innovation npon anoient and modem
exegesis. While it is tme—as we advocate in detail —that jndging inTolves freqnentlj more
than mere jndicial action, yet the scene and action here described are utterly opposed to
his idea, as seen (1) in the gathering of the nations, which is Pre-Mill. ; (2) in the inherit-

ing of the Kingdom, which is the same ; (3) in the location of the fire and the judgment
pronounced, which also is the same ; (4) in the test applied, which is snatained by^ ihe

oondUion of the Chorch at that period. " The first-fmita* * participate in this judging,
and come with Jesus—Pre-Mill.— in order to partake in its honor.

Obs, 6. At the conclusion (Props. 132 and 133) of a subiect so impor-
tant, it is proper to suggest what is requisite to neutralize the comparison
of Scripture tnus instituted, and indisputably prove the position of our op-

ponents. 1. A specific passage, which teaches that there is but one general

judgment. 2. A passage which directly affirms that all men, both the

dead and living, will be judicially judged at the same time. 3, To show
that the Bible statement, that all men will be judged, is not consistently

met, if a judgment at various times includes all men, 4. A passage which
asserts that the judgment of all men, dead or living, is after the Millen-

nium. 5. To show that the judgment unto eternal life (resulting from
faith in Jesus) is identical with a jud^ent according to works. 6. To
prove that a Pre-MilL resurrection (which some of them, as Prof. Stuart,

fully admit, while others affirm a slight precedence in time of the riffhteous)

does not necessarily include a prior*judgmeut 7. To show that the Jew-
ish and Early Christian view of the Judgeship and of the Judament Day is

erroneous, and inconsistent with the prophets. 8. To indicate how it

came to pass, that under the immediate teaching of the Apostles and the

teachers appointed by them, the Primitive Church, almost universally.
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taught onr doctrine. 9. To point oat the Scriptures which affirm that

God has revealed no order of time in the judgment of mankind, as proph-

ecy predicts. 10. To explain koto the saints (Being included In their '' all*')

are both judged, and, according to promise, judging others at the same
time. 11. That, according to their theory, the righteous are judged and
rewarded at death, and then, after a long interval, must again be judicially

tried ; which requires confirmation from Scripture. 12. How passages

simply affirming a judgment, or stating that Christ will deny, be

ashamed of, and disown the wicked, or alluding to the rewarding of right-

eous and wicked at His Coming, or implying the certainty of judgment, or

teaching, without expressing the order, the several destinies of the good
and bad, are nufficient to invalidate our position, seeing that all these are

firmly held by us. Such are some of the things which, we think, have

not yet been met in the spirit offairness and candor ; and our opinion is

amply confirmed by the record found in books, articles, etc., written

against us, which assume their doctrine proven by quoting an abundance
of passages relating to the judgment (which we also receive), and contain-

ing no manner of specifications how or when they shall be verified.

The following are the passages quoted against as by Brown {ChrisCa Sec Ooming, ch.

11) in advocacy of a simuUaneous judgment of all the righteons and wicked, and to asceru

tain their relevancy, the reader may refer to them : Matt. 10 : 32, 33 ; Mark 8 : 38 ; Bev.
21 : 7, 8 ; 22 : 12-16 ; Matt. 16 : 24^27 ; 7 : 21-23 ; 25 : 10 ; 26 : 31-46 ; 13 : 38-43 ; John
5 : 28, 29 ; Acts 17 : 31 ; Rom. 2 : 6-16 ; 2 Cor. 6 : 9-11 ; 1 Cor. 4 : 6 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 6-10 ;

1 Gor. 3 : 12-15 ; Col. 1 : 28 ; Heb. 13 : 17 ; 1 Thess. 2 : 19, 20 ; 1 John 2 : 28 ; 4 : 17 ;

Bev. 3 : 6 ; 1 Tim. 6 : 2i 25 ; Rom. 14 : 10, 12 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 7, 10, 12 ; Rev. 20 : 11-15 ;

2 Tim. 4 : 1. This array of Scripture utieriy fails to sustain his inferences drawn from
them* as the reader can readily see by comparing his deductions from them with the
statements made by us. Lord and others have met these passages in detail, but the illus-

trations and reasoning presented by us axe amply sufficient to explain them. We call

attention to Brown's Clrm. on Matt. 25, where the reader can see for himself how un/iourfsr

he presents oar views, leaving out the main reasons for our decided opinions. In. his
controversial work he deals laj^ely in conflicting individual opinions (as if they did not
exist, even more largely, on his side), and by an appeal to an alleged almost universal
applioafcion, which, however, he fails to trace up to its true origin, the apostasy, and in
view of various theories, suggesting difficulties instead of establishing his own doctrine
and clearing it of embarrassments. We thus specially select Dr. Brown because he has
been so highly eulogized as the ablest writer against us, whom Barnes (Com,), Hodge {Sys.

Div,\ and others confidently follow as authority. The reader will be interested in a con-
cession may by Dr. Brown (Ckrisi^s ike. Com,, p. 261), which our opponents try to con-
ceal :

** There can be no doubt that the words 'judge* and 'judgment' are used in
Scripture, both in the sense of exercising kingly rule and in the sense of wfiiciing public

vengeance," but denies that these senses are intended when ** Christ will come to judge at
the great day.' ' The student will observe Aoio the words are employed in reference to
Christ in the Old Test., and then how suddenly, according to Brown, they change their
meaning and must be limited in the New Test., although it is expressly said that He
comes as King and judges as the King, «to.
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PuoposmoN 135. Tlie doctrine of the Kingdom in full accord
with the Script/urdl doctrine of tlie jvdgment of beliemrs.

The Theocratic King:dom contemplating for its rulers, associated
with the Christ, the saints, must necessarily make provision for the
same by a present and future judgment of believers. By this

method the requisite quaSilications for future kingship and priest-
hood are made manifest.

Ohs, 1. It is self-evident that any one accounted worthy of the better
resurrection"—that pre-eminent res. alone attributed to the righteous—and
any one deemed holy enough for a translation at the Sec. Advent, must,
in view of such a decided preference shown to them, be the subject of an
antecedent judgment. How else can it be known that they possess the
qualifications requisite for such honor and blessedness ? Both the resur-

rection and translation are represented as a sudden, instantaneous change,
and demand a previous preparedness for the same. The same is true of
the saints coming with Jesus at His open Parousia, for ** all the saints"
(Zech. 14 : 5) come with Him. To attain this honor, an antecedent esti-

mate of character must have preceded. So also the saints are to be asso-

ciated with Jesus in the judgment of the world (1 Gor. 6 : 2), for " this

Iionor have all the saint-s" (Ps. 149 : 9);. This Judgeship necessarily im-
plies the previous judgment of these saints in order to evidence their fit-

ness for so high and responsible a position.

It is a matter taken for granted in every system of theology that judgments are often
manifested even in this world, and that an antecedent judgment determines the status of
every one at death and in the intermediate state. The principle, therefore, is one fully

recognized, and shotild conseqaently excite no Hurprise when thus applied by ourselTes.

Ohs, 2. Pre Millenarians firmly hold that all men, both the righteous

nnd wicked, will be judged, not only in this life but in the future. 1 he pas-

PHiTPs teaching this are numerous and emphatic, such e.g. as Heb, 9:27;
Rom. 2 : 2-16 ; Matt. 12 :36 ; 1 Pet. 4 : 4, 6, etc. But, as already shown,
there is an order in this judgment, just as there is an order in the resur-

rection. Take the expression " As it is appointed unto men once to die,

but after this the judgment," and we have the universality of judicial

action asserted, but nothing as to the order after death, the length of time
elapsing, etc. To obtain a correct view of the latter, there must be a care-

ful comparison of all the Scriptures relating to the subject.

•

Ohs. 3. Such a comparison reveals to ns a singular statement, which at

first thought might be deemed contradictory, but really presents a wonder-
ful harmony, viz., it is said that believers shall not be judged hereafter,

and again it is asserted that they will be judged. Now if we comprehend
concerning what things they are not judged or are judged, a beautiful
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consistency runs through the language, deeply impressive. Let ns turn

first to the declarations that they are not judged. Jesus positively de-

clares, John 5 : 24, ** Verily, verily I say unto you, He that heareih my
word, and helieveth on Him that sent me, hath everlasting life^ and sJuiU

not come into condemnation ; hut ispassedfrom death unto hfe,'* A mul-

titude of critics and writers point out the fact that the original word ren-

dered ** condemnation" is ** judgment,'* and, therefore, properly trans-

late, "shall not come into judgment" The context shows that the be-

stowment of eternal life through the resurrecting power given to the Son,

was the immediate subject discussed, and this most emphatic reference to

believers then is, that they are not to come into judgment in order to de-

cide whether they are worthy or not of eternal life. That is already de-

cided when they hear and believe, for every believer is at present ** justified''

(e.g. Rom. 5 : 1, 2 ; Acts 13 : 39 ; Gal. 2 : 16, etc.), which term is indica-

tive of judicial act'iou. This, of course, requires a continuing life of faith,

evidenced by its fruits (Rom. 2 : 7, and 6 : 22 ; Rev. 2 : 7, etc.), for perse-

verance evidences the sincerity of faith and the justification experienced.

The resurrection of the sheep belonginQ" to Jesus' fold unto eternal life is

secured (for e.g. John 10 : 26-29), for tney follow Him, He knows them,
gives to them eternal life, and they shall never perish, for no one is able to

pluck them out of His hand. The power of bestowing eternal life is

lodged in Him (John 17 : 2, 3),
** and this is life eternal, that they might

know Thee the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom Thou hast sent"
Being justified by faith we are assured of eternal life ; the fruits of the

Spirit, the work of the spirit, the abiding of the spirit (Rom. 8 : 11), is a

testimony of its bestowal, for in Christ Jesus there is (Rom S tl) no con-

demnation. He has said, John 6 : 37-40, " All that the Father giveth me
shall come to me ; and him that cometh to me I will in no wise cast out.

For I came down from heaven, not to do my own will, but the will of Him
who sent me, And this is the Father's will which hath sent me, that of all

which He hath given me / should lose nothing, but should raise it up agaith

at the last day. And this is the will of Him that sent me, that every one

that seeth the Son, and believeth on Him, may have everlasting life; and
I will raise Him tip at tlie last dayJ*"* The multitude of assurances respect-

ing the safety and salvation of the believer, the deep self-consciousness of

personal religious experience confirmatory of this, and especially the dying
grace and hope inspired in the believer at the most solemn and trying crisis

of his career—all testify to his justification and his right, through Christ,

to eternal life.

Indeed, if it were otherwise Christianity would be weak and tineqna] to the task im-
posed upon it. It could not then impart aoLid comfori and hope. But, thank God. it is

vital, ll£e-gLviDg in its power. By faith such a union exists between Christ and the be-

liever, evidenced by a proper fruitage, that the believer is conscious of sins forRiven

(a judicial work) tbrongh the atoning sacriflce, of a marvellous peace bestowed, of an
extraordinary change of heart experienced, of a supreme love inspired, bo that he has the

assurance that having the Bon he hath also life.

Obs, 4. In reference to the ultimate salvation of the true believer there

can be no doubt, for has it not been said, Rom. 8 : 31-34, ** If God befor
us, who can be against us f He that spared not His own Son, but delivered

Him up for us all, how shall He not with Him also freely give us all thinffS
Who shall lay anything to the charge of God's elect f It is God that ju^i/t
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fieth. Wlio is he that condeninefhf* And this culminates in the positive
declarations that nothing can separate us from the love of Christ ; that we
are ** more than conquerors** through Him. Now assuredly this constant
abiding in the love of God, in union with His Son^ is indicative of a justi-

fied state, and becomes thus the most reasonable evidence that such are not
to be brought into judgment to ascertain whether they have accepted the

tenns (e.g. John 3 : 10, 18, 36) which entitle them to everlasting life.

For, Acts 13 : 39, ** By Him, all that believe are justifiedfrom all things.'"

The ** Book of Rememorance** (Mai. 3 : 16, 17) has recorded their names,
and God ** will spare them, as a man spareth his own son that serveth him,^*

because they are His ''jewels'* or ^'special treasure,*' Such are written
or enrolled in heaven (He^. 12 : 23), in '*the Lamb*s Book of Life"
(Phil. 4:3; Rev. 13 : 8), and in the consciousness of their ** names**
being thus inscribed (Luke 10 : 20), they are to ** rejoice.** All this, of
course, is based on an antecedent judgment.

The converse of this is tme : tbe wicked man, the nnbelieTer, is not juslijved^ bnt is

(e.g. John 3 : 18) " condemtved alrtady.** " The wages of sin is death, bnt the gift of Grod
is eternal life through Jesus Ohhst onr Lord," Rom. 6 : 23, and this gift becomes onrs
owing to the forgiveness of sin by -faith in Him. Here let it be remarked that this for-

giveness of sin, this cleansing of flin by the appropriated blood of Jesus, demands—rea-

Bonablj and scripturally—-that such sins foigiven and cleansed should no longer be called

up in pididal action for the purpose of condemning the believer as unworthy of eternal

life. This is impossiblCt being a beSiever ; and every believer is assured of ultimate salva-

tion. Yet, as we shall explain, sins-i—even every idle word—are recalled, not io condemn the

believer as unioorthy o^ scUvaiion, but to indicate his worthiness for position, honors rank in

thai salvaiion.

Obs, 5. On the other hani, believers are also represented as judged in

the future, not as to their worthiness to receive ** eternal lifey not as to

their forming a co-heirship with Jesus (for all this, owing to their union
with Christ and subsequent justification, has already been decided), but
to ascertain the exact position of rulership. Kingship, and priesthood, to

which they are justly entitled. No intelligent writer on Eschatology exists

that does not fully admit that numerous passages (such e.g. as Luke
19 : 17, 19 ; Matt. 25 : 21, 23 ; 1 Cor. 15 : 41, etc.) distinctively teach a
gradation of rank, power, authority, etc., even among the saints in the
world to come. Aside from the reasonableness and justice of the same,
the TJicocratic ordering necessarily entails such differences among the re-

deemed. Now such distinctions are not based upon faith in, and union
with, Christ (for all believers possess these, which entitle them to the
blessed eternal life), but upon the works, actions, conduct, life brought
forth by this faith and union, ** knowing that of the Lord ye shall receive

the reward of the inheritance," Col. 3 : 24. Let the following points be
observed : (1)

*' Everv one of us shall give account of himself to God,'*

Rom. 14 : 10, 12, ** for we shall all stand before the judgment-seat (or

throne) of Christ." This includes, of course, all believers. (2) This
scrutiny extends to " every idle word that men shall speak, they shall give

account thereof in the Day of Judgment,*' Matt. 12 : 36, and " the secrets

of men,'* Rom, 2 : 16, shall be judged, etc. This evidences the real state

of heart, for '* the judgment of God is according to truth,*' Rom. 2 : 2.

(3) The reward shall be proportionate (which is not eternal life, for all at-

tain unto it) to the works. Thus e.g. ** God, without respect of persons,

judgeth according to every man's work,** 1 Pet. 1 : 17 ;
** God will render
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to every man according to his works," Rom. 3:6; " Behold I come
quickly, and my reward is with me, to give every 7}ian accordi?ig as his

works shall be,'* Rev, 22 : 12 (with which compare Kev. 2 : 23 ; Eph. 6:8;
Gal. 6 : 7 ; 3 Cor. 5 : 10 ; Matt. 16 : 37, etc.). Surely on the common
principle of justice, apostles, martyrs, reformers, men eminent for labors

and sufferings for Christ, men abounding in good works, should possess a
distinction above those who were less fruitful, less devoted, less engaged in

service.

But we must not lose sight of a principle here which Is of Yast eneonragement to the
weak and less gifted, showing how in the bestowment of rewatds they may stand as high

in God's favor as the most talented. The principle is this : A faithful use of the abUUy
and power committed unto us. This is forcibly illustrated by the two Parables of the
Talents and of the Pounds. In the Parable of the Talents (Matt 25 : 14^30), the one
that received five talents gained other five, and the one that obtained two gained oUier
two ; the talents wore bestowed " to every man according to his several abilUv" and we
learn that the one with two accomplished ju9< as much as tne one with &ve, i.e. he doubled
what he had, and consequently we find the terms of divine approval are iderdlcal in expres-
sion to both : they receive the same reward. But in the Parable of the Pounds (Lake
19 : 11-27), each one receives a pound, and to make the divine approval to apply equally
to all (as evidenced in the other Parable), ever;' one should show forth the same gain.
But what are the facta illustrated by the Saviour ? They all started with the same
resources, but the gain being diverse one from the other, the rewards are kUso different.

The one gaining ten pounds receives ** authority over ten cities ;" the one gaining five

pounds obtains rule " o\}er five cities,*' The lesson that this affords is the following : No
one -nith limited capacities, education, etc. need to be afraid that, owing to his lack of
gifts, he must necessarily occupy a very subordinate position in the Coming Kingdom.
If he diligently uses what God has^ven to him, hl^ increase viill bejusi as proportionate But

that of men of greater gifts and ability. Indeed, it may be safely asserted that in the
final award, when this principle will be carried out, it will be found that many a layman
comparatively unknown will stand as high, if rwi higher, as ministers of extended reputa-
tion and eloquence, simply because to the latter much was committed and much
required, while of the former less was given and hence less demanded.

Obs. 6. The judgment then of saints in the future is not one unto eter-

nal life, but one pertaining to the position to be occupied in the Theocratic
Kingdom, a distinction which is often implied, as e.g. in Matt. 19 : 28-30,
where we have judgment, already passed concerning Uie apostles that follow
Jesus, when it is said, *' ye also shall sit upon twelve thrones, judging the

twelve tribes ojf Israel ;'^ and then, in reference to others, it is asserted that
whatever sacrifices are made in behalf of Jesus such shall both *' receive a
hundredfold and shall inherit eternal life." So in the next chapter
(20 : 21-28) the general principle is laid down that future greatness in tho
Kingdom will be proportionate to present labor and suffering for the truth.
(Comp. Luke 22 : 24-30.) Even *' a cup of cold water*' (Matt. 10 : 42 ;

Mark 9 : 41) shall be rewarded. And this view is fully corroborated by tho
fact that the Sec. Advent, which introduces this judging or assigning of
positions in accordance with works, is spoken of as "Me blessed hope,'*

something in which we should rejoice, comfort ourselves (e.g. 1 Pet. 1 : 7,

13 ; Tit. 2 : 13 ; 1 Pet. 4 : 13, etc.), which we could not do if a judicial
trial, upon which our entire destiny depended, were before us. It is not
for those who are accounted '* heirs according to the hope of eternal life.*'

Tit. 3 : 17, ** heirs of salvation,'-' Heb. 1 : 17, to be thus judged, except-
ing as it affects the position of the ** heirs" in tho inheritance.

In reference to Matt. 19 : 30, the principle is merely adverted to, for, taking LuJte
18 : 30 and Mark 10 : 30, the parallel pai^sages. it is asserted that for sacrifices thus made
there is a proportionate recompense already bestowed " now iu this time," or " in this
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praaent time" (with accompanying persecutions) bv the higher consolations of Christian
nnion, sympathy, and blessing. For it is noticeable that vU highest spiritoal attainments
and enjoyments are those resultant from devotedness in the service of the Master. It is

well to notice the Parable of the Laborers in the Vineyard connected in the following
chapter (Matt 20), because some interpreters consider it to teach the exact reverse, viz.,

that the heavenly inheritance is bestowed upon all, without reference to their labor or
amount of toil, as a free gift and not as a reward of merit, and that consequently the
j;loiy of all will be identical^ just as every laborer, those who worked long ancf those who
labored late, received his penny. But the preceding context, giving a speci&c reward to
the apostles, and the declaration, **B\d many thai are first shall be last^ and the last shall be

first,'* indicative of degrees^ as well as other Scriptures, forbid such a conclusion. The
equality in, when explained, referred to all laborers without distinction in the vineyard
inherUing eiemal life, and this is a free gift coming from grace through Christ. So also the
rewards of station, etc., are represented as of divine favor, but distributed through grace
to those proporiionately whose works express the highest obedience to God and the most
devoted service to the Master. The pa^u^e must, therefore, be explained so as not to
conflict with other divine teaching. The explanation is found in the simple " ushatsoever

is right, I toiU give you^** "whatsoever is right, Viat shall ye receive." The householder
reserving the right of giving proportionately whatever he deemsproper^ as a reward for the
labor performed. But when the time of payment arrives he gives the last as much as he
gave to the first, being satisfied with the labor performed, thus teaching that it is not
merely the length of time employed (for e.g. believers have died young who in a few
years have done far more for Christ than many who have lived long, etc.) that secures
the highest reward. And this is corroborated by the last assertion : **Soike last shaU be

first, and thefirst last ; for many be called^ butfew chosen, " Whatever truths may be deduced
from the Parable, it must not, and does not, conflict with the clearly taught degrees of

reward. Hence nearly every expositor fully admits our position. Thus e.g. Barnes says
on the last verse :

** This is the moral or scope of the parable. To teach this it was
spoken. Many that in the order of time shall be brought last into the Kingdom, shall be
urst in the rewards. Higher proporiionate rewards shall be given to them than to others.

To aU justice shall be done. To all to whom the rewards of heaven were promised, they
shall be given. Nothing shall be withheld that was promised. If among this number
who are called into the Kingdom, I choose to raise some to stations of distingtdshed use-
fulness, and to confer on them peculiar talents and higher rewards, I injure no one.
They shall enter heaven as was promised. If amidst the multitude of Christians I choose
to signalize such men as Paul, and Martjm, and Brainerd, and Spener, and Bummer-
field ; to appoint some of them to short labor, but to wide usefulness, and raise them to

signal rewards, I injure not the great multitude of others who live long lives less useful

and less rewarded. All shall reach heaven, and all shall receive what I promise to the
faithful.** '* It (the parable) is simply designed to teach that in the Church, among the
multitudes that shall be saved, Christ makes a difference. He makes some more useful
than others, without regard to the time which they serve ; and He will .reicard them
accordingly. The parable teaches one truth, and but one," etc. But the student must
keep in view, as many writers have correctly insisted, that it is not merely the amount of

labor that is performed in connection with time, that made e.g. the last receive twelve
times as much as the first, but disposition, zeal, humility, etc., rendering the persons
worthy or unworthy, must also be regarded.

Ob3. 7. A passage moet decisive and worthy of serious consideration is

the one found in 1 Cor. 3 : 10-15. Here we have the following evidence
corroborative of the -correctness of our view. (1) This is a judgment «;-

chmvely of believers, who build upon the foundation laid, Jesns. (2) All

who have this foundation and build upon it are saved, (3) But some^ in

securing this salvation, ^^ suffer loss,'* while others ** sJiall receive a reward,^

^

(4) The reception of reward is conditioned on the fact that they build pre-

cious, enduring material on this foundation. (5) The endurance of loss

is caused by the worthless material placed on the foundation. (6)

*' Every man's work shall be made manifest,'* for it will be tested " of

what sort it is.'* This is only illustrating the principle previously (v. 8)

announced, *' every man shall receive his own reward according to his own
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labor," Now, to receive a reward for building ** gold, ailver, and precious

stones'' on this foundation is not to attuin simply eternal life, for those

who also build ** wood, hay, and stubble" on it secure the same, but, fol-

lowing the Scripture analogy of faith, it must relate to position in ruler-

bhip and to a corresponding tofts in rank. The only rational, consistent

interpretation is that which here finds that one, owing to faithfulness, etc.,

obtains a more elevated rank, a higher reward than another. All obtain a
glorious prize (1 Cor. 9 : 24), but not all the highest prize (Phil. 3 : 14)

;

all obtain an entrance into the Kingdom, but one a more ''*' abundant
entrance"' (1 Pet. 1 : 11) than others,

A few practical lessons may be derived from this subject. (1) The tremendonB
rebuke that this gives to that narrow spirit of exolnsiveiam—so apparent in some quarters
—which considers its own body as alone building ** gold, silver, and precious stones*' on
the foundation, and that others build upon it ** wood, hay, and stubble" (although all

such exclusive claims so ill harmonize with humility, etc. that thev are open to grave
suspicion) and will inevitably be damned whUe they alone are saved. (2) How guarded
we should be in building, choosing the proper material, lest we suffer loss. (3j How we
should strive, like Paul, to receive a high reward tendered to us by the grace of God.
(4) That such advancement is open to all, and the reward proportionate to the use of
talents committed to us. (5) That this building on the foundation, as the analogy of
faith shows, includes doctrine and life, faith and obedience, love and its fruit—in brie^
all that pertains to a Christian and is specially applicable to teachers. (6) The sweet
assurance that this gives to the weakest, the most humble and diffident, that accepting of
Christ and buildini^—poorly it may be thought—upon it, they shall be saved, and that
God's goodness will bear in remembrance every act, even the slightest, of piety and
love. (7) That the best of us moy have cause to regret that with precious things we
have mingled inferior things. (8) That if such is thu criterion respecting the believer,

surely then the unbeliever who rejects the foundation itself can have no hope. (9) This
gain or this loss is eternal ; although all are happy in salvation, yet the superiority
gained or lost will evermore remain. (10) No one can avoid this scrutiny, for it is essen-
tial to his future appointment. (11) That when this appointment is made we will be sur-
prised to see (owing to the secrets, the motives, etc. of men being revealed) some suffer
loss, be barely saved, whom we esteemed eminent in piety, and others receive with salva-
tion a rich reward whom we regarded as low in the scale. (12) That we should strire to
secure more than mere salvation, especially since the reckoning will be made aooording
to the ability, means, etc. possessed. (13) Prayer and watchfulness are requisite.

Obs. 8. It is in virtue of this future judgment according to works,
that believers are so urgently pressed to good works. Grod sees how largely
their future glory and honor depend upon the character now formed,
that re]>eatedly and perseveringly, yea constantly, this is brought to their
attention. Take e.g. Col. 3:4, 5, 8, 9, 24 ; 1 Thess. 3 : 12, 13, and
5:4-8; Tit. 2 : 12, 13 ; 1 Pet. 1 : 7-15 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 11, 12, and many others,
nnd they show God's deep interest in our future welfare, that as ** little

children, we may abide in Christ, that when He shall appear, we may h^ve
confidence, and not be ashamed at His Coining'' (1 John 2:8); that " our
love may be made perfecty so that we may have boldness in the Day of Judg-
ment " (1 John 4 : if). Good works now glorify God (Matt. 5 : 16), qual-
ify for usefulness and happiness (2 Tim. 2 : 21 ; Tit. 3 : 8), etc, and they
do not lose these essentials in the world to come ; for, sanctifying unto
honor and making ua the more meet for the Master^s use, they contribute
to glorify the Father, Son, and Spirit And no one can plead inability to

perfonn them, since*' God is able to maJce all grace abound toward you

,

that ye always, having all svfficiencif in all things, may abound to every
good work'' 2 Cor, 9 : 8 (comp. Phil. 2 : 12 ; 2 Thess. 2 : 17 ; 2 Tim.
3 : 10, 17 ; Heb. 13 : 20, 21 ; Eph. 2 : 10, etc.). We may rest assured
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that ** God is not unrigJUeous, to forget your work and labor of love''

(Heb. 6 : 10), but will abundantly, through His wonderful grace, yerify

His promises, *^ glory, honor, and peace to every man that loorketh good"
(Kom. 2 : 10). Therefore, Gal, 6:9, *' Let us not be weary in well-

doing, for %n due season we shall reap if we faint not;'' 2 John 8,
** Look to yourselves, that we lose not those things which we have wrought
(gained), but that we receive a full reward.*^

This distinction in jndmnent gives na a cine to salTation by faith and salvation by
works. Boih are tnUhs, The Protestant and the Roman Catholio sides have their fonn-
dation in fcScriptnre. Bnt the one is, as we have shown, a salvation nnto eternal life (a
judgment consommated in the justification and continned—nntil dee.th—justified state,

of the believer) ; and the other is a salvation onto special glory, honor, inheritance
(a judgment to be decided in the Coming day of the Lord Jesus). The one precedes the
other ; the one is fandamenM to the other ; the one is ultimately untied and blended with
the other. The essential point is to be *' saved by faith"—but it is also of the highest
moment to be '* saved by works"^for while the one secures admittance into the King-
dom, the other determines the lot, the reward in that Kingdom. To secure ike highest

salvation, both must be kept in view, and both must be in unison. The one being a result*

ant of the other—naturally flowing from it—they cannot exist independent, the one from
the other. A. living faith will inevitably produce works, and proportionate to that faith
will be the product. The reality, strength, and perseverance of saving faith will be evi-

denced in its fruitfulnesa, in works of love. And the fruitage^such is grace—becomes
the measure of reward, being indicative of loyal obedience and attachment. A man of
strong faith will sow bouniifuUy^ and he shall also reap houniifuUy (2 Cor. 9 : 6) ; he will lay
np treasure in heaven (Matt. 6 : 20), abounding in the work of the Lord, knowing that our
labor is not in vain in the Ix^rd (1 Cor. 15 : 38).

Whether the secret acts, etc. will be publicly revealed (as some hold, like the failings

of Abraham, Moses, David, and Peter) or be privately taken cognizance of by the Lord (as

others think), one thin^ is self-evident, that the lot or position assigned to the believer

evidences to all others his past faithfulness in God's service. The gradation or rank will

ever tell the story of devoted love, holy conversation, and godliness. Whether any of the
saints will be rebuked and be made ashamed, on account of negligence, etc. (as some
believe, basing it on 1 John 2 : 28 ; Col. 1 : 22, etc.), one thing is certain, that the con.
sciousness of a time departed, in which the greatest honor was within their reach but
nnattained, will be vividly impressed. But such is the glor^' still attained by the' lowest

;

such the impression that it results from marvellous grace and far beyond desert ; such
the supreme love to the Divine Master and the glowing affection for the fellow-saints

who acted more prudently and wisely ; such their appreciation of ** the workmanship of
God, created in Christ Jesus unto good works ;" such their heartv acknowledgment of the
justice of reaping in mexcy the righteousness sowed ; such the fulness, joy, and blessed-

ness of a soul in perfected redemption, that neither jealousy, nor envy, nor unhappiness
can flow from such differences of degree in glory. While " There is on« glory of the sun,
and another glory of the moon, and another glory of the stars ; for one star differeih from
another star in glory ; so also is the resurrection cf the dead **—yet all this divergence of

gioxy helps to swell the gloiy of God Himself. Supreme love to God is the controlling,

all-absorbing passion of every saved and honored " vratsel of mercy,"' and hence nothing
—even that relating to his own inferiority in the corporate body of Christ, can dampen
the unutterable bliss of being, after all, thus incorporated and glorified. The " leasf' and
the " greaiesV* will have "fidness

<f
joy and pleasures forever more." All that we can

justly say on this subject is the following : The judgment, in whatever form it is made,
will manifest God's justice in assigning the reward ; and the self-consciousness of the
individual (which, owing to the past foigiveness of sin, the efficacy of Christ's blood and
power of His intercession, alone is requisite) will fully acquiesce in the same, and although
of different degrees and ranks, every one justified through Christ and being fully redeemed
is presented **favliless before (he presence of the Fhther vUh exceeding joy,**

Obs. 9. A prominent doctrine of Pre-Millenarianism is the reign of

the saints with Jesus when the Millennial Kingdom is set up (Prop.
154J.

The saints Judge with Christ, inherit together with Him, eta , and for this

purpose are raised up and translated ; then (as will be shown hereafter) the
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Kingship and priestliood is assigned to them, and afterward they come
with Jesus in the open Parousia. They are themselves " Judges'^ in the

great ** Day of Judgment'* (e.g. 1 Cor. 6 : 2, 3), and this necessitates a

previous, antecedent judgment of themselves. Hence, as already noticed,

certain passages of Scripture exclusiTely refer to the righteous—to a judg-

ment sj>ecially relating to the saints. This is not a judgment unto con-

demnation, but one relating to position, and will be a fulfilment of e.g. 2

Cor. 5 : 10. And yet, considering such passages as Matt. 22 : 11-14;
Luke 13 : 23-30 ; Matt 7 : 21-23, it may be true (what many affirm) that

also mere professors will at the same time be rejected. But whether this

includes professors of former ages or those then living is another question.

As the dead in Christ are only raised at the Coming of Jesus (the rest of

the dead not until the close of the thousand years), and then also only

those accounted worthy, are translated, it is, perhaps, the most prudent
and consistent to confine this rejection to living professors, as is fully il-

lustrated e.g. in the warnings given by Jesus respecting the condition of

parties at the Second Advent, as realized in the position of the Ten Vir-

gins. We are told that there will be a judgment ** of quick and dead,"
Acts 10 ; 42, of *' the quick and the dead at His appearing and His King-
dom," 2 Tim. 4 : 1 ; 1 Pet. 4 : 5. The " dead," as we have seen, follow

an order : all the dead are ultimately judged, some preceding the Millen-

nial age, the rest after that age. So with the living or **" quick," some are

judged at His appearing, others in His Kingdom ; for we have the iudg-
ment of ** the quick" who are translated, of ** the quick" under Antichrist,

of ** the quick" pertaining to the Jewish nation, and of ** the quick" em-
bracing the Gentile nations. The general affirmation of a judgment in-

cluding '* the quick and the dead" is thus carried out, and we must not
forget that it also comprises the judgment of ** the quick" existing in the

Church at the time of the Advene In the judgment of ** the dead " there

is a discrimination apparent in the order of resurrection, and in the judg-
ment of ** the quick" the same discrimination is manifested in the transla-

tion of some, in the delivery of the Church and the Jewish nation from the

power of Antichrist, in the overthrow of all enemies, in the exaltation of

the Jewish nation, etc., running in and through the Millennial age.

In BO wonderful and comprehenaiTe a subject as that of the judgment, we can only
present the ontlines which give a grander estimate of the vast scale upon which it is

grounded than the common, narrow Popish limits usually nrged in books and pulpits. It

also prevents us from falling into an error on the other hand of extending the judgment
of believers only to their death, and deolaring that after death there is no more judgment
oonoerniug them, appealing e.g. to Panl's crown being determined, etc. Now this takes
in only the one side of judgment, whioh is true so far as the justification of the believer
is concerned, but totaUy overlooks another side, which declares of believers that they
shall be judged according to their works and be correspondingly rewarded at the Sec.
Advent. The judgment unto life is one thing ; the judgment unto reward is another
thing ; the former is decided at death, the other at the Coming of the Xx>rd. To nnite
those two into one is to do violence to the Scriptures, whioh discriminate ; for if you
locate the fulftlmeht at death it ignores the passs^ea relating to believers at the Sec. Ad-
vent, and if you confine judgment exclusively to the Second Coming, then it passes by
the justification, etc. of believers in this life and their surety of eternal life. The only
true and consistent method, therefore, is to accept of both truths, the one declaring a
freedom from judgment unto condemnation, and the other declaring a subjection to a
judgment relating to position in the Kingdom. Some writers who ^vance good ideas
on the judgment mar the whole by failing to notice this discrimination, and apply (as e.g,

Barbour, Tkrtt WorldSt pp. €2-66) passages describing a future reward of works at
Christ's Coming, as not descriptive of the resurrected and translated saints, but of those
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living in ** the reetitntion age/ ' \rhen the whole tenor and spirit of the New Teat, ia to
make them applicable to all believers, from the First Advent down to the Second. A
theory that can misapply such paiisagea is necessarily defective.

Yarioxis writers take substantially the same view expressed by ns concerning the judg-
ment of believers, as e.g. Or. Cooper in his E/tsaj/ on JudgmerU before the Proph. Confer-
ence ; Dr. Newton in (he Proph. Times^ vol. 1 ; Dr. Brookes in Maranaika ; Dr. Seiss in Xajft

Toms, etc. We append a specimen or two of utterances :
** Greybeard " (Graff), in his

Xoy iSoTMiivs (No. 40), after saymg that the river Jordan is a type of ju(^meut, the word
meaning " Hiver of Judgment," remarks :

*' The more common assumption that the river

Jordan is a symbol of the Christian's dissolution is erroneous. The Jordan is noi a
boundary-line at all, and the figure is as wrong in geography as it is untrue in theology.

The feet of God's chosen people did nof touch the waters of the river, and the secret of

their protection was the ^k—the typical Christ. Neither will any of God's children

ever come into or be touched by the waters of judgment. As it is written :
* He that

heareth My Word, and believeth on Him that sent Me, hath everlasting life, and shall not

come intojudgmerUf but is passed from death unto life.* They will pass through the judg-

ment, but it will be in Christ, their Ark of safety, and they will be shielded from its bil-

lows." Brookes {Bible Reading on Sec, Adv,) says :
" Of course by the judgment of the

saints it is not meant that their persons will be judged, as if it were still uncertain
whether they personally had been purchased by the blood of Christ ; nor is it meant that

their sins will be judged, as if the question of their salvation were still unsettled ; but
only that their toorks will be judged, and their station in the Kingdom be thus deter-

mined. As to their persons, our I^rd expressly declares there is no judgment (see John
3 : 18, and 5 : 24, where the words condemned and condemnation should be translated jw2aed

andjudgmerd) ; and as to their sins, the Holy Ghost often declares that they are cast be-

hind God's back, cast into the depths of the sea, all foi^iven, and never to be remem-
bered " (Isa. 38 : 17 ; Mic. 8 : 19 ; Col. 2 : 13 ; Heb. 10 : 17). Many such ooniirmatoiy

statements could be presented.
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Proposition 136. The doctrine of tlie Kingdo^n in agreement

with the doctrine of the intennedicUe state.

The intermediate state between death and the Second Advent is

such as to confirm our doctrinal position, because the Scripture

statements clearly and unmistakably teach a detention of the saints

from the promised inheritance and reward.

Our ailment ia not concerned in the location or description of this intermediate

state. Whether it be in the third heaven, or in some place specially set apart for the

purpose, or in the grave, etc. ; whether it be a conscioas state of high enjoyment, or a
pleasnrabte dream state, or one of unconsoionsnesfl, etc.—these things, however inter-

esting, do not fall within our line of reasoning. Whatever view may be held reapecting

the place or the actual state does not affect our doctrinal position, provided such a view
places the period of recompensing, rewarding at ihefuiure resurrection of the just. Works
speoially devoted to this subject are accessible, in which these points are discussed by
their respective advocates. Our concern is only with one aspecl of the subject. For we
hold that the principle announced by Calvin {Insii.., b. 3, ch. 25, s. G), of incompleteness
of redemption, must be maintained :

" Since Scripture uniformly enjoins us to look with
expectation to the AdvenL of Christ, and delays the crown of glory till thai period^ let us bo
contented with the limits divinely prescribed to us, viz., that the souls of the righteous,

after their warfare is ended, obtain blessed rest, wherein joy they wait for the fruition of

promised glory, and that thus ikefinal result U suspetided till Christ the Redeemer appear."
80 again he says :

** Ohriflt is our Head, whose Kingdom and glory have not yet
appeared. If the members were to go before their Head, the order of things would be in-

verted and preposterous ; but we ^all follow our Prince then, when He shall come in

the glory of His Father, and sit upon the throne of His majesty." (Comp. Tyndale^s
remarks, p. 324 ; Works liy Fox, and his Beply io Moore, and the references by Brooks
in his El. qf FropK, Irderp.^ and in AhdieiCs Essays,)

Obs. 1. The Propositions that have preceded show that any view which
undiilt/ exalts the intermediate state or condition after death must corre-

spondmgly depreciate the Second Advent as '* The Blessed Hope," the res-

urrection as completed Redemption, the covenant as still to be verified,

and the prophecies as realized on earth. The prominence heaped upon
the condition of saints after death (so different from the Scriptural posi-

tion, which says so little respecting it), and the extravagant eulogies at-

tached to it, are practically leading multitudes to make little or nothing
of the Advent, the resurrection, the covenant, and the prophecies. If W6
are to credit the many statements made, then the latter can make no im-
provement in the condition of believers, for after death such (we are in-

formed) are crowned, rewarded, inherit, etc. Our doctrinal position
enters fit ^ro^es^ affainst this perversi07i, fknd to sustain such an averment
confidently appeals to the Scriptural teaching and that of the Early
Church. The postponement of the Kingdom to the Sec. Coming, the in-

heriting only at its manifestation, the design of the present dispensation,
the Pre-Mill. resurrection and its recompetise, the rewards connected with
a restored glorious Theocratic Kingdom nere on the earth, the time for the
ample fulfilment of the Abrahamic and Davidic covenants, and other re-
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lated points, onlj find a unity in supijorting the same, if the condition of

saints during this intermediate period is one in which they are represented
as not crowned, as not rewarded, and as not inheriting, but that (whatever
their actual state as to conscious happiness) they are still imperfect as to

realized Redemption, and waiting for the Advent and resurrection for a
completed restoration to forfeited blessings and exaltation to Kingship
and priesthood. The reader can readily see that this is an important feat-

ure m the argument, and that if the Scriptures sustain us in the affirma-

tion that they are imperfect and waiting, we add another link to our
chain of evidence,

Hov perverted this dootrine in the hands of multitudes has become, so that death
itself is transmuted into " the Prince of Peace,*' and the resurrection is associated with
death itself (entire bodies of professing Christians holding to the same) ; how profuse the
eulogies heaped upon the ^saints fallen asleep in Jesus, so that their blessedness is com-
pleted, not requiring a Coming of Jesus unto salvation—all this has been pointed out (see

e,g. Prop. 121, Obs. 7, and 124, Obs. 2. and 125, Obs. 2 and 6, etc.). Our obituary notices

in religious papers are full of witruihful sentences, and many works (like " Heaven our
Home," etc.) are replete with unscriplural statements concerning the reward of the right-

eous. Things which exclusively belong to the period of the Second Advent—and so
expressly stated by the Spirit—are misquoted and applied to the deceased in order to
comfort the bereaved. Popery and Protestantism, professed Orthodoxy and Heterodoxy,
are alike prodigal of exalting the present state of the dead. Very recently a prominent
minister eulogized the death of a brother minister, and made, without reflection, the con-
dition of the latter immensely superior to Paul's, for he had him '* crowned," etc., when
Paul still awaits his crown (2 Tim. 4:8). Rev. Dr. likewise had occasion to describe
the blessedness of a brother divine deceased, as follows :

** Yes ! our brother is saved and
crowned forever." *' And to the bereaved family, the words of the pitying Saviour to
weeping Mary are addressed in all tbeir tenderness and sympathy : ' Why weep ye ? He
is not here, bid risen,* He has already entered the everlasting rest." Thousands of asser-

tions similar to Thomas Gibbon's (jSer. noticed in Orii. lieview, vol. 1, p. 666) might be pro-
duced as illustrations :

" The moment a saint dies, or rather the moment that his veil of
flesh drops off, that moment begins his blissful era of perfect life and glory.'* Victor
Hugo's picture of the reception of Louis XVII. into heaven (poem on—Van Laun's His,

JV". Liter., vol. 3, p. 326), is matched {Luih, Obs., March 1st, 1878) by Beecher's saying
in a sermon that Pius IX. was carried by angels direct to heaven into Christ's presence,

etc. (which Romanists must doubt, seeing that in many churches prayers and masses
were said in his behalf). Our hymnology is overflowing with this perversion of promise,
and the pulpits aid it on by quoting promise after promise without th.6 least regard to its

order of realization. The strong faitii and hope, the anticipated triumph over death, the
blessed and glorious consciousness of forgiveness, acceptance, and peace, the precious
removal of the sting of death, the foretaste and earnest of joy, graciously given by God
to many saints in the dying hour, is at once elevated to the standard by which to meas-
ure the intermediate state, and deductions are drawn of so extravagant a nature that it is

amazing that any believer in the Word—which alone is capable of throwing light on the
future—can accept of them.

Obs, 2, The Scriptures bearing on this subject are decided. Thus e.^.

the glory with Christ is thus expressed: Col. 3 : 4, '* Wlien Christy who ts

our life, shall appear, then shall ye appear with Ilim in glory," (So
'* praise, honor, and glory at the appearina of Jesus Christ," 1 Pet. 1:7;
"grace that shall be brought to you at the revelation of Jesus Christ/* 1

Pet 1 : 13 ; "glad also with exceeding joy," '' when His glory shall be

revealed,*' 1 Pet, 4 : 13, etc.) The being fashioned like unto Christ is

thus declared :
*' Beloved, now are we the sons of God ; and it doeth not

yet appear what we shall be : but we know that when He shall appear we
\ shall be like Him ; for we shall see Him as He is,** 1 John 3 : 2 (comp.

Phil, 3 : 21 ; Rom. 8 : 17-23, etc.). The tivie of inheriting is thus speci-
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fied : Matt 25 : 31-34 ; Col. 3 : 4, 24 ; 1 Pet 1 : 3-7, 13, when the Soa
of man is revealed in His glory. The rest is thug ffiven : 2 These. 1 : 7,
'* God will give yon rest, when the Lord Jesus shall be revealed from
heaven*' (comp. Prop. 143). The mansions are given, John 14 : 2, 3,

when " 1 will come again and receive you unto myself, that where I am,
there ye may be also" (comp. Prop. 170). The ^* new heavens and new
earth'* are still future, and linked with the Sec. Advent, e.g. 2 Pet
3 : 13 ; Bev. 21 : 1 (comp. Props. 148-151). While perseverance unto
death secures a crown (Rev. 2 : 10), yet the time when the crown itself is

given is thus stated : 1 Pet. 5 : 4,
** When the CJiief Shepherd shall appear,

ye shall receive a crown of glory that fadeth not away** (comp. wheft
Paul, and all others, receive their crown, 2 Tim. 4 : 8). The period of
rewarding is thus explicitly described : Matt 16 : 27, ** For the Son of Man
shall come in the glory of His Father with His angels ; and then He shall

reward every man according to his works'* (comp. Rom. 2 : 6, 16 ; Rev.
22 : 12, and 11 : 18 ; Luke 14 : 14, etc.). Thus the entire tenor of the
Scripture is, as oar position demands, an overleapina of the intermediate
state, as if it were not worthy to be compared witn tne glory that is to be
revealed at the Coming again of Jesns ; and a positive asserting of reward-
ing, crowning, inheriting, etc., at tliat time. We dare not reverse the

order thus laid down, and any theory which requires such a transposition
is most certainly defective.

Hence so verj little is said conoemiag the intermediate state, because it is an imper-
fect state, i.e. with incompleted redemption. Dr. Poor in Lange's Cbm., 1 Cor, p 349,
refers to Paul's passing by the intermediate state and linking the hope (as e.g. in 1 Cor.
15} of salvation with the resurrection of the saint. He correctly argues that ** the world
to oome" is not the state after death, but a definite fixed age or period in the future
associated with the Sec. Advent and resurrection. Therefore there would be an impro-
priety to say that at death a soul entered into " the world to come/* for, he adds :

** That
future world or age has not yet oome in, and no one can be said to enter it until Christ
appears to set up His Kingdom. It is t^en only that the earth will be in readiness for
the reception of the risen saints. And inasmuch as the glory which they are waiting for
is to be found here, it will be seen why a resurrection is necessary—why they want a
body at all. and a glorified body, since it is in this as their ozgan that they will be fitted

to dwell in a glorified earth and enjoy the felicity of that age. According to Paul's
theory, man is not to be separated from this lower creation, of which he forms a part, and
of which he is the lord, " etc.

Ohs, 3, Other Scriptures confirm the imperfect and waiting condition of
the saints. Thus e.g. in Heb. 11 : 39, 40—after the apostle had enumer-
ated a long list of ancient worthies, some deceased for many centuries and
others more recent, but aU in this intermediate state—he says of them :

** And these all, having obtained a good report through faith, received not
the promise ; God having provided some better thing for us, that they with-
out us should not be made perfect.** Here it is positively asserted : (1)
that not having received the promise (which refers to the promised in-

heritance, as shown e.g. v. 13, comp. with Gal. 3 : 18, etc.—comp. Prop.
4-9), it is still future to them

; (2) that in their present condition they are
not ** perfect,*' i.e. enjoy the blessings of a full Redemption as promised ;

(3) that this perfectness or completeness of realization of faith in God's
promises is to be attained in connection with believers in Christ (who also

receive the promise by faith, but under increased light, divine teaching,
etc.)

; (4) that all believers, ancient and modem, Pre- and Post-Christian,
are to be made perfect or complete at the same time, i.e. experience the
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completeness of salvation. (Some, as Barnes, apply this *' perfect" to the
completion of Bevelation as a sj[stem, but this is not the subject discussed

;

the reference to the non-reception of the promise demands an interpreta-
tion of the ** perfect'* in a realization of the promise by themselves person-
ally.) The saints after death are represented as hoping and waiting for

greater blessings (Rev, 6 : 9, 10, 11, comp. with 20 : 4-6), and it is in

view of this that the apostles, when comforting the bereaved, do not dwell
on the intermediate state, but refer such for consolation to the period
when Redemption is completed, as e.g. 1 Thess. 4 : 13-18, And it is

because of this still imperfect and waiting nature of the period between
death and the Advent, that the apostles, in the midst of trials and suffer-

ings, overleap the intermediate, and exhort to patience ufito tlie Coming of
the Lord, e.g. James 5 : 7.

Nast {Com. Matt. 22 : 31, 32) justly observes :
** That the Scriptnres attAch more iwr

poriance to the restiTrection of the body than to the mere self-conscions existence of the
goal in its disembodied state, arises from the fact that the disembodied state of the sonl
is considered in the Bcriptares as something imperfect, abnormal, so mnch so that even
the sonlf) of the jnst loo\ forward with intense desire to their reunion (Kom. 8 : 11, 23)

with their bodies." We hare only to contrast the Scripture statements respecting death
and its results with those of the resurrection and its results, to see that Nast, and many
others who make similar declarations, ar« oorred in aflirming such an " imperfect, abnor-
mal" condition.

'

Obs, 4. In the very nature of the case there must be an incompleted sal-

vation during this period, because both soul and body constitute the per-

son redeemed, and so long as " ike redetnpiion of the body,'* Rom. 8 : 23, is

not experienced, an imperfect state must exist. Besides this, the forfeited

blessings, such as the restored earthly Paradise, the dominion over the
earth, the absolute victory over death, are not realized in it. And in the

Promised blessings of glorification, rulership on the earth, association with
esns in His inheritance and glory, none of these are experienced, being,

as we have seen, always combined, as a resultant, with the Sec. Advent.

Dr. Nevin {Mystical Presence, p. 171) says :
" The whole argument in the 15th ch. of

Ist Cor., as well as the representation in 1 Tbeas. 4 : 13-18, proceeds on the assumption
that the life of the body^ &s well as that of the soul, is indispensable io the perfect sUite of

our nature as human. The sonl, then, during the intermediate state, cannot possibly

constitute, in the biblical view, a compleie man ; and the case requires, besides, that we
should conceive of its relation to the body as still in force ; not absolutely destroyed, but
only suspended. The whole condition is interimistic, and by no possibility of concep-
tion capable of being thought of as complete and final." Dr. Brown {Ch. Sec, Com,, p.

24) concedes that death, or the condition after death, is not to be put in the place of

Christ's See. Advent, and that the state of " the Just is not only incompleiej but, in some
sense, private andfragmerUary, if I may so express myself. But at the Redeemer's appear-
ing all His redeemed will be collected tq;ether, and perfecUy and publicly glorified.*'

(Comp. Prop. 121, Obs. 7 (4), and note, and Prop. 120, Obs. 4.)

Obs. 5. Another distinctiye and remarkable feature corroborates our

position. Every writer on the subject of the intermediate state confesses

that no attempt is made in any place whatever to describe it. The various

theories and descriptions respecting it are drawn from inferences, and the

admission is fully made by writers of all classes (who hold to a future per-

sonal Sec. Advent), that the eye of faith and the heart* of hope is fixed, noi

ffo much on the condition after death as to the condition after the Advent.

Now why such a procedure? The key lies in this simple fact, viz., that
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the intermediate state (whatever it may be) hcta no relationship whatever to

the fulfilment of covenant and propliecy pertaining to Redemption, and
consequently is not portrayed.

ThtLB to illnHtrate the utterances of many theologians, take e.g. Enapp {Gh. Tkeoiogy,

S.
518), who says :

" Before this time (i.e. the resurrection of the body) shall arrive, the

isemDodied spirit will be in a certain intermediate state. The exact nature of this state

is Twrf, indeed, particularly described to us, and we are unable even to conceive of it dis-

tinctly ; but so much the Bible plainly teaches, that immediately after death the soul

passes into that state for which, from the nature of its previous life, it is prepared/' In
what the rewards euid punishments of this intermediate state will consist cannot be deter-

mined, nor whether, in addition to those which are natural—the necessary consequences
of action and feeling—there will also be, even then, those which are positive and result

from the free appointment of God.**

Obs, 6. The Early Church doctrine, established nnder the direct auspices

of the apostles, and the elders appointed by them, was, over against Gnos-
ticism and other errors, universally held as follows : that the hope of the

believer was in the Sec. Advent (expected speedy), at which period ths in-

keriiing of the Kingdom, the crownifig aiid rewarding was located. In
the intermediate state it was held that there was a non-fulfilment of core-

nant promises, the realization of which was allied with the Sec. Coming of
Jesus. Much was made of the Sec. Advent, the resurrection of the saints,

and the resultant glory, so that in Eschatology these thin^ were pre-

eminently prominent—a prominence unfortunately undermined by the

Alexandrian school and overthrown by the Papacy. Now how can we possi-

bly account for the Early Church view, given under divine auspices, on so

important a matter, unless it be the correct one, sustained as it is by a con-

sistent ap^)eal to Scripture ?

Comp. Brooks' Essays (Abdiel's), and JES, Proph, Inierprdcdion, Bish. Taylor's Liberty

of Prophesying, s. 8. We quote Taylor, charging the Bomish Church with contradicting
early Church doctrine, as follows :

*^ That is a plain secession from antiquity, which was
determined by the Council of Florence, * that the souls of the pious, being purified, are

immediately at death received into heavertf and behold clearly the tnune God. just as He is ;*

—for those who please to try may see it dogmatically resolved to the contrary by Justin
Martyr, IreuBBus, Origen, Chrysostom, Theodoret, Arethas Csssariensis. Enthymius, who
may answer for the Greek Church. And it is plain that it was the opinion of the Greek
Church, by that great difficulty the Romans had of bringing the Greeks to subscribe to

the Florentine Council, w^here the Latins acted as their masterpiece of wit and strategem,
the greatest that hath been till the famous and super-politic Council of Trent. And for

the Latin Church. Tertullian, Ambrose, Austin, Hilary, Frudentius, Lactantina, Victori-

nus, and Bernard, are known to be of opinion that the souls of the saints are m abditis

rec^ptaculis et exierioribus atriis (in private receptacles and in more outward courts), where
they expect the resurrectiou of their bodies and the glorification of their souls ; and
though they all believe them to be happy, yet that they enjoy not the beatific vision
before the resurrection." Some writers feel the incubus of the early Church view upon
their modem conceptions, and try to makn the impression that the fathers entertained
the modem engrafted notions. Thus e.g. Pressense (Early Tears of Christianity / The
Martyrs, etc., p. 250) attributes to Justin at his martyrdom the expressed belief of an im-
mediate ascension to heaven when his head was out off. saying, " I know it, yes, beyond
all power to doubt, I know it." Now, when we ask for the authority of a belief which
flatly contradicts Justin's own published faith, we are referred to Binault's Ada Mar-
tyrum Sincera, a work, like similar ones, which largely draws on the imagination for pro-
fessed details. When Pressense declares, " The details of the narrative correspond witii

all that is known of Justin," we beg to differ, and assert -from Justin's own writings

—

the contrary. In reference to this substitution of death for " the blessed hope,** etc., the
reader will find some excellent remarks by Gordon in his Essay on the first H^wrreedon,
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Obs. 7. The Jewish view must be considered by the student. This, as

stated by numerous authorities, was decided, viz., that the Patriarchs and
their deceased descendants, that all who had died true Israelites, were only
to be raised to glory and covenanted promises at the Coming of the Messiah.
Whatever differences of opinion existed as the actual condition of dead
ones, all were united in the common view that at the Advent of the prom-
ised David's Son, then, and then only, would the promises of God respect-

ing a glorious Salvation be completed. The abundance of quotations
already given under previous Propositions fully show this faith. But now
observe that this identical Jewish faith is incorporated in the Xew Test,

and in the Early Church, with this difference, that what the Jews attrib-

uted to the First Advent of the Messiah, the New Test, and Early Church
applied to the Second Advent of Jesus the Messiah.

Take e.g. snch a writer as Enapp, who endeavors to moke as mach as poasible out of
dejith, yet {Ch. Tkeoi, Lects. 149 and 150) he very fairly gives the Jewish view as mate-
rially different from the modem one of immediate entrance into heaven, and admits that

an intermediate state was held *' by many of the Ghorch Fathers— 6.g. Justin the Martyr,
Irensena, and Tertullian. The student need only refer to onr Biblical Cyclops, and Diets.,

in Arts, on ** Uheol " and ** Hades," as well as those on Jewish belief, and he will find

abundant material in behalf of our position. Those who press the Parable of the Rich
Man and Lazams io a delineation of the bliss and suffering of the righteous and wicked
after death, gain nothing after all but an intermedicUe state separate and distinct from the
third heaven or from the rewards, etc., at the Seo. Advent. Whatever view we take of

its teaching, this is the result. Thus e.g. Hudson {Debt and Grace, p. 257) remarks :
" The

Parable of the Rich Man and IjazaruB, also, will not sustain the modem expectation of

entering heaven at death. Borrowed from the Jews themselves, it simply illustrates their

dramatic conceptions of the underworld." So Van Ooaterzee (Lange's Com. Lvke, p, 256)
on the same, says :

" Paradise, which is here spoken of as the destined place of the
blessed, must be carefully distinguished from the third heaven, 2 Cor. 12 : 4, the dwelling-
place of the perfected righteous. The Paradise is, on the other hand, in the intermediate
state a place of incipient, although refreshing, rest, in which the Jews conceived all the
saints of the Old Test, as united in joy." Some Jews, however, as Hudson (above), notices,
" did not consider the Patriarchs as living until the resurrection." But aU united in the
idea of a detention, an intermediate state.

Obs, 8. While it is true that our argument is not affected one way or the

other, no matter what theory of the intermediate state is held (provided

07ily that the non-fulfilment of the covenant promises, the inheriting,

crowning, and rewarding, is conceded)—the third heaven theory of the

multitndc, the spheres of Origen, the intermediate state of Stilling, Hahn,
etc., the underground world of Storrs, etc.—yet it may be proi)er, in this

connection, to point out that if this intermediate state is one of detention,

if it is intermiatic and incomplete, a certain incongruity exists in locating

it 1*71 the third heaven. Rejecting Romish Purgatory and Cameron's {Future
State) prayer for the dead as unscriptural ; without attempting to explain

the actual place and condition of the saints which the Bible leaves indefi-

nite and unexplained (saving in general terms expressive of security of

Redemption and blessedness), it may be sufficient to direct attention to the

Primitive Church view as presented by Justin Martyr (Dial. Tryp. c. 80) :

*' If you meet with some who are called Christians" (i.e. Gnostics) ** wno
. . . dare calumniate the God of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob, and who
say that there is no resurrection of the dead, but that at death their souh
are received up into heaven, do not regard them as Christians." This, as

Hudson {Debt and Grace, p. 254) has well observed, is ** the more remark-
able because he had been a Platonist" IrensBus (Contra HsBres, 1. 6, c.
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31, § 2), thus opposes the Gnostics :
'* How shall not they be confounded

who eay that the Underworld {inferos) is this world of ours, and their inner

man, on leaving the body here, ascends the supercelestial place?" '* The
souls of His (Christ's) disciples also, for whom the Lord did these things,

go away into an unseen place appointed them by God, and there abide

until the resurrection whicn they await. Then receiving bodies and rising

entire, that is, bodily, as the Lord also arose, they come thus to the vision

of God." Others, as Polycarp {Epis. FhiL), speak of ** the place due and
promised," and Tertullian {On the Soul, On Paradise, and On the Res.)

asserts that the souls are '' detained in safe keeping in Hades until the

day of the Lord," ** that all souls are compelled into the Under-
world " (although the love of martyrdom and its eulogy made an ex-

ception as stated by Tertullian :
** No one, on leaving the body, dwells

immediately with the Lord, except he who, by the prerogative of martyr-
dom, shall go to Paradise instead of the Underworld." The only key to

Paradise is your blood"). Such a doctrine of detention and of non-in-

troduction to heaven itself, in view of the prevailing philosophy and the

earnest desire of .believers to secure Redemption, could not have arisen

and become so extended unless it were derived from apostolic teaching.

It is, therefore, the most prudent to avoid a dogmatic expression as to

place, seeing how largely the Early Churchy which one should suppose,
owing to nearness to the apostles, ought to know the truth, if revealed,

differs from modern conceptions.

Origen (comp. Prop. 169, Obs. 1) could not spiritualize this intermediiite state away,
and although somewhat contradictory (showing the change of view progressing) he poai-
tiyely {De Principiis^ b. 2, ch. 11) places the saints after death " in some place situated
on the earth, which Holy Scripture calls Paradise, as in some place of instruction,** etc.,

but afterward, with his peculiar doctrine of progression added, has them when qualified
to ** ascend to a place in the air and reach the Kingdom of hearen, through those man-
sions, so to Bpeab:, in the various places which the Greeks have termed spheres, i.e.

globes, but which Holy Scripture has called heaven,'* etc. The intermediate state was
one always allied, more or less, with Millenananism. and so e.g. Neander ((/eni. Gh. His.^

vol. 2, sec. on Mill.) notices how it was specially connected with our doctrine. Prof.
Bush {ArvisUutis) quotes Justin, and remarks that the notion opposed by Justin is regarded
by him as ** a heresy," vix., "that immediately on death the soul is received up to
heaven," but Bush (who denies a bodily resurrection, having a resurrection to accom-
pany, or immediately follow, death, and making such an ascension to heaven a contin-
gent proof of it) explains Justin's view to be owing to " the prevalence of ike MiUenarian
dodrine" and then adds :

** That doctrine (MiUenarian) has been from that day to this
tbe grand support of the crass conceptions which have been entertained on the subject
of the resurrection." This we accept as the highest possible praise (comp. Props. 125-28),
seeing that our doctrine thus opposes the Gnostic corruptions introduced which ms^e
Redemption incomplete, and Christ's bodily resurrection unnecessary (if not a farce),

especially when Prof. Bush has to turn away from the early Fathers and seek consolation
in Cicero, praising the "evaTujelioal tone of Cicero," because the latter says in his Tusoulan
Questions :

" that souls may, uiAen they have forsaken their bodies^ come into heaven as inio

their own domidle.'* Gnosticism, as a reference to Church history (Neander. Kurtz, Mos-
heim, etc.) clearly shows, had a wonderful moulding influence on the doctrine of tho
intermediate state. The Papacy incorporated Origen' s view, attaching to it the doctrine
of purgatory, making the detention, the process of release, and final ascension to heaven
a source of power and profit to the church. In the case of eminent or distinguished per-
sons an immediate ascension to the third heaven was predicted (as e.g. when Louis XTL
was beheaded, his confessor exclaimed, " Son of Louis, ascend to heaven"), but of lesser

ones a purgatorial requisition was in place. This exaltation of the saints to the third
heaven is really the foundation of the invocation and intercession of saints, who (accord-
ing to the creed of Pope Pius IV.) ore now " reigning together with Christ," having
either been delivered from purgatory or directly ascended to heaven. This is seen e.g. in
the difficulty of Pope John XXII. (Draper's Intel, its, qf Surope, p. 394), who raised the
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question of " the beatiflo visionf" declaring that none of the dead saints wonld enjoy it

until after the Judgment Day. He was accused of heresy, and of taking a oourse opposed
to the interests of the church ; for the question was at once raised :

** If the saints stand
not in the presence of God, of what use is their intercession ? What is the use of address-
ing prayers to them ?** It may be that owing to this usage of the Papacy (as well as to it«

former reception in the Church, and Scriptural support), it (Thompson* s Tkeol. of Christ,

ch. 13) " obtains especially in the Lutheran communion, but has able advocates as well
in other communions." It is held by many, as can be seen in articles on " Intermediate
btate" in Herzog, and other Cyclopeedias, in ** Eschatology," in various Systems of The-
ology, etc. Thus e.g. oomp. art on in M'Clintook and Strong's Oydop., which rejects the
idea of the saints immediately after death entering heaven, and declares that the long
interval between the decease of Christians and the resurrection " is sufficient to prove
that they do not instantly pass from the Church Militant to the Kew Jerusalem above."
Rejecting the state of unconsciousness and of purgatory, the idea of locality, and passage
of time, it maintains strictly ** an intermediate state." It cites various authorities and
quarterlies containing articles. Hudson's ** Debt and Grace'* has some valuable consid-

.

erations, referring to the Fathers, Tyndale, Luthei, etc., and explaining the passages

(2 Cor. 5:8; Phil. 1 : 21-23) supposed to teach the contrary—holding that " those
addressed in the £pis. to the Hebrews did not consider ' the general assembly of the
Church of the first-bom ' as being already in heaven ; their names only were written
there" (to which we add that the distinctive mention of ** fLrst-bom" is indicative of a
siill future resurrection—with which it is allied—not yet experienced). G. S. Faber in

The Many Mansions has the spirits of men, good and bad, in Hades, where they are

detained, neither entering heaven nor hell, until the resurrection. '* Greybeard,** in his

Lay Hermons, No. 104, makes " the being with Christ," Phil. 1 : 23, 2i, ** present with
the Lord," 2 Cor. 5 : 8, etc., a state of blessed repose with Christ in sleep, as though a
night, preparatory to an awakening at the resurrection (Hudson, above, explains such
passages as an overleaping the intermediate st^ite by anticipation, and seiring the ultimate

resuU at the resurrection). Dr. Smeltzer advocates " The Intermediate State" in The
i^uarteriy Review^ April, 1873, and so many who hitve no sympathy whatever with Hille-

narianism huld to the same. Even Macnight on Heb. 11 : 4(>-i3 {Com.) is forced to lay

down the doctrine that the righteous are oniy reioarded at the Sec. Advent, giving as proof
John U : 3, Matt, 13 : 40, 43, 1 Pet. 4 : 13 and 5 : 4, 1 John 3 ; 2. Van OosLerzee {Dog.,

vol, 2, sec. 142) makes the departed saint " only bUsaed in hope" awaiting the Sec. Ad-
vent (with which comp. Martensen's —Ch. Dog., s. 276—advocacy of an intermediate

state, and see Hagenbach's His. of Doe., vol. 1, s. 77). Works having a discussion of the

subject or references to the same are numerous, including such as Bickersteth's Hades
and Heaven, Huidekoper's Beli^ of ihe Mrsi Three Centuries Oonceming Christ's Mission

to Ihe Underworld^ Sear's Fbregkams qf Immortality, Whately's Future i^taie, Copland's
Mortal Life, Alger's OU. His. Doc. Future Ufe, Fiddes' Doe. Fut. State, Humphrey's TVanM,

cf Aihanagoras on State of the Dead, Blaokbume's His. View of the Controversy from Refor-

maUon to 1772," etc.

It is only necessary to say to the critical student that whatever differences may exist

respecting the meanii^ of *' Sheol " and " Hades'* (see Bib. Lexicons, etc.), whether it

be taken in a most comprehensive or in a limited sense, one thing is self-evident, that

neither Sheol nor Hades ever stands for ihe third heaven, and yet all the departed, both good
and bad, enter there ; and the simple fact that both classes enter the same designated

place ought of itself to be amply sufficient to cause the current third heaven application to

be seriously questioned. Every definition of these terms (e.g. by Stuart, Campbell, etc.)

including under-world, the region of the dead, state of the dead, grave, etc., forbids its

beiug connected with heaven, and it was evidently this usage that infiuenced Luther
(Table Talk, " On God's Word." ch. 29) to say, as both the rich man and Lazarus entered

Hades, the same place : " Abraham's bosom is the promise and assurance of salvation,

and the expectation of Jesus Christ ; not heavenitsetf, but the expectation of heaven." ^3o

Trench on the Parables : " * Abraham's bosom ' is not heaven, though it will issue in

heaven ; so neither is * Hades ' hell, though it will issue in it, when death and Hades
shall be cast into the lake of fire, which is the proper hell ;** comp. Enapp, Ch. Theol,,

p. 526, saying of the early Fathers who held to " a state which is neither heaven nor hell :"

" This intermediate state they call, taking the appellation from Luke 16, Sinum Abror

hamC) A simple comparison of these terms and usage will alone decide the cautums stu-

dent to avoid the popular application, especially when the few texts supposed to conflict

must be controlled in interpretation by the general analogy on the subject. Nothing can

be made out decisive by the usage of the word " Paradise," for the student well knows
that it was employed to designate both a heavenly and an earthly Paradise —that it means
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a pleasnre or delightful garden, a blissfnl abode either in heaven or on earth, and that,

therefore, the early and later Fathera used it simply to designate a place where the saints

were happy. Another subject often blended with this one, viz., the natural or aoquirad
immortality, or the intermediate nature of man, does not require any notice from us, for

the reason that whatever view is held (and all these are most ably represented in works
specially devoted to them) none of them demands, as a necessary sequence, the rewarding
of the saints after death and before the Advent, or the rejection of a detention, imperfect
state, or the elevation of the saints to the third heaven. Writers who hold to these sev-

eral theories unite with us in asserting the incompleteness of Redemption in this inter-

mediate state, the non-exaltation of the saints to heaven, and the necessity of the Sec
Advent to complete salvation. From those who advocate the highest blissful, active

consciousness in a Paradise located in Hades, down through those who have gradationa
of bliss to a pleasant sleep, do\vn to utter unconsciousness—all, whatever they may make
out of this intermediate state, insist upon an imperfect state, ontside of heaven, which
imperfection is removed at the Second Comii^ of Jesus.
To illustrate how men hastily infer a doctrine and dogmatically assert it respecting the

intermediate state, we refer to Dr. Clark's Nan all Immortal. He correctly encounters
various errors on the subject, as e.g. " that the saints of God enter upon the full realiza-

tion of their everlasting felicity immediately at death, and independently of their resur-

rection bodies ;" and he shows this to be unscriptural because " everywhere do the Scrip-

tures teach us that it is in connection with his body man is to attain his highest destiny.'

'

But instead of leaving '* Sheol " and ** Hades*' represent an intermediate place aside
from the third heaven, he insists upon it that the intermediate place embraces for the
saints the third heaven. The proof given for this positive declaration is the following :

Jesus Christ is in the third heaven, and as dead saints are represented to be with Christ
or Christ with them, they must <Uso be in the third heaven. Unfortunately this is pure
inference formed by combining two classes of passe^es, which combination is not given by
th^ Spirit, tor no passage exists which describes the intermediate state as located in the
third heaven. We admit that Christ is there, but while there He is also here in the be-
liever, in the sacraments, in the closet of prayer, in the Church, etc. God is everywhere
(Ps. 139 : 7-12) present, and the presence, care, protection, etc., of Jesus over tiie de-
parted in this intermediate state is affirmed. Dr. Clarke's argument proceeds on the
assumption that if Jesus is in the third heaven He cannU specially be in the intermediate
state if one of consciousness and blessedness, and if a place separate and distinct from
the former. If Jesus specially appeared to Paul, etc.. He can specially manifest Himself
to others, wherever they may be located. Harbaugh in ** Heaven,** etc., takes the same view
that Clark does, based on the same assumption, ignoring UdaUy the meaning attached to
the Scriptures respecting " Sheol and Hades,'* into which all enter, and into which Jesus
Himself entered during the short period of His detention, and in which David (Acts
2 : 34) is still detained. We conclude by saying : our view of the intermediate state as an
imperfect one, the saint still unclothed and waiting, answers the question so often put to
us, viz., how we can reasonably expect ihe saints who have been ages in heaven, enjoying
its bliss, clothed upon with a spiritual or semi-spiritual body, glorified or semi-glorified, to
come here to this earth to reign, etc., afier such a blessed experience ? Our answer is

plain : No two stages of glorification, embodiment, completed Redemption after death are
described in the Scriptures. The glorification, the Christ-like embodiment, the perfected
Redemption, are all aUached to the Second Advent and the resurrection of the just.

Obs, 9. We insist upon it that the intermediate state, expressed by the
terms Hades and Sheol^ continues down not only to the Second Advent, but
to the end of the Mill. age. For it is only (Rev. 20 : 13, 14) after the
close of the thousand years and little season that the realm of the dead,
through the power of Jesus, is utterly removed. (Comp. Revision, Vario-
rum, etc.) While some are removed from it, and reign with Christ, etc.,

others are kept in it until this final period. Hence, we cannot, without
violence, allow a change to have been introduced at the First Advent, viz.,

that saints since then are directly taken to heaven, and therefore do not now
enter Hades. Such a view is opposed to the general aruitogy of the Script-
ures, which makes every believer to follow the humiliation of the Master,
and like Him enter Hades ; it multiplies the prayer of faith given to every
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believer (e.g. in Ps.) for deliverance from Hades ; it makes the diBtingnisb-

ing characteristic of Jesus at His Coming, as having ** the keys of Hadesy^*

of no personal interest to the believer. One passage alone is decisive of

two truths, viz., that the saints in Hades are not in heaven, and that be-

lierera at the future res. of the saints are still in Hades, and that is, 1 Oon
15 : 54, 55, '* I will redeem them from the hand of Hades, I will ransom
them from death. death, I will be thy plagues ; Hades, I wUl be thy
destruction."

Let the student keep in view the following points, viz., (1) Hades (so Sheol) is '* in
opposition to heaven" (so Lange, ^latt. ch. 11 : 23, and see the references to Owen« Alex-
ander, etc.* "who concede it) ; (2) the Scriptural representations that all beIieTers» like

their Head, enter Hades
; (3) that Jesns, at His Coming, having the keys of Hades, de-

livers His people ; (4) that others remain in Hades until the thousand years are ended ;

(5) that in Hades there is incompleteness of redemption ; (6) that those in Hades are rep-

resented as waiting for the glorions redemption. The reception of these points—all

clearly tanght—preserves Scriptnral unity. We direct attention to Dr. Craven's Excwrsus
on Hades in Lange's (Jem. on Bev.^ pp. 364-378, which will repay perosal. Much that he
says is confirmatory of onr view, and can be cordially received. He makes Hades an in-

termediate place in the IJnseen World, distinct from heaven and hell, having before the
resurrection of Jesus two compartments, one of oomfort and the other of misery, one for

the pious and the other for the wicked ; but after the resurrection of Jesus, the righteous

being delivered from Hades and having ascended to heaven with Him, onZy the vncfced are

taken to Hades (reserved in misery against the day of general judgment), while the right-

eous are taken to heaven. While serious objections can be urged against several of the

points taken by him, we are only concerned in this alleged change which takes it as a fact

that one comparimeni of Hades, employed for the retention of the righteous, has been
vacated and unused since the ascension of Jesus. However ably urged, we cannot receive

this view, because the deliverance of the saintsyrom Hades (e.g. Hos. 13 : 14, comp. with

1 Oor. 15) is directly associated with the Pre-Mill. Advent of Jesus and the resurrection

distinctive of believers. His proof (as e.g. John 14 : 2, 3, see Prop. 170) is considered and
explained under various propositions, and requires no special repetition. We object not

to a partial removal at the resurrection and ascension of Jesus of captives delivered from
Hades if that be insisted upon, but we insist on its continuance as the state or abode of

all men until the Coming of Jesus, who says :
" I have the keys of death and of Hades.**

(Comp. e.g. Dr. Seiss in The Apocalypae, p. 99.) When He comes then, according to

Faul's testimony, death and Hades wm be conquered by Him, and give up to the Con-
queror those accounted worthy of the better, pre-eminent resurrection.
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Proposition 137.

—

This doctrine of the Kingdom sustained by

the phrase " the world to cww€,"

If we find this phrase employed by the Jews to designate a
particular period of time, and if it is adopted by the apostles,

without the slightest hint as to a change in its meaning, it is fair

and just to conclude that in the Apostles' estimation it coniiniced

to retain the meaning ascribed to it by the Jews.

0b8. 1. Let ti8 briefly consider in what eense the phrase, ** the world to

come*' was used by the Jews. Prof. Bush {Anas, p. 136) says :
** ' The

judgment of the great day/ the period of * the world to corne,^ is that period

which in tlie Jewish Chriatology was identical with the reignifig and judg-
ing supremacy of the Messiah, He quotes Lightfoot in confirmation, and
adds from the Sohar, fol. 81, " In the world to come the holy blessed God
will vivify the dead and raise the^nfrom their dust,*' etc., and then refers

to Pococke {Porta Mosis, Not. Misceh p. 166) who says, that IL Saadias

maintains that '* the resurrectiou is to take place during the Messiah's

reign on the earth, and so that the promise of the dead Israelites being

brought out of their sepulchres is to be accomplished in this world or age,

and that we are not to suppose that it pertains to another ; consequently

the prediction of Daniel respecting the many that sleep in the dust, witn
various other Scriptures, is to be fulfilled in the time of salvation, a phrase

entirely equivalent to the days of the Messiah,*^ ** So it is said in Toreth
Adam, foi, 105, that the day of judgynent will commence, sub initium
dierum resurrectionist at the beginning of the days of the resurrection.*'

(Oomp. Prop, 133.) According to Buxtorf, as quoted by Barnes on Heb.
2 : 5, it was employed by the Jews to denote '* the world which is to exist

after this world is destroyed, and after the resurrection of the dead, when
souls shall be again united to their bodies,'* or ** the days of the Messiah^

when He shall reign on the earth,*^ The Targum of Palestine (Dr. Ether-
idge's Transls.) on Balaam's prophecy has :

** If the house of Israel kill mfr
with the sword ^ then, it is made known to me, I shall have no portion in
the world to come ; nevertheless, if I may but die the death of the true !

that my last end may be as the least among them." The student will

find additional references to the opinion that •* the world to come" referred

to the reign of Messiah after the resurrection in Lightfoot's works. Wet-
stein, Schoettgen (Bloomfield, Heb. 2 : 5), Clarke's, Lange's, and other
Commentaries. See Props. 138 and 139.

The Talmud frequeiitl7 speaks of Israelites reoeiTing *' a portion of the world to
oome," " a part in the world to come,'* and asserts :

*^ He who denies that the Soriptixres

are from heaven has no part in the world to come/' " the generation of the delnge have
no part in the world to come," " the generation of the dispersion (at the building of the
tower of Babel) have no part in the world to come," ** the people of Sodom have no part
in the world to come," etc., speaking also of " this world and that to come," etc. Hence
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Barnes, Com. Heb. 6 : 6 on the phrase " the world to come," aays : "Or, of ' iha Coming
age,* ' The age to come* was a phrase in common use among the Hebrews, to denote the
fntore dispensation, the times of the Messiah," etc. LitteU's XIu. Age, July 26th, 1879,
in an art. on the '* Talmud," quotes as follows : B. Simeon on ProT. 6 • 22 says :

'* When
thou goest, it (the law) shall lead thee, that is, in this w>orW. When thou sleepest, it shall
keep thee, in the grave, and when thou awakest, it shall talk to thee in the tDortd to come.**

Another utterance on Ps. 23 : 6 is thus given :
" In this toorld ye (Israel) offer mo (Ood)

the shew-bread and oblations. In ihe vorld to come, I will spread for you a great table,

and the nations of the v>orid shall behold and be confounded ; for it is said, * Thou wilt
prepare a table before me in the presence of mine enemies.'

"

Obs. 2. The effort made by Barnes, Bloomfield, etc., to make this

expression nsed by the Jews, and adopted withoat dissent or change, in the
New Test, to mean thepresent dispensation, age, or world nnder the Messiah
fails, because it does not meet the conditions attached to it in that day,
viz., it included the reign of the Messiah after the resurrection of the dead.
This will appear evident if notice is taken of the distinctive usage accorded
to the phraseology in Matt. 12 : 32, ** neither in this wdrld (age) nor in the

world to come.^* Critics, Lightfoot, Wetstein, etc., refer the latter to
Christ's Kingdom, and according to Wetstein (Lange, loci) it was a pro-

verbial expression referring to the Advent of the Messiah, Jesus adopts it,

and links it therefore, as we maintain, with His future personal Advent,
And this is conceded (unwillingly) by our opponents, in the simple state-

ment that the sin or guilt alluded to remains unpardoned after the Sec.

Ad\ent of Christ, and therefore this world or age to come is included in

the period after the xVdvent. The langaage bein^ addressed to Jews, with*

out any of those modern explanations attached, is a virtual indorsement of

the phrase as understood by them. So Paul, Heb. 2 : 5, **for unto the
angels hath He not put in subjection the world to cmne, whereof we speak,"
argues that this subjection is not witnessed, as many passages prove, down
to the Sec. Advent of the Messiah, and hence necessarily locates it in the

future after that Advent. Therefore his use of the word corresponding
with that of the Jews he intimates no change in its usage, as fairness would
have required if it referred to another period. It is never employed to desig-

nate heaven or the state after death (as our opponents, Barnes^ etc., loci^

frankly admit,* but to point out this very earthy regarded as ** inhabited
"

or ** inhabitable.^^ The choice of the phrase directly refers us to the

covenant and its promises, which, if fulfilled, require under the Messiah
such a world. The only period when all things, as this predicted world
demands, are brought into subjection, is after Christ's Sec, Coming, for

down to this Pre-Mill, Advent Gentile domination is existing, and even
preceding it confederations of wickedness are witnessed. This world to

come is given to Jesus as many thus corresponding with His future coming
as the Son of man, etc. But this expression receives its fair and honest
interpretation only by regarding the general analogy of the Word ; and for

a proper and full understanding must be viewed in the light thrown upon
it by ** the day of Jesus Christ,** ** the end ^ the age/' and ** the coming
age,'* as given in Propositions following. Therefore the reader, before

deciding, will await the additional evidence to be placed before him. In
regard to the phrase in Heb. 6 : 5, however much some may make the
tasting of '* thepowers of the world to come** the enjoyment of religion, etc.,

in this present dispensation, or the gospel period (tnus making the world
to come equivalent to ** the gospel dispensation"), yet numerous commen-
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tatora and others, who have no sympathy with our views, tell us that there

is a reference to the future, making it to refer to the future heavenly state,

so e.g. Bloomfield, Scott, etc. That it has reference to the future, and to

the future as understood at that period by the Hebrews addressed, must be

apparent to tho scholar from the occurrence of no proposed change by tlie

apostle to its usual significance.'

1 We have found one exception, which charity will attribute to ignoianoe and not to

design, as follows : Wiathrop {Lee., p. 197) justly says, after many able critics and
writers, that, as Barnes etc., foci, the word translated "world" should haye been ren*

dered '* the habitable earth,*' because the word oikumenen is a participle meaning inhab-
ited or habitable, the word earth being understood. A reviewer of Winthrop in 7%e King-
dom qf Grace, produces the following remarkable and critical rejoinder : (1> That we are

not at liberty to " supply Greek terms when they seem wanting," and (2) that *' all plain

readers of the Bible suppose this expression to refer only to the future state of men after

death," The readers must then be very *' plain" and addicted to mere ** suppositions,**

and all versionists are guilty of undue liberty in supplying the terms that the Greek idiom
requires. We can respect infidel attacks by ascribing some honesty to them, but such
criticisms are simply contemptible, made to subserve an unscholarly purpose. Such a

writer evidently has never seen the statements given in our elementary books, as e.g.

Home's Introd., vol. 2, p. 13, etc. He also fails to notice that this phrase is identified

with the Second Adamic dominion restored in the person of Jesus, and which restoration

is invariably linked with the Sec. Advent (comp. Prop. 82). H, Dana Ward {Proph.

TlmeSt vol. 12, p. 33, etc.) gives an interesting statement of the usage of the three words
(aion, kosmos, oikoumene) translated " world " in our version, and he makes ** aiOn'*

equivalent to *' a period of time,'* or *' the age ;*' ** kosmos" to order, arrangement, the
present order of things, the universe ; and ** oikoumene " to " the inhabited earth," it

meaning *' inhabited " and as ** a passive participle agrees with ge, i.e. earth, under-
stood." So used Matt. 24 : 14 ; Luke 2 : 1 ; 4 : 5 ; 21 : 26 ; Acta 11 : 28 ; 17 : 6. 31 ;

19 : 27 ; 24 : 5 ; Rom. 10 : 18 ; Heb. 1 : G ; 11 : 6 ; Rev. 3 : 10 ; 12 : 9 ; 16 : 14. Mac-
night (Gom. loci) ** the inhabitable world to come," which is correct. The Comp. Com-
mentary makes it ** the state of the Gospel Church,'* for which there is no proof. Many
make it ** the coming world," i.e. the Messianic, which we can receive. The Revision
has as marg. reading, *' the inhabited earth."

« To make the phrase " world to come*' equivalent to the present dispensation, ** the

Christian dispensation" (so Stuart, etc.), "the times of the New Test, (so Bloomfield,
etc.), involves its advocates ii^ self-contradiction. Thus e.g. such a dispensation has
been running for some time, about thirty years, and yet if it is thus referred to ; it is

spoken of as not present but still future —as something to come. If they endeavor (as

Scott, Doddridge, etc.) to unite with the idea of a present dispensation that of heavenly
blessedness, thus including the future, they only increase the difficulty : (1) for then the
writer still ignores the present by leading us to contemplate that which is to come, and
(2) he chooses a phrase which all anciently applied to this earth, this inhabited earth in the
future under the Messiah, to describe heaven ; but how it can consistently describe the
latter these ^Titers fail to inform us. Philo-Basilicus (Judge Jones, JSssaySt p. 42) says :

" Dr. Owen observes ' that it denotes a certain state or condition of things in this world,*
that is on this globe, * for the apostle does not treat directly of heaven,' and to call

heaven ^ the world to come' because we are to go into it, is, says Beza, * ratter harsh.'
**

We only add, that it is a period of time following the resurrection, which Polycarp (,£^.
Fhilj ch. 5) notices :

" If we please (the Lord) in this present loorW, we shall also be made
partakers of iltai lohich is to oome, according as He hath promised us, that He will raise its

from ike dead /and that if we walk worthy of Him, we shall also reign together mth Him."
This is only repeating what Barnabas previously stated, viz., thot when the Lord comes
to renew this world, making " all things new, then shall he the beginning (f another loorW.**

This has been reiterated by a multitude, who link it with the time of restitution, as e.g.

Dr. Goodwin {Kdr. Proph.
, p. 181), advocating the renovation, remarks :

** As God takes
the same substance of man*s nature and engrafteth the new creature upon it, the same
man still ; so He takes the same toorid and makes it a new twHd to come for the Second
Adam. For the substance of the same world shall be restored to a glory which Adam
could never have raised it unto. And this God will do before He hath done with it, and
this restitution is * the voorld to come,' Heb. 2 : 5." So also the reader's attention may be
called to Luke 20 : 35. Although in the Greek another word is used (meaning age or dia-
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pensation). yet the translators evidently employed it as synonymous (vhicb it is to some
extent) with the other. It reads :

*' Bnt they whioh are acconnted worthy to obtain (fiat

viorld {or age) and the resurrection from the dead." etc., thus showing how the obtaining
of the future age or world is linked—not with Hades, or Sheol, or Heaven, or this dis-

pensation, or the Grospel, bnt with the reaurredion cf ike dead—jnst as the Jews believed,

as the covenants demand, as the promises of Qod require. Hence Van Oosterzee
(Lange's Coin, Luke, p. 305, on ch. 25 : 35j says i **To obtain Viat world. The Messianic
aum (age) is conceived as coinciding with the resnrrection of the righteous^ ch. 14 : 14,

which is here exclusively spoken of. It is a privilege which is not communicated to all,

but only to the eklektois (the called or elect), while those who at the moment of the
Farousia have not died but are found yet living are here not further spoken of.*' In his

comment to ch, 14 : 14, to whioh he refers, he remarks :
*' He (Christ), like Paul (1 Thess.

4 : 16 ; 1 Cor. 15 : 23) and John (Rev. 20 : 5, 6), between a first and second resurrection,

comp. tdso Luke 20 : 34r-36," etc. (Comp. Dr. Poor's note to Lange's Oom, I Cor., p. 349.)

Obs. 3. The Bible clearly teaches a dispensation to succeed our present

one. This is done in a variety of ways, and is confirmatory of our posi-

tion. Leaving the intimations of a new ordering or arrangement given by
•* restitution,*" ** regeneration,*' ** new heavens and new earth," etc., this

is virtually admitted by Fairbairn, Brown, and others, in that they inform
us that tlio Mill, age can only be introduced and realized as predicted by
the bestowal of new and extraordinary measures, agencies, etc., thus show-
ing marked and distinguishing changes in the order then established. The
''harvest*' at the end of this oge bounds the closing of this and the com-
mencement of the new dispensation. This ** harvest" is predicted, as we
have shown. Rev. 14 : 14-20 ; Joel 3 : 13, etc., to be Pre-Millennial. The
Millennium itself, including the resurrection and events which require the

exertion of supernatural power, etc., is indicative of a new era or age. The
dispensation that follows is one of Redemption, perfected Salvation, and
it ]s a low estimate to confine the redemptive period to this age or dispen-

sation, in which it remains incompleted down to the Sec, Advent, This is the

preparative stage of Redemption ; that which follows is Redemption fully

realized. Consequently sucn declarations as Eph. 1 : 10, ** thai in the dis-

pensation of tike fulness of times he might gather together in one all thinas,^^

etc., mnst be understood of that dispensation still future which shall be

ushered in when the times preceding it have been completed. The proof

that Eph. 1 : 10 thus refers to such a dispensation is found in the context,

for (1) as numerous passages plainly state, this gathering of all things into

one is only witnessed when this dispensation or age closes ; (2) in this

gathering ** all things," in the Greek the neuter form, evidently also

embraces the creation then redeemed from the curse, which only is done in

the re-creation after this dispensation has ended
; (3) all things are under

Christ in this dispensation mentioned, which is not realized until after the

Sec. Advent ; (4) the connection of the ** inheritance,'* ** the redemption

of the purchased possession** with this dispensation indicates the same ;

(5) the adopting the exact phraseology of the Jews respecting an incoming
age, with the sole change of applying it to Jesus Chnst, David*s Son and
Ix)rd. * It seems to us strange that some theologians, seeing the gathering

and oneness ascribed to the Millennial period, seeing that the churches

under the direct teaching of the apostles all believed in a future and incom-

ing dispensation—^Millennial—should so persistently, to defend a theory,

apply this to the present dispensation, and yet acknowledge, as many of

them do, that its realization will only be witnessed fully when Christ

comes. Such arguments as are derived from the Pre-Mill. Advent, resur-
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rection, judgment, etc., fonn the introduction of the incoming Kingdom
by the power of Christ—indeed all the varied propoaitiona derived directly

or indirectly from the Covenant, the foundation of all that ia future, con-

verge in a aiapenaation succeeding thia one.'

1 On this important pass^e may be added : (1) A gathering is predicated at Sec. Advent,
which occurs at the close of this age, as e.g. 2 Thess. 2 : 1 ; 1 Thess. 4 : 17, etc. (2) This
gnthering is at the end of the age, includes the harvest, as in parable of tares and wheat.
Rev. 14 : 19, eto. (3) This gathering includes that from the heavens, as e.g. angels,
saints, New Jemsalem, and even dominions, etc. (4) This gathering embraces all on
earth, as e.g. saints, the Jewish nation. Gentile nations, restoration of forfeited bless-
ings, removal of corse. In brief^ as Olshaosen, etc., it includes ** the resloraium of aU
things." Comp. Lange's Com. on Matt. 13 : 41. Barnes Oom. on £ph. 3 : 11 explains " the
eternal purpose" to be literally rendered " the purpose of the ages" i.e. the plan or arrange-
ment of the incoming ages, thus indicating that others follow. Barnes with his theory
of a final age or dispensation insists that this *' the purpose of ages" means '* the purpose
formed in past ages." Admitting that this purpose or plan originated in past ages, yet
the line of argument connects the same with the wmplelion of the arrangement in ocfuol

realization, and, therefore, relates to the present and future. Locke, Cluindler, Whitby,
and others render this :

** according to that disposition or arrangement of the ages which
He made in Jesus Christ, or through Him." Two things are self-evident, (1) that this
Plan or Purpose has reference to Jesus Christ, and (2) that it includes all pertaining to
Jesus, and hence of necessity what pertains to Jesus after His Sec. Advent. It includes,
oonsequently, the time following His Coming, or what, £ph. M : 7, is specifioaUy denomi-
nated as still future '* the ages to come," This is one of the revealed " mysteries," in
which we should be personally concerned, and so clearly stated that the assertions (e.g.

(of Dr. Bice, in Signs of (he Times) of those who declare that this dispensation is the last

or final one, remains without the slightest Scriptural foundation. If this is " a Goq^el
dispeuHHtion, " the one Coming is only a far greater one, seeing that the goodness of the
Kingdom and of salvation is realized in all its preciousness to a far greater extent in the
Coming one. Take the characteristics of the Millennial age, and while they indicate great
changes (showing a new ordering or arrangement), yet they all are embraced in the Gos-
pel of the Kingdom ; all are afulfUinent of Gospel promise.

> Having sufficiently shown that the Millennial period is an era, a definite age, or dispen*
sation, introduced by Jesus Christ at His Coming, we cannot receive the claims and pre-
tensions of mtny, who in the past and present, pretend that they or the founders of their
sect, introduce a new dispensation (as e.g. in Swedenborgianism, Shakerism, Mormonism,
Curryism, Spiritualism, " The Eclectic Church,'* etc.). This coming dispensatioxL is not
dependent on human instrumentality ; it is directly inaugurated by Jesus Himself, and in so
marked a manner—by the works performed, the results attained, etc.—that no one can
fail to see it. We only now notice that as there have been past ages or eras (some divide
them into Adamic, Patriarchal, Jewish, and Christian ; others into Adamic, Koahio, Abra-
hamic, Mosaic, and Christian ; others again into Adamic, Antediluvian, Noahic. Abra-
hamic, Mosaic, and Christian ; and still others, making the Mosaic Theocratic, introduce
another era from the captivity to Christ as Mosaic in part lacking the civil element), so
there will be others, as the Millennial and the Eternal ages following. Hence it is, as
Barnes, Com., Heb. 1 : 2, has observed, that if the word *' age" is used to designate this
world or that to come, it does so because * made ttp of ages.** This age or dispensation
to follow pertains to the glory of Christ, and is new, Le. a -new ordering, because it em-
braces a restored Theocracy, a renewal of the earth, resurrected and glorified saints, etc.
It introduces the TheocrrUic reign of Jesus and His associated rulers bringing in the resti-
tution of all things ; it enforces and exhibits in living realization Redemption through
Christ ; it practically illustrates and enlarges Christ's Redemptive work until it envelops
the world in its inestimable blessings. Great and important changes are indeed intro-
duced, but ail in the purposed line of Redemption through Christy which only serve to exalt
Him as the Saviour and King ; to magnify His sacrifice, love, mercy, and power ; to
honor Him as the combined Prophet, Priest, and King ; and to elevate Him in the hearts
of the glorified and of the nations of the earth. Hence Bh. South's rendering of Isa.
65 : 18 (with whom agrees Dr. aarke. etc.), "BevUin the age to come which I create,'* and
there is force in his rendering Isa. 9 : 6, " 37ie Father of the age to come" (with which
'oomp. Bh. Chandler's ** Defense of Christianity" and Lange's Com,, etc.).
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Proposixion 138. This doctrine of the Kingdom fuUy cor-

roborated by " the day of the Lord Jesus ChristP

This Kingdom is after the Sec. Advent, and in a period, dis-

pensation, age, dajr, or time, which, owing to the public, personal
manifestation of Jesus Christ, is by way of pre-eminence entitled
" Eis day^^ etc. Now, if it can be shown that the Jews believed
that the day or age of the Messiah was thus identified with the
period of the reign of the Messiah on David's throne, and that
the Apostles, without any change or transformation, apply this

phraseology to Jesus after His Sec. Advent, it at once powerfvlly
confirms our doctrine of the Kingdom, For, if our interpretation
of the Covenant and promises is correct, then such a day or time of
Christ must be stillfviure,

Obs. 1. The Jewish view is given by many writers. Thus e.g. Medn
quotes R. Saadias Gaon, who indorses the ancient opinion on Dan. 7 : 18

by saying :
** Becanse Israel have rebelled against the Lord, their Kingdom

shall be taken from them, and shall be given to thoso our monarchies
which shall possess the Kingdom in this age, and shall lead captive and
snbdue Israel to themselves in this aqe until the age to come^ until the Mes-
siah sliall reign.^' The ancient opinion of the Jews previous to and at

the First Advent are given in Commentaries, Sys. Theologies, etc., viz.,

that the times or reign of the Messiah was frequently denominated ** the

day or the days of the Messiah,'^ originating from the prophetic announce-
ments of '^ the clay of the Lord,^^ etc, Knapp, Barnes, Bloomfield, and
many others, show how the Jews regarded *'the day of the Lord" as

equivalent to ^*the times of the Messiah,'' Indeed, as stated in jjrevious

Propositions, it was fully identified with both the resurrection and the

judgment which it was believed the Messiah would bring to pass. How
later Jews continued to hold this notion of the day thus linked with these

adjuncts is evidenced by the following extract from R. Menassah Ben Israel

(in Res, of the Dead, p. 254), who, commenting on Isa. 2 : 12-17, ** For
the day of the Lord of hosts,'* etc., remarks :

*' It is not to be doubted, as

we shall demonstrate in the sequel, that hj * the day of the Lord' the

prophet intends ' the day ofjudgment,' which is otherwise called * the day of
the resurrection of the dead.' " Again (B. 3, c. 2), he says, on Mai. 4 : 5,
*

' That great and terrible day of the Lord is the day of judgment^ which
shall be conjoined yrxih. the resurrection.*' The day of Messiah, the day
of judgment, the da^ of resurrection, the day of the Lord, etc., were all

associated in the Jewish mind with the predicted coming and reign of the

Messiah.

Gill, Cbm. on 2 Pet. 3 : 8, girea ftevenU Babbinioal citations in which is specified that
« the day of the holy blessed God is a thousand years." lAnge, Com. Matt. 22 : 2, notices
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how the JewB thought the feast, the marriage festival, would be held at the end of the
age. Many atich references are found in the rarions commentaries, and the critical stu-

dent will not fail to observe how these views, after the commencemf^nt of this dispensa-

tion or age, are repeated in the Apocalypse, bnt always as related to the future, the Sec.

Advent of Jesus, and the resurrection of the saints. The reign of the Messiah on David's
restored throne was '' the day of Redemption/' ** the day of salvation," etc., and was
even claimed by impostors, as e.g. Milman (,JSx8, of the Jews, vol. 2, p. -135) informs us
that B. Akiba addressed the Jews in behalf of the impostor Bar-cochab, " Behold the
Star that is come out of Jacob ; the days of the Redemption are at hand.**

Obs. 2. Next, it is important to notice, (1) hovr the inspired apostles

adopted this phraaeologj, applying it to Jesus, and (2) locating this ** &ry,"
that the Jews expected, in the future. (1) A period of time, separate and
distinct from previous ones, is called ** the day of tJie Lord JesuSy'^ 2 Cor.

1 : U; '' the day of Christ," 2TheB9, 2 :2; '' the day of the Lord,'' 1 Thesa.
5 : 2, etc. Tnis is so apparent that it needs no additional mention.

S2)

That this day of Christ is not in the present dispensation (corap. e.g.

Tohn Wesley's remarks. Prop- 130, Obs. 6), bat in the future one, is evident,

by reference to the general tenor of Scripture concerning it, and by then
ffiving the opinion of our opponents as indicative of its relation to the
future. Thus e.g. 1 Cor. 5:5," that the Spirit may he saved in the day
of the Lord Jesus ;'' Barnes, Com. loci,

** the day or judgment when the

Lord Jesus shall come,'* etc, 1 Cor. 1 : 8,
** blameless in the day of the Lord

Jesus Christ ;" Barnes, loci, ** in the day when the Lord Jesus slutll come
to judge the world; and which will bo called His day, because it will be
the day in which He will be the ^reat and conspicuous object, and which is

especially appointed to glorify Him.** 2 Cor. 1 : 14, **ye also are ours in
the day of the Lord Jesus;*' Bamea, loci, "in the day when the Lord
Jesus shall come to gather His people to Himself.*' 2 These. 2:2,** tJiat

the day of Christ is at hand ;'^ Barnes, loci, "the time when He should
appear, called * the day of Christ,' because it would be appointed especially

for the manifestation of His glory," 1 Thess. 5 : 2, " Ma day of the Lord
so Cometh as a thief in the night ;" Barnes, loci, ** Of the Lord Jesus,"
etc., " * the day of the Lord ' means that day in which He will he fnani-

fested," etc. So also 2 Pet. 3 : 10 ; Phil. 2 : 16, etc., and Barnes, loci,

gives the same. Barnes even indorses the Jewish view on John 8 : 56,

when he says, " the day of judgmeiit is also called the day of the Son of
man because it will be a remarkable time of His manifestatio7u (Compare
also Knapp, Ch, Theol.^ s. 155 (4).) Jesus Himself employs the phrase, as

e.g. Luke 17 : 24, 30 :* ** So also shall the Son of man be in His day ;"

*'even thus shall it be in the day when tJie Son of man is revealed," with
which compare Matt. 24 : 30, 31, 37, etc, and then notice the concessions
of Barnes, etc., that its ultimate reference must be to the time when He
personally comes to judgment, etc. We have thus a distinctive ** day of
Christ" ushered in at the Sec. Advent ; and with the predictions relating

to ** that day" by the prophets ; with the Scriptural usage of the word
" day ;" with the events connected with it and the guards thrown around
it to prevent, if possible, misconception of its duration, etc., it is simply
to be faithless not to identify this " Lord's day," this ** day of the Mes-
siah," with the promised exalted Millennial times of the Word with which
it is blended. That this ** day of Christ" embraces a long period of time
is apparent from the examples already given, but the Spirit multiplies

evidence ; for believers, being " the children of the day," see on every side
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'* the day" linked with the Advent, with Mill, blessedness, with entering
into (comp. Matt, 7 : 21, 22), and realizing the Kingdom, and with Bar-
nabas they look for a ** holy age'' to come, believing Him to be " King of
the ages'' (1 Tim. 1 : 17 ; Heb, 1 : 2, Vulgate), who will manifest Himself
in the day that significantly and appropriately is called after Himself. And
when the Spirit, to whom a thousand years are as a day, pronounces it

" a great day,'' we are very slow in limiting it.'

1 It may be proper to notice the attempt Fairbaim (On FropK^ p. 443) makes to refer
this to the day of Pentecost. Bnt this fails (1) becanae there was no Coming of the Son
of Man (hnmanity) at that time ; (2^ it violates the context which contrasts this Coming
with that of other false Christs ; (3) if fulfilled on the day of Pentecost, then the disciples

wou/d see one of the days of the Son of Man which Jeans positively declares, v. 22, tney
BhaU not see, owing to His departure ; (4) it is opposed to the Jewish view entertained,
whose exact phraseology Jesus adopts without any intimation of change ; (5) it is con-
demned by the usage we refer to in the text.

' Hence we cannot accept of Martensen's (^Ch. Dog., s. 287) language :
" The final Ad-

vent of Christ is to be the end, not only of this present time and this one term of history,

hutcfaU time andofaU history,'* Against this, the covenants and prophecy all unite in
proclaiming the opposite^ viz., that then a glorious period of time is ushered in when the
History foreshown and outlined in covenant and prophecy shall be realized. This ex-

treme must, therefore, be rejected as untenable. The other extreme, adopted by a few,

that this present existing age shall be eternally perpetuated, is likewise, as we abun-
dantly show, unscriptural. One of Dr. Arnold's admirers ( Westm, Review, Jan., 1852, p.

120) says that Arnold's Theology is based on the assumed perpetuity of the age, and that

he admits (although claiming it as correct) that '* it is the least apostolic in appearance."
This admission is amply suj0icient, and we rest content in those *' ^tm«5" (1 Tim. 6 : 15, and
which Paul in 2 Tim, calls " that day"—comp. Orit Eng, Test, tod) still future and con-
nected with ** the appearing of onr Lord Jesus Christ."

*

Obs, 3. To satisfy some objections, it is necessary to allude to Waggoner
(Eef. of Age to Come), who refuses to acknowledge an ** age to come" to

follow this age, on the ground that that which succeeds this is called ** an
everlasting age" or " the eternal age." But this is a mere play on words so

far as the phrase is concerned, for (1) he thus professes his belief in an age
to come, although ** everlasting ;" (2) he divides this ** everlasting age"
arbitrarily into two periods, the nrst part of one thousand years in the third

heaven, the second part, or remainder, after the thousand years here on the
earth. While we do not even thus limit it by the thousand years (which years

do not limit the reign, but the binding of Satan and non-resurrection of

the wicked), extending it through and beyond them into the future (Prop.

159), When the characteristic duration, etc., of the age are to be deter-

mined, we find it extending to, merging into, and embracing perpetuity/
To build up his theory, Waggoner contends that ** the end," ** Christ's

Coming," and ** the termination of Salvation," are synonymous terms, and
taking this for granted (without the least proof), he proceeds to erect his

argument upon iL This is a sad mixture, seeing that Christ's Coming is

not to *' terminate Salvation" or to make an ** end" of all things, but is

for purposes of salvation and to gather all things into oneness, etc. Again,
a favorite phrase is quoted, and paraded even as a title of sermons and
books, as t/ it were a Scriptural one, viz., ** The End of Time," as if it were
an equivalent for ** the time of the End," In tracing the matter some-
what, it seems to be founded on Rev. 10 : 6 in our Eng. Version, which
unguardedly reads ** that there should be time no longer.^' That this is a
misapprehension of the passage is evident, for (1) critics and commentators
pronounce it incorrect. (See Barnes, Stuart, Elliott, Lord, etc., loci.) (2) It
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is inconsistent with fact : (a) as to the text, seeing that instead of a closinfjr

of time, time is represented as continuing 07i, and events occurring daring
its progress

; (6) as to the creation, for vhile time niaj be regarded as

unmeasured, eternal, yet no creature or event can be duly considered apart

of time. Time cannot end ; a day, year, age, cycle may close, but not

time ; eternity itself embraces endless time. The arguments erected upon
this phrase, therefore, can well be dismissed without more attention, seeing

that ** iimes'^ are connected with, 1 Tim. 6 : 15, ** the appearing of our
Lord Jesus Christ.'*'

1 Time, even eternity, is marked neceBsarily by cyolea, agea, etc., and ve oannot eon-
ceire of it without some measnre. The Spirit aocommodates Himself to this to give ns a
proper conception, and hence speaks ot" Vie ages to oome,* '

** the age ofages^** ** the eternal

affes/' or " agea of ages/' and refers to Christ as **King of the a^ts, indicating such grand
divisions— while on the other hand expressions are fonnd which, withont distinguishing
between those ages speak by reduplication of the entire fntnre as one everlasting age.

Oar idea Bimply is that this Mill, age merges into the others nnchanged as to blessedness,

glory, etc., and is thus continued on, although the doom of Satan and the wicked, etc.,

properly marks an epoch in it.

* The reader is referred back to Prop. 133, Obs. 6, and requested to notice how John
Wesley Bpeaks of this day of Christ ; also how the Thessalonians regarded this day " as

present*' (so Alford, Olshausen, I^ange, etc.) and the apostle, in order to reassure them,
locates it in the future. Multitudes affirm that this dispensation is " the day of Christ,"

but they do this in opposUUm to the passages quoted, to the analogy adduced, and to the

direct affirmation of Jesus, Luke 17 : 22, that during His absence ** the days wiU oome,
when ye shall desire to see one of the days of the Son of Man, and ye shall not see it" The
student will notice, what our argument has persistently urged, that " the day of the Lord
Christ" is, to be such, identified with a personal presence ; it is this presence that con-

stitutes it ^^His day.*' Turning to 1 Cor. 4 : 3, 4, 5, and instead of •* man's jrudf/menf the

Greek is, as stated in the marginal reading, -^^ man's day" (so numerous critics and ver-

sions ; comp. e.g. Luther's).* This accords with the analogy on the subject. The time
when this was written, and the time ^om thence down to the Coming of the Lord, is
" man's day," and not the Lord's day. The direct contrast in the passage is amply suffi-

cient, and what was true in Paul's time, that the world was controlled by " man's day"
(i.e. was largely under the power of his opinions, wisdom, self-will, sway, etc.), is true
to-day, being—as history testifies—a fact constantly witnessed from that time down to
the present, and—as prophecy attests—will continue a sad fact down to the Sec. Advent^
culminating in its exhibition of wilful power and sway just before the open Paroosia,
This, then, is ** man's day'*— a day in which the absence of the Lord is self-evident, and
in which man's attachment to the world and disregard of God and His dear Son makes it

a time peculiar in accord with his views, feelix^s, passions, etc. And yet this distinctive
" man's day," in which the Church is struggling and fighting, Ls eulogized by hosts of
writers as " the Lord's day," althongh the bridegroom is absent and the marriage post-
]>oned to His Coming. To indicate how perversely men will employ this phraseology, a
few more illustrations are presented. Scott (Chm. Zech. 14) makes *' the day of the Lord "

to be *' the time when the Bomana marched their armies, composed of many nations, to
besiege Jerusalem, was * the day of the Lord Jesus,' on which He came to ' destroy those
that would not that He shoidd reign over them.' " Alas ! Bev. Bobison, in a sermon at

Springfield, C, Nov., 1878, made " the day of Christ" in 1 Cor. 1 : 9 and PhU. 1 : 6, 10.

to refer to the death of the saint I Egbert
(
The Chron. of Henry of Huntingdon) is said to

have seen " the day of the Lord " in the conversion of the monks of Hii or lona, which
has been repeated again and again at accessions to the Church. It is wonderful how
flexible and full of numerous meanings the phrase becomes in the hands of spiritnaUzers,

denoting almost everything but that really intended. In connection it may be said that
we earnestly protest against the theories of those who would locate " the day of the
Lord " ia already present in any form, as the things connected with such a day have

• The Amer. Bible Union has the following comment : "Man's day : namely, the pres-
ent, in contrast with the coming of the day of the Lord.'* So e.g. Fausset (Obm, /oci),

" literally, man's day, contrasted with the day (ch. 3 : 13) of the Lord (v. 6), 1 Thess. 5 : 4,

All dakjs previous to the day of the Lord ore man's days.*'
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never yd been Tealized. Hence ve reject as utterly untenable the theoiy of Barbonr and
others (as seen e.g. in Seraid cf the Marnincft Aug. lat, 1877), who, basing their view on
some unproTen chronological positions, declare that **

' the day of the Lord ' commenced
in the autmun of 1874." Aside from the reasons presented in this work against it, it is

sufficient to say that the misleading view of " the harrest*' incorporated with it (which
harvest is to last three and a half years) alone shows the inoorreotness of the ohronologi-
cal position so positively a^ierted. When the tares are gathered, and Christ and £^b
angels begin the work of the harvest, we will see—as a comparison of the prophecies
relating to the harvest conclusively shows—a very different kind cf work than tne one de-

scribed by Ihem. One especial lack in this view of Barbour's is, that in his harvest

interpretation he utterly fails to discriminate between ** the first-fruits" previously gath-

ered, and the harvest which follows, but adopts an opinion which he thinks is favorable

to his groundwork, viz., chronological position.
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Proposition 189. The TheocratuyDamidiG Kingdom^ as cove-

nanted^ is sustained by what is to takeplace in " the morning^'* of
" the day of Christ:'

We now come to one of those beautiful, most forcible evidences
of the truthfulness of our pjosition, which 7io other theory can
present. For, the Divine Spirit, taking part of the phrase " the
day of the Lord," etc., viz., the Toorning or introductory of that
day, allies with it such events, identified fully with the Millennial
era, that the student can be at tw? loss to distinguish and locat-e the
period of time intended. " Th^ Tnorning*'* is so widely different in

blessing, judgment, etc., from the beginning of this present dis-

pensation, tlmt no comparison can be instituted between them.
The fact, too, that this figure of " the Tncmin^^ is employed by-

writers separated by ages ; that they coincide in attributing to it

the same results ; that they preserve a wonderful unity in tne use
of it, establishes us the Tnore firmly in a doctrine universally
received by the Eariy Church.

Obs, 1. The Millennial day being represented as preceded by a ** mom-
ifig,'' the period of time just previous to the breaking of this morning is

appropriately, to complete the figure, called ** the nighU^ This is done by
the Spirit in Pa. 30 : 6 ; Rom. 13 : 12 ; Isa. 21 : 11. The time of trial,

fighting, struggling, pilgrimage, absence from the bridegroom, mixture of

tares and wheat, tribulation, sorrow, death, etc., is forcibly designated as

'' the night,'*

Dean Alford {Com, Bom. 13 : 12) says. " The * night * is the lifetime of the world, the
power of darkness. The 'Deaf * is the Day of resurrection." Comp. the excellent note
by Biddle (Lanse's Com, foci). When adverting to Stuart, Hodge, and Wilkinson as oppoa-
ing this view, he remarks :

" On the other hand, most modem German commentators
defend this reference/' i.e. to the Second Ck>ming, and instances Olshausen, De Wette,
Fhilippi, Meyer, Lange, and adds :

" This opinion gains ground among Anglo-Saxon
exegetes, giving Alford' s remark. Prof. Lewis {Six Days of OreoHon, p. 273) says of the
Scriptural usage of " morning :" " Whatever dispensation causes to appear a new state
of being supematurally rising out of the old, thus rovealing the ever-ascending glory of
God, is a new morning, the literal perfection of a new day in the outgoings of that King-
dom which is called (Ps. 145 : 13) the Kingdom of all worlds or ages.**

Obs. 2. The Millennial day is introduced by the personal coming of
Jesus. To perfect this figure oi*' tJie morni7ig,'' if it alludes to the begin-
ning of the same period of time, it would be highly appropriate, if thus
dependent on Christ's Coming, to designate Him either as the Morning
Star or as the Sun ushering in this day. This also is done to prove to us,

if we will but accept of it, that this coming is the real, veritable coming of
theperson called ** the Star'' and "* the Sun," who shines forth, not through
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others, but, in His own proper effulgence. It is therefore with pleasure
that we read in *' the last words of Dayid," that (2 Sanu 23 : 1-4) " there
shall be a Just One ruling over men, ruling in the fear of God ; as the li^hi

of the morning shall He arise, the Sun of an unclouded morning^ shining
after rain upon the tender grass of the earth." Night disappears when
the sun comes, so this ** wiyA/" shall /(wfo away when *' the Sun of an
unclouded morning" arises, ushering in a glorious day. Hence Jesus is

styled also ** the bright and morning star,** ** the Day Star,'* because His
coming shall be the sure sign of the dawning of the foretold morning. He
is not merely called such owing to the glory of His person or the splendor
of His appearing, but because He reveals Himself in the early morning.
For, Hos. 6 : 3,

** His going forth is prepared as the morning,*^

That we are not attempting to force a meaning, the stadent is referred to the oou-
mentariea of oar opponents. Thus e.g. on 2 Fet. 1 : 19/* until the day dawn and tiie day
star arise," etc. Bamea, loct, says :

*' Until the brighter light which shall be shed on cdl

things by the glozy of ihe Second Adveni of the Saviour/* etc. And on the Day Star he
says :

** The morning star—the bright star, that at certain periods of the year leads on
the day, and which is a pledge that the morning is about to dawn. Comp. Bev. 2 : 28 ;

Bev. 22 : 16/* Justin Martyr [Dial wUh Tryphd), long ago, said, ** With thee shall be in
that day, the chief of thy power, in the beanties of tny saints, begotten from the womb
before the morning star," an evident rendering of Fs. 110 : 3. The Dean of Westminster
in Good Words renders 2 Sam. 23 : 1-4 :

" He that ruleth over men justly—ruling in the
fear of God—so is it, as the light of the morning, at the rising of the sun—a morning
and no donds—after a clear shining, after rain, tender grass springs from the earth."
Dr. Erdman {Com, loci Lange's) says» that this is a ** picture of the blessings that follow
the appearance of the future ruler, under the figure of the wholesome effects of the light

of the rising sun on a bright morning." Its Messianic reference (as a multitude of ex-

positors hold) is given under Frop. 49. The figure of a preceding night dissipated by the
radiance of a splendid morning light at sunrise, is exceedingly impressive, combined as
it is with the results of a refreshing rain. Dr. Schmoller (Luige's Com. Hos. 6 : 3) has
" His Coming forth is sure as the dawn, ete. Jehovah will appear bringing salvation.

This is set forth under the figures of the daybreak and a fertilizing rain. The appearing
of Jehovah is denoted as a rising by the dawn. The transition from night to day is set

forth." Some endeavor to give another meaning to 2 Pet. 1 : 19, making the dav and
day star a shining forth of the light of God's grace and truth in the heart, but tlus is

opposed to the usage of those terms. For whatever Christian experience we have here,

it is an experience, an earnest given in the night Hence we adopt in preference
Barnes's statement, with which compare e.g. Calvin's and Dietlien (quoted Lange, Com.
loci), who make the present dispensation still night (owing to trials, death, ete.) and the
incoming one at Christ's Coming (so Dietlien) or at entrance into heaven (so Calvin) a
glorious day.

Obs. 3. The eyents associated with this morning are of such a nature
that theJ can onl^ be realized after the Second Advent ; and thej thus
confirm the Pre-Mill. Advent, the reign of the Just One in the dajfollow-
ing this morning, etc.

1. The resurrection and the dominion of the saints is connected with this

morning Thus in Ps. 49 : 14, 15^ the Psalmist contrasts the condition
of the wicked and righteous :

** Like sheep they (the wicked) are laid in the

grave ; death shall feed on them ; and the upright shall have dominion over

them IS" THE HORNING ; and their beauty shall consume in the gravefrom
their dioelling. But God will redeem my soulfrom the power of the grave ;

for He shall receive me,** Here the prophet distinguishes between those
who rise in the morning (1st res.) and have dominion, and the rest of the
dead who lived not again until the one thousand years were finished. In
Ps. 88 : 10-15, after alluding to death and the grave whither he was tend*
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ing, the Pflalmist askg, ** WtU Thou ghow tponders to the deadf SJiall the

dead arise and praise TheeV^ etc., and then expresses his hope of a resur-

rection :
** But unto Thee have I cried^ Lord; and IK the MORNiKa

shall my prayer prevent TheeJ" The same is found in Ps. 143 : 8, where
death is described as smiting the righteous one and making him to dwell in

darkness, and the praver, inspired By the Spirit, comes forth impressively :

** Cause me to hear Tfiy lovingkindness is the morning, ^or in TTiee do I
trusty'* etc. The expression found in several Ps., ^' I will awake early,*

^

can only be satisfactorily explained of his awaking (res.) in this morning.
In Ps. 90, after alluding to the universality of death, etc., the petition is

offered :
* * Return, Lord, how long f and let it repent Tliee concerning

Thy serva7iis' ' (that is, do not let them thus be subject to the power of

death) ;
** satisfy us early (lit as some critics : in the morning), with TJiy

mercy, that we may he glad and r^oice all our days.** If we are to take
the rendering given by the Vulgate, Syriac, Chaldee, and by some critics,

of the phrase, Eng. Version of Isa. 26 : 19 : **/or Tliy dew xs as the dew of
herbs,** which is presented as " the dew of the dawn,** then in immediate
connection with the resurrection there is reference to the morning.
Delitzsch, sustained by Alexander on Isa. and others, translates Isa. 8:19,
20, ** they are a people for whom no morning dawns,'* which the marg.
reading, '* Heb. no morning,** also affirms; thus corroborating that the
wicked, living or dead, have no part or lot in this morning/

2. The utter destruction and removal of the wicked is identified with this

incoming morning. This we have seen is predicated also of the introduc-

tion of the Mill. age. Thus Isa, 17 : 14, speaking of the nations who set

themselves against God (as in the last confederation, Rev. 19, etc.), adds :

** Behold AT EVBNiNQ TIDE trouble ; and before the morning he is not,

T/iis is the portion of those that spoil us (compare Zech. 14), and the lot of
them that rob us,'* In Mai. 4 the wicked are consumed and utterly rooted
ont at the time " the Su7i of Righteousness** arises. In Ps. 59 : 16, after

describing the confederation and overthrow of the wicked by the power of

God, foreseeing the time of its accomplishment, the prophet bursts forth
exultingly :

*' But I will sing of TJiy power, yea, I will sing aloud of Thy
mercy IS the morning,'* etc. If we take even Origen's (Ag. Celsus) ren-
dering of the word ** early*' in Ps. 101 : 8 which he makes ** morni^ig,** we
have affirmed the destruction of the wicked of the land that they may be
cut off from the cit;^ of the Lord.'

3. It is, as the Mill, descriptions predict, a time of deliverance and sal-

vation. Thus in Ps. 46 : 5, after portraying the mighty confederation
under the figure of the roaring waters and the swelling sea, and then con-
tinuing the figure drawn from the waters and representing the incoming
river or Kingdom so gladsome, the Psalmist assigns both the reason and
the time when this confederation shall be overthrown and His Kingdom
shall be established to the joy of His people :

'* Qod is in the midst of her ;

she shall not be moved; Goa shall help her, and that eight early, ' or as

marg. reading, Heb, " when the morning appearkth." If it is allow-

able to receive the translation of Zeph. 3 : 5 given by Gildas (a.d. 546),
there would be a distinct reference to this morning, as follows :

'* Our
Lord is upright in the midst of His peoi)le, and in the morning He will

not do injustice, in the morning He will give His judgment." Job even
(7 : 21) expresses the idea that deliverance shall be granted by God ** in
the morning*' to those whom He, " the preserver of men," has pardoned,"
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4. This morning is identified with the rule of Christ, and the glorification

of the saints. This we have already seen, but the Spirit gives us additional
evidence. Thus in Ps. 110 : 2, 3, at the very time that *' the Lord shall

seticl the rod of His strength out of Zion and shall rule in the mtdst of His
etiefiiies/* then, '* Thy people shall be willing in the day of thy power, iti the

beauty of holiness from the womb of the morning" (alluding to ** the
birth," etc.) ;

** Thou hast the dew of thy youth'* (referring to the renewal).

If considered in the light of the general tenor of the Word, this passage is

exceedingly expressive and beautiful.^

6- Having shown and advocated as a necessary condition the restoration

of the Jewisn nation, a confirmation is found in the specification that this

also (as we contended) takes place tw this morning. Taming to Hos. 5 :

14, 15, and 6 : 3, when the Jewish restoration is spoken of in verse 15 (see

McNeile, Lee. 4, Prospects of the Jews), it is said :
** i« their affliction they

will seek me in the MORNiNa ;** and in the next chapter, verse 3, the

Lord's return or coming is likened to ** the mornitig,^'

* The MillenArian reader vill notice tvo points here in the context^ (1) That evidently
SpiritnaliBm is described and condemned, and (2) that it is represented as existing just

preTions to this morning. Patrick (Cotn. Ps. 49), Graves {On the Fentet., Pt. 3. sec. 4),

Home {Cum. Ps. 49), Wines (Cbm, on Laws, p. 295), and a host of writers refer ** the
morning** to the time of the resurrection, and speak, therefore, of " the glorious morning

of the resurredion," Isaki, Kimchi, Geier, Mendelssohn, and many of the older exposi-

tors, express the same. The reader is referred to Tnyler Lewis's Intiv. to Gen., Lange's
Oom.t on the usage of " morning." On p. 142 he remarks :

" The morning, Ps. 49 : 15,

when the righteous shall reign," is the great dits retrVtuiionis, so prominent in Scripture,

and acknowledged too (like the conception of great times) in the earliest language and
thinking of the race.*' He refers in a footnote how ancient Arabian poets used it, as e.g.
" God is one. He began (life) ; He causes it to come back (from death) ; to Him is the
returning m the morning." The Koran employs it, and as the Com. of Al-zamakhshari de-

clares ** the day of the resurrection *'
is *' called the morning, to impress us with a sense

of its nearness.*' Lewis deems the figure veiy ancient, ^ and to have gone back to the
days of Job." Even such writers as Ewald and others, who refuse a direct application,

Rtill think it gives ** a glimpse of the Messianic hope ;** we say that it imparts far more,
as a comparison of Scripture teaches ns.

' We only now allude to the order of events as given in the Word of God, as e.g. in

Mai. 3 and 4, etc. ; (1) the gathering of the special treasure or jewels
; (2) the fearful

destruction of the wicked ;
(3J

the glorious Sun of righteousness shining forth with heaU
ing ; (4) the wicked remain lallen. This ^ery order is preserved and enforced by the
general analogy, indicative of the introductory (morning) and fulness (day) of the Hili.

era.
> Other allusions may be found, as e.g in Delitzsch's rendering of Isa. 62 : 1,

** the
morning brightness," Ps. 69 : 16 ; Ps. 130 : 6 ; Isa. 68 : 8, etc. Whatever view we may
take of some of these expresRiona, as e.g. Zeph. 3 '. 6, one thing is self-evident, that God
is stated to manifest Himself specially in th» morning, which is particularly true of the
morning of the day of the Lord Jesus, the Christ.

* Prof, Lewis {Six Day/i of Creation^ p. 326) makes the expression *' from the womb of

the morning, thou hast the dew of youth,** expressive of generation or birth before the
morning (even as early dew, of the same), but refers it to Christ ; we, however, in view
of the antecedent '* people," prefer to apply it to His brethren raised from the dead. Dr.
Gonant [New Ver. Psalms) renders :

" The rod of thy strength will Jehovah stretch forth

from Zion ; rule thou in the midst of thy unemies. Thy people are free-will offerings in

the day of thy warfare, in beauties of holiness ; from the womb of the morning thou hast

thy dew of youth." He says :
** In batuties of holiness. Sanctified for the holy warfare.

There may be a typical reference to the ceremonial purity of the person and garments."
" * Dew cf youth * suggests the freshness and beauty of young life. * Womb of the morning

'

suggests the prolific source of the countless dew-drops. Accordingly, ' from the womb
of the morning thou hast thy dew of youth,' suggests the countless numbers and fresh
vigor of the youthful warriors, as the dew-drops poured forth from the womb of the
morning.*' The res. of the saints, springing forth in this morning, is rep]:eBented, Isa.
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26 : 19, ui the ooming forth of the bright, sparkling dew; Dr. Nllgelsbaoh in his cota.

ment (Lange's Oom. Isa.) on the pasB£^e refers it to that period as foUows :
*' On the morn-

ing of the res. a iBonderful dew wUl coyer the earth. It is no more the earthly dew, it is a
heavenly, a divine dew. If even now the earthly dew, when the rays of the son mirror
themselTes in it, sparkles like pearls, how resplendent will be the drops of that heavenly
dew, every one of which will be a glorified Inminoos body, a body of the resurrection !

"

After advocating the phraue " dew of lights" in preference to " dew of herbs," as referring

to the bodies of the glorified, fashioned after Christ, he adds " But whence come these
forms of light, which as heavenly dew-drops, will on ifve morning of the rea. shine on the
Btirfaoe of the earth ? They have ariaen, i.e. they come out of the earth in which they
hitherto as gloomy shades have dwelt. At the Almighty word of the Lord, the earth was
lorced to give up (cast out, v. 19) these that had been hitherto regarded as a spoil that
oould not be snatched from it.* " *' Dew" is also used as indicative of blessing (e.g. Mic.
6 : 7, etc.), and these glorified ones will (as will be shown under Props. 164 and 156)
prove an inestimable blessing to the world!

Obs, 4. The identification of this morning with ike beginning of the Mill.

day not only confirms the doctrine of the fingdom, but teaches us how to

estimate the spiritualistic conception of ** the Mormtig Landy*' etc., to be
immediately realized after death.* It puts aside as irrelevant a mass of
matter put into print concerning ** the morning" as connected with the
present state of the Charch, with death, or with the third heaven. It

enables us also to correct such unintentional mistakes into which Lange
falls, when he says {Com,, p. 355), ** the festive evening (hour of final reward)
of the Church will take place at the Sec, appearing of Christ, which must
not be confounded with the final judgment." The substitution of '* morn-
ing" for " evening" makes the sentence vwre Scriptural.

Obs. 5. This subject gives pertinency and preciousnesa to the promise :

^^ 1 will give unto Htm the morning star*** This Star is Jesus Himself,
Bev. 22 : 16, etc. There is even here an allusion to ike time of a special
bestowal, viz,, at the period when Jesus is manifested as ** tlie mornbig
siary*^ i.e., even before the dawn of the day itself. Jesus will come, and
the saints, to whom the ruling is promised in the context, shall be asso-

ciated with Him in judgment, etc. We have in ** the Morning Star" an
implied reference to the first staae (Prop. 130) of the Advent, the thief-like

coming for the saints, and to obtain it indicates that we are worthy of the
better res. or (if living) of the translation. The mention of this in such
a connection is also exceedingly significant of the exaltation of the saints

to coheirship with the Christ wnen the morning breaks. It embraces more
than the comparison of Dan. 12 : 3, viz., distinguishing honor and intimate
relationship with Jesus at a specified period. Blessed they, who shall

experience this bestow al of love.

It may be deemed desirable, in connection with this day and morning, to say some-
thing respecting that very difflcnlt passage fonnd in Zech. 14 : 6. 7. A concise render-
ing, consistent with other Scriptnre, is still a deaideratmn. The translations of the £ng.
Version, Henderson, Moore, G^man Bible, etc., are unsatisfactory* because contradic-
tory to other statements given by the same Spirit. Thns e.g. the renderings which say
that in that (Mill.) day ** the light shall not be dear nor dark," " there shall not be bright

* It is saddening to find that the professed orthodox take np and copy those Spiritnal-
istio phrases, as Davis's Summer Landy Mrs. King's ^vni LoTid, etc. Becently in an
obituary, a divine placed his deceased brother safely in " the Bummer Land," where
(anticipating Paul's crowning at the Sec. Advent, 2 Tim. 4:8)" the angels crowned him"
—thus perverting and abusing Scripture promises.
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light and darkness, ** *' there shall not be brightening light and condensing darkness,**
*' there will be no light, bnt only cold and frost," ** it wifi not be light, the glorious will

withdraw themselves," ** there will not be light, and cold, and ice," '* it shall not be
light, precious things are obscored," " there shall not be the light of the precious orbs,
but condensed darkness/* etc., are flatly contradicted by the Mill, predictions, e.g. Isa.

30 :26 ; Isa. 60 : 19, 20, etc. Some (Fansset, Com, lod, and a writer, J. G. W.. in Proph.
Times, 1874, p. 175) limit this to a " twilight-like time of calamity,** or of trial, preced*
ing the Mill, age, bnt this is forbidden by the context which associates with " that day**
Uill. blessedness and glory. Seyeral renderings are presented, each one of which cor-
responds with other statements, preserving the proper unity. " And it shall come to
pass in that day** (introduced by the Coming of the Lord and His saints), " the light

shall not be (marg. reading) precious*' (i.e. rare but bountiful), " nor (maig. read.) thick-

ness'* (i.e. darkened or obscured). " But the day shall be one** (i.e. unbroken) "which
is known to the Lord, not day nor night*' (i.e. not changeable, but one entire day) ; " bnt
it shall come to pass, at evening time it e^^ be light" (i.e. either, when evening comes,
the light shall continue, there being no darkness such as we now experience ; or, at

evening, viz., the close of the Mill, day or period, the light remains undiminished), A
friend handed me the following, derived irom marginal readings in his possession

:

** And it shall come to pass in that day, that it shall not be clear in some places and dark
in other places of the world. But the day shall be one which shall be known to the
Lord, not day, nor night ; but It shall come to pass, that at evening time it shall be
light." That is, the increased light of the sun and moon as predicted, with the special

revelation of light and glory at Jerusalem, forbids In that day our present ordinary day
and night ; hence there will be no change from light to darkness, and at evening it wiU
still be light- -that is, there will be one continuous day. Archb. Newcome's translation

is a good one, as follows : " And it shall come to pass in that day, there shall not be a
bright light and darkness ; but there shall be one day. This shall be known unto
Jehovah. There shall not be day, and there shall not be night, but it shall come to pass
that, at eventide, there shall be light.** Fry {Sec. Advent^ p. 122, vol 2, Sirr's Fvrsl Res,,

p. 141) follows Newoome, and explains its meaning to be that ** there E^all no longer be
the ordinary vicissitudes of day and night,** " all shall be one entire day, not day and
night as now," etc. Comp. Isa. 60 ; Rev. 21 and 22 ; Isa. 30 : 26, etc.
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Proposition 140. This doctri7ie of the ITingdom confimied by
the 2)hj'aseology of the New Test, respecting " the end of tlie age''

Having shown that the Jewish idea of a " world to come,'' a dis-

pensation or age to come, a septenary or millenary still future,

necessarily involves the ending of this age and the introduction of
another (which the Jews also plainly stated, as e.g. Prop. 138, Obs.
1 and 8), a link in the chain of evidence (seeing that the Messianic
Kingdom is with them identified with the closing of this age and
the coming in of a future one) is presented by considering Itow the
New Test, language corroborates the Jewish view when reverting
to " the end of the age."

Obs, 1. The student will notice how the Jewish idea is presented in Matt.

24 : 3, where the disciples asked concerning ** the end oi the world.** (1)

Almost every commentator * frankly admits that the word translated
'* world " is in the original *' age" or ** dispensation," To the critic or

the Biblical investigator, there is no question respecting its reference to
* * the ending of the age.

'

' For, as is well known, the Jews expected under the
Messiah (who should abide forever John 12 : 34) such great changes that

they looked for a termination of the present, and the introduction of a new
order or arrangement of thinga under Him. Hence the pertinency of the
disciples' question, being in accord with the current views on the subject,

(2) This is made decisive by their uniting, just as the Jews did, with the
ending of the age the coming of the Messiah. The coming and the ending
of the age were inseparably connected in the Jewish mind. The reader will

also notice that Jesus in His reply gives not the slightest hint of their being
mistaken, but proceeds to answer the questions as legitimate. This Jewish
usage is also seen in Heb. 9 : 26^ where Christ is said to have come, to

make a sacrifice for sin, at the conclusion, ending of the preceding dispen-

sation or age, then called ** The end of the world,'* or ages. (Comp. 1

Cor. 10 : 11.) The same is found in the promise of Christ, Matt. 28 : 20,

to be with His people *' unto the end of the world " or a(/e—that is, down
to the very close of this dispensation. Some have confined this to the
Jewish age ending at the destruction of Jerusalem, but united as it is with
the gospel preaching, etc., it seems rather to anply to the present dispen-
sation. The ending of the age, to usher in anotner and more glorious Mes-
sianic one, is a Jewish conception which has Scriptural foundation and
inspired warrant for its adoption.*

^ Some commentators, like Barnes, will give no explanation of the phrase in Matt. 24 : 3,
and most uncandidly avoid Matt. 13 : 39, 40, 49* becaxise it would be antagonistio to his
own theory. We append, for the common reodeTf several explanations, illustrative of

iral eoncurrence of oritica. Olahausen (Cbm. Matt. 24 : 3) saye '

world ** indicates the time of the world which passes away, while the world itself

the general concurrence of oritica. Olahausen {Com, Matt. 24 : 3) says the word translated
world ** indicates the time of the world which passes away, while the world itself

remains/* So Lange, "the present order of things ;" Judge Jonea, " the end or con-
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Btunmation of the age or dispensation, or the expiration of the age ;" Bh. Newton, "the
consmnmation of the age ;" Nast, '* dosing of the dispensation or age ;*' so also Bchaff,

Bengel, Alford, Clark, Van Oosterzee, Gill, Bteir, Greswell, Kyle, Back, Carleton, Boos,
Lillie, Ebrard, Anberlen, and nnmorons others make it equivalent to ** the age."

* It is a harsh interpretation that Barnes and many others gire to it to mean " the last

dispensation," for Christ to oome '* at the end of the age" is to come at the close and not
at the beginning of one, eren if it should prove to be the last one. Again, it is xinorit-

ical. for it does not take into account the Jewish usage of such phrases. Besides, it is

not correct, since other ages are to follow this one. The same criticism applies to the
phrase ** last days," Heb. 1 : 2, et<!., which Barnes, etc. interpret the same way, overlook-

ing entirely how the Jewish mind entertained it. Indeed when not biassed by a theorr,

these same writers fully admit that the proper meaning of " aion** is (as Barnes, Heb.
1 : 2),

** age, duration," " an indefinitely long period of time, their perpetuity,'* etc. This
is abundantly sustained by Greek lexicons, as every reader can verify for himself. Now,
the ver}' selection of such a word in addressing Jews is in itself exceedingly significant,

and must not fail to receive the attentive consideration of the critical student. Lederer
(Nathaniel, Sept. 1868), gives quotations from Jewish prayer-books, etc., showing their

belief in the Hon of David restoring the Davidio throne and Kingdom, and among the

prayers, used in thanksgiving after meal, is the following :
** May He who is most merci-

fnl grant us life and mtUce us worthy to draw near and to behold the days of the MessiaK
the building of the sanctuary, and the life mVu ageio come" ** The Advance'* (1878)

objects to Dr.'Seiss's {Last Times) Exposition, on the following ground (quoted by the

Luth, Observer, May 10, 1878) :
** That the starting-point. Matt 24 : 3, is erroneous, for

that Jesus meant by the ending of the age the ending of the Jewish dispensation, and
not that of the dispensation under which we live, and that this transition was meant
when Jesus declared that the Kingdom of God was at hand." To this we reply : (1) That
the concession that the pbrase denotes the ending of the age confirms our position ; (2)

for the events alleged by the Saviour to precede this end have n(4 yet all taken place ; (3)

no such fulfilment preceded the First Advent or the establishment of the Christian

Church ; (4) that the reply of Jesus has reference to future time, as the events indicate,

thus explaining time to the disciples ; (6) all those taught by these disciples, afterward

(Props. 71-75) followed the view entertained by Dr. Seiss ; (6) the Kingdom and estab-

lishment are misconceived (Props. 56, 58, 66, 67, eto.) ; (7) the ablest critics, including
many hostile to Pre-Mill., coincide with our view. Dr. Schaff in Lange's 6!om. Matt., p.

555, on ch. 28 : 20, says :
" Lit : i^il the conaummatwn of the (present) oion (as distinct from

the future reon after the Advent, or the never-ending world to come)." This distinctive

reference to this present age to be followed by an age, or ages to oome, is constantly

affirmed, *

Obs, 2. For it is employed by Jeeus Himself in His address to the Jews,
without any alleged change of meaning, and in accord with their views.

Thus Matt. 13 : 39, 40. 49, ** the harvest is the end of tlis world,'' ** so shall

it be at the end of this world," simply means that such things will be at
*" the end of the ago." Every commentator, with sufficient candor, what-
ever his views may be, will acknowledge that such is its deji?iite meaning.
Jesus, thusi adopting the Jewish phraseology, points unerringly to a future

age to be introduced, after this one is closed, connecting with it the King-
dom of the Son of man precisely as the Jews were accnstomed to regard the

matter. The disciples to whom the parable was exj)lained understood the

phraseology in its usual Jewish signincancy, as is evident from their ques-

tions, Matt. 24 : 3 and Acts 1:6. If it be said, that after the day of

Pentecost they changed their views, it is found amply rebutted by the con-

tinued usage of the phraseology, as in Eph. 1 : 21, ^' not only in this world

{aidn, age) but also in that which is to come,'' Eph. 2 : 7,
** tn the ages to

came ;" Eph. 3 : 21, '* throughout all ages, world without end " (or, through-

out or unto all thegenerations of the age of ages), etc.^ Allusion has already

been made to Luke 20 : 34, wnere the Saviour contrasts ** this world " or

aqe with ** that world " or age, linking the future one, just as the Jews
did, with the resurrection. Addressea to Jews, it certainly must have
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ariaea. If this be so, why then not allow this view of the disciples to have equal weight
when considering other phrases, as e.g. " the end of the world or age.** etc?

Obs, 4. The expreBsione *' end of the world,** ** last day,*' etc., hare in-

fluenced many to reject the Jewish idea of a dispensation to follow this

one ; and in their eagerness to make out such aa age or era impracticable,

they have even asserted the complete destruction of the world (some even
have it annihilated, see following Prop.), and a previous withdrawal of the

righteous to the third heaven, where they forever remain. In brief, the

perpetuity of the earth is denied, or at least its being rendered unfit and
uninhabitable for the redeemed, is declared. Now our entire argument
assumes the exact reverse, and if such a Kingdom, age, day of Christ, etc.,

is to coine at the end of this age, then the continued existence and per-

petuity of the earth must, in the very nature of the case, be also a fact
Hoto else can the David ic throne and Kingdom be re-established, and all

the covenant promises be realized ? Instead of casting ourselves upon the

Covenant, and the promises derived from the Covenant, which boldly take
the matter for granted, assume it as self-evident and indispensable, we shall

now proceed, in order to guard our argument on all sides, to produce direct

reasons given by the Spirit to indicate this very perpetuity.

"The end,'* and "the end of the world," was employed by the early Chnstians to

denote the end of the age when Jesus appeared, so e.g. Igualius, Epis. 6; LactHntiuB, Div.

Inst, B. 4, ch. 10, etc. Prof. Bush (and othei-s of our opponents) makes it equivalent
to "end of the age, dispensation, or order of things." Lange {Bremen Lec.^ No. 8) saya,
'' The end of the world is the Kingdom of God in its consummatioD,*' indicating an age
to follow. We, however, prefer, ** The end of the age will witness the Kingdom of God in

its manifestation," for then the Theocratic ordering is restored with glorious additions.
Even the expression " End of Days" comports with this general anoiogy, so that Kurtz
remarks :

** This expression denotes, not only here (Balaam's prophecy), but in every
other place, the time when the promises and. hopes of salvation indulged by any age
should all be fulfilled ;'* and H&vemick :

" They always denote the horizon of n prophetic
announcement.** We regret the omissions of some writers, tiins noticed in Old and-Xeio^
Aug. 1871, when, after alluding to the fault of Barnes's Cbm., in finding a double mean-
ing or fulfilment of Christ's Sec. Coming, as in Matt. chs. 24 and 25, it is said :

'* Even
in the parable of the tares, when * the field is the world * and * the harvest is the end of

the world,' he (Barnes) does not allude to the fact, that two different Greek words are
used in the original, and that * the world ' which is ended at the harvest is by no means
the same as that which^constitutes.* the field.' The omission of the slightest liint to this

difference in the original is a great blemish to the book. Every reader of the Greek
Test, knows that the end of the earth is never used in the Gospels ; but a reader of

Barnes's Nates would suppo.se it to be used very often." Such omissions are calculated
to mislead and to prejudice the unlearned against us. Strange that men through inad-
vertency blunder on this point, as e.g. Dr. Enapp (Ch. Theoi., Sec. 154), who, under his

preconceived notion of the judgment, asserts, that the disciples in asking what should
be the sign of *' the end of the world,'* meant " what are the signs of the end of time,"
A mere tyro acquainted with the Jewish views, the disciples* opinions, and the naage of

the original, could scarcely have penned such an vnioarranfed statement, which he
repeatedly contradicts (as seen in the quotations from him under various propositions)
when declaring that the disciples believed in an incoming age under Messianic rule. The
idea of " the end of time** never entered into the views of the disciples, who, instead,
looked for the restoration of the Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom. So Dr. Alexander (Cbm.,
Matt. 13 : 39, 40) is singularly inconsistent, because biassed by his judgment theory.

He makes " the end of the world" (while admitting that the word relates specially to

time) to '* include the material universe with its inhabitants and time with its great

divisions, whether natural or moral. Of these two worlds, or of the world in these
senses, the completion, consummation, winding up, denouement, or catastrophe, will

be coincident, if not identical." ** It shall be in the end of the world, i.e. of the present
creation and time." Comment is not needed. Dr. Brown {Com. Matt. 13) evades giving
the force of the original aionj and purposely leaves his interpretation so indefinite as to
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cover the Popish view: **The harvest is the end of the world—the period of Christ's
Sec. Gomiiig, and of the jndioial separation of the righteous and the wicked." There is

no hope of enlightenment when the force of langOAge is thns concealed. We only add :

Our translators were too mnch under the Popish notion of the ending of the world, and
therefore it is reasonable to find such renderings as they have given to accord with King
James's instructions to retain the ecclesiastical terms in use. (It is strange, that in
Heb. 9 : 26 (comp. also 1 Cor. 10 : 11) they translate by the same word " world," the first

word denoting the literal earth, and the second word meaning an age or diflpensation.)

The key to such a rendering may, however, be found in this, that even the word
"world ** had, at one time, the idea of cycle or age attached to it, and was thus used, as
shown e.g. by Prof. Lewis in Six Days of Orealion, p. 377, etc. Thus, to illustrate, he
quotes Humboldt in his Kosmos^ vol. 1, p. 70, as approving the decision of James Grimm,
** that the word Wdi, and which was lo&sUd in the old German, xoorold in the old Saxon,
and loeruld in the Anglo-Saxon, was a period of time, an age (sceculum), rather than a term
nsed for the world in space," In his ch. on ** Time-worlds" he shows in detail that aion
is employed to designate time in relation to the world ; and also refers to Heb. 1 : 2, ** By
whom He made the worlds (i.e. the (Ufes);" Heb. 11 : 3, " By faith we understand that the
ages (world-times) were framed by the word of God," i.e. adapted, arranged, put in har-
mony with each other, etc.

Obs. 5. So powerful and convincing are the reasons for holding to the

ending of the present ago or dispensation and tho ushering of another and
more glorious (the Sabbatism), that a multitude of the most eminent and
learned men firmly hold to it. Indeed it would be almost universal, if all

could be persuaded that the predicted reign of the Messiah on earth is still

future. Dr. Breckenridgc (Kiiowledf/e of God Subjectively Considered, p.

6G8-9) only expresses the opinion of these, when he speaks of the Mill,

period, introduced bv the Sec. Advent, as*' a new dispensation," *' as distinct

and real as any preceding dispensation," mode requisite in order to fulfil

the Scriptures. If we accept of the Pre-MilL Advent, the Pre-Mill. resur-

rection of tho saints, the Scriptural idea of the day of judgment and the

day of the Lord Jesus, the personal reign of Jesus and the saints, we are

inevitably forced to this position, which the Scriptures so abundantly sus-

tain, seeing that a new period, new ordering, new dispensational arrange-

ments, are a necessary sequence. This is indorsed by the highest theo-

logical authorities, as seen e.g. in Rothe, Delitzsch, Auberlen, and others.

(Comp. e.g. our quotation from Van Oosterzee, Prop. 133, Obs. 4, note 1.)

The claims of Swedenboti^ans, Mormons, Shakers, Spiritualism, etc., that *'a new

I
dispensation," the one predicted in behalf of the redemption of man, in realized now in

their several respective schemes of doctrine, etc., is set aside by the simple and unan-
swerable fact, that the concomitants, the aooessorien of such a dispensation, are lacking

among them. The deliverance, glory, etc., promised in connection with it are all want-
ing, and they are just as much under the influence of a sin-cursed earth, having tho
same trials, temptations, sorrows, team, eto., as those who set up no such claims. All

such schemes are a perversion and belittling of the promises of God in Christ Jefliis.

Dr. Kling, in art. EachcUt^offy^ Herzog's Bhcyckyp., advocates a future incoming age or diK-

pensation, and refers to Rothe {:&hxcs) and oUiers, as presenting the same. F.iusset in

his Com, constantly keeps this in view as required by the general analogy. As an illus-

tration of his comments we give the following : On Gal. 1:4, he remarks :
** Greek,

* age ; ' system or course of the world, regarded from a religious point of view. The
present age opposes the * glory* (v. 6) of God, and is under the authority of the evil one.

The * ogei of ages' (Greek, v. 6) are opposed to * the present evil age.* " On Eph. 1 : 10
he translates, ** Unto the dispensation of the fulness of the times." "While in ** the

times" are included those of the Gentiles and Jews and Church, he specially refers ^* the

dispensation*' to ** the times of restitution,*' the Mill. Kingdom, the New Heavens and
New Earth, because this period forms a dispensation of the Divine Purpose in Bedemp-
tion completed when **tha times'* allotted it have arrived. The student, of course, will

not overlook the fact, as noticed by various writers, that " the times of restitution'* indi-

cates not merely one time but a series of times, and this succession of times we find—as
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shown under different Propositions—fully portrayed in prophecy eonoeming the eventfi

introdactoty to, parallel with, and following after the one thoaaand years. Even snch
writers as Hntton {Essays, vol. 1, p, 122), Eaton (Perm, of Christ), and others, consider
the language of the Bible expressive of fatnre ** centnri'es on centuries*' indefinitely.

Pre-Millenarian commentators and writers, of coarse, lay great stress on the still fntore
age and ages following the Bee. Advent Br. Poor (Lange's Com. 1 Oor,^ p. 349) expressly
affirms that aidn (world) " properly means on age, a distinct oyde of ytara/* and adds :

'* The ' present age ' is that period which, dating from the Fall, is to last nntil the coming
of Christ At this point the ' fntnre age ' will begin to date, and this will be the age of
redemption completed—the age of the Messiah's Kingdom and Glory. And the expres-
sion for * eternity' is generally in the plural—' ages,' or * ages apon ages,' to signify the
ceaseless progression of time, under which conception eternity was ordinarily repre-
sented." We, however, prefer to date the ' present age ' from the establishment of the
Ch. Church, seeing, as tlie Scriptures teach, previoos ages (as the Antediluvian, Mosalo,
etc.) definitely existed and expired. Our view also corroborates Boothroyd's Version
of Isa. 9:6," the Father of the future age.'* Comp. the Sep. Version, Cod. Alexd.
"(Father of the coming age"), Lange's Com, Heb. 2 : 6, and Corns, generally on Isa. 9 : 6.

To the student this is an interesting point,confirmatory of the Messiah's relation to the
age and ages.
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Proposition 141. This Kingdom necessarily united with the

perpetuity of the earth.

Necessarily, because this earth is the promised inheritance
tendered to Abraham ; this earth is the theatre on which David's
throne and Kingdom existed, and if re-established at the Sec.

Advent demands its continuance ; this earth is covenanted to
David's Son and promised to the saints, and hence God's oath and
faiilifubiess are involved in its perpetuity (comp. Props. 137, 138,

139, 140, 142, 144, 162, etc.).

The keynote, so JCar as Soriptnral interpretation is concerned, is given by Dr. Bchaff
(Ijange*8 Own. Jfott,. p. 422) :

" It shonld be kept in mind» that when * the end of the
world * is spoken of in the N. Test., the term at^n. the present dispensation or order of
things, is used, and not komnos, the planetary system, the created nuiTerse."

Obs. 1. The misleading phrase '* the end of the world '' has been con-
sidered under the previous Prop. If employed simply to denote the end
of an order or arrangement connected with the world, it would not be
objectionable, but used as it is by learned divines without explanation in

support of a preconceived theory, it leaves the impression that the world
itseify the earth or globes shall come to an end. This indeed has been
maintained by Popish and Protestant writers, has been so sedulously

preached and printed, until the minds of multitudes, misguided by the
phrase just alluded to and the refusal (designed ?) of popular commentators
to explain it in the Gospels, hold to the earth's titter destruction and an-
nihilation. Dr. Hodge {Sys, Dlv.y vol. 3, p, 853) declares, on the authority
of Schmid (Dog,), that the Lutheran doctrine is that the world shall bo
reduced to nothing. This indeed may be the individual opinion of some
Lutheran divines, just as it is that of some Oalvinists, but it is no Lutheran
doctrine, from the fact that both Luther and Melanchthon taught the con-

traryy and that multitudes of Lutherans, not being bound by any confes-

sion on the subject, teach the renewal and perpetuity of the earth.

This statement of Dr. Hodge's was referred to Bev. Drs. Sprecher and Stnckenbnrg,
both theological professors in the Lutheran Church, and they emphatically disclaimed
it as Luiheran doctrine. It was, indeed, held by a large number of Divines (see Bret-

schneider's Dog.\ but never was made a distinctive Lutheran article of faith. The
Bomish view of the dissolution of the earth, its utter destruction, was enforced by
various Protestant divines, and their combined influence prejudiced many against the
truth. Thus e.g. Dr. Blair {ikrvumx, vol. 2, on 2 Pet. 3 : 10) affirms that ** the dissolu-

tion of the material system is an article of our faith," and then to indicate that &ith
gives us a specimen of word or flre-painting :

*' The globe itself shall either return into its

ancietd chaos, * without form and void/ or like a star fallen from the heavens, shaU he

^aced from the Universe, and its place shall know it no more." Alas ! what knowledge
of the covenants, of Christ's and toe saints' inheritance, of the Kingdom and its locali^,

this evidences I It is a return to the favorite and unscriptural notions of " the end of

the world " entertained by monkish ignorance. But such nonsense survives. Thus e.g.

discarding John and Charles Wesley^s renewed earth, eto., Bev. T. H. Terry {Cbi.
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Enquirer, March 6th, 1881) engaged in " Pictorial Preaching" in Kew York (Attorney

Street Meth. Epis. Church) and among other pictnres on a screen, gave the following

:

'* The last picture vras Btanling. It was a great sphere in space, and burning np.

Under the picture were the words :
* The i^ oj the World,' Across the globe vere

Btreaks of cloud. Tellow puffs of flame seemed to be bursting from the globe at irregu-

lar intervals, and beneath it burned a great fire as though beneath a gigantic kettle,*'

etc. This is imagined to be Biblical teaching 1

Obs. 2. It ia admitted that there is no direct passage vf'ith'm the lida of

the Bible which teachea the annihilation of the earth. It is remarked by
Olshauaen (^Coin. Matt. 24) and othera, that wo never find the expression

in tlie original which would indicate a proper ending of the world iu the

aenae held by many divinea. It is simply inferred from an incorrect recep-

tion of certain phrasea, and from t||p conflagration of 2 Pet. 3, and finds

accej)tance because eminently fitted to carry out the spiritualistic and mys-
tical conceptions of their preconceived Kingdom of God, What foundation
the inference has in the phrases *" last day/* etc., has been made apparent,

and what basis it finds in Peter's portrayal will appear (Prop. 150) as we
proceed in the discussion. Thus much may now be said of the latter, that

neither the early Jewish nor Gentile churches taught the inferences so con-

fidently advanced by moderns concerning the results of that fire. If it

were so fatally Anti-'Millenarian as alleged, it is singular, to say the least,

that it had wo effect on the Early Church belief, and not even on Peter him-
self, who, as a host of able men ^our opponents), tell us, was ** Jewish ilil-

lenariaii" in view, retaining to tne last *' a materialistic husk."

It is, therefore^ a matter of surprise, considering the prevailing Jewish belief, the
universal early Church doctrine, and the lack of positive Scripture affirmation, that
eminent divines, guided solely by inference, hastily conclude and dogmatically affirm the

iotai destrudion of the earth, as e.g. Quenstedt (quoted by Auberlen, Div. liev., p. 214j,

-who declares :
** Fulfilment does not consist in simple changes or renewal of qualities,

but in ioiai destruction and annihiiaiion of the very substance of Uie world Uself" Multitudes
of works are enamored with this total destruction and annihilation theory, which, 11 true,

would destroy and annihilate the inheritance of David's Son and of His brethren. Latterly,

it seems as if many persons derive their eschatology from scientists, instead of drawing
it from the Bible. The romance of destruction is vividly e. g. presented in Miller's
Romance of Astronomy and works of a similar nature, and many pulpits repeat the same
as a veritable Christian eschatology. Some apology, may be mode for unbelief, when
from alleged scientific data it predicts (as e.g. 0. H. Hitchcock's The Worid before the

hxirodiiction cf Life) that the earth will pass into *' perhaps, sixth, a stage of frigidity,

impoverishment, and extinction of life,' but none can be made for professed belief,

which ignores the Bible delineations of the future happy, rejoicing earth, and endeavors
(03 e.g. Hermons in the University Church at Cambridge, see Ber. 3) to give the scientific
** Catastrophism" a religious turn (ascribing to Godf, what scientists attribute to nature)
as follows : '*The trumpet shall sound— the smuggle shall come—this goodly frame of
things shall be rent and crushed by the arm of its Omnipotent Maker. It shall expire in
the throes and agonies of some fierce convulsion ; and the same hand which plucked the
elements from the dark and troubled slumbers of chaos shall cast them into their tomb,
pushing them aside that they may no longer stand between His face and the creatures
whom He shall come to judge." Such extravagances, bordering on the blasphemous
(and for which ignorance is the only apology), are worthy of association with those
emanating from " the dark ages.** Science may present its ideas of a ** Catastrophism**
resulting from an. environment of meteors, or the concussion of a comet, or the dire influ-

ences of other planets, or the preponderating of some inflammable gas, or the increase of
heat, or the gradual decrease of heat, or the sudden suspension of natural laws, resulting
in an utter destruction and annihilation of life, but ^e believer tn covenant and covenant
promises given by the Almighly can smile at such absurdities. Such, however, give us not
merely the fire, but the freezing, theory. Thus e.g. Prof. CliflEord {Pop, Science Moidhty,
July, 1875), in Tiie First and the Last Oatastropfie, argues that the duration of the earth
depends on the sun, but that the sun is ** wearing ont," its *' ene^y" is gradually ** used
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up," BO tbat finally it will not afford snfflcient heat^ and the result is, *' we shall all be
frozen out" He continnes (giving ns an alternative), that the earth is not *" nn abso-

lutely stable things' ' so that eventually the earth may fall into the sun. He then saga-

ciously, and sagely adds :
^' U we fall into the sun we shall be fried ; if we go away from

the sun, or the sun goes out, then we shall be frozen. So that, so for as the earth is

concerned, we have no means ot determining what will be the character of the end, but

we know that one of these two things must take place in time." He adds :
*' We may,

therefore, I think, conclude about the end of things that, so far as the earth is concerned
and end ot life upon it, is es piobable as science can make anything.** (One must won-
der what becomes of the boasted immutable laws of Nature !) And this is the comfort

that Prof. Clifford derives from his alleged scientific deductions of frying or freezing :

**But to those who do see the cogency of the evidences of modern physiology and
modem psychology in this direction, it is a very serious thing to consider that not only

the earth itself and all that beautiful face of Nature we see, but also the living things

upon it, and all the conscionsnes.s of men, and the ideas of society, which have grown
up upon the surface, must come to an end. -We who hold that belief must just face the

Jaci and make Vie beat oj tf, and 1 think we are helped in this by the words of that Jew
philosopher, who was himself a worthy crown to the splendid achievements of his race in

the cause of progress during the Middle Ages, Benedict Spinoza. He said,, ' The freeman
thinks of nothing so little as of death, and his contemplation is not of death but of life.'

Our interest, it seems to me, lies with so much of the past as may serve to guide our
actions in the present, and to intensify our pious allegiance to the fathers who have gone
before us and the brethren who are with us ; and our interest lies with so much of the

future a.** we may hope will be appreciably affected by our good actions now. Beyond
that, as it seems to me, we do not kriow, atld we ought not (o care." This is modem scien-

tific (?) heathenism ! What a world this would be, if all men entertained such views

!

Prootor [Oiher Worlds and Other Universes, Ectec, Mag. Ap., 1877, lyuns injlames, same. May,
1877) very complacently speaks of the extinction of worlds composing the various sys-

tems and of the entire Universe—of " the death of the last surviving member of the sys-

tem," which "must for countless ages remain as an extinct world.'' Theologians and
preachers, with whom the extinction of this earth forms a cardinal feature of their

eschatology, eagerly seize such wholesale deductions, utterly unproven and unfounded,
to sustain their own view of the earth's destruction by fire. They parade before us this

and that star which has disappeared from view, and claim that analogy proves their

theory to be correct. But they rashly conclude an analogy to exist where there is none,

^cent astronomers <comp. e.g. art. on Lost iSiars in Eclectic Mag. March, 1877, taken
from Chambers's Journatj do not regard such stars as lost or destroyed, for they show how
•* fitful changes of color and specially red scintillations have been long remarked as

highly oharacteristio of an extensive and well-known class of stars termed * variable

stars/ or stars variable in their brightness and consequent visibility through periods of

time, extending in different cases from afew days to many years, and occasionally, it is

believed, to several centuries." The disappearance and reappearance of a number has been
definitely ascertained, and are given by the writer, extendingfrom a few days to several

years. Analt^y proves our position and not the ijeverse. That star, especially, which,

above all others, has been selected as a representative of the world on fire and destroyed,

seen in 1672-3-4, burning and blazing in the constellation of Cassiopeia, is now supposed
by astronomers to be the same one seen (as history specifies) in 1264 and in 945, and is

believed to reappear about 1890. God does not create worlds to make a huge bonfire out

of them and thus destroy them, and He does not frame the laws of Nature so as to make
them the sport of chance convulsions, etc. He reigns and orders the Universe, and
having faith in our God, we put aside as folly all such sensational theories. We believe

in an intelligent, all-wise, omnipotent Creator, and take comfort and hope to ourselves.

Our unbelieving scientific friends take refuge in " molecules," in their eternity. Thus
e.g. Prof. Tyndall, in his Inaxig. Address before the Brit. Association, refers to Prof. Clerk
Maxwell (who is a Theist, in allowing a Creator to start the origin of formations in the

production of matter) :
" Natural causes, as we know, are at work, which tend to modify,

if they do not at length destroy, all the arrangements and dimensions of the earth and
the whole solar s}'stem. But though in the course of ages catastrophes have occurred

and may yet occur in the heavens, though ancient systems may be dissolved and new
systems evolved out of their ruins, the molecules out of which these systems are built,

the foundation-stones of the material universe, remain unbroken and unworn." Great,

indeed, are *' molecules." Bo also must we reject the unscriptural hypothesis of The

Unseen Umverse (attributed to Profs, Tait and Stewart). This work, specially desired
to indicate a pure Theism, a future state, etc., corroborative of the Bible doctrines,
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vhile denying the oltra physical view that the earth will end in mere dead matter as

monstrous and tmscientifio, themselres fall into another error when they make the visible

or sense perceivable world, including the uniyersd, by some transferable energy, prob-
ably in matter, also to come to an end^ i.e. it will become part of their mystical, trans-

cendental " Unseen Universe. " Now, take the Bible statements of the wonderful trans-

formation of this world nnder the mighty hand of the Theocratic King, and it is the
furthest removed from snch an idea, for covenant and covenant promise, completeness of

redemption, all demand a continned and abiding visibility, etc., of Uie world. One is

saddened by reading snoh works, evidently produced by earnest men.

Ob8, 3. In this discussion the reader will not fail to notice the important
concesBions made by many of our opponents. Literally a multitude of

them might be adduced, in which the perpetuity of the earth, after some
changes and a process of renewal, is asserted. Neander in several places

emphatically declares that at the consummation, restitution, new creation

of nature. Coming of Christ, (p. 624), " this globe is destined to be the

scene of the triumphant Kingdom of God,'* and that such is the teaching
of Paul, etc. Barnes, Com., advocates the renewal and perpetuity of this

earth, but is somewhat at a loss wJiat to do with it after its renewal ; hesi-

tating between putting the saints in it, or in the third heaven. Dick,
{Phit of a Fut, State), speaking of the opinion held by some that ** the
material universe be blotted out of existence," etc., adds :

'* tY is astonish-

ing that it should ever be entertained by any man calling himself a divine
or Christian preacher, ^^ and then advocates a renewal, etc, Calvin cor-

rectly says {Instu, ch. 25, s. 9),
** Christ will come, iwt for the destruction

of the toorld, but for purposes of salvation;*^ and in sec 11 advocates a
complete restoration. Dr. Hodge, Sys, Div.y after finding fault with Dr.
Seiss for presenting precisely the view and almost the language of Calvin,
finally admits the renewal and perpetuitjr of the earth. This slight notice
of admissions, made by hundreds of writers* of a similar tenor, is amply
sufficient for our purpose, which is this—that such is the nature of prophecy
relating to the earth, the removal of the curse, its renovation, etc., that
able and learned men, largely addicted to spiritualizing, find it impossible,

without direct antagonism^ to indorse either the daring speculation of
annihilation, or the equally bold conjecture that the new creation refers to

the third heaven. This, as far as it goes, is so much added to our side of
the argument. It is remarkable that while there is a general acceptance of
Origen's alleged views respecting the end of the world, he himself (Be
Prin,, B. 1, ch. 6), expressly asserts that he did not wish to be understood
as presenting them as " a fixed and certain decision,' ' but rather " in the
manner of investigation and discussion." His aim, however, to present
them '* in the stylo of a disputation rather than of strict definition," was
defeated bv their being accepted as weapons against Clnliasm, Origen, in

the same took (De Prin,, B. 6, ch. 6, s. 4), rejects the idea of annihila-
tion or utter destruction, fully indorsing a renewal. Thus the very man,
to whom we are the most indebted for influencing, by his system of inter-

pretation, the obscuring of the truth on this and other points, frankly
admits in one aspect the Jewish and Early Church view of renewal and per-
petuity. '

» Such aa Chrysostom, Augustine, Koppe, Chalmers, Wesley, Origen, Jerome, Gregory
the Great, Baxter, Charnock, Milton, Watts, Pope, Calmet, N. Brown, Fairbaim, Keith,
Campbell, Enapp, Carlyle, Sir Th. Browne, Spener, Beinhard {Dog.) Nissen, Heber,
Domer, and, literally, a host of others, including, of course, all Pre-MiU. writers and
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oommentaton. So general an opinion, entertained by—as the above illnstrates—men of
yaried and antagonistio (on other points) views, is worthy of notice and oonaideration.

' The reader will observe how science comes and corroborates the duration of the earth,

advocating great changes in the past, subjecting it to changes in the futnre, but still

insisting upon the continuance of the same earth. The Bible predicts this very scientific

standpoint in 2 Pet. 3 : 4, but clearly intimates in connection* that» discarding the
Jiawgiver and His Flan in relation to the earth, it confines itself simply to the operation
of the laws instituted, and denies that future changes will be intzoduoed through the

direct agency of the Creator. In fact, under the influence of a bias to natural law, they
reject the return of Him who has promised to renew the earth, and being ** scoffers,"

Bcofflngly say, " Where is the promise of His GomingJ* ' for " aU things continue as Viey were

from the beginning of creation." That which the Bible assumes as a necessary result in

order to fulfil covenant and promise, they assume as opposed to fulfilment, viz., the

perpetuity of the earth. But why this last assumption ? Bimply because ** they tciUingly

are ignorant" of the Divine Purpose relating to the earth—a Purpose which makes per-

petuity an indispensable requisite. Natural law can be no Saviour, as the past ages have
demonstrated ; the Lawgiver alone can be our Redeemer, and this He becomes without
destroying the perpetuity of the earth. Indeed, if He were to annihilate the earth. He
would forfeit the perfection of Bedeemer. Hence, we may sadly but calmly regard that

arrogation of superior wisdom which claims {Cimietnp, ItevieWf Aug., 1872, p. 431) that

those who do not thus scoff with them and make the continuance of the earth an objec<

tion to Christ's coming, are " enthusiasts, dreamers, knaves, and fools." To indicate

the peiTverseness and desire to find fault, it is only necessary to refer to the Essays and
BevievSf p. 208, which presents such passages as Ps. 93 : 1 ; Ps. 104 : 6, etc., as teaching

that the earth does not turn on its axis but possesses ** immobility," when the simple

idea conveyed is that of perpetuity and stability. Some scientists {ScribTier's Monthly

t

May, 1873) reject, from the same premises, the Utopian views of many of the evolution-

ists, and, from the final exhaustion of coal, iron, etc., the encroachments of the sea, etc.,

predict first gradual distinction of race and ultimate destruction. Thus extremes meet.

Obs, 4. The Word expressly declares the continuance and perpetuity of

the earth, and no one should venture a counter statement without the same
is presented in similar positive terms. Thus e.g. Pb, 104 : 6, " God laid the

foundations of tits earth that it should not he retnoved foreverJ' Compare
l>s. 148 : 3, 5, 6 ; Eccl. 1:4; Pe. 89 : 36 ; Jer. 31 : 35, etc. But to place

it apparently be^rond all contradiction, the perpetuity of God's promises

and faithfulness is contrasted with the perpetuity of the earth, as e.g. Jer.

33 : 25, 26, and, especially when the covenant itself is specified, in Ps. 89 :

34--37. Other passages will be presented in the following Propositions iu

order to save repetition.

Hence, it follows that such passages as 1 Cor. 7 : 31 and 1 John 2 : 17, which declare

that " the fashion of the world passeth away,*' *' the world passeth away," must be inter.

Ereted in accordance. And this can the more readily be done, because the word trans-

kted " world '* is **kosmos" which, as lexicographers affun, has special reference to the

order or arrangement of Qie world, and this very order, as Millennial prophecies abun-
dantly show, shall be changed. Even such commentators as Barnes (1 John 2 : 17) say :

" The reference here does not seem to be so much to the material world, as to the scenes

of show and vanity which make up the world. These things are passing away like the

shifting scenes of the stage. See Notes on 1 Oor. 7 : 31." Nearly all commentators
admit that we are directed to the palingenesis of the world (Props. 144 and 145), or the

deliverance of creation (Props, 146, 148, and 151), connected with the future advent of the

Messiah, For, as Dr. Moll (Lange's Com. Heb. p. 41) justly observes : **It8 (i.e. world's)

tran^ormrUion into a new and nobler form of existence is effected by means of the same
Lord through whom it was created," etc. Comp. Meyer and Luthardt, as quoted by I>r.

Hodge in Sys. Blv., vol. 3, p, 839, Even such a writer as Anselm jBh. of Havilburg,

Treat, on Rev.) declares his faith in this perpetuity, when he says ;
" The whole earth,

which carried in its lap the body of the Lord, will be a Paradise."

Ohs. 5. Aside from various considerations presented in previous Proposi -

tions which direct the eye of faith to the perpetuity of the earth, a few
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additional may be adduced, as follows. (1) The Earljr Chnrch, having the

advantage of apostolic teaching on a subject which excited special attention^

held, as far as known, to the same. (2) Taking the Millennial descriptions

as a whole, without forcibly separating them, they clearly teach a purifica-

tion, renewal, and perpetuity. (3) The promise individually to Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, to inherit the land, and the same promise to the saints,

imply it. (4) The praying of God's will to be done on earth as in heaven—
which we know will never be done in. the mixed condition of the Church
and world down to the Second Advent—infers it (5) The harvest at tlie

end of the age^ by a comparison of the Scriptures bearing on it, teaches iL

(6) Separate prophecies which speak of the perpetuity of the Kingdom,
etc., after the Advent of Christ, such as Dan. 7, Isa. 65 ana 66, etc., can-

not be consistently explained on any other ground. (7) The same truth is

contained in the ]>redictionB, that He shall have all rule, all enemies under
Him, etc., after His Sec. Advent, He being at the same time the Restorer.

(8) The Pre-Mill. Advent, with the results attending it here on earth, evince

the same. (9) The throne and Kingdom—the inheritance of David's Son,

cannot be received, as covenanted^ unless the perpetuity of the earth after

His Coming is upheld. In brief, (10) the restitution, the heirship of the

world (Rom. 4 : 13), removal of the curse, the predicted reign of the saints

on the earth, the occurrences after the Millennial era, as related by John
and the prophets, etc., all inculcate the same truth.

Obs. 6. Besides this, it may well be asked whether an earth so highly
honored by the birth, presence, sufferings, and death of Christ (and which
is His also by inheritance), can possibly be blotted out of existence. Events,
the most intensely interesting in the moral government of God, have here
taken place; the most astounding display of Divine attributes is linked
with its history ; the marvellous Redemptive process has magnified this

globe into a prominent place among all the worlds of the Universe, and,
unless specifically declared, it is opposed to all our higher and nobler views
of God's grandeur, Christ's honor, and the Spirit's agencies, to suppose
that sucii an earth, which witnessed the humiliation, tears, sufferings,

agony, and blood of Jesus ; which was hallowed by His infant, childhood,
and manly feet and voice, and consecrated by His miracles and works of

mercy and love, should ever be utterly destroyed. Neither piety nor reason,
neither the glory of God nor the welfare of man, desire an earth containing a
Bethlehem, a Jerusalem, a Gethsemane, or a Calvary to be erased from the
Universe. The thought is revolting. Aside from Qod's glory in Redemp-
tion, it does not accord with our feelings or wishes that this earth, in which
we were renewed, the witness of our pilgrimage, the scene of most intimate
and endearing relations, the place of ennobling associations, should be
blotted out of existence. From such a belief, a reduction to nothing, etc.,

enlightened piety and reason, and even feeling, shrink as inconsistent with
the Divine attributes and the utterances of Scripture, And it is a matter
of amazement, that through a mystical conception of God's Kingdom,
divines ever entertained a view so derogatory to truth and God's dealings,
as well as to the noblest instincts of man

;
just as if the latter could desire

that his own childhood's home—the spot on earth sweetest to memory

—

should forever perish and attribute the same feeling to Jesus.

It is in Tiew of snch sentiments in connection with ncriptnnd proof that FAirbaim
(although opposed to Millenarianiam), advocating ** a redeemed and glorijied earth," adds
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{Typology of Scnptwrt, p. 461) :
" Were I left to choose out €f all creation's hounds the place

where my redeemed nature is to find its local habitation, enjoy its Bedeemer*s presence,
and reap the fmits of His costly purchase, I would prefer none to this/' McNeil e» Noel,
Gommings, Seiss, and others, have expressed themselves forcibly on this point. This,
then, teaches ns (1) how untenable is the theory advocated by some (as stated by Clark in
Man ail Immortal^ p. 444). that an en/ire neio world is to be created out of nothing after
this one is destroyed (for this makes Bedemption ineomplelet gives Satan the victory, etc.),

and (2) how extravagant and unsoriptural is Pres. Edwards {His. Red., p. 421) in turn-
ing this earth into a hell, ** a great furnace, wherein all the enemies of Christ and His
Church shall be tormented forever and ever," etc. (just as imaginary as Eeerrs—so Bib.
Sac. Oct., 1663, p. 769 —comets composing whirling, flying hells, etc., and which Sworm-
stedt in his End cf the World Near^ pp. 131 177, and 179, has reproduced, *' the earth and
the moon fleeing away as comets," ** turned into wandering comets,'* and sent away as a
hell). How refreshing to turn from such imagining to the utterances of the early
Fathers. Thus e.g. Irenteus {Ag. Hers., 5, 32), referring to this earthly inheritance and
the saints reigning in it after their resurrection, adds :

" For it is just that in that very
creation in which they toiled or were afflicted, being proved in every way by suffering,

they should receive the reward of suffering ; and tiiat in the creaUan in which they were
slain because of their love to God, in ihai they should be revived again ; and that in the

creation in which they endured servitude, in thai they should reign. For God is rich in
all things, and all things are His. It iaJUtinp, therefore, that the creation itself, being
restored to its prinusval condition, should, without restraint, be under the dominion of
the righteous.

Obs, 7. The renewal and perpetuity of the earth la requisite to secure the

Redeemer's alory, in the perfecting of His Redemptive work, etc. If the
earth should only contain the Church iu its mixed condition, the entail-

ment of the curse, the products of selfishness manifested in wars, etc., down
to the Sec. Advent, and it should then be utterly destroyed and ever remain
thus, then it follows that the Scriptures respecting the Christ would ever-

more remain uiifulfiUed. For down to that Sec. Advent, owing to the
postponement of the Kingdom, Ho does not reign in the covenanted King-
dom ; down to that Second Advent, owing to that postponement and a
consequent preliminary gathering out of saints, He does not fulfil the prom-
ises respecting His own reign, or those pertaining to the saints inheriting

the Kingdom. His Sec. Advent being/or purposes of salvation, constitutes,

in the work then performed, Hiin a perfect Redeemer, It is fully admitted
that down to that Advent salvation is imperfect—the forfeited blessings are

not restored. Hence it follows, that if the earth is destroyed, as many
hold, soon after that Advent, there is noplace for the fulfilment of covenant
or covenant promises. More than this : it gives, so far as this earth is

concerned, the victory to Satan; for, if the curse is not repealed ; if evil is

not extirpated ; if the forfeited blessings are not restored ; if man's long-

lost home is not given back to him in its Edenic loveliness ; if the race is

not brought back to its original condition and dwelling in a purified earth,

then Satan triumphs in the ruin accomplished, just as he would triumph
if the grave should evermore hold our bodies in confinement ;

just as he
would gain the victory if our hearts would never more exultantly swell with
love supreme to God. But in the redemption of the earth itself, in the

recreation and perpetuation of it, in the fulfilment of the promises pertain-

ing to it, as embracing the Kingdom extending over it, etc., CfirisV s power
and glory as Redeemer, as King, as the All-sufficient, is duly manifested.

There is no end to the vagaries of man. In a recent work. Arena and the Thronef the
author, Townsend, advocates the dissolution of the Universe (the old monkish doctrine)

from a new standpoint, visi., in view of the greatness of man, when God perfects the
ideal of that greatness as given by the writer. In this " ideal " the Universe, including
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all other worlds, is made solely for maiit and as he adyances in knowledge and progres.s

BO yast " the physical Univeise will have no farther end to subserve ; it shall be dis-

BoWed," etc. In other words, all things become stede, grow effete, and new things must
be introdnced to please this greatness, jnst as parents substitute new playthings when
their children are tired of the old ones. This imaginary and sensational view ignores

ooTenant end prophecy, in brief, the plainest statements of Holy Writ, and that which
pertains to Qod's honor and glory and the happiness of His redeemed.

Ohs, 8. The proposition is apparent eyen from the manner in which the

Bible begins and ends* It commences with an earthly Paradise lost, an
earth cursed ; it ends with an earthly Paradise regained through Christ,

just as Milton, Cowper, Heber, C. Wesley (and other poets), bat above all

the sacred writers, so sweetly describe. The last scene, showing the ability

of Jesus to save, is one here on a redeemed earth, for that which is of the

third heaven is expressly declared to come down, from God, out of heaven

upon it and remaiJis (at least there is no record of its removal afterward).

It must be so, or else the Plan of Redemption is imperfect, and the King-
dom of God cannot be manifested as covenanted and predicted. We are

sinnera, the Plan makes ns holy ; we lose our bodies by death, the Plan
recovers them again ; we lost Eden, the Plan restores it again ; wo lost the

personal Presence of God, this Plan recovers that soul-satisfying Presence
when God again dwells with man ; we lost the contemplated visible Theo-
cratic rule of God, this Plan makes, in the sacred Person of Jesus Christ,

the most ample amends in filling the earth with His sovereignty, etc. Thus,
in brief, every blessing with the removal of every evil, ia linked with the

culmifiation of this Divine Plan, and is inseparably fixed with the coniinuar
Hon of the earth itself. It is a Divine Purpose, culminating in the King-
dom, which shines forth at the end of the Bible in actual realization upon
tlie earth—pertaining as it does to this world—and triumphant in over-

coming the evil, and in bestowing the blessings contemplated by it And
if men would read the Word unbiassed, this relationship to the earth would
appear as strongly to them as it did to the Early Church, which clun^ to

it as something pertaining; to ChrisVs honor and to man^s liappiness, How-
eyer much the caution given by Luther is yiolated, yet there is profound
wisdom in his saying : It is important for us to recur to Adam's oris^inal

condition, as we expect all things to he brought ba/^k again to tJkat.'* Man*s
fall is on the earthy and his recovery is 07i the earth, and, therefore, tlie earth

itself \% called upon to rejoice and exult in witnessing his glorious restora-

tion.

Fred. Den. Manrice in his Theological writings contends, in forcible langoage, that

Redemption is not subject to limitations of space and time. Some able philosophical
arguments are addaced in sapport of the theory, bat it is antagonistic to the oovenanU
whioh embraces definite limitations of both space and time, withoat, however, discarding
an ultimate entrance into the eternal ages and a constant extension of both, which last

is a result of Redemption completed. The Bible deals with the provisions of Redemp-
tion and with Redemption perfected, and presents ns bnt little beyond that, excepting
in the most general manner.

Obs. 9. The perpetuity of the earth is so much taken for granted, is so

undoubted, that numerous promises are based upoji it. Thus e.g.
" Blessed are the meehy for they shall inherit the earth,*' * How this passage
is to be. understood is apparent from the prophets, who predict the time
coming, still future, when this shall be realized, under the reign of David's
Son, wben the Jewish nation is restored. Ps, 37 alone, from which Jesus
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quoted, contains this promise several times, and describes its occurrence to

be when (as takes place at the Second Advent) the wicked shall be
destroyed and utterly rooted out of the earth. The identical earth, occupied
and so largely controlled by the wicked, is to be possessed by the righteous.

The auditors of Jesus could not mistake the tenor of the promise, seeing
that they all believed that the land was })romised to Abraham, Isaac, and

1 Jacob individually and to their seed to inherit ; and certainly we ought
\ not to spiritualize it away when an inspired apostle, taking into a compre*

I

hensive view the covenanted relationship of Abraham, calls Abraham (Rom.
4 : 13),'

*
' the heir of the world.

'

' The inheriting (as even the Jews believed)

foUows the resurrection of the just, and Christ's promise is only the con-
firmation of a general belief on the subject founded upon covenant and
prophets.' It assumes, as a necessary contingency or result, the perpetuity of

the earth, recalling at once the fact that Palestine itself is pronounced to

Abraham and his seed to he ^^ an eternal inheritance,^ ^^ The Millennial

predictions, embracing the promises of the removal of sorrow, suffering;,

disease, and even death, portray events here on the earth which are posi-

tively located after the Second Advent, so that for their realization the

coniumed existence of the earth is constantly implied, and asserted. Mes*
siah's Kingdom and the blessings relating to it are all experienced here,

where the Theocracy was once established—where David's throne and
Kingdom once existed ; the Bible closing with leaving Jesus, the saints,

and the New Jerusalem here on the earth ; the Word locating the *

' we
sliall reign with Him on the earth'^ after the Advent ; Holy Writ speaking
of " the day of Christ,'^ ** the world to come," etc., in which a Kingdom
tinder the whole heaven shall be witnessed, after the Sec. Coming here in

the world ; Revelation making the will of God to be done on the earth in

the coming Kingdom as it is done is heaven only after " the appearing"
or "revelation of Jesus Christ;'** in brief, the Word of God giving so

many intimations and declarations as have already preceded (and as will

immediately follow), in various propositions, it is impossible, intelligently,

to entertain any other belief than tne one advanced. The Divine Purpose
is expressed in Isa. CO : 21, " Thy people also shall be all righteous ; they
shall inherit the landforever ; the branch of my planting, the work of my
liandSy tliat I may be glorified.'*^

* In reference to the perversion of this passage to a present fnlfllment (against the per-
secniion, poverty, etc., of believers), it is only necessary to refer to the early church view,
and to notice hov nnder the severest trials Christians consoled themselves (acknowledging
themselves to be " pilgrims and strangers") with the hope that at the end of the age the
dominion of the wicked over the earth wonld cease, and the righteons would inherit the

J

same. So much was this the case, that even Gibbon notices that this hope excited the
hostility of some of the Pagan emperors. Blany of the ancient and more recent com-
mentaries, and a multitude of writers, express the intenL of the promise, when they
declare that this earth, purified and renewed, shall become (he home of the Redeemed,
Many of the comments of Lnther, Calvin, Knox, Ohrysostom, Augustine, etc., the writ-

ings of Mede, Newton, Bickersteth, MoNeile, Noel, Knapp, Tholuck, etc., the works of Dr.
Chalmers {tier, on Neva Heavens, et(0, John Wesley {Ser, on, Behold, Imake all things new).

Dr. EUtchcock (Fui. Destiny of the Eiirth)^ etc., all contain valuable declarations favoring

a literal fulfilment of the promise. Luther especially expresses a childlike faith that is

marked by its contrast to the prevailing beliefs as e.g. " God will make not the earth only
but the heavens also much more beautiful than they are at present. At present we see

\ the worid in its working clothes ; but hereafter, it will be arrayed in its Easter and
W Whitsuntide" (for he expected for some reasons the Advent of Jesus on Easter) " robes.'

'

I

Bee Ueurer's Ufe cf Lviher^ p. 673-4, etc. Compare the following Prop., as well as othera
linked with the same, e.g. I^j>s. 164.

I

i
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* Dr. Schaff (Lange^s Oom. Rom,, p. 150), on this passAge, pertinenUy remarks : **Thd
promise will be literally fulfilled when the Kingdoms of the world are given to the peo.

pie of the Most High, and Christ will rule with His saints forever and ever, Dan, 7 : 27 ;

Apoc. 11 : 15, and 12 : 10 ; Matt. 6 : 5 ; 2 Tim. 2 : 12." We refer the reader to Prop. 49

for the original promise to Abraham, and it will be seen, that while Canaan is specially

designated, yet in the promised possession of the gate of his enemies, in the blessing to

the nations of the earth, in the anticipated Theocratic prominency and occupation of

the seed, this final glorious dominion—as amplified by the prophets*is already em-
braced.

' Also ** an everlasting possession" (Qen. 48) in which they shall " dwell forever"

(Ezek. 37 : 25). In more senses than one is Chrysostom's strictures on Origen correct

:

" Who can bear Origen giving to us a Paradise in the third heaven and transferring to

heavenly places that Paradise which the Seriptitre describes as belonging to Ihe earth,'* etc.

(Quoted by Cumming, Lee. on Romardsm^ p. 226.) Many who are not prepared to

indorse Origen' B view of the first Paradise, make no scruple to interpret the regained
Paradise in the same way.

* We cannot too strongly insist upon it that this portion of the Lord's prayer has refer-

ence to man's complete restoration to the condition occupied before the faU—to an obe-

dience, holiness, etc., identified with the prayed-for Kingdom ; to the removal of all

rebellion, all evU, and bringing the world into subjection to Ood. Oomp. Prop. 105.

Oh8, 10. The perpetuity of the earth is bo frankly admitted and even
advocated in works especially intended against Millcnarianism, that it seems
to require no additional proof. Thus e.g. Brown {Christ's Sec. Coming)
receives the doctrine of the earth being renovated at the Advent of Jeaus
and forming the continued home of the saints, ** a congenial abode for the

glorified Church,'^ He defends this view against the charge of * * carnali^m^^
or a lowering of the celestial state, ascribing the objection to ** some tinct-

ure of morbid spiritualism^ which shrinks from the very touch of material-
ism, as if separation from it in every form would be the consummation, of

happiness ;" and he pertinently asks, ** May not the Gnostic element of the
essential sinfulness and vanity of matter, be found lurking beneath it?"
Barnes on Isa. 45 : IS says :

^* The Jews from this passage infer, that the
earth shall be inhabited after the resurrection—an idea which has every
probability, since there will not hefetoer reasons why the earth should be
inhabited then than there are now ; nor can there bo any reasons why the
earth should then exist in vain any more than now." Various writers have
held that, whatever changes or transformations may ensue hereafter at the
consummation, the earth's continuance will not be interfered with even
by a destruction as great as that occasioned by the flood, alleging as proof
Gen. 8 : 21, 22, Others have inferred the same from the phrases ** an ever-
lasting Kingdom," which shall not pass away or be destroyed Dan, 7),

from the reigning " forever and ever" attributed to Christ (Rev. 11 : 15)
in relation to the earth, etc. To this period evidently belongs 1 Chron.
16 : 30, ** the^ world also shall be stable, that it be not moved," i.e. enjoying
the stability induced by God's reigning in the Theocratic order. For this

Kingdom, prepared from the foundation of the world (Matt. 25 : 34), fiece^

sitates (as we have previously shown) the laying of ** the foundaliofis of
the earth that they should not be rejuoved forever^' (Ps. 104 : 5). One of
the works specifically attributed to Christ is (Isa. 49 : 8),

'' to establish

(raise up) the earth, to cause to inherit the desolate heritages^" so that the
significant address is made through Him (Isa. 51 : 16) :

** / have put my
words in thy mouth, and I have covered thee in tJie shadow of My hand,
that 1 may plant the heavens and lay the foundations of the earth, and say
unto Zion, Thou art My people," Thus taking the flan of Redemption,
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which includes *' the redemption of the purchased possession,*^ the restora-

tion of order to the world throngh Messiah's Kingdom ; taking the faith

of the Jews, the Early Chnrch and many eminent helievers ; taking the
concessions, etc., of opponents, this doctrine— a requisite link in our
argument—is unmistakably confirmed. It crops out, undesignedly^ in
various portions of the Word, as e.g. in Ps. 148 : 6, where the heavens,
heights, angels, sun, moon, stars—all things created are mentioned as
praising God, and their perpetuity is announced in *' Let them praise the

name of the Lord, for He commanded and tliey were created ; He hath also

stablished them forever and ever,** The earth has been created to show
forth the praise of God, and sin shall not mar this laudation of the Most
High (as it now does through the imperfection and evils entailed), and
hence the time is coming when the declaration ^Rev, 4 : 11) will be veri-

fied :
** Thou hast created all things, and for Thy pleasure they are and

4oere created.** God's pleasure concerning the things created by Him is

,to be glorified by and through them ; this, in the nature of the case, can
only be eflEectually attained by their continuance, etc. Therefore it is,

that in the description of the reign of David's Son, as given in Ps. 72, the
perpetuity of the Kingdom, of the Kingship of Christ is contrasted with the
perpetuity of the Sun and the Moon—both are represented as enduring
forever—the former dispensing blessings and the latter (creation) acknowl-
edging them with grateful praise, under a supremacy over the world
(inhabitable, Heb. 2 : 5), only realized after the Second Advent. The state-

ment of Ps. 115 : 16 is true, and the promise made to Noah (Gen. 8 : 21,

22) is ever faithfully preserved.

We cannot refrain, in view of the dbundatU proof on this point, to again express amaze-
ment that snch an able man as Pres. Edwards {His. Redemp. ch. 9, seo, 7) makes the per-
petuity of the earth onlj/ avaUable as an eternal hell for Satan and the wicked. After telUng
tiB that this world is to " be set on fire and tnmed into a great fnmace wherein all the ene*
mies of Christ and His Chnrch shall be tormented forever and ever ;" after making this

so " fierce*' ** that it Hhall bum the earth into its very nentre," he prononnces it an " ever-
laating fire,** in which " all the wicked shall bnm, and be tormented to all eternity, and
never be consumed," and adds :

** This world, which formerly nsed to be the place of

his (Satan's) kingdom, where he set up himself as God, shall now be the place of his

complete punislunent, of full and everlasting torment'* Alas I in a work on Redemption
—Redemption itself is made imperfect, and ihe cvrse, instead of being repealed, is prised
with increased and eternal intensity upon creation, converting it into a monkish fancied
hell. Alas 1 when men so talented, and able, and pious, grossly misconceive the cove*
nants and their relation to thi earih^ and thus indootnnate multitudes in unscriptuial and
misguiding tenets ! The hig}i esteem that must be given to Edwards, and the fact that

his work is extensively circulated by the Amer. Tract Soc, causes us to select him in
preference to oUiers. Whatever may be Bible teaching respecting hell, one thing is cer-

tain, viz., that Paradise regained forbids this earth from being converted into such a

fbice. Over ag^nst Dr. Brown, however, other opponents urge, in their zeal to make
Pet. 3 : 7-10 impregnable against us, an utter destruction of the earth, and reject the

doctrine of mere change and a renewal ; as e.g. Waldegrave {Kew Test. Mill, Lee. 6). Bo
bitter are such against materiality (as if it was necessarily sinful), that as e.g. a writer
in The Princeton Review, Jan., 1863, p. 81, positively asserts : " We believe that this

physical, material world will be no more,'* Even some Millenarians—as e.g, ** Gray-
beard " (Graff) in his Lay Sermons^ No. 96—seem to imbibe the Gnostic idea of matter,

in that they have it ultimately when it has sufficiently presented '* the drama of Redemp-
tion," swallowed up wholly in the spiritual. Thus " Graybeard " says :

" At the close

of the Millennial Messianic Age, after the setting up of the great white throne and the
destruction of all evil, this ' insubstantial pageant,* which we call visible nature, will

have vanished forever, and God will be all in alL* * We may well ask, what, then, becomes
of Ood^s promises respecting the perpetuity of the earth, the inheritance of the Christ and
His bratnren? Brethren who retain this Gnostic element evidently transcend the
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divine Beoord, and blot ont that which is ever iniimaidy eonnected with the glory of Jeans
and the saints. By this assnined higher spiritnality. we only remove (he bUss&i tvidenees

of Redemptive love. No ! the places consecrated by Ood's love, honored by the presence
and rule of David's Son and Xiord, endeared by the blessed experience of saints, will

never, never disappear from the Universe. It ever, ever will be true, that *' ike earth is

the hards and ihefidness thereof ;" so that we firmly hold with Dean Alford ( 6bm. loci),

that '' the general tenor of prophecy and the analogy of the divine dealings point nn-
mista]u,bly to this earth, purified and renewed, as the eternal habitation of the blessed.**

So oondnsive does this appear to a student, that Dr. Hodge {Sys, Thenl.) well says

:

" Many of the old theologians thought that the whole existing physical universe was to

be destroyed. This view is now xthiversaUy discarded.'* (Oomp. e.g. Campbell (<7Ar. Sys.,

p. 304), Clarke {Com,), Hugh Miller {TesL of the Bocks, Lee. 6), aod others, who reiterate

such statements, advocating a regeneration, restoration, refinement, and perpetuity of
the earth.) (See remarks of Lange, Oom, Rev. p. 403, etc.)

L
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Pboposition 142, Tlie Kingdom being related to the earth {ex-

tending over it\ <md involving the res, of the saints (in oi'der

to inherit it\ ts sustained by the promise to the saints of their

inheriting the earth.

It has been shown that the land is covenanted to the Patriarchs
personally (Prop. 49), and that a res. is indispensable to ita fulfil-

ment ; that (Rom. 8 : 13) '* the promise" to Abraham involved,
** that he should be the heir of tne world," and that all believers

inherit—^beinc identified with him as his seed

—

the same promise
with him. This, of course, includes their res. also, for it promises
them to inherit the land or eaath. Having shown the res., let us
notice those special promise as a confirmation of our doctrinal

I)osition.

Oba. 1. The re-establishment of the Davidic throne and Kingdom here on
earth, as Covenant, Prophets, picas Jews, Kabbis, disciples, Apostolic
Fathers, etc., teach, and as presented in previous Propositions, demands,
if God reveals at all the destination of saints, a specific mention of their

receiving the earth as an inheritance. This has indeed already been
established (see e.g. Props. 49 on covenants and Props. 116 and 122), but
God has accamulated proof, as if purposelv to rebuke and render inexcus-

able the prevailing unbelief in this particular.

It wonid be nncandid to consider this Proposition isolated from its connection witii

others. The stndent 'w^ill observe that this inheriting is fonnded in the covenant (Prop.

49), in the Theocratic ordering (Props. 33, 50, 61, etc.), in the nature of the Kingdom
given to ** the Son of man" (Props. 81-69), in its establishment here on earth (Prop.

116), and in the inheritance belonging to David*s Son (Prop. 122). These and other par-
ticiilars have been discussed. But in connection vith these, in order to obtain a oompre.
henaive view, must be noticed Prop. 168 on the place of manifested royalty. Prop. 117
on the visible Theocracy, Prop. 118 on the barren woman, Prop. 121 on the Pre-Mill.

Advent, Props. 131 and 132 on the reign and judgeship of Jesus, Prop. 133 on the judg-
ment day. Prop. 137 on •* the world to come." Prop. 138 and 139 on" the day of the
Lord Jesus," Prop. 148 on "the Rest,'" Prop. 140 on " the end of the age," Prop. 141
on the perpetui^ of the earth. Prop. 158 on the transfignnition, Prop. 170 on " the
Father's house,*' Prop. 169 on the New Jerusalem, and Prop. 154 on the reign of the
saints. These and others contain an abundance of confirmatory matter. Indeed, the
present Proposition seems only introductory to what follows.

Ola. 2. The declaration of Jesns, Matt. 6 : 5, that tJte meek shall inherit

the earth, ought to be decisive. But men under the influence of a plastic

system of interpretation, urged on by a preconceived notion, leave the

plain meaning of the promise and explain it away. One gravely tells us

that it is '' a proverbial expression,'' not seeing that, as employed by the

Jews, it favors our view. Another informs us " that the Jews considered
Canaan a type of heaven," without an attempt of proof, and against their
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expressed hopes on the subject. One tolls us that it means that the meek
man is in this world the most prospered, against innumerable examples to

the contrary. Another passes ib by with some generality or vague expres-

sion, that it is ** a symbol," or " an outward possession." Some tell us

that it is "a spiritual inheritance" over the earth by individuals and the

Church ; others again, not satisfied entirely with such meanings attached,

inform us (as Gerlach, Lange's Cmi,) that the promises will only be fully

accomplished at the Sec. Advent, or (as Neander, Li'fe of Christ, s. 149),

that it is not merely to be confined to '' the blessedness of the Kingdom
of God, " but denotes a " world-dmninion which Christiana, as organs of

the spirit of Christ, are ever more and more to obtain as the Kingdom of

God shall win increasing sway over mankind and the relation of society,

until, in its final consummation, the wkoh earth shall own its dominion."
Every writer too acknowledges that it includes this inheriting in the Mes-
sianic Kingdom. Bejecting the manner of introduction suggested by
Neander and others, they certainly are correct in the main idea of its

including the notion of a world-do?ninion,'^ thus identifying it, as it

should be, with the possession of the earth given to the saints in Dan. 7,

etc. The position of some German and other commentators, as well as

that of the Early Church, is alone tenable, viz., that this promise yet

remains unfulfilled, and pertains to the future. Kow aside from the
various and numerous arguments already given to show this, we are con-
tent to let only one passage indicate the time of its fulfilment. Let the
reader turn to Psalm 37, where this same promise is repeated five times,*
and he will find it in vs. 9, 11, 22, 29, 34, directly joined to and foUowi?ig
a complete retnoval of evil-doers, not preceding it or contemporaneous with
the continued presence of the wicked. It is significantly pointed oat as
future by the exhortation to " wait,^ ^* wait patiently*' for the Lord, and
the blessedness that Christ alludes to is also attributed to it. Jesus un-
doubtedly quoted it, and if so, a reference to the connection in which the
promise stands is all that we need to establish the tints of its fulfilment—

a

time too, which the most uncompromising of our opponents fully and
frequently admit—is only to be witnessed at the Sec. Advent, for volumes
could be filled with the concessions made that *^ evil-doers" shall exist

down to the Advent itself.

It is observable that even Sir John Manndeville {Travels)^ in his Prologne, asserts
that Palestine ** is the same land that oar Lord promised ns in heritage ;'

' and, not
observixig that this promise is in other passages linked with the Kec. Advent, fonnds
upon this fact an aigumeut why Christians should chum the heritage and drive out the
nnbelievers. The reader need scarcely be reminded how this plea was osed during the
Crusades, and in support of Papal claims. The critical stndent will not forget to con-
sider how such promises were understood by the early Church for several centuries, so

\

that even in the Nicene forms of £ccl. Doctrine (recorded by Gklasius Cyzicenus in His.

'

Act Con, Nic), Matt. 5:3; Dan. 7 : 18 ; Isa. 26 : 6, are united with the resurrection anc
Sec. Advent. Thus : " We expect new heavens and a new earth, according to the Hoi
Scriptures, at the appearing of the great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ. And t

Daniel says : * The saints of the Most High shall take the Kingdom.' And there sha
be a pure and holy land, the land of the living and not of the dead ; which David, for
seeing with the eye of faith, exclaims :

* I believe to see the goodness of the Lord in
land of the Uving '—tAe land qf the metk and hwnble. * Blessed,* saitk GirisU * are the m
for they shall inheril the earih.* And the prophet saith :

' The feet of the meek and hv*

• Oftener, if we take the Vnlgate, JEthiopic, and Arabic versions (Dr. Clarke Com;
in their rendering of v. 3, etc. f
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ahaU tread upon tf.' " (See thia quoted by Mede, HomeB, Brooks, Biokersteth, etc., comp.)
The writings of the Apostolic and FrizuitiTe Fathers, as wall as the Apocryphal
and Jewish, inculcate this inheriting of the land, and, as we give, in varions places,

numerous extracts, they need not he repeated or enlarged.

Ohs, 2. To avoid repetition, we leave direct arguments bearing on this

point under following Propositions, and only give some allusions to this

future possession of tne earth by the righteous. Thus e.g. Prov. 11 : 31,
'^ Behdld the righteous shall be recompensed i7i the earth;** Prov, 12 : 7,
** Tlie wicked are overthroton and are iwty hut the house of the righteous

shall stand;** Prov. 10 : 30, ** Tlie righteous shall never he removed, hut the

wicked shall not inhabit the earth,** evidently refer to the time Pa. 76 : 9,

when God shall cast the wicked, ** the stout-heartedy** into a " sleep,** when
He shall be *' terrihle to the kings of the earth** (comp. Rev. 19, etc.), and
shall ** cut off the spirit of princes,** and ** when Qod arose to judgment to

save all the meek of the earth,'* Under tliis period too fall the many prom-
ises to the righteous, that they " shall he hlessed on the earth,** confirming
the importance of our seeking true wisdom, *' For (Prov, 2 : 21, 22) the

upright shall dwell in the land, arid the perfect shall remain in it, hut the

wicked shall he cut off from the earth, and the trangressors shall he rooted

out of it,** ' Hence in this Millennial period, when, as our argument in-

dicates, this is to be realized, the promise is reiterated. Thus e.g. in the

sublime description of Isa. 60, it is added :
'^ they (the righteous) shall inherit

the landforever ;*' and in Isa. 54, ** this is the heritage of the servants of
the Lord,** so that, Isa. 57 : 13, it will be verified that ** he that putteth his

trust in Me shall possess the land, and shall inherit My holy mountain,^* If

wo take the translation given by some (Clarke's Covu loci) to the clause

"/or His mercy endurethforev&r,** in Ps, 136, viz., ** For His tetider mercy
is to the coming age,** or if we only keep in view the idea of perpetuity or

futurity in the phrase, and apply the same to vs. 21, 22, then tne land is

for *^ a heritage unto Israel" in the time yet to come. In Ps. 115 this

doctrine is evolved, for, declaring the people of Israel are the ** blessed of

the Lord," the Psalmist adds, **the heaven, even the heavens, are the
Lord's : but the earth hath He given to the children of men. The dead praise

not the Lord, neither any that go down into silence. But we" (notice the

implication sustained by the proof already adduced : we who are raised up
from the dead, we who remain not thus in silence, we who shall receive

the earth thus bestowed) ** will hless the Lordfrom this timeforth andfor
^^ evennore,*' The land of Canaan is called " rest,'* and it is (lod's " resf*

(Ps. 95 : 7), as shown under Props. 122 and 143. It is not typical of some-
thing else, for that would overthrow the covenant and its promises. It is

His rest," because in it the headship of the Theocratic government shall

be specially manifested. A comparison of Scripture shows that, after a

res. from the dead, an entrance into this " rest" is to be obtained. Thus
e.g. Ps. 116 has ** return unto thy rest, mv soul ; for the Lord hath
dealt bountifully with thee. For Thou hast delivered my soul from death,

"ill

t

\

i~

jr |i mine eyes from' tears, and my feet from falling. I will walk before the

Lord ?» the land of the living.*' The identical "rest" promised is the

j^
one obtained after a res. The Jews thus understood the "' rest" to denote

f^ the land, and the making of this rest glorious, etc., to mean that under the

p Messiah it would be renewed and beautified. Paul in writing to Jews does

n*' not contradict, but positively confirmfl this idea of the future inheritance.
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for instead of calling this rest the third heaven (aa many unwarrantedly
add), he (Heb 3 and 4) quotes Pp. 95, and designates the same '* rest" the

Psalmist does into which certain ones could not enter, but fell in the

wilderness. He argues that through unbelief we too shall be cut off, but
through faith in Christ, and by the power of Jesus, we too shall enter in
" His resf' according to the promise. In the same epistle he declares

that the promise is realized wJ^eti this Jesus comes the second iivie unto eal-

^ation. If the Jews were mistaken in their conception of "the rest,"

surely an inspired teacher like Paul ought to have corrected their* views

when adverting to the subject. But he could noty dared not contradict the

plain truth, which they also held, and, therefore, as the unity of the Spirit

and Divine Plan required, employs the reasoning best calculated to establish

them in the only true idea or the inheritance promised to the Patriarchs

and to all God's people. (Comp. Prop. 143, on Sabbatism, etc.) This is

strongly corroborated by other phraseology also employed by the Jews,
indicated further on,' '

1 Clement (A.D. 97, First Epia.) qnotes Prov. 2 : 21, as follows :
'' The kind-hearted

fshall inhabit the land, and the guiltless shall be left npon it, but tranBgressors shall be
destroyed from off the face of it. Then shall be fnlflUed such sayings as I^r. 11 : 31,
*' Behold the righteoas shall be recompensed in the earth ; much more the wicked and
the sinner," as illustrated e.g. Mai. 4. Comp. 2 Esdras 7 : 67 and 9 : 13.

* Even such promises as are contained in Eph. 6 : 2, 3 would not be verified in a mul-
titude of cases (for many who have honored father and mother have not lived long in the
land), unless in and under them was implied—as God's Purpose teaches—a future inherit-

ing of the earth. K the student will turn to Prop. 82, he will find additional reasons for

this inheriting of the earth, and of such a conclnaive nature—involved in the Divine
Plan of Bedemption—that many of our opponents (as e.g. Fairbaim and others, quoted
under it) folly admit of such a future Inheriting.

Ohs, 3. Attention is again called to the confirmation our doctrine receives

from the alleged omission of any but earthly blessings promised to believers

in the Mosaic record, and long after. Bh, Warburton and others contend
that we find nothing but what relates to this earth ; some, as Edwards and
others, that heavenly blessings are inferred ; others, as Dr. Graves, that it

can be found in a state of very gradual development ; others again, as

Home, think that heavenly rewards, etc, are presupposed as an adopted
article of religion. These, and opinions similar, reveal a darkness on the
subject which the Jews and Early Church never possessed. The cause of

the perpleiity in such writers is simply this : coming to the Bible with
t\i^ foreign derived idea of the saints' mheritance, they find themselves at

the very outset confronted with its direct opposite, and they are forced to

resort to arbitrary conjectures and suppositions to support an uncalled-for
theory. Rejecting Warburton's explanation of the fact, yet ho is correct in
asserting that nowhere do we find in any of those records any other but an
earthly inheritance promised. This has been noticed extensively by Ger-
man critics, and even enemies of Christianity have Bought to make it (on
the supposition that the monkish notion of the third heaven inheritance is

the true one) a fatal objection to the Bible. Let, however, the mitirB scope
of the Bible speak ; let Moses, David, Paul, let all speak ; let covenant and
covenant promises declare wlicU is this promised inheritance, and in perfect
harmony each and every one, proclaim it to be the inheriting of the land,

of the earth, of the world, and the possessing of it for the ages. There ia

nothing hidden in these promises ; they mean precisely what the words in
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their general nsage indicate. Moses promises not merely, if the people
are obedient, a temporal possession of the land, but aperpetual one. Those
who died are still promised the same, implying a triumph over death and
the grave ; and, What ought to suffice, tne assurance that God's promises
would, in this respect, be faithfully realized, is the golden chain which
binds Moses, Prophets, Jesus, Apostles, pious Jews, Apostolic Fathers, and
other worthies to hold that the time will most certahily arrive when all the
meek shall inherit the earth.

The simple fact is Belf-evident, that jnsi so soon as the FrimitiYe Charoh view was
discarded and the Popish notion of the third heaven or the UniTerse, as an inheritance,
was substituted, then a co7\fiici was established between the Mosaic Record, the prophet's
predictions, and the supposed corrected view. Men, in their wisdom, ingenuoaidy
sought to reconcile an antagonism, when, if the Word is taken in its strictly grammatical
and lofi^cal connection, n<me exists. The truth is, that the Bible is censured tor much
that it does not contain ^ and the supposed conflict (Draper, Mis. Intd. Deo. of Earopt^
etc.) between science and the Bible is only one between science and persons who mis-
oonoeiTe the Bible. Unfortunately, men are not willing to discriminate, and therefore
the Bible is too often made to bear the errors of its interpreters and supporters. It is

even a matter of surprise that such promises as we haye quoted should be, over against
the express predictions relating to the future, so persistently limited to the present
period, when utterly unsustaaned by experience and history. The critical student will

observe that the modem views, especially the one so often expressed (i.e. that the earthly
Paradise was a type of heaven), were not entertained by the quite early Fathers ; they
held to a restoration of Paradise (as part of Redemption) and to an inheriting of it here
on the earth. Various writers (as e.g. Fairbaim, Typology, vol. 1, p. 168) have shown that

the later views were inculcated and gained adherents just " as the speculative influence
of the Greek philosophy gains stren^ in the Church."

Ohe. 4. Surely those who write so confidently that '' the land (the earth)

is of little worth to such as hare tasted of the higher bliss of a heavenly
state ;*' that it would be ''an alarming retrograde of being from a heav-

enly state back to.an earthly one ;'' that the saints themselves, on account
of their heavenly experience, would be ** unfit for any degree of blessedness

this side of heaven itself,'' besides a host of similar expressions, should well

ponder lest they he found underrating, and sitting in judgment over the

inheritance itself and its desirableness. This all may appear veryfoolish to

man, but after all it may prove to be ^*^ the wisdom of Qod.^^ All such
criticisms arise from making 'nuore of the intermediate state than the Bible

warrants. If the pious dead are rev?arded, crowned, inherit (Prop. 136),

etc., as Popery and some Protestantism make it, then there would he some
propriety in the objection. But until this is first established, the criti-

cisms have no force. Again, they overlook what has been repeatedly stated

by us, that this very possession of the earth is part of the Divine Plan in

tne Redemption of the race of man, and promotive of the greatest glory.

The facts that we have urged, the i)a8sages presented, together with the

belief of so many of God's children in different ages, ought in themselves

to bo amply sufficient to prevent such disparaging remarks.

Frazer {Kt\i io Proph.) asks : " Shall we esteem it an additional happiness to quit the
presence of the Lord for the society of men ? Is it desirable for those who hare arrived

at their heavenly Father's house to return again to the land of their sojourning ?" Such
questions^ to be pertinent, ought first to ask whether we advocate a leaving the presence
of the Lord when the Lord Himself comes ; and whether the Father's house (Prop. 170)

is really where Frazer locates it. To reply to, or notice such, criticisms would be a thank-
less and endless employment. Do such ever really consider what is the covencuUed inheri-

tance of Jesus as David's Son (Prop. 122). and that believers are coheirs with Him in the

same inheritance ? Is all the Scripture bearing on this point to be ignored or arbitrarily
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set aside by spiritn&lmng it ? Fairbaiin ( Typotogy, vol. 1, p. 311), after haTiug forcibly

described the redemption of the earth as maa*a glorious inheritance, says :
*' No ; when

rightly considered, it is not a low and degrading view of the inheritance, which is reserred
for the heirs of salvation, to place it in p<raseasion of this very earth, which we now
inhabit, after it shall have been redeemed and glorified. I feel it for myself to be rather

an ennobling and comforting thoaghi ; and were I left to choose, oat of all creation's bounds,
the place where my redeemed natnre is to find its local habitation, enjoy its Bedeemer's
presence, and reap the fruits of His costly purchase, I would prefer none to this. For
if destined to so high a purpose, I know it will be made in all respects what it should be
—the Paradise of delight, the very heaven of gloiy and blessing, which I desire and
need. And, then, the connection between what it now is, and what it shall have become,
must impart to it an interest which can belong to no other region in the universe. If any-
thing could enhance our exaltation to the lordship ot a glorious and blessed inheritance,

it would surely be the feeling of possessing it in the veryplaoe where we were once miser-

able bondsmen of sin and corruption." (See specially Prop. 203 for a statement.)

Obs. 5. Truth demandB the correction of esteemed writers, such as

Jones, Shimeall, Butler and others, ^ ho make this inheritance to extend
to the possesaion of other worlds, or the third heaven, or the Universe, in

brief, ** all things," Leaving this theory for examination, especially as

held by ShimeaTl, under the Prop, pertaining to the New Heavens and
New Earth, and not objecting to the view that the saints in their glorified

condition have access to other worlds, etc., we object to the theory on the

ground that it makes the inheritance something very different from the one

alone pro?nised to the Patriarchs and to David's Son, and under which
promise the saints only inherit. That inheritance is the earth and fiot- the

third heaven or the Universe. The proofs assigned by Judge Jones {Notes
on Scrip,, p. 560) are purely inferential and opposed by direct covenant
promises. The texts given against our view are the following ; 1 Cor,

3 : 31, 23 (which says nothing contrary, merely specifying things to

come'^) ; Rom. 8 : 38, 39 (whicn only asserts that nothing can separate us
from the love of God) ; 2 Tim. 2 : 12 (that only declares the reign with
Christ) ; Rev. 22 ; 5 (which asserts a perpetual reign) ; <John 20 : 17
(which has no reference to the subject). Indeed, we might ourselves select

stronger passages than these, but over against any and -every such selection

can 1^ placed the iinpregnable covenant^ and the multitude of explicit

promises based on, and derived from, it.

Millenarianism, to be consistent, mnst ever ^eep in view Us foundation in ths cove

nanit aad this necessitates the positive rejection of the Universe theory^ however plau-
sibly and eloquently expressed. This wdl be shown at length hereafter. So it rejects

the monkish theory that the Sec. Advent, instead of bringing blessing and happiness to
this earth, is '* the end of all snblnnary things," as hostile to the entire tenor and spirit

of the Scriptnres. It also repudiates the anti-scrlptnral notion (so Fres. Edwards,
His. Eedemp.) that this earth is to be constituted " the hell " of the wicked, thus giving
the victory to Satan. In brief, it—if logically correct—refuses credence to every
hypothesis which ignores the covenanted land and inherUancet and which makes the restitu-

tion to Edenic forfeited blessings incomplete. Hence, we must totally reject Barbour's
views (37i0 Tfiree Worlds, p. 36 and 46), who accuses us of holding to *' an a^cultural
heaven." where the glorified saints build, plant, dig, etc. In TTie Herald of the Morning,
Sep. 15, 1877. he thus, under the plea of a higher spiritual discernment (which ignores
the plain grammatical sense of covenant and promise), takes our view to task :

" While
the apostle affirms ' our inheritance is reserved in heaven,' they claim the earth—prom-
ised only to the Jews and other nations in the flesh—as theirs ;

* While Christ affirms,
" I go to prepare mansions foryou,*' ' they claim, laa. 65 : 2 (a promise only for Jews in the
flesh), as their own, and expect to plant vineyards and build houses ; while Paul affirms
of the dead in Christ, that they are to be raised * spiritual bodies,' they claim that the
same literal earthy, fleshly body is to be raised, and an immortal soul or an immoztal
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spirit of some kind is to take possession of it and permeate ita fleshly substance.** This
is an ntterly uvfair and prejutUced caricaivre of our real views. No one of us teaches
that the future body raised and glorified is a fleshly body, or that saints^ who are kings
and priests, plant and build. It is easy to establish a preconceived theory by quoting
jusi as much of a passage as suits, and leave the rest, which is contradictory—as e.g. il^

revealing of the inheritance reserved at the Bee. Advent (see 1 Pet. 1 : 5, 7, 13, and Props,
on same) ; the scriptural conception of the Father's House and its connection with the
Coming again ; the manner in which Peter claims the realization of Isa. 65 : 2 in behalf
of believers (comp. Props. 148, 351, 170, etc.), etc. Barbour's theory is o rejeclion of
covenajit (both A.brahamic and Davidic) promises, and cannot rise to the conception that
in this restored Theocratic Kingdom the saints as mlers and coheirs with Christ enjoy a
higher plane than the nations of the earth ; that wOh an earOiiy iTiherUanw (which restores
one of the forfeited blessings of the Fall and completes Redemption) tliey also inherit a
Kingdom, higher spiritual and eternal good, with a New Jerusalem position, etc. ; that
to ridicule ** the inheritance of the land *' is (o acorn the inheritance of the Messiah and
His coheirs ; that to inherit a Kingdom, a Theocracy, here on earth, must necessarily
bring the inheritors into earihhf relationship with their subjects, etc. A close adherence
to the plain grammatical sense of the covenants, and the promises based thereupon,
effectually disposes of all these mysiieal and sptritualistic theories which are so numerous.
We say, in reference to the Obs. itself, with Dr. Tyng (see Hill's Sainis' Inheriiance, p.

271) :
" In the great view of the Saviour's personal reign on a regenerated earth, as the

jinal and everlasting abode of His redeemed, I rest with confidence and delight.*'

Obs, 6. We append a few atatements, ont of many that conld be adduced,
in behalf of our position. Fairbairn (whose testimony is the more valuable,

bein^ an opponent to Chiliasm) justly refers {Typology, vol. 1, p. 314, 15)

this inheriting to the renewed earth after the Sec. Advent, and observes

that Christ cuuld not have called a prosperous life in the present world as

constituted ** blessed," but would rather (as He did) warn against the de-

ceitfnlness of riches and the abundance of honors ; because to be blessed

in the earth as an inheritance, must import that the earth has become to

them a real and proper good, such as it shall be when it has been trans-

formed into a fit abode for redeemed natures.** He approvingly quotes

(p. 316) Usteri (as given by Tholuck on Rom. 8 : 19) as saying that the

conception of a transference of the perfected Kingdom of Grod into the

heavens, is, properly speaking, modern, seeing that according to Paul and
the Apocalypse (and he might also have added Peter and Christ Himself),

the seat of Uie Kingdom of God is the earth, inasmuch as that likewise par-

takes in the general renovation.** Such, he informs us, was the view
** adopted by the greatest number, and the most ancient, of the Exposi-
tors," such as Cnrysostom, Theodoret, Jerome, Augustine, Ambrose,
Luther, etc. He quotes as indorsing this view Jerome (on Isa. 65), Justin

Martyr (Semisch*s Life and Times of Justin, Bib. Cab., vol. 42, p. 336),

Calvin (Rom. 8 : 21), Haldane (Rom. 8 ; 21), Fuller {The Gospel its Own
Witness, ch. 5), Thiersh {His,, vol. 1, p. 20), and Olshausen (on Matt. 8).

How extended this list can be made is readily seen in the Props, on the his-

tory of our doctrine. Fairbairn (
Typology, vol. 1, p. 292) argues that the

possession of Canaan by the Jewish nation was ** an earnest of the whole
inheritance, and, as the world then stood, an effectual step toward its real-

ization. Abraham, as the heir of Canaan, was thus also ' the heir of the

world,' considered as a heritage of blessing." The tendency to niake the

one simply typical of the other, or of heaven, vitiates the reasoning and
conclusions of many writers, who forsake the covenants for mere human
opinions. The Kingdom and the earth sustain an inseparable relationship,

and the inheriting of the one is the inheriting of the other. Rothe {Dog-

matic, P. 2, p. 58) clearly apprehends this, and says :
^* He, moreover, des-
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i^nates the blessedness of this Kingdom as an inheriting the earthy for to

f/iis Chiliastic Kingdom the passage, Matt. 5 : 6, must be referred."

Bengel {Qvomon) makes MatL 5 : 6 parallel with Bev. 6 : 10 ; Meyer (Com. loeS) also

makes it to refer to the future Messianic Kingdom ; Nast ( Gam, foci} says :
" The fall

import, however, of the promise seems to be the possession of the new earth, which God
will create with the new heaven (Isa. 66 : 22), and which is the realization of the original

destiny of Adam." Fansset {Ckm. Isa. 65 : 17) says :" As Caleb inherited the some
land which his feet trod on (Dent.l : 36 ; Josh. 14 : 9), so Messiah and His saints shall

inherit the renovated earth which onoe they trod while defiled by the enemy (Isa.

34 : 4, and 61 : 16, and 66 : 22 ; Ezek. 21 : 27 ; Pa. 2 : 8, and 37 : 11 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 13 ;

Heb. 12 : 26-2d ; Rev. 21 : 1) ;" and in his comment on Ps. 25 : 13, and 37 : 9, etc., he
makes the phrase " inherit the earth'* to be an " alluding to the promise of Canaan,
expressing all the blessings indnded in that promise, temporal as well as spiritual."

Snoh testimonies could be multiplied, which declare with Luthardt {Lehre Von Dtr Ldxten

Dlngen) that '* the earth, not heavetif ia (hi abode of the glorified CAurc/t" (comp. also

p. 35, where he has ** the glorified Church" reigning over " the onglorified humanity,"
etc.). Men of the greatest learning and biblical research find this doctrine clearly

expressed, and joyfully and hopefully cling to it.

On the other hand, we give « few illustrations of the perversion of the passage.

Brown ( Com. Matt. 6 : 5) meJkes this a figure* drawn from the possession of Canaan, and
its secure possession, of " the evidence and manifestation of God's favor resting on
them and the ideal of all true and abiding blessedness," but he does not tell us how the
possession of a laud " for a little while," from which the native was driven, elo., &Ji.

appropriately be used as " the ideal of all true and abiding blessedness.'* The Oi.

Unionj Ap. 23, 1879. answers an inquirer respecting the meaning of inheriting^he earth,

thus :
** The enjoyment of earthly blessings belong not to the grasping but to those who

hold them lightly. * Selfish men,' says John Woolman, * may possess the earth, it is the
meek alone who iTtAmt it from the Father free from all defilements and perplexities of
unrighteousness."* So, then, there is an inheriting without having a possession. Dr.
Butter {Life </ Christ, p. 176) renders it :

** Blessed are the meek, for they shall possess
the land," and interprets '* land" as an equivalent to '' heaven," for, he adds, if the
meek are *' ill-treated and driven from their possessions by the ambition and rapacity of
others, heaven, upon that title, becomes their due, as their own land and inheritance.'*

This needs no comment. In the same work, he (like Edwards's, see preceding Prop.)
thus (pp. 423-6) disposes of the earth : he has the reprobate, at the Sec. Advent, left
** on the earth to receive their etem&l doom," and the execution of a judicial sentence is

thus described :
" Yes, the reprobate shall be consigned to everlasting burnings ; the abyss

of hell shall open under their feet, and they shall be precipitated into it, surrounded by
those. raging flames which shall have consumed the whole material world," i.e. hell

replaces the earth. We turn with relief from such outrageous perversions of Scripture
promise to others, who inculcate the perpetuity and inheriting of the earth. To indicate
how covenanted promises (Prop. 49) were dung to by the eariy Church, we refer e.g. to
Justin Martyr {Dial. Trypho, ch. 139) who, instancing Palestine as the land specially
covenanted to Abraham and his seed, says :

'* There snail be a future possession of ail

the saints in this same land. And hence all men everywhere, whether bond or free, who
believe in Christ and recognize the truth in His own words and those of His prophets,
know that they skaU be ioUh Eim tn that land, and inherit incorruptible and everlasting
good." A multitude of writers like Tomlinson {Ser, on ike IfJfl., and who in Ap. appeals
to "Wesley, Doddridge, Maoknight. Newton, Clarke, Chalmers, and a host of others,"
as holding similar views) could be quoted, advocating this earth, renovated at the Sec.
Advent, as the future home of the redeemed. (Comp. authors quoted under Props. 146,
148, 151, etc.) Many accord with Eleazer Lord {The Messiah, p- 324) :

** The oourae of
things eventually to be realized on earth will be such as would have taken place from
the beginning, had no apostasy occurred. The apostasy and the curse on man and the
earth will be overcome. The antagonism between the Mediator and the adversary will
cease. The earth, freed from the curse and from all enemies, renovated, restored to its

original beauty, will be the perpetual scene of holiness and happiness." Such testi.

monies could readily be multiplied, indicative of a faith fixed on Bible promise. We
attach one more. Dr. Moirs (Lange's Oom. Heb. p. 41) : " The anticipated reinlroduetion
of the Firstborn into the inhabited world, forms the goal of the ways of God in history,
and promises a revelaOon of glory to which, in hope and faith, we are to look ; which, in
the patience of the saints, we are humbly to await / and for which, in the sanctification
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of OUT persona, as children of God bom anew to be brethrer in Jestts Christ, and called

to be fellow-heirs with Him, we are earnestly to prepare, that we may join the adoring
worship of angels."

Ohs. 7. This doctrine teaches us how to regard the various theories of

inheritance, such as the third heaven idea, the central universe notion, the
metaphysical heaven (of Good's, etc.), which gives no place of existence,

the spiritualist's visible unfolding of the invisible, *' the Sun our Heaven"
(bo Mortimore, Wittie, etc.), and the infidel's no future inheritance. By
overlooking the plainest promises and oath-bound covenants, or by spirit-

ualizing them, men majiiifacture inheritances of their own. No matter
that the inheriting of the earth was a favorite Jewish doctrine based on the
Messianic prophecies and the predicted supremacy ; when Jesus uttered
this promise it must be modernized and accommodated to the supposed
advanced theological opinions of the age, moulded by the influence of some
favorite philosophy. No matter that the Patriarchs are personally prom-
ised such an inheriting ; that the Messiah is personally to receive the land
OS an inheritance ; that the saints, afi part of a perfected Redemption, are to
realize it ; that a thousand predictions direct attention to it, the leaven of
the old Gnostic spirit against matter and the claimed higher spirituality,

deliberately refuses the plain grammatical sense, and substitutes another
sense at the will of the interpreter.

The objections usually made are met under Prop. 107, 122, 143, 146, etc. Thus e.g.

Pressenae {The Early Days of Chrla.f p. 249), taking 1 Pet. 1 : 4. isolated and overlooking
its context, says :

** The hope of the Church reaches far beyond the horizon of the Theoc-
racy. It is fixed no longer on an earikly tn/ien(ance, like the land of Canaan ; it is changed
into the lively hope of " an inherituice incorruptible and undefiled, and that fadeth
not away, reserved in heaven, 1 Pet. 1 :

4.** Now, the exact reverse of this is the script-

ural truth, confirmed by oath. We are to look for a gloriously restored Theocracy under
David's Son, its central location in Canaan and extending over the whole earth. But
this restoration includes much that is heavenly, as the descending New Jem solem, the
descending Mighty Heir, the descending resurrecting power and glorification, the
heavenly derived Kingship and priesthood, all of which ib io be revealed (as the same
apostle asserts in unmediate connection) ai the Second Coming of the Restorer, Our
opponents seem to*be wiUin^y ignorant of the fact—often expressed by us—that the
saints, in virtue of their relationship to the Divine-human Saviour and King, have a

twofold inheritance, the earth redeemed and the Kingdom, with all its heavenly endow-
ments and accompaniments, established on the earth. Pressense is not consistent with
his own theory, for (p. 286) he makes Peter contradict Paul ; we quote under Prop. 146.

Indeed, such passages as Gal. 3 : 16-18 oomp. with Heb. 9 : 9, 10, 13, Rom. 4 : 13, Deut.
ch. 28, etc., are amply sufficient, when contrasted with the covenant (Prop. 49) to estab-

lish the matter of the inheritance ; for Abraham's inheritance and Christ's inheritance

is likewise the saints' inheritance. If we look tor any other, we deceive ourselves and
dishonor God*s promises.
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Proposition 143. The early church doctrine of tlie Ki7igdom is

supported by ^Hhe Mest^'* or keeping of the Sabbath^ men-
tioned by Paul,

If it can be shown that the Sabbath was r^arded as typical of
the Kingdom of the Messiah as covenanted, and of the Millennial
era, and then if it is found that Paul adopts the phraseology-
current on this point and uses it, without change of meaning^ in a
way to confirm the opinions existing, it forms an additional argu-
ment infaxor of the primitive vi^w of the Kingdom,

Ohs, 1. Observe how the Jews believed on this subject. Bh. Newton has
well stated (Dis, on Proph,, p. 587) on the thousand years of Rev. 20,
" that the Jewish Church before John, and the Christian Church after

him, have believed and taught that these one thousand years will be tho
seventh Millenary of the world. A pompous heap of quotations might be
produced to this purpose, both from Jewish and Christian writers," He
then produces a few quotations from Rab. Ketina, from ** the tradition of
the house of Elias, who lived two hundred years or thereabouts before
Christ," etc. Mede, Burnet, Lightfoot, Russell, Brookes, Taylor, Elliott,

Bush, and many others, give various extracts establishing the general view
thus entertained. As impartial authority, we may give what Dr. Whitby
observes on Heb. 4 : 9, quoting R. Eliezer (c. 18, p. 41) as saying, " the
blessed Lord created seven worlds (i.e. aionas, ages), but one of them is aU
Sabbath and rest in life eternal," and then adds :

** he refers to their (the

Jews') comvwn opinion that the world should continue six thousand years,

and then a perpetual Sabbath should begin, typified by God's resting on the

seventh day and blessing it." Elliott notices that this same Rabbi
makes (Midras Till,, p. 4) '* The days of Messiah are one thousand years."

Whitby also quotes Bereschith Rabba :
** If we expound the seventh day of

the seventh thousand of years, which is the world to conie, the exposition is,

* He blessed it,' because that in the seventh thousand all souls shall be
bound in the bundle of life." ** So our Rabbins, of blessed memory, have
said in their commentaries on * God blessed the seventh day,' that the Holy
Ghost blessed the world to conie, which beginneth in the seventh thousandth

of years. Again, Philo is copious on the same subject, stating that the

Sabbaths of the law were allegories or figurative expressions."

For the convenience of the reader several more are quoted to illustrate the maimer
of statement. Bh. Newton (Diss, on Proph.) :

" Tradition assents to B. Ketina : As oat
of seven years every seventh is the year of remission, so ont of the seven thousand years
of the world the seventh Millenary shall be the M!illenaiy of remission, that God alone
may be exalted in that day." The tradition of Elias gives the following :

" The world
endnres six thousand years, two thousand before the law, two thousand under the law,

and two thousand under the Messiah," and Newton from Mede (giving the original) adds
that then followed the seventh thousand or Millenary embraoix^ in its commencement
the resurrection of the just and a renewal of the earth. Brooks, £Z. of Proph. Interp,t oh.
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3, quoting from the TorgninB, R. Eliezer, B. Gmnaliel, Book of Wisdom and Tobit, refers

to the tradition concerning the seventh Millenary that in it the world " was to be
renewed, and all the promises of God made to the fathers accomplished." He asserts

(appealing to Pezron's Antiq., ch. 4, 37) that so general was the opinion among the Jews
that after the destrnotion of the temple, when the Christians nrged that the Messiah had
come, they deemed it a sufficient reply to point to the fact that the six thousand years
had not yet expired. He gives several opinions, as stated In Rabbi Asche, that some
thonght the Messiah woold. come at the beginning of the fifth, some of the seventh, and
some of the latter end of the sixth, bnt that the tradition of the house of Elias was the
most prevalent. Mede ( Works^ B. 4) declares that the general opinion of the Jews was
the tradition of Elias, gives a number of authorities, shows that in the seventh Mille.
nary the earth was to be renewed, the resorreotion of the jnst realized, etc. Compare
the statements of Bosh {The MUl,, ch. 4), Bh. Rassell (Dis, on Mill.), Th» Time <^ (he Etid,

by a Congregationalist (which quotes Gregory of Oxford, R. Menasse, and Aben Ezra,
the latter of whom links the Sabbatism with Isa. 66 : 171, and the articles on the same
in our Bib. Diets, and Cyclops., etc. Delitzsch {Com. H^.) gives the following from
Sanhedrin 97a, " As the seventh year furnishes a festal time of a year's duration for a
period of seven years, so the world enjoys, for a period of seven thousand years, a festal

season of a thousand years," and justly ai^es that this Sabbath merges into the eternal

Sabbath or blissful eternity. Sinularly in a Rab. Treatise on Ps. 92 : 1 (Elijahu Rabba,
c. 2, quoted Lange's Com. Heb., ch. 4, Doc. 7), it is said : " We mean the Sabbath which
puts a stop to the sin reigning in the world, the seventh day of the world, upon which,
as post-Sabbatic, follows the future world, in which forever and ever there is no more
death, no more sin, and no more punishment for sin, bnt pure delight in the wisdom
and knowledge of God." For Jewish idea of Sabbatism see also Bush, Com. Qen,, vol.

1, p. 47, and for their present cleaving to it, see e.g. Levi's Cer. of the Jews, p. 206, and
Mission of Inquiry to the Jews, p. 409. The fact is, as stated by Bh. Russell, Bush, and
others, that traces of this opinion, a future coming Sabbatism, is to be found ** in the
writings of Pagans, Jews, and Christians,*' " in the Sibylline oracles, in the poems of

Hesiod, in Plato," and is ** expressed by the Chaldeans, the Persians, the Egyptians, the
Greeks, the Romans, and by orators, poets philosophers. " Dr. Mombert (Lange's Com.
1 Fet.f p. 26) refers (giving authorities) to " The Jews saying, ' When God created the
world. He held forth His hand under tne throne of Glory, and created the soul of the
Messiah and His company, and said to Him, Wilt Thou heal and redeem my sons, after

six thousand years t He answered. Yes. God said to Him, If so, wilt Thou bear chas-
tisements to expiate their iniquity, according to what is written (Isa. 63 : 4) Surely, He
bore our griefs r ' He answered, I will endure them with joy.*'

Ohs, 2, Writers inform ua that this Jewish opinion of the seventh Mil-

lenary, however we may account for it, was continued in the Christian,

Jewish, and Gentile churches established by the apostles and their succes-

sors, and that it was entertained both by Millenarians and their opponents.
This is abundantly confirmed by a little research. Papias {Frag. Ante-Nic.

Lib,, vol. 1, p. 447, inferred from Euseb. His., B. 3, s. 39) makes the days
of creation typical. Barnabas {Epis., c. 15), commenting on the words :

*' * And God made in six days the works of Ilis hands and He finished

them on the seventh day and He rested in it and sanctified it," says :

** Consider, children, what that signifies, He finished them in six days.

This it signifies, that the Lord God will finish all things in six thousand
years. For a day with Him is a thousand years ; as He Himself testifieth,

saying : **Behold this day shall he as a thonsayid years.' ^ Therefore, chil-

dren, in six days, that is in six thousand years, shall all things be consum-
mated. And lie rested the seventh day ; this signifies that when His Son
shall come, and shall abolish the season of the Wicked One, and shall

judge the ungodly and shall change the sun, and the moon, and the stars,

then He shall rest gloriously in that seventh day.' " * Such also is the opin-

ion of Irenaeus {Adv, Hmr., 5), Justin Martyr {Ques. and Ans., 71, Dial.

with Try.), Polycarp (see testimony of IrencBus concerning him as given by
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Brooks^ BL Proph. Inter., p. 38, etc.), Tertullian {Ag, Marcion, B. 3, c.

24, etxj.), Lactantius (Div. InstLj c. 14, 24, 26), Cjprian (See Exh, MarL,
11), Ambrose (/» Luc, 8 : 23), and others.* So deeply rooted was this

notion of the Millenaries that even Origen, Jerome, and Augustine
indorse it. The student knows that Bh, Taylor {Lib, of Prophesyuig, s. 5)
ranks Origen among the Millenarians, and critics suppose that it arose

from Origen' s expectation of the renovation of all things at the end of six

thousand years. Jerome's statements are to be found in his htter (139)
to Cyprian, Com7)ieni on Ps. 90 : 4, and Micah 4 As Augustine aided
largely in overthrowing and darkening the early Church yiaw of the King-
dom, we may, in this respect, more particularly specify his opinion. In
De Gen, contra Majiich,, he proposes that the six dajs give a prophetic
sketch of the epochs in the history of man, making the sixth the Christian

dispensation, etc. In City of Ood, B. 20, c. 7, he says that he would noc
object to a literal resurrection to be succeeded by a Sabbath rest during one
thousand years, provided it were spiritual :

'* a kind of seventh day Saohath
in the succeeding thousand years ; and it is for this purpose the saints rise,

viz., to celebrate this Sabbath. And this opinion would not be objection-

able, if it were believed that the joys of the saints in that Sahbath shall be
spiritual and consequent on the presence of God ; for I myself too, once
held this opinion.*' That his opinion concerning the Millenaries under-
went no change, ig seen by reference to the City of God, last chapter, where
he makes the days ages, counting his own a^e in which he lived the sixths

calling the seventh age the Sabbath in whicn we shall have rest, and this

last day or age he has closed by the ushering in of an eighth and eternal

day or age. It has been noticed by various writers that many of the later

Anti-pre-millenarians explained the seventh day to be typical of an eternal

Sabbath. So generally was this theory of the Millenaries held that, adopt-
ing the chronology of the Septuagint, at different periods, when it was sup-

posed that the six thousand years were ending, an almost universal belief

in the ending of the world was entertained. The duration of the world for

six thousand years, to be followed by a Sabbath of rest, was so rooted into

the Church that the Reformers frequently expressed their faith in a speedy
end, even after the Hebrew chronology was adopted in place of the Septua-
gint. Elliott {norm Apoc,), Taylor {Voice of the Church) j and others (as

Seiss, Brooks, Shimeall, Lord, etc.) have given miinerous extracts from
Luther, Melanchthon, etc., indicating this remarkable feature, viz., their

belief in a near closing of the dispensation, etc.* It would be easy to intro-

duce a long list of eminent names in the Church who have continued to

hold to this ancient belief, not only Millenarians, but many of their oppo-
nents ; and, account for it as we may, such an opinion, if not susceptible of

definite scriptural proof, deserves, in view of its reception and retention, the

respectful attention of the Biblical student*

1 This, according to Gregory of Oxford, is the former Jewish argmnent, which he gives

as follows :
'* Becaase God was six daysabont the creation, and a thousand years with Him

are but as one day (Ps. 90 : 4), therefore, after six days, that is, after six thousand years
duration of the world, there shall be a seventh day or millenary Sabbath of rest,**

quoted by** A Congregationalist" in 7im« of the £nd, who adds to this Menasse, an
ancient Jewish Rabbi, Aben Ezra, D. Kimchi, Eph. Cyrus, etc. Comp. Taylor's Voice of
ih9 Church, for same.

* Commodianus {7%e InsirudionSt S. 60) says that the res. of the saints takes place
" when six thousand years are completed.** Clement {First £^is.f ch. 35) employs the
phrase " ages," calling the Creator the " Father of the Ages," having, evidently, the
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proTailing opinion in riew. The martyr, VictorinTiB {On the Creation of the World)^
remarks, " that the true Sabbath will be iu the seventh Millenary of years, when ChriBt
with His elect shall reign." Lactantins {Div. Insii., B. 7, ch. 14) gives the ideas enter-
tained :

" The six thousandth year is not yet completed, and that when this number is

completed, the constunmation must take place, and the condition of human affairs be
remodelled for the better.*' He appeals to the work of Creation, the six da>-s as
typical of the duration of the earth iintil the Sabbath or Mill, age is introduced ; the
six days indicating ** six ages, that is, six thousand yean," quoting Ps. 90 : 4, and the
seventh day representing the seventh age or thousand years in which ** all wickedness

^ must be abolished from the earth and righteousness reign," Bardesan {Book of the

LaicBt see Aidt-Nicene Lib.) speaks of "the establishment of anew world," after an
expiration of six thousand years, thus showing how widespread was the opinion that
the earth in its present form would only endure the six thousand years.

* Melanchthon's views a^e so to tbe point, embracing the early Church belief, that a
transcription may be in place. Elliott {Horce Apoc) gives the following :

*' * The words
of the prophet Elias should be marked by every one, and inscribed upon our walls and
on the entrances of our houses. Bix thousand years shall this world stand and after that

be destroyed ; two thousand years without the law ; two thousand years under the law of

Moses ; two thousand years under the Messiah ; and if any of these years are not ful-

filled, they will be shortened (a shortening intimated by Christ also) on account of our
sins.' Br. Cox, after quoting the above from Melanchthon's Com,^ gives the following
manuscript addition, that he had found, in Melanchthon's hand, in Luther's own copy
of the German Bible : * Written A.B. 1557 and from the Creation of the world 5519

;

from which number we may be sure that this aged world is not far from its end.' " It

occurs to the author that he somewhere read (cannot now recall the authority) that this

Bible referred to is found in the British Museum. Vide Bh. Latimer's Thbd Ser. on
Lord's Prayer, where he asserts that " all learned men"—** excellent and learned men"—
—affirm that the world was to endure six thousand years, etc. Dr. Seiss in A Question in

• Eschatology, p. 4, qnotes from "Waloh's Luther's Schriflm 14, 1117, Luther's prefacing his

chronolo^ of the world with this tradition of Elias, and also refers to Melanchthon.
Lord in Apoc.f p. 238, etc., extensively quotes Luther and Melanchthon. Oomp. FropK
Times, Ap.. 1870, etc,

* Bh. Russell (Anti-Millenarian) in his Dls, on MUl., testifies to the extended preva-

lence of the tradition " in the writings of Pagans, Jews, and Christians," holding to
" a blessed Millennixun, the Sabbath of this terrestrial globe," ets. In Jeffries* s Chart

tthe Churches is found the opinion of the Corinthian (A.D. 81) Church. In Twenty
isons, p. 25, Bh. Burnet is quoted hs saying, ** Nothing yet appears either in nature,

science, or human affairs, repugnant to this belief of the 6000 years" and the re-

sultant Sabbatism. The following persons are mentioned as teaching it :
" Augustine,

Cyprian, Justin Martyr, Clement, Origen, Jerome, and others among the early Fathers ;

I

Luther. Melanchthon, R. Abraham, Aben E2xa, R. Ben Israel, Mede, Kewton, Bengel,

I

Chas. Wesley, Cowper, Adam Clarke, Fleming, and many others, in later times." And
I

Bh. Latimer (p. 24) is thus quoted :
'* Tbe world wan ordained to endure 6000 years. There

will be great alterations then. Then shall they see the Bon of man coming with power and
i great gloi^'.' ' The influence that this doctrine had in estimating the nearness of Antichrist,

the Sec. .\dvent, and Sabbatism is noticed, Prop. 160, Obs. 3, note 2, as e.g. the Primitive

Church, owing to its adopting the Sep. Chronology (which largely increased the time
post), supposed the end of the 6000 years was nigh, as observed by numerous writers

(e.g. Prof. Bush, The MUlennium, p. 23, Gibbon's Ded, and Fall, vol. 1, p. 533). The fact

is, the student will flnd it imbedded in nearly all the early and modem estimates respect-

ing the nearness of the Mill. age. It is a singular fact, as the reader must already have
noticed in the names of advocates adduced, that not merely Pre-Millenarians, but those

who are Post-Millenarians—who spiritualize the res, and Mill., etc.—also adopt this

view in reference to their spiritual Millennium^ or as Anti-Millenarians in relation to

i
the ending of this dispensation. Thus e.g. Bogne (Dis. on JftU., p. 608), Johnston

I (On the Rev., vol. 2. p. 319) speak of the " glorious Sabbatic day of rest and peace and
I joy," *' the great Sabbath of the whole earth,'* which is to follow the 6000 years. So
I Tomlinson (i>er. on Mill. ) recognizes the Mill, to be " a grand Sabbatical era of a thousand
! years' continuance," which follows" the completion of the first 6000 years of the human,

family." S, T. Browne {Christian Morals, P. 2, S. 6) remarlta :
" The world which took

but six days to make, is like to take 6000 to make out" (comp. P. 3. S. 29. and S. 26),

Josiah Priest in his Vieto of the expected MiU., advocates a spiritual Mill, in the 7th Chiliad.

In Dr. Butter's Life of Christ, p. 414 (Bom. Cath.), speaJtmg of the rise of Antichrist and
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the Seo. Advent, he aaya :
** Varionfl have been the Bentiments both of the ancients and

modems oonceming thia final period, but the most prevailing opinion fixes it abont the

end of the 6000 years," but regards it as uncertain. Even Buck {Uieol, Die, art. Mill.),

after his erroneous representation of our doctrine, presents his own spiritual Slillennial

theory, and faintly indorses the view as follows :
" The time when the Alillennium will

commence cannot be fully ascertained ; but the common idea is that it will be in the

seven thousandth year of the world.'* As a curiosity and indicative of prevailing opin*

ions, we give Browne's note to Roger Bacon's Oure of Old Age, Ch. 1 :
" This year, 1682,

with the Astrologers, is celebrated the Climacterick grand Conjunction of the highest

Planets. And Divines after St. Peter's Chronology do reckon that the Sabbatical Mille-

nary is not far off ; nor without great reason. For if Moral Symptoms, such as Nations
rising against Nations, Divisions in Families and between Friends, do portend the last

days, we must conclude the world in its testy Old Age, and that that day, the Angels in

Heaven, no nor the Son of man Himself, knew not of, is coming on.'* So deeply is this

idea incorporated in past eschatology, that even such a commentator as Scott cannot
entirely rid himself of its influence. For {Com. Eev. 20 : 4-6) he remarks : " Whether
the general opinion, that this thousand years will be the seventh thousand from the crea-

tion, or the Sabbatical MiUenary, the event must determine ; it is evident, however,
that the dawn of this glorious day cannot be very distant" The Jewish and early Church
view thus given by Neander {OenL Ch. Hu., vol. 2, p. 396) has never been eradicated :

'* As the world had been created in six days, and, according to Fs. 90 : 4, a thousand
years in the sight of the Lord is as one day, so the world was to continue in its existing

condition for six thousand years, and the end with a thousand years of blessed rest, cor-

responding to the Sabbath." Even Clement of Alexandria (so quoted by Dr. Burnet in

his Theory of the Earthy and by others) observes ** that the seventh day has been accounted
sacred by the Hebrews and Greeks, because of the revolution of the world, and the

renovation of all thingSr'* and this, Burnet alleges, ** can be in no other sense than that

the seventh day represents the seventh Millennium (or thousand years) in which the
Kingdom and renovation are to be."

Obs. 3. A few remarkB may suggest reasons for there being so widespread
and deeply imbedded a feeling tnat the seventh Millenary will introduce

something extraordinary in the Divine Purpose. Students of deep reflec-

tion have considered that about the two thousandth year the call of, and
promise to, Abraham was given, that about two thousand years after was
the Coming of the promised seed to make a sacrifice, and that, judging
from analogy, we may reasonably expect something remarkable to occur at

the expiration of two thousand years more. Besides this, eminent writers,

as Kurtz {His. of Old Cov,), Prof. Stuart {Com, Rev.), and others lay

stress on the symbolical character of the numbers ten, seven, three, etc.

Among their statements we find it frequently asserted that " seven is the

seal of the covenant with Jehovah,'' of " rest'* and *' completeness," and is

applied to tlie Abraliamic, But such writers overlook tne important and
significant fact that if it is such, then it embraces the Davidic Covenant
also, which is an outgrowth or enlargement of the Abrahamic. If so (for

we are only taking their deductions for granted), then it legitimately fol-

lows, provided the symbolical import is adopted, that we are directed to the

seventh chiliad as the period when the covenant shall in every particular be
realized. Any other explanation makes their use inexplicable. Again, tlie

typical nature of certain seasons has caused many to regard this theory with
favor. Thus e.g. the feast of trumpets, which came in with the new moon
of the seventh month. The moon is regarded (Dr. Etheridge's Targumy
2 vol. pref.) as an emblem of the Church, and the new moon of the seventh
month is selected t^ indicate that at the seventh period of time the Church
in its renewed state shall be the cause of rejoicing, etc. Whatever may be

thought of this and similar typical comments, it is certain that the Sabbati-

cal year, introduced once in seven years, has been esteemed by Jewish and
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Christian writers as a type of the repose, etc., to be enjoyed in the seve^ith

a^e or the Great Sahhath, The Year of Jubilee, or Great Year of Redemp-
tion, after the lapse of seven Sabbatical years, when there was a general

release and restitution, has been regarded as a more striking type of the

same future Sabbath, when man shall be fully restored, re-instated to all

forfeited blessings. With Isa. 63 : 4 ; Isa. 27 : 13 ; Matt. 24 : 31, etc.,

,

apparently alluding to the same, thoughtful readers of the Word have been

slow to discard the ancient belief in these things.

These types have been regarded so strikiiig that they are used in the titles of books,
as e.g. Tht Worl^a Jvbilee by Anna Silliman, The Jubilee qf Jubilees or MuUum in Parvo,
Anon., etc. Lange {Oom. Heb, 4 : 9) renders *' there remaineth therefore a Sabbath rest"

(or in note :
*' a Sabbath Festal celebration** ). and says (Doc. 6): " The Sabbath rest which

commences ordy at the Sec. Qmiing qf Christ and the accompanying renovation of the

world, and which is realized only when the whole people of God have entered into eter-

nal rest." Kurtz (5a«. Bis.^ p. 128) remarks : " The year of Jnbilee was a type of the

great year of that widely extended Bedemption {restitutio in integrum) in which all bondage
shall cease, all debts be cancelled, all that was lost be recovered, and a new age qf ike

vorld begin." Comp. " Sabbath and Jnbilee-Year** by Dr. Oehler in Heizog's Oyclop.,

which distinctively states that these were typical of ** a redemptive resiiiuiion and a return

of the Theocraeyf to its primetxU Divine ordering,** It is admitted by all that the ** Year of

Jubilee*' is typical of the fntnre ; some making it a type of the present dispensation

(which does not meet its requirements) ; others of the resurrection (which only partly

meets its demands) ; and others more correctly of the Mill, age (which amply fid^ it).

Let the oritieal reader consider that the " IMbbatioal year"was the ** Year of Best,** owing,

not only to release from bondage, indebtedness, the recovery of alienated possessions,

and general restitution, but to a spontaneous yield of fruit, to a public manifestation

that God will provide. It also impressed the Theocraiie idea that all, the land and people,

belonged to the Ijord, and that all from the highest to the lowest, the rich and the poor
alike, were the objects of God* scare, so that selfishness and oppression could not prevail,

but justice, mercy, and love were to be extended. We have no historical evidence of

the observance (as legally enacted) of the Sabbatic Tear (the institution of which. Mil-

man. His. Jews, vol. 1, p. 206, etc., shows, is proof that the laws of Moses must be earlier

than Ewald and others hold, since a retrospective legislation, which facts do not corrobo-

rate as existing, would be mere assumption). Why is this ? Let it be evidence of the

sinfnlneBB and perversenesa of the nation, or, as Milman aptly says, of " the unfitness of

the nation for their wonderful destination,** still the question occurs, why did God so

I

minvtdy enad in this direction, foreseeing its practical neglect ? The answer alone is

I
found in the Tlteocraiic tcEea which it enforces, and which will be realized when the Theoc-

I

racy is restored under a people and power capable of sustaining it. Gibbon {Ded. and

i
FtUl, voL 6, p. 458, footnote) cannot forego his usual sneer when he says :

" The Sabbatic

I
Years and Jubilees of the Mosaic law, the suspension of all care euid labor, the periodical

I release of lands, debts, servitude, etc., may seem a noble idea, but the execution would
be impracticable in a profane republic ; and I should be glad to learn that this ruinous
festival was observed by the Jewish people/' The reason why it was not observed as

given, is presented by the prophets ; and they also show that it requires a pure Theocracy
(not a ** profane republic**), as shall be restored under the Messiah, to institute such a
Jubilee. The restored TheocrcuT* alone can fulfil it. as the promises plainly declare, and
hence we can toaii in hope for the time when the deliverance, typified by a grand restitu-

tion in present human relations, shall be realized ; for God does not institute a type

(whether the same is practically carried out or not by those who receive it) to utterly

fail ; the antitype vnU come in aood time. To the critical reader, it may be observed : it is

•very significant that Fairbaun in his work 1 ypology^ a book valuable and suggestive,

carefully omits all mention of the typical application of the Sabbath, the Sabbatical

Year, and the Year of Jubilee as presented by many able writers. This omission is the

more remarkable, when on other points he can make abundant references to ancient and
modem writers, and his work being specially designed to discuss typical application.

As a mere matter of information, some notice of this view, so pronUnenUy held in the

Chnrch, seems to be required, but he appears to have been either afraid of its antiquity

and force, or at a loss how to incorporate it into his own system. Lange (comp. e.g.

Bev. pp. 56, ^iA, 406, etc.) makes the Mill, age (like Sander and others) a kind of fore-
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Sabbath, vhile the perfect antitype follows it. But this viev Is based on a misooii'

ception of the duration of the Hesaianio Kingdom introduced at the Seo. Advent (see

this disouased under Prop. 159), and of the identity of Isa. 65 : 17 and Ber. 21 : 1 (sea

this examined under Prop. 151). Starke {HifnopaiSf if. Test, B. 10, p. 179^ assigns ss

one of the reasons whv he holds the one thousand vears of Bev. 20 to be literal, their

relation to this verjf Sabbatism. Others express similar views. We conclude by giving

an illustration of interpretation based on the sacred number " seven." Thus e.g. Dr.

FronmoUer (Lange's Com. Jude, pp. 23 and 24) on the phrase '*the seventh from
Adam," remarks: *' The epithet ' tne seventh' cannot be without meaning; Calvin

thinks that it is intended to denote the great age of the prophecy ; others see in it a

secret, mystical meaning. Bengel :
* Every seventh is the most esteemed.' Steir

:

' The seventh from Adam is personally a type of the sanctified of the seventh age of

the world (of the seventh Millennium, of the great earth-Sabbath) ; therefore, he
prophesies for this time/ Menken :

* The number seven was esteemed in the ancient
world as an important signature pointing to the sacred and mystery. The fact that after

sin and death had freely exerted their unhappy power during the first six generations,

in the seventh generation mankind appeared in the person of one man (who had led a
godly life, and was taken by Qod to (xod without seeing death) in a state of high com-
pleteness and blessed freedom from death, has a kind of prophetico'-symbolical
significance, and intimates that mankind in general, after having duly completed its

course and fought its battle under the oppression of sin and death through six long
world-periods, shall appear in the seventh world-period in a state of higher completeness,
in a more Divine life and more blessed freedom from death. The seventh toorid-period is

the Kii^dom of Gk>d on earth. To Adam, the first, was revealed and promised the
appearance and advent of the Lord, as a Helper and Saviour ; to Enoch, the seventh
from Adam, was revealed the last Advent of the same Lord, Helper and Saviour, as a

Judge and Avenger, and he was the first prophet, who spoke and taught this among
men.' " (With this, the student will contrast our remarks under Prop. 130.) Dr. Mom-
bert adds to the above the following :

'*
' The number seven is sacred above ail ; Enoch

is seventh from Adam and walks with God ; Moses ib seventh from Abraham ; Phineas is

seventh from Jacob our Father, as Enoch was seventh from Adam. And they correspond
to the seve^ith day, which is the Sabbath, the day of rest Every seventh age is in the
highest esteem.* Wetstein, citing Babbiuical writings, p. 737. Wordsworth deems it

worthy of remark, that Enoch lived as many years as Uiere are days in a solar year, viz.,

365, and was then tranalated, Oen. 6 : 24." (To the advanced student, the following
query—suggested by the last clause—is proposed : Query : Does this singular fact po^iess
a prophetic-symbolic meaning, pointing us to the probablo length of l^e of mortol man
in this year of Jubilee before experiencing a translation ?)

0b8. 4. Now, to return to the use made by Paul of thia opinion enter-
tained by the Jews. Brought up under G-amaliel, he must have known how
the Jews regarded the Sabbath as typical of the reign of the Messiah, etc.

Hence, the references made by him to this opinion, and their future appli-

cation to Jesus Christ is a virtual indorsement of the same. We have,

first f his declaration, Col. 2 : 16, 17, that ** tl^ Sabbaths are a shadow of
things to conie/* viz., typical of things future as related to Christ, Sec-

ond : the ^^Resf^ which the Jews attributed to the Messianic reign, he ap-
plies, % Thesfl. 1 : 7, to the period of the future revelation of Jesus from
neaven. The verv phrase current to designate the Millennial glory (comp.
Isa. 11 : 10), Paul refers to the Second Advent. Third : The manner m
which he employs the word '^Rest'* in Hebrews, b'eing addressed to Jews,
could not but confirm them in their belief of the future reign of the Mes-
siah during the seventh Millenary. (1) In chap. 3 : 11, 18 he calls (he

promised land, the land of Canaan, the covenanted land—the ^*^Eest," He
locates, as our argument based on the covenant necessitates, the Rest here
on the earth. (2) Then, without any change of meaning, he speaks of the

same Rest, ch. 4: : 1, 3, etc., as promised also to us, (3) If we take the
rendering of verse 3, ch. 4, given by Bloomfield (after Kuin, Wets, and
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Sclioettg.), Stuart, etc., then there is an evident admitted *^Jewish cast of
reasoningy'^ making the Sabbath typical. (4) This is done, verse 4, where
" the seventh day*' is specially mentioned as a type. (5) This same ^^Eest'*

is spoken of as future, t. 9. (6) An important and significant cnange is

observable in verses 9 and 10, for this ^^Best" still in the future is called in
the original ^^Sabbatisin*^ (or marg. read. "Keeping of a Sabbath"), th'us

indorsing the Jetoish septenary or Millenaries. Even Whitby, Com. loci,

admits that the change from '^ Rest" to *' Sabbatism" leads us '* ^o the

spiritual Sabbath of which the Jewish doctors speak so generally as the great
thing sigtiified by their Sabbath." Commentators generally confess that
allusion is made to the then existing view held by the Jews. ^ What abun-
dantly confirms this is the manner in which John introduces the one thou-
sand years in Rev. 20. The Jewish notion of the septenary is pointedly
reproduced by the Spirit, and referred to the future, being also connected
with a resurrection. Now, it is impossible to conceive, if the Jewish idea

of the Millenaries is an erroneous one, of a more effectual way of re-eutab-

lishing and confirming the Jewish conceptions than is done in the Apoca-
lyptic portrayal of the Millennium. This is fully evinced by the profound
impression in this direction made upon the early churches. All this,

however, only teaches us that, as the Jewish conception of the Kingdom
was invariably identified with the future Sabbatism, the language of tho
apostles indorsingauch a Sabbatism, is also virtually the reception of their

doctrine of the Kingdom. Otherwise, the matter would have been ex-

plained, and a new meaning attached to it. But, seeing that the Covenant
promises were linked with the seventh Millenary by the Jews, that they be-

lieved that David's Son would inaugurate in His Kingdom the Great Sab^
bath, we may well contend that, as the apostles employ the same phra-
seology without the least hint of a change in meaning, that they also held to

the fulfilment of tho covenanted Kingdom at that period, or, to say the
least, taught that such a Sabbath should, in the future, be witnessed here
on earth, following regularly preceding ages.'

1 But Tery few hATe the oandor to draw the proper inference, viz., the indorsement of
the same. See Bloomfleld, eto., and then compare Alford, Jones, etc. Some writers, as
Brown, endeavor to dispute the septenary meaning by making out that the word simply
means rest, over against Schlensner, Shoettg, etc., and against fAe express mention of
*' the seventh day* ' and the Jewish ideas concerning it. If Paul only meant " Rest," and
not the Land of Canaan, he was unforiunaJlA in selecting the word, seeing how it resulted
in confirming Jewish views. Besides, such a meaning would not help the matter any,
since in the Jewish mind" The Rest" was associated with ike seventh Chiliad, eto.

Notice Barnes's comments on v. 9, maldng out that this " Rest" is the third heaven,
which is a perversion of the entire reasoning of the apostle. It is somewhat singular to
observe, that some of those (as Whitby ]ust quoted) who are desirous to retain in some
measure the idea of a Sabbatism, can speak of the Jewish notion as ** a spiritual Sab-
bath," which they, however, disceurdas ** cama] '^eto,, when directly opposing us ! Prof.

Stuart (Cbm. Heb. 4 : 3) takes the unwarranted liberty of saying that this ** rest" cannot
mean the rest in Canaan, for v. 3 says, ** Believers now enter into rest." Now, the text

does not say so, for the word now is not used ; it only gives a promise. ** For we
which have believed do enter into rest," i.e. in the future (comp. e.g. 2 Thess. 1 : 7), the
certainty being specified and not the time (otherwise the absurdity must be reached that

while tho apostle was writing, believers were in the enjoyment of their rest). Moll
(Lange's Com, Heb.) correctly calls this*' a Sabbath Best," " a Sabbath Festal Celebra-
tion," " that Sabbatic Rest which commences only at the Sec. Coming of Christ, and the
accompanying renovation of the world, and which is realized only when the whole
people of God have entered into eternal rest in and with God, and in which all the
ransomed are at home forevermore" (see next note). He also quotes Von Gerlach as
saying :

** And thus the entrance into the rest of Ood still awaits the people of the
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Lord ; the celebration of the eternal Sabbath, after the seoond creation, of which thai

of the earthly Sabbath is but the type.
**

' Various writers have noticed the indorsement of the Sabbatical idea by the mention of

the one thoosand years in the Apoc. We append an illustration : Bev. Birks (Lectures

during Lent, p. 185) remarks :
" * They lived and reigned with Christ a thousand years.'

Why ij this precise period thus marked off, as it were, from the immeasurable ages of

eternity ? The words of St. Peter suggest an answer :
* A thousand years with the Lord

are as one day.' And what mysterious day can be here designed ? The key is given ns
in the very opening of the Word of God. There, in the birth-week of creation, the out-

lines of God's providence in redemption are set before ns. In six days these lower
heavens and earth were made, and on the seventh God rested from His works. So, for

near six thonsand years, the mystery of redemption is carried on, till at length, at the

Rounding of the seventh angel, the mystery of God shall be finished, and the &£illennial

Sabbath shall complete and hallow the new creation of God." We have under various
Propoiiitions quoted the Jewish belief in reference to this thousand years. We append
Dr. Moll's (Lange's Com, IId>. p. 89), quoting the Sanhedrin 97a, as follows :

** As the
seventh year furnishes a festal time of a year's duration for a period of seven yean, so
the world enjoys, for a period of seven thousand years, a festal season of a thousand
years ;" so also a Rabb. treatise on Ps. 92 : 1 {EtijijJiu liabba, o. 2) says :

" We mean the
Sabbath which puts a stop to the sin reigning in the world—the seventh day of the
world, upon which, as posi'Sabb(UiCt follows the future world, in which forever and ever
there is no more death, no more sin, and no more punishment for sin ; but pure delight
in the wisdom and knowledge of God." It is disagreeable to point out the defects of

writers, but for the sake of truth, the unpleasant duty must be performed. This right is

justified by the public statements made in attack upon our system of belief. Thus e.g.

Prof. Sanborn in his Esaatf on MUlenaricmism (comp. a severe Review of same in the TheoL
and Lit. Journal, Jan., 185r), positively asserts : " The Church in ail ages has believed
that the rest that remaineth for God's people toas in heaven.*' This is refuted (1) by the
Jewish belief ; (2) by the primitive belief ; (3) by the belief of many even of our oppo-
nents, who make this renewed earth the rest

; ^4) by the long line of believers in an inter-
mediate state, who looked only for the promised rest at the Sec. Advent. Prof Ban-
bom's view is now indeed popular and prevailing, but it can be distinctively traced in
its rise through the Alexandrian school, and its nourishment by mystics, etc. This
would make an interesting field for investigation, giving the proof in detaiL

Obs. 5. Another feature, which has materially served to perpetuate and
enforce this Sabbatical view, is the following : Whatever application pro-
phetical writers or commentators have made of the prophetical dates of
Daniel and Revelation, which precede the ushering in of the Mill, era, they
have been almost universally made to end withm the 6000 years. This
prophetical Chronology thus harmonizing with the idea of a Sabbatism fol-

lowmg the closing of 6000 years, has necessarily resulted in keeping the
Sabbatical idea prominently before the Church. For so limited are the
prophetical dates, and withm the seven thousandth year, that they serve
materially to impress the tradition of Elias.

From an immense array of such applications of prophetical dates, a few illustrations
are in place. Thus, take Melanchthon (Op. torn. 2, p. 625), who lays special stress on
these 6000 years, repeating the saying of £lias, and then proceeds to show that 458 years
(unless shortened^ must intervene before their close, the Advent of Jesus, the destruction
of Antichrist, and the triumph of the saints :

" It is known that Christ was bom about
the end of the fourth Millenary, and one thousand five hundred and forty-two years
have since revolved. We are not, therefore, fax from the end. Daniel aaked in respect to
the time of the end, and a number was given which, although it seems to respect the
time of the Maccabees, yet undoubtedly has a reference to the end of the world, and the
application is easy, if days be taken for years. They will be two thousand six hundred
and twenty-fire. We do not endeavor to ascertain the moment when the last day is to
dawn. That is not to be sought. But, inasmuch as this number happily agrees with the
words of Elias, I regard it as denoting the years through which the world waa to subsist
from the time of Daniel. There were six hundred, or near that, from Daniel to the birth
of Christ. There remained, therefore, two thousand years as the last age of the vorid.**

/
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Lnther {Op, icm, 4, f. 730) took precisaly a umilar view of the seven thousand years, and
thought that the sixth thousand commenced with the eleventh centniy. This was
simply following what the more ancient Fathers had asserted, as e.g. Cyprian {De
iScAiorf.)i vho said that ** Now six thousand years are nearly completed/' basing it on the
world's seven days of creation and rest typifying seven Millenninms. So ^so Bh.
Latimer {Sermon on Lord's Prayer^ No. 3), after speaking of the age of the world, follow*
ing Melanchthon, Osiander and others, be says :

** The world was ordained to endure, aa
all learned men affirm, ... six thousand years. Now, of that number there be past Ave
thousand five hundred and fifty-two years, so that there is no more left but four hundred
and forty-eight years. Furthermore, those days shall be shortened for the elect's sake.

Therefore, all those excellent and learned men, whom, without doubt, God hath sent into
the world in these latter days to give the world warning, do gather out of Scripture that
the last day cannot be far off,'* Dr. Clarke {Ser, on Jkm, 2 : 41-46) refers to the ancient
traditions, indorses the six thousand years and the ushering in of a Sabbatism, and
{Com. Ban. 2) supposed that about one hundred and seventy-one years would yet inter-

vene before the Sabbatical year arrived. Thus we might quote Bengel, Sir L Newton,
Chytrmus, Parens, Dr. Scott, Wesley, and many others, thus establishing the correctness
of our statements. A number of writers (Barbour and preceding ones) deduce an in-

teresting calculation based on the fulfilment of the Jubilee Sabbath by referring us to

the 70 years' desolation, making them 70 years of Sabbaths (i.e. Jubilees), basing it on
the fact ** that the land might enjoy her Sabbaths'' which the Jews did not properly
keep. By a chronological calculation of such Jubilees, it is likewise inferred that we
are near the close of the 6000 years. Even Hos. 6 : 2 is supposed by many to have a
latent reference to this Sabbatism. It is well known that the Jews applied this period
to the res., as e.g. the Chaldee paraphrase has it : "He will revive us in the days of
Consolation which are to come ; in the day of the res. of the dead He shall raise us up,
and we shall live before Him." Bh. Horsley and many others believe that the two
days and the third day denote three distinctive periods of the Jewish nation, and that
the third day is related to their restoration at the Sec. Advent. The Jews (as e.g. R.
Solomon, R. D. Kimchi, and others) thought that these days related to the period of tiieir

captivity, and that in the third day they would be restored under the Messiah. Many
thoughtful men have deemed these expressions declarative of some definite time relating

to Jewish restoration. The key evidently is in this Sabbatism, i.e. in the 6000 years fol-

lowing by a Sabbatism, keeping in view the scriptural statement of one day being as a
thousand years. Taking the time when Hosea wrote, and allowing a thousand years for
each day, brings us far into the third day, the time spoken of as the one of glorious de-
liverance, conaected with a resurrection, etc. How the Sabbatic idea seems to be
expressed by ** The Great Pyramid," we must leave the writers on the subject present, as
e.g. Dr. Soiss in his " Miracle of Stone," p. 88, etc.

Obs. 6. There is something remarkable in the contrasts presented by this

Sabbatism. Man, when created, immediately entered npon the Sabbath, so

when re-created (the resurrection being sach) he again enters upon one, for

the Sabbath is a following after a creation, and it is but reasonable to sup-

}>086 that the Mill, age, preceded as it is by an astounding exertion of crea-

tive energy and i)ower, should be a glorious Sabbatism. God, instituting

the Sabbath, assigning the reason of resting or ceasing from creation,

refers us (as Lewis, JSix Days of Creation) to " a greater Calendar" in

which a special Day of the Lord is thus expressed, and as sons of His (made
such in realization, as David's Son was, by the power of the resurrection

J,
we enter into the same kind of a rest after a baptism of creative power is

experienced, thus in actual experience constantly representing in a lesser

state or condition that occupied by God Himself. For being incorruptible,

immortal, fashioned after Christ, etc., there is no more creative power to

be exerted to bring us to the destiny intended. Creation ceases : a Sab-
bath follows—a Sabbath, however, in which works of Providence (** He
hath worked hitherto and yet worketh"), works of mercy, love, etc., are

still continued. With the Sabbath begins man's inheritance ; with it be-

gins his divine calling to bless God ; with it begins the dominion over the

i
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earth : ib is fitting that another Sabbath should re-introduce the Inheri-

tance which be fost^ the divine calling which he prostituted, and the

dominion which be forfeited. Hence as Adam in comi)any with Eve went

forth iuto the Sabbath to participate in the rest and enjoyment of Qod, bo

the Second Adam accompanied oy His ** Helpmeet" eo forth upon their

inheritance, calling, and dominion, in the glory of a Sabbath, which the

Spirit of God, which knoweth all things, eulogizes in the most exalted

terms.

Unbelleyera in the soriptiiral aooonat of creation have ridiculed the weekly divisioii

of creation^ making sport of tbo six days folloved by the Beventh as a Sabbath. Bnt to a

believer, it is found, by a careful comparison of the Word of God« that a profounder mean-
ing is designed—reaching even to the coming dispensation and into the eternal ages—than
man unaided by Bevelation is able to fathom. Laotantius, who vrote (Clarke's WrUings

of Lad., p. 460, etc.J largely on the subject, met persons (who abound at the present day)
who rejected the Biblical account of creation, for, after referring to Plato, Cicero, and
'*many others of the philosophers,** he says: "Therefore let the philosophers, who
enumerate thousands of ages from the beginning of the worid, know that the six thou-
sandth year is not yet completed, and that when this number is completed the oonsom-
mation must take place, and the condition of human affairs be remodelled for the
better," etc. Authentic, reliable human history, notwithstanding the sneers of such phi-
losophers of the present day, does not extend back as far as the chronology given by the
Bible, and we may well rest content with Lactantlus's statement. This reminds us that

indirectly our position is sustained by the fact that this dispensation is called ** the last

time," " the le^t days," which implies that a larger portion of time preceding this must
have transpired so that this period can appropriately be thus designated ; this being a
final period, after others, preparatory to the ushering in of the Mill. day.

This subject throws additional light on two early Church observances : (1) The early

Christians regarded Sunday as a day of rejoicing, so that fasting on that day was es-

teemed disreputable and dishonoring (comp. Bh. of Lincoln's lUustraiions, p. 338, Lord
King's Inquiryt pp. 17, 113). The usual explanation is that given by one of the Fathers,
viz., that it commemorated the resurrection. This is true, but to observe the full force,

the relation that the res. sustained to the ushering in of the Sabbath and Kingdom must
be noticed. (2) That even those who ** contended that the ritual and ceremonied law of

Moses hod ceased/' also observed the seventh day as a festival as well as the first day,
i.e. both Saturday and Sunday. The explanation generally given is, as Bish. Lincoln :

*' perhaps to be ascribed to a desire of conciliating the Jewish converts." The deeper
reason lies in the Millenarian sentiments entertained, which made both the Jewish Sab-
bath and the Christian Sunday precious as typical of that which was to come. Comp.
Bingham's AntlquUies, B. 20, ch. 3. According to Bingham, both days were at first kept,
and then he notices the change that was introduced, so that the Sabbath, originally also
kept as a festival by the Western Church, was kept as a fast by the Western Church, but
continued to be o*b0erved as a festival by the Eastern Church. See the reason asa^;ned
by him, sec. 5. pp. 58-60. This very change proves our position, seeing that the Eastern
Church retained much longer the Chiliastio views which favored the idea of a festival,

while the Western portion fell under the Alexandrian influence, and lost the Chiliastio

influence.

Obs, 7. The student scarcely needs to be reminded that the Sabbatism
presented needs not necessarily be pressed in its chronological aspect,

although great stress has been laid on the same. For, so far as our argu-
ment is concerned (which is not a chronological one), it will be amply suffi-

cient, if it be only conceded that the times, past and present, will be suc-

ceeded here on earth by another period containing this Sabbatism. This
has been fully established, for Pre-Christian and Christian interpretation

—

aside from the chrouological feature, almost inyariably attached—takes it

as fundamental that such an era will follow other past eras (as the Sabbath
follows the days of the week), that it pertains to the earth, and that in it

the glorious Messianic blessings will be fully realized.
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Ob8. 8. As indicative of the class of men who hold to this Sabbatism
view, we present a few more illustrations. Rothe {Dog,, P. 2, p. 60) says :

** The Apostles describe the Chiliastic Kingdom. Paul, in his letter to

the Hebrews^ calls it * a Sabbatism ' for the people of God.*' Archb. Will-

iam Newcome (Bickersteth's Diss, on Froph,, p. 106), referring to Rev.
20 : 4, and advocating our view of it, adds :

** This is the great Sabbatimn
or rest of the Church.*' John Banyan {First Clutps, Genesis) advocates
'* the glory that the Church shall have in the latter day, even in the seven
thousandth year of the worlds that Sabbath when Christ shall set np His
Kingdom on earth." Hippolytus (Clarke's Ante-Nicene Ck, Lib,^ vol. 6,

p. 447) remarks :
'* And 6000 years must needs be accomplished, in order

that the Sabbath may come, the rest, the holy day, on wnich God rested

from all His works. For the Sabbath is the type and emblem of the future
Kingdom of the saints, when thev shall reign with Christ, when He comes
from heaven ; as John says in his Apocalypse : For a day with the Lord
is as a thousand years." Gicseler (6%. Hi8,j vol. 1, p. 100), after stating

the universality of Chiliasm in the second century, adds :
** The Millen-

nium was represented as the great Sabbath which was very soon to begin,

and to be nsnered in by the resurrection of the dead."

Qaotations oonld be readily (^ven from Starke {SyjwpsiSf New Tesi,\ Elliott i^EoroB

Apoc,\ Uofman {Prophecy and Falj\imen£% Olshausen {Com.), Gill {Com.), Alford {Greek
TtsL\ and a host of others, including the fine—oft-qnoted— passage of Cowper (beginning
with :

" The time of rest, the promised Sabbath comes. Six thousand years of sorrow
hare well nigh,** etc.), and the admirable eulogy heaped npon this Sabbatism by Steir

( Words of Jesus). Sufficient is given to show that it is no novelty, but is entertained by
able men, and that it admirably sustains our position eschatologically.

Our line of reasoning would be incomplete, if we did not answer an objection which
most have occurred to the intelligent prophetical student. The difficulty tu be met is

this : How do you reconcile the seventh Muliad to follow the six thousand years with the
fact that six thousand years have—if we accept of various chronological tables—already
transpired, and no such Sabbatism, as the ancients believed in, has commenced ? In
this work we have not committed ourselves to the adoption of any chronological reckon-
ing for the simple reason that, owing to several designed chasms in the Bible, no two
chronological tables are alike, although given by able men. The diversity is so great
that the differences between the lesser and the more extended reach to five and six

hundred years. According to Usher, Jarvis, and others, we have not yet reached the
close of the six thousand years (e.g. Usher allowing one hundred and four years still to

come, and Jarvis ninety-<ight years). But according to Bowen, Clinton, Ix>vell, Hales,
Cunninghame, and others, we have entered into the seventh Millie, since they give

from Creation to the Vulgar Era, respectively, 4120, 4128, 4231, 6411, 5478, etc. Now if

we accept of the more extended chronological tables, then the difficulty above sumests
itself. Strongly inclined to receive the extended tables as the most consistent—without
indorsing the correctness of any one in particular—we propose the following solution.

The key is found in our remarks and application of the Seventy Weeks of Daniel (see

Genl. Index, at the close of the third volume, for ** Seventy Weeks," and refer). There
we show in detail that between the last week and the preceding weeks there is an inter-

refnmrn or lengthy interval, of which, not being Jewish time, no account is taken. This
interr^num embraces a large portion of the time in this dispensation. In illustration

of our meaning, let us take e.g. Cunninghame's date, which gives, from Creation to the
birth of Jesus, 5478 years ; to this we must add as reckoned the time to the destruction
of Jerusalem and, at least, a portion of the interval—the remainder of the time falling

exdusiveljf within " the times of the Gentiles** is not counted, pertaining to the interreg-

num. This teaches us (1) that the chronology of the Bible is purposely framed to meet
the tender of the Kingdom to the Jewish nation, the .rejection of the Christ by the

nation, and the dispersion of the nation ; (2) that in view of this interregnum and the
related portraiture of prophetical periods, it is utterly impossible for any human being
—as Jesus Himself said—to declare the exact time of His Coming ; (3) that the immi'
nency of the Second Advent is shown to be dependent, not upon chronological data

J
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Cvhich at best ore only approzim&tiTe), bnt upon the Divine Purpose (as 6.g. pertainiiig

to the gatherlBff of the predetermined nmnber of Kings and Priests, etc) ; (4) that the
shortening of the time for the elect's sake may refer to Jewish time as expressed in the
last week—the predetermined brevity of which is thus exhibited in prophecy

; (5) and
that the Sabbatism pertaining and covenanted to the Jewish nation relates to prescribed
Jewish time, and hence will only be reckoned and realized according to the time that

does not £aU under the period of dispersion and rejection, entailed for the fearful sin of
putting the Messiah, " the King of the Jews,*' to death. God thus shows His abhor-
rence of the crime by even refusing to acknowledge the time of sore punishment. The
shortening of the days referred to may, for aught we know, extend to Gentile times ; if

so, it can be easily seen how, in Tirtue of the fulfilment of time in genend, the Sabbatical
year may be, at Cfod's pleasure, introduced. His Will in this matter is supreme, and vohen

the number of His elect are completed (which is only known to Him), Vien we may expect
the immediate measures introductory to the Sabbatism or Best. The shortening of the
time, either as to Jewish or Gentile times, is dependent upon the gathering of the pre-
determined elect to carry out the Theocratic Purpose, and therefore it leaves the exact
time of the Second Advent purposely indefinite. In view, too, of the whole period of
Israel's dispersion being called ** a small moment*' (Isa. 54 : 7), we may well ponder what
the Spirit means when He speaks of " shortening" time, and be, as Jesus advisee, in the
posture of watching servants.
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Proposition 144. This Kingdom embraces " the times of refresh-

ing'''^ amd ^the tim^s of the restitution of all things men-
tionedy Acts 3 : 19-21.

Having had occasion several times to refer this passage to the
Pre-Mill. Advent and the Millennial refreshing that follows, it may
be advisable to give, more at length, the reasons for snch an ap-
plication,

Obs, 1. Before entering into a discnsBion, the reader is exhorted to notice

that Peter is addressing Jews who were familiar with, and employed, the

phraseology used. The very phrases derived by the Jews from the typical

year of Jubilee, from th& typical Sabbath, and from the promises of the

prophets, and applied by them to express the restoration of the Davidic
throne and Kingdom and the happv times resulting therefrom, Peter takes,

without esmlanaiion, to be fulfilled at the repentance of the nation and at

the Second Coming of Jesus Christ. This is so evident that a number of

writers on this ground reject Peter's statements as too exclusively '*Jew-
ish.^' If the present time or dispensation was intended, then Peter ought,

as an honest man, to have explained the phrases accordingly.' If the

phrases were to be spiritualized, he ought to have stated tne fact, and
assigned the reasons for such a transmutation. Those who differ from us

should explain, if they can, how Peter could possibly employ the current

Jewish phraseology in the connection of a future Coming Messiah, know-
ing how the expressions were applied, uriless he fully indorsed the opinion

entertained by his hearers. It the Apnstle meant something else, then
they ought also to show how it came to pass that all the churches organized

by the Apostles still retained afirm and continued belief in the Jewish view

of**the times of refreshing^' and ''the times of restitution^^^ and looked

for the same in the prayed-for Coming of the Son of man. If the predicted

refreshing and restitution under the Messiah was, as modern writers tell

us, to be experienced i^i this dispensation, why is it that the faith and hope
of the Early Church was so constantly directed to the speedy Second Ad-
vent ? Consistency and the preservation of the integrity of the early faith,

covenant and prophecy, all require us to receive those expressions as still

relating to the future,

^ Aside from the nnoritical application, the absurdity of Dr. Knapp's {Christ, Theol.,

p. 349) explAining this passage as solely relating to this dispensation—'* this happy
period of the New Testament," eto.—is seen at onoe by considering Aou those phrases
were nsed by the hearers, and that Peter's language is adapted io oonjirm their faith in

its accnstomed nsage. It is flatly contradicted by the admissions of Enapp in other

places respecting the Jewish view of restitution. Barnes {Com. loci) is more guarded
than Enapp, and includes the present dispensation and what will be performed at and
after the Second Advent in the phraseology, but this embraces too much, and is liable

to the same objections. The least reflection will show that the sad trials, troubles, per-

seoationa, etc., to which the Christians were then subjected, did not, aad could not, in
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any sense meet the reqniremoiits of the naage of such phrases ; Euid hence, if Enapp
and Barnes, etc.* are correct, then an explicit disarowal, injustice to the hearers, oof^t
to have been mwle of the nniTorsal belief in them,

Obs, 2, Notice the meaning of " tho times of refreshing." Barnes

iConi. loci) tells ns that '* refreshing means properly the breathing or re-

reshment after being heated with labor, running, etc \ hence denotes any
kind of refreshment, as rest, or deliverance from evils of any kind." He
speaks of **the common belief of the Jews" concerning it, and adds:
*' The idea, however, that the times of the Messiah would oe times of rest,

and eas€t and prosperHi/, was a favorite 07ie among tJie Jews, and was coun-
tenanced in the Old Test. See Isa. 28 : 12, ' to whom He said. This is

the rest wherewith ye may cause the weary to rest ; and this the refresh-

ing,' " etc. Prof. Bush {A?iastasis), after giving ** refreshment, produced
by cooling after excessive heat" (so Vulgate : tempora refrigerii—times of

refrigeration), including, as some have it, " free respiration," and adding
the idea of ** comfort, consolation,** and, as Syriac, ** times of tran-

quility," informs us that it means " refreshment and invigoration," and
nien adds :

** It implies a kind of return to the body of its animating
principle."* Bloomfiold {Com. loci) says: '** Refreshing' properly de-

notes a regaining one's breath after it has been interrupted ; a breathing
time from some labor, a rest from trouble or deliverance from evil gen-

erally ; in which sense it occurs in the Sept. and Philo cited by the com-
mentators." This interpretation accords with that given by a large num-
ber of writers, which need not be repeated, seeing that there is no material
difference existing. The differences of opinion arise from the location of

the fulfilment of the refreshing. Barnes, however, anxious to apply the
phrase exclusively to this dis|)ensation, is forced to acknowledge that it
*

' includes the restitution of all thijigs and the return of Christ,''^ etc7 Bloom-
field, utterly rejecting its application to this present period, adopts its con-
nection with the Sec, Advent and makes ** the refreshing" " the same with
the *rest,^ 2 Thess. 1 : 7." Olshausen {Com, loci) contends that** the times
of refreshing" and *' the times of restitution" are the same, being identical

in point of fulfilment. After showing that any other translation is incon-
sistent with the laws of language, he cSds :

'* The Comiyig of Clirist (i.e. his

parousia) is therefore to be conceived as coincident with the times of

refreshing, and His sojourn in the heavenly world closes with His return
to the earth /or the completion of His worL'^ ** The expression occurring
here, * times of refreshing,' is easily explained. Life in this sinful world is

conceived as a time of conflict and distress, and it is followed by rest

in the Kingdom of the Messiah. The phrase is only to be found in this

passage of the New Test,, and has but feeble parallels in the Old Test.,

as e.g. 2 Sam. 23 : 7. Probably it takes its origin from a comparison
of the Messianic era with a Sabbath day in the higher sense, which,
it is known, was very current among the Jews."* Let the reader pass
over the predictions of this Kingdom under the Messiah, and see how (Isa.

35) ** waters shall break out in the wilderness and streams in the desert
;"

how ** the parched ground shall become a pool and the thirsty land springs
of water," and ** the ransomed of the Lord shall return and come to Zion
with songs and everlasting joy upon their heads : they shall obtain joy and
fladness, and sorrow and sighing shall flee away ;" hoio (Tsa, 41 : 17, 18

;

sa. 43 : 19, 20, etc.) drink will oe given to His thirsty people ; how the
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rigliteous (Isa. 25) shall enjoy " a feast of fat things full of marrow*' with
victory oTer death, etc. ; how (Rev. 19) they are called to the marriage
supper of the Lamb, etc. ; and surely the phrase " times of refreshing" is

well chosen to designate the period when ** the rest*' is obtained, and God
wipes away all tears. Consider, also, that this refreshing proceeds ^'from
the presentee {face) of the Lord "

(^which, while it denotes that the Lord is

the author of it, really with the views of the hearers means more), and to

show how this will be done by the Messiah jjerfftma/Zy, the Apostle proceeds

to state that this same Jesus, crucified, preached and ascended to heaven.

God toill send, thus meeting the objection of the Jew that might be urged,
viz., where is the personal Messiah who is to introduce this refreshing?

Peter thus transfers the anticipations of the Jews to the time of the Sec.

Advent. Lechler's remarks (Lange's Com, loci) are pertinent :
** Of that

time (i.e. refreshment and blessedness) God is the author and source; it

cmnmences with the return of Christ, whom heaven receives during the in-

terval, hut whom God will send personally ; it consists of all that which God
had hitherto promised through the prophets." (See also Doc. and Eth. Re-

mark, s. G.) Prof. E. W. Hengstenberg {The Jews and Christian Cliurch),

although having no sympathy with our views, is forced to say that ** the

times of refreshing are identical with the regeneration,"*^ and ** that the de-

tailed description thereof is given in Rev. 21 and 22, is as certain as that

its advent is set forth as contemporaneous with the re-appeara7ice of Christ,*'

This view is correct, and how it harmonizes with ours will be seen under
following propositions. It is only necessary to add that the varied render-

ings of *'when,'' ** that," "in order that*' or '** until," the times of

refreshing '' shall '* or '* may" come, etc., do not affect the application of

the passage, since Millenarians from Irenaeus and Tertullian down to Judge
Jones {Notes) have received one or the other rendering.* The rendering
itself, whichever is attached, forbids the reception of a then existing pres-

ent condition of things, and embraces the notion of a future occurrence.

It is true, as Judge Jones has most ably shown [Notes on Scripture, loci),

that if the rendering of the English Version is discarded for '^ that times

of refreshing may come" (which Jones adopts), then '* Peter connects the

natio7ial conversion of Israel with the promised times of refreshing," etc.

His argument is that the Apostle urges the Jews, as a people, to repentance
and conversion, because the times of refreshing, as the prophets abun-
dantly testify, are connected with just such a repentance and conversion.

It is implied that until this is done, such promised times cannot come, see-

ing that the Kingdom cannot be set up, as predicted, without it. The
delay in carrying the Gospel to the Gentiles, the priority given to the Jews,
the sparing of the nation for some time, etc., was to still mercifully tender

to them—m view of their being nationally entitled to the blessings—the
promised times of refreshing on condition of repentance. The continued
national unbelief and impenitence prevented—as had been already foreseen

and predicted—God's gracious purposes, and delayed them until the
** times of the Gentiles" would be fulfilled. It is unnecessary to declare

that if this is the meaninff, how well this meets the conditions given under
previous propositions. On the other hand, if ** when" is to be retained,

then the idea of Calvin and others may be the correct one, viz.. to refer

the times of refreshing and the peace, etc., to the Advent of Cnrist-|-or

Jones's view can be received, implying that then the sins of the nation

(under which it is even yet suffering) shall be entirely removed when, owing
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to its repentanco, etc.^ these times will be introdnced. As stated, no mat-

ter what rendering is adopted, the allusion is directly to the futnro as

related to the Advent of Jesns.*

1 The carefol student, only too glad to reoeive sncli yaloable hinta from Btadioos op-

ponenta, will here see a vein opening vorthy of consideration. For Bush goes on to say

that the Septnagint uaage intimates " freshened animation/' and " This idea is dostiy

rdaJbed to the resurrection." '^ Some commentators have been led to compare this phrase
with the Syriao and Chaldaio fonnola ' day of conaolaiion* for ' day of resurrection,' Hoa,
6 : 2, ' He will revive (vivify^ its in ihe days of consolation, which sluJl oome in the days of

th« vivification of the dead.' ' He goes on to show that as refreshment and consolation
were oonsidered analogous, and as consolation and resnirection were anciently kindred

conceptions^ so refreshment or reanimation is linked with the noium of a resurredion. For
Heinsiofl remarks {Eaxr. 8. S., p. 272), that ** the Rabbinical writers call the fntnre life

a refreshing—respiration in the world to come, as when they say one honx of refresh-

ment in the world to come is better than a whole life in the present world." Now, if Uie
word '* consolation" was used by the Jews in reference to the resurrection (giving com-
fort, etc.), notice how it serves to explain some passages. Thus, e.g. Luke 2 : 25, etc.,

Himeon " waited for ike consolation of larael," May not this refer to the resnzrection,

seeing also Simeon's willingness, instead of desiring to remain and witness Christ's life,

etc., to die, the Spirit evidently also revealing to him that the consolation experienced was
future—seeing that he makes a reference to Ban. 12 : 2 in " the rising again of many in
Israel." One thing is certain, that many believers have associated this phrase and that

of restitution to the resurrection—as including it—and some have translated it to bring
out this idea (cm e.g. Birr, first Res,^ p. 144) ** Times of reanimation," Hence, instead of
this " refreshing" being (as Schulz) " the time of the dead " or *' the future rest of the
dead in the Lord " (i.e. in the intermediate state), it has reference to their resurrection.

* He regards the views which apply this promise to the present em unworthy of serious
refutation. We may, therefore, pass by the ideas which few follow, that this prediction
applies to release from the ceremonial law and conversion of the Jews (as Kraft) ; or to

the delay of divine judgment upon the Jews introducing a time of long-sufiering (as

Barkey) ; or to freedom from Jewish persecution and calamities (as Grotius) ; or to a
higher stage of religion (as DSderlein) ; or to the present dispensation (oa Eckerman)

;

seeing that all such ignore the Jewish and early Church conceptions, the return of Jesus,
and the general analogy of Scripture.

' If only the Jewish usage and general tenor of the Word are observed, good sense can
be made wiUi either of them. The simple fact is, that according to these the time alluded
to is not merely one when sin is obliterated (aa the force of '* blotted out" oonveyB—see
Bloomfleld, loci)^ but the results of sin, including death, shall be removed The Jewish
hearer thus understood Peter as embracing that era, the intimate hope of the nation, and
this view was uninterruptedly transmitted in the early Church. Hence whatever prelim-
inary blessings were enjoyed, whatever earnests of the future were given, whatever
refreshings of grace were bestowed, these were regarded as merely preparative to the prom-
ised future refreshing and restitution. Ilev. Corleton, in the Tkeol. and Lit. Journal, Ap.,
18GL, has an able article on the question whether the *' when** of our version should be
retained, or *' 50 that** be substituted, and at length defends the former, giving strong
reasons and illustrations in its support. On the other hand. Dr. Alexander renders it
*' so ihaif in order that," saying that the English version is a ** violation of a uniform and
constant usage." Dr. R. W. dark, in his Hope of Christ's Coming, prefers, with Lange.
AJford, Alexander and others, " in order that" or " so that," and odds :

** It can have no
other meaning," repeating Alford*s view :

*' it can have but one sense—in order that'*
While either interpretation makes good sense, we are at present inclined to the latter, for
this reason : such a rendering is in forcible unity with the simple revealed fact (see e.g.

Props. 65, 86, 124, etc.) that the Millennial period, " the times of refreshing and restitu-
tion, " can never be introduced until a certain predetermined number of persons have
been gathered out. Those '* times'* then, as here enforced, are dependent for their
arrival upon a previous repentance and faith of a certain determined number, and " in
order that" or '* so that" more distinctly embraces this idea than ** when," The reader
must determine for himself the rendering, as both are sustained by good authorities.

^
* Jones's Notes are interesting on this point, for if his view is the correct one, it mate-

rially aids to explain why during this period (i.e. before the temple was destroyed and
the people scattered) the apostles could address the Jews as a nation, hoto they conld
consistently observe Levitical rites and permit their Jewish converts to do the same.
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The destruction of the temple and dispersion of the nation forms a new epoch, showing
that Dirine forbearance in allowing the nation, as snch, farther space for national repent-
ance was past, until a certain time had elapsed, etc. To the critical student it may be
well to say that Jones gives a most satisfactory answer to Barnes's inquiry {Com. loci), viz.,
" that it is not easy to see how their repenting, etc., should be the means of introducing
the times of refreshing. " It is very easy to see it, provided the prophecies which condition
the setting up of the Kingdom on such repentance, etc., are noticed (Ptop. 113). Balnea,
in addition to the authorities given by Jones (as laghtfoot, Doddridge, Scott, Clarke,
and Alexander) for " that," gives Kainoel, Grotlus, Syriao Version, etc., as favoring the
same. On the contrary, Calvin, Beza, Latin Vulgate, Sohleosner, etc., translate ** when"
and saying :

** meaning that they might find peace in the day when Christ should return
to judgment, which return would be to them a day of rest," etc. Again, many writers

surest that the '* blotting out of sins" has reference also to the future, that there is a

difference between fo^veness of sins and blotting them out, the former being prelimi-
nary to the latter, and that the latter is only experienced when all the effects or results

of sin, as death, corruption, etc., are removed, or as others have it, when the nation—if

it be applied to them—is reinstated in its forfeited position, etc. See a writer, J. G. W.,
in Proph. 'Hmes, April, 1874, and also art. 1, for May. 1869. The sins of the nation are
specifically mentioned by the prophets as not only forgiven but entirely removed, when
this Kingdom is established, so that it is evidenced by their ever^ndoring faithfulness
and the attainment of the highest prosperity, honor, etc. This is merely suggestive.

Obs, 3. In reference to the meaning and application of " the times of
restitution,^* we shall again chiefly rely npon tne comments of opponents
and others. Barnes (Com. loci) says: **It means properly to restore a
thing to its former situation,** and while inclined by this theory to apply it

in a measure to the present dispensation, yet he admits that it iiiduaes the
return of Jesus and the work tnat He may then perform, Bloomfield : it
'* properly signifies a restoration of anything to some fortner state,** and he
unhesitatingly applies its fulfllment at the Sec, Advent. Prof. Bush
(Anastasis) says the word '* restitution" means a restoration to a former
condition, restitution to original state, and quotes philologists who give

such a rendering, and refers it to the future, Scott (Com,) remarks that it

denotes the restoration of a thing to tne state from which it had fallen, and
that it must include the Sec. Coming and the restoration of Israel. Dr.
Bell {The Times of Restitution) says :

** The word translated * restitution
'

might be rendered * restoration.* Calvin has it, * Tlie times of restoring,*
'*

The remark of Calvin on the passage is worthy of our notice. He says :

'* If at this time we see many things confused in the world, lot this hope
refresh ns, that Christ shall once come, that He may restore all thinas.**

This was the view of the Reformers generally, several of whom we nave
already quoted in another connection. Prof. Hackett {Com. on Acts)

makes it : *'TIie times of the restoration of all things i.e. to a state of

primeval order, purity, and happiness, such as will exist for those who have
part in the Kingdom of Christ at His Sec. Coming." Olshausen (Ciwn.),

of course, makes Jesus the Bestorer at His Coming again, and restitution to

he " that of bri7iging bach to its originally pure condition,** etc. Lange
{Com. loci) says :

** It (* restitution *) denotes a restoration or return of an
earlier condition," and declares :

** tV commences with the return of Christ,*'

etc. So Lechler and Gerok in Doc, and Eth. remarks, s, 6, confirm this

nsus loquetidi, refer its fulfilment to the Advent, and show that, according
to the prophets, it is even more than restorative, transcending all that ever

existed. The student, who has investigated this subject, well knows that

a multitude of eminent theologians and writers can be adduced, who pre-

sent similar dcflnitions, and apply ifcs fulfilment to the Sec. Advent Indeed,
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this is the almost universal interpretation—both ancient and modem.'
Bat what is to be restored, brought back to its former condition with in-

creased glory ? Gerok (Ljuige's Com. loci, Doc. 6) quotes Baumgarten (Die

Apostelgeschichte, 1, p. 80) as saying : ''Nothing else than ilie Kingdom of

Israel^ tlie whole power and glory of the Israelitic Kingdom,*^ While Gerok
justly observes that it includes more, as the prophets predicted, yet Baum-
garten is right in laying stress on the restoration of the Theocratic Kiiuj-

aom ; for that is the burden of prophecy, that is the main, leadiTig object to

which the eye of faith and hope is directed. The idea of restoring this

Kingdom is stated in Acts 1 : 6, and is plainly repeated in Acts 15 : 16,

the same idea running through—from the time of its overthrow and even

before—the Old and New Tests. Peter, well knowing how his hearers un-

derstood this phrase as directly including the rebuilding of the fallen throne
and Kingdom of David, instead of givmg it another meaning, ttflls those

hearers tnat it is postponed until tlie Sec, Advent of Jesus, thus fully cor-

roborating the statements of the Master concerning the postponement.
But, as stated, it embraces more than this, for the persons addressed by
Peter—owing to the portraiture given of the things pertaining to, and
accompanying, this Kingdom—were accustomed to ally with it the resurrec-

tion and tne renewal of nature itself, and, as is well icnown, this uninter-
ruptedly continued to be the belief of the Christian Church for several
centuries until the Origenistic interpretation prevailed. The restitution,

in the very nature of the case, includes all tilings specified by the cove-
nants, both the Abrahamic and Davidic, and the promises based upon the
flame, extending not only to the Jewish nation and to the Gentile nations,
but even to creation. For the Kingdom in which this restitution is to be
experienced, is the bringing forth the Divine Purpose in a manifestedform
as the consummating of the Infinite Plan, which has for its object the
restoring of man and the world to their originally destined place. The
restoration of the Theocracy—thus bringing God again to earth aa the
Kuler in the Person of Jesus Christ—makes the restoration of all other
things not only possible but a requisite measure to ^reserve the dignity
and glory of the then prevailing Theocratic relationsnip. " The days of
heaven,'^ Ps. 89 : 29, to which even Moses alluded (Deut 11 : 21 " aa the
days of heaven upon earth"), will through the throne then established and
by the power of the Mighty King (The Sestorer) produce that ample deliv-

erarice from all evil and that perfected salvation of which the prophets so
sweetly predict

—

all resting upon a7id resultingfrom the displayed authority
and rule of the God-man—the Theocratic King. It is impracticable for a
Theocracy—in the pure and high form covenanted—to exist side by side
with a prevailing curse, and hence its very establishment is a triumph (in

the resurrected and glorified ones, etc. ) over the curse, insuring its repeal
and ultimate destruction. In brief, this, this will form the day of com-
pleted Redemption,^

* Let another be given : Luther (quoted by Dr. SeisB, Last Times, Third DisO, "All
things are now disordered and decayed ; -vhenoe Peter Bays that the heaveas must
receive Christ uniU the time when all things shall be restored again to vhat they xrere in
Paradise ; thus agreeing with Panl, that the whole oreatareahip has been made subject to
yanity, and that it is to be hoped that not man only bat the earth and heaven shall again
be brought back to their Edenio state.* ' The few exceptions gain nothing by departing
from the generally received usus loquencU, Thus e.g. some (art. ^f^U, in Ency, BriL) make
restitution " accomplishment," but Lord (LU. and Theoi Jovrfyal for April. 1856, p. 633)
shows that even with such a rendering it sustains our position. Bo the leaning of Barnes
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to the idea of " consammatioiit completion, or filling np'* giving the Syriao. " until the
complement, or filling np, or fulness (so Bush) of the time of all things," and the Arabic,
" until the times which shall establish the perfection or completion of all the predictions
of the prophets," etc.; or as Bush, " until the times in which all things shall be per-
fected/' etc. For Millenarians, entertaining the common view, have idmost substan-
tially, as also corresponding with their doctrine, given the same phraseology, as e.g.

IrensBua, " until the times of the disposition of all things** (so Bushl and TertuUian ;

" Until the times of the exhibition of all the things," etc. (so Bush). The simple idea in
the versions and the quotations given is that all the things predicted by the prophets shall

be realized, experienced, token this time of the Sec. Advent has arrived, or the allotted

period of fulfilment has come. The reference in all is still to thefuture and associated loHh

the Advent, ao that, as Archb. Trench (quoted by E. M., Froph. Times, Dec, 1865) does,
** the restitution of Acts 3 : 21, " the new heavens and new earth" of Bev. 21 : 1, and the
day of which Paul speaks. Bom. 8 : 21-23, must all be located within the same period.
Alford {Votn. hc^ says of the effort to limit " restitution" by the substitution of " fulfil-

ment,* ' " is against all precedent," and Brookes {MaranaUia) observes that " it proyes too
much, " because its advocates admit that Jesus will come again before " all things" (as

e.g. resurrection, judgment, re-creAtion) are fulfilled.

* For opinions of the Jews, see Propositions on Besurrection, "World to Come, etc.

We append a few Jewish interpretations given by Prof. Bush {AnasUisis, p. 360). B.
Moses Nachmonidea in Deut. 45, says :

'* Man shall be restored in that time, namely, in
the days of the Messiah, to that state in which he was before the first man sinned."
B. Beoai, in ScMoan Orba, fol. 9, col. 4 :

" In that time (i.e. of the Messiah) the whole
work of creation shall be changed for the better, and shall return into its perfect and
pure state, as it was in the time of the first man, before he had sinned.** B. Berakyah
in name of B. Samuel, B«Te8h\ih Babba, fol. 11, col. 3, said :

" Although things were
created perfect, yet when the first man sizined they were corrupted and will not again
return to their congruous state till Pherez (i.e. the Messiah) comes," etc. As to the con.
tinned view, this is s^n in the apostolic and Christian Fathers, in the Sibylline books, in
Eod. Histories, I>ogmatics, etc., and in numerous commentaries.

Ohs, 4. While the riew of restitution, embracing the restoration of the
Theocracy and the return to the condition of things before the fall of
Adam; is consoling; and grand^ yet even this would limit its meaning, for a
more sublime and scriptural aspect of it is, that, while including those
mentioned, it is a restoration to that rery condition which Adam and his

descendants would have aitabied to had they not fallen. Adam himself is

restored in that immortal condition which he forfeited by sin (i.e. to that
which he had not yet attained), and in the entire restitution God indicates,

not merely the bestowment of blessing^s previously enjoyed, but that of

others superadded to qualify those participating in it for the exercise of that
government which the number, state, etc., of Adam's descendants and
God's purpose in creation makes important or even necessary. Hence in

some of its aspects, transcending all experience and knowledge, it may be
beyond our conaprehension ; at least, the Bible intimates in a number of
places that it is scarcely possible for us now, situated as we are, to form
adequate conceptions of its extent and glory. Hence, also, as we shall show
in a following proposition, it extends to the restoration of the race (not of

the wicked) as a race to its lost, forfeited condition.

The idea of Origen and others, recently revived by Barbour, that this " restitution"

embraces at least a partial, if not complete, restoration of the wicked to Qod*8 favor, etc.,

is based solely upon inference. Unable to receive, on the one hand, the ultra views of

the soul, sheol and hades popiUarly entertained, and, on the other hand, the gross mate-
ri^stio views of the same, yet we cannot see that, soripturally, the idea of " restitution'*

can be pressed to include the wicked of past generations. The teaching of the Bible

seems to be that no hope exists for those who reject the truth, ihaX they shall be beaten
with few or many stripes proportionate to their guilt, that they shall not inherit, etc.,

and that they shall ultimately perish, being utterly destroyed from off the face of the
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earth. Whatever difficulties may exist in relation to the nltimata destiny of the wicked,

we need not dogmatize on the subject, or advocate any special view, seeing that such a

destiny does not affect the establishment of the Theocracy, fiat, nevertheless, as that

destiny is connected with eschatology, it may be said that we cannot possibly receive

the Universalist and Restorationist application of this *' restitution.'* Barbour, Bnssell,

Faton (in Herald of Kingdom^ Thrtt Worlds etc.) make it to include a restoration of all

nations (the dead) back to " their former state" (i.e. a fleshly one), and placing them
under a second probation, with the doom of " the second death" (from which there is

no release) before them if unbelieving, etc. This is based, specially, on the old favorite

theory that Christ died for every man, and the word ** all" is made conspicuous after

the Universalist mode, and the inference is drawn that ** all " must be saved, or have a

chance of salvation. 13 ow, we do not propose to say what Grod may do in reference to

heathen, etc., in the future, but we do say that these writers break the force of " all

"

and their salvability, because Christ died for them, in view of the fact that they them-
selves allow that some shall die the second death, thus showing that some, notwithstand-
ing the provision made, are not saved. Now, to those who have had access to the truth
and obstinately reject it, are incorrigibly wicked, no salvation in the future is tendered.
Let the reader observe that ** the spared nations** (Isa. 66) are nations then living, who, in

the judgments poured out upon Antichrist and his armies, are spared, and that the Mill,

age is composed of such exislintf nations and the glorified saints ruling over them. For,

instead of salvation being predicated of the dead who are wicked, we are expressly in-

formed that they ** live not again until the thousand years are ended,** and then when raised
up at its close, instead of a state of probation, we find a judgment which consigns tiiem to

the second death. Jukes ( The Second Death and the BeMUviion tf all things) even makes the
second death the means of life and glory, and thus reverses the Bible older. The order,

the nations spared, the reign, etc., will be developed under various propositions follow-
ing, to which the reader is referred for the rtasons determining our position. Whatever
of truth may be in Tholuck's idea of a future probation for heathen, etc., one thing is

self-evident, viz., that all such views, dogmatically expressed, are <f6rived from mere in-

ferences, for no one can find a single passage of Scripture that asserts a resurrection of
the heathen dead or wicked dead (comp. Prop. 127) at the beginning of or during the
Millennium. Theories of reconciliation comprised in Universalism, Restorationism,
Destructionism, Partial Restorationism, etc., do not affect our argument, which looks
forward to and advocates the establishment of the covenanted Theocratic Kingdom.
When this is done we may safely anticipate clearer light and a full vindication of God's
justice and ways.

Obs. 5. Again, ht it be distinctly understood that Jesus " the Clirist^" is

the Refresher or Reanimator, the Restorer, the Mighty Deliverer. This
power and honor He has delegated to no one in this future dispensation
(whatever the glorified saints may, associated with Him, perform throtigh

Him in the world to come), and He justly claims that it belongs to Him-
self exclusively, as e.g. '''Behold, I mahe all things new,*^ etc. Before
restitution coxhqs, Jesus 7finst first coiue ; this is the divine order plainly
laid down. In this dispensation, whatever the love and grace of God in the
hearts of believers, etc., it cannot remove the curse, renovate the earth, or
restore a single forfeited blessing ; it cannot save from pain, sickness, or
death, from trial, sorrow, or bereavements ; it cannot deliver self or our
neighbor from the troubles incident and allotted to the present life. The
caution thus briefly expressed is the more needed, since believers in the
Word too much overlook it.

Thus e.g. those efforts at colonizing Palestine with the idea of beginning " the Besti-
tution" must prove fnilures. As the American Colony in Palestine, of which (1866) Kev.
Adams {Israelite Indeed, May, 1867) writes :

" Palestine will soon shake herself from the
dust of ages and arise in glory and grandeur, as in the days of old. The great Bestitu*
tion, as foretold by the Prophets and Apostles, has note commenced," etc. buch language
is a prostUution of the Word, end an attributing to man what only belongs to Christ (see

Prop. 120). -Such caricaturing of the work ascribed to Jesus must be displeasing to God,
who honors the Son, etc. On the other band, the reader need scarcely be reminded how
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this doctrine disposes of the opposite extreme arising from Fatalism, Kecessism, or
Pessimism, which hopes for no change. The Divine Plan^ attested by historical provi-
sions, which are existing facts, effeotoally meets, consistent with the highest reason, the
evils existing, and shows how they can be removed, etc. For a singular notion of a
Restorer, prevailing for centnrieb, see Von I>5llinger*B Essay, pp. 360-62, 399 and 410,
Prcph, Mid. Agta,

Obs. 6, As various writers (e.g. Lord, Judge Jones, Brookes, Bicker-

steth^ etc.) have intimated, these ''times'* may include successive eras,

economies, ascending stages of glory. Beginning with the Millennial

period, restitution manifests itself magnificently in the Theocratic order,

in the persons of the saints, in the dispensing of blessings, etc.; and by a
comparison of Scripture there is reason to Believe that the work is—so

far as the whole earth and the nations are concerned

—

progressive, for at

the close of the distinctive thousand years additional facts, indicative of

the removal of the last vestiges of evil, are mentioned. While the Millen-

nium is thus, in a manner, initiatory to succeeding dispensations or ages,

yet, as we shall show hereafter (Prop. 169), the restitution thus affected is

not displaced by another one, for it is always spoken of as eternal (see Prop.

159). Whatever of an additional nature is introduced, forms only an
increased ^lory (resulting from continued Iledemption), added to that which
already exists. As the design of this work is only to take the reader to the

close of the Millennial era and the entrance into the eternal ages (where

the Bible takes and leaves us), when already refreshing and restitution

have been experienced and tested in all their preciousness, it is proper for

us to avoid giving, what can only be conjecture, any decisive opinion con-

cerning the phraseology which seems to involve a succession of eras in the

continuation of a restored world.

We only remind the reader that this Biblical conception of glorions restitntion, sets

oside the Optimistic theory of Leibnitz, that this world, as it now eiists, is the best, and
that evil is a necessa^ (being mere imperfection or n^^ation) condition of the highest

good, seeing that it once was better and is again restored to a better one, evil being
removed as nnnecessaiy and antagonistic to the highest good. On the other hand, it

shows that the Pessimist theory of Shopenhaner—that the existing world (because of

preponderating evil) is worse than no world at all, and that (as Yon Hartman added) it is

still the best possible (becanse every possible world is necessarily a bad one)—is refuted

by the use made of evU and its ultimate removal (comp. The PessimisCs Kieio of Lift, Lit-

tell's Liv, Age, May 6th, 1876). Williamson {Rud, Tfieol. and Moral Science, p. 204) argues

in detail that evil is a necessary result of creation, and adds :
** We cannot conceive it

possible that there should be a material universe, as limited in space and conditioned in

time, and filled with all forms of life, in all grades and degrees, without involving the

necessity of the relations of evil that emei^e from its processes and movements." Now
such a restitution (with which compare the deliverance of creation in next proposition),

to which the Bible leads us. indicates that this plea of necessity is a grave mistake. We
may add, in this connection, that this restitution is indirectly corroborative of the view

held (Delitzsch, Kurtz, Xiewis, etc.) that creation was produced in a regular order of suc-

cession of ages, following one another. The six days of Creation and the past history of

the world (in its dispensations) evidences such a succession of ages, and when we enter

the Millennial age we find other ages still following, so that the end, as predicted, is in

harmony with ttLe past, evidencing a continued advancement and growth. <Comp.
Lewis's Six Days cf Omfion, which has some good remarks concerning the restitution and
ultimate deliverance of creation.)

Obs, 7. So interesting is this subject, that the utterances of others

may prove acceptable, and several more illustrations are appended. The
Art " Restitution" in M'Clintock & Strong's Cyclop^, after making ** res-
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titntion" to mean '* emendation, restoration to a pristine condition, change
to a better state/' says :

*' By the expression ' until the times ef the

apocatastasis of all things which God has spoken ' etc., Peter means the

time when all affairs shall be consummated, all the prophetical announce-
ments shall be accomplished, including the inauguration of the Eingdwn
of the Messiah and its attendant events, the fall extension of the Gospel,

the resurrection, judgment, etc., in short, the end of the world." The
reader will observe that the writer—taking the definite Jewish and early

Christian view, as well as the analogy of the Scriptures—crowds entirely

too much into his definition. Pressense {The Early Days of Christy p. 48),

speaking of " the first Christians," says :
" They believed in an immediate

return of Jesus Christ * to restore all things,^ They supposed that the
end of the world was at hand, and that the last davs foretold by Joel had
begun to dawn. Acts 2 : 17 and 3 : 19, 20, Thus tney awaited those days
of refreshing from the presence of the Lord which were to inaugurate the
Second Coming of Christ." Pressense is incorrect when he says ** the end
of the world," for they located this refreshing and restitution in this world
after the Advent, and hence only held to " the end of the age or dispensa-
tion." Dr. SchafE {His., Apos, Ch,, p. 631), in reference to Acts 3 : 19-
21, correctly remarks :

** Ho (Peter) points to a still future time of refresh-

ing, a restoration of the physical and moral world to the state of perfection,

to be accomplished at the visible return of Christ, who now fills heaven—

a

time when all the predictions of the holy prophets of God shall be com-
pletely realized." Alford (Com, loci) refers both the refreshing and
restitution to the Second Advent, and says of the former, ** The times of
refreshment (is) the Great Season of Joy and Rest, which, it was under-
stood, ths Coming of the Messiah in His Glory was to bring with it," and
of the latter, *'a glorious and Complete Restoration, especially of 'the
Kingdom to Israel,* Acts 1 : 6." This introduction of the Kingdom brings
out the distinctive meaning always attached to it by the Jews, disciples,

anJ early believers, Fairbairn {TypoL, vol. 1, p. 314) remarks on Acts
3 : 21, that " the Apostle Peter represents the time of Christ's Sec.

Coming as * the time of the restoration of all things,* that is, when every-
thing should be restored to its pristine condition—the same condition m
kind, all pure and good, glorious and blessed, but higher in degree, as it is

the design of Redemption to ennoble whatsoever it touches," It is a p«ty

that he could not apply this, then, to the restoration promised of the flie-

ocratiC'Davidic Kingdom as seen e.g. Acts 15 : 16. TJie Comprehe^isive
Com., so largely addicted to spiritualizing, makes the following comment :

" That tinfes of refreshing will come from the presence of the Lord, v. 19,

and that they will be times of the restitution of all things, v. 21. There is

a future state, another life after this : those times will come from the
presence of the Lord, /rom His glorious appearance at that day, His Coming
at the end of time. This we may receive, excepting the Popish idea oi

time ending, seeing that these titnes are to be realized in '* the day (or

time) of the Lord Jesus." This Com. in afoot-note correctly associates

these times with the restoration of the Jews, lust as Meyer {Com. loci),

Baumgarten {Apos. HisJ), Da Costa {Israel and tlie Gentiles), and many
others. Indeed, they are inseparable; and to the critical student it may
be observed that these words were exclusively addressed to Jews, some time
before the call of the Gentiles, and therefore must have been based on the
prophecies relating to that nation. Dr. Brown {Com, loci) comments

:
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** When the times of refreshing shall coirie—rather * in order that the times
of refreshing may come ;' that long period of repose, prosperity, and joy,

which all the prophets hold fortli to the distracted Chnrch and this miser-
able world, as eventaally to come, and which is here, as in all the prophet?,

made to turn npon the national conversion of Israel," ** Eestitution of all

things—comprehending, probably, tJie rectification of all the disorders of
thefalV^ This comment, if logically applied, is an ample reply to much
of his reasoning against as in his polemic work Christ's Sec, Coming ; and
especially does it contradict that portion of it which leaves out or denies
the restoration (as advocated by us) of important blessings forfeited by
the fall, and giving us, in place, an imperfect Redeemer and Redemption.
M'Clintock & Strong's Cyclop,, Art, ** Restitution," quotes from Kuinol
Co^n, loci as follows :

" Morns and Rosenmiiller make * times of refresh-

ing ' to mean ' happy times, not merely the day of the resurrection of the
dead, but also spiritual benefits of every kind which Christians enjoy in

this and the future life (Morus : the Messianic times), and refer the * times
of restitution ' (full and perfect fulfilment of prophecy) to the consumma-
tion of that auspicious period when all enemies shall be subdued (1 Cor.

15 : 25 sq.; Heb. 10 : 12, 16 ; Comp, Ps. 101 : 1) and everv influence oppos-
ing true religion removed." " De Dieu, Limbach, Wolf, and others, un-
derstand by the times of 'refreshing' and * restitution ' (i.e. the pre-

dicted period when the due position will be assigned each one) the days of

the last judgment, the times of alHiction to the impious and contumacious,
but of relief, quiet, and safety to the saints. In support of this view they
adduce the frequent arguments of the sacred writers to induce Christians

to diligenc<i and hope drawn from the prospect of the last day (Acts 17 :

30, sq. ; 2 Pet, 3 : 7 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 7 and 2 : 16), and the fact that Jewish
writers were accustomed so to speak of it {Pirhe Aboth, 4 : 17)." It may
be said that if the scriptural idea of judgment is received, then such
declarations may be accepted, excepting the reference to this life, concern-
ing which Olshausen aptly {Com, lod) remarks :

** The grammatical con-
nection admits only the first view, which regards the two expreesions (viz.,

times of refreshing and times of restitution) as identical, and as not refer-

ring to the present time." Dr. Craven (Lange's Com, Rev,, p. 339) gives

an interesting note on this passive, well worthy of notice. He refers to the
plural ** times" as indicative of lengthened period (to which we also attach

the idea of successive stt^es or periods), and fully advocates our position.

We give this extract :
** The following seem to be the elements of the resti-

tution predicted in the foregoing Scriptures : 1. A restoration of the hearts

of the fathers to the children, Mai. 4:6. 2. The restoration of the
rejected seed of Jacob to holiness and the subsequent favor of God, Isa. 1

:

25 ; Jer. 24 : 7. 3. The restoration of Israel to their own land, passim,
4. The establishment of Israel not again to be dispersed, Jer. 24 : 6, 7. 5.

The establishment of the Kingdom of righteousness as a visible Kingdom,
in power and great glory, with its seat at Jerusalem, Isa. 1 : 25, 26 (2 : 2,.

3) ; 58 : 12-14 ; Jer, 23 : 5-8 ; 23 : 7 sqq, 6. The gathering of all nations

as tributary to Israel or the Church, 7. The PaJingenesia, Isa. 11 ; 65 :

17 sqq."

Compare with those given the following, who favor onr position. Nast(CbmM Mstt.

24 : 29-^6), who makes the restitntion fntnre, and the predictions of Joel (inchoately

fulfilled) to be then realized. Gloag (Com. on Ads)^ Doddridge {Com, A(is\ John Banyan
(am/<w*ion ^ IfhUh, in Works, toL 2, p. 206), Martensen (<7A. Dog., s. 289), Gill {(km.
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loci), Steir {Words of Jegua\ Grdswell {Exp. of ParabUs), Jones {NbUs), Eaach {JB^. of
Parables), Cocceins {Op, Omnia), Benson {Com. loci), Coke {Com, lod), Delitzsch {On Oene-

ais), Demarest (.Bcp. of Peter), Sir Isaac Newton (iVopfc. cfDan, and Apoc.), Daabnz {Com, on
Bev.), Koppiua {Com, Thesa.), Piscator {Com. OH and Sew Testa.), Ebrard {On Rev.\ lisco
{Tke New Test.), Haldane {On Rom.), Brightman {Exp. Dan.), Goodwin {Bip. Rev,), as
well as Aaberlen, Elliott, Bellett, Lord, Seiss, Gumming, Woodhonae, Kelly, Pridham,
Mcintosh, SneU, and many othera, either on the passage or in their expositions of Danid
or Bevelation, may be consulted with profit and interest. Hackett {Com, loci), who
refers this falfllment to the Bee. Advent, and declares the passage ** demands tiiis inter-

pretation," presents one of the most forcible and interesting statements of the early

Ohnroh view, which will repay pemsaK When men speak of introdacing these times we
may well qnote John Knox ( Treat, on Fhsiing) :

'* What were this else but to reform the
face of the whole earth, which never was, nor yet shall be, UU that righteous King and
Judge appear/or the restoration of all things." We say, in conclusion, that so long as we
live in ** the times of the Gentiles'* (which now exist, and will continue to exist so long
as Jerusalem is trodden down by the Gentiles), these glorious and predicted *' times"
are not to be realized. This relationship will be fully enforced under following proposi*
tions. (Comp. Prop. 70, Obs. 6, for the concessions of Pressense, Schmid, and Fairbaim
quoted.)
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Propobition 145. This Kingdom includea " the regeneration " of
Matt 19:28.

This follows from previous Propositions, especially the one
relating to the resurrection (which was shown, as in Christ's own
person, to be expressed by a renewed or new birth or regeneration
through the power of the Spirit),* that this Kingdom can only be
estabbshed, as promised, " in the regeneraiion/^ For, its rulers

are immortal and reign ever more. Embracing a most precious

Eromise, it is worthy^ of a more extended notice, making it con-
rmatory of our position.

1 It in in view of tMs fact that the pnnctnation of the passage does not affeot its appli-
cation to our doctrinal position. Favoring that which unites the regeneration (reanrreo-

tion) with the Coming and enthronement of the Son of man, yet if it be insisted that it

most be connected with the preceding daase, thns reading :
" Te which have followed

me in the regeneration/* this, too, can he accepted. The objection nrged by Barnes
{Co^n. loci) to Buch a pnnctnation is not valid on the groond aasomed, viz., " Christ was
no< bon\ again, and in no proper sense conld it be said that they had followed Him in the
new birth/' Tme in the sense (moral regeneration) Barnes really intends, but his lan-

guage is too sweeping, since it is declared that Jesos was bom from among the dead, and
that all His followers, in the resurrection-regeneration morning, shall experience the
power of the same birth, through the same Spirit, etc. Therefore we do not limit the
passage, not knowing positively which meaning the Spirit intended, for hoth are proper
and available.

Ohs, 1. Again, to avoid the charge of forcing the application of the pas-

eage, the comments of opposers and friends will be both given. Barnes
{Com, loci) says :

** It refers to that great revolution, that restoration of

order in the Universe, that universal new birth toJien the dead shall rise^^*

etc., and reads the passage :
*' Ye which have followed me, shall, cls a

reward in the great day of the resurrection of the dead and offorming the

new and eternal order of thims—the day ofjudgment, the regeneration—l>e

signally honored and ilessed. He unites the regeneration with the Sec.

Advent. Bloomfield {Com, loci) remarks :
** I cannot hesitate to adopt,

in preference to all others, the sense assigned to thepassa^e by the ancient

expositors in general (and of the modem ones by Kuinoel and Fritzsche),

confirmed by the Syriac,* Persic, Arabic, .^thiopic, and Italic versions
;

understanding * regeneratioih * of the resurrection to judg^tnent and a new
state of existence,'^ He gives this, as required by the context, viz., the

revelation of Christ on the throne of His glory (comp. Matt. 25 : 31), and
affirms that the strongest proof of its relationship to the future is found in

the fact that those who differ in its application *' are compelled to engraft'

this," and adds :
** Nay, even Campbell grants that ' the principal completion

of the promise will he at the general resurrection,^ " Dr. Wordsworth {Or,

Test, loci) gives :** 7» the new birth of the saifits at the resurrection, in the

New Jerusalem. See 2 Pet. 3 : 13; Eev. 3 : 12 and 21 : 2. 6," etc.
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Olshausen (Com, loci) makes this equivalent to ** the coming forth of the

glorifying of the hody
thus comprehends the resurrection and the final glorifying, as they stand

related to the Kingdom. Lange {Cmn, loci) says :
" The Lord here pri-

marily referred to the final completion of the ifingdom of heaven," and
regards it very much in the light Olshausen does, calling it a strong
expression than ** reatitution" (Acts 3 : 21, with which he says it^ com-
cides), since it points to a higher state of existence of man, etc. , in the

future when restitution is resized. It is scarcely necessary to repeat the

interpretation and application of the passage by other commentators and
theologians, seeing that it would be, substantially, a repetition of what has

preceded. The reader can easily, if desirable, extend such references (with

the note appended)."

* Mardock*8 8yr, N, T. gives the following :
" Jesua said unto them. Verily I say to

you, that, as f6r you who have followed me, ixihen the Son of man shall sit on the throne

of His glozy in the li'ew World, ye shaU also sit on twelve seats and shall judge the twelve

tribes of Israel,"
* Bloomfield pronounces the opinion of those who believe that this regeneration refers

to a moral regeneration consequent upon the first preaching, etc., " harsh and forced ;"

he declares that Whitby's view (which makes it future, but) that the regeneration is "not
a resurrection of their persons but a revival of their spirit," etc., is " utterly untenable ;*'

he remarks that the interpretation of Lightfoot, Hammond, etc., making the whole to

refer to the introduction of *'a renovation or new state of things," or " regeneration

affected by the Gospel " (In the mediatorial Kingdom, where the apostles rule through
ministerial authority)—" will no more bear examination than the forgoing.** Such
theories, he informs us, cannot be received " without great violence** to the passage. This
reminds us of recent writers (as e.g. Kev. Fowle, Contemp, Revieuj, May, 1872, p. 728) who,
adopting this reference to the pas^ etc., call this regeneration '' the Coming new birth

of humanity," introduced by the life and labors of the Apostles. This, to say the very

least, was in view of their trials, sufferings, etc., hardly *' thjB compensation" or
" reward '* which underlies and suggested the promise. Dr. Clarke {Com, loci) refers the
" r^eneration" to the future Advent of Jesus, and says that he follows the punctuation
of " the most eminent critics ;" and adverting to the views (just stated as opposed by
Bloomfield) against its primarily respecting the future, adds :

'* I confess I do not see

the propriety of this application of the terms." Calovius (Jones's Notes, p. 216) says that

the view of Grotius (referring it to this dispensation) " is against the common consent of

almost all interpreters." Scott, Henry, Wesley, Jacobus, Hall, Burnet, and many
others, agree in locating it in the future, connected with the Advent and the condition of
the saints and world. Hardoin, Townsend, Goadby, with those already mentioned, and
a few others, who (although some also include the future) apply ** regeneration" to the
past and present, do violence to both the passage and the almost universal application of

it. It is only necessary to add that the efforts of Owen and a few others to reject " in
the regeneration'* as an interpolation, is a complete failure, the testimony of mss., ver.

siona, and critics being utterly against it. Knapp {ChrlsL Theol., s. 145, II. 2) notices
that " regeneration" was used by Philo {Be Vita Moais) to denote a new, renewed, or
second creation—a renovation—as also by the Greeks for the same and restoration (comp.
Clarke's (Wi., Hammond, Jones, Burnet, and others, who refer to Heraclitus, Cicero,

Seneca, Josephus, Pythagoreans, Stoics, etc.), Jones {Notes on Scripture, hd) gives valu*
able references to numerous authorities, sustaining the ideas of " the second generation
or creation" {Triglot, JV. T.), " renovation ' (Dr, Campbell), " the new order of things at

the end of time" (Kenrick, JV. T.), " the new world " (Murdook), ** b»ou1o novo" (Fabri-
.cius. K, T.), " iterata generatio" (Kuinoel), ** renovata vita" (Castalio), •* in ilia restauio-
tione, resurreotione, quando Messias splendidum suum tribunal occupaverit" (Kaebe),
" bey der Wiederherstellung der Dinge" (De Wette), ** in jenes neuem Verfassung*'
(Stoltz and Von Ess), ** Wiedereizeugung, Wiedergeburt, Wiederaufleben, Emeuerung^
(Schneider's Lex.). The reader is referred to his extracts taken from Illyricus. Simon,
Beza, Pfaffius, Oleorius, Deylingius, Munster (Grit. Sac.), Le CIere and Hammond, Coo-
oeius, Jansenlus, Diodati, Launy, Piscator, Cornelius a Lapide, and Chemnitz, all of
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vhiob explain it as relating to the future AdTent* embracing the notion of renewal, and
nearly all specially mention the resurreeium as being included. One of the editors of the
I'roph. Times for Oct., 1867, refers to Burnet, Murdock, Wordsworth, Alford, Bobison,
CampbeU, Lange, De Wette, Meyer, Stier. Kuinoel. Wesley, Clarke. Doddridge, 8cott,
Hall, Barnes, OUhausen, and Trench, giving liberal extracts indicative of the same posi-
tion. In the art. on " Begeneration" in M'CUntook and Strong's (^dop., it is said : " Our
Lord in one instance (Matt. 19 : 28) uses the term * regeneration ' for (he resurrection state,'*

Dr. Imbrie, in his Easayt ** The Begeneration" (Pre- Mill. Essays, p. 108, etc.), makes it

equivalent to " the Restitution of ail things.'* Ebrard {Oospd His,, p. 361^ says that Strauss
himself in one place admits, ** This palingenesia is neither a political revolution nor a
moral regeneration, but the rtsurrection <f the dead.** Schmid {Bib.' Theol., K Test, p. 269)
remarks :

*' The Begeneration is also brought about, which coincides with the commence-
ment of * the Age to Come.* This relates to the whole world, and is, therefore, a regenera-
tion of the whole world in general, and consequently a renovation of nature in the sense of
Bom. 6 : 18-23. For the faithful, in particxuar, it is also (he 'Resurrection of Life * (Luke
14 : 14), the shining forth of the righteous (Matt. 13 : 43). and this is a glor\ficatUm of the
body and not of the spirit only** (Matt. 22 : 23-83). Barrow {Works, vol, 2., p. 665)
says :

** Sometimes also it {resvrrection of the body) is called the regeneration, or iterated
nativity, and being bom from the dead.*' " And as to be bom at first doth signify the
production and union of the parts essential to a man, so to be bom again implies the
restitution and reunion of the same ; a man thwefore becoming entirely tiie same person
that he was before.*'

Obs, 2. Without denying that "the regeneration" when once experi-

enced will include much, or even all, that the writers, just quoted, nave
attributed to it, yet evidently in the comments of many of them there is a
wide departure from the eariy simplicity attached to the phrase. This is

true of later Millenarian authors, who (as e.g, Jones, Notes on Scripture)

make it a renovation of all things, a universal recreation, '' Paradise
restored or brought bach again" etc. Freely admitting that when this
'* regeneration' * is experienced, that then, also, the new heavens and new
earth appear, that Paradise is restored, that the Kingdom of heaven is out-

wardly manifested in glory, etc, it does not follow by any means that
"regeneration" denotes all these things. Logically, it cannot Let the
reader p;lance over the various commentators and writers who attempt to
explain this phrase, and he will notice one distinguishing peculiarity attend-

ing nearly all, viz., that in some way it does, and must, include tlie 'resurrec-

tion of the body. The primary meaning of a second creation, renewal,
restoration, necessarily, when considered in its relation to the future,

embraces the idea of the resurrection. Let us give a few more illustrations,

showing how persons, whatever their views, are impelled hjthe signification

of the word itself to allow its reference to the resurrection. Augustine
{Treat, on Forgiveness, B. 2, ch. 9) quotes Matt. 19 : 28, and refers the
regeneration to the bodily resurrection.^ Doddridge {Com. loci) calls
*' regeneration," ** the renovation of all things, when all the children of

Grod shall, as it were, be born anew from their graves/* etc Bengel
{Gnoinen, loci) remarks :

" There will be a new creation, over which the
Second Adam will preside, when the whole microcosm of human nature,

by means of the resurrection, and also the microscosm of the universe will

hie born again (genesim iteram habebit)." Jones (Notes), including the

renovation of the earth, the restoration of the twelve tribes, the re-estab-

lishment of the Theocracy, etc, saya :
** // includes the resurrection, exah

* Augustine in his Citu <jf Qod, b. 20, ch. 5. refers to it again, and says :
" By the words

' in the regeneration,* He certainly meant the resurrection cf the dead to be understood ; for
our flesh shall be regenerated by inoorruption, so as our soul is regenerated by faith."
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iation, and glorification of the Chnrch of the firstborn or elect.*' Stier

{Words of Jesus) on the passage, calling it *' the renewal of the world/'
also makes it contain ** the resurrection of the dead " and subsequent glori-

fication. Simon, the Romanist, translated by Webster (and quoted by
Jones), remarks :

*' By the regeneration most of the ancient commentators
understood the resurrectmt,*' Beza (margin of the Old Eng, Bible, ed-

1598) refers it to tlie day of resurrection ; so also Olearius {Obs, Sac) says

that part of the regeneration is the restoring of the dead by the resurrection,

which itself is called regeneration, illustrative of Epiph, Ad, Hmres, 36 :

1 ; Deylingius {Obs, Sac,), the same ; while Munster (Crit. Sac.) says posi-

tively :
** This second generation is the resurrection of the dead,'* etc. ; Le

Clerc and Hammond make regeneration equivalent to resurrection, so

Jansenius {Harm, Ch,, c. p. 717), Cornelius a Lapide, Chemnitz {Harm,,
ch. 132), and the reader will find these quoted at length by Judge Jones
{Notes on Scripture, pp. 214-216), This is so evident that Trench {Syn,

of N. T,, p. 97), after admitting that ** the day of resurrection will be the

dav of * regeneration,^ " adds :
*' So that those fathers had a certain, though

only partial, right, when they interpreted the word at Matt. 19 : 28, as
though it had Been only equivalent to anastasis {resurrect io7i)^ and, as a

consequence, continually used it as a synonym for tits resurrection,"*'

Trench himself, as well as many of the autnors already alluded to, certainly

are illogical when they tell us that the scope of the passage relates to the
future, and then drag in that which pertains to the past Admitting the
necessity of moral regeneration before this promised regeneration is experi-

enced, vet the former is not the subject of tne promise ; admitting also the
renewal of the earth, etc., it does not seem appropriate to crowd into this

one word quite a number of events which are clearly set forth in other
places* The simplicity of the early meaning is to be retained, viz., its

reference to the resurrection for the following reasons : 1. The Bes. is a
" regeneration," admitted by all, and believed in at the time Jesus spoke.

The Jews held to the resurrection of the pious dead at the Advent of the
Messiah (see Prop, on Hes. etc.), and from the prophets believed that
this would be followed by a renovation of nature resulting from the
exalted nature, power, ana glory of the Messiah's Kingdom. But from
Isa. 66 : 8-10 ; Ezek. 37 : 1-14, and other predictions, the resurrection was
regarded as a new birth or second creation through the special power of
God, So that let the word bo applicable to both (and thus employed), yet
the meaning that Jesus attached to it must be sought in the general com-
plexion of the passage. Hence, correct at least in retaining the idea of
resurrection (without which all the rest could not be attained), let us ask
whether the other idea was directly included or only implied. 2, This is

answered by noticing : (A) That Jesus speaks of the reward or compensa-
tion being received (the reward itself being the resultant) in or through
this regeneration, which remarkably accords with other sayings of His, as,

e.g., " Thou shalt be recompensed at the resurrection of the lust,*' Luke
14 : 14. (B) It is observable that the reign of Christ on the throne of His
glory, as well as that of the apostles subordinately, being placed after the
Ibec. Advent is uniformly introduced in promise as preceded by a resurrec-
tion of the righteous, and with this the words of Christ correspond. (C)
** The manifestation of the sons of God,'* Rom, 8 : 19, precedes the deliver-
ance of creation—the latter being a result of the former having received
" the redemption of the body." Jesus—the question of the deliverance of
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the creature not being suggested but only that of rewarding the sons of

God—would hardly introduce the latter when the reigning with Him is

invariably—when explained—predicated of this very period of manifesta-
tion. (D) The parallel passage in Luke 22 : 28 aids in enforcing our posi-

tion. Here we have the same promise given to the apostles, by whicn we
learn that by this " regeneration" (omitted by Luke), the apostles receive

"a kingdom,^* and that, what Matt, declares Christ does, is '* in my King-
dom,^^ When search is made to ascertain how and when this *' Kingdom/'
in which* this reign of Jesus and the apostles is to be witnessed, is obtained,

then the interpretation of ** regeneration" as *' resurrection" stands forth
in such a passage as this :

*' Flesh and blood cannot inherit the Kingdom of
Godj^ but, aa the connection shows, the power of the resurrection of the
just with its glorifying accompaniments must be experienced (1 Cor. 15 :

50). Whatever secondary meaning may inferentially or by implication be
attached to the word, evidently the primary meaning is the one thus sug-
gested and so long held to by ancient expositors.

Ohs, 3. The Kingdom itself, the reign of the saints, the deliverance of

creation, in brief, all the blessings, so vividly described hj Jones, Seiss,

and many others, are iiitroduced bv this very ** regeneration." Jesus is

the first begott€7i of the dead, and Ifis brethren must first experience the

same birth before these promises can be verified. Hence it is very doubtful
whether it is a word as far-reaching as the phrase *' the restitution of all

things ;" for the latter embraces the resurrection, restoration of Kinedom,
PanSise, etc—the brinffing back of all things to their original condition
or intention—while the latter, at most, can only refer to man and nature,
taking the broadest definitions given to it. But with Lange and others,

it must be said to be more precious, since it more directly refers to the
individual, not simply restored to a forfeited position, but brought into a
life vwst eocalted and glorious through resurrection and transforming power,
thus fashioning the saint after the pattern presented by Jesus. The phrase
** in the regeneration" does not simply allude to the time when the resur-

rection is experienced, but to the fact that it is an ever-continuing reality—
an unchangeable state from the period of its happy realization, ft is during
this wonderful regenerated life that the Kingdom of God is manifested ; or,

as Robison (ffr. A". Te»^), "the complete external manifestation of the
Messiah's Kingdom, when all things are to be delivered from their present
corruption, and restored to spiritual purity and splendor" shall be seen

;

or, as Van Oosterzee {TheoL N, T., p. 123), it shall embrace after the per-

sonal Sec. Advent, *' the entire renewal of the natural and spiritual

creature/' As the regeneration of the Lord Jesus (Col. 1 : 18 ; Rev. 1:5;
1 Cor, 15 : 20) is separate from, precedes, and yet is connected, with the
ultimate renewal of creation itself, so the regeneration of the believers,

accounted worthy to obtain this Kingdom, is separate from, precedes, and
yet stands related to, the mighty changes which shall transform nature
into the Edenic state so rapturously delineated by the prophets.

See Barrow's Workat Ser. X., on Apostles' Creed, where he says :
*' The resurrec-

tion of good Christiana, after death, to a better state of life, their entering into immortal
bliss and glory, is worthily styled * regeneration,* a being generated or bom again ;

whereby they reoeived from God another more excellent life and state of being, more
like and conformable to God. for," etc., quoting 1 John 3 : 2 ; 1 Cor. 15 : 49 ; 2 Cor.
3 : 18 ; Phil. 3 : 21, etc., as confirmatory. Here it may be proper to say, that '* the wash*
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ing of regenentioii,** Tit. 3 : 5, tbe subject of bo mnch oontrovetay , cannot be properly
comprehended, unless (whatever its application may be to the present) the baptism or
the renewed state of mEui here is made emblematical or significant of that regeneration
-which embraces the whole person, body, soul, and spirit, at the resurrection. It is a
waahic^ leading to, and productive of, regeneration nnder certain qualifications. It cer-

tainly is significant that Dr. Brown in Ms Com, on Iffatt. 19 : 28, refuses to comment on
this ** r^eneration," sending us from one Gospel to another without any result. Was
this subject of so little importance as to be unworthy of notice in a professed commen-
tary, or was he afraid of its application, being unable to fit it into his system ? His co.

laborer. Dr. Fausset, would, undoubtedly, hare given us an able comment, for in the same
Com. (Dan. 7 : 44) he remarks :

" There must be a * regeneration ' of the world, as of the
individual, a death previous to a resurrection, a destruction of the world-kingdoms bo-

fore they arise anew as the kingdoms of Christ" (Matt. 19 : 18) ; and in Bev. 20 : 6, he
sp^ks of ** the regeneration of nations," which we make a resultant of, or associated
event with, this *' regeneration."
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pROPogrnon- 146.

—

This Kingdom is associated with the deliver-

ance of creation.

A Theocracy, i)erfect and extending over the earth, which brings
God—the Creator

—

iTvto the relationship of an earthly Ruler^ and
exertmg His dominion over all, must^ in order to exhibit the
dignity and value of His rule, and to promote the welfare and
happiness of His willing subjects, remove the evils under which
man and the creation have been groaning. The Kingdom itself

being redemptive in its intent and work, brings deliverance from
the curse^ however widespread, restores forfeited gifts, and even
bestows nches never before conferred upon man or the earth. The
Divine-human relationship of the King, who declares that He (Rev.
21 : 5) ''^will make all things new^'*^ insures all this ; while the
Divine Purpose, foreshadowed in covenant, prophecy, provisionary
dispensations and acts, and, above all, in the bestowal of the King,
and qualifying Him (as the promised David's Son) for the position
of Theocratic ILmg^. evidences h&m reasonable and just are the
anticipations of such a renewal. The honor and glory of the King
and Kingdom, the ability and representations of God to save, are
involved in restoring the earth to its Edenic state. The Plan of

Redemption, of which this Kingdom forms the cvlmvinating aqervcy
of affecting and completing, contemplates a return to the condition
existing before the laU, and even to that which man would have
attained to had he not sinned. Of course, it must then include the
renewal of creation.

This finggests an interpretation of Eph. 1 : 14, ** urdil Vie redemption of Vie purchased
possession^'* which the context nnmistakably locates in the fntnre, seeing that believers

now have the assurance in the bestowment ot ^'ihe eamesi cf our inheritance," The in-

heritance, with which this ** pnrohased possession" is linked^ consists, as we have shown
(e.g. Props. 49, 142, etc.), of this earth, which, as numerons promises testify, is to be
redeemed or delivered from the curse in ** the day of redemption " The reasoning of

the Apostle in Bom. 8, linking this same earnest with the deliverance of creation and the
redemption of the body, conflrms this view. The idea of Barnes (Com. loci) that

"heaven*' is denoted, cannot be admitted, simply becanse heaven is not the promised
inheritance, and becanse heaven needs no redemption or deliverance (or, if stress is laid

on the notion of " obtaining or acquiring,'* then it mnst be shown that heaven is the

covenanted inheritance). Many commentators make this ** purchased possession** to be
God's people, the saints that are to be gathered out, whicn (Lange, eta.) gives a good
and consistent meaning. So MacKnight (Cbm, locT) makes "purchased people"
redeemed from the grave. It evidently refers either to the saints or to the earth, or to

both, for these are promised deliverance, and both are the inheritance of the Christ.

Faosset {Com. loci) refers tiiia to the saints, and that it includes what is said in Bom.
8 : 21-23 ; 2 Pet 3 : 13. Impressed with the connection that it sustains with "our in-

heritance,** we are strongly inclined to apply it exclusively to the earth, which we inherit.

Fairbaim (Typology) fully indorses our view, saying: "What can (Eph. 1 : 14) the
redemption of the inheritanct be but the rescuing of this earth from the manifold ills
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which, through the mstmmentality of Satan, hare come to lodge in its bosom—purging
its elements of all mischief and disorder—changing it from being the vale of tears and the

chamel house of death into a paradise of life and blessing—restoring to man, himself

then redeemed, and fitted for the honor, the sceptre of a real dominion over all its fulness

—in a word, rendering it in character and design what it was on creation's mom, when
the sons of God shouted for ioy« and God Himself looked with satisfaction on the good-
ness and order and beauty which pervaded this portion of His universe."

Ohs. 1. One of the striking peculiarities attached to Millennial prophecies

describing the establishment of this Kingdom, is, that the land, the earth

is represented as participating in the favors of the King ; and the joy and
happiness of the nations is immeasurably enhanced by their liberal

bestowal. This is so clearly and explicitly stated, was so universally

received by the early Church, and has been so generally entertained by
eminent divines of all denominations, that it needs no special pleading.

Even our opponents, who are the most disposed to depart from tne gram-
matical meaning and engraft a spiritual sense, admit tnat, if those predic-

tions are fulfilled as recorded, they must bring back a Paradise regained.

No system of Theology is completed, without, in one form or another,

advocating a final restoration of nature. Without detaining ourselves with
a feature that is so commonly received, let our attention be directed to

several disputed points.

It may be sufficient to cite e.g, one who is well known as an opponent, Dr. Brown.
In his more recent Gom,^ Bom. 6, he makes ** the creature" (of vs. 19, 20, and 21) to be
** the creation," and says :

" A« creaiion Uadf shaU^ in a glorious sense, b« delivered into

that freedom from debility and decay in which the children of God, when raised up in

glory, shall expatiate ; into this freedom from corruptibility f/ie creation Usdf shall, in a
glorious sense, be delivered. (So Calvin, Beza, Bengm, Tholuck, Olshausen, De Wette,
Meyer, Philippi, Hodge, Alford, etc.) If for man's sake alone the earth was cursed, it

cannot surprise us that it should share in his recovery. And if so, to represent it as
sympathizing with man's miseries, and as looking forward to his complete redemption
as the period of its own emancipation from its present sin-blighted condition, is a beau-
tiful thought, and in harmony with the general teaching of the Scripture on the sub-
ject." Pressenae ( The.Early Days of Ghris., p. 286) thus refers to Paul's teaching :

'* He
associates nature herself with the grand consummations of Bedemption ; he represents her
as groaning and travailing in pain for the deliverance of the sons of God (Bom. 8 : 22),

and he leads us to anticipate a sort of resurrection of the material toorld as the abode of
gloryied humanity," Fairbaim (T^jpotow, vol. 1, p. 314) makes Bom, 8 to represent " a
redeemed and glorified earth," with which many agree ; his remarks are forcible and
worthy of perusal, as illustrated in the previous note. Lange's Cbm., Bom. 8, has, under
the Doc. and Ethical portion, some striking remarks on the groaning and deliveiance of
creation.

Obs, 2. Rom. 8 : 19-23 deserves particular consideration, seeing that
some (as Barnes, Com. hex) are disposed to make ** the creature^' refer only
to believers (renewed), and not to inanimate and animate creation. Admit-
ting that the word translated ** creature" does not distinctively specify

creation (although Banies says it means " creation, the act of creating,

Rom.'l : 20 ; the creature, that which is created or formed, the universe,

Mark 10 : 6 ; 2 Pet. 3:4; Mark 13 : 19 ; Rom. 1 : 25 and 8 : 39"), or the
renewed man (not unless the word " new" is added), it is evident that its

meaning in this place ought to be decisively made out by what the Word
in other places teaches shall occur at the manifestation of the sons of God,
i.e., at or after the resurrection.* Now, Barnes himself so freely admits (as

e,g, Notes on 2 Pet. 3 ; Rev. 21, etc.) a renewed creation after the resur-

rection, that it seems both strange and inconsistent to deny it in this pas-
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sage. Bloomfield indorses the view that it means " the whole visible

creation" (mentioning ** ancient and many eminent modern interpreters,

especially Luther, Grotius, Caasell, Danhauer, Doddr.,* Michael, Knappe,
Rosenm., and Garpzov,'' as holding to it), showing that the word is used
in this sense ; he opposes the opinion of Hammond, Le Glerc, etc., that
it denotes a "' moral creation," i.e., ** the Ghristian Church," which " is

liable to insuperable objections, which are well stated by Ammon ;" he
also objects to the interpretation of Whitby and Ammon, which would
limit it to ** all intelligent and sentient creatures," i.e., *' the human race,"
and presents an important argument when observing that this deliverance
must include " suc% a renovation as the Jews especially supposed would
take place in the age of the Messiah,^* In addition, we would say, that
Paul, knowing not only the views of the Jews respecting a restoration of
nature, but that of the Romans even concerning the same, if nature was not
to be included in this description, he certainly made choice of very imper-
fect (i.e. by not defining) language. His phraseology, however, is vindi-

cated both by its meaning being in accord with the views thus entertained,

and by the fact that the ancients thus interpreted it. The sublimity of the
passage, which troubles some so much that they desire to tone it dfown, is

amply sustained by what Paul knew of the events oer/flmiM^ to the resurrec-

tion. Dr. Neander {His, Plant, Ch. Cliurchy vol. 1, p. 523) says that this

is connected with the resurrection of the body, and denotes a restoration of
nature, adding in a foot-note :

** The later distinguished commentators on
this epistle have acknowledged this to be the only tenable exposition ; and
even Usteri, who had before brought forward the strongest objections

a^iust it, has been induced, for the same reasons that appear to me con-
vincing, to accede to it." (See his reasons for rejecting the opposite view.)

It is surprising that, to make out a theory (wresting the passage from us),

men of ability, as those mentioned and others, will restrict the groaning
creature to the Gentile world or to the heathen, not seeing that by so doing
they represent such (against fact) as earnestly desiring to become Christian
—having this feeling constantly^and of being subjected to bondage with-
out blame, etc. Schmid {Bib. Theol N. T,, p. 511) on this part forcibly

says :
** That * creature ' here refers to the inanimate creation in disti}iction

from men, is clear, if we consider two points ; on the one hand, that a con-

trast to Christians is thus established ; and on the other, the ' creature ' is

not described as a subject burdened by sin, but only as liable to perishable-

ness. Linguistic usage, the predicates, and the connection of tne section,

are all in &vor of this explanation." Probably Schmid's restriction to

inanimate nature, thus excluding animals, etc., is limiting its meaning too

vmch; but he is correct in asserting its distinction from man. The
'* creature" certainly is something distinct from '* the sons of God ;" and it

cannot be *' the heathen world," for it has not waited for the manifestation

as here represented.' Van Oosterzee {Theol, of N. T,) fully indorses our
position, and declares that nature looks for redmnption. Even Knapp (C7*r-

Theol, S. 155 11. 2) remarks, ** the passage, Rom. 8 : 19, seq., also treats of

this rmoi'ation and beautifying of the toortd.^' Dr. Hitchcock {Ftit, Cond,
and Destijiy of the Earth), quoting this passage in Romans, remarks ;

^* That Tholuck, the distinguished German theologian, considers this a
description of the present bound and fettered condition of all nature, and
that the deliverance refers to the future renovation of the earth. Such an
exposition chimes in perfectly with the views on this subject, which have
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long and extensively prevailed in Germany. And it certainly does give a

consistent meaning to a passage which has bel<en to commentators a perfect

labyrintli of difficulties. If this be not its meaning, then I may safely say

that its meaning has not yet been found out." Kurtz {Sac, Mis,, S, 199,

4), expressly applies this Scripture to the removal of the curse entailed

upon "nature and to the renovation of the earth. These allusions to authori-

ties who find in the passage a direct reference to the renewal of nature

could bo abundantly multiplied, but these are sufficient to indicate that we
do not seek to force such an interpretation upon the text Writers of the

most diverse views and hostile to Millenarianism freely concede this ; and
they append that it shcJl only be witnessed at the Advent of Jesus Christ,

and after the resurrection of the saints. This, of course^ leads us back to

examine when tliis Advent and resurrection take place. Having proven
(Props. 121, 125, 119, etc.) that both are Pre-Millennial, there arises at once
a beautiful symmetry between a harmonious blending of the Millennial

predictions and Paul s declaration, which no other view can give.*

I Lange's Com. loci, both in the text and notes, gives it *' creation," and says : *'XeEi-

ooZ^t the word may mean the act of creation aa well aa what is created, the creation ; but
ac^mJly^ the question here con only be the creation in the broader or more limited sense."
(Hiddfe in a note well remarks that a limitation of meaning, if intended, must always be
derived from the context.^ So decisive is the notion of ** the creation," that in the Nt\D

Bevision the English version " creature'* is stricken out and creation substituted.
> Hardly correct aa to Doddridge, who rather represents it as '* the whole onevangelized

world." Doddridge and others, who favor such an exposition, do not see how fat^ even
such an interpretation is to their Post-Mill. Advent. For, taking their definition for

granted, it would then— if logicaUf/ carried out—prove that this unevangelized world will

not be oonverted until after the manifestation of the Sons of God, i.e. the resurrection.
While we believe the latter, we do not derive it from adding such an adjunct to ** creat'

nre.
* See the strong reasoning against Olahausen's too extended application of '* tbe creat-

ure" by Kendrick, p. 54, Kendrick's Olshausen Oom, on Bom,, Sheldon & Co/s edition.
Olshausen justly affirms that even the inanimate creation is meant (aa also Steir, BUckeit,
Beiche, Schneckenburger, KOllner, and others), but includes with it " unregenerate
men," etc—**the whole creation"—excluding the regenerated portion which be holds
contrasted with the rent. He beautifully and forcibly explains the representation of
creation longing, etc., for deliverance, and produces convincing arguments why the
word ** creature'* should not be restricted to ** angels,*' ** animals,*' ** the dead/' " Chris-
tiansp" ** people of Israel," ** heathen magistracy," and ** heathen worid.** The only
fault with Olshauaen, and which Kendrick notices, is, that he extends the meaning too
far ; and yet we frankly acknowledge that if he is correct, if the passeige truly allowed its

extension, it would find a counterpart in the fact that, after the resurrection, when this
Kingdom is established, the nations of the earth that are spared will find deliverance,
etc., through this manifestation. But this, for the present, we find distinctly taught flse-

vjhere,

* Dr.West ( Cin. Gazette, Feb. 2lBt, 1879) makes the creature delivered to be this " planet."
including ** the material earth, the atmospheric heavens, the vegetable kingdom, and the
animal kingdom," and says that this was the interpretation of *' Irenteus, Justin, Tertul-
lian, Lactantius, Chryaostom, all the Greek Fathers of the Church and most of the Latin,
and all the best expositors of the Scripture to-day." ** It is the interpretation of the
ablest expositors—men like Luther, Calvin, Melanchthon, Erasmus, Beza ; men like

Bengel, Tholuck, Olshausen, De Wette, Philippi, Ewald, Neander, Delitzswh, Meyer.
Jjeehler, Lange, Kurtz, Ellicott, and multitudes whose names alone fill pages." Sirr's

^rst Res.f in Appendix, has a good criticism on the word " creatnre" and its usage—
with which compare the extended notice in Lange's Com. locL The critical student will

observe the shades of difference that are expressed by expositors, as e.g. Lange, who
makes the ** creature*' to be " creation/* " the whole creation, rational as well as irrational,

not yet redeemed, but needing and capable of redemption ;" Calvin, Beza, etc., the
" inanimate creation ;** Koppe, Bosenmttller, etc., " the universe ;". Augustine, etc., the
'^ animate creation ;" Tholack, etc., ** the material world suxiounding man ;" Ueyer, Do
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Wette, Hodge. Alford, etc., ** inanimate and animate nature in contradistinction from
hnmanity" (which last, we give a decided preference). Btill all admit the cardinal, funda-
mental idea, viz., that creaiion is intended, and a deliverance c^ the same promised. Lord
( TkeoL and Lit. Journal^ April, 1660) holds that the perpetual desolation of Idomea (Isa.

34) is on impressive exception to this deliverance and renewal of the whole earth, and
that this exception is made to impart a forcible reminder of God's vengeance as stated in

Isa. G6 : 24, and he thinks this visible burning is alluded to in Rev. 14 : 9-11 and
19 : 19. 20, etc. Others, however, think that the perpetuity is limited to the generations
preceding the Millennium, because the usage of "forever,** and similar phrases, allows
a limitation in certain cases.

Obs. 3. This leads us to consider whether Paul's declaration and the Mill,

prophecies, etc., include the deliverance of the animal kingdom. This, as

IS well known, was the position of the early Church, as is evidenced by
their writings, especially Tertullian, Lactantius, and the earlier Fathers

—

Fapias, Barnabas, and Justin. And, in point of fact, it is impossible for a
man to be a consistent Millenarian (hence, with scarcely an exception the

lon^ line of eminent men hold to it) without adopting it. The aolest

Millenarian writers unhesitatingly give it their support, and the reason is

self-evident. Coming to the Bible, resolving to accept of the sense given

by the plain grammatical interpretation, they find involved with the

description of this re-established Kingdom at the Sec. Advent and with
the blessedness and glory of the saints and the living nations such direct

and explicit assertions concerning the change of disposition, etc., in the

lower creation, that to reject these predictions (or engraft upon them
another sense) would be doing violence to their principles of interpretation

and to the Book. As this feature of the renovation has caused some to

recoil from the entire subject, as if it were dishonorable to the future state

and derogatory to Christ, it may be well to notice upon what it is

grounded. Some are influenced by the hasty conclusion arrived at by
Doddridge, when commenting upon Rom. 8 : 19 ; he says :

" To explain it,

as chiefly referring to the brutal or inanimate creation, is insufferable;

since the day of the redemption of our bodies will be attended with the

conflagration, wh ich will put an end to thein, ' * This allusion to Peter's con-

flagration is to bo found in every writer adverting to this point, and is the

main proof relied on against it. As the conflagration theory comes up in

a following proposition (Props. 149 and 150) to remove another objection,

with which Inia stands associated, we may, for the present, pass it by with
the single remark that such a conclusion by no means follows, provided God
has declared that it shall bo done and that the animals shall share in the
deliverance. It is not for us to limit either God*s purpose, or wisdom, or

ability to perform. Without laying stress on the admitted fact that the

curse has fallen upon the animal creation through man, and that perfected

Redemption reasonably claims Divine interference in its behalf, which
idea Otshausen, Lord, and others have ably advanced, without insisting

that the objection is really based upon a spiritualistic conception of the

future abode of the saints out of which the materialistic element has been
(Gnostic-like) eliminated, it is amply sufficient to rely upon its being prom-
ised in the Word. Pollowing our usual plan to allow those who have no
special sympathy for our doctrine to speak their sentiments, it will answer
to give first the views of others, to show that in their estimation this doc-

trine is taught Thus e.g. Dr. Clarke, in his comments {Com* loci) on Ps,

104 : 29, 30, extends the renewal not only to the earth, but includes a resur-
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reciion of animals, arguine that the mention of their death preceding, and

then the addition of " Thou sendest forth Tliy Spirit, they are created

again,*^ clearly teaches this, and refers to Rom. 8 : 19-23. This probably

is going farther than Millenarians, who generally are satisfied with simply

saying that the animal condition (with that of the earth) will be changed

for the better, leaving the resurrection as a matter open to conjecture.

Calvin, on Isa.!! : 6-8, says that the prophet *' asserts here the change of

the nature of wild beasts and the restitution of creation as at first," and he

substantially repeats this, when in Insti,, vol. 3, ch. 25, he says, ** I expect

with Paul a reparation of all tlie evils caused by sin, for which he represents

the creatures as groaning and travailing." * John Wesley, in his Ser. on
Rev. 21 : 5, decidedly takes this ground, delineates at length the happiness

resulting from such deliverance, quotes Paul and the prophets, under-

stands the prophetic delineations literally, having on the new earth all

the animals, etc., so changed that '* no creature, no beast, bird, or fish

will have any inclination to hurt any other ; for cruelty will be far away,

and savageness and fierceness be forgotten," etc., and emphatically de- '

Clares : "He that sitteth upon the throne will soon change the face of all

things, and give a demonstrative proof to all His creatures, * that His mercy
is over all His works.' " It is diflicult to understand Fairbairn's language
{Typology f p, 461) otherwise, when (after making the restitution, Acts 3 :

19-21, at Christ's Sec. Advent *^ everything VQStoTed to its pristine con-

dition ") he writes :
** It is precisely on the same object, a redeemed and

glorified earth, that the Apostle Paul, in the 8th of Romans, 6xes the

minds of believers as the terminating point of their hopes of glory. An
incomparable glory is to be revealed in them, and in connection with that,

the deliverance of a suffering creation from the bondage of corruption into

the glorious liberty of the sons of God." So also a large class of writers, .

who expressly affirm that creation is to be brought oack to its former
^^ paradisiacal state,** cannot be comprehended, unless violence is done to

their own statements of what redemption is to accomplish, without re-

ceiving such a deliverance of the animals. Luther gave no uncertain
sound, when (quoted by Taylor, Voice of the Church, p. 143) he said :

'* It

is written, God will create a new heaven and a new earth wherein righteous-
ness shall dwell. It will be no arid waste, but a beautiful new earth,

wherein all the just will dwell together. There will be no carnivorous
beasts, or venomous creatures, for all such, like ourselves, will be relieved

from the curse of sin, and will be to us as friendly as they were to Adam
in Paradise," ^fhe frequent assertions of this Reformer* and others of
the restoration of the earth to the Edenio state, certainly imply such a
restitution. Dr. Kurtz {His, of tlie Old Cov., vol. 1, p. 81) advocates a
return to Paradise, saying :

'* I'he heavenly Jerusalem in the transformed
earth is Paradise renewed, enlarged, transformed and perfected," etc., and
(Pref. p. 118) this includes the deliverance of the groaning creation which,
he holds, embraces the animal Kingdom, while Isa. 11 : 6-9 he thinks has
reference, at least, to the original state of the animal kingdom, or the state

it would have been brought to under Adam. How else can we understand
the pious Bradford {Letters, 83) saying :

** I therefore take the apostle to

mean by * every creature ' simply, even the whole shape and creatures of
the world." ** As everything and all things were made for man, so, by
the man Christ, all and everything, both earthly and heavenly, shall ie
restored." ** In our resurrection, all things shall be repaired for eternitj.
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as^ from our sin, they were made subject to corruption.*' ** Now erery
creature travaileth and groaneth with us ; but we being restored, theTi also

shall be restored : there shall be new heavens^ new earth, and all things
new." Such language is too comprehensive to exclude the lower creation.

Dr. Chamock (Attnbtdes of God) forcibly remarks :
*' As the world, for

the sin of man, lost its first dignity and was cursed after the fall, and the
beauty bestowed on it by creation defaced, so shall it recover that ancient
glory, when he shall be fully restored, by the resurrection, to that dignity

he lost by his first sin. A man shall be freed from his corruptibility, to

receive that glory which is prepared for him, 80 shall the creatures be freed

from that impenection or corruptibility, those stains and spots upon the

face of them, to receive a new glory suited to their nature, and answerable
to the design of God, when the ' glorious liberty ' of the saints shall be
accomplished," *' The earth hath borne thorns, and thistles, and venom-
ous beasts ; the air hath had its tempest and infectious qualities ; the

water hath caused its flood and deluges ; the creature hath been abased
to luxury and intemperance, and been tyranized over in man, contrary to

the end of creation. It is convenient that some tinie should be allotted for the

creature attaining its true end, and that it may partake of the peace of man,
as it hath done of the fruits of his sin, which prevailed more than grace,"
etc. Henry {Com, on Rom. 8 : 19-23) has ** the whole frame of nature,"
*^ the whole creation, the compasses of inanimate and sensible creatures

"

delivered, and adds :
*' There shall be a glory conferred upon all the creat-

itreSj which shall be (in the proportion of their natures) as suitable, and
as great an advancement, as the glory of the children of God shall be to

them," etc. Tyndale, on Rom. 8 : 21 affirming that ** all creatures descry

that day as the time of their rest and perpetual Sabbath ;" Gill {Divinity,

p. 427, 8) contending that ** every degree of that curse should be removed,"
so that *' the new earth will be an earth refined, and renewed, and restored

to its paradisiacal estate, as it was before the fall ;" Toplady (Ser. B. 3, p.

470) affirming ** that a day will dawn when a period shall be put to every

disorder under which nature at present labors," etc.; these utterances, and
a multitude of a similar nature that could be quoted, can only be recon-

ciled with the deliverance of the animal world. It is to be noticed that

many, aside from Millenarians, express themselves not only indirectly but
directly in favor of such a restoration, virtually indorsing the interpreta-

tion put upon various passages by us. They substantially agree with
Delitzsch (&r. on Rom. 8 : 18-23 in Ap. to Sys. of Bib. Psychol) in ad-

vocation of a restitution of the earth—a recreation of nature—a redemp-
tion and glorification extending even to the unintelligent creation, so that
'* then nature, as all the prophets foretell, shall put on her blissful festal

attire ; and as it has been compelled to share in the sorrows of men, it

shall also be a participator in its glory." It is inconceivable how so many
with such views of redemption, extending from man down to inanimate
nature, should be fearful in plainly stating—what they leave to be inferred

—

that this necessarily must include the important links existing between
man and inanimate nature. As Delitzsch says, the prophets all foretell

this, and in a manner that cannot be explained away. Let the reader turn

to what Fairbairn {Typology, vol, 1, p. 281) says of the restoration of the

lost ** lordship or dominion over the earth, or, better still, let him refer to

Ps. 8, where dominion over the lotoer creation is expressly stated as one of

the prerogatives of man, and then let him see how this is applied to the
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Second Adam (Heb, 2.)f who restores this forfeited dominion, and it is

impossible to exclude the lower order of creatures. Let the question bo

decided in reference to the Pre-Millennial Advent of Jesus and the resur-

rection of the saints as the Earl^ Church regarded it and as here advocated,

and then let Hos. 2 : 18 be considered in the light of parallel passages ; let

Isa. 11 : 6-9; Ezek 34 : 25 ; Isa. 65 : 25; Zech. 14 : 20; Isa. 33 : 20, and
other allusions be contemplated as occurring in ** the new heavens and the

new earth" (so Isa. 65) after the Coming of the Lord with all His saints (so

Zech. 14), after the smiting of the earth and the slaying of the wicked one
(so Isa. 11), and in connection with the restoration of the Jewish nation (so

all the prophets); and any other view, with such facts^ cannot be enter-

tained. It is true, that a large number, to avoid such a conclusion, make
such language figurative, and hence expressive of alleged changes in the

natare of man; but such a theory is forced and inconsistent with the laws

of figurative language. It is forced; because (1) against their own asser-

tions of the completeness of redemption, etc., they leave the animals out

;

(2) to confine this period to the Gospel (as Barnes), and then ask ** how the

Gospel has any tendency to change the nature of the lion, the bear and the

serpent," is to ignore the fact that Jesus Clirist is the Restorer, the One
who renews things

; (3) to deny this because it involves a physical change
(so Barnes, Com,, Isa. 11), and yet affirm, as in other places, physical
changes in man and inanimate nature at the consummation, involves lack

of faith in God's ability to perform what He has promised; (4) it trans-

poses the predictions, making a past and present fullilment, as e.g. the new
heavens and new earth of Isa, 65 (under which this is to take place), con-
tinuously existing from the First Advent

; (5) it is forced by the inability

to show (against the facts of history) a consistent fulfilment of their own
figurative sense (in its relation to the predictions as a whole), to shield

itself under the expectation of a still future spiritual fulfilment, ample
enough to cover the application made, without informing us how this is

possible to be reconciled with the delineation of this dispensation down to

the very Advent of Christ
; (6) the theory does not regard the predictions

as clearly distinguishing between man and the lower orders, for they are

represented as separate, and distinct, and, owing to the change wrought in

the latter, the former attain security, etcl (7^ But it is also opposed to the

laws of figurative language when strictly applied, for instead of there being
a metaphor used, as supposed, it is literal language, seeing that notliing is

attributed to this lower creation but what is naturally applicable to them.
The only exception is that of the lion eating ** straw, like the ox," which
evidently is an expressed simile or comparison (not a metaphor which
implies it in thought), and teaches that at this period so great will be the

power of restoration, that the lion will live according to the change of

nature then introduced." To discredit this on the ground of impossibility,

is to limit the Almighty energy of the Restorer ; to receive it only as

metaphorical language, is to overlook the simple comparison instituted ; to

accept of the whole as figurative, is to forget that the actions, etc., ascribed
to the animals, are such as are strictly accordant with their nature as it once
must have been exhibited in the Edenic state, and that a restoration

affected by God must, in the nature of the case, present just such char-

acteristics, and that, therefore, the things predicated of these creatures, in-

stead of conveying an absurdity, correspond with the comprehensiveness of

the Plan of Redemption, Indeed, admitting this, we find it throwing
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increased light npon otherwise imperfectly understood passages of Scripture,

as e.g. Christ's triumphal entry into Jerusalem when He rode upon an
animal ** whereon never man sat" {the words of Jesus and recorded by two
evangelists, Mark and Luke), Surely, this has a deeper significance' than
to prove Christ's power over animals ; for taking the analogy of faith,

seeing what dominion is predicted of Him, regarding this entry as typical

of the one to come, it points ua back to the dominion ascribed to Him in
Ps, 8 and the prophets—of which the subjection of an untrained animal is

a feeble enblem—and then forward to the glorious future when all creatures

shall experience the wonderful Will and Pleasure of the same King,
Besides this, before the reader comes to a conclusion upon this particular

point, let him first pass over the argument respecting the Kingdom ; for if

the Kingdom of the Messiah is that which we derive from Covenant and
Prophecy, from His own words and that of His commissioned preachers,

if it contains the restored Jewish nation and the spared Gentile nations,

then, indeed, it would bo both inconsistent and absurd to have fiuch a
Kingdom existing without the presence of the lower creation,*

* Hence* do not see vhy Lange quotes him {Com. loci) as snstainiiig the notion only of
*' the inanimate creation." So also Beza mied language which cannot be thus confined.

* Lather's expressions are so terse, Lnther-lite, that we append another illustration

(Muerer's Life of Luther, p. 572) : As his little dog was be^ng for food, some one asked
whether irrational animals would be in the world to come, and he replied :

" Assuredly,
for the new heaven and earth will not be desolate and waste, but filled with beautiful
creatures/*

* For a discussion of the laws relating to figurative language, see various writings on
the subject, as e.g. in Lord's Lit and Theol. JourTxal, Lord's work Onihe Laws of Figurative

Language^ Winthrop's Premium Essay on Frof^ Symbols^ Sirr's F\rst Resurreclion, Brookes's
S, cf Froph. Jtnterp,^ Bickersteth's Fract. Guide to the Froj^.t etc. As it is not part of our
purpose to discuss those laws, w^e may only say, that these writers clearly show that a
metaphor strictly taken ascribes something to a creature which it has not the power of
performing, and to inanimate objects, acts which only living agents can do, as e.g. the
man flies, the clouds fly, the sky frowns, the tempest howls, " he is the pillar of state,**

tiie ship flies, etc. The fact, too, is to be noticed that the persons and things to which
the metaphor is applied are not to be treated as part of the metaphor itself. Other forms
may exist, but to prove their metaphorical character it must be shown that the metaphor
—if correct—does not include the whole sentence, but part of it only, and the part which
is metaphorical ought to be clearly distinguished from the remainder. But in the
prophecies under consideration, our opponents make no such distinctions, but freely

appropriate the whole as metaphorical, making creatures, and that which is said of them,
figures of speech. We only contend that the very naturalness of the predictions pre-

sented, is so much in our favor for understanding them literally, conveying thus the idea
of a peaceful, blessed change.

* The critical student is reminded (oomp. art. *' Sabbath and Jubilee Year," in Herzog's
Oydop.) that two ideas in connection with the typical nature of the Sabbath and jubilee

(prop. 143) enforce this doctrine of the deliverance of creation : (1) the land itself and the

creature upon it was to participate in this Sabbath rest ; if so in the type, hom much more
in the antitype ; (2) the Ijrpe was based on the Divine ownership and Theocratic relation-

ship ; if so, how much more largdy will this be exhibited in the antitype where this feat-

ure is more folly manifested. If the Ark is to be taken as a type of Christ (which many
theologians allow and assert), then as the animals were taken in it and preserved (as well

as man), so likewise, in reference to perpetuity, will animals flnd deliverance through
Christ, for otherwise the typical nature is not carried to its related extent in the anti-

type. So strong are the reasons favoring such a deliverance, that commentators the most
largely addicted to spiritualize the prophecies and promises still concede it, as we have
shown by our quotations. Even Boott ( Oom., Bom. 8) advocates the deliverance of " the

whole visible creation," and while rejecting the idea of ** an individual resurrection of all

or any of the animals,*' he still contends that their suffering is ** transient.** since the
passage teaches that at the period of man*s resurrection they also shall be delivered from
their *' bondage.*' • When considering such passages as 2 Kings 6 : 17 and 2 : 11, it only
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serves to confirm the idea that the animal creation will be allied with the renewed earth.

Faosset (C^.,Isa. 11 : 6) remarks :
'* These may be figores of men of corresponding

animal-like character. Still a literal change in the relations of animals to man and each
other, restoring the state of Eden, is a more likeiy interpretation. Of. Gen. 2 : 19, 20 with
Fs. 8 : G~8, which describes the restoration to man, in the person of * the Son of man.' of

ike hst dominion over the animal kingdom of which he has been designed to be the

merciful vicegerent under God, for the good of His animal anbjects, Rom. 6 : 19-22/'

Dr. Seiss ( The Last Times, p. 226) says : " When God made man. He said to him, * Have
dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the cuttle, and
over all the earth.' This dominion Adam lost. The rebellion of the soul against God
brought with it the rebellion of the flesh against the spirit, and of nature against the
entire man. Discords, antipathies, and a thousand evils ensued. Christ is the Second
Adam, and by subverting the empire of Satan Be regains the dominion which Adam lost

and carries His redemption as far as the consequences of the fall have reached." Bicker-
steth {Prad. Guide, p. 218) :

" The blessedness of the Kingdom of God terminates not
merely in the glorified saints being happy in their own glory and the vision of the Lord ;

the whole earihf after those purifying judgments which shall come upon it, has the deep-
est interest in it. It is sublimely represented as now waiting for it with earnest longing.

Bom. 6 : 19-23. In this passage there is a clear distinction l>etween a blessedness to be
given in the mEm.i£estation of the sons of God, and another blessiiig in the deliverance of
the creation at large from the bondage of corruption." Brookes (Maranathat p. 214) ex-

hibits a cardinal doctrine of Millenariamsm as follows : **AU the departments of nature,
involved in the consequences of the first man's shameful defeat, must exhibit the fruits of
the second man's magnificent victory.'* GrafE (Graybeard's Lay ikrmons. No. 35), refer-

ring to the reign of Christ, adds :
' ^ Even the natural ferocity of the bruie creaiioji will be

subdued into gentleness during that age of abounding plenty and restrained evil."

Numerous quotations of a similar nature might be given, but we conclude by saying : It

ifl not necessary in adopting this view of an ultimate deliverance of creation to indorse
the idea of a restirrection (Clarke, Wesley, etc.) or of continued existence after death,
owing to immateriality and immortality (comp. Agassiz's Essai/ on Classification, pp.
97-99 ; Fiske's Myths and Mythmakers, p. 231 ; Pallister's Thoughts upon the Immaterial
Spirit of the Brute Oreaiion ; W'ood's Man and Beast, Here and Hertafier ; Cook's Lectures on
Biologyf Lect. 9 ; Bh. BuUer's Analogy, etc.), the view that at the Sec. Advent the crea-
tion, as then existing, is delivered, being amply sufficient to cover the promises. It is

interesting to observe Huxley's {Are Animals Automatons? Pop, Sci. Monthly, Oct, 1874)
references to Augustine, Calvin, Edwards, Leibnitz, Malebranche, Hartley, Bonnet,
Locke, etc., as well as the remarks of Tyndall, Hazard, Lindsay, etc., in this direction.

Obs. 4, As the curse is to be repealed, it is necessarj to go back to the
record in Genesis to ascertain its extent, and from this deduce what the
deliverance will affect. Our opponents, admitting the literalness of the
curse (as witnessed to-day) in nearly all its aspects, admit, in consequence,
nearly all that is requisite to form the restitution or removal of the curse,

as e.g. that relating to the earth and man. But two parts of the curse are
set aside and for which no reparation is looked for or deemed necessary, viz,,

the perpetuation of the race in a fallen instead of an unfallen condition,
(and the suffering attendant to itj, and the enmity existing between the
seed of the woman and the seed oi the serpent, "fhe former will be con-
sidered in a following proposition (Prop. 152) ; the latter may as well be
contemplated under our present one. This becomes the more important,
since writers of ability (as Fairbairn, On Proph.ff. 85-88) attempt to in-

validate our fundamental grammatical interpretation by appealing to this

curse, and asserting that a construction of it, in accordance with the
usual laws of language, would invalidate our entire interpretation of proph-
ecy, etc.* It is a fact that too many, overlooking that history proper (i.e,

in its more detailed statements) begins with Abraham, make too much of
the introductory to history, and must needs find the Redemptive process
fully contained in the curse itself. That is scarcely the place to find it

;
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and, what is remarkable, finding it iu a very obscure allusion and nowhere
else, they themselves admit that, as the sacrifices indicate and the piety of

those ancients show, etc., they must have received communications not
recorded. Precisely so ; and the simple fact follows, that the briefest of

epitomes is given—just sufficient—in order to understand the relationship

that Abraham sustains to those gone before and to those coming after.

But to return to the record : the very writers who bring in the objection

that Gen. 3 : 15 {** And I will put enmity between thee and the woinan^ and
beween thy seed and her seed ; it shall bruise thy head, and thou sluiU bruise

his heeV*) can only be understood spiritually, viz., of Christ^—the seed

—

bruising or destroying Satan—themselves admit a literal Eden, a literal

fall, that Eve spoke of a literal serpent (v, 13, whatever the influence upon
the serpent may have been), a literal curse upon the serpent, a literal curse

upon the woman and man, and a literal curse upon the earth. The only

exception to be found in the narrative is the emiiiiy ; nothing else is

spiritualized, neither the grovelling position of the serpent, nor the sorrow-

ful parturition of the woman, nor the toil and corruption of man, nor the

thorns and thistles of earth. The enmity, however, is part of the curse and
cannot, without violence, be separated from it. The serpent as a bodied
being (not merely as an external agent) is cursed ; and it is said to him
that such enmity should continue to exist between him and the woman,
and his seed, and the woman's seed, and that he should constantly feel and
experience man's superiority in the injury mutually inflicted. The degrada-
tion and enmity followed—it has been realized thousands of jears—and
as every other portion of the curse is repealed, it is not surprising to find

that, in the prophecies just noticed (Obs. 3), this very enmity is predicted

to co7ne to an e?id, so that the most unprotected of that woman's seed (even
** the sucking child" and ** the weaned child") shall be perfectly safe in

the company of the serpent. The curse thus understood finds its mate
(and hence the proof of the correctness of our position) in the removal of
the same. Whatever agency (Comp. Martensen's Dog.) may have been in

the background, one thmg is certam, that the woman did not refer to it,

and there is no just reason for believing that God has such reference in the
curse. And, as Dr. Lord (Tlieol. and Lit, Journal for Jan,, 1857) aptly

remarks in his reply to Fairbairn :
*' The punishment of the seed of the

serpent is a wholly dissimilar thing from the redemption of the seed of the
woman. They present a contrast, not a similitude. The one has no suit-

ableness to indicate the other, nor is one necessarily or naturally involved

in and a consequence of the other." It would be difficult, indeed, to show
in what the adaptation to represent redemption consists, and this difficulty

must have been greater to Adam than to us. A writer (H. A. E. Froph.
Times, Aug., 18G9) has well expressed this ;

'* Must not the words have
been to him a densely dark enigma ? An enigma, in its obscurity and
mystery, calculated to increase, rather than relieve, his perplexity. Eead
the words—placing yourself as much as possible in Adam*s position when
they were delivered—and find from them alone, if you can, any cotisola-

iion for the smitten hearts of the disconsolate pair V ' Before such an
application of the passage is made by Fairbairn and others, it must first be
proven : (1) that Satan is the one that is cursed in the serpent in verse 14 ;

(2) that the pronouns in verse 15, being connected by the copulative
** and" with the preceding, do not relate to the same serpent doomed to go
upon his belly

; (3) that the seed of the same serpent cursed are ^^ wicked
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men*^ and that the seed of the woman are only *^ righteous persons ;" (4)

or, that if the seed of the woman ia limited to one person, the seed of the

serpent, expressed in the same way, is not also to he tlius determined ; (5)

that when the curse was pronounced upon the serpent's seed, it was vir-

tuallj a curse proclaimed upon a portio7^ of the woman's seed
; (6) that if

the wicked are called " children of the devil," etc., in view of this passage

(and not hecause of their adopting, etc., his spirit), then the righteous

should be called ** the children of the woman,*' because of the enmity
between the two seeds

; (7) that if the grammatical sense is not allowable in

the loth verse, why it should be tolerated in the preceding and following

verses
; (8) that the literal fulfilment of the curse in the woman, man,

earth, and serpent should have no influence in deciding the literalness of

a fact, viz., the enmity existing between the serpent tribe and man, also

evidenced by actiuil fulfilment The truth is, that, without denying that

the serpent may have been controlled by external agency (for that forms
another and different subject), the more we depart from the plain gram-
matical sense, the greater tlie difficulties pertaining to the passage, while
the nearer we keep to its literal meaning, the easier we make it of solution.

We find it as « curse ; as a curse we actually see it entailed ; and as a curse
we find that it shall ultimately be removed ; and God's Word and honor is

more completely vindicated in observing this connection, which the words
do bear, than to seek for an inferential, symbolic, or spiritual meaning
which, perforce^ they must contain.'

^ Viz., by holding np the absurdity of what he is pleased to call " a bald and naked
lifceraliflin, " •which would be ** at variance with the character of God,** so that ** the
simply literal for prophecy will not do at the very oatset** (althongh he afterward makes
this a plea in behalf of the First Advent of Christ), and that we who hold to snch coudn-
sions " are not to be reasoned with, but must be held naturally or morally incompetent
to deal with matters of such a kind." The reader feels at once that Genesis is ap-
proached by Fairbaim with a premnceived opinion ; that it is prejudged before examined,
and precisely on the same principle adopted by unbelievers, viz., upon what he may
regard proper and right for God to say and do in the matter ; and then gives the sense
which best suits his ideas of God's character and doings. He may, indeed, have been
unaware of the spirit thus openly manifested—for he is a writer that we esteem—but it

nevertheless exhibits itself, as various criticisms from different sources hare agreed in
pointing out, and as the few sentences just repeated abundantly evidence.

* See the allegorical, mythical ^d literal intetpretations contrasted, Knapp's Chrid.
Theol,t 8. 75, and notice how even those who are disposed to find chiefly a moral teach-
ing, etc., from the narrative, yet admit much that is literal, as e.g. Knapp's own view,
same section XL (3) (a). Knapp, in view of what has been written, is not far from the
truth, when he tells us that the veiy " simplicity of the narrative** is a difficulty to " the
learned interpreter,'* who mu^ find " something of higher import and more philosophical
than is contained in the simple words/' While interpreting, as we do, we can also use the
prediction as referring to Christ and His ultimately crushing Satan ** that old serpent,"
because the Scriptures, in their allusions to the curse and contest, employ the serpent as
a type of Satan and his end i.e. we have both a historical and symbolic meaning.

Obs, 5. Without pressing this subject into details (which are not given),

we ought to be content with the general statements made concerning the
deliverance of creation, which are sufficiently extended in their nature to
indicate a comjjleteness of RedemjMony reaching to a restoration of all the

forfeited blessings,^ To extend this deliverance to the whole universe, as

Ongen and some moderns, is to extend it beyond the bounds of the prevail-

ing curse ; to confine it to *' inanimate creation," as Theophylact and
others, is to leave the curse unrepealed upon an important member of
creation ; to limit it to " humanity," as Augustine, or, to ** Gentiles,'* as
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Locke, or, to " the Jewish people," aa Cramer, or, to " Gentile Christianfl,"

as Clericus, or, to "Jewish Christians/' as Gockel, or, to "renewed be-

lievers," as Barnes, etc., is both to circumscribe the promise of restitution

and the actual removal of the curse, leaving out that element of univer-

sality commensurate with the extent of the fall. Only two opinions can
be held—consistent with the Plan of Redemption ana promise—on this

subject. One, to which we have given our adhesion, so far as Rom, 8 : 19-

23 alone is concerned, is that " inanimate and animate nature in contra-

distinction from humanity*' (so Lange states, as held by Irenseus, Grotius,

Caloviua, Neander, Meyer, De Wette; Hodge, Alford, etc, on Rom.
8 : 19-23) is denoted. But if confined to this alone, it would do injustice

to our real doctrine and to the sentiments of some of those quoted, who,
with us, hold that this only expresses the meaning of Paul in Rom. 8,

where the deliverance of believers is said to be connected with that of

creation (as explained), while in other places the deliverance of the race

—

humanity as such—is also specifically taught. Hence, it has been intimated

(foot-note under Obs. 2) that we can cordially accept of the opinion ad-

vocated by Lange {Com,, Rom. 8), that in this rescue of *' the creature" is

denoted, ** the whole creation, rational as well as irrational, not yet re-

deemed, but needing and capable of redemption ;" incorporating Riddle's

remark :
" The limitation to creation, as capable of redemption, implies

that only so much of creation as is linked with the fall of man, and subject

to the curse, should be included." Now, the curse has fallen upon the

race, and all nations experience its sad consequences, but our doctrine of

the Kingdom explicitly teaches that after the manifestation or the resur-

rection of the sons of God, the race, the nations, both Jewish and Gentile,

shall be delivered from the heavy pressure of the curse (Prop. 152).

Therefore, it is that this view not only harmonizes with our doctrine, but

the latter serves to explain how and when it is most fully realized. If it

should be thought essential not to exclude humanity and yet preserve the

distinction between present renewed humanity and creation (Rom. 8), our

doctrine of the Kingdom unmistakably does this, showing that humanity,
as it now exists, cannot possibly hope for the deliverance—predicted by the

Erophets—until the firstfruits of believers receive the redemption of the

ody. Our doctrine thus even fortifies the opinion of Lange and others,

and most forcibly confirms the rendering :
" Into the freedom of the

glory" (instead of " glorious liberty" of E. V.) " of the children of God,"
seeing tnat when the sons of God are manifested in the ^lory of their ruler-

ship, etc., the nations themselves are represented as sharing in the blessings

resulting from the same.*

> Lange (Cbm., Rom. 8, doct. remarks on v. 18-27, 6.) (2) makes some jadicions remarks,

sn^esting "a return of natnre to ooUective fundamental types," ** the preponderance of

constant existence over an excited growth/* the revival of pure forms, ** the negation of

parasites," *'the reflexive formation of the morbid form of death in original. Ideal

forms," and ** the absolnte connection of the creature thas idealized with man, and its

appropriation by man.'* So litUe has been given respecting the changes then intro-

daoed, tiiat we can only oonjectare concerning Uiem. The reader will see from our posi-

tion that we are not prepared to go as far as Clarke, Wesley and others suggestive of a
resurrection of animals (neither denying nor affirming concerning it), for as the deliverance

of inanimate creation does not demand a restitution of all vegetable life, etc., and as the

deliverance of the race (as we shall show hereafter) does not require that all of the past

race (excepting believers) should participate in it, so the removal of the curse from animal
life does not poaitiyely require the resurrection of the dead. Gomp. Alford, Bengel, etc.,

on this passage.
I

1
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* The student is cantiondd not to limit thia deliTerance to the See. Advent and resnr.

rection of the saints, or even to the Mill. age. It is trne that then an astounding deliver-

ance, a mighty and glorions change is witnessed, so that that period is pre-eminently set

before ns as the beginning of restitution, a work (as shown before) which runs through
the Millennium and finds its ultimate completion in the ages foUowing—for after the

thousand years and little season has expired, we find the earth giving up its remaining
dead, and " death and hell (Hades, Sev. 20 : 14) were cast into the lake of fire** i.e. are

removed from the earth, utterly destroyed ; thus introducing a new order of things, an
advancement or progress in which these no longer exist Thia whole subject shows how
unjustly those (as e.g. Fiake in The Chxiai cf Dogmti^ p. Ill, in The Unseen World ) judge
Paul, who make him to teach " the end of the world," a doctrine—however a favorite

with some modems—the most remote from his expressed views. It may be added that

the line of Paul's reasoning, tbe mention of the creature subjected to vanity and the
bondage of corruption, the promise of deliverance from the same, leads us at once to

consider the fall and its results aa detailed by the Scriptures and experienced by man,
and then the Plan of recovery through the Saviour provided, a recovery which promises
a complete restitution. If thia is done, it inevitably brings us to the conclusions drawn
by Paul as a logical sequence, fortified as it is by the early Church belief, a faith evi*

dently drawn from apostolic teoohing. Barbour ( Worlds, p. 45), to favor his theory of
restitution, makes " Uie creature" of IU>m. 8 to be the same as that of Mark 16 : 16 i.e.

men in the flesh. But eminent critics inolude the material creation in Mark, as e.g. Sirr

{F\tsI Res.f Ap. p. 151) renders it t
" Going into the whole world announce the glad tidings

for the whole creation" (and e.g. Col. 1 : 23 in or *' through the whole creation under
heaven," as it was not preached to every individual). So Nast (^Com. tod) ** to the whole
creation," and points out that Steir makes ** creation becoming an actual partaker of

redemption, having been through man's fall subjected (Kom. 8 : 19-23) to vanity and
corruption ;" that Bengel makes it applicable as wide as the curse extended to men, the
brute creation, and all nature, in brief, " all that needs restoration ;" that the Berleng-
burg Bible sums it up :

** The entire Gospel refers to the relation of the creature to God ;

helping it to find its Creator again and its eternal good." Lange comments :
'* The

renewal or restoration of the world through the Gospel is a promise that pervades the
whole Scriptures (comp. Deut 28 ; Isa. 11 and 66 : 17 ; Rom. 8 ; Rev. 21), and in our
text this promise receives the confirmation and sanction of Christ." " The idea of a
nniversal palingeneaia we find clearly intimated by the Apostle Peter (Acts 2 : 20 and
3 : 20. 21 ; 2 Pet. 1 : 4, and 3 : 13).*' In view, therefore, of the Gospel containing the glad
tidings of deliverance, not only to man, but to the burdened creation, we certaialy should
be guarded lest we limit its meazung in our interpretations. The personification of even
inanimate creation can certainly form no objection to the intelligent reader, after the
numerous examples recorded of the same in Scripture, as e.g. in the land, oom, wine, oil

and beasts in Joel 1 : 10-20 ; oomp. Jer. 12 : 4 ;.Isa. 24 : 4^7 ; 13 : 13 ; 33 ; 9 ; 34 : 4, etc.

Dr. Gumming ( Ths Great Tribidation^ p. 29), taking this scriptural view of restitution,
eloquently says :

** All that God has made, from the star in the sky to the flower upon
the field, from the ephemeral insect in the sunbeam to the archangel that worships by
the throne, all shall be retained ; what has gone wrong shall be made right, what Satan
has usurped shall be taken from his grasp ; and thia weary world of ours, that has wept,
and groaned, and suffered so long, shall be emancipated from its thraldom, reinstated in
more than its pristine magnificence and beauty, and the world close with a Paradise
vastly more magnificent and beautiful than that with which it b^an." Dr. XSgelsbach
(Lange*s Com. Isa. p. 695), in delineating the new heavens and new eurth, adds :

" There
will be a renovation even of the animal world. It will be in harmony with the spirit of
peace and love, which will prevail in the entire new creation.**

Obs, 6. In view of the Supernatural being wonderfully exerted in this

deliverance, two remarks may be appended : First, in the study of this

subject the reader ought to keep in view a fact already evidenced in crea-
tion, preservation, Incarnation, etc., viz., that the Supernatural har-
monizes itself with the natural This will curb that extravagance bt
expression respecting the future Supernatural (i.e. making all such), and
will restrain the undue depreciation of the natural (i.e. removing it as if it

were, as Gnosticism taught, sinful, etc.). Second, that this deliverance,
running like a golden thread through the whole Word, and interwoven as
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it is with Millennial descriptions, portraying an Edenic state in which the

nations of the earth shall immeasnrably'rejoice, confirms the position that
we have taken concerning the church. Fighting, stmggling, suffering,

witnessing, etc., the Church, instead of experiencing the promised deliver-

ance, looks forward to the day when her believing and faithful sons and
daughters shall be manifested, and then her groanings and desires, now
constantly arising—pressed out by the curse—shajl give place to joy and
realization. Any otner view is an undue exalting of the Church m its

present state, over against existing facts, at the expense of the precious
and oath-covered promises of God.

If the reader desires to see how Bom, 8 : 20-22 can be ^iritnalized and its fnlfllment
be attribated to caases now at work (as e.g. the union ot Science and Religion, education,
etc. ), he will find it in Beecher's sermon on this text, entitled ** The whole world in pain"
(CA. Union^ Jan. 30th, 1878). He remarks of our view : " The Second Adventiats—honor-
able, noble men, than whom there are no better—hold that until the personal reign of
Jesns Christ is ushered in, it makes but little difiEerence what they do. They hold that
all that can be done is to crutch up this world until the Saviour comes, when, by His
Influence and power He will put an end to all wickedness, and introduce righteousness
eveiywhore." Beecher's view is eloquently expressed, but is contradicted by the plain
grammatical sense which entails a curse, a bondage which man, with all the resources of
nature, religion, etc., is tdieriv tmable to remove, and which awaits (e.g. Acts 3 i 20, 21,

oomp. Prop. X4A) the return of Jesus, who alone can (Bev. 21 *. 6) '* make all things new."
Re fails to inform us how the expedients proposed by him can lift the entailed curse from
the creation, when even the most pious and devoted servants of God experience, with
tears and Borrow, its continued and prevailing force. We may repeat Dr. Domer's {Per-

son qf Christ, vol. 1, p. 412) pregnant declaration :
" Complete victory Christianity never

can be, until nature has become an organ of its service, a loUling insirumejU of the perfect

man, that is, of the righteous who are raised from the dead." (Comp. Prop. 120.) It is

a matter of regret that liberal Jews, accepting of the unbelief of the destructive schools,

deny—over against the testimony of their own prophets—this deliverance. Thus e.g.

The Amer. Isrwiite (May 30th, 1879, Dr. Wise, editor) declares :
'* The Old Test, states

nowhere that this physical world will ever undergo a radical change. There is wonder-
ful stability in the laws of nature without the least indication that this planet is to

unde^o a serious revolution in the next million of years." Alas I what faith this ex-

presses in the promises of God given to Jewish forefathers ! Such writers fall under the
scriptural category of being " willingly ignorant.*'
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Proposition 147. This Kingdom is preceded by a ivonderfvl

shaking of the heavens and earth.

The student who has followed our argument will at once antici-

pate such a result, for the Kingdom, in its Theocratic aspect, with
Its,design and connections (e.g. restored Jewish nation), canjiot
possibly be erected here on earth without a fearfvZ commotion^
the irvost terrible convulsions among the nations, in which nature
itself is represented as partaking. The Millennial descriptions are
introduced by this preparatory shaking, and every prophet, more
or less, has jwrtrayed its dreaJolful nature. It is sufficient to direct
attention to two passages, which clearly announce it. Hag. 2 : 6,

7, '* Thus saith the Lord of Hosts ; Yet once, it is a little whiUy
and I will shake the heathens, and the earthy and the sea, and the
dry land; and I will shake all naiions, and the desire of aU
nations shall come: arvd I will fill this house with glory, ^'^

etc.

Heb. 12 : 26, 27, 28, '* Whose {Ood^s) mice then {at ML Sinai)
shook the earth: bvi n/yw He haih promised, saying, Yet once
more I shake not the earth only, bid aZso heaven. And this word.
Yet once more, signifleth the removing of those things that are
shaken, as of things thai are made, thai those things which
cannot be shaken may remain* Wherefore we receiving a King-
dom which cannot he moved, let us,^^ etc. Two facts locate the
fulfilment of these passages in the future, viz., (1) that before and
at the First Advent there was tw such shaking, for universal peace
(Kurtz's Sac, His,, p. 273) existed when Jesus came, and (2) that
Paul in Hebrew speaks of tlus shaking, not as past, but as future,

Obs. 1, Unfortunately with the rejection of the doctrine of the Kingdom,
many writers, not knowing what else to do with the passages quoted, applv
them to the First Advent, thus forsaking the Early Church view whicn
understood them to refer to the future Advent* Notwithstanding this

application, others who have but little sympathy with our doctrine, still

regard them as related to the future. Thus, e.g. Storr (Diss, on Kingdom
of Heaven) aflBrms that this shaking of the heavens and earth is yet to be
fulfilled, and suggests that the apostle, in Heb. 12 : 35, does not quote from
Haggai but from some saying of Christ's uttered respecting the Kingdom
of God (probably based on the prophet), and not recorded. Gildaa (A. D.
546) renders Haggai as follows : "Thus, saith our Lord, I will once move
the heaven, and earth, and sea, and dry land, and I will drive away the
thrones of kings, and root out the power of the kings of the Gentiles, and
I will chase away the chariots of those who mount upon them." The
reader will see that Gildas properly identifies Hag. 2 : 22 as explanatory of
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the other passage, and incorporatea it, and thus^ instead of applying the
prophet's language to an overthrow of the Jewish polity, etc. (as now so

current, although the civil polity was overthrown at First Advent), assies
it to a complete downfall of Gentile doniination^ thus making it accord with
numerous predictions. Augustine {City of Qod, B. 18, Ch. -35) says that

Hag. 2 : 6 IS partly fulfilled, but will only be fully accomplished ** at His
last Coming,'' (Gilfillan, in Christianity and our Era^ adopts this double
fulfilment.)" Numerous opinions of this kind might be quoted, but these

are sufficient to indicate how, in the light of prophecies which all admit
are still future and pertain to the period of the Sec. Coming, it is impossi-

ble for some of those, who adopt the Church-Kingdom view, to confine

these passages to the First Advent. Indeed, let any one dispassionately

consider what really occurred at the First Advent, then what is here pre-

dicted, and finallv what a shaking of the heavens and earth, of nations,

etc., is still described as future, as e.g. under the last vial. Rev, 16 : 18-21 ;

at the conflagration, 2 Pet. 3 ; at the time of the confederation, Rev. 19
;

Joel, 3, etc., and it seems strange that believers in the Word should be so

reluctant to acknowledge this shaking to be still future, when they freely

locate the predictions mentioned, which include just srich a shakina, at a

time which is yet to come. The reason is apparent : the theory adopted
respecting the Judgment and Judgment Day makes such an interpretation

antagonistic to their expressed views, for they cannot reconcile with their

theory the Coming of the Desire of all nations, the filling of the house
with glory and malting the glory of this latter house greater than that of

the former, bestowing peace, etc. All these things are opposed to their

notions of the ending of time, the winding up of sublunary things, etc.,

and hence, whether it Jits or not, all these things must be engrafted in some
way upon the First Advent. Our doctrine is not thus trammelled. The
re-established Theocracy under David *s Son introduces the Desire of all

nations, bestows peace and prosperity, hrinas a glory to the David ic and
Lord^B house transcendently greater than tne world has ever yet witnessed.'

But this can never he realized without the most extraordinary revolutions,

the most unprecedented changes and convulsions, which are characterized

as **<7 shaking of the heavens and earth,'' Jesus (Matt. 24 : 20 ; Mark
13 : 25 ; Luke 21 : 26), in accord with the general tenor of jjrophecy, pre-

dicts that *' the powers of the heave^is shall he shaken," which is linked with
" distress of nations,^' *' woiirning of the tribes of the earth,'* ** men's hearts

failing them for fear, andfor looking after those things which are coining

on the earth," and " the Coming of the Son of man in the clouds of
heaven," The reader will notice that Barnes {Coin, loci) and many others,

who, against a comparison of these predictions, apply this shaking to the

Roman army destroying Jerusalem, etc., fully admit that it also refers to the

period of the Second Advent, This shaking, too, as the connection shows,

13 for purposes of overthrow, utter destruction, and radical change ; it is

preliminary to the setting up of a Kingdom that cannot be moved, i.e.

everlasting, ever-enduring. It is a shaking of Oentile domination
(Hag. 2 : 21, 22) to its complete removal, making place for the incoming
Kingdom of Jesus, It is a shaking similar to the shaking of the Babylon-
ian heavens and earth mentioned by Isaiah (13 : 13). It is that shaking of

the heavens and earth (Joel 3 : 16) precedirig the dwelling again of God in

Jerusalem and the Millennial glory. It is that terrible shaking of the

earth described by the prophet (Isa. 2 : 19, 21), when the glory of the

J
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Lord's Majesty shall appear. It includes that " great sJiaking in the land

of Israel,*^ when God shall destroy the enemies and restore the Jewish

nation to their own land» thus magnifying Himself in the eyes of many
nations.

1 Thus e.g. the Ejep, of Macknight {OnlKt Bpis. toci) is veiy defective (being eyidentlj

forced to seek a meaning to snit his theory of the futnreV and- the peroration of t. 28

seems to us a mere parody of Scripture, thus paraphrased :
'* Wherefore we, the disciples

of God's Son, having in the Gospel dispensation received the Kingdom foretold by Dajuel

to be given to the saints, and which is never to be shaken, let ns," etc. How an inter-

preter can possibly locate Daniel's Kingdom here (at First Advent), when the prophecy
expressly limits it after the destruction of the hostile powers, etc. ; and how, under the

terrible persecution, trials, etc., of the Church, he can profess this to be a fulfilment of

Daniel, is beyond onr comprehension. The same remarks are applicable to Barnes and
nearly all the spiritnalistic commentaries. On the other hand, valuable commentaries
and writers return to the early Church view, as the only one consistent with Scripture.

Thus e.g. Lauge's Com. loci correctly refers this shaking to the closing period of tMs age
(Mic. 7 : 15 ; Hab. 3 ; Hag. 2), and adds :

** The shaking refers not to any oonvnlaiona
accompanying the entrance nf Christianity into the world (Coocei., a Lapid., B5hm, Klee,

etc.), but to Uie final consummation" (Theodoret Theoph., Erasmus, Bez., Bleek, Thol.,

etc.). In favor of the latter, Bengel, Hofmann, Delitzsoh, Van Oosterzee, Alford, etc.

Some, as Fansset {Com. Hag. 2), make a double or continued fulfilment :
*' The shaking

began introductory to the First Advent ; it will be finiabed at the Second. Concaming
the former, Cf. Matt 3 : 17 ; 27 : 61 ; 28 : 2 ; Acta 2 : 2 ; 4 : 31 ; oonceming the latter.

Matt. 24 : 7 ; Rev. 16 : 20 ; 18 : 20 ; 20 : 11."

" Luther (Michelet's Xi/e, 7%8chre(UT\ etc.) evidently referred this shaking to the future,

when in the general consternation produced by the Turkish invasion he said, *' they (the

Turks) must needs come and give as the promised shaking." For his view of the Voice
of Jesus causing this shaking at Sec. Advent, see Meurer*s Life of JMher^ p. 573-74, etc.

^ The student need not be reminded that the expression of Haggai ** and ike desirt <^
aU nalions shall come" is variously interpreted. It is admitted to be a difficult passage.
The original, many critics inform us, cannot well be applied to a person. Hence, other
translations are offered as ** desirable things*' denoting either presents brought by the
nations, or the things desired by the nations. The Vulgate has it, " and that which is

desired shall come to all nations," or as others *' the desired One shall come to all

nations," or as others, ** the desired things shall come to all nations." Dr. Clarke, Own.
foci, advocates ** desirable things," that the nations will bring them, viz., the silver and
gold mentioned in the next verse, and this would then accord with several Mill, predic-
tions, where the kings and nations bring presents, etc. Dr. Clarke pointedly says :

** I

cannot see how the words can apply to Jesus Christ." If this is so. it would materially
strengthen its non-application to the First Advent. As to the glory of the latter house,
this can be readily applied to the Messianic Kingdom in whi<^ '* the desolate house"
shall be rebuilt with a magnificence (see Isa. 60, etc.) superior to the former. It most
be borne in mind that in the Spirit's estimation the temple is (tssockUed with the Theo-
cratic arrangement, it being erected before the Theocracy was overthrown, and it being
the chosen place where God Himself dwelt as ike no/ion's £ui«r, associated with the
Davidic Kingdom, and that it will be again rebuilt and form a latter house. Many who
do not entertain our doctrine make the phraseology apply to *' the Kingdom of Christ.**

Comp. Isa. 2 ; Micah 4, as given e.g. under Prop. 170.

Obs. 2. One of the best dissertations on this subject is that giren by Dr.
Owen in a sermon. After refuting the interpretation of Rollocus, riaca-
tor, etc. (vho make earth the inhabitants and heaven the angels, which
men and angels were shaken with amazement, etc., at events of First
Advent and preaching of the Gospel), by showing that the shaking was ftot-

yet accomplished when the apostle spoke, that it must exceed all former
shakings, and that the things shaken are removed ; after rebutting the
opinion of Junius and many Commentators (viz., that heaven and earth
denote the material parts of the world, etc., and the shaking comprised the
signs, prodigies, darkness, earthquake, opening of graves, etc., attending
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Christ's birth and death) by similar objections, he then refers to the view
of Parffius, Grotius, etc., that this has reference to the dissolution of the
heavens and earth at the last day, but argues that the things shaken are to

be removed that the Kingdom of Jesus may he established, and pertinently
inquires, taking such a sense as the ending of all sublunary things, what
hindrance the material earth and heaven are to such an establishment, and
concludes that the Kingdom will not be brought in until after the Sec.
Advent or the judgment. * Ee then enters into an interesting discussion,
appealing to Hag. 2 : 6, 7, saying that ** / will shake the heavens and the

earth " and " / will shake all nations " is a pleonasm for '* / will shake the

heavens and the earth of all «a/ion*—making the '* heavens of the nations'*

the political heights arm glory, forms of government, etc., while the nations'

earth is the multitude of their people^ their strength and power, whereby
the heavens are supported.' Owen^s argument is materially confirmed ; if

we tarn to the latter part of the chapter- in Haggai, and notice how the
prophet explains by the parallelism how '^ the throne of Kingdoms'' will be
'* overthrown'' and^^ the strength of the Kingdoms of the heathen" will he
** destroyed," which finds an accurate correspondence in many prophecies
as e.g. ts. 2 ; Dan. 2 : 44 ; Eev. 11 ; 13-18, etc., that describe the erecciou
of the Messiah's Kingdom to follow the fearful downfall of the Kings and
Kingdoms of the earth, who are represented (as e.g. Rev. 19, etc.) as con-

federated against the truth. In perfect agreement with the tenor of the
old prophets, who describe the Gentile domination to come to an end
(Prop. 164) and to give place to that covenanted Theocratic order which is

everlasting, Paul most delicately (to avoid exciting unduly the hostility of
the Roman Empire, under which the believers then lived) ayid yet effective-

ly declares the result of this shaking, just as Daniel and all the prophets
portray it, viz., '* the removina of those things that are (marg. may be)

shaken" (i.e. those KingdomsJ, ^' as of things that are made" (i.e. tem-
l>orarily allowed, or created), ** tJiat those things which cannot he shaken
may remain" (i.e. the covenanted and oath-bound promises respecting the
Kingdom now to be realized in the restored Theocratic arrangement under
David's Son), *' wherefore, we receiviJig a Kingdom" (the same that is thus
covenanted and which saints inherit), ** which cannot he moved" (i.e. will

never be thus shaken and destroyed like the others), **
let us," etc. It is

hard to say which excites our greatest surprise and admiration, the remark-
able nicety of PauFs language, thus avoiding the prejudice (cruel and
persecuting) of Gentile rulers, without in the least sacrificing truth

j
or the

exceeding harmony y even in the minutest particulars, between him and
men who spoke many centuries before him.*

* Dr. Owen says " after the day of judgment,*' while we, taking a different view of the
day of judgment (see Prop. 133), make them oontemporaneona, etc.

* Heavens is thus need, Isa. 13 : 10-13 ; Jer. 4 : 23-26 ; Ezek. 32 : 7 ; Isa. 34 : 4, 6 ;

Joel 2 : 10 ; Isa. 14 : 12-15, eto. So earth is employed, Bev. 12 : 16 ; Oen. 6 : 11« etc. ;

popolar commotion is designated, Bev. 11 : 13, eto. ; civil revolution is denoted by a
shaking of the earth, earthquakes, etc., as Joel 2 : 10 ; heaven and earth combined form-
ing ** a political oniverse" (see e,g. Home's Index to Synib. Language, vol. 3, word
" heavens"), Isa. 51 : 16. The reader is referred to Faber's Diss, on the Prophecies, ch. 2,

On the Symb. Language of Prophecy, for some interesting remarks on the symbolio
or flgontive meaning of lieaven and earth. A vast number of writers admit the figura-

tire use of heaven and earth and the shaking here meant. We have room only for a.

few. Arohbiahop Newcome aays on Hag. 2 : 6, etc., that " the political or religious,

revolutions which were to be effected in the world, or both, are here referred to," eto.

(He also affirms that ** Messiah's XUngdom" is denoted in the prophecy.) Although mis-
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applying it, he makes a good remark on the word " once," viz., that it denotes one
pecolLar, distinctive, great final reToIntion. Dr. L Smith, in hia Snmmary View, etc,

says :
** Great earthquakes and the shaking of heaven and earth denote the commotion

and overthrow of kingdoms." Sir I. Newton (06, jPropA.. I. ch. 2) : " Great earthqaakes
and the shaking of heaven and earth are pnt for the shilling of kingdoms, so as to dis-

tract and overthrow them." Bishop Newton {On the Propfu) remarks, p. 362 :
*' In the

prophetic langaage great commotions and revolutions upon earth are often represented
by commotions and changes in the heavens." Bo also Bh. Warburton {Divine Legation,

vol. 2, b. 4, s. 4) ** as in the hieroglyphic writing, the sun, moon, stars, were used to

represent states and empires, kings, queens, and nobility ; their eclipse and extinction,

temporary disasters or entire overthrow, etc.. so in like manner the holy prophets call

kings and empires by the names of the heavenly lominaries ; their misfortanes and
overthrow are represented by eclipses and extinction," etc. So Home's Introd.^ vol, 1,

p. 389 ; Barnes's Com. on Matt. 24 : 2V ; Heb. 13 : 26, etc. ; Bloomfield, Nast, Whitby,
Doddridge, etc., on same passages. Stuart on Heb, and Apocalypaej and neariy all, if not
all, writers on prophecy. Elliott, Bickersteth, Brookes, Cox, Sirr, and many others refer

to this usage, agreeing with Bh. Warburton (JitUan^ p. 21) when he says :
*' In the old pro-

phetic language the change and fall of principalities and powers, whether spiritual or civil,

are signified by the shaking of heaven and earth, the darkening of sun and moon," etc.
s Di. Gumming ( The Qreai TVQndaiicm) has a lecture (3d) on this shaking, and he shows

(1) that instead of a shaking of nations at the First Advent, there was such a peace that

the temple of Janus was shut ; (2) that Paul quotes this prophecy as unfulfilled sixty-

four years after the birth of Jesus ; (3) that this shaking is future, corresponding e.g.

with the shaking of the last vial. He also makes ChriRt the desire of heathen nations, as

the response of that sense of want and yearning for light and deliverance deeply pre-
vailing in the heart of humanity. Barbour {Thret Worlds, p. IS) seems to think that the
shaking is the result or the huge cannon manufactured for future use (!), but afterward
correctly attributes it to an overthrow of governments. To appreciate uxis subject prop-
erly, other Props., must be regarded, as e,g. 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 174, etc.

Obs. 3. But while fully indorsing this view, that the great, important
meaning of such phraseology is the subversion, overturning, and destruc-

tion of Kingdoms, etc., yet this does not forbid our entertaining the firm
belief that these things will be accompanied by physical marvels, earth-

quakes, etc., which shall cause *' men's hearts failing ihmn for fear,'' etc.

Analogy y pointing to the plagues preluding the deliverance from Eeypt, to

the events connected with the birth and crucifixion of Jesus, should canse
us to hold that when the most solemn crisis for the world comes, God will

cause His Almighty energy to be displayed in an unusual manner in ike

material nature which is to be a participant in the glory following, God
has hitherto thus condescended to warn and speak, and there is every
reason to believe, that as the end of the age draws nigh and the stupendous
issues dependent upon it approach, God will a^ain plead with man in a
startling, strange, supernatural manner. While it may be difficult, and
even impossible (owing to this figurative use of langudge just designated),

to tell m each individual case whether the fulfilment embraces a literal,

physical, or moral, or civil, or political sign, yet such is the variety of

expression, the attitude of man himself, the actual j)articipation of the
material heavens and earth (as will be shown in following propositions) in

the changes then introduced, that the wisest and most profound students
of the Word have unhesitatingly given their adhesion (see Prop. 174) to

such a belief. Indeed, when the writer considers that this period is to be
specially characterized by the denial of the supernatural by the worldly-wise,
it seems eminently fitting and proper that such an exertion of power should
be manifested, not only for tne believing and prudent, not only for the
admonition of the unthinking, but for the coyifounding of (lie crafty, who
rely so much on nature.
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Proposition 148. Thia Kingdom embraces the new heavens
and new ea/rth.

This is so distinctly taugM by Isaiah (chs. 66 and 66), by the
pious Jews and Early Church, by a long line of eminent divines,
including even our opponents who locate the Kingdom of God in
it, and by the magnificent closing (Rev. 21) of Revelation, that it

demands no special proof.

Obs. 1. The Question, however, arises what are we to uBderstand by this

new heavens ana new earth ? Fully admitting (as e.g. the Prop, preceding
146) that the material atmosphere and earth shall undergo a transforma-
tion for the removal of evils, etc, jet, keeping in view what heavens and
earth are shaken and removed (viz., the Gentile Kingdoms and their

upholders), it is but reasonable to believe that the Spirit to keep up the

consistency of the figure thus used, means by '* the new heavens and the
new earth taking the place of the former ones, the Renewed Kingdom (i.e.

Theocracv) of God and the renewed willing adherents, attached and devoted
to it. This accords with the predicted fact that when the Gentile domina-
tion is overthrown, theniYiQ Kingdom of heaven (Dan. 2 and 7) occupies the

8i(preme authority over all the earth ; then (Rev. 11 : 15, Prof. Stuart, Com.
loci) " 17te Kingdom of this world has become the Kingdom of our Lord
and His Christ,'* or (aa Lord, Apoc. loci) ** The Sovereignty of the world
has become our Lord's and His Messiah's,*^ This prophetical usage of

language is purposely and most wisely chosen tp delineate the restoration of

the Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom, which supersedes all other Kingdoms.
The word ** new," as has often been noticed, even by opposers, does not
necessarily mean something entirely new, but denotes **'a renewal or restora-

tion'* of something previously existing. It properly, then, denotes the
renewal or restoration, with increased glory, of that '* heaven and earth"
which once existed in its initiatory form ;' and the entire phrase—as the
ancient believers logically held

—

includes the Messianic Kingdom. How
deeply this ancient belief was still held, even down to the Council of Nice, is

seen in Gelasius {Hist, Acts Council), when he refers as proof to Dan.
7 : 18 ; Ps. 27 : 13 ; Matt 5 : 5 and Isa. 26 : 6 for the expression of

faith :
'* We exmct new heavens and a new earth, according to the Holy

Scriptures, at the appearing of the Great God and our Saviour Jesus
Christ"

ThuB e.g. Robinson, N. T. Lexicon, makes •* the new*' In 2 Pet. 3 : 13 ; Eev. 21 : 1 ;

Isa. 65 : 17 ; Isa. 66 : 22, " renewed, mode new, hence, better, enperior, more splendid. So
the corresponding word of the Old Test, means as a verb, to make new, renew, repair, re-

store, as in 1 Sam. 11 : 14 ; Job 10 : 17 ; Fa. 60 : 12 ; Isa. 61 : 4 ; Ps. 103 : 6 ; 2 Chron. 15 :8 ;

and 24 : 4. Whence are derived the words new, i.e. renewed as in new moon, new heart,

new creature/ ' etc. Knapp ( Christian TJieotogy^ p. 544), after showing how ** the destmc-
tion of the heavens and of the earth, the growing pale and darkening of the snn and
moon, are often nsed fignratiToly to denote great changes in the world, the calamity and
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downfall of particnlar sUtea and coimtriaa," adds: ** On the contnzy, the phrases, new
heaTons, new earth, the clear shining anu, etc., are used to denote the welfare and
retnming prosperity of states—e.g. Isa. 66 : 17 ; 66 : 22 ; 13 :

10.*
' He appends a remark

worthy of consideration :
** Bnt these very fignrative expressions presappose the litetal

idea." Comp. art ** Heayen," M*Clintock and strong's Oydop.^ which says : ** Heaven
signifies symbolically the ruling power or govenunent ; that is, the whole assembly of

the ruling powers, wtudi, in respect to the subjects on earth, are a political heaven, being

over and raling the snbjeets, as the natural heaven stands over and roles the earth.'* All

symbol, dictionaries, all critics, whether Pre- Post- or Anti-Millenarian, fully indorse

this usage, making heaven a flgnrative representation of the raling power, and earth of

iia subjects. We see no reason for departing from the same, especially when both cove-

nant and prophecy point us to this period of time VDken the TAeocracy shaU be most glori-

ously renewed.

Obs. 2, The creation of ** the new hcaTens and new earth," in Isa.

65 : 17 and 66 : 22, are intimately connected with, and indeed explained bj,

the nnexampled prosperity and joyfulness of Jerusalem, and in tne removal
of the curse entailing weeping, etc. These are a result of the creation of

the former, and, therefore, it is that Peter (2 Pet 3 : 13), while directing

attention to the wrath of God bursting forth in vengeance upon the world,
and which will affect the earth materially, yet relying upon these promises
given by Isaiah, looksfor this very Kinqdotn to be established, which includes

the material changes and blessedness described by the prophet. The King-
dom is designed as an iristrumentality to restore man and the earth to the
forfeited position, and must, if successful, embrace both in its redemptive
purpose, ]ust as the Jews held. Hence it is wrong, as some do, to regard
this phraseology as exclusively applicable to a material change, and it is

likewise erroneous, as others hold, to confine it entirely to spiritual things
or rulership or the Kingdom. Admitting it to be, as Lord (Apoc, Ch.
21 : 1) maintains, a symbol of ** rulers of a new order" and " subjects of

a new character,*' yet, as these rulers include a resurrection state and these
subjects deliverance from physical evil, the phrase itself is not to be thus
exclusively limited, as Peter evinces when he claims the promises of Isaiah,

in connection with the conflagration. Insisting, therefore, that the figu-

rative meaning, which applies this to the Kingdom itself, is the primary
one, we, at the same time, do not discard the notion that in this new
heavens and new earth are embraced material, radical chances which
brings the earth back to its Edenic state. The contrast that Peter evi-

dently refers to, must be observed and included. On account of this

peculiar usj^e, it may be difficult at all times to explain the language
attached to it, and some latitude of opinion on minor points or details is

to be anticipated.

Thns e.g. Rev. 21 : 1, ** and there was no more sea." The interpretation of this
phrase depends npon that given to " the new heavens and new earth. If the view of
an exclusive materialistic renewal is taken, then it follows that there will be no literal

sea. If, however, the idea of a renewed powerful Kingdom is entertained, then the
symbolic notion attached to the word '* sea" (viz., people, multitudes, nations in agita-
tion, revolution, war, etc) in other portions of the Word is to be retained, and the mean-
ing is. that the nations will no longer be swayed by the storms, the commotions of pop-
ular tumuHs, rebellions, seditions, etc. Dr. Kurtz {Bibit and A^tr<momy^ a. 6, p. 28) takes
this view, saying :_** The zaging waters are a representation of the raging of the heathen

;

thence also arise the beasts or hostile powers which Daniel and the Book of Bovel^on
describe ; from the face of the renewed earth ihi aea shall disappear." Various writers
indorse this interpretation. Accepting of it, yet it does not forbid us entertaining the
belief that great changes may also occur in the material sea, on the principle that the
greater blessing contains the lesser. Whatever view is received, whether referring to the
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material sea or the symbolical sea, the argument of Sirr (Firgt Hes,, p. 102) is still most
forcible, viz., that the expression '^nomore^** implying ^t ** U had been before,*' shows
that the new heavens and new earth sustains a relationship (Eirr says, ** were identical **

)

** wUh the orb toe inhahil." They necessarily include the material earth, for that is posi-
tively covenanted. A concordance or symbol, dio. will fully illustrate the scriptural
usage of ** sea." As an indication of the abuse or perversion of the term, we refer to
Fisgah*s Views^ by Dr. Winslow, who makes *' the sea" a symbol of God's power, God's
love, and of the Atonement ! A book reviewer in the Brit. Quarterly^ Ap., 1874,
remarks :

*' It is terrible to think what the Bible and evangelical truth have to endure"
—to which may be added—at the hands of its earnest friends.

Oba. 3. One of the most eminent Bpiritualizers of the Word (Barnes)
tells US :

**" There shall be, as it were, new heavens and a new earthy in a
spiritual sense, at the end of the world. Thus it is represented, Rev.
21 : 1." But the reader will notice that such indefinite interpretation is

inconsistent with the Scriptures and with the outward reality of the things
described by ** heavens and earth.'' Allow the figurative use of the phrase,

yet realities, observable, are denoted, viz.. Kingdoms and their supporters.

Some writers who, after the figurative sense is ascertained, append a
spiritual sense to it, explain the new heavens and new earth to be an
extension of the Gospel dispensation, and find the complete fulfilment in

the third heaven. (See Edward's Hist, of Redemption, p. 266-7, for a
specimen.) This is a gross violation of prophecy, and a most arbitrary
application of promises to the present Church. Isa. 65 : 17, 18 and 66 : 22
are quoted as now realized, which is positively forbidden by the tenor of

the predictions (still unrealized) and by Peter, an apostle, expressly locat-

ing (2 Pet. 3) their fulfilment in the future. This is abundantly sustained

bv numerous other passages. The most absurd position, however, is that

of endeavoring to transfer such promises to the third heaven (with which
compare the singular vacillating and contradictory exposition of Barnes*
Covu on 2 Pet. 3 : 13), when the least comparison of the passages and the
application of them by inspired men, show that they sustam a relationship

to this earth. It required centuries of spiritualizing before such phrase-

ology could be transferred from this earth to the tnird heaven, and it is

the resultant of a total ignoring of the Theocratic-Davidie covenant. So
far has this spiritualizing of the phrases gone, that we have lar^e bodies of

mystics, etc., who claim that they are already in such a spiritual new
heaven and new earth, and one body of them, to carry out their misconcep-
tion of Scripture, to manifest their realization of it, live in a sort of Com-
munism, neither marrying nor giving in marriage. A number of painful
facts, illustrative of this perversion of promise, might be adduced, but
these are sufficient. It is in accord with such theories—at least, it fosters

them—^that Frazer (Key to Proph.) inioTmB us that ** the renovation of man-
kind is so great and extensive that it is called * new heavens and new earth. '

"

Newcome (Rev. 21) says :
*' The new heaven and earth and the new Jerusa-

lem are emblematical of the glory and happiness which will be the reward and
happiness of good men forever" (compare Scott, Com,), Now, if such inter-

pretations are to be received, what becomes of the reality and inspired ap-
plication of these passages to the future here on earth after the conflagration,

after the Advent of Jesus, after the shaking and overthrow of earthly King-
doms, etc., if they do not include the Theocratic rulership, thus preserving

the unity of Scripture. Many of these writers are correct when they attribute

to the new heavens and earth " renovation," ** glory and happiness,*' etc..
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for all these blessings are included in and flow from it, but they greatlj

mistake when they attribate one of these thin^ to be speciOcally meant or

typified by it, and overlook the primary^ leading idea that it signifies (he

renewed outward Tfieocratic Rule of God manifested in David's Son acting

as the Judge or King and the hosts of subjects made willing in the da}r of

His power. If the figurative usage is allowed, then the one that the Spirit

Himself has given, referring it primarily to the Kingdom and subjects, is

to be retained in preference to (ul others, seeing that in the weak state of

Christianity under the power of Gentile dominancy arrogant and persecut-

ing on the smallest provocations, it was wise and prudent to retain tJie old

prophetical usagef"^ easy of comprehension to believers in the covenanted
promises, as evidenced by the faith of the primitive Church. If the ex-

clusively literal idea of a material change is only entertained, then even

there is consistency in Schlegel (Phil of His, Zee, 10), observing :
" The

last glorious transformation of nature, when creation shall be consum-
mated, and a new heaven and a new earth shall spring into existence, are

to be strictly regarded as real and hiMoricaV* To the writer, however, it

appears that the latter can be entertained (being more clearly taught by
another class of passages) without discarding the former

;
yea more, that

the former is most accordant with prophetical speech and really, as a

resultant, i^icludea the latter.

Thus any concordance will give one of the meanings of '* haaTen" to be " a etate of

great dignity/ ' illnBtrated by e.g. Isa. 14 : 12 ; Lam. 2 : 1, etc. Any index of symbolical
language will give (as e.g. Home's /rrfrod., vol, 2, p. 465) to " heaven and earth*' the
meaning of '' a political onlTerae." Bee this explained by Faber, Diss, on Pr(^h., and
others.

Ohs, 4. In order to make our doctrine discordant, if possible, several

criticisms are offered which it is necessary to answer. A class of writers
inform us that the promises of the new heavens and new earth in Isa.

65 : 17 and 66 : 22 relate to one period of time, viz., to this dispensation,

while those of 2 Pet. 3 : 13 and Rev. 21 : 1 refer to another, *viz., after the
Millennial age, etc. Aside from the direct argumentation following (Props.

149, 150, and 151), it is now sufficient simply to quote an opponent
Barnes (Cbm., 2 Pet. 3 : 13) says :

** The allusion here seems to be, bet/otid

a doubty to two passages in Isaiah,*^ etc., quoting the ones mentioned by
us. Now if Peter referred in his ** according to promise'^ to these predic-
tions of Isaiah (and this is admitted, for no others of a like tenor can be
found), then it follows that he locates those Millennial descriptions of

Isaiah with the heavens and earth that succeed the conflagration, and the
obiection falls. But Rev. 20 : 11 is urged against us, because we are there
informed that "from whose (the Judge's) face the earth and the heaven
fled away and there was found no place for them," indicates that the new'
heaven and earth is only after the thousand years, etc., and cannot include
Isaiah's prediction. Various writers, however, have pointed out that this

phrase here is parenthetical (as like e.g. the riding on an ass, Zech. 9 : 9,

10, etc.), alludmg to what was done before, thus identifying the Judge and
ascribing power to Him. The phraseology is so accordant with that
employed by Daniel and the prophets when describing the consuming of
the Kingdoms and their power ** so that no place was found for them"
(Dan, 2 : 35), which is attributed to Jesus Christ, that the reference can-
not be doubted. Overlooking the past tense used, and endeavoring to
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confine it to the then present time, they see not that the objection—taking
their notion of the heavens and earth—is fatal to their own theory, seeing
that the earth is represented as continuing, the sea giving up its dead, etc.

Even Augustine, commenting on the passage {City of God, B. 20, Oh. 14),
does not confine this fleeing away to the actual time specified in context,

but locates it '*not before the living and dead arejudged," "but after-

ward,'* making the declaration equivalent to that He would perform this.

Now, if such liberty can be taken with the verb rendered " had fled" as to

refer it to the future in support of a theory, surely no one ought to find

fault with us when our explanation is directly sustained by the tense of

the verb and the facta preceding the period thus predicted. In this con-
nection may be mentioned the view entertained by Lactantius {Div. Insti.,

B. 7, Ohs. 24 and 26, and Epit. of same, Ch. 71), who has two renewals of
the earth, one at the commencement of the one thousand years, and
another at its close ; also by Barnabas {Epis. Oh. 15), who makes a renewal
at the beginning of the seventh Milliad, and another at the beginning of

the eighth day. A number of modern writers follow these suggestions,

and press them to unwarranted conclusions. Now, whatever truth (and
there is some) there is in the gradual restoration of all things to the
condition before the fall, and which is only fully reached after the Millen-

nial age is closed, when all wickedness is forever more rooted out, yet it is

a mistake to ascribe this to a renewal of ** the new heavens and new earth,"
This is seen by the simple fact that this phraseology includes the everlast-

ing (Prop, 159) Kingdom of Jesus Christ which is never to be destroyed ;

that otherwise the Word is made contradictory, for the new heavens and
new earth of Isaiah (however it may extend) is represented as ** remain-
ing^^ before the Lord, i.e. is permanent, while that described by Peter

(2 Pet. 3 : 13) is implied by the tenor and spirit of the prediction and ita

righteousness to he ever erhduritig. These follow the Advent of Jesus, and,

characterized as they are, they, in the very nature of the case, do not give

place to another general transformation. The Kingdom when once estab-

lished under David^s Son ever exists—His heavens rule and His earth or

people are obedient—whatever changes may be introduced after the ending
of the Millennial period. Unless this feature is clearly apprehended,

confusion and antagonism follow. The Kingdom {vresented by Isaiah

under this impressive Ggure) is so great, so vast a dominion, so exalted

over the earth in its grandeur, that *' theformer shall not he remembered
nor come into mind,'* i.e., shall not be worthy of comparison, etc., with it.

And yet this ** heaven and earth" so grandly erected, in which His people

shall ** refoice forever'' and which is said to be as enduring as '* the end
and name" of His people, is, we are gravely told, " to pass away." No 1

never ; and any theory which involves such a contradiction, such a ruinous

process, evidences at once an unscriptural foundation. This confusion of

ideas is caused, in a great measure, by not observing the meaning of the

figure, by neglecting a faithful comparison of Scripture (and accepting of

the result), and by confounding things that differ.* When the Spirit so

directly, as in Isa. 65 : 17, 18 (Oomp. Alexander's Version), and 66 : 22,

asserts the perpetuity of the new heaven and earth then created, we grate-

fully and joyfully accept of the same, not being hampered bv the Popish

theory of Judgment Day, etc,, which forbids the reception of the blessed

Millennial predictions associated with, and to be experienced in, this
** heaven and earth.""
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1 It is scarcely vorth while to notice that clan of -writers who make tliis pfaxeeeologj

mere poetic figures, a fine stroke of rhetoriOp etc. Sach are reminded that the «**«vi^g

and overthrow of heavens and earth is a stem rwdily seen in fulfilment, when kin^^doms
and their mnltitude of adherents are utterly removed. The same reality, glorious and
world-redeeming, will be witnessed when "the heaven and earth" of God iji created in
the promised Ilieocratic reign. Such writers do not even allow the Bible to be the

exponent of its own language.
* The close student ia referred to Dr. Gk>odwin*s observation, quoted by Cox (in A MU-

lenarian*8 Answer, etc., p. 18, foot-note), that Paul's alluaiona to the new heavens and earth,

suggested by Peter (2 Pet. 3), relates to Heb. 2, thus making Heb. 2and 2 Pet 3 parallel.

If this is to be received, it would materially confirm our view, seeing that the dominion
of Christ is the main topic. We are glad to see that the most able writers are more and
more returning to the early Church view on this point. As an Ulustration : Dr. Kurtz
{Sac, His, sec. 199, 4) has correctly the new heavens and earth of 2 Pet 3 : 10-13 ; Isa.

65 : 17 ; Bev. 21 : 1 to be erected at the same time. But he does not inform us how he
can possibly reconcile this (see Isa. 65 : 17) with his notion of the Millennial age. It is

irreconcilable. For another, see the admission of Dr. Clarke (Cbm., Matt 19 : 28) that

the new heavens and earth are connected with the MilL Bge—which he confirms, in some
places, and then again in others seems to contndict, etc.

Obs. 5. It would be interesting to trace how the early Church linked the
new heavens and new earth with the one thousand years, quoting Ipa.

65 : 17, etc., as e.g. Justin {Dial, with Typho.; see Ch. 3, Brookes £L of
Proph. Interp., and writings of Taylor, Slede, Seiss, etc., for references to

various of the Fathers), and how it advocated the Kingdom of Jesus Christ

as witnessed in, and through, that period, and as being embraced in the
heaven and earth. The numerous quotations already presented will sufSce
to give the reader a just idea of the genial opinion on the subject So
also, whatever explanation may be applied to the phrase "new heavens
and new earth" itself, yet many theologians insist upon it, that at this

future time and as part of the heavens and earth the Kingdom of the

Messiah is, as the primitive Church held, set up and manifested. This,

whatever views arc given respecting details, is corroborative of our posi-

tion. Thus e.g. in Proph. Times (Sep., 1867), is a translation of an
article from Dr. Gess (of Beutlingen) in which the ^and outlines of the

earlv Millenarian doctrine are presented and accepted, and in con6rmation
of the Kingdom then established, quotations, evincing the same belief, are

fiveu from Herder, Steudal, Olshausen, J. G. Hess, Lavater, Bengel, and
*. F. Meyer. The leading idea presented is, as Meyer expresses it

:

** With the Lord's Advent begins the real reign of God upon earthy a King-
dom of righteousness, holiness, and peace, consisting of mortals, but witn
exemption from the Evil One and his enticements, and under a mighty
influence of celestial power," etc. ; or as Hess terms it :

** It has been given
to be a Kingdom of God upon earth.* ^ Dr. Tholuck has been noticed by
Taylor, Seiss, etc., as saying :

*' The idea that the perfected Kingdom of

Christ is to be transferred to heaven is a modern notion. According to

Paul, and the Rev. of John, the Kingdom of God is placed upon the earth,

in so far as the earth has part in the universal transformation. This
exposition has been adopted and defended by most of the oldest commen-
tators : e.g. Chrysostom, Theodoret, Augustine, Luther, Knox, and others."
Persons of the most diverse views, hostile even to the Early Church doc-
trine, still are forced to admit, that the new heavens -and earth relate to

this globe of ours, and include the Kingdom of God in a most glorioas
form. Thus from a variety of sources, even convergent, testimony in

reference to the teaching of the Word can be multiplied confirmatory of
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oar doctrinal position^ seeing that all sach make the Kingdom the main,
leading idea which includes £l the rest.

Ab we have all along shovn, many of onr opponents, impelled by the force of Script-

ure promise, maintain (aa e.g. Dr. Urwick, etc.) that this earth renewed, and under the
Bpeciai government of God, shall be the eternal home of the saints (comp. e.g. Prop. 142,
etc.). But multitudes follow the Popish doctrine, or the doctrine of Mohammed (Stan-

ley's Sinai and Palesiine, p. 402) :
" Han can have but one Paradise—and my Paradise is

fixed above." How persons with the deliverance of creation, the inheriting of the earth,

the renewed heavens and earth, the coming down out of heaven of the New Jerusalem
upon earth, etc., can say (as e.g. Heaven our Home^ Pref. p. 9 and 27), " We have a home
for eternity, and that home is (the third) heaven," is something remarkable, espeoiiJly

when such writers are very profuse in professing eJlegiance to Church doctrine, and
totally ignore the vrdverscd Mitf of the Church in the first centuries, based on covenant,
prophecy, and promise, and assume the later faith introduced to be the correct one.

The arbitrary way by which this is done, has been designated, viz., by making Canaan a
type of the third heaven without a partide ofproof, and against the express covtjund promises
of God, and then by quoting promise after promise, without reference to time and order
of fulfilment, intermingling the same with beautiful and attractive ideas eloquently ex-

pressed. Such writings cannot stand before a scriptural examination, and are mislead-
ing multitudes, causing them to put their faith and hope in man's promises instead of

God's oath-bound declarations of inheritance. And yet the sad fact is that such writ-

ixigs, filled with perversions and leading the Church into unbelief, are extremely popular.
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Proposition 149. This Kingdom is preceded ly the conflagra*

tion of 2 Pet 3 : 10-13.

This is self'&bideni^ since this Kingdom is identified with the
establishment of ^* the new heavens and new earth" of Isa. 65 : 17,

and ^^ : 22. Peter expressly alludes to these two passages in

Isaiah and appropriates them as descriptive of " the new heavens
and new earth" presented by himself, in the 8i)ecific phraseology,
'* according to promise.^^ The Millennial new heavens and new
earth thus claimed by the Apostle, and which are associated with
the Kingdom itself, are necessarily preceded by the fire described.

As this forms the leading objection to our doctrine, and as some
have wrongfully (against tJie most explicit language of Peter)
endeavored to locate this fire after the thousand years, it is proper
to thus definitely state the facts and assume their weight.

Simply to indicate the perplexity of commentatorB (fettered by a pre-conceived idea
of the extent of Peter's oondagration), and the unwarranted liberties taken with the pre.
diction, we refer e.g. to Dr. Moore (Amer, Translation) in Lange^s Cbm.. Isa., p. 113.
Acknowledging (1) that Peter refers to those promises in Isa. ; (2) that be evidently
regards the fnlfilment to follow the conflagration ; (3) that the condition described is only
compatible with a continuation of mortal men, etc., he then produces the following as a
reconciliation : the new heavens and new earth /oQoto the conflagration, while tho
remainder of the same prediction (e.g. vs. 30-26) is to precede the flre ! Thus he moet
arbitrarily divides the predictions flsa. 66 : 17-26 ; 66 : 22-24) that Ood has joined to-

gether, and makes that to precede waich is to occur in the new heavens and earth. AU
such interpretations indicate a serious eschatolc^oal defect.

Ohs. 1. It haa been noticed by yarions Commentators, etc, that the
Jews, before and at the time Peter wrote, expected that the Millennial era^

i.e. the times of Messiah's reign, would be introduced by great convulsiofis

and a terrible fire, Knapp, il using the word "perisnmg" as many do,
goes too far when he says {Christ, I%eoL, s. 155, IL 2) ;

** This doctrine
of the perishiDg of the world by fire was unquestionably prevalent among
the Jews at the time of Christ and the apostles, although Philo does not
accede to it.*' That the Jews believed in a mighty change, in a renova-
tion, purification, regeneration (see Knapp, same place, ouoting Philo),
etc., of the earth, and that in some wayjfre ^as the propnets predicted)
should be employed as an agency, seems certain from various testimony,
but that they believed in so widespread and extensive a confiagration as
modems have fastened upon Peter, is not only unproven but hostile to the
expectations they had concerning the Messiah's Kingdom, A little reflec-

tion should suggest, that a people who looked for the restoration of the
Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom over the nation in the flesh, which Kingdom
was ultimately to embrace the Gentile nations, could not, and did not,
believe in that which would utterly demolish all hope. But, as stated, they
did believe that this Kingdom would be preceded by the awful judgments
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of Gody and that fire would be used in connection with them. Now the
lan^na^e of Pet^r accords with the belief that before the Millennial period
could be introduced, such a Pre-Millennial judgment by fire must be
inflicted ; and hia undoubted reference to the only promises relating to the
new heavens and new earth in Isaiah would immediately and inevitably—
with the prevailing belief—direct the Jewish mind to the Millennial proph-
ecies. If the latter are to be understood, as so many now teach, to be
fulfilled prior to this conflagration, then Peter took the very means and
language to confirm his readers in the opposite view. We hold that there
is no antagonism between Peter and the Jewish belief on the subject.

Honbigont {Pr^. to Ike Prophels\ referring to 2 Pet. 3, makes " the scoffers" to be
Jews, who reject Jesus as the Messiah, beoanse no change, such as the prophets describe,

was realized at His Advent ; and profess that it is not to be realized, and that Peter
acknowledges that such a change is to be expected (that changes have already transpired
in the past) at the Second Advent of this same Jesns, thus fulfilling the prophets.
Judge Jones, who refers to Houbigant {T?ieoL and Lit, Journal, Jan., 1856), justly doubts
whether these " scoffers" are Jews only, saying :

** There is more reason to suppose that,

for the most part, they will be from among the Gentiles." Jews, like the " Reformed**
or ** Liberal,*' are rapidly drifting into this scoffing jmsition, imitating the larger pro-
portion of unbelieving Gentiles.

Obs, 2, If we refer to the promises acknowledged by Peter and given by
Isaiah, we find this view strengthened by the context. Thus e.g. Isa.

66 : 22 is preceded by ** the Lord will come with fire and with His chariots

like a whirlwind, to render His anger with fury and His rebuke with flames

andfire. For by fire and by His sword will the Lord plead with all flesh,"

etc. While Isa. 65 : 17 only mentions the sword as preceding, yet, if we
take the prediction and turn to its strictly parallel mates, we find that fire

also is connected with its ushering in^ as evidenced by the same things
being delineated as then taking place. Thus e,s* take Isa. 51, and at the
very time that God will ** plant the heavens and lay the foundations of the
earth, '* that the redeemed return with singing and everlasting joy, the
judgments of the Lord shall be poured upon the wicked and *' the heavens
shdl vanish like smoke," etc. At least one thing is apparent, that in the
context of Millennial predictions (as Ps. 97 : 3 ; Joel 2 : 30 ; Mai. 4:1,
etc.) there are sufficient intimations to warrant the Jewish belief that

there would be, before Messiah's Kingdom is established, an extraordinary

manifestation of fire in some form, and that Peter in his prediction adopts

this very belief by Unking his prophecy with Isaiah's.

Attention is called to the fact that Peter's agreement with Isa. 66 and 65 is so appar-
ent, and consequently its Millenarian bias, that it may account for the opposition to the
canonical authority of 2 Peter. For, it is a singular fact that the first persons who
exprossed a doubt oonceming the reception of 2 Peter, are the men who were the most
instrumental in opposing Bd^enarianism, viz., Origen, Jerome, and Eusebius (oomp.
Lardner's Works^ vol. 6, p. 255, and the prefaces to 2 Pet. in coms. generally). This, too,

may have largely influenced later opposers (as e.g. Davidson, li\trod. New Test.),

Obs. 3. The reader will observe that Peter, instead of giving the least

intimation that the Millennial period antecedes, in his account knows
nothing of the Millennial era preceding, and gives statements utterly

opposed to the notion that it will be witnessed previous to the conflagra-

tion. Without pressing into service his well-known views respecting the
nearness of^ and looking for^ the Advent of Jesus Christ (which is antago-
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nistic to such an idea), it is sufficient to notice that lie speaks of the wicked
existing continuously and boldly down to this very period, and of believers

being subjected to their scoffing, etc., down to the same time. Deliver-

ance is anticipated only when this era preceded by the conflagration

arrives ; and hence that Millennial glory, etc., which some describe as

anteceding this conflagration is something that Peter fails to portray or
intimate. More than this : the apostle links this era with the Millennial

predictions by designating it ^^ the day of the Lord,^* and ^Uhe day of
Ood,'* which all at that time understood as referring to the day {e.g. Prop.
13S, etc.) when these Mill, prophecies would be fuMlled, It was the dia-

tinguished time when God should remarkably manifest His power in behalf

of His ^ople. The apostle only recognizes the one day future associated

with this conflagration. This is in agreement with the general analogy*

To illustrate : MaL 4 describes the day of the Lord '^ that shall bum as
an oven,'* utterly consuminff the outrageous wicked and only leaving the
righteous, and previous to this announced day there is no Millennial rest

and blessedness for God's children. So Joel % and 3, the day of the Lord
comes when He shall ''show wonders in the heavens, and in the earth
blood, and fire, and pillars of smoke," and then follow the Millennial

blessings. Feter, imbibing the same spirit of prophecy, introduces no
discormni element.

The language of Feter ordy snlta a Pre-MiUennial period ; for the language expressiTe
of naming, expectedness and denied of Advent, perdition of the wicked, mercifol delay,

ojdy agrees with a time snch as ours, in view of its connection with well-known previons
statements of *' the holy prophets" and " the apostles of the Lord/' which are of primaiy
importance (y. 3) as a practical inducement to holiness and watchfulness. If this related
only to that which occurs after the Mill, age (of which we have the most meagre state-

ment in Bev. 20), then the Apostle would not have linked it with persons living in the
present difli)enaation, as something in which they were personally interested and which
they should behold. The very setting of the predictions favors our position, and the
earnestness with which (. 12) it should be desired by them, is confirmatory of our view.

Obs. 4. It is admitted, generally, that the scenes described by Peter

follow the Second Advent. When Christ comes. He comes " in yiaming
fire taking vengeance," etc. (3 These. 1 ; 8), with ^^fiery indignation^
(Heb. 10 : 27) that shall consume His enemies. It is at this Advent that
believers are also delivered and exalted. The language of Feter, the entire

tenor and scope of his description, evinces that he places the Advent—the
object of terror to the wicked and of joy to the righteous—at this very
period of time. This, therefore, is utterly irreconcilable with the theory
(Shimeall and others), that this conflagration follows a thousand years

after a personal Pre-MilL Advent of Christ. The ** appearing and the
Kingdom" are united, and consequently the appearing, the glorification

of believers, the fiery vengeance upon living unbelievers, and the Kingdom
are also linked together.

Let the reader e.g. turn to Joel 2 : 31 and kindred prophecies, and if it is admitted
that " the great and terrible day of the Lord " is introduced by the Second Advent of
Jesus (as general analogy teaches), then it follows that such a fearful time (coinciding
with Peter's description) is succeeded by a Mill, period, as the connection shows. The
same is true of Zeph. 2:3; Isa. 24 ; Deut. 32 : 22 ; MaL 4, and numerous other predic-
tions, all descriptive of a fiery vengeance that shall consume the earth (which we know
from the most positive declarations is imposed at the personal Coming of the Son of
Man), foUowed by a glorious MiUennial period, in which the Jewish nation is pre-eminently
biased, and in which the Gentile nations joyfully participate. Now, when the Spirit
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lays down (his order, and does thla repeatedly, ve certainly should be gnafded lest we
reverse it

Obs. 5. The reader will notice that the Kingdom (as our entire line of

argument shows) is introduced at the Pre-Mill. Advent of Jesus, and that
Christ then receives His inheritance as David's Son. These two facts

alone set aside the views of those (as e.g. Shimeall in / Will Come Again,
and Lincoln in Lects, on Rev., and Burgh, Tyso, and Ogilvy), who make
the conflagration Post-Millennial, introductory to an eternal state of

things. Now on the other hand the Scriptures make the glorious The-
ocracy established at Jesus' return one that is perpetual, ever-enduring
(Comp. Prop, 159, where this is considered in detail), and consequently it

does not run the risk of ever being removed or destroyed by the uni-

versality of the conflagration. The promises of God forbid it, and there-

fore, aa e.g. in Dan. 7 (where the fire of vengeance, v. 10, 11, precedes or
is connected with the establishment of the Emcdom) the Kingdom set up
at the Coming of Jesus is declared to be one which shall not pass away or

be destrojred. Again—to advocate such an opinion is virtually to say that

Chrisfs inheritance, promised under oath in perpetuity to Him, shall be
swept away by a conflagration—an inheritance too for which He suffered

and died, which is to b^ to Him a desire and joy and glory, and which He
has already (Isa. 65 and 66) retouched with His creative energy. Surely
the brethren who hold to the above opinion do not see that, in the attempt
to avoid diflSculties connected with Peter's account of the conflagration,

they plunge themselves into far greater by the adoption of such a Post-

Millennial view. The fire of Peter must, of necessity, be so interpreted as

to preserve the unity of divine teaching, and how this is to be done will be
the subject of the next Proposition.

For the same reasons we must reject the opinion of Fanaset (Com,, 2 Pet. 3, and Rev.
21 : 1) that the fire of Peter is in part Fre-Millennial and in part Post-Millennial, the

latter the moat extended and destrnctive. Now, aside from Peter describiog only one fire
and the introdnction of only one ** new heavens and new eartii/ ' which exists forever be-
cause righteonsness dwells in it— which this view arbitrariiv makes to be two—it is soffi.

dent to say that the Kingdom and inheritance of Christ forbids the entertaining of snch
an opinion, becanse derogative to both. Bo Elliott {Bor. Apoc,) makes a Fre-Millennial

restricted fire, limiting it to the Boman earth, bnt does not exclude " the idea of some
other and more universal conflagration at the general judgment." We cannot, consistent

with the reasons assigned accept of stioh interpretations, which sweep away an eternally

constructed Theocratio Kingdom, and an eternally bestowed inheritance of David's Son
and of His brethren.
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Propositiok 150. The establishment of this Kingdom is not

affected by tlie extent of Peter's conflagration.

It is imjKjrtant to notice this in detail (and the reader will please
observe that the following Propositions are i>art of the discussion)

since two classes make the conflagration of Peter an insuperable
objection to the reception of the doctrine of the Kingdom. Those
opposed to Millenananism, as Brown, Steele, Barnes, Waldegrare,
and many others, inform us that owing to the universaUty of the
fire it is imi)ossible to conceive how nations in the flesh, Jewish and
Qtentile, can survive it to form the subjects of the Kingdom, Every
work written gainst us produces the stereotyjyed difficulty, as n
irremovable. Recently some Millenarians, as Shimeall and others
(throuffh an amiable weakness which impelled them to remove
what tney call " the great stumbling-block in the way of an ac-

ceptance of the truth"), have repeated this objection, locating the
tire of Peter qfter the Millennial age.* It hence deserves special

consideration.

1 Shimeall {I WVl Osmie Again) writes many exoellent things worthy of attention, but
he certainly, with the amount of proof given in Bnpport of his own position on this

point, goes too far when he charges distinguished MiUenarians (Dr. Cujnming by name,
Pref., p. 19) with holding to " a stupendous theological misnomer/' of ** greatly damaging
that system of revealed truth." of forming " the great stumbling-block in the way of in-

quirera after the truth," and of '* a Judaizing and carnalizing the future state and condi-
tion of Christ and His saints. " Charity should influence us always to remember that in

the details of prophetic fulfilment, however cordial our agreement in the great leading
outlines, yet, owing to the vastness of the subjects, the difficulties connected with them,
the necessity of close comparison, and our own limited capacities, we ought reasonably
to expect some diversity of opinion. Let us add that with the light before us we fail to

see how Shimeairs modem addition adds any voeigfU to the doctrine of the early Church (it

yirtually degrades it as carnal, etc.), or hou) it aids to make MUlenarianism one iota more
credible and respectable for the sake of a " distinguished Fost-MiUenarian clergyman."
Millenarianism depends on immensdy more than our comprehension of Peter's conflagra-
tion, viz., on the covenants and the promises of God, etc. If the latter do not urge the
student to a Mlllenarian bias, certainly an accommodating interpretation of Peter's fire

will not cause it.

Ohs, 1. As stated in preceding Proposition, the language of Peter was in

accordance with the views of the Jews, They evidently did not consider
the fire so disastrous in its effects that no nations would survive and that
the Kingdom could not he set up over the nations as Daniel predicted. The
proof is, that all the Jewish converts and charches, as far as we know,
never supposed that this passage controverted snch an opinion. Instead of

being a stumbling-block in the way, this passage was thought to be con-

firmatory of their belief of the dreadful fire which should devour the

adversaries (Dan, 7 : 10, 11, " fiery stream," " the burning flame"), when
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the Messiah would come. Jewish believers held that Peter only transferred
that which thej had belieyed would occur at the First Advent, to the
Second Adrent. Hence the apostle's statement strengthened them (by his

appeal to Isa. and using the phrase ** day of the Lord," etc.) in the faith,

expressed by the Babylonian Targuin (on Gen. 49 : 10), ** Christ shall

come, whose is the Kingdom, and Him shall the nations serve," or as the
Jerusalem Targum has it :

^* The Kin^ Christ shall come, whose is the
Kingdom, and all nations shall be subject unto Him." Peter's descrip-

tion, therefore, raised no controversy between the Jewish believers and
others.

The critical student vill please ponder the weight to be attached to this reasoning.

(1) We have the entire PrimiiiTe Church xiniTersallj Millenarian in sentiment ; (2) now,
if the language of Peter, as modems (Brown, Waldegrare, etc.) assert, forbids the Pre<
Millenarian view, then an antagonism would have sprung up in reference to the meaning
of his prediction ; (3) but instead of such a controversy arising, it was accepted as in

eomMe accord with prevailing views ; (4) this could only have resulted from its being
explained as ao limited in its effects as no< to interfere with the restoration of the Davidic
throne and Kingdom and with the perpetuity of the race, as e.g. in the restored Jewish
nation and the spared Gentile nations. The first converts were all Jews, who clung with
faith to the covenants and prophecies insuring such a fulfilment, and they believed in
Jesus as the Messiah, who at His Second Advent would perform this work. Now, if they
bad supposed that Peter's language raised up an irreconcilable difficulty, we certainly
would have transmitted to us the impressions of such an antagonism. On the other
hand, they were conversant with the usage of Scripture language, which expressed itself

with a degree of universality, when limitations were intended, so that for the sake of
Tividness and impressiveness universality was expressed to denote extensiveness, great-

ness, vastness, etc. Thus e.g. take the expressions. Gen. 6 : 7 :
'* And the liord said, I

will destroy man, whom I have created, from the face of the earth ; both man, and beast,

and the creeping thing, and the fowls of the air ; for it repenteth me that I have made
them ;*' or V. 13 :

'* Thp end of all flesh is come before me," " behold I will destroy them
with the earth ;" or v. 17 :

'* to destroy all flrah, wherein is the breath of life, from under
heaven ; and everything that is in the earth shall die," and yet, notwithstanding this

alleged universality, God found means to save the life and the flesh of those in whom
His divine purpose would be carried out. So the early Christians confidently rested in
the promises of God that, notwithstanding this terrible judgment of fire, those would be
saved—in the fl^h also—in whom the Divine Purpose would be strikingly manifested.

Obs, 2, The early Church, receiving its teaching direct from inspired

teachers (and appealing to them, as Papias, Justin, Irenseus), found no
such limitation as was afterward engrafted upon Peter's language. That
Church which claimed (as Semisch, Herzog's Cyclop, speaking of Justin's,

Dial, with Trypho, doctrinal position) its ** belief as the Keystone of ortho-

doxy/* which in the person of Papias (as stated by Jerome *), directly

named Peter's instruction, received the epistle without regarding it as

presenting the slightest objection to their doctrine of the Second Comine of

Jesus, the fearful overthrow (fire as an agency) of His enemies, the exalta-

tion of the resurrected saints, the re-estoblishment of the Davidic throne
and Kingdom over the restored Jewish nation and the spared Gentile

nations. One and ^1 held to«the fulfilment of the covenant and the

prophecies based upon it as succeeding this conflagration : This is clearly

announced in their writings. It may be justly claimed, that men who
were so near to apostolic teaching, and acquainted with the language then
spoken, toere qualified to judge how far Peter's statement of the fare was
to be pressed.

See Brookes, El, PropA. Itder,, p. 37, eto., where the extracts, with remarks, are given
from Eusebius and Jerome. So Shimeall {Eachakil,^ V- ^)i ^^o quotes :

" He did not
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follow TariotiB opinions, bnt had the apostles for his anthers ; and that he considered
what Andrew, what Peter said, what Philip, what Thomas, and other disciples of the
Lord ; as also what Aristian and John the Senior, disciples of the Lord, what thej
spoke." etc. Another passage refers to his having " learned from the elders," etc, bnt
does not mention Peter by name.

Oba. 3. It is noticeable that no Millenarian author has taken advantage
of the doubts cast unon the canonical anthoritv of the Second Epistle.

This has been done oy our opponents and not by us. That epistle was
never urged in the first centuries as antagonistic to Chiliaam, for the

leading ohjection to it was that derived from its being too favorable to our
doctrine, owing to its " Jewish conceptions.** If we were to accept of its

rejection—as suggested by opposers-^that would at once end the discus-

sion, seeing that the only passage relied upon to prove that the perpetuity
of the Jewish nation and the race is irreconcilable with the universality

of the fire at the end of the age, is to be found in this Epistle. But we are
not forced to dispute its genuineness or authoritjr, being willing to receive

it, on the testimony alleged in its favor, as canonical.* The opposition to

the Epistle, if so fatal to our doctrine as assumed by many, ought to have
come from Millenarians and not from its opponents.

1 Origen, Jerome, and Ensebins cast donbts upon it If we coald accept of the rea-

sons assigned by Dr. Neander {Hia. Plant. Oh. Church, vol. 1, p. 376), to prove the sport-
oofl character of the 2d Epistle, then all difflcnlty would yanish. Pressense {Sariy Years

cf GhrisUanliy, note 1, attached to p. 213} declares it impossible to admit with any cer-

tainty the anthenticity of the second epistle. He refers to others who donbted it, and
includes Calrin as expressing a doubt. This is mentioned to indicate to the reader that
in such a discussion, if disposed, some toeight might be attached to the grounda given for

its rejection upheld by such men, etc. But we have no desire to place ourselves behind
the shield thus provided for us, still believing that the objections presented against its

authenticity, etc., are too slight—when compared with the evidence in favor—to set aside

this portion of the authorized canon. (Comp. Alford's Prckgomena, vol. 4, p. 1.)

Ohs. 4. If there is a passage which should be examined and explained
according to '* M« analogy offaith,** it certainly ought to be this one of

Peter's. The reason is apparent ; it is the only passage of Scripture which
our opponents allege as conveying an irreconcjlable difficulty in the way
of accepting what (as we have shown) is taught in the naked grammatical
sense in Covenant and Prophecy, and what was unmistakably believed in

by the primitive Church. To make a single passage overthrow the Jewish
faith, the early Church faith, and, above all, that constant harmony of

Scriptural statement down to that point, and to make it the necessity for

introducing a spiritualistic interpretation of preceding Scripture, is im-
posing too much upon one text and is violating the proportion due to the

doctrines of the Bible. The rules given by Home (Introd,, vol, 1, p. 342,
etc.), are worthy of attention, and if applied will inevitably relieve our
doctrine of the Kingdom from any alleged incubus said to be imposed by
Peter. Surely when our doctrine of the kingdom is founded in the oath-

botmd covenant given to David, is reiterated by prophets, is preached, etc.,

as Proposition after Proposition has proven, then it ought not to be set

aside, or weakened, or condemned by one passage ; then the passage
assumed to be contradictory ought to be explained in the light of that rast

amount of testimony preceding it ; then the lesser ought to be interpreted

by the greater, the more brief by the more extended, the doubtful by the

plainly revealed.
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If we only had Fet6r*8 description of the conflagration^ it might be supposed to be as
destraotive as many tell ns it will be ; but nnless—having namerons other passages
referring to the same—we find this corroborated by other parallel passages, we may easily
make a mistake. The apparent unlimited phraseology is no infallible criterion ; for as
all concede, it is the custom of Scripture to employ the most general language when a
limitation in point of fact exists. Thus e.g. "it is appointed unto all men to die/* but
some we have through Paul will not die, but be (dianged—so " all Judea" went up, etc.,

teaching us both that we should ascertain whether all passages sustain the universality
supposed to exist, and that the current usage of such language ought also to be consid-
ered. Take e.g. the apparently unlimited expressions of Deut. 32 : 22 ; laa. 24 : 19, 20,
etc., which certainly cannot be exceeded by Peter's language, and we find even in the
following context that they are to be so limited as not to destroy the land, the Jewish
and Gentile nations. If we were to take such prophecies isolated, and insist that the
language must be literally fulfilled just as they read, without any regard to the context
or other passages, and without considering that the vengeance of God is thus represented
to indicate its intensity, severity, and certainty of extended searching range, we could
readily rear up a host of alleged antagonisms.

Obs. 5. Peter's representation of the Kingdom, as given in his own
writings, would be vitiated, if we accept of the extravagant estimates made
concerning the extent of this fire. Omitting the allusion to Isa. 65 : 17
and 6Q : 23 and to ** the day of the Lord" as used by the prophets and
Jews, sufficient remains to show that he looked for a Kingdom to appear
on earth after this fire, and in the form advocated by us. In this same
Epistle, Ch. 1, he knows no other Kingdom than the future everlasting

Kinadoni of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Clirist,'' for which he urges the
bretnren to strive, faith in which was confirmed by the Transfiguration
(see Prop. 163), and which he represents (as Pet. 4 : 7) as not very distant,

thus connecting it with this same Advent and confiagration. Now in the
First Epistle, in harmony with the Second, he makes the inheritance and
salvation, ** ready to be revealed in the last time," dependent (1 Pet. 1 : 7,

13 ; comp. with 2 Pet. 3 : 13, 14) upon ** the appearmg of Jesus Christ ;"

and '* the ^n^ce that is to be brought unto you at the revelation of Jesus
Christ" correapondfl with **the new heavens and new earth." In both
Epistles believers are ** pilgrims and strangers," sufterin^ etc., and urged
to hope for deliverance, etc., at the Second Advent. The entire spirit

expressed is, a deferring of the Kingdom—promised by the prophets 1 Pet.
1 : 11, 13—until this period. This ignoring of a present Kingdom, and
looking for one future, at the Advent, to fulfil the prophets—who locate
Messiah's Kingdom on earth as we advocate—is evidence, if we will but
accept of it, that he himself had no idea of the prediction, such as multi-
tudes fasten upon it, seeing that the ** everlasting Kingdom*' once estab-

lished, is ever more perpetuated, and hence is not to be destroyed by fire

at the end of the thousand years.

The reader is urged to observe the following facts additional, established under pre-
vious propositions. The times of refreshing and restitution (Prop. 144), the Regenera-
tion (Prop. 145), the deliverance of creation (Prop. 146), the Best (Prop. 143), etc., all

begin with this Second Advent and the manifestation of the sons of God. and a glorious
period of deliverance and salvation is experienced, which is invariably described as
unending. Now, after such restitution and such blessedness, q/!er a marvellous restoration
Ito forfeited blessings and an exhibition of dirist's dominion, can a single reason ^unless
it be derived—as is done—from 2 Pet. 3) be assigned for a universal and total conflagra-
tion ? Is it reasonable that the work of Christ, exemplified bj a thousand years of prac-
tical reigning and results, should suddenly be blotted out qf existence by a devouring
oonflagration ? It seems to us derogatory to Christ's honor and glory, as well as to the
saints, who are co-heizs with Him, to thus summarily dispose of ttLe glorious Iftillennial

J
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earth, described hy the propheta in the most glowing terms. A reneval (for e.g. Prof.

Sobinson makes in N. T. Lexicon " kainos" " new," to be " renewed," " niade new/* as

used in 2 Cor. 6 : 17 ; Gal. 6 : 15) is predicated both of the earth ^restored to Edenic con-

dition) and of the Kingdom (Davidic tabernacle rebailt), and this is associated by the

Bcriptures, Jews, and early Christians with a Pn-JftUennial Coming of the Me^iah.
This renewal, whatever additions sncoessire ages may add in their progress, is always
represented aaperpdualf never ending. " The world to come" is the Millennial world, as

we hare snfficiently proven (Prop. 137), and its perpetuity is invariably averted, for with

the obtaining of the same is linked the ever-enduring blessedness of the sainU. When
Jesus said ** My Kingdom is not of this world/' He used the word '' cosmos" and not
'* aion" (as some erroneously suppose, building an argument on the error), the same
word used. John 15 : 19, '* Ye are not of the world," importing the renewal of the disci-

ples, and hence this '* cosmos*' or ** this world " experiences a change or renewal before
'* the everlasting Kingdom" is introduced in it, becoming '* the world to come.**

Obs. 6. It mast be obserred, that while the Second Advent of Jesns is

spoken of aa a coming in ** flaming fire," etc., to destroy His enemies,
etc., it is at the same time represented as a coming to btess the earthy so

that the earth is called upon to rejoice in His Advent, as e.g. Ps. 96 : 11-

13 ; Ps. 98 : 4r-9, etc. Creation, aa we have seen Props. 145 and 146, is

to exult in this Coming for deliverance, so that it is declared to follow as a
result from the antecedent humiliation, death, and exaltation of Christ, the

resurrection of His saints, etc., as e.g. Ps. 69 ; 34 (noticing how the

Previous portion of the Ps. is applied to Jesus in his death, etc. See
rop, 120?. Now such deliverance of creation, such a rejoicing of the

eartn in tne removal of the corse, is not witnessed, down to the Advent,
and if fulfilled, as written and promised, necessitates, in the very nature of

the case, a very material limitation to the destructiveness of this fire. Any
indorsement of the sweeping assertions made respecting its universality
and totality introduces at once an antagonism (unnecessary) between one
passage and a host of others relating to the same time. This is the reason
why 80 many (Prop. 146) employ uinguage respecting the deliverance of

creation, insist upon complete restoration, etc., and yet are afraid to

mention the animal kingdom or animate nature, fearful that Peter's
confl^ration would prove an objection to its utterance. Surely there
must be something wrong in an interpretation, which buildjs up from this

passage irreconcilable features to other portions of the Word.

In order to show how our opponents raise up an antagonism, and involve themselves
in the gravest contradictions, the following illustration (out of a multitude) is appended :

MacKnight {On the Epistles), while advocating an utter destruction of the world by flro (in

support of his Popish view of the judgment day, etc.), gives us this paraphrastic inter-
pretation of 2 Pet. 3 : 13, which contains the most ample refutation of his own theory :

'* NevertheleRH, according to God's promise to Abraham, as explained, Jsa, 65 : 17. we
who believe firmly expect the creatioD of new heavens and of a new earth, wherein right-
eous men shall dwell forever.'* Now, let the reader turn to Isa. 65 and see how uUeriy
irreooncilaUe the description of the new heavens and earth is to his compleie and utter
destruction of the world by fire ; for mortal men in the flesh, enf^^iged in worldly occu-
Eations, living to a great age—according to his own reference—sti2f exisi^ notwithstanding
is utter destruction of all things, and survive in this renewal. And then his reference

to Abraham—to whom this earth, and not anoUieVy was promised—likewise invalidates his
wholesale deductions from Peter's language. To indicate how opponents, after employ-
ing 2 Pet. 3 against us, and positively affirming its meaning to be opposed to our view,
refuse to give an exposition of the chapter, we refer to Dr. Brown. In a Review of " Dr.
Brown's Life and Works,'* in the North BriL Review, Aug., 1860, it is stated that he pub-
lished comments on various parts of the New Test., including the First Epis. of Peter
and the first ch. of the Sec. Epistle, and it is significantly added :

" He would not, how-
ever, venture to expound the remaining chapters till ' better informed and more JuB^
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<Mffm^/ for many difficnlties oocnrred in them ; a token tliat he vas now feeling one of
the symptoms of age, in being ' afraid of that which is high.' '* ^liile we may admire
the modesty of the man, which recognized the difficnlties (as e.g. the connection with Isa.

65 : 17» etc.) of reconciling this chapter with his system of beU^, yet it certainly finds no
expression when employing the-same against Millenarianism.

Obs, 7. As inst intimated, any view of Peter's statement which makes an
imperfect Redemption, in not restoring the earth, the animate creation, and
the race of man to their forfeited position, ought at once to be rejected as

inconsistent with the Divine Purpose respecting Redemption as given in

covenant and promise, and with the perfection, honor, and glory of the

Redeemer (Prop. 140, Obs. 7), To make this earth, animated creation,

and the race of man, as snch, all to be destroyed, rooted ont of existence,

or (as a climax) to have it all one mass of fire, perpetuated in this state to

constitute (so Pres. Edwards' Hiss, Redernp., p. 421) an eternal hell (I) for

sinners and devils—this is to make Redemption incomplete^ to keep this

eaMi forever under the curse, to restore only a few of the forfeited bless-

ings, and to diminiish, with fearful rigor, some of the most comprehen-
sively precious promises that the Bible contains. Strange indeed that men
should allow one passage to crush the hope engendered in a groaning crea-

tion, in a sin-cursed earth, in the longings of nations, and to limit the rich

and full restitution of all things and the expressed ability and willingness

of the Mighty King to perform it The early Church could not be so

illogical.

Hence it is that a vast mnltitnde of writers, whatever view they take of the extent of
the conflagzation, coincide with the statement of the Skcy, Brit., art. " Conflagration,"

viz., " it is more consistent with the narrative itself, as well as with physical science, to

consider it as introdudoru to a new and better state of things—a new heavens and new
earth." The difficnlty oJ! otherwise reconciling Peter's language with that of the prophets
has evidently led to Uie view expressed by this writer, " some learned and able exposi-
tors, among them Lightfoot and Owen," make it flgnratlTe, and " have referred it alto-

gether to the destruction of Jerusalem and of the Jewish polity." This last opinion we
cannot, however, indorse for the reasons (1) that a future flre in connection with the
perdition of the ungodly and the renewal of the earth is associated with the Sec. Advent

;

(2) that the same is expressed in the context of Mill, predictions as something introduc
tory ; (3) that the contrast which Peter presents to previous changes forbids an exclusive

figurative application ; and (4) that in the overthrow of Jerusalem, etc., no such fulfil-

ment of *' a new heaven and new earth* ' was realized (as described by the promise in Isa.

65 and 66), and hence the application is erroneous.

Obs. 8. Having clearly shown from the covenant made with David, etc.,

that the land and the earth is Christ's, that the Jewish nation as such
(associated with the Theocracy), and other nations through it, belong to

Christ, that both form " the inheritance" of David's Son, it is presnming
to fasten such an interpretation upon 2 Pet. 3 as will at once and forever-

more destroy the very inheritance which is promised to Him. ** Feeble

and weak" as the apostolic and primitive Fathers were, in some respects,

when compared vrith the profound (?) learning of modem theologians, yet

none of them has been guilty of so great a violation of propriety aa to

introduce a doctrine which sweeps away the inheritance of Jesus and that

of His saints ; which makes it utterly impossible for either to inherit

promises most solemnly attested to by the oath of the Eternal One. It was
reserved for men of real intellectual strength and mental ability to do this ;

for those ancient worthies, relying upon the simplicity of the Scriptures,

and that every word of God is equally true, could find no such doctrine in
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Peter. Eiplaining (as justice a7id reason both suggest) Peter hy the tico

promises of Isaiah, thej found, as we also find to-day, a?»ple evidence that

Christ's promised inheritance is not affected by the extent of the conflagra-

tion. Turn again to those two passages and see how associated with the

new heavens and new earth is the restoration and perpetuity of the Jewish

race, of Gentile nations, and even the continued existence and change of

animals, and it will be seen how ivipoasible it was for a faith which clung

both to the covenant ^iven to Darid and to Peter* s undoubted linking of

Isaiah's predictions with his own portrayal of what should take place in

connection with this fire, to adopt an interpretation which virtually denies

to David*s Son His own covetianted throne, i'ingdom^ people, land, etc. It is

true, that those who do this strive to give to Him something which they

esteem far better, and thus suppose that they honor Him the more ; bnt

this also is done at the expense of ignoring the covenant and going beyond
the record.

If this fire is, aa moltitndes deolare^ a total destrnction of this gilobe (and some even
include the planets, etc.), or if it is aa destmotive and terrible aa the Seventh-Day Ad-
ventists and others make it during the thousand years, how is it possible to venfy tht

precise language giren to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (Prop. 49) that tAe ideniUxU land and
countries through which they passed, upon which they reclined, and which they beheld,

should be their personal inheriiance T Whatever changes the fire may introduce, however
terrific in its sweep of vengeance, the promises of inheritance oonvey the idea that

geographically (for the rivers Nile and Euphrates are still boundaries) the land will retain

its accustomed place —it will not be destroyed. And this is most fully corroborated by
the general tenor and analogy of the Mill, descriptions, which portray this very earth

—

not destroyed—but blessed with glorious additions, a renewal designed to remove evil

and extend happiness. Palestine, changed by the creative power and made beautiful, is

geographically the same Palestine, with a restored Jewish nation and Theoaratic-Davidio
Kingdom under the sway of Christ and His saints, the centre of an earth-dominion. Any
other view makes the promises of Ood of none effect, no matter what substitutions are

presented under the specious plea of honoring Christ. We ooly rightly honor Jesus when
we accept of the promises relating to Him as found recorded in the Scriptures.

Obs, 9. The time of this fire is the time when ** the harvest of the earth'*

is gathered and the tares (Matt. 13 : 30, 39, 40) shall be ** burned tw the

fire'^ (as " the ungodly men'* mentioned by Peter), but this harvest (Rev.

14 : 14-20) occurs under the seventh trumpet precediiig the Millennial age.

When this conflagration takes place it is associated with the resurrection
of the saints, for Peter encourages believers to erpect a glorious deliver-

ance at that period ; this accurately corresponds with the resurrection (Rev.
11 : 15-18) and rewarding of the saints under the last trumpet when " the
sovereignty of this world*' shall be wielded by Christ. Tne mention of
'* the Day of Judgment'^ (comp. Props. 133 and 134^ with a knowledge of

the Jewish and Scriptural method of speaking oi that day, viz., to be
followed bv Messiah' s Kingdom here on earth as the Millennial prophecies
declare ; tnese are additional reasons why we should not force upon Peter
an interpretation which must result in introducing an element of discord^
thus preventing a harmonious adjustment between the Old and New Tes-
taments.

Compare preceding and following propositions. Hence we cannot receive the ex-
pressed views of able writers, as e.g. that given by Brookes {The TndK, vol. 2, Ko. 12, p.
357), who lays down the following procedure at the close of the thousand years :

** Then
will follow the burning of the earth and the works that are therein, the new heavens and
the earth wherein dwelleth righteousness," etc., and we And plenty of ooncessiona
respecting the inheritance of the Patriarchs and of the Son of David, the Millennial new
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heftvens and ne^r earth of Isa. 65 and 66, the perpetnity of Mill, blessedness, the Pre-
Mill. Advent and fleiy indignation* etc., scattered through his interesting writings, which
amply rtfuie this view. Indeed, we cannot see how brethren, when Uu perpetuUy of the
Mill, heavens and earth is ^ftpresaly qffirmed by the Spirit, can possibly have a conflagra-
tion of such an inheritance. On the other hand, we admire the logical consistency of
that class of writers (as e.g. Dr. Seiss in his able third discourse in The Last Times,
D. N. Lord in various articles in The Tkeol. and LU. Journal^ etc.), who make this Are Pre-
Millennial, and have the Millennial earth to pass into the eternal ages withont losing
a pariidi cf iia glory by so terrific and destmctive a conflagration. Let the stndent con-
sider that covenant promises and nnmerons predictions based upon the same ontweigh
all snoh deductions of a deluge of utter destructive Are, Pre- or Post-Millennial.

Ohs. 10. This pasfiage has received various interpretations. (1.) One
class, to which we have alluded (Prop. 133, Obs. 1.; Prop, 141, Obs. 1,

etc.), bring the viosi extravagant interpretation to bear upon Peter, by
which thev evolve not only tne utter destruction of the earth but that of

the planetarj system. As the very prodigality of expression and pro-
faseness of imaginary extent is—aside from the arguments herein pre-

sented—the best refutation of its unscriptural attitude, it may be passed
by without additional remark.^ There is au other class, allied with these
in a rigorous interpretation, but far more moderate in their estimation of

the ultimate result of this fire. While advocating its universality and the

burning up of all things, etc., they at the same time deny that annihilation

is denoted or such complete destruction is intended as to forbid the re-

newal and perpetuity of the same earth. In addition to the writers men-
tioned (Prop. 140, etc.) who hold to this, many others could be added, as

e.g. Augustine, GriflBn, Jay, Gregory the Great, Fuller, Pope, Benson,
TJrwick, Hodge, James, Brown, Pye Smith, etc. The distinguishing

peculiarity of thesa two classes is, that they make the conflagration post*

MillenniaL Another class, who make the fire about as disastrous as the

second class noticed^ and yet hold that it is Pre-Millennial, that it will be
followed by the setting up of Christ's Kingdom aspredicted in the Millen-

nial prophecies—are represented by Cummmg* (The Gr. Trib,, LecL, 12),

Irviug (Orations), Gill (Divinity), and others. These three classes, by the

extent of the fire advocated, make no provision for the Kingdom to exist

in its expressed covenanted terms, and none for the deliverance of inanimate
and animate creation, having the same destroyed and an entire new creation

erected from the ashes, etc. Instead of the curse being removed from the ex-

isting world, the world falls beneath the curse and is sacrificed, so that an en-

tire new one which has never borne a curse may be created. The position,

however, of the one party, that the fire is Pre-Millennial, is undoubtedly
correct. (2.) Then we find a large class who make the entire fire a figura-
tive description ; and these again are divided into different parties. Thus
e.g. that one which makes the destruction of the heavens and earth the

overthrow of the Jewish polity, etc., and the new heavens and new earth

the introduction of the Christian polity, etc.; so Dr. Hammond, and
various of the destructive critics. Others, as Prof. Bush (MilL, p. 202,

etc.), taking the figurative view, apply it to the overthrow of sjrstems of

error, eta, by the purifying influence of the truth (i.e. fire), which is yet

And yet, in justice to Dr. Cumming, it must be said that in various places he expresses

himself as if limiting the general destructiveness of the flre, as e.g. in the context of the

oft-quoted passage :
'* Look at the floor on which you tread/' etc. See also his Ser. on

Bev. 20 : 6.
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to brin^ about '' that renovated order of things, moral, mental, and
political," etc.* Dr. Thomas {Elpis Israel), smd Christadelphians gener-

ally, refer the destruction to the Jewish polity, but explain the new heavens
and earth to be still future, the introduction of the new polity under the

Messiah at His Sec. Coming (thus separating by a long interval what Peter

unites in succession). In regard to such applications of the figurative

sense, itmaj^ be observed, that the destruction here presented, whatever it

mav denote, is inseparablyjohied with the Sec. Advent, the Day of Judgment,
and the Day of the Lord, and hence is stillfuture; while the contrasting

with the literal perishing at the deluge indicates that nwre m4st be attached
to it than the simply figurative, M^e

( Works, Exp, Peter), and others, in

adopting the figurative conflagration, are more logical and consistent with
the tenor of Peter's statements when they make it adumbrating or sjrm-

bolizing the overthrow of governments, systems, etc., at the close of this

dispensation, preparatory to the establishment (comp. Lord,Apoc,, 21 : 5)

of the Kingdom or government under the Messiah. It must be admitted,
when the figurative language of Scripture is consulted and compared (see

Sir I. Newton's Ohs, on Froph,, p. 1, Ch, 2 ; Faber's Dis. on PropL,
Daubuz, Perp. Coin, on Rev,, writings of Brookes, Bickersteth, etc.) with
each other and with Peter's language, there is sufficient force in the com-
parison instituted to lead to a belief that it is, at least, included. The
Scriptures sometimes include the physical with the moral, etc., as in the

birth, death, and resurrection of Jesus, etc. To make it entirely fi^rative
destroys at once the express contrast instituted by Peter respecting the
perishing of the old world bv water ; and to make it entirely literal is to

Ignore the Scripture usage or such language. Taking into consideration
the views then prevalent derived from toe prophets, the style in which the
pronhecies are given, and the fact that both things (viz., the overthrow of
all human governments and the renovation of the earthj are really em-
braced at this period, it seems the most consonant to believe that Peter
comprehends loth, that as water was used to destroy the old world, materi-
ally and in its governmental arrangements, so fire (not excluding other
agencies) shall be employed in modifying and changing the present heavens
and earth, materially and in the overthrow of earthly governments, and
that the result will be the introduction of a new heavens, and new earth,
materially renewed, and in the establishment of the Theocratic Kingdom.
The old "heavens'* really did not perish excepting as they adumbrate
governments, etc. The contrasting of the three worlds—the three heavens
and earth—seems to demand something like this interpretation, indicating
that the truth lies somewhere between the figurative and literal applica-
tion, embracing both in the manner pointed out. For, let us impress the
reader with a fact, already noticed in Paul, that the apostles, in view of
the enmity and persecuting spirit already prevalent, and which they knew
was yet to come, could not be too cautious to express their views respecting
the certain overthrow of earthly governments ; and that all such teaching,
to avoid bitter animosity and persecution, had, in the nature of the case,
to be couched in prophetic language. The wisdom and admirable tact of
Peter fas in Acts 3, using restitution) is noticeable, in his taking language
not only correspondent with the usage of the propJiets, but even in accora-
ance with that employed by the nations around him,* and which virtually
comprehends both. (3.) Then again there is an able and growing party
who advocate that the fire of Peter will be literally experienced, but that it
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ia confined to localitiefl (some few writers have confined it to Judea or

Palestine, others to the Roman earth, and still others have made it local,

and by slow degrees, gradually extending over the earth), and will not be
so disastrous or extensive as many suppose/ This view was early pre-

sented, has more or less continued, and recently has had a number oU
writers to express it in a most forcible manner. D. N. Lord in several of

his writings, Dr. Seiss in his Last Times (see it eloquently presented in
Third Dis., also *' Day of the Lord"), and others, have argued against the
universality of the fire (1) from the declared perpetuity of the earth

; (2)

the Noachic covenant, which promises no such destruction in the future as

that of the deluge ;* (3) the saint's inheritance
; (4) the meaning of Peter's

phraseology
; (5) the design of the fire, ** the perdition of ungodly men ;"

(6) the agreements of Peter's language with the descriptions of volcanic erup-
tions, etc.; (7) the language of the prophets describing the same events,

etc. They exhibit those fires as di^adful and connected with **•
terrific

phenomena,*^ In conclusion : looking at those various interpretations, tne
dispassionate student will certainly feel inclined—considering the Oneness
of the Spirit through whom holy men spake—to give the preference to

those who, instead of taking Peter's prophecy isolated and then proceed to
build upon it a series of tremendous doctrines, endeavor to ascertain its

meaning by a comparison with the analogy offaith, with other predictions

given by the same Spirit. Caution must be engendered by the simple fact

that equally as strona lanavage as Peter uses is employed by Nah. 1 : 6 in

reference to Nineven, and in Deut. 32 : 22 ; Micah 1:4; Isa. 13 : 9-14

;

Amos 9 : 5, etc., in such a way aa to indicate a continuation of the earth,

nations, etc., after terrible convulsions and punishments. The same is

true of Isa. 24 : 19-23 ; Isa. 2 : 10-22 ; Jer. 4 : 23-28, and numerous other
passages. The limitation even with which sometimes the word *' earth" is

used, the verbal criticisms (Grit. Eng. Test.) which unite men of opposite
views, the fact that change and not such destruction is evidenced by Ps.

102 : 25-27 ; Heb. 1 : 10-12 (the parallelism limiting and defining the
first clause)—all this should have its influence in forming our decision.

Even the ** earnestly expecting and ardently wishing, and anticipating"

(Bloomfield), " earnestly desiring" (Newcome), ** awaiting with eager de-

sire" (Barnes), this " coming of the Day of God," corresponding again
with that of the prophets, with the pious Jewish language, etc., should be
regarded. While a comparison of the intent of this fire with the overthrow
of the wicked—in which fire is also alluded to—Rev. 19 : 19-21 ; Matt.

25 : 31-46 ; Ps. 11-6 ; Dan. 7 : 9-11 ; 2 Thess. 2:8; Joel 3 : 9-16 ;

Zech. 14 : 1-15 ; Ezek. 38 : 22, etc., leads to the conclusion that it must
be—Peter »lso linking it with Isa. 65 : 17, and 66 : 22

—

Pre-Millennial,
Linked with a coming of the Messiah, with which the restored Theocratic
Kingdom is associated ; with an earth, however it may experience the

ordeal of fire, the same earth renewed ; with a continued materiality (see

Chalmers's Sermon on 2 Pet 3 :13), which, as in glorified humanity, etc.,

God employs, as the prophets teach, to display His attributes ana glory

and to make His creatures happy ; with a new heavens and new earth,

which was inseparably connected in the Jewish mind with the Kingdom of

the Messiah and a return to a Paradisiacal state ; with the extirpation of sin

from the world and not with a destruction of that which is not in itself

sinful ; with the inheritance of Abraham, the saints, and Christ Himself,

which cannot be effaced without violation of God's faithful Word ; with
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** the restitation of all things^" ** the regeneration/' the deliyerance of

groaning creation, the shaking of heaven and earth, and numerous other
promises which are tJien to be realized—surely with all this be/ore its, the
conflagration of Peter can only be explained co^iaistently with the aniform
.and concurrent teaching of Holy Writ. It cannot, it does not form an
exception. Taking, on the one hand, tJiS most positive declaratiotis that

sin, suffering, opposing and hostile powers shall continuously exist down to

the Sec. Advent, and then, on the other hand, the emphatic predictions

that these shall be rooted out of the very same earth—that all sorrow,

misery, and wickedness shall cease to exist in it—and that it shall become
fruitful, beautiful, etc.,—it follows that the only position—consistently

sustained by the reasons adduced—for a believer in all that God says, is

that already indicated. Peter's statement shows us, how both these Script-

ural representations are sustained and verified ; how the sin-stained vesture

and fashion shall be changed for the garments alone suited for the mani-
fested royalty ; how this earth now can expectantly look for redemption and
then can rejoice andt;xult in the possession of the same ; how God can (for

He is not wasteful of material) take the old and out of it bring forth the

glorious! V renewed without impairing His own workmanship ; and how
this earth, once pronouncod good but now marred by sin, shall again be

restored to all its forfeited bles3ings and to the singing of ** the morning
stars" and the shouting of '* the Sons of God" over its recovery.*

* See e.g. a gpecimen given by Dr. Seiss, p. 67, LatA Times, which he appropriately
calls " sublime nonsense," The deacxiptive powers of some men are exhibited in what
may be aptTy called " fire-theology.** To give another illoatration : In Priest's Reu of
Iht JfUfennfum, we have the following : " The planets dash against each other," liy toward
the snn and *' will dash one against the other, which indeed will be a wreck of matter
and a crush of world on fire.** Somehow or other, while this dashing of planets is going
on, our earth still remains in its orbit to pass through the appointed ordeal ; it ** hangs
amid the trembling air." which air is caused to tremble by Qabriel's voice that is equal to
** the treasured thunders of ten thousand years bursting from their iron raolts" (what-
ever that may mean), and ''the great solar vortex breaks forth in flames of Are,* '

" lakes
of fire, rivers of melted glowing matter, ten thousand volcanoes vomiting flames all at
once, thick darkness, and pillars of smoke twisted about with wreaths of flame like fleiy

snakes, mountains of earth thrown into the air and the heavens dropping down in lumps
of fire," until finally the earth becomes " a molten sea of fire," and it " shall be thrown
from its orb to where a hell of fire in the deep recess of eternal night hath its place."
Alas ! that numerous such specimens can be found in E. Catholic and Protestant writers,

80 derofjatory to the Plan of Bedemption and the honor and glory of Jesus Christ It is

saddening to read such views as are given by Prest. Edwards in his His. of Redemption,
by Scott in his Com, loci (which is approvingly quoted by Bloomtield, Com, ioct, as reduc-
ing all things '* to as confused a chaos as that from which it was first created ;*' and who
also indorses Shakespeare's oft-repeated saying respecting " the great globe" dissolving
** And, like the baseless fabric of a dream, leave not a wreck behind **) ; by Barnes, Com.
lod, and others. We are forced to ask whether the doctrine of many divines does not
aocord with that of Sophocles, as quoted by Justin. On the Sole Gov, qf God ;

''That time of times Bhall come, shall surely come.
When from the Koldcn ether down shall fall

Tire's teeming treasure, and In burning flamcB
All things of earth and heaven shaU ho conatuned

;

And iheu when h11 creation is dissolved.
The sea^s last wave shall die upon the shore.
The bald earth sirlpt of trees, the bnming air
No winged thing npon its breast shall bear.'*

* Others, favoring a present development through existing means, interpret it to denote
**a universal renovation of manners, sentiments, and actions throughout the world," or
" a universal triumph of political freedom, general wisdom, and exalted piety"—but how
it is to remove the curse, make the earth beautiful, etc., as portrayed in Mill, descriptions,
they fail to tell ua—only asserting that it wilL See an eloquent reply to this in Dr.
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Seias's Last Times, pp. 82 and 83 ; also John Wesle/s Ber. on Rey. 21 : 5, where he
rebukes those who would limit the New Heavens and New Earth ** to the present state of
things'* or make it *' ftilfiUed when Constantine poured in riches and honors upon the
Christians," saying, *' What a miserable way is thxB of making void the whole counsel of

God, with regajrd to all that grand chain of events. Id reference to His Church, yea, and
to all mankind, from the time that John was in Patmos nnto the end of the world 1"

* That the Stoics and many others advocated a renovation and the agency of fire, has
been noticed by nnmeroos writers. See Writings of Philo Jndaeus, vol. 4, p. 32. etc.,

Origen, Ag. Gdsus (B. 6, oh. 20, etc.), Wetatein on 2 Pet., Burnet's Theory if the Earih,

Commentaries on the passage which, almost all, refer to the fact. For other views, Clarke's
Ten Religionsf Mallet's Northern AnliquUiest Northern Mythology^ by Thorpe, Howitt's Lit.

and Romaruse <f Northern Ewropet etc. Barnes, Com. too, refers to Seneca, N. Q. 3 : 26 ;

Cicero N. D. 2 ; 46, Smiplicins in AHsi. de GobIo, 1:9; Ensebins P. 15, 18. Others, as
Seiss, mention Plato, Plutarch's reference to the Persians, Strabo, Virgil, etc. Others,
(as Cyclop., R. K.) P^'thagoreans, Platonisto, Epicureans, Phoenicians, Siamese, Brahmins
—also the Sibylline books, Hystaspes, Ovid, Luoan, etc.

* Thus e.g. Bonar (Redempiwny p. 117, etc.) limits it to Pai>al Christendom, making it

the same as the burning in Ban. 7 and Rev. 18, chiefly exhibited in Europe, but may be
felt over the whole world. The idea attached to the fierceness and destrucliveness of the
fire is this : that wherever it falls an utter destruction, not leaving root or brauoh, will

ensue. It does not necessarily follow that the whole earth, every portion, is thus to be
Tisited, for this must be ascertained by the general teaching on the subject.

Which reminds one of Lederer {Israelite Indeed, May, 1867), that if God made a oove-
naDt not again to destroy all flesh, as He did by the flood, and we deny this by saying
thdt He will do it, then ** we admit the interpretation of some Babbies of old, who said
that God swore never to destroy the earth by water, but He may destroy it by fire, or in
some other way, to be correct. Then God would have sworn an oath with mental reser-

vation, which He would condemn in man. His frail creature."
* This, therefore, anawers the alleged insuperable objection, urged and repeated by

Brown, Barnes. Hodge, and a host of opponents, hoto U is possible for mortal men in the
flesh (as the Jewish nation and spared Gentiles) to be " tided over this all-enveloping,

all-reducing deluge of fire" into the new earth. We answer, precisely on the same prin-
ciple, that they allow the continuation of mortal men in the neah in Uiose Old Test, pas-
sages (quoted in the text), where the earth is represented as wholly consumed, destroyed,
dissolved, etc., and yet—forced by the analogy of Scripture—they admit, must be under,
stood iciih Umitaiions, because mortals still survive and the earth is not literally destroyed,
only the portions thereof which experience the fire of vengeance. Now, if they, in Uieir

comments on the Old Test, can thus explain as consistent and truthful (without a doubt)
language fully as sweeping and ** all-enveloping and all-reducing" as Peter's, and tell us
that this is the expression of the Holy Spirit, tcAy, when the same Spirit in Peter employs
similar phraseology must it be—Tioteru volens—understood without limitation, when the
most cogent reasons exist calling for such a limitation. Simple consistency in their own
interpretation of the Spirit's declarations ought to make them less dogmatic in insisting

upon one meaning only, and that the most destructive possible, to be given to 2 Pet. 3,

in order to raise up, if possible, an insurmountable objection to Pre-MillenarianiHm

.

Obs, 11. Bat in this discussion we are not concerned in advocating any
specific interpretation of Peter's language. Let it be admitted^ that all

the explanations firen are '* pitiful subterfuges^" and that the fire is

universal, jet a believer in God's Word should find no difficulty even in this

extreme statement of the case. Let the conflagration be thus universal or
local, universal by slow advances or confined to the Boman earth, universal

by uniting Pre- and Post-Millennial agencies, or entirely Pre-Millennial,

one thing ought to be self-evident to the believer, viz., that this fire, what-
ever it maybe, and however extended in its effects, will not and cannot
destroy the mortal men in the flesh, the Jewish nation and snared Gentiles,

wkmn God has determined to save. The difficulty is, as alleged, that we
cannot tell howy if the conflagration is general, at the same time, these can
be preserved. Taking it for granted that it is thus universal, we are told

that we cannot give ^^ a reason'^ for the hope that is in us, and that our

J
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theory is "a stupendous theological misnomer,*' etc.* Having already

BhowjQ, in Tarions places, the just oonnection existing between reason and
faith, it is not necessary to restate our position. While advocating the

nse of reason, yet, after reason has once admitted the Omnipotence, etc.,

of the Eternal One, it mast be regarded as very unreasonable to limit the

Divine attributes. It is a characteristic of believers, in opposition to

nnbelieversy to receive all that God says He will perform, even if not able

folly or satisfactorily to explain or reconcile all His words and predictions ;—and this is properly based npon the reason (derived from reason appre-

hending God as described), that the wisdom and power of Ood will hefound
equal to any emergency that may arise in the fulfilment (in the order given)

of His predictions^ no matter how inexplicable they may appear unto ns.

Indeed, one of the writers (Shimeall) who expresses himself bo strongly

against us on the ground of impossibility, etc., gives us in the very same
book a sufficient reply to his own objection in the following just lesson of

faith urged against another party who lacked faith : ''We might ask,
* Is anything too hardfor tlie Lord f Is our unbelief to be the measure of
his truth V If a few had objected, before the events, the improbability,

approaching not only to moral but to physical impossibility, that Messiah
could ever be born of a virgin : suppose, further, he had objected to the

improbability of such a religion as that of Christ, with such apparently
inadequate support, and so contrary to men's prejudices and passions, ever

so prevailing in the worli, as that one day all nations should bow to Him

—

how would such an objection meet this antagonist but by arguments thai

would equally refute his own, viz,, faith in the truth and power of God^
If this is so, wny then urge ^^ physical impossibility*^ against us, when
we even by no means make the emergency lor such to arise in our inter-

pretation of Peter? A moral inconsistency or impossibility would be fatal

to our argument, but that of mere ** physical impossibility" (because the
objector cannot see how it is to be done) has tw pertinency or force relat-

ing to the accomplishment of any prediction that God has given, after the
mighty exhibitions of His ability to perform anythitig and everything that
He has determined. Witness the saving of a remnant in the flesh when
the deluge encompassed the earth, the birth of Isaac, the salvation of Israel

at the Red Sea, the protection of the flesh and even the clothing of the
Hebrews in the intense heat of the king's furnace, the conception of Jesus,

etc., and surely with such manifestations of God's most wonderful ability

to accomplish all things, we must utterly repudiate the principle that we
are at liberty to reject any prediction, or to reverse its order of fulfilment,

because we, forsooth, cannot comprehend or explain hoto it is to be done,
or how it is to be reconciled with natural causes. Apply this unbelieving
principle to the conflagration itself, tO the resurrection of the dead, to the
changing of the living saints, to the miracles of Christ, creation, the mode
of onr existence, etc., and see how little these, as well as a multitude of
other things, are dependent upon our amount of knowledge concerning
them. Prophecies, wnich before their fulfilment seemed of impracticable
(from a human standpoint) accomplishment were exactly realized ; and
thus others are given (is it to test the faith of Abraham's seed?) in relation

to the future, which will be verified in like manner ^ no matter whether
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through the fire, thou shalt not he burned, neither shall the flame kindle upon
thee'' (or as Delitzsch :

*' When thou goest into fire, thou shalt not be

burned, and the flames shall not set thee on fire* ^).*

I ReadiBg snoh charges reminds ns of what Dr. Anberlen says : " In a tune like ouib,
vhen not only the Gospel of the cross, bnt even the most elementary views of God, of
right and light, are foolishness to the Greeks, and often even to the noblest of them, it

is of pttramonnt importance to be faithful in the simple and fundamental traths which,
however insignificant they may appear, are the foundation of all the rest, and to give all

honor to tmUi with manly, moral and logical energy, not heeding (Ae coniempixuma shrug-
ging of shoulders of either friend or foe."

* The reader will find some very impressiTe remarks on faith in the ability of God to
perform His predictions in Keith's Harm, cf Prophecy, the last chapter. The expression
of Tertnllian, " Credo quia impossibile est," which has excited the ridicule of multitudes,
and is most sneeringly brought forth in recent works as evincing " unreasoning faith,*'

contains a sublime truth, being simply founded on Christian faith, which must necessarily
believe in that which is impossible to man—otherwise redemption has no need of the

8upematural intervening. The foundation laid in the Person of Jesus the Christ, the
superstructure, and the culmination— oZf demands that which is impossible to man. But
this very faith in the impossible (as we will show under a following Prop.) is the most
reasonable, because it alone meets the requirements of man. The reader will, no doubt,

be pleased to be reminded of the quaint remarks of Sir Thorn. Browne (Relig. Medici, sec.

9) : "I desire to exercise my faith in the diffloultest point ; for to credit ordinary and
visible objects is not faith but persuasion. Some believe the better for seeing Christ's

sepulchre ; and when they hare seen the Bed Sea, doubt not of the miracle. Now, con-
tiarily, I bless myself, and am thankful that I lived not in the days of miracles ; that I

never saw Christ, nor His disciples. I would not have been one of those lezaelites thai

passed the Bed Sea ; nor one of Christ's patients on whom He wrought His wonders ;

then had my faith been thrust upon me ; nor should I enjoy that greater biasing pro-
nounced on all that believe and saw not," etc
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Peoposition 151. This Kingdom is identified with "the neio

heavens and new eartK^ of Isa, 65 : 17 and 66 : 22^ of 2 Pet.

3 : IZ.andof Bev. 21 : 1.

Having shown that " the new heavens and new earth" of Isaiah
and Peter are identical^ another step in the discussion is requisite,

viz., to prove that the same is also denoted in Rev. 21 : 1, or, that
one and the same state is meaid by the three prophets. This be-

comes the more necessary since many attempt to invalidate oar doc-

trine by^ denying their identity, separating them, and making them
descriptive of different eras oi time. Thus e.g. some make the
heavens, etc., of Isaiah and Peter something of the past and
present, while those of John are still future ; others make Isaiah
refer to the Millennial era, while Peter and John foUow that period

;

others again make Isaiah and Peter relate to the Millennium and
John's heaven, etc., succeed it.' We believe that th^y all refer to

the same thing arid to the same tirnie ; and for which belief the
following reasons are assigned (corap. Prop. 148)

:

1 In this oonnection one party has mnoh to aay respectixig " a Dayidic age" and " a
Bolomonio age," m&king the reigns of David and Solomon typical (Solomon ought to have
tamed oat a better man to form a type) of those futture periods, the MiHennial and sno-
ceeding. But we cannot receive these types, which are not only merely conjectnzal, bnt
opposed to the fact that when Messiah's Kingdom commences it is under one Head and
eternal (see Prop. 169, on duration of Kingdom). Admitting that at the end of the Mil-
lennium its glory may be greater, etc., yet such increase is not thus to be measured by
Solomon's reign. Excellent and able men indorse this view, but to us it seems harsh
and unjust ; because even David's Kingdom is fko type of Christ's but a reality which
David's Son at the appointed time is to inherit, i.e. the same Theocratic throne and King-
dom over the same ^ect people. (See Prop. 122.)

Obs, 1. It is not necessary to repeat the arguments which show the con-
nection of Isaiah and Peter. This has been done in the immediate preoed-
inff (e.g, 148 and 149) Propositions, to which, in justice to us, the r^der
will please refer. The views of the Jews, the correspondence of language
with their belief, the reference direct to leaiah by Peter, etc., must, in
order to make the line of argument complete, be duly considered. To one
party of our opponents, let it be said, that conceding as they do a Pre-
Millennial Advent of Jesus and His reign during that age, they must
explain how this is to be reconciled with Peter's delineation of the scoffers

and their language, which cannot be thus applied to accord with their
theory, or with their expressed views of the approach of * * the Day of
God." But the connection of Isaiah and Peter will appear more fully and
distinctively by noticing how John corroborates it.

The position of e.g. Lange's Cbm., 2 Prfcr, foci, is alone tenable, viz., that of identify-
ing Isa. and Peter as describing the same new heavens and eckrth : " This hope (i.e.
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expressed by Peter) is founded on the word of prophecy, Isa. 65 : 17 ; 66 : 22 ; 30 : 2G ;

Cf. Rev. 21 :
1.**

Obs, 2. Before showing the latter, the reader ought to determine that
the separation of John's account of ** the new heaven and new earth'' from
its direct relationship to the Millennial age in ch. 20, or the finding it

recorded after the account given of that era (and upon which so mnch
stress is laid by some), is no proof whatever that its realization mtcst also

succeed that period. This is so fully granted by many of those who differ

from us, that it should not, in itself, do used as an argument against us/
It eminently deserves (to avoid confusion, etc.) a separate and distinctive

description, which, connected by parallel utterances, sufficiently, as a

comparison evinces, identifies the period of its coming.

» As illnstratiTe we select seTeral as follows : Prof. Bnsh {MiU.^ p. 94) says that it is
" in accordance with a feature of the sacred writings of incessant occurrence, in which
events, whether historioally or symbolically related, are transposed out of iheir first ehrono-

Uigical order" and quotes Lightfoot (Works, vol. 2, p. 61 )»
" It is a weU-known and welU

gronnded maxim among Jews, that ' non est prins et posterins in Scriptnra.* Their
meaning in it is this, that the order and place of a text as it stands in the Bible doth not
always infer or enforce the very time of the stoxy, which the text relateth ; bnt that some-
times—nay it occnrreth yery oft—stories are laid out of iheir naiwcU and chronologioal place^

and things are very treqnently related before which, in order of time, occnrred after ;

and so * e contra.' Nor is this transposition and dislocation of times and texts proper to

the eTan^elists only, bnt the same Spirit that dictated both Testaments alike ; laying

texts, chapters, and histories ont of the proper place in which, according to natural

chronological order, they wonld have lain." Home, /nfrod., gives, ** On the Interp. of

Bcrip, Proph.,** p. 2^88, toL 1, the following rule :
" The order of time is not always to be

looked for in the prophetic writings ; for ^ey frequently resume topics of which the^ hare
formerly treated, after oilier subjects hare intervened, and again discuss them." Victo-

rinus (Apoo. 7 : 2), one of the earliest expositors, fully recognizes this principle : " The
order of the things said is not to be regarded, since often the Holy Spirit, when He has
run to the end of the last time, again returns to the same times, and supplies what He
has less fully expressed." Many expositors, especially of the Apocalypse, express them-
selves in the same way, and point out a number of instances (as e.g. the last Seal embrac-
ing things under the sixth, ch. 7, ch. 11, ch. 12, ch. 13, ch. 16, ch. 17, etc.) in which events
previou^y referred to are afterward taken up more in detail Indeed, however men may
differ in the application of the principle in particular instances, every interpreter must,
in simple consistency, more or less adopt it.

Obs, 3. Again, as one party seeks to make its view that of the early

fathers, Barnabas and Tertullian (see Prop. 148, Obs. 4), it may be as well

to state, that the references made by Barnabas and Tertullian do not relate

at all to the non-identity of these new heavens and earth. They simply

declare, what we also hold, that a complete restoration of all things will

not be fnllv witnessed until the close of the Millennial period. On the

other hand, we have the most positive proof that so far as " the new
heavens," etc., of John is concerned, they oelieved it to be fully correspond-

ent with and embracing the Millennial era. Thus e.g. Tertullian (B. 3,

Ag. MarcioUf ch. 24) says :
" For we also confess, that a Kingdom is

promised us on earth : before that in heaven, but in another state, viz.,

after the resurrection, for it will be for a thousand years in a citv of divine

workmanship, viz,, Jerusalem brought down from heaven ; and this city

Ezekiel knew and the Apostle John «ow," etc. After declaring that this

is the city for the saints at that time, he closes :
" This is the manner of

the heavenly Kinadom,** Barnabas, in his argument respecting the cove-

nant being fulfilled in the seventh chiliad, makes the latter the Sabbath,
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the " blessed rest, when we have received the righteous promise, when
iniquity shall be no more, all ihinas being renewed (Rev. 21) by the

Lord, etc. Whatever views the Fathers may have entertained respecting

succeeding ages and even changes, it is apparent from their writings that

they made no distinction between Isaiah, Peter, and John on this point,

but quote from all of them directly or inferentially as pertaining to the

name period of time. They speak of the perpetuity of the state introduced

at the Millennial era, of the eternal duration of the Kingdom then estab-

lished, and of the everlasting blessedness then bestowed, and in such com-
prehensive terras that this *' new heaven and earth" enters into the eternal

ages without being destroyed or passmy away. Admitting their liability to

error, yet, if sustained by Scripture, a logical consistency, which is to tneir

credit, supports that general unanimity among them.

Obs. 4. The matter, however, must be decided by a direct appeal to the

Scriptures, and as this decision is dependent upon time, when Rev. chs. 21

and 22 will be fulfilled, it is in j)lace to point out the reasons why they
must be linked with the Millennial period. (1.) The phrase *' new heaven
and new earth" corresponds accurately with Isaiah's and Peter's language.
This IS BO much felt tnat some have made Isaiah's heaven typical of the

other. (2) But that it is no type, and will not be superseded by the

heaven of Peter or John, is evident from the announcement that the heaven
of Isaiah when once created will not pass away (Prop, 148, Obs. 4). God
appeals to that heaven as indicating His unfailina faithfulness ^Isa.

66 : 22), and the inhabitants (Isa. 65 : 18) are to " be glad and rejoice

forever in that which 1 create f^ thus disposing of the typical theory,
teaching theperpetuity of the heaven and earth introduced at the Millennial
era, and informing us how to understand the fleeing away of the heaven,
etc., in Rev. 20 : 11 (Prop. 148, Obs. 4). In reference to the last passage,
in addition to its being parenthetical, given to identify the Person on the
throne and convey an idea of irresistible power bj what He had already
performed, it may be said that the action described accords with what
really transpires (as Millennial j)redictions show), when the Millennium is

introduced ; that from the creation of the new heaven, etc., at the Millen-
nial era, owing to its perpetaity, ** no place was foundfor the old /^ that
it is not asserted that the new Millennial heaven fled away, but simply
** the earth and heaven ;*' that if it is maintained that the Millennial new
heaven, etc., flee away, giving place to another, then we have a violation of
the order laid down by Peter, who tells us that the present heaven and
earth are to be changed, not for Millennial ones, and then afterward for

another substitution, not a thousand years after the Sec. Advent, but at

the Sec. Coming. He only recognizes one such creation ofter the present
oney and in this sustains the perpetuity ascribed .to the Millennial neaven
bv all the prophets, who with one voice describe at the coming of the

Mighty One a glorious restitution which is perpetual in its nature. Taking
also the view presented under Props. 147 and 148, that the phrase " heaven
and earth*' embrace the import, according to Scriptural usage, of govern-
ment, dominion, and their supporters, it follows (as will be more fully

shown under Prop. 159) that such a substitution after the Messiah's
Kingdom (which is everlasting, etc., and established at the ushering in of

the Millennial era), cannot take place.* (3) If ** the new heaven and new
earth" of the Millennial era shall pass away, then the language of Rev.
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21 : 1, that " the first heaven and the^r*^ earth were passed away," would
not describe it, seeing that that of the Millennium is not—admitting the

very statements of our opponents— ** the first," for they have the chang-
ing of the present (first) hearen and earth into a new Millennial, and then
the changing of this second one into another ** new" one. The mention
of the word ** first" guards us against the typical application, and shows
which heaven and earth is changed. (4) The phrase '* and there was no
more sea,^^ which is supposed to present a serious objection to our i/iew,

indicates that the Millennial heaven and earth of Isaiah is denoted. It is

gratuitously assumed that because ''sea*' is sometimes used in its literal

sense, it must be literally understood here. But—however the literal to

some extent might, for aught we know^ accompany it—we find in Dan.
7 : 2 ; Ps. 65 : 7 ; Rev. 13 : 1 ; Ps. 93 : 3, 4 ; Hab. 3 : 8, and numerous
places, flood and sea, mighty waters, etc., employed to denote the agitation,

unsettled condition, revolutionary tendencies, anarchy, warlike and turbu-

lent commotions of nations. Take this meaning, so emphatically exhibited

in prophetic usage, and it is predicted that durmg this period the nations

(showing also that they survive) are disposed to peace unaer the Theocratic
reiffn of Jesus, thus happily corresponding with many descriptions of the

Millennial state which make this peculiarity, freedom from war, etc., a
distinguishing excellence. King Jesus ** at His appearing and Kingdom"
will introduce such an order of things that the turoulence of the sea will

bo unknown, and war between nations will cease.* (5) In Rev. 19 : 7, 8,

9, just before the one thousand years, it is said that the marriage of the

Lamb Jiath co7ne, and His wife hath made herself ready, etc. This con-
clusively shows that Rev, chs. 21 and 22 are retrospective, and that they do
not describe a new order of things after the Millennium. Would it not be
strange, when ** the marriage is come,^^ and *' the Bride is ready^'^ to post*

pone the marriage a thousand years? Why does the Spirit assert the

former, if we are not to understand that the marriage with (Rev. 21 : 9)
** the Bride, the Lamb's wife," is then consummated, without so long an
intervening period? With the Early Church and along line of worthies,

this notion of an interval {derogatory to the Bridegroom and Bride) after

the Coming of the Bridegroom (at Sec. Advent), must be rejected as

unte7iable,* (6) By comparing Rev, chs. 21 and 22 with the Millennial

prophecies, as e.g. Isa. chs. 60 and 54, keeping in view the connection of

the latter with the Advent and the marriage, we are at no loss to see why,
under the teaching of inspired men, the Early Church so universally held

that all these prophecies portrayed a yew Jerusalem stale here on the earth

in the Millenial age. It seems almost strange that any other opinion can
be entertained, when the Spirit employs precisely the same languagey pre-

sents the same ideas, etc., in all these prophecies. If the passages alluded

to are compared, such is the similarity of blessing,- of events, of deliver-

ance, etc., that they necessarily must—if there is propriety in language

—

be applied to the same period of time. It will not answer to admit, as

some do, that the same state is indeed described, but that only the eighth

age or eternal state after the Millennium is meant by John, for then John,
using Millennial phraseology^ ought to have specifically discriminated or

intimated such a transference of idea ; besides tnis, according to the theory

of such, it is utterly impossible for them to receive Isaiah as describing the

state mentioned by John without mutilating and expunging (as e.g. Isa.

60 : 12 ; and Isa. 64 : 15, etc.) passages, which, taking their own admis- I

J
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aions, are inconsistent with on era after the Millennial. The fact that tlie

prophecies cannot thu8 be taken in their entirety^ descriptive of one periods

although employing the same language, etc., is against our opponents ; for

denying their complete resemblance and identity, they plunge into diffi-

culties from which there is no escape.* To perfect this identity, the same
blessings enjoyed in the New Jerusalem state are also attributed to the

Millennial era ; such as the tabernacle of God with men, wiping away all

tears, no more death, no sorrow, crying, and pain, making all things new,
the glorr of God, the open gates, the brightness that needs no sun, the

river ana the tree of life, no more curse, the throne of God and the Lamb,
the beholding of His face, the name in the forehead, no night, the reign-

ing, etc. (7) The period of inheriting is at the Sec. Advent (when the

MhI. age commences, and this inheriting, in Millennial phraseology, is

also found in connection with Rev. 21 : 7, thus accurately corresponding
with the promises to the saints that at the Sec. Coming tney shall obtain

the New Jerusalem. Such is the impression made by Eev. 3 : 11, 12

;

Gal. 4 : 26 ; Heb. 12 : 22, seeing that the crowning, etc., is itivarMly
linked with the Advent. This again is corroborated by Rev. 22 : 10-15
where the city is spoken of aa something immediately connected with the

Advent of Jesus, which the righteous shall enter, etc. He comes, and gives

the right both to the tree of life and to the citv.' (8) While the JJ^ew

Jerusalera is manifested in this new earth, *' the nations'* are permitted to

enjoy its "light," etc., agreeably to other Millennial predictions, as e,g.

Isa. 60. Those who make the city symbolical of and embracing the saints,

and then make these ** nations" the same saints, involve themselves in a

confusion of ideas. That these ** nations** are the same as those specified

to exist in the Millennium is apparent from the simple fact that they still

require ** healina,^* The saints who inherit the city, with other blessings,

are incorruptible, immortal (1 Cor. 15), and need no healing, while the

nations being mortal have continued necessity to partake of ** the leaves of
the tree for the healing of the Tuitions," The latter condition only corre-

sponds with the one delineated in Mill, prophecies.* (9) The identity of

the Theocratic element, the reign of Christ and His saints, the same
grandeur and glory of the Kingdom, the exaltation of the married wife
(Prop, 118), when ^* the desolate one*' is again remembered in mercy ; in

brief, our entire argument bearing upon the Kingdom, clearly shoios that
the Kingdom of the Messiah, in the same period of time, Is delineated by
all of these prophecies—only one of them. Rev. 20 : 1-7, specifying a thou-
sand years (upon which really this division is founded), not as a limit to the
Theocratic Kingdom, but as the limit of Satan's binding and of the non-
resurrection of the rest of the dead. (10) But we are told that the con-
tinuance of the seasons during the Millennial age is incompatible with the
conflagration predicted by Peter and the state described by John. But
here again is a beautiful consistency between Rev. 21 : 23 and Isa. 60 : 19 ;

for the former expressly limits the ** no need of the sun, neither of the
moon** to the city, indicating by the reference itself that they indeed exist,

but that such is the brightness of the city obtained through its august
Theocratic Ruler that it does not need that of these luminaries ; while the
latter has reference to the same locality, being confined to the restored
Jewish nation, Jerusalem its capital city ^with which the New is asso-
ciated), with Jewish and Gentile saints united with it, so that the same
effulgence of the city, proceeding from the same great source, is represented
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as extending (not over the whole earth, but) over the holy land. The
continuance of sun and moou is also intimated in the next verse. Besides
this, the objection takes too much for granted, seeing that the design of
Peter's fire is nowhere asserted to be to eradicate the seasons ; that the
seasons, or rather sun and moon, are given a permanency equal to the
existence of the earth, of Messiah's Kingdom, and of God's faithfulness in

promise, that if the seasons cease, it must be based on the utter destruction
not only of this earth (and the substitution of an entirely new and differing

one), but of the solar system, all of which requires no serious refutation.

Besides this seasons are mentioned in the *' every month'* of Rev, 22 : 2.

(11) The perfect agreement of Rev. 21 and 2% with Isa. 60, etc., in

describing ** the nations** and '* the kings of the earth" at this period of

time can only be predicated upon a complete similarity of view in time
respecting its occurrence.''

1 Some, a9 Shimeall, etc., admit that in the Mill, era, or new heaven and new earth of
Isaiah, there is '* amostslglial change/' so that it will " extend to the removal of the corse
from the ground and also from the circumambient air which envelops the earth." In
brief, a return to the paradisiacal condition. We aak, if the corse is thus removed from the
ground and air, and animals, etc., wherein arises Uie necfssUy of their destruction as
given by Peter ? Will God destroy what He has again made good ? Will He destroy the
inheritance thus restituted of the saints and of Christ for a time enjoyed ? Can we be-

lieve that a restored Eden can be thus summarily rooted out? Is the restored Davidio
throne, the glory of the earthly built Jerusalem, the splendor and magnificence of the
Kingdom imttituted, as described by the prophets, to be tfais fearfully overthrown by
fire ? No, never ! Let able men entertain such views, yet are they opposed to the plainest

promises of God's Word. And, stranger still, such persons object* to our view—which
makes no such demands on the ground of * * physical impossibility, " while overlooking
the moral impossibility in their own theory.

* Numerous German, English, American, and other writers could be presented indors-
ing the figurative use of the word ** sea," but they are not needed in the light of assigned
Scripture usage. Should it be thought that the rising up of Gk>g and Magog is an excep-
tion which forbids such an interpretation, we reply : (1) That it would also prevent us
from receiving the predictions of the Millennial era, which promise universal and contin-
uous peace, the utter removal of war, the destruction of warlike material, etc. It is,

therefore, like many others, a general statement, which is true, the solitary exception
occurring after so long an interval, only indicating or manifesting its correctness ; and '

(2) this exception may not, in a strict sense, prove to be one. The reason why the
promise is given is evidently the implied comfort or idea that no " sea" can exist in that

period of time which will cause the least injury to the saints or to the new heaven and
new earth established. Hence, when Gktg and Magog arise, the saints and the Kingdom
are not affected by it, seeing that immediate and swift destruction comes upon Gog from
the Lord.

' Some few, as Waggoner, to avoid this difficulty, have the marriage consummated and
Bride and Bridegroom both return to heaven and remain until the close of the thousand
years ; but this is opposed to the entire order of events, and introduces inextricable confu-
sion to a fair exposition. This will be noticed hereafter, in connection with the Millen-

nium. Now, it is sufficient to say that such a view entirely misconceives the nature,
{

locality, etc., of the covenanted Theocratio-Bavidio Kingdoms, and ignores the resiora-
{

tion of the Jewish nation, the perpetuity of the race, etc.
j

'* To illustrate : they cannot quote Isa. 60, etc., without denying the perpetuity
assigned, or having part fulfilled in the Millennial age and part in the age foUowing,

etc. ; they cannot quote Bev. 21 and 22 without repeating Ifill. phr^eology which,
against Mill predictions, they tell us will not be realized until after that period. Such
inform us that the New Jerusalem is a symbolic representation of the saints who are with
Christ, and, if the theory is consistently carried out, then the saints only come down
from God out of heaven upon the earth after the Mill, era, which is opposed to numerous ^

testimonies to the contrary, as e.g. Zech. 14, etc. ' Thus also the reign of the saints,

identified with the New Jerusalem, is after the Mill, period, which is opposed by Rev.

20, etc. So the d»eelling of Ood toith man—the Theocratic relationship thus expressed—is t

after the same, which cannot possibly be admitted. Admitting, as we cheerfully do, that
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the work of God is pTOgressive as it relates to the race and the earth dnring these thoQ-

Band years, yet the new heaven and new earth begin with that era, and with it also the

New Jerusalem state.

^ Let the reader compare e.g. John 14 : 1-3, folflUed when Jesus comes again, with

1 Pet. 1 : 4, 5, 7, 13, realized at the same time, and he must be impressed that the man-
sions and the inheritance then obtained are eternal, ever-enduring, and not to be super-

seded by their removal and the substitution of others. But we conclusively show that

those mansions and that inheritance are gained at a Pre-Millennial Advent, and hence we
insist upon their perpetuity. (Comp. also Prop. 170 on the Father's House.)

*> Delitzsch {Bib. PsycK,^ p. 556) informs us that V. Hofmon and Karsten hold to the

New Jerusalem being in the Millennium ; Delitzsch, however, maintains that it is after

that period, and explains ** the healing of the nations or heathens" to denote only the

increase of power, blessedness, etc., of the Redeemed in eternity, or, as Von Gerlach

expresses it,
*' a reception of God's gifts of grace, as of the tree of life in Eden, an eter-

nal becoming and growing." So also Rinck and others. But this is a far-fetched expla-

nation, especially when it is said that '* the expression * health ' must not exactly presup-

pose Kicknesfl, but indicates the perfect state of mature growth into the image of God,"
etc. But the phraseology does not by any means " indicate a perfect, state of mature
growth/* but a state of impeifeciion which demands ** a healing'* process to bring to
** a pczfoct state of mature growth." Delitzsch* s interpretation is governed by that on
Rev. 21 : 1, but which we have proven is wrong, because making Isaiah and Peter corre-

spond (" according to promise*'), it is easy to show that all three prophets are in agree-

ment. According to Lange (72«u., p. 389) we must, in consistency, preserve the idea of
'* the highest sanative operation of nature" (as then manifested). That physical healing

is denoted, is seen (1) from the effects of the fall ; (2) from the Divine Flirpose inculcat-

ing a complete redemption that includes the physical ; (3) from the Millennial predic-

tions incorporating such temporal and physical deliverance.
"' Fur the reasons thus assigned, we cannot receive the view of Hofman {Prophecy and

Fafjilmmi), Ebrard {The Rev, of John), Brookes {Maranaiha), Guineas {Approachinff End\
and other able writers, who locate the renewal, the new heavens and earth, and the New
Jerusalem state after the thousand years, thus forbidding the Patriarchs and others from
receiving their inheritance and looked-for city until a long interval has intervened. The
fact is, that such concessions made by Millenarians (as e.g. Birks in Four Proph. Empires,

etc.) are taken advantage of by Brown (CAr. ,Scc. Coming\ Gipps {First Itts.\ and others, as

evidence of weakness and antagonism, and the discrepancy is shown that the landed
Millennial heavens and earth are awept away with all their glory, and that ** the New
Heavens and New Earth" agree with their own Post^Millennial theory. The same rea-

sons forbid our accepting of Linooln*8 {Lects. on Rev., vol. 2, ch. 19) portraiture of the
last chapters of the Apoc, because he h&a some parts delineating the Millennial state and
other portions the eternal state following, making it partly Millennial and partly Po5t«
Millennial and eternal. This introduces confusion, and mars the symmetry of the predic-
tion, and is the inevitable result of his believing (against the testimony of Scripture) that
the Millennial earth, Christ's glorious inheritance, is to be utterly destroyed by fire. So
also Smith's {Key to Rev., p. 385) theory that " the new heavens," etc.. is *' a figurative

description of heaven,** and not a portraiture of something pertaining to the earth, must
be rejected as -utterly uniena&/e, and evidencing an utter abandonment of covenant and
prophecies relating to the earth. The opinion of Calvin, Prest. Edwards, and others
that ** the new heavens and earth" of Isa. commences with '' the Gospel dispen.sation"

(in moral regeneration, etc.) and extends to the final goal when it will be supeRieded by
an entire new creation, is thus shown to be unscriptural, for Peter's direct reference to

Isa. evidences its futurity and relationship, as we have proven ; and the past has never, as
a matter of fact, evinced such a fulfilment of Isa. 65 : 17-25 and 66 : 15-24 as to make it

corroborative of such a view. It is a fact that some (as e.g Durham, quoted by Brown,
p. 302, Cfu Sec. Coming) have this earth destroyed by a conflagration and a new earth and
new heavens introduced, but do not identify the latter as " the seat of the blessed," and
are " at a loss to know what was to be its destination." Surely, such must totally ignore
the plainest statements of Scripture, and one must wonder that they undertake to com-
ment on the Scriptures at all. 2*Ac Compreh. Com., adopting Henry's comment on 2
Pet. 3 : 13, conJidenUy appeals to Isa. 65 : 17 and 66 : 22 as the promises alluded to and
then, after the conflagration, realized ; but without the least effort to show how on its

theory of a universal destructive dfeluge of fire it is possible for Isa. 65 and 66 to be ful-

filled, it coolly proceeds to make ** the new heavens and earth** of both Peter and Rev.
21 (and, of course, by implication as the promise then fulfilled, also of Isa. 65 and (iC) to
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be fnlfilled after the Mill, age and after its adopted tuuTenal judgment. The self-erif

dent and rebutting diacrepancy does not seem even to be noticed. Dr. Brovn in Ch, Sec.

Gaming, PreJE. to the Ed. of 1879, makes it the leading aim of his work to prove the fol-

owing :
** It is the object of this book to show that * the heavens and the earth which are

now * shall continne so long as sin and death remain, that is, not only to the end of the
MUlenninm, bnt of the * little season ' of degeneracy and rebellion that is to snoceed it

;

after that" (i.e. as he afte^ard explains, after all probation is ended and the universal
judgment has arrived) ** I ' look for new heaven and a new earth, wherein dwelleth right-

eousness,' unmixed with ' anything that defileth.' " Now, here is the fair implication
that previously no new heaven and earth exists (unless it be in the sense given above by
Calvin and Edwards), which is abundantly refuted by Isa. 65 and 66, describing a state

of things which must, of necessity, precede the eternal state advocated by him. So
jealously does Dr. Brown guard his theory and raise up alleged impossibilities, that (un-
der the supposition that he can definitely determine the exact capabilities of the renewed
earth in the way of sustaining life) be makes, by reason of the conflagration, ** the new
heaven and new earth** vtterly uninhabiiabie for mortal men, as follows cp. 300) :

** What-
ever * elements ' mean here, as contradistinguished from the * heavens,* it must be some-
thing, the * dissohdion * of which would incapacitate human beings, as at present oonsti-

luted-, from subsistina for a moment. What, then, becomes of the theory of mortal men
tenanting the new heavens and the new earth ? It is nothing better than a dream ?**

We are abundantly satisfied with " the dream" of the prophets, when, as we shall show
in detail, they describe it as a recUiiy, but must express our surprise that resort should be
had to such reasoning. To indicate how even Millenarian writers of acknowledged
ability introduce confusion and antagonism, when their utterances are compared, we
refer to the comments of Dr. Fausset. In Com. on Isa. 66 : 16 he makes it parallel with
•* Isa. 9 : 5 ; Ps. 50 : 3 ; Hab. 3 : 5 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 8 ; aud 2 Pei. 3 : 7." In Com. on 2 Pet.

3 : 13 he directly refers to Jsa, 65 : 17 and 66 : 22 as being then fulfilled. In Com. on Isa.

65 and 66, ho locates these passages in their realisation with 2 Pet. 3 and Rev. 21, as con-
sistency and unity demand. In Com. on Dan. 7 : 27 and Com. on Rev. 21, he has ** the
new heaven and new earth'* of Rev. 21 iofoUaw the thousand years. Sucb discrepancies

and antagonistic views are a blemish to the commentary, and cannot be reconciled by the
supposition that the conflagration of Peter is partly I^e-Millennial and partly Post-Mil-
lennial (the latter the most destructive, etc.), because (aside from the inconsistency of

intervening a glorioas Sabbatism which is thus to be ended) then the conflagration would
destroy a heaven and earth, an inheritance, a Kingdom, a glory and blessedness, whose
perpetuity for ** the ogos of ages'* is most positively declared.

Obs, 5. Now, in justice to onr subject, and to meet, according to onr
design, all forms of objections, a point must be noticed, which, if we were
to consult simply feeling and the esteem with whioh we regard differing

brethren, otherwise might be passed by. Our allusion is to the opinion
entertained by some (as e.g. Waggoner) that Christ and the saints are not
iipon the earth during the thousand years, but come to it and reside on it

after those years are expired ; to the view held by others (as e.g. Butler),

that Christ and the saints go to the third heaven, and reign from thence in
the Millennial period (so also Hess, who concedes, however, that ** the

monarch of this so flourishing Kingdom would indeed, as in the days of

His resurrection, appear again visibly on earth, when some more important
end requires He should*'), making the New Jerusalem a continuation of

the same, etc.; to that of others, who (as e,g. Melville), think that when
the Mill, age is introduced the saints shall be caught up to meet Christ*

and that both the saints and Jesus will be in the New Jerusalem, not upon
the earthy administering the Kingdom then set up j to that of others, who
(as e.g. Shimeall) believe that when the Mill, age begins^ Christ and the saints

will be ** in the air, as the capital of His uiiiversal earthly empire' ^ (to avoid
the charge of caricaturing, see p. 316 of his / Will Come Again) the New
Jerusalem state following the Millennial ; to that of others, who (as e.g.

some of tho editors of the old series of Froph, Times), believe that when
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the Mill, age is usliered in Christ and the saints will be in the 'Kcw Jcni-

salem, but separated and distinct from the earth—in brief, suspended above

if.^ Writers from these reapectivo classes have mnch to say concerning

the ** aerial throncSj'* and ** the general superintendency^* conducted from
** the air'^ or ** the heave7is/' etc. The identification of ** the new heaven

and new earth" of Isaiah, Peter, and John, being a representation of what
ig done, not in ** the air,*' or in a place separate and distinct from the

earth proper, or in the third heaven, but here on the earth, is a confutation

of all such theories. More than this, a correct apprehension of the King-
dom as covenanted to David's Son and as predicted by the prophets /^o.*/"-

tively forbid such a withdrawal in part or whole of David's Son and llis

brethren from the very place specifically promised (not ** the air," bnt
** the earth") to llim and His saints. The Early Church, more consistent,

knew nothing of such a separation of Jesus from His Davidic throne and
Kingdom, which only was, and shall be, located on earthy and of such a

reign of saints ** m the air^^ or ** o?i A/^//," somewhere instead of being
**

o?i the earth.** Brethren may honestly think that they are honoring
Christ and tiie saints, or that they are making (aa Sliimeall) Millenarian-

ism more palatable for others, but they will allow us to say, with equal

honesty, that planting ourselves firmly upon tlie oath-hotmd covenant which
expressly locates this very Kingdom, and ujpon the utterances of the
prophets which places the Kingdom and the King here on the earthy at the

head of the restored Jewish nation, etc., we hold that a disjoining, a sepa-

ration of tluit which God has joined together, evinces, at least, a lack of

faith in the very order and connectio7i which the "Word gives. Admitting
that a diversity of view in regard to the details of doctrine is to be expected
and allowed, yet upon this subject, which virtually leaves the Davidic
throne and Kingdom (on the earth) without an occupant and head (trans-

planting Ilim to the ** air" or Third Heaven, etc, where David's throne
and Kingdom never existed), it is proper to insist, in plain terms, upon
that view which alone meets the couditio7is imposed by covenant and proph-
ecy. One writer (J. B., Proph, Times, Aug, 18GS), es-en in distinguishing
between the Mill, agp and the following S'ew Jerusalem period, asserts ;

*' We have reason to believe that the real throne of God will not be on the

earth during the MilknniunK^^ All such opinions arise from not clearly

apprehending tchat the throne of the Theocratic King is, and trhere it is

located. Having shown and proven in previous Propositions that God's
throne (not the Divine Sovereignty, Props. 79, 80) was on the earthy that
it was incorporated with the Davidic, and that when the Davidic is

restored, as sworn to and soUmnly predicted, God's throne— //io Tlieocratic

throne— is a^ain restored for the God-man, the appointed Theocratic King
to occupy, it seems to be faithless to doubt the locality (Prop. V^H) of this

throne, 'When the tabernacle of David, now in ruins, is rebuilt, when the
glorious things spoken of the splendidly restored Theocratic rule are wit-

nessed—does covenant or prophet give the slightest idea that this embraces
anything outside of or in the atmospJiere above, the earth ? If the trans-
figuration (Prop. 158) really gave a correct representation, it follows that
we have the King and the "three classes "upo^i. the earth. The inheritance
of Christ is on the earth ; tlie inheritance of Abraham and his seed is on
the earth ; the reign of Christ and of His saints is on the earth ; the taber-
nacling of God again with man is on the earth ; the Kingdom under the
whole lieavens is on the earth \ a Paradise restored, with a God present in
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the Person of Jesua Christ, is on the earth ; a renewal, a restitution, a

regeneration, a world to come, a day of the Lord Jesue, etc., etc., is on
the earth

—

nowhere do we find the least teaching, direct, that any of these

things Bhall be witnessed and realized outside of this earth, or tnat sainta

are to be, in any way, separated therefrom. Such theories result from
pure inference, and the main passage produced from which it is drawn, is

the ono relating to the resurrection and translation of the saints, who aro
** ^ he cavghi up in the clouds (or as some, in clouds) io weet the Loi'd in

the air/* from which it is wrongfully assumed that the Lord and the

saints remain in the air, Wo might just as logically sav that Christ is

still in the cloud that receiyed Him ; while they themselyes do not con-

stantly keep Ilim ** in the air,'* for as the prophecies demand a personal

manifestation of Jesus on the earth, some allow that the King will occa-

sionally come to the earth to fulfil those predictions. Ko ! no 1 Simple
in faitfi, unlearned in many things as the primitive church may have been,

yet it was far too strong in faith and learned in the Scriptures' to advocate

opinions which restore a garden of Eden for Adam and Eve, and then

carefully place Adam and Eve in " the air" or up ** on high," where the

paradisiacal restoration docs not affect them ; which repeals a curse from
the earth, but translates thoso who had borne the curse to another place

instead of making them ** return^* as the prophets do, to see and enjoy its

repeal ; which establishes a Messiah's Kingdom, but carefully keeps the

Messiah aloof from it ; and which, as one party, brings tho New Jerusalem
to the earth ; but suspended up on high somewliero in tho atmosphere, where
its gates are open for the kings of the earth to enter, etc. But we need
not discuss the matter—our previous Propositions having done this—for

these same writers when (for tho time forgetting this theory of eepaiiiting

Jesus and tho saints from their inheritance, etc.), opposing the prevailing

notion that David's throne is in the third heaven, use the verj arguments
that equally refute their own notion of its being ** in the air," or some
other place. Thus ono (Shimeall) forcibly savs :

'* The sum of the whole
matter is simply this : David has no throne in )ieaven.'* (May we ask, Had
he one '* in the air?") " And Christ, though born a King,*and crucified

as a King—the King of the Jews—yet 'the Kingdom and dominion and
the greatness of the Kingdom under the whole heavens,* has never vet been
given to Him or His saints. But there stands the immutable oath of Ood
to David, that Christ as His * Son according to the flesh *—mark, not ac-

cording to the Spirit

—

shall sit on His throne,** Precisely so ; for any
other view detracts from the simjylicity, beauty, and sublimit!/ of our system
of truth. Hence, wo have no sympathy with that view which would make
the '* air" more holy than tho renewed earth j and tho remaining " in the

air" less *' gross and sensual" than being on the redeemed earth, the
theatre of Christ's glorious work, and the place (His dwelling-place in

Zion"), where tho Second Adam enters tho restored Eden ; we would
rather, if it is a simple belief and even childlike, contemplate our King as

actually and truly personally present, reigning in Jlis covenanted land,

throne, a7id Kingdom, M^restea iTom Satan, dwelling in His *' Rest** and
'^ Inheritance,** 2J\^ thus manifesting, m the very place of His rejection,

sufferings, and death, His Davidic—real—Sonship and Lordship, And
we love to think of the saints enjoying, in the very place of their former
trials and sorrows, the blessedness of perfected Kedemption, of completed
restitution. Instead of detracting from the honor of I)avid^s Sou and of
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the saints, it is certainly adding to the same and to God*8 glory to advocate

tlie carryin<]j out of the covenayited promises^ the plan of restitution, which
restores man truly and literally toJiis loiig-lost Eden and through apei-sonal

Second Adam—present in this Eden—recovers a lost dominion on the

earth.'

^ This last view is by far more logical and oonsistent than the others, seoin^^ that it not
only admiU tho identity of the heaven and earth of Inaiah, Peter, and John, bat, in a

manner, aHsociates them. Some of the reasoning following, therefore, is not relevant to it
* In this connection we may introduce a passage of Scripture. Eph. 1 : 14, " the

earnest of our inheritance, until the redemption of the purchased possession." ThLi
earth is, evidently, that'' purchased possession" which the meek inherit (not*' the air*' or

some other locality), for simple consistency demands that the promises to the Patriarchs,

etc., of the land through which they pa.ssed, saw, etc., should bo their inheritance—an
inheritaaco obtnined for them through the Christ. But that we may not be charged with
forcing a meaning out of Eph. 1 : 14, we refer to one of our most prominent opponents,
and give his comment. Fairbairn {2);polo(ry, vol. 1, p. 30G) opposes the tendency to make
the last clause, ** redemption of the purchased possession," equivalent to " the Church"
or " purchased people," and favors the idea of " acquired possession or inheritnnco" in

view of its being something prepared for us, an inheritance separate from the person
himself, something to be accomplished for us and not in us, etc. He correctly holds that
its *' needing to be redeemed " shows that it is " something alienated from us, but is

again to be made ours ; not a possession altogether new, but an old possession, lost, and
again to be reclaimed from the powers of evil, which now overmaster and destroy it."

He aigucB that just with the redemption of the body, so with this po-ssession ; it in some-
thing recovered, and not simply to be made— something alienated and under the power
of evil that is to be restored, and that this is the earth under the curse, promised as ** on
everlasting possession" to Abraham and his seed. We, therefore, insist upon it that any
theory, however plausibly presented, which separates in the slightest degree the Patri-
archs and saints from direct contact with Vieir promised vilieritance, is thus far defective,
and dishonors the completeness of Redemption, for it virtually makes the earth still un-
suitable for the saints.
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Proposition 152. 27iis Kingdom is connected with theperpetua-

Hon of the human race.

This follows, of necessity from the preceding Propositions. Tlie

Kingdom, as covenanted and predicted, imperaii'Dely demands it

;

for it could not in its strictly Theocratic order exist without the
restored Jewish nation, with which it is inseparably connected. The
Theocracy is no type but a reality ; its restoration is not an ideal

matter, but one of actual occurrence. Hence the i-e-establishment

of the Theocratic Kingdom always specifies or takes for granted the

contimtation of the race. This results not merely from its cotc-

nanted relationship, but from its very design, whichis the salvation

of the race in bringing to it the government, etc., that it needs.

The reftder will, of course, observe that this Propoeition coaflrma the poeition that

wo have taken respecting 2 Pet. 3, for the Word of God does not contradict itself. This

,

periietaation proves most conclusively that the conflagration cannot possibly be as uni-

versal and destructive as many allege, who are compelled by their ultra views of the same
to ignore the Scriptures on this subject. Thus e.g. take Lso. 61 : 8, and, after stating that
** the heavens shall vanish away like smoke, and the earth shall wax old as a garment,"
after declaring in reference to the wicked *' the moth shall eat them up like a garment,
and the worm shall eat them like wool," it is then added, as expressive of the continued
result (as we shall now show in detail) :

** But my righteousness shall be forever, and my
salvation /rwn Qtneraiitm to generatioru**

Obs. 1. Complete Redemption requires the perpetuation of the race after

the Sec, Advent* Down to that Advent the race, oh sucli, is not eaved
;

this is 80 cleurly announced that it needs no proof. Yet it is a truth that

the Redeemer will restore all the forfeited blessings, that lie will bring
salvation to the world, and that lie will destroy all the works resulting

from evil. This is admitted in general terms by our opposers, but in the

restitution of those forfeited blessings they leave out one of the inost pre-

cious, viz., the perpetuation of the race in a state of innocency and holi-

ness—and thus constitute an imperfect Redemption of man. ihey forget

that before the fall the command was given to " multiply and replenish the

earth, ^^ and that the fall prevented this earth from being peopled by a

race, holy. God-fearing, and serving. If restitution indeed means a
restoring to its former state and condition, and if it includes a restoration

of the very things lost by sin, then, if complete^ as the word insists it will

be, it imtst embrace this long-lost, long longed-for intended benefaction.

The command of God given to Adam and Eve before the fall to 611 the

earth with a holy progeny, but sadly marred by the corruption entailed by
sin, will yet be fulfilled in their descendants, since His Divine pleasure

respecting the real status of the race is evidenced in the injunction, and
Ilia Divine purpose, thus indicated, cannot be frustrated by man's fall.

The interrupted design of making the race itselJf holy God will yet carry

out, and not leave Satan glory in a defeat. * The oppressive burden borne

1
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by the race and productive of fearful suffering shall be graciouslj removed
from it, so that God's merciful end to fill the earth to its utmost limits

with a righteous people loill yet be realized. '* / am the Lordy I cJiange

not,'' is a Divine attribute, which ia God's glory ; and hence looking back
to see what He Himself intended this race of man to become, wo find in

His expressed intention the Divine Will in tho matter ; and of Him it is

said :
*' My counsel sliall standi and I will do all in my plea^ure^^—"/

have spoken it, I will also bring it to pass ; I have purposed it, I will aUo
do it,*' Therefore, we believe, in humble reliance upon the uyichangeable-

ness of God* s purpose, that a holy, happy race shall yet possess this earth,

and that it will bo perpetuated precisely so far us God had intended it

should be before man fell, Olshausen (Cow., Pref. p. 117) expresses this

so terseljT that it is worth attention :
*' The proper fundamental idea of

the doctrine of God's Kingdom upon earth (whicti) is so simple, that we
cannot understand how its truth could ever be doubted, until we remember
the farragoea of nonsense which have been propounded under its sanction.
This simple radical idea is merely, that as, in regard to an individual man,
God, by the Saviour, redeems not merely a particular part of liim, liis

spirit alone, his soul alone, or his body alone, but tho whole man, his

body, soul, and spirit, so the redeeming power of Christ has for its object
the deliverance of the entire human race, and of the creation in general,

from the yoke of siii.^* God's purpose is delayed for a time—which to

finite man appears long, but to Goa is '* as a day"—until the Saviour is

provided, and the proper material has been gathered even out of the fallen

race, for the leverage requisite to lift the raco out of its sunken condition.
The provision of the Saviour, the process of gathering out ** the peculiar
people," who are to bo tho source of blessing to tho race, proclaims that
there is only a brief—to God—interval or interruption, of which He avails
Himself to make His own triumph and glory tlie more conspicuous and
permanent. And it is this very feature, which, perhaps more than any
other, magnifies and exalts the inexpressible greatness, majesty, and glory

of Redemption in Christ, For, instead of gaining here and there ** those
that believe" out of the nations, saving " the few out of the race while
**the many" are lost, confining Salvation to the number of the saved
gathered until the Sec. Advent, and leaving tho race with its multitudes in

the hands of Satan (thus giving the latter, as some one has aptly said, the
victory in point of numbers), God in Christ, employing those that are
saved as instrumentalities (comp. e.g. Props. 154 and 15G) perpetuates sal-

vation in the deliverance and perpetuation of the race until a countless
host of righteous ones arises, a multitude of swarming generations of re-

deemed ones appear to replace the gap made by sin. God, instead of cast-

ing away the perpetuation of the raco in holiness—as a thing of nought

—

and remaining satisfied with '^ the fragments*' g2ki\iQrQii, regards this as
*'a precious stone," which He carelully polishes and sets with renewed
lustre in His crown as of priceless value." This immeasurably exalts the
work of Christ, the purpose of His incarnation, sacrifice, present exaltation
and glorious reign, the greatness of the design, and the grandeur of the
Salvation that He Himself contemplates to accomplish. It invests Him
with a perfection as Redeemer and a sublimity as a King, mighty to save,
that no other view can possibly bring to Him.*

\
Rev. R. Newton {Prcph, Times, Ang„ 1863), after argning effectively that one of the

chief works of Satan was the deteriorating and corrupting of the race of man, and that
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Christ in " destroying the works of the devil '*
(1 John 3 : 8) will counteract this, snp-

poses that after some individuals of the race are saved, the race is cnt off and becomes
extinct, and adds against such a supposition :

" That extinct race will be an enduring
monument of his (Satan's) triumph. He will have it to boast that he so far succeeded in
his work as to bring Jehovah under the necessity of changing His purpose, of altering or
modifying His original design. This is a thought not for a moment to be indulged.**
And yet what a favorite it is, at present, with multitudes, who do not realize how incom-
plete it leaves Bedemption.

' Bev. Newton introduces on this point the following figure: " It (i.e. the saving of
some and leaving the race as such unrestored) is to regard the preservation of the frag-

ments chipped off from a great diamond by the lapidary, in his work of polishing it, and
carefully gathered up by him, as the whole design of his labor ; losing sight of the glory
that will accrue to him frotn the preciou3 stone itself, when the polishing and setting of it

are finished, and it is seen shining forth in peerless beauty, the admiration of all who
behold it. " Let us remind the reader how this doctrine of ours most effectively meets
the objection uiged against Christianity, that it has nothing to do with man as a race,

but with man as an individual. Thus e.g. Feuerbach, Essence of Christianityt p. 150,
E. T., says : " Christianity cared nothing for the species, and hdd only the individual in
its eye and mind." This is hardly true, even of the preparatory stage, much less when
the Kingdom is established. Here, too, we find a complete answer to the objection urged
by another class of writers (e.g. Savage, in Christian Unions Feb. 28th, 1877), who assert

that ** the outcome" of the Divine System of Salvation *• is irremediable misfortune to
the majority," and which is called *' fiendishness," oto. The Plan of Redemption,
taken as a whole, and admitting its results, amply vindicates God from all such one-aided
charges.

' Brown ( Ch, Sec, Com., ch. 8) endeavors to prejudice others against our view, by pro-
nouncing it "a revolting speculation," "startling," "monstrous," "abhorrent;" and
censures Bickersteth, Birks, and others for presenting it, because of its being " in the
last degree repulsive " " loathing," " wretched interpretation." " painful speculations,**

etc. "We leave the reader to judgefor himself which theory is the most worthy of credence,
his own, which limiis Redemption and forbids a complete restoration of forfeited blessings,

or ours, which makes Redemption proporiionaie to the costly and astounding provision
made for it in the incarnation, death, resurrection, ascension and return of Jesus Christ

;

and commensurate with the perfections of the Saviour, constituting Him a perfect Re-
deemer. How he can stigmatize our doctrine by the epithets given, when it opens before
us sucJl a grand outlook, so honorable to Jesus and the Baints, and so fruitful of happiness
to the race, is beyond our conception, unless it be attributed to prejudice. Again : some
writers (as e.g. p. 195 Prinodon lievieWf April, 1861) hold up to animadversion—with evi-

dent horror—that we teach that** sensual indulgences are to be enjoyed forever,'* in view
of this multiplication of the race after the Pre-Millennial Advent. All that is necessary to

Bay in reply may be thus expressed : he must settle this question with God Himself, if he thus
judges of the marriage relation as instituted in Eden and as it shall be exhibited in the
new heavens and new earth (Isa. 65 : 17-23). We cannot thus dishonor the relation of

husband and wife, parent and child, with its hallowed aasooiations and results, especially

when, as the Scriptures teach, it is designed as an instrumentalitt/ to honor God. He
unjustly impliefi, without positively asserting it, that we have the glorified saints thus to

marry and to be given in marriage, over against the declaration of Christ, while the truth

is, that all MUlenarians discriminate between the ^aints and mortal men in the flesh.

Then he endeavors, dfshonorably, to associate us as follows :
** The Mohammedans, it

does seem to u.4, only carry out the same idea a little farther, when they give to every be-
liever a tent in heaven, fourteen miles square, with seventy wives, and the power of

associating with all at the same time T* We leave the writer to reconcile this gross sneer
"With God's Word, which (as we shall show) eulogizes this perpetuation of the race as a
crowning glory of Redemptive mercy and love, because it so dwindles the proportion of

the ultimate lost to a mere fractional part, and so immeasurably exalts the number of the
saved, instead of bestowing a fragment of the race, that the contrast between the work of

Satan and the triumph of God in Redemption is thereby inconceivably heightened.

Obs, 2, While thus firmly holding to and advocating the perpetuation

of the race after the Sec. Advent in a condition similar (not attained at

once but gradually) to that before the fall, yet, to avoid misapprehension,
it is necessary to define oar position more accurately. Holding to u res-

J
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toration of the race to that which was forfeited by sin, our opinion 13

guided naainl^ by the account preceding the fall. Able writers (as D. N.
Lord, Rev. Isewton, etc.), contend for an eternal, everlasting perpetuation
of the race, perpetual and strictly never-ending, and rely exclusively upon
the words rendered ** eternal," ** perpetual," *' forever," etc, Thetirffu-
ment thus presented looks plausible and weighty ; sufficiently so, that
while not fully accepting of it, wo at the same time do not deny it The
reasons which influence us to this caution are the following : The words
depended npon (as eternal, perpetual, etc.) have sometimes, as critics of

the most diverse sentiments state, a limited meaning, denoting simply a
long duration, or a duration coeval with existing orderlngs or dispensa-
tions. The fact that actual eternity, never-ending succession, is meant,
must bo derived from a more detailed statement, in which this is asserted.

Now, it is not stated that if Adam had not fallen his posterity would have
gone on perpetually and forever increasing. This is only inferred. The
announcement before the fall is simply to '* multiply and replenish the
earth," and the inference might bo made (as some theologians suggested),
that at somo remote future period, when the earth was filled with inhabi-
tants, a general glorification would cause the multiplication of the race to

cease, etc. If never-ending generations had been promised to Adam, then
indeed the argument in favor of this view would be valid, for restUuHon
would the7i embrace it. Then again, coming to the close of the Bible,
where the fact is admitted of generations witnessing and enjoying tho light

and glory of the New Jerusalem state, and the decided impression is made
fur ages even, yet nothing specific is asserted of never-ending genenitions.
Our position is this : We are satisfied to end the discussion where tJie

Bible ends ii, viz., with a portion of tho race glorified and the race itself

redeemed from the curse, passing on to higher stages of blessedness, and
entering inlo the eternal ages in this happy condition. If Adam forfeited
never-ending generations—if this was part of God's original design

—

then
tho restitution will restore and carry' it out ; but if not, then only that
wonderful increase commensurate with God's design will be produced.
Here we stop : that the race is perpetuated after the Advent is true ; that
this will continue on after the thousand years (which only limits Satan's
binding, etc.), is most certain ; that it even may continue on forever may,
for aught we know, be also correct (seeing that some language can scarcely
be intei'prctcd otherwise), but as to the latter, not feeling positive, we stop
with *' the many generations*^ of Isa. 60 : 15. The doctrine is not essen-
tial in our argument in that form, for if we show, as the Bible does, a
completed restitution of all things, that is all that is required to perfect
our system—the rest can well be left for tho succeeding or eternal ages to
develop. Desirous, on the one hand, not to limit the mighty power of
God, and on the other hand not to pass beyond that which is positively
(not merely inferentially) asserted, we proceed, with this expressed cau-
tion, in our argument, with the simple remark added, that such a postur©
accords best with the ideas of the primitive church on the subject. So far
as the ordering of God in tho matter is concerned, wo are willing cordially
to accept of the same, whatever it may be.

Brown {(Jh. Sec, Coming^ p. 173) thna refers to a just principle, which Bhould make xa
careful of dogmatizing in this direction :

" What canon of criticism is more self-«rident
and more universAlly recognized than this, that terms and phrases expressive of perpetuity
are to be stretched no further than the knohon duralion of the iking spoken ofT-^aa when the
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Jews were commemdeil to keep snoh and ench of their inatitntlons * throughout their
generations by an ordinance forever '—that ia, of course, not through all eternity, but
through the whole duration of their peculiar polity, and no longer.' This, while true,

does not sustain hia rejection of our doctrine, seeing that, aside from those terms thus
employed, we hare the most ample evidence to sustain our position.

Ohs, 3. The early Church, consistently with the doctrine of the King-
dom advocated, tunglit that after the Advent and after the resurrection

and glorification of the saints, the Kingdom then established—being the
Theocratic-Davidic restored under Messiah, David's Son— would have
the Jewish nation and spared Gentiles for its willing subjects. This,

after the references made to their belief, needs no additional proof. At-
tention is called to it for two reasons. The first is : that, unless such a
faith is Scriptural and. was given under the teaching of the men who
organized the primitive churches, it is unaccountable that a belief in so

ftmdmnental a point which involved the doctrine of the judgment—in

trief, the most momentous interests of man—should have been bo exten-

sively circulated and cmbi*aced without opposition, and a counter state-

ment, from tlie Church. The second is : the unjust means resorted to

(and even practised at this day) in making out that these early Fathers do
not carefully distinguish between the glorified sai?Us (who neither maiTy
nor are given in marriage, and hence of whom no multiplication of the race

is asserted) and the men in the flesh, but that they teach that the glorified

saints, as well as the others, continue in the marriage relation and produce
the generations that follow. The falsify of this accusation has been so well

met hJ honest men who are no Alillennarians. that a citation of the fact

will be all sufficient to exonerate us from holding to an opinion which is

not to be found in the writings of any of the Millcnarian Fathers, or of

tlieir successors. Our apology in thus specially directing^ the reader to

this point, is the circumstance that books are written and circulated at the
present time reiterating this oftefh refuted charge.' Dr. Lardnor (Lard-
ner's Works, vol. 2, p. 691, etc., Bickersteth*8 Guide, p. 190, etc.) gives

an impartial account of the ancient faith in this respect, saying on this

point :
** But that they (i.e. the Fathers) received marriage, and the fruits

of marriage, to belong to any of the raised saifits does not appear to me a
clear point.'* Tlien referingto Origen and Jerome, as expressing and
insinuating this charge, ho adds :

** But Irensens and Lactantius, who
were Millenarians, do not express themselves in that manner ; what they

say is, that at the time of the first resurrection there will be found some
good men living upon the earth, and that of them, in the space of a thou-

sand years, shall be born a numerous race, a godly seed, over whom like-

wise tlie raised saints are to reign, and by whom they are to be served."

So also Bish. Bull, quoted by Prof. Bush {Alill.^ p, 14), and many eminent
writers, having no sympathy with our views, declare themselves, vindicat-

ing the Fathers and our doctrine from so gross a charge. Mede, well

posted in Patristic lore, informs us by telling Dr. Twisse (see Bickersteth's

Guide, p. 191) ^^ how wrongfully the ancient Chiliasts, and Lactantius by
name, are charged to hold that the saints which rise from the dead shall

marry and get children ; whereas he expressly affirms it only of those who
shall be alive in the body when Christ comes, nor did any of the rest of

the Fathers, Justin, Irenoeos, Melito, think otherwise.'** If even one or

more Millenarians could bo found (they are not discoverable, and hence

J
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no one that Iiaa ever bronglit the charge has presented a single (jnotation

directly tuken from a Millenarian writer advocating such a view) who
have taught this—this—the mistaken opinion of one or moro individuals

—should not be charged upon ns as a class, or upon our system of doctrine

as a natural sequence following from it, when the immense majority and
overwhelming mass of testimony are against it. Tliia is a cheap way (but

costly) of exciting hostility against a i)arty—an appeal to ignorance and
prejudice which only exposes the weakness of those who resort to it.

Many of our opponents, we are happy to say, are too manly, intelligent,

and righteous to yield to such caricaturing of a faith held by some of the

noblest men that ever trusted in and labored for Jesus. As to the alleged

charge of "carnality," '* grossness," and *' sensuality," arising from the
dwelling of the glorified saints and men in the flesh iii the same Millennial

new earth, this has been so fully answered in another place that it needs
no reply here. If this is God's ordering ; if the saints occupy the exalted
positiotis assigned to them as Kings and Priests, ruling and ministering
over tho restored race ; if tho glorified saints are associated with the
Mighty King in a glorious Redemptive process ; if they are specially, in

view of this relationship, tho inhabitants of that New Jerusalem that comes
down from God, out of heaven upon this earth ; this is amj^Iy sufficient to

justify it*

* Thus to illustrate : The author in T}u Kingdom cf Grace (who conceals his name from
merited rebuke), althoughfully aicare of our views and method of deftling with the subject
(for he had previotisly largely quoted from Rev. Dr. Duffield, Winthrop, and others who
are guarded in distingiiishing the immortal from tho mortal, etc.), delibei-ately asserts

(p. 187) that it '* is the belief of every consistent Millenarian that men possessing a celes-
tial and immortal nature alone will be on the earth" during this period (i.e. Mill, age);
and after declaring thui ttntruth, builds a long ai^ument on the impossibility of haring the
Mill, prophecies fulfilled, as such saints would not build, plough, marry, etc.. crtrefuliy

concealUuj from his readers the explanation given by Millenariaus. To show the dishonesty
of the writer, when referring to p. 199 of the same book, he unes an ailment exactly the

reverse^ viz., that tho dead Kaiuts are raised and glorified, the living saints are changed
and yet have men in the Jlcsh still abiding in the Millennium, and hence are contradic-
tory, Sucli id a specimen—out of many that could be adduced—censuring ua for having
no men in the flesh to fulfil Alill. songs, and forcing us into the position to make the
saints themselves marry, etc. ; and then again condemning us for having such men in
the flesh, making out an inconsistency in their being on tho same earth, and in either
case never alluding to our moile of dealing with the subject. Such a procedure is not
worthy of additional remark.

* The reader may judge for himself respecting Lactantius and the pas.sage supposed to
teach the doctrine wo aro opposing. Lactantius (ChrisL InstL, ch. 24), after having
stated the return of Christ, adds :

" But He, when He shall have destroyed unrighteous-
ness, and executed His great judgment, and shall have recalled to life the righteous who
have lived from the beginning, will be engaged among men a thousand years, and will
role thom with most just command. Wliich the Sibyl proclaim's in another place, as she
utters her inspired predictions :

* Hear me, ye mortals ; an everlasting King reigns.'
Then they who shall be alive in their bodies shall not die, but during those thousand years
shall produce an infinite multitude, and their offspring shall be holy and beloved by
God ; but they who shall be raised from (he dead shall preside over the living as judges.
But Vie iiaiions shall not be entirely extinguished, but some shall be loft as a victory for
God, that they may be an occasion of triumph to the righteous, and may be subjected to
perpetual servitude." The nearest approach to the alleged teaching (but which does not
contain it) that we have been able to find in the ancient writings, is that in the ** Test of
Simeon in the Twelve Patriarchs," in the expression, "and as cedars shall holy ones be
multiplied from me forever," but this is apocryphal and of no weight.

* The view of a non-perpetuation of race (based chiefly on the judgment and confla-
gration) after the Sec. Advent (so Brown, Waldegrave, etc. ) ; the opinion that this
renewed earth is to bo given up to an entire new race to be inhabited (so Pollock in
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Course of Time, B. 10, and others) ; the notion that no mortal men are to be found in the
MillennipJ age, but only the glorified (so Homes in Res. Revealed, Burchell in The Midnight
Cry, Perry and others) ; the hypothesis that the world instead of perpetuating the race is

the theatre of their punishment (as Pros. Edwards, etc.—and during at least the thousand
years by Wagoner, etc.) ; the alleged scientific prediction that ** as the final outcome of
things, the entire universe will be reduced to a single, enormous ball, dead and frozen,

solid and black" (so Fiake, p. 16, The Unseen Universe, with which compare Campbell
and Byron's Vision of the Last ^fan. On p. 31 Fiske informs us that " our race is pretty
sure to come to an end long before the destruction of the planet from which itnow gets its

sustenance." Others, however, claim that fire will be the agency by which the race is

swept away) ; these, and all other views, erected upon an extravagant estimate of the
confiagration (as to include even annihilation), are evidently the result of a lack of

knowledge respecting the Kingdom of God, the actual demands of covenant and proph-
ecy, and the repeated promises and assurances given concerning the continuance of
the race. Indeed, as the reader can see for himself in the progress of our argument,
the most posUive and overwhelming proof is presented in its behalf, so that it has influenced
able writers, a multitude of able men, to advocate it as an essential doctrine of the Pre-
Millenariftn syatera, without which the Kingdom, as covenaided, cannot possibly be
established, the prophecies, as recorded, cannot be realized, and the reign of Christ and
the saints, o^ portrayed^ cannot be experienced.

Obs, 4. Briefly, it ivould be mteresting to trace in what manner this

early doctrine, once bo prevalent—that the Jewish nation and Gentiles in

the flesh would survive the Advent, and the fearful judgments then poured
out upon the nations, and would form the subjects of that world-wide
dominion under Christ and His resurrected brethren—was gradually under-
mined and Anally almost rooted out. What was said in another place, in

a general way, respecting the decline of Millenarianism before the incom-
ing flood of nierarchical and papistical doctrine, will also apply here, but
yet this specific point finds a solution in the rise and progress of distinctive

doctrine, to which it stood in opposition. Passing by the misstatements of

Origen, Jerome, and others (which Mede and others justly expose), let us
confine ourselves to a few cxegetical and doctrinal phases which had a de-

cided influence in this direction. The unfolding of the present prevailing

view of the Judgment Day and of Christ's Coming only to act in a judicial

capacity, the plainest of philological errors (fastened by monkish writers

upon the neck of the Church), viz., ** the ending of the world,'* instead

of " the ending of the age" or dispensation (as all critics now admit, in

accord with the early Church)—these, and similar perversions, converted the

Escliatology of the multitude into a palpable contradiction to that pre-

viously entertained. Then followed what before the Church, owing to its

cherished doctrine of the Kingdom (which was unsuited to the hierarchical

tendencies), iitterly repudiated, viz., the closing up of all earthly things

(some including even the utter destruction, and some the annihilation of

the earth), the ending of time, and, of course, the non-perpetuation of the
human race. Strange that even the Sibyl {Sibylline Oracles, B, 3), speak-
ing of the future age, should preserve greater consistency than professed

theologians in saying :
" a race sluill he restored as it was in the aficiefif

times.*' This change thus produced, gradually but firmly incorporated
into the belief of the Church, was but feebly defended at first, and owed its

continued and intrenched position to the fact that the party who adopted
it became the popular one, obtaining, through civil patronage, the exclu-

sive control of the doctrinal position of the Church, and crushing, by the

weight of assumed authority, all opposing views. Looking over the
Scriptural basis alleged in support oi so radical a departure from the
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primitive faith, it is found that the main leading Scripture adduced in its

laTor is Matt. 25 : 31-40. Around this passage, as on a pivot, all others

are made to revolve. Having examined this (Prop. 134^, it may be dis-

missed with the remark, that it is only more recently, driven to it in self-

defence, that this departure from the early faith is sought to be defended

iu a systematic form by our opponents. It is necessary—for the sake of

completeness—to refer to the line of argument adopted. In addition to

the passages usually presented in old works, we have tlie following reasons

assicned in its behalf by Dr. Brown {Christ*s Sec, Coming)^ wao is re-

garded as the ablest of our opponents. The reader will notice that they

are all baaed on mere inference, for no one has ever yet found a passage

within the Bible that directly teaclies that the multiplication of the race

ceases after the Advent of Christ ; the inference being suggested by Apre-
conceited notion of the Judgeship of Christ, the Judgment Day, and the

extent of the conflagration mentioned bv Peter. Thus Dr. Brown informs

us that *'the Church will be absolutely complete at Christ's Coming,''
and implies from this that after that no others will be saved. Aside from
our direct arguments in various Propositions which prove that such a con-

clusion is erroneous, it is sufficient to say that our doctrine itself embraces
the completeness of the elect (i.e. those gathered out and accounted worthy
to become kings and priests), who become *^ the first-fruits,** ** the Churcn
of the first-bor?i'* associated with Christ in rulership, etc. The Scriptures

teaching such completeness, which is consistent with the Plan of the admin-
istrations of the Kingdom, do*not at the same time declare that no otliers—after thi^ specific number of chosen ones are gathered—shall be saved.

To* say this is adding to the Word of God, and is not to distinguish

between things that belong to different dispensations. In the next place

we are told that *' Christ's Sec. Coming will exhaust the object of the

Scriptures,'' that ** the Word" and **the Ordinances" ** shall then abso-

lutely cease as means of grace and salvation to mankind," and from such
an extravagant postulate the deduction is made that none will be saved
after the Sec. Advent. The early believers, instructed hy inspired men,
must have been indeed very foolish—^yea the apostles themselves must have
greatly misconceived the object, the gracious design of Christ's Sec. Com-
ing—when they believed it to be a coming ^^ tmto salvation^'* and urged
all to look and pray for it—not as ** the goal of all revelation, its furthest
horizon, its last terminus," but in order that the glorious predictions of the

prophets of revelation might be realized. The assumptions so far-reach-
ing defeat themselves by being too sweeping ; for admitting even that

some things in the Scriptures are only adapted to one period of time (i.e.

preceding Advent), that is no reason for assuming that when the Theocracy
IS re-established great clianges will not occur in the manner of the divine
administration, making new revelations, etc., necessary (Prop. 1G7) to adapt
the world to the reign then inaugurated. The climax is reached in the
next assertion, that '* the sealing ordinances of the N. Test, will disappear
at Christ^s Coming," and inferring hence that none can be saved after that
period. But how does he know that they will ** disappear," after Christ's

declaration that lie would drink of the fruit of the vine with His disciples

in Ilis Kingdom, and when at the very time the Jewish nation is con-
verted, seeing Ilim whom they piercea, an allusion to water is made?
Suppose even that they do ** disappear," is not God able, if another dis-

pensation is to follow, to institute, if it be rccjuisito, a new order of ar-

/
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rangements to carry on the work of redemption ? Artfully as the objec-
tions are made, they virtually limit the ability of God to effect the changes
that may be required in each succeeding dispensation. The remaining
reasons derived from the intercession of Christ ceasing, the work of the
Spirit for saving purposes ending, etc,, are answered in other places more
in detail, so that it is needless to dwell upon them.^ Let us turn to another
writer, far removed from Dr. Brown, and a representative of a totally

different class, who, while accepting of a literal first resurrection, etc.,

denies the perpetuation of the Jewish nation and Gentiles, Waggoner {Ref.

of Age to Come) assuming that when Christ comes this dispensation ends,
and is not followed by another, but by the eternal age, hence argues that
there will be no salvation for the race, all probation being ended. His
main argument is derived from the universality of the language employed
respecting the condemnation of the law (viz., that all the wicked will be
condemned by it), and the belief of the Gospel (viz., that all that believe

shall be saved). Hence, there are only two classes, while we are charged
with creating a third class, neither condemned by the law nor saved by the
Gospel. This, however, \^ a misapprehension of our faith in the matter

;

for instead of creating a third class, neither wicked nor righteous, wo have
the Jewish nation converted by the appearance of the Messiah, and the
spared of the Gentiles also receive and cordially embrace the truth as it is

in Jesui*, The universality of language does not by any means forbid the

future conversion of nations under the administrations of King Jesus ; for

the wicked shall perish at the Coming of Jesus (aa a class, those who are

given up as incorrigible—even among the Jews), and yet some, who are
willing to become repentant and obedient^ shall bo saved. This is illus-

trated by the universality of expression that all men shall die, etc., and yet
we find some that will not die, being translated. This indicates the
danger of building a doctrine purely upon inference drawn from such lan-

guage. Universal as it is, yet some exceptions may occur under it, being
in correspondence with the Divine intention. For, even in the present
dispensation, infants, small children, and heathen form an exception to

the generally applied principles. Believing in a coming dispensation, as

taught, we are not concerned in explaining tho modifications that may
occur (and reconcile them with what men may infer), of which we are not

the judges, but leave them as they stand recorded with our heaity accept-

ance, also believing that they will be found in accordance with the Spirit

of anteceding dispensations. That probation is found in ** tho new heavens
and new earth" is evident from e.g. Isa. 65 : 17 ecq.; that " the inhabi-

tants of tho earth will learn righteousness when God's judgments are in

the earth" (Isa. 20 : 9) is frequently declared ; and that tho removal of

evil, etc. from the suffering nations is linked with tho resurrection (as e.g.

Isa. 25 : 8 comp. witli 1 Cor. 15 : 54) is sustained by t?ie general analogy of

Scripture. Let such brethren bo reminded, that back of all such inferen-

tial proof as they present, is the Davidic covenant, the Pre-Mill. Advent,
resurrection, etc., which must first be duly considered, before such an in-

complete Redemption is accepted, vitiating even the restoration of the
promised Theocracy. We would rather keep in view those fundamental
and positive teachings—too much overlooked, owing to their simplicity

—

whion land us, after some preparatory stages (including this dispensation),

right at the opening door of the race s grafid destiny ; which bind the pre-

dictions from the earliest to tho latest prophet into one connected chain of
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evidence testifying that the Kingdom of David's Son is established here on

the earth for the express purpose of unfolding and carrying on the eternal

purposes of God respecting the race, for a time (" a moment") delayed by

the fall of man and the procedure required for redemption.*

' For an extended and able (even severe) reply to those objections nrged by Dr.

Brown, see I^ord's Theol. and lAi. Journal^ Nos. for April and Jnly, 1851. Some English
works in answer have also appeared, bnt the writer has not had access to them, snch as

by Bickersteth, Bonar, the Duke of Manchester and others.

* In this connection, the attention of the student is again called to the fact that the

Chnrch out of this dispensation is called ** the Church of the first-bom " (Heb. 12 : 23V
ie., all who have part and lot in the first (Pre-Mill,J resurrection. The expression itself

has reference to a distinguished, pre-eminent relationship to God

—

a special nearness to

Christ—but it also plainly implies that others also will be bom and sustain relationship to

God as His children. We have here in the "first bom," (1) a special calling to favor,

having a first-born son's interest and privileges ; (2) the result of grace and not of

nature, being the offspring (through the creative power of God) of God ; (3) fte beginning

of sons whom God will ntimately gather in as the fruits of Redemption ; (4) the

precedence in honor and dignity over the other sons whom God will caase to be bora in

His "house.'*

Obs, 5. In deciding this subject the student ought to receive the testi-

mony of the converging witnesses, contemplated independently in various

propositions. The mass of corroborating proof in behalf of our position is

so great that we can only briefly allade to some of it, leaving the reader to

refer to the places indicated for a more detailed statement. The Prc-

Millennial Advent (Prop. 121) at onco decides the question ; for if Jesus
comes before that ago is mtroduced, theny as a matter of course, men in the

flesh live after His Coming duriug that period. This the prophecies incul-

cate. That it is Pre-Mill, as the early Church held, has been proven.
Thus also the Pro- Mill, resurrection of the just (Props. 125-1*^9) implies
the same thing, in view of the Advent linked with it as the resurrecting

agency. And. us stated, so plainly is this connection made that the resur-

rection is allied with Christ's obtaining the sovereignty over the nations of

the earth, as e.g. Rev. 11 : 15-18. Indeed, the Davidic Covenant (Prop.

49), which has not—since the overthrow of the Kingdom—been fulfilled

down to the present day, but which we have shown is to be verified at the
Sec. Advent, alone proves the necessity for such a continuation of the race,

seeing that without the restoration of the Jewish nation (Prop. Ill, 112,
etc.) it* is impossible tore-erect it as covenanted. The manner in which
that Jewish nation is restored (Prop. 113), under the personal auspices of
its Mighty King, whom the nation shall again see and with deeply repent-
ant hearts acknowledge, is additional evidence that the race is perpetuated
after the Second Advent. Taking any other position vitiates the election

(Prop. 24, etc.) of that people, and makes God's promises to them, and
His covenant with them, a nullity. Denying this perpetuation, forces our
opponents to make prophecies and promises relating to the Divine Purpose
conditional, which (Prop. 18) introduces weakness and uncertainty—if

not more—into the Word. Prophecies, too, which are admitted to be un-
conditional, as e.g. Dan. 7, notwithstanding they are linked with a Com-
ing of the Son of man, which Jesus Himself refers to the future, are made,
owing to their embracing in the Kingdom, '* under the whole heaven,"
^''people, nations, and languages^^^ to be fulfilled in the present dispensa-
tion because of the implied and granted perpetuation of the race. Let any
one turn to the prophecy of ** the married wife" and ** the barren woman"
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(Prop. 118) and see the increase predicated of the latter after the marriage
with the former and the restoration of the latter to Goa*8 favor. Can a
consisierit interpretation he placed upon the passage without admitting the
early doctrine ? Take the faith of the pious Jews (Prop, 20, etc.), of John
the Baptist (Prop. 39), of the disciples sent out to preach (Prop. 43), and
can this continuation of the race embraced in that faith be discarded with-

out convicting them of gross error and folly? Take the preaching of

Jesus (Prop, 44, etc.) and the postponement of the Kingdom trntil His
Sec. Advent (Props. 58, 66, 68, etc.), and it is impossible to conceive of a

Kingdom, such as preached and postponed, that does not include this very

feature. This can only be rejected at the expense of denying that the

same Kingdom which was overthrown (Props. 32, 33) shall agai7i be re-

stored (as prophets predict) ; of transforming the throne and Kingdom into

something very different (Prop. 122, etc.) from that which the grammati-
cal language mdicates ; of ignoring a renewed (Prop. 50) covenant and
substituting another in its place ; of misinterpreting the design (Prop. 86^
of the present dispensation ; of materially changing the force (Prop. 106)
of Christ's temptation ; of exalting the deliverance of inanimate (and ani-

mate) creation (Prop. 146) over that of the race ; and of weakening the anal-

ogy of Scripture/ '* The world to come" (Prop. 137), in its Jewish usage,

adoption, meaning, and specific appropriation to the covenant promises,

clearly teaches the continuation of the race in ** the habitable world " still

future.' So also the comprehensiveness of "restitution" ^^Prop. 144), of
** regeneration" (Prop. 144), of the dominion of the Secona Adam (Prop.

82), of " the transfiguration" (Prop. 163), of the reign of the saints (Prop.

154) caiinot be consistently ex^)lained without including the perpetuation of

the race. " The day of the Lord Jesus Christ" (Prop. 138) and ** the

morning" of that day (Prop. 139), at ** the end of the age" (Prop. 140),
unmistakably includes this feature (and shows that Waggoner's theory that

Christ comes and then withdraws with His saints for a thousand years is

untenable—for such a withdrawal is nowhere asserted, but His presence in

this dav and at this morning in His ** inheritance," ** the purchased pos-

session'* is announced). Our doctrine does not make God's effort at direct

ralership over a nation in the flesh a failure (Prop. 201), but shows how
God, out of this very unpromising condition (resulting from man's sinful-

ness), raises up agencies by which this ralership shall yet be manifested in

overwhelming grandeur and majesty. In vindication of this, we point to

the Judgeship of Christ (Prop. 132)—as explained and defended—to the

Judgment Day (Prop. 133)—as represented in the Word—to the Millennial

predictions (Prop, 119, etc.), received without transposing or mutilating,

and from these we learn, that nations in the flesh after the Second Advent
and their perpetuation, are requisites to insure the proper fulfilment of

Holy Writ, The glory of that Judgeship, the blessings of that Judgment
period (in which the earth and its nations are to rejoice), and the happiness

of that Millennial era, can never* be realized without these. The ** un-
changeable priesthood" of Jesus Christ (Prop. 155), as well as the priestly

office of His associated rulers (Prop, 156), certainly implies that there must
be generations of men who are to be benefited by that priesthood extending

into ^' the ages, seeing that it is founded on the adaptation and relation

that it sustains to those (not glorified saints who themselves become
** priests") whom it is designed to benefit.' The intercession is not
limited and made intermediate between the two Advents. Thus also, the
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work of the Spirit for saving purposes is not confined to this dispensation

(Prop, 171), etc., bnt extends into the age to come, where its greatest mani-

festations—in glorifying the saints, in converting, etc., the nations—are
yet to be witnessed. It is—in view of this preponderaiing evidence given

througli different phases of the subject and preserving a uriity of purpose

—simply faithless to suppose that the conflagration of Peter (Prop. 149

and 150) is to prevent the fulfilment of this perpetuation of the race.

The identification of '* the new heaven and new earth** of Isaiah, Peter

and John (Prop. 151) confirms our position, seeing that it proves the

identity of the Millennial era with its perpetuation of the race, with that

of the New Jerusalem state. Such, enumerated with the utmost brevity,

are some of the reasons which incline us to accept of a doctrine which logi-

cally reauUs from covenant ami promise; which even '* the uneducated
and ignorant*' (as one calls it) primitive Church could not fail—owing to

its nearness to apostolic teaching—to grasp ; and which, instead of dishon-
orinor God, or Ilis Christ, or the glorified saints, brings honor and glory to

the Father, Son, Spirit, and ** the first-fruits" out of the nations, and ulti-

mately to the nations themselves deliverance from the oppressive burden
borne for tliouaanda of years. Even some of our opponents, in view of the

sublime opening which it unfolds in the future, have, at least, conceded
that it is ** a vuignificent theory ;" it is more, for it is the truth of God.

1 Those, aa "WTiitby, Grove, etc., who make the creation in Horn. 8, the Gentile world,
only increiifie the difficulty of Vmr position ; for, accepting of that interprotation, then
it follows that the Gentile world will exist afler the manifestfttion, i.e., restirrection, etc.

Speaking of analo<][y reminds ua of Dr. Brookes (Jtfarami(Aa) saying of the judgments still

future: **Wo might argne from analogy that a heavenly people, the Church, would be
preserved from it, like Enoch ; and that an earthly people, the faithful remnant among
the Israelites, would bo preserved through it, like Noah ; while the unirodly who have
despised Ilia love would bo overwhelmed by it, like the antediluvian world."

• The reader is reminded that the word ** oikoumena " used in the phrase "the world
to come," not only denotes ** the inhabited earth or world," but is directly employed
(being bnt used fifteen times) to designate the earth iniUreUifUm io people, mortals, na-
tiouB living upon it, aa Matt. 24 : 14 ; Luke 2:1; Acts 17 : G, 31 ; Heb. 1:6; Luke 4:5;
and 21 : 2G ; Acts U : 28 ; and 19 : 27 ; nnd 24 : 5 ; Rom. 10 : 18 ; Heb. 10 : 5 ; Kcv. 3 : 10 ;

and 12 ; 9 ; and 16 : 14. Usage thus abundantly confirms our position.

The reader is reminded that an additional reason may be derived from Christ being
a priest forever, or the ages "after the order of Melchiaedec." Kurtz {Ws. nf Old t'oiJ.,

vol. 1, p. 221) lays much stress on the fact of Melchisedec being then king at Salem, and
possessing the country promised to Abraham. This Abraham acknowledges, and gives

tithes, while the king blesses him. If this is typical, why nut extend it into the ago to

come, where it will be actually realized ? (Comp. Prop, 155.)

Obs, G. Keeping under consideration the reasons already presented
favoring the perpetuation of the race, attention is directed to various

passages which proclaim the same truth. Allusion has been made to the
contnist found in the beginning and ending of the Bible. After this dis-

pensation has closed and another age of ** the ages'' (Prop. 139) has been
ushered in, and the New Jerusalem state is experienced by the saints, in

strict accordance with Isa. 60 :
** 77/e nntions of them which are ^aved,^'^

the honor and glory of '' the nations'* are mentioned (Rev. 21 : 24, 26),

which is only applicable to then existing ^^ nations' ^ on the earthy seeing
that the saints gathered out of all nations are never designated by thi,i

pluralform of ** nations.'* The saints are elected out of nations and in

their aggregate form ** the peculiar people" or *' nation," to whom the
Kingdom is given, while these nations are spoken of as saved in their
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national capacity, indicative of another dispensation. Taking even the

interpretation of our opponents of the city as representing or symbolizing
the saints, the nations walking in the light of this city must be people

sepai^ate and distinct from the city itself. This is, as we have already

stated, corroborated by ** the healing of these nations,^' obtaining access

—

like the saints before them—to the tree of life restored to this paradisiacal

earth, thus obtaining immortality as Adam would have done had he not
fallen. (This is indicative that all obtain their immortality by the same
process, and that the process of salvation continues.) And, the language
IS so worded as to imply progressive or successive healing as may be re-

quired by the growth of these nations.* It is singular how oppositely

opinions are expressed ; for one (Priest's View) who spiritualizes the Mil-

lennial prophecies and yet acknowledges the first resurrection to be literal

(but carefully places the resurrected ones in the third heavens), is forced

to admit that theso ** leaves" are for the healing of the mortal nations then

livi7ig, and in his application proceeds, beyond even Millenarians, to

make out that there is no death in the Mill, age ^which is contradicted by
Isa, 65 : 17 seq,, etc., and the final removal of aeath after the thousand
years, Rev. 20 : 13, 14). The fact is, that such passages briefly expressed

presuppose a previous acquaintance with the prophecies which proclaim
that some will be spared. Turn to Isa. 06, and it is declared that when the

Lord comes to plead ** by fire and by His sword with all fleshy^' etc. (v. 15,

16), Ho will '^gather all nations and tongues''^ (as in Rev. 19 ; Matt, 25
;

Joel 3, etc.), and after punishing this gathering it is expressly said that

some will escape (v. 19), who shall be sent to distant nations to declare

God's gloiry to the Gentiles. Then the restoration of the Jewish nation is

asserted, and in connection with it this weighty assurance, "/or as the new
leavens and the new earth which I will make shall remain before me^ saith

the Lord, so shall your seed and your name remain.'* Ilere we have, then,

after this terrible coming to Judgment, after this gathering of nations,

and after the creation of this new heaven and new earth, the spared Jewish
nation and the spared Gontiles. An increase is predicated of the Jewish
nation, and the promise belongs to them, as the context shows, in their

natio7ial capacity. Again : Isa. 24 describes the fearful ordeal through
which the earth is to pass before " the Lord of hosts shall reign in Mt
Zion and in Jerusalem," etc., and in v. 6 it is said :

'* Therefore the in-

habitants of the earth are burned and few mc7i lefV^ (a remnant is also

alluded to in v. 13), showing that some will be spared. This is followed by
the reign here on earth, and in the description of it (next chapter) nations

are included. In addition, the song that is to be sung in the land of Judah
(ch. 26) corroborates this statement.* That some are spared is also seen in

Isa. 10 : 19, 20, 21, when '

' the consumption decreed shall overflow in

righteousness;" in Ezek 36 : 36, where somo of ^^ the heathen are lefV*

when the Jewish nation is restored and the *' land that was desolate is

become like the garden of Eden," etc.; in Ezek. 39 : 21, 22, 23 and Ezek.
38 : 23, when God will, by the overthrow of the last confederation (comp.
Rev. 19, etc.), make Himself ^^ known in the eyes of many nations'* and
^^ heatheii'* who have escaped ; in Isa. 45 : 20, when ** the escaped of the

nations** shall see ** Israel saved in the Lord with an everlasting salvation,"

etc.; in Ps. 69 : 35, 36, as a result of Christ's work, *' God will save Zion
and will build the cities of Judah, tliat they may dioell there and have it in

possession," etc. The restoration of the Jewisn nation, at the very time
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that God will ** raise up the tabernacle of David that is fallen" and " will

bniid it as in the dajsof old** (Amos 9 : 11-15), is followed by the rebuild-

ing of the waste cities, the perpetual occupation of the land, and the pos-

sessing '^ the remnant of Edom and all the heathen'* who shall then bo

converted. In Rev. 15 : 4 (comp. Rev. 14), after the gathering out of a

select number, i.e. the elect, we are told that the fearful plagues which
follow down to the ushering in of the Millennium are not designed to ex-

terminate the race remaininff, but to bring them into obedience, ^" for all

nations shall come and worsfii^) before Tliee ; for thy judgments are ?nade

matnfest.^* As intimated, it is impossible—taking Isa. 60 to describe o?ie

period of timey and noticing the manner of introduction, the events con-

nected therewith, the inexpressible glory that is experienced, etc.—to

locate that passage to be fulfilled before the Second Advent, seeing that the
condition of nations and of the earth is asserted to be the reverse of all this

down to that Coming. In this Scripture we have the restoration of the
Jewish nation, other nations, mantf generations, and increase, specifically

mentioned. The same is true of Isa. 61 : 4-11 and Isa. 63 : 1-5. In no
other way can the longevity of Isa. G5 : 20-22, t-aking place in " the new
heaven and new earth, be e^fplained ; for '* as the days of a tree shall be the

days of 7ny people,*^ etc, c&n only be predicated of such a prolonging of

man*8 life that it shall be like the duration of a tree—a return to the origi-

nal condition. While the one who is condemned to premature death
manifests not only a rule over subjects in the flesh, but an actual return to

the former Theocratic punishment. The same longevity is expressed in

Zech. 8 : 4 with a joyful increase, so that " the streets oftlie city shall befull
(comp. Isa. 44 : 4, etc.) of boys and girls playing,^' etc., and this occurs
when "/ {the Lord) am returned unto Zion and will dwell in the midst of
Jemsalem, and Jerusalem shall be called, A city of truth and the Mountain
of the Lord of hosts, The Holy Mountain.*^ And* added to this is a rebuke
to those who will not credit it in the words i

^^ If it be marvellous (hard or
difficult) in the eyes of the remnant of this people in these days, s/wuld it

also be marvellous in mine eyes? saith the Lord of hosts^
' A writer, L. C. B., Proph, Times, Dec, 1871, p. 190, says that the phrase '^of them

which are saved" is "discarded from all the late critical editions of the teit." The
oldest Mss. (see Tischendorfs N. T.), however^ retain it. Besides this the expression as
it stands fnlly sustains the same writer's position, since it refers to those nations who
are spared, t.c., saved in the fearful tribulation (laa. 60, Zech. 14.), etc. Lord also
omits the phrase in his Apoc, and so does the late Revision, Lange. etc. Its reception
or omission (which the reader will decide for himself) does not affect our argument,
simply because the mention of ** nations" then existing, and the identity of description
with Isa. 60 (an admitted Mill, prophecy) is amply sufficient for our purpose.

" The ** overoomers*' of the church of Ephesus (Brev. 2 :7) also partake of ** the tree of
life," but if we take the positive declarations of 1 Cor. 16 respecting the transformation to
immortality and incorruptibility, they certainly do not eat thereof to perpetuate life, just
afi they do not " drink of the fruit of the vine in the Kingdom of God " (Mark 14 ; 25 ;

Mfith. 26 : 29 ; Luke 22 : 18) in order to sustain life, or as an essential to salvation. It

must, in the nature of the case, be to them only a source of enjojTnent and pleasure. No
one for a moment thinks that Jesus, David's Son, requires a constant partaking of tho
tree of life in order to sustain His immortality, and the saints being expressly fashioned
after Jesus, made like unto Him, must be—as the promises indicate—in the same happy
condition. Fausset (com. Rev. 22 : 2), on ** healing,*' comments : " The leaves shall bo
the health-giving prevenialive securing the redeemed against—^not healing them of sick-
nesses." *' Alford utterly mistakes in spenking of 'nations outside ' and ' dwelling on tho
renewed earth, organized under Kings, and saved by the influences of the heavenly city.'

**

We apprehend Fausset to be mistaken and Alford correct, because (1) it is inconceivable
that saints glorified and raised up to immortality, having incorruptibility, and made
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like Jesna, shonld still be susceptible of sicknesses so that they mnst take a medicine, a
preventive ; and (2) Alford is abundantly sustained by the Scriptures^ as e.g. lea, 60 and
54. The fact is^ that the accessibility \>f the nations to the tree of life serves to explain
how it is that the blessings of the Millennied age are produced. Borne make ** healing*'

equivalent to " service" and apply it to the saints, as designed not to give but perpetuate
life ; we prefer, on the other hand, "healing" as more in analogy with the actual results

of the Millennial age, and that while both saints, and those of the nations who secure God's
special favor by obedience, have access to the tree of life, to the one class it is a means
of increased enjoyment and to the other a means of rejuvenation and life. Hence Bicker-
steth {Prom, Glory^ p. 232) is correct when he says ** that theru are nations on the earth
who walk in the light of the city, as distinct from the city itself" calling it an " unspeaka-
bly magnificent truth." So Mede (Works, p. 772) remarks :

*' We must distinguish be-
tween the state of the New Jerusalem and the state of the nations which shall walk in
the light thereof. They shall not be both one, but much differing. " Dr. Craven (Lange's
Cwrt. licv., p. 391) presents his views as follows : "We shonld also distinguish between
ihc citizens of the city and the nations (21 : 24). The former are risen and glorified Saints
who constitute the Bride, the governors of the New Creation. The latter are (probably)
men in the fleshy who walk in the light of the City, who bring their glory and honor into

it, and who are healed (or kept in health) by the leaves of its tree of life, i.e., who are under
its instruction and government." ** The nations will consist (probably) of men in the jlesh,

freed from the sin and the curse, begetting a holy seed, and dwelling in blessedness under
the government of the New Jerusalem. They will be, not the offspring of the glorified

Saints, who ' neither marry nor are given in marriage * (Matt 22 : 30). but the descend-
ants of those who live in the fiesh during the period of the Millennial Kingdom." In
several places he speaks of " the reign of the saints over the race and the earth," which is

the decided opinion of numerous able writers.
' Some might regard our argument incomplete if we did not notice Wagoner {Ref, of

Atje to Come), who asserts that because the word "all'* is employed in " all nations,** *' all

inhabitants," " all wicked," etc., being judged in these last days, that no one will escape.

Again lot it be said that this shows how important it is to interpret no prophecy isolated

from its mates. How often it is asserted that "all men" shall die, etc., and yet Paul
predicts that some will not die. Buch phraseology is current among all nations, indica-

tive of ft vast multitude—greater proportion, etc. So '^all " Judea came to John, " all
"

came to be taxed, draw "all" men, etc., which does not litenilly mean eveiy individual,

but denotes something that is general, almost universal. Waggoner's criticism on Isa.

24 : 6 and also Loughborough's (T/ie Saints' JnJieritance) on the same, making *' the few men
left" the saints that go to the third heaven, is shown to be erroneous by what fofloirs on
the same earthy as we have indicated. These two writers, with a few others, have, against

the primitive church faith, etc., certainly succeeded in introducing a novelty (advocated
by a Jewish Rabbi) in the shape of doctrine, viz.: that for a thousand years the earth is

left ** empty and desolate" of all inhabitants, the wicked being burned up, and the saints

housed in the third heaven, from whence they and Christ shall return, at the
end of the thousand years, to reside on the renewed earth. This is opposed by the de-
scriptions usually following of a succeeding Millennial age in which nations exist, by
Batan being bound during these thousand years in order not to deceive exisiinfj na-
tions, etc. This is based on a total misconception of the Kingdom really covenanted,
and numerous propositions as given indicate its error. Founded chiefiy upon pressing a
universality of language (which past fulfilment, as Nah. 1 : 5, etc., should teach how to

nnderstand) to itn extreme, it places itself, as a theory, in an awkward position, when (as

Loughborough) it makes Isa. 65 : 17 seq. to be fulfilled after the one thousand years. Con-
fused by verse 20, we are told that this cannot apply to the new earth state, because John
says that there will be no more death, hence if we are to accept of King James's version,
*' it must apply to what transpires just as that state is \ishered in,* * t.e. the sinner, although
he be an hundred years old. is accursed,^not permitted to enter the land, and dies a
child. He forgets, however, that a thousand years having thus elapsed, his system makes
no provision for either sinner or child. He feels this difficulty and introduces (which
does not help him) this rendering given by Paganini :

** There shall be no more carried out
thenco to burial, an infant of days.or a youth, or an old man, who hath not filled his days,

for the man of an hnndred years shall be as a youth.

Ohji. 7. Ho nnmerons are the testimonies and allnsions^ that attention

can only be directed to the most important. Zech. 14 presents ns a
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powerful argument in our favor, seeing that not only the Coming of the

Lord and of His saints and the establishment of His Kingly authority
** over all the earth'* is distinctly announced, but that the continuation of

the Jewish nation is designated,'^ and then it is asserted (r. 10) that some
shall be **

left of all the nations which caine against Jerusalem^- and shall

acknowledge (owing to the judgments inflicted) the supremacy of the

King, and tender worship unto Him. This corresponds with the increase

of ChrJBl's government (isa. 9 : 7), which also followa a '' burning and fuel

of lire," and a sitting " upon the throne of David" (thus restored). This
agrees with what ia recorded in Isa. 59 : 21 that His Spirit and words shall

perpetually abide with the nation, and its ** seed^^ and ** seed^s seed,'*'* when
** the Redeemer shall come to Zion and unto them that turn from trans-

grci^sion in Jacob,'^ This accords with Ezek. 37 : 25, when at the time
the nation is restored in its undivided form and ** my servaiit David sliall

be their prince forever, ^^ then the nation shall dwell in the laud ** wherein
your fathers have dwelt ; and they sliall dwell therein, even they, and their

children and their children's children forever, ^^ (Comp. Jer. 32 : 39, 40
;

Jer. 33 : 7-14; Joel 3 : 27-30, etc.) The unity on this point running
through Scripture is surprising, and the repeated declarations on the sub-
ject seem to be given as if to meet the lack of faith in such predictions.

Take Ps. 102, and notice the continuation of nations, not only after the

Lord ^^ sliall appear in His glory^^^ when ^^ the set time to favor Ziitn is

come,'' and ** when the peojjle are gathered together, and the Kingdoms to

serve the Lord,*' hut after the heavens and earth are changed ^^ as a
vesture," then "the children of thy servants shall continue and their seed

shall be established before Thee," The connection makes this conclusive.

That moat expressive Ps. 72 (keeping in view the Pre-Mill. Advent) de-

scribes the extended dominion of JJavid's Son over all the earth, all

nations, *' throughout all generations" (making them of the city to flourish

like grass of the earth), so that the idea of successive generations of men
assumes great prominency in the prediction. So also Pa, 45, which de-

scribes tlic fall of the king's enemies, the Kin^ in His majesty with the
Queen and the King's daughters and virgins manifested, signiticantly adds :

* * / ivill make thy name to be remembered t n all generations,
'

' etc. (Comp. Fc,

145 : 13 ; Isa. 34 : 17 ; Ps. 14G : 10 ; Isa. 51 : 8, etc.) Admitiiug (Obs.

2) that ** everlasting" and *' forever'' arc sometimes employed in a limited
ficnao (the actual duration being determined by the nature of the thing to

which it ia referred), and that when applied to the race of man it includes
that period—whatever it may be—in which the race shall produce its succes-
eivo gencratioaa ; admitting, too, that tlio future is made up of succeed-
ing ** ages," and even designated " eternities" (so some critics), yet such
is the comprehensiveness of the language employed, the vastness of design
aimed at indicated by details and the direct association with the re-estab-

lished Kingdom of the Messiah, that, only inclined to go as far as *' the

all generations," etc., whatever they may be in number

—

an immetwe
increase must necessarily be denoted by the use of such terms. The '* per-
petual generations" in the covenant with Koah (Gen. 9 ; 12-10) not only
denotes that God will not again, for He will remember *'

///e everlasting
covenant," destroy all flesh upon the earth in His wrath, but that there
will be a vast, enormous succession of generations of men. This is corrob-
orated by the covenant made with Abraham (Gen* 13 : 14, 10 ; Gen. 17 :

5-8), which embraces, not only successive generations and a multitude of
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nations, but so numeroxis that they shall be ** a* the dust of- the earthy so

that if a man can number the dust of the earthy then shall thy seed also be

mnnbered/* evincing such a host (comp. Jer, 33 : 2:^) still to come into

existence oa shall.surpass the ordinary powers of enumeration—a condition

very different to that hitherto occupied by the Jewish nation, decimated
ancf downtrodden as it has been. All such promises are bound to the

period still future, when (Ps. 89 : 4, 29, dO, 37, etc.) David*s throne is

re-established unto ** all generations ;" wheu (Luke 1 : 32, 33) ** the Lord
God shall give unto Him (i.e. Jesus, Mary's Son) the throne of His father
David and He shall reigti over the ho\ise of Jacob forever {throitgh the ages),'*

so that there will be (Eph. 3 : 21) ** /o Him glory in the Church by Jesus^

Christ* (so Barnes, Com. loci, says literally) "''unto all generations of the

age of ages^^^ or ** unto all the generations of the eternity of eternities, or the

eternity of ages,^^ or (as Bloomfield, loci) '* throitgh the succession of all gen*
erations unto the latest period of eternity,**

Fausset (Com. Eph. 3: 21) comments :
«' 'Unto him be the glory in the Church in

Christ to all the ffenerttiions of elernai ages,* lit. *qf the age of the ages.* Eternity is con-
ceived fts conflisting of ages (these mgain consisting of * generations ') endlessly succeeding

one another." The Latin Vulgate (authorized Dublin Transl.) renders Eph. 3 : 21 : *'To
Him bo glory in the Church and in Jesus Christ, unto all generations vorld without end. Amen."
And Kph. 2:7: " That He might show in the ages to come the abundant riches of His
grace, in His bounty toward us in Christ Jesus.** The New Bevls. has, " Unto all gener-
ations for ever and ever. Amen." The Kingdom, as various writers have noticed, is

linked in its duration toUh successive generaiiona, expressive of the increase of His govern-
ment. Hence, according to the sentiment of Prov. 14 : 28, *< Jn the mtdtiiude of people is

the ICnufs honor^" we may well believe that proportionate to the greatness and extent of

this Kingdom, by such continued accessions, will the honor and glory of David's Son be
splendidly magnified and reflected.

Obs. 8. It may be appropriate to notice some objections that are urged
against this view. The author of Tlie Kingdom of Ora^e (p. 9) gives such
a variety of them mingled together that we reproduce them with our an-

swers given parenthetically, lie opposes our using (!) the prayer, ** Come,
Lord Jesus, even so, come quickly," because we then pray God to end this

dispensation (we look for one more glorious): to let no Gospel be preached
to sinners (it is 8ucces.sfully proclaimed to Jews and Gentiles and the saints

are priests); to multiply no more trophies of victorious grace (we im-
mensely increase these trophies by the salvation of the race) ; and to finish

the number of the elect (true, in order that the vast project of redemption
may be carried on through the agency of these same elect). To prove this^

he attributes to us what we do not teach, as e.g. that the wicked will be
all destroyed, so that there will be none to whom the -Gospel shall be
preaclicd (the incorrigible will be, while those repentant under God's judg-
ments will be spared); that as only Christ and glorified saints will be on
the earth during that period (which is a mistake), there will be no more death
(correct as to saints, and as to those who may afterward be glorified, but
not as to one class) nor propagation of the race (after quoting in other

places Millenarian authors who directly teach the same). Hence we are

guilty of intentionally praying *' that tne Gospel dispensation may quickly
end, and that the number of the elect may be limited and cut off, rather

than increased*' (which is not our language or idea, for we pray not that the
Gospel shall end, but the dispensation, and not that the number of the elect

may bo limited, but that the number God has determined may be speedily
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completed ; and tliis, in order that God'a redemptive purposes mav be car-

ried out). This, he remarks, is opposed to what Paul says, ** I am not

ashamed of tiie Gospel of Christ** (that is,
** the Gospel dispensation"

—

which certainly is an interpretation of the Gospel that needs no refutation).
** for it is the power of God unto salvation" (neither are we ashamed of the

Gospel of Christ because it brings us salvation, perfected, in His King-
dom); and conchides by telling us that when we pray for the Saviour to

come, we ought to mean and pray for Hia Coming at death (this is spirit-

ualizing awiiy the Second Advent as ** /Ae blessed hope,'' and putting in its

place a penal characteristic). We have thus allowed the objections of one
to appnar in their involved manner, and thus briefly answered them, to

indicate the nature and practice of a class of books circulated. Others are

advanced of a similar cliaracter. Thus e.g. a prominent Divine, arguing
against the saints and mortal men living in tho same ** new heaven and
new earth," gravely asserts that "the supposition is self annihilating,"

because ** the one class with glorified bodies and tho other with natural,

cannot inhabit the same world ;'' and then adds :
" If this is the Kingdom

ol heaven t how can the flesh and blood of fallen man inherit it?" Tho
first part needs no refutation, seeing that the matter solely depends upon
the teaching of God's Word, while the latter part is a confounding of

those who inherit (i.e. tho glorified sainta, who actually receive a rulership

in the Kingdom) with tho subjects of the Kingdom. Tho objection, so

often repeated, that it would be degrading for Christ and the saints to

dwell on the same earth where nations in tho flesh reside, has been several

times noticed and answered, so that it requires (comp. Prop. 203) no addi-

tional remarks. Brethren should be careful how they designate that pure
Theocratic arrangement-—once established—to be manifested in David's
Son and spoken of as one of great glory and power, **« degrading** posi-

tion, lest they be found to bo lowering, treating with disrespect, the Divine

ordering and tho I^ngdom of Jesus. The exaltation, as well as tho epecitic

work and design contemplated, is an ample vindication of such a dwelling

and reigning on the earth, an earth, too, lifted up from its present condition

of suffering and degradation. This, while displaying God's wonderful
condescension, love and mercy, in being willing to act in the capacity of an
earthly ruler, at the same time immeasurably exalts the worth of man in

the scalo of being, and the astonishing greatness to which the race itself

will be elevated. But of all the objections, probably the one most confi-

dently advanced by some, is the following, viz., that if such a propagation
of tho race continues after tho Second Advent, the earth will not be ablo

to contain tho vast multitude, that there will be ** no standing roovu*' etc.

This is simply imitating the spirit of tho lord who disbelieved Elisha's

prediction of plenty in Samaria ; denying the ability of God to perform
what He has promised, or that His wisdom and power is equal to any and
every emergency. If the fact is revealed, the manner of its accomplishment
may be safely left with tJie Almighty. Unbelief is not the measure of the

fulfilment ot Iloly Writ, Even if there should bo successive generations
eternally (which we neither affirm nor deny), reason can suggest ways by
which the difficulty could bo removed, viz., as supposed by various writers,

in successivo translations, irinsference to other worlds, etc. God may
have ways utterly unknown to us. In the re-creation, when ** / make or

create all filings new,'^ tho earth itself may be, for aught we know, en-
larged * to adapt it for tho ages to come. Admitting creative agency ex-
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erted, we can assign— as the universe indicates in its infinity of phases

—

no limit, for the physical conditions that we faintly see revealed in other
planets and stelliir systems may he partly or entirely engrafted upon this

earth. Who can tell e.g. that it may not shine forth in that day with
rinffs like Saturn, etc. With the increased fertility of the earth, with
God's ability, if need be, to supply manna, with successive translations,

with Qod^s power to meet necessities that He may cause to arise, with an
objection relating to the exceeding distant future—so distant that it does

not concern us—concerning which, owing to its remoteness, God has

given no detailed information—it is unwise and faithless to reject revelation

for mere asauinpiiony and assumption, too, reflecting upon the Divine at-

tributes.* Much that was said respecting the extent of the conflagration

(Prop. 150) will also apply here. The simple question to be decided is the

one, whether God has thus predicted the multiplication and perpetuation of

the race? if this is determined in the affirmative, theii all such objections

have Jio weight when placed in the balance against that Word. Instead of

suggesting difficulties and impossibilities when God promises an aetonishin

display of His wonder-working attributes, we are content to receive an
believe the promises that Messiah's Kingdom shall yet be set up at His Sec.

Coming—a Kingdom adapted to the character and wants of man (to the

redeemed, the individual, society, and the nation), in which ^^ every knee
»hall bow of the heavcnlieSy of iheearfhiics, and of the nndcrgrounders^^

(so Sirr, Firtft, lies., p. 104), ^* and every tongtie confess that Jesus Clirist

15 Lord to the glory of God the Father ;" in which Jesus, seated upon this

judgment scat or throne, shall indeed be *' Lord both of the dead and the

living ;^^ in which ''' the Ohnrch of the first-born, ^^ the exalted ^^
firstfruits''

shall witness a mighty redemptive harvest following in the revolving ages
;

and in which, Ps. 113, the glorious Hallel shall be sung, reflecting praise,

not only upon the Lord on account of His majesty and dominion over all

nations, and in exalting the poor and needy to be Princes, but in making
** the barren woman to keep house (Marg- read to dwell in a house) and to

he a joyful mother of children*^*

• Isa. 33 : 17 may havo nn indirect reference (marg. reading, and Alexander's version, *'a

land of distanoes," an extended land), vhich instead of meaning "foreign travel," ** re-

mote parts of Judeft," of ** seeing far and wide,*' etc., may denote either that the land shall

be given in the distant future or that the land shall be enlarged, extended, Lange's Com.
loci expresseB the idea of "a wide extended land " pertaining to the Messianic future,

saying :
*' As royal pomp and beauty adbrns the person of a king, so immeasurable extent

does His land." The Heb. is, "of far distances."
• The writer has met with several arithmetical calculations, which, making the moat

ample allowances for the past population of the globe, indicate that less than one third
of the island of Englnnd would give sufficient ** standing room" for all the race that has
ever exi.sted. These, interesting as they may be to meet some absurd speculations, etc.,

concerning the resurrection, do not amount to much in the eyes of a believer. For the
hitter constantly fooLs that the promise is onra, but the manner of fulfilling it belongs to

God. The objection, if it has any force at all, is equally applicable, and more so, to a
l)ropagatiou of the race on an unrenewed earth, with its vast tracts of desert, etc., for a
Millennial em of throe hundred and sixty thousand years ! ^Yhitbyall6, therefore, should
be the lost to urge it.
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Pkoposition 15.*i, This view of the Kingdonn with its two

classes {viz,, the translated a^id dead saints^ glonfied, fanning
one class, and mortal men tlie other) is forcibly represented in

the transfiguration.

The transfiguration, not only in view of its being so notable an
occurrence, but of its being a typical or real representation of

Cliiisf s Coming in His Kingdom, is worthy of separate and special

consideration.

Dr. Hodge (%?. Dh\, vol. 3, p. 796,) says : "The transfignration on the Mount was
a type and pledge of the glory of the Sec. Advent, 2 Pet. 1 : 16." This ia correct as far as

it goes, but the transfigunvtion embraces much more, viz. : the glory of that Sec. Advent
as manifested in His Kintjdojn.

Ohn, 1. Notice its introductory, "About eight davB before" (Luke 9 :

28), Jesua told His disciples what they must do in order that they miffbt

be rewarded when the Son of man should come " in the glory of His Fauier
with the holy angels'' (Mark 8 : 38), or, *' in the glory of liis Father with

His angels'"^ {Isl^ii, IG : 27), or, ** in His own glory, and in His Father's,

and of the holy angels'' (Luke 9 : 26). This, undoubtedly, refers to the

Second Advent. Kuw, keeping in view the idea thus advanced, and, mark
it, addressed to Jewish hearers who invariably linked the Coming of the

Son of man in glory with the prediction of Dun. 7 : 13, 14 (respecting the

flory and Kingdom then manifested), our Saviour proceeds now to give

[is disciples (with their Jewish interpretation of Daniel uncontradicted)

an assurance that He will ffive some of them a specimen of this Coming in

glory. In Matt 16 : 28 follows :
** Verily I say unto you, There be some^

standing here (Mark : some of them that stand here ; Luke : there be some
standing here) which shall not taste of death, till they see the Son of man
coming in His Kingdom (Mark : till they have seen the Kingdom of Go/l
come with power ; Luke : till they see the Kingdom of God).*' That this

Coming in His Kingdom docs not refer to the Church (so Barnes, Storr,
etc.), is evident from the connection which the language sustains to His
Coming at the Second Advent, the time of judgment and rewarding pre-
sented in the context, and from the fact that the Coming is to be witnessed
only by ** some," i.e. a few, then present. To interpret this as an invisible
Coming at the destruction of Jerusalem (Prof. Bush, Whitby, etc.), mak*
ing out a fulfilment of Dan. 7, is forced and unnatural, being a violation
both of the preceding and succeeding context and the Jewish interpreta-
tion of Daniel as held by the disciples and evidenced by their preaching.
As Olshausen has well observed (Coin, loci) that " the immediate connec-
tion of these words (in Matthew) with the foregoing context, in which the
Coming in His glory refers so unmistakably to the Parousia, docs not admit
of this explanation (viz., as describing powerful manifestations of living
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Christian principle), without reference to the personal return of JesusJ^
The translator of Olshausen, Dr. Kendvick, adds the following pertinent
note :

** I think it can scarcely be doubted that * the Coming of the Son of

man in His Kingdom * refers here to ike following scene of the transfigura-

tion. The words * shall not see death until they see the Son of man,'
refer not to length of life, but to privilege ; some shall have the privilege

of beholding Him in His glory even before they die. So some ancient com-
mentators. The transfiguration is thus regarded as a type of the Saviour's

future glory in His Kingdom,'' Schmid (^Bib, TheoL of the N, Test,, p.
'2'^0) explains the passage to refer to

'

' His return as Lord and King of
His Kingdom on earthy in the clouds of heaven for judgment." Lango
says that Chrysostom and many others believe this to relate to the trans-

figuration ; and Lange, Meyer, and others think that it has respect to

llis future manifestation of, or state of, glory. That it unquestionably
refers to the transfiguration is conclusive by the use of the phraseology,
*' the Son of man coming in His Kingdom*'^ (which was only employed.
Props. 81, 83, 130, etc., m reference to His personal Coming, etc.), and
by the fact that immediately following, a few days after, occurred the trans-

figuration, which even our opponents admit (as Bloom field, Com, loci) to be
*' ajigurative representation of ClirisVsfinal Advent in glory to judgment*^
Avoiding the idea of its being " figurative" (for it was real), the scene
enacted m the transfiguration is a representation of the very appearance
that the Son of man will assume when He comes in glory at His Second
Coming in His Kingdom. That all the disciples lived—did not taste of

death—until long after the transfiguration (so Whitby) is no objection to

its reference to that scene, because all but three did die without having
*' the privilege" of seeing it. The indistinct allusion to the three disciples

who should witness this Coming of the Son of man—the manner of specify-

ing it without mentioning the names of the parties who should see it—binds
this passage in the strongest possible manner to the following transfigura-

tion, because the disciples thus favored were expressly charged to keep it a
secret until after Christ's resurrection. Hence, this very Coming to be

seen being intended as a strictly private or secret matter, explains the in-

definite language of Jesus both in reference to the persons and the time, to

avoid the questionings, etc. (Jones, Notes loci), that would aesuredly take

place, had He been more specific. This is only another of those indirect,

most delicate, but most porocrful, attestations to the truthfulness of the

E^^angelists. And, as Judge Jones has well suggested, owing to this indefi-

niteness of language (which must have surprised the disciples at the time),

we are indebted to the fact that the Evangelists who state it are also care-

fnl—to remove all obscurity—to narrate in immediate connection—as the

best comment

—

the promise and consequent fulfilme^it,*

' Nennder {Vfe of OiriM, Sec. 181) tfltea a liberty with the tost of Matt. 16 : 28 not al-

lowed by the pruisage. He says : " He (Christ) announced to them that many among them
would live to Hee thi« Kingdom of God,'* etc. Now the three Gospels, instead of saying

"many," all unite in the same word "some," and confine these "some" to "some
standing here.'* It is limited to a few among those present, and tis the connection—im-
mediate—ahoWB, to three persons. The notion that the Chnrch was the Kingdom intended

suggested the " many." Faiibaim (On Proph^j p. 443) surely failed (purposely ?) to see

the connection that this verse Buatains to what follows, or he would not have said that it

could only be applied to the apostlea witnesaing " the manifestation of Christ's divine

power after His ascension, when introducing the new dispensation and formally remov-

ing the old. This is the only thing that can be regarded aa properly falling within the
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terms of the description." We suppose he refers to the day of Fentecofit, iwhich was the

coming of the Comforter, which not some but (dl the apostles witnessed, and which
ignores the context and the testimony of Peter, snbstitnting mere conjecture, Mean-
der is influenced by his " pectoralistic theology'* (see Kurtz, Ch. His., vol. 2, p. 355), and
Fairbaim by his Anti-Millenarian bias. Brown (Cbm. tocT), as a matter of course, applies

this to the establishment of the Christian Church '* beyond doubt," as if assertion were
proof. Ebrard {Gosp. His., p. 340 and 343} gives a choice criticism in order to enforce such
an application of the text, as follows :

" Jchub was speaking here, not of His own retunL,

but of the formation of His church, and especially of the events of the day of Pentecost

;

this would be apparent from the preposition en (in His Kingdom), which must mean in

and not to. Christ comes in His Kingdom, when he founds His church, and appears
therein. His coming to judgment would be coming to the Kingdom, not coming m it

He could only be represented as coming in the Kingdom, if by kingdom we were to un-
derstand the omaiiis regiu.% or the angels attendant upon Him ; bat this would be entirely

opposed to the usage of Jesus and His apostles." Briefly in reply: (1) If Ebrard is

correct it wotild not be true that some, or a few, witnessed it ; (2) he is contradictory,

for in the same work, he has the Kingdom already formally established by the appoint-
ment of the twelve—then received at death, and again at Pentecost, etc. ; (3) his refer-

ence to judgment is based on the Popish idea which we reject ; (4) the Sec. Advent is

invariably associated with a kingdom in which the Son of Man is the central figure, or
XDitk which He is associated ; (6) the criticism is unworthy of the ability of the writer,

and was evidently flu<;gebted by a preconceived opinion. Alexander ( Ciwk, Matt. 16 : 28)

applies it thus :
*' It has referun^ie to a gradual or progressive change, the institation of

Cnrist's Kingdom in the hearts of men and in society at large, of which protracted pro-
cess the two salient points are the effusion of the Spirit on the day of Pentecost and the
desti'nction of Jerusalem more than a quarter of a century later, between which points,

as those of inception and its consummation, lies the lingering death of the Mosaic dis-

pensation and the gradual erection of the Messiah's Kingdom.*' This interpretation is

based on an entire misapprehension of what constitutes the covenanted Messianic King-
dom, as elsewhere shown, and pointedly violates the usage which appropriates person.
ality to the phrase "Son of Man," and which, therefore, only denotes a personal—not
spiritual—coming. Hence we mu.st reject, as unsatisfactory and contradictory, all inter-

pretations which do not apply this "some" to the three favored disciples, as will be
shown in detail.

' Matthew Henry (Corn, loci) says: "Christ has said that the Son of Man should
shortly come in His King.lotn, with which promise all three Evangelists industriously
connect this story, as if Cnnst's transfiguration was intended for a specimen and an
earnest of the Kingdom of Christ, and of that light and love of His which therein appear
to &is select and sanctified ones, and so Peter speaks of it as the power and coming of

our Lord Jesus," The. reader, if observing the force of verse 27 (which coming is

admitted to refer to the Sec. Advent and to be a personal one), con readily see for him-
self that " the coming" of v. 27 being thus associated must relate to a similar coming.
Dr. Butter (Eomun Catholic) in his L^e of Jesus, p. 263, remarks :

'* As these last words-
Matt. 16 : 28—cannot be understood of the last coming of Jesus, some understand them
of the glory which He received by His resurrection, others of the glorious establishment
of the Kingdom of Jesus Christ throughout the world by the preaching of the gospel.
But others, with greater probability, refer them to Hit (rans/igurailont an account of which
is immediately subjoined by the Evangelists. This promise of a transitory view of His
glory He was induced to make, first, to prove what He had just asserted, viz., that He
should one day come, in all the glory of His Father, to judge each man according to his
works ; secondly, to afford by this glorious scene some consolation to His apostles, who
had heard, not without the greatest emotions of grief, the prediction of His approaching
death, and the necessity they were under of following Him."

Obs, 2. Another feature as introdnctory ought to be considered. Just
previous to this promise that some should see Him as He would come in
His glory, the confession had been made by Peter that Jesus was " 77ie

CfiriM of God*' (Luke 9 : 20); " The Christ " (Mark 9 : 29) ;
** Hie Christ,

the Son of the living God " (Matt. 16 : 16). In these words are contained
not only a reference to His Messiahship as the promised King, but (as in
Matthew) to the Theocratic (Divine) relationship that this ruler as the
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Anointed One sustained. (Comp. Prop. 205). It is God again conde-
scending to act as Theocratic ruler in the person of this Jesus. The
phraseology denotes the Theocratic Rxdership as associated with the restored

throne and Kingdom of David, There is no doubt concerning this accord-

ing to Jewish usage, etc. Having dwelt largely upon this Theocratic order-

ing in other propositions, it is only necessary to repeat that, identified as

this Kingship was with the Jewish nation, the term *' Christ'' was an
equivalent to the phrase ** A7?i^ of the Jews,'' as seen in the significant

superscription of the cross, and in Herod, the Priests, and Scribes making
** the King of the Jews" in the question of the wise men identical with that

of ** Christ. Notice carefully, that Jesus cautions His disciples to tell no
one that He was ** TVie Christ ;'' that this injunction is given after the

death of Joha the Baptist, after the representative men of the nation took
counsel together to destroy Him, after His rejection by the loaders of the

nation and the refusal to repent ; that the postponement of the Kingdom
had already been determined, as evidenced by Jesus, immediately after this

confession, referring to His approaching death—through the Elders, Chief
Priests, and Scribes—and resurrection. The mention of Nis death in con-

nection Tuith His ** Christship," as a matter of course perplexed (as the

narrative shows) the disciples. To give an assurance that He was still

^* TJio C^irist," although He would ^' be killed," lie now promises to
** some" such an evidence of His being ** Tlie Christ," that they could no
more doubt its reality and its ultimate visible fulfilment on earth. ^ If
** Christ" only means, as multitudes inform us, that Jesus is ** the

anointed One to save sinners," can any one assign a reason—just and
proper—why the disciples should be charged to secrecy respecting the title.

But denoting as it does that Jesus is the Theoci'aiic King, the appointed

One to rule over the Jewish nation both as David's heir and God's Son
(God thus ruling in and through Him), we see a reason why He should

not, at that time, be proclaimed ** Tlie Christ," viz., that this would be

in effect announcing Him as ** the Kiiig of the Jews" which, in view of

His rejection, the postponement of the reign, the contemplated sacrifice,

the unnecessary collision, charges, accusations, etc., that would be evolved,

it was not prudent or advisable to adopt. Now, although this ** Christship"

was to be kept a secret for wise purposes, and to avoid the animosity of

His enemies and the jealousy of the Roman power, yet Jesus promises to

give a favoredfew such a manifestation of that same " Christship" that it

may be effectual in sustaining them, amid the terrible trial that was com-
ing, and in preparing them, and through them, believers, for His removal

from the earth. The disciples saw Jesus, but not as '* the Coming One" in

His Kingdom ; they only saw Him in His state of humiliation ; but the

former is a reality as well as the latter, and the confession of the former
having been elicited, Jesus now ^^racionsly proceeds to verify the former, so

that hereafter, when withdrawn for a time, the apostles may proclaim the

glorious truth that He is indeed '* Tfie Christ"—'' The King of Israel"

This very withdrawal of Jesus, the fact of His death publicly by crucifix-

ion, the unbelief of the Romans and Jews in His resurrection, etc., being

thus a protection (although as history informs us, Prop. 73, the applica-

tion served to arrest the attention of the Roman EmpcrorJ to the preach-

ing of His " Ohristehip"—for then, as now, the vast multitude have no
faith in its legitimate vieanifig (Prop. ISi)—as applied to Jesus, and none in

its ultimate fulfilment as the title itself imports. The trial of the nation
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being ended by the death of John the Baptisty and by the conspiracy
against the life of Jesus, and now the trial of the Son of man and that of

His devoted followers coming on, in this extremity something extraordi-

nary—something out of the usual course of events—is needed to indicate

the tmth which the approaching death seems to crush, and that need is.

supplied in the wonderful transfiguration,^

1 It is interesting to the stndent to notice that after the death and rcsnrrection of Jeeus,

the injunction of secrecy being removed, thia title of "Christ" becomes a favorite one,

not merely as Home suggest owing to ''popular usage," bat because the evidences pre-

sented proved Him to be such ; the title suggested tho glorious fulJilment of covenant
and promise. The same Peter who made the confession, who saw the coming of the

Christ in His glory, was thejirsl to proclaim (Acts 2 : 30) "that God had sworn with an
oath to him (David) that of the fruit of his loins, according to the flesh. He would raise

up Christ to sit on His throne, " etc.

' Another feature which shows that the covenanted Kingdom is not the Church, and
that it is still future, is exhibited in Peter's rebuking Jesus for asserting His death, and
the reply of the Saviour. Peter had just confessed that Jesus was " the Christ, *' and this

naturally suggested the pleasing prospect that then, at that time. He would inauguiHte
the Kingdom which was invariably linked with the manifestation of "the Christ." The
reference to a coming death given by Jesus, of course, was opposed to such an expecta-

tion, and hence the strong language of Peter. The mistake of Peter, which, alas I is the

mistake of the vast multitude, was that he looked for the Messiah's Kingdom in a world
groaning under the curse of God ; that he had no proper conception of the expedients
and preparatory measures that were necessary before this world would be prepared far

the Messiah's Kingdom as predicted by the prophets. Therefore the Bh&xy answer of the

Saviour follows, which is alleviated by the privilege afterward allotted to Peter. The
student, if closely observant, will also notice how one of our previous propositions (that

the Kingdom was not set up in the time of Jesus) is sustained by the fact that Jesns

forbids even the announcement that He is " the Christ.*' Jesus, foreseeing His rejection

and death, and the resultant postponement of the Kingdom, secretly gives this mani-
festation, and /or/^iVi.9 its publication until after His death, thus delicately and lovingly

saving His followers from a dreadful persecution. For if this had been done publicly

and noised vibTOfid-preiTiaturely, rs after events showed— it would have been seized,

interpreted, and reported by His and their enemies to the Boman power as rebellion, the

same charge precisely which the Jews pressed before Pilate and secured the crucifixion.

This desire to save others, and even the nation, from unnecessary evil is the key to several

things, as e.g. His refusal to give a sign to the Jews, and His revealing at times more of

Himself to Gentiles than to Jews, to which infidelity ignorantly objects.

Obn, 3, Tho transfiguration itself is a real occurrence, as the entire nar-

ration fully demonstrates. Passing bv the mere unfriendly supposition of

Strauss that it is a mvthical fabrication of the love of the marvellous to

eclipse the account of ifoses, or, the simple ignoring of it, without expla-
nation, as unworthy of credence (a summary way of disposing of Scripture,
which certainly taxes reason), or the attributing it to an ** optical allu-

sion," in which thunder, lightning, mists, and an excited imagination
play their allotted parts, let us briefly consider what some have called
** The Dream of Peter*' (Furneas, etc.), or a kind of visionary appearance
(Palfrey), a scenic representation which appeared mentally or in some
other way to the disciples, but had no real existence—so that*^ Jesus, instead
of being really transfigured, only appeared to be so in a dream, or kind of
vision. The ablest defender of this view, probably, is Dr. Neander, who
(Life of Christy Sec. 185) admits, however, that it mav be ** an objective
fact," I.e. a real, outward transaction, but, if so, it took place in view **©/*

sowe nnhnown object for it,'' of which we must " confess our ignorance,^^
Being thus at a loss—from his Church-Kingdom standpoint—to account
for its occurrence, if a real manifestation, he inclines to adopt the theory
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of its being '* a subjective psychological phenomenon," i.e. that it was only

a mental conception, a vivid dream or vision induced by the impressive

circumstances in which the disciples were placed, viz., by the prayer of

Christ. Thus one of the vwst sublime exhibitions of Christ is transformed
by this eminent man into a dream. He admits the difficulty hotv, if a vis-

ion, a mere mental affair, the three disciples obtained it at the same time
and in the same form. Stranss, Kenan, and others are more consistent

and logical in their rejection of the whole matter as mythical, than Nean-
der and others are in receiving it, and then divesting it of all force and
propriety, by constituting it a kind of dream. If only a dream, wAy, as

^'^eander queries, should all three at the same time dream it ; why then
forbid its revelation to others ; why present it as a matter of historical

fact ; why specially assert that they beheld it ** when they were awake ;"

why should they, from an upright position, fall upon their faces with
dread, and what need of the Saviour to encourage them ; and why intro-

duce Peter as speaking ? The stylo of narration, the particulars given, the
design intended

—

all forbid such a caricaturing or belittling of that sub-

lime representation. Having just shown that the preceding context con-

templates that '' sovie"' of the disciples then present shottld '^ see," with
.their own eyes, ** the Son of man Coming in His Kingdom, ^^ and finding

that ** six days after'' three oi these same disciples did see this transfigura-

tion, which represented Jesus in His glory as ** The Christ," we are fully

prepared to find that these witnesses are jwsitive in asserting that it was a
real transaction, as e.g. John (Jno. 1 : 14) '* we beheld (Gr., we distinctly

saw, so BloomficUl, etc.) His glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the

Father.'^ Barnes [Com. loci) says :
** There is no* doubt that there is ref-

erence here to the transfiguration on the holy mount. To this same evi-

dence Peter also appeals, Z Pet. 1 : 10-18. John was one of the witnesses

of that scene, and hence he says, * We beheld His glory.' " John thus vin-

dicates the reality of the transaction, and sustains the three Evangelists in

their representation of it. Then Peter (2 Pet, 1 : lG-18) mentions the
place, the voice and saying from the Father, and emphatically declares

that those who were on '* the holy mount*' at the time *' were eye-witnesses

of His Majesty,''

Among the reasons ftSBigncd by Neander {ITis. Plant. Ck. Chvrch, toI. 1, p. 376) for

rejecting the Epistle of Second Peter as BpurionB, one is based on Peter's allusion to

the transfiRuration. He says : " But it certainly is not natural to suppose that one of

the apostles should select and bring forward from the whole life of Christ of which thev
had been eye-witnesses, this insulated fact, which was less essentially connected with
that which was the central point and object of His appearance." It certainly is doing
injustice to the Epistle to come to it with a low estimation of the transfiguration, and
then jndge it by such a previously formed standard. Dr. Neander utterly failed to

comprehend ** this insulated fact," to see how it stands related to '* the Christ,'* how
Titally it is connected with the one great event to which both covenant and prophecy
point, and how an apostle favored with so special a privilege of beholding that which
represented the future Advent of the King in glory» would •• naturally" refer to it

as a most imporiant and precious revelation.

Ohs, 4. The transfiguration, following the announcement that ** some"
should, before their death, see *' the Son of man Coming in His King-
dom," is a representation of the Kingdom in some of its aspects, viz., m
the glory of*'*' the Christ " or King, in the presence of (who also " appeared
in glory," Luke 9 : 31) the translated and dead saints, and in the witness-
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ing of that glory oy mortal men. It waa a temporary display, an outward
manifestatiun or revealing of the majesty and glory that belo7ias to Jeeus

when He comes at the Second Advent in His Kingdom with His saints to

reign over tlie nations, Tliat this is the correct idea appertaining to this

astonishing transaction is evident hy regarding Peter's reference to it- He
(2 Pet 1 : 16-18) says :

" We have not followed cunningly devised fables''

(as 80 many now allege) *' when we made known unto you the power ^ and
comtTig of our Lord Jesus Christy hut were eye-witnesses of His Majesty,'^

etc. Notice that he culls this transfiguration scene, '* the coming of
the Lord Jesus Christ,'' thus identifying it fully with Matt. 16:27,28.
This is unquestionably, then, linking it with the still future Advent as a
striking exhibition of the glory that shall be revealed—which is confirmed

by Peter introducing this allusion to prore that Chiist would thus again

come, and by his uniting such a Ooming with (ch. 1 : 11) ** the everlasting

Ki7igdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Clirist,^^ and with His Coming,
the new heaven and new earth (ch, 3 : 4, 13^ of prophetic promise. (See

also the references to this Coming in first Epistle.)* Let us survey these

several aspects. First and supreme stands forth the transfiguration of

Jesus, changed in form, so that ** Hisface did shine as the sun and His
raiment was white as the light'' (Matthew) ;

" His raimmt became shining^

exceeding white as snowj so as no fuller on earth can white fheni" (Mark)
;

** the fashion of His countenance was altered, and His raiment was white
and gtiiffening (Luke).'"' Here is the Tlteocratic King arrayed in light and
glory, His face shining with brightness like that of the sun and His gar-

ments dazzling in their whiteness. Thus (comp. Rev. 1 : 13-16, etc.) will

the Mighty Christ appear when He comes to re-establish the Theocracy.
Next we have *' two men'' (Luke 9 : 30), Moses and Elias, who also ap-
peared ** in glory,'* The Coming of Christ in His Kingdom is usually as-

sociated with that of the saints, His brethren, who are co-heirs with *£Iim

in the same glory. Hence, to give a representation of His Coming—His
appearance when Coming—in His Kingdom it was eminently suitable to

have—to fill out the picture

—

the saints, glorified, also represented. This ia

done ; and in view of the fact that at His Second Advent these are made
up of two parties, viz., the dead saints and the living saints translated,

these two, Moses and Elias, are purposely chosen as a correct exhibition of

the two parties—forming one olasa—who shall then appear " i/i glo7'y**

with Christ. Moses represents the body of saints who have died, but who
will also be glorified with Christ ; and as he was in converse with the glori-

fied Saviour, so will they also be in nearness to Him, Moses and Elias both
appearing " in glory," seems to indicate the same glorification of body.'

Elias represents another body, who, like himself, shall not fall " asleep,"

but shall be translated without experiencing the power of death. These
two, the dead and the living, who shall be glorified at the Coming of

Jesus, are graphically portrayed in 1 Cor. 15 : 61, 52, and 1 Thess. 4 : 15-17.

These not only see His glory, but partake of the same, 1 Juo. 3:2; Phil.

3 : 21, etc., for of them it is said :
" When Christ" (notice, as ** Christ"),

*'* who is our life, shall appear, then shall ye also appear with Him in glory,

Col. 3 : 4,* But in addition to these, we have, to meet the prophetic
announcements and to fill out the representation, three persons, Peter,

James, and John, unglorified, mortal men living on the earth, who see this

glorified Christ and His glorified associates, and are bo deeply impressed,
so delighted with the exceeding glory revealed, that through the spokesman
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Peter, the emphatic declaration is made :
** Lord, it is good for us to he

here.** Thus, if willing to receive it, will it be at the Second Advent,
whe7i Chriflt, **The Christ, " comes in Hia glory and with His brethren
gathered and glorified, then shall the spared Jewish nation and Gentiles,

as prediction after prediction in glonons language portrays, rejoice and
exult in the marvellous glory that shall be manifested. Jesus personally

appears in His Kingly aspect ; the saints personally are present in their

glory ; the ih^Q\^\e% personally behold and admire the astonishing splendor
and *' majesty" of the scene. Jesus is here, ** the Coming One" (a phrase
well understood by the Jews), as He will exhibit Himself ** in His own
Kingdom;" the saints form ** the first-fruits," who, as the predicted ** kings
and priests," reign with Christ in His Kingdom ; and the mortal men are the

servants or subjects (as even the tender of the three tents indicates) who glad-

ly receive this glory, and are willing to abide under its radiance. The con-
versation respecting the approaching death at Jerusalem indicates that

this was a temporary assumption of glory, in order to be, if we may so ex-

press it, a counterpoise to that which virtually—to the Jews—seemed to

end the fondly anticipated Christship of Jesus, giving a most direct proof
that the covenant and prophets would yet befulfillea. The voice of the
Father, lovingly acknowledging (having previously in answer to prayer
brought about this supernatural change in David*s Son) the Christsnip of

Jesus and the power thus committed unto Him, hi^ids the whole together

into an earnest, acitial reception of gloryy which, thus represented, shall

characterize David's Son and Lord when He comes to restore the fallen

throne and Kingdom, and reigns indeed and in truth the inanifested

Clirist. The presence of the Father and some kind of avowal, or, confes-

sion, or acquiescence is requisite to meet the requirements of prediction

(comp. Prop. 83) concerning the Coming of the Messiah in His Kingdom
(as e.g. Dan. 7 ; Ps. 2, etc.), and thus perfect the representation of the real

Tlieocratic position of Jesus.* Surely, when considering how many partic-

ulars this transfiguration meets, how it demonstrates in the most forcible

manner ** 77ie Cnrist ;'* how it supplies additional evidence of the ultimate
manner of procedure in the Redemptive scheme, it is folly to ascribe all

this, compressed into a few brief sentences, to the natural descriptive

powers of " uneducated and ignorant" men, or to make it out a trivial, un-
important affair not worthy of our special attention.* V^iewed, as we have
done, in the light of the great, leading doctrine of the Kingdom, it stands
forth, pre'etninently, as a Divine cof^nnation of the Theocratic Kiiigship

of Jesics, of tJie glory of His saints, and of the happiness of the nations
who shall witness it—a fact so striking ana corroborative of the ultimate

Redemption of saints and of the race, that Peter seizes upon it as a graiid

jyroq/* that Jesus shall come unto so great Salvation.^

' Sirr {^rai Res., p. 60), in his reply to Gibba, apUy refers to the ffict that Peter, one
of the eye-witnesses, employs the same word "power" used by Mark.

* Nast {Com., Matt. 7 : 1-13) speaks of the tmnsflgnration " as an earjiest of thai glory

which was His destined inheritance/' which "typically foreshadows the earnest cf glory

which was promised to the falthfnl followers of Christ," and which ** is an emblem of the

Kingdom ofglory in which the risen saints shall dwell with their Raviour." It ** strength-
ened Jesus for the last decisive straggle/' and encouraged ** the faith" of the disciples.

While he thus correctly makes the transfiguration a resemblance of the future, he errs

in two particulars : (1) He makes it "typical," "an emblem," whereas it was a realistic

representation ; and (2) he does not link this transfiguration scene with the preyions con*
text (Matt. 16 : 26), but makes it. "Christ's providential coming to overturn the whole
Jewish policy in the destruction of Jerusalem, by which catastrophe the Christian
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Cbnrcb was finally and fully separated from JndaiBm.* * A number of Pre-]^Iillenarians,

like Nost, make the tranB&guration typical of the Kingdom, while others more correctly

affirm it to be a real actual resemblance of the appearance of Christ and the saints in

the Kingdom ; and this, probably, is also the opinion of the former, since they regard it

as'* an (arne.<;f," *»a?i example,*' "o representation on a smaller scale," etc. When e.g.

Olshausen sayd : "The transflgnration was intended to prefigure the Kingdom of God,
in which the glorified saints shall dwell with Jesus," he evidently means, as his addi-

tional remarkrt show, that this occurrence was not strictly a type (which may be differ-

ent from the antitype) but a real likeness.
* It is sufficient for our argument that Moses represented the body or portion of the

saints who died. And, for aught we know, he may have had a resurrection body ; at

least this cnnjoctTire is qnite as good as that of Langc, etc., that spirits have corporiety

or form, or that his body was used on this occasion, or that (as Th. Aquinas) he made
use of a body not his own, or that (as Delitzsch) he assumed a visible appe^mnee con-

formable to his fatura body, or thot (as Grotius) God gave power to see the body in this

instance, etc. Yet we may give a reason for our conjectm'e. Kurtz {His. Old Cov., vol,

3, p. 405), when answering the question, ** Why should Jehovah Himself bury Moses?"
says :

" It is true that Moses was not saved from death in the same manner as Enoch and
Elijah ; he really died and his body was really buried—this ia expressly stated in the
Bible history—but we may assume, with the greatest probability, that, like them, he was
savedfrom corruption. Men bury the corpse that it may pass into corruption. If Jeho-
vah, therefore, would not suffer the body of Moses to bo buried by men, it is but natural
to seek for the reason in the fact that he did not intend to leave hira to corraption, but
at the very time of his burial communicated some virtue by His own hand, which saved
the body from corruption," etc. Why not, however, assume that He buried him in order
that his resurrection might be more privately ^as the translations, etc. ) secured ? The
justice of God being satisfied by his death, grace is specially manifested in view of his

typical character (as Mediator or Prophet), etc., and because of theloreknown fact of his
participating in this very transaction, A resurrection similar to Christ's, without seeing
corruption, would suit this typical character. But we have more than this : —Jude's
reference to the body of Moses (v. 9) seems to favor a resurrection. Why did the devil
claim the body, if not in view of the fall and its doom to corruption or the grave? If it

was to be buried like other bodie.s and he left in the grave, there could have been no cause
of dispute—even suppose the body would be embalmed or made incorruptible, yet it

was bound, like all other dead, by death, that Satan (as Paul says, Heb. 2 : H, " He has
the power of death") introduced and wields. The ground of di.sputation was that
something co-y aper'ud, quite out of the ordinary way of disposal, was to be done with the
body of Moses. What so reasonable as to suppose a resiirrerilmi, which Batan would
undoubtedly oppose as an entrance into and interference with his dominion ; especially

when this was done previous to the provision made by Christ by which death could be
overcome, etc. ? Moses, no doubt, gave, by the particular sin mentioned, Satan an oppor-
tunity to press his claim ; God allowed it so far as death itself was concerned, but may
have tempered the same with mercy by a brief detention.

* It seem.s strange that notwithstanding the accumulated proof that the disciples saw a
transient representation of " the Christ" as he would appear in His Kingdom, that able

men, under the influence of a theory and of hostility to Millenarianism, should en-
deavor to make this transfiguration no fulfilment of Matt. 16 : 27, 28, and in doing this

urge the dentruction of Jerusalem (which John only survived) as the fulfilment. How
this can be reconciled with a coming in glory^ with a coming of ike Son of Man {i.e. in His
humanity), etc., we are not informed. More than this : this coming is specifically pre-

dicted, over against all such assertion.s, to be one, not for the destruction of Jerusalem but
for its salvathm. as e.g. Ps. 102 : 16, ** when the Lord shall build wp Zion, Ue shfdl appear in

His fjtor;/,''—with which compare Micah 3 : 12 in connection with following chapter. Zech.

14, Amos 9 : 11, etc. The very selection of the mount, distant from the temple and Jeru-
salem, was no doubt intentional, in order to give no basis—inferential—to some of the
interpretations of this coming. It may be added : the glorified condition of Christ,

Moses, and Elias thus indicates, as various Props, prove, the futurity of the Kingdom.—

a

Kingdom not to bo realized at the First Advent in humiliation, not during the absence
of the Hridegroom, but at th« Sec. Advent, when He and His saints come *• in glory.'*

* Olshausen, Com. loci, makes a suggestion which will arrest the attention of the critical

student, viz. : that this acknowledgment of the Father thus given was virtually thus ap-
pointing Him the Ruler and Lord of the earth, and that the Saviour refers back to this

transaction when He says **all power was given (so Greek) to me in heaven and on
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earth." Kendrick, in a foot-note, adds: "IheAorist "vras given * Heems to point to a
special occasion of the bestowraent of the power, and may confirm the author's vie-n*.*' How
this adds an argument to the reality of the occnrrence need not be stated. That this virt-

ually insured such authority to Jesus is indisputable, but the reader must observe the
caution, that while this is so, it was thus delegated to Him, not outwardly assumed, see-

ing that from this state of glorification He returned to His state of humiliation. May we
add :—how greatly this transfiguration must have encouraged David's Son to meet death.

< This indicates how to estimate such criticisms aae.g. West. Review^ Jan., 1873, p. 94,

that when Jesus promised His disciples that some should see Him coming in His kingdom,
He was "evidently mistaken," implying that it never took place. So also the use
Spiritualists make of this sublime scene, viz. : degrading it into an indorsement of the
anti-scriptural seeking after the spirits of the dead. Thus, (.7., Howitt (His. Siqyernat..

vol. 1, p. 218) makes this an '* express abrogation of the Mosaic law regarding the spirits

of the dead." Jesus is constituted into a medium and His important works are performed
through the spirits of the dead. Is there a truth, that some men will not pervert ?

^ Pre-Millenarians hold fast to this consoling, hopeful view of the transfiguration ; many
writers of eminence in this country and Europe substantially present the interpretation
as given. But the reader is cautioned against two errors engn^ted upon this divi.sion of
classes. 1. The class of mortal men, thus represented, is not (as a few allege) a special, or
another, race placed in an Adamic condition relative to Salvation, but the regular descend-
ants of our fallen race, elevated and restored through Christian and Theocratic influences

to a state of purity and holiness. Otherwise a Perfect Redeemer would manifest Himself
unable to restore aforfeited blessing, to save the race as a race. This class also become saints,

but subordinate to the saints raised to special Theocratic position under *• the Christ,"

2. We are not authorized (as the Duke of Manchester in T?ie Finished Mystery), to limit the
saints elevated in the Theocracy to Kingship and Priesthood with Christ, to those living

between the First and Second Advents. The transfiguration which introduces Moses
and Elias who lived before, evidences this fact, which is abundantly proven by the funda-
mental fjasis of this dispensation, viz. : that we live under the Abrahamio covenant, renew-
ed in Christ, and which (Prop. 50) contains the promise of inheritance. Hence the Script-

ures, logically, as flowing legitimately from a consecutive Flan, insist upon an engraft-

ing on the Jewish stock, a continuation of the election, the virtual becoming by adoption
the children of Abraham, so that we may inherit toith Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. The
glorified saints represent all—of the past ages—who are worthy to inherit the Kingdom
and glory with the Christ, and hence (as Judge Jones, JVcrfcs, p, 173) we may regard our
Lord's brief intercourse with these departed saints as a type, or exhibition on a small

scale, of the society and intercourse between Him and His redeemed in His Kingdom.
In this sense, it was a fulfilment of His Promise (Matt. 16 : 28), for it was an open mani-
festation of Himself, as Son of Man, in the glory with which He will appear in His
Kingdom.

Obs, o. In this connection it may be well to consider the disputed pas-

sage, Matt. 10 : 23 :
*' Ve shall not have gone over (marg, end or finish) the

cities of Israel, till the Son of wan he come.'*' Under the influence of the

Churcli-Kingdom theory, tliis Scripture has received the most varied in-

terpretations. Barnes {Covu loci) gives the most prevailing, when ho
mates the Coming of the Son of man to mean ** the destruction ofJerusa-

lem and the end of the Jewish economy,'^ This is contradicted by the fact,

well expressed by Olshausen (Covu loci), that the Coming of ** the Son of

man" *' has a definite doctrinal signification—it ahcays refers to the

{Parotisia) Second Coining,^* The phrase, so expressive of His humanity,
indicates a visible, personal Coming, which was not exhibited at the de-

struction of Jerusalem. Beside this, nil exceptinpf John were deceased

before tho city was overthrown. This direct reference to a personal Com-
ing is also opposed to the conjectures that it denotes the outpouring of the

Spirit on the day of Pentecost (which was the sending of the Comforter
by Christ) or to Christ's presence in the Church {which is never desig-

nated as the Coming of the Son of man). Others, seeing that the phrase-

ology involves a personal presence, suppose that (as Lightfoot) His resur-
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rection is denoted ; bat this is always spoken of as a rising from the dead,

not as a distinctive Coming of the Son of man. Others make it to mean :

'* YoQ will not need to hasten throagh all the towns of Judea, in the per-

secution which yoa are to meet with ; I will be with you again ere that/*

but, as Olshansen remarks^ this is against fact, for ^' Jesus does not come to

them, but they come back (Luke 9 : 10) to Jesus ; besides, it is a harsh in-

terpretation not suitable to the spirit of the language." Olshausen s own
view is, that there is a blending of the subsequent mission of the disciples

with the present one, reaching doxon through their successors to the Second
Advent, This interpretation is ably advocated by Sirr (First Res., pp.
01, G2), who paraphrases, '* Ye shall not finish the reformation of the cities

of Israel, ye shall not perfect these cities, till the Son of man be come."
But this is evidently seeking after a meaning, and making up one to suit

the case, for the lan^age appears to bo specifically addressed to the disci-

2)Ies, is at variance with the expressed itinerary of tne disciples through the

cities of the Jews (which was the work then actually in progress), and is

7iot applicable, owing to the contemplated downfall of those cities. * There
are only two interpretations which reconcile, fully, this passage with the

peculiar phraseology contained in it, and, especially, without doing vio-

lence to the implied personal Coming. The first is that of Newton,
Wilson, etc., viz., that the Son of man alludes to His triumphal entrj
into Jerusalem, which occurred subsequently (Matt. 21 : 1-11). This is

represented as a typical Coming of the Son of Man, being (v. 5) a fulfil-

ling of the prophet, ** Behold^ tiiy Kingcometh unto thee,** etc., and was
so regarded (v. 9) by the multitudes. This took place before the disciples

had made the tour of the cities, and meets the conditions of the passage.

The second is that the transfiguration, which also occurred after this say-

ing, is in all respects a fulfilment of the passage—^the Coming of the Son
of man in His personal appearance being accurately represented by the
transaction as we have just delineated. This Scripture, therefore, which
has been so persistently used in advocacy of the Church-Kingdom theory,

etc., is susceptible of a far more consistent and scriptural explanation
from our standpoint than from that of our opponents.^

^ This passage is Tarionsly disposed of by interpreters. Thus, e.g.. Brown {Oom,t loci)

rejects Lange's application to Christ's coming to them personally before they had com-
pleted the ronnd of the cities, and refers it to the establishment of the Church and the
destruction of Jerusalem, saying :

** The Coming of the * Son of Man * has a fixed
doctrinal sense/* which is true, but he certainly fails to designate it. Dr. Alexander
(Com.) considers it "an indefinite expression, meaning sometimes more and sometimes
less, but here equivalent to saying, till the object of your mission is accomplished."
Nast ^Cbm. toct) :

'* By this Coming of the Son of Man we may understand either the
ushering in uf the new dispensation by the resurrection and ascension of Christ, or the
overthrow of Judaism by the destruction of Jerusalem." Eev. Brown (the Evangelist)
and others make this reference future, relating to the future period of the Jews* conver-
sion, when, they say, Christ will come before it is finished. But this is forced, (1) because
personally addressed to the apostles ; (2) applicable to a work then in progress, and to
places then existing ; and (3) the Jews, as a nation, converted under Elijah and the
Messiah, and not under a mission of the apostles. A writer, £. M., in the Prophetic
Times (vol. 7, p. 166), gives a view (which Dr. Alexander in his Com, calls a **good
sense," although rejecting it) which merits the attention of the student ; in the parallel

passage, Luke 10 : 1, we find that ** After these things the Lord appointed other seventy
ahjo, and sent them two and two before His face into every city and place wkUher ih
Himself voould come.** The idea then is that the twelve, just as the seventy, acted asfore-
runners, preparing for the personal arrival of Jesus Himself. The only objection that can
be urged against this interpretation is the one assigned by Olshausen in the text as appU-
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cable to the twelve. If admissible, it would preBcrre the distinotiye personality
included in the phrase *'Son of Han.**

* Either of the two interpretations given in the text, as well as the last one presented
in the previons note, afford a meaning which brings the passage in fiarmany with the
analog}' of Scriptnre. Able men adopt the one or the other, and recently the interpreta-
tion applying it to the transfiguration has gained ground. (So e.g. Bev. Dr. Nast, art.

in West, Ch, Advocate, Aug. 6. 1879.)

Obs, 6, Before concludingj, it is well to contemplate an additional cir-

cnmstance, which conclusively shows that the transfiguration was both a
reality and a representation of the future Advent. The veritable appear-
ance of Eliaa at the trans6guration suggested the question of the disciples

SMatt 17 : 10), *' Why, then, say the Scribes, tliat Elias must first comef**
esus had just proven Himself to be ** The Christ ;** Elias had been seen

with Him, and Peter had, in view of the offer he made to erect a tent for
him, hoped that he would remain and fulfil what Malachi (4 : 5, 6) had
predicted of him. But Eliaa disappeared, for " when they lifted up
their eyes, they saw no man, save Jesus only," and this removal prompted
the question. AH this sustains the real occurrence of the wonderful pre-
figurement of the Second Advent. Notice, however, not only what sug-
gested the (question but the reply of the Saviour. The Scribes held (comp,
Justin's DiaL with Trypho,, en. 8) that Elias would be a forerunner of the
Messiah when He came to re-establish the Kingdom ; the disciples saw
him, not as forerunner, but coming after Jesus came, and then instead of
remaining he departed from them. They wish to know whether the
Scribes were not in the wrong concerning this opinion. The answer is

given that the Scribes taught correctly, for '* Jesus answered and said unto
them, Elias truly coinethfirst^' (as the Scribes say), ** and*^ (when he shall

come) " he will restore all things.' ' That is, the appearance of Elias in the
transfiguration and his departure does not make that doctrine of the
Scribes nugatory. Then follows the allusion to John the Baptist :

** But
I say unto you, that Elias is cmne already and they hneio Mm not, but have
done unto him whatsoever they listed.*' The intent of this is sufficiently

plain from Luke 1 : 16, 17, viz., that " he (John) shall go before Him in
the spirit and power of Elias;'' that is, he snould be a forerunner of the
Messiah like unto £lias who is also predicted to bo such. But a deep
reason underlies this likening of John to Elias, Let the reader turn back
to the propositions pertaining to the preaching of the Kingdom, and he
will find abundant proof showing that John actually tendered the Kingdom
on condition of rex>entance to the Jewish nation. He thus came as Elias
will come, having the same spirit and power, and, if the nation had received

him, would have accomplished what Elias is to perform. The more
modem notion that John was in all respects the £)lias predicted in
MaL 4:5, and that no other need to be expected from the language of the
Saviour here, was unknown to the early (Brookes, EL of Froph. In-
terp,, p. 90, says " down to Jerome"), Church, One of the earliest

Commentators, tho martyr Victorinus (Oji the Apoc), asserts that Eliaa

will vet come in the future, quoting MaL as follows :
** Zo, I will send to

you ilias the Tishbife, to turn the hearts of the Fathers to the children, ac-

cording to the time of calling, to recall the Jews to thefaith of the people that

succeed th&tn." Tertullian {On the Res., ch. 22), Commodianus {Instruct.^

Sec- 41) and others, make Eliaa still future, an idea being developed that
he would be a contemporary of the Antichrist at tho last times. So deeply
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rooted was this opinion, derived from the primitive Church, that even
Augustine {City of God^ B. 20, ch. 28) advocates the personal Coming of

Ellas and the conversion of the Jews before the Advent of Christ to judg-
ment. Modern commentators have revived and defended this earlv view,

as e,g, Olahausen, Judge Jones {yotes), Ryle, Hitzig, Maurer, ilwald,

Alford, Steir, Fausset, Mah ^ : 6, 0, It not being our purpose to discuss

this point,' but only to indicate its relationship to the Second Advent, a

brief mention of the reasons why John the Baptist is not to supersede, or

make unnecessary, the still future Coming of the Prophet Elias, must
suffice. (1) John, an inspired man, directly affirms, in answer to the

priests and Levites (Jno. 1 : 21), that he was wo/ Elijah, which he could
not have done, if he was the one predicted by Malachi 4 : 5. (2) John was
a harbiuffer of the Kingdom (i.e., he tendered it, and in this sense is Elias),

but the Jews rejected the offer of the Kingdom, and he did not *' rcsfore

all things'* as Elijah the prophet, more successful, will do.* (3), John
did not come *' b^ore the coming of the great and dreadful day of the

Loj^d,'^ which in Malachi ]s associated with that terrible period when the
wicked shall be burned up as stubble, etc., a day which, awful as it is to

the ungodly, is designed (not, as some assert to make out a ease, for the
destruction, but) for the deliverance of Jerusalem, as is seen by Joel 2:31
seq.—and which is linked with the Second Advent.' (4) That John is only
Elias in a certain sense is apparent from the indefinite language of Matt
11 : 14. ^* All the prophets and the law prophesied until John, and if ye
will receiiw {it), this is Elias which was for to come,** On this verse

Olshausen observes that the clause '*
if ye will receive (ity* with a compari-

son of all the passages *' clearly shows that the Redeemer called him so
(Elias) only in a certain sense, viz., because he wrought in the spirit and
power of Elijah, as Scripture says, Luke 1 :

17.*'* (5) John coming in

the spirit of Elias is rejected, and thus is not the Elias, because Jesus Him-
self, of whom he is the forerunner, is also rejected by the nation, while
the forerunner of the manifested *' Christ" is successful with the nation

;

the mission of both John and Elias being to the same nation. (0) Those
passages must not be interpreted according to the Jewish standpoint t7icn

entertained, viz., that there was but '' one captivity under Babylon, but
one return from Babylon, one Advent of Elias, one Advent of the Messiah
and that His Advent of glory and power in His Kingdom. Whereas, in
fact, two oppressing Babylons were foretold, and two returns from captiv-
ity, two Advents of Elias, and two Advents of Messiah, and jet but one
E!ingdom." (Jones's Notes on Scripture^ foot-note, p. 179.) The rejection

of the Kingdom and its postponement serves to explain the apparent diffi-

culties and adds most forcibly to the inspiration of the Word, evincing a
preservation of unity in the most delicate of Divine purposes. Such a
remarkable preservation of agreement, indicative both of God's willingness

to make John the Elias, if the nation had repented under his preaching,
and of God's foreknowing that John would be rejected and that another
Elias was therefore appointed to come, is beyond the ability of *' mere
fishermen" to concoct, bearing as they do a relationship to the deepest pur-
poses of God, The two Advents, the ono in humiliation and the other in

lory (the latter transiently represented in tho transfiguration), forms the

ey for apprehending these extraordinary statements—preserves consist-

ency in prophet, John, and Jesus—satisfactorily answers the question of
the disciples, and directs us in accepting of the transfiguration as a real-

f,

J
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ity, pointing onward to the glory to be revealed at the Second Advent, for

vhich glory tlie Jewish nation shall have Eliaa sent to them on a special

and successful mission^

^ See ft good art, by R«t. Dr. Richards (art. 3) in Lordts Tlieol and I'd, Joumat iot
Ap., 1857, who quotes from what mast be an able writer, signed Azor, Jewish Chronicle^

vol. 4, p. 132, etc. Jones has interesting remarks in Noies on Scripture. So also Rev.
Garratt, I'roph. Times, p. 109 seq.. May, 1«68. Conip. our reference to Elijah under Prop.
113, where his specific mission to the Jewish nation is stated. Dr. Craven, in note, p.
340, Lange's Coin. Hev., adopts the view advocated by ns and so many Pre-Millenarians.

* So Kurtz (.Sac. His., S. 145), *'that Elias truly should first come and restore all

things/or the LunXs second uppearaiux unto judgment, but that, already at His first appear-
ance in lowliness, nn Elias had appeared in John the Baptist."

* Drs. Ebrard and Kendrick, in attempting to correct Olshausen {Com. on Matt. 11 : 14),
vho correctly refers "the great and terrible day" to the Second Advent (when Jesus
comes to tread the winepress, etc.)f certainly are incorrect when they make **the day of
the Lord '* to begin with Christ's incarnation. See this amply refuted Prop. 138.
Besides this, these very men, excepting in this solitary place, are unwilling to make out
a dispensation of mercy and grace to be " terrible," etc.

* Lord {Theol. and Lit. Journ., Oct., 1860, p. 240) interprets: *'The expression, *i/ye
are wiKing to receice {it),* i.e. are disposed to receive (it), means, not if ye will believe
what I say, but if ye will take it in the sense in which I say it." We are, however,
inclined to receive the interpretation of Dr. Richards {Theol. and Lit. Journ., Ap., 1857, p.
597), which supplies (the verb having in the original no object expressed) **him"
instead of **it," making the phrase **if ye will receive Aim," etc. This accords best with
the facts in the case, the Kingdom being offered on condition of repentance by John, and
if the nation had received him ho would indeed have become Elias to them. Hence the
hypothetical statement. See Judge Jones's Aoies on Matt. 17 : 10 seq., and Alford loci.

The student will carefully notice, that while John*B mission to the nation as a na-
tion was a failure, such a failure is not aitributed to the second forerunner, but that the
nation as such will repent and receive Jesus as the Christ (Zech. 12 : 10, etc.). Eliaa
will be specially commisHioned to the nation, and the result, as predicted, will follow,

not before (as Augustine, etc.) the Sec. Advent, but after the same, and after the gathering
of Antichrist's forces c^inst Jerusalem.

* Barnes {Cotn.), and others, make the only fulfilment of Mai. 4 : 5, 6, that can be ex-

pected, to be realized in John. But they make no effort to meet the dlficidties of their

interpretation by informing us hova the original prophecy is fulfilled in John. If they
are correct, then it follows that the inspired prediction has failed to find its mate. This
we cannot receive. Fairbairn ( Typology, vol. 1, p. 333-^) makes Elias a type of John,
and refuses credence to a future coming. All that need to be said in reply is this

:

taking his own affirmed position, that the antitype must always bo more significant and
higher than the type, we find that John (the alleged antitype) sinks beneath Elias (the

supposed type), simply because what is ascribed to Elias was not realized in John. Be-
sides this :'prophecy and its fulfilment is not dependent upon oar faith or lack of it.

Barbour {Three Worlds, p. 121) makes Elijah a type of Christ and His res. saints

(others refer it to Christ alone), and presents some fanciful applications of it to the
Church. But Jesus speaks of Elias as being anoOier person, and the prophecy gives him
a distinctive persorutHiy not only by name but by designating him ** the prophet." The
stress laid on the phrase, *he will restore all things," as only applicable to Jesus, over-

looks the usage of Scripture, which attributes to instrumentalities that which is done by
God, as e.g. the apostles are **the salt of the earth,'* " the light of the world," etc.,

which, as other Scriptures show, they only are through Christ, Some enthusiasts, like

the leader of '• The White Brethren" (Art. on, Appletons* Cyclop.), and others, have
claimed to be this coming Elijah, but instead of observing that nis mission was one of

mercy and reformation to the Jews, they denounced vengeance and the destruction of

the world. Such claimants require no refutation. A few writers make this Elijah to

be simply a representative man who will come like John the Baptist, i.e. in his spirit,

etc. But the reasons already assigned forbid our rejection of that Elijah whose person-
ality is described by the office he held, *'the prophet.** Rev. Andrews {Bib. Sacra, No.
96, Ap., 18G6, p. 254), in behalf of "the Catholic Apostolic Church" (which professes to

have, by divine direction, restored the ministry of the apostles), says :
*• They believe

that the restoration of apostles is /Ae fvlfilment of the promise to send Elijah the prophet
before the coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord," Without pressing the
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plain grammatical sense as ntterly opposed to this ae^-approprlaium (jnst as tliey appro-

priate to themselves the sealing process, the 144,000 of Bev.) of the passage; without
laying stress on this mission of Elijah being exclnniTely promised to the Jewish nation

aitd not to Gentiles ; without calling into qnestion, and rejecting as untenable, their

claim of antUoritative revelation under the plea of special divine illumination, it is

amply sufficient to say, that the assumed end contemplated by their Eiijak-mission is

wholly at variance with the plain teachings of the Word. They ascribe to this apostolic

restoration the success of Elijah *s mission in reuniting men* and developing, to a

remarkable extent, the faith and strength of the Church b^are the Sec. Advent, which, as

is shown under various Propositions (on Unbelief, Antichrist, etc.), contradicts the

parirailure of the Church as given by inspiration. Admitting that they include learned

(Kurtz's Ch. His.) and pioas men* and that they are aiding in gathering out a people for

His name, yet the smallnees of their numbers and evident lack of success, should cause
them to feel some doubt respecting the soundness of their conclufdons, based on affirmed

inspirations, seeing that Elijah's predicted success does not result from their doctrine
and labors. We only add : the view of a still future coming of Elijah is not merely held
by Pre-Millenarians, but, as already seen from our quotations, by others. It was
strongly rooted in ancient writers, so that Theodoret, Theophylact, C^ril, and even such
as Origen, Chrysostom, and Jerome entertained it. It is of interest to notice a singolor
parallel, viz., that the first forerunner was provided by special supernatural means
(Luke 1 : 18, being conceived after the ordinary oonrse of nature), the second will also

come through the supematuraL

Obs. 7. Tliis diatinetion existing in the coming Kingdom (as intimated
e.g, under Props. 86, 114, 118, 124, 130, etc.) and evidenced in the King,
tiie glorified saints, the converted and believing Jews, and the accepted
Gentiles, is even presented to us in the tabernacle and temple. While it is

true (so Kurtz, Ch. His*, vol. 2, p. 411) that the typical interpretation of

the tabernacle can easily become absurd when pressed (as in the case of

parables) to every minute particular, yet it is also true, as the Apostle
declares (Heb. 8:5), that the tabernacle was made according to a patteni
furnished, and that there is deep significance in it, being ** a shadow of

good things to come" (Hob. 10 : 1). Now, aside from the ceremonial and
sacrificial aspects, the reader is reminded that the Tabernacle was Theo-
cratically associated, and therefore relates to the Theocratic ordering. It

was (Home's Introd., vol. 2, p. 96) ** partly to be a palace of His Presence
rood's^ as King of Israel, Ex. 40 : 34, 35."' As " the tent of assembling,"
the nabitation" of the King, etc., it foreshadows the future, especially

in its three grand divisions : (1) the habitation proper consisting of the
sanctuary and the holy of holies or holiest of all (the partition oetween
which is abrogated for the priesthood in the Christ); (2) the outer court
for the Jewish nation to assemble

; (3) the external space for Gentiles. If

at all typical of the future Theocratic ordering, it certainly refers to the
threefold nearness to the King as exemplified in the glorified kings and
priests who are associated with Him, in the Jewish nation winch is His
apecial inheritance, and in the Gentiles who joyfully acknowledge this

Theocratic supremacy.

Goodwin ( The IsradUe Indeed, Vol. 9, p. 31. etc.) makes numerous typical applica-
tions. Fairbftim (Typology, Vol, 2, Ch. 3, Sec, 2) refers in detail to numerous typical
interpretations, and gives his own conclusion that it applies to Christ and His people,
etc. WhUe a descending to the minutiie may lead to the conjectural and fanciful, it

seems that a reference to the future Theocratic ordering in some of its aspects, is legit-
imate. The personal dwelling of God there, the manife*rtation of His glory,' His en-
thronement as the earthly Euler, the patterning after the heavenlies. the place of meet-
ing and witness, the divine superintendence and devising, the exhibition of beautv and
splendor, *• the seat of the divine kingdom on earth," the accessibility to the King the
holiness belonging to it, the special consecration pertaining to it, the prierthood con-
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nected vith it, the worship and homage tendered, the honorable and dignified service

attached to it, the removal of the one class from aU servile employment and their exdn-
aive possession by God, the inteimediatoiy service between the King and the subjects,

the personal pnrity and adornment required, the clear and unmisteJcable revelation of
the divine will—all typify a similar condition and aspect in the restored Theocracy.
It is only typical (comp. e.g. Jer, 3 : 16, 17 ; Zech. 14 : 20, 21, etc.) of a corresponding
exhibition, on a grander scale, of **the Glory of the Lord," of Theocratic rule, of special

nearness to the King, of required consecration and holiness, of participation in the favor
and blessing of God.
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Propositton 154. This Theocratic Kimjdovi ificludes the vim-

hie reifja of the rinen and glorified saints here on the earth.

This subject, necessarily alluded to in many places, 13 worthy of

separate consideration. It is foreshadowed in tlie ancient The-
ocracy ; for, while the supreme legislative power was vested in

God, other rulers or judges (see e.g. Home s latrod.. vol. 2, i). 42)

were ai)[)ointed under His direction, by whom the laws were
admini.stered, etc. Let the Davidic Kingdom be restored as pre-
dicted^ and, in the very nature of the case, to verify the i^romises,

the Theocratic kini; will also have Ills associated rulers assuring
the most 'perfect administration of the laws, and securing the most
perfect governratmt, productive of peace, prosjx^rity, and happi-
ness, such as the world has never vet witnessed. The Word
emphatically teaches that those thus c^iosen, accounted worthy of

this rulership, are the saints. They are ^\joiid Jieirs'^ (Rom.
8 : 17) with the Christ, who graciously divides, without marring
His own superiority and supremacy (but rather exalts it tlierebyj,

His own inheritance with them. \Vhat Jesus, the Christ, inherits,

has been abundantly shown, viz., this Theocratic- Davidic King-
dom, in which His exalted Rulership is to be manifested. Hence,
to inherit with the Clirist, has a most deep and precious sif/nijl-

cancy^ indicative oi joint rulership with Ilim in His coming King-
dom. To be inheritors with Christ in His Kingdom evinces the

astonishing wisdom of God in the Plan of Redemption, that

without doing violence either to His moral government or to the

free agency of fallen man, He raises up and purilies a material
which, when the time comes, is employed in perpetuating the
purity, holiness, etc., of a Divine-Human government again re-

stored with untold gmndeur to a needy, groaning v/orld.

As we have before intimated, such a powerful Theocratic Kingdom as will be exliibit«>d

under the mighty Hesaiah, David's Son, is necessitated to counteract the fearful in-

roads of human depravity. A glance over the divine Record shows, that at the close of

fL-ery age or dispensation, the depravity of man was in the ascendency. Thus it vas at

the Deluge, at the deliverance of the Jewish nation, at the First Advent, etc. ; and thus,

it is specially predicted, will it be at the end of this age. Hence, God having patiently
waited, tested and tried human nature, and during the trial gathered out the material
suitable for His purpose, will suddenly and irresistibly manifest IVis Theocratic ordfr,

originally designed, now made so overwhelmingly strong by theafhUOon of this previously
prepared element of destined power that its supremacy is forever insured.

Obs. 1. Before assiorning the Scripture bearing on the subject, let us
caution the reader, whatever his views may be relating to it, not to dis-

parage our doctrine concerning it, lest peradventure he be found deiraciinj
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from the honor promised to the righteous. We have been deeply pained
to find, even among eminent men, such language held respecting this doc-

trine of the joint rulership of the saints with Josus Christ on earth, that is

simply presumptuous, designating it as ** dograJing,'* etc., and as far less

honorable and desirable than the indefinite, unexplained reign assigned by
themselves, and which they suppose God will bestow in some spiritual

Kingdom in heaven or in the universe. This reigning, whatever it is, is

the IjOTiTa appointment and not ours ; and hence to ascertain its true

meaning, that which God has said concerning it ought to be diligently

compared. And when the plain grammatical meaning undoubtedly teaches

just such a reign as we advocate, it ill becomes the believer in the Word,
even if he rejects the teaching, to speak or write disrespectfully of it'

Surely the position in which we place the saints (reigning jointly with
Christ), and the design of such a reign (the delivering of the world from
all the results of sin, and filling it with blessing and glory), should protect

our doctrine from extreme charges, which tend to materially lessen the

Eromises of God, and virtually to reject—as unworthy of credence—the

onor of the Messianic Kingdom, Taking for our guidance the principle

of interpretation thus far adopted, we firmly hold that God's promises are

to be fulfilled y«5^ as they read ; that He means what He says through the

Spirit, and intends to fulfil it ; and that such meaning is ascertained, not
by engrafting another upon it, but, by that which the words in their plain

grammatical connection indicate. Taking such a position, it follows, of
necessity, that a veritable kingship or rulership must be received. How
else can we explain the phrases to ** reign with Hi^n,^' *^ to sit on His
thronef^^ ''to be rider over His goods,^* ''ruler over many things^'^ "to
haverpoiaer over and rule nationsy^^ to be *' crowned, ^^ to bo ** Kings^^ and
" Judges'" and *' Princes,^^ ** to inherit and possess a Kiiigdom,** etc. If

these do not denote a real, substantial elevation to ruler'ship, great exalted

honor and authority in the Coming Kingdom, then language itself has no
precise, adequate meaning. This the words plainly denote, and, however
much we may feel that such a position is far above our deserts, the aston-

ishing grace of God will bestow it. Grace adopts us as sons, and as such
we become ** heirs of Qod,^^ and consequently "joint heirs with Christ,^*

and then, as an ancient writer (Sel. from the Prop. Scriptures, Anti-Nicene
Lib., sec. 44) expressed it, "all the faithful are called kings^ brought to

royalty through inheritance.^^ In the Frag, of Cassiodorus {Anti-i^icene

Lib,), com. on Fii-st Epis. of Peter, ch. 2 i 9, wo have, in accord with this

idea: **That we are a chosen race by the election of God is abundantly
clear. Ho says royal, because we are called to sovereignty, and belong to

Christ," etc. The faith of the primitive Church in an actual reign of the
saints, derived from the grammatical sense of the Word, is so well known,
that it needs no special illustration.*

' In looking over the works of opponents, it will be found that not one of them denies
ihe gramnuUical sense, but upon this sense fasten another to suit their theory. Unbelief
in God'a' promise of snch dominion is characteristic o£ multitudes, and they ridicule

those who cleave to the grammatical sense. Some scoff and sneer at the idea that a poor
saint, perhaps now a day laborer, a mechanic, or farmer, should years after this be
raised up and have power aa a ruler over others. Snch a prospect excites their miith find

wit ; and they profess to pity the ignorance and weakness of the man who heUeves in such
promises. Do such ever pause to reflect, one niomenl, that if reiiUy coutnined in the
grammatical sense, it is at least found in God's Word ; and that all snch witticisms only
become the unbeliever? More than this: do they ever think, that if, after all, this
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litem] BenM ahonld be falfllled, they mast, no matter what their professions or piety, in
so far sustain loss as they have been gailty of disparaging and ridicoLlng God's own
promises ;—the inexonsableneHs of the conduct being aggravated by the plainness in which
the promises were given ? The objection found in a few anthors, '* How can it be taken
literally, for where are the subjects over whom they can reign?" is so indicative of a lack
of knowledge of our system of doctrine, of the rudimentary principles of MiUenarianism.
that it deserves no answer, seeing that almost every author on our side distinctly

announces who these subjects are. Those who cannot teU are to be found among the
class who deny the perpetuation of the race (Prop. 162) after the Second Advent.

* It is also found in the Sibylline Oracles, in the Apocryphal books, as in the ** Ascension
of Isaiah," '* Fourth Book of Esdras," "Book of Enoch," etc. (Oomp. e.g. Stuart's Apoc,
Vol. i., pp. 42-74.) The entire early Church appreciated the magnificence of these
promises, and earnestly grasped them by faith. When threatened with death, they in-

spired the most lively hope, as in the expressed belief of Ignatius when brought before
the Emperor Trajan, he declared that the future kingdom of the Lord Jesus should be
his—** whose kingdom be my portion."

Ohs. 2. Let as notice next, when this rei^nin^ is to take place. It is

remarkable that we are indebted to the Ongenistic opposition to Mille-

narianism for the introduction of the theory that saints are now reigning
in the Church—driven to it in the effort to spiritualize away Rev. 20 : 4,

Augustine has been already quoted (Prop. 90, Obs. 2, and see in same Obs.,

by way of contrast, Barnabas) as one of the advocates of the view. Thli
is an opinion indorsed by many, and in the past has led even to many &
deed of violence and blood. For, it is a fact well attested by history,

that, under the notion that the chnrch is the Kingdom of God, the Rom
ish and other churches, as well as sectaries and heretics, have claimed that

believers, the saints, are now authorized to reign, bear rule, lay down laws,

execute them, punish, etc.' Instead of endeavoring to refute this inter-

pretation of most precious promises relating to the future and not, as al-

leged, to the present, let Augustine himself perform this work, when for

the time he overlooks his own theory of reigning, as follows [City of God,
B. 20, S. 17) :

" Who is so absurd and bhnded by contentious opinion-
ativeness, as to be audacious enough to aflEirm that in the midst of tJie ca-

lamities of this vwrtal state, G-od's people, or even one single saint, docs
live, or has ever lived, or shall ever live, without tears or pain—the fact

being that the holier a man is, and the fuller of holy desire, so much more
abundant is the tearfulness of his supplication,'* etc., quoting as proof a
number of Scriptures. In another place, he refers to the saints as ^* pil-

grims," "bearing burdens,'* some ** feeble minded,'' others '* weak,**
some *' tempted,*' others *' overtaken by a fault,'* all ** needing grace'*

and *' assistance,'* being '* healed while still they sojourn in this earth,**

etc. Now, the condition of the saints, as represented by himself, is utterly

opposed to the notion of their reigning as promised ; and it is a fact that

no true believer has ever yet expressed himself as conscious of thus reign-

ing as predicted. Having shown the inconsistency of such a notion pre-

viousljr (Prop. 90, etc.), it is unnecessary to dwell upon it. The time when
this reigning is to take place is specifically mentioned. Being ''joint heirs

with ChristJ*
^ they *' inherit ths Kingdom'* *' at His appearing and Kuig-

dom.** Consequently, it occurs at the Second Advent, and after the first

resurrection. As all these points have been made clear in previous proposi-
tions, it is only necessary to add that the early Church invariably linked
the reigning with the resurrection of the saints, as e.g. Polycarp {Bpts,,
ch. 5) :

'' He has promised to us that He will raise us again from the dead,

1
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and that if we live worthily of Him * we shall also reign together with Him,^
provided only that we helieve.'** This is so plain that it is expressly as-

serted that *'ile8h arid blood cannot inherit the Kingdom of God.*^ To in-

herit a Kingdom, if jt has any propriety of meaning, undoubtedly denotes
the reception of kingly authority or rulership in the Kingdom—for thus it

is also explained by parallel passages which follow. But this Kingdom

—

this rulership with Jesus—cannot be inherited by mortal men, it requiring
immortal beings who resemble the mighty Theocratic King ; for the heir-

ship witli Jesus, the identity of associated rule, the unspeakable honor,
etc., which can only safely be confided to persons previously prepared for
it ; the duration, the perfection, design, and resnlta of the reign—all cte-

7nand this previous resurrection and glorification.*

^ The present reigning of the saints in heayen is a cardinal doctrine of the Papacj. and
in the Creed of Pius IV., Art. 20. ia thus referred to : "I do likewise believe that the
saints, reigning together with Christ, are to be honored and invoked ; and that these saints
offer praj'er to God for ns ; and that their relics are to be hai in yeneration" (which
gives rise to Gibbon*s sarcastic remarks. DecL. and FaU.^ Ch. 28, S. 3), This perversion waa
firmly held by multitudes, illustrated e g. in The Chron. of Henry of Huntingdon, p. 116,
where it is said of King Geadwell in his epitaph :

** Sare wise ww he to lay hie Meptre down,
And cuonge an earthly for a heavenly crown.*^

And on p. 118, the writer calls the two deceased kings, Ethelred and Eenred, *' Kings of
heaven ;' and on page 122 exhorts all to become "Kings of heaven." Many Protestants,
especially in obituaries, teach the same doctrine of present reigning, having deceased
saints— over agaix.st the most positive teaching to the contrary

—

already crowned. The
Anabaptists, Mormons, and others, claim that the title of "Kings and Priests" already
belongs to them ; and while this caricaturing of splendid promises may excite pity
because of delusion, yet it is a fact that many in the church of the past have misapplied
these promises in the same destructive way. The Papacy may, indeed, have extended
this to a climax, by the reign of the Vii^in Mary, designated ^* Queen of Heaven" (comp.
' Mariolatry*' in The North Brit. Beview, Feb., 1848, Gumming* s Leda. on liom,, etc.), but
Protestants have imitated the spirit on a smaller scale ;.and both have applied the reign
of the saints to the Church as now constituted. The plea that the saints were to reign
on earth, was the plea that Popeiy often tendered to reconcile its encroachments on the
civil power, and to apologize for its assumptions of universal power. The most precious
promises relating to the future were prostituted to cover up its lust after aggrandizement.
Protestants, too, often imbibed and exhibited the same spirit, not so arrogantly, but
equally unscriptnral. As an illustration, we refer to the speech of Cromwell to the
**^arebone Parliament," which was inspired by the idea that the predicted reign of

Christ and the saints was to be inaugurated under his auspices :
** Jesus Christ is owned

this day by the call of yon, and you own Him by your willingness to appear for Him.
And you manifest this, as far as poor creatures may do, to be a day of the power of
Christ. I know you will remember that Scripture, ' He makes His people willixig in tha
day of His power.' God manifests this to be the day of the power of Christ ; having
through BO much blood and so much trial, as hath been upon these nations, made this to
be one of the great issues thereof : to have His people called to the supreme authority,'*

The speedy overthrow of this alleged supreme authority under Christ did not check the
misapplication of the Scripture promise. The world is filled with similar assumptions;,

and the present reign of Christ and His saints is taught and enforced by a multitude of
learned and leading divines. To those who claim a present reign of the saints, the irony
(oomp. Fausset, Com., 1 Cor. 4 : 8) of the apostle, if nothing else, should prove a profit*

able study. The Church-Kingdom theory is fruitful of results, and one of the engrafted
doctrines is this reign. Thus e.g. Brown {Christ's Sec. Coming, p. 477), on Bev. 5 : 10,
" We shall reign on the earth." rejects our view, and also its application to reigning in
an eternal state (heaven), and then declares that it applies to " the Church, as it now is.

upon earth," and represents <* the ultimate triumphs of Christ's cause upon earth during
the present state ;" but how it can do this, when the Church itself at the outcome of this

dispensation, instead of triumphing, shall be dreadfully persecuted, he fails to inform
ns. All this class, when kings and princes are favorably disposed to their respective

ohnrohes, have much to say about "nursing fathers," eta, perverting Mill, predictions.
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" So extensiTely did this conjimctioEi of the reigning with the period of the resnireo-

tion prevail, and so deeply rooted did it beo(»ne, that we even find St. Patrick (bom
abont A.D. 372, see Neander's Mem. Ch. Lift, p. 433), the apostle to the Irish, after

allading to his probable martyrdom, saying :
** Beyond a doabt we shall rise again in

that day with the splendor of the san, that is with tho glo^ of onr Redeemer Jesus
Christ, who is the Son of the living God, as fellow-heirs with Christ and bearing His im-
age ; for we sh&U reign by Him, and through Him, and with Him.* ' For the saints

crowned after the resurrection, etc., also see 2 Esdras 2 : 38-43. Lactantias so briefly

and tersely expresses the general opinion of the early age that we quote it :
*' Those that

shall be raised from the dead shall rale over them that are alive, in the manner of

judges." So IrenoBus, Justin, Barnabas, and a host of others.
' As we advance in onr argoment, we see still more clearly what Jesus meant. Matt.

21 : 43, when he said, that the Kingdom should be taken from the Jewish nation and
be given to another, to be gathered out (Prop. 65}, i.e. to the saints. This high position
of inheriting the Kingdom, of becoming kings and priests in a universal Theocraoy, was
tendered to the nation on condition of repentance. The nation rejected the offer ; now
it is attnined by tho saints, including the engrafted children of Abraham. This gimng of

the Kingdom denotes the inheriting of it, the actual real possession of the governing power,
and this is bestowed upon the faithful. The Jewi.sh nation instead of inheriting the
Kingdom becomes subject to its dominion. A supremacy is indeed accorded to it over
all other nations, owing to its covenanted Theocratic relationship (as we have ulready ex-

plained, Prop. 114), but the saints rule over it. It is the glorified, united to Christ, who
reign over the unglorified. Tyng {He Will Come, p. 159) correctly observes :

** It is a
cry false representation of Scripture which pictures the Church as subjects of the com-
ing Kingdom. They shall indeed acknowledge a submission to their Lord, but toward
the inhabitants of the eai-th they will assert a majesty. For this they will have been
qualified by their ghrifiration, and to this they have even now been assigned by prophecy
and promise." Much is said by mystical writers concerning "the mystic*! body *' of

Christ, Himself being the head and believers His members, the whole forming one body.
Now without indorsing the mysticism which is so largely fastened on it, yet it is a truth
^exceedingly precious -that Jesus and His brethren constitute one bfnly, and this union
is especially made manifest at this glorification and joint-rulership. To the critical stu-

dent it may be said in this connection, that this ultimate raising up of Rulers and the

establishment of a Theocracy answers the objection so often urged by unbelief, viz..

thftt Revelation, if real, ought to have been given to all nations, and not to have been
confined to one, the elect Jewish nation. But such an extension would only have in-

creased the difficulties of securing the end de.signed, owing to the pen'ereity—as seen in

the Jewish nation—of human nature. We are satisfied that the Divine Plan accom-
plishes the end intended more effectually and speedily—consistent with moral agency—lu
the way that the Word points out and history unfolds, than if the opposite course, sug-

gested by unbelief, had been adopted. The mode of procedure adopted by infinite wis-

dom commends itself even to our short-sightedness, and in the day of the manifestation
of the sons of God will find no gainsayers.

Obs. 3. The place wbero this reign is to be manifested is expressly
stated: '^We shall reign on (or as Stuart, over) the earth.' ^ In the very
nature of the case, if they inherit with David's Son, the restored Theocrat-
ic-Davidic Kingdom, it must be a reign here on and over the earth. It is

after the Coming of the Son of man, after the rise and progress of the
fourth beast, the ten horns and the little horns, and at the destmction of
these Gentile and Antichrist]an powers (Dan. 7 : 22) that ** the time came
that the saints possessed the Kingdom,'^ and that " ^Ae Kingdom^ and
dominiouy and the greatness of the Kingdom nnder the whole heaven shall be
given to the pco2)le of the saints of the Most High,*' It is taking an unwar-
ranted liberty witH covenant, prophecy, and promise to locate this King-
dom and reign in any other place than this earth ; and jet multitudes vent-
ure to assume it, believing themselves, under a spiritual interpretation,
not only justified, but that they are actually exalting the Word by so
doing. Many who advocate a kind of reign here on the earth in this^dia-
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pensation, also affirm that the ample, complete fulfilment ia only realized

in the third heaven, not seeing that the reigning is united wiih the Second
Advent, the resurrection of the saints, the setting up of Christ's Kingdom,
the rebewal of the earth, etc. ; and that such a supposed reign ia utterly

antagonistic to the description given to us of the saints during this inter-

mediate period, viz., a time of waiting, etc., until the blessed moment
comes of inheriting, of being crowned, etc., at the Advent. * The locality of
reigning is so unmistakably indicated by the Kingdom that Christ reigna
over (With whom they inherit), by the Pre-Millennial Advent and resurrec-

tion, by various propositions presented, that a mere mention of the fact is

sufficient under tnis heading.*

* To illustrate how interpretations are forced, Tre append the following ; Priest, in hia
FiVw—giving but the expression of many—declareB that ** when Christ has set up Hia
Kingdom in the heart of a believer," on account of *' the victory" obtained over sin,

"therefore of such an one it may be said, Ae reifjns on the eaHh," Thus two blunders are
conjoined to make out a case against us, for he has not attempted to prove that the Mes-
siah's Kingdom is in the heart, and that the overcoming of sin by grace in the individual
man is a ruling on or over the earth. But in the same book the strange anomaly is found
that he concedes a literal first resurrection, but— like Prof. Stuart and others— places
these saints and the reigning m the third heaven and not on the earth. This accounts for
attempting in some way, even so indirectly, to find a reign on earth to meet a scriptural

demand. Authors like Butler (Apoc,) have the saints of Hev. 20 : 4, 6, reigning but not
in their resurrection bodies, but they differ widely retpecting the reign. The funda-
mental mistal^e of all such is simply the misapprehension of what really and truly con-
stitutes the covenarUed Messianic Kiyigdom. This point clear and settled, the rest follows
as a natural sequence. Hence Dr. Bell, and others, pass beyond the record when they
have this reign over the Universe, What Christ may do in His Divine Sovereignty as God
is another question, and does not pertain to the covenanted Kin/jdoyn, and is not described

;

but as **the Christ/ the God-man, David's Son and Lord, His Kingdom and reign and
that of His associated brethren is on the earth. And this is the Kingdom with which we
are personally concerned.

* Hence we must object to various views, as e.g the popular one presented as follows :

" With Thoe wtUl reiim, with Thee we'll rise,

And Kingdoms gala beyond the t-kies."

The notions of reigning over the universe, in mid-air, and m heaven, have already been
adverted to, and shown (Props. 151 and 168) to be opposed to the covenant promises.
Some able men advocate the same, but they assign no proof in its behalf which can set

aside the reign on earth. Irving, and many after him, advocate the removal of the
saints in mid-air, and reigning from thence. Auberlen makes the saints to return with
Christ (when no snch return is mentioned in the Bible) to heaven, and to rule the unglo-
rified from thence. Fausset (tbm.. Rev. 11 : 15) says : " The glorified Son of Man shall

rule mankind by His transfigured Church in heaven, and by His people Israel on earth."
And in an article (Ch. Herald. May 1, 1879) remarks : ''The transfigured saints will then
reign over the earth. They will not live upon the earth as their home. This was the error

of the ancient Millenarians, owing to their confounding the glory of the transfigured
saints with the glo^ of Israel over the nations, and so in some mensure they produced
the expectation of a carnal Kingdom." Now in reference to all such theories, we vastly
prefer the alleged " error " of the ancient Millenarianp. as far more in accordance with cove-
nant and prediction, giving the Patriarchs the land and the meek a real inheriting of
the earth, planting the inheritance of David's Son where it geographically belongs.

Fausset (Rev. 21 : 10) adds : *'Even in the Millennium the earth will not be a suitable

abode for transfigured saints, who therefore shall then reign in heaven over the earth.

But after the renewal of the earth, and at the close of the Millennium and judgment, they
shall descend on on earth assimilated to heaven itself." This is based on the mistaken
idea that there is no New Jerusalem state on earth during the Millennium (comp. Prop.
151), and is abundantly refuted by the *' ransomed of Zion," the resurrected saints, par-
ticipating in this glory, as e.g. the apostles ruling over the twelve tribes, etc. We cannot
disconnect the glory of the saints and that of the Jewish nation during this period, be-
cause of the intimate relaiionship existing between the two, the nation itself being identi-

fied with the Davidic Kingdom. The view of the Seventh-Day Baptists, expressed by
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Wftggoner and othera, that the saintft are remoTed to the third hearen daiiiig the thou*
Band yean, while the race and the earth is destroyed, belongs to the same category, and
is amply refnted by their quoting Zech. 14 : 6 as applicable to the See. Advent, the con-

text of which they cannot reconcile with their theory. Indeed bo contradictory a^d lame
is the Tiew, that when comparing the New Heaven and New Earth of Isa. 65 and 66 with
Rev. 21, they are forced logically by their own position to the absurdity that the saints

glorified (and not mortal <men in the fiesh) bnild, plant, etc., as delineated in Isa. 65.

Their system, of coarse, makes redemption incomplete, the race aa such is never restored

to Edenio conditions, the covenants as given to Abraham and David are not realized as

written, and the promises to the Jewish nation remain nnfnlfllled.

Obs, 4. As preliminary to the reigning, if it is to take place at the time
and in the place designated, we onght to expect a definite statement of the

saints coming at the time, and to the locality specified. This is plainly

ffiven, as e.g. in Zech. 14, at the personal fte-Millennial Advent, " the

Lord mv God shall come, and all the saints with Thee,^* (Comp, Joel

3 : 11 ; Matt, M : 30, 31 ; 2Thes8. 2 : 1 ; 1 Thess. 4 : 16, 17, etc.). It is

. significant and in perfect harmony with the requirements of our doctrine,

that in the delineation of the last events which precede the ushering in of

the Millennial era, the harvest of the saints is gathered before the fearful

vintage (Rev. 14 : 14-16) ; and when the ** King of kings" comes (Rev.
19 : 11-16) " the armies** (i.e. the redeemed, so Barnes, etc.) accompany
Ilim. A mere statement of the accurate presentation of details requisite

to complete the account of the commencement of this reign is all that is

necessary.

The reader will observe that a personal coming of the saints is a prerequisite, because
this mle is to be under a real, actual manifested Theocracy, and as such is characterized
not merely by ** a spiritual rule " but a civil or polUical one, for this rule is conducted in a
government in which Church and titaU are one, and, as promised, the saints assist

in oven;oming enemies, subjugating kingdoms, in punishing those that resist its author^
ity, in protecting and blessing its subjects. Some say that it is a question whether the
saints rei^ visibly or invisibly over the nations of the earth. They might just as well
question the visibility or invisibility of this coming of the saints. The idea of the twelve
apostles ruling over the twelve tribes of restored Israel invisibly, is utterly opposed to iht

Theocratic ordering. This is no question to those who carefully compare the Scripture
statements respecting the visibility of the metropolitan city, of rulership and worship,
the visibility ascribed to the acts of the King, the homage paid to Him, the accessibility
of the rulers, etc. This does not. of course, forbid the power—like angels—of rendering
themselves, at pleasure, invisible to mortal eyes, etc. The latter feature is designed to
facilitate the power, discrimination, etc., of the glorified ones. Com. Props. 168,
197, etc.

Obs, 5. In giving the proofs verifying such a reign of the saints, so
abundant xs the precious material that we find a diflBculty in properly ar-

ranging it. Let the following order suffice. 1. This rulersnip of the
saints is contained and promised in the covenant made with Abraham.
Thus in Gen. 17 : 6 and 35 : 11 the promise is that ** kings shall come out
of thee.'' If this promise is limited to the few past literal kings of tlio

Jewish nation, well may the contrast offered by infidels be considered, viz,,

. that a promise coming from the Almighty God, which on the face of it in-

dicated great kingly authority and was only fulfilled in kings'who in power
. and dominion were far inferior to the great monarchies surrounding them,

is scarcely a promise commensurate with the greatness and majesty of
God, Admitting that the sinfulness of the Jewish nation* dwarfed this
promise in the past, yet God's covenanted promises, to which His oath is
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attacliedy are nob to be defeated by the perversity and Binfnlness of man.
For this woukl at once argue weakness and imperfection m the Supreme
Bein^, viz., that foreseeing]; the failure of the proportions due to such a
promise coming from Him, He should affirm it by oath. The Apostle
Paul had no idea of such a failure, for from this very promise in the cove-
nant he declares ** that the promise to Abraham was, that he should be heir

of the world " (Rom. 4 ; 13). The inheriting of the earth bj the meek,
und the inheriting of the Kingdom, ure equivalent phrases designating the

same destiny, rank^ and power. Tliis company of kin^s are to proceed
from Abraham, in virtue of his being thus chosen, and lience results the
imperative necessity, as has been already demonstrated, of our being
grafted tn, adopted, and reckoned the children of Abraham, that we, as
Gentiles, but now recognized as belonging to the elect nation, may inherit

With him, or become kuigs and priests. This promise is repeated in
another form (Exodus 19 : 6) and amplified by Peter (1 Peter 2 : 6, 9) as

still future, God being engaged in the process of gathering out the people
who shall appear as this Kingdom of royal priests, fulfilling the Divine
purpose (Isa. 43 ;21) :

** this people have I formed far Myself; they shall

show forth My praue" * 2. It is in view of this Divine purpose of raising

up a Kingdom of kings and priests (i.e. a Kingdom unexampled in its

manifestations of regal splendor and glory), that the most positive declara-
tions are made. Thus in Rev. 5 : 10, speaking of the redeemed, it is

added :
** And hast made us unto our God kings and priests ; and we shall

reign on the earthy That tbis embraces actual, real nthrship is so appar-
ent that even those moat inclined to spiritualize admit it, as e.g. Barnes
{Com, loci,), who at least says that " the redeemed will be so much in the

ascendency that the affairs of the nations will be tn their hands,'' a state of
affairs that will not, according to Scripture, be found down to the Second
Advent. In Rev. 3 : 21, it is stated :

*' Tls him that overcometh will I
grant to sit with Me in My throne, even as I also overcame and am set down
m My Father's throjie." This emphutically leaches that the saints share
or participate i7i the rule of the Messiah, for in no other way, without
violence, can the words be applied. Matt. 24 : 46, 47, has ** Blessed is

that servant whom his Lord, when He cometh shall find so doing. Verily
I say unto you, that He shall make him ruler over all his goods?' (Com-
pare the being ''faithful over a few things" and becoming *' ruler over
vtany things," Matt 26 : 21, the ''authority over ten cities,^' etc., Luke
19 : 17, and ** if we suffer with Christ, we shall also reign with Him," 2
Tim. 2 : 12). Such language is based on the idea that the reward bestowed
upon faithfulness is an elevation to a position of superiority evidenced by
the exercise of authority and rule. Such are (Rev. 1 ; G) ** made kings and
priests unto God,** raised (so Barnes loci), to *' exalted rank and dignity,'*

or (as Prof, Stuart, Apoc, loci) '*" constituted a kingly order, the members
of which are all like priests, i.e. holy and consecrated to the service of God
and in the possession of elevated dignityJ' If we take the rendering
offered by Bengel (6*«Ofnon) and Stuart of the last named passage, viz.,

that " the whole body of these priests form a Kingdom," and read it
** made us a Kingdom,*' it increases, if possible, the force of the expres-
sion, seeing that the Kingdom is represented as contained, centred in
royalty tti<elf, as e.g. Dan. 2 : 38.* 3. Saints are ** the heirs of a King-
dotn,"' Jami 3 2:5, which thev inherit at the Second Coming of Jesus when
lie is revealed as King, ** in His glory," and ** shall sit upon the throne of
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His glory," Matt 25 : 34. Reference is again made to this in order that

the reader may consider that ** heirship of a Kingdomy"' and ** the inherit-

ing of a Xingdom*' embraces much more than a mere admittance into

and enjoyment of the blessings of a Kingdom. It evinces the coming
into such actual possession of a Kingdom as is alone met by the idea of a
participancy in government and of regal authority. Thus the language is

understood when used among men ; and the Spirit never would give a
promise which, expressed in a definite usual form, denotes this, and yet

moan that we should regard it as exaggerated, and therefore we should
soften the implied dignity down into what might suit our humility or

fancy.* 4. A class of passages which describe the actions of the saints as-

sociated with Christ, can only be received as indicative of an actual ac-

quired rulership. When Jesus the Mighty King comes He is represented

as commencing His rule by terribly overthrowing His enemies (Prop. 115);

now tlie saints come with Him (Obs. 4), and they too are exhibited as en-

gaged in and performing tJie sams kingiy acts. I'hus Rev. 2 : 26 :
" And

he that overcometh and keepeth My words nnto the end, to him will I give

power over the nations, and he shall rule them with a rod of iron^ as the

vessels of a potter shall they he broken in shivers, even as I receivedfrom My
Father." Our opponents on this passage make all the concessions*that our
argument demands, for they concede (as Barnes, Com. loci), that it means
that the saints ** would partake of the final triumph and glory of the Sav-
iour, and be associated with Him^^^ and in reference to the time of fulfil-

ment :
** All that is said here would bo applicable to that time when the

Son of God will come to judge the world, and when His saints will he as-

sociated with Him in His triumphs.'* It is true that Barnes, and others,

endeavor to shift this passage to a rewarding in the third heaven, hut the
futility of it is evident from its describing a scene and events taking place
upon the earth. So also the Psalmist (Ps. 149 : 5-9) makes ** the saints

joyful in glory*' at the appearance of ** their king" and declares :
** Let

the high praises of God he in their mouth and a two-edged stcord in their

hand; to execute vengeance upon the heathen, and punishments upon the

people; to hind their kings with chains, and their nohles with fetters of
iron; to execute upon them the judgment written:—this honor have aU ilis

saints. Praise ye the Lord," Jude (14, 15) likewise invites the King and
the saints in their Coming *' to execute judgme^it upon all," etc. Thus the
Spirit, in attributing to the saints the same irresistible authoritative action
which belongs to Jesus Christ in Hia regal character and manifestation,
certainly teaches that they obtain associated rulership, glimpses of which
even seem to flash out of the song of Deborah and Barak (Judges 5 : 13,

31).* 5. Jesus Himself is styled (Rev. 1:5)** The Prince of the Kings of
the earth,*' i.e. as Commentators inform us, ** the first in rank,^* So also

in Rev. 17 : 14 and 19 : 16, He is called " The Lord of lords and the King
of kings,** The phraseology implies a recognition of this precedency. But
if applied, as usual, to earthly monarchs in this and former dispensations, it

loses some of its force by the fact that the claim here set up has not been
acknowledged, for wickedness and rebellion have characterized most of such
kings. The language is expressive that those kin^s over whom He is the
Prince, the Leader, etc., receive Him as such. This therefore can only be
referred to the saints who are mentioned in immediate connection with
those passages, and in one expressly denominated " kings,*' in another des-
ignated His *' armies,'^ and in the third ^* the called and chosen and faith-
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/«?." Admit the elevation of the saints to the dignity of kingship, Christ
being the Mighty Leader and King, and we at once recognize the beauty,
force, and sublimity of the claim, and how joyfully this will be acknowl-
edged hy the kings' themselves. For then the title really asBumes its in-

tended d\gnatory form, seeing that a body of exalted kings and lords are
associated with and under Him in His Theocratic government. This is

strikingly corroborated in Heb. 1 : 9, where, after the direct reference to
the throne and sceptre of the Son, it is added :

" Tliy God hath anointed
thee with the oil of gladness above thy fellows'^—that is, above the kings
who are nearly related to Him. Barnes {Com, loci) comments :

** Above
thine associates j that is, above all who sustain the kingly office,^' and after

correctly opposing Doddridge's supposition that these fellows were
" angels," adds :

** The more natural construction is, to suppose that it

refers to Lnngs, and to mean that He was the most exalted of all." Theeo
** fellows" are evidently ** the co heirs tvith Christ," pe being the chief in-

heritor, the Sovereign among them. The title given to the Messiah by
Micah 5 : 2 (see Home's Introd,, vol. 2, p. 271) is indicative of His being
the supreme commander as distinguished from subordinates. The Psalm-
ist expresses his hope (Ps. 94 : 10) of reneived rulevship at the very time
that the enemies of the Lord shall perish in being then ^^ anointed with
fresh oil

*'—^phraseology equivalent to kimship. And when the kin^s thus
associated with the Mighty One " hear Ilis words" and exercise their rule,

it will be fulfilled that (Ps, 138 : 4) ** all the kings of the earth shall praise
TJieej Lord (which is not done down to the Advent, but must be after, as

seen Rev. 19)." * 6. It is in view of this promised rulership that so much
13 said concerning the exalting of ** the horns'' of the righteous. The
" horn" was extensively used as emblematic of regal power, rule, or domin-
ion, as e.g. Jer. 48 : 26 ; Dan, 8 : 5, 6, 20-22, etc. It is an apt speaking
symbol of power and authority. Now it is repeatedly declared that the
time is coming when (Ps. 75 : 10) ** all the horns of the wicked also will I
cut off, but the horns of the righteous shall be exalted,'' Hence tho promieo
to the righteous one is :

** his horn shall be exalted with honor;" and let

the reader ponder the words that follow (because the saints when they
receive this nonor come with King Jesus ''to execute the vengeance writ-

ten^'), ** the wicked sJiall see it andoe grieved ; he shall gnash with his teeth

and melt away ; the desire of the wicked shall perish," Therefore it is

that in Ps. 89, where tho most positive assurance is given that the David ic

covenant, lon^ delayed, shall bo fulfilled in David's Son restoring the
throne and Kingdom, it is appropriately added :

" in thy favor our horn
shall he exalted," * 7, Another class of passages, in strict accord with this

idea of acquired authority, tell us that the saints are to be crowned, as in

1 Cor. 9 : 25 ; James 1 : i2 ; Rev. 2 : 10, etc. The time of bestowingthis
crown coincides with the time previously stated, as e.g. 1 Pet, 5 : 4, ** When
the Chief Shepherd shall appear, ye shall receive a crown of glory thatfad-
eth not away," So Paul also expected (2 Tim. 4 : 8), the crown to be
given only to himself and others at the ** appearing" of the Lord Jesus.

The emblematic ** crowns ofgold" of the Elders (Rev. 4 : 4) are indicative

of their sustaining a kingly office.'' 8. Hence, we are prepared to find the
saints oven called ^* princes,' etc,, because of such received honor. This
has been seen already in the title of ** kings and priests," but in addition

to these other expressive names are bestowed. In the 113th Psalm at the

time tho Barren woman (Prop. 118) becomes the ** Joyful mother of chil-
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dren/' God *' raiseih up the poor out of the dust ajid Ufteth tlie needy out

of the dunghill, that He may set him with Princes, even with tlie Priju-es of
His people,'' la the 47th Ps., when '* the Lord most High" is the *' greut

King over all the earth," and " He shall subdue the people imder us and
nations under our feet," then '* the Princes of the people are gathered
together, even the people of the God of Abraham : for the Shields (S?p.

strong ones; Horscley, protectors; Vulg. strong gods ; meaning, so

Clarke, kings or rulers), of the earth belojig unto God : He is greatly ex-

alted.'^* Even Ps. 110 : 3 is supposed by some (as Dr. Clarke, Co7n. loci)

to bear the rendering :
** Thy princely ^people in the day of thy poicer^^'

etc. (with which may be compared Justin Martyr's :
** With Thee shall be,

in the day, the chief of Thy power, in the beauties of the saints," etc.).

And various commentators, instead of applying Isa. 32 : 1 to Ilczekiah,

interpret it (correctly), as referring to tlio Messiah :
*' Behold, a king sliall

reign in righteouBncss and princes (some read, as to princes) shall rule in

judgment,"* 9. The more indirect allusions growing out of the purpose
intended are numerous. Saints are to occupy the same place, i.e. *' the

heavenlies^* (see Prop. 107, Obs. 3), now usurped by Satan. Recalling how
the future, anticipated by hope and most firmly grasped by faith, is spoken
of as present, *' the heavenlics in Christ'^ (Eph. 1 : 3 and 2 : 7, conip. with
Eph, 3 : 10 and 6 : 12) will be fully realized in this rulersliip. In Ps. 72 :

3

in the description of the Messianic reign, ** the mountains shall bring
peace to the people, and the little hills, by righteousnces," which Eome
commentators (as e.g. Clarke, Com. loci) explain to denote that princes
and inferior governors or rulers bring peace. Anciently kings or rulers

were called shepherds, and this is referred to in Isa. 23 : 4: in connection with
the reign of the Messiah, In Isa. 60 : 17 that God *' will make thy officers

(" who should be appointed to rule,*' so Barnes, who follows Sep., which
gives ^^ Rulers'') -peace and thme'exactors {magistrates, so Barnes, etc.),

righteousness," Reference may be made to this feature in Jcr. 33 : 2G,

and in Ps. 94 : 15, as some render it (as e.g. Clarke Com. loci) :
*' Until

the Just One shall sit in judgment, and after Him all the upright in

heart." Receiving what writers on the figurative language of the Bible
inform us, that ** a star^^ denotes a ruler, this idea attached to various
promises, as e.g. Dan. 13 : 3, would increase the comprehensiveness of the
same. The most delicate allusions are but too frequently overlooked,
owing to our keeping this reign of the saints too much in the background.
Thus, e.g. in Prov. 8 : 14^16, after showing that ** sound wisdom'' gives
*' strengtn," it is added, " By Me (i.e. in possessing Me) kings reign and
princes decree justice. By Me princes rule, and 7iohles, even ml the judges
of the earth," This can be only true of the saints, for as the historv of ibe
world shows, comparatively few such pious kings have existed ; but the
passage receives due force if we admit that the time is coming when all

who have ** sound wisdom" shall be ** kings, princes, and nobles." The
same delicate reference is contained in the saints being then associated
with " the hand" (emblem of power), of the Lord, in their riding upon
*' white horses'* (emblem of victory, used by rulers), in becoming ''pillars"
(as used e.g. Rev. 3 : 12—emblem of chief supports), iu becoming lordly
** cedars," ** trees of righteousness," etc. (emblems of the nobles of a king-
dom, so Home's I'ntrod., vol. 2, p. 469), and even iu '* the mounting up
with taings like eagles," indicative of exaltation.'*
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1 For finch axe ** the Sons of (Sod, " and declared to be snch, as Jeaai 'was (Rom. 1 : 4)
" by the res^jnrrtdwn from the dead," This Sonahip, as '*the first-born," already implies
the rulerahip. Thus e.g. Knapp {€h. l^eol,, p. 132) on the phrase *^Son of God" as
given to Jesus in Ps. 2 : 7, says :

'* It is the dignity of this office of King or Messiah, of

which the Psalmist appears here to speak. The name Son of God was not unfreqnently
given to Kings ; it is not, therefore, nomen esaeiiticef but dignUcUie messiance. The passage
would then mean. Thou art the King of my appointment," etc. So others {Ency. Beltg.

Knowl., Art. '*Sonof God,*' etc.) say it was applied to magistrates or rulers. Now,
aside from a divine relationship, the title evidently is given to include the future relation-

ship that they sustain to God in the power bestowed upon them and exercised by them.
As Adam was *' the Son of God," having dominion accorded to him, which he forfeited,

this *' image of God '* lost shall be restored through the second Adam. What this image
or likeness denotes, we may leave an opponent to inform us. Thus Bush, Com., Gen.
1 : 26, says :

** But there can be as little doubt that the phrase in this connection de-
notes primarily the posse/tsion rf dominion and authority,'* The "Sons of God" to be
truiy such must be' restored back to their forfeited dominion. It is this " peculiar
people" thiit God calls forth in this Messianic ordering. Then Frov. 4 : 8, 9. will be
abundantly verified : **She (Wisdom) shall promote thee ; she shall bring thee to honor,
when thou dost embrace her. She shall give to thino head an ornament of grace ; a
crown of glory shall she deliver to theo."

* We can see then liow the time is coming when such passives as Ps. 138 : 4, 5, will

be literally verified :
** All (he kings of the earth shall praise Thee, Lord, when they

hear the words of thy mouth. Yea, Viey sJioU sing in the ways of the Lord : for great is

the glory of the Lord" Now but comparatively few kings honor the Lord, then all kings
shall exult in Him. When these Scriptures are realized in all its fulness, then and then
only will the title (Rev. 1 : 5) of Jesus most significantly and gloriously appear :

** Prince

of the kings of the earth" whose loyalty to and supreme love for "the Prince" cannot
be questioned. The New Revision renders Rev. 5 : 10 : "And madest them to be unto
our God a kingdom and priests ; and they shall reign upon the earth." Lange's Com.
loci: *' And didst moke them unto our God a kingdom and priests ; and they reign upon
or over the earth." Dr. Craven, in a foot-note (p 160) opposes the idea of ** the saints

reigning as viere subjects (i.e. to be kings loithotit authoriiy over othersu" on the ground of
its being ** inconsistent with (1) the essential idea of reigning^ which is to exercise authoriiy

over others) ; (2) the express intimations of the word of God ; comp, Dan. 7 : 22, 27 ; Luke
22 : 29, 30, etc." ** If it be asked. Over whom are the Saints to reign? it may be an-
swered, (1 ) Some, as superior Rulers, over their brethren (see Luke 22 : 29, 30 etc. ) ; and
(2) all, as kings, over the human races to be bom after the establishment of the Bnsi-
leia, and, perchance, over other races throughout the universe. Speculation as to this last

point, however, not only as to answer, but as to question, should be restrained.

"

> It is a sad fact that these exceeding precious promises are frittered away until thoy
become indefinite and lose their designed meaning. To reconcile the inheriting with
the spiritualistic theory of a Kingdom, it is denied that a Kingdom is really inherited,
but only *• the eflfects" of it. Thus Hodge (Sys. Div., Vol. 2 p. 599) remarks that *'the

word Kingdom is used metonymically for the effeds of the exercise of royal authority."

In this sense he says "men are said to inherit the kingdom of God." The figure that

he refers to is used e.g. in the rendering (2. above) "made us a kingdom," i.e. metonym-
ically ; conferred (not the eflFects but) '* the exercise of royal authority," but to "in-
herit a Kingdom" the same idea is expressed without figure, if we allow language any
adequate meaning. This inheriting, as we show by the numerous parages adduced, is

explained in so many different ways that it cannot, without violence, be resolved into a
figure of speech. What a relief such a faith in real, substantial regal honor and position
imparts at the side of the vogue mystical, spiritualistio conceptions of mysticism, pan-
theistic individualism, and of semi-belief in general. Here is something plainly ex-
pressed in the grammatical sense, for hope to grasp, tangible, readily comprehended,
transcendently ennobling and glorious.

* They will subdue the wicked, verifying such passages as Prov. 14 : 19, " The evil bow
before the good, and the wicked at the gates of the righteous."for (v. 11) *' The house of
the wicked shall be overthrown: but the tabernacle of the upright shall flourish." The
reader will observe that toward the wicked they bear rjust as the Christ at His Coming) an
" iron sceptre." ruling " with a rod of Iron. " It is destructive. Against the notion (which
has resulted in direful persecutions and bloodshed) that this is to be manifested in the
present Church, Dr. Craven (lAnge's (km,, p. 124) remarks : " The * iron sceptre' was
not promised to the Church militant as an organism, but to individuals ; and not to
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individnalfl in the present state of conflict, bnt to those vho at ' the end ' should appear

as conquerors." That Christianity possesses a power over the heathen world is not

denied ; the power, however, is not that of * the iron sceptre,'—the power of govern-

ment. The adjoomment of these promises to ihe day c^ the Parousia is in accordance

with the expresM language of Christ Himself.
* Ingersoll and those like him may make Rport of this anointing oil (designating it

"hair oil," etc.), but to the believer it has a significant andprecious meaning. For when
it is auid Ps. 23 : 5 ^comp. Ps. 92 : 10 ; 89 : 20 ; 45 : 7, etc.) :

* Thou anointest my head

with oil," it is indicative of a consecration to Rnlership and Priesthood. We only

now remind the critical student that this union of kings and priests with the Christ is

essential to ihe cxtmpleieness of the Theocratic ordering, is requisite to fill up (^ measure

of His own glory and dominion (comp. e.g. £ph. 1 : 23 and the comments of commen-
tators on the same). The exaltation of Jesus is correspondingly to this associated body
of kings and priests, glorified and honored, reflecting His redemptive work and personal

glory. It adds by a visible manifestation to the perfection of the mighty Redeemer and
Sovereign, especially when it is regarded aa founded on grace, and mode instrumental

in extending the praise of God. Fausset (Com., Ps. 46 ; 16) makes the following com-
ment :

" As earthly monarchs govern widely extended empires by viceroys, this glorious

King is represented as supplying all the principalities of earth with princes of His own
numerous progeny." The Theocratic unity demands this intimate relationship, which
brings corresponding exaltation and faithfulness.

* Then shall be fulfilled the special promise made to Zerubbabel, the son of Shealtiel

(Hag. 2: 23), who shall be made ** as a signet," i.e. occupy a most honorable position,

and participate in that mighty shaking of kingdoms, etc. (Comp. Prop. 147.) It is in

view of this power lodged in the saints and their coming with Jesus at the Sec. Advent,
that they are even implied in the phrase " The Son of Man cometli in the clouds of

heaven with power and glory.'' (Conip. the excellent remarks of Olshsusen—Oom , Vol. 2,

p, 250—on the word "power," and its meaning in reference to a host.) We cannot
separate the Head from His members in this coming ; the Spirit unites them, and this

union we must respect and observe.
^ Strange that De Wette (Com.. 2 Tim. 4 : 8) should bring the charge of pride against

Paul in claiming a crown for himself personally, when he distinctly in the Epistle, and
other places, ascribes his victory and future gloiy to the marvellous, unmerited grace of God
extended to him, and declares that all believers shall share with him in the same glorious

salvation. The reference to himself personally is precisely what we, who follow his

teaching, requir^ as evidencing the strength of his faith and hope.
*» Of this striking passage we give the rendering of Sirr {First Res.) following, or prob-

ably is, Horseley's : " The willing (or voluntary ones) of the peoples are gathered
together, a people of the God of Abraham. Because the Protectors of the earth are for God,
He is greatly exalted," Justin Martyr renders it :

•* The rulers of Ihe nations wore assem-
bled along with the God of Abraham, for the atrong ones are greatly exalted on this earth.*'

These *' strong ones'* reminds us at once of "the mighty ones," who came down at the
gathering of the heathen to the winepress, Joel 3 : 11. It may be added that the expres-
sion of Fs. 113 quoted is a reproduction of Hannah's prayer, 1 Sam. 2 : 8, 9, in which,
however, we find the most significant explanatoxy addition, ** to set than (i.e. these poor,

etc.^ among princes, and to make them inlierU ihe throne qf glory.*' Comp. also Ps. 45 : 7
with verse 16.

» Delitzsch*8 translation: '* Behold, the King will reign according to righteousness;
and the princes according to right will they command. And everyone will be a shelter
from Lhe wind and a covert from the storm ; like water brooks in a dr}** place, like the
shadow of a gigantic rock in a languishing land." Pauaset (Com. lod) refers this to the
future Messianic reign, and "the princes" are '* subordinate, referring to all in
authority under Christ in the coming Kingdom on earth, e.g. apostles, etc., Luke 22 : 30 ;

1 Cor. 6 : 2; 2 Tim. 2 : 12 ; Rev. 2 : 26, 27. and 3 : 21,"

^^ Many indirect allusions are only available in the light of direct Scripture. Thus e.g.

Jesus re-establiehes the Davidio house, and the saints gathered out form part (Heb.
3 ; 6) of His house, i.e. they are incorporated into the royal house (comp. Obs. 5, 2\
and with Christ compose its regality. So Rom. 16 : 20, ** the God of peace shall bruise
Satan under your feet shortly,*' cannot be limited, as many do, to the Church at Rome,
as if it denoted the gaining of victory over ** discord, contentions, and divisions" in the
congregation. For in point of historical fact this is nd the truth, seeing that Satan, in-
steiid of bping bruised at Rome, made that the theatre of miaorable retrogressions,
hierarchical tendencies, and persecution. It refers to the victory over Satan and the
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resultant reign as presented in Bey. 20 : 1-6. The word "shortly," which has misled
BO many, is given by the Spirit according to the measure of time that belongs to Him
(Comp. Prop, 173.) Some writers (as fe.g. Proph. Times, Vol. 10. p. £8, etc.) make the
cbefnbim foreshadow the reigning saints ; others derive additional confirmation from the
tabernacle or temple, as typical of a fntare ordering. Interesting deductions have been
made by Thomas andothers^ from Zech, 3 and 4, the " men of wonder'* or** representative
men,'* "thy fellows** being regarded as representing these saints or mlers, etc. ; but
having so many other passages, presenting the doctrine in plain terms, these symbolical
representations may only rec^uire this reference.

Obs. 6. Another proof is worthy of separate consideration, viz., the pas-
sages relating to the judging of the saints. Having shown (Prop. 133),
what the Judgeship of Jesus Christ is, wlien He comes to judge the world,
viz., that it designates His regal kingly rule, it is corroborative of the cor-

rectness of our doctrine that the saints are represented as associated with
the Lord Messiah tn judging. In Dan. 7 ; 22, in connection with the
Advent of the Ancient of Days, the Coming of the Son of man, the over-
throw of ihe enemies of God, '^*' judgment was aiven to the saints of the most
High ;'^ this itself is explained as possessin ff the Kingdom, dominion, etc ,

in verses 22 and 27. Having given in detail the Scriptural idea of ''judg-
ing,** it will suffice to present the opinion of a scholarly opponent. Thus
Prof. Bnsh [Mill, p. 129), in interpreting the phrase ** judprment was given
to them" (Rev. 20 : 4), advocates by various references the Scriptural usage^

and then says :
*' Numerous passages to the same effect might be readily

adduced, from which the inference can scarcely fail to bo diawn, that by
judgments being given to those that sat on the thrones, is meant, that they

received authority to reign and goverii, or the right of exercisiiig judgment
according to the Hebrew sense of the word * judge, which is equivalent to

that of 'reigning,* or putting forth the judicial and executive acts of the

governing power,** Fairbaim {0)1 Proj)h, p. 460), admits that ** the
thrones set for judgment** and ** the reigning'* indicates ** their (i.e. saints)

I'lngly power,** which is exerciEcd in authority and rulcrship over the
nations. Now keeping in view the Jewisli idea of a Judge (i.e. a Ruler)
let us regard 1 Cor, 6 : 2, 3,

** Do ye not know that the sawts shall judge
the world ? And if the world shall bejudged by you, are ye unworthy to

judge the smallest matters f Know ye not that ye shall judge angels?**

The sense of the passage is plain, viz., that if destined to the promised
kingly rule over the world (as predicted by the prophets, etc.), that if even
angels shall be subjected to that kingly exercise of power (for the angels are

subjected to ** The Christ," and being 'iwsociated rulers, with Jesus, they
even will willingly yield obedience to the " co-heirs"), they ought to be
sufficiently worthy to exercise some authority even now in such matters
pertaining to the saints.* It is in view of this determined rulership that

Jesus (Matt. 19 : 28 ; Luke 22 : 29, 30) promises specially to the apostles :

** Verily 1 say unto you, that ye lohich have followed Me, tn the regenei'ation

when the Son of Man shall sit in the throne of His glory, ye shall also sit on
twelve thrones judging the twelve tribes of IsraeV* Here the restoration of

the Theocratic order is not only intimated, and the Messianic reign stated,

but the apostles are to be elevated to regal position of ** Judges'* or Rulers.

It is in opposition to the spirit of the passage, parallel Scripture, and
usage, to explain this (so Priest in View of Mill), aa fulfilled on the day
of Pentecost, or (so Prof. Bnsh, Mill), as verified by the ** Christian

Church in the midst of which the apostles are to be conceived as enthroned.
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and continually exercising judgment by means of their writings embodied
in the HHcred canon/ * or (do Lightfoui), ua exhibited iii the miniMenal
authority with which tho apostles were invested. (See Prop. 145, on Kc-

ffeneratiun.) Such interpretations are rejected as untrustworthy and a
lowering of tho promise by those who have no doturinul sympiithj with us.

Thus e.g. Blooinfield (Cum. loci) refers the fulfilment to the Second Ad-
rent after the resurrection of the saints, and supposes that the high exalta-

tion'^ of the apostles is denoted. Barneii (Com. loci) lonalcs the realiza-

tion of the promise at the same period, and after stating that "" to judge de-

notes rankf authority, power,' ^ as evidenced in *' the ancient judges of

Israel/' adds: ** And as earthly kings have those around them dignified

with honors and ofHco, counsellors and judges, so Christ says His aposiles

shall occupy the same relative station in tho great day." Comment on such
conciiSiions is unnecessary ; but it may bo interesting to notice how those

who reject our doctrine find it difTicult to retain an interpretation without
inconsistency and even contradictions. Taking one of the most guarded
writers, Xcunder {Life of Christ), ho informs us (sec, 7G) that the apostles
** were to load tho Kiingdom (i.e. tho Church) as His organs/' and as con-

firmatory of this mission quotes in a footnote Matt. 19 : 28, and Luke 23 :

30, ** ye shall also sit on twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Isi*ael."

llo here, as also in Sec. 51, applies this judginji^ to tlie present dispensation.

Cut when he comes to Sec. 228 he then interprets it (correctly), as referring

to the period *^ when the Son of mart should appear with dominion corre-

sponding to His glory in the renewed and glorified world ;'^ saving that
** tho word 'judging" includes the idea ot* ^governing* according to its

ancient acceptation;*' for "the idea of a participation of believers witli

Christ in the government and judgment of the future world is bound up
with tho whole mode of representing the Kingdom of God in the yew Testa-

ment.^' Witl^ all his efforts to make something ** symbolical" out of it,

he gives us all tho admissions that we desire, even in the sentence :

"There are to be * judges ' and * judged,* 'rulurs'and * ruled,' but in

an exalted sense— /Jt the neio form of the Theocracy as well as in ihn old.^^

Such is our doctrine.'

1 See the just criticism of Bloomfleld. Ind^ against the constrained interpretation that
this judging in fultilled in thiti life ** by judging heathen," i.e. detecting their errors, or
by "judging or condemning the world by tlioir preaching," or "by condemning others
by oomparisou," etc. He justly shows (and so Barnes, loci) how contradictory all this is

to the scope and argument, and retains the common view held by Luther, Galrin,

Erasmus, and many others, that they actually and truly participate in judgment at the
Advent of ChriRt. This brings it nearer to the idea of rulership, for some of these simply
embrace the idea of judicial investigation, or even of mere concurrence in judicial

sentence^ strangely overlooking the scriptural usage of the word judge. This passage is

by some supposed to indicate Christian magistracy and rulership but in this dispen-
sation. This retains the sense of rulership, but is a violation of the time of destined
ruling, as is even evidenced by the promised judging o£ angels. Some confine the judging
of angels to that of 2 Pet. 2:4; Jude 6. Now, whatever is connected with the action of
these associated kings in this direction, it certainly does not meet the full requirements
of the word ** judge," or the actual exaltation of the saints, so great in virtue of their
union and glorification with Christ that angels even will be subjected to their commands.
That our position is not an extreme one is evident from the Supremacy of Jesns Christ
over all angels, in which Supremacy the saints by virtue of joint heirship particiiute.
Even Prof. Stuart (Barnes, toci) says :

** This may mean that the Raints shall in the future
world be raised to a rank in some respects more elevated than even the angels in
heaven." The reader, perhaps, will be pleased to notice how the Jews understood this
judging at the last time. We append an illuBtrative extract taken from the Jiook of
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Wisdnm, Ch. 2 : 7, 8, xrhich, speaking of the Ntnm of the dead, sajs :
** In the time of

their viBitation they shall ubine, and run to and fro like sparks among the btnbble ; they
Bhall jndge the nations, and have dominion over the peoples ( Ku/y.)* &^d Iheir Lord phall

reign forever." To have rule over angels! What honor, dignity, and glory ! (Comp.
e.g. 1 Cor. 2 ; 9, 10,) Fansset (Com, 1 Cor. 6:2, 3> properly says : "'There is a dis-

tinction drawn by able £:tpo8itord, between the saints who judge or rule, and the world
\(-hich 18 ruled by them." To reUjn and to be saaed are not necessarily synonymous.

' Some endeavor to make an unnecessaxy difficulty in the statement that the twelvd
apostles are only promised a rulership, and that in llev. 21 : 14 the twelve foundations
are only inscribed with the names of twelve apostles, from which it is argued that Paul is

excluded (some even going so far, that this eitclusion indicates the superior position of

the twelve and the inferiority of Paul, notwithstanding his protestutions of being at

least also an apostle), and that Revelation is Anti.Pauline. But all such inferences are
beyond our province. Paul is definitely promised a crow n or rulership, 2 Tim. 4 : S, and
for anght we know the Lord, in view of his abundant laLois, etc., may have a better
ihln^—a special position—in reserve for him. We need not trouble ourselves about the
CPown that Paul will receive, for it vill be commensvraie with his apostleship, Because
God has not seen proper to particularize his position, it is simply folly to couclnde thi t

it must necessarily be lower than that of the rest. Therefore, we need not resort tj

the explanation of Hengstenberg (loci\ who supposes that Mathias's appointment was only
provisional, and that when the Lord Himself made choice to fill the vacancy Paul becamt)
the true twelfth apostle ; or, to that of Renss that Paul did not call himself a thiitetnth

apostle but simply an apostle, all believers being apostles (which does not meet the
difficulty, and is opposed to Paul's own definition of an apostle and of whnt constitutes

one). In conversation with a friend, Rev. Rogers, who takes Hengstenberg "s view, he
pointed out the fact that Mathias was chosen rcUkout God's direction at the expressed
opinion of the other npostles, and that Paul was the one whom God had chostn to take
Judas' s place. The apostles correctly reasoned that the original number should again be
filled ; but instead of waiting, and leaving God to take the viitiaiive, they prenmturely
undertook the work of supply, too much assuming God's place and call, and leaving it

to an election when it was GocVs pfirt to do the choosing. There is force and pro-
priety in this, seeing that this important event transpired before the day of Pentecost,
and that this election is all that we hear of Mathias. If this is to be received, then Paul's
name will be with the rest, Rev. 21 : 14. It also then shows the exceeding delicacy of
the New Test., in simply recording the fact without note or comment, or afterward re-

ferring to it. Augustine (07y (^ God^'* Ji. 20, Ch. 5) makes the number "twelve" to
signify *• the completeness of the multitude of those who shall judge," so that it would
include Paul, who, ho says, in 1 Cor. G : 3, unmistakably considers him.self included in the
number of judges." We prefer the definite number of twelve as more agreeable to the
analogy of Scripture on the subject. So Dr. Schaff {IFts. Apns. Ch., p. 512) rejects the
election of Mathias on the ground that Peter was '* precipitate," and "thought that the
vacancy in the sacred number of twelve, occasioned by the crime of Judas, must forth*

with be filled, without waiting for the promised outpouring of the Holy Ghost." ** There
seems to be no alternative, but to pronounce the election of Mathias a well-meant yet
hasty and invalid act, and to substitute Paul for him, as the legitimate apostle." Steir

{Discnurses of the Apostles, 2d ed.) takes the same view ; others maintain the validity of
the election. Whatever may be the truth in the matter, one thing is conclusive, viz. :

that Paul will receive his exalted position as Judge, Ruler, King, and Priest.

Obs. 7. The witticiems that some eminent men have attempted to pnaa nt

the expense of '' the mother of Zebedee's children '' (Matt. 20 : '^0-29)

recoil upon tliemselvea, inasmuch that in denying that tliere are posit tons

of honor and ruJeraliip in tho Mesaianic Kingdom, they evince /flr hy.^

knowledge of tlie Biibject than she possessed. Instead of this motlier enter-

taining low and grovelling views respecting the Kingdom, she evidenced
her appreciation of its glory and her understanding of the predicted ruler*

fthip m it by making her request. Making due allowance for her motherly
feelings, yet we can accord no sympathy to her apparently selfish purpose
of secnring the elevation of James and John to a position superior to that

of the others. The narrative, as recorded, confirms in the strongest manner

J
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that while incorrect and blamable in preferring the request in behalf of her
children, she was not wrong in supposing that the Messianic Kingdom,
whea erected, shall contain various stations of honor or degrees of ruler-

ship. Let the reader consider the following particulars, and snch a confir-

mation will inevitably appear. (1) The tiwo when this request was made
is but a short time before the death of Jesus, and, conscqxie»tly, after He
had frequently spoken of the Kingdom. (2) This mother made the request

through (evidently Mark 10 : 35) the solicitation of James and John, the
latter having not only had the Kingdom explained to them by Jesus, but
had even gone out and preached it to the nation ; heneo they ought to have
known something concerning it. (3) James and John had just previously

heard from the lips of the Saviour (-\[att. 19 : 28) thjit the apostles would
be rewarded in the Kingdom wiih a rxilership on tivdvo thrones ; hence the

request itself is indicative of this acquired knowledge of rulership and of

their faith in its ultimate attainment. (4) James and John had also wit-

nessed the transfiguration, and, there fore, had more exalted views respecting
the Messianic glory (see Prop. 153, on Transfiguration). (5) Jesus, instead

of denying that such gradations of rulership will exist in His Kingdom, <r.T-

presshj anno7inces that they will bo manifested, (a) by making them de-

pendent upon suffering in His behalf, and (h) by asserting ** but to sit on
My right hand, and on My left, is not Mine to give, but (or, except to

those) for whom it is prepared of my Father," thus sliowing that such
posts of honor shall exist, but will bo awarded to those accounted worthy of

them.* What follows is better illustrated by Luke 22 : 24-30, when they

(disdplcs) had ** a strife among them, which of them should be accounteii

the greatest." Now, corroborative of our doctrine wo have those points

presented : (1) This strife indicated (while exhibiting a wrong spirit in the

apostles) wliat views they held concerning a future rulership in the King-
dom. (2) Referring to Gentile rulers, Jesus tells them (because they antici-

pated tne speedy setting up of the Kingdom and did not recognize its

postponement, etc.) that instead of becoming such rulers noto they mnst
be servants. They were to be only the heirs of a Kingdom. (3) lie docs
not rebuke the views of rulership held, but confirms them by these ])articn-

lara : ^a) By showing how one could become "the greatest" and *'the
chief"—viz.", by serving

;
{b) by referring to Himself, who, although the

Xing—the Mighty Chief—of the Coming, still future Kingdom, now also

served ; {c) by then specifically, in view of the foreseen service they would
render, telling them, ** I appoint unto you a Kingdom^^^ i.c;, you shall in-

herit a Kingdom, receive power of rulership * (d) ** as My Father Iiath ap-
pointed u7ito J/e," i.e., it will be as real, substantial an exercise of power,
although subordinated to mine

;
(e) ** that ye may eat and drink at My

fable in My Kingdom,^^ i.e., you will be bo exalted in special honor as to

occupy, because of your stations, places of dignity near Ale
; (/)

*' and sit

on thrones,^'' i.e., elevated to Kingship
; {g) '\fudging the twelve tribes of

Israel,^' thus explaining why they are to bo enthroned, viz., to govern the
restored Jewish nation, which will again be manifested in its tribal divi-

sions (comp, e.g. Isa. 1 : 20, 27). it is impotfeible, taking these statc-

ments entire, and comparing them with the general analogy of the Word
and with the Messianic Kingdom, as it must appear in its covenantedfor?n,
to form any other just conclusion than the one we are advocating. We
may rest assured that ** the saints of the Most Htgh*^ (raarg. " of the high
places" or *' things," i.o.^ to which they are destined and which they shall
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occupy) " shall fake the Kingdom and possess it forever, even forever and
ever," Dan. 7 : 18. (Some, however, read *' the aui>ieme holy ones," and in

Terse 22 " the Bupereminent saints.**) Isa. 49 : 7 will yet 'be verified in a
high sense *' kings shall see and arise, princes also shall tvorshipj because

of the Lord that is faithful and the Holy One of Israel,^**

' The English version, as many critics have pointed ont, is very nnfortnnate in the in-

troduction of the italicized words :
** it shall be given to them." The rendering as given

in effect limits the power of the Saviour and contradicts other statements (Matt. 25 : 31-
40 ; Luke 19 : 11-27 ; Jno. 5 : 22, 27, etc.), respecting His rewarding the saints at His Com-
ing. It limits His power over against Luke 22 : 29. Hence Prof. Bush (Introd. Genesis, p.
29) omits italics and gives : ''To sit, etc., is not mine to give, except to those," etc. So
Barnes, Com, locif gives as "the correct translation" '* except to those," and Lange, (bm,^
••but it is for those," with vhich Clarke, Com. locif and others agree. The Bevis. has :

*' but it is for them." The Father gives (Prop. 83) the Kingdom to the Son and the po-
sition of the co-heirs is also bestowed by Him, and the stations of these heirs are depen-
dent upon the character formed. When the time comes for awarding, this will be done
by King Jesus according to the purpose of the Father. The order laid down by the Father
will be followed ; and hence before the development of the specific character, etc., and
even the time for the Kingdom to be established, it is premature, it is not in the prov-
ince of Jesus to bestow such specific individual honors. Indeed we suspect more ;—as
Jesus had intimated, the honors that would be given to the twelve apostles, this special

one—even higher—being reserved for others (e.g. Paul, David or Abraham, etc.), Jesus
delicately and in accordance with a general principle (from which the only deviation was
that in favor of the apostles as a body, owing to their being chosen, eto.), gives James and
John a refusal, indirectly intimating that such an award would not be in accord with
the Father's will, being held in abeyance for some others. We confess to amazement at

Lange's view {Com., loci) that if the request had been acceded to, they would have occu-
pied the place of the two malefaotorH ! Meyer's (Com., hci) view is more consistent : "Ye
know not that the highest posts in my Kingdom cannot be obtained without sufferings

such as I have to endure,"—thus admitting the distinctions of hon6r, position, etc.

' To indicate how oppositely our opponents treat these passages en illustration is in
place, Scott (Com.), Bh. Hall quoted by Scott, and others, apply Matt. 19 : 28, Luke 22

;

30, concerning the apostles, judging the twelve tribes, to their being ** assessors in judg-
ment " (the Popish idea of judgment being understood), i.e. acting judicially in the great
final general judgment, or •* in that great day to judge the quick and dead ;" "to sit upon
several thrones to second and assist this awful act of final judgment on the rebellious
Israel." They thus limit the scriptural idea of judgment to judicinl investigation and
sentence, and the Tlieocraiie idea is entirely overlooked. Now, on the other hnnd, one
leading opposer. Dr. Brown (e.g. Com., Mark 10 : 35-45) concedes our reasoning to bo cor-
rect when he presents the following comment : ''But to sit on my right hnnd and on my
left hand is not mine to give, save to them for whom it is prepared." i.e. the stations will

not be assigned *• on a principle of favoritism ;**and then justly observes :
** Our Lord, it

will be observed, does not deny the petition of James and John, or say they shall not occupy
the place in His Kingdom which tliey now improperly sought ;—for aught we know, that

may be their true place.** In Dan. 7, instead of reading " the saints of the Most High,*'

many able critics read ** the saints of the most high {places) shall take the Kingdom and
possess the Kingdom, even for ever and ever" (so e.g. Tregelles, etc.) ; and this accords
best with the analogy of Scripture, indicating the blessed truth that the saints are ap-
pointed to '*most high places," and, in consequence of this ordering, they take and pos-
sess the Kingdom, i.e. exercise lordship in and over it, associated with the Son of Man
as Supreme Ruler. This is a return to the ancient application as given e.g. by Justin
Martyr, who freely renders verse 27 :

•* And the grent places of the kingdoms under tho
heavens were given to the holy people of the Most High, to reign in an everlasting King-
dom, and all powers shall be subject to Him and shall obey Him." To the critical reader,

it may here be said, that in view of the supremacy of the Jewish nation being connected
with this rule of the Saints, able writers, as Tregelles, Fausaet, and others, distinguish be-
tween the *' Saints'' and *• the people of the saints or holy ones " as given by Daniel ; tho
former being the glorified rulers, the latter the Jewish nation to whom the former sustain,

as we have explained, a peculiar relationship by engrafting.

Obs. 8. The wonderful Plan of God is shown in pathering out an elect

body which shall, in the Coming Theocracy, be associated with tho Christ
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in rulership in order to promote tlie redemptive process of the race, and to

fill the earth with the praises aud glory of the Lord. Instead of being de-

feated in His Theocratic purpose, (iod has been steadily making prepara-

tion for its sudden and overwhelming appearance. Bh. Xewton well re-

marked concerning these risen and glorified saints that they '' have the

principal share in the felicities of Christ's Kingdom upon earth/' They
form a chosen body, a peculiar distinctive people who alone inherit the

Kingdom (for flv'sh and blood cannot inherit), while the Jewish and
spared Gentilo nations form tho willing subjects of the Kingdom. Being
thus a select corporate body to whom the Kingdom is given (Props. 60-65

and 90, 1*^4, etc.). vjho alone are crowned as the kings and priests of the

restored Theocracy, we find deep reasons for the astonishiug expressions

recorded of tho union, oneness, and felloinship with the Father and Son.
The taunt employed in tho early Church (evidently derived from this doctri-

nal feature) that Christians were a ^^ genus tcrtium,^' a class elevated above
others, is, after jill, but sober truth. Those royal prerogatives, belonging
exclusively to them, are sometimes presented in phraseology which requires a
littlo reduction to apprehend. Thus e.g. in Eph. 1 : 23 the Church is

** His body
J
the fulness of Him,^^ etc., which, as many interpreters have

stated, is expressive of tho fact that in some way the Church is to fill up or
complete tho dominion of Jesus Christ ; lie being the Head and the saints

the Body (thus forming a perfected dominion), a close and vital union sub-
sisting between them, Calvin on this passage remarks :

** This is the high-

est honor of the Church, that the Son of God regards Himself as in a cer-

tain senso imperfect unless He is joined to us.** This is only consistently

explained by the doctrine of this co-beirship in dominion, by which tho
saints form with Christ the perfected Theocratic order of inaugurated
rulership. The preceding context corroborates this interpretation, because
the apostle had just referred to the calling of the saints, their redemption,
the dispensation when all things should be gathered together in one, tho
inheritance, the redemption of the purchased possession, saying :

'* Thai
we should be to the praise of His glory who first trusted in Christ,^" and
" that ye 7naif know what is the hope of His calling and what the riches of
the glory of His inheritance in the saints,*' Thus intimating not only the
elect condition of believers and that they should in a special manner pro-
mote ** the praiso of His glorv," but that the glory obtained by them by
heirship would augment the glory of the Christ. The filling up or coni-
pleteness of Jesus Christ mentioned here, and alluded to in other places,

can only receive its due force and full meaning when regarded in the light

of this doctrine ; it then obtains a richness atid propriety that must bring
admiration and joy to the heart of the believer. This reign of a corporate
body of rulers, with the engrafted Gentiles as fellow-heirs, is the finishing
of the mystery (Enh. 3) mentioned by Paul. Therefore, it is that the
lengthening out of this dispensation is represented as so gracious and merci-
ful in God, in order that tl^se destined rulers may be duly gathered even
from among the Gentiles. And an amazing feature in the Divine Plan,
evincing unbounded grace to us Gentiles, here presents itself ; the Jewish
nation, the elder, having rejected tho offer of this Kingdom at tlio First
Advent (Prop. 57), the Kingdom, as an inheritance, is to be given to others
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ihy children, vjJwm thou mayest make princes in all the earth.** What
Lumartine says of worldly rulers {Girond., vol. 1, p. 53), viz., that "a
tlirone even in fragments will not admit of participation,*' may be true of

human nature as at present constituted, but does not apply to these ac-

counted worthy of co-heirship with Christ, owing both to the infinite «w-
periority of the Theocratic King and the perfect glorification of these rulers,

who can never give place to the failings and imperfections of frail human-
ity."

* fiaraabas (J^ts.) has been ridictded because he refers to the children of Rebecca
(" The elder shall serve the younger ;") and to Jacob's blessing tiie children or* Joseph,
also giving the preference to the younger, as " types of the people to arise aiterward,"
and applying it to the saints, viz., that they are represented by the younger. But when we
come to consider that Jacob would not place his hands, as directed by Joseph, etc.. the con-
clusion certainly is not ridiculous, that some typical meaning is attached to these things.

Now the only thing that meets such a typical design is this reign of the saints—a body
formed ehietiy of Gentiles engrafted—who in the Divine order are really and truly to

bear rule over the elder elect national body, i.e.* the Jewish nation, etc. There is deep
Bigniflcancy in such allusions.

* In this exalted position of the saints, xre begin to see what Jesus means in Luke
12 : 35-46, where He not only pronounces those ''blessed" that are watching, but

4 positively declares that *' He shall gird Himself, and make them to sit down to meat, and
will come forth to serve them,*' i.e. He will in a special manner sliow them honor. His
glorious destiny as portrayed e.g. in Ps. 8 will be verilied, ** crowned with glory and
honor," for " the babes and sucklings" receive *• dominion over the works of Thy hands,"
and (so Luthardt, Bremen Lecta,, p. 125 >, " Thou hast made him to be but little lower
than God," or (as Gcsenius iu Bobiuson's Cbm.), **Thou hast caused him to lack but
little of a God.

"

Obs. 9. The Kingdom itadf is purposely delayed for thousands of years

(long to man, hut brief to God), in order to raise tip this body of rulers to

Bustain it when manifested with a purity, dignity, power, stalility, and
glory worthy of a Tlteocracy, If llio question bo asked, why did not God
establish llio Theocracy in such a form in the time of Moses, or of David,
or at tho First Advent, the answer, as testified to by history, is apj)arent,

viz., that man was not prepared tor it. The essential element to sustain

and give it its immortal, enduring characteristics had not yet been prepared
and gathered. Looking at the predictions and promises, at the Kingdom
as it shall appear, we see at onco that a Theocracy with such a Ruler—God-
man—and with such associated kings and priests requires, in view of the

I

intelligent freedom of man and his bias to sin, a period of preparation, a
Bct time in which an elect, peculiar, royal people may be gatliered. God
could, as asserted, have raised up this body, if necessary, even ** out of

stones," but Ho chooses rather in forbearance and wonderful patience to

raise them up out of depraved man, not by compulsion or a forcing of the

win, but by the application of His own truth to their self-consciousncsB

and free will. Those who accept of this truth and manifest such accept-

ance by faith and obedience, become *' the heirs of the Kingdom^" are

adopted as members of this body ; all others are rejected as timoorthy of
inheriting the Kingdom of God. Tho Almighty, foreknowing the requiie*

ments of tho Theocratic, determined order, has also predetermined (hence,

in some Liturgies the prayer that God would speedily complete the num-
ber of tho elect) the member of those who shall oe associated with David's
Son in the establishment of this Kingdom ; and until this number (known
only to God) is completed, the Kingdom itself will not be revealed. Such a
Theocracy, in the nature of the case, cannot suddenly appear, without pro-
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tioua preparation, and ia not the product of compuUion, but cheerful obe-

dience to God. But when the last elected one ia gathered, when the pre-

paratory measures are all completed, then comes the sudden revelation of

the Majestic King and His associated kings upon an awe-struck world.

The re-establishment of the Theocracy is no longer left de])endeDt upon
previously gathered material to establish its e£&ciency and enhance its

glory.

Like the oocient Jndgea, tbeae are Rnlera, holding their office as long as thoy exist,

non-conferrable to others ; whom to resist would be treasonable ; whose authority is sub-
ordinate to the Supreme Will which it enforces ; who are ministers of justice and law,

defenders of truth, order, virtue, religion, the good of the individual, family, society, and
state, being pre-eminently the officers of the great king, promoting His pleasure and
dominion. By such an order, glorified and under the supervision of a mighty infallible

king, that which is so difficult for an earthly kinfrdom to attain to will be effectually

secured, viz., stabiliiu and cofistant progress. No reverses can befall it ; nothing; to shake
its solidity can possibly arise ; for reason cannot conceive of any power ample enough to

overthrow it. or to impede its glorious mission and destiny. For (taking Gildaa' render-
ing, ^D. 546, Works, 8. 45) *'The Moon shall blush and the Sun be confounded, when
oar Lord of hosts shall reign in Mount Sion and in Jerusalem, and be glorified in the
sight of His seniors" (for "seniors" comp. 2 Thess. 1 : 10). But this high and noble
calling is elective ; we are now cordially invited to accept this destiny tendered, for the
time will come when the door is closed. Fausset (Cbtn. Kev. S20 : 6) aptly says : **Thd
privilege of our *high calling in Christ ' is limited to the present time of Satan's reign ;

vohm he is bound, there will be no scope for suffering, and so ajierward reigning with Him
(ch. 3 : 21 ; 1 Cor. 6 : 2),"

Obs, 10. Should the inquiry be started, by what principle of justice those
elect saints' are so higlilt/ honored above the righteous of the Millennial und
succeeding agjes, the answer is given in the Word in the principles an-
nounced, and in the difference of the dispensations, as e.g. Rom. 9:16, 17 ;

Luke 22 : 23, 29 ; liom. 11 : 28, 29, etc. For such extraordinary glory
these saints must be trained in obedience and suffering, in temptation au&
trial, just as the King Himself has been. The subjects of this restored
Theocracy, owing to the binding of Satan and the unspeakable blessings of
the Messianic reign, will not be subjected to the same privations, tempta-
tions, and crosses that those now are who are schooled for their fnturc ap-
pointments. The condition of those who succeed these in the Millennial
a;3fe is vastly improved, faith being aided by the sight of grandeur and
glory, suffering being removed, and aid and strength being imparted by
this very rulersliip. This future Kingship is really the secret cause of that
chastening that oftentimes is now so grievous, God designs that by our
trials wo may become fitted and prepared for the position in the Coming
Kingdom. The elementary principles of holiness, wisdom, self-denial,
love, zeal, etc., are to be implanted, forming the basis of the elevation in-
tended, and qualifying us for (he high and nohle designs of this determined
xulership. God does not take " the beggar from the du7ighill to set him
withjprinces," until lie has passed through a preliminary trailing, includ-
ing, in many instances, this state of poverty itself as part of the discipline
necessaiy. When elevated to this kingship, it will be found that the state
of probation, the constant contact with and conflict against evil, was
most admirably adapted to qualify these rulers for tlieir stations ; not only
as to their own personal relationship to each other, but likewise to brine
them into sympathy with the nations of the earth. The physical and
moral evil encountered, the valuable experience obtained, the relative
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change realized, the characteristics developed and confirmed, these, with
the abundant additions of the Spirit, qualify them for the honor of king-
ship and priesthood, making them intelligent and wise kinas, sympathetic
ana loving priests* Suffering, etc., prepared the blessed Master for His
Theocratic position, and the disciple is not above the Master in this re-

spect, but must fill up the measure of His sufferings, inasmuch as he shall

also be allied with Him in the joy- and glory of reiffning. While the
happiness and glorj^ of David's Son is thus promottd hy His obedient
suffering, the same is also greatly enhanced by another principle, viz., by
the bestowal of blessings and glory upon others in virtue of His own exalta-

tion ; now the same is stated of these rulers, for while obtaining blessed-

ness and glor^ in view of their faith and obedience, the same is made an
instrumentality for communicating happiness to others and promoting
blessings throughout the world. Whatever of good, etc., maybe in self,

it is also made subservient to the good of others. This principle runs
through the past dealings of God, is incorporated with His Theocratic
ordering, a>id will be, as Millennial predictions abundantly show, mani-
fested in this regal Judgeship. This Theocracy is designed for blessing

the world, and exhibiting the majesty and glogry of God.

This comforting and delightful subject can readily be extended. We remind the
reader that these veiy preliminary qnedifications again indicate, -what has been before
stated, that there are detjrees of rank among these kings. That such degrees exist is

evident from the terms "least" and "greatest" (Matt. 6 : 19), from the ruling over flvo

or ten cities (Luke 19 : 17-19), from the gain or suffering loss (1 Cor. 3 : 14, 16) from the
simple announcement, so often repeated, of rewarding every man according to his work,
etc. Salvation is indeed of grace, but the proportionment of stations is dependent upon
the faith and obedience of the individual. Hence the numerous cautions and exhorta-
tions to secure not simply admittance to but *'an abundant entrance" into, the Kingdom.
It is not a vain interest, therefore, that John manifests, when he stiys (2 John 6): ** Look
to yourselves, that we lose not those things which wo have wrought (or gained), but that
we receive a full reward," Error, neglect of duty, wilful sin, etc., may largely detract
from our future reward. Barnes (Com., 2 John 6) refers to tliis loss, and adds :

** The
crown which they wear in haavon will be less bright than that which they might have
worn, and the throne which* they will occupy will be less elevated. The rewards of
heaven will be tn accordance teith the services rendered to the Redeemer, and it would
not be right that they who turn aside or falter in their course, should have the same
exalted honors which they might have received if they had devoted themselves to God
with ever-increasing fidelity. It is painful to think how many there ore who begin the
Christian career with burning zenl, as if they would strike for the highest reicards in

heaven, but who soon waver in their course, and fall into some paralyzing error, until at

last they receive, perhaps, not half the reward which they might have obtained." A
consistent, faithful life alone secures "the full reward," and such assurances should
certainly ui^e every believer to strive to secure for himself a glorious destiny. Such de-
grees are most reasonable, for a diversity of degrees exists in the whole order of creation,

in the firmament above us (to which Paul appeals :
** There is one glory cf the Sun and

another glory of the Moon, and another glory of the stars ; for ono star dififereth from
another star in glory,*' 1 Cor. 15 : 41) j in the world around us ; in the angelic hosts ; in
the Church as constituted. (Comp. e.g. Lange's Com., Heb. 4 : 1-10, Doc. 5.) It is per-
haps in view of this that the inheritance (e.g. Acts 26 : 16 ; Corns, loci) is designated a ** lot"
(e.g. Dan. 12 : 13), and that believers are exhorted (Rev. 3 : 11) to be careful ** that no
man take thy croim'* (for they are limited in number). Graff (** Greybeard ") in his "Lay
Sermons," No. C, truly observes that " the present or ecclesiastical dispensation may
therefore bo said to be allotted to the development of Christ's aristocracy^ the nobilUy of
His Kingdom, the ruling dans in the world to come." After urging that humility pre-
cedes exaltation, he says :

" If Christians were not foigetful of the distinguished honors
which await them in the future, they would be less concerned about the honors and
emoluments of the present." Pregnant words ; but, alas, how few heed the lesson im-
parted. In No. 13 he haa some thoughtful words on '* the Reward of Good Works

J
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that is Bnpendded to SalTfttion,** in wMoh occean thefoUoving sentence : ' And althon^
the literature of the Chorch abounds in * crowns for the departed/ it is not improbable
that there will be many crownless heads on the day when the Lord shall appear to receive

them, inasmaoh as the three crowns (whatever they may typify) designated in the

Scriptures, are mentioned in each case as the reward of some special service or merit
(The * crown of righteousness ' to those that ' love His appearing ;

* the ' crown of gloiy * to

those who feed the flock of Christ willingily. etc. ; the ' crown of life ' to those who
endure temptation and persecution.**) Whatever may be thought of this attempted dis-

tinction of crowns, the idea of loss, of simple salvation, is a correct one, as e.g. evidenced
by the apostles' teaching in 1 Cor. 3 : 8-15. The principle of being thus rewarded for

enduring hardship, self-denial, duty, etc., for Jesus* sake is distinctly recognized by
Jesns, e.g. when He addressed His disciples, prefacing the " And I appoint nnto you a

kingdom," etc. by the declaration, giving a reason for the same : " Ye are they which have
continued with Me in my (trials) temptations," Luke 22 : 28, 29. The unspeakable honor
thus conferred explains why the demands of God in reference to supreme love to Him.
unreserved surrender to His Will, etc., are, as reaoired in this dispensation, not fanatical

requirements (as unbelief suggests), but essential in view of qualifying the saints for this

itilenhip. Hence the Scriptures inform ns that we should receive our trials and even
tribulation joyfully, because if we endure the testing, these things shall give us a fitness

for the special honor of kingship and priesthood.

Obs. 11. This exaltation to a joint Theocratic rulership with David's
Son is afi honor so unspeakably great that it should most deeplff affect the

heart of the believer. To be associated with the ** Ki7ig of Icings,^' to bo
enthroned with the Mighty One, to be a Ruler with such an august Per-
sonage^ this, indeed, is dignity and grandeur far beyond that ever attained

hj mortal monarch. Made CShrist-like throuph the power of the resurrec-

tion, with angelic power and more than angelic glory in virtue of relation-

ship to Jesus, they *' shall shine as the brightness of the firmament and as

the stars forever and ever (Dan. 12 : 3), or '* <w the sun in the Kingdom of
their Father (Matt. 13 : 43). So great is this honor and so productive of

happiness, that the Spirit employs the most striking figures to indicate the

same. They are *' My jeiveW (Mai. 3 : 17) i.e. God's own peculiar, prized

treasure ; they " come to Zion with songs a?id everlasting joy^^ (Isa. 35 :

10) ; they shall *' be glad also with exceeding joy'' (1 Pet. 4 : 13) ; they
shall have " m Thy presence fulness of joy and at Tliy right hand
(place of authority) pleasitrcs forever more'* {F&. 16 : 11). The least in

tnis body of kings and priests is far greater than John the Baptist, Matt.
11 : 11, for the}i will be verified the declaration, Ps. 91 : 11 :

** 7 will set

him on high, because he hath known My name." It is ** a manifestation of
the sons of God," a multitude of royal personages, forming the rulinff

power of an earth-wido dominion ; the very number of them, all arrayed
m magnificence, swelling the splendor of the court of the great King, thus
presenting a sce7ie of glory that shall be the praise of the world. The very
services rendered by these kings and priests aid materially to exalt ana
endear them to the nations over whom they rule ; for not only their

authority shall be recognized, but their love, favor, and friendship.
Royalty, however splendid, when distant, cold, and heartless, loses its at-

tractions, but when brought near to the masses for purposes of beneficence,
immensely augments them.* The results, too, of their rule will augment
their exaltation in the eyes of the nations. Greatness in Sovereign power
is measured by the degree of success and the stability attained ; this meas-
ure applied to the reign of the saints only evinces the more the grafideur of
a reign which fills the nations with peace, plenty, and happiness, and the
whole earth with the worship and the glory of tlie Lord. - Each individual
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king now realizes—whatever his station—that (Prov. 4 : 8, 9) " toisdom
shall bring thee IwnoTf^* and ** a crown of glory shall she deliver theej^
And then shall the prediction of Ps. 89 : 15^ 16, 17 be abundantly tul-

fiUed, taking; Dr. Clarke's translation :
*' Ohy the blessedness of that people

that know the joyful sound (i.e. the sound of the trumpet on the morning
of the Jubilee). They shall t^alk vigorously in the light of Thy counte-

nance. In Thy nanie shall they exuU all that day (viz., time of jubilee),

and in Tliy righteousness shauihey be exaltedy^^ etc, (See Ps. 68 : 13.)*

1 The reader's attention is directed to several foroibly written discourses by Hon.
Gerard T. Noed in his Brief Inquiry into the Prospects (^ the Church of Christ, npon this

subject. His views are so mnch in accord with those presented, that an extract or two
will be acceptable. '* The higher management and control of the world will be in the
hands, first of Christ Himself, and under Him, in the hands of men— of men, once like

the mortal sojotimers they govern, bnt now glorified like their Lord, and living amid
their mortal kindred, as benefadors, prinoeSt and kings. It is not needful to suppose
their presence to be always apparent to their happy subjects ; bnt still their visible

manifestations to be sufficiently frequent, to sustain the mutual allegiance and concord
of mankind ; to cheer the intercourse of life ; and to perpetuate an abiding recognition
of their intense benevolence and their sovereign authority," (ch. 8). He makes (ch. 9)

a beautiful suggestion :
*< Is it not a reasonable anticipation, that in the future scenes of

predicted glory it may be within the power of the glorified saints still to mingle invisibly

amid the mortal sojourners of earth ; sometimes to veil the radiance with which they
will be clothed ? And thus when the earth shaU be at rest, the voice of men be silent,

and strife be hushed in the land, it may be permitted to these beneficent immortals,
though reigning in the world, to lay aside their ensign of power, and to cheer some
peaceful home of virtue and of loveHnoss with the intercourse of a kindness that shall

only seem kindred to its own." Let the reader compare our doctrine of this reign, thus
making the saints, while highly exalted, engaged in the moat noble V)ork in behalf of the
race, with that shadowy, intangible, ethereal theory now so prevailing in the church. Or,
if he pleases, in view of our being called "so credulous," let him compare it with
Figuier'a *' Quintessential Bun Beings" and such expressions as ** a throne of fire must
bo the throne of souls," etc., alluding to their floating in the sun*s fiery element, and
see who is the most credulous. Dr. J. G. Bchmucker (Kxpds. Bev.), on Bev. 20 : 4-6,

makes the saints have **a familiar and perhaps daily intercourse" with mortal men, as
'* the Lord's ministers and agents in the administration of His government"—so many
others.

' Let the reader contrast the sublime destiny of the believer, as given by unlettered
prophets and fishermen, with that presented by unbelieving learned men of the past
and present day. Thus e.g. ponder this exalted position of kingship and priesthood, so
correspondent with what the heart and reason desires, with the conclusions of I^of.

Tyndall's Itxaugurai Address, which, cleaving to a gross materialistic religion, expresses
the hope that ''you and I, like streaks of morning cloud, shall have melted into the
infinite azure of the past." What a contrast! So, also, compare our view with the
vague, indefinite, spiritualistio views so prevalent and see the great difference. Here we
have something substantial, real, for faith to see and hope to grasp, founded, not on the
vain conjectures of man, but on the oath-hound covenants of God and His precious prc/mises,

iokich are ** Yea and Amen.'* Our doctrine does not present the saint in his future in-

heritance as subject to a blind fate, or the unswerving forces of nature, or resolving back
into original elements through natural causes, or uniting with the Supreme in some
Pantheistic union, or taken away from his forfeited inheritance to unknown regions, or
being enshrouded in a mystical grandeur and gloxy that no one can comprehend, etc.,

but it presents him in a definite inheritance, in a well-known Kingdom, in a position so

accurately described, that we behold him sustaining an intelligent, religious, social, and
dvil relationship with the Supreme Intelligence and Euler^ being evermore a blessed,

exalted co-toorA;er with God and His Christ.

Obs. 12. Afl charged by Jesue Himself, who Baw the destined honor of

His brethren, we should despise nam of God's little ones. Every believer,

who runs the race successfully, is heir to a kingdom, heir to a substantial
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kinphip. Ho is a prince in his minority, although perhaps atrnggling

with poverty and without owning a foot of land, or house to shelter himself

and family. He may be despised and oyerlooked by the rich, or by his

neighbors, and yet he is destined to a position far higher and more honor-

able than that occupied by the proudest, richest, greatest monarch that

ever lived. This is sober truth based upon'precious promises that God in-

tends to fuljjl. That God now regards the poor Christian aa/flr superior

to a wicked king, however great and noble of birth, is apparent from Eccl.

4 : 13, 14. This passage cannot be appreciated unless we understand *' the

prison" alluded to as referring to the grave (shown to be a scriptural usage
in Props, on the Resurrection). ** Better is a poor and a wise chud
(being pious) than an old and foolish king who will no more be admonislied

(i.e. remains wicked). For out of prison (i.e. the grave) He cometh to

reign (according to promise) ; whereas also he that is born in His King-
dom becometh poor.'' At least, the pioua, although not born to an earthly

Kingdom, shall, by virtue of their union with Christ, inherit a Kingdom
after the resurrection, while a wicked king, born to a kingdom, shall lose

his crown ; for, rejecting the one tendered to him, he shall never obtain

another. From the testimony of the Word we learn that God will gather
these princes and kings more from the ranks of the poor and the ignorant
than from those of the rich, mighty, and worldly wise, simply because the

former are more disposed to receive and obey the truth than the latter.

All are equally invited, and many rich, learned, etc., have gladly availed

themselves of the distinguishing privilege thus accorded to us, above those

who shall follow us, in succeeding dispensations, of becoming heirs of such
an inheritance.

Some, who would be unwilling to express langnage indicative of the spirit which
actuates them, almost act like the Bamatrian (Marsden's His, of Sumatra, p. 289) who
observed that the poor could not expect immortal life, " that only great men went to the

skies ; how should poor men find admittance there ?" According to MiUler and others,

some nations assign the condition of man in the future to his rank here and not to his

conduct. The old anecdote of the Spanish grandee who expected to enter heaven on
account of the merit of birth, has really had its counterparts. These priests and kings
are not merely taken from the earthly kings of the past, however lauded and eulogized
by State churches and court preachers (comp. Thackeray's scathing and merited remarks
respecting the pulpit flatteries on G^otge the Second), but from believers, whatever their

station. Dr. Macleod {Memoirs, vol. 1, p. 329) well appreciated this distinction when
beholding Christ and heirship in the believing poor, he expressed himself " to see kings

and ^ueeris shining through their poor raiment."' We are reminded of some of the last

utterances, as given in his " Ecclesiastes," as follows : **Know then, O Christian ! thy
true dignity, not acquired by merit, but given thee from heaven. I am speaking to thee,

whether thou art a man or a woman, young or old, rich or poor, noble or ignoble, a
king, a peasant, or a weaver ; and I tell thee, whoever thou art, if thou art born again in

Christ, thou art a k'mg I thou art a priest t thou art a saint I thou art the temple cf the living

OodI Dost thou gaze in wonder at a temple of marble shining with gems and gold?
Thou art a temple more precious than this I Dost thou regard as sacred the temple that
Bishops have consecrated ! Thou art more sacred still.'*

Ohs, 13. The wicked shall see the glory and /«e? the authority of these

saints. This is abundantly evident from the action of these saints at the
Second Advent, ruling the nations with a rod of iron, etc. It is unneces-
sary to repeat what has been made clear under other propositions, and we
only refer to this again to call the reader's attention to the effect that it will

produce upon the wicked. Thus, e.g. in Ps. 113 : 9, 10, when the horn of
the righteous is exalted with honor, *' the wicked shall see it afid be grieved.
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he shall gnash with his teeth,* ^ etc. The wicked shall see this at the begm-
Ding of the Millennial era and again at its close. It will be a dreadful
sight to them^o see the saints thus honored with power, riches, dominion,
and glory—triumphant heirs with Christ

—

and themselves defeated in their

wickedness, fallen under Almighty power, trembling at the outpouring of

the long-delayed wrath of the Lamb, and filled with forebodings of an im-
pending and inevitable doom. No wonder the Spirit, all-foreknowing,
tells us that thoy will ''gnash with their teeth," for agony and despair
with deep, untold remorse must be theirs when they contrast the exaltation

of saints with their own unhappy one, and then remember that just such
honor and blessedness and rank was freely, lovingly, and most urgently
pressed upon them, but they—loving evil rather than good—foolishly and
oven contemptuously refused it.

It is hard to bear the contempt, scom, and deriflion so laviahly heaped npon Christian-
ity, and which shall finally culminate in another dreadful persecution of believers. But
the time is coming when all this will be changed. When the stations are assigned, and
the saints '• execute the judgment written, '* ihen will appear God's estimate of men and the
world's estimate of the followers of Jesus. Now the world, irrespective of religion, or
even moral character, exalts, in view simply of great talent or intellect, a Ooethe or
Byron, and a host of others, including militaiy chieftains, statesmen, etc., far above the
Christian. But then the weaJcest believer, brother to Jesus, having not been ashamed to

confess and obey Him, fOiall stand immensely higher ; for the King of kings will acknowl-
edge and honor them, while those immoral, irreligious, unbelieving favorites of the
world will be rejected as utterly unworthy of favor and blessing. Men shall and must
reap as they have sowed, and the harvest will bring either blessing or wrath.

Obs. 14. One grand cause of the amazing power of these kings and
priests has already been explained under our repeated references to the
supernatural. They shall receive the promised Baptism of the Holy Ghost
and Eire (Prop. 171). It is for this reason that Jesus promised His dis-

ciples that they should perform greater works than He hud done while on
earth ; and that all things that they would ask for would be granted, etc.

This has never yet been realized. There was a partial fulfilment in the
case of the apostles and their contemporaries, but even then their works
did not exceed the miraculous power exerted by the Master, It is a mere
begging of the question to say tnat, although miraculous power has ceased,

greater power is really given, because charity, etc., is rather to be chosen,
according to the apostles, as a more excellent gift For, if the greater gifts

are thus given, as alleged, why should not the lesser be witnessed 9 The
truth is, tnat the more excellent gifts are such because they relate to, and
are an indication of moral character, while miraculous power, intrusted to
believers, is not exclusively dependent upon spiritual attainments, but can
be conferred independently of them. The weakest as well as the strongest

can exert the power, if communicated. But the time is coming when this

same miraculous power shall be given to those who have made themselves
worthy of it in a higher degree than ever yet experienced—^those spiritual

attainments forming the ground of conference—for Christ's promises are
all true and will be verified. The inchoate fulfilment is evidence of the
more ample one when the apostles and believers inherit the Kingdom.
This feature explains, therefore, that matchless and irresistible power with
which they stand invested at their manifestation.

This, aside from the supernatural power lodged in the Supreme Ruler, explains the
triumphant predictions of the prophets respecting the ixresiBtible progress of the King'
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d<5m in OTerooming all enemies, and obtaining nniverRal dominion. Those Kings are
invulnerable, being immortal, and clothed with saoh a baptism Viey con nadUy execute the
commands of their King. Having the gift of tongues, they can express the Will of the
Majesty, and possessing the requisite power duly enforce the same. The perfection of the
Kalers, their complete adaptedness to the positions assigned, will be fally recognized. Even
their personal appearance, fashioned after the Christ, will secure immediate reTerence,
for, Ps. 68 : 13, " Though ye have lain among the pots, yet shall ye be as the wings of

a dove covered with silver^ and her feathers with yellow gold/' Being equal to the
angels that ** excel in strength," a host like Sennacherib's can offer no resistance of moment.
These rulers are *' raised in glory and power," with the likeness of the mighty Elder
Brother impressed upon eaoh one, so that to behold one of them is to see a rqpreserUativt

of the glorified King Jesus. The flashing name of the Saviour in their foreheads, the
splendor of their raiment, the beauty of their appearance, the multitude of them, the
supernatural manifested in action—aU glorifles the Head and impresses the nations with
awe and reverence.

Obs, 15. God*B equity is yindicated by this reign of the saints. We do
not now allude to the restoration of forfeited blessings, for this has been
mentioned before, but to the simple fact that the very placBf here on earth,

Trhich was the scene of the saint s pilgrimage, the Churches struggle, the
martyr*B suffering, the believer's figlit of faith under trial, shall become the

witness of the saint's elevation, the Church's honor, the martyr's triumph,
the believer's reign. God's justice and grace has crowned all with tho
kingship and priesthood, thus vindicating His assurances of ultimate up-
lifting in the very earth where humiliation was experienced in reliance

upon His Word, It is no small thing that the saints shall be kings where
they once were poor and needy ; that they shall be happy Princes where
once they suffered ; that they"sliall be rejoicing Nobles where once they
sorely wept and prayed ; and triumphant Rulers where once they were
tempted, tried, persecuted, and afflicted. When this reigning is thus ex-

perienced, how will God's ways be vindicated before the enraptured saints

and an astonished world.

Then a thousand promiaes, but Imperfectly realized now, will be most amply verified.

Having sought and found the Kingdom of Qod (Matt. 7 : 33), " all things'' shall be added,
being made (Matt, 24:47), *• ruler over all His goods.*' Prov. 8:18-21, "Hiches
and honor are with me ; yea, durable riches, and righteousness. My fruit is better than
gold, yea, than fine gold ; and my revenue than choice silver. I lead in the way of right-
eousness, in the midst of the paths of judgment : that I may cause those who love me
to inherit substance ; and I will fill their treasures." Prov, 22 : 4, •• The reward of hu-
mility and the fear of the Lord are riches and honor and life." The Saviour's love and
joy will be to make His own supremely happy, so that He may he glorified in them. As
earthly courts, with their officials, splendor, and wealth, reflect the greatness and grand*
ear of the monarch, so, but far above the power of description, will the court of the
Messiah, with its associated rulers, its splendor, its riches, reflect the greater glory of
"the Prince of the kings of the earth."

Obs. 16. Indeed, this subject serves to throw light on the difficult sub-
ject of Divine Providence. For it indicates that evil cannot, and will not,
iiUimately triumph ; its limits are definitely fixed. Owing to the proposed
Theocracy being postponed until* a number of chosen ones are gathered,
and in view of these elect ones being tested in order to develop the charac-
ter required by their subsequent Theocratic relationship, evil is aUoioed to
the righteous as a source of trial to qualify them for their future positions,
while prosperity and domination is given to the wicked for a time onlv,
and then the triumph of the latter shall forever cease. The believer amid
evil is sustained by the consciousness of Divine approval, the adaptation of
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Dfrine truth to liis moral wants, the liabifc of devotion and its receptive

action, the implantation and cultivation of Christian graces, and the well-

gronnded hope, corroborated by experiences, that all things work for hia

ultimate good. The final restoration of the Theocracy with its blessed re-

sults vindicates the present ordering instituted as a snitable preparatory
state and discipline.

Then what new light, what intensity of meanings wiU be thrown on nomerons en-
couraging promiBeB of Soriptnre. When ** the exceeding and eternal weight of gloiy"
is realized, then how vividly will appear snch declarations as Peter's, 1 Pet. 1 : 4-13, or
Fanl's. Rom. 6 : 17. 18, 23-39 ; 2 Cor. 4 : 17, 18. The dark Providences of the post will

shine forth, iUominated by the end purposed. Now much is perplexing and tiying to
oar faith, bnt then the value of this disciplinaiy dispensation will be clearly, by actnal
experience, appreciated. The divine ordering, in the precious fruitage exhibited, will be
folly vindicated.

Ols, 17. This leign of the saints, with its exalted and nnending rcsnlts,

in snch a Theocratic relationship, affords an additional answer to the as-

tronomical objection of Paine and others. Aside from the onestions of

moral and civil government, the honor, etc., of God thus upheld, the inter-

est which Ho manifests in intelligent creatures (His own workmanship),
etc., which it fully meets, the happiness, immortality, employment, and
Divine union which these kings enjoy—eternally, too—indicates that how-
over great the condescension and grace of God in procuring it, this salva-

tion exemplified in this form is, according to our highest and noblest con-
ceptions, worthy of the Almighty, redounding to His praise and glory. It

is a wonderful adaptation to existing circumstances, bringing forth a dis-

])lay of Divine attributes and a condescension upon the part of the
Almighty, which lifts humanity into the sphere of the Divine.

Again we suggest that glorified saints may visit, owing to their construction (like unto
angels) and relationship to the Divine (Christlike), other worlds ; this is only repeating
what many Christian divines have taught, and what many i^ow teach in their progres-
sive jtheories. While the special sphere of the ruler is here on the earth, yet we need not
limit his constant attendance to this planet. He may, for aught we* know, tell the
wondrous story of the Father's mercy and Saviour's love, of man b fall and restoration,

to the inhabitants of other worlds. The relationship that this world, now broken by
sin, sustains to others will, as the descending and ascending angels show, be restored
again. Let us not be accused of extravagance, for such a view is sustained by strict

analogy and intimations. To test the power of credence, let the student endeavor to

believe what Figuier (ch. 13, The To-morrow of Dmth) prenents under the garb of science,

viz., that ** the Solar Bays are Emanations of Spiritual Beings who dwell in the Sun."
It certainly takes faith to accept of these " Emanations of the Souls of the Sun people,"
and thus virtually return to the ancient Sun reverence. To have beings floating about in
" a gaseous incandescent moss or a globe of matter in a state of fusion, surrounded by an
atmosphere of burning gas," requires an amount of reasoning and faith which the

weakness of Biblical faith does not demand at our hands. This reminds us that

Figuier and others say that Christianity cannot explain what becomes of infants. They
are mistaken ; for the extreme ultra views of some theologians do not constitute the
Bible truth. We need not resort to Figuier's successive re-incarnations. They return
with the ransomed at the resurrection (Jer. 31 : 15-17), not being condemnod on account
of sin, and being regarded worthy of the Kingdom. Not having sustained a probation
to develop character, nothing special is said respecting their future position, leaving it

for the future to determine their position, both in reference to the rulers and the nations
of the earth. They too will be supremely happy and blessed in Bedemption.

Ohs, 18, The notion that the kingly office of Christ is continued and
perpetuated in the ministry is shown to be erroneous. To make out a ful-

tllment of kingship and priesthood, as promised, and to exalt the ministry.
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Popery has incorporated this feature^ which is also characteristic of some
portions of Protestanism inclined, more or less, to hierarchical tendencies.

The doctrine of the Kingdom, of the covenanted Messianic reign and that

of the saints, is utterly opposed to such uiiscriptural deductions^ making a

kingly sacerdotal caste in the Church. The early Church, and Millena-

rians over since, has hccn against such extravagant and injurious assump-
tions. Hence it is that Neander and other Church historians, when trac-

ing the rise and progress of those lofty sacerdotal claims, this sad change
from a church equality grounded on a common relation to Christ to a sepa-

rate distinct mediatory royal priesthood, pass by the advocates of our doc-

trine, and clearly show that this change arose through the opposers of Chil-

iasm. In the very nature of the case, our doctrine could not encourage
such usurpations of position and authority, when it distinctly ascribed the

fulfilment of all such promises to the Second Advent of Christ in a still

higher sense. ^ On the other hand, this pre-determined rulership indicates

how we ou^ht to regard the efforts of a class who, to bring about the

promised Millennial glory, dream of a period of time when all persons shall

t)e forced in an equality of position, rank, and possessions. This King-
dom and reign—the result of God's wisdom and His choice as the best

adapted for the world—show that it is a wild theory of ignorance (although
presented in attractive garb), arising from an overlooking of the present

depravity of man and of the ultimate Divine purpose in elevating human-
ity.*

> Popery, not satisfied with its claims of kingly priesthood exerted here on earth in the

present dispensation, even has the abstirdity of pretending by acts of canonization to

exalt the position of deceased saints, if not in heaven, at least on earth. Looking at the
life of Ignatius Loyola (Nicolini's Hisl. of ike Jtsmis, p. 263), we find him represented in such
regal style that only Popes like St. Peter, Empresses like the Virgin Mary, and
Soverei^ Monarchs like God the Father and Jesus Christ. " enjoyed the bliss of* seeing
him.* ' Alas, what ignorance of Scripture is thus manifested.

* The time of the Second Advent is the period of reigning, and not before. Thns e.g.

Lange, on the Parable of the Pounds {Coin. locXu declares that the faithful ones ** expect
their share in the government of the world, not before, but only after the personal return
of the Lord " fso comp. Lange on Matt. 19 : 28 ; Matt. 25 : 21, etc.). Bh. Butler (Jfonoinr,

p. 298) says :
" Since they (Christians) are not already invested with that degree of glory

that will be communicated to them, they could not, under the notion of members of that

kingdom, claim any earthly dominion before the glorious reign of Christ shall commence,
trAen they shall indeed reign with Him upon the earth.**

Obs. 10. It has been supposed (as e.g. Noel in Brief Inquiry, ch. 8)

that Deut, 32 : 8, 9 (of which the Sep, gives the following :
'* When lie

separated the nations, He set the bounds of the people according to the

number of the angels") compared with Heb. 2 : 5, and the intimations
of present angelic rule and interference, as given by Daniel (see Barnes on
Dan. 10 : 13), etc., is ** a type and model of the sovereignties of the elect

Church." His idea is, that the world is now in a measure controlled by
angela, but the world to come is to be controlled by the glorified sjiints.

Under such Scripture there may be an allusion to this future rulership of

the saints, even to the extent intimated, viz., that the stations, et<;,, were
determined in the division and settlements of the nations. At least, con-
sidering the foreknowledge of the Almighty, and that, as in the ctise of the

Jewish nation in its tribal divisions and settlement such divisions occurred,
through His overruling Providence, there is nothing in such a supposition
but what magnifies God's knowledge.
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The perpetnity of the reign of the saints is dependent upon the perpetnity of Ohrist's
reign, which is examined in detail under Prop. 159. Briefly, it may be said that the
Bcriptiires are positiTe in asserting a never-ending reign, for e.g. (Dan. 7) they ** shall

po8se.ss the Kingdom forever, even forever and ever," " whose kingdom is an everlasting

kingdom," etc. The glory, including associated rank with Jesns, which they receive at

the Hecond Advent, is an everlasting gloiy. It is this eternal nature of their union with
Jesus in Theocratic ordering, that immeasurably enhances the preciousness, the inestlviable

xe<rriK, of this kingship and priesthood. The splendid gifts coming from the loving heart
of the King of kings xoVl never, no never be withdrawn, for we then enter ** into tlie everlasting

Kimjdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.'* Prov. 3 : 16 will ever be verified re-

specting the results of wisdom : ^ Length of days is in her right hand, and in her left

hand riches and honor ;'" and therefore, ** the fulness of joy in His presence and the
pleasures forever more at His right hand '* (Ps. 16 : 11), which Jesus gives to His believing

brethren, shall never suffer the least diminution, but. on the other hand, expand and en-
large in proportion as they delight themselves in doing His Will, and in experiencing the
gratiflcation of seeing ** the increase of His government" prospering through their instru-

mentality.

Obs, 30.' It would be exceedingly interesting to give the statements of

others concerning this Kiligship, but, out of the large number, we have only
space for a fow by way of illustration. Rothe (Dogmatic^ p. 3. p. 60), refer-

ring to ** the Chiliastic Kingdom/' says :
*' Especially does Paul describe

it as a reigning of believers * together with Christ.' The Apoc. exhibits

this co-rcgency as the chief element of blessedness in the Chiliastic King-
dom. The redeemed reigu with Christ, sit on Ilis throne, have power over
the nations, and participate in the destruction of the enemies of their

Lord, Priests and kings, they receive white robes, garments of light, and
in these walk about wifli the Redeemer, They obtain the hidden manna,
eat of the Tree of Life, wear the crown, and possess the white stone with
the new name, which none know but they who have it. They are pillars

in the temple of God to go out no more, and over them the second death
has no power,*' Richter's Erhldrte Haus Bibel, Tom. 6, p. 1134, re-

marks :
" They (of the first resurrection) shall, thereby, at the same time,

rule as kings witli Christ, according to Divine right. But where do they
dwell, and where do they exercise their office? Not indeed any more se-

cluded in heaven, and hid in God, but openly manifested, because then,
for them, heaven is upon earth and earth is heaven. They are like the

Risen and Glorified Saviour, with a spiritual body, no more bound to the

limits of space. They reign and minister with Christ, because Christ Him-
self shall then be openly the King-Priest over the whole earth (1 Cor. 15 ; 24;

Ps. 47 ; Ps. 72 ; Isa. 05 : 17). As certainly as Christ, the Risen One, was
among the not yet risen, during forty days, so certainly shall the many
who are risen with Him be, like Him, among those who are not raised."

Birks (Lects, during Lent^ p. 187) says :
'* The sgene of the martyr's

sufferings shall witness their exaltation. They who have been ejected out-

casts in a world of rebels shall be crowned with honor and dominion over

a world redeemed from the fall. The glorious equity of God shall thus bo

no less conspicnons than the triumph of His grace ; and men and angels

shall join in that adoring song :
* Great and marvellous are Thy works,

Lord God Almighty
;
just and true are Thy ways, Thou King of

saints!'"

Hundreds of similar declarations, ancient and modtom, oould readily be given, expres-

Bive of the same faith and hope. It is gratifying to think that the acquaintance of such,

whose testimony has been so cheering, shall be formed at this period, and that we shall

hear from their own lips the praise flowing from actual realization. The history that we
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have given of the I*rd-Hi11. doctrine, snfflciently indicates the abimdance of material

from which we oonld moitiply qaotationa. We, however, only append a few more,

interesting on account of the reference to pasMces of ticriptnre. Dr. Schmacker {On Rev.

oh. 20 : 4-6, vol. 2, p. 352) correctly says : "The Lord here invests those worthy and
qaalifled from among His combatants with rcyal cttdhorUif to govern the different nations,

kingdoms, countries, and States as His viceroys, ander His superintendence and direction.

This is indicated by ihe thrones, upon which they seated themselves to execute krima,

Umporal jitdgmerU, against the disobedient," etc. (Comp. Fausset's comment on same pas-

sage.) We insist npon it that the only correct view in reference to this reign, is that

which assigns to it both a religions and civil rule, because in a restored Theocracy the

religious and the civil, the Church and the State, are united. Able writers, under the

influence of a spiritual Church-Kingdom theory, that warps their interpretation, fall into

mistakes, showing that they do not correctly apprehend the covenanted and predid^d
Kingdom that is to take the pUuse and away of the preceding world empires. Thus eg.

so excellent an author as Olshauaen, yet more or less under a mystical influence, falls into

an error while in the act of an attempted correction of Hase (in his Lift qf Jenu, p. 84

seq.). The latter oorrectly applies the promise of reigning (however he fails to locate

the fulfilment) to a political or civil rule as entertained by the Jews (in a lower sense than

that given by the prophets) in reference to the Messiah's Kingdom. Olshausen remarks
(foot-note. Com. vol. 2, p. 117, Matt. 19 : 28—with which compare his concessions on ch.

20 : 20. 21) :
*' The rule of the apostles is no political one, but purely spintusl ; the receiv-

ing of earthly blessings is not external, but Uie possenion of them in Christian love, in-

asmuch as the very peculiarity of the Kingdom of Gk>d consists in the abolition of all

exclusive possessions on the part of the individual, and the giving of the whole to each.**

While insisting upon the spirituality and blessing to all oonneoted with this Kingdomf
yet the fallacy of such a one-sided view is easily set aside by a few oonsiderations. Bid
not the ancient TheocrHtic-Davidic Kingdom include political ruleiship, and, if restored,

€u ooi^enanied and predicted, must it not embrace the same? Will not the restored Jewish
nation and sparea Gentile nations be, of necessity, in order to meet the requirements
of prediction, under political rule ? If the dominion and sovereignty of the world,
over nil people, is ^ven to the saints, must it not include the civil ? Does the Kingdom
of Qod abolish individual exclusive possession, even in crown, station, reward, and glo-

rification received ? Must not each one receive and retain the allotted position and
honor, however it may be employed f<y the benefit of the whole? If **the receiving of

earthly blessings is not external," how do we know that they are received, for life, health,

riches, honor— ten thousand things—consecrated as they maybe by Christian love, are
real, external ? Our argument, under numerous propositions, meets such applications and
enforces our position, which is sustained by the expressed opinions of numerous able
Fre-Mill. writers.
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PBOPOsmoN 155. This Kingdom exhibits Jesus, not only cls

(lie King, but as " the Priestr

A Theocracy, in the very nature of its government, requires a
priesthood to minister in sacred things. It is a Kingdom in which
the Church and the State are united, and hence hoth are represented
in the oMdols. In the restored Theocracy this priesthood is rep-
resented differently from that one once connected with it. The
High-Priest and the king were separate personages, but to preserve
unity in the coming Theocracy, the priesthood and kingship are
united in the same Person. Hence, the Messiah is d^ignated a
Friest as well as a King in His official relationship as the The-
ocratic Head.

Obs, 1. The High-Priest was God' a representative on earth. If any
grave question affecting the interest of the Theocracy was to be decided, he
was the one who obtained an immediate decision from Jehovah. In the
restored Theocracy as Priest and King, Son of David and Son of God, are the

same person, all important (jnestions, reoniring an answer, are decided by
Himself. God and man are m union, ana represented by this High-Priest.

(Oomp. Props. 81, 199, 200.)

Obs. 2. The Scriptures, when speaking of the priesthood of the Messiah,
makes it something that shall evermore continue. Thus in Heb. 7 : 21-25
we read : " The Lord sware and will not repent, Thou art a priest /orerer
after the order of Melchisedec." ** But this (Priest), because He continu-

eth forever, hath an unchangeable priesthood. Wherefore, He is able also to
save them to the uttermost (marg. read evermore ; some critics, forever)

that come unto God by Him, seeing that He ever liveth to make intercession

for them" (comp. ch. 5 : 6, 10 and 6 : 10 ; Ps. 110 : 4). Here the Priest-

hood of Jesus is inseparably connected with the continuance of Jesus Him-
flelf, just as our whole argument demands.

Our opponents endeavor to limit this priesthood to the present dispensation in order
to avoid OUT Pre-MiUennial doctrine of the continuance o£ the saving work of the Christ

i^ter His 6eo. Advent. They persistently cling to the Popish view of limiting the capability

of receiving salvation to this dispensation alone (hence confining salvation exclusively to

those of this and former ones), asserting in the most positive terms that the priesthood of

JesoB will come to an end at the close of this age when the harvest and vintage occor. A
^anceat the works opposed to ns shows that this is a favorite and oft-repeated assertion.

The chapters most misleading and sophistical in the work of Rev. Dr. J>. Brown (Christ s
Sec Coming), most eminently calcnlated to darken the tmth.and produce the predicted faith-

less state in discerning the Divine Purpose, are those relating to the completeness of the
Church at the Sec. Advent, the ending of the work of the Holy Spirit, the cessation of

the priesthood or intercession of Jesus for saving purposes, and the declaration that tha

object of the Scriptures is exhausted by the Coming of Christ. How these propositions

are based on mere inferences has been shown by various writers (Lord and others), and
it is not necessary to repeat the answers thus given, seeing that each objection is fairly

and adequately met in the present work under appropriate headings. Our argument con-
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tends fox the completeness of the church (forming ** the married wife ** in contmst to *' the
barren women,*' comp. Prop, 118), but proves that this very Church, thus completed and
perfected, is employed in Saving worJc in the age to come ; for a vast host, including the
restored Jewish nation and spared Oentile nations, are also to be redeemed, etc. The
Church of **the first-bom/' **the first-fruits," implies this distinctive feature, and by no
means excludes salvation from others who may follow, becamio two classes of passages
have to be considered : first, those relating to completeness, and second, what this body,
after being made complete, is to perform. The ceasing of the work of the Spirit, of in-

tercession for saving purposes, is refuted by the extraordinary Baptism of the Spirit then
(Prop. 171) to be experienced, and by '*the unchangeable priesthood" of Jesus, while
the extraordinary statement that '* Christ's Sec. Coming will exhaust the object of the

Scriptures ** is utterly unworthy of serious refutation in the light of covenant, prophecy
and promise. His Coming again is to amply fulfil and not exhaust the Scriptures, ta

bring in and perpetuate the everlasting Kingdom as revealed in them.

Obs, 3. Thi3 Priesthood is a royal one, i.e. it is firmly, inseparably
united to His royalty. Hence Zech. 6 : 13 says of the Messiah; "He
shall sit and mle upon His throne, and Re smll be a Priest upon Bin
throne.^* When this Messianic throne is established, has been abundantly
shown and proven under various Propositions (comp e.g. Prop. 83, 122,

131, etc.). His covenanted (Prop, 49) throne is established at His Sec.

Advent, at which time He sits on His throne, bears rule, and exhibits

Himself on that throne as the ** great High-Priest/' Therefore in Ps. 110,

when ** the rod of His strength shall come out of Zion,'* He shall ** rule in

the midst of His enemies,'' '* strike through kings in the day of His
wrath," ** judge among the heathen,** ** wound the heads over many
countries,** have a "willing" and " holj people** "in the day of His
power," and in the morning (all .of which is distinctively related to His
Sec. Advent), thejiy at that time, the priesthood is also manifested, for

tJien is to be fully verified :
'* The Lord hath sworn,'and will not repent^

Thou art a priest forever after the order of Melchisedec," or, as some render
it, *" A priest for the ages {to come) after the order (manner) of Melchisc-
dec,'* i.e. a kmg-pricst.

The pregnant words of Fairbaim
( Typoi, vol. 1, p, 264) ore worthy of notice : " Melchis-

edec already, in a measure, possessed- what Abraham still hoped for—he reigned where
Abraham's seed were destined to rei^, and exercised a priesthood, which in future gen-
erations was to be committed to them. " Now, apply this to the distinguished ** Seed," as
Scripture does, and Melchisedec beoomes highly typical of Chnst's reigning and
priesthood united in the same person and the same capitol. Therefore, Kurtz's {Sac His.^

p. 75} remarks are better ; after referring to Jesus as " a priest forever after the order of

Melchisedec," and calling Him, therefore, '* the eternal Priest-King in the city of the
great King/* adds :" When the priesthood of Abraham shall have been manifested in
Aaron and his royal rank in David, and when both features, in union, shall have been man-
ifested in their most complete form in Christ, the future will be seen to be infinitely
more glorious and perfect than the present time." It is strange that, notwithstanding
the plain declarations that we hold to an eternal priesthood of the Christ, and our quo-
tations favoring the same, a writer in the Princeton Repertory, January, 1853, has the un-
fairness to say that we only make Jesus a kio^ after His Sec. Advent and no priMA; de-
claring that we teach ** that the present is the priestly age of Christ, the age yet to come,
before entering upon which He will hav9 finished the work of intercession, is His kingly
age." See the scathing and well-merited rebuke that the article received from D. K. Lord
in the LU. and TkeoL Jofumal. The writer foists upon us a doctrine that we reject, and
which forms an important element (comp. Dr. Brown's CHrisCa Sec Com,) of his own sys-
tem, and is partially (at least) held by some followers of Miller, the Seventh.Day Adven-
tistSj and others.

Ohs, 4. Now, He is a Priest (Ueb. 8:1) on the Father's throne, and
when He is on His own throne (as David's Son, Kev. 3 : 21) He continues
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Priest, simply because His great sacrificial act, performed once for all,

ever stamps Him as a Priest—a successful and acknowledged High-Priest.
Gratitude, love, reverence, honor, blessing, salvation—all regard Him as

the Priest, and so long as these endure the priesthood of Jesus remains a
reality. When He tendered His priceless offering, when He ascended to

heaven and interceded for man, this only indicates that He is the worthy
Priest who shall come again—for His work as Priest ever remains, and is

inseparably connected with His official station. As Priest He secures for

us (Heb. 9 : 12) " eternal redemption*' and not a mere temporary deliver-

ance, and, therefore, it becomes this Priest, as such, and thus recognized^

ever to remain in immediate relationship with this redemption.

The peonliar Tiews of the Seventh-Day AdTentists and a few others, respecting the
deanaiug of the sanctuary after 2300 years (which they make the heavenly, and notr in
progreBS), we have met in another place. Aside from the representations (Heb. 8 : 2 ; 9 :

11-14 ; 10 : 12-14, 19, 20 ; etc.) that an atonement has been made and perfected, that Je-
sus has already entered the most holy place for ns, etc., it is sufficient to point ont the in-

correctness of sach a view, from the fact that it incorporates, as an essential factor to sus-
tain it, the notion that when this alleged act of atonement is finished, then also the priest-

ly office of Jesas ceases. This, as we show, is opposed to the most express declarations of
an ever-abiding priesthood. So also the peculiar views incorporated with the above re-

specting the Ark of the Covenant or Testimony, are abundantly met and answered by con-
sidering the typical nature of the same, and its contents, and how they are fully mated in
Jesus, in the divine-human, pardon in Him, **the end of the law,*' magnifying the law,
the righteousness of God in Him, etc., without taking from Him one of the most honor-
able and distinguishing offices pertaining to Him personally.

Oh$. 5. Therefore, the continuity of His priesthood is identified with the
perpetuity of His own existence (Heb. 7 : 24, 25) :

'^ But this man (Jesus)

oecause He continueth ever (Gr. remains forever) hath an uncJiatigeable priest-

hood." *' He ever liveth to make intercession." It cannot be taken from
Him and given to others, but as long as He exists, so long does the priest-

hood pertain to Him. He alone stands forth in all succeeding ages as the
High-Priest In an epistle specially devoted to exhibit ** the unchangeable
priesthood*' of Jesus, it is expressly declared (Heb. 13 :8): '^ Jesus Cliristy

the same yesterdayy and to-day, andforeverJ*

This permanency of Jesus is exceedingly precious to the believer, opening up before
him an eternal inheritance secured by oo-htirship with Him. He changes not ; this is the
uniform teaching of Scripture on the subject. Ages may pass, changes may be intro-

duced, revelations may be given and extended, etc., but Jesus will euer remain the same
Prophet, Priest, and King ; and this unchangeableness presents iha asavraxux that the
kingship and priesthood inherited through Him are also ever enduring.

Ohs. 6. This blessed truth is reiterated in such a way as if purposely to

meet the unbelief respecting it. Thus (Heb. 7 : 15, 16} it is positively an-
nounced, *' that after the similitude of Melchisedeo there ariseth another
priest, who is made, not nfter the law of a carnal commandment, hid after

the potcer of an endless life." Barnes himself ((7wn, loci.) has to admit,
over against his own theory, that this means :

*' By an authority of endless

duration,'^ that it denotes a priesthood *' unchanging in its charactery*^ *' it

was enduring and perpetual aa a priesthood," but, after all, makes it such
only to fit into his Post-Millennial scheme for this dispensation.

Dr. Brown, in the last ed. (1879) of ChrisCs Sec Coming,, waives (in foot-note) the argu-

ment drawn from the locality of intercession as not necessary; and then as to the contin-

ued priesthood of Christ has the following :
** Nor do I enter into the questions which
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have been raised abont the oontinnanoe of Christ's intercession, and in what sense, after

the whole Choroh has been gathered and perfected. / wUt not be drawn into such matUrs."

Of coarse not ; for, if drawn in, he would hare to conlradict himflplf.

Obs, 7« This priesthood, being after the similitnde of Melchisedec, is

exhibited in its completeneas with. His kingship, Now, at Hia Sec. Ad-
vent He comes as King, and reigns as King ; it follows, therefore, that He
is also revealed as Priest. The two offices are united in the same person,

and so long as the one endnres the other mast also remain. His Kingship
is etemaJ (comp. Prop. 159), so likewise must be the priesthood.

Some few endeavor to date the priesthood of Jesns from His ascension to heaven, bnt
this is incorrect, as abundantly shown in the reasoning of Hebrevs, etc. For He was call-

ed before His death. He was to tender a sacrifice which was Himselt etc., so that in view
of His appointment and His sacrifice for sin. He was received by the Father as a worthy,
acceptable High Priest. While on earth He was Priest and King, but His priesthood and
kingship were both veiled. The latter was, owing to the unrepentant state of the nation,

held in abeyance ; the former was only indirectly presented until the tragedy of the cross,

under the enlightening interpretation of the Holy Spirit, shed a flood of light on the

subject The sacrifice was one act of this Priest ; the presentation and acceptance of that

saonfice in heaven was another act ; the intercession and advocacy is still another contin-

uous one ; the public exhibition of the results of His ministry is another ; and the symmet-
rical onion of all His offices publicly manifested is still another.

Obs, 8. If the saints are to be " kings artd priests" in the future King-
dom (Props. 118, 153, 154), then it follows that the Elder Brother is also

the same. This necesBariij follows, because His brethren are co-heirs with
Him to the same inheritance^ honor, and glory. He is the great High-
Priest, they are associated with Him as Priests. (Gomp. Prop. 166.)

Obs, 9. Jesus, the Christ, ever remains " an High-Priest of good things

to come** THeb. 9 : 11), inasmuch as the Redemptive work, of which He is

the Priestly-Head, shall continue after the Sec. Advent. This is seen in the
finished Redemption of His brethren and in the blessing[s enjoyed by them

;

in the conversion of the Jewish nation, which obtains repentance and
grace though His blood and intercession, after His Coming ; in the mercy
and happiness bestowed upon the spared Gentile nations after His Advent
and connict with Antichnst, which can onlv be predicated of His priestly

influence ; and in the perpetuation of the uuman race for saving purposes
and the glory of God, wnicn results from His continued efficiency as Media-
tor. He is the Priest of " the everlasting covenant," and as such He not
only provides the provision for its realization, but being its " surety" Ho
remains personally interested in the same, and secures it for us.

Obs. 10. The Theocracy is designed to secure for us all the forfeited

blessings. To do this, and bring in the predicted righteousness and glory,

demands the persoruzl supervision of our High-Priest Full and complete
deliveraywe from sin and evil, so far as this earth and this race is concerned,
is only promised to exist one thousand years (and a little season. Rev. 20)
after the Sec. Advent. The priestly office will yet evidence its sufficiency

in wresting from Satan His victory, and in ultimately crushing out all sin

and all its sad consequences.

Obs. 11. Such a continuing High-Priest evidences the spirituality con-
nected with this Kingdom. Our opponents stigmatize it as *' carnal,"
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etc., but the presence and official station of this Priest sufficiently refutes
such a char^. He is the great Presider over things relating to the
Divine ; He is the Head of all relidous affairs ; He is the Oracle of God's
truth ; He is the final and infallible arbiter in all Questions. Through
Him and in Him, the Father is always approached, ana worship, and rever-
ence, and praise to the Godhead always ascends in His name.

Oha. 12. When we consider the greatness and majesty of this Hijjh-
Priest, the incomparable and all-sufficient sacrifice offered, the exaltation
and power, God's special choice and not man's, bearing the people on His
loving breast. His immense superiority over all other priests. His confirma-
tion by oath and perfection, His Holiness, then we can rest assured that
His priestly work will be fully accomplished, and that as the priestly agent
He will ever, as such, rejoice in it.

This shows us how we thus obtain an ir^aSSbU Mead, not after the vain and saorilegious
caricature given to us by human wisdom and craft, but after Ood's own wonderful de-
vising. Such an accessible Head humanity needs, and this need will be most gloriously
supplied.

Ohs. 13. It is only requisite to remind the reader, that this priesthood
largely pertains to the humanity of the Christ. While the Divine united
to Him gives it increased dignity, efficiency, preciousness, etc., yet we are
told (Heb. 2 : 16, 17) that *' He took on Him the seed of Abraham, where-
fore in all things it behoved Him to be made like unto His brethren^ that.

He viight he a merciful and faithful High-Priest in things pertaining to
God," etc. (comp. v. 14, etc.), and that ** He sprang out of Judah"
(Heb. 7 : 14). This priesthood is part of the exaltation of His Humanity
—it is inseparably identified with it, and the entire reasoning of Hebrews
associates tne call and perpetuation of that Humanity, as David's Son—in

its earthly and glorified condition with the same. Thus united, we dare
not separate them, lest we detract from the ever-endaring exaltation of
Hamanity itself, as seen in this High-Priest and His associated priests.

Obs, 14. The Primitive-Church view confirms our position. For several
centuries after the First Advent, the ministers clearly taught the Pre-Mill.
Advent, the conversion of the nations following, etc., thus continuing the

Priestly work of Jesus in mediation, intercession, and saving purposes,
'he present prevailing belief on the subject, founded on a Post- Mill,

theory, was utterly discarded (comp. Props. 74r-76). The teaching of men
so nearly allied to apostolic instruction, should have some weight in a
matter so important, especially when we find the same so fully substantiated
by the present infallible rule of faith, the Scriptures,

Ohs, 15. The views of eminent writers and commentators, corroborating
this doctrine, tends to show, that in the estimation of such, it is a truth
clearly taught, which should be unhesitatingly received. We append a few
utterances.

Judge Jones {^XoUb) has two exceedingly interesting comments on Melohisedeo (p. 190
and *233, seq.), and repeatedly, in detail, urges the future and eternal priesthood of Jesus as
the Son of man. He makes ** His sovereignty, and priesthood commensurate and insep^
arable," and correctly makes the gathering out of the present elect *' not the whole of our
Lord's redemptive work. As the Son of man and the patriarohal King and Priest of Ae
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toAob world—ihB trne MelcHsedeo and King of peace/' etc. (oomp. Proph. 196). The Tiews
of Alford. Olfihausen, Bengal, Bteir, and others are intoresting and confirmatory. Even
such a commentator as Moll (Lange's Oom. Eeb.) designates Jesns as *' the promised
demalpriesUy King** and writes of Him as ** The bearer of an eternal and untransferable prie^
hood,*' He also carefnlly distinguishes between His priesUy office exhibited in sacrifice

and entrance into the Holy Place as the antitype of the Aaronlc high-priest, and this special

priesthood after the order of Melchisedec ; the former being of a propitiatory natnre and
manifested in the offering of Himself and the divine acceptance of the same in His as-

cension to the Holy of Holies above ; the latter being a royal priesthood, " a position

exempted from fntnre sacrifices, and fraught with unlimited homage, honor, and capacity

for the bestowment of blessings.*' Numerous comments from opponents, admitting an
eternal, unchangeable priesthood, might be quoted, which alone logically fit into our
system of doctrine.

Obs. 16. This nnchangeabl^ priesthood, in connection with the ever-en-

during priesthood of the saints, seems to confirm the opinion of those who
hold to an endless succession of generations (comp. Prop. 152, on Perp. of

Race). We would not deny the inference, because it possesses weighty
reasons for its entertainment, and such a succession for many ages, at

least, is clearly taught. But we can easily conceive of a continued priest-

hood, even if such a perpetuation of the race' should cease, on the ground
that the superior, the ruling power, will always minister in Divine thiuga
to the inferior, the subjected one. We leave this matter, as stated m
Prop. 152.
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Proposition 156. TTie doctHne of the Kingdom enforeea the

futwre p7*iesthood of the aainta.

The promise is that the saints shall be both " kings and priests*^
(Rev. 1 : 6, and 5 : 10, and 20 : 6) in the coming Kingdom. Prop.
154 shows the civil relationship of the saints, this one relates to
the religions, for, like Christ, the Theocratic King, they are both
civil and religious rulers* The nature of a Theocracy demands,
in view of the inseparable anion of State and Church, such a leader-
ship in order to secure the requisite purity and perfection.

The doctrine of '*the Universal Priesthood," as held by many denominations—

a

special favorite of some theologians—and applied to the ministry and laity of the present
dispensation—all true bolievere—is only a faint earneat of the future one. Indeed, equaU
Uy of all believers in this respect finds a strong corroborating evidence in thA uUimaie uni-

veraal priesthood as exhibited in the Theocracy.

Obs, 1. A Theocracy, to preserve a manifested unity and enforce ita

authority supremely, requires the union of priesthood and rulership in the
same persons. Tlic inseparable union of Church and State, the Head of

both Church and State being God Himself, demands both a religious and
civil administration, and hence to Insure the proper, equitable^ and perfect

combination of authority, and the essential enforcement of law and order,

it is the highest wisdom to lodge the rulership and priesthood, not in two
distinct bodies, but in one special raised up body. This wisdom, which
commends itself to reason, is fully exhibited in the Divine ordering per-

taining to the restored Theocracy.

We may well imagine that the Spirit lays stress on the word ** royal** in "royal
priesthood '*

(1 Pet. 2 : 9, called before that, ver. 5, **an holy priesthood '*), indicative of
priests possessing th,e dignity of kings. The palace of the Theocratic ruler was the tem«
pie, and in view of the presence and majesty of the Sovereign, the pomp and splendor
of the priesthood in their administrations is readily accounted for, and gives us the idea
—supported by promise—of ihefutvre splendor and glory of the priesthood.

Obs. 2. Jesus in His Coming Kingdom is both King and Priest. This
has been shown in detail, and is one of the most precious of truths relating

to His future glory, the station of the saints, and the destiny of the race.

Now, the saints being co-heirs with Him, participants of His honor and
glory, partake of His Kingship and Priesthood. In this they ** shall be
like Him,** thus fulfilling the promises pertaining to t?ie greatiiess of their

joy, honor, and glory. Hence they are distinctively promised, not only the

exaltation of kingship, but also that of priesthood. And, we may rest as-

sured, *' that both will be most amply verified, seeing that it is God who
gives us the assurance.'*

Anciently, as various writers (comp. Fairbaim, Typology, vol. 2, p. 221, who refexs

to Vitringa, MtUler, etc..) have shown^ the kingship and priesthood were nnited (as e.g.

in Melchisedec), so that, as MOller expresses it, *' it might be said with just as much truth,
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that the kings were priestSp an that the priests vere kings.** (This nnion is also illustzat-

ed by the Greeks and Bomans, as Yitnnga has shown in pnnces, magistrates, heads of

communities, and even of families.) Now, jnst as the earlier kings were "priest-kings,"
forming " a specially highly pririleged nobiUty/* so these latter kings will be recognized
M *< Priest-KiTigs^—a JiMity associated with the Theocratic King.

Obs, 3. A Theocracy being a Divine-Civil Government, God Himself
being the earthly Raler, a certain pre-eminence is given to the religions

above the civil. This is seen in the Theocracy as once existing, in the
provisions made lor its restoration (the religj'ous qualifying for the ultimate
civil), RQd in the simple fact that the Divine is fundamental to all other

relations whatever. Ilence we need not be surprised that prominence is

given to this priesthood, as in Esl 19 : 6, where God promises to raise up
unto Himself ** a kingdom of pi-iests" and in Bev. 20 : 6, where the being
*^ priests of God and of Clirist is mentioned as a distinguishing character-

istic associated with the reign.

The same prominence is indicated if we take the kss. rendering (TischendorTs
N. Test., the S. and A.) of Bev. 1 : 6, ** a kingdom, priests," and Bev. 5 : 10 (the S.). " a
kingdom and priesthood," pointing ns back to £x. 19 : 6. The principle incnlcated in
Frov. 25 : 5 will be manifested in the highest degree :

*' Take away ihe wickod from
before the king, and his throne shall be established in righteoasnesa."

Oha, 4. In Ex. 19 : 5, 6 we have presented G^d*s desire to exalt the

Theocratic ordering by making it ** a Kingdom of priests," i.e. a Kingdom
so permeated by heartfelt allegiance to God, the fiuler, that it would be
under the permanent authority of a holy priesthood, thus making the

Divine a controlling element A Theocracy in its purity demands kolinesa,

an entire co7isecration to its Ruler. This idea remained unrealized, not-

withstanding its tender to the Jewish nation, on account of disobedience.

But this sinfulness of the nation will not prevent God from ultimately
realizing in ample fulfilment His purpose as indicated. This will be done
when the Theocracy is restored under David's Son, In the mean time, to

insure the complete realization, God is constantly raising up those who are

destined to officiate as Priests, in the coming Kmgdom. These are speci-

fied, and the promise of Ex. 19 : 5, 6 applied to them, by Peter (1 Pet. 'Z : 9)

"But ye are a chosen generation,' a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a
peculiar people.^* By the process of engrafting, these priests, being thus
all the children of Abraham, are fully incorporated with the common-
wealth of IsraeL

The student must here be cantioned ag^iinst dogmatically interpreting some Millen-
nial predictions. Owing to this engrafting and incoTporation of the glorified priests
wUh the Jewish nation, it is sometimes difficult to discriminate between what pertains to
the glorified and what to the nnglorified portion. Both are mingled and inseparably
united as e.g. in Isa. 60, 45, etc. Jews in the flesh (comp. Obs. following, and the one
on order) shall also be priests (as e.g. stated Isa. 66 : 21), but they occupy a subsidiary
position when contrasted with the glorified. Both the glorifled and nnglorified (for
"all shall be righteous," etc., when once united in the Theocratic ordering) seem to be
denoted in places as e.g. Isa, 61 : 6, '* But ye shall be named the Priests of the Lord ; men
shall call you the Minlsiers of our Ood," for the context refers both to the saved of this
dispensation and to the restoration of the nation.

Obs, 5. ** The first-bom** of Israel were regarded as specially belonging to
the Lord and consecrated to the Priesthood, Writers on the Jewish Laws
(as Michaelis, Wines, etc.) have noticed this in detail. Thus Wines
(Com. on Laws, etc., B, %^ ch. 8) says :

** On the departure of the Israel-
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itea from Egypt, all their first-born males were sanctified to the Zord and
destined to the altar. But the difficulty of obtaining from each family its

first-born sou, the difficulty of detaching them from their private interests,

as citizens of such a tribe or such a town, rendered this mode impracti-

cable. Moses, therefore, without in the least changing the original principle,

substituted for this service the tribe of Levi, in place of all the first-bom*'

(Lev. 8 : 2-^ ; Numb. 8 : 5-22, etc.). This substitution is represented as
**a gift," and as a constant reminder that the principle remained un-
changed, that God's claim still existed, a redemption price for the first-

born was exacted.* Owing to human imperfection and weakness, God's
just claim could not be carried into practical execution, and He only de-

signs to teach us by this (1) that on account of dependence upon Him and
His regal authority, a Divine service tendered to Him is, in virtue of His
Divinity and Majesty, of the first importance in a Theocratic ordering ; and
(2) that this should be a sign or typo of the realization of the ultimate Pur-
pose of God, viz., that ** the first-born" of the Church should become
Friests in the incoming Theocracy.'

1 Fairbaim {Typol,^ vol. 2, p. 221) aaya that many leading Jewish aathorities (Jonathan,
OnkeloB. Saadias. Jarchi, Aben Esro, etc..) and men of great leaminc (Grotias, Selden,
Bochart, etc..) held, that among the privileges of the first-bom vaa lliat of the priestly

function, basing it on £Lx. 24 ; 5, Esaa's birthright, and Qod'a special consecration of
the first-born after their redemption in Egypt. This opinion, he thinks, however, ** as

almost universally abandoned/* and says, in view of the special Levitical arrangement
subsequently made, that the right to the priestly office was not "reckoned among the
rights of primogeniture. These rights Scripture itself has plainly restricted to pre-

eminence in authority among the brethren, and the possession of a double portion in the
inheritance." Fairbairn is evidently incorrect, as the references to the Scriptures abun-
dantly prove. The restriction that ho refers to is based upon the simple fact, that, owing
to the constant redemption of the first-born end the provision made for others to

officiate in their place, it is not mentioned as a distinctive privilege which was realized.

Numbers ch. 3 : 12, 13, 40, 51 ; ch. 18 : 15 ; Ex. 13 : 12, 13 and 34 : 19, 20 ; Numb. 8 : 17-
19 are decisive on the matter, and clearly show the correctness of our position in the
text, which is corroborated, wonderfully, by the typical nature of the same. Before the
appointment of Levi's descendants, " the first-bom of every family, the fathers, the
princes, and the kings; were priests. Thus Cain and Abel, Noah, Abraham, Melchisedec.
Job, Isaac. Jacob, offered themselves their own sacrifices'* (ait. "Priests," Ency. R.
Knovol.). This universal principle remained unckaivjtd, although modified to suit the
special circumstances of the nation.

^ To indicate how even our opponents concede that this promise of Qod respecting the
priesUiood, typified by "the first-bom" is verified in the priesthood of the first-born

of the- church, we refer to Prof. Bush, Com. on Genesis, ch. 25 : 32. *• The following ore

usually enumerated as the principal privileges which constituted the distinction of the
first-born : (1) They were peculiarly given and consecrated to Qod, Ex. 22 : 29 ; (2.) they
stood next in honor to their parents, Qen. 49 : 3 ; (3.) had a double portion in the paternal
inheritance, Dent. 21 : 17 ; (4) succeeded in the government of the family or Kingdom.
2 Chron. 21 : 3 ; and (5) were honored with the office of priesthood and the administration
of the public worship of God. The phrase * first-bom.' therefore, was used to denote one
who was peculiarly near and dear to his father, Ex. 4 : 22, and higher than his brethren.

Ps. 89 : 28, and typically pointed to Christ, and to all trae Christians, who are joint-

heirs with Him, to an eternal inheritance, and constitute the first-born^ whose names
are written in heaven. Heb. 12 : 23." In view of Paul calling Esau " a profane person,"

he adopts the view of the Pid. Bible that Esau specially ignored and despised the spirit-

ual or priestly, rather than the temporal, advantages of his birthright. This may be so.

because the temporal might be retrieved by Industry, etc.. bat the priestly once forfeited

could not be renewed. Many writers of ability indorse Bush's position.

Ohs, 6. The priests were specially charged (Deut 33 : 9, 10 and 17 : 9-

13 ; Lev. 10 : 11 ; Hos. 4:6; Mai. 2 : T, etc.) to preserve and teach the
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laws, Theocratic, that were already ffiven. They could not cliange them,
or subBiituto othera, for this would nave reflected upon the wisdom, etc.,

of the Theocratic Kin^, the mighty God, and would have introduced con-
fusion and anarchy. The purity of a Theocracy demands such a position

of the priests

—

a i(Ubardituition to the Divine Majesty a)id the upholding of
His enactments. In the restored Theocracy this again will be the attitude

of the priesthood. When ** the law shall go forth of Zion and the Word
of the Lord from Jerusalem" (Mic. 4:2; Isa. 2 : 3, etc.) ; when the jn-

cominR dispensation (Props. 140, 141) shall introduce new revelations of

God's will (Prop, 167), a renewed ordering (Props. 131), these priests, the
first-born of the Church, will be the grand medium of communicating the
same. Then it will be true (Ps. 68 : 11) " 77ie Lord gave the word : great

was the compa^iy {army) of those that published it.''

Obs. 7. The priests acted as Judges (Dent. 21 : 6 and 17 : &7I3, etc.), so

that with the priestly, there was inseparably associated the civil character.

They were by virtue of their priesthood in the service of the State and
Church^they were, as a Theocratic ordering necessitates, ministers of
Church and State.^ Thus will it be again, but with this vast difference ;

the priesthood, instead of being deposited in the hands of mortal, weak, and
fallible men, is then committed to glorified and infallible ones, united by
the firmest bonds that grace and salvation can bestow to the mighty
Theocmtic King.

^ The ancient priests were distribnted throagh all the territories of Israel, so that the;
conld best promote the general interest and welfare. The High Priest pemianentlV
resided at the Capitol, and from this centre the priesthood radiated to the extxemitic^

of the nation, to exalt law, order, peace, the Theocratic polity. Specially they were
called to Jerusalem on stated times for purposes of worship, but ordinarily they resided

among those whom they taught and judged. These priests were inseparably bound to ike

Stale, seeing that all their interests, station, and honor were bound up with it. They
were not only priests, but, as such, civil magistrates. Thus Wines iCom, on Lates, p.

612) remarks :
*• The Levites were not a mere spirituality. Certainly they were the

ministers of religion and charged with all the functions appertaining to the public
worship of Jehovah. But so close was the relation between the law and the religion of

the Hebrews, that all ecclesiastical persons were at the same time polUical persons. The
entire tribe of Levi was set apart to God, the King of this Commonwealth. Politically

speaking, they were JefiovaKs minisiers o/* sUde. Hence this tribe, as constituted by
Moses, was not only a priesthood appointed to the service of the altar, but also a true
temporal magistracy, having important and vital civil relations. The burden of govern-
ment was, in a great measure, laid upon its shoulders. Besides performing the cere-

monies of public worship, it was destined to preserve in its inte^ty and to interpret
in the seat of justice the text of the fundamental laws ; to teach these laws to Israel

;

to inspire the people with a love for them ; to oppose all its own anthorAty and indnenco
against any and every attempt to overthrow them ; and to bind firmly together all the
parta of the body politic."

Obs. 8. In ancient times there were various orders of the priesthood, the
high-priesta, the priests that officiated at the altar, and the various com-
panies of assistants. Following analogy, and the hints given respecting
the variety of station, rank, reward in "kingship ; observing the cxclnsive-

ness of the 144,000 and the position of the future martyrs ; considering
the possibility asserted in the Scriptures of attaining unto eternal life and
yet suffering loss, etc., it is reasonable to anticipate that under the leader-
ship of the great High-Priest there will be gradations of rank and order in

this priesthood. Not all believers will be kings or priests (Props. 130,
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153), but on lyj those specially counted worthy of the honor. But such will

I the honor and delight, the fulness of happiness and the recognition of

grace, that eT,en tho most subsidiary position will be abundantly satisfac-

tory, as expredsed by David, Pa. 84 : 10. A diversity in unity, a variety of

gifts and ministrations, a distribation of rank and office, enriches the com-
munion and intercourse of the saints with each other and with the

nations ; it serves as the basis of a mutual impartation of benefit and bless-

ing. »

The twenty-foar conrses o{ priests in order to secure a oonsteiit attendance and suc-
cession, the specific appointments to certain performancea (as to incense, singing, etc.),

all may, for aught we know, foreshadow a similar arrangement in the restored Theocra-
cy with increased splendor and glory commensuratt with the renewed and majestically en-
larged ordering. To enter into details, and endeavor to fix with any degree of exactness,

what may be in the general dimly typified, would be rashness and presumption. Time,
-with its fulfilment, can alone inform ua correctly.

Ohs, 9. These priests tender the sacrifices of heart, lips, and life—
"spiritual sacrifices" (1 Pet 2:5; Heb. 13 : 15, 16, etc., showing how
the word *' sacrifice" is employed). The offerings that they bring are not
bloody sacrifices, for these are superseded by the one offering (Heb.
10 : 12-14, etc.) of Jesus, but offerings indicative of allegiance, friend-

ship, reverence, gratitude, praise, service. This has been so amply discuss-

ed that it needs no repetition (seQ Prop. 172). These" priests conduct the
public worship of Goa ; they show forth His excellencies in Creation and
Redemption ; they stimulate to gratitude, love, prayer, and praise ; they
teach, proclaiming the truth as committed to ttiem and exemplified in

themselves ; they advise and decide questions referred to them ; they en-

force, by the weight of their relationship to the Christ and by their author-

ity, the Tlieocratic constitution and laws.

Dr. Thomas {Kingd, of Ood^ p. 44), misapprehending the last cha. of Ezekiel (which
Bee explained. Prop. 172), makes the glorified priests to be referred to in Ezek. 44 : 16,

as engaged in bloody sacrifices. But that the saints, glorified and exalted, are not de-
noted is self-evident from the context, which presents things connected with Uiese priests,

which oannot be applied, without undue violence to Scripture statements, to the immor-
tal priests, such as e.g. hare a reference to the clothing, sweatiug, polling the hair,

marrying, mourning for deceased relatives, cleansing, and sin-offering. To apply such
things to the co-heirs of the Christ in the Millennial age, is to degrade them to a mortal,

sinful state utterly inconsistent with the promises. To enforce this, Thomas concludes
because Zadok means ** the Just One" that they are ** resurrected men ;"but these '* Sons
of Zadok" may have been thus called because they would have been called in his line,

or because, if realized, they should be faithful in their duties as Zadok, etc. At least,

the portraitiire as given by Ezekiel does not identify them with "resurrected men'* as
presented to us e.g. by Jesus and Paul.

Obs. 10. These glorified priests are an elect, chosen body (Props. 62, 64,

65) in person and oflBce, representative of the majesty of the Theocratic
King, raised to their exaltcKl position and nearness officially to Him that
they may be ^* to the praise of His glory.'* Their number, rank, duty,

devotedness, etc., serve to glorify the Messiah (comp. preceding Prop.,

Obs. 8). They are specially designed to exhibit the Theocratic ordering
—its authority, institutions, laws, privileges, blessings, etc.—forming a
medium between its King and its snojects, its magnificent throne and the

nations. The designation of priests indicates that they are a channel of
communication between Grod and the nations, the latter being brought
largely through their instrumentality into Theocratic order and unity.
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God will aay of thU priesthood : '* This people have I fofmed for myself; (key shctU show
forth my praise" (Isa. 45 : 21). In view of mis, it wul be the joy of saints to serve
the Kingf to whom they are indebted for all honor and glory. It will be their highest

desire to do His will. As Lincoln {LecL on Rev., p. 232) has well said : *'For snrely it

wonld be a diminution of heaven's joy, if, once there, we were no more allowed to serve
Him whom we love—if our hearts, brimfol, had no outlet provided for their relief.

"

Obs, 11. All these priests are Divinely called and commissioned. Now,
alas ! men may intrude themselves into sacred offices utterly unfitted for

them. The record of the past presents multitudes of painful instances,

and infidelity seizes upon them, and the acts attributed to them, as legiti-

mate results—notwithstanding their positive scriptural condemnation—of

religion itself. But no such dishonoring feature can possibly be incorpo-'

rated with this Theocracy, for every priest will possess undoubted author-
ity, vouched for by his glorified condition and his divine relationship to

Jesus and the New Jerusalem, If any one should even attempt (of which
we cannot conceive a probability) to take the position of such a priest,

Korah*s Theocratic punishment would speedily follow.

Obs, 12. All these priests are secured by a previous training ; they are
tested and tried (comp. Props. 86, 135 and Ods. 9 and 10 in preceding
one). Sufferings, temptation, and trial were essential to the full and per-

fect development of ttie great High-Pxiest Himself (Heb. 5 : 6-10 and
isi : 9, 10, 11 and 4 : 15), and such are requisite to form the characters of
His associated priests. Their love to God and His Christ, devotion to the
truth, affection for their fellow-men, etc., all the elements of a priestly

official are imparted and developed. Hence two things necessarily follow :

First, these purified ones are, through Redemptive grace and power actu-
ally experienced, bound to the King with a love so devoted and inte}ise, so
Hupreme and overwhelming that the interests and glory of the Church and
btate united in the Theocracy are perfectly safe in their hands. And
second, they, like the High- Priest Himself, become sympath^thic priests.

Their paat experience, indebtedness and elevation by grace, completeness
in Christ, etc., all tend to make them specially accessible to the nations,
and to cause them to manifest a deep interest in the welfare and happiness
of all.

In Heb. 12 : 1-13 ; James 1 : 2-4, 12 ; 1 Pet, 1 : ^-13 ; Matt, 6 : 12, etc., we are exhort-
ed to regard ourpreHcnt trials aspreparative for the future, and thus even to rejoice in them
in view of the ultimate result. In this discipline God's love ia manifested, but cannot,
owing to our weakness, be properly appreciated until we become Icings and priests. TTten
it will be seen what an intimate and important relationship existed between our testing
and the reward. Our lack of faith, wont of confidence, non-appreoiation of God's prom-
i^jes, rebellion under trial, yielding to temptation, ought to be rebuked by this positively
declared connection between probation and exaltation. The example of Jesas ought, in
this respect, to be all sufficient. Alas ! how few, comparatively, endure this testing as
they ought. The personal conflicts, the Christian experience, tiie temptations, the sor-
rows and afflictions—all, aside from their qualifying and elevating tendency, will be of in-
cftlculable value in their intercourse with the nations. Now we are styled " vessels of
mercy, afore prepared into glory," and this should encourage us to endure unto the end.
The esteem and love of the subjects of such kings and priests will be founded, not simply
upon their rank or dignity, but on the character obtaining and sustaining the rank.

Obs. 13. This priesthood is, therefore, destined to be, what those called
strive after now, ** a holy priesthood,'* This firmly cements the Theocratic
ordering together into an enduring and perpetual Kingdom, seeing that its
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officials, perfected in holiness, are thus completely consecrated to God and
His service/ Holiness is the distinguishing characteristic of them, and is

suggested, in view of the promises and duties associated with it, by the
name. The priesthood is not given to persons liable to pervert or abuse
the law itself, but to holy ones who honor and exalt the law.

*< Without holiness no man shall see the Lord," mnch less be elevated to an official

position. The teaching of the Scriptures is plain and decisive. A person who has de-
veloped a character oppos^ to holiness is entirely tmfltted for kingship and priesthood.
The purity and intent of the Theocratic government forbids his employment and eleva-

tion. Hence the most positive statements of complete exclusion. The '* treasure" mast
first be deposited in *' earthen vessels" before it is deemed worthy of being transferred
to glorified, heavenly ones. The object of the Messiah now is to secnre the redemption
and sanctification of His followers, in order that a tme oneness may exist between them,
** for both He that sanctifieth and they who are sanctified are all of one ; for which canse
He is not ashamed to call them brethren" (Heb. 2 : 11). Owing to this requirement, as a
prerequisite, there is deep meaning in *'the few,** '* the lUtlefUKkt" and kindred phrases,
indicative of '*the many'* rejecting it and failing in securing *' the high calling of Ood in

Cftrist Jtsus" What bliss is in store for true ones ! The body glorified, the soul sancti-

fied, love perfected, then no sin will grieve the soul and no yielding to temptation will

bring remorse to the heart and tears to the eyes, for a sweet self-consciousness of purity
and nobleness of character will ever be present to the saint.

Ohs. 14-. This priesthood elevates humanity. How this is done by the
High-Priest is shown under Prop. 204. The exaltation of the Redeemed
to auch nearness and association with Him in His offices and authority,

evinces the highest position to which humanity can attain, and when tJie

honors and dignities of kingship and priesthood are once enjoyed this will

be witnessed and acknowledged.

God Himself is interested in their honor and glory ; He, by virtue of their position,

blessedness, etc., is glorified and admired through them. It follows that if " The Christ,"
having all power and majesty, promises such exaltation at His appearing, it will be ez-

(xedirujly great Hence in the persons of these priests in view of co-heirship with Jesus
and participation in His Theocratic rule, we have exhibited the splendid destiny to

which man can be elevated,

Ohs. 15. These priests are designed to bless the nations, for this is one of

the objects of the Theocracy, (Comp. preced. Prop. Obs. 11.) Consider-

ing the beings to whom this is intrusted, with power to enforce and love to

extend the same, nothing can be better adapted to secure the grand result

intended.

These priests, on the one hand, honor God and His Christ, and, on the other, act in be-

half of the nations, presiding over things relating to the Divine government both in the
interest of God and of man. In virtue of their office they are near to God and accessible

to men, and their influence will be felt in a commanding manner among all nations.

Obs, 16. These priests, being all *' baptized with the Holy Ghost and
with fire" (See Prop. 171), are endowed with supernatural powers. Hence,
now enabled to periorm '* the greater works'* promised, they are admirably
adapted by sympathy and ample power to minister to the wants, necessi-

ties, etc., of the nations, and to materially aid their Master in mitigating

and removing the curse as the Theocratic dominion extends itself. It is

not mere imagination to suppose that they will visit, and lay hands upon,
the sick and dying, that they will dry up tears of aneuish and grief, that

they will administer comfort, consolation, mercy, and nope.
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Obs, 17. Beiug glorified, fashioned after Christ, made "equal unto tli^

a7igcls/' neither space nor physical obstructions can prevent their minis-

trations. Having '* spiritual bodies" (i.e. bodies subject to the will of

the Spirit) they can assume visibility or invisibility, they can visit with
ease and celerity through great distances, at pleasure. Thus endowed, they
can (as Peter, etc.) discern the very heart, the requirements, the necessi-

ties of their subjects. Thus pressmg want can never be concealed from
them, worth can never remain unrecognized by them, and deception can
never be practised upon them.

This fntnre BaptiBin (Prop. 171). with gloriflcaiion. gives them the power of trfmsport-
ing themselves at will lUce Christ and the angehi, of asBuming different appearances at
pleasure, of appearing in glory or veiling it, of performing wonderfully, having the ele-

ments under control, of opening doors or entering without opening as angels and Jesna,
of eating and drinking with men, of supplying and multiplying food, of healing the siok,

of supplying food, of proteoting from evil, of delivering out of trouble, etc., etc.

Obs, 18. Hence it follows, that this priesthood, in a glorified condition,

is entirely free from the trials and difficulties, the weakness and embarrass-
ments, the temptations and errors incident to a present ministry. Spe-
cially under the Spirit, it is most reasonable to anticipate it as a niosl elo-

quent, poioerful, and successful priesikoodf who, with glorified tongues and
sanctified hearts, with Christ-like power and authority, and imbued with
love, wisdom, fervor, faithfulness, and holiness, will so present the will of
the Father and Son that the hearts of countless multitudes will joyfully re-

spond to it.

Obs. 19. This priesthood demands no x>ersonal sacrifices. Thanks to

God, these are only preparatory. The terrible sacrifices, nnder persecu-
tion, bigotry, hatred, envy, malice, for the sake of the truth ; the tearF,

the groans, the suffering, the blood, the life offered in behalf of duty and
the welfare of others, are then things of the past. Blessing, happiness, ful-

ness of joy, pleasures forevermore, are over connected with it, and instead
of being a source of sorrow or a burden, it is a source of never-ending glad-
ness and an " eternal weight of glory,'^ What an encouragement to our
weakness and feebleness now !

Obs, 20. Writers on the ancient priesthood inform ns that they were
" the literati," " the learned," ** sages and professors," ** the chief instru-
ments of a continuing and progressive mental, moral, and religious cult-
ure." This will be eminently true of these priests, as indicated by intima-
tions of increased knowledge, by their glorified condition, by their union
with the Christ, and by their official station. Through them the nations
of the earth may anticipate the most wonderful accessions to learning and
knowledge of all kinds, because specially under the influence and guidance
of the Spirit of Wisdom.

Ohs. 21. This priesthood, as well as the kingship, shows that God in the
Coming Kingdom has something for His saints to perform. Idleness and
selfishness enfeeble and degrade ; activity and imparting to others are ele-
vating and joy-producing. It will still, then, be true, that ''His m^ire
blessed to give than to receive,'' To be made instrumental of doing good to
others is Christ-like, God-like. And this activity in honor of God, in be-

i
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Lalf of oiiners, in joyfulness to ourselves, is unceasing. Being glorified,

there is no need of recuperation to remove fatigue or weakness, and, there-

fore, as expressive both of a constant activity and a never-decaying vigor,

they are represented, e.g. as serving God ^^ day and night' ' (Bev. 7 :

15-17).

Barboox ( Thr^ Worlds, p. 44), misapprehending Ps. 149 : 6 in the uae of the word
**beds," makes resting *'a necessity or pleasure.*' He wonld scarcely, with his Gnostic
theory of a spiritual body and spiritoal kingdom, have fallen into snch an incongruity,
if he had noticed that the original word "conches'* is expressive of the couches around
the divan of an Oriental prince, and hence, according to Oriental usage, indicative of
hmuyr and exaltation. Gomp. e.g. the remarks of MoU (Lange's Com. Heb., p. 88) on the
promised Best combined with activity, and his references to Rothe» ThoLuck, etc.

Ohs. 22. These priests have no family connections, no private interests,

no attachments to tribe or nation, no earthly relations of any nature which
can interfere with their official position. Hence an exclusive devotednesa

to the interests of the Theocratic King and Kingdom must be predicated of

them.

Ohs, 23. This priesthood and their services indicates the spirituality of

this Kingdom. The spiritual and the temporal, the heavenly and the

earthly, the glorified and unglorified are combined in a Theocracy. The
union of Church and State under such a leadership in behalf of the re-

demption of the race, plainly evidences this feature. The objection, there-

fore, urged against our view that we ignore the spiritual is easily set aside,

seeing that with a glorified High-Priest and associated Priests Um highest

spirituality must result from the Theocratic ordering.

In a higher sense than now will it be true that (1 John 1 : 3) *' truly our fellowship is

with the Father and with His Son Jesus the Christ." The earnest of present fellowship
insures (Ac open, manifested fellowship (^ the future. The spirituality of the priesthood is

fully manifested by the constant access that they have to the New Jerusalem and the
presence of the King, by the worship and service that they tender, by the simple fact

that the most glorious themes (rendered living and heart-pervading by actual and most
blessed experience), such as the love of God. the love and mercy of the Saviour, the blood
shed for the remission of sin, the scenes of Calvary, etc., shall ever flow from their

joyful lips,

Obs. 24. This priesthood, elect, tried, holy, etc., form one body with
Christ. Now there is a lack of unity ; diversity, and even antagonism,
exists. The history of the past ministry records the sad story of divisions,

proscriptions, excommunications, etc., among them. But now under this

arrangement all this ceases, for these priests are all actuated by the same
spirit, interest, and principle. Then the prayer of the Saviour respecting a
oneness will bo fully and amply realized ; not merely exhibited by frater-

nal regards, but openly manifested in the one, exclusive Theocratic order-

ing. (Comp. Prop. 184.)

This oneness is the more remarkable since they are gathered out of ** <M naiUmB and
kindreds^ and people^ and iongues." But the same " mind which was in Christ," the same
redemption and glory, unite them. It is delightful to contemplate this oneness, and the

persons, from Adam down, who shall compose it ; and it is refreshing to think of the
time when we shall associate with them and enjoy their acquaintance. Union and
exaltation with the Christ, kingship and priesthood, will be a sofficient introduction to

on eternal fellowship and intimacy.

J
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OhB, 25. Thi8 priesthood will undoubtedly exhibit the praises of God and
Hia Christ by singine and muaic. They enter into this Theocratic King-
dom *' with 'singing'" (Isa. 35 : 10), and in it they continue to sing (fiev.

5 : 8-10) as '* kings and priests/' and this praise is represented as exciting

that of others (Ps. 66 : 1, 2, 3, 4). Music accompanies them, as the

mention of harps suggests. Indeed the sublimest singing is exclusive atid

pertains to the 144,OUO (Rev. 14 ; 3). Music and singing has charmed,
comforted, cheered, and elevated the soul ; in mortal liauds it has inspired

devotion, thrilled the heart, aroused the deepest feelings, etc. What will

it be in glorified hands, and coming from glorified lips! "'Having the

harps of God" (Rev. 15 ; 2) and singing "the new song" (Rev. 14 : 3),
" the song of Moses" and ** the song of the Lamb," indicative of redemp-
tion and its glories, the highest efforts of the past will be but feeble—mere
child's play—in comparison with the exquisite skill, enchanting voices,

and tender, ennobling, sublime utterances of these harpers and siugnrs.

We oan imagine them, not only leading the ptaise of Jerusalem and of congregationa,
bat on their vioits to families and individuals, ravish them with the delightfol and
heavenly melodies of experienced Bedemption. The Bible frequently refers to this

featore, and these references, corroborated by the power of mnsio and song in the past,

certainly mnst meet with a folfllment commensitraU with the glory of the occasion, the
persons, the Theocracy. The vast number thus engaged at times in perfect praise,

will produce a blended harmony and a grandeur far beyond our present experience and
conceptions. The emotions of the glorified, the joy, the triumph, the love—all will be
brought forth in this swelling music and song. Handel, Mozart, Mendelssohn, Jenny
Land, and others sought to express feeling ; when these glorified minstrels seek to

express theirs, music and song will be faultless.

Obs, 26. The ancient priests were to be free from all bodily blemish.

Religious purity was allied with physical purity. So it will be again, for

these priests have their *' vile bodi/^' *'fashio)i€d like unto His glorious

body " (Phil. 3 : 21). Their personal appearauco, beautiful and splendid,

will accord with their official iwsition. Even the clotliing, the adorn-

ments, the fine vesture of the ancient priests were significant, and, we can

readily believe in view of the intimations and promises, that these priests

will be clad in a royal, Tna^nificent manner, as evidencing their high sta-

tion, and as impressing visibly their authority upon the nations. As Jesus

the Messiah is represented in His glorified condition^ so His associated

priests will likewise appear, even to tlie raiment

Ohs, 27. The vast number of the priests, represented aa an immense
multitude, indicates both the majesty of the Theocratic King and the

extent of His dominion. The number and splendor of officials, connected
with earthly courts and surroundings, has much to do to elevate them in

human estimation. The majesty of the Theocracy, the powerful and ex-

tensive, world-wide dominion, is exhibited most impressively to the nations

by the number of the glorified priests. Just as an earthly court of emi-
nent, wise, talented, and powerful persons aids in glorifying an earthly

King, so the appearance, ability, character, etc., of a host of such materi-
ally assists to convey an idea of the grandeur of our King.

Read Thackeray's Four Georges, the Memoirit of the Cmirt.Life of Louis XIV. and XT.,
and numerous others, and however brilliant the society and distinguished the talents,

yet the simple truth reveals always among them characters steeped in the lowest vices
and trampling upon faith, justice, virtue, morality, and religion. Such can find no
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place in this court. Hence to provide the snitable persons for ft representation of the
majesty of the Theocracy, God allows dispensations to pass, selecting those who evince
parity and holiness. RiUers, like earthly ones, selfish, vicious, etc., can find no station

in a restored and pure Theocracy.

Ohs. 2S. God's equity is vindicated in that these priests officiate here on
this earth, where they endured temptation, suffering, and trial. Here
where they fought the good fight of faith, they become triumphant priests,

thus following in the Mister's path (oomp. Prop. 84). This increaees

[

their interest in the redemption oi the worhJ, when visiting the very places

I

where their prayers ascended, their tears fell, and their labors were sus-

tained.

I Therefore we should encourage our hearts, as Moses did, by contemplating this great
change, thus increasing love, desire, hope, aud joy. Let us endeavor to appreciate its

excellency, its nearness, its nobility, its spirituality, its blissfulness, and it will enlaigd
our boldness, firmness, patience, cheerfulness, and submission.

Obs. 29. This priesthood is perpetual. The Kingdom inherited is ever-

enduriug (Prop. 159), the kingship is perpetual, and the priesthood is in-

separably united to both of these. Again, being co-heirs of Jesus, and His

\

priesthood being a continuous one (Prop. 155), the saints necessarily are

ever priests with Him. The perpeiuity of such a high honor and dignity

is a strong element of happiness ; when once gained, nothing can deprive
Tis of it, for it is an eternal possession ; and, as shown already, no pressing
of feeble old age, or sickness entailed, can cause its being surrendered to

some youthful or more vigorous successor.

Obs. 30. The associations of such priests, their loving fellowship, must be
a source of constant and growing pleasure. Composed of the noblest of

earth, embracing the most eminent and faithful, intercourse with each
other in duty or i)leasure, in praise or social converse, in study or visitation,

in public or private, must be, in the nature of the case, a delightful element
of priestly happiness. Especially ravishing when among them we find

formerly loved and dear ones, now clad with such dignity.

Obs, 31. This priesthood corroborates the first dominion, the pre-emi-
nence, the supremacy of the Jewish nation (Prop.

114J,
For, being grafted

in, and become part of, the elect nation, they now, oeing glorified, raised

to irresistible power, and exalted with David's Son " the King of the
Jews,'* materially assist in elevating the nation to its predicted position,

and in bringing to it the glory promised.
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Proposition 157. J'lds doctrine of the KingJoin enforces the

Jitifare ministration of angels.

Believers now by faith come ^^ to an innumerahle company of
angels'^ (Heb. 12 : 22, or "to myriads of angels in an assembly or
joyful convocation," Barnes, Com, loci). These angels were em-
ployed preparatory to the Theocracy, at the introduction of the
Theocracy, etc., and it is most reasonable to believe, as taught,

that tliey will continue to be interested in, and engaged in l^half of,

the Theocracy when gloriously restored.

In ref. to number, names, natare, power, past service, and ministrations of angels.

Bee arts, on, in Bib. Diets, and Cyclops, and in Sys. Diva. Fausset {(Jom.^ Heb. 2 : 5)

notices an implication in thu word.s. " For unto the angels hath He not pat in aabjection
the world to come" viz :

'' Implying, He has Rubjected to angels the existing worid, the
Old Test, dispensation (then still portly existing as to its framework), v. 2, the political

kingdoms of the earth (Dan. 4 : 13 ; 10 : 13, 20, 21 ; 12 : 1), and the natural elements
(Eev. 9 :ll ; 16 : 4), and even individuals (Matt. 18 : 10).** The rule that they may
exert is then given over to the saints.

Obs. 1. Tho supremacy and exaltation of Jesus, the Christ, over all

angels (Col, 1 : 16 ; Eplh 1 : 21 ; 1 Pet 3 : 22), their attendance on and
service to Ilim at the First Advent (Luke 2 : 9-14 ; Matt 4 : 11 ; Luke
22 : 43, etc.), their deep interest in things pertaining to Him (e.g. Eph.
3 : 10, 11 ; 1 Pet 1 : 12, etc.), their connection with the events of the Sec.

Advent (Matt 16 : 21 ; Luke 12 : 8, 9, etc.), their worship of Him (Heb.
1:6; Rev. 5 : 11, 12), His power over them (Matt 26 : 51, 52 ; Heb.
1 : 4, etcj—these, as well as other considerations, show that at the restora-

tion of tne Theocracy, the Messiah shall swell His glory by that of the

angelic host. Now let the student but observe the relationship that ** tho
first-born," **the first-fruits" sustain to Christ, and he will clearly see

that this body obtain, in virtue of their union with Jesus as co heirs, a
power over angels.

Angel being eqniyalent to '* Messenger, ambassador," and employed to designate not
merely angels proper (Heb. 1 : 7, 14), bnt Christ (Zech. 1 : 12 ; Mai. 3 : 1), gospel ministere
(Bev. 2 : 1, 3, 12, 18). and agencies to execute God's purpose (Eev. 15 : 8 and 14 : 6, $«

9), it is difficult for ns in overy case to tell who are denoted—whether the nnfunHTi

angels or the redeemed from among men.

Obs, 2. In the future will be verified Christ's promise to Nathaniel, Jno.
1 : 51, ** Verily, verily I say unto you, -Hereafter ye shall see heaven open,
and the angels of God ascending and descendi7ig upo7i the Son of man,^'
The futurity is evidenced, not simply from the fact that the past has never
witnessed such a fulfilment, but by the '* hereafter" and the ** Son of
man " referring to the period of the Sec, Advent, as seen in Luke 22 : 69,
and Matt. 26 : 64. The evidence of its certainty (to which assurance tiio

repeated ** verily " points) is given in the assurance that it shall be openly
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manifested that others shall be witness of it.' This wonderful commingling
(foreshadowed by Jacob's dream, Gen. 28 : 12) of the heavenly host with
the Son of man and His associates in their glory, implies a continued min-
istration. It is not reasonable to snppose that angels who ministered to

Jesus (Matt. 2 : 13, 19 and 28 : 2, 5 ; Acts 1 : 10, 11, etc.) and saints

(Heb. 1 ; 14 ; Gen. 24 : 40, etc.) on earth while suffering, who ever ex-

hibited a deep and abiding interest in their welfare and in the progress of

redemption, should cease to manifest interest and association when salva-

tion is completed. We are assured of the contrary, e.g. in Rev. 5 : 11, 12
;

Luke 12 : 8, 9 ; Rev. 3:5. It is this manifestation, openlv expressed,

that forms an important feature in the glory of ** the Christ *, and henco
He refers to it as such, Matt. 16 : 21 and 25 : 31, 32 ; Mark 8 : 38 ;

Luke 9 : 26. The Theocratic ordering is not only honored but eviflenced

by such an association. The angelic ministration witnesses to the fact

that '' the taherndcle of God is with men, and He will dwell with tJiem.'*^

1 The effort is futile to make this promise to be realized in some unrecorded facts of
the past in the history of Jesus and Nathaniel. Aside from the reasons assigned against
it, the importance attached to it by the repeated ** verily" which would, in cose of past
fulfilment, have led, in honor of Jesns (to establish His veracity, etc.), to a declaration

of the same, forbids such an interpretation. To make this, as some do, merely symbo-
listic of Jesus and the divine communications received from heaven through Uim, is to

weaken the force and meaning of the promise, relating to experienced completed
Redemption, wheA it is witnessed. The expressions of *' angels,*' "seeing" "Son of

man"—all evidence an actual real occurrence in the future, demonstrative of the union
existing between heaven and earth. Hence we prefer and adopt Kyle's {2^'otes) view of
angelic communication at and after the Sec. Advent. It is not figurative but real.

* If God. in the person of Jesns, thus again Theocratically dwells with man, it is the
most reasonable to believe that angels shall be specially present to witness His glory,

and convey the tidings of Bedemption to others. For their -employment in the service

of God is continuous, and their appearance) and agency in honoring Him is something to
be anticipated. Hence the promise of Jesus to Nathaniel will be literally and truly

verified in the restored Theocracy. What a sublime view this opens before us of the
future. With this contrast the spiritualizing and dwarfing of the promise, as e g. by
Bnshnell {Christ and His Salvalioji, Dis. 21, p. 434). who makes **a heaven opened in the

soul itself," and *' there lives the Son of man, reigning in His heavenly kingdom at the

soul's own cenire, and from Him go up couriers and ministers of glory, descending also

back upon Him there." Comment is unnecessary. A Theocratic ordering, making God
Himself the earthly Kuler, involves the attendance of angels, as a distinguishing preroga-

tive pertaining to the IMvine. Hence they attended when the Theocracy was first

instituted, and hence we are informed that when again restored they shall also be
present and rejoice.

Obs. 8. Angels represented as the highest and noblest of beings, having
access to the presence (** face") of God, care for believers (Matt. 18 : 10)

and, in virtue of the present and future of the repenting one, rejoice at the
conversion of the sinner (Luke 15 : 10) ; they witness the struggles of our
pilgrimage (1 Tim. 5 : 21 ; 1 Cor, 4 : 9 and 11 : 10), and they are fellow-

servants of the prophets and apostles as manifested in their employment
for the good of God's ])eople, and in bringing directions and revelations of

God's will (Gen. 19 : 15, 19 and 22 : 11 ; Acts 5 : 19, 20 ; Dan. 8 : 17, 19 ;

Acts 8 : 26 and 10 : 3, etc.). In the very nature of the case, beings so ex-

alted and personally employed in aiding in the developments of the Divine
Plan relating to the Theocracy under Jesus and in securing its ultimate
realization (e.g. Dan. 10 : 11-22 ; Zech. 1 : 9, 12, 14, 19 and 2 : 3, etc.;

Acts 7 : 53 ; Gal. 3 : 19 ; Heb. 2:2; Rev. 1 : 1, etc.) must rejoice with
great joy in the grand result obtained through Jesus' sufferings, death, res*

J
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urrection, and exaltation. It is then fitting that they should be present at

Christ's Coming, and that ascriptions of praise and honor to the King of

kings should be given by them, seeing rebellion to God crushed, an entailed

curse repealed, children of God resurrected, glorified, and exalted, the race

itself redeemed, and a pure Theocratic government, with its inestimable

blessings, inaugurated. Their holiness, wisdom, station, love to God and
Christ—all must thus inspire them—an inspiration continuous and ever

present.

Ohs. 4. To be ** as the angels of God in heaven" (Matt 22 : 30), or to

be ** equal unto the angels" (Luke 20 : 36) may, as the context seems to

indicate, only refer to the mode of existence (i.e. in reference to marriage,

happiness, and immortality), but there is one passage which distinctly

teaches a certain pre-eminency over, at least, some of the angels. * In 1 Cor.

6 : 3 we read :
^^ Know ye not that we shalljudge angels f*^ which evidently

means ruling over angels, just as *' Do je not know that the saints shaft

judge the world?" indicates clearly a ruling over the world. This is seen

by a reference to Props. 133, 134, and 154, where the meaning of judging
is given in detail." Now, such a governing power, bestowed in view ol

associated Rulership or Kingship with Jesus, is undoubtedly exercised in

behalf of the administrations of the Theocratic Kingdom, and, consequently,

must minister to the good, directly or indirectly, of its rulers or subject's.

The realization can alone teach us the extent and the results of such a judg-

ing.

^ We say '* some," becauee when regarding the vast nnmber^ name^, and rank of angels,

it wonld perhaps be extreme to extend authority over all. While all may adorn the Theo-
cratic King, while all may exhibit the deepest interest in, and love for, the glorified

saints, yet some may be so exalted in rank and power, that, saving the command of ''the

Christ," no glorified one would presume to exercise authority over them, either by virtue

of his relationship to Jesus or of his own station. The passage itself, "judge angels," is

indefinite as to the number, station, or rank, and would be realized fully, if ** some" out

of <he 'innumerable company " (Heb. 12 : 22) were thus ** judged.'
* To limit this judging of angels to judicial investigation (Biunes, Com. loci) is to over-

look the meaning (Prop. 132 and 133) of judging as given in the Scriptures. Prefeza-

ble would be Prof, Stuart's opinion, as quoted by Barnes, and which he does not reject,

viz. :
** This may mean that the saints shall in the future world be raised to a rank in some

respects more elevated than even the angels in heaven." If they rule over angels, such
an elevation must certainly exist over some, if not overall, and arises from their union with
the King and participation in His privileges and glory. Being ** joint-heirs** with Him,
and correspondingly exalted, they receive this honor because of Him. Hence we take
the more comprehensive scriptural meaning of judging, not confining it to simple judi-

cial action. Just as Jesus could, if requisite, command legions of angels to appear, so

will His co-heirs have power over angels.

Obs. 5. In Dan. 10 : 13, 20 ; Heb. 2 : 5 it is intimated that angels arc

concerned in the present government of the world. Whatever views (Com-
mentaries loci) are entertained respecting the exertion of their power, it is

generally admitted that in some form or other they can exert, as thus
taught, an influence favorable or unfavorable to nations as well as to in-

dividuals. Such a view is in sympathy with the doctrine of the Divine
Sovereignty, and, so long as the restored Theocratic Kingdom has not ap-
peared, is in accord with the spirit and intent of the dispensations- But
when the restored Theocracy under Jesus and His brethren appears, then
the complete sovereignty under the whole heaven (Dan. 7 : 27) is given to
them, and dominion over nations and individuals is exerted by them.
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This the predicted reign of ** the Christ" and saints again and again em-
phatically declares, so that the angelic agency that may have heen exerted
in the past in national counsels and national movements is superseded

iHeb. 3 : 6) by a direct visible agency exerted bv Jesus aud His body,
^nt such angelic presiding over nations, oven by "the chief princes/' only

indicates how interested the angelic host must lie in the development of the
ultimate deliverance of the nations from the bondage under which they
groan. The past agency insures a continued interest, and such sympathy
and aid as may be in accordance with the Theocratic ordering.

It is not reqnisit« to enter into a discussion of the agency of evil angels as implied in
Dan, 10 (comp. Com, loci). For such, in view of the overthrow and binding of Satan,
and his ultimate complete 'withdrawal from the raoe. will be entirely superseded by the
established Theocracy. Dan. 10 and other passages set aside the opinion of Ghrista-
delphiaus, Universalists, and others, that Satan and his angels only denotes personified
evil or sin or a principle. The general analogy of Scripture is opposed to it, however, in
certain instances a flgurative or symbolical application is intended. The latter by no
means remove the former. Indeed, if the Ghristadelphian view is correct, it wonld be
difficult to vindicate the teaching of Jesus and the apostles from the charge of an abject
accomodation to ignorance, prejudice, and error. The reference accuser, etc. (as ad-
Tersary. etc.), that is made to men, to evil, to organized Anti-Christian bodies, etc., does
not diminish the force of meaning when also applied to fallen angels. AVhen correctly

regarded, the one—owing to the Eame spirit, enmity, etc., exhibited— sustains the other.

That fallen angels exist is unmistakably taught, as in 2 Pet. 2:4; Jude 6. It is impossi-
ble, except by the grossest spiritualizing, to avoid the conclusions of Mark 1 : 24 ; Luke
4 : 41 ; James 12 : 19 ; Acta 16 : 16-18 ; and 19 : 13, 15^ 16 ; Luke 10 : 17 ; Jude 9, etc. To
evidence the absurdity of a total ignoring of fallen spirits, it is only requisite to make evil

personified, or an evil principle to hare gone out of the two possessed and entering the
swine (Matt. 8 : 28-34). 'Whatever difficulties may—owing to the conciseness of stat^
ments, the manner of representation, etc.—be connected with the doctrine of fallen

angels, one thing is self-evident that immensely greater, so far as the integrity of the
Word and the testimony of Jesus is concerned, attach themselves to its denial (comp.
Arts, on in Bib, Diets., Sys. Divs. etc.). Adopting the principles of our opponents, it

would be easy, because of the application of the word angel, to deny the existence of

good angels, making them personified holiness, or a good principle. The ground of de-
nial is, to say the least, a dangerous one.

Obs. 6. One of cho blessed ingredients of future happiness and g]ory will

be ike in(ercourse of the glorified saints with the anpjelic host. This will

prove a never-ending source of blissful enjoyment. To converse with those

who witnessed creation, who have been the trusted messengers of God in

countlepd missions of mercy and love, who for ages have had the honor and
glory of God at heart, who are so exalted In knowledge, wisdom, and power
—this will be a privilege indeed. To familiarly associate with such
beings, to visit with them earth or heaven, to bo united with them in the

strongest ties of a common devotion and communion, to interchange ex-

periences of the past and present, etc., all this is an honor exceedingly

great—such as never was found in the most splendid of earthly courts.
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Proposition 158. The doctrine of the Kingdom aids in hcativg

the Millennial period.

The Millennial predictions are descriptions of this restored The-

ocracy under David's Son, This has been abundantly shown
nnder previous proi)03itions. This Kingdom being overthrown,
the throne and Kingdom of David being still desolate, the i)ost-

ponement of its restoration being fully stated and witnessed down
to the present day, the events immediately connected with its

restoration not having occurred, for these and other reasons the

Millennial predictions necessarily relate to the future.

The reader will observe that the varied views entertained by our opponenta folly

meets the objection urged by Waldegrave {Kew Ttai. MUi.), on the groand of differences

and antagonism of interpretations by Mill, writers. He forgets, however, two things : (1.)

that Pre-Mills. differ among themselves as to the details of their system, bnt agree in the

grand outlines (as e.g. in a Pre-Mill. Advent, a first literal resurrection, the reign of the

Christ and His saints, the establishment of His Kingdom on earth, the second resurrec-

tion after the thoosand years, etc.); (2.) that our opponents have even greater differences

and antagonisms, not merely in details, but in the outlines (as e.g. in the location of the

Millennium, the denial of a Millennium, the resurrection, the reign, the Kingdom, etc.).

His implied boast of unity falls to the ground, because many of his own party refuse to

adopt his presented theory of the MUlennium. Thus e.g. Tht Princeton Heview, July,

1856, in an art. on his work, eulogizes his supposed demolition of Millenarianism, but
just so soon as the writer comes to the 7th. Lecture, where Waldegrave sets foarth his

own doctrine of the Mill., then he enters his dissent and protest. The value of Waldc-
grave's critical effort is seen and estimated by his favoring a Mill, that is even note in prog-
ress, if not already pasi I having its persecuting powers and its martyrs I Blessed Mil-

lennium 1

Obs, 1. Hence the doctrine of the Kingdom refutes the theory of those

who locate the Mill, era in the past Grotius, Prideaux, Lightfoot, Bright-
man, Usher, Turretin (the elder), Ewald, Bush, Stuart, Davidson, and
some others, hold to this theory. It has been so ably refuted by Shimeall

(/ Will Come Again) and others, including many of those who ha^e written
against us (as e.g. Brown, Fairbairn, etc.), that it is unnecessary to repeat
the arguments. It may, however, be observed that their systems contain-
ing their views of the Kingdom led to some such departure, owin^ to the
impossibility —without gross inconsistency—of reconciling a literal resur-

rection, the reign, etc., with their notion of the Kingdom. Surprise, too,

is allowable in seeing able and talented men take a view which, one (Bush)
of them himself admits, at first appears ** revolting" (and hence has been
but little followed). Telling us that in the plain grammatical sense there
has been no fulfilment ; that to find a fulfilment the prophecies must be
spiritualized or curtailed or shorn of their alleged " Oriental imagery ;"

that the language and ideas are ** too Jewish" to suit the enlightened con-
dition and circumstances of a Christian dispensation, and hence most
be rejected or some other meaning be engrafted thereupon, these jwr-
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sons take the most exalted Millennial descriptions, and force them,
against express language and the facts of history, into the past history of
the Church and as thus already fulfilled. Surely when such violence is

done, that the mixed, often persecuted, sorely tried, often relapsed and
struggling condition of the Church can be made to cover Millennial proph-
ecy ; that a period of time, at the pleasure of the interpreter, can be sepa-
rated from the Millennial predictions of Daniel, Isaiah, etc.; that au era of
promised happiness and reigning can be converted into one of severe trial

to accommodate a theory ; that characters, to say the least, very suspicious
are elevated (aa e.g. Constant! ne) into the predicted Saviour of the
Church ; that a period festering with heresies, intolerance, bigotry, super-
stitions, relic worship, etc., is the blessed Kingdom—these things are
amply sufficient to evince the utter unfenahhness of such a theory. The
Kingdom predicted by the prophets presents entirely diflferent and most
glorious aspects from those given to us by Eccl. History. The latter is a
sad commentary ou human frailty and depravity, while the former is a
triumph of humanity made strong under the supervision and leadership of
David's Son and Lord.

It Ib sad to witness the logitimato extreme outgrowth of the spiritualizing interpreta-
tion. Thus e,g. take the "Perfectionists " (see Hia. Amtrlcan Socialisms, by John Hum-
phrey Noyes, or art. ** Amer, Socialisms," Westm. Revieic, Ap., 1870.), who maintain that
the Millennial age is past, that the Sec. Advent took place about 90 years after the First,

that the victory of Christ over sin and the devil is now gradually accomplishing and will,

in this dispensation, result in abolition of bodily disease, physical death, etc. Entertain-
ing the view that now they ore in the Kingdom of God. they reject the institution of mar-
riage aa not existing in the present Kingdom of heaven, and under the plea of oneness
with Christ and each other they encourage promiscuous sexual intercourse. Let the stu-
dent refer to the history of Noyes, as given by himself, and see how men under the in-
fluence of the teaching of Moses Stuart, Bobison, Taylor, and others, are led step by
step to new notions abhorred and condemned by such instructors, but which are based
on their doctrines respecting the Kingdom of Gvd and the Millennial era. The primitive
church view gives no place for such errors, and discourages all tendency to lead to them,
making the present probationary and preparatory, and fixing its hope on the Second Ad-
vent and Kingdom. As illustrative what able men will do with their favorite Church"
Kingdom theory run to an extreme, we instance Lightfoot {Works, vol. 6, p. 255), who
commences the thousand years at the time when Paul, Barnabas, and others first

preached to the Gentiles, and says the devil was bound (?) during this period and got loose

again (?) afterward. Turretin (Insi. Theol., p. 650) is a little undecided when to date its rise,

mentioning the incarnation of Christ, His passion and death, the destruction of Jerusa-

lem, and the accession of Constantine, as points of commencement. So also Mastricht
{Theol., vol. 1, p. 483), Marck {comp. Theol., p. 631). But all such theories carrj' such an
enormous load, that few accept of them.
We might, perhaps, find some apology for the ignorance of {Annals of Roger Be

Hoveden, vol. -2, p. 521) Pope Innocent III. and others, who held that the thousand
years ended A.D. 1200 (some before this ended them A.D. 1000 and later), and that Satan
was then loosed, but with the additional light thrown by history, etc., on prophecy, it

seems very strange that such a man as Hengstenberg {Apoc, vol. 2, p. 334} should date

the rise of the Millennium from the erection of the '* Holy Boman Empire" under
Charlemagne, A.D. 800. What a Millennial period ! darkness, martyrdom, idolatry, infi-

delity. religioTiH wars, persecutions, revolutions, anarchy, all the evils that could possi-

bly aflflict the Church and the world experienced. The dreadful wickedness, malice, and
cruelty of the dark ages, show that Satan, instead of being bound, revelled with his

votaries, and that the saints, instead of reigning, were crushed to the earth, having to seek

the caves and dens of the mountains to save life. Lange {Apoc., p. 352, as quoted by
Dr. West) well remarks :

'* The chaining of Satan ill admits an assignment to the Middle
Age ; as if Machiavellism, the inquisition, dragonades and the like, belong to the periods

of the First Resurrection." Auberlen (The Praohfi Daniel) presents some good strictures

on such a perversion. If the past is all the Millennium to be expected (for Satan was, in

Hengstenberg*s theory, let loose in the French Bevolution, and we are now in the time
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of ** Gog and Hagog**)* ihen the predictions are a plain failure. The tctj Empire that

he BO highly exalta is represented in Scripture as a beasf, and one to be destroyed before

the Mill, age begins. In the Nuremberg Bibel, Ed. 1747, in the brief notes attached to

Her. 20 : 1-6, the thonsond years are dated from the time the Apoc. was vritten, and
such a theory with those who adopted the Augnstinian view was favorably entertained,

because they snpposed as the Turks came after a thousand years this was a fulfilment of

the letting loose of Satan, and a sign of the nearness of the Second Advent, not seeing

that by such a process they made void the predicted MiUennial blessings, rerened the

chronological order of events, and were compelled to spiritualize largely in order to ac-

commodate Scripture to their position. Compare the views presented by Lange in the

Introd. and concluding portion of his Com. on JRev, and Dr. Craven's Exatrsus.

Obs. 2. This doctrine also disproves the theory of those (aa e.g. some R.

Cath. Theologians and others, who simply regard the Millennial prophe-
cies as a portraiture of this dispensation va$t„ present^ and future. The
same reasons alleged against the view unaer Obs. 1, will apply here ; and
we may add several more which are opposed to both these opinions. It is

taken for granted that this dispensation is equivalent to '* the times of the

Gentiles.^* But as many writers have clearly shown, they widely differ,

seeing that *' the times of the Gentiles" extend back into the Mosaic dis-

pensation from the time of the overthrow of the Kingdom and the captiv-

ity of the Jews, being a phrase denoting the period of Gentile dominations
while, on the other hand, this dispensation can only be dated from what
followed the First Advent. By this identification and union of things that

differ, they hope to get rid of * * the Jewish'' aspect of the Kingdom and
show that the Millen?iial predictions describe ** the times of the Gentiles/'

when the real truth in the case is, that the Millennial portrayals represent
the Millennium to commence, the Kingdom to be established, at the very

time that the '* Gentile Times'" come to an end (Prop. 1G4). Indeed, it

is impossible for the Kingdom to come so long as Jerusalem is trodden
down by the Gentiles (Props. (JO, 112, 122, etc.). The process in this dispen-
sation of engrafting Gentiles does not make it a Gentile dispensation, for

the Jews enjoy precisely the same privileges of the Gospel and Church that

the Gentiles do ; the invitation and blessings are common to all, and it

becomes a dispensation of grace to us Gentiles in that the adoption of Gen-
tiles is so accessible under it. Again, it is supposed that this dispensation

embraces the MiUennial era as part of it, on the ground that the Church is

the Kingdom, and will develop itself into the stage indicated under the
Millennium. But we have shown at length (Props. 88-102) that the
Church cannot possibly be the Kingdom, being opposed alike to covenant,
promises based on the covenant, predictions of the prophets, and by the
lack of everything that is essential to the promised Theocratic Kingdom.
Besides this, having proven the undoubted postponement (Props. 57-C8
and 94) of the Kingdom, the mixed condition and continued trial of the
Church to the end of this age, the fact that the Kingdom as predicted is

linked with the Second Advent, the ushering in of another era or dispensa-
tion after the Sec. Coming of Christ distinctively called "the Day of the
Lord Jesus," and numerous other particulars, all showing that this dispen-
sation is not the predicted one in which Jesus and His saints reign in the
manner indicated by prophets, it produces an evident antagonism m Script-
ure to fasten upon it such an opinion, and it leads to many embarrassing and
really (under ita direction) unanswerable objections from unbelievers,
which the current apologetics but lamely meets.
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For A Bp^cimen of vell-intended Bpiritnalizing, se^Covles on The Minor Propheis, ea-

pecially Zech., ch. 14, where the Origenistio ideas are modernized in a manner that onght

I

to accommodate Swedenborgianism, etc. Let the stndent compare the plain grammatical
1 sense and the conte:ct in its entire connection, and he must feel that the e^cposition is

a complete failure to reconcile the chapter with modem notions of the Millenniun.
Many, otherwise able, writers evince, in this direction, not only the fault of spiritnalizing
(in order to force passages into an accommodation with their respective theories), bnt
evince a total disregard to the time and order of falfllment, mingling passages together, as
if related, which the Spirit has separated by an interval of time and the events of which
are successive. Gipps {Treatise on the First, ifea.J aflfords another illustration of such spir-

itnalizing application, so that the Millennial era is not to be regarded even as future. The
extreme is reached when men apply the Millennial predictions to their own Church estab-
lishments, as Swedenborgians, Shakers, and others, and recently repeated by a Mr. Schroe-

. der (iV. Y. EvangeliM^ Jan. 16th, 1879 ), who has published a prospectus of a new movement
or religious organization, which he calls '* The Millennial Church of our Lord." Catholo-
cism sees in the Romish Church the Mill, predictions realized, and finds its strong support
in the perversions of the Augustinean {City of God., 20: 7-9) theory, which makes the
Mill. Age the age of the Christian Church. The modified views of Grotius, Hammond,
Hengstenherg, and others attributing to the Church in the past some such Mill, era, or
even of Gipps, Waldegrave, etc., aa now progressing in the revival of the martyr spirit,

are, more or less, in unison with Augustine's spiritualizing notions. And it is a matter
of surprise that such writers as Wordsworth and others, misled by a favorite Church-
Kingdom theory, should revive the unscriptural and unhistorical views of Jerome,
Eusebius, etc., who lauded and magnified the Church beyond its present design. The
small following that it has, even among our opponents, indicates that it is deemed unreli-

able and one-sided.

Obs. 3. The lino of argument already adduced adequately meets all

other opposing theories respecting the Millennium. Totally to ignore the
Millennial era, to pass it by in silence^ or to ascribe it to a human origin,

is either to manifest disrespect to the Spirit, who has so largely dealt in it

and makes it the culminating point of Redemption, or to deny that the
Word is given by Divine inspiration. Transplanting the Millennial

blessedness into the third heaven is so gross a violation of the entire tenor

of Scripture, which locates it hero on the earth, that very few have ventured
to advocate it. Making some particular Church organization or association

of belief or form of doctrine the fulfilment of the crowning excellency of

Millennial prophecy, is so palpable a caricature of them that it is a matter
of amazement that most amiable and learned men have given their influ-

ence in disseminating it. Ascribing only to Mill, prophecies the inherent

desires of the soul after deliverance, nnd which will be realized in the nat-

ural development of humanity, is both to lower the origin of those prophe-
cies and to advocate a manner of realization beyond the power of a corrupted
humanity. Locating the Millennium in the future, but spiritualizing its

predictions (i.e. after the grammatical sense is ascertained to add to it

another and alleged higher sense), is to leave its manner of verification to

the caprice or imagination of the interpreter ; to destroy the Divine unity
of the Word by changing, modifying, reconstructing, and adding to cove-

nant and prophetical phraseology ; to set aside, as unworthy of fulfilment,

the oath-bound covenant promises of God, and to deny to David's Son, the

Son of man, the throne and Kingdom specially and gloriously covenanted
to Him. Such "hypotheses" respecting the Millennium* are purely of

human origin and, according to our detailed argument based step by step

on Scripture, have no foundation in the Word. They may, therefore, in

the abundance of proof presented against them in our various proposi-

tions, be dismissed with the remark, that such a variety of them and the
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prevailitig extent to which they are advocated (intrenched in the churches
with able men as their adTocatea) is necessary to meet the predictions of

the times jnst preceding the ushering in of the Millennial era which are

characterized (Props. 174, 177, 178) as pervaded with unbelief concerning
tiie Coming and Kingdom of the Lord Christ For such a result to bo
produced, to bend the thinking and belieyiug of the multitude into such a
condition of disbelief, necessarily ^unless wo greatly underrate the intelli-

gence of man) requires the aid ana labors of sincere, pious, and learned

men, and the dissemination of various and antagonistic views. Alas ! Iho
obscuration of truth, the darkening of the most precious covenanted prom-
ises under the leading influence of "philosophy falsely so called," the

humiliating form in which so many alleged defences of the early Church
appear, the removal of the ancient landmarks of a grammatical interpreta-

tion and the substitution of others to suit the Spirit of the ago—these

thingi surely indicate that we even have been under the shadow of an
already commenced and continuing eclipse. If wise to enter into and re-

ceive the spirit of "prophecy relating to tnose things ; if observant of what
occurs around us just as predicted, we will be slow to receive theories which
in their very tendency pave the way for men to undergo the severe trial yet
in store for the Church and world."

1 Borne who profess tbemBelves abandantly able to oppose MiUenarians and enlighten
U3 on prophecy, etc., aresiUl unable {see a speolmen criticiBed inLord'a Jburrtat, Ap. 1857)
to decide the simple fact, whether the Milleauial age is past, or present, or future ; or,

whether it will be, if future, a better state than the present. The Shakers with their mis-
taken present " Millennial Church," or the Swedenboigians with their asserted existing
" XewJerusalen Church," or the Mormons with their new built *'Zion," are far more con-
sistent and logical than such indefinite, prevaricating writers. MiUenarians may differ

in details, but they do not produce such antagonistic systems. The fact that the spirit-

ualizing interpretation introduces those widely divergent and hostile views—that even
the grand outlines are in direct opposition one to another—ought to arrest the student's at-

tention. A recent extravagant effort at producing a Millennial theory is that of T. Spence,
who presents us with "A Beceipt" (recipe, he probably means) **to make a Millennium,
or Happy World,"—a kind of easy free-love, communistic Millennium, after the AVoodholl
and Claflin pattern.

* When such a man aa Hengstenberg dates the 1000 years from a.d. 800 in the erection
of " the Holy Eoman Empire" under Charlemagne (and Bev. informs us that this same
empire is *^ a beast" to be destroyed) ; when Bede applies the 1000 years to the
Chi'istian dispensation, and makes the first resurrection to be equivalent to baptism ;

when Augustine makes the 1000 years to begin with the earthly life of Jesus, when
Hatan was alleged to be bound, and he was cast out into the abyss, i.e., from Christen-
dom into the hearts of the wicked, non-Christian nations ; when the Nflremberg Bible
(ed. 1747) asserts that the 1000 years must have begun when the book {Apoc,) was made,
since the Turk had appeared at the end of a thousand years, we need not be surprised at
the various theories which ignore the things predicted of the reign of Christ and His
saints, and the events which are described as pertaining to the thousand years and fol-
lowing it. The inferential manner in which many pass^es of Scripture are adduced in
support of some of those theories, reminds one strongly of the seven golden candle-
sticks of the Apoc, the seven-branched candlestick of the Tabernacle, and the seven
churches of Asia being adduced to prove, against Galileo, that only seven planets were
possible, or how in Scotland fanning mills were denounced as contrary to the text ** the
wind bloweth where it listeth," etc., because in league with Satan, who is "prince of the
powers of the air," raising '* the devil's wind " (White's Watfart qf ScUnce). The Post-
Mill, theory, developed by Whitby and advocated by Brown, Baraes, and a host of
others, is the prevailing view in the Church, leading, through the ability and number of
its advocates, to the predicted unbelief in the Coming and Kingdom of the Messiah as
covenanted and prophesied.

Obs. 4.

that such
Our opponents even claim for their denial of a Millennium proper

is " the Church doctrine." Thus, e.g. the Princeton Review (Ap,
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1850, p. 330, etc.), in opposing Rev. Imbrie's Millenarian Sennon, **The
Kingdom of God," virtually re-adopU the Popish view, viz., that there is no
Millennium in the future, saying ** there is to be no such Millennium as is

assumed by the advocates of the other thories to be predicted "—'' it is not
assumed (i.e. by himself) that there is to be any Millennium strictly speak-
ing." But then the writer explains :

*
' The glowing passages which are re-

ferred by some to the period of Christ's personal reign, and by others to a
spiritual Millennium, are, according to this view, to be understood of the state

of things after the final consummation*' (i.e. are to be located to a period
after the last resurrection, final judgment, etc.). And this he calls *^ the

Church doctrine,*' a doctrine utterly unknown to the Primitive Church for

several centuries, and repudiated by a host of the ablest expositors and
theologians ; and which in the form given is really held by veryfew Prot-
estants. The Princeton Review simply revives Burnet's Theory,"
which locates the Millennium—against the express order of the Apoc. and
the analogy of Scripture—after the general judgment, engrafting the same
on the Popish view, so that what cannot be appropriated to this dispensa-
tion is conveniently, without regard to context, turned over to this con-
summation."

It wonld be gratnitons to criticise Berg's Th^ SUme and ike Image: or the American
.Rqaublic, for it ia evident that a writer who can make the Fifth Kingdom of Ban. 2 and 7
to be the American Uepnblio, of which the Messiah ia Idng, can readily see aheady the
glorious dawning of the Mill, day—its first raya flashing before the dazzled eyes of
Uiis ontbasiastic divine. " The Seventh-day Adventist'* notion (expieased by Waggoner,
etc.) that the Millennium ia a thousand years, in which the earth is made void and de-
stroyed, the saints reigning in heaven, is so utterly opposed to the analogy of the Word
aud the doctrine of the early Church, that it needs no special refutation. Su Hazard's
(Rev. Jiecealed) idea that ** Antichrist during this period (i.e. thousand years) reigned
despotically over the nations," making Christ's reign a spiritual one in the heart of
believers, is such a reversal of titefacts of the prediction, that a mere mention is amply
sufacient. Duaterdieck {OffcTib. JohanniSt p. 555) mentions "Wetstein, who regards the
thousand years as the times of the Messiah reduced to the period of forty years (!)

onward from the death of Domitian ; Gog. and Mngog being Barcochba." One wonders
whether men are really serious in such perversions. Home few, to ^et rid of the whole
matter, speak of the thousand Years as *' a timeless spiritual condition*" i.e. a repre-

sentation. spiritual, of the Church in all time, past, present, and future. But such over-

look its exact historical time, chronological order, with events preceding, containing, and
following. Some endeavor, in vain, to occupy a neutral position as e.g. a writer in the
Princeton Bevieia (July, 1856, p. 550) quotes Dr. Alexander as saying, " To what period
the thousand years in the Apoc. refer, we profess that we do not know ; and therefore

we cannot be sure whether it is past or future. We are, therefore, neither Millenarians
nor Pre-Millenarians." This profession amounts to ncdhing, seeing that in his interpre-

tations of related passages he shows himself to be a decided Post-MiUenarion. Beside,
such professed neutrals are very positive in denying its location in the future as advo-
cated by us, showing that the profession of non-kiiowledge does not forbid the assumption
of being better acquainted with the subject.

Obs. 5. Against all theories which locate the Mill, age (the thousand
years) in the past or present, or after the last resurrection, it is sufficient

to point out, what every able commentator of the Apoc. concedes, viz.,

that the distinctive thousand years of Eev. 20 follow after the seven seals,

seven trumpets and seven vials ; after a certain harvest and vintage ; after

a particular Advent and conflict ; after a complete overthrow of Antichris-

tian enemies ; after a binding of Satan ; and then after the supremacv and
ruling of saints it is followed by *' a little season" witnessing a remarkable
but futile outburst of enmity ; and then, and only then, after the thousand
years are ended comes the last resurrection and the entrance into the eter-
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nal ages. No such order, no sach events have been witnessed in the past

or present, and by the very nature of the predictions, interposing tirne and
events, cannot be transposed to the eternal state. Simple unity, justice to

the order laid down, demands that Eav. 20 : 1-6 shonld be regarded as a
distinctive period, that of the binding of Satan, after which he is released

and the events follow which precede the consummation of the last resur-

rection and judgment No Bible reader who simply follows the order laid

down can mistaKe the plainness of prediction.

It is only a preconceived opinion that violfttea thia order. Thus e.g. the Chnrch-
Klngdom theory ia made the starting-point. Buah, BameB, and others assume that the
kingdom of Dan. 7, for instance, was set np in the past (over against the regnloz series

of chronological events which precede such an establisliment—comp. Prop. 121), and
consequently Rev. 20 : 1-6 is applied to suBtoin this unfounded assumption, and all

the Millennial prophecies are perverted to its support. Waldegrave {New Tesi, J/iU.,

8. 7) even advocates a Millennium now in progress, if not entirely past ! And he intzx>-

duces into it, over against the plainest predictions, persecuting powers, and martyrs I

The thousand years are a period not, of triumph, bui of suffering and martyrdom ! in which
the Church is in sack-cloth and ashes ! And such a theoiy we are to receive as more
scriptural than the early Church view defended in these pages. As an illustration of the
popular method of handling this subject, we present the ideas of Rev. Dr. Joel Swartz,
who, in an art on ** The Alillennium" {Luih, Observer, Jan, 17th, 1879), undertakes to tell

us when and how the MiU. age is to be introduced. After eulogizing the power of
Christianity overunbelief (keeping in the background the reverses, retrogressions, etc.,

of the Church, and carefully avoiding the predictions of future persecutions from mn~
pant unbelief), he culminates as follows :

** Shall we say the Millennium is coming ?

Shall we not rather say U is here / I am one who rejoices to believe that the only Mil-
lennium which this earth is ever to know, is already initiated, and hastening toward its

glorious completion. Its dawn began already to tip the hill-tops of Judea when the ser-
vants of Jesus Christ were sent forth." This is the Popish idea revived, making the
Mill, age equivalent to this dispensation, as e.g. advocated by Wordsworth in his Hulseon
Lectures. Not satisfied with Heng3tenberg*s Charlemagne's *' Holy Roman Empire" or
Grotius's and others' downfall of Paganism in the fourth centuzy, he returns to the
Augnstinean view adopted by the Bomish Church. He endeavors to enforce his Millen-
nial theoiy by the usual objections (which we repeatedly answer in this work ; and then
to establish his unscriptural position proceeds to repeat the stale abuse that our
doctrine Is "Jewish," ** a Jewisn heresy. * " hostile to tiie Gospel,'* that it " aides with
infidels in their being no conversion of the world," is one of " despair and not of hope,**
'^ akin to unbelief and not of faith,'* allied with ** extravagance, &naticism, and infidelity,"

containing (as in the lata Proph. Conference) " Grotesque absurdities," " foolish liteni-

isms," ** amusing contradictions,** ''large pretensions," and ** heresies which it was its

chief aim to establish.'*) On the strength of this, we are to receive his doctrine utteHy f*e-

pudiaied by the early Church for centuries, and Jlailt/ cojidemned by the Scriptures, and
branded by Luther na** a doctrineofihe devil" and regarded as entirely unfotntilfd (saving in
men's own imaginations) by many of the ablest and most devoted sons of the Church (comp.
Bist. cf DoCf Props. 73-78). West, in his essay on the HiU. of Doctrine^ has well remarked
that no more erroneous and contradictoiy system of interpretation was ever invented
than that adopted by the Origenistic school, which makes the conclnsion of the Apoc. to

be its beginning (with which compare Auberlen's Daniel, p. 322 ; Luthardt's Lekre, p.

234 ; Elliott's HorcB Apoc., vol. 4 ; Bickersteth's Prom. Olory, p. 177 ; Birks's Uufjd,

Prophecy^ p. 81 ; Botho's Dogmatic^ 3, 77 ; Lange's Apoc..^ 343 ; Mede's Works^ p. 549 ;

DUsterdieck Offenbarung Johannis, 32, 43, 225, 541 ; Kleiforth'a OSTenbartinq, 3, 247 ;

Rierck's Zeichen, p. 331, and the works of Brookes, Seiss, and Pre-Mill. writers in genend
who advert to the same). An exceedingly arbitrary arrangement is that found in Ralston
{On the Apoc.y p. 167), who introduces into this Millennium four of the trumpets, the two
witnesses, etc., so that he produces a remarkably diversified Millennium, utterly unrecog-
nizable from the one given by the Spirit.

Ohs, 6, The Millennial period is inseparably connected with the restoration

of the Jews (which the restored Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom absolutely de-

mands—ace Props, 111, 112, 113, 114). The prophecies, the covenant, the

',
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restitution, all require this aa a preliminary. Millennial blessedness with-
out the cessation of Jewish tribulation and the elevation of that nation to

its predicted supremacy, is something unknown to the Scriptures. Hence
this simple distinctive point is ituelf sufficient to crush opposing theories

which contradict it.

This restoration and supremacy of the Jewish nation, this union of the nation with
the restored Davidic throne and kingdom, invariably linked, and implied, with the Millen-
nium, effeotnally answers the dating of the Millenninm from the birth or ministry, or
death, or ascension of Christ, or from the day of Pentecost, or from the preaching of
Paul, or from the giving of the Apocalypse, or from the destniciion of Rome, or from the
victory of Constantine, or from the reign of Charlemagne, or from the Beformation, or from
the French Revolution, or from the era of Missions, or from anv other imaginary date of

the past. Events, as predicted, unwitnessed and having their fulfilment in tne future, are

utterly antagonistic to them. The past and the present pronounce them visionary and
misleading. Eloquence may eulogize them, poetry may adorn them, great names may give
them weight, but, nevertheless, they lead into grave error and to a position opposed to
that commanded by the Master.

J
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Pboposition 159. Tliis Tlieocratic Kingdom of tlie Loi^d Jeaus^

the Chinst, will iiever come to an end.

It is asserted by some (as e.g. Calvin, InstL^ B. 3, ch. 25) that
onr doctiine limits the reim of Christ o7ily to the one thousand
years. This is incorrect. While some Millenarians explain the
^^ delivering up of the Kingdom" somewhat similar to our opposers,
yet even nearly all—if not all—of these, as far as we have anv
knowledge of their writings, affirm that Jesus coTdlnues to reign
in the same Kingdom, subordinately to the Father, after the close

of the thousand years. The reasons for the perpetuity of the
Christ's Kingdom will now be presented, and the only passage
that seems to militate against it will be examined.

Richter'B EridarU Rous Blhd, Tom. 6, p. 1134. advocates the perpetuation of the

Kingdom, and incidentally remarks :
*' Calvin is zealons against the heretical teachers

(Anabaptists), who circle off and restrict the duration of Christ's Kingdom of glory to one
thousand years, and deny its much greater and everlasting duration aft«r the one
thousand years expired." (But Calvin while denoun'cing one error, fell into another, viz.,

restricting the thousand years to the Militant Church in this dispensation, thus following
Augustine.) ,Ty8o (Pre-Millenarian) holds that at the end of the thousand years, Christ
and the saints will leave this earth forever, which has just afl little foundation in Scripture,
as the opposite extreme held by some Seventh-day Adventists that Christ and His saixita

are not on the earth during the thousand years, but come after that period. The critical

student is reminded that the perpetuity of the Kingdom is denied by some (e.g. Koch,
Daa Tausendjdkrige Reich), because, as they suppc^e, when the thousand years' reign is

ended, it will be succeeded by another as portrayed in Kev. 21 and 22, thus making tho
latter to follow the former in chronological order. This is a fruitful source of misconcep-
tion, and has been answered in detail under Prop. 151. Tho doctrine of the perpetuity
of the Kingdom, so long as the distinctive covenanted throne and Kingdom is preser^'cd
intact, does not prevent the idea of changes or additions being produced as circumstances
or developments require, or as a growth or advance to ultimate perfection (as e.g. in

the final rooting out after the one thousand years of all evil) demands. We may add
that many writers of ability {as 6.g. Thompson in Tfieol. of Christ, p. 28) affirm tho per-
petuity of Christ's Kingdom when established, without explaining or referring to 1 Cor.
15 : 24. So general was this in the past, that Domer (Person of GhrisU vol. 1, p. 409) sava :

** It is false to say that any one of the Church writers conceived tho one thousand years'
Kingdom to be the last. On the contrary, they represent it as a sti^e of transition to
eternal life," etc. This is true—impelled to it by the Scripture affirmations concerning (he

perpetuity of Christ's reign—of the idea of reigning evermore in some form or other, but
is incorrect when applied to the distindive reign of tho one thousand years, which some
supposed to come to an end.

Obs, 1. While the words '* eternal," "everlasting," "forever," are
sometimes employed to denote limited duration (i.e. duration adapted to

the nature of the thing of which it is affirmed), yet such words applied to

tho Kingdom of Jesus Christ cannot be thus restricted, because an unend-
ing duration intended by them is stated in explanatory phraseology (as e.g.

Luke 1 : 32 ** o/" His Kingdom there sJutU he no end,^^ etc). The thousand
years are specifically mentioned as the period of Satan's binding and of tho
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time existing between the two resurrections, and of this era it is also asserted

that Christ and His saints reign. The declaration of their reigning dur-
ing this period does not limit the reign to it, but is added to indicate that
the reign is already commenced and extends throagh this Millenary age.

.

Jesna is not merely the king of " fl» age" but of " tfie ages'' (1 Tim. 1 : 17
Greek), and His Kingdom is united, not merely to '* a» rt^c," but to ^' the

aae of ages'' or '* eternal agesj*' thus indicating its extension onward
tnrough the vast succession of time in unendine series. Hence the per-

petuity of the Kingdom is freely declared in 2 Sam. 7 : 16 ; Heb. 1:8;
Luke 1 : 32, 33 ; Rev. 11 : 15 ; Isa. 9 : 7 ; 2 Pet 1 : 11, etc., and this is

explained, Dan. 2 : 44, to be " a Kingdom that shall never he destroyed,"
and in Dan. 7 : 14, ** His dominion is an everlasting dominion 'which shall

not pass away, and His Kingdom that which shall not be destroyed." '

Indeed, so expressive are these and kindred passages that even those who
advocate a transfer of the Kingdom to the Father and some kind of an
ending of the Kingdom, are still forced, by thoir weight and concurrence,
unheal tatinglv to acknowledge, in some form (as Barnes, etc.) *^ the per-

petuity of Christ's Kingdom and His eternal reign." Hence this reign,

beginning at the Millennial era, is not terminated by the close of the thou-
sand years." The idea of the perpetuity of Christ's reign was so generally

diffused in the early Church, tnat we even find it iu the Sibylline Oracles

(B. 3) " the Holy King of all the earth shall come, who shall wield the

sceptre during all the ages of swiftly moving time,*' etc.*

1 Daniel also predicts that '* the sointa of the Most High shall receive the Kingdom
forever, even forever and ever." Nnmerous critics have observed that this reduplicated
form of snccessive ages most necessarily imply ** absolute eternity" (so e.g. Lewis, i>ix

Days of Creation, p. 37*2, who, however,thinking it used in relation to the world as to time,

renders it ** for the world and the world of worlds :" we prefer its direct reference to

time ns related to this world). Even Barnes (Com.j Dan. 7 : 14) fully and frankly admits
that Daniel's phraseology denotes that the Kingdom thus established •' would be perma-
nent and eternal " (and as he applies this prediction to the Church as constituted in this

dispensation, which in other places he affirms shall cease thus to exist, his concession is

contradictory to his system of esobatology).
* Some advocate these thousand years to be literal ; others that thoy are prophetical

years (making three hundred and sixty thousand) ; others that they are a round number
for an indefinite period, and a few others the sj-mbol of perfection or eternity. The con-

nection that these thousand years sustain to the preceding Millenaries, while definitely

employed to indicate the binding of Satan, to fulfil prophetical announcements, etc., at the

same time seem to indicate, in view of a separation of time corresponding with each of the
six preceding—a literal period thus constituting the week with its Sabbath given in a
distinctive form, preparatory to the ages following. The question, however, is not essen-

tial. By way of explanation we add : it is a misapprehension of "Waggoner and others,

that we limit *• the day of the Lord"—** the day of the Lord Jesus Christ" to these one
thousand years. Such phraseology extends beyond it, being indefinite and declarative

of the time when the Lord is spociolly manifested. The making the one thousand years'

reign in heaven and at its close on earth is so opposed by covenant and prophecy, by the

continuity of fulfilment, by the proper conception of what constitutes Christ's kingdom,
by the elect condition of the Jewish nation, by the early preaching and primitive faith,

etc , etc., that it needs no serious refutation separately, as all the objections alleged are

fully met under propositions.
* The Jewish idea of the perpetuity of the Messianic Kingdom is given by Knapp (C7L

Theoi., p. 353), who informs us that the Jows '• spake of ihedemal Xing and ike eternal King-

dom of David, Ps, 89 ; Sam. 7.** While some (see Art. " Messiah," Herzog's Cyclop.)

differed as to the duration of the Kingdom, yet Knapp's statement is supported by the

more general opinion, sustained by an appeal to Scripture. Therefore, Reuss (His,

Ch. Tltcol. Apos. Age) affirms that the perpetuity of the Kingdom was held by the Jews,

saying that, ** The idea of cessation or end was incompatible with the very conception of

the Christ." Especially will this bo seen by observing that tho doctrine of the resurrec-
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tion and immortal blessedness was associated with it. The early Church view has been
safflciently stated in various quotations irom the Fathers, but as the Kingdom lost its

distinctive covenanted character and the notion of the Divine Sovereignty was substi-

tuted in its place, expressions evidencing the change became more and more apparent,
even while the perpetuity was still held. Thus e.g. in the Syuodioal Letter of the Bishops
assembled in Council at Sardica (Theodoret's £!c<^. Hia,, p. 78) the orthodoxy of

Marcellus is declared, because *' he did not affirm, as they (his enemies) represented that
His (Christ' s) Kingdom would have an end. On the contrary, he wrote that His Kingdom
had had no beginning and would have no end.*' But Hagenbach {His. cf Doc., vol. 1,

Sec. 139) says that Maroellus was one of the first who interpreted 1 Cor. 15 : 25 as indica-

tive that Christ's Kingdom will at some future time come to an end. Cyril of Jerusalem
opposed this notion, appealing to Luke 1 : 33 ; Dan. 7 : 13, 14, etc., and*" in reference to

1 Cor. 15 : 25 he asserts that the term ' the end ' includes the terminus ad queyru" The
student only requires to be reminded that the Nicene Constantinopulitan Creed emphati-
cally teaches of the Messiah's Kingdom :

** Whose Kingdom shall have no end.'*

Obs. 2. But in the Proposition it is stated that the Theocratic Kingdom
of Jesus Christ shall not end. This is an important point, and deserves,

for the sake of the honor and glory pertaining to Jesua, the Christ, oareful

consideration ; especially aa we are forced to difter from a multitude of

expositors on this subject. Let the reader turn to the covenant which
bestows this Kingdom upon Jesus, to the prophets which describe it, and
the Bible (unless it be one solitary pa88ag:e which will be duly examined)
only recognizes one Kingdom, this Theocratic one, which pertains to Jesus,

the Christ. And what is more to the purpose, the declarations of perpetu-

ity, of never ending, of never being destroyed, etc, are all predicated of this

identical Kingdom and not (as some unwarrantably affirm) of another one.

If there is any force or propriety in language, this is most positively as*

serted, confirming and enforcing various propositions given relating to this

Kingdom. It shows that the Kingdom described by Daniel, Isaiah,

])dvid, John, and others, when once established under the Messiah, is a
perpetual^ ever-enduring one, extending into eternity. Linked and identi-

fiea as it is with restitution, with the new heaven and new earth, with the
New Jerusalem state, etc., it possesses within itself the elements (saying

nothing of the immortal King and associated rulers) of perpetuity. It is

significant that the apostles adopt the Jewish phraseology, speaking of the

perpetuity of the Messianic reign and Kingdom, without giving the least

intimation of a change in meaning. The character, person, offices, posi-

tion, in brief, all pertaining to the Messiah, as David* s Son, once obtained
by Him are appropriately represented as belonging to Him evermore. The
inheritance given to flim as David's Son ; the reward bestowed upon
Him as such is never given up by Him, or withdrawn from Him. To say
that David's Son will ever occupy a lower, suh»idi<try position, or that He
will yield up His inheritance or dominion given to Him as *' Tfie Christ^^^ is

to contradict numerous prophecies and promises, which, while giving an
extended detail of the Messianic Kingdom, always describe it aa perpetual^

never-ending. Indeed, it could not be otherwise, for this Theocratic throne
is declared to he both the throne of the Father and the Son—this has been
repeatedly noticed

—

the fundamental idea of a Theocracy embracing the one-

ness of the Father and David's Son when acting in the capacity of an
earthly Ruler. Hence much that has been assumed and written respecting
the supposed differences of thrones in ** the delivering up of the King-
dom," is based on a total misapprehension of the facts as they pertain to
the Messianic throne,* The prophets and apostles always recognize this
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Theocratic feature, and speak of the throne either as the Messiah ^b, or as

God's, or as the Father's, or as Father's and Son's togetlier ; and the con-
ception of the Theocratic idea in all its comprehensiveness indicates that it

is the Divine purpose evermore to exercise the Kulership of a God over the
Avhole earth in and through the Person, the glorified humanity, of the Lord
Jesus and His associated brethren. The honor belonging to the distinctive

CJirist is never lessened or altered. Hence, in view of the general state-

ments of the Word respecting the perpetuity of the Kingdom of the Christ

and the evermore distinctive inheritance, honor, and glory of the God-
man, the Theocratic King, it is painful to read the utterances of able and
eminent men who, hampered by one text, override a multitude of othei-s, and
persist in dethroning '• The C%rist/' as Christ—in having the covenanted
King David's Son to yield up His throne and dominion (to the Father, as

if it were not already the Father's in the highest sense), and then, on the
other side, hampered by the texts indicative of the perpetuity of the King-
dom, they endeavor to reconcile their theory by a still more unwarranted
procedure, viz., by dividing the Christ, and conjecturing that ** Christ in
Ilia Divine nature^ as God, shall never cease to reign." The humanity is

thus set aside (see below), and it is not " The ChrisV'—God-man and Theo-
cratic King—that reigns, but 07ily a part of the Christ—that is, the
Divine. Now, any theory, no matter from what source, that is driven to

Buch a division of Christ and suoh a withdrawal from Him of the speciji-

cally bestowed honors, etc., is most certainly defective. For those nice dis-

tinctions which theologians have introduced by which the Messi^ is made
to transfer His Kingdom

—

to abdicate the Theocratic throne, i.e. the
Davidic—and yet, after all, to reserve in some form, with the loss of the
reign and dominion of the Qod-man Jesus Christy a kingly position is ut-

terly unknown to the Scriptures. It virtually reduces the matter to this :

That the Messiah yields np His inheritance and Kingdom promised to Him
forever ^ and that He rules no longer as Jesus Christy but only as God,
Surely a doctrine so pregnant in results, which merges the humanity into

Deit^, takes away from Jesus, David's Son, that whicli Holy Writ ascribes

to Him for all succeeding ages^ ought to be well founded, most plainly

taught.*

1 Tbns e.g. Dr. Hodge {Com. 1 Cbr., and Sua. Div.) has much to say respecting the nni-

versal dominion exercised as Grod-man (and which the Christ is to yield np at the end),

but we discriminate between the express covenanted Kingdom (the Theocratio-Davidlc) in

wMch He openly roles over the earth as Theooratio King in David's line, and the
dominion pertaining to Him (Prop. 80) as Divine. He will ever, in virtne of His relation-

^ip to the Father, His oneness with Him, His cartying out His will, be placed at the
right hand of the Father—a phrase indicative (1) of the power exercised by Him, and
(2) of a certain subordination to the Father. Onr view does not introduce a humiliation
of Jesus, or a removal of that which is inherent in Him as the Divine ; it preserves to
Him inviolate that which pertains to Him as David's Bon, and that which belongs to Him
as God-man and the Divine.

• To give the rnader the idea that we correctly state the opinions of others, we repro-

duce several taken by random. Dr. Hodge, Sys. Div., vol, 2, p. 637, says in explanation

that *' absolute dominion is committed to Christ as Mediator." It is for the benefit of

the Church and to consummate redemption, *' that as the God-man, He has been thua
exalted over all created things." Then, " having been committed to Him for a special

purpose, this universal dominion as Mediator will be relinquished when that purpose is

accompliiAed " and " He will deliver up the Kingdom unto the Father," and yet in some
way ** reign forever as King over the redeemed.** Knapp, Thtolony, Sec. 98, makes " the

government** to end, saying :
" At the end of the world, when the heavenly state com-

mences, the government which Christ administers 05 a man will cease," telling ub that
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" thenceforward the Father vill no more male nae, as before, of the intervention of the
Messiah to govern and bless men, for now they will be actually blessed.*' But, forced
by Scripture, adds :

** The glory and majesty of Christ will remain, however, unaltered,
and He will still far excel His friends and brethren, who enjoy a happiness similar to
His own." These are bold words respecting David's Son. Barnes, Com. 1 Cor. 15, makes
Christ '* rendering back to God that office or authority which He had received at His
hands ;" but still has Him, after giving up ** the dominion which God woxzld exercise
through the Messiah," reigning as God in the Father. Grotius, as quoted by Barnes,
has a ** delivering up of the Kingdom as the governors of provinces render again or
deliver up their commission and authority to the Caesars who appointed them." The
Christadelphians in Declaration of Principles, p. 15, assert that ** in the end of that period
(i.e. the thousand years) an entire change will take place in the constitution of things ;

Christ will surrender His position of supremacy, and become subject to Deity as the Head
of a complete family," etc. The Kingdom of Grace, p. 44, affirms the same change, and
adds :

*' Then He will be known no more as a Mediator or Saviour, bi^t only as the King
of kings and Lord of lords, and He shall reign visibly on the throne of the 'Universe for^
ever ond ever.*' Quotations could be multiplied, some cautiously expressed yet agreeing
in the main with the preceding, while others are extravagrant and reckless, making Jesaa,
after the delivering of the Kingdom, a mare cipher. And yet a few seem to draw back,
without assigning any reasons, from such deductions, as e.g. a writer in the Princeton
Rep. for Jan., 1853, says :

** We believe the Scriptures plainly teach that Christ is now
King in Zion ; that His mediatorial Kingdom has already commenced on earth in the
hearts of His people and is to be perfected and perpetuated through everlasting ages in
the world to come."

Obs. 3. There is only one passage in Scripture which is supposed to
teach the yielding up or ending of the distinctive Jleseianic Kingdom, viz.,

1 Cor. 15 : 37, 28. Whatever view is engrafted upon or derived from these
verses, nearly all (excepting those which utterly degrade Christ, and henco
are unworthy of notice) admit, whatever delivering up is intended, that
Jesus Christ still reirjns, either as God, the humanity being subordinate, or
as God-man deprived of His dominion and occupying a lower station, etc,
Neaiider (/Zi>. Plant. Ch, C7twr(?A, vol. 1, p. 539) more cautiously than
many, says: ** The Kingdom of Christ in its peculiar" (i.e. mediatorial)
*' form will come to an end, when it has attained this object, when,
through the eflScicncy of the glorified Christ, the Kingdom of God has no
more opposition to encounter, and will no longer need a Redeemer and
Mediator." ** The Mediatorial Kingdom of God will then merge into the
immediatorial, such is the declaration of Paul in 1 Cor. 15 : 24r-28."
(Comp., however, his utterance. Prop. 49, Obs. 7, Note 1). Lange {Gonu
Matt. 3 : 1-13, doctrinal), more unguardedly, remarks :

" At last when the
Kingdom of God shall have been perfected, it will also have reached its full
and final develojiment, and be ripe for self-annihilation which awaits it,"
thus, as he explains, giving place to a Kingdom of glory, Barnes (Com.
loci) incautiously says : ** It means the Incarnate Son, the Mediator, the
man that was born and that was raised from the dead and to whom this
wide dominion had been given, should resign that dominion, and that the
government should be re-assumed by tlie Divinity ^ God." Stephenson
(The Atonement) makes Christ reigning first as " an independent King*'
and afterward aa " a subordinate King?' Thus David's Son, who is dfie
with the Father, actually aa Theocratic Kins: seated on the Davidic throne
adopted and incorporated by the Father as His throne, is made to yield up
a throne and dominion which in many other places is pronounced

—

in view
of this very relationship to the Father—never eliding,' Can there be a
contradiction between Scripture such 83 these interpretations present?
After careful consideration of the various passages directly bearing upoa
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the subject, ve nnheaitatingly—^in the name and for the sake of David's
Son—answer, that it does not exist saving in the interpretations thus at-

tached to it In giving our reasons for no such antagonism, let the
reader notice, that we do not present our criticisms, or those of persons
favorable to Millcnarianism, lest we might be chargeable with seeking out
an accommodation for our doctrinal position. Instead of urging our own
views of the passage in question, it is suflBcient to let others specify them
and thus indicate the wonderful harmony preserved in Holy Writ. In the
phrase, " then cometh the end,*' we are not concerned in accepting of the
interpretation of many critics, who, connecting the word translated '* end*'

with the idea of the order of resurrection, render it
'* the last,'*, viz., the

last band, i.e. the rest of the dead. If this is discarded as untenable, then
the idea of Barnes, etc., may be adopted, viz., of consummation, termina-
tion or limit, or that of Prof, Bush, who sajs that the true sense is more
nearly allied to perfection or consummation than termination, imputing
ultimate issue, perfect accomplishment. On the next phrase, ^^ when Ih
shall have delivered np the Kingdom^-' etc., eminent critics, such as Storr,

Bush, and others,* have declared that the nominative of the verb trans-

lated '* shall have delivered up'* is not Christ, as our translators (Eng. ver-

sion) supposed, and, therefore, that the Kingdom delivered up is not
Christ' s. They affirm that this is an instance of a ''common scriptural

idi077i in which the verb is used without any personal nominative, but has
reference to the purpose of God elsewhere eapressed in His Wordy'' giving

the rule and adducing examples of this idiom both from the Old and New
Testaments (see e.g., Bush's Anatasis, p. 376 and

377J.
They make the

following paraphrastic translation: **Then cometh tne end (the grand
consummation), when the prophetic announceynent of the Scriptures require

the delivering up {making over) of all adverse dominion into the hands of
Ood or the Godhead {the Father and the Son conjointly) to whose utirivaUed

supremacy everything is to he made finally subject," Or, '*Then cometh
the end, when by the atifwnnced purpose of God in the Scripture, the King-
dom or Kingship, hitherto usurped oy the riders of this world, is made over

to its rightful Vivi7ie Proprietor." It would be too lengthy to assign all

the reasons and the examples assigned for such a rendering, and the reader

is referred to the works which give them in detail. Barnes, who is inclined

to the common view, adds it briefly to his comments, and speaks favorably

of it. The phrase, ''for He must reign till He hath put all enemies under
His feet," does not limit—as is shown by examples (Bush, etc.) of Script-

ure phraseology and the admissions of all that some kind of a reign con-
tinues—the rei^n of Christ. The 28th verse, ''And when all things ahall be

subdued unto Him, then shall the Son also Himself be subject u7ito Him that

put all thiiigs under Him, that God may be all in all/' In the reasoning
of the apostle ho had just replied to an objection that might be alleged,

that if Christ has ** all things" put under llim, His supremacy might ex-

ceed that of the Father, by saying that ** He is excepted which did put ail

things under Him," and, in consequence, it follows, as an inevitable result,

tliat if the Father is excepted and has put all things under the God-man
Jesus Christ, He will retain His pre-eminence and that Christ is still sub-

ordinate, even after He has acquired His greatest power and glory in His
Kingdom. Bush well observes :

" A delegated authority necessarily im-
plies a supremacy to him who conferred it. This is undoubtedly the force

of the original {tote kqC) * then also' i.e. then, just as now—which the
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rendering of the common translation entirely fails to represent." " Aa
Chrifit, in the great mediatorial scheme, now nolda a place inferior to the
Father, so, notwithstanding all the grandeur and glory that is predicted to

accrue to Him from tho final subjection of His enemies. He is still ordained
to occupy that subordinate station." Storr and others explain the 2Si\\

verse as follows : The adverbs orav and r&re being regarded as influenced

by the word translatud '' shall be subject' ' not as a future of time, but
merely aa a logical future denoting an inference, the verse is correspond-
ingly rendered :

** Since (5rav), therefore, all things have been (by a Divine
decree) put under Him, it will follow (t^tc) that the Son HimaelE is or is

to be, subject to Him that put all things under Him, that God may be all

in all/'* Having thus hastily passed over tho passage, giving the impar-
tialy unbiassed views of Post and Anti-Millenariaiis, instead of finding it,

as alleged, teaching the ending of the Kingdom, it stands in harmony with
the prophetic announcements proclaiming the perpetuity oi the Kingdom.
In the language of Van Valkenburg {Bib, Repos.^, vol. 2, ** Essau on Vura-
Hon of (JhrUVa Kingdom''), "As tho Father was excepted when all

things were put under the Son, so also shall He bo excepted when all things
are subdued unto Him. It appears, then, that this passage does not even
intimate that there will ever be a termination of Christ's Kingdom, or that

He will ever deliver up His Kingdom to the Father. The dominion shall

indeed be rescued from His enemies, and restored to the Godhead, but not
in any such sense, but that His dominion is an evcrlading dominion, and
that of His Kingdom there shall he no end.' ^ Storr (Diss, on Kingdom)
takes the ground that ** the government which it is said, verse 24, He shall

restore to God, even tho Father, must not he supposed to mean Christ*s oov-
ernmentt but that of every opposing power, which is evidently declarett to

-adding truly and
the government m
passage la made

by them to be in accord with Rev, 11 : 15, *' 77ie Kingdoms {or Sovereignty)

of this world are become the Kingdoms {or Sovereignty) of our Lord ana Ilis

Christ,^' and when this is done. Father and Son united in this Theocratic
ordering and Personage, ** He shall reign forever and ever."* It is the
fulfilment of Dan. 7 and other predictions, from which we loam that the
Father gives Him dominion, that He exerts it until all His enemies are sub-
dued, and reigns with acknowledged supremacy (subordinate aa this passage
teaches in His God-man rnlership to One only) over all the earth. One
thing must be self evident to the oeliover, that this passage, ao difl&cult of
interpretation (universally so acknowledged), ought not to be pressed
against the testimony of a multitude of other passages, either to the separa-

tion of the Christ, or to the removal of His distinctive kingship as the
Christ, or to the diminishing of any honor, etc., conferred upon Him. ' The
hoTwr of both the Father and the Son are identified with the perpetuity of

this Theocratic Kingdom, for it is just aa much the Father's Kingdom aa

it is the Son's—the moat perfect union existing between them constituting
a Oneness in rule and dominion.'

^ Martensen (Ch, Dog., S. 289) is contradictory, for in one sonteace he sajB, " He has
given up the Kingdom to the Father, laid aside Hia Mediatorial Office,' ' etc., and then in
the next sentence affirms that the Kingdom is not **in every sense terminated," Jesua
being still " the Head of the blessed Kingdom." Van Oosterzee says. " The Kingdom of
Christ can, and of necessity must, be absorbed in the endless blessed Kingdom of Gk>d,*'
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and assigns as a reason :
** He ceases to be the mediate cause of the execution of God's

council, which now in its totality is accomplished " (just as if Grod's Kingdom was not the

{

Christ's, and the execution of God's counsel ceased through Christ). Fuller {The Gospel

I

Us own Witness, ch. 5; makes Christ's Kingdom to end, calling it "a delegated " Kingdom,
I

*' the delegated authority of Christ,"which is finally yielded up to the Father. This King-

!

dom he has in ** the period allotted to this work, which extends from the time of the
i revelation of the promised seed to the day of judgment ;" and he distinctlyannounces that

God's will shall only be done here '* after the general conflagration/* etc., so that the
same is not verified in Christ's Kingdom, thus making it a failure. Stanley {The ^ns. to

iht OorinikiaTis, p. 315} says :
** Even if, in this world, a distinction must be allowed, the

Invisible Eternal Father, and Christ, the Lord and Ruler of man, he (the apostle) points
our thoughts to a time when this distinction will cease ; when the reign of all intermediate
objects, even of Lhrist Himself, shall cease, and God will fill all the universe, and be Him-
self present in the hearts and minds of all." (Here we certainly have more than the sub-
fltitution of the Divine Sovereignty, a kind of Spiritualistic Pantheism, which crushes
the promised eternal reign of Jesus and the distinctive, prncious Christ.) Alexander
{Psalms, vol. 3, p. 103), speaking of Christ's reign, remarks: *'This session (or

investiture of supreme dominion) is to last until the subjugation of His enemies,
that is to say, this special and extraordinary power of the Messiah (as the Son of

man) is then (when the last enemy is subdued) to terminate," and as proof refers

to 1 Cor. 15 : 24-28. (So Jesus, after the victory is complete, gives up His " su.
preme dominion" when it is most reasonable to suppose that He would then
reign the more gloriously with "supreme dominion"). This limitation of reign
was also expressed by the fanatical Anabaptists. Thus Luther {Tidings of the Ana-
bapiisis) states that John of Leyden (who professed to reign on the throne of David,
Comp. Michelet's ** Life of Luther," p. 234) had on his crown the inscription, "A King
of righteousness over the world," and that the missionaries sent forth by him, among
other things said :

•* And when the king (John of Leyden) shall have caused righteous-

ness to be established throughout the world, then will Jesus Christ resign His
power into the hands of God the Father.'' Bloomfield, Com. 1 Cor. 15 : 24, speaks of

Christ that He " shaU resign the government of all things to God the Father," and ap-
provingly quotes Grotius illustrating the same " from the custom of the Presidents sent
by the Roman Empire to govern provinces ; who, at their return, used formerly to restore

their authority into the hands of their Sovereign. * (Surely, we introduce nothing so derog-
atory to the dignity and honor of Jesus, that He forever yields up His inheritance, pur-
chased by His obedience and death.) Dr. Brown {Chrisfs Sec. Coming, p. 160) says that
the delivering up the Kingdom means " the Mediator giving an account of His Steward,
ship " (as if the Father and the Son were not one, and such a thing were necessary), and
that it '* flcema to imply the end of the Kingdom in its present form," but is continued
in another, which recognizes Christ's "mediatorial merit and Person," and this last is
•* the everlasting Kingdom." Lincoln (Leds. on Rev,, vol. 2, p. 367) has Jesus to give up
the Davidic throne at the end of the thousand years, and to occupy another throne.

Fausset {Com. 1 Cor. 15 : 24) observes that this statement seems at variance with Dan. 7 :

14, etc., and to rid himself of the difficulty resorts to a " mediatorial Kingdom " (which
was never covenanted to Jesus), and finds simply a change "in the manner of administra-
tion," and this consists in ** God shaU then come into direct connection with the earth,

instead of mediatorially." (But the Messianic Kin^^dom is the Father's Kingdom, and this

** direct connection with the earth" is established at the Sec. Advent and during the
Mill, age as one of its most distinguishing features—the Father being manifested in the
Son—as e.g. compare Jno. 14 : 9 and related passages with Isa. 25, 60, 61, C2, 64, etc.)

Even so able a writer as Rothe falls into the same mistake, saying {Dog.^ P. 2, p. 60):
"The Apoc. fixes the duration of this Kingdom at one thousand years." Breckenridge
{Knowledge of God, Sithj. Cbnsid., p. 668) makes a somewhat similar statement. So also

in the " Declaration of MdJh," adopted by the General Assembly of the Free Italian

Church (Milan, June, 1870), in the last art. is a declaration of Pre-Millenarian views, and
in reference to the second resurrection at the end of the thousand years, the clause

follows :
** And after His Kingdom all the rest of the dead shall rise to be judged in judg-

ment."
But let the student observe that nearly all these writers effectually contradict their

own statements respecting a limitation of reign, when commenting on the passages tohere

iheperpHnUy is positit^dy asserted. Numerous examples of this might be given, but we
select one to serve as an illustration. The perpetuity of the Kingdom is expressly

asserted e.g. in Ps. 45 : 6 and applied to Jesus in H«b. 1 : 8, concerning which Fausset
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{Com. Pb. 45 : 6) justly obseires : " No lawful oonshnction can be devised to change the
sense here given and anstained by the ancient Teraions, and above all by Paul (Heb. 1 :

8) of the porpetnity of this goyetnment (Gt 2 Sam. 7 : 13 ; Ps. 10 : 16 ; 72 : 5 ; 89 : 4 ;

110 : 4 ; Isa. 9 : 7)." The critical reader will not fail to see by the references given that
it is the restored DavidicTheocratio Kingdom that is thns perpetuated. So e.g. on Isa.

9 : 6 he approvingly qnotes Hengstenbexg, on the phrase '* everlasting Father'' as
saying :

'* Earthly kings leave their people after a short reign ; He will reign over and
bless them forever." When Bnssell {(Mir Lord*s Bdum^ p. 31) confines tiie reign of
Christ to a thonsand years, he must ignore the numerous predictions which declare its

perpetuity. And in reierence to these thousand years, it is only requisite to quote Win-
throp {Prem. Essay on Symbols, p. 66) : " * They lived and reigned with Christ a thou-
sand years/ or rather, according to the reading of the best editions, ta chUia etc., * the

thousand years,* i.e. those which had been mentioned in v. 3, a« indicating the period cf
tiaian*s confinemerd in the abyss.'*

* The works specially quoted under this point are the following : Prof. Bush, ylnas-
iasiSf p. 374 seq. ; Storr'a Opuscula^ vol. 1, p. 274-282, and his I)is. on Uie Kingdom of
Heaven / Vanvalkenburg*H Essay on the duration of Christ's Kingdom, Bib. Repos,, voL 2,

No. 4, Second Series, p. 40i, etc. Bib, Bepos,^ vol. 3, p. 748-755.
« This subordination of the Theocratic rule, i.e. a special delegated rule through ** the

Son of man/' necessarily fulls below that of the Divine Sovereignty which establish^
and enforces il. Comp. Props. 79, 80, etc,

* "We also give Sirr's {Mrst lies.) rendering :
" The Worldly Kingdom of our Lord and

His Christ is come (so Greisbach, etc.), and He shall reignfor the ages of Vie ages.*

This reminds one of the marginal reading of Ps. 145 : 13, " Kingdom ofaU ages." ** The
times of restitution," which run into the ages, are always spoken of as Messianic. Comp.
Props. 140, 144, 148, etc. The Bevision has it :

" The Kingdom of the world is become
the Kingdom of our Lord and of His Christ, and He shall reign (maig. reading) unto the

ages of the ages.**
* Siay we remind our opponents, who charge us with a lowering, etc., of Christ, when

we affirm His Coming to reign with His saints here on earth in His covenanted Kingdom,
as David's Son and the Christ, renewing the earth, etc., that wo certainly are not so
liable to such an accusation as those are who make this same Christ yield up His Kingdom
and inheritance, although the specific promises of perpetuity are given to "tho Son of
man," i.e. pertain to, and include the humanity and inheritance of Jesns.

" The critical student will observe, that evidently a reason why Paul is so guarded in
his language arises from his desire to avoid the hatred and persecution of the jealous
Boman power. For had he plainly stated the hope that Gentile domination must thus
be subjected, etc., it inevitably would have excited bitter and unrelenting hostility.

This he avoids by the peculiar construction of the passage, without yielding up the
truth and evincing the most delicate prudence. Also : the student is reminded that this
very subordination of Jesus the Christ to the Father results, not from the Divine, but the
Human nature possessed ; because He continues to be the Son of man this subordina-
tion ever more continues. The Melchisedecean Priesthood (Prop. 155) supports our
position, and in the Mpssianic Kingdom the Kingship and Priesthood are inseparably
united, the Kingdom being Theocratic, the Civil and Beligious, the Church and the
State, being One, the perpetuity of both is asserted. This perpetuity the Jews affirmed
when they declared of the Messiah that ** He abideth forever" (Jno. 12 : 34 ; comp. com-
ments of the various commentators). Hence we must reject, as utterly untenable, and
derogatory to 1h6 Chrvil^ such declarations (67ir. Sys.^p. 153). " The kingdom which Jesus
received from His Father, however heavenly, sublime, and glorious it may be regarded,
is oniy temporal ;" for over against this, it is ^^rmed to be perpetual, ever-enduring,
etc.
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Proposition 160. This Kingdom is set up in ilis divided state

of the Roman Empire,

This has already been intimated under Prop. 104, Oba. 2, etc.,

but being an important landmark in the comprehension of
prophecy, attention is again called to it in this form. The de-
pressed condition of God s people, the overthrow or withdrawal of
the Theocracy is limited by the continuance of the four great
Gentile monarchies or empires, which run a predetermined period,
called by way of significance and identity ** the times of the Oen-
tiles'*^ (a phrase which in itself duly considered is hostile to the
notion of the establishment of the Messianic Kingdom).
So e.g. Bh, Newton {Diss, on Proph., vol. 2, p. 87) says :

" The times of the Gcntilea
will be fulfilled when the timeaof the four great kingdoms of the Gentiles, according to
Daniel's prophecies, shall be expired, and the Fifth Kingdom, or the Kingdom of Christ,
shall be set up in their place/* And preceding this he remarks :

'* It (Jerusalem) is still

trodden down by the Gentiles, and consequently ' the times of the Gentiles * are not yet
fulfilled." The student will readily see the force of this, and how strongly it con-
demns the misapplication of Daniel's Messianic Kingdom to the Church as now con-
fititnted. We may depend upon it, that God's portrayal of events and their nature is

for more reliable than the estimates and eulogies of men. The union of these successive
Empires in one image (Dan. 2) is indicative of a succession of the same pride, spirit,

motives, ambition, etc., and the separate portrayal (Dan, 7) shows their succession and
hostility to each other—an ambition that resisted and overcame all opposition. The
metallic portrayal, evincing the grandeur of rule, is given to a Gentile to accord with
Gimtile ideas ; the bestial is a representation to a believer of the true nature and
characteristics of the same. The reasons why these four were specially selected (and not
the Egyptian, Carthaginian, Parthian, etc.) arise from their being the principal ones suc-
cessively eiieting, their domination over others, their relation to the destiny of the Jewish
nation, their accurately measuring the time of God's judgments on the Jewish nation
and land, and the connection that the last sustains to the Sec. Advent and Jewish
restoration.

Obs, 1. Without repeating tho reasoning elsewhere given, it is sufficient

to say that this Kingdom, according to Daniel 7, is received by the Son of
man affer the Fourth Beast or Roman Empire is divided ; after the rise of
tho tett horns and little horn, and at the very time that the judgments of

God are to be poured out upon the divided Empire. The First Advent
took place when the Empire was consolidated, the Second will occur when
it is divided into its ten-toed form ; for the smiting is upon the feet of the
image, the reception and inheriting of the Kingdom is after the saints have
long suffered from tho arrogance, etc., of the powers arising out of this

Empire, and these powers are to meet an awful infliction of tribulation.

It has often been noticed thair one of the fundamental eschatologioal ideas of the
early Church, always attached to the division of Borne and the closing of the Empire tho

consummation. The Antichristian persecution, the Sec. Advent with its results were
invariably linked with the Empire, which was unquestionably regarded as the fourth.

Thus e.g. Lactantius and many others, which was more or less adopted and urged by
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Cyprian, Gregory the Great, etc. So prevailing was the primitive view in its relation to

the Empire that, as Gibbon {Decl, and FhU, vol. 2, p. 80) intimates, it was one cause of

the hostile spirit and persecution of the emperors, althongh mentioned with cantion and
reserve it became known, and (Mosfaeim, vol. 1. p. 413) the Montanists were censored
because they disclosed it so freely and prominently. Pre-MiUenarians, almost nniver-

aally, hold to the same view, and aa it is incorporated and upheld in this work, our argu-

ment would be incomplete, if we did not trace the Boman Empire and show how the
Sec. Advent is linked with it. To indicate to the student how delicately this was
anciently handled, we refer e.g. to Josephus {AtU. 10, 10, 4), who relates Daniel's dream
(Dan. 2), and vagnely refers to the interpretation of it. After intimating that the fourth

kingdom is the Roman, he. in view of the action of the Stone, to avoid giving offence,

says :
** Daniel did also declare the meaning of the Stone to the king ; but I do not

think proper to relate it, since I have only undertaken to describe things past or things
present, but not things that are future." Compare for Jewish idea Prayer 12 of the
Nindeen Prayers^ Home's Introd., vol. 2, p. 107 ; for the Fathers* views, Bh. Newton's
Diss., p. 192, etc., where he gives Jerome*s adherence to it and apology for the same.
Mede ( Work9, B. 4, Epis. 6), therefore, says :

** The Roman Empire to be the fonrth
kingdom of Daniel, was believed by the Church of Israel both before and in our Saviour's
time ; received by the disciples of the aposUes and the whole Christian Church for the
first 300 years, without any known contradiction. And, I confess, having so good
ground in Scripture it is with me ionium non arilcxdus fdeW lUUe less than, an artide of
faUh.'*

Obs* 2. Hence, \t\sa matter of importance to trace the Roman history as

a confirmation of our faith. Generally it is supposed, with the exception of

a few scholars, that the Roman Empire is something that existed long ago
and with whose history—saving as it may illustrate the past and afford les-

sons for the future, we have no personal interest This is a mistake, aa

prophecy itself indicates. Let ns receive the impartial teachings of histo-

rians and writers, who had no reference to prophecy when giving their his-

torical statements, and see how wonderfully the Spirit foresaw and
described the course of events long before Romulus was in existence. Tho
Roman Empire when divided into its Eastern and Western divisions, and
when ruled over by several emperors conjointly, was still regarded as ons
great vthole. Many writers have taken it for granted that when the West-
ern head fell in the person of Augustulus (deposed about A.D.47G), tho
Roman Empire became entirely extinct in the West. But history rejects

such a conclusion, seeing that the Roman Senate acknowledged the em-
perorship of Zeno at Constantinople, declaring that ** the Majesty of a sole

monarch is .sufficient to pervade and to protect at the same time both (he
East and the West,'' etc, fGibbon's Decl and Fall, ch. 37;. Tho West
on various occasions, in tno most public manner, received the decrees,

etc., of the emperor at Constantinople, as those of their lawful ruler.

Having consented (so Gibbon) " in their own name (i.e. the Senate's) and
in the name of tho people, that the seat of universal empire shall be trans-

ferred from Romo to Constantinople." It is unnecessary to add proof to
that which history has made so plain. Attention is called to two facts

—

that, as predicted, tho Empire, regarded (as Faber has so well established)

as a imit in law, but beginning to feel the weight of its greatness and
extension, was ruled over by several emperors at the same time ; and that
the privileges of Rome had been extended over the whole Empire, so that
Paul, though a native of Tarsus, was born a Roman. Another fact must
also be noticed, viz., that to constitute a perSon a Roman emperor it was
not requisite that he should have the seat of power at Ro7ne. This was
abundantly shown in the emperors ruling at Constantinople, Antioch,
eta, and especially in Diocletian making Nicomedia his Capitol. It has
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been supposed, and to some extent correctly, that a connection in some
form or other (publicly or privately, i.e. acknowledged or allowed) with
Rome is requisite to form a Koman emperorship, but this eren was not an
indispensable requirement, as is seen in the case of the Eastern emperors,
who finally lost all jurisdiction over Rome, and in that of some of the as-

sociated emperors who had no power or control at Borne. Prophecy itself

intimates as much by assuring ns that the Empire, once consolidated, shall

become internally, politically, divided, losing much of its cohesion and
strength. Before the Eastern emperorship fell (1453) the Western was
revived in the person of Charlemagne (800), so that for a number of cen-
turies two emperors of the Roman Empire existed, one in the East and the
other in the West. As this is a matter of importance in tracing the fulfil-

ment of prophecy and in evidencing our prophetical position, some
remarks, for the general reader, are approj^riate to show that Charlemagne
was regarded a Roman emperor. So fully is this exhibited in history that

we find it stated by numerous writers. Thus e.g. Machiavelli (^t*. of
Florence, B. 1., ch. 3) has, speaking of Charlemagne, **the Pope and the

people of Rome made him emperor, and thus Rome began to have an Em-
peror of the West,^^ Ordericus Vitalis (Eccl, His., B. 1, ch. 24) says:
** Thus, in the fifth year of Pope Leo, which corresponds with the year
808 of the incarnation of our Lord, King Charlemagne became the eighty^

third entperor from Augustus, and the Romans proclaimed him by that

august name,^^ James {His, of Charlemague, p. 362,3) remarks that he
was crowned and saluted with the imperial salutations ;

" Long life and
victory to Charles Augustus, crowned by God great and j>acific Emperor of
the Romans,^* that he was adored by the Vo]}q ** according to the forms
employed toward the Ccesars (attested by Eginhard, Annalles and all the
other Annals). From that hour the titles both of king and of patrician

were laid aside, and the monarch of the Franks became the Emperor of jthe

Romans, Thenceforward his coins were inscribed with his new dignity,

and his acts were dated from the years of his Empire.'* Representations
of those medals are given by various writers with the legend ** Renovatio
Imperii,^'' ** the revival of the Empire.''^ Bower {His. of the Popes, Leo
IIL) gives a very clear statement of the transaction drawn from the Annal-
ists, who, as also Sigonius, etc., call it a revival of the Westerji emperor-
ship. Baron ins, Bellarminc, and others, have noticed this bestowal of the
emperorship upon Charlemagne by the Popo as an instance of the supreme
power vested in the Pope over all kingdoms, . alleging that this was a
translation or transferring of the Imperial dignity from the East to the
West, but this assumption, made only to exalt the Papacy, is disproven by
all history. For there was no deposition of Irene (who then ruled in the

East) ; the people and senate of Rome participated in the bestowal of the
dignity (a number of writers, twenty, according to Du Pin, Bower's His- of
the Popes, vol. 2, p. 179, do not even mention the Pope) ; and the subjec-

tion of the Pope, and acknowledgments made of the same, to the empe-
rors, evidence tno contrary. Indeed, ample proof is found in th*e embassies
and communications which passed between the Western and Eastern Em-
perors that.no such translation was intended, but that the Imperial dig-

nity was allowed to both divisions. Gibbon (DecL and Fall, ch, 49)
relates the coronation scene ; describes the extent of Charlemagne's do-
minions ; informs us how ho was styled ** the sole and supreme Emjjeror of
the West y* how he called the emperor at Constantinople by the ^* familiar
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appellation of brother;^' how a treaty of peace and alliance was con-
cluded between the East and AVeat, the East acknowledging ^^ the august
Charlemagne*^ to be ^^ the Basileus and Emperor of Vie Ronmns.'" It is

sufficient, for our argument, that the acknowledgment waa thus made, tbo
insolence, jjride, claims, concessions, etc., of after history amounting to
nothing, being only what ought to be expected from the weakened and
divided state of the Empire. Eginhard (quoted by Bowers, vol. 3, p. 187)
asserts that one of the articles of peace included *^that the Greeks should
acknowledge Cliarlemagne for Emperor of the Westy and allow him thcU

title.*' Thus we have tho Western Emperorship revived in the person of

Charlemagne. In the division of the dominions of Charlemagne, historj

declares that this Lnperial dignify was held bv the Chief of Germany,
liaving also sway over Rome, whoso title was tliat of " Emperor of the

Romans" (designated ** Kaiser'* or " Omsar**\ and whose Empire was
officially styled *' the Holy Roman Empire.** The coronation of some of
those emperors at Rome (as e.g. Otho, A.D. 903), the allegiance of Italy

and Rome (Gibbon, vol. 5, p. 66 and 68), the letters addressed by these

Roman emperors to others, the official acts as ** Emperor of the Romans^**
prove that it was regarded as a redly vital succession. The incidental

references (as e.g. in Luther's celebrated Appeal to his Imperial Majesty,
etc., see D'Aubigne*s His, Ref, vol. 2, p. 93, in Dante's InfernOy in the
Vision of Charles the Bald in Citron, of St. Denisy etc.) of the universal

feeling on the subject are multitudinous, and the self-identification of these
Emperors as tho actual successors of the ''*' very Augustus"* (employed in

letters) appears in the most unexpected manner, as e.g. in the remarkable
letter of" Frederick, Emperor of the Romans^ to Saladin, ruler of the Sara-
cons" {Annals of Roger De Hoveden, vol. 2, p. 100-2). Frederick, in his

capacity of successor, speaks of " our dictator ^ Marcus Crassus,** The
quarrels and struggles between these emperors and the Pope, between
tnem and disaffected portions of their dominions, etc., accords with the
delineations of prophecy, as e.g. Dan. 2 : 41, 22, 43, anddoea not interfere

with the fact that the Roman Empire, enfeebled as it was (and sometimes
faintly manifested by weak monarchs), was still represented by a ** Gerttmn
CmsaVy** chosen by an electoral College (Gibbon, vol. 6, p. 70).' Thus,
when the Eastern part of the Empire was everthrown in 1453, the Western
still survived and continued down uninterruptedly until 1806, to the abdica-
tion of Francis IL Francis, forced to it by his disasters, renounced the
long-held Roman emperorship ; and Alison (His, of Europe, vol. 5, p. 690)

fives his language as follows :
** Being convinced of the impossibility of

ischarging any longer the duties which the Imperial throne imposed upon
us, we owe it to our principles to abdicate a crown, which could have no
value in our eyes when we were unable to discharge its duties and deserve
the confidence of the princes, electors of the Empire. Therefore it is,

that, considering the bonds which unite us to the Empire as dissolved by
tho Confederation of the Rhine, we renounce the Imperial crown, and, by
these presents, absolve the electors, princes, and States, members of the
Supreme Tribunal, and other magistrates, from the duties which unite
them to us as their legal chief,** Here, then, we haver? continuous headship
of the Rom/in Empire existing from the days of Augustus down to A,D,
1806, and in connection with it, descended also from the divided state of
the Empire, the Papacy with its claims Empire derived. The divided
condition of the Empire has been with prophetical writers the chief object
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of notice—many writers, as Bh. Newton, etc., endeavoring to make out
precisely the number of ten kingdoms—while the fact that a head ship of
the Empire existing has been too much ignored."

^ Corroborative of our posiiion, "we quote from Gibbon (voL 6, p. 73) :
** Nor vrna the

snpreinacy of the emperor confined to Germany alone ; the hereditary monarch s of
Europe confessed the pre-eminence of his rank and dignity ; he was ihejirst of the Christian
princes, the temporal head of the great republic of the West ; to his person the title of
majesty was long appropriated ; and he disputed with the Pope the sublime prerogative
of creating kings and assembling councils. The oracle of the civil law, the learned
Bartolus, was a pensioner of Charles the Fourth ; and his school resounded with the
doctrine, that the Boman Emperor was the rightful sovereign of the earth, from the rising

to the setting sun. The contrary opinion was condemned, not as an error, but as a
heresy, since even the gospel had pronounced :

* And there went forth a decree from
Ctesar Augustus, that aJI the world should be taxed.' " Zimmerman in his Pop. His. of
Germany^ vol. 2, ch. 6, distinctly shows how Charles became " Roman Emperor" by re-

ceiving * £^ Imperial croton,'^ and remarks: ** To the Romanic nations Charles now
appeared in the position of the oid Ccesara, with divine sanction for universal dominion
over all that had belonged to the Western Empire.' He also speaks of " the Empire of
the West being restored.*' Even our school histories state the fact, as e.g. Wilson's Out-

lines of Historyt p. 259. says of Charlemagne crowned " Emperor and Augustus :" '* This
act was considered as indicating the revival of the Empire of the West, after an interruption
of about three centuries. Charlemagne, a king of the German Fxanks, was thus seated
on the throne of the Caisars.'* Compare arts., " Carlovingians," " Charles I.," in Apple-
ton's OycJop.; tseebohn's Era cf the Protestant Revolution, p. 28, etc.

* We are glad to find that the continuity of the Roman Empire !s now advocated by
able scholars, as e.g. Bryce in Tfte Holy Roman Empire, .Freeman in Btstorieal Essays,
Essay VI. (also Xorth BrU. Rev.^ March. 1865), Palgrave, Finlay, and others. Thus Free-
man pointedly and jusUy observes :

** It may seem a hard saying, but it is one which the
facts fully bear out, that hurdly one student in ten of medieval liistory really gTO.sps that

one key to the whole subject without which mediaeval history is simply an unintelligible

chaos. That key is no other than the continued existence of the Boman Empire. As long
as people are taught that the Empire came to an end in the year 476, a true understand-
ing of the next thousand years becomes utterly impossible. No man can understand
either the politics or the literature of that whole period, unless he constantly bears in

mind that, in the ideas of the men of those days, the Boman Empire, the Empire of

Augustus, Constantine, and Justinian, was not a thing of the past, but a thing of the

present." '* In a word, as we b^an by saying, the history of the Empire is the key to

the whole history of medieval Europe, and it is a key which as yet is found in far fewer
hands than it ought to be/* The student will be interested in the essay and its over-

whelming proof. The prophetical student, if solicitous to be historically accurate in

tracing historical prophecy, cannot ignore this valuable key. Its reception and use will

prevent the adoption of a vast amount of misleading prophetical interpretation.

Ohs, 3, It would be well if the Church, until a better explanation is

given, would carefully note the interpretation presented bj G. S.Faberin his

Jievival of the French Emperorship. In tracing the Eoman emperorship
from Francis IL he is supported both by prophecy and historical fact, and
in continuation of the subject we will incorporate his view for the in-

formation and consideration of the reader. Turning to Rev. 17 : 9-13 we
have a delineation of the civil polity (heads) of the same fourth beast (so

numerous commentators and writers) described by Daniel 7. The Revela-

tion speaks of seven forms oi government that should exist, and as a source

of identification informs us that/ve of those heads ** are fallen,'' which
writers agree in deriving from Roman history (Litv, Tacitus, etc.) as fol-

lows : (1) Kings, (2^ Consuls, (3) Dictators, (4) Decemvirs, (5) Military

Tribunes. Then Jonn tells us ^^one is,'' i.e., tnat one form of the govern-

ment was then existing. Now this sixth head of which the prophet speaks,

is the Roman emperorship which, as we have seen under Obs. 2, continued
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uninterruptedlif from the time of John down to Francis II. If there is

force in histoncal facte and in the revival of the emperorship in the West-
ern part of the Empire before the Eastern was overthrown, tMn Paber'a
position that this emperorship continuously existed down to the abdication,

of Francis II. is impregnable.^ Therefore the sixth hend that John de-
scribed can only be followed by tlie seventh head after the abdication of
Francis 11. In*1804, two years 'before the sixth head fell, Napoleon pro-
claimed the emperorship of the French, and annexed Rome and the Roman
States to his dominions. To confirm his power he was crowned an Impe-
rial head, not only at Paris, but had the Pope brought to assist at his coro-

nation. It was this head, in some respects separate and distinct from the
sixth head, which caused the abdication of Francis 11. This influenced

Faber and others to regard it as Me seventh head which was to come after

the sixth one. The apparent confirmation by its being short lived *'a»d
when he nometh, he must contimie hut a short time^'* (for the Napoleonic
dynasty in the person of the First Napoleon only lasted about eleven,

years), and by its being ^^ slain by the sword of military violence''^ (so

iFaber explains Rev. 13 : 3 in connection) led S^aber in 1818 to suggest
that the Napoleonic dynasty being the seventh head, Rev. 17 : 11 plainly
calledfor its revival, This opinion was based (1) on the alleged fact of its

being the seventh head ; (2) that the beast, employing the necessary figure,

is represented, being headless for a time, to re-exist, i.e. receiving a re-

newed polity
; (3) and this revived polity is to be o/*the seventh, and yet

in some respects an eighth^ head. The revival of the Napoleonic dynasty
in the person of Napoleon III. was, at least, a remarkable fulfilment of
Faber' s deductions. It is to be regretted that some persons, with the best
of intentions overlooking the fact of a head being a dynasty and may thus
embrace ^succession of individuals, persistently applied Faber* s view to
the individual person Napoleon IIL, and that Faber' s application of the
same to the French emperorship was also changed by the American Pub-
lishers (Appletons) into "Napoleon III., the man of Prophecy." This
and the death of Napoleon III. has caused many persons to discard
Faber' s theory, forgetting that, as he himself expressly guarded ifc, the
head is not necessarily limited to one person, but may embrace a succession,

and hence should not thus be limited without express warrant either from
prophecy or the proper development of the Antichrist in him. We thus
direct attention to his theory, which seems to be correct down to Francis II.

It is asserted three several times, as if calling special attention to it, that
the beast was to exist, i.e. have a head or political chief, then it was to

cease to exist, i.e. have no such a head, and then it was to again exiM, i.e.

obtain such a head. In Fabcr's view, the non-existence of the beast can-
not be established until after the overthrow of the Napoleonic dynasty,
making the beast twice headless, viz., between Napoleon I. and Napoleon
III. and since the downfall of the latter. So that the overthrow of the
dynasty, instead of militating against Faber's view, really establishes it,

seeing that our attention is specifically called to this very headless condition
of the beast as something which wo are to expect. But the real question
to decide, after all, is this : Was the Napoleonic dynasty really a seventh
head? In some respects it might be deemed such, but in others it seems
impossible to concede it such a place, for it was regarded by the actors in
it as a revival or return to Charlemagne^s Imperial state (so Napoleon
himself speaks of ** Charlemagne, Emperor of tJie French and our
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august predecessor'*^ in the 19th vol. of Con, Eclectic^ vol. 6, No. l),'aDd, aa
Faber himself states, it waa not a violatio7i of unity in law for the Empire
to ha\e several emperors. Another objection is, that this Napoleonic head
arose be/ore the other fell, while the impression—not decided, it ie true

—

made by the prediction is that these heads are to follow in succession.

Again, the history of Napoleon III. indicates that he waa completely pat-
terning after Napoleon I., was identically in all respects the same heady and
hence could not be called an eiahth. This is seen in all the official acts,

and was acknowledged by himself and the nation. Now, both these per-
sons regarded themselves (and it seems projjer that the Spirit of prophecy
should designate the parties intended according to their own estimation of

regal position) as regular successors to the'Cmsars in the line of Cliarle-

magne and his successors. Even admittinff (which may be true) that
Napoleon I. was a distinct seventh head, it does not follow that Napoleon
III. was the eighth. The prophecy would then only await the revival of
the French emperorship and its claims to Caesarship, to make it of the
seventh, and yet some remarkable traits superadded which would so dis-

tinguish it as to make it an eighth. But if the Napoleonic dynasty ia only
a continuation of the sixth Imperial head with an interval, then this

seventh head is still future, and from Eev. 17 : 8, 11 is identified with a
period of time (such as now exists) when the beast is headless, i.e. follows
it. The student of prophecy is therefore reminded that this very pre-

dicted headless state of the beast (so discouraging to some) is a decided at-

testation to the truth, and a warning to us that it will result either in the

rise of the seventh head to which the eighth is attached or to the revival of

the seventh head with the same result. Prudence dictates that we do n6t
dogmatically express ourselves on such points, but that we seek light from
all directions and ponder well the interpretations and hints given, and see

how they will correspond with the development of history- Faber's view
respecting the sixth head is firmly esttiblished down to Francis II. ; how
much more we can receive will bo determined tohen the beast again exists

—for that it will again live is clearly proclaimed.* Because the Empire
does not now exist with a head, muliitudcs suppose that it is entirely

perished (forgetting the imperial spirit and advocacy within its population
and the maintenance of its ancient laws, etc.) ; but the Word informs us

that wo must not allow ourselves to he thus deceived, that headless as it may
be for some time, yet the elements of the body remain, and that it shall

again be resusciiatedy and in its final aspect fonn a fearful and most power-

ful confederation against the truth,*'

1 It ia impossible to receivo, in consistenoy with the Record, the interpretation of

writers (revived by a recent one, Barbour in Tliree Worida) that one of these heads is

the Papacy. That any and every enumeration of the saven heads, which includes the
Papacy nu one of them, ia most certainly erroneous and misleading, can be proven incontro-

Tertibly by the following reasons : The boast (ch. 17) is distinguished from the woman or

Papacy—the former supporting the latter, i.e. the seven^headed beast sustains the
woman

; (2) the beast under its lasi head crushes and destroys the \Foman or Papacy ; ^3)

the beast under its last head continues afler the Papacy ia destroyed (ch. 17 and 19).

Hence all such theories muat be rejected as utterly untenable, being opposed both to

prophecy and the attested facts of history. Likewise the views which, like Mode's New-
ton's, More's, Cunningham's, Elliot's, Ixjrd's, etc., overlook the legal unity and uninter-

rupted historical continuation of the Roman Emperorship, for the Western Emperorship,
or the professed Christian Emperorship, or the claims of absolute sovereignty, etc., did

not change the unity or legal status and character of the Emperorship, as Faber has

historically pointed out The simpUcity and historical accuracy of Faber' s position is
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thus far incontroTertible. It ia indorsed by many able writers, and is incorporated in
foreign works, as e.g., in Epp's Die Ettisiegetie Weiasagung dea Prop. Daniel.

* Castelar, in art. on " The Bepnblican Movement in Europe" {Harper*s Mag., Jan,

1875, p. 2G0), calls the Napoleonic dynasty a ^* species of Boman or Carlovingian Empire.*'
Andigier (Orirjin of the ^mcfc, 1676—epitomized by Buckle, i/w. Civ., voL 1, p, 666, etc.)

held that the Antichrist would never appear in the world until the French Empire was
destroyed. This notion was based on tlie idea that the French royalty was God-derived,
throngh Charlemagne, the Church's favor and blessing being allied with it. Von Dol-
linger, Essays on I'ropK. tipirii, says that the Jesuit Viera, in his His, cf the Future, makes
the Fourth Empire to be the Boman-German—hence a regular continuation of the
original Boman—and tiien makes the Fifth (showing that the Church in the past was not
understood by it) an empire universal, etc., as described by Daniel, to have its centra
in Portugal.

* Without utterly discarding other views, the writer may be allowed to say that Faber'a
line of argument, whatever defect may be in the latter part of it by premature applica-

tion, is the best, most consistent, and logical thus far produced. It is erroneous to make
the Papacy, as some do, the seventh or eighth head, for it was not short-iivedf and the
same is true of the Christian Constantinian head, which also was a regular—as preceding
—succession of the sixth head, and not, as some vrriters maintain, a seventh head. The
Empire was not conscious of a change in the emperorship, whatever the changes intro-

duced by the emperor himself. To make the reigns of Diocletian and his colleagues the
short-lived seventh head is utterly opposed to the facts of history, which invariably and
universally recognize them as belonging in regular succession to the sixth head. In brief,

there is no scheme, so far as the sixth head is concerned, which meets so well the con-
dUions of prophecy and history as Faber's, and the prophetical student, at this period of
the headless state of the beast, will carefully keep in mind the subject, and await momen-
tous tlev^opments. Let us onlv suggest as additional, that there ore only seven heads,
and, in all probability, the eighth spoken of is not one of the succession, but an associ-

oted head, which is of the seven, i.e. in union with it. Such a conjecture is strength-
ened by the fact that the lost head of the beast is found thus in close union with another
party, as e.g. Bev. 19 : 20, etc. Again the student is reminded that the Papacy—

a

favorite view of many—cannot possibly be a head of the beast, seeing that (as assorted in
a note) the beast itself first supports the Papacy and afterward causes it to be destroyed
(Bev. ch. 17, etc.). The great defect in all such interpretations is, that they make the
Papacy to exist down to the very open Advent in its organized form, when this is opposed
by prophecy (Bev. 17), which declares that shortly before that Advent the Papacy ahall

be overthrown by the ten horns (not past, but still future, under the last head), throngh
the leadership of the seven-headed beast.

* A few additional remarks are in place concerning the present views entertained
respecting the seven heads. The critical student wiJl see that the importance of a just
discrimination on this point in view of its vital relationship, is a sufficient apology. We
select a few leading writers and views now urged, which will, so far as our reply in con-
cerned, include all others. Faber's line of argument conclusively shows that Dr. Elliott's

{Ifor. Apoc.) application of the 7th head to Diocletian* s creating a second Augustulua, is

a violation of consecutive rule, of the unity of the empire (which allowed such an
increase), and of an unimpaired Imperial rule. This leads necessarily to confusion of
ideas, as e.g. when to account for the wounding of the seventh head to death, he applies it

to paganism, thus leaving the civil form of government denoted by a head (his own correct
representation of heads previouslv given) and transforming it into a system, of false faith
and worship which happened to be associated with it (and also makes the Popedom to
be the eighth). The same is true of Lord's (Apoc.) interpretation, when he makes Con-
stantine and his successors a seventh head, the pame being in regular succession, and so
recognized by Boman law, and as a result contradicts the alleged wnanding of the head,
etc. It also sets aside Cressner*s view of the Gothic kings, Mede's of the Latin
emperors (after the division of the empire), Cocceius of the sevenfold future religious
division, being the seventh head and the deductions from the same. In fact, it logically
and historically disproves all other theories, which do not preserve the unity of the
empire in law and the regular historical succession. Thus e.g. when Auberlen makes the
seven heads to be ** the seven world monarchies—Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Persia, Greece.
Bome, and the Germanic Empire"—he destroys, not only unity in the sj-mbol, but unity
in history. The same applies to Wordsworth, who classes the seven heads Bnbylonian,
Medo-Persian, Greek, Syrian, Egyptian, Boman Heathen Imperial, Imperial power of
Germany ; or Glasgow, who gives Egypt, Palestine, Assyria, Babylon, Persia, Tavan or
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Hellas, Borne ; or Alford, who presents in the main AQberl6n*s application. It indicates
the extreme arbitrary interpretation of Prof. Stuart ; and that the expositions of Bh.
Newton, More, Cnnninghame, and others cannot, so far as the seventh head is concerned,
and the deductions therefrom, be received. There ia one feature in the application of
this prediction, viz., that it must not only be in unity with the sjrmbol and of history in
fulfilment, but that, at the same time, it must be in unity with other predictions, as e.g.

Dan. 7 and Bev. 17. It is this violation of unity that makes them either in port or in
whole objectionable. Hence we cannot possibly receive those interpretations which
include the Papacy as a head, as e.g., Elliott's, and others. As the latter view is widely
circulated, a few illustrations are appended. Thus e.g. Barnes {Com. Bev. 17) gives the
following heads : Kings, Consuls. Dictators, Decemvirs, Military Tribunes, Emperors,
Dukedom of Bome (comp. Bh. Newton), Papacy, which is historically incorrect as

neither the Dukedom, nor the Papacy ever was a civil head of the empire, the civil power
being restricted to a small portion of Italy. Bengel (GnomeRj vol. 6, p. 271) makes the
beast itself to be the Boman Papacy, but this is still a wider departure from the unity of
symbol, history, and parallel prediction, for the simple fact that the seron-headed beast
supports the woman (Papacy), and afterward in the ten-homed state persecutes her,
indicates a separate and distinct power. Baldwin {Armageddonf p. 328, etc.) is even
more arbitrary and imaginative when he makes the beast **The Universal Imperial
Church" (i.e., the Church oz^anized throughout the Koman Empire) and the seven heads
to be seven successive empires (Western Empire, Charlemagne's, Papal, Charles V.,

British, French, and probably Bussian), of which the head wounded and healed was the
Papal head or empire, being open to similar serious objections, and because of its utter
antagonism to parallel prophecies. Waggoner, Barbour, and others, in their respective
classification of the heads, also introducn the papacy as one, overlooking the distinctive

and separate characteristics of the beast and of the woman (Bev. 17) as previously stated
by us ; for the beast, seven-headed, with the allied horns (2e8iroy« the papacyandq/ifersuch
destruction makes war with the Lamb at the open parousia. The heads enumerated
are, in some of these schemes, exceedingly fanciful, being e.g. distinguished from the
horns and then again converted into a horn (the little horn), or elevated to a civil head-
ship, which history dues not accord, or all made future, when John positively (for the saJce

of identification) says " five are fallen" and '* one is." To confine the heads to the judg-
ment period destroys a proper continuity and the relationship to other predictions.

To fortify our position on all sides, the attention of the critical student is directed to
one feature that requires explanation, lest it mislead. In Bev. we have the beast (Roman
Empire) having only seven heads, and in Dan. the heads are not given, but only the horns.
Now, the little horn of Dan. is the Antichrist, and to make Bev. and Dan. to correspond,
the Spirit in Bev<, when giving the ten boms, omUs the little horn, because the eighth,

which is of the seven, is identical with him being the same Antichrist. Hence, in order
to avoid a discordance, the cautious language of Bev., viz., that this eighth is not really a
distinctive head, so that eight heads can be enumerated, but it is this little horn that
arises after the ten horns and revives in himself the power of this seventh head, assumes
the same Imperial and Absolide rule, and is thus really a prolongation of the seventh, under
whom the civil life of the beast, eifter being headless, is restored with great power and
arrogance. Now. such accuracy of statement to avoid a conflict of statement, and yet to
give us from different aspects a Tiew of this beast in his last form, can only be predi-

cated of a divine inspiration. We must not overlook another fact (whatever may be said
respecting the Napoleonic dynasty as a head by Faber, Frere, Qauntlett, Irving, Keith,
Garrett, Fausset, Gregory, Parden, Baxter, Wangle, and a number of other writers), viz.,

that admitting it at least to be a continuation of the Imperial sixth (or forming a seventh
even), the seven-eighth may be found geographically and nationally in another direction,

08 portrayed in Dan. ch. 8, on the territory of one of the four kingdoms established by
Alexander's generals, which were absorbed, inherited, and conquered by the Boman, and
revives with its revival.

Obs, 4, It is in the divided state of the Roman Empire that we are to

find it, for a time, headletis, i.e. without a leading civil, imperial form of

government. It could not be nnder the sixth head which, as we have
seen, was continuous down to 1806, and if, as we suspect, it includes the
Imperial Napoleonic, down to very recent times. It is headless now, no
one distinctively claiming to be the Imperial head of the Empire. But
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this, according to prophecy, cannot remain thus ; a head will he formed
and be recognized as that associated with and swaying rule over the Empire.
When the feingdom of the Messiah is to be manifested, the prophets teacli

that this Roman Empire is to exist in its broken, divided form and yet
sufficiently united under the leadership of the last head of the sanis to form
a most powerful combination against the true believers. Hence the efforts

made in some directions to find the Antichrist (i.e. the one who shall wage
war against, the Lamb, Bev. 19) outside of the Roman Empire as e.g.

Russia, Babylon in Asia, Mahommedanism, etc., is utterly opposed to the

fundamental requirements of prophecy. Prophecy describes the Fonrth
Empire ; runs it down consecutively to the time of the end

;
portrays its

commingling of weakness and strength after its division ; informs us that
out of it shall arise the laat confederation against Christ ; associates the

head of the last combination with this same identical beast or Empire ; and
thus fixes our attention, not to outside nations or governments, but to th^

Empire itself for the rise, progress, and terrible career of the last head.
Every effort to call away the attention of believers from the Roman to some
other power as the head around whom the Antichristian forces shall

gather, is in so far a departurefrom the plain truth, no matter how plausi-

bly represented or ingeniously portrayed.* On this point we must come
back to the position universally occupied by the early Church, viz., that the
Antichristian power, the last head of the beast, the oppressing power
which shall culminate jijst previous to the establishment of Messiah's
Kingdom and the ushering in of the Millennial age, must arise t?i, and be

fully identified with, the Roman Empire. This belief, entertained by the
churches established by the apostles, has its firm and immovable basis in

Dan., chs. 3 and 7—in Rev. 17, etc. This faith, entertained by believ-

ing Jew and Gentile, is evidently also one that the inspired apostles fully

indorsed, as seen in the Revelator John enlarging upon Daniers Fourth
Empire and in the universality of belief which can only be appropriately
accounted for on the ground that it was sustained by the private (public

being avoided for prudential reasons) instruction of the apostles and
elders. Hence correctly, the deduction was made that the Roman Empire
in someform or other would exist doton to the end of this aye, and that its

close would be followed by the universal Empire of the Messiah. So deep
was this feeling that Tertullian (Apolopy, Sec. 32) gives as a reason why
they pray for the stability of the Empire :

** For we know that a mighty
shock impending over the whole earth—in fact, the very end of all things,

threatening dreadful woes

—

is only retarded by the contimied existence of
the Roman Empire.***

' Any other outflide power, like Busflio, etc., could only become such provided it

became incorporated with, as an irUegral pari cf, the empire, and thua wonld become ita

acknowledged head. If e.g. Busaia would conq^uor Turkey, fixing its seat at Constan-
tinople, and then as a master stroke of policy—-imitating Charlemagne, the German
Emperors, and Napoleon—would with its Czarship or Russian Headship incorporate the
Homan Emperorship, it would then to all intents and purposes become a head of the
empire. If such should be the case, then prophetical interest would speciaUy centre in its

development and progress. It is not sufficient to base an opinion on the words ** Grog
and Magog/' etc., of Ezekiel, unless it also be shown that Bussia is, at the time of the
end, an essential part of the Boman Empire. It likewise is not sufficient (Wallace's
Bussia, vol. p. 443, eto.l to show that the grand Prince of Moscow and all Russia is

(after the fall of Constantinople) the chief Protector of the Greek Orthodox Church (thus
becoming in on* form a sort of successor to the Byzantine Emperors), or that there was
a marriage with the Imperial family, or that the assumption of the title Czar is conclu-
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8176, or that we are to assume the fable (nDproTen) that the great ancestor Ruik was a
descendant of Ctesar Angnstns. For what prophecy in its direct historical deTelopmen^
demands, is some Roman power, on the territory of the empire, who thus culminates,
etc. Kow, Russia can only become this last head, if directly incorporated, by conquest
or confederation, as a part of the restored empire. Isolated as at present, with a vast
territozy beyond the limits of the fourth empire, etc., it has, as yet, none of the distin-
guishing characteristics requisite for a complete identity. Still, if intended, they can be
speedily developed and openly manifested.

All the ancient Fathers, so far as we have their testimony, unite in declaring that
the Antichrist shall arise out of the Roman Empire. LacLantius represents the early
opinion, when he holds {Div. Insi,, B. 7, ch. 16, etc.) that the empire should continue in
a divided form being " dispersed among many and divided " until the final confedera-
tion. The Jews, from Daniel alone, entertained similar views which were perpetuated.
In the twelve prayers of the Jews (iTome's Inirod., vol. 2, p. 107> the Jews pray in the 12th
prayer : ''And let the kingdom of pride (the Roman Empire) be speedily rooted out and
broken in onr days," thus correctly apprehending that their nation cannot be restored
until this power is broken. Lactantius also (Die. Inst., B. 7, ch. 15, etc.) refers to the
Sibylline Iwoks as declaring the perpetuity of Roman power until the Advent of the
Kinf^. Vide Yictorinua's Com. on Apoc.^ about a.d. 290. Hippolytus, Ireneus, etc. It
would be interesting to notice how deeply rooted was this opinion so that it was perpet-
uated down through the Middle Ages. See Von DOUinger's Prophecies of the Middle Ages,
in which frequent reference is made to the fact that the present ordermg of things, this
dispensation itself, was thought to be dependent upon the continuance of the Holy
Roman Empire, saying e.g. on the Cosmopolitical Prophecies. " There was but one
fundamental thought in this and the following time, that the existence and the duration
of the prcsunt order of the world were indisaolnbly bound up vciih the conlinuanne of the

Boman ICtnpire, as this was renewed in, or made over to, the Carlovingian dynasty, and
after its overthrow to Germany and its kings. It was accordingly styled the Holy Roman
Einpire of the German nation ; for it was held to be the all-snpporting key stone of the
Christian world, which could not be abandoned until the process of the world's dissolu*

tion began. While this kingdom lasted and the people did not desert it, the last day
was still distant, so they believed and so they spoke." Von DOllinger illustrates this by
a number of popular prophecies. The student is requested to notice, as a matter of
curiosity, that Roger De Hoveden (about a.d. 1190) in his Annals, vol. 2, p. 183, says :

** Some of our learned men assert that one of the kings of the Franks will hold the
Roman Empire afresh, and in all its integrity, who will exist at a very late period of
time, and he himself will bo the greatest and the last of all the kings," etc. While the
true idea of the kingdom was. perverted, yet oven Popes (as e.g. Gregory the Great,

Bower's llut., p. 405, etc.) hold to the notion that the Roman Empire would endnre to
the end of the world, or age.

The reasoning of Olshausen ( Com. 2, Thess. 2) against Mai Von Schenkendorf, that
the Roman Empire would not again be revived, is inconclusive, based as it is upon the
idea that it is impossible to restore the empire to its former condition, owing to political

changes, etc. (although admitting its continnanoe, modified, to 1806). In reply, it would
be sufficient to direct attention to the prediction ; if predicted it will come to pass, as
God alone foreknows the future. But aside from this, we must not forget that changes
and modifications are incorporated in the prophecies as characteristics of the latter end,

80 that we are not to look for the empire in precisely the «ime form as in the Middle
Ages or in the dayn of Augustus Gnaaar ; even the last head is to be so diverse, that he is

scarcely recognizable as a continuation of the seventh head. Hence we prefer to receive

the ancient view, which preserves the unity of prediction by making the Roman Empire
existing down to the Second Advent, the end of the age, the culminated Antichrist, and
which even such writers as Jerome {Com. on Dan.), Andreas of Ccesarea {Apoc, oh. 13),

Aretaa {Apoc. 13), and a host of others admit.

Obs, 5. To indicate this perpetuation of the Roman Empire, we will

present, in the briefest manner compatible with clearness, an outline of a
portion of Daniel, cha. 11 and 12, leaving the reader to supply the details.

Expositors generally agreeing down to the Slst verse of ch. 11, we will begin

with the same, giving a running commentary. First, however, it may be

said that the opinion held by some that Antioohns Epiphanes is still the
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aubjoct of prcdiition, ia, aside from reasons giTen by Bh, Newton, refuted
by the simple facta that the power delineated in the following verses endures
down to the time of the end, to the period of th^ restoration of God's
people and the resurrection of His saints in which Daniel is promised to

participate, Prop. 126. In view of the history of the past and the still

delayed resurrection of the saints, it is easy for us to sec that the ancient
opinion that these verses apply to the power which is to develop the Anti-
christ is the correct one.* Nearly all admit that in verse 30 the Romans
are introduced in the phrase " For the ships of Chittim shall conie agaiiust

him,** and the view of Sir I. Newton, Bh. Newton, and many others, that
in verse 31, the Romans are re-introduced and form the subject of tho
prophecy is evidently the correct interpretation, because in this way a har-
mony iaaflfected between this and other predictions. The transition from
the Greeks to the Romans becomes the more apparent by the remarkable
fulfihncnt of the outlines here given. Without following particularly any
writer, the interpretation that history affords seems to be something like

this : V, 31, ^* And after him arms shall stand up** (tho translation of the
Newtons, Faber, etc.) ; that is, after Antiochus, a great military power
shall possess the ascendency, which was the Roman.' *^ And they shall

pollute the sanctuary of strength ;** history testifies to such a profaning
and razing of the tem'plo by them, etc. ^^ And they shall take atoay the

daily sacrifice ;** which was done effectually by the destruction of the
temple, ^* And they shall place the abomination that maheth desolate;**

now, whatever the meaning to be attached to this disputed phrase, the
reader is requested to notice that Jesna, Matt. 24 : 15 (against the Antio-
chian theory), places this to occur after His First Advent^ the Spirit thus
giving ns an additional reason for applying it to the Romans. Some refer

this to the idolatrous Roman ensigns, others to the building of the temple
to Jupiter Capitoliuus, etc.;' but noticing the widely differing renderings
in versions, etc., the idea conveyed by the phrase seems rather to be, that
** the bestial** power that maketh deeolato shalj be firmly planted in tho
conquered city and country, productive of great misery. V, 32, " And
such as do wickedly against the Covenant, shall he corrupt by flatteries ;**

let the reader notice that Jerusalem being now destroyed, etc., the Chris-
tian Church, God*s people, are now alluded to, and it ia a historical fact
that the Roman emperors in various ways endeavored to seduce believers

from their faith in the covenant promises of God, and we have reason to
believe, in too many instances, with success. Newton and others tell us
that many apostatized. ** But the people that do know their God shall he
strong and do;** that is, such shall perform their allotted work, being
strong and heroic in faith, unseducible, they shall proclaim the Gospel to
the saving of them that believe. V. 33, " And they that understand
among the people shall instruct many ;** which is fulfilled in the remark-
able and extensive success of the early preaching of the Gospel in all parts
of the Empire and even beyond it. " Vet they shall fall by tJie sword^ and
by flame, by captivity, and by spoil many days;*' which was fearfully
verified by passing through repeated persecutions, extending more or less

over a period of nearly three hundred years. V. 34, ** Now wh^n they
shall fall, they shall be holpen with a little help ;** history informs ns (1)
that the Chriatiana were driven to great extremities by the persecntions
heaped upon them ; f2) that in this crisis help was extended by the acces-
sion of Constantino, oy which the general persecutions ceased

; (3) it was
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** little help,** for while stopping the persecutiona of paganism, it paved
the w&j for others^ in his intolerant edicts, perversion of Christianity, in-

troducing the hierarchy, in the acts of himself and successors. '* But
many shall cleave unto them with flatteries j^* which was verified in the
multitudes of Pagans that were brought into nominal Christianity by the
hope of honor, emoluments, etc., so that some in the Church were alarmed
at the flood of worldliness poured in upon them, V. 35, *' And some of
them of understanding shall fall ;** this may denote that some of the
pious, resisting the introduction of those evils, were persecuted and crashed,
some even being put to death. Examples of this kind are not of a rare

.occurrence at this period. Or, it may mean that some of the pious shall

be so deluded by this external prosperity—shall be so controlled by the
splendor of the civil power professedly enlisted in behalf of Christianity,

that they shall fall, i.e. yield up their principles and adopt those intro-

duced, as witnessed in the pomp of worship, image worship, introduction
of new doctrines, etc. And, if the reader carefully notices the next verse,

he will find that the prophet, having directed attention to the times follow-

ing Constantino, now describes this to be virtually the condition of the
true Church down ** to the time of the end ;" that is, some shall fall,

either boinff seduced by prosperity or being perecutod. For it is added :

" To try tliemy and to purge and to make them white, even to the time of
the end, because it is yet for a time appointed ;** the Church is to be tried

and tested, is a fighting, struggling Church, dowji to the time of the end.

It is the language applied to the saints who endure temptation and fight

the good fight of faith. Having described the condition of the Church,
the prophet returns to the Eoman power. V. 36, ^'' And the king shall

do according to his willf^ that is, shall be absolute. ** And he shall exalt

himself* in extension of dominion, conduct, etc.; *^ And magnify him-
self above every god^^^ if the word *' god" means (so some) king or ruler,

then he shall magnify himself above all kings, as evinced in the titles and
conduct of the emperors, or, if it denotes objects of worshii), then the ful-

filment would be found in the control of worship, direction of doctrine (as

in Imperial decrees of Constantino and successors), assumptions of author-

ity, and in crushing opposition to ecclesiastical encroachments, etc.

**And he shall speak marvellous things against the God of gods ;" as in

the amazing assumptions of authority over the consciences of subjects in

public decrees, in sustaining the pretentions of the papacy, in persecuting

believers, in ascribing divinity to itself, in doing ereat wickedness under
the ffarb of religion/ ^^ And shall prosper until the indignation is accom-
plis/ied ;^* that is, this Roman power shall exist more or less flourishing

during a period of time in which the anger of God is manifested toward a
people, ^"ow, wo learn that this people upon whom God*s indignation is

poured out is the Jewish nation—the Theocracy being overthrown and Gen-
tile domination allowed for a certain period. This elect nation is under
God's indignation (Prop. 57, etc.), and here it is said that this Roman
power shall remain in existence until (Ch. 1% i 7) the time has arrived for

the withdrawal of the same, thus corresponding t with various other predic-

tions. Hence (1) this power exists so long as the Jewish nation is scat-

tered
; (2) it is instrumental in oppressing Jews

; (3) it will resist Jewish
restoration under its Theocratic King

; (4) when this power is utterly de-

stroyed the Jews will be completely restored
; (5) in some form or other it is

a leading power in the times of the Gentiles, but its prosperity will sud-
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denly end when these times are expired. This also shows how mistaken
those are who find a fulfilment of this prophecy before the Christian era.
•* For thai that is determined shall he doneJ' V, 37, *' Keither shall he
regard the god of his fathers ;^^ fulfilled in the change of the Empire,
against the efforts of the Pa^ns, in its religion—really such a change that

Paganism—the god of the fathers—was obliterated. ** JV'or the desire of
woman.*^ This last clause is much disputed, and it is difficult indeed to

decide npon a definite meaning. Some (as Faber, Elliot, Smith) make it

to denote Christ, He being the object of desire of Hebrew women. This,

perhaps, is scarcely its meaning, but, if so, would evince, what wc have
already stated, a disregard to the paramount authority, etc., of Christ.

Others (as Bh. Newton, etc.) think it denotes discouraging of marriage,
which would find a verification in the repeal of the laws (Julian and
Papian) encouraging marriage by Constantine, the veneration of monastic
life, celibacy, etc. Others (as Staudlin, etc.) interpret it as meaning
cruel, i.e. disregarding the tears of women, or (as Bertholdt) would, not
spare little children, the object of a mother's love, or (aa Jerome) would be
lustful, licentious, etc., all of which would find ample fulfilment in tho
history of this power. ** iVbr regard any god, for He shall magnify Him-
self above all ^^ see v. 3G, the reader noticing also that as tho Spirit

takes into view this gigantic power as one whole, some of this exaltation or
magnifying is still for the future to manifest. V, 38, ** But in ki^ estate

shall he honor the god offorces,^^ Critics find the phrase, ** the god of
forces,^* the most difficult in tho prophecy, and some versions, unable to

give a meaning, retain the original. It has been rendered V ^od of
forces," **the strong god," ** god of fastnesses or fortresses," "gods-
protectors or tutelar gods," etc. The idea, as all admit, that this ** god"
IS one of power, having force or ability to exert in protection or sustaining,

etc., is very evident, and a clew is given to its character, etc., by the next
verse, in which it is called ** a strange god,'^ Let history in its indisputablo
facts tell us of the only *' god** or ruler that was venerated and adored by
the. Roman power daring this period, and the answer is, the Pope, wh»
was acknowledged the Spirittcal Head, having the keys of heaven and hell,

who was called the vicegerent of God on earth, who was so adored that
even his foot was kissed by emperors. This *' god^* also sustained the Im-
perial power in its crowning, blessings, decrees, etc., and when, in antag-
onism at times with it, exhibited itself as a formidable power, able, upon
several occasions, to depose and bestow the crown, if Bh. Newton's
rendering (see his Diss, on Proph.) is correct, that the word " forces" do-
notes "protectors," then there would be an allusion to the worship of
saints and images as ^^ protectors,^* The relationship that the Papacy sus-
tained to the Empire is here briefly but distinctively expressed correspond-
ing to past history. " But in his estate sluiU he honor,** etc, ; Gesenius,
Luther, Do Wette, etc., suppose this to mean, ** But in his place or stead
he shall honor ;*

' if so, then it would denote that the Pope shall be adored
or honored in the place of the former gods of the Roman power. Bamea
and others think that the idea of base or foundation is conveyed, so that
it may denote ** in his foundation," i.e. in his throne, by civil power shall
he honor this ^od. If this should be the meaning, then again is it fully
verified in the imperial decrees by which the Papacy was exalted, the su-
premacy given to the Bishop of Rome, in the grants of territory and civil
power, and in the supports often tendered to it by the emperors. The
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notion of being firmly established and highly honored by Imperial patron-
age is the one conveyed. ** And a god whom his fathers knew not ;" that
is, the ancient Imperial power was not cognizant of this Papal power, for
it was to arise, being distinct from anything that had preceded, in the
course of its history. Brief as the description is, yet how applicable.
*' Shall he honor with goldy with silvery and with precious stones, and with
pleasant things f^ the student need scarcely be reminded that the enor-
mous wealth of the Papacy, in every age, has been drawn from the patron-
age of this Roman power through grants, gifts, taxes, legacies, indul-

gences, revenues, endowments, etc. The riches of Rome, the seat of the
Papacy, during the past centuries has been notorious, and the source from
whence derived is equally well known. V. 30, *' Tfius shall he do in the

most strongholds with a strange god, whom he shall acknowledge and in-

crease with glory ;^^ which may denote that in all parts of his dominion,
including his strongholds, this god should be honored, or, that under the
auspices, aid, etc., of this god ho should take strongholds. Critics are

divided as to its meaning, but either one or the other would find ample
fulfilment in the Papacy, Bishop Newton's translation- (Z?r85.) brings out
the idea that the defenders or abettdrs of this god, ho (the Roman power)
shall honor with the god ; so also Mede*s rendering and others'. " A'^id

he shall cause them to rule over many ;'^ that is, the aiders, upholders of

this god, shall be also honored with power over others, as exemplified

abundantly in the priesthood, bishops, archbishops, etc., of the Papacy.
** And shall divide the land for gam;'' among these Papal officials, as

witnessed in the bishoprics, dioceses, etc., in the bcstowment of specif
grants, church lands, endowments, etc. Indeed, so much was this the case,

that the power and wealth thus obtained became a serious embarrassment
to nations, and led to great contests. V. 40, ^^ And at the time of the

end.'' The prophet having given a rapid but distinctive description of the

Papacy, its union with this Roman power, etc., now turns to the time of

the end, viz., to the closing scenes of this Gentile denomination, to the

period when this Roman power, notwithstanding its greatness, shall come
to an end. This that follows, then, wholly relates to the future, being yet
unfulfilled. The Roman Empire in its divided form still exists in the

spirit and principles avowed (and while it is for the present headless, vet

this is particularly predicted as something that shall come to pass, so tnat

we are cautioned not to he misled by its headless condition), and this god,

the Papacy, also exists and still is honored, more or less, by the adherents
and advocates of Imperialism. Our attention is pointedly called, to avoid

all mistake, to the time of the end, the closing period of this gigantic

power, viz., to the time of the last head of this power, described in other
prophecies as the fourth beast in the long-continued succession of Gentile

rule. In the interpretation that follows, the conjectures or suppositions

that appear the best supported by the text are only given. ** Shall the

King of tlic South push at him ?"* Much depends upon the locality where
the revived head will bo restored ; if in France, then Spain, Italy, etc.,

might fonn the King of the South ; if in Austria, then Italy, etc., might
be the power denoted, or, as some do, Egypt, Turkey, etc., may be de-

noted. In fact, the power here predicted may or may not be in existence

at present, and relatively to the locality or seat of the last head of the

beast is a '* King of the SouthJ*^ " And the King of the North sJutU come
against him like a whirlwind, with chariots^ and with horsemen, and with
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many ships /" that is, this Roman power will also be attacked by Bome
king or power located toward the iforth, as, e.g. England, Germany, or

RuBsia. While mere conjecture can only be presented, yet the ** many
flbips" indicate a power possessing a navy. '* And he shall enter info the

countries'*—this is perhaps the clause which has caused the greatest diffi-

culty to critics, owing to the sudden transition from one person to another.

If we were to con6ne ourselves to this prophecy, it would be impossible

from the language to decide what kino this was that is to enter into the
countries ; whether the King of the Jforth, or of the South, or of the

Roman Empire, but we are not left to conjecture upon this point. The
king who is thus victorious at the time of the end we find in Dan. 2 and 7

and Rev. 17 to be identified with the fourth beasts the Roman power.
Taking other prophecies as interpreters, it refers to the Roman power
under its last head, who shall invade other countries, thus implying that

the King of the South and the King of the North have been unsuccessful
against him. What countries these arc, time must reveal, but the lan-

guage impresses the idea of conquest, for it is added, " And sJuiIl overflow

and pass over ;^' beat'ing down all resistance and obtaining the victor}'.

V. 41, " i/(3 shall enter also the glorious land;" this land ancients and
moderns have, almost universally, applied to Palestine.* This corresponds
with Zech. 14 ; Joel 3 ; Rev. 14 : 20, etc., which all agree (see e.g. com-
parison of Faber, Diss, on Froph., vol. 2, ch. 11, sec. 3) in placing the
overthrow of the last great power in connection with his entrance into

Palestine and subjugation of the same. '* And many countries shall be

overthrown f* the word ** countries" is supplied by the translators ; it

may refer to countries, cities, places, forces, etc., evmcing that his course
would be a devastating, victorious one. *' But these sJiall escape out of his

handf ei^en Edom and Moab, and the chief of the,children of Ammon /*

wh(^her the countries geographically known as such, or whether those are
figurative appellations for other countries that shall escape, is difficult to

decide. Yet, if the former, the student may find a reason for their escaping
in Prop. 160, in the extraordinary procedings that will at that time be
inaugurated at Mt. Sinai. V. 42, *' He shall stretch forth his hand also

upon the countriesy^^ or ** send forth" (so Luther, and marg.) ; occupying
the position of conqueror, perhaps by lev^ng heavy taxes, or by sending
forth forces to countries not immediately in Tiis course. ** And the land
of Egypt shall not escape^ but he shall have power over the treasures of goldj

and of silver f and over all the precious thitigs of Egypt, and the Libyans and
Ethiopians shall be at his steps,** The course of tnis power in its career of

conquest seems to be this : after enduring a struggle with the King of the
South and the King of the North, he invades the countries, passing on to

Turkey and into Palestine, and from thence into Egypt, obtaining the
wealth of the country augmented by those who fled there before his inva-
sion. From Egypt he returns to Palestine, the extent of his conquests
being intimated by the Libyans and Ethiopians (see Barnes, loci) attending
him. V. 44, ''But tidings out of the East and the North shall trouble
him ;" what those tidings are it is impossible to tell, but that they are in
some way related to the Jews (Mede, Faber, and many others) is reason-
able, for the tidings bring him back to Palestine. What portion of the
North is meant, whether, as some, England, or, as others, Russia, or, some
other country, it is impracticable to say, but the tidings from the East can
be more definitely fixed. If the reader turns to Prop. 166, where it is al-
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leged that the formatory, introductory movement of the Theocracy is in-

itiated at Monnt Sinai, jusi at this period, he will see abundant reason for
tidings directly East from him (for he is in Egypt when they arrive) to

reach him which, owing to their remarkable nature, are suflScient to
" trouble him.'* Taking the period of time denoted and the prophecies
relating to it in consideration, there can be no doubt but that the question
of the restoration of the Jewish nation and the re-establishment of the
Theocracy at Jerusalem is involved. The last head of the Roman power is

to have possession of Palestine at the time of the restoration (and, as some
Jews have, perhaps through his instrumentality, been put in possession of
Jerusalem), he returns to Palestine to fight against Jerusausm, as e.g.,

Zech. 14 : 1, 2, a revolt from some cause having taken place after his de-
parture to Egypt. ^ ** Therefore he simll go forth with greatfury to destroy
and utterly to make away many ;" the tidings enrage him to make a war
of extermination, and it is well to notice, as Bh. Newton, Faber and nu-
merous writers have observed, that as the original of ** utterly to make away
many" signifies to anathematize^ to consecrate, to devote to utter perdi-
tion,^* it strongly implies that this war shall be prosecuted on the account

of religion, and that religion is in some way related to it. This supposi-
tion is supported and confirmed by the fact that this beast under his last

head is represented as finally making war against the Lamb, etc. V. 45,
^^ And he shall plant the tabernacles of his palaces between the seas in the

Slorious holy mountain ;" his royal tents shall be planted, not only at

erusalem, between the Mediterranean and Dead seas, but in Jerusalem
(for " the city shall be taken,** Zech. 14 : 2) and on Mount Zion.* ** Yet
he shall come to his end /* that is, shall be overcome and destroyed. The
manner in, and the instrumentalities by, which this is to be accomplished
are succinctly stated in other prophecies, as, e.g., Zech, 14 ; Rev. 19 ;

Dan. 7, etc. '* And none shall help him /* his destruction is certain and
without reparation. Ch. 12 :1," And at that time;" the reader will

observe the intimate connection that the following sustains to the manifes-
tation of the last head of the Roman power in Palestine. " Shall Michael
stand up, the great Fringe which standeth for the children of thy people V*
It is not in our province to discuss the question concerning Mienael, some
contending that an Archangel is denoted, specially devoted to and in-

trusted with the interests of the Jewish nation, while others believe that

the Messiah is thus designated, and still others that Michael is named here
as the guardian angel of the nation who will be associated with Christ.*

Taking the several prophecies relating to this period, it is not very mate-
rial to decide such a question, the main, leading, and important particular

being the great results that are to be affected by the Christ or His agents.

One thing, however, must not be overlooked, viz., that this interference is

made in behalf of the Jewish nation, whose extremity—the closing act of

their long-continued tribulation—is great, as seen in Zech. 14 : 2. ** And
there shall be a time of trouble such as never was since there was a nation,

even to that same time;** that is, a time of unprecedented trouble. Ac-
cording to Matrtiew, Mark, and Luke, our Saviour predicted the trouble

befalling the Jewish nation at the destruction and continued down-trodden
condition of the city and nation wn^tV it culminates at this very period,

bein^ at this crisis ** the time of Jacob*s trouble,** Jer. 30 : ^9. B\xt great

as this is, owing to its long continuance, long-borne calamities, its climax

under this Roman power, it is as nothing compared with that which the
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vengeance of God shall pour out upon the Taat confederation of Gentile

nations found arrayed against Jerusalem and His people. If there ia a
prophetic truth distinctly taught, it is the one that as and after the Jew-
ish tribulation close*, then a moH fearful season of trial, ifidignation^ and
woe will befall the Gentiles (see Prop. 1G2). ^^ And at that tiyne tki/ people

shall be delivered ;" that is, notwithstanding the greatness of this Uoman
power and the extremity to which it shall reduce the Jewish nation, ikat

nation, Daniel's people, shall be delivered. But let the reader keep in

mind our Props, relative to the election of this people and how the Gen-
tiles by faith are engrafted into that elect people, and ho will at once be
prepared for what follows: viz. , that at the glorious restoration of the
nation under the Theocratic ordering predicted, the time has also arrived

for the resurrection, not only of the Jews, but also of the engrafted believers—
all God's people—to participate in the blessings and glory of the Messiah's
reign. Hence in the following verses the resurrection is predicted, for

which see Prop. 12C, our purpose now only being to show that the Roman
power will exist in its last form, a destructive force, down to tlie end of this

age, and will only be removed when the Advent of Christ, the resurrection

of the saints, and the ushering in of the Theocratic Kingdom has come.
To indicate that the series of predictions run down, past our time, into

the future, the most solemn assurance is given, Ch. 12 : 7 ** whe7i lie shall

have accomplished to scatter the power of the holy people, all these things
shall be finished.'*^ The Jewish tribulation is not yet finished ; the nation
is still scattered ; the capitol is still trodden down ; the times of the Gen-
tiles still endure ; and while this lasts we must still look for the fulfilling

of what is thus predicted, with the experience attached Ch. 12 : 10.*'

' Even Jerome, Theodoret, Luther, (Eoolampadius, Geier, Calovina, Klieforth, KeU,
and many others applied the prediction to the New Teyt. Antichrist. A maltitTide of able
writers ally it, in some form or other, with the Boman state. It is a matter of sorprise
that the Antiochuu £piphane3 theory should even yet, notwithstanding its direct and
logical antagonism, be indorsed by some commentators. Otheni make a sort of compro-
mise in order, it possible, to remove the difficulties, viz.^ while making a direct reference
to Antiochus, they advocate a double fulfilment—one in Antiochns and another in the
future Antichrist, the former being typical of the latter. But the context forbids such a
twofold application.

' Some writers introduce Antichrist at verse 21, but we vastly prefer, upon the histori-

cal grounds given by Bh. Newton and others, to adopt the view here presented. Nothing
is gained by so premature an interpretation, which is opposed by historical connection
and unity. On the other hand, the introduction of the Bomans, corresponding accu-
rately with history, and the final development of Antichrist out of it, agreeing with the
general tenor of prophecy, is in accordance with the spirit and intent of the prediction.
We also thus avoid making a chasm in prophecy and fulfilment, bringing it into full ac-

cord with Dan. 7 and Rev. la, 17, etc.

• Barbour ( 3^rc« Worlds^ p. Ill) makes this to be the Papacy setting itself up in the
church (i.e. in the " holy place," " the temple of the Holy Ghost"). "VVe deem this, for
reasons assigned, premature. The only interpretation and application (considering ch.

12 : 11 ; ch. 9 : 27, and the reference of Jesus, Matt. 24 : 15) is that which directly applies

it to the Roman Power, and which (whatever fulfilment in the post) finds Us culminating

jyoird under the last head of Viis same power (in connection with the lost siege, Zech. 14, of
Jerusalem).

* The student need only be reminded that the empire was designated " Holy ;" that
its emperors were such '^ by the grace of God," divinely appointed, and thus ** theLiord's
anointed ;*' that the subjects were taught to regard their rulers, divinely commissioned,
with reverence and awe ; that laws were instituted which assumed power over conscience,
regulated worship, enforced under penalties uniformity, recognized a State Ohurch wi^
a civil establishment, persecuted dissentients ; that the tapirit evidenced a dominion over
religion, founding or accepting of special commands, institutions, codes, rites, objects of
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worship, ministers, etc., either by its own will or adopting that of the Papacy which it

supported.
^ Elliott and others thint that '^pnsh at him*' is incorreotly rendered, the preposition

in other places meaning ** with,*' so that they wonld translate it as implying nnion or
alliance with the Roman Power.

« Hence Bh. Tlorsley {Letter on Isa.
18J

says :
" I have an nnfashionable partiality for the

opinions of antiquity. I think there is gronnd in the prophecies for the notion of the
early Fathers, that Palestine is the stage on which Antichrist, in the height of his
impiety, will perish." Bee also the opinions of the Jews, Jewish Rabhies, Jerome, etc.,

as given by Newton, Mede, Faber, etc. May we add, that the application of this part of
the prophecy by the Jews themselves to the Romans, as Jerome and others state, and not
to Antiochns (as Porphyry, Grotins, Barnes, etc.), is at least evidence that ihey did not
regard Antiochus as fnlfiUing the prediction.

'' Many writers (as e.g. Brookes, Maranatha^ p. 437) have a covenant existing between
the Jews and Antichrist which is broken in the middle of the last week ; this will be
referred to nnder another aspect of the subject.

^ If the reader desires to see a laborions but utterly futile effort to accommodate this

to Antiochns Epiphanes, let him refer to Barnes, Com,t Dan, loci. Bishop Newton has well
observed that it cannot possibly apply to Antiochns, for he returned no more to Judaea,

but miserably died on nis journey (not from Egypt but) from Persia on the frontiers.

To satisfy a theoiy, undue liberties are taken with the text, viz., in accommodating it to
the closing scenes of Antiochns' s life in a mountainous region where probahly a heathen
temple stood which the prophet calls ** holy," etc.

•We only notice that the opinion seems to be gaining ground that the Messiah is

denoted, so that even Fairbaim {On Proph.) agrees with Ode, Vitringa, Hiivemick, Heng-
steuberg. etc., in making Michael, Rev. 12 : 7, 8, another name for Christ—** a name
given Him in special connection with this great conflict to indicate the certainty of His
success grounded on His divine nature, for it means, * who is like God t ' " On the other
hand, able writers maintain that Michael is only on attendant of Christ's, of whom an
allusion is found in 1 Thess. 4, as " one of the chief princes" (Dan. 10 : 13, 14) who minis-
ter unto Him. So Tregellea (C^ Dan., p. 154) makes this the Archangel spoken of by
Jude, and pertaining to the Economy respecting Israel Much weight is given to this

view by a reference to ch. 10 : 13 (comp. Barnes, etc., loci), and hence Fauaset {Com.
Dan. 12 : 1) makes him **an archangel " and '* the guardian angel of Israel." In favor
of making him to be the Christ (in virtue of the meaning of the name and the action
ascribed to him) are many of the older exegetes, various commentaries, and writers (as

e.g. Kurtz, IltJt. Old Cov., vol. 1, p, 192 ; Smith, Thoughts on Dan., p. 241 ; \Vhite, The
Redeemer ami Redeemed^ p. 16 ; Cummings, 77ie Great Tribxilaiiont p. 19, etc.). But, on the
other hand, many assert that an archangel, so named, is intended (comp. e.g. Barnes,
Catn. Dan.f and the arts, on " Michael " in Cyclops.). We need not dogmatize on the
point, as strong reasoning is presented on both sides ; and surely we need not exhibit

the credulity and superstition {For. Quart. Review, vol. 36, p. 331) of the monks of Mt.
St. Michael in France, who do not hesitate to exhibit, as pious relics, the sword and
shield with which Michael combated the dragon of the Revelations.

1" Some who ore partial to chronological deductions—very unreliable data for the reason
that the precise periods are purposely obscurely given—may desire us, perhaps, to

express our opinion respecting the dates given in ch. 12. None that have as yet fallen

under our observation seem iofid all ihe conditions required. If we are to receive the
year-day fulfilment, then the best starting point, historically established, is that sug-
gested by Newton and others, viz., the time when the Pope became truly a temporal as
well as an ecclefiiostical Prince. Some refer this to the time when Charlemagne gave cer-

tain grants to the Pope, but history informs us that he only renewed and enlarged those
previously given by Pepin. It is in the year 765 (see Bower's ITis. of Popes, Stephen
n.) that the Bishop of Rome was raised to the rank of a Prince. The thirty and forty-

flve additional years have, as suggested by various writers, a relation to the restoration

of the Jews. But if we are to take the literal day fulfilinent, then these prophetic periods
haVe reference fo ihe dosing period of these wonders, relating more specially to the career
of this last head of the beast in his course of conquest, and to the time of sore tribula-

tion preceding that of deliverance. Whatever the wise may understand in reference to
the general outlines of the prophecy (ch. 12 : 10), yet there is sufficient said in ch, 12 : 9
to indicate that some things shall not be clearly apprehended until the time of the end,
the closing period has arrived and is actually inaugurated. And of all things thus con-
coaled the prophetical dates, giving no definite starting point, are the most difficult of
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comprehension, ibos teaching ns, if we will but receive it, not to dogmatize concerning
them. For anght we know they may have reference to the initiatory proceedings of Christ

and His aaintain re-establishing the Theocratic ordering, which process begins the period

of wonders that shall then be witnessed. We may indeed offer conjectures, bat they are

only oonjectores. The Book of Dan. {Jewish Apoc.) remains at least sealed, 12 : 9, for the

nation to the time of the end, while Bev. {Ghrikian Apoc.) is nnsealed, Bev. 22 : 10,

inviting stady and knowledge. The stndent will, additionally, observe several things :

(1) That this continuation of prediction down to the Advent and resurrection, sets aside

that contradictory interpretation which locates the fulfilment of these things in the past.

Such a procedure violates unity and lessens, immeasurably, the predicted results. (2)

The "time of the end " is one that specially pertains to the period in which this Anti-

christian power is to rage. Hence we must reject as utterly untenable the theories,

however plausibly presented by a number of writers at the present, that we have already
passed into this special *' time of the end." Prophecy cleurly and unmistakably unites
it with the career of this last head of the Roman beast in his devastating work (comp.
last Obs. of Prop. 130). (3) That it is utterly impossible, with the intimate connection
of this last head with the Roman Empire, to receive those theories, however forcibly

expressed by otherwise able writers, which make this last Antichristian power some one
outside of the Roman Empire, i.e., some power noi aduaUy inoorpcraitd and {icknouiedged

OS a head, as e.g. the Turoo-Mohammedan, etc. Such views are prevalent and highly
esteemed by some students of prophecy, but, as shown, are irreconcilable with the

demands of prophecy. (4) That no theory respecting the Antichrist in its culrainated

head can possibly be received, which does not xnake Him a controlling civil head of the
Roman Empire ; this sets aside a mass of loose inferential pleading on the subject. (5)

The reason why this empire is to receive, as predicted, the vengeance of God. is its Ms-
tory as a pagan beast and professed Christian beast, its support of hierarchy, its Anti-

christian developments and persecuting manifestations. (6) The view that is given by
some that we have a regular history of the successors of Alexander down to Antiochus
Epiphanes, or that the last is primarily to be applied to Antiochus and secondarily to

Antichrist, is not admissible by the historical connection, the time of fulfilment, "the
events connected therewith, and the harmony of other predictions. (7) That the views
which make the delineation of the Antichrist still future are to be preferred (althoogh
they differ as to the interval, some preferring to commence from v. 20 or 21, others from
30 or 31, or 33, or 36) to those which make the same past or simply typical. Tregellea

{On Dan.) and others give interesting interpretations of these prophecies, bat w^e are
not impressed to specitdly defend one or the other, the material point beizig—in harmony
with other predictions—to extend the career of the wilful king or Antichrist to " the
time of the end," and preserve its relationship to Daniel's people in the latter days. (8)

Some writers, in their eagerness to present and urge a present fulfilment, pervert the
historical connection, as e.g. Sparkes in A His. Oom, on llth of Dan. (who makes vs. 44
and 4:5 refer to the Crimean War—as if the Antichrist were the Turk and would be
destroyed by man), Swormstedt in The Bnd cf ihe World I*ear (who, under the plea of

specif aid from the Spirit, makes extraordinary work of the prophecy ; for, crowding
almost the whole chapter within forty years, he allows his imagination to distribute ihe
events between the Saltan of Turkey, Victor Emmanuel, Egypt, Antichrist, England.
Russia, etc.), and others. (9) Probably one of the most arbitrary,*imaginative, and wild
of expositions, is Baldwin's Armageddon, in which the United States is eulogized as the
prominent prophetical figure of Daniel, the Fifth Universal Empire, etc. ; and conse-
quently everything must be, nolens volens, interpreted to apply, as e.g. the United States
is designated by **• the glorioas holy mountain," by "Michael,'* by the " holy people,
etc. But a writer who e.g. can make the new song of Rey. 14 : 1-5 to be the song of
freedom in the U. S., or the statement of Rev. 11 : 1&-18 to be applicable to the U. &,
etc., etc., is capable of any interpretation and application. This is evidenced by his
application of the Stone, the Ancient of Days, the Advent of the King of kings, etc.. to
the United States. Certainly no Pre-Millenarian, even of the most extreme and fEinatical

sect, has ever produced such vagaries, or extravagances. (10) We conclude by saying,
that so plain is this reference to the future Antichrist, that commentaries largely
addicted to spiritualiring and to the Antiochus theory still admit such a reference, as
e.g. The Orii. artd Exptrimental Com. says on this point :

*' The wilful king here, thou^
primarily Antiochus, is antitypuxtUy and mainly Antichrist, the seventh head of the seven-
headed and ten-homed beast of Rct. 13, and the beast of Armageddon, who gathers
together thither the kings of the earth against the Lamb (Rev. 16 : 13, 16 and 19 : 29).'

*
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Obs, 6. The same feature, viz.^ the continuation of the Roman power to

the time of the end, is contained in the now largely received interpretation

of the Beventy weeks of Daniel. If we are to accept of the explanation
of those weeks (Dan, 9 : 24-27), as given by Dr. Burgh, Sir Denny,
Tregelles, Kolaall, Maitland, B. W. Newton, Strange, Taunton, Guinness,
McCausland, Parker, Bickersteth, Birks, Seiss, Brookes, Baxter, etc.

(and as intimated by ancients, as Irenseus, Hippolytus, Julius Africanus,
Victorinus, Apollinarius, Primasius, etc.), then it is self-evident that the
Roman power continues to exist down to the final and complete deliver-

ance of the Jewish nation at the Second Advent. The scheme as pre-

sented is, at least, worthy of due consideration from the prophetical
student It has been well observed by various writers that if the seventy
weeks are to end with the death of Christ and the incoming destruction of

Jerusalem, it is simply impossible—with all ingenuity expended in this

direction by eminent men—to make out an ctccurate fulfilment of prophecy
from the dates given, for the time usually adduced being either too long to fit

with the crucifixion of Christ or too snort to extend to the destruction of

Jerusalem.* That, and that alone, which seems to meet the dii5iculty, is

to allow, that the Spirit when lie comes to a certain period, introducing
the Roman power, separates a portion of those seventy weeks from the rest,

because of the rejection of Chrtst by the Jewish nation and the domination
of the Gentile power. But, that the reader may obtain a clear idea of the
matter, we present in the briefest form a running comment upon Dan.
9 : 24^27, given without reference to those authors just named, but corre-

sponding accurately with, and adding to, the position assumed by them.
Before proceeding, attention is called to Daniel's prayer, which was /or the

restoration of the nation and city and the introduction of the promised
blessing of the prophets. ' Barnes and others tell us that the answer to his

prayer is not direct, that instead of being told of the restoration of the
nation, etc., he is informed of the First Advent of the Messiah, the closing

of the temple service, and a more enduring destruction of the temple, city,

etc. We take the ground, that as Daniel's prayer included a complete and
final deliverance of his people and a continued (as previously predicted)

restoration to their land, God answers Daniel according to the spirit and
intent of his prayer.* For the partial restoration from Babylon which fol-

lowed does not, as history proves, meet the scope of Daniel s prayer as de-

rived from previous prophecies, or even those given by himself in Chs. 2
and 7. Hence in a special revelation, the restoration from Babylon

—

which never fulfilled the magnificent predictions pertaining to the Jewish
nation—is rapidly passed by, and the mind of Daniel is directed to several

great events that must first transpire before (so implied, seeing that the

fulfilment of the prophecies is taken for grants the prayer of Daniel in

its fulness could be realized. Those events directly alluded to are the

Coming of the Messiah (but instead of the restoration), His removal, the

destruction of Jerusalem, and continued ruin until a certain period of time
was reached^ V, 24, ^* Seventy weeks;** seventy sevens of years, or

seventy weeks, symbolizing years (see Barnes, etc., loci), ^^ Are deter-

mined;'** Gesenius, and other critics, inform ns that tne original prop-
erly denotes a cutting ojf, a dividing off, and Barnes gives the meaning
thus :

'* This portion of time, the seventy weeks, was cut off from the whole
duration, or cut out of it, as it were, and set by itselffor a definite purpose,**

This criticism is well sustained by fact, seeing that it is only a small por-
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tion of time out of that larger period of Jewish overthrow, etc., before

their final restoration. If the question be asked why such a brief period

should be cat out of the larger portion and be thus expressed, several an-

swers are suggested : (1) the time stated is, if we may so call it, Jewish
time, i.e. tiriie relating to the nation, and hence the period of Gentile dom-
ination is not included under it ;' (2) the Divine Spirit in a most remarka-
ble manner presents His abhorrence of the appalling act of which the nation
was guilty, viz., in crucifying the Messiah, by which act the nation for-

feited for a period God's recognition of it a« a nation, and hence the period
of such non-recognition is not reckoned

; (3) Jesus Himself tells us that
** the times of the Gentiles'* shall intervene, which are not included, they
becoming such pre-eminently by the rejection of the Messiah. For, at the
appearing of the Messiah, as we have seen (Prop, 57, etc.), the Kingdom
was tendered to the nation on condition of repentance. Had the nation
repented, the period of seventy weeks alone would have embraced their
degradation, for the Kingdom would have been re-established, Prop. 55,
etc. Hence the prophecy is given in view of tlie offer of this Kingdom, and
yet fully by implication expresses the refusal of the same. The events re-

corded in the .prophecy are such as pertain preparatory to the re-establish-

ment of the Theocracy, and down to the sixty-ninth week the Theocracy to

be restored was freely within the choice of the nation, as evidenced by the
preaching of this Kingdom (Props. 54r-68). But in view of the sinfulness

of the nation, it was jpostponed^ Prop. 66, and hence a week ia detached
from the rest, which is only verified when God again recognizes the Jewish
nation as a nation in the work preparatory to the setting up of the prom-
ised Theocracy, The Gentile times will come to an end, and time special-

ly related to the people belonging as an inheritance to Christ will begin
again. This will appear more clearly as we proceed—these remarks being
now made that the reader may observe the force and propriety in the
phrase that this designated time is something cut cut of, separated from
timB in general—thus in the outset calling attention to the fact that
another (and as history shows the larger) portion is not reckoned in view
of the rejection of the nation for its treatment of the Messiah.* " Uimn
thy people and upon thy holy city ;" respecting or pertaining to the Jew-
ish nation, and Jerusalem. " To finish the transgression ;^^ the reading
generally adopted (Barnes, Hengatenberg, etc.) is that of the margin :

To restrai?i, confine, shut up. Here it is positively asserted that at the end
of the seventy weeks *' the transaression^" either the sin which brought
Buch misery into the world, or tne results of such transgression, or, per-
haps more specially, the sin and punishment pertaining to the Jetaish
nation, shall be restrainedf shut up, ended. If we take the usual inter-

pretation given to the passage that this was done at the First Advent in the
sufferings and death of Christ for sin and to restrain sin in His followers,

we reply that it does not meet either the spirit of DanieVs prayer or that of
the prophecy, because the death of Christ fearfully increased the sinful-

ness tind the punishment of the nation, and increases the sinfulness of the
world in rejecting Him. Transgression produced that death, continued
transgression rejects Him, and yet the prophecy declares that, as pertain-
ing ^o them and the city, at the close of the seventy weeks they shall he no
longer under the dominion of transgression. Comparatively few Jews were
converted, so that the immense mass of believers are Gentiles ; and it ia

certainly wrong to insist upon a fulfilment, in which Tieither the nation
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nor city, as such, participated to any extent, but terribly suffered for trans-
gression. On the other hand, the prophets predict a period of time when
the sinfulness of the Jewish nation shall be forgiven, when transgression
shall be blotted oat and the nation shall be gloriously delivered, wh€7%
Satan himself shall bo restrained, shut up, so that " all mall be righteotis/'—the time that Daniel evidently longed and prayed for—which is still

future. Now this prediction, in some way, stands related to this period.
So far as the sixty-nine weeks are concerned, there is no difficulty, for
there is, as numerous writers (Tregelles, Brookes, etc.) have shown, a
strictly chronological fulfilment down to Christ's death. The trouble is

what to do with the last week which is in excess to that death and too brief
to extend to the destruction of Jerusalem. It is ai the end of this last

week that the transgression is to be restrained. The only explanation is,

that, as the prophecy itself intimates, this one week is detached, separated

from the rest, and held in abeyance—owing to the rejection of the nation
and pre-eminence of Gentile times

—

until this nation is again recognized
in its national capacity. The closing of the seventy weeks, separated by
an undefined period—the resultant of the death of the Messian and the

non-recognition of the Jewish nation as such— is to be found at the usher-
ing in of the Millennial period, when transgression shall indeed be re-

strained. ** To make an end of sins'* or, as many, '* to seal up sins ;'' the
meaning beinpj, as Barnes, etc., " to remove itfrom sight, to remove itfrom
view,'* to banish it, etc. The usual explanation given, is that '^ faith in
Christ forgives sins and makes them inert,'* etc. But this is defective for

the same reasons just assigned under previous clause, and from the fact

that although God pardons sins, yet, like David's, Peter's, etc., they are
not necessarilv concealed from view, and that pious men have constantly to
resist sin, 'fhis promise specially given to the nation and city cannot,
without violation of the prediction, be thus applied to the present experi-

ence of believers. But the time is coming when sin shall be effectually re-

moved from sight, when Satan himself is confined and a seal is affixed

(Rev. *^0 : 3), 7men holiness shall be triumphantly established, '* And to

make reconciliation for iniquity ;'* critics tell us that the meaning of the
original is not '* to make reconciliation," but " to cover** or ** to cover over,'*

and, Barnes says, is often used in the general sense of to pardon or forgive.

The reasoning already given will equallxf apply to this phrase ; for, instead

of pardoning the iniquity of the Jewish nation, to whom the prophecy
specially applies, the nation is still feeling the effects of God's witndrawal,
but the time is coming when their iniquity shall be forgiven and the forgive-

ness manifested in prosperity and exaltation. See rrops. 112, 113, 114.
** T'o bring in everlasting righteousness/* literally, ** ^o caK«6 to come,'*
^^ a permanent enduring" state of

** riqhteous7iess/' or, as some, *' to cause

to come the righteousness of the ages?' which is emphatically true of the
Millennial era bringing in an enduring period of righteousness. *^ And to

seal vp the vision and the prophecy," or ''prophet ;** this indicates,

keeping in view that the prophecy pertains to the Jewish nation, iJiat the

nation would not comprehend this vision orprophecy. They did not when
the ^Eessiah came ; they do not now ; and they will not until the Second
Advent. Or, if it denotes, as some may think, the fulfilment of the whole
prophecy, this will only be accomplished at tJie end of the seventy weeks.

If this prediction is not thus understood by the Jewish nation, how comes
it that Gentiles may understand it? The sealing of it alludes to the proph-
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ecy as it pertains to the Jewish nation and not to the times of the Grentiles

intervening, and not to those who would accept of the Messiah, for Jesas
Himself gives an unsealed Revelation relating to this intervening period
and the closing of this prophecy which also is only received by believers,

and not by the nation. " To anoint the Most Holy ;'' passing by the

different views (Barnes, etc., loci) of this phrase, it is sufficient to indicate

its probable meaning ; either that Christ will consecrate, at His Second
Coming, with His presence the Holy hill of Zioii ; or, that the New Jeru-
salem will thus be exalted ; or, that Christ Himself shall then (as Dan. 7)

receive the Kingdom from the Father ; or, that it pertains to the glorified

saints. It refers us to an act of consecration, because of its connection
with the preceding, at the time of the Sec. Advent, and refers either to

Christ Himself or to some place, as Jerusalem, Mount Zion, New Jerusalem,
or to the corporate body of saints that there inherit the Kingdom. It is

perhaps impossible to definitely fix its meaning.' V. 25, ** Xfiow there-

fore and understand, that from tlie going forth of the commandment to re-

store and build Jerusalem unto Messiah, the Prince, shall be seven weeks and
threescore and two weeks.^' Omitting the lengtny details of commenta-
tors (Barnes, etc.), it is sufficient for our purpose to sav, that the almost
generally received opinion that the time of the decree of the Persian king
(commonly called Ezra's), extending down to the First Advent of Christ,

which precisely includes those sixtj-nine weeks (with slight variations),

seems to be the best founded.^ This throws the ministry of Christ either

into the middle or at the close of the sixtjr-ninth week. This view has
been so ably defended by numerous writers, independently of the interpre-

tatiou that we have adopted (as e.g. Barnes, etc.), that it requires no ex-

tended mention, our object being merely to notice the relationship that the

Erophecy sustains to the Roman power and the future. There is a phrase,
owever, added in the 25th verse that we must apply differently from other

writers, viz., '' the street shall be built again and the wall even in troublous
times," In the wide diversity of rendering given to this, it may be re-

garded impracticable to definitely determine its meaning. From the ren-

derings given we suggest the following :
** Tlie way or broad toay'"

(Barnes, etc.) " shall be restored and buiW (Hengstenberg, etc.) *' and the

threshing instrumenV^ (the word " wall'* in original so used in Isa.

28 : 27 ; Amos. 1:3; Isa. 41 : 15 ; Joel 3 : 14 marg.) *' in a time of dis-

tress*^ (Hengstenberg). This phrase is erroneously affixed to the ending
of the seven weeks or forty-nine years, but it is expressly stated asfolloicing
the sixty-nine weeks and the coming of the Messiah. Aside from the im-
possibility of showing that there was this rebuilding of Jerusalem just after
seveu weeks, the location of the statement in the prophecy, as following
after the sixty-nine weeks, forbids such an application.* Even if it refers

to the rebuilding of Jerusalem, as our version has it, then the reference is

to that rebuilding which is still future and predicted. But let the reader
turn to Prop. 34, and see how the prophets describe the future glory as
dependent upon the Advent of the Messiah without indicating which one
is meant, owing to the fact that the First Advent itself tendered to the
natiou this Theocratic restoration. Hence the prophet, having referred
to this Advent, before describing the rejection of the Messiah, in strict

accord with the other prophets, declares that ** tlie way or broad way
shall be built,** which is done when the Millennial age is ushered in, as
seen in Isa. 35 : 8-10 ; Isa. 43 : 19-21 ; Isa. 62 : 11, 12, etc That the
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millennium is preceded bj a ** time of distress.y has been repeatedly stated,

and that the Jewish nation becomes at that time *' a new sharp threshing
insirumenV^ (Isa. 41 : 15 ; Micah 4 : 13 ; Joel »S : 14, comp. Prop. 115),
lias been shown. Had the Jews accepted of the Messiah thus sent and
repented, this, too, would have been accomplished, but, rejecting Him, this

is now postponed to His Second Coming, and therefore the prophet gives
us what follows. ^^ And after three score and two weeks shall Messiah he
cut off y* this, as eminent commentators have abundantly shown, was
fulfilled in the death of the Messiah. ** But not for himself ;*^ if this

rendering is correct, then He died for tha benefit of others ; if the marg.
reading is to be preferred, ** and shall have nothing,** it refers to the fact
that the Messiah, as David*s Sou, did not obtain His inheritance (Prop.
67) ; if the Vulgjate, ^^ and they shall not he His people who shall deny
Him,** reference is had to the taking away of the Kingdom and bestowing
it (as an inheritance) upon others (Prop. 61), if we are to follow Hengsteu-
berg (similar to Syriac), " and is not to Him,** i.e. dominion, authority is

not to Him, whicn would agree with the postponement of the Kingdom
(Prop. 66). Thus almost every rendering given to the concise and diffi-

cult phrase would find a fulfilment in fact. Now we come to the part of
the prophecy having reference to the Roman power. " And the people of
the prince that sfiall come ;" this refers to the events following the cutting
oS of the Messiah, and all commentators who favor the Messianic refer-

ence of the prophecy agree in making '* the people" alluded to the
Romans, The prince is the Roman emperor or head who comes with his

armies after the death of the Messiah for purposes of devastation. ** Shall
destroy the city and the sanctuary ;" how tnis was accomplished under
the Roman power is part of history, and needs no explanation. '* And the

end thereof shall he with a flood ;' the end of the city or nation shall be
involved in the ravages, overwhelming devastation of this power. '* Aiid
unto the end of the war desolations are determined ;" the idea, as critics

inform us, is apparent, viz., that for an indefinite time a decreed measure
of desolation would be continued upon the city, which is contained in our
version and in the following :

'^ And unto the end is war, a decree of
ruins** (Hengstenberg), or ^" and the great desolations shall continue unto
the end of the war** (Bertholdt), or, ** and after the end of the war desola-

tion is determined'^ (Vulgate), or " and unto the end shall he war, a de-

creed measure of desolatio7is* ' (Prof. Stuart), or " and unto the end of the

war, desolations are decreed"^ (Barnes). The city and the sanctuary being
overthrown, this desolation would be continued on during a period of time
decreed or determined by God, as e.g. the Messiah predicted that Jerusa-
lem would continue (after it was taken) to be trodden down by the Gen-
tiles until the times of the Gentiles were fulfilled. The impressive feature

that after the taking of the city by the Romans the overthrow and desola-

tion of the Jewish nation would not cease, hut continue on, has been fear-

fully verified in its history, V, 27, ^^ And he shall confirm the covenant
with many for one week ;* here, after the indefinite, unmeasured period
following the sixty-nine weeks, is introduced the last week, making the
total of seventy weeks ; and the one alluded to, who shall make the cove-
nant, is by the tenor of^the prophecy connected with *' the people of the

prince that shaU come,* ^ue, shall also belong to, or be head of, this per-
secuting Roman power. The effort of Barnes and others to apply this to

Christ IS futile for the simple reasons (1) that itfollows the catting off of
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the Messiah
; (2) it succeeds the destruction of thetiity and sanctuary, and

this pre-dctermined tribulation of the Jewish nation
; (3) it is connecUd

with its antecedent, the Roman power
; (4) Christ did not make a covenant

for a week, or seven years ; (5) the impossibility of making this week,
seven years, tit with the public ministry and death of Christ. The only
tenable position is to apply the personage denoted to a successor in tJie

line of the destructive power previously mentioned. But with whom does
this Roman power make a covenant? It is generally supposed by the
writers referred to that a covenant wtY/i the Jews, raising them into tlie

position of a nation (thus commencing the seventh week), is intended, and
there are manv things which make such a view plausible—such as the

restoration of the Jews to their land under the agency of some power pre-

vious (Zecli. 14 : 1, 2) to their restoration under Christ and the indirect al-

lusions to some such covenant (as in Isa. 28 : 18 ; 33 : 8 ; Ps, 55 : 20).

While this opinion is worthy of tho serious consideration of the student,

yet another covenant, compact, or agreement that tho last head of the

lloman power shall enter into is more specifically noted in the Scriptures,

and inay be the one here denoted, viz., the agreement and uni07i with the
ten horns or powers mentioned in Rev. 17 : 12, 13. It is this covenant
entered into between the revived head of the Empire and the ten kings
that leads to the last great conflict The brevity of the agreement also

corresponds, while the relationship that it may sustain to the Jewish nation
(viz., partially restoring it) is implied by a comparison of predictions.

**And in the midst of the week he shall cause the sacrifice and oblation to

cease ;'* this may refer either to the terrible persecution of the Church
under this last head, by which the nations shall be led to embrace the
Antichristian worship, or, as many suppose, to the removal of the worship
instituted by the Jews at their partial restoration, or, to tho restoration o'f

idol, imago worship and the exclusion of other forms. Perhaps the best

commentary on this clause is the one given by tho Spirit in Rev. 14 : 9

and Rev. 13 : 14-16. The worship of the true God is to be ignored and
persecuted with marvellous success.* " And for the overspreading of
abominations he shall make it desolate ;'' amid tho great diversity of

rendering and interpretation, it seems scarcely practicable to give one "that

could be dogmatically maintained ; but the reader is requested to consider
one peculiarity admitted by a large number of critics, viz., that the phrase-
ology implies, if it does not explicitly declare, that idol or i^nnge worship
or something relating to false worship is meant, by which desolation is pro-
duced. Taking, then, the more recent predictions in Revelations as ex-
planatory of the concise statements here, -it appears that when the last

head of this Roman power arises and causes by oppression and fearful per-
secution the worship of God to cease (i.e. forbids the liberty of such wor-
ship), in place of that worship shall be sustituted the imaae worship to
which all are forced upon pain of death, just before the Millennial age is

ushered in (see Rev. 19 : 20 ; 14 : 9-14 ; 13 : 14-16)." ** Even until the
consummation ;*' that is, until the completion of the period appointed,
showing that all is under God's control, and that this power, after all, en-
dnresjust as long as He allows it. ** And that determined shall be poured
upon the desolate or desolater /' God has foretoW the rise, progress, and
apparent triumph of this Roman power, but He has also predicted thefenr-
ful vengeance that shall befall this hostile power a^ Me time of tlie end.
What God has determined to pour oat upon him is stated in numerous
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prophecies, as e.g. in those already adduced, Rev, 19 :• 20, 21 ; Rev.
14 : 10, 11 ; Rev. IG, etc. Thus the latter part of this prediction was ap-
plied by the early Church to the events preceding the future ope7i personal
Advent of Christ, and a careful consideration of the passage, in its relation-

ship, indicates the propriety of such an application, and teaches (because
no change is intimated after the Romans are introduced) the continuation

of the Roman power down to the time of the end, and the dreadful nature of
the events introduced under tlie last head of this power, ^^

' In looking over and comparing the Tarions applications of the prophecy to other
predictions and the facts of history, there is not one that will stand the test of a critical

examination being based on a complete and perfect fuljUment of the 70 weeks in the past.

It was this failure that, no doubt, caused Prof. Stuart {Hinis on the Interp. of Prophecy^ p.
lOi) to say :

" It would require a rolnme of considerable magnitude even to give a
history of the ever-var}'ing and contradictory opinions of critics respecting this locu3

vex a iissimus ; and perhaps a still larger one to establish an exegesis which would stand.
I am fully of opinion that no interpretation, as yet published, will stand the test of
thorough grammatico historical criticism ; and that a candid, and searching, and
thorough critique here is still a desideratum. May some expositor, fully adequate to the
task, speedily appear." To make the 70 weeks to fit an exact chronological period in
the past, has been the aim of numerous writers, and this is constantly repeated (as e.g.

Amer. ed. in Lange's Com. on Dan. loci). Ten different dates alone are given in Lange's
Com. from which to date the 70 weeks, and to make the conclusion meet the supposed
demands of the prophecy the method of parallelism, or of interoallation, or of transpusi.
tion, or of analogical application, or of reckoning by lunar years, or of counting by
jubilee periods, or of substituting Chaldee years, or of enumei-ating mystically, has
been resorted to in order to remove difficulties. The nearest approach made by any
efEort, worthy of conffideration. makes Christ's death to take place in the end of the 69th
week, or the middle of the last week, but fails in linking this last portion to any signifl-

cant historical fact predicted.
Thomas in " Eiput Israel" and the " Chronology** attached to it, after treating with

his usual contempt all efforts but his own in arranging chronological eras, takes it for

grunted (p. 94, Chronology) that 490 years must necessarily end with the crucifixion, and
henoe cmwenienily arranges his figures to bring about the foregone conclusion, but most
signally fails to sliow how the last week is realized when he extends it beyond the cmci-
fixion to the reception of believerft who ceased to offer bloody sacrifices, and how this

abomination, desolation, and destitiction is realized within its bounds. The objection

he urges, that if the last week is separated from the 69th and placed in the future, it

would make Jesus no Christ and Christianity a fable, is of no force whatever in view of

the explanation given in the text. For if Jesus was crucified at the end of the 69 weeks,
as many able writers hold, that itself 'is amply sufficient to prove His Messiahship, over
against the usual dogmatism of Thomas. &o Barbour ( jTAree Worlds, p. 159) ridiciiles our
view, which comes with special bad grace from him, since he cannot, with all his posi.

tiveness, show how the weeks are continuous chronologically, and shields himself (so

complacent at his success in fixing definite time) under such admissions :
** There is

some obscurity in relation to the ending of the last week." ** For some reason Qod
has left this one week obscure, and neither the Bible nor history give any further

light on that point." Baldwin {Armageddon^ Appendix), finding that he could not fit in
the 70 weeks chronologically, boasts of ** a new and wonderful"' discovery, a key to

prophetic chronology, a solvent of difficulties, viz., to count ** labor time," to which
must be added '*rest time," or unite "secular" and " spiritual time," thus obtaining
respectively 564 and 603 years.

* Hence the retention of 70 in the prophecy. Doniel made inquiry concerning 70, and
the angel informs him that another 70 relating to his people must transpire. Qod, while
revealing to Daniel the future iniquity and punishment (preliminary to deliverance), in

mercy to him and the nation, does not reveal in connection and detail the long-continued
overthrow of the nation under Gentile domination, seeing that such a minute revelation

would have been, in the nature of the case, terribly depressing. (The glimpses that

Daniel received deeply affected him.) He therefore leaves out, cuts out, divides off a

long interval, which belongs specially to the climax of unbelief, reaching from the cruci'

fixion of the Messiah to the closing period of their dispersion.
' We add, to avoid misapprehension, that while the times of the Gentiles, evinced in
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the four world empires of I>aii. 2 and 7, previouslj existed, yet Jewish, time existed more
or less contempoxaneoTisly down to the First Advent ; for while periods of non-reoogni-
tion existed (owing to sinfnlnftfw, and almost total in respect to the ten tribes), yet, in view
of the divine purpose of God relating to the First Advent, He still recognizes the city

and nation nntil we come to the crucifixion of the Messiah, when the non-reoognition
intervenes, and Oentile domination has panunonnt sway in power and time. The non-
recognition of the years of Abraham with Hagar, of the years under bondage to Midian,
of the 70 years of Babylonish captivity, of periods after the return, etc, are presented
by Bo«n« writers as illustrative of this method, and e.g. Brooks (yfaranalha) thus recon-
ciles the enumeration from the Exodus to the building of the temple (4)80 added to 121
under a foreign yoke and in slavery, making 601).

* Let it be observed that the intercallalion of a period of time, especially between the
sixty-ninth and seventieth weeks, has been adopted (Lange*s (hm. on Ikm.^ p. 208) by
I'Empereur, Newton, Koch, Beer, Uri, etc, in order to remove the disGrepancies of
faltllment. Even so early a writer as Hippolytua (p. 207) declared that the last week
denotes the future period of the Autichxibt at the end of the dispensation. So also

ApoUinaris of Laodicea located the Antichrist still future in the last week, considering
the prophecy as only applicable to him. So likewise (p. 212) others, as the Baienbvrg
BibUf Kliefoth, Eeil, etc., consider the last week as only realized in the history of tibe

still future Antichrist, with which view many, as intimated above, agree in interpreting
the prophecy eschatologicaUy. The views generally entertained we cannot accept con-
sistently with prediction. Thus e.g. that of H^vemick, Hengstenbeig, etc, who make
the conclasion applicable to the destruction of Jerusalem under Titus, which la opposed
by the chronology of the 70 weeks ; that of Ewald, Hitzig. etc., who refer the whole to

Antiochus Epiphanes, which is contradicted both by chronology and the fetcts predicted ;

that of Hofmon, Delitzsch, etc, who have a primary fulfilment in Antiochus and a
secondary in the future Antichrist, which is a mingling of two things not supported by
chronology and the facts of history ; and that of Kliefoth and others, who make the
weeks mystical or symbolical periods, extending regularly down to the end of this dis-

pensation, thus mixing the literal and the mystical, the length, location, and indefinite-

ness of the periods at the pleasure of the interpreter.
' The '* veil *' is still over the nation. However individuals may accept of personal

salvation in believing, the nation, as such, bears a strong dislike to Jesus of Nazareth,
and regards with disdain the interpretation of prophecies which would link the ultimate
forgiveness and glory of the nation with a reception of this same Jesus. It is too

humiitaiing for faith to accept, being at present regarded as a degradation for them to
owe their final recovery and restoration to, *' the crucified One."

* If we adopt the reading of many, viz., *' a holy of holies," it then seems to direct our
attention to the fact that not only the Theocratic order and worship is re-instituted, but
to those who officiate in the highest relationship in connection with it. The Theocratic
King, His nearness and accessibility, His associates in rulership and priesthood, are
evidently included.

' Gomp., however, the able argument of Dr. Tr^elles (On Dan. loci)^ who prefers the
decree of Artaxerxes given to Nehemiah (that given to E^ by Cyrus referring to build-
ing of the temple, and that given to Eixa by Artaxerxes pertains to the wor^p, while
this one relates to the restoration and rebuilding of Jerusalem. From the date of this

decree to the death of Jesus, he mokes precisely 69 weeks. (Comp. his exoeUent
remarks, p. 99.)

^ Still, able writers adopt it as referring to the rebuilding after 49 years. So Tregelles
(On Daniel, who renders :

" The street shall be again built, and the trench, or acxaped
rampart, even in pressure of times") and many others. The reception of this applica-

tion would not affect our general conclusion, since Tregelles fully adopts the same. The
division into sevens and the rebuilding under Ezra, suggest both the rendering and
application, while we accept of the plain implication that it is something following the
69 weeks—in fact, linked with, and resulting from, the 70th week.

* The opinion (H&vemick, Hengstenberg, etc.) tliat this refers to Christ's expiatory
sacrifice superseding the Old Test, institution of sacriflue, cannot be accepted for the
reasons, that (1) this is not asserted ot the Messiah but of another ; (2) the verb does not
express superseding

; (3) Christ's work and death did not cause the temple service to
cease, seeing that it was continued down to the destruction of Jerusalem

; (4) the impos-
sibility of fitting the 70th week with the death of Christ or the destruction of the
temple ; (5) the transposition and violation which such an application produces.

10 Commentators almost universally allow that whatever difficulties prevent a dogmailo
rendering of the phrase, it includes the idea of ^ abominabU ihmgafrom a rdigiouspomi <f
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view," which tend to " desolation," bo that Bome designate it " desoiaUnq abomination qf
idolatry'* {laaige*B Cbtn,); others have it abominations, i.e. idolatrons image worship,
led on by a desolator ; some, *' the desoUtor comes upon the pinnacle of abomination ;"

others, ''On the head (summit) of the abominations is a desolator;'* others, "a
destroyer comes on the wings of idolatrous abominations ;" marg. reading, " npon the
battlements shall be the idoU of the desolator ;" others, ** npon the summit of abomina-
tion comes the destroyer," etc. Nnmeroas writers affirm that it is applied to idols or
that which is abominable and detestable in worship, and this fnlly accords with what is

predicted to take place at " the time of the end."
" The critical student will not fail to notice one peotiliarity connected with this

prophecy, -viz., that God in the manner of presenting the truth avoids the fearful depress-
ing effect that the real facts of the future would have had, if fully stated, upon the
nation. Suppose e.g. that the Spirit had revealed that the time determined upon the
Jewish nation and city would embrace over eighteen centuries of trial and persecution
—what a terrible blow this would have been. God's mercy veils this in the peculiar
manner of prediction. Daniel, who obtained a view of this long interval, was so deeply
affected that for weeks he mourned and fasted (ch. 10 : 2, 3). Let us briefly place our-
selves in Daniel's position, and then we may more correctly ^nagine his feelings. He
had previously received (ohs. 2, 7) on epitome of history which indicated the deliver-

ance of the nation at the Advent of the covenanted Messiah. But these were also so
framed that they mercifully concealed the awful fact of the rejection and death of the
Messiah by the nation and the consequent long-continued tribulation. The framework
of the prophecy, dealing with the times of the Gentiles, allowed this akUful and compaa-
sionate veiling of the nation's sin and doom. Now Daniel, because of this merciful con-
cealment of facts, entertained (ch. 9 :2-19) the hope that, according to Jeremiah, the
restoration from the Babylonish captivity would result in the ultimate restoration under
the Messiah. To ascertain the correctness of this hope, he proceeds to '' prayer and
supplication with fasting, and sackcloth and ashes," and proceeds to a confession of sin
and Qapplication for mercy. The result is, that God reveals to him the inexpressible
painful fact that his nation uiould reject iha Messiah^ and that fresh and long-continued
tribulations would have to be endured, Jerusalem again being destroyed. No wonder
that Daniel was astbunded and mourned over that dreary, dark future—having a clear

and unmistakable view of the inevitable postponement of the Messiah*s Kingdom. Happy
we, if, like Daniel, we feel deeply interested in, and ponder over, such predictions. In
the world to come we may hear from Daniel's own lips how powerfully his feelings were
wrought upon, and what fervent supplications flowed from his heart. God will honor
him for his expression of feeling, and we, too, shall be honored with him beoause of our
respect and reverence for such communications.

Rev. Baxter {Coming Troubles) enumerates a laige number of expositors and writers

who adopt such a view, and to these we have added others. Tregelles*(On Jkin,, p. 96,

etc.) gives the idea of all these, when he makes the prediction to extend to the time of
the future Jewish restoration and Messianic Kingdom, thus including the interval from
the crucifixion of Jesus to the reception and persecution of the culminated Antichrist
So Brookes (MaraTiaikay p. 421, etc.), who correctly declares that this prediction relates

not to the Christian Church, as erroneously supposed, but to the history of Israel, indi-

cated by ** thy people," "thy holy city,'* etc. Compare e.g. Bh. Nicholson, Pre-MiU.
EssceySf p. 229 ; Ebrard, The Rev. of John; Epp (German) in his tract on Prophecy;
Brewster's Life of Newton, p. 250, says that Newton made the 70 weeks to run down to
the Sec. Coming of Christ ; Longe, Com. J2eu.., p. 47, who likewise (by a symboliuol
application) extends the weeks to the Sec. Forousia ; Fausset, Com. Dan. loci, who says

of Auberlen's and Tregelles's application of the last week: "Perhaps M^ interpreta.

tions of the whole pass^e may be in port true ; the Homon delator, Titus, being a
type of Antichrist, the fluol desolator of Jerusalem."
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Proposition 161, This Kingdom will not he re-establislied

until after Antichrist is overthrmvn.

This has already been represented under Prop. 123 (and othei*

places, aa Prop. 160, Obs. 4, etc.), and follows in view of the elect

position of the Jewish nation in this Kingdom (being the special
inheritance of David's Son), and the predicted fact that this nation
is fearfully oppressed by the Antichrist, and only finds deliverance
and restitution at the open manifestation of Jesus and His saints,

Zech. 14, etc. We present the subject again in this form in order
to add some observations to a very important matter, deeply
affecting the interests of man.
For special articles on Antichrist see Herzog's Cyclop. ^ Smith's Bib. Die. and OyHops.

in genenU ; for particular applications see commentaries of Longe and others on 2 Thesn.
2 and Rev. 13 and 17, and also special commentaries like Tregelles, Anberlen, Rocs, and
others on Daniel ; for repreHentations of the subject compare such discussions as are
given by Alford in Prdeg. to 2 Thess., Greswell on Parables, Elliott's Horce Apoc., etc. ;

for works which largoly treat of Antichrist see Sonar's Development of ATitichrist, Frere'a

Combined View of (he Prophecies, Knight's Lectures on the Prophecies Concerning Aniichrisi^

Faber's Dissertdiions and Sacred Calendar, Keith's His. and Destiny of the World and C%itrcA,

Frederick's Times of AntldirlsU Cameron's Antichrist, Clarke's Diss, on the Dragon, Beast,

and False Prophet, Todd's Dis. on AjyHchriai, Malvenda's Aniickrist, as well as the writinga
of liord, Birka, Darby, Thomas, Cressener, Roach, Fysh, Bickersteth, Brooks, Read,
Cunningham e, and Pre-Mill. authors generally. Trench's Synonyms of the X. 71, and
works of that class, are instructive.

Obs, 1. Tho Church has always kept its eye fixed on the prophecies
pertaining to Antichrist, Every century, from the Christian era down,
gives us in the writings of eminent men an expression of opinion relating

to it. However important the subject in the past, interest in it increases

proportionately to the increasing nearness of the Millennial age. The Mil-
lennium can never be introduced before the fearful scenes under that

Antichrist are first vntnessed and experienced. The promifience given to
Antichrist in the Scriptures and by the faith of tho Church ; the nearness
of fulfilment that may be nigli to us ; the delineation of character and
work given bj the Spirit ; these are sufficient warrant for a careful consid-

eration of this powerful actor in tlie world's history.

Alas! mnltitndes of professors, and even believers, tnm away from the subject as
foolishness. They do not reflect that this was a snbject much dwelt on in apostolic days
(e.g. 2 Thess. 2 t 5, 6 ; 1 John 2 : 18), and that a very large portion of Scripture is taken
up either in descriptions or references. The conduct and example of the apostles and
primitive Christians, as well aa the prominence given to the subject by the Spirit, should
rebuke our neglect or inattention. The worldly spirit of the age is censured by the
language held in former days, aa e.g. given by Turner {His. of Anglo-Saxons, voL % p.
477), expressive of a subject of contemplation, in a sermon beginning :

** Beloved men I

there is great need that we should be aware of the fearful time that is now approaching.
Now, very soon, will be the times of the Antichrist ; therefore we ought to expect him,
and carefully think upon him."
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Ohi^. 2. It was a generally received opinion of the Jews (comp. ReusB,
His. of Cli, TIieoL Ap, Age, p. 115, etc.) that the Messianic Jiinffdom
could not be introduced without the previous manifestation of the Anti-
christ. This view was derived from Daniel and the other prophets, who
described such an Antichristian power—the great enemy portrayed in its

outward culminated form—as preceding the comitig of the Son of man to
set up His Kingdom.' This belief was incorporated in the early Church,
and was universally held as belonging to the period immediately antecedent

to the open, visible Advent of the Lord Jesus at His Second Coming. It

evidently, too, was a point much contemplated, bo that John (1 John 2 :18)
could eay, *' Ye have heard that Antichrist shall come,'' and Paul {2
Thess. 2 : 5) could assert, " Remember ye not, that, when I teas yet with
yoiif I told you these thingsf The language, etc., of the apostles /wWy
corroborates the Jewish view, only applying to the Seo. Advent what had
previously been supposed to pertain to the First. This at once confirms
our previous positions respecting the Kingdom, viz., that the Church
is not ititefided, because Jesus at the First Advent came in a time
of peace and not of war with the Antichrist as predicted by Daniel,

Zechariah, and others. The student will here recognize in the prophecies a
most wonderful evidence of inspiration in the foreseen rejection of Jesus,

the postponement of the Kingdom, and hence in describing the continued
Gentile domination passing over the First Advent and linking its over-

throw under the culminated" Antichrist with the Second Coming—and
doing tliip. too, without specification of the same, lest it interfere with the
tender of the Kingdom to the nation. The doctrinal position of the early

Church, the general drift of the prophecies, pertaining to the Antichrist
alone, if duly considered in its connections, abundantly corifirms our view
of the Kingdom. Prophecy links the re-establishmeut of the Kingdom
with the destruction of the Antichrist ; any other view is utterly unten-
able ; for it is impossible to uphold such a previous erection of the Mes-
sianic Kingdom, seeing that Antichrist, not only oppresses the Church and
the Jewish nation, but is actually represented as triumphant over both
Church and nation, holding Jerusalem, Palestine, etc., in his power at the
time of the Advent.'

1 Thus e.g. the word ** wicked '

' in Isa. 11 : 4 was by many regarded as an equivalent to
" the impiouB Boman." So the Ghaldee, Beng. Gnomon^ V. p. 364. The name given to
Antichrist by the Jews was *' Armillns'* (Clarke's Com, on Isa. 11 : 4, Smith's Bib. Vic,
art. '' Antichrist." which refers to Boxtorf, Eisenmenger, and gives an abstract of view
entertained^ and some Rabbinical works had him *' bom of a marble statne in one of the
churches at Rome," professing himself to be '* the Messiah. " He was generally regarded
as a Roman, identified with the Roman power. Renan, Life of <Sf. PauA p. 165, when
speaking of the Antichrist, mentions it as an ancient opinion, and refers as its basis to
Dan. 7 : 25 ; 9 : 27 ; 11 : 36, Targ. of Jemsalem, Numb. 11 : 26 ; Deut. 34 : 2, Targ, of
Jonathan. Isa. 11:4, etc. A brief statement of the Mohammedan traditions and belief is

given by Smith's Die, Sale's Koran (Prel. Dis.), in which the Antichrist is made to be
the Jewish Messiah Ben-David, who will Anally be slain by Jesus. The Sibylline oracles

and Apocryphal books also refer to the Antichrist attacking the people of God, after

which comes deliverance (Comp. e.g. the various extracts given by Prof. Stuart in Tha
Apoc, vol. 1, p. 91, etc. Comp. Tregelles on Dan. and coms. generally.)

' The Scriptures constantly represent Antichrist in the height of his triumph and
consequent self-exaltation, when the vengeance of the Seo. Advent suddenly overtakes
him. His destruction is swift and sudden, like to the overthrow of the Babylonian
monarchy by the Persian king. One day in complacent power and grandeur, exulting
in the supremacy of will and adulation, the next this power, grandeur, and supremacy is

swept away. When the vials of wrath are emptied upon his devoted head, a brief period
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will bring the pride of the most haughty and aitogpuit that ever lived to the dnst. Bnt
it is not man that does this work ; it is not the Choroh that oTeroomes this proad and
TictorioQS enemy ; it is the Second Advent, with the divine agenoies resoltuig -from it,

that eflectnally oroahea the Antichrist.

Oba* 3. It will be interesting to give a brief statement of the opinions en-
tertained respecting Antichrist, because it serves, not only to illustrate the
interest taken in the subject, the influence of mere prejudice, the crudc-
ness of interpretation and comparison, but also that Divine revelation has
purposely enshrouded the matter bo aa not to interfere with the free agency
of man in development, bo as to cause a diligent comparison and study of

the Word, and to excite a state of watchfumeas in vie^ of the constant
presence of Antichristian elements. A sufficiency is given for warning
and for recognition when the time arrives ; a minute tracing of the Anti-

christ, giving the details concerning him, would in many respects have
been unwise both afl to the proper attitude of believers and of unbelievers

;

an omission of mention, on the other hand, with a general description in-

cluding the outlines, would have been in opposition to the uniform merci-
ful kindness of God, who will not leave any without suitable admonition
and caution. Like all subjects which are given by the Spirit in a fragmen-
tary form, here something and there something, it can only be properly
comprehended by observing all the passages relating to it ; by confining
ourselves (being prophetic, and hence beyond man's power to portray)

closely to the Scriptures ; and by drawing conclusions supported by the

general analogy of the entire Scriptures. The great variety of opinions, to

which we shall now refer, does not weaken the scriptural representation of

the subject—that remains unchangeably the same, althougn a multitude
more were added—it only indicates the weakness of man in often violating

the first principles of interpretation, or in giving place to mere passion

designing to maKe others odious, or in substituting mere human deductions
for the prophetic announcements. The history of this doctrine and the

use made oi it in the past may lead us to renewed caution in its applica-

tion to the future.

1. The quite early Fathers express themselves in general terms very
different from that exaggerated, fabulous addition appended afterward.
Thus, e.g. Justin Martyr {Dial, Trj/pho., etc.) clearly teaches, as Bh. Kay
(K&j's Justin, p. 103) remarks, '' the appeara<ice of the man of sin as ttn-

mediately connected with the Second Coming of Christ in glory, and His
appearance as the prelude of severe persecutions against Christians."
Irenaeus {Ag, Heresies, B. 5) does the same, declaring his overthrow by
Christ's Advent, and then ** the restoring to Abraham the promise of the
inheritance," etc. In tracing the Antichrist, the early Fathers in some
way identified him with the Roman Empire, which (as by Irenseus, etc.)

was made the fourth beast of Daniel, and that his ascendency and downfall
would be " t» the six thousandth year,^* Barnabas before these speaks of

the time, viz., at the close of the six thousand years, *' when His Son shali

come and abolish the Wicked One.** Polycarp refers to the Antichrist in

John's language ; Kermas speaks of it as a subject well understood, in

that he predicts and warns the Church to ** endure the great trial at
hand,*' wnich Coming tribulation was universally attributed to the Anti-
christ. TertuUian {Kes. and Apol.) also locates the Antichrist before the
open revelation of Christ, and specifically identifies the appearance of him
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\rith the division of ths Roman Empire into ten Kingdoms. This notion
of an existing Antichrist at the personal Coming of Jesas, was not only
common to Chiliasts, bat to their opposers of the Origenistic school, and
even to those who, in antagonism to Panl, developed extreme Jewish no-
tions respecting the law. An example of the last can be seen in the author
of the EpistU of Peter to James prefixed to the Clementines (corap. Nean-
der, Ch. His., vol. 1 p. 361).* All parties, too, were agreed in referring

Antichrist's apx)carance to the closing of the sixth Milliady so e.g. Origen,
Clemens, Alexandrinus^ Lactantius, Cyprian, etc. One feature deserves

attention ; one reason why so much interest was taken in the subject by
the early Fathers was the supposed imminency of His appearing arising

from the adoption of the Sep. chronology.* The resistance already mani-
fested to the ti-uth, the persecution of believers, etc., led them all, in the
language of Ignatius, to say :

" Tlie last times are come upon i<«;*' or, in

that of Clement of Eome^ ** Ye see how in a little while the fruit of the

trees come to maturity. Of a truth, yet a little while, and His will shall

be accomplished suddenly, the Holy Scripture itself bearing witness that

Ho shall come quickly and not tarry," etc. Persecution was invariably
associated with the time preceding the Advent, and its presence and ex-

perience, more or less during the first centuries, always induced a belief

either in the speedy Coiiiing of the Antichrist, or else, if the persecution

was very severe, of His being already here in the persecuting power.
Hippolytus wrote a tract concerning the Antichrist, and in portions of an
exposition of Daniel, preserved in Syriac in the British Museum (see Trans,
in Journal of Sac Lit. N. S., vol. 8, p. 348-354), he makes the Anti-
christ to be destroyed by the personal Coming of Jesus followed by the es-

tablishment of " the Kingdom of heaven.** Yictorinus wrote in the same
style ; also Snlpitius Severus, C^ril, Nepos, Coracion, Melito, Commodian,
Methodius, Apollinarius, in brief, all the Fathers so far as their writings
have come to us or their sentiments are expressed by others. All located

the Antichrist and his destruction according to the plain prophecies.*

2. The writers down to the Reformation continue to locate the Anti-
christ in the future and preceding the Advent. Thus, e.g. Jerome (Bh.
Newton's Diss., p. 413, Bickersteth's Guide, p. 113), and in view of t?i6

supposed nearness of the close of the sixth Milliad, the Antichrist's ap-
proach was also conjectured to be nigh. So also Au^stine, Chrysostom,
and others identified the coming of the Antichrist with the breaking up
of the Roman Empire, and insisted that without his preceding, Christ

would not come, laying special stress on 2 Thess. 2. The vieivs thus held
by recognized leaders in the Church were incorporated in the writings of a
long line of successors. Even the rise and progress of the Papacy, the

triumph of the Church in its temporal emoluments, etc., which now pro-

duced a change of doctrinal position, and led men to* predict increased

prosperity, could not eradicate belief in a comitw Antichrist. One of the
most noted instances is that of Gregory the Great who (Bower's His,
Popes, vol. 1, -p. 409), resisting the effort of the Patriarch of Constantinople
to obtain the title of " The Universal Bishop/' declares :

'* But this is the
time which Christ Himself foretold ; the earth is now laid waste and de-

stroyed with the plague and the sword ; all things that have been pre-

dicted are now accomplished ; the king ofpride (that is). Antichrist, is at

hand, and, what I dread to say, an army of priests is ready to receive him ;

for they who were chosen to point out to others the way of humility and

J
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meekness, are tbemselves now become the slaves of pride and ambition.'*^

It 80 happened that when this title, denominated antichristian by Gregory,
was adopted by the Papacy, and that the ambition, vices, etc., of the Popes
were exhibited, men here and there arose who either called the popes Anti-
christ or forerunners of him. Indeed, as time developed still more and
more the characteristics of the Papacy, this application to the Popes of

the name became so notorious that, as Bh. Newton remarks, the Pope in

the liateran Council (Lat, Cone. sub. Julio et Leone Sess. 11., specified in

Jewell's Defence) ** gave strait commandment to all preachers, that no
man should presume once to speak of the coming of Antichrist."* When
Mahomet arose in the East, and his religion extended far and wide, the
name of Antichrist was applied to him or to Mohammedanism, and this in

proportion to the widening conquests. In addition to this, as will appear
]n a following observation, parties hostile to each other accused one
another of being forerunners of the Antichrist. The feeling increased in.

intensity as the periods approached (assigned by the opponents of Chili-

asm) of the end of the world, as in the tenth, fifteenth and sixteenth cen-

turies.

3. The reformers continued to advocate either the presence of the Anti-
christ (as in the Papacy and Mohammedanism, or in both) or the coming
of the same, of which forerunners already existed. Thus e.g. Brooks
(Blem, Proph. Interp., p. 266) instances Luther, Melanchthon, Zwingle,
Calvin, Knox, Latimer, and Hooper ; Bickersteth (Pract, Guide^ p. 119)
gives additional Cranmer, Ridley, Bradford, Jewell, Frith, Tyndale, Fulke
among the English, and /Ecolampadius, Martyr, and Museums among tho
foreign, reformers. This listmignfc be greatly swelled from the co-laborers

and coutemporaries ; for, as Brooks justly ODserves, ** it is notorious that
in the times of the Reformation the opinion that the Pope was Antichrist
became general and decided among Protestants." The student well
knows that this very belief materially aided in advancing the Reformation.^
Indeed, so generally did this opinion advance that we find it finally even
inserted as an article of faith in the Confession of the French Reformed
Church at the Synod of Gass in 1603,' and in the Smalcald Articles
(Rechenberg's Ed. 2, 4, p. 314, and Ap. p. 347.)

4. Since tho Reformation, down to the present, men have variously advo-
cated the doctrine of the Antichrist, chiefly applying it to the Papacy, or
to Mohammedanism, or to both combined, or to some existing S3^stcm or
party, or to a power or person still future. Those who make an applica-
tion to the Papacy are numerous, as e.g. Bickersteth gives Gualter, Frith,
Danaeus, Fox, More, Whitaker, Downame, Abbott, Beard, Maresius,
Keach, Halifax, Hurd, Mede, Warburton, Bh. Newton, Cressener, Cun-
ningham, Bonar, Elliott, Fleming, Gregory,, Gault, Jones, Keith—a list

which could be swelled by many hundreds of Protestant writers, such as
Ramsey, Hoe, Brougliton, Benffel, Daubuz, Lowman, including various
commentators, as Vitringa, Clarice, etc., down to recent ones, as Barnes,
etc. Some of these, as e.g. Doddridge, Fox {Book of Marfyrs, p. 675, etc),
Bickersteth (EL Proph, LUerp., p. 164), Homes [Res. Revealed^ p.
148, etc.), held to several Antichrists existing in Popery and MoharameS-
anism—thus reviving the view of Sulpitius Severus (2 DiaL de Vita
Mart.y oh. 14) who in the fifth century spoke of two Antichrists who should
arise, one in the East and the other in the West To tliese last many
others can be added, as Keith, Habershon, Brooks, Rabett, Owen,
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Wifj^aiid, Smith, King, Whitaker, Frere, who, like Scott {Com,)y pronounce
these two ** twin sisters," or who, like Prideaux (Faber, On Proph,, vol. 1,

p. 25G), seeing two such powers arise about the same time, said :
" That

Antichrist had at tnat time set both his feet on Christendom together, the
one, in the East, the ofcher in the West." Others, as e.g. Graserns (His,

of Antichrist) , Whitby {Sclieme of Prophecy), etc., conOne the Antichrist

to Mahomet or the Turks. While others reject the application to the
Papacy, deeming it either as fulfilled in some other power, as Pagan or Im-
perial Kome, or Mohammedanism, or Infidelity, or in one still future to

arise, as e.g. Zanchius, Grotins (comp. Maresius's, Marcus's and Limborch's
answers to -same), Hammond, Bossuet, Sheldon, Thomdyke, Maitland,
Burgh, Horsley, Fraser, etc. A class of these, among which Fabcr is a
noted example, while discarding the title as applicable to the Pope or the
Bomish Church (holding that '* the Antichrist" is still future), yet inter-

pret passages, usually attributed to the Antichrist, as e.g. the little horn of

Daniel 7, dclineativo of the Papacy. Davies, in *' Two Antichrists,"

definitely makes two, viz.. Infidelity and Eomanism. Some have a num-
ber of Antichrists, as e.g. Biland in the very title of his work, " Antichrist:
Papal, Protestant, and Infidel," or Rutherford, in his ''^ Spiritual Anti-
christ : Opening the Secrets of Familism, Antinomianism, etc." Others
again evince a low spirit in making out an opposing system of religious

belief to be such, as e.g. Bh. Williams in his ** Antichrist Eevealed," main-
taining him to bo the Presbyterians ; or Tazewell, " On the Antichrist,

^^

making him to be the Quakers ; or BramhalVs (Smith's Die, Art. Antichrist)

suggestions respecting the General Assembly of the kirk of Scotland.
Comparatively few have condescended to such perverted interpretation, and
these, too, have exerted no influence upon others. Govet and others, both
Protestant and Romish, have placed the Antichrist in the future, and this

opinion has been latterly piining ground among prophetical interpreters.

Dullinger, while making (Lange, 2 Thcss.) a kind of tjpical Antichrist of

Xero, also places him, with othor Roman Catholic writers, in the future.

Calvin (Lange, 2 Thess,, p. 134) included Mahomet and Sectarianism
;

Kern, Bauer, and Hilgenfeld returned to the Neroic theory ; Schnecken-
burger has a mere personification of evil ; and Jowett has it fulfilled in the
Jewish heretics ; and Nevin makes it to consist in ** the spirit of sect and
schism."'

5. It may be interesting, as a matter of history, to notice to whom, in

addition to those mentioned, the name has been applied. Calmet states

(Dic,^ Art. Antichrist) that Nebuchadnezzar, Cambyses, Herod, Judas
Iscariot, Simon Magus wore regarded as types, and that most of the
Roman Emperors, under whom persecution arose, were either considered
Antichrists or forerunners of him, or types of him, such as e.g Claudius,

Nero, Domitian, Marcus Anrelius, Severus, Decius, Gallus, Diocletian,

and Julian. Antiochus Epiphanes was supposed by some to be the Anti-
christ (an opinion revived by Erasmus, etc.), but Jerome, Theodoret,
Cyprian, and others only made him a type. It is remarkable that Grotius,

in nis efforts to neutralize the Protestant interpretation relating to the
Papacy, made Caligula and then Simon Magus the Antichrist ; Dr. Ham-
mond applied the same to Simon Magus and the Gnostics ; Le Clerc, to

the rebellious Jews under the leader Simon, the son of Gioras ; Whitby, to

the Jews who rejected Christ ; Schotgen, to the Pharisees and Rabbies

;

Kranse, to the Zealots ; Harduin, to the High Priest Ananias. Faber (On
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Prophet p. 87) informs na that the character was attributed to Cerinthus

and the Mauicheans, and also to the impostor Barchochebaa, Balaam was
not overlooked, Wetstein gives the title to Titus ; Herder, to Simon
Gorionides ; Geiisler, to Julian the Apostate ; Bossuet lo Diocletian

;

Feuardentius, etc., to Luther ;• Rupertus, to Genseric ; Talitskoi, to Peter

the Great ; the Starovers (or Old Believers, Harper's Mag,^ p. 431, 1873),

to Nikon, the Reformer ; Davis, to Czar Nicolas ; Nelson, to Oliver Crom-
well ; Christadelphians, to Russia ; Faber, to the French Emperorship

;

Baxter, to Louis Napoleon IIL ([the same being formerly bestowed upon
his uncle, Napoleon L, because in Hebrew Corsica numbered C66. etc.)

;

some, to Louis XIV.; the priests of Spain and Italy, to Gustavus Adol-
phus ; others, to tho infidelity connected with the French Revolution or to

infidelity in general ; Hilary, to a semi-infidel power ; Pelt, to a mere
tendency, and F. D. Maurice, to VitcUius."

6. But it must be noticed that tho application of the name by many in

these ways—being designed simply to designate that which was regarded
antagonistic to Christ or at variance with flis doctrine—did not supersede

the notion that the Antichrist^ by way of pre-eminence, in its culminated
form was still future." The generality of writers thought that he was re-

vealed (as e.p. in the Papacy, Mohammedanism, Infidelity, etc.), but would
finally culmmate in one great personal head in whom' all the marks, in-

choately fulfilled, would be found. Some of the writers favoring such a

view are Bickersteth (Pract, Guide), Brooks {EL of Proph, Interp.)^ etc.

Others thought that the term Antichrist could not be legitimately given to

any but to the one who was still regarded as future, as e.g. Ftibcr {On
Proph., y. 87, etc.) Lange, {Com,, 2 Thess. 2 ; Doct. 2), etc. These both

agreed that the distinctive great Antichrist was yet to be revealed. The
former, while insisting upon a present fulfilment, looked for a more com-

prehensive and strikiiig one; the latter, while considering tnePapucv, etc.,

unchristian, and applying Scriptures usually interpreted as belonging to tho

Antichrist, also awaited a future revelation which should properly be thus

designated.'* Neither party went to the length, as a few have done, to

make these conflicting and hostile elements, however presented, a necessity

in the history of nations, but both, whatever truth they may have possessed,

and whatever services they may have rendered, spoke of them as opposed
to the true doctrine and mterests of the Church, and originating in the

freedom and depravity of man. Amid the diversity, there is a general
agreement (aside from rationalistic interpretations) respecting. ^Ae mean-
ing of the word Antichrist, the time of his appearing, viz., preceding,

and at the open manifestation of Jesus Christ and His saints—the forma-
tion of a confederation by him— and a terrible persecution to the Church,
etc It is a subject properly belonging to eschatology, and forms an im-
portant link in the history of ** the last things,'* which cannot possibly be
omitted*" without serious injury to a proper understanding of the historical

connection. Within the last twenty years many writers (those of ability),

after a careful examination of the Scriptures, have come to the conclusion
that, whatever inchoate fulfilment has been exhibited in the past or the
present, the Aiitichrlst, who is to exist at the Coming of the Lord Jesus
with His saints, has not yet arisen as predicted. Among the more recent
writers who, relying upon a comparison of scriptural announcements, hold
to this opinion, are the following: Lange |f Com,, 2 Thess. 2.), who an-
nounces (Doc. 4, p. 136) '^ a resumption of the Patristic interpretation"
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and a " leaving open the prospect of a still impending realization of the
prophetic picture" (and instances Bengel, Rocs, Olshausen, Hofman after

deducting his Antiochus redivivus, Luthardt, Baumgarten, Von Gerlach,
Ifeubner, Dollinger in a second future fulfilment, Thiersh, Von Oettingen,
Alford, EUicott, Lillie). M'Clintock and Strong's Cyclop, of Bib, Lit.^

Art, " Antichrist," fully indorses this view, and specifies various writers of
eminence who hold to it, as Beu Ezra, Burgh, S. Maitland, Newman, C.
Mai tland, and others. Hundreds of recent writers in Europe and America
could be added.

1 The student knows that the early Apocryphal writings of the Church contain many
allusions to an Antichristiaa power preceding the coming and reign of Christ, such as
the Second Book of Esdrus, The Book of Enoch, The Sibylline Oracles, etc., this evidenc-
ing the extent of the doctrine entertained.

* Thus, in view of the excess of the Sep. over the Hebrew, we have (Shimeall's Beply to

Shedd) '* of the chronological calculns of the writers of the early Church, as founded on
the Septnagint version, Clement of Alexandria terminated the 60U0 years about A.D. 374 ;

Cyprian earlier, in A.D. 243 ; Eustathius, Lactantius, Hilarion, Jerome, etc., in A.D.
500 ; Sulpitias Sevenis, in A.D. 681 ; and Augustine, in A.D. 660." This gives us the
ke}'^ to much that was written in expectancy.

About this time also arose what may be called the Nero-myth theory : viz., it was
suggested by Victorinus and others that Nero was the Antichrist, some even believing
that he would return and fulfil the Scriptures. It would be scarcely necessary to notice
such a view, if it had not been revived in modem times by Eeuss, Bleek, Kern, Bauer,
etc., and incorporated by Prof. Stuart in his Com. on Apoc. Millenarians may be charged
with credulity, but nothing in the annals of ApoceJyptic interpretation can exceed Uiis

rationalizing effort in absurdity. More than this, it detracts from the inspiration of

the book, makes the writer incorporate on idle superstition, and invalidates its truthful-

ness. The theory is misleading and utterly untenable, because the events predicted to

occur under the Antichrist (as e.g. confederation of nations, war with Christ, overthrow,
eto.), and which were to follow his destruction, never took place. The derivation of the
name from the Hebrew, upon which so much stress is laid, is unsatisfactory, seeing that,

for consistency's sake, it ought to be in the same language in which the account is

given. The theory, too, is hard pressed to make out its three and a half years, being
largely dependent upon conjecture in thus making the angel give John an indorsement
of a fable. This interpretation cannot be sustained by criticism, much less by faith in

Divine inspiration, in a comparison of Scripture, as e.g. Daniel and Apoc. The only real

point of coincidence is in the persecuting and lawless spirit manifested, which gives pro-
priety to Neander's remark {Ch. i/L?., vol. 1, p. 94) :

" There was something intrinsically

significant in the fact that the individual by whom the renunciation of ever^'thing on
the side of the divine and moral was most completely carried out, that the impersonation
of creaturely will revolting against all higher order, must give the first impulse to the
persecution of Christianity." We may well imagine the Antichrist to exhibit Neroic
traits.

* As the language, etc., of Gregory is highly interesting in view of the fact that a success-

or of his not long after assumed the very title which was regarded as Antichristian, we
append the following. Writing directly to John the Patriarch, Gregory loads the title

of " Universal Patriarch or Bishop" with all the reproach that suggested itself, calling

it " vain, ambitious, profane, impious, execrable, anti-Christian, blosphemoua, infernal,

diabolical,*' reaching the climax by applying to him Isaiah^s description of Lucifer:
'* Whom you do imitate in assuming that arrogant title ? Whom but him, who, swelled

with pride, exalted himself above so many legions of angels, his equals, that he might be
subject to none, and all might be subject to him?" (Bower's His, Popes.) Again, Bh.
Newton {Diss., p. 413) quotes from Gregory these remarks :

*' I speak it confidently that

whosoever caHeth himself universal bishop, or desireth so to be colled, in the pride of

his heart, he doth forerun Antichrist." " By this pride of his" (i.e. John's) *' what thing

else in signified but that the time of Antichrist is now at hand."
* The student will require some references. Bh. Jewell, in his D^ence of the Apologv,

refers to St. Bernard making out Petrus Luna an Antichrist " gotten into Peter 8

chair.'* He also quotes Amulphus as saying : " The very Pope himself, notwithstand-

ing any, his canonical election, if he want charity, is Antichrist sitting in the temple of

God ;** and in the council of Bheims (10th cent.) AmulphoB declared :
*' What think
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you, revdrend Fathers, of thia man" (i.e. the Pope) ** sitting on high in his throne, glitter-

ing in purple and cloth of gold ? What think you him to be ? Verily, if he be void of
charity, and be blown up, and advanced only with knowledge, then he is Antichrist
sitting in the temple of God and showing out himself as if he were God.** ** The bishops
in the Council of Rheinsberg say thus :

* Pope Hildebrand, under a color of holiness,

hath laid the foundation for Antichrist.' Dante, by express words, called Borne * the
Whore of Babylon.* Petrarch likewise saith :

* Eome is the Whore of Babylon, the
Mother of Idolatry and Fornication, the Sanctuary of Heresy, and the School of Error/ *'

'* Joachimus Abbas said :
' Antichrist is already bom in Borne, and shall advance himself

higher in the Apostolic See.' *' (Bickersteth, Prad, Quids, p. 173, gives also the above
with others.) Bh. Newton {Diss., p. 414, etc.) calls attention to the extent to which this
was carried, by showing that " the King of France, with the advice of his council, inter-

dicted that any should call the Pope Antichrist ;*' that Grot^us (afterward Montagu, Fell,

etc.) composed his treatijie concerning Antichrist as a kind of apology or defence of the
Pope who was thus denominated ; and that " James the First had written a treatise to
prove the Pope Antichrist." So Queen Elizabeth also (Smith's Die,, art. Antichrist).

Bower {iris. Popes, vol. 1, p. 224) says :
** Bellarmine employs a whole book to prove

that the Pope is not the Antiohrist" (thus showing how extended the opinion was to
make such a work necessary), and then adds in a foot-note :

** Our king, James L, used
jocularly to say, that he would not swear that the Pope was the Antichrist ; but if there
were a hue and cry after the Antichrist, the Pope would certainly be taken up.** Bower
also informs us (vol. 2, p. 405) that " Eberhard, Archbishop of Saltzburg, in a speech
which he made at the Diet at Batisbon, in the time of Frederick II., calls ' Hildebrand
the founder of the Empire of Antichrist, and the first that, under color of religion, began
the wicked war, which has been not less wickedly carried on by his successors.' *' The
fact is that, as evinced by some of these examples. Imperialism, in its contest with the
Papacy, resorted to the use of such terms of reproach. Brooks's (Mem. PropJi, Itderp.,

p. 265) instances among others taken from Clarke's Praph. Records, Gouthier, Bh. of
Cologne, Tergaud, Archb. of Treves, the Clergy of Liege (according to Aventin, lib. 4\
Frederick I., Frederick 11., Darsilius of Padua as having designated the Bishop of
Kome as the Antichrist. Genebrand and Baronius are pointed out as designating the
tenth century as containing popes **more like apostates than apostles," Vitringa
{Apoc, p. 74) says that in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries many pious persons
held that the Pope was Antichrist and Rome Babylon. Girdlestone {Analyt. (hmmerU, on
Pev.) declares " that some spirituaL men of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, the
most eminent of whom were Peter John Olive and Hubert de Casali, denounced the
gross body of the Church of Rome as the Babylon of the Apocalypse." This reminds
one of the threat stamped on certain coins (Mosheim's Churcit His., p. 9, vol. 3, text and
note) by Lonis XII., that he would overthrow the Bomish power designated by the name
Babylon. It is well known that the Waldenses gave this title to the Pope and Bomish
Church. Thus e.g. in a treatise concerning the Antichrist, etc., dated A.D. 1130, sup-
posed to be written by Peter de Bruys (see long extract Ency, Pel. KnoicL, art. Ami-
cUriflt), it is asserted that " Antichrist is not any particular person,'* but " a system of
falsehood, adorning itself with a show of beauty and piety," etc. " The system of
iniquity" with its ministers and supporters—" this is the congregation which, taken
together, comprises what is called Antichrist, or Babylon,** etc., and is applied to the
Bomish Church at length. In this interesting treatise the Antichrist is made both an
Imitator and Oppressor, as e.g. *' He is termed Antichrist, because, being disguised
under the names of Christ and His Church and faithful members, he opposes the salva-
tion which Christ wrought oat,*' etc. The Enq/dop. ReUq. ^lioic/crfj/e, in the art. Anticlirist,

remarks, after alluding to Gregory and Arnulphus ;
" In the eleventh century all the

characteristics of Antichrist seemed to be so united in the person of Pope Hildebrand,
who took the name of Gregory VII., that Johannes Aventinus, a Bomish historian, speaks
of it as a subject in which the generality of fair, candid, and ingenuous writers agreeil,

that at that time was the reign of Antichrist.'* The Paulikians, Cathari, Sect of the
Holy Ghost, Apostolic Brethren, FraticelH, Flagellants, Wycliffites, Hussites, earlj*

Moravian Brethren are specified by writers as expressing the opinion that either the
Pope or the Romish Church is the Antichrist. In Dr. Dollinger's Essay on ike Proph.
fypirit and the Prophecies of (he Christian era are found a number of references. He
instances such men as Wm. St. Amour, Byckel, and Jacobus de Parodiso (p. 332, Dodd.
& Mead's edition, edited by Prof. Smith), who had no hope in the reformation of the
Church, but looked for the appearance of the Antichrist, In the Cosmopolilical Prophtcies
<sec. vi.') he gives a view of the expectations excited from the Carlovingian times down to
the sixteenth century, the first part, especially ** in the ninth and tenth centuries and
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until the middle of the eleventh, the coming of Antichrist and the approaching end of

the world are the well-nigh exclnsive objects of men's presentiments ;'* and this was
continued, more or less, down into the 14th and 15th centuries (p. 331) in the class of
men stated above—St. Amonr, eto. Dollinger includos the periods of the time of the
Black Death, the Papal Schism, etc., when prophecies pertaining to ** judgments
impending over Rome, Popes, and Clergy" gradually increased in intensi^ (against

predictions relating to renovation, reformation, renewed prosperity, etc.). until, he
remarks, " so that at last, this prophetic expectation became the consciousness, the
saving anchor of faith, of all earnest religious spirits." These judgments were believed,

even by those who looked for reformation, to come, owing to the antichristian con-
duct of popes and clergy. The more moderate, as Jordanns of OsnabrUok (p. 356),
writes :

** Since the Roman Empire has shared in the great honor of coDstituting

the bulwark of the Christian world against the Antichrist, who could not appear
until that Empire was overthrown, all these forerunners, who assist in this over-
throw, ore but preparing the way for the Antichrist ; and the popes, chief enemies
of the Empire, are doing this most of all/* etc. The same view was expressed by others,

especially by a party of the Joachimites (the Minorites or Spirituals, p. 379), who. we
axe told, were inclined *' to unsparing and severe condemnation of the popes and their

avaricious and luxurious courts." Of the latter, Arnold of Villanova (p. 39) was, prob-
ably, one of the boldest, for ** it seemed to him that the whole Western Church was
already completely ruined, beyond redemption, by the excess of its sins ; and so he
thought that everything must rush quickly to perdition ; and therefore (about 1297) he
put the coming of the last great Antichrist in the year 1316 and the end of the world
in 1335." Dr. Dollinger, in his Sec. on *' The Joachimites," distinctly announces (p.

367) *' that Joachim had discovered more than one Antichrist in the history of the
Church and in the prophetic intimations of the Bible ;" and " that, in consequence of

the deep corruption of the Church and the poisonous influence of the Roman Curia, he
naturally came to the idea that all these evils met at Borne, concentrated in a single

person and a single pope." He tells us (p. 380) how Wm. St. Amour, writing against

Joachim's predicting after a terrible scourging, etc., a still brilliant future (Joachim's
period of the Holy Ghost) for the Church, ** discovered that all the signs of a coming
Antichrist were already present," and that, instead of a better future, "the Church has
now to look for nothing else but the advent of the great adversary ;" and finally how,
through the persecution of the Spirituals (p. 386), " sprung up the fearful thought that

the Fapal Chair might have been for a time the seat of the Antichrist, or yet should be."
Jacopone of Todi pronounced Boniface VIH. the " new Lucifer ;" so (p. 387) " the view
of the Joachimites, that the chair of St. Peter should be for a considerable period the

spoil of an adversary of Christ, who was to bear all the marks foretold of the Antichrist,

come to appear more probable in the eyes of many persons, " instancing the great Italian

Dante (Parad., 27, 22-24), the classical Petrarch (p. 395—referring to the sonnet beginning
with '* Covetous Bubylon of wrath divine," etc.—Sonnet C, V. I., llacgregor's Tranls. of
Petrarch). Comp. Smith's Bib. Die., art. Antichrist, where, in addition Almaric, Teles-

phorus, Ubertinus, John of Paris, Groslete, and Eberhard are mentioned as attaching

the name Antichrist to the Pope ; Buckle's Jfij., vol. 2, p, 257, etc. ; Hurd's Ticelv«

Sermons ; Bengel's Gnomon; Calmet, Herzog, etc.

* Luther's views are so well known, being expressed in the various popular LiveSt

D'Aubigne's JlU.cf the i?pf., etc., that they need not be repeated. Melanchthon, more
conciliatory, was inclined to moke the Turk the Antichrist. The opinions of the others

are also expressed in numerous works, and are very decided in their utterance. Thus,
e.g. Cranmer, when about to be committed to the flames (Brooks, El. Prop. Jnierp., p. 266),

said :
" As for the Pope, I refuse him as Christ's enemy and Antichrist, with all his false

doctrine ;" and Ridley, just before his martyrdom, declared : " The See of Rome is the
seat of Satan, and the Bishop of the same, that maintaineth the abominations thereof,

is Antichrist himself indeed. And for the same cause this See at this day is the same
which St. John called in his Revelation Babylon," etc. Others might be mentioned, as

e.g. Bucer, who, in the disputation at Berne, Jan. 7th, 1528 (D'Aubigne's His. Rff., vol,

4, p. 290), said :
" \Mien Antichrist gained the upper hand throughout the world -in the

East by Iblahommet, in the West by the Pope—he was able to keep the people in the unity

of error." Alfierio (1542), in his address to Luther, in the name of the churches of Venice,

Viccnza and Trieso (Michelet'g Life cf Luther^ Ap., p. 405), colls the Pope " Antichrist."

John Huss, in De Anatomia Aniichrisii^ preceded these in calling the Pope Antichristian*

So also Beza, Bullinger, Calixtus, Hutchinson. Sandys, Philpot, Rogers, and others, have
been instanced. Biokersteth, Guide, p. 165, aays :

** The Reformer, Bernard Gilpin, thus

argued, assuming Babylon and Antichrist to be the same : * If the Pope be Antichrist, I
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see not only probable, bnt even necessary, canses to depart from the Popiah Church.
But if the Pope be not Antichrist, I see no snfficiunt groond for snch a departure. It ia

not lawful to make a separation from the Church. But we are not only enjoined to

come out of the Church of the Antichrist, but we see the fearful anger of the living God
and hear His dreadful threats thundered out against those who shall remain in Babylon,
that synagogue of Antichrist, Bev. 17 and 18.' " The personal references of Luther and
others are frequently severe, as illustrated by (Mosheim, Ch. i/ts., vol. 2, p. 381, note 31)
Wickliffe calling the Pope ** Antichrist, the proud worldly priest of Borne, and the most
cursed of clippers and purse-cutters.'* This was keenly felt by the Pope and his

adherents, as shown e.g. (Mosheim, vol, 3, p. 290, note) when Christopher Bojas propose
the return of the Protestants, one of the terms annexed was ** the acquittal of the Prot-
estants from the charge of heresy, provided they would cease to cull the Pope Anti-
christ." One fact alone evidences the interest in this direction ; the first book men-
tioned by Panzer, in his Cat cf the Older Gemuin Lil., is 7he Book of Antichrist, or *' Little

Book Concerning Antichrist's Life and Rule through God's Providence, how he doth
pervert the world with his false Doctrine and Counsel of the Devil." reprinted at Erfurt,
1516 {Vydop, Bib, LU.),

' In view of the fact that the Pope, Clement VIII., keenly felt the act of the Synod.
that the King of France, Henry IV., resented it as implying that he was '* an imp of
Antichrist,** that the French Government being offended caused tho printing of it to be
suppressed, we give the article taken from Bickersteth's Guide (foot-note, p. 174, and
quoted from Quick's Si/nodicon, vol. 1, p. 226) as follows: "Whereas the Bishop of
Home has erected for himself a temporal monarchy in the Christian world, and usurping
a sovereign authority and lordship over all churches and pastors, exalts himself to that
degree of insolence, as to be called God, and will be adored, arrogating to himself all

power in heaven and earth ; and to dispose of all ecclesiastical matters, to define urticles

of faith, to authorize and expound at his pleasure the Hocred Scriptures, and to buy and
sell the souls of men—to dispense with vows, oaths, and covenants, and to institute new
ordinances of religious worship. And in the civil state he tramples under foot all lawiol
authority of magistrates, setting up and putting down kii^, disposing of kings and of

their kingdoms at his pleasure. We therefore believe and maintain that he is truly and
properly the Antichrist, the Son of Perdition, predicted by the holy prophets—that great
whore clothed with scarlet, sitting upon seven mountains in that great city which had
dominion over the kings of the earth ; and we hope and wait that the Lord, according to

His promise, and as He hath already begun, will confound him by the spirit of His
mouth and destroy him by the brightness of His coming." This Synod stated that ^^ this

was the common fotith and confession of all our churches, and of this present synod, and
one of the principal causes of our separation from the Church of Borne ; and that this

confession we find contained in and extracted out of the Holy Scriptures, and had been
sealed with the blood of a world of martyrs," etc. Comp. the Bohemian and Belgian
coufessions (Bickersteth, p. 174).

^ The spirit of animosity often suggested the title, as e.g. when Pope Gregory called
Frederick the Sec. '* the apocalyptic beast,'* and Frederick retorted by designating the
Pope " the great dragon.*' Even Bh. Andrews, not so far removed from the Romish
type, in his Eenponse to Cardinal Bellarmine maintains, in opposition to Papal suprem-
acy, in one of his thesis, ** that it may bo probably gathered from the 2d ch. of the 2d
Epis. to the Thess. that the Boman Pontiff is Antichrist." So Melchior Cano, a Spanish
Ecclesiastic and Dominican, in his opposition to the Jesuits, tHught that they were the
forerunners and emissaries of the Antichrist, who was about to appear. A thousand
similar instances could be quoted, whero passion, or prejudice, or party spirit suggested
and enforced the application, there being not the slightest attempt to investigate the
subject calmly or dispassionately. Such perv'ersions and simply denuuciatory interpre-
tations, probably, led Sir Thorn*. Browne {Bdig. Med., S. 46) to profess that the proph-
ecies pertaining to Antichrist, as explained in his day, were unsatisfactory, making too
much of a present existing fulfilment, so that he concluded *' that Antichrist is the
philosopher's stone in divinity."

Others thought that when Luther married Catherine von Bora " that Antichrist must
be the fmit of such a union, for it was predicted by some that he would be the offspring
of a monk and a nun.'* This caused Ei-asmus to utter that biting sarcasm : "If that
prophecy be true, what thousands of Antichrists the world has before now seen.**

^^ To these might be added, Ellis^s Pseudo-lJhrisiuSf against W. Franklin and Mary Glad-
bnrg ; the title as given to several fanatics who claimed specifd Divine honors or position
(as e.g. Munzer, Burohardt, etc.) ; Arnold's Antichrist of Priesthood ; BlaGk*s application
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(in Messlas and AnH-Msssias) to Satan; "the Priestcraft Antichrist,** and " the Anti-
christ of Utilitarian Unbelief," and ** the Spirit of Chivalry" (Stanley's Life of AmoUI,
vol. 2, p. 88, and vol. 1, p. 255) ; Claude Harms's '

' Pope of our Times, our ADtichrist, in
respect to faith is reason, in respect to action is conscience." The various expressed
views result mainly (1) from a disregard to the distinctive marks of Antichrist

; (2) from
a mistaking and confounding Scripture which describes some other hostile power with
that portion descriptive of the Antichrist

; (3) from mere prejudice or bigotry attempting
to make others odious

; (4) from the efforts to avoid the application of tibe title to them-
selves (as e.g. the Papacy, nationalized establishment advocates, etc., seeking various
theories as an offset) ; (6) from the entertained idea that as there are *^ many Anti-
christs," the name might, without detracting from the notion of a still future Antichrist|
be applied to individuals, systems, etc., exhibiting more or less of an Antichristian
spirit ; (6) from the fact that such Antichrists are by many merely r^arded as types or
forerunners of an Antichrist still to arise in the future. This diversity—the resultant of
human infirmity and common to all doctrine—should teach us the more caution in
cleaving to Scripture, seeing that, as Mede long ago observed, '* the wit of man is able,
where it is persuaded, to find shifts and answers until the day of doom, as appears in so
differing opinions held among Christians, with so much endless pertinacity on both
aides."

II Some, as e.g. Bengel, Boos, Brandt, etc., think that the Papacy itself will yet assume
a more infidel, Antichristian position, developing into the Antichrist. This is a favorite
theory with a few of the Sec. Adventists.

'» Comp. Bengel's OnovfiOTif vol. 5, p. 351, who gives a number ofwriters who insisted,

that whatever Antichrist had arisen, one of pre-eminent wickedness was still future. He
quotes Bernard, F. Lambert, the Divines of Heidelberg, 1561, and of Zurich, Jo. Brent,
(5rocius, Reding, Weisman, Horchiua, Michaelis, and Vitringa.

>^ Yet it is a sad fact that many theological works, professing to give a systematic and
detailed scriptural account of Eschatology, utterly ignore the whole subject, just as if the
Bible did not give it any prominency. Such efforts in eschatology are seriously defeo-
tive and misleading.

Ohs. 4. In addition, the student will observe that the ancients and the
moderna (more recent writers) coincide in making this Antichrist aper-
aonal oney and not merely a system of doctrine, etc. The force of the arti-

cle attached (comp. e.g. Lange's Com,, % Thess. % : 3-5) leads to the idea of
*^ a sinf/le 2>^fso7ialitify^^ oyqt against the collective. (Zwingle, etc.) notion
which (as applied to the Papacy, otc.) has also its npholders. Brooks {EL
of Proph, Ifiterp,, p. 257) asserts :

** The Fathers were unanimous in their

opinion that the Antichrist was to bo a person ; nor has the Greek Church,
which in most respects has maintained the sentiments of the Fathers on
this point, ever made a question of it." Many Roman Catholic writers

also described him as a person, and this individuality or personality is

found in the writings of men in the various churches, some limiting it to

a single individual, others extending it to a succession of persons.' The
more ancient view of confining it to a single versony the leader of anti-

Christian forces, is revived and ally defended by recent writers, as the
most consistent with the titles given to him, the acts to be performed by
him, etc. Our leading commentators (Lange, Delitzsch, Alford, etc.)

favor it, while prominent prophetical writers (as Tregelles, Bonar, Purdon,
Dean Trench, Bell, Birks, Chester, etc.) fully indorse it, as numerous
works indicate. Even such writers us Pressense (Early Years of Christian-

ity, p. 438, foot-note), are inclined to the view that Antichrist will be ** a
personality,'* Van Oosterzee {Theol. of the N. T,, sec. 42) makes him
** the highest and more individual concentration," and (C%. Dog,, vol. 2,

S. 145) declares :
** Here it can only be said, that for him who interprets

the Scripture without preconceived views and allows his thoughts to be
brought into captivity to the obedience of the "Word, there can iSb no doubt
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that aperso)ial AnHchrut will yet arise before the close of the world's his-

tory.''* He repudiates ** an ideal personality*' (advocated by Hengsten-
berg), admits that other Antichrists have appeared, but only fw the fore-

runners of a " central personality'' still future. (Ho makes the character-

istics pride and deception, which work by false si^us, Matt 24 : 24 ; 2

Thess. 2 : 9, adding ;
*' Truly it is entirely natural, but at the same tim3

the terrible irony of a higher Nemesis, that disbelief in the true min\cle
should yet once more be punished with a superstitious belief in false

signs.") The position and prevailing view is that of Cyprian, who pro-

nounced all heretics—all that was opposed to Christ—" ihe precursors of

that 0715 arid special Antichrist which is to come at the last end of the

world" (quoted bj^ Bickerstoth, p. 165). Comparatively few entertain the

idea of a Satanic incarnation, or a resurrected Judas (reviving in another
form and person the old resurrected Nero—comp. Stuart, Apoc, vol. 2, p.

441—theory, Sulp. Severus saying : ''At the close of the age, he is to bo

sent again that he may exercise the mystery of iniquity") ; the large

majority inclining to his being a mere man, wonderfully endowed, and in

whom wickedness shall reach its consummation (some incorporating in a
measure Theodoret's or Chrysostom's idea that he shall bo under the
special energy of the devil and exhibit therefore Satanic might). Smith's
Bib, Die, Art. Antichrist, 6, commenting ou the titles given to Anti-
christ (2 Thess. 2), remarks :

** If words have meaning, these words desig-

nate a /j individual,^* and Olshausen {Com,, 2 Thess. 2) declares : "The
individuality of Antichrist can manifestly bo excluded from this passage
only by forcing its meaning."'

* The Waldenses, more early (aa in "The Noble Lesaon/* Smith's Sib. Vic, art Anti-
chriHt), held also to a peraonal, individnol Antichrist, which later was changed as we
already quoted. Those limiting it to a single person were divided respecting tlie natnio
of him. The quite early Fathers, judging from their expressions, expected him to be a
man in whom wickedness would culminate ; at least the additions afterward made are

not found in their writings. Hippolytus made Antichrist (Baring Gould's Curioufi Myths)
the devil, occupying a phantom body, or (Brooks, El. PropK Interp.) tho devil assuming
" the appearance of flesh, l^t not be really so, and boast himself to be bom of a vi^^in."

Othern, as Hilary, made him ** true man and true devil," a diabolical parody of tho Incor*
nation. John Damascene saya he will be "a devilish man/' i.e. a man inspired by the
devil. Lactantiua, SnlpitiuM, Bede, made him tho son of the devil and his mother a
harlot. Hilary's opinion that the devil would become incarnate, as the Word was in the
Man Jesus, was continued by others on the ground that '

* the mystery of godliness" was
exhibited in its highest form in the Incarnation and so also would " the mystery of

iniquity." Jerome says (Bickersteth's ffuide, p. 161), ** Let us not suppose him, accord-
ing to the opinion of some, either to be a devil or a demon, but one of tho human race

in whom all Satan shall dwell bodily," etc. (on 2 Thess. 2, and comp. Ambrose Com.
on Apoc). Brooks (p. 258, comp. Lange, 2 Thess. 2 : 1-12 ; Doc. 3 : 1) remarks :

*' Chry-
sostom, Theophylact, and Theodoret thought he would be a real man, but the agent of
Satan. Most, however, of those who thought he would appear as man (whether he would
be Satan incarnate or not) concluded likewise that he would appear as a Jew, or actaally
be " a Jew, of the tribe of Dan" (the tribe of Dan being omitted in Rev. 7, suggesting
the Jewish origin). So extensively was this entertained that Bickersteth (p. 159)
remarks :

*' the Early Fathers of the Church held generaUy, that there would be a per-
sonal Antichrist—bom of a Jew to be developed shortly before the Sec. Coming of Christ,
and to be destroyed in Judea." * During the Middle Ages many believed (Hagenboch's

After writing the preceding, I found that Meyrick (Smith's Bib. Die, art. Anticb.\
says :

" Tho authors of the Sibylline Oracles A.D. 150, and of the Apost. Constitutions.
Celaus (see Origen c. Celsus 6. 6), Ephrem Syrus A.D. 370, Theodoret A.D. 430, and a few
other writers seem to have regarded the Antichrist as the devil himself rather than as his
minister, or an emanation from him. But they may, perhaps, have meant no moro T^a^Ti
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His, of Doc, vol. 1, p. 120, DoUinger'fl Frophedes of (he JfideHc Ages) " that* Antichrist
would either be brought forth of a virgin, or be the oflEspring of a bishop and a nun,"
Vincens Ferrer (DoUinger, p. 329) " was fully aware, when he wrote to Pope Boniface
XIII., that the Antichrist was already nine years old; it had been contemporaneously
revealed to many, demonn had been forced by exorcittm to declare it ;" a revival of an old
opinion as e.g. Martin, Bh. of Tours, about A.D. 380 gave out that the Antichrist waa
then living, though still a boy. Such views led to those curious works noticed by
Baring-Gould, Dollinger, etc., in which the birth, life, and death of the Antichrist is

represented in rude woodcuts. The Minorite Peter do Boreth (Chron. of Albericht

Dollinger, p. 344), had the Antichrist already bom and ten yearj old (1237), Bowers {Mis.

PopeSf vol. 2, p. 439). relates how Paschal II. came to Florence, whose bishop maintained
that the Antichrist was already bom and the end of the world at hand, and held a coun-
cil respecting it, resulting in his enjoining the bishop's silence. In the Annals of'Boger
De Hoveden, vol. 2, p. 177, etc. (Bohn's Lib.), Joachim's (Abbot of Cvltszzo) views are
given, and among other things it is asserted that the Antichrist which was to come,
** He is already born in the city of Borne and will be elevated to the Apostolic See"
etc. And, to indicate the views afloat, in the interview bet\7cen Joachim and Richard
the King of England, the latter in reply to the former said :

** I thought that Antichrist
was to be bom in Antioch or at Babylon of the descendants of Dan, and was to reign in
the temple of the Lord at Jerusalem," etc. Joachim virtually had a number of Anti-
christs, making " the seven kings'* to be " Herod, Nero, Gonstantius, Mohamet,
Melsurmet, Saladin, and the Antichrist." Dtillinger (p. 377) observes :

" "With reference
to the Antichrist, who is meantime to appear, there are contradictory statements in the
writings of Joachim, which are, however, capable of reconciliation since he adopted the
opinion that there are to be many Antichrists, partly in succession, partly contempora-
neously, and that n««rrr the end of the world's history so much the more would they be
multiplied.'* (Comp. art. Antich., Smith's Bib. Die, 6:1.) Sir John Maundeville
(Travels, ch. 10) says :

** In Chorazin shall Antichrist be born, as some men hay ; and
others say he shall be bom in Babylon ; for the prophet saith, out of Babylon shall

come a serpent that shall devour ^1 the world." " This Antichrist shall be nourished in
Bethsaida, and he shall reign in Capernaum, Luke 10 : 13, 15,'* a revival of Adso's
opinion repeated by Th. Aquinas, etc. Turner (Ifis. of the Anglo-Saxons, vol. 2, p. 477,
etc.), gives a summary of Acuins's views respecting the Antichrist :

" Ue is to be bom of
a most flagitious robber and harlot, with the aid of the devil, at Babylon. He will pervade
Palestine ; convert kings, princes, and people ; and send his missionaries all over the
world. He will work many miracles ; bring fire from heaven ; make trees vegetate in a
moment ; calm and agitate the sea at his will ; transform various objects ; change the
course of rivers ; command the winds ; and apparently raise the dead. He will bitterly

persecute Christianity. He will discover hidden treasures and lavish them among his
followers ; a dreadful period of tribulation will follow. He will not come until the
Boman Empire has entirely ceased, and that cannot be while the kings of the French
continue. One of the French kings is, at last, to obtain the whole Boman Empire and
will be the greatest and last of all kings. He is to go to Jerusalem and lay down his
crown and sceptre on Mt. Olivet. Then Antichrist is to appear, and Gog and Magog to

emerge. Against them this French king of the Bomans is to march ; to conquer oil

nations, destroy all idols, and restore Christianity. The Jews are to be restored," eto,

Malvenda (Bees' Cyclop, art. Antichrist), made, in his work. Antichrist born of a Jew of

the tribe of Dan, basing his deductions upon Gen. 49 ; Jer. 8 : 16 ; Bev. 7. It is a little

singular how some of those old notions are revived in recent writers. Thus e.g. Chapell
(Proph. Times, Sep.* 1873, p. 131), says :

'* if the mystery of godliness ' was God manifest
in the flesh, perhaps, * the mystery of iniquity' will be Satan manifest in the flesh."
'* It is a serious question whether the Incarnation will not have a Satanic parallel

;

whether Antichrist will not be a demon-man just as Christ was a God-man ; whether he
will not be miraculously begotten by Satan as Christ was by the Holy Ghost. So also

Naihanlel, vol. 14, p. 6, Dec., 1870, (The student will see how this opens up the old
story of angels mingling with the women in the Antediluvian world and producing giants,

the old monkish legends of demon copulation, the claims of the heroes of antiquity to a

'

supemotural origin, eto. Comp. Sir Th, Browne's Works.) Liich {A Complete Harmony

to express the identity of his character and of his power with that of Satan." The same
authority says, that a man energized by Satan, or having Satanic powers, was believed in
by Justin, Irenaaus, TertuUian, Origeni Hippolytns, Cyprian, Victorinus, Lactantins,
Cyril of Jerusalem, Jerome, Chiysostom, Hilary of Poitiers, Augustine, and Ambrose,
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of Dan. and ike. Apoc,) returns to the same, 'when he makes him a being from hell confed-
erated with ISatan, and introducing an infemcd Bnpernaturalism» etc. Reinke {Proph,
Timest vol. 11, p. 92), also says :

** The Antichrist will be a resurrection man. he will as-

cend out of tho abyss ; apparently Satan's masterpiece "—and he makes the false prophet
confederated with him likewise a resurrected person, viz., Judas Iscariot becaose of
John 17 : 12 ; Pa. 109, etc. So also Olshausen {Com. 2 Thess.) mokes him a Satanic
incarnation. And to this may be added Hofman's idea {Die He'd, iickljl N, Tesi.t p.
330. Tol. 1), that Antiochus Epiphanes is to be revived again, resurrected, and become
this Antichrist ; thus applying the Neronic resurrection theory to Antiochus. So Brown,
the Evangelist, and others, revive this Xeronic idea, viz., that Satan brings up some
deceased one, like Antiochus, Nero, or Napoleon, and incarnates himself with him. Dr.
Rraune (Lange's Cotn., 1 John, p. 75), declares that the Antichrist, just as " the many
antichrists," is a man, and opposes the Satanic theory as follows :

" Hence Antichrist is

not Satan himself (Pscudo-Hippolytos, Theodoret) : the idea of Satan becoming man is

inexecutable, since the Eternal Word only, the Image of the Father, in which man has been
created, can become man.*' The reason, apparently, for such a view of tbe Antichrist
springs from the remarkable performances that are attributed to him in prophecy, which
it is supposed that a mere man cannot possibly produce, and hence the supernatural
even in birth or rise is attached to him, thus overlooking the prophecies which bring
him in as one who regularly succeeds to this position in an allotted line of descent. II

he be, as Cyril of Jerusalem prdnounced him, "some great maa raised up by the devil,**

or if evil culminates in him, yet this is done in reference to—not in opposition—his
regular descent in the manner predicted.
A few considerations alone will indicate to the student the impossibility of receiving

such notions of Satan being the Antichrist, or Satan's direct offspring, or a resurrected
person in whom Satan is incarnate, or one (Lincoln's Lecls. on jfet'., p. 161), possessed
by a lost spirit or demon, the chief one, most mighty, called Destroyer, 1. All proph-
ecy, as already shown, indicates that he oomes in regular succession out of the revived
Roman Empire ; like the other heads or powers he has an earthly origin, which is a
fact taken for granted in logical connection, 2. The doom of Antichrist is one sepa-
rate and distinct from Satan, as e.g. a comparison of Bev. 19 : 20 and Rev. 20 : 10
plainly shows. 3. This would be giving Satan a resurrecting power which alone is

bestowed upon Jeaus. 4. Such a caricature of Incarnation is utterly unnecesaar)%
seeing that all the prophecies can be fulfilled in a person, specially under the influence
of Satan. 5. Other reasons are given in the text and notes which confirm the per-
sonality and humanity of this Antichrist (to which tho reader is referred), so Uiat a
constant reference is made to the **man" (as e.g. Ps. 52 : 1 ; Isa. 51 : 12 ; Ps, 118 : 6,

etc.). 6. Other antichri.sts (many) are spoken of, and alluded to, as human, and analogy
requires the same of this one.

'The student will be interested in a few expressions of opinion thus presented.
Riggenbach (Lange's Com. 2 Thess. 2), says :

" 7he Man of Sin^ again with the article.

the one already known to them; plainly a personality." "The complete opposite
to Christ is not a spiritual tendency, but a person. Nor is he called merely *a
mariolds, but the Man of Sin, in contrast with Jesus, the Man of obedience." Dr.
Fansset, the commentator {Christ. Uerald, Ap. 10th, 1879), expresses his faith in
'*an individual Antichrist," and refers to John 6 : 43, where the contrast to
the personal Christ in the words " another** and "him" " distinctly foretells on indi.
Tidual deceiver." (Comp. his Com. on 2 Thess. 2, and the Apoc, where the same views
are given.) Irenceus, who conversed with the disciples of John, said :

" By Antichrist
wo understand a sin^e individual whom Satan shall use pre-eminently as his instrument.
Just in the same way as he did the serpent when tempting our first parents to rebel
against God,"—calling him ** an impious and unjust person.** Alford in Prdeg. to

7%ess.t p. 50, says :
" We still look for the Man of Sin, in the fulness of the prophetic

sense, to appear, and that immediately before the Coming of the Lord. We look for
him as the final and central embodiment of that ammiia—lawlessness—that resistance to
God and God's law, which has been for these many centuries fermenting under the crust
of human society, and of which we have already witnessed so many partial and tentative
eruptions. Whether he is to be expected personally, as one individual embodiment of
evil, we would not dogmatically pronounce ; still we would not forget that both ancient
and historical interpretation points this way. Almost all great movements for good or
for evil, have been gathered to a head by one central personal agency. Nor is there any
reason to suppose that this will be otherwise in the coming ages,'* This conclnsiua
reminds one of the language employed in Lange's Com. on 2 Thess. p. 137. where after
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specifying this parsonal Antichrist "as the Godless, self-deifying rnler of worldly
empire," it is added :

" In every worldly empire a tendency to apotheosis had been
obserrabld (Nebuchadnezzar, Alexander) ; of this current Paul notes the shameless con-
summation. Why should it be * more conceivable ' that in this last empire the personal
climax should be omitted, which was wanting in none of its predecessors i In all history
there exists a reciprocity of action between the actual movement of the time and the
achievements of an energetic personality. For every historical individual there is a thou-
sandfold work of preparation, and he makes his appearance not otherwise than as a child
of his age. And again the drift of the time only reaches an irresistible supremacy,
when one man conceives the spirit of the time at its height, with bold grasp brings to
bear what is fermenting half obscurely in a thousand minds, and so stamps the age with
his seal. He can do it, if he has the courage—after all, it will be the effrontery—to
express and carry out what is in a thousand hearts." " A Member of the Boston Bar" in
his Briefs on Prophetic ThemeSf justJy argues that the same reasoning which makes out the
personality (from prophecy) of the Christ also confirms the personality of the Antichrist,
both being spoken of in the same way. Comp. a tabular statement given by Rev.
Parsons in " The Present Age and Development of Antichrist" {Pre-MUl. Essayf,
published by Revell, p. 217), where it is shown that the language applicable to the
personality of Jesus is likewise applied to the Antichrist. Indeed when John refers to
** many antichrists" in his day, ** even now," he evidently does not limit the notion to

systems or dynasties,but includes individuals as such. ^Vhen Jesus says :
*' I am come

in My Father's name, and ye receive Me not ; if another shall oome in his own name, him
will ye receive," we cannot divest ourselves of the idea of an individual thus coming,
which is enforced by the express language relating to Antichrist, such as '* Man of Sin,'*

**son of perdition " **ihe tcicked one^*' "the prince that shall come," etc. Hofman
Prophecy and Fuljilmeni) holds to a future personal Antichrist ; so Gregory {Earth's

Eventide) assumes the same, and that he shall aid in restoring the Jews, rebuilding the
temple, prostituting the latter in the basest manner ; so also Brookes (Maranatha, p. 435),

says, he is '*a person, appearing in the last days, as the exponent and head of the
tmiversal infidelity and blasphemy that shall prevail." Dr. Lange in art. '* Antichrist'*

in Hcrzog's ^icy,, fully indorses the patristic idea of a future personal, individual Anti-

christ. Dr. TregcUes (On Daniel^ p. 191), shows clearly that a worse power than even the
Papacy causes the rise of the personal Antichrist, that Rationalistic Infidelity is paving
the way for his appearance, etc., and quotes Krummacher {^Euang. Christendom, Oct.,

1851, p. 334), of Berlin, discussing the forms of opposition to belief current in Protestant
Germany, and concluding thus: ''Little more is necessary than that a mighty and
talented personality should appear, who should set himself up as the centre of Infidelity,

and represent it with energetic pathos and strong decision, and the reign of ' the Man of

Sin * would be among us in more than a state of embryo." Dr. Braune (Lange' s Com. 1

John 2:18) insists that as the Antichrists of v. 19 were persons so the Antichrist must
also be a person, and emphasizes the word " man" in " the Man of Sin." Thus we might
quote Seiss {Last 7\mes), Burgh {Leets. Sec. Advent), Kelsall (Ardichrisi), Darby (Lects. on
the nojjes of Vie Church), Denny (Comp. to Ike Chart <^ Seventy Weeks), Maitland {Apos,

School of Proph. Inierp.), as well as highly interesting statements enforcing the same by
Baxter, Purdon, Strange, Kelly, Molyneux, Wilson, Porter, Phillips, Frere, Taunton,
and many others.

Ods. 5. (1) Another feature in the discnssion of the past, and fruitful

of mistake (even in otherwise very able writers), is the indiscriminate ap-

plication of all predictions relating to antichristian powers to this one Anti-

christ. Thus e.g. Protestant writers have quoted, Kev. 17, and interpreted

the woman as representative of the Papacy, This favorite application,

confirmed, too, by a historical record and association the most powerful, is

also made out to be the Antichrist over against the most positive proof in

the chapter itself, that (however much the Papacy may aid in the coming
of the Antichrist and be with him in the initial career) this woman, de-

lineative of the Romish Church, is likewise destined (v. 16) to be punished
and overthrown by ** the ten horns and the beast'* (bo Bengel, Stuart, etc.,

read, comp. Tischendorf'a JV. Tl), i.e. by the confederation under (he Anti-
christ as the context plainly shows. How, (hen, can the Papacy, here
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doomed to confiscation, fearful retribution, and nttor destruction, he the

Antichrist under whose leadership and inspiration fhts is performed?
And jet this simple and indisput-ablo distinction has been overlooked by
many, thus burdening interpretation with palpable contradiction. (This
also shows that the Papacy (as advocated by Faber, etc.) is not the false

prophet, or the second beast. Rev. 13, associated with the last head of the
first beast, because this prophet remains in flourishing existence down to

the final catastrophe after the woman has met her fated end.)* The whore
is not the Antichrist, since she comes to her doom when this Antichrist is

at the height of his power, and to blend together what the Scriptures bo

plainly separates only introduces confusion. Any interpretation (as e.g.

IJenffel, Schmncker, etc.) which makes either the Beast out of the sea, or
the Beast out of the earth (these existing down to the battle with Christ)

to be the Papacy \^ most certainly erroneous, and involves the predictions

into contradictory statements. For, however much this Beast out of the
Bca may have sustained the Papacy in the past (as taught in Rev. 17). it

will, under the last head of this same Beast, be its deadly enemy, and it is

only under this last head (still future, Prop. IGO, etc., that this second
Beast arises. The points of resemblance between these and the Papacy,
however striking, are not sufficient to justify so wide a departure from
the plain prediction. The Antichrist and his associate perish under the
power of the Mighty King and His armies ; the Papacy is previously over-

thrown by this Antichrist and his confederation.* To the believer, such a
distinction is all-sufficient, although other reasons (such as the tracing of
the seven heads in the Roman line, etc.) are to be found corroborative of
the same.

(2) Again : Another and more plausible interpretation is that given
to the little horn of Daniel, ch. 7, which is at great length and force
—owing to strong resemblances—applied to the Papacy, and nence charac-
terized as descriptive of the Antichrist (excepting Faber, and some others,

who make this application without designating the little horn or the Papacy
as the Antichrist). This theory, which has had a multitude of expounders
(and is ably presented b^ recent writers, as Barnes, Com. Dan., Guinness,
Appmachiny End, etc.) is not at all abashed by the fulfilment of its year
day, 1260 years, dated from A.D. 633 or 606, without the corresponding de-
struction predicted to accompany the close of the times, times and a half.

Its advocates still endeavor to find some explanation to satisfy, if not
remove, the difficulty. But one, which clearly shows that this little horn
is not the Papacy they cannot possibly overcome, viz., that the fate of this
little horn is brought about not by the interposition of earthly powers
(as e.g. is the case with the woman in Rev. 17), but (as in the case of the
last head of the beast and the false prophet) ly direct agency of a supernat-
ural nature. The prediction of Dan. most certainly impresses the reader
with the idea that this horn exists down to the coming of the Ancient of
Days, to the personal Advent itself, thus corresponding—whatever inchoate
fulfilment may be attributed to it

—

with the Antichrist destroyed at
Christ's Sec. Adimit and not with the whore previoulv destroyed by the
Beast and ten horns. Faber' s position is also untenable, owing to this
identity of end, a crucial test that very few of the past theories are able to
sustain. For this reason we must regard Daniel's little horn in the 7tli
ch. as both delineative of the Antichrist and still future. The only objec-
tion of a serious nature (which would support Faber' s view) is, that
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Daniel speaks of tho beast as ** slain and his body destroyed and given to

the burning flamo/' while in Bev. 19 the beast is taken and '* cast alive"

into tho lake of fire ; but this is removed by considering that Daniel refers

more to the Kingdom aspect (v. 23) of the beast and its utter destruction,

and John more to the individual aspect, the leadership or last bead, of tho

beast, for it is fully demonstrated (Prop. 160) that both beasts (in Dan.
and John) are identical, and hence the language is not to be so pressed as

to form an antagonism. If the objection, however, in tho estimation of

any, is a valid one, then the prophecy cannot bo taken as descriptive of the
Antichrist (seeing that their ends differ), but must be received very much
in tho manner specified by Faber, the Antichrist following after the little

horn. The student in deciding this point will consider two things (1)

that Daniel's prophecy, pertaining largely to tho Jewish nation, as under
Oentilo domination, would hardly omit mention of the last great Anti-

christ in so connected an epitome
; (2) that it would be strange to omit

what directly (as e.g. Zech. 14, etc.) pertains to the nation and the great

tribulation ; and (3) link the overthrow of the Papacy (if denoted) with the

immediate setting up of tho Messianic Kingdom and reign of the saints,

when virtually (according to this theory) the greatest oi all enemies and the

most fearful "of all persecutions still intervened between. Hence, regard-

ing the prophecy in its connection with the last things, we are forced by
preponderating testimony to regard it—whatever inchoate fulfilment for

wiso purposes was allowed—as applicable to the still future history of the

Antichrist, tho last head of the beast, who as the representative head will

be cast into the hike of fire, whilo his Kingdom is utterly consumed, i.e.

the body, in his associated kings and followers will be slain, etc.*

(3) Again : Many writers when delineating the rise of the Antichrist, za

given in Dan. 7 or tlev. 13 and 17, out of the seventh head unhesitatingly, and
justly, too, have him developed out of the revived Roman potoer or Kingdom ;

but when they como to Dan., eh. 8, we have at once a discord, for they
tell us that (as e.g. Rcineko, Proph. Times, vol. 11, Baxter's Napoleon^
etc.) this Antichrist '* will tako his rise ont of one of the four Kingdoms
into which the Greek Empire was divided at the time of Alexander's
death,'' and without explanation how this can be so, make this little horn
the exact counterpart of the little horn in ch. 7. If they are correct in the
interpretation of ch. 8, then it follows that tho little horn of ch. 7 is not,

and cannot be, identical with it, seeing that the one springs out of the
Eastern Kingdom and out of the third beast from ono of its four heads,

and the other arises out of the fourth beast or Kingdom. Hence some
writers, noticing tho discrepancy, advocato that each horn represents a dis-

tinct and separate hostile power. Thus, e.g. Faber, Barnes, and other
writers, hold that the little horn of ch. 7 portrays the Papacy and the

little horn of ch. 8 the Mohammedan power ; others, as e.g. a writer in

Tiie Israelite Indeed, Dec, 18G1, hold that ch. 8 describes tlie still future

Antichrist who is to arise out of one of the emerged or revived four divi-

sions of Alexander's Empire, and identifies it with that of ch. 7, without
attempting to recojicile, or even notice, the difficulty. If the prophecy of

ch. 8 really delineates tho rise of a power out of the Greek Empire, then it

cannot be applied to tho power rising out of the Roman Empire, and,
instead of quoting it as applicable to tne last Antichrist developed out of

tho fourth beast, we must fall back upon the theories, either that it refers

exclusively to the Mohammedan power or to another ono that is to arise in
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tho East (co-operating with the Western) at the time of the end. If, on
the other hand, we accept of the views of Sir. I. Newton, Bh. Newton,
Cunningham, etc., tiz., that the little horn of the goat denotes the Roman
Empire as established in the East^ then there is a point of contact (consid-

ering the Roman Empire as a unity) by which the prophecy can be used
as identical with that of ch. 7. But until this matter is cleared up, and
the point of indentification fully stated and proven, it is uncritical, to say

the least, to employ those prophecies so indiscriminately.*

(4) Again : Writers have taken the year-day fulfilment of the Apoc. (as

given e.g. by Elliott, Lord, etc.) as proven, and from it have deduced a chro-
nological arrangement (as e.g. Bagster, etc. ) respecting the literal-day fulfil-

ment still future. All such deductions are hazardous, and from the nature of

the case cannot prove reliable, since, allowing even a sort of inchoate fulfil-

ment to the Apoc., on tho principle advocated, a regular and consecutive

fulfilment of the seals, trumpets, and vials has not yet—however coinci-

dent and expressive the inchoate fulfilment hitherto may have been

—

been realized as predicted. Not only the variety of interpretations (some
e.g. appljring the first seals to the Church, others to the Roman power,
etc.) forbid it, but a glance at the sixth seal (as e.g. compared with last

vial, Rev. 16 : 17, 18 ; Isa. 24 : 18, 20 ; Joel 3 : 15, etc.) and at tho
simple fact that the vials which contain the seven last plagues in the out-
pouring of God's wrath are preceded by the res. and translation of tho
144,000, and stand closely related to the slaughter (Rev, 14 : 10) and har-
vest of the martyrs. Hence, whatever fulfilment may be accorded to por-
tions of the Apoc, it is, in view of the unsettled and conflicting opinions
concerning such fulfilment, impolitic to take it as a basis for a future one.'

(5) Again: The failure to abide by the force and propriety of symbolical
language, when once admitted to be symbolical, is prevailing to a great
extent, and forms a most fruitful source of erroneous conclusions. Thus,
e.g. we have writers who adopt the year-day fulfilment, and insist upon its

accuracy, basing their opinion upon the alleged fact that the symbols hare
been thus verified ; but when they come to the literal-day fulfilment the
symbolical language is taken for literal, so that, by way of illustration, the
locusts interpreted under the former as representative of human beings
arising in their might, etc., are transformed by the latter method into

real, literal locusts. Others make the language in one passage symbolical
and in another literal, according to fancy, so that not only fruitful diver-
sity but direct contradiction is involved. By the observance of a few rules
legitimately drawn from, and abundantly exemplified in, the use of figura-

tive language, an immense amount of irrelevant and misleading interpreta-
tion would have been avoided.**

> This is the more important to notice, since varionB writers of Europe and thia
country, not observing the overthrow of the woman before the final confl.ict, continue to
make moat inconsistently, the Papacy to be destroyed as the Antichrist at the Sm.
Advent. The least consideration—if it once be allowed that the woman of Rev. ch. 17 ia
a portraiture of the Papacy—ought to suffice to set aside such an interpretation. Soma
few suppose that because the act of this destruction of the whore being mentioned after
the war with the Lamb (v. 14) it follows that event, but (1) verse 16 to 18 is an appended
explanation and addition to what preceded ; (2) the war with the Lamb results in a
complete overthrow of the beast and confederation, so that it cannot follow ; (3) the
order laid down in Rev. 14, where the t&\l of Babylon precedes «he martyrdom under
Antichrist is conclusive.

» The student will observe that such considerations set aside a thousand fanciful inter-
pretations respecting these beasts, some linMng the Papacy with the first be^ as a
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head ; otherB with the second beast as thos represented ; and others even making them
both declarative of the Popedom. The simple fact that they exist in fnll strength after

the Papacy has been overthrown ; that the Papacy does not fall at the open Parousia of
Jesns and His saints but pretnously ; that the beast and false prophet after the doom of
Babylon wage war with Jesus and perish—this is amply suficient to set aside all such
Papal references. Any theorf, however plausible, which contains such self contradic-
tions is most certainly defective and misleading. The Papacy is graphically described
in the harlot supported by the beast, drunken with the blood of saints. Her portraiture,

divinely given, is faithfully delineated by history, but when we convert—under any plea
—the woman into the beast itself, we pervert the prophetical portrayal, and introduce
our own representations. The confusion, even among able prophetical writers, on this

point, after the express guard thrown around it by the Spirit, is something to be regretted.

That class of interpreters who make the first beast of Rev, 13, the Antichrist, in its last

head, are to be commended as correct, when thus made aside or separate from the
Papacy. Those who make (like Napier, Bh. Newton, Cunninghame, Woodhouse, Haber-
shon, etc.), the second beast, on the principle that it applies to the Papacy, the Anti-
christ, are certainly in error. Those (like Brightman, Gill, Vitringa, Groly, Fysh, EUiott
etc.), who make both beasts to be the Antichrist, do so in violation of express prophecy.
Fausset (Gwn. Rev. 13) makes the second beast the AntichriBt, being merely the first beast
in another form, but this is forbidden by its separate mention, its aiding the other beast,

its subordination to the first beast, its aiding the first beast in making war, and perish-
ing in connection with it.

We repeat, therefore, with emphasis, that finding, as we do, in a logical consecutive
manner that the AntichriHt is the last, culminated head of the First Beast of Rev. 13 and
17, the same that is destroyed by the personal Second Advent of Josus, and afler he has
desolated and burned tho harlot, simple consistency demands us to consider —aside
from other reasons—that the Antichrist of Dan. 7 and of 2 Thess. 2, which meets with
the identical fate, is likewise the same, and cannot be applied to the great Apostasy or

Papacy. Wo are 'forced to such a conclusion by tho comparison already instituted.

(Comp. Obs. 6.) Ebrard (TVie /ieu. qf t/oAn) takes the position that the Reformers were
mistaken in confounding the Romish Babylon with tho last and highest concentration of
Antichristian power. This is so, and we need not be surprised that they, lacking the
developments of history and the increased study and comparison given to the subject,

should make this mistake, when it is yet evidenced in numerous prophetical writers of
the present day. who oling to it with persistency and prejudice no matter how plainly

refuted. Hengstonberg refuses to identify the beast of Rev. with the Papacy, but then
referring to Beugel he \i-rongfuUy concludes :

*' He (Bengel) held with the Church of his
day that the beast was the Papacy, CKUiasm is Vte necessary consequence of this view," It

is not a necessary consequence as seen in the Church before the Papacy, Reformers,
Pre-Millenarians, and opponents.

Attention is directed to Meyrick's interesting art. ** Antichrist" in Smith's Bib. Did
who deciding from 2 Thess. 2 and John's Epistles that the Antichrist is an individual
person, concludes that as Daniel's little horn indicates a polity (including also the Apoo.
Beast as identical with this horn) it cannot be the Antichrist. This conclusion based
upon such a promise is inconclusive for the simple reason that this Antichrist arises out
of a polity, is at the head of a polity, and therefore the Spirit in tracing the rise of him
may well predict of him both in his personal relationship and in that of his polity.

Indeed if he is, as predicted, the last head of the beast, the only possible manner to

identify him for purposes of warning, etc., is to represent him in both Viese aspects, Ab
a single individual it is impossible for him to accomplish what is predicted ; it is as a
person directing a powerful government, eto., that he performs such great things.

Besides the continued existence of the little horn and of the last head of the Apoc. Beast
down to the Open Advent, etc., clearly and unmistakably unites the same with the
Antichrist of 2 Thess. m. (Consequently Riggenbach (Lange's Com. 2 Thess. 2 : 3-5)

interprets, *' more correctly we shall recognize in this little horn of the 7th ohapter
(Daniel) the yet future adversary," and makes it to agree with 2 Thess. 2. Tregelles

{On Dan., p. 40, etc., and so others), oorrecUy makes the little horn (and ten horns) the
still future Antichrist, and in a sentence presents so cogent a reason for not applying it

to the Papacy, that we see not how its conclusion can be avoided :
" The Papacy existed

bffore the breeiking up of even the Western Empire, instead of being a horn springing up
after the other ten." Baldwin {Armageddon, p. 191), making this horn the Papacy, is

utterly opposed by the facts of history, and the relation that the Empire and Papacy
mutually sustained.
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* Another method by vhich the prophecy m&j he nned as applicable to the fatnra

personal Antichrist is the old one given by Jerome, advocated by varioTxa authors, and
indorsed in the art. ** Antichri«t" in Smith's Bib. Die. That is, the prophecy is descrip-

tive of Antiochna Epiphanes, who is a type—thus to be underBtood— of the (x>ming Anti-

christ, bee the quotation from Jerome and argument. The objection to this is, that Anti-

ochus does not in all particulars meet the oonditionB of the prophecy, (as ve have shown
elsewhere, for that theory links Dan. 8 and 11 together) and that his overthrow is not

followed by the grand results predicted. It is certain that the Antichrist, preeminent,
will not arise out of the revived subdivided (four) Macedonian Empire (as e.g. held by
Baxter Christian Ihraldy Jan. 23, 1879), because this is positively forbidden by Dan. 2 and
7, and Kev. 13 and 17, which all point to the Roman Empire in its divided form as the

source from whence he springs. A writer in Waymarks in the Wilderness^ vol. 3, p. 226,

and vol. 3, p. 4U3, tries to reconcile Dan. 7 and 8 by making the Antichrist to arise in tho

Eastern ana not in the Western portion of the Roman Empire, and to do this says that

the four subdivisions of Dan. S will be revived in the future formation of the ten horns
of Dan. 7. This, however, is opposed to the ooTitinuUy of the prophecies, and the ideTiiUy

of the beasts. It is, however, ingenious and worthy of consideration. As the last head
of the beast (the Antichrist) and his coadjutor (the second beast) are both future, we can
only conjecture the method of reconciliation. If the idea of incorporation into the

Roman Empire is not correct, then perhaps we may heusard another, viz., that Dan. 7
refers to the head, the leader, and Dan. 8 to the second beast, the false prophet. But we
decidedly favor the interpretation suggested by able writers, viz., that these four
kingdoms being absorbed by the Roman Empire they must be r^arded, after such
absorption, in the light of Roman unity. Fausset and Tregelles (so others) think that

the Antichrist is the last head of the Roman power, bat spring out of (as to locution) the
territory formerly occupied by one of those Grecian kingdoms, four of the ten horns
virtually reviving those kingdoms. We, however, call the attention of the critical proph-
etical student to this fact, viz., that several of these (4) Grecian kingdoms fell to the
Romans professedly as an inheritance and were meiged into their polity ; hence Dan. 2
and 7 preserve the Roman unity, while Dan. 8 intimates (not a violent overthrow but) a
peacefnl incorporative act, which virtually prolongs attained characteristics and, proba-
bly, fixes the location of Antichrist's rise, Antiochus must be dismissed because he was
a king in the regular succession and the prediction relates to the time of the end and
Jewish deliverance. Mohammedanism cannot be received becatise it did not continu-
ously spring out of one of the Grecian kingdoms, and not out of the Roman Empire.
The last head of the Roman Empire must (in union with Dan. 2 and 7, Rev. 13 and 17)
be denoted, and this is historically made satisfactory in this way : Daniel having twice
already presented the fourth kingdom, he now in reintroducing the*Grecian, lays stress

on Alexander's dominions being divided into four great parts, and that— at lea.st—one
continues on with a prolonged life until this king of fierce countenance—the Antichrist
arises—and this prolongation ia effected by being merged into the Roman by legacy and
conquest, and yet relainin*j much of the Grecian characteristic. If wo open the History of
the Roman Power, we find that after the grants of Perseus and Cleopatra, after the vast
Eastern absorption, the customs, etc., of the Greeks were largely adopted ; and tho
adaptation and affiliation were so prominent especially in the Eastern di\ision, that

—

without ignoring Roman unity—the line of Constantinopolitan Rulers were designated
Greek Emperors. One thing is self-evident, that this fierce king rules at ** the time of

the end," at *^ the end of tho indignation," when '* the transgressors are come to the
full," and that the time and actions ascribed to him, as well as the results, folly accord
with that predicted of the last head of the Roman power. This prediction of Dan. 8,

while not invalidatii^ the legal unity of the Empire, may thus give us two hints : (1) the
Grecian affinity that wo have mentioned

; (2) that this lEwt hejid may arise within the
territorial limits of one of these former kingdoms. (Those who favor Russiaas develop-
ing the future Antichrist, can only do so, consistently with other predictions, by making
it to obtain countries thus absorbed by the Roman Empire and in virtue of such rela-

tionship professing—even perhaps in Constantinople, the capitol—to revive and perpet-
uate the Roman, Empire. Time must determine which is the best application.) One
clause relating to this king is pregnant with meaning (Dan. 8 : 24 " his power shall be
mighty, but not by his own power") serving to locate the time of fulfilment and to iden-
tify the king intended, for it points us at once to Rev. 13 : 2 ; 16 : 13, U ; 17 : 12, 17 ;

and 19 : 19. We may rest assured that any interpretation that does not bring in ** the
last days," the Jewish restoration, the Messianic Kingdom as covenanted (the desire and
hope of Daniel), the fulfilment of predictions relating to Mill, blessedness (the outcome
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of all, afl e.g. shown in Dan. 7, etc.), is defdctive. So also any effort to make one of the
Grecian kingdoms of Dan. 8 to be the fonrth kingdom (i.e. not the Roman), seeing that
that is specially guarded against in Dan. 7^ vhere the fonr Grecian are in reguloi succes-
sion to Alexander's, while the fourth (Roman) is another and separate kingdom gaining
the Bupremaoy over aU others. Hence we must carefully distinguish the powers, and
also allow a certain amalgamation, as presented in prophecy and recorded in history.

^ It is sufficient, against this theory, to point out that Rev. 15 expressly affirms the
deliverance and exaltation of those who refused to worship the Antichrist and assume his
mark hi'fore the vials are poured out, and that we are under the sixth, is premaivare and
opposed'lo fact. The truth ifi, as our line of argument shows^ that the Antichrist and hia
worship are still future, and tbat any supposed fulfilment of the vials is fanciful and
misleading. This is becoming more and more clearly apprehended by prophetical
writers.

' Even those wbo apprehend the symbolic language and endeavor to draw correct con-
clusions from its use. permit themselves too often to lay special stress on some trivial

part of the symbolictd representation as if it were the main idea, overlooking the fact

that it is added in order to bring forth and enforce the leading idea. The writer is

convinced, after long reflection, that in the Apocalypse we have pictures expressed in
symbolical languaf^e (as e.g. let Seal representing Victory, 2d Seal Anarchy, 3d Seal Fam-
ine, 4th Seal Bloodshed or War, 5th Seal Martyrdom, etc.), and that the details are given
to complete the idea that the pictures are to represent

Ohs. 6. Another characteristic exhibited in the writings of the past, and
"which has had a decided influence in forming interpretations, is the ten-

dency to make the apostasy and the man of sin, in 2 Thess. 2, the same,
both being by many Protestants applied to the Papacy. Chrysostom, Theo-
doret, Theophylact, Augustine, and others, took the falling'away to be the
Antichrist himself who caused it, but the record distinctly teaches (comp,
Olshauscn, Com. 2 Thess. 2 : 3, 4 ; Lange, Com, do., Doc. 3. (4) 1

;

Sm\th^8 Die. f
Art. Antichrist, 3'), as Riggenbach expresses it, that " the fall-

ing away is hy no means tdetitical with the Antichrist (as the Fathers un-
derstood it), or eyen merely (as De Wetto thinks) the working exclusively

of Antichrist ; rather, the general rush of violent departure from the faith

precedes that final disclosure of the Antichristian despot," The most
careful writers thus discriminate between the apostasy itself and the Anti-
christ which is developed from or arises out of it ; the former being
regarded as introductory, the latter as its ripened fruit. This falling

away, too, is apjilied to an apostatizing from Christianity, extending in its

effects to all nations, and embracing a denial of fundamental truths, which
culminates finally in this apostatizing from all truth (as centred in God and
His Word) being represented to us in the acts and brief rule of a single

person, who, by way of eminence, is styled the Antichrist. We are not
told how lo7ig this apostatizing is to precede this person ; commencing
already in the days of the apostles, it works on in its leavening process
from century to century, until finally it breaks forth with a power and
energy, controlled and directed by a single head, which distinguishes the
last part of its history from all the preceding. The emphasis attached to

this apostasy by the Spirit indicates that it shall, even Wore the rise of
the personal Antichrist, be a great, distinguishing departure from the
faith. Hence, while the reformers and many others did not properly dis-

tinguish between the preliminaries and the Antichrist, yet they were
abundantly justified in applying 2 Thess. 2 to the Papacy, in sofar as they
showed that it departed from the truth.. They were also correct in making
the same application to Mohammedanism and other opposing systems, in
sofar as the apostatizing in a general sense may include a wilful departure
from the knowledge of God and the substitution of other forms of belief
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in ita place. The apostasy is not confined simply to one person, one party
or sect, but may embrace many persons and various systems under the ono
general term. Starting in the Church or at the side of it, U extends to all

men who are commanded to repent and obey, and all who refuse to do so,

are, in Tirtue of moral and religious obligation attested to by the Word
and self-conaciousness, regarded as included in this apostatizing class, as is

i*eadily seen by looking at the characters described as prominent in the last

days. Htrictly limited^ it relates to those who profe^ss Christ and depart
from the truth in llim ; comprehensively it includes those who, knowing
of Christ, still reject Him, and both these pave the way for the Antichrist,

who, in his own person, concentrates and manifests hostility to the Christ
and His truth. Therefore it is, that while regarding this personal Anti-
christ as still future (the ono to whom prophecy points as pre-eminently
deservingtlie title, and beingtlie one specially predicted), yet the reformers
and others were undoubtedly correct in designating opposing systems, etc,,

as Ajifif-hristiuJi, from the fact that ** ?/wx;iy Antichrists" (distinguished

from tho last great one) shall exist. The conclusion at which we arrive

is, that, whatever inchoate fulfilment is evident in the past and present,

the apostasy (however antichristian) only paves the way /or the stillfuture
rise of the prophetic Antichrist, and that just previous to his manifesta-

tion this apostatizing from the truth will, in and outside of the Charch, be

7nore widely extended. Tho spirit of Antichrist already in John's days (so

he declares) exhibiting itself in persons hostile to the truth, departing
from the faith, teachers of infidelity and of doctrine leading to sin, has

been largely manifested in succeeding ages, and to-day in its aggregate,

both in the professed Church and world, assumes proportions that makes
it exceedingly significant to tho thoughtful student, who believes with
Irenajus (Smith's Bib. Diet., Art. ** Antichrist'*) that this apostasy will be

summed up in a personaly individual Antichrist**

1 Bat Smith' H art. (6 (4),) endeavors to moke a distinctioii not allowable by the general

analogy of prophecy on this snbject, viz., that the apostasy follows tho withdrawal of

that which hinders or restrains. This is not asserted in the prediction but that which
htndereth only stands related to the revelation of the Man of iSin ; for tho apostatizing
from the truth was already manifesting itself in John's day. Tho writer (Meyricki,
however, correctly defines tho apostasy as a falling away from the faith and not neces-

sarily a rejection of all belief ; and that it in applicable to the professing Church in so

for as it is corrupted.
* The reader will observe that tho apostasy paves the way for, and is an exciting; caa.sc

to, the uprising of the Man of Sin. We have only to point to the sod fact that depart-

ures from the faith, and the resultant abuses, as exhibited in Koman, Greek, and Prot-

estant churches, has been a fruitful source of infidelity, so that to-day thousands of

unbelieving works chiefly base their rejection of Christianity upon the doctrines and
traits of such apostatizing, as if they flowed legitimately from the religion taught br
Jesus. Leading minds, like Voltaire, Draper, Lecky, and others, draw their sharpest
arrows from this source. It is important to notico this, as it meets an objection urged
by those (Dr. Falconer, and others), who make the Papacy the Antichrist, viz., that the

Antichrist must be found in the Charch itself, and not outside of it. Now prophecy
does not assert this, but iha reverse.. The apostasy is found in the Church and prepares
the way, as 2 Thess. 2 teaches, for the Antichrist, but a glance at parallel predictions
shows, as we have proven, that he arises (Dan. 7. Rev, 13 and 17) out of the lioman
Empire ; that (Rev. 14 and 17) he persecutes the apostasy (harlot) itself and the saints.

The condition of the professing Church materially aids in that development which meets
the conditions requisite for his uprising. The attention of the student is directed, by
way of illustration, to only one historical fact to indicate the influence of the apostasy
in this direction, viz., in its supporting the Roman Empire, bestowing upon it alleged
divine sanctions, and pronouncing it—a beast, so called by the Spirit—a Holy Empire.
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After a careful consideration of all the Scriptures bearing on the embject, we are forced
to distinguish the anl^cedeni Apostosy/rom the Antichrist. Reason itself corroborates such
a position, seeing that, in the nature of the case, there must be something preparatory
before such a lA&n of Sin can possibly be developed. In addition, it prevents that
sweeping and most uncharitable condemnation—wholesale— of the Church of Rome,
which is based upon the identity of the Apostasy and Man of Sin. The dreadful portrai-

ture of the woman, Rev. 17, verified by histoiy. is surely ample enough to cover the falsity

and bloody spirit of the Papacy, without adding that which certainly belongs to another
party before which the Popedom will be ciushed. While the Papacy, and outlying
heresies and hierarchiual claims, painfully manifest the Apostasy, yet, as all candid
writers must admit, here and there examples of piety and devotion, a vit^ union with
Christ evidenc&i by the producing frmts of the iypiriif are presented even in the darkest
periods of the Hierarchy. God always had His people, and they never were exclusively

confined to this or that church. Error has indeed often been allied with piety, but the
former has been mercifully overlooked becauue of faith in Jesus ; if it were not so, alas

for our own hopes of salvation. We must not forget that the Pope professes only to be
vicegerent and that his authority is acknowledged officially to be derived from God,
while the Man of Bin denies this yicegerency and this derivation ; the Pope in all his

decretals, bulls, etc., recognizes God and His supremacy while the Man of Sin refuses

such recognition ; the Pope confesses to a svbordinaiion, while the Man of Sin makes
hims&lf supreme and claims homage to himself as Grod ; Popery (whatever may be the
individual expressions of some adherents or the blasphemous assumptions of superiority,

etc.), directs worship to be tendered to God and His Son, while the Man of Sin perse-
cutes all who worship God and His Christ, exalting himself to a superiority over God, and
insists, as an essential element of his arrogance, to receive as bis legitimate due the
homage demanded by God ; the Papacy inakes much of the Father and the Son in its

creed, forms of worship, etc., while the Antichrist denies the Father and the Son ;

Popery confesses that Jesus came in the flesh, wiiile Antichrist denies this coming ; the
Papacy acknovcledgea as a cardinal point that Jesus will come again, while Antichrist
refuses to believe in such a Second Advent. In order to make the Papacy the Antichrist
there must be, if prediction is true, not merely striking coincidences, but an exad fulfil-

ment. Now this cannot historically be asserted respecting the Papacy without resorting

to a species of exaggeration, which is both nnfoir to the precise words of prophecy and
to the actual incta as presented by history. Logically and conMstently we are forced to our
present position. The claims, arro^uice, independence, opposition, exceeding impiety,
arrogation of divine attributes, express denial of the Father and Son, demands of worship
from adherents, lawlessness, wonder-working power, of the Antichrist are. however, they
may have been imitated in the past, such as exceed anything that histozy has recorded of

human wickedness. It is the culmination of depravity, calling for signed divine ven-
geance. It is the personification of audacity, malice, deceit, cunning, hate, ambition,
impiety, evil, rebellion, infamy and self-deification. Faosset (Ottti., 2 Thess. 2), says :

** Two objections exist to Romanism being regarded the Antichrist, though probably
Romanism will leave its culmination in him : (I) So far is Romanism from oj^sing cdl

thai is called God, that adoration of gods and lords many (the virgin Mary and saints) is a
leading feature in it ; (2) the Papacy has existed for more than twelve centuries, and yet
Christ is not come, whereas the prophecy regards the final Antichrist as short-lived, and
soon going into perdition through the Coming of Christ (Rev. 17 : 8, 11). Gregory the
Great declared against the Patriarch of Constantinople, that whosoever should assume
the title of * Universal Bishop ' would be HJie Forerunner of Antichrist.' The Papacy
fulfilled this his undesigned prophecy. The Pope has been called by his followers * Our
Lord God the Pope ; ' and at his inauguration in St. Peter's, seated in his chair upon
the high altar, which is treated as his footstool, he as vividly foreshadowed him who
' exalteth himself above all that is called God.' *' In view of the Reformation applica-
tion to the Papacy, and the indorsement of the same in some of the standards {Artie,

Smalc. II. 4, p. 314, and in the Appendix, p. 347, Rechenbexg's ed.) the matter was
discussed {Lidh. Obs., Aug. 20th, 1875), in the Iowa Synod, which declared :

" We
cannot acknowledge the expression * the Pope is the Antichrist ' as an Article of Faith,

and, therefore, we canaot make it a condition of Church fellowship, that the complete
and final fulfilment of the prophecy 2 Thess. 2 be found in the Pope." In addition,
when we come to examine the historical (historico-prophetical) claims of the Papacy to

be the Antichrist (as given by its advocates), they are not supported by the facts of

history. Aside from the fact that the Papacy did not arise in the chronological succes-

sion (after ten kingdoms, etc.), that it did not root up three kingdoms out of ten (as
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evidenced by the difflonlty of making them out, and the varied and conflicting ennmera-
tion given),* it is sufficient to say that the favorite viev of many that the Bishop of
Kome obtained Universal Supremacy either under Jnstinian or Phocas is not sustained
by the facts of history. This is seen in the separate independence of the Patriarchs ;

that interference of one Patriarchate in another was disallowed ; that the Emperors
retained the real power (so the Apoc. has the whore sustained by the power of the beast)

and the Popes had a delegated power ; that the assumed supremacy was of later origin,

being formulated under Hildebrand ; that the conflicts with the Imperial power and the
requirements of Imperial sanction ; the severance of the Greek and Latin Churches, dis-

putes of bishops, expressed opinions of Father and Emperors, acknowledged Imperial
responsibility ; the divisions in the Papal Church on thft subject of the supremacy (some
holding it to exist in General Councils, others advocating a restricted form, giving the
supremacy to the Empire in matters of law) ; these considerations alone sustain our
position.

Ohs. 7. Another important matter to notice is this, that some Scripture
predictions, directly applied by writers to the futare personal Antichrist,

are ovly applicable to a power or person associated with him ; and that for

the sake oi consistency we must distinguish between them. The old view
of Hippolytus that the false Prophet or sec. Beast of Ker. 13 is the future
pergonal Antichrist has been a favorite with some, and is adopted in

Smith's Bib. Die, Art ** Antichrist.** While this interpretation is not
near so objectionable as Faber*8, etc. (seeing that it avoids the incongruity
of making the Papacy to exist down to the Sec. Advent, when it is pre-

viously destroyed by the beast and ten horns), yet it is misleading from
the simple fact that the last head of the first Beast is the great leading
actor, under whose leadership the confederation is fonned, etc. ; and thai

this false prophet only occupies a subsidiary position^ and one, too, which
strives to honor a7id exalt the power and authority of this last head. The
prophecy impresses us by the acts of this false prophet, all being allied

with the revived last head, that he only arises and comes into play as an
active agent during the career of this seventh-eighth (Prop, IGO) head,
^N'othing in it is predicative of a previous existence ; all, so far as recorded,
is descriptive of that brief but fearful period when the mighty leader to
whom worship is tendered—hence the Antichrist (if worship were given to
the false prophet and he were the prime mover of the confederation, then
the argument might have force)—has control over nations.

This chronological position of the prophet is conclusive against various theories. It

at once and effectually disproves its application to the I^tpacy (Mede, Fabor, Lord,
Elliott, etc.), to the infidelity and revolutionary principles of tiie French Revolution
(Kett. etc.), and to the French Republic (Galloway). Any interpretation which makes
the First Beast the Papal polity or identical with the Romish Church (for it only sup-
ports and aids it as in Rev. 17, and finally turns against and destroys it), or the Sec.
Beast an upholder and extender of the Romish Church is undoubtedly defective and
contradictory for the reasons previously given in the text. Another view (Smith's Bib.

* Thus e.g. Mede has " Greeks, Longobards, or Franks ;" Sir I. Newton :
** Exarchate

Ravenna, Kingdom Lombards, Senate and Dukedom of Rome ;" Faber : " The Hemlu-
Turingic, the Ostrogothic, and the Lombardic ;*' Gaussen :

" Heruli, Ostrogoths, and
Lombards;*' others: "The Exarchate of Ravenna, the Pentapolis (i.e. afterward so
named), the dukedom of Spoleti (i.e. formerly embraced the city and senate of Rome),
comprising the three estates of the Church ;" others :

" The Heruli, Ostrogoths, and
Vandals ;" etc. It is sufficient to say, that none of these meet the conditions of
prophecy, not being uprooted, etc., before the Papacy, for even in " The States of the
Church" (to which we cannot consistently narrow down three of the ten kingdoms) the

I

Pope had often but " a shadowy rule" (see e.g. Seebohn's Era of Protestant lUvolvtion,
Bower's SU. qf the Popes, Gibbon's DecL and FaU of the Bom. Emp., etc.).
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Die., art. Antich. 6. (2\) which in a certain sense (that of "many Antichrists") might
be allowed \h that botn beasts, the first and second together form the Antichrist (are
Antichriflta, so Brightman, Parens, Vitringa, Gill, Bachznan* Fraser, Croly, Fysh, and
KUiott). Whatever of tmth may be contained in the idea of both being Antichrists (as

both act co-jointly), yet for the sake of perspicolty and to distinguish the leader from all

others as the particular, pre-eminent ^tichrist, singled out of all others, we must give
this title, OS the culminated head, only to the last head cf the Jirsi beasl^ with (so Smith)
Marlorat, King James I., Dauboz, and Gralloway ; to whom can be added numerous
writers, who advocate not only that the Roman Empire is designated by the first beast,
but that under the leadership of the last head, thus constituted above all others '' the
Antichrist," the final confiict with Christ vnU take place, of whom, above all others,

Faber, in his later works, deserves special mention as eminently successful in pro-
phetical interpretation of the beast, the very best sustained by the text and history. The
reader is invited to consider in this connection Prop. 160.

Obs, 8. In the discassion of this subject, the student, in order to obtain

an intelligent and consistent interpretation, must plant himself upon
what wo deem an impregnable position, viz., that the Roman Empire is the

fourth Beast of Daniel (adopted literally by a host of able expositors, an-
cient and modern), and that the little horn of ch. 7 springs out of, is

attached to, as part, and controlling part, of the beast. This is clearly

taught, and, owing to remarkable points of resemblance, the most eminent
expositors have, in some way, made this horn representative of the Pa-
pacy. Admitting wonderful and striking coincidences (based upon perse-

cuting Antichristian power), yet, taking the prophecy as a whole, it is im-
possible to apply it to the Papacy, owing to the final end being diverse to

that in llev. 17 ; to the fact that the ten Kingdoms only arise, simulta-

neously or nearly so, at the time (Rev. 17) o)^ the closing period of the
fourth Beast's history (commentators have hitherto been unable to fix

these ten Kingdoms, giving various lists of them, or else taking the num-
ber ten for an indefinite number which is forbidden by the prediction and
the three removed); to the fact that this horn arises after the ten King-
doms ; and to the additional fact that, however ingeniously pressed, the
Papacy did not uproot three horns or Kingdoms in its rise (those usually
urged being inadequate to sustain tlio position). But wo proceed another
step, in saying that this little horn is the Antichrist that snail arise at the
time of the end, the closing period, and be destroyed at the Sec, Advent
The reasons alreadv given respecting the similarity of end, etc., are suffi-

cient to indicate tfiis, which was the view of the early Fathers, and has
been the favorite one of a multitude of writers. The reader will observe
that the quite earlv Fathers invariably linked the coming of the Antichrist
with the Roman i^mpire, and it was after the idea arose that the Roman
power was the hindering cause that the notion was promulgated, that after

the Roman Empire was overthrown then only would Antichrist bo re-

vealed.* But still, in some way, he would reunite the Roman power and
exercise sway over it and against Christianity. A comparison of Scripture
forces us, if legitimately performed, to indorse the view that the Antichrist
arises out of the Roman Empire, and arises, too, at the time it ism a
divided state, the consolidation into a confederacy being performed under
liis auspices. Two objections that may be urged against this view ought
to bo considered. (1) The non-existence of the Beast or Roman Empire is

supposed to militate a^inst this view ; but, in reply, it is sufficient to say
that this very non-existence is also predicted, and that it is only after a
period of lost headship that a revival takes place, and the last head or
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Antichrist appears, comp. Prop. 160. (2) The personality or mdividual-
ity of Antichrist is alleged against it ; but it is an ample answer to remind
the student that Antichrist is presented to us by the Spirit in His several

aspects (a) as an individual person, the leader of the confederation, as e.g.

in 2 Thess. 2 ; {b) then the tracing the rise of this person (from whence ho
springs) as e.g. Biev. 13 : 3-8 ; Uev, 17 : 9-11

;
(c) as virtually—yet differ-

ing—a prolongation of the seventh revived head (comp. Prop. 160) ; (d)

as a polity (for king and Kingdom are convertible terms, e.g. a person
may stand for a Kingdom or polity, Dan. 2 : 38, last clause), thus showing
that he is the head over a powerful government

;
(e) thus being a person

who is the head or controlling leader of the Beast, ne is in virtue of his

position represented either as an individual or as a power springing out of

and directing the Beast, or in virtue of his tremendous influence in direct-

ing the Beast, being its representative head, he is the Beast himself just as

Nebuchadnezzar was the head of gold. In view of the fearful issues con-

nected with the coming of this Antichrist, the Spirit mercifully presents

those several aspects, so that when the time arrives for fulfilment the points

of recognition may be multiplied to the sustaining of faith in the dreadful

fiery trial." Now wo take another step in advance, viz., in identifying t?ie

sameness of Dan. 7 (the little horn). Rev. 13 (the last head). Rev/ 17 (the

last head), and 2 Thcss, 2 (the man of sin). In the elucidation of this

subject such an identity becomes imperative. In looking over the exposi-

tors, ancient and modern, nearly all agree in making Dan, 7, Rev. 13,

and Rev, 17 descriptive of the same Roman Empire (some in its civil,

others in its papal, prolongation, and still others in both of these), and in

virtue of the civil headship attributed to the heads that were fallen (which

John only designates as an additional fact of identification), it is impossi-

ble, without a violation of consistency, to attribute to this last head (of the

same beast) any other but a civil headship like unto the rest of the heads.

This is a point of vital importance, and cannot be yielded up without
serious deviation from the prophecy." If this were all revealed bv John then

we might fail in linking this last head with the Antichrist of 2 Thess. 2,

but John informs us that this civil head sets up precisely the same claims

to Divine honors, worship, etc., and is finally destroyed by the personal

Advent of the Lord Jesus, just as Paul describes, so that we winnot doubt
the correctness of that line of expositors who, whatever mistakes were made
in details, applied all these predictions to the Antichrist* The pereonal

Antichrist, taking these prophecies together, is then both a civil and re-

ligious head, endeavoring to control the civil, social, and religious interests

or society, or, in other words, State and Church (such as the latter may be,

viz., humanitarian), are represented in him. Our indebtedness to many
able writers who, in some way, held up this Beast as the Roman Empire,
and the Antichrist as springing out of it, is great (and here gratefully ac-

knowledged), however much we may differ from them in the way of trac-

ing (prophetically and historically) the Jinal headship of this Beast,

because tney preserved, amid diversity, an important and essential element
in the correct apprehension of the subject. It was owing to this feeling

—

based upon the prophetic idea that the Antichrist must be, in order to

meet the requirements of prediction, related to the Roman power—that so

many of the Fathers and writers (Brooks, El. Proph, Interp,, p. 48, etc.;

Smith's Bib. Die, Art. Antichrist, etc.) thought that Rome itself would be
the seat of the Antichrist (the latter, however, whatever power the Beast
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may have over Home, being especially applied in Rev. 17 to the whore,
the great representative of the apostasy)/

^ Ab this ifi an interesting point ve append a few illnBtrations. Aside from the
opinions, entertained respecting the peraecnting Emperors, the early Fathers, even those
advocating the breaking up of the Empire, linked the Antichrist with the Empire in that

he would obtain possession of and control it. Thns e.g. Bh. Newton quotes {Diss.^ p.

411, etc.), Tertullian as saying {ApoL c. 32) that the division of the Roman Btate ** into

ten kingdoms will bring on the Antichrist ;" Cyril locates {Oanl. IS, c. 6), the coming of
Antichrist at the future division of the Empire into the ten kingdoms, when " the elev-

enth is Antichrist, who by magical and wicked artifice shall seize the Roman power ;'
' so

also Hilary, Ambrose, but especially Jerome, Augustine, Cbrysostom, (vide quotations in
Newton) who make the Antichrist follow a failing or breaking up of the Empire, and fas

Chrytiostom) " he shall seize on the vacant Empire, and shall endeavor to assume tne
power both of God and men." Comp. quotations in Smith's Sib. Die, art. Antichrist,

6, (1) who gives additional, Andreas as ** reuniting the Roman Empire' ' under him, Aretas
as being ** a king of the Romans ;*' so also John Damascene, Adso, and others have him
reuniting the Empire. Nearly all the Fathers justly kept in view the foretold division

of the Empire, and made the rise of the Antichrist synchronize with that time ; and all

agreed in having him destroyed at the personal Advent of Jesus. Comp. also pp. 316,

341, 353, 356 Dfillinger's (Smith's ed.) Proph, cf the Mid, Ages, Alford*s Proleg. to 2 Thoss.
Lange's Catn, on 2 Thess. 2, etc.

* In Dan. 7 he is also represented as a horn arising after the ten kingdoms, thus inti-

mating to us, what the Apocalypse predicts, that he is not precisely an eighth head,
having a relationship to the seventh, but has special characteristics of his own which, in
one aspect, gives him a certain independency, and yet, in another, shows him to be
virtually a seventh-eighth head, i.e. in some respects a seventh, and in others an eighth
head. Thus prediction presents us with the varied aspects of the last Antichrist, so that

in some respects he is a horn, in others a seventh head, and in virtue of these may be
designated an eighth head.

The importance of this is worthy of consideration. These points are fundamental in
tracing the rise of the Antichrist : (1) There are only four great world empires in regular
succession until he is revealed

; (2) it is erroneous to make a fifth (as e.g. Russia,
Turkey, Egj-pt, Greece), out of which he springs, unless hereafter incorporated as an
integral part of it ; (3) the Roman Empire will be headless, i.e. cease to exist, but will

be revived, and out of this revival springs this Antichrist ; (4) he, therefore, must
proceed from the fourth or Roman revived ; (5) any other power from which it might
arise, can only be recognized, provided it is fully incorporated in the Roman, becomes
part of it. and its leader (as e.g. if Russia would conquer Constantinople and make that
its capital, etc.)

; (6) no special stress can be laid on '* Gog," for the simple reason that

the name was applied to different nations, and can be found nearly all over Europe
(through the inundations of the barbarians) and in part of Asia—and besides it may be a
general name descriptive of an enemy— so that the order of succession must be our
guide ; (7) the Czar professes to represent the Eastern part of the Roman Empire we are

told, and hence Thomas, Ciammings, and others, find the Antichrist in Russia, but this

can only be true in the future, provided it conquers Roman territory and becomes thus
an integral part of the Empire—for the Antichrist must proceed from the recc^apized

fourth Empire ; (6) this relation of the Antichrist to the Empire and being its civil head
sets aside Wild*s theory {The Lost Ten Tribes^ p. 143), and 8. Sonhomme's {Proph. TimeSt

March, 1880, ** Who is to be the Antichrist?*') thot the Antichrist will be a Jew over the
Jewish nation (which nation he invades, fights, subdues, etc.), for the weighty consider-
ation of order of succession forbids their inferences.

* The student will notice the important bearing that this view possesses in enabling us
to avoid a mass of contradictory interpretation. The continuation of the Roman Empire
—however divided and however headless in the past or present, down to the Sec. Advent,
is fundamental as given by Daniel and John. The impossibility of accepting the Papacy
as the culminated head of the Antichrist is fully evidenced by its destruction previous to
that Advent by the beast and ten horns. The impossibility of receiving any power out-
side of, and not incorporated with, the Roman Empire as the last Antichrist, is self-

evident from the connection that this Antichrist sustains to the Roman power as its last

head. This idso teaches us that the views now expressed by able writers that Rome is
** the false prophet" (as e.g. Roberts in Propheqf and the Eastern Question), cannot be
correct for two reasons : (1) the Papacy is previously destroyed, (2) this "false prophet"
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arises only in conjunction with this last head. This likewise shows ns that we cannot
possibly accept of the notion (entertained by many Expositors in the past and recently
repeated by Boberts, Balfour, etc,\ that the ten horns are to be regarded as fulfilled in
the past, because (1) the last head of the beast is still future ; (2^ the horns are brought
out under this last head

; (3) the horns act in conjunction with this head, being con-
trolled by him ; (4) the horns act only at this period for a brief time, viz., an " hour ;"

and (5) the acts ana result, ascribed to these hnms have not been witnessed in Ihe past,

for the Papacy is still a gigantic power. Our position also meets in the same manner the
objectionable interpretation of Barbour {Three Worlds), respecting the heads of the
beast, the two-homed beast, the ten horns (he arbitrarily makes " horn" to refer to a short
time after the division of the Empire and not to the division itself exlBting a short time),

etc.—of Lord's {Exp. cf Apoc), eip. of the two-homed beast, ten horns, etc., of Barnes's
{Apoc.) interpretation of the last head, ton horns, false prophet, etc., besides that of many
others.

In view of the fact that so many prophetical writers insist upon the past existence of
the ten horns in order to make out the following of the Papacy, it may be proper to odd,
that no such division can be proven to have preceded the rise of the Papacy, and to
have existed contemporaneously. This is evidenced by the varied lists given. Thus
e.g. Machiavelli's is adopted by some : (1) Ostrogoths ; (2) Visigoths ; (3) Suevis and
xSins

; (4) Vandals
; (5) Franks ; (C) Burgnndians

; (7) Henili ; (8) Saxons and Angles ;

(9) Huns ; (10) Lombards. But this is an enumeration of nations to which others could
be readily added. If the ten kingdoms thus arose and are thus to be traced, we have
the incongruity of the image existing the longest in the period of the toes. No history
of the Boman Empire (as Gibbon,' etc.), gives such a division, which is sufficiently signi-

ficant. Other ten are enumerated by Sir L Newton, and variations are given by Bh.
Newton, Mede, Bh. Lloyd, etc., so that many owing to the changes introduced, the rise

and fall and succession of nations, the difficulty of making out precisely ten and these
contemporaneous (and especially to three being uprooted by the Papacy), and the patent
fact that no such ten have existed down to the present time (much less to the Sec.

Advent), make out the number an indefinite one. We are not concerned to find them
in the past ; they relate to the future exclusively. Fausset {Com. Dan, 7) correctly says :

'* the definite ten will be the ultimate development of the Boman Empire, just before the
rise of the Antichrist."

Ohs. 9. The meaning of the word ** Antichrist" can readily be made
out from the force of ** anti" in compoaition, denoting ** against or op-
posed to, in place of or correspondence to," thus designating either oppo-
sition to Christ or imitation of Christ. It may then mean (1) one who sets

himself up against Christ, denying or usurping His power, or (2) one who
strives to resemble Christ in His prerogatives, power, etc., or (3) one who
unites both these characteristics. Over against the opinion of GreawcU
(Exp, of Farad. f toI. 1, p. 372), that it denotes rather a kind of rivalry

than antagonism, a ** Counterfeit-Christ," wo havoin the account givon of
the Antichrist abundant evidence to sustain the almost universally received
one that he will be an oppoaer of Christ. This is unmistakably predicted
both in his characteristics and in hia acts, without, however, rejecting

Gresweirs idea that he also may, in the course of such opposition, claim, as

Dean Trench (Synonymes of the ^, T,) suggests, to be, without taking the
name, a kind of Messiah (for the honor and worship tendered to him seems
to indicate something of the kind). Trench's explanation, based upon the
marks given to him that he will set himself up both against Christ and in

the place of (as the world's Saviour) Christ, being thus both a?i Anii and
False Christ, is fully sustained by His being a de?iier of Christ (1 John
2 : 22, Luther, a Wider Christ), an adversary or opposer of Christ (2 Thess.
2 : 4), one who fights against Christ (Rev. 17 : 19), and also one who sets

Himself up as a kind of Redeemer worthy of worship (2 Thess. 2:4; Rev.
13 : 4, 12, etc.), thus occupying the place, the Theocratic position, assigned
to Jesua.' It may also be remarked that in view of the latitude of meaning
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in the word, John already in his day (1 John 2 : 18) could well say, in view
of the opposition to or denial of Christ (or, oven the substitutions for

Christ), '* Little children, it is the last time, and as ye hayo heard that

Antichrist shall come, even now are there many Antichrists, whereby we
know that it is the last time.'* Every age has, in his sense, both m and
alongside of the Church, produced its Antichrists, the preliminary earnests

of the great one still to come ; and because the Me&iah has come and such
opposers to Him can thas exist in opposition to Him, we know, too, that
this is the last hour, or time, or dispensation preparatory to Christ's tri-

umph over His adversary,'

1 The Fathers generally speak of him as one who is an opposer of Christ, but some
distinctiTely also intimate his twofold character, as e.g. Hippolytns says : " The deceiver
-wishes in every way to appear like the Son of Man," etc., (quoted by Brooks, £Z., p. 256),

and so Lactantins and Jerome (^quoted by Bh. Newton, Biss,^ p. -411), the former saying :

** This is he, who is called Antichrist, but who shall feign himself to be Christ, and shall

fight against the truth :"— the latter that Antichrist *' shall sit in the temple of God,
cither at Jerusalem (as some imagine) or in the Church (as we more truly judge), show-
ing himself that he is Christ and the Son of God," etc. It is in view of this latitude of
meaning, that the Papacy bearing so many of the characteristics of the Antichrist was
deservedly reckoned in several distinguishing particulars to be Antichristian, as e.g. in
its Theocratic claims (Bengel's Gnomon^ V., p. 306), in its assumption of the names and
titles of " the Christ" (comp. Bcllarmine as given by Dr. Butler in Lee, Apoc,, p. 293),

the worship of Mary (Cumming's Lee. on Bomanismy Butler's Lee. Ayoe.^ etc.), the
persecution and slaughter of Baints (Bickersteth's From, Giory, p. 90, etc.), its canoniza-
tion and invocation of saints, its ambitious and warlike Popes, its profession of miracu-
lous power (Cumming's Lec.^ Bede*s Ecd. History, etc.), its changing of commandments
(Stillingiieet's ]\^orkSt vol. 6, p. 572, Cumming's Lee, on ifomantsm, Chruttian Worlds March,
1865, etc.) etc.

* We append a few statements as to the meaning of the word Antichrist. Bh. Hurd
(Tnirod. to the Study of the Prophecies^'* Ser. 7) defines it :

** a person of power, actuated
with a spirit opposite to that of Christ." Barnes {Com., 1 John 2 : 18), says :

** The
proper meaning of anii in composition, is over against, contrary to, reciprocity, substitu-
tion. The word Antichrist, therefore, might denote any one who either wus, or claimed
to be, in the place of Christ, or one who, for any cause, was in opposition to him." ** If

the word stood alone, and there was nothing said further to explain its meaning, we
should think, when the word Antichrist was used, either of one who claimed to be the
Christ, and who thus was a rival ; or of one who stood in opposition to, on some other
ground." Dr. Braune (Lange's Com., 1 John 2 : 18) says that ^' anti may mean both
hostility and substitution, '* and favors ** not substitution but hostility to Christ exhibited
in the form of eminent strength." He also mentions Huther as combining the two
ideas :

** the enemy of Christ, who, under the lying appearance of being the true Christ,

endeavors to destroy the work of Christ." Fausset {Com. 2 Thees. 2), says :
" He not

merely assumes Christ's character (as a false Christ), but opposes Christ," and adds :

" Idolatry of self, spiritual pride, and rebellion against God, are his characteristics."

Appleton's New Amer. Vydop., art. "Antichrist," says: **The current opinion of the
Koman Catholic Church, in accordance with the general doctrine of the Fathers, is, that

Antichrist is an individual who will pretend to be the true Messiah, and be generally
acknowle^ed as such throughout the earth, during the last epoch of the existence of
the world." Dr. Lange in Horzog's Enc^dop., art. ** Antichrist,' combines the two mean-
ings, and says that the opposition (anti) is enforced by the form of a false (anti) Christ
that the former is made powerful by an imitation of the claims of " the Christ," which
imitation is presented and urged by lies and a perversion of things relating to Christ.

Dr. Trt^elles {Daniel, p. 192), objects to the idea of being a Pseudo-Christ in view of the
Antichrists in John's time who were simply opposers to Christ, and consequently urges
the meaning of opposer to Christ ; but in a subsequent page violates his own definite

determined given meaning, when he declares that the Jews will receive him as a Messiah.
M'Clintock and Strong's Cydop.^ art. on, mE^es him both a ** false-Christ" and ** against

Christ." Such illustrations, which could be indefinitely repeated, only show, that no
satisfactory conclusions can be drawn from the philological meaning of the word, which
may have one determinate meaning (e.g. hostility or substitution) and exclude another.
The meaning to be applied to the word Antichrist as related to this one great future
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culminated power of evil, mtist be found on ezegetical groTinds bj a comparison of the
prediciionfl descriptive of him. Such a comparifion clearly demonstrates that the Anti-
christ is as many hold an ** opposer of Christ" (for he persecat^s believers in Jesns,

organizes the nationH against Christianity, and wages wur a^inst the ChriBt)»and at the
same time as Greswell (note to his Hisiorinnl Te8iimony\ ** another Christ, a pro-Christ, a
Tice-Christ, an alter-Christ. a pretender to the name of Christ ;'*or as others a " Psendo-
Chriat" or " Coonterfeit Christ," (for he aaanmes the rights, honors, and worship of
Christ, and is received by the Jewish nation aa *' the Messiah").

Ohs. 10. Notice the marks or characteristics pi von to this Antichrist.

1. By John in the Epistles. 1 John 2 : 22, *' Who is a liar but he that
denieth that Jesus is the Christ ? Hb is Antichrist that denieth the Fatlier

and the So7i,^' By this we have a denier of Jesus, the Christ, and the
Father who sent Him, This shows at once and conclusively (however men
have ingenuously attempted to evade it) that it cannot be applied to the
Papacy, which, whatever un-Christian (i.e. practical denial) may attach to

it, never denied the Father and the Son, hut acknowUdges both in its con-
fession of faith, and promulgates its decrees in their name. Here we have
not simply an indirect denial of truths pertaininir to them, but a plain

^

open, unblushing denial of their authority, and of allegiance to them. It

is Infidelity in its highest phase. Again he says, 1 John 4:3: '' Every
spirit that confcsseth not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not of
God : and this is that spirit of Antichrist, whereof ye have heard that it

should come, and even now already is it in the world.'*^ Keeping in view
what the ancients meant by *' the Christ'* (viz., the Theocratic ordering of
Jesus, Prop. 305), we'have here a refusal to acknowledge that Jesus as *VA«
C7im^" i.e. the covenanted David*s Son, had come in His First Advent
in humanity. It is a total rejection of the claims of Jesus to the Messiah*
ship grounded upon disbelief in His incarnation ; a spirit which was
already exhibited in John's time.* But again John teaches, 2 John 7 :

**Many deceivers are entered into the world who confess ^wt that Jesus
Christ is co7ne** (Gr. is coming, or who cometh, so many writers have
instanced, Lange's Com, loci, etc.) " in the flesh. This is a (or the) deceiver
and an [or theVAntichrist,^ ^ This is declarative not only of a denial of the

humanity of Jesus Christ, but that He will again come as the Son of man
and the Christ.' If we turn to the Apoc, John gives us, among other
things, the following characteristics. Ho is to be o blasphemer (Kev.l3 : 5,

G, taking the Scriptural sense of blasphemy, viz., to say, claim and do
that which properly belongs to God) : an object of worship to the world
(Rev. 13 : 4, 8, 12, etc.^ ; a possessor of great military power (Rev. 13:4,
7, 12) : a persecutor of the saints (Rev. 13 : 7) and of the Papacy (Rev.
17 : Ifi) ; and a direct hostile opposer of the Lamb (Rev. 17 : 14 and 19 : 19).
In addition, wo have, that he will be an eighth^ but virtually seventh, head
of the Roman beast (Rev. 13 : 3 and 17 : 10, 11. Comp. Prop. 160), and
so intent upon establishing his power that he will slay all who will not
receive his mark and tender homage to him (Rev. 13 : 15-17 and 14 : 9-13).
2. We notice now the marks given by Paul, in 2 Thess. 2 as follows : He is

^' the man of 5iw,'' i.e., one of pre-eminent wickedness, in whom sin
culminates, being wholly and successfully devoted to it ;

*' the Son of per-
dition,*' i.e. Judas-like he is filled with Satan, Judas-like he opposes Christ
and is devoted to destruction (comp. Rev. 17 : 11), leading others (comp.
Rev. 14 : 9-11) to perdition ; the opposer or adversary (see comments) of
God and the Christ ; the Anti-God (as Chrysostom designates him ; v. 4,
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exaltijg himself above all that is worshipped, etc.) ; the Lawless One
{Corns.) centring in himself all law ; a worlcer according to or through the
energy of Satan '* with power and signs, and lying wonders," etc. 3. We
come to the delineation given by Daniel, chs. 7 and 11, where we have, in
addition, this power related to, part of, and controlling the beast (the
Roman), ^^ speaking great words against the Most High;** making war
against the saints ; invading Palestine, etc. ; in brief, having the same
arrogant and hostile last development out of tbe Roman Empire arrayed
against the truth and God's people, and triumphing over them until deliv-

erance comes from God. (And if we can take ch. 8 by either regarding

—

as many do—its fulfilment in some power (as e.g. Mohammedanism) as

typical, or by making—as others—the little horn the Roman Empire suc-

ceeding to the Grecian, then other traits coald be added, as being *' a king
of fierce countenance and understanding dark sentences,** who ** shall

destroy wonderfully.*' cause "craft to prosper," and shall "stand up
against the Prince of princes," Here he is said to be ** broken without
hand,*' i.e. by supernatural power, direct divine agency, as in Rev. 19,

2 Thess. 2, by Jesus Christ and His armies,)* 4. Allusions and descrip-

tions are to be found in other Scriptures. Tnus in Ps. ID : 18 he is called
" the man of the earth*' and in Ps. 9 the ** wan*' (e.g. Jerome applies

these Ps. to Antichrist) who will be judged by God (various Psalms de-

scriptive of a proud, wicked, overpowering " man" are quoted by the
Fathers as illustrative of him, such as Ps. 109, 12, 14, 61, 52, 76, 94, 120,

140, etc., also Isa. 11 : 4 ; 14 : 25 ; 10 : 13 ; Hab. 2:5; Ezek. 38, etc.),

conveying the same idea of self-exaltation, greatness of power, violence and
hostility to God. As these references will be alluded to under a following
observation, it will be sufficient to observe that the distinctive marks of

the Antichrist, as presented by the Spirit, are (1) the last and great adver-
sary of God and Christ ; (2) the development of infidelity so that it results

in a denial of Father and Son, both as it relates to their authority and
redemptive work

; (3) the denial of the Messiahship of Jesus based upon
that of His having come in humanity

; (4) the denial of the Tlieocratic

position of Jesus, founded upon that He will not come again in humanity
(i.e. as ** Son of man")

; (6) the retention of a religious element^ which
causes him to become the object of general worship

; (6) the claimer of
attributes and honor belonging to Ood ; (7) the blasphemer by way of emi-
nence, exceeding all that has hitherto transpired, being lawless'and actuated
by Satan, etc

; (8) the most astounding capacity and success in obtaining
a&herents

; (9) the obtainer of vast power over the nations ; (10) the leader

of ten subordinate powers
; (11) the eulogized hectd of a sustainmg power

;

(12) the persecutor of the believers
; (13) the overthrower of ihe whore

;

(14) the slayer of all who will not worship him
; (16) theperformer of signs

and lying wonders ; (16) the direct antagonist of " the ^ing" at His Com-
ing

; (17J
and finally, the last head or controlling polity arising out of the

revivified, fourth beast or Roman Empire. No wonder that he who
humbly receives the Word contemplates such characteristics with astonish-

ment and dread ; and that, when locating this Antichrist still in the future

(where undoubtedly the Scriptures place it), ho regards this a subject well

worthy of the closest attention and study,*'

1 The caiefol student will observe, that -while this Antichristian spirit is linked with
tbe denial of the Incarnation, yet eveiything that materially aids in concealing or detract-
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ing from *' tho Cbristship" of Jesus, is in 00 far aiding in the development^ of this

ttpirit, or, to nay the least, giving it ground for resistance.
* Thia should also bo a caution to a certain class of belieTers who, with an evident

desire to honor '* the Christ" unconsciously and with a Gnostic element of opposition to

matter, strip Jesus, the Messiah, of all humanity by a process of spiritaalizing, so that
when He comes again, it is not as the Son of Han, but as a purely spiritual being
stripped of all human relationship. The Messiah that they present is not recc^ni&ible
by covenant or prediction. While not denying His coming, they do deny the personality
—as covenanted and predicted—of the Christ. (Comp. Props. 200 and jiOi.)

' We make Dan. 8 to be corroborative to Dui. 7, etc., and find the power of this Anti-
christ made mighty by the means stated Eev. 13 : 2 ; 16 : 13, 14 ; 17 : 12, 13 ; 19 : 19.

Hifl persecution of the Jewish nation is directly stated in these predictions [and in the
70 weeks) as a special characteristic, which must not be overlooked.

* History points to monsters of cruelty, like Eodrigo Borgia (Pope Alexander YL\ his

son CcBsar, and others, but famous as these aio in the annals of infamy, this Antichrist,

Betting aside and overriding all law, will be still more abominable in his deeds. Owing
to his power being greater, the effects of his sinfulnesa will be more extended, and his

victims more numerous. Sin, the greatest and most revolting, will culminate in his life

and actions. When we consider the fulness of transgression is still future, and that the
correttpomling energetic indignation of God is to be still manifested, the fearfnlness of

this may be partly realized by looking at the past tranagressionjs of the nations and God's
past indignation providentially expressed : the former exhibited in oppression, persecu-
tion, and cruelty almost incredible, and the latter in judgments the most terrible ; and
yet all these lack the fulness of wickedness and vengeance which is yet to come : the
former in Antichrist and the False Prophet, and the latter in the dreadful last plagues,
the vials of an insulted God. Notwithstanding all this so faithfully portrayed by inspir-

ation, many men persistently close their minds and hearts to such warnings ! Yea more,
they make them even the subject of jest and scoffing ! But jesting lips and scoffing

hearts will tremble and quake with fear when the predicted vengeance comes. God has
declared it, and we believe Him.

Obs. 11. }yhe7i shall this Antichrist be revealed ? Thia is a question of

great importance, seeing the tremendous issues pertaining to llis advent.
The Spirit has not left ns without testimony on this point ; for while teach-

ing us that the spirit of Antichrist from the days 01 the Apostolic Church
has been in the world, and that 4II who corrupt the truth and oppose Christ
(especially those ereat powers in a corrupted church, and beside it all that

do this) deserve tho reproachful name. He also directs us to the one great
personal Antichrist^ in whom wickedness shall culminate, and plainly tells

us that the time of His coming is before the open revelation of Jesus Christ
from heaven. It is this Antichrist, with his confederated forces, that
makes war with the King at His Coming and is overthrown by Him, a
point so clear (Prop. 123), and almost universally held, that it req^uires no
additional notice. This Antichrist is the last head of the fourth Kingdom,
the Roman, which when again revived (Prop. 160) persecutes the saints,

brings in the fearful tribulation, and makes war with the Lamb. And
notice that in Rev, 14, the time of His gigantic power, cruel persecution
and worship /oWow5 the resurrection and translation of the chosen 144,000,
the renewed proclamation of God's predictions and the fall of the Papal
power (and State churches, etc). Antichrist, therefore, however developed
previously, succeeds the first stage (Props. 130, 166, 174) of the Sec. Ad-
vent and the removal of a select body of saints, and flourishes in all his
might, fierceness, and self-deification between the two stages of the Sec.
Advent.

Let the student ponder this statement, because it sets aside a large number of erro-
neous interpretations and applications. This will be developed as we proceed. Seisa
{^Laai Times)^ Brookes {Maranaikd), Eeineke, Newton, and inany others of American and
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Enropean pTophetical -writers taJEe this Tiew, -n-hich is most decidedly in accord with
prediction and the order laid down by the Spirit.

Ols, 12. Before the Antichrist is revealed something which hinders or

prevents (2 Thesa. 2 : 6, 7) his manifestation must be removed. We have
already shown (Prop. 160, and see Prop, on Translation 130, Obs. 8) how
utterly untenable the prevailing theories on the subject are. The removal
of the Roman power (so Chrysostom, Jerome, and many others) is not
meant, because he (Antichrist) rises out of and forms the controlling part
of the fourth beast (it is not even applicable to the case of Papacy, to which
it is usually applied, seeing that the Papacy, as taught in Rev. 17, is sup-
ported and elevated hj the Roman Empire) ; and that it cannot mean (as

bell, Seiss, etc.) the withdrawal of the Holy Spirit, both on account of the

use of the neuter form of the word indicative of that which withholdeth,
and from the predicted fact that the Spirit will sustain (not being with-

drawn) the multitude of martyrs who die under the Antichristian persecu-

tion. The later opinion of some (Ellicott, Alford, etc.) that the reference

in the neuter form is to the restraining influence of human law wielded by
the Roman Empire and then by other succeeding governments, thus in the

latter form (i.e. as a State or States) meeting the masculine form of the

phraseology. This view overlooks that this Antichrist springs out of the
Roman Empire revived, and that human law, i.e. the laws derived from and
under a civil compact, will, in so far as he also represents a polity, be in

full force. He, in fact, regulates society in all its relations by the enactment
of law, made, indeed, to suit his ambition, but etill the continued regulations

of a civil polity.* After carefully considering the views hitherto given and
the fact, stated in the previous Obs., that the chosen, elect number of

saints (symbolized by the 144,000) are first removed, taken away before the
revelation of Antichrist occurs, we find no better interpretation for this

diflfleult passage than that suggestive one of Thcodoret and Theodore of

Mopsuestia (Smith's Bib. Dic.f '*Antichrist'*), which gives a cleiv to a consis-

tent one sustained by fact. It suggests (from their making that which
withholdeth the determination^ purpose, decree of God) that the Divine
Purpose of God, relating to the number of these elect, chosen ones, must
first be fulfilled (thus meeting the neuter form), and that this elect-body

must be removed ; He who restrains (the Divine Purposer), or the election

(thus represented and considered in its corporate capacity) hindering U7itil

the predetermined mimber is completed and taken away—the masculine
form being met by an allusion to Him who, by His Purpose in this direc-

tion, restrains the coming of Antichrist, or by a reference to the election

itself resulting from the Purpose of God, keeping back this mighty evil

until its removal as predicted. Passing by several conjectures (such as that

the withholding power was Paul, or his supplication, or the apostles, or

the prayers of Christians, or Elijah, etc.) as wholly unsustained,* wo may
upon tliis obscure passage additionally suggest as favorable to the view pre-

sented by us, that evidently that which withholdeth continues to withhold

down to the present day, seeing that the personal Antichrist is not yet

revealed. Besides this, it preserves the idea, mentioned by some (Lange,
Olshausen, etc.), that this withholding is to be regarded as ** beneficent*'

and is performed by a ** beneficent power' ' (which our view embraces) with-

out making **the Roman Empire and the Roman Emperor presented in

another relation, viz., its beneficent aspect" (so Olshausen) over against the
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express delineations of the foartfa beast by Daniel and Jobn as the reverse

of beneficent throngh all its heads, culminating in the lost one. To make,
as Olshausen and others, the emperors types of Antichrist and then in

their official position the (masculine) restraining power is, as Lange asserts,
" too refined and artificial," and it may be added opposed to the impregnable
po8itio7i (Prop. 160) that it is really one of the last, the last. Rulers of the
revived, but modified, Roman Empire (because it is to exist, with one or
two periods of non-existence particularly asserted to avoid misap|>rehen-
sioD, down to the Sec. Advent) who becomes the predicted Antichrist.

(Comp. Prop. 130, Obs. 8.)

I Goinnesa in Approtxchirtg End revives the old opinion that the Boman Empire is the
hindering canse ; Olahansen mokes it " the moral and conservative inflnence of political

states;** Alford, "the fabric of human polity as a coercive power;" Fansset, *' civil

Eolity ;" Lange (Herzog's JEncy. art, Antich.), " the moral or ethical spirit of the states

—

fe,^the state in its highest meaning ;*' Ellicott, ** the restraining power of human law
in the Koman Empire ;'* M'Clintock and Strong's tyclop. art. Antichrist, " the Roman
Empire ; Roos, who recognizes a single person, makes it the Imperial rule seized by the
last Pope ; Schneckenburger, ** the Imperial power of Home as the binding head ot the
polity ;" (the Rationalistic interpretation which applies it to this or that emperor, or the
Jews, etc., we pass by as needing no references) ; (so we need not comment on snch views
as Koppe's— that it is Paul and his intercession—or Diedrich's—the Apostles generally
and their work—or Calvin's—the proclamation of the Gospel—or SchSttgen's—the inter-
cessory Church—or Ewald's—coming and removal—etc.) ; all such evidently seeking a
meaning opposed to the unity of prediction. On the otherhand Br.Tyng {lie THZ/ O/me,
p. 146), Brookes {Mdranaiha, p. 191), Lincoln {Lecis, on JS^isUes of St, John, p. 68>, and
many others, make that which hindereth or restraineth to be " the Holy Ghost." A
writer in the Tndhj vol. 3, on " The Glorious Appearing," says, that the Spirit is the
One that hinders, and that when the Church is taken away, the Spirit no longer restrains.
But as wo have shown, this takes it for granted that no Church and no Spirit to convert,
etc, then exists, which violates th« order laid down e.g. in Rev. 14. De Burgh (quoted
by Fausset) makes it ** the elect Church and the Spirit," both of which, however, bear
testimony to the truth during the tribulation as evidenced by the number of the martyrs
Even the extraordinary manifestations of the Spirit, as evinced in the supernatural (e.g.

Rev. 11) and in resurrecting power (e.g. Rev. 20), aie not withdrawn. We are forc^
therefore, to adopt as the moat consistent view that the neuter form (katechOn) refers to
the divine purpose relating to the gathering out of the first-fmits (which we know is to
be antecedently realized), and that the masculine form (katechon) refers to the body of
the first-fruits taken away.

' Another, however, may be specified being advocated (Lange' s Com. 2 Thess, 2) by
Hofman, Lnthardt, Baumgarten, Auberlen, Von Oettingen, viz., that it is an angel
prince (nimilar to the one mentioned Dan. 10 : 5, 13, 20), active in the assize of worldly
aflfairs that withholds or restrains. This view while not meeting the neuter form but
only the masculine, yet might, as the Agent by which the Divine Purpose is sustained
and carried out, bo incorpoxated with the one presented in the text.

Obs. 13. A few remarks pertaining to the special partner of Antichrist,
viz., the second beast of Rev. 13 : 11-18, nre m place. This false prophet
materially aids in exalting and enforcing the authority of the last head of the
first beast, and hence deserves onr attention. Briefly, it may be said that
as the last head of the revived Roman power (the first beast) is still futnre,

,

so also is this second beast, seeing that all his acts, policy, etc., is directed
to sustaining the last head of the first beast, and therefore falls in with the
period presented in Rev. 14, viz., after the removal of the 144,000, the
renewed proclamation of coming judgments, and the fall of Babylon, and
continues to co-operate with this last head down to their co-joined over-
throw. Rev. 19 : 19, 20. Being also a boast, he, like the other beast, repre-
sents a polity (one, too^ having a twofold power symbolized by the horns)

;
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*'- and yet attention is evidently called to one person^ the representative or
i head of this polity, who as ** /A« false prophef^ assists the personal Anti-
Li Christ and meets with his doom. This prophet is not the Antichrist Mm-
i selfy as many have supposed, because he is not the one that is the leader, or

that is worshipped, but occupies a subordinate position under the last head
of the beast, and aids in causing him to be worshipped. (This is bo

J plainly stated, that any other view is untenable.) This fal^e prophet is,

f>
therefore, also not the Papacy, an interpretation adopted by many, even

J able, writers. The time (see above) when he arises, the subordination to

the Antichrist, the activity in causing all to worship the last revived head
(and the Papacy instead of being active in causing worship to the Empire,
endeavored to divert such honor and worship to itself^), and especially in

view of the extraordinary power and manifestations of this second beast

f after the downfall of Babylon (or the Papacy), it is impossible, consistently

t with the chronological position of the beast and its acts in behalf of the
i* restored last head of the first beast, to apply it to the Papacy (unless incho-

ately). It refers to a power still future, and which, us to its origin, from

^
whence it will arise, is open to conjecture. Taking the symbolical lan-

guage into consideration, we can only say this : that if the first beast arose

t out of the sea, i.e. out of the convulsions of the nations, the rising of the
' second one ** out of the earth," indicates either his arising out of an empire
' or Kingdom having a more established form of government (so Lord, and

others), or out of the Roman earth or Empire (so Faber, etc.), or out of

the territorial limits of a Kingdom already established, or arising out of

republicanism, etc. When compared with other phraseology, it somehow
impresses us with the idea that it springs from a popular and general desire

of the multitudes of a settled government pervaded by apostasy, which,
now that the established forms of religion are overthrown, cannot /rec itself

entirely from what the Creator has indelibly implanted in man, viz., a
religious feeliiig. Hence this beast arises as the director of worship, to

meet a felt and acknowledged want, bub, rejecting the Father and the Son,
turns man into a public worshipper, under severe penalties, of a self-

deijicd humanity, Disdaining as foolishness the Redemptive process by
which God becomes man to reach and embrace humanity in salvation, it,

as an expression of human wisdom, seeks for Redemption in making out
man to he God ; tlius seeking its highest good in man, and giving at the
final end the most palpable proof that the often ridiculed temptation and
fall in Eden is verified in terrible expressiveness. While it is idle to con-
jecture in what way or in what particular locality he will arise, yet God has
^iven us a sufficiency to fully identify him when he does come. The out-

lines indicate a power not only devoted to the interests of a Humanitarian
religion, but concentrating and enforcing the worship of such a religion in
the person of the last head of the first beast. He is tne chief miracle worker
(Meyrick, art. " Antichrist,** Smith's jBi6. Bic, overlooks e.g. Rev. 16 : 13,

14, when ho says that miracle working is not attributed to the first beast)

in behalf of the first beast, exerts the power of the first beast in his pres^

ence, deceives the masses by his miracles, erects image worship in laudation
of the Antichrist, and causes all to be killed who refuse such worship.'

1 Besides this, with all the correspondence between the Papacy (inohoately perhaps, a«
some allege), and this beast, it is impossible to find in the post an accurate historical

fnlfilment to confirm the application made by namerons prophetical writers. Thus e.g.

the publicly bringing down of fire from heaven, the aniversal reception of a mark in the
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right hand or on the forehead, cannot be consistently applied to the post. So, also its

application to Mohammedaniflm must be rejected an untenable, for the simple reason
—& many others did not exist—that Mohammedanism has always bee a a bitter, hating
enemy of the first beast or Boman Empire, and instead of being a subordinate co-worker
has dealt the most fatal blows to it in the past.

' Several additional things may be briefly noticed in this connection. (1) Tlie Dragon,
In Rev. 13 : 2, 4, and 16 : 13, he is mentioned as fdso a party in aronsing the last oonfed-
oration, but what is remarkable in Bev. 19 in the overthrow of the confederacy the beast
and false prophet are alone mentioned and afterward separately the fate of the Dragon,
Bev. 20. The most difficult problem, to the writer, is the giving an interpretation to
the Dragon that shall not violate the chronological order, the symbolical language, and
the continuation of the Boman Empire as given by Daniel. The leading interpretations

are all open to the most serious objections. Thus e.g. (1) it will not answer to say that
the Dragon denotes Satan personally. However much the latter may inspire the former,
yet the description of the Dragon with heads, horns, and crowns, the bestowal of his
throne and power to the beast, the worship tendered to him, the cojoining directly with
other powers on earth, tbe defeat attributed to him, etc., is language expressive of, and
can only be predicated of, an earthly power. This is admitted even by those who think
that Satan is denoted, so that some make it both, which is inconsistent. This Dragon
denotes some great earthly power or kingdom ; and the names Dragon and Satan are
applicable even as Pharaoh is called a great dragon, and an adversary a Satan. The in-
terpreter should maintain a firm position here ; having found this Dragon to symbolize
an empire or kingdom, consistency requires that he should preserve such an interpreta-

tion unimpaired throughout the entire prediction. (2) It cannot be made to mean
Paganism or the Pagan Boman Empire because the Dragon exists down to the Millennial
age, and bestows upon the Antichrist its throne and power, which cannot bo said of
Paganism nor of the Pagan form of the Empire (the seven heads, too, including the
professedly Christianized forms). Besides this, the identity of this Dragon with Daniel's
fourth beast, as noticed by numerous writers, is too marked to allow its being thus
contracted to a special phase or form of the Empire. (3) It is not allowable for the same
reason to make the Dragon the representative of the unfaithful members of the Church,
since it is representative of the Boman Empire or its rulers, five heads of which were
fallen before the Christian Church was organized. (4) It is not the Papacy, because the
Papacy instead of having these heads and horns was supported by the beast or dragon
having (Bev. 17) them, and the Papacy is utterly destroyed by its supporter while tho
Dragon still continues. (5) It is not opposition to God's authority personified, because
the symbolical language directs us with too much preoiseness to some power intended aa
actufUly existing during the period designated, and such a view is inconsistent with tbe
falling of this Dragon, etc, without a diminution of opposition. (6) For the reasons
assigned it cannot be representative of State churches, or of the Union of State and
Church, or of Mohammeclanism, or of the Greek Church. None of these meet the con.
ditions imposed by the language. The remarks that we now moke are merely suggestive
and not presented as a positive elucidation of the difficulty of reconciling the prophetical
picture presented by Daniel's fourth bea.st ch. 7. the Dragon Bev. 12, the first beast Bev.
13, and the beaat of Bev. 17. The key, we apprehend will be found in regarding these
beasts till descriptive of the same Boman Empire under its varied aspects, and hence
with some variations in the portrayal, and yet sufficiently distinctive for the purpose of
identification. Let the reader carefully notice these pariicnlars. In Daniel the fourth
beast is given and then there is a transition to the little horn which springs out of it,

forma the controlling element, and is, although diverse in some respects, therefore
designated as the beast (in its last form or manifestation Dan. 7 : 11. 2G) that is over-
come and destroyed. This prepares us then to anticipate a great and radical change in
the beast himself. Next, the Dragon of Bev. 12, continues down in a certain distinguish-
able line until it reaches the definite allotted period of time, times and a half time,
(during which the personal Antichrist is to exercise power, (Kev. 13), when just preceding
it, there is a remarkable change in the ruling power, a descending from " the heavenlies"
the imperial rule to a kind of popular, republican, or democratic rule as the phrase
casting into the earth (i.e. being supported, upheld by the popular suffrages, etc.), may
denote.* This specific period is stiU future, whatever inchoate fulfilment interpreters

• We think that Lord (Apoc.), and others, are correct, when they make the mixture of
iron and clay, and the intermixing with themselves of the seed of men, not to denote the
intermixture of Gothic tribes, etc., and the intermarriage of royal families ; but that the
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may have engrafted upon it^ seeing that it is the time predetennined £or the last head o£
the beast. What the Dragon performs after its fall is done throagh this last head to whom
it gives, Bev. 13 : 2, yieTds np " his power and seat and authority/' and which makes
war. Then follows Bev. 13 : 1-10, in which this change already intimated comes forth
with greater distinctness, so great and vital in fact that it might be almost denominated
another beast, but to guard ns against saoh a view the Spirit tales np the same beast
and shows ns that under the last head (as we find by comparing with Bev. 17 : 10, 11),
there shall be a revival of the beast from a state of non-existence (a headless state) but in
such a form that it loses iU'Dragon rulerahip asped and is presented in anotheTf more
popular and attractive one, still retaining, however, the power, etc. of the Dragon. The
Dmgon aspect is really the foundation of the last head's mlership, only that instead of

an Imperial mlership (as exhibited in the past) this is far more viz., an Imperial by
popular choice elevated to the position of a man-God, the sole object of worship nnder
the penalty of death. The state of this last head is so peculiar, so far in advance of oil

preceding, so striking in its manner of rising np, and in its claims, that it well deserres
io be distingxdshad from all that preceded, and yet, its true virtual relationship lo the
same beast be preserved. This therefore is more definitely done in Bev. 17, where we
have this same beast represented as the supporter of the Papacy (and this history most
abundantly supports, see Com. and writers on this point), and then afteraard, after a
period of non-existence, this same identical beast is to be revived and is the one, under
its last head that goeth into perdition (the same that the world wonders at Bev. 13 : 8
comp. with Bev. 17 : 8, thus teaching us at what period this is to transpire). But more
than this, the Spirit indicates a marwiUms transformation in the beast when he sajs *^ the
beast that was and is not, even he is the eighth" (the head still called the beast however
much changed) " and is of the seven and goeth into perdition,'* i.e., great as the trans-

formation from the former head this last one is, so that it may be called a separate, dis-

tinct eighth head, yet it virtually grows out of and is supported by the seventh head.
Our decided impression is, so far as a comparison of Scripture teaches ns, and after a
careful consideration of various interpretations, that the Spirit wishes to diow us that
the Boman Empire sustains this Dragon aspect down to this eighth head, at which time
such a fearful cfiange will be made in the form of mlership that the ordinary civil aspect
continued down to that time falls completely in the background and yet is, as to the
claimed rights of government, appealed to and virtually forms the basis of Antichrist s

claims to civil government. The language therefore of Bev. 20 : 1-^, we must regard as
symbolical. Antichrist, the personal one, being overpowered and the confederation
destroyed, we have ** the beast" (viz., the personal head of the beast, oomp. Bev. 17 : 11
also called the beast) and the " false prophet" taken and cast into the lake of fire. The
personal head, culminated into the great Antichrist, being thus removed there remains
the shattered remnant of tiie beast, the civil government without those Antichrietian
daims. and even this, in virtue of the Theocratic rule now to be introduced by the
Messinh, is now also to be sabveited, so that not only Antichrist's most arrogant rule
but even the accustomed Dragon rule is to be discontinued under the reign of Christ
and His saints. This is symbolically represented. The angel (like the angels of Bev.
14 : C, 8, 9) is the representation of a chosen body (most probably the 144,000) under
whose auspices this shall be done, viz., they shall so restrain and confirm it that it shall

exercise no power over the nations. (Perhaps Zech. 5 : 6-11, if we take the being
wakened '* as a man that is wakened out of his sleep" as an intimation that the events
following are to be witnessed after his resurrection, may give us a dew to the place of
confinement.) The objections that may he derived from tiie words "devil and Satan*'
have no force provided we allow that such opposing, hostile powers can be styled such
as Scripture testifies, and that this by no means forbids but actually invites the opinion

day and the seed of men symbolize the people as a body, i.e. the common people apart
from the mlers and therefore the admixture of the clay and the seed of men with the
other denotes ** the admission of the people to a share in the power and functions of the
government," the result being a certain weakness arising from clashing interests. It

certainly is remarkable that precisely snob a leavening is working among the nations of
the Boman earth, so that there has been even a mining of suffrage with Imperialism.
Such indications show us how, in some respects, this last head may be so diverse from
all preceding that it may be designated by a separate head or form. Hence eminent
writerb (fts e.g. Lange, Hertog's Ency., art " Antich.") think that the culminated Anti-
christ will arise from a coalition of consummated Absolutism and Badioalism ; or, as
others, from a union of Imperialism and Democracy, or a Cosaro-Bepublioanism.
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that beoftUM of Satan they become snoh advenariefl. As to " the bottomless pit* ' or
'* abyss" it is sufficient to refer the reader to the commentfl of writers on Bev. 9 : 1, 2, and
simple consistency requires that -when onoe the symbolical meaning of " the abyss*" has
been obtained to preserve it throughout. There is only one passage, so difficult of
interpretation that bat few preserve e^en the shadow of consistency in its explanation,
that we cannot explain satisfactorily with this view, and we thus give- it with the hope
that some one may arise who shall be able to interpret it. We refer to Hev. 16 : 13,
where the Dragon, the Beast, and the False Prophet appear to be represented as pxigfing

contemporaneously. The ozily possible way in which it can be incorporated in the view
presented, is to suppose that when the Dragon is cast down, i.e., the seventh head, (for

as we have seen a head can be called the beast and the beast a head, and so a head may
be called the Dragon, etc.), it descends from its Imperial position and occupies during
the ascendency of virtuaUijBJi eighth head, above it and controlling it, a subsidiary posUioji.

If it be objected that two heads cannot exist at the same time without special mention it

may be alleged that this is perhaps the reason of that remarkable hesitancy in Bev. 17 :

11 to coll in another head, and of that revival of ahead in healing its deadly wound Bev.
13 : 3. At least we do not fail into the confusion that abounds on Bev. 16 : 13, mi^Ving

one or the other of these three a power that is fallen before the end, or of making the
Dragon the Eastern Boman Empire and the beast the Western which violates the unity
of the heads, etc. Such is the difficulty pertaining to this point, that in all probability
time must determine the correctness of interpretation. 2. Next, the number of his name,
666, still pertains to the future, this is the number of the first beast and not of the
second, thns again showing, against various interpretations, that the last head of the first

beast is the Antichrist, and ^is number is evidently contained, as suggested by com-
mentators in the numerical value of the letters of his name or title. Among all those
hitherto presented as possible, the old one of Ireneeus seems to be the favorite one, viz.,

that of lyUdnos. Time alone will reveal what the number really is, and it will bo under-
stood by the wise and believing owing to its numerical value. The student will find
suggested names in Smith's Bib. Dic.^ art. "Antichrist," Calmet do.. Prof. Stuart, Cbm.
Rec, Barnes, do., Faber's Diss., Elliott's Ilorce Apoe.^ Lord s Apoc^ etc., etc. 3. The
image that was made to the first beast (again manifesting that the Isst head of this beast
is the Antichrist), and causing the imago to speak and issue authoritative commands is

also future, and it may be premature to say what is denoted by it. The fact that the
imago itself is to be worshipped indicates that it forms, whatever it may be, an object of
idolatrous worship. Faber and others may be correct when they deem it significant of
actual idol worship. If the language is symbolical then it denotes something under the
image that exists in conneotion with the first beast (some authoritative power co-operating
as councils, etc., under a leadership) but if to be understood literally, then idol worship
is evidently meant. The latter conclusion is not to bo rejected as unwarranted by the
advance of civilization, seeing that other passages intimate such a return to image
worship (Obs. fol. V and that we have indications even now that men of intelligence are
not far removed from the same. (Thus, e.g. Gordon in Threefold Test, and Baxter in
Louis Napoleon), narrate how Spear (1852) and other Spiritualists endeavored to construct
the image of a man at the High Bock, Lynn, Mass., with vocal apparatus which was to
be manipulated by the spirits and form the grand medium of communications. It wbs
to form *' the great Spiritual Bevelation of the Age," " Heaven's last best Gift to man,"
etc., but it failed to meet expectations and nothing more is heard of it. This incident
is sug^'estive, showing how, when the time is fully come, men may under some such plea
succeed in palming off image xeorship~9S a link between him and the spiritual—upon
the masses.) Its symbolical or literal nature will be manifested in due time, and suffi-

cient is revealed to cause its recognition in either case. 4t. In reference to the two
witnesses who are also embraced (Bev. 11) in this time, times and a half (as indicated by
comparison of the predictions) of Antichrist's great power, and are killed by him (comp.
T. 7 with Bev. 13), it is scarcely necessary to pass over the opinions respecting them (see
£ib. Die, corns., Proph. writers). Being also still future, it is impossible to definitely
determine who they are. The opinion so prevalent that it will be Elijah and some other
prophet is exceeding harsh and inoonolusive (for we cazmot believe that one translated
to glory shsll come to experience death). The likening of them to " two olive trees"
and ** two candlnsticks" rather directs us to conceive of them as two churches, clashes, or
bodies of men standing related to the Divine truth and testifying in its favor. These,
whoever they denote, are speci^ly raised up and favored at this period until finally they
ore overcome, followed by a resurrection, thus directing us, in all probability, to two
classes of the martyrs who thus die for their witnessing and refusing the mark and
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worship of the heast. Some chEuntoteristics must, in the way of proclfunation (as e.g.

Rev. 13 : 6-0) and resistance to the beast, distinguish them, or else, as others suggest,

the number two is to be taken in the sense of completeness, a sufficiency of testimony to
esCablifih the truth (which seems however scarcely allowable by the reiteration of the
two in trees and candlesticks). 5. In what " temple of God *' does he (the Antichrist, 2
Thesa. 2) sit? Much has been written on this point, some taking the ground that he sat

in the temple of God at Jerusalem (as e.g. the Romans, foiKotting that the temple was
burnt and no such exhibition took place etc.) ; or that this temple will be rebuilt by the
Jews at the time of the end and be occupied by the Antichrist (but suoh a building by
the Jews would not make it the temple of God any more (less) than the churches erected
in God's name and including the worship of Jesus) or that, as the Church is the templo,
he arrogates to himself the power of lording it over the Chnstian Church (but this over-
looks the predicted fact that instead of being in the Christian Church he is hostile to it,

attacks, and overcomes it). What then does the temple of God mean ? The key is

found in the added language :
" shoteing himselfthai he is God /' that is, just as he professes

to be God but is not, so he professes (as a God) to sit in the temple of God, which, how-
ever, is really no temple of God as he is no God. The phrase temple of God is thus
employed as the most expressive to indicate the worBhip (associated with the idea of a
temple) which he claims, as explained, as God and points out that as an opposer of
Christ, he also as one that is worshipped professes to occupy the temple of God. The
phraseology is therefore simply descriptive of the false and arrogant claims of the Anti-
christ and not to bo allowed by us. It is illustrative of his success in constituting him-
self the object of religious reverence and adoration. 6. We repeat in this connection,
that the ten (not " many" as Fulke, etc.), kingdoms are also yet future. They ore asso-
ciated with and support this last head of the beast, this personal Antichrist, and at some
period three of them (a mark of recognition for the time to come) shall be uprooted
Dan. 7), leaving seven remaining. Before this uprooting it is asserted that the ten
horns together with the beast shall destroy the harlot woman (Rev. 17 : 16). It would
be premature and presumptuous to designate those kingdoms, seeing that the number
only is given without particularizing,* 7. In the text wo have repeatedly token it for

granted that the Papacy is represented to us by the Babylon of Rev. 17. A few remorks
may be added by way of enforcing such an interpretation. A host of able writers and
corns, have fully identified the Beast of Rev. 17 with the fourth Beast of Daniel 7, viz.,

the Roman Empire, and have also shown that the harlot symbolizes a corrupted, aposta-
tizing Church. Those two points are impregnable, and it follows that this Roman
Empire is portrayed to us as supporting a corrupt Church. Now history gives us
the fulfilment of particulars, so minutely and accurately, in that of the Roman
Empire and the Papacy, that the student carefully weighing the evidence must acknowl-
edge a sad but unmistakable fulfilment, which no theorizing (suoh as Arnold's making
Rome the type of the world in his Inierp. qfPropKt etc.), can set aside. We have all the
decisive marKs in the Papacy, such as, its being fostered and elevated into power by the
aid extended by the Roman Emperors, the nations it influenced, the kings it led into
corrupting ways, the vast control over the inhabitants of the earth by its spiritual

* Writers who insist that the ten horns arose about the 5th century and continue
down although changed to others, take on uiicarronied liberty with the prophecy, although
claiming (as e.g. Thomas in Elpis Isradj p. 291) that the prediction does not re<^uire the
ten originally established, but simply ten when the image is smitten. But this is essen-

tially modifying the prophecy, for by adopting its principle we might take the liberty of

changing the beasts themselves. It is on interpretation made to suit a theory. Dan. 2
and 7 and Rev. 17 say not that the ten horns are to arise and giv4 place to other ten, and
this successively, and then finally to come cut ten again at the smiting, but ten arise and
these same ten thus arisen, assail the harlot and destroy her, etc. Again, on this theoir,

so popular with many, in order to make out the Papacy to be the Antichrist, we would
find, on account of the changes and succession of kingdoms not ten but over fifty or
sixty horns or toes. Again, if the ten kingdoms arose in the fifth cent as such writers

assert, then the image is disproportionate as to time, for the toes endure longer than
the feet or legs, thus occupying the most conspicuous portion of the image. Now the
Spirit seeks homogeneousness in ita figures and fulfilment, and, therefore, in Rev. 17 the

toes or horns are limited to om hour or a brief period of time, and not, as these inter-

ureters claim, extending over thirteen centuries. Again, these horns that arise are to

hate and destroy the harlot, but the horns that these writers enumerate, have in the
past, sustained and built up the Papacy.
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fornication, its rspratenUtiTes Bmred in pniple, soailet, gold, etc., its fearful blood-
goiltineas in slaying ** the martyn of Jesoa, the looaUon assigned to the woman and
the identilloation with ** that great city, which reigneth over the kings of tha earth.**

These, and others, are so oondaaiTe that there can be no hesitancy in maintaining, with
the multitude of expositofs, that the Papacy is denoted and that it is called Babylon
because of its being the head (as ancient Babylon) of a powerful corrupting o^anization,
etc. The reader is referred to commentaries and propnetical writers for an abondanoe
of illustrations establishing such an exposition ; out of the multitude, we select one, as
evincing the contrast between what the Spirit says and what the woman says, (taken
from Bengel's Oiwmon, toI. 5, p. 343 and quoted from the Indiction for a Jubilee given
by Benedict XTTT , A.D. 1725): ** To this holy city, illustrious with the memory of bo
many holy martyrs, and especially instructed in the doctrine of the blessed apostles, the
princes of the Ohnroh, and hallowed with their glorious blood, flock together with
religious eagerness of mind. Hasten to the place ^Dkteh God hath chosen / ascend to this

3eio JerusalaH, whence from the very beginning of the infant Church the fate of the Lord
and the lighi of CTangelical truth has flowed forth to all nations. (Hasten to) a city-

honored with BO many and so great benefits, loaded with so many gifts, that it is most
'

' " -- ' ' - Jjo^^
great

Apostolic
Boman 'Churoh, constituted the Seai of the World, by the sacred seat of the blessed
Peter, is the mother of all belieTora, the faUhful interpreter of the Divinity, and the mistress
of all churches. Here the unsvUied aepoHt of the faith, here ihefouniain of sacerdotal
nnity, here the keys of the Kingdom of Heaven, and the supreme power of binding and
loosing, here, flnaliy, that inexhaustible treasure of the sacred indulgences of the Church, of
which the Boman Pontiff is the dispenser, is guarded.** * But it must be added, that one
clause in this prediction extends over the Church or churches wherever corrupted, viz.,

that this Babylon is " the Mother of harlots," the chief or leader in apostatizing, and that
other harlots, on a smaller scale and not so distinctively marked as great, leading powers,
exist outside of her communion, imitating her spirit and corruptions. What these
daughters are, it is, perhaps, impossible to particulcmze, and yet history with its unspar-
ing testimony does teach us that even in Protestantism the spirit of the Mother has too
often manifested itself in enforcing legalized doctrines, in persecuting, etc. ; the same
exdusiveness and arrogance extending even to the most numerically small sects. This
is a sad but alas too true portraiture, of the past and the present f 8. The (log and

* We direct attention to a wonderful admiasion made by a Boman Catholic, Bh.
Walmsley in his Kxp, of the Apoc., p. 137, (quoted by Brooks, p. 346, Ap. to M. Propk.
Inierp.), who, while trying to save Papal Borne, admits that Biome is denoted, calling it
however "F^Lgan Bome.'* Thus :

** This same toomonia further said to carry on her
forehead the following inscription : A Mystery : Babylon, the great, the mother qf iheforni-
caiions, and the abominations of the earth. Here is a mystery, or an enigma to be unravelled,
Tiz., Babylon, the great, the fornications, and the abominai&ons of the earth. The reader, ve
apprehend, is already prepared in great measure for the solving of this enigma. Babyton.
the great, is the great Imperial city of Pagan Bome. And she is the TTonwiTi, as we have
just shown, who is the mother of tha fornications and abominaiions of the earth. This is the
explanation of the proposed mystery. But to make it more clear, that by Babylon the great
is here meant idolatrous Bome, we appeal to the angel's words : *'The Woman which thovi

sawest is the great city which hath kingdom over the kings of the earth, which, as we have
before observed, plainly points out the great ancient city of Bome, that domineered over
the greatest part of the kingdoms of the then known world. The tooman therefore is the
image of that city, and in the inscription on her forehead she is styled, Babylon the great;
consequently Babylon the great is here the same as the city of Bome. In the primitive
ages this flgurative name of Babvlon was frequently given heathen Bome by the Chris-
tians, on account of the resemolance of the character of those two cities, for their
idolatry and for their oppressing—one the Jews ; the other the Christians. St. Peter
dates his first letter from Babylon (1 Pet. 6 : 13). that is, from Bome as 6t Jerome and
Eusebius tell us. ' The appellation of Babylon (said Tertullian) is used by St. John for
the city of Bome, because sue resembles ancient Babylon, in the extent of her walls ; in
her haughtiness ; on account of her dominion ; and in persecuting the saints * (Lib. adv.
Jud.). St. Austin also says, ' Bome is a second Baoylon and a daughter of the ancient
Babylon ' (de Civ. lib. 22, c. 18). Babylon the great is therefore sufficiently distingmshed-"

f The position of writers who include more than the l^paoy in the word &byloix is
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Magog of EeeUd ehs. 38 and 39, are supposed by many ancient and modem writers to

be desoiiptiTe of the ravages ot this last, great Antiohrist, and correctly so, owing to the
similarity of oharacter, invasion of Palestine, and final overthiow. The rtuider is

referred to Bib. Die. and Encyds. for the Tarions opinions respecting Qog and Magog,
and to proph. writers and commentators for particular applications of the same. We are
only now concerned to show that the name and prediction is applicable to the last head
of the beast ; and that this power, delineated by the prophet may be found in the terri-

tonal limits of the Boman Empire, and not ontside of it as in Russia, in the Turks, in
distant Asia, etc. (1) The fonr Kingdoms or empires are continnoos to the Advent (with
tiie exception of a non-existence or headless state of the last one for a time), but accord-
ing to the theories that we oppose, another fifth kingdom nnder Gog and Magog is intro-

duced preYions to the Sec. Advent, which violates the chronological order. (2) The Anti-
christ is only found in the last development of the Roman power and hence must be
found, if Gog is delineative of him, in that power, for prophecy does not contradict

itself. (3) This we find even in the name, for if we allow its original application to
nations in Asia, we find these same nations emigrating into and inundating the Roman
Empire, and becoming so predominantly the ruling force In directing tiie Empire,
whence it seems appropriate to reproduce it. If the name is simply symbolical or indic-

ative of unknown enemies (called after those that were known, as Babylon is used)
then it also applies even to the si^fication of the name " covered or hidden" or
" exalted " (as given by Priest, etc., indicative of his concealed purposes, or character,

dissembling, etc.), if that is to be received. The student will find, after a careful

examination of authorities, that opinions entertained respecting the names given by
Ezek. are based upon mere conjecture, and so far as these have any plausible foundation,
are as applicable to the people who overcame and re-established the Roman Empire as to

any other. If mere conjecture, without sufBcient proof, is to decide the matter then
against all the prevailing theories we must limit the rise etc. of Gog and Magog to that
portion of Asia between the Black and Caspian seas. The real truth in the case is that

they are unknown nations and that a knowledge of them can only be derived from a
comparison of other Scripture which more particularly specifies and traces this Anti-
christian power. (4) And here we plant ourselves firmly upon Ezek. 38 : 17,* which
expressly says : " Thus saith the Lord God. Art thou not he cf whom I have spoken in old

time by my servanis the prophets cf Ismei, which prophesied in those days many years.

that I would bring thee against them.'* God described this identical Autichristian power
previously in olden time, but not by the name of Gog (unless we take the Sep. and
Samar. versions of Balaam's Agag a name used similarly, viz., representative of an
enemy) but (as comparison of previously given predictions show) under a variety of
names expressive of his being a powerful adversary that shall arise in the last days. The
mention of ** the prophets" shows that it was generally the subject of prediction (which

thus far correct, but just so soon, whatever it may denote, as they make this Babylon an
equivalent of the last Antichrist and have this Babylon to fall at the same time with him,
they violate the order of prediction. A writer of ability with signature " B ** in Prc^
TimeSt vol. 7, p. 61, 64, makes out Babylon to be partly a representation of civil govern-
ment and in its last phase a universal monarchy, but that this is not meant is evident
from its being supported by, and finally overturned by, civil powers, and that when
fallen, civil power, and in its widest extent under Antichrist, still exists.

* Hence we reject all theories which would distinguish Gog and Mago^ from the Anti-
christ. Thus e.g. Lincoln {LeHa. on Rev., vol. 2, p. 137,) takes the position that Gog of
Ezek. 38 and 39 is not mentioned in Rev. and is an enemy that appears in ** Palestine
some short while subsequent to Israel's deliverance by the interposition of the Lord of
Hosts." This denial of identity with the last culminated Antichrist smitten at the Sec.
Advent introduces unnecessary confusion and antagonism, as a comparison of Dan. 7,

and 11. and 12 ; Rev. 13 and 17 plainly shows, seeing that the characteristics, invasion,
and end of the one are precisely what pertain to Gog and Magoff. The reason for such
an inference by Lincoln, and olhers, is, that the description of the Jewish nation estab-
lished in Palestine in unwalled villages, etc., does not fit with the theory of the interval
between the two stages of the Advent being onhf seven years. Hence they are forced to
make it later in time. We, however, make the interval not less than seventy-five years,
and the seven years we date only from the time that a covenant is made by Antichrist
with the Jewish nation. The interval (comp. Prop. 130, etc.), must be lengthy seeing
that in it we have a renewed proclamation of the Gospel, tiie partial restoration of the
Jews, the development of the Antichrist with the ten horns, the fall of Babylon, etc.
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excosefl the Tefereneea in the text to him, if any are disposed to object to Uieir number)
and we cannot for a moment doubt that Daniel, who also propheaiad aboat this time,
and was specially commissioned to predict the thin^ pertaining to this Antichxiatian
power (OS his prophecies proclaim), would omit direct mention of this Gog. We insist
from the corresponding marks given, etc., that he also portrays Gog to as, not as the
Bussian power, or as the Turks, but as ihe last head qf fA« Homan Empire in its revived
state (Prop. 160, etc.). With this tracing of the Antichrist, John the Bevelaior accurately
corresponds, and hence to make Gog a separate, distinctive Antichrist is oj^x>sed to the
analogy of prophecy. Instead of confining oorselves to conjectures respecting the name,
we rather take a plain propheay, which predicts his rise out of a certain empire, and
accept it as certainly descriptive of him. The only valid objection that can be oi^ed
against this position must not be based upon the names (involved in obscurity) but upon
showing that the acts of this Gog, his final end etc., are not in correspondence with those
attributed to the personal Antichrist. (5) This Gog has not yet appeared (for to make it
applicable to the Turks, as Prof. Bush, without such a predicted overthrow and restora-
tion of the Jewish nation etc., is to violate all prophetical propriety) and from the tenor
of the prediction will not appear until a partial restoration of the Jews to their land
which corresponds precisely with (Prop. 160, etc.), the revelation of this last head of the
beast. (6) The marks of identity are these : a confederation formed, an invasion of
Palestine, Lybia and Ethiopia also connected with him, smitten by six plagues, comes
against God's emcient people the Jews (comp. Zech. 14^, encamps upon and falls upon
the mountains of Israel, this done through the power of God that He may be sanctified
and magnified, the time specified in the latter years, the Jews shall recognize and the
heathen acknowledge God's power, the fury of God against this power, the shaking,
sword, rain, fire, feast, ^oil, subsequent outpouring of spirit, dwelling safely, etc[
ail accurately correspond with what attends and follows the invasion of Palestine by this
last head of the Boman beast. So many points of coincidence are amply sufficient to
justify its interpretation as entirely applicable to the Antichrist of Daniel and John.*
7. The ancient opinion, before Paul ana John wrote, was that the great opposer of the
Messiah, the one whom the Messiah would overcome with vengeance was this Gog.
(This opinion of the Jews that ** at the very end of time" " Gog and Magog shall come
up against Jerusalem and they shall fall by the hand of King Messiah," etc., is noticed
by numerous writers as e.g. Priest's View, p. 39, Clarke's Com., vol. 3, p. 646, Mede's
Works, Book 1, p. 374, B. 3, pp. 713, 751, Dr. Etheridge's Transl of Targums, p. 43C,
etc.) This resulted from their combining the prophecies of Ezekiel, Daniel, Zechariah!
etc., as relating to one and the same power. Now if this view so generally entertained
was erroneous, then certainly the apostles when actually adverting to tfie samo subject
viz., the Anti-Messiah ought to have given us some intimation of the incorrectness of
the interpretation. In place of this, tiiey confirm the Jewish opinion by applying the
destruction, etc., of this Anti-Messiah to the personal Bee. Advent Tso e.g. 2 Thesa. 2

;

Bev. 19) of Jesus Christ. 8. The mention of Gog and Magog after tne thousand years
seems to favor the idea that the names are, like Edom, Moab, Babylon, taken as repre-
sentative of enemies. While making thiq allusion, we may refer to the effort made by
some (as Bush, On the MtU.) to unite the overthrow of Bev. 19 before the Millennial oge

* Hence the view of Purdon {Last Vials, Dec, 1865), and Beineke {Proph. Tinus,
Alay, 1866), that Gog succeeds the Antichrist after some interval of time is not allowable,
seeing that it violates the order of events as given by I^aniel and John, both introducing
the Millennial era with no second overthrow of another power. To thus distinguish and
separate what the Scriptures unite destroys the unity of prophecy. The reasons assigned
for such a viAw are readily met by the partial restoration of the Jews, that in addition to
the Antichrist's hostility to the truth he also seeks for spoil, that the phrase *

' all of
them' ' (upon which so much stress is laid, v. 8 and 11) does not by any means prove the
restoration of all the tribes or all of the Jews, but only refers to the fact that all of those
who were restored supposed themselves to be safe, etc., in briet they are too inconclu-
sive to set aside the common and prevailing view that the Gog and the Antichrist are the
same. The latter part of the prediction shows that the restoration of " the whole house
of Israel " and the blessings resulting therefrom/oUoio this invasion of Oog. So the refai^
ences to Antiochus, or the Turk, or the Pope, or Bussia (in the past. e.g. Crimean war •

for as to the future, we have shown under Prop. 160 how only it can be denoted, if incor-
porated, by conquest, as an integral part of the Boman Empire), must be discarded
seeing that nothing commensurate in fulfilment has been witnessed, and that it violatethe umty of prediction. Simple consistency demands the position taken by us.
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vith that described after the same period as a ungalar and aelf-oontradictoiy mode of
interpretation. Who thia Gog and Magog is, arising after the one thousand years,

owing to the exceeding brevity of the description, we cannot determine. Conjectures
abound (such as the confinement of some powers to an allotted territory during the
thousand years and subsequent release, the resurrected wicked dead allowed to organize,

etc.), but our subject does not require its elucidation, not being related to the Antichrist

which precedes the ushering in of the Mill. Kingdom. This much, however, we can say,

that whatever difficulties are connected with this last Gog, following as it does the
Millennial glory, they are such which must attach themselves to any theory which accepts

of a general, universal conversion of the world under the reign of Uie Messiah, whatever
intimations of exception may be given. However inexplicable, resulting from concise-

neis and lock of explanation, it must be received by faith, resting assured that when the
time of fulfilment comes it also will be verified. Being an event predicted by the Spirit,

'

it does not (like the Incarnation, resurrection, etc.), depend for its accuracy upon our
ability to reconcile it with our ideas of fitness or propriety but upon God's power to bring

'

it to pass. It is one of the things which does not affect us either in this cfispensation or
^ in the one to come (for it does not injure the restored Davidio Kingdom being speedily
* and terribly crushed), being an event far in the distant future, so that the slightest hint

is only given, it being td^en for granted that before the event itself occurs we shall

receive more and abundant revelation upon the subject as co-rulers with the Christ. It
' does noHitand related to our subject because we only have to do with the course of events
• down to the re-establishment of the Davidio Kingdom, and to the fulfilment of the

covenants and the promises based upon them. It seems to be introduced in order to
'"' teach us the enduring prosperity and perpetuity of this Kingdom, notwithstanding a still

i^ futurct and the final effort of the power of evil against it, and this should be sufficient
('- for us, resting in the consciousness produced by what has been so remarkably fulfilled

in thousands of instances previously that God knows the future and makes no statements
concerning it that shall not come to pass. We are not of those who would limit God*8

;. knowledge, or His ability to work, or His words as they stand recorded.*

^
Obs. 14. Leaving some things which this Antichrist is to perform for

^ the following PropositionSy a few things relating to him may be introduced
1 here. The position assumed is that the apostasy—emphasized as the dis-

tinctive great apostasy—precedes and introduces the Antichrist, and this

only when the last head of the fourth revived Empire is attained ; a head,
'^' too, so remarkable in its claims, etc., that it deserves to be called an eighth

IfJ head, and yet, in virtue of its connection with the seventh^ really pertains to
";. it. Therefore, neither the Papacy (which is the apostasy, i.e. the great
\:- one) nor the Roman Empire (however unchristian and under apostatizing
ini

'

^' * The Pre-MiU. doctrine, the covenanted Kingdom of the Uessiah, etc., do not depend
.;'/'' upon our ability to explain in detail the Gog of Kev. 20. It serves, however, to show us
.^ that the predictions that " all are righteous,'* eto., refer to the Jewish nation, and such

y nations as are incorporated into the Kingdom. The gloiy of the Lord covering the
whole earth is a gradual work, extending itselt and evil will only be wholly eradicated

^ from thff earth after the little season following the thousand years. Several explanations
^^\ sufficiently meet the difficulty, as that (Lange, etc.), distant nations—so intimated in
1^^ prediction by "the four comers of the earth—not as yet brought under the Theocratic-
it^', bavidic Kingdom, are denoted ; or that (Thomas, eto.), certain ones are left purposely
^' to develop still further human schemes of self-aggrandixement, eto.—shut up in distant

it*^' regions (Shinar, etc.), who then come forth to attack, under Hatanio delusion, the Hessi-

^^ anio Kingdom ; or, that (Perry, eto ), the resurrected wicked dead are thus led on,

ti?'' gathered trom the ends of tne earth, to such an attack (which receives e.g. some cotinte>

'^ nance from Ps. 59, eto.) ; or, that a combination of distant living nations and of the
,t< wicked dead are denoted. It is scarcely necessary to say that such theories as (Burchell)

pf that evil spirits headed by Satan, or (Burnet) that a new race is specially generated, must
^<^^ be discarded as untenable. Being a subject independent of our doctrine, it has no
,
s' special relation to it, saving that it suggests the limitation mentioned by us—a limitation

(r^ which every Mill, theory must, more or less, preserve to meet the fulfilment. Its very
'^ relation to the supernatural is the key to its ooncisenen ; our inffuwriimee would only^
.'^f • increase the petplexitias of an cttenipted explanation.
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influences) nniil down to a partlcnlar time when it cbangcs its form as inti-

mated in the last head, is the Antichrist (Antichrists in John's sense of
" many Antichrists" they may be, but not tke particularly predicted last

Antichrist). For, as shown, the Papacy is destroyed by this Antichristi
and the Roman Empire does not develop ic until this lost, final modifica*
tion takes place. Attention is called again to this point to indicate thst
this Antichrist is a civil head, the absolute ruler over a vast government, the

Imperial Lord over an extended Empire which embraces in it subordinated
but too willing civil agents. Connected with this purely civil relation sliip

there is also the religious claim of power to direct the worship of the
nations, and it is this especially which ^ives him the title of Antichrist.

Both are combined^ and it is this combination which makes Him so fearful to
contemplate ; the former giving him the ability to enforce the penalties
relating to the latter. Now, to understand the prophecies pertaining to
him, it must be allowed that the Spirit describes him under his seTcml
aspects. Thus e.g. in one place, as 2 Thess. 2, he is portrayed to us more
in his religious aspect and hostility to Christ, but linking him by his over-

throw through the Advent of Jesus with the virtually eighth head of the
fourth beast, which has the same characteristics and fate ; in another place,

as Rev. 17, he is represented more in his civil aspect, who makes war with
Christ and is orercome ; and in still another place, as Rot. 13, he is do-
scribed as combining these in himself. It is only therefore by a compari-
son of Scripture that we can arrive at the full description—for purposes of
recognition and warning—of this gigantic power, concentrated and directed
in a single person. This feature makes a regular ascending scale in his
portraiture, having him first of all presented simply as a man of great
wickedness (as in the Ps.), then as a powerful ruler (as in Isa.), then as
identified with the fourth Empire (implied in Dun. 2 and amplified in
Dan. 7. Comp. Irencsus, b. v., ch, 25), then respectively we are directed by
Paul and John to additional particulars respecting his religious and civil

relationship ; all of which clearly and unmistakably presents us with a per-

sonage, excelling all that has ever yet been manift^sted in the wav of arro-

gance and sinfulness. The picture presented is too circumstantial, and the
results in the blood shed, etc., too horribly particularized for us to believe

that it is overdrawn or exaggerated in the least particular. Let the world
say what it will, let professed believers explain away as they may the testi-

mony of the Spirit, yet such an Antichrist will, must come. The apostatiz-

ing does include a falling away from the truth in those who profess to be
in the Church (and this history verifies in that of the Church), but this is

only preliminary, preparative to the emergence of the Antichrist. The
Antichrist is nowhere asserted to be even a professed member of the Chris-
tian Church (see note to preceding Obs. and (5) ) ; his open and unsparing
hostility is too apparent to admit of it, but he is the virtually eighth head
of the Roman beast, and designated as such, because in this very respect he
differs from the immediate preceding head which professed to be still Chris-
tian. Yet we must ever keep in mind, as the tenor of prophecy proclaims,
that he is one who knows the truth of God as it is recorded (which be
opposes), but positively and obstinately rejects it, and sets up another stand-
ard for the truth. Therefore he is no heathen, in the sense of one who
has never heard the Word, but is one conversant with Bible doctrine and
determined upon crushing it. Keeping, therefore, in view these several
aspects of the Antichrist, we are the hetter prepared to recognize and
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^:
appreciate the Scriptures appertaining to him. Thus e.g. who else brit

jj
this Antichrist is denoted (Ps. 62) in the ** mighty rnafC^ (Luther : Tyrant)

;^ who " hodLsts himself in mischief,^* denies (as implied) the providence of
God, deviseth mischief and deceit with his " tongue'' (with ** the tongue**
will he prevail), loves " evil,*^ ** lying,** and ^^aevouring words /* whom
God is to " destroy,** " take away, ^^ pluck out of his dwelling place^** and
*^ root out of the land of the living ;** and of whom it shall be said : ^^Lol
this is the man thai made not God his strength, but trusted in the abun-
dance of his riches^ and strengthened himself tn his wickedness?'* To con-
fine its fulfilment simply to Doeg the Edomite, is to weaken the descrip-

tion, impair its force and propriety, and immeasurably exalt the standing
' and power of Doeg. In the light of other predictions the Fathers were not

\ mistaken when (Ps. 140) they applied ** the evil man,** ** the violent man,*'
^* *' the evil speaker** or " a man of tongue,** who purposes to overthrow the
^ believer in the most insidious manner, and upon whom vengeance is de-
i"^ nounced, to the Antichrist. The allusion (Isa. 51 : 12) to *^ the man that
^ slutU die" and to ** the Son of man tlutt shall be made as grass," also styled

'f^

'* the oppressor," is sufficiently significant when taken in its connection
^'' with the promised deliverance. Indeed^ by observing that the Spirit, while
;^ not passing by the preliminary antichristian dev^opment, specially de-
^'^ scribes the culmination, as seen by the relationship it sustains to certain
i-^ results (the deliverance of God's people, the restoration of the Jewish
z'- nation, the introduction of MilL blessedness, etc.), we will find allusions,
'!^' scattered here and there, which otherwise would escape the notice and^
j^' comparison that they richly deserve.
f\

However dgniflcantily in the past certain dlYine deolarations have been realized, the
same wiU stand forth with far greater force and power when Antichrist is crashed.
Thns e.g. Prov. 21 : 30 :

** There is no wisdom, nor understanding, nor connsel against
the Lord." Prov. 29 : 16 :

" When the wicked are multiplied, tnuosgression increaseth ;

but the righteoas shall see their. fall." So also ProT. 1 : 24^2 ; Ps. 92 : 7 ; ProT.
18 : 12, andl9 : 21 ; Ps. 37 : 2, 7, 9. 10, 12-16, etc.

•"1

Obs, 15. This Antichrist will be destroyed before the re-establishment of
the Davidic throne and Kingdom. The plain predictions of the Word
absolutely require it. The reader, even in a cursory examination of the

< prophecies, must be struck with the fact that nearly all Millennial descrip-

tions, either in the text or context, incorporate this idea of some great power
being suddenly and overwhelmingly overcome by the exertion of Divine
interposition and power. Having already abundantly shown (Prop. 123,

eta) this feature of the subject, it is unnecessary to repeat it, seeing how
conclusively this is asserted in Bev. 19, 2 Thess. 2, Dan. 7, etc.^ The
identity of the man of sin (Paul), the little horn (DanA the eighth head of

the seven>headed beast (John), the last Wilful King (Dan.), is abundantly
-^ shown in the same claims, the same characteristics, the same end at the
^^ same time and by the same means, so that it is impossible, without incon-

'^,'; sistency, to reject the overwhelming testimony. With these agree various

^^ other predictions already specified, and that will be advanced in following

J^
propositions. To indicate how largely the Spirit describes this overthrow

^ of this culminated antichristian head, we, by way of illustration only,

^.i present a few passages. Thus e.g. in Ps. 72, where the blessed and most

^^ fflorious reign of Jesus, the Messiah, is delineated, it is represented as

^j having broken ** inpieces the oppressor," and in saving the poor and needy
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(Jnatin, Diah with Trypho^ cli. 34, says, ** from tbo man of power") from
** deceit^ violence, and bloodshed'^ (for the expression ** precious shall their
blood be in His sight" is indicative of a /?rcytOT<*/y experienced martyr-
dom). The Assyrian of Micah 5 : 5 has been held by many (as e.«:. Yicto-
rinus, Conu on Apoc, etc.) to be descnptive of the Antichrist. Notwith-
standing the diversity of translations and the conjectures engrafted upon
the passage, the student will find that some propriety pertains to this sug-
gestion, because in point of time, as the context shows, it stands related to
the Messianic rei^n over the restored Jews which is effected by the destruc-
tion of the Assyrian (the name of the present enemy being used to desig-

nate a coming" one—a principle advocated by Jews, commentators, and
prophetical writers). It at least, wliutcver difficulty appertains to a correct
explanation of a i>ortion of it, pertains to some power wlio is, at the time
•when tills reign is to be inaugurated and the Jews arc to bo restored, to
invade Palestine, etc., and must, in view of its obscurity, be interpreted in

the light of more extended predictions. Again, it is the might of King
Jesus that overcomes this ** Assyrian." Isa. 66 : 15-24 is descriptive or
this period, as a comparison with other Scripture unmistakably proves, for
we have tlie Coming of the Lord to deliver His people, the fearful destruc-
tion by fire and sword of a gathered multitude, /o^/o?t*C£i by the restoration

of the Jewish nation, the conversion of the nations that are spared, and the
setting up of the new heavens and new earth. In Isa., chs. 25 and 26, tho
Millennial era is immediately preceded by tho violent downfall of somo
great oj)prcssing power (which was as "the blast of the terrible ones**)

called ** the branch of the tcrribk ones'^ (the An ti- Branch). And this

retribution, with tho Kingdom and blessings imtnediately following^ is

pointedly ascribed to tho special manifestation and might of tne Lord who
comes for salvacion. Such references could bo multiplied,' expressively
enforcing the unity of prophecy in describing the last times immediately
preceding the restored Davidic Kingdom under Jesus, tho Christ

* Some, -who apply the Antichrist of 2 Thess. 2 to the Papacy, lay great stress on the
phrase '* shall coQuamo with the spirit (or breath) of his month," as indicating a gradnal
wanting or consumption of hU power (finding a fulfilment in the post history of tho
Papacy), But we have to remind such, that many critics read, as the New Revision :
** shall slay with the breath of His mouth," which acqords fully with the parallbHsm^
with the action ascribed to Jesua at His Coming, and with other parallel passages as e.g.
Bev. 19 : 15 ; Isa. 11 : 4, etc.

* The reader may refer to Ps. 21, where the exaltation of the King ia specified (which
can only apply to David's Son, the Christ), and the destruction of his enemies ** in the
time of anger,'* because *' fAr^^ intended evU against Thee; they imagined a miscftieixms
devicBj which thoy were not able to perform," etc. Or, to lao. 11 : 4 when the smitiog of
the earth and the slaying of the wicked (applied by the Jews to Antichrist and rendered
in Chald. "impious Roman") is done for the doliverunoe of His people from their
power, and which stands related in precedence to the incoming Millennial glory. Or
again, to Fs. 110 where this King ia represented conquering his enemies because the
Lord will " strike ihrongh kin^a in the day of his wrafA" (the confederated forces of Anti-
christ Rev. 19) and ** 'loound ihe heads (many have it in tho singular, " ike head " so
Luther, "doa Haupt," eto.), over many (or great) countries." So plain are many of
these references, that it is a matter of surprise that any should fail to notice them.
Coccoius, TrtalU^ on Antichrist, thinks that Isa. cha. 13 and 14 ; Ezek. chs, 23 and 27,
etc., are applicable to the Antichrist, and so many others have thought on the ground
that such fulfilments are only typical of a greater one in the future. Whatever truth
there may be in this, we need not employ them by way of aigmnent because of the
abundance of direct prediction,

Obs. 16. The subject of the Antichrist teaches, if we will only receive it.
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that we mast come to the interpretation of the Apocalypse in a manner
very different from that usually hitherto presented. We find it to be a
distinguishing chronological mark and test of various interpretations.

Only that mode of explaining the Apocalypse Twhatever inchoate fulfilment

some may bo pleased to engraft upon it) whicn preserves the Antichrist as
the last head of the beast (Rev. 13), and raises up no conflict or contradiction

(as to characteristics and final end) between Paul and tlio Prophets, is alone

worthy of our acceptance. The plausibility of interpreting an isolated por-

tion of the Apocalypse, etc., by finding remarkable concidences in history,

must, if true, be corroborated hj a comparison of prophecy as given through
all of the prophets. The crucial test is found here, and sets aside (what-
ever of merit, ability, and valuable information may be connected with
them) a host of prophetical writings. Let the student, e.g. find the Anti-
christ overcome by Jesus in Rev. 19 ^whicli all admit), and then let him
trace this beast, and he finds at once tliat by it is denoted the last head of
the first beast in liev. 13. What necessarily follows ? First, that this last

head is no representative of the Papacy (and neither the false prophet)
because the harlot (Papacy) is previously destroyed by this last head and
confederated kings. Secondly, that this last head persecuting (Rev. 14)

{(ficr the fall of Babylon, all of which is still future in fulfilment, has then
to experience the outpouring of God^s wrath (Rev. 14 : 10). Now the

wrath of God is contained in the seven *' vials of the wrath of God'* (Rev,

15 : 1, and 16 ; 1). It follows, therefore, since this last head, arising in

his might only after the fall of Babylon and slaying the martyrs of Jesus
who refuse his worship and image, is stillfuture, that the outpouring of the
vials is also future, for the first one is poured out upon ** the men which
had the mark of the beast, and upon them which worshipped his iniage*^

(Rev. 16 : 2), and which can only bo done when this last head of the boast

has arisen. The conclusion irresistibly comes upon us, that these vials, at

least, are all yet to be fulfilled. Thirdly, the Spirit, as if to guard us against

holding a premature fulfilment (as exemplified in otherwise valuable works,
Elliott's bora Apoc, Faber's Diss., Lord's Apoc, Barnes's Com., etc.),

shows us the relationship that this last head of the beast sustains to prior
events (considered in most schemes mentioned as tho most satisfactorily

proven by history). Thus in Rev. 11 : 7, the two witnesses are killed by
the beast of Rev. 13 (this is admitted), and a comparison of the time men-
tioned, etc. unmistakably shows that this too is only done by this last head

of the beast still future. The prediction hence refers to scenes that are yet

to be realized; the proof being irresistible, if we allow the force of compart'
son logically applied. We are assured (Rev. 11 : 14) that this ]s included

already in *' tho second woe," from which we conclude either that we have
not entered into it, or that the scenes to bo enacted under its duration haye
not yet been realized, and, therefore, at least from this point, it is prema-
ture to engraft a consecutive series of events as fulfilled in the remaining
trumpet and vials. Fourthly, the chronological order or regular consecu-
tive series of events upon which so great stress is laid by the Preterist

Expositors (although they materially differ as to the events really denoted,

e.g, comp. Elliott's seals with Lord's Exp., etc.) is hereby shown to be
defective, and that they therefore do not merit the degree of confidence
that so many extend to them. The only possible way to reconcile these

schemes with the future fulfilment is to allow that the Spirit has so framed
thorn as to permit a kind of partial, inchoate fulfilment (which position
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some, as Baxter, etc. take). Whatever of troth there may be in each a
mode o£ double interpretation, oar Bubject is one that demandB no special

examination into its merits. Neither i^rmine nor denying that some of
these predictions may have been inchoately fulfilled, we feel constrained to
declare that such a regular, consecutive fulfilment, extending down even to,

and through most of, the vials, has no foundaiion in any fulfilment that
history has recorded ; seeing that, as shown, many alleged to be past faU
mthin the allotted period of the Antichrist, the virtual eighth head of the

beast, Fiftblj, this finds its strongest corroboration in the fact that the
identity of this last head corresponds with all the other predictions, giving
the same time when he exists, attributing the same self-deification and acts,

and describing the sanie Divine agency in his destruction with the subse-

quent blessing resulting from his removal. In addition, let the expounder
of Rev. obtain once the proven position stated by Christlieb {Essay on
Mod. Infidel), that " the Antichrist, who denies the Father and the Son,
can be destroyed, not by men, but only by the Lord in the brightness of
His Coming,*' or attributed by Schmid (Bib. Theol, p. 510) to Paul, " the
idea that the appearance of ^tichrist will immediately precede the mani-
festation of Christ," then it materially changes the interpretation of a large
portion of the Apocalypse. The Advent of Bev. 19, instead of being
spiritualized away as something merely ])rovidential, etc.; the Millennium,
instead of being transformed into a period when the martyr spirit is to be
revived ; the reign of Christ and of the saints, instead of being regarded
and treated as the ordinary operations of grace, etc. ^ then stand forth with
a vividness, reality, and power which again finds its confirmation in the
plain, ^mmaticiu meaning of the Prophets combined. Whatever faults

in details may be noticeable in such interpreters, they at least preserve the
distinctive outlines in their consistency, and do not mistake when they dis-

tinguish (e.g. like Dr. Gess, Proph, Times, vol. 6, p. 130) the Antichrist
us belonging to the beast, to which we have applied it in its last head, and
as different even from the corrupt Church whicn it overthrows, and who is

to be destroyed by " tlie second visible manifestation of Jesus'^ ''as the J^hn

of Man in Mis glorified body and accompanied by His saints,'* preparatory^
to ** the reign of a inousand years,** etc.

A work hAB recently appeared, most confidently reaffinning the Papacy aa the groat
Antiohriat of prophecy, and really making it Viepioolal point of the book and its calcolo-
tioua, that deserves some attention. It ia Omnnesa's Approaching End cf the Age^ and it

contains some excellent suggestions, being thoronghly Pre-Blillennial. But it is
unfair in some of Its statements, and classes all Fntnrists (i.e. those who locate tho
onlminated Antichrist still fntnre) among those fev who interpret the symbolic language
of the seals, trampeta, and vials literally.* Much that Qiiinness says respecting progras-
sive revelation and interpretation and the symbolic langna^e, Fatnrists, with some limita-
tion, also receive, but without necessarily coming to tiie same oondnsions. Much that
he says respecting the l*apacy, we also heartily indorse seeing that we regard it as (As
great apostasy and in its organizedform Antiohristian, but this does not force ns to apply

* For among the Fntnrists are those who regard much of the portraiture of Ber. aa
symbolical, and insist npon it, that not every particxOar of a representative pictoro is to
be pressed literally, or find a corresponding fnli&lment, bnt that the main leading idea (as
under the seals, trumpets, and vialsX is only to be received and urged. The symbolical
language is fully recognized, and the meaning of the representation aa a vohoU is to be
received, thus according with the laws of language. Some excellent writers have—aa
must be sadly acknowledged—marred their interpretations and applications by literaliz.
ing much that is evidenUy symbolical. K they were consistent in their theory, then the
same principle might e.g. be applied to Dan, 9, liev. 13, etc.
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the same prophecies to it thai he asBerts are applicable. And, vhen he declares that "ve

, make nothing of the Papacy as an Antichrist, and thns oppose the almost uniform Protes-
tant interpretation and application of the Apocalypse, he affirms vhat is not correct,

' seeing that nearly all, if not all, based their view of the Papacy being delineated npon
It the portraitnre of the hasrUA in Bev. 17, vhich we also receive and hold forth most promi-

i:
nently. His work in making the Papacy to cover the predictions relating to the Anti-
christ, invoWes itself in numerous difficnlties, some of which are herewith appended.
1. He makes the Papacy the ^ghih head of the beast of Bev. 13, and in order to do this,

\ he has Muen heads passed away before its rise. Now to make out the seveDth head he
* t^es the nnwarxanted historical liberfy of dividing the sixth imperial line or head into

\ (p. 162) <too classes, " military emperors*' and " despotic emperors," when Roman law

g
and history prononnce them a regrdar succession (Prop. 160). 2. He entirely ignores
the hiBtoncal continuation of the Roman Empire ; the revival of the Western portion
before the Eastern fell ; the continued Imperial headship and its acknowledgment (Prop.

\ 160). 3. He properly concedes that all the previous heads were dvU heads, and then
f attaches the Papacy which never was a civil head of the Empire, never was so recognized

i
but actually received its small temporal authority exercised over a portion of Italy from
the hands of the recognized civil head of the Empire. 4. He properly makes the harlot in

' Rev. 17 supported by the beast to be the Papacy, but immediately turns around and
i converts the harlot into the beast by making the former the latter's leading, controlling

( head, thus presenting them as iderUieal, when the prophecy and history show that they

I
were separate and distinctive, one supporting the other. 6. The end likewise of the beast
and of the woman are distinctive, showing unmistakably that the Papacy is no< a head of
the benst, for the beast and the horns destroy the woman, while the beast and horns

f continuing on are destroyed by the judgments of the Sec Advent. 6. Ignoring funda-
1 mental historical facta in relation to the Empire, he assumes—without seeing the pal-

I
pable contradictions—that the Papacy becomes that Empire, and then to prove this

^

assumption again assumes that the year-day system (applicable to some predictions, as
the seven times, etc.), must apply to all time announced in prophecy pertaining to this

' Empire, and seeks by a series of correspondences in chronological calculations to sustain
his position. 7. He makes this assumption respecting the Papacy to become (p. 223)
**ihe key to the whole system of times and seasons, natural and revealed." But to make
this " key** open the times, he must resort to calculations based on lunar, calendar, and
solar time, so that one or the other may fit, giving himself the widest possible range by
(p. 475), declaring '* that all the prophetic periods have douUe. and some of £hem triple,

and even fourfold, eras of commencement and conclusion." 8. The year-day system is

dogmatically asserted in reference to the Apocalypse (not as an inchoate fulnlment but)
as a final one, without the least attempt to meet the serious and fatal objections (except-

ing in some small matters as to excessive literalism, horn denoting a dynasty, etc., much
of which corresponds with our own ideas) urged against such an application as final.

Aside from the variety of such year-day interpretation in the application to the Church
or to the world etc., it is sufficient to point out only two things which alone amply refute
it. No events commensurate with the sixth seal have ever tflken place upon earth, and
to apply to it the downfall of Paganism (which did not interfere with the existence of the
beast^is simply to caricature " the great day of the wrath of the Lamb." (Comp. e.g.

Dr. Keith's Appendix, pp. 430-439 in Harm, cf PropiK,),* Again, the vials have never
been poured out—although Guinness places us under the sixth, and the proof is positive.

Examine the order of events in ch. 14 (see Prop. 130) and see in ch. 16 the saints

removed before the viols are poured out upon the marked and worshippers of the beast,

and we are assured that before the vials are poured out the first stage of the Advent must
necessarily have preceded. A system or theory which can pass by an order indicated by
the prophecy itself is. to say the least, open to grave suspicion. 9. In his eagerness to
make the Papal chronology " the key to times and seasons," he reverses the order of
prophecy. Thus, e.g. he assures us that " the little horn" of Dan. 7 is also the Papacy.
t7ow according to the plain prediction it arises q^er the ten horns, but according to his
own estimates the Papacy (e.g. A.D. 633), arose brfore the ten horns were in existence,

* Comp. also the reasons assigned by Dr. Seiss, Leels. Onihe Apoe., Tregelles On Darnel,

Brookes, Maranaiha, etc. However liurgely used as a weapon against the Papacy (e.g. in

the 1260 and 1290), numerous writers are returning to the early Church view of the literal

day interpretation (some admitting an inchoate fulfilment, others rejecting it). Elliott

Horm Apoc,, Faber Diss, On Proph,, etc., ^ve the reasons for holdiujgthe year-day system.
Tregelles disousses these in detail, to which discossion the reader is referred.

i
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thoB flatlj contradictmg its origin. 10. But Dan. 7 assnres ns that of those ten honu
vhich «xiated &f/ore '* the little bom" arose, three fell on aocoont of its power, bat Gnin*
nees informs ns (p. 174) thai these horns mnat be foand in powers that followed succes-

sifely one after the other when the Papacy was already established, and were really

destroyed, not by the Papacy, bat by the oItU head of the Empire. 11. He does not
observe that the ten horns of Bev. 17 resist and overcome the Papacy, which he cannot
reconcile with his theory, owing to three being rooted up and the time when he locates

the rise of those kingdoms. Without proof, or the least attempt to enamerate the ten

kingdoms, he assumes their existence as well known, when the fact is, that all attempts
to ennmerate them has led to the utmost diversity, and in some instances to leal

absurdity. If ao easy of historical Terilioation, he ought to have presented them. 12.

In order to obtain coincidences of dates he applies to the Papacy a status which dote not
historically belong to it. Thus (p. 466) he refers the 1260 years to a period between the
decree of Phocas and the downfall of the temporal power of the Pope, claiming an exact

fulfilment. But unfortunately fur the theory, the decree of Phocas did not bestow
temporal power (which he admits in another place was bestowed long after), hence there

was no 1260 years of temporal power, and when the temporal power was taken away it

left the Bishop of Kome in the ideotical ecclesiastical position and power which be had
under Phocas. 13. He admits fp 479), that it is not ** easy" * in the light of historio

fulfilment" " to affix the exact limits of these 490 years'* (Daniers 70 weeks), and yet
without the least attempt to show how the latter part of it has been fulfilled, coolly

appropriates the whole as fuJJVled in the past, and bases upon it the notion (which his
own chronological CAlcalations require) that an accurate fulfilment as to time is not
requisite. 14. He appropriates 2 Thess. 2 as undoubtedly applicable to his theory of the
Papacy, owing to a similarity of Antiohristian traits found in it, but admits (p. 171) ** it

is not denied that the Thessalonian prophecy gives the impression, on a cursory perusal,

that it predicts a single i3vAiv\dual" He thinks this necessary (after Paul had privately

informed them respecting the Antichrist) in order that under a false interpretation and
hope they might be induced to ** watching and waiting for the Lord's return." 15. After
admitting thus (nnd in several other places) the Futurist idea of a personal Antichrist in
the early Church, he attempts to bring reproach on the view by (p. 303) linking it with
the interpretation of " Uibera and other Jesuit writers/' and complains here and there
in his work that we forsake Protestant principles and incorporate a defence of Romanism,
when the fact is that we delineate the Papacy in its relation to the Empire, as to moral
and religid(i.s characteristics, just as he does, and delineate its doom as given in Bev. 17.

so that our views are in direct antagonism to and severely deprecated by Romanism.
16. Because we apply certain predictions to the Papacy (which are overlooked, and the
impression made as if we did not re^rd it as a great apostasy and Antiohristian power),
which we deem legitimate and sustained by history, and refuse to interpret others, which
he thus applies, in the same way (owing to order and result as predicted being diverse,

and the inability of finding a satisfactory historical fulfilment) he chuges us (p. 301) as
follows :

** We believe the Futurist view to be an erroneous and mischievous one ; it

precludes any adequate conception of the majestic range of the predictions of Scripture ;

it deprives the Church of the guidance of Divine prophecy, as to the character and
doom of the great Apostasy ; and of the stimulus to faith and hope, afforded by the true
interpretation." It woald be easy, from our standpoint, to make similar charges against
his view, but sach statements, oppealing to personal opinion and prejudice, havt Ttoforca
as argumenls. They certainly ^Pref. p. 16) do not spring from " the enlightenings of the
Holy' Spirit,*' for such enlightenments will accord only with an interpretation that is in
harmony with the order of prophecy and tJie fulJUmerU of history. 17. Because we will

not receive his chronology of the Papacy but look for an Antichrist which will destroy
the 1'apacy and persecute the Church of Christ, and be overthrown at the open Parousia
of Jesus, he asserts (p. 490) that we diminish the certainty of Christ's speedy Coming.
But the uncertainty of that Coming is not made a particU more certain by chronological
applications which are opposed both by the tenor of predictions and the facts of histozy.
Besides the intervention of definite dates, does not, by any means, enforce the com-
manded posture of constant watching. 18. To oppose our idea of an Antichrist, culmi-
nated, after Babylon is fallen, he (p. 96) reflects upon the early Church view of a future
personal Antichrist under the plea that their views must necessarily be imperfect owing
to progressive interpretation, but just so soon (p. 164-^) as he finds anything in the early
Church which he can incorporate into his own application, then the Fathers were correct,
for " there is the strongest presumption that they were right, for how could Iren«us and
the Fathers invent such an improbable notion ;" " Paul says to the early Church * ye
know,' the early Church (though not the identical generation) tell us what they knew
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and who are we, that we should say they are mistaken ? How can ue be in a position
to oorrect their error?" We have every reason to believe that nnder the guidance of
inspired men who founded the churches, the broad outlines, including t^e personality
of the Antiohrist, were given, while the exact details, order, and time were left to future
study and comparison. 19. Again and again he charges our position to be such, that it

does not snfSciently warn the Church. How can this be so, lohen he points only to an
Antichrist that is past as to persecuting power, that is at present in consumption and
from whom the Church, according to his own statements of decline, need apprehend no
more danger, wkUs we hold up an Antichrist still future, who shall dreadfully persecute
the Church, shaU rule over the nations, and array himself against Jesus the Christ

—

Christians, Romanism, and the Jews feeling the power of his arrogance? Who is it that
warns the Church of coming danger, and who assumes the responsibility of declaring
that the power of the predicted Antichrist, to be destroyed at the Sec. Advent, has power-
fully waned. Which class of motives are best calculated to warn believers ? 20. Under
the plea of the year-day fulfilment respectii^^ the Papacy, he again and again pretends
that it most effectually disproves the future existence of an Antichrist, and implies that
all who indorse this year-day system entertain his own opinion on this point. Now the
facts are, that some of the most eminent writers (as G. S. Faber, and others), who have
adopted and defended the year-day system, have also held that the last Antichrist is not
the Papacy but some ether power that arises ; others (as Baxter, etc.), who adopt the
same have a kind of double fulfilment, one on the year-day principle applicable to the
Papacy and the other on the literal day interpretation to be applied to another and last

Antichrist. Thus the adoption of his own principle, does not necessarily as he asserts,

lead to his own conclusions. 21. His work being largely taken up with chronological
calculations, he eulogizes chronology (which has approximntively its value, and ought not
to bo discarded by the students), and (p. 297) he indorses the view that chronology is/ar
above signs to excite " the liveliness of our expectation of the Lord's speedy return."
We regard both as valuable, and cannot oxalt the latter above the former, when our
Master, to call forth such expectation, liimstlf lays special stress on the signs. 22. After
denouncing (p. 97) ** the Futurist scheme" as a view which rejects the light thrown on
the purposes of God by Providence, which exalts the ignorance of the early Church over
the wisdom and mature judgment of the Church now, he declares :

*' The Futurist riew
denies progressive revelation * and asserts that the early Church understood the
Apocalypse better than the Church of after times, which is contrary to the analogy of
Bcriptiire, and to the apparent purpose of Gtod." Suppose we take this position of his.

and what is the result. Because the Church almost en masst, after eighteen hundred
years of matured wisdom, believes that the Apocalypse, teaches the conversion of the
world before the Sec. Advent and a spiritual Millennium, are we to receive this testimony
that the early Church was mistaken ? No ! an extreme is to be avoided. On some essen-
tial points, the grand outlines of Esohatolofzy, the early Church under teachers who were
inspired was conversant, but on details, the exact order or time, they were left, as we
are, to study, comparison, sip^ns, and fulfilment of prophecy. We do deny " progresfiive

revelation" in the sense implied above (not the idea of having been progressively given
in the Word), viz., that every one who thinks that his interpretation and application of
prophecy is the result of enlightenment of the Holy Spirit, and hence ought to be
accepted as a divine revelation. The world is full of such claims, and prophetical inter-

pretation especially, has many who deem their special theory or s^-stem the child of

prayer and an answer from God, when it is the outgrowth of their own specultitions and
imaginations. Every student of God's Word will, of course, ask His guidance and the
Spirit's influence, but he knows that such are only available and practical in so far as he
accommodates himself to the guidance already given in the Holy Scriptures and to the
utterances of the Spirit aready recorded therein. If we find any interpretation directly

opposed to the tenor of ]prediction, and the effort made to accommodate such an inter-

pretation by the application of accommodating chronological eras, we cannot be widely
mistaken in our estimate concerning its human origin. These and other objections
cause us to dissent from many of Guinness* s conclusions. He plainly denounced our
view ; we as plainly point oat his shortcomings in self-defence, as he has invited us to
do, if it were possible. We have, however, not repeated his terms against us and applied
them to his system, believing that reasons rather than reproach are required in such a
reply. Believing bis work on several points to be mislMding and to present a mere
caricature of our views, yet, owing to its strong Pre-Millenarian bias, and to its utterance
of valuable truths in connection, and to its suggestiveness on some chronological points, we
deem it worthy of a candid pentsal, and trust that as the author himself desired, it may
cause others to give the whole subject more attention and study.
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Obs, 17. Something may appropriately be said respecting the tendencies

which mnst necessarily exist previons to, and aid in the development of,

thiB Antichrist. It is evident that sach a powerful and wicked personage

can never arise and ^in the ascendency over the nations as predicted,

nnless there is a previous preparation for him. This inquiry becomes the

more important, seeing tnat the period of his manifestation is not far

distant The same reasoning that we have applied to the Sec. Advent ia

this respect, will also teach us that the coming of this last head cannot be
long delayed, with the exception that the Advent (in its first stage. Prop.

130) may occur at an? time, while that of the Antichrist will follow certam
events (Bev. 14), and will be so recognizable that a previous proclamation
to that effect will be general among believers. Ii the position that is

assumed in this work is correct, then we ought to see tendencies leading

toward the recognition of such an antichristian power, a drifting of the
nations into such a state of unbelief that the way is gnulually but surely

preparing for this monster manifestation. The predictions of men on this

point differ very materially from that given in the Bible. Thus, e.g.

Gasteiar, in the series of aole papers on * * The Republican Movement in

Europe'* {Harper's Mag.), declares that '* the education of the human race

must end in tne Universal Republic.^* The inspired Word, on the other
hand, pronounces this an idle dream, pointing us, as a resultant of human
nature, to a nwnarchy more arrogant, far-reaching, encroaching, and
tyrannical than the world has ever yet witnessed. Eaton {Perm, of Cliris-

tianity, Lect 5) argues that scepticism is but transient, and will, by the
present use of means, ultimately pass away, being but ''a definite BtajB;e, a
passing phase in the process of intellectual growth," and approvingly
q^notes Carlyle as saying that *' this darkness is but a transitory obscura-
tion ; these ashes are toe soil of future herbage and richer harvests," etc.

But God's Word warns us not to receive such predictions of improvement
based upon the coming culture, refinement, civilization, science, etc., of

man, but to believe that the self-relying efforts of man to exalt humanity
will result in his degradation—a degradation, too, so debasing that it falls

down to the worship of man in the peraon of Antichrist—that it even stoops
to image worship enforced by the death penalty, and that it imbrues its

hands in the blood of a vast number of martyrs. Let the reader study the
characteristics of this last head and of the period in which he rules, and
prominently stands forth the self-deification of the Antichrist and the worship
tendered to him. Men may say this is impossible ; but let them looK
around and see the seed now sown, the opinions now entertained by multi-
tudes respecting the greatness, power, and glory of humanity. Are not
Compte, Bauer, Benan, and a large number of writers, landing and magni-
fying the incoming ** Church of Humanity?" are not to-day a vast body
of the leading minds of the world aiming at the overthrow of Christianity
and the substitution of the boasted ** Religion of Humanity?" Is this an
Antichrist ? Are there not literally masses who glory (as e.g. the Xat.
Aesoc. of Spiritualists that met in Chicago Sept(ember 17, 1873, and through
one of the speakers declared :

** We are called Spiritualists, but we have
another name for our sect, * Antichristian* ") that they are Antichristian in
principle and practice ? Does this Antichrist set himself above Grod and all

divine law? What does this necessarily imply, but that which is directly
taught, viz., that men, in foolishness and wantonness, will reject the idea of
a personal God—a God who has the claims of a Creator and Redeemer.
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Look aronnd and behold men of the greatesb influence, of acknowledged
Bcientific and literary ability, deliberately engaged in the destrnctive work
of setting aside the personality of God, the foundation of all law. la it

not a sad fact, that literally f/io^^M among the nations, led on by intelligence

and learning, are already discarding the God of the Bible as one who has
no existence and to whom, therefore, no man is responsible. Infidelity,

firaided by the much-lauded scientific learning, is now doing what it neyer
before was able to accomplish, yiz ., to elevate this rejection of a personal
God from its former lower and almost isolated condition into a higher and
more dignified position by the artful blandishmente of human reason con-
trolled by a proud dislike to the humbling doctrines of the cross. Its

advocates can be counted by the million, and occupy the most favorable
places to influence the multitude.^ What in the day of David (Ps. 53) was
true in particular instances, and has more or less been seen repeated in
history, now under the plea of enlightenment and progress, haa become so
general that it is unblushiuglv asserted and defended by numerous writers

and lecturers of literary and scientific ability. Dr. Auberlen has well
remarked that one of the distinguishing characteristics of the Antichrist is
** intellectual culture.** In the very nature of the case this must be so, for

it is only under the guidance of professed intelliaence that the foundations
of moral obligation can thus be removed, and that the nations, so far ad-
vanced in civilization, can be induced to receive him as the Rnler over them.
A just Nemesis seems to bring retribution in the line of offence ; for reject-

ing God as unworthy of homage and worship, they, exalting Nature and
Humanity, are led by the insidious doctrine of natural development (the

direct opposite of the Bib. doctrine) and by the removal of the restraints

imposed by faith in Holy Writ, to honor and worship man himself as the
highest embodiment of law and order ; and the result is, that they impose
upon themselves the most tyrannical and cruel tyrant that ever yet trod

the earth. Let no one turn away from such predictions, and say that it is

impossible for intelligence to sink so low in the scale of worship, etc., for,

as if purposely to meet this objection, it is expressly foretold, to account
for such a fall, that God, ** because they received not the love of the truth,**
^^ shall send them strong deltcsion, that they should believe a lie,** etc. (2

Thess. 2 : 10-12), owing to their having ^^ pleasure in unrighteousness.

God will permit human nature to carry out the principles now at work to

its legitimate end, and will so order it in His Providence that it shall have
the liberty and power to culminate, to bring forth the fruitage of its

devices, and to abundantly harvest the too faithfully cultivated seed so

diligently sown by the multitude of sowers. God's purpose is that man, in

his efforts at regeneration in his own way and not after God's plan, shall

experience in bitterness and sorrow the falsehood of nis own obstinacy and
pride, and this, too, by God's ordering, in the adoration of a blasphemer.

Having already alluded to the principles at work in this direction (Props.

123, 147, 160, and see Props. 162, 163, 174), it is unnecessary to detain the

reader upon a point that must be, in view of abundant existing facts, self-

evident. The representations of Antichrist are fearfully dark

—

''the god-

Jess, self-deifj/ing ruler of worldly Empire,** the Restorer of a worse abomina*
Hon tlian tlie ancient emperor worsnip, the instigator and propagator of

the nioftt seducing, blasphemous, and persecuting falsehoods—^but tney are

sustained, not morely by their being God*s faithful and true portraitures, but

by the appalling facts already presented in the dark history of the prcced*
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iDg and preparative apostatizing from the truth which teaches us that tchen

man is cut loose from the Gospel truth, a,nd follows his own imaginings,
tliere is no iniquity and no crime too great which he is not ready to commit.
77ie threats already uttered against Christianity by representatives of large

classes of men ; t/ie hatred with which the Bible and its doctrines are re-

ceived ; the fanatical following of reason when its deductions are palpably
founded upon unproven premises ; tlie laudation and glorification of
humanely concocted schemes for the amelioration and exaltation of the
race ; the widening denial that the world needs Divine interposition and a
Divine Redeemer ; the elevation of Materialism, Katuralism, Spiritualism,

Humanitarianism into the commanding posture of promising Redemption
;

the sure a)id steady breaking down of the religious barriers by the inter-

position and substitution of natural law and the consequent increase of laxity

of morals—these are just the indications that we ought to sde, if Anti-
christ's approach draws nigh. It is folly to deny those things or to lessen

the value of their warning.* Riggeubach (Lange'a Com., 2 Thess. 2, and
Oomp. his quotations from Auberlen, Iluebner, etc.) justly observes :

*' It

is well worth while to give heed to the prophetic word, and that so much the

more, as the day comes nearer ; not throwing it into the shade with a shrug
of the shoulder, as if it were a matter of fanaticism." The refusal of man
to believe does not alter the predictions or change Qod*s purpose in their

fulfilment ; and the fact, aside from the greatness, etc., of this enemy,
that the Spirit so largely enters into the description of this personage,

ought certainly to influence the reverent believer into o careful contemjJfa-

tion and study of this subject. The false faith, now already so prevalent,

in man as his own Saviour, when once supported by the predicted wonder-
working power of this Antichrist and his associate, the False Prophet, will

have no difficulty in accepting of and acknowledging the Antichrist in his

most daring of claims, for it will conclude that sach faith, attested to and
proven by " lying wonders " is pre-eminently worthy of being entertained,

especially when it falls in with the carnal desires of the heart and tramples
upon the detested Biblical repentance and self-sacrificing faith. Plausi-

bility and human desires enforced hy miracles, finds the masses so well pre-
pared that the man coming in the name of Humanity (Comp. Jno. 5 : 43,
which extends beyond the Jews, although the Jews, too, are to be prepared
by an adherence to ** the now religion of Humanity," which many now in-
dorse, to receive its highest exponent, the Antichrist as their Messiah) will

find, as predicted, a mighty host of adherents, which will be only too ready
to do his bidding. Men are already busy proclaiming a '* New Religion,*'

a •* new order of things" which is to supersede Christianity ; and when we
turn to the Bible to inform us in what this boasted Religion and Order shall
consist, we shudder at the fearful exchange made, at the horrible transmuta-
tion experienced, feeling assured that it can never, as God's Word teaches,
be introduced without a previous falling away from the truth, and without
the superadded agencies of a most astounding nature. Theories and
words flattering to man, the unification of some ideas congenial to the
corrupt nature of man, the specious promises of deliverence to humanity
in religion and government, the tenders of beguiling enjoyments and
pleasures, the cry of a common and universal brotherhw)d under one cen-
tral headship to meet the longings of ages, and all this under the manipula-
tion of the wonderful prophet, leads to the culmination of the sin of Adam
to be like God in a headship which theocratically only belongs to God and
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His Christ. Antichrist is the last step in the development of Satanic influ-

ence and power in and through man, and we are assured that this last

phase shall be specially pervaded bj his energy in order to resist the
incoming Messianic Kingdom. Amazijig climax! so astonishing is it,

that (Rev. 13 : 3 and 17 : 8) ** all the icorld wondered after the least,''

excepting only those who are believing and wise.*

1 Alas 1 its adTocates ore to be found in professedly Christian pnlpits and Christian
colleges, and landed by numerous followers in and out of the Church. The books \rrit-

ten, contained in Beligio-Inftdel Catalogues, and widely circulated, establish the sad
fact.

' The present danger is not so much in that class of infidels who Tom Paine orBarhdt-
like openly (as Train, Frotbingham, Ingersoll* etc.) blaspheme Christianity, great as
their number and ability may be, because such a course is repellent to many. The real

danger comes from another and more powerfully infiuential class, viz., from those men of
influence and power who change the mode of attack by transforming themselves so much
into **arujels of light" that they profess a certain regavd for the Scriptures (while under-
mining its authority), a degree of respect for the Church as a necessity in its time
(while bent upon its destruction), and a laudation of Jesus as a man (while denying Him
as the Divine Saviour). This attack is correctly understood to be preparative to a new
rtformatuiTif etc., and not being so gross and repelling as the former, it succeeds in entic-

ing a multitude that could not be seduced by the other. Clad in glowing language,
glittering generalities, and a showy philosophy, and engaged in flattering human nature,
it gains its host of admirers. How widespread this has become must be evident to the
observing student. Compare the testimonies of Arch. Thompson, Bh. Wilberforce,
Dean Mansel, Dean Goulbum, Prof. Mozley, Canon Liddon, Farrar, Tboluck, Van Ooster-
zee, Christleib, and, in brief, numerous writers in their works. The multiplicity of
books in attack and defence issued for the last twenty years, indicate its extent, aside
from the boastings of the West. Review^ ConLfmporary^ etc. And this, we argue in the text,

is indicative of that which is yet to come ; in the words of the Bishop of WincheHter
(Pref. to i2«p/v ^ Essays and RevUios) it is " a widespread movement of the mind, indic-

ative of the first stealing over the fi^y of the lurid lights which shall be shed profusely
around the great Antichrist,'* or, in the language of a statesman, the Marquis of Salisbury
(speech at Liverpool, Ap., 1872, WesL Tievieup^ Jan., 1873), there are ** hosts mustering and
nolds clearing for the greatest struggle which Christianity has ever had to face.'*

* Men even now rebel against the Theocratic idea, and proclaim it. (Thristlieb (^fod,

IkmhU p. 421) shows how unbelievers are indignant that Jesus should dare to bind the
whole course of the world to His person, and should call all men, even Dr. Strauss, before
His judgment throne ; and quotes Bruno Bauer {Crii. of the Evang. IBs. Pref.) as feeling

"injured, offended, and angered*' by the prominent dignity and claims of Jesus.
*' because one man is always set up as a model against the wickedness and stupidity of
all others." And (p. 13U) he refers to a student's Congress at Liege, where it was declared
amid applause that ** their aim was to do away with all religions, to destroy all churches,
and to eradicate every thought of God from the consciousness of their fellow-men ; and
that in their opinion Atheism was the ultimate aim of all human science." The same is

found in the ** Manifestos** of the Commune, International, and other organizations.

Thus e.g. Gustavo Flourens, leader of the Red Republican party, writes in his journal

La Libre Pensie, Oct., 1870 : " Our enemy is God. Hatred of God is the beginning of

wisdom. If mankind would make true progress, it must be on the basis of Atheism.
Every trace of religion must be banished from the education of our children,*' etc. So
Christlieb speaks of " a well-known representative" of the German people, who has laid

down the task ** to educate in Atheism personal enemies of a personal God." Feuerbach
(a so-called philosopher) says :

** There is no God ; it is as clear as the sun and as

evident as the day that there is no God, and still more that there can be none." ** For
if there were a God, then there must be one ; he would be necessary. But now if there

Is no God, then there can be no God ; therefore, there is no God. There is no God
because there cannot be any*' (a logic which instantly reminds us of Ps. 53 : 1,

** The
foolhaih said in his heari^ Thert is no God"). Frothingham (Address to WesL Conf.)

remarks that *' our creed is creedlessness ; our organization is disorganization" ; and
Garnet (same) eulogizes free thought as far greater than faith in God. Multitudes of

such utterances might be produoed. Even women largely aid in this effort ; not merely

that low doss allied with Spiritisc:, Free-loveism, but many who delight to be designated
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^'Libenl" and "Broca" in their TievB. Thxu e.g. one of the best of these. Sana
Hennell. in her work Tliaughts in Aid of Faiih (p. 106), Baya :

'* As a systematic whole, it

is essentially tne, that Christianity naa passed away Irom na and has left xu only an
inheritance oat of its inflaences ;" and (p. 55) '* it has become a thing of the past, bniied
with the past, for any share that we have in it." Sometimes on the gruond of feeUng or

need, she seems to regret the ohaoge, bat on that of reason and philosophy she ciclms
that it most be reoeired, and in place of Christianity we mast be satisfied with a vague
feeling of natural religion, and the hope of an ultimata lapse at death into " The UniTersal
Being," if sach an one exists and Pantheism is a tmth. Spencer's philosophy, as to
inflnence, can be iliostrated by a thoasand painfal references. We refer to one as an
example. This same S. S. Hennell, in the work alluded to, eulogizes Spencer as bringing
in ** the proper beginning of InteUigenoe," by which Creation and a personal Creator
are discarded for ** the Unknown," and gives us a sample of this intelligence by saying

:

" Beligions Science sees the mind of man by means of its highest facnities, painting
itself in the image of Ood—forming a vast and shadowy representation of human linea-

ments thrown out before it upon the surface of the Unknown." The student who desires
to notice how talented minds, discarding Christianity, fall into a worship of pure Natural-
ism allied with Pantheistic notions, consummating in the exaltation of Humanity, and
in the rejection of the Supernatural and a belief in " the Unknown," can see it exempli-
fied at length in an art. in the North BriL J2evieio, August, 1860, entitled " Modem
Thought—its Progress and Consummation.'* Such sentiments are widespread. Ponder
e.g. Dr. Draper's article, " Political Effect of the Decline of Faith in Continental
Europe*' (Princeton HevieWt Jan, 1879), in which he refers to " that black thundercloud
yikiiism, now lowering over Eastern Europe. The most deapotio of all civilized govem-
mcnts looks on it with alarm ;" to '* that blood-red sceptre Oommunism threatening
Western Europe;'* to " jSbcfo/um in Central Europe. It lifts its head defiantly in
GermAuy. If it cannot have its way, it threatens revolution and civil war ;'* and hy ** ihi

Internaiiojial*' which " gives a bond of union" and ** harmonizes their plans to a common
end.* ' He says that ** their supporters are counted by millions—a host rapidly increasing
in number and power,'* so that " Society Itself is in peril," eto. He gravely and in
detail informs us that these result from a " widespread religions unbelief, ** ** the total
extinction of religions belief," and that this '* mental unsettling" is going " steadily
forward," " increasing." untU "it has now not merely religious intentions ; it affecia

politics and even the basis of socie^." It is saddening to find such men as Hansen
(** Bunaen and hie Wife," Littell's Liv, Age, Deo. 23, 1876), swell the crowd of unbe-
lievers, when he would have even the Apostle's Creed removed as an impediment and
containing the mythical, and declares :

*' I more and more feel it to be an axiom, that
ChriHtology, as taught by the churches, cannot be brought into union with tiie right
interprtitation of the Scripture ; the historical views, speculative thought and moral
couRciousness of the times we live in." Even professed defenders of Christianily
against the materialistic tendencies, by conceding too much to mere hypothesis, fearfully
undermine the Scriptures. Thus e.g. Hortineau in his able replies to Tyndall leaves the
orthodox ground of a divinely inspired Word containing an infallible record of Divine
truth, and while making the Bible sacred—in the sense of sacred as applied to other
sacred books of various religions, embodying '* the great pieties of the world '—^teaches

that it is fallible, and that parts (as e.g. the Old Test, cosmogony, etc.), of it may be
rejected without injury to the rest This is evidenoo of great weakness, a yielding up
unnecessarily and prematurely an important fortress, and confirms the unbelief of multi-
tudes, and draws others into its vortex. Unbelievers (as evidenced in Th6 Pop. iSeUnca

Monihly^ Apr., 1876, p. 748) seize upon such concessions as decided*' heterodoxy,** and
triumphantly declare that if this is all that the Bible presents, a sacrednees similar to

that appertaining to other religions, then it is open to scientific exploration, for the
phenomena of the religious become the phenomena of nature. The concession of impor-
tant error on some points, leaves it a question whether it may not be also in error in
others, and thus unsettles the faith of many. Such defenders are numerous and
producing a sad fruitage. But eminent divines, not realizing t' e destructive tendencies
of such popular and prevailing teaching, even condescend to fraternize with it as some-
thing re<xuired to bring forth the truth. Thus Beecher (in the sermon " The True Test,"
Ckristian Union, Sep. 19, 1877), after a caricature of orthodoxy, says :

" They (i.e. these
orthodox) think the Goths and Vandals are upon us in the shape of Huxley, and Spencer,
and Tyndall. These men are in the hand of God, and, though they know it not, they
are Evangelizers, John the Bapiuds, clearing the pathfor the Messiah^ who is to bring in a
more glorious development of the nature of God to men ; and yet thousands of persons
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are np in arms agamst them.*' To oompftie snoli men, vho are steadily opposing Chris-
tianity, to Evangelists and John the Baptists, is an estimate very difEerent from that
given by the Spirit in the Word. To say, by way of apology for such, that they live

etter lives than some of tiie orthodox, does not mend the matter, for the Bible equally
conde^nns snoh *' orthodox" as rejecters of the truth. The prediction too as to the final

result, is just the opposite of that given by the Scriptures, for, instead of ** clearing the
path for the Messiah," their teaching is to cause a general rejection of His claims until

it culminates into the great Antichristian persecution and war. Influential religious

papers and numerous pulpits are engaged in aiding this destructive work. Brookes
{Maranaiha^ p. 436-6) observes : " Whatever, therefore, tends to degrade Christ as the
divine and only Saviour, and to exalt and deify man, is essentially Antichrist in its spirit

and aim, whether it oe found in the Boman Catholic or Protestant body. But this is

precisely the tendency of the popular preaching of the day." He then refers to the
preaching of ** the gospel of manhood," " the development of the Divine element in every
human soul," etc., and adds : "Nearly every religious journal furnishes painful proof,

in one way or another, that the Cliuixsh is drifting rapidly from the ancient landmarks
both in doctrine and practice, to be speedily wrecked upon the fatal coast of the Laodi-
c^ms, while the secular press is helping the minister it most admires to ripen the fruit of

the world's boasted progress in the appearance of the Antichrist" If any protest is pre-

sented, those who urge it are denominated "alarmists," *' croakers/' ** old fogies,"
' * behind-the-age men, ' etc.

Ob8. 18. The worship of Antichrist evidences that man, however atheistic

some of his utterances are, cannot divest himself of some conception of

religion, the necessity of worship, and the superiority of some being. For,

constituted by the mercy and love of the Creator a religious being, he can-

not, as Lathardt justly"observes in his Apolog, Lecturesy ** get rid of the
idea :" because a belief in something higher than his individual self natu-
rally arises from his moral constitution. This universality and indestrncti-

bilitv of religion is most forcibly developed by Dr. Sprecher in his Ground-
work of TheoL, and in relation to it he (p. 280) remarks :

** It is a univer-

sal fact of human life, of man's existence as an individual and as a society.

In every individual there is subjectively, and in every community objec-

tively, the element of religion. This is now very generally acknowledged,
even by the opponents of Christianity. Tt is now seen that religion in

some form always has existed and always will exist. It may be neglected
and practic^ly ignored ; menmaystupeiy themselves into habitual indiffer-

ence to it, but they can never destroy its existence. Even Idealism with its

pantheism, and Materialism with its Atheism, are now seen to be forms of

religion. And even absolute Nescience, which denies the valid being of the

knower and the known, and recognizes only the knowing as real, must yield

itself to * the theory of knowledge,' as its God. That it has always and every-

where existed, is now acknowlSged as an indisputable fact.^' Now this

very innate adaptability and susceptibility of man to religion and worship
will be taken advantage of in order to pave the way for a recognition of the
Antichrist, aided by the infernal machinery set m operation by the False
Prophet Christlieb {Mod. Doubt, p. 143), after showing that the rejec-

tion of God is '* an arbitrary act of the will," adds :
'' It was therefore a

perfectly correct instinot which led the Greeks to look upon atheism as a
moral lanlt And every moral fault avenges itself. The refusal to ac-

knowledge which is, and absolutely is, and is directly certain to every
heart, leads to the acceptance of tnat which is nothing but a deceptive
shadow. Man must have a God, If he rejects the true God, he must
make a God for himself and this ia of necessity a false one." Already we
see the signs of religious concession from many able unbelieving pens.
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for, poflaing from the purely materialiatic idea which makes man a mere
** sentient automaton, thej argue that man in course of development
must have, in correspondence with what nature has bestowed, some kind
of religion adapted to his circumstances.

Prominent writers of nnbelief insist npon ft still higher development of man into
natnral religion. Thna e.g. Ooldwin Smith {The Asctrd of Man, in the EcUdtic Mag,^
March. 1877) remarks :

" The battle of critioism and science against Bnperstition has
been won, as eveiy open.minded obaeirver of the contest must be aware, though the rem-
nants of the broken host still linger on the field. It is now time to consider whether
religion mnst perish with superstition or whether the death of superstition may not be
the new birth of religion ;" and then proceeds in detail to advocate a nets rdigicn as
a moral necessity imposed by development into a higher life. The difficulty of giving up
religion entirefy is exemplified in F. W. Newman (illustrated in his Phases of Fhith and
Tfie iSrnJ), who, after yielding up, step by step, the distinguishing doctrines of the Bible,
and finally even Christ Himself, still retains a Rort of religion, viz., "religion is a state
of aentiraent toward God" or *' the intimate sympathy of the pure and perfect God with
the heart of each faithful worshipper." Many hold to such a sentimental religion, from
which everything evangelical has been carefully eliminated. Potter {Chrisivaniiy and i(s

DeJiiiUions) reduces Christianity to the level of a natural religion, and speaks of it as
simply "provisional, preparatory, educational" to a higher natural religion of the future,
to be reared under the fostering influences of science and philosophy, while Jesus, the
Messiah, is to be regarded as a *' naturally endowed man" who ** will stand by the side of
other great religious teachers and prophets, with no authority different from theirs."

Kev. Chadwick, in his sermon, The Essential Piety of Modern Science, makes Modem
Science the foster mother of piety and the producer of tha purest religion. Fred. Harri-
son (•* Sympoaiuni" in the yineteenlK Century)^ rejecting the snpernatural in theology,
still insists :

** Those who trust that the future can ever be built on science and civiliza-

tion, without religion, are attempting to build a pyramid of bricks without stiaw. The
solution, we believe, is in a non-iheological religion." Then, after making religion sy-
nonymous with a scheme explanatory of human relations to the soul^ man, and world,
and which calls for some object that must be obeyed, loved, and adored^ he adds :

**What is new in our scheme is merely that we avoid such terms as * Infinite,* * Abso-
lute,* * Immaterial,' and vague negatives altogether, resolutely confining ourselves to

the sphere of what can be shown b^' experience, of what is relative and not absolute, and
wholly andfrankly human,'* What have we here but the exaltation of the mere human,
and elevating it to the place of power and worship. Benan, in a recent dialogue (Art.
" Realism in Unbelief," Litteirsiiu. Age,, May 5th, 1877), declares that after a re-organiz-

ing of aooiety in the interests of science, etc., then the next duty of thinking men will

be **to organize Ood,** A multitude of writers ignore the supernatural. Divine Provi-
dence, etc., in favor of Nature and its laws, sneering and scoffing at prayer to, and faith

in, a personal God. but loud in their eulogies of humanity (e.g. Art. "Natural and Super-
natural,'* in the National Quarterly Review, July 4th, 1877). The National Reformer^ Physicus
On Theism, Morgan's Ancient Society^ Miohelet's Bible of Eiimaniiy, and Fo'wle's Science and
Immoiifdilyy and, literally, thousands of other works, some coarse in attack (as Bradlaugh,
Ingersoll, etc.), others more refined and philosphical (as Huxley, Spenc«r, etc.), but all

leading to the same goal—are at work exalting Humanity as the great and paramount
outcome of Nature, thus paving the wayfor its tiUimate tcorship. In order to remove every
obatrnction, and place Humanity on a solid basis, the Christian religion is under a pro-
fessed "scientific method" placed under the category of "natural religions," thua at one
blow getting rid of the Supernatural and miraculous. While eminent men are, with ill-

concealed levity and delight, engaged in this destructive work, they still see that the re-

moval of all religion would be a dreadfal innovation, overridizig all moral restraint, and
breaking down the foundations of society and State, and hence substitute ^e toorship <^
Nalure and of Ilumaniiy as Nature's highest production.
The highest intellects devoted to unbelief unite with Spencer (Sociology^ p. 313) in say-

ing that " a religious system is a normal and essential factor in every evolving society."
Darwin, Tyndall, Huxley, and many others, admit this as a fact. Spencer, in *' The
Theological Bias" of The Study of Sociology, dearly contends that the religious element
can never be radically removed;* that "while its forms are temporary, its substance is

permanent ;" and predicts a transformation **to a higher and better form." so that
even the " Religion of tiumanity,** which so many speak of as " the religion of ihe future/*
will only be a temporary religion. In his " BepUes to Criticism" (Pop. ^Science JilonUdy,
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Jan., 1874) he distinctly afiBrms that his teaching '*9nppliea an indestmctible basis for
the religions sentiment, " and approvingly quotes Grotz as affirming respecting his system :

** Mr. Spencer^ by standing on the ground of logic and psychology, without recurring to
Bupematured intervention, has established ih6 Ugilimaci/t ihB necessity ^ and ike everlasting

permanence of rdigion itself.*' The editor of the Pop. Science Monthly (May, 1873), in
his reply to Godwin, after informing us that •* Spencer is a profound believer in relig-

ion/' then laudatory of Naturalism and its religious trainings says : ''When the method
of science is raised to its rightful Bupremocy in the human mind, and the rule of science
is recognized as supreme throughout the sphere of the phenomenal, and when the dis.

tractions of theology become unbearable, it will then be found that 31r. ISpencer has
proved that Science, so far from being its destroyer, is Itself the promoter of the profound-
est faith, while the central truth of all religion is saved to humanity. Malignant zealots

will probably continue to secrete their vitriolic criticism, as, if stopped, they would prob-
ably die of their own acidities ; but there are not wanting indications that many relig-

ious men of candor and discernment ore already recognizing the claims of Mr. Spencer's
system upon the serious consideration of their class." Then he predicts :

** We believe
that the time is not greatly distant when even theologians will seek it as a shelter agaiuKt
the rising tide of materialism and atheism." The religion thus advocated is a kind of
Naiuralisiic-Panlheismt finding its highest expression in man. The Pqp. Science Monthly
has especially, and in detail, rejected as untrue the charges of atheism against eminent
scientists, and as a specimen of the manner of defence, we append the following expla-
nation. One party (as Haeckel, observed by Prof. Wynn in WUtenbergeTf Oct., 1877) dc*
clare that Darwin *'has proved the puiposelessness of nature,'* etc.; another party think
him too much affiliated with the old idea of creation and purpose ; now the editor

i"
Editor's Table," Dec, 1875, p. 236) refers, explanatory, to Darwin as follows: "Mr.

)arwin is made out to be untheological by an exquisite bit of logic. It is true that he
appeals to supernaturolism for the starting point of his doctrine, and gives exactly the same
account of it that theology has offered, speaking of * life with its several powers having
been originally breathed by the Creator into a few forms, or into one.* But Mr. Darwin's
science is saved by the charitable imputation that he used these words in a sort cf Pickwich-
ian or poetical sense, and was willing to conciliate the theologians by * a slight difference

of style * in referring to the origin of life." The editor defends Spencer against Uie at-

tacks of The Nation and Chauocy Whright in Oerman Jktnnniam, saying that Spencer
** holds that the order of the Universe is not without its cause, although the nature
of that cause is a mystery post finding out, and from the very nature of intelligence must
forever transcend the human understanding." This cause, he terms, not God, but, as an
indication of " hit own sense ofhumility^ " *' the nnknowable." This does not. the writer con-
tends, ignore religion, but makes it *'the most exalted object of reiigUnts feeling ^ though be-
yond the grasp and analysis of intellect.'* Here is a loophole by which to affirm **that

there can be no radical or fundamental conflict between religion and science," provided,
however, that religion is left in this vague and indistinct manner (viz., a reverence for

what we do not know) and soienoe is limited to the phenomenal. Hence evolutionists

are unwilling to be designated "atheists," claiming a religion, as e.g. seen in Savage's

Religion cf Evolution, where the Gk>d of Evolution is constructed, vis., the creative power
or force, or whatever it may be, to which the Cosmos owes its existence, is to be venerated.

So the writer in MacmiUan*3 Mag. on "Natural Religion," seta up Nature, or rather

that which evolves nature, as a God worthy of love and worship. While some may rest

in this vagueness, the majority press beyond it, for they clearly see that the mosses, far

below their level in thinking, must have ideas impressed by representative farms ; and
hence, as we have shown, advocate the training of religious thought and feeling by ex-

ternal or representative signs relating to the laws of Nature or of Humanity. Just as Compte,
when he first expounded his system of philosophy, excluded religion as superstition, but
Afterward, urged by the nature of man, admitted it as a neoesaity of society, and framed
a corresponding humanitarian worship, so these, finding religion natural, are cfirefully

seeking for some outlet—hostile to the personal Creator and Redeemer of the Bible—by
which it may manifest itself consistently with the teaohinga of science, having, if possible,

a scientific God, scientific worship, and scientific feeling. Flake, in bis Outiines of a
(hsmic Philosophy Based on the Dodrlne qf Suolvtion, brings forth religion as ** the highest

physical phase of life," a natural prodoot ; for (as Youmans informs us) it is *' the manifest

tation of that striving after complete harmony of physical life with its requirements,

stimulated bv the sense of sin or moral shortooming, for which the analogy is furnished

by that striving for mere physical adjustment throughout the animal world, to which the

sense of pain is the prompter." Hence Bizby, Art " Soience and Religion as Allies" (Pop,
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SeL JtfbitWy,Oct.,1876). aigneflthat the remoral of the anpematnTal and miraciiloTXfl,and the
gnidance of science, does not produce irreverence, bat even something greater, reverence
for the known, and adda, over against the Scripture prediction :

*' The more clearly we
discern the path on which Science has led the worid, the less fear shall we have that it

is all a preparaUonforpreeipUating us into acme godless abyss.*" Murphy ( The Seientific Bases of
FaUh) and many others see no danger, snch as the Bible portends in the fatnre, and
confidently prophesy a glorious harmony between Science and Beligion with a resplen-
dent fatnre. Dr. Le Conte, in ** Modem Biological Inqniry" {Pop. Sd. MonOibf^
Jan., 1876), presents the hope of many that scientific cnltare and the purifying and re-
modelling of existing religion will introduce the Millennium, saying : " In this manner
alone may be realized the hope of the philosopher, the dream of the i)06t, and the ex-

eectation of the theologian—a univerflol science and a universal religion, co-operating
armoniously for the perfection of man and the glory of the Creator." But this hope is

futile, for the Word of Inspiration, which has never yet failed in any of its predictions,
declares to us thai human depravity^ guided by inUUigmoe^ will sink into greater depths of
wickedness and godliness, and manifest a terrible and persecuting nuilice and batted
toward Christianity.

Obs. 19. This antichrist!an religion and worship culminates in the

deification of man and his worship. It is strange that Christianity shoald
meet as a final struggle the deification of humanity which it met wlicn it

started on its mission of gathering out the believers. In the beginuing
the apotheosis and worship of the emperors was a serious and strong
opponent, and became the test of faith and perseverence. Uhlhom (Oo?i-

jiict of Christianity with Heathenism, p, 56, etc.) shows in detail how im-
portant and extended this worship was, saying :

*' It would be a great
misapprehension to regard the worsnip of the emperors solely as an indica-

tion of the extent to which human folly can go, and as deserving only
ridicule and scorn. In reality it exerted the greatest influence not only upon
the religious, but also upon the social, life of that time ; and became of
the greatest importance in the conflict of Christianity and Heathenism."
He proceeds to show how deeply rooted this was among the ancients ; hov
it extended over the provinces and became a duty, an act of patriotism,

and an expression of gratitude ; how it '* gained ^eat political and social

importance' ' in provincial assemblies and fraternities ; how it supplied a
worship common to the whole Boman Empire, and thus introduced a
unity ; how ** the worship of the emperors eclipsed all other worships"
(quoting Melito as saying :

" The statues of the emperors are more rever-

enced than those of the ancient gods'*); and how it became a test of the
faith and religion of the subjects. This religious development, culminat-
ing in imperial worship, «w7? be repeated on a more fearful scale. The
deification of man will bring forth a more dreadful fruitage at the close

of this dispensation.

Let the student ponder Oompte's ponderous (6 vols.) Churae of Posiiive PkUosopkyj
and in his *' Church of the Future/' his ** Church of Humanity" containing a Hierarchy
to give it unity* we have, among other things indicative of this tendenoy to worship man,
a *< Positive Calendar" designed to regulate ** the Systematio Worship of Humanity.**
Some prominent person that lived in the past is allied with each day of the year, but
Jesus Christ is ioiaUy ignored as unworthy of a position, although Confucius, Moses, and
others are duly recognized. The North BrU. Remevo^ M&7t 1851, containB some specimens
of this calendar with criticisms. Sd'Clintock and Strong's Cydop., Art. **Compt6/' epit-

omizes this worship of humanity: *^The new divinity is humanity.** *'It is a com-
plete deification of man, a complete resolution of divinity into humanity. It is a
strange counterpart to Pantheism which is produced in this scheme of thorough-going
Pan-humanism. The new divinity was to be adored, to be approewjhed with prayer, to
be honored with an appropriate ceremonial, worshipped with due rites, and served by a
numerous army of priests.' * Compte feels that a reconstraotion of society without some
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kind of religion wonld be inoompldte and opposed to the needs of man and the impnlses
of natnre. Hence he gives a natural religion in vhioh Humanity is dressed up and
paraded as a divinity to be idolized. Around this idealized form is placed a singular re-

vival and transformation of doctrine and practice taken from Christianity and Paganism.
It establishes a regular priesthood and a rigid Hierarchy—an authoritative " Bociocracy"
to which all must bov in reverence. This mixture of NaturaUsm, Fan-humanism, Bo.
Tnanism, and Paganism, is tendered as the deliverer of Booiety, the purifier of the moral
relations, and the means of **the systematic glorification of man.** We give an illnstra-

tion of this worship of Humanity, taken from '* The Fositlvist Strike for a Liturgy**

(Littell's Liv. Age, Ap. 19th. 1879, taken from The SpedcUor), In a liturgy that was
used "on the Festival of Humanity. Ist Hoses, 91*' (!. e. Jan. 1st, 1879), we have the
following order laid down : ** Holy and Glorious Humanity, on this Thy High Bay, at

the beginning of a new year, we are met in pruse. in prayer, in thanksgiving, to oele*

brate tiiy coming, in the fulness of time, for the visible perfecting of thy as yet unaeea
work.

Prieid, We bow before thee in thankfulness.

People. As children of thy Past.

FrUsi. We adore thee in hope.
People, As thy ministers and stewards of the Future.

Priesi, We would commune with thee humbly in prayer

;

People, As thy servants in the Present.

AU. May our worship, as our lives, grow more and more worthy of thy great name."
We append the benediction :

" The Faith of Humanity, the Hope of Humanity, the
Love of Humanity, bring you comfort, and teach you sympathy, ^ve you peace in your-
selves and peace with others, now and forever. Amen.** This imitation of, or parody
on. Christian worship is fully exemplified b^ the reading of the ImUaiion of Christ by
Thomas a Eempis with the following substitutions :

** We substitute Humanity for

Qod ; the social type for the personal type of Jesus ; our own inward growth in good-
ness for outward reward ; the innate benevolent instincts for grace ; our selfish instincts

for nature.** Men of intelligence advocate such worship and substitutions. In an ar-

ticle in the North BrU. SevUio, Julv-August, 1878, entitied **An Advertisement for a
New Religion,** the writer declares that past and present religions *' are waxing old and
must soon die ;*' that this is the belief of '* advanced thinkers ;** and that as nearly all

admit the religious element cannot be eliminated from man there must be, of necessity,

a new religion substituted for the present. He disoruses the nature of the religion

which is to take the place of the preceding, because '*as man must have a religion, and
the old religions are side, dying, or dead, so we must have a new-bom reli^on." He de-

clares that the new religion ** cannot have a God living and personal ;** it ** cannot in-

sist on a personal immortality of the soul ;*' it cannot nave '* tenors drawn from a day
of judgment ;" it cannot have ** sanctions or motives derived from a supernatural power
or a world to come,** etc., and then unhesitatingly affirms that this religion should have
**Humanity for its God," with festivals in his honor, a Sunday (** once in ten days*\
lectures, ** hymns in honor of the great mother Nature," dances, and withal ** with this

there might he idoU representing in symbol the great world powers, such as Evolution,

Persistence of JForce, Heredity, Panzoism, and Phyafological units. Around the places

of worship there might be groves, like those dedicated in old time to Baal, the powerful
fire-god.** '*This new religion must come. The conditions are readv.** ^'llie world
is ready to receive it.*' Is it not surprising that after Christianity has done so much
for humanity in morals, relation of woman, slavery, civilization, literature, etc.,

Humanity ^ould proudly and arrogantly attempt to crush its best friend and arro-

gate to itself all honor and power ? Cicero once said, in reference to human character, that

Ee perfect excellence could exist in onejperson, the world would bow down and worship.

But, as has been remarked (by Lord, Blessed Hope, p. 16), this was not verified in the
Advent of Jesus, when perfect excellence had visible embodiment. The world is not
inclined to such worship ; human nature finds it too reproachful and self-denying ; the

proof is found in the ultimate and general worship of Antichrist, in whom are embodied
the grossest and most sinful imperfections. Ambitious men have (e.g. Pressense's

BeiigUm and Relfpi of TVror, B, 4, ch. 1) emploved religion " as an instrument of govern-

ment, a means of controlling and winning the masses,** for, as Bonaparte '(p. 334) de-

clared, '*a nation must have a religion ; this religion should be in the hands of the
government,'* being "an affair purely political.'* This will be repeated on a wider and
grander scale. Unbelievers may now smile at the credulity of poor fanatics who have
professed divinity and themselves aa proper objects of wozBhip ; they may e.g. pity tbe
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delnsion of the BeTil-temple priest (Art. " Demonology," Ec'ecfie ^cuj., Ap., 1876\ wh<v
Tictim to a self-imposed bath of melted lead, exclaiaied at the very Isist : "It is. indeed,]
who am the true God !'* bat a far more extended and imposing delusion, as a punishment
for hnmanity in the line of its greatest sinfulness, shall visit and scourge the nations.

It is a matter of amazement and profound regret that a multitude of intelligent and able
men are engaged in a rtvivai of ancievU heathenism, eulogizing its spirit, morals, adherents
far above GhriKtianity. Uhlbom closes his ConfUd of ChrisUanHy mlh Heathenism with
these impressive words :

" For though outwardly conouered. Heathenism was not yet
completely subdued within ; but as in each of us * the old man ' perpetually fights

against ' the new man* so in the history of the Church the ancient Heathenism is ever rising

from the depths of the natural man to do battle against the new life of Christianity.

This eonfiid is not etided. The history of the Church is only the story of this conflict.

Therefore the peace which the Church won is as yet no perfect peace, but only marks a
new phase of the struggle u>fudi is not yetfought ouf. Indeed, to-day we are in the midst
of it ; for stronger almost than ever, the heathen spirit in modem guise is wrestling
against Christian thought and life, and it almost seems as if the questions of the time
should be gathered up in the question : * Shall ice remain Christians^ or hfcovie Iffvjthen

wjain ? * ** His trust (which is ours also) is •' the victory which the Lord will bring in His
great day." Dr. Arnold (Lcds. on Mfxl Hut.) calls attention to the fact that a distin-

guishing sign of modem times is the disposition to discuss religion in its political rela-

tions, and this is repeated by many recent writers. Humanitarians, while predicting the
decay and fall of theological literature, the overthrow of the Christian religion, etc., still

firmly hold to a belief that religion of some kind must be accepted (as e.g. Wtisson,
Longfellow, Johnson, Weiss, Potter, Abbot, Frothingham, Chadwick, Higginson, Cheney,
and others, in Freedom and fHUtuishlp in Religion, and hence advocate that religion as'a
social and political force, as a natural development of man's moral and social nature, as
a factor of universal complexion, as a resultant of past and present history, must (as we
have shown under previous observation! in some form or other be retained. Von Ger-
lach (quoted by Biggcnbach, Lange's Com., 2 Thess., p. 138) says : **In our days there
has actually been made a beginning of a worship, in which humanity is deified and
adored ; and the complete diaaolution of the Christian Church into the kingdoms of this
world is already expected by many." Numerous writers refer to this strange return
to Heathenism and its worship, with a plea of symbolistio meaning attached, adapting
it to modem progress.
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Proposition 162, This E-mgdom will be preceded by a fearful
time of trouble^ both in the Olmrch and the World.

This already follows from the preceding Propositions. The rise
and progress of the Antichrist, the acts performed by him, the
persecution experienced under him, and the outpouring of God's
judgments, all embrace a series of trial and trovMe unexampled in
the nistory of the world.

We say unerampled, for the declaration of Jesus, Matt. 24 : ^ (**For there shall be
great tribulation, such as was not ednoa the b^inning of the world to this time, nor erer
shall be'*), must not be confined to the destmction of Jerasalem, which (as the parallel

reference of Luke clearly shows) forma only the sad and awful beginning of "the days
of Yeugeance" that extend over the captivity among the nations and the treading down
of Jerusalem, until it culminates (Zech. 14, etc.) in the direful persecution of the Anti-
christ. Jesus, in a comprehensive way, applies that which Daniel (ch. 12 : 1. 2) specific

cally refers to the time of the wilful king. The unprecedented tribulation is continuous,
as the prophets predict, and reaches its climax just before the appearing of the Messiah
and His saints. The general analogy of Scripture teaches (comp. e.g. Cox's Thoughts on
the Com, and Kingd.^ p. 40, Brooks's Essays, p. 12, etc.) that a special period of universal

trouble, trial, and sorrow is associated with the culminated Antichrist and the open Fa-
rousia of the Messiah.

ObA, 1. Coming bow to specify more particularly the peraecutions that
shall arise, a few introductory remarks are in place. Some, when the
subject is mentioned, are at once ready to discredit, and even (oa the
writer knows from experience) to ridicule, it, presuming that human nature
80 enlightened and civilized cannot and will not break forth into such
acts of persecution and cTuelty as are predicted. But God knoivs human
nature better than we do, and can assuredly foretell its depraved mani-
festations. It has often been remarked, taking the evidence given by the

sad history of the past, that the most cruel enemy of man is man himself.

The same old man still exists, and, under favorable circumstances, will

manifest himself. When men like Bossuet, Massillon, and a host of

others, equally famous, can indorse the persecutions and tortures inflicted

by fanaticism ; when misguided zeal and unenlightened piety can, without
pity, bestow as an alleged act of self-protection the most fearful deaths ;

when men and women can, in the supposed interest of their rights, pass

from violence to murder ; when M. Venillot (Harper's Mag,, Ap-, 1874, p.

784) in the Univers can say :
** For my part, I frankly avow my regret not

only that John Hubs was not burned sooner, but that Luther was not burned
too. And I regret, further, that there has not been some prince sufficiently

pious and politic to have made a crusade against the Protestants;"—all

this, and much more that columns of any newspaper will afford, teaches

us what confidence to place in human nature. The latter, without the

superadded grace of God, is (however learned and wise) wicked and ready,

when interest prompts, to do evil ; and even with that grace in a measure
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added bat not whollj controlling the man, it may, as alas I too many cases
attest, fall into a spirit of persecution that is antichristian/ It was prob-
ably this view of the incorrigible nature of man that causes even a Renan
to despairingly say {Ded. to Si Paul): ** I am fearful that Fate has stored
up no good for us in this world," in direct contradiction to his dreams of a
golden future. In the discussion of this subject we plant ourselves firmly
upon the Word of God ; what that Word says respecting it we receive, and
believe, and teach. (1) It will not do to say, as some, that the proRress of the
Gospel forbids such an enactment of bloody scenes, for the Bible does not tell

us tnat down to the Sec. Advent the Gospel will be accepted by the masses,
but exactly the reverse (Prop. 175, etc.). The tares exist down to Christ's

coming, and at the time of His Advent in such abundance, too, that they
form a mighty array in contrast to the wheat The simple fact that the

great confederation is arrayed against Christ at His commg is sufficient

proof of the correctness of our position ; and that human nature, notwith-
standing the privileges and mercy enjoyed, is capable of any act when
under the influence of passion and selfishness. Finding this recorded, we
receive it. (2) Well-meaninjs; and pious persons, by an expression of
affected humility which makes it only the more deceptive, coolly inform us that
although recorded we can know nothing about it. Thus e. g. that other-
wise excellent writer, James (The Church in Earnest, p. 289), although
he can in his way know and tell us of the triumphs of the Church, says :

** What vials of wrath have yet to be exhausted upon the world, or through
what tribulations the Church has yet to pass on her way to her Millennial

and to her triumphant state, it is not for us even to conjecture. Perhaps
there are conflicts for her to endure, of which she i^now happily ignorant,**
*' Perhaps !" ** Conjecture !" is it possible, in the light of so much Script-

ure, and the exhortations to take heed thereto, to make such an utterance ?

Allow that there is symbolical langui^e and details difficult to explain, yet
a child even can comprehend that this very language is descriptive of fear-

ful tribulation to the Church under some gigantic power. There is no '* con-

i'ecturo" and ** perhaps" in the meaning intended, and the man, whoever
le is, and however pious, who implies that the future trial of the Cburch

is one of doubt, is to that extent responsible of concealing the truth from
the people.* (3) Another class ore found who know the severe ordeal
through which the Church is to pass, but refrain from escpressing them-
selves. Thus e.ff. Dr. Clarke, in closing his comments {Com.) on Dan. 7,

employs the following language : "In considering these thingjs and look-
ing at the evils that shall come upon the world before those auspicious times
can take place, I may say with Daniel : My cogitations much troubled mc,
and my countenance changed in me, but I keep the matter of my
conjectures and consequent feelings in my own heart." Dr. Clarke, how-
ever, has not concealed, as many places show, the fact that the church and
world is yet to endare great tribulation ; but there are literally a great
number who know that the fact is unmistakably predicted and yet make no
mention of it, speaking ''peace and safety** to the people. Thej receive
and believe, but do not teach, for fear of being regarded enthusiastic, or
fa-natical, forgetting that they will beheld responsible hj the Saviour for
withholding the Divine warnings.* (4). Simple honesty and candor, with
a reverence for God's faithful Word, and a desire to warn others, urge us
to direct attention to these last times, and to conceal nothing which God has
deemed proper to reveal, and which He has commanded us to read, study
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and proclaim (2 Tim. 4 : 6, Rev. 1 : 3, Luke 11 : 42, etc.). We dare not,

with our convictions of duty, do less ; and hence, therefore, even those who
may not be willing to receive what is here asserted, will^ at least, credit us

with being deeply impreased by a seme of responsibilUy in this matter,
seeins that in the immediate connection of this Antichrist the Spirit (Rev.

13 : 9) gays : "ijf any man have an ear, let him hear,'^ —a phrase most
expressive that the matter in hand is one of special importance and deserv-

ing of our closest attention. We constantly feel too, that we are not so

much writing for the present time as for the time of tribulation to come.
When the true Church finds herself struggling amid the thickest gloom,
and the false predictions of peace, safety and prosperity are found deluuivo

;

when the world instead of bein^ converted, is found arrayed against the
truth, reason holding the sway m place of faith, and the Word of God is

abjured and derided as unworthy of enlightened man ; when the multi-

tude follow wondering after the revived beast, the Antichrist, and a bloody
death, or a dastardly forsaking and denial of Christ is presented as the
only alternative ; when there is no hope or way of escape, and the godlv
among men are to cease amid the penalties of image-worship, then it

is that anything and everything that can throw any light upon the pain-

ful situation will be eagerly accepted andpondered. The Bible will be read
and searched with increasing interest—intensified by actual trial and
suffering—and everything illustrative of the times then existing will be
most carefully examined. Then it is that such a work like this—perhaps
now derided and sneered at by some professed believers—will bo thankfully
perused and its deductions from the Scriptures gratefully contrasted
with the then existing manifestations and the Divine original. It is both
an honor and a privilege to write for such a period, thus becoming, by
God's grace, instrumental in upholding the faith and consoling the hearts

of martyrs, of sustaining men and women under Antichrist's cruel rule by
the assurance that this very trial shall redound, if faithful, to their ever-

lasting honor and glory fRev. 20 : 4, 6). The same can be said of the
faithful warnings given oi this period by various writers of ability and
eminence in England, GermaDv, Holland, America, etc., whose works,
now appreciated by thefetOy will be specially read and studied by all the
pious (when Antichrist comes) to give them strength and comfort amid
the terrible incoming trouble. The very fact that this tribulation has
been predicted, that reverent students of the Word insisted upon its fulfil-

ment, etc., will have no little influence in confirming the martyr faith of

many.* God help them to suffer and to triumph.

'In preceding Prop. goniQ writers are quoted as predicting ** peace and safety** in

place of cominq; anlichriatian persecntion. Such prophets compose a multitude ; and
they are found in the Church predicting the speedy conTersion ot the world, or outaide

of the Church prophesying progress, etc. Reliance either upon Christianity, or Nature,

or Man, causes men (like Buckle, in Jtfi« on Liberty, Mia., vol 2, p. 22) to take it for

granted that the reign of open persecution for uttering religious sentiments is at an
end and will never again be rsTived. Writers, like Draper {Uis. Civ.\ contrast the past

with the prftsent, and, congratulating themselves upon the decrease of persecution (ascrib-

ed to a humanitarian progress), predict an entire removal of the same for the future.

These are merely the assumptions of man ; over against such deceptive predictions are

the prophecies of God.
* Such is the plain complexion of the predictions, that even Dr. Brown, writing

against us (Ch. Sec. Oomirvj, p. 356). is reluctantly obliged to admit this future trial ;

"But we prophesy not. There has been too much of this. The whole horizon of Chris-

tendom may yet be overcast, and the safety of the truth and cause of Ck>d be brought
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into snch peril that * men*g hearts may fail them for fear and for looking after
things that are coming on the earth.* Vnt * when these things beion to aome to pasa.*
we ore taught to look and lift up onr heads, for * our Bedemption draweth nigh" " So
even a Roman Catholic, Dr. Butter {Ijfn cf Christy Kelly's Ed., p. 414, foot-note), refers to
this future Antietnist and persecution as "dreadful beyond denoription, and executed in
every part of the world," to last ** three years and a half,** referring to *'for in those
days ahtdl be such tribulations as were not from the beginning of the creation which
God created, until now. neither shall be," and to Apoc. 13 : 7, Dan. 7 : 21, Augustine in
De Ctv., B. 10, c. 11.

* Alas ! they are afraid to endure the reproaches, innuendoes, sarcasms, if not worse,
of their fellow-ministers or laymen. For it is notorious that just so soon as a man re-

ceives the Primitive Churoh view on these subjects, he becomes the object of contemp-
tuous pity or scorn, and the most uncharitable construction is put npon his belief and
piety. The writer has had sad experience in this direction, but it is the experience,
more or less, of every true believer.

* It is gratifying that from all sides come forth the sober words of warning, God not
leaving Himself without faithful witnesses. As the names of many have been already
given, it i» unnecessary to repeat. Deep thinkers, critical students, and able commen-
tatorn of the Bible, the most remote from fanaticism, agree in proclaiming the coming
of this sore tribulation under the great Antichrist, repeating the early Patristic exhorta-
tion ( r/(< Pastor of Hennas) :

'* Happy ye who endnre the great tribulation that is coming
on, and happy they who shall not deny their own life,'* etc. Many enter their hearty
protest against the seducing development theory, which promises still higher and progres-
sive stages through existing means, until the world is overcome and ** tran.sformed by the
preaching of the truth into a temple of Christ," and point, as sufficient rebutting
testimony, to Antichrist and his confederated hosts. Many are sounding the alarm that
the temlencies of the age, both in the Church and the world, are indicative of a falling

away from the truth, and thus preparative for an incoming Antichrist, (Thus e.g.

Delitzsch, in Ser. tn Ap. of Bib, Psyc, says of the coming persecution :
** But these suf-

ferings also will, as in the first centuries, break out again over the Church of Christ

;

and if our Christianity were less conformed to the world, we should even now experience
Bufficieut preludes of them.") That there is a time of great trouble still future is

admitted by those who are most inclined to spiritualize, as e.g. Barnes Cbm„ Fairbaim
On Proph.y p. 391, etc. The Reformers gave no uncertain sound, and after the Refor-
mation, many writers, however diverse in other respects, agreed in this, that most
violent persecutions were still future, such as Nicolai, Hoe, Doelingius, M. Hofmann,
and others. Von Dollinger, Essay on the trophs.^ gives many instances derived from the
Middle Ages. This may be truthfully stated, that, whatever diversity there may exiafe

among writers of a Millenarian tendency, they are a nnit in proclaiming a still futtire

persecution awaiting the Church. Bickersteth (Promwed Glory, p. 82) speaks of ** the
certainty and nearness of the last great tribulation*' as *' a most seasonable truth in this
day ;" and points out (p. 91) that *' the fnture tribulation was also distinctly referred to
by our Reformers," directing attention to the utterances of King Edward VI. 's Catechism,
Becon, the chaplain of Arch. Cranmer, and Latimer. Having already presented such
testimony, it needs no additions. It m£y be added, however, that the vengeance of the
2d Psalm was understood by Luther (so Michelet, Lift of Lather^ -A-PP- P- ^11» Htt2lett*8

£d.) to be future. This has an important bearing on other Scripture.

Obs, 2. That fearful times are immediately to precede the open mani-
festations of JesuB Christ was so distinctly taught in the Old Test, by
various prophets and especially by Daniel, that the Jews universally held
to a great time of trouble preceding the times of the Messiah, They antici-

pated, as Lightfoot, Berthold, and others, remarked :
" Dolores Messi-m, or

calamitous times to precede the reign of the Messiah," (comp. views of
Rabbins, Lange's Com., Matt 2 : 3, etc.) and which Olshausen (Com, Matt.
24 : 6-8) states the Rabbins called ^^the birth pangs of the Messiak,^^^
Even such passages as Isa. 59 : 19 were thus interpreted by them— npon
which verso Clarke {Com. loci) remarks :

" This all the Rabbins refer to
tho Coming of the Messiah. If ye see a generation that endures much
tribulation, then (say they) expect Him according to what is written,
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' when the enemy shall come in aa aflood,^ " etc. As is well known, these
predictions were not verified at the First Advent ; no such hostile power
as was predicted was overcome by Christ, and no such glorious rei^n
followed (the reasons for this have already been given), and to avoid mak-
ing this an objection to the Messiuhship of Jesus we find that in the New
Test, these predictions are incorporated and applied in their fulfilment to

the Sec. Advent of this same Jesus. Instead of a denial of them, or an
effort to spiritualize them away to mean something else, the Jewish faith

is retained, explained, amplified, and re/erred to the period preceding and at

the open revelation of the resurrected and ascended Lord, The confirma-
tion of the Jewish belief is found in the utterances of Jesus (Matt. 24, etc.)

in the warnings of the Apostles, and especially in the Revelation of John,
** Tlie terrible one that is brought to naught^' (Isa. 29 : 19, 20. Comp,
Alexander's Version) at the Coming of *'

fJie Holy One of hraeV^ because
he oppressed the people of God, is applied to the last head of the beast at

the Advent of King Jesus ; and the wonderful healing of the people fol-

lowed by continuous blessings but preceded by the Coming of the Lord in

anger toward the nations and in confining the King (tlio head) in the

ordained Tophet (Isa. 30), is in the New Test, referred to that virtually

eighth head of the revived beast who is taken at the Coming of the Lord
and oast (Rev. 19) into the Lake of Fire. Such adoption and continued
amplification of Old Test, prophecies engrafted tipoji the Sec. Advent are

indispensable to preserve the wiity of prophecy ; and we most gratefully

receive and adopt them as essential to the consistency of Revelatjon, how-
ever much some may sneeringly call them ** Jewish fables." Satisfied with
the grammatical sense of these prophecies—a sense abundantly sustained

by past and present fulfilment—and fortified by the Jewish and Primitive

interpretation ; sustained by a long series of the most eminent divines and
expositors, we receive as eynijientlu Scriptural the following clause (quoted
by Dr. Soiss in A Question in Eschatology, p. 37—see his references in

same connection to other confessions and especially to Melanchthon's views
respecting ** the last times, immediately before the end of the world," etc.)

taken from the Latter Confession of Helvetia (1566), XI Art., " Out of

heaven the same Christ will return nnto Judgment, even then, when
wickedness shall chiefly reign in the world, and when Antichrist, having cor-

nipted trite religion, mall fill all things with superstition and impiety, and
shall most cruelly destroy the Church with fire and bloodshed/ ^^

1 Farrar {Life of Christy toI. i. p. 105) refers to thin, saying : "There was a general

expectation of that 'wrath to come/ which was to be the birth-throe of the coming
Mn^dom—the darkness deepest before the dawn.*'

' The early chnrch belief has been repeatedly given, as well as that drawn from Jew.
ish and Apocryphal sources (showing now extensively the view of great tribulation

before the incoming Kingdom was held), but an illustration from Augustine {City <^ God,

B. 16, 8. 24), owing to its singularity, may be appreciated by the student : Alluding to

the ** horror of great darkness that fell upon Abraham,* ' he says it ** signifies that about
the end of this world believers shidl be in great perturbation and tribulation.'* And of the
smoking furnace, etc. he adds : " This signifies that at the end of the world, the carnal
shall be judged by fire.*' He appears to regard the sun setting as typical of the drawixig

nigh of the end of the world, and that Abraham's fear, horror, etc. was typical of what is

to be " expected to take place under Antichrist."

Obs. 3. The careful reader of the Bible must have observed this remark-
able peculiarity connected with it, viz., that in a multitude of places it

speaks of the vengeance poured out upon the nations of the earth by God at
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being ftUied to a destraotion of Jernsolem, never took place, and tbe prediction thns fail-

ed. Some Apologists, in replying, not seeing how Jesas connects "the days of ven-

geance" with "the times of the Gentiles, " and not recognizing the still future ter-

rible oppression of Jerusalem under the Antichrist as predicted, blander most lamely
in tiieir interpretations.

Ohs, 5. All believers in Jesns Christ then existing shall endure a sharp
nnd excessively severe persecution under Antichrist, Many predictions in

the Old Test, plainly teach this, when we consider that the Bible regards

nil such as adopted Jews, engrafted and accounted as the seed of Abraham.
Therefore it is, that many prophecies pertaining to this period which
describe tlie Bufferings and oppression of God's people, include not
merely the elect Jewish nation but also the adopted laithful from among
the nations—a continuation of the elect people. Having already pre-

sented much Scripture bearing on this point, it is only necessary to direct

the attention of the reader to a few passages directly teaching the greatness

and universality of this tribulation under this last head of the beast, and
this too affirmed of the faithful in Christ Jesus. The time is surely

coming, whether men credit it or not, when this Antichrist, in the
greatness of his power and the wantoness of his will, shall reproduce the
edict of the ancient King of Babylon, and the compelled worship of the
ffolden image on the plains of Dura will be reasserted in the homage
demanded for Antichrist and his image. All men are required to worship
the beast and to receive as evidence of it, his disti^iguishing mark, or
6\%e forfeit life itself, Tne description is too precise and simple to allow
us to mistake its dreadful meaning. Turn to Rev. 1«3, and read what is

to be done under this last head, how he shall "blaspheme*^ God, ''make
war with the saints and overcome them,^* ^^ and cause that as many as
would not worship the image of the beast should be killed'^ (comp. Rev.
14 : 9-13, and 17 : 10-14). Then when we turn to Rev. 20 : 4, and 7 : 14,

we find that a multitude of persons have, rather than forsake the worship
and honor of Jesus, refused to yield obedience to the cruel edict in

reverence to the self-deifying Antichrist, and have laid down their lives in
martyr faith and grace, Alas ! man again will so hate the truth, the
liumbliug but elevating truth, as it is in Christ Jesus, that he will be
satisfied with nothing less than a denial of Him who exhibited His costly
love for us on the cross, and in the shedding of precious blood consecrated
to God through His Son. Alas I it stands recorded that " all that dwell
upon the earth shall worships whose names are not written in the book of
life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of theworld,^*^ Wonders, of
which Spiritualism may give the faintest earnest, connected with Humanity
following out its fleshly desires and sustained by the powerful civil and
military power of the beast, will so impress the minds of the masses that,
notwithstanding the impression and even terrific warnings (Rev. 14 : 9-
11) of God, they will not only receive the mark of the beast and worship
his image, but even carry out his sanguinary edicts and stain their hands
with innocent and righteous blood. Thanks be to God, that many, on
the other hand, upheld by the Word and the Spirit, urged on by the
promises of, and love for, the Saviour, shall not be deceived by the
miracles '—shall not quail under the demands of worship—shall not sacrifice
their honor and glory to abject fear and transitory pam—shall not refase
to tread in the bloody footsteps of their Master wno loved them also nnto
death. We rejoice to-day while writing, that, if faithful ouTBelves, vd
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shall have the honor and pleasure of seeing, in the Coming Kingdom, that

glorious multitude, stripped of their bloody garments and arrayed in

white, and of hearing from their own lips the story of trial, of sustaining

faith, and of triumph over Antichrist. When these scenes transpire
;

when death or man-worship is the alternative ; when Christ or the Anti-

christ is to be chosen, then, more impressively than ever, will such Scripture

stand forth to bestow encouragement and warning to decide for Jesua, as,

e.g.. Matt. 10 : 39 ;.16 : 25 ; Mark 8 : 35 ; John 12 : 25, etc. Then, too,

that class of passages which exhort us to endure persecution, as e.g. 2 Tim.
3 : 12 ; John 15 : 20 ; Acts 14 : 22 ; 1 Thess. 3 : 3 ; 1 Pet. 4 : 9, etc.—
which encourage us to meet it, as e.g., Phil. 1 : 8, 28, 29 ; 1 Pet. 1:6;
2 Thess. 1 : 4, 5 : 1 Pet. 4 ; 12, 13, etc—which stimulate us to suffering by
the promise of blessing, as e.g.. Matt. 5 : 12 ; Rom. 8 : 18 ; 1 Pet. 1:7;
Luke 6 : 22, 23, etc., will all be deeply pondered and cherished in loving

hearts,* The warning given by Arch. Usher (see statement in detail,

Brooks's EL Proph, Inierp,^ p. 168), just previous to his death, ** that a
very great persecution would fall upon all the Protestant churches of

Europe" adding ** I tell you, all you have yet seen hath been hut the

beginning of sorrows to what is yet to coine upon the Protestant churches of

Christ, which will erelong fall under a sharper persecution than ever," is

only one of a multitude that might be quoted from eminent men—all

based upon the decided teachings of the Word. When conservative men,
like Usher, are forced to make such acknowledgments ; when the most
able and learned divines, the leading commentators and expositors have
no hesitancy (comp. Olshansen, Lange, Alford etc.) in repeating the
same, and exhorting to observation, etc.; when the Spirit has presented it

to us in a form that leaves no possible doubt (saving in unbelief) of its

occurrence, it is foUv and rashness in us to turn away from the subject.

If we have no rejjara for ourselves (not deeming ourselves in danger of

experiencing it) let us consider those who may and will experience it,

peradventure our own children or children's children. Love for these, love

lor the Church, love for our fellow-men, love for the truth .and the
Redeemer, should influence us neither to neglect these things nor to keep

silence respecting them. Allow that we are mistaken in the minol- details,

that we have misapprehended this or that particular statement in the

description yet there remains the broad and distinctive outlines of a coming
dreadful, persecutingpower under which believers shall fall as the wheat
before the reaper. If there is a truth recorded in God's Word easy of
comprehension^ and abundantly confirmed by reiteration, it is, that, just

before the open revelatiop of Jesus Christ, the Antichrist, whoever he
may be, shall terribly persecute the people of God. While deprecating that

precise fixing of time which so many, to tne injury of the cause, adopt in

their writings, yet it is true (as Rieneko and many others have very ably

shown) that the precise time, during which this persecution is to last, has
been pointed out in Re^. 13 : 6-^, comp. Rev. 11 : 3-7, etc. The double
assurance is thus given that this Antichrist has his time limited, and that

the persecution is to be a short one.^ This persecution too shall be ** sud-
denly*'—after '* the secret counsel of the wicked and " the privily laid

snares** have been concocted^-sprnng upon the righteous to take them if

possible unawares, and just as ** suddenly*' (Ps. 64, comp. Rev. 16 : 15

;

1 Thess. 5 : 3, etc.) shall God ensnare the persecutors in destruction. No
doubt too, one cause of the exceeding bitterness and animosity manifested
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toward the followers of Jesus, will be the previous jiroclamation (see Obs.

below) that this last revived head will be the Antichrist The personal

hatred toward believers is thus easily accounted for ; naturally, it will bo

excited by the faithful portraiture which, by way of warning. Christians

will extensively circulate. We can well imagine, when contemplating
the extent of the bloodshed which is to be inflicted by *^ the throne of

iniquity" " which frameth mischief by a law*^ (Ps. 94), and causes its

upholders to " gather themselves tooether against the soul of the righteons

and condemn innocent blood' ^ how tnen the prayer (same Ps,^ shall ascend
** Lord Gody to whom vengeance belongeth ; Uod, to wfiom vengeance

helongeth, show Tliyself Lift up thyselfy TJiou Judge of the earth ; render

a reward to the proud. Lord, how long shall the wickedj how long sliall the

wicked triumph f How long shall they utter and speak hard things f and
all the workers of iniquity boast themselves? they break in pieces Thy
people, Lord, and afflict thine heritage. Tliey slay the widow and tits

stranger, and murder tJie fatherless, let they say the Lord shall not see,

neither shall the God of Jacob regard it,^^ Then comes the response (same
Ps.) that Ood does hear and see, and that ^^ He shall bring upon them
their otan iniquityj and shall cut them off in their own wickedness ; yea,

the Lord our God shall cut them off,^' Yes, and even before the viafs of

God's wrath are poured out upon this last great enemy we find those

delivered who ** had gotten the victory^* (stranee but glorious victory

through death) " over the beast and over his mark, and over the number of
his name, stand on the sea of glass, having the harps of God,*' etc. (see

Rev. 15 : 2-4 and comp. e.g., with Rev. IG : 2). They, owing to faith-

fulness, shall see tlieir prayer answered—shall behold the outpouring of the

judgments ** upon the mefi which had the mark of the beast and upon them
which worshipped his image,'* and ^' upon the seat of the beast'*—shall

witness the awful overthrow of the once mighty enemy forming *' the

supper of the great God" for the fowls of heaven (Rev. 1 9 : 17). What an
astounding change from persecution to inexpressible glory, and in glory to

behold the burning, devouring wrath of a justly incensed Ood descend
upon a self-exaltedf self deifying and vilely murderous Humanity,*

1 Lincoln {Leds. on Bev.) and some othen m^ke this lost persecTition too exclnsiTely

that of the earthly Jewish nation, as if the entire Christian Chxirch was removed and
none existed during this interval. Now, while the nation will be dreadfnllj persecuted
by Antichrist {ah a punishment for rejecting Jesus and receiving him), the Church that is

left (comp. e. g. Props. 130 and 181), as seen in the order of Bev. 14, will also incur the

persecution. Lincoln too much overlooks (1) the continued election of the true be-

lievers based on an engrafting into the nation (as shown by ua e. g. Props. 59-^65), and
(2) that only after a special translation of favored ones does the Church arise to a fall

consciousness of its chronological and eschatological position, resulting^ in many coming
up out of the tribulation.

* Some regard these miracles, as Lange (Rev., p. 35), " illusive wonders, magical mira-
cles." Others, as Dr. Craven (in foot-note to same), regard them as real miracles.
Craven e. g. says: **Do not the words of our Lord, Matt. 34: 24, and those of Paul,
a ThesB. 2 : 9, imply that the miracles are to be real ? The terms employed on both these
occasions {semeui and terala) are those used to indicate the miracles of our Lord Himaell
The phrase, mirades offaisehood of 2 Thess. 2 : 9. does not necessarily mean aught else

than miracles to confirm the 'lie,' which (v. 11) the apostle declares that those who are
deluded shall believe ; and this seems to be its most natural interpretation. There can
be little doubt that the sign and wonders (Sep. semeion and ieras), of which Jehovah
warned his people. Deut. 13 : 1-3, were real miracles, which God would empower false
prophets to work for the purpose of proving Israel." So Biggenbach (Lange's 0am., %
Thess., p. 131) says: ** We also expect, as oounterpaits to the miiaolea of Christy r&d
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operaiUms, which yet Are called miracles of falsehood (Boos), 'beoanse men who regard
them OS proofs of the divinity of the uurighteons one are thereby miserably deceived.
Performed by dark, gloomy powers, they are indeed at bottom nothing realljt creative

bat assumptions, imitations), manifestations of a sham strength, which at last is a
wretched impotence, monstrosities without any saving object, but not, therefore, mert
juggleries." (Comp. Alford, Olshausen, etc., on 2 Thess. 2).

* May we add, by way of encouragement, if men of the world have gladly sacrificed life

for earthly honor (as Greeks and Komans)—if they hare cheerfully laid down life for

country and glory (as history repeatedly attests)—if they have even met death with sing-

ing, triumphing over the retention of faith in some Idea (as during the French Bevolu-
tionl, surely b^evers in "the Christ'* should not deem life so precious as to sacrifice

for it the highest and noblest gifts of heaven and eternity. No I the saying of Jesus
will be verified : for every one who attempts, by a denial of Jesus, to save his life, shall

lose it, and every one who for Christ's sake is willing to lose his life shall save it. If

Jesus died for us, surely, if demanded, it should not be so terrible a matter to die for
Him, especially when honor (tnd glory shall be the joyful portion of all who thus manifest
faith and hope. May God. in mercy, enlighten and sustain His dear children in this

coming trial, and may they have the unspeakable happiness of rising in glorious honor
and witnessing with their own eyes (comp. Bev. 14, 16, and 16) God's vengeance upon
their arrogant and bloody enemy.

^ That is, in reference to the persecution under this last head of the beast. The Jewish
tribulation, which shall be ** even unto the consummation " (Dan. 9 : 27), is a lengthy
one, corresponding with the time predicted by Jesus and mentioned by Paul, running
through the period of the times of the Gentiles and the blindness of the Jews, until the
fulness of the Gentiles has oome in—thns embracing** the consumption determined"
(Isa. 28 :22). When '* the consummation,*' the end, comes, then this brief but dis-

astrous career of the Antichrist is witnessed. Even if we take Lincoln's (Leds, on liev.,

vol. 2, p. 31) idea of the " one hour " being equivalent to **one time/' over against the
generally received view, yet the general teaclung on the subject stUl makes it the last

outbreak of wickedness, enduring but a short time.
^ We are glnd that able men sound this warning to the Church ; that Auberlen/

Kiggenbftch, Huebner, Luthardt, Von Gerlach (comp. e.g. Lange's Com. Thess.^ p. 138, etcl,

Alford, and many others, give no nncertain teaching ; that here and there, in almost all

denominations, some of the pious ponder these things and tell them to others. It is

gratifying to find such men as G. Mttller (Sermon preached at Mildmay Park, June 29th,

1879) pointedly refer to this coming trouble, and exhort believers in view of the crisis ; as
Bev. Dr. Wordsworth, Bh. of Lincoln (Chris. Herald, March 27th, 1879V calling special

attention to *• The Coming Persecution ' of the Church because a plainly revealed fact

;

OS various German, English, French, Dutch, Swiss, and American writers, who fully in-

dorse the dreadful nature of the incoming tribulation, some likening (as £pp) the initia-

tory to a '*GethHemane of the Church,'* and its climax to a **GolgoUia of the Church."
Works more or less specifionlly devoted to bring forth with prominence this idea of
future tribulation are presented to us by Millenarian writers of ability, such as Seiss,

Brooks, etc. Essays calling attention to the serious character of the predictions relating

to the subject are circulated, as e.g. Bev. Parson's before the Proph. Conf. at New York,
on ^* The Present Age and Development of Antichrist.'* Becent commentators clearly

teach it, as e.g. Fausset (Oom., Dan. 7 : 24) holds to a future terrible persecution of the
Church under a personal Antichrist, saying : '*The Church has endured a pagan and a
papal persecution ; there remains for her an infidel persecution, general, purifying, and
cementing. He (Antichrist) will not merely, as Popery, swbsl'duU himself for Christ in

OirisCs name, but deny the Father and the Son (1 Jno. 2 : 22). The persecution is to

continue up to Chrisfs second coming (v. 21, 22) ; the hour of blasphemy cannot there-

fore be past ; for now there is almost a general cessation of persecution.** Indeed, the
view is sometimes expressed in the most unexpected quarters, as e.g. Pressenae ( The
Early Days cf (JhrisHanUy, p. 286) says of Paul's teaching :

" Before this (the glorious

consummation of the Kingdom of God), however, a terrible conflict will take place
between the Church and Antichrist pernonified in the * man of sin,* 2 Thess. 2 : 3-8,

and the close of this conflict will be the retom of Christ in the olonds to judge the world
and to raise the dead, 1 Thess. 4 : 14-18."

Obs, 6. The Papacj too, hoveyer faithless and unchristian, hoverer
apostatizing and antichristian in the past, and future, shall also fall
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beneath this Antichrist. The Papacy, with all its arrogant claims and iU
persecution of the saints^ is too Christian even for this lawless^ godless

Leader. Whatever aid (as many believe) it may at first extend in paving
the wav for the development of the Antichrist, it is in antagonism with
his ambitious projects and his personal claims to universal homage, and
it, too, finds in him a deadly enemy. The proof of its downfall and destruc-

tion is distinctly given in Rev. 17 : 15, 16, and having already called

attention to it, a repetition of argument is unnecessary. The line of

punishment falls in with that of previously committed offence ;* strenuously

opposed to '^religious liberty'' and ready, wherever it had the power, to

crush it as a dangerous and deadly crime, the Papacy now in turn feels

the eCEective and crushing blows of a Tyrant who also will not tolerate
" religions liberty " Instead of the Pope as the vicegerent of Jesus Christ

on earLh, now Cue arises claiming to be God, who will not permit any such
claimant to honor and power to exist contemporaneously with himself.

The Papacy, therefore, is dootned to perish ; the beast and the ten horns
(so Bengel, Stuart, etc.) shall hate her, shall make her desolate and naked,
shall eat her ficsh, and burn her with fire. This, we are assured, too, is

fully determined (Rev. 17 ; 17) by God Himself.

The critical Btudent, when comparing Kev. 14 : 8 ; Rev. 16 : 19 and Eev. 18 : 15-16,
will find that the overthrow of the Papacy (and State chnrches) begins and is consnm-
mated nnder the Antichrist, the dregs being drunken when vengeance itself begins to

fall upon Antichrist and his followers. It certainly is completed in its most destructive
form before the Antichrist and his co-laborers are met by the open Faronsia of Christ.
The divine portraiture of the future is very different from that presented by Rev. Burke,
in bis lecture, **The Pope's Tiara : its Past, Present, and Future/' where he most confi.
dently predicts the restoration of the regal power of the Pope and its vast extension over
the nations.

Obs. 7, The world, the nations, shall not escape this tribulation. Led
on by their rejection of the truth, they willingly place themselves under the
yoke of this Antichrist, and the result is, that they shall feel the tyranny
of their received master, be participants in the reception of the avenging
vials, and finallv fall under the contest with the Lamb. Jesus tells us,

Luke 21 : 25, that there shall be ** upon earth distress of^ nations, with
perplexity ; the sea and the waves roaruig ; men's hearts failing them from
fearJ andfor looking after those things which are coming oil the earth ; for
the powers of heaven shall be shaken,'* With this the prophets all agree,
giving us wnen brought together a most gloomy and learful portrayal of
wickedness, misery, suffering, and punishment^ If any desire to look at
the Divine description, let them read, e.g., the pouring out of the vials

—

Rev. 16, or the overthrow by Christ Rev. 19, or the opening of the sixth
seal Rev. 6, or the utterances of the prophets Isa. 24 ; Ps. 2 ; Zech. 14 ; Joel
3 ; Zeph. 3, etc. Having already referred to Scripture (Props. 147, 133.
Obs, 8, (11) IGO, 161, 130, etc.) relating to this matter, it is unnecessary
to repeat what is so plain. It is pre-eminently the day of God's vengeance,
the period of God^s controversy with the nations, the time when God rises
up to the prey, the season wnen God's anaer afid fury and indignation
snail be poured out, when fire and sword and plague and all manner of evil
shall find its affrighted victims, and when the once weeping, dying,
loving Jesus shall come with His mighty messengers '* in flaming fire taking
vengeance on them that know not God aytd that obey not the Gospel of our
Lord Jesus Christ," Let men say what they please, God is abundantly
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jxistified in thus exhibiting a dreadful day of rengeance. Behold the
situation as the Spirit describes it. Here upon this yery earth created by
God, the people^ for whom He even provided a Redeemer, rebel against and
actually disowu him, contemptuously reject His Sou, the Son of His love

whom He designs as the Theocratic Euler, and proceed to manifest this

disregard and hatred by elevating a man into the place of God, and brutally

putting to death all who will not worship him. h it any wonder that

God is angry f Is it a matter of astonishnunt that ** the earth shall he

devoured with the fire of His jealousy," eeeing that another is exalted to His
place ? Should it be a matter of surprise, that the Theocratic King—the
One to whom the honor of ruling the nations justly belongs—should
come in wrath against this arrogant and boasting claimant and his

adherents ? No ! it is only a matter of wonder that the long-suffering

of God, the patience of Jesus, should endure so long, and allow such
encroachments upon the Divine prerogatives. The solution of this, we are

told, is found in God's desire to complete the number of His elect, to test

the faith of His people, to permit human nature for its own punishment
to set up and try its saviour, to indicate more strikingly the impotency of

man and the greatness and majesty of His own power, to teach the race

the impressive lesson that He is a Covenant-keeping God, who has merci-
fully lield that Convenant in abeyance for purposes of mercy but who,
when men in the highest of eartnly relations aeny Him and substitute

another to be their G(^. vindicates His own sense of justice by destroying
those enemies and fulfilling His Covenant promises both to the Son and
the Son's brethren. An expressive declaration that also teaches how des-

perately blinded and wicked the nations are when entering under the
judicial visitations of God before the final catastrophe, is found in the
words :

** thev repented not to give Him the glory^^—they ^* repented not of
their deeds, ^^ but continued on in **' blaspheming the Name of God,'* For
the destruction of such unmitigated rebels, God needs no justification ; if,

in justice and love to the martyrs, to His Son and to Himself, Be did not

do so, then and then only might we question both the justice and love of our
God.«

* The critical student is referred to Delitzsch'B rendering of laa. 63 : 3, where, instead

of having the English version **and of the people there was none with me," he gives,
<* and of the nations no one iD€ta toiih me," which is in accordance with the general analogy
of the Word, (1) that no nations are converted in this dispensation, but only individuals

out of them ; (2) that at the time of the Second Advent all nations, as such, are op-
posed to Christ ; and (3) that the saints are with Ilim at this coming vengeance, lliis

also shows, what able writers have insisted upon, that such highly favored nations as e.g.

England and the United States shaU not escape. The simple fact is, that no nation, aside

from its sinfulnesf), etc., will be willing to give up its own government and submit to the

incoming Theocracy under the Messiah. Hence it is, as we shall show under Prop. 164,

that Gentile domination, under its varied forms, will utterly come to an end.
* Our over-sensitive brethren (who can consign men to perdition throughout '* the eter-

nal ages" without any qualms of conscience and exhibition of undue feeling on the sub-
ject) are wonderfully excited at " the dreadful picture*' presented by us of Christ and
the saints. They object to such passages as are contained in Bev. 19 ; Ps. 119 : 6, 9 ;

Pa. 58 : 18, etc., and boldly assert it to be *' outrageous and shocking** to say that Jesus,

and the saints with Him, should come to pour out a lon^-delayed vengeance in behalf of

God's own people. They can even sneeringly speak of it as ** congenial and blessed em-
ployment for the risen, changed, and glorified saints.'* Do such consider that "the
dreadful picture** is that drawn by iht Hoty SpirU ; and do they reflect that^erchance,
they are uttering sarcasms against God's own ordering, and denouncing His ways as
*» shocking," etc. ? We simply /o/ioio ihe Divine Record / there the predictions stand unre-
pealed, and they shall most assuredly find their mates. It is no smaU maUer to thus
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stand in judgment oTer the fatnre actions of Christ and Hia saints, and to denonnoe them,
if they conform to the plain grammatical sense, as wrong, outrageona, etc. bach an at-

titude may suit nnbelievers, but is unfitted for believers in the Word. (Oomp. Frop.
115.) SufflcTieut is given to abundantly justify Qod's proceedings ; a sufficiency is pre-
sented in the past history of the Theocracy, the employment of angels in destruction, Uie
proceedings against the Jewish nation and other nations, to show that God will, if the
circumstances demand it, resort to violenoe, to the pouring out of His wrath and ven-
geance, in order to overwhelm His enemies. The principleiannounced in Isa. 50 : 11 holda
good down to the present, and will be most fearfully verified in the last days, and then
how great the " sorrow !'* We may appropriately quote Aiford :

•* If it be said, that this
is somewhat a dark view to take of the prospects of mankind, we may answer, first, that
we are not speculating on the phenomena of the world, but we are interpreting God's
Word ; secondly, that we believe in One in whose hands all evil is working for good

—

with whom there are no accidents nor failures—who is bringing out of all this straggle,

which shall mould and measure the history of the world, the ultimate good of man and
the glorification of His boundless love in Christ ; and tiiirdly, that no prospect is dark
for those who believe in Him. For them all things are working together for good ; and
in the midst of the struggle itself, they know that every event is their gain ; every appar-
ent defeat, rtai success ; and even the Itist dread conflict, the herald of ifiat vicioryt in
which all who have striven on God's part shall have a glorious and everlasting share,"

Obs. 8. The reader need not be detained for ns to prove that this tribu-

lation immediatelu precedes the re-establishment of the Davidic throne and
kingdom. This nas been done nnder various Propositions and in numerous
Observations. It is sufficiently clear that immediately after the tyranny
and persecution of this last head of the beast, and that after the overthrow
of the confederation under this Antichrist, the Kingdom of the Lord
Jesus appears with its Millennial blessedness, and extends itself over the
nations of the earth. Leaving the abundant Scripture already presented,

we confine ourselves to a solitary illustration, which forcibly describes this

period of the enemies' triumph, their overthrow, and the peaceful king-
dom that succeeds. Take Ps. 46 and consider how the Spirit describes

the confidence of the true believer in a time of unparalleled trouble and
commotion, precisely such as attends this period of tribulation. It is a
time when ** the heathen raged^ tlie kingdoms were moved,'' and God helps
His people amid the waving, troubled and swelling waters ** when the

morning appeareth'' (marg. reading, comp. Prop. 139) and He breaks to

Eieces the warlike equipments of the nations, exalting Himself among the
oathen—that ** a river (i,e,, a kingdom), the streams vihereof sliallmahe

glad the City of Ood,^* appears and is firmly established, because " God is

in the midst of her.** (Comp. other versions which, with some change, even
make it more expressive as e.g., Luther's, that the City of God, in which
are the holy habitations of the Most High shall bo joyful, etc.). The testi-

mony on this point is overwhelming, and to an extent too that leaves every
one who rejects it inexcusable. There is no doubt whatever that so much
is said respecting it, that when the hour of the sorest trial comes to the
Church, she may co)isole and encourage berself by the glorious prospect
before her.

The Ghnrch will come ont of this tribulation radiant with glory, honoring her living

Head with a love stronger than death. While the development and the culmination of

Antichrist is permitted in order to evidence the outgrowth of human reason unaided by
divine grace (thus corroborating the results as portrayed so depreciatory in the Scriptures),

and to show that human depravity makes it impossible for civilization, without Chris-
tianity, to produce the highest morality (the unbelieving boast—not seeing that Grecian
and Roman civilization is repeating itself in entailing corruption as the outcome of a
modernized heathenism), this brings with it a severe and galling tyranny and puniahmeni
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under which the nations themselves groan, wishing for deliverance. While the Ohnrch,
owing to her highmindedness, pride, departure from truth, and sins, is allowed to pass
under this terrible rod, she comes out of it purified, refined, and eudted, securing the
admiration and allegiance of the nations, for she will participate in the honor, power
and glory of her mighty Theooratio King.

Ohs, 9. This subject now so much neglected, even despised bj many, will

at a future time be made the special subject of preaching. Holy Writ
informs us that on the withdrawal of the 144,000 ^Rev. 14), the Church
will then so definitely ktiow its nearness to the trioulation under Anti-

christ, will be so profoundly impressed with the greatness and imminency of

danger—will so accurately realize what are the cruel demands of the Anti-

christ, that the most extensive proclamation is not only made (vs. 6, 7.) to

fear and worship God because the hour of HisJudgment is com^i^^ but in

the plainest of terms (vs. 9-13) the Antichrist is pointed out, and men are

exhorted by the most powerful of motives not to worship the beast or his

image and not to receive his mark. Then believers, instead of neglecting

these prophecies and ridiculing those who engage in their study, win
earnestly investigate and compare all that the Spirit has mercifully" given,

and will acknowledge the wisdom of those who honored God's Word in

accepting of the testimony. The preaching will give no uncertain sound ;

the classes symbolized will faithfully proclaim the message, and, thank
God, with 50 great success that they will persuade rt7/i«Z^i7«de not to engage
in the worship of Antichrist but to lay down their lives in honor of the

truth, in love for their Redeemer, and in hope of speedy and glorious

deliverance. By faith, we now see that noble band of preachers and hear

the burning words of warning fall from their lips :
" If any man worship

the beast and his imaae, and receive his mark in hisforeheady or in his hand,
the same shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God, which is poured out

without mixttcre into the cup of His indignation; and he shall be tormented
withfire and brimstone in the presenceof the holy angels and in thepresence

of the Zatnb^*' etc. By faitn we see fathers, mothers and children, un-
broken families, delicate females, feeble ago and childhood, receive God's
Word and trusting in it, spurn the worship tendered to them and fall

beneath the bloody stroke of self-deifying Humanity. Then too, the seduc-

ing dream now proclaimed from so many pulpits by even earnest and
honest hearts (viz., that the Church by present means and instrumentalities

is progressing onward to sure triumphs over the world) will be heard no
more giving place to the warnings, the threatenings of Antichrist's brief

victory over the Church (for he shall overcome the saints and the godly
shall cease), and to exhortations to faithfulness and steadfastness in the
coming bloody drama. And, of this too, we feel assured from the complex-
ion of the predictions implying it, that the sense of a common danger, that

the knowledge that all believers without exception are now to enter the

great tribulation, that the fact that all who lovo Jesus more than Anti-
christ must suffer, will unite all believers the more firmly together in love

and fellowship* Before the incoming Antichrist, that mighty enemy who
shall so freely and unsparingly shed the blood of the faithful, the differ-

ences of confession, worship, government, etc., will sink into insignificancy

before the ^reat and vital point now alone insisted upon, viz.^ Have you
such faith in, and such lovo for, Jesus Christ that for His sake you are

willing to die f All, all, who have such faith and love, who are determined
by grace sustaining them not to worship the beast or his image, are then
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indeed and in truth brethren, and in their common trial will mutnaUy
encourage each other. God help them to triumph.

Let not persona shrink from the idea that such an Antichrist will be developed.
Over against Tennyson's dream of the ** parliament of man " and the ** federation of the

world " by higher stages of progress, we face this stern reality thus predi€led ; o^er against
Ooldwin Smith's (" The Ascent of lian," in Eclectic Mag,, March, 1H77) confident predic
tion that vice is natoral^ and will be eliminated nnder natural effort and development
we have man's moral nature unchanged and culminating in wickedness under this

humanitarian sway ; over against the lauded and magnified perfectibility of man and the

eloquently portrayed glorious future (in which eulogy many sincerely unite, thus ridding
themselves of the humbling cross of Christ), we have this boasted progress manifesting
itself in fearful despotism and cruelty ; over against Herbert Spencer's {iiociai Slaties, p. 79)
prophecy that through the development of evolntion we shall have ** evanescence of evil

"

(which he makes as "logically certain,*' as *' that all men shall die**), we have evil extend-
ing and widening until it reaches this tyrannical and cruel climax. The rise and the
career of the Antichrist will effectually remove the notions, now so confidently expressed,
concerning the conversion of the world by Chrifltianity, or its subjection to Romanism, or

its being made happy and blessed by ** the religion of the future," civilization, evolution,
natural development, republicanism, education, science, etc. (See Prop. 175.) The
nations seeking freedom from the just claims of God and the cross of Jesus, shall reap
the liberty that depraved human nature inaugurates in intensified selfiahnesd and oppres-
sion.

Obs, 10. Lastly it may be proper to dwell, briefly, upon a single point
connected with the worsnip of Antichrist, yiz., that of the worship of the
image. The image is made to represent the revived first beast (Kev, 13 :

14, 15), and the second beast or false prophet ** had power to give life vnio
the image of the beast, that the image of the beast should both speakand cause
that as many as would not worship the image of the beast should he hilled.**

This is an image of the revived last head of me heasty or of the personal
Antichrist ; and it is expressly designed to contribute to the honor and wor-
ship of this last head,^ Without being able to describe, precisely, in what
this image will consist ; without being able to tell what is meant by giving
it life (unless foreshadowed bytho attempt of those Spiritualists to make an
image through which communications might be derivod)

; yet from the
tenor of the prediction we strongly incline to the view that it embraces idol

worship^ and in this position we are sustained by other predictions. The
original word denotes an ima^e, an idol image (Barnes and other coms.)
and it being an object of worship, representative, in some way, of this last

personal head, it then becomes an idol, i.e., something that is reverenced,
etc' If this were the only prophecy descriptive of tne worship of these
last days, there might be some hesitancy (seeing that it might be taken
symbolically) in ascribing literal idol worship to this period. The proc-
lamation of Rev. 14, to worship God implies a return to idol worship
in the phraseology that is used, although it may have exclusive reference to
the coming worstiip claimed by Antichrist. It denotes, at least, that men
shall now be called upon to worship somethinp else than the true Qod.
Before deciding how far we arc to limit this, it is necessary to look over
the predictions relating to the same time, and in doing this, we find sach.
intimations given o/ezw^ire^ idol worship, that, whatever, difficulty there
may be to explain the language in its aUusions to the future, we must be
inclined to the belief that an image erected to a personal Antichrist refers
to one set upfor worship as a kind of test of and authoritative medium, to
Antichrist's worshippers. It is supposed by some, that Antichrist being
lawless and godless, will have no idolatry. Thus, e.g., Chrysostom {Ency.
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Britan,, art Antichrist) obflerres on 2 Thess. 2, ** that Antichrist will

not lead men to idolatry, but will rather abolish the worship of false gods
as well as that of the true God, commanding the world to worship himself
alone as the only Deity," This entirely misapprehends the spirit and
intent of the prophecy, which expressly affirms tne retention of a religious

element and worship, but has it directed as a climax to the worship of
**the man of sin/' without specifying, as John does, through what
medium this worship shall be presented. Paul tells us that he will set

aside all worship excepting that directed to himself ; and John informs us
that this will be done by him hut through the agency of a remarkable image
worship which is representative of himself. Cnrysostom is only correct if

the ordinary past idol worship is meant by him ; for that idolatry, the use
of images, is retained in Antichrist's worsnip is not denied by Paul, seeing

that he does not explain the manner in wnich the worship is tendered,

whether direct or indirect. Why is it that in so many passages allusions

to idol worship are made, if it is not designed to teach us that when
men are once prepared to deify a fellow-man, they are also in a condition to

do this through the instrumentality and reminding influences of images?
Look, e.g., at Isa. 66 : 17, and 65 : 11-17 in their connection as they
stand related to the period immediately preceding the Coming of the Lord
to consume His enemies in anger, to deliver His people, and to create the

New Heavens and New Earth, and directly it is asserted, however we may
explain the details, that, in some way, idol worship is then exhibited, and
is one of the things which provokes the anger of the Lord. Indeed all

commentators, however dijaficultthey find the passages, however much they
vary in their renderings, however much they differ in their application, are

agreed that it is (Barnes' loci) " a general description of idolatry and of
idolaters as the enemies of Qodt and that the idea is that God would come
with vengeance to cut od all His foes." (Comp. Fausset, etc.) More than
this, obscure as the passages are (it would be desirable, if some one compe-
tent for the task would aid in deciding their definite meaning) yet «t/j^-

cient remains, as is seen in expositions, to show that reference is had to

a singular and hitherto unexplained worship ; for under the notion that

it is something that has transpired numerous conjectures have been offered

in explanation, none of which finds its mate in past history. If it be said,

that these references more particularly relate to the Jewisn people, this is

admitted with the remark : that the «fewish nation, like all others, who are

not believers in Jesus Christ, will he forced into the worship of this beast

and image, which is one reason why they, in punishment, suffer under this

Antichrist, who, for some reason, turns against them in his anger. What-
ever this may be, the difiBculty in explaining the details of this worship, the

general affirmation that it shall prevail, remains true, and is found even in

such passages as Isa. 45 : 16, 20, which in their fulness of meaning with
the context are not exhausted until the salvation promised is fully bestowed ;

or Isa, 44 and 46, and 56, Jer, 10, etc., for whatever inchoate or typical

fulfilment are assig^ied in the past they have such a striking relationship

to some great manifestation of idolatry which shall excite the special ven-

geance of God, followed by a glorious deliverance of His people, that we
are at no loss how to estimate their fitness in portraying this very period, at

least in spirit. The freedom of the Jews from idolatry since the Advent
of Jesus and the destruction of their city, has been their particular boast,

especially in these days from Rationalizing pens ; this boast shall also be
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taken from them, and Jolin 5 : 43, be verified, in that rejecting Jesus who
*' came in the Father^s name,^* they will, in this Anticlmat, ** receive

another who shall come in his own name,** If the reader still doubts the

prevalence of idol worship at a period still future, let him turn to Isa. 2,

and read how in connection with the Coming of the Lord in His terrible

Majesty to humble the loftiness and haughtiness of man and to exalt Him-
self, etc., ** the land is full of idols'* and 'Uhey worship the work of their

own hands** and ''the mean man boweth down and tJte great man humbleth
himself** before them, viz. (v. 20) '* idols of silver and idols of gold '* which
they made for their worship (comp. Ps, 97 ; 7 ; 96 : 5 ; Hos. 13 : 8 ; Zeeh.

10 : 2 ; Rev. 9 : 20 ; Isa. 17, etc.). And in verse 6, the Jews are especially

implicated as also being engaged, loininff hands with strangers, etc. (comp.
diff. versions, and notice the Chaidee, their land is filled with idols as at

the beginning**). Men may now ridicule the idea that enlightened nations
should again return to idol worship, just as they may that of nations

accepting of and worshipping a self-deifying man. They may tell ns that

the notion is too disparaging to the human understanding to be credited.

But it stands recorded that man's depravity shall then lead him into the

grossest delusions ^ and into believing and trusting in damtiable lies. The
falling back upon heathen philosophy, the denial of the personality of God,
the exaltation of Humanity, etc., is clearly paving the way for a modified
form of idolatry,* We have no idea that it will be introduced in the form
in which it once existed, or, that it can be accepted by the people without
the special wonderful co-operation oi the False rrophet. It will be suited
to the professed enlightenment of the a^e—it will be made subservient to
the exaltation of the Antichrist ; it will, in all probability be claimed to be
a mere directory and acknowledgment of worship to the beast ; that the
idols themselves are not worshipped but only used as a test and medium of
worship to him to whom it is then legally awarded. Human nature
repeats itself ; and when men thus boldly deny God and elevate one of their

own number to the position of a God, the great representative of a wor-
shipped Humanity, ttien the greater may well include the lesser offense, viz,

—that with the mark received, with the acknowledgment of this usurper
of God's rights, and with the worship rendered unto him, each one shonld
keep in his house an image to this beast, through which (as Romanista
now through imaffcs operate) such worship is made manifest, so that in the
persecution of unBelievera, the faith and spirit of a true adherent of Anti-
christ's may be exhibited. The religions element in man cannot be entirely
crushed, arid the masses must have something to satisfy an inherent crav-
ing ; this is afforded in the substituted worship, artfully constructed to
increase the greatness and power of its directing head ? It may require
ten thousand additional powerful pens to teach the non-personality of God
and to deify law, or nature, or man, before the people are fully
ripened for such a manifestation ; it may yet require a vast amount of
** false philosophy" Spiritualism, formative principles of ** the New Relig-
ion of Humanity," etc., before such a worship can be instituted ; it

may yet call for repeated attacks upon the Bible, its God and its Messiah,
scattered by willing hands over the earth to root out a sense of accounta-
bility, before such a transfer is possible, but it will come, sooner or later.
How enlightened reason will act in its hatred to the truth can be seen in
the past ; and we may rest assured that the same spirit which led men,
proud of their reason/ to worship it in the person of a harlot at the French
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ReTolution, has not yet periahed, but that it lives, widely extended, and
only needs the miracle working power of the False Prophet to concentrate
and direct it in the way predicted. Alas I men, unthinkingly and rashly,
are engaged in the destructive work of paving the way—by their efforts

against the teachings of God*s Word and to lessen its authority among the
people—for an incoming worship and persecution, which, if they could see
It in all its vileness and horror as it will eiist, would fill them with remorse
at the initiative of their own labors.^

> Having abundantly shown that this last head has not yet appeared, this at once re-
moves the notion of many that the image is something in the past. The image is only
constmcted when this last head appears and not before. The favorite view with numer-
oos writers of the past and present is« that this image is the Papacy, thns representing
and aiding the power of the Empire ; but this is utierly inconsistent with the prophecy,
seeing that this image exists and is worshipped after the Papacy is destroyed by this
beast and the confederated ten horns. This is dear from onr entire argument, and needs
no additional remark.

* We repeat, owing to its importance : It cannot possibly be anything relating to the
Papal Power, as many have supposed, simply because that power, instead of being
worshipped^ etc., is destroyed by the beast. It can scarcely be a power. Ecclesiastical,

or Civil, simply because it is not afterward mentioned as meeting the same doom with
the beast and false prophet. The narrative seems to imply that it is merely an instru-
mentality of imposture—something to represent the beast, like the statues erected to the
Boman emperors, and becoming, in consequence of the likeness or representative char>
acter, an object of worship and homage. Hence we cannot receive the idea (e.g. Craven,
Lange's Com. Rev., p. 273) that the image is the little horn of Dan. 7 : 8, 24 (because
that horn is the culminated Antichrist to and for whom the image is constructed) ; or
that it is the revived Papal Eoman Empire as seen in the Papacy (because the Boman
Empire existed continuously and supported the Papacy or harlot^ ; or that (as Lange, p.
270) the image of the beast is the reappearance of heathenism or tue heathen world power
in the Christian world (for while this is true, the design of this image is not to represent
this fact, but to aid to enforcing it as manifested in the last head of this power).

' We shall then have in terrible force the <* abomination of desolation," and Luther*8
prediction (Michelet's Life qf Luiher, Ap., p. 379} will be verified :

** By and by we shall

have visionaries who will undertake to give all the various sorts of idolatries (religious)

an appearance of faith, and so excuse idolatry itself." Then " the Goddess of Destiny"
(Delitzsch's rend, of Isa. 65 : 11) will find her cruel worshippers. There is a deep sig-

nifioance in the sudden conclusion of 1 Jno. 6: 21, '* Little childxen, keep yourselves
from idols'* (i.e. from images or figures calculated to represent an object of worship).
While applicable to the age in which John wrote and after (as in MEiriolatry, eto.«

Lange's Cbm. ioct). yet it is specially applicable to this period, for in the epistle itself is

prominently held forth the true and divine Christ and the false Antichrist substituted in
His place, and the concluding warning is weighty. But what can we expect when men
prostitute splendid talents in arraying heathen in the stolen Tirtues of Jesus, the Christ
(as e.g. Arnold in the Light cf Aftia\ and present them, varnished all over with poetical
and eloquent laudation, for admiration and reverence.

* Alas ! men turn a deaf ear to Gtod's warnings, pointing to education, intelligence, etc.,

as if thoy were barriers to human depravity, and insured freedom from persecution.
History repeats itself, and ten thousand instances like that of Vinegar Hill (Froude,
Enfjlish in Irelandf vol. 3, p. 3tf6), indicate how depravity can override all considerations.
Literary men (De Tocqueville The Old B^ime, p. 170), paved the way for the scenes of
the French Bevolution, and many of the most intelligent were leaders in the most brutal
scenes. The sentuuents so actively propagated by them are still prevalent and extend-
ing. The spirit ora Chammette, of an Anacharsis Clootz (Thiers's Eis, fVench J?ev,, vol.

2, p. 360, etc.). is still actively at work, as thousands of volumes and myriads of pages
evidence. Kiebuhr {Lee. on Home), has repeatedly noticed a simple historical fact, that
the absolute power to do all things Is productive of ** double vices." The history of the
past, both in Popery and Protestantism, shows that when men are once in power, and
then get the notion that others are hindering their advancement or the development of
man*s higher interests (as associated with themselves), it is easy, under such a plea, to

excite—even in apparently sincere hearts— M« spirit cf persecution. Facts—bloody facts

almost beyond credence—form each a testimony, that Ckxl's foreknowledge in this direc-
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Hon is in correspondence with -what is in man—especially when he casts himself loose
from God's restraining Word. It is a sad conunentary on human nature (so landed by
reason), that this dispensation begins and closes with the persecution of the Church,
thus showing that so many centories of dirine forbeaiance, mercy, and grace hare not
crushed the inherent spirit of evil. Lecky {His. (^European Morals, vol. 1, p. 157X gives
this corroborative remark :

** It is one of the plainest facts th&t neither the individuals
nor the ages that have been most distinguished/or uUeUetlual wJuevemmis have been most
distinguished /or moral exoeffenee, and that a higher intellectual and material civilization

has often oo-exisied with much depravity." Eocles. His. informs us, how under religious

prejudice the Greeks massacred the Latins, the Latins butchered the Greeks, and both
condemned and killed the heretics ; and civil history tells us that the most cruel and
terrible wars and acts perpetrated were based on religious principle. One of the most
painful exhibitions of human nature in the past is that urging Romanists to kill Protes-
tants and the latter to retaliate ; while in the name of " Liberty, Equality, and Frater-
nity" the rights of conscience were trampled into the gore-stained dust Prescott

{Librarif Xoies, p. 240). has well said :
'* that in every country the most fiendish passions

of the human heart are those kindled in the name of religion." Human nature is so
readily perverted that even women (like Queen Isabella) rejoiced over the sight of suffer-

ing, coolly (as the ladies of her court) examined the half-nalced bodies of the Huguenots
with indecent remarks, and brutally trifled (as in the Heign <^ Terror) with scenes of
blood and horror as if they were of the most ordinary nature. History repeats itself,

the only difference being in the intensUv exhibited. No matter how great delusion is

connected with the same, the mind can be completely controlled ; and, as Dr. Carpenter
{Led. on 3fesmerismt etc.). has stated concerning Epidemic Delusions, " that the condi-
tion which underlies them all is the subjection of the mind to a dominant idea,** we may
reasonably expect such an exemplification repeated in the Antichristion development.
Let the time come when the righteous shall be removed by a translation (Prop. 130), and
then the nations, under the influence of the last head of the beast and his co-workers,
will ascend the extreme of impiety and wickedness, of which the principles and results

of the French Revolution are a specimen, indicative of what a polished and intelligent,

but unrepentant, man con do when frenzied by high-sounding ideas, " the divinity of
the human race, the only sovereign," " no other rorship than that of reason, equality,
ond eternal truth," " the empire of reason and liberty,** " the religion of Reason," etc,,

(Pressense's Religion and the Reign of Terror, pp. 202, 219, 225, etc.). It is well to notice
that men, whom Michelet. and others, laud as '' the founders of the religion of the
future, and of religious liberty,*' established decrees mekking all worship and religion
opposed to the introduced worship and religion of Reason penal in ** the sacred name of
Liberty," and that while for a brief period Atheism ruled the rulers, yet bloody men
speedily returned to the idea that some kind of religion was indispensable, and hence
the terrible prostitution of religion under Robespierre and his adherents. Lord
Camovan in an address before tiie London Dirbeck Institution (Fop. Sdence Monthly,
Feb., 1874), refers to the tendency of making science the predominant study, of causing
it to encroach more and mure on the domain of theolc^y and to repudiate Christianity,

and then expresses the thought, that " he, for one, would regret to see the affairs of
men regulated by such a standard as they would apply. If such views as they held were
pushed to an extreme, he could scarcely imagine a Pharisee more arrogant, a Radducee
more self-opinioned, a fanatical monk of the middle ages more irdcierajd than they who
practiced them were likely to be." He warns against the extremists, and emphatically
declares that '*he entertains a great dread of scientific men as the ultimate rulers of a
community," directing attention to the effect that Mill's teaching has to harden the
heart, to Compte's design to transfer oRpoxcer to a philosophical class, thus forming a

sort of corporate hierarchy ; to the fact that " Italian cruelty'* was a proverb when Italy

counted more men of science than the rest of Europe, etc., so that history indicated that
science ** was no safeguard or guarantee of itself/or iendemesa and affediion,^ ^ Wo may
expect fanaticism (pi which Gibbon says, Ded. and PiU, vol. 6, p. 134/" that fanaticism
obliterates the feelings of humanity' *), bigotry and intolerance (of which unbelief has so
much to say) will be invoked to make the new religion obligaiory, and a compulsory
worship will be enforced without pity to sex or age. It was not merely Nero, stained
with the blood of brother, wife, mother, and many innocents, given up to lust and
degrading licentiousness, who presented himself amid the burning Christians attired aa
a Charioteer, and the populace greet him with shouts of applause, but even Marcus
Aurelins, who prided himself on his philosophy, who gave learned dissertations on
morality, who is lifted up by modem unbelief as a model of perfection, was after &11 a
bigoted, determined persecutor of Christians, amid the praise of a multitude.
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Pkopositiow 163. This Kingdom will be preceded hy the pre-

dicted " battle of that great day of God Almighty

P

This Proposition is given not to prove that a great conflict will

ensue between Antichrist with his confederated forces and the
Lord Jesus Christ and His army (for this has been done in previous
Propositions, as e.g. Props, 115, 123, etc., and is too plainly pre-
dicted, as e.g. Rev. 19 : 15-21 ; Rev, 17 : 14, and 16 : 14, etc., to re-

quire additional notice, but to direct attention to some particukxs
connected with it.

We are reminded of Rev. Dr, J. G. Schmucker's {Erp, cf Apoc., p. 36) remark, when re-

ferring to the last straggle with Antichrist :
** O God ! these things are so near at hand,

and we continue bo careless and tmooncerned for ourselves and our children ; they are
so certain and important, and we are so unprepared to meet them, as our heavenly
calling requires". It is a remarkable fact (which students will do well to ponder), that

even the most spiritualizing of commentators fully concede a terrible period to precede the
Millennium, as e.g. Scott, Com,, Bev. 19 : 17-21, Barnes, Com. loci, etc. So writers, who
spiritualize the prophecies, and make a large number of ''mystical comings," are compelled
to advocate a still future terrible period before the Church. Thus e. g. Smith (Key to

Jtev,, p. 169. etc.) contends that the spread of missions should not prevent the Church
from also anticipating a fearful persecution, likewise predicted. He says :

*' If the Church
has scenes of danger before her, and God has given us warning of it, it will not aid the
cause of Christ to cry peace, and assure her that her warfare is already accomplished. If

soldiers have a battle to fight, it but ill prepares them for it to assure them they have
Already gained the victoiy, and the enemy are vanquished. Should such assurance be
given them, lest they be discouraged, would this prepare them for the battle ? The Mil-
lennium is certain, and will be glorious. But it will be just preceded by the battle of that
great day of God—the last and most violent attack of Satan. And no victory must be
shouted previous to this, unless by anticipation. The armor must be put on and kept
bright, and the warnings of the Word of God sounded.'* So also, under ch. Hand 19, he
speaks of " fiery trials yet to pass before the Millennial sun wUl smile upon the earth.

The people of Go4 who may then live will have a signal opportunity to glorify our Lord
Jesus Christ, and to brighten their eternal crown." We are glad that the warning is

given, even if surrounded by much that weakens its force or clearness, for it is immensely
better that that deceptive cry which utterly ignores those future predictions as if they
did not exist, and declares (as e. g. Dr. Harkey in the Church* it Best Na/e, p. 168—with
which compare Dr. Sprague, On Hevivals) : "We believe that it will be one great and
universal Revival, that Messiah will finally subdue the world to Himself, and amid the
bliss and hallelujahs of such a state. He will reign in Millennial glory." ('Comp. Prop. 175.)

Even such a political prophet as Chateaubriand (Ticknor's Memoirs), although ridiculed,

has a more truthful view of the future, when he says what shall be produced (1818)

:

** The cloud is too dark for human vision ; too dark, it may almost be said, to be pene-
trated by prophecy. There perhaps is the misery of our situation ; perhaps we live not
only in tiie decrepitude of Europe, but in the decrepitude of the world.

Obs. 1. The greatness of this Antichrist in his civil and military aspects,

which are, as we have shown, sustained by the reh'gious, is also pre-

dicted. The Spirit beholding in prospect the coming of this gigantic

power says (Rev, 13 : 3, 4), that " All the world wondered after the beast
"

and '* they worshipped the beast ^ saying: Who is like unto the beast f Who
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is able to make ioar with the least f" The beast is a civil polity ; it is, aa

we have shown Prop. 160, the revived Eoman Empire in a modiGed form
;

and the last head, the virtually eighth, is, as the controlling head or the
representative of it, this beast. It is by virtue of his being thus the head
of civil government that he is enabled to make and carry on the extensive

military preparations announced by Daniel (latter part of ch. 11, eee

Prop. 16oJ and the prophets. He will sorely overcome all opposition that
other civil powers may excite, for it is written :

" and power was givAnhim
over all kitidreds, and tongues, and nations.^\ We are told that he will not
reach the climax of power and arrogance without meeting foes whom he
will overcome with much bloodshed. But in the wars carried on, he shall

be successful^ being prospered beyond all precedent. This is purposely
allowed both as a punishment to the nations (inflicting the predicted dis-

tress of nations), and to make the final overthrow of Antichrist the more
impressive in the eyes of the world. Under the most specious pretexts,

including that of religion, he will exterminate his foes, and seai: himself
upon the pinnacle of power, preparatory to the final conflict. While he is

thus meeting with success and elevating himself to the most lofty and com-
manding position, believers will ponder such passages as Joel 3 : IG ; Ps.

92 : 7-9, Micah 4 : 11, 12 ; Ps. 37 and 73 ; Heb. 1 : 12-17; Isa. 35 : 4,

etc., anticipating, by faith, his utter destruction. It seems that God
intends to snow in the most striking manner, both by allowing this ascend-
ency and by the subsequent overthrow, how tUterly vain andfalse are the
higli-swelling expectations inculcated by rebellious reason in behalf of
** Collective Humanity," unified and deified in the i)erson of the last head.

The Antichrist, owing in part to his greatness, will contemptnonsly regard the pre-
dictions of Grod*8 Word. He knows what the prophecies say respecting him, for the
ntterance of the Church (after the remoTal of the 144,000) concerning him only excites

his hatred, while his doom, as delineated by the Spirit, and applied to him by believera,

secures his increased scorn and bitterness. He will depend npon the vastness of his
confederated forces, to carry ont the malignant plans of a godless, and yet god-like, am-
bition. Thus e.g. although it is plainly predicted (Zech. 12 : 3) that ** God will make
Jerusalem a burdensome stone for all people : all that burden themselves with it shall be
cut in pieces, though all the people of the earth be gathered together against it," yet
relying upon his vast power, he will arrogantly fancy to himself an easy and secure
victory. Secure it would indeed become, if the King of Israel did not interfere, and
*< make Jerusalem a cup of trembling."

Ohs, 2. The extraordinary power of this Antichrist could not be obtained
without the concurrence and co-operation of other civil rulers. Hence,
the Spirit expressly predicts the formation of a mighty^confederation under
the auspices of tnis last head, aa e.g., in Rev. 17 : 12, of which it is

asserted :
** These (i.e., the ten homa) have one mind and shall give their

power and strength unto the beast," Let the reader too notice that as
these ** receive power as kings one hour with the beasty^ * i.e., but for a short,

brief period of time, and as they are associated with this last head in his
conflict with the Lamb, the formation of this confederacy is still future^
and hence, not knowing who they are, it would be rashly premature to
attempt even to designate any of them. Many passages refer to this last

confederation, and to the result. Whatever confederations have existed in
the past, the Spirit, while not excluding these (as, e.g., 2 Ps. quoted by
the Apostle as naving an inchoate fulfilment), yet looks onward to that
last great array of the kings of the earth against the Messiah. Therfalnesa
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of the 2d Ps., as is seen by comparing with the occurrences at the open
revelation of Jesus (Rev, 19) is to be verified in thefuture when this con-
federation is formed and ** the wrath" of the Son is manifested ; when Ho
shall break ** the natiojis*^ that ** rage^^ (or ** tumultuously assemble**) and
" the people that imagine a vain thing^^ ^^ivith a rod of iron and dash them
in pieces as a pottef s vessel*' (comp. Rev. 2 : 27, etc.)*' The same is true,

Hab. 2, of ** the vision thai is yet for an appointed ti?ne, but at the end
it shall speak and not lie ; though it tarry, wait for it ; because it will

surely come, it will not tarry,^* and which is related to '* the proud man^^
(so proud that he makes himself a god) *^who enlargethhis desire as hell,

a?id is as death^^ (martyrdom), *' and cannot be satisfied^ but gathereth unto
him, all nations arid heapeth unto him all people," and thus becomcth (ch. 3)

''the head over the house of the wicked." Other references aie found in

Isa. 54 : 15, where it is said : **Behold, they shall surely gather together but
not by me," etc. (nomp. Rev. IG : 14) ; in Ps. 118, where in view of the
destruction that shall most certainly befall all those (comp., e.g., Zech.
12 : 2, 3) who array themselves against the people of God, and because the

mercy of God is extended and His right hand doeth valiantly, it is said

significantly of this time of trusting in and worshipping of man ^nd con-
federating against believers and the Lamb : "Zf is better to trust iii the

Lord than to put confidence in man. It is better to trust in the Lord than
to put confidence in princes. All nations compassed me about ; but in the

name of the Lord will I destroy them. They compassed me about ; yea, they

compassed me about, but in the name of the Lord I will destroy them. They
compassed me about like bees ; they are quenched as the fire of thorns ; for
in the name of the Lord I will destroy them" The impressive repetition

is indicative of the greatness and formidable nature of the confederation, it

being added *' thou hast thrust sore at me" (as, e.g., in the martyr blood-
shed and the tribulation of the Jews) *' that 1 might fall ; but the Lord
helped me, TJie Lord is my strength and song, and is become my salva-

tion," etc. In many places the confederation is implied, ase-g., Ps. 48 : 4 ;

Ps. 59, etc., and in others, as many believe, typically represented, as, e.g.,

Isa. 13 ; Nahum 1, 2 and 3, etc. In Isa. 17 : 12-14, the connection with tne
** evening tide," as the time of ** trouble,'* and with the *^ morning," as

the time of the utter removal, fixes (Prop. 139) the period when this
** rushing of the nations, like the rushing ofmighty waters" shall take place
and God ** shall rebuke them."^

^ The notion of softening snch expTessions into converting processes (see Prop. 175)
is utterly untenable. For while the wielding ** a rod of iron ** is in itself suggefitive of

irresistible power manifested in the smiting and punishment of enemies, the fact that
this is associated with God's anger, vengeance, etc., and explained e.g. by the enemies
being dashed to pieces as a potter's vessel, showing that violence is intended. A alight

comparison of Scripture will clearly show that when this period comes, there will be
manifested a destruction and subjugation of enemies by a aeries of judgments resulting

in a terrible loss of life—life forfeited by its insolent and blasphemous opposition to

the intended Messinnio Theocratic ordering. The time is coming when (Delitzsch's

rend, of Isa. 42 : 13) " Jehovah, like a hero will He go forth, kindle jealousy like a man
of war ; He will break forth into a war cry, a yelling war cry, prove Himself a Hero
upon His enemies." and the outcome is fully described in Jer. 25 1 31-33 ; Zeph. 3:8;
Joel 3 : 9-21; Kev. 19 : 11-21, etc.

* The apostolic and succeeding Fathers all held to this confederation of kings, so far

as we have them to describe the Antichrist's rule. Some interesting fragments are also

preserved, as e.g. Stuart (Apoc^ vol. 1, p. 37) gives Clemens Alexd., quoting from a writ-

ing of the Apostle Paul (not now extant, and supposed to be apocryphal) and asserting
that Paul recommended the work of Hystaspea (mentioned by Justin), in which ** the
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Bon of God is more glorionslj mid clearly described (than in the Sibyllitie oracles), and
alao bow that manv kingfi will make war against Chrifit, hating Him and those that bear
Hi« name, and Hia faithfnl followers, and His patience, and His Coming/' The Sib-

yUina books are full of it. Othen also refer to it» as the Fbvrih Book of Ezra (Dr. Lau-
rence's Transl.) declares that when ** My Son" (the Messiah) ** shall be revealed, the na-
tions will assemble to make war and shall be overthrown and destroyed by Him/* The
simple fact is so clearly announced, in the Scriptures, that we know of no prophetical
writer who does not fully admit it, from IreniBus (B.V., ch. 25, 26) down to the presenL
If it be asked how, in opposition to many kingdoms with their varied and clashing in-

terests, it is possible such a head over different nations can be raised up, the answer,
not dogmatically expressed, may be as follows : the conflicts now going on under Social-

istic, Communistic, Nihilistic, International, and Unbelieving influences are produc-
ing in many countries a similarity of feeling, sentiment, and aim. Whatever measure
of success may attend their views and measures, it will soon be found that the texfdencies

and redults are mutually destructive, unless o centralization (^poiPer is somewhere estab-
lishe<l. State and society cannot possibly exist, the direst anarchy must prevail, unless
some safeguards in behalf of government are erected and sustained. Hence the idea of

self-preservation, in the line of humanitarian ideas, will suggest this confederation
under Antichrist. We are satlsfled with the declaration of the Spirit that this is done
under Divine Providence, for it is so declared, Sev. 17 : 17.

Ohs. 3. This confederation arises " out of, andforms part of, the reuived

Roman Empire, becunso the ** horns** or kings appertain to the beast (comp.
Prop. 160^ who is said to have " ten horns.'* And of these horns, in order
to avoid tne very interpretation asually engrafted^ and to mistake them for

a succession in the past, it is said by way of explanation, and to indicate

their diversity in this respect from the successive heads, that they exist

simultaneously or contemporaneously. They arise only when the beaet for

some time—how long it is not stated—has been headless, i.e., has ceased to

exist, or is not recognized as an empire. They arise 07ily when tho last

head appears, being limited to a brief existence, and as they and the head
both fight with the Lamb at His Coming, they are still future, coming
after the Empire has become broken and enfeebled. But m the revival of

the beast there is a most astonishing change presented, indicated by the
transference to the horns of tlie diadems formerly belonging to the heads,

thus showing that they are strong kingdoms, or that they are to exercise

supreme rule, in conjunction with the eighth head, over men. This
remarkable transference does not prove, as some would have it, that the

heads are ended, for it is expressly asserted that while the seven heads are

ended, yet an eighth, which, in some way, is still related to the seventh, is

still in existence, and has greater power than all the heads before it.

Therefore, as repeatedly stated (and let not the reader consider this a small
matter, seeing that, as the Spirit says, it requires and embraces wisdom,
being one of the points of identification), the virtually eiahtJi head ichich in

of the seven sustains such a pculiar relationship and headship over the

others that his official position and dignity, as assumed and exercised.

transcends the former Imperial rule. He ismore than a mere Emperor ; he
professes to be and is worshipped as a God, Great as the rule of the horns
13, that of this head is superior, and is so acknowledged by the horns who
give their power and strength to him. There is here a wonderful transition
in the form of government under which these confederates act. la what
this shall consist, it is premature to say, excepting that tho supremo polit-

ical power shall be wielded in conjunction with the religious power, and
that to sustain and extend especially the latter the False Prophet will arise
as a chief confederate. Revolutions may be anticipated in order to the
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roTiTal of this beast, and the formation of the allied confederates, and the
relation that this new virtually eighth head sustains to the seventh may be
in the fact, that aside from his religious (or if we may so call it, for even
unbelief speaks of its own ** Church of the Future**) ecclesiastical rank
(which maizes him differ so materially from all other heads) he retains and
exercises the same Imperial sway—more extended—as the seventh head, viz.,

has civiljurisdiction over the whole vast Empire, This head and these horns
arise about the same time and owing to the remarkable features, the modi-
fications introduced, and the concentration and exercise of absolute, des-

potic power, the one subordinately to the other, will excite universal sur-
prise. One feature more : the prophecy proclaims that this beast and the
horns come into existence after a period of non-existence ; this teaches us
to' discard the theories which give the horns to the beast in the past, and
trace them among the several kingdoms of Europe, because in that case
the beast would not have had a time of non-existence, seeing that those
very kingdoms so generally adduced have continuously existed. We see,

however, now the beast headless and non-existing, and this fact, so much
overlooked, is a startling sign corroborative of our general position (Prop,

160). It is precisely the condition in which we are to see the Boman
Empire before it is possible for this last head and its confederated chiefs to

arise, and so cruelly treat the Church and the world. And it is this con-
dition which makes it certain to the prophetical student, that important
political changes must take place in Europe before this organization can be
effected. What convulsions shall agitate the nations, what revolutions
must ensue, what conflicts between kingdoms must arise before this beast is

revived and obtains his head and horns, we cannot tell. Statesmen, the
most profound, inform us of the unsettled, insurrectionary, revolutionary
tendencies at work among the masses in all these countries ; this spirit,

now so busy, may break forth, and lead the way for the predicted result.

God only knows the details.

The Bimnltaneons arising, and contempoiaiy existence, of these ten kingdoms, not
only sets aside a vast amount of irrelevant interpretation and application to the past and
present, bnt it fully corroborates the position taken in previous Propositions. ^fVliatever

divisions, weakness, mixtture of iron and clay, etc., has been witnessed in the past in the
Uoman Empire, these are only preparations to the exact form of ten aa they shall be
revealed at the consummation. In addition, the reader's speoial attention is called to
the fact that it is while th€ xahoU number of ten are 007t<emporan«ouAly eseisiing with the
beast that the Papacy is destroyed, and wA qfler three are fallen, because Bev. 17 is dis-

tinctive and most precise, thus showing: (1) that our view of the Papacy being the
apostasy and not the Antichrist is correct ; (2) that all those old theories of the ten
kingdoms and three fallen before the Papacy are incorrect ; and (3) that after the Papacy
is overthrown by this confederation and before the war with Christ, three of those king-
doms, for some cause or other, will be uprooted by the Antichrist. Most probably to

augment his own power and worship.

Obs. 4. We feel impelled by a sense of duty to warn the reader against
allowing himself to bo misled into the idea, advocated by very many, that
it is only at the close of the twelve hundred and sixty days (years they make
it) that this beast is toform this confederal iont etc. 'N'ow, wnatever inchoate
fulfilment persons may be pleased to engraft upon these predictions, one
thing is self-evident, that the twelve hundred and sixty days in their strict

fulfilment cannot be applied, as given by John, to tie past history of the

beast, ,The reason is conclusive: John describes the revival of the beast

under its last head, and it \%ofthe beast in its revived form that he asserts
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that it is " to continue {or make war) forty and two months.''* All inter-

pretations which ignore or violate thid simple fact, viz., that these months
and days are descriptive of the duration of the revived last head in the exer-

cise of nis extraordinary power, are in so far, at least, untenable. This at

once sets aside a large number of ingenious and plausible calculations based
upon the supposed beginning and ending of these days, as well as the

deductions derived therefrom, and leads us to look to the future for their

fulfilment It is at the close of these forty and two months that the con-
flict takes place between the beasts allied with his confederates and the
King of kings, the time prerious being occupied with his wars and perse-

cutions, etc. The time is i\m^ purposely shortened, owing to the severity of
the judgments.

Obs, 5. The critical student will also notice that the confederation arises

after (Rev. 17) the harlot has been supported, as in the past, by the beast,

and yet before the fall of Babylon (in which fall it participates), and (Rct.

14) before the universal demand to worship the beast and his image, and
therefore /^rertoud to the persecution of the saints. The beast in revived
state hates the harlot, which it formerly aided to power, and this indicates

that there will be a gradual undermining tji the Papal claims over the
nations, and especially in its attitude of superiority over civil jurisdiction.

This evidently will be resisted, and lead to a conflict resulting in the utter
demolition of the Papacy. Whatever aid therefore, may be extended by
the Papacy in assisting the development of this beast and confederation, or
whatever resistance it may offer at any period of the same, it is fated to

fall, owing to the antagonism of its claims, and the loss of power over the
nations. That it continues to have adherents, and even strong ones, down
to the fall, is apparent from the lamentations over her, thus indirectly

indicating to us the great power of this confederation in suddenly produc-
ing such a result, and that it will not be accomplished without a measure
of opposition. But it teaches us also, seeing that the beast under its

revived form is the one that shall slay the witnesses, that the witnesses
(who may include, Rev. 16 : 6, both saints and prophets) are slain, not
because they refuse to worship the Papacy (as some suppose), but because
they reject the worship of the beast and his image. This is seen by this
(slaying not merely persecution) follovnng thefall of Babylon, the closing
of the forty-two months, and the mention of it in connection with the
worship of the last head as, e.g., in Rev. 16 : 2 and 6. The witnesses
testify against a more arrogant and cruel power than the Papacy

—

the
culmination of all wickedness.* This, too, on account of the apparent suc-
cess in overcoming his enemies and the saints, will prepare the way for the
first desperate battle.

> The witnesses are those who testify to the truth ; they are represented as " two," le.
being amply safficient to present the testimony ; they are persons (not e.g. tlie Old cmd
New Testaments, etc., as some hold), us is evidenced by the entire narrative, in the time
specified* the condition of trial, the power ascribed and exerted* the war made upon
them* the finishing of their testimony, the death inflicted, the reanrrection experienced,
and their ascension. The linking of these witnesses, slaying and resnrrection with the
still future beast, with the terrible vengeance and results under the last trumpet, etc.,
indicates that the main fulfilment is still future in the text. Nothing in the past is
oommensurate with the prediction as given. We have in this prophecy amonf; other
pointt) the following presented : (1) a distinction and separation is made between,
believers (as illustrated e.g. under Prop. 130) ; (2) the control of Qentile dominatioa ; (3)
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a faiUifal protest by believeTS ; (4) the protection and power awarded to these until a
sufficient testimony is given

; (5) the slaughter of them by this last AntichriBtian power ;

(6) the exultation of their enemies
; (7) the resurrection and exaltation of the witnesses ;

(8) the wrath of God that follows, uniting it with the ^events under the seventh
trumpet. Now all this so fully and accurately accords with the condition of ihe Church
under this last head of the beast, enduring persecution and death, etc., that we refer it

to the future and not to the past. We only now suggest to the critical student that an
encouraging feature and contrast seems to be developed here, viz., in the miraculous
power attributed to these witnesses. Under this last head, as we have shown, miraculous
power is exerted to sustain the Antichrist, but as an offset to this, certain believers exert

far greater power until their testimony is finished. This very exertion of power appeus
to excite the hatred of the beast. But God at this critical period honors His saints as
He before honored His prophet in the contest with false prophets. We cannot accept of
the view that these witnesses are Moses and Elijah, or Edocu and Elijah, or any other of
the saints of the past, because the death, etc., can only be alleged of mortals. They are

composed of the testifying Church (Rev. 14 : 6-12) ; represented as two (thus showing
the completeness of testimony) ; are raised up and witness the dreadful doom of their

enemies (Rev. 14 : 14^20, and chs. 16 and 16) ; are designated *' saints and prophets" (the

term prophet being used in the sense of teaching or foretelling the doom etc. of Anti-
christ), whose blood is shed (Rev. 14 ; 9-12, etc.), by the last head of the beast ; stand
related to the future 1260 days,, etc. We have here symbolically represented, what is

more plainly stated in other places, viz., a persecution of the Church (and, as the " two'*

may suggest, of the Jews). Elijah's mission in the future to the Jews, if we are to

receive the prophet's statement, is a successful one, and does not require the sacrifice of
his life.

Obs, 6, The design of this confederation is only etnted in general terms ;

that it shall materially aid in strengthening and extending the power of tho
beast ; that it shall assist him in hia overthrow of the Papacy ; that it shall

co-operate with him in overcoming the aaints, and that, finally, it shall

with him and the Palse Prophet, as leaders, make war with the Lamb.
Much is left to be inferred ; mnch is implied in the tilling of details, but
the great outlines are so plainly drawn by the Spirit that no one can possibly

mistake them. The design actuating these confederated powers is that of

self-dggrandizement, the exaltation of Humanity, in the person of a recog-

nized leader, above that of God Himself, the bringing of all nations in sub-

jection to this denial of the true God and His Christ, and to the acknowl-
edgment of the deification of Humanity in this last head. In the accom-
plishment of this purpose they resort to various means, in order to break
down all protest and opposition to their wicked procedure, so that Hab,
1:15 will bo pre-eminently verified ;

** they catch them in their net and
gather thein in their drag^ therefore they rejoice and are glad. Therefore they

sacrifice unto theirnet and burn incense unto their draa j because by them
their portion is fat and their meat plenteous. Shall they therefore empty
their net and not spare continually to slay the nations f^' And this includes

the " dealing treacherously,^* and'* devouring the righteous,'^ In describ-

ing ** the man of the earth,** Ps. 10, who shall be crushed by the king that

he may no longer oppress, he is represented as one who ** persecutes the

poor^ ** boasts of his heart*s desire,** proudly (marg. reading) thinks that

*' there is no God,** cannot discern God*B judgments, **/"'#* «^ ^^^

enemies,** exalts himself with the idea that he shall never be moved, pro-

duces cursing, deceit, fraud, mischief, and iniquity, ** murders the iiino-

cent,** makes " the poor to fall by his strong ones,'* and *' contemns God,**

which characteristics belong to all his associates and abettors. In order

to develop their plans of worship, persecution, and conquest they will (Ps.

64) take " secret counsel *' to *^'encourage themselves in an evil matter,*' and
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** they commune of layUig snares privily ;^^ ** they search out iniquities

;

they accomplish a diligent search (comp. marg. read.), both the inward
thought of every one of them, and tlie heart is deep.^* The result of this

counselling, plotting, and searching is found in the r&fection of God and
the institution ofman and image worship under the direst peruUtiss, thus
forming that dark and terrible persecuting confederation more particularly

described by John, The culmination of all is found in the daring to

make war with the Lamb Himself.

In the previous FtoposltionA we have referred to an agency that will be powerfully
exerted in order to move and control the masses, viz., theperformanoe of miracles. That
which unbelief has always ridiculed and scorned as the weakness of Christianity, will be
assumed to support unbelief and will be appealed to as its grand persuasive. Unbelief
BO full of hatred to the miraculous of the Bible, will cause fire to come from hearen
(Rev. 13 : 131 because in the roTival of heathenism (modernized) there is a return to fire

which played such an important part in ancient heathen worship, as representative of
*' the most active thing in nature." In the worship of nature, fire becomes a sptcial

emblem of its power, and is accordingly honored. What expectations are excited for the
future, may, as illustrative, be seen in Froebel's Hie Future of Alchemy, where Evolution,
etc., is predicted as provisionary to a future glorious revival of Alchemy, which shall

work out its ideals, aiding Nature or the Power underlying Nature in its purpose, " the
creation of ultimate universal perfection." Jesus resisted Satan's offer of power when
tempted, but Antichrist gladly Accepts of Satan's tender, and his power is wonderfully
extended, Dan. 8 : 24 ; 2 Thess. 2:9; Kev. 13 : 2, etc. Those who reject God aro the
most superstitious, seeking, as Shenkel says, after ghosts. Seiss, Boineke, and many
others, believe (as Christlieb, l^od. Doitbt, p. 290), that the False Prophet will bo able to
perform real miracles in behalf of " the new religion." Fausset (Cbm,, 2 Thess. 2 : 9),

speaks of these ** prodigies of falsehood," and referring to Matt. 24 : 24, thinks that th^
are *' real miracles,'* worked in support of falsehood, adding :

" The same three Greek
words occur for miracles of Jesus (Acts 2 : 22 ; Heb. 2 : 4), showing that as the Egyptian
Magicians imitated Moses (2 Tim. 3 : 1-8), so Antichrist tries to imitate Christ's works da
a * sign ' or proof of divinity." So Nast (Com,, Matt. 24 : 23-26) makes the prediction of
" false Christs and false prophets, showing great signs and wonders, insomuch that, if it

were possible, they would deceive the very elect," to relate " to the latter days," sajnng
that we find in no history such a fulfilment before or at the destruction of Jerusalem."
Comp. Lange's Com. on Matt. 24 and 2 Thess. 2. For the reality of such miracles see
e.g. an art in The Princeton Meview, Ap., 1866, " Miracles and their Counterfeits," which
appeals to Bev. 16 ; 19 ; 13 : 11-14 ; 19 ; 20 ; 2 Thess. 2 ; Matt. 24, and contrasts these
miracles with Pharaoh's Magicians, ascribing them to Satanic agency—^ after the working
of Satan with all power, and signs, and lying wonders." (Comp. Props. 161 and 162).

To the critical student we will say : the manner of the oracular responses by means o£
the Urim and Thummin in the High Priest's breastplate is a mystery. The reason why
left unexplained and hence unknown, evidently is, that it may not be imitated by
impostors to impose on the credulity of others, and that even Antichrist may not employ
it as an engine of policy.

Obs, 7. The war with the Lamb being mentioned, separately and distinct-

ly, is not to be confounded with a previous persecution of the Church.
The making war with the saints is specially mentioned, and in this

war the Antichrist and his confederates are victoHouSf for it is expressly
foretold that he shall ^'overcome them** (as e.g. Rev. K : 7) ; while
the making war with the Lamb, separately stated, results in ** the
Lamb shall overcome them,** Rev. 17 : 14 and Rev. 19. The Lamb, there-
fore, as we have hitherto abundantly proven, is not merely a representa-
tive of the Church, and one who makes war with those enemies through the
Church. The Lamb is personally denoted, as the doctrine of the Sec.
Advent unmistakably teaches, coming with His redeemed people to
destroy the confederation arrayed against Him. The pledge that He will
thus come, aside from other prophecy, is given in Zech. 9 : 9. The con-
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nection of this Terse with the context which declares the complete destruc-

tion of the enemies confederated against the people of God and the restora-

tion of the Jews, shows us that the triumphal entry of Jesus at His First

Advent into Jerusalem '* lowly and riding upon an ass and upon a colt,

the foal of an ass'' is presented to us as ike pledge and earnest of another
and greater triumphal entry, when He also, ^^ the Lord shall he seen
over them and His arrow sliall goforth as the lightning^^^ etc.

So plain are the predictions making Messiah to come as a mighty Man of war, that
even Impostors allied the same with their pretences, as e.g. Babbatbai, of whom it is

said (Milman's Wis. Jeios^ vol. 3, p. 370) :
" Yonr Bedeemer is csome ; his name is Sab-

bathai Levi ; he shall go forth as a Mighty One, inflamed with wrath as a varrior; be
shall cry, he shaU waTf he shall prevail against his enemies,** (comp. Isa. 42 : 13). This
Sabbathai "took the title of King of the kings of the earth,"— the Slst Fs. was sung
before him (showing how the Jews understood the same), and he was largely acknowl.
edged as the Messiah. In the Sncyclop. Metrop. art. Coi's Biblical Antiquities, allusion
is made to the opinions of Jewish Babbis respecting the last battle, and the beasts are
made to be liteiHl, not noticing that the Jews expressed their views in symbolical
language. The Jews (Smith's Btb. Die, M'Clintock and Strong's Ch/clop., art. AntichristX
held to a dire conflict with Antichrist, and an overthrow by him before the appearing of
the Messiah Ben-Darid, who then shaJl overcome Antichrist. So also the Mohammedans
(same authorities, and Mohammedan Legends by Dr. Weil) have a fatnre Antichrist and
conflict, making Jesus to return and overcome him.* Those who object to this exhibition
of Qod coming forth to flght His enemies, must then object to the plainest statements
(e.g. Rev. 19 : 11, etc.X of Scripture. They might try, as a test of faith, to reconcile e.g.

Zech. 14 : 3 with Ex. 14 : 13, 14, 23, 24, indicative of the manner in which ** Jeftovah

shall jiffhifor you and ye shaU hold your peace,'*

Obs, 8. The cause of this war, this final conflict with Jesus Christ, is

found in the hatred to His truth, in the hostility to His person, because
the same are in direct opposition to the fundamental principles underlying
the government and worship of this Antichristian confederacy. Let the

reader but consider how many things, now but obscurely understood, will

be clearly proclaimed by the Church before this Antichrist appears and the
confederation is formed, and he will see abundant reason whv Antichrist
shall be filled with bitterness and enmity toward CJirist. Thus e.g. the
withdrawal of the 144,000, followed by tne earnest proclamation of Anti-
christ's career, the faithful portraiture of his wickedness, etc., the accurate
knowledge then entertained respecting the Kingdom of God which is

speedily to come in accordance with the covenanted Word^—these things
wiW so enrage (comp. Rev. 11 : 18 *' the nations were angrg,'*) the Anti-
christian powers that they will put to death these confessors, and prepare
themselves to resist the promised incoming kingdom. Here is the clew to

the final scene, and to the animosity toward the Jewish nation. Antichrist,

and the False Prophet, and the allied Chiefs, will not forget this faithful

preaching, and especially this anticipated kingdom. They will not over-

look the fact, that this Theocratic ordering is to be initiated at Mt. Sinai
(Prop. 16n), and that to perfect it, a restoration of the Jews is necessary.

What news may reach them of God*s already ** strange work*' commenced
at Mt. Sinai we cannot tell, but that they are not ignorant of something
being inaugurated at Sinai, which looks forward to the re-establishment of

the covenanted Davidic throne and kingdom, is abundantly clear from the
tenor of the predictions, "Whatever ideas Antichrist may have had respect-

ing the real power then concealed (in all probability very low and contemp-
tuous ones), he in self-protection, having a sufliciency of proof that somo
power hostile to himself is then concentrated, proceeds to forestall the

J
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danger by making special arrangements (Ber. 16 : 13^ 14) in gathering
the nations, and marches in the direction of the threatening cloud, and,
as a first measure, ta insure the failure of such a kingdom being realized,

triumphantly seizes upon Jerusalem and Palestine. They plot against the
predicted king (which, perhaps, may be attributed to the vain and human
expectations of some who are secretly striving to have it realized) ;

** iltey

fPs. 63 : 4) consult to cast Him down from His excellency,^' and in so

aoing, the Spirit informs us, (Ps. 83) that in their hatred " they have
taken crafty counsel against thy people, and consulted against Thy hidden
ones. Tliey have said, come and let us cut thetn offfrom being a nation ; that

the name of Israel may he no more in rememorafice. For they have con-

sulted together with one consent {or heart) ; they are confederate against
Thee'^ (then follows, under the familiar names of enemies, those still

future, and their fearful doom). By this we know, that a leadttig motive
in exciting this war springs from the knowledge of Antichrist respecting
the prophecies and faith of believers that Christ Jesus, as promised » will

rebuild the fallen tabernacle of David into a world-dominion. Rejecting
these prophecies and this faith in scorn (as some even now do) as vision-

ary, so far as God Himself and His Chnst are concerned (for he denies
the Father and the Son), yet he apprehends trouble so long as the Jews are
permitted to occupy Jerusalem, and so long as the anticipations excited by
the faith in the Sinaitic ordering, and the reports reaching the cars of the
nations from thence, are not crushed. Believing that those " hidden ones

"

form the nucleus of a dangerous inroad upon his own prerogatives and
claims, the Leader prepares to crush it. As Faber and many others have
justly called it, there arises ** a religious war'^ (Baron Bunsen, Signs of
the Times

J
II, , 235, predicts a religious war impending over Europe)—

a

war against the saints, and then more directly against Christ, verifying
Ps. 2 :

** The Kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers take counsel

together against the Lord and against His anointed, saying, Let us break
their bands asunder and cast away their cords from ««'* (comp. Micah
4 : 11, 13, Luther*s version, Ps. 21 : 11, etc.) This spirit is fostered and
excited to the utmost by the wonder-working power of certain agents (Rev-
16 : 13, 14) sent forth on their mission of miracle performance and decep-
tion of the kings and nations. It is still premature to fix with any degree
of certainty, upon the exact nature and mode of operation of these agents,*
but when they come they are recognizable by the special charge committed
unto them, viz., of urging those to whom they are sent to enter upon this
religious war of extermination. Their ** miracles," however astounding
and well calculated to entrap the unwary and unbelieving, will not deceive

the humble believer in the Word of God, simply because these scenes and
agencies are too plainly foretold.*

1 Those who believe in a past and present fulfilment of the vials give a varietiy of inter-
pretations to these agents, and designate sundry things as a manifestation of them ; but
all this is premaiure and positively forbidden by these last plagues contained in the viala
being preceded by the exaltation of those who had already suffered under the last head of
the beast (as seen e.g. in Kev., ch. 15 : 2 and 16 : 2, 6, etc.). The simple, undeniable
fact is that these agents follow the rise of this last head still future (Props. 160 and 161).

^ Religion (for Lessing'sidea, now seized and exultingly paraded, will be carried out,viz..
that all religions are but fragments of one religion inherent in humanity^ which are to
progressirely educate the race until it arrives at its highest development) is intimately
connected with politics ; both suggest and enforce, from a humanitarian standpoint,
opposition to ** the Christ." This explains the widespread influence exerted ; fox relig-
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ions revolutions (as De Tocqueville. the Old Begime, p. 24, and others have shown) are
not confined to one conntry or nation, as those merely political and civil often are, be-
cause the interests involved are general, and cannot be confined. It is alleged by some
that it voold be absnrd for men to fight against *' the Christ ;" bnt snch forget that un-
belief rejects *'the Christ '* until it is suddenly confronted before His irresistible power;
that infidelity down to the very catastrophe ridicules the predictions relating to ^e sub-
ject ; that special agencies, called ** seducing spirits," lead unbelief on to its confedera-
tion against the people of God ; that the long-delayed mercy and forbearance of God
culminates in vengeance (Ps. 115, etc.). which is poured out when unbelief has reached
its highest point, and " the pit " digged for the wicked has been reached. The believer is

satisfied with the simple statement (confirmed by numerous others) that (Zech. 14 : 3)
*' then shall Jehovah go forth and fight against those nations, as when He fought in the
day of battle *' (with which comp. Ex. U : 13, 14, 23. 24, when Jehovah is sent to fight for
them, etc.). And such Scriptures, as Ps. 2 (comp. Lange's Com., etc.) give the divine as-

surance of a decided and most glorious victoiy.

Ohs. 9. The objective march of this last great enemy and of his forces

gathered for the final hattUy is, from a comparison of Scripture, easily

useertained. The place is expressly designated in such a way that we can-

not properly misapprehend it. One of the prophets (Daniel 11) declares

that the Antichrist shall come to his end ** oetweenthe seas in the glorious

holy viountain ;" this Joel 3 : 3, 12, tells us is in " the valley ofJehoshaphat ;"

Ezekiel (chs. 38 and 39^ informs us that he " shall come against the land

of IsraeF* and that he *^ shallfall upon the mountains of Israel ;^' Zechariah

(eh. 14) has him at Jerusalem, which he has taken, or at least not far

distant, placing the final action in Palestine ; Joel also (ch. 3 : 20) has

him destroyed between two seas; John (Apoc. 10 : 16) has tlicm ** gath-

ered together in a place called in the Hebrew tongue Arrnageddon,^^ and,

finally, John (Apoc. 14 : 20) in the treading of the vintage wine-press

(which synchronizes with the same overthrowY has the blood to come out
of the wme-press ** by the space of a thousand and six hundredfurlongs,**
i.e., two hundred miles, wnich as Faber {Diss., vol. 2, p. 241) and many
others, and even Jerome, have remarked (and recent surveys hare attested)

is the length of Palestine between the two seaa. Taking all these predic-

tions together, we need not bo surprised the Fathers so universally held to

the idea that Antichrist would fight the last battle and perish tn Pales-

tine, It is when he comes to Jerusalem and takes the city that the Lord
appears to fight against him, either immediately after, or after a brief

interval. Probably it is impossible for us to definitely fix, owing to con-

flicting views, the exact locality of this battle. Jehoshaphat may, aa some
contend, be only a descriptive and not a proper name, signifying
*' thejudgment of the Lord.^* We incline, however, to the view that it is a

S
roper name, and that Antichrist's career is closed at or near the city of
erusalem. However this may be, the prophets unite in making the

decided impression, that he shall certainly fall in Palestine, and sucn will

be the vast slaughter that special provision (Ezek. 39 : 11-10) will be made
to remove the annoyance caused by it. Indeed, the Spirit gives incidental

reference (in connection with the direct), which also teach that his over-

throw is witnessed in Palestine, aa e.g. Ps. 76 : 3, Isa. 10 ; 20-34, Ps.

40 : 4r-6. It is true that at this period a dreadful slaughter shall also be
witnessed in Idumea, (Isa. 34, 63, etc.) and has led some (Reineke) to

suppose that the battle will be fought in that locality. But this is easily

reconciled if we keep in view the exact position of the parties. Antichrist

ariiTes at^ and takes, Jerusalem, he immediately senas (or probably sent
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before the fall of tbo city) a portion uf bis rast army under Bome of the
kings toward and into Idumoa, for the purpose of crushing any opposition
that may develop itself frum Mt Sinai.* It is at this crisis that Jesus and
His brethren proceed toward Jerusalem, and on the road meet and fear-

fully overwhelm a large body of the Antichristian host, and then advanc-
ing to the Mt. of Olives, confronts His daring adversary, and crushes him
there as the prophets declare. It would only be a rei>ctition on a grander
scale of the nghting in the wilderness, and in the land itself under the first

Theocratic march from Mt. Sinai.

1 Many (as Beineke, etc.) belieTo that Isa. 34 has had a mere inchoate fulfilment in
the pasty and Till moat Btrikingly be repeated on a grander scale in the future. The
Spirit passes on from the inchoate to the Advent of the mighty ones, for ** the year <^
recompenses for the controversies of Zion ** (or as Delitzsch ''a year of recompense* to con-
tend for Zion " or Lowth, Clarke, etc., the year <^ recompense to the defender (/ the cause of
2Uon"). The description is upon such a suale (followed by Millennial blessedness,) that
it cannot, without violence, be limited to the past. If it relates to the future, as ROg-
t^ested, then it indicates that the first onset of Christ and his army is upon a lax);« mass
of the confederation in Idnmea, thus corresponding with other passages. And this does
not complete the picture, being only one important part of it, for a collation of Scripture
Hhows that after this fearful slaughter the remainder of the confederacy is confronted in

Fcdestirie and there overcome {bls e.g. the cleansing of the land indicates,). The Spirit,

urging us to diligent comparison, presents in one prediction this feature, and in an-
other a different aspect, and we, if wise, will collate what has been given. The result
will be, that the restoration of the Theocracy indicates that, just as at the first establish-

ment, enemies will be overcome on the road from Sinai to Palestine, and enemies will

be conquered in the Holy Land itself. But the student, to obtain a correct interpreta-

tion and application, must compare Prop. 166.

Obs, 10. While comi)elled by the force of authority to differ from
B^ineke and others in the locality of Antichrist's lall (all, however,
being included in the expressive phrase ** the battle of the great day of

God Almighty/' viz.^ the slaughter in Idumea and that in Palestine) yet we
acree with him that a prevailing mistake has been long current and adopt-
ed, unthinkingly, by able writers, viz., that this gathering of Antichrist's

forces is to Armageddon, from whence springs the popular phrase, ** the
Battle of Armageddon"—a phrase not found in the Bible, bat still adopted
as the title of some books, under the plea that it is biblical. Without
detaining the reader, let us observe that nothing is more certain than this,

that the adoption of the phrase is derived from a total misapprehension of
Rev, 16 : 16, **and he gathered them," etc., it being supposed that the
one gathering refers to the seducing spirits, and those gathered to the
kings of the earth, mentioned in verse 14. But the singular construction

rather requires, as many critics contend, a reference to some one person
who gathers, and hence Hengstenberg and others suggest, that one only
performs this, referring it to God or Christ Others feeling the difficulty

of applying it to the plural spirits, think that Satan, or the sixth angel, or
the btjast must be denoted. Now from Propositions which are given
(Props. 166 and 130, on Mt Sinai and Translation) it is found that pre-
vious to the overthrow of Antichrist, the saints (even those who have been
persecuted and killed by him, as is proven by Rev. 15 : 2, comp. with 16 :

2, etc.) shall be gathered by the Lord Jesus Christ and bo brought to ML
Sinai the originalfoundint^place of the Theocratic ordering. Notice again,
that the a])pearance of Jesus and the gathering of the saints unto Him
are united in the Scriptures (as e.g. 2 Thess. 2 : 1, etc.), and as this
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gathering is preceded by the Adrent phraseology, "' Behold, I come as a
thief/' etc., the gathering that immediately follows has sole reference to

that which legitimately flows—being in many places nnited with it—from
the Advent of Jesns, viz., is a gathering of saints, even of those who have
suffered under this Antichrist. Jesus is the one who gathers them, and
He comes in a thief-like manner, because the time has not yet come for
His open revelation with the saints, which occurs only when Antichrist

has reached Jerusalem, etc. Therefore we must regard these verses 15, 16,

in this light : Having portrayed the gathering of the forces of the Anti-
christ, the Spirit assures us in these verses that Jesus also gathers His
army preparative to the conflict. Mentioning the OTie party preparing
for the battle, it was natural, suggestive and striking to specify that prep-
aration—a gathering—was* also in progress on the other side. It might
be almost designated parenthetical, introduced to show that both parties

were alike engaged in marshalling their hosts for the impending battle.

The conciseness of the description, in view of other predictions, should
not mislead us. Again ; those that are thus gathered are, as we shall

show (Prop. 166) taken to Mt Sinai to be introduced into the initiative

Theocratic arrangement ; now is Armageddon in the Hebrew tongue
an equivalent or expressive of Mt Sinai ? We think that Reineke {Proph,
Times, vol. 2, Nos, 3 and 11) has clearly shown this when he sajs :

** It

(i.e., Armageddon) is evidently composed of two parts Ar and Mageddon.
That the Greek Ar stands for the Hebrew Har, which signifies * a moun-
tain,' is so plain that it may bo taken for granted. We have then the

Mountai7i of Mageddon, But what is Mageddon ? It is evidently a parti-

cipial form, although it is no regular derivative, and nowhere occurs in

the Hebrew Bible as such. It may be derived either from the word magad,
which means *to be precious, costly, glorious,* or else, which is more
likely, from the verb gadad, which, in theHithpael, signifies to * assemble/
We may, therefore, translate Armageddon either * the Mount of Assem-
bling,^ or * the Mount of Glorious G^ls.* " (See his remarks on the word
Megiddo, etc., and then comp. the derivations of Faber in his Diss,, and of

commentators generally, the derivation being one of conjecture, so that

Dr. Clarke, Com, Rev. 16 : 16, remarks :
** The original of this word has

been variously formed and variously translated. It is har megiddon,
* the Mount of Assembly ;* or chormah gedehon, * the destruction of the

army,' or it is har megiddo, * mount megiddo. '
" (Faber makes it the " de-

struction of Megiddo.'*). For, in a matter so largely dependent upon con-
jecture (so that, as Keineke informs us, it bad been even made the
*' synonym for the New Jerusalem, and an old German commentary
'^ suggests that Armageddon is substituted for Harmeged, * the mountains
of costly and precious gifts.' "), that conjecture is the best founded, which
agrees with the general analogy of the Word. Having shown that a
gathering takes pfaoe at the first stage of the Advent ; that these are taken
to Mt. Sinai ; that there will be an assembling of the saints at that moun-
tair previous to going forth to the destruction of Antichrist ; that this

gathering here is also one allied with the Advent, it is reasonable to con-

clude, that the jrathering here is to the same** mountain of assembly, ^^

where precious gifts are indeed bestowed.

The Revision has it "Har-Magedon," and Lange*» Com, Rev, p. 296 saya thia de-

notes the ** Monnt of .Decision or Sentence "' (and tefera it to the Mt. of Olivea to accord

with Zech. 14 : 4), which would apply to Mt Binai. The references to " mountain of

J
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dostmction/* '* destrnction of the army," " Tallej of Jehoshaphat," ** plain of Esdrae-
lon," mountain of catting to pieces," *' city of Megiddo," etc.. is referable to a pre-conceiT-
ed idea that it mnst relate to the locality of the batUe. The wildest conjectnres have
been foisted on the expression, simply to sait a prd-conceived theory, as e.g. Wild,
who makes the battle to be between England (the Ten Lost Tribes) and the Antichrist,
putting Victoria (or mler of England) at the head instead of Jesos, because of an alleged
(unproTen) descent from David, Bonhomme iPrcph. Times, N. Ser. Oct. 1877, p. 224)
remarks that some writers have made Armageddon to denote Sebaatopol, and others a
place in Italy, some making it Some ; Baldwin (Armageddon) places it in the valley of
the Mississippi near Faducah inKy.; Dr. Berg fixes it in England ; Lester (7^ Pre-Adam-
Ue) makes it significant of locality and speaks of ** the Battle of Armageddon," etc.

Obs. 11. This then brings out in forcible contrast the two armies in the
process of gathering. The statement that the kings of the earth are
gathered for this battle, suggests the party whjch is to oppose them in it,

and those two are bein^ gathered for that battle. In eh. 19 both parties,

gathered as represented, enter into the conflict ; on the one side the beast,

the false prophet and the kings of the earth with their hosts ; and on the

other, the Son of Man and His glorified ones. These saints in the army of

King Jesus, and co-judges with Him, are kings. This may give us a clew

to that variouslv explained passage (Rev. 16 : 12) just preceding this

gathering of the Icings of the earth, viz., ^^ And the sixth angel poured out
liis vial on the great river Euphrates ; and the water thereof was dried up,
that the way of the Kings of the Bast {orfrom the sunrisina) might be pre-
pared.^^ The interpretations usually given to this verse (as applying to

the nationalized hierarchies, Turkish Empire, etc. ) are founded on a mis-
apprehension of its chronological position in the Apocalypse, it being
supposed to be either fulfilled or in the course of fulfilment, when the most
positive assurance is given that not one of those vials has yet been poured
out (which is seen by comparing Rev. 15 : 2, etc., with Rev, 16 : 2, show-
ing that before they are poured out the Antichristian worship, etc., of the
last head has been manifested.) Now if we are allowed to conjectura

its meaning, judging merely from facts that shall occur, it would be some-
thing like the following : the Euphrates stands related to the modem
Babylon, just as the ancient river Euphrates did to ancient Babylon ; the
drying up of this river, indicative of the alienation and abandonment of
her supporters who defend her, is a symbolical representation of the entire

withdrawal, complete alienation of the faith which the supporters once had
in Babylon. Let the reader notice, that when Babylon falls we are told
that many shall lament over her fall, they still have faith in her, etc., but
this is to be changed ; the waters (i.e. people) that strengthened and
defended her, shall be absorbed in that (Rev. 14) universal worship of the
beast that immediately succeeds the fall of Babylon. This absorbtion
takes place preparative to the gathering of the kings of the earth ; indeed
one 01 the means employed in performing this work is the sending forth of
those seducing spirits to these kings. If the question is asked, how does
this prepare the way for the Kings of the East, or the kings from the sun-
rising, and who are those kings, the answer would be : the kings are the
saints who shall reign as such with Christ ; they are kings pertainin&r to
the rising of the sun (so numerous critics, versions, etc., as e.g. Luther,
** den Konigen von Aufgang der Sonne") ; thej^ are kings appertaining to
the Sun of Righteousness, who is to arise and shine forth when the terrible
day of the Lord has come (Mai. 4, etc.) i.e., they come with, belong unto,
and proceed from this rising sun ; the way is prepared for their coming by
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the drying up of the Eaphratean waters. i.e., the entire alienation of faith

and desire in a restored Papacy, State Churches, etc., and the yielding up
of the world (excepting true believers) after the fall of Babylon, and this

absorption ^er. 14) to the worship of the beast and the Killing of the

righteous. That which appears adverse to the coming of these kings and
to render it hopeless, viz., ** the universality of Antichrist's worship (now
swelled by the millions of Papists, etc.) and rule, really prepares the way
for the speedy fulfilment of tlie gathering and hostile array of Antichrist

and his overtnrow by the coming of the Aing (the Sun) with His associated

kings. Such an interpretation heightens the beauty and force of the con-

trast presented in these verses : first we have the kings of the sunrising

presented as already existing, waiting until the culmination of wickedness
IS reached, through the complete absorption of the Euphratean waters and
the gathering of the earthly kings is' effected by the seducing spirits ;

then, and only then, are they ready /or decisive action. Next iu contrast

to these kings, are the kings of the earth forming a vast confederacy to be
engaged in the battle of the great day. Next, having specified the gather-

ing of the kings of the earth and the agents through whom performed, the

Spirit also tells us that ihe gathering of these kings pertaining to the rising

01 the sun is also in progress, and that the Agent by whom it is effected

is the Saviour Himself, who comes in a concealed manner {previous to His
open manifestation) to perform this work, and that He gathers them, in

the meanwhile, to " the Mount of Assembly" or '* the mountain of

precious gifts," or " the Mountain of Decision."

We Are oonfldent that the fnlfllment relates to the future and hence vastly prefer its

application, in some \ray, to the fnture than to the past and present, as e.g. Lange's
{Com. liev., p. 295), who makes it typical of the re-introduction of heathenism and bar-

barism modernized. Ho we reject the idea that these kings refer to the Jews (Elliott, etc.)

or to the mlers of the East (Barnes, etc.), or to those who alienate power etc., from rulers

and teachers (Lord, etc.,) and, from the analogy of prediction, prefer the interpretation
given in the text

Ohs, 12. The two armies when gathered are fully delineated by the

Spirit. On the one side, there is the beast, the false prophet, the kings of

the earth and their armies (Rev. 19 : 19, 20), including the worshippers of

the beast and his image, those who receive his mark, *'kin^, captains,

mighty men, men both small and great." The vastness of this army can
bo readily appreciated by referring t^ the passages which liken it to a fear-

ful flood of roaring waters, a tumultuous incoming sea, etc., as e.g.. Isa.

17 : 12-14, Hab. 3, etc. The exte7it of the confederacy, already closelj

exhibited in such passages as Rev. 16 : 14, Rev. 13 : 7, Zeph. 3 : 8, etc., is

so graphically presented by Joel 3 : 2, 9-16; that a universal uprising for

this war, this nnal contest with the Lord Himself, is certain to take place.

The prophecies unite in describing it to be so great as to be unexampled in

the history of the world ; and this is purposely allowed and encouraged (as

e.g. in permitting the saints to be overcome, the miracle working of the

agents, etc.), in order that the impotency of man and his punishment as a

rebel may be the more strikingly displayed. They assemble in their vast-

ness to utterly destroy the last remnant of the worship and name of God
from the earth—this is their design in furthering self-exaltation ; Qod's
design is that they shall assemble lor Him to execute His judgments upon
them. They being gathered (Micah 4 : 12) '* ew the sheaves in thejloor"
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for the terrible threshing that shall follow. On ths other side, there is

JesQs the Christ, the Mighty One, and His saints, the associated kings
pertaining to Him. They are represented, e.g. in Kev. 19 : 11-14, as the
**

Faithful and True'' (i.e. coming to fulfil His promises and threaten-

ings), ** The Word of God,*' (i.e. the One through whom the purposes of

God are to be accomplished and manifested), and *' King of kings and
Lord of lords'* (i.e., kings and lords are subordinately associated with
Him), who '* in righteousness doth judae and make war,^' and " the armiea
which were in heaven'' (the reader will consider the symbolical import of
" heaven" aa given by numerous writers that it signifioa, so Faber, ch. %
Diss., etc., *' the body politic"—to such a body these armies belong, seeing
that the Theocratic ordering or government has, previously to this coming,
been initiatirelj inaugurated (Prop. 166) at Mt. Sinai, embracing the sun,

the moon, and the stars belonging to a heaven. The symbolical import
and consistent nse of the word " heaven*' and ** heavenlies" and its rela-

tionship to the Theocratic idea, is yet an interesting field for some students
to enter) *\followed him upon white horses" (symbolical of their trium-
phant exaltation and co-heirship with Jesus, coming in the same manner
as He does) ** clothed in fine linen, white and clean" (comp. v. 8). These
are " the Lord Coming with ten thousand of Ris saints to execute judgment"
of Jude 14, 15 ;

** the Coming of the Lord and all the saints with Him,"
of Zech. 14 : 5 ;

*^ the Coming of the Son of Man in the glory of His Father
with His messengers," of Matt. 17 : 27, etc. ;

^' the revelation of the Lord
Jesus with the messengers ofHis power to take vengeance,'^ of 2 Thess. 2 : 7,

8, etc., etc. This strange, stupendous array was long ago described,

through the Spirit that foreseeth aU things, by Enoch, Moses, the
Prophets, Jesus, and the Apostles.^ The Jews (Prop. 125) are also incor-

porated with this army after the first assault.*

* One of the most remarkable deBcriptions of this army is giTen by the prophet Joel,

ch, 2, and we are inclined to adopt the opinion of those who believe that it refers to the
army of saints. It is nsnally interpreted as descriptive of a literal flight of locusts and is

called **the locnst army " bat locnsts are nU mentioned and it is impossible to reconcile
some of the statements made with the natnre, habits, etc., of the locast. This army is

pecaliar for ** there hath not been ever the Uke, neither shall be any mure after it,

"

which can scarcely be attributed to huge flights of locusts because of their being no rare
occurrence. The description is too exalted and the events designated too great to be
applied to anything else than the symbolized army of the saints. This takes place in
** the great and terrible day of the Lord/* and this array is called '* His army '* and '* camp"
with whom He is associated, uttering " His voice before them.*' The army is irresistible,

it is composed of those who cannot be injured, it produces fearful consternation, and it

is expressly called *' a great people and a strong." The quaking of the earth, trembling
of the heavens, darkening of the sun and moon and stars, etc., aid in identifying the
army denoted. To the critical student, who loves to And surprises in the Word, let me
add : that in v. 9, it is asserted (comp. Luther's version) that such a mighty people will
never again le formed to all eternity. Now this corresponds with our entire line of argn-
ment, viz., that these flrst-fruits, flrst-born thus associated with King Jesus form a select,

chosen, elect body forever separate and distinct from the children of the barren woman
afterward gathered, etc., (comp. Prop. 118, 130). The reader too, may, for himself,
decide what army is designated in Isa. 5 : 26-30. To fritter away such predictions, sym-
bolical, by locusts, thunder-storms, etc., is to make the prophet guilty of exaggeration.
Fausset (Oinu loci) is undoubtedly correct when he says, that it contains an "ultimate
reference to be connected with Messiah's Sec. Coming to judgment.
' It is well to observe this, for Bonhomme, who generally writes well on prophetical

subjects, makes the Jews with Jesus to fight successfully before the overthrow of Jerusalem
bringing in Zech. 12 : 6, etc., thus contradicting Zech. i2 : 1, 2 {Proph. Times, N. Ser.
Sep. and Oct.. 1877, which the editor, Wilson, p. 204, properly notices). Before the war
waged by Christ and His saints—in which no reverses are experienjced—the cup of pun-
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ishment is filled for the Jewish nation ; in that, rejecting the testimony given for 1800
years, it, refnuing the trne Messiah, now under the hope of worldly advancement is

induced to accept of the Antichrist as its Messiah—for coming in his name and claiming
deification, it receives him. Their punishment proceeds from him, and the amazing
mercy of the true Messiah is seen in that He—rejected and despised—comes to its res-

cue, and then it will make the confession recorded in Jer. 3 : 22-25.

Ohs, 13. Tho battle itself and the result are unmistakably presented. *

The Lamb and Ilis army *' sJuill overcome (Rey. 17 : 14) them *' (tho beast

and his army), **for lie is the Lord of lords and King of kings, and they

that are with Him are called, and chosen, andfaithftd." The triumph and
the catastrophe are presented, Eey. 19 : 15-21 ; Rev. 14: 17-20 ; Dan. 7 ;

Ezok. 38 and 39 ; 2 Thcss. 2 : 8, etc. The Bible reader must bo familiar

Tvith the Scriptures, which describe on the one hand the joy and exulta-

tion of the righteous over the defeat of tho wicked ; and on the other, tho
grief and despair of the Antichristian forces when they find themselves
suddenly confronted by the—to them—terrible revelation of the once despised

Jesus in the power of His majesty and of the glorified saints, many of

whom were put to death by them. A mortal army, with all the advan-
tages of military resources wielded by a vast multitude, melts away before
the might of an immortal army, as the snow disappears under the heat of

the sun. Owing to the conciseness of the predictions and the intermin-
gling of figure and symbol, it is difficult for us to enter into details, to eive

oven the precise order in which the encounters between the two hosts sTiall

be conducted (although the hints seem to convey the idea that part of

the enemy are met on the way to Jerusalem from Mount Sinai, the Antichrist
and another portion at Jerusalem or near it, and that other portions are

attacked and defeated by the Jews ; the principal engagement, and that

which decides the matter, being by Christ and His saints), or to show in

every case how much is literal and how much figurative. Thus, while some
latitude must be allowed to application, because of our imperfect under-
standing of language, yet one thin^ is certain^ that the general description,

as well as the minor aetails, whether figurative or not, convey the notion
of a terrible conflict directly carried on between these two hosts, and which
results in complete victory to Christ and His army, and in utter destruction

to Antichrist and his forces. What agencies are exerted, in all cases we
cannot tell, but that natural and supernatural ones are both employed is so

evident from the Scriptures that it needs no argumentation, seeing that
the very Advent of Jesus and His glorified ones is supernatural, and
stamps the whole drama with a powerful, overwhelming, supernatural cast.*

Even whatever agencies of a natural order may be employed, these, too,

are directed and made invincible by the power of £ing Jesus, so that truth-

fully, whether His might in some things is exerted directly and in others

indirectly through animate and inanimate agents, the entire result is attrib-

uted solely and exclusively to the greatness and almighty power of the de-

scended Jesus, *' the Christ.^* Let any one sit dowr and endeavor to collate

the Scripture illustration of this tremendous and sublime *' battle of that

great day of God Almighty" and if he can enter into the spirit of the same
sufficiently to anticipate it by faith, then his heart must sink and his cheek
pale when he endeavors to comprehend the awful terrors of that great day
of wrath and vengeance (he will in a measure feel like the prophet who
described them, Hab. 3 : 16). Is there anything in human language so ex-

pressive of the terrific as Rev. 19 : 15-20, or laa, 63 : 1-6, or Rev. 14 : 18-
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20, or laa. 49 : 24-26, and kindred paasagea? The Spirit, in the abundance
of warning, and evidently to impress upon us the correct idea that it will

he the most fearful of all times that the world has ever witnessed, em-
ploys the most powerful language in delineating it that can be produced.
** Treading the winepress of the fierceness and wrath of Almighty God'*
(Rev. 19:15); His garments sprinkled with the blood of His enemies

(Isa. 63:3); in brief, "slaughter," ''tempest/' ''whirlwind/' ''fire/*
* lightnings/* " haiUtcfies/* '^earthquakes/* "pestilence/* "plagues/*
"madness/* "wailing/* "the indignation of anger/* "rod of iron/* "the
day of vengeance/* " an^er withfury/* etc., etc., are some of tho impressive
utterances to awaken within us a lively sense of the greatness and dreadful
nature of this period to the wicked. Wo are assured that when it takes
place and the world has seen this extraordinary, supernatural manifestation,

men shall be afraid (Isa. 2 : 10, 11, 19, 21 ; Micah 7 : 16, 17) before the majesty
exhibited, and fearing and trembling (Jer. 33 : 9 ; Isa. 66 : 19 ; Isa. 26

:

9 etc.) they shall acknowledge God*s just judgments and praise Him for
His wonderful doings. For, in the midst of deserving wrath, God still, as

He is wont to be, is merciful, sparing some of Antichrist's hosts (Isa. 66 :

19) to be the bearers of the news of the conflict and its result to all nations.

While this is "the day of vengeance/* it is, blessed be God, the time
of deliverance, because "the year of the Redeemed is come** (Isa. 63: 4) ;

and therefore it is that, after the utter rout of this beast and his army,
John describes the reign of Christ and His saints and the introduction of
millennial blessedness. With this all the prophets agree—as e. g. Daniel 7,

Joel 3 Isa. 24 and 25, Zech. 14, Zeph. 3, Ezek. 38 and 39, etc.—describing
the fall of the Antichrist, the last great enemy, followed by a glorious res-

toration of God's Kingdom under the Messiah and the happy condition of
those w*ho believe in God. In the mean time, we may contemplate those
war Psalms which contrast the two parties, and tell of the grand issues

flowing from victory, asPsls. 2. 21^ 76, 110, etc., feeling assnred that our
King shall bo exalted over all His enemies, that David's Son is indeed
*' most blessed forever ** and " set for blessing ** whom " all nations shall

call blessed.** l!aen will be verified the saying against "the multitude of all

the nations that fight against Mount Zion ** (see Isa. 29) and ** the meek also

shall increase theirJoy in the Lord and thepoor among men shall rejoice in the
Holy One of Israel, For^ the terrible o?ie is brought to nought** (as stated
in verse 5 be made "like small dust'* and "as chaff/* and this "sud-
denly/* corresponding with the open revelation of Jesus, which occurs sud-
denly),'' ««(/ tJie scorner is consumed^ and all tliat watch for iniquity are
cut off/* etc.'

* Critics say not "battle," but polemon, " war" of the great day of God, the Almighty
(so e.g. also the New Bevision, Hev. 16 : 14), and properly bo, because it agrees with
other expressions indicative of the fact that a *' war" is waged which is not simply con-
fined to a single battle. And these battles of the last great conflict are not waged against
different powers snccessively arising (as Swormstedt, and others), but as delineated Kev.
19, etc., with the one great confederation, which is crushed, one portion on the road
to Palestine from Sinai, and another in Palestine itself. Simple unity of prediction
demands such an interpretation, the neglect of which introduces confusion and antag.
oniBm.

* We only remind the reader that Gideon's remorkable slaughter of enemies may bo
typical of this period. Gideon and a chosen band, with the shout of Israel like ** the shout
of a king" (Numb. 23 : 11) make the first onslaught, then follows a second and third
attack. And Isa. 9 : 4 evidently refers to this in the prhase " the breaking the rod of
the oppressors, as in the days of Midian; " for the last oppressors say precisely what the
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MidunitoB said (see Fs. 83 : 12). Stanley, Binai and FcHesliM, p. 336, Tenders : " Let ns
take to onisalTos the pastures of Qod in possession.*' Then, in the momentous devel-

opments will it be fonnd how nniTersall^ deceived those are (as e.g. Jowett, Com. 1

Tkess., pp. 106-111) who declare that Christ's predictions have failed (respecting Uie
Advent, etc.), because inseparably connected with the destruction of Jerusalem. We
hold that they will be verified because ihxia eonneded, and seeing eighteen centuries of
literal fulfilment in the treading down of the city by the Gentiles, we feel impelled to
await the final catastrophe. So e.g. Fausset {Com. Zech,) heads the last ch. as follows :

" Last struggle with the hostile world-powers ; MesaLah.Jehovah saves Jerusalem and
destroys the foe, of whom the remnant turns to the Lord at Jerusalem.**

* This is such a fnutfid subject that the reader's indulgence is asked for the consider-
ation of some Scripture, not usually applied to this period. Thus e.g. Isa. : 4, 5.

Whatever difficulties there are in the rendering, aU commentators are agreed that the
undoubted reference here is, to a great battle fought in which " the rod of the oppressor
shall be broken,** and this is done by David's Son, the Theocratic King, who shall exor-

cise His government ** upon the throne of David and upon His Kingdom, to order it and
to establish it with judgment and with justice, from henceforth even forever." Kow it

is in view of this battle and this reign on David's throne that in verse preceding, the
nation is represented as made strong and mighty, increased with joy, so tbat " they joy
before thee according to the joy in harvest,'* etc. Nothing of this was verified at the
First Advent owing to the sinfulness of the nation, but loiii beat the Sec Advent. Take
iBa. 34 and 36, which we have unhesitatingly used, and behold the some contrast and
oonnection. Bh. Lowth, Clarke and many *' learned expositors" (so Lowth) place both
these chs. in the future, nothing thus far having occurred to justify any other interpreta-

tion. They justly teU us that they relate to the future Advent of Christ, to the restora-

tion of the Jews, etc. Verse 8 alone is significantly decisive if we allow parallel passages
due force. The same remarks will apply to Zech. 9. One of the most interesting

portions of Scripture is the 41st ch. of Isaiah, which describes the Advent of Christ, the
oonfederaoy sustained by image worship, their overthrow, the restoration of Ood's
people and the Millennial glory that shall follow. Allowing an inchoate fulfilment, as in
several other chapters, it is certain that nothing in the past history of the Jewish nation
has ever fulfilled this prediction according to its tenor, seeing that no such glorious
restoration and blessedness has yet been witnessed. The language is applied to Jesus,

who also is a man of war ; the same acts aze applied to Christ ; the same results follow
the Second Advent ; the parallel passages sustain its application to the Sec. Advent and
the Mill. glozT that shall be introduced after the defeat of the nations and the exaltation

of the Jewish nation. Here in this work, it has been unhesitatingly employed as
eminently descriptive of the future. The simple truth is, that interpreters too much
forget that the prophets contemplate the restoration of Davidio rule through the Messiah,
and that when the time comes for its restoration, there must be of neomsity, owing to
worldly dominion being in the hands of the (Gentiles, a terrible oonfiiot before David's
throne and kingdom can possibly be re-established. This conflict is therefore constantly
represented, and also neoessarily from a Jewish standpoint

0b8, 14. Finally: let no one who is a believer in the Word think that

this subject, upon which the Spirit so largely dwells and endeaTors to im-
press hj the use of figures, etc., conyeying terrible realities, is unworthy of

nis senous and earnest attention. Wnile much of folly has been penned
in reference to *' the battle of Armageddon" (as e. g. in the name, and lo-

cating the battle in the United States, in the valley of the MissiBsippi^ in

Italy, as well as formerly at Moscow, Waterloo, in the French BeToiution,

etc.), the mistakes of men do not vitiate that which is clearly predicted.

Men may transplant the scene of the confiict from the place desig^nated by
the Spirit ; they may change the actors in it and the results flowing from
it ; they may antedate its occurrence and spiritualize away its meaning, but
tdl this cannot affect the ultimate fulfilment or diminish the fearful and
actual realization of it as described. Whether able or not to fully under-
stand how this or that particular is to be accomplished, it becomes us to

receive in/aith the unerring description of Holy Writ, and ponder well that

future which culminates in a conflict the most tremendous, both as to ex-
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tent and consequences^ that is on record anywhere. When the spirit of

hatred^ which leads to this battle^ is already so widely prevalent ^we append
bat a sinde illastration, owing to the peculiar langaa^ employed. The
Banner of Light, Dec« Bih, 1861, says : '' Once mankind clung to the cross,

and adored the form of Him who was crucified on Calvary as a God. But
reason has asserted its supremacy, and the world has declared it wQtUd not
have this man to reign over it any longer ") and extending itself, tplien this

battle with its confederated hosts shows the absurdity of putting! trust in
the development theories of men, when^ in brief, all things are tending in
the direction to bring forth the rejection of Christianity and the self-deifi-

cation of humanity, thus making the fulfilment in the line of existing

tendencies, it is folly, yea worse, to ignore the testimony of Jesus and the

prophets on the subject Let men STteer at it now ; let professed believers

turn away from it as an unwelcome subject
;
yet the time is coming when

men Bhall profoundly studv it in order to comfort and sustain themselves
under Antichrist's fearful persecution. With the hope, therefore, that
what we now write may be of service in strengthening the hearts of some
who shall be willing to die for Jesus' sake, we are willing to endure the in-

credulity (even worse) of the world and of many (saving a few here and
there) in the Church. Let us even say, to increase, if possible, the unbe-
lief of the unbelieving, that, whether dead or living when this time of the
end shall come, we ex^t, if faithful to the end, personally to see this very
battle that we have, in weakness, attempted to describe. (See Props.
126-130, etc.)

The reader, if he desires to see all the proof rel&ting to this subjecti mnst consider
Props. 115, 12dp 147, 160, 161, and 16*2 in oonneotion. Let Prop. 115 enforce onr nzging
this sabjeot apon the student's attention, and tender our apology for the samsL
When Qod Himself gives so laj^e a space and so many predictions to this period, it is

toiadom and prudence on onr part to honor this fact. Men ran directly against the most
direct predictions of God's Word. Thas to add illustrations to those giTen :

*' The Peaoe
Assembly of Friends in America" issued an Appecd to Christians on the subject of war.
Among just and excellent observations, they (overlooking that wars exist down to the
end), fall into the error of taking it for granted, (for no proof is attached—Scripture being
quoted at haphazard, wiihcnU reference to time or dispensation), that war wiU cease to exist

in this dispensation, and Dr. Chalmers is quoted (who is thus made to contradict himself,

seeing his utterances as given by Taylor, Voioe of the Church, and by the author of Tha
Time of the &id). The ** Appeal '* specifically states its belief, that it is only a full and
proper application of the Oospel in the affairs of nations as well as of individuals that
the prophecies in regard to war will be fulfilled," (i.e. that universal peace will be
secured). This vUeriy ignores the war that the kings and nations make against Christ, all

the terrible predictions of conflict and bloodshed down to the end, and antedates the
prophecies by making their fulfilment (i.e. in relation to peace, the cessation of war), to
precede the Sec. Advent whereas the analogy of Scripturo plainly locates the same <^«r
the See. Coming. It passes by the dearest predidions that men will not learn righteousness
until the judgments of Ood are poured out upon the earth ; until Jesus comes with ven-
geance to overthrow His enemies ; and, for the direct agency by which peace is to be
secured and wars ended, it substitutes the Gospel (only designed to save " them that
believe,"} in the place of Jesus Christ and His army. It forgets what is said of the
" desolations*' wh^ch God makes when ** the heathen raged '* and '* the kingdoms were
moved *' in order to cause ** wars to cease unto the end of the earth" (Fs. 46 : 6-11) ; in
brief, it overlooks a thousand prophecies, confining itself to isolated fragments (omJV-om
ihdr cormecUon, That doss who are favorable to a Fre-Mill. conversion of the world,
teach such a doctrine, some advocating the Gospel as the agent, others, civilization, art.
science, education as the instrumentalities (so unbelieving scientists, eta) ; others, that
Commerce will bring about such a result (so Bich. Cobden, etc.) ; others, make " Arbitra-
tion," or *' A High Court of Nations," the grand agent (just as if it had power to enforce
its decisions ; as if it would be always disinterested, non-susoeptible to influenoa and
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bribes ; 03 if it ooiild not be misled, oaoBe diflsatisfacUon, and aa if it waa able to

remove the ambitiont revenge^ passion, etc.. which urge men on to war). Honest and
sincere men, earnestly desirons for the good of others, are doomed to a bitter disappoint-

ment, owing to the depravity of man, Bh. Simpson {Ch. World, Ap. 1871, p. 110 with
which compare his Centennial prayer), in advooating the Kingdom of God as now existing

and its embracing a speedy conversion of the world " not to be brought about by mirac
nlons power but through Uie agency of man/'then adds :

** God has bound Himself not
to enlarge that Kingdom by means of force, conquest, heavenly appearances, or exhibi-

tion of Divine power directly displayed.'* Alas ! what a suppression of Scripture this

position includes! and what an amount of spiritualizing away the plain grammatical
sense it requires to sustain it I Before the reader occupies such an attitude, let him just

blot out Zech. 14, laa. 63, Bev. 19, and a host of other recorded declarations. So
Stanley (Hl«. Jewish QwarcK 1 Ser.Lect. 20, p. 619) reiterates the sentiments of many,
when he speaks of Christ, saying :

" He is to be a King, a Conqueror, yet not by the

oommon weapons of earthly warfare, but by those only weapons which the Pro-
pkeUe order recognized — by justice, mercy, truth, and goodness—by suffering, by
endurance, by identification of Himself with the joys, the sufferings of Hia
nation, by opening a wider sympathy to the whole human race than had ever
been opened before." We rejoice Uiat justice, mercy, etc., characterizes Jesus
now, and wiU in the age to oome and forever more, but the prophetic order recognizes

weapons that Stanley utterly overlooks. For as e.g. Dr. Moll (Lange's Com. Psalms^ Fs.

2, p. 61), we are to distinguish between the means of grace and the blessings now
tendered, and " the powers which infinitely surpass all the powers of this world, and
which are greatly to oe feared when they unfcid in their strength^ in the exhibition of
wrath in the Meaaianio judgment." It is folly to close our eyes to the prophetic exhibit

of violence, bloodshed, etc., in the day of the wrath of the Lamb, expressly asserted as
manifested to vindicate and establish His Kingship. The view of the early Church is

far more Scriptural than that thus presented, and as evidence of the extent in which it

was held, the Sibylline Oracles, Book of Enoch, and many of the Apocryphal books, refer

to the future reign of the Christ as preceded by a most terrible war and distress. But
such predictions suit the development theory, and even infidels confidently proclaim
them. Thus e.g. in the Evoluiion of Nov., 1677* Tb. Oushing ends an article of extreme
" Liberal " tendency with this prediction: ** Although the prediction * Then shall the
wolf dwell with the lamb,' eto., may not find its literal fulfilment in that age, yet it is no
stretch of fancy to say that ' nation will not lift up sword against nation ' for opinion's
sake ; that * war for the maintenance of a religious idea will not be known, and that those
who pray for the universal brotherhood of man will more nearly see the fruition of their

hopes than ever before"—i.e. toAen a religion of the future is established. This is man's
fancy : God's portraiture of the future under man's control is very different.

Infidels of every age, with a show of piety and mercy somewhat remarkable, and a
love for humanity truly astonishing, have denounced the cruelty, enormity of vengeance,
etc., of Moses' commands, of some of the Psalms, and of this portrayal of the future, so that

(as Bolingbroke) they declare the man ** as worse even than an Atheist, who could
impute it to the Supreme Being." The Apologists, Selden, Patrick, Graves, etc., many
Chrifltian and Jewish, try to soften (as e.g. Fairbaim, Typciogy, vol. 2, p. 361), the
account of Moses by affirming that in case of submission, forsaking idolatxy, acknowl-
edging God, etc., they were spared. But this is forbidden by Dent. 20 : 16, 17 ; Ex. 96 :

33, and 34 : 12, which indicate no reconciliation but a predetermined destruction. We
are told that their iniquity was come to the full, and that they were under the ban of

heaven. Moreover the failure of the Jewish nation to perform God's will in this matter
involved them (Judges 2 : 1-5) in trouble. Others (Micbaelis, Ewald, Jahn, etc.), try to

moke out a prior claim—a natural right to the land by the occupation of it before the
temporary descent in Egypt, and hence justify the resort to the sword and extermina-
tion. But as Fairbaim conclusively shows (e.g. by reference to Gen. 12 : 6 Abraham,
etc., being a stranger in it), this is " a baseless theory." The only right that they had
was that given by God to whom all lands belong. Now all such objections and apologies

are conjectured to be in place in order to show, on the one hand, that the God repre-

sented in the Old Test it not the Gktd of the New Test, and, on the other hand, to

reconcile the Gk)d of the Old Test, to the supposed softening portraiture of the God of

the New Test. Both are mistaken, the same God of vengeance exists in the New Test,

that existed under the Old, and while meroy and forbearance is now shown, we are Qbun-
danUy caidUmed that the day of vengeanoe and wrath will again, when iniquity is full,

come. The time is rapidly approaohuig when Ck>d's people will again return to Canaan,
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and the foes oon^regatod there will a^^ain be doomed to Tengeanee. The sins of the

Canaaaites are typical of the sins of Antiohriat and his host, filling the land with abomi"

nations, idolatry, defilements, and pollations so that Ood's land is defiled (Lev. 18 :26]^

notwithstanding preTioas forbaaranoe and mercy, and GkkL, preparatory to establishing

His theocracy remoTes these defiled ones from His inheritance. Fairbaim (T^pofogjf,

vol. 2, p. 55-57), fnlly admits that the deslmotiun of Pharaoh and his host is typical of

the destmoiion of the Antichrist ; that this is confirmed by the use of the Song of Hosefl

in " the immediate prospect (Ber. 15 : 3) of the last jadgment of God, and by the

iangoage of Paul (2 Thess. 2:8)" manilestly borrowed from that Song of Moses f bat

then under the bias of the Whitbyan theory of the oonreraion of the world, he holds that

this is done by " spiritual weapons," by ** Divine truth' ' undermining error, by "the
victorious energy of the truth," and not by ** acts of violence/* " bloodshed,'* and the

personal presence of Christ, etc., (as there was no God corporeally present then). He
forgets that Pharaoh and his host were not overthrown by ** spiritual weapons," such as

he enumerates, but 6y viofence through direct supernatural power exerted by a perscnallg

present God (for see his concessions concerning the pillar of fire and cloud, p. 75, it being
** the seat in which Jehovah, or the Angel of His presence, appeared, and the form in

which He manifested His glory *' (oomp. Kurtz's remark. Sis. of Old Cbvenanf) ; and that

the applicability of the Song of Moses is onl^ realized by aupernaiural intervention and
vengeance (and for the ease with which Omnipotence smites, see Alexander's Com. Isa.

61 : 6, 8, and 40 : 24). The first onset will be of a supernatural nature, which will be

more or less continued, and of which the case of Jericho (which unbelief ridicules as an
appeal to our credulity) is an inchoate fulfilment or representation. Infidelity objects to

the result of this future war, the supernatural vengeance, just as they have done in refer'

enoe to the past as recorded in God's Word, on the ground of right, justice, and mercy,

overlooking the facts incorporated, viz., that this t«urrible divine wrath is brought about

by an ArUichrislian array wbuch tramples upon right, justice, and mercy ; which is guil^
of the most outrageous wickedness and idolatry ; which despises the Sovereign of the

world and moat cruelly persecutes and kills His disciples ; which is determined that the

Theocratic ordering shall not be erected over the nations, and to prevent it resorts even

to crushing the Church with dire bloodshed. God, in deference to His own rights, His
own inheritance. His own Kingdom, His own saints, His own honor end glory, is com*
pelled in consistency to arise and take vengeance on that humanity which is so impioTis,

mercileu, and cruel, (compare Prop. 115). Then the question and the answer of Isa.

49 : 24-26 (Delitzsch's rend.) will be verified :
" Can the booty ind«ed be tortsledjToma

gianl, or teiS the captive hosi of the rigJUeous escape t Tea, thus saiih Jehovah^ ^oen tfcs

captive hosts of a giani are vsreked from him, and the booty cf a tyrant escapes ; and I wH
make war upon him that warrdh toith ihee, and IwiU bring salvation to thy chUdren. And /wtff

feed them that pain thee vtUh their ownJUsh ; and they shall be drunken ttith their own blood,

as if with new wine ; aiad alt fUsh sees that I Jehovah, am thy Saviour, and that thy Redeemer
is ike mighty One cf Jacob,**
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Pkoposition' 164

—

Thu Kmgdomends the Gentile •domination.

This has been noticed under various Propositions, and is thus
distinctively presented to impress the fact upon the reader's mind.
Such a Theocracy, as God contemplatefl, to bring back the worid
under His special manifested ride to its Paradisaical state, is

utteriy hostile to the notion that woridly empires outside of it shall

control large portions of the earth under separate and distinct

governments, whether kingly or republican. King Jesus is the

covenanted King^ not only over His special inheritance, the Jewish
nation, but also over all the earth ; and, as^ already abundantly
proven from Scripture, the time is surely coming when all govern-
ments will be overthrown, making place for the wmmersal King-
dom of the Lord Jesus Cluist.

Obs, 1. The inheritance oi David's Son (from whence His 'royalty is to

be manifested) is left under (Jentile power until ** the times of the Gen-
tiles '* are completed (Prop. 66) ; until the number of the elect is filled up
(Props. 65, 86, etc.); unlit the time of the resurrection and rewarding of

the saints (Rev. 11 : 15-1 8 ; Props. 126-130) ; until the time of the Sec-
ond Advent (Props. 74, 121, etc.) ; until "the end of the age " (Prop. 140)

;

until a people is raised up to sustain the dignity, etc., of tno Kingdom
(Props. 124, 154) ; until the power of Christ is exhibited (Props. 120,

121) ; until the destruction of Antichrist (Props. 123, 161) ; until the rev-

elation of the Judgeship of Christ (Prop. 132) and "the judgment-day"
(Props. 133 and 13^ ; until '*the day of the Lord Jesus " ^rops. 138 and
139) 18 to be ushered in ; until the last ffreat battle is fought (Prop. 163), etc.

It is significant that the fulfilment of the predictions relating to the inheri-

tance of David's Son has been continuously witnessed for manj centuries,

and that it is presented before us, still confirmed, this day. This increases,

with other reasons, our confidence in the fulfilment of the remainder,
viz., the deliverance and exaltation of the same over all the earth. If, as a
punishment, and for purposes of mercy, God can so minutely foretell and
historically overrule the overthrow of the Theocracy and Theocratic people,

He can oj readily predict and bring to pass the restoration of the same and
the overthrow of the Gentile powers,

Obs. 2. The predictions relating to this point are so numerous, so plain
and decisive, that a mere reference to some of them, in view of what has
already preceded, is all-sufficient There is to be a shaking and removal
of earthly kingdoms (Prop. 147) making place for the universal establish-

ment of the Messianic Kingdom (Prop. 116), in which saints as co-heirs
with Christ shall gloriously preside (Prop. 154), thus fulfilling Dan, 7 : 14,

27 (comp. Props. 121 and 123). The supremacy of the Jewish nation (Prop.
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114) and the place of manifested royalty (Prop. 168), in Tievr of tlie hom-
age, worship, and tribute rendered, can only be Batisfactorily explained by
the Theocratic ordering, uniting Church and State over all tne earth under
one central Head. Such a visible Theocracy (Prop. 117) can, in the very
nature of the case, only allow its own form of government to exist, seeing
that its design is to restore through it (Prop. 119, etc.) all forfeited bless-

ings, and to insure to man the much-lonffed-for perfect government on
earth (Props. 203, 203, 20G and 207), as well as to exalt the blessed King
(Props. 203, 204, 205). Hence such a change of domination is included
in ** the Xew Heavens and New Earth " (Props. 148-152), in " the world to

come'' (Prop. 137), in "the Restitution" (Prop. 144), in "the Regenera-
tion " (^rop. 145), in the removal of the curse from creation (Prop.

146), etc. The testimony is so abundant and cumulative that not only
every Millenarian writer nas accepted of it, but even many of our oppo-
nents, who advocate that a time is coming when Church and State shall be
happily united, etc., affirm that present governments will give place
to another and higher form, having some central point of unity on earth.

That unity of the race, dreamed of even by humanitarians, etc., can, how-
ever, onli/ thus be secured.

Obs, 3. These present ** times of the Gentiles*' are not perpetual ; they
must come to an end. This is evidenced both by the election of the Jewish

(i. 6. the period in which Gentile nations shall rule over the world and no
visible Theocratic Kingship shall exist), and as these "times " are to end,
giving place to covenant fulfilment—this serves to remove the objection
alleged by unbelief, viz., that in the history of the Jewish nation and in

that of the Church nothing has been witnessed commensurate with the
grandeur, etc., of j)rophetic announcements, and that hence the prophecies
are mere Oriental exaggerations. The reply is an old one, given even by
an Auffustine: discriminate the times, and the Scripture utterances will

reconcile themselves. For the times of triumph are not tn "the times of
the Gentiles;" the latter are ^* times" of trial and testing, "times'' in
which the institutions of the world hold their sway, in which the saints

are "pilgrims and strangers," and which are also plainly delineated
(comp. Props. 174, 175). The Word of God forbids us to look for the ful-

filmeut of a covenanted Kingdom and the triumphant Millennial glory dur-
ing these "times"; if wo do, we then embrace mere delusion and do vio-

lence to Holy Writ, We must patiently await the ending of these " times,"
and then, and then onlj/, will " the sure msrcies of David*' be realized in
the Theocratic ordering and the rich blessings resulting therefrom.

These times of the Gentiles have been Tariously estimated to accord with some
favorite chronological views, so that the times of Lev, 26 and Dan. 4, have had varions
endings (depending on the commencement) given to them, even extending to a.d. 1918
(Habershon, Ouide^ p. 34),«nd to a.d. 1923 (by Guinness in his recent work. Approaching
Etid), We are not oonoenxed ia the exactitude of such calculations ; only approanmatlv^y
have they any value.

Obs, 4. This again reminds us of the folly, so widely prevalent, of exalt-
ing this present period of time—embracing as it does "the times of the
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Gentiles
'
'—above the poeition assigned to it in Holy Scriptnre, Eminent

and good men, overlooking the utterances of the Spirit of truth, and in
their eagerness to honor the Church, call that "(^ov" which the Spirit

designates "«?^7i^," and that ^Utght," 'which the Word recognizes as *' dark-
ness.'^ This difipensation includes "the times of the Gentiles," for they are

only closed by their fearful overthrow at the Second Advent (Rev. 19, etc.),

and while in this dispensation the Church, with all her blessings and priv-

ileges, is still in *' the night," surrounded by darkness (herself led by
'*

t/ie light shining in the dark place,^' and by ^* the day-star,'' 3 Pet,

1 : 19, or by *' the light^^' 1 Jno. 1 : 9, etc.), looking for an absent bride-

groom, figh'ting, struggling, and pressed with the curse, it is certain Iv un-
wise, both against Scripture and existing fact, to appropriate to her bless-

ings which only belong to her after these " times " are ended.
Obs, 5. This fact, viz., the positive enfl of Gentile domination to give

place to the Theocratic reign of Christ and His brethren, will become
more and more impressed upon, not only believers, but the world. Al-
ready deeti thinkers have received and boldly advocated what is so emi-
nently Bit)lical ; devoted men in all denominations proclaim the same ; and
this will become more intensive as infidelity, etc., advances. This fact in its

historical connection, and as part of the Divine Plan, will especially be
unwelcome to the kings of the earth and to nearly all who are in power,
ecclesiastical or civil. This, too, will evidently be one cause of that deep
hatred against Christ, and result in the widespread confederation and
gathering of the nations against Him (Props. 101, 162, and 163.) The
kings and mighty men of the earth (Rev. 19 : 19, etc.) will be unwilling to

yield up (Ps. 2 : 2, 3) their power and submit to the rule that must be
imposed for the good of man.

The early Church, and Blillenariazifl sinoe, have taken this position. Even Disraeli

(Cur. of IM,, vol, 3, p. 276), qnotes Dr. Hartley as follows: **In 1749 Dr. Hartley
published his * Observations of Man,' and predicted the fall of the existing governments
and hierarchies in two simple Propositions ; among others : Prop. 81. It is probable
that all the civil governments will be overturned. Prop, 82. It is probable that the
present forms of Church government will be dissolved.' Many were alarmed at these
predicted falls of Church and State," etc. The student of the Bible, if reverent and
receptive, will make this probability to be an absolute certainty. The warning is dis-

tinctively given ; the necessity for such a change is specifically pointed out, and to close

our eyes to the ^th only indicates lack of faith in God's own utterances. Indeed, as
intimated already, this overthrow, thus predicted and baaed on the incoming Theocratic
Kingdom, will be sufficiently understood—however scornfully rejected—to be a warning
to those kingdoms, as evidenced by the events to occur at the closing of this dispensa-

tion, by the order of fulfilment (as given e.g. in Rev. 14), and by the special entreaty

given (as e.g. in 2d Ps.) to such kingdoms.

Obs. 6. But the nations, in their selfishness and opposition to the truth,

refused to recognize what at the same time is so plainly revealed, viz., that

while Gentile domination ceases, it simply ceases because the new order or

dominion introduced is immensely its superior in securing the happiness

and glory of the Gentile nations. This has been so clearly portrayed in

various propositions (as e.g. Props. 119, 142, 144, 154, 156, etc.) that it is un-
necessary to repeat. Paul rightfully presents this point in Rom., ch. 11,

because when the Redeemer comes and restores the elect people, His do-

minion will perform that for the nations (Props. 120, 144, etc.) which mere
human governments, with all the aids that man can possibly apply, can
never accomplish, viz., remove the curse and introduce the millennial bless-
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ings. But the enmity of man, while recoiling upon himself in deserved
Sanishment, cannot prevent the abounding CTace of God from bringing in a
ominion designed both for his benefit and hie plory. And in this govem-

mont, the ancient promise (Gen, 9 : 27) will still hold good, viz., that God
will enlarge Japhet, but specially, yea personally, dwell with Shem as He
did in the past, and again will, Ps. 132 : 13, 14, etc.

God does not delight in emplojing yiolence. but force, teirible and destmedve, mnat
be used. The long-continued and cnmnlatiTe depravity of the nations finally colminat-
ing in Antichristian blasphemy and cruelty, which deapiBes God's warnings and kills

His own, makes it a necessity, in order to introduce a deliverance and the promised
blessings of redemption. God's own honor and gloiy, as well as the happiness of those
who trust in Him, demand this change. The nations, however great, who undertake to
omsh His truth and people are doomed to vengeance. It has been observed that the
Bible presents the history of great nations that figure so prominently in secular history,
only in so far as they stand relatfsd to the development of the Theocratic idea in its pre-
paratory stages and final realization. * This omission, of what so largely composes the
world's history, has been said by unbelief to be either the result of a narrow, bigoted
Jewish prejudice (leading the writers to make Jehovah one who did not concern himself
in the fortunes of the vorid, but only in those of the Hebrews), or the outcome of Jewish
vanity (which exalted the Jewish nation by ignoring the affairs of other nations). But
as Roger's (Superhuman Origin of the Bibles p. 16, etc.), has well shown, the former is
refuted by tne abundant assertions to the contrary (as in the case of Pharoah, Ben.
nacherib. Gyrus, etc.^ and the positive predictions relating to other nations ; while the
latter is set aside by tlie simple fact that such " vanity^ should speak of other nations as
** scourges" of their own and predict their own overthrow and the dominion of the
Gentiles. The omission must be found in the Theocratic idea, Tiz., that God regards
only one form of government, and the people who are to be incorporated with it, as
deserving of His particular continued and detailed notice.

Obs, 7. Reference has been made several times to the guarded manner
in which the primitive Christians, including even Jesus and the apostles,

spoke of the downfall of Qentile dominion. This was done in order to

avoid the hostility and persecution of the Roman Emperors, Yet the view
was more or less distinctly proclaimed by the believers, and was one
reason why the millenarian doctrine fell Into disrepute, especially after a
union of State and Church, with those in power. To illustrate how, never-
theless with reluctance, this truth was proclaimed, Lactantius {De. Inst it,

,

eh. 15) expresses himself :" The Roman Power which now governs the
world (my mind dreads to declare it, yet 1 must speak it, because it will

surely come to pass)—the Roman Power will be taken away from the earth,

and the Empire will return to Asia, and the East will again have the chief do-
minion, and the West will be in subjection.*' The general sentiment with all

millenarians, based upon Dan., Isa., etc., was that King Jesus with His sub-
ordinate rulers would sway an undisputed sceptre over all the earth, the
Gentile dominion being crushed by an overwhelming manifestation of di-

vine power and vengeance, owing to its final array against the truth, etc

The round apple of gold, the token of Universal Lordship over the earth, fallen from
the hand of the image of the Emperor Justinian, can never be replaced (Sir John
Maundeville, ch. 1), until it is grasped again by the Antichrist, who shall perish in the
attempt. Like the apple of Eden, it only proves a curse to its holder, until He comes
whose right it is. The student will not fail to observe (see next Prop.) that while civil

government is ordained of God as something that neoesaarily proceeds from the nature
of man and society, God has nowhere excepting only the Theocratic—given His
approval io a special form. This exception indicates the form, which, above all others,
meets the Divine approval, and we may rest assured from the praises that He bestows
upon it, that His Divine Purpose relating to it will not fail. Hence we cannot receive
the predictions of otherwise able writers on the perpetoity and prosperity of ** the times
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of the Gentiles." Thus e.g. Wines (Oom. on BebreiB Laws, Introd. p. 62) groving
enthusiastic over his delineation of American ** liberty and self-goTemment,'* confidently
^speaking of nations as they now exist, and of knowledge progressing, eto.), predicts

:

"The great principle of popnlar right and popnlor sovereignty, in some form or other,

is predestined to a nniTersal trimnph. It may achieve this triumph in one century, or
it may not achieve it in five ; but its ultimate success is as certain as Us irvih. God
never made a truth, into which He did not put a power, that sooner or later would cause
it to prevail. Despotism, therefore, will have to dow before the majesty and supremacy
of the people. Even the frozen gates of Siberia shall yet dissolve and disappear beneath
the genial warmth of the sun of freedom. Tyranny, with its chains and its blood, will

everywhere come to an end. Humanity will recover her rights. And an enfranchised
world shall yet exult in the liberty and happiness, for which it has sighed and struggled
through many a weaiy century of injustice and oppression." Bo again p. 62 he proph-
esies respecting the American Bepublic :

" Standing upon the soil of freedom, and using
the lever of Christian civilization, he has a place whereon, and a power wherewith, not
only to move the world, but to transform it from a desolate wilderness into the garden
of the Lord, covering it with the light of truth and the beauty of goodness." Let the
reader look at this uninspired prediction and then at the inspired portraiture given by
Hcriptnre of the future Ajitichnst, eto. Wines's prophecy is based on a false principle,

viz., that truth must inevitably prevail and triumph, which is proven by histozy to be
untrue, as exemplified in the Antediluvian world, in the Theocracy, in the life and death
of Jesus, in the retrogressions of Christianity, in the overthrow of nations, etc.

Ohs, 8. The reader may regard it as siffii] Scant that the Theocratic King
was born at the Tery time that the Qentile dominion was in its most extend-
ed and consolidated form. The fairest portions of Europe, Asia^ and
Africa then known formed one vast Empire—the Roman—when Jesus,
** the Cbriat," appeared and tendered the Kingdom to the elect nation
(Props. 54, 55, etc.) which, if accepted (by a national repentance), wonld
have broken the Roman Power with irresistible force. The One through
whom that Qentile dominion is to cease, comes singly and alone, when at

its height, and then, owin^ to the sinfulness of Ilia own inheritance, per-

mits this dominion to continue on and on until He shall come the Second
time. And this, too, is done both as a punishment to His own rebellious

}>eople, and that special grace and mercy should be extended to the Gen-
tiles. When He comes again, the time selected is also one in which this

Qentile dominion shall be manifested in a yast confederation (Prop. 160,

etc.), and when, humanely speaking, the Church shall so experience its per-

secuting power that no hope for its continuance appears possible.

God, for wise and meroifnl purposes (to correct his nation for their unbelief, to call

out a people for His name, etc.), and also to indicate by actual experiment how man is a
mler over man, has allowed Gentile domination. His own Theocratic Kingdom was
withdrawn, and the most ample opportunity afforded to Gentiles to show forth their

ability to role, and subserve the iuterests of manldnd. Nimrod*s rebellion probably first

originated the worldly and selfish form of government, and this culminated in the four
great Empires of Daniel. This domination was tried with the most intelligent and
cultivated nations under different forms of government, and history records the results

in the wars, violence, crime, oppreraions, etc. The blood, tears, terrors, sufferings,

despair, and cruelty, that they have entailed in the name of glory, religion, liberty, etc.,

is fearful to contemplate, and the victims of persecution and pride are counted by
millions and millions. We are gravely told that civilization, education, humanity,
philosophy, science and art are changing the nations for the better. Are the standing

armies less ? Are the engines of war, and fortifications, and fleets less ? Do establish-

ments that manufacture weapons of destruction languish and die for lack of work ? Is

taxation less 7 Are the jcuUousies and desire for revenge less ? Is the spirit between
rulers and subjects more harmonious ? Is the conflict between the high and low, the

rich and poor, the capitalist and laborer diminished ? Are the interests of nations and
reconciled ? Such questions need no answer.
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Ohs: 9. It ia a Bignificant fact, full^ attested by history, ijast and present,

that no Cliristian nation has ever existed among the Gentilea. "So matter
how largely the laws of Moses and the precepts of Christ have been incor*

porated, and no matter how men of a Christian spirit haye endeavored at

times to legislate and execute laws in a proper spirit, it still remains trne
that the desi^ of this dispensation has nerer been to convert nations (Prop.

86. et<;.), and that every nation, however professedly Christian, has been
gnilty of oppression, injustice, and wickedness. The spirit of self-interest,

aggrandizemeiit, earthly glory, etc., has led nations into paths of sin, vio-

lence and cruelty, and with the principles at work they are utterly unfit-

ted to co-operate with a pure Theocratic Kingdom, and hence their domina-
tion must come to an end.

Ultiaistfi, in their eulogy of *' ChrxBtian nations," speak loudly of such " nations
tendering allegiance to Christianity" and of their " recogniidng the authority of Jesns,"
but conveniently ignore the acts and unbelief of snch nations. Those veiy nations, as ve
abundantly sho«r in other places, develop the Antichrist and array themselves against
the Christ. The final complete overthrow not only indicates the lack of sanctity, so
often claimed, but the iDorihUssiuss of those ultra views (e.g. see art. " Beformed Pres-
bjrterian Church/' or Covenanters, in M'Clintock and Strong's Cfyolop.\ which make the
State one of the '* departments of Christ's visible Kingdom on earth/* If any one desires

to see what evils are engendered by the Church arrogating power over the civu authorities
or of the civil exercising power over the Church, history is full of i^ from the days of
Constantine down to the present, as witnessed in the history of Bome, France, England,
Germany, Holland (Motley's JAfe of Bamev^d), etc.

Obs. 10. The reader will not fail (which we repeat, in order to im-
press) to observe, that while civil government is ordained by God as some-
thing that necessarily proceeds from the nature of man and of society

(next Prop.), yet as theforms of it are of man's ordinance, and subject more
or less to depravity, God has nowhere, excepting only the Theocratic
form, given His approval to any special one. If we open the Old Testament,
and read the numerous passages in which God praises and eulogizes this

form, we find that this exception indicates most forcibly the form of govern-
ment that, above all others, meets the divine approbation.

Consequently we deprecate the fulsome and unscriptural eulogies heaped upon
earthly governments by veurious writers. Thus e.g. Wines (Com. on Eeb. Laios.) in a
most enthusiastic manner praises the advance in government as illustrated by the
Bepublican form in the United States ; predicts in behalf of popular sovereignty " a
universal triumph,* ' (see Obs. 7 and note). The wildest of all efforts to glorify the
United States is presented by Baldwin {Armageddon)^ who pushes it to an extreme allied

to the blasphemous. The student has only to contrast this uninspired picture with the
inspired portraiture of the future, and he finds instead of the former, tiie Antichrist
ruling over the nations, the nations confederated against Christ, despotism and tyranny
the most violent, tribulation, etc. "When Wild, in his work The Lost Ten Tribes^ exalts
England and the United States under the plea of being the " Israel." he only shows
that he does not comprehend the nature of the Kingdom which is to be set up. When
he predicts " smooth things," including a continued progress in prosperity and great-
ness, a most triumphant career, he indicates a lack of comparison of prophecy.
Some students of prophecy, owing to England's State Church, or the aid given to the

Reformation, or its missionary and Bible extension, or its contest with the Papacy^ or
its removing Jewish disabilities, think that (as e.g. Thruston in England Safe and Trium-
phanf), the future of England is a decidedly prosperous one, etc. A recent writer,
Cummings {The Oreat Tribidaiion\conc\ndes that England will escape the tribulation of
the nations. In his Lecture " The Destiny of England in the Prophetic Record," he
takes the favorite position of many that owing to England assisting to carry the Jews to
Palestine, she shall escape the doom of other nations. On the other hand, a large
number of prophetic students emphatically declare (as e.g. Thorpe in The Destinies of iAe
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British Empire), that owing to her national Bins (oppression, policy, opium trade, conni-
vance of idolatry in India, aid extended to Popery, etc.), England is fated to meet the
dirine vengeance. Bickersteth {The Practical Guide), Varley (Naiicmal CcdamUies, in The
Chris. Heraldt Aug. 28, 1879), and others give a vivid list of the sins of England, and
indorse Thorpe's view. Indeed, whatever England, and others, may do in reference to

the Jews (throngh policy, etc.), the nniversality of prophecy (e.g. Isa. 2 : 10-17), the
positive declarations that no nations are on the XiOrd's side when He comes for ven-
geance and redemption (as Isa. 63 : 3, Delitzsch's rend. ** of the nations no one was with
me" and Lange's Com. loci declares the same. Doc. 2, 3, and Exeg. says :

'* The state-

ment indicates the universal antichristian spirit of the nations,") the extent of the
divine vengeance reaching to ** all nations/' even '* all the kingdoms of the world, which
are upon the face of the earth" (as Jer, 25), the complete overthrow of world-dominions
and their incorporation with Chnst's Theocratic rule (£ev. 11 : 15), the ending of Gentile
times and the manner of closing (e.g. Dan. 2) with no exception of the nations made
(unless we except those heathen mentioned in Isa. 66 : 19), all this folly indicates that
the latter view is the most tenable.*

Some present the United States as the great element for *' the regeneration" of the
nations, expressing themselves in eulogies which appropriate the promises solely belonging

to JesuSf ** the Son of Man." Wise statesmen (as Webster, eto.)^ have pointed out the
great evils connected with our system of government, such as result from office-seeking,

the licentiousness of the press, the abuse and perrersion of suffrage, the dangers of

emigration, the corruption of officials, the violence of party spirit, the conflicting

interests of sections, and the misunderstanding of the rights of the general government
and of individual States. But there is a portent of danger before us far greater than all

these, which must eventually result disastrously, and that is, the growth of unbelief,

socialism and its kindred brood with their demands. The government is in the hands
of the people, and just so soon as the majorUy becomes leavened with socialistic ideas
(which will come when the laboring population becomes more dense, wages become low,

labor itself becomes difficult to obtain, distress brings discontent, etc.^; then its doctrines
respecting capital will be enforced (for the rich being in the minority, will be helpless)

legally in the Legislative halls, and a series of spoliations ensue. Each blow at capital

relieving distress but temporarily, will be succeeded by another and another, until the
means of wealth being exhausted and the motives to its being obtained are destroyed,

anarchy, engendered by a fearful experience, will evidence the worth of all such predic-
tions. Unbelief will attack the Church, and in every way cause it to suffer. Both
capital, because of its former extortion and monopolies, and the Church, because of its

unfaithfulness and worldliness, will then suffer. This may be thought to be a gloomy
view of the future, but how can we close our eyes to the fearful increase of infidelity,

the danger already threatened, the demands already made, the views of disoi^ganization

already held by a multitude, the communistic parties already organized, the facilities

already provided for joint action, etc. The aim is finally to control legislation,

introduce universal co-operation, make the State a universal co-operative corporation,

and enforce, under coercion, a universal and equal distribution of property. (For the
demands, plans, extent, etc., of Socialism, see e.g. the series of articles entitled
'* German Socialism in America'* in The Korth Amer. Review^ 1879, Cook*» Lecture ** The
Infidel Attack on Property," etc.). The membership is numerous, for a Socialistic

gathering at Chicago {Lufh, Ohs.y July 12, 1878), on Sunday, alone was estimated at

30,000. It is boldly avowed to be " a political party" (as e.g. Morris Cohen before the
Hewitt Committee in New York, as stated in Cm. Enquirer^ Aug. 6, 1878). Emigration
is rapidly swdling their numbers ; numerous papers and journals, some with a large
daily circulation, adopt and circulate their principles. The people have worshipped
Mammon, and ikdr god will bring them misery. "The Nations! Platform and Prin-
ciples of the Socialistic Labor Party," adopted by the National Congress at Newark,
N. J., Dec, 1877, has for its motto : "The earth is man's, and the fulness thereof,"
which is but a parody on Ps. 24 : 1, '* The earth is the Lord's, and the fulness thereof."
The abuse poured out upon God, Christ, and Christianity is so virulent and blasphemous

• During the revisal of the text, the writer observed an interesting article on *' The
Ships of Tarshish," by Bev. Hytche in Tlie Proph. Xews, Ap., 1882. It takes Thorpe's
position, and gives the following order : (1) Euf^nd at first resists Antichrist ; (2) then
allies herself wiUi him ; (3) her navy in the Mediterranean is destroyed by the Lord ;

(4) influenced by the spared Gentiles at the fall of Antichrist, she will be the foremost
in conveying with her ships the Jews to Palestine.
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M to be exoeedJngly shookiBg. While some to gain adherents quote Sesaa as a Socialiatio

Beformer (bat reftuie his oroas), and the Bible aa teaching Socialism, Commonism, etc,
others denominate Christianity " Poison, and an eighteen hundred years' sickness, ** and
declare (aa Volkstaal, No. 26, 1876), " that Christianity and Socialism are opposed to each
other aa ftre and water." We transcribe only one sentence as indicative of the fteiy

hate, given by a public speaker :
" We hold God for an Ass of foolishness ; we view ciod

aa the greatest evil in the world, and, therefore, declare against God the war." (He will

meet them in " the war," and their blasphemy, pride, and boasting will have a terrible

fall.) It is this mixture of unbelief, socialism, communism, etc., which will bring this

country into an endurance of tribulation. By eloquently expressed appeals to humanita-
rian ideas, and by ravishing pictures of bountiful help from the State, removal of care,

the certainty of competency, freedom from all restraint, and the surety of help under all

circumstances, a majority will finally accrue to them, and injide^y vnU mlet There is

one feature that may mitigate the severity of God's judgments on the United States,

provided that it is retained to the end, viz., the general and State governments have ever
been friendly to the Jews. So Lawrence (" The Jews and their Persecutors," Harper's
Mag.^ June, 1874, ref. to Jost's His. cf the Jews) remarks :

** A fair BepubUc sprang up in
the New World, that was ihejirst^ aU the nations to offer a peaceful and happy home to
the persecuted people.'* Now God's threatenings are speciaUy levelled against the
nations who in the past or future oppress that people and burden themselves with it

;

theypa7itcu2ari^ shall feel His vengeance. Therefore there is propriety in the observation
of Wines (Com. en Ihe Laws qf (he Anc, Htbrews^ p. 340), who, after referring to the
manner in which the Jews were treated in Europe, Africa, and Asia, and how in tins
oountrv they have from tlie first enjoyed freedom, equality, protection of rights, etc..

says :
'* May we not hope, that, when Jehovah shall judge the nations, He will in mercy

remanber the land, which nas afforded a refuge and a home to the sons of Jacob.**

Obs. 11. Turning back to Props. 131, 154, 159, and others (e. g. Prop.
201, 203, 206,etc.^ of aimilar import, it will be seen that a Theocracy embrac-
ing a pure Infallibility^ administered through righteous andgloriGed agents,
is to possess the rule over the earth. Fallible Imperialism, with its wet-
ness and vices, will be crushed under its force ; Constitutional Monarchy,
with its utter inability to meet the clashing interests of classes and Repub-
licanism which suffers from the suffrage of self-interest and ignorance
being made the basis of its ordering, all forms of government, unable
to remove the evils under which their subjects are groaning, must be sub-
verted and give place to this one, which in itself honors God and blesses
humanity with &perfectgovernment that fullyperforms, yea immensely more,
what others promise. This is clearly taught. All that oppose this coming
Kingdom and its august Ruler shall be destroyed. Kings and nobles, high
and low, rich and poor, who resist, shall fall beneath its invincible power

—

a power which will settle all diflSculties between nation and nation, aristoc-
racy and commoner, capital and labor, man and man.
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THE

THEOCEATIC KINGDOM
or OTJB

LOED JESUS THE CHRIST.

PROPOsmoN 165. The doctHne of this Kingdom enables us to

form a correct estimate of human govermnents.

This already appears from the contemplated ce-ssation of aU
Oentile domination, the complete overthrow of all kingdoms and
states, and the bringing of all nations directly (by the rule of the

saints, etc.) under the one great central Theocratic authority. For,

whatever purposes the institution of human government, in the

past and the present dispensation, may subserve, it is distinctly

announced that so much of imperfection and evil is attached to it

in aU ita varied forms that it is incompatible with the new order of

things which shall be presented in " the age to come."

Ohs. 1. In the consideration of this sabject men have been apt to rnsh
to extremes, presenting conclusions which are not warranted by Scripture.

One party lands and ma^ifies human government, as it has existed and
now exists, as a Divine institution, speaking loudly of ** the divine rights

of kings," or of ** the sovereignty of the people," etc—so numerous
writers of the past and present Another party, only regarding the
threats, etc., against such government, and misapprehending the time,

manner, etc., of God's kingdom to replace it, undertake to break down
such government by substituting one of their own ; so the Anabaptists,
Fifth Alonarchy Men, in the days of the Reformation, the Mormons, etc.

Still another party so decry all human government, that they insist upon
it, that it is the duty of believers to avoid having any personal connection
with them in any official capacity, or in u{)holding them in any form as a
participator ; so e.g. Quakers, Christadelphians, some Adventists, Seventh
Day Baptists, etc. We avoid all such extravagant deductions by allowing
the Scriptures to testify to three things pertaining to human gorernment,
viz., (1) its necessity ; {%) its character

; (3) its ultimate destiny. The
necessity of having sucn government is grounded in the constittUion of
9a%, and is a legitimate outgrowth of his relations to society, finding its
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support in the proposed protection and maintenance of mutual rights,

privileges, etc. As such, it is an ordinance of God (just as man himself,

society in its simplest form, the family relation, etc., are ordinances or
Appointments of God, resulting from established law), and so expressly

declared in Bom. 13 : 1-5, while the particular form in which it is specifi-

cally manifested is also the ordinance or appointment of man (growing out
of the former) and so designated 1 Pet, 2 : 13. In the absence of the
contemplated Theocratic Kingdom, it is God's will and pleasure that men
should, in order to avoid anarchy and greater evils, be placed under
government, which, more or less, exerts a restraining influence—arising

from moral law—upon the outbreaks of depravity. Therefore obedience,
excepting only when God's law (Acts 4 : 19 and 6 ; 29) is to be directlj

violated, is enjoined as a duty. But while this is so, and necessarily

follows from the laws which God has established, it does not by any meam
assert that the character of such government is acceptable to Him, for th(

very power which Paul tells us is thus ordained by God is at the same
time, so far as its character is concerned, described by the Spirit as '*j

Beast," exceedingly dreadful, etc., in Dan. 7 : 7, 19, 23 ; Rev. 17 : 4, IG
etc. Instead of oeing divine, it is beastial and wicked ; its conduct ii

denounced, and its doom declared. The same is true of the Babylon iai

and of all other kingdoms delineated in the Word of God, and the destin;

of all of them is to perish ; but at the time, in the manner, and by th*

agencies, which God has also ordained. Man is not to assume that whici
God has placed in the hands of His own Son to accomplish, when th
ordained ** Times of the Gentiles" have come to an end. The visibl

Sovereignty of this world only becomes the Sovereignty of our Lord n

the expiration of a pre-determined period, and for that we must patientl

wait. In reference to the participation of believers in such government
the Word also gives a clear utterance ; while preserving integrity an
indorsing it only in so far as it does right, we are to accept it, renderin
obedience, as a necessity for the protection of society. When the Theo(
racy was overthrown the righteous Daniel and his companions found ;

justly compatible with the laws of God to hold official stations under tl;

Babylonian monarchy. Before the Theocracy was established, the pioi

Joseph was thus associated in the Egyptian kingdom. After the Theocrac
was delayed and the Times of the Gentiles announced, obedience is ei

joined, the support of the government by the payment of taxes enforce*

the protection of the government (as in the caseoi Paul) invoked, submi
sion even under injustice recommended, the whole embraced by the gcncr
and yet special affirmation :

** Render ufito Cmsar the things that a
Cmsar's, and unto God the things that are God*8,^^

Baldwin {Arvxngtd^^m, Sec. 3, p. 26), gives place, in hiH one-aided eulogy of Hepu
licanism. to a tirade against " all human monaTchy," saying that God ** hates it n;

feature of hell and the devil," "that Qod considers human monarchy as exceed i

sinful," " that God is therefore hostile to human monarchy because the system
iniquitous in principle, and he will destroy it because of its wicked nature." But
overlooks entirely, (1) that human government is necessary ; (2) that God Himself iui-

tuted and favored a monarchy ; (3) that, in the absence of a Theocratic government, G
favors even monarchical governments as essential to the framework of society, and resi:

ing from the laws instituted by Him ; (4) that God only regards governments, of every kit

with disfavor when the spirit, acta, etc., of the same are opposed to His truth and penii

(5) and that human governments, so essential to avoid anarchy, are no longer to be tol

ated when He sets up again His own Theocratic Kingdom under the Messiah, wh:
Kingdom is not one dependent on the boasted and regenerating " Popular Sovereign!
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of Bdldwiu. Orel Against anch wholeaale dennncintion, we have a remarkable delicacy

uanUested in Scriptnre. It has been noticed that in Daniel, when giving the Baccesaion

of kingdoma to Nebuchadnezzar, the Spirit employs as symbols the precious and baser
luetxkls to inclicate (ch. 2) the material progress, etc., but when the same Spirit delineates

the same kingdoms for Daniel and His own people, ho employs symbols expressive of the

r^tfirtuier sustained by them. We must be sufficiently candid to allow that the word
" ordaiaed " (Rom. 13 : 1-7) intimates the divine sanction^oa agreeable to the divine will,

l-ecause an essential agency in society, and discriminatiTe in seeing that God has
icdained many things that are perverted

Obs, 2. This'doctrine enables us to detect the fallacy in the writings of

some devoted men (Fulton, etc.) when they assume the existence of

Christ's kingdom as already established, believers being its subjects, etc.,

and then reason from this assumption that believers being already the sub-

jects of an instituted kingdom, they must stand aloof from all human
government. * Our whole argument utterly disproves such premise, demon-
strating that the kingdom is postponed, and that believers, in virtue of

their relationship to Christ, are only now ** heirs of the ICin^dom,^' The
Kiogdum of the Messiah not being set up, and yet the relation of man to

civil society making some form of government an absolute necessity, the
believer ia directed to conform to the present arrangement of things, ivith-

out Menacing his Cliristian principle or violating the commands of God,
until the time that the King Himself comes. This is done too by way of

trial and to prepare him, as well as the race, to appreciate more fully the
Divine government of the Messiah when manifested. Man, as a punish-
ment and a test, is left to work out his ideas of government practically in

order, as the end will prove, that depravity in tne highest exhibition of
man's relations (i.e. in the civil) will gain the ascendency, and that human
nature in the mass, when prosperity or greatness is attained, cannot with-
stand corruption. Hence it is, that these ** heirs of the Kingdom" to

come, are exhorted not to place their affections upon these things, and that
ealogiea of such human governments are lacking in God*s Word ; for the
Spint ever keeps in view—whatever excellent and virtuous actions may be
performed

—

the great predicted fact that the character and destiny of earthly
kingdoms, as exhibited at the time of the Sec. Advent, renders them
utterly unworthy of them. They become the instruments of persecution
and cruelty (as even an inchoate fulfilment in the past evidences), culminat-
ing in one great combined confederation against God's people. The
S]iirit in forming His estimate looks at human government, not as it may
present itself at this or that particular favorable crisis in history, but, at

the general spirit and tendency which finally assumes full sway at the end.

This leads us to add : while it is true that government is necessary, not-
withstanding its past or future unfriendliness to the Church, it is owing

^

to this manifestation of character that believers are exhorted to hold them-
selves in patience, and to anticipate for the future an increased wickedness,
which will be severely afflictive to them ; to discharge their duties as far

as possible and to suffer, if needs be, for the sake of the truth. This also

gives a satisfactory answer to Shaftesbury, etc., who objects to the New
Test that it does not enjoin "patriotism" or an expression of love and
esteem for the government under which believers may live. While it does
give precepts, etc., which if followed out will largely contribute to the
welfare of &nj government ; while it insists upon that which is right and
jast^ and enjoins the same upon all, yet this distinctiye point is indeed
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lacking, and the reason is only additional evidence^ of the Divine inspire

Hon of the Word, seeing that the ultimate end of such government is coi

templated, and in view of the facts in relation to it, it would be againi

both the character and destiny of such government to enjoin ** the heirs

of a future nobler government to come, and withdraw their hopea an
affections from the latter, and set them upon that which is fated to mise
ably perish. Shaftesbury^s objection is taking a mere transient view <

government ; the Bible considers its culminated wickedness and end eti

future. The simple truth is, as the Church will yet most painfully expei

ence (Prop. 162), that this very government, for which unbelief calls f

patriotic demonstrations, will yet most bitterly persecute her, so that t]

silence of Scripture complained of is fitting and just. Therefore,

present, we indorse Luther's position (Kurtz, CL His.) ** that the Gosj;

secured spiritual liberty, but did not subvert civil government and soci

institutions," but enables us under such government to exemplify Christii

character.'

^ This is only bringing to a strictly logical conclnsion a premise laid down by nnmerc
writers. Thus e.g. Neander, advocating a present existing Kingdom of the Messii

says :
*' The fundamental principle of the Christian community is* that Uiere shall be

other subordination than that of its members to God and Christ, and that this shall

absolute/* etc. Now while Neander himself, as is well known, would have protes-

against pushing this to its logical sequence, Fulton and others have done it. The tri

is, that we are also, in this dispensation, to be indiTidually subordinate, i.e. ren<

obedience to ciril power, but make the authority of God supreme. Many honest m
under a mistaken idea, unnecessarily excite against themselves odium by an attitude

nnscriptural hostility to governments.
How men have endeavored to give a degree of sanctity to Gentile govermnen

apparent e.g. in anointing kings with '* the holy unction," thus professing to transfc

them into '* the Lord's anointed,'* of which Gibbon (Ded. and FaU, vol. 5, p. 29), sn^

ingly says :
" this Jewish rite has been diffused and maintained by the superstition i

vanity oif modem Europe." This was supposed to confer a Divine or Theocratic ri(

and this ** divine right of kings" was often exhibited in the most fantastic mao
possible, as e.g. in the proudest of men and women regarding it an honor to perform
most menial of services, even to the holding and presenting t^e divine king' s shirt, e

Obs, 3. This estimate and end of human government not only enal

US- to discard the Utopian notion of its development into a state of I

fectibility, but the attempted union of Church and State during
** Times of the Gentiles/* The character and destiny of the State fort

such a union. The State, as now constituted, is selfish, and for the s

of self-interest, as the history of the past pairifully illustrates^ and as
history of the future predicted shows, will sacrifice the Church. [

State, in the very nature of the case, cannot be safely attached to
Church, seeing that the sanctifying Theocratic element, which alone
elevate it to the position of a truly Christian organization in perfect m
with the religious, is lacking. The feeling, however, is greatly to
respected whidi would endeavor to bring about such a union with tUo :

that the hiffheat interests of mankind in the highest form of organ iza
should be the Protector and Advancer of truth and happiness. This '

ing, so honorable, will be realized but not now ; humanity, owing
depravity, is not prepared for it, and will not be, as predicted in this
pensation ; it can only be verified under the Christ personally in the t

nanted Theocratic Kingdom.

Many writers, not satisfied with a general supremacy of God over the nations o
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eutfa (Prop. 79)—God'a ability to oveirule, exert a divine providence—muBt unite with
it the Tkeoeralic element, as e.g. eiemplified in the TheocnUic Sistory of £inglish Histortf,

in hich the adverse circumstances are carefnlly kept in the background, and the estl'

mat«d providential bronght forth prominently, and then men as honored divine instm-
menUlitiee are eulogized beyond their merits. While " Grod is in History," and the
order of events are xinder His supervision and control, it is also true that no such allied
Theoctatio rale exists, for that Theocratio relationship is confined to the Jewish nation
and to the future. The fact is, that from the head of the image (Dan. 2) this existing

wuzld-dominion, can be denominated "Babylonish," seeing that the same spirit runs
from the head to the feet. WhOe the former dominion is taken away from Babylon,
Med^Persia, Macedonia, yet the spirit actuating all such in the nations is perpetuated
{Dan. 7 : 12V so that when the image is smitten on its feet and overthrown, we have
Tiztually the whole image, (gold, silver, brass, and iron), representing this spirit of world
dominion, also overthrown (Dan. 2 : 35, 45), for in the last world-power, the Homan, we
have these included and intensified. As these empires are successive, we look for—aa
the analogy of Scripture teaches—a revival of the spirit of all these in the last head of
the fourth beast, who dominates over the nations, and concentrates in himself their past
hostility to God and man.

Obs, 4. The student, in corroboration of our position, will observe a
singular feature, viz., that although the Roman Empire (and its divisions)

haa loudly proclaimed its profession of religion, appealed in laudation to
its conversion under Constan tine, praised itaelf as '* most Christian," and
even pronounced itself as a ** Holy Empire," yet God, in view of no
radical change, takes no notice whatever of all this boasted profession, and
by this very significant silence (excepting in Rev. where the Empire is still

recognized to be, as in Daniel, a ** oeasF') places over against the extrava-
gant eulogies of men His ow7i estimate of such conversion and profession.

The same is true of England, Germany, the United States, and others,

for, notwithstanding the professed claim of ** Christian nation,*' none of

these receive the slightest recognition as such in the Word. The reason for

$nch omission is self-evident.

In looking over the history of " Christian nations," we sometimes wonder that right
and justice do not triumph over wrong and oppression. Thus e.g. when Russia, Prussia,
and Austria proceeded to the spohation of Poland, the Poles, in their declaration against
this inicjuitona measure, said :

'* And lastly, full of confidence in the justice of the
Ahaighty, we lay our rights at the foot of His eternal throne, and put our cause into the
hands of the King of kings, the Supreme Judge of nations ; aud, in the full assurance
of His succor, we protest solemnly and hefore the whole universe, against every step
taken, or to be t^en toward the dismemberment of Poland " (art. ** Poland and the
Poles," Galaxy, voL 18, 1874, p. 40). This nation which was the least persecuting, the
most tolerant, falls underneath the intolerant and .highly professing Christian. Now
vhlle Poland itself, as its history too plainly attests, was but nominally Christian (and
consequently in view of its character could not expect the divine blessing to answer a
pny^ so amfdaiUy expressed), and was dismembered by nominal Christian nations, yet
God does not entirely disregard such a prayer and appe^. Those nations have suffered,
and will yet more bitterly suffer, on account of their sins.

Obs, 5. It is a fact, as various able writers on the laws of the Theocracy
have shown, that the nearer governments adopt, and carry out, the great
principles underlying the Theocracy, the purer and more elevated is the
civil polity, and the greater strength, security and happiness is imparted to

all classes, rulers and ruled. The reverse of this holds true as exemplified
ia the history of nations ; for the greater the departure from those princi-

ple?, the more oppressive and ruinous has been the result. But while this

M so, the reader will not fail to notice that a mistake—serious—is made by
supposing, that the Theocracy is merely given as a pattern—an enuncia-
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tion of principles—^for other goTemments to follow because it is to be super

eeded by others, instead of its being, as the Bible plainly predicts, for

;

time held in abeyance, owing to depravity, until the proper material i

gathered out for its overwhelming inauguration.

Hence able vriiers (as Wines, MiohaeliSf Qraves, Lowman, Jahn, and others), vhi]

justly noticing the political features of tlie Theocracy, and showing how worthy <

adoption by the nations are its fundamental principles, either overlook, or are in i*gn(

ranee of this divine intention ; and besides they do not realize the simple fact that iht

which gave vitality and force to a Theocracy (viz., OocCs peraonaUy acting as the Kuler

the naiion) is Lacking in all other governments, and, therefore, no other can possibly hoi

to be substituted in its place. Again, men of the highest eminence assume the perp
tuity of earthly governments from the fact that man is so constituted by God that 1

must, in view of his adaptedness, live under some form of government—that socie

cannot properly exist without it—that it commends itelf as a positive necessity, et

Now while it is true that civil government is required, yet the pezpetuity of the same
the way advocated does notfoOow, On the other hand, tlie Bible distinctly teaches, th

until Ood claims, by an actual re-establishment of His Theocracy, the Sovereignty

tho world, these civil governments must, even if under beastial influence, exist in ord

to meet the requirements and necessities of man. God ordains their existence as

necessity springing from man's constitution, but only until the Theocracy is revealc

Then the highest possible form of civil (united with the religious) government shall

substituied for the present forms. Civil government is not set aside (for this is forbidd
by the nature of man, the demands of social position, the continued aptitude and nee
sity for government, the analogy drawn from God's working, nature, uses of govemmc
etc.), but it is set fortli in its God-given and God-enforixdfonn, abrogating the mere hum
form. The fact that civil government, as now constituted, is the result of the Bivi
Will, and that obedience is inculcated as a duty, etc., does not necessitate its perpetui
All depends on the Divine Will, and we must form our conclusions respecting the futi

in accordance toUh the dedaraiions o/ thai WUl. It has never, in any place, asserted 1

perpetuity of earthly governments, but the exact reverse. That Will, and its coDt€
plated expressed determination, is the foundation of the Coming Theocracy, and C

Will shall be made manifest in the Theocratic person and rule of Jesus " the Chris
This effectually settles the q^uestion of perpetuity and the predictions based upon it.

To indicate how others express themselves on the subjects embraced in this and
previous Prop., a few illnstrations are in place. Fausset (Oom., Dan. 7) remar
** Daniel sees the world kingdoms in their essence as of an animal nature lower than
human, being estranged from God ; and that only in the Kingdom of God (* the Soi
Man,* the representative Man) is the true dignity of man realized." " Nebuchadnezzi
colossal image represents mankind in his own strei^th, but only the outward in

Daniel sees man spiritually degraded to the beast leveX led by blind impulses, throi
his alienation from Gk>d. It is only from above that the perfect Son of Man comes, <

in His Kingdom man attains his true destiny. Cf. Ps. 8 with Gen. 1 : 26-28. Humai
is impossible without divinity ; it sinks to beastiality (Ps, 32 : 9, and 49 : 20, and
22). Obstinate heathen nations are compared to ' bulls ' (Ps. 68 : 30) ; Egypt, to
dragon in the Nile (laa. 27 : 1, and 61 : 9 ; Ezek. 29 : 3). The animal with all its snga
looks always to the ground, without consciousness of relation to God. What elev
man is communion with God, in wilUng subjection to Him. The moment he trie
exalt himself to independence of God, like Nebuchadnezzar (ch. 4 : 30), he sinks to
beast's level." Lange's Com., Dan. 7, Doc. 6, remarks :

" The ideal and fundame
thought of the prophecy, wMch substantially coincides with that of the image of
monarchies in chap. 2, and may be expressed by the statement, * that all the kingd
of the earth must be put to shame ' (Bev. 11 : 15 ; 12 : 10) before the Kingdom of
everlasting God and of His Anointed, must evidently be made prominent" (without ex
ing largely into "the details of its realization in the history of the world "). The g
gives the TQbingen Bible as declaring : " In His eternal decree God has fixed a lim
every kingdom ; beyond this it cannot go, and the Divine Providence exerts a Bp<
agency to this end." '* How uncertain is tlie glory and majesty of the kingdoms of ea
Even when they have attained to the highest prosperity they must yet be humbled,
and pass away, like every other earthly good and honor. The Kingdom of Heaven a.

is immutable, and forms the hope of every Believer, Ps. 145 : 13.*' Such express
drawn from the writings of Auberlen {On Daniel), Newton {Diss, on JVqpA.), and n
others might be presented.
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Proposition 166. TTie rudimentary reorganization of this

Kingdom will be made at ML Sinai,

The oTganization of the Theocracy was affected before the Jewish
nation entered Palestine, The apxwintment of officials, the giving

of laws, the commandments to destroy the enemies oi God, etc.,

were issued at Mt. Sinai. It is eminently suitable that the reor-

ganizatUm of the same should be effected in the saToe place. The
reasons will be adduced in the following observations.

This is one of the Pxopositiona, which, if torn from its connection, can be injturionaly

employed against aa. Thn writer felt the force of Prov. 12 : 23 '* a prudent man con-

OMiath knowledge," but in view of the importance of the anbject, its instmciiveness
e^Mdallj pertaining to the interval, and the enoonragementB to inatmct, etc., he felt

pennaded that in this case, FroT. 13 : 16," every pradentman dealeth with knowledge,"
lal Pror. 16 : 2, ** the tongne of the wise nseth knowledge aright," insured its presenta-

tion to be acceptable to the class whose good-will we ought to esteem. We only now say
tint this Prop, serves to clear up some—otherwise—difScult passages. Thus e.g. it

Umvs li^t on the question where Jesus and the saints are during the interval ; on the
fict that during the interval Jesus is spoken of as being present on the earth ; on the
Midsg up and existence of thrones (Bev. 20 : 4) indicative of a formative Kingdom ; on
tke stages of the same Advent ; on the object of the first res. and translation ; on the
Xingdom not coming with observation, being concealed and sudden ; on the hatred and
intentions of the Antichrist ; on the march of the Christ and His saints ; on the sabse-
qaa&t war and its results ; and on various Mill, predictions.

Obs. 1. Taking it for granted that the Theocracy will be again reorgan-
ized in its Theocratic-David Ic form, bo that God in the person of Darid's
descendant (inseparably connected) again condescends to dwell toith the
Jewish nation, and act in the capacity of an earthly ruler, we may suggest,

that if such is the divine order, no place on eartn could be selected mor^
nitable or better adapted for such an arrangement than M. SiTiai^ and its

idjoining territory. It is a place so isolated, separated from other coun-
tries, that such a work undertaken would, for a time, at least, attract but
little attention among other nations. It lies at the same time contiguous
to the inheritance of David^s Son, which at the time will be sorely pressed
hj the Antichrist with its confederated power. The Holy Land occupied,
aa it then will be, by the forces of enemies, and all other lands having their

kingdoms or civil power in full sway, forbids in them a peaceful, previous
maogement as indicated ; and hence this locality, surrounded by its sandy
deserts, under no special civil jurisdiction, occupied only by wandering
tribes, is well adapted to secure, as it once did before, uninterruptedfacil-
itiei for a preliminary national organization. Besides this, it is a place
already highly distinguished, having enjoved the presence of God, and
having witnessed the entrance of God and people into the desirable Theo-
craiic relationship, being honored by the camp of the elect nation, and the
manifestations of the Kmg, made memorable bj the giving of the law, and
expreadj pronounced, in view of its associations, to be ** ?wly,*^ In all
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respects, therefore, considering that the nations will then be hostile to t

Saviour (in fact arrayed against Him), it is of all places the one most su
able to be used for such a purpose. The question is, do the Scriptures gi

us sufficient intimations to believe the Proposition ? We shall present i

reasons'for holding to such a belief, premising (1) that they are not near
80 indistinctive as predictions relating to the First Advent ; and (2) that,

mistaken in this particular, it cannot affect our main l^ing ar^mei
which is independent of the discussion of minor points relating to the ord

or introduction of the Kingdom, upon which differences of opinion a

reasonably to be anticipated.

The critical student wi]l obflerre (whAt Mode on the one hand, and Brown on t

other, insist on) that Dan. 2 : 44 particularly declares that " in the days of these kii

shall the Qod of heaven set np a kingdom." That is, previ&tu to the final ending of t

Roman Empire, of Oentile domination, of the horns that arise, this kingdom will

already commenced, organized. These writers, Bengel. and many others, declare tl

the position assigned to the time of setting up the Messianic Kingdom must be maintain
in order to meet the conditions annexed. This Sinaitic view meets them fully, and
the only place, and under the only oiroumstances possible, in view of the ooiidicts

Idumea and Palestine. It harmonizes all the predictions, and presents us with an et

Hcr^turcd sohUUrn of what otherwise would be full of difficulties.

Ohs. 2. In considering this subject, some preliminary matters must
duly regarded, viz. (1) That the most prominent students of prophecy a

now agreed that the Second Advent, to be appreciated, must be compi
hended in its several phases, being at first secret, hidden to carry o

certain purposes, and finally open, revealed. The reasons for this bel

are given under Prop. 130. (2) That the First Advent, embracing with

itself about thirty-tnree years, teaches us not to limit the acts of Jesus

the Second within a brief' period of time ; and that His preparatory priyj

life of about thirty years before His open manifestation to the natic

slionld lead us not to circumscribe His Second Advent to an immedii
open Revelation, unless a comparison of Scripture makes it absolut<

necessary. (3) That if it be admitted that the establishment of the The<

racy at Mt. Sinai was a pattern of something that should follow in t

future (which nearly all writers confess however much they may difiFer

the ultimate fulfilment), then an open door is at once presented for t

introduction of our Proposition. (4) That the passages bearing on t"

subject are to be considered in their general scope, in their connection w:

context and analogy, and shall involve no contradiction of Scripture.

The student will also observe the following : (1) that dispensations may, as the Jew
and Gospel overlap each other for some years ; (2) that this Theocratic Kingdom is

organized before the times of the Gentiles are ended
; (3) the breaking and consum

process upon which the Kingdom immediately enters, is expressive of a pnvioua orgs

zation—for it is evidently an intelligent organized force that is set in motion agoi

the kings of the earth and their armies ; (4) Rev. 10 : 7 implies, in view of finishing

mystery of God (which appertains to the Kingdom^ that to the believing there will

such a manifestation, that b^ore the epoch is concluded this will be done ; (5) the Com
of the Son of Man in His Kingdom (implying a previous organization) is to be dist

guished from His thief-like Coming.

Obs. 3. The Bible seems to declare that Jesus, the Messiah, at I

Second Advent, will especially exhibit two acta or phases in this Comii

and between these two, He and His saints will pasH the interveningpep

at Mt. Sinai, That he comes ** as a thief " for the removal of the sail
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is clearly taaglit, and that He also openly comes loith these saints on the

ift of OHtcs (Zech, 14 : 4) is unmistakably announced. But He and His
saints are also represented as being at ML Sinai, A comparison of Script-

ure shows, that when the saints are removed bj the power of resurrection

and translation, they do not remain in ** the air^^^ but are conveyed to MU
Sinaiy where, as at the establishment of the Theocracy, positions are

assigned, fJie kingship and priesthood inaugurated^ the instructions given

preparatory to the ushering in of " the dispensation of the fulness of times."

After all the preparations are completed, and the time has come for '' the

tmnifestation of the sons of God,^^ the deliverance of the Jewish nation,

the destruction of Antichrist, this associated body of Rulers with the King
of kings at their head (Rev. 19) present themselves to the confusion of all

enemies, and to the joy of the ancient elect nation. Let the reader ponder
the 68th Psalm, and its referonc(»s to Mt. Sinai. This Psalm, allowing its

prophetic character, was never fulfilled^ as is generally supposed, at the

iippearing of God in the wilderness at the institution of the Theocracy.
The reasons are the following : (1) the description is too exalted to meet
the facts as they transpired in the wilderness, in the march to Canaan, and
in obtaining possession of the land. The comparative feebleness and re-

peated transgressions of the nation ; their inability, owing to sin, to extend
their power as here predicted ; the continued existence of their enemies

;

their final subjection to other nations, etc.—all this is opposed to the
spirit of the Psalm. (2) The Psalm is Messianic, and relates not to the
post but to thefuture. This is proven by the direct reference and applica-

tion of a portion of the Psalm to Christ. This is done by Paul in Eph.
4 : D, where he applies it as significant of results produced by the resurrec-

tion and ascension of Jesus, The Spirit thus gives us a iey to its inter-

pretation. (3) Its reference to the future is evinced by its allusion to the

resurrection (v. 20) ; the great slaughter and complete overthrow of all

enemies (v. 1^, 14, 21-23, 30) ; the restoration of the Jewish nation (see

T. 22 and notice force of ''again") although oppressed by a multitude
("sea") ; the restoration of Theocratic rule (v. 24-35) ; the kings of the

earth bringing presents, and the extended, world-wide dominion exerted
(t. 21>-n35). On the other hand, what is here delineated to occur corre-

fpondsfuUy and accurately in everj respect with the predictions pertaining
to the ushering in of the Millennial age or Christ's Kingdom. Then, we
know, the enemies will indeed be removed as here described ; then the exalta-

tion, the purity, beauty, rejoicing, safety, and power of the righteous will be
vitnessed as here portrayed ; then the dwelling of God with man, the exer-

tion of supernatural power, the power of delivering from death, the
restoration of the people, the universal dominion, the re-organization of

the nation under rulers, kings coming to present their allegiance and wor-
ship at Jerusalem, nations submitting themselves, the praise and glory
manifested

—

all this, as here predicted, will come to pass. Hence seeing
that the general tenor of the Psalm does not suit the history of the past, in
the non-fulftlmont of large portions of it, but faithfully describes the
fatare, it is not an arbitraiy act to interpret verses 8 and 17 as also

rtalized in the future, and this the more readily because this Advent
a^rds with what is ascribed to Christ at His Second Coming. Let the
mighty King come as predicted in other places, and there is nothing in

tb^ rerses, unless it be the locality designated, which differs from the

others. Bat why object to the specified locality ? Can a reason be a^*
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signed for the rejection of it in each a connection ? No, we are content t

receive it aa it reads, believing tbat as Sinai at the inaaguration of th

Theocracy witnessed the presmce of the Theocratic King, so when God
Son comes to restore the Theocratic rule '' even Sinai itself is moved t

the presence of Ood, the Qod of IsraeV* (v. 8.)» and in view of Hia su;

Tonndings it can be said (v. 17) '* the chariots of Ood are tfoenty thousan

{myriads) even thousands of angels (even manif thousands or thousands \

heavenly powers); the Lord is among them as %n" (or simply, " in" or **
j

Sinai among the holy mountains,*^ as rendered by Lederer) *' Sinai in tl

holy place,'' \ Accepting of the Psalm as a prophetic announcement of tl

future, it is impossible, without violence, to rid ourselves of the persuasio

that at the future Advent the Messiah will appear not only on the Mt. <

Olives, but antecedently on Mt, Sinai, where evidently the gatherii

together occurs, with which gathered body Christ is afterward accompaniei
In all this, there is eminent propriety, if we but consider that this Theocrat
kingdom is to be restored and manifested through the Seed of David, ai

hence in its relations to humanity and to the Jewish race, necessari

requires an outward exhibition of its earthly reinauguration. There
also a peculiarJitness in the choice of place wnere this is done, inasmuc
aa Sinai itself IS identi^ed with the organization pertaining to Theocrat
mlership.*

* Beineke, Froph. Tlmss, Not., 1864, p. 163, renden " The honemen of God are t
oompaniee of myriade, thooaandB of changed onea ; the Lotd in them Sinai in holiness

or " The horsemen of God are two companies of thousands of myriads ; the Lord
them Binai in holiness." Hahbi Greenabaum renders the verses :

*' The earth quak<
^Bo the heaven dropped at the presence of God ; yea this Sinai, at the presence of Gc
the God of Israel." ** The chariots of God are two myriads ; thousands of angels foil'

>iim
; the Lord is among them, so is Sinai holy among mountains." Lange*s Cbm., £xi

has '* Yon Sinai before the face of Elohim, the God of Israel,'* and " The Chariots of G
are myriads, thousands and again thousands, the Lord among them, a Sinai in sanctitj

* Sinai was even esteemed holy before the giving of the law (Stanley's 8mai c

Palestiru, p. 48, Josephus. Ant,, 3, v. 1), and the only reason that can be satisfoctoi

assigned is that pertaining to its foreknown Theocratic usage, making it a special favoi

of God's. What a distinguished place Mt. Sinai will be in the future ages t The ph
of Good's marriage (so according to Oriental usage, the inauguration of a Buler), with 1

Jewish nation ; the place where Jesus* marriage takes place before the bridal proctjss:

proceeds to Jerusalem. God in view of this, may, as we anticipate, adorn the wildem
and make it a place of resort. We rajinot help but feel that Elijah will again, under
di£Ferent circumstances, visit this place. This prophet visited Horeb (Smith*a Bib, 1

makes Sinai and Horeb—tbe latter standing in the shadow of the former—to be ui

interchangeably as e.g. Beut. 1 : 2, 6, 19. and 4 : 10, 16, and 9 : 8, and 29 : 1, 1 Kii

8 : 9, and 19 : 8, and 2 Chron. 6 : 10 ; Iflal. 4 : 4) when persecuted (1 Kings 19), and
" the mount of God " found special nearness to God, and realized that, amid the gen<
defection, Qod had reserved for Himself a people. How changed the relations, and w
a glorious reservation he will there meet ! If faithful our glad eyes will behold the sai

and our glad hearts will associate with those '* myriads."

Ohs. 4. If this deduction were founded simply on one passage it mi|
suggest doubt, but we find it sustained in other places. Thus take De
33 : 1-2, which embraces the blessings pronounced on the several trib

and which from other predictions we know shall only be fully realized

the restoration of the nation at the Second Comirig of its King. N
these blessings are introduced by a description which, however applicR

in some particulars to the giving of the law, was never verified in the pi

For we read :
* * The Lord came from Sinai and rose up from Sier u

them. He shinedforth from Mt, Faran, and He came with ten thousandi
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saints; from His right hand went afiery law to them/* etc.* Such a Com-
ing wita myriads of saints is only predicated of the still fntnre Advent
We have no account of any other, and this correspondence with what will

occur at the predicted ^ond Advent of Jesus (when myriads of saints

are with Him) is indicative of its intended application. In Hah. 3 : 3 we
hare another allusion. Intending to refer to the chapter at length in
another place, it is sufficient to say that the opinion so generally held that
it refers to the past manifestation of God at Mt Sinai and in the wilder*

ness, is utterly untenable. Aside from various considerations, the simple
fact that the prophet himself locates it in the future and prays (v. 16) that
he may find deliverance when it takes place, is ample to remove the pre-
T&iliDg interpretation. It most certainly—if we preserve its unity and com-
pare with other Scripture—pertains to the future Advent Tne prophet
tells us ** God camefrom Teman (or the South) and the Holy Onefrom Mt,
Faran/' at a time when an overthrow of enemies and a deliverance is

experienced on a scale so great that the past sinks into insignificance hefore
it Even Judges 5 : 4, 6, may in the mind of the Spirit he far-reaching ;

and manjr pr^ictions respecting '' the wilderness'' may have a deeper,

more significant meaning than is usually attached to them. Let there bd
such a restoration of Theocratic rule inaugurated at Mt. Sinai, and it

imparts new force to Isa. 35 : 1 '' Md wilderness and the solitary place sJmII

beglad for them and the desert shall rejoice,^* etc., or to Isa. 32 : 15, 16
** the wilderness (shall) be a fruitfulfield,* ^ " then judgment shall dwell in
the wildernessJ* or to Isa. 35 : 6 **/or in the wilderness shall waters (i.e.

people) break out and streams in the desert,** In view of the apportionment
of the stations, etc., in the Kingdom at such a time and place, it may even
be quetftioned whether the planting in the wilderness of those several trees

mentioned by Isa. 41 : 19, 20 is not to be interpreted of the assignments of

rank, etc., in this Theocracy, seeing that the S{iirit likens in other places

the saints to " Trees of righteousness, the planting of the Lord** (Isa. 61 :

3}. and men and rulers are thus designated. The specific mention of

rejoicing, shouting, singing, etc., in the wilderness at some period still

future is seen, if this idea is accepted, to be highly appropriate, and what
nnder the circumstances is to be anticipated. Surely " the grace in the

tcildemess,** Jer. 31 : 2, which is yet, as the prophecy indicates, to be
realised by the Jewish nation in an unexampled restoration ; the pleading
JD the wilderness, Ezek. 20 : 35-36) still future with that people ; the

speaking comfortably to His people in the wilderness, Hos. 2 : 14—this,

with similar intimations, should teach us that the wilderness, just as in the

be^nning, is an important feature strikingly associated with the re-estab-

lishment of the Theocracy."

1 Lederer, The laratHte Indetd, Deo., 1863, p. 141, nndeTa it :
" JehoTHh is oorning from

SinMi, RDd rises unto them from Seir ; He beams from Mt. Paran, and comesToat'^ from
the myiuds of aaintB, from His right hand (the) fire statue nnto them," etc. This ** fiery

Iftir" or ** fire statue** is also, as every one can see, a distingtiishing oharacteristio of the
Sec. Adreni with the saints, being expressive of " judgments."

^ Hos. 2 : 14 deserves special attention, and thu connection evidently shows the time
of folfifanent to be in the futuro. If the student observes two things he cannot fail to
catch its spirit. (1) The elect now gathered being engrafted, and thns become identified

vith the true Israel, are inseparable with this period of blessing ; (2) the time of this

mftxriage, Pre-Millennial, as noticed Props. 118, 169, etc. Pb.74 : 14 will be impressively

reshzed : " Thou breakest the heads of leviathan in pieces, and gavest him to be meat to

the people inhabiting (sojourning in) the wilderness.
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Obs, 5. Ifia. 63 : 1-6 cannot possibly, without the grossest inconsisteucy,

be applied to the First Advent of Jesus. For, aside from other reasons, it

is not true that He then came in anger, fury and yengeanco, and shed the

blood of His enemies, until His own garments were stained, seeiug that

His mission was one of lore, mercy and submission to death. But at Hie

Second Advent numerous passages expressly mention wrath, vengeauoe on

enemies, and a fearful slaughter and supper. It is therefore a descriptioi

only applicable to the Second Advent, as the early Church taught (&e<

Prop. 121)*. But the prophet in vision sees Him Coming from the direc

tion of Mt. Sinai, asking :
'* Who is this that co)nethfrom Edom, with dyet

gai^ments from Bozrah ?" Indeed, when we come to compare Scriptur

with Scripture, we have the route taken by the mighty King/row Mi
Sinai until He arrives at Jerusalem clearly pointed, out. Prophecy die

tinctly mentions Mt Sinai, Paran, the Wilderness, Mt. Seir, Edom, Tema
or the South, Bozrah, giving us a direct route from Sinai northward t

Palestine. This does not occur by chance, but is descriptive of what sha

truly take place. Having the Mignty One with His Saints manifested t

Sinai, and also bv way of the wilderness of Paran on through Idumea,
seems to us faithless not to accept of these things. Especially when ti

find an under-current of prophecy, which serves to bring them out in moi
distinctive proportions." Thus, e.g. in " /A« new thing'* (Isa. 43 : 18-21

which God is to perform, He ** will even make a way in the wiltiernes

rivers (notice its figurative meaning) in the desert,* I give waters in t>

wilderness and rivers in the deserts, to give drink to my people, my chose

This peopU have I formedfor myself ; they sJtall show forth my praise,

Here we have intimated under impressive figures the blessmgs that will resi

from a re-formation of Theocratic rule out of a people expressly raised i

(and gathered) for this purpose, and this is done in the loilderness, i

very place where the T/ieocracy was originally instituted. If Ruch a restoi

tion as the Proposition states is really contemplated and intended, con
the language of the prophet be more expressive of the fact? The sain
that body of '^ peculiar people** and engrafted, thus constituting the '* hi

nation'* (and thus forming *' a river, etc., in the figui-ative language
Scripture), gathered to Mt. Sinai, and associated with Christ in the f
mative reorganization of the fallen Theocracy, would fulfil in the ni
impressive manner such predictions. Then again, if we turn to Isa. 4

3, it is extremely doubtful whether we have more than a mere typical I

filment in John's mission. And, when the prediction is carefully studied
the li^ht of other predictions, the doubt resolves itself into a certainty t

this also (whatever inchoate fulfilment there may be) refers to this period
time. Let the reader notice (1) that this crv in the wilderness, etc. , is la]

as commentators, Barnes, etc., inform us from the approach of a mig
Conqueror, and is expressive of irresistible power and a triumphant mar^
(2) that the preparations are* suitably completed, and ** the glory of
Lord shall be revealed " so that ** all flesh shall see it ;" (3) that before
march of Jehovah, all flesh being as grass, opposition snail be overcoi
U) and the results of this triumphal appearance in deliverance and r
To say that all this was strictly fulfilled at the First Advent, having be:

us the rejection of John, and Jesus, in the triumph of enemiea, and
such experience of deliverance of the nation, etc., as delineated, is

tainly a lowering and altering of the prophecy. On the other hand,
offer of the Kingdom at the First Advent necessitated a typical repreae
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tion of this act in the wilderness (and hence applied to John), bat owing
to the foreknown unbelief and sinfulness of the nation both the Kingdom

!

and the real preparatory acts here predicted were postponed. Jesus did not '

exhibit Himself as the King ; His glory was concealed under humilia-

tion ; ike time had not yet arrived for sucn a triumphal passage ; He Him-
self locating it in the future at His Sec. Coming. Admit such a re-estab-

lishment of the Theocracy at Mt. Sinai in the wilderness—consider the

route from there through the wilderness to Judea, and then the prophecy
shines forth with a clearness and riridness that is startling. '* The Voice of
him that crieth in the wilderness* Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make
straight in the desert a highway for our Ood*'—tbe completeness of the

E
reparation, the majestic march revealing the glory of the Lord, the help-

ssnesa of His enemies contrasted with His power, tbe reward bestowed,

the blessed rule and safety experienced ; ail evince such an exalted con-

dition of manifested Kingly authority, etc., and connected with, as a start-

ing pointy the wilderness, that it is only to be fulfilled in the future. At
least such a fulfilment accords with the glory of the Lord, and His work as

connected with the Second Advent, and we can see no valid reason to

reject its indentification, in some way, with the wilderness, as the place

from whence this King of kings comes, and before whom ** a highway,"
like that of a mighty conqueror, shall be opened. Such passages include

the idea, that the authoritative manifestation of Theocratic rule is exhibited,

before it issues forth from the desert. It is a form readyfor action before

it emerges from the wilderness. Considering the formation of the Theoc-
racy with its added hosts of kings and priests in so isolated a place, seclud-

ed from the observation of the nations, and its sudden and overwhelming
appearance, it may be a question whether Christ had not this initiatory

stage in view when He told the Pharisees, " the Kingdom of Ood cameth
not with observation,'* seeing that it is not only divinely instituted, but
this is done in a secluded manner and place, so that when it appears it is

already so organized as to be irresistible, etc.
*

* The reader will find infonnation in Lange's Com. Isa. oli. 63, shoving that Calvin.
Mnacnlna, Schnltetus, and others, rejected the idea of its application to the piission of
Jesus, and Vitringa expressly says :

** the hero is not set forth as suffering but as acting,

not as sprinkled with His own blood bat with the blood of enemits^ not as satisfying the
jnstioe of Qod/orsins bat as execating the justice of God in punishing enemies," Ziethe
is quoted as saying :

** Our text (Isa. 63 : 1-6) bids us (1) To look on the Man of Sorrows,
who redeemed us ; (2) To contemplate in faith the great work which He has accom-
plished for OS ; (3) For this to render to Him the thank-offering which we owe Him"

—

upon which the American editor (Ber. Moore) justly observes :
** It is strange that an

eminent modem preaoher should so misrepresent the teaching of this passage. If we wish
to lead men to contemplate Christ as tho Man of Sorrows, by whose blood we are
redeemed, we should choose a passage of Scripture that exhibits Him in this character.

But it is either culpable ignorance, or something worse, to affirm that the Scripture
before us contains the lessons set forth in the above mentioned heads of a sermon.'*
Many, alas deserve this rebuke and even Bh. Hobart {Works, vol. 3. p. 298), has a
SMmon arbitrarily applying it to the sacrifice on the cross. Steir is of the opinion that
tbe one who is seen as coming is Christ, " coming from the fulfilment of what is related
Bev. 14 : 20. and 19 : 18, 21." " The destruction of Antichrist is regarded by Delitzsch
imply as the New Test, counterpart to this piece." And Weber is thus quoted :

'^ The
prophecy which ia here directed against Edom is to be regarded as a prophecy of the
judgment which will befall the antichriatian, persecuting world in the last days. On
this account the Seer of the New Test., John, has described the Lord as coming to judge
the worid after the model of Isa. 63 (Bev. 19)." The Amer. editor says :

" Messiah is

&e conqueror of Edom as Balaam of old predicted (Numb. 24 : 17, 18). Not till He
raises up ihefaUen tahemade cf David, is possession in Uie highest sense taken of Edom
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and of all the heathen (Amos 9 : 11,' 13). As -wa undentand the Lord's irork of destrnc
tion depicted in Fa. 110 : 5, 6, bo moat we undentand the judgment on Edom hex
desoribed/ ' We only add, that nearly all expoHitoza not knowing what else to do wit
the names '*Edom** and " Bosrah" have regarded them as mystical or figurative tern
expresaive of enemies, but this view gives a deeper signiflcance to them—^jost aa th

names relating to the First Advent. Hannah's prayer will be verifled (1 Sam. 2), an
the nations (Zeph. 3 : 8, etc.), be crashed under the long predicted (Deut 32 : 41-4^

Tengeanoe. If the reader turn to Props. 115 and 163, he will And by conneetlng the san
with this one, additions! reasons for our position.

* The student will observe that the place where the First Advent occurred is bi
indirectly given, and that all other scoounts of the same imply the coming first to Bet!
lehem. So in the Sec. Advent, when the locality is once stated that is amply sui&cien
and all other predictions imply it. This at onoe opens a wide field for reference whic
can only be indicated. Thus e.g. take Isa. 63 : 1-6, and notice in connection the vei

geance, the Bedemption, etc. This compared with numerous parallel passages presen
us additional points of identification. Such a comparison having been institute und<
various Propositions, it is not requisite to repeat. Several passages not before specifiei

may briefiy be suggested : Isa. 42 : 11, is remarkable, as the context indicates that *' ne
things" are to be perfonued, introducing Millennial blessedness and glory, worthy of

*'

new song.*' This is done in the manner we have advocated : **The Lord shall go for
as a mighty man. He shall stir up jealousy like a man of war. He shall cry, yea war ; I

shall prevail against His enemies," etc. ^see context). But notice verse 11. and i

manifest sllusions (as Bh. Lowth, and otnera), to the desert of Arabia Deserta, to tl

rocky oountzy of Arabia Petrsea, etc., and surely the careful student of the Word mn
be impressed that some deep reason underlies such references. What other reason
applicable as the one advocated by us ? For aught we know, such references as Zee
9 : 14, going ** with whirlwinds of the South ;" as Fs. 126 :4, ** as streams in the South
and similar phraseology, may contain allusions which a fulfilment will render expressi

in this direction. ' The student will not overlook Isa. 9 : 1 (Delitzsch's rendering). It

69 : 16-20 (comp Lowth and the Ghaldee).
' Delitzsch's rendering is impressive :

'* Behold I work out a new thing : will ye n
live to Ree it" (resurrection) ? " Yea, I make a road through the desert," eto.

* Lowth and Koyes separate the clause as follows : A voice crieth, ** In ihe voilderru

prepare ye ihe way (^Jehovah," and Barnes loci declares " the parallelism seems to requi

the translation proposed by Lowth." This, if correct, would add to its significancy. I

DelitZBch :
*' Hark a crier ! In Vu wUdemess prepare ye a way for Jehovah, make smoc

in the desert a road for our God,"
' An additional reason is found in Prop. 163 on the meaning of " Armageddon** (whi

see), and to this idea of ** the Assembling" or 'Hhe Gttthering" many passages refer,

e.g. Ps. 110 : 3 (Barker*s Bible, London 1816. renders^, ** Thy people shall come willing

at the time qf the aasembling thine army in hoiy beauty,* eto. Ps. 46 according to the ti

refers to "the hidden ones or virgins,'* and is highly expressive of this period (comp. I
26 : 20, 21 ; Jer. 2:3; Luke 21 : 36, etc.). Even the ** fleeing to the mountain** of ]

11 : 1, if we are to receive some renderings, may refer to this withdrawal. The paasaf
which speak of the removal and hiding of God*s people just before the last great tribu

tion breaks forth might be used as illustrative of this period. Hare, indeed, they woi
be in safety and honor. The world will be more or less unconscious of this gatherii

the days of Noah repeating themselves, and persistent unbelief in such a preparati

existing until too late. 'The secrecy of all this, is plainly implied, even in the meeting
the Bridegroom and those that were ready, which no one of the world will witne
Those taken to Mt. Sinai are pre-eminently favored, and as then " the door will be ahx

it will be too late for others to be added to the special blessed number. These are **
1

flrstfruits" of the harvest—specially belonging to the Lord—the harvest itself—" i

great multitude' '—follows later in the divine order. Various passages relating to t

subject are worthy of consideration, such as Isa. 16 : 1-5 ; Isa. ohs. 34, 35, 13, etc. Wh
these things are realized, men will be amazed to find hovo largehf and minutely, all this 1

been described in the Word, and yet how little it has been noticed and appreciated, j

as the things relating to the First Advent were overlooked.

There is only one diffionlty, suggested by a friend (Dr. Morehead\ via,, that in B
19 at the open Advent of Jesus and His saints it is represented that '* heaven opene
and " the armies in heaven followed Him,** so that He and the saints literally come £r

the third heaven and not from Sinai, etc. But this is simply to overlook the aymboli
meaning of the word '* heaven** as used in Bevelation. If we are to give H this meani
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than e^g. ch. 13 : 7 there was literally ** wax in heaTen," oh. 4 : 1, 2, John vas literally in
h«aTen, eta Hence all commentators e.g. Bamea, Lange, etc., refer the expression to
Uia introdaction of a new Tiaion and its relation to the neayenly powers. Faber, etc.»

giTe Tu correct ideas of its reference, and, for anght we know, if reference is made to
the same heaven mentioned in ch. 6 : 13, it would be sustained if the symbolical import
ia accepted, and eren if the literal, without including the third heaven (for Jesus and
His saints can and will come transported in the aerial by sapematnial power). A con*
aiilent interpretation of the Word in accordance with its usage (see Prop. 107} in the book
will remove the objection ; and we are not to force the language, just as we do not that
which relates or pertains to the sword out of His mouth, etc. It is a symboUoal zepre-
entaiion of the authority, majesty, power, etc., of the Advent.

0&9. 6. This view instead of conflicting with the other predictions,

serves to illustrate and enforce them. Take, e.g. Ban. 7, and there Ib

sometliing remarkable in the structure of the prophecy, which on any
other hypothesis baffles interpretation. The investiture (Prop. 83) of the
Son of Man, David's Son, with the Kingdom, and the bestowment of

judgment or rulership upon the saints associated with Him, is done hy
the Ancisnt of Days, for the Kingdom is given by Him to the Son of Man
and His saints. But this is done here on the earth—^as the representation

in its entire scope demands—even while the Antichristian power^ so
arrogant and hostile, is iu existence and holds sway over the nations. A
difficulty at once presents itself, how could such an investiture which pre-

supposes an order of arrangements, etc., take place without exciting imme*
diate attention and attack from the enemy if conducted within hia terri-

tory and in a public manner. The prophecy implies on its face a perfectly

free unembarrassed, and even unexpected by the enemy, accomplishment of
preliminary arrangemetUs pertaining to the Kingdom. Admit that Sinai
and the wilderness is the locality where the Ancient of Days invests

David's Son and His own with Theocratic power, and bestows upon Him
and the saints the convenanted dominion, and the difficulty vanishes.

The prophet looks in vision at the horn, and then, looking away from
him, turns to gaze upon the prophetic picture presented at Mt. Sinai with-
out specifying the locality ; thus passing from one to the other without a
commingling of them. Although the investiture (i.e. the public official

recognition m the presence of holy intelligences) is on the earth, yet it is

effectually concealed fro'm the interference and annoyance of the power-
fal enemy which it is to destroy. Such an explanation, to say the least, is

more natural and reasonable—if the Theocracy is indeed to be restored
in David's Son—than that usually given, which, against the Coming of the
Ancient One and the evident description of scenes witnessed on earthy

makes this a transaction in the third heaven. When the Theocracy was
originally established, it was done amid the most solemn and glorious

manifestations, and Mt. Sinai was purposely selected for the same ; now
when the same Theocracy is to be reorganized in the most august manner
under the leadership of the King specially provided, is it not reasonable
that (instead of the third heaven or the air, etc.) it should be effected in

precisely the same place and with exhibitions of splendor and power far
moTB impressive than any hitherto given. ' Is it not also suitable that such
an arrangement when taking place on earth, should receive the most solemn
outward official sanction of the Most High Oodf*

* There is nothing whatever in the Scriptures which teaches directly or indirectly that
Jeans daring thia interval is in the third heaven. Wilson {PropK TimeSf N. S., Aug., 1877,

p. 183), correctly makes an extended period between the two stages, but misled by the
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withdrawal of the saints to th« air (or aariaJ), conolndes that Ghriat and Hia saints are
in the air during the forty years. But his view of an organized form of govemmeat being
established dnring this interval is eminently jnst :

** And so, when they shall come with
Christ at the end of the forty years they will be a completely organized body politic*

'

To apply the title ** Ancient of Days" to the Son is harsh and atterly untenable, although
many do this, not knowing how else to interpret it, although the prophecy distingnishes
,bdween the two, the one being the girer and the other the receiver. We cannot receive

the view that this investiture is a transaction in the third heaven, as held by TregeUea
and others, because the Ancient of Days Coming (v. 22) and the Coming of the Sun of Man
in the clouds of heaven (v. 13), cannot have a reference to the third heaven, but, as the
entire tenor of the prophecy demands, is a Coming to this earth where the judgment is to

be executed and the rule enforced. Hence we cannot receive Fausset's {Com, Dan. 7 :

13) that this Comiug and investiture was ** at His ascension," and this title is exercised
invisibly, but '*at His Second Coming it shall be invisible administration," for this
violates the unity of the prediction by the introduction of an interval utterly unauthor-
iaed, and is based on a misapprehension of the Kingdom that belongs to the Son of Man
€u DaviSa Son. This investiture is certainly not witnessed before the rise of the ten
horns, the little horn, etc., and before the time has arrived for judgment (upon which
the action of the Ancient of Days is founded). The only interpretation that we can
safely follow is the one that does not violate the natural order, relating to time and
events, g^ven in the prophecy. The Ancient of Days did, at one time, visit Mt. Sinai
when His Kingdom was instituted, and it is most reasonable, aside from the Bcriptore
intimations, to believe that when it will be gloriously reorganized with the Son ot Man
at its head, that He will again manifest HimseJf, as predicted, in the same place. We
doem it not a little significant that a number of highly interesting works (like Stanley's

£inat and Palestine) have recently been published calling special attention to Sinai.

Hence we reject Thomas's {Exp. ^ Dan. p. 16^ view that the Ancient of Days is equiv-
alent to the Coming of Jesus (see Prop. 83), and Smith's (Thoughts on />an., p. 71). idea
that the scene of investiture is in the third heaven. Whatever the right, exaltation, etc.,

of Jesus, we must keep in mind that this predicted, is a special inauguration scene
visibly exhibited to the saints at the restoration. (Wild. Ten Lost Tribes, p. 156. has the
vjildeai conception, when he makes the two witnesses of Bev. to be the Ancient of Days
and the Son of Man—tiie former being Moses and the latter Elijah 1)

* This subject may also throw light on such passives as 1 Thess. 6 : 1-5, ** But ye
brethren are not in darkness that that day should overtake you as a thief," etc. Consider
tha« this was addressed to Thessalonian brethren and indudes them. Now if they are
thus raised up, brought to Mt. Sinai, and made part of that reorganization, preliminary
to the terrible scenes following, and even with (Christ participate in them—will it not be
preeminently true that being the acknowledged " chOdren of the day** they cannot
Eossibly be **in darkness.** Again, the Passover is only partly fulfilled, the Lamb has
een slain, the eating of its fle& in faith has been going on for centuries (showing forth

His death until He come), but the Passover itself we are told by Jesus (Luke 22 : 16, 16),
is to be fulfilled in the Kingdom of God. In this Sinaitic arrangement, prepamtory to
" the day of vengeance," Jesus the mighty King will indeed be a refuge, etc., and no evil

will befall them. The reader can find for himself other references to this period of

deliverance from incoming judgments, all indicative of a visible manifestation and
ordering in behalf of the covenanted Theocratic Kingdom.

Obs, 7. Other intimation a are to be found, which, owing to their obscu-
rity, have greatly perplexed critica. Let the student carefully examine th e

structure of lea. 16 : 1-5, and it ia self-evident, however we may give i1

an inchoate fulfilment, or make it typical, that it has not yet been ful-

filled, seeing that in the immediate connection (v. 5) the throne is to b(

established, the Ruler is to sit upon it in the Kingdom of David, produc
ing righteousness by His reign, which has not yet been verified. Seisi

(Apoc,^ Sec. 10, p. 282, footnote) corrects our" version (which reads
" Send ye the Lamb to the Ruler of the land from Sela to the wildernees
unto the mount of the daughter of Zion") by giving, as the Vulgatp
Luther, and other translations, the following :

'* Send ye (or, I will Bend
the Lamb, the Ruler of the land, from Sela of the teildeniess unto tb<
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monnt of the daughter of Zion.'* The Chaldees makes it allude to '^ the
Messiah, the Anointed of Israel." This, with the hidiiig of certain ones,

the overthrow of the oppresaor, the establishment of the Kingdom of David
with tho Ruler (after He has come "J^rom Selaof the wilderness'' to Jeru-
salem) reigning in it makes it to coincide with the other Scripture adduced.
The Lamb is pat for Jesus Christ, and the Word fullj i^entiGes, in the
fotnre Coming of tho Lamb, in His wrath. His marnagc. His war. His
throne, etc (comp. Apoc.), this Lambhood with the Hulership that Ho
shall exert over ail the earth from the established throne and Kingdom of

David.

Attention is invited to a passage, npon whieh a variety of opinion bas been ex-
pressed , and which, perhaps, no one can confidently interpret, excepting 03 general
analogy sostains, viz., Isa., eh. 41, and the connected chapters. Who is this ** righteous
man from the East ?*

' Let any one look at the majesty, power, and glory declared of

him. at the nametons promises deschpttTe of the same applied directly to the Messiah
at His fntnre Coming, at the Spirit* a application of portions of the prediction expressly
to Christy and we are forced to the conclusion that the nsnal reference of this ** right-

eons man" to Abraham or to Gyms is utterly untenable—althonsh, as some do, we make
Abraham or Cyras merely typical of the Christ, having a double fulfilment, etc. The
trouble with interpreters is that they cannot explain how this

'
' righteous man," if Jesus.

comes ** from the East.*' But we have to bear in mind that the term ^' East" (see e.g.

Home's Introd., voL 2, p. 230, Encyo, R. iTnotoI., art. ** East," etc.) has a wide range, and
is applicable to Arabia Daserta, Idumea, etc., from whence Jesus comes, as we have
pointed out. Hence the applicability of these predictions to Jesus, as the ancients held
(e.g. Barnabas, Tertullian, Augustine, etc.). can be received in every particular. As the
approach of Jesus and His saints will follow the route of the Israelites, and hence the
coming to Jerusalem will be literally from the East, it is well to notice that Stanley {Sinai

and Paieaiint, p. 167) pronounces the approach from Jericho and Bethany to be *' really

g^and." It is the very route taken in the triumphal entry of the Gospels, and indica.

tive of this future triumphal entry. Stanley (p. 315) quotes Palmer as saying, ** From
the Castle of Bubad, north of the Jabkok, are distinctly visible Lebanon, the Sea of
Galilee, Esdraelon in its fullest extent, Carmel, the Mediterranean, and the whole range
of Judah and Ephraim. It is ihAfinui tn'eio that I ever saw in any part of the wCrld."
We may add, that this view may be used as confirmatory of Fausset's ( Chr. Herald, Aug.
14th« 1879), respecting the ** Kings from the East*' (Eev. 16) viz., to be '' Christ's trans-

figured saints returning from the East to reign as king priests with Him (Isa. 40 : 3 ;

Esek. 43 : a ; Zech. 14 : 4, 5 ; Bev. 1 : 6, and 19 : 8, 13, 14). Babylon must fall, that
Jerusalem, literal and spiritual, may rise. * The kings of the earth ' (Rev. 16 : 14) shall

be superseded by the Lord from heaven and * the kings of (from) the East ' with Him
(Esek. 21 : 27)."

Obs. 8. This removal to Mt, Sinai, and the nnion there consummated
of Theocratic relationship (likened owing to its intimate, enduring, and
permanent character, to a marriage), Batismctorily explains some allusions

to the future marriage, which many writers ignore or fail to conciliate.

Notice : In Matt. 25 : 1, the Bridegroom is Coming and tho invited ones
who are watching go with Him to the marriage, tne rest heing left ; in

Luke 12 : 36, the exhortation is to wait for the Lord ** when He will

return froni the wedding;'* in Eev. 19 a marriage ia announced preceding
this overthrow of Antichrist ; in Rev. 21, a marriage follows the removal
uf God's enemies. And how reconcile the exhortation to watch for the
Bridegroom Coming to the wedding and the warning to watch for Him Com-
ing/ram the wedding, and both these with Rev. ? If we keep in view how
(as explained. Props. 118 and 169), the figure of the marriage relation is

employed to denote a variety of unions, and then notice this Theocratic
nnion formed at Mt. Sinai previous to the open Advent of Jesus and His
saints, and previous (as was observed e.g. Prop. 130, and Obs, 4) to tho
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overthrow of the Antichristian powers^ we hare the key of an easy boIh-

tion. The one (Matt) refers to the thief-like Coming followed by the

union at Mt. Sinai ; the other (Luke) to the Coming of the Lord after

this union at Mt. Sinai (likened to a marriage) and speciallt addressed to

Jews and others ; the one (Be v. 19), refers to the union at Mt. Sinai, and
is the same explained under "the married wife" Prop. 118 ; the other
(Eev. 21) follows the overthrow of Antichrist, and is the union delineated
under Prop. 169. Thus several phases in the Sec. Advent; with respec-

tive unions entered into, are presented before us ; the reconcilation being
found complete in the order as presented to us.

The fact is, it helps vm to see. how a number of things, vhich must transpire before
the open Advent, can take place. Thus e.g. how and where the judgment of believers is

consnmmated. so that their respective stations in the Kingdom are assigned (Prop. 135).

It teaches us that that special preparedness for the direct establishment of the Kingdom
is of a snppmatnral nature, and done nnder the divine auspices at Mt. Binai, and benoo
we cannot possibly receive the suppositions e.g. of the Catholic Apostolic Church that it,

throngh the Apostolate established, is doing this work, or of Mormonism that it hj its

system, etc., is performing it. It evinces that Jesus, in more aspects than is generally
supposed, is a *' Prophet like uvto Moses.** It shows that in the great work specially

delegated to Moses, for which he was paiticolarly commissioned by the Almighty, vis.,

to erect and organize a Theocratic government, in this Jesus tcUl follow hisfootsteps, and
evidence the same work, only on a grander scale. The non.repentance of the Jewish
nation, its rejection of the Messiah, caused the postponement of this, the mighty work,
to the 8ec. Advent ; then will it be performed, and in the identical place, too, where Moses
stood forth the head of the nation. The supernaiuralt which necessarily accompanied the
setting up of a Theocracy (which unbelief rejects as unworthy of credence, alihough the
absence of it would vitiate the Theocratic idea), will again be manifested in the gathering
of the people ; in the august inauguration ; in the march to Pnlesline ; in the encounter
with the enemies of the Theocracy ; in the establishment at Jerusalem, and in the
advancement and progress of its power over the nations of the earth. The investiture
of the Sovereignty of the world is so magnificent a feature that it justly, in view of its

magnitude, design, the worthiness of the person invested, etc., demands a man^estaiion

cf U Itere on earth, and this it receives at Mt. Sinai, where again a scene will be enacted,
which will present an ovenohelmiTWf sense of the majesty, power, and glory of the Buier.
But in the reinanguration there will be this great difference, that while the saints will
undoubtedly be deeply aSected by the wonderful transactions going on—while pro-
foundly moved at the sublimity of the investiture, yet they will not be affected by^ fear,
as the Jewish nation, and pray that the glorious manifestations may cease, for prepared
by previous glorification for this service, and realizing their dearest Friend in the person
of the Buler, they have, as Paul says, ** boldness in ihe day of judgment /* for the scene
before them, and in which they participate, is not one of death, as the Jews apprehended,
but one of salvation, joy, blessedness, and glory. When the covenants aie so vividly
remembered and exalted by fulfilment, then such Psls. as the 98th will be verified.
Then will be fulfilled the saying of Cummings :

" The world's greatest tribulation is the
hour of the Christian's most magnificent deliverance.** When the year of the redeemed
and the day of vengeance both come, Jesus, the Theocratio Kinf^. will be glorified and
admired by His own (Isa. 63 comp. with 2 Thess. 1 : 5-9). The Theocracy is estab.
lished over ** a toiUing people,** who will exult and rejoice with fulness of joy in their
King and Bedeemer. Vengeance does not touch the saints ; and when Jesus appears
" a polished shaft hid in God's quiver'* (Isa. 49 : 2),

*' in whom God will be glorified "
when employed against His enemies, these saints themselves, by association of rulership
and Theocratic power conferred on this " mount of God," shall partidpate in its execu-
tion, Pa. 149 : 6-9 *, Bev. 2 : 26, 27, eto.
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Pbopositiok 167. The re^estahliahment of this Kingdom, em-
braces al&o the reception of a New Itevelation of the Divine

This necessarily resnlts, for while the Theocratic-Davidic King-
dom is restored, ita restoration is accompanied by great and won-
derful changes. The inaugurated rule of the Theocratic King,
as predicted, the particii)ation of the saints in such rule, the world-
viae extent of the Kingdom, the supremacy of the Jewish nation,

the entering upon a new age or dispensation^ the change that will

result in the condition of believers in this Kingdom, etc., callsfor
a revelation by which not only the official position of the saints is

to be governed, but that of the Jewish and Gentile nations is to be
controlled.

We have only to ponder the Theooxatio idea embraced in the reign of Jesna and His
sainto, and the reaaonableneaa of onr Prop, at onoe appears. We cannot possibly con-
ceive of a restored Theocracy with the extraordinaiy changes predicted, withoat in.
creased Beyelation as a directoiy to mlers and subjects.

Oba. 1. The reader will observe that onr entire argament inaists upon
tlie present and continued anfficiency of Revelation down to the Sec.
Adrenty over against St. Simoniana, Friends of Light, Swedenborgians,
Mystics, Mormons, Smritualista, etc. The Scripturea, as we now have
them, are not only the highest bat the last Bevelation down to that
period ; and, hence, we reject all others, no matter by whom preaented or
by what argument enforced. Until the arrival of the Bridegroom, there
ia a sufficiency dven to gather out and guide the elect. Nothing ia lack-
ing to meet the pivine Purpose respecting this dispensation, either in tKe
way of instruction, motive, encouragement, etc. ; and, therefore, it is

unreasonable to anticipate another Revelation until we enter another and
more glorious dispensation. Our position protects us against all vagaries,
all pretended Revelations, on the one hand, and likewise against that
assumed by some few, viz., that they are called upon to organize a Theo-
cratic Society similar to the Mosaic and amalgamate Mosaic and Christian
ordinancea, etc. We gratefully accept of the apostolic arrangements for
our present good, and await the arrival of Him, the Christ, who alone has
the authority to institute the changes deemed necessary. Before we are
enticed into any of the schemes which so largely prevail under the garb
of piety, zeal, increased knowledge, bestowed gifts of the Spirit, etc., we
are content to " occupy" with the things that are legitimately given to us
until He, the King, comes.

Emerson once declared, * * the need was never greater of a new revelation than now ;"

Vtt, from our standpoint, woald say the need was never greater of retnming to the
Bevebtioa already given than now. We have no sympathy whatever for pretended
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reTelations given by professed prophets and prophetesses, or drawn from a professed
** inner light/' eto. Oar position has been fnlly set forth nnder Props. 9 and 10.

Ohs, 2. The Theocracy nnder David's Son and Lord, being God's own
ordering, will embrace in some formal manner God'a Will in regard to it.

Thus, e.g. the assignment of the positions in the coming Kingdom, as

intimated by Jesns, Matt. 20 : 23, will call forth an eo^ression of the
Divine pleasure. The entire structure of the Millennial predictions or

prophecies pertaining to this Kingdom, assume or intimate such a Revela-

tion. In Isa. 2, and Micah 4, (which refer, as we have shown, to this

period), it is said that in that day, " out of Zion shall goforth the law and
the Word of the Lord from Jerusalem ;'^ in various predictions (as e.g.

Zech. 14 ;16, etc.) the nations shall send their representatives to Jeru-
salem, to ascertain and perform the Will of the King ; in that dispen-
sation so largely shall the Spirit be poured out that many shall prophesy
Joel 2 : 28, 29 (comp. Prop. 171) ; at that time the Lord shall instruct, so

that *' all thy children shall he taught of tlie Lord,'' Isa. 54 : 13, filling the
earth with the knowledge of the Lord Isa. 11 : 9 ; in Ps, 68 : 11 (which.
Prop. 166, also is fulfilled at this time) it is said :

* * Tlie Lord gave the

Word: great was the company {or Heb. army^j of those that published it f^
in brief, so permeated are the promises pertaining to this era with the idea
that God shall then specially and more abundantly reveal His Will, that it

is made the matter of praise and rejoicing. The saints who inherit this
Kingdom, i.e. are rulers in it, are designated as Priests^ whose office can
only be explained by referring it chiefly to an official position (Prop. 156)
in which they make known tne Will of God. The removal of darkness,
the closing of the mystery of God, the impartation of perfect knowledge,
the bestowal of '* a pure language," etc., is indicative of the same, and is

fully implied in the tabernacling of God again with man, etc., in Rev,,
chs. 21 and 22.

A little observation can extend snch references, as e.g. in Ps. 138 xA^*' AJlih/t kings cf
the earth shaU praise Thee, Lord, Mshen Ihey hear the woiyia of Thy mouth," Now down to
the Sec. Advent this is not fulfilled (for the kings of the earth even at the Advent are
arrayed against Christ), but when ** the kings" associated with Christ (Prop. 154) shall
reign over the earth then when Christ gives His " words"—the Eevelation of His will,

etc., " all," without exception shall praise Him. Xnmerons Propositions indicative of
the reign and priesthood of Jesns and His saints, the restoration of the Jews, the nature
of the Theocratic Kingdom, eto., all evidence that in " the ages** to come, God's will, as
ciroumstances require, shall be expressed and gloriously advanced.

Obs, 3. The Revelation respecting the Theocratic ordering, (viz., the
manner of organization, etc.) originally was given outside of Palestine at
Mt. Sinai. So also the special Revelation concerning the restored Theo-
cratic arrangement will again be given at Mt. Sinai (See Prop. 166).

Christlieb (Mod. Dovbt, p. 133), in his oh. on the relation between Beason and Revela.
tion, after illustrating the aid Revelation gives to reason by the telescope assisting the
naked eye in the study of astronomy, and that still lacunce exist which involve no contra<
diction, then adds :

'* Revelation and nature are developing toward one great goal a1

which they will coalesce. The perfecting of the one is that of the other. The flxe^
tendency of Revelation to become nature, to make itself more and more a citizen of eartl
in order to make the earth the chosen place of divine Revelation, this tendency is on<
day to he oomjpieltiy reoMz/ed ; the consummated Kingdom of God will combine boti
elements ; the hignrat degree of Revelation and the highest development of nature.'
This necessarily follows from this instituted Theocracy, for the King revealing Himsel
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openly, B«TeUtion in its highest form is manifested. The restitntion brings with it that
n«sinet» and acoeaa to God, which was forfeited by the fall. The Baptism of the Holy
Spirit (see Prop. 171) imparts to each king and priest the power of giving knowledge
reoaiTed by special influences. Biokersteth {Divine Warning, p. 316), thinks, that the
kings and priests shall, like the old prophets, present at times ** oral revelation."
Although this idea is ridiculed by Dr. Brown and others, yet, in view of their station,

^fls, etc, there is nothing incredible in the statement But Dr. Brown iOirisfs ISec

OtmU^ p. 113X while endeavoring to rebnt the idea of a new BeveJation of the Divine
Will, suitable for the age to come, concedes this :

*' Who can fail to see that a new
dtspensation neoesmznjy implies a new Beveiation to nsher it in ; in other words to aulhorixe

out argamxe tt.** Precisely so ; and hence the question to be decided is whether a dis-

poisation is to follow this one. Onr entire line of argument conclusively proves that
this will be the result. Brown in the same work iiitgely employs as an argument against
OS, onr inability to explain satisfactorily or decisively certain details respecting the Mill.

Age (as e.g. if the righteous Jews, etc., are translated, or whether they die, and if so,

vhen resurrected, etc.). We inform such that we await the future Bevelation to embody
the details and believe that if such were now given in connection with the outlines, they
vonld meet f^ sanufcUe precisely at the hands of unbelief and captions critics as the
more easantial.

Obs, 4. This feature enables ns to meet an objection urged bj some
a^inst oar view, riz.^ that Revelation as now existing, would not be adapt-
ed (as e.g* in ita requirements) to such an age and kingdom as we adyocate.
This is freelj admitted ; for Revelution as now g\Yenonly brings ns down to

ihe restitution of things under Christ, and tohen the forfeited blessings are

restored, ihen^ of course, another Revelation of the will of God pertainUig
to the order of thai age is to be anticipated. Now the condition thus future
is only expressed in the most general terms ; now the Bible appropriately
begins with the fall and ends with the rescue, without ^ving a detailed

account of ** the world to come" in its governmental, civil, and religious

aspect ; then the fulfilment of those general statements will reouire specific

otxlerings, and then the developments of that age will demana, to carr^r it

oat, a more extended Revelation of the Divine Purpose, both in its admin-
istrations and dispositions, and in the end which it is to subserve. The
reason why snch details are not nov given is not merely because it would
be premature and unnecessary, but evidently, judging from the sad per-
version of that already given, to avoid its being grossly misapplied, and
eTen caricatured by the most shabby imitations.

We sometimen read authors vho assume, so far as the early Church is concerned, as
if the Hontamsta alone believed in a future new Bevelation. The Millenarianism so
prevalent in the PrimitiTe Church led the Fathers, as Papias, Barnabas, Justin, etc., to
nold to additional Bevelation only at the Sec. Advent, while &Iontaniats and some others
alloved antecedent Bevelation ; and, if we are to credit history as given, some enthusiasts
ereu then claimed to be inspired to impart Bevelation.
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Proposition 168, This Kingdom Tiaa its place of manifested

royalty.

If the Kingdom is such a Theocratic-Davidic one here on earth ;
if it claims the Throne and Kingdom of David as its central basis ;
and if' this Throne and Kingdom is, as promised, to he re-estdb'

lished; then^ if the reign of David's Son is described, there should
be undoubted references to His reigning in the place, and exhibit-

ing His royalty in the very place toAere David's throne was located,

viz., in Jerusalem.

Ohn. 1. This haa already been largely met in showing how David's Son
inherits the throne, the Kingdom, and the land ^see Props. 49 and 122) ;

bnt the prophets are even more explicit in particnlarizlng the place of
manifestation. Leaving the New Jerusalem and its connection with the
earthly for future notice {see Prop, 169), attention is now only called to that
class of passages which predict that the Christ shall reign in Jerusalem
and on Mt. Zion, Thus, e.g. just at the time " the high ones' ' and " tho
kings of the earth" are punished (comp. Rev. 19, etc.), and " gathered in

the pit and shut up in the prison," ^^cn also "the Lord of hosts shall

reign in ML Zion and in Jerusalem, and before His ancients gloriously,"

Isa. 24 : 23. So also Jer. 3 : 17, Joel 3 : 17, Zech. 2 : 10-13, etc., for,

as«all admit, the references to the Christ reigning in Mt. ZIon and in
Jerusalem are numerous. But in the application of these passages we are
met, at the start, with the objection, that they are tjrpical, or figurative,

of something else, either of the Church, visible or invisible, or of the
Gospel, or of God's reign in the heart, or of heaven. Aside from tho
arguments already presented which amply answer this objection, there is

another providedT by the Spirit, and, in a way too, that certainly should
arrest attention. Briefly stated, it is this : the very same Jerusalem that
was overthrown, and made desolate and oppressed, is the one to which this
Jesus comes and in which He is to reign. The proof is decisive. Take
e.g. Zech 8, when the Lord will be *^ jealous for Zion*^ with *' greatfury^^*

when He will
*

' return unto Zion ana will dwell in the midst of Jerusalem,

^

and Jerusalem shall be called, a City of Truth : and the Mountain of the
Lord of Hosts, the Holy Mountain,** That the earthly Jerusalem is

denoted follows, not only from the affirmation of a restoration of the Jews
to it, and an astonishing multiplication and longevity of the people in it

(designated as *' marvellous, '') but in verse 13, 15, 22 this is designated as
the identical Jerusalem once deprived of its inhabitants and suffering ill, so
that God says : "as I thought to punish you when your fathers provoked

^fne to wrath, saith the Lord of Hosts, and I repented not: so again have I
thought in these days (i.e. when He returns and dwells in Jerusalem) to do
tvell unto Jerusalem,'' etc. Or, let this same prophet speak in the 14th.
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ch., and ths same Jerusalem overthrown is the one to which the Lord and
the saints will como ; in which^ after it is restored and exalted, the Lord
is King, for the nations come to it to worship Him, and tender their alle-

giance. The Lord " shall choose Jerusalem again,' ' The same contrast is

preserred in Micah 3 and 4. For the identical Zion that was ** ploughed
as a field" and the same Jerusalem that *' became heaps," is to be re-estab-

liahed and exalted, and *' the Lord sliall reign in ML Zionfrom henceforth,

etfen forever." Isaiah frequently represents this, as e.g. in chs. 1 : 1-26,

4 : 3, 4 ; 60 : U, 15 ; 62 : 1-4 ; 65 : 19, etc., and in view of such plain

statements that the place from whence God withdrew, and which met
with sore, heary, prolonged disasters should be restored and elevated into

the very position assigned to it by a solemnly given covenant, it does
appear a matter of amazement that learned men ahoald close their eyes to

this constant reiteration and its meaning. The "babes" (so esteemed by
manj) of the early Church verify Matt. 11 : 25 and 21 : 16, for they
receired with faith the plain covenant promises, and did not believe what
wise men now so confidently assert, that the prophets and ancient worthies
grossly misapprehended the predictions of God and walked in darkness
respecting Messiah's inheritance and Kingdom. No! they placed *'^7m

thrones o/ the house of David*' (Ps. 122 : 5, Isa, 2 : 3, etc) where God
has ordained them, viz. in Jerusalem ; and they trusted that '^ the Lord
doth build up Jerusalem,** Ps. 147 : 2, and that when He ^^ redeems Jeru-^

salem," causing the ** waste places of Jerusalem*' to '* break forth into
joy,^' it is (Isa. 52 : 9, 10) because *' the Lord hath made bare His holy arm
in the eyes of all nations^ and all the ends of the earth shall see the salvo-

tknof our Uod." God*s faithfulness and honor is pledged in this matter
;

and, therefore, we also hope in Him to see '' Jerusalem comforted'" in the
abundance of God's people in her, and in the worship, praise, and glory
that shall yet be witnessed there.

It would, indeed, be a mere frittering away of God's promises to limit them to the
past. It will yet come to pass as God has sworn Num. 14 : 21, ** BmI aa iruiy aa 1 Hi>e,

oB tte mrOi" (Clarke : ott the land, Le. land ^ Garyaan) " shaU beJUled wUh the gbrv of (he

lord.** What Sir HanndeTille says in the prologne to his IVavda, wiU yet be acKnowU
edged in a higher and nobler sense : " The Holy Land, which men call the land of

promise or behest, passing all other lands, is the most worthy land, most excellent, and
Isdj. and sovareign of all other lands." " the heart and the middle of the world,'* etc.

The student is reminded of the oentral position of Palestine. Mohammed, Pope Urban,
tod many others, have asserted, in Tiew of its geographical position, that Jerusalem
vu * placed in the very centre of the world.** This is pushing the matter to an
extreme, although all admit the etdmirable central location of the land, easily Bccessible
from sU sides, etc.. placing it as Kurtz {Sac His., p. 65), remarks, ** in the centre of the
actirity of the world." This same writer {Hia, Old Cbu., vol. 1, p. 147), says :

** Viewed
geo^phically, politically, or commercially, Palestine is the ' umbillious terraram * of the
ueient world," etc. (and on p. 148, he refers to Ezek. 5 :5—comp. Lam. 2 : 15—as
in allusion to the central situation of the land of promise, and defends it against Calvin
ind H&vemick who regarded it as a Babbinical fancy. Theodoret and others, favor
Korti's position. However this may be in reference to particular passages, it certainly is

plain to every reader that the situation of the land is such as to make it, geographically,
Uie most suitable for the Divine Purpose relating to the future (comp. Props. 169, 122,
etc.). Comp. for central position of Palestine, Stfimley*s ^^tnai and Paleatine, p. 116 (he
slw refers to the old medieval maps), Beland's Palesiine, ch. 10, p. 62 (who quotes
Jerome, Theodoret, and Kimchi), Warner's In the Levant (who refers to an actual centre
u exhibited by superstition in Uie Greek and Armenian chapels at Jerusalem, an imita-
tion perhaps of the centre in the Eaaba at Mecca), and Bish. Amulfs Travels (about a.d.

700), who p. 3. speaks of Jerusalem being" the centre of the earth," the geographical
idea being, through a popular notion, founded on Ps. 74 : 12. Bo Lange's tkmi. Oen.,

Hcfzog's Bftey,, art. Palestine, Kitto, Thompson^ Coleman, etc.
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Ohs. 2. This Kingdom /o??ofP5 an overthrow of Jerusalem, and is identi'

fied with its restoration. By merely obflerving the former, multitudes have
made a mistake, constituting the Church tlie Kingdom and the Church a
Jerusalem. But; such forget what the prophets unitedly testify, that the
Messiah's Kingdom cannot possibly exist here on earth while the city the

special inheritance of David's Son, lies desolate. The covenant and Mil-
lennial descriptions ootft/tVfZv forbid it, and demand its restoration's the seat

of the Theocratic -Uavidic government. The Kingdom then and a con-
temporaneous desolation of Jei-usalem, is in the very nature of the case,

impracticable. Yet, as Olshausen and numerous writers have remarked,
in Matt. 24, etc., the Kingdom follows the destruction of Jerusalem, and
fixing the attention only on the destruction of the city by the Romans in

the first cent, ^reat perplexity is felt in showing Jiow this was accom^
plished unless the Church is admitted fo be the promised Messiah's King-
dom. To-day it is an exegetical question of importance (Van Oosterzee^

Tlieol N. T,, p, 121, Schmid, Bib. Tkeol N, T,, p. 265, etc.)^ why Chrisi

associates the last times, the ending of the age or dispensation with th<

destruction of Jerusalem. If we allow the prophecies to throw light oi

the subject the question is easily answered. 1. The predictions of Chris
directly teach a long continued destruction and desolation of Jerusalem
viz., that it shall bo trodden down during the times of the Gentiles. Thi
is still in the course of fulfilment. 2. When the times of the Gentiles etu

it shall be restored. 3. But during this allotted, appointed period the cit
is in a sadly reduced condition, in the hands of the Gentiles. 4. Now, if w
turn to other predictions it is declared that Jerusalem just previous to th
Sec. Advent of Christ—also embraced by Matt. Mark and Luke—sha'

experience in a remarkable manner the animosity (after a partial return o

Jews to the city, probably under the auspices of some nation, or from lov

to it, or desire to restore and elevate it) of Gentile nations. 5> This laE

adverse is part of the imposed tribulation; and it is on^y when this :

nccomplished that the open Advent occurs, and the Kiugdom is estal

lished. 6. This is satisfactorily presented in Zech. 14, taken in oonne<
tion with Christ's prophecy. For, after the times of the Gentiles ha^s

nearly run their course, just before the end of it, the gathering of tt
nations against Jerusalem, described by the prophet takes place—an evei
\ery different from that under the Romans, as the subsequent occurretid
show. Just when the city is at the last extremity, God interferes, tl

Saviour comes to this very city, the saints come with Him, His Kingshi
is manifested over the earth, Jerusalem is the metropolis of His power, et
6. It is true then, that the Personal Advent is connected with the destrn
tion of Jerusalem, but not with that under the Romans, or other Genti
powers until we come to the period when it shall, still under Genti
domination as the closing scene proves, come to a final end. Then, ob oi

whole argument involves. Ho comes as the prophets describe.

The extremes of various parties are easily avoided by simply allowing a coznparis
of predictions to give ns the order of fulfilment. Thus, on the one hand, those (as e
Jowett, Cbm. 1 fiUss.) who make the prophecies a failure because not realized at t

destruction of Jerusalem by Titus, overlook the association of the same with ** the tixx

of the Gentiles.'* -On the other hand, those who, like the Perfectionists (Art. 28 of th
Coafessions, quoted in Oberlin Quart. Review^ May, 1847), declare, " We believe that at 1

destruction of Jerusalem, the end of the Jewish dispensation, Christ came to believers
ACcoTidfinie according to promise," spiritualize and pervert the Sec. Advent to snit th
notion of cbro&olQgical connection. Jerusalem, so long oppressed, will yet drink the dn
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ol tl&e bitter enp, and then she vill arise in gloTy at the Coming of her Redeemer and
King. Terribly punished for rejecting the Messiah, that same Messiah will comfort and
zmise her ap to a state of splendor and majesty most magnificent. Clarke (Cbm., Zech. 14)
ttTs: ** After this final restoration of Jerusalem, it shall never more be destroyed ; bat as
it was the first city of the living Oud upon earth, so it shall be the last ; it shall be safely

inhabited. It shall see war no more.*' Its Theocratic relationship will, of necessity, exalt

it abore erexy other city in the world, and ever preserve it from evil. What thoughts
muiA have filled the mind of this King when, with His knowledge of the future, He
walked the streets of the city destined to such long-continued downtreading and then to
such honor and glory.

Ohs, 3- Perhaps the reason vhy Jerusalem itself fell into the hands of

unbelievers^ and remained bat a brief period in the power of professed
Christians at the time of the Cmsades, was to prevent the laudatory and
extravagant expressions respecting the supposed set up Kingdom of God^
and to avoid the false inferences respecting the fulfilment of prophecy^
arising from a possession of the city. Let the reader recall the eulogies

passed by flatterers on the Emperors and the Empress Helena that adorned
the city, and that the city itself was called '' the New Jerusalem.*' Let him
consider the expectations excited in Popes and others at its possession, the
feeling evidenced to some extent in Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered, and the
believer in Divine Providence will feel that the failure of Christian nations,

after fearful struggle, to secure Jerusalem, lies deeper than mere history

records ; in brief, not only a desire to vindicate and fulfil prophecy, but
even to remove the impediments to an understanding of the Word that
would inevitably have arisen if Jerusalem would have become a noted
Christian city, prevailed in this marshalling of hostile races around the
ancient city of God.

Bat this very denial of possession causes men to spiritualize the more, looking for no
special external prosperity. Thus e.g. Bulston (On the ApoCt p. 191)« in his arbitrary
arrangement of the Uillennium (for example, introducing into it four trumpets, the two
wllnettsca, etc.)i apologizes for bringing into it his witnesses tn sackdoih, making it indic-
ative of humility. &&d then adds :

** The Millennial day will be distinguished for gra-
caous gifta, for dsvotedness, for humility and every concomitant virtue ; but they who
antlcipttte worldly magnifioenoe will likely be mistaken. The Pagan tale of a golden

age and the Jewi^ tradition of a temporal Messiah were never realized. And it is truly
painful to hear the idle fttnoies of the present generation, in associating temporal splendor
with the epiritual blessings of the future time." This writer is only pained because his
Mill, theory is rejected by others, who feel that the predicted splendor of the Theocracy,
of the King and ruleis, of the New Jerusalem, of the earthly Jerusalem, of a world-
dcooinion, etc., is utterly opposed to & saokoloth and martyr Millennium.

Obs, 4, Indeed, it would be difficult to identify this earthly Jerusalem
more decisively than Qod has done. In Ezek. 16, Jerusalem is personified

under the figure of a woman, taken when a child, and finally married, i.e.

most intimately related to God. As if to meet the very mistake now so

corrent, even among theologians, of changing this into the Church, etc.,

it is said that her habitation is ** the land of CarutaHy^* that her *\father
antM an Amorite** and her " mother a ffittite* (a parentage that cannot be
given to the Church), and then after describing her adulteries, her pro-

longed punishments, God still professes that He will remember " His
CovcTuznt ttnth thee in the days of thy youth, and I will establish unto thee

an everlasting covenant,'^ ^hat is, the same Jerusalem joined to God in a
Theocratic relationship, severely punished for her sins, shall again be
restored to this relationship under tbe surety afforded by the covenant.
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When the covenant ia, after long delay, finally realized, Isa. 26 ; 1, " in

iliat day shall this song le sung in the land of Judah; We have a strong

city,** etc. It ahall become " t/ie city of righteousness, the faithful city,''

Isa. 1 : 26, "A city of truth and the Mountain of the Lord of hosts, the

Holy Mountain.** This last expression, the city, owing to its being the
* capital, etc., called '* the mountain" opens a field of references to the

student corroborating our view of " the city of habitation** (Ps. 107) into

which go " the redeemed of the Lord,'^ yea those '' He hath redeemed
from the hand of the enemy," when they are " gathered from the east and
from the west, from the north and from the south," being " brought out

of darkness and the shadow of death." The removal of the wicked out of

the land that " wicked doers may be cut offfrom the city of the Zord,*' Ps.

101 : 8 (as deline^ited in Ps. 48 : compared with other Scripture, when
** kings are assembled" against " the city of the great King,^* but meet
with a terrible overthrow), also confirms our doctrine. If we take any other

view, then we make the prayers (Isa. 62 : 6. 7) of the ancient saints for, the

longings and hopes inspired b;^ the promises relating to, Jerusalem merely
great blunders ; and God, Himself, the Truth, becomes chargeable with
misleading the most holy of desires, on the ground that the language, as

all admit, in its natural, grammatical sense plainly leads to the hope of

a literal restoration of ** Me beloved city.*' If the prevailing view is the

correct one, then consistency requires, that Origen, with inspired creden-
tials, ought immediately to have followed the giving of the covenants, so
that man might have apprehended them.

It is notioeable that even vritera who advocate a spiritnal Millenninin, seeing the
prominence given to this point in the Scriptares, conclude that at some fnture time
Christianity will obtain the sway in Palestine, and the holy land will play an important
part in the world's faistoiy. The early Church view on this subject has been repeatedly
givent and may be reproduced in John Bunyan's faith (Conf. of Faith presented tc

Charles U., jld. 1660. see Crosby's His. cf Bapiists) that " at or after His Coming the second
time. He will not only raise the dead, and judge and restore the world, but will also taki
to Himself His Kingdom, and will, according to the Boriptures, reign on the throne of Uii
father David, an Mounl Zion, in Jerusalem^ forever.** Of course Millenarians, ancient anc
modem, indorse thisyiew as essential to the complete fulfilment of covenant promise
"We even find Dr. Chalmers (Posth, Works, vol. 3, p. 69, On Ps. 68 : 18, 36) saying :

** Bu
God has in reserve for His people still another restoration. He will bring them again
as of old, from Bashan and the Red Sea to their own land. His people will ' see Uin
whom they have pierced.* perhaps when His feet stand on the Mount of Olives, am
Jemsalem toiW again become the great central sanctuary, by becoming the mdropotis cf the Chrii
tkin ioorldy Many old works clearly present this faith. Thus e.g. Bichter's Erklciri

Haua Bibel, tom. 6, p. 1134. after dwelling on the first res. and the reign of the saints oi

earth, says : ''Jerusalem shall again be the central city of the Kingdom of Christ, durin
the 1000 years, as it is so often promised in the Old Test." The faith of the earl
Church, as given by Justin and others ^quoted by us under preceding Props.) on thi
point, has been entertained by many noble believers.

Obs, 5. The moat bitter of our opponents, who on this very ^otind ala

reject a lar^e portion of the Scriptnres, frankly admit the teachmg of hoi
men in this respect. Thus, e.g. Westm. Review, Oct. 1861, art. I

declares that the Apoc. asserts that '' the great battle which is to dete:
mine whether the monarchy of the world shall be Christ's or Antichrist
is fought within the circle of his (John's) native hills, and the conqnerin
King, during His Mill, reign, has the metropolis of the old Hebrew prince
endeared by a thonsand glorious memories, /or His imperial reside?ice.

The same i§ repeated by numerous writers, evincing how the langua^
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itaelf aireHts nnbelievers, and, in consequence^ leaving them inezcnsable
in rejecting the truth as given. The same objections nrged against the
incarnation of Christy the life and death of Jesus, are also presented

r'nst this doctrine, not one of them daring to look at thefoundation of
this in the covenant^ and, at the general agreement of centuries of

Revelation on the subject

Kov, ftside from the close and most intimate oonneetion of the New Jerusalem with
the Old (oomp. Prop. 169)» the student will see abundant reason why Jerusalem (tiie

earthly) should thus again be elevated (aa Jostin Martyr said, ** rebuilt, adorned, and
enlarged, as the prophets Ezekial, Isaiah, and others do unanimously attest") as ih^ cen-
tral, meix-opobian cUy, Its relationship to the Theooracy, which must have some place of
royal manifestation ; its elective priTilege, being divinely chosen and desired as the place
of royal abode ; its immediate and abiding connection with the elect nation and its pre-
dicted snptemacy—all show uAy it is thos exalted. If Ood again (as He has promised)
condescends to act in the capacity of an earthly Buler (which He will do in the Person
ol His Son Jmus. as predicted), He most certainly will select Jerusalem, where He once
thus ruled, and ijiow that a Theoency^ such as He inaugurated there, is no failure. Hie
predictions; therefore, on the subject are not only plain, but the most reasonable for ns
to receiveL Borne has proudly in the past arrogated to itself the title of " The Capital
of the World** (even depicted on coins, e.g. Gibbon's Ihd, and Fail, toL 6, p. 437),
which became an intoxicating dream of scheming Popes, but this tide, according to
God's Word, alone belongs to the despised and down-trodden city of Jerusalem, because
it ia Ae MasiaKa special inheritance. As God disciplines and chastens man before He
elcTetes him to kingship, as the Messiah Himself passed through humiliation and sufier-

ing before His exaltation, so also the city destined to such high distinction and grandeur
through its allotted period of depression and tribulation.

06s, 6. The student is reminded that if the Ch. Church is to be compre-
hended under Mt Zion, it is singular that Mt. Mortah where the temple
stood, and the highest religious worship was exhibited, was not substituted,
by the prophets, for Mt. Zion. Why should Zion have this ;)eculiar and
distinctive preference over Moriah? The answer is found in the cove-

nanted relation of Zion, aa the place where the Messiah, David's Son should
reign. If these things are merely typical, as our opponents alleg^e, why
this careful avoidance of Moriah ? The reply is, that these promises are
Dot typical but blessed realities, to be verified at the Second Advent. God,
foreseeing the lack of faith induced by the prevailing spiritualistic typical
application, leaves it utterly inezcusaole by the uniform utterances on the
subject, combined with circumstances (as we have shown) which cannot
possibly be applied to the present Church. Simple faith in God's promises
should prevent the substitutions which are to-day offered in place of Mt.
Zion and Jenualenu

We give a few illustrationa. Brown {Gh, Sec. Com., p. 370), in reply to Dr. Bonar,
says :

** Ah ! brother, neyer more shall Jerusalem be ' the city of the great King,' the
place of JehoTah's special presence and power, grace and glory, in connection with ceie-
moDial worship. * In Salem was his tabernacle and his dwelling place in Zion *

(Pa. 76 : 1). But by the work of Christ these localities are stripped forerer of their cere-
monial sacredness. ' Salem * and ' Zion * are now in every place where * the Father is

worshipped in spirit and in truth.* *' Well may we ask then, why predict their resioraiion
m connection with Messiah's glorious reign and the restoration of the Jewish nation, when
'* the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled?' No I Dr. Sonar's position is founded on an
ef^K-bound covenant, and confirmed by the plainest of predictions. MoreoTer, this very
wanhipping of the Father " in spirit and in truth" oTerywhere, which Brown considers
so antagonistic to the restoration of these places, isione<f the grand characterietics of the
M3L age and the Messiah's reign on David's throne, for all nations shall yield obedl*
«aee, skd Ood's worship be tendered everywhere, etc. Again : the Mormons hold (Jos.

Smith in his mstory of the LaUer-Day iktinis, Bupp's Orig, Bia, cf Edig. Denom., p. 410)
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" that Zion will be built apon this continent"—a woik in vhich they are now engaged at
Salt Lake City ; which, fooliah as it may sonnd. ia on a par with Dr. Beig and others,
making the Fifth UniTersal Monarchy, of Daniel, to ftnd ita centre in the United States.
Fanatics, in order to exalt their pretentions to authority and reTerence, have at difEerent
times presented other places—where they happened to meet snccess—than the ones
designated in Scriptore, as Jemsalem or Mt. Zion. Some churches lay special claim to
these titles, delighting to designate themselves as '^ Jerusalem*' or **Zion,** esteeming
themselves thus particularly favored. This sad, sad perversion of covenant and predic-
tion extensively prevails, and the wildest extravagances of scriptural interpretation
springs from it. Even persons who have more or less sympathy with Chiliasm, express-
ing decided Pre-Mill. views, have so little studied the requirements of the Davidic oath-
oonflrmed covenant^ and of Christ's promised inheritance, that they allow mere fancy to
be the interpreter. Thus e.g. Talmage, in a Sermon on Luke 9 : 65 (preached Jan. 25th.
1880, and contained in Th» Vh, Meraid), places ** the regeneration of the race on thin (the
American) continent^'* saying :

** If Christ comes to reign on earth personally, as millions
of good people anticipate, I think He will set up His throne somewhere between the
Alleghanies and the Kooky Mountains ; and I think He will walk the streets of our grettt

American cities. Would that the heavens might open to-day, and that our Lord would
descend to take possession of this continent. How we would rush out of our churches
to greet Him, and by clanging bells and thundering cannonade, we would announce His
arrival," etc. No covenant or prediction sustains such utterances. While Talmage and
a few others might be disposed to thus greet the Messiah, the multitude would appre-
hend His coming with fear. Indeed, the vast majority of church-members, having vastly
diilerent views of a Messiah's Coming, and being influenced by the Whitbyan dream of
conquest, peace, and safety, would reject such a Coming Messiah. Alas 1 the Church's
£OBition as predicted (see Prop. 177. etc.) is very different from the portraiture thas de-
neated. When our opponents can make Zion or Jerusalem to mean the Church in gen-

eral, or an individual congregation, or a denomination, or religion, or the Gospel, or the
third heaven at pleasure— when they can be made synonymous with American Republic
canism (Baldwin's Armageddon, p. 33), etc.. they are, of course, unprepared to accept of
the meaning contained in the plain grammatical sense.

Obs. 7. How simple, child-like, but grand was the faith of the early
persecuted Church in these promises of inheriting the earth I They
Delieved God because He plainly promised, and with the hope inspired by
such promises, laid down their lives for Jesus* sake. Thus, to illustrate

the faith of the early martyrs, and to show how Scripturally it was
founded, we quote Irensus (the disciple of Polycarp, the pupil of St.

John, and martyred about a.d. 203) :
** Thus, therefore, as God prom-

ised to Abraham the inheritance of the earth, and he received it not dur-
ing the whole time he lived, it is necessary that he should receive it, to-

Saber with his seed, that is, with such of them as fear God and believe in
im, in the resurrection of the just, . . . They will, undoubtedly, receive

it at the res. of the just : for true and unchangeable is God ; wherefore He
also said, * Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth.^

'*

Surely, martyr faith thus erpressedy ought at leaat, to secure the respect
of believers. (Comp. Prop, 142.)

Greg {Tht Oreed cf Chrisiendom) objects to the manner in which God is represented
as revealing Himself, in appointing a speoial place where He might be enthroned, accessi-

ble, etc. He ridicules it as incompatible with the declaration " the heaven of heavens
cannot contain Him," etc. But such fault-ftnding results from a total misapprehension
of the nature of a Theocracy—as scripturally expliuncd by us—which must, according to
its fundamental idea (if Qod really rules as an earthly ruler over the Jewish nation),
make the King personally aocesftible ; and, therefore, to facilitate and honor His mani-
fested Kingship, appropriate a place for that presence. The land thus favored becomes
a " sanotuaiy" (so called, Ex. 15 : 17, eomp. with Ps. 78 : 54) being cleansed and made
holy.
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Peopositiok 169. Thi8 Theocratic Kingdom embraces the ma/r-

fiage of Christ to the New Jerusalem.

This is so evident from reasons given in preceding Propositions,
such as the identity of the new heaven and new earth of Isaiah,

Peter and John, the marriage of Christ with the city being an-
nounced Jtut previous to Mmennial age, the incorporation or pre-

cisely the saiae langvAige and ideas in describing the New Jerusa-
lem state that is found in Millennial predictions, etc., that we need
not repeat the arguments proving the marriage to be Pre-Millennial.
Our object under this heading is merely to show who the Bride is,

and to explain what is meant by the marriage relation.

The reader is cautioned that the explanation that we give if) not essential to our argu'
jnenL It is presented merely as a matter of interest to believers, and to indnoe investi-

galion and conaiduration. Kany MiUeoarians (Lord, Fansset, etc.) regard the city as
figuiatiTe or symbolic, or both, as well as Anti-Millenarians, and so far as the Pre-
Millennial position of it is concerned, or its connection with the Messiah's Kingdom, it

matten Utile what view is entertained respecting the city. Yet even here it is better to

follow the teaching of the Spirit and endeavor, if possible, to asoertain the real meaning.
This we endeavor to do, and the reader will find that we are again forced to receive

the Primitive Church view on the subject. It is scarcely necessary to repeat that the
eazij Fathers all believed that those who had part in the first resurrection would enjoy
the New Jerosalem in Messiah's Kingdom, as e.g. Tertullian has it. '* in a city of divine
workmanship, viz., Jenualem brought down from heaven," which he tells us " John
MW," etc

Obs. 1. The Bride is the city New Jerusalem, for a city is in prophetical

lang^uage, (as well as in that of other writers), personified by a woman or
virgin. Eminent and pious writers entertain different views respecting

the city. One party makes it a figurative or symbolical representation of

the C&upch, but still {as Barnes's Cotn,) speak of it as *'a residence,'*

*' habitation'* or ** abode,** which contains '^ its inhabitants,** Another,
{as Lord, Expos, of the ApocA rigidly conGaes it to a symbolical meaning,
indicative of the risen and gloritied saints. One view is that (as Dwight,

Theology) it is a magnificent emblem of the future stdte

—

including resi-

dence—of the redeemed, differinff very little from the first one stated.

Another is (as Crit. Ena, N, Test) that"which makes it a figurative repre-

§entation of this Church, and also includes the literal, i.e. a litenil city or
habitation.' One opinion is (as Kurtz, Sac. His,) that it denotes a
restored Eden or Paradise,* God a^ain dwelling with man. Another is,

that (as Prop. 170, Obs. 2 footnote) it means the third heaven or a scene or

fUce in heaven, being ** eternal in the heavens*' (thus ignoring the com-
ing down, etc.) Whitby (Qtiest, in EscJiat. by Seiss, p, 47) makes it ** the

Jewish Church and nation"). One party (as Swedenborgians) make it

symbolical of a renewed state of the (Jhurch as represented, e.g. by them-
selves, etc. Another (as Fraser, Key to Proph.) applies to it the mean-
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12 : 23) oazmot BpiritoaJize the New Jerosalem away, bnt adroeates it as designatizig

locality, or " the place of their (Le. saints) abode," and aa corroborative evidence refers

to John 14 : 2 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 13 ; Bev. 21 : 1, adding : " That these aoooonts of the fatnre
felicity of the righteoas are not to be interpreted metaphorically, may be gathered from
the Qospel doctrine of the resurrection,'* etc. He approvingly qnotes the Spedaior, vol.

6, No. 580. Even Angnstine, with all his apiritnalizing, conld ^Meditations, o. 35) make it

a real city :
*' heavenly Jerosalem 1 . . . how happy will my sonl perceive itself

when it shall be admitted to see thy glory, thy beauty ; to view the gates, the streets, the
stately buildings, the splendor of tny inhabitants, and the triumphant pomp of thy
King enthroned in the midst of thee I" (Comp. Baxter's SainU* Rest, ch. 16.) Linooln
{Lects, on JUv,, vol. 2, p. 202) applies the city to the Church, and then, in the second
place, says :

** This city is the home of these saints of His. The thought here may
appear somewhat complex when it is conjoined with the preceding. Still it is the tmtJbl
Even as a human body is the * house ' of a man (EccL 12 : 3) and yet is a part of the man
himself, so this New Jerusalem is the Church of Qod, and at the same time is her
home,*' and afterward adds : " This Bride, this city, is the home or house, or ' taber-
nacle ' of Qod." His reasoning might have force, provided, as in the analogy of the
body produced (the spirit or soul dwelling in it), we were told that only the spirits or
souls dwelt in the city, whereas we are informed thst saints glorified in person abide
there. Numerous writhigs evince how exceedingly difficult it is for those who make the
city a figure of something else, to rid themselves of its literalnesa. Thus e.g. Bev. Bar-
dic^ {New York Evang., Feb. 3d, 1676) says :

'* This means the whole Church triumphant,
put under the symbol of the holy city. New Jerusalem, descending from God out of
neaven. It may also mean more. It may comprehend the dweUing-piaces which God will
fit up, as from heaven, for His people to dwell in, * the house of many mansions, * which
shall be upon the new earth." Our religious periodicals have many allusions like the
following : Bev. Bnowden {Luth. Oba., July 19th, 1678) speaks of the New Jemsalem as

E
resenting " a maUricd substance" etc. Ten thousand such illustrationa could be given,
ut the reader can easily verify our position from his own reading.

Obs, 2. The reasons which indicate that the New Jerusalem is a literal

city are the following. 1. In the usage of the east when a king entered
his capitol to rule therefrom, or a prince ascended the throne, it was
represented under thefigure of a marriage, i.e. he was wedded, intimately

and permanently united to the city, or throne, or people. The use of the
figure in the Scnptures shows that we are not to limit it unless specified

to the Church. Wnile employed to denote Christ's union with the Church,
it has been used to mean other unions. It designates the permanent union
of a people with the land, as in Isa. 62 where in the Millennial description

the land is called " Beulah,^' that is *' married'^ (marg. read.), and it is

said :
" thy land shall be married, for as a young man marrieth a virpn, so

shall thy sons marry thee,'* etc. Then the figure rises still higher, includ-

ing God's marriage (i.e. dwelling again with man on the earth) with the

land, for it is added :
** as the bridegroom rejoiceth over the bride, so shall

thy God rejoice over thee.** The earthly Jerusalem is personified as a
woman, and God, when dwelling there by a visible representation, is

declared to be married to her, i.e. to the city itself. But just as soon as
the city was filled with wickedness, she is represented as an adulterous
woman, and God withdraws from her. In Ezek. 16, is such a description

of marriage, which, in view of the alleged birth, parentage, etc., can only
b« applied directly to the city, which becomes by virtue of this relationship

the representative of the nation (see Prop. 118 on Barren Woman). Then
again, God is spoken of as married to the nation, because abiding with
them, as Ruler in a special manner. Now, considering that (Prop. 170)
Jesus has gone before to prepare a place for us to be incorporated into tho
Father's house, that this place or inheritance is ''ready to be revealed in
the last time'' (so context demands, including saints)

;

'that when the Last
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time does come it is represented as descending from God oat of heayen
upon the new earth, that the figure of marriage is applied to a literal city

(as the old Jerusalem), there is no impropriety but rather eminent fitness

thai ihe union of the King of kings with His metropolitan city should he

designated under tlie samefigure^ iinplying the most intimate and permanent
relationship. Thus the figure of marriage, which to many is the main ob-

jection to the idea of a literal city, serves rather to indicate it. 2.* For, the
figure itself is explained in the description of the city in so significant a man-
ner, and in such complete contrast to the use made of it formerly in refer-

ence to the earthly Jerusalem, that it cannot possibly be applied to any
other but a literal city. It is expressly declared that " the tfirone of God
and the Lamb,''* is in this city. This affirms its Theocratic position, as

the capiiol of the Kingdom. Covenant and promise, as we have seen,

make David's Throne the Throne of God, for God adopts and incorporates

it into His Hieocratic arrangement^ and promises that David*s seed who is

to occupy it forever, etc., is to be His Son, to whom Ho is the Father.

The Throne of Dayid then is the Throne of God and that of the Lamb,
and this Throne is to be set up in this very city, the Kew Jerusalem. (The
union of the heayenly and that of the earthly, thus making one city, will

be noticed below

—

tfie locality where Dayid' s throne was in existence is

implied.) Hence, at this period and the identification of the earthly

Jerusalem with this descended city, '' at that time they shall call Jeru-
sakm the Throne of the Lord, and all nations shall he gatnered into it, to the

Name of the Lord to Jerusalem,^* etc. Thus we have the metropolitan char-

acter, the royal precedency of the city designated* The only throne that

coyenant and prophecy recognize in its Theocratic ordering (for the Divine
Soyereignty is something separate and distinct, and eyen sets up this

Throne, Props. 79, 84), i« the Davidic and, in the yery nature of the
case, if restored as predicted and sworn to by God, it necessarily

embraces, in yiew of its relationship to the elect Jewish nation and
ihrouffhthem to the Gentiles—the notion of a material city which contains
it. Now the setting up of this Throne in it, is the act of marriage ; it is

that which makes tae union. For, just as God was formerly married to

the earthly Jerusalem when His Theocratic Tlirone was there, so, carrying
out the same beautiful prophetical figure. He is again married, when the

New Jerusalem comes down from heaven upon the earth, by the very act of
erecting His Theocratic Throne there and ever abiding in it in His glorified

humanity, as David*s Son, ** The Christ"' 3. The dwelling-place of God,
the place where He tabernacled among men always, in former days (as

in the tabernacle and temple) assumed a material form adapting it not
only to the actual requirements of humanity, but looking forward to the
period when a glorified humanity, united to the divine, in its accessibility,

etc., should a^in dwell with man. Now materiality in the TJieocratic

sense and relationship is always associated with the dwelling of God with
the Jewish nation ; they are not and cannot be separated without violence.

The place was a specific one to which the nation could come to worship and
honor the Mighty Ruler. Now when the prophet announces (Rev. 21 : 2)
the coming down of ** the holy city New Jerusalem,^' a great voice is heard
saying :

** Behold the tabernacle of God is with men and He will dwell with
ikem^" etc.—thus designating tne city itself as the tabernacle or special

plaee where God shall manifest Himself. That dwelling-place .^hick was
once a tent, then a temple, now is exhibited as a city, but still designated
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** the faiernach of God," as if purposely to associate with it the idea of
locality—of a phce to which the nations can go to honor and worship the
King. In view of God and David's Son being united as the One Theocratic
Ruler ; in view of the body of Saints being associated as joint Rulers ; in '

view of the extent, majesty, and glory of the Kingdom inaugurated ; and in
view of the restoration of forfeited blessings and the grand Redemptive ,

process going on, a tent, and a temple, and even earthly surroundings as «

were attached to the Davidic Throne, must giveplace to a city, which in-
cludes in it the glory of the tent, and of the temple, and of l^aradise, and
of the heavenly world. 4, In the portraiture of the city, the saints or in-
habitants of it and the righteous are represented as separate and distinct from
it, as in Rev. 21 : 24, 25, 26, 27 and Rev. 22 : 2. 3, 4, 6, 9, 14, 19. That is,

they are permitted to enter and enjoy, or to witness and participate in its

splendor and glory ; so that the city, which one of tne brethren (Rev.
22 : 9) shows is portrayed as a place into which, and to which the right-
eous come, and not as the saints themselves. This distinction the apostle
Paul closely makes in Heb. 12 : 22, 23 between " the city of the living God,
the heavenly Jerusalem*^ and ** the general assembly and Church of the
first-born," as admitted by numerous commentators (as Barnes, Bloom-
field, Stuart, etc.)* thus according with the discrimination made by the
prophets (as e.g. Isa. 65 : 17, 18 in which God promises, ** to create Ji?rtt-

salem a rejoicing and her people a joy*'). The same contrast is presented
by Paul in Gal. 4, where he speaks of the earthly Jerusalem and then of
her inhabitants, and of those related to her as her children, and preserves
the same distinction in speaking of the heavenly Jerusalem and her chil-

dren. 5. The declaration (Rov. 21 : 22) that the city had no temple (such
as the earthly Jerusalem) excepting that constituted by ** the Lord God
Almighty and the LamV (with which the temple formed by the saints ia

associated because of their co-heirship with Jesus Christ), can only be pred-
icated of a material city. While indicative of the visibility of the Mighty
King, the whole city being become **a holy of holies,** the language
expressive of seeing no one building separated specially as a temple has
only force when applied to a literal city. 6. The distinction between
the saints and the city, also implying the literalness of the latter, is

evidenced by a large class of passages which speak of the. ancient saints
^^ looking for a city," of all believers ^'seeking a continuing dtyy^ and
of God ** )iaving prepared for them a city," etc. We have only to open the
commentaries of our opponents, and there we find numerous interpreta-

tions which declare that this " city," held in reserve for these saints and
believers, and which God prepares, is a place, an actual, real abiding
dwelling-place, etc., for them. Hence, taking their own comments con-
cerning '* the city" in other places of the Scriptures, we certainly are justi-

fied in applying them to the city when it is revealed from heaven. If a
locality, etc., in the third heaven, the descent from thence, surely does not
change its nature ; while its coming down confirms the relationship that
the saints sustain to it in the renewed earth, etc. 7. This again corre-

sponds with another class of passages which describe Jerusalem as putting
on her beautiful garments, binding the saints or righteous upon her, as a
bride putteth on her ornaments, arraying herself in the righteousness and
calory of the eaints, making herself & glorious city by reason of the number,
holiness and happiness of her citizens, etc. Now, while some of these pro-
phetic announcements refer more particularly to that earthly portion of

J ^
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Jerusalem which will be rebuilt, yet it includes that portion (the new) which
will be added to or joined witfi it The descriptions are too lofty and
grandj the phraseology and ideas are so similar to that employed in the

delineation of the New Jerusalem, that they cannot be separated ; botJi

are embraced by the prophets. If the student will e.^. compare Isa. 54 :

11, 13 and Isa. 60 : 14-20 with the description of the city by John, he can
see how the Spirit recognizes the descending city, which*^ John long after

more minutely describes, as forming a magnificent portion of the great

metropolis of the Messiah. 8* But that the saints are not denoted, and
that the reference is to a material city, is found in the fact that the saints

are represented (Rev. 19 : 9^ when the marriage (i.e. this setting up of the

Theocratio Throne) takes place as guests, the called or invited, who enjoy
the marriage supper, the least that the prophets describe. They cannot
be, in this case, tne Guests and the Bride at the same time; and, as wo
have shown in several places, the S]}irit is careful, even in the employment
of dgtires, not to introduce a violation of propriety. Hence, in reference

to this wedding—this particular union also represented by the marriagje re-

lation—believers are the invited guests, the called, who are virgins waiting

for the Bridegroom and Bride, and who have on the wedding garment not
as the Bride but as guests who now participate in and enjoy the unbound-
ed blessings resulting from this splendidly restored Theocratic enthronement
in a city prepared for the King. The appropriateness and exquisite

delicacy of calling the result of this union a feast of fat things," **a

marriage supper," etc., fully appears when we come to understand what is

meant by the Bridegroom, tne Bride, the Marriage, and the Guests. Need
we wonuer at the exalted language held by prophets, when attempting to

describe either of them separately or all of them conjoined. The grandeur,
unspeakably great—the blessings, beyond imagination—the glory, exceed-

ing the conceptions of man, spriu^ from the pre-determined, continuously
held, and finally triumphant manifested Theocratic plan.* 9. Allow this

Theocratic ordering, accept of the Covenanted Throne and Kingdom as

gnecifically given to David's Son, and reason itself dictates, in view of the

glorification, greatness, and majesty of this King, that in His enthrone-
ment here, a city commensurcUe with the august Personage should be pro-

vided. Instead of the splendor of the city reflecting doubt upon its materi-

ality, it is just such a city as is worthy of the now exalted, stately Son of

David. It is the most reasonable thing to expect, that the dwelling-[)lace

of the King of kings, where His own glory and that of the Redeemed is to

be display^ in a striking manner to the eyes and hearts of the nations,

should be exceedingly beautiful, rich and abounding in that which man
regards precious. It is reasonable to suppose that a King with such power
and wisdom will highly adorn the place of His throne, or, as the prophet
aays :

" beautify the place of His Sanctuary, and make tlie place of His
feet glorious. The pearly gates, the golden streets, the foundations of

costly stones, etc., which stagger the &ith of some, are only what the

immediate material surroundings of such a Monarch, uniting God and
Man in an earthly rule, should possess as proportionate to His dignity and
station. Therefore, the babes and the wise in Christ not only exhibit

their faith in the city, but likewise in the ability of God to create, and
in its suitableness for the intended purpose, when they hope to enter such
pearly gates, walk such golden streets, etc. The partial particularizing,

and the *'like unto," are of such a nature that the reality may greatly
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exceed even the description. At least, Jesus will ^ive us Bis idea of what a
city ought to be when destined to be the metropolitan city of the renewed
earth. The city wliich God would not allow man to build (Gen. 11) to
make unto Himself a name (significant of unity and exaltation over the
earth) instead of seeking to praise and exalt God, He now, when the proper
time has arrived, establishes upon earth, tlie centre of knowledge, power,
honor, and riches, and the expression of existing unity and exaltation^—the
city above all cities, ** the perfection of beauty'^ and *' the joy of the whole
earth,'' literaUy and truly *' The city of the Great Kin^,''*

* Here (comp. Prop. 118) we obtain a clew to the reason why this Jerosalem is called
" New." It is not merely " New" in contrast with the •• Old " (also restored and
renewed), but ** New*' because this city is newly and specially made for the Theocnitio
relationship to be manifested ; it is the Ring's city in which He is enthroned, and« there-
fore, expressly prepared for Him. The " Old " is honored and blessed, but " the New,"
containing royalty and its accompaniments, is correspondingly exalted.

* It is certainly remarkable that so many of our opponents totally forget, in their com-
ments on the New Jerusalem of Heb. 12 : 22, all their objections to a literal city as against
ns in interpreting Rot., chs. 21 and 22. Thus to illustrate : Barnes {Com. lod) speaks of
it as **£^ city where the living Ood dwells—the heavenly Jerusalem"—the place of
•* abode,*' e.g. " in a more lUeral and glorious sense His abode in heaTen," " a magnificent
eUy where God and angels dwell.'* which is to he" the final home" of Christians, ** the

etanal Aome," ** dwellers in that eiiy.** Bo Barnes on Heb. 11 : 10, referring it to heaven,
speaks of the city as " a place,** " a fixed habitation and a permanent inheritance," " the
permanent abode of the righteous, ** ** fixed residence of the just in heaven," '' a perma-
nent home in a future world.*' He even forgets the symbolic cast given in his Erp, cf
Beveiation, and refers to the New Jerusalem of St. John as denoting the same. But in
such a reference he and all other similar commentators involve themselves in the moat pal-
pable contradictions. Thus e.g. while opposing the Millenarian view, while making the New
Jerusalem of John as much as possible symbolical of the saints in order to meet the force
of the descending from heaven, he totally overlooks the antagonism that he erects by
making the New Jerusalem the exact equivalent of the third heaven as a fixed and per-
manent abode, etc. For, taking his interpretation in Hebrews for granted, then it

follows that ih€ third heaven Usdf—the advocated Jixed and eternal dtoeUing pUiee of the
righteous—according to John, cornea down to earih. Such is the absurdity involvedy
while the language of John, " out of heaven/* etc., indicates something separate and dis-
tinct from heaven itself. The student will, therefore, notice that any interpretation,

which does not discriminate between the city itself and the third heaven, is certainly

defective and unscriptoral. The Spirit jnsUy indicates a material difference, and wo
must observe the same. Hence, we must reject as utterly untenable any theory that
seeks to destroy the force of this city " coming down from God, out of heaven." The
plea sometimes offered that the New Jerusalem is too glorious for earth, and must remain
inseparably with the third heaven, is directly antagonistic to God's promise, and His
gloiy as predicted. Such works as Heaven our Home (ch. 4), which make the city a type
of the third heaven, and then, in the same breath, speak of it as a locality, ** a habit»-
tion" expressive of reality, and then, to fill out its portraiture, mix up the present and
the future, utterly ignoring—because hostile to its view—the promise of its descending,
are only misleading. In the same category is Edwards's Hia. of Eedemp. (p. 424), Walde-
grave's New Test .^Uf. (Lect. 6), and many others. The variety—all in the same line—is

great. Smith {Key to Bev,^ p. 386) makes the New Jerusalem " a type of the Church and
of heaven,** and '^ the tabernacle of God is with man ; not that heaven has come down to
earth, as some imagine, but that the saints are raised to God in heaven.' * Jjangn^e just
the reverse of that given by the Spirit.

* See Bonar's Eternal Day^ Cumming*8 Lee. on Apoc^ first and second series, Seiss's Last
7Tme5, Noel's Prospects qfihe Churchy etc., for more extended descriptions of the city,,

inculcating the idea expressed. The reader will find some fine passages in Bickersteth's
Yesterday, To-day, and Fbrever. In a note (p. 437) to line 128, B. 12, Bickersteth takes the
position that the New Jerusalem is both real and typical, just as Babylon while typifying
a power cdso included a literal city, etc. He, therefore, with the typical, spe^s of ** an
actual fabric, composed of heavenly material, which shall never oe destroyed," of a
** home, a glorious reality, an abiding city yet to come," and adds :

*' For as the glorified

body will be the worthy habitation of the perfectly regenerate spirit—a building of Gtod,
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•n house not made with hands, eternal in the heavena—no the oelestial city will be the
meet dwelling place of the saints forerer, and their spiritual characteristicB will each and
all find a connterpart in that marrellons stmctnre prepared for them by their God."

* Other oonsiderations farorable to oar view might be pressed* as (1) the leaves of the
tree of life (con. with the city) designed for the healing of the nations, something sepa*
zmte and distinci from the glorified Chnroh ; (2) the Bride being omitted in the Parable
of the Ten Viigins and of the marriage feast, and believers and the faithfnl being in-

vited ; (3) the mention of " The Beloved City," Bev. 20 : 9, without figure in an evident
historical statement ; (4) the faith of AJbraham, etc., who " looked for a city," evidently,

as a comparison shows, not supported by the conception that mysticism or symbolism
soggeata ; (5) simple unity requires a literal city, for God promises " a city ;" Jesus goes
to prepare a place—the city and place are one—this city or place an inheritance reserved
£or us—the same ahall be revealed from heaven at the last time—this revelation takes
place when Jesus comes—this city thus revealed and inherited must be the promised,
prepared, reserved, and finally revealed city ; (6) the reference to the natural sources of
light, the snn and moon, as not needed (owing to the efifulgenoe or brightness of the
Divine g^ory), is such as the idea of a material city suggests.

Obs, 3. The immenBe size of the city forms in the minds of many the

mostformidable objection to the reception of the description as representa-

tive of a real, literal city. This is increased hy many commentators mak-
ing the extent of the walls three hundred and serentj-fiTe miles, and then,

as oar version, " the length and the breadth and the height of it are

eqaal/* some make a height of nearly ninety-five miles and others of three

hundred and seventy-five. The latter consideration causes Barnes {Com,
hei) to pronounce it ** absurd" to entertain *' the idea of a city literally

descending from heaven and bein^ set upon the earth with sucti propor-
tions—three hundred and seventy-tive miles high, made of gold."* It is

exceedingly doubtful whether such a criticism is just to the meaning of

the description, for even persons who make the city a symbolical represen-

tation (and hence have no reason for introducing such a definition) make
the same to denote simply uniformity. Thus e.g. Lord {Expos. Apoc)
s&js :

** that the length of the city is equal, and its breadth and its

height denotes not that its length, breadth, and height are the same,
but simply that its length is the same at all points, its breadth the
same at all points, and its height at all points tlie saTue.'* (This
then implies that this city has not a number of streets, or a portion
of the place, grandly built, and the rest, like our cities, of an mferior
qaalitj, but that all the mansions, from centre to circumference, are aU
magnificent and glorious.) While the precise measurement of the city

according to au announced standard is also in favor of a literal city, wo are
not specially concerned in advocating either of the views here expressed

—

although the latter appears to be tne meaning of the angel.' For we
anticipate remarkable things, quite beyond the course of nature, to take
place at the Second Advent. This city is not more incredible than that
a virgin should bring forth a Son, that angels can fly as quickly through
great distances as Daniel makes them, and a number of > other things
recorded requiring for their fulfilment the intervention and support of

\he supernatural. Therefore, while the objection has a certain propriety
coming from the unbeliever in the Supernatural, it certainly is illogical

and unscriptnral coming from a believer in the Word, and in the attributes

of the Mighty God presented by the Word—seeing that it virtually limits

the power, wisdom, and skill of the Divine Architect* Behold the Builder
of this city place this ponderous earth in its orbit, suspended on nothing,
swiftly passing along its allotted course ; then see Him place a massive body
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in its orbit aroand the earth, and other earths or worlds each in their orbits

around the vast planted sun and thus on and on in the immensity of space

exhibiting illimitable power, etc.—and then doubt if you can, the ability

of the Almighty to produce a city so vast in extent, so grand in its propor-

tions. The question, in this case, is not whether we can comprehend Aow
such a city can be erected, etc. (for like Abraham we are to receive the

promise if we cannot tell how God will accomplish it,) but whether it is

really promised. If it can be shown that such a literal city is not reqnired

by the Theocratic ordering, or that its production would conflict with the

moral attributes of Grod, or that it is opposed by previously given Hevela-

tion—in brief, by an appeal to reason proving it to be unreasonable out-

aide of an appeal to our limited comprehension and a lessening of the

Divine power (which is itself unreasonable), then indeed an argument
would be formed worthy of serious consideration. We may well leave the

height, which is a matter of controversy, with the Builder, who will give

it that proportion and that extent best adapted to contain the mansions of

the saints, and to manifest His own glory. It manifests ** the Glory of

God," verifying Jno, 17 : 22, etc.

1 This IB almost eqaivolent to what a writer ( Wesim. Review, Got.* 1861, Art 6) sarcas-

tically obserres :
" The architecture of the Theocratic metropolis is purely ideal. Like

the Impoeaible Parthian army of a previous passage, which amoonted to a fifth or per-
haps only a sixth part of the present entire population of the world, we have a city whose
length, breadth and height are eqnal (about fifteen hundred miles), suggesting the notion
of rather an awkweurd lUtra-equatorisl protuberance, which seems to trouble even the
mridecanal intellect so that the secular mind may seifely confess to some iireligious mis-
giTings."

* Other -views are given, as that the measurement includes the entire circumference ;

that the height is that of the city above the earth, etc. There is a statement made by
Mr. Begg, quoted by Brooks, Elem, of PropK InUrp., that is worthy of notice :

** John, in
his measurements, does not specify its length or breadth, but having mentioned that it

is square, he gives the measurement accordingly :
* And the city lieth four square and

the length is as large as the breadth. And he (the angel) measured the city with the
reed, twelve thousand furlongs. The length and the breadth and the height are equal.'

It was not the length or breadth or height which the angel measured. These, indeed, he
declares equal, but the twelve thousand furlongs, instead of being the dimensions of each
or any of its sides, as is' commonly supposed, are the measurement of the city ' four
square.' We consider this, therefore, as neither the length nor the breadth, but as the
measurement of the area of the city," etc. He thus makes the sides nearly ten miles,
etc., using the Jewish furlong of Maimonides. Bo also a friend of mine, Rev. Rowe,
mskes the same measurement. The critical student will observe that our position munt
be the correct one, for otherwise the all-intelligent Spirit would introduce an oulregeons
disproportion between the walls of the city and the city itself ; with our view the walls
are proporiionale to the extent Vitringa and others favor the area theory.

' Hence we dislike to see believers (as e.g. Wilson in Proph. Times, New Ser., March,
1876, p. 96) in advocacy of the symbolic nature of the city, ground the same upon sncli
reasoning : " As a literal city, it must be regarded as grotesque and improbable ; for what
could be more so than that a city of its materials and dimensions should be built in the
aerial heaven, and descend upon the earth." If it is symbolic, this must be proven from
other considerations than those of improbability or impossibility (as seen e.g. in the
interpretation of the incarnation, etc.), seeing that God " is able to do exceeding abundantly
iibove all thai we ask or Oiink,** etc. Wilson in Proph. Times for April, 1876, p. 116, etc.,

makes the New Jerusalem the symbol of the saints ai^ooiated with Christ in a new polity,

and refers to Rev. 3 : 12 (which distinguishes between the saints and the city in the
name of the latter) -, Heb. 12 : 22 (which also distinguishes between the two), and Gal.
4 : 26), which by the very contrast to the one litenl Jerusalem, the earthly, indicates
that the other, the New, is not symbolic). The New Jerusalem is, indeed, connected
with " a new polity," and saints identified with the city are " a divinely chosen hier-
archy of kings and priests,'* but this does not constitute them the same. The origin of
the city as purely and exclusively heavenly (like glorified body), and its coming down
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ont of hearan from Qod, alone distingnishes it from the saints, who, nnder divine power
from aboTo, are made such by probation, trial, etc., here on the earth. Wilson, in the
same article, finds, however, so mnoh that is favorable to a material city in the prophets
that he forcibly advocates the same as the residence, metropolis, of Christ and the saints.

He thus virtaally, while making the New Jerusalem a mere polity, gives us the city that
we advocate " enlarged and adorned." and brings the saints into an intimate and abiding
union (figuimtively represented by Oriental nations by ** marriage") with the same.

Obs, 4. The restoration of the Davidic throne and the occupation of it

by David*8 Son, necessarily includes the fact, so plainly predicted by the

prophets, that when the Messiah comes to reign. He will set np His
throne at the same place formerly occupied by David^s throne. This
throne was not " t» the third heaven'* and not ** i» the air above the

earth^^' but was located on the earth, in Palestine, at Jerusalem. Any
theory that locates that throne away from the locality it once possessed, is

certainly defective^ being contrary to the predictions and the desire

expressed by the Theocratic King Ps. 132 : 13, 14. The covenant made
with David, if faithfully carried out as sworn to, requires His immortal
Son to reign gloriously in the same place formerly occupied by David Him-
self. Therefore to make the New Jerusalem to be heaven itself, as some
do ; or a place forever in the third heaven, as others do ; or that it will

not come down (as declared), but that a communication, typified by
Jacob's ladder, will alone exist between the New and the Old, as others

hold ; or that there is no Jerusalem, a city, which comes down, as still

others maintain*—is utterly irreconcilable with the entire tenor and spirit

of both covenant andprophecy which insists upon a literaU personal mani-
festation of Jesus Christ, the Messiah, upon the throne of David, in

David^s city and in the midst of the restored Jewish nalion. The Theo-
cratic relationship is not fully restored without this feature, and the
inhericance of David*8 Son is not possessed unless Zion's hill is again
occupied by Him, Indeed we cannot help being surprised at the emi-
nently consistent and scriptural statements on this point contained in the

Confession of Faith presented to Charles II. a.d, 1660 (Crosby's Hist, of the

Baptists, Appendix) signed by John Bunyan and forty others ; in which
after declaring that Christ will come and '' take to Himself His King-
dom, and will, according to the Scriptures, reign on the throne of Ins
Father David, on Mount Zion, in Jerusalem, forever,'^ the following
occurs :

*' We believe that the New Jerusalem that shall come down from
God out of heaven, when the tabernacle of God shall be with them, and
He will dwell amou^ them, will be the metropolitan city of this Kingdom,
and will be the glorious place of residence of both Christ and His saints

forever, and will be so situated as that the Kingly palace will be on Mount
Zion^ the holy hill of David, where His throne was,** Now, while it is

extremely difficult, owing to our having no detailed explanation but only

general statements respecting its location, to explain all the particulars con-

cerning it, yet the Scriptures give us hints which serve to confirm the

interpretation that the New Jerusalem will embrace in its area the locality

of Mount Zion." While discarding the explanations given by some (Beg^
and others) derived from EzekiePs description (for the reasons assigned
under Prop. 172, making that arrangement conditional on the repentance
of the people) yet those very explanations are valuable, because they fuUj
evince that God allies the enthronement of the Prince, David's Son, in this

same locality—that Mount Zion, David's hill, and the restored throne of
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David are not to he separated. Let the reader carefully consider that in

the description of the rebuilding and adornment of the earthly portion of

ancient Jerusalem such rebuilding is only directly affirmed and described .

to extend from a certain part of the city northward, westward and east-

ward, and for a particular reason southward is omitted. Thus Zech. 14 :

10 (comp. Jer. 31 : 38-40) which has so greatly preplexed commentators
specifies an enlargement of the old Jerusalem northward, extending to

Geba and Bimmon (south from them to Jerusalem), and then in the
rebuilding appears only to include a portion of the city, leaving out tho
city of David proper, for a straight line running across from the point of

the city mentioned to where the king's wine-presses are usually located,

would leave out David's part of the city. Whatever may be thought of

such an interpretation of the passage ; whether admissible or not, it is

certain that Zechariah by the Spirit includes the conjunction of the New
Jerusalem with the rebuilt Old in " the waters that go out of Jerusalem^'

as compared with Rev. 22 : 1, 2. At least it is entirely consistent with
the spirit of prophetical delineation to make the New Jerusalem planted
with its north side within the bounds of the old Jerusalem, taking in

David's city, and then extending southward, etc., embracing a portion of

the desert. The prominence that is given to Mount Zion above the rest of

the city, the descriptions of it so characteristic of the New Jerusalem, the
making of Judah's territory especially holy, the inheriting (Zech. 2 : 13,

etc.) of the Messiah of His portion m tho land, the changes that are
attributed to the rejoicing desert, the constituting Jerusalem *' the throne
of the Lord," the astonishing transformations that are to be witnessed,
the linking it with the new heaven and earth, the inexpressible glory
attributed to the restored Davidic throne, etc.—these things considered
connectedly, relating to the same period of restitution and enthronement,
leave a strong and irresistible impression that the Old and New Jerusalem
are permanently united ; the one part specially designed for the King and
the saints into which the kings of the earth, the representatives of the
nations, enter, and the other part intended for the restored Jewish nation,
as a kind of suburb or extension of the city embracing some of its subjecta
constantly living in the light and beholding the glory of the former. To
this there may be an allusion in Ps. 122 : 3, " Jerusalem is biiilt as a city
that is coTupact together*' which is rendered by others (as e.g. Crit. Eng^
Test, J by Blackley & Hawes, p. 872) " Jerusalem that is built as a city that
is coupled or joinecl together to iiself,'' Instead of making the Old rebuilt
the New ^as even e.g. Eusebius in flattery to Constantino and his mother,
Helena), or constituting two Jerusalems in that age (as many do) the
prophets, whom we endeavor to imitate, speak of them a^ one, sometimes
describing one portion and then again the other, because of the immediate
close conjunction existing between them, for the New is added as an
addition, most glorious and suitable for such a David* s Son, to the Old,
thus making it (Isa. 62 : 3, Ilebrew) ** a diadem of a Kingdom,''^

t Waggoner {lUf. cf Agt to Gome, p, 63) eaya :
** I. M. Stephenson quoted Dr. Thomas to

show thnt there is not any New Jernsalem really in heaven, but that * Jemsalem whioh is
above ' is above only in the sense of being exalted, which denotes the position she will
occupy in the Age to Come ;" and he jnsUy adds :

* * But if the word * above * signifies her
honor and glory, and not her location, then her * coming down/ Rev. 21 : 2, must denote
her abasement and deprivation ot that glory. This criticism of Dr. Thomas is not cor-
rect." Graff, Greybeard's Lay Sermons^ No. 35, correctly makes the New Jemsalem
** the offlcial residence" of the saints, and in *' visible association with the earth," but he
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has it suspended in the air, and remarks :
** That ' glory/ like a star—an added satellite

to the planet on which we live—will appear immediately over Jerusalem in Jndea, and
ita li^t will dim the glory of the son," This picture, however pretty, is not according
to scriptnral analogy. Ber. J. Denham Smith, who approvingly quotes Bellett {Vhr. Her'
aid, June 5th« 1879), carefally locates the city in the air and not on the earth, in order to
avoid the charge of carnality and a lowering of saints. Such sensitiveness, where God's
Theooratio ordering and the covenanted inheritance of David's Son is in question, is

misplaced. Baxter {Vhr. Herald, March 27th, 1879) insists upon placing it in " the air,"

and orges two reasons : (1) Its size making it incongruous "to be poised upon a globe
only five times (24.000 miles) greater in cironmference." This is answered in the text.

(2) It ** ia nowhere stated to come on the earth." To this we reply : It is undoubtedly
implied in Rev. 21, coming down from God, out of heaven, into this renewed earth, and
its identification with the earth itself is positive from the exact locaiUm of the place of
ioheritance and of David's throne (not in the air /), and by the manner in which the proph-
ets (e.g. Isa.. ohs. 45 and 60) describe it as pertcdning actually to the earth, and easv of
access to the nations who visit it, etc. (Comp. Prop. 168, On Place of Manifested Royalty.)

* The critical student will observe a feature that strongly confirms our position over
against the spiritualizing system. If the spiritnalizing application to the Church were
cozrect, then the predictions ought to relate more to Mt. Moriab, where the temple was
and God*a worship was specially conducted ; but instead of this, the decided and con-
stent preference is given to Mt. Zion. where David's throne was located. Why such a
preference ? Our entire line of argument shows why it is thus presented, viz., the Theo-
cratic ordering which hud its real centre associated with Mt. Zion. This in itself shows
that when Zion is restored, the Theocntoy under the Messiah is also established. Henoe,
in view of the inseparable conjunction of Zion and the New Jerusalem, we have the
Spirit in prophecy using the one or the other to express the Theocratic ordering still

future. This at once indicates, as our argument shows, that, as to locality, the New
Jenualem is connected with Mt. Zion in Palestine, and that it is not, as e.g. Baxter
{Cmning Wars), suspended in the sky, from which the Lord Jesus and the saints descend
every day for governmental purpo'^es, and retire to at night (and at the end of one thou-
sand years these visits to the earth are discontinued). This is simply to overlook the
locality, etc., of the covenanted restored Davidic throne, which the Messiah occupies, the
nature and perpetuity of the Kingdom. In the inheritance of the saints we must not
overlook that this includes the inheritance of God Himself, as the portion of *^ the royal
priesthood " (comp, e.g. Numb. 18 : 20 ; Deut. 10 : 9 and 18 : 1, 2 ; Josh. 13 : 33 ; Ps. 16 : 6,
etc., in their relationship to the people gathered out). This forms the climax of the
saints* ^ory ; the untihangeable foundation of eternal bliss ; the exaltation and divinity
of the Theocratic King ; the splendor and majesty of the Kingdom.

* This future New Jerusalem, dependent upon a personal 8eo. Advent and associated
with the eovenanted Theocratic Kingdom, enables us to set aside the vagaries of the past
and present, which misapply the promises pertaining to the same, as e.g. the approprio*-
tioQ of New Jerusalem by the Bwedenborgiana

(
Works), the Zion by the early Anabap-

tists (Mosheim, etc.), the New Zion by the Zjonites (Rousdorf, Kurtz's Ch. His., vol. 2,

p. 273), the Zion by the Mormons (Works), Morin's effort to found the New Jerusalem
i*' Bastile,'* Sdec. Mag., Ap., 1876), the New Jerusalem of Eva Von Buttlar (Kurtz's Gh,
His., vol. a. p. 273), and of the prophet Proli (Kurtz's Gh. His., vol. 2. p. 40), etc.,

including the Protestant misapphoationa to their respective churches, or to the Church
as a whole.
This subject in connection with the Prop, on the place of manifested royalty, etc., evi-

dently, by implication, teaches us where Eden or Paradise was originally located. If we
take the articles in Relig. Encyclops. on Eden or Paradise, we find various conjectures
^taken e.g. from the present formation of the earth, without considering the vast changes
that were since introduced) as to locality, such as Armenia, India, " the highest place of
the earth," Palestine, China, Ceylon, Syria, Persia, Babylonia, Arabia, Ethiopia, etc. It

is the most reasonable to suppose Palestine (of which the promise is that it shall be like
the garden of Eden) was thus originally favored, because it will be the place where the
Second Adam is manifested in His glory, it being His chosen place, and where His
aints exhibit their redemption. The place forfeited by sin will be restored in greater
grandeur, and in it we find ** the tree of life" again made accessible to man. We only
add, as suggestive, that by the direct supernatural intervention great and astounding
changes will be made in levelling the land, etc., making it suitable for the reception of
the city. In addition, many writers of prophecy believe, as the Dead Sea is about 1300
feet lower than the Mediterranean Sea (so e.g. Warner, In ihe Levant, p. 107), a channel
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of oommtmioation will be oat from the latter to the former, and from thence to the Bed
Bea.

Dr. Craven in Lange's Com. Bev.t p. 390, eto., gives the idea that the New Jemsalem
** will exist : 1. Ab a real ci^—the gloriona home and capital of a glorified oommniuty.
2. Aa a maienal symbol of that oommnnity, its order and glozy/* The reason why he has
the second notion attached, arises from the city being called "the Bride," which he is

forced to apply to the Chnrch. Onr explanation condusively shows that this does not
logically follow, becaose the marriage relation is acriptnrally used to denote the intimate
apd endnring relationship existing between the King and His capital where He is

enthroned. Craven insists npon the materiality of a great city as the most natural con-
olusion, as being necessary, as fitting for the glorified, as properly related to the reatita-

tion, etc. He also correctly distingnishes ** between the material city and the new
earth," " the citizens of the city and the nations/' etc. The oider of time when
revealed, etc., is carefully noticed under Prop 151, compared with Props. 148, 149, and
150. We must object to Craven's locating the New Jemsalem afler the Mill, age for the
reasons there assigned. When the Davidic throne is restored and the Theocratic order-

ing once inaugurated at Mt. Zion, it will—as the prophets agree—be perpetual. The
saints occupy this city, not a thousand years after the Kingdom is established, but at the
beginning of the Mill, era ; and being here on the earth at the close of the Mill., they do
not descend from the third heaven after the Mill. age. The time of marriage, the unity
of prediction, the relation of the city to the Theocracy, etc., demand its Pre-Mill. arrival

We thus agree with Justin, Ireneus, Tertullian, Elliott, and many others in miUcing the
New Jerusalem also Minennial,
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PaoposinoN 170. This doctrvne of the Kingdomfvlly sustained
by the « Father's House'' of John 14 : 2.

It is important to consider this Scripture referred to, since it is

supposed by many to form an objection to our doctrine of the King-
dom ; whereas correctly apprehended according to the analogy of
Holy Writ, it forms an additional proof in behalf of our position.

Ob$. 1. Probably no passage of Revelation has received in modern times
meh extravagant interpretation as John 14 : 1-3. The early Church well
posted in the meaning of the ** Father's house/' and assigning to it only
its scriptural definition, had no difficulty with it {seeing that none is

intimated). It was described to them by covenant and prophecy ; it was
handed to them by inspired teachers ; it was so universally comprehended
by them, as a result of the general instruction and belief in the Theocratic
Kingdom, that it required centuries before the theories, now so prevalent,
found an entrance into the Church. Those early believers more logically

consistent than many eminent modems, rested satisfied with the descrip-
tion of the house as given in the Old Test., and hence were protected
against those interpretations afterward fastened upon the passage. Thev
instead of isolatina these verses and explaining them independently of all

others, interpreted them in the li^ht of previously given Eevelation.
We are mainly indebted again to Origen for a departure from the primi-
tive faith. He (in De Princip,, B. 2, ch. 11) makes out the Father's
house to mean " spheres^ i.e., globes" or ** heavens,^* and {in B. 11, S. 6)
he speaks of it as follows :

** I think, therefore, that all the saints who
depart this life will remain in some place situated on the earth which
Holy Scripture calls Paradise" {comp. with Justin) ** as in some place of
instruction ;" then, after certain progress, these saints ascend to " spheres^'

or heavens, reaching the Kingdom of heaven ; and in proof of their pass-
ing through various places, he directly quotes :

*^ In my Father*s house
are nuinu mansions," etc. Origen' s progeny has been prolific* This
notion of his entirely adopted by some and extended into imaginary
details, finds its indorsement in popular commentaries, as e.g. Barnes
(Com, Jno, 14 : 1) who says this *' house" ** may include the Universe,**
and speaks of ** removing from one apartment of God* s universal dwelling-
place to another,** Imagination has painted this ''house" in as many
varied forms and hues as either fancy, or the astronomical knowledge of
the parties could suggest, as e.g. that it was the universe, the mansions
being the planets or worlds ; or, that it was the central part of the
universe around which all planets and systems revolve, etc. Others, more
soberly, define it to be **the third heaven" without indicating its

position. Numerous works, such as Our Eternal Home, Our Heavenly
Home, Heaven, Meet for Heaven^ Gates Ajar, etc., etc., while containing
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macli that is interesting and valuable, embrace this change of interpreta-

tion saggested by Origeu, adopted bj the faithful forerunners of the Papacy,
incorporated by the Popish doctors viz. that this *' house'* is either
*' the third heaven" or some place " above or beyond the stars," which is

**the special dwelling-place of the Father'* or "the Palace of God."
Eloquence, poetry, hymnology, theology, etc.* endeavor—without the least

proof and resting solely on mere assumption—to elevate this into the
truth of God. Men of eminence and ability, of earnest and devoted piety,

resting in the misconceived notion of the covenanted Kingdom and
inheritance, accept of these changes us in accord with their conceptions
of the Kingdom and inheritance, and hence do not stop to examine the
passage as it stands related to both covenant and prophecy. Some, un-
necessarily perplexed by the numerous suppositions unauthorized by the
Word, have fallen into another and equally untenable position, viz.

*** that
where the place (i.e. Father's house) is, cannot be determined," and that
** it becomes us to be silent when Divine revelation is so'*—thus taking
it for granted that the Bible is silent on the subject because they fail to
compare Scripture with Scripture, and to regard the phraseology of Christ
in its Jewish or rather Prophetical aspect. As intimated, the cause of all

such departures lies in the misconception of the Kingdom tliat is covenanted
to Jesus Christ, and in which the saints are to have their inheritance.

1 Ab e.g. Swedenborg's mystical theory of the epheres ; or the idea of some popnlar
writers of succesaiTe stages of progressive life evolved by successive transportation^ from
planet to planet ; or the notion of Isaac Taylor {Phys. Theory of Anolher Life) of an invisi-

ble, although to some extent material, world or universe inside of the one cognizable to
lis, and ** not connected by any active affinities" to this one ; and others ot a similar
tendency, all of which ignore the believer's inheritance as promised by the Spirit (sub-
stituting their own conceived one in place of it), and by their vagne, mystical concep-
tions deliberately reject God's sworn statement respecting it^ making redemption, both of
man and creation, from the cnrse incomplete.

* Science might have been added according to the lavish statement^ of Fignier [Th^
To-MorroiD cf Death, ch. 3), who, after telling ns that ** the space above our atmosphere'*
is ** heaven," adds that science corroborates what is asserted, viz., that ** the most wide-
spread modem religions —Christianity, Bnddhism, and Mohammedanism— assign to hea-
ven the home of God's chosen people," " So science, tradition, and religion join hands in
this matter ; afid tbe holy priest who, attending the royal martyr on the revolationary
scaffold, cried, * Son of the holy St. Louia, ascend to heaven,* uttered a veritable scien-
tific truth." This suggests how far the Chnrch is indebted to outside views respecting
the regions of the blessed—that is, to heathen mythology—for a departure from the
primitive belief. The writer just qnoted (Fignier) affirms, what others only conjectured,
that the sun is the ultimate radiant home of the purified souls. That is the Father's
house ; thus reintroducing in another form ^e ancleni regard for the sun. Bo. C. Bonnet
{Pkiloaopkic Palingenesut), Dupont de Nemours (Ihe Philos. cf the Universe), and others
have the saints passing from world to world, ascending to heaven, etc. ; and the foriner
locates the New Jerusalem forever in heaven (ignoring the promise that it shall descend
to the earth), and adds to Christ's language, in John 14, ** He will return and take us with
Him, that we may be where He will be," etc., thus implying a leaving again after return.
The poets need not be mentioned, and the reader perhaps is familiar with Dick's Philos,
ofahUure Slate, and kindred works, where the astronomical idea is developed.

Obs. 2. lict us endeavor to ascertain the scriptural meaning of
*' Father's Jiouse,'' The word ** Ao?«e," with Father, or God, or Lord,
attached, in some places denotes the tabernacle ; in other places the
temple ; and still in others the Church, because God is specially present,
and these in a special manner belong unto Him. So Jerusalem, owing to
its Theocratic relationship, containing the throne of David^ being the
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capital of the Messianic King, being the place where Qod will dwell again,

etc., is called ** the house of the Lord,'' Pa. ^122, Zech. 8, etc,, just as

Xobacha^nezzar designated the city Babylon (Dan. 4 : 30) ** the house of
the Kingdom.'' It is His '* habitation" or ^'dwelling-place,'* because

specially covenanted to Him, Ps. 132 : 13, 14 ** For the Lord hath chosen

Zion ; he hath desired it for his habitation. This is my rest forever;
here will I dwell for I have desired it" etc. Here it is that God will again

throagh His Son—who is also the promised seed of David to occupy
(according to oath) David's throne—manifest his rulership. In the

prophetic delineations, this idea of '^ a house,** ** a dwelling-place^" etc.,

is insepasably connected with that of the Kingdom ; that is, it is the

house of the Kingdom in which the regal representations are exhibited,

and to which all must look for the central place of dominion. It must
not be separated from the Kingdom; it being the head of the King-
dom and designed for its establishment and perpetuation. So closely

are the two united, that the Kingdom itself — flowing out of this

*' house' ^ — is called '^ the house" that was found and left desolate

by Jesus (Matt. 23 : 38 etc.) '* the tabernacle of David fallen" and
iu mins, or the royal house of David (called ^' house" and ^' mine
hou9e" i.e. adopted as God's in 2 Sam, 7 : 1 seq. and 1 Chron. 17 :

11-27) in an abject condition.* Or, to express ourselves more accur-

ately, *• the house" of David becoming God's '' house" in virtue of His Son
being incorporated to constitute tne Theocratic King contemplated, it

and the Kingdom are associated (comp. even Gen. 41 : 40) ideas, with
which Jerusalem as the place of special royal manifestation and residence

is annexed ; the one virtually and necessarily recalling the other. This,

therefore, explains why in the prophecies they are interchangeably used
;

the one suggesting and being contained in the other. The word ** house**

linked with God, naturally suggests a particular relationship ; that He in

some manner is identified witn it ; and this is fully sustained in the

position that Jerusalem will occupy (as e.g. Zech. 8:3) in the restored

Theocratic arrangement. This accounts for the praises, etc., lavished

upon Jerusalem, the exalted place it becomes in the eyes of all nations,

etc, bat as these have been presented under Props. 168 and 169, nothing
more need to be added. (The only objection, derived from Christ prepar-
ing a place, will be noticed below Obs. 5, and under Prop. 152, etc.)

It now becomes necessary to verify the meaning that we have attached to
** the Father's house." Let us closely follow the guidings of Scripture
and see the result. Turne.g. to Micah 3 : 12 and Zion shall " be ploughed
as a field, and Jerusalem shall become heaps, and the mountain of the
Iiouse aa the high places of the forest." Here the once favored city of God
and the Kingdom is described as fallen. '^ ^z^^ (Micah 4 : 1-3) in the

Jut dags*' all this is to be changed ; a restoration is asserted of the same
Zion, the identical Jerusalem and mountain, and notice, it is expressly

:iffirmed, when this restitution takes place, to be God's ''house" in the
expressions, ** the mountain of the house of the Lord" the house of the God
of Jacob" with the location definitely fixed in the words : "/or the law
shall goforth of Zion and the Word of the Lord from Jerusalem" (comp.
Isa, 2 : 1-4 " the mountain of the Lord*s house, etc.) No wonder that

Jews acquainted with prophecy understood Jesus by " the Father's
house" to refer to these very predictions wher§ it is geographically portrayed
(for evidence, see, e.g. the opinion of tite disciples^ who heard Jesus,
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indirectly or rather directly given Acts 1 : 6)* Just as Jerusalem is

called ^Hhe throne of the Lord'* (Jer, 3 : 17), being ** the city of the great

King,'' ** the city of our Ood** (Ps. 48 : 1-2) ** the holy mountain'* and
*' the mountain of the Lord of hosts** (Zech. 8 : 3) ** a crown of glory in

the hand of the Lord and a royal diadem in the hand of thy God** (Isa. 62 :

3) because ** the delight** of God and married to Him (i.e. intimately
united to Him)—so Jerusalem is designated ** the house of God," etc.

The word " Father" joined to it specially recalled the fact that God the
Father is there as promised ; that the Father (privately acknowledged)
is the One that bestows (Dan. 7)

** the throne of the Lord* upon the Son ;

that He (by covenant) acknowledges David's Son as His Soi> ruling in.

His might so that Theocratically the Kingdom then established is properly
named the Kingdom of the Father and also of the Son (comp. e.g. Matt.
26 : 29 ; Eev, 11 : 15 ; 2 Pet. 1 : 11, etc.). Hence the apostles and early
Christians, placing these predictions in the future at the Second Advent

y

and well knowing that God the Father would again dwell in and *' rejoice

in Jerusalem" when ** the new heaven and new earth" (Isa. 65 : 17-19)
were created, thus making it His Habitation or House, could not interpret

Christ's language in any other way than as applicable to that period. It

was only w^hen the direct prophecies relating to God's House in this seuse

were alleged to be fulfilled in this dispensation and Church (against exist-

ing fact, viz. that such enpremacy, deliverance from war, suffering, etc-,

are not witnessed, and will not be down to the Sec. Advent), that men
found it necessary to seek out another meaning for the predicted *' House
of the Lord." Let the student notice that John gives this promise ol

the Father's house after the determination of Judas to betray Him, and
in view of His approaching death ; now if we turn to Luke, we find sub-
stantially the same promise given in other phraseology which corroborates

our interpretation. In LuKe 22 : 29, 30, Jeeus appoints unto them o

Kingdom as the Father appointed unto Htm, etc., which when compared
with Matt. 19 : 28 and other Scripture is, '^when the Son of Man shall sii

on the throne of His glory,** The spirit or intent of the promise is thug
confirmed, and this will be strengthened by considering the numerous
promises given to the righteous of inheriting, dwelling in, abiding in

Jerusalem, this Lord's house in the future, and of their securing such
extraordinary exemption from evils and the reception of positive bless-

ings such as can only be attributed to the state of believers after the
Advent.* The Father and the Christ being One, as John proceeds to staU
in the words of Jesus, shows—if faith is willing to accept of it—that *^ the

Father's house,** and " the Lord*s house'* established at the Second Com-
ing by the Mighty King, are one and the same. An overwhelming stream
of prophecy indicates the identity; and Jesus sustains it in the mosi
delicate manner by calling it, in view of the relation that He sustains in

the Theocratic order, ^' me Father*s house,** which the prophets, in theii

relationship, did not directly employ, but substituted " The house of the

Lord** '* The city of the Lord, theZion of the Holy One of Israel, * etc.

The only correct method of dealing with the passage under consideration
is to regard it as in unison with the previously given statements concern-
ing " the Lord* 8 house,** which is to be witnessed and realized in all iU
glory in the renewed earth.*

I The Oriental usage mtiBt be obaexred in this conneatioa^ which represented a King,
dom under the flgnre o£ a ** house,** with the evident idea of presenting the notion of a
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ptttemal gorenunent, a Xttlatioiulup of parent and children in the headahip and obedi-

ence, eto. It iB' only neoessaiy to direct attention e.g. to Heb. 3 : 2, 6, 6, where it is

asAerted that Moaea was faithful in his ** honae," or government or headship over the
children of Israel^ and so Christ also haa a " house/* a government or headship, which
" hoase** we, if persevering to the end. shall become, i.e. having reference to onr assooi*

ated rulenhip with Christ, being exactly equivalent to Lnke 12 : 32, eto. The J&icy. Relig.

Kfunokdgt, in art. ** House," correctly observes that owing to a honse being for dwelling
and a tent being also for the same, they are called the same (beth) in Hebrew. The
tabernacle of Qod, the tabernacle of David incorporated as His, is this house, and it is

restored here upon the earth—for God dwells in it as Buler, the Sovereign Head—it

being a Theocratic House,
* From explanations previously given, it is unnecessary to stop and argue that e.g.

'* mountain" denotes Kingdom, for even our opponents fully admit this when, in their

own way, they make Hioah and Isaiah descriptive of the Kingdom of the Messiah. But
that it is thus employed the reader can verify by reference to Isa. 26 : 6, 7 ; Dan. 2 : 35 ;

Ezek. 17 : 23 ; Isa. 41 : 15, eto. The latter (Daubnz, Ferp. Com,, quotes) a Targum
rendezB : " Thou shalt slay the people and shalt consume the kingdoms (i.e. mountains);
thou shalt make them as stubble." Lord, in reply to Betf;, says that " mountain" is not
used as a Kingdom, but symbolically to designate " the rulers who exercise the govem*
meni over the State, not the State itself, as a mountain is part of the earth that is largely

elevated above the lower portions that surround it.
'* While wo are inclined to think

that ** mountain** is sometimes used for Kingdom, yet it is also, as Lord states, employed
to designate the nding avihoniy, the places of power and authority, the high places of

a Kingdom. And thus it seems to be employed in Isa. 2 and Mia 4, or otherwise we
have a redundancy in the expression, viz., the Father's house is already the Kingdom as

established at Jerusalem, and the mountain must be descriptive of the ruling authority,

whioh is thus exalted above all others. Lord's idea coincides with the one here ad-
vanced, since Jerusalem is the place of manifested royalty, the representative of the rul-

ing authority, the centre of the widespread dominion. As a contrast we refer to the
Father of modern deviations, Origen, who {Ag. Cklsus) makes, in Isa. 2, the mountain of

the Lord to be the Word ; the house to be the Church ; the tops of the mountains to be
the predictions of the prophets ; the hiUs to be individuals who make a profession of
superior attainments in wisdom, etc.

* It 19 this feature which forms the key-note of many passages. Thus, e.g. the barren
Toman ** diottting (marg.) in a house,*' Ps. 113 : 9,

** they shall be abundantly satisfied with

the fatness of thy house,'* etc., Ps. 36 : 8 (with which compare feast of Isa. 25, etc.). So
abo Ps. 84 : 4, 10 ; Ps. 58 : 2 ; Isa. 66 : 5 ; Fs. 65 : 4 ; Isa. 60 : 7, etc.

* The reader is reminded (as indicative of the use of the word ** house**) that in this

Jerosalem—this ** house of the Lord "—which beloi^ to God in virtue of its Theocraiic

relationship, there is to be another " house'* or *' building.** called " a spiritual house,**

1 Pet. 2 : 4-10 ;
" Ood*s building," 1 Cor. 3 : 9 ;

« house of God,'* 1 Tim. 3 : 15 ; 1 Pet.

4 : 17. This " house" is incorporated with the other, forming, Eph. 2 : 19-22, " an Holy
Temple in the Lord,'* *' for the habitation of God through the Spirit.** It is so desig-

nated because forming that ** royal priesthood,'* etc., who " in the ages to come** shall

show forth " the exceeding riches of His grace/* etc. How this " house'* is connected
is shown onder various propositions.

Obs. 3 In this " houae" are *' man^ mansions,*^ Commentatora inform
m that the word translated *' manaions'^ may denote either the act of

dwelling, or the place where one dwella, or a atation or poaition occupied
therein. It is of little conaeqaenco which idea is intended, for either one
of them implv that in thia house the saints will dwell possessing stations of

honor and glory. How this accords with the descriptions relating to the

capital of the Coming Theocratic Kingdom, need not be repeated after

the intimations already ^'ven. Bnt the reader will notice that these

diiciples are encouraged with the hope of being specially near to Him in
the very place of royal manifeatation, which ia explained in other passages

as sitting upon thrones and judging the twelve tribes of Israel, agreeably

to the Theocratic ordering. " Many" gives an assurance of sufficiency,

and, perhaps^ aa some think^ of " grades" agreeably to 1 Cor. 15 : 40, 41.
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Tertnllian (On the Res., ch. 41) Bays the many mansioxui " may possibly be Tinder-

stood o£tlie domicile of this world.'* A remark may be appropriately added : These
*^ mansioziR/* while '* many," still are only designed for a certain class, viz., the elect.

The number of kings and priests is determined ; only so many, and no more, are to be-

come such ; and hence also the number of crowns and mansions are determined for the
same. This is a peculiar, separate, exalted people specially formed for His name, who
are associated with Christ in the administrations of the Theocratic Kingdom. These are
now in process of being gathered out of the nations. Let us see to it that we shall be
among those so highly honored. If believers, let us be careful lest some other man take
the mansion that we can attain unto ; for it is just as true of the mansion as it is of the
cpown (the latter being equivalent to or including the former), Hev. 3 : 11, " to hold that
fast which thou hast, that no man take thy oxown/ ' No orown, no mansion. How
terrible, how remorseful, if another man take the position, the dwelling-plaoe, bo happy,
exalted and glorious, once offered to me and within my reach.

Obs, 4. ** // it were not so, I would have told you." Here Jeans appeals
to His own truthfulness. The student will please observe the force of this

reference. (1) It takes for granted that the disciples after having
preached this Father* s house, after having identified it with the Theo-
cratic-Davidic Kingdom—understood the nature of this house and antic-

ipated places of honor and glory in it. Hence the expressive :
** If it

were not so," i.e. if you believed wron^—if ,vour faith and hope were erro-

neous, fitc. (2) Jesus confirms them in their expectations of the ultimate

restoration of this Theocratic " Father's house," in the words :
*' I would

have told you,'' By this expression He affirms that He would not, as a
faithful Teacher, leave them, if misapprehending the truth, under a mis-
take. He would enlighten them. The honesty of Jesus is involved in this

matter. If the disciples were wrong in their view of the Father's house,

then it was the place of the Divine Teacher not to leave them in the
continued (see Acts 1 : 6) belief that it related to the Theocratic ordering.

(See this matter discussed, Props, 43, 69, 70, 71, etc.) (3) If the modern
notions engrafted on this passage are correct, then it follows that there

ought to have been a complete revulsion in the views of the disciples,

seeing that the popularly received interpretations of the Father's house are

utterly antagonistic to the idea of a restored Theocratic-Davidic house

—

once under tne special relationship of the Father. But such a change of

meaning never resulted under apostolic preaching (Props. 70, 71) aa seen
in the belief (Props. 72, 73, 74, 75, 76) of the early Church. Our inter-

pretation vindicates, therefore, the integrity of Jesus, the knowledge of

inspired teachers, and the belief of the Primitive Church.

Obs, 6, " / go to prepare a place for you,** By this going Jesus em-
braces His death and ascent to heaven ; and includes the provision mado
for salvation, such as securing His own power over death (i.e. becoming
David's immortal Son, capable of meeting and fulfilling the terms of the
covenant) to rescue others, His acknowledgment by the Father in exalta-

tion, etc. By thus preparing a place for you. He evidently refers to the
same inheritance that Peter speaks of (1 Pet. 1 : 4-7)" reserved in heaven,^^

but ** ready to be revealed in the last time,'' ^' at the appearing of Jesus
(Jhrist ;" or, to the New Jerusalem, the special home of the ransomed,
which John tells us (Rev. 21) at the creation of ** the new heaven and
new earth," " comes down, from God, out of heaven," and which, aa wo
have shown (Prop. 169) is most intimateljr connected with, joined to,

the earthly Jerusalem, giving to the latter its inexpressibly great glory.
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Xo one doubts tlut the New Jerusalem state, whatever it denotes, is

related to Ms ** Father's house/' But in strict conformity with our
doctrine, when the time comes for this Father's house (Theocratic capital)

to be restored in its contemplated grandeur and predicted splendor, this

New Jerusalem " descends out of heaven from God,'^ upon an earth from
wliich the curse is repealed, forming—owing to its preparation—the great

object of attraction, power, honor, and magnificenco identified with that
"^ houde." The stations, places, or mansions, determined previously, are

bestowed upon those who are worthy of them. But this by no means
exhausts the meaning of the word ** prepare." The careful student of the

Word well knows how the Spirit—to whom time is nothing—in the large-

ness of his comprehension links things together which we, shortsighted and
fettered by time, are apt to ovenook. Jesus is not only the Divine
Architect of the New Jerusalem, but in the full and complete preparation
of the place for the Redeemed is included the creation of the New Heaven
and ^ew Earth, the restoration of the Theocratic Kingdom, the making
of all things new. By goin^ in the way appointed, He is the recognized
authority to receive the Kingdom for which He makes preparation in

heaven itself and completes it at His return. He is even engaged in

preparing, i.e. quallfyiug, testing, etc., the believers for the places

intended for them in the Father s house. The phraseology appears to

intimate that the preparation is not immediately complete, but con-
tinuous, extending oven to His Coming again.

The reader vill observe that the expresfilon. ** prepare a place for yon/' forbids the
engrmfted Fopiah idea of this place being " the third heaven/* the place where the
Divine Sovereigntj is specially manifested, seeing that snch preparation implies that it

did ik<A prtvioHsly exist, which cannot be said of the third heaven. Fairbaim {Typclogy,
vol. 1. p. 312) says that the going to prepare denotes ** His directing the events which
ar« to issue in its full establishment/* and while inclined to accept of this we make it to
indade much more. (Comp. Alford, Lange. etc., foci.)

Ohs, 6. We now come to tho clause which is supposed to militate the
most against our view, viz. ** I will come again and receive you unto my-
9€lf ; that fckere I am there ye may be also.'* Some commentators tell us
thiat by this Coming again, etc., is meant His Coming by death to remove
eainta to this ** house." But this is opposed not only by the spirit of

the passage and by parallel passages but even many of our opponents
themselves refuse to accept it owing to its harshness. Being present
personallyJ speaking of departing personally,,i\iB Coming again must also

allnde to a personal Comifig or return ('^ I am to come bacW* so Bloomfield).
That Ho will come again personally is abundantly attested (Prop. 121).
Jeros does not come in or through death ; death being an enemy and
penal in its character. Hence even Barnes {Com, Acts 1 : 11) while inten-
tionally silent on the Coming again on John 14 ; 3,' quotes it as a Coming
" at the Day of Judgment, So also Bloomfield rejecting the notion of a
Coming at death, indorses what he calls the interpretation " maintained
by most ancient and earlier modems, viz. as referring to the period of
the Sec. Advent, and which he adds :

" Is placed beyoiul doubt by 1 Tliess.

4 : 16, where the language of the apostle is the best comment on that of Iiis

Lord,*^ Tho changing of the text, also to make it read :
" I will return

ud take you with me'* (Campbell's Transl. Four Gospels), thus making
the impression that they are removed from this earth, is -not sustained
either by critics or the analogy of Scripture. When Jesus comes again,
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He remains upon this earth ; the Bible closes with leaving Him, tho

saints, and the New Jerusalem here, and it is an unwarranted adding to

the Word, a violation of an oath-bound covenant, a removal of Him from
His inheritance, throne of glory, and Theocratic Kingdom, to say that He
is taken away, or goes away again from this ** New Heaven and New
Earth. ^' Jeans comes again to restore the Theocratic Kingdom, and as

the saints are associated with Him in rulership, they Ihen receive the

portions assigned them in this *' Father's house.*'* Hence, 2 Thess. 2 : 1,

2, etc., '^ the Coming of our Lord Jesus Christ and our gathering vnto
Him,^' are united. This Coming is itself dependent upon the completion
of certain preparatory measures, such as : until the last one of the chosen,
elect, determined number of saints is gathered out of this dispensation
who are to be kings and priests in the Coming one ; until the decreed
consumption of the laud and people has culminated to its closing; until
the ordained times of Gentile domination are about accomplished. Then
when all things are ready, " The Christ" comes, sent by the Father, On©
with the Father, to accomplish and perfect the Father's will, and in the
place, selected in preference to all others, where the Theocratic Presence
alone is vouchsafed, there will he receive His believing brethren that they
may ever be with Him. The possession of this ** house" is conditional

on that Coming—so ail the prophets, all the sacred writers. In the inter-

mediate state the saints are waiting for the period of manifestation, when
the reward, the crown, the inheritance, etc., is bestowed by the Theocratic
King and they forever enter the enjoyment of their several "mansions"
in *' the everlasting Kingdom," of which the glorious *' Father's House"
forms the crowning head, adorned and ennobled by the descended New
Jerusalem with which it is evermore One. Thus the Scriptures har-
monize, making (instead of several and many localities and worlds, etc.

)

covenant promises, predictions, and doctrines consistent one with the

othery referring to one period, one place, one great Kingdom, one
magnificent royal city (the Old and the New in union) and one mighty
King of kinffs swaying lordly dominion, as David's Son and Theocratic
Ruler, over all the earth restored to the favor and blessing of the Father, •

' Althotigh he afterward, on the words, '* Ye may be also,*' says : " He wonld come agnir
at the day of judgment, and gather all His friends to Himself, and they ahonld be evei
with Him," Heb. 9 : 28. His entire comment on Acts 1 : 11, " Shall so come," is thi
following :

" At the day of judgment, John 14 : 3, * If I go and prepare a place for yon, !

will come again,* " etc. Brown (Cbm., John 14) makes no attempt to explain the Father^
honse, and on the phrase/* I will come again and receive yon nnto myself," he says
*' mridly^ at His personal appearing ; but in a secondary sense, to each indiTidaaJly'
(evidently meaning by the last death, with which opinion the reader is desired to contra^
his own strong protest against it in his ** Christ's Sec. Coming,*' quoted by us. Prop. 121;
Origen, Calvin, Lampe, Meyer, Luthardt, Brtlbkner. Ewald, and many others refer tbi
Coming again to the still future personal Parousia of Jesus, which is far more conaiBten
with the analogy of Scripture than to make this Coming that of the Spirit (Keandei
Godet, etc.) or that of death (Grotins, Knapp, Benss, etc.).

* Taking the Spirit's description of this " house," we have something real, tangible
something that mind and heart can grasp ; something adapted to the longings and aspire
tions of fallen humanity ; something in accord with man in his individual, social, an
national relations ; something consistent with a perfected recovery from the fall. inBtea
of an ethereal, unearthly, distant something that no one can describe, no one can te
where it exists, etc. The Coming again of Jesus, as held by us, is confirmed by anotb*
class of passages, as 1 Cor. 11 : 26 ; Heb. 9 : 27. 28, etc. In brief, a multitude of write:
(like Schmid, Sib. Iheol. N, T., p. 222) refer this Coming to the Sec. Advent, which alox
accords with general an^ogy. In reference to the misapplication of this passage 1
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dMih, bj vhich so many are led astray, it is snffloient to qnote the pointed affirmation

of oar leading opponent, Dr. Brown, who (GhrisVs Sec, Ooming, ch. 2) not only concedes,

bat defends our application of the passage. He aignes that death cannot, without undue
Tiolenee, be transmated in Christ's Coming, and quotes this Scripture as follows :

" * Let
not your heart be troubled (said Jesus to His sorrowing disciples) : in my Father's house
are many mansions ; I go to prepare a place for you. And if I go away '—what then ?

* Ye shall soon follow me ? Death shall shortly bring us together ? ' Nay : but * If I go
otray, J wUl come again and receive you. unio myself: that xckere 1 am^ (here ye may be cUsOf'

John 14 : 1-3. ' And while they looked steadfastly toward heaven as He went up,
behold, two men stood by them m white apparel ; which also said, " Te men of Oalilee,

why stand ye gazing up into heaven, this same Jtaus which is taken up from you inio heaven,

BhaU "—what ?
' Take you home soon to Himself, at death ? Nay ; but shall ' so come in

ake meamer as ye have seen Him go vUo Heaven,* " Acts 1 : 10, 11.

Obg. 7- To indicate the line of argument adopted by others, we present

an epitom^ with added remarks of ours in parenthesis^ from the more
recent and interesting work of Dr. D. W. Clark, entitled Man all

Immortal, In the chap., 'Heaven" Tchap. 16) after correctly insisting

upon it '' that heaven ia real as eartn is real," he directs attention to

what he calls, the " types of heaven." These are (1) Eden
;

(if Eden is

a tt^pe, then Eden is not to be regained, and Satan has succeeded in defraud-
ing the race of its original grant. A substitution of something else, is

not Paradise restored. Henco the Bible begins with an earthly Paradise
lost, and ends with tlie same restored with ^ded blessings). (2) Canaan ;

(bat this is pare imagination ; it is nowhere asserted, excepting by men
mystically inclined. More : Canaan is expressly promised (Prop. 219) to

the Patriarchs and their seed ; they are to be raised up to inherit it ; this

dispensation closes with Jesus and His saints in it, as the central part of

the Kingdom.) (3) Jerusalem
; (but this is never proclaimed as a type

;

what is said of Canaan in a great measure applies here.) (4)
** Heaven is

typically represented by the temple and the Church" (but the temple
and the Church only represent an ordering or future arrangement). (5)
" In an especial senae was the Holy of Holies a type of heaven ;

(yes but
only of the third heaven as it stands related to the sacrificial work, Heb.
9 : 24, to Christ, and nut to the inheritance of the saints ; the saints were
never allowed to enter it, etc.). (6) " The house and the family are also

used as types of the heavenly place and relations ;" (they simply afford

illustrations to indicate future relationship in the inheritance but are no
types of the inheritance itself). (7)

*' The Sabbath is also made to

Eymbolize heaven ;" (this is a mistake ; it does not symbolize the place, but
only the time of inheritance, the coming rest in it, and the worship and
enjovmenta pertaining to it). Next Clark presents what he calls '* Dgures
employed to represent heaven." Here again he falls into error ; for

among these figures he designates " Place'' " City,*' "* Building," ** King-
dom,*' "Country," '* Inheritance." But these" actually and really de-

scribe what exists, for heaven is '* a place," Clark himself calling it ** a
local habitotion ;" it contains ** a City," the ** Building" of God ; it

really possesses *' a Kingdom," located in ** a country," and which is

actually " inherited." Thus taking his own admissions, these are not
figures, i.e. a mere tropical representation. When he comes to discuss the

locality of heaven, he adopts Dr. Dick's notion of making * * heaven the
astronomic centre of the material universe," and this view, he admits, is

based solely on probability, saying :
** the exact locality of heaven, in rela-

tion to the* earth, the Scriptures do not fix ; but they do refer to it as
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occupying a place in the universe.*' Dr, Dick and others are approvingly

quoted. Now in relation to a mere admitted suppodition, let it be

suggested : (1) that a confounding of two things is apparent. The central

part of the universe, which may indeed be the special place of the mani-
festation of the Father, is mistaken for the inheritance of the saints, for-

getting that from this heaven of the Father the holy city comes to this

earth, and that the Father is represented by, and seen in, His reigning

Son when here ; (2) that while the exact locality of the third heaven ib not
given, the exact locality of the future inheritance of the saints is pre-

sented
; (3) that the Primitive Church for three centuries had no doubt

respecting their inheritance, believing that the Scriptures did locate the
place, even here on earth

; (4) that this theory ignores the promises per-

taining to this earth, the promises made to Christ, the promises based on
the covenants ; (5) that it is derogatory to the Word to believe, that
Christ's inheritance and that of the saints, so specifically given, cannot be
ascertained i.e., in locality. Dr. Clark briefly refers to our view (p. 445)
quoting Dr, Griffin as teaching that this earth purified and refurnished
shall be the inheritance of the saints, saying :

*' It has received the sanc-

tion of many learned and pious men.'' But he adds :
*' It is in many

respects a grand idea, and it is countenanced by some beautiful analogies ;

but, after all, it is unproved," The objections he urges in the briefest

manner against us as ** insuperable'* are the following : (1)
** The surface

of the earth would be insufficient for the habitation of ao great a number ;'*

(all this is fully answered elsewhere ; besides the reader will notice that it

is a mere human deduction). (2)
*' Then, too, heaven is represented as the

home of not only the saints, but also of the angels of God, and of Christ
and God Himself ;" (this scarcely needs a reply, seeing that all Mil-
lenarians, ancient and modem, have the renewed earth and the third
heaven intimately united, Jacob's dream verified, and God ruling ia
Christ). (3)

** Then again, it is referred to as a building, a city, a King-
dom already prepared ;" (this is overlooking (1) what may be prepared
and what is in coarse of preparation, placing together in time what God
has separated ; and (2) that things still future in view of their certainty,

are spoken of as present or realized by anticipation ; and (3) that God'

a

determination to accomplish a certain thing, in view of His all sufficiency,

etc., is alluded to as an aocomplished fact.) TVe are profoundly glad,
in view of the covenants, the promises to inherit the earth, the deliverance
of creation from the curse, etc., that such a talented writer as Dr. Clark
could not urge stronger objections. In the light of the Word, they are oi
no moment. These have been answered under various Props., so that u

refutation, at length, is unnecessary.

Briefly, the atatements of others may be contraBted. It is almost a caricataring oi

the promise to make (as Martensen, Ch. Bog., p. 348) the nniveTsal Church " the Father^
House,** and the many mauaions :

** these varions confessions mast be looked upon at

arions chambers, TarioTis dwellings in the house of the one Lord." As the wore
** house** has a variety of applications, it most here be interpreted to suit the analo</y o\

Scripture respecting the inheritance of the saints—as something separate and distinc
from the sointa themselves—as something which they inherit. That class of our oppo
nents who concede a future inheriting of the earth virtually concede the correctneus o
our interpretation. Surely the Scriptures are not antagordsiic concerning the place in
herited. Hence we must reject Eeerl's {His. Creation aiid Doc. of Paradise) opinion tlm
the universe is Ood's house and the fixed stars the many mansions, or MacDonald'a (3^
FiUher*8 House : or the Heaven of the Bible) view that **the third heaven*' is thus desif^
nated, simply because these are never promised to the saints us their inbetitanoe o
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nvazd. or Kingdom in which they reign. Lincoln {Leds. on Hev,), although a Pre-
lOlenArian, misapplies this promise to the third heaven, thna ignoring coixnani and
promise; and feeling an incongruity, he says (vol. 2, p. 11) :

*' The Father's house pre-

cede^ in point of time, the judgment seat of Christ and the Kingdom of the Son of

man." It does neither ; for it contains the throne of the Christ, and is itself the King>
dom of the Son of man ; and being once obtained remains to evexy saint an ever-abidijig

possession. Beecher, in a sermon on ** The Future Utate," based on John 14 : 1-4, takes
it for granted that this house refers to the third heuven, and not the sligkUsi proof is vouoh-
safed for such an assumption. Then a second unfounded supposition is engrufted upon
the first one, viz., that by death ve enter this house and the mansions, the coming again
of JcBQS and the receiving being thus interpreted : '' 1 think you will see Christ ; but you
ill see Him on the other side. You wiU go to Him, He icUl not come to you" (thus revers-

ing the phraseology of the text ; see Chr. UnUm, Sept. 6th, 1877). A writer in the Prince
Um Rtview (Ap., 1855, p. 274 etc.) defines (1)

** the Father's house" to be the entire

eieatad univeise, embracing " hearen f (2) the '* many mansions** are descriptive of

"i^wee sufficient to accommodate innumerable companies ;" (3) the place prepared ia

the third heaven, and this preparation was made when Jesus '* went into heaven in a
glorified huioan nature, as the great High Priest of the Church, to present as it were His
ovn blood, and take possession, as their Forerunner, of the promised inheritance." *' It is

His interoeding worl^ in the presence of God, which has already prepared heaven for

His people ;" and hence. He informs us. He comes to them at death and brings them to
hearen, and then also comes at the resurrection and takes them back to heaven ; (4) He,
then, concedes a renewed earth to arise, but, not knowing exactly what to do with it tn
kis sjfsUm of eschatology, he hesitatingly adds : " Does it follow that this earth is to be
the neat, the exclaaiye seat of heaven ? We feel much inclined to the liberal interpreta-
tioa of the passage that it teaches that the present earth, after its predicted destruction,
will come forth renewed ; and yet we cannot hold that any such pre-eminence is to be
assigned to it aa that it shall become the exchisive seat or fixed bounded limit of
besTen." We do not say" exclusive" heaven, but we do affirm their special, exclusive
coTenanted, predicted, and promised ijiheniance. We turn to another writer, G, S. Faber
{ TS« Many Mansions m Qie House of the Falher), who makes the " house" to be " the real
temple of the Omnipresent," or "the immense mundane house of God," i.e. the
ouiverse, and " the many mansions" are the many spheres, planetary and stellar, which
istronomy reveals to us. But the place which our Lord promised to prepare for us is this
earth (one of the mansions) restored to an Edenic or perfected condition, which the
saints shall occupy after the Sec. Advent. This theory tries to unite the popular concep-
tion with the promises relating to the inheriting of the earth, but fails in consistency^

amply beoauso it is not founded on a corrtci oovuxpiian of the Theocratic Eingdom qf ihs

Lad Jesvs,
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Proposition' 171. TJiia Kingdom is connected wWi (ke Bap-

tism of the Soly Ghost and of Fire.

That, at the time this Kingdom is established and during its con-

tinuance, the saints will be under tlie special injluence and power
of the Bpirity is clearly taught in many predictions. Even many
of our opi)onents frankly aSmit that the Millennial descriptions

can never be realized without a remarkable^ astounding ana even

^miraculous ovtpouring of th^ ^^"^*^> exceeding everything that

the world has ever yyitnessed. The careful student, weighing the

promises on this subject, must, from a consideration of the passages
teaching this, come to the same conclusion. It is reasonable, too,

that the same Spirit^ which exhibited its power in all great events,

in periods of transition, should in the establishing of the Theocracy
be eminently conspicuous in this the culminating era of its own
glorious predictions and works.

Fausset {Com., Isa. 2 : 3) remarks :
** If the curse foretold against Israel has be«n

literally fulfilled, so shaU Uie promised blessing be literal. We Gentiles must not, while

giving them the carse, deny them their pecnliar blessing by apiritualidng it. The Holy
Qhost shaU be ponr^ ont for a general conversion then, Jer. 50 : 5 ; Zech. 8 : *21, 23 ;

Joel a : 28.** To this we add : In order to comprehend the greatness and glory of the

coming Theocracy, we most locate the divine operations of the Holy Spirit as given in

the divine record, and allow to them the extent as promised, both as they pertain to the

Jews, the Gentiles, and the glorified saints. By limiting and transposing* the predictionB

are shorn of their beanty, consistency, and strength.

Obs, 1. To avoid misapprehension in what follows, it is proper to say,

that we cordially adopt the doctrine that the Holy Spirit is the renewer
and sanctifier, througn the truth, of all who are redeemed, and that such
renewing influences are necessary unto salvation. While accepting of the

ordinary work of the Spirit in enlightening and eanctifying men, we do not
find that this comes under the phrase " baptism of the Holjf Ghost,** which
rather denotes the bestowment of all other gifts, eren the miraculous, in coti-

nection with the ordinary. The very phraseology evinces such a lavish be-

stowment of the Spirit, that the gifts which the apostle enumerates, as

often more or less divided (1 Cor. 12 : 7-11), are bestowed upon the person
thus "filled" or "baptized,^* to an unusual degree. Passing over the
Record, and carefully noticing the cases of such baptism with their results,

will prepare us to appreciate the Proposition and guard us against the mis-
application of language and facts so prevalent at the present day.

We have to-day ten thonsand works which, unable to discriminate between the
ordinary and extraordinary operations of the Spirit, urge ns to " pray for the baptism o\

the Holy Ghost" to be experienced at present Certain religious bodies, deserving credii

for insisting upon the believer*s dependence upon the Divine Spirit, run into an extrexn<

by adopting this phrase as a familiar one to designate present experience. Bee Obs. ^

and noto. In commentazies, sermons, etc., we are exhorted to repent and believe so Uiai
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ve, at present, may Teceive tbe Holy Spirit aa given on the day of Pentecost, which ia

design&ted a " PenteooBtal Bhower/* eto.

Obs, 2. John the Baptist predicts that the One Coming after him, even

JesQs Christ, ** shall baptize you with the Holy Ohost and with fire'' (Matt.

3 : 11 ; Mark 1:8; Luke 3 : 16 ; John 1 : 33 ; Acts 1 : 5). Leaving the

baptism of fire for a following observation, and confining ourselves to that

of the Holj Ghost, it may be stated that according to Acta 1 : 5, whatever

influences and power Jesus bestowed upon the disciples and His apostles

from the time of John to His ascension, this specific baptism of the Spirit

was not supposed to be conferred, for it is asserted that to fulfil this prom-
ise of John's, and to be endued with power from on high, they must re-

main at Jerusalem un^i7 the Comforter came,' V/br John truly baptized with

voter ; but ye shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost not many days hence.''

Hence the phrase is only used by wa^ of promise in the Gospels.' The
apofltlea who were to be favored with this baptism hvA previously experienced

the ordinary operations of the Spirit, for as Christ's prayer indicates (John
17 : 16-20), they were already renewed men, worthy believers, who having
•* received,'^ " kept," and ** believed " the Word were acknowledged as His
brethren, and who in their preaching and labors had been remarkably sus-

tained by the Spirit, before obtaining this special baptism on the day of

Pentecoet. The baptism then must include something more than the pro-

duction of *' piety," ** worship,** " religious principles"—in brief, than the

characteristics of a divine life.* In turning to the account of the actual

reception of this baptism, it is found to embrace the reception of miracu-
h\$s gifts and powers, such as the imparting supernaturally the understand-
ing of truth, the prophetic spirit, the speaking with other tongues, the
working of miracles, etc. Of course, with such a portrayal of what consti-

tutes the baptism of the Holy Ghost, we dare not limit it to anything less

than flfuch an experience. And in this we are sustained, if we find all other
instances, in which such a baptism is mentioned as given comporting with
the one realized by the apostles. In Acts 8 : 5-24, we have another account
of other persons who were already believers, having been baptized in the
name of Jesus Christ, and afterward obtained this baptism through which
they received miraculous power, it being a special, added blessing. So in

Acta 10 : 44-46, the Holy Ghost fell on the believers b^towing snpematural
power, and this Peter, Acts 11 : 15-17, calls the baptism of the Holy Ghost,
saving :

" then remembered I the Word of the Lord, how that He said: John
iiideea baptized with water ; but ye shall be baptized with the Holy Ghost,"
etc The uniform testimony of Scripture, wherever the baptism itself is

described, is, that it was not designed for the renewing of the heart and
conferring of Christian graces f whatever influence it may have exerted in

confirming faith and its fruits) out/or the bestowal of supernatural power
nnd endowtnents. The reader, if he wishes more proof, can find additional
iwUnces in Acts 19 : 6 ; Heb. 2:4; Acts 5 : 32 ; 1 Pet. 1 : 12 ; Acts
15 : 8 ; *Rom. 15 : 18, eto. The fact is indisputable that believers who had
been baptized and were acknowledged Christians had by this baptism super-
natural power added to their other attainments. It is therefore equivalent
to the conferring of such power.*

) A mutake made by some writers (as e.g. StniKos) in making the oommand to baptize
in Uu name of the Holy Ghost, Matt. 28 : 19, an eqtUTalent to receiving *' the baptism of
tha Holy Ohost" in so self-erident, that it only deserves mention to indicate its inconsis-
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fency in designating the act performed by another only in the name of the Spirit to he
the performance of the Spirit itself, etc.

> Hence, undoubtedly OlBhanaen misapprehends this baptism, when he makes it to be
the ordinary work of " the inward cleauiung in faith, the Spirit being conceived of au

the regenerating principle/ ' So also Kendrick when he Bpiritaolizes it» making the
baptism merely indicative of Christ's ministiy, being " more profoundly searchiug and
spiritual.*' The same mistake occurs in Barnes, etc., who make it equivalent to the
ordinory regenerating operations of the Spirit on the heart and life of men, only to a
greater extent. Some (as e.g. the Christian Union. , July llth^ 1877), would even limit

John 14 : 12 -'* the greater works**—to the moral and spiritual as exhibited in Lnlher,

"Wesley, Moody, etc, A Roman Catholic version, given by Dr. Butter (Life of J(sv$, p.

102), loUowB the same :
** * He shall baptize you in the Holy Ghost and the fire ' of Hitt

divine love, in order to purify you from your sins.' ' Various commentaries mtike the

same mistake, owing to a lack of comparison of Scripture on the subject.
' An honored fnend, the same to whom this work is dedicated, an^ests that another

reason which evinces the distinction here maintained is the fact, that the apostles them,
selves exhorted their followers to desire and covet the ordinary renewing operations be-

fore those of the extraordinary or miraculous, and that they intimate that the one can
exist without the other. To this may be added : the reason why such a distinction exists,

lies in the truth, that the ordinary must prtcede in order to qualify us for this future bap-
tism, and the apostles well knowing that all who believe and become heirs will eventually

experience it in a greater measure than then witnessed, lay the greater stress on the

necessary and important antecedent preparaiory work. Every believer is now in the
chrysalis state of grace, but then in the perfected state.

Obs, 3. The question arises whether this Baptism of the Holy Ghost as

promised by John, was fulfilled on the day of Pentecost and afterward. The
answer is that it was a fulfilment of Acts 1 : 5 containing a promise given

personally to the apostles but onlv a partial inchoate fulfilment of the other,

seeing that the Lord manifested in comparatively a few persons what He
proposes hereafter to bestow upon all the believing brethren associated with
Him. The Baptism of Pentecost is a pledge of fulfilment in the future,

evidencing what the Holy Ghost will yet perform in the coming age. The
proof of it^ inchoate nature is seen in the following : (A^ John's promise
extends to the believers baptized by himself, and some of tnese, but not alh
experienced this peculiar, distinguishing Baptism. For if narrowly scanned
it embraces the idea of universality as given by Joel in his prediction.

The Baptism of the apostles and otners was indeed a realization of JoeVs
prophecy, but only in a /ce^f individuals thus leaving out the universalit]

]}redicted. Many of our opposers admit that Peter in Acts 2 : 15-20 cites

Joel ** only in the way of application," but we, conceding even more tbar
application, viz., a real fulfilment on a smaller scale than delineated by tin

prophet, view this as an earnest of what is yet to come. God's Word wil
be fulfilled, every prediction will find its mate, and with this principle, i

is impossible to regard Joel's prediction exhausted, orfully mated in th
events of Pentecost, For the prophecy embraces events, that we knon
never took place when the apostles received this baptism, such as a con
tinned prediction relating to one period of time demands. Thus, e.g. ther
was no complete overthrow of anti-Christian powers, no such restoration o

the Jews to their own land, no such fruitfulness of the land, no unea
ampled peace and prosperity, no blessedness of Millennial glory as Jo<
presents in connection. The reverse of all this followed : enemies tr
nmphed, the nation was overthrown, the saints were persecuted, calamit
and barrenness succeeded. The declaration that the Spirit shall be poure
out ** upon all flesh'* includes more than was realized. For, fully admi
ting that the word ** all " is used sometimes in a restricted sense, yet tl
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notion of universality, cr at least of general ity^ is combined with it owing
to this flesh including ** sons," ^'daughters," *' the old men,'' ^Uhe young
meuyy '^ tfie servants,'* and ''the handmaids,*' The outpouring of the

Spirit on the Day of Pentecost was confined, at most, to a few (how many
were gathered is not known, Beza and others; following some Hss., think
that the apostles were alone included ; others embrace more), and after-

ward only a small proportion comparatively, of the increasing nun^er of

believers received these miraculous powers. Hence if fulfilled at all in the

spirit and general affusion promised, it must relate to the future. In addi-

tion, Joel predicts that when this takes place, ^' I will show wonders in the

heavetis and in the earth, blood and fire and pillars of smoke. The sun
shall be turned into darkness and the moon into blood, he/ore the great and
terrible day of the Lord come." Now it is admitted, even by those who are

disposed to regard the baptism of the Holy Ghost as that given to all be-

lievers in the renewing and sanctifying influences, that if these wonders
are ^^ to be limited to the day of Pentecost, it is certain that no such events

occurred at thai time" (so e,g. Barnes, Com., Acts 2 : 19), and they likewise

acknowledge that these astonishing displays of God's power have not been
witnessed down to the present day, and will only be seen at the period of the

Sec. AdvenL' Admissions like these so fully sustain our position, that it is

unnecessary to show that such wonders, etc., are related to the day of the
Son of 3Iau, or Lord Jesus, at His Sec. Coming. To separate the baptism, a
mrt of the prophecy, from the rest, and have it fulfilled on the day of

rentecost, aud the remainder at the Sec. Advent, is simply an evasion and
dustocatiny of what the prophet has joined together. The reasons given are

amply sufficient to show, that both John*s and Joel's predictions still look
onward to afar more striking and illustrious fulfilment. (B) This baptism
was predicted (as by Joel, etc.), by the prophets before John (the latter

only moro concisely stating and applying to Jesus, and thus confirming
what the former announced), to occur in connection with the restoration o?
the Theocracy and the ensuing Millennial era. This opens a wide field

which we can only indicate. Take the context of Ezek. 36 ; 27 ; Isa,

32 : 15 ; Ezek. 37 : 14 ; Isa. 44 : 3 ; Ezek, 39 : 29 ; Isa. 59 : 21, etc., and
we invariably 6nd the eye of faith pointed to a period still future when an
extraordinary baptism of the Spirit shall be experienced. The distinctive

hndmarks (such as association with the restored nation and kingdom, and
reign of David*s Son, etc.), by which we recognize the occurrence of the out-
pouring, are so clearly given, that even a host of writers who differ from us,

frankly confess, that tnese prophecies, as they stand related, are not yet
fulfillcMi, and that we are fully warranted to look /or a Pentecostal baptism,
immensely superior in all respects still future and connected with the
Millenniom. This necessarily involves, seeing that the Pentecostal baptism
ia referred to by Peter as an earnest or a specimen of what the prophets
predicted, a widely diffused and happily experienced supernatural power.
So student, who examines the ancient propnecies, and notices the partial

fulfilment, regarding the latter as explanatory of the meaning intended by
the former, can come to any other conclusion, (C) This again is confirmed
by the analogy of faith. 'The apostle in 2 Cor. 1 : 22 ; ch. 5 : 5 ; Eph,
1 : 14, tells believers that they have '* the earnest of the Spirit," which im-
plies that what they now realize through the Spirit is only a kind of first-

fruits or pledge of what this same Spirit will perform in '* the day of the

Lord Jesos.*' For, in that day both body and soul shsill experience this
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remarkable baptism of the Spirit ; the body in the Spirit's resurrecting,

quickening, glorifying power (comp. Rom. 8 : 11 ; 2 Cor. 6 : 15 ; John
6 : 63 ; Eph. 1 : 13, and 4 : 20 ; 1 Pet. 3 : 18, etc.), and the soul in the

Spirit's conferring wisdom, knowledge, utterance, prophecy, miraculous
gifts, etc. And what is remarkable—observing that the ministrations of

this Spirit varied in imparting to. some more and to others less of this

supernatural power—this outpouring of the Spirit is not to be confined to

the saints who have '* the earnest*' (although their position, etc., indicates,

as their glorification effectively proves, that thev will be specially honored),
for it eztends to the Jewish nation (of which individual members were
favored with a foretaste), and to the spared Gentile nations (of which
Cornelius^ and others, obtained the pledge), but even to the earth and its

creatures in removing the curse, renewing and augmenting the original

condition and destination of all things. The Spirit, as a creating and re-

newing agent, will be experienced as widely as the curse extended, the only
exception being in the case of those who *' rebelled against and vexed*' this

Spirit. (D) This feature is also noticeable, that, in the predictions relat-

ing to the Millennial period, this outpouring attains to a perspicuity and
outward prominence so as to be witnessed by all. The fulfilment in part
on the day of Pentecost, being distinctlv regarded as of the same kind,
unmistakably proves the correctness of this interpretation, and in every re-

corded instance of its reception the same is directly or indirectly affirmed.

It was of such a nature that the persons under its infiuence were impelled
to exhibit its power publicly, or in a manner to make it cognizant tc

others. It even in many cases manifested itself in a way that the verj

mode of influence was indicative of something supernatural. The bapti&n
was bestowed in a special manner, and was regarded as a specialfa voi

added to the ordinary ones given by the same Spirit. God directly favorec

some with its communication, but others could not possibly receive i

without special provision. Thus e.^. Philip preached in Samaria, and
having himself experienced this baptism, performed miracles in attestatioi

of the truth. Now although he possessed these gifts, and many becam
believers through his instrumentality, yet he could not (and God did not]
confer this particular baptism without the special mission and prayers c

Peter and John—thus indicating that it was something widely differed
from the ordinary operations of the Spirit given to form and develo
Christian character, and showing, when received, that it was of a natui
which arrested attention and produced astonishment on account of tt

outward characteristics belonging to it. Hence, Acts 5 : 32 ; Heb. 10 : W
not the apostles alone are witnesses but the Holy Ghost Himself. This aloi
then, when the prophecies relating to the future are verified, satisfactori

explains some of the wonderful exhibitions of power and glory which a
connected with this Kingdom.*

I Some writers, not seeing how they diminish the force of the prophecies, make " t
dark day" (experienced in the early history of onr conntry, May Isth, 1780), and t
notable falling of meteors (witnessed in Nov., 1833), to be a fulfilment of Joel and Ma
24 : 29. They forget that these special signs, as Matt, indicates, follows ''immediate
afler^ the tribulation," i.e., it does notprecede^ them. Those things which they tako i

'^ signs," are indeed such as they evince that the powers of nature are under a cont
beyond man's power of knowledge, and what God can do when the time arriTes for fol
ment, but they are nut the signs given by Joel, Matthew, etc. The application of Ji

(and Mai. 4 : 5, 6) to the destruction of Jerusalem and the overthrow of the Jewish pel
(e.g. by Brown in Christa See, Coming; Henderson in Minor ProphtXs, etc.), necessai
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IflftTM otit of Ihe fnlfilment mach that is predicted fas if U were Oriental exaggeration),
that multitudes, not Pre-MlUenorian extend the nltimate complete fulfilment in the
fatnna (as Calvin, Howe, eto.). Fansaet (Com, loci) unhesitatingly locates this at the
fntare restontion of the Jews, saying :

'* That the promise is not restricted to the first

Peatecoat appeals from Peter's own words :
' The promise is (not only) unto you and to

jonr children (but also) to o& thai art afar off (both in space and in time), eren as many
as the liord car God shall call * (Acts 2 : 39). So here ' upon all flesh.'

"

' This, of course, will enable the reader to discriminate between the opinions of men
and the Scriptaral idea. In many most excellent (i.e. containing valuable truths) dis-

coorses on the Holy Spirit, is to be found a lack of discrimination (as e.g. in Barrow's
^frmoiu.Tol. 2, p. 137, etc.), which vitiates much that is stated. Men are exhorted to
seek that now (riz., ** the Baptism of the Holy Ghost**), which only pertains to the
future ; and that which a comparison of Scripture clearly separates and distinguishes,
these join together in a confusion of ideas. The latter process being so popular both in
the pulpit and the pew. and being allied with those who have much to Kay of a spiritu-

ality obt&ined by such a baptism, it is difficult even to secure attention to a serious con-
aJdezBtion of tins subject. The ** Perfectionists" have much to say of this experienced
(by them) ** Baptism." The Quakers (see Summary of I^hith by Jos. Gumey, etc., attached
to vol. 3, Mosheim's Vh. Ifis.) assert that the prophecy of Joel is '* n peculiar mark of
this dispensation ;" and locating its fulfilment in the present necessarily, from their
premiae, base upon it a variety of inferences and corresponding practice relating to the
mimstjj, revelations, etc. Taking Joel isolated from its immediate connection, and re-

fuang to regard the fulfilment on the Day of Pentecost merely inchoate, they make it a
foundation for a series of inferential doctrines. The same is true of many others, and it

is a sad fart that men and women claim through this alleged conference of " the Baptism
of the Holy Spirit," to possess a special enlightenment which directed them into an in-

tezpretation of Scripture. It is consolatory to those who make no such pretensions and
loud profeaaions, that they evidence the falsity of their position by the blunders made in
interpretation and application. All that are mystically inclined, exaggerate and eulogize
the present dispensation and present individual experience in order to bring out, if pos-
sible, a fulfilment of Joel and kindred passages. Two extremes are to be avoided : the
Moatanistio idea (Neander, Ch, Sift., vol. 1, p. 626), of a continuous fulfilment of all that
Joel predicted at the present ; and the view of some antagonists that a complete and
final fulfilment was found on the Day of Pentecost. Our view is a medium between
these, and is based onihegtneral analogy of Scripture. We prefer Olshausen's declaration
{/.Im., Acts 2 : 17, 21) :

" the outpouring of the Holy Ghost, powerful and mighty as it

was, is jet characterized as a partial effusion ; so that the prediction of Joel in its

original form still remains for thefuiure,'* Dr. Nagelsbach (Lange^s Cbm., Isa. 32 : 15 ;

Horn. 7) justly observes : " When once the Spirit of God is poured out on all flesh (Joel

2 : 28), then the personal and impersonal creation will be glorified. Then Satan will be
Itoond, and the Lord alone will rule in men, and in nature. Then nt last it will be beau-
tiful on earth. For then right and righteousness will reign on earth, and peace, and that
re«t that is promised to the people of God, (Heb. 4 : 9)." For the student we quote
Faber's {Diss, on Propk., p. 79, footnote) remarks on Acts 2 : 16, 17 :

** it (i.e. prophecy
of Joel) is undoubtedly applied by St. Peter to the miraculous effusion of the Holy Ghost
apon the Day of Pentecost ; yet it is as undoubtedly cited by him only in the way of ap>
p^trttfion. The whole prophecy, of which that text forms a part, relates to the ravages of
fiome fierce and lawless people symbolized by a flight of locusts, the restoration of the
Jews, the overthrow of Antichrist and his congregated vassals between the two seas in
the valley of concision, and the glorious rest of the people of God during the blessed
days of the Millennium ; consequently it can only be applied by St. Peter to the times of
fV FtrM Advent of oar Lord, as typical in some measure of the times of his Second AdwnL
It ought to be obserred, that, although in his diaiian of the text, the apostle introduces the
phnsa of the last days (which undoubtedly in his application of it means the times cf
(%ristiaHUy\ the phrase does not oconr in the original text of Joel ; no argument, therefore,
cuk be drawn from this circumstance to prove, that the Old Test, phrase the end of days
is equivalent to the New Test, phrase of the last days." We only odd, commentators too
icttdily jnmp to the conclusion that because of Peter's amendment of Joel,

'
' afterward

'*

orast be equivalent to " in the last days," and thus overlook the connection of ** after-

«mrd " in iha original prediction. Faber, also, is too sweeping, when he declares that
Peter's phrase mnst necessarily mean ** the times of Christianity ;** it rather denotes

—

bang employed previonsly to—what the same expression means in Heb. 1 : 2, the closing
period of the Jewish dispensation.
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Oh8, 4. As intimated, the "phnae'^ haptism of tTie Holy Ghost*' conveys
the idea of a copious, abundant, remarhmle bestowment of tlie Spirit. It is

a being
^^filled with tSpirif* so that some of the wonder-working power of

the mighty Spirit manifests itself through the person thus filled. We see

this stated wherever in the Bible such a representation of being filled with
the Spirit is given. Does the Spirit rest on the Elders (Num. 11 : 26, 2G),

then they prophesy ; does it come upon Balaam (Num. 24 : 2), upon
Saul (1 Sam. 10 ; 10), or even upon nis messengera (Num. 19 : 20), or
upon David (2 Sam. 23 : 2), or upon the prophets (Acts 28 : 25 ; Neh.
9*: 30 ; Ezek. 7 : 12, etc.), then they predicted ; was John filled with the
Iloly Ghost (Luke 1 : 15), or Elizabeth (Luke 1 : 41), or Mary (Lnke
1 : 35), or Zechariaa (Luke 1 : 67), or Simeon (Luke 2 : 25, 26), or Agabua
(Acts 9 : 28^, or the disciples (Luke 12 : 12), it in every instance exerted a
supernatural influence in imparting knowledge of the future, etc. But in
all this must be considered the fact, that in these cases the Spirit was
given " by measure** (John 3 : 34), i.e. restricted to one or several particu-
lars only, while the specially promised baptism, still given '* by measure,"
included more in the same persons than had been previouslif bestowed, as
seen in the case of the apostles and others, who not only predicted, not only
understood their own predictions, not only obtained visions and constant in-

structions, but were under such a continued influence that they performed
^'mighty signs and wonders by the power of the Spirit of Ood,^* (Rom. 15 : 18) ;

so that God bore to them " witness with signs and wonders and with divers
miracles and gifts of the Holy Ghost'^ (Heb. 2 : 4). In the case of the dia-

ciples, it is expressly intimated, that whatever of supernatural power waa
communicated by the Spirit previously to the day of Pentecost, it was not
the bestowment of that "measure** of the Spirit's power afterward re-

ceived. This then leads the student, if wise, to consider, that if the Spirit

is given by ** measure" to men to suit certain exigencies, etc, (Christ onlj
being excepted, John 3 : 24) ; and if that ** measure" was increased to such
an extent that it can be truly called ''o baptism,** surely then when tlio8<

stupendous events connected with ** the appearing and the Kingdom" ar<

regarded, it is most reasonable to anticipate, as holy men have predicted
an increase of measure, afar more extended manifestation of the Spirit*!

almighty energy, etc.

* It is a aod fact that men have raablj antedated this period, and have ascribed t^

tbemselves what belongs to a future age. Thns to additionally illastrate : The Bomis]
Church professes to give the Holy Ghost as e.g. in Confirmation (7^ Path to Paradist
p. 223, approved by Archb. Hnghea, in which ** Confirmation ia a sacrament by which th
faithfnl receive the Holy Qhost by the prayer and imposition of the bandfl of lb
Bishop," etc., quoting Acts 8 : 14-17 in proof. )^ One of the ordinances of the Mormon
is *' the laying on of hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost." This feature has been fcai

fully perverted, as e.g. in the fanatics Storch, Stubner, Thomas, Munzer, etc. (D^Aubigne
His. lief.t vol. 3, p. 66, etc.), by the Bohemian woman Wilhelmina (hence ** the Wilhe
minians/' see Encyps.) who professed such n baptism and that the Holy Ghost becam
incarnate in her. The leaders of sects professed this baptism as e.g. Jemima Wilkinso
(1776), Joanna Southcott (1792)» Ludivio Muggleton (time of Cromwell), the " Men <

Understanding" (1511), Anna Lee (1770), Joan Leadly (beginning of 18th century). It
made a prominent factor in various sects as e.g. with the ** Camisards or French Fropl
eta" (art. on Enq/. Beiig. Knowi), the *' Duchobortze, or Wrestlers of the Spirit" ^arl. c

Ency. Rdig. Knoujl.)^ and with mystically inclined sects in general. It is a singalar fa*

also, and worthy of notice, that all those who have hitherto claimed to give mankii]
new revelations, to be added to or else to supersede the Bible, have done so under tl

plea that they received this '* Baptism of the Spirit,** and under its Lofiuence attains
their alleged knowledge. The student can readily verify this statement. Persons to-dU
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exiflt who aspire to prophecy, etc., beoaofie, as they cl&im, they were " baptized by the
Spirit." Fanatioism repeats itself, and attracts its simple foUoweni.

OA** 5. The Kingship and priesthood of the saints who inherit the King-
dom, implies such a reception of the outpouring of the Holy Ghost The
glorification that they experience ; the promises given to -them ; the

exalted position that tney occupy ; the work that they will jjerform ; the

intimate association with, and likeness unto, GhTist-~all this involves a
baptism of the Spirit, by which they realize such a measure as will perfectly

quaiify them for their rulership. Indeed, if we take a comprehensive view
of this baptism or the day of Pentecost, and consider how it relates to the

Divine Plan, it will be found that, aside from the ordinary reasons

assigned for its occurrence, it was given to fill out the signs or evidences of

what is to be seen and experienced when the prophecies are verified in the

Coming of the King and the establishment of the Kingdom. The super-

nataral, as we have shown (Props. 6, 7, 120, etc.), is absolutely necessary to

accomplish this work, and while it was manifested previously, as e.g. in

the miracles of Christy yet its distinctive association with the Spirit and
tri'^A the company of believers, as predicted, was not before brought opt
with prominence. This premonitory sign or evidence is thus, if we will

bat receive it, presented. It indicates how the pious wish of Moses (Num.
11 : 29) may be realized, *' would God that all tne Lord^s people were proph-
ets, and that the Lord would put His Spirit upon them," It becomes thus
not only a proof tha,t Christ's sacrifice has been accepted, that His exalta-

tion and intercessorship is preifailing, that the apostle's mission and
authority is attested, that certain qualifications are bestowed, but it also

becomes evidence of the ample fulfilment of prophecy on the scale, the
very extent announced. Indeed, when we regard the promises of Christ

given in this direction to believers, it is impossible to confine them to the

Present dispensation, seeing that they have not yet beeu fully realized,

'hus e.g. the promise is to everyone that believeth (John 14 : 13, 13), " tJie

works thai I do shall he do also ; and greater works than these shall he do^y
hich in its amplitude undoubtedly extends to the period of this still

fatore predicted outpouring of the Spirit, by which we know, from the
evidence already presented in a limited extent, that it is not only possible

to be, but that it will be, actually fulfilled. To be made equal unto angels,

to possess the power attributed unto saints, etc., in the very nature of the

case, requires the conferring of the Spirit through whom alone those great

wonders are performed. When the body of Christ, the elect Churcn, is

completed, then the Oneness, now existing hj faith and grace through the

Spint, will hQ perfected by this superior baptism, in the bodies being made
like unto Christ's, and in the souls possessing divine power, and in their

union with Christ as associated rulers and priests performing similar offices

and acts. This opens up before us the most astonishijig and enrapturing
views of the honor, power, and glory of the saints ; explaining the source

from whence derived ; showing how it can be verified, and teaching us that

these promises areno^ exaggerated but sober, joyful realities. The whole 13

connected with the Coming of the King and of the Kingdom ; to this

period belong the promised Kingship, priesthood, equality with angels, ex-

tended wisdom and knowledge, power to work signs and wonders, un-
bounded influence with the Father, through Christ, ability to perform all

things requisite to rulership, etc. Such is the lofty and unspemably great
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destiny offered to tho heir of the Kingdom through the Spirit. When this

baptism is realized^ then indeed may the heir eay with Micah, only in a
more extended senso^ because verified in his beautifal glorified body and in

his greatly endowed spirit :* ** But truly I amj^ull ofpower by the Spirit of
the Lord and ofjudament, and of might,** It is Christ, who will thus bap-
tize His brethren, the Spirit being His co-operator and the executor of Wxb
will. Christ has the Spirit without measure, and it is simply to be faith-

less to doubt His abilitu to produce through the Spirit, thus working in

harmony with His will, all the glorious things predicted by this same
Spirit.

Many persons take the predictions relating to this future outpouring of the Spirit, and
dislocate them yVom ^eir connection with the presence and reign of Jesus Christ. What
Joachim (Mosheim's Ch. His.t vol. 2, p. 312), did—the Spiritueds adopting the same— ad-
vocating " the age of the Holy Spirit" without the personal Advent, etc., of Jesua,
multitudes are doing to-day. A friend of mine, who may represent an existing class,

holds, that in the coming age, the Holy Spirit is to reign, thus reviving Joachim's theory,
and misapprehending the Theocratio Kingdom and King. Niigelsbach (Lange's (kmi,^

Isa. 32 : 15j, remarks in reference to the pouring out of the Spirit :
** The expression is

very strong, meaning properly ; the Spirit from on high will be etnpiied oiU on us, com-
pleiely poured out," which he says is indicative *^ of nature and of penons as wholly per-
vaded by Spirit. '* The fact is, that so wonderful is it in its work and extent that its

wonder-working power is linked with the incoming dispensation in which nature, be-
lievers, and the nations enjoy its blessing. If we are to take the earnest as given on
Pentecost as on indication of this outpouring, then it will come suddenly, with a rushing
sound, etc. We cannot tell ; time and happy experience must impart the information.
But this we do know, that varied gifts of the Spirit will then be imparted, such as speak-
ing with tongues and interpretation, prophecy, wisdom and .knowledge, teaching, dis-
cerning spirits, miracles, judgment, etc.

Obs, 6. Hence it is not cbrrect to distinguish this dispensation as one of
the Spirit exclusively, or even as pre-eminent over all that shall be girea.
The very same Spirit manifested His renewing, sanctifying, and even in-
spiring and miraculous power under the Antediluvian, Patriarchal, and
Mosaic dispensations, and now in the Christian He has done this in a still

more striking manner. But to limit His work to these, is to ignore a mul-
titude of blessed predictions, which declare that ** the day," or ** the age,"
or "the world to come," is to be emphatically <Ae great dispensation in
which the Spirit willf in the most extraordinary nia7i7ier, exhibit his power

^

so that what has preceded is a mere earnest of that which shall follow. His
supernatural power will be felt in recreation, in delivering a groaning crea-
tion, in raising and (quickening the bodies of believers, in qualifying them
for their position of kinghood and priesthood, in bestowing Pentecostal gifts,

etc. ; and hence, seeing that the perfection and completeness of His work is

only to be witnessed in the coming age, we must attribute the most remark-
able outpouring of tho Spirit to that future period, thus making it pre-emt-
netitly a dispensation of tho Spirit

It will not answer, as some do, to limit "the Ministration of the Spirit" (2 Cor.
3 : 8), to the present dispensation, for the apostle proceeding to assign the reasons for his
" hope" distinctly teaches how much of this glorious ministration relates to the future,
as e.g. in its connection with the resurrection, the removal of the Jewish veil, the glori-
fication of saints, etc. Many able writers in the past have advocated the Spirit's work
in the coming dispensation, so that we only reproduce in a more logical and scriptnral
form the views of Millenarians. Even Joachim (and others), contended for an astonisli-
ing outpouring of the Spirit to be witnessed in the future age, but he fell into the error
of making this dispensation that of the Son, and the future one that of the Holy Ghost
—reversing the order laid down in the Word, that this dispensation is the one in which.
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the Comfocter specially leads and instrncts, leading to Christ, and that the age to come
it. bj way of preeminence (agreeably to covenant promise), coiled '' the day (or period)
of the Lord Jesos Christ "—and that in this day of Christ, when Jesns appears as the
Theoeratio King, the Holy Ohost also is manifested in extraordinary power in and through
Him who has the Spirit without measure (comp. John 3 : 24 ; 2 Cor. 3 : 17, 18, etc.).

We hare ahown under Prop. 120» eto., that our opponents concede that the Millennial
tg« cannot be introduced as predicted without a special Dirine interference and exertion
of power. We give another illustration : Balston {ApoCt p. 163), while largely addicted
to npiritoalizing yet, admits that ** supernatural gifts in a pre-eminent degree must be
raqaiaite.*' On the other hand. Dr. Brown {Christ's Sec, Coming, ch. 6), labors to prove
that the work of the Spirit for saving purposes will ce«bse at the Seo. Advent^ and we
desire th« reader—over against the abundant Scripture against it— to ponder ike esdra-

ordinary Scripture proof adduced, viz., John 7 : 36, 39, and 14 : 26, and 17 : 26, and
13 : 36, and 16 : 7. 14 ; Acts 2 : 33 ; Ht. 3 : 5, 6 ; Bev. 3 : 1, and 5:6. As we meet this
folly under another Proposition, it is sufficient to say, that this promised baptism of the
Spirit alone sets aside this objection urged by Brown, Berg, and others (viz., that the
Spirit's work ceases at the Sec. Advent), seeing that it stands closely and inseparably
connected with the outpouring on the Jewish and Gentile nations. They give no direct

proof bnt only inferential ; we, however, present direct testimony to the contrary, as
e.g., Joel 2 : 28. 32 ; AcU 3 : 19-21 ; Ezek. 36 : 26. 27, and 37 : 14, and 11 : 19, etc.

There is only one paAsage which at first sight might be deemed to conflict with our
view of a future bestowment of miraculous power, viz., 1 Cor. 13 : 8, 13, which is sup-
posed to teach the entire cessation of prophecy and tongues. But this involves an in-

leipretation at once antagonistic to the analogy of Scripture respecting the future ; and
hence this passage must be interpreted in accordance with the general tmchituj on the sub-
ject. The Apostle in Corinthians must be understood in a comparative manner, viz., as
eulogizing the supremacy of love, its superiority (including also faiUi and hope—which
in another place he also represents as ceasing comparatively only) over the manifestations,
imperfectly displayed, of the present time. The key is found in the verses 9 and 10,

vhich indicate that the present ** in part" shall give pleuse to ** the perfect," indicating
the higher plane, the perfected state under this baptism. OUierwise we must, if consis-
tent, affirm that knowledge itself shall cease, which no one believes.

Obs, 7. This inculcates the avoidance of those extravagant appropriations
of this phraseology, and applying it to the individual experience of every

believer. II we were to credit the professions of multitudes at the present
day, then they also have experienced this ** baptism of the Holy Ghost."
Bat the credentials belonging to it are lacking, viz., that of havi7ig received

tupematural power. In many instances, this self-appropriation arises

from confounding the extraordinary manifestations of the Spirit given
nnder this phrase for the ordinary ; and thoee who thus profess it, do not
mean the conference of unusual or extraordinary ^ifts ana powers ; but in

other caseSy it is done with the annexed idea of being thus specially favored
ith gifts above their fellows. It is really sad to observe in looking over
the past that, notwithstanding the distinctive description of this baptism
ind what it confers, it has been claimed by a great company, and it has be-

coma fruitful of misunderstanding, perversion, and extravagances. It is to

be regretted that able writers, unaware of its real import, have aided to

perpetuate this error. This is true even down to the most recent, as, e.g.

Beis (His, Chr. Theol Apos. Age, p. 123), says :
** it is precisely for this

reason that the least of those who enter the Kingdom of Christ" (i.e. the

Church) " hav-itig received the baptism of the Spirit, is greater than John
the Baptist. '* In another place (Prop. 39\ is shown how unjust to John
ench a representation is, and it majr well be asked, in this connection,

whether it can be said of '^ the least'' in the Church that like John he was
"jWterf loiih the Holy Ghost** (Luke 1 : 15). Reuss himself calls John ** a

prophet,^' thus indicative of his having hod the Spirit in an extraordinary
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degree, which of itself ia sufficient to set aside his extravagant onlogy of

weak Church members.

Alas ! what vagoriefl have passed nnder this misnnderstood phrase ! Mnltitndea
tmder its professed reception have claimed special honor. Only this week a large eccle-

siastical body in session discassed this matter one-sidedly, and Dearly every speaker
niged in eloquent terms the importance of a rtntxDtd ** Baptism of the Hoiv Ghoai" to be
experienced individually. With such the opinion does no great injury, oecaase tmder
the phrase they understand simply the ordinary operations, bat it has often been ased
by fanaticism in a way to dishonor the truth—men claiming under it special power to
perform great works, etc. It has ushered in many extravagances, such as e.g. in the
Cathari, who (Kurtz, Ch. Bis., vol. 1, p. 45i) only allowed those to be of the " perfecti/'

who received it, denying eternal life without it. (With them it was obtained by laying
the (jk)spel and the hands of the elder upon the head ; it was commonly delayed until

near death, etc.) The student finds the same in " The Sect of the Holy Ghost/* in the
Fratricelli (illustrated forcibly in the case of Tauchelm ; see Kurtz, Ch. His., vol. 1, p.
458), the Anabaptists, Jumping Sect, Calling Voices, etc., etc. Ten thousand ftuiciful and
exorbitant claims in more modem times are to be traced to this professed baptism. For
illustrations, see notes to previous Observations.

0b3, 8. This may throw light upon the disputed point, when authentic
miracles ceased, or when this special baptism of the Spirit no longer trans-

pired. The Roman Church, and various sects, parties, and iudiriduals,

even down to the present day, not only claim the perpetuation and posses-

sion of supernatural power given by the Spirit, hut insist upon it, that it is

an essential characteristic of the true Church. Others claim that it ceased to

he experienced not long after the apostolic age, and that the accounts
transmitted long afterward are to be received as fabulous. Unbelievers not
only judge all tne earlier by the later, but ask when and why miracles
should have ceased and the later ones should not be credited. The usual
reasons assigned for their cessation are these : that they were discontinued
because the design originally contemplated of qualifying the early ministers,

attesting to their mission and the truth, was duly accomplished, and that
afterward they were not needed ; or, that they were taken away on account
of grieving the Spirit by the abuse, perversion, or denial of those gifts, or
by the falfing away from the faith oi the Church, etc. But we hold to a
better reason, viz., that if continued on, perpetuated on iu the Church
without intermission, the Baptism of the Spirit would have failed in its

signijicance as a sign, a pledge of the future fulfilment. It was eminently
suitable at the beginning of this dispensation, as illustrative of Christ*

a

power and will to manifest this baptism as predicted by the prophets, to
give to a limited extent an evidence of its exhibition. This is a sign that
the prophets will be fulfilled in this very particular ; but had the sign l>een

Eerpetuated (as many claim it ought to have been, and was), then it would
ave defeated itself in causing the mistake (which was made, and is now so

tenaciously held by the multitude), that all that the prophets predicted re-

lated to tlie present dispensation, and that we need not look for any better
here on eartu. Besides this, its continuance was unsuitable both to the
predictions of the prophets and to the times that ensued. Fully admitting
the ordinary operations of the Spirit, and that, as in previous dispensa-
tions, the Spirit is not limited, but can and does, even in an extraordinary
manner, in certain cases respond to faith in the believer and work in
Providence, yet .this is no equivalent to this Baptism of the Spirit, whicb
affects believers and communities of them continuously and conspicuously
as evidenced in the apostles and others.' Now the prophecies associate this
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peculiar ontpouring of the Spirit with the Jewish nation—it is not isolatoil

from it, but inseparably joined with its restoration, and the period of the

restored Theocracy. While it was suitable to exhibit even the signs or

pledges of future fulfilment when the temple, .city, land, and people were
prospered, the propriety ceased after tlie destruction of the temple and citvy

and the captivity of the land and the people. The consideration due to the

prophets inspired by the Spirit itseli (who locate the period), the reB|)ect

due to Jerusalem, etc., which the Spirit itself expresses in the Word (owing
to its relationship to David's Son and God Himself), now prevents the rep-

etition of those signs so long as Jerusalem is trodden down by the Gen-
tiles. A perfect realization of this baptism as described by the prophets is

an utter impossibility so long as the Jewish nation remains un^estored, be-

cause it is linked with the period of restoration ; and to have continued the

prelude to, or earnest of, better things, would have not only contradicted

the prophets, but would have mode a &ind of imperfect fulfilment take the

place of the true and perfect one. As it is, this dispensation, so exceed-

mgly precious especially to us Gentiles, has been by many, exalted out of
all proportion in comparison with others; and if this baptism had con-
tinued, then under its influence, ari antagonism between prediction and fact

would have at once existed, and this dispensation would have been greatly

magnified to the exclusion of any such gifts being connected with the

Jewish race—with the loss of them, Gentiles have become so '* high-

minded^^ that anything distinctively "Jewish" is obnoxious—with the
retention of them they really would possess an argument against our being
*' too Jewish," for then they could triumphantly point to the very proph-
ecies pertaining to the Jews and claim that they too realized them without
having arrived at the period designated. This baptism then ceased from
the time of the destruction of Jerusalem, both that it might be a sign dur-
ing the prevalence of " the times of the Gentiles," and that the Spirit

might preserve the integrity and consistency of His own glorious and truth-

ful predictions.*

1 Bashnell {Nature and SuptmaiaraJL, ch 14) claims that the miraonlous is oontinned
doTn to the preftant, bnt by this he means that the snpemattiral is exerted in behalf of

xaaji, that God's speoial Frovidenoe is exhibited in behalf of faith and prayer, and that

these things pertaining to the indlTidoal are matters of personal experience. This of

coarse, all believers vill allow ; bnt tiiis is something widely different from the miracn-
loos wrought by man through professed divine power. Ood is able to-day to aid super-
natoxally, but for any man to claim that God has (^iuen him the power to work miracles,

that, like the Apostles, he can work wonders, etc., is simply pretending to a " Baptism of
the Holy Ghost" which he has not received. We wish distinctly to.be understood aa not
oazTowing down faith or the prayer of faith, so that it cannot rely in any emergency upon
the interference, if needed, of the Supernatural. After the recorded religious experi-

ences given in Scripture, after the testimony of believers in behalf of faithful, persever.
ing prayer ; after the encouragements and promises given to prayer ; after the practical

realization by the writer himself of the falfilments of Gk>d*s directions in this matter, we
dare not limit its prevailing power—but all this falls in with the ever prevailing (in all

dispensations) ordinary Providence, working mediately or immediately, directly or indi-

lectly, wholly und^r Ocd^a oun direction. The otiier is special and extraordinary, being the
eonference of particular and abiding power upon man, to be exercised as his will or
cirenmstances determine. The Supernatural always exists and is constantly available,

dependent upon the Divine Will ; the conference of miraculous power, of supernatural
gifts, upon the individual, as once experienced as a " sign" or ** earnest** of future pos-
session, is postponed until that period, when men, elevated by redemption to a higher
plane, will employ it nobly and grandly to exalt the Divine Purport in Theocratic rule.

Hence the Supernatural in answers to prayer, marvellous escapes from danger, special

delivetanoeai, divine guidance, etc., has always manifested itself, and is an element in
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religioas experience which we are enooiuraged to invoke and expeot, for Ck>d can, and
does, interfere in behalf of any creature at the request and perseverance of faitb^ but
this is very different from a miraonlous power lodged in an individaal. The former
belong—as regeneration and sanotiflcation—to the ordinary Supematnral bestowments
promised to faith ; while the letter are special exhibits of an extraordinary natare,
enabling the person thas endowed to perform, in virtue of sapematoral power existing
with him, the miraculons. Even while the latter was evidenced in the days of Jesus and
the Apostles, the former was not stayed or superseded, but when the one was withdrawn
the other remained in full force. The one is given to aid the individual spiritually or
temporarily, the other as a special honor and medium, and the supernatural is the
foundation of both.

* This serves to explain the untenable and mistaken position of Ed. Irving and his
followers. It is to the credit of that truly pious and noble man that he was too honest
to possess what, in the nature of the case, he had no reason to expect. It is sad, how-
ever, that hisjine of aigument materially aided others into a fatal error. In this he was
eminently sincere. He was oorreot in not limiting the power of the Spirit, which works
according to His will in heaven or in earth, but wrong m believing that that Spirit must
repeat the aigna abvady auffidentiy given before the time expresdy designated, viz., at the
appearing and Kingdom, or at the restoration of the Jewish nation. Correct even in his
belief that the Spirit must, according to the prophecies, manifest itself by such a bap-
tism, for what preceded was inadequate to meet the universality, etc., indicated, he
mistook—and a grevious mistake it was—by antedating the time when this should take
place. Irving's histozy as given by Mrs. Oliphant is one of the saddest on record. But
it was not only Irving but many others ^as e.g. Grotius, lisvater, Hess, Lange, etc. ; see
Com. Mark 16 : 14-18, doo. S) who held wis notioQ of a continual perpetuation of mira>
cles based chiefly on Mark lo : 17, 18, overlooking the fact that the two oldest Greek mss.
(Sin. and Vat.) and other authorities omit these verses, or, if to be retained, forgetting
that the extent of such signs as to time must be graduated by the analogy of the Scriptures
on the subject. The *' Baptism of the Holy Ghost" is an essential factor in the system
of faith of the ** Believers,'* who after separating from other churches to form a new one,
have, it is alleged {iiix Leilera or Church Questiona, p. 27), in their " Assembly" the " gifts

of the ministry, in terms of Eph. 4 : 8^13 ; Rom. 12 : 6-8 ; 1. Cor. 12 : 28." That is,

through the pro/eased direction of the Spirit each one becomes duly impressed and quali-
fied for the station or position he is to occupy. The door that this opens to pretension,
spiritual pride, imposition, etc., is not very inviting. But this is of the same tenor with
the affirmation (28, and given by one of these Spirit impressed instructors), which makes
baptism something entirely outside of the Church, as follows :

*' Since, however, baptism
is nowhere in the Word made a thing to be done in, or by, the assembly or its authority,
but is always a matter between the evemgelist and his converts, and since no divine pre-
cept marks out the mode or time of baptism, so the when, the where, and the how belong
not to the assembly's responsibilities, but to those of the individuals before Gk>d.**

(Thus by ignoring the common-sense implication of Scripture, the universal usage of the
Apostolic Church, the initiatozy and confessional idea, we might make sad work of vari-
ous things pertaining to the Church.) The fact is that such claimants of sptdxd spiritual

inlluencb and power, evidence by their divergence from the Scriptures and the common
usage of the Apostolic Church, tiiat they are liot thus specially enlightened and inspired
—for the Spirit does not contradict Himself—but that they take their own mental deduc-
tions and imaginings for such as are divinely derived and authorized. Such, too, more
or less influenced by their supposed elevation to a plane higher than that enjoyed by
others are exceedingly exacting and bigoted, as the history of the past and present at-

tests in various professed churches, parties, and individuals—salvation out of their own
standpoint being impossible, or, at least, a matter of the 'utmost difficulty.

In reference to the later Patristic miracles our line of argument cannot receive them as
legitimate, and discards them as not only unnecessary but weakening the design intended
by miraculous interference, because their frequency, puerility, etc., destroy the influ-

ence and earnest designed. An uninterrupted continuation of miracles would re.ally

have vitiated their intended use as indicated. Hence, with many others who have stud-
ied the subject, we cannot extend the Primitive miraculous period, the time of authentic
miracles, beyond the Apostles and their immediate nuccessors, for if we go farther down
to the close of the second or third centuries as Newton and others suggest, or to the days
of Constantine. as O^ord divines contended for, then as Locke, and recently Lecky, have
reasoned, we do flnd^ so far as mere human testimony is concerned, no place for a stop-
page, seeing that the same continuous flow of evidence is found after these respective
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p«rioda forming an unbroken oorrent. Arnold (Stanley's Lift qf, toI. % p. 18) remarks :

** None but the Apostles ever conferred these gifts, and that therefore they ceased of

conrad after one generation." Arnold's position is strongly confirmed by Philip's (Acts

8 : 14-17) experience, who with all his ability, evangeliBtic position, etc., oonld not make
others partakers of it, showing that the power of transmission pertained ord'^ to Vie apos-

tle a favored few. Sliddleton (jRVec Inquiry) discards the later Eccles. miracles on the
ground that they were ** contrived or anthorized at least by the leading men of the
Chnrch for the sake of governing with more ease the unmly spirit of the popalace," and
refera to more modem " impostures" that were thus invented and would receive counte-
nance and support if the former were sustained. 8o others, as Bh. Douglas {CrUericn)^

reject them as *' the inventions of bold and interested deceivers." We need not be so

sweeping in our denonciations, for, we doubt not, that many were the result of vivid^

morbid, aineere imaginings ; others proceeded from the occurrence of extraordinary
events, or remarkable coincidences, or astonishing providences, to which, for the purpose
of adding to the sanctity of the person or occasion, sundry embellishments were added.
While some are purely apocryphal, and others have a slight foundation in the things

stated, it is not requisite to question in a summary and wholesale manner the honesty or

sincerity of the parties concerned. Denunciation is not the assignment of reason for the
rejection of this vast claimant of miraculous power. If it be asked what shall we then do
with this mass of miraculous history (which is defended by those of a highly mystical
tendency, and by such as are under a Homanizing influence), the reply is something like

the following : (1) The stream from the Apostles' time to the third century is very feeble

as admitted by many writers (so e.g. Middleton aimed his attack chiefly at the Fathers of

the fourth oentury) and the little knowledge that we have (aside from the New Test.) of

miracles daring that period is principally due to later writers. But admit, which is true,

that Justin Uartyr and others following him speak of miracles still continuing, (a) it only
indicates what has been witnessed in every age, that great and good men (as in witch-
craft, etc.) can be led to indorse from hearsay, or a love of the marvellous, or supersti-

tioQ. what may not be strictly correct ; (b) it proves how wise the Apostles were in fore-

seeing such abuse and in m^ng care upon this very point so that no one might be de-
luded after their departure ; (o) the integrity and honesty of such narrators is not vitiated

in other respects (as little as we would condemn Sir Matthew Hale, Sir Thom. Browne,
Cotton j^Iather, Baxter, etc.. for believing in and condemning witches) seeing that they
do not give them as having been performed, experienced, or even witnessed by them-
selves ; (d) the paucity of mimdes in the first two centuries after the death of the Apostles
(when such a death, if the miracles were really given for the purposes so many contend
for, reasonably ought to have strikingly augmented them to encourage the Church) is

evidence that, with all that extraordinary love for the Supernatural then existing and so
prevalent, there must have been a gradual cessation of miracles after the deceane of the
Apostles. Mistaken belief in the essential, and misdirected zeal, afterward eagerly
accepted of the continuation as a requisite continued evidence of the divine, and corre-

spondingly adorned and enlogized it. (2) As to the Fathers after the third century, we
have no special desire to defend them even from Middleton* s, in some respects, unjust
attack. No doubt some were imposed upon ; others gladly accepted of a general belief

to aid as they supposed the truth, and with credulity received all, or nearly all, stories of

tiie miraculous without examination ; and others we fear, as Middleton charges them,
manufactured them to suit the times or to exalt some saint. (3) The fulfilment of
prophecy—as e.g. the prevention of Julian to rebuild the temple at Jerusalem in order
to invalidate the prophecy of Jesus—is not to be rejected, for the Supernatural element
is evidenced by the exactness of fulfilment whether, as in the illustration adduced, the
result of foreknown natural causes or of direct intervention—for neither the sneers of

Gibbon nor the credulity of writers on the subject vitiate the miraculous knowledge
exhibited by our Saviour. (4) The Boman Catholic Church lays special claim to a con-
tinuous power of working miracles from the days of the Apostles down to the present
(even asserted by Dr. Milner in Xcfl, 26. p. 163, etc.). BeUarmine {Opera, vol. 2, etc.)

endeavors to trame an argument from this in favor of the Romish Church and against
Protestants, tiz., that miracles being found lacking in the Protestant Church, the true
Church is only found in his own communion. So profusely too are they given that those
attributed e.g. to Ignatius Loyola (Nicolini's Hia, of the Jesuits, p. 262) are more numerous
than those ascribed to Moses or an Apostle. The Mormons and others hold that this

power of working miracles was intended to be continuous but was lost, and now, as evi-

dence of divine power and of being the true Church, is eigain restored in their respective

eommonions. But unfortunately for all such claims, the miracles will not stand the test
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of criticism ; many of them by their evident abBnrdity, ptierility, lack of design, confirm-
atory of error, etc, containing their own condemnation. Writers like CnmmingB, Home,
Bh. Newton^ Jenkin, Campbell, Lardner. Leland, Conybeore, Taylor, Farmer, Adams,
and others, having fully exposed their pretensions and shown that the original fountain
is not the source of such a stream. (5) These miraculous manifestations were originally
given as -* signSt" and not merely as '* divine credentials** to accredit an inspired mes-
senger or the truth, for they indicate that the truth to which they are linked and which
constantly looks forward to the " restitution" as the ultimate outcome, evidences by
these tokens that the Supernatural really exists to insure a fulfilment. Communicating
truths which demand Supernatural power for their realization it is the most reasonable
and just to have some demonstration, some sign, to show that the Supernatural is not
lacking. If such ** signs," were not given unbelievers would be the very first to demand
them. But the constant repetition of such ** signs" would weaken if not defeat, their
signiflcancy. Habitual and commonplace, they would altogether lose their represerdalive

character. To sustain even this position consistently and honorably it must be shown
that the truths they attest, the doctrines they authenticate, the Divine Plan they sub-
stantiate,' are worthy of the Supernatural.
In Buckle's Mis. Works, vol, 2, art. 447, is this reference :

" I perceive in the language
of the Fathers who lived in the middle and end of the second centuiyf when speaking on
this subject something which betrays if not a conviction at least a suspicion, that the
power of working miracle was wiikdrawn, combined with an anxiety to keep up a belief
of its continuance in the Chwch** (The Ecd, His. of the Sec. and Third Centuries, illus-

trated from the writings of Tertullian, 8to. 1645, 3d ed., pp. 93-95. See also p. 133 of tho
Dh. of Lincoln's Works). The Bh. of Lincoln (JEcci. His., p. 92) and Beaven (Life of
Irenams, p. 70) are of the opinion that miracles ceased after the apostolic age. Fapias
and Irenieus so closely related to this age, speak of the raising of the dead. But the
Fathers down to the fourth century (as Bh. Douglas remarked) relate no miracles, and
the Fathers after the fourth century, when they—aside from oratorical and panegyrical
writings— theologically discuss the question of miracles, admit the cessation of such
evidence, e.g. Augustine {De ^tililaie Gredendi, and De Vera Jidigione), Chrysostom (Ser. 33
and 36, and in Epistdam 1, ai Gorinih, HomiL 6, 2, and Horn. 29), with which compare Fr.

Nitzach's AugvsUnus' Lehre vom Wunder, and the admissions of Prof. Newman in Two
Essays oh Scripture Mirades and on Ecdesiasiical (2d ed.), Dr. Schaff's statements (Ch. Bis.,

vol. 1, p, 206, etc.), Taylor's Ancient Ghristiamh, Killen's Andeni CknrcK P- 278. Prot
"Worman's art, ** Miracles EcclesiasticAl" in ITClintock and Strong's Cyclop., Olshausen's
Com,, vol. 3, p. 683, Knapp's Tkeol., p. 255, etc. Dr. Neander, Bh. Kaye, and many
others incline to a gradual cessation theory, and base it on the ground fdifferent from the
one advanced by us) that miracles were gradually withdrawn as the necessity of such out-

ward attestation was removed by the firm establishment of the Church. Much that is

written to account for this cessation we cannot receive. To illustrate : Dr. Tyng in Ih
Will Cbme, p. 169. says that miracles ceased suddenly on account of unbelief—" the sin

of unbelief is the thief" that caused *Hhe sudden cessation of extraordinary gifts and
powers in the Church." This makes their appearance contingent on faith and materially

aids the claims of those who profess to have such faith (as e.g. " Catholic Apostolic
Church ;" see art. on in M'Clintock and Strong*s Otfclop.^ the " Believers,*' ** Mormons, *

etc.). The fact is that the Baptism of the Spirit was conferred when the number of

believers was but small, and they had no conception of its gifts or extent. Troutman
(77i« Apost. Gkttrch, p. 309, quoted by Schaff) remarks : it ** could not and must not con-
tinue in the Church. It could not because the earthly human nature is not able con-
stantly to bear the bliss of ecstacy and such mighty streams of power from above, as is

shown \iy the example of the three chosen disciples on the Mt. of Transfiguration. It

must not be—because the continuance of the blossom would have hindered the develop-
ment of the fruit. The splendor of these higher powers would unavoidably have fixed

the eye and the heart too much on externals, and the proper object and work of faith, the
inward conquest of the world would have been neglected." This is simply manufactur-
ing reasons to account for the cessation, and which overlook (1) that the same power
which imparted the gifts could also—and did—bestow the ability to endure the recep-
tion ; and (2) that the union of blossom and fruit, of eye and heart, of the object and
work of faith, of external and internal, is abundantly evidenced in the purity, faithful-

ness, activity, etc., of its first recipients. Dr. Schaff (Ifts. Apos. Ch., p. 471) advocates
the cessation of "the temporaiy form" but the retention of " the essence," by which he
probably means that the Supernatural which is the basis of miraculous manifestations is

still retained, and evidences its retention e.g. in regeneration, sanctification, Providence,
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Answer? to prayer, etc. We have no objection to the idea bat to the manner in whiob it

id introdaced. faiJing to do justice and give significancy to ** the earnest." It may be
asserted that the Bible docs not expregaly declare the revocation of Sapematoral gifta.

Bat the reason for this is apparent ; the First and Second Adventa, owing to their instm*
mentality in liedemption^ etc., are co-joined (Prop. 34), this dispensation being inter*

callary, and nothing is expressed to indicate its long continuance for the reasons previ-

ously giren (which such a temporary revocation would imply) ; hence the gifts are linked
with the Adventa as expressive of the Supernatural. A revocation also might be easily

misapprehended and misapplied as e.g. causing doubt respecting their future conference ;

or exciting unbelief in God's accessibility and willingness to bless and deliver in His
ordinary Providence ; or weaken faith in the divine attributes and Will, by representing
God as bound not to exert special Supernatural power if emergencies demanded the
same. Wo add in conclusion that this temporary suspension may give us a clew to the
cessation of demoniacal possessions in the form attributed to them in the Gospels. For
as Ebrard {Oospd History

^ p. 31) says :
** It was ordained in the counsels of God that

Sapematnral power should only be granted while the foundations of the Church were
being laid, and that the Church should then by simply natural development proceed in
her world-conquering career. And it naturally followed that God henceforth restrained
these demoniacal influences aUo.** (The student may consider ; if so, may not such
influences be again let loose under Antichristian control just previous to the reintroduc-
tion and exertion of these miraculous gifts, and the professed wonders and miracles of

Antichrist be met by the true Supernatural X}ower thus restored bv the Baptism of the
Spirit?)

Obs, 9. It also aids in our Interpretation of other Scripture. Thus e.g.

the sin against the Holy Ghost which cannot be forgiven (Matt.

12 : 31, 32 ; Mark 3 :29 ; Luke 12 : 10) obtains a peculiar significancy and
enormity, when it is conwdered that this baptism of the Spirit was re-

garded and so pronounced (Acts 5 : 32), as a direct mtnessmg and testifying

of the Spirit, and hence to mock, deride, or falsely ascribe such signs or

pvidence proceeding from the Spirit, was to vilify the mighty Agent itself

through which humanity, yea the Son of Man Himself (regarded as David's
Son), was to experience the fulfilment of covenant promises and predic-

tions. The inexcusableness of the sin arises from the conspicuous manner,
powerful manifestations (above nature), and character of the Agent. And,
it may well be considered whether this sin can be committed now as it was in

the days when these special gifts were bestowed, by mocking at the record
of them. The culpability of those who witnessed these wonaers (for Jesus
addressed those who were to see them, and we are told that some mocked
and others derided them), is of course greater in one respect than that of
others who have not seen them, and yet the record itself is so interwoven
with additional evidences that the guilt of those who now ridicule them is

certainly great. Again, take the promise (Matt. 6 : 33), " Seek ye first the

Kingdom of God and His righteousness, and all these things shall be added
unto you," If we consider that this was said before the postponement of
the Kingdom when the Kingdom was offered on the condition of repent-
ance, we see at once how this would have been fulfilled just as given. For,
if the nation had repented and the Kingdom would have been re-estublished
then nnder the marvellous influence of the Spirit, lust as predicted by the
prophets, '* all these things" would have been added, seeing that under this

Spirit's influence abundance and plenty for all classes is expressly prom-
ised. Aside from the grace of God which now even in response to faith so
often inchoately verities the promise, it still points us on when the King-
dom itself shall be attained and there will be no lack, owing to the power
and manifestation of the Spirit.

The student, of course, will see here a reason why the terriflo vengeance of Ood will
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fall so heaTily upon Antichrist and his confederates. This sin against the H0I7 Spirit
will be repeated on a grander scale than ever hj the blasphemons declarations of unbe-
lief, and the resolt annotinced bj Jesus follows, viz., that no forgiveness will be allowed.
The two parages selected for reference afford a fine contrast to the blasphemy of one
party and their inevitable fate, and to the faith of another party and the blessings result-
ing.

Obs, 10. If the reader will turn back to Props. 126-128, and notice what
is said respecting the being ** born of water and of the Spirit,'* he will see

that its meaning extends (whatever application may be made of it to the
present) to this very future outpouring of the Spirit. Without repeating
what has already been suggestea, it is sufficient to say to the student, that
Christ's appeal to Nicodcmus that he ou^ht to know these things, evi-

dently because recorded in the Scriptures, indicates that reference is made
to the prophecies which predict the sprinkling with ** clean water," the
obtaining of *' a new spirit,'* the putting of God*s Spirit ** within" them,
and the raising up of the dead out of their graves by the power of the
Spirit, all of which is represented as essential to the introduction of the
Kingdom, and its blessing, and as related to the glorious reign of David's
Son. The language of Christ is, therefore, far from being exhausted in
the experience of believers in the present dispensation.

Obs. 11. The reader is reminded how this view at once completely re-

moves the ungenerous objection urged against us, that we do not make oat
a spiritual but ** carnal " Kingdom. When the King has this Spirit with-
out measure ; when He baptizes His associated body of rulenj in a large,

wonderful measure, and the subjects in a measure indicative of the variety
of the Spirit's ministrations ; when the Spirit exerts His Almidity energy in
every direction extending even to the material creation ; surely the govern-
ment swayed under such imparted and revealed power, must be also pre-
eminently spiritual So plain is this, that it needs no additional remarks.

Obs. 12. Let us now return to the consideration of another baptism to be
experienced at the same time, viz. , the baptism of or with fire. The ex-
planations usually given of this baptism are evidently incorrect Fire
being used as a figure of afflictions, trials, etc., it is supposed by some com-
mentators to denote a baptism of such afflictions. But this is harsh for

John was undoubtedly predicting a blessing and not trial. Others again
make fire the emblem of judgment, wrath, or vengeance (for it is thus em-
ployed), and pronounce this a baptism of vengeance upon^the enemies,
while that of the Holy Ghost is one of blessing upon the friends of God.
But this is arbitrarily dividing the promise and making part of it a curse.

Others even make the fire to mean '* the fire of hell torment" which Beuss
justly calls **avery unskilful exegesis.^' But Reuss, and others, do not
mend the matter, when they make the fire only to be the symbol of the
Spirit, for that introduces a harsh redundantly, causing the promise to read

:

** He shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost and with the Holy Ghost."
Others think that it denotes that the ministry of Christ would be refining,

trying, powerful, purifying, etc., but this does not accord with the spirit of
the prediction, which, as it is linked with the previous prophecies, indicates
a special blessing added to the one conferring miraculous or supernatural
gifts. To ascertain its meaning, we have only to allow scriptural usage
to give us the key which enables ub to interpret this promise consistently
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with the analogy of Bible promise, thns avoiding the making it a mere em-
blem of the Spirit or of His presence, or of His parity and power, or of the
reception by believers of af&iction instead of happiness, dishonor instead of

honor, pain instead of pleasnre, and punishment instead of triumpb. Fire
is employed to denote tlie power ofjudging, or rather of executingjudgment
npon others. St\,ch passages as I)eut, 4 : 24 ; Heb. 12 : 29 ; Amos. 1 : 4,

and 6 : 6, etc., show that such a power is intended. Now in reference to

the saints, the chosen elect body, who shall reign with Christ, we find Rev.
19 : 14 ; Jnde 14, etc. (see Prop. 154), that they are united with Christ in

executing judgment, that Rev. 2 : 26-27, they shall have " power over the
nations*' to '* rule them with a rod of iron ;" and hence it is written, Ps.

149 : 9 that " this honor have all His saints** " to execute the judgment
written," etc. Those who are familiar with the Scriptures need scarcely

be told that Rev. 14 : 18 ; Isa. 10 : 17 ; Isa. 1 : 27 ; Isa. 62 : 1, etc., relate

to this time. As to the Jewish nation, such predictions as Zech. 12 : 6 ;

Zech. 14 : 12-21 ; Micah 7 : 16-17, etc., give us a clew to the power that
thej shall possess, when (Micah 4 : 8 see Prop. 114), '* the first dominion'*
among nations is granted unto it. At this period such a bestowment of
baptism is indispensably necessary, owing to the plain predicted fact, that

the anti-Christian power will be dominant and must, before the Theocracy
ia firmly re-established, be overthrown. Hence in the spirit of this prom-
ised baptism, Christ and His messengers come " inflamingfire** (2 Thess.

1 : 8), and these ^^ messengers of Hia power** or ^* ministers** of His
pleasure shall be so many ^''flames of fire^ possessing, in virtue of this bap-
tism, the ability to pour out ** the consuming fire** that God has threatened
against the ungodly, the rebellious, and the enemies of His people. Let
the reader turn to trops. 115, 161, 162, 163, and he will see wnat a fearful

time this will be, and how the saints and Jewish nation participate in it

;

and here he finds the link in the chain which tells him how they are

qualified for this particular agency. That we are not mistaken in this in-

terpretation is proven by the limited, partial falfllment on the day of Pen-
tecost. The ** cloven tongues like as fire*' which ** sat upon each of tbem"
is an emblem of this power, it being added to the other gifts as expressive

of the promised hapitsm of fire which was to be associated with that of the
Holy Ghost ; it being virtually an outgrowth or adjunct to it. But owing
to its enormous power, and to the danger of its being perverted even in the
hands of good men, it was purposely circumscribed or limited to a very few
persons. It was sufficient to give *^ a sign** that it was imparted, and tnen
to exhibit the reality of its conference by actual performance. The power
thus designated by " fire" (also indicated John 20 : 23 after the previous

symbolic act stated in verse 22) the apostles rarely used, it being more
specially intended for the coming age. Hence onlv in the cases of Ananias
and Sapphira (Acts 5), of Elymus (Act 13), of the incestuous person (I

Cor. 5), and a few others, was it really exercised. We may rest assured,

however, that the time is coming, when it shall be exerted on a scale that
will confoand the enemies of God.
Dr. Scbaff (Lange's Com. toet) justly points ont the harshneBS of separating the Holy

Ghost and the Are as referring to opposite olasses of persons as some of the Fathers and
nodem expositors. This harshness even Nast {Oom. loci) perpetuates when making the
" yon** to represent two parties, Tiz., the believing who are baptized with the Spirit, and
the unbelieving who are baptized with Are, i.e. with *' the consuming fire of Grod's judg<
aa«tta.** On the other handSchaff pertinently points to the day of Penteoost where this

baptism in both particulars was given to the same persons. The views which make this
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fire tlie loTe of God, the sanctifying inflnenosB of the Spirit, the Are of hell, the fire of

puiigatory, the fire of tribnlation, the fire of penitence and mortification, the fire of

grace» a material fire, temporal and eternal punishments, ** the conaammation and oom-
plete triumph of the new and higher life in its peooliar nature/' Christ's ministry—are
all seeking after a meaning which is not warranted. The confining of this promise to

the day of Pentecost is to limit its extent and to overlook the inchoate nature of the

Pentecostal manifestations. The perversions are strange from Origen's notion (Hagen-
baoh's His, qflhte., vol. 1, p. 223.) that all at the end of the world, not excepting even
Paul or Peter, would have to experience this fire, a literal fire (connected with the last

conflf^^tation) as a test, the pure not being materially afiEected by it, down to the
** MoreUchiki" (** the Self-sacrificing ;" so Kurt*, Ch. Hxa., vol. 2, p. 222), who submit to

a "baptism of fire" by actually burning themselves. In the Life of Sd, Irving, by Mrs.
Olipbant (p. 635 and 669), we find how the phrase was misapprehended by one of '* the

prophets." In interpretations and applications, 1 Cor. 3 : 13 has played an important
part, overlooking oUier usages of the Scriptures. We only add that our view of the sub-
ject gives us a proper conception of the ability and power of the rulers in this Theocratic
ordering, and how all nations, all kingdoms must submit to a sovereignty so directly,

impressively, and powerfully sustained by the Sixpernatural, Hence we must discard
much that is professed sincerely but unwarrantedly at the present time, as e.g. Bev. Harri-
son (the revivalist) at the Loveland Camp-meeting, as reported (e.g. the T^mw-Star, Aug.
3d, 1881), stated in his religious experience that he had received *' the baptism of fire."

We may say, for the reasons already given, that we very much doubt it.
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Pbopositiox 172,

—

This Kingdom wTien restored does not re-

quire the reintroduction of bloody sacrifice.

The Theocratic arrangjement binds together into one the Church
and State, manifesting in wonderful condescension God ruling as
earthly Ruler in and through David's Son. This by no means de-
mands the restoration of Mosaic sacrifices, seeing that the King, in
virtue of His sinlessness, x>erfection, etc., made one scLcrifice which
is amply suffiMenJt to cover all redemptive purposes in the past,

present and future. Heb. 7 : 22-27. The perfection and complete-
ness of the sacrifice is insisted upon, as e.g. Heb, 10 : 1-18. There
is nothing, therefore, in the Kingdom itself, Le. in a Theocratic
rule, which should cause us either directly or by implication, to
advocate a return to sacrifices, which ^^ could not make perfect

^

(Heb. 9 : 9), which were " a shadow of good things to come'^ (Heb.
10 : 1), and which would seem by their restoration to lessen the
value and perfection of Christ's offering of Himself. Indeed, if, as
our ai^ument indicates, this Kingdom, by virtue of Christ's work
and the efficacy of His blood in sealing and fulfilling the covenant,
is a bringing tne world back into its Edenic state as it would have
existed without the introdpction and results of human depravity,
then such a restored state, to exIiibU justice to the merits which
brings in its restoration, should be one in which bloody sacrifices
do not exist.

Hie reader vill observe that in the ages to come one distinctiTe peculiarity is the
deUveranca of the creatnre from ita bondage (Prop. 146), If the animals are not to de-
stroy each other, much less will they be slain for sacrificial purposes, for such a destiny
vooild indicate the reverse of Millennial promises. We leave this thought, affording an
iaferentifld reason for more direct statements. To the student we remark that it is

remarkable that even some Jewish authorities take the view of a cessation of sacrifice.

Thus Fairbaim {Typology, vol. 2, p. 260) quotes from Schoettgeu (Hor. ffeb. et Tal. 2. p.
612) some as follows :

** Id, the times of the Messiah all sacrifices will cease, but the sacri-

fice of piaiae will not cease." ** When the Israelites were in the holy land, they took
away all diseases and punishments from the world, through the acts of worship and the
Bcrifices which they performed ; but now Messiah takes these away from the sons of
men.*' " That He (the Messiah) would pour out His soul unto death and that His blood
would make atonement for the people of God." (The last is quoted by BShr from Eisen-
heimer's &iidectes Juden^Aum, vol. 2, p. 720.) But as Fairbairn justly observes, these
isolated expressions of individual opinion are opposed by the multitude of directly oppo-
ute ones.

Obs. 1. Attention is called to the qnestion of sacrificeB in this form, see-

ing that Dr, Brown (The Sec, Coming^ etc.), Dr. Hodge [Sys, Div.), Dr.
Rice [Signs of the Times), etc., make the adrocacy of a return to sacrifices

(as is done by some Milleoarians, e.^. D. N. Lord, Tyso^ Shimeall, Begg,
etc.), a serums objection to tbe leceptian of our doctrine. They allege that
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such a reatoration would be a return to ** bondage," " beggarly elements/'
etc., and that it invalidates the sufficiency of Christ's oneriog. We are
free to admit, that if our system necessarily involves such a restoration of

sacrifice it would indeed form a grave objection against our view in the
light of Galatians and Hebrews. The argumentation of its advocates that
such sacrifices are merely ** commemorative," ** retrospective/* etc., do
not help the matter very much, so that while the objection is not suffi-

ciently strong in itself to set aside all the other truths pertainini^ to this

subject, yet it is ample enough to cause hesitation and doubt in the minds
of manjT. Fully agreeing with the idea that if such a return is clearly

taught, it should not hinder us from accepting it, even if we cannot recon*
cile its readoption ; fully persuaded also, that if taught, it would not be
essential to our doctrine being connected with the revelations and arrange-
ments of '* the world to come ;" yet the question naturally arises whether
such a restoration of sacrifices is really taught. After carefully regarding
the prophecies and weighing the reasoning assigned in its behalf, we are
forced to the conclusion, that it is nowhere taught in the Bible ; that,
therefore, no such apparent '' contradiction," as our opponents allege, can
bo .legitimately forced upon our system ; and that as some of our friends
have supposed, the sacrifices are not necessary to ** illustrate the great
work of Redemption," and to bring out more " significantly" faith in
Christ's offering. The reasons for teking such a position follow.

Fry {See, AdverU), Freemantle (Lent Led. for 1847), Thomas {The Kingdom qf ffoJ),

Bonar (Lent Led. for 1847), and others hold to this remtrodnotion, and speak of it as
** retrospective/' " viBible exposition of His sin-bearing work/' etc. In Bohn's ed. of the
Ecdes, His. of PkiiostorgiuSt p. 490, b. 8, in a footnote, reference is made to ApoUinaris
and Basil, as if they taught that after the resurrection there voold be a retnm to Jewish
rites and ceremonies for a thousand years. On the other hand, snch men as Increase
Mather (T%e Mysteries qf IsraeTs Scdvaiwn), a Pre-Millenarian, opposed the reintrodnction
of bloody sacri'dces, and insisted that the Primitive Church (Pre-AiilL) objected to it, and
represented that the Jews, after their conversion, wonld be. not ander the Mosaic, bat
under a new ordering. Bo also Ferry {Glory of Christ's VisibU Kingdom), the Dnke of
Manchester {The Finished Mysiery\ and others. Comp. also Batungarten (Hezzog's Bedl
Encydop., 4, p. 298, etc.), Anberlen {Danid and the Beu.^ p. 384).

Obs, 2. It is universally agreed that the main, leading argument in favor
of a return to sacrifices is found in the last chapters of EzekieL If thia
portion of Scripture can be reasonably explained so as to satisfactorily re-
move the notion of such a return, the difficulty itself disappears. How are
we to understand Ezekiel ? The theories given are the following : 1. That
the whole is to be spiritualized, i.e. another sense than that conveyed by
the language is to be given to it. This leaves it at the mere fancy of the
interpreter, and results in various inconsistencies. The latest effort in this
direction by Cowles, is a sufficient commentary. 2. That it relates ex-
clusively to the future, and that all will be fulfilled as written. But
against this we have (a) the utterances of Paul in Galatians and Hebrews,
(b) contradictions evolved, as e.g. respecting the Prince, which render it
untenable. 3. That it pertains to the future, and that sacrifices with some
other particulars are omitted in the fulfilment. But this is an arbitrary/
and dangerous interpretation, seeing that the prophecy stands or falls as a
consistent whole. 4. That it was mere human prediction, and the prophet
was mistaken in his conjectures. No believer of the Word can accept of
so unworthy an opinion. 5. That it relates to the future and involves an
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apparent contradiction, which we cannot reconcile but will be fally cleared

up in the new dispensation. This view takes it for granted that only a
f^ifBculty of comprehension, i.e., how this will.be done (as in the case of

Isaac), exists, while in reality there is much more connected with it, viz.,

a real eoniradiction with other Scriptures. 6. That like all prophecies
pertaining to the Jews, it is conditional, and that the mention of sacrifices

sufficiently proves its conditionality. Whatever our opinion may be con-
cerning this particular prediction, the conditionality of it must be based on
other grounds than those thus expressed, for (a) all prophecy is not con-

ditional Prop. 18, and (b) the mention of anything in -a prediction which
may not suit our ideas of the fitness of things, is no prpof without addi-

tional testimony of its being conditional.

The notion that it vaa partly fnlfllled at the retnm from Babjion and partly in thia

dispensation, need not to be refuted in detail. The arbitrary dividing, etc., of the
prophecy ia a sufficient refutation. The nnbelieving, symbolistic, spiritualizing views
{e.g. giren in detail in Lange'a Com, on Ezek.f concluding chapters), which, without
venturing on the explanation or reception of details, rush to conclusions on general prin-
ciples dominating and influencing the interpreter—may be dismissed on the -ground of
doing injustice to the prophet and Yiolenoe to the prophecy. The allegorical, typical,

and mystical are simply arbitrary and depend for their one-sidednesa upon the imagina-
tion or speculations of the interpreter in order to form an accommodation with Chris-
tianity OS now existing, just as if the particulars of the extended prediction met with a
fulfilment in the Church. The recent efforts of Fairbaim and Henderson to show that
ve have merely an ideal—Christian or spiritual typical representation of the good to be
bestowed upon the Church in this dispensation, evidence the fact that it is vUerty impos-
Bihle for them, from their standpoint, to incorporate the numerous particularisms of the
prophecy, but which we are to receive simply as embeUishments, added to adorn the
main, leading idea ot ideal or symbolic import. It is supposed by many that *it simply
conveys the idea, through abounding imagery or symbolism, of the future subjection of
the Inaelites to the Messiah. In support of this opinion the entire prophecy is made
figurative, and the figures are spiritualized to suit the Messianic views of the interpreter.

I>r. Brown (Chrisfa Sec. Ooming, p. 378^ note) declares his inability (like Jerome) to explain
Ezeldel as a whole, but thinks that the figurative explanation, as it applies to parts of it,

will ultimately, by " a sober and patient investigation of the typical and symbolical lan-
guage of the Old Test, in the light of the New,*' find the proper solution. Fausset {Com,
£jek.) applies this to a future *' Theocratic temple," but does not know how far it is to
be interpreted literally or figuratively, thinking that when the event occurs it will clear

up all seeming difficulties. Many find it so difficult that they avoid any expression of
opinion as to its meaning and application.

Obs. 3. Taking the position that this prophecy is conditional, we must
present other reasons than those last alleged in order to keep within the
limits assigned under Prop. 18. For, no prediction ought to be regarded
as such, unless it contains within itself, or in the context, or future ex-
planation, the elements clearly indicative of conditionality. Ezekiel's pre-

diction unmistakably contains the requisite evidence, whicn places it clearly

among the conditional prophecies. The hey to it is found in ch. 43 : 7-11
where the re-establishment of the Theocratic rule is conditioned by *' now
ht them put away their whoredom and the carcasses of their kings, and I
tcill dwell in the midst of them forever,*^ ^^ if they be tisAamedof all that they
have done,** etc. It is expressly asserted that this prediction is given,
'* that they may be ashamed of their iniquities** in order that what is prom-
ised may also be verified. The simple question to be asked is this : did the
Jewish nation after the prophecy was given repent of its sinfulness and
manifest by its shame that it was worthy of sucli a reconstruction of the

government ? Let the facts as given in history witness, and we are force"
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to the conclasion that the reason why no such Theocratic restoration (com-
pare Jer. 17 : 25 with context—same conditionally expressed) was affected,

was owing simply to the lack of a national repentance commensarate with

a bringing it into operation. The repentance and acknowledgments of in-

dividuals and of a portion of the nation, is not sufficient to bnng back this

richlj forfeited blessing. If it be asked, why does God give this lengthy
prediction foreknowing that it will neyer, in the shape given, be realized

owing to continued national sinfulness and unworthiness, the answer is

plain : judging from other portions of the Word, it is done in necessary
accommodation to the free agency of man. Let the reader consider, that
this prophet predicts this previous to a partial restoration of the nation to
.its own land. Now in connection with even such a foreknown restoration,

it is eminently proper for God to offer also {conditioned by repentance, as at
the Eirst Advent, see Props. 57, 58, etc.), a restoration of the Theocratic
government. This, as eveir student admits, is done here, and we may
reasonably conclude, that if the conditions imposed by God had been ac-

cepted by the nation, then all would have been abundantly verified. Hence
as the conditions were not complied with—only in a very imperfect manner
and which never resulted in a widespread and continuous reformation^—the
prophet gives us a sad representation of blessings that were lost, and most
fully answers the question, whai the state of the Jewish nation would have
been provided it had on its restoration been obedient to God. Taking this

view of it, the prediction is necessary in filling out what otherwise would
prove a blank in Jewish history. It teaches us in whatform the Theocracy
would have been restored, had the Jews been ** ashamed/' etc., thus mani-
festing God's willingness to bless and His love for His people and land.

The Jews no donbt will be largely inflnenoed by Ezekiel to attempt, dnrmg their
partial Pre-MiUeimial restoration to Palestine, to cany out this prediction in the building
of a temple, a retom to the Mosaic ritual in which bloody saonflces will be again promi-
nently bronght forth. Jewish writers (according to Fsirbaim) have maintained that thia
prediction was imperfectly realized after the captivity and nnder Herod, but that " it

waits to be properly accomplished by the Messiah, who, when He appears, shall cause the
temple to be reared precisely as here described, and carry out all the other subordinate
arrangements,'* We should, therefore, in our interpretation of Ezekiel, be guarded lest,

indirec^y, we encourage through it such a restoration. Exhibiting and enforcing its past
oonditionality, we give them no hope of such a realization and yet preserve intact the
integrity, apparent meaning, etc., of the text. Fairbaim and others denominate this
Jewish view " carnal," etc., but, aside from the future application of fulfilment^ the
Jewish idea of its real meaning is far superior to their own figurative view, for it accords
—as the identity of particular description shows—with the language and particulariam of
the Pentateuch. If the one can be spiritualized at the will of the interpreter, so alao
may the other.

Obs 4. Having thus shown the oonditionality of the prediction fairly ex-
pressed within itself, we may now add, that the entire structure of tho
prophecy indicates that it by no means refers to the final fulfilment of tho
covenant, but is also preparative to such a fulfilment. Persons have been
misled into the idea that it must refer to the predicted, covenanted reigp.

of Jesus Christ, owing to a kind of correspondence between the Theocratic
rule, the city, temple, worship, etc., and that of the future under Christ,
which causea the hasty conclusion that they were identical, thus overlook-
ing (1) the points of divergence ; (2) the utter inaptitude of applying some
things to Christ's reign

; (3) the tnapplicability of certain statements con-
cemmg the Prince to the person and character of Christ ; (4) the unfitness
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of a portion to describe either the characteristics of the Mill, era, or the
natare and employments of the glorified saints associated with Christ.

Similarity of description in some respects—which the Theocracy, the same
inheritance, throne, kingdom, etc., necessarily includes—is no evidence of
identity. This will be seen by passing over some of the statements con-
tained in the prophecy, which prove, that it is not intended to describe the
reign of the promised' seed, David's Son and David's Lord. This will, of
oonise, be corroborative of its conditionality as shown under Obs. 3.

Xotioe : 1. This Prince is a mortal man ; for to him are ascribed '* sons*'

to whom he may ^ve ^ifts etc, (ch. 45 : 16-18), and he is exhorted not to

do wrong.' 2. This Prince being thus mortal and unglorified, is subject to

sinfulness, for he is exhorted to offer ** a sin-offering'' in behalf of ** him-
self" as well as for all the people, which cannot be applied to Christ, see

ch. 45 : 17-22. 3. The entire tenor of the prediction in its relation to the
Prince, the Priests, the Sacrificers, etc., makes a decided impression that
it describes a continuation of the Mosaic ritual, not retrospectively or com-
memoratively but prospectively in the form instituted under Moses and re-

tained by David (e.g. Ezek. 45 : 17-25). 4. The priesthood of the Prince,
is not amteed (ch. 46 : 2), while Christ is a Priest forever on His throne.
5. The priests are mortal men, for they are subject to marriage and death
(ch. 44 : 22), which is very different from the priesthood pertaining to the
saints in the Mill, era, and who are associated with Christ m His reign. It

ia true, that other priests, aside from the saints, might bo introduced, yet
in the^ MilL descriptions we find only the saints specifically denominated
the priests, and if this were a Mill, prediction then the exalted priesthood
of the saints would be entirely passed by. The spirit of the prophecy does
Qot accord with the predictions relating to the Millennium or reign of
Christ. 6. The character ascribed to the Princes, a strong tendency to ex-
actions (ch. 45 : 9), does not correspond with that given to the Bulers (as

e.g. apostles ruling over twelve tribes), who, immortal and ever holy, reign
with Christ over Israel and the world. 7. The extent bt the dominion,
power, and glory of the Prince and of his Theoctatio rule, is too circum-
scribed and limited to meet the requirements of Mill, portrayals. From
saoh considerations as these, it is simply impossible, with any degree of
consistency, to apply and interpret this prophecy as relating to the prom-
ised Messiah's reipn. To do this, is to violate the intent of this Scripture,
the sublime descriptions of the character aod perfection of Christ, and to
fasten upon our doctrine an unnecessary, and unbeliefproducing, interpre-
tation. The Theocratic rule here delineated, is very different from that
exhibited under Christ and His associated body of rulers ; and before we
can accept of it as Messianic, i.e. descriptive of the future reign of Jesus
Christ, it must he shown, that the reigning Prince here presented is iden-
tical with Christ. The only answer that might be given is this : that this
Prince is a mortal, ruling over the Jewish nation at its future restoration
nnder—subject to—the reign of Christ. But this reply only increases the
diflSculty, for then (1) we have a lengthy Mill, description without Christ
being introduced ; (2) a Theocratic rule without the real Theocratic King
being noticed ; (3) a King seated on David's throne and ruling over
David's Kingdoni (Christ's special inheritance, as David's Son), without
the covenanted Kitia who shall do this being mentioned

; (4) a mortal man
tfaas exalted f-o rule over the twelve tribes of Israel over and above the
apostles who irc specially designated in other places

; (5) a lodgment of
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Theocratic rulership in a person who is liable to sin and corruption, which
is opposed to the Plan of God now carried on to secure a government which
in Its rulers is far beyond all evil influences.'

1 A Jevish Kabbi ^ibas) assarted that the Meaaiah must be a mere man, because in
Ezek. 46 : 16 " the Prince and his sons" are mentioned (Miss, cf Inq. to Jews, p. 395). The
Com. of Inquiry answered that the Messiah was not spoken ox but the Prince over laxael
under Him. The Kabbi replied, " Oh ! then you give us two rulers.*' We have at leaat
here nothing of the twelve Apostles ruling over the twelve tribes of Israel as promised to
them by Jesus. And we may rest assured that no morial prince will ever be exalted as a
superior Buler over the glorified Balers.

' Many points of convergence might be adduced which fortify our position, as e.g. the
enforcement of circumcision of the flesh, ch. 44 : 9, which the New Test. (e.g. Gal. 5 : 1-6)
regards as something of the past, etc. The view of some fRev. Bowe) that this is only a
temporary arrangement at the beginning of the Mill, era, is open to the same objections
already enumerated. The positive assertions of Thomas

( Elpis Jsrad, p. 260, etc.) that
Jesus wiU build this temple, is to be rejected, seeing that Jesus, as represented in the
New Test., and as glorified, is not mentioned, the saints are not introduced, and the
entire description does not accord with other Mill, predictions. The simple fact is that
every such application introduces an antagonism ixreconoilable with ^e future Messianic
reign as portrayed by other prophets.

Obs. 5. The highly significant phraseology combined with this prophecy,

such as ** the name of the city from that day shall be, the Lord is there/'

etc., has led many to suppose that this alone is applicable to the era after

"the Second Advent when Christ shall personally come, and reign, and thus
'* the Lord is there," etc. As a matter of course, when the Theocratic rule

under Jesus Christ is restored, such will be the fact, and the language ap-

plies, but it must not be overlooked that it would be equally applicable to

the Theocratic rule under any of the seed of David, if it had been reinstated

by the acceptance of the conditions imposed by God. In the very nature
of the case, when God condescends to act as earthly Buler over the nation

in and through David's throne (which He has called His own), " ^Ap

Lord is there'' in His anointed one. Much of the language is expressive of

Theocratic Rule and its results, and must be explained in its relationship

to the peculiar and distinctive stage of it that is here meant. The fact,

that similar language can be used m reference to Christ's reipn, does not
prove identity, but only shows, that His rule is aUo Theocratic m its nature
and results. Even the city with its similarity of gates named after the
twelve tribes, is only a pattern of the restored Theocratic city (Rev. 21 : 12)

under Christ.

It is this similarity which has induced many to seek an identity at the expense of the
prophetic language and ideas. Dr. Baumgarten (Herzog's Encydop.f art. " Ezekiel *')

under its influence advocates a renewal of
*

' glorifled sacrificial feasts,'* etc. Dr. Lange
in his Bremen Lectares (p. 249) ridicules this position, speaking of '* slaying with glo-

rified knives glorified oxen,*' but the simple truth is that Lange, Keil, Fairbairn. and a
host of others who make sport of Baumgarten, Auberlen, Hofman, Volch, etc., do not
mend the matter when, inconsistently to the tenor of the prophecy, they give to it, by
spiritualizinfj and forcing, a Messianic turn. The one party at least endeavor to preserve

tne language and unity of the prediction, the other by figurative applications.make it to

teach the very opposite of that which its language grammatically presents. The one
party mintaken as to its fulfilment ; the other, with all its boasting and condemnation of

others, Calls into a uimilar mistake.

Obs, 6. The conditionality of this projjhecy, by no means can be adduced
as proof (so Waggoner, etc.), that the Jews mill never be restored and the
David ic kingdom will never be rebuilt. If it indeed referred to the cove-
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nanied reign of Christ, then an argument might be formed a^inat ns, on
the ground of the conditional terms embraced in the prediction. But it

mu^t first be shown that it has such a connection. Being strictly in the
lino of conditioDal prophecies, and delineating only a provisional^ prepara-
tory stage (not realized owing to sin), it does not fall within the category of
predictions relating to the fulfilment of the covenant in the person and the

rule of Jesus Christ,

Obs, 7. EzekieVs prediction, owing to its circamstantial relation of sacri-

fices, being the almost exclusive proof presented against us—if this is satis-

factorily explained there can be but little difficulty with other passages.

Indeed all else is more or less inferential, as is seen in Isa. 2:3; Isa.

60 : 1-22 ; Isa. 61 : 6 ; Isa. 66 : 21 ; Jer. 30 : 17-22 alleged by some to

teach it, but which are susceptible of an easy and natural explanation, thus
avoiding an unnecessary antagonism. These, as well aa the more serious

ones of Jer. 33 : 18, 21, and Zech. 14 : 16-21, are to be interpreted by the

principle laid down by the apostles, and intimated even by the Spirit in

the Old Test For, aside from the simple fact that a change in the priest-

hood is reasonably to be anticipated in view of the change (more exalted,

etc.), in the king, in the form of government, in the pnests adopted spe-

cifically for the Kingdom in place of the old order, etc., tt is sufficient to call

attention to a mode of speech introduced into the Word which solves all

such difficulties. It is a figure of speech called by Lord and others
*' hypocatastasis*' by which one thing is employed as a substitute or equiva-

lent for another. ' This figure is employed by the prophet to portray a
fatare existing priesthood, using for this purpose the priesthood then
known, juat as future enemies of God are presented under the names,
Moab, Babylon, etc., of enemies then existing. That this is to be thus un-
derstood appears evident from the sacrifices themselves (which these priests

are to offer) being used to denote another and differing form of offering or

act of worship. Thus, e.g. Christ is the Paschal Lamb and the I^ord's

Sapper is called the passover ; sacrifice denotes the offering of ourselves

Eom. 12 : 1, the worship or tender of the Gentiles in reception of the Gos-
pel Rom. 15 : 16 marg. read., the devotion of faith Phil. 2 : 17, acts of

benevolence or love Phil. 4 : 18, praise as the fruit of thanksgiving Heb.
13 : 15, etc. This usage of the word, * sacrifice" shows that it is employed
as an equivalent for worship or religious conduct in this dispensation, and
to place the matter beyond all dispute it is expressly affirmed by Peter

(1 Pet 2 : 5, 9), that the design of this new order of priests, when thus
gathered out and forming '' a holy priesthood " '' a royal priesthood,'* is

"to offer up spiritual sacrifices* *ajia not bloody ones. This again is con-
firmed by what is stated in Mill, descriptions, and in promises pertaining
to this future priesthood. Nowhere, including the last testimony given by
Jesus (Apoc.), do we find these priests represented as offering to God the
victims of a Mosaic ritual. Hence those isolated passages which speak of

worship and sacrifice, even if they are clad in language which at first sight

might suggest a return to the Mosaic ritnal, are to be interpreted in the

light of the mare extended predictions, of the changes that are to be intro-

daced iu the coming dispensation, of the express affirmations concerning
the future priesthooa, and of tlie examples given in the usage of the word
'* sacrifice. Otherwise an antagonism is raised, which is altogether un-
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necessary, and which leads to nnfriendlj doubt, and to rejection of other
truths. If the ancient sacrifices were typical, if they were only '^ a shadow
of thin^ to oome," then we are fully warranted to regard such passages as

presenting under a tropical sense (customary to all language) another kind
of sacrifice, suitable to the then existing dispensation^ and that a new order
of priests, under the name of the old because a prolongation or continua-
tion of a priesthood, are introduced as foreyer associated with Jesus in the
age to come. Hence Heb. 9 : 28 will be realized.'

1 These writers abundantly yerify the figure, showing how a yerb, act, or class of acts,

or name of one kind, is nsed as a substitute for another that is meant. Thus, e.g.

taking up the cross is equiyaient to labor and self-denial, the boring Christ's ears eqniya-
lent to the pledge of His serrice to the Father, sinking into deep waters equivalent to
being overwhelmed with sorrow, trouble, ete., plucking out the right eye equivalent to
removal of prized passions that lead to sin, ete. We add tQ avoid misconception : this
figure cannot be applied to the words Israel, Zion, etc., unless (1) we accept of the idea
of a real engrafting or adoption into the elect nation thus designated, ete., (2) and observ-
ing that from the context, general tenor, ete., the same elect people are denoted, ete.

* Thus e.g. Zech. 14 : 16, we regard simply as the antitype or equivalent of the Jewish
feast of tabernacles. The type was ** a renewal of religions youth/* a bringing into
remembrance the past goodness of God in order to renew the claims of gratitude, love,
self-consecration, and devotedness to God, and also looked to the present ingathering ; so
the antitype will likewise be a joyful festival, in which there will be a public acknowledg-
ment of indebtedness to God and praise. The feast of tabernacles being the most suit-

able of all feasts to express this public recalling of the past, this realization of the fulness
of divine blessing, it is employed by the prophet to describe this still future joyful
period. So we point the critical student to the Sabbatical year (Prop. 143, Obs. 3, and
note), in which God's purpose is minutely described and yd w€is nev^ realized^ owing to
the sinfulness of the nation. It indicates, however, (1) what a Theocratic ordering
would have produced, (2) if the nation had been obedient and holy ; and (3) it fore-
shadows or typifies what ultimately on a grander scale will be carried out. So precisely
with Ezekiel, which evidences what a Theocratic ordering would, on compliance with
certain conditions, hare resulted in, and thus foreshadows and evinces the Theocratio
spirit and nearness under the Messiah in His Kingdom.

Obs. 8. The typical application, or the substitution of equivalent
phraseology, is also seen in the use of the word " temple.** Admitting
that in the earthly Jerusalem a temple will be rebuilt in order to manifest
in a public manner the worship of God, yet much confusion of ideas is

founa in not noticing that the way in which the word is employed fully

shows, that it does not necessarily involve the notion of a restoration of
sacrifices. The temple can exist without the introduction of the Mosaic
ritual. Besides this, it has a latitude of meaning ; for, e.g. in John 2 : 19
it denotes Christ's body ; in 1 Cor. 3 : 16 ; 2 Cor. 6 : 16, it represents the
saints ; in Bev. 21 : 22 it denotes the Lord God Almiehty and the Lamb,
etc. In the latter passage John says he ** saw no temple therein," except-
ing as God and the Lamb formed one. In Rev. 3 ^i^

" Him that over-
cometh will I make a pillar in the temple of my God, ' and in Rev, 7 : 15
the saints shall ** serve Him day and night in His temple." Such expres-
sions, as commentators abundantly show, involve no contradictions, simply
indicating under the substitution of a word an equivalent denoting either a
permanent union with God or Christ, or the body of the elect who are holy
and worthy of honor. This teaches us, that if we are not to press the word
** temple" beyond its legitimate use in the Word, so also ought we not to
press the word " sacrifice" which is associated with the temple. Fignres
of speech^ lawfully drawn from the structure of language, and indicated
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thna by the Spirit, should have dne weight in our interpretatioD. Thus,
e.g. mach that pertains to the dispensation still fnture^ being beyond our
present experience and knowledge, mttst necessarily be presented to us
through the medium of things of which we hare cognizance. Bob when
the idea presented by the figure is legitimately drawn, it is a violation of
language to engraft upon it another and additional sense, Prop. 4.
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Proposition 173. Tim Kingdom of the LordJeam Ohrist may
be near at hand.

To the Spirit, speaking with, that comprehensiveness mentioned
by the Psalmist (Ps. 90 : 4), and Peter (2 Pet. 3 : 8), it is near ; to

man, with his ideas of the vastness of incoming ages, it is, preceded
by comparatively a short period, also near; to the student, who
carefully studies the Diving Plan, comi)aring the duration of dis-

pensations, the typical hints, etc., it is near at hand; and to the
inquirer, who considers the various predictions and intimations
relating to its Coining, it is always nigh at hand. Before entering
into the discussion of signs, etc., which (following Prop.) indicate
its nearness, we may appropriately allude to some general reasons
that lead to the same result.

We desire to say at the outset that the discnssion of time, the nearness or remoteness
of the Second Advent, does not effect in the slightest the trathfulness of the Pre-Millen-
nial doctrine. The one is baaed on oonjecttire. or at best on approximative evidence ;

the other has a solid Scnptnral basis. We are led to this remark because men are led to
misapprehend onr position. Thus e.g. the book editor of the iMih. Observer (Oct. 25th,
1878), in a notice of a Pre-Mill. pamphlet {JtsvLS is Coming ; by W. £. B.) speaks favorably
of the advocates of onr doctrine as men of eminence, piety, etc., bnt rejects onr doctrine
for this one assigned reason :

**• Bnt after all, the fact that the Pre-MUlennial advocates
and believers of all previous ages have been shown by events to have been mistaken in
their interpretations, predictions, and expectations, is a stranger argument against the
correctnens of their views at the present day than anything else that can be adduced on
the subject." But suppose Pre-Millenarians are mistaken as to time (just as our oppo-
nents, Barnes, etc., have been), that does not effect thefoundation of the doctrine becanse
the same is based—not on the express time of fulfilment—but on the plain grammatical
sense of Scripture. The doctrine is one thing ; the exact period of its realization is
anolker, the former may be true, and the latter may be a mistake. Dr. Gumming in The
Ortat Tribvdaiion (p. 197), after referring to the believer's aptitude to misinterpret the
signs of nearness just as a voyager on a great sea may his nearness to land, and that *' if
he find that he has fallen into error in so interpreting, he will not therefore despair, or
give up his investigation,*' adds :

" And far better have the character of him who intently
looks, and in his intense longing treats that as a sign which is not, than the sceptic and
freezing apathy of the man whose heart is dead and whose hopes are cold, and who caren
tor and looks for none of these things. The incidental error of a few cannot shake or
shatter the trust of many ; and the error that is made by one watcher for the Advent will
only lead another, like a buoy upon a wreck in the channel, to avoid the reef on whicli
his predecessor may have suffered.** Hence the stress laid on '' Pre-Millennial MistakeM**
by a writer in the New York Tribune (quoted and indorsed by the Luth. Observer^ Oct.
25th, 1878), concluding with, '* All expectations of Christ's Coming for almost 2000 years
have been mistakes," only indicate how little such persons know of the foundoHons upon
which our doctrine rests. If true in their position, then it will be true to the actunl
Advent, and no one is encouraged to honor Qod's command and occupy the posture of tk

watching servant. Besides this, such writers convenientlylignore the mistakes of Anti-
end Post-Millenarians.

Obs, 1. The precise time for the Kingdom to be eatablished is not aivert.

Men may assame this, but the language of Scripture is too precise (Mark
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13 : 32, 33) :
" Bui of that day and that hour knoweth no many no^ not

the angels which are in heaven, neither the Son, but the Father, Take ye
heed, watch and pray ; for ye know not when the time is, etc. * With this

compare Matt. 24 : 36, 42-51 and 25 : 13 ; Luke 12 : 40, and 21 : 35, and
consider that snch declarations accompany or follo\r directions to observe

the signs of the fulfilment of prophecy as indicative of nearness. Jesus
directs us to signs to show us the time in which we live, and how near
we may bo to the end, and not to definite time, and this is also true of the

apostles. The Spirit does not contradict Himself ; if it were possible to

obtain accnrate, dcftuite time, then e.g. Luke 12 : 40 would be incorrect

;

becanse some would then really know, and be thinking of the time, etc.

But this very indefiniteness and uncertainty in regard to exact time, can
be justly claimed as favoring the expectation of its nearness. If those who
rely solely upon this class of passages can deduce from them the notion that

the time of the Sec. Advent is distant (as multitudes do), we certainly, when
coupling such Scriptnre with those referring to signs given for guidance,

are not guilty of any impropriety, when we deduce the opinion that the

same event may be near. The lack of knowledge respecting the definite

time does not in itself determine either the remoteness or the near-

ness. If it is an extreme to set aside the passages referred to, and fix

upon definite time,* it is also one to infer from them, that that time must
be in the distant future. It being beyond our ability to give the date,

prudence, if nothing else, ought to dictate to us that, for aught we know
to the contrary, it may be near. The fact, too, as Gildas, Luther, etc.,

remarked,* is, that as every succeeding year and day brings us nearer to

that which the Spirit pronounced ** mgh at hand^' so the lapse of many
(1800) years has certainly brought the Sec. Advent and Kingdom so much
the nigher to us. This is confirmed by the signs to whicn the Saviour
directs ns that have been constantly fulfilling, accumulating, and inten-

sifying. It is reasonable, then, to conclude, and say, as we now do, that

it may be near at hand.*

1 Some press this passage beyond its meaning in another direction, viz., that Christ
Hima^lf even now does not know it. Bnt this was spoken in His day of humUiaiiont when
He <mfy (John 12 : 49 and 17 : 8) nttered the words given to Him by the Falher. The
times awi the seasons the Father had reserved (Acts 1 : 7) to Himself as a revelation not

nitable to be presented at that period of Ohrist's work ; and to this Jesos allndes that the
knowledge of such a time—definite time—was not snitable even for Him to express.

That He knew the time is evident from several considerations, (1) by the predictions He
gave concerning the Jewish nation, postponement of Kingdom, Gentile domination,
expressed paiposely in general terms, which, however, indicate an nUimaie acquaintance
with the snbject ; and (2) after his ascension, as it was proper to reveal more, the Apoca-
lypse is given, in which, nnder symbolic imagery, etc., a perfect aoqoaintance with both
OTents and time is evinced. In the passage there is a gradnal ascending in knowledge
on the subject ; man knows nothing concerning definite time—angels knowing more (as

e.g. the angel revealing time to Daniel) than man, still are unacquainted with the exact
day and hoar, while able to form a near estimate ; Jesus, as David's Son, knows more
than all, and yet even He is bound not to reveal what He knows respecting definite time
because such time—its revelation—belongs to the Father. On this very difficult point a
few additional remai^ are in place. Some ancient Fathers, and so Wordsworth, explain
that Jesos knew personally, but did not know officially ; this is atgned by Pres. Mahan
{Ober^ (^aarieriy Review, 1847) who insists (1) that the word "Son" denotes not merely
the hnman nature but the diyine and human united

; (2) that as divine He was omnis-
dent—** Lord, thou knowest all things," etc. ; (3) but by virtue of His subordination as
the Messiah, it was proper for Him to conceal or refuse to reveal His knowledge without
ipceial communication ; and brings in the analogy of an ambassador, who when asked in
nfersnce to things which he is instructed not to reveal, answers " I know nothing**

—
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not abBolntely but officially ; ignoraxxoe beixig merely relatiTe. The older orUkodox
Fathers, and some modems, tesoh that Christ kaev as God bat not as man—aasoming a

dualistio separation between the two natures. Some (bs Alford) think that there wag a

real ignorance daring the time of hamiliation. Lange (Lffe cf Jtmis and Com, ) places this

in a holy onwillingness not to bnow, or to a self-limitation of knowledge ; so also Sch&S
(Lange* s Com. Matt,^ p. 430, note) advocates " a Tolnntazy self-limitation of knowledge."
Fairbaim (On Pfo^,» p. 182) in view of the onion of the two natares, likewise indorses
a Tolnntarily refraining from knowing it. Brown (Cbm., Mark 13 : 32) says :

** Some of

the most eminent of the ancient Fathers, Lather, Melanchthon, most of the elder LatheT-
ans, Bengel, Lange, Webster and Wilkinson," held *' simply that it was not among the

things \^oh he had receiTcd to oommonicate,*' On the qaestion, " whether the Son
was not at that time in possession of the knowledge referred to," he says : " Chzysostom
and others anderstood it to mean that as man oar Lord was ignorant of this. It is taken
literally by Calvin, Grotias, De Wette, Meyer, Fritzsche, Steir, Alford, and Alexander."
Gleig {Eta, BibU, toL 2, p. 249) makes " not to know" synonymoos with " not to speak
of a thing.** Dr. Better (Bom. Cath. in lAfe qf Jeaus^ p. 416) holds that Jesas even as

man knew the time *' by a knowledge inseparable from a anion of his haman natore with
the divine person," and adopts (St. Greg. Epis. 42^ this view : " Bat thoagh while man
He knew the day of jadgment, yet this knowledge was not dae to Him as He was man, or

becaase He was man, bat beoaase He was God as well as man.** He lefers to the FatheTB
as holding that Jesas * * here speaks to His disciples only as He was the ambassador of

His Father, and so He is said only to know what He is to make known to men. He is

said not to know, says St. Aogastine. what He will not make known to others.*' Morris
represents (Littell's JAv. Aae, Tol. 24, 4 ser., p. 443) John Gerard, a Jesoit Father, as

ergaing that Christ knew the day and the hoar bat employed eqaivocations. Archb.
Tillotson in a sermon on this passive refers the not knowing to the haman natore. It is

sofficient to say that the view which best accords with the divine onited with Jesas is

this : the Kingdom is coTenanted to David's Son, ** the Son of Man." The time of the
bestowal of the Kingdom and conseqaences of the Adyent (Acts 1 : 6, 7) is in the Father's
hands, and Jesas therefore speaks of the time in the covenanted direction, and refers this

lack of knowledge to His Messianie rehtionah^ as the Son of Man and of Ctod, as a matter
tmauUable for Him to express, being contradictory to the state of hamiliation assomed.
Besides this, a revelation of the precise period of the postponement of the Kingdom, of

the daration of the Gentile times, of the interval preceding the Sec. Advent, would have
prevented the expression of faith, hope, and practical reaolts afforded by the posture of

constantly looking and watching for the Sec. Advent
* Several writers, whom we esteem bat cannot follow, make the injanotion to " watch'*

a proof that the time can be definitely known, overlooking the simple fact that the in>

jnnction for watching is based on oar alleged ignorance of the exact time. Even the
lilostrations given to enforce their views teach the reTerse, seeing that the parties warned
are presamed to be in ignorance antil the signal of explosion is giTen, etc. It is only
sach who have some favorite chronological scheme to advocate who will deliberately over-
ride what is so j^inly iaughi,

> Goildas (Works, s. 44), who lived aboat A.x>. 546, qaoting Isaiah as describing the
speedy approach of the end, after ** Howl ye, becaase the day of the Lord is near at

hand,'* pertinently adds :
*' If so near at that time, what shall U now be thooght to be ?"

Lather (qaoted by Seiss, Last Times, p. 255) on Daniel 12 : 7 says :
** I ever keep it before

me, and I am satisfled that the last day mast be before the door ; for the signs predicted
by Christ and the Apostles Peter and Paul have all now been falfilled, the trees pat forth,

the Scriptares are green and floarishing. That we cannot know the day matters not ;

some one else may point it oat ; things are certainly near their end.'* " We certainly
hare nothing now to wait for bat the end of all things," etc. Long ago men entertained
opinions respecting the time of the year, the week, and even the day when Christ wonld
be likely to appear. Even Lather, as is well known, held (withoat fixing the year) that
it woald be at or aboat Easter day. Bengel {Onomoji, Apoc. 1 : 10) refers to Jerome say-
ing on Matt. 25, concemiag midaight : " Let as say something which perhaps may be
osefol to the reader : there is a tradition of the Jews that Christ will come at midnight,
in consonance with the time in Egypt, when, the passoTer was celebrated and the destroy*
ing angel came and the Lord passed over the tents. . . . Whence I soppoae" (let the
reader carefally notice how UlIb evinces the prevalence of Chiliasm) " also that the apos-
tolic tradition has continaed, that on the eve of the passover it is not permitted to dis-

miss the people before midnight, expecting the Coming of Christ ; and when that time
shall have passed, secority being now presamed upon, all keep the festiyaL** Bengel
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hixDMlf inclines that the day will be the flist day of the week, henoe called as he alleges
* the Lord's day" (others, however, as Dr. Beias, and many others, make ** the Lord's
day" in Bev. 1 : 10 refer to the entire period after the Beo. Advent down to the last judg-
ment). Jesns predicts it to be '* in thai night,*" as the First Advent was also acknowledged
in the night.

* Lange's Com, Jforfc, Hom., p. 136, takes the same view that, while discarding defi-

nite time, the Savioar's language induces a certainty of His speedy and onexpected Com-
ing, and niges the necessity of watching. Dr. Schaff (Lange's Com. Malt, p. 430, note)

in speaking of Jesus not knowing, regiurds it as '*a warning against chronological cnri-

oeity and mathematical calculation in the exposition of Scnpture prophecy," and then
adds : " It is not likely that any theologian, however learned, should know more, or
oag^t to know more, on this point before the end than Christ Himself, who will judge
the quick and the dead, chose to know in His state of humiliation.'* This evidently is

levelled against those who dogmaiioaihf assert the exact time of the Sec. Advent, but cer-

tainly is not appropriate to a study of the chronological prophecies, and the giving of an
approximative opinion (which is done in the same commentary). Christ's declaration
most be interpreted in harmony with the exhortations to study prophecy, the example
of the prophets, and the posture of constant watching. Exact knowledge of the precise
time cannot be received, no matter by whom professed, otherwiae the words of Jesus
would not be true, as e.g. " Waich ilurefon : for ye Jbww neither the day nor the hour voherein

ihe&M<f Mancomeih:*

Obs. 2. The postponement of the Kingdom is indefinite as to time, for

where it is specifically stated it is always in connection with phraseology
(such fts

^' the times of the Gentiles/* or until he comes again, etc.) whicn
gives no regular chronological date or succession. While this is so, it is

reasonable to suppose that a Gentile domination so long continued, a
Jerusalem so long trodden under foot, an elect people so long scattered,

a coming so long delayed, is evidence, at least, that a large portion of

time included in such a postponement hcts alrectdg passed, and that there-

fore the Kingdom is proportionately near. Contrasting the respective

doration of dispensations, materially aids in impressing the same idea.

U oan be estimated approximatively as near because the Second Advent is a neces-
saiT antecedent (as we have shown) of predicted events which follow such periods. Thus
e.g. is it not a fact that we are in the last period of the Romeoi Empire, a period, too, in
which the Son of DIan is to come and introduce that world-wide domimon 7 Our posi-
tion, therefore, in the scale of prophetic fulfilment, is indicative of its' nearness. We
may oonsequently adopt Lange's {Com. Matt., p. 433) language :

** Watchfulness is above
all the duty of those who bear the office of watchmen. The greater the insecurity and
danger the more needful the watchfulness. Watchfulness the distinguishing character-
istic of the true servants of Christ : (1) It is a tribute to the treasure, which is to be
guarded ; (3) it points to conflict with an enemy ; (3) to the danger of the time of night

;

(4) to fidelity in waiting for the Lord. The security of the world should arouse and keep
effectually awake the servants of Christ.' ' Cramer fp. 434) well said :

" The more daring
the blasphemers are in their riot and debauchery, tne nearer the Lord." So also Osian-
der :

** The more secure, the nearer the Judge."

Obs. 3. This Kingdom as we have seen in previous Propositions (as e.g.

Pro|». 64-65) ia dependent upon a certain number of elect ones that must
preyiously be gathered out After the rejection of the Jewish nation for

a set time, a seed must be raised up unto Abraham to inherit the prom-
ises ; this seed is now in process of adoption, and when a determinate
namber has been thus engrafted—a sufficiency to fill out the Divine
Theocratic purpose

—

then will the Kingdom come. This number
requisite, God only knows ; it is one of the secrets that pertains to Him-
sell alone as the bestower of the Kingdom to David's Son, and His Co-
heirs, and which He has purposely clad in symbolic vesture, and in the
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most general expressions. To make up this predetermined number, is

assigned as a reason why God is delaying His promises (as e.g. 2 PeL 3 :

9, etc.). So that by the exercise of long-suffering, men may be led to

repentance, and become of the number of the elect, chosen ones. Hence,
while this necessarily forbids the fixing of a definite ihne, owing to man*B
utter inability to fathom the Theocratic ordering of the Kingdom in its

appointments, etc., yet, at the same time, the thoughtful student will feel,

when looking at the number already gathered during eighteen centuries of

contest and trial, that, at least, a very large advancement has been made
in gathering out such a seed for Abraham to be co-inheritors with the
Christ. Therefore from this even, it is reasonable to think that the
Kingdom is not far distant, seeing that already so much has been done
to secura such a class.

A writer in the PropK 3tm«s, Oct. 1870, p. 150. misapprehending the design of this
dispensation in gathering out an adopted seed for Abraham, etc. (Props. 69-65), makes
the assertion that *' prophetic times" do not belong to ** the Gentile Church." This is

wrong, because (1) there is no " Grentile Church ;'* and (2) the Gentiles being, by faith,

engrafted and adopted are fellow hdrs with the Jews in all the promises. Hence all

prophetic announcements, etc., pertain both to Gentile and Jewish believers. "We, then»
may well say with Paul (Bom. 3 : 11, and oomp. Olshausen loci) that we are constantly
approaching nearer and nearer to salvation. If he could say so, much more we after bo
long a time.

Obs, 4. This Kingdom is dependent upon the Coming of the King, but
the Advent of this King, in its several aspects, is nowfiere positively con-
joined to the ending of any chronological period, and, in view of this fact,

may be near—indeed may occur at any time. It is true, that very many
prophetical writers have presented us with chronological data, the closing

of certain years (as e.g. 1260, 1290, 1335, etc.) as respectively the time of
the Sec. Advent, but in every instance as pure inference. For no one
has yet ventured to assert, that such dates have />05i^iVe/y connected with
them the Sec. Advent ; such dates have been supposed to imply such an
event, and the supposition has been too easily accepted as a fixed fact.

Now without discussing the merits of the literal day or year day fulfilment

of such dates, it is sufficient to say, that in neither case is the Advent (in

the sense we use it, viz. as embracing dif. stages) said to occur at the end
of such dates. So far as the period and the closing of such dates is con-
cerned, they all are stated to embrace the history or events of either the
Jewish nation, or of the Church, or of some hostile power during a certain,

thus specified, time. The Sec. Advent, so far as particulars are given,

and the immediate connection it may sustain even by implication to

such dates, may take place some time before or after their close ; and in
reference to some even a length of time before they commence. It is

true, and this is the reason why the mistake is made by numerous writers,

that one stage or act of the Sec. Advent is directly joined to the close of
some of those periods (being allied with the destruction of Antichrist and
the deliverance of the Jewish nation, etc.), viz. His visible open Coming
with His saints. But this is very different from Kib previous Coming for
those saints, who participate with Him in the destruction of Antichnst,
and thus leads us to allow an interval (short or long, as the case may be)
before such a Coming in " vengeance." This teaches (see Props, 130, etc.)
us not to limit the Sec. Advent by dates ; it is not bound by them only
as the last grand act of Coming for the overthrow of the Confederation is
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concerned ; for, aa previonsly intimated, Scripture aarely points out that

eren before this last Confederation is formed (so e.g. Rev. 14, etc. Comp.
preceding Props.), and the mat tribulation is entered, that saints are

reiDOTed in a manner which can only be attributed to the Sec. Advent,
being specifically loined to it hy the Spirit as a result. This conclusively

iostracts us that tnis Advent—concealed to the world and known only by
experience to the favored ou^b—precedes for a time—not given by sucn
dates—the visible world manifestation and destruction of Antichrist^ If

any one aaks, why is it not then more prominently set forth also in

connection with such chronological dates, tho answer is plain—such a

method icould defeat the posture of constant watching enjoined, and would,
ina^reat measure, relieve it of a characteristic purposely designed, viz.

that it shall come as '' a snare,^^ A sufficiency is given to instruct us, if

we will only compare Scripture : if the exact time of this first secret Com-
ing were given, it would invalidate the express declarations that no one
ahall be cognizant of it. Hence it is, that this Coming—this Advent
embracing from its first stage to the last a distinctive interval of time—is

represented as one that may happen at any time ; one that we are to watch
for constantly ; one that we are to look for without placing anything inter-

vening (to be yet fulfilled) between it and the present, seeing that the stage

or manifestation (to saints) at its beginning is never included in dates, but
always enshrouded in mystery ; always represented aa coming unkyiown to

all men and to the angels. From this it follows, not knowing the length
of this interval, and not having definite events (for those are embraced in

this interval) to guide us into a recognition of the time when the Advent
really begins, that snch a Coming and its resultant (the Kingdom) may
be near^ so near that we dare not positively assert that it shall be delayed
a single day, week, year, etc.*

' Heaoe it is that some saDgnine vritera press such passages as Dan. 12 : 9. 12 :
" The

ordsara closed up and sealed till the time of the end"—'* mine of the wioked shall

Tmderstand. bat the wise shall nnderstand/' out of all proportion. Admitting, as evezy
stndent most, that knowledge will be increased (for as Sir L Newton justly remarked^
there is scarcely a prophetical writer but he adds something throagh his investigations
to our stock of knowledge), yet it is nowhere asserted that it shall be to the extent
ftsomed by some, viz., in reference to definite time. More than this, we more than sns-
pect that '

* the time of the end " allnded to by Daniel has reference to the interval of
time between the first and last stage of the See. Advent, a time still future, and which
relatea exclosirely to the end (Prop. 130). At least the utmost caution and moderation
oaght to be exercised in this direction, least well meant labors become serious drawbacks
t!> inquirers. We can clearly see how during that interval " the wise shall understand,*'
&ud be rooted and grounded in the knowledge obtained, so that they will rather suffer

JBsrtyrdom than deny the same, and also how ** the wicked shall not understand" until

oTerwhelmed by the vengeance, etc. This, however, does not forbid some knowledge
respecting coming events, and a degree of knowledge, too, which makes it essential to
be'* watching*' constantly so as to verify the promise that to some " the day of the
Lord " do^ not come unawares or unprepared.

* This impresses what Lange {Oom. MaU.^ p. 433) calls *' the fearful solemnity of the
tboogfat, that the Judge of the world may come at any moment," or (Cknn. James, p. 135)
" The Coming of the Lord is nigh. Litendly : it has already drawn nigh in its Coming
ni^. It is not a fixed nearness but a eonstarU drawing nearer^ and that not in the sense
of a chronological definition, but in the sense of a religious expectation and assurance,

vfaich doea not calculate the time and \he hour, or rather looks at time in the spirit of
the Lord before whom a thousand years are as one day (2 Pet 3 : 8). In the Apostles*
sense of the expression, it could be said and may be said at all times : the Coming of the •

Lord is nigh." So Vatighan (Lange's Apoc, p. 433) remarked :
'* The peculiarity of

Christ's Coming is, that everything which seems to defer really brings it near ; every-
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thing which seems to make it improbable is on argnment of its certainty and of iu
approach. * Behold, I come as a thief.

t II

Obs, 5. While this is so, chronology itself teaches ns that the Kingdom
fTwy be near. We admit that chronology is subject to difficulties (owing

to several small chasms and uncertain dates, bringing in therefore proba-

bility, etc.)' ; that it is so uncertain that the exact date of Christ's birth is

IV subject of dispute ^for some extend the time from a.d. 4004 to 4128 or

4132, owing to an alleged error in Judges, etc.^ ; that scarcely two chron-

ologists are agreed in all. respects, and that they differ in reference to the

present age of the world,' etc. , yet one thing that their valuable labors in this

perplexing field has clearly stated, is the fact, that we at this day are living

on ike very border of the ending of the sixth MilUad, As to the general result,

chronologers differ by a comparatively few years, one having more and others

less, but the substantial agreement amid a diversity, brings forth the remark-
able feature thvit we are not distant from the close of the six thousandth
year. We believe that this very diversity—this inability by a unanimity
to fix the exact closing of the sixth Mi Iliad—the introduction of those
chasms, and the obscurity of certain dates, is intentional in order to place
ns in the commanded position of watching. Now let the reader consider,

that it was upon this ending of the sixth Milliad that the Church has m
often througn its greatest representative mexi fixed her eye as the important
crisis of the world's history ; let him ponder what Prop. 143 has presented,

and its relationship to our present chronological position ; let him even con-
sider that from the analogy of the past it is most reasonable to anticipate

some great movements and changes in the dispensational orderings—and
from such reflections he must conclude not only that we live in a period
when great changes are to be expected, but in one not very distant from the
introduction of the predicted Kingdom of God. But in addition to this,

chronology reveals another matter which forces us to the same conclusion,
viz. that all writers whether Pre- or Post-Mi llenarians, who undertake to
give us chronological calculations (we say nothing respecting their correct-
ness)regarding the incoming Millennial age unite in asserting that that age
is nigh at hand. In commentaries, prophetical treatises, etc., this is

presented as something undoubted ; and numerous writers, while giving o«/y
approximative dates, declare that a study of chronology in its application
to prediction ne^^essarily and inevitably leads to such a conclusion. The
reason for this lies in the circumstance, that all the prophetical dates are
of such a limited duration that no matter what plausible beginning is

assigned to them, the end, in any case, cannot be far distant. W nilc
euch dates refer to the rise, progress and overthrow of enemies, or to the
struggles of the Church and her ultimate triumph, yet we find from a
comparison of Scripture that to bring about the last (that is, the overthrow
and triumph), the Advent of Christ is connected with the same before
such a result is accomplished, leaving the time preceding it unknown, and
that the same is also witnessed at the time of overthrow and triumpli
introductory to the Kingdom itself. Therefore linking the Advent and
Kingdom to the Millennial age as accessory, prerequisite and indispensable,
the admissions thus made are all of a tenor to show ua that, according t<

the views expressed by the most intelligent and able students of varioui
Expositions (Pre- and Post-Mill.) the Kingdom, as prophesied, is not verx
distant from us.*
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1 In clironology we encoonter the differenoea existing between the Hebrew, Samaritan,
SeptoAgint^ and Joaephna ; the choums from Mosea' death to the first servitude (Josh.

24:31), and from Samuel's death to Sanl's election in the Kingdom (comp. Judges
13 : 20 ; 16 : 31, and 1 8am. 4:1; 7 : 13 ; 12 : 2) ; and the disputed point of the period
of the Jndges (comp. 1 Kings 6 : 1 and Acts 13 : 18-22). \Vhatever opinion may be
deemed the most trustworthy, yet the inttUigeiU student, appreciating the difficulties, will

not dogmatise but simply approximate. And this is all-sufficient to urge to ** watching.**
' To indicate how largely men who make chronology a specialty differ in their esti-

matoA, we give the dates (Tlnu o/ iheKnd, pp. 113-115) of a tabular statement of several

with the result appended. Thus Bowen has B.C. 4128 (-|-a. 1881=6009) ; Clinton, b.c.

4i:« (4-1881=6019) ; Usher, b. c. 4003 (4-1881=5884) ; Jarvis. B.C. 4019 (+1881=5900)

;

Cnnninghame, b.c. 5478 +b.=7359) ; Hales, b.c. 5411 (+1881=7292) ; the Amer.
editor. B.C. 412U (+1881=6001). Surely in this one representation there is sufficient

difference to make us feel that chronology is beset with difficulties. Numerous yaria-

iionM from the above exist that make it less and others more, so that but -very few are

foaad to agree either in estimates of particular dates or the flzial result.

' Some persons are disposed to ridicule the utterauces of Luther, who could only put
off the end at most 200 or 300 years, of Whiston, who computed the end of this dispensa-
tion for 1776, of Qnrieu, for 1785. Stilling, for 1816, Bengel, Wesley, and others, for 1836,

Wood, Jttiller. Cunninghame. and others, for 1843, Sander, ShimeeJl, Wolff, and others,

1^17, Chytrseua. Pareus. Scott. Faber, Barnes, etc., for 1866. Bickersteth. etc.. for 1868,
Brown, etc., for 1873. besides others for 1870, 1871, 1875, 1880, etc., and reason from
such failures that the dates announced for the future (as e. g. 1883, 1885, 1893, etc.) will

equally pass away without the Advent and kingdom. But the reflecting student sees no
cause for ridicule in such attempts to fix, if possible, the chronological position of the
Church. On the other hand, they teach him (1) that these vety failures evince the pro.
priety of constant watching, seeing the uncertainty of chronology in determining the
exact time ; (2) that they show how eminent men of all classes believe that we are near,
ing the end ; (3) that past failure is no security of long postponement, and hence it

voald be unwise to reject a continuous testimony respecting our nearness to the end ;

|4) that sncfa mistakes, while teaching us what the Spirit expressly has predicted, the
inability of man to know the exact period, at the same time have a practical tendency to
lead the wise to understand that the Millenarian system, in agreement with the Bible,

demands, not the looking for the Advent (excepting only in its last aspect) at any definite

fixed time (which alone is given by the first stage in resurrection and translation), but a
constant looking, praying, and watching for it at any time. Surely, wisdom does not
make itself merry at the expense of truth. Writers have endeavored to enforce the near-
ness of the Advent by the seven times of Lev. 26 (making 2520 years), the year of release.

Deut. 15 : 1 ; Jer. 24 : 14 (i.e Prophetic years ; 7x360=2520) ; by the typical Sabbath
(ie. Jubilee=7x7, and 49x50=2450) ; by allusion to Hos. 6 : 1-3 (i.e. after 2000 years),

making Lnke 13 : 32 parallel ; by the 2300 days of Dan. 8 : 13, 14 (i.e. 2300 years) ; by
the time, times, and a half of Dan. 12 : 7 (i.e. 1260 years) ; by the 1290 days of Dan.
12 : 11 (i.e. years) ; by the 1335 days of Dan. 12 : 12 ; by the seals, trumpets, and vials

U the Apoc. ; by the two witnesses of Rev. 11:3; the woman in the wilderness, Kev. 12 :

M4. the 42 months of Bev. 13 : 5, the number 666 of Bev. 13 : 18. Whatever may be
aaid of the fanciful deductions from some of these, of the dogmatic assertions made in
behalf of others, and of the eironeoua conclusions exhibited in confidently expressed
mathematical calculations, yet it is true that all, whether positive or approximative,
whether Pre* or Post-Millenarian, infer, as a legitimate deduction, that we are very
near the commencement of the Mill, era (which we hold is introduced by the personal
Advent of Jesus). It is simply impossible, in view of the limited nature of the pro-
phetic periods, and the time that has already elapsed— whatever the difficulties

€]xcoiuUered respecting an exact beginning and ending of such periods—^to come to any
oth#r conclusion. Hence a student of the Word, conversant with bearings of the subject,

will not make himself merry over the mistaken chronological estimates of others, as e.g.

that of 1666 (Burnet's Lives, p, 108) ; or 1694 (Evelyn's Diary, vol. 2, p. 342) ; or 1796
(Austin's theory, Lutk. Observer, June 1st, 1877) ; or 1532 (Carion's view. Disraeli's. Cur,

i Lit, voL 3, p. 272); or 1786 (Napier. Lord, etc.) ; or 1716 or 1717 (Mede, etc.) ; or
1733-94 (Mann) ; or 1798 (Valpy) ; or 1789 (Bichino) ; or 1800 (Sharpe) ; or 1656 (in A Voic«

9A rf V^. WUderryess, by M. S.) ; or 1843-44 (Habershon) ; or 1873 (Balfour, Bussell.

^A\ OT 1878 (Swormstedt) ; or 1870 (Mahan) ; or 1872 (Bowen, Scott, etc.); or 1880
iHales) ; or 1881 (Brothers, Bliss, etc.) ; or 1881-82 (in the pyramid theory by Smyth,
FWzi, and otheis), etc, . So likewise the estimates made concerning the future, whether
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dogmatic or approximatiTo, do not affect the constant posture of the obedient watcliing
servant ; aa e.g. the date 1890 (Chr. HmUd, Feb. 17th, 1881, in an Art.) ; or 1935 (Wild.

The Lost Ten THbea, p. 193) ; or 2016 (Lovrmau's Apoc.) ; or 1902^7 (Clarke) ; or 1987
(Newton) ; or 1966 (Balston) ; or 2018 tFleming) ; or 1885, 1887. etc., given by others.

Hnch a diversity of expression is precisely that which we ooght reasonably to antici-

pate, if it is true that—aa we have advocated—the Father has, for wise reiiaoQs,

reserved the exact time within His own knowledge.

Ohs 6. It is important to notice that this indefinitenesB as to the exact
time is to the thoughtfal not only evidence of the inspiration of the Word,
but a reason why the end should always be regarded as near. Let the
student compare the chronological dates, and see how they are presented,

purposely in a form so obscure or hidden, that the wisest oi scholars

adrat a degree of uncertainty appertaining to a decided apprehension of

the same ; and yet so framed in with the text of prediction given by vari-

ous prophets that they harmonize with it and each other, and he mast
conclude that men, separated from each other by ages, etc., could not
unaided have given to us such a wonderful combination, so indefinite as to

exact time, and yet so definite as in the general course to point each age to

a future that was imminent. Such a framework, which caused the early

Church, the later Fathers, and able men in every successive century to

apprehend the nearness of the Advent and events following, is not tzcci-

dentaL It is designed by the Spirit in order to bring forth the commanded
posture of believers, viz. to be constantly looking (Phil. 3 : 20 ; Heb. 11 : 28

;

2 Pet. 3 : 12, 14, etc.) for such a Coming in view of lis practical influence (as

e.g. Phil. 3 : 20 ; Col. 3 : 4, 6 ; 1 Tim. 6 : 14 ; 2 Tim. 4 : 1, 2, 8 ; 1 Pet. 5:4.)
of its being the great hope of the Church (as e.g. Tit. 2 : 12, 13 ; 1 Pet. 1 :

13 ; Col. 2 : 4) etc. Suppose that a precise unmistakable date were given
;

then many commands (as e.g. Matt. 24 : 43-51 and 25 : 13 ; Mark 13 : 33-
37, etc.) could not be observed ; then those exhortations to be in constant
readiness for it (as e.g. Luke 12 : 35, 36, 40, and 21 : 34, etc.) would lose

their force ; because it would be impossible to watch, etc., aa the Spirit

enjoins (for our personal good) until the time stated definitely had come.
(Therefore well-meaning persons who give i)08itive dates in so far violate

Scripture, and do injury to others, because instead of watching every day
they wait for specific time, etc) Now the singular and most striking

feature in the matter consists in this, that while the Spirit gives us certain
chronological data, yet they are presented in such a manner as not to con-

flict with the assigned posture of constant watching. Hence, we have not
only a defence for the logical position of the Primitive Church (aided too,

no doubt by the use of the Sep. chronology which made the end xnnch
nearerj but an excuse even for that class of writers (as Bengel, Wes-
ley, Elliott, etc.) who approximatively fixed the period and failed in

definite time ; because they maintainea the scriptural injunction of con-
stant looking for the Advent, etc., and gave their views as to time simply
as an opinio?^, not proven but uncertain, without denving the possibility

of an instant, immediate Coming. Surely it is to the honor of commen-
tators (as e.g. Barnes) that while approximatively fixing the time of the
ushering in of the Millennial age (as an expression of opinion when dealing
with chronological dates), yet, they deem even such an approximation so
liable to mistake that in other portions they exhort to an observance of

the attitude of watching, freely and fully admitting the possibility of

Christ's Coming at any time. From the arrangement, therefore, of the
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Scriptures in that cbronolo^ and the command to constant watchfulnesB
sustain each other, and which is confirmed by the experience of the past,

it would be unreasotmble and unscriptural if we did not acquiesce in main-
taining Boch a position ; and, in view of our want of definite knowledge,
irtifUt upon it, that the Advent and Kingdom may be nigh at hatid. When
the apostolic Fathers wrote (as e.g. Clement) *' Let us every hour expect

the Kingdom of God ;*' When the Reformers (as e.g. Luther) long after

5aid :
'* Though the signs mar seem uncertain, yet no man can despise

them without danger ; seeing there can be not only no danger, but a,\so great

profit, if, reckoning them as true, thou shalt prepare thyself to meet thy
Saviour ; that is, if, bidding farewell to present things, thou shalt be
tckoUy taken up with the desire of the Kingdom of God that is Coming ;"

when eminent men in Europe, America, etc., at this day proclaim that
** Uie Coming of tlie Lord draweth nigh ;". all these only occupy the posi-

tion and maintain the attitude assigned to believers.

We cannot bnt feel that as at the First Advent there was a widespread opinion that
the MesaiBli shonld come (based chiefly on chronology, Dan. 9 : 24), so at the Second
Advent it ia rta»onablt to expect the same resolt to follow. It is a matter of amazement
tlut even nnbelief, pertinently bat in ignorance, honors this scriptural feature by appro-
priating its language and time. Thus, Woodholl and Claflin's Weekly (New York, 1876)
has for a motto on the first page :

*' In the days of the voice of the seventh angel, the mys-
tezy of God shall be finished." Papers, too, from which we do not expect very strong
Pro-Milleaziial assertions occasiontilly enforce our position. Thns, e.g. *' An Inquirer"
in the Ch. Union (Jan. 2d, 1878) asks to be enlightened respecting the hope in a speedy
Advent expressed by the Apostles. The editor replies : " The Apostles were tanght by
Uie Lord to expect His Coming ; to wait and watch for it. What He said to them, He
ilso says to na : * What I say unto you I say unto t\ll, Watch.' Bnt it was not disclosed
to them any more than it is to us when that Coming should take place. Christ Himself
did not know (Siark 13 : 32). Their uncertainty led them to watch, and hope, and
expect, not with certainty but with yearning, and they were not Inspired to know when
it should be ; therefore they lived in perpetual ^Bpedation. They lived as children whose
father is at sea, who watch every day for his coming, hoping from day to day because
they do not know when the ship will come in " The same paper (Feb., 1878) in reply to
vfaAt the Scriptures teach concerning the Sec. Advent, says :

** The orthodoxy which
declares that Christ cannot come, and the Sec. Adventism which declares that He must
c ^me within a specified time, equally run counter to the scriptural c6mmand, * Be ye
aU> ready, for in such an hour as ye think not the Son of Man cometh.*' Certainly
thoM who hold such sentiments cannot consistently intervene a thousand years (Mill.

«n) between the present and the Advent ; and they cannot with propriety—if practically
believed—preach " peace and safety.'* Sir Th. Browne (ReUgio Media, sec. 45) quaintly
remarks : " I believe the world grows near its end ; yet is neither old nor decayed, nor
win ever perish upon the ruin of its own principles.'* (He advocated mutation, and de-
clared it impossible for any one to fix the precise time of the chemge, etc.) The Earl of

Oirlisle (The Sec, Vision o^ Van.) only expresses the opinion of a multitude, when he
afllnna :

** The high probability, when this chapter is viewed in connection with the
associated prophecies and chronologies of the Book of Daniel and of the Bevelation, is that
wd are even now upon the threshold of great events, and of the dose of our present
«conomy.'* (See next Prop., where others are given.)

Obs. 7. It is sai table in this connectk)n to advert to the methods by
Thich the scriptnrally enjoined^posture of watching for the Advent (whicn
precedes the Kingdom) is violated, (1) This is done by those who either
locate such an Advent in the past (as e.^. at destruction of Jerusalem, etc.)

or else spiritualize it away as something constantly taking place in the
Church, or as something very different from the bibfical descriptions of it
It is not necessary, in view of previous Propositions, to dwell upon this

point, (2) Others interpose between this and the possible occurrence of the
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Advent a definite date. Cheerfully admitting that in Commentaries, Expo-

sitions, etc., in which prophetical dates are necessarily involved, it is emi-

nently proper to discuss and explain them within the limits of probability,

yet this is very different from that positive, dogmatic assertion that such

or such a date" is the correct one, and that consequently the Advent can

only take place at such afixed time. It will be found, too, that the more
positive this class is, the less credence are we to bestow upon them, becauEc

they evidently are unacquainted with the difficulties pertaining to their sub-

ject. Nearly all writers upon chronology and prophetical dates have
manifested commendable modesty, and while giving in their judgment an
approximation to the truth, do not conceal from themselves or readers the

difficulties connected with the subject. To this class our remarks do not

apply, for it is only the former, who, by such positivenesSy do injury to

the truth : first, *by leading men away from a daily looking for the

Advent to a particular time for such watching : and, secondly, by causing

those who have but a slight knowledge of prophecy to turn away from the

whole subject through disgust, etc., induced by the failures hi positive

time. If moderation should characterize writings upon any subject what-
ever, it certainly ought to be upon this one.' (3^ Others again interpose

between us and the AA\Qni the fulfilment of certain events as prerequisites.

We are thus led to watch for these events instead of looking for the

Advent; and the latter instead of being liable, as the Scriptures repre-

sent, to come at any time (so to us on account of the lack of definite knowl-
edge, but to God a definite time), cannot possibly take place without the

previous arrival of forerunning events. Having already shown how this

mistake arises (viz. by looking only at the last stage of this Advent before
the ushering in of the Mill, age), it is suflBcient now to say, that it virtu*

ally neutralizes commands directly appertaining to the Advent, and for
this Advent substitutes other particulars. This is misleading (however,
honestly and sincerely intended), and causes many to interpose several

events, as certain to happen between the present time and Sec. Coming,
thus delaying the latter. It is significant, and we most gladly record it,

that writers of ability in this and other countries, are so impressed with
this point, that they insist upon it, that no event whatever is to be thns
interposed lest it prove ** a snare* ^ to put ns off our guard. Indeed, we
may add, that the Coming of Eljiah as promised in Mai. 4 : 5, 6—upon
which some lay so much stress as a positive interposition of a coming event
before (as a Forerunner) the Sec. Advent—is something that/o//owsthe first

stage of the Advent. It cannot precede for a number of reasons, among
which are these : that it would be inconsistent with the secret, concealed
Advent of Christ ; that it would be contrary to the state of faith and
nn preparedness, etc., of the Church and world ; that it would violate the
order of events alleged as preceding the Advent, as e.g. in the actual
condition of the Jews, etc. The truth soems to be, that Eljiah is a Fore-
runner of Jesus, not to the Gentiles but, as John, to the Jewish nation ;

his mission pertains to them exclusively, 'and has no reference whatevei
to the Church as now constituted. Hence, observing the condition of th<
Jews down to this first stage of the Advent, which shows that no sccl:

mission has to that time been undertaken among them (the proof is thai
they are to suffer fearfully under the Antichrist, being also left for thi:

purpose), we conclude, that Eliiah's Goming is at some period during th<
interval between the first and last stages of the Advent (and we strongly
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iDclino to the opinion but a short time before the last stage) in order to

prepare the Jews for the open visible manifestation of the King with His
saints. This is confirmed by the nature of the first stage of the Advent,
which is designed specially for the Church, and is only preparative for

what follows respecting the nation. Thus, in brief, it will be found, by
comparison of the Word, that every event which is alleged to precede the

Advent, and is really sustained by Scripture as something to take place,

finds its appropriate location during this interval.* (4) Others, however,

not content with simply interposing a few events between the present and
the Advent, actually include the entire Millennial era as elapsing before the

Sec. Advent can be reasonably expected. As this is a popular view and
extensively prevailing, it will be proper to illustrate the inconsistency which
it entails in interpreting the Scripture relating to the last things. For
this purpose we again select Barnes's Com. (because of its popularity and
the high standing, correctly too, of its' amiable author), directing atten-

tion e.g. to his comments upon Phil. 3 : 20. After describing it as '* one
of the characteristics of the Christian that he believes that the Lord Jesus

will return from heaven, and that he looks and waits for it :*' that this

was the firm belief and attitude of the early Christians—a leading doctrine

resultant in good—and that ** it may be asked, with great force, whether
Cliristians in general have now any such expectation of the second appear-

ing of the Lord Jesus, or whether they have not fallen into the dangerous
error of prevailing unbelief, so that the expectation of His Coming is

allowed to exert a/TnoA^ no influence upon the soul,'^ he proceeds to con-
trast such unbelief and refusal to look for the ^ Advent with the . early

Church, and then adds :
** So we should look,** but neutralizes the whole

hj asserting that this relates only to looking for a Sec. Advent without
reference to the time of that Coming. For, his Com, develops the theory
of an intervening Millennium followed by the Sec. Advent. Such a passage,

therefore, he correctly explains but shifts it in order to fit, if possible, his

Millennial theory. There are, however, passages which he cannot thus
reconcile, and the attempt is not made to do this, as e.g. 1 Thess. 5 : 5, 6,
" But let us watch, that is, for the Coming of the Lord, Let us regard
it as an event which is certainly to occur; and which may occur at any
momenty** etc. ; Tit 2 : 13, " we are to be in a posture of expectation, not
knowing when He will come,^' etc. (comp. his comments on 2 Pet. 3 : 12
etc.). Accepting of his comments thus given it is simply impossible to

expect the Advent to take place '* at any moment" with the reservation of
at least an intervening one thousand yeara.' The same exhortations to

Witch, etc., for the Advent, while a Millennial age is advocated to precede
lU is to be found in various commentaries, and not one of them endeavors
t«) reconcile or remove the involved self-contradiction. This much, how-
ever, we learn from the admissions ana concessions forced upon writers,
who would gladly for the sake of theory not make them, that the King-
dom of the prophets is not so distant but what the events preceding it may
suddenly burst upon us ** a^ anymcmient.***

* While ranmiig into an extreme yet we may admire at least the spirit of a certain
Babinnical interdiction, designed to remove an evil. To check the rise of false Messiahs
tod a morbid cariosity respecting the time of the Ifessiah^s Advent, some writers tell ns
that an interdict vas repeated at one time in the synagogues. ** Caraed is he who caloa.
Uiathe time of the MesaiaVs Coming.*' This, however, did not preclude a constant
looloDg for His Coming. Again, ve have noticed, that if a Millenarian has fallen into
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Bome error respecting date, it ia jubilantly seized and paraded by a olasa of religioas

papers as the strongest evidence that the whole Chiliastio scheme or doctrine is unworthy
of credence ; but these papers are careful never to allude to the failures of their own dass^

commentators, etc., in this field, as e.g. in reference to the nearness of the Blill age, etc.

The fact is, that such failures prove nothing respecting the doctrine of either party, but
pertain solely to the then one point, viz., ohronologic^ subject in hand.

' We are forced to differ from many esteemed writers, not being able to accept either

of the dates, or the events, that they intervene between the present and the Second
Advent. Some interpreters most confidently inform us that certain events (as e.g. the

pouring out of some vials, the formation of the confederation, the gathering of the kings
of the earth, etc.) must first transpire before the Advent. The favorite event with many
is the restoration of the Jews. To illustrate the latter : Wilson (PropA. 77fnca, July, 1877,

p. 167) in answer to the question, ** Do you think our Lord will come as a thief before the
restoration of Israel ?" says, ' * No. His Coming to take His saints out of the earth will not
take place till this dispensation ends, and this dispensation will not end till Israel is

restored. The restoration of the Jewish nationality will be effected before the Coming of

the Lord, but how long before no one can tell. And it will be to all trae believera the aujn
that the Coming of the Lord is near, even at the doors. When it does take place we will

lift up our heads with rejoicing." This is misleading, directing our watching to signs
interveninf;; and not to the Advent. It contains several errors. (1) Christ's Coming is

most certainly before this dinpensation ends, as seen e.g. in the removal of saints, in the
preparative acts, in the existing Oentile domination overthrown after His Coming, etc.

(2) He midtakes the partial restoration before the open manifestation, which according to
Zechariah is doomed to sore tribulation, for the restoration which foUovps the Advent
under the Messiah (for proof, see Props. Ill, 112, 113, 161, etc.). (3) This dispensation
will not end until Antichrist is destroyed, until the restoration under the Messiah per-
sonally is effected, until the covenanted Davidio throne and Kingdom is restored, etc.,

and the Advent necessarily precedes these events. (4) Even the partial restoration of the
Jewish nation under the auspices of some nation has no chronological connection with
the thief-like Coming of Christ. (6) Jesus comes in " the times of the Gentiles,*' hence
in this dispensation. (6) Jesus removes saints from a coming persecution, hence in this
dispensation. (7) Christ comes xoiih His saints in aid of a partially restored nation,
hence in this dispensation. (8) The thief-like Coming is not discoverable by a particular
sign, but is impressed by general ones (for proof, next Prop.). If persons incautiously
wait for this alleged sign, they may and wUl be most wofully deceived. We dare not
substitute anything in place of the Advent.

' Barnes, as well as other commentators, involve themselves in numerous inconsisten-
cies. In order to their future avoidance it is thus requisite to notice them. To present
another illustration : On Rev. 10 : 7 Barnes fully admits that ** Then—at the time when
the seventh angel should sound—would be the oonswnmation of all things." This view
is repeated on Rev. 11 : 15, etc. But if this is so, he fotgets to inform us why, according
to his theory of a lengthy Millennial period intervening, such a vast disproportion in
time should exist between this and former trumpets ; why, if the consummation then
takes place, it should be postponed for thousands of years ; why, if the Millennial glory
thus precedes " the end," there should be such a oonsnmmation as he advocates to fpl-
low, etc. Suoh discrepancies are conveniently ignored, although hostile to his theory.

* Wilson {PropK llm^s^ Jnly, 1877, p. 168),' in order to invididate our position, utters
the following half truth, viz., that ** the Coming of Christ is not capricious, that * it may
occur at any moment ;

' it is a fixed event which cannot take place nrdU the ivnte appouUed,"
This is true so far as Ood is concerned, for He, knowing definitely the time, caunot look
for it at " any moment." This feature we have fully advocated, and repeatedly shown
that it cannot occur until certain times and events, known deJinUely only to Ood, are fnl*
filled. But this is not true of man, for owing to his lack of knowledge it may to him
" occur at any moment." Man indeed cannot hasten or retard it, and this very feature
confirms our position. The principal passage that Wilson relies on to make the Advent
subseqaent to this dispensation is Matt. 24 : 14. But this Scripture does not embrace
his order ; it only shows the end to come without giving the manner hoio it is to be
brought about. In other passages we finA that the Advent itself is one of the means to
introduce ** the end." All that the passage teaches is that the preaching of the Gospel
as a witness precedes " the end.'* Hence on page 184 to enforce his interpretation he
makes '* the times of the Gentiles" to end b^ore the Coming of the Lord ; but that this is

a wrong inference is self-evident from the simple fact that a^er Christ's open manifesta-
tion a fenrfnl Oentile domination, crushing Ood's people, existSf and that Jesus Him«e.3f,
c^Ur His Revelation, ends the Gentile times.
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Obs, 8. That interpretation of the Scriptures is the only correct one,

vhich can traly and freely accept of cUl the divine ntterances without the

least attempt to soften them, or to explain them away, or to receive them
with a sort of mental reservation. The test in this case is the incorpora-

tion of and using without contradiction, the identical phraseology of the

Bible. Any theory which cannot do this, is niost certainly defective, and
open to the gravest objection ; especially is this true of the last things in

Tiew of the mighty issues resulting therefrom. An Escbatology which
leaves out the biblical exhortations respecting the neatness of the day of

the Lord Jesus Christ, and our duty to watch for it, really takes the life

out of the subject, and gives us bat a cold dead body for faith aud hope to

grasp. Those who do this, strive to make amends by so exalting the
intermediate state and the condition of the saints, that if we were to credit

them, the Advent itself is of comparatively little consequence so far as the
increased happiness and honor of the saints is concerned. This however
is anti-scriptural, and hence we reject all theories which would disparage
or lower, or set aside ** t^ie blessed hope,^* and the language employed in

reference to it. Onr position is one that cordially embraces the exact

phraseology of the Bible, and glories in the same. It is precisely the one
exemplified in the history of the early Church, so that to-day we can say

with Clement (First Epis., ch. 35) :
'* Jjet us therefore earnestly strive to

be found in the number of those that wait for Him, in order that we may
share in the promised gifts," or, (Sec. JBpis. ch. 12) *' Let us expect,

therefore, hour by hour the Kingdom of God in love and righteousness,

since we know not the day of the appearing of God." The adoption of

Scripture phraseology with hearts of faith, the cordial reception and belief

in the language given by Inspired men, leads us to t?is same logical posi-

tion occupied by the primitive Church.

Hence we admire the faithfulnesa of the Beformen and others in insisting npon and
retaiiiing the biblical idea of constant vaiching for the Advent. Thus (quoted liange'a

Com. TKess.j p. 87) e.g. " Zwingli: The Lord hides from ns this day, that we may conim-
wiily loateA, and never rdax through ease and the immoderate desire of pleasure ; Calvin

:

Hud ve may stand ever upon the watch." So Burkitt : "That we may be on our watoh
ettryhovr. . . , No hour when we can promise ouiselves that He will not come."
For expressions from Luther, Melanchthon, etc., see Barnes's Bev., p. 292. etc., Elliott's

I£ortg Apoc.^ Lord's Apoc.^ Seiss's Last Tlmes^ Taylor's Voice cf the Chureh, Time of the End,
hy a Congregationalist, Bickersteth's Ouide, Brookes' s^j. Proph. Interp.^ Michelet's Life of
lot^, B. 2, ch. 5, and also pp. 255, 257, 290, 342, 344-45, etc. See likewise an art. in
Tlu Prtsbyierian, July 6th, 1881, entitled, " John Enox,** in which is given Knox's belief

(dravn from Tfie His. cf the Martyrs, £^piiomized, 2 vols., 1747) in the nearness of the
Advent, in the duty of believers to watch and pray, and look for the speedy Coming ; and
in its power to console the Church, being a blessed hope.

Obs, 9. The student who passes over the history of the Church, keeping
in view the utterances of her eminent leading minds respecting the near-
ness of the end, will be surprised at the lengUiv catalogue presented. In-
deed we have books (such as Taylor's Voice of the Church, The Time of the

End^ by a Congregationalist^ Bickersteth's Guide to the Prophecies, Seiss's

Last Times, etc.), which give us hundreds of names, taken from all

denominations, proclaiming this nearness. The reader is referred to such
works for extracts indicative of the same. Havins^ alluded to many under
the Props, pertaining to the history of Millennial doctrine, we may briefly

nv here that such an expectation is far from being confined to Mitlenarians.

Thus e.g. even many of those who make the Millennium in Hev. 20 spiritual
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and already past, still hold to the ^iew eipreaaed by Bishop Hall (Bicker-
Bteth*s Guide, p. 184) :

** For my part. I am persuaded in my soul, that the

Coming of our Saviour is near at hand,'* Many also who rigidly hold to

the teaching of Lather, or to that of the Fathers as Augustine, Chrysostom,
Jerome, etc., still declare with Luther (Walch's Lttth,y 13 vols. Cols. 34-43
on Luke 21 : 25-36) '^ the Lord admonishes us Christians not to place the
date of our lives here upon the earth, but to know that our Lord and Re-
deemer shall come from neaven, and thus bo prepared every hour to expect

Bis Cominq ; likewise, that we should be but half, and with the left hand,
in this world, while with the right hand, and with the whole heart, we are
in waiting for that day when our Lord shall come in His glorious majesty
and power, which no man can describe." ** Let us have respect to the
words of Christ and expect His Coming," etc. (Comp. Barnes's Notes on
Rev. 10 : 6.) Besides this large class, there is another still larger, who,
while spiritualizing the Millennium and locating it in the future, yet,

frankly admit the possibility of the nearness of the Advent, etc., by exhort-
ing to a constant^watchfuln ess for the same. Having already illustrated

this feature from* the writings of Albert Barnes, the reader is directed to
another drawn from Dr. David Brown (the more valuable, since he has
specially written against the Millenarian doctrine), in his work, ChrisVs
Sec, Coming, In this work we are expressly assured (p. 27-29) that in

reference to the Millennial period, *' the same t^nc^r/atn/y overhangs this as

all the great periods of the Divine economy ;" and he informs us (p. 32-33)
that it is a plain Scriptural injunction to look, wait, watch andpray for the
coming of Christ, quoting Wodrow approvingly :

'* Hence we are com-
manded to he lookingfor and halting unto the Coming of the day of God ;

hence it is the closing prayer of the Church, * Even so, cotiie, Lord Jesus ;*

and hence it should be often the prayer of believers, individually and col-

lectively, * Make haste, mj beloved, and be thou like a roe or a young hart
upon the mountain of apices.' " Literally, volumes could be filled with
the testimony given by able divines and scholars upon this subject. The
commentaries of greatest ability such as Bengel's Gnomon, Olshausen,
Alford, Lange, Meyer, Stier, Greswell, Ebrard, and others, now in general
UTO, are so well known to be in sympathy with our views in this respect

that it is unnecessary to quote passages from them. The same is true of

the class in a measure superseded by others, but still containing much that

is valuable, such as Clarke's, Gill s, Coke's, Calvin's, Benson's Henry's,
Wesley's, and others, which present exhortations to a constant watching for

the Advent, that can only be grounded (also expressed) on a belief in its

nearness, or that it may take place at any time. It would be a pleasure,

had we space, to present extracts from these, and many others, whose
praise is in all the churches. The intelligent reader, no doubt is aware,

that the ablest of scholars and divines both in this country and Europe,
have expressed the decided opinion that we are rapidly nearing the end of

this dispensation, or approaching the greatest crisis in the world's history.

In recent books, tracts, and periodicals, lengthy communications and ex-

tracts appear from such men as Candlish, Newton, Hitchcock, Spurgeon,
Duff, Archd. Browne, Bh. Tillotson, Tyng, Bonars, Bh. Chase, Krum-
macher, Elliott, Faber, Bh. Mcllvaine, Wilson, Duffield, Stephenson, Bh.
Henshaw, in brief, from hundreds representing various denominations and
forms of belief, but all united in the proclamation of the nearness of

Christ's Coming, and insisting upon oar occupying the posture of watching
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serranta. Many of these extracts, etc., we have veriSed by actnal refer-

ence ; others we receive upon the authority of reliable writers. The time
ha3 gone by, in view of such unanimity among the intelligent and learned,

for any one to discard the subject as one confined simply to a party or sect^

or as one the result of ignorance and folly. When authors like Auberlen,
Delitzsch, Kurtz, Hofman, Luthart, Van Oosterzee and others, do not
liesitate to express themselres decidedly as favoring the shortness of time
between us and the Advent ; when leading preachers (as Cummings, Tyng,
McNeile, Noel, Cox, Dallas, Gordon, Demarest, Forsyth, etc.), pointedly

Sreach the speedy Advent ; when able popular writers (as Rvle, Trench,
>irks, Stier, Brookes, Margoliouth, Trogelles, McOauI, etc.), make the

nearness to the Advent " the generation truth ;'^ when ecclesiastical bodies
(as e.g. Pan-Anglican Gonf. held at Lambeth and embracing such biblical

scholars, etc., as Trench and Bbs. Ellicott, Wilberforce, Browne, Selwyn,
Talbot, Lav Quintard, etc.), solemnly in a s; nodical letter declare,
** Brethren beloved, with one voice we warn you ; the time is short ; the Lord
comeih ; watch and be sober;** when many of the faithful sons of the
Church plant themselves on the Scriptural basis announced by Oandlish
{Lect. on Genesis, Lect. 17) :

*' Looking for Christ now is waiting for
Him with * laitis girt and lamps burning.' It is watching also, as not

knowing at what hour the Mojster may come ; but yet ' knowing the time,
that now it is high time to awake out of sleep/ (Kom. 13 : 11)

"—surely
even the gathered testimony of so many of God's people, running con-
tinuously from the early Church down to the present, and becoming within
the last twenty years intensified (as evidenced by the numerous books,
pamphlets, tracts, periodicals, etc., published in order to uphold it), cor-

roborates our position—being in accord with Bible language and command
—Tiz., that the Advent and, as a result, the Kingdom may be nigh at
hand,* As already intimated, the lapse of time, since this expectation was
excited in believers, should certainly cause us to infer, that we living at

this period ought to feel that ** the little while'' of Paul (Heb. 10 : 37] has
certainly been greatly diminished, and this, adopting the inference or the
same apostle (Heb. 10 ; 25), '* so much the more as ye see the day approach-^

ing," »

' Eren the Jews believe (the orthodox portion^ that the time of their restitution is not
far distant, and that the Coming of the Messiah is near. In yarious pnblioations hare
we noticed this belief expressed, aa e.g. in Miss, of £nq. to the Jews. p. 13, it is said that
the Jews in Jemaalem have a strong hope of Messiah's soon Coming. In seTeral places
the same hope was stated, as entertained, to the Committee of Inqnirr. Some Jewish
Babbis in Bnssia and other places (p. 402) take adTantage of this belief in a speedy
Coming of the Messiah in the way of exalting themselTes as special favorites of that
Messiah who shall visit, stay with them, etc. Some eren as Banske in Conrland (men-
tioned by Colman Miss.) and others, pretend to be a sort of foreninners. Rabbi Sol.

Spiiser, of Vienna, has published (so Luth, Observer of Aug. 9th, 1872) the decisions of
four hundred Babbis of G«rmany, Austria, and Bnssia, who all agree that the " omission
of prayers for the Advent of the ifessiah and the restoration of the sacrifices, inTolyes a
denial of the hearenly promises, and that those who omit snoh prayers are not allowed
to become members of the religions body.*' Babbi Carillon, of Jamaica Island, affirms

(Proph. niTMj, vol. 1, p. 3) that " there is eveiy reason to believe that the latter days are
not far off ; let ns, therefore, be on the watch and in continual prayer.** The same is

said to be the position of Babbi Sol. Hersohel, of London, and of others. The writer
noticed that in the reception of a convert by the Jewish 'synagogue through the Babbi
Ueosing (described in Naihaniel vol. 13, p. 18, 19) at Chicago, Feb. 20th, 1869, one of the
questions asked was the following: " Are you acquainted with the Articles of Faith of
our natioii ?" The reply of the candidate was in the afOimative, and as evidence the
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aiticleB were repeated, one reading :
" I believe with a petrfeot faith, that the Messiah

wiJL oome, and, although His Coming will be delayed, I will still in daily Acpe patiently
await lOis appearance.*' (Comp. Fbiiy Years in the Turkish Empire, Ooodell'a memoirs by
Prime, p. 241 ; Read*s God in History, p. 353 ; the " Chasidim or Pietists." art. on, -fiWcy.

iW. Knotol. / Gibbon's ZJecJ. and Ftdl, vol. 2, p. 4 ; The Uft (^ Leila Ada, p. 24 and 33, who
says respecting the nearness of the Meaaianio Advent expressed by some Babbis, ** that
this feeling is becoming very general among Jews in (jtermany and other parts of Europe,
and also in Africa ; art " Garaites," Ency. Bel. Ehotol., etc.). Periodicals like Jfathaniel,
The Froph, KewSt The Froph. Ihnes, eta, contain various quotations and references in-
dicative of such a feeling existing.

* We may conclude with Lange's declaration (Matt. p. 430) :
** * Therefore be

ye also ready—Because it is the fundamental law of watchfulness to be <Uwiy8 watch*
ing ; and because the Son of Man will be generally unexpected when He comes—(Acrein
like a thief in the night, that is, at a time when the world will be buried in profound
sleep." The contemplation and study of these things ought, therefore, to excite no
prejudice in the mind of a believer. We give as illustrative of this spirit the injunctions
of two writers, one a Post and the other a Pre-Millenarian. Scott {Com, Bev. 1 : 31 even
in reference to the most difficult and the most decided of prophecies, remarks : it
*' seems to have been prophetically intended to obviate or answer the objections, and
obliquy, and ridicule which would, in after ages, be raised against the study of this mys-
terious book, and all endeavors to bring others acquainted with it.'* Craven (Liange's
Com., Bev. 1 : 3) says :

** These words imply the duty of striving to vnderatand—a duty
still further implied by the direction to keep. How can that be Icept which is not under-
stood T There are those who refrain from the •study of unfulfilled prophecy upon the
ground that * the prophecies were not designated to make us prophets.* This is true ;

but a prophet is one thing, and an understander of prophecy is another. There is,

indeed, a curious piring into things not revealed, an effort to make determinate those
times and seasons which our Lord has expressly declared are (for us) left indeterminate
(oomp. Matt. 24 : 36, Acts 1 : 7). Such conduct, however, is entirely different from the
reverential, prayerful study of the Word as revealed. It should be remembered that our
Lord rebuked the Jews and His disciples for not understanding the prophecies relating
to His First Advent (comp. John 5 : 39, 46 ; Luke 11 : 62 ; Matt. 16 : 3 ; Luke 24 : 25) ;

and that His last great eschatological discourse was delivered that His people might be
forewarned (comp. Matt. 24 : 4, 15, 24, 25, 33), the implication, of course, being that it

should be studied. It is not intended by these remarks to assert that a full and complete
understanding of all prophecies will be attained to, by all who faithfully study ; their
design is to set forth the duty of study. Doubtless many things will remain dark to the
most earnest students, even to the beginning of the end ; it may be confidently believed,
however, that to such much important knotdMtge will be vouchsafed which will be withheld
from the negligent ; and, furthermore, that all knowledge expedient for them to possess
will be granted.*' Some indeed press scriptural language beyond its intent in order to
Bostain some definite time theory, as e.g. 1 Thess. 5 : 1-c, ** But ye, brethren, are not in
darkness, that that day should overtake you as a thief.** For it is self-evident (1) that
the Thessalonians did not obtain definite time and yet were '* not in darkness ;*

' (2) that
the practical knowledge obtained, leading to preparation and watchfulness, caused the
Apostles* declaration ; (3) that the assurance thus given points to their Pre-Mill. resur-
rection. Hence the faith that we insist upon, so mr as the believer's posture is con-
cerned, is thus expressed by Poor (Lange's Com, 1 Oor,, p. 26) : " The Sec. Advent of
Christ is possible for any generation, and ought constantly to be looked for, desired, and
prayed for.** (Comp. e.g. the utterances of Van Gostexzee, XX>he, Brentius, etc., in
Lange*s Oom, Luke, p. 326, etc.).
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Proposition 174.

—

ITiia Kingdom of the Messiah is preceded by
signs.

This, intimated in the last Proposition, has been so clearly an-
noanced in Scripture and has been so constantly the belief of the
Church (as related to the Sec. Advent, which, as we have shown,
necessarily precedes the Kingdom), that it deserves separate and
caxefnl notice owing to its importance in confirming- the nearness
of the Kingdom, and in urging us to occupy the commanded posi-
tion of waiching servants,

Biggenboch (Lange*a Com. 1 Thtaa,, P> 86) commentB :
" In exact acoordanoe with

Chiist'fi teaching, the Apostle declines all close definition or calculation of the times, and
points instead to tht Migiut which the disciples of Christ are required to consider. For
those secure in their nngodlineiM there are no signs ; on them the thief comes suddenly,
the pangs seize them all at once. But they themselves are for a sign to believers who
vatch and obserre. It is the triumph of the cause of Ood that even the despisers must
render it the service of their testimony. Stupidity in divine things, security and self-

confidence increase more and more ; as it was, says Christ, in the days of Noah and Lot
(Luke 17 : 26. etc.). They ate, they drank, they married and were given in marriage ;

thus Jesus does not once upbraid them with the scandalous crimes which they committed,
bat with that very thing in their way of life which was commendable, but which becomes
hideous, when nothing higher can be told of an age ; when its whole life is a worldly life,

in which God is no longer taken in account. A great increase of outward power and
culture, reliance on science, industry, the conquest of the external world, lead to an
arrogance that no longer admits its dependence on God."

Obs, 1. Storr {Diss, on Kingdom), justly says, that Jesus ** is ready and
prepared to make the exhibition of His Majesty whenever it pleases Him/*
and then in a footnote referring to Christ's Coming unawares to some, adds :

** Bat as this time was to be unknown ; teachers merely human could not
exhort to watchfulness those during whose lifetime the destined period for

retribution will be just at hand^ unless they gave this advice to men of all

periods of the world." Bat this is only giving us part of the truth, viz.,

that it is also the pleasure of Jesus that men should attentively consider
and ponder ih$ signs preceding the exhibition of His Ma^'esty, and that men
should be exhorted to watchfalness by the concurrent signs around them.
While the exact time is known onl}[ to Qod, yet in accommodation to our
weakness, and to urge us to the attitude so honorable toward Himself and
30 provocative of piety, He jgraciously points out to us approximative signs
indicative of its nearness. That some, or even all, of these signs are char-
acteristic, more or less, of every succeeding generation, forms no valid

objection to their rejection, seeing that they fall in with the Spirit's design
that all the godly shall, in every age, thus watch ; that faith and hope shall

be tested ; that the apprehensions of unbelievers shall be quieted ; and
that the discerning shall observe their due force in the increased energy,
etc., manifested through them as the end draws nigh. Hence the propriety
of Martensen's (C%. Dog., s. 279), utterance :

'* But though believers * know
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neither the day nor the hoar ;' though it is not for them * to know the
times and the seasons which the Father hath put into His own power ;

*

yet they are commanded to mark the signs of the times ; and certainprognosti-
cations are given to them," * It is remarkable that in the very connection
with the declaration that man cannot know the exact time of His Coming
(which the experience of the past corroborates), Jesus points believers to

certain sign^ as preceding His Coming, saying in Matt. 24 : 32, *\Nbw learn
a parable of the fig-tree : When his branch is yet tender^ and putteth forth
leaves, ye tcnow that summer is nigh: so likewise yh, when ye shall
see all these things, know that it is near, even at the doors j^* and in Luke
21 : 27 the phraseology includes a direct reference to the Coming of the Son
of Man with power and great glory, adding :

** And when these things be-

gin to come to pass, then look up and lift up your heads ; for your re-

demption draweth nigh,*' to which the same parable is appended :
** Behold

the fig-tree and all the trees : When they now shoot forth, ye see and know
of yourselves that summer is now nigh at hand ; so likewise ye, when ye see
these things come to pass, know ye that the Kingdom of God is nigh at
hand '' (Mark 13 : 28, 29 also gives the parable and lesson). These signs
are to be cognizant to every believer, and are observable independent
(Olshausen on phrase, " know of your own selves,**) of another's guidance.
After such explicit directions ; after an appeal to the reaBonableness of so
doing ; after rebuking (Matt. 16 : 3) the Spirit which refuses to " discern
the signs of the times ;" after implying (which is elsewhere plainly
taught) that many would neglect such signs and suffer loss thereby ; surely
it would argue disrespect to the Saviour, want of attention to our own in-

terests, as well B£ folly, if we refused to look at and consider the signs pre-
sented. Aside from the obligation to receive all that God has revealed,

aside from the duty of performing His commands, the simple fact that these
are graciously communicated not only to sustain the Church in her fight-

ing, struggling condition, not only to prepare her for a season of severe

trial, but to enable the believer nimself to watch, to exhort others to
watchfulness, and to receive the blessings promised to him who thus
watches

—

this ought to make them exceedingly precious to us. God, before

the introduction of those stupendous events pertaining to the last times,

will not leave Himself without some witness, which shall reach the hearts

of the discerning, and excite a powerful testimony in behalf of an all-per-

vading Providence ratifying what Omniscience has previously described.

Indeed, love, fervent love, for an absent Saviour, a deep longing for His
pleasure-bestowing Presence

—

an earnest desire for perfected salvation,

should cause the oeliever to ponder those signs with an interest such as
a heart, anxious for deliverance and imbued with the strongest attachment
for ** the Christ," can possibly prompt."

I Martensen gives as signs : signs in natnre, preaching of the Gospel, great regenera-
tion in Israel, the climax of Antichrist and general corruption. We commend one sen-
tence of his to the particular notice of the reader. After remarking that *' the day of the
Lord mnst ever hover in spiritTial nearness before the Chnroh militant** and pointing out
how this was exemplified e.g. in the Prtmitive Church and at the time of the Befonna-
tion, he adds : " Is it not a matter of experience which Church history in every part of it

confirms, that in those times when the Coming of the Ijord and the last great day have
been looked upon as in infinite distance off, wrapped in the darkness and obscurity of
the future, Christian life also has borne an indefinite, loose, and careless aspect." So Van
Oosterzee (Lange's Oom. Luke, p. 209) remarks :

" The recognition of tlie signs of the
times is one of the most sacred obligaiions which our Saviour imposes on all tboae who
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Uh to be capable of passing an mdependent judgment on the ooncema of His Kingdom.
However the blindness of His contemporaries still shows itself contlnaolly under all

msnner of forms."
* Differences of opinion as to the meaning of some signs (i.e. whether literal or figura-

tire, or both) or to the details (i.e. the order in which they are to be observed) should
not remove u.s from the expeotanoy of constant watching. This is to be anticipated in so

vast a subject, and arises from the prepossessions* education, amount of study, etc., of

interpreters. If it is observable in the plainest of matters, much more will it be in one
vhich is purposely shrouded in language (to induce watchfulness), which a diligent

comparison of Scripture can alone explain. Hence it is wrong to advocate any view with
bitterness toward others. It is the part of kindness to point out the opinion that we re-

gard erroneous, and to sustain our own by an appeal direct to Scripture, and no one who
holds to the supremacy of Scripture will object to this ; but to direct attention to the

opinion of others merely to ridicule the same and to call into question the honesty,
veracity, etc., of its upholders is unworthy of a student and of a Christian. The writer

was forcibly struck with a remark of Edward Bickersteth (as given by Dr. Bell, p. 124,

Proph. TXmes, vol. 2) :
" We ought with humility to go to God's Word together" (he

referred to students of prophecy) ** and seek to come as near as possible together in a
general outline, and then ^o and proclaim to the Church at large with something of a
united testimony that the Lord is at hand. This need not hinder our continued investi-

gation, and onr friendly discussion of the various opinions we hold in respect to matters
of detail.*' When Jesus speaks, Matt. 24 : 36, of no man knowing the day and the hour,
the student will observe that, while definite time is excluded, two things are implied :

(1) a correct knowledge of the event but not of -the exact time ; and (2) an approximative
knowledge even of time, for ** day and hour'* are very limited as to time, thus corre-

sponding with the Saviour's appeal to signs in the context. Hence that time—the day
and hour—is not definitely known, is again implied by the taking or translation from
''the field," '* the mill," *^ the bed ;" for the employment shows that its occurrence was
sadden and unexpected, although by signs an approximative knowledge may have been
attained.

Obs. 2. The intelligent student of the Bible will be profoundly im-
pressed with this feature of the Word, viz,, that as the Old Test, points to

a Coining Messiah^ so also the New Test directs us to a Coming Messiah ;

that as the Old Test prophecies declare that men will not believe when the

Messiah comes, so the New predicts that men will not have faith when the

Messiah comes ; that as the brightest prospects of the Old Test, cluster

around a Coming Messiah^ so the most glorious promises are continued in

the New related to a still Coming Christ ; and that, while Old and New
join in urging belief in, and looking for, a Coming Saviour, both also

present signs by which that Coming shall be recognized as nigh at hand.
Luring for the present the signs referring to the Sec. Advent, the Old
Test, gives as signs pertaining to the First Advent, e.g. an existing Gentile
domination, a time of peace, a time of corruption and unbelief which would
luad to the Messiah^s rejection, etc., including a chronological hint derived
from the seventy weeks of Daniel, and a longing of the pious for His Com-
ing. Bat mark it well, not one sign of a startling or Supernatural nature
—only signs falling in with the natural, ordinary development of the

times, anof yet, if carefully scrutinized, sufficiently distinctive to arrest at-

tention. "The startling signs, the Supernatural, all appeared after the birth

of Jesus, in the interval or space from His actual birth to His ascension,
BQch as the announcement of angels, the star, the descent of the Spirit, the
public acknowledgment from heaven, the miracles, etc. So will it be

again. Men wonderfully deceive themselves if they think that the Sec. Ad-
Tcnt will be preceded by such signs of astonishing magnitude and Super-
natural power, that the attention of the world will be arrested, and that all

men will be forced to acknowledge their existence. It is true, that such
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si^ns will appear lefore the final open manifestation of Christ vnth His
saints, and that they will occur in the interval between His secret Comine
for His saints and His public Coming with them for *' vengeance" and
** salvation.*' Not distinguishing between the two stages of the Advent,
not discerning the space of time existing between the two, and blending
what is separate and distinct into one, has led to the prevailing theorizing
on the subject. A little comparison, when attention is once drawn to this

point, abundantly confirms our view, as already shown in the Proposition
on the Translation (130). Indeed, the parallels given bv Jesus Himself, as

exactly descriptive of the period immediately before His Advent, would
fail in correspondence, if the world was to be aroused by antecedent miracu-
lous and astounding signs. The days of Noah and of Lot, as described by
Jesus (Luke 17 : 26-30, etc.), are representative of the days when the Son
of Man comes, but in them are no signs which arouse fear and consterna-
tion, only a pursuing the ordinary avocations of life with a sense of secnr-

ity, and an ardent attachment to the things of this world. If such signs

were to appear and produce the effects upon the world as many contend, it

would be difficult to explain the statements, that this Coming is to bo
*' UTiatqares,^' as ** a snare,^* as ** a tkief,'^ etc.,* seeing that men would, in

the very nature of the case, apprehend something important, etc., to occur.

The only signs vouchsafed in the days of Koah and Lot, were those which
sprung from the general corruption of the world, and from the faith of

Noah and Lot themselves, running in the channel of regular^ natural
development. There was nothing Supernatural until the time had arrived

for Koah's and Lot's withdrawal ancf for God's judgments. Thus, we may
rest assured, it will be again ; signs will indeed exist, but in such aform
that the world will not lay them to heart, will ** know not** until the pent-

up floods of God's wrath are ready to overtake them in a deluge of tribula-

tion utterly unexpected. The passage which some suppose militates against

our view, is easily and satisfactorily explained in oonsistency with it, viz..

Matt. 24 : 29, ** Immediately after tlie tribulation of those dags,'* etc., an
openly manifested Coming of the Son of Man is designated, and hence it is

inferred that the miraculous and startling signs precede the Advent. Cor-
rectly, however, they only precede this particular, public manifestation of

the Advent, and not the Advent considered as a whole, i.e. embracing
several stages and a considerable interval between these. If stress is laid

upon the words " immediately after the tribulation," this objection proves
too much, for the Advent itself is productive of great tribulation ; the ex-

])ression therefore has undoubted reference to a particular tribulation and
not to tribulation in general. While it is proper—as we have done in pre-

vious Propositions—to employ this phraseology to prove in a general way
that the Sec. Advent is nob to be confined to the past destruction of
Jerusalem by the Romans, and that it is Pre-Millennial, yet when we come
to explain the Advent itself, descending from the general to the particular

^

we have to discriminate what belongs to this or to that stage of it (just as we
do in the prophecies of the Old Test, respecting His First Advent, in His
Coming as a child, in His Coming in the temple, in His Coming riding
upon an ass, etc.) ; and this is done by carefully collating the Scripture on
the subject. A comparison thus instituted incontestihly proves that a cer-
tain tribulation is spoken of, viz., the Jewish (beginning with the over-
throw of Jerusalem and the scattering of the nation down to the closing of
the times of the Gentiles), seeing that the Advent of Jesus, as numerous
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plain predictions declare, will bring moat terrible tribnlation upon the

Geotiles confederated together. Now it is a fact, corroborated bv Zecli. 14,

etc., that when the last treading down of the Jews is accomplisued by the

Antichrist, when their cup of sorrow is completely filled, and when be-

lievers, engrafted as Jews, i.e. the seed of Abraham, have passed under the

same Antichristian scourge, that the?^ Jesus thus coraes with His saints
;

and it its to this open Coming iifter the Jews are smitten and the martyrs

have been sacrificed by Anticnrist, that Jesus reveals Himself to pour
tribulation and anguish upon him and his allied hosts, followed oy a
gathering of His elect people the (Jewish nation as the prophets all predict

—His own special inheritance), thus previously smitten, from all parts of

the earth. This Coming is distinguished by remarkable signs which take

place between its occurrence and the concealed (from the world) stage of

the Advent, And in view of this prediction being specially given in refer-

once to the Jewish nation, its downfall and continuance under Gentile

domination for a long period, it was eminently proj>er for Jesus to desig-

nate that particular stage of His Coming, which is to be exhibited in a
marked manner in its behalf when the final blow has befallen it. The
perfect accuracy of prediction, in its agreement, one with another, is thus
vindicated ; no conflict arises either in the prescribed order of events, or

in the stated condition of the world preceding the Advent, or in the proph-
ecies T^rtaining to the manner of tue Advent. (Comp. remarks on Ad-
vent, Prop. 130.) " Therefore it is, that, departing from the usual course

pursued, toe divide tJie signs relating to theAdvent into two classes ; one per-

taining to those which precede the entire Advent or the first stage of it

;

and the other relating to the last stage of the Advent or embracing the signs

in the interval between the two stages ; the one stage occurring when even
the righteous ** think not,^^ being suddenly ** in that niaht ;** and the
other taking place wJien the righteous know that it must and will happen,*

* Sir Th. Brovne {Religio Medici, S. 46) long ago shrewdly remarked ;
" ' There shall

be signs in the moon and stars ;
* how oomes He then like a thief in the night, when He

gives an item of Hia Coming?" Comp. Prop. 130 and related ones. The Advent coming
as" a snare*' and " a net," nnbelief need not look for startling, m^iracalous signs ; this

TDold defeat the predictions. Lange {€om. Matt. 24 : 38) makes an important statement
Tell expressed :

** The chronological end of the world is concealed by Us seeming prosperUy
in the laat days as in the days of the flood." The Saviour in Matt. 24 did not give the
time when these things shonld be, bnt He enconraged the inquiry respecting it by gra-

cioQsly presenting certain signs to indicate their neameaa. Thus in reference to Jerusa-
lem He did not give the exact time of its destruction, but specific sigiw by which believers

-Accepting of them—saved themselves from its ruin. So precisely is it with reference
to the Sec. Advent—the signs are given and we must— if desirous to secure divine pro-
tection—avail ouraelves of them.

* The only other passage that has been adduced to the contrary, viz., 2 Thesa. 2 : 8,
ve have already considered under Prop. 130 on Translation. This haa also reference to
the opoi manifeHstation of Christ which precedes " the day of the Lord Jesus*'—a day how-
ever also preceded by the tribulation under the Antichrist and by the removal of some
Tho shall not endure it. Hence the Theas. brethren are aasured that they are not in
darkness, that that day shall not come to them as a thief, etc., because if faithfol they
fihaJl be raised up—being children of the day—to witness its incoming. The arguments
of the Apostle, to allay their fears that the day of the Lord had already come, and they
vere not escaped, etc., is directed not so much to the Advent as to the day itself, and im-
plies^ upon the faoe of it, that owing to this incoming apostasy and the final revelation
of the man of sin, not only that the Advent had not taken place, not only that the day
of tho Lord had not come, but distinctively refers to the latter as not coming untU
Antichrist is revealed and destroyed by the open manifestation of Jesus ; and therefore
the removal of the Theasalonian brethren before the last event is a matter taken for
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granted, the promise being in the first Epistle. There is a delicacy most remnrkable in

Paol in not directly telling them koto their escape shonld be bronght to paA&, leaving to

them the bright prospect and continntd hope that Jesus vonld protect them.
* The reader will see from this and the statements nnder Prop. 130» etc., how ntteily

unreasonable has been the conduct of those who, like the Millerites and Sec. Adrentists
(difiFering widely from as on essential Millenarian points stiU held to a speedy Sec.

Advent), professed to fix the exact day and honr of Christ's Coming and assemble^l
together, in ascension robes, to witness the Advent, totally overlooking the fact that the
first stage of the Advent is the Coming like a thief, and not the open manifestation thev
anticipated. Withont questioning the sincerity or piety of the parties, it evinces a lack
of comparison of Scriptnre and of pradenoe, being eminently calculated to bring dis-

credit and ridicule upon the hope of the Advent. Strange that this should be so often
repeated, as e.g. recently a band of Sec. Adventists of Lewistun, Maine, under Elder
Thurman, spent the evening of Good Friday, 1876, in watching until midnight. Bat
stranger still, that men who believe in the Bible, its teachings and warnings respecting the
Sec. Advent, should be influenced by such fanaticism to cast aside the whole subject as

unworthy of serious consideration, just as if the misdirected zeal and enthusiasm of

others cuuld cancel the declarations of Scripture. For while it is true that Jesus said,
" Ye know not when** the time is ;

" what I say unto you I say unto all, watch" (see
Mark 13 : 35-37), yet the vety injunction of watching includes the idea of our ability to

attain approximative knowledge—a sufficiency—so that, as Jesus also said, that day ahull

not come upon us unawares. Three extremes are to be avoided : (1) to fix definite, posi-
tive time ; (2) to ignore the signs ; (3) and to encourage any interpretation or application
that forbids or hinders a daily postnfe of watching.

Ohs, 3. The signs preceding the first stage of the Advent are all of sucli

a nature, that they appear, more or less, in every getieration ; and hence in

view of their continued existence, have caused men in the various succeed-
ing centuries to Hold (as e.g. Gregory the Great, Luther, and many others),

that the end waa very near, because the signs indicative of the same were
really present.* These men too were not mistaken—aa misapprehending
and faultfinding unbelief would have it—in the signs ; many of them were
indeed painfully present, and it is to the honor and piety of these believers

in the Word that they recognized them, and assumed the posture of servants
looking for the Coming of the Master. Having already alluded to the
practical reason for presenting signs, thus testifying before every succeed-
ing generation, it may be added : that it is reasonable to suppose that such
will assume a greater magnitude aa the time of the end draws nigh, or, at
least, that they appear in such proportions that the believing (for whom
alone they are mtended) cannot mistake in their presence and import. The
signs to which the Spirit calls our attention are the following :

1. The world will be in a comparative state oi peace and prosperity ; at
least to a degree that it fondly hopes for " peace and safety t*' so that at tha
Coming of Jesus for His sleeping and living saints the usual routine of the
world sliall be going on, men claiming that (2 Pet. 3:4)" all things con-
tinue as they tuere from the beginning of the creation,^* Men's thoughts and
affections will be fixed on the things of the world, unapprehensive of the
evil nigh at hand. Jesus gives a vivid picture of the time when he says
(Luke 17 : 26-30), that men shall be engaged in " eating, drinking, marry-
ing, and giving in marriage, buying, selling, planting, and building"—

a

representation not only of fancied security, out of a pneriod of trust atul
cofifldence in the stability and perpetuity of a then existing state of things.
Now while this has been the actual condition of the world, more or less*

since the first century, is it not true that this feeling, this confidence in
the endurance of the present ordering of nature is at the present time
greatly intensified? When intelligent, scientific men send forth a mnlti-
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tade of bookg, when leading periodicals and jonmals go forth among the

masses, all teaching with a bold exaggeration the past and the future

stability of thin^ under the garb of ** the unalterable laws of nature,' ' etc.,

it does not reqoire any answer. Xo age before this has ever exhibited such
extraordinary activity in producing a Noahic condition of man in this

direction. And so much are the minds and the affections of the people
taken up with the world, that not only are the things mentioned by Jesus

|

made the special subjects of books^ tracts, periodicals, organizations, etc., I

bat they are the engrossing subjects of life for the immense majority. So
|

patent is this, that it needs no additional remark ; for thoughtful men, of
|

all classes, have sufficiently commented on this feature. Things in them- i

selves not sinful become such when allowed to reign supremely over the I

heart of man, and the trust, which God justly demands, is placed in them.*
2. The existence of widespread unbelief in the warnings and words of

God were characferistic of the days of Noah,* and Jesus informs us that it

willbe equally so at the time of His Coming, for " when the Son of Man
cmneth, shaUHdfindfaith on the earth?*' (Luke 18 : 8). While unbelief

has been evermore largely found in every age, yet it is more intensive and
commanding now than ever before, resulting not merely in the vast num-
bers thus given to unbelief but in the sad fact that multitudes of the leaders

of society, scholars, statesmen, lecturers, etc. (see Props. 177 and 180), are

monlding society into such a Noahic condition. Unbelief has its able and
earnest advocates by the thousand, and counts its hosts by the million : it

has, amid its variea forms, enlisted into its service vigorous intellecta aided

by a powerful press, who are pushing on the assault against the Bible and
Christianity with a boldness and a success (because acceptable to human
nature), that is astonishing. One hundred years ago it would scarcely have
been credited, if any one had foretold what we see to-day, so scvift and
abounding has been the inroad of an unbelief which Antediluvian-like ridi-

cules the idea of believing in God's commandments and threats,and even dares
to call into question His divine character and existence. The substitution

of nature, or law, or humanity, or science, etc., in the place of the God of

the Bible, is only too favorable in producing the predicted result and sign.*

3. This unbelief, however, leads to the rising up of *'
scoffers^' and to a

direct denial of a certain truth. Peter after exhorting us to ** be mindful
of the words spoken" (2 Pet. 3 : 3, 4), adds :

" Knowina this first'' (** as

one of the predictions wnich demand your special regard —so Barnes loci)
** that there shall come in the last days scoffers, walking after their own
hih, and saying : Where is the promise of His Coming f " Noah warned
toe people of coming wrath against ungodliness, so now the Word warns
the world of coming judgments at the Advent of the Son of Man, but men
perversely ridicule both. However true this has been in the past, to-day it

H specially manifested. Books and papers are abundantly circulated, which
regard the Deluge as '* a huge joke,*' and scoff and sneer at a Coming
>anonr as ** an idle dream,'* fit only for weak, superstitious minds. Men
la the highest ranks of intelligence and society lend themselves to this

icoffinff, and broadly record it in the current literature. The very plea,

^, which Peter foretells, is now employed by them, viz., that the prophets
vere mistaken ; that the proof of their mistake lies in the fact that the
»orld has existed ever so lona without their predictions being realized, so
tUt,judging from the past, tne uniformity of law forbids such Supernatural
interference, and that those who confidently looked for those things wore
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miserably deceived, etc. The general reader needs not to bo told how
extensively such views are circulated and embraced, and how offensively,

scoffingly, thej are uttered among the high and the low of the earth. And,
the manner in which this objection is uttered, the spirit in which it is

urged, also shows what Peter declares, viz., that they " are willingly igno-

rant,^^ i.e., that they desire to hold such an opinion, that it suits their

pleasure or will to be thus ignorant. How this is exliibited at present in

hatred to the Bible, in a wilful procedure to undermine its authority, etc.,

is only too evident.*

4. This injunction of Peter's to notice *' first," as important evidence,

how scoffers will arise and deny the Lord's Coming, implies not only that

such an Advent is '* the blessed hope/^ but that it is largely dwelt upon,
prominently brought to public notice and represented as near, when the end
approaches. Good and great men in the past centuries have thus held up
the Coming of Jesus ; and it is ti most significant truth that Eschatology
has never been so intently studied ;' that the nearness of Christ's Coming
has never been so widely and presistently proclaimed ; that the crj^

:

** Behold the Bridegroom Cometh," has never been so loudly sounded in

the ears of the Church and tho world ; that the warnings of prophets,
apostles, and Jesus, to be constantly on the watch have never heeti so

urgently pressed upon the attention of others, as within the lastfew years.
While the number of advocates, compared with the multitude of unbe-
lievers, are comparativelv few yet they can be counted by the hundred
and thousand ; they can oe found in all our leading churches, and havo
among them many who are noted for learning, ability, piety and use-
fulness.^ Periodicals specially devoted to the subject, books and tracts
in various languages enforcing the same, are scattered over the earth, so
that the sign becomes exceedingly significant.'

5. But the most saddening sign is that this questioning and unbelief re-
specting the reality and nearness of the Coming of Jesus is not confined to tho
world but is to be found in the Cliurch, among professing believers. The
urgency and frequency with which Christ points outthat those who declare
themselves to be servants shall neglect to watch for His Coming and shall aui-
fer loss—the repeated exhortations to watchfulness impljing tJie neglect of it
in the Church, and the startling question (Luke 18 : 8) respecting faith in.

His Coming from which our best critics and commentators have inferre<i,
rightfully that there will be but little—all this finds its mate in the Chux-ch
of to-day. Large bodies of professing Christians (e.g. Swedenborgiat\si,
Unitarians and others) have spiritualized the Advent away ; minis
ters in high standing (as e.g. recently Desprez in John or the Apoo.
recommend the ruling out, as unreliable and false, of everything relatitig t\

this Second Advent ;* Christian authors of celebrity (as e.g. Prof. Stnart
Dr. Brown, etc.) insist upon it that tho Millenarian doctrine of the speed;
Coming of Christ is to be rejected as folly, etc. ; while thousands of otbere
leaders too, either entirely ignore it, or reproachfully allndQ to it as " fana,!
ical" etc. It is but too true, that now men substitute death, or prov:
dence, or Jerusalem, or spiritual gifts, or something eUe, in the place of tl:i

Advent ; and that as Mather aptly expressed it, " the sleeping medicine'^
profusely administered and gladly received. The Advent is placed bo x"i

motely in the distance, or is so indefinitely regarded, that its practical in
fluence (comp. Olshausen Com,, vol. 2, p. 260) is lost. Even ** the tew
virgins' ' are affected thereby until the cry arouses them betimes, **
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6. The Church shall be under trial At no period in her history down to

the Advent, shall she be entirely freed from tne testing and suffering pre-

scribed for her, as can be seen in the epitome of events from the First

Advent down to the Sec. Advent given in Matt. 24 ; Mark 13 ; Luke 21

;

2 Thess. 2, and in the positive assertions of the Spirit that the world shall

always hate, etc., the godly. This has always been true in the past ; even
in the most prosperous external condition of the Church has she been com-
pelled to fight against her enemies from within and without. This is

true to-day : her enemies are numerous, they assault her from all sides,

and however outwardly prosperous in some countries, in others her condi-
tion is feeble, and she finds herself overwhelmingly oppressed. The
saddening reports of delegates at the last Evang. Alliance at New York
tell, in part, the sorrowful story. We have only to look at the once
farored Germany, at Austria, Spain, etc., and the truth of God's Word is

apparent And yet there are intimations in the Word, that men shall

orerlook the imposed condition of trial, and shall prophesy *' peace and
safety," increased prosperity, and extended influence, etc., just as we now
Kd the most eminent men, over a^inst the most explicit declarations to

the contrary, predict a most glorious future, world wide to the Church
in its present ordering. These things thus conjoined, and practically

witnessed, make careful students the more confirmed in the wisdom of

coaatont watchfulness."
7. The Church under trial shall (like the Primitive Church, etc.) con-

tinue to proclaim the Gospel until it forms " a witness unto all nations^
and then shall the end cotne,^* Matt. 24 : 14. (Not to convert the nations
but to be a testimony to them, see Prop. 175, and also consider how the
word " all'.*

** in all the world" etc. may, according to Scripture usage,

denote a large portion, etc., of it.) VVe have here a very extensive,

general proclamation of the Gospel predicted, but nothing said that the
t^timony will be received; indeed we do know that while the Gospel saves
them that believe, it also condemns those who reject it. Here, however,
the preaching of it widespread among the nations over the earth, is given
as a sign of the approaching end of this age or dispensation. This sign
has always, more or less, existed even in the apostle^s day (Col. 1 : 6, 23,

etc.), hut never as it presents itself to-day. The astonishing missionary
labors over the globe, the Bible and Tract Societies with their astounding
publications scattered over the earth, the remarkable revivals of religion

(such were at Jerusalem before its destruction) in various countries, the
union of prayer and effort, the Sunday-school interest, the Christian
Alliances bringing into fraternal converse brethren of all climes, the
extended work of the various individual denominations through their

Bereral Boards, Institutions, etc.—these are i\im^iA so pertinent inpilfilmsnt
that they bring oat this sign to the observant with great and thrilling dis-

tinctness. Melville, Newton, and a host of able writers, have aptly
said :

" that the Gospel preached for a witness, conveys the idea of rejec-

tion nther than of acc^tance,'^ &nd this is abundantly corroborated by
other Scripture, making it true down to the end itself thskt *' many are
(aUed but few chosen.'* This then is a sign, not as many take it, of the
conversion of the nations, but of the approaching end, just as the entire
early Church, instructed by the inspired preachers of this same Gospel,
held and taught. Jesus expresses this sign in the most general terms, so
that as the amount of witnessing to each nation or to all of them combined
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ia not stated definitely, it may, for aught we know to the contrary, close

almost any day. The leading nations of the earth have long had this

witness, and it has been borne to almost every tribe upon the face of the

earth, how much more before the Sec. Advent is yet to be done God alone

knows."
8. While the Gospel is preached as a witness, while the devotion of those

who love Jesus leads to advocacy of the truth, another sign is tlie condition

of the Church itself. It is not merely the continued mixture of the tares

with the wheat but a fearful preponderating of the tares over the wheat.

Outward prosperity, the building of massive churches, the increase of

riches, the influx of numbers, etc., is no criterion of piety as the Word
and the liistorv of the past shows. The Laodicean state has been too

often repeated (which has often led good men to think that the end was
near) to mislead us. Xow, aside from the Scripture which teaches us

that the Gentiles shall become ** high-minded ;*' that there will be a woful
lack of faith; that *'' rnany,-^ who prophecy, etc., in His name shall be
rejected ; that the Church as a body, shall be unprepared for His Coming,
it is sufficient to direct the reader to the simple fact, that something of

the kind must necessarily precede the end, because the Church must
endure the last great tribulation under the Antichrist. If worthy and
pure, she would escape it, but in view of her moral condition she is to

pass through its purifying fires. Seeing then what is before her, as the
end draws nigh we ought to behold in ner that evil which will bring the
heavy predicted infliction upon her, Alas 1 looking around and contrast-

ing the Church with the positive requirements of the Word, what do we
behold ? Admitting the piety and fervent love and labor existing in all

denominations (for if it were not for this, the time would be shortened in
judgment), yet do not godly men in all Churches deplore the existing

divisions—bigotry—intolerance—mere nominal profession—undue eleva-

tion of the Sacraments—exaltation of creed above the Bible—substitution

of tradition for Revelation—yielding up of inspiration and truth to
science—faitli exchanged for reason—ignoring of vital doctrines and
practical truths—the lowering of the Supernatural to a more natural basis
—neglect of prayer and worship—the feasting, etc., to procure Church
and benevolent funds—^aping after fashion, extravagance of dress, and
exhibition of pride—fashionable music and accommodating preaching

—

the spirit of covetousness, together with the ostentation and parade in giv-
ing—the ostentatious eulogy of pafet benevolence—greater attachment and
love for measures and reforms outside of the Church—the puffing of insti-

tutions, men, books, and sermons beyond truth—the non-confessing of
Christ during the week—the advance of infidelity among the ministry

.

and laity—sensational preachers—the use of scriptural terms while the
reality is denied—the debasement of duty to policy—the direct Romaniz-
ing tendencies—the fanaticism and sectarianism on the one part and a
broad tolerance upon the other—the coldness, even deadness manifested

—

the study of human systems, etc., to the neglect of the Bible—the soften-
ing and toning down of God's rebukes—the lack of family religion—the
straining at a gnat and swallowing of a camel—the trust in self-righteousness
—the confidence in man*s ability and regenerating power of humanity

—

the seeking after earthly things to the neglect of the spiritual—the return-
ing evil for evil—the envy, contention, want of charity, slandering, etc.,
too often manifested—the intemperance, impatiencp, murmuring arro-
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ggnce, flattery, boasting, etc., exhibited—the form of godliness, but denying
the power—the merely sentimental, poetical, philosophical, scientific

preacnin^—the spirit so prevalent to entertain or amuse the people by the

introduction of novelties, etc.—in brief, through the whole category of

things forbidden by the Word. It is eminently true to-day, that while
" ffwtiy" profess and loudly too, the real followers of Christ are **/cto."

Hence judgment may come at any time.*'

9. But this is not all : while the immense majority of the professing

Chnrch is only nominally/ Christian, and given to mere formalism (often

propagated with mistaken zeal), it is a significant sign of the present day,

that overlooking the real condition of things and mistaking the mission

of the Church, so many of its representative men looking only at the
riches and increase in goods, at the professing numbers, etc., stand up
and, imitating the example of others in the days of Constantine, predict

continued ana ever growing prosperity. Blinded by the magnificent and
numerous churches, by the revivals of religion, by the vast operations of

the institutions, etc., they prophesy, not of coming tribulation, not of

a neamesa to the end, not of God's coming controversy with the nations

of the earth, but of peace and triumph through existing instrumentalities.

The Jubilee Hymns, thousands of books, periodicals, etc., are full of it

;

we hear it in singing, prayer and preaching all over the earth. Kow if

the Advent is really as predicted, to come upon the Church u?iawares,

nntxpecledly, yrh&n both *'wise and foolish virgins*' are asleep, reason
teaches us that preliminary to such a Coming and condition of the
Charch, there must he a course of teachitig, a popular representation of
doctrine to bring the Cliurch into so false and dangerous a position. And
well, too, may we suppose this cannot and will not be accomplished unless,

men of eminent ability and devotion

—

acknowledged leaders—perform this

saddening work of influencing the minds of the masses. The student,

whose faith is in God's predictions, accepts this as a sign remarkable in

this age."

10. There is another sign attached to the Church, the worst of all, and
the most significant, viz., the fearful apostesy witnessed in her.** The
reason why Paul so guardedly expresses himself, e.g. 2 Thess. 2, concern-
ing the falling away and the rise of Antichrist is, that in every generation
inch apostatizing and (as John says even existed in his day) Autichristian

powers shoald be witnessed, so that the believing might be inflaenoed to

occnpy the position of watchfulness. We see how it did this in the past,

and surely it ought, in view of what we behold, have the same, and even
(greater, tendency to-day. See how vast, the most powerful organizations
Dave fallen away from truth ; how bodies counting their millions of

adherentfl are in direct opposition to Bible doctrine and primitive belief
;

how hundreds of smaller sects, communities, etc., in the aggregate swell-

ing to a great multitude, deny the most fundamental truths, dishonor the
Christ by their views and practices, and elevate their own human derived
revelations, etc., above the Scriptures. Bad and extended as the apostasy
^as in the past, yet it is a facty undeniable that so far as mere numbers or
the variety ofform is concerned, that to-day more ofmankind are enthralled
it one time in the meshes of apostasy than ever before. Behold the Papacy
(crippled indeed in her temporal power but as vigorous as ever in aposta-
tizing as witnessed recently in the promulgation of the immaculate concep-
tion, infallibility of the Pope, etc.), the Greek Church (in its exaltation of
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Bacraments, etc.) the Mormons, and, in brief, a larg:e number out of the

htiTiclreds of conflicting systems of belief now extant in the world, and is it

not true that while old forma of heresy and antajB;onism are retained and
revived, new forms have sprung up in all directions. Seeing this state

among the professin^ people of Sod, a state to which infidelity (not recog-

nizing how God's Bpirit has predicted it as a result of human nature) sneer-

ingly points aa indicative of the unreality of Christianity, a state in which
is fearfully realized Paul's (2 Tim. 4 : 3, 4) prediction :

" For the time will

come, when they will iwt endure sound doctrine; but after their own lusts

shall they heap to themselves teachers, having itching ears; and they shall

turn away their earsfrom the truth and shall he turned unto fables.
*

' Alas 1

how true in the past, and how true at the present time. The thoughtful
may well ponder it, when witnessing the wonderful activity of all con-

nected therewith. Such a condition, however painful, is a prerequisite to

the development of the culminated Antichrist.*'

11. Another sign is the continued conversion of some. Ko matter how
freat the apostasy, how mighty the defection, yet aa the design of this

ispensation is to gather out them that believe, to call and save some
in order to form a chosen body in the Theocratic ordering, there al-

ways must, and will be, a true and faithful people of God ; not indeed,

as some foolishly and arrogantly claim, all belonging to this or that body
of professing believers, but found in the various denominations, God-obey-
ing and fearing men and women who have heartily embraced the Saviour
provided for them. The preached Word now, as ever, will find its differ-

ent classes of hearers, but among them is one, the minority it maybe, which
receives the truth in ho7iest hearts and develops the fruits of righteous-
ness pertaining to it. This has always been so, even in the darkest period,

but it is eminently the case now. While the tares are numerous, tall and
great, there is more wheat to-day in the field than ever before at one time.
In all countries it is growing, ready to fill the garner. This encourages
us to believe that the end is near, for it shows ih^ present success in gather-
ing out that elect number who are to inherit the Kingdom, and that the
number is being rapidly completed. The recent successful labors of
ministers and laymen are encouraging amid the widespread lukewarmnesa,
coldness, deadncss and apostasy of the Church, and like the remarkable
success of apostolic preaching in Jerusalem, may be the immediate fore-
runners of the speedy Coming end. God is graciously and mercifully
working, not willing that any should perish, but such grace and mercy
must not be received as indicative of the non-fulfilment of His own predic-
tions. The past dealings of God show, that just before the infliction of
righteous judgment He has been most kind and condescending, and thns
it may be again."

12. Another sign is the present recovering strength of the Papacy. Men,
in view of the loss of her temporal dominions have predicted her contin-
ued diminution of power among the nations, but this down to the con-
cealed or first stage of the Advent cannot and will not take place. The
mistake has arisen from confounding the culminated Antichrist with the
Papacy, a mistake that is now generally avoided by prophetical writers (see
Prop. 161, etc.). It is distinctly predicted that the Papacy (the only body
existing that fully meets in every particular the prophetical description)
shall exist down beyond the gathering of the 144,000 (Rev. 14 : 8), and
shall come to an end before (Rev, 17 : 16) the battle of the great day (Rev*
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19 : 19, 20, for the '* false prophet*' is thus unmistakably show^ to be
different from the Papacy). It is yet to play an important part, and to

experience a terrible ordeal from the nations whom it ha^ seduced, even
iifitr the resurrection and translation of a chosen body. Hence it is

reasonable not to look for its destruction, but rather for increased vigor

ond renewed claims. These are accordingly found in it, for notwithstand-
ing the blows it has received, it is yet tfie most powerful in numbers, and
its influence is widening in England, America and other countries. Its

recent dogmas ^ive it a certain maturity that in this age is significant ; its

ancient spirit is revived and is manifested in extraordinary missionary
efforts and a propagandism that is successful in gaining converts among
the influential and powerful, as well as among the weak and lowly. Antici-
pating her doom as delineated in prophecy, her present struggles to

regain a supremacy over the nations of the earth, are of deep interest, in-

asmuch as they indicate precisely that state of affairs which, by the revival

of Hildebrandic claims, etc., will inevitably bring upon her that hatred of

nations resulting in herfinal and total rum. Therefore the position and
assumptions of the Papacy are way-marks of nearness that the thoughtful
will do well to consider. She invites the storm, and it will come in due
time with overwhelming fury.**

13. ** The confidence in the /e>»A," or the schemes for the regeneration of

Society through the development of Humanity, is a noted sign of the
present day. While the spirit has always, more or less, existed, it is only
more recently that it has been wonderfully developed. Socialism, Com-
munism, Harmonial Philosophy, Pantheism, Rationalism, Politics, etc., are

all endeavoring to show how the world is to be reformed. It is not simply
unbelief in the Word that exists, but such confidence in the ability of man
to elevate himself to the highest state of perfection, that multitudes of the
intelligent and able are suggesting and advocating plans for the ameliora-

tion and exaltation of the race, independent of, and esteemed far better

than, God's plan. Some present an Eclectic scheme which even praises

Christ as a model of humanity while denying His being a Redeemer ; others

says respect-

Redeemer, Its

advocates are to be counted by the thousand, and embrace leading writers

of all classes, from those who endeavor to make their views as little offen-

iive as possible to Christian belief to those who are most outrageous blas-

phemers. Now let the reader consider the state of the world as predicted
immediately before the end ; the world arrayed in hostility to Christ and
Hia Word, confederated against Him, and surely if we are drawing near to

that period, it is reasonable to see the elements already working prelimi-
mry to such a result. Hence, this condition is the very one that oueht to

be anticipated, viz. that men under the plausible pleas of perfectibility,

etc., should be led astray."
14. The most insidious forms and elements are used, to lead to a prac-

tical unbelief oi the Word, and to induce a spirit of worldliness. Thus e.^.

the cry of toleration raised in many quarters. While intolerance is mani-
fested in some directions in sects and in the world (and infidelity rejoices

in holding up the intolerance of the old Genevan, Scottish and Puritan
state, without any effort at considering the motives and the age), yet, so

far as the Church is concerned, the leaven of toleration, as now advocated
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by leading minds, is far more dangerous. Cheerfully admitting the

unity of believers in Christ, and the fraternal feeling and association that

should characterize such, our remarks are not intended for that toleration

of others who hold to the fundamental truths pertaining to Christ, and who
in faith receive Him as the Saviour ; and we exclude not the allowing to

others the liberty of worshipping God according to the dictates of con-
science and knowledge possessed. They apply to that looseness of doctrinal

position, which pretends to make life all and doctrine nothing ; which is

willing to receive into fraternal union and cordial sympathy those who
deny the necessity of repentance and faith, of having a sacrifice for sin, of

havmg a divine-human Saviour, etc. It is painfully evident that many
truths clearly taught in the Bible, and always esteemed as fundamental in

forming a Christian, are now discarded by ministers and laymen. A
** Broad Church" embracing the reception of, and affiliation with, virtual

unbelievers, denying or explaining away inspiration, rejecting long
portions of the Word as impracticable at this day, exaggerating the knowl-
edge of the present day over that of inspired men, etc., is advocated by
large numbers of scJiolarly men. A ** blood bought*' Church, is to them a
superstition of the past ; an humble trust and reliance upon all Script-

ure as given by holy men, is to them evidence of folly ; the limiting of the
capabilities of human nature, making a direct divine interference necessary
in Salration is to them an exploded theory ; and thus, through a large
category. They pride themselves in a man-devised Reformation with a
sufficient interpolation of Scripture and religions phraseology to give it

a Christian coloring, and to conceal the false views of man and of the
Gospel entertained, and often eloquently expressed. This fraternizing

with and acknowledging of those as brethren in Christ who deny the claims
of Christ, not only paves the way for the condition of unbelief at the
Advent but prepares many for the spirit of antagonism and intolerance
which is to be fearfully exhibited."'

15. Thoughtful men too will ponder a remarkable feature presented
in our day, viz. the earnest desire for union upon a truly scriptural
basis. The impending struggle with unbelief^ the diversity and dangers
existing within and without the Church, the threatening aspect of multi-
tudes, has led pious and devoted men of various creeds to long for, and
inaugurate, measures which should bring true believers, throughout the
world, into closer connection and fraternal interchange. The General
Alliances as well as the more particular, indicate this feeling and the extent
to which it is carried. So also the Week of Prayer in which so many
participate. In view of what is in store for the Church, viz. the terrible

persecution so clearly predicted, and which must infallibly come, it is

significant that godly men—no matter how they are regarded by intol-

erant brethren confessionally or sacramentally bound—everywhere feel

the importance and necessity of movements in this very direction. In-
deed, it is precisely what we ought to anticipate, hemg preliminary to the
encouragement that the Churcn will need and the work she will have to

perform when the hour of trial shall come. 1 Cor. 13 is fulfilling on a
scale never before witnessed."

16. The existence of widespread corruption, just as it was in the days of
Noah, is characteristic of the period preceding the Advent.. Such corrup-
tion has, more or less, continuously existed, and at certain intervals, when
specially manifested, has called forth, from the godly, belief in a speedy
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Advent. But it is to bo noticed that each wickedness is always propor-
tionaie to the amount of light enjoyed, and if the advantages, privileges,

testimony, etc., of the present day are regarded, the wickediiess is far
greater than at any other time, being the more inexcusable. Consider the
crime annnally committed ; the awful statistics of our towns and cities

;

the arson, robbery, adultery, fornication, rape, prostitution, divorce, free-

loveism, swindling, fraud, strikes, profanity, drunkenness, violence, murder,
aasafisinations, etc., reported by our newspapers (and which really is but a
small portion of what is actually done), and all this committed where the
Gospel is accessible, and who can estimate the enormity of such sinfulness.

So great and widely spread is it too, that many even of the secular press

direct attention to it as something deplorable, indicating a state of morals
which must, if not in some way checked, lead to disastrous consequences.
Can we take up a newspaper without seeing evidenco of such a state?
Admitting the good, at the side of it stands an immense amount of evil.

And this is only introductory to that which is yet to come. If the sinful-

ness of the world, of our cities and towns were steadily diminishing ; if

the statistics of crime would indicate a constantly lessening number ; the
sign would fail, but as the end is approaching when an overwhelming flood

of evil springing out of corrupt human nature is to be experienced, the
evidence of such corruption, if we are near, in Wa preliminary forms must
be existing. That they do so, no believer in the denunciations of sinful-

ness by Grod can possibly deny. Hence we hold them, as the Spirit has
taught us, a sign of approaching judgments."

17. But this is not all, for while the Saviour has in general terms
directed us to the days of Noah and Lot, the Spirit has more particularly

described the time preceding the Advent, and we have only to compare sucn
predictions with the present to satisfy ourselves that they are painfully mani-
fested. Thus e.g. 1 Tim. 4 : 1-4, " Now the Spirit speaketh expressly,

that in the latter times some shall depart from the faith, gtmng heed to seduc-

ing spirits, and doctrines of devils ; speaMng lies in hypocrisy ; having their

conscience seared with a hot iron ; forbidding to marry and commanding to

abstain from meats,*' etc. lEowever applicable this may be to Socialistic

and other theories ; however prevalent in some of its features here and there,

yet more recently a system has arisen, which in view of the number and
resi>eclability of its defenders is a significant fulfilment of the prediction.

While Spiritualism has existed in some of its forms before (even table-rap-

ping, etc., practised by the Jews, p. 369 Delitzsch's Sys, of Bib. Psyc.),^
yet it ia only recently that extensive works, numerous writings, etc. have
perfected it into a sort of religious system, claiming a large host of
adherents. However much the Papacy, etc., has invoked the aid of demons
fi.e. the souls of men who have died, in prayer, or of Mary as a kind of god-
aess, or of supposed divine agents), this is pre-eminently characteristic of
Spiritualism—its leading, fundamental doctrine. ^* Doctrines of Devils,**

or rather **
of demons,** nas been by the best of interpreters and by

numerous cntics, in view of the meaning of the original, applied, and
justly, to doctrines respecting or derived professedly from the souls of
departed ones. The word ** demons'* translated ** devils" may denote " a
god or goddess, or a divine being, or the souls of deceased persons, forming
tutelary divinities, geniuses, or teachers, and lastly a demon in the Jewish
Kuse, a bad spirit suoject to Satan"—so Barnes Com. loci, and many others.*^

The fulfilment determines what meaning is to be applied, and this we find
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in the Bystem now arising, yiz,, the tmching of doctrines pertaining to, and
professedly derived from, the souls of deceased persons. A ayatem so ex-

clusively based npon this feature ia certainly a sign that ought to arreat
attention. Departing from the faith as laid down ;

giving heed to seduc-
\n^ spirits ; such doctrines are received in place of divine Ifevelation. The
briefest summary of some of these doctrines will sufficiently illustrate the
unti-Christian nature of it. It claims to be a '* New Dispensation" (Judge
Edmonds) ; a *' new way of religious Light" (Hare) ; its authority to Be
auperior to that of the Bible (Harris) ; which teaches that there is no
Divinity in Christ (excepting as belongs to all men in common), and that
He was only a medium (Harris) ; that there is no atonement in Him and
no salvation by faith (Harris) ; that there is no resurrection of the dead and
no eternal judgment (Owen) ; that sin is an impossibility and rightly con-
sidered vice ia virtue. •* It is taught by some tnat ** nature is God" and
that '' all things originate in nature" (Harris) ; that all men irrespective of
character will be saved (Harris); that we can even pray to the devil (so

Misa Doten, Banner of Light, Dec. 21, 1861, and March 1, 1862, etc.) ;

and that marriage as now constituted and enjoined is a' curse and should
be abrogated for ** spiritual affinities" ^Spear, Banner of Light , Spi,
Telegraphy etc). The sickening list coula well be extended as held br
extremists, and more or less connived at by the moderates," but this will

suffice to show how accurately Qod's Holy Word is fulfilling before our eyes,

and in things too which are said to be given as ** exptessly'* illtlstrative of
** the last times." But in connection with these things, so many others are
added adapted to the longings and spiritual cravings of maiy, that a large

number influenced by the boasted ** life and immortality brought to light"

by it, accept of the system without seeing or appreciating the depths o/ in-

iquity. Now the careful student of the Word, wno sees it clearly predicted,

that, as the time of the end draws nigh, there must be a poweiiul spirit of
** man-worship''* gradually introduced to pave the way for the great Anti-
christ, looks around, as an evidence of the approaching end, for this spirit.

He beholds it, alas, fearfullypredominant not only in Rationalism, Social-

ism, etc., but again lifted up in this widespread delusion extending to the
pulpit and the pew, to all classes and professions, and so fascinating in its

appeals to the heart, that men of intelligence and high position become its

willing converts and defenders."'

18. The Spirit widens the evidence or signs by giving us a cluster of them
in 2 Tim. 3 : 1-9 :

" This know also^ that in tite last days perilous times
shall come,^^ etc. Now while the characters following have always more or
less, existed, it is also true—as needs be for a sign—that they are
abundantly manifested to-day. Let us briefly survey them, (a) " For men
shall he lovers of their own selves*^—selfishness is eminently characteristic

of these timcs^ so much so that it needs no corroboration, (b) '* Covetous ;"

the love of money is another marked feature of the age, evidencing itself in

a thousand ways, (c) ^* Boasters ;" how much this is exhibited in the
arrogation of things, in inordinate self-conceit, etc., we leave the reader to
judge, (d) ^* Proud;** unreasonable self-esteem, a,n overweaning conceit

of supposed superiority in wealth, position, talents, beauty, dress, accom-
plishments, station, knowledge, etc., is so abundant on all sides that it

needs no proof, (e) ** Inventors of evil things ;** behold the various de-
vices to gratify passion without discovery, the introduction of new forms of

luxury, new modes of gratiflcation^ new arts and plans to practice evil, etc.
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Some things are of so dark a nature that a bint alone must suffice. In the
moral, religions, social, physical, such things exist, and to so great an ex-

tent that statesmen and eminent jurists have directed attention to it as ex-

ceedingly lamentable, (f) ** Disobedient to parents ;*^ how largely this is

indicative of the age has been tJie complaint of .manj writers, witnessed as

it is in a disregard to home influence, and congregating in places of public

resort, in idleness, wilfulness, vanity, want of honor in speech and atten-

tion, etc., that it has become common to speak of ** young America,"
" fast young men and women," etc. The saloons, numerous public enter-

tainments, etc., foster this spirit (g)
** Unthankful," i.e., manifesting

ingratitude—how this is made apparent, needs no commentary, both toward
God and man. (h) " Unholvy i.e., are regardless of duty to God and man,
possess no piety and are irreligious. The multitudes in this sad condition

and boasting even of it, is the mate to the prediction, (i) ^* Without
lUjUural affection,^ i.e., a want of regard for children. It is, aside from
other considerations, amply sufficient that the most eminent medical men
have pointed out as a crying sin of this and other nations the child-murder
in the womb and the preventives (so boldly advertised and circulated in

books) employed. Statistics of decrease in some localities perfectly start-

linff are presented, (])
^^ Truce breakers," i.e., those who violate com-

pacts or agreements. A disregard of one's word, an aversion to be held
by a ^iiu6u compact, a violation of trust, is undoubtedly a char-

acteristic of the age as evidenced in the frequent failures of trust, tho
swindling operations, etc. (k) ^* False accusers ;" that is, those who are

(marg. read.) ** makebates" given to exciting contention and quarrels.

Society suffers matly, in all its relations, from this class. (1)
** Inconti-

nent,'* I.e., without strength to resist the solicitations of passion. How
mightily this is evidenced in intemperance, sensaality, places of assigna-

tion, etc., is self-evident, (m) *^ Fierce;" i.e., harsn, severe toward
others. The lack of gentleness, mildness, meekness, and the exhibition of

harshness and cruelty is so general, that scarcely a newspaper can be read

without containing its illustrations of the fact, (m) *' Despisers of those

who are good ;" how largely this is characteristic of the times is loudly

proclaimed in the multitude of books and papers which speak disparagingly

and contemptuously of the ministry and aU upholders of Christianity, (n)

*' Traitors^'—persons who are willing to betray friend and country—to be-

tray the trust of friend, employer, and company—to betray the confidence

even of wife or husband, etc., are but too abundant (o) ** Heady," i.e.,

precipitate, rash. There is no enterprise or project, however foolish and
inconsiderate, but what crowds are hurried into it, even if it leads to dis-

turbing the order and peace of society, and ultimately to ruin. Every day
U this tendency illustrated the world over, (p)

*^ High-minded," i.e.,

puffed up, inflated with pride. Men, not merely proud but overbearing in

pride, esteeming themselves better than all others in attainments, wisdom,
knowledge, etc. are but too frequent, (q)" Lovers ofpleasures more than
lovers of Qod ;" how true is this of the multitude, who are willing to

sacrifice God and His truth for the sake of pleasures, gratification, and dis-

sipation, (r) ** Having aform of godliness but denying the power thereof
;"

many profess religion, make a parade of the forms of some religion, but
practically allow true piety to have no controlling influence upon the heart

and life, Alas, we have this noticeable in the most bigoted adherence to,

and show of, forms. Thus far this Scripture corroborated by others," and
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as all theso characters are existing—not one missing—and that too in large
growing numbers, no wonder that godly men esteem snch a fulfilment be-

fore our eyes evidence of nearness.**

19. The continued unbelief of the Jewish nation down to the Advent,
Some infer the contrary and promise ns a great previous conversion of the
Jews. The fig-tree putting forth its leaves is taken for a figurative repre-
sentation of the nation (but it proves too much as Luke 21 : 29 adds *^ and
all the trees,*^) in this transition state, while the parable is simply illustra-

tive of our ability to discern the signs of the times. Aside from other con-
siderations, the continued unbeliefof the nation is made apparent from two
things : first, the miserable condition it will be in just previous to the ojMsn

manifestation of Christ and His saints, as e.g. portrayed in Zech. 14, which
state is the result of their unbelief Second, the manner of their conversion
is specifically made concomitant with the Advent t7se//—unbelief continuing
down (Prop. 113) until they shall see Him whom they pierced. The
144,000 in Rev. alleged to be Jews, are indeed such, but engrafted ones—with
some natural Jews with them—into the Jewish stock. If Jewish tribnla-

tion, or Jewish unbelief, were to cease before the Advent, then one of the

signs would fail us, but being seen, and having now already extended over
a dreary eighteen centuries, well may we ask, how long yet ? Surely the
time elapsed, has very materially, greatly shortened what yet remains.
The unbelief of the Orthodox and Liberal Jews ia suflSciently manifested."

20. While this is so, yet another sign, which a comparison of prophecy
develops, is important, viz., that as there, shall be a restoration of a portion
of the Jews to Jerusalem before or when the last great Antichrist (who at-

tacks them) arises, if we are really nearing the end, a specialinterest should
be taken by the Jews in the Holy Land with a view toward its ultimate re-

covery. Ilow this has been recently exhibited by prominent Jews in
Euro[je and other countries is well known ; how earnestly they desire to be
there is still apparent from their pilgrimages to the city, the high esteem in
which they hold it, and the fervent prayers uttered in behalf of it. The
amelioration of their condition in leading countries, the wealth possessed,

and power exerted, by them, etc., are all requirements requisite to bring
about a speedj fulfilment of the Word.**

21. In addition to this one, if the Jews are again to return and occupy
Jerusalem, then in the nature of the cose, such a wasting or weakening of
the Ottoman power which holds the Holy Land, should be witnessed as to

make it comparatively easy, when the full time comes, for them to regain
it. It is contrary to all precedent that Turkey would yield up sucn a
province, so contiguous and advantageous, without a struggle. But
crippled and gradu^ly exhausted, the enterprise becomes less and less diflS-

cult. Now if we really are approaching toward the end, are nigh to it, we
ought to see this process of aemolition going on, converting one of the
most powerful of empires into so weak a power as has happened, that for

many years its civil and political integrity was preserved mainly through
foreign powers, and Turkey has been proclaimed ** the dying man." AH
prophetical writers, without exception, find it a truly significant sign,"

22. Another is, that we are not only living under the divided form, the
disintegrated condition of the Roman Empire, the lower part of the image
representative of Gentile times, amid the mingling and commingling of

nations, etc., but during the headless condition of this empire, a condition
which^ as Revelation teaches, is not far removed from the end, Prop. 160.
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Tbe chronoloffical position that we to-day occupy in its history, is intensely

itvggestive to the careful prophetic student. !No intelligent man can study
it^ and the connection that it sustains to the whole, without being deeply

and powerfully impressed with a sense of nearness to the end. From the

days of the distinguished Mede to the present, every writer on the subject

\m expressed this conviction necessarily growing out of it."

23. lu view of the fact that nations shall be confederated against the
Christ, the student of prophecy in connection with the evils enumerated,
will not forget to notice the signs in the political horizon. The political in-

trigue and corruption, the vast indebtedness, the tax of standing armies,

the elements of discord in sectional interests, the strife between capital and
labor, the monopolies so largely fostered, the ineffectiveness of law, the
bribety in elections and high places, the lobbying of legislative interests,

the national sins of the past and present, the direct antagonism of existing

parties, etc., we see giving abundant fuel already prepared for the fiery out-

burst of that wild and destructive storm which is to revolutionize the

natioDS, and make them confederate in anti-Christian policy and attack.

It is true, that the prophecy points us more directly to the old Roman
earth, but all nations shall, more or less, feel the incoming whirlwind.
The unsettled condition of European nations, the social agitation, the
destructive elements (again and again pressed down by force), the revolu-

tionary spirit within them, the imperial and republican, the ultramontane
and liberal forces, etc., are things so well known that a mere mention will

suffice. Yet these are the very things that nearness indicates."*

24 Another si^ is the vast activity of the press in behalf of evil. Grate-
fully acknowledging the amount of good that it has done, the millions of

Bibles, religious books, papers, tracts, etc., that it has printed, yet it is a
fact that we ought not to conceal from ourselves that it is still more power-
fully used in behalf of evil. We leave a man, who has no sympathy with
oar doctrinal position, and who fondly predicts continued progress merg-
ing into a Millennium, give us the statistics of one country. John Angell
James {Church in Earnest, p. 89^, gives some lengthy statistics of the press

in Great Britain, the footing oi which shows, that, while in one year the
issues of absolutely vicious and corrupting literature was 28,826,000 that of

Bibles, Testaments, tracts, newspapers, and periodicals of all kinds pertain-

ing to religion, amounted to 24,418,620, leaving a balance of 4,407,380 in
favor ofpernicious papers. To this startling balance, we are assured that
millions more can be safely added. Since then such publications hare
multiplied, catering to the corrupt passions of man. It is simply appalling
and has become so glaring even in this country, that at times the govern-
ment had to interfere, in forbidding the circulation of the worst forms
through the P. 0., and in seizures. Places like New York, Boston,
Chicago, etc. , send forth daily and weekly an enormous amount. Now if

eril is to be predominant as soon as we anticipate ; if it is surely and
steadily drawing nigh ; such an eUtnent ofpower as the press ought to be
vielded with telling force in its interest Alas ! this too is already accom-
plighed."

25. The astonishing increase of knowledge (Dan. 12 : 4), is another sign.

If this refers, as many believe, to knowledge respecting prophecy, the^i is it

Terified in the diligent and successful labors of life-long prophetical stu-

dents within the last fifty years, and, especially, in the recent efforts of

European and American writers on the same subject. But if (to which we
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now more epecially direct attention) it includca an increase of knowledge in

general, connected with a general activity, etc., then let this age with its

marked progress in all the sciences, wonderful discoveries and inventions,

etc., be consfdered, and is it not strictly true, that, with the facilities now
enjoyed, there is a rapid and constant advance among the nations in the

dissemination of knowledge of all kinds. The multiplication of educa-

tioufil advantages, institutions, and the devotion of multitudes to varied

branches of learning, as well as the astonishing increase of books on all

known subjects brought within easy reach of all, is doing wonders in this

direction. If it were sanctified, it might be a sign of good, but unsanctified

as the mass is, it becomes a sign of approaching evil. Mere knowledge and
progress, is not holiness, but adds greatly to responsibility ; instead of

being regenerators of the world (as many dream) they are mercifully

designed to lead ns to the only Regenerator, the Christ. The thoughtful
ponder such things, in view too of steam and electricity bringing the
nations into daily communication and removing the effect of distances, as

a state necessarily preparative to the mighty changes which still await the
world."*

26. Even what men regard as the ordinary outgrowth of nature, or as in-

cidentals in the history of nations, are signs, such as hurricanes, earth-

quakes, pestilences, wars, famines, floods, hailstorms, cyclones, meteors,
plagues, etc. Such things are indeed continuously to exist, more or leas,

down to the end itself as apart of the entailed curse. And, if they should
fail, if any one of them should fail, then God's Word would fail. Being
connected with the curse, standing related to the moral, it is reasonable to
anticipate, that as we reach toward the end, and especially when humanity
is boasting itself in progress and hopes of deliverance that God would
continue these, if not intensify them, both as a sign to those who fear Him,
and as evidence to the worshippers of nature that her hidden forces are be-
yond man's control to regenerate. Naturalists and Scientists, unbelieving,

laugh at our credulitj in believing such things to stand for signs, when
they themselves within the grasp of these terrible messengers are compelled
to admit their inability to cope with them, and are as helpless to avert tbo
evil as the babe. Gosterzee i^Ch, Dog., vol. 2, p. 79G) says :

*' Consider-
ing the inseparable connection between the natural and moral world,
which is made manifest in many a word and fact of saving Revelation, it

cannot sound incredible to us that inanimate nature also shall feel the thrill

of the shocks, which cause the heart of the animate to quail ; although we
hold ourselves utterly incompetent to determine what in this part of the
Eschatological proclamation, is to be taken literally and what is not."
This is true ; hence while abstaining from particularizing, yet there is a
stifficiency given to show that the feefing so universally held by the Churcli
in the past, that nature itself, as a sufferer and as a witness of God's would
participate in testifying to coming wrath, is undoubtedly a correct one.
Material forces have constantly in the past been employed by God to sub-
serve moral ends, and it is the most reasonable to conclude that He will
specially do so as the end of this dispensation draws nigh ; which is corrob-
orated, not only by the past understanding of the great and good but, even
by an instinctive dread which thus anticipates them, both being founded on
the correct idea that they are forces under God's control and command.
Now let the reader consider the events of the last twenty years, the con-
stantly recurring evils and inflictions over all the earth, the lack of no
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former ones with tho intrcJduction of new ones, and with all that is past

and present history, consider the constantly recurring wars—as if purposely

to show how vain the hopes of humanity—the present attitude and warlike

attitude of nations in their heavy armaments, etc., and all these instrumen-

talities for the destruction of human life and property on an enlarged

fcale, are evidences not merely of the continued corruption of human
nature but of approaching wrath. They teach a lesson if we will hearken
io\i.oi the long delayed vengeance coming which even now occasionally

eleums across the bosom of nature and fitfully plays with the wrath of man.
If the thunderbolts shot forth from disturbed nature upon helpless man ;

if the woes and horrors of cruel war springing from depraved human
nature, cannot and do not arrest the attention of proud man leading him
to acknowledge that God must come to remove them if ever removed, and
to pray to Him to speedilv come and perform so glorious a work (according

to Ilis Word), then indeei the lessons intended by Providence and enforced

br sad experience fail in inspiring the faith and liope which God mercifully

intends by them."
27. Another sign is the distinct ** peace and safety" cry. We do not

refer to that resulting from the denial of the Supernatural, or the rejec-

tion of the nearness of the Second Advent or the spiritualizing of Scnpt-
Dre, or the dreams of progress and the ultimate conversion of the world,
but to that significant utterance given by ** Peace Societies." Such are

organized with n largo membership of eminent ministers and laymen,
publiBhing periodicals, pamphlets, books and tracts in behalf of their

predictions and dreams of ** Peace and Safety." Eefusing to accept of

(rod*8 delineation of this dispensation down to the end (including war and
ramors of war, etc.), and placing in this age the *' peace and safety" that
only results from the personal Advent and reign of Jesus and His glorified

Eaints, they present a glorious (but false) representation of the future, that

is eminently calculated to mislead many, (Comp. 175 and 176.)"

28. The wealth of the Church is another sign. She is now saying,

'"lam rich and increased with goods" (Lange, ** yea^ I have become exceed-

\a(jly rich''*), Eev. 3 : 17. Whatever it may include respecting professed
spiritual riches (Lange, etc.) the language itself decidedly refers to riches
literally, so much so that some (Stuart, Wetstein, Vitringa, etc.) confine it

thns to earthly wealth, while others (as Barnes) include both ideas. Even
such as favor the one idea do not exclude the other, for as Lange {loci)

remarks: ** the connection between external riches and the danger of an
inward conceit of riches cannot be ignored." The immense endowments,
the costly churches, the largo investments looking to perpetuity, the
boasted incomes, the parade of vast yearly contributions, the large salaries,

the societies with established funds, the educational and publishing inter-

ests, etc., all evidence a state of prosperity and riches which is more and
more becoming the pride and boast of the Church—so much so, that it is

taken as evidence of substantial progress to Millennial glory, and the cry is

virtnally raised, we ^^ have need oj^ nothing,'* i.e., we are indeed rich, hav-
ing enough of everything. Having wealth, with a spirit of self-compla-
cency, they deem themselves elevated to a high and favored condition.*

29. Tho almost universal desire to become rich, the methods resorted to
in order to increase wealth, the gigantic monopolies arising, the hoarding
of riches, the aggressiveness of capitalists (James 5 : 1-3, etc.) is not the
least sign of approaching nearness to the end. Mammon worshipping.
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a determination to be ricli without regard to principle, encroachmenta
upon the poor, oppressive meaaures to secure opulence and luxury, theao

are characteristics of the last days. How prevalent they are to-day is self-

evident, since movements (England, Ireland, Russia, France, United States,

etc.) are on foot on a fearlul scale protesting against the power and
usage of wealth.**

30. Another sign is found in the conferences of believers in tho near-
ness of tho Second Advent and the reign of the Messiah and His saints,

Btrikingly verifying Mai. 3 : 16 as it stands related to the sparing and tlie

last period of the age. These have been held publicly in England,
Canada, and this country ; more private all over the world. Thus faith in

God, the covenanted Messiah, the utterances of the Spirit, is manifested
to sustain the believer amid the prevailing unbelief and godleasneas.**

31. The prophetical student rfnds a feature pertaining to tho present
period exceedingly suggestive. As the time is approaching for the ending
of " the times of the Gentiles,*' it is evident (in view of nearness) that,

because of the predicted arraying of the nations against the Messiah, there
should be a wide prevailing interest taken in Jesus of Nazareth as a Per-
son, This is apparent by the large number of " Lives of Jesus" issued
within the last few years, both Kationalistic and Christian, in which He is

prominently portrayed either from an infidel, liberal, or believing stand-
point. It IS a matter of grave importance to find that the former have
been most extensively circulated—edition after edition being rapidly ex-
hausted—thus moulding multitudes to regard Jesus simply as a man of
mistaken genius, or a liberal Reformer, or a dreamy enthusiast (made so by
the prophecies of the nation), or a harmless fanatic, or even a downright
deceiver. This becomes a suitable preparation of heart and mind for the
drama that is to be enacted against Him and the Church.*'

32. The remarkable prominence given to the Scriptures is indicative of
the same nearness. The cheap publication and extended circulation in
almost every language of the globe, the numerous aids to its comprehen-
sion, the varied versions and translations, the revisions and their discus-
sions, the works in defence of, or against them, etc., has had a tendency to
bring the Wprd of God before the people with siich startling conspicuous-
nessy that GoU justifies Himself in first warning before bringing upon the
nations the terrible threatened judgments. The nearer wo are to the
end, the more prominent should be this interest in the Scriptures.**

33. A growing sign is the exceeding bitterness of unbelief. If nearing the
persecution still future, the spirit of intense hostility, manifesting itself

in threats—the mutterings of the incoming storm—should also appear.
We have already in another connection, exhibited by quotations and
extracts this desire to crush Christianity by persecution. The hatred,
intense and unrelenting, is already fully exhibited, and, when the time for
organized action comes, will find its victims ready for its vengeance!**

34. Tho turning away from the true Messiah, Jesus the Christ, and
invoking another Coming Messiah, is a sign of the times. If the coming of
Antichrist, the culminated head is neSr, we should find men already
expressing their faith and hope in the Advent of some false Messiah. In
the schemes of self- regeneration and progress, we are called to " the Com-
ing Man" (of whom Coleridge, Mill, Kant, Compte, and others, aro
designated ** forerunners" and "harbingers") who shall '* renovate
society'' and bring ** a redemption of the world." In the eulogy of
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unbelief, in contrast with the Christian Messiah, some kind of a futare
Messiah is spoken of, and urged to *' a cordial reception.'*"

35. A continuous sign is the raising up of false Messiahs ; not merely
the proclamation of a Coming one, as in the preceding sign, but the actual

cl&im by persons that they are such, calling for adherents. They have
been in the past, and they exist at the present time.**

36. The moral and religious condition of our great cities is a significant

sign of the end. In view of their position, influence, privileges, etc., they
ought—if the notion of progress is correct—to be great centres of religion,

morality, virtue, justice and piety. The special advantages that they have
possessed, the highest talent and ability, the leading ministers, the relig-

ious organizations and churches, the missionary operations, the publica-

tions of a Christian character, etc., all should tend to make them better,

more devoted to God, more free from vice and crime. But what are the

facts aa reported by various classes of writers ? We have already shown
that they are noted for wickedness of all kinds, for irreligion and impiety,

for all the evils that curse depraved humanity.^*

37. The great stress laid on secular education, as a means of improve-
ment and progress; its extensive usage under State patronage to elevate

the ignorant, insure refinement, and secure the welfare of its recipients
;

itseoiogy as a ^and instrumentality to stem vice, immorality, and crime
—is a sign of the last times in the actual fruitage that it produces. Ac-
complishing good, especially in giving the advantages of education and
intelligence to the poor, yet it must be sorrowfully acknowledged that it is

becoming more and more separated from the religious and moral teaching,

and that it is falling into the hands of thousands who infuse their own spirit

of unbelief into their: pupils. Education is not morality or religion, for, as

the history of the past and the present abundantly evidences, intelligence

can exist with lawless principles, impurity of heart, and atrocious crimes.

Thousands of educators are religious, or moral, or sincere in advancing the

highest interests of pupils, but thousands, on the other hand, are ir-

religious, or immoral, or bitter in covert and open hostility to the Bible

and Christianity.**

38. The signs are varied, and some are not as distinctive as others, and
yet they are worthy of mention. (1) If we are allowed to take, as many
do, the mixing of the clay and iron of Dan. 2 : 43, as symbolic of the

nnion of constitational governments with a popular element, more or less

pervading, or a commingling of Aristocratic and Kepublican forms, this is

astonishingly manifesting itself among the nations. (Or, if it be applied

to the intermingling of nations by marriage, amalgamation, etc., this has

received and still receives a striking fulfilment.) ^2) The extraordinary

answers to prayer and faith. In nearing the end, judging from analogy,

it is reasonable to suppose that God would specially exhibit His favor to

His people of strong faith. This is done in a remarkable manner, as if

purposely to rebuke the existing unbelief, as e:g. exemplified in Muller and
others. (3) The treatment of prophecy by unbelief in and without the

Church. Ita neglect, scornfal illusions, contempt, etc., evidence that we
are nearing the end." (4) The renewed attention paid by scholars and
theologians to an intimate and abiding relationship existing between the

Old and the New Testaments, and the numerous works recently published

urging this upon our attention. For as " the time of the end'* draws
nigh, it ifl reasonable to expect that—in view of speedy fulfilments

—
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special prominency be given to it (5) A clear and distinctive idea of the

oridnal and true conception of the Messianic Kingdom is becoming more
and more prevalent. Books, tracts, etc., are issued which revive and
restore to its prophetic position and nature the glorious Kingdom of God.
Such writings, as e.g. Dr. Craven's Excursus on the Basilea (Lange's
Com, Rev. p. 93), are becoming witnesses, which we ought to anticipate as

the Kingdom itself a?ain draws nigh. (6) Fre-Millenarians are beginning
to realize, as they nave never before (unless we except the quite early

Church) that the foundations of their faith rest on two everlasting cove-

nants, the Abrahamic and Davidic. This, as the day is rapidly approach-
ing; we ought to expect (7) The very large number of works which have
been recently published on the Theology of the Kew Testament, ^?ing,
without bias, the actual views held in the Apostolic age (and which we
freely use and quote), are not an insiguificant sign, recalling the Churckt
if she heed the call, to the Primitive belief, before the catastrophe comes.

(3) The astonishing number of works particularly directed to the history

of the Boman Empire (the fourth Beast of Daniel), and tracing its varied
career and changes, as if purposely to direct attention to its connection
with the end. (9| The Lord's table which is a sign (1 Cor. 11 : 26) has not
only been a continuous one, urging to the posture of constant watching,
but having been such /or eighteeti centuries^ and now set forth all over the
earth, indicates the nearness of the Lord.** (10) The great riches heaped
together for the last days (James 5:3) is regarded as a sign, no period
exhibiting such numerous vast fortunes, such^gigantic wealthy companies
etc.

Such are the signs which precede the first stage of Christ's Advent. Not
one of them (just as there was none before the First Advent) shall be of a
strictly Supernatural nature ; all of them are connected with the natural,

or are regularly produced in an onward course of development. If men
look for other signs, they will wofuUy deceive themselves ; they must be in
order to preserve the consistency of constant watching, etc., all of this very
class. They do not intervene anything between the present and the
Advent ; they were present in the days of the Primitive Church and led
the faithful to watching ; they were present, more extended, in the days of
the Reformation, and caused the Keformers to hope in a speedy Coming
of the day of Redemption ; they are present to-day still more intensified^

and should cause us, if wise and prudent, to occupy the same position.

We know not the day or the hour, hut the signs are here ; men of intelli-

gence and ability have failed in their approximative dates but this matters
nothing (being what ought to be expected), for the signs are what we are
particularly directed to observe, and they are present ; men of eminence
and piety predict a long delaying of the tjord, a long continued absence of
the Bridegroom, and tell us that the cry raised that He speedily cometh is

vain, but we take to our hearts of passionate love and desire the signs that

are here ; others ridicule our hope, hold it up as " Jewish error," '* fanat-
icism," etc., but these reproaches fade away in the light of a Saviour's
command and present existing signs. Let a cautious writer instruct us :

Dr. Kurtz {Bis, of the Cov,, vol. 1, p. 101, taken from his Bible and
Astrom,) says: " Reasoning from Scripture, it is scarcely possible to con-
ceive that the end should be so delayed. If we think of the incarnation as
taking place in the middle age of the world, if we consider the increasing
distinctness in the signs of the times, and the approach of those signs
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and harbingers of the end, we cannot but feel that the termination of the

present dispeftsation must be at hand," And, if we but reflect, that the
first BtsLge at the Advent precedes this termination by an interval of time
unknown to ns, it may therefore occur at any day for aught we know,"
We have long felt whatever truth there is in the year-day fulfilment of
the Apocalypse (and the Apoc. has been most remarkably constructed to

induce watchfulness, and afford a kind of inchoate fulfilment—in fact to

impress each century with the idea of a Coming One), yet its main fulfil-

ment, the leading features of portions of it at least, are to be realized dur-
ing this interval between the two stages of the Advent (and with this view,

there cannot be sufficient caution in the assignment of time, seeing that
the time specified in the Book itself is not connected with the whole but
only parts of it). Even those writers who have advocated and confine
themselves to a year-day fulfilment coincide in asserting the nearness of
the Advent from their point of view, as e.ff. two of the most recent, priom-
inent and able writers. Dr. Elliott, author of the Horce. Apoc, says :

'* Our present position, we have been led, as the result of our investiga-

tions, to fix at but a short time from the end of the now existing dispensa-
tion, and the expected Second Advent of Christ,*^ etc., and D. N. Lord,
former editor of the TIieoL and Lit, Review, author of an Exp. of the Apoc,
etc., gives it as his decided impression from long and close study :

** Christ
]s within a brief period to oome ivoxa heaven in person." Such testi-

monies, from scholars and leading divines in the various churches, could
be multiplied, but are unnecessary, because every one can see for himself
that there is 7iot a sign but what is already fulfilled, not a token but what
ig even to-day abundantly verified^ so that whenever it comes God's Word
isfuUy vindicated and His truthfulness made manifest. Scientists, un-
believers, and those weak in the faith demand a Supernatural sign, the
exertion of direct miraculous power, but all in vain, because the very signs
are intended to test faith^^

' Thus. e.g. Pope Gregory (Bede's Ecd. His., ch. 32) in a letter forwarded to King
Ethelbert, says :

** Besides, we would have your glory know, we find in the Holy Script-
ure, from the words of the Almighty Lord, that the end of this present world and ihe
Kingdom of the sainta is about to conie, which will never terminate." He then gives some
ligna as harbingers of this Coming. (Comp. Lactantius, De VUa Becda, o. 14, 25. Cyprian
Ep'isi, 58. Augustine, CUy of Qod, B. 22, c, 6. 7, etc.) Lnther in his Lis. on Luke 21 : 25-36
gires a number of signs as being even then fulfilled, and strongly expresses his hope in a
speedy Advent ; see lengthy translations given in Proph. Times, vol. 4, p. 145, etc, and
ToL 3, p. 177 (comp. Props. 78 and 173). Our position respecting these signs (that is,

being of a general nature), is shown by what was noticed in Prop. 110, Obs. 2, on the
Tord ** observation," to which the careful student is referred, seeing that the Word does
not contradict itself.

* In view of this extended Humanistio-Infidel movement and its advance, some (as e.g.

Harper's Weekly, June 22, 1878) advocate a special reunion of the churches in opposition ;

bnt, unfortunately, the churches themselves (as we shall show. Prop. 177) are largely
leaveaed with unbelief and pleased with their prosperity. The editor of The Luth,
SoangeUst, Aug. 2, 1878, has a timely reference to the signs of the times as " worthy of
study, especially the tendencies of unbelief/' and after showing that *' in our day the
Tery foundations of religion are attacked, *' and that ** efforts of this kind have become
common in books and periodicals, on the rostrum and in the social circle," he continues.
" Observing believers view this state of things with alarm," and urges to special efforts
to meet these tendencies and to a union of believers on the basis of fundamental doc-
trines and principles. Numerous papers in editorials and articles sound this alarm.

' Barbour and others endeavor to confine the similarity of the days of Noah to the
time after the Advent of Jesus. But while it necessarily includes the time after^ it al8o
«mbracea the time at and just previous to the Advent, seeing, as all critics have shown.
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that the catastrophe evidences a preTions long-oontinued unbelief in God's, warnings.
We therefore cannot thus limit it.

* We only need append one testimony to those already given. Fonder the statement
of Dr. Draper {His. Voj^ict betioeen Reiigion and Science, Pref.J respecting the " extensive
departure of intelligent classes, etc., *' from the public religious faith/' adding, "So
widespread and so powerful is this secession that it can neither be treated with contempt
nor with punishment. It cannot be extinguished by derision, by vituperation, or by
force. The Ume is rapidly approaching when il wiU give rise to serious political resuUs.**

The last sentence is expressive of our views concerning the political power of the coming
Antichrist. One of the distressing signs in connection is the affiliation of professed be-
lievers with unbelievers. Out of a host of examples we illustrate our meaning by refer-

ring to Dean Stanley's address to the students at the University of St. Andrews, Scot-
land» published in the July No. (1877) of the Ededic, and entitled : " Hopes of Theol-
ogy/' in which the enemies of Christianity are eulogized, and claimed as friends, etc.

Such liberality can only result in producing and increasing unbelief. It is well known
how many universities and colleges have been fettered by this class of men. On the
other hand, many religious papers have eulogized the valuable labors of Joseph Cook,
just as if his efforts would succeed in overthrowing the unbelief and destructive work of
intiHel scientists, forgetting the sad truth—corroborated by all past experience—that
infidelity being more in accord with the natural man—being willingly embraced as more
desirable than the restraints imposed by God's law—will ever reproduce and exalt the
reasoning so oft refuted. To Mr. Cook we are largely indebted for valuable services

rendered Against scientific unbelief, but in his enthusiastic admiration of science and its

progress, he, connecting it with a Whitbyan view of the course of Christianity, unhesi-
tatingly in a number of his lectures predicts that under its influence unbelief will be
beaten down, and the world will be converted to a high and universal Theistico-Scientifio

and religious position. He asserts e.g. {Biology
, p. 212) :

** There is no darkness that can
quench the illumination which now rises on the world," and which is to go on to a glori-

ous victory, until the world is illuminated, and there arises " the bridal couch of a new
day in a future civilization I" Alas ! what a contrast such predictions are to those given
by Jesus ! Our reply, given in detail, to such unscripturul predictions, will be found
under Props. 175 and 176.

^ Reber, in The Christ of Paid (oh. 18), argues that the delineation of the characters to
be found " in the last days" as presented in 2 Tim. ch. 3, is a forgery. He may well find
some excuse to get rid of the portraiture, as he finds himself toofaiihfuUy descTib&i. Otheis
reject every such portrayal of the future as ** idle tales" unworthy of men of reason who
trace their origin back to the animal. The proclamation of the Sec. Advent and its cog-
nate doctrines are indicated by the arising of these ** scoffers" whose attention is thus
exciled, and by whom they are derided. This derision and scorn shows that a believing
people present their testimony on the subject Noah-like, but, like Noah, are made the
subject of taunt and sneering. As the New Bevision has it, ** mockers shall come with
mockery," or others (comp. Lunge's Amer. ed. hci)^ ** scoffers in scoffing"—thus indicat-

ing the spirit. Dr. Brown {GhrisCs Sec, Coming, p. 41J
and Dr. Urwick endeavor to make

out that those who said " My Lord delayeth His Coming/' were Pre-Millenarians (!), who
being mistaken as to the nearness of Coming, then utterly repudiated its nearness. In
this astonishing specimen of interpretation, they fail to give a single reason how this, with
the context, is reconcilable with the doctrine of the Sec. Advent. The doctrine of the
Advent is presented, and its remoteness, or a denial of its occurrence is stated. Who are
chargeable with teaching its remoteness can be easily found in the works of Drs. Brown
and Urwick. (Such a statement we may expect from men who, pleading that the Primi-
tive Church was mistaken as to the meaning of Jesus, make out that the Apostles wero
mistaken as to nearness, and thus invalidate their inspiration). In reference to a denial,

we give the following illustrations : Dr. Nast ( West. Ch. Advocate, Aug. 6th, 1879) says :

" Some years ago H. W. Beecher, whose influence upon the public mind in this country
was scarcely surpassed, declared in the X, Y. Independent : ' I know not whether the Sec.

Advent of Christ is at hand or not I know not even what Uie meaning cfitis. That thero
is to be a literal visit of Christ to earth again they may believe who are wedded to phys-
ical interpretations of Scripture. I do not so read the Word of God ' (as e.g. Acts 1 : 11).
' I believe in a glorious period of devdopmerU that is to make the world's history bright
as noonday. What it may be I know not.* Still more sad is it to hear a man like Dr.
Bushnell of Hartford, say :

' Nothing could be a profounder affliction than a locally

descended and visibly present Saviour.*** Alas ! when infidels and Christians unite in
such repudiation, the sign becomes very significant. To illustrate how eminent men
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totally discard the Sec. Advent we point to Emerson (R, W. Emerson : Philosopher and
Potty p. 33) who discredits the authority of Paul, whoso ** mind had not escaped iheprev-

aiejU error of the Primitive Church—the behef that the Sec. Coming of Ohrist would
shortly oooor.** When men once 'assume a superiority of knowledge—which many to-

day do—over the Apostles, it is scarcely practicable to influence them.
* It is one of the signs that, as Oosterzee {€h. Dog,, vol. 2, p. 777) says :

** In the nine-

teenth (century) the importance of the Eschatological—almost overlooked by the Be-
formers—becomes constantly more universally recognized ;" or as Eling (quoted by
Oosterzee) :

** It is not to be denied that our age enters with an earnestnesB and inten-

ffity, such as no earlier one has done, into the Eschatological examination, and presses

forward in the complete development of this doctrine, one sign among many that we are

hastening toward the great decision." This reminds us of Hurst {His. of Balionalism, p.

3^} saying that " there are many good men in the Church" in Holland, who now cherish
" a varm attachment to the doctrine of the speedy Coming of Christ : It is now a more
oommon expression than ever before in that country, * Christ cometh.* " This is true, as

T6 show in the His. of the doctrine (Props. 75-78) in almoKt every country, from the

time of Bengel, Mede, Wolf, etc. Consequently many cordially agree with the declara-

tion of Dr. Kling (art. " Eschatology," Herzog's Encydop,), that the study of Eschatology

so earnestly and successfully prosecuted in recent times, is a sign that we are appro&ch-

ing the great orisis.

^ Thus e.g. Macaulay (in 1831 wrote, since which time there has been a great increase),

"Essays on the Jews/* speaking of the Millenarians, says :
" Many Christians believe

that the Messiah will Portly establish a Kingdom on the earth, and reign visibly over all

its inhabitants. Whether this doctrine be orthodox or not we shall not inquire. The
number of people who hold it is very much greater than the number of Jews residing in

Engjand. Many of those who hold it are distinguished by rank, wealth, and ability ; it

is preached from pulpits, both of the Scottish and of the English Church. Noblemen
and memberfi of Parliament have written in defence of it, who expect * that, before this

generation shall pass away, all the kingdoms of the earth will be swallowed up in one
Divine Empire.' *' Compare "The Voice of Warning," by X>. T. Taylor, who gives a

luge list of able writers, theologians! and others, who direct attention to these things,

inolnding about three hundred in America, seven hundred or more in England, others in

Sootland, the Continent, etc.

* On the other hand, it is a most impressive sign that so many books, tracts, etc., are

published against us. To say nothing of those which are unbelieving and Antichristian

in spirit, it is sufficient to point out the works of Brown, Waldegrave, Fairbaim, Berg,

and others, and in connection the numerous articles in our religious reviews and papers.

The theories, antagonistic, of Stuart, De Wette, LAcke, etc., effect but comparatively

few, while the sentunentsof Davidson, Hengstenberg, Barnes, Bush, etc., are widespread.

Conceding due respect for our opponents, and without questioning their honesty or sin-

eerity, we may be allowed to say as a resultant of our position and views, that they as a
body compose a sad sign, Ulustraiive of Christ^s xcarmTig respecting unbelief. In our esti-

mation it is a very serious thing to issue works, expressly designed to destroy faith in

the Second Advent concerning its nearness, the duty of constant watching for it, etc.

Such must inevitably " sujfer loss,'* and great loss, being engaged in misleading others,

in darkening" the blessed hope," and in inducing unbelief in the plainest of predic-

tions and admonitions.
* The faith of the Fathers is no longer regarded as practically tenable. Thus e.g. the

Baptists as a body reject the faith of Bunyan and his co-subscribers to the Confession of

Faith presented to Charles n. The Methodists as a body are far removed from the faith

of the Wesleys, Fletcher, and others on this point. The Lutherans as a body but little

re^rd the warnings of a Luther, Melanchthon, and others. So with other bodies. How
many, e.g. will cordially receive even the scriptural position of the Saybrook platform

(taken from the Westminster Assembly's formula), art. 32 : "So will He have that day
unknown to men, that they may shake off all carnal security, and be alioays toatching^

because they know not at what hour the Lord will come ; and may be ever prepared to

ay, * 0>me ! Lord Jesus ! Come quickly ! Amen,' *'

» No matter that Jesus Himself (Mark 13 : 23 ; Matt. 24 : 25, comp. Dr. Leask's

admirable remarks on these verses, p. 193, etc., Proph. TimeSf vol. 4, No. 12) in direct

reference to His Sec. Advent and the events connected therewith, says :
** But take ye

heed. Behold, I have told you before"—men refuse to take ** heed," and mnltitudea,

even of ptofeaaed followers, totally ignore the caution, and rail upon those who may
remind them of the words of Jesus. If this refusal pertained to the unlearned and weak.
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it would be saffloientiy sod, but it is oharBcteristio of ihe learned and Uaders of opinion.
Kovels and newspapera, reriews and able works, refer to our views in snoh a manner aa

to make ihem ridioulons or to provoke a smile ; the most serioua subjects and the most
preoioos of hopes are made a matter for witticism or sarcasm, just aa unbelief has made
Itself marry At the expense of Primitive Christianity and martyrdom. The reproaches
cast upon those who receive these things is also one of the signs. Noah was ridiculed,

and so will the true believer be likewise by the thooghtiess. Indeed, so confident are
some respecting the complete removal of our doctrine by unbelief that they predict the
same. Thus e.g. The Princeton BevieWf Ap., 1850, p. 329, in an unfavorable notice of
Bev. Imbrie's Millenarian sermon " The Kingdom of God/* prophesies in view of the
revival of the primitive doctrine :

" In our day it has experienced a new resurrection,

and if we muy judge from the past, is destined to a long sleep after a short and turbulent
life." More recenUy Eev. Gladden (Luth, Obs., Jan. 3, 1879) denounced *' The Prophetic
Conference*' at New York as " a compound of literalism, ritualism, and pessimism," and
protests that the world is growing ** purer and truer, and juster and better." Multi-
tudes express similar sentiments. To illustrate the spirit which opposes us, we give
th3 following : A writer in The Ludh. Evaiujelist, Sep. 21st, 1877, in *' Hecollections of a
Pastor." informs us that the world is gradually improving, but that at the present rate
" it may require aa long a period to eiTect even an approximate transformation as some
of those immense geological periods, say sixty thousand years." After expressing no
faith in our doctrine, and after eulogizing the Gospel which " is abundantly able to this
great work (i.e. r^enerate the human race) without any new miracles/' he introduces a
Dr. Dobbs, who is made to say : "I have read no less than 1793 authors (!) on the sub-
ject (i.e. Millennium), each of whom has proved with mathematical accuracy that it

would open at a given hour (!), on a given day (!), or a given month (!)^ in a given year (!).

And in no instance was there a possibility of disputing the accuracy of the computa-
tion." (This is a slur on, or slandering of, hundreds of most excellent men and scholars
who—like Bengel, Medo, etc., Pre-Millenarians, and Barnes, Faber, etc., Post-Millenari-
ans—only give approximative dates. In the course of investigation we have found only
a few out of hundreds who have even remotely assumed the spirit intimated.) He in-
forms us that Dr. Dobbs's sage conclusion was, " it is well to put off the event as far as
possible," with which he fuUy agrees, adding :

*' Then let us put off the Millennium as
far as possible, not because it is not desirable, but because of that day and hour knoweth
no man, not even the angels. And then let us strike heavy blows at Satau's kingdom
with the Gospel hammer until it falls, and upon the ruins be built the glorious Kingdom
of our God. Let us no longer be star-gazers, or visionaries, trying to discover the signs of
the limes, but hard workers in the Kingdom and patience of Jesus Christ. Thus we will

most effectually hasten the good time coming." The logic that can intervene e.g. sixty
thousand years because we know not the day or hour, is only equalled by '* the Gospel
hammer" which knocks away the injunction of Jesus to observe " the signs of the times."
And yet just such logic and Gospel hammering is continuously spread before us in our
religious papers.

1' This reminds us how Cotton Mather imitates the direct language of Luther in his
Student and Preacher: " They indulge themselves in a vain dream, not to say insane, who
think, pray, and hope contrary to the whole sacred Scripture and sound reason, that the
promised happiness of the Church on earth will be before the Lord Jesus shall appear in
His Kingdom. Without doubt the kingdoms of this world will not become the king-
doms of God and His Christ before the preordained time of the dead, in which the
reward shall be given to the servants of God," etc. In reference to another point, Cb.
Sabine (a layman) in his letter to Dr. Raffles, author of the Jubilee Hymn (a hymn illustra-

tive of this sign), says :
" We find that some ministezs are preaching that the world is

ripening into glory ; others, that it is ripening for judgment. We know that both cannot
be true. We take the standard of truth in our hands at home, in our closets, and we find
that one class is teaching a Bible truth, the other a Popish fable. Ought these things so
to be ? * If the trumpet give an uncertain sound, who shall prepare himself for the bat-

tle ? ' If one pulpit proclaims : * Peace and safety ! The Lord delayeth His Coming !

'

and another, * Watch, for ye know neither the day nor the hour when the Son of Man
Cometh,' who can be surprised if the joyous world looks on, listens and laughs ? And
listen and laugh it does—such a laugh of merry mockery 1 And Satan listens and
laughs too—oh, such a laugh of malicious joy ! And the harlot laughs as she hands
round the gilded cup, and sings for very wantonness, ' I sit a queen forever ; I shall see
no sorrow. The Lord delayeth His Coming. Thou hast much goods laid up for many
years. Eat, drink and be merzy.' " Let the reader compare Prop. 175 for other refer-
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In this ooimaotion the stndeat will not fotget that the Chiiroh itself is repre-

sented as esteeming itself rich and on the road to prosperity, when really on the broad
road to a terrible ordeal. Alas ! the blindness of men.
^ Jamx{Lifscf Christ vol. 2, p. 261) alluding to*' dreadfnl persecutions," "abounding

iniquity." ** decaying faith,'' and " vide evan^izcUion as the signs of a coming end,"
idda :

" And as we learn from many other passages of Scripture, these signs, as they did
usher in tho destruction of Jerusalem, so shall reappear on a larger scale before the end
of all things is at hand. 1 Theas. 6 : 3 ; 2 Thess. 2 : 2," etc. Justin Martyr reminds the
J«T Tiypho : " There are some countries in which none of his nation ever dwelt ; but
there is not so much as one nation of men, whether Greek or Barbarian, Scythian ur
Arabian, among whom prayers and thanksgiving are not ofEered up to the Father through
the name of Jesus crucified.*' Hence in the Apostolic days and afterward this sign of

the Gospel proclaimed among the known nations stimulated their faith. For a beautiful

ud forcible description of the extent of this sign at the present day, see Cumming's The
Gnat Tnbulalion, Lecture 6, ** The Last Witness. * He renders Matt. 24 : 14, *' And there
shall be proclaimed, as by a herald's voice or trumpet, this Ck)spel of the Kingdom in all

the habitable globe as a witness" (that may be accompanied, as the Word indicates, with
mATtyrdom) " to all the nations and then the end shall come." But the critical student
is reminded of the peculiar phrase *' the Gospel of the Kingdom," i.e. the Gospel
preached is glad tidings concerning the covttuinUd Messianic Kingdom. It is not Bimply
glad news of repentance, faith, etc., bnt disiinctirxly of the Kingdom. Now this was
done in the Primitive Church, and it is done to-day. We have shown in the history of
the doctrine and under various Propositions that this spec^ic Messianic Kingdom, still in
the fatnre, is preached in England, the United States, Germany, Canada, France, Bussia,
Italy, Holland, Denmark, etc., and by numerous missionaries in the various parts of the
globe. This witness is not lacking. Lange {Com. Matt. p. 432) remarks :

" The preach-
ing of the Gospel or misaionary efforts, the most comforting signs of the Coming of
Christ." Alford {Com. Matt. 24 : 14) :

*' The apostasy of the last days, and the universal
dispersion of missions, are the two great signs of the end drawing near." Von Gerlaoh
(qaoted by Dr. Schaff, Lange, voL 1, p. 424) :

*' The gigantic missionary operations of onr
days have brooght ns considerably nearer to the fulfilment of this word of oar Lord."
Steir (Matt. 24 : 14) :

" When the two signs which are connected, apostasy of Christen-
dom and extension of missions, in their wonderful contrant and coincidence, shall have
reached their highest development, then the end is at hand.'* Many eminent men assert
that the extension of evil and of missions, going on in strong contrast, is a strong sign of
the nearness of the end. Compare e.g. the views of Auberlen, Judge Jones, Byle, Bengel,
Elliott, Lord, Olshausen, Greswell, Seiss, Bonar, Biokersteth, Brooks, Chester, etc. A
number of writers (Prof. Gosse and others) declare " that there is not a nation on the
earth in which there is not a witness either by the Word of God or by living misaiona-
ries."

^* The attentive reader may compare Props. 177, 176, 180, 161, 162, etc. In addition
to the testimonies adduced, the student may refer to Horper'a Mdrf., Dec, 1874, p. 131,
where a correspondent of the New York World asserts that in England ** the real belief

in the Incarnation, the Besurrection, and the Ascension scarcely exists among us." See
Gregg's art. in Contemp. Review^ 1875, entitled " Bocks ahead," also " The Beligious Out-
look," introductory to tyeedom and FeUoioship in Bdigion, The portraiture of the Church
as given by unbelief (as e.g. Potter, in Christianiiy and its Definiliona), although highly
colored, contains many truthful touches indicative of the wide contrast between profes-
sion and practice* the commands of Christ and obedience. Froude, in the InienuUional
BedoB, 1878. has two articles on the decay and ultimate overthrow of Christianity,

rdterating the spirit of a large number of writers. While some of his statements are
worthy of consideration and based on painfully self-evident facts, yet the general tenor
of his articles concluding that Christianity is a failure shows that he has no idea what-
erer of the design of the present dispensation (Prop. 66) and that, notwithstanding the
eriJ, he does not appreciate its past and present power. ScribTar*s Monildy in repeated
numbers (as e.g. Oct. No., 1874) declares " an inevitable revolution befalling religion,'*

now in progress, seeing that plenary inspiration, and with it a mass of theology ** goes
br the board," and " the result will, probably and most naturally, be a reign of infidelity,

out of which, after weary wretohed years, we shall slowly emerge with our Christianity

purged of its extraneous doctrines and with a new class of teachers,'* etc. It is amply
sufficient for na to find, corroborative of our position, that when the Millennial glory is

to bo introduced there will be such unbelief and retrogression, that (as Isa. 60 : 2) " dark-
naas shall cover the people." Muoh that men eloquently describe as " light" is *' dark'
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neaa" "with Qod, and this holda good both In and ont of the profesiung Chnrch. Draper
(His. of (hT\/Uclf p. 327» and Preface) apeaks of ** a great and rapidly increasing departure
from the public rellgiooB faith, and that, vhile among the more frank this divergence is

not concealed, there is a far more extensive and far more dangerous secession, private

and unacknowledged,** and hence " a religions crisis is impending,** and ** in all direc-

tions ve see the lowering skies, we see the matterings of the coming storm/* Admit
that exaggeration exists, yet the simple fact that thousands, including the most earnest
and faithful sons of the Church, sound the same -warning—this should cause the reflect-

ing to ponder this existing sign. How true is the declaration of Jesus (Matt. 24 : 12)

** Because (1.) iniquity ahaU abound (2.) iht love cfmany akall voax cold,'* The influence that

the first exerts in producing the second has been painfully evidenced in the hiutoiy of

the past, and is sadly manifested at the present day. Let us give a few statements from
religious writers, whose testimony—not being ^lillenarian—is unbiassed. The Xulh.

Observer, Oct. Iflth, 1878, in an editorial, ** Popular Religion," aays that the Chicago
*' Alliance" sent reporters to all the churches of that city to count the actual number of

worshippers, and, under the most favorable circumstances, reported " that on an average
only forty-two per cent of the seats in the churches were occupied by worshippers."
The editor then refers to " the City of Churches," Brooklyn, and then reports from
recent statements, *' that out of a population of 600,000 in that city, only 90,000 could bo
accommodated in the churches, and that about 360,000 of the people were not under any
kind of religious training," and this notwithstanding the numerous churches, distin.

guished preachers, and exceedingly large congregations there found. The editor theu
sadly remarks on Uiese facts applying to all other places, and to their grave and discour-

aging aspect. He then points out the most disheartening feature of all, that *' the most
who do attend have become so worldly-minded, and manifest so little spiritual life and
piety that the difference between them and irreligious people is scarcely observed," etc.;

and calls for '* a revival needed." If we turn our ey«s to countries once highly favor6<l

as religious and leading, what a condition they to-day present 1 Mr. Bauer, chaplain to

the Imperial family of Germany, preached (1878) a sermon before the Emperor and
Court, in which he gives a bold and exceeding sad account of the wideupread immor-
ality and irreligioQ in that country ; so extended, indeed, that the sentence occurs :

** Aifection, faith, and the Word of God are now unknown in this country, in this our
great German Fatherland which formerly justly was called the home of the faith."
" Germanicus,** in the Lutk. Observer of July 26th, 1878, gives extracts from a correspon-
dent (an American minister, Lutheran) in Germany, who describes the condition of the
Church ** to be that of desolation," and that " its state even among the most eminent and
godly leaders is that of supineaess, "waiting for the incoming judgments. Speaking of
the prevailing opinion that these are nigh at hand, the writer adds significantly :

** The
judgments are coming fast enough. It needs no inspiration to behold the signs of tbe
sky. Germany is on the eve of a frightful catastrophe. Bober-minded men everywhere,
be they preachers, or merchanta, or statesmen, speak with horror of the prospect in view. '*

As Germany is regarded the fountain-head of the Protestant movement, we add a few
more sad testimonies. An intelligent and observant friend. Dr. Stuckenberg, writes for

the Luih. Observer (Feb. 25th, 1881) on ** The Religious Tendencies of Germany,** and
gives a gloomy statement of the parties, confusion, and chaos existing in theology and
religion. Among other things, he says, " Our minister, Mr. White (i.e. U. S. Minister)
recently told me, that he could not agree with Mr. Joseph Cook in his statements that
orthodoxy, token in the usual sense of evangelical Christianity, was on the increase.** He
concludes his article thus : " If the above leaves the impression that Germany is still in
a state of religious conflict, whose issues ore very doubtful, it mokes just the impression
which I want to make. There is great fermentation, there is much anxiety, and there is

an uncertain and unsettled condition of religious affairs.** In " Letters on the State of
Religion in Germany" in the Times (1870) it is said : " Who that knows modem Germany
will coll it a Christian land, either in the sense Rome gives to the term, or in the mean.
ing Luther attached to it.*' tio also in an art. in Appldon's Journal (1879, p. 121) it ia

said, *' in Protestant Prussia the very profession of Christianity has well-nigh died out,"
as seen e.g. in the attendance upon public worship. Dr. Davies, who extensively visited

Germany, presented a most deplorable account of religion before the Board of Missions
of the Methodist Church (1878), from which we give a few extracts. ** Germany is Prot-
estant only in name. The great mass of the German people pay no attention whatever
to religion. They are epicureans in every sense of the word. Millions of them are
Rationalists, while millions more are materialists and atheists. And although the coun-
try is full of learned theological professors, yet very few of them are orthodox. ThoxL-
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sands of the preachers have no experimental knowledge of religion. Fev of these
ptfitots belieTe in inspiration, and even those who stand high among other nations,

uocapy the platform of the Unitarians. The Sabbath in Oermany is a dead letter. The
chaxches are almost empty ; none bnt women go to chnrch. Ti^e the city of Halle for an
illustration. Forty years ago, when it bad a population of 16,000, it had six churches,

ind now with a population of 66,000 it has still only six,'* etc. While we do know that

there are hondreds and thouBands in Germany who deplore this state of things, it will

aot do to ignore suoh statements made by Americans and others, seeing that they are
ittrongly corroborated and mourned over by Germans of eminence, ability, and piety.

Similar facta respecting Holland, England, Switzerland, France, and other countries might
be produced, but the thoughtful will recognize those signiJiearU signs of the times. Becent
reviews and papers have taken up and discussed an evidence of retrogression and non-
ooiiTersion. viz., that in the statistics of several denominations, the exclusions have
exceeded the number of deaths,' and by adding togeUier the deaths and the exclusions a
fearfol roll is presented. The uncharitableness, strenuous excloaiveness, and biogtzy of

bodies of professing Christians, elevating human-devised Confessions, or, without a con-
fession, some engrafted peculiarities (distinctive either in some doctrines, form of gov-
ernment, or Bome " shibboleth") to a test of fellowship and love, they deliberately un-
efazistianize all others. All outside of their communion and belief is ** Babylon.** The
fact is that rwrninal Christianity on the one hand, and unchariUMe Christianity on the
other, have a laige following. We commend the following utterance by a layman :

** Greybeard,*' in No. 61 of his Lay Sermons^ after showing that Church observances and
practices are right and tending to aid a believer in the divine life, truthfully*observes
that A mere observance of them alone does not constitute a Christian, adding :

" Neither
an eloquent tongue, nor the ability to teach, nor a profound understanding of hidden
mysteries, nor great knowledge, nor huge liberality even to the bestowing of all that a
man hath to feed the poor, is in itself a proof of Christianity. A man may possess these
and still be only sounding brass and a tinkling cymbal (1 Cor. 13). The Spirit of God in
the heart and the fruits of that Spirit in life, alone can attest the fact of a Christian, and
the reality of his Christianity. These are things apart from and above all outward forms ;

they are inseparable from the life-giving and the life-preserving love of God shed abroad
in the hearts of believers ; they are not subject to any rules or regulations of sects, and
never can be.*

*

'* ]Iinist«rB who are favorable to our view are but too cflai denounced in public, and
their reputation attacked in private. Many such instances have come under our observa-
tion ; and we know men who have largely suffered from this source—extending even to
covert opposition to their preferment in the Church. A recent illustration of such a
spirit may answer. Moody, the Evangelist, is a decided advocate of the Pre-Mill. Advent
of Christ, and having given expression to his views in a sermon on 2 Tim. 3 : 16 (pub. in
the Vhieago Inierior, Jan. 11th, 1877), Dr. B. Weiser—** as a warm friend of Mr. Moody**—
attacks him, affirming (1) that " it cannot but lessen confidence*' in him, (2) that " it will

create a donbt in the minds of many of his friends (?) as to the soundness of his judg-
ment**—and this is supported by mere assertions such as, that *' the personal reign of
Christ on earth is a chimera," that Christ's Coming in Matt. 24 refers to the destruction
of Jemsalem, that in verse 44 it alludes to death, etc. The assault is sustained by the
veakest of reasoning.
" What streea the Beformers and others laid upon this sign is aptly illustrated by the

language of Luther on Luke 21 : 25-27 (Eng. Transl. Pro^. Times, vol. 4, p. 146, etc.)

Then referring to the apostasy, he says :
'* And this, above aU, constrains me firmly to

believe that Christ vtfl soon eome / for suoh sins are too great for heaven to look upon
much longer, and provoke and defy the judgment of God to an extent which must
speedily bring it upon them. If it were mere unoleanness, like that before the flood, or
only the common sins of the world, as those of Sodom, I would not hold so strongly that
the day of judgment must be near ; but when God's service, God's Word, God's sacra-

ments, Cod* 8 children, and everything appertaining to God, is disturbed, borne down,
condemned, blasphemed, and the devil put in His place, worshipped and honored, and
tSston't Ues heldfor OocTs truUiSt this must make an end of things. As I look around me,
I have not the alighteet misgiving upon this point. Amen."

^* Notwithstanding this, and the actual condition of things specified previously, thou-
unds of men in the Church deliberately close their eyes to botli Scripture and fact, and
prophesy '* smooth things." We give a fair specimen of this style, taken from the Lulh.

Ok«rwr, Oct. Sth, 1875, the peroration of an article by " Cyanthropos," against Milleno-
nanism, marking the questionable statements as they ore crowded together, in brackets.
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The an. is headed, " Is the World Getting Better?'* and the ^trriter afiSims that it is in

every reapect (while -we affirm that in some respects it is better and in others worse ;

good and evil both abounding). We give the conolnsion :
*' Lncifer, the son of the

morning, is waning in the increased glory of the coming day" (? we acknowledge onr
ignorance respecting this ** son of the morning"), '* and even now the gold is npon the
borders of the donda and the mountains are tinged with a new-bom splendor*" (as e.g. in

Germany, England, etc.). " He who sees only darkness and gloom, has his back to the

light, and is gazing at the distortions of his own shadow" (we know of no Millenarian
who sees only darkness and gloom). " Blind indeed must be the eyes which mark no
hues in the morning (?) of these auspicious times" (and blind most be the eyes that see

not the evils existing in the Chnrch and the world). ** Perhaps those whose eyes are so

beclonded, have been too long looking into the clonds of heaven to see the Coming Son
of Man, instead of observing that he is already here (?) in the triumphs of His Gospel.

Looking for a physical appearing, they do not see His spiritual Kingdom (?) rising on the

ruins of sin" (with the covenanted Kingdom spiritual, and the Coming of the Son of Itlon

spiritualized, it is easy to discern things not existing). " They are so expectant of an
avenging Gk)d to destroy sinners, that they forget ^?) the God who pardons and saves"

(this seems to be a virtual denial that God will come for vengeance). ** Expecting &
' first resurrection ' of saints,«end a Millennium of material and political blessedness,

they forget (?) the more important work of seeking the quickening of souls from death of

sin and the reign of Christ in their hearts by faith' ' (we do not envy the man who can
thus deliberately underrate the eminent and pious men of the Chnrch, see Props. 73-78).
*• Pre-Adventism is always looking for the return upon the earth of antediluvian violence

and wrong, and of the conduct of the cities of the plain, and thinks of no other way of

terminating these enormities than by desolating judgments and the coming of an angry
and implacable avenger" (we only follow the precise and definite language of Jesus, and
of inspired men, in preference to the mere assertions—to the contrary, as exhibited by
this writer—of men ; see e. g. Props. 123, 147^ 161, 162, 163*. *' And to make this Coming
an early necessity, it must be shown that the world is rapidly ripening for such a doom ajs

will overwhelm the ungodly with tttter ruin" («e leave our Impositions to speak for them-
selves, sustained as they ore so largely by his own class of believers). " The world can-
not be converted " (our only reply is found. Props. 176 and 176, for we hold to its con-
version, but in the time and manner designated by the Spirit). " The Gospel is inade-

quate'* (we never say so ; it accomplishes all that was intended by it, see e.g. Prop. 86,

etc.), " and it is vain to preach it with any hope of such results" (if a man prenched it

with the hope of converting the world, which the preaching of eighteen centuries has
not accomplished, it would be a vain hope, but if he preaches it with the expectation of
" saving some," '* them that believe," etc.. be will be reasonable and scriptural). " Its

impotence must be confessed by substituting force for persuasion, fire and brimstone
for truth, and a general conflagration for the baptism of the Holy Spirit" (? we trust the
writer may be able to comprehend what is meant by " the baptism of the Holy Spirit," and
ultimately experience it, see Prop. 171. If so, he will assuredly feel that he has unwit-
tingly called into question God's own ordering respecting the future, and doubted its

propriety, etc.). An ample apology for our statement is already found under sign 8.

The Laodicean condition so vividly presented ; the self-exaltation in view of wealth and
position ; the multitude of liberals, semi-believers, occupying positions of influence and
honor ; the amazing progress of mere confessional religion ; the grave concessions that

are made to unbelief ; the stealthy or open presentation of doctrines to misguide, blind,

and enslave the conscience ; the denial of fundamental truths, essential to the vitality of
the Christian religion, as e.g. those relating to the person and work of Jesus, the Super-
natural, the inspiration of the Scriptures, the conditions of salvation, the sacramentB.

etc. What we have already said of the condition of countries and cities, favored for ages
by the Gospel, fully sustains our position. It is not only the region permeated by the
spirit of the Bomon or the Greek Church, but those that imbibed that of Protestantism,

that evidence such a falling away from the truth. There is a sad force in the art., ** The
Religion of To-Day** (North Amer. Review, Dec, 1879), when the writer claims, as witnessed
in France, Germany, England, etc., that ** the intellectual world of to-day is drifting

away from the religious belief and dogmatic theology of the past," and remarks :
" Few

can have any doubt either of its reality, or of the direction which it is taking. Its great
feature is the slow elimination of all those tenets which have heretofore been considered
as esseniidls of religious belief." He shows that this is not merely outside of the Church
by " leading intellects of the world,'* but largely in the Church itself, and which, he
thinks, leads to the displacement of Christianity and the substitution of " a new relig-
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ion," thftt IB to " tend to the eleTation of the human sonl and the tmceasing progreBa o£
spiritual development.** Bunsen, in his Preface to Hippolytus and His Age, gives a
gloomy pictore of the state of the Chnroh and the ontlook, and his reviewer {JS'orth Br'xt.

HecitVt Hay, 1853) fully ooncnrs in the statement made, saying :
** One thing is sure, that

ve are at the termination of an old and perishing one (i.e. era)—that there are spreading
aH around ua the symptoms of decay and extinction. God forbid that we should speak
in the language of exaggeration, or that we should not feel deeply sorrowful that the old
Undmarks of our fathers' latth should no longer receive the reverence of their children's

children. Tet we cannot ^ut our eyes to the fact before us. We cannot say, peace,

peace, where there is no peace." Froude {North Amer. Review, 1879) says :
** In every

corner of the world there is the phenomenon of the decay of eatablislied religions. In
CaihoUo countries as wall ae Protestant, nay, among Mohammedans, Jews, Baddhists,
Brahmins, traditionary creeds are loosing their hold. An intellectual revolution is

sweeping over the world, breaking down established opinions, dissolving the foundations
on vhic.h historical faitibs have been built up. Science, history, philosophy, have com-
bined to create univeisal uncertainty, and Catholic France and Italy are no better ofF in

this respect than Germany, or England, or America." We are not concerned in Buckle's
estimate {His. CSv., vol. 1, p. 257) that even Theology is diminishing in force and power,
since no great works, according to him, have appeared for a long time, for oar concern is

in the spread of unbelief, heretical views, worldlinesa, semi-religion, oonfessionalism,

etc. Bev. Clutz and others combat the statements given by Goldwin Smith in his Decay
cf FhUJt, endeavoring to show that faith still extensively exists. This is also true—for,

as our expressed views show, a true faith and a false faith or no faith exist oontempo-
aneously, and either party who excludes the one, in order to give exclusive prominence
to the other, is incorrect as to fact, and unjust in estimate. Christianity also, no matter
what apostasy and evil exists, is constantly fulfilling the design of this dispensation
(Prop. 86). Therefore we have no sympathy with the untruthful and revolting statement
made by *' The Teaohar** (quoted by Mattison in Spirit Rappings Unveiled, p. 95), that the
" Chnn^ is a dead and rotten organization, which is ready to crumble and dissolve," etc.

For. notwithstanding the evils enumerated within h^, the design of God and of His
Christ in her establuhment has been faithfully and continuously carried out, viz., to
gather out a people for His name.

'^ It is gratifying that among others so many able Millenarians (see Props. 73-78) have
been suooessfnlly engaged in this work. It is also gratifying that evangelists like Moody,
Henry Varley, Wells, and others, so extended in labors, are distinctively Millenarian,

thus answering the unoandid reproaches like those under Obs. 10, note. Moody in ser-

mons, etc., has given no uncertain sound, and Henry W. Beecher (Lecture, Nov. 19th,

1875), conversing with him, attributes his power and zeal to his being ** a believer in the
Bee. Advent of Christ and in our own time"—to his '* thinking tlmt Christ may come
even to-morrow," etc. At a meeting in Glasgow (1876, reported by the Christian Weekly)
Moody said :

** Like some others, I was originally much opposed to this doctrine until,

from amsianiJy meeting with it in the reading of Scripture, I was constrained to become a
believer in it ; and now it is to my mind one of the most precious truths in the whole
Bible. And I should feel self-condemned were I to leave Glasgow without speaking
about it. All Scripture from Genesis to Revelation should be read as an entire whole,
and not a few favorite portions dwelt upon to the exclusion of other parts ; nor should
oar views of divine truth be merely grounded upon the opinions of others, as every one
LB responsible for his own individual belief ; and it will be no excuse for persons to say
ac a reason for not believing any doctrine of the Bible, that they never hod it taught to
them. The promise and statements regarding Christ's Second Coming are among the
things that are fredy given to us by Goni, and are very much spoken about in the Bible.
One verse in every thirteen in the New Test, refers more or less directly to the subject.*'
" Surely if ths Holy Spirit has dwelt upon this theme so much in the inspired Word, and
has brought it before our notice in one thirteenth part of the New Test., it must be a truth

<f great moment to all who Jove the Saviour. Although the event itself is certain, yet the
exact time of its occurrence is spoken of in Scripture as being uncertain, and therefore
calling for const€mt watc^ulness. Although there will be signs of its approach discerned
by those who watch, yet upon the world at large it is predicted to come suddenly." So
Varley (Propheiic 3VnM, new ser„ vol. 2, p. 8), Wells {Springfield Republic. Dec. 7th, 1875)
and others in public discourses confess their faith and urge to the reception of Jesus,*

6k. Bat it fares with these men as with all others of like faith ; their belief is '' un-
•oondnesa of judgment," as e.g. seen in note (1) Obs. 9. To indicate the bitter hostility

that these views excite—as signs of the times—we give two additional illustrations : A
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-writer in the Ch. Union, Maxch 28th, 1877, remarks of Moody :
'* His Advent views are

a crudity which time has outlawed :

* He cometli not a King to reign

;

The world's Iodk hope it) dim %

The weary ceniurlei watch in vein
The cloada of heaven for Hftn/ **

How '* outlawed/' when bo many leading commentaries, divines, and scholars (Prop. 78)
still hold to it ? How ** outlawed," when it was the faith of Apostles, confessors, martyrs,
and is contained in the plain grammatical sense of Scripture 'i What daring unbelief
these few lines contain ; misleading and soporific assertions. But again, let the reader
consider how we have shown the oalh-boond relationship of the future Kingdom to the
Messiah's honor and glory, etc., and then read what the Luth, Observer (Aug. 23d, 1878J
reports Pres. Porter of Yale College, to have said respecting Moody*s preacl2ng Advent-
ism at New Haven, viz.. that it is a " belief which tends to bring back the spirit of Jada-
iam. I feel bound as a minister of Christ to pronounce this conception of the Kingdom
of Christ to be most dishonorable to that Kingdom and injurious to its interests." We
venture to say that this esteemed president leaves " the everlasting covenant" of David
the inheritance of David's Son, the predictions of the prophets redpecting a restored
Theocracy, etc., out of his theology as too trivial I

God's work is progressing, and when we see men and women converted, and exemplify-
ing the fruits of the Spirit and the mind of Christ in their lives, no matter in what
denomination, or sect, or organization, we see the sign of the approaching end, since the
gathering out is advancing toward completion. Hence we have no sympathy for that
class of men, who, under misguided zeal and bigotry, take the phrase ** Babylon and ber
daughters," and, while giving in the main a correct exposition of its meaning, press it to
on injurious extreme, as if it embraced without exception everything relating to Boman
Catholicium, Protestantism, State and confederated churches, Confessionsil churches, in
brief, ail outside cf t?ieir own limited liUle secL This spirit is exemplified e.g. in Christadel-
phianism, Seventh-Day Adventism, Believers, Shakerism, Mormons, etc.. etc. These men
overlook several things : that while there has been evil in all these churches, there hav«
also been godly men in them who were keenly alive to them, deplored, and resisted
them ; that to sit in wholesale and indiscriminate judgment upon all is to do gross in-
justice to that " small flock" which was gathered out before such sects saw the light ;

that the call " to come out of her" (which means to come into their own sect) addressed
to men and women who are devoted to Jesus and willing to give up all for Him, if

obeyed would only result in infusing the same narrow contracted view of '* charity"
exhibited by those callers ; that if this wholesale denunciation is to be received, no
Christian Church can possibly be traced ; that those who employ this language, call

upon us to come into their distinctive faith, without being in agreement as to that faith

(i.e. various seels use it, and each one claims to be the pure Church alone) ; that while
the ultimate overthrow of the churches under Antichristian persecution is clearly taught,
we are also taught that faithful men and women are in them, seeing that the true Church
for many centuries has only been perpetuated through them, amid apostasy, contention
for the truth, and persecution ; that we must discriminate between piety, reverence for
God's Word, love to Jesus, etc., and error, ignorance, etc., that may be allied with the
same ; that in the sight of heaven a condemnatory, uncharitable, and self-exalting spirit

is even worse than the entertainment of error with a heart full of love to God and man.
Hence such writings as Dr. Thomas's, Lincoln's. Barbour's,White's, etc. (however valuable
in interesting matter), are vitiated by a species of denunciation, which claim, for their
respective sects or oz^nizations, per se to be the only true Church, and denounce all

others as false and Babylonish. These are simply one-sided, and judge everything by
their own humanly-devised standard, speaking evil of men, whose nobleness, usefulness,

imitation of Christ, etc., is immensely above their belittling vision.

We only point out that the Prophetical Parable of the Supper is being most strikingly

verified at the present day. In the scale of procuring the guests mentioned, we certainly

find ourselves, by evangelistic and missionary labors, nigh to the Supper. Let tho
student compare Luke 14 : 16-24 with the present existing exertions in behalf of the laKt

classes specified, and he will find a remarkable fulfilment.
^^ The celebrated prophecy of St. Malachi (Arch, of Armagh, died 1148) was made,

apologetically over against Protestantism, to show " that the Papacy would maintain the
Church to the C-oming of Christ" (Kurtz's Ch. JTis., vol. 2, p. 163). This will be verified,

according to the Scriptures, in that it will exist at the first stage of the Advent but meet
its fall between (Bev. 14 : 8 and 17 : 16} the secret and the open manifestation. While
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the Papacy is thus TutxiaUy gaining ground again in the number and devotedness of her
odherontaf she is compromising herself in the effort to secure power, so that she will uot»

and cannot, gain the leadership and ascendancj liscribed to her by viuiouB prophetical
^Titers. The principles, past record, aims, etc., are so diametrically opposed to the
principles and aims of the coming Antichrist, that (as seen in Bev. 14 and 17) she too
must fall under a terrible persecution, fearfully paying for her pretensions to universal
sovereignty. Ultramontanism, however it may for a time materially serve to prop up the
Papacy, is doomed by its utterances, arrogancy, and claims, to alienate the Antichristian
confederation ; and prophecy directly teaches this by the fate predicted and graphically
delineated.

'* Oar remarks are intended to apply to the classes indicated, but they can even be
widened to include the temperance movement in some of its aspects. Take e.g. the
llnrphy movement with which the Church has so largely affiliated. Now the Church
itself is God's temperance organization, and the fruits of the Spirit, among which is

temperance, are the result foUowing repentance and faith in the Lord Jesas Cliridt.

Tliii all orthodox churches admit, bat going out and striking hands with the world it

reverses all this, and. in place of repentance and faith as the prelimituiries, it substitutes

the pledge and in a vague manner appeals to God's help and grace tnthoui coining in

(Jxtd's appointed way, i.e. repenting not merely of one sin, drunkenness, but of all sin, etc.

This suits human nature so well that all classes can associate together, promising them-
selres the greatest victory. But the end can be readily foreseen ; like all other waves of
txcitement, founded in a one-aided view of God's Word, it will pass, making it more diffi-

cult in the future to arrest the attention of men to'the truth. To illustrate the enthusi-
u-itio but mistaken (being anti-scriptural and misleading) notions entertained, it is suffi-

<-ient to quote from a despatch forwarded (Sday 7th, 1877) to Springfield, O., by Murphy
lilmself, saying :

** The country is to be conquered for our £ing, whose right it is to
reign." '* We are going on to victory." If the Murphyites and their co-abettors ore to
do this for Jesus Christ, then the Bible teaching on this subject is most ceriainly incor-

rect. What the Church itself cannot perform (Prop. 175, etc.) no outside ir^fiuenoe con
possibly accomplish. Hence good, pious, honest, sincere, and able men are doomed to

meet disappointment. Bo it is also with those conventions, etc., that draw together
great talent, novelties, sensational things, eto.—whatever good is accomplished is clouded
bj the insidious notion of prosperity, the conversion of the world, eto. The proof is

found in this : that a scriptural representation of the nearness of the Advent, of coming
persecution, etc., would be regarded as entirely out of place in them. With Moody we
hold that "the only hope of the drunkard is in a renewed heart," and, therefore, are
little influenced by advocates of temperance and reform publicly expressing their faith

in God's help in the deliverance from some particular sin vihen unrepenUint of others.

While appreciating the noble efforts of Gough and others—for all true believers are
advocates of temperance—we cannot possibly receive their high-wrought eulogies, which
represent the temperance movement as one of ** the great moral enterprises which shall

Tufaer in the day of the final triumph of the cross of Christ.*" The Bible teaches, as we
have shown, just the reverse. Hence oil those great conventions, assemblies and organ-
izations which— whatever truth may be presented or good done—eagerly anticipate, and
vithloud praises predict, the conversion of the world, the unlimited advancement of the
Charch, and the ushering in of Millennial glory throuffh Uieir inatrumenUdUy^ are predict-
ing wisely and misleading the multitude. A Pre-MiUenarian would be condemned, if he
ventured to call attention to the biblical statements ; and, indeed, there is little danger
of any one ever doing so, since particular core is taken to exclude such, lest a strain of
discord mar the smooth prophesyings ao fashionable and paiaiable at such gatherings. Men
on the brink of fearful times encourage each other by unscriptural but pleasing pictures
of reform and progress.
" The Bishop of Oxford at a missionary meeting in England made some remarks

(reprinted in the Guardian, Aug. 23d, 1865) so apt (as " the footfalls of the coming of the
great Antichrist") that we reproduce them. After stating that it was his belief that the
iart attempt against the truth would come not so much in open denial as in a kind of
admiasion while sapping the distinctive features of truth, and describes it as " universal
tolention," **a deep respect for religiousness everywhere, always providing that it is

not that troublesome thing which, by being believed, affects men's conduct, is any limita-

tion apon their thoughts, or even troubles what is called the course of society. That
they will all agree to put out. I have no doubt myself that unbelief contains within
itRelf the need of the most intensely hating persecution the world has ever yet seen. In-
nead of being tolerant, I believe it is the very perfection of intolerance. I believe that
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infidelity and blasphemy is boldly aToved. On the one hand, the grosseat unbelief, and
Ihen on the other a professed admiration for the Bible as inculcating Spiritualism—one
blowing hot and another cold to suit every latitude. The saddest feature of all is. that

it has evidently well meaning men entangled in its toils, forming, in view of aduptedneas
to spiritual cravings in others, a powerful magnet to draw in others. But this is to be

expected ; an object all repulsive would become speedily loathsome ; but clothe the skele-

ton with silks and rich fabrics to hide the deformity, paint the mask with a bright coun-
tenance, and many, who otherwise would be repelled, hug it in fond delusion.

*^ The moderates would still exhibit a show of respect for Christ, speak of Him as *^ a

model man," etc., but emphatically deny His teaching in many things, ridiculing the

t fundamental doctrines of Christianity. The bold hypocrisy mentioned by Paul is appar-
ent in all of them, in that, professing to admire Jesus, ifiey refuse to accept of His dodrinal

utterances, which can be tested at any time by simply inquiring whether the sacrifice of

Jesus is of an atoning nature for sin. Take the very best of this class in point of preten-

sion and ability, as e.g. A. J. Davis, ** the great Apostle" and " High Priest," and although
claiming a superior perception of all truth in his " superior condition," he and others

deny the resurrection (p. 90, Phil of .Spi. Intercourse), the Bible doctrine of depravity

(p. 88, same), the atonement (p. 44, Lffe of the ^heres), deride Revelation (p. 129. same),

ridicule prayer (p. 35, PhUos. of £^i. Ij\ier,\ sneer at the Bible heaven (p. 76, Life of Ote

iipheres)f etc. All will use the Bible only in so far as it can be interpreted to contain the
elements of Spiritualism and no farther. The whole matter is summed up in Davis's

Auiobiography, p. 489 :
" I have no sympathy with any scheme of salvation which rests

upon the teachings of any one book in the Bible, or out of it, nor yet on all books com-
bined. On the contrary I believe in the progressive growth and harmonization of the
whole human family," etc., and on p. 619 he promises us " the day when, through its

influence, the discordant powers and principalities of this world will become one King-
dom of love, wisdom, and harmony." It is stated in various sources that to do this it

must supplant Christianity, as e.g. Banner cf Light, Ap, 10th, 1869, and addresses of

Middlebrook, Higging, etc., at Chicago Convention, 1874), etc., oomp. Dr. Potter's, him-
self once a leading member and medium, pamphlet On Spiriiualismf pub. 1866, for the
internal working of the same.
" Various estimates of the numbers connected with Bpiritualism are given running

into its millions. Thus e.g. the Ooniemp. Beview, Aug., 1872, p. 439, says they are esti-

mated ** from six to ten millions." The Pop. Science Monthly, which has no sympathy
with it, occasionally refers (as e.g. Sep., 1879) to the. large extent of its following among
scientific men in England, Germany, etc., and the adhesion to it in this country. It is a

matter of surprise that intelligence can tolerate *' the trash'* which is represented as

coming from Jesus, Bacon, Luther, Washington, and a host of eminent deceased persons
(seeing that it would evidence a wonderful retrogression of sense, genius, power, etc.), or

( Westminster Jieview, Jan., 1858) the stoiy of ** a lady who was brought to bed of a motive
power," " the doggerel verses purporting to emanate from the Saviour Himself, com-
pounds of the ludicrous and horrible in which the laugh due to their absurdity is

checked by the shudder at their blasphemy." Even such a writer as Howitt {IRs. of the

Supernatural), in his apostleship of Spirituedism, endeavors to shield the practice of mod-
em necromancy from the concjeranation of the law of God by (p. 197) saying that in the
transfiguration Christ " sought to the spirit of the dead," and *' broke the law before the

face of Moses.*' A man must certainly be easily satisfied with proof favorable to his

system, who can find in this occurrence any likeness whatever to the present necro-

mancy. It can only be made out by a gross perversion and prostitution of a sublime
typical representation (Prop, 163). The author of " Modem Sorcery" {Brit. Quart.

Review, repub. in Edac. Mag., Feb., 1876) refers to the fact that Paul, Jewish saints, and
prophets, and even Jesins are represented as visitants attending seances, and uttering

sentiments antagonistic to their historical character, but in accord with the unbelieving,

humanitarian spirit of the mediums. No wonder that it requires a darkened chamber to

bring forth these manifestations of darkness, from which no name of the past, however
venerable, is safe. In our remarks on Spiritualism, we do not include all as entertain-

ing the same spirit, for some are evidently sincere in a reverence for the Bible, and seem
pained at the extremes of the ultraists, but still their adhesion, etc., is injurious, and
confirms unbelief. Mrs. Hardinge Britten's Spiritualistic Lectures at Melbourne, Aus-
tralia ( West. Ch. Advocate, Aug. 6th, 1879), were unsuccessful, and she assigns for it the
following reason, which speaks for itself : " Because of the splits in the Spiritualistic

camp, and because there were those who believed in the doctrine and rejoiced in the up-
rooting of old institutions, and made use of the new creed as an excuse to relieve them
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from ofi rtstmint and for induUfmee in HeenUousnesa.** The trnth is, that whatever eateem
may be professed for the Bible in behalf of Spiritaaliain, the animus is seen in the con
slant efforts made to lower its inspiration, credibility, and anthoritj. The proof for this

can be reftdily seen in any extended Spiritnalistic catalogne of books, as e.g. in the cata.

logne of the ** Banner of Light Book-store/' containing the works of "Tom Faine, Voltaire,

Volney. etc., specially recommended. Then we have snch writers, bitter and nnrelent-
iDg, as Denton, Fish, Finney, Cooper, Winans, etc., on the Bible, Tattle on Natare, Mrs.
King on Man, Hall on Reason, Graven on the Old Test., Randolph on Pre-Adamite Man,
Frothingham on Hnmanity, and a maltitnde of others, who all endeavor to make the
Scriptoicft nnreliablfl, opposed to science, natare, and the trae progress of humanity.
Kor need we be sarprised at this, when Childs has the effrontery to proclaim as a funda-
mental truth, ** whatsoever is, is right ;'* when Reade makes the individual man ^'lots of

animated jelly,** to ba swallowed up in a perfected humanity ; when Wright makes his

co-workers have as much of God in them as Jesus ever exhibited. They exult in dispos-

ing and ciroulatir^ the intensely hostile works of Bradlaugh, Bob IngersoU, Holyoake,
Uuderwood, Parker, Voysey, Feuerbach, Bauer, Renan, Hfl^rrison, Marvin, Watts, Bar-
nard, Buechner. Lum, Meredith, Offen, Orcutt, Schefer,Weiss, Alberger, Hazard, Putnam,
Peebles, Watson, Smythe, Doten, etc., etc. However we may account for Spiritualistic

phenomena, whether to mind reading, natural causes, Satanic influence, demonology, or
imposition, its impoUncy as a Supernatural agent is clearly evidenced by a simple test,

Tiz.. let any one carry with him to a medium a communication in a sealed envelope given
by a third person, of whose contents he himself is ignorant, and no Spiritualistio influ-

ence can tell what is in the envelope. The Fop. Science Mordhly (June, 1879) refers to the
fact that a one hundred pound note was left in a sealed envelope in the BanK of England,
the owner having promised to give it to any Spiritualist who could tell the number of
the note ; but not even an application was received. Some of its advocates, as R. D.
Oven (Debaiable Xami, p. 239), are candid enough to admit that mistakes, errors, delusion,
etc., may exist in connection (but claim the process of sifting as necessary), and that in-

fallibility cannot be attributed to its teachings.
** The sorrowful, judgment-denounced catalogue can be readily swelled, as e.g. in the

open blasphemy and oaths so widely prevalent and falling even from the lips of chil-

dren ; the extravagance in dress in meeting the demands of imperious fashion leading to
many sad consequences ; the increasing boldness of so many girls and women in follow,

ing after pleasure and amusement, etc., by which modesty, home liEe, etc., are sacrificed

for the sake of publicity and vulgar notoriety ; the immense traffic in and use of intoxi-

cating liquors with its resultant evils ; the direct trade kept up in maintaining the
m^ois for gratifying sensuality with its demoralizing effects ; the 'fearful increase of
divorces and the easy manner in which many are obtained ; the unhappiness and infi-

delity connected with the conjugal relation arising from the violation of law, etc. ; the
increase of murder, so that often several are embraced in the same daily newspaper ; the
^irit of free-lovism ; the publication of obscene pictures, books, and papers ; the
racing, games of chance, etc., leading to gambling ; the manipulations of stocks, provi-
sions, etc., for the purpose of making money at the sacrifices of others, eto.

" Van Oosterzee (Lange's Com, loci) refers the fulfilment of this passage in particular to
** the last days of this era, which precede immediately the last personal Parousia of the
lord*' (1 Pet 1 : 6 ; 3 Pet. 3 : 3), and says :

" It is here also revealed that the optimistic
view of the world, which expects but a continuous triumph of humanism, an advance
steadily to a higher freedom, culture, and dignity in the future, cannot stand before the
thbonal of Scripture.*' Bo on 1 Tim. 4 : 1^ he remarks in the same spirit :

** The dark
visions which Paul opens to us of the future directly conflict with the optimistic and
aogoine hopes of those who believe that, from the unceasing growth of knowledge, all

on earth and in the Church of Christ is becoming always better, more harmonious, more
peaMful. The same Scripture which gives the promise of the last glorious day for the
Christian, utters its ever-incrtasing lamentaiions over the lasi times which are to precede
that day.*' The newspapers are constantly portraying such characters, and the number
is increasing. While writing, a reference to to-day's Cin. Enquirer (July 22d, 1881) finds
its accustomed burden of sad and fearful news ; and one of the columns contains this

declaration :
** Comet or no comet, this year (1881) starts in right to become famous for

murders, assassinations, shipwrecks, tornadoes, conflagrations, floods, scandals, and
other sensations. Deviltry seems to move with the speed of an express train.*'

** As stated previously, large numbers are RationaUstio, and eagerly adopt the conclu-
sions of Strauss, Bauer, Renan, and unbelieving scientists. Others remain orthodox (i.e.

hold to the old faith) as e.g. Rabbi Artour (ia Sermons Preached in Several Synagogues,
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1874), avov their belief and eTpeotation of a Bnpematnral Person in the Coming of a

Messiah, but rejeot the claims uf Jesas to the Messiahship. Another party make the

Messiah only ** a fignrative personification of a Millennial period," etc. But thisTery
nnbelieTing condition of the Jews, and hence an unwillingness to return to Palostine, ijt

given as a distinctive sign in Ezek. 20 : 30, etc. They give up faith in the predictions

of God, and, therefore, say, " We will be as the heathen." "N^'hile this has always been,

more or less, true of the ten tribes who have become amalgamated among nations, it is

now specially true of the whole nation. While a large portion is orthodox in its faith of

a Coming Messiah, and await Him, another large and growing portion is unbelieving, and
desire to be incorporated with the nations among whom they live. This is seen in

America and Europe e.g. by the purchase of real estate, the funding of local interests,

and intermarriage with Gentiles. We only add that the recent terrible persecation of

the Jews in Russia and Poland calls the attention of the nations—if they will heed it—to

the prophetical status of that nation.
*i The prophetical student will not overlook the significant fact that just as the Fra-Mil-

lennial prophetical periods are expiring (as all admit), the greatest power is lodged in the
hands of Jews, not merely monetary but political, as e.g. in Lord Beaconsfield. uie Prime-
Minister of England. This assames importance when the additional fact is observed that
nearly all, if not all, commentators are agreed that the friendly power ^ the ships of
Tarshish") which v ill aid the Jews to a partial, preliminary restoration is England. As
the time is approaching, such indications should be witnessed, and their appearance arc
confirmatoxy and strengthening. Indeed, there has been a lively interest token in the
Jews by eminent Englishmen (Lord John Russell, etc.), and that friendly feeling is widen-
ing and extending, until policy itself allied with it shall indicate the restoration of the
Jewish nation as the best means to secure a friendly ally in the East as a protection to
England's interests«over against Russia's encroachments. In view of the large and in-

creasing Jewish population in Palestine, Dr. Edersheim well said :
** The return of the

Jews to their own land may be said to have already commenced." Varioas disabilitieH,

formerly enjoined by the Turkish power, have been removed ; the freedom of purchasing
property and of building has been given them, and (London 2Vme«, March 20th, 1H77)
numerous new buildings are erected by individoals and societies. Assistance is fur-
nished from Europe and America to establish a permanent and fiourishing settlement.
The placing of Asia Minor, including Palestine, by the Treaty of Berlin (July, 1878).

under the J^otectorate of England, has facilitated confidence in this direction. Tho
great leading Jews of the old world, with their vast wealth and influence, are taking a
deep interest in this matter. Prctentants are, likewise, impelled by the prophecies relat-

ing to the future of the nation, having an increasing interest in the restoration of the
Jews. This is apparent from the numerous works published advocating their restoration
and conversion, such as by Faber, Bichino, Calvert, Scott, Fletcher, Colyer, Cooper,
Thelwall, Bickerateth, Crool, Durell, Herschel, McNeile, Tyso, Maurice, Whiston, Mait-
land, Wood, Eyre, Whitaker, the Bloomsbury Lent Lect':?res, fourth series, 1847, and
eighth series, 1850, Da Costa, Cunninghame, Frey, Thomas, Girdlestone, Guera, McCanl.
Keith, Maton, and others. The German Jews alone {iMlh. Obs,^ July 17th, 1879) have
sixteen charity associations in Jerusalem, and where eighty years ago the Turks only
allowed 300 Israelites in the city, thousands are found, entire new streets being laid ont
and built. The Palestine Exploration Society has already mapped out on an inch scale
about three fourths of Palestine, while the chart of Jerusalem and its environs are on the
large scale of ten feet to the statute mile. The Palestine Exploration Fund in its pros-
pectus said that it was organized to pierce those mounds of dusl and stones around
Jerusalem," which some think is a fulfilment of Ps. 102 : 14, ** God's servants shall take
pleasure in her stones, and favor the dust thereof." Many items of interest are given in
Jewish and Prophetical periodicals, indicative of the spirit actuating many Jews, who are
looking forward to are-possession of their land of promise. The influence and rank that
the Jews have attained is favorable to such a development. George Eliot (^Impressions

of Tkeophrastus Such^ p. 223) remarks :
** A significant indication of their natural rank is

seen in the fact that at this moment the leader of the Liberal party in Germany is a Jew,
the leader of the Republican party in France is a Jew, and the head of the Conservative
ministry in England is a Jew." In science, art, literature, politics, wealth, etc., they
are becoming a power.

-" Numerous prophetical writers have insisted upon it that the weakening of the
Mohammedan power, the overthrow of the temporal sovereignty of the Papacy, the be-
ginning of a gradual return of the Jews to Palestine, and the political and social perplexi-
ties of nations, being synchronous, form indisputable evidence of the nearness to the end
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of th« age. In xefcrenoe to the stata of the Ottoman power, the 'works of Dr. CnmmingB,
Keith, and others (as well aa leading papers, each as the Lomdo^ Txm/M, N. Y. Herald, etc.)

oootain abundant evidenoe of its growing decrepitude. Its firea, taxation, indebtedness^

van, loss of territory, internal and external complications, corrapt principles and
officimls, etc., has wcnderfuUy crippled its resources and strength. We give, out of. a
maltitade of testirtony, a single extract, taken from the North BriL Review (Nov., 1860,

p. 179) :
" The days of Turkey's power and iodependence have long since gone. The

Empire exista only upon sufferance. May, its tottering throne and rotten constitution

tn upheld by the united efforts—or rather united jealousies—of the European mou-
ucha. From the attacks of enemies without, and rebels within, England and France have
been for years, and are at this moment, its only defence. Every Englishman knows that

bat for the unceasing exertions of oar ambassadors at Constantinople, and of our consuls
in the Paschalics, the vast Empire would, long ere this, have gone to pieces. We venture
to affirm that were these influences wholly withdrawn, and were Turkey left t^ her own
aiibias!»ed counsels, it could not hold together six months." It is a universally known
fact that the interference of other nations has alone saved Turkey from being over-

throvn and rooted out by its powerful and covetous neighbor, Bassia.
*^ And here we would observe : whatever defect may appear in the details, the grand

oallines always remain unimpaired. Men have foolishly made themselves merry, e.g. at

Baxter's Xapoleon IIL scheme, without ever considering that the detailed scheme pre-
sented by him failing in particulars and as an entirety, does not affect in any esseni'ud

pood the outlines of this prophecy (upon which, and within which, his theory was
erectedX or his view of the nearness (although he antedated) of time. To-day, with all

hia failure, we would rather be in his position, honoring God a Word, than in that of

those who neglect it.

** The forces at work in nations, and which effect the political action, are of such a
tramendoas influence that statesmen, philosophers, etc., have freely uttered their belief

in a coming crisis. Not merely the Nihilistic, Communistic, Socialistic, etc. give war-
rant to sach a view, but the manifest distrust of nations toward each other (exhibited in
their vast standing armies, heavy armaments of war, improved engines of destruction—
Krapp alone, as the papers state, turning out every mouth 3(X) cannon, some of the largest

caUbre, while the standiz^ armies of the Ave great European powers including reserves,

form a total of 16.471,918), and the intense hatred and jealousy existing between them
(as e.g. between Germany and France, Austria and Germany, Bussia and Turkey, Italy

and Franca, England and Russia, etc.) will inevitably lead to commotions and great

changes. The future formation of the ten kingdoms and their confederation under Anti-
christ will, inevitably, be preceded by revolutions and wars in which the nations will

become involved. While we locate the formation and confederation in the interval, yet
if near to such an interval signs ejmressive of agencies at work to produce the same
oo^ht even now to be manifested. These, in the present condition of the earth, are only
too manifest ; but it is too soon to map out (as some writers attempt) with any degree of
accuracy the order of events. The prophecies bearing on them are exceeding brief, and
deal chiefly with results, so that both wisdom and prudence suggest the suppression of

sach efforts, which, at most, would be based on conjecture. When such men as Disraeli,

Hjaeinthe, Peel, Victor Hugo, Chase, and many others judge from ^* the signs ot the
times' ' that we are entering upon a conflict that will convulse the nations, and predict a
period of terror and bloodshed, it certainly cannot be charged against them that they are
biuded by Pre-Millenarian sentiments. Indeed, it is folly to close our eyes to exlsiifuf

fadt, which eUcit such gloomy forebodings from eminent men ; especially when men of
a calm and reflective mind like Dr. Arnold (quoted by Cunimings, Lects. Apoc,^ 1 ser., p.
4Sd), looking at the antagonistic and corrupting influences at work, declares : " My sense
of the evils of the times that are coming, and of the prospects to which I am bringing up
mj poor children, is overwhelming ; times are coming in which the devil will flght his

b^t, and that in good earnest."
" The student can refer to other statistics, given by Fierson On Infiddity, and by The

Poa^ (f the Press. Christlieb's Modem Doubt (p. 33) conflrms such statements, and the
ext«nt of infidel publications is pronounced (sec. 1) to be *' fearful." Why deliberatdy
iij^irt facts evidencing the strength of the enemy ; is it wise or prudent ? Appleton*s
tifcff*p., art. ** Bookselling," says that *' it was in evidence before the House of Commons
in lH5l that the sale of immoral and infldel publications amounted to 29,(X)0,000

unnally ; more than the total issue of the Society for the Promotion of Christian Enowl-
«iito, the Beligious Tract Society, the British aud Foreign Bible Society, the Scottish
£ible Society and some seventy religions magazines combined.'* This list, as eminent
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writers aasnre ns, haa been greatly swelled, catering to the multitude outside of the

chnrohes. I have myself noticed entire and lengthy catalogaes filled with this class of

works, and many of them recently published. They embrace books of the most blss-

phemouB nature down to a more refined kind which substitute morality, the religions

sentiment in man, etc., for Christianity. It is a matter of surprise that even some relig-

ious writers, not seeing the dangerous tendency of sceptical literature, apologize in its

behalf, as e.g. the Christian Union^ Aug. 1st, 1877, speaks of Buckle's Hia. of Eng. CivUiza-

iion. Draper's hUelledual Development of Europe, and his OorUesi betuxen ikience and Religion,

Lecky's His, of IKe Bise of Raiionalism, his Supemaiural Beligion etc., as simply a prepara-
tive work for Christianity. Alas I thus the sif^os of the times are read, respecting work^
which generate and confirm unbelief in the minds and hearts of thousands of readers—

a

class of readers, too, that exert influence. The I'rineeton Reviete (Ap., 1854, p. 375), after
reluctantly admitting that, as ** Piex^on on Infidelity" showed, the press was employed
more extensively against the truth than in its behalf, says :

** There are constantly
issued in our cities publications which are potoeifuUy destructive in their tendencies, ^'e
cannot better define the class than to describe one which came to hand not long since.

It offered itself as a Gospel to the poor, and then proceeded by an appeal to Scripture

—

introducing our Saviour Himself as a great Reformer— to establish these two principles :

that the poor have an equal right to the possessions of the rich, exhorting them to bide
their time, but to be in readiness to take what belonged to them when the time should
come, or when opportunity should offer ; and, secondly, that marriage was an uninst
and tyrannical institution, and ought to be destroyed. All this was done not in the bare
form in which we have stated it, but in the most plausible method, and with a style cal-

culated to persuade men of the sinceri^ and purity of the author." The writer, sum-
ming up the appalling statistics, and the various classes of works, adds :

** Taking the
whole field in which Uie press operates, we can hardly doubt that its preponderating influ-

ence for the present, is againsi the truth, or indifferent to its interests- that that instru-
mentality which God has chosen, above all others, for the advancement of truth and
goodness, has been strangely turned to work their overthrow." The Luih, Observer (Jnue
6th, 1879) remarks :

** Infidelity has its publications almost everywhere. Dr. \V. Fleming
Btevenson says that the commonest book in the Calcutta Bazaar is a cheap edition of
Tom Paine, and that there are a number of antichristian papers published in Bombay."
Such testimonies, coming from parties not Pre-Millennitd in view, could be multiplied,
but every reader can make a comparison for himself, when considering the number of
directly and semi-infidel works and periodicals, the fashionable literature of an irrelig-

ious character, the unbelieving scientific and metaphysical books, the histories and
school books leavened with error, the licentious works circulated, etc.

** Both of these conditions, an increase of prophetical knowlcnlge and an increase of
knowledge pertaining to nature and the utilization of its forces, are demanded as fore-
runners of the Millennium ; the one as a warning to watching, and the other as an indi.
cation of coming fulfilment of events that can only be compassed by extraordinary means
utilized by Antichrist and his confederated forces. Therefore we bring them together in
the form given in the text, although we firmly hold that the knowledge spoken of by
Dan. 12 : 4 pertains exclusively to the one vision that weu sealed, which will not (as to its

conclusion) be fully understood until " the time of the end " (which we place in the in-

terval between thd two stages), when it will be thoroughly comprehended in view of the
events transpiring, and the precise chronological status being recognized. Evidently the
meaning of ^e Prophet (Lange's Com. Dan, lod) is :

** But (And) t£ou, O Daniel, shut up
the words and seal the book, even to (till) the time of the end : many shall run to and
fro (run through the book), and the knowledge (of it) shall be increased,** or " many shall

search it through, and the understanding sJ^U become great." Unity requires that the
running about (for the purpose of searching) and the knowledge spoken of as gained,
must be applied to the vision that is sealed. Consistency likewise demands that ho far

as this particular vision is concerned (for the sealing does not refer to the other prophe-
cies), the full, complete understanding of it (as e.g. to the several dates, the time of resur-

rection of the saints, the conflicts pertaining to the last Antichrist, etc.) will only be
attained at ** the time of the end " (which we locate, not in the present but in the future
interval. Prop. 130). This, at once, sets aside much that has been derived from the
phrase in support of certain ultra prophetical expositions (as MTiite's, Swormstedt's, etc.)

as if they were heaven-derived. It cdso refutes the notion that the verse refers to the
present rapid locomotion by steam, or to missionaries going about to preach, or to the
prophecies in general (compare Fausset. Barnes, Gill, Clarke, Henry, etc.). The declara^

tion that a complete understanding of this prophecy in its details and dates is still aome-
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thing which pertaina to the future, dojes not forbid onr nnderstanding ita general mean-
ing, its location as to the period of faliilment, its reference to the resurrection, or the
Antiohnai, or Jewish deliverance, its oorrespondence with other predictions. This limi-
tation as to the one vision does not effect our comprehending other predictions, or being
impressed and gnided by the signs given respecting the nearness of the Advent. The
leaaon for the non-<»imprehension of a part (conclusion) of this vision, is found in the
fact that a portion of it runs into and through the interval between the concealed and
open Advent. The assurance given that it also shall be fully understood, shows how im-
portant a vision it shall be regarded by believers during this interval. In reference to
prophecy in general it is still true ^Hos. li : 9^,

" Who is toise, and he sliaU understand these

things ? prudent and he shall know them t" for it is requisite to search after the truth so
that we may follow Christ's injunction (Matt. 24 : 15 ; Mark 13 : 14), " Whoso readeth, lei

him vndersiand."' All things really necessary to form an inieiligent and jusi view of the
incoming fatnre with its events of. vengeance and redemption are fully and freely given ;

and it argues a lack of respect to refuse their consideration and study. This gives pro-
priety and force to the caution of Jesos (Mark 13 : 23) : **BtU take ye heed ; behold I have
fontold you all things." The promise of Deut. 29 : 29 (Houbigant's rendering) : **The
thhyjs vthieh were hidden with the Lord our Ood^ are mttde manifest to vjt and our childrenfor
manjf generaiions," has been richly verified, but to realize this practically, it is still essen-
tial to '* search the Scriptures." Owing to Abraham's interest in the covenant God
revealed (Gen. 18 : 16) to him things of the future, and it ia owing to the deep personal
concern that believers have in the same covenant that God has enlarged our views of the
timea to come. He, therefore, perpetuates persons who are like ** the children of
Isaochar, which were men that had understanding of the times," in order that believers
may be sustained and strengthened, and that an abundant testimony may be given to the
Church and world before the incoming flood. The fact that the study of Eachatology
and prophecy has wonderfully extended is a strong sign of our nearness to the end. Dr.
Seiss (Vh. Heraidf June 24th, 1879) says : " How evidently and significantly has this mark
of the end been manifesting itself within th^ lost fifty years ! Though the multitude
Till tarn from prophecy as from a sealed book, yet what a stir, anxiety, and study has it

awakened in many earnest minds ! By some in every denomination and in every Chris-
tian conntry the subject is being studied and agitated. Everywhere there ore men of God
proclaiming the great doctrine of Christ's speedy Coming to reign with His saints upon
the earth. In England, in Scotland, in France, in our country, in Germany, in Russia,
in India, in the isles of the sea, the cry has been raised, * Behold, the Bridegroom
Cometh : go ye out to meet Him.* A>i*er, never, since the days of the earlv Christians, has
there been so much earnest longing, expecting, preaching, believing, and praying upon
the subject of the nearness of Ctu-ist's Coming. The interest, the study, and the faith are
by no means as general as they should be, but general and intense, earnest and enlight-

ened enough to warrant us in saying that this sign of the end has appeared.** (Comp. pre-
ceding Prop, on this point.)

'^ Our position is that of thoughtful men—persons too that oannot be accused of much
sympathy with us in our doctrinal attitude. Thus e.g. Dr. Arnold (Life qf^ by Stanley,
voL I. p. 270), in a letter to Bev. Blackstoue, first refers to successive ages and the coming
of the day of the Lord, and then expresses his belief in physical and moral convulsions at

the termination of those ages (with which compare Niebuhr's Lebens Nachrichtenf vol. 2, p.
169). Farrar {Life of Christy vol. 2, p. 263) makes Uie dsrkening of the sun and moon, the
falling of the stars and shaking of the heavens, ** signs which may have a meaning both
Gfmii and metaphorical." Van Oosterzee (Lange's Com. Luke 21 : 25) asserts that we
should *^ simply believe our Lord at His Word ; that His FarousLa will bo accompanied
with cosmic reuoluiioTis^ whose actual course can be as little calculated as their possibility
can be denied a priori. It was known even from the Old Test, that fearful signs in the

rmlm cf nature would herald the day of the Lord (Jer. 4 : 23 : Joel 2 : 30, etc.)." (Com-
pare Alford, Whedon, Owen, Wordsworth, Olshausen, Calvin, Meyer, Lange, etc.). In
the Obs. it is said that such signs shall be intensified—this will necessarily lead to de-
struction of life. Thus, e.g. take earthquakes : let snch an earthquake as that which
had its centre at Madrid on the Mississippi be repeated, and, owing to the large cities

ud towns erected (with high stories and wei^ walls) within its radius, temble indeed
would be the loss of life—frightful and overwhelming devastation. So, likewise, with
pl^nea, pestilence of animal and vegetable life, famines, storms, floods, earthquakes,
disasters, strange and marvellous occurrences—these too will be made manifest, so that
the worshippers oC nature (believing that through nature man's condition can be
smeliozated and made perfect) shall feel their own incompetency to remove the pressing
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aaxBB, vhich pressea the more heavily aa the end approaohea. The signs are continnons
and multiplying (as e.g. see the tabular statement of the increase of earthquakes, Fropk.
TimeSf vol. 7, p. 177), and " the dark day" and " memorable falling of the stars"
(meteors), which some few writers atilize to make out some favorite dates, are only in
the line of things which it is mast reasonable, from Scripture representations, to antici-

pate. Such a sign as that given in Hab. 3 : 17. the failure of crops, is more or leas

manifested, and will be severely realized at the time of the Advent, and especially dur-
ing the interval, to teach, if possible, men their dependence upon a higher power, and
their impotency to relieve themselves from the entailed curse.

>B xhe *^ Peace Congresses.*' the ** Prize Essays on a Congress of Nations," the writings
of Upham. Gurney. Webster, Spieas. Burritt, Allan, Buckingham. Godwin, Mahan,
Clarkson, and others, in behalf of Peace, certaiiUy contain much that Religion, Morality,
Season, Prudence, and Humanity urge upon us. The claims of peace, the inestimable
blessings that would flow therefrom are forcibly presented. But the predictions, the
eloquent prophecies presented, the flattering portrayal of the future, the uijfonnded
quotations and perversions (as to order of realization) of the Scriptures, arejtaily contron

dieted by the Word of God. The Spirit that knows all things, and what is in man,
plainly informs us that such representations are vain dreams^ for we are distinctly told
that war will, more or less, cordinue during the entire dispensation down to the Second
Advent. It is given as one of the signs of the end. and it culminates in the dreadful
war inaugurated by the Antichrist, being cherished by the perpetuated depravity of
man, which in its selfishness fosters the inhumanity and iniquity of war. That the
reader may judge of thu tone and tenor of these predictions, we present a few extracts
illustrative of their spirit. Victor Hugo, before the Peace Congress assembled in Paris,

1849, said :
*' Gentlemen, this sacred idea, universal peace, all nations boand together

in a common bond, the Gospel for their supreme law. mediation snbstitated for war—this
holy sentiment, I ask yoa, is it practicable ? Can it be realized? Many practical men.
many public men grown old in the management of affairs, answer in the negative. Bnt I
answer with you, and I answer without hesitation. Yes I and I shall shoitly try to prove
it to you. I go still further. I do not merely say that it is capable of being put into
practice, but I add, that it is ineviUMe, and that its execution is only a question of time,
and may be hastened or retarded." He eulogizes Peace, the ability of man to realize it.

aod portrays the day when nations will be blended in harmony, battle-fields will no
longer exist, bullets and bombshells will be displaced by arbitration, and cannon will be
exhibited as a curiosity of former torture, declaring :

** Nor is it necessaiy that four
hundred years should pass away for that day to come." At the close of the Congress, he
bursts forth :

** Dare now to deny progress 1 But, know this well, the man who denies
progress is a monster of impiety : the man who denies progress denies Providence, for

Providence and progress is omy one of the human names of the Eternal God.*' (See
" Prize Essays on the Peace Congress'* in the North Brit. J?cvtnc, Nov. 1851.) At this
same Congress, ** In answer to the presumptaous declaration that Peace is impossible.
M. Coquerel asserted that nothing is impossible but that which is false, which is

wicked, which is antihuman. and antichristian. But everything that is true and good,
everything that is Christian and divine, is possible ; if it were not so, we could do
nothing but despair ; the way of progress would be closed forever to man ; and to sum
up all in one word, man would be no longer man, and God no longer God." Sir David
Brewster says at another Congress in England, 1651 :

'^ If the sure word of prophecy
has told us that the time must come when mea shall learn the art of war no more, it is

doubtless our duty, and it shall be our work, to hasten its fulfilment, and upon the anvil
of Christian truth, and with the brawny arm of indignant reason, to beat the sword into
the ploughshare and the spear into the pmning-hook. " etc., etc. All this is simply a
perversion of prophecy, ascribiz^ to man what alone will be performed by Christ. Emi-
nent men, by isolating prediction, and disconnecting it from the order of fulfilment given
by God's Spirit, thus express sentiments (applauded and admired by the unthinking)
contradictory to the truth. The " presumption" is theirs to deny the scripittrcU delineation

of a fearful future to come, of a continued wickedness and antichristian spirit, which
is to culminate in persecution and dreadful war.

"* Indeed, so great is the desire to increase this wealth, that the highest talent and ability

is invoked to devise means and plans by which money can be gained, endowments, etc.,

enlarged. In many, instead of '* love for His appearing," love of money is the ruling
passion, and projects are devised which exclude any reference whatever to the com-
manded position of watching. Vast sums are placed on interest, and the latter alone is

used, thus keeping a hoard of wealth to eventually fall into the hands of the grasping
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aotioliristian confederation. The most smgolar ways are employed to proonie money
;

fain, lotteries, shows, festivals, lectores, etc., being liberally utilized. Recently a
printed eiroular has gone the rounds of the papers, urging charohes to '* bny cheap lands
u the West, and start colonies, reserving sections,* ' and thus profit by the Bubseqnent
increase in the value of lands thus secured. Thbs real estate speculations, investments in
stocks, etc., is, according to the ideas of some, an astonishing proof oi the progress of the
Christian Church toward the Millennium. We read the Bible, and understand its teach-
ing, as condcmnaiory of such a spirit. Many are retained in the churches on account of
their wealth, who are morally unfit, because their money, and gifts, and position give
infioence. ** Is he rich 7"—this is a question, when affirmatively answered, that covers a
multitude of sins. k
* The protests of Land tenantry, Bocialism. Communism, Nihilism, etc., speak for

themselves, for however we may object to the principles of reform advocated, the oppres-
sion and necessities give abundant reason in behalf of the same. The confiicta between
capital and labor, the fearful increase of pauperism in city and country at the side of an
increased material prosperity, the immense and increasing landed estates falling into the
possesion of a few to the detriment of the many, are subjects that have profoundly agi-

tated statesmen. The organization of Capital in self-protection, and the organization of
Labor to resist encroachments ; the vast wealth secured by the labor of others (who remain
poor), and the numerous strikes of laborers to increase, if possible, their wages ; the fer-

ment going on in our business centres and the periods of depression when but little

employment is afforded, all indicate the danger that threatens all countries. Zech.
8 : 10 will again be lai^ely verified in the experience of multitudes. In this connection,
we refer to one fact, viz., the utilization by Capital of machinery. A number of eminent
Tritars and statesmen are discussing the tremendous influx of manual labor-saving
nuchineiy, and the impression made upon cautious minds is, that these esteemed bless-
ings may finally so culminate as to bring in a whirlwind of distress and sorrow by re-

ducing the cost of labor and throwing out of employment tens of thousands through the
substitution of steam, iron, and steel. This edready is done on a small scale, when
manufactories, owing to a manufacture beyond the market, shut down for a time to await
sretoming demand—a condition which is on the increase. Men are beginning to fear
the final result, and anxiously canvass the expediency of urging agricultural pursuits,
etc., in order to provide some means of escape, and to furnish, at least, bread. This
entire labor question is so gigantic and involved, both Capital and Labor having rights
that ought to be respected, that we feel incompetent to hazard an opinion, and hence
merely direct attention to it as one of the signs, feeling assured that the predicted sel-

fiiihnewi of the last times will make it an important factor in the misery entailed upon
the nations.
^ These gatherings for mutual encouragement and sympathy, have been made the sub-

ject of ridicule by the secular, and professed religious press. Infidel and Church-mem-
ber, the learned and ignorant, a multitude of all classen and opinions, expressed their
stxTH and ooi\Umpi of those who could thus testify to " the Blessed Hope." The notice
Uiat these have received, has been amply sufficient to Indicate that their testimony is a
«i^ of *' the last days.** In addition, another sign, that of Isa. 66 : 5, appears in con-
nection with this one, viz., the hatred manifested, the threats employed, the epithets used
toward such believers. The spirit of Luke 12 : 45 is exhibited on all sides, and many a
believer feels in his person, influence, preferment, reputation, church relationship, etc.,

the inflictions of professed * * fellow-servants" who say in their heart, and boldly pro-
daim it also ** my Lord delayelK IRs Ooming." Persecution, under various forms, has
been used, and the hearts of many are hostUe and bitter against us, because we express
fiuth and hope in the nearness of a Coming, loving Saviour. The writer's heart has been
saddened and pained by bitter experience in this direction, but likewise encouraged and
strengthened because divinely forewarned in the Word that such trial is to be expected.
" This point will again be noticed under Prop. 199. The main point of attack and

defence between unbelief and faith, is the Person of the Christ. Rev. Dr. Wynn in a
recent address to the Theol. Alumni of Wittenberg College, Jane, 1881, emphasized the
fact that the great object of sceptical attack was the Coming of Jesus in the fiesh, the
anion of the divine and human in His Person.
^ The publication and oiroulation of the Scriptures within a few years has been marvel-

loos ; the issue of commentaries on the whole Bible or separate books has been unexam-
pled ; works on hermeneutics, criticism, philology, antiquities, history, geography,
chronology, dictionaries, doctrines, evidences, etc., pertaining to the Bible form an im-
mense anay. Not merely faith in God's Word brings forth such fruitage, but unbelief
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has recently pnblished and circulated its tens of thousands of books and millions of

tracts, attacking and criticising the Scriptures, thus, while unfriendly and eril-minded,
directing attanion to them. The reader is also directed to a new and interesting study
of the constellations in their Christian teaching, as presented by Bev. Dr. Seiss in his
lately published work " The Gospel in the Stars." The union of teaching with the
ScriptureSp relating to Redemption in Christ, is wonderful.

** The writings of Murray, Boynton, Ambler, Ballon, Hammond, Post, and a host of
others, are filled toUh hatred to the Church, the ministr}', Grospel, etc., and ardent appeals
are made for their *' final overihraw and eaiincium,'* The cry of many is " Down with tbe
Churches, " and the Telegraph (No. 8) asserts in view of the extended and increasing
unbelief :

** This is the commencement of the Millennium, and it will be established on
the ruins ofaUtJie churches,** Even women participate, as e.g.. the K Y, 3Vifewne(Feb. 27,

1878) refers to a female Socialist Congress, held at Berlin, in which the animus of the sex
under the influence of unbelief is fully exhibited, ** exhorting humanity to revolt tn
masse against ecclesiastical restraints and every form of Christianity.'* Thus " Frau
Ha^n cried with a loud voice that the Christian Church, deformed as it is by Immoral
ignorance, must he despoiled of its trophies and possessions"-- advocating the turning
out of the ministiy, the removal and selling of fixtures, the transformation of church
property into dwelling-places and cheap lodging-houses, etc. The hostility of infidelity

is something fearful to contemplate. Brookes {MaranaUui, p. 382) truthfully remarku :

" The respectable people who attend preaching do not teem to know that they are sauu
tering in their gay dothing to the House of God over a slumbering volcano, U they felt

sufficient interest, and took the slightest pains to inquire into the moral condition of the
rough-clad and rough-handed workingmen, who constitute the overwhelming majority
of the population, they would be astounded, and perhaps alarmed to discover how fierce

and suUen is the infidelity which sleeps like a tiger in the bosoms of thouiiands around
them, and how rapid has been the spread throughout Christendom of Communism that
may burst forth at any moment in a wilder conflagration than that which destroyed
Paris." The an. Daihf Times (March 11th, 1880) asks '* WTiat is Nihilism r and says that,
'* In a speech made at Geneva in 1868, Michael Bukunin, who has been called the father
of Nihilism, asserted :

* The first duty of mankind, is to obliterate from (he heart any
belief in a God, who is but the personification of absolute tyranny invented with the ideA
that nine tenths of the world should be subject to the remaining tenth. Tear out of
your hearts the belief in the existence of God, for as long as an atom of that auperstUion
remains you will never know what freedom is. The second lie is right Might invented
the fiction of right, in order to insure her reign. When you have freed your mindfrom
thefear cf Qod^ and that childish respect for the Hctton ^ right, then all the remaining
chains which bind you, and are called science, civilization, property, marriage, morality
and justice, will snap asunder like threads. Let your own happiness be your oum fate.'

*

'

These views are extremely ultra and destructive and pertain to the extremists, but even
the more moderate advocate sentiments which, in the hands of the multitude that
desire to be freed from moral restraint, become highly dangerous in their tendencies.
When e.g. Frothingbam (Introd. to Ereedom and IkUowship) declares, ** The devout
intelligence of modem times does demand precisely this

—

the indefiniie modificaiion of
theology ; and it will press the demand until every vestige of the theology is swept away,
and reason is alone and supreme in the domain of truth*'—this is only paving the way
for persecution. When Victor Hugo and the multitude of " illuminated literati" cele-

brate the centenary of Voltaire, and when at Geneva the centenary of J. J. Bonsseau is

observed, and when special honor is paid to the memory of Tom Paine, etc.. these are
only exhibitions of the feeling of antagoniffln. Prof. Bowen (Pref. to Modem Phiios-

ophy)t in reviewing the tendencies of the times, says :
** Let me be permitted also to re-

Eest the opinion, which I ventured to express as tax back as 1849, that the time seems to
ave arrived for a more practical and immediate verification than the world has ever yet

witnessed of the great truth, that the civilization which is not based on Christianity is

big with the dements of its own destruction,** As to the widening infiuence and extent of in-
fidelity.Van Oosterzee {Luth. Observer^ Dec. 19th, 1879) declares ** that a wave of infidelity

was steadily advancing over I^testant Europe, which not even the most favored
country could escape," etc. Pressense (Pref. to Early Tears of ChrisfinnUy\ re-
marks of the extension of unbelief : "It is present in the very air we breathe ; it finds its

way into the lightest publications ; the novel and the journal vie with each other in
its diffusion ; short review articles, skilled in giving grace and piquancy to erudition
famish it with arguments that appear weighty because they are so In comparison with
the pleaaantiies of Voltaire. Such a condition of things is critical, and calls for grave
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and speckU oonsideratioiL If those who are convinced of the divinity of Christianity
slnmbar on m false and fatal security, they must be prepared to pay cUarly for their sloth-

folness ; and the Church and mankind—which have need of each other—will pay dearly

for it also. The voice of scepticism will alone be heard, and the sweeping assertions of
an unbelief—often more credalons than bigotry—will pass for axioms/' A mnUitade
of similar ntterances and warnings, from men of all classes (who have no sympathy with
Pre-Millenartaniam), might be adduced, and the tendencies (as e.g. in the new creed of
Htranss called by some '* inhuman Fmssianism,** the " Aforai Reform of France," by
Benan. the ''Origin and Development of Religious Belief," by Baring-Gould, the
"Lectures" of CoL Ingersoll, the articles of the Jtbrimghily i2euteto, Popular Science

ManUdy, etc., the blasphemous writings of Profs. Olifiord, Greg, Morley, Stephen, and,
literallyy a host of others), at work presented, but we content ourselves with producing
the views and spirit of two writers, illustrative of the many. In the North Brii. Review
(Sep. 1879) is an art " Confessions of an Agnostic." in which are loud boasts of the
gensnJ unbelief prevailing ; of eminent men falling away from belief in the Supemat-
ond ; of an inleUectual development showing that " ail religion must disappear /' of a
{>raaant " turmoil" which " will end in a settled state of confirmed unbelief ;" of col-

egea, universities, periodicals, works of history, fiction, etc., being largely leavened ; of
science, philosophy, etc., sustaining the attacks of infidelity, and concludes, that the
freedom he seeks must be obtained by effectually crushing oZI enenUes. (This man, as evi-

dence of oonsistency to principles, avows in the same art., that he lives with a mistress
with whom he has had several children, and refused her pleading—when softened by his
illness—for a marriage, because he had '* ihe courage'* to reject *' a legal bond"). Gold-
win Smith in ** The Prospect of a Moral Interregnum" {AUaniic Montfdy, Nov. 1879) after

dilating on the universal unbelief, concludes as follows :
" The object of this short

paper is only to call attention to the fact that, if we may judge by the experience of his-

tory, a crisis in the moral sphere, which will probably bring with it a polUiccU and social

crisis, appears to have arrived." The same writer in an art. *'The Proposed Substi-
tutes for Religion" (EdecUc Mag.^ 1878, taken from Macmillan*s), speaks of afmrfid
trisis at haiul. After giving the success of destructive criticism, unbelieving science,

eta. he is forced (unbelieving as he is) to add : " But at the same time the foundations
of general morality have inevitably been shaken, and a crisis has been brought on, ihe

gravity of which no one can fail to see, and nobody but a fanatic of materialism can see
without the tno^ serious misgiving. There has been nothing in the history of man like

the present situation. The decadence of the ancieDt mythologies is very far from afford-

ing a paralleL The connection of those mythologies with morality was comparatively
slight. Dull and half-animal minds would hardly be conscious of ihe change which was
partly veiled from them by the continuance of ritual and state creeds ; while in the minds
of Plato and Marcus Aurelius it made place for the development of a moral religion.

The Reformation was a tremendous earthquake ; it shook down the fabric of mediaeval
religion, and, as a consequence of the disturbance in the religious sphere, filled the
worid with revolutions and wars. But it left the authority of the Bible unshaken, and
men might feel that the destructive process had its limit, and that adamant was still

beneath their feet. But a world which is inteliectually and keenly alive to the signifi-

cance of these questions, reading all that is written about them with almost passionate
aridity, finds itself brought to a crisis, ihe charader of tohich any one may realize by diS'

imctitfpresenting io himself ihe idea cf exisienee toUhoui a God."
^ Thus, e.g. the Ch. Herald (Jan. 30th, 1879) reports that " the Spiritualists boldly assert

that in ' the coming regeneration,* the present state of society, and all existing creeds
and religions, will be swept away by a personage whom they call the * Comforter/ who is

shortly to appear in order to heal the wounds of our afflicted race. ** It also gives in
detail the statements of a medium respecting the introduction, by Spiritualism, of *' the
groat Day of Jubilee," " the Coming of a glorious Future—<Afl Gaming of a New
Mesnah.** Kumeroua allusions of this kind can be quoted ; some in earnest, others,
probably, of a rhetorical order. Reason itself, or Truth, is elevated to a Mesaiahship.
Thoa e.B. Rabbi Wise {I^eedom and Ftllowship^ p. 380), says :

" Reason, the understand-
ing, ia the Guide which God has given us ; the highest and last Gu*biter in all matters,
human and divine. Reason is the supreme authority ; and there is no appeal from its

decisions. Faith, conscience, history, and the Bible, must submit to reason," etc., and
then tells us :

'* Truth is the only Messiah. Reason, says a Jewish authority, is the ai^el
(the mediator) which stands between God and man. Reason has redeemed the human
tamily from barbarism and will complete the work of Redemption.** No wonder, in
>iew of such utterances and the signs of the orj^mization of evil, of the Messianic hopes
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expressed in nnbeUeving mass oanventions, that beHevers shooid deem the coming of
Antichrist near at hand. Thns e.g. Arohb. Trench in his Charge to the Clergy
(Oct. 1879, qnoted CA. Herald^ Jan. 15th, 1880) speaks, in view o£ the prevailing nn.
belief and its attacks, of the speedy development of the Antichiist :

'* The Man in
whom will finally concentrate itself all the hatred of the world against Uie idea of a liv-
ing God, the great Antichrist who is yet to be revealed, who will oppose and exalt him-
self above all that is called Ood, or is worshipped ; even the false religions of the world,
in so far as they are worships at all—acknowledgments by men of a greater than man—
will be hateful to him, no less than the tme. ' The Kingdom of Man is at hand'—sach
will be the good tidings of great joy which he will proclaim, which his servants and fore-
nuiners are proclaiming already. What will be the end of the Kingdom of that Wicked
One a sure word of prophecy has told us ; but meanwhile the waves of the sea rage hor-
ribly, and it must be sorrowfully owned of the ship of the Church that it is but illy pre-
pared to meet the storm.*' He adds :

** A trem&ndoua crisis is at hand for the Church of
Christ—Universal Church—and is growing nearer and more threatening. We are in-
deed wrapped already in the skirts of the Condng siorm,**

** The £!ncy, Belig. Knowledge gives in art. " Messiah" a number of pretended Mes-
siah's who have appeared in the post ; so also M*Clintock and Strong's C^elopcedia^
Others may be included as Mathiaa, the prophet of Winchester Co. N. Y., David George
founder of the Davidists, Richard Brothers (died 1824—see art. Appleton's (Jyclop.\ eto.
More recently we have had Isrolka (see Nathaniel, for Jan. eoid Feb. 1868) in Russia ;

one reported in the East, at Sana, in the Kingdom of Yeman ; another spoken of in the
J^'emdenblati (1872) as officially communicating with the Jewish congregation at Berlin; and
several with but slight following in the United States. Every now and then the papers
report something of the kind, but it is generally attributed rather to insanity than to im-
posture. Men may ridicule such claims, but the day is coming when one will utilize the
same with terrible effect —the Antichrist. When Science arrays itself against Revela-
tion ; Naturalism strives to eradicate the Supernatural ; Metaphysics assails the Divine ;

Ethics severs morality from belief ; Geology scorns the cosmogony of Moses ; Astron-
omy denies Inspiration ; Criticism laughs at the Received Text ; Neology introduces its
myths ; Pantheism and Spiritualism ^ve us mystical interpretations ; Histoxy sub.
verts facts—when ten thousand agencies like these are at work with restless, disinte-

Sating, reforming spirit, the way is surely paving for such a claim. Just as it was at
e destruction of Jerusalem, with fanatical and enthusiastic claims forming dreadful

signs, so it will be again, but only pondered by the thoughtful. Thus, e.g. such items
as the following do not escape our notice : in the 7\mes.Star, Aug. 1881, it is stated that
Dr. St. Simon F. Munger professes to be " Christ Jesus, the second time in flesh without
sin unto salvation;*' and his professed mission is to select the 144,000 virgins, etc.

Let this be characterized, as it deserves to be, insane folly ; yet precisely such madness
and delusion, and even worse, is to be manifested in the lost days.

*'^ We leave others to tell the sad story of a condition, which demands a heavy police force
to be constantly exerted in order to protect property and life. John Ruskin in ** Th«
Lord's Prayer and the Church" {Contemp, Revietc, republished in the Library Mag.,
Jan. 1880), speaking of the Church so lightly dealing with sin, and in many instanoes
conniving at iniquity ** by steadily preaching away ^e penalties of it.*' adds : *^So that
the great cities of the earth, which ought to be the places set on its hills, with the
Temple of the Lord in the midst of them, to which the tribes should go up—centres to
the Kingdoms and Provinces of Honor, Virtue, and the knowledge of the Law of God—have become instead loathsome centres cf fomioaiion and eovetousnesa—ihe smoke of their
sin going up in the face of heaven like the furnace of Sodom, and the pollution of it

rotting and raging through the bones and the souls of the peasant people round them,
OS if they were each a volcano whose ashes broke out in blains upon man and beast.
And in the midst of them, their freshly set up steeples ring the crowd to a weekly pray-
er-meeting that the rest of their lives may be pure and holy, while they have not the
slightest intention of purifying and sanctifying, or changing their lives in any, the
smallest, particular ; and^ their clergy gather, each into himself, the curious dual power,
and Janus-faced majesty in mischief, of the prophet that prophesies falsely, and the
priest that bears rule by his means. And the people love to have it so." Such is the
picture of an unbeliever, who cannot discern that amid all this corruption and perver-
sion of the good. God has still reserved unto Himself " a remnant" of Godly, pious soola,
ioho mourn at the gigantic evils surrounding them. The great cities of the earth, such
as London, Paris, Berlin, New York, Brooklyn, Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati, etc. etc.,
exhibit an exceeding low religious and moral condition. Tolmoge, from persolna ob-
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Berrmtion in exploring the sinkB of iniqnity, declares that the enormity of hidden rioe is

gooh, that " the foondations of New York and Brooklyn are struck through wUh rottenness/*

uid that " if iniquity makes the same advancement in the next hnndrud years that it

hMA in the past one hundred years, the last moral and religions influence will have
perished from our cities. It is only a sum of moral subtraction and addition. The
people know not the spread of this Tims,*' eto. ** I tell you, that I have explored the
vmalts and oellars of the city, and that, underneath all our American cities are deaihful

nnd u^UosCue injluences ready to be hurled off into a very earthquake of moral calamity."

It does not require such an exploration to see the same sad and terrible condition. Our
leading newspapers again and again have referred to the dangerous conditions, while
jadg&f. brought in constant contact, have expressed its depth and extent. Every one can
nee it that ti^es a daily paper, for the daily reports of vice and crime are constant and
appalling. For the ** Paganism of Paris," see the art. on, by Pere Hyacinthe {Bkdectio

Mag., for 1880, taken from the Nineteenih Cent.), Dr. Thompson in art. " Drift of

Europe*' {Princeton RevietOf 1878, p. 753), who is disposed to take a flattering view of the
altimate future, however, candidly remarks on the increase of infidelity and religious

indifference :
'* In the city of Berlin, with a population of a miUion of souls, there are

barely stver^ houses of woxBhip, including Jewish synagogues as well as Protestant and
Catholic ohorchea, chapels, and suburban stations ; and, excepting on the days of

church festivals, the majority of these churches are seldom haif filed. " We have in
another place had reference to " the City of Churches/' Brooklyn, showing its condition
made by the ministers of the place, so that we are not surprised that recent N. Y.
papers say that the police records of the city indicate an increase of arrests and crime.

Take Cincinnati's statistics as given by Rev. Wendle (the Journal and Mes.tenger,

Nor. 15th, 1878X and the population is 250,000 ; of these 65.000 are Roman Catholics,

7000 Jews. 20.000 foreign Protestants, making 92.000 ; add to this 12.000 for English
Protestant churches of all classes, yet it leaves—aside from the merely nominal relig-

ious, of which there is a large class—a fearful number under no religious influence what-
ever. Mr. Wendle was not wrong when he attributed such a preponderance on the side

of iireligion, when he said that ** it lies in the sceptical unrest and unbelief peculiar to
the age that we live in." Similar statistics are given of St. Louis, Chici^o, and other
cities, and the general lamentation (as we have shown elsewhere) is, that the sittings

already provided are not utilized, unless on exceptional times. Buch illustrations could
be moltiplied, and we append another to indicate that this state is attracting special
attention. Under the heading *' Decline of Religion in Cities," the Lutheran Evangelist

(Nor. 22, 1878) refers to a large meeting held, in the Philharmonic Hall, London, pre-

sided orer by Mr. S. Morley, M. P., in which was presented as a startling fact, that
*' the great feature of the present day was a growing tTtdisposUion to attend public wor-
ship." Mr. Moriey *' held London to be one of the most heathenish parts of her Majesty's
dominions. It was considered that if 68 per cent of the people were anxious to attend the
churches and chapels Sunday morning there would be required 1,000,000 more sittings,

than were provided. The most appalling statement, full of discouragement, connected
with that f^t, was this : that of the sittings provided, not more than one haif teere ocmtpiedJ"
This lamentation has cume up from various cities, that ought—if the theory of progress
so current is true, or if the perversion of the parable of the leaven so extensively made is

correct—to be modds of Christianity. But the fact that these great centres of influence
and power are so corrupt and irreligious, that Christianity is utterly unable to stem the
KvoUen and incoming tide, forbodes—if we accept of the significant sign—t/ie dreadful
'brntn^ storm concerning which prophecy writes and warns. The Presbifierian (July 23d,

1881) contains a flattering account of ** relative increase," viz., by taking all professing
Christians (nominal, etc.) it makes the increase much greater proportionately than that
of population. But any one who confronts himself with such a comparison, overlooks
the tremendous emigration which swells such a contrast by its multitude of nominal
Christians. In the same paper, occurs this pregnant fact :

** The Rev. Charles H. Spur-
geon took occasion in a recent sermon to urge the necessity for evangelistic work in Lon-
don, which, he said, was getting to be the most heathenish city under ^e sun." Huch state-

ments outweigh all such delusive contrasts. The Lutheran Observer of July 29th, 1861,
declares of the churches of Berlin :

" The German imperial city has only sixty-six Protes-
tant churches, capable of seating but six per cent of the population. " We very much doubt,
if we are to credit other statements made, whether these churches are aU Protestant ; for

some are liberal, others infldel, and others belong to unorthodox bodies.
<" Look at the bocwts of unbelief in this direction, which, in part, we have quoted. Be-

hold the practical results of such education separated from religion in the general un-
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belief prevailing in Gennany. See hov boards, oollegea, TmiTeraities, and schools are
leavened with the spirit of inftdelity. Observe how school books are becoming infosed
with the deadly posion ; how scientifio nnbelief is openly tanght ; how the teachings of
unbelieving philosophy, metaphysics, eto., are profusely extended ; how teachers impreg>
nated with Socialism, or Spiritualism, or Pantheism, or Naturalism, or Humanitarian-
ism, etc., are in leading positions ; how literary and scientific lectures are presented by
this class, utterly subvenivja of religion and morals, and do we not see the danger before
us—that education—the boasted medium of progress and Millennial splendor—is fast
falling into the hands of unbelief, and becoming instrumental in developing the mind
and heart which is to introduce Antichrist. A thousand significant tokens bespeak the
fatal mistake that Protestantism (Roman Catholicism was more wise and prudent, as a
matter of merepolicy) made when it gave up the education of its children io the State with-
out the Bible, Such a policy would answer, provided we were assured of the proper Chris-
tian class of teachers, but when infidelity sends forth its thousands of unbelieving
teachers to take possession of the land to destroy the very foundation of Christian belief,

what can the righteous do? Our forefathers—"old fogies" though they were—were
wiser in their day, when at the side of each church they established a parochial achod,
resting thus assured that no infidel teachers could come in to leaven the children with.

unbelieving notions of a non.personality of Qod, a non-divinity of Jesns, a non-infallibility

of the Bible, a non-divine government, etc., eto. The majority roles, and when infidelity

feels itself in the majority it will override all Christian objection and evidence its spirit.

This is now exhibited. Thus e.g. " A year ago {C/iriatian Union, Aug. 28th, 1878) the
School Board of Chicago ordered the words * God* and * Christ* to be stricken out of the
school readers, and thiei year (1878) they refused to reinstate them.*' How the Bible.
the New. Test., and selections of the Scriptures (although heathen and civilized of all

other descriptions are allowed) have been removed from the schools, is too well known
to require special mention. The idea of separating education of the young from religion
is more than heathenish (e.g. the Greeks, Romans, etc., never dreamed of such irrelig-

ion) ; it is already antichristian in spirit and tendency. Its fruits are already suffi-

cienUy evidenced in the increased unbelief among the young ; the avidity with which
unbelieving and demoraliring literature is published, circulated, and read ; in the pio*
jeotion and pursuit of Naturalistic and Humanitarian schemes ; in the extension of
worldliness, desire of wealth, love of gayety, grasping after power, public conventions to
advocate the most ultra principles, depraving innuences and agents, vitiating literature,

eto. The truth is, that intelligence without Christianity, learning without love to God.
education without religious basis, addsMrength and enlarged capacity lo do evU, As we sow,
60 shall we also reap ; sow without Christianity, and we shaU reap without Christianity,

and the harvest immensely exceeds the seed sown. Sow the wind of irreligion, false doc-
tnne, etc., and, sooner or later, comes the whirlwind. We call attention even to the
concessions of persons outside of the Church. Thus e.g. the editor of Scribner's Monthly
(Vol. 16, p, 432) in an art, " Culture and Christianity," truthfully and forcibly shows
that intelligence, devotion to science and culture, the highest artistic development, can-
not purify, restrain selfishness, elevate morality, exalt virtue, without religion. A study
of the past and the present, of eminent men of the highest attainments with depraved
heeuls and lives, confirms the Bible teaching on this point ; religion and religion alone,

can elevate the moral nature and character, and preserve it from the selfishness and
vices into which all others—with exceptional cases— so largely enter. Our system of
irreligious, secular education is furnishing the vast army of unbelieving writers, lecturers,

organizers, etc., which array themselves against God and His Christ, the Bible and be-
lievers, being furnished with the mental capabilities and furniture requisite for the de-
structive work. As a manifestation of irony and art, even Christian phroseolof^ is

adapted (as e.g. Savage in Christianity the Science of Manhood, and The Religion of Evoluiian,

etc.) to make such unbelieving teaching the more palatable and deceptive, so that
others may substitute the God of nature for the God of the Bible. So great is the leaven
working that Fowie {Chntemp. Review^ Aug. 1872) not satisfied with the yielding of the
Church to have her strength shorn, accuses the Church of fatally retrograding by
arrogant power (i.e. by not conceding more still and ceasing her protests), and then
adds by way of apology :

" And then we wonder that religion is discredited in an age of
positive thought, and fall to and abuse the Rationalist or the Sceptic as the author of
that dark cloud of suspicion and doubt which is descending upon the world, so that all

hearts 'begin to gather blackness."* There is .force in this sharp accusation, for the
Church is largely io blame, by its connivance with worldly and secular schemes (as in
education), in the training up and developing of unbeliel The Pop, Science Monihiy
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T«pe«tedly censnTea the Chnrch for not being still more meek and inibiniasiTe to the

coarse of popolor and scientific ednoation. Nnmerous periodioala regard the secular

iiriitem as the very best possible proTision to extend, at the least expense and labor, the
principles of unbelief. Even those who profess to occupy a middle ground (making
theiuselves large and dangerous concesaions) find fault with Christian educators that they
tre not sufficiently liberal ; while hundreds are fondly anticipating a cordial union and
agreement with the modem phrases of unbelieving thought,which becomes ** a snare and
deloaion." ^Vhat union or fellowship is there e.g. between Christianity and Btrauss's

3*f» Fhiih. (** We believe in no God, but only in a self-poised, and amid eternal

changes, constant Universum 1") or Huxley's, or Mill's, or ten thousand others' expressed
belief ? None ; the latter lead our young men and women, our boys and girls, on and
on to the culminated Antichrist. This Goid's Spirit predicts, and we believe it, especially

vhen the means and instrumentalities for doing the same are to-day present at work.
We thank God, that so many noble men still stand firm in behalf of Christian education
ud Christian science, and thus resist the encroachments of unbelief.
^ The ignoring or spiritualizing of it by thd many, the perversive application of that

which belongs to the future, to the past, and the present ; the wholesale appropriation
or denunciation of it ; the scoffing and sneering heaped upon it—of which we give numer-
oasiujBtancas— all indicate a condition such aa must, if the prophetic portraiture of the
timts is fully met, exist previous to the end, and the nearer we come to the end. the
more will it be developed. Is it not true that recently more books have been published
in this direction, than all the preceding centuries have brought forth.

**Some of the Jewish Rabbis give special signs as preceding the sudden Advent of the
Ueasiah, and among them are such as the New Test, assigns to the 8eo. Advent. Thus
e.g. those quoted in art. ** Messiah** in Herzog's Cyclop. ^ of which we give the follow^ing

eilract : B. Jochanan (Bab. Sauh. f. 96—Ugol. 25,
954J

says, " The Son of David comes
not« until the denunciator defends himself ; also, until the disciples are few in number ;

also, until money disappears from the purse ; also, until man doubts concerning Bedemp-
(ion.** Thus wickedness, unbelief, poverty, and infidelity are characterized. So even
the Mohammedans (art. on M'Cliutock and Strong's Cyclop.), give a variety of signs,

chiedy drawn from the Jewish Talmud and Midrash.
" The reader scarcely needs to be reminded that Luther, Melanchthon, Latimer, and

many prophetical writers, believed that the time would be shortened. Numerous writers
of marked ability contend for the suddenness of the Advent, its impending imminency,
bat weaken their language (and even raise an antagonism) by not obaerving the differ-

ence between the first and last stage of the Sec. Advent (see e.g. Prop. 130). Thus to
illostxate : Buck {Ifarm. and Exp. of Matt, 24) exhorts to constant watchfulness and
preparation, etc., but vitiates his own properly given cautions (even while correctly cen-
.soring the fixing of an exact positive time for such coming, aa opposed to the posture of
watching—by intervening certain events aa e.g. ** it will not take place before the Jews
hftre re-possessed Jerusalem, and the nations of the earth meet for the confiict against
Israel, Zech. 14." He thus directs attention to the last stage of the Advent (the open
FoTQUsia of Jesus with His saints) and not (aa he should do) to ihe/trsi stage (the thief-like

Purouaia of Jesus/or His saints). Having specially called attention to this feature, we
need not repeat reasons already given.

** When the Spirit of God gives us the signs ; when Jesus urges ua to their observ-
ance ; when the Word declares that they are significant of nearness ; when eminent men
like Hede, the Newtons, Delitzsch, Auberlen, Olshausen, Bengel, Bickerstetb, and a
thonaand others call attention to the signs and urge them aa indicative of nearness,
certainly it ill becomes any believer to close his eyes, mind, and heart to them. Let
unbelief avoid them ; let infidelity deride them ; let lukewarmness turn away from them
with ottfriendly spirit, yet Abrahamic faith and love for His appearing will constantly,
in view of them, ho^d what Paul says in Bom. 13 : 11, 12. Having used this last passage
before, we, to substantiate our reference, quote aa illustrative, two authorities. Dr. Brown
{Coir, fcxri) so^ : " * For now is our salvation'—rather * the salvation/ or simply * salva-

tion*—' nearer than when we (first) believed.' This is in the line of all our Lord's teaching,
which represents the decisive day of ChrisCs secojid appearing as ai hand, to keep believers
ever in the attitude of wakeful expectancy, but without reference to the chronological
neamms or distance of that event. * The night (of evil) is far spent, the day (of con-
mmmated triumph over it) is at hand.' '

' (Comp. Lange, Olshausen, DeWette, Phillippi,

Keyer, and others, who hold to such a reference as only tenable.) Alford observes :

" L fair exegesis of this passage can hardly fail to recognize the fact, that the apostle
here, as well as elsewhere (1 Theas. 4 : 17 ; 1 Cor. 16 : 61) speaks of the Coming of the
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Lord as rapidly approaching" (see his references). We add : the Jewish nsage of
" salvation, ** and its nse in the Scripture (as e.g. Isa. 25 : 9 ; Heb. 9 : 28, etc.) is in itself

Bofflcient to sustain onr interpretation and application of the passage.

Ohs, 4, Now we come to consider, in the briefest manner, the signs
which /o?/ow the first stage of the Advent, and which being more particu-

larly confined to a distinctive interval, and embracing/ar greater ones will

be readily recognized by all the believing children of God- 1. The first
sign indicative of the doming open manifestation of the Son of Man will

be the Translation of living saints (Prop. 130) in connection wifch a secret

resurrection of saints. This will be recognized by many as a sad (to them
that must remain to endure tribulation), but still joyful (because verifying
approaching deliverance) sign of a Saviour already present and observant
of the interests of His own. * 2. While this is recognized by those who
accept of God's Word, and leads to a correspondent recognition and asser-

tion of the Advent, the denial of such an Advent will become the more
emphatic and ardent over the world. ** Where is the promise of His Com-
ing,** will proceed from multitudes of " scoffers'' to neutralize the effects

of what haa taken place. 3. Notwithstanding the opposition and bitter-

ness of unbelief, we are assured in Rev. 14, that after the removal of the
symbolical number 144,000, there will be resulting from the given signs, a
specific preaching over the earth of two messages most appropriate for the
times, viz. the proclamation to **/car God ana give glory to Hivi, for the

hour of His judgment is come,** &nd in view of the incoming worship of
Antichrist, ^^ and worship Ilim that made heaven," etc. This will be a
simultaneous, powerful preaching preparing the Church for the terrible

Antichristian struggle before her, and with such success that " a multi-

tude*' shall pass through the great tribulation, willingly sacrificing life rather
than yield up faith and hope in the Christ, Rev. 8 : 9, 14 and 20 : 4.* 4.

While this energetic work of the Church, now fully recognizing her
chronological position, and that the time is short, is going on, at the same
period, ificrease of corruption in all the varied forms previously described

will be experienced ; the perilous times will become more perilous ; the
characters delineated will become more and more determined in their

hostility to the good ; human efforts at regeneration will be more boldly

proclaimed and accepted at the side of a witnessing Gospel. The moral
and religious signs, given under the previous Obs-irvation, will become
more sharply defined and intensified. 5. Without giving the order of

events, we notice next, the rise of the last great Antichrist and the forma-
tion of a confederation of nations under him. Prop. 160, 161, etc, 6, The
fall of Babylon under his influence and power, which includes the Papacy
and all State Churches, as well aa all Hierarchical institutions ; the hatred
of the Antichrist even finally extending to all ecclesiastical organizations

that professedly or otherwise favor Cnrist. We need not enter into the
mooted question,how much is comprehended under the term ** Babylon,"
and what is meant by " her daughters," because in the ruin of Babylon
herself, that of " her daughters," whoever they may be, as well as that of

the overthrow ecclesiastically (i.e. as outwardly organized) of the Churches
will also be affected at the same time. While the Papacy will meet her
doom. State Churches, and all others will most cruelly suffer at the hands of

the Antichristian Confederation. The former, however, preceding the

latter in point of time. 7. For, after the downfall of Babylon, Rev. 14 :
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9-13, comes the fearful persecution ot all true believers and their heroic

martyrdom. Prop. 161 and 1C2, The demand made for worship will be a

i\gti so striking and particularized in fulfilment, that it will be unmistak-
able to the believing. The requirement to worship the beast and his

image, will be withstood by faithful souls whom God will also honor for a

triumphant exhibition of faith. The ** wise then will understand'* and
wisdom will preserve them Indomitable. 8. An astonishing sign will be a

return to idol worship. Even now the Pantheistic, Naturalistic current is

sweeping in this direction, and no doubt to meet the fulfilment, the plea

will be made, that worship will be aided in the masses by and through
material objects, and that in such an outward expression the adherents of

the new faith will be known. Men may now sneer at this as ridiculous,

bat even hatred to Christ is sufficient, when the time comes, to introduce

it as a test and the most certain method by which to make the weak succumb
and place themselves in a positive unchristian attitude^ The alarming re-

introfiuction of heathen doctrine and leaning upon N'aturalism, even
already makes thoughtful men see the entering wedge by which this can be
effected in the laying down and advocacy of principles that naturally devel-

op the idea.* One thing is certain, let men acknowledge it or not, that

t7 is predicted (as e.g. Rev. 13 : 4, 14-17 and 9 : 20, 21, etc.) to take place

before the last stage of the Advent. The degradation of humanity, after

all its boasted enlightenment, after all its vaunted efforts at regeneration,

shall be manifested (as in the French Revolution) in a pitiful return to heaths

enism. somewhat refined under modem Pantheistic manipulations. Forsak-
ing the God of the Bible for Nature, it partakes the nature of a just retri-

batioD. 9. A sign which the student ponders with a feeling of awe, because
of the intiuenoe for destruction that it will exert over multitudes, weak
and credulous enough to be entrapped by it, is the performance of miracles,

the exercise of miraculous powers as stated, e.g. Bev. 13 : 13, 14, and 16 :

14, and 19 : 20. 2 Tliess. 2 : 9, etc. It appears a just punishment that
unbelief now so bitterly opposed to Revelation because of its connection
with the Supernatural and miraculous, should at the time of the end, to

secure its supposed victory over Christianity, lay hold of and exhibit to the
admiration of its hosts *' signs and lying wonders.*^ What these miracles

consist in, that period must determine ; the outlines of some of them are

Bufficiently given to make them recognizable when they are proposed for

acceptance. Even now the leaven may, for aught we know, be creeping
in, if we are to credit one half that Spiritualism gives us now of wonders
performed by their distinguished mediums, and which many distinguished

men profess themselves unable to explain. Let the present indications in

this direction be what they may, it is revealed, that when the set

time has come, the nations of the earth will be wofully deceived by pre-

tended miraculous power, given evidently as proof (now declared by
many to be impossible) of the correctness of their faith. It is a wonderful
ordering, that the line of final punishment comes in that of long continued
previous denial.' 10, The restoration of a portion of the Jews to Pales-

tine, whom Antichrist ioill attack and overwhelm, is a significant sign.

The condition of the Jews and of Jerusalem at that time—^which implies

also the previous loss or grant of Palestine by Turkey—will be carefully"

noted by the believing that may be spared. 11. The wars of the Anti-
cbristian power, its success, its march to the Holy Land, etc., will all find

their mates in prophecy and be thus signs, one following the other.
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of the rapidly approaching catafltrophe, 12. Bat even hefore this, the

unsettled condition of natione, their perpUxityy distress, etc., preparatory
to their confederated capacity mast be witnessed, and all those commo-
tions, revolutionary movements, the preliminary overthrowing of thrones,
etc., will meet with corresponding awakened interest in the mind of the
prophetic student. 13. Before, probably but a very short time before,

the open Revelation of Jesus with His saints in behalf of the Jewish nation
(Zech. 14), Elijah the Prophet will be sent to the Jews as predicted (Mai.
4 : 5, 6), being unto them a forerunner aa John the Baptist at the First

Advent—com p. Prop, on Antichrist. The early Church (as e.g. Justin in

Dial, with Trypho.) and many teachers have correctly held to this coming
of Elijah before the Second Advent, but more definitely it pertains to thiK

stage of it, and is designed only for the Jewish nation.' 14. For the
reasons already given, nature may be expected now to greatly increase
her signs. In comparison of Scripture, the student will become impressed
with the idea of Oosterzee (TIieoL of N, Test,) that the Sec, Advent will

be ushered in with impressive signs, accompanied with stupendous
changes in the cosmical and moral spheres. Whatever of figure may be
connected with the description of these last times, yet the past belief that
nature itself will sympathize in the last great struggle by the giving fortli

of terrific tokens in violent earthquakes, etc., is one that commends itself

as eminently suitable for those who have again returned to nature's wor-
shippers. That which they esteem their god, shall be employed against

them ; so that event after event, in the heavens above and in the earth
beneath, shall occur which unbelieving science, with all its inflation, shall

be unable to recognize and explain aa the result of natural law. The curse

will press the more heavily
; groaning creation nearing deliverance will,

aa tokens, enter upon her last throes, as if acknowledging the secret

presence of her King and Liberator." 15. Then, too, will appear the sign

of the Son of Man following, and perhaps in some way connected with,

the translation, etc., either at its occurrence or afterward at Sinai. If it

takes ])lace shortly before the openBevelationand not iu the way suggested
(Prop. 130), as related to the removal of the saints, or to their appearance
in clouds, etc., afterward, then it may, probably, refer to some such sign

as Amos 8 : 9 ; or Joel 3 : 15 ; or 2 : 31, etc. Whatever it is, for at present
we can only conjecture, it will be found so significantly predicted in the
Word that there will be no difficulty in recognizing it in fulfilment as a
sign of the Christ.' 16. Other signs are found scattered here and there,

which will then be duly considered by the faithful, such as the formation
of a confederacy, a great contest by Antichrist and his hosts with some
other power preliminary to the final one with Christ and His army ; the
union of the false prophet with the Antichrist (for whatever inchoate fulfil-

ment there may be found in the Papacv according to prophetical writers, it

must be borne in mind that this prophet endures to the bitter end, is ia

the last battle, while the Papacy has been previously destroyed, Rev, 17 ;

16) ; the incoming of certain plagues and woes, of developments and con-
tests, the three unclean spirits, etc., all couched in figurative or sym-
bolical language and pertaining to that period still future, so that it would
be mere conjecture to attempt an elucidation of the same in the way of
particularizing who or what is really designated. It is for the develop-

ments of that time of the end to bring these forth distinctively, when they
shaill be duly appreciated and mated by the observant, watching ones.'
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1 We cannot possibl^r receive the notion entertained by a gmall party of Separatists,

under the leadership of Barbour and Bnssell, viz., that Jesoa is already present. The
mystical conception that leads to this, we meet elsewhere. For the present we only say
th&t a Mn-resurrection and iion-translatum of the saints is safflcient proof to show that the

Sec Advent has not yet taken place, for these are inevitably and at once associated with
the fimt stage of the Advent. Their claim of this particular presence being **• spiritually

discerned" is precisely equivalent to that of the Shakers, who also claim such a ** spirit-

ual diiiGemment" of the Second Advent transpired, and even of an existing Millennium
ftlieody begun.

* Consequently we cannot possibly receive the notion entertained by some (as e.g. par*

tiAlly by Lincoln's Zeds, on kev,, and totally by Swormstedt The End </ the World Near,

etc., etc.) that after the resurrection and translation, there is tm mare proclamation of

the tmth. no more saved, the Holy Ghost being withdrawn, etc., for this is a perversion

of the order of Bev. 14, a non-recognition of the first and second stages of the same
Adrent. and an ignoring of the irderval and the events connected therewith. Having re-

ferred to this in another place, we only now add : of course those who so arrogantly and
selfishly apply to thems^ves the noble portraiture of the 144,000, and the angel mes-
fligeft, as is done by the Seventh-Day Adventists (under the enlightened guidance of a pro-
fessed prophetess, Mrs. White) it is not surprising (as was done by one of their evan-
gelists, Mr. Stone, at Springfield, O., July, 1878) that they should say—to sustain their

la^iifiatU stlf^pplicaUon of noble and elevated prediction—that it is ** senseless** to look
for the Second Advent of Jesus to precede these angel messages. On the other hand,
when Rev. Randolph (Danville Tribune, March 12th, 1880) says :

'* The time is coming,
•nd is not far distant, when the believing Church will take, openly, the ground of
Irezuaas the Great, the glory of his time, and write Post-Miilenarianism as a heresy
s^nst the truth of God"—we believe this, but that it will only take place during this

interval, and a^ler the resurrection and translation of a chosen body at the first stage,

thief-lika Coming. When the Church sees how it has been blinded and deluded by false

hopes 80 eloquently expressed ; when she recognizes her position in the order of events
ADd what is before her, then this doctrine so derided, and branded in many quarters as
heretical, will be the very doctrine to roise the believer from despair ; remove despond-
ency and darkness ; impress the divine promises and covenants ; infuse renewed faith,

hope, and courage ; restore " the blessed hope/* to its exalted strength-imparting posi-
tion ; and nerve small and great, learned and ignorant, old and young to resist anti.

christian efforts and persecution even urUo death.

'We say nothing respecting the failures of a class of Spiritualists to form a human
imige with a vocal apparatus to be manipulated by the spirits—to serve as a sort of uni-
rersal medium and (Erection—for a more dangerous manifestation is in the excessive
Isnd&tion and glorification of nature, so prevalent in numerous books. We give a
angle illustration to show our meaning : when {Mod. Doubi, by Christlieb, p. 32) men
once say :

** Brahma, Buddha, Jupiter, and Jehovah must now yield to worthier succes-
son in reason and philnnthropi'" (so WichemX or, " what we want is a new Church. I

un for a free stage. The theatre is my temple, where I would see inaugurated a new form
of worship. The theatre should be regarded as a house of God, as it was among the
laeient Greeks. Religion and the drama I would fain see identified" (so Eckardt)—then
there is but a short step to a return to an idol-worship patterned after the ancient Magi.
Greeks, and Romans. The worship of the "Imperial Sun" as an " all-powerful and
Omniprtisant Creator" is more than hinted at in that degraded and rotten work The Mas-
eidiM <}ross. In another place (Prop. 161) we introduce some who boldly advocate idol-
worship.

* The student will observe how significantly the signs in this direction are fulfilling.

While unbelief shall continue to exist, and the Supernatural of the Bible is dismiss^
as unallowable—expressly to break down its moral requirements, its humiliation of man,
etc.—yet it is predicted that men shall, with such unbelief of Revelation, entertain a
faith in the extraordinary and miraculous in their own concocted religio-infidel faith.

Already thousands of intelligent but unbelieving men are forsaking the ground of Strauss
{Lift qjf (^riffi, Intxod.) :

*' We may summarily reject all miracles, prophecies, narra-
tives of angels And demons, and the like, as simply impossible and irreconcilable with
the known and universal laws which govern the course of events, " as untenable. True,
indeed, in their case, so far as the Bible is cxincemed, but not correct as to the incoming
**regeaeTation" or'* reformation" of mankind which is to introduce an acquaintance
vith '* higher and nobler mysteries'* than were ever before divulged to man. The move-
neat is singular and strikuig, and worthy of close and thoughtful attention. Such a
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nnion of Tuxbelief with the manifestation of the lowest orednlity—of oontempt for Holy
Writ with the nnheEitating aoceptanoe of hnman teaching—of denial of Christianity with
the formation of some kind of religions faith to satisfy the oraTings of man's nature—is

certainly most remarkable.
On the other hand, we object, as misleading and nnscholarly, the application that

Waggoner and Stone (Seventh.Day Adventists), and others, make of 2 Thess. 2 : 9, aa
if the " Coming" of Jesas took place literally " ajler'* this wonder-working, because it

says in our version ** c^er the working of datan" That is, they take the word " after"
to mean time, when it denotes only likeness or resemblance^ and this they press so as to
favor their theory of the Papacy^ etc. Now it is true that Jesus comes openly after this
extraordinary manifestation of wickedness, but He comes thief-like before it. This takes
place during the interval. We allow Barnes {Com. loci) to give a correct statement as to
the meaning of the passage :

** The word rendered aflert it need not be said to one who
looks at the Greek, does not refer to timep but is a preposition* meaning according to

;

in cortformUy ui/A, meaning that the manner of His appearing would ha accompanied
by such works as should show the agency of Satan employed, and such as he only
could produce. It does not mean that the Coming of the Lord Jesus would be after
Satan had worked in this manner, but that the manifestation of that wicked one would
be with such demonstrations of power and wonder aa Satan only could effect.

"

' The prophetical student will ever keep in mind that EljieJi's mission is one, not to
th6 Gentiles, but expressly to the Jewish nation, and that down to the scene delineated
in the first part of Zech. 14, he certainly has not put in his mission. His coming is after
the first stage of the Advent of Jesus, and after this last tribulation of the Jews under
Antichrist, for previous to this there is no conversion of the nation. M'e doubt not that
in the darkest hour of gloom, when feeling the persecuting power of the Antichrist, and
when all hope seems to have perished, Elijah, according to promise, will come, and will
prepare the remnant to accept so heartily the Lord Jesus.

* The darkening of the sun, the moon not giving her light, the stars falling, the powers
of the heaven shaken, is immediaiely after the Jewish tribulation, Matt. 24 : 29 ; Mark
13 : 24, 25 (hence the folly of making ** the dark day" and ** the falling of the stars" of
the past these, as some do to make out a favorite date, etc.), and cannot (whatever
symbolical meaning, as some hold, is connected with it) wholly be figurative, but refer
to natural darkness, etc., as evidenced e.g. by the parallel passage of Joel. 2 : 30, 31,

indicative (as God Himself will show wonders) of what took place in Egypt (Ex. 10 : 21-
23), or in Palestine (Matt. 27 : 45). Such signs shall only be produced on a grander
scale. D. N. Lord ( Theol. and LU, Journal, Oct. 1860, p. 223) takes the position (the
more noticeable, since he is so strict in the application of symbolical language) that as
Luke 21 : 25, 26, makes these things ** signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the
stars,** such things (as the darkening of the sun, etc., mentioned by Matt, and Mark) are
io he understood lUeraUy as *' pxocesses of which those orbs are to be the subjects, and
that are to be visible to men." With this view, as we have shown, men of the highest
ability coincide. We incorporate this idea, for the reasons already assigned, with its

figurative import, for as men are urged on to their final rebellious attitude by a firmly
expressed trust in the unaUerabte condition of nature, and openly avowed faith in '* the
unalterable laws ordaining ever-enduring continuance," a reverence for (while ignoring
the Creator and His claims) the forces of " the Universum," it is but^usf and reasonable

that God —so despised and dishonored—should give such nattiral signs, to bring their
trust, faith, and reverence to a teat, which will result, as the sure Word testifies, in in-
spiring " men's kearCsfailing themforfear, andfor looking cfier those things nchich are com-
ing on the earth," They are the precursors of terror and vengeance ; they will be recog-
nized with abject fear of coming evil and despair ; they will be regarded by others with
the hope of a speedy and glorious deliverance.

'' Some make this sign of the Son of Man to be a cross in heaven ; others, the star of
the Messiah ; others, the Messiah Himself ; others, the sign mentioned in preceding
context ; some, a luminous appearance ; others, the appearance of a man ; some, a
Bhekinah, or the gloiy of Christ ; others, the cloud of light that bears Him ; others, the
laM plagues ; others, a sword shining forth, or falling, from heaven ; some, the transla-

tion of the saints ; others, the resurrection body of Jesus. We cannot now determine ;

the day will come when the believers will recognize and exult in it.

« Men may turn away from the prophetic picture thoa drawn, declaring it impossible
for human nature to manifest such depravity, especially in the way of persecuting the
Church. But the spirit is in man, and even now begins its threatenings, as is evidenced
by the b«ld language of ten thousand utterances. Having given (Props. 161-163) some
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iDTistzationB, a fev more must suffice. In the XuA. Observer, Sep. 15tfa, 1876, it is stated

that **A correspondent of the Boston Investigator proposes the enactment of a law, which
he calls ' An Act to Protect the People from Beligioas Imposition.' It makes it a penal
offence to conduct public worship, or to preach the Qospel for a compensation, on the
ground that those who do so are obtainmg money under false pretences." Literally

moltiiudes would delight—as their public affirmations show—in such enactments. Take
Andrew Jackson Davis, the great leader of the Spiritualists, and such is his language
(comp. Review of BvshneU, p. 3, 187, etc.) :

** You may be assured of the truth of this

approaching crisis. The world must recognize it, because UwiUbe actiompanied tcUh war

/

for politics are inseparably connected^ all over the world, with religious systems. Ke-
ligion will develop reason ; but politics will impel the masses to unsheaiK the sword, and
to stain the bosom of naita-e with blood / Friends of Progress I be not discouraged ; for the
final crisis must come ; then the strange interregnum.*' He predicts politiced and moral
revolutions that shall overthrow both Protestantism and Catholicism, and then under
the auspices of reason. Spiritualism, etc., " the children of earth will then be compar*
atively free and happy ! for the MUletmiai epoch will have arrived !" Alas I the vanity of

human predictions, and ** the snare'' and '' the pit" they form for multitudes !

Obs. 6. Here then are the main, leading signs which precede the Com-
ing Kingdom of God ; those that pertain io the first stage of the Advent
aiM its preliminary ordering at Mt Sinai, and then those that relate to the

open manifestation of the King at Jerusalem and the re-establishment of

the Davidic throne and Kingdom, embracing also the conversion and
restoration of the Jewish nation. These are the warnings that the Spirit

has given, but however earnestly and faithfully presented by any one, they

Are unheeded by the multitude, like the warning of Lot or the preaching

of Noah, and to'many the believer in them (Gen. 19 : 14) ** seeins as one

thai mocked," Excuses abundantly suggest themselves why they should

not be regarded, but childlike Abrahamic faith sees in them the strongest

possible motives for increased, constant watchfulness. When not only the

fiigns preliminary to the Coming of the saints are here, but when even
these throw their shadows forward into the fearful interval between the

first and second stages, then indeed is it ineo^usahle to be faithless.

When, e.g. rejecters of the Divine Plan of Eedemption, under the teach-

ing of professed spirits of the dead, give us another sustained by '' signs

and wonders "
; when this is a spirit largelv at work in various bodies (i.e.

professing wonder-working power, revived again ; also e.g. in Roman
Catholicism, Mormonism, etc.) ; and when this is associated with a pre-

vailing Naturalistic tendency, we can readily see the elements already

existing and moulding men's minds and hearts for the wonder-working
period still future. When a time of abounding demon worship, of idol-

atry, and of corresponding corruption, is surely coming, and if we are

indeed nearing it, then the thifigs specified are precisely those which ought
to appear. They are present

;
growing too by the fostering care of many

able minds into' a fruitage, such as the Omniscient Spirit has portrayed.

It is simply folly to close our eyes to existing facts ; and the denial of

them does not lessen the danger, but may greauy mislead ourselves and
others. The sign that the signs themselves will be neglected is a sad one,

and will not be overlooked by the wise. Calvin's remark on Luke 18 : 8

ever remains true : "Christ expressly foretells that, from His ascension to

Heaven till His return, unbelievers will abound ; meaning by these words
that if the Redeemer does not speedily appear, the blame of the delay will

attach to men, because there will be almost none to look for Htm, Would
that we did not behold so manifest a fulfilment of the prediction !" A
poaitive denial of His Coming is pronounced (2 Pet. 3 : 17) to be " the
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error of tJie wicked ; ** vhile a refusal to vatch for His Coming or the
declaration that ** my Lord delayeth HU (7omin^/' to Bay the least, is a
violation of enjoined duty. Esteemed men of ability and usefulness, are

certainly assuming yrav^ responsibility in this matter, when in books, etc.,

they teach that Christ's Advent is not to be watched for as He commanded,
but that it is still postponed for many, many long centuries, and that,

instead of incoming wrath and tribulation, tne Church is to anticipate

triumph and continued progress. The signs given for faith do not startle

them ; the position assigned for watching does not move them (for they
conveniently substitute death or Providence, etc.) ; the announcement of a
sudden, unexpected Coming upon a faithless Church does not affect them ;

what then will arouse themf The event itself secretly occurring, and mak-
ing itself known and felt by the removal here and there of a small minority
of watching ones 1 Thatf that will so startle, move, and deeply affect them
that they will proclaim, with mighty energy, tlie long neglected signs con-
nected with a Second Advent. Bretnron must not censure us for plain
writing ; with such views, impressed by a sense of duty and responsibility,

it would be a violation of them not thus to express them. A deep
interest in the welfare of others, and a sincere desire to promote the happi-
ness of our brethren, influences us to write these things. Allow that we
are mistaken

;
yet a consideration of honesty upon our part in giving what

we hold to be truths will prevent the honest from getting angry at onr
words. We gratefully acknowledge their Intelligence, piety, and useful-

nessy and it only grieves us the more that so much that is excellent should
be weighted against some of the plainest truths in the Bible. A surprising
feature connected with these signs, and precisely that which ought to
exist provided the injunction of constant watching is to be observed, is,

that they all previous to the first stage, are of a nature observable from the
early Church down to the present day. It is, therefore, doing injustice to

believers in the past to say, that they were credulous andfoolish to look
for the Advent, seeing that they were mistaken, etc, ; on the contrary, it

evinces their faith in God's Word and their conscientiousness in oc-
cupying the commanded position when beholding the signs existing around
them they believed, thus showing love and desirefor ** the blessed hope,"
etc. Let them indeed be mistaken in their apprehension of its nearness,

yet the observance of such faith, the practical results attained by it, the
honoring of Christ evinced by it, the nope and prayer elicited by it, etc.,

will not—as little as the cup of water

—

fail in its reward at the Revela-

tion of Jesus. The shortness of time in the Spirit's comprehension, is

indeed brief ; these preparatory dispensations, when compared with the
eternal ages that follow, are but of short duration ; and since these

utterances were given, and these worthies thus believed, the length of this

dispensation has been so materially shortened that prudence alone dictates,

asiao from other considerations pressed, the faith, hopes and longings
inspired by these signs—thus constantly augmenting, accumulating, and
becoming more and more distinctive—as ever presented by godly men who
'* love the appearing." Better, a thousand times better, be mistaken as

to time, than to ignore those signs and he caught faithless^ unobservant,

and worthy of rebuke.

While MiUenariatiisin is something very different from Millerism, it has often oc-
curred to the writer that it would even be far preferable to ocoiipy Miller's position, mis-
taken as it was in reference to time, to the Millennial age, eto., than to be indiSerent as
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mnltitndea of pTofeasiBg ChiistianB are, both to the signs and the Advent. Mr. Miller
at least konortd Christ*s Word, and however mistaken in particulars (which his followers,
we are told, pressed beyond his more prudent opinions) yet the principle involved oi

watching for Christ's Advent is a just one, eminently suriptnral, and will redound, if

not now, in the age to come, to his honor. The same is true of others ; for while unable
to accept of their particularizing, or of their prophetical schemes in the order laid down
by them, yet the evident love and dtisire for ^ the appearing" which prompted their

labors, the oigenoy of entreaty and warning to occupy the biblical position of watching
serrantsi, has so commended them to us, with all their faults, that we must highly esteem
them as brethren beloved. If there is any force in the scriptural cautious and injunctions
upon this point, we must believe, provided true Christian character is maintained
therewith, such will stand immensely higher and nearer to the King than many, now
leaders in the Church, who take a pleasure to show off their \oU and sarcasm at others*

expense. The reviling scorning, deriding, sneerii^, etc., will in either case meet with
iU dne reward. God is the Judge, and not man ; whoever honored His Word—ieehly,
brokenly it may be—will be horwnd by Him.

Obs. 6. It is to us, whatever it may prove to others, cheering evidence
of the inspiration of the Word that it is so formed, that; instead of giving
positive certainty as to time, it points us to signs which are calculated,

eminenily so by reason of a coniinuous fulfilment, to impress and lead us,

if only considered, to watch. This indefinite and yet sign impressing
immitiency is to us decided proof of the Diviiie wisdom ; man could not—^as man's failures and man's precipitancy evidence—have so presented the
matter as to cause every succeediug age to respond more or less to the
practically intended result, viz. to preserve, in view of a constantly
recurring contingency indicated by constantly recurring witnessed signs, a
constant state of vigilance. In conclusion : let the frequency with which
the Spirit presents the Sec. Advent, and the signs preceding and connected
with it, be regarded ; let the mighty issues related with the same bearing
heavily upon the individual believer (in cautions respecting personal rcspon^
sibility in watching), the Church (multitudes in it being taken unprepared
and anobservant of Divine direction) and the world (scoffing at the whole
sabject) be contemplated ; let the happiness and reward of the watching
servant, and the rebuke and loss of the unvigilant be pondered ; and surely

we are not wrong in thus urging all to occupy this believing position. If

the Word makes it so prominent and important ; if so muck that is desir-

able ia identified with it ; if the neglect of it is both an act of disobedi-

ence and dangerous ; if a completeness of Christian attitude and character
reqnires it ; surely we cannot make it less prominent and desirable. Here
then is our apology, if in the estimation of any one an excuse is needed, for
holding forth upon these scriptural topics, and urging the warnings given
by Christ and the apostles.

Again we urge professors of religion, believers in the Bible, to consider that, if their

affections are reallyfixed on Christ—if He is all in all—this subject instead of being nn-
veloome oaght, in virtue of their profession and love, to be irUensely interesting anct de-

nroUle. This looking for the Advent, expressive of faith, hope, love, and obedience, is

described as the crowning excellence of God's gifts in 1 Cor. 1:7** so that ye come behind
tA 7H> gt^, vaaiiingfor (he (^mijig of our Lord Jesus Chrisf (thus confirming " the testimony
of Jeans'* Bev. 1:3). On this passage Olshausen appropriately remarks :

*' The expec-
tation of Christ's Coming is aUMimony cf invard spiritual life, and one of the fruits of

ioith ; for this ' waiting' (Bom. 8 : 9) is not a dry historical assertion of the fact that the
Lord will return again one day, but the expression of an earnest desire for it, which is

not to be oonoeived without love, faith, and hope, 1 Cor. 13 : 13." Barnes foci, says :

**An earnest wish to see Him, and a confident expectation and firm belief that He will

return, is an evidence of a high state of piety. It demands strong faith, and it will do
anch to elevate the feelings above the world, and to keep the mind in a state of peace."
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(Comp. Prop. 183 and 183.) Dr. Seiss (the Apoc., p. 36) aUnding to the '* peonliar
efflcooy and power in the dootrine of Christ's speedy retnm/' adds : "It is the most
animating and most sanotifying subject in the Bible. It is the soul's seienest light amid
the darkness and tiials of earth," eto.

Obs. 7. We again insist that, for the reasons already fully assigned, we
should occupy tlie commanded pQsture of expectancy, and allow no event to
intervene between xia and the Advent. As Calvin declares in 1 Pet, 4:7:
*' Moreover, it must be laid down as a first principle, that ever since the
appearing of Christ, tliere is nothing left to the faithful, but with wakeful
niinds to be always intent on His Sec, ^dvent,** The signs are all present
—not one is omitted—and it becomes us, as believers, to recognize the fact,

and correspondingly
J
look, watch, andpray.

We, therefore, regard it as both unscriptural and misleading to intervene a number
of events between the present and the Advent. Able writers, a large nomber. are en-
gaged in this work, especially insisting upon a restoration of the Jews, etc., as prelimi-
nary, overlooking how iht inleroal embraces much that they locate before the thief-like

Coming. Borne works have chapters entitled " Events that mast Precede the Second
Advent," and periodicals have articles on the same, and yet urge to a constant watching
for the Advent as immediate when they give a series of events which, at least, will re-
quire quite a number of years to bring about. There is some inconsistency in this, for
it may well be queried how it is possible for a man to regard the Advent as possible at
any day when he has events to occur previously, and which he informs ns ** must**
first take place. Our opponents (as Waldegrave in Nexo Test. Millenarianism, Lect.

6) positively assert that the Advent cannot be imminent, becanse certain events
(such e.g. OS the preaching of the Gospel as a witness, a partial restoration of
the Jewish nation, and the antichristian hosts meeting at Armageddom) must first

be witnessed. So Wild {The Lost Ten THbes, p. 67) hampered by his peculiar wild
theory, and looking for events based upon it, to precede the Sec. Advent says :

" It
is, therefore, unwise on the part of any person to claim that Christ may come any
day, and that his Millennial reign may be begun at any moment." The signs that
he emimeraies are precisely those which are to be realized during the interval and
the Mill. age. (It is only neeessary to say that Wild reproduces in England, the out-
rageous theories of some Americans (Berg and others), only changing the nomenclature.
Thus e.g. Berg and others make the Stone of Dan. 2 to be the United States, while Wild
makes it to be England (!), the two feet of the image being France and Spain (!) upon
which feet England fell and pounded them (!), and will smite the whole image whose
head now is Russia (!), after which England will remove her royal residence and throne
to Jerusalem f!). It is a matter of amazement that such writers have a following.). Dr.
Brown {Christ s Sec, Coming^ p. 50) intervenes certain events, and then objects to " the
impossibility of watching for Christ's Coming on the common view of it, or rather
on any view of it, which does not admit of our expecting it at almost any mo-
ment,*' and thinks that he watches for the Sec. Advent when he discards all chron-
ology, interposes a long series of events, and makes even the Milliage to intervene, and
simply allows faith and hope to hold it as near. But how this juxtaposition is brought
about, he does not inform us, and shelters himself by qaoting men who did not hold his
(the Whitbyan) view, but the Augastinian theory. Alas ! many such writers could be
quoted. On the other hand, it is gratifying to find so many who, discerning the indefi-

nitenefls as to time, or the stages and interval, occupy the scriptural position, and urge it.

Dr. Kellogg, in a paper presented to the Convention in Dr. Tyng's church, in New York,
quotes Archb. Trench (On the Farctbles) as saying :

" It is a necessary element of the
dootrine concerning the Sec. C!oming of Christ, that it should be possible cU any time, that
no generation of believers should regard it as impossible in theirs." and then, after

urging the scriptural attitude of constant watching, the Dr. adds :
'' Inasmuch, there-

fore, as no candid person will deny that the Lord does command His disciples in all ages
to watch for His Coming, it follows irresistibly that the Lord intended that we should
think of His Advent as always possible, and forbids us to interpose any such fixed period of
time between us and His Coming, as shall make it impossible for us to believe (hat He
may come in our day,** Dr. Brookes (the Truth, vol. 4, p. 117) quotes Trench as above,
and then adds these two : Augustine saying :

" The last day is unknown, that every day^
may be observed, '* and the Westminster Cof^ession ; " So will He have that day unknown
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to men, that they may shake off all oamal Beourity, and he dtusceya wdd^t ^deanse they
know not at what honr the Lord will come ; and may be ever prepared to say, Come,
LordJtgus, come quiddUt Amen.** (Compare Brookes's Maranalha,) So Dr. Wood {Last

T%mgs)f in answer to the qneation whether any events are to intervene previous to the
Lord d Coming remarks : " It is enough to say that while it seems to me that there may
be some things to be done before Antichrist shall be destroyed, and, therefore, before
the MiUanniam shall aotaally commenoe, I have not been able to discover that there is

OM evad of which we can say with certainiy that it muni precede the appearing of the sign
of the Son of Man in heaven, and the gathering of His saints to meet Him in the air.

This is the resnlt of long and patient inquiry on my part, and not merely the rash lan-

guage of a moment of excitement. Most sincerely do I wish I coold live more constantly
under the inflaence of this conviction, and that all my brethren were partakers along
with me of the * Strong Consolation' it affords/* (Comp. the decisive language of Dr.
Seias, Proph. Timea, New Ser. 1875. voL 1, p, 53-5, and in Lasi Times and Apoc. ; Spnr-
geon's declaration that the Advent may occur at any time, Pro^. Txmta, vol. 4, p. 74,

etc.). It is sufficient to point out that the State Prophetical Convention at New York,
took tMs decided position, when it adopted the following resolution :

" This Second Com-
ing of the Lord Jesus is everywhere in the Scriptures represented as imminent, and may
Qctwr at any momeni ; yet the precise di^ and hour thereof is unknown to man and known
only to God." We hold to Cunninghame*s position ( Ftsionj, p. 100) : "If we, who
have watched every sign in the spiritual horizon for a long series of years, were now
asked,* ' Li any sign of His Coming, yet accomplished ?' we should be constrained to
answer, * To our view, rwi one sign remains unaccompiished.* If we were further asked,
* Shall He come this year V our answer would be, * We know not ; but this much we
know and believe, that He is at hand^ even at the door.* " Numerous such testimonies
might be given, and, for the truth's sake, we are glad that they are presented.

Obs. 8. The commanded position of constant watching given by Jesus
and the apostles, throws light on the reason why we have the extraordinary
omission of a directory or form of Church government. Such an avoidance
is intentional, because it alone accords with the spirit of looking for the
Saviour's speedy return, and the proof is found in the historical fact

(Props. 76 and 77), that lust so soon aa men devised codes and forms of
govomment—aside from the few simple directions given for cpidance

—

then, in view of the idea of permanency entailed, the looking ana watching
for the Advent was relaxed, and finally almost ignored.

Our poeition in reference to the signs vindicates the attitude of the PrimitiTe Churoh.
Sow men aneeringly point to the early Church, and scofflngly tell us that that Church,
under the teekching of inspired apostles and their immediate successors, was utterly
mistaken and too credulous, evincing an erroneous belief. But we hold, that simple
eimaisUncy demanded the faith expressed by them, because the Advent (as we have
ahown) is not limited by any chronological period ; the signs predicted to precede such
an Advent were witnessed even in their day, and the culminated Antichrist is only re-

vealed between the two stages of the Sec. Advent. Hence their attitude was scriptural
and demanded by the times. Even the sign which is Rupposed to have been the least
risible, Tiz., the extension of the Qoapel^ was sufficiently manifested to excite the
spirit of watching. Thus e.g. let any one ponder the statements of Col. 1 : 6. 23 ; Bom.
10 : 18 ; Acta 2 : 9-11, and 1 Pet. 1 : 1, and they meet the conditions of witnessing.
Tbe same language was continued by Justin Martyr :

** There is no people, whether
Greek or Barbarian, among whom prayers and thanksgiving are not offered to the Father
uxd Creator of the world in the name of Christ crucified ;" so Irenieus speaks of the
Cimrch extending to the ends of the earth, even to Libya, Egypt, among the Celts,

Iberians and Germans ; so Tertullian :
** Even all the boundaries of the Spaniards,

and the different nations of the Gauls, and those parts of Britain which were inaccessible
to the Bomans are become subject to Christ," or " Everywhere are to be found the disci-

pleeof the Crucified—among the Farthians and Ifedes, the Elamites and Mesopotamians,
ia Armenia and Phrygia. Cnppadocia and Fontus, Asia Minor, E^rpt and Cyrene,
miuf^ed with the various tribes of the Getuli and Moon, in Gaul and Spain, and Brit-
ain and Germany;** so also Origen, referring to Ezekiel says: '* When, before the
Advent of Cbriat, did the land of Biitoia agree in the worship of one God ? But now,
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on sceonnt of the churches which are spread to the Tiitermost bonndB of the wotld, the
whole earth invokes the God of IsraeL" Thus indiTiduals* in eveiy part of the world,
are represented as testifying ; the Gospel was extensively oircolated, so that even this

sy/n was not lacking, bnt stood forth with great prominency and lostre. How can any
one, therefore, oenanre them for their expressed faith and hope ?

Oba* 9. These signs, so saddening because of the evil nnfolding, shonld
not unduly depress the believer. They should rather confirm his faith,

urge to increased watching and prayer, influence to a firm and vigilant

occupying until He comes, and fill him with renewed liope and love at the

speedy GomiTig of the Beloved One. Yea, as the Master declared (Luke
21 : 28) we sEould ^^ look up and lift up our heads, for our redemption
draweth nigh.** For these purposes they are given, and hence a practical

application of them to heart and life is designed, and not a mere theoretical

acquiescence without a corresponding influence.

Dr. Beiss {Laai Times, p. 299), beautifully aijid forcibly says: "God's method of
progress is to make darkness the way to light, death the prelude to life, despair the
introduction to salvation, and corruption and confusion the road to order and glory. It

ia not in what seems hopeful, but in what seems gloomy and untoward, that we are to

look for t/ie signs ot the speedy forthcoming of God's wonder-working goodness. It is the
stirring upon the face of the dark waters that gives prognostic of the breaking forth of

light, life, and beauty. The bursting glories of spring come directly out of the bleak
winter. It is from the corrupting seed that we obtain the harvest. The darkest hour is

said to be that which immediately precedes the day. The period most hopeful is that
when the apparent motives for despondency are most overwhelming. The stress of the
controversy between hope and fear always fedls upon the eve of triumph. Those dim
hours of dismay to the scattered followers of Christ at His Crucifixion, were but the
preludes to the bringing in of light and immortality for man. The bloody persecutions
Tinder the Boman Emperors which threatened the extinction of Christianity, were the
immediate precursors of its victory over even the throne of the Cccsars. And so the
Scriptures teach that it will be in the ushering in of the great consummation. The sun
must darken, and the moon withhold her light, and then shall the Sun of righteousness
arise with healing in His wings." So Brookes {Leds. during Lent, p. 152) remarks :

" Though I distinguished only some few signs as in themselves cheering, yet when con-
sidered as the tokens of our Lord's approach, all are cheering : therefore He bids us, as
in the text, * when we shall see these things only begin to come to pass, to lift up our
heads because our redemption draweth nigh.' And if the bez/mmn^^ of these things are
calculated to inspire us with hope and joy, how much more their fulness I Tes those
things which are dark and appalling to the world—like the pillar and the cloud—will be
as light and brightness to the saints ; who, when all is roaring and raging and upheaving
round about them, shall be ardently waiting for, but most surely expecting, and in the
midst of it obtaining, deiiverance from corruption, into the glorious—glorious liberty of
the children of God." We are sometimes censured as taking too gloomy a view of the
world existing, and that we entertain ** no love for the world." Our apology is, that
we receive, embrace, and defend the view VuU the Spirit gives of the present and futnre,
and that it is true, that we strive to set " our affections on things above and not on things

of the toortd," well knowing that *'
if any man love the worldf the love of the Fbiher is not in

Mm,'* 1 John 2 : 15.
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Proposition 175. The doctrine of tlie Kingdom ts greatly oh-

scttred and perverted by the prevailing one of tlie con/vereion

of the worldprior to the Advent of Jesus,

The Whifbyan theory of the conversion of the world previous to
the Second Advent is, probably, in the minds of many the chitf
obstacle to the reception of our doctrine. It may, therefore, form
the subject of additional remarks.

Ohs.l. Those who hold that the Church, being the covenanted King-
dom, is to extend itself until it embraces within its fold all nations, ought
to be able to explain how it comes that none of the churches founded by the
apostles and their immediate successors believed in such a conversion of the
world. Surely if a scriptural doctrine, it ought at that time, and under
each auspices, to have been, by way of encouragement, presented. It too
woald have been eminently calculated to remove (see Prop. 98, Obs. 3),

limited views of the Divine Purpose. The nature of the Kingdom believeii

in, their belief in a speedy Advent, their doctrinal position, positively for-

bid the entertaining of the opinion that the world is to be converted prior

to the Advent (see e.g. Prop. 73). " The vivid hope of the speedy return

of Christ to the earth of the first Christians*' ^so Schlegel, Philos, His.,

Lee. 10), alone prevented such a doctrine from being received (see Props.
74 and 75). Wnen a change was gradually introduced (Props. 76 and 77),

imd the Origenistic theory was advocated by which a triumph of the Church
was predicted running almost parallel with the dispensation, Neander tells

na (His. Ch., vol. 1, p. 129), ^^ such an anticipation was foreign to the

thoughts of the older teachers of the Church. Tney could conceive of the
Pagan state in no other relation than one of constant hostility to Chris-
tianity, and expected the triumph of the Church only as the result of a super*
natural interposition at the Second Coming of Christ.*^ It is not necessary
to detain ourselves on a point so universally conceded, viz., that the Apos-
tolical and Primitive Fathers only looked for Millennial blessedness through
the Second Advent of Jesus. Their utterances of '* the last times'* (Igna-
tius) of evil, of an *^ unrighteous age'* (Lactantius) to give place to ** a Sab-
hath" only at the Advent, etc., and the expressed hope of aeliverance, etc.,

for themselves and the race at that period, are too definite to be denied.
Neander Tcomp. Prop. 74, Obs. 2) hence {His. Dog.j'p. 247) says :

*' In the
first age tne earnest gaze of the believers was directed only to the last Com-
ing of Christ,'* and he informs us that *' this anticipation of the end was,
perhaps, necessary for that ^e." But why should such an "error" (so

pronounced) be necessary? Was not truth equally as well adapted to the
early Christians as to Origen, or Au^stine, or Whitby ? Sucn a plea is

derogatory to the founders of Christianity. In another place (Prop. 74, etc.)

it has been shown that the belief in the Kingdom which was linked with
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the Advent was the caiue of those ardent longings for the Advent^ thaa
preserving due consistency between the doctrine entertained and the hope
expressed. Their faith, however explained, shows how believers, instructed
by inspired uen, understood the commission to preach the Gospel, and
comprehended the covenants and prophecies. Bat we eo a step farther
back, to the Apostles themselves, who did not, and in the nature of the
case could not, teach the conversion of the world prior to the Advent We
will allow a scholarly opponent, who would only have been too glad to avail

himself of a teaching in support of his own theory if it had existed, to tell

us what the Apostles believed and taught on the subject. Neander (Ad, to

Ifis. CJi. Church, vol. 2, p. 65, Bohn's ed.), after reiterating that the
Apostles did not look for the conversion of the world, but rather for the
Advent of Christ (saying : **Every unprejudiced reader of the New Test.
cannot fail to perceive that such an expectation filled the souls of the Apos-
tles"), adds : ^*It was not the idea of a renovated time that Christianity
endeavored to realize, but everything appeared only as a point of transition

to a new, heavenly, and eternal order of things which would commence at the

Second Advent,^* * Schmid {Bib, TheoL New Test,, p. 510) speaks of
Paul's teaching in snch a way that the idea of a conversion previous to the
Advent cannot he maintained, for it includes a constant conflict goins on
betw^n the Church and the world until it culminates in the Anticnrist
and the Advent. Thus numerous writers. If the reader will turn to
Propositions 70, 71, 72, 73, 74 and 75, reasons are given in detail for our
position on this subject. With the views of the Kingdom entertained, the
manner of introduction, etc., it was simply impossible for them to preach
a doctrine like the Whitbyan, now so fashionable and prevailing. In an
argument like this, bearing upon the great burden of prophecy, it is no
small matter that our doctrine accords so remarkably and fully with that of
the first centuries.'

I Neander is so admirably candid (would that all imitated him I) that we eaxmot refrain

from adding gome more extracts. In His. Plant. Ch, Churchj vol. 1, pp. 183-3, he frankly
admits that the apostles did not look for the oonversion of the world, not exhorted all to
pat their hope in a personal Advent of Christ and that while they anticipated the Gospel
to be preached to all the nations of the earth, yet *' they also believed that the perseca-
tions of the mling power would continually become more intense till the Savioar by Hia
divine power should achieve the triumph of the Church over all opposing power." He
thinks this " an enihusiasHc longing that outstripped the tedious development of history.

"

But if Paul was wrong in believing that persecution, more or less, should accompany the
Church and finally culminate, and that the Church's triumph could only thus be secured
—how are^e sure that he is not wrong on other subjects. If a man of apostolic character,

under the special training at the Spirit, called to be ** an instrument for publishing divine
truth in unsullied purity" (Neander) could be mistaken in this respect and give us
" error" (some friends kindly call it in us " heresy") instead of truth, why should he not
be In '* error" in other respects. This is a dangerous method of dealing with the Word,
as is evidenced by the reasoning of unbelief. We commend Neander*s candor when
he comes to explain Paul's language to the Thessalonians {Plant Ch, Churchj voL 1. p.
203, etc.) in which he acknowledges that Paul does not deny, to meet their expectation

of Christ's immediate re-appearance, that they were mistaken in their ideas that Christ

would thus come, set up His Kingdom, etc., but corrects their notion, respecting its

being so imminent, etc. After informing us with frankness how Paul tells them that
certain events must intervene in the rise and progress of evil, he adds : " then would
Christ appear, in order by His victorious divine power to destroy the kingdom of evil,

after it had attained its widest extension, and to consummate the Kingdom of God/*
With all Neander*B greatness and attempt to excuse Paul (on the ground that he ** was
not aware that similar phenomena" i.e. great conflicts with evil

—" must often recur until

the arrival of the final criais"), we would raiher take Paul*s statemenit simple as it i^, than
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Xe&nder'a, fortifled by a philosophical development theory. Fanl's testimoxiy is

dirine ; Neander'a la fallible. Besides this: saoh " o£ten" reoarzing "phenomena"
are utterly opposed to his *' leayen" theory if logically pressed.

* Onr historical references, eto., show what estimate we are to form of the sweeping
aaaertiona of some of onr opponents. Thus e.g. Prof. Sanborn {MiUenarianism : An Esaay)
deciarea agt^nst the indispuiable fads of history : " The Church of Christ, with great

unanimity, in aU ages^ has taught that the world is to be converted by ' the foolishness

of preaching^* accompanied by the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven.*' This may
mislead the ignorant, crriainh/ ndt the scholar or student. Sometimes when reading saoh
statements, we scarcely know what to think of those who make them ; but in charity

suppose that prejrudlce blinds them to the plainest historical facts. On the other hand
it is refreshing to find writers who present the historical truth. Thus e.g. Dr. Fisher in

ail *' Millennium*' (M'Glintock and Strong's Oydop.) declared that the idea of the con-
version of the world and its subjection to the Church was a great reason prompting to the
rejection and proscribing of our doctrine. He then informs us that Origen was * * the first

of the ancient ecclesiastical writers to affirm the practicability of such a triumph of the
Gospel through its own inherent efficacy." He also adduces Augustine as confirming
and establishing the opinion ** that the earthly Kingdom of Christ is the Church, which
was even then in the Millennial era, and on the road to a glorious ascendency over all its

enemies.*' The Whitbyan theory that the Millennium proper was still future had not
then been concocted, for, by a perversion of prediction and chronology, the Church was
represented as already realizing it, as we have shown in the history of the doctrine.

The early Church, as all history testifies, as onr learned opponents candidly admit, did
not hold the views as expressed by modem writers, as e.g. in the art. " Infallibility of

the Bible and Becent Theories of Inspiration'* (iVoHA Brit. Revievo, Nov. 1852), which
oonfidentiy predicts, that " the mission of the Bible is to conquer the age and not to *

yield to it,*' for it" is going forth to the ends of the earth conquering and to conquer,"
etc.; or to the art. " The Conversion of the World to Christ** (QuaHerly Eevievo, Ap. 1873)
which gives us similar prophecies. Such specimens of an abounding class, are directly

afdagordsUe to the earlv faith and hope of the Church ; and' the simple fact that such an
opposition exists ought to lead the careful student to reflection, nothwithstanding its

advocacy by eminent and talented writers, lecturers, etc.

Obs, 2. Let the reader carefully notice a feature (that is overlooked even
by men of ability) which ahowB how deeply rooted some portions of the early

Church doctrine remained. However much the Origenistic and Augustin-
ian views (which allied the Millennial predictions with this dispensation,

commencing with the Advent of Christ or the day of Pentecost, etc.) pre-

vailed and the prophetic delineations of the Kingdom in its glory were

—

especiaUy after Constantine^s conversion—applied to the Church as her
predicted triumph and dominion,* yet even then the adherents of such
opinions never advocated such a conversion of the world that all evil would
cease, etc. For we find in their writings the most abundant evidence that

they anticipated more or less evil down to the Advent, the culmination of

Anti-christian power before the Advent, etc., thus retaining in a preat

meaanre the early characteristics. Even men of eminence, who greatly

assisted the development of the Papacy and quoted the Millennial proph-
ecies as applicable to the existing Church, had no conception of the Whtt-
buan doctrine^ for even Gregory the Great (a.d. 590, Neander's Mem. of
Ch, Life, p. 387) said :

** As the end of the world approaches, the times

are full of disquiet and evil increases.*' The universal feeling of anxiety,

etc, caused by the partial rejection of the early Church view and the adop-
tion of a spiritualistic interpretation of prophecy, in the year a.d. 1000 and
snccecding dates (supposed to be the closing of the Millennium of the

Church) &rms the best evidence that a general conversion of the world
prior to the Advent was not adopted. The student needs no extracts from
this period to verify the statement, seeing that the universal consternation

(of which historians speak at the ending of the successive periods supposed
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to embrace a Bpiritual Millennium) is abundant proof. Even when the
Popish doctors settled down into the conyiction that the thousand years
was merely a round indefinite number indicative of an indefinite period
embracing this dispenBation ; and when in accordance with this opinion
Millennial predictions were unhesitatingly adopted as descriptive of the
Papacy, and the Popes with faithful adherents dreamed of, and claimed,
an universal monarehv, yet even then all this was done under the assump-
tion—not that the Millennial state was future but—that the Millennial era
was then existing, had existed from the first Advent, and would exist down
to the Second Advent preceded by the Antichrist.* Such views even were
still greatly modified and restricted by the utterances given at various times
by advocates of the Papacy, who claimed th^ nearness of the Advent, the
continued wickedness of the world, and the corruption constantly manifested
in the Church itself. It would be interesting, although foreign to our
design, to present the warnings, faithful rebakes, etc., that came not only
from the protesting Albigenses and others, but from even those regarded as
the faithiul allies of Rome.

» Of which Dr. Arnold (^Life qf, by Stanley, toI. 1, p. 59,) remarka :
'• The pretended

conversion of the kingdoms of the world to the Kingdom of Christ in the fourth and fifth

centuries, which I look upon as one of the greatest Umra cTadrtase that Satan ever
played, except his invention of Popery.'* Comp. Mosheim, Xeauder, Kurtz, etc., who
show that this conversion to Christianity was largely nominal, for aside from the con-
tinued corruption of the masses, the king himself was not free from indulging in law-
less license. Leckey, in his Sis, Europ. Morals points oat with evident relish that kings
and princes, converted from barbarism, who are regarded as famous fosterers of the
Church, were guilty of gross violations, some of them, most eminent, having (e.g. toL
2, p. 363) their several wives and numerous concubines. Comp. Killen's Andeni Okurcht
p. 280, etc.

* It is a matter of surprise that the old Popish view of a past Millennium dating its rise
from the First Advent, or from the day of Pentecost, or from the conversion of Constan-
tine, etc., should be advocated by a few Protestants. By far the strongest advocate of
this view is Prof. Bush i MiUennium), but it is very unsatisfactory and most arbitrary, call-

ing for spiritualizings, and for a Millennium still requiring martyrs (owing to persecution,
etc.) utterly opposed to the Millennial predictions. A theory of the Kingdom which
demands for the sake of consistency, such a sacrifice of prophecy to adapt the latter to
the past, is most certainly defective. So plain is it, by comparing the history of the
Church with Millennial prophecy, that the Millennium has not yet appeared that but f<^w

venture to adopt such a theory—^o ra>\dslvt io fact—and the immense majority of our
opponents concede its location in f£e future. While some of the Popes, acutated by
ambition and desire, dreamed that under them and their successors the world would be
made subject to the Papacy, they held this as a result of present existing Millennial

Eredictions being realized, and taught vrith it continued existing unbelief to be followed

y a season of trial, etc., for the end was always dreaded. Any claim of alleged uni-
versality, as e.g. in the Bomish Church (comp. Bh. Newton's Diss., p. 439,) is in itself

suspicious, being the tnork of the Antichrist), who shall, as prophecy proclaimB, declare
a universality. The boast and glory of universality is condemnatory and the result of
apostatizing, because owing to the predicted (comparative) fewness of believers in con-
trast with a prevalence of the rejection of the true faith those who eulogize it and make
it an evidence of divine foundation, those who dream after it as desirable, only give a
decided proof of a total misapprehension of the design of this dispensation.

Ods. 3. The Reformers and their immediate successors still more or less

under the influence of the Augiistinian method of applying the prophecies,

refused to believe in a Millennium still future prior to the Advent of Jesus,
Ilowever contradictory they may have been in some of their expositions of

Scripture, one thing %s certain^ from the positive statements made and
opinions entertained at the close of life, that they could give no encourage-
ment to a triumph and deliverance of the ChMTcb. previous to the Advent
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of th& Lord Jesus Christ. A ievr references may be in place. In com-
menting on John 10 : 11-16 (Walch's Luther, vol. 2, cols. 1082-83) : ''Tliis

is not true and is really a trick of the devil, that people are led to believe

that the whole world shall become Cliristian, It is the devil* s doing, in

order to darken sound doctrine and to prevent it from being understood.

. . . Therefore it is not to be admitted, that the whole world, and all man-
kind shall believo on Christ ; for we must continually bear the sacred cross,

that -they are the majority who persecute the saints.*' His belief in the

nearness of the Advent (Prop. 78), as evidenced in his Exp, of Dan. 12,

(comp. also Walch's Luther's Schri/ten 22, col. 21, Table Talk, ch. 2, etc.),

and as Bengcl noticed :
" he believed also, with many others, that the

duration of the world " (aa at present constituted, see Prop. 146), ** from
its commencement, would be only 6000 years ; and hence considered its end
go near, that he could see no space for a future Millennium'^ (see Prop.

143),* Calvin is also outspoken, aa e.g. Com, on Matt. 24 : 30, ** 77tere is

no reason, therefore, why any person should expect the conversion of the

vorld, for at length—when it shall be too late, and will yield them no
advantage, they shall look on Him whom they have pierced." So in his

comments on Matt. 13 : 24-43 ; Luke 18 : 8 ; John 15 : 18 ; 1 Tim. 4:1;
2 Tim. 3 : 1-7 ; 2 Pet, 3 : 3 (quoted by Dr. Seiss in A Question m Escha-
tology) and in his Psychophannychia, p. 55 (quoted Time of the End, p. 3),

Ind\., B. 3, ch. 9, etc., we have it distinctly announced that the Church
down to the Second Advent will be a mingled body of good and bad ; will

be "burdened with the reprobate to the end of the world ;" will have
"unbelieTera to abound,'' so that ^^ there will be almost none to look for
Him;'* will find it '^ never possible for its godly teachers to avoid the

hatred of the world ;" will have reason to expct " that as false teachers

formerly gave annoyance to the people of Israel, so they will never cease to

disturb the Church ;*' and *' that there will not be even under the Gospel,

meh a state of perfection, that all vices shall be banished and virtues of

every kind shall nourish ; and that, therefore, the pastors of the Christian

Cbarch will have quite as much to do with wicked and ungodly men as the
prophets and godly priests had in ancient times" (adding :

** this is the

lot of the Church' ).* Those who desire individual testimony can find the
earnest and emphatic declarations of several hundred of the most eminent
men in the Church from the days of the apostles down to the present, given
in works specially devoted to the subject." As an indication, all sufficient,

of the feeling at the Reformation, it is sufficient to point out the fact that

the ^reat leading Confession of Faith, the Augsburg Confession, positively

forbids the entertainment of a belief in the conversion of the world /?rior

to the Second Advent (see Prop. 78, Obs. 2, (4), (bj ). The Anabaptists, as

eWdenced by history, attempted to set up the predicted universal Kingdom
of Christ, and the Seventeenth' Article of the Confession, specially designed
against them^ ** condemn those who spread abroad Jewish opinions, that,

before the resurrection of the dead, the godly shall occupy the kingdom of

the world, the wicked being everywhere suppressed " (Miiller'siS'ymJ. Books^

p. 43), and in the Twenty-third Article the Reformers evince no hope in a

future Millennium before the Advent by stating that they were then living

m**the last times and days foreshown in Holy Scripture, in which the

world is to become ever more and more degenerate, and mankind more
sinful and weak" (Sluller's Symb, Books, p. 50). Nothing need be added
to such plain statements.*
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1 See the a&me views given by Melanchthon, Knox, Hatter, Hanniaa, Qnenstedt, as
qnoted by Dr Seias in A question in Eachatoiogy, pp. 42-47. Also Piscator, Oaiander,
Flavins, Chrytrfens, BnJlinger, and Parens, presented in Shimeall's Eschaidogy. Also,
these and many others given by Elliot Uorm Apoc, aud Taylor The Voice <^ the Church,
and in The Time of the £!nd by a Congregationalist. That Lnther was decidedly opposed
to the idea of snch a conversion, see Michelet's Life of Luiher, pp. 343-4. The Opinion
of Lnther as given by the Theolog. Faonlty of the University of Dorpat to the Iowa
Synod, etc. Luther in one or two plfuses seems to contradict himself. Thus e.g. Liaco
(On the Parables, p. 80) quotes Luther^s Exp. of the Mustard Seed, as saying :

*' By which
He means to inform us that the world should be converted to the faith in a manner
fitted to excite wonder and give offence, namely, through weakness. In opposition to all

power, wisdom, righteousness," etc. But while opposed ** it shall itself prevail at last
over all Kingdoms, and convert them to itself through the mighty power of God."
Turning to his Exp. cf the Leaven (Lisco, p. 85, 86,^ he limits this as follows : " When the
Gospel, as a piece of new leaven, has once mixed itself with the human race, which is
the dough, it will never cease till the end of the world, but will make its way through
the whole mass of those loho are to be saved, and come to all who are worthy of it, despite
of all the gates of hell." Suppose, however, this oontmdiction to exist, the student will
see the propriety of retaining those views given in detail, and matured by age and study,
and confe^ionally expressed.

Calvin (according to Dr. Brown in his Reph/ to Seiss's '* Question in Escha-
tology,") also seems to be contradictory, for on Ps. 2 : 8, he says : " Who (Christ) alone
subdues the world to Himself, and embraces all lands and peoples in His power. ....
so that not one comes only, but the whole earth is subject to His sway." But by this
Gatvin does not necessarily include the conversion of the world, but only the fact—as
believed in by us—that Christ will ultimately crush all opposition so that all, both the
righteous and wicked existing down to the Advent shall acknowledge His power, etc. This
reconciles His statements. Or, his meaning may be, that the Divine Sovereignty bends
all, even wickedness, to subserve the Divine Purpose in Christ. The views of Knox we
have previously given, and need no special mention. The declaration of the Westmin-
ster Confession, as quoted under Prop. 174, to be constantly watching for the Advent,
alone sustains our position.

» E. G,, Taylor's Voice of the Church and The 7\me cf the End by a Congregationalist,
contain the protest of hundreds of witnesses against the prevailing Whitbyan theory.
Bo Brookes's El, cf Proph. Irtter,, Bickersteth's Guide to the Prophecies, Seiss's Last TimeSf
Cox's MiUenarian^s Answer, Shimeall's Eschatoiogy, A Reply to Prof, Shedd, and various
other Millenarian authors, contain a large number of quotations from eminent men in all

the various denominations against Whitby's "New Hypothesis."
* Rev. Dr. Seiss in quoting the Confession in his able treatise A Q^e3tion in EschcUoiogy

refers to Melanchthon's explanations (^%>rp. R^, Meianchth. Op., vol. 26, p. 361,) and gives
a long extract from John Conrad Goebel's E^, of the Augsburg Confession, commencing :

" The idea of a golden age in this world, before the resurrection of the dead, is a mere
phantasm, not only contrary to the entire Holy Scripture, but especially contrary to the
clear and luoid prophecies of the Lord Jesus Christ and His beloved apostles, when they
speak of the times immediately preceding the day of judgment, Matt. 24 : 23 ; 1 Tim.
4 : 1 ; 2 Tim. 3:1; 2 Pet. 3 : 3, and other places, where more may be seen upon the sub-
ject." He also refers to the Apology of the Augnburg Confession (Muller's ii^ymb. Books,

p. 245), ArUdes of ikncUoald (Muller's Symb. Books, p. 298), and to various other leading
confessions, embracing the same views, and thus giving no hope of a Millennial age be-
fore the Advent. The Confessions were so worded on this point that both Millenarians
and Anti-Millenarians could subncribe to them ; a notable instance of which is found
in the Westminster Assembly Confession, an Assembly largely composed of Millenarians-

(oomp. Props, on the His. of our Doctrine). In reference to the Reformers, we only need
to give the views of an opponent. Thus to show that the Reformers did not look for a
future conversion of the world, but for the reverse, we have Barnes (Cbtn. Rev., ch. 10 :

6) saying :
" The Reformers, in interpreting the prophecies learned to connect the

down&ll of the Papacy with the Coming of Christ, and with His universal reign upon
earth ; and as they saw the evidences of the approach of the former, they natnz^ly
anticipated the latter as about to occur. Comp. Dan. 12 : 11 ; 2 Thess. 2:3; Dan. 2 r

34 ; 2 Thess. 2 : 8. The anticipation that the Lord Jesus was about to come ; that the
affairs of the world, in the present form, were to be wound up ; that the reign of the
saints would soon commence ; and that the permanent Kingdom of righteousness would
be established, became almost the curreni belief of the Reformers, and was frequently
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in tbeir vritmgs." He instanoes Lnther, and for proof refers to Merle
D'Anbig. voL 2. pp, 166, 276 ; Milner. pp. 692, 796, and then quotes Melanchthon, and
Bh. Latimer. Comp. also the extracts given from Lather and Melanchthon by Lord in
his Apoc, pp. 236-240. Brookes {MaraTiatha, p. 339) says :

** Page after page might
be flUed with extracts from the writings of Lather, Calvin, Knox, and others, who
were forced by the Holy Ghost to the foreground of the battle, showing how clearly they
Raw, and bow eagerly they embraced the doctrine of Christ's personal Coming, and not
* the oniveraal reception of the tme religion,* as the proper object of believing contempla*
tioxk. They have grace given them to bear testimony against the fanaticism of some who
believed in a gross and sensuooa Millennitun, ' bat, * as Dr. Liilie says, ' that they did,
at the same time, generally and steadfastly hold to the ideas of a restored Israel, and a
renewed earth, and, in partionlar, that not one of them ever allowed the modem notion
of an iiUervetung MUleTUiium to becloud his solemn, earnest outlook for the Lord's Seo. Com-
ing—so much is perfectly joeil kjtovon io all who have a moderate aoquainiance vfith their wrU-
vtgs.** We only add, that such a position is the more honornble to them, because men,
owing to success in their labors and the increase of adherents, are apt to judge the future
from their personal influence, etc., but they swerved not f^m God's expressed judg-
ment. (We refer to the Aogsborg Confession under Props. 78, 7, etc.)

Obs. 4. While the opinion of such a conversion of the world was
snggested, and at once opposed (as e.g. by Lather, Calvin, etc., in preced-
ing Obs.) no ioriter of any prominence, or theologian, or commentator

,

appeared to advocate a Millennium still in the future before the Advent of
Christ, until Daniel Whitby (an English commentator, bom a.d. 1638,

died 1726), appeared, unless we except the dreams of aggrandizement
BQggeated by some of the Jesuits (see rrop. 78, Obs. 19). Bh. Henshaw,
Drs. Liilie, Daffield, Seise, and others, have doubted whether a writer could
be foand before the time of Whitby who suggested such a Millennial period
stillfuture and prior to the Advent ; and after years of research on sub-

jects pertaining to Millenarianism we can find none xinless we except the

ravings of some Anabaptists or the schemes of some ardent followers of

Loyola.' Whitby himself, being no mean scholar but well posted in

Patristic learning and Church history, calls his theory of a Millennium
(spiritual) still future to be introduced by Gospel means, a '* New Hypoth-
t9is " (a mere new supposition), which he could and would not have done
if such a *' hypothesis" had previously been propounded. Many Anti-
Millenarians (as«.g. Bh. Rnssell, D\^, on Mill, Archd. Woodhouse On the

Apoc.j Prof. Bush On Mill,, and others) hare, while criticising the theory,

never ctziied into question Whitby's claim to newness of a hypothetical

Millennium. Now it is this theory, adopted by able and pious men (as e.g.

EdwardSy Hopkins, Scott, Dwight, Jay, Barnes, and many others), whicn
in a short time, has deeply and almost universally intrenched itself in the

Church. Its advocates differ somewhat among themselves as to the means
and instrumentalities by which it is to be ushered in (thus e.g. some simply
advocating present, means ; others, increased and marvellous outpourings
of the Spirit ; others, some remarkable divine spiritual interposition of

Christ ; and recent writers, even miraculous and supernatural interference),

bat atiU substantially agree in the outlines of the ** hypothesis." The in-

fluence of such a theory upon the reception of our doctrine can be readily

teen ; for it is hostile to it, being in direct conflict with it Locating the
Kingdom in this dispensation and prior to the Advent, having no need of a
Pr^-ilillenniftl Personal Coming of Jesus, spiritualizing the throne, the
Kingdom and the prophecies pertaining thereto, it conceives, from its
*• hypothetical " Kingdom thus spread over the earth, that no such King-
dom as is covenanted and gramrtuUically expressed in the Word is to be
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established after the Advent of Christ. Such a spiritual fulfilment of

prophecy is all, they think, that we are to anticipate, and the early Church
belief on the subject is, therefore, discarded as " an idle dream/* or ** a
Jewish fable." VVhat the immediate followers and churches of the Apos-
tles could not possibly entertain on account of their ** Jewish prejudices,"
and '' the materialistic husk,*' is at last presented and elucidated in

Whitby's *' New Hypothesis." It becomes necessary consequently for the
sake of completeness in our argument to notice the unscriptural charaeter
of this theory, so productive of widespreetd unbelief in the doctrines of
God*8 eternal Word."

1 Some inteiligent writers not obserring the proper distinction between the Origenistic
and Angustinian view and that of Whitby's, have called this statement into qnestion.
bnt no one has yet succeeded in producing an anthor, acknowledged by the Chnrch^ who
lived before Whitby's time who advocated what is now known as the W^hitbyan theory.
A spiritual Millennial theory, locating the fnllilment of the prophecies either in the
past or as mnning in connection with the dispensation is something very difiFerent

from one like Whitby's, which locates the realization in the future, etc. For Whitby*«
own views, see his Tnaiist on the true Millennium, and for an extension of them, see
Bogue's Dls. on ike MUl.^ and Johnston On the Bev. The nearest approach to Whitby's
views is that found in Joachim's prophecies (see Von DfiUinger's Piroph. c^ the Middle
Ages, vii., p. 380), or the statements of St. Catherine of Siena (p. 330 j, or Roger Bacon
(p. 358), or Dolcino (p. 363), or Gorgius (p. 312). Luther, in his Com. on John, that we
quoted, must have referred to the Jesuitical idea of a conversion of the world, or to the
Anabaptist view, or to some Popish writer similar to the preceding. For however in
some respects diverse to the purely spiritual view of Whitby, the notion of a conver-
sion of the world to Christianity prior to the resurrection of the dead and hence of the
Sec. Advent, has had its abettors, who daringly, to the ordinary operations of the
Gospel, added that of the sword and persecution. The history of the Bomish Church
in the persons of some of its most aggressive Popes, and of Loyola and his successors,
are sufficiently illustrative. The multitude who arose in the days of the Beformers with
arms in their hands, and under leaders who wielded ** the sword of Gideon ;" even the
dialectician Carlatadt and many a perverted believer thought that the harvest was ripe,

that they were the appointed reapers, and that the Gospel combined with the sword
should subjugate the world to Jesus. Self-constituted ministers of vengeance and of
mercy, under the guidance of a false doctrine. Alas ! what scenes of crime, bloodshed,
and horror have been enacted under a fanatical plea that the extension of God's tmth
and rule demanded them. Thus e.g. in the Manster Faction (a. d. 1534) *' Bockelson"
or John of Leyden (Kurtz, Ch. His. vol. 2, p. 81) ** proclaimed king of the whole earth
by one of his co-prophets, set up a splendid court and introduce^ the most heinonu
abominations. He claimed authority to inaugurate the Millennium, sent out twenty-eight
apostles to spread his kingdom, and appointed twelve dukes to govern the earth as his
vicegerents." The same spirit was shown in the Wittenberg Fanaticism, in the Munzer
teaching, culminating in the Peasant's War. The same spirit was revived in the Fifth
Monarchy men, and others. The enemies of the Word sneeringly point to many snch
instances of compulsory conversion or vengeance, as shown in the sternness of some of
Knox's converts, Cromwell's troopers, Geneva's town-councillors, etc., just as if the Word
ifc?elf indorsed, and was responsible for conduct and action emphatically condemned.
Our doctrine, in view of the Millennial age being contingent on the Advent of Jesus and
the res. of the saints, positively forbids the entertainment of su^ch dangerous vagaries.

Those who hold to them cannot be regarded as affiliated, in the slightest degree, with
Fre-Millenarians, seeing that in the fundamentals there is no point of contact. They
are rather in sympathy with all such who, prior to the Sec. Advent and the res. of the
saints, look for a conversion of the world to subjection to Christ, the only difference

being in the one party relying upon the Gospel and the other adding the sword. Craven
{Lange's Com. Rev. p. 346) refers to Elliott saying : "Titringa, however, who alludes to
Whitby's work just published, makes brief citations from two earlier writers, Conrad of
Mantna and Carolina Gallus, as expressive of the same general view." If this is so,

then to Whitby belongs the honor of systematizing and inaugurating the view in such a
manner as to secure its extensive adoption.

* An impartial consideration is solicited, in view of the important beetring this subject
necessarily has upon many related ones in the Scriptures, It is to the honor of many
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eminent men, that, after having held to the "WhitbTan theoty, thoy have not been
ashamed to acknowledge their past error, and that the decided weight of testimony
forced them to occupy the Primitive Charch doctrine. Thas e.g. Bh. Hopkins
(Winthrop*s LeUera^ p. 6) declares that his opinions have undergone ** a thorough revoln-
tion/* and adds, ** And I cannot bat think that any man whose mind is ready to submit*
with the humility of a child-like faith, to the only infallible teacher—the Word of God
^rnost yield, even at the sacrifice of his previous prejudices, to the vast amcuni of iesii'

laony which the Scriptures furnish to that important doctrine, the personal Advent, and
reign upon the regenerated earth, of the glorious Redeemer," etc. The honored friend
to whom this work is dedicated, informed me years ago how he also changed his views,

being impelled to it by Scripture testimony, and the reasoning of McNeile, Koel, etc.

On the evening of March 27th, 1873, in a conversation on this very subject, the Dr.
alluded to the biblicist Beck and read Dr. Kurtz's estimate of Beck in which the latter

ia quoted as saying that his hope of the ultimate salvation of the world was in the direct

interposition of God. Commenting on this language. Dr. Spreoher remarked, that by
this direct interposition, Beck evidently referred to the Bee. Advent. Then alluding to
Bengel's and Auberlen's views, he continued, that since he had adopted such ideas,

time and stady had only strengthened them ; that he had no hope of the conversion of
the world under present instrumentalities ; that it was painfully evident that human
depravity would always exist in this dispensation ; that whatever advance the Church
made, there was a corresponding advance on the side of Satan ; that the future was a
aeriofvs one for the Church as she was yet to meet a terrible enemy ; and that to save the
Church, there most be, as Beck affirmed a remarkable divine interposition, etc. Such,
briefly, is the outline of a deeply interesting conversation—the ideas of which were
repeated, with additions, at subsequent interviews. In conversations with students,

in arttcleB from tJhe Lutheran ObservcTf in sermons, and in an appeal to the churches in

behalf of the college (of which he was then President), he alluded to the coming struggle

between the Church and infidelity, the fatal results of indifference— the consequent
depression of the Church and the incoming of sore tribulation to be ended only by the
Advent of the Christ. He also informed me that his forthcoming work of systematic
divinity would occupy a Pre-MUlenarian position.

The prevalence of the Whitbyan theory is something marvellous, and the tenacity

with which men cleave to it, notwithstanding Us lack cf procf, is wonderful. Out of a
multitude of protests we select the two following : Rev. Randolph {DanviUe Tribtjine,

March 12th, 1880), referring to the Whitbyan theory and to Whitby's bolstering up
his view by transforming 2 Thess. 2 : 8 into a spiritual Coming by the preaching of the
Gospel, then adds :

" We feel indignant as we think of it, and how the Church and
common people have been enslaved to it so long. It has been sent whirling like thistle-

down in the air by scholars in every denomination, and its doctrine that the Millennium
eomes by means of Revivals, and the gradual progress of Christianity one thousand years
before Christ comes^ has been riddled to atoms, and is now riddled again by the best
aeholanihip of the century. Thanks to Rev. Henry Dana Word, a true Puritan, for the
bugle-blast he gave not many years ago, arousing the American ministry to their duty,
in reference to Whitbyism, saying, ' scarcely a newspaper can be found of high standing
with its own sect, that will admit an article boldly questioning this proud Philistine,

who has seized the ark of our faith and defies the hope of Israel. This state of things
calls for mourning as well as indignation, that an innovation so bold in its departure
from the primitive faith and the Confessions of all churches should have intrenched Uaelf

in the heart of all denominations, which innovation the Reformers, themselves, expressly

condemn and brand as opposed to the Scriptures ' {His. MiU., p. 58). Thanks 'to Dr.
Hastings ( Voice of the Church) for his manly utterance challenging the insolence of the
great and acute innovator in these words :

' Was it reserved for Daniel Whitby to

correct the faith of those who had listened to Apostolic teachings, and followed Apostolic
footsteps ? Has that, which was an unknown doctrine, or a condemned heresy in the
true Church for seventeen hundred years, come at last to be accepted as the truths of the
Gospel ? And shall we whose fathers have steeled themselves against earth's flatteries,

ever sounding the word, * The Coming of the Lord draweth nigh !' now fold our arms
in la^ lock and say in our hearts, if not on our lips, ' My Lord delayeth His Coming !*

To all which we say, * God forbid V And thanks to the noble Christian men of snch com-
petence and piety,' in both Europe and America, and of all denominations, who, by pulpit,

conference, and publications, are once more recalling the Church to the faith of the

Reformers, liartyrs, and Apostles, the faith of all the prophets, and of Christ Himself."
Dr. Morehead in the Chridian Insirudor (Chicago, March and April, 1879), in a series of
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articled conttOTerta the Vnutbyan viev, and in the close of the second article, after
referring to the primitive expectation (quoting Scriptare, Olahaoaen, Calvin, etc.) of the
constant imininency of the Sec. Advent, dedaces : " (1) The Apostolic Christians waited
for Christ. They kiiew not how long he luight tarry ; they knew not how soon He might
appear. They might fall asleep, but death itself coiUd not destroy their * blessed hope.'

(2) They loaiied for Christ. Therefore, their hope was not the reformation of mankind,
nor the civilization of the race, nor the elevation of society, nor the education of the
masses, nor, the conversion of the world. (3^ They iDaiied for Christ. Therefore, they
did not look for the overthrow of the world-spirit of evil through the instrumentality of
the Gospel which they preached. Their heroic endeavor was to save souls from the
curse and condemnation of the world. (4) They vjaUed for Christ. Thenefore, they
did not wait for on effusion of the Holy Spirit for the world's conversion. The Spirit
had been poured out upon them, accor^ng to the promise of the Saviour, and to have
waited for His Coming would have been a practical denial of His presence in the Church.
(S) They loaUed for Christ. Therefore, they did not look for the world's subjugation
nrst. Where in all the New Test, is the Church put in the posture of expectancy as to
the conversion of the world? Let one passage be cited that she waited for that—was ao
taught to wait. (6) They voaited for Christ. Therefore, they cuuld not have waited for
a Millennium, brought about by the agencies even then at work, to be had and enjoyed
before Christ's Coming, for if so, how, in all human reason, could they have waited for
the Saviour? They waited. We, on the contrary, having succeeded to our satisfaction in
putting off His Coming to a far, far distant future, naturally enough concern ourselves
very little about it, and have taken to make the best of the present evil world."
In view of the Scripture testimony and that of the Church, it is a matter of surprise

that eminent Apologetical wotks (as e.g. Boger's iiwperhuman Origin of the Bible, p. 66,
etc.) should assert that the New Test, propounds a system of religion ** which aspires to
universal dominion, and that to be achieved without violence, and by moral force alone."
Turning to the New Test, we see how Christ Himself comes, and uses force over the Anti-
christian nations, and yet in the face of the plainest predictions, Rogers confidently
affirms :

** It is equally incontrovertible that He renounced for Himself, and that His
apoBtles renounced for Him, all employment of force in the establishment of His novel
Kingdom." This is tme of the Church and the gathering out of a people for God, but,

as our whole line of ailment shows, it is not corred when applied to the conversion of

the world, or to the establishment of the covenanted Messianic Kingdom. The reason
why this Whitbyan doctrine is a favorite with many, and is so prominently paraded in
recent Apologetics, is, that it serves to exalt a fundamental misconception, viz., their

spiritual-Church Kingdom notion. Alas ! that so many able writers fall into this error,

which has been a fitful dream of some of the mystics, as seen e.g. in the Life of Julia

Von KrOderur^ who, according to the prophecy of Maria Kummrin, was destined to a
'* high vocation in the reign of the Lord," having connected with her, " Fontaine as the
apostle chosen to work with her for the oonversion of the world" {Wtslm. Beview, Jan.

1852. p. 96.)

Obs. 5. Let UB direct attention to some of the reasons already assigned
which are opposed to the Whitbyan theory. For the sake of b'reTitj and
to avoid nndue repetition, reference will be made to Propositions giving
details, and the reader is solicited, if desirous to investigate the sabject, to

turn to them for additional information. 1. The principle of interpretation

adopted, viz., the grammatical, Prop. 4, is the only one that is proper for a
doctrinal position upon this subjecfe. But if the literal interpretation is

acceded to, (hen, as our opponents themselves admit, our doctrine is clearly

and unmistakably taught. For the difference between us and the followers

of Whitby, is not whether the Word contains our doctrine in its literal

sense, but whether such a sense is to be retained. Let the reader decide
this question, and in how far it is consistent with the honor of God to pre-
sent such a sense that has led a host of ancient worthies and Christians to

believe in our doctrinal position. If the literal sense is accepted, of course,

then the interpretation of prophecy utterly forbids the adoption of the
Whitbyan "hypothesis." 2. The prevailing theory is baaed upon and is

the logical outgrowth of, the notion that the Church is the covenanted
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I
Kingdom of David's Son. This has been fully met in Fropositiona 96, 97,

98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, and 109, 3. The script-

nral idea of the Messianic Kingdom, as covenanted and prophesied, is

strictly that of a Theocracy—overthrown, Prop. 33, but again restored.

Props. 33, 34, 35, etc., fully identified with the restoration of the David ic

throne and Kingdom. Props. 48, 49, 51, 52, 118, etc. The conversion
even of all nations could not restore the Kingdom. 4. The following par-

ticalars are all opposed to the Whitbv^n doctrine (a) It overrides and
degrades the hopes of the pious Jews, Props. 20, 21

;
(b) it ignores and

lowers the preaching of John the Baptist, Props. 22, 38, 39, 40, 41, and of

the disciples. Props. 43, 44
;

(c) it overlooks the fact that the Kingdom of

God to be established is the ancient Theocracy acknowledged by God to be
His special Kingdom, Props. 25, 26, etc., into which the Davidic line is

incorporated, Prop. 31, ana which was not in existence when Jesus came,
Props. 41, 56

; (a) the unmistakable postponement of the Kingdom, the

previous gathering out of a people to whom the Kingdom is given, the
conseqneiit preaching of the Apostles, Props. 54 inclusive to 73, is all

passed by as unworthy of notice, although specifically presented ; (e) it is

opposed to the distinctively announced facts (which snow that piety, con-
version, etc., are not denoted), that the Kingdom belongs to Christ as the
Son of Man (see Prop. 81), that it is a visible restoration of forfeited domin-
ion (Prop. 82), that it is given bv the Father to the Son as the result of

obedience (Props. 83, 84, 90), and that it is promised to the saints as an
inheritance (Props, 89, 90). 5. The Millennial glory which is to follow in

the reatoration of the Barren Woman after the married wife. Prop. 118, is

against its reception. 6, The Visible external organization of the Kingdom,
Props, 116 ana 117, aud its introduction alone by the power of Christ,

Prop, 120, forbids such a view of the Messianic Kingdom as is now prev-

alent. 7. The visible reign of Christ, Prop. 131 : the visible reign or the
samta. Prop. 154 ; the Judgeship of Christ, Prop. 132 ; the Judgment
Day, Prop. 133 ;

*' The World to come,'' Prop. 137 ;
*' The Day of the Lord

Jesus," Props. 138 and 139 ; the ''Rest,'' Prop. 143 ;
*' The End of the

age,'' Prop. 140 ;
" The Neto Heavens and New Earth," Props. 148, 149, 150,

151^ 144, 146 ; the transfiguratioti, Prop. 153 : the manner of the Jewish
restoration and ita desian, Props. Ill, 112, 113, 114; the mixed condition

of Church evinced in the parables. Prop. 118 ; all present phases of argu-
ment converging from different points against the Whitbyan notion.

8. Besides all these, the doctrine of the Pre-Millennial Advent, Prop. 121 ;

of the Pre-Millennial resurrection, Props. 125, 126, 127, 128 ; the destruc-

tion of the Antichrist by the Personal Advent of Jeaus, Prop. 123 ; the
marriage of Christ, Prop. 169 ; the perpetuity of the Kingdom when once
established. Prop. 159, etc., are all of a nature irreconcilable with a conver-

sion of the world prior to the Advent. To accept of the Whitbyan theory

demands that all these several Propositions, with a large number of related

evidences, be logicallv set aside—an undertaking that can alone be per-

formed by seeking refuge in the Origenistic system of interpretation. The
advocates of such a theory forget how clearly and distinctly the design of

the present dispensation, Props. 86 and 87, is pointed out in Scripture,

representing the Church as a preparatory stage. Prop. 88, to the ushering
in of the glorious Messianic Kmgdom. It is remarkable that for the com-
plete success of our argument not one link, essential to its perfection, is

missing in the Scriptures.
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The Year of Jabilee was a type of the highest dellTeranoe (Prop. 143), and is correctly

applied by many writers to the Millennial period on earth. Even oar opponents, many
of them, oonoede thia, and declared in positive terms, that " the promise of a Jabilee to

the Church of Ood cannot fail." Let the reader observe that the Jewish nation, owizig

to depravity, never came under the restorative power of this Year of Jabilee, for their
wickedness brought as a punishment rest (2 Chron. 36 : 21^ to the land. Bo the world
and the Church can never, as the Bible plainly* teaches (it being the personal vaork of
Jesus and His Advent) bring about this time of Jubilee. Men may by a species of

exaggeration insure its Coming, but a glance at the type and the predictions based upon it

shows that it is beyond morial povier. Burton {Anal, o^ Jfefanc^y, vol. 3, p. 429) was
wiser ; for after giving a graphic description of the evils pertaining to various religions,

heresies, etc., he adds :
** To purge the world of idolatry and superstition, will require

some monster-taming Hercules, a divine ^sculapius, or Christ Himself to come in His
own Person, to reign a thousand years on earth before the end, as the Millenaries will

have Him." Van Oosterzee (6^^ Dog., vol. 2, p. 580), speaking of the reasonableness of

the Second visible Coming of Jesus, remarks :
"* History and experience even, give every

reason to doubt whether without such a personal appearing and intervention of the
King, the Kingdom of Ood could indeed ever arrive at £e complete development
and triumph, to which it is designed to come." Eminent men, unwilling to receive the
plain grammatical sense of the Word, and having faith in Qod's promises, see no hope for

the realization of the Whitbyan theory (although in accord with their spiritualizing

system), and hence reject it Dr. Arnold {Life o^, by Stanley. voL 1, p. 271) expresses
his faith in the ending of successive ages by great physical and moral signs, in the Com-
ing of ** the day of the Lord, " and then, in view of these convulsions and the signs of

the times, says : " But I have not the slightest expectation of what is commonly meant by
the Millennial, and I wonder more and more that any one can so understand Scripture
as to look for it. As for the signs of the times in England, I look nowhere with confl.
dence," etc. On the other hand so confident are the fulherents of the Whitbyan scheme
of their ultimate success, that they mske the matter lai^ely contingent on the reception
of money ! Many quotations might be given; a recent one by Bh. Wiley (West, Ch,
AdvocaiCf July 30th, 1879) in a letter to a friend is sufficiently illustrative : " Money seems
now the great need for taking the world for Jesus." While money is a requisite for
Church work, and piety is required to contribute as evidence of its faith, gratitude and
love, yet money will only indirectly aid in carrying out the design of the dispensation ;

it may bring the truth to others, but it cannot convert a soul, much less ** take the
world for Jesus." Compare with such a view, the scathing remark of Cotton Mather
(Prop. 78, Obs. 9, note), or the firm protest of Van Oosterzee (Lange's Com, 1 Tim,,

p. 50), etc.

Obs, 6. It seems sciircelv requisite to add anything to what has preceded,
and yet a few additional remarks may aid in bringing out the matter moro
clearly. 1, The exhortations given respecting the nearness of the Second
Advent and the constant duty enjoined in looking for it, is irrecondlahU
with a Millennium prior to that Advent. So also the same incorporated
into Confessions, as e.g. Westminster exhorting us owing to the uncertainty
of the same to ** he alioays watchful^ because they know not at what hour the

Lord will come." The advpcates of the Whitbyan theory, locating an in-

tervening one thousand years definitely before the Advent, palpably contra-

dict themselves when commenting on such scriptural injunctions. Thus,
c.e. Barnes in various places in his Commentary urges it as a duty for
believers to be looking and expecting the Second Advent, telling us even
(1 Pet. 4 : 7) that ** No man can tell certainly at what time it will come

;

no man can demonstrate that it may not come at any moment,*' etc,,

and yet in the face of these and similar explicit statements he en-
deavors by the adoption of the Whitbyan " hypothesis" to " demon-
strate" that it is at least a thousand years from us. A theory which in-

volves such inconsistencies is certainly wrong. 2. The inability to meet
the demands of Scripture and constitute an agreement between theory and
Holy Writ is met with in the writings of the ablest of the Whitbyan clas,s.
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We give two iUuatrations. Dr. Brown in ChrisVs Sec* Commg, unable to

rid himself of the passages which speak of a mixed condition even in the
Church, of ^ood and bad down to the Advent^ advocates a Millennial

period in which the preponderating mass, the large majority shall only be
righteoas, and then taxes us with a kind of eooaggerating the Millennial

descriptions. But this is directly antagonistic to the predicted universality

of righteousness given in Heb. 8:11; Jcr. 31 : 34 ; laa. 54 : 13 ; Isa, 11:9,
etc. Which are we to credit, the Spirit or the imperfect Millennial era

thus presented ? Again : Dr. IS'eander {Life of Christ) ably and elaborately

presents his development theory (derived trom the leaven) until ho has (as

in Sec. 52) the whole world, universally subdued and there is
'* a real

iporld'dominion,^* *^ a perfect world-dominion of CJirist and of His organs ;

a world purified and transformed, to become the seat of His universal
empire," All this is done morally and spiritually through the agency of

the Church. But when we come (Sec. 214) to his interpretation of Luke
17 : 22-37 (into which Jerusalem, the Romans, etc., could not be con-
veniently crowded), then he admits—although he must have felt hoio con-

tradictory to his favorite theory—that there will be ** a corrupt worlds"
and that -

-

maiion
fessioDy is acknowledged
which Daniel says is ever-onduring, he cither must bring to a downfall
through this corruption or must postpone until after the Advent of Christ.*

3. The Spirit's description of this dispensation (as e.g. in 2Thes3. 2 : 1-14
;

Dan. 11 and 12 ; 1 Pet. 1 : 1-25 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 1-14 ; Matt. chs. 24 and 25, etc.)

abundantly evidence the fact that down to the Second Advent wickedness
shall constantly exist and finally culminate into widespread iufideliiy, etc.

Satan, instead of being bound, is busily engaged in sowing tares down to

the period of the harvest, or the end of the age. Wicked men are repre-

sented as ever attached to the Church, the " few" out q/" the ** many" only

being the really faithful obedient believers. Now a development theory or

conversion " hypothesis," which engrafts itself upon the parable of the

leaven and of the mustard seed, but ignores the teaching of the parable of

the tares and wheat and of the drag-net -and the statements, positively

given, of a continuance of evil and evildoers down to the Advent, is cer-

tainly one-sided and sadly defective. The retrogressions, relapses, contin-

ued mixed condition, etc., of the Church itself, shows what confidence can
be placed in this leavening process. This is so sensibly felt that recent
writers against us (as e.g. Waldegrave, New Test. Mill.) frankly admit that

the antichristian powers will exist down to the Second Advent ; that the
Church will continue to struggle on against wickedness down to the same
periodp and oven proceeds to the revolting acknowledgment—forced by
theae Scriptures and by his placing the Advent after the Millennium

—

that

wickedness will so abound during the thousand years that martyrdom itself

shall be experienced by believers. Others, however, like Brown, Barnes,
etc., are content with giving a mixed Millennial period sufficiently per-

vaded with wickedness to make a revival of the martyr spirit a necessity.

Blow such statements can be reconciled with those of the prophets relating

to the same period, we cannot comprehend, unless the inspired man is to

give place to the uninspired.' 4. The blessings allied to the Millennial era,

associated with the Messianic reign are of such a nature that the simple

mora] and spiritual means of the Gospel, even if the whole world were con-
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Terted, cannot introdtice them (this haa been pointed out in Props. 130, 6,

etc.). Knowledge, piety, maberial prosperity, etc., cannot remove the
mifTering and evils attendant to human nature, for what Froude (Shorter
Studies, p. 272) says specially of the latter is still true of all :

*' Let ns
build our streets of gold and they will hide as many aching hearts as hovels
of straw. The well-being of mankind is not advanced a step. " Knowl-
edge, wealth, and piety cannot remove the curse with its consequent ills.

If the predictions of the Prophets are received, it is impossible to see how
they cau be fulfilled by existing meauB. This is beglnaing to be realized

by our opponents, so that the most recent of them (as Fairbairn, On
Proph., pp. 465, 451, etc.) frankly admit that to introduce and continue
the Millennial blesseduess and glory predicted, additional means of an
extraordinary character, supernatural and miraculous, are necessary and
will be employed.* 6. While we do not concede that the ** Variations of
Protestantism," or the disagreements of churches, or the " denudation" or
retrogressive periods, cau be urged against the claims of Christianity (for

such a state \% foretold and is a consequent of human freedom), yet it must
be admitted that it has force against the notion of a conversion of the
world. While there is progress arising from the Divine Purpose to save
them that believe and to gather out a certain number of pre-determinod
ones (pre-determined in relation to His Kingdom), and from the intellect-

ual activity, etc., incident to man, yet, account for it as we may, there have
been periods of depression of the truth and these have been caused not only
by direct persecution but even by that which humanity so highly prizes

—

reason, philosophy, etc. This, at least, should make us cautious in deduc-
ing such a conversion as many do, from the establishment of Christianity
and the history of the past. And this cautious handling of the subject
should be increased by considering that the preaching of the Gospel and
even its success is no criterion whatever that God's judgments, if predicted
to conie, will not be poured out upon the world. For although Jerusalem
was the centre of great missionary operations and multitudes were con-
verted (Acts 2 : 41 ; 6 : 7, etc ; 21 : 20), and the Gospel was successfully

preached over the known Roman world, yet all this did not prevent the
vengeance of God from being -poured out a^ the appointed time. Hence,
the lack of success, or even success itself, is no just criterion of tlie ultimate
design of the Almighty in reference to this dispensation ; for the object

intended by both the one and the other must be gathered from direct speci-

fications pertaining to them.* 6. This age or period is denominated an
" evil age," i.e. " marked by sin and misery, this world, as compared with
the future and heavenly one" (so Blomfield, etc.), and hence the very
name bestowed upon it is indicative that it will never become the good and
blessed a^e that many dream. Thu language of Gal. 1:4 that Christ
** gave Himself for our sins that He might deliver us from this present evil

world {or age''), and of John 15 : 19 ; 17 : 14-16 ; 1 John 5 : 19, etc., is

plainly significant of the fact, evidenced by the sad experience of nearly
nineteen centuries, that this age is evil, and continues to remain such,
from which we can onlj expect deliverance through Christ.* 7. The fight-

ing, struggling condition of the pious and of the Church, as presented in

numerous passages as well as the promises of encouragement under persecu-
tion, etc. (2 Tim. 3 : 12 ; Acts 14 : 22 ; 1 Cor. 15 : 19 ; 1 Thess. 3 : 3,

etc.), so clearly evince the continued and often triumphant existence of
wickedness down to the Advent, that the same is irreconcilable with the
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preTioafl falfilment of the Millennial predictions." 8. The condition of the

world tit the time of the Advent is one of snch extensivey prevailing wicked-
ness thai, in the very nature of the caae, it shows that it is only the out-

growth of previoaslj long-continued wickedness. For so widespread,
camalative a state of evil does not exist without a preparative course. For
days to return like ** ^/w days of Noah'* and '* the days of Lot'' (Luke
17 : 26-30), when but little *^faith" will be found " on "the earth" (Luke
18 : 8), when *' perilous times" (2 Tim. 3 : 1-5) will come, when men shall

be '* mockers/' etc. (Jude 18), when a mighty confederation of wickedness
(Eer. 19, etc.) shall exist, ete., etc.—all this demands a previous course of

evil training, which is consonant only with other descnptions pertaining
to this age." 9. The representations given concerning the ministry ; the
endurance of hardship and trial ; the being a savor of life unto life to some
and of death unto death to others ; the rejection of them bv those who can-
not " endure sound doctrine, but after their own lusts shall heap to them-
selves teachers/' etc., etc., are all of a nature correspondent only with a
mixed state in the Church and of extensive wickedness in the world. Even
the charge of preaching and faithfulness in the ministry is based by Paul,

in perfect agreement with our position on the simple gathering of the elect

and not upon the conversion of the world. In the charge given to Timothy
to make '* full proof of his ministry" in ** doing the work of an Evan-
gelist," there is not the remotest allusion to an anticipated successin being
instrumental in converting the world, but a direct reierence—as if to crush
such a notion if it should arise—to ^^His (Christ's) appearing and His
Kingdom'^ (2 Tim. 4 : 1-5). 10. Thus many incidental reasons might be
adduced confirmatory of our doctrinal position, such as (1) the existence of

^' the times of the Oentild9," bv which Gentile domination during this

period is denoted ; (2) the fearful persecution to which the Church is to be
expofMsd at the closing of this perioa

; (3) the harvest (because the ** wicked-
ness is ^reat," Joel 3 : 13) precedes the Millennial era, Bev. 14 : 14-20 ;

(4) the instruction imparted by analogy in the ending of former dispensa-

tions so expressive of human depravity
; (5) the conversion of the Jews

induced by " looking upon Him wliom they have pierced ;" (6) the delinea-

tion of the dispensation by John, 1 John 2 : J8, 28
; (7) the bestowal of the

sovereignty of this world upon Christ is linked with the resurrection and
rewarding of the saints, as e.g. Rev. 11 : 15-18

; (8) the Millennial era is

preceded by the overthrow and destruction of the kings of the earth, as e.g.

Rev. 19 : 18, 19, compare Ps. 110 : 5, 6
; (9) the gathering out of the

people in place of the Jewish nation which rejected the truth, is followed

hf the terrible vengeance of God, first upon the Jewish nation and then at

the close of their tribulation upon the Gentiles, as e.^. Deut 32 : 21-43 ;

(10) the nations shall come and worship God when His judgments are made
manifest, as e.g. Rev. 15 : 4 ; Isa. 26 : 9 ; Zeph. 3 : 8-20 ; Zech. 14 : 16,

etc. ; (11) the conversion of the world is nowhere given as a sign (followed

by an apostasy) of the approaching Advent of Christ
; (12) the large class

of passages w'hich speak of the removal of the wicked at a set time out of

the earth by '^ a consumption," '* destruction," etc., as e.g. Mai. 4 ; Ps. 37

;

Ps. 104 : 35, etc. ; ^IS) the manner in which the Apostles quote Millennial

predictions identifying them with the period of the Advent and resurrection

of the saints, as e.g. 1 Cor. 15 : 54
; (14) the elect body of saints, converted

and thus gathered out of the nations, are represented (James 1 : 18) to be
" a kind ^ first fruits of His creatures'' (comp. Eph. 1 : 12 with conneo-
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tion)
; (15^ the waiting position of the martyrs (Rev, 6 : 10, 11), and of the

saints ^Heo. 11 : 39, 40, etc.), corresponds only with a depressed and not a
triumphant condition of the Church

; (16) the Jewish tribulation, now
witnessed, is to extend down to the personal Advent of Jesus as e.g. Matt.
24 ; Zech. 14, etc, ; (17) at the Coming of the Lord to plead with all

nations, nations are represented as unconverted and some even as not con-
versant with the rudimentary knowledge of Him, as in Isa. 66 : 15-19 ;

(18) the continued use of the Lord's prayer down to the end of the age

;

(19) the fact that individual believers and not nations are elected ; (20) the
believers are ** witnesses^* set to testify to tha truth before others, and of
these comparatively few are found, for " many are called but few are
chosen," etc.

; (21) the narrowness of the way and straitncss of the gate ia

the same doton to the Advent, and it always remains a truth to that period
that ** few there be that find it ;'* (22) the saving of " some" of '^them
that believe," of a certain pre-determmed number corresponds with the
difficulties often entailed upon the ministry (the Apostles not being exempt)
in proclaiming the Gospel and in the facilities afforded for the same ;

^23) the finishing of ** the mystery of God" under the seventh trumpet
Rev. 10 : 7) includes a preceding' time of trouble and wrath with a Pre-
dill. Advent (Rev. 19) and incoming Kingdom, vindicating God's pro-
cedure in redemption

; (24) the Kingdom is established at the very time
'* the nations were anpry" (Rev. 11 : 15, 18) linked with a time of resurrec-

tion (which even some of our opponents, as Prof. Stuart, Com, Apoc^
admit to be literal)

; (25) the conversion of the nations is positively asserted

to follow the pouring out of the judgments of God, as e.g. Rev. 15 ; 4 ;

Zeph. 3 : 8-20 ; (261 the conversion cannot possibly precede the persecution
of the Church and the downfall of the Antichrist whose overthrow ia

effected by Christ and His army (comp. Props. 162, 163) : (27) Christ's

delineation and opinion of the Church, taking the seven churches of the
Apoc. as prophetic (comp. Seiss's Lects. Apoc.^ No. 2, p. 174, etc.) ; (28)
the consternation of the world at the open Parousia of Jesus, Rev. 1:7;
Rev. 6, last seal ; Matt. 24 : 30, etc.

; (29) the multitude destroved at the
Sec. Advent, Joel. 3 ; Zech, 14 ; Mich. 4 ; Rev. 14 ; Isa. 66, etc."; (30) the
continued apostatizing in the Church down to the Advent itself, 2 Thess. 2 ;

Matt. 24, etc.
; (31) the comments and concessions of our opponents on

such passages as 1 John 2 : 18 ; 2 Thess. 2:8; Matt 24 ; Mark 13 ; Luke
21, etc.

; (32) Jesus, John 17 : 9 (comp. 1 John 5 : 19) not praying for the
world, but for His own gathered out of the same

; (33) the parable of the
sower, applying, as prominent critics of all classes affirm, to the present
dispensation, indicates that down to the Second Advent there will be, as
Christ portrayed, a constant rejection of the Gospel (some writers, as e-g.

Brookes in The Truth, vol. 2, No. 12, declare that " only one fourth part
of the seed will take effect," Matt. 13 : 1-33, but we are not preparea to

press the parable so closely, but, to say the least, it is si^ificant, that Jesus
makes only a small proportion effectual) ; (34) the Jewish view of the non-
conversion of the world previous to the personal Messianic reign, confirmed
by Jesus and the Apostles in the language employed, so that all the early

converted Jews retain—as we have shown—the same views
; (35) the

positive evidence afforded by Isa. 66 : 19, etc., that, at the Sec. Advent,
not all the world have heard the Gospel

; (36) this world not to be con-
verted but condemned, 1 Cor. 11 : 32, owing, as numerous passages assert,

to its wickedness
; (37) if the world were converted, then the saints would
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reign because a world dominion would be theirs, but they reign only after

the Second Advent (Prop, 154).

* His remarlcs in Seo. 149 voald be beantiful it trae, but being in open violation of the
Spirit's delineation of this dispensation their force is marred. We reprodaoe it to

heighten the contrast with Lnke 17. For he says "this world^ominion" shall be
obtained by Christians in an " increasing sway over mankind and the relations of

society, antil, in its final consnmmation, the whole earth shall own its dominion ; and
the Power which is to gain this world-dominion is meekneas / the qniet might of gentle-

ness it is with which God's Kingdom is to stibjagate the world." The ** rod of iron,"

the*' treading of the wine-press," the ** wrath of the Lamb/' etc., which precedes the
Killennial era are widely different from Neander's " meekness." The prophets are far

from predicting the introdnction of the Kingdom by such means for they nnite in tell-

ing US that men will learn righteonsness when God's judgments are in the world. The
** meekness" or " gentleness" of the saints finds its culmination in martyrdom.

' It is nothing unusual to find sermons advocating the Whitbyan view based on texts,

which the wrUext itself would not allow, such as Zech. 14 : 8, as e.g. in Dr. Belfrage,

Saddaid's BrU. PuZpif, Ser. 40. Millennial predictions are tiius used without the least

Attempt to* explain the warrant for thus employing them. Let the reader compare
Barnes on Isa. 45 : 23 when he has in this dispensation ** all men shall have embraced
the tme religion," etc., with his delineation of the UiUennial period in Revelation
where ibis is contradicted. Suoh expositions oonveniently ignore a class of Scripture to
make out a mere human opinion.

* The careful student wui see that this is a return to the theory of Fhilo (Neander's
Ch. Hi3., vol. 1, p. 65) who denied the Adrent of a personal Messiah under the influence

of ** the idealistic element and Grecian culture," but still held that the golden age of the
prophets— identified with the then existing dispensation—would be brought about " by
some extraordinary appearanoe from heaven," etc. This indicates both how early under
Alexandrian philosophy the simple idea of the covenanted Kingdom was abandoned,
and vain oonjeotnres substituted, and how such old ideas are revived and adopted. Bev.
Hall in reviewing Foster's essay On the Appiicaiion qf ihe ^yUhei Romantic^ expresses his

satisfaction at Foster's " treating with poignant ridicule those superficial pretenders,
who, without positively disavowing any dependence on divine agency, hope to reform
the world, and to bring it back to a paradisiacal state, by the mere force of moral instruc-

tion." But Hall himself is not sufficiently explicit in telling us how this" divine
sgency," whether mediate or direct, is to perform this work, shielding himself behind
generalities (such as that the work will be done by (}od, etc.) without any explanation
of the order or manner.

* Therefore, we are not concerned in the controversy, respecting the success of the
preaching of the Gospel (excepting in so far as it will gather the elect) as a criterion of the
ultimate conversion of the world. Bolingbroke, Froude, Froudhon, M. Oompto and
many others may pronounce Christianity " a failure" because of its want of success ;

because that not a single nation or city where it flourished the moat has *' been effectually

reformed." But this is taking it for granted that the design of the dispensation is to

convert the world and not to save them that believe. It has thus far accomplished its

mission. The same reply is applicable to the non-importance of the efforts made in
nations now dying out (see Dr. Geekie's Christian Missions^ and an art. in Gazer's Mag.
or in Littell's iiu. Age, p. 360, 4 Ser, vol. 24 for 1872, entitled " Wanted—A Religion
for the Hindoos.'*). For if any of the elect have been gathered, then the Pivine Pur-
pose is ftcoomplished, and the same is true if none are gathered in that the Gospel was
preached as a witness to them. Hence on the one side, such articles as that on *

' Chris-
tian Missions to the Heathen** {West. Revieuj, Jan. 1874) or Macaulay's Essay (£|jm6.

Remew, ** Banks'a His. of the Fopes."( taking the ground that Protestantism is gaining
notiiing over Catholicism, which is repeated by Bh. Spaulding of Peoria, and refuted in
Barper*a Weekly, Ap, 20th, 1878) in Assays, vol. 3, p. 305, etc., or Owen's Debal.

Laxid, 7th chapter, or the numerous attacks on missions in various publications, or the ad'
misaioas of Protestants respecting the want of success, etc., amount to nothing in a soript-

ual argument, for all that is alleged might be true and yet. if such is God's purpose,
the oonversion of the world could be effected when the time came. But on the other
band, the extravagant eulogies of missions, the arithmeticEd calculations presented by
friends of missions, the confident predictions relating to the future, are all of no weight
in a sober argument, for much might be admitted, and yet it uoouldfail to prove that past
and present success is a sufficient guarantee for the supposed future. What God pur-
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poses in regard to the future must be ascertained by a oomparison of Hia Word, and not by
the want of snoceBS or by the snocess of His preached Word. Hennel, Benan and othem,
may donbt the Divine origin of Christianity when measured by its progressive advance-
ment ; others, as Neander, etc, may claim it divine because of such progress ; while we
claim it to be from Qod, whether progressive or not, because in adverse or prosperous
circumstances, constantly calling and preparing the elect ones. With our view mission-
aries need not be discouraged at their lack of success (as witnessed in a conference of
missionaries held in Calcutta 1856, and reported by the Calcutta Christian Observer)
for whether few or many aocept the terms of the (}oHpel, they are performiug, successful-
ly, the appointed work. We thank Qod for the success of His preached Word, a success
si^ciefdhf commensurcUe with the design of the dispensation, and sugUnenUy tadendtd to
evidence the faithfulness of His promises. We have no sympathy with e.g. the one-
sided statement in Fr<uer*8 Mag. for 1677, which in an art. stated that " there are no
converts in India, that the failure of the missionaries is complete"—to which Dr. Daly,
a missionary in India replies :

" there are from 7 to 600,000 baptized converts in India**

(lAiih. Observer, Oct. 11th, 1878). Since the famine large additions having been made,
as one Baptist missionary alone reports several thousand lately gained. Sir Baker ( The
Aiberi li' YaTua, eta,) may give the most gloomy and sad details of the lack of missionary
success in Africa, and pronounce the nations utterly worthless and sunken in corrup-
tion ; we may read such articles as ** Indian Missions" (Littell's lAv. Age, vol. 25, p. 615),
"Christian Missions" {North Brit. Heview, Aug. 1856), "Christian Missions in West
Africa** (Littell's Liv. Age^ Not. 18th, 1876) *' Stxnggles and Tendencies of German Prot.
estantism" {North Brii. Revieto, Feb. 1854), Prof. Max MUller's " Lecture on Missions."
and many others, and they all, whatever side they may advocate and portray, only evi-
dence the truthfulness of our position, viz., that Gk>d instead of contemplating the con-
version of nations, or of the world, is taking oui^ here and there, from among the nations,

a pwpUfor His name.
' The empathic declarations of Jesus are that His testimony. His sacrifice. His prom-

ises, His Spirit, His ministry, all shall be finally—after careftu and persevering presenta-
tion, after a fair test—be rejected, so that this age, like preceding ones, shall end in
judgments, evoked by the continued and increasing wickedness of man. AVfaen '* Westmin-
ster" (New York Eoangelist, Jan. 2d, 1679) so confidently asserts that **the Church of
Christ has not gone on from bad to worse and worst through nineteen centuries ; but with
Christ its King, at its head, and the Holy Spirit in its heart, it has advanced in life and
doctrine all along the line of the centuries, and will continue so to do until the end of the
world," he simply VTnofM all history respecting the result of Constantlne's conversion,
the inroads of Papacy, the dark ages, tne necessity of Beformation, the corruption of
doctrine, and the apostatizing from the truth. We thankfully admit that Christ has
always maintained a true Church in this evil world, and will continue so to do, and that
its numbers have increased, but this is no reason for shutting our eyes to tke sad facts
evidenced in its history, and seen in Eocles. history.

* The student will observe that before Satan, '* the Prince of this World," is cast down
and bound (Bev. 20) direct Supernatural intervention (and not the ordinary means of
grace. Qnspel truth) is allied with it, as a necessary cause. This Princesbip of Satan, we
are told by the Spirit, is to be speciaUy manifested in the last Antichrist, who shall dread-
fully persecute the Church. He is overthrown, not by spiritual or Church appliances,
but by the Sec. Advent of Jesus, who appears in behalf of His struggling, persecuted
people. The Church's victory is given to her by him who died for her ; she can never
accomplish it herself. A singular and dose relationship exists, according to the Script-

ures, between this world and the fallen angels. It is not necessary to enter into detaUs,
•since it will be admitted—whatever theory may be entertained respecting them and
Satan in particular—that man and his redemption, the restoration of the world to an
Edenio condition, are in a remarkable manner the object of Satanic hate ; and that, in
view of Satan's power, activity, etc., he is called " the prince of this world" (John 12 :

31, and 14 : 30) " the god of this world'* (2 Cor. 4 : 4), " the power and magistracy of
darkness" (Col. 1 : 13), " the rulers of the darkness of this world" (Eph. 6 : 12), " the
world lying in the wicked one" (1 John 5 : 19). Indeed, as Kurtz has well expressed
it, it is no " mendacious appearance of truth," no mere assumption of power, that Satan
promises to Christ the kingdoms of the world, if He will but worship him, Matt. 4 : 9,

for Luke 4 : 6 declares that it was delivered to him and he could give it to whom he
pleased (comp Prop. 106). In view of the last declaration some theologians have con-
tended, " that he (Satan) cannot be deprived of his dominion until deprived by a legiti-

mate judicial decision" (see e.g. 7%e His, cf OreaUon^ and Doc of Paradiset and Man ffis
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hnagt tf Ood, by P, F. Keeii, 1861). 'Whaterer notion may be adopted respecting the

Utter idea, it is evident from Eph. 2 : 2, and 6 : 12, etc., that Satnnio innnenoe and
government la exerted, and that it will be exerted dovm to the Advent itself. Abnndant
proof is at hand to sustain this position, but onr line of argument makes it onneces-
BBiy to adduce it in this connection. It may be supposed that John 12 : 31 is opposed
tuthia, bat as all oommentaton (Barnes, etc.) admit, the casting out of Satan was not then
peiformed, has not been down to the present day, and will not be until the Hecond
Advent or judgment. They agree that the provision was made for the casting out, and
which so insures it, that owing to its certainty the future is spoken of as present. Hence
the doom of Satan and the wicked is united, and both experience the same fate at the
same time. Hence Satan is and remains, the prince, ruler, god of this world down to the
Second Coming of the Lord, when he is cast out (Bev. 20).

' The reader of the Bible will find that the Scriptures predict at the closing of this dis-

pensation— aa introductory to the glorious reign of Christ on earth, as preliminary to bring-
ing the nations under the swav and blessings of the Kingdom—a time of Justice, made
necessary by the actual development of human depravity ; a stem administration of

justice, which shall overwhelm the wicked with confusion, shame and destruction. After
wonderful mercy and long forbearance, inflexible justice, with ita fearful judgments
executed, shall be adminstered over the nations, over the Antichrist and his armies.
A thousand prophecies unerringly point to this period. No^ the Gospel message is one
of peace, of mert^, of continued patience, and of tendered love, and this must con-
tinue antil " the day of vengeance" has arrived. This teaches us two things incom-
patible with a conversion of the world prior to the Advent : (1) That nations are in such
a state of open rebellion and wickedness, that such a time of justice must come ; and
(2) that such a time of vengeance with its direful inflictions, indicates that Ood will

employ something beside the Grospel to bring the world to a dutiful consideration and
obedience.

Obs. 7. Our armament might by some be deemed incomplete if ve did
not, at least brieny, indicate how the passages usaally quoted In favor of

the conversion of the world are to be explained. 1. The favorite text of

many is found in Ps. 2 : 8 *' Ash of Me and I shall give thee the heathen

for thine inheritance and the utteniiost parts of the earth for thy posses-

sion,** This wrested from its connection, is supposed to be conclusive
proof. But leaving the context and parallel passages to have due force, it

IS found that this is fulfilled, (a) when " the nations rage'* (corop. Rev. 11

:

18) : (b) wAen a confederation of ** the kings of the earth'* and " the rulers*'

is formed against Christ (comp. Bev. 19 : 19) ; (c) when the scorn and
derision, the wrath and sore displeasure of the Lord shall be manifested
(comp. wrath of, Bev. 11 : 18 and 14 : 10, etc.)

;
(d) when the Mighty

King shall be at Jerusalem (comp. Zech. 14 : 4, 5, etc.)
;

(e) when instead

of being converted, " 77iou shalt break them with a rod of iron; Thou
shaU dash them to pieces like a potter' s vessel ; (f) and when ** the Son" shall

be ** angry** and, if not reijentant, they shall '^perish,** It is folly to make
this ruling with a rod of iron, a converting process in the light of such
parallel Scripture as Bev. 19 : 15 and 2 : 27 wnich not only locate the time
of its fulfilment to be after the Advent, but express the process as one
terrible in its results to the enemies of God thus threatened. 2. Another,
often quoted, text is in Isa. 2 : 18, 20 '* And the idols He shall utterly

abolish. " In that day a man shall cast his idols of silver ^ and his idols

ofgold which they made each one for himself to worships to the moles and
tothebcUs.** But the context unmistakably shows that this is the result

of the fearful manifestations of God's judgments. Particular emphasis (as

if the Spirit foresaw the deceptive interpretation fastened upon the pas-

sage) is laid upon the fact (repeated) that this is done '\forfearofthe Lord
and for the glory of the Lord ** (** before the terrible look of Jehovah,** so

Delitzsch, with which comp. Bev. 19 : 12, etc.), ** when He ariseth to shake
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terrihly the earth" (or, ** to put the earth into terror," ro Delitzsch, with
which comp. Rev. 1 : 7, etc.). It is simply a perversion of language to
make that which plainly describes a period of terror and awe to mean the
gracious influences of spiritual converting power, etc. 3. Still another
frequently employed is found in Isa. 11 : 9 *^ The earth shall be full of the
knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea." The context informs
us when this shall be fulfilled. In the 4th verse it is said: "ITd shall

smite the earth with the rod of His mouth and with the breath of His lips

shall He slay the wicked," Now this instead of being a converting process
is described in Rev, 19 : 15 tf/the Advent of the King of kinp^, as an act of
vengeance, for " out ofHis mouth goeth a sharp sword, that with it He should
smite the nations ; and He shall rule them with a rod of iron and He tread-

eth the wine-press of the fierceness and wrath of Almighty God " (see what
follows). The Spirit thus locates the period of fulfilment, and to confirm it

gives us a beautiful Millennial prediction (vers. 6,7, 8) which is repeated in

Isa. 65 : 17-25 as takiqg place wAen " the New Heaven and the New Earth"
are created (see Prop. 148). 4. Isa. 25 : 6-12 ; Micah 4 : 1-4 ; Isa. 2 :* 2-4
or portions of it, are quoted as sustaining a conversion of the world prior to

the Advent, but that this is a perversion of these Scriptures is evident from
the context and texts. For these passages stand related to the terrible

punishment inflicted upon the kings of the earth, the resurrection of the
saints (as e.g. Isa. 25 : 8 comp. with 1 Cor. 15 : 64) the restoration of the
Jews, the reigning of the Messiah in Mt. Zion, the removal of all suSenng^
war, etci (comp. with Rev. 21 : 4, etc.). They fall into correspondence
with numerous Pro]iositionB already presented. 5. Isa. 60 and 54 are
largely appropriated in behalf of the Whitbyan theory, but how erroneoualy
can be seen in Props. 148, 151, 146 and 118. 6. Dan. 2 and 7 are als^ thus
applied, but wrongfully as is evident from Props. 121, 123, 126, 127, 128,
etc.* 7. Zech. 2 ill ^^ And many nations shall he joined to the Lord in
that day and shall be my people ;" Zech. 9 : 10 ** He shall speak peace to the
heathen^ and His dominion sJiall be from sea even to sea andfrom the river
even to the ends of the earth ;" Zech.' 8 : 20-23 and Zech. 14 : 9 " The Lord
shall be King over all the earth ; in that day there shall be one Lord and
His name One." But if we allow the same Spirit which gives such gracious
promises to locate their fulfilment, it will be found to be a/ the restoration

of the Jewish nation when the fearful vengeance of &od is poured out upon
its enemies who have oppressed it

—

when the Lord will come and dwell
again with man, " choosing again Jerusalem" and ** inheriting Judah His
portion in the holy land"—when " His feet shall stand in that day upon
the Mt. of Olives/* " the Lord my God shall come and all the saints with
Tliee," and the wicked shall be utterly destroyed out of the earth and ** the
left of all the nations" shall come and worship the mighty King. 8.

Zeph. 3 : 9 promising the bestowal " to the people a pure language, thai
they may all call upon the name of the Lord, to serve Him wim one con-
sent," is realized only when as context shows, ** / {the Lord) rise up to tlie

P^^y J for my determination is to gather the nations, that I may assemble
the Kingdoms^ to pour upon them mine indignation, even all my fierce
anger ; for all the earth shall be devoured with ikefire of my jealousy.^* The
context points to this preceding vengeance, and then to the restoration and
safety of the Jewish nation, and to the dwelling of ** the King of Israel,

even the Lord in the midst of thee." 9. The parable of the Leaven is a
favorite with many, but we only need to remark that whatever interpret*-
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tion is given to it, one thing is certain that it does not oontradict the para-
bles of the tares and wheat and of the drag net (see Prop. 108). The
small, definite measure in which the leaven is placed shows that it is not
applicable to the world. 10. Isa. 27 : 6 '^ Israel shall blossom and hud and
fill the face of the world with fruits Bat this follows the destruction of
" the Leviathan/-* corresponaing with numerous other predictions, such
as Rev. 19 ; Joel 3, etc. 11. Rom. 11, has been examined in detail (Props,

112, 121, etc.), and the conversion of the world is shown to he identified

fnih the ending of the times of the Gentiles, the Advent of Jesus (verso

26 comp. with Matt 23 : 37-39 ; Zech. 12 : 10, etc.) and the restoration

of the Jewish nation, 12. Isa. 59 : 19 " So shall theyfear the name of the

Lordfrom the west and His glory from the rising of the sun. When the

enemy shall come in like a flood, trie Spirit of the Lord shall lift up a stand-
ard against him.'' Having already shown that the Spirit has worked in all

dispensations and that His most glorious displays belong to the coming age
(Prop. 171), it is only necessary to direct attention to the context of this

passage. This state of things predicted is preceded by the " coming in of

the enemy as a flood*' (viz. the last great Antichristian oonfederation) and
the Coming of the Lord clad in **

tlie garments of vengeance'* and pouring
out ^^fury to His adversaries, recompethse to His enemies.*^' " The Redeemer
shall come to Zion,'* and then the Spirit and truth shall evermore remain
with the Jewish nation. The outpouring of the Spirit, Joel 2 : 28-32
connected with Joel 3, is allied with the day of the Lord, the presence of

the King, the overthrow of confederated enemies and the glory of restora-

tion, which is abundantly confirmed by various parallel passages. 13. The
position occupied by some (as e.g. Stearns, Proph, Times^ Dec. 1866, p.

186) that the Coming of Christ and the outpouring of the Spirit '' are

one and the same thing," needs no refutation in the light of sucn declara-

tions contained in John 16 : 7, Luke 24 : 49, John 14 : 16, Acts 2 : 33, etc.

14. Rom. 5 : 20 ** Where sin abounded, grace did much more abound/' is

adduced to prove the world's conversion before the Advent, but it proves
too much for if the deduction drawn from it is just, then the Jewish nation

instead of being rejected, etc., ought to have been converted, and so all

other nations who have heard the Gospel. This passage only shows the

marrellous grace of God toward sinners, the freeness and largeuess of prof-

ferred salvation, but this grace, such salvation, can be refused, 15. Ps.

72 : 7, 8, 9, 10 expressive of a world-wide dominion, takes place when the

King judges (Prop, 132) the people, having broken " in pieces the oppres-

sor,*' having *' come down," and the nations are situated as represented in

laa. 60, and Rev. 21. 16. The ending of the Priesthood of Christ (and
hence no more salvation, etc., for the race) with this age, has been noticed.

Prop. 155, etc., as opposed to Scripture. 17. The non-porpotuation of

the race (and hence no more probation, etc.) at the Sec. Advent received

due attention under Prop. 152. 18. The commission as given in Mark
16 : 15, *' Co ye into all the world and preach the Gospel to every creature"

(or, as Sirr, Lit. vol, 3, p. 151, ** going into the whole world announce the
glad tidings for the whole creation*') and Matt. 28 r 19 " Go ye therefore

and teach all nations^ baptizing them" etc., is supposed by many to embrace
the conversion of the world. But it says nothing of such conversion ; only
enjoining the duty ofpreaching the Gospel^ and plainly declaring that onlj

ached lanffuage :
** Z?e that helievelh and tssome shall be saved m the attached language

baptized shall he saved ; but he that believeth not shall be damned*"* 19.
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Eaton and others lay mncb stress upon the cosmopolitan nature of the
doctrines of the Gospel, their adaptability to all people, etc. Bat this

does not prove that they will. be universally received, seeiug that with all

their suitableness to make man happy, etc., the large number have thas far

rejected them, and that even communities aod countries that once
possessed the Gospel (as Asia Minor, Egypt, etc.) have it only to-day by
renewed missionary effort. However well adapted to promote man's wel-
fare, man, owing to the duties enjoined and self-denial required, can reject

it. 20. The same is true of the argument based on the permanency and
duration of Christianity, this only indicating the constant carrying out of
the Divine purpose in saving some. The present arrangement is wholly
dependent upon the Will of God, and what that Will contemplates in
Teierence to continuation, etc., must be ascertained, not from the estab-

lishment and perpetuation thus far of the present ordering, but from the
design He has iu view respecting it. 21. Finally, some refer ns to Matt.
24 : 14 ** This Gospel of the Kingdom shall be preaclied in all the world
for a witness unto all nations,^* etc. Without showing how largely this

has been already done (even in apostolic days. Col. 1 : 6, 23, etc.)

without the conversion of the world following, it is sufficient to say that
the passage itself limits this preaching ''for a witness unto all nations,^^

That is, tne truth is to be testified to whether men accept of it or not, so
that when God's judgments come a reasonable and seasonable warning shall

be given. It is only a witness (comp. Lange's Com. loci, and remarks
of Alford, Nast, Gerlach, etc.) and, if we were, to take the limited sense^

applied to it by Barnes {Com. loci) was amply fulfilled before the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem. Extending it down to the end of this age it is still a
witness for the truth, implying by the very phraseology that some reject the
Gospel. So that even Chrysostom on this passage says :

*' Attend with
care to what is read. He said not when it hath been believed by all men,
but when it hath been preached to all. For this cause he also said, 'for
a witness to all nations,' to show that He doth not wait for men to believe,

and then for Him to come, since that phrase 'for a witness^ hath this

meaning—for accusation, for reproof, for condemnation of those that have
not believed.'* Home {Introd., toI. 1, p. 137), in answer to an objection

drawn from the possession of the 'Gospel by countries that afterward fell

into gross unbelief, aptly remarks :
** we conctive that the prophecies are

fulfilled when all parts of the world shall have had the offer of Chris-

tianity.'"

1 Thns Gregory (Few Goapds, p. 124), makee Matt. 28 : 16-20 to inclnde" the spiritnal

oonqnest of the world/* 3tit we need not be sorprised at snch an interpretation when
ha has it verified in the prophetic annotmcements of Dan. 2 : 44, 45, and 7 : 27, etc.

Mnltitades arrive at the same illogical and antjcriptoral couclasion.
> So in Isa. 62 : 10, toAen the standard is to be lifted np for the people, it is linked with

the Advent of the Saviotir, and as this Advent is described as a Coming in vengeance and
to recompense and to deliver (so especially next ch.) it corresponds with other Scripture.

A standard is emblematic of the gathering and war then resalting, and is engrafted in the
Mill, descriptions as in Isa. 49 : 22.

' As the commission seems to bo the main proof of various writers, a few words may
be added. If the commission is to be pressed to snch an extent, then the same principle

would have the world converted in the days of the Apostles, Col. 1 : 23 ; Bom. 10 : 16 ;

Rom 1:6; Acts 26 : 16-16. Those to whom the oommission was given never stated that

its intention was to convert the world by preaching the Qospel. When explaining the
object and results of their preaching, it is simply that they ** are ambassadors for Christ"

praying us to be '* reconciled to Qod " and that ** the preaching of the cross is to them that
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perish foolishness, but unto xis which are saved* it is the power of God." Therefore they
declare, ** it pleased God by the foolishness of preaching to save them thcU bdieve** and
that they are ** made all things to all men that they might by all means save some.'*

Compare the language of Clement, Spis, to Cor. ch. 5, Eosebios B. 2, oh. 3, and Theodoret
(Bh. Newton's ^s., vol. 2, p. 46), Home's Introd., p. 131, Justin, JHai. with Irypho, p.

345, Ireneeoa Cont. Hceres, L 3, Tertullian Adv. Jvidceoa, o. 7 and 14, showing by usage
that the word " all," eto., is not to be pressed (Col. 1 : 6, etc.), to a universality embrac-
ing literally all individuals or even nations (simply denoting a general diffusion of the
truth) which led Neander (£19. Ch. Churchy vol.

j|, p. 183), to say that Paul was mistaken
because he could not *' estimate correctly the population of the globe at that period.'*

That it has its limitations is seen from the fact that millions have died, since the Gospel
was given, who never as much as heard of it Dr. Brown {Ch. Sec Com,, p. 317), takes, in
order to make out an argument against us, an unwarrarUed i*b^y with Itatt. 26 : 19, read-
ing :

** Go ye, therefore, and make disciples of all nationa" This undue liberty is seen
(1) by ignoring the limitation given to tlus commission by other Scriptu-e ; (2) by confin-
ing the discipleship to nations, instead of individuals out of nations ; (3) by rejecting the
overwhelming testimony of oritios, versions, commentators, etc., which limits th| idea to

t^iching and making disiples out of aU nations, i.e., excluding none from the Gospel

;

(4) by extreme rigidity of application, he would make the Apostles themselves disobedient
to the commission and practically failing in carrying it out ; (6) by ignoring the past,

which has failed to disciple a single nation
; (6) and by ignoring the future whidh shows

the OAtions undiscipled at Seo. Advent
* Attention is called to the contradictions in whioh our opponents involve themselves

when quoting this passage of Bfatt. 24 aeainst us. Nearly all tell us that Matt 24 refers

to the destruction of Jerasalem. But observe that if this iii so, then they have no right
to quote one verse in the same connection, the preaching of the Go^el, tigainat us, be-
cause tn conaistenqf with their own interpretation it must relate only to the time previous
to that destruction. Again, if they thos limit it in time, as consistent application from
their standpoint demands, then according to their idea of its meaning, comprehending
the conversion of the world, it never was fulfilled, and Jesus failed in His prophecy.
The Gospel in the early ages was widely disseminated as a witness, and so late a writer
as Amobios Jr. ^^.d. 460) on Ps. 147 (quoted by Lond. Quart. Review, in an art. on ** The
Anc Brit. Church,") remarks : " So swiftly runneth the Word of Gk>d, that whereas for
so many thousand years He was known in Judea alone, now within a few 'years He has
been revealed to the Indians on the East and to the Britons on the West." Dr. Leask
has conclusively shown that Matt. 24, in view of the warnings, cautions, and events given
by Jeans, which extend down to the Second Advent^ positively forbids the conversion of
the world prior to it {Proph. limes, vol. 4, No. 12). Many writers of the greatest ability

affirm the same, and that this melancholy prophecy, unbroken by a single ray of Whit-
bvan prediction—now so popular—intiOntestibly proves no Millennium previous to the
Advent. (Comp. Prop. 174.)

* Dr. Brown (Com., Mark 13 : 10) makes this " witness'* to be one of warning. Books
have appeared with the significant title : The Christian. Ministry, {as) the Divinely
Appointed Affcncy to reform tU World. Christ's work is thus specifically deputed to the
minifltiy. It is well, briefiy, to notice the Scripture statements on the subject : (1) that
they are to preach to all nations, none excluded, Matt 28 : 18-20, eto. ; (2) that some will

believe and others will not, 2 Thess. 2 : 10-12 ; 1 Cor. 1 : 21 ; 2 Cor. 4 : 3, eto. ; (3) that
they are sent as Jesus was sent, John 20 : 21 ; (4) that they labor for the elect's sake,

2 Tim. 2 : 10. etc. ; (5) that down to the Sec. Advent they must suffer for the truth's sake,
2 Tim. 3 : 11, 12 ; 1 Tim. 4 : 10, eto. ; (6) that their message can be received in vain.

2 Cor. 6 : 1, eto. ; (6) that in oontdnued opposition to such a ministry a false one shall also
exist, 1 Tim. 4 : 1-3 ; 2 Tim. 3 : 6 ; 2 Thess. 2 ; Acts 20 : 30 ; 2 Cor. 11 : 13, eto.

; (7)
that many shall after their ministry be themselves rejected. Matt 7 : 22, 23, etc. ; (8) that
they shall always be despised by some, 2 Tim. 4 : 3, 4 ; 1 Thess. 4 : 8, etc. Now the
divine portraiture is very different from the pleasing but misleading picture presented in
anch works. On the other hand, when Bev. Dr. Ewer, of Christ Church, New York, in
his discourses on the " Failure of Protestantism," makes muoh of not holding the
mssaea, of retrogressions, eta, (and hence advocates a return to the high hierarchical
ftysteio) he simply fails to reoognize the scriptural design of this dispensation (which has
been carried on without a failure), and substitutes his own ideas in its place.

Obs. 8, On a subject of this kind, in view of the influence eierted,

it may be in place to add the testimony of some additional witnesses to
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aid the student in forming a jadgment respecting the same. HaTing
already alluded to the early Church, Reformers and Confessions, the
declaration of the Latter Confession of Helvitia (1566) may he annexed.
After, in the eleventh article, saying that Jesus shall return again *' effen

then ivhenwickedfiess shall chiefly reign in the world,'* etc., the Confessors
proceed :

** Moreover we condemn the Jewish dreams, that before the day
ofjudgment there aliall he a golden world in the earth ; and that the godly
shall possess the Kingdoms of the world, their wicked enemies being
trodden under foot : for the evangelical truth. Matt. 24 and 25, and Luke
21, and the Apostolic doctrine in the 2d Epis. to the Thess, 2, and in the
2d Epis. to Tim. 3 and 4, are found to teach far otherwise,'' Olshausen,
Com, vol. 1, p. 117, and in various places is very decided in rejecting the
Whitbyan theory, advocatinff ** that with the arrival of this reign of peace
there will be connected on the one hand, the appearance of Jesus Christ
ayid a resurrection of many saints and pious men, and on the other, a
previous mighty struggle on the part of evil," etc. Nissen in his Lectures
on Luther^s Smaller Cate^fhism on the doctrine of the Millennium, pointedly
rejects the conversion of the world before the personal Advent of Jesue,
saying :

*' It is a false widespread idea to which we yield quite too readily,

that the Gospel once introduced into the world and embodied in the
Church, must now even more and more impregnate and pervade every-
thing with its blessing : state, art, science, and civilization ; and that
just in this way a universal renovation of the world is to be brought about.
But the Holy Scriptures everywhere and throughout^ in all the prophecies,

fls well in the Old Test, as in the Kew, present a very different concep-

tion of things,^* He advocates the continued existence oi evil powers,
which shall culminate in intense hatred toward the Church and the
exaltation of Antichrist, until Christ personally comes, remarking

:

** When the pride of Antichrist, and the self-security and fearful sins of

the world, as the straits and griefs of God's people, have reached their

highest point, then shall Jesus Christ be revealed from heaven, to make an
end of the course of this world and to establish His glorious Kingdom upon
the earth." Dean Alford's (Crit, Com. on New Test.) sentiments are well

known, and henco we only need to quote one passage illustrative of the
same: *' Hie Lord will come in person to this earth; His risen elect will

reign here with Him., Hiis is my firm persuasion, and not mine alone,

but that of multitudes of Christ s waiting people, as it was that of His
Primitive Apostolic Church, before controversy blinded the eyes of the Fathers
to the light ofprophecy." I)r. Marsh, after many years of prophetic study,

declared (i/em. by hia daughter) :
'* The complete victory of truth I do

not expect until the Second Advent of our blessed Lord. I have no hope

of a general or universal spread of Christian knowledge /i7/ ^c comes.^'
*' When He has taken out of the Gentiles a people for His name and
called a remnant of the Jews according to the election of grace, then He
will return and convert the Jewish nation, put down all rule and all

authority and power opposed to His Oospel, and cause the knowledge of Him-
self to cover the earth. So I read in every passage of Holy Writ, and long
for the day ; for then Satan will be bound and Creation will cease to

groan." '* Not till then will the enemy be bound and error bo banished,

and Jew and. Gentile form one flock, under one Shepherd." Such
extracts might be multiplied from Lange's Com, (Especially from the
Expos, of 1st and 2d Thesa. and Ist and 2d Peter by Dr. Lillie), BengePs
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Gnamong Ryle's Exj>os. Thoughts on the Gospels^ Tholnek's Writings^

Kelly's CommentarieSy Auberlen'a Works^ Pridham On the Psalms,
Jones's liotes, Demarest's Com, Second Peter, Delitzsch's Works, and many
others/ indicative both of the retention of the primitive faith by some able

men, and that, on the score of advocacy, it has no lack of talented de-

fenders. Indeed the latter is so mnch the case that Dr. Ed. Beecher, a

sympathizer with the Whitbyau theory, calls attention to the fact iu

the Independent of Aug. 24th, 1871, and declares that 'WAwr potoer

seems to oe increasing,'' that " the more recent Commentaries are tending
to undermine the views" of the Whitbyan hypothetical advocates, and
adds: ''^ this is true of Alford, Mlicott, Lange and his co-laborers^

especialJy Drs. LilUe^ Auberlen, and Ei^genbach. To these we must add
the writings of Knglish and American Millenariaus, the older and the more
recent And there is at present no adequate counterpoise to the weight of

the authority of the commentators whom we have mentioned.'*' This
frank confession is followed by warnings to nrge his party to renewed
efforts to meet this '' undermining" process. Alas, prophecy teaches that

the multitude will onlj too eagerly follow the same. Very few, compara-
tively, are willing to investigate the subject as Bh. Henshaw, who says :

(Epts, Recorder, 1845) ** Although we haveformerly advocated the popular
theory (viz. Whitbyan) ourselves—the common belief that there will be a

conversion of all nations to the faith of Christ, and a state of universal

peace and holiness throughout the world for the space of a thousand years

before the Sec. Advent of our Lord, is, to our view, utterly irreconcilable

with what the Scriptures teach." Many too, convinced 'of the unten-
ableness of the prevailing opinion and of the soundness of our deductions,

instead of proclaiming their views and enjoying the happy consciousness of

having warned and encouraged the Church (as e.g. Rev. John King Lord,
on his death-bed) hold them back from the public, and at the close of

life express their regret for such reticence (as e.g. the talented Kev. Hall,

gee Duffield Diss, on Proph. p. 359).

1 For tho sake of the student who desires to proseonte reseorohes in this direction, we
append a few more referenoes. I^. Seiss^s essav A Question in Saehakilogyf Shimeall's /
wiff come Again and Re^y to Prof. Shedd^ The LUeralisi 5 vola. Sto, containing writings
from Brooks, MoNeile, Noel, Bickersteth, Anderson, Gnnninghame. Cox. Sirr, Haber-
shon, Thorpe, Woodward and others, Bloombury Lent Leetttres, 10 vola. Daffleld's

Diss, on Proph, t Lord's Coming and Reign of Christ, Ramsey's Messiah's Reign, Taylor's
Voitx <^ ihe Church, Time of the End by a Congregationalist, Basting's J^gns ^ the Times,
Brookes's 3£aranaVia, expose the nnscriptnral character of the Whitbyan theory. The
same is tme of the works of H. and A. Bonar, Mede, Begg, Bh. and Sir I. Newton, Birks,
Keith, the Dnke of Ifanohester. Sir E. Denny, Byant, Camming, Frere, Ogilvy, Leask,
Dallaa, Henshaw, Oswald, Mkitland, Aaberlen, Lnthordt, Henbner, Lord, Von Oerlaoh,
Ward, and, in brief, a large number of Millenarian writers. See extended lists given in

Seiss'B Last Times, Ap., Bickersteth's Guide, etc. For additional commentaries and expo-
sitions bearing on the subject the following can be advantageously consulted, Greswell's
Egpos. Parables, etc.. Mcintosh's Corns., Bonar' s Com. on Psalms, Tregelles on Daniel,

£Uiott*s Ilorce Apoc, Auberlen'a Proph. of D,iniel, Lord's Apoc, Boos's Daniel,, etc.,

Saell on Rev., Gill's Com,, etc. For more fugitive referenoes and expressions see Dr.
Oiesy's sermon {Proph. TtmtSt Feb., 1871), John Foster's opinion {Dfe, vol. 1, p. 91),

Chalmers's tkAbaih Readings, p. 311, on Ps. 50 : 1-6 ; Ps. 68 : 18-35, and Evidences, vol. 2,

p. 372, etc., the Confession cf Fhiih presented to Churles IL and signed by John Bunyan
and others (Crosby's His. Bap., Ap.), Fletcher's Letter on the Prophecies, (dated a.d. 1776,
Works, vol. 10), Hewitson's Memoirs, p. 86, etc., Gilfillan's Bards of the Bible, p. 348, etc.,

Sabine's LeUer to the Rev. Dr.Rqffles author cf ihe Jubilee Hymn," a.d. 1846, Bhs. Mcllvaine
and Hopkins cited in Winthrop's able Letters, Heber's Hymns, Oetinger's Sermojis,

Spnzgeon'B Sermons, vol. 7, p. 373, Spaulding's Lec„ pp. 45, 61, 214, etc., Spencer's
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Oor^ormUy to the Auga, CortfessUm, John Wesley's Worka, New York ed., toI. 5, pp. 726-7
and vol. 6, p. 743, Charles Wesley's Hymns, Toplady's Sers,, B, 3, p. 470, Tyng's Lectures,

Tholaok's essay JSvang. Theol. in Oermarvy, and C)iriBtUeb's Sssay on InjiidUy, and Beveral
other papers in Proceedings of Evang. Alliance, N. Y., 1873, indicating prevalence and
continoation of wickedness, etc., etc. Last, but not least, such works as Van Oosterzee^s
Ckhsiian Dogmatics, Breckenridge's Krunoledge of Ood, Subjectively Considered, p. 677,
Daffield's iknnon (delivered at the opening of the Synod of New Jersey, 1866), and his
£Iasay in Pre-MUL Essays, p. 405, etc., Lillie^s Miss, Sermon (deliv. at the Synod of New
York, 1866), etc.

* This counterpoise is sought in issning new editions of some older commentaries
(Scott, Henry, Doddridge, eto.), in circulating commentaries of a popular cast (as
Barnes's, the Amer. Tract Society's Notes, etc.,) and in efforts to produce new ones (as

The Speaker's, etc.) But unfortunately none of these allow our reasons to appear for our
interpretation, and then present reasons why they should not be accepted, excepting such
as Uiey suppose are easily refuted.

Obs, 9. Attention may be appropriately called to a number of partic-

nlars connected with this subject. 1. Various parties have noticed that
the very name given (in Greek) to the Church, is significant of a part
hein^ takenfrom the whole. *' Ekklesia,*' as critics assure us, denotes a
calling forth out of^ or from among, others, meaning therefore a body
separated from others or the mass ; these form the company of believers,

the assemblage of the faithful. Therefore, the name chosen to designate
God's people in this dispensation being applicable down to the end of the

a^e, itself intimates that it always, to the end of this dispensation, will

only compose a portion taken out of the nation. This is confirmed by the
applied terms ** elecf ^* chosen,*^ etc., which in themselves convey tho
idea that others remain outside of this favored body. 2, The preaching of

the Gospel and the acceptance of the same haa always more or less been
accompanied by the divisioti predicted by Christ, Luke 12 : 51-63, and the

hatred prophesied John 15 : 19. Innumerable instances from the days of
the apostles to the present evidence its continued truthfulness. But
comparatively few families are all believers, while no city, town or village,

however great the advantages but has its unbelievers, and such in tne
majority. The cities, too, that have been the most highly favored by
able preaching, possessing the highest talent of the Church, and being the
centres of great missionary societies, have an overwhelming majority on
the side of evil, thus teaching us that the true sons and daughters of
God always, in comparison with the mass around them, compose a ** small

Jlock,**^ 3. The conversion of the world, at'some period of time, is most
certain, for God ha^ sworn to bring it about Thus- e.g. Isa. 45 : 23, ** /
hatw sworn by Myself, the Word is gone out of my mouth in righteousness and
shall not return, That unto me every knee shall bow, every tongue shall

swear,^* But in strict accordance with our argument, Paul quotes this

Hom. 14 : 10, 11 as applicable to the time when Christ is seated upon the
judgment seat or throne after His Advent (see Props. 176, 132 and
133).* 4. Taking into consideration the efforts made at Christianizing

the nations, the amount of success, the losses and retrogressions, the millions

in heathen darkness, the millions only nominally Christian, the millions

in unbelief, the apjjliances of evil, etc., we are not surijrised that some
advocating the Whitbyan opinion, express themselves (misconceiving the
design of the dispensation), as Dr. Lyman Beecher (Taylor's Voice of the

CJiurch, p. 9.), It would take to all eternity to bring the Millennium at
the rate that modern revivals progress/' Dr. Leask states in Happy Tears
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that an eminent missionary made a calculation bow long it would take the
world to be converted and gave '* as the result the astounding answer of a
million of years." Numerous . calculations, some exceedingly sanguiDe,

exist, but the Millennium is Twt dependent upon any such anticipated

results. It solely depends upon the number of the elect that God has
determined to gather out, and token the number is completed, no sooner
or later, then will it come. Hence missionaries, ministers, and others,

engaged in proclaiming the Gospel have no reason to be discouraged at the

apparent want of success ; for whether men accept or reject the truth, the

appointed work of procuring these elect ones is going on, and also that of

making the Gospel a witness.* 5. No important creed or confession of

faith has incorporated the Whitbyan hypothesis, while a number of them
employ language which is irreconcilable with its adoption. This indicates

both the more ancient faith and the more recent origin of the prevailing

viow ; and, may we add, the modern departure from the spirit of the older

confessions,* 6. The limited chronological periods, no matter from
what point we may reckon their commencement, are opposed to the

Whitbyan theory. For they are connected in their ending with events
which can only transpire at the Advent of Christ, such as e.g. the

resurrection in Daniel 12 ; Rev. 11, etc. These periods embrace the
depression of the Church under Antichristian influence. 7. The declara-

tions respecting an incoming dispeusation are ignored by the advocates of

this theory, as e.g. the facts adduced under Props, 133, 137, 138, 139, 140,

and 143. 8. This is a subject of prophecy. When the pulpit, platform,

and press describe, in glowing terms and with beautiful figures of speech,

th^ Whitbyan golden age, few men stop to think that the speaker or writer

is entering the region of unfulfilled prophecy. The stale objection that

prophecy can only be understood after its fulfilment, levelled against us,

18 no more thought of, and the utmost positiveness is manifested. Such,
however, use j^redicting and as the prediction happens to harmonize with
the popular view, no feeling is excited against it, but it is greeted with the

heartiest approbation. We could point to numerous, and really finely

executed, sermons, hymns, etc., on this subject that are highly esteemed but
which do not contain OTie solitary scripturally derived proof \n favor of the

position maintained, and yet they 9^% favorites. Just so soon as our view
IS stated and defended, then^ owing to its opposition to popular concep-
tions, and the humilating facts connected therewith, it is immediately felt

to be one relating to unfulfilled prophecy, and some—overlooking their own
confident entrance into the identical field of inquiry—are ready to censure

us for discussing the matter. Wisdom and prudence dictate that both are

dealing with the future, and as that future can only be ascertained ia so

far as God has revealed it, he OTily is correct, whose view is the most solidly

based on the Word of God. 9. ffoto widely the two views differ in the

instruction which they impart to the people. The one tells them that

they are to look for peace and prosperity ; for wars to cease ; for a uni-

versal spread of holiness and happiness—in brief—for " the year of
Jubilee*' to come in this dispensation through the preaching of the Gospel.

The other flatly contradicts this, saying that instead of peace and pros-

perity to the nations of the earth, tney must expect the future to bring
forth war, distress, and perplexity; that unbelief and wickedness will

exist down to Christ's Advent and just previous to His Coming will greatly

increase ; that instead of happiness widely extended and universally dififused.
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we must await, before the Mill, age is introduced, ike most fearful
calamities to befall the earth. The Whitbyan view takes the Milieunial
predictious and applies them to this dispensation, promising that, by the
Gospel and the outpouring of the Spirit, evilB shall be rooted out and ^' the
glory of the latter day be brought about" The Primitive Church view-

makes no such vain promises, telling the people that apostatizing from the
truth shall prevail ; that the awful scenes predicted by Daniel, Isaiah, and
John must tirst be witnessed ; that the time of trouble to come upon the
nations mentioned by all the prophets must first be realized, and the last

great earthquake convulsing the earth must first be felt ; that the terrors

and the joys of the Second Advent, the fearful tribulation, the terrible tread-
ing of the wine-press, the dreadful supper of human flesh must first come
to pass before tnis world is ever converted to God, and King Jesus will

introduce the promised blessedness. The contrast between the two views
is great. The one prophesies ** smooth things,*^ administering to the
Church, what Mather called " the sleeping medicine," until, as predicted,

not merely the foolish but also the wise virgins slumber and sleep not look-

ing for the Coming of the Bridegroom. It lauds and magnifies the
Church until it deems itself ** rich and increased in goods and having need

of nothing" not knowing that it is ^^ poor and blind and naked;" for
ignoring fuith in the Coming of the Master, and in the events connected
therewith, it is utterly unprepared. It places that Advent into an indefi-

nite, distant future, that it loses all practical force. Denying the literal

fulfilment of the covenants, and of prophecy based upon the same ; reject-

ing the power of a first resurrection, and the tremendous issues related

thereto.; refusing to warn the people
;
putting death in the place of the

Advent, etc., it soothes nations, corporations, bodies ecclesiastical, and
individuals into the complacent and fatal idea that present institutions,

means, etc., are to be prepetuated for ages to the gradual and final exalta-

tion of the race.* The other prophesies both joyful and terrible thing*

—

joyful to him who can embrace " the blessed hope," but fearful to him
who cannot hope for salvation when Christ comes. It faithfully, amid com-
passionate expressions of pity and affected wit at its ignorance and folly,

warns the Church and world of coming events, exhorts to be constantly
watchful and prepare for the return of the Lord, and encourages the
faithful to observe the thickening signs of approaching deliverance, and
*' to look up and lift up their lieads for their Redemption draweih nigh" It

tells, pointing to Holy Writ for proof, them IJaat Jesus and His co-heirs

are to introduce, after smiting and overthrowing all confederations of

wickedness, the knowledge and glory of the Lord which is to fill the
whole earth, earnestly cautioning every one to stand in awe and sin not
lest they perish under coming wrath. 10. Notice, briefly, the individual
responsibility we are under in holding the one or the other of these views.

If accountable to God for our doctrinal position, and the manner in which
we understand and treat His Word, especially is this true of a doctrine

involving such important matter and results. If our doctrine is wrong,
we are held responsible for it, and must render an account for holding it.

But in the last day, we at least can put in two pleads before the Judge that

would largely palliate our error, viz., that our doctrine was contained in

the plain grammatical sense of the Word ; and that we injured no man in

urging him to live soberly, righteously and godly^ because of an impending
Advent, because of frightful judgments soon to be poured out, because the
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coTeted first reanrrection waa nigh at hand, becanse the wicked would be
destroyed, this earth be renewed and Christ and His saints reign. We can
justly claim that the entire tendency of our view, thus given in the literal

sense of Scripture, was to preserve men from sin that they might inherit

with Christ and participate in His glon^. Bat what if oar doctrine is

true and the opposite is an error? Will not God hold such account-

able for the error entertained ? Undoubtedly so, as Jesus Himself declared

Matt 5 : 19. See the tendency of the doctrine as noticed in Obs. 9, and con-

sider that if those fearful scenes of tribulation shall come upon tho
Church, as predicted, then multitudes that have been deceived by " the peace

and safety** cry^ when aroused from their Whitbyan dream of security by
the persecuting and bloody demands of a culminated Antichrist, will

accuse the ministry of having blinded them to the truth. To lead men on
and on by a false hope until it gives place to appalling despair and
tnariyrdom under Antichristian power is no trifling affair. Alas, that

good and learned men should engage in such a work, urging on by their

vivid and flattering portrayals of the conversion of the world, the even
now generally accepted opinion, ** My Lord delayeth His Coming,*^ etc.

The best of motives, and the plea of ignorance, may indeed lessen to

some extent the weight of censure, but the plainness, with which such
things are recorded in the Word, the testimony on this subject in the

Church, and the apparent neglect of a careful comparison of Scripture

bearing upon it, do not clear the parties who entertain and proclaim it. In
kindness, this personal accountability is presented for consideration, in

tho light of such passages as Ezek. 33 : 6, Acts 20 : 26, 27, etc.^ illustra-

tire of the duty of proclaiming the truth as God has given it.' 11. The
advocacy of the early Church view by so many and prominent men in the
Church, thus bringing the subject to the attention of believers, is not
merely a coincidence, but, if we read^ Providence correctly, just what we
ought to anticipate. As the prophetical periods are drawing to their close

and the time is rapidly approaching for the astounding events preceding
and accompanying the Advent of the mighty King, it is reasonable that

God should revive in His believing' people the ancient faith to serve both
as a source of warning and encouragement. 12. The pervading extent
and intrenchment of the Whitbyan hypothesis in the Church is a matter
of amazement. Modern in its conception, yet with such favor has it been
received that it is firmly planted in the minds and hearts of the multitude.

Our view is regarded under its influence, with such disdain that thousands
do not consider it worthy of serious attention ; that few papers venture
to publish our communications ; that- few pulpits are willingly opened to

admit discussion ; that books, hymn books, etc., favoring our doctrine, in

reprints have the same omitted ; and that we are classed with heretics,

fanatics, etc. 13. But this is precisely the state of things that we ought to

expect to find as the end draws nigh. If the entire Church would receive

our view, if it were the great popislar doctrine, all recognizing it as

Bcriptural, etc., then indeed we might doubt its truthfulness. For one of

the evidences that the world will not be converted before the Advent, is

the predicted sign that the Church, under the influence of delusive hope
(just such an one as the Whitbyan theory presents) will be in a state of

fancied security and prosperity not looking for the Advent of Cltrist.

Kelying upon the Prophetic Word, it would be foolishness for us to imag-
ine that oar doctrine should become the popular one, like the Whitbyan.
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All that we anticipate is, that it will be received hj the faithful few^
until the time arrives when the sad and awfnl tribulation of the Church
will open the blinded eyes of the Church, 14, The primitive view alone
enables ub to accept and adopt the exact language of the Bible, such as e.g.
** The Coming of the Lord draweth nigh^^* *' Watch therefore, for ye know
neither the day nor the hour wherein the Son of Man Cometh,*' *' Tne end of
all things is at hand,^^ and. kindred passages. The Whitbyan theory can
only receive these in consistency either by referring them to something else

(as Providence, death, etc.)* or by spiritualizing them into something
indefinite. 15. The Whitbyan theory is one cause why prophecy is so
greatly neglected by many. The proEperitv and continued progress of the
Church and the world toward Millennial blessedness is taken for granted,
and it is not regarded essential to investigate the subjecL Indeed in a
multitude of instances investigation is most unwelcome.

Prophecies in antagonism to the prevailing view are called "darjfc,*'
" hidden,^^ ** mysterious,*' etc., and they are avoided on the alleged ground
*' that they cannot be comprehended until after the fulfilment.'* In place of
a personal consideration and comparison of Scripture relating to the sab-
ject, reliance is placed upon some theological work or commentary—how-
ever contradictory—and the labor of study thus prevented. Men, whose
special business it is to proclaim the Word of God* are found in large num-
bers, who have never made the prophecies a careful and serious study.
16. Ko Millenarian, owing to toe distinctive design of the Gospel now
preached (viz., to save them that believe) has ever pronounced it " a
failure,** It was no ** failure" when preached by Jesas and the apostles

and it has been none since, for it goes on steadily end unweariedly in
accomplishing the object intended, 17. Hence all Millenarian s, if true to
their own avowed sentiments, must take a deep and lively interest in the
proclamation of the Gospel of the Kingdom. For, it is only by the
preached Word, or by the acceptance of the truth in Christ Jesus, that
" the elect" are gathered out, and it is only when these elect are all gath*
ered that the Advent of Jesus and the resultant glory follows. That such
is their feeling is evidenced by the acknowledgments— perhaps unde-
siened—of our opponents, who praise the missionary efforts and Christian
labors of the first centuries. A recent' notable example of the kind is found
in "An Appeal to the Churches" favoring a General Revival of Religion,

etc., issued ifrom Boston 1867, and signed by sixty clergymen, headed by
Albert Barnes. In this '' AppeaV* the first three centuries are lauded for

the zeal, etc., manifested, and a decline in the fourth century noticed, and
the significant sentence occurs :

'' It is also abundantly evident that the
conversion of the world was advancing far more rapidly during the first

three centuries, and was prospectively much fiearer its final completion
fifteen hundred years ago, than it is to-day." Discarding the notion that
the Churcli then labored for the conversion of the world, which is contra-
dicted by the writings of the Fathers, we accept of this impartial testi-

mony to the faithfulness, activity, and piety of those who were Millenarian
in doctrine, and labored earnestly to call the elect, and hasten the day of

the Lord Jesus Christ Those who, perhaps unguardedly, have so much
to say about ** the injurious tendencies** of our doctrine and ** the weakness

of intellect** allied with its reception (notwithstanding the large number
of eminent and scholarly men who have entertained it) would do well not
only to consider the missionary spirit and success of the early Church but
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also the motives which urged them on in their labor of lore and doTotion
—motiTes grounded in the doctrines advocated in this work.'

> Bxookos (JforanoMo, p. 380), Baya that in the Protestant city of Berlin, oat of a popn*
lation of aboat 800,000 '* it is said that less than 4000 attend public worship on the
morning of the Lord's day." '* In the Protestant oity of London it is stated that

2.d00,000 persons never enter a place where the Qospel is proclaimed. " " In the Protes-

tant oity of Glasgow, according to a statement recenUy published by its leading ministers
after making large allowance for the aged, the infirm, and the very young, it is shown
that 125,000 souls never hear Uie Word of God." *' The same astounding and humilia-
ting resolta are seen in all our American cities. It St. Louis (his own city), for example,
it is said that scarcely 15,000 persons, large and small, out of a population of more than
400,000 are found in all the Protestant places of worship put together, and in some of

those numbered as evangelical, it is to be feared that the preaching does not contain the
slightest flavor of the truth as it is in Jesus. The same enormous proportion of those
irho do not attend the worship of God is no doubt found in other places (comp. Prop.
174 for other statements), and the religious statistics of every leading city will show that
those who really believe in Christ are not gaining ground, and they are not holding their

own, because not increasing in the ratio of the world's lost and mined population around
them.** In reference to the frightful disproportion of churches to the population of
London, compare the statements of the Bish. of London and Lord John Russell as given
in the art. on ** The Growth of London" (CbmAifl Mag., reprinted in the L^, Mag.,
Feb., 1B79). Comp. Props. 178, 177. Let us take a single American State as an illustra-

tion, one of the oldest and most highly favored by past religious instruction, and see the
result? We will allow those who have no sympathy with our Tiews to testify. Thus e.g.

the Princeton BivUw, July, 1855, in the '* Report of the General Assembly ;" Mr. Storrs
(delegate from the General Association of Massachusetts), ** said he was surprised to

learn, since his visit to Uie West, that the people of Massachusetts were regarded as a
staid, sober, and settled community ; whereas in fact there is no State in which thought
is so unsettled, where Infidelity and Romanism are so active, if not so powerful,'* and
the editor remarks :

** This is a statement, the correctness of which we do not question.*'

But since this declaration what a fearful increase of unbelief has been witnessed. The
Tast increase of Spiritualista according to Judge Edmonds, Owen, etc., and of Liberals,

Socialists, Communists, etc., as witnessed all over the country and world, tells its own
sad story. The statistics of the world are fearfully suggestive. The editor of Sir Th.
Browne's Rdigio Jfecitct, in a footnote attached to S. 25, gives the following :

*' The
population of the world has been estimated at 1,000,000,000. viz.. of Pagans, 630,000,000;
of Mohammedans, 188,000,000 ; of Jews, 12.000,000 ; of Christians, 170,000,000." The
Ecdta. QazeUe of Vienna, 1853 (quoted in Alzog*s Urdv. Church His., vol. 3, p. 1023X has
'* total number of Catholics, 200,000.000 ; Oriental, Schiamatioal, and uou-Catholio Chris-

tiana, 75,000,000 ; Protestants of all classes, 80,000,000, or according to more recent re-

ports 89,000.000." Sparry (The IJuth. Eoangdisi, Ap., 1878), presents the statistics of

the world's population and its relation to religion, and then says :
'' If only every third

nominal Christian in the world be r^arded as a true believer, the proportion of true
believers to unbelievers is as 1 to 36 nearly ; that is to say, for 25,000,000 of true be-
lievers or Christians, there are 875,000,000 of unbelievers.'* The Ch. Union, March Sth,

1879, gives from Peterman's MUtheiUmgen^ these statistics : Pop. of the globe, 1,439,145,
300 ; of which 7.931,060 are Jews, 186,860,076 are Roman Catholics, 82,926,049 are of the
Greek Church, 103,453.594 are Mohammedans 131,091.941 are Protestants, 1,007.190 are
Majians and Parsees, 483,015,475 are Buddhists, religions of the East and Pagans.**

Another estimate is added thus : Jews, 8,000,000 ; Christians of every name, 371.000,-

000 ; Mohammedans, 371,000,000 ; Hindoos, 139,500,000 ; Buddhists and religions of the
East, 483,000,000 ; Pagans, 189,000,000." The Gh, World, Aug.. 1876, gives Prof. Schem's
estimate : Pop. of earth 1,396,841,000 ; of which 685,459.411 are under Christian govern-
ment, and 711,382,589 are under non-Ohristian. The great cities ought to be, in view of

the centralization of intelligence, etc. to be the centres of virtue, hbnorand religion, but
what are they ? We leave John RusMn, who has no sympathy with our views, to describe
them (comp. the Proposition 174) on signs, where a note firom Ruskin is given ; also

London, in Proph, Times, March, 1867 ; New York as delineated in the N. Y, papers for

the last twenty or more years, etc.). The increase of evil, appalling crimes, is self-

evident by the most casual reading of the dailies, freighted as they are with the sad news
of fornication, adultery, drunkenness, murder, etc., etc. Even a minister who takes in

the Jimes-SUzr (1880, Nov.), a hopeful view of the condition of Cincinnati, because of the
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increase of the membenhip in the ohurchefi (mnoh of it nominal at that), admits that the
places where liquor is sold nnder Uoense have mnlUplied until they alone number 3500,
-while other powerful agencies advancing in power are ignored.

* Dr. Brown (CA. Sec Cbm,, p. 313) objects to Fte-MillenarianiBm because it has other
agencies besides those now employed in the conversion of the world to Christ. To this
we reply : (1) Many who receive the Post-Hillenarian theory freely admit that the Mill,
conversion will be largely affected by superadded agencies, even Supernatural, forced to
such a conclusion by the predictions ; (*J) the things associated with this period of con-
version are of such a nature that present means and agencies cannot possibly produce
them ; ^3) we simply receive God's own declarations, believing that He alone is able to
impart information oonoeming the agencies employed ; (4) by comparing Scripture with
Scripture we And that several things will bring about this result, such as the destruction
of Antichrist, the judgments on Antichristian nations, the personal manifestation of
Christ and the saints, tiie labor of Elijah, the personal pleading of Jesus, the phenomena
witnessed, the great effusion and work of the Holy Spirit, the rule of the Christ and of
the saints, and, according to Isa. 64, 65, 54 ; Zech. 14, etc., truth presented and thus
enforced will, together with the worship assigned, have its saving, sanctifying influ-
ences

; (5) when Brown narrows down the means leading to conversion " to the recep-
tion by sinners of a preached Gospel,'* he certainly limits it even in this dispensation,
for the Gospel is now often received through afflictions, bereavements, providences.
We do not reject but magnify ** the Gospel,*' for we hold that the Gospel—partly exem-
plified in realized Redemption, partly enforced by providential movements and judg-
ments, partly exhibited in the manifestation of the King and His rule, partly shown by
the instrumentality of the saints and by the aid of the restored and happy Jewish ^tion
—will attain a power and majesty which it never had previously ; simply because instead
of its then being ** the Gospel of a Kingdom" still future, it is "the Gospel of a King,
dom'* now established and manifested in power and glory, and hence as " a Gospel '* the
good news, exhibited and proven to be true, will bring, as prophets so graphically de-
scribe, the nations under its blessed influence, and into peaceful subjection to the Christ.

» Barely when religious bodies (as e.g. to-day the New York Presbytery, Feb,. 1880, etc.)

meet to discuss the causes of the Church's decline, and when eminent opponents of ours
frankly but sadly admit that such a decline ** was painfully manifest," and when the
enemies of Christianity jubilantly present it in a multitude of articles and books, we may-
well assume our scriptural position, which explains all and gives the needed faith and
courage. To indicate whether the parochial success of ministers should encourage the
Whitbyan theory, we select, because acquainted with the brethren, the parochial reports
of an Ohio Synod for 1879. The Pres. of the Synod preached a Whitbyan sermon from
the text, *'The field is the world," and in his report gives two congregations and eight

additions while the Iossm are seventeen. Another Whitbyan divine reports for the entire
year an addition of fAree, while the losses are six. Others are more successful, yet the
entire Synod of twenty-five ministers report only a net increase of 119. We admit that
success is no measure (and the most successful of miniBters, as Tyng, etc., and evangelista,

as Moody, etc., do not, although successful, forsake our views), but these brethren do, by
appealing to the past and present, make it a atandanJ, (ind it is well to remind them how
it fails to meet the requirements they exact from it. Many like Dr. Fairchild (Pres.
Oberlin Coll., on ** The Needed Phases of Christianity") admit a wane of faith, and yet
multitades, discarding facts, confidently predict that in 50 years, more or less, the Grospel
will be in every household (comp. e.g. art. by Clark in Littell's Liv, Age, 1872, " Wanted
—a Beligion for the Hindoos"), or as an example of arithmetical calculation, which
ignores hnman depravity and the scriptural predictions relating to it. Dr. Schmucker's
hopeful estimate in his Popular Theology. C. M. Nichols, of the Spring-field Republic
(Not. 25th, 1874), is not quite so sanguine, saying :

*' Christ told His disciples nearly
2000 years ago to preach the Gospel to every creature, and they have not done it yet. It
is estimated that it will require 3000 more years to complete the work."

* We have referred to the Confessions in the histoiy of the doctrine, and it may be
sufficient to refer, in this connection, to the leading Protestant one, viz., the Aug^jvrg
Confession^ giving the view of one of its expounders. John Conrad Goebel. in his ser-

mons on the Confession (quoted by Dr. Seiss, footnote in Apoc^^ No. 2, p. 213), interprets
it as utterly repudiating the conversion of the world prior to the Sec, Advent, saying :

'" The idea of a golden age in this world, before the resurrection of the dead, is a mere
phantasm, not only contrary to the entire Holy Scripture, but especially contrary to the
clear and lucid prophecies of the Lord Jesus Christ and His bnloved Apostles, where they
speak of the times immediately preceding the day of judgment—Matt. 24 : 23 ; 1 Tim.
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i : 1 ; 3 Tim. 3 : 1 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 3, and other plaoes, vhere more may be seen upon the
sabject Notbing ia there said or predicted of a golden age. but only crosses and tribula-

tions, which toach all the estates of the world. Ck)noeming ecclesiastical affairSf it was
predicted that in the last times many false Christs and false prophets shall arise, and
shall do great signs and wonders, and deceive, if it were possible, the very elect. Gon-
oeming hearers, it was predicted that love would wax cold in the hearts of many, and
faith wane to such a degree that Christ Himself asks :

' When the Son of Man Cometh
shall He find faith on the earth ?

' Will that be a golden age ? Concerning matters of
stale, it was predicted that anrighteonsneas shall sway them, and there shall be wars and
ramors of wars, nation rising against nation, and kingdom against kingdom. Will that

be a golden age ? Concerning the family, it was predicted that the son shall be against
the £^er. the daughter against her mother, and that a man's foes shall be those of his
own house. Will that be a golden age ? Concerning common life, it was predicted that
there shall be distress of people on earth, and trembling, and fainting for fear, and for

looking after the things that are to come upon the earth, and tribulation such as was not
from the beginning and never shall be again. Will that be a golden age ? And if we
will only consider this matter a little in the fear of God, it will be seen that this fuTiaiical

notion contradicts all Scripture, as it is contrary to this article of our common Christian-
ity." And to give his own views, he afterward adds :

'* Here on earth, while the world
liuis, we are in the militant Church, and have to suffer as Gtod wills, waiting patiently for
the true golden age and the Kingdom of the adorable Trinity—not in this world here on
eaxth, hut in the future Kingdom of eternal glory and blessedness."— i>i« XXI. art. Aug.
Cot^. in PrtdiQen Ertddrt, pp. 1256-59. So also a recent writer in Das Tausend-jdrige Reich
gehOrt nidU der vergangenheit, aondem der Zukumft an; Gttteraloh, 1860, takes the same view
of the Confession. Dr. Seiss truthfully says : " There is not a respectable Creed in all

Christendom that embodies any such doctrine."
' So contagious is the false spirit of prediction, that even a college paper ( WiHenbergeTf

oL 1. No. 1) is welcomed as " an auxiliary force to lift up the race, and to usher in the
day of gold, the age of light and love, and so to reveal the Jasper City and the Emerald
(^lates.** Woman suffrage, temperance, and other moral movements are thus elevated,
with high-sounding phraseology, as exalted agencies in this work, and pious people, in
the sincerity of their hearts, thinking to secure God's blessing, eulogize them in the
most extravagant terms—overlooking the simple fact" that if Jesus will ignore even profes-
sors who do not give up all sin and make an entire consecration of self to Him, much
more will He refuse to acknowledge those who are willing to give up one sin and retain
the rest, or who elevate human schemes into the plaee of the regenerating means of grace
pravided by God, or who put their trust in man instead of placing it in God. Whatever
of good may be outside of the divinely ordained means, however it may be accepted and
<»>mmended. it should never run in direct oppositioil to God's own declarations, and thus
cause false hopes to arise. The only Saviour from sin and its sad consequences that the
intelligent believer can recognize is Jesus—Jesus accepted and appropriated as the Script*
ores so plainly teach. John Q. Adams, Phi Beta Kappa Address, said that *' Opinion is

the Queen of the World.'* Here is the danger ; if such opinion is solidly built on the
declarations of God*s Word it will be favorable in its influence, and just in proportion as
ic departs from it will its tendency be evil. But notwithstanding the extent of evil,

many, influenced by a false application of prophecy, predict e.g. that infidelity, so wide-
spread, will be of " short duration, "and that " by permitting to a certain extent the prev-
alence of infidelity. Providence is preparing new triumphs for religion.'* How many
Christiana even, at the commencement of the French Revolution, misguided by the loud
professions made in behalf of man, loudly proclaimed :

** The devout mind will behold
in these momentous changes the finger of God. and discern in them the dawn of that
glorions period in which wars shall cease and Antiohristian tyranny shall fail," etc. It

would be superfluous to recall those predictions and eulogists, for the most of them lived
long enough to see and acknowledge their mistake. The world is again fuU of such
prophecies, and professed believers hasten to adopt and echo them, imparting to them a
more scriptural garb.

* It is a responsible matter to predict that which is erroneous, Ezek. 22 : 28 ; it is a
serious matter to refuse to impart the warnings that Gk>d has given, Ezek. 3 : 19-21 ; it is

a duty to turn from those who pervert God's threateuings and predict " peace" and '* no
evil," Jer. 23 : 16, 17, and 14 : 13, 14, and 6 : 14. But unfortunately an incentive to

such predicting is found in the fact that the mnltitude desire U^ so that Jer. 5 : 31 is con-
stantly fulfllling.and when prophesying prosperity, Mio. 2 : 11, they are so full and in used
of nothing, that they, Mic. 3 : 5, oppose the true prophets. When truth is accessible and
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it is deliberately rejected, an apology, Matt. 7 : 22, will scarcely avail with the ChriBt,

even althongh done in His name. In reference to the fntnie we are solely dependent
upon what God Himself haa declared concerning it, Isa. 44 : 24, 25, 26.

1 The stadent will observe that oar doctrine alone affords tiie most ample enconrage-
ment to the earnest layman, preacher, and missionary ; for, whatever saocess awaits onr
labor, we are engaged in the work contemplated, viz.jfuJfiUing the design of the dispenscUion

in gathering out a people for His name, and in presenting the Gospel as a witness.
Hence whether men bear or forbear ; whether the results are small or large, we are
acceptably performing oar daty, and will meet with the divine approval. We cannot be
indifferent to, or nndervalae, any efforts made to spread the knowledge of God's Word,
even if it be more or less connected with error or fanaticism, because if Christ is

preached, if the Scriptnres of truth are presented, if repentance and faith are uiged,
these things aid in accomplishing the number of the elect. We do not (as e.g. Harris in

his Great OommiasUm, p. 116, etc.) make success the criterion and incentive to duty ; love
to Christ and His commands, love to oar fellow-men, love for the election and its eternal
results, love for the blessed hope and incoming inheritance, these are sufficient inoen-
tives. Harris (pp. 116-117) has grossly misrepresented our view and the tendency of our
doctrine, when he declares that we proclaim no success, no valuable results but mere
defeat, and that those who are supporters of Missions, etc., do it in violence to their
creed, being " the result of principles which date anterior to their peculiar views of
prophecy." Such statements evidence a lack of knowMge of oar principles, doctrine, and
nistbry. As we asserted in previous paragraphs, no Hillenarian holds to a lack of success
or to a failure, simply because he sees the real design of the dispensation succesafnlly
carried out, whether few or many believe. A reference alone to the Primitive Church
refutes and rebukes Harris's assertions, while the missionary activity and labors of many
dates from the adoption of Pre-Mill. views, a belief in a speedy, Pre-MiU. Advent quicken-
ing zeal. Rev. Bandolph, in an art. on " The Sec. Advent of Christ" (Kentucky Tribune,

Feb. 13th, 1860), answers fully the stale objection " that Pre-Mill. views paralyze mis-
sionary effort," and quotes as follows :

** Dr. Woods well says, * I challenge Post-Millcn-
nialists to produce, on the one hand, one amgle passage of Scripture in which a Millennium
is connected wiUi a subsequent Advent ; and I challenge them, on the other hand, to bring
forward one single passage in which the Advent is spoken of in connection with a preced-

ing Millennium.' With equal triumph has Edward Garbett, one of England's first scholars
—author of that celebrated book '* Dogmatic Faith," and also of one of the ablest replies

ever written, to John Stuart Mill—said in the recentWimbledon Prophetic Conference, * I
challenge the friends of this old objection ' (respecting missions; ' to produce from the
Word of God one single passaget in either the Old or New Testament to show that the
world is to be converted to Christ before Christ comes.* This challenge has never yet
been accepted, and we may safely predict that it will not be." Chalmers (as quoted by
Drs. Bonar, West, etc.) said : " Of this I am satisfied, that the next Coming of Christ will

be a Coming not to final judgment, but a Coming to usher in the Millennium. I utterly

despair of the universal prevalence of Christianity as the result of a missionary process.

I look for its conclusive establishment through a widening passage of desolations and
judgments, with the demolition of our civil and ecdesiastical structure" (comp. his
** Sabbath Beadings," vol. 1, p. 311). In other places we give the ntteranoes, Pre-Mille-

Tiariau, of able and well-known missionaries.

Obs. 10. Thia idea of the conversion of the world, or development
theory, under existing instrumentalities and law, has been seized by semi-

infidels and infidels, the advocates of " The Absolute Religion," and in

their hands resolves itself into a gradual education oi the world, the
earliest ages being compared to infancy with its delusions, the middle to

childhood with its follies, the later to manhood with its riper deductions,

and the present, if we are to credit them, is bringing forth the matured
man with his intellectual strength and wisdom. The wisest men of all

generations live now, and will, it is assumed, leaven the mass until all pos-

sess full moral and religious truth through a generally diffused and con-
stantly abiding inspiration ecjual to, yea, superior to, that of Paul or any of

the prophets. To give an idea of the swelling words issuing from these
" inspired " men, we give an extract from Frothingham's Sermon "On the
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New Religion of Nature." "Nature's seers, running their eye along the
line of the moral law, catch vistas in the future brighter than those that

now are fading from the Old TesL page ; and Nature's prophets, putting
their ear to the ground, hear the murmur of nobler revelations than were
ever given to the old oracles now moving their stiffened lips in death.*' If

this were the infatuated ravings of a few men, ic might be passed by in

silence, hut unfortunately it forms the belief of a growing multitude, in-

cluding men eminent in science and literature. The utterances of Parker,
Carpenter, Draper, and a host of others are so well adapted to human
na/ure, calling for no Ohristian repentance and self-denial, and so pleasing
and acceptable to the natural inclinations and desires^ demanding no Chris-
tian's cross to be borne, that human depravity eagerly seizes upon their

prophecies, and exalts them as tlie hope of humanity. Such is the progress
maae in this direction that the predictions given by Quizot {His, of Uiv,),

Hutton (Essays) f Eaton {Perman, of Chris!), and others are superseded by
later and more extravagant ones, which, owing to their disrespectful^ allu-

sions to Christ, etc. (which even a decent literary regard for the relation

that Christianity has sustained in the past to literature and men of learn-

ing, if not respect for the opinions and feelings of a large class, ought to
have prevented), we omit repeating. We select one or two of the more
respectable class to illustrate the predictions ffiven. A liberal writer,

Johnson {Orientai Religions), presents us with " tne delusive'* hopes enter-

tained by positive religions through an " instinct of universality,'* which
contain a germ of truth, viz., that the emancipation of the race will be
brought about by the natural development of human nature, and then pre-

dicts that in this developing process all existing religions must fall before
the Free^ Liberal, Universal Religion of human nature. He speaks of
^^ the Religion of religions, whose Bible shall be the full Word of Human
XeUure,'' produced mainly through physical and mental science, having its

basis in the axiom, " the stability of law is the guarantee of universal
good.^* He says :

" In their natural impatience to count these unknown
millions as converts to Christian theology, the churches but feebly compre-
hend the seriousness of the situation** (which we can well believe, seeing
the number of '' Free Religious Associations** organized in many countries
and even extending to India, as mentioned by him). ''Christianity, as

well as heathendom, is on the eve of judgment,* * '* I firmly believe that in

making the worship of Jesus as ' the Cnrist ' a prescriptive basis of faith,
it will strike against a mass of outside human experience so overwhelming
as to \mt beyond a doubt the futility of pressing either this or any other

exclusive claim as authoritative for mankind," ** The change from aistinc-

tive Christianity to IJniversal Religion is a Revolution compared with
which the passage from Judaism to Christianity itself was trivial.** This
be holds forth as " a promise of Science and a consequence of Liberty,**

Alas ! turning to the Bible, it will be found that these predictions concern-
ing the future agree with those that the prophets themselves give, viz., that

men, forsaking the truth, shall lav such stress on the stability of nature,

that scoffingly they shall ask, ** Where is the promise of His Coming f*—
that there shall be such a self-glorification of man, such a deification of the

same, that it shall result in thefearful confederation of the nations against
*^the Christ,** This revamping or the old Pantheistic theory, aud urged
from a humanitarian standpoint, is performing its predicted work, prepar-

ing the way for the downtreading of the Church and the fatal overthrow
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of the fondly cherished Whitbyan theories. "Works designed for popular
readings and sent broadcast into the worid, eulogize this coming religion
which all shall embrace, as e.g. Siguier (^The To-morrow of Deaths p. 341,
etc.) tells us that it is a religion as yet in its embryotic state, '* until the
growth of reason in the popular mind has helped to create the religion of
science and nature ;*' and ** this new religion will be the work of the
twentieth century." The development theory, bo unguardedly seized by
Christian apologists to gloss over the supposed errors of the Apostolic
Church, becomes in the hands of the infidel a formidable weapmi against
Christianity itself, making the latter only a stepping-stone in the advance-
ment of the race under the present ordering of the world. Our doctrine,
on the other hand, makes no concessions and affords no arguments of which
unbelief can avail itself and turn against the truth.

Some persona have tmbonnded oonfidence in edncation, literary elevation, science,
art, etc., as the means by which the world is to be reformed. Let any one impartially
read tBe history of literature as given by Sismondi and others, and he will find the sad
confession made that periods resplendent in literary excellence were followed by a cor-
ruption of sentiment and morals (as e.g. in Arabia, Greece, Spain, Italy, etc.). However
valuable literary effort in the various fields may be, a reliance upon it to rtform the

depmvUy of man, is vain. Indeed, it is a well-known fact that some of the most aban-
doned and corrupt of men have given us some of the finest, most chaste and elevated
works in poetry, science, art, etc., mediing it self-evident that the mere intellectnal had
but lUile corrective power upon themselves. Intelligence perverted becomes a most dan-
gerous power. D'Aubigne, in his first ch. of the His. of the BeformaUon (p. 84X 'vrhen

enumerating the causes why Italy, so refined and enlightened, could not receive the re-
form, says :

** But the very nature of their mental culture was a still greater obstacle than
the presumption of their hearts. Gould men, who admired the elegance of a well-
cadenced sonnet more than the majestic simplicity of the Scriptures, be a propitious soil

for the seed of God's Word? A false civilization is, of all conditions of a nation, that
which is most repugnant to the Gospel." So it is to-day ; multitudes take far greater
pleasure in poetry, art, the drama, literature, etc., than in the sublime truths of the
Word ; multitudes elevate science above the Bible as being alone authoritative and
worthy of credence ; and multitudes turn away from God'a Word to find their highest
pleasure in the fictional of the day. And in reference to the latter. Hurst {Mis. of
Bationalismi p. 391) finds ** consolation" in the fact that the works of Sue, Geoige Bond,
Bumas, father and son, are so extensively read ; and while insisting that their tendency
is " pernicious,*' he adds :

'* If we may think they will serve as a medium of passage for
the French masses to the reading and adoption of the truths of the Gospel, let us not be
too slow to accept ihe conaolaiion." The idea of making such things preparatory stages to
the Gospel is certainly original, and must be flattering to that class of writers, who never
dreamed of making such an application, scorning the Gospel and its proffered salvation.

In Spencer's PhUos. of EvoliUlon, Huxley's Lay Sermons and Addresses, Michelet's BU)le

€f Bumaniiy, Wright's Principia, Lecky's Ilts. of Baiionalism, and in hundreds of similar
works (OS well as in Reviews of eminence like the Contemporary, etc., in papers like Owen's
MtUemiial Oazeite, in thousands of articles like that on ** Immortality" in Litt ell's Liv.

Age, 1872). we have prophecies of a glorious future worked out by man himself (although
some sadly confess doubts whether it can remove ihe curse which now burdens humanity,
and others acknowledge that sorrow and trial, sickness and death, the dreadful outbursts
of nature, etc., are beyond its reach). The introduction of a philosophical Utopia
through the agency of boasted material and intellectual agencies (which have no tendency
to control the heart or remove the curse), as e.g. represented in BtaUxied Ideals (Greg's

Miigmas of Life), is a favorite with many. The philosophical schools have elaborated

various theories respecting the future amelioration of the race ; some having confidence
in the gradual progress of humanity toward such a goal by the aid of a natural religion,

science, and philosophy ; others discard religion as unnecessary to such a development,
science and reason, with all that pertains to humanity and nature, being amply sufQ-

cient.* The former assert that when the predicted end is attained, then God will bo

* Prof. Cocker, Clarke, Neander, Pressense, and others, insist that Greek philosophy
prepared tiie way for Christianity, and that it was ** a schoolmaster to bring men to
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acknowledged as Snpzeme, being manifested in and thiongh man, a progr^ to a Theisiic
or Pantheistic position ; the latter are equally positive that the only religion then extant
vill be a religion or worship of htunanity and nature, being a Rationalistic, Humanita-
rian, or Katuialistic conclusion. AIL, however, are forced to admit that emancipation
thna promised is immeasurably below the high standard promised in the Holy Bcript-
ores, since it cannot as God's Word, hold out a perfect deliverance to the individual (as

e.g. victory over death), to nature (as e.g. from its convulsions), or.to the race (as

e.g. its restoration to an Edenic condition). We have from various sources numer-
ous labored efforts to prove that every religion that has ever existed is only a step,

or sort of preparatory staging, in the progress of humanity, and to establish this

point all history is rudely violated, which testifies that every nation as it ad-
vanced in age and strength also advanced in luxury and vice, immorality and in-

fidelity, notwithstanding its religion and the impression made by it upon the few. By
only giving the good and the moral that may exist in the more prominent religions

special prominence, and leaving out of the count the bad and immoral cUso exiting (and
which the good could not overbalance and restrtkin), such a one-sided theory can be made
out It is only by men closing their eyes to stubborn fads that they console themselves
with such specious reasoning, dreaming that it gives hope for the future. However
plausible in some of its arguments and artful in some of its representations, stripped of
its pretensions, it resolves itself in an effort to exalt Pantheism, Rationalism, Humanity,
or Xatuxe, affording no well-grounded hope, based on the real facts of the past, for the
development advocated. While we would, on the one side, avoid the wholesale con-
demnation of ethnic religions, admitting that they were, to some extent, the ou^rowths
of a sense of accountability and a recognition of dependence and conscience, yet, on the
other hand, we equally avoid making these the necessary stepping-stones or handmaidens
to ChrxHtianity ; or of placing them on an equality with the Christian religion ; or even
(as some do in their boasted veneration of human nature) giving them a superiority over
the divine utterances ; or of making them in connection with Christianity natural out.
growths which are to develop into a new and perfected state by continued progress. So
e.g. Johnson {freedom of Religion) says : " Buddha, Pythagoras, Jesus, Luther, and the
rest, are children of their times ; out of Greece and Judea came Christianity ; out of
Christianity, and Brahminism, and Parseeism, and Judaism, and Islam, and all the grand
enrrents of this century's civilization, flows the vaster tidal wave of Universal Religion."
Baml. Longfellow (F¥eedom and FeBowship^ Essay 2), in the lofty delineation of his
'* Church of the Future," makes it to be ** the Broad Church'* (reminding one of Jesua's
teaching of '*the broad way**), or ** the Birth-right Church of Man.'* Christianity is

rsdaced to the level of heathen religions, and in defence it is said : **R/di^ua is a higher
and broader word than Christian^ and so is Human. Jewish, Brahmin, Buddhist, Parsee,
Mohammedan, these, too, are churches of (ha One Living Ood, the Fhiher of AU." And this

new •• Broad Church is the Eternal Gospel ; this the true Church Catholic ; the Church
not of Rome, nor of England ; the Church not of Buddha, nor of Moses, nor of Christ,

bvt of God and Man.** And these " great avoeUing loorda of rxtnity" (2 Pet. 2 : 16) contain
the unbeliever's hope of Redemption 1 the regeneration of the world ! Some, too, pre-

Christ,** and as proof point to the churches established in Greece, etc. While there is

some truth attached to their views, yet too much stress in laid upon it, being made too
great a factor in the introduction of Christianity. For, instead of bringing men to Jesus,
Its tendency, asfads of history ijioontestibly prove, was to repel men from Him, seeing that
the churches of Greece (as Paul testifies) had but few of those who entertained the views
of the philosophers ; that the most violent, bitter, and unrelenting opponents and perse-
eutora were adherents of this philosophy ; and that the effects of this same philosophy,
so far as incorporated in teaching and doctrine, was to bring untold evils upon the
Church. This class of writers generally, imbued by a philosophical spirit, zealously, in
advocating the conversion of the world, advocate the division of the history of the
Church, into three or more periods (as e.g. the Petrine, Psulme, and Johannean), more
or leas fanciful. They do not even pause to learn that their favorite theory of such suo-

eeniTe and distinctive periods is found in the vaticinations of the monk Joachim, set

forth with all the pretensions of a special illumination received to elucidate the future.

Philosophy, as history corroborates, too often strikes hands with fanaticism. We need
not be surprised that James Freeman Clarke {Ten QretU ReiigioTta) says in confirmation of

his theory that all religions are a kind of forerunners :
" Islam is a John the Baptist cry-

ing in the wilderness, ' Prepare the way of the Lord ;* Mohammed is a schoolmaster to

bring men to Christ**
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tend that Ohriatianify itself (voJueh they never r^ceivedf and never experUnced) forces them to
take this position, as e.g. the anthor of ihi Andent Hxa. of the Eotst^ in the Pre&iCA
remarks :

** Thus, above all, it is that I am almost invincibly attached to the doctrine of
the constant and unlimited progress of hunanity—a doctrine unknown to Paganism, a
doctrine bom of Christianity, and whose whole law is found in Uie words of the Evan-
gelist, ' Be ye perfect.' " Unbelief seizes the words addressed to believers, urging them
to completeness of character, and applies them to this universal progresSf a process of
reasoning in which they are materially aided by an allegorizing, spiritualizing, and philo-
sophical Christianity, but which is plaitdy and emphaiicaUy condemned by the Scriptures,
as we have shown. Men of a religious and devout mind, like Schlegel {PhUoa. of His.,

Lect. 18, etc.) express their faith and hope in a rapidly approaching era—nearer than
many suppose—when by the aid of philosophy linked with Christianity there will be " a
thorough religious regeneration of the State and science," by which " the cause of God
and Christianity may obtain a complete triumph on the earth"—thus direcUy opposing
the biblical statement, that States and nations, instead of being r^enerated, shall oppose
the truth and at the close of the age be found in direct conflict with the cause of God.
Sohlegel's hope is not in the Advent of Jesus (where the Bible places it), but *^ the relig-

ious hope of a true and complete regeneration of the age by a Christian system of govern-
ment and a Christian system of science' ' ^the latter expression being elsewhere explained
*' by the establishment of a Christian philosophy or Catholic science"). The author of

77ie Hand of Man and ihe Finger qf Ood in the Mi^oriunes of ifhirice, predicts a glorious
future—in which France is prominently to participate—and triumph of " the Catholic,
Apostolic, Boman and Holy Church." Protestants reiterate like predictions pertaining
to Protestantism. A hundred sects bring them forth as a motive power to exertion.

Even Mormonism (The Pop. Science MonUdy, Dec, 1876) anticipates in the near future,
with a Herene confidence, " the conversion of all who inhabit their vast continent."
These predictions, by changing the phraseology, are boldly appropriated by unbelief,

either by modifying Christianity by additions ; or by making it simply preparative for

anoUier religion ; or by pronouncing it a failure and its assumed successor to be the des-
tined triumphant one. Works like The Orienial ReOgions are multiplying, and the leaven
is already widely working in literary joumals, newspapers, text books of colleges and
high schools, etc.

The observer of prevailii^ literature must have noticed the change in the more recent
attacks of unbelief. Many disliking the reasoning of Bh. Butler, Leland, Foster, Lard-
ner, Paley, Whately, and others in t&vor of Christianity, are shifting the struggle from
the Supernatural, infallibility, inspiration, etc., to another field of inquiry, viz.. making
the ultimate success of Christianity the measure of its truth. This is an insidious and
dangerous attack, and has been provoked byChristiauH themselves ; for misapprehending
the nature and design of the present dispensation, they have paraded in phUosophicaL,
historical, religious, nud other works the pnigressive nature and final triumph of Chris-
tianity as now constituted, in and through the Church. Indeed, sometimes the only
reply to infidelity has been the production of this unscriptural reason. This now has be-
come an important question, as is evidenced by the fact that recently a large number of
works have appeared taking sides ; the one party contending—from facts of history, the
advancement of man in intelligence, the present position of the Church, the growing un-
belief, etc.—that the Christian Church will not triumph, and hence conclude that it is

not adapted to the nature and progrens of man and the race ; the other party affirm

—

from past periods of suocess, supposed divine assurances, prophecies torn from their

connection, etc.—that its ultimate triumph is undoubted, and hence declare in glowing
language that it is in all respects adapted to the conversion of the world. To indicate
how this point is regarded, we quote the words of a mild Pantheistic-Naturalistic writer,

favorably disposed to receive Christianity, if the cross of Jesus is removed and " the
strait gate" is cut some wider. He says, after a sarcastic allusion to the school of Lard-
ner. Paley, and Whately :

'* But the real question between Christians and unbelievers in
Christianity is, not whether our religion is or is not Bupematural ; not whether Christ's

miracles were, or were not violations of law ; nor whether the New Testament as it

stands is the work of inspired men. The main question, back of all these, is different

and not dependent on the views we may happen to take of the universality of law. It is

this : Is Christianity, as taught by Jesus, intended by God to be the religion of the
human race ? Is it only one among the natural religions ; is it to be superseded in its

turn by others ; or is it the one religion which is to unite all mankind ? • Art Thou he
that should come, or look we for another ? * This is the question which we ask Jesus of

Nazareth, and the answer to which makes the real problem of apologetic theology.' ' He
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states that this answer, if farorable, will " show it to be tme," because it eTinces its

adaptedness to hnman nature, which infers design, and leads to Qod the designer of it.

This is a most deceptive and dangeroas mode of reasoning, and mnst, sooner or later,

lead to a b&ld infidelity. Let the reader observe that it is very significant that previous to

the coming of the cnlminated Antichrist with his triamph over the Church (as surely pre-

dieted), the triumph of that Church should be made so prominent a criterion. It is a

snore artfully contrived to entangle the masses when depression, disaster, and terrible

persecution again comes. It, too, is based on the false assnmption that Christianity, if

divine, must rescue and reunite the race, when (he design of this dispensation is the reverse.

Those who indorse this presumption, instead of adopting Gktd's declared Divine Purpose

in reference to this dispensation, virtually undertake to decide for themselves what is,

and what is not, worthy of divine procedure, thus giving aid and comfort to the enemies

of the truth. This, too, is done under an honest and sincere misapplication of the

facts of history and the predictions of God's Word. Thus e.g. Bev. Dr. Helwig. in a
temperance lecture reported in the S^pringfield Republic, Deo. 24th, 1877, indorses the

statement of multitudes, that the triumph of truth is always certain, saying that
" although the wrong may at times seem triumphant, it is but for a day. Bight has

might and power for its allies, and vjHI triumph, for it is the truth.'* All history, as well

as the Bible, contradicts this as illustrated in the antediluvian world, the overthrow of

the Theocracy, the closing of the Mosaic economy, the continued unbelief and punish-

ment of the Jewish nation, the dark ages, the gigantic proportions of error even in organ*

ized forms, the future coming conflict with the culminated Antichrist, the predicted end-

ing of this* age, etc. No 1 the Word assures us, that while God will see to it that truth,

the light, shall always, more or less, exist as a testimony and to accomplish the Divine

Purpose inlended bu this dispensation, its triumph will only be secured by the personal

Coming of Him, wno is the Truth. All this looseness of expression, confirms the hopes
of the worshippers of humanity, as e.g. expressed in the funeral oration of Wm. Haller
delivered by Mr. Clark {On. Enquirer, March 4th, 1881) who, after eulogizing humanity,
after giving no hope to the individual of a future but an" endless rest" in the green and
flowery earth, after praising the labors of humanitarians and of the deceased, concludes :

*' Thus snch lives as thine, beating themselves out in strife with hoary wrongs, shall not
be lived in vain. Those wrongs, though they seem ' rock-ribbed and ancient as the
san,' shall crumble and fall, and Astrea shall hang her scales in the slnr, and a Gulden
Age dawn upon the earth, brighter even than thy hope." We may well conclude with
the words of Van Oosterzee (Lange's Com. LukCy p. 269) :

'' There is a heaven-wide dis-

tinction between the eschatological expectations which the friends of modem liberalism
cherish, and those which are called forth by this teaching of our Lord. It is commonly
snpposed that in the proportion in which the principles of humanitarianism, culture, free

thought, and the like, are more widely diifased, the world will become ever increasingly
wiser, better, and happier. The Saviour here opens to us a very different view of the
times immediately before the end. Of culture and the false semblance of external secular
enlightenment, there will then undoubtedly be as little lack as in the days of Noah anil

Lot. But instead now of the great mass becoming continually better and more earnest,
we have to expect, on the other hand, according to the Saviour's words, a time of care-
leasnesa, hardening, and carnal security, just like that which preceded the destruction of
tbe ancient world and the ruin of Sodom. These are the persons times in the last days,
of which Fanl also speaks, 2 Tim. 3:1; and all which in the Apoo. is prophesied of the
great apostasy of the last period of the world, is only a wider expansion of the theme
here (Luko 17 : 20-37) given."
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Pboposition 176. Our doctrine of the Kingdom embraces the con-

version of the worldy but in the Scriptural order.

While rejecting the Whitbyan theory of a future conversion of
the world preDious to the Second Advent of Jesua as unscriptural
and misleading, we at the same time firmly hold to a future blessed
and glorious conversion of the Jews and Gentiles (tfter the Sec.
Advent, as plainly taught in the Word.
Hence we reject as utterly unreliable that laxve class of works which predict " smooth

thin^** reapecting the Church. Take as an iUnstration Bnnsen's Church of the Ftdure,

and it will be found irreconcilable with a large class of predictions, which it qnietly
ignores. However valuable some of its suggestions, they are neutralized by the false

motive for effort presented ; however desirable the result advocated, it is vitiated because
directly contrary to the one the Scriptures portray. The '

' Church of the Future" instead
of converting the nations, is to be itself under fearful trial, persecution^ and suffering.

It is useless —yea, dangerous—to portray a Church as our hope widely different from that
which the Spirit of God has delineated. A critic of Bunsen, placing his hope in this
direction, remarks :

'* AH hail, to such a Church of the Future ! The world yearns for

it ; creation groans for it. Society is sick at heart ; sick of sore maladies which poUticA
can scarcely cure ; sick of many empirics and few physiciaus. And Christ's Chnroh
alone has the panacea—the universal cure." Alas ! thus the Church is deliberately snb-
Btituted in QvriaVs place^ and the Church is made to do the work which the Spirit attrib-

utes alone io Christ at His Second Coming. Thousands of works take this false position,

leading the Church into a state of unbelief, from which some day there will be a terrible

awakening.

Obs. 1. Such Scriptures as Ps. 72 : 8-11 ; Zech. 9 : 10 : Isa. 60 : 11-22 ;

Dan. 7 : 14, 27 ; Hab. 2 : 14 ; Isa. 11 : 9, etc., are undoubtedly to be ful-
filled, being the legitimate outgrowth of covenant promises, and pertaining

to the promised Kingdom, honor, and glory of the Redeemer. The cer-

tainty of realization is apparent not only because ffiven by the Omniscient
Spirit conversant with ** the deep things" of God, out by its being bound
up with the fulfilment of the Divine Purpose, Hence it is that the proph-
ecies bearing on this point are among the unconditional (comp. Prop. 18),

for such a state of things is connected with the sway, extent, splendor, and
glory of the Theocracy itself. The completeness of redemption, the perfec-

tion of restitution, the greatness of an Almighty Redeemer, cannot and will

not be satisfied with anything less. The Theocratic ordering aims to bring
all into subjection, and when established in its might will proceed in this

glorious undertaking. This conversion is so interwoven with the descrip-

tions of the Theocratic Kingdom, its extent and greatness, and with the
Theocratic Kiug, His sway over the nations and majesty, that it cannot
possibly be ignored, or be removed, without a serious flaw. Therefore it is

that God has affirmed it to be as sure of realization as that He Himself
existed (Numb. 14 : 21). "But as truly as I live, all the earth shall befilled

with the glory of the Lord,'^ which glory, as numerous parallel passages
(e.g. Isa. 60) show, is identified with the restoration of the race aa such, to
its former Edenic holiness and happiness.
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Dr. Finney, Dis, on ths See. AdvetU, makes the world's conversion one of necessity,

beioK baaed on the attribntes of God. The argument is certainly a very bold one when
^pUed to ihe present dispensation, for it proves entirely too much, making the infinite he-

nevolence of Ood the sole standard by which to judge of the number of the saved—the
very reasoning that the Universalists employ for the same purpose. It is, therefore^

placing oaraelves in the place of judges respecting the expediency of the divine purposes,

and the manner in which they should be carried out, which is always a dangeix>UH pro-

cedure. We dare not confine God's purposes to one dispensation unless it is specifiofUly

stated ; we must follow the purpose as it is unfolded and declared, observing how and
wKen it is to be realized. If Dr. Finney's aigument had been used by a Jew before the
first Advent—and it would have been & priori just as reasonable—it would not have been
verified in that dispensation as history demonstrates, and so now, if we allow the Script-

ures to testify, it will still remain unrealized in the present dispensation. His reason-

ing, therefore, is only pertinent to its certainty and accord with God's own ultimate
glory. This we accept, while the limitation to the present dispensation we reject, be-

cause the exact reverse, as we have shown under the preceding Propositions, is the plain

and decisive teaching of Scripture. Van Oosterzee (Ch, Dog., voL 3, p. 795), speaking of
" the consummation of all things" aa presented by Scripture, remarks :

** The prospect
here opened up is well adapted to put to shame every optimistic-humanistic dream, as
though in this best of worlds things should grow better, the nearer the stream of time
roUa to the ocean of eternity.'* Extremes meet, seeing that Is. Taylor {His. of Enthusi-

asm^ p. 183) thinks that the speedy conversion of the world would probably cause evils to

oriBe, etc., instead of founding its non-arrival, as the Scriptures, on human depravity.

Ohs. 2. This Prop, is the more necessary, since—notwithstanding the
Primitive Church teaching, and the reiterated statements of numerous Pre-
MilleDarian writers—works are circulated, like Tlie Kingdom of Grace,

which boldly misrepresent our doctrine, making ns to teach, like themselves
(i.e. Anti-Millenarians), or like the Millerites, some Second Adventists, and
iSeventh-Day Adventists, that after the Second Advent there is no more
probation, no salvation for the race, and no ** increase of the Kingdom of

the Messiah/' These are their own deductions and not ours, being dis-

carded by almost every Pre-Millenarian from the early Church down to the
present. The objection is only plausible by classing men with us, who,
aside from expecting the speedy Advent, have no special doctrinal affilia-

tion with us, but entertain the popular views respecting the judgment,
conflagration, and consequences of the Advent in its relation to the race.

Such misconceptions of our belief might be passed by without notice, if

they were not repeated in respectable reviews, journals, etc., as e.g. in The
Presbyterian Quarterly Review for 1853. Those not conversant with our
doctrine, finding the most positive declarations respecting such a conver-
sion, and God's own existence pledged for its ultimate verification, at once
conclade that we are in gross error, and thus become prejudiced against us.

Dr. Brown {ChrisCs ike. Coming, p. 313), following others, charges Pre-Millenarians
with " sneering" at Bible and missionary societies, and with indulging in " ill-disguised

insinuations—sometimes not disguised at all—against the Word and the blessed SpirU
themselves, as inadequate to accomplish the predicted evangelization of the world."
This is a pervertedt false statement, eminently calculated to prejudice others against us.

No Pre-Blillenarifui speaks slightingly or disrespectfully of the Word or the Spirit, or
refuses to acknowledge the eminent services of Bible and missionary societies (unless it

be some unsound, erratic, or fanatical person belonging to some small sect, whom Br. B.
is afraid to quote, seeing that the quotation itself would prove our defence), for we all

ascribe the failure of such non-conversion, not to the Spirit or Word, not to the lack of
abundant provision or merciful invitation, but to the depravity of mem which rejects the
proviaion made. It is our reverence for the truth which causes us to insist that a true
honoring of the Word and Spirit demands that we receive the Scriptural teaching respect-
ing the design of this dispensation (Props. 86, 87), and not ignore the Sec. Advent and
the events produced by it. Even those persons who deny any future conversion Pre- or
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Fost-Advent, do not—as simple justice demands—base the same on the inadequacy of the
Word or Spirit. We. however, accept of a future conveiBion, but locate it later, and
indorse the instrumentalitiea specifically mentioned by the Spirit in the Word an neoes.
sary to its fulfilment. The attacks In this direction are painfully one-sided, and often so
sweeping that the exhibited prejudice and ignorance gives the requisite answer. Thus
as illustrative : The Princeton RevieWf April, 1851, contains an art., *' Foreign Missions
and Millenarianism," which speaks of '* the extremely injurious tendency of the Alillena-

rian theory ;" of its " restraining the'zeal and activity of God's people ;'* of its " forbid,
ding the exercise of faith," '* sweeping away our interest in prayer and our agonizing
dependence on the Holy Spirit ;" and of its '* baneful influence on the cause of mis-
sions." Our refusal to indorse his theory of the conversion of the world and to pray for

that which the Word, in our estimation, clearly condemns, causes the writer to impute
all these evils to us, forgetting the large mimber qf missionariea who have been and are
Millenarian, who have manifested a faith, prayer, dependence on the Spirit, etc., which
he will find hard to imitate. When, therefore, he eulogizes the missionaries as *' the
most successful preachers who have lived for the last fifteen hundred yeaxa," he, without
knowing it, includes, of counse. the large body of Fre-Millenariana, who have been so suc-
cessful in founding and sustaining missions, and who showed that faith in taking out a
people for His name, faith in hastening the number of the elect and the subsequent
glory, faith in witnessing for the truth whether successful or not, in performing the
allotted work and last command of the Master, etc., was amply sufficient to cause them
to make the heaviest sacrifices and to accept of the severest self-denial *' to save them
that believe/* (The reader will oomp. Props. 78 and 183.)

Obs, 3. The Eschatology, in systems of belief, vhich rejects this future
conversion of the.Jews and Gentiles—as e.g. in Millerism, Second Advent-
ism, Seventh-Day Adventiem, Anti-Millennial, etc.—is most certainly

defective. It is alike derogatory to the Word which plainly predicts it, to

the completeness of salvation which requires it, and to the honor and glory
of the Redeemer which, in view of the promises associated with the same,
demands it. Fettered by their Kingdom theory, or by a class of passages
dislocated from their dispensational connection, they see no place for such
a Millennium as the Scriptures present, in which the nations are brought
into subjection to the Messiah's reign and saints' rule. Some even take
the Millennial predictions, interwoven with the perpetuation and subjection

of the race, which describe an era of blessedness hero on the earth, and
without the least authority transfer the whole to the third heaven. This is

a most arbitrary way in disposing of Scripture, and indicates clearly that
the central doctrine of the Kingdom is entirely misapprehended.

Under various Propositions these views are presented in detail, and require no special

refutation. The argument alleged (as e.g. by Waggoner, Kef, of Age to Come) against the
conversion of the world after the Advent dei^ived from the nature and expressions of
Bevelation designed for the present dispensation (such as ** the narrow way," ** come out
of tribulation," " some shall only believe," etc.) is exceedingly weak and imperfect (infer-

ential, and wrong in the same) against the impregnable covenants, postponement of the
Kingdom, the perpetuation of the race, the ^e to come, etc. Bnch writers mistake the
Kingdom, the relation of the Jewish nation to it, and various other considerations, which
we present in their logical connection, exhibiting the scriptural basis supporting the
same. Such Props, as relate to the events associated with and following the Sec. Advent,
and show that the covenants, both Abrahamic and Davidic, are unmistakably fulfilled in
their plain grammatical sense, that ages follow this one, that the race is perpetuated,

that Bevelation will be continued, that all the forfeited blessings and not merely a part
are restored, etc.—cannot be set aside by mere inference and an ignoring of Scripture ;

for over against the denial of such a future conversion we have God's promises fortified

by oath. This doctrine is not man's, but is given by Qod, having reference to His own
glox7, and must be received by accepting of, and comparing, all Scripture on the subjeok

Ohs, 4. We make the conversion of the world, when it does occur, a suh-

Umer, more enduring and exalted transaction than that proposed by other
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theories. Instead of making it a mere Constantinean era or a Gospel dis-

pensation, or one in which Antichrist and wicked confederations exist, or

one of a mixed condition subject to the carse, etc., we, under the direct

anspiocs of Christ and His co-rulers, and with the wonder-working aid of

the Holy Spirit, have the age ushered in, and continued on, realizing in all

its fulness the ample and complete fulfilment of the Millennial propaecies,

fust (MS thetf read, embracing a world-wide dominion and the richest bless-

mgs. While this, at the close of the thousand years, gives place to a brief

rebellion, yet this dominion, this subjection of the nations, this supreme
acknowledgment of the King, is ever afterward secured.

The history of man in epochal or dispensatioxial endlngB, ns the Edenic, Ant«dila-
TiAD. Patriarchal, Mosaio. Personal Messianlo, of the past, and of the present Christian

«8 delineated e.g. in Bevelation, oonclusively shows that just snch a dispensation, em-
bracing the Personal role of Jesus and the saints, as we advocate, is needed to bring abont
this sabmission and allegiance of the nations. This is confirmed by the plain scriptural

statements and the conclusion can only be avoided by displacing or denying the Advent
itself, or by dislocating passages which are united, or by applying to one dispensation
things which belong to another, or by bestowing upon the Gentiles that which exclusively

belongs to the Jews. We freely admit that to obtain a proper, consistent knowledge of

the subject, a study of the Scriptures is required. The importance of it, and its bearing
(as we have repeatedly shown) on related subjects, especially demands such a study from
the ministiy, who are Apposed to be leaders in teaching Scripture doctrine. A pro-
fessed ignorance is culpable ; a false modesty under the assumption of a clear logical

aanonncement by the Spirit being a felt want, is a refletstion upon the divine teaching.

Such utterances as the following, eagerly seized and paraded by our opponents, are to be
regretted : The Oh. Union (Sep. 19th, 1877) compliments the '* good sense from Mr. Spur-
geoa on the Sec. Advent," by quoting him as saying :

'' The more I read the Scriptures
as to the future, the less I am able to dogmatize. I see oonTersion of the world, and the
Personal Pre-Millennial reign, and the sudden Coming, and the judgment^ and several

other grand points, but I cannot put them in order, nor has any one else done so yet."
We have only to say that if this is Spnrgeon's utterance, (1) it is not flattering to his
many utterances where he presents an order

; (2) it is contradictory, as e.g. in asserting
a Personal Pre-Millennial reign which involves, of necessity, an order

; (3) it indicates a
lack of special attention to the covenants ; (4) it implies that on great leading subjects
which ministers are expressly to teach, they are purposely left in ignorance

; (5) it ignores
the labors of others, as e.g. that of the early Church (which had an order in Eschatology),
and will not aUow to them that which he himself has not done ; (6) it is misleading,
since (aside from minor details) the Scriptures do give a complete and harmonious order
of the things referred to by him ; (7) it deters others from the subject under the false

idea that if he, so great and popular a minister, has failed to make out an order, others
cannot do it, when the truth is, as his works abundantly evidence, that, able and useful
as he has been, Pre-Millennial in tendency els various utterances show, he has a defective
and oontradictoiy £schatology, the radi<^ defect of which is that it is not rooted and
grounded in the AbrahanUc and Davidic VovenatUSt but sustains itself by a commingling of
hteral and spiritualistic interpretations.

Obs. 5. The position that we thus occupy is a sufficient answer to those
who declare that we dishonor the Spirit by not admitting that the work of

uniTersal conversion will be performed in this dispensation. For we honor
the Spirit in first receiving what Be has said on the subject, and, secondly,
in showing that His work will be accomplished more fully and perfectly in

the age to come than, as our opponents are willing to admit, it will be in
thia age. He is now doing His work in the process of gathering a people
for God, and this, we contend, is only the earnest of a greater still to come.
{Qomp, Prop, 171.) May we saj to our opposcrs that, peradventure, in
their efforts to glorify the Spirit, they may, unconsciously, dishonor the
Lord Jesua, for as one (Dr. Cummings) has well said :

** The Spirit is not
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a flubatitute for Jesna." The Spirit points ua to the Christ and teaches ub
what to await for at His Coming, and in implicit trust our hearts accept of
the same.
In view of our doctrines roapeoting the conversion of the world, the Kingdom of

Christ, eto.f we are nojustly accosed as ** traitors to the Church," or, at leasts of takiz^
" little interest in her welfare." "While this is effectually disproved by the zeal, labori<
ouQ lives, missionary spirit, martyrdom, sacrifices of thousands of Chiliasts in the past,
and by Uie fact that our belief, if properly apprehended in their logical connection, im-
measurably exalts the Kingdom of Jesus and increases the number of the ultimate con-
verted (saving not merely the fragments of a race, but finally the race itself), yet it may
be said that such a charge is by no means new or stnmge. When men, accepting of
God's Word, deal in untoeiooTne truihs^ they are thus characterized. Dealing in prophecy,
Isaiah and other teachers were branded as traitors to Grod*s people. When e.g. Jeremiah
(oh. 27) insinted, in accordance with the predictions of Qod, that the Jews should, in
order to obtain quiet, submit to the King of Babylon, he was regarded as unfaithful and
a visionary. The gravest suspicions were entertained oonoeming him, which finally

resulted even in his imprisonment. Still relying on the prophetic Word, he unfalteringly
declared his faith in the Spirit's predictions, and that safety and peace depended on Uie
reception of these truths, however unpalatable or onseemly the^ were to the massea.
The result proved, in the safety of believers and in the destruction of the unbelievers,
that the estimate formed respecting the prophet and God's predictions were not only un-
worthy of faith in God, but dangerous to those who were faithless. Thus it ever has
been. Had the Church heeded the warnings given by prophecy, many and great evils

•would have been averted. Blinded, however, by a worldly policy, guided by human
wisdom, she has been fiooded with error and crippled by submission to human inventions
and power. Even to-day, when men arise and point us to the prophetic Word with
warnings of danger, persecution, judgment, and bloodshed still in the future, and per-
ad venture not very distant, multitudes arise in antagonism, and brand them as Jeremiah
was branded, and would, it they dared, proceed to severer measures. '^Heretics" and
*' fanatics" are but mild terms in comparison with some that have caught the writer's

eye. Threats of Church trial and excommunication are &eely made. Men, too, of
acknowledged ability and learning, oater to this opposition by deliberately showing trom.
reason, false philosophy, and wrested Scripture that such danger does not exist. The
plain unvarnished statements of God's Word are frivolously set aside, and all events in
the future relating to the Church are prosperously arranged to suit their own ideas of tho
fitness of things, or what they deem proper to exist under the moral government of God.
Accepting a portion of the truth and ignoring a laxger portion, they bend it in a manner
to accommodate their favorite system of divinity. Such works as Harris's Oreai Cbmmis-
sion (judged wortiiy of a prize of two hundred guineas), filled with illogical and nnscript-
ural conclusions, are favorites, predicting that which is pleasing to human nature. We
are censured because we condemn that which is exceedingly misleading and attributes to
the Church that which is the work of Jesus after His Sec. Coming.

Obs, 6. Our doctrine making no imperfect conversion of the world, bat
all3ring with it a restoration to a former Paradisaical condition^ augments
the glory of the Redeemer. It gives Him no hesitating, or even general,

possession of the world, but an entire possession. It gives Him no world
still groaning under the works of tho devil, and feeling the direful effects of
a constant pervading curse, but a world out of which all evil shall be
rooted, in which the works of the devil are destroyed, the curse repealed,

all things restored and made new. Our view, therefore, is far from being,

as alleged, ** derogatory to the power of God and of the Holy Ghost," and
'* a lowering of Christ/* because it demands and exalts this power and
Christship. We honor the same now in the measure hitherto graciously

experienced, but we look for far more in that which is yet to be realized,

and to a degree, so vast in extent, by manifestations of power, of royalty,

of the supernatural, that our opponents dare not venture to assume. Our
whole trust is in the revealed and abiding Theocratic Euler, the mighty
Restorer.
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VHien the Theocratic ordering is in fnll sway, then this will be forcibly realized. To
this period belong snch passages as the following : Ps. 22 : 27, 28, **AUthe ends cf tha

HwrU skatl ntnember and him unto the Lord ; and all the Kindr&is of the nations shaU worship

brfore thee. For the Kingdom is the Lords ; atyi He is the Ootxmor among the nations." Ps.

9 : 1-8 ; Ps. 21 : 7-13, etc

Obs. 7. Ohf doctrine makes the saints, counted worthy to inherit the

Kingdom with David's Son» happi/ participants in this process of convert-

ing the nations of the earth. This opens before us a bright and beautiful

aspect of saintly agency in the future, when '* the elect'* are manifested as

the revealed kings and priests of the earth.

The reader will find this feature extended in detail, with Scripture proof, under Props.

151 and 156. It is delightful to contemplate, that we who are the redeemed "first-

froita/* shall be able practically to manifest onr supreme love to God by bringing others

to experience its blessings in aokuowledgment of the supremacy and majesty of Uie

King.

Obs. 8. Our doctrine of the conversion of the world coincides with the

general tenor of the Word, seeing that nowhere do we find the language
aud appeals so prevailing in modern addresses, sermons, and books pervaded
by the spirit of the Whitbyan theory. The Apostles, the first preachers

aad missionaries, nowhere encourage the Primitive Church in its trials and
persecutions by the hope of ultimate and complete success. If it be a
truth, as our opponents allege, it certainly was the very one needed in their

circumstances. The absence of it strongly corroborates our position.

One of the indirect^ but most powerful, evidences of the divine inspiration of the
Soriptare is found in the fact that nowhere do we find those eulogistic descriptions of
" the triumph of the Qospel in subduing the world ** which now so largely adorn the
eloquence of Whitbyan missionary discourses* Nothing of the kind is exhibited even
when reference is made to the rapid extension of the preached Word over the then
known worid, for the Spirit evidently foresaw, what history testifies to, the ultimate
overthrow and fallen condition of the churches, then so widely extended. If the hopes
and efforts of believers are to be quickened by such appeals— as men now say—toAy were
tkejf Ttol given at a time when Christians endured the severest trials from a persecuting
Boman Empire ? Surely the lack of these is evidence of the unity of the Scriptures ; it is

tfeftimony in favor of its inspiration, seeing that men, intoxicated by success and catch-

ing at the predictions relating to an ultimate conversion, would only too gladly have
used such pleas, and in their behalf have perverted (as now done) the prophecies them-
selves, unless withheld by the spirit of truth. The absence of this prediction of success,

and the careful reference to prophecy by locating its fulfilment at the same period in the
fature, and, then superadded, that the reverse of the modem view is most carefully in-

culcated—all this certainly adds consistency and strength to our line of reasoning. As
numerous eminent writers have pointed out, Matt. 24 , Mark 13 ; Luke 21 ; 2 Thess. 2. in
themselves connidered, are amply sufficient to invalidate the Whitbyan theory. To illus-

trate how men, by ignoring the facts of history and the direct tenor of prophecy, deal

with such passages, we introduce Bev. Bobinson, who, in a sermon (Springfield, O.. Nov.,

1878). asserted that in the first century Christians thought that the world was to be con-
verted immediately, and hence Paul gives 2 Thess. 2 to show that such a conversion was
to be delayed. The record shows conclusively that the Thessalonians indulged no such
talae hope, and Paul does not give his statement to correct any such anticipations, but
what he does give does, inferentially, most oonclusivdy (as Bh. McHvaine and others
have observed) overthrow Bobinson's view of the conversion of the world in the present
dispensation. This passage gives no possible support to a Milieu, age from the time of
its utt«ranoe down to the Sec. Advent, for as Dr. Morehead (art. 4, Chris. Instructor^ March
ISth, 1879) pertinently observes :

*' The mystery of iniquity was then already working
and this was to continue to the Sec. Advent ; that the hindrance removed is not followed
by a Millennium but by the Advent ; and that the Advent itself is designed to crush the
colmination of iniquity. . . . TJlua we are guarded by the Apostle at the beginning
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middle, and end of the whole period. The Mill, cannot come before the Man of Sin, for
the mystery of iniquity and the apostasy precede and issae in his revelation. It cannot
come after (i.e. before the Advent), for the end of the period in accomplished by the
Advent of Christ, We are thus shut up to IKt ineviicMe and irresxstibU conclusion, on any
fair exegesis of the passage, that if we are ever to have a Mill, of rest for the world, it must
be (it cannot otherwise be) aft«r the appearing of the Saviour. With I>r. Lillie, I affirm
that if there be a Mill, during this entire age, ' our hope for the world is limited to a
Millennium during which Antichrist zeigns.*

"

Ohs. 9. This doctrine of ours prominently holds forth, as a cardinal
point, the design of the present dispensation, and insists upon it that
vrTiAroVAr fVto ^oaifrn ia ana/ii-fi/iollv vnATifi/snad. it is " to ^ftthGI* '^"^ " s^AAVkln

>," or to bring app]
many" who reject

which has been going on uninterraptedly for eighteen centuries.

In direct contrast with this biblical teachings eminent and eloquent men teach that
its design is the reverse, viz., to gather all people, to save the many^ to convert all

nations. Take e.g. Casteliar in Old Borne and New Italy, p. 187, and he has this world
regenerated by moral, religious, and political truth, so that ** Liberty, Equality, and Fra-
ternity are not solely evangelical formulas, but also social truths capable of creating a
new earth, and of extending above it new heavens of blessed and perennial radiajice.*

'

Such high-sounding predictions, so forcibly expressed, are not, however, given in accord
with God*s required Christian repentance and faith, but really flow from unbelief, enliv-
ened by a vivid imagination and a religious fervor, because (p. 185) they result from
making miracles and prophecies, not "real acts which actually occurred," but merely
'* symbols of systems to come, of regeneration periods in the successive life of the spirit
and of the planet.*' The trutii is that Casteliar' s theory is a more unscriptural and a far
wilder one than that of the Jesuits, who, as a spur to their exertions, presented the idea
of a '* universal monarchy"— all nations converted and brought under the Papal sway.
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Proposition- 177. This doctrine of the Kingdoyn will not be re-

ceived, infaithi f>y the Church as a body.

This is distinctly annonnced in the declarations pertaining to the

period iTrvmediaiely preceding the AdvenL The Church, instead

of developing into that condition of knowledge and faith which so

many writers confidently predict, is represented as occupying a
position the very opposite. Jesus significantly (Luke 18 : 8) asks :

" When the Son of^ vian cometh shall He find faith (the faith) on
the earth f" i.e. will the Church be in such a condition of trial, of

testing, ttat it will fail to exercise faith in the very provision made
for deliverance %

* Faith in a variety of things may indeed be
found, Itut will it believe in and pray for that ^^ blessed hope^'*

which al^me can bring in glorious salvation f

1 Dr. Ratter (Roman Catholic), in his Lije of Jemis^ p. 357, on Luke 18 : 8 remarks, that

it " the latter end of the world the faithful shall be oppressed by all manner of perseca-

tiona/ and adda :
" An expression descriptive of the extreme rarity of that perfect faith

which is necassary to perseverance in prayer. In effect, if we are to judge from the pres-

ent alarming state of opinionated infidelity in the world, and from the seeming indiffer-

ence with which many Christiana consider the great duty of prayer^ is there not reason
to feu that mankind are fast approaching to that general apostasy from the faith here
foretold by onr blessed Redeemer ?** So Lange, and many others, properly apply this to

the Second Coming of Jesus, and the period immediately preceding and connected with,

thai Coming. The lack of faith, as the connection demands, is not simply a denial of

the Messiah, but a refusal to believe in Him as Coming *' speedily'* to avenge and deliver

His own elect. The question itself, the expressive ** ara^ indeed." the analogy of other
Scripture, express a diminution or billing away of faith. Faith has not entirely ceased
(for His elect cry to Him to comej, but will be greatly diminished, and that just previous
to the Parousia.

Obs. 1- The reply is found in various prediction s. Even the parable of
the ten virgins, united as it is by the word *' then*^ with the time of the

Second Advent, plainly teaches us how the ignoring of the Coming of the
mighty King affects not merely the foolish (i.e. the unprepared), but even
the wise (i.e. those otherwise morally qualified) : and this state arises from
a want of faith in *Uh^ things concerning the Kingdom" ; seeing that a
proper conception of the Theocratic Kingdom, as still future, and an under-
Btanding of the manner of its re-establishment could not possibly bring
them into the situation assigned. A believer in the Kingdom, as cove-

nanted, predicted, preached, postponed, connected with the Sec. Advent,
etc., in the very nature of the case occupies the position of the Primitive
Church, and lookSy longs, and prays for the Coming One, The faithlessness

of the Church—manifested by a disregard to the speedy Advent, by a lack
of interest in, and a positive dislike to, the subject, by an unwarranted sub-
stitution of other things (as e.g. death, providence, etc.) in place of the

appearing of JesuB Christ, by the interposition of a long definite period
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between us and the Advent, by decrying the position of watching, stndy
of these things, etc., in others ;—clearly springs from a total misconception

of the nature of the Kingdom that DaVid's ' Son shall establish here on the
earth. Engrafting a mistical or spiritualistic interpretation, in place of
the grammatical, upon the Scriptures ; rejecting the belief of pious Jews
and of the early Church as erroneous and unworthy of the enlightenment
of this age—a Kingdom is set up which being in existence, of course, doed
not require the faith once the distinguishing feature and characteristic of
the saints.

Well may we ask those faithless ones who will not believe in the personal Advent of
Jesus and His reign with His saints on earth, to look at the First Advent. Is onr doc-
trine more astounding or more testing to faith and reason than that Ood shonld humble
Himself in the child Jesus, that this Messiah should suffer and die ? Our doctrine has
nothing so amazing, nothing so humiliating, and consequently those who accept of the
facts of the First Advent are inexcusable when they refuse credence to the alleged facta
of the Second, when all the latter speak of a coming honor, dominion, and glory.

Obs. 2. Believers in the Word ought to be startled by the solemn, most
terriVile descriptions of the state of the whole world, as found in the context

and text of Millennial predictions. The fearful strife, and antagonism with
the doom annexed, is stated to arise from ** a gross darknessy*' a perversion
of God's truth. Take eyen that splendid prediction of Isa. 60, ^nd when
the glory of the Lord comes (which cannot oe confined to the First Advent
as the context and parallel passages show) it is added : ^^Behold^ the dark-
ness shall cover the earth and gross darkness the people,*^ The mighty
confederation of wickedness, the utterly subdued condition of the few faith-

ful ones, the warnings of sore trial» tribulation given to the Church and
exhortations to be faithful, etc., evidence the extent and the time of this

darkness. Such a state of darkness, of unbelief in God's way of procedure,
etc., cannot be suddenly produced ; it takes time and in view of the intel-

lectual and moral nature of man must call to its aid reasoning^ elopience^

and eminent ability. The opposition that Jesus meets at His Coming, an
opposition already previously organized and terrible in persecution, is of
such a nature that it cannot arise without a long introductory process, Now
it is not only infidels and semi-belieyers who prepare the way for the final

culmination of unbelief, but men whose piety and integrity (wise virgins)

we would not for a moment question ; men of great learning whom we
highly esteem for the knowledge imparted on many subjects, men whose
praise is deservedly high in the Church, are also engaged, whether con-
sciously or not, in producing this unfaithless condition. They by their

spiritualizing sjstem are bountifully sowing the seeds which will surely

spring up into an abundant harvest of unbelief. The first-fruits of it are
already beginning to appear in the scientific and intellectual world : the

dreadful harvest is still future. It is saddening to read works, written by
talented and good men and containing much that is excellent, which
endeavor to explain away some of the most precious truths and the most
terrible realities, either by confining themselves to one portion of the Word
and ignoring another (thus violating the unity of Scripture) ; or, by engraft-

ing another sense not recognized oy the laws of language (thus without
proof making the Bible an exception to such laws) ; or, by regarding the
things predicted, etc., as exaggerated expressions induced by the state of
mind in which the writer then was (thus making the communication a
human instead of a diyine one through human instrumentality) ; or, by
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assaming that due allowanco mast be made for the elevated style of poetry,

the vivid imagination, and fanciful language of the Oriental mind (thus

ascribing its utterances to human origin) ; or, by declaring thut all things

must be received and explained according to the teaching of present reason

and experience (thus setting up within themselves the standard bj which
the Word is to be measured, and overlooking that many things relating to

the past and future are beyond present personal experience), etc. It is not
merely the destructive critic like Strauss, Bauer, or Renan, who under-
mines the authority of the Bible, but multitudes who would shrink from
such a charge, are virtually doing it by the principles of interpretation

adopted, the doctrine of the Kingdom received, etc., which, when con-

trasted with the teachings of the Book and receptiou of the truth bv those

who had the special privilege of being taught by the Apostles and their

immediate successors, lead to a proclamation of a *^ Gospel of the King-
dom" widely different from that contained in the Bible and the early

Church. Multitudes, who are no professed unbelievers, reject the plain,

contained grammatical sense, and insist upon giving a sense which shall

harmonize with their own ideas of the fitness of mings, thus paving the way
for unbelieving license, forging "the weaj)on8 for unbelief, and preventinff

the use of a consistent, manly Apologetics. Numerous works are issued

from the ^ress which swell the unbelieving ranks and sustain the unbeliev-

ing attacks upon the primitive Church, by openly and directly ridiculing

the early hope of the Church in its view of the Theocratic Kingdom. Able
and honest writers, under the influence of misconception and prejudice,
have sent forth works the most insidious and dangerous, pre-eminently
adapted to crush what little faith exists in various denominations respecting
this Kingdom. Such writers make the prophecies conditional ; heap the
curses on the Jews and the blessings upon the Gentiles ; hesitate not to
mutilate and transfer predictions directly associated with the Jewish nation;
make God's throne in the third heaven to be represented by David's ; spir-

itualize all, only so that it can be applied to the Church ; scofE at what
they are pleasea to call ** a Jewish Kingdom ;" ignore the personal Advent
of Jesus Christ, etc. Many of these works are regarded, owing to the repu-
tation of the authors, as standards, and the writers are loudly lauded and
loaded with titles of honor. Alas, that friends of Jesus, and not enemies,
aid in the destruction offaith in the promises of God ;*ala8, that friends as
well as enemies, are engaged in administering the soporifics which must
inevitably lead to the sleeping, unbelieving, lamentable state which is pre-
dicted. Let no one censure us for the pltiinness of speech employed, for
the time has arrived when faithfulness to the Word and Church demands a
frank and candid statement of facts and their dangerous tendency.

The latter class of writinga axe to be found in reviews, periodicals, etc. Works writ-
ten by talented and pioas authors of this class are paiafiUly illastrated in Dr. Brown's
CSrisCs Sec, Oomijig : WiU it be Pre-JI^UennicU f or in Fairbaim On Prophecy^ or in Dr,
Berg's 7^ Sec, Aduent tf Christ noi Fre-MiUennial, etc. Beferences tinder variotis Props,
are made to others, bat these will suffice to indicate the talent thas directed to an over-
throw of the primitive and commanded posture of faith and watching. Multitudes of
works take passages directly referring to the See. Advent and deliberately pervert their
designed teaching, as e.g. illustrated in Jay [ktercisest vol. 2, p. 24), who interprets Mark
13 : 33, *' Take ye heed, ieaich and pray : for ye know noi when the time w," by no reference
whatever to the time stated in the context, but informs his readers that it relates (1) to
the time of duty, (2) the time of danger, (3) the time of trouble, (4^ the time of death.
Alas 1 Ten thoosand thousand just as fanciful applications are given in the present relig-

ious literature.
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Ohs. 3. This want of faith is also caused by reason wrongfully rejecting
the past and the future of this Kingdom. In reference to the past, it for-
gets the primary step of noticing when it was establiahed, how it progressed
and incorporated the Davidic line, why it was overthrown, and how con-
stantly the Prophets predicted its (same Kingdom) restoration in a glorious
form under the Messiah, and in immediate relationship with the Jewish
nation. It closes its eyes against the preaching of this identical Kingdom
(indisputably proven, see e.g. Props. 70-75), and the valid reasons assigned
for its postponement until the times of the Gentiles are ended. The past,
even in its naked historical connection^ is not received, but in place of it

reason is put under the guidance of an Origenistic rule of interpretation
which makes the Old Test, say one thing respecting the Kingdom but mean
another ; and which causes the Prophets to predict, in the grammatical
sense, one thing (believed in by the ancients) concerning the Kingdom but
which must be understood differently. Again, in reference to the future,
this Kingdom being still the subject of prediction and promise, and hence
must be received by faith (for all that we can possibly know of its re-estab-
lishment is only found in the Word), we have eminent writers objecting to
the reception of the plain grammatical meaning of the promises precisely
on- the same ground occupied by the most ultra unbelief, viz., that it brings
forth too much of the Super7iatureU element. Reason they tell us cannot
accept of this doctrine, for it is not credible that such occurrences as are
related to the restoration of the Kingdom can possiblj take place. Fully
indorsing (as we have shown in the previous Proposition) Dr. Alexander's
saying {Evid, of Christianity^ p. 10) that*' truth and reason are so inti-

mately connected that they can never with propriety be separated," yet at
the same time things which refer to the future must be accepted solely be-
cause God announces them, and their reasonableness must be observed hy
the connection which they sustain to the Divine Purpose, to the divine
ability to perform, and to the necessity of their occurring in order to fulfil

God's prophets, and to secure redemption in the form needed by the world.
In relation to things still future, it is to be regretted that the leaven of
infidelity has pervaded the Church to such an extent that in this particular,

man^ exalt reason abovefaith. While reason has its appropriate sphere in
the investigation of truth, and is necessarily allied with faith, yet in things
pertaining to futurity we are entirely dependent for knowledgeon Htm who
is omniscient, and reason must occupy a subordinate place, willing to accept
of and to be guided by, divine revelation. It is sad to reflect tliat Chris-

tians refuse to believe in the fulfilment of prophecy, in its true grammatical
senpe, in this Kingdom, because in their estimation it involves a mode of
procedure which seems to them incredible and contrary to the nature of
things. Having already met the objection urged by reason against the
Supernatural and miraculous, it is sufficient to direct such a class to the
fact that in no other way is it possible to fulfil the Millennial descriptions.

How can the curse be repealed : how can death be overcome ; how can all

the fearful evils pertaining to man and nature be removed : how can the

unspeakably great blessings be obtained : all of which are to be realized in

this Kingdom under Messiah's reign, without a mighty display of Super-
natural power beyond anything that the world has ever witnessed, and
beyond the understanding of weak, mortal man with his limited powers.

If there is a truth conspicuously displayed in Holy Writ, it is, that this

Kingdom, the tabernacle of David now in ruins but then gloriously rebuilt
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nnJor David^B Son, caDnot be manifested without the most wonderful dis*

plays of Almighty energy. Strange to say, many who refuse credence in

this Kingdom and ridicule it, arc willing to accept of the Supernatural in

the birth of Isaac and of Christ, of the miracles of the Old and New Testa-

mentSy but unwilling to accept of the Supernatural and miraculous ^er^fim-

ing to this Kingdom, From whence springs this reluctance which involves

an inconsistency of position ? Do they simply believe the former because
the past is fulfilled and has become history, and do they reject the latter

because being unfulfilled it is an open question whether it ever will be in

the manner grammatically expressed? 7* this trust in the Word of tJie

Lord? Is it even reasonable, seeing that faith in the past fulfilment is

baaed on the same antecedently given Word, and should lead to implicit

and extended faith in the things relating to the future. How painful it is

to find e.g. such a talented writer as Fairbairn {On Proph,, p. 820, etc.)

tell U3 respecting Zech, 12, that God's providence with the Jews has ren-

dered the fulfilment of the prediction " manifestly impossible,^' and that
" it does violence to reason'^ to expect a restoration of the families indicated

by the prophecy. And this from one who believes that (as recorded Matt.

3 : 9) God would have been able, if requisite, ** of these stones to raise up
children unto Abraham,^^ The same line of reasoning would hold equally

good in the case of Sarah, of the Virgin Mary, etc. No 1 with belief in the
tnithfnlnesa and Almighty power of God, as evidenced in the past astonish-

ing provisions for carrying out a definitely stated Divine Plan, we can
surely stay ourselves i/j faith, that the same power—which now so amaz-
ingly for over eighteen hundred years preserves the Jewish nation (aa Moses
thousands of years ago foretold), and keeps Jerusalem itself (as Jesus pre*

dieted) under continued Gentile rule

—

will he equal to the fulfilment of every

prediction. Such lack of faith, such a process of reasoning is dangerous
;

for It invalidates whatever apologies or accommodations may be presented
to excuse the non-fulfilment, the truthfulness of the Word, and brings it

down to a human level. Numerous illustrations might be aidduced of this

method of dealing with the Word, of receiving just as much as suits the

taste, opinions, system, etc., of the interpreter, or of explaining it most
arbitrarily to accommodate it in some way with a theory. In the eagerness

to maintain the position of an advocate, seeing how largely this Kingdom
relates to the future and is consequently the subject of prophecy, one of the
most prominent of our opponents (Dr. "Brown, CJirisfs Sec. Coming, p. 60)
lays down the faithless principle '* that doctrines are not to he built upon
prophetic or symbolical Scripture^' calling it ** an old maxim in divinity.''*

He thus perverts the old maxim, " Thcologia prophetica non est argu-
ment!va" (prophetic theology is not argumentative), which confirms our
position that we are to receive the specific announcements of prophecy
respecting the future as given by God and beyond our power to dis*

cern ; and he rejects by its one-sided adoption, if logically carried out,

some of the most precious doctrines pertaining to Ademption, as the
Sec. Advent, resurrection, reign, ^lory, inheritance of the saints, re-

newal of the earth, etc., all of which are subjects of prophecy. While
this is so, yet in relation to the Kingdom itself and the Advent which is to

introduce it, reason, if it desires to know something of the expediency and
reasonableness of the establishment of such a Kingdom under David's Son,
will fall back upon the preliminarily given Theocracy, study its nature,

design, connections, and tnen regard the utterances of the Prophets in the
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light of the Divine Purpose preyionsly iodicated and determined. Proph-
ecy thus finds itself confirmed by a solid foundation of noteworthy facte^
which calls for unbounded faith in the things still future. Past and pres-

ent fulfilment, in behalf of a divinely ordained Plan, insures future fulfil-

ment in the interest of the same purpose, and hence the extraordinary con-
sistency (now by many called ** weakness") of the early Church in its belief

based upon a union of reason and faith, of knowledge and trust.

In the attacks npon ns, the fonndations npon which onr system of faith is based are
entirely ignored^ and the early Church view is explained away as the result of enthusi-
asm. Thus e.g. Prof. Hopkins in the 2f. T. Evangdist, Feb, 6th, 1879. has the " Histori-
cal conditions of the Seo. Advent 'enthusiasm,** and attributes Pre-MiU. views to the con-
ditions of society and of nations in the recurrence of natural phenomena, political dis-

turbances, revolutions, etc. (and in his eagerness to make out a case, actually introduces
the views of Post-MiUenarians as identical with ours—thus showing that he never
stadied the subject). The spirit of the writer is self-evident ; for passing by the Script-
ure teaching respecting our doctrine and posture of waiting, he claims that it is merely
enthusiasm excited by the phenomena and disorders mentioned, and concludes by pro-
nouncing the Prophetic Conference, held at New York in Dr. Tyng's church, ** an assem-
bly of h^ted eiUhusicuis,^* who expected the Coming of the Lord as ** imminent ;" and to
give his defamatory opinion some kind of a scriptural aspect, he places the restoration

of the Jews as a preiiminary to the Sec. Advent and asserts that it will require " several

centuries" to bring about such a restoration, so that " it is still true that they (Pre-Millen-

arians) and all now on earth, who love the Lord Jesus, will have been many years in
Paradise before that great and notable day of the liord come"—extending its delay
** through the coming ages,** How reconcile Uiis with the commanded posture of watch-
ing ? Is this not expressly teaching **Jfy Lord delatfeih His Coming **T Is it not unbelief 7

Obs, 4. The Old and New Testaments describe the same Kingdom—the
same Theocratic arrangement under David's Son. All the writers, sepa-

rated by centuries, independent of each other, residing in various countries

but still under the influence of the same Spirit, locate this Kingdom in the
future, link it with the Sec. Advent, ana agree in portraying its distin-

guishing peculiarities and blessings. In a comparison of their writings,

entering even into details, there is no contradiction between them. Even
the diversity of style, the different modes of relation and shades of charac-

ter, only increases the value of the testimony, indicating an essential quality

in witnesses, that of entire independence from others in giving evidence.

The disagreement is found in the interpreters and not in the writers of the

Bible ; for the latter all start from the same point, holding up the same
covenant as an everlasting one under which we receive the promises, and
all declare the same provisionary and preparatory process, and all insist

upon the same literal ful61ment. Harmony of design, unity of purpose is

seen throughout their writings, but only so long—as the infidel even has
forcibly stated and proven

—

as the plain grammatical sense is retained.

Forsake this sense, and then, notwithstanding all the protests to the con-

trary, this harmony is violated, this ttnity is destroyed to the confirmation

of unbelief. If » as multitudes do, we reject the literal and engraft a spirit-

ual meaning foreign to the common usage of language, it may well be asked

how it comes that all the writers employ language which in its literal

adaptation distinctly teaches the Kingdom that we advocate ; and that

they did not use the language, ideas and reasonings now so prevalent and
first introduced about the third century. Why this disruption of a marvel-

lous unity ? Is it really necessary for the sake of the truth that such

a transformation of meaning—so hostile to these " Jewish conceptions'*

—
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Bhonld gpring up and be cheriahed in " the conscionsness of the Church?"
Is it requisite that such an antagonism should exist between the plain lan-

guage of the Bible and that of the dominant Theology ? No ! never, for

this would at once argue imperfection in God's Word, a mere accommoda-
tion to human weakness, and that He, the God of all truth, purposely led

a host of believing people (both Jews and Christians) into gross error per-

taining to the leading doctrine of the Bible. Before such a change of

meaning can be adopted, it must be shown that God Himself directed such
a transformation of the import and signification of language ; that He
cancelled the covenant made with David and the elect position of the Jewish
nation ; that He recalled the predictions of prophets, and that He altered

the Divine Plan originally proposed. When we ask why this introduction

of a sense so radically diverse from that entertained for thousands of years
(and which, the latter, was a source of confident hope and 303^ to so many
believers), the answer is given, that as the Kingdom as predicted by the

prophets was not hterally established at the First Advent, the Christian

Church being then instituted, the Church must be the Kingdom intended.

Upon this presumption—seized and used against Christianity by the de-

structive school—the superstructure of a Bjngdom now present is reared,

and the language of covenant, prophet, Jesus, and Apostle ts spiritualized

to fit the assumed theory. And in the contest it is strange to find that

men materially differing in the use they make of it (as e.g. the author of

JScce Homo on the one side, and the writer of £cce Deus on the other) still

agree in tak\i[ig for granted a premise utterly unproven, actually resisted by
the Word, and which in its nature and tendencjr makes the Scriptures and
Theology irreconcilable. Did the Jewish nation obey the condition of

repentance upon which the Kingdom was offered to them ? Did the disci-

ples preach a Kingdom which was, in their ignorance, *'a mere chimera f^^

Did Jesus bredict the continued desolation of the Kingdom until His return
the Secona time? These and numerous other questions suggested by our
previous Propositions must first be reasonably and scripturally answered
before the far-reaching and destructive premise, now so confidently paraded
and intrenched in the Church, can be received by the careful stadent of

God's Word. With such a sandy foundation to stand on, with conclusions
drawn from a false construction of the leading doctrine of the Bible : with
a host of inferences derived from such a source making the faith of pious
Jewsy of John the Baptist, of the disciples of Jesus, misconceptions of the
real truth—need we be surprised at the want offaith in this Kingdom of

the Afesfliah. A most fruitful source of infidelity in Church and world is

the making the Church the predicted Kingdom of God instead of a pre-

paraiortf stage for the revelation of this Kingdom. Apologetics has not,

and cannot, fairly meet destructive critics so long as it retains such a
theory, for the latter triumphantly points to the plain teachings of the
prophets, the equally plain belief of the early Charch, and contrasts it with
present teaching and belief, and ;«*% claims an irreconcilable antagonism.
The Church has not and cannot have faith in the Kingdom so long as it

holds to a view which of necessity destroys all hope of its ever being real-

ized. This lack of faith in a firmly covenanted and oath-bound Kingdom
is based on a false premise, and then sustained (as it only can be) by a mys-
tical or spiritual interpretation. It is so arbitrary and unscientific that it

cannot evmi define the Kingdom without having a variety of meanings or

definitions. It claims, in order to make its conelusions the stronger, U) be
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guided by the Spirib. But a chanp[e has taken place ; for in the contest
now waging between destructive criticism and the friends of the Bible, the
original sources of Christianity are laid bare and examined as they perhaps
were never before studied. The lofty claims of divine origin in theories are
sifted, and where antagonism is found and proven, these verj^ claims create
a revulsion in the thinking portion of the community. Rationalism prop-
erly insists upon the Bible being explained in its doctrinal aspects, etc., by
the universally received laws of language^ but the immense mass of the
Church has cut itself loose from the plain grammatical sense, and this has
led to a state of uncertainty in the minds of many, which the accumulated
theological learning of generations, drifting in the same channel, has been
utterly unable, with all its eloquent pleadings, beautiful thoughts, meta-
physical ability, and incorporated truths, to remove. Leaving the well-
beaten path trodden by believing Jews and early Christians as entirely
**too Jewish" for Gentiles; ignoring *' the letter" as "too carnal and
sensual '/ for spiritual reception—the Kingdom itself is dwarfed down from
the magnificent proportions given to it by the prophets to make it fit the
fighting, struggling, suffering Church. From this standpoint it is not
surprising to read the introductory sentence of the Duke of Somerset to his
recent work iCJirisiian TkeoL and Mod, Scepticism) :

** It is humiliating
to be obliged to confess that after eighteen hundred years of Christian
teaching, man has made no advance in certainty of religious knowledge."
The duke, whose language has been unduly censured, evidently bases his
utterance upon the palpable differences now existing between the prevailing
theology of the day and the belief once so prevalent in the early Church.
The degree of certainty that we now possess is solely derived from ths plain
grammatical sense of the Scriptures, and so lona as there is a continued
rejection of this sense and the substitution of others, Just so long will un-
certainty continue and increase. We believe the Word because the aston-
ishing Plan, so well adapted to secure the redemption of the world, has
been all along verified by facts, attested by history and the experience of
man, just as they stand recorded. The doctrine of the Kingdom, being
the biirden of the Word and including the blessings of salvation, is no
exception to such faith, as is shown by past and present fulfilments and
provisions. To exercise no faith in a Kingdom once firmly believed in by
saints and proclaimed by them under divine sanction, is at once, with the
weak and often contradictory reasons assigned, sufficient cause to many for
denying the authority of the Scriptures. The large body of the Church is

occupying this very position : the Kingdom believed in and so highly eulo-

gized is the direct opposite of that once universally received by the faith of
the Church. The predictions, therefore, which intimate such a change of

faith in the Church are rapidly verifying before our eyes, and correspond-

ingly no interest is felt in the Advent of the great King by whom this

Kingdom is to be re-established. The extravagant claims set up for the
Church as the Kingdom is bearing its fruit in the denial of the blessed

covenanted Kingdom of David's Son, under the mistaken notion that by
so doing they really honor the Son. But no one who ventures upon such a

method has "been able to designate in what particulars this supposed King-
dom meets the requirements of the covenant which specifies the Theocratic
throne and Kingdom of David as the one denoted, excepting only by em-
ploying the most arbitrary exposition which by acceptance degrades the

ancient faith to the lowest level of error and fanaticism.
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One reason for this lack of faith in the Chnrah resalts from eminent diTines, who
hold to the cardinal outlines of our doctrine being afraid to expresa them with a becom-
ing freedom, or giving but a faint and indistinct utterance, or when declaring their faith
neutralizing the whole by endeavoring to incorporate the leaven or development theory.
From those who ought to give no ** uncertain sound," we bare but vagueness or silence.
We could give several striking illustrations, but. for the sake of others, forbear. To their
own Master they must give account for the influence exerted ; but the fear may be stated,
that while the dread of controvetsy, antagonism, loss of patronage, etv., causes the adop-
tion of such a procedure, the pleasantness of the present U£e is no compensation for '* the
lofw" that will be sustained because of a concealment, or neutralizing presentation, of
truth. The number that occupy this position is not a small one, and the plea of " pru-
dence'* is presented in order to shield themselves from the charge of not proclaiming
these doctrines, and thus warning the Church and world. What weight such a plea
ill have with the Judge Himself, we leave them to estimate after contrasting it with His
expressed oommands.

Oh», 6. Another serions canse of unbelief in this Kingdom arises from
the infirmity of human nature, its reliance upon authorities outside of tho
Bible. With perverted ideas of the real position and desigu of the Church
and this dispensation , they will accept of the formularies of some denomi-
nation, or the doctrinal basis of some reformer, or the theological system of

some prominent divine or school, and with scholastic dogmatism Iiiy more
stress on these than upon the Scriptures (although professing that the same
are based on them)^ and make them the standard of appeal and of faith ;

and because these ignore the Kingdom, designate it as *' Jewish," and
aecept of the Church-Kingdom view, they do the same. Admitting the
great value, the priceless influence of many human compositions, yet in our
search after the truth they should not stand between us and God's own
revelation ; for as the tree, however lovely and fruitful, standing between
us and the sun will cast its shadow, so, more or less, will be the shndin^,

the interception of light when humanity, however sincere and honest, is

placed between us and the divine truth. The source of all true knowledge
of the Kingdom is found alone in God's Word, and to that Word, if wise

and prudent, wo should come for instruction and guidance, seeing that the

words of God are weightier and more truthful than those of men, however
pious and learned. Indeed, in not a few cases, the lack of faith can be
traced to a certain disposition of the heart, mentioned by Jesus (John
5 : 44), **i7bw can ye believe^ which receive honor one of another^ and seek

mt the honor which cometh from God only 9'^ In this day of unbelief and
reproach cast upon our doctrine, it requires courage to oppose the sweeping
popular current of belief on the subject. Especially when a return to tho

early Church faith causes the charge of ** credulity," ** fanaticism,"
" heresy," etc., to come from the multitude, and even/rom brethren united
by the 'same denominational ties. How many have had their attention

directed to this subject, have promised investigation, have been persuaded
of the truth, but have recoiled, fearful of the loss of reputation, influence,

honor, and preferments. No one, either in this country or in Europe, who
has prominently held to the primitive faith, has escaped the censures of
numerous writers, while some ecclesiastical bodies have even suggested,

under the ascendency of confessional faith, excommunication. Strange,

indeed, that those who make so much of Church confession and authority
should forget that our doctrine, if it is to be judged by such criterions; haa
decidedly the greatest weight upon its side, owing to the universality with
which it was received and perpetuated by the Jewish and Gentile ch'urchea

established by the Apostles and their 'immediate successors. If honest.
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however, with ourselves and with God, human approval, however desirable
and afj^eeable, should weigh nothing against truth, especially when warned
that there will be a great departure from the truth as the times of the Gen-
tiles draw to a close. The injury that error may do to others, the use to
which it may be applied by others, should deter us from its known embrace,
should ur^e us to a free examination of the Word lest we be found entertain-

ing it. Error is far from being harmless to oui-selves, for our future eleva-

tion and corresponding happiness largely depends upon our acceptance of
and faith in all the truths given to us. The test is stated by Jesus (Matt.
5 : 19), and it follows that we cannot be too careful in our doctrinal posi-

tion, eapecially when it has respect to so vital a point as the Kingdom of
God, the Gospel of which we are to preach and receive. So perverse, how-
ever, is human nature, that while a party occupies the attitude assigned in
the first part of the observation, another will take directly the opposite one,
viz., that they care little /or doctrine being satisfied with practical piety.

To this class, who do not want doctrine but piety, it may be said that two
extremes are to be avoided ; first, theoretical Knowledge of doctrine without
practical application of the same, or personal piety conjoined ; second,
piety isolated from doctrine, just as if it could exist without a previous
Knowledge of the truth. The persons who make this objection against our
doctrine are the very ones who deal largely in doctrine concerning the
Church-Kingdom, Millennium, etc., in prayer, preaching, writing, etc., but
as soon as something is said in conflict with their own doctrinal position

then we need no doctrine. Besides this, the fact is overlooked that piety
has regard only to the personal qualifications of the individual for the
Kingdom, it cannot change or alter the Divine Purpose respecting the
Kingdom. It may, if wantiner, postpone the Kingdom as was the case with
the Jews ; it may, if it is to be possessed by all who shall become inheritors

or rulers, delay the Kingdom until the number of the chosen, elect body is

completed, but it cannot affect the nature, design, etc., of the Kingdom
itself. The doctrine of the Kingdom is the teaching of God concerning it,

and is not derived from the piety of men, but f^:om God's Word.

Obs, 6. Many refuse faith in the doctrine of this Kingdom because of

the claimed piety, sanctity, prayerful spirit, gifts of the Holy Ghost, etc.,

bestowed upon those who have turned away from the ancient belief. Mul-
titudes are swayed by this sentirnent, and numerous illustrations might be
adduced where it is gravely offered as a motive for the rejection of this

Kingdom. Alas, history gives but too many instances which prove that
eminent piety, or goodness of heart cannot be substituted for fcnowhdge,

for it has been too often allied with error (e.g. various denominational
doctrines in direct opposition to each other, etc.), and with severity, injus-

tice, and persecution (e.g. Luther and Zwingli, Calvin and Servctus, Knox
and Balfour, etc.). If this is to be the criterion of the doctrine of the
Kingdom—while making no claims to extraordinary sanctity, but realizing

that after all that we can do we still remain unprofitable servants, and
while inakinff no great professions of humility, seeing that to God we stand
or fall, and that professions are no index of character, yet—we may point

to the faithful believers in this Kingdom who suffered persecution and
death, to the long list of distinguished confessors, etc., who have mani-
fested a consistency of life, integrity of character, love to God and man,
etc., which has endeared them m the memory of the Church. Without
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calling into question the undisputed piety of many of our opponents, wtb-
out making (aJthoueh numbering many martyrs among us), martyrdom
illo^ically a proof ox doctrine, without denying that doctrine and piety

ougnt to be connected to make the former more efficient, it is sufficient to

say that piety itself may become enlightened by additional truth or become
deformed by ignorance "and superstition. More than this: this claim is

often put forth—mere pretension

—

in behalf of dangeroufl error and systems
the most antagopistic. We see it existinpf in every neresy from the earMest

ages down to the present—towering forth in Roman Catholicism and lifting

its head in the latest development of fanaticism (as e.g. Mormonism)—ap-
pealing, in order to gain strength, to a natural, honorable feeling in man.
It is a cheap claim, easily produced, and if persistently pressed by numerous
names and quasi authority, it will impress the minds not only of the igno-

Tant bat oven of the learned. While not disputing, in many cases, the
sincerity and honesty of the parties who present it, yet a dispassionate vie^
both of them and the contradictory results flowing from them, evidence to

us that it is no criterion of the truth, being frequently imaginary and often

designedly—from misconception—advanced to protect the weakness of a
doctrinal position. Gratefully acknowledging the connection that holi-

ness, prayer, and divine influence with the truth has in our study of the

Bible—that they are necessary to a comprehension of the whole truth (for

the meek He will guide, etc.)", yet we positively object to our making the
experience of man the measure by which we are authoritatively to judge
the Bible. Experience whatever it may be, moral qualifications however
they may aid in understanding the truth, do not and cannot change the doc-

trines as contained in Holy Writ. Admitting the piety and goodness of

others, their statements respecting the contents of the Bible are to be ac-

cepted (as e.g. Prop, 11), only in so far as they accurately and fully corre-

spond with the Book, Hence, e.g. we must reject as utterly untenable that

philosophical gloss which is so boldly and ably advocated by a class of

Apologists (in order to apologize for the earljr Church belief against the
Rationalistic party), that the real truth respecting the Kingdom was to be
developed " in the consciousness of the Church, And again : this is a
virtual indorsement of the semi-infidel and infidel statement that '' doc-
trines are of little importance if the life is only ri^ht." ffow can the
teaching of things which God alone knows and therefore reveals, be trans-

formed into trutn by mere human agency ; and how important is the most
Talaable life in comparison with the Divine Purpose which involves the
truthfulness and honor of God and the glory of His Son ? Yet to produce
unbelief or indifference to our doctrine, it is asserted by many that it is,

in comparison with other things, unespential and unimportant. The great
leading doctrine of the Bible is thus designated, but only (tor their own
theories of the kingdom, with yaried meanings and definitions are alleg^ed

to be essential and important), to frame an argument and excite prejudice
against us. We freely admit that so far as the individual personally is

concerned, he might know all truth, and yet without a personal appropria-
tion of the same, it would do him no good. In this respect, of course, it

is more important to experience the power of truth, and it is precisely for

this reason that we also urge others to accept of this doctrine, because by
so doing they increase their own appreciation of God's truth, confirm their

hope in covenant promises, open the Scriptures to a better understanding,
give due prominency to the Sec. Advent, encourage themselves to culti-
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Tate the Christian graces to secure an inheritance in the Kingdom, accept
it as a motive to patience^ mortification, comfort, etc., and place them-
selves in the commanded position of servants looking, watching, praying,
loving, desiring the appearipg of the King and Kingdom. Alas, hov
often are we asked, ** what is the practical worth of your doctrine," Just cts

if God's utterances are to be measured by man^s practice. Fortunately,
even to meet such an invalid objection, aside from the numerous (see App.
to Dr. Seiss's Last Times, ch. 1, sec. 10, for Scripture references), declara-

tions of its practical value, the very fact that it is pre-eminently designed
to warn and guard us against placing ourselves in the position stated in the
Proposition—this alone is amply sufficient to vindicate its preciousness to
the believer. Can the man who holds firmly to such a Kingdom, himself
feel so little interest in the coming Bridegroom as to fall asleep, to neglect
preparation for His coming, to urge others not to expect His Coming, to
tell the world that it is still distant, etc. ? Can such an one aid in advanc-
ing unbelief until it finally bursts in fury upon a Church unprepared for a
terrible persecution ? The time will sorely come when the neglect of this

doctrine will be bitterly regretted. In the mean time, no effort is spared to
make it something of little estimation and even conte^nptible. Men tell na
that it is not ** the Gospel," and that it ought not to bo preachcd/rom the

pulpit. Such forget that the Gospel is *"the Gospel of the Kingdom ;"
that the early preachers as PJiilip ^^ preached the things concerning the

Kingdom ;" and that all the Apostles proclaimed the same, so that the
greatest of them (Paul) said :

** / have gone preaching the Kingdom of
God." To leave out the Kingdom and substitute the means for obtaining
the Kingdom for the Kingdom itself, is only a small part of ** (he Gospel."
The insincerity, however, of the objection, urged only to palliate lack of
faith, is seen by the parties, who present it, proclaiming without stint their

own views and theories of the Kingdom. Ministers tell us, as if it were an
ample excuse for neglecr, that they are to preach " Christ and Him cruci-

fied," and *^win souls to Clirisi." The Apostles did this, and at the same
time preached "the Kingdom." It is very doubtful whether those who
thus object really appreciate the deep signiBcancv of the word " Christ,"
the name pointing to " Thy Kingdom come" in llis being '* the Anointed
One," the covenanted King. To preach ** Christ" as the prophets and
Apostles announced Him demands a knowledge of this Kingdom (Prop.

205), for which He is the appointed, ordained One ; and thus hAvine the
proper understanding of His covenanted relationship to it as the
Anointed One," we can the better appreciate Him as " the crucified One,"
through whose perfect obedience and sacrifice the requisittJ provisions are

made by which the Kingdom can be most gloriously re-established under an
immort^il David's Son, and by which we can become ** heirs of the King-
dom." Glorying in the cross of Christ, exulting in the crucified One, as

essentials in the Redemptive process, we receive these, like Paul did, as

important parts of the Gospel, but not as the whole Gospel, for without the

Divine Purpose exhibited in the Kingdom the death of Christ would lose

much of its significance. Paul by no means confined himself to the name
and death of Jesus Christ but showed, as his writings abundantly evidence,

the relationship that these sustained to our obtaining the Kingdom and to

the Kingdom itself. Besides this, let us remind the reader that there can
be \miene Gospel of the Kingdom, the same proclaimed by the prophets,

preached by Jonn the Baptist, Jesus, the seventy disciples, and the twelve
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Apoetles. Now the Gospel of the Kingdom that we bold is precisely the one
held by the Primitive Church ; and its good news is dependent upon the cove-

nants conjirmed by oath, the predictions of the prophets, the declarations of

, Jesus Christ and His Apostles,*and Me ^rovi>tonj made by God in Christ for

the Kingdom. " The Gospel of the Kmgdom" as now pfenerally entertained

is diverse from that once held by the Church, and it really becomes a serious

2aestion, no matter how much even of life imparting power by faith in

Ihriat etc.^ there may be attached to it, whether men are not amenable and
will not suffer Ims by such a perversion of ** the Gospel." E3j>ecially since

there is no difficulty in understanding what the Gospel of the Kingdom is,

if we only allow the Scriptures to speak in their naked, natural, grammati-
cal sense, and receive that meaning so apparent upon its surface as did the

early Church. Indeed when tracing the preaching of this Gospel anfi see-

ing how many varieties of Gospels have been introduced through a myetical

and spiritual interpretation and with them corresponding faith and hopes,

the warnings of tne New Test, against the foreseen innovations obtain

special force. The truth is, that the yerj plainness, the remarkable' sim-

plicity of ** the Gospel of the Kingdom" is its chiefest obstacU in the minds
of many, for while it may do for ignorant Jews and unlettered fishermen,

etc., as ''a harmless error" adapted to their capacities and circumstances,

it is not sufficiently refined^ etc., for the enlightenment afterward be-

stowed. Do we exaggerate or are we too severe when such a scholarly and
amiable man as Prof. Bush i^On the Mill.) influenced by theory, can repre-

sent the early Church faith in the Kingdom as such ?

Obs, 7. What must we say then to that large class of professed believers^

who establish unbelief in themselves and others by denouncing our doctrine

of the Kingdom (under the garb of superior piety, spirituality, etc.), as
" sensualr^* " carnaV^ ^^

fleshly,** etc. Do they not see that by so doing
they not only caricature the faith of the early Church at the expense o?

Christianity, but direct a deadly blow at the preaching of the Kingdom as

given in the opening of the^ New Testament by which the knowledge, in-

tegrity, etc, of the first preachers, specially and divinely sent fortn, are

sacrificed? A definite Gospel of the Kingdom was proclaimed by John
the Baptist, disciples, etc., and this is the identical Gospel that we still

hold to, sealed and attested by the death and resurrection of Jesus, con-

firmed by the predictions of postponement fulfilled before our eyes. Now
if this Gospel of the Kingdom is thus stigmatized, what is it else but
denouncing holy men of old who were specially commissioned to preach it.^

What is it, but the denouncing of the faith of saints, who had particular

instruction and divine guidance, and whose message concerning the King-
dom was confirmed by miraculous power? What must we think of a doc-

trine of the Kingdom which is erected only by invalidating the character

of the first ministers ? It is amazing, and illustrative of the power of pre-

conceived opinion and unrelenting prejudice, that men of the greatest

ability and piety, are engaged in this destructive work when heaping such
terms upon us. If Jesus, as He Himself states, was sent to preach the
Kingdom and preached it through His disciples ; if the good things pre-

dict^ by the prophets are contained in the Kingdom thus forming ** the

Gospel or good news of the Kingdom," let such before they censure us, or

refuse to believe, explain how it comes that all at that period held to the

Kingdom as expressed in the grammatical sense of the Old Test., and that
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Bnch a belief continned to exist uninterraptedly for centnries ? When this

explacation is rationally given, without reflecting apon God who gives the
Gospel and commands all men to receive it (whicn can only be jast if the
sense alluded to is the true one), without calling into question the respect
and reverence due to pereonswho ought to have known what they preached^
then it will be time to sit in condemnatory judgment over us. Considering
the foundation of our doctrine, established upon the plain grammatical sense
of covenant and prophets, the consistent historical account of the Theo-
cratic order, the belief and preaching of the early Church, those men (ac-

cej)ting the Bible) certainly assume a heavy responsibility who speak and
write concerning it so disrespectfully and reproachfully.* What if it should
after all be God s own arrangement—as we nave shown it is—how can they
excuse ^A« terms of dishonor h%^^^ \y^on His own Divine Plan? Surely
prudence, if nothmg higher, should cause such to avoid offensive epithets
Fwhich are always indications of weakness and lack of solid argument) to a«
doctrine thus contained (in the sense we maintain and admitted even by
our opponents), in the Bible, and once the faith and hope of the churches,
lest perad venture they be found resisting the trath of God. The sarcasms
against " the Jewish," ** degrading," *' worldly" faith of the Primitive
Cnurch come with bad grace from religious writers ; and if the evil were
conOned to them alone might not result in much injury, but such terms
prejudice the multitude against the Kingdom. When found in systems of
Theology, etc., used as text-books, need we wonder at the influence and ex-
tent of unbelief. The Jews misapprehended how and when the Kingdom
was to be brought in, but it is left to Gentiles—also professing faith in the
Scriptures—not only in their ** high-mindedness to misconceive the

how and when, but to deny the Kingdom itself. Wiser than Jews divinely

fuided, more enlightened than disciples who preached under the great
'eacher the Kingdom, claiming more understanding of the Kingdom than
men who were directly taught by the Apostles, they profess in a meridian
blaze of light, that that which God has plainly promised and sworn to He
does not mean but something else which the ingenuity and wisdom of man
attaches to it. It is surely surprising that intelligent men (as e.g. Prof.

Garbett in Bampton Lectures)^ when endeavoring to make the Personal
reign of Jesus on the earth (although admitting it to be " venerable from
its unquestionable antiquity^^^ and traceable to me apostles,^'') degrading and
a Coming again in ** a new humiliation'^ (the Bible says " in glory,") with
** a secular kingdom** (i.e. the covenanted Kingdom, the Theocracy),
should declare that ** those carnal interpretations of the Kingdom of the
Messiah, which formed in the Jewish mind the great obstacle to the recep-

tion of the Lord, aud which nothing but the searching fires of persecution

and the gradual opening of their eyes to the spirituality of Christ's King-
dom, seems to have eradicated from the heart of even the Apostles them-
selves." What satisfaction such a passage must afford to the ififidel, for

here we have the acknowledgment that our view was at one time at least

entertained by the Apostles, who preached it under Christ, and that it was
eradicated (?) not by the truth, instruction, but by persecution which grad-
ually opened their eyes although inspired teachers. In what a position of

weakness, etc., this places inspired men ; and if persecution had this effect

upon them how comes it that their churches and successors who also endured
persecution should fail to have their eyes opened? It is a line of argumen-
tation umcorthy of enlightened piety, seeing that it undermines the teach-
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ing and aatbority of the dirinelj commiasioned and inBtracted Apostles^

and brings into contempt the fervent faith of the churches established by
them. Any theory, no matter by whom advocated, that introduces so

fatal an antagonism between primitive and present faith, is to be discarded

as irreconcilable with the truth. Bat instead of this, the masses follow

sach reasoning and the substitutions intended, led by the authority, repu-

tation, etc. of others, and swayed by the reproach cast upon our faith.*

^ WbAteYer views are entertained respecting the Kingdom, one thing mnst be Belf-

evident to the reflecting mind* riz.. that becaiiBe, as our leading critica freely admit*
hovever they may explain or apologize for it, the literal sense does teach the Kingdom
and the Advent ushering it in, etc., it is the ^H of prvdenct not to stigmatize it as
*' carnal," etc. Suppose it is spiritual and that another sense is to be received, then this

even is derogatory to the Word giving it *' a carnal" element, etc. But suppose the
Kingdom is as we represent it, and as many eminent and pious men have held, then,

tibere evidently will be a disparaging of God's own appointments, a deriding of our in-

heritance and of things pertaining to the glory of Jesus Christ. Prudence, in view of

the language, suggests carefulness. We fear that many who professed themselves to

have been called to preach " the Gospel of the Kingdom," will ultimately find themselves
to have preached " another Gospel," mere human opinions.

* Bome recent writers, s^ing thie inconsistency involved in a wholesale condemnation
of OUT doctrine, make concessions that are favorable in so far as a Churchly position is

concerned. Thus Dr. Patterson {Trmcdon JReview, 1878) in an art. against us, concedes
that it is not " heresy," indorsing the following :

" This doctrine (says the latest Church
His. which has come into our hands) though ultimately rejected by the Roman Catholic

Churoh. was too freqaentlytheld by the early Fathers to be ranked as a heresy." (Comp.
OUT Props, on the history of the doctrine, 70-78.)

Obs. 8. But to insure the demolition of our doctrine, to make it unpala-
table to others, argument is laid aside and recourse is had to personal abuse*

^fe are sorry even to be compelled to notice these attacks, but since the

meet eminent and pious men, through weakness, have in standard works,
historie-s, etc., referred to us as ** weak," " unbalanced," '* credulous,"
"fanatical," etc., and have linked us with Cerinthus, Montanus, Anabap-
tists, etc., it is proper to indicate it as a fruitful source of unbelief. For
multitudes who cannot be reached by an argument appealing to reason,

will permit themselves to be influenced by invectives, \9nen, e.g. the author
just alluded to. Prof. Garbett says of our doctrine, ''few opinions have in

feeble minds, created more extravagance, or even in our own time taken
more unhappy possession of powerful though unregulated intellects ;^^—this

is remembered against us while the antidote given by the same writer

—

when he says of our theory that it ** ha^ always had and now has sober and
learned advocates—pious ones it has never wanted ; and antiquity it may
certainly plead,^^ etc.—is forgotten. Whitby's scornful allusions are

paraded while his manly admissions of universality, etc., are carefully

avoided ; Moshcim's uncandid and unhistorical criticisms are carefully pre-

sented, while his scholarly testimony to the antiquity and generally re-

ceived doctrine, and the ability and position of its advocates, is as carefully

suppressed. Numerous illustrations of this mode of attack might be given,

but the student does not require them, since reason teaches liim that the
proof of a doctrine does not exist in the persons who advocate it, or in the
extravagances, error, etxj., that may be engrafted upon it. For, if the lat-

ter is the criterion, then there is no doctrine of the Bible but what might
be justly cast aside, seeing how all of them have been allied, in persons
entertaining them, with ranaticism, etc.* Indeed the wise man will have
his Bospicions aroused by the very abuse heaped upon advocates, seeing that
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it savors of a lack of scriptural argument. When the testimony of the
Bible can be adduced, no necessity exists for personal defamation. Vie
freely and frankly admit the learning, piety, and eminent ability of our op-
ponents, and by so doing not only perform an -act of simple justice but ele-

vate the importance and necessity of our defending the ancient faith against
them. The more honorable our opponents, the more honorable the contest
with them. It is to be remarked, however, that in some recent works
issued against us there has been a marked change ; our doctrine is treated
with respectful attention, aud its advocates are spoken of as '* able, pious,
learned/* etc., which must inevitably be the result if the writer is scholarly

and well posted in the history of our doctrine. For, if the men who have
believed as we do are denounced in the way indicated, it then follows as a
natural sequence, that the Church itself can for centuries only be traced
through *' weak intellects,'* through *' Cerinthian-beresy advocates,'* and
that many of the brightest ornaments atid stro7igest writers of the Church
are " credulous," ''fanatical," etc. The fact is that the charge is tcNO

sweeping and endangers the integrity of the Church itself ; and intelli-

gence, seeing this, avoids such a prejudicial mode of procedure. Having
already in the brief history of the doctrine shown (Props, 73-79), how
incorrectly our doctrine is associated with heresy and fanatical bodies ;

leaving the honored names of its advocates to speak for themselves ; having
given in detail the argiiments upon which we rely \^ favor of our position

;—we may justly claim that the upholders and aefenders of this doctrine
have been protected against fanatical and unscriptural views of this King-
dom. The early Church with our faith resisted Cerinlhus and others, ami
this has been a characteristic of its followers to protest against all such
views, even if they have incorporated some of the truth concerning it.

For, instead of having the wora of man, or professed revelations of pre-

tended sanctity and divine guidance to give us proper conceptions of the
Kingdom, we take God's own Word and accept of the declarations concern-

ing it as contained and repeated on the surface of Tcvelation's stream.
This, at once, protects us against mystical, allegorical, hierarchical,

flniritualietic, and rationalistic conceptions. We see, in view of its nature,

characteristics, and manner of introduction, that it has not been re-estab-

lished, and this, at once, sets aside the multitude of clamorous claims of the
past and present. It has not been erected under the Papacy or by Protes-

tants, or sects, or fanatics. Xot merely Keller's (Stilling's Theobald^)

feeble attempt to build the Xew Jerusalem and act, with his wife, as

Vicegerent ; not only the Anabaptist efiPort in the same direction ; not
merely that of the Papacy to bulla up a splendid, universal Kingdom ; not
only that now made to erect a spiritual New Jerusalem with men in it as

rulers ; not only all these are rejected as contradictory to the truth, hut

every effort, from whatever source it emanates, to constitute a Kingdom of

Jesus Christ differentfrom the one expressly covenanted to Him. The atti-

tude thus assumed shields us against gfiving place to impressions, feelings,

spirit communications, human inspiration, etc., bearing upon the subject, so

tnat while not claiming freedom from errors in some things or from the

failings of human infirmity, yet with this reliance and trust in a plainly

revealed Kingdom—this firm foundation of covenant and prophecy in its

grammatical sense—we are guilty of far less extravagance, less varied inter-

pretation, etc., than our numerous opponents. Differing in details, we are

at least a unit on the subject of the Coming Kingdom at the Sec. Advent,
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while our opponents present ns differing and antagonistic kingdoms.
According to our previously announced principles, such unity, etc. is no
evidence, nowever, of the truthfulness of a doctrine, and it is not presented

assach, bnt only to indicate that if the charge urged, against us has any
force in the eyes of some, it may bo applied against themselves. In refer-

ence to this Kingdom, against the most plausible speculations and asser-

tions of unbelief, against the profound sophistry of a faithless philosophy,

against the epithets bestowed upon us, we can say with those of old :
** It

is wriUen^'^ and what God causes to be written is true. If the Kingdom
is ridiculed, and our *^ ianorance and folly** is deplored, we have at least

the great satisfaction of knowing that, " It is written ;" that the meaning
we contend for is plainly and unmistakably contained in the text, while

oar opponents infer theirs at the expense of the first preachers of *' the

GoKpel of the Kingdom," We hold to this Kingdom, because we receive

as an axiomatic truth, " the Scriptures cannot be broken'* (John 10 : 35),

and implicitly rely upon the saying of the Saviour, " Till heaven and earth

pasSf one jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass from the law, till all be ful-

filled** (ifatt. 5 : 11). We may indeed be ** ignorant and foolish" in many
things, but we are not so ignorant and foolish as to set ourselves up against

the grammatical sense of the Bible, to denj the former existence of the

same Kingdom of God, to tear the predictions of the prophets away from
their connection with the Jewish nation, and to make out that God's

effort to act in the capacity of an earthlv Buler will forever prove a fail-

ure, and to erect a plan of Kedemption wnich leaves out some of the for-

feited blessings and gives us in so far an imj)erfect Hedeemer. The reasons

for all this are given in the previous Propositions, and do not need repeat-

ing, so that we may conclude by saying, that no truth of importance has

cTer existed which has not, had its opposers. Opposition is to be looked

for, and is predicted, as a constant companion to the truth. This with-

standing, often bitter, is frequently bestowed under the specious plea of

glorifying God (see e.g. Isa. 68 : 5) and of honoring Christ, but whatever

the plea, the onlytest applicable to judge of its real merits is to be found
in Holy Writ. Hence it is, that no one should stumble over the varied

and contradictory definitions, meanings, and interpretations ascribed to

this Kingdom, If the truth exists, its opposite, error, will also be found,

and the latter more widely diffused than the former. God tells us this

Himself, and warns us distinctively, that such will be especially the state of

things, just previous to the Advent of Christ, among all the nations of the

earth, when, if the prevailing theories are correct, we ought reasonably to

expect through development, etc., the contrary to occur. Diversity of

view must not be mistaken for the opposition we speak of for, as Bicker-

fiteth, Bh. Van Mildert, and others, have shown, it is reasonable to expect

the former when the great extent of prophecy, the wonderful details, the
conciseness of statements, etc., are taken into consideration ; and our
remarks do not include a fair hearing and examination of the opinions of

others under the influence of justice and love for the trutli, but are

directed against that distortio7h of facts, misrepresentation of statements,

ascription of unworthy motives and personal attacks, which characterize so

many productions of the day. Every writer should feel willing and desir-

008 that his work should be subjected to rigid examination and criticism,

but only in the spirit inculcated by the Divine Master, and in the light of

the Holy Scriptmres. The doctrine of the Kingdom, so essential and lead-
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ing, should not be obacured or rejected, because of the errors in interpre-

tation, prophecy, covenant, etc., by others ; and such errors should not be

i'oyfullj held up as evidence of their being no truth in the sjsteni upheld,
tut true wisdom and scholarship suggest that the truth by due examina-
tion and comparisonVith Scripture be separated from error. Infallibility

does not belong to man, and hence the best of men—as if to encourage us
in our own efforts—give us evidences of weakness and imperfection in some
things. Fortunately for us, our destiny is in God's hands, and as He is

more merciful and pitiful than man, we can rely upon Him in our labors,

imperfect as they are, provided they are the result of a sincere searcli

after, and desire for, the truth, and are not merely the production of per-
sonal feeling, contention, etc. This does not forbid the use of plain and
decided language in reference either to the statements made by others, or
the doctrines promulgated, or the tendencies that they may have (no author
can object to this if correctly given) with the proof attached drawn from
Scripture, and the facts of history. Therefore it is, that the mode of con-
troversy, so'long maintained against our doctrine and its advocates, is to be
deprecated as not only unjust, but wrongfully calculated to prejudice the
multitude against us without a hearing. It is in a great measure due to
this feature that so many are unwilling even to examine the subject, and see

what foundation it has in the Scriptures, and through it largely the pro-
fessing^ Church has lost faith in the Kingdom, once the hope and Joy of the
pious Jew and devout early Christian.*

1 Thomas Harley said :
" Among the many arts practised in order to bring any truth

into discredit, none is more popular than that of exhibiting it to public view joined with
the absTird tenets of some that have espoused it, and vhich is not improperly called
dressing up truth in a fooCa cckU on purpose to make it ridiculous ; and this often suc-
ceeds with ihe UTuiisceminff vulgar^ who judge only from the outward appearance of
things/* Dr. Seiss, who quotes Harley, justly adds <p. 338 Last Times) :

** It is this art
which has been practised for the most part by the enemies of Millenarian doctrine, and
that, too, with a goodly degree of success. It is to be hoped that the time is at hand
when men will deal with the subject with some degree of that candor which it really

deserves.'* Such candor is manifested by a few learned opponents, but we cannot,
judging human nature from the past, expect it to he largely adopted. For so bitter and
unrelenting is the feeling against us in some quarters that every advantage, however
illogical and unworthy, is taken against us. Such are even more autocratic in their

reception of us than Louis XIV. was in his court. The spirit of Dr. Schellwig (QuaW.
Beview, Ap., 1874), a Professor in Rostock, discussing the question whether Bpener was
saved and deciding negatively, is still transmitted (as well as that of the Faculty of

Wittenberg iu 1695 publishing a tract in which Spener was chuiged with two hundred
and eighty-three errors) and as lynx-eyed. May we add that the false statements made
respecting others reminds one of the ** Death-Blow to Corrupt Doctrines," published by
the Chinese, and noticed in the Dublin Uviv, Mag. for 1872, and republished in Littell's

Liv. Age, under the title, " A Looking-Glass for Christians."
* It may be properly added : to judge another, who may not believe in all things as we

do, and pronounce him to be no Christian (although cleaving to Christ and bringing forth

the fruits of the Spirit) is evidence of a narrow, contracted mind and an illiberal heart,

and is a virtual disobedience of divine injunctions and rebukes on the subject. It places

the individual or sect or party in the position to which Paul's langiiage justly applies.

Bom. 14 : 4 ; 1 Cor. 13 : 1-13, etc. It savors of the spirit of the disciples when they
wished to call down fire, and is the reverse of that apostolic mind which rejoiced, even
if the whole truth was not proclaimed, that Jesus was preached. Enlightened piety is

willing to *' forbear with our brethren in love." We do not overlook the sad fact stated

by Guesses ai Truth (p. 492) :
** One of the saddest things about human nature is that a

man may guide others in the path of life, without walking in it himself ; that he may be
a pilot, and yet a castaway.'* Men, like Brown, Waldegrave, etc., may endeavor to over-

throw our position, while neglecting to establish their own or refusing to notice our
proofs, bat this very omission is indicative of on eagerness to flnd^faolt with us. As
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Meneins mjH :
" The disease of men is this : that they neglect their own fields and go to

veed the fields of othets, and that what they reqnire from others is great, while what
they lay npon themselTes is light."

Obs. 9. Not content with the motives presented to cause disbelief in our
doctrine, it is remarkable (owing to its contradictory nature) that a pre-

vailing one urged by the most respectable writers (e.g. Rev. David Brown
in Christ's Sec, Coming^ etc., Steele's Essay on ChrisPs Kingdom), handed
down from one to the other (and evidently adopted without examination),

and found in nearly every one of their books is the following : viz.—that

such a belief in the Kingdom, and of necessity in the Pre-Mill. Advent
of Ein^ Jesus, paralyzes enortsforthe salvation of others, a7hd is an obstacle

to misstonary labor. Those who make the objection forget the activity and
miflflionary labors of the early Church so extensively MiUenarian in view

;

they overlook the large number of missionaries and friends of missions

who have been and are Millenarians ;^ they pass by and condemn some of

the noblest men in their respective denominations (Episcopalian, Lutheran,
Reformed, Presbyterian, Baptist, Methodist, etc.), who have been Mille-

narians, and yet noted for abundant Christian work ; they ignore the nu-
merous practical writings, the preaching, the success, the founding of mis-

sionary organizations, etc., by Millenarians, and are utterly unable to des-

ignate a single writer of them who has ever expressed a word against mis-
sionary effort. Indeed the doctrine we hold cannot, in the nature of the

case, produce the effect thus confidently proclaimed. Let them show how
it can paralyze activity and zeal, when its entire tenor and scope is to pre-

sent ufl with motives to increased earnestness, etc., in behalf of the truth.

Let them prove that a servant who watches for the speedy return of hia

master u more likely to prove unfaithful and inactive than he who believes

that the master will not return for a long time. Is the proclamation of

the truth hostile to the Kingdom or the Advent? Do the Scriptures urge
diligence, piety, etc., grounded on the fact that the Lord may come at any
time? Do those who unreflectingly persist in loading our faith with such
aa accusation, even think that by so doing they are virtually sitting in

judgment over and condemning tfie motives that the Spirit has given?
Uow can this even be reconciled with the frank concessions in our behalf

made by opposersin sympathy with themselves, as e.g. Waldegrave {Lee, on
K T, Millenarianism, p. 6) tolls us ** that the advocates of the Pre- Millen-

nial Advent are found, as they most certainly are, among the best men of
our day^ and the tnost faithful sons of the Church,*' Desprez (John, or the

Apocalypse), while totally rejecting our doctrine, still frankly admits that
" it mas the impelling power of the first missionaries^ which won all the

grand victories of early Christianity^* (see Froph. Times, p. 173, Nov.
1870).* In "An Appeal to the Churches," issued in 1867, from Boston,
sabscribed by sixty clergymen with Albert Barnes at the head of the list,

reference is made to the first three centuries as a model for revival and
missionary exertions—the very Church so diffused with the MiUenarian
learen. This obviously intended objection may well be dismissed with the

remark, that a proper understanding of this fangdom, the manner of its

introduction, the gracious purposes involved in its postponement, the fear-

M displays of wrath and the wonderful exhibitions of faithfulness and
mercy accompanying it, etc., are amply sufficient to subdue the heart of

the wliever into a glad willingness to occupy the posture of a waiting.
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foaiching and laboring servant, who feels the importance of redeeming the
time and working while it is day—who deairea to hasten the restitution by
gathering the people required—who knowing the night, is not discouraged
by a lack of success, but testifies to secure God's approval.

I Bee David N. Lord's Theol. and Lit. Journal for July, 1850, art. 1« where he at len^h
rebuts this' chaxge, givlog the proofs as derived from various denominations, showing
that very many missionaries are MQllenarians, that their warmest supporters are such that
both domestic and foreign missions are upheld by them, etc. « 8o also Brookes, Bicker-
Bteth, McNeile, Cox and others. Recently in the Prapk, Txmts, Feb., 1875, p. 36, the
editor. Be 7. Wilson, referring to the matter, shows that a large proportion of missioxuir-
ries in the foreign field—as stated to him by missionaries themselves—are believem in
our doctrine. And reveals the fact that some were forbidden by the officers of the socie-
ties to express their views in this country ** for fear of disooumging our people.*' And in
reference to the large number, he adds :

*' This we were told two years ago by a proiui-
nent missionary, who held this view (i.e. our doctrine) and lamented to ns that he was
compelled to be so tongue-tied (i.e. in missionary addresses) in the enunciation of it in
this country.** Some missionaries, as Wolf and others, have written theii views on the
subject. (Comp. Prop, on His. of Doctrine.)

* It is a matter of reflection how in the biographies of eminent men the writers hare
taken leave to strike out all allusions to their faith in our doctrine or give It a bare men-
tion. Various examples can be given, bat a recent one will suffice. Dr. Wayland in his
account of MUller's labors in JMe cf TVu^ has, " in a great measure suppressed or ignored
the fact that the apostolic faith and labors of this faithful servant of God, according to
his own testimony, was mainly upheld and cheered by the bleraed hope of the literal

Ck)mtng and Kingdom of the Lord." (See a writer, E. M., in Proph. Times, art 1, Nov.,
1867.) So e.g. in various Lives of John Wesley, his sentiments on the subject are quietly
ignored, as a recent biographer (Xyerman ; see Prop. 78) noticed and rebuked.

Obs, 10. In giving tbe causes wbich produce in tho Church such want of
faith in the Kingdom, prominently mnj be noticed the Whitbyan hypoth-
esis*^ of the conversion of the world by the Church, through which, it is

hoped this Church Kingdom will finally assume the proportions and attain
to the characteristics of the Kingdom as predicted. Even a Bamptoa Lect-
urer, and others, under a vivid imagination, can apply Isa. 60, as already
*^ mctgnificently'^ verified in the history of a struggling persecuted church.

Ty (Prop. 175) briefly examined this theory, it may be wellHaving aire

to suggest, that before it is made into an argument against us, it would be
well first to establish its scripturalfoundation, and show how it can be recon*

died with the exi)ectation8 and hopes of the apostles and Primitive Church.
Yet many, assuming it to be true, ground their entire opposition against us
upon its truth. The Roman Catholic idea, indorsed by some Protestants,

VIZ., that Christ's Kingdom is in the third heaven, that saints are trans-

ported to it, that it ever will remain there, and that a branch of that King-
dom under a Vicegerent or Hierarchical rule exists here on the earth for

a time—is so flatly contradicted by our doctrine, and by the postponement
of the Kingdom, and is so condemnatory of the powers and rule claimed,

that it is no wonder the doctrine is so bitterly opposed by them. It is utter-

ly impossible for a Millenarian to become a follower of a Church which as-

sumes in its head the titles and prerogatives of a King over the Church, and
it is equally impossible for that Church, as Chillingworth long ago pointed
out, to reconcile its belief with the Millenarian faith of the Primitive Church.
The Swedenborgian notion that the New Jerusalem state is already intro-

duced and is destined to spread over the earth ; in brief, all the various

theories running down to Snakerism, Mormonism, etc.. have by their dis-

tinctive teachings ot the Kingdom a^ now existing in some form, visible or
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in risible, outward or inward, a decided authority aud influence in the

minds of many to cause them to turn a deaf ear to the scriptural delinea-

tions of the Kmgdom. Ko matter what the covenants say, what the proph-
ets describe, what the disciples preached, what the early Church believed,

these live in a new era of enlightenment, and have nothing to do with ** the

old paths.*' Without seeing how all this saps the foundations of the Script-

ures, making them unreliable and untrustworthy,, they tell us to accept of

their mode of interpreting the Bible, and then we shall see as they them-
selves perceive. Others, not caring how it will fare with God's Word,
boldly declare that a man now with the accumulation of the past, knows
more of doctrinal truth than the apostles. To preserve the sinking credit

of the Papacy, infallibility is proclaimed to sustain the faithful in their

belief in tne Kingdom governed by the Pontiff. Many, who can ridicule

this claim in Popery, are no better when they claim an infallible guide in

some Confession, prophet teacher, in short, anything outside of the Bible.

The reflection follows : when we behold all those theories and systems of

faith—all hostile to our doctrine—with numerous, learned, powerful, adher-
ents, and these actuated by party attachments and associated inclinations

and regard, it seems impracticable to hope /or any large additions to our num-
ber. Indeed, taking Holy Writ for our guide, we dare not anticipate it,

for if there were a revulsion in the Church making our doctrine as popular
as it once was in the early Church, then the Bible would lose one of its

landmarks of prophecy and prove untrue to itself. All that we can
reasonably expect is, tnat, as God will not leave His truth without wit-

nessesy a few, nere and there in all denominations as now, will test their

theories by the plain grammatical sense of the Word, as advocated by us ;

and nnder its guidance return to the blessed faith and hope characteristic

of the Church in apostolic times. But in the utmost candor and with duo
respect to our opposers, ma;^ it be suggested, that, in all probability, the
secret reason for rejecting faith in our doctrine lies with some in dislike to

the humbling features of the doctrine, viz., that it utterly discards all

human schemes and plans for ** the regeneration*' of society and the world.

This Kingdom that we teach, being God's own Theocratic arrangement for

the government of the world, repudiates all human organizations; it

will completely set them aside and put in place of them the Theocracy
nnder Jesus dhrist and His associated Ruler. This takes such a low
estimate of things that men prize so highly ; this abases what so many
BOW pride themselves in ; this so degrades tne boasted advancement and
development of the race ; this so debases the pet theories, hierarchical

tendencies, claims of superiority, ete., advanced by multitudes—that it

is too humiliating to their own dignity and the loftiness of humanity to

accept of it. A doctrine which threatens the perpetuity of institutions,

organizations, etc.—which teaches that they are all imperfect, and must
give place to a divine revelation of the Theocracy, isfarfrom being accept-

able to powerful bodies, to partisan adherents, to wealthy corporations, to

laborers for the conversion of the world, to ecclesiastical rulers, ete. The
Kingdom requires a radical change, resurrection and glorification in its

inheritors, a complete conversion and revolution of faith and practice in

the Jewish nation, and an entire submission and consecration of the Gentiles

to its dominion. Its rulership, its Theocratic guidance, its fountain head
of authority and power, is committ-ed to a body of resurrected and glorified

ones, JesuB being the Chief, and its very nature, design, accomplishment
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being for the Bedemption of the race, all mere human systems, whatever
their merit for the present dispensation^ must give place to the new order-
ing, the renewed Theocracy. Men, instead of studying and appreciating
God's plan for " regeneration" and " restitution," hug their own delusive
plans and existing forms for the salvation of the race and world. Over-
looking the sign of the present dispensation, which is not to convert the
world, but to gather out them that believe to form the irresistible body of
rulers in the Coming Theocracy, men engraft upon it their oian faith and
hopes and correspondingly act. If there is a trutn distinctly taught in con-
nection with this Kingdom, it certainly is, that all existing forms of
polity, government, etc,, shall give place to the new ordering when Mes-
siah's Kingdom is set upas covenanted and predicted. Hence, this doctrine
instructs us to think less of the present world and more of *' the world to
come"—less of existing organizations and more of the mighty, all-prevail-

ing One to come. This doctrine condemns man ; finds fault with his proj-
ects for reforming humanity ; makes him entirely dependent for the
amelioration of the race on Qod and His Coming Son ; tells him that his
lofty fabrics shall be overthrown, that his expected reformation shall be a
failure, that his anticipated prosperity shall end in ruin, that his alliance
with the world in hope of gain and ascendency shall be met by a destruction ;

and therefore it is, that this doctrine is so hated by many, so abused by
others, and regarded with unfriendly hearts by the mass. It is a protest
against human nature in man, society, ecclesiastical systems. Church and
State—that depravity exists in them all, and that, whatever good each and
all may subserve under the present order, they are not fitted for "the
Kingdom of Heaven" without radical and sweeping alterations (beyond
human ability to effect) which shall fit them for the happy Theocratic
ordering. There is no hope in humanity developing itself by its projects,

allied as it may be to systems which contain more or less good, and this

is proven by the position it occupies just previous to, and at, the Seco7id

Advent as delineated by the Spirit.

Obs. 11. This lack of faith in this Kingdom is the more inexcusable since
it is not only protested against in the ])lain grammatical sense of the Word,
but God has raised up men, in all denominations, to direct special atten-

tion to it It is true that in many instances in the past some have fared
very much as Jeremiah (20 : 10), yet like the projjhet, urged by the com-
mands of the Saviour, the importance of the subject, and the welfare of
others, they continued to testily. In strict analogy with the past dealings

of God, it is reasonable to expect, that, as the time approaches for the times
of the Gentiles to end, and for the setting up of this Kingdom, the simple
early Church view should be revived. It is with gratitude that we notice

some of the most profound scholars and theologians of Europe and this

country indorse the Primitive Church doctrine, while others are veer-

ing more and more in that direction. It is significant (in refer-

ence to the latter) e.g. that Van Oosterzee seizes upon the doctrine of the

Kingdom as the basis of theology, embracing the Divine Purpose, and
accords, in his way, a Pre-Mill, Advent of Jesus Christ, etc. It is expres-

sive, that some of our recent opponents, forced to it by prophecy (as e.g.

Fairbairn, etc.) leave the former line of argument, and frankly admit that

the Kingdom as represented in Millennial descriptions can never be realized

without a special Divine interference and manifestation of Supernatural
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power, etc Taking our leading commentaries (as e.g. Lange, Alford,

Jiengel, Crit Eug. Test., etc.)—expositions of portions of the Scripture

fas e.g. Elliot. Lord, Ryle, etc. ) —sermons on the subject (as e.g. McNeile's,

Camming, Cox, etc.) ; books written in defence (as e.g. Bickersteth,

Shimmeall, Birks, Brookes, etc.) ; periodicals published in behalf of the

doctrine (as e.g- Bonar's, Leask's, Seiss's, etc.) besides a large number of

publications* giving no uncertain eridence, it is certain that sufficient testi-

mony has been given to arouse an unwilling Church and world to consider

this doctrine. This very testimony fills a landmark of prophecy, fulfilling

the cry, " Behold the Bridegroom Co^neth^y reiterating the apostolic warn-
ing, 'Hhe Comiiig of the Lord draweth nigh/* and holding forth the last

communication of Jesus :
** Behold I come as a thief,'*

'* Surely I come
quickly,*' etc. If it were wanting, a link in the chain of evidence would
also be missing. Being present—however it may have bden used by some
for mere sensationalism or excitement—and held by witnesses of probity
and learning, who find it authoritatively in the Scriptures, and give the

reason for the faith that is in them based upon Holj Writ it—thus accu-
mtely corresponding with the waiting, longing position of the Primitive
Chnrch, with the apostolic cautions, and with the admonitions of the
Master Himself—commends itself to the reason and heart of, alas, the com-
paratively few. ^hen Whitby enumerates the noble list of Fathers in the
Eastern and Western Church who held and taught our doctrine ; when
Albert Barnes (Com. Rev. p. 467) tells us that " the opinion (i.e. Millenu-
rianism) here adverted to was held substantia 11;^ bj Pdnias, Justin Martyr,
Irensus, Tertullian, and others, among the Christian Fathers, and, it need
not be said, is held by many modern expositors of the Bible, and by large

nambers of Christian ministers of high standing, and other Christians ;"

when various opponents pronounce it even, " a splendid, magnificent phan-
tom" (the very reproach forcing an indirect admission of its desirable-

ness, adaptedness, completeness, etc.)

—

it is proof that the attention of

the Church has been duly called to it, and that the responsibility of its

rejection does not cling to the skirts of its advocates. There is not an
objection or argument urged against it, that has not been duly met by an
appeal to the Word ; and there^is scarcely a proof text in the Bible that
has not, in some form, been presented in its behalf, always appealing to

the grammatical sense. Notwithstanding this, it is a sad fact, that too
many in the Church have measured the ways of God as exhibited in onr
doctrine by the same standard employed by infidels. The latter tells us
that the test applied to Abraham iu the proposed sacrifice of Isaac was
unworthy of God, that the Incarnation is derogatory to the Deity, that the
Mosaic law was degrading, etc., and precisely—after all our appeals to its

being literally expressed in the Scriptures and to its having been believed in

under apostolic teaching— ^^0 same rule is applied to this Kingdom

—

reiterated in many works as the culminating objection—and it is rejected

as unworthy of (xod. Reason sits in judgment over the reasoning, the
testimomr assigned, and thus far correctly, but when she assumes to meas-
ure the fitness, the worthiness of God's plans, she transcends her mission.

If it can be shown that the plan is unreasonable in its adaptation to secmre

the result aimed at, then, of course, a logical argument is raised against

DB to which we mnst yield. The objection must not cover Ood*s ability to

perform what He has promised. Let ns ask, where is the opponent of our
doctrine who has ever vindicated the charge thus urged against us by sJww-
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ing that the Theocratic Kingdom thus restored under the Messiah and risen
saints is not adapted to secure the Redemption of the race, etc.? If honest
to themselves and to ns, thej must admit that there is not a feature dis-
tinctively relating to this Kingdom, but what if carried out as our doctrine
portrays, will result in producmgthe blessing predicted. If so

—

and this is
unquestionable—why then urge an excuse for unbelief which necessarily
reflects upon the character and ability of God, and sets man over Him as
the judge of the worthiness of His Divine Purposes? True reason, allied
with faith, cannot present it, without doing violence to the abundant testi-

mony given ; and hence the root of it must be found in things previously
mentioned and to a desire to crush, if possible, the doctrine by loading it with
corruption. Ab an indication of this spirit, it is onl^ necessary to recall

what we find gravely presented by manj writers in view of our doctrine
being so largely -allied with prophecy, viz. that prophecy cannot be under
stood until after the fulfilment, etc. The insincerity of this pretext
for unbelief is abundantly witnessed in their professed abilitj/, over against
us, to comprehend these same predictions, apply them to their own Church-
Kingdom and to their notions respecting the future. Prophecy has no
difficulties and can be readily comprehended when related to their owu
theories, but just so soon as we insist upon the grammatical sense being
retained and tneir connection with the Jewish nation, and the overthrown
Theocracy being observed, then, owing to the apparent antagonism which
this gives to their doctrines, prophecy is fearfully obscure. Does not this

evince that disposition has more to do with the matter than reason. The
Jews, because they did not deal faithfully with prophecy, were pronounced
by Jesus IIimself guilty of hypocrisy, and how narrowly some escape the
same censure is evidenced by tM manner in which they employ it. Surely
it is no small matter to have the prophets, all testifying to this Kingdom,
in our hands ; and God justly holds us accountable for the manner in which
we receive and understand them. This He does, not because of the wysti-
cal, spiritual, rationalistic senses which must be learned in the writings

of men, but, because the unequivocal sense brought out by the generally

received laws of language, is the one accessible to all. We «ro not required

to wade through the volumes of the Schoolmen, the folios of Swedenborg,
etc., to find, out the meaning of the prophets, the Word

—

it is found upon
its very surface. Therefore it is, that notwithstanding the plain predic-

tions of unbelief in this Kingdom, its mode of re-edtablishment by the per-

sonal Advent, etc., the Kingdom itself (caused either by a neglect or per-

version of the prophecies and the testimony given) will bo preceded by a
general incredulity for which God will hold men strictly resjfionsible, as

evidenced by the outgoings of His wrath at that period. It is in view of

this (aside from the personal honor and happiness, the special promises to,

and blessings bestowed upon believers) that we should give this testimony

due and most candid examination, without allowing the reproaches or
theories of men to affect our judgment, lest, peradventure, we find our-

selves answerablefor afaith which God will not recognize as a proper one.

In such an investigation every step should be founded upon Scripture, not

upon isolated passages from which inferences can be wrongfully drawn,

but upon the aeneraf cofinection as found in covenant, history, prophecy,

proftohing, fulfilment, etc., lest in making our deductions we bo found to be
^* wise in our own eyes and prudent in our own sight,'' The question to be

decided, is not what the Bible may mean, what it ought to mean, what this or
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that church says it means, but what it really and honestly means ; and
this of course again involves the principle of interpretation as fundamental
vhioh is the basis of our dootrine, otherwise the Book may assume any
shape^ any meaning at the pleasure of the Inteipreter, The inspiration

(not of a recondite out) of the plain sense of the Bible is with us an estab-

lished fact (proven by the Divine Unity, etc.) and upon it we advance, in

confirmation of our doctrinal position, chapter and verse, confidently rely-

ing upon what it teaches. That a sense, not contained in the express lan-

^aage (as e.g» converting David's throne into the Father's in the third

neaven, etc.) is inspired, must first be proven. Warned that men will

reject the truth, will not endure sound doctrine, will turn to fables etc.,

we are gratified with our position, which accords with the charge made by
Paul to Timothy (3 Tim. 4 : 1-5, see entire connection) that he should bie

faithful to the Word because of Christ's '* appearing and Kingdom,** when
He comes to jud^e ** the quick and the dead." Thus cautioned, we cling

the closer to ''iTw appearing and Kingdom," and proclaim the Word in ita

li^ht, persistently refusing all that may interfere with this relationship.

This " appearing" and the Kingdom following, as Dr, Auberlen justly

remarks, " does not rest upon isolated passages, but is essential to a right

understanding of the entire body of the Old Test,, and is the fundamental
idea of the New, in which the sum and substance of Messianic Prophecy is

mticentrated.'* It may be that such a course may result in others calling

u3 " alarmists," ** croakers" (although none are more cheerful and hope-
fal in faith than such believers) because of the attitude of protest against

the worldly spirit, of warning against unbelief and its sure tendency, of

entreaty against the danger incurred, of great hope only in Christ's Com-
ing, etc., but we are satisfied if it secures from the Saviour the approval
and blessing of the watching servant (e.g, Lnke 13 : 37-49, etc.), the des-

ignation of " a good minister of Jesus ChrisV^ (1 Tim. 4 ; 6, context), the
removal of unfaithfulness (Ezek. 33 : 6, etc, ), the bestowal of blamelessness

(1 Cor. 1 : 5-8), etc.

• 3ee Elliott's Apoe., Taylor's Voice cf the Church, Brookes's El PrapK, ItUerprekOUm,
Bickenteth'a Qutde, Seisa's Last Times^ App.. Rhimeaira Heptt/toProf, Shedd, etc., for long
lists of eminent names in the Ohnrch, European, American, etc. Compare also our own
extended and detailed list giren nnder Prop. 78 and preceding ones.

Obs. 12. While it is unnecessary to exhibit in detail the declining of

faith — so triumphantly paraded hj one party, so sadly lamented by
another, so weakly denied against existing facts by still another class— it

may be in place to illustrate out of the abundant material, by a recent and
striking case, the practical workings of unbelief. Let us take, for example,
& work (already alluded to, being highly indorsed) John, or the Apocalypse

of the New Testament, by Rev, Desprez. This is a singular book, owing
to its copious concessions to our doctrine up to a certain point, and then to

its sudden turning to unbelief, casting itself into the embraces of a de-
structive criticism. The honesty and canjdor of the writer is conspicuously
displayed in numerous statements, and affords in consequence painful
evidence, in its contrasts, of the influence of no faith in Divine utterances.

The author fully sustains our position, and proclaims it incontrovertible,

that our doctrine is fully and explicitly taught in the Gospels, Acts,

Epistles, and Apocalypse; that it was held by ^' the first two or three

f*)iturie8,*^ that it is so interwoven in the New Test, and so incorporated
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with motives to obedience, salvation, etc., with every fonn of Ohristian
expectation, hope, doctrine, etc., tliat it cannot be denied by lawful inter-

pretation, exegesis, reasoning, and attention to facts. Although hostile to
onr views, he fully, freely, unreservedly admits that they exist in the Word
just as we claim, and that we cannot he confuted from the standpoint of
Scripture or history. He takes precisely the same view of the early
preaching of '* the Gospel of the Kingdom'' that we advocate in this work,
and asserts it to be impregnable, etc. Finding our doctrine so firmly fixed
in the grammatical sense of the Word and iu the history of these times ;

ascertaining by examination and comparison that it cannot be logically

and consistently eradicated, being part of the BihU itself he coolly, most
deliberately proposes, in the spirit of the Tubingen school, to cut out of the

Scriptures all that pertains to this doctrine, on the ground, tliat such a
Kingdom never was realized as preached and believed in, and lience cannot
possibly be true. Even words put into the mouth of Jesus (as e.g. Matt.
24 ; Mark 13 ; Luke 21, etc. ) must be discarded or else, because the events
spoken of did not soon after take place, Jesus is convicted of error. What
a destructive theory ! Suppose all the allusions, references, direct teach-
ings, etc., upon the subject are removed (being incorporated with and per-
meating the New Test, as he admits) what is left of the New Test., and
what becomes of the authenticity, credibility, and inspiration of the Apos-
tles ? Does not the whole Bible then become what ne pronounces, from
his sweeping procedure, the Apocalypse to be ** a grarul chimera of the

approaching Kingdom of God*'—" tne offshoots of a pious yet wayward
imagination, the creations of a loving, trustful, yet fevered and heated
brain' *Y The New is based upon the Old Testament, and this criticism

sweeps away the Covenant that God swore should be fulfilled ; blasts like a
simoon the inspiration of prophets ; convicts the apostles, or at least the
writers, of gross error, weakness^ and imposition, and naturally leads

(because this and that is not true) to a rejection of the whole. What reli-

ance can be placed in a Book, which then (according to this author) con-
tains such palpable falsehoods, which misguided multitudes by shameful
fabrications, and which is crowded from beginning to end with fiction and
untruth. This distructive work, this effort to get rid of our doctriuo is

not the performance of Strauss, Bauer and Renan, but of a clergyman of
the Church of England, indorsed by high names in England and this
country. It ia simply the judgment'of this writer that our doctrine is a
mistake ; and as it cannot be logically taken out of the Bible, every portion
containing it must be rejected as unworthy of credence. But let us remind
him, his indorsers and readers, that our doctrine has other evidences be-
sides those which he produces. These are stubborn facts which cannot be
set aside, and which prove that the writers of the New Testament knew of
the things which they affirmed. Look at this covenanted Kingdom as it

once existed, as it was overthrown, and then notice how the prophecies em-
brace that which was and is a reality. Trace the historical connection and
behold the fulfilment. Then notice, what Desprez takes wrongfully for
granted, that Jesus and none of the Apostles teach that the Kingdom shall

be immediately set vp, but that they unite in locating it indefinitely

in the future at the Sec, Advent. Especially observe, that the first preach-
ing of*the Kingdom was conditioned by the repentance of the Jews, and
that Scripture and history attest that the nation did not rejient, and that
as a result of non-repentance the Kingdom was expressly withdrawn and
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postponed daring a period called " the times of the Gentiles." The dura-
tion of this era is dependent upon the gatherine^ out of an elect people,

while the evidence of such postponement is found in the express language
of Jeflua (see for proof Props. 68, 66, 67, 68, etc.) conveniently overlooked

by the author, in the terrible fall and continued scattered (yet preserved)

state of the Jewish nation, in the Gentiles treading down Jerusalera, in tha
establishment of the Church and the gathering ont of a people. Such evi-

dences accumulated for many centuries, the positive outgrowth of the post-

poDed Theocratic Plan, and yet in some respects preparatory to its accom-
plishment, must have their due weight in deciding upon the urcdlbLlity,

etc., of the writers of the Bible, and yet in the entire argument this author
most carefully avoids them, just as if they had no existence. Surely before

jadging in so important a matter, prudence, if not wisdom, ou^ht to

Boggest the reception of the entire testimony, without the suppression of

the leading^ essential part which gives the key to the understanding of the
remarkable change in the offer of this Kingdom, and of the reason why it

was not established. While the book cannot injure a believer in the doc-
trine, yet it will fall into the hands of others who cannot detect thefallacy
underlying its argumentation. Yea, more, forming an opinion from a
comparison of prophecies relating to the last times, it seems more than
probable, that the method by which multitudes will refi!lse faith in the
Coming Kingdom, is indicated in the manner and style employed by the
author, involving a denial of *' the blessed hope,** the inheritance of David's
Sod, and the faith and hope of npustles, martyrs, confessors, and others.

One of the editors of tha Proph. Times, Nov., 1870, in a just oriticism of this work,
aptlj remarks in the language of another :

'^ It is a role with me, the more I hear people
denj the Coming of Christ, the day of judgment, and the conflagration, with other
things of the like nature, the more to hold on to them, for their denial is to me one of
the highest proofs of the certainty of those events." There is profound wisdom in this

remark, for such denial is predicted and, as God*s Word is tmth and every " jot and
tittle*' shall be fulfilled, it is the mast r&isonable thing in the world to expect, as confirma-
toTT both of inspiration and our faith, just such works as Desprez's, and just snoh efforts

u the Tdbingen school puts forth, and just suoh opposition to our dootrine as the Church
and world presents. A general unbelief, involving a denial of the Advent and Kingdom,
is most oertaLnly predicted ; certainly then the state of Christendom rapidly drifting
throogh such labors into such a state, should strengthen, and not weaken our faith in the
Word, which thus proves its own inspiration in describing these teachers of unbelief and
their success. Simple faith in what God says is the best protection against all such
efforts, and in this fortunately unlearned are as well protected as the most learned.

Obs. 13. Will onr opponents receive in all kindness some suggestions of

the mode of argumentation that is required to fairly meet our doctrinal posi-

tion. We desire light ; and if we point out what difficulties are to he
explained, and what objections are to be removed, it may enable some one
to deal with the subject in a way tht^ will at least commend itself to us as

a sincere and honest method of answering us. The works issued against us

thiia far, will never influence a single oeliever in our doctrine (however
mnch they may establish unbelievers) for the reason that in many cases

thej do not answer the obiections urged against them by us in the interpre-

tation of Scripture, but chiefly confine themselves to their own interpreta-

tion, and then take itfor granted that we arc answered. We on the other

hand, give fearlessly our own and theirs, and compare them. Take e.g. the
Btraggle over Rev. 20 : 4, 5, 6,—now in every exposition of theirs we are
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told that ^^ souh'* cannot possibly mean persons, etc., and no notice is

taken of the proof to the contrary alleged by us. Indeed their exegetical

comments are given on the passage without venturing to contrast ours
alongside of it, for fear of exposing their own weakness. On the other band
onr leading expositions boldly contrast the two, and show by the very con-
trast which is most worthy of credence. This line of thought was suggested
by the fact too, that all the recent works contain without exception the same
formula of proof without the least effort to show in what respect onr interpre-

tation of Scripture is defective, saving only that it does not correspond with
their own. It was reasonably expected that such a writer as Dr. Hodge, es-

I)ecially in view of the opinions of prominent men in bis own denomina-
tion, would meet the questions at issue in his Sys. Theology in a new and
interesting manner, but to the surprise and disappointment of not a few,
he ^ives nut a reproduction (unworthy of his ability) of Dr. Brown's
Christ's Sec, Coming, and Barnes's Revelation. Let it be understood bv all

that the old and oft-repeated statement (harmless to us, but perhaps
weighty to the ignorant) that Rev. 20 contains the foundation (some eay the
only recital) of our doctrine must be proven or recalled. Mere assertion

—

in the face of the early Church, and all believers since, appealing to the
covenants and prophecies, to the gospels and epistles as containing the
doctrine—cannot produce conviction ; the mere distinctive mention of the
one thousand years (measuring the interval between the two leeurrections

and the binding of Satan) or of the resurrection and reigning of the saints

(for these are contained in other Scriptures) does not make it such. Oar
appeal, with Barnabas and all other Millenariaiis, for our foundation is in
the covenanted Theocratic Kingdom. To show that we are fundam^^nially
incorrect, to get at the root of our doctrine, let them go to the Davidio
Covenant and prove that the grammatical sense of that covenant is not
meant ; that another meaning is to be engrafted upon it ; that they Lave
an express authoritative Scripture for making such an alteration ; and that
a coven&nt sworn to be fultilled can be ignored or explained away. Let our op-
ponents, in this connection, proceed to indicate how we are wrong in cleav-
ing to the grammatical sense of the Bible in doctrine ; and, if wrong, let

them produce the unvarying rules of a spiritual or Origenistic interpreta-
tion to be aguide to us so as not to leave us at the pleasure of the expositor.
The common resort, when we bring forward the grammatical sense, is to
pronounce it wrong, then to assert that it may have another meaning, and
adopt the latter without first showing that it is the true meaning, the very
thing at issue. If the spiritual interpretation is safe and reliable, then it

certainly ought to have fixed, definite rules, accessible to all, by which we
can be governed and protected from error. Wliere are they, and who will
lay them downf Our rules can be found in every grammar and rhetoric,
and are common to all lan^ages. In addition, let such inform us why the
covenant does not yet specially pertain to the Jewish nation ; why it is not
still the elect nation owing to its Theocratic relationship, and why the proph-
jecies, which declare that the fallen, ruined, scattered but still preserved
nation shall ultimately be restored to its lofty Theocratic position with the
Gentiles engrafted, shall not be fulfilled. Let them inform us by what
process they can logically apply predictions given exclusively (as the fulfil-

ment of the curses evince) to tlie Jews—and which declare that the iden-
tical people, land, and capital afflicted, oppressed, and downtrodden, shall
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be restored again under Messiah's reign in the re-established throne and
Kingdom of David—to the Gentiles in their Church relationship. Will they

Sointout hjwhat authority they divide Millennial descriptions of this King-
om, and refuse credence to a literal resurrection joined with them when

Paul expressly quotes them and locates the resurrection of the saints at

that period, as e.g. 1 Cor. 15 : 54? Will they tell us why the most of them
admit two literal resurrections under the last trumpet (as in 1 Cor. 15 and
Eev. 11 : 18), and refuse to believe in the portrayal of another (Rev. 20 : 4,

5, 6) under the same trumpet ; and why the same word used in the last

jiassage named, to denote the corporeal resurrection of Jesus is not adapted

to mean that of His followers in the same sense? Will they attempt to

reconcile, without degrading them, the preaching of John the Baptist, of

the disciples, of the early LJhurch, with their theory of the Kingdom? It

voald afford us great pleasure to see it tried without involving them,
although specially sent forth and supported, in error* Can they explain

Acts 1 : 6 consistently with the previoas preaching of the Kingdom, and
with the subsequent faith of the churches under the preaching of the same
apostles. Will they inform us how it was possible for inspir^ men to be-

lieve in the Kingdom as now upheld, when their constant expressed hope
was in the Advent of Jesus Christ and His Kingdom, for which they ex-

horted all believers to look, pray, and watch. Instead of simplj clinging

to the Popish view of the judgment and judgment day and insist from it

that they are ri^ht, will they follow our scriptural proof as to the meaning
and representations of these, and show that we are wrong, and wherein our
argument is defective? This is the more important since Brown, Barnes,

Hodge, etc., reiterate the old objection without the least attempt to prove
that their interpretation is correct, or that ours is erroneous. To test the
matter between us, will they inform us whether oar application of the fire

ia Matt. 25 : 41, to the lake of fire in Rev. 19 : 20 (comp. after Millennial

era, Rev. 20 : 10) is incorrect, and if so, why erroneous f (Here is suggested
the cause of just complaint upon our side, viz., that reasons assigned why
certain passages—test ones between us as the one now indicated—are to be
understood in a certain sense and assigned to a certain period of time, are

erUirely ignored, and the passages triumphantly claimed, as if such reasons

were never repeatedly presented and urged. On the other hand, no reason
has been given by tnom, but what has also been duly considered by
Millenarians, While some of us may have been more or less guilty of the

Eame procedure, yet, as a ^rasal of our leading works on our side abun-
dantly evidence, the rule is to acknowledge and reply to all the reasons
given by our opponents either in general or in particulars. Feeling the
Bolidity and importance of our doctrine, we are only too anxious to meet,
for the sake of inquirers and others, the proof given for interpretation and
application of texts, etc. Common justice in argumentation, aside from
other considerations, demands this, and it is to be hoped that it may be
more practisetl.) Will they tell us what Coming of the Lord and saints is

denoted in Zech. 14 : 5, and how this Coming can be reconciled with the
remainder of the chapter ; what Coming is meant in 2 Thess. 2 : 8, and how
this Advent and the context can be made to correspond with a previ-

oas Millennial period ; how the Coming of the Sun of Righteousness, the
utter destruction of the wicked, and the exaltation of the righteous in Mai.
4 : 1-3 can be reconciled with their interpretation of numerous passages,
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AS e.g. the parable of the tares and wheat ; how the Advent of the Lord in
Hab. 3 can be transformed into a Coming of God to deliver the Israelites

out of E^ypt, etc., when the prophet in verse 16 expressly locates it iu the
future ; noto the Coming of the Son of Man, Matt. 24 : 29, 30, ^^immedi-
ately after'' the tribulation spoken of can be a Coming before the same ;

how even the Coming of a man can be a spiritual Coming, etc.? Will they
prove that there is no priority in the resurrection, in the judgment, iu the
gathering of the elect, in the position of nations in the Kingdom ; that
they understand the ordinary use of language better (see many comments
on Kev. 20, and the declarations that it '* cannot possibly mean" what we
contend for) than men who wrote and spoke it as the early Church ; that
Christ's Second Advent, instead of fulfilling the Scriptures in bringing
salvation, through a glorious Kingdom, to saints and nations, really
" exhausts the object of the Scriptures ;" that the unchanging Priesthood of
Christ comes to an end at the Sec. Advent? In advocating the ending of
the Kingdom given to Jesus Christ, will they tell us what to do with the
passages predicting its perpetuity ; in applying Isa. 63 : 1-6 to the First
Advent, will they explain how this blood, etc., of His enemies can be

transmuted into His own blood ; in interpreting Dan. 7, will they inform
us by what reasoning they make the Coming of '* the Son of Man" to pre-
cede the divided form of the Roman Empire, the rise of the horns and the
little horn ; in postponing the Second Advent until after the definite

Millennial era still future, will they show how it is possible to occupy the
posture commanded of looking, watching, and praying for that Advent ; in
asserting that the Old Testament must only be viewed through the New,
will they teach us. why this is preferable to our saying that Old and
New (containing the Will of God) must be considered as embracing a whole
so that one serves to illustrate the other ;^ in adverting to differences

(although in essentials a unit, viz., as to the covenanted Kingdom) of
opinion on some points as an objection to the doctrine itself, will they
make known to us why such a rule of judgment should not be even more
applicable to themselves, seeing that they cannot agree in defining the King-
dom? If the mixed condition of the Church, if the Antichristian powers,
are to exist down to the very Advent, let them inform us how the Millennial

descriptions that *' all shall be righteous," etc., can be realized before that
Advent ; if all the blessings forfeited by sin are not restored, can they tell

us in what the completeness of restoration and restitution consists ?

These and similar questions we earnestly desire to be answered and to be
answered by a direct (not inferential) appeal to Scripture, and to tho
same grammatical sense (unless this is shown to be invalid) which they
employ to sustain other great, cardinal doctrines of the Word. They de-
fend the birth, life, death, etc., of Jesus Christ, the rest of the doc-
trines of Salvation, the character, attributes, etc. , of God, the sinfulness of
man and necessity for Redemption, etc., by this sense ; they deem their

position on any other point impregnable if sustained by this sense, and hence
when we find ourselves so amply sustained by it, we are justified in main-
taining it until it is clearly made manifest that this sense opposes our
doctrine.*

^ Dr. Faixbaim and a few others form an exception here since they believe, with us,

that the Divine Purpose of God relating to the future is to be ascertained through the
prophecies of Old and New.
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* We present the foUoving aa a fair speoimen of the style of argpimeiitation adopted :

Dr. Swartz (LuiA. Observer, Feb. 10th, 1882) insiBts that the-world ia far better and cannot
poaubly fall back into its old Bins, as follows :

** Those pessimist MiUenarians who are

evermore prophesying evil days, and are telling the world that before the Millennimn it

will be as in the days of Noah, prophesy of evils which Christianity has made impossible,**

Then Jesus and His Apostles were also ** pessimists," and grossly mistook the design of

the present dispensation, for we take their own words and belieye in them. Ten thousand
jast as nnscriptnral declarations are popularly proclaimed and receiyed, indicative of the
prevailing lack of faith in some of the plainest teachings of the Word.
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Proposition 178. This doctrine of the kingdom, and its esserv-

tidily related subjects^ a/re so hostue to t/ieir faith, thai, numerous
organized religious bodies totally reject them.

These doctrines, once so precious to the early Church, have not,
and cannot have, a place in their expressed systems of belief.

Simple consistency forbids their incorporation, seeing that they
stand o^x)osed to tneir fundamental tenets respecting the covenants,
the Chnst, the Church, Redemptiqn, etc. (comp. previous Prop.).

Ols, 1. While in tbe agg[regate Pre-Millenarians form a respectable body,
and are found (as e.g. evidenced in the Proph. Conferences in England
and America) in various denominations, yet in comparison with the im-
mense body which rejects our doctrine thev form a small minority, tbns
according with the Spirit's prediction. The fact is, that large religions

organizations exclude it from their respective systems of faith ; that many
sects condemn it as *' an exploded superstition ;" and that even those who
may tolerate it in individual believers, as a body do not give it anv oflBcial

sanction, but rather seek to crush it. Works on Systematic Theology, de-
signed for general guidance, either entirely omit any references to our doc-
trine, or, if mentioned, give it in a brief mutilated form with a lengthy
rejoinder, without allowing our main reasons to appear.

From Bomanism, Unitarianism, UniTenaliBm, etc., we can only anticipate a decided
rejection, bnt from none of these have originated works specially directed against onr
doctrine. It is in the Presbyterian, Beformed, Lntberan, Episcopal, Methodist. Baptist,
and Congregationalist communities that we find the anthers who devote themselTes to a
persistent and bitter attack upon us. Beference is frequently made to such in the pres-
ent work, and to the arguments employed. Bome of the doctrines thus rejected may be
briefly enumerated ;• no faith in the Kingdom as covenanted and predicted (must be
spiritualized) ; no faith in the Abrahamio covenant (unless spiritualized) ; no faith in the
everlasting Davidic covenant (excepting in the seed promised) ; no faith in a Pre-Mill.
Sec. Advent ; no faith in the signs preceding the Advent ; no faith in the announced
design of this dispensation ; no faith in the delineations of the Church ; no faith in the
hopes and expectations of pious Jews ; no faith in the preaching of the disciples ; no
faith in the teaching of the primitive Church ; no faith in the postponement of the
Kingdom to the Becond Advent (the Church being substituted) ; no faith in the predic-
tions relating to the Jewish nations (the blessings promised to it being duly appropriated
and the curses left to it) ; no faith in the inheritance of David's Son« in a Pre-Mill. resnr-
reotion and translation, in the saint's inheritance, in the personal agency of Jesus to
introduce Mill, blessedness, the reign of the Chriut and His saints on earth, in the
complete restoration of all forfeited blessings, in the proper Judgeship, Judgment Bay,
World to Come, Day of the Lord Jesus, etc. ; in brief, no faith in " the tiungs of the
Kixigdom/' *• the Gospel of the Kingdom."

Ohs, 2, Under the plea of Church authority (by which is understood
the confessional standards, or the utterances of distinguished writers, etc.)

our doctrine is repudiated because at Yarianoe with the systems of faith
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elaborated. And this is the more amazing when these same advocates of

the alleged faith of the Chnrch pass by as unworthy of credence, and as

utterly anaathoritative, the expressed belief of the Apostolic and Primitive

Church. Sarely if Church authority has any special weight in establish-

ing the true faith, it certainly ought to be found in the Church which had
the advantage of the teaching of the apostles, elders, and their immediate
Buccessors.

Eren the viewB of Beformers (as Lnthnr, Calrin, etc.) are deliberately ignored or
denied* as iUastrated by xlb in the history of the doctrine. There is a disposition in
many nerer to receive a doctrine nnles^ certain favorite writers also receive it. Thna
thoiuands reject Millenarianism simply because learned men, in whom they repose oonfl.

dence, reiose to accept of it. Thns imitating the moltitade at the First Advent, who fol*

lowed the lead of the Pharisees, Scribes, and Bnlem. To realize the prediction that the
Choich shall have no faith in Christ's Coming, it is requisite that the leaders of the
people should, by precept and example, pave the way. Tnis, alas, is done.

Obs. 3. Ecclesiastical bodies in their general meetings totally ignore the
commanded posture of watching. Indeed if any one should have the
temerity to offer a resolution recommending the Scripture attitude, and pre-

senting the imminency of the Sec. Advent, he would be ridiculed by the
large majority. The tender of such a resolution, or one in reference to the
covenanted Messianic Kingdom, would be offensive, since the spirit, busi-

ness, and tendency of such meetings, confidently look for perpetuity, con-
tinaed prosperity, the conversion of the world, an extension of a present
Messianic Kingdom through their insti-umentality. .

The general meetings of denominations are, almost always, introduced and enforced
by unscriptnral Post-Millennial appeals. To enforce these, Scripture is wrested from its

connection and confidently quoted. Thus to illnstrate : Dr. Ort, as President, in open-
ing the General Synod (of 1679, Evang. Luth. Church), presses into his service, to sup-
port his Whitbyan predictions, Isa. 63 as follows : " When toe set Him coming from Edom
and with dyed garments from Bozrah, glorious in apparel and travelling in the greatness
of His strength, speaking in righteousness and mighty to save—it is the Missionary of
the Almighty that we behold.' ' This may answer as the adornment of a sermon in sound,
bat it ia a perversion of Scripture, applying to the present what relates to the future.
But this is common.

Obs, 4. One feature alone evidences the spirit and aim of the Church,
and that is the endowment system so largely adopted by individual congre-
gations, synod ical bodies, religious organizations, etc. Investments in
real estate, mortgages, bonds, and stocks are made in a manner so declara-
tive ofperpetuity y of the Lord delaying His Coming, of faith in the conver-
sion of the world, etc., that it manifests a wide departure from the script-

ural injanction and the primitive belief. These endowments, tending to
the support and ease of many able men, rivet the prevailing unbelief by the

personal interest involved in their continuance. It is hard to make the
sacrifices which the simple truth demands. It is noteworthy that the
richer the endowments, the more extended the investments, the less in-

clination is there to return to the early belief of the Church.

If the student will turn to the histoxy of our doctrine, he will find that just so soon
ttthe Chnrch arose from its depressed condition and, through the emperors and the gifts
of the wealthy, possessed laige endowments, the early faith was discarded as hostile to
the spirit, condition, and aims of the Chnrch. The entire endowment system, which
dinctB the funding of the principal and the interest only to be expended in the promo-
tion of some pi OTIS scheme, is based on iht Lord's dHcnfing His Goming. It is a worldly
policy, foonded on the idea of perpetuity, introduced into almost evexy communion and
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largely practised ; which oxunistakably declares that, at least for a very long time, there
ia no necessity to look and pray for the Lord's Coming, Many even boast of this wealth
thus amassed, not knowing, as God's predictions nmnistakably show, that they are thns
saved and hoarded up eventually to fall into the hands of the terrible persecnttng enemies
of the Choroh. Imagine, if yon can, the Apostles and the elders with their expressed
views conoeming the expectant attitude of believers, asking for and commending such
perpetnal endowments and investments ! The fnnded revenues of many denomina-
tions are a source of hostility to our doctrine, seeing that* it protests against them be-
cause of their adyooa0y of perpetuity over against the commands, cautions, and rebukes
of the Divine Master.

Ohs. 5. In many of our congregationB this doctrine is an iDterdicted sub-
ject (aa the writer knows from personal observation and experience), and
what a writer {Froph, Times, vol. 6, p. 176) confessed, many can truth-
fully declare :

'* Although trained and educated in the—Church, I know
no more about the Second Coming of Christ and His reign on the earth
than a heathen in the jungles of India knows of the story of the Cross/'
Indeed such re^d the doctrine as fanaticism and heresy, and do not
desire their pulpita to announce the warnings of Jesns, or to exhibit the
primitive faith and its scriptural foundations.

Indeed, where pulpits are supplied by Fre-MiUenarians, efforts are made to dose
them against them. A number of such cs^m. Including professorships, etc., have fallen

under my own observation. To illustrate the spirit : The Advance of Chicago reports the
facta in a case which occurred July 14th, 187H, in that city. Dr. Goodwin, the pastor
of the First Congregational Church, preached a series of discourses on the Kingdom of
Christ and His ^o. Coming, presenting the yiews of Moody, etc. At the close of the last

discourse. Rev. Hammond, a member, read a protest -publicly— which led to confusion

—

against the doctrines proclaimed as non-spiritual, Judaistic. unscriptural, discouraging to

prayer and efforts to convert the world, multiplying religious croakers, delusive, revolu-
tionary, etc. " Greybeard" in his Zay (Sermons, No. 106, referring to Christ's Sec. Com-
ing and its preciousness, adds : " We might suppose, therefore, that the prospective
' appearing ' of Christ would form a prominent feature in the preaching and teaching of

the Christian ministry ; yet there is no part of revelation more habitually overlooked ;**

and he declares it to be regarded ''either with indifference or with positive dread.*'

Dr. Leask (PropA. TXmea, vol. 6, p. 14i) even reports two ministers. ** who have been
preaching against the I^e-Millennial Advent from the text, ' Where is the promise of His
Coming? ' " They certainly must have utterly discarded the context, or else they were
willing to be numbered among the predicted '* scoffers. '* While some have the hardihood
thus to use it, many would gladly do ao—have the inclination—if the reference in the
context to the ** scoffers' * did not prevent them, for they virtually indorse the question in
other forms and answer it in a similar manner. Observe e.g. 1 Thess. 6 : 2, 3, 4, and 2
These. 2 : 5, 16, and gee how familiar those early converts were, through the teaching of
an Apostle, with the things relating to the Beo. Advent. Brookes {Maranatha^ p. 104)
well says :

** There are thousands of ordained clergymen at the present day who really
plume themselves on their profound ignomnoe of a truth perfectly familiar, more than
eighteen hundred years ago, to men, women, and children just delivered from idolatry,

and who give as an excuse for this ignorance that they are occupied with something mors
important than that which the inspired Apostle thought it needful to teach at the very
beginning of his ministry among the Thessalonians." And (p. 106) again he remarks :

" Can these things be of less importance now, when the lapse of eighteen hundred years
has certainly brought us that much nearer the great event to which Uie minds of the early
Christians were habitually turned in eager waiting and watching ? Surely it does not
become the disciples of Christ to speak slightingly of a truth to which the Holy Ghost
has assigned the chief place in the first communications He was pleased to make, no less

for our instruction, than for the benefit of those to whom they were immediately ad-
dressed." Alas 1 what a marked and general departure from the teaching and attitude of
the early Church 1

Obs, 6. The religious press, which has such a powerful denominational
influence^ is almost en masse against us. Quarterlies, monthlies, weeklies.
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and reviews not only refuse to publish articles from us, but delight to insert

aayttung that may cast detraction upon the doctrine. They cater to the

taste ana bow to toe influence of the preponderating majority, and thus

secure their patronage. It is felt that our doctrine is so antagonistic, to

the prerailing views of the various denominations, that the press avoids

giring our views in detail, and contents itself with presenting articles

opposed to us, or in quoting that which may bring ridicule upon us.

A fev papers (a tare indulgence) have the manliness to publish some articles in our
£ATor, and to such our thanks are extended. The late Contention of Pre-Millenariaus,
held in Dr. T^rng's church. New York (1878), brought out the animus of the religious

?rM8. It was joyfully reported that ** it is a notable fact that the religious press of New
brk City have given no welcome or aid to the Conference of Second Adventists held in

tbst city. In fact, some of the prominent papers have denounced the whole affair as
foolish in the extreme/* etc Dr. Tyng and others remarked that no favor could be
obtained from them. This is true almost everywhere, and has necessitated the publica-
tion of papers and monthlies specially devoted to the subject. Many leading and influen-

tial journals utterly refuse the insertion of a single article, even if only confined to the
historical questions respecting the doctrine. They seem to be afrakl of its antiquity, and
of the noble array of advocates in the past and present. Friends of mine, as well as
myself, have knookadat the door in vain. As a prominent professor wrote to me : " It is

scarcely worth while to apply to a Post-Millenarian editor ; they gladly publish articles

Bgunst us and ask for us to support their respective publications, but refuse ua a hear-
ing. The bitterness of many papers is notorious, and to excite prejudice against us
erecything that conveys a sarcasm or ridicule is eagerly published with evident relish."

Thus e.g. to illustrate : The LuUi. Observer^ Aug. 23d, 1878, gives Fres. Porter's remarks
sgaiast Moody's Chiliasm, and also states that " Dr. Edward Beeoher characterized the
doctrine of Millenarianiam as ' beginning in the spirit and being made perfect in the
flesh.'

'* Let the reader refer back to our history of the doctrine and see for himself the
emiaent sons of the Church, the martyrs, missionaries, etc., that are thus grossly slan-

dered by Beeoher and the paper indorsing his utterance. In the next number (Aug. 3Uth)
it reprodaoes an article from the Ind^mdarU entitled, ' * Wise Overmuch, " which starts

oat in abuse of Moody and Tyng, Jr., because they believe in the commanded posture of
watching for the speedy, visible Coming of the Christ, saying in derision :

** Perhaps the
doctrine may seem to be fitted to frighten drowsy sinners. We are inclined to think that
a textual study of the Bible, seeking for hidden meanings and deep types and allegories,

to which some of these Millenarians are given, makes them ready to accept of tJae im-
probable, and to imagine that theftin they are honoring the Word." After this sneer at
the motives and biblical study of prophetic students, there follows a torturing of Scripture
to make out that Millenarians are ** troubling the churches on this subject.** Thus e.g.
" some inquisitive and meddlesome saints of Thessalonica~and we have such now

—

voald be likely, St Paul knew, to turn away from the comfort (i.e. as united with the
resoirectiozi, etc.) to speculate about the speediness of the Lord's Coming. The Apostles,
therefore, instantly anticipated their cariosity and rebuked it, saying, * But of the timos
sod seasons, bretbiren, ye have no need that I write unto you.* " What a maslerstroke (^
tagtsia ! How it eclipses the comn^ents of our oommentators, by simply ujnoring the oon-
(ed and analogy of the Word I We are then informed that Paul rebukes them again in
the Second Epistle ; that the Second Coming is substantially the resurrection of the
dead (!) ; and should be treated of simply as a reference to immortality and future rewards
and punishments (!) ; that Millenarians are ** guilty of clear disobedience to the inspired
ioBtmotions" when insisting that the Advent is imminent or impending ; that when they
refer to ** times and seaaona," which, '* says Paul, are something not necessary to write
sboat,** and which Jesus rebuked in the words ** It is not for you to know the times and
seaaoos,** and which as to day and hour no one knows, they are guilty of '^ a presump-
tion little I^w than blasphemous.** It concludes, respecting this '* presumption*' border-
ing on blasphemy :

** We see it on every side, in a mild form, as exemplified in the
Chiliasm of the two largest Lutheran bodies in the coxmtry, and in the teachings of Mr.
Koody, Dr. S. H. Tyng, Jr., and Dr. Goodwin ; and more grossly in the babble of Advent-
ists, Timeista, Dr. Wild, Dr. Seiss, and the PyramidologistB, who hold that we are now in
s narrow passage of the Pyramids, which indicates ' troublous times* from 1876 to 1882,
preceding the Coming of Christ. * Let no man deceive yon by any means.* " Such is a
(sir specimoa of many articles whioh refute themselTea by their grossness, indiscdminata
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denunciation, labk of floriptnral knowledge, and a careful ignoring of the foondationii of
our faith. When Buoh instmction is constantly paraded and anch invectives are contin-
nally exhibited, what must, necessarily, be the nauU among the masses ?

To illnstrate how means are employed to excite hostility against us and to enforce the
faithlessness of the Church, we refer to the use made by the religions press of the Free-
man tragedy. From the published accounts and the trial, it appears that Freeman fanat-
ically deemed himself called on by a divine vision, or Supernatural call, to kill his own
child as a sacrifice demanded of his faith, being, as he thought, assured of speedy restora-
tion to life. It happened that Freeman belonged to the '' Second Adventista." This
was too good an opportunity to be lost, no matter how many similar acta had occurred
through fanalicism in persons of other beliefs, and the press throughout the country
utilized it to decry Pre-Millennialism, the study of prophecy, etc. The secular press
joined in the cry, so that e.g. the New York Tribune in an editorial, exhibits its amazing
knowledge of the whole subject by classing Second Adventists, Fifth-Monarchy men.
Anabaptists, Cromwellians, Brethren of the Free Spirit, and Pre-Millenarians together,
and makes this sacrifice a kgUinuUe cndgrowth of prophetical studies, thps indirectly vili-

fying the abi^st and purest men who have been students of prophecy. The dogmatic,
magisterial, offensive tone of the secular and poUtictd papers was effectually reproduced
by the religious press, which overlooked the fact that the religion it professed forbade the

wholesale slandering - 1 which it indulged at our expense. Thus e.g. the Luth. Observer,
whose editor rarely failed to pick up any floating sarcasm against us, found * * the Free-
man Tragedy" a specially fine morsel for an editorial (May 30th, 1878) with the signifi-

cant heading :
" Prophetic Fanaticism." The article is designed to make the impressioxi,

most unjustly, that this sacrifice is an outgrowth of Pre-Mill. doctrine. The writer un-
dertakes to show how such delusions as Freeman's are reached (1) by affirming that this is

done ** through an attempt to interpret the prophecies in a Utend sense.'* We deny this
conclusion, (a) Ecclesiastidtd history proves to us (as e.g. Stilling has well pointed oat
in his Theobald, etc.) that more dreadful delusions, culminating at times in murder, have
resulted from the spiritualistic and mystical interpretation ; (b) Freeman, as the trial evi-

denced, did not confine himself to a literal interpretation, but was so largely under the
influence of a prevailing apirilnal and mystical interpretation that he looked for continued
revelations of God's will, and in his hallucinations supposed himself to be thus person-
ally favored ; (c) one of the fundamental principles of our teaching is the completeness
of revelation in this dispensation to guide and direct, while the contrary is the result of

mystical and spiritualistic teaching, which opens the door to all sorts of vagaries ; (d) it

is unjust to charge us with a crime, which our teaching and tendency reprobate ; («) it is

unjust to the long line of noble men in the Church who, although ** interpreting the
prophecies in a literal sense," have been noted for purity of life and usefulness in labor ;

(/) it is unjust to the " Second Adventists" as a body (although their views in many
respects differ from ours, and are more in accord with this editor's than ours), seeing
that many, and their ablest advocates, limit their teaching within bounds that forbids so
sad and fearful a result ; {g) it is unjust to charge this sacrifice upon the faith of any
body of men, because it was the individual act of a weak, unbalanced mind, excited by
religious fanaticism, fostered by a mystical tendency which led him to regard himself as
favored by divine revelation.* Then (2) the writer declares that a literal interpretation is

incorrect (a) because the Church affirms it to be such. Where he gets this affirmation
from we are at a loss to conceive ; certainly not from Luther, whom he professes to
admire. (For an extended reply, see Prop. 4.) He then (b) asserts :

" that most of the
prophecies concerning the F\rst Coming of Christ were not fulfilled in a literal, but in a
figurative or spiritual, sense, like many other prophecies, and for this reason they were
not understood \intil after their fulfilment.'* We deny that any of the prophecies were

* Every intelligent reader has met with oases reported where crime—even murder

—

has been committed under an alleged religious guidance, but that such have been justly

ascribed to the individual, and not to the Church to which he belonged. We give a
sii^le illustration : Every JSvening (of Wilmington, Bel., and copied in the Oeauga Leader,

June 13th, 1879) cites the case of Gilles Hutchins, who was tried twenty-two Tears ago in
the Georgetown court for the murder of his own child, and acquitted on the ground of
insanity. He had attended a Methodist meeting, and heard a sermon concerning Abra-
ham and the sacrifice of Isaac. Being under conviction and excited, he imagined, as a
test of his own faith, that God commanded him to offer up his own child The tragedy
followed. It would, of course, be utterly unjust to charge the Methodists, as a body,
vith the morbid, feverish excitement and imagining^ of this murderer.
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spiritaiiUy or flgnratively fnlflUed, but all as grammatioally expressed ; and it was this

Tery literal fnlfllmeiit in the person, life, and death of Jesns that we, to-day, employ
a^nst Jewish and Gentile unbeliet as seen in the Christian apologetical writings. It is

the Church-Kingdom view that confuses the writer's idea of fulfilment ; for, in support
of snoh an opinion, he must of necessity lately draw on npiritnalizing. In reference to

the old declaration that prophecies are only to be understood after their folfilment,

replies are giTen nnder yarions propositions. It is sufficient now to say that, if this is

BO, then it is difficult to explain the rebukes of Jesus and the cfxhortations to study
prophecy, to regard it as a light, to esteem it as a warning (of which e.g. the believers

availed themselves before the destruction of Jerusalem), etc. But (3) he declares that all

expecting the literal Second Advent have been, from the day of ascension down, disap-

pointed. Suppose that they have been, does that change the commanded posture of
watf^iing? Did it detract from their piety or motives to faithfulness? Did not the
Spirit which urged, in view of personal benefit, etc., this attitude which they obediently
oooupied, kaow that they would be disappointed ? Are we to neglect watching for a
certain predicted event, in which redemption and glory culminate, because it has not
yet arrived, and because others, who thought it might soon arrive, were disappointed in
its coming ? Such and similar questions evidence that, according to the writer's estimate,

the divine injunctions on this point are a mistake, and that the history of the past should
eaose us not to look, long, and pray for "the Blessed Hope." ijComp, the caution of

Mark 13 : 33-37.) He concludes with the sweeping assertion :
" It is only the ignorant

and illiterate that are deluded by this fanaticism" (viz., literal prophetical interpretation).

But as if consoienoe pricked him somewhat at the vast array of able writers on its side,

he generously adds :
*' It has a strange fascination also for some learned and otherwise

well-balanced and sensible persons," but who have " a kind of mental hypnotism,'* etc.

"Die mental capacity of the editors may indeed be great, but they certainly do not add to

its greatness or afford proof of the same, by such an attack, only calculated to produce
prejudice, and confirm the unbelief of the Church.

Obs, 7. The masa of the Church, both in ministry and laity, is so leav-

ened with the spirit of unbelief and opposition, that threats of excommuni-
cation, deposal, etc., are boldly announced, notwithstanding the autiquitj,

antecedents^ reception, scriptural foundation of the doctrine. Not satis-

fied to meet ne in ar^ment, to deny our ** hope," to make it ridiculous, to

pervert or ignore history, to brand us as guilty of ** heresy," etc., the

antagonism must culminate in threats, as e.g. illustrated recently in Prof.

Briggs of New York, whose spirit and that of the Romanist Baroniua
(whom he approvingly quotes) correspond.

Prof. Briggs, alarmed at the number of his Presbyterian brethren who were Pre-Mil-
lenarian, and finding that his attacks were resolutely and Scripturally met, finally con-

descended to ihrealm them, if they did not yield up their " heresy" and omit meeting in
public conferences on the subject, with an ecclesiastical triaL Fortunately many of his

brethren were more in accord with Paul's delineation of charity, and deemed such a
ooume too extreme. But the spirit is abroad and widening. A writer in the Interior,

Jan. 9th, 1879, quotes Dr. Brookes as saying in the Truth :
** Not only is there opposition,

but the most determined hostility to the doctrine of our Lord's personal return as the
hope set before us in the Oospel. and he who is ' looking for that blessed hope ' is sure
to be denounced as a fanatic, and slandered, and ostracized." This statement is ques-
tioned, but is—as e.g. illustrated in " Westminster's" (Prof. Briggs) attacks, chaz^^es of
heresy, arrogant threats of expulsion, and in the numerous articles in various religious

papers manifesting the same spirit, of which we give in this work a few specimens

—

abundantly sustained. A movement is now on foot to remove a brother holding these
views from a high and responsible position, solely because of his teaching our doctrine,

and this has been repeated again and again within a few years. The writer knows per-
sona who, either have been forced from their pastorates, or have been unable to secure
any, through the machinations of ministers and laymen who opposed them because Pre-
Hillenarians. Such are not merely in the sleeping condition reprimanded by the Master,
but they are sufi&ciently aroused and interested to fight, openly and secretly, against the
doctrine. Bev. Dr. Goodwin, in his address before the Prophetic Conference, said that

he anticipated bitter hostility from the very men who ought to extend Christian love

—
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from men vho teach theology, ooonpy the pulpits of the land, and direct the great de-
nominational and religioTis newspapers of the day. This has been manifested repeatedly,
and, judging from human nature, must be anticipated in the future. We do not envy
the minds and h«artH of those who, overlooking the fundamental test of charity, uan
carry our belief—a belief placing us in the commanded posture assigned by Jesua Him-
self —up to the eccleaiaBticAl tribunals of the churches to have it, If possible, condemned
as " heresy," and its holders ignominiously expelled. Aside from ignoring history.

Scriptural eTidence,*Christian love, etc., it exemplifies an innate meanness of disposition,

a devilish desire to involve brethren in difficulties, diminish their reputation, usefulnesa,

and happiness—a characteristic vJiick even mctny nnbelievers tooudd spurn as dAshonartAlt.

These remarks apply equally to that class of Millenarians, of whatever sect or party, who
designate all who do not receive tbeir distinctive views or system as non-Christian, over-
looking their personal reception of Jedus and the manifestation of the graces of the
Spirit

Ohs, 8. The faith of mnUitndes is influenced by that expressed by piona
and useful laborers of the Church, and when our doctrine—which evidently

has never been studied, either in its historical or scriptural aspects—is

curtly dismissed by them as unworthy of credence or attention, the reputa-
tion, the godly life of such sways many to treat it with indifference and
even with contempt. Misrepresentations, perversions, detractions, ex-
pressed or imj)lied disdain, coming from such a source become measur-
ably authoritative in the eyes of not a few, forgetting, as the history of the
Church abundantly proves, that error may exist in connection with great
piety, fervor, zeal, and usefulness.

It is painful to notice how men eminent for piety, under ihs prqfesaion cf humUUy, that
they are not to meddle with things too high, condemn our doctrine, without even an ex-
amination, and then think themselves sufficierUly humble, and the things sufficiently low, to
give a positive, dogmatic expression of their views pertaining to Eschatology. They
deem themselves strong enough to give us a complete system pertaining to future things,
but when we endeavor to present the same, then the ciy is raised/' Secret things belong
to God." This affected modesty does not prevent them from leaving *^ the milk" and
seeking ** the strong meat," from entering into *' the deep things of God ** and attempt-
ing to explain them, from occupying the domain of prophecy and endeavoring to inter-

pret and apply the same ; but let us attempt this course, and instantly the charge of pre-
sumption is presented against us. Indeed, in justification of their own procedure they
justly claim that these things are revelations, written for our study and instruction, and
hence worthy of attention ; but as soon as our interpretation and application of them are
made, they object on the ground that they are beyond our understanding, etc. Take
e.g. one of the mildest illostrations of our meaning : J, A. James, in The Church in Earnest
(a work containing excellent thoughts and forcibly expressed), expresses (p. 289) his
humility as follows : " How many centuries shall roll before this blessed era (Millennium)
of harmonized, sanctified humanity shall arrive—how much more of its history our world
is to spend in sin and rebellion, and in groans and tears, it is not for any of ^s to say.

Some imagine they hear the clocks of prophecy and providence, both set in harmony to

the divine decree, striking the eleventh hour. I am not so skilled in prophetical arith-

metic or mystic symbols ;
* it is not for me to know the times and seasons which the

Father hath put in His own power ;
* and I am cuntent with the promise and the hope,

that the time is coming, when * the kingdoms of the world shall become the kingdoms of

our God and of His Christ.' Wbat viius of wrath have yet to be exhausted upon the
world, or through what tribulations the Church has yet to pass on her way to her millen-
nial, and to her triumphal state, it is not for us even to oonjecturet** etc. After this exhi-
bition of personal modesty, and under its garb to deal a stab at noble students of proph-
ecy, one should suppose that he is simply " content with the promise and thl9 hope,"
and makes no effort to explain it and the manner of its realization. Bat the reverse is

true : he enters the field of controversy, and his published statements are open to investi-

gation and criticism. At length, against the most positive statements of God's Word, by
the use of mistaken inferences and the quotation of Scripture passages isolated from
their connection, he endeavors to prove that the Millennium and its glory is introduced
by the labors of the Church. To make out such a proof the parables are made antago*
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nutictoeach other, the commission is made to dedlare That it does not contain, sentences
detached from their context are pressed to an extreme. Millennial predictions are given
without reference to the order of folfliment, the agency of Jesus and the necessity for

the sapematnral to intervene to bring forth a r^dization are ignored, the Sec. Advent is

taken for granted as delayed for centuries, etc., and the grand result of this extremely
modest effort is to emphatically teach (p. 291) that " the direct and chief instru|aents of

accomplishing this greatest of all happy revolutions^—this wondrous spiritual, renova-
tion." of bringing in "the Millennial glozy/* are "the ministers of religion and the
members of onr churches," " Yen, these are the men to whom the world will stand in-

d«bt«d for, its restoration to God, to happiness, and immortality.* * What a sad perversion

ol Scripture tea(^ng on the subject ! He winds up his work with the double italicized

Bentence, showing the emphasis given to it :
" What is wanted—and all that is wanted,

under God's blessing, for th« world's conversion to Christ, is—an earnest ministry, and
«n earnest Ghnroh." How different the instruction and the warnings given by the
Spirit ! Such ilhistrations could be multiplied, and they serve to show that, in view of

the character and reputation of the men, their example and teaching form a pattern
which many copy, some taking it for granted that whatever emanates from them must be
good, while others rest satisfied with their one-sided exhibition of the subject. Some-
times even long refutations appear which contain no appeal whatever to the Scriptures,

the more remarkable seeing that onr constant reference is to the Word. Brookes {Maro
Mffto, p. 19) says :

" Kecently a very long article from the pen of a distinguished Theo-
logical prof^nor appeared against the Pre-Mill. Advent, and it did not contain a single

text of Scripture,** and then aptly adds :
** There could hardly be stronger presumptive

proof of the doctrine he so bitterly denounced." No matter what the piety, or position,

or talents of the writer on the subject, in Eschatology, which God gives us, appeal must
be made to the Spirit.

Obs, 9. It is not merely the controversial books and articles (such as

Brown's, Waldegrave'a, etc.) that tend to this rejection of onr doctrine,

bat a multitude of works are issued, either bj private individaals or soci-

eties, which take the opposite for granted, and predict in a dogmatic form
*' smooth things" for the Church. These are extensively circulated and
read, and thus by precept and example confirm the existing faithlessness.

Indeed, it is a fact that many are so familiarized to such a ** Church
Literature," that they are utterly unacquainted with our doctrines, and
the scriptural reasons assigned in their behalf.

Among these may be mentioned popular commentaries, specially designed to mould
the opinions of Sunday-schools. Thus e.g. Albert Barnes's series of Not^. To illustrate

its spirit, a single example is sufficient : When explaining prophecy relating to the Mil-
leuiial age, he constantly weakens the force of the promises by a set phraseology indica^
tire of a lack of faith in its plain, grammatical meaning. The favorite phrase is " as if/*
and to give it due emphasis and impress it on the favorable notice of the reader it is gen-
erally printed in italic letters. Take up any Mill, description at random (or particularly
the Apoc.), and the interpretation will have its italic dress. Take, as an illustration,

Isa. 65 : 17-25, and we have the following examples : "That there should be a state of
glory as great as if & new heaven and new earth were to be made ;** *' that there would
be changes in the condition of the people of Ood as great as ^ the heavens, overcast with
clouds and subject to storms, should be re-created so as to become always mild and
serene, or as if the earth, so barren in many places, should become universally fertile and
beautiful :** '* changes as great as if a barren and sterile world should become universally
beautiful and fertile ;" " the change is represented to be as great cu i/a new heaven and
a new earth should be created ;*' '' it is figurative language designed to describe the com-
paratively happy state referred to by the prophet, as if human life should be lengthened
ont to the age of the patriarchs, and as if he who is now regarded as an old man should
then be regarded as in the vigor of his days ;" " that is, that the state of things under
the Messiah would h^ asif human life were greatly prolonged ;" " changes shall take
place as great as if his nature (lion's) were changed, and he &onld graze with the herds
of the field ;'* " the state of security would be as great under the Messiah as if the most
dendly and poisonous kinds of reptiles should become wholly innoxious, and should not
ittempt to prey upon men ;" "in future times, there will be a state of security as great
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as if the whole serpent tribe were innocnoTis and shonldliTe on the dust alone.** This la

no caricature^ but a specimen found under one prediction alone, and is written by a sin-
cere, piousi and able man, who leads thousands into snch faithless interpretations. One
cannot help imagining how such a commentator* with snch a faith, constantly appealing
to the impossibility of fulfilment, would have dealt with the predictions relating to Jesas,
had he lived to comment on them just b^ore the First Advent. We fancy that the pre*
diction of a virgin conceiving and bearing Him would, with snch a spirit, have been
interpreted to mean a fignrative expression indicating a purity as groit as if He had
been bom of a virgin ; the predictions pertaining to His humiliation, safferings, and
death, would mean a condescension or spirit of benevolence as great tu ^ He had actually
passed through it all ; the predictions relating to His being sold for money* betrayed,
forsaken, despised, beaten and spit on, drinking vinegar, casting lota, etc., would mean
that He exercised the most extraordinary patience and forbearance, as great as if men had
really treated Him so fearfully.

The works WUnesairtg Church, The Adim Christian, The Great Commission, The WbrkCs
Salvation, Redewier's Last Command, Evangelizaiion cf the World, and literally hundreds of
others (comp. Prop. 176), present the idea of a future Millennial age, give many of ita

predicted characteristics, but urge, as an incentive to action, that it must result from
preaching the Qospel, extending missions, widening and increasing the zeal and activity
of the Church. Christ's specific and supernatural work is relegated to the Chnrch« and
only so much of the Scripture is quoted and applied as they suppose inferentially to
teach the same ; while that portion antagonistic is carefully excluded, no attempt being
even made toward a reconciliation. The positive manner of presentation, the freqnent
eloquent and fervent appeals attached, the interlarding of Scripture phraseology, mislead
the masses ; and in view of the praises extended to them and the efforts made to circn-
late them by eminent men and societies, they become favorites and guides to multitudes.
To object to tlieir teaching as on many essential points erroneous, and to their tendency
as producing a lack of faith in " the Blessed Hope," is to cause many—so wedded are
they to them—to question our piety and zeal. Under such exclusive instruction, which
really perverts the divine as given to us, the masses, interpreting Scripture in a like
manner, are unable to discriminate, and become prejudiced against an examination of
the subject.

Obs, 10. The state of no faith, the indifference to the Bubiect, the inter-

Sosing of long periods, etc., is also in a measure produced by the long-
elayed return of Jesus. Good men like Luther, etc., expected His retarn

in their day, and able men like Bengel, etc., fixed upon approximative
dates, but tnese expectations and data passed by without His return, and
many, because of the non-fnlGlment, remain sunken in a state of apathy and
unbelief—just as if the event depended on man's estimate or measuring
of time, and not on God's own appointment. More than this : such dis-

appointments are made the subject of scoffing, in order to heap ridicule

upon the whole subjeot.

Since eighteen hundred years have passed, some act and speak as if this very delay
meant a far longer one in the future ; while others assert that it is proof that He wiU
never come. Both misapprehend the Spirit's estimate of time. The class, like Elihn
Burritt, etc., who deny a future Sec. Advent, making it already past ; those, like Sweden-
borgians, etc., who transform it into something else ; those who admit its futurity, but
make providence death, etc., also Advents, and intervene a long indefinite period ; those
who ignore it as an idle fable ; all classes unite in taking advantage of the expressed
hopes of Millenarians. emd, because not realized, to make themselves merry at their ex-

pense. The antedating of the Advent and the Millennial age (the latter done even by
many of our opponents), can only affect the faith of the weak, or ignorant, or preju-

diced ; the student, who knows the foundation upon which all rests, makes even theae

—

the disappointmento, scofBngs, and unbelief—reasons why he should be the more observ-

ant and watchful. Scoffing is no argument ; ridicule is no adornment of the truth ; and
names of obloquy add no force to reasoning. The vagaries of some individual, or the
dogmatic assertions in reference to definite time by some person or sect, are gladly

paraded, as if l^ese were amply sufficient to crush our doctrine based on covenants and
a multitude uf divine promises ; aa if theae should, of necessity, force us to say, *' My
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Lord delayeth Hia Coming," or " Where ia the promise of His Coming ?** as if these coxild

oreiride the solid Scriptural statements of able and learned men^ and canse as no longer
to look, pray, long, and watch for *' the Blessed Hope." The perversion of any one
point, or the rashness of men in dealing with a doctrine—seeing that every important
tmth of the Bible has been, by some, either perverted or rashly dealt with

—

has no loeighi

viih the nal studtrd. He knows that failure as to time, that rashness and enthusiasm as

to the meaning of symbolic prophecies, that dogmatic assertions based on ohronology,
that approximative applications whioh resolve themselves into mist«kes—all these do not
touch the covenanted rdaiionship of the Kingdom, the Pre-Millennial Advent, or any one of

the main, leading, or essential doctrines of oar system. And yet men profess themselves
as confirmed in their onbelief by the failure of learned expositions on prophecy, which
enter into a systematic chronological series of events, and virtually, by approximation or
positively, predict events to take place at certain times that are not verified. This fail-

ure causes them to regard an elucidation of prophecy with suspicion, and to turn from it

with aversion—provided it has a Pre-Millennial cast. For when their own prophetical
writers and commentators (as e.g. Barnes and others on the Apoo.) enter into a system-
atic ohronological order and give approximative dates, or give place to the greatest vaga-
ries and applications (as e.g. Berg, eto.)t the whole thing is reversed ; they justl?' claim
that these are individual opinums which do not affect the main doctrines of a Post-Millennial
Advent, Whitbyan Millennium, etc. The religious press, as we have shown, is eager to

take up all such mistakes, individual extravagances, etc., and make Pre-Millenarionism
responsible for them, a process of reasoning adopted by Draper and othera, when thoy
endeavor to make Christianity responsible for wars, persecutions, martyrdoms, etc. It

is Bossuet's argument against Protestantism, levelled against our doctrine, in editorials

headed " Prophecy at a Discount," eto. It ia the infidel's mode of attack, fuBy indorsed

and adopted by believers i

Ohs. 11. Many writers, like M. Gaizot {Med. upon the Chris, Relig,, etc.),

seeing the predictions relative to an ultimate ex:altation of tiie Church,
take it for panted, by utilizing a philosophical idea of progress, tliat

the Church will be universally dominant in tne present dispensation. No
effort is made to establish this by an examination of Scripture or of the
early Church view, but we are left the option to accept of it, because in

accordance with philosophy, the deductions of reason, and the wishes of

human nature—thus occupying t]\e same ground and urging the same con-
siderations presented by the extreme Liberal party. Many intelligent and
able men, leaders of others, indorse this development theory, and extend
the prevailing unbelief.

To indicate what reasoning is employed, and a certain hesitancy manifested, by
some in this direction, attention is directed to an interesting article in the Bib, Sacra for

Jan., 1851, by Bev. Washburn. He forcibly shows that there is a parallel between the
philosophical relations of eariy and modem Christianity ; that the same antagonistic
forces are now at work, and that history, only on a wider scale, is repeating itself. Theu
at the conclusion of the article, seeing where legitimately his own reosomng would lead
him, viz., that such a repetition is to be ever anticipated as a natural result, he endeavors
to rid himself of the same in the following manner. He says : " It is rather the design
of God. while the foundations of the faith are eternal, to allow His religion to have its

natural career, in connection with the free activity of the human intellect. Kor, while
we have, and may have, in the creed and wortihip of Christianity, the settled ground-work
of practical religion, may we expect to attain a perfect, changeless system of Christian
scienco, until the advancing knowledge of man has reached its fullest harmony with the
truths of revelation." He then anticipates an objection :

** It may be said indeed that,

allowtng a necessary progression, in Christian science, it is a real progression, not a retro*

gression or a ceaseless oscillation, we should look for ; and that, after eighteen centuries,

it ii somewhat discouraging to behold the world still in the state of primitive chaos.
And viewed in itself it is so ; viewed in regard to the self-will of men, it is lamentable ;

yet it is a fact, capable of an explanation that supplies hope and assurance. It has not
been a retrogression, but, as has been said of sociid progress, ' an advancement in a spind
£ne,*" Looking for the explanation, we find it to be this : that certain causes led t<7
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oertain reanlts, without his being able to show Uutt these may not continue to repeat
themselves, and he is forced to say :

'* Bat we can only take refuge in a Christiau optim-
iam, afld believe that as it (state of ours, etc.) sprang from natural and necessary causes,
it will yet come out in a right channel ;** and to illustrate it he brings in the Deluge, etc.,

while to enforce it, he says that " un every hand is felt the demand of reconstmction."
Instead of leaving Qoda Word tell what the outcome shall be (as e.g. in the days of Noah,
eto'.)i he expresses hope to be in this " spiral line." We quote him :

" Such was and snch
is yet the chaotic state of Christendom ; such its phenomena and such their causes.
Never since the birth of our religion has been seen so stupendous a conflict as has been
waged between the truth of God and human error ; no other age, except the primitive,
whatever its importance in philosophy or religious culture, can compare with this in
which we live, in the grandeur of its efforts, the variety of its issues, the momentous
problems which hang on its results. Nor have we yet reached its conclusion. The bat-
tle is not yet over,*' etc. " On the one side the transcendental unbeliever expects a tixne
when Christianity shall be acknowledged the transient phenomenon of a less advanced
period—a Millennium of pure reason in science, in art, in society, in worship being in-
troduced ; on the other, the timid religionist sees only the signs of despair ; and, between
the two, are found memy who remain in utter doubt, hardly knowing whether to fear or
hope the more for the cause of truth." He professes his oonfldence in the final reanlt,

because truth must ultimately triumph, faith *' is the substance of that hoped for,'* prim-
itive Christianity obtained the victory and so will the present, and as the struggle ia

greater and deeper, so the result will be greater, grander, and more purmanent. Tmth,
indeed, will ultimately triumph, but not through man. Jesus, the Truth, will come
Himself and vindicate it. Truth did not gain the victory from creation to the deluge,
nor from the deluge to the First Advent, nor from the First Advent to the present ; and,
we are abundantly assured from the predictions relating to the future, that it will not
from the present time down to the Sec. Advent. (Oomp. e.g. the remarks of Ecce Deua-
Hmno on the three great eras in the history of the race.) '* Faith ia indeed the substance
of things hoped for,** but it is still a question, which Scripture alone can decide, when,
aT\d how, and through tohom the realization shall come. The primitive Christianity did
not obtain the alleged victory, for the history of the Church conclusively proves that the
Alexandrian philosophy, the hierarchical tendencies, etc. prevailed, and that colossal
error gained the day, as witnessed in the fearful usurpations and the dark ages that fol-

lowed. Analogy fails to sustain his position ; it does the reverse, indicating that there is

no hope in man. How sad it is that able men bolster up a hope on such slender grounds,
when 80 JlaUy cojUradicted by the predictions of the Word—our only safe guide in such
matters —respecting both the condition of the world and the Church at the Second Advent
of Jesus.

Obs. 12. It may probably be aaked, Why ia it that God allows bo many
prophets to arise and predict ** peace and safety," and make the Church,
as a body, complacently look forward to contmued prosperity, increased

wealth and power, and wide extended dominion ? The reason was long ago
assigned by Moses (Dent. 13 : 3) in the words : "for the Lord your God
proveth you, to know whether ye love the Lord your God with all your
heart and with all your soul." It is done to test the love of His people, to
discriminate between those who reverently receive all that He has spoken
and honor His Son, and those who will follow the views and doctrines of
men, giving the honor which exclusively belongs to the Son's work to men.
When persons wilfully ignore oath-bound covenants, ridicule ** the Blessed
Hope/' even the Coming of Jesus, and mock at the inheritance of Jesus
and His saints, iffen it is but just that they should put their trust in smooth
but false predictions instead of the Word of Qod.

Those who say that they do believe in a Second Advent, and that in consequence of
such a belief do not come unto censure, are desired e.g. to ponder the express l&nguage

of Jesus (Luke 12, MatL 24. etc.), who rebukes, not unbelievers, but those ucho profess to

believe in His Coming, because, notwithstanding their profession and His injunctions to

a constant watchfulness, they say in their hearts, '*My Lord ddayeik His Coming/* and
their conduct is influenced by their belief in abusing their brethren (and by implication
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those who look for the Coming), and in a sense of security leading—as illostrated in some
—to scones of Teveliy, feasting, festivals, etc., in the churches and families. As the end
approaches it is reasonable to expect that a dearer conception of the natnre of the King*
dom and its cognate doctrines will be presented, but this very exhibition will meet witii

ooDtinned nnbelief and opposition. Some, misled by their own feelings, and enthuaiastio

orer the number of Fre-Millenarians of eminence and ability in the various churches,
trust that ** The Doctrine of Christ's Coming and Beign is soon to be held by the Evan-
gelical Church generally*' (see e.g. an article thus entitled in the T?ieol. and Lit, Journal^

Oct.. 1869). But let the student consider the previous propositions, the predictions of
God quoted, the condition of the Church previous to and at the Sec. Advent, and he
will see that it is only after the thief-like Coming and before the open Parousia of Jesus
that the Church, startled from its indifference and nnbelief and opposition by the resur-

rection and translation of chosen ones, will seek for the truth and in its behalf even
sacrifice life itself.
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Peoposition 179. Tlie doctrine of the Kingdom^ or essentials of
the same, are directly allied by various bodies with doctrines

thai are objectionable^ amd hence ie made unpalatable to ^inany.

It is a sad fact that many ^rsons not being able to discriminate
between truth and error, reject both because they happen to be
thus connected in the faith of some denomination or sect. Truth
is not vitiated by error, for if it were, then there is not a single
doctrine of the Bible but what would have to be rejected, seeing
that they have been more or leas connected with erroneous
doctrine.

All oif^nized religions bodies have more or less of error, as is evidenced by (he diver-
«tty existing— no two exaotly agreeing in all things. Even such an nltra sect hb Mormon-
ism has some tmth obtained by its eclecticism, and no one dreams of rejectinf^ the tmth
because allied with their distinctive tenets. It is deemed proper to present this Prop, in
connection for two reasons : (1) it is a continuation of the history of Chiliasm as adopted,
in part or whole* and incorporated in the belief of yarions bodies present and past ; (2) it

may serve to remove unnecessary prejudice, and place Chiliasm in its proper position,
vi2., that of a doctrine which can he received by glII denominations without interfering
with their distinctive denominational characteristics. We have already shown that xunl-
titndes who are as widely removed as possible from all fanaticism and extravagance, who
are honored by the Church as pions and able men of Qod, have no affiliation with others,
who endeavor to impress other doctrines, held to be erroneous, in connection with Chil-
iasm or some of its features. The space given to those mentioned here is necessary, be-
cause they are more or less met with, and a knowledge of them may remove prejudice.

Obs, 1. The ChrJBtadelphians, owing to a union of Pre-Millenarian views
with other doctrines, are Beriously injuring the former in the estimation of
others because of the latter. Wherever thev find a lodgment, their hostile

attitude toward, and denunciations of all others, directs attention to their
opinions, and in the feeling of opposition and repulsion excited* against
them, our doctrines bein^ supposed to belong to them distinctively and
exclusively, suffer an unjust condemnation, A little reflection ought to
convince any one, even from an historical position, that this conclusion is

highly erroneous. Ohristadelphianism is very modern ; its founder, Dr.
Thomas, only died a few years ago. It is impossible in the history of tho
Church (with which Jesus promised to be continuously from His First
Advent) to find any writer or any document which brinp forth the Chris-

tadelphian faith as exhibited by Dr. Thomas and his followers. The
shielding of themselves under the plea that they have no creed, that the
Bible is their creed, and hence nothing but the Bible is required, does not
meet the case, for nowhere do we find the formulated statements of belief,

which the^r assert as essential to salvation and to constitute a Ghristadel-

phian, until we come to Dr. Thomas. Surely a faith so essential as asserted,

ought in the history of the Church for eighteen centuries have found some
one to formulate it sufficiently indicative of its existence, Pre-Millenarian-
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igm, on the other hand, is found prominently in the Primitive Church,
and has a history to sustain it as a Church faith centuries before Dr.
Thomas lived. Even in the discussion of the doctrine of the Kingdom, no
acknowledgments are made of the previous holding of the truth by a lioe

of positive witnesses, but the impression is made, designedly or undesigti-

edly, that Dr. Thomas by his superior enlightenment presented the doc-
trine after it had been totally ignored by all others.'

Pre-Millenarians are to be found in the earljr Church, and in all Protestant
deuominations, whereas Christadelphianism is a small body with a system
of formulated (i.e. as given by writers) doctrines which must be held as

essential to salvation. Jesus, the Christ, is not " very God," but only in-

habited by the Father through the Spirit (and even that was only accom-
plished at His baptism) ; the Holy Spirit is only the instrumental power of

the Father ; while the devil is only a personification of sin in the flesh (so

that was a striking illustration, when thev went into the swine). Unable
to explain the union of spirit, soul, and body in man, they dogmatically
explain all that refers to the personality of tne Deity, of oatan, etc., and
those who may differ from them are stigmatized as *' ignorant," ** error-

ists," ** unbelievers," etc. Baptism is so completely hedged around by a
series of doctrines, including the grossest materialism, that whosoever does
not believe their precise system of theology cannot be baptized, and conse-

quently will inevitably be damned. As their system of faith embraces a

variety of features, and is complicated, taking days of patient study to

understand, an unbeliever naturally feels surprise that such lar^e numbers
could be converted and baptized in one day by the Primitive Cnurch, and
that Philip so hastily baptized the eunuch, etc. Such facts, however, have
no weight with them, for their distinctive faith and baptism are made
essentia unto salvation, and by this exclusiveness they debar all others,

asserting it boldly and arrogantly.'

The grossest materialism, such as the wildest unbelief has suggested, is

characteristic of the system, so that soul and body are material, or rather

the former is a simple product of the latter and dies with it. Such passages

as Matt. 10 : 28, Stephen's prayer, etc., cannot repress the extreme dog-
matism expressed. The logical outjB^rowth of the whole is found in the
horrible doctrine that infants and little children utterly perish by death

;

that the heathen and infants, at least, will never be raised from the dead.*

Pre-Millenarians, whatever their private views may be respecting immor-
tality (either natural or acquired) and the ultimate destiny of the wicked
(either preserved in positive punishment or given over to ultimate destruc-

tion), do not put forward such unbelieving materialism, which neutralizes a
class of passages indicative of the soul being something higher and nobler
than thft body. They do not regard the belief, one way or the other con-
scientiously held as essential to salvation, for they elevate neither ordinance
nor doctrine to the level of a faith appropriating, even amid weakness and
imperfect knowledge, Jesus as the Saviour who died for us, and our obedi-

ence sincerely rendered to Him according to the knowledge imparted.^

The intense and selfish bigotry actuating this body is a sad commentary
on human infirmity. Without the least compunction, all outside of them-
selves are condemned ; no one can be saved but themselves. Taking no
warning from Jesus* rebuke to the disciples, they denounce as worthy of

damnation those who supremely love the Christ and labor—let it be in

weakness—for Him ; ignoring wnat the apostles say of charity, they elevate
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knowledge—snch aa they possess—far above it ; overlooking the caution of
the Spirit, they sit in judgmeat over all who differ from them aad threaten
them with endless destruction. Let the same graces of the Spirit, which
they themselves profess to possess, appear in others, and it is nothing but
the workings of the flesh ; let the Church of the past be appealed to, its

martyrs, its confessors, its missionaries, its eminent and noble men, and if

not Christadelphians their lore, sacriflces, toil, life, etc., are nothing but
the developments of the ftesh ; let them be reminded that weak brethren i

with imperfect knowledge may exist—that men may through lack of proper
understanding build imperfectly on the foundation and suffer great loss

and yet be saved—that such a diversity may exist so that some are fed on
" milk" and others on " strong meat*'—it is nothing except they be Chris-
tadelphians. An unchristian spirit, an imprudent and arrogant claim of

superior holiness and special enlightenment, cannot be pressed beyond this

one, Now Pre-Millenarianism from the Primitive Church down has con-
stantly repudiated such a selfish and unwarranted attitude. Its writers,

numbering hundreds, scorn such an uncharitable manifestation.'

* The proof is found in Dr. Thomas's works, as e.g. in condemning and anathematizing
Fre-MillenahanB of all olasses as Tinbelievers, unworthy of a following, etc., and the
niter inability of pointing to a single writer preceding himself who interprets and applies
the Scriptures as himself, and in the apparent boasting manner by which he elevates
himself to the position of an expositor whose dicta mnst be followed on pain of condem-
nation. No works have ever been published ao dognuUical and uncharUabie as those of
Dr. Thomas. The spirit is like the exclusive spirit of Mohammedanism, and the inter-

pretation is almost as great. He is like Abd-el-Latesf (Palgrave's TYavels—Library Notes,

p. 382), whose one sect, ont of seventy-three, alone conld be saved. When Michael did
not rail against Satan, he complacently designates I^testantism in all its forms " the
AoQnrsed Hierarchy of Satan."

* So precise and determined is their faith, that the least variaiUm inevitably causes a
division. Hence wherever they have obtained a footing and increased in numbers, they
have almost invariably divided into separate parties. As no liberty is allowed, any devia-
tion is at once denounced, and its aoherents repudiated as anti-Christian. In the city
of the writer it has happened that when they numbered forty or fLfty they divided into
two or more parties, and became exceedingly embittered against each other. Such fmit
must be anticipated.

* In reference to Jesus saying to the children. Matt. 19 : 13, li, etc., they give two
interpretations to avoid its force. One, as given in " the Declaration of Principles." is

that ** the littie children" denotes " believers" who are so called. A prominent Christa-
delphian (Dr. Keeves), to whom the writer referred this passage, repudiated, in view of
Christ's actually blessing little children, this application as '* childish," and stated that
Jesus simply meant that litUe children should not be forbidden to come to Him in order
that He might heal them of their diseases, for of such children some would become be-
lievers. Having hewed out a system of resurrection to suit their materialistic scheme,
any passages that seem to conflict (as e.g. Rev. 20 : 12, 13 ; John 6 : 28, 29, etc.) mnst be
BO shaped as to accommodate themselves to it. To get rid of Rev. 20 : 6, thej reject it

as unscriptural because one ancient hbs. by a mere error (Tischendorf's X. Test, lori)

omitted it, forgetting that all the other ancient mbs. have it. and that it is quoted and
indorsed as existing in Scripture by writers still more ancient than any of our mss.

* With the strongest materialistic notions are combined the most spiritualistic concep-
tions. Thus e.g. according to their tenets, they adopt in full the Universalist conception
that Satan, or Devil, is in all instances merely ** a personification of sin in the flesh."

Because the word is used in Scripture to denote an adversary, slanderer, false accuser,

etc., and is thus applied to persons, they conclude that it must in all cases have the same
meaning, simply indicative of sin, or a carnal mind, as manifested in the individual,

society, nation, and world. The inconsistency of pushing this to an extreme is evidenced
when they come to explain how the devils entered into the swine, how proposal and
rejection is presented in the temptation of Jesus, how devils are spoken of as separate
and distinct from men, how Satan is described as an accountable agent who will be pun-
ished, how not only activity but attributes and passions (as faith, fear, etc.) are ascribed
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to bim indicatiTe of personality and intelligence^ how they spoke and acted in demoniacs,
how the Jews had their views conftrmed by the words of Jesus, how the early Church
received their impressions from the first preachers, etc. Admitting its figurative appli-

cation flt times does not, by any means, force ns to their conclusions. The plain gram-
matical sense so often presented urges us to a belief in sympathy with the Primitive

Church.
* The charitable and Christian spirit exhibited by Pre-Millenarians was illustrated in

the r«cent Prophetic Conferenoe held in Dr. Tyng's church in New York, in which over

three hundred ministers and numerous laymen, represmiatives cf the various Protestant

dmominaiionSf participated. The same has been witnessed in prophetic conferences in

England. Pre-Millenarians are found in all Protestant denominations, and do not form
a party, sect, or denomination separaU and distinct from all others. They are a unit on
the grand outlines of the system of belief (such as the Pre-Mill., Hec. Advent, the first

and second resurrection, the translation, the judgment, the future Kingdom of the Mes-
siah, etc.), while they may differ from etioh other in the details, the order of events, or in

Tfifer«nce to other doctrines not directly associated with Pre-Mlllenarianiam.

Obs. 2. The Seventh-Day Adventists uniting the doctrine of the near-

ness of the Second Advent with their peculiar, distinctive views, injure it

in the minds of those who overlook the fact, that no sect has ever existed

which has not mingled some truth with its error. Pro-Mi lienarianism es-

pecially is thus judged by the prejudice engendered bj Seventh-Day Advent-
ists, when the truth is, that so little of our doctrine is entertained by them,
and so hostile are they to our essential views, that they cannot be classed

with Pre-Millenarians, since they do not in any sense hold to a Millennium
here on the earth during the thousand years. This is seen in the restora-

tion of an old monkish idea,* that during the 1000 years or Millennium, this

earth is to be a fiery hell in which the wicked, the mortal race, and« all

things are to be destroyed, and then at the end of the thousand years Jesus,

the Christ, and His saints, who during tho 1000 years were in the third

heaven and reigned there, return to this earth which has been renewed.*
This organization is of very modern growth ; its founders and leaders,

Mrs. White and her husband, are still living. Ecclesiastical history records

the existence of no body like them, with their peculiar formulated faith

(as presented by their writers), although it gives persons and parties who
arose now and then, and insisted upon the observance of the Seventh Day.
Their svstem, like Mormonism, is eclectic, and a variety of doctrines are

incorporated, such as a gross materialism as taught by tho Storrites and
Christadelphians, a spe^y Advent with tho exegesis attached to it as pre-

sented by the Millerites, a non-perpetuation of the race, and a non -restora-

tion of the Jews as taught by some of the Sec. Adventists, a denial of the
unchangeable priesthood of Jesus, co-existent with His own existence, as

affirmed by Post-Millenarians, a special adherence to the doctrine of meats
and drinks (e.g. pork, coffee and tea) as illustrated by the Jews, a lack of
charity toward all who refuse to receive their system of faith, hedged in by
a declarative baptism, as in turn enforced against them by various other
sects in a spirit of exclusiveness. They claim for themselves a particular

mission (as we shall show) and introduce things in support of it not only
new but astounding, as shown in the wonderful interpretations given to

prophetic Scripture in support of their special claims as God's people.

Ignoring the everlasting Davidic Covenant in its plain grammatical sense,

and the prophecies in vindication of the same, they spiritualize the same,
and hence have no correct conceptions of the Theocratic Kingdom. Their
theory makes it a purely spiritual Kingdom—like that of Post-Millenarians.

They have but little in common with Pre-Millenarians.*
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The prophetism of Mrs. White is highly objectionable^ because the falsity

of her alleged ability to prophecy is made palpably evident by her interpre-

tation and application of Scripture, thus showing that her predictions' are
only the result of her own imaginings, probably of a diseased mind stronely
affected by religious ideas.^ One illustration of her interpretation under
prophetic influence will suffice^ and this is selected because it serves to
show both her mission (and that of her followers), and the manner in which
all things must be bent to subserve the Seventh-Day interest. Let the
reader turn to Rev. 14, and she has the audacity t^ claim that the Seventh-
Day Adventists at present compose those 144,000 thousand. That, which so
many interpreters apply to the glorified saints, they refer to themselves in

their present mortal and imperfect state. Surely the pride that can thus
exclusively appropriate this select band with its new song and distin^ish-
ing blessings to one sect, is. not to be envied. She violates the conspicuous
contrast presented by the ** first-fruits" as a part previously taken away from
'* the harvest" that follows, making their sect continuous down and pre*

parative in effect, to the harvest ; and she destroys the order of the fulfil-

ment in making such an arrogant claim, because she makes the first angel
message to symbolize the MilTerites and the third anerel message to denote
the special niission of the Seventh-Day Adventists, thus virtually making
—if the order is to be followed—the iMillerites to follow chronologically

after the rise of the Seventh-Day Adventists (which is not the fact) and
thus assuming that the 144,000 are identical with the party symbolized by
the third angel. The entire interpretation of the passage and its connec-
tions is so formed as to exalt the Seventh-Day Adventists and the Seventh
Day/
Adventism is linked with the Seventh Day, the latter being rc-

^rded as essential to the former (hence the name) for they declare that

if the assumed truth of the Seventh Day is presented to any one and he
rejects it, then there is no salvation for him, although he may otherwise

bring forth the fruits of the Spirit.' In view of this connection it is,

probably, advisable to consider, briefly, this Seventh-Day question. The
line of argument adopted by them Is exceedingly phiusiole, and most
admirably adapted to impress the unwary and ignorant. Indeed, since

many who oppose them admit some of their premises, they cannot logi-

cally or consistently meet them in a discussion without defeat. Tliey assert

the following : that the Seventh Day alone was instituted as a Sabbatn ; that

this was incorporated in the ten commandments ; that these command-
ments were never abrogated, and hence are binding upon us ; that Jesus
only kept the Seventh Day, and we are exhorted to follow His example

;

that unless we keep the ten commandments as given we have no right to

enter the New Jerusalem ; that the New Test, contains no passage affirm-

ing a change to be made from the seventh day to the first; and that

the change from the seventh day to the first is due to the Papacy. These
are the salient points urged by them. Now the only position from which
they can be met, is the one occupied by the Reformers. The Sabbath,
i.e., the Seventh Day, or day of rest instituted at creation, was incorporated

directly in the Theocratic government established at Mt. Sinai, and was
made obligatory upon the Jewish nation ; it was kept down to the day of

Pentecost when the Christian Church was erected, and partly down to the

destruction of Jerusalem by Jewish converts ; Jesus as a minister of the

circumcision and to qualify himself for His work by obedience, had to keep
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this commandment ; bnt the death of JestiB» His sacrifice, abrogated the
entire Mosaic law as given to the Jewish nation, and this included the ten
commandments in the form presented to that nation ; bat as tlie ten com-
mandments contain moral duties which are eternal as to their nature, we
hare these fully repeated and inculcated in the New Test, writings given
after the sacrifice of Jesus ; nine of the commandments are thus directly

enforced, but the one respecting the keeping of the Seventh Day is not
repeated. If the keeping of that special day is so essential as the Seventh-
Day Adventists affirm, surely it is excessively strange that so remarkable,
80 striking an mnission has occurred.' On the other hand we hare posi-

tive assertions which show that the omission is designedly done, and that

we.ftre no longer bound by the Seventh Day observance, as found in Col.

2 : 16 ; Bom. 14 : 5-6 ; Gal. 4 : 10.' The question then may be asked,

Why was Sunday substituted for the Seventh Day as a day of public wor-
ship? The answer is found in this : worship, and the assembling of our-

selres together for public worship, is required ; a time must be set aside

for its observance. This was done in the Apostolic age and under Apostolic

sanction^ and was perpetuated. Ecclesiastical history shows that down
to the destruction of Jerusalem (which demonstrated the removal of the
tfosaic observances) the Jewish congregations observed the seventh and the
first day ; the Qentiles observed the first daj, and this latter became the uni-

versal custom—a custom which Qod has signallv blessed in the conversion,

spiritual improvement, etc. of multitudes of believers.*

Ther elevate the observance of a day to an essential of salvation, making; it

rirtnafly as requisite as the reception of the blood of Christ, and the favorite

passage levelled—by perversion—at the observers of the firbt day or Sun-
day is Rev- 22 : 14. Allowing the text to stand as it is in our version (for

the Sinaitic Mss. reads **are they that wash their robes," Tischendorf's

N. 21), a sufficient reply is found' in John 14 : 15, 21, 23, and 15 : 10, If

they can point to a commandment given by Jesus or His inspired Apostles

in His name, to keep the Seventh Day, then their bigoted and spiritually

proved interpretation might hold good.

1 In the Fourth B. of Esdras* an apooryphal writing, we have such a state of desola-

tion for seven days ; this they extend to one thousand years. In the opinion of the
monlc, specified nnder another proposition, this state embraces a thousand years. The
early Choroh. taught the contrary, abiding by covenant and prophecy.

* The eternal hell on earth of Edwards {Hia. of Bedemp,) they rednoe to the thousand
years ; and the Post-Mill, reign of Jesns and the saints in the third heaven they limit to

the thousand years in the same plaoe. A passage proving snch a rdum of Jesus and His
saints to the third heaven after His See. Advent, and a passage proving such a reign of
theirs in the third heaven, and a passage teaching their return to the earth after a thousand
years, they cannot produoe, but build entirely upon inference and the assumed inspiration

of their prophetess, Mrs. White. It is a theory so flatly contradicted by sound exegesis,

that it is a matter of amazement that it should be entertained. It overrides all logical

connection of prophecy. Thus, to illustrate : they very eagerly quote Zech. 14 : 4, 6 as
having reference to the Sec. Advent, but wrest it from its connection and make it fit into

their assnmption, notwithstanding the immediate context shows a reign upon the earth

ss following, the restoration of the Jews and Millennial blessedness on the earth as suc-

ceeding snch an Advent, voithout the interposition of a thousand years, which, according to

their theory, would make an end of the Jewish nation in the flesh, and of all other
nations, and thus render the fnlfllment an impossibility.

' We do not, on this ground, afllrm that they are no Christians. They have among
them piona and devoted persons, who conscientiously hold to their doctrines and labor
for their dissemination. Being for the Christ, doing much for the love of Him, we can.
not, and do not, reject them. Their doctrines are public and challenge our attention.
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and consequdntly they cannot conmire na, if consoientionBly and vith the inalienable
liberty of *' private judgment.** we thna find fault with them.

* Chanty causes us to adopt this opinion in order that her sincerity and conscientious-
ness may not be questioned. History in the past shows us tnat many—just as Mormon-
ism and others at present—in the past have set up, in support of their doctrines, the
claim of being prophets. When tested by the Bcriptures, their pcUpabU ajUagonigm to
some of its teachings and their misc^iprehension of its predictions and promises, show us
that their pretension to be under the special enlightening influences of the Holy Spirit
cannot be admiUed, We know Mrs. White only from her writings, and these are amply
sufficient to set aside her prophetism. In the first edition of her prophecies, nearly an
entire volume is taken up with disputes ooncemiog herself, and with affidavits respecting
her moral character, which, to say the least, were in exceeding bad taste, and which, conse-
quently, are omitted in the later republication. It is a matter of amazement that so
many persons, with the repeated warnings of history before them and with her own asser-
tions to compare with the Scriptures, can be led to follow her and adopt her hailucina-
tions. Those that I have come in contact with affirm that she has shown her union with
the special supernatural gift by being able to see things transpiring at a distance.
Surely if that is a test, then Swedenborg and many others, who far exceed her in such
proofs, ought, with their teaching, to be received in preference to her ; the claims of
Bomish saints, of Mormon prophets, etc., are not a whit more arbitrary and unsatisfac-
tory than Mrs. White's. History is constantly repeating itself, and evidencing how easily
human nature is deceived. Mrs. White might be profited by studying the claims of Jane
Leode, Mother Lee, and many others.

B That the reader may observe this still more clearly we append a brief epitome of the
connected application, which, perhaps, for ignorance and audacity stands unsurpassed.
The 144,000 are the Seventh-Day Baptists ; the first angel message represents the MU-
lehte proclamation ; the third an^el message again symbolizes the mission of the Sev-
enth-Day body. Then follows : this body sounds the alarm that the first beast is the
Papacy, which established Sunday instead of the seventh day ; the second beast is the
United States (!), which worships the first beast and makes an image to him by adopting
Sunday ; the seal of the angel is the commandment to keep the Sabbath or seventh
day ; the mark of the beast is Sunday-keeping ; the mark in the forehead is thinking of
and defending the same ; the mark in the hand is resting on that day, etc. .Can any-
thing more chihiish and exiravagani be foisted on prophecy ; and yet it is sad to think that
persons, intelligent to a great degree, adopt such ex<rem« views, and go around the coun-
try to defend them.

* This is publicly preached as a logical result of their system. Elders Wagoner and
Stone, who proclaimed this at Springfield, O., bod, however, the charity to say that those
who were ignorant, who had had no access to the truth as possessed by them, might be
saved ; but if you once heard their vagaries and Mrs. White s alleged prophetism (which
as a body they adopt) and rejected them, the door of salvation was shut 1

1 The oritioBd student will not fail to notice that both the Sabbatarians (i.e. those who
hold to the premise that the ten commandments are binding in the Theocratic form
given) and the Seventh-Day Adventists are in the same quandary precisely. The latter

triumphantly point out these admissions (respecting the binding nature of the ten com-
mandments as given), and then ask for a Scriptural proof—a thus saith the Lord —for a
change from the seventh day to the first. To this no Scriptuntl reply can be given,
excepting through sheer infereoce. Bat the triumph of the Seventh-Day Adventist is

premature as against us, for denying the premise, in which we are supported by the
abundant declarations of the Apostles, we ask them to show a Scriptural proof that at
the establishment of the Christian Church, and afterward, a command xcas given by in-
spiration to keep the seventh day. The Sabbatarians fail in their proof, but in precisely
the like manner do the Seventh-Day Adventists. And yet they proceed in pushing their
theory to an extreme, as if they had expres3 warrant to do so from Jesus and His Apostles.
It is another verification of Thucydides' assertion, " that ignorance is bold and knowledge
reserved,'* which may, as £ccl. History shows, be extended into this, tbat ignorance is

condemnrtory and denunciatory, while knowledge is charitable and indulgent. The
reader will observe that our remarks apply only to such who receive the Holy Scriptures,
and who unchristianize others who refuse to receive their interpretation of the same,
although they may bring forth the fruits of the Spirit.

" The exegesis given by them of Col. 2 : 16 is exceedingly weak, based on the idea of
" a shadow of things to come," asserting (1) that the Sabbaths alluded to were the Jubilee
Sabbath, etc., and not the ordinary Sabbath, and (2) that the seventh day was not used
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A8 a type. To this we reply : (1) that the plaxal form includes all ; (2) that the Oolos-

aians would be better acquainted with the ordinary than with the extraordinary Sabbath,
and if Paul desired the observance of one oat of the number, he onght to have made the
distinction ; (3) that the ordinary Sabbath is nsed as a type in Heb.. being the very day
on which God rested. The other passages positively forbid that which is the distin-

guishing characteristic of the Seventh-Day Adventists, viz., a species of ** will-worship"
in affected humility, evidencing itself in a self-imposed supArionty over all others.

* To indicate the lack of candor in their advocates, we present the foUowring illustra-

tion : Elder Waggoner (July, 1878) publicly declared in Springfield, 0. (what their books
reptsat), that Sunday was made into a Sabbath by Constantine in the fourth century, and
that we are indebted to the Papaqf for the substitution, thus leaving the impression

(1) that previous to that time the seventh day was observed by the Church, and (2) that

Constantine and the Papacy^r^ introduced the change. This is utterly false^ a slander
npon ol^servers of the first day, and although the proof was pointed out to this elder, he
and his coadjutors go on repeating the falsehood in behalf of their system. The truth,

as attested to by history, is this : In the onion of state and Church instituted by Con-
stantine (and which all good men must deplore, in view of the results), he made numer-
ous decrees regulating the Church (incorporating truths which Waggoner also holds), and
among others pertaining to Sunday, but he accepted in the latter what was already an
estabtishaifaet in the Church. The proof that the Church universally held to the first day
as the day of public worship is found in Justin Martyr's ^po/cM;^, presented to the
Emperor Antoninus Pius, ^d. 150. where, giving an account of the public worship of
Christians, he says :

" On the day which is called Sunday, ofi. whether dwelling in the
towns or in the villages, hold meetings ; and the Memoirs of the Apostles, and the writ-

ings of the prophets, are read,*' eto. ** We all commonly hold our assemblies on Sunday,
because it is the first day on which God converted the darkness and matter, and framed
the world ; and Jesus Christ our Saviour, on the same day, arose from the dead.**

Barnabas of the first century (quoted by Neander. Ch. Bis,) makes the SEune statement
and assigns the same reason. (If Barnabas be a Jewish-Christian, and not Barnabas who

.

was with Paul, it only serves to show how Jewish believers regarded the first day.) Now
here is an apology, written by the most distinguished man of the second century, flatly

and fully contradicting Waggoner's statements. When pressed on this point, and to
adduce proof on his side equally satisfactory historically, the reply was that the pious
and devoted ones had no time to write, or, if they had written, the writings were de-
stroyed.

Obs, 3. " Milleriam** is most frequently associated with Pre-Millenarian-
iam, when the simple truth is this : it has more points of association in

belief with Post-Millenarianism than with Chiliasm. The proof is found in

the doctrines proclaimed, as e.g. they agree with Post-Mills, in ignoring
the Davidic Goveuant, in denying the restoration of the Jews and the same
Davidic Kingdom overthrown, in not discriminating between the first and
second resurrection, in refusing the perpetuation of the race after the
Advent, in holding to the dissolution of the earth, in the views of

judgment, the Judgment Day, the world to come, etc. The only points

of contact between Millerism and Pre-Millenarianism are the nearness of

the Sec. Advent, and the duty of constant watchfulness. It evidently had
pious and sincere advocates, and is not charact^ized by that intense exclu-

siveism and bigotry, observed in those preceding. But the idea of a blessed

Millennial age over the spared nations of the earth under the personal reign

of Jesus and His saints, was not entertained, the Popish views of Eschatology
being generally retained, just as they exist prevailing in the churches of to-

day. According to their doctrinal position, they cannot be called Mille-

narians, because the Sec. Advent was ''a winding up of all sublunary
affairs."

Notwithstanding the essential difference between Millenarianism and Millerism, men
will persistently and unjustly class them together. An illustration is given in the N. Y.

Independent (Dec, 1878) by Prof. Norman Fox. who classes the members of *' the Proph.
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Conference" (1878) with ** Milleriam," and then adds :
'* The history of MiUeriam shows

that this (the nearness of the Advent) is a dangerons doctrine, except to some strong'
natured men, who are able to qnaff the sparkling wine of this glowing conception ; tendr
ing to throw the shallower-headed brother off his balance, and leave the broken-down
disciple shrieking in a madhouse in the delirium tremens of the doctrine of an impend-
ing Advent." Surprising that a believer in the Bible should thus speak of ** (he Blessed
Hopct* ' and thus caricature the most eminent and pious men that Lived in the Church,
and overlook the important fact that the elements that unhinged some of the Sfillerites

were precisely those of judgment and the universal destruction of the earth, as probably-
held by Fox himself and related to that Advent. The Popish ideas, pertaining to Escho-
tology and to the Advent, have more largely influenced those who unfortunately were
weak-minded than ever the Pre-Millenarian ; for the latter holds forth the Sec. Advent
as a source of joy tfnd blessedness to the believer, and not one of terror and consterna-
tion. Some few, to indicate their scorn of Pre-Millenarianism speak of it, by allying it

with *' Millerism, ** as if it sprung from the same, thus exhibiting either their ignorance
or malice, seeing that the former is ancient and that the latter, like Whitbyism, is mod-
em. " Millerism** was connected with '* time," Le. the exact period of the Seo. Advent
was diligently sought and definitely fixed.

Obs. 4. ** Second Adventism'* is the outgrowth of " Milleriam," and is

far more systematic in its statements, and contains more scriptural truth
relating to Eschatology, But strictly they cannot be called Pre-Millena-

riaa. They have more views in common with us, but on the essential points
of a Millennial Messianic Kingdom over the Jewish nation and spared Gen-
tile nations under the personal reign of Jesus and His saints, they are

defective (some, however, are coming closer and closer to us in doctrine).

In the art. *' Second Advent Believers" (Rupn's Orig, His. Relig.

Denominations)^ written by a ** Second Adventist" (N. Southard, editor of

the Midnight Cry) it is seen that Millenarianism as held by the Primi-
tive Church and by many eminent men in various denominations, is not
taught by them. The Scriptures relating to the Millennium tliej either

make conditional, or locate them after an Advent which ends this world
by a universal conflagration. The new creation that they advocate, and
the reign of Christ and His saints in it, is equivalent to that taught by
many Post-Millenarians. While they discriminate more in the doctrine and
order of the resurrection, insist upon the speedy Advent, the non-conver-

«ion of the world prior to the Advent, the restitution of the earth to its para-

disaical state, its ultimate possession by Christ and the saints, they omit vital

doctrines which would, strictly, mark them as Pre-Millenarian, viz., they
reject the future literal fulfilment of the Davidic Covenant upon which the

future Messianic Kingdom is based ; they deny the restoration of the Jews
and the prophecies relating to them (applying the latter jast as Post-Mil-

lenarians) ; they refuse the perpetuation of the race after the Second
Advent, thus making a Millennium as described impossible; they largely

incorporate the Romish (but now prevailing views) ideas of the judgment,
Judgment Day and its accessories, etc. (compare arts, on, in Buck's TheoL
Die; M'Clintock and Strong's Cyclop., etc.). Tbey are earnest, pious, and
devoted ; numbering, perhaps, near thirty thousand. They have some
excellent writers, who have done good service in presenting doctrines essen-

tial to the Chiliastic system, and they are not cnaracterized by a spirit of

exclusiveism and lack of charity, but cordially recognize as hrethren all

who love Jesus and His appearing.

As a marked illustration of the difEerence between "Second Adventism*' and "Fre-
Millenarianism,** we direct attention to Bev. Litoh's Discussion on the MUUnnium (Boston,

1874), which is a reply to Bev. Dr. Brown's work against us. X>r. Brown has nine points
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•gainst QB ; Ber. Litch agrees 'with Brown in seven of them, and therefore only opposea
two out of the nine. He diaagreea with Brown as to the time of the Advent and reign^

and oonoeming the time and order of the resurrection, bat agrees with him t» Umiiing the
mediatorial work to this dispensation ; in making no salvation possible c^ter this age ; in
remoTing the priesthood from Jesns ; in giving up the race to ultimate destruction ; in
dmytit^ the oath-bound Davidic covenant to be realized, unless spiritually ; in advocat-
ing a universal conflagration which destroys ail things ; in rejecting the restoration of the
Jews ; in not allowing a reign over nvortal men in the flesh, etc. The fact is, that they
«re in sympathy in more points of doctrine with Post-Millenarians than with us, as this

reply evidences. Still on cardinal points, which Post-Millenarians bitterly oppose, they
are in unison with our views, and the prominency of the latter brings them more distinct-

ly before the public. Many of them were formerly ** timists," but a Jarge number have
fluooeeded in making the chronological question merely approximative and subsidiary.

Obs, 5. A number of small bodies, that may be illustrated as follows :

"Sfcorrites" or *' Deatructionists" (the followers of Storrs, who publishes

a paper in New York), which is a mingling of Materialism and Second
Adventism, the complete and final destruction of the wicked being the

leading characteristic of their faith. '' One-Faith People" being a mixture,
as far as we can understand them, of Storrism, Sec. Adrentism, Christadel-

phianism, etc. ** Barbourism" or '* Restitution ists" (the followers of

Barboar, who published the 7%ree Worlds, etc.) which is a revival, in part,

of Eellyism (see preceding Prop, and note), for the ultimate restoration of

the wicked is advocated by pressing ** all things" to an extreme, and reject-

ing the general analogy of Scripture in behalf of a few passages which are

susceptible of a different explanation. *' The No-Age People," some of

whom are connected with these and others, while others stand independent
and prefer to be thus designated. They are characterized by two [)eculiar-

ities, viz., materialistic views, and a denial that the Sec. Advent is to be
succeeded by an age to come. All these ignore the fundamental positions

upon which Pre-Millenarianism rests, viz., the Davidic Covenant and the

resultant Messianic Kingdom, making it (excepting, I believe, ** the One-
Faith People") a purely spiritual Kingdom, very different from the one
covenanted. The Gnostic, mystical, spiritualistic reasons assigned for such
a view have been and will be noticed and answered under previous and
following Props. The distinctive peculiarities associated with some of our
views, make the whole subject to be ignored by many, who either are in-

capable, or refuse, to distinguish. Amiable, smcere, and pious men are

connected with these, as is evidenced by their writings.

It is difficult to keep track of the divisions of these small parties. Thus e.g. Bussell,
of Pittsbnrg, Pa,, who was at one time a oolaborer of Barbour's (Rochester, N. Y.). sepa^
rated from him and is at the head of another party : even this is again subdivided by the
withdrawal of Jones and others. Parties arise on all sides, fulfilling the predictions of
the Saviour. Thus e.g. we have Groves and Qoodnight, two Cumberland Presbjrterion
ministers (as reported by Lvth. Observer, Sept. 19th, 1879), who professed to have
'* received a special divine revelation, in which the end of the world within ten years
as foretold." Expelled by the Presbyteiy, they started a new sect, called '* The Taber-
nacle of the Coming Lord " (thus, in the title assumed, evidencing their ignorance of the

oooenatUed tabernacle of the Coming Lord). They cannot be successful, seeing that they
have exhibited themselves as false prophets, if the editor reports them oorreotiy, as fol-

lows :
*' Among their other vagaries, they prophesy that Oeneiol Grant will be re-elected

President in ISiSO, and will then invade and conquer Europe, overthrow Romanism, and
finally meet yriih a downfall—after which the Millennium will be ushered in." Other
small parties have fallen under our notice, and it is a pecxdiarity with them all that they
lay clum to a very special spiritual enlightenment, and are, more or less, condemnatory
of bU who do not receive their expressed tenets of faith.
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Ohs, 6, Chiliaam is frequently allied with the following :
" The Anabap-

tists" at the time of the Beformation. But a reference to their doctrines
shows conclusiyely that they are far more in sympathy and unity with the
Post-Millenarian view than with ours, because they believed, as the Whit-
byans do, that they themselves, without the Second Advent and ^rtor to the
res. of the saints, could introduce the promised Mill, glory. A candid
perusal of Mosheim, Kurtz, Neander, Hase, Gieseler, and other Ch. histo-

rians (comp, e.g. Dorner's His. Frot, TJieoL; Lord's Apoc, arts, in Bfi/jy-

clops,, etc.), will show that they sought, by arms and force, to secure the
supreme power and install themselves in the government of the earth, mak-
ing the Church under themselves the covenanted and predicted Messianic
Kingdom. Their views are in direct antagonism to Millenarianism, and
to associate us with them is to manifest either ignorance of Church history
or malice. ** The Fifth-Monarchy Men," that arose later in England,
entertained precisely similar views, believing that they themselves were
called—without a prior Advent or res.—to set up the Fifth Universal
Monarchy predictea by Dan. (comp. Hists. of England, Hume's, Pictorial,

Burnet, etc., etc., and arts, on, in Cyclops,). What Millenarians attribute

to Christ's Coming and His reign (and that of the saints), they, like Post-
Millenarians—thought they could perform, or the Church through them.
The only difference between Whitbyanism and these two classes mentioned
—we admit a great one—is this, that the former seeks to gain its dream of
conquest through moral and spiritual means, while the latter invoked
violent measures to aid them. The dream, however, is common to both,
making a Millennium without Christ a possibility.

It IB bnt jnBt to Bay ^oomp. arts, in Appletons* Oyc^op.^ Encydop, Relig. KnowUdgt^
eto.) that not all Anabaptists most be classed with these fanatical ones ; we must distin*

gnish, in commonjustiM, between the extravagant party and the more moderate one. See
a fair and impartial statement of the foremnners and immediate causes of this Anabap-
tist movement as given by Seebohm in The Sra qf the PrUesUxni BevoliUion, According to
Robertson's Middle Ages and numeroos writers, these fanatics, who strove to reinstate
" the throne of Dayid *' and have John Bocoold ** King of Zion,'* were guilty of the moat
heinous crimes. Now to link, as many do, MlUenarians, indnding the purest and noblosfe

men in the Church, with such bloody and blaaphemoua men, is evidence of a malicious, elan-

deroos disposition. This, however, is sometimes done by mistake, being repeated from
others without adequate knowledge of the facts. In reference to the Fifth-Monarchy
men, of whom Evelyn {Diary, vol. 1, p. 339) says that they '* pretended to set up the
Kingdom of Christ with the sword," we present an illustration of careless historical state-

ment, and a lack of doctrinal discrimination, afforded by Neal in his His. of the Puritans
(vol. 2, p. 2'J0-21). Speaking of the Fifth-Monarchy men, he correctly represents them
as considering theipselves commissioned to introduce a universal Kingdom. He informs
us that the Congregationalists and Baptists drew np declarations against them, and
asserts :

*' They disown the principles of a Fifth Monarchy, or the personal reign of King
Jesus on earth as dishonorable to Him." Keal gives us his own impressions, or that of

Anti-MiUenarians, for the fads are that while they disowned the principles, manner of

propagation, and rebellion of the Fifth-Monarchy men, they did not deny the univeisal

Kingdom still future or the personal reign of Jesus. The proof is overwhelming ; for a

single glance at the Confession of John Bunyan and other Baptists (which we quote), and
the known Millenarian position of ministers whom he names (and we also quote), shows
that they could not possibly make the declaration assigned to them.
Hatred or ignorance sometimes allies Fre-Mill. with Shakerism (this is noticed in pre-

ceding Prop.) or with Mormonism (this is observed in preceding Prop.), or with the
" Camisards" or" the French Prophets** (see arts, nn, in M'Clintock and IStrong's Oyciop.,

the Sncy. Melig. Knowl.^ etc.). Of the latter it may be said that, under the profession of

an abounding *' Baptism of the Spirit/' resulting in miraculous endowments, they hoped
to become the instruments of introducing the predicted Mill, glory by signs, wonders,
judgments, etc. Both Millenarians and Post-MiUenoriana objected to their extravagances
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and fanaticism, and they soon came to an end. Malice has again recently allied ns with
Mormonism ; and if the principle is a jnst one, how few wonld escape snch a connection,

seeing that many doctrines are held by them common to neariy alU if not all. The fact

is, they are more in sympathy with the spirit of Post-Mill, than with oars, as e.g. illus-

trated in the profession, that ** the Chnroh of the Latter-Day Saints is the Stone foretold

by Daniel to smite the Image f or in Miss £Uza B. Snow's poem, *' Our Prophet, firigham
Yonng," saying:

** H«lp him to foand thy kingdom
In majeity and power," etc

Obs, 7. We mention two bodies with reluctance, because they contain
eminently pious and able men, and yet in view of the direct prominency
given to Cniliastic views in connection with doctrines that are regarded as

erroneous by the large majority of Protestant denominations, they prej-

udice many against the truth. The " Catholic Apostolic Churcn" (the

ofdhoot of Irvingism) is Chiliastic, but in connection has an extreme
hierarchical and liturgical formalism, having revived (as the Mormons) the
Apoatolate, and claims the extraordinary gifts of the Spirit perpetuated in

their Church, thus having prophets^ etc., in their midst.* The ** Plymouth
Brethren," or ** Believers," or Darbyites, are just at the opposite extreme

;

being noted for their absolute Indejpendentism. While strongly Chiliastic,

they prominently set forth that all clericism and ecclesiastical forms are
enf—Romish and Protestant Churches alike are .Babel—that there ia

unly one office, the spiritual priesthood of all believers, and every one has a
right, as the BPirit moves him, to preach, administer the sacramunts, dis-

cipline, etc. They also claim the special gifts of the Spirit, and have a
mystical tendency."

1 This Gharoh claims the perpetuation of the Apostolate, having tweWe Apostles, who
are the chief mlers. It is sofBcient to say that the distinctive nmnber of twelve, the
calling by Jeans in person, the inspiration and infallibility connected with the office, the
being the founders of the Chorch, the specific reward (Matt. 19 : 28) assigned to them
iadicatire of a limited select body, the declaration (Bev. 21 : 14) of this continn(*d seleiJt

limited number in the future, the general sense of the Church, especially the primitive,

on the subject—these considerations are ample to set aside any such assumplion.% how-
ever ainceraly maintained. Ail this is baaed upon mere inferential proof. When the
Church general speaks of ** apostolic men** aside from the Apostles, it simply means
either men asaooiated with the Apostles, or living in their days, or distinguished, like the
Apostles, for piety and abundance of labors. The " Baptism of the Spirit,'* which pro-
duces such abundant fruit^e, will be noticed under Prop. 171. Another point mnj be
adduced : Bev. Andrews, in behalf of " the Oath. Apost. Church,*' in stating " its relation
to other churches" {Bib. 8acra, Ap., 1866), glowingly specifies its mission to be to restore
the Church to a state of strength, faith, etc., preparatory to the Sec. Advent. But this is

(1) to ignore positive prediction that it will not be accomplished ; (2) to reverse predic-
tion, which places the awakening and faith to be after the secret stage of the Advent, the
raurrection and tramdation ; and (3) to ex^t this organization as a preparative of the
Coming, when that Coming depends on the completed number of the first-fruits gathered
oQt from all denominations, and many gathered out before it had any existence. The
tendency of all such departures is speci^ly to exalt their own mission, thus apologizing
in behalf of their special claims.

^ The principles are disintegrating, and have a decided tendency to alienate any person
adopting them from his denomination ; indeed, in their published works, the advice of
withdrawal is boldly given as an alleged Christian duty. They arrogate to themselves,
and to all who really belong to the Ch. Church, the above privilege of inheriting the
Kingdom, forgetting t^t Christians inherit toUh the ancient worthies, Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob. The mystical views are illustrated e.g. in their writers maintaining a real,

tangible impartatlon of the divine nature in the soul, and making this the basis of union
Tith Christ, and hence speaking slightingly of faith. Thus Lincoln {Leds, on EpuHles cf
SL John, p. 125), in his eagerness to make out this divine impartation, says :

'* We are
not united to Christ by faith ; there is a.time when faith Bhall not be. Bo you think our
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union will end then? No I it is by the Holy Ghoat." (Snoh views are not new ; they
are oonstantly reprodaced, sometimes iu a higher Pantheistic foim.) Now the Script-
ural teaching is plain. (1) We are united to Christ by £aith, as seen e.g. £ph. 3:7; GaL
2 : 20 ; CoL. 2 : 6-7, eto. (2) The Holy Spirit aids this £aith, 1 Cor. 12 : 6, 9 ; Gal. 5 : 22,
etc. (3) Faith through the aid of the Spirit applies the blood of Christ—appropriates it

—hence justification. Acts 13 : 39 ; Bom. 3 : 22. 25, 26, 26. 30, and 15 : 1 ; Gal. 2:16.
etc (i) Faith is never done away ; the realization only confirms it and increases it the
more. We cannot possibly oonceive of its nun-existenoe, just as little as of the non-4X)n-
tinuance of love, peace, or any other of the graces. (6) The Holy Spirit is in us just as
Christ—His mind, principles, eto.—is in us, fur the sealing of the Spirit, the fmits of the
Spirit, and the earnest of the Spirit are the same (comp. Edwards on The AffedUma).
(6) Eternal life is, indeed, a believer's (because he is justified by faitli^. but this life (i.e.

its realization) is in Him (Jesus, the Christ), and will be revealed at His Coming through
the Spirit's power of resurrection and glorification. Then there are also small bodies,
as e.g. the followers of Barbour of Boohester, the followers of Bussell of Pittsboig. etc.,

who affiliate largely with the last in their opposition to denominations, etc. According
to their periodicals and tracts, their chief characteristics are in enforcing a spiritual king-
dom, a future restoration of the wicked to access to forgiveness and life, the present
being the season of harvest, etc. As their views are considered under various proposi-
tions, no detailed statement is necessary. To rettim to the "Brethren:** H. Holden
{Corinth and SectSf p. 14) declares that a man who receives the truth and acts conscien-
tiously cannot go into any of the churches of the various denominations to worehip. for
in so doing he virtually connives at schism, divisions, etc. All that we now say is this :

suppose oUiers are weak, babes, or worse, in comparison to themselves, should they not
remain where they might exert a direct and heedthy influence, instead of multiplying
parties? And would it not be well if such zealous brethren possessed the piety, the
graces, and usefulness that many in these same condemned churches manifest? Jesus
Himself has cautioned us :

" Let him that thinketh he standeth, take heed lest he fall.'*

The spirit, the motive, may override knowledge.

Obs, 8. The differences between Pre-Millenarianism and Post-Millena-
rianism, Anti-Millenarianisnij Spiritaalism, are numerons in the interpreta-

tion and application of Scripture. These are pointed oat in detail as we
proceed, arising from the principle of interpretation adopted, and relate to

the manner of understanding the Abrahamic Covenant, the Davidic, the re-

newal of the covenant, the inheritance of the Christ, the Pre- Mill. Advent,
the non-conversion of the world before the Advent, the first and second
resurrections, the Judgeship of Jesus, the Judgment Day, the world to

come, the Best, the reign of Jesus and His saints, the restoration of the
Jewish nation and their supremacy, the Antichrist and results, the Theo-
cratic Kingdom, the Supernatural introduction of the Mill, age, the per-

X)etuity of tne earth and race, the design of this dispensation, the nearness
of the Advent, the commanded posture and duty of believers, the promi-
nency of " the blessed hope," and various related subjects,

^
Of course the

correctness of belief must be decided by an appeal to Scripture, and the
student must determine for himself which party obtains the strongest sup-
port from Holy Writ.

Hence the appeals to superior piety, to special enlightenment, to personal assaults, to
claims of exclusiveueas, are of no weight whatever in an argument or presentation of
truth. The question is, What do the Scriptures teach, not inferentially or spiritually,

but, direcUy and in their plain grammatical sense ? We may say here that, judging from
the writings of a number that we have mentioned under this Prop., a large part of the
capital used in attempts of prophetical writing consists in the store afforded by *' Baby-
Ion" and " Babel." The constant use and changes are bewildering. Here a party, with
sufficient pride, self-esteem, represents itself as the only body of true believers ; all out-
side are " Babylon** and ** Babel.** Another party acts similarly, and makes the other
party *' Babylonish.** So we find body after body with this exclusive vanity painfully
presented, and, in their assumed pezfecfcibility of doctrine and knowledge, condemning
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ftll others—no matter, if they oan only trace up their origin to a brief period. Valuable
trath, preciotiB matter, is mixed up with a violence of bigotry saddening to observe. It

is true that much of this defeats itself by its own extravagance, but it is also true that

Hincere. honest, and pious sonls are entangled in its toils, deeming their position one
demanded by religious prinoiple. All these various parties and seots run the Babylonish
inteipretation to an extreme, and if we were to give credit to their exclusive and Phari*

aaic claims, we must believe that their several bodies are composed of " the pure wheat,"
ad ** tares** cannot oo-exist ; that martyrs, confessors, missionaries, eminent and labori-

ous ministers, who evidenced a devoted love for Jesus, are, after all, because they did not
or do not hold to the same views, nothing but ** Babylonians ;** that Babylon, instead of
denoting a wide departure from God (as e.g. witnessed in the legislative, executive, and
propagating spirit of the Papacy, nationalized churches, and others) is a complete and
total eorruption, never suspecting that its spirit is also manifested in their own selfish*

neas and bigotry ; that they themselves making " Babylon*' to arise centuries after the
Fust Advent, they do not make the least effort to contrast the history of the Church
then with its status at present, with the legitimate ooncluslons derived thereftom ; and
that those who locate the fulfilment in the future are guilty of a singular inconsistency^

rir, taking upon themselves the responsibility of calling others *' out of Babylon" (by
which they mean '* out of all other churches"), when the fulfilment is future. We cer-

tainly locate the call in the interval (as we explain in detail under other Props.), and we
regard those who, however sincere, undertake such a call, aa running '6efore ihey are eaUed.

It is passing strange that just so soon as a party deems itself the pure, unadulterated
Charch and meets with decided opposition, tiien its opposers become " Babylon," and
the self-imposed, but evidently agreeable, duty is enjoined to call others out of this Baby-
lon. Thus even the amiable Edward Ir?ing, falling into extremes (art. on, Princeton
Beviae, Ap., 1863 ; comp. Life cf, by Mrs. Oliphantl, finally said :

*' I do solemnly declare

my belief that the Protestant churches are in tne state of Babylon as truly as is the
Bomish Church. And I do separate myself, and my flook standing in me, from that

Bsbyloniah confederacy." To-day various sects exist that denounce his church and ofE-

ahoots as also belonging to Babylon ; but this is to be expected, seeing that they throw
the Babylonian shaft at each other with such evident relish. Indeed, if this Babylonish
weapon were taken from them, it would leave them in a manner defenceless, seeing that
their greatest skill is manifested in its use. We hold to the present and future existence
of Babylon ; we regard the name as symbolic and highly expressive ; we firmly believe
its culmination and punishment is future (just previous to which, in the interval, the
call is made), aa has already been presented. Hence we cannot receive—on the other
hand—that extreme view (e.g. in-Bri^s on Prophetic Themes, by a member of the Boston
Bar ; Wdymarks in the WUdemess, vol. 3, No. 3, etc.), which holds that in the future the
literal ancient Babylon will be rebuilt, etc. Bev. 17 and 18, compared with other Script-
ure, abundantly refute it. Fausset (^A. Herald, Aug. 14th, 1879) more correctly makes
** Babylon'* to be primarily the apostate Bomish Church, but adds :

" Even the profess-
ing evangelical churches, so far as they contain Babylonian elements, shall share in Baby-
lon*it doom. The Church, going after the world, as if it were the reality instead of wit-
nessing against its godlessness, is false to her profession," etc.

Obs, 9, Pre-Millenarians differ among themaelvca as to details, and this

IB seized by some opponents and paraded (as e.g. hj Brown) as if fatal to

the doctrine, overlooking the simple fact that no doctrine (not even bap-
tiam, the Lord's Sapper, etc.) exists, to which its adherents do not give a
diversity of explanation and application. The' weakness and imperfection
of human nature in its comprehension of truth is not to be made the stand-
ard by which to measure the truth itself. In the grand outlines of Mille-

narianism, all Prc-Millenarians are united. Thus e.g. they all hold to a
future Millennial age ; this age to be preceded by the personal Advent of
JesoE ; this Millennial period to be bounded by a literal first and second
resurrection, the former at the beginning and the latter at its ending.
Thev all believe in a still future covenanted Messianic Kingdom introduced
by tao Sec. Advent, the resurrection and translation of the saints, and the
restoration and repentance of the Jewish nation. They all teach the same
design respecting this dispensation, the non-conyersion of the world beforo
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the Sec. Advent, the same Jadgeship of JeBns, the same Judgment Bay,
and related subjects. They differ as to the exact nature of the Kingdom,
the manner and duration of the reign, the stages of the Sec. Advent, and
in the interpretation and a[)plication of passages and predictions of Script-
ure ; and this difference arises solely from the removal of the everlasting,
oath-bound covenant of David out of their system (a fundamental neg-
lect, inevitably leading to misapprehension) and from a spiritualizing
interpretation incorporated, more or less, notwithstanding the plain
grammatically expressed sense.

Many who express themselTes hastily or incantioiisly are still somewhat tinder the
inflnenoe of the widespread spiritnaliBtic and mystical interpretation of the Script-ares.

It is reasonable to anticipate such dlverKences, especially relating to subjects so -vast in
extent and so laigely incorporated in prophecy. What George Eliot (in Scenes of Cleriral

Life, ** Janet's Repentance," p. 125) said is still true : " Religions ideas have the fata of
melodies which, once set afloat in the world, are taken np by all aorta of instromenta.
some of them woefully coarse, feeble, or ont of tnne, until people are in danger of crying
out that the melody itself is detestable." This, we may add, arises frequently from drop-
ping notesi inserting Tariations, or engrafting unsuitable additions. Then, peraooA
utterly unable to discriminate obtain the crudest or the wildest interpretations of

prophecy, and judge all other performances by these specimens. Thus e.g. Wild's Ten
Lost Tribes, which totally ignores covenant, and overrides evetything, to aid its interpre-
tation of David's throne, Uie Stone, and a hundred other things. (On p. 117 he says :

" I charge you to beware of prophetic dentists who put false teeth in the mouth of
prophecy." Whatever this new thing, a " prophetical dentist/' may be, he seems to fill

nis own warning.) Or, take Bwormstedt's 27ie End of the World Near, the truth and kind
warnings in it are overshadowed by the palpable nonsense entailed by a rejection of the
symbolistic and the substitution of a literalism that is astounding in its results. Hun-
dreds of books, tracts, etc., in this way do a decided injury, repelling inquiry and load-
ing the subject -with a reproach that it does not deserve.

Obs. 10. We may add : when regarding the history of this doctrine, how
it has been treated ; how it has been perverted ; how it has been held in

bigotry ; how l)elievers in it are held apart by incorporated erroneous doc-
trines ; how bitterness, malice, and presecation have arisen concerning it

;

how on the one hand it is hated ana abased, and on the other loved and
cherished, we are sad at heart, and feel to say, '* Hoto long, Lord.'^ Its

history impresses the view that we need our infallible Head, Jesus, to

come, so that He Himself may vindicate His own truth, verify His own
promises, and bring His bretnren into the promised unity. How, then,

men will rejoice ; how, then, men will be ashamed.

The intense bigotry presented by some is more saddening than the unbelief of others,

for the love -which a profession entails is lacking. Professing to obey Jesus in love for

His brethren, they refuse to acknowledge them as such and condemn them as debarred
from salvation ;

professing to receive, e.g. 1 (Tor. 13, they deny in practice its teaching.

How sad e.g. it is to take up a tract ** The Apostolic Church Extinct. No Gospel Be-
lievers on the Globe" (by J. K. Bpeer), and others of a similar tenor, which make all

churches ** Babel," and deny Christian faith or union to any but themselves, and thus
evidence that the first and fundamental principle of true religion, that of charity, is lack*

ing in them. The variations even of error allowed e.g. by the Apostle in 1 Cor.

3 : 11-15, and instanced by " the wood, hay, and stubble," without excluding ultimate
salvation (whatever of " loss" may be incurred), has no influence upon the condemnatory
spirit and wholesale denunciations of Dr. Thomas and his followers, and a host of others.

Let any one presume to differ from them, and they at once are denounced as no Christians.

Some men naturally have the disposition of the '* Lifters and Anti Lifters" (see art. on
ATClintock and Strong's Ci^dop,) and seem to enjoy themselves in '* heresy hunting,*'

but carefully omit Sir Th. More's " hair shirt, and whip," because they make it a pleas-

-ore and gratification. Bigotry does not now denounce the Greek language as *' hereti-
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cal," but it appTOximatra veiy closely to the same ignorance. Bigotry, which exhibits

itself by perseoation and intolerance in defending adherence to a system, is still extant

to a wide extent. Instead of investigation, reliance npon truth, it refuses the liberty of

inqoiry and forti&es itself by prejudice. Fettered by circumstances it evinces the spirit

of pezHOcntion without the power of manifesting it excepting in a feeble, but annoyizig,

w«y ; unfettered and having power, it breaks forth into unrelenting persecution, exhibit-

ing the malignity which is its root. Alas ! notwithstanding the divine injunctions to

charity, etc., so insidious is it that but few men in the past entirely escaped its spirit,

tg painfully exemplified in the best of men, as e.g. in Luther {vs. Zwingli) ; Calvin

fw. Servetus) ; Wesley, the Moravians, Toplady, etc. (as given in T^erman's Life of
Weskjf) ; Bh. Bidley (u«. the burning of Joan Bocher and Paris) ; Knox (justifying Archb.
Benton's murder) ; the Parliament of Scotland (1560, condemning persons to death at the

UiiTd offence in saying or attending mass) ; the Eirk Sessions (fining, whipping, branding
with hot iron, imprisoning, etc. For these last see Buckle's Hia Ctv,, vol. 2, ch. 5, with
authorities quoted) ; the authorities of Basil (digging up the buried body of Joris and
burning it) ; Baxter (against the Baptists, exemplified in Baxter's Ftain Scriplurdl Proof^ p.

134-35) ; Archb. Laud (causing Leighton, Prynne, and Burton to loose their ears under
High Church pressure) ; Swedenborg (in his bitterness against the Quakers, see Diary of,

Oct. 28th and 29th in 1748, for illustration of intolerance divinely revealed—which is the
more striking as in direct opposition to his usual amiableness of disposition) ; Lutherans
and Galvinists (enmity between. Motley's IhUch BejpiuhUc, vol. 2, p. 69 ; comp. controversies

between as given by Kurtz, Mosheim, etc, in Ch. Hist.) ; Protestants (lack of sympathy
between, as e.g. illustrated in some designating the English martyrs—Rogers, Cranmer,
Bidley, and oUiers—" the devil's martyrs,'* see Hopkins's Puriiajks and Que«n B^izab^
ToL 1, p. 74, and notice Melanchthon's condemning such a spirit) ; Melanchthon coincid-

ing with Calvin in the Servetus case (Kurtz's Ch, His., vol. 2, p. 154) ; Jeremy Taylor help*

ing to crush Dissenters (Froude's English in Irdandi p. 156^58), Fenelon against the
Janseuists (as seen in his denunciatory memoir addressed to Clement XI.) ; Bossuet and
Musillon praising the merciless Revocation of the Edict of Nantes and eulogizing the
character of the profligate and cruel Louis XIY., besides ten thousand thousand other
instances in the histoiy of the Primitive Church, of Roman Catholicism, of Protestant-
ism, Puritanism, and various sects that have arisen. The slaughter of Bartholomew, the
Sicilian Vespers, the dark deeds of "the dark ages," the bloody bitterness of the French
Revolution are striking landmarks in its history. It is a part of human nature, an out-
growth of depravity, and has been more or less exhibited in every age, as exemplified even
in the history of the Persians, Egyptians, and Romans (Guizot, note to ch. 15 of Gibbon's
Ded. and Mill, vol. 1, p. 506). Not merely a Loyola, a Mohamet, a Catharine de Medicis,
or an Innocent have manifested an intense bigotry, rendered so baneful by the posses-
sion of power to enforce it, but multitudes have exhibited it, and often in the most petty
or spiteful manner. What must we think e.g. of the book entitled **Dirt Whipt Off"
(printed 1672 and levelled against John Bunyan) ; of the learned Salmasius ridiculing the
personal appearance, and even the loss of sight of Milton ; of the utter rejection of piety
in others, illustrated by Fecht's publicly denying that Spener died a Christian ; of the
ostentatious ornamenting of shirt bosoms with texts of Scripture (Ben Jonson's Works,
ToL 2, p. 55. Gifford's note) ; of the cropping of hair, the cut of the garments, the exclu-
sive use of hooks and eyes in place of buttons, the making the use of tobacco the test of
Church or ministerial fellowship (comp. Buckle's Mis,, vol. 2, art. 720), etc. Bigotry
manifests itself not merely in Auio-darfe*s, in the condemnation of a Galileo, or in the
hanging of Thomas Aikenhead, etc., but in the sarcastic, contemptuous expression in-

dicative of no belief in piety. This is illustrated in Dr. Johnson, of whom it is said
{LSbrartf Notes, p. 257) :

'' Although *a majestic teacher of moral and religious wisdom,'
when he was in Edinburgh, although personally acquainted with the celebrated Dr. Rob*
ertson, he declined going to hear him preach, because he * would not be seen in a Presby-
terian church ;

* and upon being asked by Boswell where John Knox was buried, burst
cot, 'I hope in the highway.* ** Van Laun {His. flench LU,, vol. 2, p. 11) shows how
professed Christians, imbued with the bigotry of the times, presented " a deliberate indi-
cation and justification of murder," exalting those who were guilty of the same. He in
one place (vol. 2, p. 365) mentions &Iaasillon, Madame de Maintenon, Madame de Sevign^,
Kademoiselle de Scuddery, Abbe Tallemant des Reux, Comeille, Fontenelle, Ia Fontaine,
Li Bruyere, Quinalt, Madame Deshouliera, as praising and rejoicing over, the persecution
of Protestants. Montaigne, who denounced cruelty as *' the extreme of vices," was still

tiie friend of the Guises and of the bloody Montlac, and affectionately spoke of those
who participated in the barbarous cruelties of St. Bartholomew. Charles V. (Prescott's
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Philip IL, vol. 1, p. 306), even in his last will, oonjnres his son Philip to persecute eTerr
heretic without favor or meroy, and thns insnre his blessing and prosperity from the
Lord. The crnelty of a Torqaemada, or Valdes, mingled with fervent expressions of
piety is significant. " The Archbishop of Cauterboiy" (see art. on ** Sir John Oldcastle"
in Myelin, and St. Vydap.), ** accompanied by a large body of the clergy, waited upon
Henry, and having laid oefore him the offence of Lord Cobham (entertaining the works
of Wickliffe), begged, in all htunility and charity, that his majesty would suffer them, for
Christ's sake, to pat him to death." The spirit of bigotry has been exemplified in Prot-
estantism in the history of Germany, Switzerland, England, Scotland, Kew England,
and others. No country has escaped its baleful infiuence ; no land but has witneesed
the cries, the tears, the prayers, the sufferings entailed by its existence. It crops out
largely in Cyril's treatment of Hypatia (enlai^ed upon by Gibbon, Voltaire, Toland,
etc.) ; in the Puritans* condemnation of the Quakers ; in the strife of Bemonstrants and
Counter-Bemoostrants (Motley, etc.) ; in the Antinomian, Synergistic, CryptoX^edvinistic,
and a thousand other controversies ; in trifles being elevated to essentiaJs (as e.g. see
Wallace's Russia, p. 307, where, in a portion of the Greek Church, adherence to the in-

terjection '* O," the repetition of " Allelujah," and the position of the fingerv in making
the sign of the cross, are all essential). It has sheltered itself under piety, hnmility,
love, doctrine, metaphysical distinctions, prophecy, rites and ceremonies, sect spirit^

superstition, etc. (Uomp. e.g. Bh. Lavington's ErUliusiasm and kindred works.) fiigotzy
is the breeder of unreasonable prejudice, most uncharitable judgments, blind and obsti-
nate zeal, persecution, and cruelty. It crushes brotherly affection and love ; it fosters
spiritual pride and selfishness ; it prodiiceB anger and malice ; it cherishes, where it has
the power, fetters and torture, ferocity and blTOdshed. When it cannot reach its victim
personally, it will at least unchurch him, and consign him to perdition. It will do this

under the cloak of superior sanctity, under the plea of greater knowledge and holiness.

If it can do no more, it will—instead of meeting the ailments of an opponent-^blacken
character by an array of epithets that a bigot's heart and mind can only concoct, as e.g.

illustrated in Walsingham's portrayal of the illustrious Wy cliffe :
** He was the devil's

instrument, the Church's enemy, the people's confusion, the heretic's idol, the hypocrite's
mirror ; a sower of hatred, a forger of lies; a sink of fiattery ; who, at his death, despised
like Cain, and stricken by the horrible judgment of God, breathed forth his wicked soul

to the dark mansions of the black devil."

To-day this spirit exists widespread, implanting evil passions and unreasonable zeal in

behalf of some confessional standard or certain held tenets. In Jerusalem where Chris-

tianity arose and urged, as a crowning excellence, the spirit of charity, it exists ; and in

almost every place where Christianity has found a lodgment it is also found. Thousands
and thousands are under its influence : entire bodies are so thoroughly leavened with it

that salration outside of their own organization or sect is an impossibility. Belief in

their symbolism, or creed, or principles, or particular tenets, or rites and ceremonies, is

made the criterion of salvation. Bigotry has the hardihood to express it openly and
frankly in published sermons, tracts and' books, glorying in its own shame. It makes no
distinction between the published sentiments of opponents (which are proper subjects

for legitimate criticism, etc.) and their Christian character, but attacks and portrays the

latter in the blackest colors. Truth, for its vindication, does not require scorn, obloquy,
and detraction ; it does not demand the repression of patience, forbearance, meekness,
long-suffering, and charity ; it commen(^ itself if supported by the Word. Truth to be

efficacious does not place itself undor a yoke that weighs down the fruits of the Spirit,

and brings in a wholesale condemnation and vituperation. We are thankful that the

large majority of Pre-Mill. writers, ancient and modem, foreijTi and American, present
the subject of Pre-Mill. in a Christian spirit. However they may differ from others, or

criticise the statements of others, or express their decided dissent, this does not interfere

with a due respect for Christian profession and love toward those who—whatever error

they may, possess—love the Saviour. Such '*bear the infirmities of the weak" (Rom.
15 : 1), and keep in mind the injunction :

'* Grudge not one against the other, lest ye be
condemned: behold the Judge standeth at the door.** Thd charitable belieTer ever

keeps in view that none is so perfect hut that error, more or less, may be attached to

him. He does not foi^et that in the prophetical seven churches all, even the worst, had
some believers (Seiss's Apoc., p. 216). Tillotson's declaration may, in spirit, prove true

:

" We shall have two wonders in heaven ; the one. how many come to be absent, whom
we expected to find there ; the other, how many are there, whom we had no hope of

meeting.'* (Some have added to this :
'* The greatest wonder will be that we ourselves

are there.") Harris (Jfammon, Lee. 6) justly rebukes the selfishness of the sect, creed,
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pulpit, and pew. Alas t Soctism ia still in many, more powetfnl than love for the
Ghoroh generally ; Creedism is still erected into the standard by which the Word itself is

to be measored and all others judged ; Pulpitism is still in many cases limiting the true
sons and daoghters of Ood within its own hearing and influence ; Pewism is yet flatter-

ing itself with its personal connection as infinitely superior and holier than that of
others ; and all thia is offensively paraded before us as a warning how depravity can and
does override grace. Lather (quoted, Bprecher's Oroundtoork Tkeol,, p. 38) ouce said :

** k Christian, holy people is to be known by thia, that it has the Word of God, although
this be unequally treated. Home have it entirely pore ; some not. Wherever God's
Word has free course, there, also, there will always be believers. Farther, if I see that

they preach and acknowledge Christ as sent of God the Father, that He might, through
His death, obtain for us reconciliation and grace with Him, then we are one in sub-
stance, and I regard them as dear brethren in Christ, and aa members of the Christian
Church." (So Luther loved Zwingle notwithstanding differences of doctrine ; for at the
death of Zwingle and CEcolampadioa he—D'Aubigne's His. Bef^^ vol. 4, p. 478—said :

" Their death filled me with such intense sorrow ^at I was near dying myself.**) Glad-
stone {Contemp. Revieut^ 1876, in " The Courses of Belig. Thought") says that the eminent
Dr. Norman Madeod declared, " that many an opponent of dogma is nearer to God than
many an orthodox believer." Thia arises simply upon what Dr. Bprecher {Orouivdw.

Thiool,y p. 23) so forcibly expresses : " Saving faith depends not so much upon the recep-
tion of fundamental articles of doctrine, as upon the surrender of one's self to the per-
sonal Saviour—an act of which the young child as well as the mature man, the ignorant
peasant as well aa the learnt theologian, is capable. The works of the intellect can, no
more than those of the will of the Church, be regarded as necessary to salvation." Two
extremes are to be avoided : first, the idea that knowledge, expressive presentation of
truth or faith, and zeal ia sufficient without love (1 Cor. 13) ; second, that ignorance,
lack of doctrinal correctness, etc., may not exist (1 Cor. 3^ in connection with salvation.

(As to rewards in salvation, see Prop. 135.) Men distinguished for high theological talent,

ministers of renowned eloquence and ability, have manifested less of the fruits of the
l^irit, less amiable and affectionate Christian spirit, less of perveuling love to Jesus, than
penons far their inferiors in knowledge, attainments, and culture. Those who reflect

over this, imparted by Scripture and observation, will be alow to condemn. Bather
would we take and appropriate Maoleod's prayer (ifemotrjt, vol. 2, p. 317) : ''Oh, my
Father, keep me humble. Help me to have respect toward my fellow-men, to recognize
their several gifts as from Thee. Deliver me from the diabolical sins of malice, envy, or
jealousy, and give me hearty joy in my brother's good, in his work, in his gifts and
talents ; and may I be truly glad in his superiority to myself, if Thou art glorified. Boot
ont all weak vanity,, all devilish pride, all that is abhorrent to the mind of Christ. God
hear my prayer. God grant me the wondrous joy of humility, which is seeing Thee aa
all in all." The man that can truly imbibe the spirit of such a prayer cannot be bigoted.
He will not blacken others to exalt himself, but will deal—firmly if argument demands it,

bat—courteously with others, as e.g. Bh. Lowth to John Wesley (Tyerman's Life of Wts-
ley, p. 352, voL 3). He will not, like the Abbot Adam of Peniiquy, esteem himself so able
that he apprehends the mysteries of the Bible as clearly as the original writers ; or, like
mea at the present day, that he vastly exceeds them in knowledge. Like Bh. Leighton
(Stanley's Lee, His. Oh, ikolland) he rather says, virtually acknowledging his inferiority
and liability to error: " Deliver me, O Lord, from the errors of wise men, yea, and of
good men.** Biohard Baxter, said to be the author of one hundred and sixty-eight theo-
loffical works, and to have been frequently in stem controversy, wrote near the close of
his life :

'* I now seu more good and more evil in all men than heretofore I did. I see
that good men are not so good aa I once thought they were, and I find that few are so
had as either their malicious enemies or censorious separating professors imagine." " I
will not be one" (he says in another place— IForAa, 23 : 27, and 16 : 368 ; Littell's lau.

Agtf vol. 127. art. on Baxter.) that shall condemn or reject a lover of God and Christ and
holiness for want of distinct particular knowledge, or words to utter it aright." " Own
fio man's errors or sins, but own every man that owneth Christ, and whom Christ will
own, notwithstanding those errors and infirmities that he may be guilty of. Bear with
tbose that Christ will bear with ; especially learn the master duty of self-denial, for it is

self that is the greatest enemy of Catholicism.'* A thousand similar quotations might be
adduced from God's children, but these will suffice ; for they sufficiently indicate the
tpirit of the writer, Tiz., that however he may, in the esteemed interests of truth, ques-
tion and criticise the statements of friend and opponent, he does not condemn them as
condemned by Christ. Jesus is the Judge, and those who love Him, even in weakness,
He also loves.
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Pboposition' 180. Hits doctHne of the Kingdom will riot be re-

ceivedj infaith, by the World.

Whatever the force of argument presented, whatever the intellect-

nal or moral aBX)ect relating to it, whatever the historical attest-
ment bearing upon- it, however even desirable it may be in its meet-
ing the wants or humanity, etc., this same Word teaches ns that it

never will find acceptance with the multitude ; that it will be
opposed bv successive unbelief, which will finally culminate, at the
time this Kingdom is to be manifested, in asserting its sway (Rev.
19, etc.) over the nations and mighty men of the earth. The faith
required, from its inception to completion, in the Supernatural^ is

alone sufficient to ostracize it in the estimation of a host. But even
our opponents must concede that with the guide we have received,

the implicit trust evinced in its teaching thus far, the evidences
adduced in support of our faith in the final accomplishment of the
Plan proposed, it would argue inconsisteTicy or insincerity in us
if we did not also earnestly receive and believe in the precactions
which portray the extraordinary state of unbelief universally pre-
vailing just before the ushering in of this Kingdom. Especi^y so
in a day when it is so widely intrenching itself in the hearts and
minds of able, learned, and eminent men, and from thence reaching
for and extending over the swarming armies of invited followers.

The increase of infidelity is so palpable in the present day thai it needs no confirma-
tion. Van Oosterzee, GhristUeb, Dale, Tholnck, and others have eloqnenily represented
the matter. The press is throwing off a ronltitade of evidences which speak lor them-
selves, and popular literature is filled with the same. As an illnstration simply of its

widespread workings, let the reader turn to art. 3. Wesiminaier Revita, Jan., 1862. which
indorses a *' Free Religion" (by which it means that man can believe and do as he
pleases), which appoints " intellect a guide, conscience a judge, and history a guardian
and prophet" (not allowing a superior^, and which rejoices over the numerous '* heresies

within the Church pale." declaring that ** the discoverers and writers in literature and
science are necessarily heretics ;" that *' the men of letters who are either servants of, or

worshippers in, the orthodox churches are few in number and minor celebrities at the

best ;" that *' the popular theology has only a Sunday existence ; human nature and com-
mon-sense claim the rest of the week ;" that " among the working classes indifferentism

and utter unbelief extensively prevail,*' etc. So art. 8, July, 1861, eto. So e.g. Brookes's

art. in March No. of the Princeton Review^ 1879, sadly confesses that unbelief is widely

extending both in the Church and outside of it, becoming "a very pervading thing"
among aU dasses, etc

Ohs. 1, Let no fault be found with ns by true intelligence, wAcn honesty^

to the principles avowed and to the Book, compels us, aaide from lower con-

siderations that could be urged, to assi^ the trtte reason for such unbelief.

This Theocratic Order covenanted can be seen in its historical standing,

its design, etc., and may even be appreciated in its adaptability to secure
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the end contemplafced, but nnfortnnately for the multiiade—^fortunately

for tbo few—it suatains more than an intellectual relationship^ viz., a

moral or religious, and demands in view of the latter certain qualifications

for entrance into, and enjoyment of, the Kingdom which requires a prep-

aration that is humiliating to man, such as repentance and a faith which
appropriates the Gospel of the Kingdom in itit gracious provisions, mani-
fested by acceptance of and obedience to them. This necessarily leads to a
confession of sinfulness (which the truth of God, adapted to the receptive

powers of man, if received, enforces by self-consciousness) that is so dis-

tasteful to the natural man, so derogatory to the high praises of Humani-
tarian ideas respecting the dignity of man, that we are gravely told by
Porker and others that Christianity ^^ degrades man.*^ The very Plan
designed to restore man, the race and the world to forfeited blessings, to

remove tks curse oppressing nature, to bring humanity into the most inti-

mate and endearing relations with the Creator Himself, to introduce the

long-desired relief by the world-wide dominion of the Theocratic King with
the first-born of past generations glorified and reigninjj^ with Him ; all this,

and more including the love and mercy displayed m the gift of Jesus
Christ and His deatli), is an alleged degradation of man I Why this express

charge against the noblest design of Redemption and the most glorious

manifestation of love that the world has ever witnessed? The naked truth,

which this same Word gives, respecting the unwillingness of men to receive

Divine Bevelation in its totality, arises not so much from dislike to repre-

sentations made concerning the Plan of Redemption and its blessings as

evinced in the Theocratic arrangement, but in the demands made upon the

heart and life. Pride revolts at the humiliation that must precede exalta-

tion
;
pride rebels against the duties that are enforced before victory is

attained ; pride turns away from a cross that must be borne before the
wished-for glorification can bo received ; the heart inclined to love evil, to

cherish selhshness, to seek pleasure and gratification, rejects the denial of
telf and of evil imposed by the Word, and hence seeks, in order to escape

the obligations thus presented, to invalidate the Word itself. Admitting
that some (as we have repeatedly intimated) are swayed by other motives

—

are honest and sincere in their convictions against the truth (perhaps
moved by surrounding infiuences, education, etc.), yet it is also true (even

of ail when once brought into contact with the truth) of a large class—the
immense majority— that " this is the condemnation, that light is come into

the worUl and men loved darkness rather than light, because their deeds were
ml. For every one that doeth evil, hateth the light, neither cometh to the

light, lest his deeds should be reproved," John 3 : 19, 20. Here a masterly
hand in a few sentences lays bare the leading cause of opposition to the
Bible. The condemnatory nature of both law and Gospel, the require-
ments of the Bible from the individual, the humbling doctrines associated
with Kedemption—alas, these form the great stumbling-blocks to the Chris-
tian religion. These, as the Spirit teaches us, form the cause why not only
the Biblical idea of God, of tne world, of the means of Redemption, but
even the most gracious help afforded through the life and death of Jesus
Christy are, notwithstanding the appeal made to our necessities and to a
responsive consciousness, set aside for mere theories, often the most antag-
onistic and condemnatory of each other. If the opposition, so natural to

man, and for which he is held responsible, had developed itself into one
grand systematic method—the boasted offspring of pure reason, etc.

—

then
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it might in virtae of its nnitj at leasts commend itself for strength, and
thus inspire respect, but let any one read the history of the diversified

views, successive philosophies, hostile to the Bible, and he must be struck
-with a marked feature in them all, viz., a lack of cohesion, a positive differ-

ence forbidding combination, a pal^Mible contradicting of each other, etc.,

so that the only bond that reallv unites them is the same spirit of hostilifi/

to the Bible evinced by each of them. The differences of Christians are
alleged (and often with force and a de^ee of justness, forgetting, however,
that it is predicted by the Word, and is a resultant of free moral agency) a
reason for rejecting the truth, and if a reason proper to receive as a mle
for guidance, its application to our opponents ought to be even more forci-
ble, seeing that their differences are immensely greater and more irrecon-
cilable, extending from Atheism and Theism and Optimism down through
every grade of opinion to its latest revived forms of Pessimism and
Nihilism, affording an index of the heart as well as of the reason. And in
this wide range we have the professedly higher scientific and philosophical
attacks which busy themselves with questions pertaining to man, the
world, and the universe (assuming man to be the umpire of truth, present
nature to be the measurer of the past, the Supernatural to be impossible,
what the Absolute only can do, the eternal unohangeableness of nature's
laws, etc.) down to those lower attacks (which the former with ns utterly
condemn) upon the moral character of Jesus, of God, of GhrisLianity,

outraging all feeling of propriety, and prostituting the moral sense. For,
as caricatures of Christianity exist, so, in justice to even our opponents of
intelligence and refinement, we must say that caricatures of their higher
opposition exist in a way that they themselves repudiate with deserved in-

dignation/ But candor requires us to add that the highest even to the
lowest criticism which (as e.g. Modern Christianity a Civilized Heathenism,
which ignores Jesus in His social aspect, etc.) makes, against experience,

etc.. it impossible to live the life required by Christ, originates mainly from
the cause just assigned. Hence, the Bible challenges each one to test the

truth by an experimental knowledge of it ;
'* t/ any man will do His will,

he shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of God or whether J speak of
myself,^* John 7 : 17. It is owing to this simple fact, the adaptedness of

the truth to man's moral nature and needs, and upon its acceptance the
resultant effect upon himself, that the unlearned believer, ignorant of

many things, and even holding. to things which are erroneous, \b so well

fortified against unbelief ; for against all adverse argument which he cannot
answer he has one that triumphantly meets the same, viz., personal experi-

ence of the truth. Intellectual unbelief (i.e. unbelief derived from reason),

while it may and does exist independently, is greatly prompted and influ-

enced by what the Word calls '* an evil heart of unbelief " (Heb. 3 : 12), i.e.

an unbelief springing more directly from our sentient nature, the affec-

tions, desires, etc.—and the reason why so much stress is laid upon the

heart in the question of receiving and rejecting the truth of the Word (as

e.g. Rom. 10 : 9, 10 ; 6 : 17, etc.) is because it is the great prompter (as ex-

perience shows) of human action, too often overriding the understanding
and will, crushing conscience and judgment beneath its ascendency. Rea-
son has witnesses, the understanding has demonstrations, the judgment has
evidence, all given by God, to testify to the truth, but the heart is unwilling

to be bound and controlled by them. God, who knows what is in man,
warns ns that right here is tlie main, leading difficulty, and sincere faith in
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Hia wisdom leads ns uDbesitatinglj to adopt this view, corroborated bj the

united testimoDj of all who have ever received and obeyed the truth against

the pleadings, promptings, and dislikes of the heart The fact is that this

\BTj constant appeal to the heart, constituting it the main factor of belief,

laving open its power and influence, is in itself evidence of a divine knowl-
e<fge of haman nature exceeding that of mere man.'

* As e.g. such ontbarats of malevolenoQ as the following : The Free Thinkers {Lydh,

Ob*., Jan. 30th, 1874) of Palermo, Italy, started a paper called the Journal of iht Diacifilts

tfScUan. The association greeted the paper with, *' We aalnte the birth of a paper which
bears the name of the true God, the Goa of science, liberty, and progress—the God we
worship—Satan.'* Many intelligent and reflned unbelievers recoil from such exhibitions

of—to say the very least—bad taste. Of course the utterances of the Free-love branch,
the ultra-<!ommuni8tio branch, etc., are in the same category.

* Eron aa far as reason is concerned, we commend this utterance of Dr. Spreoher
{Owwndaor^ of Theol,^ p. 68), who, after ably showing that the Christian consciousness is

independent of science, being based upon a personal experience of the truth, " a spiritual

realism,** concludes : " And, as we shall see in the proper place, there is really no room
for mere rationalism at the present day ; that the more complete analysis of thought has
shown that the only consistent ground of an intelligent opposition to special or miracu-
lous iBTelation, is that of pure atheigtw natvtralism ; that in the high stage of thinking to
which the human has, at last, come, th» Jinal choice muM be beiioten healhenism and ChriS'

tiwitv, doumMghi aJthkam or true theism— the theism which admits the possibility and de-

sirableness of special reTelation.* ' The Scriptures tell us what the choice will be ; and the
tendency, to^ay, is seen in eminent scientists and scholars taking this naturalistio

ground and approvingly quoting the maxims and lessons of ancient heathen. Bushnell
(.Vol. and Supemai.^ p. 453) speaking of the lack of faith in the Supernatural (which
strikes a deadly blow at Jesus, His claims, and the appropriation of Him), savs :

'* The
Christian world has been gravitating visibly, more and more, toward this vanishing point
of faith, for whole centariea, and especially since the modem era of science began to
shape the thoughts of men by only scientific methods. Religion has fallen into the
domain of mere understanding, and so it has become a kind of wisdom not to believe
much, therefore, to oxpect little." And (p. 21), **thus far the tendency is visible, on
every side, to believe in nature simply^ and in Christianity only so far as it conforms to
nature and finds shelter under its laws. And the mind of the Christian world is becom.
ing every day, more and more saturated with this propensity to naturalism ; gravitating.

aa it were, by some fixed law, though imperceptibly or unconsoiously, toward a virtual

and real unbelief in Christianity itself." Such utterances from men of all classes could
be multiplied. Indeed, so widespread has this become that scientific writers triumph,
aotly refer to it as an indication and assurance of ultimate victory, as seen e.g. in the
Tritings of Draper. Darwin, Huxley, Spencer, Fiske, etc. Professed believers, having no
piacUral belief and experience, having a form of godliness and denying the power, assist

m this work and congratulate themselves in the efficiency of their agency, as e.g. exem*
plified in the writings of the " Brood Church' ' party. Christianity suifers severely from
professed friends and adherents, who, Judas-like, betray with an alleged kiss of peace.
Open infidelity is more honest, more honorable, and less dangerous. The fair and plain
statements of the latter, evidence at least candor. Let the student pondor the conces-
sions of one of these (corroborative of Dr. Sprecher*8 preceding statement), *' Fhysious'*
in his Condwl Eramination of Theism, After, in detail, showing how science refutes the
idea of the existence of a God, and how he is forced to such a conclusion, he laments his
inability to accept of the once consoling and inspiring Theism, admits the chilling
nature of his natural faith, refers to its depressing infiuence upon himself, and declares
thai, ** so Car as the ruination of individual happiness is concerned, no one can have a
more lively peit^tion than myself of the possibly disastrous tendency of my work."
Hypocrites rejoice in it.

Obs. 2. There ia no doubt that unbelief is largely generated by the opin-

ioQ« entertained in variouB quarters, that the expression given by the
Church in formnlaries, etc., in different periods of the Church, must be
'' uneonditionaUy accepted," and that the Bible itself ** can only be under-
itood in the light of that faith which we receive from the Church," This
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assumption is built upon the arrogated premise of a unirorsal faith ex-
pressed in these formularies. Admitting a few general truths, as e.g. those
pertaining to God, Christ, etc.^ to exist in them all, yet when the premise
IS tested even by fundamental truths it is found to be incorrect and unveri-
fied in the history of the Church, and the diversity of doctrine pertaining
even to the admitted general truths disclose the same. Thus, to illustrate :

take the leading subject of preaching, that of ** the Gospel of the King-
dom'*—the main doctrine of the Kingdom—and contrast the prevailing
views—said to be derived under this fostering light of the creeds, etc,

—

respecting these things, with the faith exhibited by pious Jews and the
early Christian Church, and the wide contrast between ancieac and modem
faith is seen at once. The multiplicitjr of meanings given to the Kingdom
of God alone indicates how much reliance can be placed in a *' universal

Church faith' ' which places itself first and the Bible second ; which con-
tends that the Word of God cannot be properly understood without first

receiving the word of man. The faith of others, however valuable and
precious, is only corroborative and not a foundation ; confirmative, but not
positive proof. It may, or it may not, be in unison with the Bible. This,
too, is based on an eiaffgerated view of the Church, constituting it the
covenanted Kingdom of David's Son and continuing and manifesting pro-
phetic, priestly, and kingly offices of Jesus Christ in the ministry, etc.

The man of intelligence with the Bible before him, with the history of the
apostolic and primitive Church, with the evidences of human infirmity in

the dogmatic K>nnulation of Biblical statements, with the changes, modifi.

cations engrafted, with the assumptions of Church authority, etc., feels

that if he accepts of the faith as now generally expressed^ with the varia-

tions as existing, he must exercise a belief in a great measure the very oppo-

site of that entertained by ancient worthies ; and hence, without endeavoring

to account for such substitution on the ground of human weakness, with-

out considering that such differences do not alter the contents and doctrines

of Holy Writ, without regarding the predictions which describe such a

state as certain to follow, owing to man's imperfection, without reflecting

that amid these differences a bond of union on the practical, experimental

side (finding its responsiveness in the moral nature) still exists—he unfor-

tunately rm'ecis both the ancient and modem faith, both the Bible and. the

formulated creeds, both the Word and the Church. And the feeling that

there is such an antagonism between the old faith and the new is deepening

and widening, finding its expression in numerous works, which triumph-

antly point, e.g. to the Jewish belief and the primitive Christian, and then

to the one introduced later and now so prevailing, concerning the Church
and Kingdom. The Apologetics, instead offairly meeting this question of

change by directing attention to the predictions and passages which teach

it, finding no Scripture to sustain the alterations of belief, while adinitting

the early belief (forced to it by historical necessity) apologize for it in a

manner (as an accommodation, as justifiable error, as still containing a

germ to be developed into the produced truth, etc.) which not onlj excites

the ridicule of our opponents, confirms them in unbelief, sustains their

critical deductions, but actually makes out the multitude of ancient pious

believers to have lived in the grossest misconception of the leading burden

of prophecy, that of the Kingdom.
Instead of faith in the Messianic Kingdom, they speak (as in a Liberal paper called

Man) of the future glorioaa " Kingdom of man.'* They boast of this departure ns e.g.
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ninstrated in the meeting of the *' Free Beligionists" at New York, in opposition to the

£Tuig. Alliance, when Tilton (of The GiAdm Age) and others eulogized their " Church of

the future'* a Kingdom of union, love, freedom, etc. At thiii meeting (Zu(A. Oha,, Oct.

31st, 1873) Gannett of Boston said : " They call ns infidels and we accept the name."
Frothinglum in the Introdnotion to t^edom and FkUmcahip refers with evident satisfac-

tion to the weaknesses of Ftotestantiam. the history of the Evang. Alliance, the sectarian

dJTisioQs, dogmatic prejndioes, party jealousies, pressure and increase of rationalism,

modifications of Uieology, etc., and says :
'* The * Christian World ' contains more non-

Oiristians and anti-Christians than Christians ; more unbelievers than believers ; more
unworshipful than worshipful ; more lake-warm than ardent ; more irreverent people
than reverent The natunuists outnumber the sapematuralists. The rationalists carry

more weight than the fldeists. This is so, at all events, in the centres of thought, and
the centres of thought are the fountains of thought. The live mind of the world—mean-
ing by the live mind the inquisitive mind—is deserting Christianity for philosophy,

science, and literature." The conclusion will be that humanity emancipated and
brought into unity of fellowship, will erect a Kingdom of humanity. In ** Faith and
Verification*' (art. in Littell's Liv, Age, Nov. 16th, taken from the NineUenih Ordury) Mai-
lock, after denouncing the foundations of Christian faith, after saying " perhaps the
rsign of faith is over," still thinks that there is yet some" stufF left in the world as relig-

ious dreams are made of," and that there may—owing to religious elements still existing

—be after a while a return to faith (i.e. a liberal one), and declares that many now
prayerlesa and creedless, ** would exclaim in a moment, could they think such a Coming
possible, *Eom <o, oottm Lord Jeaua.' ** What a condemnatory sarcasm 1

Obf, 3. Some late writers (as e.g. D. H. Olmstead in a Lee. on the Prot-

estarU Faith), to vindicate their position of unbelief, have endeavored to

shoir (philosophically) that faith is involuntary^ and that hence man is not

reiponsible for what he Relieves. Without entering into a discussion

whether faith is voluntary or not, whether the product of reason, or of

reason and the will combined, whether the result of evidence or intention,

or divine aid annexed, it is amply sufficient for our purpose to merely indi-

cate a few things which clearly demonstrate that God justly holds us respon-

sible for our belief. Take the extreme ground that it is involuntary in any
sense, jet it is properly demanded from us in view of its being in some way
(explain it as we may) the outgrowth of our nature, so that the moral sense

of the world has always held man accountable for faith resulting in corre-

Bpondlng action. While human law does not take cognizance of faith, of

belief in the abstract, it does so when either faith or unbelief evinces itself

in action contrary to the laia. Thus e.g. refusal to obey law because of un-
belief is never excused ; the commission of crime under the plea of faith is

never admitted. It is true that the faith required by God, in its gracious

appropriating power, may not and cannot be exercised without a certain

amount of truth, to which the moral nature responds, being brought to

bear upon the heart, just as intellectual faith cannot be produced without
the evidence adduced which persuades reason to accept of the same. But
in this case, faith being the resultant of a condition in which man can, and
is invited to, place himself, so long as he refuses to place himself in the
position favorable to receive faith and experience its power, man is respon-

sible for the lack of faith. Faith is both a necessity and an elevator of
man, for while knowledge mar and does precede, yet faith is the producer
of action. Truth may he without us, objective, and it may even be coldly

received by reason, but faith makes it. subjective, living within us, appro-
priating it and sending it forth in action, in works, in teeming volumes,
etc. I^sides this, the faith which God calls for and with which alone Ha
is satisfied, is created by things which God alone can present. Let, e.g.

the truth respecting man's sinfulness find (by meditation, etc.) a response
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in man's self-conscionsness, then comes the diTlne plan, which God has

fiven, through Christ for deliverance from such a state, commending itself

J its adaptability to meet our necessities and to bestow the promised bless-

ings, which the heart, softened by the truth through the Spirit, receives,

gratefully accepts and conscientiously applies, thus forming (Heb. 9:1)
'* the substance (ground, confidence) of things hopedfor and the evidence of
things not seen, in its corresponding effect upon the individual.^ The
Bible, without any scientific definition of faith, or nice philosophical dis-
tinctions respecting its rise in man, certainly teaches that m some way faith
is voluntary (we do not say necessarily or directly, but at least indirectly),

seeing that it is commanded (e.g. 1 John 3 : 23, etc.), that men can refase
to believe (John 20 : 37, etc.), and that they are condemned for the lack of
it (John 3 : 18 ; Heb. 10 : 38, 39 ; Rev. 21 : 8, etc.). Whatever God may
do to produce it either in the bestowal of our mental and moral constitn-

tion, or in bringing the truth in contact with our hearts, etc., it is also said
to be excited by the evidence presented in the Word (John 20 : 31), and by
the proclamation of the truth (Etom. 10 : 8-17), evincing that reason or the
understanding (Acts 8 : 30-37, and Paul with the Jews, etc.) and the will

(John 5 : 39, 40) are concerned in it From all this it is proper to infer

that such is the constitution of man, that he is impelled to believe when the
proper evidence is given and it receives due attention, and that, there-
fore, it' is folly for any one to deny the faith God asks for before he h(U
actually placed himself in the position requisite to secure the evidence. The
difficulty with the multitude, who hold with Lord Byron that *' man is not
responsible for his belief," is, that the responsibility arises from a deliberate

rejection of the evidence, from a wilful choosing not to pay attention to it,

from an unwillingness to place themselves in the only position favorable to

its attainment, because it makes self-sacrifice imperative. The position of

the faithless man is well represented in Rev. 3 : 20 ; Jesus stands at the
door and knocks, i.e. waiting patiently and calling attention to His gra-
cious presence ; now **

if any man hear My voice and open the door, I will

come in to him," etc., i.e. the door will not be forced, but man himself must
"hear,'' regard the invitations, and manifest willingness to receive the
Saviour, and then the blessings will follow. With these prefatory remarks
the reason why so many (as the writer alluded to) excuse themselves from
the exercise of faith in God's Word becomes apparent ; and to confirm the
same, claim the ri^ht of being the supreme judge in matters of faith and of

thus making the Bible submit to their own judgment, because of a universal

moral law which is antecedent to revelation. But admitting the antece-

dency of morality, instead of elevating man to a supreme judgeship and of

giving to him the absolute authority to receive or reject, it places him in a
subsidiary position. For the very conformity of revelation to the demands
of the moral sense, to the dictates of conscience enforcing morality, is not
merely a proof of the prior existence of the moral nature, and that an
api)eal is thus made to it, for judging of its correctness, but proof, in virtue

of its adaptability or suitableness to meet the conditions of such a nature,

of the divifie origin of revelation. It evinces also the claim of Revelation

that God has implanted the moral nature, and that having made it respon-

sive—constitutionally—to certain truths, when the latter are presented and
duly considered, the former will be duly affected. The relationship between
the two, evidenced by the effects produced (as between the seed and the

means of fruitage, the eye and light, etc.) shows that both proceed from the
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same Almighty Maker and GoTernor. The lowest form of unbelief denies
the power of conscience, bnt latterly numerous writers, realizing that it was
utterly untenable, take the higher form of admitting it, but constituting it

(he supreme judge OTer all things, including the Bible itself. But this, in

connection with what has been said, is disproven b^ the fact that, judge or
monitor as it may be, its monitions or judgments, its sense of moral fitness

and obligations, are frequently overridden; that its judgments may by
repeated violations, etc., become imperj^ect, weakened, and defective, whicn
makes it unsuitable to occupy the position of an absolute judyey seeing that

the decisions are trampled upon and remain unenforced. l*he feelings of

self-consciousness, arising from obeying or violating the moral sense or

conscience, indicate in self-approbation or self-abasement the sense of

accountability to a kicker power. To this God appeals in tbe approval of a
good conscience and in the condemning of our own hearts, in the accusing
or excusing process. The authoritative decisions of conscience stand
related to Mh man and God—to man as a guide if properly received, and
to God as a means of enforcing an acknowledgment of His supremacy and
man's accountability to Himself. The possession of such a monitor is de-

cisive proof that man t^ under moral government^ and the correnpondence

between the demands of the moral law as given in the Word of God and the

untrammelled dictates of conscience confirm man's responsibilities by poitit-

ing out the Being under whose government he lives, and to whom he is

accountable. But to make man's conscience or reason the supreme, sole,

absolute judge under the controlling influence of a will which, after all,

may choose to obey or disobey its dictates or reasoning, is to say that man is

anaer moral obligation, but only to himself, and that after all the only law
which is binding upon him is that of his own will. The Word of God
takes still higher ground when it assumes and enforces its authority over

conscience, reason, will, etc., by its declarations of moral obligation existing

unimpaired—^however violated by man

—

in virtue of the relationship that

man sustains to God and to his fellow-men, and to which man's conscions-

ness bears conclnsive evidence in the eulogies bestowed upon the unchange-
ableness of moral law. Besides this, in makins; up a decision in reference

to this matter, the experience of the individual in the heartfelt reception of

the Bible, ought to be t^ken in account, seeing that, as the Word challenges

tvery one to the test, the influence of the truth upon the heart, the evi-

dences of its perfect adaptedness and adjustment to man's nature personally

experienced, the relationship that the moral and spiritual sustain to one
definite Divine Plan, elevates M« Bible at once into the supreme arbiter and
$ole rule of faith and action. The attack, insidious as it may be ; the ez-

cose, flattering as it is to man, is inexcusablSt because based on part of the
truth only, considering man's capabilities only, and then ignoring man's
experience and man's relationship to a higher Being. Hence, owing to the

moral aspect of the Word, its moral demands and requirements, men seek
to justify their non-acceptance of it on various and often contradictory
grounds- And this is not confined simply to one portion of the Word, for

vith its moral side rejected, of course everything else falls with it There-
fore it is, that this doctrine of the Kingdom will find nofavor^ not because
of the Theocratic order assigned, or tne blessing included in it, or the

glory of the reign predicted, etc., but because of the moral fitness, moral
requirements, the believing Christian life that is so imperatively, so authori-

tadvely demanded by God before it can be inherited by us. The life of
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faith required before entrance into it, is not a life of dlind faith, but of
seeing faith, of appropriating faith, of faith resulting in corresponding
action; and such a faith being unpalatable to man, forms the secret spring
of opposition.*

1 While rejecting, on the one hand, the notion that justifying faith is mere assent,
and, on the other, that it is KOinething entirely superadded, the mean between the two
may be stated as follows : Man is so constitnted mentally and morally that truths, when
subjected to his understanding intuitively awaken faith by influencing the will ; the rela-
tion between truth and man' s consciousness of moral fitness, etc., arousing it. Evangelical
truth affects this by first enlightening the understanding through the Word, applied by
the Spirit, and justifying faith is such an acceptance of and confiding in the truth, or in
the mercy of God through Jesus Christ on the conditions imposed by the Gospel. There-
fore it is (1) a voluntary act because laigely dependent upon voluntary action in man
necessarily preceding it

; (2) that for the proper exercise of it man is dependent npon
God, whose help is promised

; (3) that its exercise, viewed as an ou^owth of man^s
nalure when brought into contact with the truth, as a result of God-given truth and
divine assistance imparted, is in a legitimate sense " the gift of God.*' Apprehension of
the truth, however brought about, must stand connected with faith. In one sense then
faith is involuntary, being the product of our constitution under certain conditions ; in
another it is rightly called voluntary because it is optional with man to place himself
under the conditions which produce it.

' Let not the reader think that we enter too much in detail and defence of the truth
and of the believer's position. These very objections will again and again be renewed,
and finally culminate in bringing about the adhesion of the masses to the future incom-
ing rule and power of the last Antichrist. We only add : men, unaided, could never
have devised the covenanted Messianic Kingdom with its requirements for inheriting the
same, because opposed to human nature. In man's devising, we have a variety of kingdoms,
but none that aspire to the purity, majesty, and grandeur of that pertaining to David's
Son. Man never invented the God of the Bible and His glorious perfections, brought
into direct Theocratic relationship to man in the most perfect of governments. To see
what man can do, it is only necessary to consider Mill's imperfect and impotent God.
Man never concocted the biblical scheme of Bedemption, on the one side so humiliating
to man, and on the other so daring that it reaches to the sacrifice of God's own dear
Bon. To see this it is only requisite to notice the naturalistic and humanitarian
schemes of redemption, which exalt man and pride themselves in rejecting Bupematural
aid to get rid of sin and the curse. Men, naturally loving sin, could never have devised
the denunciations of sin and the holiness of life demanded as given in the Bible. To
see this, it is only necessary to look at that which multitudes of its rejecters have offered
in substitute.

Obs, 4, Hume stated, what is now so often reiterated, that *' Our holy
religion does not rest on reason, but faith ;" and some of the Apologists of
Ohnstianity, overlooking that revelation itself by its very bestowal, indicates

the capability of man to examine, learn, and know its contents ; that it

appeals to and makes demands npon reason, have conceded that Hume is

correct, and have endeavored to confirm it by hypotheses concerning the

limits of reason, making all truth subjective, etc. This, however, is un-
just both to the Bible and the experience of true believers. The Word of

God introduces both reason andfaith as essential to a true Christian life, to

a correct reception of the truth. Theoretically, i.e. in its doctrinal aspect,

it depends on reason, and hence we are urged to use reason ; practically, i.e.

personal experience of the power of truth, it depends on faith, and faith is

enforced. To comprehend the nature, design, necessity, ete. of the

Divine Plan, reason is required ; to realize its application to ourselves indi-

vidually, /ai7A, leading to personal acceptance and corresponding works,

must be conjoined ; to test the whole truth in its objective and subjective

relationship, both are needed, both are commanded. Disconnecting what
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God haa joined together, is the cause why so many are " ever learning and
never able to come to the knowledge of the truth." The Bible is not
afraid of reason ; for it confidently appeals to reason, knowing that its sacred

truths, its Divine Plan, if apprehended by reason as it should be, will, by
the very laws controlling the intellectual nature of man, commend them-
selves to na. It is true that reason may be restrained, turned aside, or its

decisions be rejected by the love of self and darkness, by the contraction of

Bible utterances to the preconceived prejudices entertained or to the
limits of some confessional standard, human system, etc. It is also true

that reason may be so sanctified, brought under the influence of the truth,

that it will still more clearly apprehend the truth through a^ personal prac-

tical experience of the same. But in the very nature of the case, as Reve-
lation is a communication to man in his own language, appeals to sinners

in the usage of their own lanpiage, it follows that reason is not to be dis-

carded as some teach, who (as e.g. Mansell, Miller, etc.) mauifest this

to be an extreme by their cogent reasoning on other points, and even
in presenting such a conclusion through a process of reasoning. The ap-

plication of the laws of language, the comparing of Scripture with Script-

ure, the criticism of the text, the study of analogy, etc., are all evidences
of the intellectual inseparably connected with faith, fostering and cherish-

ing faith, and assigning reasons for the faith within us. Moral qualifica-

tions, so precious, cannot disi>ense with the intellectual
;
purification, so

valuable, cannot cast aside but includes reason. It is owing to the consti-

tution of man in this respect and his ability to understand God's Word bv
using the capacity, the faculties, given to him, by interpreting the Book
according to the universally received laws of language, that God justly

holds him accountable for its rejection, and declares that the truth thus
refused

—

owing to his capacity to understand it—shall judge him in the last

day. While reason is not the rule of faith (as shown by numerous writers,

e.g. Prof. Loy, Evang, Quart. Review, Jan., 1871), it is also true that faith

is not the rule of reason ; for they are sisters, going hand in hand and
mutually supportina each other, making the Word of God alone the rule, the

guide, as received by them. Where reason fails, as in things beyond its

comprehension, faith' steps in and aids reason to settle down into the rea-

sonaoie conviction (yea, even to make it an evidence of the divine), that as
there are things in nature utterly inexplicable, etc., so in ** the things of
God," we ought to expect things beyond our power to fully explain. As
Pascal said :

*' the last step of reason is to know that there is an infinitude

of things which surpass it." For, the supreme authority of Scripture
over both reason and fnith is found, not only in its adaptability to man's
necessities, but in the fact that man, with all his powers, is utterly incapa-
ble of presenting a Plan and devising the means for the removal of the evils

and the bestowment of the blessing longed for by humanity as they are
given in God's Word, A consideration of onr needs and that of the world,
and then of the remarkable Divine Purpose in Redemption which so accu-
rately meets and provides for these, in connection with an earnest of
experimental knowledge; the historical evidences, the past and present
fulfilment of prophecv, etc., form such a combination of proof, such a
union of necessity and provision, that reason and faith acknowledge it as
immensely superior to anything that humanity can produce. Faith, with
its practical results, its invigorating influence, its blessed fruits, confirms
und strengthens reason in its deductions ; reason, in turn, by searching the
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Scriptures (Acts 17 : 11), by proving all thinea (1 Thess. 5 : 21), etc.,

enlarges the scope of faith and establishes more nrmly its power over man ;

while both together recognize, impelled by the unity existing between the
intellectual and moral, and between seeing and experiencing, tJie authority

of Qod's Word. Hence, when we say that this Kingdom of God is a anb-
ject of faith, that it can only in its entirety be received by faith, we do not
at the same time discard reason. The meaning simply is that it is a matter
exclusively of Divine Revelation, Procedure, and Consummation. Man
could not*plan, reveal, prepare for, and finally establish it This is seen by
the divine incorporated with it and forming its earthly Ruler, and by the
Supernatural elements mingled with it It is above reason in inception,
provisions, establishment, etc., and at the same time it is Twt opposed to

reason^ but, on the contrary, when we regard the Scriptural statements
respecting it, the Kingdom appeals to our reason as most desirable, as

perfectly adapted to secure complete restoration from all evil and as being
pre-eminently fitted to bestow, through such a David's Son, the blesBingB

promised. Reason, bowing before its covenanted equity, happiness, and
glory, gratefallv recognizes the authority expressing it, while faith appro-
priates those thiugs, affecting the heart and life, urging on to such an
obedience as insures the hope of ultimate participation in it. Many things
pertaining to the Kingdom, yea, even the Kingdom itself as still future
and to be re-established at the Advent of Jesus Christ, are matters of

Sromise, and therefore can only be received by faith in God's promises,
uch faith, however, is confirmed by reason, tracing the Theocratic order

as laid down in the Word, seeing its connection with the initiatory and
preparatory measures instituted (of which he himself is a living witness, if

believing), and in beholding the evidences of a progressive and ever advanc-
ing Divine Purpose in the past and the present. Those who exalt reason

to the disparagement of faith, who constitute reason the supreme judge (as

e.g. Frothingham in Religious Aspects of the Age)—telling us that *' the

only real infidelity which is a sin in the sight of God is a disbelief in the

primary faculties of the human soul ; disbelief in the capability of man's
reason to discriminate between truth and error in all departments of knowl-
edge, sacred and profane," etc,—will not receive the'doctrine of the King-
dom, because they, disliking the requirements attached to it, assign to

humanity the capacity of working out its own destiny and of becoming its

own Saviour through the mediumship of reason. The Kingdom, together

with the Theocratic King so mercifully provided, will be to them a source

of ridicule and contempt, a return to ** tne error" of the Primitive Church
and ** to cast ofl! Jewish forms," because reason

—

refecting the authority of
Ood*s Word, refusing to regard the Divine Purpose as a grand whole, declin-

ing to consider the evidences in behalf of, and the provisions made for, the

Kingdom, repelling all union with co-operative faith, stubbornly resisting

the conditions requisite to know practically the divine truth—regBrds itself

as eminently qualified to construct a plan for alleviating the sufferings and

removing the evils incident to humanity. Making reason the infallible

guide, man the absolute judge—only so that he is cut loose from the Script-

ures as the authority—is followed, not by uniformity, not by union of plan,

sentiment, etc., but by a whirlpool of varied opinions, making man the

mere plaything of a shifting mass of human theories. Behold to-day the

opponents of Christianity and of the Bible, and we can scarcely find two

prominent leaders among them who are agreed even in thefundamentals of
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a system, Tnach less in the details. What reason will do^ nnrcstrained by
any aathority outside ef itself, uninfluenced by a purifying and self-elevat-

ing faith, is evidenced to-day bj tJie vast number of theories propagated by
unbelievers of all classes, forming more sects (if they may thus be named)
than Christianity in its unauthorized divisions has created. While the

latter have still a bond of union by their faith in and love for Christ, the

former possess only a bond of affiliation in their common dislike to the

authority of the Bible and in their present exaltation of man. If the be-

lievers may, by way of reproach, be designated ** Bibliolaters," indicative

of their profound reverence for the supreme authority of Holy Writ, surely

it cannot be a matter of discredit to call the others Reason or Man-worehip-
pers, seeing that such a phrase is expressive of the elevation of man and the

praise bestowed upon him in the theories presented. In justice to another

cla» (also divided in opinion), however, it must be added that some mani-
fest no belief either in the Scriptures or in man ; neither possess any
authority, neither can produce anything to ameliorate the condition of the

world ; both of them are merely the products of an irresistible destiny.

Everything is bound by unyielding Fate or by a dreamy Idealism, or by an
all-devouring Pantheism, etc., but still humanity is manifesting itselif, in

spite of its philosophical speculations, in the utterance of yearnings that

cannot be suppressed (Fichte, Goethe, etc.), and in shrinking back from its

own strictly logical conclusions (as in Xihilism and Pessimism), still

heart-hoping against reasoning that something better is in store for man.
There is nothing so sad under the sun as intelligence fettered by unbelief as
reason bound by pride, as the intellecttial nature held irresponsive to the

fooral, as man attempting to stand alone without the counsel and aid of his

Maker, In looking over the writings of such, how often does the heart,

knowing the truth through peaceful obedience, bleed at the utterance of

longings that are irrepressible and at the expression of hopes which must
forever remain unrealized, unless a Saviour who can control nature and
natare*s laws is accepted. These significant declarations are more or less

common to all unbelievers in the Scriptures, showing that however they
may deny the authoritative voice of God, they cannot entirely crush the
outgoings of the nature, which God gave, after a still future good. Thus,
e.g. Hen noil (An Inquiry CoTicernina the Origin of Christianity, p. 489),
after discarding the testimony of Scripture as unreliable, concludes by
*Mndulging the thought that a time is appointed wl^n the cravings of the
heart and of the intellect will be satisfiea, and the enigma of onr own and
the world's existence be solved." It is a remarkable feature that many in

their unbelief, still holding to some First Great Cause, to an intelligent

Creator, anticipate in some unexplained way a Revelation, or a manifesta-
tion, that will explain this enigma and satisfy these cravings, but they dare
not enter into explanations or details, for the moment they do so, every
sentence would condemn their opposition to the Bible, seeing that it would
evince reliance upon, and faith in, the Supernatural, miraculous, etc. Tied
by their own previous confessions of unbelief, an intelligently expressed
faith in the divine interference in behalf of man and the exertion of cre-

ative power in removing the evils of a groaning creation, would be so hostile

to their assumed position that consistency, if not pride, forbids its indul-
gence to any extent Having given some general features pertaining to

unbelief, it is unnecessary to enter into particulars or to specify the varied
ckases, ranging from professed Atheism to Spiritualism. The last, scorn-
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ing the anthority of the Bible, finds its authoritative utterances in a spirit

world, given in detached and often contradictory messages, out of which a
scheme promising deliverance, etc.; is manufactured very different from the
detailed Plan of tlie Word. Yet it concedes the Supernatural and the mir-
aculous, in its own way, which makes it consequently the more inexcumlle
and dangerous. Inexcusable—because, admitting the necessity of aid out-
side of man and nature, instead of receiving that which God has provided
through His Son Jesus Christ, it seeks it in spirits ; dangerous—because it I

draws nearer by its admissions of the Supernatural, etc., to the nature and
wants of man than many other systems of unbelief do, and hence binds him
the more effectually in its embraces. The characteristic common to almost
all forms of unbelief is, that denying the authority of the Bible, they
endeavor to find an authority outside of it^ either in man or in nature, or
in a philosophical conception of the universe, or in the invisible, unseen,
spirit world. It is a serious question ho%o largely believers in the Word have
aided in producing such unbelief, when they have discarded reason, when
eminent men have incautiously and unwarrantedly declared that no one
can possibly understand the Bible without a superadded aid directly given
by God. Forgetting that Revelation denotes revealed truth ; mistaking the

influence of the moral upon the intellectual for the intellectual itself ; mis-
apprehending the relationship that reason and faith must always sustain to

each other ; overlooking the fact that whatever advantages and power the

practical experience resulting from faith may impart, it does not close the

Bible to reason

—

they make the BihU a sealed hook to all others hut them-

selves. Making the theoretical and practical identical, causing the knowl-
edge of special truths to cover the understanding of all, they lay down
a criterion which they themselves constantly violate in appealing to the

reason of the unconverted and in presenting the evidences of Christianity

to the disbelieving. Having treated of this feature under the Prop, per-

taining to the interpretation of Scripture, it is only necessary to add, that

unbelief is not excused by the standards set up by man, since God's appeal

and commands are to each one individually (having so constructed us that

every mind 'and heart when brought into contact with the truth will

respond to it) to study His Word, not in the light of mere human inter-

pretation, but according to the universally received principles of language.

This is based upon the fact that the Bible is designed for all classes and
conditions of men, is adapted for the mind and heart, and finds a corre-

sponding adaptation in man, which is onlj true when it is studied in accord-

ance with the laws of language with which all men are more or less con-

versant and under which the processed of communication, reasoning, etc.

are conducted. The simplicity of such a procedure—a simplicity eratefully

accepted by the ancient pions Jews and by the Primitive Church

—

is not

suited to the mystical, spiritualistic tendencies of the age. It is too com-
monplace, fitted indeed for the unlearned, but scarcely accommodated to

that professedly higher intelligence which seeks the transcendental, mys-

tical, mysterious. Hence the persistent ignoring of this Kingdom—the

simplicity of its government (although connected with the divine), its

union with a despised nation (although its union with humanity ought to

form a plea in its behalf), its provisions, design, order, establishment all

referring to this world (although standing related through its Ruler to the

universe)—all this is so widely different from the theorizing which unde^
takes, in its wisdom and sovereignty, to describe what is expedient or proper
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far God to adopt in Rsdemptive purposes, that the doctrine of the Kingdom
is set down, without examination, as an exploded "Jewish conception,"
orip^inating in, and carried out by national prejudice and superstition.

Ohs, 6. Having already alluded to the unnecessary conflict ra^'ng between
science and faith ; having pointed out the connection existing between
reason and faith ; having shown that the highest proof of divine commtini-
cation in the Bible is found when that Book is approached and studied in

the way science is apprehended, viz., by a strictly logical process of reason^

ing'j having repeatedly intimated that the relationship of truth to the

whole as one great system can never be satisfactorily solved by confining

ourselves to one department of knowledge, or to one side of man and the

world—it may be proper to notice, briefly, the charge of ** credulity"

brought against believers. Having already given the evidences, the proc-

ess of reasoning, and the fundamental laws upon which our alleged
** credulity*' is based^ it is but reasonable that we should require the same
from our opponents. Instead of negation, assumption, hypothesis, specu-
lation, etc., our position advances the most positive proofm its support by
appealing to facts in the past and present

; Jac/s existing* in the nature of

man and of truth
; facts appertaining to a developing Divine Purpose

which in ita totality, design, progress, etc., evince the intelligent guidance
and control of a Creator ; facts which when united the one to the other
form a connected chain of Divine Procedure in the attainment of a definite

specified Plan ; facts too, which any one can verify by personal application

of the truth ; and /flc^* which appertain both to reason and experience

—

thns manifesting the reasonableness of the same. In comparison with the
deductions of science, as given by Darwinism, Bizchnerism, etc., we certainly

cannot be charged with ** credulity," provided our deductions are reasonable.

To believe that all creatures are sprung from some low form of organism,
that all have their common origin in some ancient unknown formation
of matter and force, that man nimself is thus originated from a lower
bestial form, that homologous structure and common instincts in man
and lower animals necessarily prove a common descent, that mental and
moral faculties were given by gradual progression, etc., etc., this certainly

makes a greater demand on faith than the Bible statements. Dr. Dawson
(before Evang. Alliance of 1873) expressed this fully :

** When you talk of
Darwinism you talk of theories that make vaster demands on our faith
than on our science." We confess to incredulity in these accepted theories
of natural development, when ten thousand ^Eu^ts multiplied by thousands
exhibit its extreme ultra reasoning (as e.g. in the continued smallness of the
atomical intelligent brain or head of the ant, the lack of poisonous fangs
in the black-snake, etc.) based on assumptions (as e.g. hundreds of thou
eands of years being assumed as requisite for certain processes of develop-
ment, successive formation of strata, accumulation or debris, etc., which
more recently are cut down greatly in figures) founded on reasoning in a
circle (as e.g. man was formed by naturally slow processes ; these processes
being slow, the time was necessarily great, embracing long ages, etc.), and
established upon data the mere result of hypothetical speculation (as e.g.

in the intervention of enormous ages between certain supposed definite

periods, the origin of life, instinct, intellectuality, moral sense, etc.). Be-
cause we do not forsake the Bible 'with its Divinely attested Plan, and
receive in its place mere conjectural statements from which conclusions (as
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in Oraniology) are drawn hostile to the Book, we are called " credulous,"
Let it be so then, when it is a credulity which speaks to the heart, meeting
its necessities and longings ; which proTides food for the inteliectnal and
moral nature of man ; which gives a Saviour in all res]>ectB adapted to the
need of humanity ; which supplies a Kingdom fitted to secure the bless-

ings desired, and to remove all the evils so long deprecated, by man ; which
restores to us a God again dwelling with man, and brings us into intimate
and endearing relationship with Himself. How much is this to be. pre-

ferred to that process of reasoning which cannot lift us above nature ; which
binds us to inexorable law ; which introduces us to a great *' Perhaps,"
to a probably Intelligent, but distant, cold, and unfeeling First Cause

;

which seeks relief only in the comprehension of natural law and the appro-
priation of physical forces ; which casts no light into the grave, affords no
comfort to the mourner, bestows no mediation to a seli-accusing moral
sense, and finds the only Saviour in doomed man himself, or in enthralled
nature. Which is the most reasonable^ that which unites, or that which
separates, the Creator and the created ; that which makes law the final

cause, or that which gives the maker of law continued power over His
creatures ; that which makes the being of God a great central truth, or

that which continually tries to obscure it through that which is created
;

that which insists upon the ability of God to communicate His Will as He
pleases, or that which asserts that to do so would argue imperfection ; that

which views man as having the capacity, intellectually and morally, to re-

ceive Divine truth, or that which makes both intellect and morality to pro-

ceed from some unknown source ; that which makes man from the very

constitution of his nature the subject of moral government, or that which
makes him merely the creature of progressive circumstances, releasing him
from moral obligations to a Higher Power ; that which declares that man's
necessities, subjection to evils which fall upon all alike, imperatively

demands Divine assistance, or that which calls upon man to work out des-

tiny in his own strength ; that which allies the Supernatural with salva-

tion, or that which proposes that it is not needed ? Such contrasts abound
and can be supplied by the reader, and a mere comparison of them will at

once go far to prove why it is that the Bible takes such a firm hold upon
even the unlettered man of faith. It is because Divine Revelation in its

adaptation to man finds a response in man^s nature, need, and experi-

ence, which stamps it as God^s truth. Admitting that some are led in their

opposition to the Scriptures by the fascination of some favorite theory

(connected with a low view of Christianity as exemplified in history),

yet of many and even partially, at least, of those just mentioned, it can be

said, as Peter states (2 Pet. 3:5), that " they willingly are ignorant^' of

the truth as evidenced both by Creation and Kedemption, and as enforced

in the Bible. This is evinced by three things. First, by the amount of

faith that is required to cover the missing links in their systems ; to fill up
the ^aps between matter and life, aud tlie material and intellectual ; to

receive the wholesale conclusions derived from the induction of a few
factA ; to accept of hypotheses, suppositions, conjectures, as demonstrated
truths—all of which indicates such a strain on reason, such a demand upon

belief, that it can only be explained, as the Bible does, on the ground that

men willingly—aa suited to their purpose—accept of it, and reject tho

Word as antagonistic to their claims. Secondly, nj the special delight and
pains manifested whenever it can introduce any fact or point as a departure
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from Scripture, without tbe least regard to the faith, hopes, feelings, etc.

of others, thus exhibiting a wilfulness, a hostility to Holy Writ, which by
the very spirit and tenor of their writings only proves how willing and
ready they are to he igtiorant of a Word which makes such disliked (to

tbem) practical requirements. Thirdly, by the unwillingness of each and
every one of them—^taking the explanation given by the Word of God as

our guide

—

to place themselves in the position to really know and appreciate

the power of the truth. Coming to the Bible with prejudice ; rejecting

the means of grace instituted aa useless in their case ; refusing to acknowl-
edge as a primary condition the corruption of sin, and consequently the

necessity of some mediation ; elevating themselves into judges, instead of

being impartial, teachable students ; scorning to bow the knee in supplica-

tion, and to evince that humility which is a prerequisite to a fair testing

of the whole truth ; declining to view the Bible as containing a Plan of

Redemption, and therefore to notice the perfect adaptability of it and the

provisions made ; confining themselves to detached portions, separated
from their connection with the Divine Purpose ; repelling the Saviour
who (as they themselves admit—if it were true) possesses the power to

save—all this certainly denotes an unwillingness to allow the unbiassed trial

which the importance of the Book solicits. Let any one read the works
that proceed from those who reject the Supernatural and miraculous
in the Bible, and many sentences show forth far more than mere indiffer-

ence, mere reasoning, for on the very surface appears a delight in being
thus antagonistic, a dislike, and, in not a few malskncea, positive detestation

of Bible statements. Even the most courteous of our opponents, who
cannot, and do not, condescend to the lower gross criticism, manifest the
same spirit in the evident gratification that their theories, hypotheses, etc.

aSord to them in lessening the authority of the Bible among the multi-

tude. Flattering as this may be to the intellectual power of eminent and
talented men—to the believer in the Word, it gives evidence of a willing'

nesSf arising from moral considerations more or less concealed, to remain
ignorant of the main proofs underlying Christianity, Let such give us
credit for honest adherence to the Book, and not censure our plainness of

speech derived from it, if we also announce to them, that inspiration fore-

tells, that in this conflict between unbelief and faith, between reason alone
and reason and faith in harmonv, between the authority of man and the

authority of the Bible, etc., the former will be triumphant. Unbelief, led

b? talent, eminent ability, eloquence, etc., will gain its adherents until

myform a mighty host. The condition of the world as delineated in the

Word just previous to the Second Advent presents to us the nations
UT^er the influence of an unbelieving Naturalism and self-glorified

Humanity, arrayed in open hostility to the Lord Jesus Christ, The
Church, {argely leavened with the spirit of the age, shall feel most disas-

trously the incoming flood, and the pious shall endure the bitterness of a
sifting, terrible persecution. The picture tendered to us by faithful proph-
ecy is dreadful to contemplate ; for it indicates the loosening of moral
obligation, the outgoing of the worst passions in man, the formation of a
vast confederation to crush Christianity, and the putting forth of bloody
efforts to effect its destruction. The ve^ last words of Jesus teach us,

what man will yet attempt to perform in his hatred to the Bible and its

divinely appointed Saviour. Having abundantly given scriptural proof to

BUBtain this view of the ultimate (but short-Jived) triumph of infidelity
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over the Church, may it not be in place to appeal to a class of opponents
who engage in this work of undermining the Bible without desinnff the
overthrow of Christianity (which they atill regard as exerting, with all its

faults, a restraining moral influence), without wishing harm to society, or
any member of it, without even considering the tendency of their specnla-
tions when once they fall into the hands of the masses ? Those aCtAcks,
if only confined to a class of scholars, if only regarded as hypotheses
worthy of consideration by the intelligent, would do comparatively little

harm, but when directed by another class who advance them in a popular
form for the multitude, they become a destructive social power, for the
masses (caring little for scientific and philosophical reasoning) are only too

glad to avail themselves of anything that will deliver them from the moral
and religions requirements imposed by the Word of God, that will excuse
the violations of the moral sense within them, and that yr\\\ palliate in anj
degree their self-indulgence. The real responsibility of shaping society in this

direction and of the destructive fruits resulting from it, rests upon meti,
who—if they ventured to accept of the experience of the past (as e.g.

French Revolution, Communism, etc. ), to receive the portraiture of the
future as given in the Word, to weigh the inevitable fruitage that corrupt
human nature will produce when fostered by a release from authority

—

would themselves shrink from their self-imposed labor. It seems to the
writer that the taking away of a faith which sustains in trouble, bereave-
ments, death, etc., without being able to substitute anything better (that

only which cannot comfort, etc.), is bad enough, but in connection with
this to remove the moral restraints and responsibilities arising from rela-

tionship to a Creator and His revealed Will, and thus making man the
supreme authority— this, with the awful history of human depravity, given
in the pages of history, from the earliest period to the present, is most
dangerous and ruinous in tendency and results. Clinging to the words
of the holy men of old, we must believe, that works are written, which
will exert such an influence in directing the coming outburst of corruption
and violence, and which will introduce by the ascendency of principles

promulgated, such scenes of misery and horror that the writers, if tney could
foresee them, would stand aghast at the appalling spectacle and most
bitterly regret their agency in creating it. Standing upon the sure pro-

phetic Word and surveying the future, this representation fallsfar short of
the stern reality. Let the sincere, candid, honest doubter read for him-
self the delineations given by that Word, and even the possibility of being
in the remotest degree instrumental in bringing fortn such a state of

things will cause him to hesitate long before he will lend himself to the

work. If such would consider that the Word predicts the triumph of

itself, and of the Church, not through tbe power and labor of man, but
through the power and mighty works of a Coming Redeemer (the very

opposite of what man would naturally suggest if he were giving a revela-

tion) ; that it makes both the Word and the Church at the last time
struggling under a fiery trial from which it is delivered by the appointed
Son of Man, they may in such extraordinary announcetnents find a reason

why the Bible is given in its present form, grandly simple and unyielding,

exhibiting traits most admirably adapted to allow xntellectual pride and pre-

sumption to stumble andfall—forming a pit and a snare for the intellectual

as well as the moral—in order to reveal what is in man, and to what lengths

humanity will reach in opposition to the sublimest Flan of Redemption, tliat
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the lovs and mercy of a God couldfurnish. If men desire to find objections

CO the Word, its very constructiou and simplicity, its ignoring of scientific

and philosophical preciseness, the gradual unfolding of the Divine Flan and
its details given at different periods and by various writers, etc., afford

them all the opportunity needed. It is left optiotud with men to receive it

as a blessiuKi or to convert it into a curse ; Qod Himself will justify it in

due time, when every jot and tittle (Matt 5 : 18) shall be fulfilled. In the

miuin time the believer, sustained hj^^ the blessed hove** and taught by Holy
Writ, confidently looks for the raging fiood of infidel ity which shall sweep
nearly all--excepting a few faithful ones—before it ; wnich shall introduce

a systematic and stern hostility provocative of martyrdom; which shall

strive with fury to set aside Jesus Christ as the Redeemer of the world ; and
which shall be guilty of unbounded wickedness and blasphemy ; but he as

confidently looks beyond this to the sudden Coming of the glorious, mighty
King of kings, when these raging waters, this destructive, x>eroecuting

career, shall oe stayed ; when tnese Antichristian hosts shall be utterly

crashed ; and when the foe, so jubilant and proud of numbers and fancied

saccess, shall fall panic-stricken under the wrath of the same Lamb whose
mission, sufferings, death, warnings, and entreaties they have despised.

Obs. 6. No faith, aside from other reasons, will be exercised in this

Kingdom because of the manner of its introduction through Supernatural
intervention, and of the Personage Jesus Christ, through whom it is to be
accomplished.. To the student of the Word who carefully notices ?iow this

Kingdom is to be re-established at the close of the times of the Gentiles, it

is significant and startling to find that, in strict correspondence with predic-

tion, the great^t efforts are now made by the Gentiles to decry the Super-
natural., to cast out the miraculous^ and to bring Jesus to the level of

erring, weak, fate-bound humanity. Denying the power and authority of

the appointed King, as a matter of course the Kingdom is also rejected,

virtually saying, " We will not have this man to reign over us,** How can
He thus come and reign when His resurrection, ascension, etc., is dis-

believed ; when the attributes, by which alone such a Kingdom, as cove-

nanted and predicted, can be set up, are derided ? They never consider
that Jesus Christ, the God-man, must be studied in the light of this Theo-
cratic arrangement ; that to invalidate His claims, etc.^ the Vivine Flan
itself, which makes the Advent of such a Person a necessity, must be
logically set aside. They never regard the historical connection existing

between Jesus and the Kingdom as it once existed, and as it is now solemnly
covenanted to Him as David's Son, unless it is to show (as Rcnan, etc.)

that the Kingdom not being set up now as predicted and believed in, it will

never be established, deliberately overlooking the passages which distinctly

prove that after His rejection by the Jews and their conspiring to put Him
to death. He proclaimed the postponement of the Kingdom to His Second
Coming. We admit that if Jesus or His Apostles had proclaimed the estab-

lishment of the Kingdom, as covenanted immediately or shortly after His
aeath, then indeed a powerful argument, owing to the patent dissimilarity

between the two, would be presented, but such an establishment (which the
primitive Church totally ignored) is taken for arantedy and from a premise
thus falsely grounded the most adverse conclusions respecting Jesus are

entertained and promulgated. The existing facts, too, which materially
aid, as parts of the Divine Parpose, to confirm such a postponement and
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Lence the certainty of this CAzning Kin^dom^ are carefully avoided and
nerer allowed to sustain the utterances of Jesutf. A painful lack of candor
toward the entire truth, a specious, unsound form of reasoning, which taket

just as much as suits its purpose and leaves out the most important in its

bearing, characterizes the attacks upon the King and Kingdom. Such a
spirit and process are necessarily unproductive of faith. How largely this

is chargeable to the prevailing views in the Church—equallv hostile to the
true notion of the Kingdom and thus making an uncalled for antagonism
between covenant, prophecy, preaching, etc., and the Church—is self-evi-

dent, seeing that a large proportion of argument is derived from the unfort-

unate conclusions arrived at by believers. For, if the Church is the King-
dom, then the infidel can well say, and firmly maintain his position, thai it

is not the Kingdom which was covenanted to David's Son ; which was pre-

dicted by the prophets, preached by John the Baptist, Jesns Christ, the
disciples. Apostles, and primitive Church. Logically, historically, criti-

cally, he is correct thus far ; but critically, bistorically, and logically he is

incorrect when he assumes from this that it never will be verified, and from
Buch a deduction endeavors to undermine the authority, credibility, etc., of

the Redeemer. Our doctrine of the Kingdom cannot be accused of aiding
and strengthening the unbelief thus manifested, for it receives the unan-
swerable grammatical interpretation of this Kingdom as given by eminent
unbelievers, and instead of covering it up by pitiful subterfuges and lame
apologies, relies upon it as the God-given truth. It acknowledges the pro-
priety^ and the force of unbelieving argumentation respecting the preaching
of this Kingdom by the Apostolic and primitive Church, and instead of
making out, to the gratification of unbelief, that these ancients were enter-

taining a harmless and useful error, or that they were unconsciously present-
ing the truth in ''a materialistfc husk" to be developed into fruitage, if

cordially adopts and defends this very preaching, this alleged error, as
necessitated by the oath-bound Word of God. It admits ** the Jewish con-
ceptions" and ** the Jewish expectations" incorporated with the New Test.,

as joyfully paraded by prominent opponents, but shows that these are
demanded by the nature, design, and plan of the Divine Purpose. On a
variety of points, our doctrine makes the concessions to infidelity which
simple justice demands, and in so doing gains power, consistency, and unity
which the prevailing Apologetics lack on account of their fundamental
principles. Thus, e.g., we agree with infidelity in the principles that un-
derlie the interpretation of tne Book, viz., that it must be interpreted by
the ordinary, universally received laws of language, and that when the
meaning is thus obtained we are not at liberty to substitute another and
differing sense, which is given as the taste, inclination, imagination, etc., of

the interpreter may suggest. This is fundamental ; and unbelief has a just
right to object to the vast number of interpretations foisted upon the Word
by its constant and flagrant violation. Unbelief occupies a proper position
when it requires that every doctrine taught by us should be found in the
plain grammatical construction of the language ; it is not wrong when it

says, that if the prophecies are truly inspired, then they cannot be condi-
tional so far as the purpose of God is concerned ; it is fwt foolish when it

proclaims that this Kingdom is Jewish—that between the apostolical belief

and the one generally entertained there is a world-wide diflference—that if

there is any force in election the Jewish nation ought still to be an elect

nation ; that the Kingdom^ if manifested as the prophets describe, must
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hare a continned revealed Sapernatarallsm connected with it ; that the
Kingdom as predicted is associated with, even founded npon, a restored
Jevish nation and its sabsequent exaltation ; that an intimate relationship
exists between the Old and !New Testaments ; that in our study of the
Bible we should not be fettered by the alleged authoritative utterances of
oar fellow-men as embraced in creeds, confessions, systems, etc. Chris-
tianity, in the controversies raging, has suffered by incoiTM)rating principles

indefensible (unknown to the early Church), and by endeavoring to defend
much that is utterly untenable ; unbelief, only too glad to seize upon such
indications of weakness, has taken advantage of the incautious and unscript-
ural attitude assumed, and has pressed the prevailing Theology with a Ime
of argument that, taking the naked Scripture, is wholly unanswerable and
but feebly met by those who reject the early Church doctrine of the King-
dom. Tnis feature is beginning to be seen and felt by able writers ; and it

is with pleasure that we notice many of the most eminent men (as e.g.

Olshausen, Lange, Delitzsch, Auborlen, Van Oosterzee, last work, etc.)

falling bock, more and more, to the identical position occupied by the early

Christian Church. It is indeed the only ground upon which infidelity can
be opposed honorably (i.e. without apologizing for or sacrificing the lan-

gua^ of the Bible), and which fairly meets its argumentation respecting
the King and the Kingdom. In this way we cannot l>e censurable for
pving unbelief so many advantages in reasoning, and thus virtually helping
It on in its efforts of destructive criticism. Admitting fully and freely the
weight and authority of a certain, defined, distinctive teaching in the Bible,

and which cannot possibly be denied without doing the utmost violence to

the Book itself, yet the same can be proven to be—^instead of hostile to the
truth and the claims of Je&VL^—essential to the Plan of Redemption as
developed through the Coming King and Kingdom. But relying upon the
far-seeing and sure knowledge of the future as contained in this Book, it is

certain that this return to the primitive faith will be accepted by the few ;
and that the protestations of these, however logically andforcibly presented^
will utterly fail—for reasons previously given—to stem the torrent of un-
belief which now receives its already swollen tributaries from all sides.

God's glorious Plan for the deliverance of the world through a divinely

instituted Theocratic arrangement will be rejected by the wisdom of the
world. David's Son, so admirably qualified to bring about " the golden
age" of prophecy and human longings, will be despised and treated with.

contemptuous scorn. Human nature will again exhibit itself in its naked-
ness, its inherent corruption. Analogy, pointing to the past teaching that
every great providential movement in the progressive advancement of the
Dinne Purpose was met by a corresponding condition of unbelief, teaches
that when the last, which finishes " the mystery of God," shall be made,
then it is reasonable to anticipate a period of unbelief—and, may wo add,
being the final one introductory to the Kingdom itself, will be answerably
great The warning that the Apostle Paul gives to the Gentiles, and his

portrayal of the Antichristian power that will arise before, and only to be
destroyed at, the Personal Advent ; the fearful portraiture of the corruption
of mankind just previous to the Advent like in the days of Noah ana Lot
(Matt. 24 : 39, ^^tcnew not until the flood came," etc.) making a divine

personal interference imperative ; the openly hostile attitude of the nations,

the exaltation of reason and humanity, tne oppressed condition of the
plons, the lamentable state of the Jewish nation, the formation of a vast
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confederation and its merciless acts toward witnesses of the trath ; and all

this at the closing of this dispensation evinces such a state of unbelief, sach
a fruitage of the seeds now sown broadcast in a too favorable soil, sach a
continuation and powerful development of infidelity, such a turning awaj
from God's Redemptive Purpose in Christ Jesus and trust in humanitj,
that it is impossible to entertain any other opinion, consistent with faith m
tlis Word, than that, whatever may be said in defence of the truth, men will

resist it and gain adherents until the time arrives for a violent outburst
engendering a revolution most disastrous to the Church, most ruinous to the

moral interests and eternal welfare of the multitude swayed bv it, and most
fatal to those who shall in that day venture to testify in behalf of the truth.

Indeed, so fully persuaded is the writer of the certainty of thisludging
simply from past and present falfilment^that the hope of writing for that
very jwriod—of warning the weak in faith not to yield, of encouraging the
believing to suffer and endure to the end, of cautioning the doubting how
to decide, and of admonishing all, friends and foes, what they must expect
—has greatly sustained him in his labor.
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Proposition 181. Our dociHnal position Uluatrated cmd enforced

by the Parable of the Ten Virgins.

In view of the important teacMng of thi3 parable, it deaenrea,
however occasionally mentioned under several Propositions, specM
consideration, seeing how strongly it corroborates our doctrinal
conclusions. '

Obs, 1. The linking of the parahle hy the word ** then" to the preceding
context, and the tenor of the parable itself, haa led a multitade of able

writers, including our opponents, to interpret it as illustrative of the atti-

tude of the Church at the Sec. Advent. Consistency forces such an appli-

cation because of the express mention of- the Sec. Advent (Matt. 24 : 30,

31), and the admonitions and warnings to be watchful adjoined fvs. 32-51),
so that the parable itself is properly regarded as illustrating ana enforcing
the previously given instruction. The succeeding context, in the parable
of the talents, and in the judgment of the nations, warns us in reference to

the ultimate reward dispensed at the Sec. Advent. The context, therefore,

aa well as the parable, enforces the importance and duty of watchfulness
and faithfulness.

Oar opponents concede this teaching and application. Thus e.g. Brown (Com. Matt.
25 : 1) says on *' then" :

" At the time referred to, at the close of the preceding chapter ;

tlie time of the Lord's Second Coming to reward His faithful servanta and take vengeance
oa the faithless." Neander (Lifet^ (7ArM, sec. 258) admits that it "was designed to
set riridly before the disciples the necessity of constant preparation for the vncertain iime
of Christ's Sec. Advent." Barnes {Oom. loci) says :

** The meaning is, when the Bon of
3Ian returns to judgment, it shall be as it was in the case of ten virgins in a marriage
ceremony." ** The cironmstances of the parable do not seem at all to apply to His
Coining to destroy Jerosalem, but are aptly expressive of His Advent to judge tne world."
Liaock (On the Parables, p. 180) makes the '* train of thought in the parable" to be, ** the
proper preparation for the Advent of our Lord." So Lange {Com. loci) says : " The lead-
ing idea is the readiness of the Church for the Ooming of the Lord ;*' and (p. 447) holds
tlut the parable must be placed at the beginning or ushering in of the thousand years.
(Comp. Alford, Greswell, Olshausen, Bengel, etc.)

Ohs, 2. The application of it, therefore, to the Romans at the destruction
of Jerusalem, to death, to divine providence, etc., is foreign to the intent
of the parable. The previous references to the Coming of *' the Son of
Man" (expressive of 'personal humanity), the manner of His Coming
(sudden and unexpected, etc.), the time of His Ooming (as in the days of

Noah), the translation united with it (one taken and the other left), the
power and glory, the angels connected with it, the gathering of the elect,

the fate of the unwatchful—all as well as the succeeding ones, show that
ihe same future Advent so repeatedly mentioned afterward and embodied in

the expressed faith of the Church, is the one intended.
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This application of the parable by UziiTenialista and others, if legitimately caxiied
out (as e.g. in Elihn Bnrritt, etc.), would give ns no personal Sec. Advent in the fntox^e.

l^ot only the general scope and design forbid it, as seen in the snbject-matter pteeeding
and the declaration subjoined, bnt the universal opinion of the quite early Church, hav-
ing the advantage of nearness to inspired guidance, repudiate such engrafted meanings.
The most varied expositions are given by some in order to get rid of a future persotk&l
Sec. Advent Portions of it are used on funeral occasions to illustrate sudden deatlx,

and the Coming of the Son of Man, the Bridegroom, is made, not a ** blessed hope** but
penal in its nature (oomp. Prop. 121\ One of the harshest interpretations is that of Dr.
Butter (Bom. Cath.) in his Life of Jeswi, p. 420, for while retaining the future Se«.
Advent, he makes the slumbering (drowsiness) of the virgins to be " sicknesses," and
the sleeping to be ^ death ;'* the cry is the last trumpet waking the dead ; preparing tlie

lamps is passing in review their actions, and the oil represents good works, etc.—an Ln-
totpretation violating the scope of the parable, making none living at the Sec. Advent.
It is derived from Chrysostomf Basil, Hilary, etc., and has been adopted by WordsworUi
and a few modem writers.

Obs, 3. In the interpretation of the parable, its parabolic form must
constantly be observed ; and hence not every particular expression, intro-
duced to fill out the figure or image introduced, is to be pressed to denote a
corresponding relationship in the Church or future.

The violation of this principle, and applicable to parables generally, has led to fanci-
ful explanations, an accumulation of resemblances not intended, accommodations not
within the design. To illustrate : Luther {Misc, Sermons, 18, 36), speaking of the fooliah
having no oil and going to purchase it, says : " Wherefore do they not ciy to the bride-
groom that they have no oil ? Why do they run to their fellows for oil 7 The cause is

that they have never truly known the brid^;room, otherwise they would run to him."
Xow such an application is a violation of the marriage customs in vogue, and was not
designed ; the language accords with the usage of the day and simply illustrates the un-
preparedness of the foolish virgins. So much stress is laid on the *' lamps," " the oil,"

the " midnight cry," the *' slumbering and sleeping,'* and exact resemblances are sought
out, and insisted on, when the imagery of the parable derived from the prevailing cus-

toms demands such an introduction in order to more clearly illustrate the leading idea
intended, viz., the utter unpreparedness of some for the sudden Coming of the Master,
and hence the necessity of looking for the same with constant preparation. If every part
of the imagery, designed simply to illustrate and enforce a leading idea or ideas, is to be
pressed to find an analogy, confusion and diversity (comp. Lange*B Oom. hd) must
ensue, as fancy or imagination may frame analogies.

Oha, 4. This parable is prophetic, being designed to express and enforce

the future unexpected (because not exactly known) Coming of the great

Bridegroom, the certainty of that Coming although delayed, the condition

of certain parties at His Advent, and the result to themselves arising from
the state in which they are found.

The leading idea as Lange {Com.) remarks, is readiness for the Coming of the Lord,
and Dr. Schaff correctly points to verse 13, which contains the lesson of the parable,

confirming this view. So e.g. Barnes (Cbm.) remarks :
*' Circumstances in parables are

not to be pressed literally. They are necessary to keep up the story, and we must look

chiefly or entirely to the scope or design of the parable to understand its meaning. In
this parable the scope is to teach us to loalch or be ready, v. 13."

Obs. 5. The force of the illustration can only be properly appreciated by
the consideration of the truth which it is designed to confirm, and of the

custom from whence it is derived. The doctrine to be enforced is, as the

context shows, the future Coming of the Son of Man, who will come at a

time when persons toill not look for JSim, because the exact time, the day

and hour, is not known, and hence the caution (Matt. 24 : 42), " Watch
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therefore : for ye know not what hour your Lord doth come,** The custom
from whence the parable is taken, was one familiar to the East. Jeaus
selects a particular time in the marriage ceremonial, to illustrate the uncer-
tainty of His Comin^y and the consequences of heeding or not heeding the

cautions He already had given respecting it. It is the time after the wed-
ding at the house of the bride's parents (Home's Introd.^ vol. 2, p. 161,

Barnes's Com* loci, Lisco's On the Parables, p. 183, Encyclop. Relig,

KnowL, art ** Mar. Ceremony/' Smith's Die. Bible, Meyer's Com. etc.),

and after the wedding festival there (which lasted several days—^we are told

seven for a maid and three for a widow), when the bridegroom, with the
nuptial guests, conducts the bride to his own house or to that of his father,

that is chosen/ The procession generally started in the evening or night
with ^reat pomp, having torches, songs, and music. This company with
the bridegroom, was met by another, friends of the bridegroom and bride,

which, at or near the bridegroom's house, waited, reader at the first notice

of approach to go forth, meet the procession, unite with it, enter the house,

and participate in the entertainment or marriaee supper. This last com-
pany not knowing precisely the hour or time wnen the procession would
come, made preparation and watched for its arrival, so that it could enter

in with the bridal party—its union with the other and privilege of admit-
tance, being indicated by the bearing of lamps, or burning torches, thus
snowing that they were friends, and as such could properly be admitted as

guests at the marriage feast. After the procession entered the house with
those who actually participated in the escort and manifested their friend-

ship and respect for the bridegroom and bride, the door was shut and
admittance refused. Now Jesus takes this parabolic representation from
actual life, and shows from the uncertainty of the bridegroom's arrival and
the preparedness of the company awaiting him, how it will be (as the word
*' then ' implies) at His future Advent, and, consequently, enjoins watch-
falaess.*

' Some of the Tereioiis expressly indicate the time. Thus the SfriaOf Vulgate, Coptio,

the Crauner Bible, and also Van Ess, Alioli, Knapp, three icss., etc., read, ** the Bride-
groom and Iht Bride.'* This, of course, locates the period to be when the Bridegroom is

going to Uis own house with the Bride. So also Trench, On ike Parables, Maldonatns, etc.
* It is significant that Jesns does not take the bridegroom and his friends as

Ihey proceed to the wedding, bnt in coming from the wedding, which is fully

enforced by Luke 12 : 35^38, " Let your loins be girded about and your lights

bumng ; and ye yourselves like unto men ihcU wait for their Lord, vihen He
ihaH Tttum from the wediUng ; that, when He oometh and knocketh, they may open
onto Him immediately. Blessed are those servants, whom the Lord when He
Cometh shall find watching ; verily I say unto you, that He shall gird Himself, and make
them to sit down to meat, and will come forth and serve them. And if He shall come in
the second watoh, or come in the third watch, and find them so, blessed are those ser-

Ttttts." This then, while the main idea of watchfulness is of general application (as the
ooatext and analogy of Scripture show), is specially designed for a class of persons who
iwait the Lord's return from the wedding. Who these are will appear. Some assume a
" modification of the usual custom and a procession of the virgins to meet the bride-
groom on his way to the house of the bride." But this is against the general usage (oomp.
Trench, N(Ms on <^ 'ParaiAes\ Lange's Com. toci says :

*' It was the custom among the
Jews and Greeks that the brid^room accompanied by his friends, went to the house of
the bride to lead her to his own house, and was joined by the virgins, the friends of the
bride, not on his going to fetch the bride, but on his returning with her to his own
hoase." (Comp. De Wette, Sfeyer, Lightfoot, Wetstein, etc.). Such a custom prevails
even to this day in Sicily (Hughes's Travds tn ^tVt^^^ vol. 2, p. 20). Hence it is that
some of the old readings add to the first versa ** and the bride," which Trench (On Par.,

p. 237) thinks the sense requires.
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Ohs, 6. The parable being prophetic, and tbtis delineating wbat shall
truly take place when the Lord Jesns shall return from the wedding, it

must accord fully, be in perfect agreement, with all the other predictions
relating to the subject. The unity of the Word, the integrity of Script-
ure, the truthfulness of Jesus as a Teacher, demand such a harmony. It
must, e.ff. accord with Rev. 19, in which is foreshown that the marriage of
the Lamb, and the calling to the marriage supper, is something that apper-
tains to His Sec. Advent and the commencement of His glorious reign on
earth. But it must do more than this ; it must correspond not merely to
the general statements on the subject, but to the exact order of fnlfilment
pertaining to that future period. Thus it has been shown (Prop. 130) that
the Second Advent, like the First, is expressive of a period of years ; that
its beginning is characterized by a thief-like, concealed Coming and its end
by an open Advent. The question, therefore, is wiih which stage of the
Advent does the parable best correspond ? To this there can be but one
answer : it pertains to the last st^e, the open paronsia. Let the following
considerations be regarded. (1) It does not relate to the thief-like Coming
because that i)eriod, and the events connected therewith, do not corre-

spond with the parable in the following particulars : (a) There is no public
Coming of the Bridegroom with open pomp and splendor

;
(b) the resurrec-

tion of the first-fraits and the sudden translation of the little flock do not
accord with such a public manifestation being secret and invisible in their

nature ; {c) there is no return from a wedding, the first stage preceding it

;

(d) believers in Jesus do not at that time all even profess to look for the
Advent, much less go forth to meet the Bridegroom—the great lack of faith

evidencing the contrary
;

(e) the midnight cry (however applied by some to
the past and the present) has not been sounded, as shown by its effects both

on the wise and the foolish virgins, who recognized it, and all arose and
trimmed their lamps, and it will not be true at this sta^ that the cry,
" Behold the Bridegroom Cometh'* will cause all believers, wise and foolish,

to arise and indicate a looking for the Bridegroom, as seen e.g. in the pre-

dictions relating to the faithlessness of the Church
; (/) the cry is not raised

by any of these virgins, for it comes outside of them, and hence the incon-
grnity of persons representing themselves to be '* wise virgins'* and raising

the cry, whom the Saviour represents with the foolish to be drowsy and
asleep, being themselves aroused by the cry ; it follows that the illustration

does not fit the particulars of tlie first stage
; {g) the parable does not

express the condition of the Church in general as composed of believers

and mere professors, or of two parties, but the image is drawn from a party
who expected the coming of the bridegroom (took their lamps and went
forth to meet the bridegroom"), made preparation for his coming (with

lamps and oil in them), and when his coming was announced acted in

response to their previous expectation (" then all those virgins arose and
trimmed their lamps"), and simple analogy requires that it should be ful-

filled in such a body of persons. (2) But it does apply forcibly to the

second stage of the Advent and to the events connected therewith as pre-

dicted : (a) the open parousia of Jesus with His saints is after the wedding
(Prop. 166) at Mt. Sinai— the figure of marriage (Prop. 169) being used to

indicate the intimate Theocratic relationship of the saints with the King,

or the inauguration of the saints there as co-kings and co-priests with Him
in His Kingdom ; (J) the procession of the bridegroom after the wedding
to his own house to have the marriage publicly consummated by a marriage
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snpper, Bnds its exact parallel in Jesus Coming with His saints and the holy
angek from the celebration of a Theocratic inauguration at Mt. Sinai ;

(c) the bridegroom comes after the wedding to his own house, and his

friends await him there to receive the procession and participate in the pro-

posed marriage feast, finds its precise fulfilment in Jesus, after the Tneo-
cratic ordering instituted at Mt. Sinai, taking His course to His own inheri-

tADce, to Jerusalem, where He meets a body of His ** own" people ;

(d) those who thus waited all professed affection for the bridegroom, and
thus this remnant of Jews, after experiencing the merciless persecution of

the last Antichrist (whom they as a body had received in preference to

Jesus) which restores them earnestly and longingly to the nation's hope of

Mcssiauic deliverance (as evidenced by the cordial manner in which they

had His Coming and yield obedience), turn •iheir minds (influenced by
Elijah) to a looking and waiting for the Messiah

; {e) those who wait ex-

pect the coming of a bridegroom (not themselves to be the bride) and a

participation in the marriage feast in the bridegroom's inheritance, which
iadicates a marked change in their views (i.e. of the Jews^, viz., that the

terrible persecution endured, the proclamation of the trutn by the Chris-

tian Church daring the interval, the precise realization of the prophetic

announcements in their own experience, the culmination of their tribula-

tion as foreshown by the Spirit in connection with Jesus of Nazareth, has

at length caused this remnant at Jernsalem to decide favorably to Jesas of

Nazareth, and to await His Coming as the promised One, even as the

bridegroom ; (/) the entering in with the bridegroom and participating in

the marriage festivities, finds a precise fulfilment in the announced predic-

tioQS that the Jews shall at the personal Coming of Jesus experience the

special favor of the Messiah, and be restored to Theocratic nearness to

Grod, having an assured supremacy over the nations ; (g) the reception of

some and the rejection of others, owing to that of preparation and attitnde

occupied, finds its exact parallel in the verifications of the predictions that

a portion of the Jews will be accepted and another portion be rejected

—

that a sifting and separation will ensue
; (h) the midnight cry, nttered by

the escort with the bridegroom's procession or by believing Gentiles, so

arrests the attention of the Jews, that they, in their extremity, begin to

believe in Him whom they have pierced, exemplified by their willingness

then to accept of Him ; {%) the postnre occupied bv the virgins is indicative

of a belief in a Coming, expected Messiah, and this is in accord with the

Jeirish position then occupied, for seeing the accurate fulfilment in the

distress accumulated upon them by the last Aotichrist, they will also

believe in the promised deliverance (as e.g. shown in Zech. 14), and some
will be suitably prepared (morally) while others will neglect preparation ;

(j) the prophecy preceding (comp. Mark 13 and Luke 21) had a special

mention of the Jewish nation, of its long-continued tribulation, etc., and
it is reasonable that in the final result Jesus should illustrate the condition

of the Jews, addressing Himself to them
;

(k) the Second Advene of the

Messiah has a twofold specific relationship, as previous Propositions unfold,

yiz., first, to the Church which is associated with Him in the highest

Theocratic relationship, in rulership, etc. ; and second, to the Jewish
nation which occupies a subordinate, but as to other nations a supreme,
Theocratic position ; in view of this, it is reasonable to suppose that the
duly of watching and being prepared would be enjoined upon both

;
{I)

the virgins are invited guests, specially called to participate in the mar-
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riage feast ushering In the Millennial era, and so nnmerouR predictions call

and invite the Jews to that '* feast of fat things/* and we are assared of a
response

;
(m) the virgins who joined the bridal proceasion evidentlv con-

gratulated the bridegroom on his marriage and expressed their wisnes in
his behalf and that of the bride, as implied by their attitude, by honoring
the coming with their union with it, etc., and this finds a realization in
the joy of tne Jews, their honoring of the Messiah, their triumph and glory
at the open Parousia of Jesus, the Christ

;
(n) the time of Christ's Coming,

at '* midnight," i.e. at the very close of this dispensation, just when the
glorious "' day of the Lord Jesus" is to be ushered in, with which '• day*'

the Jews, as we have shown, are inseparably connected, in view of their

covenanted Theocratic relationship.

Other pointa might be preseikted, bat ve doabt the propriety—an already expressed
— of pressing every part of the parable. That *' they all slnmbered and slept*' is cer-

tainly not tc^en in a bad sense (as some suppose, who make it to denote being ** cold
and careless/' " careless and insensible," *' diminution of watchfulness, fervor and
activity,'* *' Bpiritnal declension," or even '* pre-occupied with the secnlar purroits of
life," ''engrossed with pleasures and cares,*' etc., for this would prove too much for
their own application, showing that no one—/or aU «Iepl—watched for the coming of the
bridegroom), because the Saviour does not censure them for being asleep, a natural
result of long waiting, but for the lack of previous preparation, so that they were not
ready when the bridegroom, whom they aU anticipated, came. The imagery is drawn
from actual life and natural sleep is not rebuked in the wise or the foolish, but the lack
of oil, the neglect in laying in a suitable supply. Therefore the sleeping is not censured,
and the reason lies in the simple fact that the figure is derived from uhai actually frtmir-

pired in usage at so long a delay, viz., when the parties had made suitable preparation, if

the bridegroom was long delayed, they then deemed it not unsuitable, in view of their
subsequent wakefulness at the coming of the bridegroom in the lengthy festivities, to
snatch a little refreshing sleep. The watching that the Saviour inculcates is not a self-

denial of natural sleep—required to repair our strength—but a state of the mind which
aTttidpates the Advent and makes previous preparation for it. If an analogy should be
presned, then it might resolve itself simply in weariness and flagging of interest at the

long delay. Btorr {Diss, on Parables) says that the sleeping of the wise virgins is " intro-

duced not as a defect in the wise virgins, who, on the contrary, are an example of vigi-

lance and prudent circumspection ; but on account of its being necessary to the order of

the narrative." It evijices the extreme carelessness of the foolish, who deemed their

preparation ample enough for the occasion. Trench also (to which Nasi, Com. is in*

clined) regards the falling asleep a circumstance required by the parabolic narration. To
make this sleeping the universal condition of the Church (as s^me do because all slept)

at the period of the first stage of the Advent, is virtually to declare that none are then
found occupying the posture of watching, which is forbidden by declarations and the
translation of the watching ; if thus applied to the Church during the interval between
the two stages, it is also forbidden by the preaching during the interval, the resistance

against the Antichrist even to death, the multitude that come out of the great tribula-

tion, etc. Dr. Beiss {Parable of the Ten Virgins^ p. 41) makes the sleeping to be that
*' their enthusiasm on the near Advent of their Lord had abated. Their expectation had
lost its ardor." To bring out an analogy, he has recourse to a history of our doctrine,

its decline and revival, thus making the parable illustrative not of the period " then" to

which it refers, but of the entire period of the Church's history. Our view avoids this,

and other (as midnight cry, by whom given ?) incongruities.

Obs. 7. This application is enforced by considering the stress of ** then'^

as connected witn the preceding context. The Saviour had just referred

to the translation (which we, Prop. 130, locate at the first stage of the

Advent), and to the cutting off of the unfaithful and un watching from the

portion of those who look lor the Coming and are prepared, and the nat-

ural conclusion follows :
** then/* that is, after this removal and judg-

ment, then shall follow the reali7«ation of this illustration.
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Able writers, oa Dr, Seiss {Last 7tm««, Ap. to last Ed,, p. 361), Eev. Beiaeke (Proph.
T\jnes, vol. 9, p. 46), and others, take the position that the parable will only be verified

at the open, revealed Parooaia, or last stage of the Advent, althongh they apply it to the
Church in general. This reference to the Chmch at that period might be consistently
allowed, if it were not, in view of the reasons assigned, more natarai to apply it to the
people addressed. The mention of ** vii^ins" npon which so much emphasis is laid, is

simply a part of the parabolic dress, being actually derived from the customs existing,

viz., that maidens thus met, in compliment, the bridegroom and bride. For althou^
thos d^gnated, a part of them were foolish ; the simple idea being that just as such a
party on such an occasion, were prepared and unprepared bo U toiU be again at this period.

There is danger in pressing every particalar, and even the persons designated in the
piuable, as seen e.g. in the parable of the unjust judge. So in reference to '* the lumps"
and " the oil " which are supposed by many to find their exact fulfilment in profession
and grace, they are only introduced (as seen e.g. in the recommendation to the foolish to

go to Uit oU merchants to buy) to fill out the imagery of the custom, and bring forth the
fact of preparation and the lack of it. The number *' ten" is still more applicable to the
Jew than to the Church, seeing (Lange's Com, lod) that '' ten formed a company with the
Jews, also a bunily to eat the paasover ; ten Jews living in one place formed a congrega-
tion and should be provided with a synagogue ; ten lamps or torches were the usual
Dumber in marriage processions." The main idea, however, that some would be pre-
pared and others unprepared for this Cuming is to be pressed.

Obs. 8. If it were allowable to read in the first verse, ** And went forth
to meet the bridegroom and the bride" (as Maldonatus and others, and de-
cidedly favored by Trench, Notes on the Parables, p. 237), it would con-
firm onr view. However this may be, it is certain, from the usa^e referred
to, that these virgins join the procession on the return of the bridegroom
Kith the bride to tneir future abode (Obs. 5 and note). I'his accords with
the previous withdrawal of the 144,000 (Prop. 130), with the Theocratic
marriage at Mt. Sinai (Prop. 166), and with the procession of the bride-
groom and bride to their future glorious abode on Mt Zion. This agrees
with the simple fact that these virgins, prepared to unite and enter into
the marriage supper, are, not the bride, but guests who honor the bride-
groom and the bride—virgins who follow the queen.

This distinction between the bride and these virgins who are guests, is observed by
numerous writers (as e.g. Steir, Seiss, Alford, ete.). Dr. Schafl in Lange's Com, loci
remarks :

" According to the Millenarian theory the bride is the restored Jewish Church
and the ten virgins represent the Qentile congregations accompanying her." And he
faTOPB some such distinction, saying : " We may perhaps say that she is here, in the
Btrict interpretation, ike Jewish Church and these ten virgins Gentile congregations accom-
panying her.' * It may be repeated that, whatever explanation is given, the bride is
KpoTfUeand distincifrom those invited guests. For usage compels us, as well as the analogy
of Scripture on the point, to make such a discrimination. Hence on the phrase " usenl
m vUK Him to the marriaoe,*^ Barnes (Com.) remarks :

•* The marriage cererTiony took
place before the bride left her Father's house, but a feast was given at the house of her
hmbaud, and which was also called the marriage^ or a part of the marriage solemnities."
In the Truth, vol, 3, No. 9, Dr. Brookes makes the bride to be "the redeemed and
restored Israel," and the virgins to be the entire number o^ Gentile converts which fol-
low her, as illustrated in Ps. 45. But all such methods to solve the difficulty and to
avoid making the Church both to represent the bride and the guests, are arbitrary, since,
aa we have shown under former Propositions in detail, the Oentile converts are not a sep-
arate body to occupy a lower position, but are engrafted into the Israel and shall obtain
with Abraham, Isbao, and Jaoob the highest Theocratic position.

Obs. 9. The personality of the Sec. Advent is decidedly implied and en-
forced by the parable. The previous and succeeding context clearly
teaches it, and the parable is expressly designed to illustrate what will oc-
cur, in relation to certain parties, at its realization. The coming of the
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bridegroom and bride is personal, the . entire imagery is realistic in the
marriage, etc., and the simple fact that Jesus selects the same as Ulustra-
five of His own Coming, abundantly confirms our position, and shows that

the same is Pre-Millenarian.

Ohs. 10. *' The Kingdom of heaven" is thus likened. That is, the
Kingdom of heaven in its manner of introduction or realization will meet
with such a reception, or bring forth such a result The covenanted Mes-
sianic Kingdom, as we have in detail proven, pertains to the period of this

Sec. Advent, and will meet such a reception by the Jews, some being pre-

pared and others unprepared.

Ohs, 11, In reference to the mooted point whether the foolish virgins

are wicked, ungodly, mere professors (or, as some even designate them,
** hypocrites," etc. )jOr merely inconsiderate, lacking forethought; if we
were to allow the particulars of the parable to have any force, then cer-

tainly the foolish virgins cannot be regarded as wicked, much less as hypo-
crites, or mere professors. For they go out, as friends or invited guests, to

meet the bridegroom ; they also have lamps which contained some oil

;

with the wise they awaited the Coming, and with them they slept ; when
they found that not a sufficiency of oil had been previously provided, they
were solicitous to repair their error, and actually (for they went to buy and
then returned) did furnish their lamps with oil (which, if it denotes
** grace,** etc., shows their moral condition), but too late. The only
marked difference between the two classes consisted in this : the wise with
the oil ill their lamps took oil in vessels with them to give a needed supply ;

the foolish neglected this precaution, and hence were not ready. The fool-

ish, therefore, are only excluded from these marriage festivities, but will

ultimately be saved.

The writer is forced by the parable itselt and the general analogy of the Word on
this point, to accept of the view held by Alford (who also lays stress on the present
tense :

** they are going bnt," showing that the lamps had oil, bat not a safficiency),

Olshausen, Poiret, Fr, Von Meyer, Bndolph. Stier, Bayford, Seiss, and others, Tiz., that
the live foolish viigins will only be excluded from the special blessings connected with
this marriage feast, seeing that they are not divided into good and bad. or into belioyers

and nnbelievei^ ; and it is not said that the foolish virgins could not purchase any oil,

but we are left rather to the conclusion that as they went to buy, they secured it aiihough

ioo late. This application is resisted, on the other hand, by able writers. Thus e.g. I^.
Brookes {The ThUh, vol. 3, No. 9) regards it as *' a dangerous specolation," etc., because
we are not to allow the five foolish vir^ns to have been beUevers, having a mere lifeless

wick and no oil ; being designated " foolish ;" also, the ** door shut," and the bridegroom
saying, '' I know you not," He deprecates mere human opinion* when he certainly

advances the same, by asserting, over against the parable, that they were no believers—
when faith in the coming bqdegroom caused them to go forth to meet him—that they had
a lifeless wick—when the lamp had been bvrmng untU midnight—that they had no oil

—

when the lamps were fwi QuilnU merely going oui, needing replenishing, and they went to

purchase more.

Obs. 13. The ** door being shut" and the declaration ** I know you not,"
are, therefore, simply expressive of exclusion to a position which the others,

because of their preparation and readiness, obtain. It is a fact, as we have

previously shown, that the faithful children of Abraham, incladiug the

engrafted and adopted Gentile believers, shall through the power of resur-

rection and translation at the first stage of the Advent be associated with
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the Christ as co-heirs or rulers in the Theocratic ordering ^this, owing to

the iatlmato, endearing, and enduring relationship being also represented

as a marriage). To this marriage the Jewish nation is specially invited

under the figare of guests ; and those who at its inauguration will accept of

the inritation and qualify themselves by a previous preparation, shall also

he particularly associated and Jwnored. These filling the stations allotted

to them in the Kingdom, no others can be admitted, however they may
afterward enjoy the peace, prosperity and blessedueas brought about by the

dominion and supremacy exercised. The period of the inauguration and
manifested establishment of the Kingdom, is one also in which those will

be honored who honor Jesus the Christ.

Attentioa is invited to the parable of the marriage of the king*s son (Matt. 22 : 1-14)

in its oontraat to this one, and yet teaching preoisely the same result Here the door
wa.4 shat and no one oould enter unless he had a burning lamp ; there even one was
found who had not on a wedding garment, but he only entered the outer apartment or
one separated from the room where the marriage feast was given, where the scrutiny was
ondergone. So that, so far as the feast was ooncemed, '* the door was shut'* to him like-

wise ; and this, too, took place (Home's Inlrod,t vol. 2. p. 162) " after the procession in
the evening from the bride's house was concluded,** Both refer to the same period and to

a certain qualljicalion needed in order to participate in the marriage festivities. But the
latter introduces some very significant features, such as the invitation to the Jewish
nation to enter into the Theocratio relationship (marriage of the Son) for the Kisgdom
was tendered to them ; the refusal of the nation to accept of the same ; the destruction
of the murderers and burning up of their city ; the call of the Gentiles ; and then, at the

time of the marriage the scrutiny of invited guests reveals one utterly unprepared and who
is rejected, thus in a parabolic manner eidiibiting the fate of a certain class, who at the
time of marriage festival shall be considered entirely unworthy—because in no sense
honoring the occasion, but showing manifest disrespect—of participation in it. The
same idea of sifting is presented, and some manifest inoonsiderateness, making no suit-

able preparation, and are excluded, while others exhibit positive disrespect and are out
oflf. The lack of faith, resulting in lack of moral qualifications essential to a participa-
tion in Messianic blessedness, is evidently presented.

Obs, 13. The midnight cr]r is one that arose not before the wedding, but
after ; not before the procession had started, but after ; not before the very
last period, hut just when expiring. It therefore cannot possibly be applied
as many now do, viz., to the past and present condition of th,e Church,
some arising and specifically directing attention to the Sec. Advent, seeing
that the cry as located in the parable with the bridal procession forbids it.

Besides this, the parable shows that when the cry was raised, both wise and foolish
Tere aroused by it and acknowledged that Coming, etc., which is not true of any warn*
iogs uttered by Fre-Millenarionism, Millerism, etc. Indeed, before the first stage of the
Advent it could not possibly be applied, as the Church id represented as faithless, etc.,

on the subject. It pertains to iJie interval between the two stages, when these virgins
recognize this marriage, acknowledge their relationship to the bridegroom and bride (as

predicted), and then, just when the bridal procession is to be awaited, anticipate its com-
ing. It represents an occurrence at a specified time, viz., when the bridegroom returns
from the wedding, and we cannot, in consistency with the decisive representation of the
parable, antedate its utterance. The cry itself does not, as claimed, come from the lowe
virgins/ they themselves are aroused by it. It proceeds either from heralds preceding
the procession, or from the procession itself, or else from Gentiles. The most probable
opinion, however, is that it proceeds from Elijah, who (as we show elsewhere in detedl)

is specially sent to the Jews during this interval to prepare them for the open Farousia.
The interval itself, as we have contended, is not a brief period, but may extend to fif^,

Bcrenty-flve, or more years, and its extent (after the capture, etc. of the city by Anti-
ehnst, Zech. 14) serves to explain the delay intimated in the parable.
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Obs, 14. The precise time of the open Parousia, the Epiphany, is un-
known, just as the thief-like Coming is unknown as to exact time. The
determinate duration of the interval is something that belongs to God alone.

Approximately, as the virgins themselves did, we may conclude its approach
to be near. The attitude, professions, etc.^ of the vir^ns indicates this,

while the precise time of the manifestation was something whicli thev did
not know. Hence the express caution annexed :

** Watch, tlierefore, for ye
know neitlier the day nor the hour, wherein, the Son of Man cotrieih,''

The caution here is of general application, and, in view of its deolslTe langnage, is

certainly opposed to that dogmatic mathematical calculation which would detennina not
only the exact time of the thief-like stage, but also the precise duration of the interraL
While all such chronological estimates may serve to give an approximative idea of near-
ness, on the other hand the confident and positive exhibitions of time are opposed to the
caution of Jesus. The very uncertainty of the Coming is made the reason why watchful-
ness and due preparation should be preserved. The conclusion of the parable (v. 13) is,

therefore, of general, present application ; while specially to be realized in the manner
stated, the caution embraces the Advent as a whole, being comprehensive in its meaning.
Hence the application of the past in enforcing the constant duty of watching for the
Advent, is correct in view of the summing up of the duty thus enjoined, requisite to

both of the stages of the AdvenL

Obs, 15. The parable enforces our position that there will be no conver-
sion of the world prior to the Sec. Advent. The condition of the virgins,

the division into prepared and unprepared, the reception of one class and
rejection of the other, even at the closing period (midnight), all indicates

that ** all are not righteous/* etc. It evidences that even in reference to

the Jews, God's own covenanted people, there will be a period of sifting

—

as often predicted—in order to determine who are worthy of participating

in the glorious marriage festival.

Obs, 16. Ko matter whether this parable be interpreted as applying to

the Church at the first stage of the Sec Advent, or to the same at the last

stage, or to the Jews at the open, manifested parousia as distinguished

from the previous thief-like Coming, it corroborates and enforces our doc-

trine respecting the attitude of watchfulness and preparation for the Sec.

Advent, the certainty and personality of that Oommg, and the blessed

results flowing to the righteous from that Advent. Whatever our views

may be respecting it in detail, yet the leading ideas are so unmistakably
given that we cannot mistake.

Hence, while differing in the details and the application of a portion of the parable,

the Pre-Millenarian aspect of it is decided, and the constant duty of watchfulness is

enforced by all writers. The concluding verse agrees with the general analogy on the

duty of looking for the Coming of the Saviour. Dr. Seiss (Par, Ten Virgins, ch. 6), and
others ably present this feature, urging an efficient preparation. ISoth the thief-like

stage and &e open Parousia demand this attitude and qualification. The special favor

and blessing of the Son of Man, the ^orious Theocratic King, can only be secured by

the acceptance of His instructions, and a manifested obedience to the same.
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Proposition 182. This Kingdom embrdces the ^^One Hoper

Our aigTiment presents the **07ie Hope*'* (Eph. 4 : 4), that actu-
ated the ancient worthies, the pious Jews at the First Advent, the
disciples, apostles, and early believers, and many an humble
believer down to the present day. This hope is continuously
expressed not only in this, but in the preceding dispensation.
Abraham " believed in hope" (Rom. 4 : 18) and so do his seed ; a
hope expressed in the covenants, reiterated by the prophets,
renewed by the resurrection of Jesus Christ, and preachm by the
apostles ; a hope centred in God (Jer. 14 : 8 and 17 : 7, 13, etc.),

manifested in Jesus (1 Tim. 1:1; Col. 1 : 27 ; 1 Thess. 1 : 2, 3,

etc.), and wrought by the Spirit (Rom. 15 : 13).

Hence the reason why the intelligent believer ao earnestly desires (2 Pet. 3 : 12) and
udently prays (Lnke 18 : 1-8) for the Advent and deiirerance. For as Seiss (Par. Ten
Tirgins, p. 150) says :

" As Christians, set to be and to do all that we can for ourselves,
and that Redeemer who has bought ns with His blood. His return was never meant to

be a terror to us, hul a joy and the essence of our gladdest hope. That day is to be our hap-
piest day—the day when all present woes and disabilities shall cease—the day of release

from servitude and toil, the day of return from exile and privation, the day of triumph
ftnd everlasting jubilee, the day when our Saviour will take us to Himself, to be with
Him and like Him forever.'*

Obs, 1. Much vaguenesB exists among believers ab the present day in

reference to this Hope, owing to the simple fact that the announcement of

this Hope (as e.g. by the angel, Luke 1 : 32, 33) is spiritualized or explained
away, and something else substituted in its place. Hence it is that we are

taaght, that in order to appreciate this Hope we must be enlightened
;

Eph. 1 : 18. ** the eyes of your understanding being enlightened, that ye may
know what is the Hope of His callina and what the riches of the glory of His
inheritance in the saints,^ ^ etc. This opening of the eyes of the under-
standing only comes /row a searching of the Scriptures. Enlightenment is

necessary (hence the caution isgiven, as if to imply a falling away from the
Hope without it), because the Hope is based upon what is past, present, and
fature. To appreciate it intelligently the rise and progress of this Hope
must be traced—its foundation in the covenants, and its confirmation by
Jeaas must be particularly noticed, and then the eye of faith must loot
onward to the Sec, Advent for its realization. A portion of the Hope (also

called Hope because firmly attached to it, as e.g. the resurrection, eternal

]ife, etc.) must not be mistaken for the whole Hope, This caution of be-

coming enlightened is especially applicable to the Gentiles, to whom it is

addressed, because as we nave shown this is pre-eminently a Jewish Hope,
i.e. a Hope connected with the Jewish nation, through covenants given to
the Jews And through a King appertaining to them. The apostle, there-

fore, informs the same Ephesians (2 : 11) that, without being engrafted
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into the commonwealth of Israel, becoming ihe seed of Abraham, they

can havQ "no hope,*' Our Hope is ** the Hope of IsraeV (Acts 28 : 20),
*' the Hope of the promise made of God unto our fathers, unto which prom-
ise our twelve tribes, instantly serving God day and night, hope to come'*

(Acts 26 : 6, 7). This Hope is embraced in the Kingdom as delineated,

e.g. Isa. 9:7: Jer. 23 : 56, etc., and is reiterated in our being ** called

nnto His Kingdom and glory*' (1 Thesa. 1 : 12)
—''the Kingdom which

He has promised to them that love Him" (James 2 : 5, so inheriting, etc.,

'

comp. Luke 12 : 32 ; Matt, 25 : 34 ; 2 Pet. 1 : 11 ; Luke 13 : 29, etc.).

And, as Jesus Christ is the One through whom this Hope is to be realized,

He is called " our Hope*' (1 Tim. 1:1); and as this hope is to be experi-

enced at His Sec. Advent, His Coming is designated " the blessed Hope"
(Tit. 2 : 13). It is highly significant, that the mighty Agent through
whom Hope shall be realized is called *' tl^ Hope*'* and if received by
approi)riating faith becomes " Christ in us the Hope of glory*' (Col. 1 : 27)

;

but this should not prevent us from apprehending that He is only the

Introducer, Verifier, Fulfiller of " the Hope of the Gospel,'* The Gospel
ifl

*• the Gospel of the Kingdom," and wnile it, of necessity, largely per-

tains to the King of the Kingdom, it is chiefly as this King shall manifest
His power and glory in the Coming Kingdom as it has been covenanted
and predicted.

In view of this Hope the believer can say as the PBalmist (Pa. 130 : 5, 6), or as the
prophet (Isa. 25 : 9) ; but, unfortunfttely, comparatively few do this without spiritualizing

the Hope. Many works that embrace the topic of salvation through Chriut have much to

say respecting present and future salvation, and give but a small portion of the Hope.
Indeed, the most of them ignore the distinctive Hope entirely, and the covenant upon
which it is based is never mentioned. While the Bible holds up to us the Coming of

JesuB as " the blessed hope" of the world, by which " the hope" of the fathers relating

to the Kingdom can be realized, the multitude reject this, so that even papers adopt as
their title, *' The Golden Age," or as their motto, " An Evangelical Ministry, an active
Church, and a sanctified FresB, the Hope of the World." Alas ! if this were onr only
hope. Alas ! how many hopes are substituted for the Sec. Advent and its related bless-

ings. One has death, another the First Advent ; one has Christianity, another develop-
ment ; one has the law, another the Gospel ; one has education, another humanity ; one
has science, another philosophy ; one has Spiritualism, another has the Church with its

sacraments ; one has some special dogma, another the progression of the Spirit, etc., so
that numerous hopes are substituted for the Biblical one. It also is not observed that
the Old and New Tests, are identical in, and united in, the same Hope, A Coming Mes-
siah with a Coming Kingdom is the Hope of the Old and the Hope of the New, only that
the Hope of the latter is confirmed and strengthened by a Messiah who has already come
and departed, leaving the precious promise of a speedy return and a then incoming King-
dom, Schaff (His. Apos. Church, p. 604) says :

" The grand theme of Old Test, prophecy
is the First Coming" (we, however, would also include tiie Second—see Prop. 34), '

* that of
the New Test prophecy the Second Coming of the Lord and His Kingdom, with all the
preparatory and attendant events. We expect not a Messiah as did the Jews, but the
reappearing of the Lord to judge the quick and the dead, and to glorify His bnde.
Hence Hope is a cardinal virtue of the Church militant" The realization of Hope, as

presented in the covenants and promises of salvation, is invariably linked in the Script-
ures with the still future Sec. Advent of the Messiah.

Ohs. 2. If we are to credit a multitude of writers, this ** One Hope** so

long entertained by God's ancient people, and which formed so remark-
able a feature of the Primitive Churcn, and for which believers suffered

even death, was changed to another Hope. We are gravely informed by
theologians and expounders of God's Word, that the Hope, which once eo
continuously existed, was well enough for the age in which it was enter-
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tained, bnt that ife was modified to remove its " carnal" features and adapt
it to ** the enlightened and apiritaal*' age in which we live. Well may we
ask, what then becomes of *WAe One Mope,** and what becomes of the

Rope so fondly and passionately embraced bj the ancient believers? Our
argument clearly shows, that according to the Scriptures, no such change
or modification was ever made Tinder divine direction, and the same is fully

sustained by the history of the early Church. Men, uninspired men, led

by more reason and supposing that they could improve what Scripture

BO plainly has given, under the mistaken notion of elevating " the One
Hope" by spiritualizing its substance, tampered with it and finally modi-
fied and so changed it, that as it appears in many works it bears no re-

geniblance whatever to ** the hope of the Gospel" as recorded. The worst
is, that so intrenched has this departure from " the One Hope" become
in the churches, that manv eminent and i)ious men assist in maintaining
it, and take offence if the facts, as they exist, are plainly stated. Willing
to make out that the multitude of pious before and after the First Advent
deluded themselves with a false Hope, they are unwilling, owing to sup-
posed superior knowledge, to acknowledge themselves to be under a delusive

Hope, The redeeming feature in some, however, is, that they make their

Hope (delusive as it may be in the manner and place of realization) centre

in Christ, and thus honoring Christ with ns, they are still accounted
worthy to experience the hope of the promise made to the Fathers. Alas I

BO embedded is this modified Hope in the affections of many, that if we point

to " the One Hope," sustained by Scripture and Tradition, and held by
men whose praises are in the churches, it is pronounced *' foolishness,"

or " heresy," or ** a return to carnal Jewish notions," etc. To all such,
who maj nonestlv, from the amount of knowledge in their possession and
the prejudice imbibed against our doctrine, hold such sentiments, we will

only say this, that our Hope, the One Hope entertained by the ancient
Church, is confirmed to us by the oath of God Himself (Heb. 6 : 17-19) ;

and therefore, we cleave to it tlie more persistently, well knowing how, as

predicted such a hope was changed through the application of erroneous
principles of interpretation. I^t the reader turn back to Prop. 21, and
see how all admit that the prophecies grammatically undei-stood sustain

this Hope of the pious Jews ; then refer to Prop. 35, etc., which shows
that but one Kingdom was predicted, and is it consistent to reject a hope
which is unmistakably presented in the Word of God? How can wo
substitute one which, as frankly admitted even by many of our opponents,
was gradually, as the Church was able to bear it, developed and put in the
place of the preceding one ? Whatever others may do, we dare not accept
of this transmutation introduced by uninspired men (who gave evidence to

much weakness) and which*was firmly established in the Church by the
rise and progress of the Papacy. Besides this, the sanctifying (Heb. 3:6;
I John 3 :2, 3 ; 1 Pet. 1 : 13, etc.) influence of this Hope, when appreciated,
aa exemplified in Jewish history and in the Christian confessors of the truth,

ia still connected with it, seeing that instead of a vagueness and indefinite-

ness thrown around the promises, it brings them forth with clearness and
Tividness, distinctly perceiving and embracing the great object of Hope—
the Kingdom,

This ia embraced ot summed up in the titles of Milleuarian vorka, as e.g. Altingaia*B
Np« Israelis/ the Bloomsbury Lent Lectnres, Third Ser„ 1845 ; The Hope of (he Apostolic
Church; The Bestcration, or the Hope of the Early Church JUalized, by Hiley ; The hopes qf
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ike Church of Qod, by Darby ; 8f>e8 Jldeltum, or the Bdiever^s Hcpe / The Hope cf Jsrad, by
Girdlestone ; Janeway'alfop*/or the Jtws; Cot*b MUlenarian^s Ansuxr of the Hope that ia in
Him, eto. For a specimen of the treatment of this Hope, see Prop. 121 and sec. 53.

Obs, 3. " The Blessed Hope" is so precious, so full of comforting Re-
demptive meaning, that it is distinctly pointed out in its plain grarh'
matical sense. It is not predicted ** obscurely** or ** uncertainiy," or
'* typically/* or ** figuratively," as many allege. It is not given as multi-
tudes tell us, in such a way that we cannot possibly recognize its meaning,
until after the fulfilment,' for then it would be unwise for the Master to
urge us to desire, pray, look, and watch for its realization. If we cannot
understand its meaning, or comprehend its relationship to Bedemption, it
would be folly to make it so prominent in faith and promise. The Script-
ures assume to teach that it is a hope so well grounded and so clearly
expressed, that we canfully appreciate it,

^ It is utterly imposRible, without a cordial reception of the oath-bonnd covenants in
their literal meaning, without a correct apprehension of the Theocratic ordering nnder
the Messiah as plainly given, without a proper appreciation of the future kingship and
priesthood of the saints, and without a knowledge of the Measianic inheritance witli
which we are joined as co-heirs, to know the Hope, Many sermons e.g. are given upon
Eph. 1 : 18-20. which eloquently tell u» that the third heaven with its blessings is th.e

hope and inheritance ; but in the light Of covenant and promise of an inheritance con-
firmed by the oath of God, all this elo<^encef with its beautiful imagery, ia misplaced
and misleading.

Obs. 4. Some turn from ** the Blessed Hope,** the appearing of Jesus,
and make it a secondary matter, putting death in its place. But the
Bible reverses all this, making the Sec. Coming with its glory th^ primary
thing and death a subsidiary affair. The latter, at most, has only refer-

ence to the preparation of the individual, and leaves an incompleteness of
Redemption, wnile the former pertains to all believers, brings in perfect
salvation, and reveals the glory of the Saviour. In comparison with the
Second Advent and its glorious consequences, its grand results, death
sinks into insignificance. Nothing, so far as the destiny of man or of
the world is concerned, can be compared to it. The First Advent brings
the saving grace, but the Second perfects it ; the First brought the earnest
of Redemption in humiliation, the Second completes it in glory. Hence
the intentional scope and profound interest given to it in the New
Test, lest (as foreseen) men and believers should give it its modern sec-

ondary position.

This is so clearly felt and admitted by our opponents that some who have expressly
written against us (as e.g. Dr. Brown), not only concede, but in their way uphold, this

primary position. Brown {ChrisVs Sec, Cominfj, p. 13) remarks :
" Fre-Millennialists

have done the Church a real service, by calling attention to the place which the Sec.
Advent holds in the Word of Qod, and the scheme of divine truth ;" and he declares,
" the Redeemer's Sec. Appearing is the veiy Pdesiar of the Church/* referring to numer-
ous passages affirming its preciousness and practical tendency. Others give the same
decisive testimony^ as e.g. the Chrudian Union (Aug. 14th, 1878), commenting on the de-

cision of the Congregational Church of Chicago in the case of Dr. Goodwin and Ham-
mond (deciding favorably for the former, who was persecuted by the latter on account of

his Pre-Millennial faith), declares, that while it differs from Dr, Goodwin's Second Advent
views, yet because of the neglect of the subject and of its position and importance, " it

is occasion for thanks that he gives any outlook," and invites renewed investigation by
'• the thoughtful and scholarly.'* The Sec. Advent brings in a realization of Hope, and
hence we are " to wait for His Son from heaven," to desire, look, pray, and watch for it
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Favsaefc {Com, Tit 2 : 13^ inoidentally remarkg, '* there is bat one Greek ortiolo to both
* hope * and ' appearing/ which marks their close connection" (the hope being about to
be realized only at the appearing of Christ). Our hopes are reflected from this one great
Hope, as e.g. 1 Thess. 2 : 19, 20, " What is onr hope, or joy. or crown of rejoicing ? Are
not even ye in the presence of onr Lord Jesns Christ at Hia Coming T** It is then that
we " enter into the joy of the Lord " (Matt, 25 : 21 ; comp. Alford).

Obs, 5. Such 18 the preciousness of this Hope, that we are gratefal to

any who have expreBsed it, and urged others to accept of ita comforting
inflaences. There is (alas !) a tendency amon^ some to disparage, and even
nncharch others, becaase in some things their system of faith is defectiye,

or contradictory, or erroneous ; but making due allowance for human
weakness and imi>erfection (which for the sake of the truth we may specify,

without unchristianizing, etc.)* the simple fact that this " blessed Hope"
is entertained and presented, causes our hearts to warm toward them. It

is a bond of union, or, at least, of interested regard, for in it we see them
honoring *' the Christ,*' and in such honoring we rejoice, hoping that

some day, when hope is realized, to see eje to eye in all things. For, if

any one " loves His appearing,*^ he certainly lores the Lord Jesus, and
we lore Him.

Hence we so mnch admire the expressed Hope of the Reformers and others, many of

whom we hare qnoted in this work. Saoh adhesion to the Hope is indicative of fellow-

ship with Jesas, and of a ** conscience void of ofTenoe/' When e.g. Stockton, in the Book
Abovte AU, expresses his faith in the exceeding precionsness of the Sec. Advent, in the
fulfilment of the signs, in his waiting for the Lord, in a wish that it may be soon, in the
declaration that the oxily hope of the world is in Jesns, then—whatever differences of view
may exist on other points—onr heart warms toward the brother as one who is a friend
and brother of Jesns. No one can express snoh heartfelt desires and longings, who is

not warmly and truly attached to the Savionr.

Ohs. 6. The exceeding prominency given to " the blessed hope" in the
New Test., should in view of its contents most certainly influence us to

five it a like prominency in our faith. In reference to the Sec. Advent,
Irookea {Bible Readings) says :

" It is mentioned 318 times in the 260
chapters that make up the New Test., or if the whole book is divided into

verses, it occupies one of twenty-five verses from the first of Matthew to

the last of Revelation."

If so prominent in the Scriptures, hoie can professed Christians censnre ns for hold-
ing it forth prominently, and urging special attention to it ? Seeing that it is snch an
exceeding precious event, so pregnant with perfected and glorious redemption, how can
we be censured and abused, if we take a deep interest in the time of its occurrence, im-
itating the prophets of old, 1 Pet. 1 : 10, 11 ? If so conspicuously set fonh, how conxea it

that BO much bitterness and hostility is manifested toward those who present its claims
to our consideration ? It is thus impressively presented in order that every believer may
" hvt Bis appearing,** and when such love is not entertained, it is strong evidence that
the heart and life is not right ; that the professor is unprepared for such an appearing ;

that he entertains a false hope. Every consideration urges us (1 Pet. 1 : 13) to " gird vp
ike loins of our mind, be sober, and hope to the end for the grace thai U to be broitghi unto w at

the revdaiion of Jesua Christ.** We joyfully confess this Hope and its prominency, and,
through the assurance of faith, the glory of a Christ pledged in its behalf, cling to it.
** The Parousia of Christ is the Epiphany of God, in brilliancy like the most precious jewel

'*

(Lange's Com. Rev., p. 382). We desire Paul's prayer (Horn. 16 : 13) to be more and more
realized in us : " Now the Qod of Hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, that

y0 may abound in Eope^ through the power of the Holy Ghost.'*
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Ohs, 7. Hope is entertained and expressed in ihe absence of the Redeemer.
Having told ns that He would speedily come, we believe Him ; and, as we
love Him, we hope. Now we are in the period afl^med by Luke 17 : 22,
and we hope. The Bridegroom is taken away from us (Luke 5 : 34, 35),
but He has told us that He would come soon again, and we have sweet
hope.

Hope is the root of a ChriBtian's happiness ; the hope of faith bringB peace and joy.
It has been well said (Lange's Cbm. 1 Pet, p. 19) :

" Christianity is essentially a Life of
hope —it is founded on living hope. The eye of faith looks out for the glorions reTebt^
tion of Jesus Christ from heaven, for the first resnrrection, for the heavenly city of peace
(Jerusalem), for the precious inheritance, for the new heaven and the nev earth."
Brown {Christ's Sec, Coming, p. 16), referring to this absence of the Bridegroom and His
promised return, says that it would be ^' incongmous not to cherish the feeling of desola-
tion in His absence. And never do we please Christ so much as when we ' refnse to be
comforted,' even with His own consolations, save in ihe prosped of His personal reiwm**
(comp. John 16 : 19-22). ** Greybeard*' {Lay Sermons, No. 107) remarks : " That the
Coming of the Lord will bring evil to some people on the earth is very cleox ; bnt the fact
that Christians are told to patiently ' wait for,* and to * love His approaching * is proof that
the evil will not be to them, God does not require His children to anxiously expect and
ardently wish for that which will do them harm. The * trouble ' will fall upon God's
enemies, Hot could God exhort His people to hold themselves in constant readiness for
thu Bridegroom's return if He intended that an interval of a thousand years of peace and
blessing on earth were to intervene before it came to pass. That would be like admonish-
ing a man intending to take a journey to keep watcn all night at a railway station for a
train which was expected to arrive some time during the following day.'*

Obs. 8. In connection with preceding Prop, something may be added
concerning the reasons, why we should be glad and rejoice in view of such
A nearness. Long ago Justin said :

'* You see all sorts of men big with the

hopes of His Second Coming in glory," which is eminently characteristic

of the present time ; for well-known statesmen and humble members of
the State, noblemen and the untitled, wealthy and poor, learned and un-
learned, prominent divines and laymen, in brief, men of all classes and
rank, look, wait^ watch, and pray for the Advent of the blessed Lord Jesus
and the then incoming Kingdom. And this they do heartily, sincerely,

without the reservation of a definite or Millennial intervening period (for

it is difficult to conceive how a person can watch and pray—much less, %
Pet. 3 : 11, 12, "hasting unto,*^' i.e. earnestly desiring, Vishing, long-
ing—for the coming of the day of the Lord with a mind impreased with a
theory which neffativea such watching and praying), because it is the most
desirable event that can occur. It is an event desirable to Christ (only

delayed through motives of mercy and grace), because then He obtains His
inheritance, and His glory is revealed; desirable to the Father, because
then His oath-bound covenants are verified and His praise promoted
through the Son of His love ; desirable to the Spirit, because then His
faithfulness and power will be specially manifested ; desirable to the

angels, because then the things in which they are so deeply interested will

be disclosed in the ^lory that follows ; desirable to saints, because then will

come to them glorification, kingship and rulership ; desirable to the Jew-
ish nation, because then shall this King most wonderfully interpose in Its

behalf ; and desirable to the race as such, because then shall proceed a

aeries of acts which shall result in lifting the race itself out of its present

condition into the enjoyment of Millennial blessedness. There is only one
class to whom it is undesirable, viz., to the wicked—to those who are bO
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nnbelieving that they continue unrepent.ant, rejectors of Christ, and
wilfullv disobedient to the Divine commands. Hence, every one who truly
loves tlie Saviour will (2 Tim. 4 : 8) ^' love His appearing ;'^ even those
who, either by education or prejudice, etc., may be unprepared to receive

the primitive Church doctrine respecting the Kingdom, still feel that the
Advent, with its blessed results (however imperfectly comprehended), is in-

deed ** /Afl blessed hope,^\ Sir Thomas Browne (C/i, Morals, sec. 26)
remarks : ''If the end of the world sliall have the same foregoing signs

as the period of empires. States, and dominions in it, that is, corruption of

manners, inhuman degenerations, and deluge of iniouities, it may be
dmtbted whether that final time be so far off^ of whose day and hour there

can be no prescience." After proposing the question why the world has
already endured so long, he adds :

** However, therefore, the wisdom of

the Creator hath ordered the duration of the world, yet since the end
thereof brings the accomplishment of our happiness, since some would be
content that it should have no end, since evil men and spirits do fear that
it may be too short, since good men hope it maj^ not be too long, the
prayer of the saints under the altar will be the supplication of the righteous
world, titat His nurcy should abridge their languishing expectations and
hasten the accomplishment of their happy state to come,^^ Barnes says

(Com. 1 Theas. 1 ; Rem. 9) :
** It is our duty and privilege to * wait for the

Son of God to return from heaven.' We know not when His appearing,
either to remove us by death or to ji^dge the world, will be—and we
should therefore watch and be ready. The hope of His return to our
world to raise the dead, and to convey His ransomed to heaven, is the

brightest and most cheerful prospect that dawns on man, and we should be
ready, whenever it occurs, to hail Him as our returning Lord, and to rush
to His arms as our glorious Redeemer. It should be always the character-

istic of our piety, as it was that of John, to say, * Even so, come, Lord
Jesus,* *\ Commenting on 2 Tim. 4 :8, he says: "To believe in the
Sec. Advent of the Lord Jesus to judge the world, and to desire His re-

turn, became a kind of a criterion by which Christians were known. No
others but true Christians were supposed to believe in that, and no others

truly desired it. It is so now. It is one of the characteristics of a true
Christian that he sincerely desires tlie return of his Saviour, and would wel-

roiiie His appearing in the clouds of heaven." On 2 Pet. 3 : 13 ho
remarks (explaining the " hasting unto" to denote " to await with eager

dejfire^') :
** The fru^ Christian does not dread the Coming of that day.

lie looks forward to it as the period of His redemption, and would wel-

vOfne, at any time, the return of his Lord and Saviour. While he is willing

to vait as lon^ as it shall please God for the Advent of His Redeemer, yet
to Him the brightest prospect in the future is that hour when He shall come
to take him to Himself." (Cotnp. his comments on Phil. 3 : 20 ; 1

Theas. 1 : 10 ; Heb. 9: 28, etc.) We give so much space to the testimony
of one who, while advocating a theory which virtually delays the Coming
of the Lord at least a thousand years, yet has such a love for the Saviour,
such a regard for the plain injunctions of Scripturej and such a just ap-
prehension of the blessedness resulting from the Advent, that he adopts the
langna^e and spirit of the most ardent Millenarian. Such expressions
from this class could be multiplied until they filled volumes, for they are
the outburst of a heart of love which clearly perceives how much depends
npon such a coming, and how largely it 'will be productive of the highest
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joy nnd happmess.^ The desire, longing and prayer of the early Church
is well known,' influencing, e.g. even Gibbon to ascribe it as one of the
causes of the Church's endurance of persecution, etc., and urging a Cyprian.
to say concerning Jesus :

" He whose speedy coming we daili/ desire, whose
presence among us we ardently long for,^* and an Augustine to exclaim
of the same that this " is what we look and pray forV^ True faith and
fervent piety cannot help but express itself thus, as e.g. Baxter :

" my
Saviour, hasten the time of thy return ; send forth thy angels, and let that
dreadful, joyful trumpet sound ! Delay not, lest the living give np their
hojjes ; delay not, lest earth should grow like hell, and thy Church, by
division, be all crumbled to dust ; deUty not, lest thine enemies get advan-
tage of thy flock, and lest pride, hypocrisy, sensualityj and unbelief pre-
vail against thy little remnant, and share among them thy whole inher-
itance, and when thou comest, thou flndest not faith on the earth ; delay
not, lest the grave should boast of victory, and, having learned rebellion of
its guest, should refuse to deliver thee up thy due I . . . ' Betum, O
Lord, how long f Oh, let Thy Kingdom come,* Thy desolate ' Bride aaith.
Come ! * for thy Spirit within her saith, Come ; and teacheth her thna to
* pray with groanings which cannot be uttered

;
yea, the whole creation

saith, Come, waiting to bo delivered from the bondage of corruption into
the glorious liberty of the children of God.' Thou thyself hast said,
' Surely I come quickly ; Amen. Even so, come. Lord Jesus,* '* (Conclu-
sion of the last ch. of his Saints* Rest),* But why repeat that which is ao
clearly taught both in Scripture and in the experience of intelligent piety-
Millenarian authors have directed attention to this feature, and justly in-
sist upon it as fl characteristic of enlightenedfaith and hope ; because of the
excellent things connected with the Advent, such as, that then death will
be swallowed up in victory ; that sorrow and sighing and tears shall be
banished ; that the enemies of God shall be removed and the Church bo
triumphant ; that peace and righteousness shall universally prevail ; that
Christ's glorious Kingdom will be established never, to be removed ; that
the saint 8 rewarding and crowning shall be experienced ; that Paradise
will be restored with augmented glory ; that heaven and earth, God and
man, nature and the supernatural shall be in open union and fellowship
the one with the other ; that the nations of the earth, and even creation,

shall rejoice and exult in a manifested Messiah ; and that the saints shall

be evermore with the Lord, who bought them with His own blood, in the
New Jerusalem state, intimately associated with so gracious and mighty a
King, and experiencing the ample fulfilment of covenant and prophetic
promise. We know (Prop. 120, 121, etc.) that until this Saviour returns
the promises of inheriting the Kingdom, etc., cannot possibly be realized ;

that the curse will continue to press heavily upon the individual believer,

the Church, and the world ; aud that sorrow, trial, tears, etc., are our
common lot until He comes. Looking at the present and contrasting it

with the blessings of " the Day of the Lord Jesus"—our present weakness
and frailty with the being " fashioned like unto His glorious body," our
present imperfectly experienced salvation with completed Redemption, our
present tempted, suffering condition with appearing with Him in glory,

our present heirship while Pilgrims with the actual inheriting of a King-
dom, etc,—who would not desire, yea, earnestly desire the Coming of the

Lord and His Kingdom, and who would not cordially respond to the lan-

guage of the late Or. Marsh {PropTi, Times, vol. 5, p. 159): " Let me speak
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to joa of the Sec. Advent, which is the Of^ristian's great hope, as the First

Advent ia the fonndation of his faith ; for thea Christ will assume His
office of King ; and not till then will the great enemy of souls, the accuser

of the brethren, be bound, error be banished, sin be subdued, and creation

cease to groan ; because at His Coming He will establish the Kingdom of

truth, and righteousness, and peace. What Christian ia there, who, believ-

ing this, when he hears the Saviour's voice saying, * Surely I come quickly,^

will not reply, * Amen, evefi so, come, Lord Jesus.* " *

> Olshausen m&kea a jnst remark (GSom., vol. 1, p. 117). Alluding to the reign of Christ
here on earth after His appearance, and the resurrection of the saints and the consequent
blessedness, he says of the latter :

*' Millions desire this most earnestly, hope and pray
for it even, without ever imagining that it (viz., MiUenarian doctrine) ia the very doclrine

which they think themselves bound to oppose, or at least unable to admit, without de-
viating from a correct belief."

« Compare Prop. 76, etc. A writer (Proph, Times, vol. 3, p. 166), referring to the Prim-
itive Church loving the appearing, remarks :

** And Maasillon may speak for them all,

vhen he affirms of the first Christians, they deem it om step in apoatasi/t not to sigh qfter

this rtturn.*' Massillon evidently grounds his opinion upon what Justin said oonoeming
*• thu exacUy arihodox"

* Baxter in other places expresses himself decidedly, that *' the thoughts of the Coming
of the Lord are most sioeet andjoy^xd to me/* earnestly prays for the Advent and Kingdom,
uriug :

** Alas ! fellow Christians, what should we do if our Lord should not return ?"

This is the day that all believers should long, and hope, and wait for, as being the aooom-
plishment of all the work of their redemption and all the desires and endeavors of their
fioalo." The Linguiige cf Bas:Ler btrongly rominJs ufi of AUeinj' s :

'* Thij is the duy (vi^.,

the return of Ctirist) I look for, and wait for and have laid up aU my hopes in. If the
Lord return not, I profess myself undone ; my preaching is vain, and my suffering is

T&in ; and the bottom in which I have intrusted all my hopes is forever miscarried," etc.

Bo Bollinger said :
" All the godly, with sighs unspeakable, wish for the Coming of the

Judge in glory ;" so Luther, Melanohthon, '^mdale, Latimer, Bradford, Bunyan, Fiscator,

Bidley and a host of others. Beiss, Last Times, Dis. 12, gives extracts from Luther, Mil-
tan, Cox, Rutherford, and others ; many of a like tenor are to be found in Taylor's Voice

(f the Churchy etc. The writer has been forcibly reminded in looking over the writings
of all c^/isses in the Church how general is the feeling that the Advent is eminently desir-

tble, and hence —while referring mainly to the expressed sentiments of believers who
cumot be charged with a MiUenarian bias—the thought has occurred to him that the
llillenarian system which pre-emineniiy holds forth this Advent, ftnaigna t}ic strojxfjest rea-

sons for its acceptance, and cidiivales faiths hope, and love in ii, ought, at least, from this
point of view to meet with respectful aUention and due examination from all believers. If

the Adrent is so desirable, as a host of witnesses, including all shades of opinion, testify

to, then anything that serves to explain or throw light upon it ought to be candidly oon-
ddered.

* While penning the last sentences, the thought presented itself to the writer that in
the Coming Kingdom we shall meet many who thus watched, desired, and prayed for the
blessed Advent whose names are either incidentally mentioned in print or utterly un-
known ; as e.g. of the one class, Alfieri (Miohelet's Life of Luiher, Ap., p. 405) who, in an
address to Luther (1542 in name of the churches of Venice, Ylcenza and Trieso), expresses
his hope :

^* Wandering and dispersed, toe toaU voith impatience the Coming of the Lord's
}Sight}/ Otic.** etc. (reminding us of Rutherford's saying :

'* Though the time be very short,

yd love and longing make U iedicua") ; and of the other class, the case of some pious
filarea (recorded in the Life cf the Methodist preacher Cartwright) who, at the occurrence
o! an earthquake and at the falling of the meteors years ago, instead of being alarmed,
exalte^ and rejoiced in it as a sign of a Coming Uaviour, while the masters were greatly
fhghtened. During the persecutions of past centuries how many sighed for the Advent,
^hat happiness to meet such and hear from their own glorified lips the stozy of faith
and hope. Love cannot transform *' the blessed hope'* into one of terror ; it is sin or
imbelief that thus transmutes it. It is delightful to think of the time when in glorified
Kxrial converse we shall hoar from the quickened lips of an Irenteus, or Justin, or Luther,
orCilrin, or Zwingli, and many others, how they, amid trial and ^RrVnftgQ loved ** the
ippeahng'* of Jesus—how this hope sustained them, etc.
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Brookes (Maranaiha, p. 365-66) says : " It was a leading eharaderi^ic of the earlv
Christiana that they lored His appearing ; and if any who now profess to be Ghristiaxis
do not love it, they ought to be made to understand that there is no promise of a crovn
of righteonsness (2 Tim. 4 : B) for them at that day. What would you think of an exile
if he were to exhibit the deepest distress and grief at the summons to return home after
years of lonely wandering in distant lands ? What would you think of a citizen, if he
were to turn pale on hearing that the court will soon convene, and the judge will ascend
the tribunal ? What would you think of a wife, if she shuddered and trembled at the
announcement that she might expect her absent husband any hour ? There is a con-
scious guilt there that makes them cowards ; and when those who claim to be Christians
czy out that they cannot bear the doctrine of our Lord's Bee. Advent, they give melan-
choly evidence of not knowing that there is an unsettled controversy between them and
Ood. They cannot think without terror of Christ's Coming, because they are nut pre-
pared for it,*' eto. The least that can be said is that they exhibit gross ignorance of the
object of Christ's Advent in relation to believers. Jesus Himself (Matt. 9 : 15) has ex-
pressed the sorrow that His absence should cause in the hearts of those yearning for His
presence, but alas 1 multitudes reverse this, and consider that His absence is a cause for
joy ; His presence is not desirable even when professing ardent and supreme love for
Him ! Seiss {Laai T^meSt p. 308) says :

" No, no, no ; the doctrine of the Saviotir's
speedy Coming is no< a thing of gloom and sadness. It is Gospel—pure Qospd—nothing
but good neios. If it has anything distressing in it, you yourself must put it there by
your hard-heartedness, your prayerlessness, and unforsaken sin. If you have fixed your
heart and faith on Jesus as your Prophet, Priest and King, you have nAUght to fear and
everything to hope." " Is He your Alpha and your Omega—your all in all ? Then fear
not. Only be faithful a little longer, and the day will come which will be to you a glad-
der day than ever you thought it possible for you to see. And as you behold the fig

leaves putting forth as the heralds of its approach, * look up and lift ttp your head/ for your
redemption draioeih nigh,* " Dr, Hodge (Cbm, 1 Cor. 1 : 7) says that the Sec. Advent,
owing to its connected blessings, ** was the object of longing expectation to all the early
Christians ;" and, " so general was this expectation that Christians were characterized as
those * 10^ love His appearing^' 2 Tim. 4 : 8, and as those * who wailfor Himt Heb. 9 : 28."
After showing that " the Spirit awakens desire for that event," he adds : " If the Second
Coming of Christ is to Christians of the present day less an object of desire than it was to
their brethren during the apostolic age, it must be because they think the Lord is * slack
concerning His promise,* and forget that with Him a thousand years is as one day.'*

Thus compare Trench's remarks. On the Parable, as e.g. in the Parable of the Ten
Virgins. Hackett {Com. Acts 3 : 20) indorses the early Church belief, that the Sec. Advent
** 1005 always near to the feelings and consciousness of the first believers. It was the
great consummation on which the strongest desires of their souls were fixed, to which their
thoughts and hopes habitually turned. They lived in expectation of it ; they labored to

be prepared for it ; they were constantly, in the expressive language of Peter, lookingfor
and hastening unto it,** eto. He speaks of it as '* filling their circle of view,'* being " the
grand object** of hope, so that they were, " in such a state of sympathy with an event so
habitually present to their thoughts, they derived, they must have derived, their chief

incentives to action." But alas ! let a believer to-day occupy this position of the early

Christians, making the Sec. Advent the object of desire, longing, prayer, conversation,

preaching, etc.—let him assume the spirit and motive which even our opponents in their

commentaries, etc., profess to admire, admit to be eminently scriptural and practical,

and inform us is positively enjoined by the Saviour as characteristic of a true believer,

and what is the sad result ? Why this : that his brethren in the Church regard him as
** fanatical," given to" an unwholesome enthusiasm," evidencing " a disordered mind,"
presenting '* an unhealthy eccentricity," etc. In many works, reviews, newspapers, etc.,

these charges are reiterated, and brethren who " love the appearing** are held up to ridi-

cule and scorn. In this connection we will quote Dr. Gordon's {Cftristian InidOgencer,

1865) remarks on " the Difficulties of Post-Millenarianism,** where he says :
*^ Their ob-

jections thought to be most damaging to our views, in many instances recoil upon their

own, and give prominence to the difficulties they encounter in their defence. For in-

stance, ono writer, too eager to overthrow the Millenarian doctrine respecting the speedy
Coming of Christ, says :

* From the first period of the Church's history, this dogma has
been associated with the most deplorable fanaticism.' Others add, ' It results in InfideU

ity.' It is remarkable that the pntters-forth of this objection do not see into what a posi*

tton they are placed by it. They profess to believe that Jesus Christ will literally come
at some lime, as veil as we, and when He comes it will be speedily tu the men of that
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generation then living. The dootrine will then be prodnctlTe of fanaticism, and perhaps
infidelity, because according to their showing, these evilB are inseparable from a belief in
Christ's speedy Advent. The objection, then, lies not only against His speedy Coming,
bnt against His Coming at all ; for if such be the necessary consequences uf the doctrine,

certainly it ought never to be preached, and ought never to have been revealed. The
objection, therefore, impeaches the vaiadom of Christ in making known to man the fact of

His Coming again in the clouds, and thence drawing an argument for our consiani viaicK-

ing. If * from the very first period of the Church's history, this doctrine was associated

with the most deplorable fanaticism,* and if, according to Fost-Millenarian writers

—

who tell Ufl that the first three centuries constituted the purest age of the Church

—

Chiliasm for all that time was the orthodox faith, then beyond question the purest age of
the Church was the age of the most deplorable fanaticism 7 And for this great defection,

who were responsible but the fanatical Apostles ? Paul said ihe grace of Ood taught aU
men io look for ihe glorious appearing of Christ, He therefore converted men not only to
Christianity but to fanaticism, according to our brethren, for he says ei^ressly that ihev

turned to Ood from idols io waii for His Son from heaven / Was not this an unfoimded
expectation, and has not the lapse of time proved this voaUing to have been just as
fanatical as in any of us, who are thus ridiculed for * that blessed hope.' And was not
John just as far astray as Paul, when to the assurance of the Redeemer, ^Surely I come
quiddy,* he appended the prayer, *Even so, comet ^l^ord Jesus,* Nearly eighteen centuries

have passed away and He has not come yet ! Who does not see that ' it results in infi-

delity ? * We do not wish to utter an unbecoming word, but we think that many of the
objections of our brethren, deemed most formidable, only serve to force their own system
between the millstones of Reductio ad absurdum,* '

" Greybeard " {Lay Sermons, No. 105)

justly observes :
** The proper attitude of all true believers, as the oonstituents of the

Bride, during oar Lord's absence, is that of waiting patiently for His Second Coming,
2 Thesa. 3 :

5.*' Consequently of every one it should be said (Conybeare and Howson's
rendering of 1 Thess. 1 : 10): "Now you wait toith eager longing for the reiurn of His Son
from ihe heavens, even Jesus, whom He raised from the dead, our delivererfrom the coming
iy}igf<ince,* * Dr. Willis Lord concludes his little volume. The Blessed Hope, as follows :

** This then is that blessed hope ; the glorious Coming of the Lord. It is the next great

epoch of the future. The Old Test, saints looked forward to the First Coming of Christ
It was thm" Polar Star. After weary ages, faith was turned to sight. Men saw the Son of

God incarnate. Simeon took Him in his armn. Kary sat adoring at His feet. Peter
pressed close to His side. John rested on His bosom. Paul, too, saw Him on His way to
Damascus, and the sight was his salvation. Jews and Gentiles saw Him, and put Him to

(leath on the cross. The New Test, saints look forward to the Second Coming of Christ.

This is their Polar Star. Again the ages have been long and weary, but the end cometh.
The world may scofiE ; and the Church even may let go this holy faith ; but, at the ap-
pointed time, the Church and the world will see the Lord Coming in power and for right-

eons judgment. They will see the dead in Christ living, and sitting with Him on His
throne, and then the Millennial glory. This vast truth pervades and inflames the Script-

ures. The^ declare it as a divine certainty. They make it the ground of argument.
They hold it up as a most powerful motive. They use it to strengthen faith, encourage
hope, promote humility, fortify patience, mitigate sorrow, incite watchfulness, impel
obedience, inspire prayer, increa^ holiness, and awaken joy. What a great blank there
would be without it in even the Word of God 1 What a serious subtraction there would
be from those sacred resources, by which His people are made strong for the work and
battle of life, and to win the Conqueror's crown. What wonder that Paul calls it, moved
by his own sense of its grandeur and by the special light and power of the Holy Ghost

:

* Thai bkssed hope, even Vu glorious appearing cf the great Ood and our Saviour Jesus Christ.*
"
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Proposition 183. The doctHne of the Kingdom and its re-

lated subjects home a direct pf^actical tendency.

Its practical nature and tendency is already sufficiently manifest
from the preceding propositions, the history of the doctrine, the
life of those who held it, the prominence given to it in the Script-
ures, and its fundamental relationship to an enlightened faith and
hope. But in justice to ourselves, and by way of self-defence
against unfounded objections, it deserves special mention.

Nearly eveiy Millenarian worlc hu something to say on the practical natnre of the
doctrine, and lias a chapter or more devoted to the subject. We direct attention to a few
recent publications, as e.g. the following papers given at the Prophetic Conference at
New York : Dr. Brookes, The Coming of the Lord in its Bdaium to Christian Doctrine ; Dr.
Clork, Hopt (^ ChrisCs Coming as a Motive to Holy Living and Adivt Labor; Dr. Craven,
The Coming ^ the Lord in its Belaiion to Christian Doctrine. Brookes 's Maranaiha, ch. 7,

Beids's Last fimeo^ Ap., pp. 364^83, and nameions Pre-MiU. 'ftriteta advert to the subject.
The last Prop, contains the statements of several eminent men, and under variouB Props.
gs e.g. Maiiensen's, Prop. 174, Obs. 1, note, etc.) similar expressions are given. Dr.
iggenbach (Lange's (hm. 1 Thess.^ p. 79) refers to the hope of the nearness of the Sec.

Advent and its practical tendency, and takes the ground that it is a chief characteristic

of the true Christian ; after reference to the example of the early Church, he says :
*' But

only too frequently does this way of thinking assume such a form, that the longing for
the Coming of the Lord and the gloiy of His holy Kingdom, as well as sympathy in the
fortunes of the Church at lai^e, is too much impaired. At times, on the other hduid, and
among the pious, when the life of faith rults in due farce, we cu/atn meet likewise with the
apostolic hope and aspiration in living freshness. That watching and hoping are so on-
familiar to us, is a d^ecL The mart we become heavenly in onr character and thoughts,
the mare also does the stream of human history appear to us a hasting toward the Coming
of the Lord."

Obs, 1. Constantly is the qnostion asked, '' Of what practical use is the
doctrine of Christ's Sec. Coming and of His Millennial Kingdom?" And
often it is added, by way of response, '* If we are saved, that is sufficient/*

Ignorance of the nature and results of ** the Blessed Hope" alone can pro-
duce such an interrogatory and position ; an ignorance, too, utterly xinjus-

iifiable in any believer of the Scriptures.

This question of its being practical, before willing to accept of It, is not one for the
believer to ask. Is ii Qo^s Word? Dots He ask me to believe and act? These are the
questions to be answered. It would be an act of gross unbelief to reject it even if not
practical (in the sense the objector uses it) in its nature. Did Abraham pause to ask
and decide such a question when called on to offer up Isaac ? Did any of the ancient
worthies refuse any truth revealed, unless it could be shown that it was practical ? Even
if nothing; else could be asserted respecting it than that it is a revealed truth without
any special bearing, we ought to receive, and, if demanded, proclaim it. Like Abraham,
Kom. 4 : 18-21, we give gloiy to Qod and secure His divine approval, by our faith in

His word. We live a life of faith, and faith honors God and His Christ. But to leave

us utterly without excuse, this doctrine is eminently practical ; and it requires perverse-

ness and a willing blindness to avoid seeing it. Some, particularly, urge the objection

(to show its unpractical tendency) that we preach the doctrine, and it makes the minister
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ae<^88aril7 polemical, which is not a following Christ. When the objectors preach the
opposite, write against us, etc., it is not polemical but a following after Christ ! We
leave the good sense of the reader to dispose of the excuse.

Obs, 2. Ita decisive and far-reaching influence is seen in the fact that it

materially affects the interpretations of the Bible (see e.g. Prop. 4). The
coTcnants, prophecies of the Old and New Tests., parables, thousands of

passages, and eren entire chapters are understood very differently from the

meaning attributed to them by others. The Kingdom, the Gospel of the

Eingdom, the reign of the Christ, and a vast number of related subjects

baTO an import very diverse to the sense usually attributed to them. Of
course, any doctrine which has such an influence in determining the

meaning of Scripture, its application, etc., must be of great importance.

This e.g. is clearly recognized by our opponent, Dr. Brown, when {Gkrisl's Sec. Com-
ing, p. 6) he says of Pre-Millenarioniam : "It is a school of Scripture interpretation ; it

infringes npon and affects some of the most commanding points of the Christian faith ;

and, when suffered to work ita unimpeded way, it stops not till it has pervaded with iti

own genios tk€ ejiiin system of one's theology, and the whole tone of his spiritual character,
ooDiitracting. I had almost said, a world of its own ; so that holding the same faith and
cherishing the same fundamental hopes as other Christians, he yet sees things through a.

medium of bis own, and finds everything instinct with the life which this doctrine hns
generated within him." He also (p. 12) declares :

" When they dilate upon the promi-
aouce given to this doctrine in Scripture, and the practical uses which are made of it,

they toach a chord in the heart of every simple lover of bis Lord, and carry convUUion to

all who tremble at His Word ; so much so, that I am persuaded that nine tenths of all

who have embraced the Pre-Millennial view of the Sec. Advent have done so on the sup-
position that no other view of it will admit of an unfettered and unmodified use of the
Scripture language on the subject—that it has ita proper interpretations and full force
only on this theory.*'

Obs. 3. Our doctrine deals largely in Eschatology, of which Van Ooster-
zee (Lance's Com,, Luke, p. 33G) says :

" It lies in the nature of the case
that Christian eschatology, the more the course of time advances, must
become less and less an unimportant appendix, and more and more a locus

primarius of Christian doctrine." The personal relationship that we sus-

tain to the future, the nature of the things discussed, the interest of the
world, the honor and glory of the Redeemer—all indicates that our doc-
trine must necessarily assume a prominence and corresponding influence.

The subjects thus connected are of vast importance and of the highest interest, such
e.g. 03 the nature, manner and time of the Messianic Eingdom to be set up ; the nature,
manner and time of the Sec. Advent ; the nature, manner and time of the completion of
redemption ; the precise destiny of the believer, the Church and the world ; the destiny
of the enemies of God ; the destiny of the Jewish people ; the course and order of events
pertaining to the last times ; the signs preceding the Advent and pertaining to the inter-
Tal ; the stages of the Advent ; the resurrection and translation ; the rise, progress and
end of the culminated Antichrist ; the Millennial reign, blessedness and glory. Our doc-
trine gives Eschatology a grandeur which even some of our opponents admit, as e.g. in the
destiny of the race as a race under the reign of the mighty Theocratic King and His in-

corporated ralers. When looking at the extent and sublimity which we give to it, no
wonder that some of them pronounce it at least, " a magnificent theory.** In relation to
it^ eentral doctrine, Dr. FrOnmtUler (Lwige's Cbm. 1 Pet, p. 18) says :

'* Our Lord's return
bu been one of the fundamental articles of the faith of universal Christendom in every
age of the Church's history. To hide this important doctrine under a bushel, is at once
a (ief€d of teachiruj and in opposUion to the mind of Christ and Bis AposUes,^*

Ohs. 4, Indeed, some things connected with our doctrine are regarded so

meniial to tbe completeness of Christian character, that the true believer
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is represented as in possession of them. Thus, e.^. X Cor. 1 : 7 " So tJiai

ye come behind in no gift; waiting for the Coming of our Lord Jesus
Christ.^* Here we have undoubtedly presented a leading, distinguishing

characteristic of a believer. A symmetrical character demands the heart
and attitude of a waiting, watching servant. Dr. Klink (Lange*s Coin.

loci) observes :
" This constant expectation of our Lord's Second Coming

(Rom. 8 : 19, etc.), when He shall be revealed in His glory unto all ^CoL
3 : 4), is one of the characteristic features of primitire Christianity.'*

(Comp. Phil. 3 : 20 ; 1 Thess. 1 : 10 ; Tit. 3 : 13 ; 2 Tim. 4 : 8.) No matter
how wo may interpret the connection, it is a fact, plainly evidenced by the
passage, that the oolievers specially trained under the apostleship had this

characteristic, and are commended for its possession.

Alford {Com, loct) joatly makes this posture of " waiting" to be " the greatest proof
of maturity and richness of the ttpiritoai life ; implying the co-ezistenoe and co-opemtiozi
of /aitfi, whereby they believed the promise of Christ—Aop«, whereby they looked on to its

fulfilment—and love, whereby that anticipation was lit up with earnest desire.** It evi-

dences the highest obedience to the command of their Haviour, and that the mind was
full of the promises relating to His Coming. It shows that influenced and n^ed on by
this prospect of the Advent and their waiting for it. Christians are excited to attain a high
spiritual growth or as Kling puts it in the Homilet. and Practical part :

'* The right wait-
ing for the Coming of Christ allows us to remain neither idle nor unfruitful, but inspires

us with an earnest zeal constantly to appropriate and improve every spirilucU g^* * Comp.
the decisive utterances of Barnes given in Obs. 8 of the preceding Proposition. We ap-
pend another on the passage before us. He says on 1 Cor. 1 : 7, the waiting :

" This was,
certainly, one of the endowments to which he referred, to wit, that they had grace given
them earnestly to desire and to wait for the second appearing of the Lord Jesus, An
earnest wish to see Him, and a confident expectation and firm belief that He will return,
is an evidence of a high aiaU of piety. It demands strong faith, and it wUl do much to ele-

vate the feolings above the world, and to keep the mind in a state of peace.*' Bengel. on
the same, quaintly refers to the prevailing substitution thus :

" Leaving to others their
' memento mori * (remember death) do thou earnestly cherish this joyous expectation of

the Lord's Coming." Dr. BiTCaul {The Blessed Hope,) well remarks :
** The practice of

waiting for the Sec. Advent is an essential feature in the character of a true Christian.*

'

Calvin (quoted, Lange's Com, 1 Pet. 4 : 7) took the same view when he said :
** It onght

to be the chief concern of believers to fix their minds fully on His Sec. Advent." Luther,
in his ** Sermon of Consolation" (p. 23 ; quoted Proph. Tmes, vol. 12, p. 151) pointedly
remarks :

'* If thou be not filled with a desire after the Coming of this day. thou const
never pray the Lord's prayer, nor canst thou repeat from thy heart the creed of faith.

For with what conscience canst thou say, * I believe in the resurrection of the body and
the life everlasting,' if thou dost not in thy heart desire the same? If thou didst believe

it, tliou must, of necessity, desire it from thy heart, and long for that day to come ;

which, if thou dost not desire, thou art not yet a Christian, nor canst thou boast of thy
faith." (It has been well remarked: *' The application of such a rule as this to the

churches of Chriatondom would unchristianize many in our day.") John Knox (i/bAn

'Knox and the Churches of England, by Dr. Lorimor,) took this as a leadim; characteristic of

a Christian, that he addressed (1554) a letter " To the Faithful in London, New Castle,

and Berwick, and to all others in the realm of England, that love the Coming of our Lord
Jesus Chnst" (in which letter he expresses his hope of the Ixjrd's speedy return). Com-
pare Huckett on Acts, p. 63-64, who impressively shows how " the stronaest desires of the

soul " were fixed ** habitually" upon and " the chief incentives to aotion' derived from it

Olshauson on 1 Thess. 1 : 10, affirms that " to wait for the Son of God is the m4}st appro-

priate mark of a true Christian,** and Auberlen (Lange's Com. loci) says : " The Apostle
defines the life aim of the converts into two particulars, the service of Gk>d and the wait-

ing for the return of His Son from heaven," and (Hom. and Prac), '* The Christian is a

man who serves Grod and waits for Jesus.*' Calvin (same) is made to say :
" In the ser-

vice of God, which in the corruption of our nature is a more than difficult matter, we are

kept and established by the expectation of Christ ; otherwise the world drags us back to

itself, and we grow weary. Waiting for the Lord is o main point (1) in the doctrine of

Jesus and His Apostles ; (2) in the life of faith of the Apostles and first Christians,
"

Out of a multitude of similar testimonies, we quote another from Theophiloa Gale (taken
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fxom his " Discourse on Christ's Ooming,** London, 1673, and given in Lond. Quart. Jour-
nnl of Proph.t toI. 7, p. 289) :

'* We see the true reason why so many professors, and some
truly godly, are so far behind in their Christian race, and have so much of their work
before them. . . . Whence comes all this but from want of aeriouSt lively expedaiioiis

of their Ijord's approach ? Believe it, there is a deep mysterie, a spirituAl art and skill in
Godlinesse which none arrive nnto so soon as they who wait for the Coming of their

Lord. What made the Thessalonions, in a short time, to arrive unto such high pitches
of Chiistianitie, but they imbibed or sacked in, at their first conversion, this principle of
jMitinyfor the Coming cf ihA Lord (1 Thess. 1 : 10) ? and O ! that professors would trie this

experiment ! Terily, we should not have such complaints, decays, follies, and scandals,
&mong professors, as we now everywhere find. It is a «ure and fiixed niZe, that no one
hath mode a farther proflcienoe in the schole of Christ, than he can with hope and joy
expect the Coming of Christ." Hence Van Oosteizee (Lange's Com, 2 Tim., p. 114) de-
clares :

" The affectionate longing for the appearing of the Lord in glory, presapposes a
high def^ee of spiritual life ; and, on the oUxer side, is admirably fitted to nourish, to

perfect, to purify that life."

Ob.^. 5. It is only requisite to point out how the New Test, uses the doc-
trine of the Second Advent, in order to show how essential it is to Chris-

tian doctrine, duty, and character. This we will do in the briefest

manner. It is given 1, to interest us in a blessed coming, Matt. 23 : 39 ;

Luke 13 : 35 and 21 : 27 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 10 ; Heb, 9 : 28 ; 1 Pet 1 : 7, 13
;

Rev. 22 : 7, 20 ; 2, to encourage faithfulness by a reward, Matt. 16 : 27
and 24 : 47 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 7-11 ; 2 Tim. 4:8; Kev. 22 : 12 ; 3, to bring
out the hope of reward in a " regeneration,'* Matt 19 : 28, 29 ; Acts 3 i

19-21 ; 4, to avoid deception, Matt. 24 : 23-27 ; Luke 17 : 23, 24 ; 2 Tim.
4 : 1-5 ; 5,' to hold forth the culmination of the age, Matt. 24 : 30, etc.; C,

to show the condition of the world, Matt. 24 : 37-39 ; Luke 17 : 26-30 ; 1

Thess. 5 : 1-4 ; 7, to teach a translation. Matt. 24 : 39-41 ; Luke
17 : 34-36 ; 1 Thess. 4 : 17 ; 8, to urge to watchfulness, Matt 24 : 42 and
25 : 13 ; Mark 13 : 33, 37 ; Luke 12 : 35^7 and 21 : 34-36 ; 1 Thees.
5 : 4-6 ; Bey. 16 : 15 ; 9, to influence to constant readiness, Matt. 24 : 44
and 25 : 1-13 and 22 : 11 ; Luke 12 : 35-40 ; 10, to incite ministerial

fidelity. Matt 24 : 46-47 ; Luke 12 : 42-44 ; 1 Thess. 2 : 19, 20 ; 2 Tim.
4:1-5; 1 Pet 5 : 1^ ; 11, to rebuke ministerial unfaithfulness, Matt.
24 : 48-51 ; Luke 12 : 45-48 ; 12, to teach the conditionof the Church,
Matt. 25 : 1-12 ; Luke 18 : 8 ; 2 Thess. 2 : 1-12 ; 13, to hold forth coming
iiidgment. Matt 25 : 19, 27, 31-46 ; 2 Thess. 1:8, 9 ; Jude 14-16

;

Rev. 1 : 7 and 19 : 11-16 ; 14, to show us His majesty and glory, Matt.
26 : 64 and 25 : 31 and 24 : 30 ; Mark 13 : 26 and 14 : 61 ; 15, to a
confession of Christ, Mark 8 : 38 ; Luke 9 : 26 ; 16, to incite prayer,
Mark 13 : 33 ; Luke 21 : 36 ; 1 Pet 4:7; Rev. 22 : 20 ; 17, to waiting,
2 Thess, 3 : 5 ; 1 Cor. 1 : 7 ; 1 Thess. 1 : 10 ; Luke 12 : 36 ; 18, to expec-
tation and looking, Tit 2 : 13 ; Phil. 3 : 20 ; Heb. 9 : 28 ; 2 Pet. 3 : 1'^,

U ; Rev, 1 : 7 ; 19, to love and desire, 2 Tim. 4:8; Rom. 8 : 23 ; 2 Cor.

5:2; Eey. 22 : 20 ; Tit 2 : 13 ; 20, to promised honor, Luke 12 : 37, 39 :

Matt. 24 : 46, 47 ; 1 Pet 1 : 7 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 10 ; 1 Pet 5 : 4 ; 21, to oc-*

cnpation during postponement of Kingdom, Luke 1^ : 11-27 ; Matt 25 :

14-30 ; 22, to encourage joy and peace in approaching redemption, Luke
21 : 28 ; John 16 : 16-33 ; 1 Thess. 1 : 10 ; 23, to impart comfort, John
14 : 1-3, 28 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 7 ; 2 Tim. 2 : 12 ; 24, to bestow assurance,
AcU 1 ; 11 and 3 : 19-21 ; Rom. 11 : '^6

; Luke 21 : 34, 36 ; 25, to test

character, 1 Thess 1:9, 10 and 5 : 4-9 ; 1 Cor. 1 : 7, 8 ; 26, to avoid
misjudging, 1 Cor. 4:5; 27, to remembrance and celebration of His
Coming, 1 Cor. 11 : 26 ; 28> to inspire hope in the resurrection, 1 Cor.
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15 : 33 ; Pliil. 3 : 20, 21 ; 1 Thess. 4 : 13-18 ; 29, to inculcate mod-
eration, Phil. 4:5; 30, to excite hea\enly mindedness, CoL 3 : 1-4 ; 31,

to arouse brotherly love, 1 Thess. 3 : 12, 13 ; 32, to future rejoicing in
successful labor, 1 Thess. 2 : 19, 20 ; 33, to sanctification, 1 Thess. 5 : 23 ;

1 John 3 : 2, 3 ; 34, to comfort in bereavement, 1 Thess. 4 : 18 ; 35, to
urge steadfastness, 2 Thess. 2 : 1, 2 ; 1 Tim. 6 : 14 ; 1 Pet. 5 : 4 ; 36, to
consideration of Antichrist and his doom, 2 Thess. 2 : 8 ; 37, to infuse
diligence and activity, 2 Tim. 4 : 1-8 ; 2 Pet 3 : 14 ; 38, to mortification

of the flesh. Col. 3 : 4, 5 ; TiL 2 : 12, 13 ; Luke 21 : 34 ; 2 P'et. 3 : 12 ;

39, to soberness, 1 Pet 1 : 13 ; 1 Thess. 5:6; Phil. 4 : 5 ; 40, to regard
it as the great hope, Tit 2 : 13 ; 1 Pet 1 : 13 ; Col. 3 : 4 ; 41, to induce
perseverance, Bev. 2 : 25 and 3 : 3, 11 ; 42, to an abiding with Christ, 1
John 2 : 28 and 3 : 2 ; 43, to patience under trial, James 5 : 7, 8 ; 2
Thess. 3 : 5 and 1 : 4^10 ; 1 Pet 4 : 12, 13 ; 44, to patience, Heb. 10 :

36, 37 ; James 5 : 7 ; 45, to a proclamation. Tit. 2 : 11-15 ; 1 Cor. 1 :

4-10 ; 2 Tim, 4:1-8; 46, to suitable preparation, Rev. 16 : 15 ; 47, to
urge men to turn to God, Acts 3 : 19-21 ; Rev. 3 : 3 ; 48, to enforce obe-
dience, 1 Tim, 4 : 13, 14 ; 2 Tim. 4 : 1 ; 49, to bring salvation. Hob.

: 28 ; 50, to coming gladness and exceeding joy, 1 Pet 4 : 13.

This can be greatly en1ar«;(Qd, na e.(( pertaining 1, to induce sinceri^fr. Phil. 1 : 9-10 ;

2, to holy conversation and podliness, 2 Pet. 3 : 11-13 ; 3, to brotherly love, 1 Thesa.
3 : 12. 13 ; 4, to confidence, Phil. 1 : 6 ; 6, to a hope of a crown, Rev. 3 : 11 ; 6, to moni.
lestation of saints, 2 Cor. 6 : 16 ; Col. 3 : 4 ; 7, to retribution, 2 ThesH. 2 : 7, 8 ; 8, to
promised dominion and authority, Matt. 16 : 27 ; 1 Cor. 4 : 5, etc. ; 9, to future kingship
and priesthood, Bev. 1 : G ; 10, to reigning on the earth, Bev. 5 : 10, and 20 : 4 ; 11, to

Jewish restoration, conversion, and supremacy, Bom. 11 : 15, etc. ; 12, to the binding of
Satan, Bev. 20 : 1-6 ; 13, to the deliverance of creation, Bom, 8 : 19-23 ; 14, to the new
heavens and new oarth, 2 Pet. 3 : 13 ; Bev. 21 : 1 ; 15, to the New Jerusalem. B«v.
21 : 10, etc. Any reader of the present work will see the multiplicity of subjects with
which our doctrine stands related and interwoven. Hence the extreme significance of

the adjuration of the Apostle, 2 Tim. 4 : 1-8 (oomp. Lange, Conybeare and Howson,
Alford, etc.)

Obs, 6. The light that it throws on singlo doctrines is something worthy
of consideration, such as e.g. tlie resurrection, making a distinctive first

and second resurrection ; the judgment of believers, distinguishing between
a judgment unto eternal life and a judgment according to works ; the con-
version of the world, the time, order, and manner ; the future glorious

baptism of the Holy Ghost, when and its extent ; the Father's house, what
it IS, and when established ; the Gentile domination and its ending ; the
persecution of the Church and its results ; the priesthood of Jesus and its

perpetuity ; the durability of the Messianic Kingdom ; the nature, advan-

tions, etc. Indeed, there is scarcely a subject in the Bible with which it

is not linked, and upon which, either directly or indirectly, it done not
impart information.

Thus it defines and vindicates the Judgeship of Jesus, the inheriting of the earth,

the perpetuation of the race, the intermediate state, the ** world to come," the perpetuity
of the earth, the ending of the age, a future revelation of the divine wtU, the unity of

Scripture, the work of Chfist for redemptive purposes, the entailment of the curse and
its ultimate removal, the credibility and Inspiration of the Scriptures, the Church and
the Kingdom of God with the relation that the one sustains to the other, the divine Sover-
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ei^ntv and the Kinship of Jesns, the exaltation of the Christ, eto. It seires largely to

explain Scriptxire, by ftimiahing the means which indicate the relationahip of one part to

the other. It enables us to disoriminate what pertains to this, or to the future, dispen-

sation. It enlightens ns in reference to Providence and the history of the world, by
showing the Theocratio Purpose and Plan, and the methods institnted in order to secure

their final and complete aocompUshment. It brings forth a perfect vindication of the
preaching of the disciples, Apostles, and Primitive Church. It holds forth prominently
and logically the postponement of the Kingdom to the Sec. Advent, assigning the rea-

sons for the same. It enforces the mutual connection existing between the Old and New
Tests. It develops, as no other can, the doctrine of election, the process of engrafting,

and the continuation of the election. It gives to portions of the Word, as e.g. the trans-

figuration, temptation, etc., new force and beauty. It brings out with vividness and
power the covenanted inheritance of the Son of David, and that of His co-heirs. It

enables one to readily detect and avoid the erroneous Intetpretations placed on the cove-

nants and the promises of God. It upholds and collflrms the necessity of the Supernat-
ural, the supremacy of Scripture, the study of prophecy, the faith of the pious Jews, and
the watching posture of martyrs and confessors. It gives to us, what no other system
presents so grandly, a perfed Redeemer and a perfect Redemption. Surely a doctrine which
permeates and gives new life and vigor to so many other related doctrines ; which lays

its beautifying hand on so many subjects pertaining to our highest personal interests,

must, on the nature of the case, be pre-eminently practical.

Obs, 7. ^Kotwitlistanding the evidence (Scriptural) to its practical nature
and tendency, and the admisaions of opposers to the same, some men, not
merely ask the question under Obs. 1, but flatly deny that it possesses any
practical value. Such declarations eTidently spring from prejudice and
bitter animosity ; they cannot possibly be tne conclusions of a calm and
impartial survey of the subject. The wholesale denunciation, the un-
limited denial defeats itself by its contradiction to the express affirmations

of Scripture and the testimony of believers.

Thus e.g. Bev. MoGook (as reported in the MesaiaKs Iferald, Jan. 15th, 1879) says :

" There is no doubt that the general teaching of such a doctrine would be disastrous in
effects. Its tendency would be to destroy reliance upon ail ordinary means of grace,

fiQch as preaching,** etc. Many declare that it converts us into ** heretics," " fanatics,**
*' dangerous enorists,** etc. Comment is unnecessary. It is especially supposed that
the looking for the speedy Coming of the Lord is " a great practical evil." subversive of
the interests of society, tiie Church, and the Individual. We are not concerned in de-
fending the childish attitude of some Millerites and a few Sec. Adventists who equipped
themselves in ascension robes, etc., for this only indicates a lack of intelligence in grasp-
ing the subject, to which—as past history testifies—aU doctrine has been more or less

exposed, and consequently perverted or rendered ridiculous. It certainly had not this

influence upon the early Church, the Reformers, and ten thousand others, noted for

piety, ability, and usefulness ; for all such, keeping in view the command of Christ to
" occupy until I come,'* and the fact that the precise day and hour is unknown, at-

tended with diligence and hope to all the proper callings and duties of life, so that if

Jesns should oome He might find them engaged at their respective posts. (In Props.
LSo, 156, 130, etc., we quote what opponents declare, over against the facts stated under
thii one.)

Obs, 8. It may be well to notice a few testimonials respecting its per-
sonal application and practical tendency, aside from those already given.
George Mailer (Sermon at Mildmay Park, June 29th, 1879), after referring
to the apostles and early Christians as looking for the return of Jesus, and to

\

the command to watch, adds i
" Now, my beloved Christian friends, how

is it with us ? Let us honestly ask ourselves. Are we looking for the return

I

of the Lord Jesus Christ ? Are we waiting for the return of the Lord
I Jesus Christ ? Next month, it will be fifty-three years with me that I

I

hare been waiting for the Lord Jesus Christ, and, by God's grace, I am
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not leas looking for Him now, I stay, waiting for His return now as I did

at the first. Now, I ask my beloved Christian friends here, are you looking
for His return ? Do you with joyful anticipation go forward to the return
of the Lord Jesus Cnrist? Is it a pleasant tliought to you that Jesna
Christ is coming to you ? That He is coming again, that He will return,

that He will not always be absent ? If the bridegroom leaves the bride,

she looks for his return. Tlie sooner the better, the bride says. So if the

Church is in a right state, if there is attachment to the person of the Lord
Jesus Christ, she longs for His return ; she looks for His return. How is

it with us regarding this.^" Lisco {On the Parables, p. 183) remarks;
** The believers of the old covenant looked for the Coming of Messiah, Isa.

60 : 1 ss. and 64 : 1 ; Luke 2 : 25. The believers who live under the new
covenant look for His Second Coming, Phil. 3 : 21 ; Heb. 9 : 28 ; Tit.

2 : 11, ss. This exfjectation is a powerful means, in the hand of God, for

raising and sanctifying the heart ; it springs out of faith in the promises
of the Lord, Matt. 25 : 31 ; John 14 : 3 and 17 : 24 ; Acts 1 : 9-11, and is

at once the proof and the nourishment of love to Him ; we look for Him
because we love Him, and could not love Him if we were not looking for

Him ; we look for Him because we have already experienced love to Him
when absent, 1 Pet. 1:8; and this expectancy toward Christ's Coming
and preparation for it, is the leading purpose and main concern of all true

Christians, Col. 3 : 1, ss."

Dr. Domer {Person cf ChrisU vol. 1, p. 409-15) haa again and again insisted ou the

practical tendency of Chiliasm. We reprodnce, as an illustration^ several remarks :
** It

ia \mj\isl\Jvablt to say that Chiliasm degrades faith and sanctity in this life, to the rank of

mere means whose end lies outside of themselves. They continue to be ends them-
selves, though at the same time r^arded as preparing the way for a new and more per-

fect stadium. The present world is a period of sofiering, especially for the members of

the one thousand years* Kingdom.*' '* Chiliasm, therefore, was the form in which
Christianity first gave conscious expression to the conviction of its destiny to rule the
world. Chiliasm was the assertion of the fact, that Christianity is related, positively as

well as negatively, to the world. Chiliasm declared that Christianity, by renouncing,
was called to glonfy the world. -Chiliasm was tht fruU and sign of the advance of Chris-

tendom to the conviction that nature is destined, by its inmost essence and idea, to stand
in a positive relation to spirit. The truth which it asserted justly claimed a realization

by Christendom at every stage of its existence in even higher forms and increasing meas.
ure.'* Qrosae (pastor at Bridford, England, 1617 ; quoted by LotuL Quart. Journal qf
Proph., 1855, p. 194) declares : '*No man rightly desires Christ's Coming, but he that

Lath assurance of the good and benefit of His Coming. To them the day of Christ is as

the day of harvest to the husbandman, as the day of deliverance to the prisoner, as the

day of coronation to the king, as the day of wedlock to the bride—a day of triumph and
exaltation, a day of freedom and consolation, a day of fest and satisfaction ; to them the

Lord Jesus is uU sweetness, as wine to the palate and ointment to the nostril, saith Solo-

mon ; honey in the mouth, saith Bernard ; music in the ear, and a jubilee in the heart.

Get assurance of Chri8t*8 Coming, as a ransomer to redeem you, as a conqueror to sub-

due all your enemies under you, as a friend to comfort you, as a king to honor yon, as a

physician to heal you, as a bridegroom to marry you. and then shall you with confidence
and boldness, with joy and gladness, with vehement and holy longings, say, * Chine Lord
Jesus.' " Col. Bawlandson {Ch. Herald, Oct. 30th, 1879) remarks :

** The Christian who
puts away from him the doctrine of the Sec. Coming of the Lord puts away his slrengthj

and is like a bounded lark, unable to soar to elevated heights. He who looks for his

reunion with his Lord only at the hour of death, is like the maimed bird, and cannot
sing anything but Lenten dirges. It is a sad thing thus to shut out the comfort and joy

of this precious hope." Roos {InterpretaiUm of Daniel) says :
*' It is revealed, not to sat-

isfy curiosity, but io strengthen our faith and to quicken our hope. It is easy for ns to

bear good and joyful events whenever they come, though they are not circumstantiallv

foretold. But it consoles a Christian, who is often grieved and distressed, in these dark
times, and who has a zeal for the honor of >7esus Christ and His Kingdom, to look for-
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wazd to the golden times* when all pla d^sldtrSa vHl be fnlflUed and realized, and to fee
them, even now, in the mirror of the divine Word." Janeway {Voice of Vie Ckurdi, p.

180) xrao, by grace, enabled to declare :
** Of this I am confident, through infinite mercy,

that the very meditation of that day bath ever ravished my sonl ; and the thought of the
certainty and neomeaa of it is more refreshing to me than the comforts of the world."
Dr. Ooodwin (Address before the Proph. Conference at New York) stated in reference to
oar doctrine :

" I take ii into my heart and into my life because, above all things else, I
have been driven on my knees in spite of the most resolute and determined antagonisms
bred in the head aad bred in the blood not to accept ; because it is to me the clear, un-
mistakable tmth of God ; because it carries in it ^ viials of Chriatianity, tiie hopes of the
Church, the glory of God and the ages." It is corroborative that at this Proph. Confer-
enaa, ao largely attended, the practical nature of the doctrine was repeatedly asserte'd by
•nch men aa Ihrs. Tyng, Kellogg, Gordon, Imbrie, Mackny, Parsons, Nicholson, Brookes,
Craven, Cooper, West, DufiSeldT Clark, and others. One of the resolutions adopted em-
braces its practical side :

'' The duty of the Church during the absence of the Bride-
groom is to watch and pray, to work and wait, to go into all the world and preach the
Gobpel to every creature, and thus hasten the Coming of the day of God ; and to His
latest promise 'Surehf I come quickly,* io respond, in joyous hope, *Even so ; come Lord
Jesua,* * * Lange^s Chm. 1 Tkess. <p. 60) quotes Chrysostom as saying :

** To keep the
Coming of the Lord at all times before our eyes, that is to be Ukeminded with the Apos-
tles ;*" and Rieger aa declaring :

'* In the Gospel, the Lord's Coming shines in upon us
so near, that it afforda os already at every step much light for our feet." (Comp. I^mge's
comments, Com. Jmnea^ p. 144.)

Obs. 9. Our doctrine, if entertained merely as a speculation or " splen-

did theory" with which reason may entertain itself, or as a basis from
which to excite the curiosity of others by rash prophetical interpretations,

by chronological calculations fixing the exact date of the Advent, and by
dogmatical self-exclusiveness, cannot possibly be of much practical value.

A man may hold the doctrine theoretically, and even present portions of it

in a brilliant manner, without having his heart or life touched by iiy as e.g.

evidenced by his irascible, morose Hamper, his invectives upon all who dis-

agree from him, his intense bigotry, his special claims of divine enlighten-

ment. The doctrine legitimately produces love, brotherly love.

We cannot be too guarded in the practical application of tmth. A Bacon, with his
high and instructive teaching, fell through his love of money ; Solomon, with his wisdom
and knowledge, was dragged down by sensuality ; multitudes, with large advancements
in learning and splendid abilities, have sacrificed honor and character, in neglecting to

do the divine will. Any doctrine can be held intellectually or speculatively without pro.
ducing any effect on heart and life ; so this doctrine can be entertained, as illustrated by
some painful examples. To have a proper influence, it must become (James 1 : 21) " an
ingrafted word " in which we feel and realize a personal interest, urging to faith and holy
living, to patience and endurance, to hope and love, or (as Brookes expressed it at the
Conference) " make the Coming of Jesus a practical and liJe-coniroUing fad in our daily

experiences.** Auberlen (Lange's Oom, 1 Thess^ p. 25) remarks : " We must be in earnest
with the expectation of Christ's Coming, if we would stand in the fulness of apostolic

Christianity. This carries with it (1) a warning (a) against every kind of worldly happi-
ness and serrice of perishable things and men, especially against the modem absorption
in practical and theoretic materialism, even of a refined sort ; (b) against the Komanizing
overvaluing of what we already have even in the Church, and against striving for the
Church's outward dominion and gloiy ; (c) against ffdse ideals of a great future of the life

of nations, to be introduced by our own, be it even Christian, power and activity ; and
against the ao frequent intermixture, concurrent therewith, of the world and the King-
dom of God ; (2^ comfort (a) in regard to imperfections and sins in ourselves, in the
vorld, in the Church ; it has not yet appeared what we shall be (1 John 3 : 2) ; (&) in
regard to the sufferings and afflictions, which are the divinely appointed way to the future
glory, 2 Cor, 4 : 17 sq,. Bom. 8 : 17." Compare also Biggenbaoh (same, p. 78-79) who, at

length, insists on its personal application, saying :
" The certainty that the Lord is Com-

ing with His sfdvation, is so stirring, bright, overpoweriug, that the man who is full of it

says : Quickly. '* The doctrine must be eziforced by a personal application, illustrated
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e.g. by Fhilpot {The Priest upon His Throne, p. 286) :
** Am I looking for the Coming of

the Lord ? Amid the conflicts of the vildemess am I veoring ' for an helmet the hope
of salvation ? * and having that hope, am I * purifying myself even as He is pure ? * If

these questions can be met with confidence, <A«n is there animating proof that onr hope
of seeing the Coming Saviour as He is, and Veigning with Him on the earth, is a sure and
' blessed hope ;

' and ' the day of the Lord wlU not overtake us as a thief in the night ;
*

yea, rather, it will accomplish our ' perfect consummation and bliss, both in body and
soul, in His eternal and everlasting glory/ " So Noel {Bri^ Inquiry^ p. 124) :

'' If the
reign of Christ be not first within our renewed souls, we shall never share it in a renewed
world. If He legislate not over our passions and our affections, we shall never bear role
in the regions of His rescued earth. If God the Holy Ghost regenerate not our hearts.
He will never regenerate our bodies. Our conformity to Christ must be entire. We
must first be crucified ere we con be glorified. His sceptre must be in our hearts ere

His crown can rest upon our heads.*' Ten thousand such practical directions could be
quoted from eminent Pre-Millenarions of the past and the present It would be a sad,

sad thing, a terrible calamity, if we should proclaim the Sec. Advent as ** the Blessed
Hope/' and the Kingdom as containing joy unspeakable and fulness of glory and yd/ail
to find acceptance at the one and admission into the other ; if we should urge those who
know what sorrow and sighing and tears mean to live in such faith and hope and love
that sorrow and sighing may flee away and tears be wiped from all faces at the glorious
revelation of Jesus, and yet, after all our warnings to others, multiply our own sorrow,
sighing, and tears. Alas ! when men professedly hold to this hope and teach it, and yet
exhibit a most unatniable temper, an unforgiving disposition, and other unchristian
manifestations, we have reason to apprehend their dangerous condition, or, at least, their

liability to great loss in future position.

Obs, 10, We should be thus affected not merely by the present practical

influence upon the heart and life, or by the reception of it to lead (2 Tim.
3 : 17) the man of God to "be perfect, thoroughly furnished unto all good
works,** but likewise by the ultimate betiefit to be derived from such a

position, the divine approval and reward at the judgment of believers

(Prop. 135 and 130). We may rest assured that a reverent reception of the

commands and teaching on tnese subjects will not only prevent our suffer-

ing loss, but increase our ultimate reward, because tnose who thus honor
God will eventually be honored by Him.

It is no smaU matter, when the Scriptures ore so full of it, when the cautions and warn-
ings are so pertinent, when the injunctions axe so precise and direct, to turn away from it

and influence others to reject it. Such assume a heavy responsibility that must be met

;

and the plea of superior piety, increased spirituality, honoring of Christ, or ignorance,

will avail nothing before the plain teaching of the Word. Some think that by a continu-

ous adhesion to " milk," " the first principles." they are advancing in the divine favor

and assure themselves of a reward, but even such '* milk'* is diluted and weakened by
the rejection of the '' cream** and the " meat" imparted by our doctrine ; faith and hope
are dwarfed, comfort and strength diminished, and the final reward is lessened. If God,
under the penalty of excommunication, prohibited even the making of the anointing oil

and perfume (Ex. 30), it should teach us that He is equally careful to preserve His truth

from adulteration, and no one con, therefore, add to it or reject it without incnmng
guilt. If He destroyed Nodab and Abihu for introducing innovations in rites and cere-

monies, it may well be considered whether He, a Ood je^ous of His own truth, will not

be displeased if we innovate by substitution, spiritualizing, etc. Thus to iUnstrete

:

Woldegrave {The New Test. MiSenarianism) concludes his work with a reference to per-

sonal religion (excellent and essential), but in such a way that it is taught that if sncn is

secured, then these things can be properly and safely neglected ; as e.g. " my Saviour,

while others weary themselves with the disquisition of Thy personal reign here upon
earth for a thousand years, let it be the whole bent and study of my soul to make snre of

my personal reign with Thee in heaven to all eternity.* ' (The reader will observe (1) the

charge of " wearying'* and (2) as if we limited the reign to one thousand years.) Thns a

false hope is made a motive power, and he makes himself chargeable with slighting an

oath-bound covenant, ** the sure mercies of David." and the piainesi promises relating to

the glory of Christ and His Bointa. Not only so, but he endeavors with might and main
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to lead others to a simUar neglect and contempt Snrely snoh an one mnst bear bis sdf"
imposed burden, and give an aeoount for his lack of faith. Thooaands are in this categoiy*

To many Isa. 42 ; 18-20 is still applicable, for the proverb of Ezek. 12 : 22 is virtually

promulgated by them. Isa. 66 : 6 will be verified. The spirit of Ezek. 13 : 2, 6. 7, 10, 16
is carried out in the vain predictions of " peace and safety," and Grod will, certainly^ hold
BTxch. acconntable. Some by a time-serving, man-fearing, prudential spirit refrain from
accepting or proclaiming these things, lest they be designated enthusiasts or fanatics,

and thus become unpopular. Such will meet the decision of a Saviour, who urged (hem
not to fear man, not to be influenced by a seeking after their personal popularity, but to
receive and present the truth aa given. The ignoring, substitution, apologizing for non-
reception, n^lect, etc., will assume very different proportions from those now presented,

vhen standing before the Judge to render an account for the same. There is something
heartHsearching in Luke 19 : 14 ; for of many who profess to love Jesus (but do not desire

His personal Coming and presence) it may be said :
'* But his citizens hated him, and

sent a message after him, saying. We will not have this man to reign over us.* ' Many
Tirtnally do this very thing, by their emphatic and decided hostility to the doctrine of

the imminency of the Sec. Advent ; for they treat it aa if the personal Coming, instead

of being " the blessed hope" and a joyful event to the believer, were something to be
deplored and resisted.

Obs, 11. We insist, in view of what has been said, that our Pro-Mille-

narian doctrine stands forth pre-eminent as practical. The subjects, the

hopes, the warnings and cautions, the attitude of watching, the heart-

familiarity with eschatology, the incited study of prophecy, the stimulated

meditations on grand themes, the glory and blessedness revealed—all serves

to make it most conducive to piety and godly love. Brookes (Address

before Proph. Conference^ speaking of the important relations of the Sec.

Advent as specified in the Bible, well says :
'' It may almost be said to

form the basis of every argument, to give direction to every appeal, to fill

out every exhortation, to terminate every warning ; so that it is to other

truth as a foundation to the building, as a feather to the arrow, as ripened

fruit to the bud and blossom, as eternity to time."

The same writer in Maranaihay after having passed over the Scriptural use of the
doctrine of the Second Advent, showing how it is employed aa a motive under forty

distinct aspects, beyond that of every other doctrine (being, as Rev. Eer expressed it,

"moreover in tiie New Test., the great event thai towers above every other''}, adds the
following : " Can the same be said of any other doctrine whatever ? Is it employed in
the same manner now in the preaching of the modem pulpit ? Of course it will be as-

serted that it is, but the assertion may be met by a flat denial ; and the reader can judge
for himself how often he has heard it mentioned in sermons, or in prayers, since he first

began to attend Uie ministry of the word and the meetings of the saints. He may have
heard frequent mention made of death, or the judgment, or heaven, or hell, but how
seldom he has listened to a distinct statement, or even a faint reference, concerning the
Coming of the Lord. This is not written to find fault or to censure thousands of ex-

cellent brethren, who only need to have their attention awakened to a neglected truth ;

but it is important to show that the manifold practical uses made of the Second Advent
by the inspired writers ought to be made of it still, if we accept of the sacred Scriptures as

the infallible rule of faith and practice. A Rationalist may sneer at the ever-recurring
testimony of these Scriptures with regard to the Second Coming of our Lord, but all who
bow to their authority as the very Word of God must, after examination, place the doc-
trine here advocated very high in their esteem. Their experience will be something like

that of the gifted and saintly Hewitson, of whom his biographer says :
*' The blessed hope

took its place thenceforth, not only in. his understanding, but in his hmri. He not only
believed in the speedy appearing—he lovai it

—

toaUed for it

—

watdied for it. ' Faith,' we
find him saying, 'looks back to the cross, and is at peace ; it looks forward to the crown,
and pants for glory. Oh. to have more of the life and power of such a feith !

* So mighty
a motive power did it become, that he used to speak of it ever afterward as bringing
with it a kind of second conversion. It is interwoven with the texture of his whole
future life." Lange (Com.^ Matt. 24) remarks :

'* Christians, waiting in a heavenly frame
of mind for their Lord, will find that He is their Friend, their legitimate Lord, their
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Boyal Bridegroom. If they think of His coming wiih an earthly mind. He appears to
them as a thief who will strangely and unrighteonsly break in upon their earthly re-
lations and poBseRBions." **KeadinesB for Christ's Advent diffuses somewhat of tho
brightness of His future glorification over life." Hence Trench (CM the FarabUs) observe
that the leaving the time of the Advent indefinite presents a ** powerful motive to holi.
nesH and diligence, supplied to each generation of the faithful by the possibility of the
Lord's return in their time' '—it being designed that all should be impelled by it and
enabled to rejoice in its preciousness. Its pre-eminent practical power is seen in th e apos-
tolic age, in the believers formed under their preaching—in the Primitive Church, in con-
fessors and martyrs, in a host of pious, devoted,and useful followers of Jesus ; it will again
be seen and realized with overwhelming power when the martyrs are sustained by it

under the death-dealing persecution of the culminated Antichrist. The spirit of Hnb.
2 : 1-i is constantly made manifest. The Jews feel its practical bearing now, and
hundreds have been converted under its influence, and the day is coming when thou-
sands, yea the nation itself, will respond to its motive power. It separates more and
more from the present world, and causes us to fix our hopes and affections on that which
is to come. It fills the mind and heart with God's truth, and enables'ua calmly to look
at events transpiring in the light of revelation. It enables us with Dr. Tyng (Hill's

iiainis* Inheritance^ p. 271) to say :
*' In the great view of the Savionr's personal reign on

a regenerated earth, as the final and everlasting abode of His redeemed, I rest with con-

fdence and ddighi." We conclude with quoting Stewart's declaration and wi^ {Lectwfs
during Lent, p. 351 and 355) :

** If there be any one topic more than another calculated to

solemnize the mind, to bring us as lowly suppliants to the throne of grace, and to lead
to watchfulness and prayer, while at the same time it cheers and animates the Kpirit,

filling it with that blessed hope which led the apostles, the army of maityrs, and, wo
may add. our Protestant forefathers to * count all things but loss for the excellency of
the knowledge of Christ Jesus their Lord'— if there be any subject calculated to produce
these blessed effects, itis 'ihe glorious appearing of the great God and our Saviour Jesus
ChrvH.' " * Oh, that the Holy Spirit, of His infinite mercy and goodness, would deeply
impress our minds with this important truth ; so that, instead of being like those to

whom the Lord shall come unawares, we may be of thai happy number who are making
ready for His appearing, and who, when He does come, shall be able to say, ' Lo ! this is

our God; me have waitedfor Elm, and He will save us : this is the Lord / we have waitedfor
i/im, we will be glad and rejoice in Eis aalvaiion^

"

Ohs, 12. One objection, constantly reiterated, notwithstanding its abun-
dant answer, deserves special attention, as it is paraded to prove the im-
practicable tendency of our doctrine. It is asserted that our doctrine tends
to injure missions and destroy their spirit. We emphatically pronounce
this a baseless slander cast upon noble believers of the past, and which
originates not merely in ignorance of the facts, but arises from a desire to

mate our belief odious. We have shown in another place how largely the

missionary spirit pervaded the early Chiliastic believers, how missionaries,

founders of missions, evangelists, ministers of extended usefulness,

martyrs, etc., were express Chiliasts, and, therefore, how any one, in the

face of such overwhelming testimony, can reproduce and urge such a false

accusation, we leave others to iud^e. Look at the legitimate outgrowth of

the doctrine as evidenced in the lives of men who held that the design of

this dispensation was to save them (out of all nations) that believe, to

gather out a people for His name ; who taught that it was the duty of the

Church to preach the Gosj)el to every creature and aid in this outgathering

in order to hasten the glorious manifestation and Kingdom ; who declared

that, in view of the uncertainty and shortness of time, special diligence

and activity were demanded ; who expressed the earnest hope that, by

their labors in winning souls to the Christ, they might increase their pres-

ent and eternal joy ; and who emphatically announced that their faith in

these things confirmed them, and urged them on, in efforts to bring sin-

ners to Jesus. Because we do not allow ourselves to be enthused with a
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false hope (viz., that of the conversion of the world in the present diapen-
sation^, this charge is made, when the whole tendency of our doctrine—if

heartily embraced—is to make us solicitous of the salvation of others, so
that they with us may reign with Christ, inheriting His Kingdom and
glory.

We write plainly and with deep feeling, because in our researohes we have repeatedly
met this objection, asserted again and again as if it had never obtained a reply. Borne
of our opponents are too Christian in spirit and feeling to reproduce it ; others, however,
seem to esteem it a.choice morsel of ** bitter herbs." The reader is referred to Prop. 175,
Obs. 2, and note ; Prop. 156, Obs. 9, 16 ; Prop. 168, Obs. 8, and note, etc., for quotations of
this objection (several in most offensive, wholesale terms indicative of the spirit) for oxzr

defence, and for a reference to eminent and pious Ghiliasts actuated by a missionary spirit

and renowned as missionaries. We are sorry to be compelled (in self-defence) thus to re-

fer to and meet snch a detracting charge, but the eminence given to it and the apparent
weight of authority is so well calculated to mislead and prejudice that it deserves our atten-
tion. The unfounded charge is even repeated by Dr. Fisher in the art. *• Millennium" in
M'Clintock and strong's Oydop.^ for he says : " The tendency of the Millenarmn theory,
to chill the hopes, and thus repress the missionary activity of Christians by exhibiting the
world as in a progress of deterioration, and by representing the efforts of Christians to con.^
vert mankind as fruitless until the Coming of Christ, constitutes not the least serious ob-
jection to such opinioDB." Nearly every work against us contains the same, often ex-
pressed with bitterness and scorn. The most unfair contrasts (as e. g. Princeton Review^
Ap., 1651, Art. "Foreign Missions and MiUenarianism*') are instituted by suppressing
the facta in reference to missionaries, and the actual faith held by us. We may well
ask Dr. Fisher whiit Pre-Millenarian ever held the view " that^the efforts of Christians

f to convert mankind were fruitless" (when they expressly teach. Mark 16 : 15, 16 ; Luke
24:47; Jno. 17:20, etc.), or ever sought to ** repress the missionary activity of

Christians" (when many of them were successful missionaries themselves). We may
well ask. did ever Luther, Calvin, and a host of others, who did not hold to the Whitbyan
theory of a universal conversion, but did hold ** the world (is in a progress of deteriora-

tion." repress missionary activity, and represent Christian efforts at conversion a failure

or fruitless ? The charge is too sweeping, and defeats Uself; it is too denunciatory, and
recoils upon its originators and abettors. Dr. Randolph (the Kentucky Tribune^ Feb. ISth,

1880) luui well said : **Ko man of oommou intelligence ought to be willing to risk the
statement that the preaching of Christ's speedy coming tends to paralyze missionary
exertion. As a question offact Uis not true. First, and above everything else, the Bible
contradicts the assertion. The parables of Jesus contradict it. The history of the
Apostolic Church contradicts it. The history of the Post-Apostolic Church contradicts

it. The great and overwhelming fact that a majority of the missionaries in the foreign

field to-day are Pre-Millenarians, in thunder tones contradicts it. What must be the
attitude of those who, in the face of such evidence, stand up to repeat these thoroughly

exploded objections ? The only answer that can be made is— it can only be due to igno-

rance, want of comprehension, or blind and incurable prejudice." The concession of
Barnes and fifty-nine others respecting the early Church (Prop. 166, Obs. 9, 16) is

already decisive. The challenge of Wood's and Garbett (same) has never yet been
met. Dr. Brown's (Prop. 175, Obs. 2, note) assertions respecting our position cannot
be maintained in consistency with the truth. Steele's (Prop. 158, Obs. 8 and note)
declarations lack proof, and are erroneous deductions, putting into our faith that which
we positively discard. The evidence of Pre-Millenarians being actively engaged as

missionaries is cumulative. (Comp. e. g. that given by Lord, Wilson etc., note to

Prop. 158. Obs. 8). One of the editors of the Proph, Times (vol. 10, p. Ill) declares that

a missionary ** remarked to us that, including British missionaries, two thirds of those
now engaged in this work in India are Millenarians ;" (and, in connection, gives Dr.
Kellogg's testimony to the faith of the recently deceased missionary, Bev. Joseph H.
Myers, published in the Presbyterian, May 18th, 1872). The Hermansburg congregation,
that has done so much for missions, does not regard the looking for the speedy Ad-
vent (comp. Proph. T^mes, vol. 6, p. iO) as adverse to, but provocative of, a missionary
spirit. The eminent missionaries mentioned in other connections (as e. g. under the
History of the Doctrine) speak for themselves. So e, g. West (Address before the Proph.
Conference) refers to " devoted missionaries like Duff, the opener of India, Gutslafi. the

opener of China, Bettleheim, the opener of Japan, Heber, Bertram, Wolff, Herschell,

Poor, Lowry, and many more were Pre-Millenarians, and are followed, if recent informa.
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tion is correct, by a majority of missionaries nov in the foreign field of the same faith."
With anch names and lives before him, Aoto can an opponent repeat this gross, on-
warranted charge ! We are glad to record the fact that enlightened Christian opposers
do not urge it. Thus e. g. Dr. Paterson in Art. " Fre-MiUenarianism" {Princdon JU-
vieuj^ 1878, p. 415) pointedly cuBserts : "One charge, however, whio}i is mode against it, is

unjust—that it must cut the nerve of preaching and missionary effort/ ' and adds : " f^r
ourselves we confess that among our personal friends who hold this error are the motet
spiritually minded of Christians and the mott earnest and successful of pastors and preach-
ers." As an indication and practical illustration of Pre-Millenarian feeling on. the
subject, we call attention to the late "Prophetic Conference" held at New York (1878)
in Dr. iPyng's church, where over three hundred ministers and a lai^e audience adopted,
as a decided expression of belief and practice, the following resolution :

" Resolwd : That
the doctrine of our Lord's Pre-Millennial Advent, instead of paralyzing evangelistic and
missionary efforts, is one of the migtUtest incentives to earnestness in preaching the Crospel
to every creature ' till He cometh.* " Dr. Kellogg^ himself formerly a missionaxy,
testified to its being such in his own ei^erience and is that of other missionaries ;

that out of his class (sixty graduates) *at the Theological Beminaty (where our doctrine
was not taught) ** there were in all seven men who appeared to go as foreign missionaries.
They were, every one of them, Pre-Millenarians, and there was not a single other one in
that class that so much as offered to go ;" that '* the objection has no /oundolion, either
in logic, in facts, or the experience of Christian life.* ' He emphatically announced that
when in the mission field he took a census of the Presbyterian missionaries, with this
result : '*I know at that time the Pre-Millenarians, as proportioned to the others, were
about two to one ; and I am happy to remark, that two of those honored comrades of
mine I have seen in this house to-day— missionary brethren—are both Pre-MiUenarian."
Major Whittle, the evangelist, gave a similar testimony how it incited him and other
evangelists—** Henry, Varley, Moorehouse, Moody, and Needham—and all these beloved
brethren in Christ through all the country so far as I know them. Certainly, I
must protest in their name and in my own name against the statement that accepting
the truths of the coming of Christ paralyzes missionary or evangelistic effort. It was
thai which sent me out in the field ; it is ifuU which has kept me in the field when op.
pressed by the flesh and the world." And in reference to the truths presented at the
conference, he said : " I never felt in my life such an inspiration as I have felt after listen-

ing to these beloved brethren to go out and save souls, and to reach them and bring them
to the Gk>spel and to the Lord Jesus Christ, that they may share with us in the coming
glory." (So evident is it that the evangelists as a class are on our side, that Dr. Hall, of
New York, in the Presbyterian—quoted in Luih. ObaerveTf Dec. 6th, 1878—sounds the alarm,
and warns the churches against those who entertain '* Pre-Millennial views,*' and most
falsely charges them as ** getting ready themselves and preparing some others for enter-
ing *Flymouth-brotherism,* if a man can be said to enter that which is without land-
mark or definite boundary,'*) Dr. Goodwin, at the same conference, said : **They tell as
that we shall destroy the incentive to Christian effort, that we shall break up our mission-
organization, that we shall dishearten the whole Church of Jesus Christ. But as for
me—and, I believe, I am speaking for these brethren—the thought of the night that
hastens, the thought of the woe that impends, the thought of the great shipwreck that
is about us now, and the thought of the thousands that shall perish if they die unsaved,
moves me to pray. Oh, that I may help to do with my might what my hands find to do !

That is why this dodrine is to me so sxeeeL It makes prayer mighty ; it makes Christ more ;

it makes souls exceedingly precious. Let us go home praying that the power of the
doctrine may be in our hearts first, and then upon our lips and in our lives." Suoh
testimony was also given by others. Bev. Dr. Mackay, at the Mildmay Conference (1879)
refers to the extent that our views are held by missionaries, and states that a Pre-Mille-
narian missionary being asked, ** Are you going to the heathen holding these pessimist
views? What good will you do?" He replied : '* I hold neither pessimist nor optimist
views, or any fuch thing—I am a truthist," and then added, **lt 1 did not hold these
views I would never go to the heathen.*' Dr, Andrew Bonar (Lond, Quart, Jour,^ Proph-
ecy, vol. 1, p. 917) dechu>ed : **He has heard missionaries * regret deeply that the Church
at home should be dazzled by the vain hope of conversions on a grand scale.' If the
missionary woAld * see that the gathering out of the elect is his sole hope,' he would be 'far less

disheartened by.opposition than when he vainly expected every day to see symptoms of
national and universal conversion." A returned missionary, Whitbyan in view, when
abroad, infonned me that with our doctrine he would have been greatly encouraged in

his work, avoiding many discouragements and gloomy hoars of despondency. For, as
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Aoriol {Leds. duriiyj Leniy p. 34) : '*Oar Gharch teaches ns to pray that the Lord wotild
< shortly accomplish the namher of His elect, and hasten His Kingdom.* SVill not a
believer, to whom (after he has realized the great truths on which his own salvation

rests) the speedy Coming of his Lord has become the chief object of earnest expectation

—

will not sach an one be animated with a most eager desire to be an instmment, in the
Lord's hand, for the fnlfllment of those events which are yet to beaccomplished? What
a stirring echo to the longing of bis own heart is the ozy of the * whole creation/ throxigh

sin and the miserable prevalence of heathenism, * groaning and travailing with pain to.

gether until now I
* What a motive for fervor andzeal in the missionary cause has he who

can look at eveiy sonl converted to God as a fresh earnest of the near approach of the
' day of redemption !

' When he thinks of the hopes set before him in connection with
the Bridegroom's return, how ioiUhe long that many should * ootne from the east, and from
the west, and from the north, and from the south, to sit down with Abraham, and
Isaac, and Jacob, in the Kingdom of God.' " We only add that our doctrine sustains and
strengthens a believer, whether largely successful or not, because he realizes that he is

working for the Lord, and that the Lord at His coming will reward him ; and that, at

least, he is bearing ** the witness" which is a necessaiy antecedent to the blessed con-
summation. It is reported that the result of the Mildmay Prophetic conference (1879)
was the commission of eight young men to the foreign field, and that of other conferences
is eqoally striking. Nast {Com., Matt. 24 : 49) pronounces the idea that the Pre-Millen-
nial doctrine has a tendency to ** dampen missionary zeal" as unfounded, quotes Buck
(Harm and Etpos ) as showing that watching for the Advent tends, necessarily, to wean
men from the world, to make them solicitous to save others, to make them liberal

in their contributions, to cause them to consume less in self^gratification, etc. Those
who nige this charge against us virtually affirm that we ought not to look, watch,
and pray for the Second Advent lest we weaken Christian effort ; tluit to make
and develop missionary zeal we must declare that ** My Lord delayeth His Coming** until

the world is converted ; that **the blessed hope** which inspired so many in the past
has lost its power in the improved development of the modem Church ; that the early
Church, missionaries, and ^ who entertained it, were not nearly as well equipped for
activity and service as those who have put on the Whitbyan panoply ; and that the ap-
peals and motives urged by Harris's Great Commission^ and kindred works based on *'the

conversion of the world" are a decided improvement on the lack of such appeals and
motives in the New Testament. What must we think of a theory, which sets itself up
as directly antagonistic to some of the plainest injunctions of the Word? Brookes {Mar-
amihat p. 384-5) quotes a letter received by himself ** from Bev. Dr. J. NsFton, one of
the oldest, and certainly one of the most devoted and honored of the Presbyterian
missionaries in India, in which he incidently writes : ' A large proporiion of the mission-
aries I am acquainted with, both American and English, are Ipoking forward to the Advent
of Christ and the establishment of His glorious Kingdom on earth as events which are
to consummate our hopes both for ourselves and the nations. It is sometimes said that
these views of prophecy have an anti-missionary tendency. But it so happens that
many qf the most eirnest and hard-ioorking miBBionaxieB are just the men who are most
widely known as Millenarians.* " To this Brookes adds : " Other missionaries testify that
perhaps four fifths of the young men who leave this country to carry the tidings of salva-

tion to the heathen embrace the doctrine of Christ's Fre-Millennial Advent, and that,

tr>o, in the face of the powerful influence of their theological training. They leave their
homes deeply prejudiced against the doctrine, or profoundly ignorant of it, and yet, as a
rale, they do not remain long in dork and distant lands before they become, as was the
case with Walter Lowrie and many others, its enthusiastic advocates.*' Dr. Duff, in his
speech (1850) before the Scotch General Assembly, showed that if Fre-Millennialists
ignored missions, it was against their acknowledged principles. He said :

** I desire not to
dogmatizeon the subject. All I would say is, that whether t&e one or the other view (Pre.
or Fost-MiUennial) be true, our duty is to do all in our power until the trumpet shall sound.
This is the practiced result. If we believed that to-morrow at noon the trumpet would
soand, methinks, instead of resting from our labors, none of us ought to go to sleep,
bnt would take our stand upon the watch-tower, and proclaim to a slumbering people,
Aiatke I Arise ! for to-morrow is the Day of Doom. If I believed that to-morrow at twelve
o'clock the world would come to an end, I would take no sleep, but would be up and do-
ing. And if we believe that the Dispensation is approaching its end, this, instead of
panlping ua. ought only to induce those who are ceJled Pre-Mlllenarians, of all others,
to go forth and preach in all lands, in a mighty phalanx. Bounding the alarm."
In addition : To indicate the unfairness with which our doctrine is treated in this
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direction, we refer to the remarks made upon Dr. Seiss's refusal to affiliate with the
Moody and Sankey movement in Philadelphia. The Methodist Recorder and other papers
deemed this a good opportnnity to aim sarcasms at Pre-MtUenarianism, as if that waa the
cause of the doctor's refusal, when (1) Moody himself was a Pre-MiUenarian ; (2) when
many Post-Millenarians take precisely the same attitude toward lay evangelism thai Dr.
Seiss does ; (3) when Dr. Seiss distinctly grounded his refusal, not upon Millenaniin
grounds, but upon his views of Church organization, the ministry, the system of indoc-
trinating applicants for Church membership, and the abuses of evangelism

; (4) when the
doctor, as editor of the Frophdic T^meSf several times alluded to Moody as a Millenanaxi
and Christian ; (6) and when many Pre-Millenarians cordially aid lay evangelism, not
being controlled by the conscientious scruples and motives influencing Dr. ^iss. The
doctor is warmly attached to missions, has ably seconded missionary effort, and is him-
self a successful preacher. His Church view forces him, as a matter of consistency, to
think that all effort of this kind is to be promoted in, what he conceives, a legitimate
way under a regalarly constituted ministry. These are views held oidsUle of those enter-
tained concerning our doctrine, and MiUenarianism cannot be held accountable for them,
just as Anti- or Post-Millenarianism cannot be for a similar position entertained by many
of its advocates. The writer himself, not being trammelled by the scruples that influence
others, wishes lay evangelism abundant success, indeed, every method to bring sinners
to Jesus, provided proper prudence and wisdom is exercised to avoid self-deception and
mere animal excitement. Guiness and many others, well-known ttTiters and themselves
active aupportezs of missionary enterprises, abundantly refute all such alleged objections.
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PKOPosmoN 184. In this Kingdom will he exhibited a Mani-
fested Unity,

Thi3 is positively predicted, not only in reference to the Jews
(Isa. 11 ; 13 ; Ezek. 37 : 18-22, etc., excluding all envy, division,

etc), but in reference to the Gentiles, all being embraced in one
qreat universal KingdMn to which all render obedience and homage
(as e,g. Dan. 7 : 14, 27 ; Zech. 14 : 9, 16 ; Micah 4 : 1-7, etc.). A
Theocracy so extended and realized^ in the nature of the case, can-
not tolerate disunion ; and under the rule of the supernaturally
endowed King and His co-rulers all tendencies to separation, dis-

sent and discord wiU be effectmiUy crushed,

Obs. 1. Men liave sought for a present manifested unity by misappre-
hending two things, (I) Unity is desirable, and it ought to exist, hence
God commands it, and good men advocate and endeavor to exemplify it.

God can do no less than to require it (just as He demands holiness, etc.),

but does God teach us that it will be perfectly manifested in this dispensa-

tion? Instead of teaching the preservation of outward unity, we are ex-

pressly taught to expect divisions, etc., even in the early Church (Acts 20 :

29, 30 ; 1 Cor. 11 : 17, 18, 19 ; 2 Tim. 4 : 3, 4, etc.). The condition of

tlie Church down to the harvest, a mingling of tares and wheat, good and
bad fish, foolish and wise virgins> forbids the attainment of a manifested
unity however desirable to man and acceptable to God, seeing that such a
mixture itself

—

allowed for purposes of mercy—\^ productive of diversity.

Hud an external unity been the aim of God, then undoubtedly the apostles

would have presented us with a regular ecclesiastical government (some-
thing, perhaps, like the Papacy developed). Canon laws, a Synoptical Con-
fession of Faith, etc. But we are told that, for wise purposes (as e.g. to

test character, faith, life), diversity and antagonism were permitted, so that

through trial and suffering, fighting and struggling, the faithful members
may be perfected, God noyr permits many things, which in themselves
are not agreeable to Him,' and which forma source of sorrow to pious
Boula. The history of the Church is the best commentary on this subject.

[i^ Unity now, however, exists (not outwardly but) between Christ, the
Head, and all faithful, believing members (inasmuch as all receive from Him
the same blessings, spiritual life, etc.), and even between such believers

when the inward religious experience is permitted to testify (for all having
the same faith, the same graces of the Spirit, same experience in spite of

denominational ties, the likeness in one will respond to the same in

another), and, in view of this spiritual unity (the only one that is promised
to exist in the 'present dispensation), many able and most amiable writers

have supposed that it ought to be manifested outwardly in a general amal-
gamation of all denominations, or iu some external union embracing the
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varioua churches. Here, however, we must distinguish between things that
differ. The union between Christ and His members is necessarily spirit-
ual, invisible, until the day that He appears with them, and such union is

openly revealed. The union between His members, resulting from the
former, and evidenced by a like experience of grace and power, is undoubt-
edly to be evidenced by an expression of the same (as e.g. in the present
alliances, public meetings of the representatives of various denominations,
etc.), but irrespective (as now done) of particular forms of doctrine,
church government, etc., being founded solely upon the religious experi-
ence of tne individual believer, a common Church love and adhesion to tlie

One Messiah* Outward diversity will, notwithstanding, necessarily exist.

Men, also, have been searching for a bond that might bind into historic onion the
past Christian centnries. The secular and ecclesiastical institutions, ciTil and religions
vars, the State and Ghoroh persecutions, the antagonistic^ forces arraved against each
other—these with a multitude of facts cannot, however able writers attempt it, be com-
pressed within a bond of unity. GiTilization, Christianity, dcTdopment, etc., do not
meet and unite the antagonism. Philosophy and science vainly seek to unravel the mys-
tery, and to account for the perversity manifested. Open the Bible, and it tells us that
for certain reasons we are now in " the times of the GaUiles"—times that give no bond of
unity owing to Gentile domination being adverse to the only influences that could develop
the same. These are times in which truth and error, piety and wickedness, faith and
unbelief, reason and cavil, etc., are to be exhibited in constant convict The unity ia
alone found in the Divine Purpose, which allows this period as a punishment to the
Theocratic nation (i.e. the Jews), and as a mercy to the Gentiles (i.e. inviting to an
engrafting, etc.). This very lack of unity externally is part of the Divine Plan, and its

historic relationship is seen when the Divine Purpose is completed. Hence, we must not
look for that which can only be made manifest at the end. Unity, in reference to the
believer, is now found in what Julius Muller in the Evang. Union caUi) " on absolute and
truthful surrender of one's self to the personal Saviour ; a surrender of which the simplest
child is capable." This leads to fellowship one with ojiother, seeing that the same mind
which was in Christ actuates all. That selUsh, lordly, alleged holy, exclusiveness, char-
acteristic of some, ia not the fruitage of true Christian love ; its source is human.

O^s, 2, Dr. Nevin, in his sermon, " Catholic Unity" (attached to the

Principle of Prot ), justly reasons that unity is preserved even with a cer-

tain denominational diversity. Dr, Hodge, in his address (delivered before

the Ch. Alliance at New Yorlt), " Union by Faith with Christ, the Basis of

Christianity," defines this unity, pleading for its observance, and remarks
that it does not exist in an external organized form or in an entire uniform-
ity of doctrine or government. Dr. Schmucker, who wrote and labored

much on this his favorite topic, correctly represents this unity, and advo-
cated its expression (giving a detailed plan in Fraternal Appeal, etc.)>

without discarding a diversity, denominational organizations, which, as

human nature, now constituted, and as the visible church now established,

could not be avoided in the freedom allowed to it. Others could be quoted
maintaining the same position (see e.g. Barrows, ** Dis. on the Unity of

the Churclr '), the only tenable one ; for even in single churches (aa e.g.

Roman Gatholio, Lutheran, Reformed, Episcopalian, Baptist, Methodist,

Presbyterian, etc.) much diversity exists either in doctrine or in other

particulars, developing itself in direct antagonisms, so that unity at pres-

ent must be placed where the Word places it, not in anv outward organiza-

tion, but in a common union in and with Christ. Our feelings must always

be touched with the efforts of Bucer, Parens, Calixtus, Dury; Grotius, Bos-

suct, and a host of others, to have, if possible, a manifestation of external

unity ; efforts that are at least honorable to their hearts, but, if designed to
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secure an outward nnity, mus^ prove futile down to the Sec, Advent. It is a

painfal fact that we have large aad small bodies of professing believers,

who, discarding a common rcligioas experience, make their own church or

sect the exemplification of the Biblical idea of unity, and therefore either

ignore the professions of all others, refusing to allow them to be also belie r-

ers, or. else, while thoretically conceding that they may be Christians, prac-

tically refuse them the title by debarring them from the Lord's table, etc.

Xumerous sad illustrations, implicating the names of excellent men actu-

ated by sincerity and honesty, from past and present history, might be ad-

duced to show how hopeless it is, according to the testimony of Scripture,

to expect ever denominational differences to disappear in one grand out-

ward union of the churches in this dispensation.

Gumey, of the Society of Friends, has pointed ont in the following language {qnoted
by Xeander, Pref, to Mrsi Fktnimg of the Church) the basis of union, the bond of fellow-

ship :
** It can scarcely be denied that in that variety of administration, through which

the saving principles of religion are for the present permitted to pass, there is much of

a r^ adaptation to corresponding Tariety of mental condition. Well, therefore, may we
how with thankfulness before that infinite and unsearchable Being, who in all our weak-
ness follows ns with His love and through the diversified mediums of religion to which
the several classes of true Christians are respectively accustomed, is still pleased to reveal

to them all the same crucified Bedeemer and to direct their footsteps in/o one path of obedi-
ence, holiness, and peace." The editor (Prof. Stuckenbeig) of the DUh, Evangdisl^ Aug.
2d, 1878, has a sensible and needed article on the ** Union of Believers,** made impor-
tant by the tendencies of unbelief, *' on the basis ^without discnrding denominational
pectiliarities) of the fundamental doctrines and principles of Christianity, which are

reec^nized by all evangelical churches.*' After quoting a German writer who insists

npon such a union, because in the contest with unbelief ** the very existence or non-
exiatence of religion and theology is involved," the writer concludes :

*' That believer is

to be pitied, who can look at the present attitude of infidelity, and can at the same time
foster animosity among brethren. Unity in diversity, true Christian love between those
of different churches, and hearty co-operation and true union of effort in the interests of

Christianity, are possible now und are greatly needed." Alas ! how small a proportion
of nominal Christianity responds to such sentiments ; it is only those who have largely

imbibed the Spirit of Jesus that can and do feel such sentiments.

Obs. 3. Infidels may parade the differences, the antagonisms, and even
the hostility of the various churches, and from this deduce the unreliabil-

ity of Christianity, because a unity, which they assert is promised, is not
manifested ; even Sir. Thomas Browne (Relig. Med*) may say :

*' It is the
promise of Christ to make us all one flocK ; but how and when this union
ahall be is as obscure to me as the last day ;" men may fondly dream of

sQch a manifested unity still to come under prevailing instrumentalities,
bat the Bible gives a decided answer to ail such objections, professions of

ignorance, and visions of unity outwardly expressed, by directing us onward
to the revelation of Christ, to the power which He shall exert m the over-

throw of existing institutions, etc., and to the establishment of a new order
of things in His Kingdom. If the Bible did not plainly predict the divi-

sions, etc., of the church, then infidelity might bring in a plea ; if it did
not as plainly locate the period when unity is to bo manifested, then igno-
rance respecting it might be justly claimed ; and if it did not as plainly put
the promised unity in the age to come, and as a result of Christ's estab-

lished Kingdom, then dreams of present outward unity might be enter-
tained. But with the Scriptures before us, and thus far amply sustained
by the sad record of history, it is impossible to locate this manifested
period otherwise. Let us take the strongest passages alleged against our
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Tiew, and, if properly considered, they fully an stain it. Thus e.g. the

f)rayer of Jesus (John 17 : 21-26), ** tnat they all may be one," etc., ia

inked with the time when all believers are gathered, and when His glory

shall be revealed. So evident is this, if the parallel passages are also ex-

amined, that many of our opponents frankly admit this, as e.g. Origen (De
Prin. B, 1, ch. 6), who locates the unity prayed for by Jesus in John
17 : 20, 21, in the future New Heavens and New Earth ; and Pressense
(Early Years of Chris,, p. 463) thinks that it will only bo fulfilled at the

return of Christ. Now, indeed, the believer is united to Christ, and feels that

he is one with all God's dear children ; but when the Bridegroom comes,
and a blissful unity is manifested in the marriage consummated, then shall

the world believe when it beholds this wonderful utiity and its resultant

plory.

A Roman Oath, writer, Job. Ad. Mohler, presented the strongest defence of Bom&n
Catholicism in his work. Die Einheit der Kirche, od. daa Princip des Oaiholicismus (replied

to by Nitsch, Bauer, etc.). Now whateTer may be saocessfnlly alleged against the £cck's.

unity there advocated, one thing is self-erident that in doctrinal unity it is historically

cpposed (as e.g. in this doctrine of the Kingdom) to the Primitive Church. No single
denomination, whether Komish or Protestant, can set up such a claim, for a divergence,
more or less apparent, can in every case be detected and exposed. This is so seriously
felt that but few care to exhibit the same. YTe may say here that notwithstanding the

high professions of union and the excellent advances made in this direction, there is but
a smfUl proportion of professed Christianity that eotertains the proper mind and heart in

this direction. It is with sadness that this confession is penned. Lest it be thought
that our doctrinal position leads us to prejudge the matter, we leave an earnest advocate
of union and no Millenarian to present his impressions. Rev. Dr. Wedekind (New York)
in an article '' About Christian Union ; Is it in the Ascendant?" (the LuOi. Observer^ Aug.
16th, 1878) after giving interesting facts to substantiate his position, asserts that ** it is

evident that the loose talk so flippantly reiterated, that we live in a period when union-
ism and liberalism are making wonderful htrides, is more of a sham than a reality. It is

the intensest sect age in the entire history of the Church." " Out upon such transparent
hypocrisy about Christian union I It is sham -nothing but a sham !** We feel assured
that nothing but the judgments of God poured out— nothing but the dreadful period of

persecution under Antichrist still future—can release the multitude from that intense

seotism, bigotry, creedism, etc., so charActeristic of the history of the Church past and
present. The persecution that drove the primitive churches to love each other and to

sacrifice the one for the other, will again perform its painful but good work.

Obs, 4. The Theocracy, in the King and His co-rulers, must necessarily

exhibit a oneness subsisting between them ; but the Bible also speaks of,

embraced even in the notion of a perfect Theocratic government, a unity of

the Kingdom resulting from a union of Church and State. This union
men also now seek against the direct testimony of the Word ; and in every

instance, when attempted to be realized, with injurious results to the truth.

The arguments e.g. employed by Dr. Curry (in his address, "Evils of a

Union of Church and State,** del. before Evang. Alliance for 1873) are

emphatically forcible, and apply to this dispensation, indicating how impos-
sible, without direct injury, it is safely to effect the same. But in this and
eimilar addresses three things are ignored : (1) the emphatic predictions

that such a union shall exist at some period in the future
; (2) that it did

once exist in the Theocracy, and that if the Theocracy is restored, as nu-
merous prophecies declare, it must again be witnessed

; (3) that such a
union, however, is only safe, reliable, etc., under the direct personal aus-

pices of Christ and His associated rulers, where God places it Such a

unity is pointed out in Isa. 2 : 1-5 ; Isa. 60, etc., when, through the mani-
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fested unity of Christ and His brethren, all the relations of man, civil and
religionB, shall be brought under, and be directed by, a government, not
only supreme, but in harmonioits unitVy the civil and the religious, the
State and the Church being united in the same great and glorious Head.

Killen {TU AncAerd Chwrch, p. 656), after having properly notioed what alone can pro-
duce xmi^ in this dispensation (an internal unity of faith, hope, and affection), as op-
pnad to the Bomish idea of external unity, finally predicts that this unity will eventually
be radiaad in the present dispensation, and as proof of his correctness quotes these three
Scriptares, vi3L» Isa. 40 : 4, 5 ; Isa. 52 : 8, and Zeoh. 14 : 9. But let the student glance
at the passages asoMd and he will find that ihey ar€ linked with the Coming of God, the
Messiah, and all His ssmto, with the deliverance and restoration of the Jewish nation,

with the Betting up of a glozioiiis Kingdom and the introduction of events that other
Scriptures declare are not to be witnessed down to the Sec. Advent. The position that

we have assumed is impregnahle, seeing that it is based, not on isolated passages torn
from their connection, but on the expressed statements and analogy of the whole Word
of God. "Believers," " Christadelphians," "Seventh-Day Adventists,*' and others,

speik loudly of ''man*s concocted churches,'* and urge some painful facts from the his-

tory of the past, and then to. make things better multiply seotism. They insist upon a
separation from all others and a union with themselves aa the only proper scriptural

position. None but endeavors to prove that they alone are guided, exclusively, by God
and His Word through the Spirit. Nona but proceed—also Scripture or Spirit-derived

—

to erect aa their minds or imaginations are directed—another oi^mization or society, and
then claim that in it alone is found the unity desirable. But this union is only specious,
for the diversities of opinion, the disagreements of parties (thus e.g. in this city, Spring-
field, the Ghristadelphians, or followers of Thomas, form three separate, small parties,

hostile to each other), evidence, what past history so painfully teaches, and what the
practical spirit of Christianity entails, that unity in a common centre Jesus, in a common
lore to God and man, etc., is the only unity that we can expect in this dispensation,
owing to the depravi^ of man. However sincere or honest such brethren are, they only

incncut the evils by separation, antagonisms, and sectism. Alas ! how many—diverse one
from the other—challenge our acceptance as the Christ-founded, the only true Church,
possessing the only true faith and practice. We may safely lay it down as a rule, that
th€ louder this claim is urged and the more preieTUUms it is made, the less credence should be
given to it, seeing that in its intense bigotry and intolerance it violates at every step the
greatest of Christian graces, love. The efforts made by the ** Christo Sacrum" (1801)
** to unite all denominations on the basis of the divinity of Christ and redemption by the
merits of His passion," met with but little success ; other efforts since made have proven
a failure, and it is only in the addresses of Prof. Flint, Dr. Dykes, and others (in the
Pan-Presbyterian Council, 1877) that the only scriptural basis is found, viz., an agree-
ment in essentials, allowing diversity to exist. In the interval between the two stages,

persecution and bitter trial will draw believers together.
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Proposition 185, This doctrine enforces that of Divine Praoi-
dence,

God is not indifferent to the estabb'shment of this Theocratic
Kingdom, and His divine oversight resi)ecting it is constantly made
manifest, e.g. in the selection, training, and covenant with Abra-
ham, in the selection, adoption, and covenant with David, in the
selection of Mary and the birth of Jesus, in the announcements
made of His Purpose, in the provisions established to carry out to

ultimate completion the Theocratic conception.

Ohs, 1. God baa a Divine Sovereignty and exercises it (Props. 79, 80) ; a
definite Divine Purpose and will perform it (Isa. 14 : 26, 27) ; a .predeter-

miaed Theocratic Plan, which will be accomplished (Prop. 2); oath-boand
designs, which will be realized (Prop, 50); an omnipotence m Providence
that is irresistible (Jer. 18 : 2-6); an end in view that will result according
to His will (Rom. 9 : 9-21). From the beginning to the end of this doc-

trine, as given in Scripture, from the inception of tne Theocratic idea to its

final perfect realization, God stands before us as One who is personally in-

terested in the matter, and who, for the sake of His own honor, praise, and
glory, overrules all to bring forth, at the appointed time, a glorious con-
summation that shall vindicate and embellish the Divine perfections en-

listed and employed in this grand redemptive work.

Even nou we oan clearly see that the Divine Purpose, as exhibited in the Plan of
Bedemption and onlminating in the Theooratio ordering, evinces a Supreme Being, who
upholds and governs all things. The oatlinea of this Purpose, the proviiiionaiy arrange-
ments, the b^towal of certain covenants to certain persons, the gnidance and annonnoe-
mentSf the Coming of the Messiah, the establishment of the Church, etc., already indi-

cate the perfections of God definitely employed in its behalf. But what must be our
conception of Divine Providence uihm the Kingdom is once established in all its splendor
and blessedness, vindicating the wisdom and knowledge, the goodness and power, the
mercy and love of onr God ? The study of that Providence, the contemplation of its

resultant work, the experience of it in past suffering and present deliverance, the con-
sideration of it under the curse and under glorification, will exalt God in our minds and
forever meike Him the Supreme in our hearts. The Beo. Advent will maintain, in a halo
of glory, the Divine Providence, for it its^ is the sablime and joyful result of Provi-
dence. Now we see through a glass darkly, but then dearly ; now, becaase of our limited
understanding, we may be unable to form a perfect Theodicy, then it will be constructed,
and all will understand the wonderful ways of the Lord.

Ohs, 2. The Providence of God, both general and particular, is suffi-

ciently evidenced in the call of Abraham ; the raising up of the Jewish
nation ; the distinction made between Esau and Jacob ; the history of

Joseph ; the removal from Egypt ; the establishment of a Theocratic
Kingdom ; the varied transactions of that Kingdom ; the care of good
and punishment of wicked kings ; the raising up of prophets ; the re-
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moval of the Theocracy ; the provisions made for its re-establishment

;

the rejection of the nation ; the call of the Gentiles ; the destruction of

Jemsalem, and in hundreds of particulars ; so much so that the student
of the Theocratic Plan is constantly impressed with it, and feels it to be a
living reality in which he can evermore trustingly confide. Every step in

the progress of events, every unfolding of time, every reference to the
Theocratic orderinff, every provision made for the future Messianic King-
dom teaches him tnat underlying all, and having control over all, is a
Divine Providence which has occupied itself with toe high and the low, the
lofcy and the minute, tbe nation and the individual, the rich and the poor,
the happy and the suffering, the pious and th& wicked—all tending toward
//t€ one great goal in the future,

A Pre-MiUenarian mast, from the very natare of hia buth, be a strong belleveT in
Providence. The Theocratic idea as developed in the past, and as predicted to be real-

ized in the fntore at the Second Coming of "the Son of Man," necessarily embraces, as
fttadamental and esseniial, an existing, superintending Frovidenoe. It enforces a thon*
sand Scripture declarations respecting that Providence in preservation, control over
nature, birth, life, disease, death, affliction, prosperity, trial, adversity, rewards, punish-
ments, etc. And all this not simply mediately, but at pleasure (if requisite) immedi-
ately, as is finally evidenced at the Sec. Advent, when both mediate and immediate power
is exercised far beyond anything that has yet been experienced. It, therefore, inspires
ptayer with faith, and worship with hope and joy ; it imparts tranquillity to the mind
and confidence to the heart ; it animates, comforts, strengthens, and blesses ; it makes
God as our Father, and Jesus as oar Brother, those who oare for as, who manifest their
interest in. and love for us, who even (Rom. 6 : 28) cause '* aU things to work iogeOver for
good to them that tore Ood vfko are ihe coiled according to His purpose,''

Obs, 3. The special Providence of God is most remarkably enforced and
illustrated in tne birth and life of David's Son^ and in the continuous
provision made for the future re-establishment of the Theocracy under the
supervision of this Son and His associated rulers. It is seen in the strik-

ing acts of that life and its results ; it is witnessed in the perpetuation of

the Church by which a people are ^thered out for the Kingdom ; it is

seen in the qualified and waiting King ; it is witnessed in the people, de-

signed for associated rulers, in tne process of formation. The announce-
ment, the star, the birth, the flight to Egypt—all in the life, the death,

baria], resurrection, and ascension of this covenanted seed proclaim it

;

the call of the apostles, the founding of the Church, the gathering out of

the nations—all in the work of procuring co-heirs with the Christ, an-
nounce it. We behold this Providence encircling us, embracing us, aiding
ns, elevating us, and finally crowning us.

It confirms within us a self-oonsciousness of ovr constant dependence upon Qod
and His loving care for us. Faith in the Theocratic idea and glory embracing even ns in
a personal present realization' of its pravisionary measures, urges us on to increased
trust and hope, purity of heart and life, watchfulness and reverent submission, patient
confidence in the ultimate result. The pattern set by the life, teachings, and acknowl-
edgments of the King are not lost upon the Coming inheritors of the Kingdom. It estab-
lishes them in the direct EUid consoling affirmations of Jesus, that the notice and will of

God iBIatt. 6 : 25-34, and 10 : 29-31, etc.) extends even to the feeding of the fowls of the
air, to the fiowar withering in the field, to the sparrow falling to the ground, to the num-
beiing of the very hairs of our head, and hence must pre-eminently be exercised toward
believers. It makes Acts 17 : 26 a vital reality and unbounded source of trust. It gives

fowe to Jer. 10 : 23 ; Heb, 12 : 1-16 ; Ps. 127 : 1. 2 ; 1 Sam. 25 : 29 ; Acts 6 : 38. 39, and
a maltitnde of other passages, such as John 7 : 30 and 6 : 20, etc. In the contemplated
fulfilment of the Abn^amic and Davidic covenants, a pariieular Providence has been ex.

teuded down to all the believing children of Abraham ; in some instances astonishingly
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exhibited and in others less marked, bnt still existing as the divine aasnxanoes dedare
and personal experience confirms. We only add : The reiationship thai sainta now au^.
tatn to Jeans as intended oo-ralers in the Coming Kingdom insorea from Him a deep and
abiding interest in their welfare (even trial and suffering being intended to bring in addi-

tional rank and honor), becanse His own glory and that of His Kingdom is connected

with it. The believer feels that the acknowledgment of such a Ftovidenoe is essential

(Isa. 10 : 15), being His workmanship (£ph. 2 : 10 ; Isa. 43 : 21 ; Fhil. 2 : IS. etc.), de-

pendent upon Him (1 Cor. 1 : 26-29), vessels of mercy prepared nnto glory (Bom. 9 : 23),

manifesting the manifold wisdom of Qod (£ph. 3 : ^11), and showing foxth the pniae of

His glory (Eph, 1 : 4-12).
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Proposition 186. Tliis doctrine of the Kingdom sv^tained hy
the Analogy of ScripPtire^ the Analogy of FaUh^ and the

Analogy of Tradition,

A doctrine so important and fundamental as this ought to be
fully sustained by the analogy of Scripture and faith, and, subor-
dinately to these, by the analogy of tradition. This we pre-emi-
nently claim for it.

Aiohb. Usher, in his advice to yonnR mioiaters (Uft of Usher^ by Parr, p. 87) says :

" Take not hastily np with other men's opinions without dne trial ; nor vent your own
conceits ; but oompare them first with the analogy of faith and rules of holiness recorded
in the Soiptnres, which are the proper tests of all opinions and doctrines."

Ohs. 1. In relation to the analojery of Scripture, which exhibits a general
connection and agreement Bubaiating between the trutha contained in Holy
Scripture, such connection and correapondence ia atrikinglv manifested.
Thus we havejfrs^ the covenant with its promises ; then a Tneocracy with
a special ordering growing out of it ; then the amplification of this cove-
nant with David, owing to the foreseen fall ; then the overthrow of the
Theocratic Kingdom on account of sinfulness ; then the prophetic an-
nouncements, based on the covenants, of the restoration of this Theocratic
Kingdom (ander a new arrangement) by David^s Son and Lord ; then the
First Advent of the promised Messiah, David* s Son, and the tender of this

Kingdom on condition of repentance ; then the rejection of it by the
nation and the atoning death of Jesus, with the postponement of the King-
dom to the Sec. Advent ; then, to provide a seed for Abraham, the call of
the Jews and Gentiles ; the establishment of the Ohr. Church ; the connec-
tion that this Church sustains to the postponed Kingdom ; the relation that
the Messiah maintains toward it ; the assurances that we have in Christ's
ability in virtue of His death, resurrection, and exaltation to fulfil the cove-
nanted promises ; the fulfilment of covenant and promises at the Sea Ad-
Tent ; the condition of the Church during this intermediate period, and
the attitude of nations during the Times of the Gentiles—are all given, so

unmistakably and connectedly by the different writers, as to form a com-
plete chain, one link firmly fastened to another. A perfect historical con-
nection is apparent in the Word, and is repeated in verified history, show-
ing us, if we will accept of it, an agreement of Scripture in affirming God's
purpose to raise up a glorious Tlieocratic Kingdom, strengthened by the
present abundant provision made through Christ for its consummation,
fievelation, in all its varied utterances, constantly responds to this Theo-
cratic idea, and upholds the blessed work of Redemption that is to be per-
fected and realized in the Theocratic Kingdom, So naturally does this run
through Scripture, that we need not depreciate or set aside any portion of
the U'ord (as e.g. the distinctive prcacliing of John, Jesus, and the disci-
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source of self-congratulation, seeing that if the doctrine ig thus contained
in the Bible, and if it was thus proclaimed by inspired men, then we ought
—if indeed the truth—to find it distinctively taught and held by the Chnrch
at, and immediately after, the period when she is favored with the teaching
and explanations of inspired men. If our doctrine is untrue, then the spir-

itualizing, mystical view of the Kingdom ought to have, at least, been
stated and defended by the quite early Fathers. The lack of the latter

—

postponed to a later period, and then the product of fastening additional

senses upon Scripture—is evidence, corroborative, of the justness of onr
position ; and the prevalence of our view ia testimony, additional, that we
apprehend the doctrines of the Bible on this point just as the Chnrch,
favored by personal inspired direction, apprehended them. To weaken the
force of this, it must be explained how our doctrine should be so universally

held without, if erroneous, a protest from the apostles and the elders ; and
how it comes that, in reference to so vital and fundamental a doctrine, the

whole Church, east and west, north and south, should—^if in error—indulge
in the hopes excited by a hu^e mistake, and that it should bo left to the
emasculated Origen or the Arian Whitby to develop the truth. But this

must be done without charging—indirectly at least—inspired men with
conniving at error (to prepare men for persecution, etc., as some say) and
without tracing the Church through men guilty of error and wide-reaching
mistake in the leading, most prominent, theme of the Bible. Our doctrine
is the only one that receives this tradition and clears the early Church of

the prevailing charge of error, etc., vindicating her veracity, purity, aud
testimony.

Compare on the Fathers and their use, the articles in the Cyclops., the writings of

Daille* Lighifoot» Waterland, Isaao Taylor, Bull, Usher, Andrews, Priestley, Middletou,
etc. We cannot receive the Bomisb or Puseyite view tluit tradition is of eqnal authority
as a rule of faith and practice with the Scriptures ; for they are simply witnet^ses of so

much truth as they possessed, not being constituted judges or authorities. We cannot,

cither, as some High-Church parties, elevate them to the position of being such exclusive

and proper expositors of Scripture that no views opposed to those expressed by them are

to be tolerated ; for this limits religious freedom, opposes a barrier to advancement in

knowledge, and places the Fathers in a false position, repudiated by themselves. The
prevailing Protestant view, which we uphold, is, that they are to be received as any othtr
theological writers, and that truth, found to be such by a comparison with Scripture,

presented by them is to be received with deference. In important and essentied doc-
trines, it is reasonable to expect a presentation, in part or in whole, of the same, evidenc-

ing its reception, apprehension, etc. (comp. Props. 9 and 10 for our position in detaiL)

Obs, 4. The doctrine of the Kingdom, supported hj the analogies of

Scripture, faith, and tradition, utterly repudiates the insidious, extreme
theory of Petrine, Pauline, and Johannine theologies, the one following

the other in course of development. This is advocated in order to

strengthen the departure of more modern thought from the Primitive Church
position. It has no foundation, in fact, Scripturally or historically, and is

an idea broached by Joachim, in his famous prophecies, making Peter,

Paul, and John the representatives of successive periods, and now prefsel

into service to indicate how, by way of apology for the change, the Church
came to he removed from the early belief on this and kindred subjects. The
diversity and peculiarities arising from style, temperament, etc., cannot

thus be forced, without injury, into a divinely contemplated succession of

Chnrch stages. It is simply a human opinion, without the least Scriptural

basis, eloquently and even forcibly expressed, and thus the more likely to
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mislead. Its loading idea is that the Petrine teaching was more of an
accommodation to Jewish thonght and forms (as e.g. prevailed in the Prim-
itive Church), while the Pauline and Johannine are hetter adapted to an
advanced stage (as e.g. the modern). On the other hand, the doctrine of
the Kingdom insists upon it that the teaching, spirit, comprehension of the
trath, etc., of the three, are not only the same in reference to the Kingdom,
but that they are intended to be combined (not to represent successive

sta^s) to bring out i>ecaliar features pertaining to it. The analogies fully

confirm this view.

/

Obs. 5. In view of these analogies confirming the doctrine ot the Kine-
dom, we may well ask whether this mutual relationship of doctrine, graa-
ually bestowed, given by various writers in different ages, and yet evincing
an intimate connection, necessary for a continuous and harmonious Plan,
was merely accidental ? Can such a remarkable correspondence, attested to

at every step historically, in upholding and developing the establishment of

such a Kingdom, be accounted for in any other way than that it is the

Divine Purpose, as stated in the covenants and prophets, to accomplish it ?

Against Wunch, Paine, Paalzow, etc., who assert that Jesus was a deceiver,

mere enthusiast, we, aside from numerous other reasons to the contrary,

find one in this correspondence of truth, viz., that David's Son came in ac-

cordance to covenant promise, and the reasons why the covenant promises
were not realized at the First Advent are prominently given in the New
Test, but which such writers conveniently ignore, just as if they were not
also recorded. Against Bahrdt, Reimarus, etc., who pronounce the Script-

ures, the rise of Christianity, the life of Christ, etc., to be attributable to

natural causes, we show, from this standpoint, that the agreement of one
with the other in doctrinal relationship—although separated in the be-

stowal by centuries, etc.—testifies to an intelligent Plan beyond the power
of nature or man to devise without the introduction of that which would
mar its harmony of inception, unfolding, and execution ; seeing that, in-

stead of one distinctive mind controlling it, the minds of many would be

engaged in its formation and development. Against Kant, Thiess, De
Wette, Wegschneider, etc., who make Christianity divine and Jesus a
messenger from God (doing good 8er\'ice against ultra-nationalism), and
yet seem inclined to do away with the manifested supernatural and the

miraculous, this doctrine of the Kingdom with its related doctrines is so

tirmly based on the supernatural, that if the one is rejected the other falls

with it, seeing that the supernatural accompanies it from the beginning
to the end, as e.g. in giving of covenants, in establishment of Theocracy,
in the birth, etc., of Christ, in the provisions made for accomplishment,
etc. The analogies which exist forbid mere abstraction and half-way meas-
ures in tlie reception of the Scriptures ; they either contain a Divine Plan
Bupported in its Theocratic manifestations and provisions by exhibitions

of the supernatural, or else they are grossly deceptive in pretensions, etc.

Against another class, Doderlein, Morus, Ammon, Bretsohneider, etc., who
reform the Word to accommodate it to reason ; and hence (while professing

even that Revelation maj contain some things above but not against reason)

guage all things pertaining to the future by reason (i.e. by their ideas of fit-

ness, etc.), and make it (i.e. reason) virtually the tribunal before which to

jndge God's purposes and manner of accomplishing them—this doctrine of

the Kingdom with its remarkable correspondences of necessity, in order to
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secure the Redemption contemplated, must contain things that unaided reaaon
(incapable of devising and executing such a Plan) could neither reveal,

and cannot oven, when revealed, explain how they are to be accomplished ;

as e.g. the person of Christ to constitute Him the covenanted Theocratic
King (i.e. Qod-man), the resurrection, the glorification, the renewal of
creation, etc. For what such writers overlook is clearly presented by these
analogies, viz., that all such wonderful works, which reason cannot
explain, are legitimate outgrowths from^ and conditioned by, the design
i7itended by the Khigdo7n of Qod (which reason itself declares otherwise
cannot be realized), and that, if thus performed, will secure the great end
contemplated—an end which reason itself not only commends as desirable
and nohUj worthy of Qod, but the heart longs after.
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Pboposition 187. Tim docPrine of the Kingdom gives cohereruyy

to the gospels, and indicates the unity of design in each of
them.

This must follow, provided the doctrine of tlie Kingdom is as
leading and doctrinafly fundamental as represented. It has been
objected to the gospels that they are greatly composed of detached,
fragmentary parts strung together witnout unity of design, present-
ing varied, and, in a measure, contradictory, sketches of the life of

Jesus. This is effectuall^r disproven by looking at the gospels
from the ELingdom standjKjint ; for then it app^s that each writer

had a definite olject in view, viz. , to evince unitjr and a consistent

development of Divine Purpose in a pre-determined Plan corre-

sponding with the covenants and prophecies relating to the King-
dom,

For the authentioity and oredibility of the Qospela, eta., the reader is referred to
'vrorks specially devoted to the sabjeot, saoh as Westoott's His, cf the Canon qf the New
Test., Xichendorf's Wha-e tBort our Oospela WriUen? Sandy's Authorship qf the Iiburth

Gospdj Bensa's His. qfihe Sew Test, Norton's Oemtinmess of the Gospds^ Davidson's IntrO'

dudion to the New TesLt Stowe's Books qf the Bible, etc., the general and particular intro-

dactioDB of onr leading oommentarieS| and the articles in our latest biblical dictionaries.

Obs, 1. In order to ascertain the design of the gospels and to comprehend
the unity therein, the student must place himself, not in the modern posi-

tion of thought^ bat in the posture of those to whom these gospels were
first presented. Then, all wio read the Old Test, entertained the Theo-
cratic-Davidic idea of the Messiah and Kingdom ; all believed that a de-

scendant of David, specially related (Theocratically) to God, would appear,
who would restore the throne and Kingdom of David and reign majestically

as the prophets predicted. Now, in the very nature of the case, writing for

siich persons who received the covenants and prophecies in their gram-
matical construction, it was requisite, in view of what actually occurred, to

show that Jesus was a descendant of David ; that He was related to and
acknowledged by God ; that He was the powerful Messiah ; that the King-
dom was tendered to the elect nation ; tnat the nation, through its repre-

sentative men, rejected the Messiah and Kingdom ; that this JV^ssiah, fore-

weing His rejection and death, must give assurances indicative of the post-

ponement of the Kingdom ; and that, notwithstanding His death, Ife is

able to re-establish the Kingdom. Now, these are precisely the points that
are fully presented in the gospels ; thus most admirably adapted to meet
the objections that in the quite early age would be ur£;ed against the
claims of Jesus to be ** the Cnrist." If a strictly logical history of Jesus
is ever written, it must embrace something like these divisions : (1) The
offered Messiah and His claims, how evidenced

; (2) the rejected Messiah
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and His utterances from the time the representative oma eoaapired to
put Him to death

; (3) the crucified and resurrected Messiah, dkonn^
how covenant and prophecy can still be fulfilled. The great lack in all

previous histories has been that the writers have taken too much a modern
standpoint from which to view Jesus, and have thus failed to show the
intiynate connection existing between previously given covenants and pre-
dictions and His life. In other words. His life has been too much consid-
ered isolated from a previously presented Divine Purpose, from covenants
understood in their plain, grammatical construction, from a relationship to
au elect nation, from a tender of the Kingdom, its rejection and sub-
sequent postponement, and the result has been that, while all these are
given bv the evangelists as necessary to preserve the unity and claims of
that life, the omission introduces defects which mar the otherwise self-

evident coherency of the gospels. The more the gospels are contemplated
in the light of the covenants and of the facts as they existed at the First

Advent, the more logically consistent, the more connected and admirably
adapted to secure the design intended, will they appear.

The critical atudent will obserre, what we have abundantly proven, that the doctrine
of the Kingdom was promolgated htfore the GospeU and Epistles were written, as evi-

denced by the general belief, and that the Gospels all take it /or acmething wdl widervtood.

So fnndamental is the vMessiahship of Jesns and the doctrine of the Kingdom, that, in
the very nattire of the case, it must have been leading in its doctrinal teaching ; and the
Gospels and Epistles being a^rward written— if genuine and apostolical—mnst not con-
tradict the covenants and predictions but be in accurate correapondmce with them. In
other words, there must be an agreement with the faith that the plain grammatically
expressed sense of the Old Teat, had led the pions Jews to entertain. This we find, and
the fact that it is found evinces both their logical connection with the Old Test., and
that they could not possibly have had the late origin assigned to them by some destruc-

tive writers. The unity of the Gospels, Acts, Epistles, and Apocalypse is observed best

by noticing : (1) their connection with the Messianic idea of the Old Test., and (2) the
retention of the Christ idea after the First Advent. Numerous and able writers—how-
ever they may have handled the subject—have shown, by the repeated references, etc.,

that the New Test, is based on the Christ-idea contained in the Old. This position can-
not be controverted. Now the New Test, first gives the fulfilment of the Scriptures in

the Person of Jesus, indicates why He is '* the Christ," and proceeds to prove that the
erucified Jesus is ** the Messiah," because He is raised up, eztdted, and wul come again.

But in all this it retains the Jeioiah idea of *' the Messiah," because that one was precisely

the idea that wa3 covenar^ed and predided. From this an important deduction is to be
made, viz., that the form in which the New Test, is given, is designedly the &ea/ in order
to retain and develop wiih power and oonsisimcy the Christ-idea. (1) The four Gospels are

given to show why Jesus, although He died on the cross, is the Messiah ; (2) then the

Acts are presented to indicate the same feature in connection with the fulfilment of

promises relating to the present, and of promises to be realized at the Sec. Advent

;

(3) then the Epistles are given to confirm and strengthen the belief in the same, and
(ij lastly, the Apocalypse to direct the eye of faith to the future Coming of the Christ, His
triumphant manifestation of Messiahship, and the great glory that shall follow. We ooly
now refer to the fact, as corroborative, that no controversy (see Props. 40, 44, 71, 72, 73)

was raised between the early Christians and the Jews respecting the meaning, etc., of the

Christ (for the controverted point between them was whether Jesns was the Messiah or

not), and that many Jews, even priests, with their intense devotion to the covenanted
and predicted Messiah, cordially received Jesus as the same, fully believing that at His

Second Coming the postponed Kingdom and glory would be realized. It is painfully sad

to find how this simple scripturally-founded belief was soon overwhelmed by a mass of

rubbish, which the wisdom of the world conceived to be better adapted to subserve the

truth and God's praise.

Obs» 3. Briefly consider Matthew's statements to vindicate the claims of

a crucified Jesus to the Messiahship as covenanted. Matthew in the first
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verse recognizes the covenant relationship of Jesus in His being ** the Son
of David, the Son of Abraham,^ ^ and then follows the recital of His mir-
aculous birth (ch. 1), indicative of this Jesus being related to the Divine and
of His being supernaturally e7idowed, just as became the " born King of

the Jews'* *' that shall rule my people Israer' (ch. 2). The,tender of the
Kingdom on condition of repentance by John the Baptist, the baptism of

Jesus, and the assurance given of Divine recognition, are presented (ch. 3).

The Kingdom is also thus conditionally offered by Jesus and His disciples

(chs, 4-10, etc.). The promised Messiah is one who mgst, in order to ful-

fil the convenants and promises as given, be able to exert superjiatural

power ; and hence this power, as a7i earnest, is exhibited (chs. 8, 9, 10,

11, eta). The Jews reject Jesus, refusing to repent (ch, 11 ; 16-24) ; the
truth is known to some (ch. 11 : 25-27) ; the Pharisees find fault with
Him, and actually *' held a council against Him, how tliey might destroy
Him** (ch. 12 : 14), so that He charged those He healed not to make Him
known. (And here, foreseeing the result, already intimations are given of

the call of the Gentiles, ch. 12 : 17-21.) Then we have repeated condemna-
tions of the wickedness of the Jews (ch. 12), followed by parables illustra-

tive that the Kingdom of heaven could not be realized until ** the end of the

age'* (ch. 13). Although despised by His own countrymen (ch. 13 : 54-

58), yet He vindicates His Messiahship by supernatural power exerted (chs.

14, 15, etc.), by the confession of Peter (ch, 16 : 13-20), by foretelling His
own death and resurrection (ch. 16 : 21-24), by the transfiguration (ch.

17 : 1-10), and by specifically predicting His betrayal (ch. 17 : 22, 23).

After the presentation of various teachings, exhortations, and commands
(chs. 18, 19, 20), Jesus, to bring the matter of His Messiahship to a public
teat, and to leave the Jews inexcusable, makeis His public entry into Jeru-
salem (ch. 21 : 1-14), which the representative men (chief priests and
scribes), although enforced by the exercise of miraculous power in the

temple itself, refuse to accept (ch. 21 : 15). This led to a collision between
Jesus and the chief priests and elders fch. 21 :23, etc.), in which the latter

question Christ's authority, and are silenced by the reply of Jesus. The
crisis is then nigh at hand, for He tells them (ch. 21 : 28-46) that they
were unrepentant, and that the Kingdom so graciously offered to them, and
in which they enjoyed a covenanted right, should be takeii from them and
given to others. Jesus speaks even more plainly (chs, 22 and 23), culminat-
ing in expressly predicting that the desolate J)avidic house, the tabernacle

iu ruins, should reinain thus until His Second Coming ; that (ch. 24) the
city and temple would be overthrown and the nation be smitten and in

tribulation down until the Second Advent ; and that at His Coming again
as the King (ch. 25) the righteous should inherit the promised Kingdom.
Finally comes the reciUl of the last tragedy—the betrayal, trial, suCferings,

death and burial, with incidents connected therewith (chs 27 and 28)

—

followed, however, by a single fact, briefly stated, suflBoiently comprehensive
in itself to vindicate the ability of Jesus Christ to :fulfil the covenants at

His Second Advent, viz., His resurrection. Matthew's Gospel is thus ex-

hibited as a strictly consecutive, logical array of facts to establish the

Messiahship of Jesus over against objectors who would allege the non-ful-

filment of the convenanted promises in that no Kingdom, such as cove-

mnted, was then established. The reasons for such non-establishment are

pointedly given, tJie postponement is specifically stated, the time when it

Bhall be restored (at Sec. Advent) is clearly presented, and then, as a climax,
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to asaure us of the certainty of such fulfilment, the resurrection of the
cruciBed Jesus is affirmed. Matthew, as well as the other evangelists, takea
it for granted that the reader of the Gospel is previously well posted i»
covenant and prophecy, and hence writes for such persons. Therefore, a
simple statement oifacts, as they occurred, is all that is required to lead a
believer in covenant and prophecy to acknowledge Jesus as ** Me Clirist^*

who will yet fulfil them, as claimed, at His Second Coming. Tliis was the
universal belief of those Christians who first received and perpetuated the
Gospel, thus verifying, in the reception of it, our doctrinal position.

Gregory (Four Chspds, p. 125) and others are correct when they make ** the MessUh,'*
and tlutt Jesus is the Messiah, "the central idea of Matthew's Gospel/' but Gregory
(p, 126) falls into a great error, when he declares that Matthew was appointed *^ to correct

the false Jewish notions, at that day so prevalent, concerning the Kingdom of the Mes-
siah,'* and adds : " He accordingly exhibits the Kingdom not as a temporal one. like the
Roman Empire, but as Theocratic, or aa a spiritual reign of God Himseif, in the Person of

the Messiah, in the hearts of men" (chs. 6 : 3-12, and 12 : 1-50, etc.).'* I»et the reader look
at the proof alleged, and see how the preparation for the Kingdom is converted into a
Kingdom. He can find not a particle (j^ proof in Matthew to sustain his position, or his

notion of what composes a Theocracy. So Ebrard { Gospel Historyf p. 68) goes beyond the

recorded facts when he says that Matthew's Gospel was designed to furnish proof *^ that

in this capacity (viz.. Messianic) Jesus had founded a Kingdonit not circumscribed by the
contracted forms of the ancient Theocracy, but a Kingdom of faith and of the Spirit,

comprehending all nations, and fulfilling the promise given to Abraham." (Comp. for

answer e.g. Props. 67, 69, 70, etc.) A thousand such statements, which have no fmm-
dation in anything that Matthew writes, pass current, at present, as if they were axio-

matic truths.

Obs. 3. Mark's Gospel follows precisely the same method. In the first

verse the Tlieocratic relationship of Jcaus is presented in the words ;

" Jesus Cliristf the Son of God," the Kingdom is offered conditionally

y

upon repentance (ch. 1), the Messiahship is indicated by His baptism and
works, so that He is *' the Holy One of God*' (ch. 1 and 2). But the Phari-
sees (ch. 3 : 6) conspire ** how they may destroy Him," and the Scribes

reject (ch. 3 : 22) Him. After instruction, works, etc. (chs. 4, 5, 6, 7),

which show forth the wisdom, power, and treatment of Jesus, we come to

plainer statements based upon Ilis rejection by the Jews (ch. 8), to which
are appended the confession of Peter, the prediction of His death and
resurrection, and the transfiguration (ch. 9). Instead of a Messianic King-
dom, He again foretells (ch. 9 : 30, 31) His death and resurrection (ch. 10 :

32-34), and, after sundry exhortations, we are brought to His public entry
into Jerusalem (ch. 11), which so inflamed " the scribes and chief priests

that they ** sought how they might destroy Him," The efforts of His
enemies to entangle Him, and how they were silenced are given (chs. 11

and 12). Instead of the setting up the expected Messianic Kingdom, comes
the foretelling (ch. 13) of the destruction of the temple and a long-con-
tinued calamity down to the Second Advent, Then we have the details of

the betrayal and death (chs. 14, 15), ending with the resurrection (ch. 16),

which insures the continued Messiahship of Jesus and His ability, at the

appointed time, to fulfil all that is written.

We cannot receive Gregory's {Fbur Oospeis, p. 161) ingenious " Key to Mark's Gos-
pel/' Tiz., that the Gospel is for the Roman, and hence Jesus is presented ** from the

Boman side or point of view, as answering to the idea of divine power, work, law, con-

quest, and nniversal sway." (Neither can we accept of his ** Keys' to the other Gos-
pels.) Gregoi^*. as fundamental to his theory, assumes, without determinate proof, that

Jesus is already exercising the power, etc., of the covenanted King, whereas He is rep.
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resented as Coming in hxuniUation, snifering, and being a rejected, crnoifled Redeemer.
The Oofltpels alike are desired for all men. for they in a similar manner tell the story of

the cmcifled one, that He is the Messiah, that He tendered the Kingdom on condition of
national repentance, that He was rejected, etc. One enters into more details than the
othera, or presents facts that the others omit, or gives a different arrangeihent Much
that la written on the peooliarities of these Gospels as to personal peculiarities, style,

etc., we may accept ; mnch, however, we can only accept in a relative, and not absolute,
sense ; much we must reject being founded exoloslTely on modem notions, the develop-
ment and Church-Kingdom theory.

Obs. 4. Lnke, writing at the time be did, must also^follow the saine

course, tiz., to meet the objections that might be alleged against a cruci-

fied Messiah and the non-appearance of the Messianic Kingdom. In the
first and second chapters he shows, by the birth and office of John, and by
the birth and annonncements respecting Jesas, that He is the destined

Theocratic King, who, while son of David, is also (v. 32, 33) ** the Son of
the Highest, and the Lord Ood shall give unto Him the throne of His
Father David. And He slhdll reign over the house of Jacob forever, and of
His Kingdom there shall be no end—" and this, too, is done in view of (v.

4 2 and 73) **Ilis holy covenant,^* etc. Having thus exhibited in the intro-

duction full faith in the covenants, and that Jesus was the One through
ichom they were to be realized, he now proceeds in a narrative which shows
ichif they were not then fuMlled, and why we should continue to exercise

faith in Jesus theU they 'will yet he verified. He gives us John preachiug
the Kingdom conditioned on repentajaoe, John's testimony to Jesus, the
baptism and genealogy of Jesus (ch. ?), the preaching of Christ and how
He was treated, the works of Christ and how He was recognized as *' the

Holy One of God;' as ''Christ, the Son of Ood "{ch. 4). The supernatural
power, etc. of Jesus is presented (ch. 6), and yet the scribes and Pharisees
are angered (ch, 6 : 11) against Him, so that both John and He are rejected

by them (ch. 7 : 30-35). Yet He continues to exhibit the Messianic attri-

butes (ch. 8), how Christ sends forth the twelve to preach a Kingdom con-

ditioned by repentance, brings forth the confession of Peter, describes the

foretelling of Jesus' death and resurrection, the trans6guration, etc (ch. 9).

He gives us the particulars of the sending forth and the preaching of the
seventy, which is also a tender of the Kinjgdom of Cod upon the repent-
ance of the nation (ch. 10), but comparatively /ew,. and those *^b(Aes/*

accept of the truth, for the mass are unrepentant (ch. 11 : 14-32), being
"an evil generation'^ (also vs. 42-54). The position of the representative

men of the nation calls forth severe rebukes (ch. 12), mingled with intima-
tions that the rewards and the Kingdom itself are to be received and
enjoyed cU another, still future Advent of the Son of Man, for which Coming
believers are exhorted to watch. Such intimations finally culminate in a
direct assertion of the postponement of the Kingdom until, and the restora-

tion of the desolate Davidic house at, the Second Advent (ch. 13 : 35).

The inexcusableness of the Jews in rejecting Him is illustrated (chs. 14,

15, 16), and in consequence the postponement of the Kingdom until Sec.

Coming enforced (ch. 17 : 20-37). (See Prop. 110.) Aerain Jesus fore-

tells His death and resurrection (ch. 18 : 31-34), makes Sis public entry
intx) Jerusalem (ch. 19), which so excites *^ the chief priests and the scribes

and the chief of the people'* that they ** sought to destroy Him,'* The tri-

umph of Jesus over His enemies when they dispute His authority is stated

(ch. 20) ; the destruction of the temple and the calamities connected with
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it, and extending during the times of the Gentiles down to the Sec. Advent,
are foretold (ch. 21) ; the duty of watchfulness is enjoined (ch, 21) ; and
then (chs. 22, 23, 24) comes the history of betrayal, suffering, death, burial,

resurrection and ascension. Luke adds, what the other two Gospels take
for granted (ch. 24 : 44^53)^ that the wonderful exhibition of the Messiah
confirmed the faith of the disciples in believing, that this cmcified but res-

urrected Jesus was indeed theMessiahf in and Qirough whom the Scriptures
would be fulfilled.

Wo cannot poBsiUy ifeceive Gregory*8 {Fbur GosptU, p. 215)" Key to Lake's Oospel/

*

based on the alleged snppoiution that the same was written for the Greek, for the Greek
not being interested la the Mesaianio idea, Luke preaenta ** the perfect man to meet the
Qreek ideal/* etc. It is amazing, after Luke's teaiiTnony to Ihe Messianic idea and the fsct

that the proper conception of the same is just of as fondamental importance to the Greek
as to Jew or Boman, that such unfounded statements can be penned. Much of such
misleading learned assertion is circulated and retailed from the pulpit and press. We
select Gregory because, being a valuable work in many respects, it is so often quoted as
authority.

Obs, 5. K"ow we come to John's G-ospel, which the Tabingen school
(recently reiterated in Supernatural Religion, etc.) declares cannot be
reconciled with the other Gospels inasmuch as it describes a different per-

sonage, etc. Let us follow John s portraiture of Jesus—keeping in view
John's idea of tlie convenanted Kingdom—and it is a sufficient answer to all

such criticism to show that John treads precisely the same path gone over
by the other Gospels, in answering the objections that might be brought
against the Messiahship of Jesus on the ground of His crucifixion and the
non-establishment of the Messianic Kingdom. The substantial agreement
of the Gospels is readily seen by also rapidly passing over John's Gospel ;

for, while John adds particulars that the others omit, hefuUg incorporates
their statements and presents the identical line of defence. In the opening
chapter the great TJieocratic element at once appears, viz., that the Messiah,
who is to reign as predicted, is God ruling xn and through David's So7i

;

and therefore while He is **Jesus of Nazareth, the Son of Joseph,*' He is also
** the So7i of God,*' the destined *'Kitig of Israel** Miraculous power, di-

vine attributes are ascribed to Him, thus holding Him forth, as in the other
Gospels, to be the very Messiah who is able to fulfil the prophecies pertain-
ing to the Kinffdom, Mattthew, Mark, Luke, and John, in the conferring
of supernatural power, which embraces the same ability to perform all

things, hold forth Jesus as the predicted One, who, as David's Son, is higher
than the kings of the earth, the promised Tlieocratic King, Even the
rejection of Him by the Jews (v. 11), the calling of the Gentiles intimated
(v. 12), His manifestation to Israel (v. 31) because the elect nation, the
ascription of the removal of all evil from the world ^v. 29), which He will

yet perform, the supernatural still future to be exhibited (v. 61), etc., ail

assume a deeper significancy if we place ourselves in John's position when
he wrote, viz., regarding, owing to the sinfulness of the Jewish nation, the

Kingdofu as postponed to the Sec, Advent, and now endeavoring to liold

forth the characteristics, sayings, etc., in Jesus which should inspire con-
fidence in the hope that at the Second Coming this Theocratic King will

restore the Davidic throne and Kingdom. The proper humanity (ch. 2) is

acknowledged, and the mere mention of the mother and brethren of Jesus,
as of something well known, is indicative of an early narrative ; while the
]iower of working miracles, the manifestation of authority in the temple,
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the prediction of Hia own death and resurrection, and His refusal to com-
mit Himself to the Jews, show that allied with Him is more than mere
humanity. Next comes the discourse with Nicodemus, which, appealing to

him as '* a master in Israel " (i.e. one who ought to be conversant with the

cavenanta and their requirements), who ought to know what the promises

of God demanded, evinces that the Kingdom, the Theocratic arrangement,
as described by the prophets, cannot be set up without provision made for

its inheritors, both to purify them and to raise them up from the dead.

The careful student will notice that John, in the very beginning of his

Gospel, proclaims the rejection of Jesus by the Jews (so cti. 1 : 5, 11, ch.

2 : 24), and now again (ch. 3 : 19) repeats it, while holding Him up
as the appointed Saviour, and declaring that even His death (already

predicted, ch. 2 : 2L, 22) was an appointed means (e.g. through the

resurrection, etc.) to save the world. In ch. 4, after the prediction of His
death (based upon His rejection by the nation), he tells the Samaritan
woman that " salvation is of the Jews" (see Prop. 68), and yet, in view of

the contemplated eugraftins^ of others, gives encouragement and reception

to the Samaritans, who acknowledge Him as ** the Christ," Hence the

Gospel of John exhibits one trait dineriug from the preceding gospels (and
yet also mentioned by them) which gives it a remarkable complexion, viz.,

'it commences at once with His rejection and death, with tits implied postpone-
meni of the Kingdom, and call of the Gentiles. What the other evangelists

only mention after a regular series of introductory statements, John speci-

fies at once <zs something well understood in his day. Here we find the trtce

lyjical attachment of John's Gospel with the others, and the perfect har-

mony existing between them becomes apparent. This is the more distinc-

tive as we proceed to point out the more salient connections following.

After showing (ch. 5) now salvation was offered to the Jews (an offer con*
firmed hj the manifestation of supernatural power), and how they, instead
of accepting, ** persecute Jesus and sought to slay Ilim,^' he refers again to

the Bublime Theocratic relationship which Jesus justly claimed, and Unl:s

its manifestation with the period of the resurrection and the judgeship of
the Son; thus agreeing witn the other gospels which also claim that Jesus
is the Messiah, but postpone His covenanted reign to the Sec. Advent.
This is repeated (ch. 6), and causes many to take Offence because ther could
Ti at understand how the sacrifice of Himself was necessary to make Him the
immortal Son of David and to give Him the power to raise up His own at

the last day. The constant allusion to death and the ena of the age
implies as a consequence the postponement of the Kingdom. The Jews
(ch. 7 : 19, 25) desire to kill Him, notwithstanding His doctrine and
works, and make the attempt to take Him (v. 30, 45), which influences
Jesus to again predict His death and the gracious results flowing from it.

In the conflict with the Jews (ch, 8), the Saviour justifies His claims to
their acceptance, declares His death through their instrumentality, shows
that His death, instead of extinguishing or diminishing His Messiahship,
on\j perfects the same, and that they *^ seek to kill" Ifim, which is evi-

dence that they are not of faith as Abraham was, and that they shall ex-

perience death. The controversy between Jesus and the Jews continues
(ch. 9), for after Jesus hid Himself to escape the stones (ch, 8 : 59) they
designed to cast at Him, He again appears in His mission of mercy and
love, healing the man bom blind, which excites still more the animosity of
His enemies. Jesus again. (ch. 10) proclaims His Coming death (through
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which, however, being perfected as the Bedeemer, ultimate salvation is

attained), appeals to His works to sustain His oneness (Theocratic relation-

ship as covenanted) with the Father, and ** the Jews took up stones again to

stone Him,** The reader will please notice that in this chapter Jesus, in

explanation of the declaration, '*/ and my Father are One,'* declares it an
equivalent to (vs. 36, 38) **7 am the Son of God/* *' the Father m Me and J
in Him/' and this corresponds with the covenanted language that David's
Son was also to be God's Son, in whom the Theocracy is to be evermore
established, and with the language of the other gospels, which in miracu-
lous birth, baptism of Holy Qnost, supernatural power exerted, and the use
of the phrase ** the Son of God '* (as Matt. 4 : 3 ; 8 : 29 ; 14 : 33 ; 27 : 43,

54 ; Mark 1:1; 3 : 11 ; 6:7; 15 : 39 ; Luke 1 : 35 ; 4 : 41 ; 8 : 28 ;

i22 : 70), are in perfect agreement respecting the Person of the Messiah.
The enmity of the Jews increases in consequence of the raising of Lazarus
from the dead (ch. 11), which culminates in the holding of a council by the

chief priests and Pharisees, jn which it is fully determined to put Jesus to

death (vs. 47-53). This death foreshown (ch. 12), is followed by the public
entry into Jerusalem the foretelling of His death and resurrection, and the

continued disbelief of the Jews. Then comes the prediction of His betraval
(ch. 13), Peter's denial, His coming death, with several discourses (clis.

14, 15, 16, 17) designed to comfort and sustain His disciples in the coming
trial. The betrayal, trial, sufferings, death, burial, are given, crowned by
the resurrection (chs. 18, 19, 20, 21), which ^^ are^ written, that ye might
believe that Jesus is the Christ , the Son of God, and that believing ve might
have life in His name/* Thus the objections that could be urged against

Jesus crucified are fully met and answered ; seeing that tJie Messiahmip of

Jesus is manifested by His life, works, death, and resurrection, and that

the postponement of the Kingdom is shown to result from the impenitence,
unbelief and hostility of the Jewish nation.* It is remarkable that, taking
John's Gospel connectedly, it enters more fully into a detailed account of

the emnity of the Jews toward Christ, its manifestation and result thus
powerfully corroborating the preceding gospels in their more briefly given
accounts of the same, and thus presenting on all sides strong points of

logical attachment. The design John had in view, necessarilv introduced
new material, as e.g. facts which excited such hatred, the conduct of Jesus
while thus exposed, and the encouragements and promises given to His
disciples while thus persecuted. The true hey to the proper comprehension
of John's Gospel is to -notice the first point of contact between it and the

previously given Gospels, viz., that the God-given Divine Messiah was
rejected by His own elect nation, and conse<}uently the implication (after-

ward enforced) that the blessings of the Messianic kingdom (as covenanted
and predicted) are delayed until He is again manifested at *' the last day. " *

1 The critical student will also see that this peculiarity of John's Gospel gives ns ikt

proper keu to harmonize the Apoc. with the Gospel. The Gospel refers to the First

Advent, the Apoc. to the Second Advent ; the one is a proof of the Messiahship of Jesns
and gives the reason for the postponement of the Kingdom ; the other presents us with
what this Messiah will do when the period of postponement is ended, etc. In additioo,

the whole truth only becomes apparent when we regard the meaning attached to '* the
Christ** by the quite early believers. This is noticed under several Propositions, espe-
cially Prop. 205.

^ A few remarks concerning the method and spirit instanced by destmctive criticism in

reference to the Gospels, may be in place. Various critics assign the composition of the

Gospels, in the form now received, to the Iat«r portion of the second and beginning of
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the third centaiy. In this w&v an alleged proof against Inspiration is derived, by making
the Gospels ** tinhistorical." But in this discnssion, as ooadncted by them, three things

are aoticeuble : (1) That although the historical question of the Gospel is of immense
value, seeing how deeply it afifects the interests and hopes of multitudes, yet so little

regard have such writers for the interests and feelings of their fellow men, that they only
produce the class of evidence which they deemfavorcAle to themseives^ and carefully ignore

another class which is against iheir theory. Where is the writer among them who has
noticed what Norton, Tischendorf, and a host of writers show respecting the genertU

reception of the Gospels in the early part of the seoond century ? Who has e.g. invali-

dated the testimony of Celaus (Ohgen C. Celsum, p. 77), who mentions them as existing

under various collections in his time ? The simple fact that they are unwilling to bring
forward all the evidence ; that they exclude it, leaving their readers in ignorance of it

just Bs if it did not exist, lowers their honesty as critics and evidences a pre-deitrmined

design. Tet such men gain the ear and the minds of multitudes. (2) The disagreement
among themselves, so that e.g. one will reject all the Gospels, and another (like Benan.
Liftqf Christ, p. 33, The AtUi-Christ, p. 33) will admit the apostolic authority of several

portions of the same, and even of John's Gospel ; one will make them as early as possi-

ble owing to ** Jewish conceptions," and another as late as practicable on Eu:count of
*' doctrinal development,'* etc. Every conceivable and antagonistic theoiy is presented
in order to depreciate them. (3) They do not allow the testimony of the Fathers, being
in conformity wiUi the Gospel, to speeJc ; i.e. they do not, as Christian Apologists, pre-
sent the evidence on either side and from these draw conclusions, but withdrawing the
testimony given depreciate the Fathers as witnesses and as unworthy of credence. Hence
they who live at present are more worthy of belief than those who lived the nearest to

the time the records were given. These features sufficiently indicate the intent and
spirit actuating their authors. Out of numerous illustrations we present the following :

FiAe (The Unseen World, ch. on ^* The Jesus of History"—a one-sided eulogy of Strauss,

Bauer, Benan, etc., which defeats itself by its extravagance) endeavors to make out that
John's Gospel was written long after John because Anti-MiUenarian and Anti-Pauline.
Thus e.g. he makes (p. 79) this unsupported statement, given as proof :

** It cannot for a
moment be supposed that such a book, making such claims, could have gained currency
during John's lifetime without calling forth his indignant protest. For, in realit}', no
book in the New Test, collection would so completely have shocked the prejudices of the
Johannine party. John's own views are well known to us from the Apocalypse. John
was the most enthusiastic of Millenarians, and the most narrow and rigid of Judaizers.
In his antagonism to the Pauline innovations he went farther than Peter himself. In-
tense hatred of Paul and his followers appears in several passages of the Apocalypse,
where they are stigmatized as ' Nicolaitans, '

' deceivers of the people,' ' Uiose who say
they are Apostles and are not,* ' eaters of meat offered to idols,' * fornicators,* * pretended
Jews,* ' liars,* ' synagogue of Batan,* etc. (ch. 2). On the other hand, the fourth Gospel
contains nothing MUUnarian or Judaical ; it carries Pauline universalism to a far greater
extent than Paul himself ventured to carry it. even condemning the Jews as children of
darkness, and by implication contrasting them unfavorably with the Gentiles ; and it

contains a theory of the nature of Jesus which the Eblonitisb Christians, to whom John
belonged, rejected to the last." To this crowd of misstatements it m«y very briefly be
said : (1) That it la strange that men at so late a day should flnd this bitter hostility and
antagonism between the Apostles, of which the early Church in ^ its extent knevi Wiih-
iRj7 / (2) that if the (Gospel is so intensely opposed to Millenarianism, how it comes that
ofl tfc« earfy MQknaxian l^ithera received it just as they did the others

; (3) that a large un-
believing party do flnd in John's Gospel such a Judaizlng particularism (as e.g. *' Salva-
tion is of the Jews,** etc.) that they reject it on this account ; (4) that it is rem^ble that
the correspondence between the Apocalypse and the Gospel (respecting the divinity,
etc.), pointed out in the various works on the subject, should ^ totalh/ ignor«i as if they
did not exist ; (5) that the testimony of the Fathers is laid aside and the modem conclu-
sions (pre-jndged) of unbelief are coolly substituted ; (6) that the statements of our lead-
ing Church historians, Neander, Mosheim. Giessler, Kurtz, etc., respecting Ebionism
and John's relation to it, should be set aside without confirmatoiy proof ; (7) that the
agreement of John and Paul on all easentiala should be deliberately contradicted ; (8) that
the correspondence between Paul and John in locating the Kingdom and Millennial glory
at the Sec. Advent is flatly contradicted by mere assertion. The fact is, that Fiske
axbibits hia want of knowledge respecting the Millenarian doctrine. Paul and John
ere both Millenarian, and in the design of the Gospel, as presented by us, the Millena-
liaa tendency is oonstanUy exhibited, and the unity with the entire New Test, is pre-
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aezred in showing the postponement to the Second Coming of the re-establishment of the
Kingdom, etc. As this has been specially pointed ont in detail, it is noticeable that

Fiske's aasertions are xDiihoui the alighiesifoundation, historically and Boriptmrally.

Obs. 6. Our position is abundantly confirmed by the succeeding Acta.
The line of argument in preceding propositions so fully portrays this that

a few remarks need only be appended. In all that was afterward recorded,
the same class of objections are answered in the saine manner, viz., the Mes-
siahship of a crucified Jesus is affirmed, and is mainly supported by His
resurrection from the dead and ascension into heaven ; ' and at the same
time the unbelief of the Jewish nation, the rejection of Christ by it, the
call and engrafting of Gentiles, the fighting, mixed condition of the Church
down to the Sec. Advent, and the postponement of the Kingdom of God
(until a people are gathered out) down to the Second Coming of this same
Jesus, is directly declared^ and each statement directs the eye of the believer

onward to that joyful period still future, when ** the blessed hope'* shall be
realized. Such a view binds the contents of both Old and New Testa, into
fit unity, which no other can present, and evidences tlte pre-eminent logical

position occupied by the first churches of believers in ** the gospel of tlte

Kingdom.'' Such a view indeed leaves much for faith, seeing that it places
mucn in the future ; but our position ought to be that offaith, not blind,
unreasoning faith, but of faith suggested and sustained by the accumu-
lated evidences of the Messiahship of Jesus.*

^ Keeping before ns the design of the Gospels, it is essential that each one should
specify the resurrection of JesTis. for that is Ike caimincUingfad which makes the Messianic
fu^menl possible. Hence the inconsistency of those (e.g. Schleiermacher) who refuse to

regard it as a doctrine rdating to the person of the Messiah, and Van Oostexzee (Ch. Dog.^
vol. 1, p. 142) aptly qnotes Biggenbach as saying : " I cannot understand how any one
con assert. ' I believe in the resurrection of Jesus/ and then explain this belief as a mat-
ter of secondary consideration." The Gospels are framed to show that a crucified Jesus is

the Messiah, and this is also the design of Acts (in which the resurrection is specially

repeated twenty-four times), and the resurrection of Jesus is regarded us amply sufficient

to vindicate the same. The acknowledgment of Paul to the Christship of Jesus vas
founded on the revelation of this crucified Jesus, etc.

' The reader has seen what a powerful use we make of such passages in Acts : Ch.
1 : 3, 6, 7, 8 ; ch, 2 : 24-36 ; ch. 3 : 19-26 ; ch, 7 : 6 ; ch. 13 : 23, 34, 46 ; ch. 15 : 13-18 ;

ch. 26 : 6, 7 ; ch, 28 : 20, 23, etc. And uur us^e uf the same is abundantly fortified

(1) by the grammatical sense of the covenants and prophecies ; (2) by the sense attrib-

uted to the same by the pious Jews, and (3) by the early expressed faith, of the believers
brought to ackno.wledge Jesus by the Apostles, evangelists, and their immediate succes-
sors. Our position is an impregnable one.

Obs, 7. The critical reader will observe that our argument respecting the
Gospels brings forth new and additional reasons why the Gospels could not
have been written at as late a period as some destructive critics assume.
The veryform in which the Gospels are given indicates an early origin ; for
ike design manifested in answering certain objections shows that it meets
the only objections that were current immediately after the death of Jesus
and opposed to His claims of Messiahship. Had they been written later,

the writers could not have placed themselves in complete sympathy with
the early age (first century), but would undoubtedly have incorporated
later objections and the then existing style of thought. The simple form of

ending each Gospel with the resurrection of Jesus, the omission of any de-

tailed statement of the call of the Gentiles, the points of contact with the
Jewish position, the firm and unwavering conformation with covenant and
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prophecy, are all opposed to the notion of a later origin, seeing that the

inevitable tendency of enlargement, apolp^gy, change, reflections, etc., from
the more modern standpoint (already feeling the effects of an incorporated

philosophy and division of sentiment, etc.) would have been, more or less,

made manifest

Against the theory of StrauBS and all others Bpringing from unbelief, it is amply
sofficient to aay that Jews wedded to the plain grammatical sense of covenant and proph-
ecy, who believed in the grand folfllment of these onder the Measiiih, ouuld not possibly

have bronght themselves to present snch a history of the Messiah as we find recorded in
the four Gospels—a rejected* omcijied Messiah. Bnt carefully look at the Gospels from
the Jewish siandpoint just mentioned, and the solntion is found in the fact that the Gospels
are an apology for and defence of the cmcifled One, and the key cf reooncUiaiion is given
in the expressed faith that this identical Jesus, cracified, dead, bnried, resnrrected, and
ascended to heaven, toiU again come, and then rutors, in gnat power and glory, ** the fallen

down tabemade of David.** This gives ns the proper clew to their form, their early pro-
duction, their Jewish-Christian origin, their method of vindicating the Messianic idea
related to Jesos. It evidences the correctness of Benan (Origin of the Gospel^ when he is

forced to admit, over against the Strauss school and oUier objectors (advocating a late

origin), that the composition of the Gospels took plAce between the years a^d. 60 and 60.

The manner of narration, method, etc., clearly evidence the truthfulness of such conces-
sions from nnbelief, over against the mere assertions (in "which some professed believers,

as Giles in Hebrew and Christian RecordSi join) of infidelity.

Obs. 8. Thus comprehended, the Gospels answer the question, which nn-
belief has never yet oeen able to meet, now it comes that Jetos, looking for

a Messiah, as described by covenant and prophecy exalted to the restored

throne and Kingdom of David, should accept of a crucified Jesus as such a
Messiah, The replies usually given in answer do not fully meet the condi-
tions of the expectant Jews. The secret for such an acceptance lies in the
fact that every inspired teacher took the position that both covenant and
prophecy would be fulfilled by this same Jesus at His Second Advent, and
that His claims to the Messiahship were so sustained by His birth, life,

death, and resurrection that we ^ould have the strongest assurance—in a
thus far fulfilled Word of God—that that which has been postponed will

inevitably be realized.

The same explains also the reason why the late Gospel (John's) should lay more stress

on the Divinity of Jesus ; whrf Jews, inheriting the grand idea of Monotheism, should
ascribe divinity to ** the Christ ;"' why the narrators so artlessly relate how His own
mother did not fully recognise His calling, how His disciples were rebuked, how they
denied Christ in time of trial, and exhibited incredulity respecting His resurrection, etc.

—all of which is not in the line of imposture, but comes forth as a natural rtsvU of cove-
nanted position and circumstances. The phenomenon of " resemblance in the Gospels,"
the sabject of much inquiry and controversy is explained, as we have seen, by the design
of the writers, viz., to teach that the crucified One is *' the Ghrist,'* and the filling up of
the details is indicative of the conversion of the Apostles to a decided and firm faith in
the same. Various reasons are given respecting there being four Gospels, such as to

make the testimony abundant, to make them supplementary one to the other, to make
them correspondent (so Allegorists) with Ezekiel's man, lion, ox, and eagle, etc. Gregory
in " Why Four Gospels ?" has the idea that Matthew wrote for the Jews. Mark for the
Bomans, Luke for the Greeks* and John for the Church at large. This is non-essential,
and Gregory's yiew is hardly sustained from the fact that all nave the same design, and
Txote for the Church in common.

Ohs. 9. This view of the design of the Gospels shows how unfounded is

tho assertion of Sohleicrmacher and others, that it is impossible to prove
that Jesus is the Messiah from the prophecies. The defence of the Mes-
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siahship of Jeans in the Gospels is based npon two facts, constantly appealed
to, viz., that Jesus in His manifestation, etc,, fulfilled the prophets, and
that by a certain determinate fulfilment He gives us sufficient evidence
that tKe remainder will he fulfilled at the period of time designated. And
such proof ou^ht really to be stronger to-day, since reason can add to the
Go&pels a continuous fulfilment only announced in them^ as e.g. the disper-

sion of the Jewish nation, the treading down of Jerusalem, the Gentile
domination, the gathering out of believers^ the mixed and struggling con-
dition of the church, etc. We are even in a better position, owing to over
eighteen hundred years' continuous fulfilment, than the Apostles were, to

test the truthfulness of the Messiahship of Jesus. For, we accept not
merely the fulfilled prophecies in the life, etc., of Jesus pointed ont by
Himself (as e.g. John 13 : 19, etc.), or by the Evangelists (as e.g. John
19 : 35, 36) as pledges of His Messianic character, but in addition to these,

eighteen centuries confirm such pledges by an uninterrupted verification of
leading and most important statements.
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Pbop. 188. This doctHTie indicates the unity of the Epistlea.

They all agree (1) in expressing faith and hope in the covenants
and prophecies

; (2) in Jesus as the Messiah ; (3) in a complete ful-

filment of both covenant and prophecy at the Sec. Advent
; (4) in

locating the covenanted Messianic Kingdom in the future at the
Sec. Coming of Jesus ; (5) and in urging all to accept Jesus as the
promised Messiah, so that they may oecome qualified to enter into

His coming Kingdom.

Ohs. 1. Let UB take Romans and see how it corresponds with a plain

grammatical interpretation of covenant and prophecy. Paul asserts, ch.

1 : 3, 4, that Jeans was '* made of the seed of David, accorditig to theflesh,^^

and His power as Son of God ^^ by the resurrectionfrom the dead ;" that, cha.

1, 2, 3, salvation is obtained by faith, *' to the Jew first, and also to the Gen-
tile/' for all have sinned and ail need salvation ; that all that believe shall

attain nnto it, provided their faith is provocative of good works, Jesns
being purposely raised up for our justification. That, ch. 4, we are justi-

fied oy faith like unto Abraham aud become his children so that with
Abraham—^who is *WA« heir of the world'*—we inherit the covenanted
promises, being '* heirs** with him ; and reference is made to the res-

urrection for its fulfilment in the words ''who quickeneth the dead."
That, ch. 5, being thus "justified" and at "peace" with God through
Jesus, we ** rejoice in hope of the glory of God,** to be realized through
grace in Jesus by the bestowal of ^^ eternal life,** which enables us to

experience the fulfilment of promise. We, ch. 6, should, therefore, not
live in sin or serve sin, but in holiness and newness of life, so as to obtain
through J^uB '* the end everlasting life,** We, ch. 7, obtain deliverance
from sin and its legal results through "Jesus Christ our Lord." Being
thus, ch. 8, believing, justified, and holy, we shall experience a glorious

resurrection and exaltation, because reckoned as joint-heirs with Christ
(and inheriting with Jesus, implies that we participate with Him in His
covenanted Theocratic inheritance), when creation itself shall share in de-

liverance from the curse ; and for si^h glorification and inheritance we
have the strongest possible assurances in the love of God in Christ Jesus.
He shows, ch. 9, his interest in the Jews, the call of the Gentiles, and
argues that those who are heirs with Jesus are the children ofpromise ; the
faithful among the natural descendants of Abraham, and the faithful

among the engrafted Gentiles, for so God had predetermined it in mercy.
He follows, ens. 10 and 11, with answering the question, Who shall oe
saved? by declaring both Jew and Gentile through faith in Jesus the
Christ ; and then points out the fall of the Jews, their restoration at the
Coming of Jesns, etc. (which we nave already used, as indispensably neces-
sary in order to verify covenant promises). Then come, chs. 12, 13, 14,
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15, 16, practical directions, intersperfled with declarations concerning the
nearness of the day of saltation, \)ciq power of Jesus to save, the ability to
perform the promises made to the fathers, etc. All is confirmatory of onr
position, for the hope is decisively expressed that at the Sec, Advent of this
Messiah all the promises of God, given in covenant and prophecy, shall be
abundantly verified in fulfilment. If any truth is uttered by Paul with
distinctness it is this : that David's Son now removed will return cLgain,
and that at this return of the Messiah (through whom we can now enter-
tain the hope of salvation) the faithful will inherit with Him, a resurrection
taking place, a deliverance of the creature occurring, a certaifi complement
of Gentiles being gathered, a restoration of the Jews from their fallen con-
dition being experienced because the Deliverer comes,

A{[ain we protest against the arbitrary assaiaptiozi pnt forth with much learning that
we have a Pauline, Petrine, and Johannine theology and Eschatology, one following the
other in the course of development ; the Fetrine being reckoned the lowest (most Jewish).
Such a distinction exists only in imagintUior^ and not in fact, and is introduced by some
as an apology for their divergence from, and antagoniBm to,^ the early Church belief.
Whatever distinctive peculiarities exist in Peter, Paul, and John (as to style, method,
manner of presenting subject, etc.). they are a unit in presenting the samefaith and hope.
This we unmiBtokably show by our quotations from them. No deserved eulogy of Paul
can detract from Peter's accurate knowledge of the Kingdom, etc., seeing that to hiw^^

first of all, was given the keys. No praise of John's loving disposition can lessen Paul's,
evidenced by his abundant labors, etc. It is unjust to these ancient worthies to suggest
a diversity of belief, where uone exists, and then manifest amazement when unbelief
seizes such suggestions and presses them to an extreme. Blinded by the rejection of the
plain grammatical sense of covenant and prophecy, prejudiced against the simple biblical
faith of the early Church, and prejudged under the influence of a favorite development
theory, one or the other is " too Jewish** and must give place to " a higher spiritual de-
velopment** found in this or that writer. The fundunental idea of the Kingdom proves
that they are in unison,

Ohs, 3. With this accord all the Pauline Epistles. In 1 Corinthians he
makes the return of this Messiah to fulfil the promises exceedingly promi-
nent, speaks of the still future " day of our Lord Jesus Christ, urees to
preparation for it that we may be rewarded, declares that we ah&U then
** inherit the Kingdom of God," exalts the judgeship of the saints in that
day, and shows how it is introduced by a resurrection of the righteous, ful-
filling Millennial predictions. In 2 Corinthians precisely the same strain
is kept up respecting the future " day of the Lord Jesus," the then fulfil-

ment of God*s promises, the resurrection introductory to that day, the
glory to be revealed, all of which should influence us to faith and holiness,

Galatians, as we have shown, is pre-eminently in advocacy of our doctrine,
seeing what stress it lays on the continuance of the covenant and its realiza-

tion at the Sec. Advent, when we *' inherit the Kingdom of God." In
Ephesians he refers to the coming '* dispensation" in which the Messiah,
when He returns, shall '* gather together cUl thingsf** and we shall obtain an
inheritance in '* the world to come,** so that in the ages to .come He may
show the exceeding riches of His ^race in His kindness toward us through.
Jesus, the Christ ; we then being in ** the commonwealth of Israel*^

(adopted even now) and experiencingthe blessings of " the day of Redemp-
tion,'* having ** inheritance in the Kinadom of Christ and of GodJ* In
Philippians tne future " day of Jesus Christ" is prominently set forth, the
distinctive resurrection of the righteous is presented, and the looking for
this Saviour, who comes again to subdue all things unto Himself and give
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plory, as **
fl/ hand '* is expressed. So likewise in Coloasians, 1 and 2 Thesaa-

lonians, 1 and 2 Timothy, Titus, etc., we hare a necessary preparation for

inheriting the Kingdom to be revealed at the Sec. ComJD^ of tnis Messiah
Jesud ; a liope that then the covenanted promises will be fulfilled ; a wait-

ing for His Son from heaven in order to inherit the promises ; the resurrec-

tion of the just at that Coming and the glory that follows ; a looking for

that ** day of the Lord ;'* the loving of fiis appearing and constituting it

** the blessed hope** in view of its results. In brief, every Epistle tnat

Paul wrote is in perfect agreement with our doctrinal position.

It has been objectad that the New Test, writers never contemplated the bringing
together of their writings into its present oanonioal form ; that this was dune by fallible

men, and that the New Test, nerer received, as a collection, the approval that the Old
Test, did from Jesus and inspired men. To all this the reply is ample : The Old Test
contains the covenants and predictions, each writing of the canon corresponds with
these, and hence under the Christian couKioasnesa that these were supplemental (show-
ing how they are realized, etc.) the canon arose ; the force of the relationship is self-

evident ; the authorship is vindicated by the unity ; and the divine blessing following
their reception is corroborative of their value and authority.

Obs, 3. The Epistle to the Hebrews being specially singled out by some
as hostile to our doctrine, it deserves separate notice. The writer is largely

employed in proving that Jesus is the Messiah, that His death was neces-

sary, that the atonement by Him is valid, and that the condition of faith in

Him is a requisite for forgiveness of sin and divine acceptance. But in

various ways he shows his correspondence in doctrine ; in '* the world to

come f* the salvation linked with the Sec, Advent ; the Jewish view of the

Best, and its reference to the Sec. Coming ; a High-Priest/or the ages ; the
certainty that the Abrahamic covenant wUl be fulfilled ; the qualifications

(»f Jesus in virtue of His work and endless life to verify the promises of

God ; the " looking for Him to appear the second time without sin unto sal-

vation ;'* the certainty that His enemies shall all be overcome ; the ** see-

ing the day approaching ;*' the ^' yet a little while, and He that shall come
wUl come, ana will not tarry ;*' the positive declaration that the ancient
worthies ** died in faith, not Jiaving received the'promises, being strangers

and pilgrims," and expecting their inheritance promised to them through
the Messiah; the ** de/^cr resurrection f* the promises received by them
and UB at the same time ; the continuing city to come ; the firstborn ; the
everlasting covenant; the future shaking of heaven and earth ; and "a
Kingdom which cannot be moved." Such statements clearly evidence the

author as in perfect accord with our position.

This Epistle has been attributed to Paul, Barnabas, Clement, Luke, Mark, Aquila,
Silas, and ApoUos (the last being a favorite with many. e.g. Bleek, Alford, Pressense,

Kendrick ; while Paul is upheld by numerous writers), and tiie author cannot be dog-
matically asserted. We are not concerned respecting the autiior, for its reception into

the canon, the early use made of it, and. especially, its perfect agreement with all other
portions of the Word, commend it as worthy of due acceptation. Efforts have been
made to make it stand in opposition to Paul and consequently unauthoritative, as by
Schultz and others. Thus e.g. Schultz and Beuss (Lange's Oom, on Hebrews, and Introd.
bj Moll.) maintain that its Ghristology has a " decidedly spiritualistic tendency whereby
obscnrity is thrown upon Christ's connection with humanity.** But aside from the
direct refutation found in ch. 2 : 14-17 ; 7 : 14 ; 10 : 12, and 12 : 3-4, etc., it must not be
overlooked that this Epistle was specially addressed to Jews to whom the Messianio con-
nection with David was familiar, but who, not knowing God's Flan in fulfilling the cove-
nants and predictions relating to David's Son and Lord, were apt to stumble over the

cnu^/ied One and the attributes ascribed to Him. Hence the line of reasoning adapied to
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'xnoet the objections and knowledge of the readers. The Gospels, the preaching, the
general faith had already manifested JesuB as David's Son (which is stated when, ch.
7 : H, **it is evident that onr Lord sprang out of Judah"), and now is shown how Jesus,
onoe a dead, omcified Messiah, could fulfil the covenants. Therefore we have these
points clearly made manifest : (1) The necessity and reasons assigned for that death ;

(2) the fact pointed out that it renewed and confirmed the covenant ; (3) the acceptance
of His sacrifice and eraltation qnalified Him to fulfil all covenanted and predicted prom-
ises ; (4) that He will come again and bring the salvation thns promised ; (5) that owing
to the anion of the divine and hnman in Him, being thus greater than man, we can have
every confidence in His ability and power, (6) and that by receiving this Jesns, tmsting
in Him, living a life of practical faith in Him, we shall enjoy the blessings at His retnm.
The Epistle is tfaorongUy Messianic, showing how and wherefore the Messiah suffered,
how and when the Messiah will come again, etc., and His connection with humanity is

clearly pointed out as to His person (*' tlu seed of Abrctham"), and as to His present and
future relations. So decisive is this that some, running to the opposite extreme, object
to the Epistle as being *' intensely Jewish" in its complexion. Another thing is obvions,
viz., that its teaching is in complete accord witl) the Pauline spirit and theology.

Obs> 4. James preserves the unity of teaching, for he makes us gathered
out to be ** a kind offirstfruits of His creatures'' and ** heirs of the King-
dom which He has promised " (by covenant and prophet and Saviour), In
his short Epistle he prominently sets before us *' the last davs*' and ^* the
cominff of the Lord as drawing nigh.'* The entire tenor and spirit of his
brief ktter is to exhort believers, dj practical deductions, bo to live that
when the Messiah Jesus returns again they may be rewarded in Hia, then,
established Kingdom, obtaining *' a crown of life."

The student well knows how James has been treated by able men (e.g. by Lather,
called ** a straw-epistle" when compared with others, so Pref. to Edition of the N. Test.,

1624). Various writers, unable to reconcile the doctrine of justification by faith and the
judgment according to works, have taken a similar unjust view. A recent one, Striibel

^jEmge's €bm., James, Pref., p. 23), declares :
'* No matter in what sense we take the

Epistle of James, it is always in conflict with the remaining parts of Holy Writ." Un-
belief (as in the Tubingen school) gladly accepts of such an opinion as an acceptable
weapon against the canon. Many receive him very coolly, as e.g. illustrated in Hase
(His. Ch. Chwrch, p. 26), who says that James was ** the principal leader of the Christian
Jews," and then adds :

" To ju.dge from the Epistle bearing his name, he must have been
a pious and earnest teacher, especially in his admonitions in favor of morality, but with
no prominent characteristics peculiar to krisiianity." It is prejudice, a pre-judging, (hat
prevents a calm survey of the doctrines held by the Apostles, that can deliberately thns
lower the claims of James. Because Paul e.g. insists upon justification by faith (Bom.
3 : as and 4 : 1, etc.—and snoh a justification James allows, ch. 2 : 1, 5,* 23, etc.) and
James npon justification by works (ch. 2 :' 14-26, which justification Paul also allows, as
e.g. in making the faith he advocates productive of works which graduate our reward or
loss), it is concluded that an antagonism exists between them. Now, aside from the
union of vital faith with works, and godly works with living faith (which forms tke bond of
umiy between James and Paul)^ it is sufficient to say that if we properly discriminate
between the justification of believers (a judicial act at the outset of a Christian career)

by faith in Jesus, and the judgment of believers at the Sec. Advent (which was promi-
nent with James) according to their works (also taught by Jesus, Paul, and the other
Apostles) we have a perfect agreement between them ; because the latter^s justification is

measured by the works, and if works are altogether lacking there will be ni>t merely loss,

as Paul taught, but far more as James teaches, a dead faith which neither justifies in the
sense of present divine acceptance nor in the sense of an ultimate rewarding. Dead and
fruitless it cannot justify ; living and active, the justification, present and future, is evi-

denced by works ; this Jesns taught, this Paul and all the Aposties taught, and this James
likewise teaches. The writer sees no valid reason whatever for rejecting any of the
writings contained in the canon. Aside from the historical and critical evidence given
in their behalf by various able works and commentaries, they are all in such strict accord
with the rest of the Word, so confirmatory of the Divine Record, that they cannot be dis-

placed without undue violence. Hence we cordially receive James, Hebrews, 2 Peter,
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etc., feellDg that they corroborate the coTenants and predictions containing the Divine
Porpose and the great central Theocratic idea. Besides, He who oTermled the bestowal
and preservation of the Scriptures would not have permitted them to become the gen-
erally recognized part of divine revelation for man*8 guidAnce unless they were giren
under His auspices, and calculated to confirm the truth.

Obs. 5. Peter is full of our doctrine, as is readily seen in his ** reserved

inheritance'^ and *' salvation ready to he revealed in the last time ;** in his
*' praise, and honor, and glory at the appearing of Jesus Christ," and *' the
grace that is to be brought unto us at the revelation of Jesus Christ ;" in

his ** strangers and pilgrims" and ** chosen generation, roval priesthood,

holy nation, and peculiar people ;" in his exhortations to piety and endur-
ance so ** that, when His glory shall he revealed, ye may be glad also with
exceeding joy," being *' partakers of the glory that shall he revealed ;'* in

hia injunctions to humble ourselves ** that He may exalt us in due time ;"

or in the solemn motive presented :
*' But the end of all things is at hand ;

be ye therefore sober, and watch unto prayer." Or fas in' the Sec. Epistle),

in the '* exceeding great and precious promises" to t>e realized in Jesus at

His return, ** for so an entrance shall oe ministered unto you abundantly
into the everlasting Kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ ;" in
** the sure word of prophecy," '* the last days," ** the thousand years as

one day," ** the day of the Lord," *' the looking for and hasting unto the
coming of the day of the Lord," and, ** looking JEor, according to promise,
new heavens and new earth in which dwelleth righteousness." All this

indicates the faith that actuated him—a faith grounded in the Messianic
idea as contained yi covenants and prophecy.

Ohs, 6. Lastly is John, who presses upon us personal religion, so that we
may '* abide in 'Him : that when He shall appear, we may have confidence,

ana not be ashamed at His Corning.'* The Second Advent with its result-

ant blessings is prominent before him, and he urges withdrawal from the

love of the world and its lusts in order that we may experience the happi-

ness and glorification that shall then be revealed. He warns of *' the last

time," of ** antichrists," and insists upon our perfe(;J;ing our love so that
** we may have boldness in the day of judgment," receive ** eternal life,"

and obtain *' a full reward." The present, in his estimation, is simply a
preparatory period, designed to qualify us for the Messiah's return, wnen
the glorious promises of God will be realized.

Thus we And a remarkable nnity respecting the doctrine of the Kingdom. No one
teaches the prevailing modem theories respecting the Kingdom of God ; none of the

racAningH nsnally assigned are to be found. It wonld be a fatal flaw to the inspiration of

any one if we e.g. found a direct application, as now so confidently made by many, of

Daniel's flfth Kingdom to the existing Church ; it would be a violation of covenant and
prophecy. But such antagonism exists only in writings outside of the Scriptures. The
faith of all, the hope of all, points to the Second Coming of Jesus when He shall return
to re-establish the covenanted and predicted Theocratic Kinffdom, in which glorious salvation

is to be realized. A sufficiency is given, with marked distinctness, to teach this, and in-

spire OS with like faith and hope. In reference to Jade's Epistle, it is sufficient to say
that, owing to his decided testimony to our position respecting the personal Advent,
condiUon of the dispensation and last times, some reject his testimony as ** too Jewish."
With many his declarations have but little weight. Even Smith's Die, of the Bible, art.
" Jude," says :

'* The Epistle of Jude is too unimportant to be a forgery ; few portions
of Scripture, with reverence be it spoken, could have been more easily spared." We
thankfolly accept of Jude as one of the decided witnesses of the truth, evidencing the
general agreement.
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racy the restoration of tbe Jewish nation forms an important feature, and
yet this is not stated in specific terms in the Apocalypse. To this we reply

that a specific mention is unnecessary because numerous other predictions

are already given and those in the Apoc. are inseparably joined with theiti

by incorporating features contained also in them and requisite for fulfilling

them, thus forming a bond of identity and union. When express promises

taken directly from Old Test, predictions relating to Jewish restoration are

adopted and assigned to a certain time and order for realization^ surely

there is nothing inconsistent to hold that suchportions are indicative of a

fulfilment of a whole, seeing that in the Old T'est. they are thus related.

The Old and the New Test, must be considered as indicated in Prop. 16.

But there is a stronger reason why no specific mention is necessary^ which
does honor to the Spirit which gave the book^ and which forms an indirect

but most powerful argument in favor of its inspiration. An impostor
would undoubtedly have followed in imitating the precise track and
language of the former prophets and thus have introduced Jewish^ restora-

tion as these objectors urge^ and to have stated when it is to transpire.

This the Spirit could not do^ not only because He was describing a transi-

tion state in which Gentiles are a large party, but because He takes it for

granted, what we have abundantly shown under Election and engrafting

into the elect nation, that He is all the time speaking of the Jewish nation

and its restoration. The Spirit only recognizes Jews as the ones that are

participants in the Kingdom established. Gentiles to inherit with the

Jews must be adopted^ engrafted, and as such form part (Props. 61-63) of

the elect nation. Hence, the Spirit rightfully and with remarkable consis-

tency virtually describes Jewish restoration when it portrays the establish-

ment of the glorious Theocracy, and the ancient saints with all engrafted

ones participating in it.* The righteous dead of the elect nation—no
others are mentioned—with the living translated form already with Christ

the King such a mighty Jewish restoration that the lesser one, i.e. of the

nation in the flesh, follows as a matter of course. When the entire seed of

Abraham, either natural or grafted in worthily, triumph in a Theocracy, it

is on the already granted basis that it is a Jewish victory which includes

the lesser. Certainly the Jewish King and Jewish rulers of a professedly

Jewish kingdom, when such a kingdom is said to be mled over by them, is

amply sufficient to remove the objection. This necessary assumption is

sustained by the direct and indirect references (Obs. following), and there

can be no misconception of the matter to him who notices : (1) that the

saints here exalted to Theocratic positions are reallY and truly a portion of

the Jewish nation ; (2) that the very formation ana representation of a re-

stored Theocracy in which they alone figure as associates with the King
necessarily implies that the rest will follow as given in other places

; (3)

that the prophecy is given to show how and under what circumstances tlie

Mighty King comes and introduces the promised Theocracy ; and as it

only relates in its beginning to that Jewish portion of the nation, the elect,

to whom the Kingdom is specially given (as stated by Jesus Himself), it

fills out a part of prophecy not before given in detail, and teaches us how
the prediction of the Saviour relating to the inheriting of the Kingdom
(which materially differs from the remaining restoration), is verified ; (4)

that the Spirit, accepting of the principle of engrafting, and recognizing

every believer as a member of the Jewish commonwealth, cannot make any
distinction between Jews and those grafted in, as e.g. He did not do in the
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prophecies of Daniel which, notwithstanding the future adoption of Gen-
tilesy speaks of the nation as a continuous elect one, all believers in it being
saints.*

' This is so olearly intiinated by the general analogy of Bcriptnre that we have excel.

lent writers falUng into an opposite extreme, viz., that no other restoration of the Jews
bnt those resnrreoted and translated ones is to be expected. (See e.g. art. 1, Propk.
7%7t«», Not., 1874* and also \\''aggoner and oUura.) Bnt aside from the answers that we
hATo given under other Propositions, it is sufficient, once for all, to say that this makes
an imperfect redemption, for one of the forfeited blessings, tiz., the perpetuation of the
race in a state of innocence, cannot possibly be carried out without such a restoration
embracing also blessings to Gentile nations, to creation, etc.

* The student also will notice that a direct amplified description x)f the restoration of
the nation is purposely avoided because it would imneeessarilu provoke the jealousy and
persecution of the Boman power. A sufficiency for faith andhope is given, provided the
believer receives the Bible as a tohoU. One distinctive feature is constantly taken for

granted, viz., that the reader of this book receives as preparatory, in their plain gram-
matical sense, the everlasting covenants, Abrahamio and Davidio. Coming thus« the
student readily sees how the oath-bound promises of Qod are verified in the statements
of the Apoc. Strauss says, respecting the Apoc, that it " gives us a melancholy impres-
sion of the imperfect way in wnich Christ was understood by His most intimate dis-

ciple ;'* but the Book forms a perfect supplement ^as we have shown) to His teaching,

showing how and when the postponed Kiiigdom shall be manifested, and the promises of

God be realized in all their rulneas.

Obs. 3. Keeping in view the distinguishinff feature, grounded in the
Election and Covenants, that Jews are denoted when the saints are men-
tioned, we find much incidently expressed confirmatory of this position.

Let the reader })lace himself in the position of the early believers to whom
the book was given, holding firmly to the hope of a restored Theocratic
rule under David's Son at His Second Coming, and he will find abundant
niaierial for encouraging such a bope- The very titles of the Coming One
were understood to relate to the Theocratic King, being previously thus
used ;

^' the first begotten of the dead*' and other characteristics of Jesus
were regarded as prerequisites for such a reign ; the power described,

adequate to remove death, was essential to the fulfilment of the covenanted
promises, as anticipated ; the continued designation of " Son of Man,' '

the root and offspring of David," as required ; the restitution presented
through Him, as predicted by the prophets ; the^ower overall enemies and
the same given to those associated with the King, oa promised ; the relation-

ship to the promised Theocratic rule impressively given in His having " the

key of David,'' and in His being '* the Lion of the tribe of Judah," hence
the covenanted King and Deliverer ; the exaltation, ascriptions of praise,

the saints waiting for deliverance, the judgments on nations, the wrath of

the Son of Man, the harvest and vintage, the first resurrection, the re-

warding of the dead, the Sovereignty ^iven to and exercised by the
Messiah, the universality of rule, the new heavens and earth incorporating
Mill, descriptions, the order announced agreeing with ancient propnets, all

this coincided with and fostered the notion of a still future coming cove-

nanted Kingdom, The significant and special mention, according with
Election, of " the tribes of the children of Israel,'* showing that according
to the Spirit the saints are regarded (whether Jews or engrafted Jews) the

elect seed of Abraham, the holy elect Jewish nation. The division of these
into *^ twelve tribes" when obtaining ** salvation," indicating the revival

of the Theocratic order ; this, in connection with other allusions, is amply
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sufficient to prove " the Jewish casV^ of the incoming Theocracy and its

identitif with the One predicted by former prophets.

The Origenistic method of interpretation, the Ghnrch's oonneotlon with the state, the
dogmatism of synods, the writingH of spiritnalistio and mystical interpretexv, the dednc-
tions of a destructive and unbelieving criticism, a fettered system of Eschatology, pre-
vented this connection from being seen and appreciated. The Church-Kingdom theory,
with unlimited development, darkened the doctrine of election, the engrafting of Gen-
tileSf the nature of the Messumio Kingdom, etc., and hence arose the varied and conflict-

ing views respecting this Book.

Obs. 4. Hence it followed that all the early Christians had no difficulty

in embracing the Apocalypse as a Divine Revelation^ seeing that it botn
accorded witn the previously given predictions of God, and that, owing to
the postponement of the Kingdom and withdrawal for a time of the King,
it filled up a void by detailing His Coming again and the measures that
would be taken in effecting the restored Theocracy, Taken in connection

with the covenants and prophecies, as further explanatory of the mode of
ultimate realization, the Apocalypse is most admirably constructed to estab-

lish afirm faith in the Kingdom we have delineated. This is seen in the
early Church and Fathers, \vno understood and interpreted it thus, and that

its nrst opponents knew not (until Origen devised the remedy) how to refute

it without denying the authority of the book itself. Owing to the feeling,

that it necessarily taught our view, it narrowly, as various writers have
observed, escaped (although more canonical as to authority than many
others) proscription. To-day it is unjustly rejected by a large number be-

cause of its assigned " Judmo-Christian Fschatology/^ A Kingdom await-

ing the Coming of David's Son
;
preceded by a first resurrection ; intro-

duced as, and containing what, the older prophets declared ; incorporating

a tribal division ; holding forth a glorious reign hero on earth, etc., all

this corresponds too accurately with ** Jewish conceptions'' to suit the taste

of those who are anxious to rid themselves of everything distinctively
'* Jewish.' ' Let unbelief take such a position ; but faith, supported by the
general analogy and unity of Revelation, joyfully seizes upon the book as

explanatory of the manner in which the Alillennial predictions are to be
fulfilled in this Coming One, and in His most blessed Theocratic rule.

Hence it follows that the only class of interpreters that deserve consideration, is that

one which makes the Advent and Kingdom still future. More than this : which makes
the Advent a personal one, the resnrrection literal, the Kingdom a covenanted and pre-

dicted Theocratic-Davidio restored (the only one covenanted and predicted), and a Mil-

lennial^lory that fulfils the propheta.

Obs. 5. The objection of Schott and others, that this reign of Jesus is

too much in the Apocalypse made out to be a reign of th^e Son of David
(Prop. 53, Obs. 9), is found to be a decided proof of its inspiration. How
else, taking the covenants and the promises based on them, could this reign

be represented ? If the Kingdom, as we have proven, is the restored Tbeo-
cratic-Davidic Kingdom in and through David's Son, then, indeed, the

phraseology objected to is entirely in place and expressive of the fact

The trouble with many writers is simply this : the manner in which this

Kingdom is introduced and the Kingdom itself is presented, does not fit in

with their development theory, being too much indebted to supernatural

power and indicating a too close relationship to a restored Theocracy, and
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hence it is coolly set aside or spiritualized. Even eminent men under tlie

influence of this theory, not knowing what to do with it, or how to engraft

it into their system, deliberately turn away from it (see e.g. Neander, His,

and Plant. C. Church, vol. 1, p. 396-97). This evinces the influence of pre-

cojiceived opinions respecting the Kingdom, and as a test is unfairly ap-

plied to the Apocalypse, being precisely in the line of those produced by
nnbelief. To invalidate the reliability of the Apocalypse in this direction,

it mvLst first be shown that the Kingdom it delineates is one in opposition

or antagonism to the Kingdom expressly covenanted, once existing out over-

thrown and predicted in numerous prophecies to be restored. Such a mode
of procedure would be logical, and, if consistently carried out, will most
certainly lead to a hearty reception of early Church doctrine on the sub-

ject.

We have only e.g. to refer to Bev. 20 : 1-6, and aee the interpretations given to the
first resurrection and the Millennial reign, and how these are applied without any refer-

ence whatever to the demands of the covenants (Abrahamlo and Davidic). and to the
general analogy of the Word concerning the same, and we must conclade that many (as

Hengstenberg, Davidson, etc.) interpret with a mind fnlly biassed in favor of an already

existing Messianic Kingdom, and, therefore, strive to meike all bend to the support of

sach a theory.

Obs. 6. This feature of a connection existing between the Apoc. and the

prophets, forming a unity of Divine Purpose, is alone sufficient to set aside

the expositions of that class who make the Apoc. fulfilled in the past,

either in the events preceding, allied with, and immediately following, the

destruction of Jerusalem, or even extending down and embracing the con-
version of Constautine, etc. Such interpretation can only succeed by
arbitrary handling, by a violation of unity, and by a total misconception of

the nature of Christ's Kingdom. Allowing inchoate force m the historical

(Bh. Newton, Elliott, etc.) interpretation, makings fulfilment continuous
from the first century down to the Sec, Advent ; admitting pertinence to

the suggestions (Dr. Arnold, etc.) that the historical is an imperfect,

typical fulfilment foreshadowing another and higher still future ; consider-

ing that there is also propriety, etc., in interpreting (as Dr. Seiss, etc.) the
whole as scill future, we are not now concerned with these several modes of

interpretation, only as they severally bring out distinctively the Theocratic
relationship that the Apoc. contains in common with previously given
prophecies. That system which does this the most effectively is tne 7nost

worthy of our reception ; that which ignores this the most, is the most
unreliable.

Compare e.g. the different systems of Apoo. interpretation as given in the Preface to

Lange's Com, on the Apoc., in Davidson's Introd. to the New Test., etc., or to our his-

tory of the doctrine, or to such a Proposition as 158, and it becomes painfully evident
that a total misconception of the Messianic covenants and Kingdom illy qualided many
to write on the subject. The Theocratic idea, as a bond of union, and the previously
given prophecies, as a basis for amplification, are not noted.

Obs. 7. Whatever advances have been made in interpreting the Apoc,
and whatever valuable additions have been presented by various writers,

especial!V recent, a full, complete^ and satisfactory exposition of the Book
is something that is still lacking. N"ot one—however valuable—but bears
grave defects.

The expositions of ft PrderUe dass, such as Grotina, Hammond, Wetstein, Eiohhom,
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Ewald, De Wette, LQoke, Stuart, BuRh, Lee, and others, ore so palpably one-siiled and
unjusi to the Apoo., that the}' have bnt a Bmall following. The extraTAgauces of some of

this class (as e.g. in making the Apoc. a drama with its acta, descriptive of the spiritual

Tictory of Christianity over Jndaism and Paganism), are self-refnting. Take the exposi-

tions of the Ooniimiisl olass, saoh as those given by Mede, Bengel, Woodhonse, Barnes,
Cunningham, Birks. Brightman, Lord, Elliott, and many others, and it will be fonnd
impossible, provided dne allowance is made for the prophetic language nsed, to reconcile

their continuation of fulfilment (in seals, trumpets, and rials) wUh the fads stated by
prophecy and given in history. Thus e.g. if we examine Elliott, perhaps the best and
most profound of this party, we find his order of fulfilment utterly untenable (although
plausibly and forcibly expressed). As an illustration—which will apply to a large num-
ber of similar works—he applies the sixth seal to the downfall of Paganism and the
adoption of Christianity by Constantine and the Empire. But when we look at the
profjhecy of the seal, it contains ** the grtat day of His icro/A,*' '* theface of Him ihfsi siUfih

on tlie ihront," and "the wrath cf the Lamb.'' It contains the identical things which are

found in Matt. 24 : 29, 30 ; Isa. 24 : 23 ; Joel chs. 2 and 3 ; Isa. ch. 2 ; Zeph. 3 : 8-17 ;

Luke 21 : 26, 27 ; Dan. 7 : 9-13 ; Rev. 19 : 15-17 ; Isa. 24 : 21, etc. To refer its fulfil-

ment to the overthrow of Paganism is simply to misapply language which the Spirit has,

in other places, diredly applied to the Sec. Advent of Jesus and the terrible overthrow of

His enemies at that time. Some realizing the tremendous force of the prophetic lan-

guage under the sixth seal, and feeling that nothing has ever yet occurred in histoiy at

all commensurate with it, adopt (as e.g. Alford, Isaac Williams, Viotoiinus, Frimasius ;

comp. Fau9Sttt*s Introd. to (Jam. Eev.) a parallel connection of the seals, trumpets, ond
vials, moving side by side, the second and third series filling up details, etc., and thus
the last seal, trumpet, and vial have a simultaneous ending. But this scheme has pre-

cisely a similar difficulty in respect to the vials. It is evident and conclusive that the

vialfl which contain " the seem last plagues,'* foUow after the deliverance of the martyrs and
victors over the culminated Antichrist (Eev. 16: 2^). They pp.rtain to the period of
vintage, and are poured out (ch. 16 : 2) on the adherents of the last Antichrist. Xothivrj

has yet taken place in the slightest degree commensurate with the prediction. Now any
interpretation and application which violates the order laid down, and fritters away the

meaning of prophecy, must be discarded as untenable. We cannot, therefore, accept of a

past and present continuous fulfilment of the seals, trumpets, and viols, or of a disloca-

tion of their order (as e.g. by Barbour in Three Worlds, who has the trumpets fulfilled

and the seals and vials still future ; or by Ralston (hi Oie Apoc, who arbitrarily places

four of the trumpets in the Millennial era, and has the vials outpoured before the action

of the trumpets) in a partial fulfilment. The diversity and antagonism of all such
schemes are great, as e.g. illustrated by the first seal ; one (as Elliott, etc.) insists that it

refers to the Roman Empire ; another (as Lord, etc.) to the Christian Church ; one (as

Brightman, etc.) to truth ; another (as Mede, etc.) to the Son of God ; one (as Wood-
honse, etc.) to ecclesiastical affairs, another (as Barnes, etc.) to secular ; one (as Ralston,

etc.) to the Papacy ; another (as Baldwin) to union of the Church and State ; another (as

Craven) to science, etc. As we proceed the diversity increases. We may diamias a mul-
titude of such interpretations by simply keeping in view a few fundamental points.

Some schemes are so palpably absurd, and others so shocking to propriety, that it seems
strange that they should ever have been published. Take e.g. Hengstenberg's theorj%

which culminates in making the battle of ch. 19 to denote the Christianization of the

Germans (!). the Millenniimi being past (!), and Satan after his binding (!) now being

liberated. Or, take Baldwin's view, which evidences its spirit by making the woman
with twelve stars and her man-child to be the Church and the United States (!), the war
of Michael to be the overthrow of monarchies by the United States (!). the Son of Man
and the Coming as a thief to be applied to the United States (! .»), the Advent of the King
of kings is that of the United States (! ! !), which shuts up monarchy in the wilds of Asia

for a thousand years, introducing a Millennium of democracy (!). So the shallow ravings

of Davis, who e.g. makes the wilderness America, the Man-child Jesus, who will be born

again by a natural birth (1), who is already come (!), and will lead the American Republic

to a great victory over the nations of Europe ; Kossuth being ** the angel ascending from

the East, and having the seal of the living God.* * It appears almost incredible, that these

and similar works appear, and so basely prostitute tins Book, and pervert its sublime

predictions, to eulogize and exalt Republicanism. Another class are so completely

Opposed to the nature and intention of the Book, and to its representations of " the

Christ,*' that a refutation is not reqiiired, as e.g. in Gascoyne's Netc iiotutlon of ihe Con-

temporaneous Symbols of ihe Rev. cf St. John. A writer defeats himself when, as this one.
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bo requires us to belieTe that the magniflcezit aad oonsoling repreaentations of cba. 4
and 5 are portrayals of an apostatizing from the trath ; that the elders, living creatures.

etc.^ symbolize apostatizing men and civil rulers on earth ; that the grand worship de-

picted pictures an idolatrous worship ; that the sealed book and the taking of it is indic-

ative of ** high pretensions to divine authority in the Church/* and that " the Lamb"
Himself denotes ** the positive idolatry set up in the Church during the fourth century/'

or •* the worship of the crois." Such a procedure is caricaturing the most sublime teach-

ing. Another class, without entering such extremes* engraft such monstrosities upon
their schemes as to make them ridic^ous. Thus e.g. Swormtftedt {7he End of the World
A'ear) indulges in (he wildest conceits, as e.g. Satan occupies the moon ; the moon is the

bell of the Bible, and there will be fought a great battle between Satan and the angels
;

Satan, infuriated, lashes about with his tail (being the dragon) and hurls some of the

gnardian angels out of the moon into the earta ; this is done after the bridal tour of the

Hride, who alights on the sunny side of the moon, having the moon under her feet and the

iivel7e constellations around ner—and similar trash which vitiates any valuable sugges-

tions that the book contains, forming a mixture of gross literalism and high spiritualism

—all bent to show that the end was chronologically fixed. Ko book has ever received

Buch outr^eous treatment from the hands of its enemies and professed friends. Men,
however, of soberness and intelligence have always —whatever mistakes they themselves

may have made in interpretation—redeemed it from such unworthy handling.

Take almost any of those continuist interpreters (as e.g. Eureka of Dr. Thomas), and
-we find them largely influenced by their Church views, and constantly seeking for points

of attachment. It is not only belief and unbelief that evince great divergencies, bat we
find it in Protestant and Romanist, High Church and Low Church, professed orthodox
and heterodox, sects with peculiar dogmas and schismatics. Much of the interpretation

receives a distinctive coloring from the theological standpoint of the interpreter. "While

some present this almost unconsciously and inoffensively, others bring it {orth most dog-

nuxticaily and offensively. Few, comparatively few, have been the writers who have
approached this book unbiassetty^ while some seem to have made it a ipedium through
which to vent their scorn at opposers. With such a spirit, although the claim is loudly

sonnded *' Eureka," no symmetrical or consistent interpretation can possibly be given. If

we take a higher grade of continuists, the main stress of warning, etc., is laid upon these

rials, and wo are assured that we are now living under the fifth, or sixth, or even at the

commencement of the seventh ! (When, as we have briefly shown elsewhere, the very

order in which they stand related to resurrected and translated saints, and the culmi-

nated Antichrist, shows conclusively that they are still future.) Take e.g. the sixth vial as

illustrative of the manner in which the language is tortured, and explanations given, to

make it flt the present time. Thus the three agents (*Hhree unclean spirit-s," Rev.
16 : 13) are made out to be Infidelity, Socialism, Ultramontanism. Spiritualism, Mon-
archi<»l.Republicanism, Bevolution. Naturalism, Puseyism, Broad-Churchism, Paganism,
Greek-Churchism, Mohammedanism, Popery, Pantheism, Communism, Nihilism, Inter-

nationalism, Ecclesiasticism, etc., as it happens to strike the mind of the interpreter to

classify three controlling principles or movements nov at work. (What these great lead-

ing Influences or agents are, the true believer will fully recognize, when the time comes,
as ihi key will be found in their urging on the last confederation.) The same efforts and
diversity to make out a fulfilment is found in the other vials. Such illustrations could
be multiplied, and they teach us how guardedly we should aproach this Book, lest we add
our mite to the number of those who have, more or less, misapplied its predictions. So
far as the chronological deductions of many such writers are concerned, time Itself has
shown that their continuist schemes have not been solidly based. We gratefully acknowl-
edge, however, the great xxUue of the researches of this class in symbolism, laws of sym-
bolism, criticism of text, etc., of which the student can avail himself.

Ohs, 8. While great advances have been made in interpreting thia Book,
we believe that God will raise up acme, who, for the sake of the truth per-

taining to ** the Christ," will be enabled to give in regular order a correct

interpretation of the Apoc. As the time approaches for its fulfilment, as

the interval draws nigh in which its most stupendous scenes will be

witnessed, as a preparation to those who shall be persecuted under the

Antichrist, as a source of comfort and hope to the believing, and even as a

warning to the world, such will be the result The researches of recent
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writers and the fQlfilment of prediction before our eyes explanatory of
divine utterance^ pavea tits way for such a work. Happy the man who
shall thus be favored in becoming the instrument of interpreting so glorious
a Revelation.

We must believe that the vorku of Seiss, Borgh, Ifaitland. Benj. Kewton, Todd.
Lincoln* Kelly, Brooks, Litch« and others (whatever defeota they have, e.g. in departing
from the symbolistio idea and insisting too mnch upon the literal), are in the right direc-
tion. The year-day system, once so popnlar, with Its aDtagonistic applications (as illos-

trated e.g. in the writings of Bengel, Lord. Elliott, Barnes, etc.) is fast losing ground,
not only for the reasons assigned by Dr. TregeUes {On Danietf p. 110), bnt owing to the
widely divergent, and yet plausible, applications, and the flat contradictions to a regular
chronological series which it involves. Whatever good it may have accomplished by
making out a kind of inchoate fulfilment, it is certain that such a chronological realiza-

tion as its various schemes affirm, has never yet been realized, as seen e.g. by the applica-
tion made of the sixth seal. We are strongly impressed with the idea that the chief, in-

tended fulfilment will be witnessed during the inlerv€U between the two stages of the
Advent, and this we dare not limit (as some, Lincoln, etc.) to seven years, for the reason
that those years only refer to the period of Antichristian persecution, whereas other and
great events are included in the interval ^which may include seventy-five or more years).

No doubt the declaration of ch. 1:1," things which must shortly come to pass," had led
many to conclude that there must be of necessity, an iinmediale and continuous fulfil-

ment from the time the Apoo, was given down to the present. One of the healthy signs
of Eachatologicol study is, that students begin to see that such expressions are not to be
measured by the hujnan standard of time, but by that of (he i^rU's measure, who e.g. in
Isa. 54, calls a long series of centuries ** a little moment." (Comp. with this Dr. Craven's
note and rel, to Alford, in Lange*B Com. Rev.^ p. 89.) A close examination of the tenor
of Rev., with a comparison with other Scripture leads us to accept of (hefuturist inter-

pretation as the most consistent and agreeable to the order of the Book. The progress
made in this direction is assuring ; and we trust that the defects, more or less, clinging
to this mode of application will be removed by succeeding writers. The tendency, so
natural, to explain every deiaii of symbolic prophecy relating to the future, leads the best
of writers to present merely what they conceive to be the fulfilment, and divergencies
and antagonisms spring up between the different interpreters. This might be avoided
to some extent, at least, ix the interpreter would confine himself simply to the symbolical
representations, give its meaning, show its attachment to the order of fulfilment and the
Old and New Test, predictions, without entering into full details respecting the exact
mode, etc., in which it is to be realized. These symbolic pictures being concise, repre-
sentative of a leading idea rather than given to details, mncn is left to conjecture. Some
recent writers begin to realize this more and more, and, vthile rooted and grounded in
the futurist interpretation, express themselves with becoming modesty (dogmatical asser-

tion has nothing to do with symbolistic prophecy) in the manner indicated.

As illustrative of the grave defects of futurist interpreters we select two, who have
written largely on the subject, and are well known as naving given most excellent and
valuable instruction and suggestions on various points. These two, Bagster and Lincoln,
vary also ib their method of applying the futurist application ; the former incorporates

a year-day fulfilment as inchoate to a still future literal-day one ; the latter discards the
past inchoate fulfilment and confines himseU (from ch. 4) exclusively to a future one.

Bagster' s theory, so far as the published chronology and analofl^r existing between the

year-day and the literal-day fulfilment is concerned, might be msmissed as not proven
by the fact that his estimates, based on such analogy and chronology, have all fuled to

be realized. The times have passed with a non-fulfilment. His writings are constantly

marred by the interweaving of this view, and the utter inconsistency of making the same
prediction to speak two kaupia^es seems never to be perceived. Thus, on the year-day
fulfilment the seals, trumpets and vials are symbolistic and not liters (i.e. utter a dis-

tinct meaning, which he appropriates), but on the literal-day theory, the same prophecy
is literal, and must be literally understood (i.e. giving a meaning very different from the
former). Now, such an interpretation and application is a violation of unity cf languctge and
meaning, and cannot be adopted without doing violence to the plainest rules of language,

and especially of symbolistic. To incorportite it into an interpretation of prophecy
necessarily leads to confusion and misapplication. Tben when we come to the futurist

explanation the symbolical or representative nature of the book is lost sight of, and the

grossest literalism is presented. Thus e.g. literal hail and fire mingled with blood falls
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oa the earth ; the third part of trees and grass is bnmi; up ; a literal monntain or pillar

of fire will be cast into the sea ; the third part of salt and fresh water becomes blood,

and the third part of the creatures die ; the third part of the waters become literally im-

Eregnated with wormwood (i.e some bitter ingredient) ; a great battle is fought in the

teral atmosphere out of which Satan is cast ; the interior of the earth (i.e. '* bottomless
pit**) is opened, and literally ** swarms of locusts will then oome forth on the earth/*
" devoaring every green thing" and ** stinging the ungodly," etc. Such a literalism,

from which at times he himself recoils (as e.g. in Uer. 8 : 10, the ** great star" may
" signify an angel or person of distinction,** etc.) evidences that the writer has no funda-
mentally correct oonoeptions of the nature of symbolic language. Yet a number of

writers indulge in this very strain of interpretation, and do great and serious injury to

the trath by their gross applications. Lincoln is more consistent in avoiding the contra-
diction involred by making one fulfilment symbolistic and another literal. But his
work on Berelation is likewise defaced by serious errors. TVe do not now refer to his
ultra oharohly views and his indiscriminate attack upon all clericalism, to which he
makes everything bend (for this we have previously jiotioad), but to interpretations and
applications. Some of these we will now designate. In the delineation of the sixth seal

he makes it simply a crisis, preparatory Ui the trumpets and vials, declaring that " the
great day of His wrath is oome," was the belief of those frightened ones, but that it had
not yd oome I This cannot be so, for the reasons assigned under the previous note. It

belittles the prediction to favor his order of arrangement. He makes the 144,000 not to
be ** the Church of Grod,** but Jews, thus showing that he does not appreciate the force

of being tngrc^Ud inio Va Jevoiah OommonvDecUth, the continuation of the election in
adopted ones who become *' the chUdren of AbrafuVTi.** While inclined to the symbolistic
view, he again and again violates the same by a gross literalism, as e.g. when he has
" hordes of lost spirits being allowed to possess the bodies of men," and " the devil and
his angels being oast down from (third) heaven to the earth by the heavenly saints."

The " bottomless pit'* is "the heart or centre of the earth," and ** the well '* is a shaft
leading to this centre, while '

' the key" to this gives power to loose two hundred milliuns
of "lost spirits" confined in that " centre,** who come and possess men as the old
demons did in demoniacal possessions. The two witnesses are Elias and Moses or

Enoch, who must experience a violent death, as if reserved for such a fate. He has no
church during the interval, and thus violates the order laid down consecutively in ch. 14.

Bach and similar comments detract from much that is interesting and valuable. It is

sad to find persons who " love the appearing," and earnestly desire to win others to the
same love, toeaken their appeals by the incorporation of such deductions. It seems to be
a legacy derived from human imperfection which enters, more or less, into our best per-
formanoes. Although Lincoln is a futurist, yet, for the sake of making a present appli-

cation, he again and again loses sight of the future idea, as e.g. under the sixth seEd is
" found a feeble earnest in some measure in the French Revolution of 1791," and " the
frogs'* of Bev. 16 : 13 are *' stump or loquacious orators'* already at work, and the
** every unclean and hateful bird " are " cItricoUs" who have been such in the past and
present, etc. When reading such explanations, one feels (as in the Rirekxtf etc.) that the
ammua of the writer hod much to do with the same in order to make out a preconceivtd
theory. Personal feeling, theological bias, prejudice must give place to a strict adherence
to the meaning of symbolical language. It appears to the writer that one chief defect in
numerous expositions is the following : the symbols being seen in vision are picture-wrU-
inga, capable of being reproduced by good artists on canvas, and are representative (^ some
leading idea which they are specially designed to convey. Now the seals, trumpets, vials,

eAo., have been interpreted too much as many persons interpret parables, viz., every par-
ticular is made significant, when really intended to fiU out the picture, and the stress is

not sufficiently laid on the picture as a vohole or upon the main idea represented by it.

Take a symbolical picture of the past or present, and no one would be disposed to make
every acceasory to its filling out to denote a special meaning^ but would be satisfied if he
received the leading idea intended by the artist. The same is true of symbols in writing,
and we can only be assured of a cautious handling of the Apoc. if we observe this sdf-
evident ruZe, observing the simplicity and definiteness of symbolical representations, as
illustrated in Egyptian, Oriental, Indian, and biblical symbols. A pictorial representa-
tion of the symbols of the Apoc., consecutively given by a competent artist, and carefully
studied to catch the main idea conveyed, would certainly aid in getting rid of much
looseness concerning them. Such a representation can be mentally made and profitably
considered by the .interpreter, with the abundant help that is given in symbolistic litera-

ture.
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In oonclnaion, we append the opinions of two able men as illastratiTe of a pervading
feeling. Dr. Bohaff (ifu. Apos. Churcht p. 605) says of the Apoc. :

** The purpose of
edification it has, in fact, ever served, notwithstanding the very various and sometimes
altogether oontradiotory historical expositions, which it has met even at the hands of
tmly pious theologians, who in other more important points perfectly agree. We may
fully concede the unsatisfactory character of all attempts yet made to explain it, from
Ireneus down to Ltlcke and Hengstenberg—and for our own part we must confess that
none of the many commentaries are altogeUier satisfactory, however much light they may
throw on the details—we may be honestly persuaded that the proper key to tiie full

seientiflc and historical understanding of this remarkable book has not yet been found
without thereby being obliged in the least to doubi Ua divine origin and hi^h practical value,"

Dr. Bonar in his " Opening Address' * at the Prophetic Conference at Mildmay Park, Lon-
don, says :

** I feel uncertain in reference to systems of interpretation of the Apoc. I
confess that I do not adhere. I may say, to any of the different schools. I profess to be
a learner still in regard to the Apoc., and 1 am toaUingfor lighi, and I believe the Holy
Spirit will give it, and that we shall erelong, it may be, understand that marvellous book
which the Church has been, age after age, trying to comprehend, but which I believe it

has hitherto failed in a great measure to nnraveL " We are learners, " waiiingfor ligfd."
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Proposition 190. Our views sustained hy the addresses to the

Seven Chv/rches,

This is seen in one simple fact presented in all of them. Lange
{Com. Jiev.y p. 114) has well observed :

" Thefundamental idea of

all the seven epistles is the fundamental idea of the Apocalypse
itself

—

the Coming of the Lardy This is the key-note of the intro-

ductory to, and tne solemn admonition and anticipation in, all of
them.

Ohs. 1. We cannot possibly receive the view entertained by some
(Barnes, Staart, etc.) that these Epistles are simply historic, and are only
intended for us in so far as the principles laid down and the admonitions
given are of general application. The fact that these representations ex-

tend to the ^ond Advent, while the seven historic churches have long

since passed away, is in itself sufficient to set aside such an interpretation.

It wiU not answer to make this Coming of Jesus alluded to in the Epistle, a Coming
in providence, or death, etc., because the Coming to which constant reference is made
must, in consistency, be the same in the introductory, oh, 1 : 7 (which Barnes, Com. loci,

^oacribea as a literal, personal Coming). To make them merely temporary addresses
exduaiYely pertaining to the seven Churches, so named, in Asia, as destructive criticism

BOggests, iSf of oourse, to violate the symbolical or prophetic import of those addresses
and the far-reaohing extent oontained within them. To make them (as Litch. Harmony
cfDarL and the Apoc) more pastoral letters, altogether personal to the seven ministers to

whom they are sent, and pertaining only to their standing and ministration, is to over-

look the Spirit's appeal to " the churches," the direction for all believers, everywhere, to

hear and receive, and the fact that the Coming of Jesus is directly asserted respecting
them, showing that they then are in existence. Even Lord {Apoe.) does not assign to

these churches a symbolical or representative character, owing to his adhesion to an
(with him) inflexible rule, viz., that analogy rejects the idea of using a symbol or repre-

sentative of the same species that is symbolized or represented. Now while a general
naage is favorable to such a position in the Apoc, yet even there we find exceptions to

it, for he himself admits (p. 231) that in the reception of the open book the Apostle is a
symbol or representative of other believers (thus a man is representative of men) and
(p. 618) the martyrs represented themselves or other martyrs, and (p. 509) Jesus and the
saints are representative of themselves. The laws of symbolism as illustrated in ancient
and Indian symbolism allow this, as e.g. when man is used to represent man, etc. Aside
from this : tiiese churches are first symbolized (oh. 1 : 12, 13) and thep the symbol is

explained (v, 20), and then after the explanation, the addresses are given on the basis of
the explanation. A variation from the species is frequent when e.g. some oharaoteristios,

special traits, are to be prominently set forUi. The variety of statements, admonitions,
cautions, as well as the relationship of the churches to Jesus, made it eminently suitable
for churches themselves to be representative of churches.

Obs. 2. We cannot accept of the opinion (so Vitringa, etc.) that these
seven churches are typical or representative of seven successive periods of

Church history. The variety of application made (for no two advocates of
this view are agreed as to the time of this successioi^ or the parties to whom
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it is to be referred) evidences the inability of forming sucb an order of

fulfilment—the same being largely influenced by the personal Churchly
views of the interpreter. Besides this, not a particle of 'proof can be founi
in the Book to show such a succession, but, on the contrary, the warnings
respecting Christ's coming to punish or reward as their respective condi-

tion will be at such a Coming, clearly proves that they are not successive,

being in existence at the Sec. Advent.

The applications of Brightman, Moore, and others, in this respect, are repeated by
recent writers, as e.g. Swormstedt, who {Tfie End of the World Aear, p. 60) makes the
seven ohnrches symbols of the Ohnrch ** during seven distinct periods of the Church age^

reaching from the Apostolic Ohnrch until the end of the Gospel or Chnrch age." So also

Barbonr (Three Woirlds, p. 176), and others, who make oat a chronologiccU succession to

suit, as they suppose, the characteristics of each Epistle, long or short, as they find
resemblances. Anyihina that can be construed into a likeness is eagerly seized and
applied by this class. No matter what contradictions are involved historically or doo-
trinally, all must bend to their own doctrinal position. We append as illustrations of

antagonistic application two recent ones. Lincoln {Leds. on Bev.) makes out seven
stages, as follows : 1. Ephesus = heart-wrong, clericalism, outwardly wrong ; 2. Smyrna =
Judaized Christianity, spreading worldliness ; 3. Peigamos = union of Church and world ;

4. Thyatira = Papacy in full development ; 5. Sardis'= Protestantism but fails ; 6. Phila-
delphia = those who come out of this apostatizing, a separate group of believers, of which
the author is one ; 7. Laodicea = final rejection of the professing Church at Advent.
Barbour {Three Worlds) makes out these : 1. Ephesus = chief, desirable, the first or apos-
tolic phase of Christianity ; 2. Smyrna = sweet odor, the Church in the first persecution
under the Roman emperors ; 3. Pergamos = elevated, the Church at and after the conver-
sion of Constantino ; 4. Thyatira = sacrificed, the Church as the woman in the wilder-

ness ; 5. Sard is = that which remains, the Church prior to the great Beformation

;

6. Philadelphia = broUierly love, the Beformation Church ; 7. Laodicea = judgment, the
Church at the time of the end. ^Compare as antagonisms, a Roman Catholic and a Prot-

estant portrayal of such successions, p. 139, Lange's Com, Bev.). Now to indicate the
spirit of the interpreter ; Lincoln, who (as a " Believer") is intensely hostile, from his

standpoint, to the ministry of the Church, must, of necessity, find something to sustain
his position of exclusiveness. This he does e.g. in '* Nicolaitanism," which means
** those who conquer the people," that is, " Clerisy or Clericalism," and hence proceeds
to denounce aU forms indiscriminately. Here w^e have (1) a dogmatical assumption that

he has definitely succeeded in applying this difficult name, and which, whatever its

meaning, certainly is not applicable (comp. Church Histories and Encyclops. on the same)
to a go&y ministry

; (2) he defames an age of the Church which started out under the

auspices of inspired apostles and their immediate successors ; (3) history attests that the
only form of clericidism which brought the people under its despotic power and was pro-
ductive of evil, was that which secularized the dej^, made them a superior class, with
hierarchical power, while another party resisted such encroachments—to make no distinc-

tion is to violate the facts of history ; (4) that a successive clerisy is unmistakably taught
in the New Test., is a self-evident truth, being universally acknowledged, saving by a
few one-sided persons ; (5) the simple fact, that in all these past centuries God has aban-

danily and richly blessed clericals who have been godly and devoted, should forbid such
wholesale denunciation

; (6) the fact that clericals have been among the noblest, purest,

self-sacrificing, and life-offering people of God, should teach a discrimination in the use
of " Nioolaitans ;" (7) the fact that he can only trace the Church and his own indebted-
ness for the Scriptures and Christianity to a Church having a " clerisy" should forbid

the dishonoring, uncharitable, and exclusive intexpretation given by him ; and (8) to

make out, in behalf of his unjust theory, that " the angel " of the churches is ** ominous,"
a representation of Christendom being away from Christ (after it being expressly

asserted, as indicative of nearness to Jesus and special relationship to Him, that they were
held in His hand), only shows to what extremes men can go in order to find some supposed
support to a doctrinal speculation. No matter how sincere, honest, and even pious, such
writers are, their writings do great ?Mrm by exciting unnecessary prejudice, and disinclin-

ing others to study these subjects.

Obs, 3. We are forced by a variety of considerations to accept of one or

the other of the following views : 1. That these seven churches symbolize

'^
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or represent the geaeral Church and various phases in it, more or less con-
tinuous in it, down to the Advent. 2. That they are prophetic of the
general Church, giving characteristics that shall prevail, nut especially

preceding the Sec. Advent. 3. That the seven churches historically named
possessed those special characteristics, and are thus presented as typical of

the Church universal in its development down to the Coming again of

Jesus. 4. That these churches having such traits are representative of

seven distinctive characteristic periods without making a succession (i.e. all

the characteristics are co-existing), hut one more prominent and that just

before the Advent, they will be cont&tnporaneous. We prefer the simple
idea that the seven churches, as they contemporaneously existed, are typi-

cal, representative, prophetical of seven prominent phases or conditions of

the Church, contemporaneously present, but becoming more and more
intensive as we near the Second Advent. The reasons for this prophetical
or representative character are the following : it is the introduction to a
book of this nature ; the entire book, ch. 1 : 4, 11, 19, is designed for the

Church universal given through the medium of these seven ; the flead of

the Church is represented in His relation to the whole Church by these
seven, ch. 1 : 13-19; the " mystery,'^ ch. 1 : 20, attached to these seven
is indicative of a prophetic depth ; the number sei}en, as all admit, is of syni-

holic import (Comp. e.g. Auberlen's Gnomen and his Dan, and Rev,),

implying completeness, perfection, etc., and hence ** the seven churches
represent the Church catholic in its totality ;" the universality of appeal in

reference to hearing, ch. 2 : 7, 11, 17, 29 and ch. 3 : 6, 13, 22 ; the appro-
priateness of the addresses to the Church universal in cautions, warnings,
promises, commendations, rebukes, and encouragements ; the past and
Y>re8eiitfulfilment of the conditions specified in the history of the Church
(for without attempting a regular succession, it must be admitted that such
phases or conditions have always, more or less, existed down to the pres-

ent) ; that seven and 07ily seven churches, and these by far from being the
most prominent, are selected ; that these churches are represented as
endurxny to the efid, while the literal churches have, for many centuries,

fallen ; the intimations within them of a futurity which cannot be confined
to the period of time in which the types or literal churches existed ; what
was addressed to one church was designed /or all the churches, showing the
non-limitation implied—all which unmistakably shows that far more was
intended than seven addresses to seven literal, obscure, individual

churches. We have before us an address to the Ufiiversal Church, which
the relation to the Christ, their names, graces, defects, etc., fully enforces.

Lange {Oom. Rev., p. 139) makes these seven epistiea ''prophetic letters, const!tnting
the first part of the Apoc. itself, and forming a foundation for the whole." " Hence, the
life pictures of the seven churches are not merely historical portraits of the Apostolic
Church (issued through an episcopal medium, but of prophetic dqpth and form) ; they are

also prophetic types of ohurchly conditions, which shall hold good urUil Vie end of the

xoorld." While he accepts of an " ideal foundation, the prophetic view of a spiritual

world historical process of development (so that " Ephesus is manifestly a picture of the
Church toward the end of the apostolic time, while Laodicea pictures it as it shall be in
the last time, according to the fundamental traits of that time, as predicted Matt. 24 : 37
sq."), yet he refuses a chronologically formed seven distinct periods of Church history,

and adds :
" We can affirm voiOi certainty that the seven life pictures are continued side

by side through oil the ages of the Church ; now one, and now another, predominating ;

one prevailing at this place, another at that. There have been illustrations of the figure

of Jezebel in all ages. And were there no Philadelphia in the very last time, where
would the Lord find His Bride ?" Trench {The ^isUes to the Seven Churches) declares
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that they are "written for the edification of (he Universal Chvrch," for "these seven
chnrchos of Asia are not an accidental aggregation, which might jnst as conveniently
have been eight, or six, or any other nomber ; that, on the contrary, there is a fitness in
this number, and that these seven do in some sort represent ihe Vmversal Church ; that
ve have a right to contemplate the seven as offering to ns the great and leading aspects,
moral and spiritnal, which churches gathered in the name of Christ out of the world
assume." " That these chnrches are more or less represenicUive churches, and they were
selected because they are so ; that they form a complex within and among themselves,
mutually fulfilling and completing one another ; that the great Head of the Church con-
templates them for the time being as symbolic of the Universal Church, implying as
much in that mystic seven, and giving many other indications of the same." He forcibly
says :

" The seven must be regarded as constituting a complex whole—as possessing an ideal
completeness. Christ, we feel sure, could not have placed Himself in the relation which
He does to them—as holding in His hand the seven stars, walking among the seven golden
candlesticks, these stars being the angels of the churches, and the candlesticks the churches
themselves—unZe«9 they ideally represented and set forth, in some way or other, the Univer-
sal Church militant here upon earth." Dr. Craven in Lange's Cam, Rev. (p. 140, Amer. Ed.),
adopts the view : "1. That the seven churches are representative of the Universal Church ;

2. That they are representative of different forms of Church life, each of which is cUways
eaasteni^ to a greater or less degree, in every period of Church history ; 3. That they are,
in their order, representative of the predominant characteristics of the Church in seven
periods of her history between the writing of the Apoc. and the Second Advent of
Christ." (But of the last, he does not affirm distinct termini.) Dr. Seiss (TAe Apoocdypae)
takes a similar view, declaring : " These seven churches, then, besides being literal his-
torical churches, stand for ihe entire Christian body, in aU periods of its history." They
" represent seven phases or periods in the Church's history, stretching from the time of
the Ai>ostles to the Coming again of Christ." They " represent seven varieties of Chris-
tians, both true and false. Every professor of Christianity is either an Ephesian in his
religious qualities, a Smymaote, a Fergamite, a Thyatiran, a Sardian, a Fhiladelphian.
or a Laodicean/* ** Nor are we to look for one sort in one period, or in one denomina-
tion only. Every age, every denomination, and nearly every congregation contains speci-
mens of each," etc. " If, in dealing with these Epistles, every man, of every age, has a
divine thermometer whereby to tell exactly where he and his Church stands in Christ's
judgment, and one constructed and delivered to him from Christ Himself for this specific
purpose, then this fulness and unlimitedness of urgency is comprehensible and fitting ;

Dut on any other assumption it degenerates into mere poetzy and rhetoric." Such testi-

monies could be multiplied ; for, so far as this representative character is concerned,
hundreds of eminent writers in the Church, from an early period down to the present,
have urged it as essential to a proper comprehension of the epistles. The earliest com-
mentator, Yictorinua, fully endorses it ; recent commentators, as Bengel, Olahansen,
Alford, lionge, etc., adopt it ; men of the greatest ability and learning, like Mede, regard
it as clearly presented. Thus e.g. Mede ( Works, b. 5, ch. 10, p. 90) pertinently asks :

" If we consider their number, being seven (which is the number of revolution of times,
and therefore in this book the seals, trumpets, and vials also are seven) ; or if we con-
sider the choice of the Holy Ghost, in that He taketh neither all, no, nor the most
famous churches then in the world, as Antioch, Alexandria, Rome, and many others, and
such, no doubt, as had need of instruction as well as those here named ; if* these things
be well considered, it will seem that these seven churches, besides their literal respect,
were intended to be as patterns and types of the several ages of t^e Catholic Church from
the beginning thereof unto the end of the world ; that so these seven churches should
prophetically sample unto us « sevenfold succeAive temper and condition of the whole
visible Church, according to the several ages thereof, answering the pattern of the seven
churches here." Dr. Sohaff (His, Apos, Church, p. 604) presents the most simple and
consistent explanation, when he makes these churches to '* represent ihe whote Church in
its various forms' and tendencies." Ebrard (Rev, of John) makes the churches to be
prophetic or typical of actual conditions or states of the Church, not during seven suc-
cessive periods as Yitringa, etc., not a? seven co-existing phases presented by the Church
immediately preceding the Advent as Hofman, etc., but partly consecutive and partly
co-existent—Uie first four sucoeraive, the last three contemporaneous, extending side by
side to the end, (He gives the following scheme : 1, Ephesus — Apostolic Church ;

2. Smyrna = martyr Church from John down to Constantine ; 3. Fergamos = Church from
fourth to ninth century ; 4. Tfayatira = Church of the middle ages ; 5, 6 and 7. = phases
springing from the Reformation ; (5) Sardis = High Lutherans

; (6) Fhiladelphia = Be-
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formed of Europe and America ; (7) Laodicea = no particular cbnrch organization, bat
may be found, more or less, in tbe general Charch. It is readily aeen how, in such esti-

mates, men are influenced largely by their Church inoUnations, etc.)

Ohs. 4. Let na take this representatiye character of the seven churches,
almost universally conceded by able writers, and it is in full accord with
our doctrinal position. Thus, to notice only a few points indicative of this

agreement, let the reader consider the following : 1. The condition of the
Cbnrch itself—mixed, containing tares and wheat, tempted and tried, false

profession and true love, defection and faithfal adhesion—is evidence
that we have properly delineated the same, and the design of the present
dispensation. 2. This condition of the Church existing down to the
Sec. Advent, unmistakably shows that no Millennial age can. possibly

intervene. The prophetic portrayal positively forbids it It accords only
with our doctrinal faith, seeing'that such a conversion of the world, as

multitudes advocate, is entirely removed from the description. 3. The
Sec. Advent of Jesus assumes the prominence that we give it, being
urged as warning, encouragement, and hope. It is the special feature,

relating to Redemption and fultilment of covenant promise, which our
faith is to grasp and our hearts to respond to in order that it may be to us
an inestimable blessing and not a curse. 4. The special promises to incite

to faithfulness are not made dependent upon death, but upon this Sec. Com-
ing. In consistency with our position and teaching, the honor and glory to
be brought to the redemed is identified with the Coming of the Christ,
5. These epistles unite with this Sec. Advent, the restoration of Paradise
and the tree of life, the Millennial exemption from afflictions, sorrow, tears,

and death, the exaltation and glorious reign of the saints, the realization of
co-heirship and co-judgship with the Christ. These things alone are
abundantly confirmatory of our expressed belief and interpretation of the
Scriptures.

Indeed, these epistles if in agreement with the general analogy of the Word, must, of
necessity, make the Church a probationary and preparatory stage, and must designate
with special prominence the Second Advent, because then the glorious promises of God,
oorenanted and predicted, will be amply reidized.
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PROPosrnojT 191. Our doctrine enforced hy the general tenor of
the Apocalypse.

Tlie concluding book of the Canon ought to inform us—being a
revelation of the future—when and how the glorious promises,
covenanted and predicted, pertaining to Christ, the saints, and the
world, are to be realized. This it does in complete harmony with
the previous teaching of the postponement of the Kingdom, the
design of the dispensation, etc.

So clear and deoisive did this appear in the early ages that the opposers to onr doc-

trine of a Pre-MiU. Advent, etc., refaaed to credit the canonical authority of the Apoc.
This we have proven by reference to various aathorities in the hiutory of the doctrine.

We append several more. KiUen {Anovmi Church, p. 183} remarks : " The Apoc. was
acknowledged to be a divine revelation as soon as it appeared ; and its credit remained
unimpeached U7\iU the qnestion of the Millennium began to create discussion. Its

authenticity was then challenged by some of the parties who took an interest in the

controversy; but it still continued to be regarded as a part of Holy Scripture by the

majority of Christians, and there is no book of the New Test, in behalf of which a title

to a divine original can be established by more conclusive mid ample evidence." (Comp.
Davidson's Introduction, vol. 3, pp. 540-555.) Kurtz {Ch. His., vol. 1, p. 232) says :

** The
Council of Laodicea omitted from the Canon only the Book of Revelation, manxfesUy from
its dislike to, and dread of, Millenarianism.** The connection of the Apoc. with the Old
Test, can be seen in books specially devoted to the subject, as e.g. in the work of Dr.

Tregelles, Passages in the Book of Rev. conneded wUh the Old Test, Scriptures (also in Lis

Book of Rev. in Greek, wUh a new English Version). The same is found, more or less, in

Keith's Harmony cf Prophecy, and works of a similar nature. Such a comparison will

satisfy the student that uie Apoc. is, as many writers have declared, a most jiUing condu-
sion of the Canon, summing up in itself the glorious outcome of Old Test, prophecy and
New Test, prediction.

Obs, 1, The simple fact—no mattser how we maj interpret the book as

a whole or as to details—-that the seals, trumpets, and vials predict such a

state of things as only agrees with onr teaching, is alone sufficient. Thus
e.g. it is only when the seventh and last trumpet sounds that the King-
dom, uuiversal, of Jesus is revealed, and—consider it well—linked with

(Rev. 11 : 15-18) anfrry nations, a time of wrath, of rceurrect ion, and of

reward. When the Millennial age itself is introduced (Rev. 20 : 1-6) it is

preceded by the Personal Advent of Jesus and His saints, and the destruc-

tion of a mighty confederation of wicked (Rev. 19 : 11-21). The great

revelation of glorv, sovereignty, etc., follows a series of trial and judg-

ments, in which the Church and the world ai*e both included. No Mil-

lennial period, no Kingdom, no triumph, uiitil the Comvig of Jesus.

This proves that the development theory, so extensively prevalent, has no foundation
in fact or scriptural representation. For, instead of a progressive development culmi-

nating in the MUlennied Kingdom, we have afearful culmination cf wickedness, a world in a

state similar to Noah's and Lot's time, and a Church tempted and tried, suffering and

persecuted. The student must not overlook, as cardinal facts, that before the Millen-

nium itself ie introduced there Jirsi comes (Bev. H) a harvest and a vinta!{ge. Everything
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in the book evinces that the Church is in conatAnt conflict with antagonistic forces ; that
the latter finally so develop and endanger even the Chnrch that Sapernatural interference,

in the Person of Jeans, becomes ruqnisite in order to cmah unholy nanrpations by
enemies, and deliver His people from cruel persecution. The entire tenor of the book
shows that, without a special Advent of Jesus, a special interference by His power, there
can be no deliverance of His Church, and no complete subjugation of His enemies. After
the Saviour comes, after the infliction of terrible judgments, after events in which Jesus
is personally manifested and employed, then comes, and only thenj redemption perfected,

and a Kingdom in which dwelleth righteousness.

Ois. 2. This book has for its end the covenanted and predicted King-
dom of the Messiah. Dr. Lange {Apoc, -p, 4^02) justly naserts : "That it

(the Apoc.) is to be recognized as the most developed phase of the New
Testament doctrine bearing upon its theme

—

the hope of the Kingdom of
God and the advent of that Kingdom in the world—although it is couched
in Biblico-artistic, allegorical, and symbolical forms."

The book concludes with the Messianic Kingdom, in which those who have port and
lot in the first resurrection reign with Christ. The tabernacling of God with men again
evinces its Tkeocraiie ordering. The greatness and majesty of the King ; His Humanity
and Divinity ; His covenanted relationship to David ; His authority and worthiness of
homage ; His power to save and His Coming unto salvation ; the Divine Sovereignty
ascribed to Him as Deity and a special Kingdom—a TAeocrocy— attributed to Him as
3Ian and upheld by the divine united with Him ; the deliverance, honor, glory brought
by His Kingdom—all indicates that the design of the book was, by the description of the
Kiog. the coming events, the Advent, the glorious Kingdom, to confirm thefaiUi in cooe-

iuuded and predicUd promises that UiA same TAcocra^—withdrawn on account of sin,

declared by all the prophets to be restored, postponed to the Sec. Advent— wiU be reinau-

gurattd with sublime accessions under the heir, David's Son. Men may slightingly call

this " Judaistic," etc., but let them bear in mind, first, that logical consistency demands
this, and second, that the quite nearly Church, founded and directed by inspired men
and their immediate successors, was so instructed that they believed the Apocalypse
cleariy taught such a doctrine. The book narrowly escaped proscription because the
first opponents of Chiliosm believed that it taught the same.

It mi^es one sad to read how this book is treated by recent writers, some of them pro-
fessed Christian teachers. We give an illustration : Reuss {His. of Ch. Theol. of the

Apost. Age), in his cb. on " The Revelation," asserts that all hitherto, in their efforts to
explain the book, luwi been engaged in '* a blind search," in an *' eager pursuit after ati

imaginaiy end ;'* and theh, after dilating on '* sick brains" and '^ excited imaginations,"
he undertakes (with, of course, healthy brains and a calm imagination) to tell us how to

nnderstand Revelation, which, in his estimation, if we cast aside *' preconceptions,** is
*' the most simple, most transparent book that prophet ever penned." After such bold-
ness of assertion, which puts to the blush all that " sick brains" ever before said on the
subject, we await with expectancy the proffered solution. It is this : the book is a
Jadiffio-Ghristlan performance, taken chiefiy from older writings, very artfully constructed
in an overwrought Oriental style, but containing nothing new, being only a re-hash of
Jewish expectations, which is fated—having performed its part—to be set aside by prog-
ress ! This is tui caricature that we present of Reuss, but an epitomized statement of his
position (which honestly concedes, all through, that it clearly and unmistakably teaches
our doctrine). His professions of admiration at the skill, poetic fervor, and artistic de-
sign of the author cannot blind any one to the fact that be is attempting to take aU truth

and life out of the last Revelation, simply because ho finds himself unable to incorporate
its Sec. Advent and Kingdom into his Rationalistic system of faith. The truth is that
he has no proper conception of the covenanted and predided Mesnianic Kingdom, etc.

According to his high spiritualistic development view, the Apoc. is only valuable as in-

dicative of a formative state, a transition period, which the progress of Theology (human)
leaves far behind. The fact is, if his own statements were true concerning it (which
they are not), we could only estimate it as a gross forgery palmed off upon the Church.
Alas ! how such men help to cause the lack cf faith in the Church. They, too, shall bear
their burden, for it is not a UiiU thing to defame this last testimony of Jesus and teach
others to do the same. Alas 1 many are engaged in this destructive work. Pressense
{The Early Days of Christianity^ Ap., Note, L, p. 500) admits the charge of Lucke, Reuss.
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and the Tubingen school, that the Apoc. haa a "Hebraic coloring/' a " Jndaizing ten-

dency," which he ^fcribntes to ita connection vith the Old Test, prophecies, and to a

symboUsm borrowed from the same. Some writers (as BSnlle), to account for ita Jadaic
allusions, make the Apoc. to be written before the destruction of J6raBalem« and affirm

that the inspired Apostle was at that period still enthralled by " Jndaistic illmdons"

—

thns overlooking the key fonnd in the covenanted Kingdom, which explains all.

Ohs, 3. The great theme of Revelation is the one, " He Comethy
This is in the introductory ; this is presented in the epistles and under
the seals, and under the trumpets, and under the vials ; this forms the

conclusion of the whole. This coming from introductory to conclusion
relates only to one visible, personal Coming, answering to the promise of

Acts 1 : 11. And in perfect accord with the constant watching posture
insisted upon by Jesus and the apostles, and in complete agreement with
no intervening Millennial age, the very last caution and injunction is (Rev.
23: 7, 12, 20), ''Behold, I C07ne quickly;'' "Surely, I come quickly.

Amen.**

The Pre-^illennial view in the only one that can receive this prominence and near-
ness of the Advent, fully adopt it, and make it an essential element. It has no definite

intervening period to neutralize its force, and no substitution for this Advent (as e.g.

death) to destroy its redemptive preciousness. Dr. Craven (I^tnge's Com, Rev., p. 400)
remarks :

** that the Coming mentioned in verse 7 is the one foretold ch. 1 : 7 (and also

Dan. 7 : 13 ; Matt. 24 : 27« 30 and 26 : 64 ; Mark 14 : 62 ; Acts 1 : 9, 11, etc.). seems to be
evi({ent by a comparison ; and that that Advent has not taken place seems elIso to be
evident upon an examination of the passages referred to, t<^ether with their contexts

—

there has been nothing in history that satisfies the description of events accompanying
the Advent. We must look for an explanation of the quiddy in the declarations of 2 Pet.

3 : 18 and Luke 18 : 7, 8.'* " In the prayer * Amen ; come, Lord Jesus,' the Apostle
pours forth the longing of his instructed heart for the realization of * that blessed hope

'

of the Church—* the glorious Appearing of the great God and cur Satnour Jesus Christ
'

(Tit. 2 : 13). In this prayer is summed up all that the Christian heart can desire—the
destruction of the power of Satan ; the deUveranoe of the creature from the bondage of
corruption ; the banishment of sin and sorrow from the individual heart and from the
world ; the rest^iration of all things ; the establishment of the Kingdom and righteous-
ness ; the beholding by Jesus in fulness of the travail of His soul ; the bestowment
upon Him in completeness of Ms promised reward. Let each member of the Church
militant, mourning the absence of her Head, but cheered by the promise that He will

come again, unite with the Apostle in the longing cry : Amen : Come, Lord Jesus." So
Lange in the Introd. (p. 3) finely says :

" Therefore, also, does the individual Christian,
together with all believing Christendom, long for the consummation ; and all the objec-
tive and subjective goals of longing are summed up in the one aspiration with which the
Apocalypse closes : Oome, Lord Jesus, To this longing and to it alone, is the Apocalyptic
Bevelation given.*' Schaff (His. Apoa. Churchy p. 427) says: "The mystic John, the
Apostle of completion, was, by his sanctified natural gifts, as well as by his position and
experience, predestinated, so to speak, to unveil the deep foundations of the Church's
life and the ultimate issue of her history ; so that in the Apocalypse the rejuvenated
Apostle simply placed the majestic dome upon the wonderful structure of his Gospel,
with the golden inscription of holy longing : *Euen so^ Come^ Lord Jeaus.'

**

Obs, 4. The introduction, continuation, and conclusion of the book is

designed to urge upon every believer that the great object of his love and
hope is the Sec. Coming of the Lord Jesus. That is made paramount
in nis faith, hope, and love ; and, consequently, if he devotedly loved his

Saviour, believed in His retelation of glory, hoped to inherit with Him in

His Kingdom, that Coming must assume a corresponding and relative im-
portance and confirmation in his heart and life, in his meditations, prayers,

and teaching.

As illustrative of the teachings of others on this point, we present, oat of many, the
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foUoving. Dr. Beiss {Apoe. , p. 31)* after having Teferred to the prominency given to the Sec.

Adrent, etc., adds :
'* There is also a peculiar efficacy andpoiBer in the ^otrine of Christ's

speedy retnm. Like a magnet, it lifts the heart of the believer ont of the world and
oat of his low self, and enables him to stand with Bloses on the monnt, and transfigures

him with the rays of blessed hope and promise which stream upon him in those sublime
heights. It is the most animating and most sanctifying subject in the Bible. It is tho
Bool's serenest light amid the darkness und trials of earth. And the great aim and end of

this book fApoc.) is to set forth this doctrine. The things of which it treats are things

touching tne Apocalypse of Jesns Christ, and which it describes as ' things which must
shortly come to pass.* The impending Advent is the theme which pervades it from its

commencement to its olose. And jnst in proportion as he who is awake to the great

trath of the Saviour's speedy Coming, and is engaged in waiting and preparing himself
accordingly, is a better man, and in a safer condition, and really more happy than the
h&lf-Christian and the lukewarm ; in that same proportion is he who reads, hears and
keeps the words of this prophecy blessed beyond other people. This book, at least its

sabjeot matter, thus becomes to him an instrument of security and attainment to save
him from surprise when his Lord Cometh, and from the tribulations which shall try the
indiiferent , as well as a passport to admit him to the marriage supper of the Lamb, and
to the highest awards of eternity. Precious book ! and happy they who study it." Again
(p. 54-55), ** John was present when that blessed One left the earth. He had heard the
angels say, * Ye men of Galilee, this same Jesus, which is taken up from you into heaven,
shall so come in like manner as ye have seen EUm go into heaven ' (Acts 1:11). He had
Been how * a cloud received Him out of sight,* and thenceforward carried in his memory
what the words of the angels authorized him to regard as a picture of something in the
future to which he ever looked with the profoundest interest. And all the stupendous
Tisions of the Apoo. did not for one moment disturb that picture, or divert his mind
from it. However variously he may have been moved, as scene followed scene in the
great exhibition uf the Divine Purpose, the key-note, to which he ever returned, was the
Coming and Kingdom of that ascended Lord. Even in all the long course of unending
ages, that upon which his thoughts most firmly fastened was the Coming again of the
Lord Jesus. With this he begins, with this he continues, and with this he ends." . . .

"*He Oometh.* Here is the great fact unequivocally stated. Christ has not gone to

heaven to stay there. He has gone for His Church's benefit ; and for His Church's
benefit He will return again ; not in spirit only, not in providence only, not in the mere
removal of men by death, but in His own proper person as ' the Bon of Man.' Few
beliere this, and still fewer lay it to heart. Many sneer at the very idea and would fnin
Laugh down the people who are so simple as to entertain it. But it is nevertheless Oie

immutable truth q^ Ood, predicted by all His prophets, promised by Christ Himself, con-
firmed by the testimony of angels, proclaimed by all the Apostles, believed by all the
eariy Christians, acknowledged in all the Church creeds, sung of in all the Church hymn-
books, prayed about in all the Church litui^ies, and entering so essentially into the very
life and substance of Christianity that without it there is no Christianity, except a few
nukimed and mutilated relics too powerless to be worth the trouble or expense of preser-
vation. That religion which does not look for a returning Saviour, or locate its highest
hopes and triumphs in the judgment scenes for which the Son of Man must reappear, is

not the religion of this book, and is without authority to promise salvation to its devotees.
And those addj^esses to the churches which have no * Behold He Cometh ' pervading or
nnderlying them, have not been indited by * the Seven Spirits of God,* nor sent by Him
vhose Apocalypse is the crown of the inspired Canon. Murmur at it, dispute it, despise
it, mock at it, put it aside, hate it, and hide from it, as men may, it is a greatfundamental
ariide of the Ctospel that that same blessed Lord, who ascended from Monnt Olivet, and
is now at the right hand of God the Father Almighty, shall come from thence to judge
the quick and the dead, and to stand again upon that very summit from which He went
np. This is true, as Christ Himself is true ; and * he that hath an ear to hear^ let him hear/
.4m«n." On the words " Even so, Amen," ch. 1 : 7, he (p. 59) says :

** I find in them
John's acquiescence in all that the great day is to bring, and his prayer, as repeated at
tlie end of the book, that the Lord would hasten its coming. Terrible as it will be to the
vicked, and the unprepared, and those who refuse the warnings which we gire them, it

is a precious day to the saintis, a day to be coveted, and to be prayed for with all earnest-
ness of desire. The poor faint-hearted Christianity of our times con hardly contemplate
it vithout trembling and annoyance. Many who profess and call themselves Christians
wonld rather not hear about it, and would prefer, if they had their choice, that Christ
might never come. It was not so in the days of Christianity's pristine vigor. Then the
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anxious inquiry of disciples was, * TeU, iw, tehm shaS these {kings he f and ichal shall ht the

sign of the Coming, and (^ the end of the world ? ' 'Lord, wUi Thou ai this time resiore tte

Kingdom to Israel f ' Then Christians wrote to each other in joyous congratulation, thit
their citizenship was in heaven, whence they looked for the Coming of the Saviour ; and
comforted one another in the assurance that the Lord Himself is to descend from heaven
with a shout, with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God ; and, ag
directed by their Lord^ lifted up their heads and looked up with joyful hope at every
turn in human affairs which they could by any means construe into a probable herald of

His nearing Epiphany. Then the prayer, TAy Kingdom come,* had a depth of meaning
and lively anticipation which now has well-nigh been lost. Then ' the appearing of Jesus
Christ * had a power over the soul which made it ' rejoice with joy unspeakable and fnil

of glory ;
' and the most earnest and constant call of Apostles and their followers vas

'Oonief Lord Jesus, come quickh/. Even so. Amen,* Nor can the Church ever be her tme
self, or enter into the true spirit of her faith, or rise to the sublimity of her hope, where
this is not the highest object of her deepest desire. For how, indeed, can we regard
ourselves as rightly planted upon the apostolic foundation if we cannot join with heart

and soul in this apostolic prayer?'* Gerloch (Bibelwerk, Bev. 22 : 17) says :
'* To inflame

the longing of the faithful for the return of their Saviour is one of the principal designs
of this book." Henry (Com. Rev, 22 : 20) declares :

** Christ will come quickly ; let this

word be always soundii^ in our ear, and let us give all diligence that we may be found
of Him i;i peace, without spot, and blameless. * Surely I come quickly. Amen, Seen so,

come. Lord Jesua* What comes from heaven in a promise should be sent back to heaven
in a prayer.'* (Comp. Props. 182 and 183.)

Ohs, 5. It follows, therefore, as the Apocalypse is the Bevelation of

Jesus pertaining to His Churches ; His resurrected, translated, and glori-

fied saints ; His judgments ; His triumph, Kingdom, and reign ; Hia
power, majesty, and glory ; His bestowal of the greatest blessings in a per-

fected Eedemption—it ought to receive our heartfelt and most careful

study. The emphatic declarations of ch. 1 : 3 and ch. 22 : 7 are suffi-

cient. Justin proportion as we love and appreciate the Appearing of Jesus,

as we earnestly desire the deliverance, blessings and glory that are depen-
dent on and related to the Second Advent, in that proportion will this book,

which tells us the grandest and most sublime things of the King and King-
dom, be dear to us. It tells us so much of the Christ and His future glorj,

so much of the saints and their coming exaltation, so much of the King-
dom of righteousness and its manifestations, so much of the enemies of

Jesus and of His people with their ultimate overthrow, so much of the in-

coming ages and their heavenly excellencies, that it must be—if we love

tho Coming

—

exceedingly precious to us.

Dr. Craven (Lange's Com, Rev., p. 390) says :
" That it is the duty of every Christian

to study this book appears from the following declarations of the Epilogue : 1. The
Apoc. was given for the information of the saints, vs. 6, 16. 2. It was designed to be

read in the congregations, v. 18 (I testify unto every one that heareth) ; see also comment
on ch. 1:3. 3. Its utterances were not sealed, i.e. closed up from individual compre-
hension, V. 10. 4. A blessing is to be bestowed upon those who ke^ the words of the
prophecy, v- 7 ; which keeping requires, of course, preceding study, 5. A woe shall be
visited upon all who add to, or diminish from, the words of the Book, vs. 18, 19. Tho
Epilogue, in implying the duty of study, agrees with the Prologue ; see ch. 1 :

3,*' We
leave another who has but little sympathy with our doctrine (Smith's Key io Rev,, p. 23)

inculcate the duty of studying this book as follows : 1. " Our Ixird Jesus Christ demands
this duty, as well as encourages it ;*' 2. ** The fact that a great section of the Bible con-

sists in prophecies of events then future, tacitly enforces this duty ;"' 3. " Much of the

ancient preaching of a Saviour then to come, was in types and figures not leas dark than
are most of the prophecies of the Revelation. . . . The condemnation of those who
would not investigate that figurative preaching of Christ was their want of faith."

4. " This neglect is to set our o^^n wisdom above the Word of Ood, and against it, as is

manifest." 6. '* The prophecies were kindly given of God to warn His people of inter-

esting events, while they are still future." 6. " Events of modem date have much facili-
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tatod the expoBition of prophecy." 7. *' The propheciee of Rev. open a rich field of

devoat contemplation," Even writera who have perverted the Apoc, qncBtiontd its

authority, lidioaled ita ** Jadaistio tendency and ground^" still admit that much that it

contains is grand and sublime, worthy of attention and study. The " pilgrim and stran-

ger" finds it " blessed '* in his weary pilgrimage and sojourning. (Gomp. e.g. Prop. 17.)

Ohs. 6. This Book was specially designed to sastain the GhriBtian and
the Church under sore trial ; its magnificent portrayals of ultimate deliver-

ance, reward, and glory at the Coming of Jeans being most admirably

adapted for such a purpose. It has done this in the past, comforting and
strengthening the persecuted in his flight or in his dungeon, sustaining the

martyr at the stake or in the presence of the wild beasts. It has, from the

days of John down to the present, consoled, cheered, and confirmed in faith

an5 hope many a depressed, discouraged, tried believer. It will again do

this work during the interval between the two stages of the Advent, when
the Church, enduring her most bitter and unrelenting persecution, needs

special aid and strength to endure unto the.end. Then this Book, so full

of the events then experienced, so full of Antichrist and his doom, so full

of ultimate glorious deliverance, will be studied with an interest and inten-

sity never before realized. Then, too, it will impart the needed consolation

and hope, so that a multitude, fortified by its precious promises, will come
out of the great tribulation, and receive their reward for faithfulness and
endurance.

Dr. Schaff {His. Apos. Ghurdi) says :
" The Apoc. accordingly is a book of wamiug,

enconragementf and hope, and is best understood practically in times cf trial and persecur'

tion," •* Hypercritics, bringing to the study of the Old and New Tests., not the tnankful
disposition of children and heirs, but the heartless analytics of a special pleader, may say
what they please against it ; their own wisdom will be forgotten, but the book that they
despise will be hereafter, as heretofore, to thousands of the best and noblest sonis a star

of hope in the darkness of midnight, a stimulant to holy desire, an earnest of future bless-

ings, and will afford them from time to time a foretaste of the new heavens and the new
earth, till the Lord shall come to take home His longing Bride." He quotes Bengel as
follows :

*' It (Apoc.) was given to John tn tus q^iction, and under tried it is best under-
stood and appreciated. In seasons of great security it was almost forgotten, but under
the persecutions by the heathen emperors and those subsequently endured by the Wal-
denses, the Bohemian Brethren, etc., it has been turned to good account. Many a one
too may soon be glad of the book who now refuses to receive it." The last sentence will

be in a remarkable manner verified by the thief-like Coming of Jesus ; then the book,
once neglected and despised, will assume a prominence and preciousness which a Pre-Mill.
Advent assures. In Bernard's " Progress of Doctrine" {Bampton Leds. 8) it is stated that
the Apoc. contains a doctrine of consummation in the procuring cause (Jesus), in its history
(connecting events with a Higher power), in the Coming of the Lord (** the key-note" of
the whole book), in the victory announced, in the judgment of usurping power, euid in
the restoration taking place ; and this declaration appears :

** Differences and uncertain-
ties of interpretation as to the details of this progressive history still leaves us under the
sense that it is the history of the power and Coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. This
assurance, enjoyed at all times, groves clearer in the days of trouble, rebuke and blasphemy,
and the darkest times which the prophecy forebodes will be those in which Us fullest

uses will be found."
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Proposition 192. This doctrine of the Kingdom greatly 8€7*ves

to explain Scripture.

This results from the fact that being a leading doctrine of the
Bible and embracing the great end contemplated, it must necessa-
rily serve to interpret passages that are mdistinct, obscure, and
ambiguous. And this it does without straining such passages into
a forced compatibility with the general tenor of Revelation con-
cerning the Kingdom, but by simply allowing the plain grammati-
cal sense to connect itself naturally with the comprehensive knowl-
edge respecting the ordering of the Messianic Kingdom, A few
illustrations are api)ended to indicate our meaning, in addition to
the many already presented, and to show how passages, subject to
diverse interpretation and contention, can be clearly apprehended
in the light of covenanted and predicted Purpose already explained.

Ohs, 1. Take simple promises like that of Matt. 7 : 33, " But seek ye

first the Kingdom of God and His righteousness; and all these things shall

ie flrf^rfttn^oyoM, while applicable in spirit to believers now (i.e. in incul*

eating reliance upon Divine Providence), vet, as given^ is directly applica-

ble to the Jewish nation, and conveys u promise which would nave been
specially fulfilled in their case. This promise was given, at the time the

Kingdom was tendered to them on condition of repentance, and had they
repented and accepted of the Messiah the temporal blessings included in the

''all things'* would have been conferred upon them, in accordance with

the prediction of the prophets. Again, take more extended promisee,

which are designedly so constructed as to comfort and sustain believers

under all the most trying circumstances of life (even as the greater bless-

ings include the lesser), yet many of these are specifically related to the

future. Thus, e. g. Ps. 23, so well known and full of present consola-

tion, only receives its ample and perfect fulfilment in the future* This is

clearly shown by comparing Scripture and keeping in view the connection

it sustains to the Kingdom. Let us briefly present this, as follows :

** The Lord is my Shepherd," completely fulfilled when Jeeus comes the

second time as the Shepherd, 1 Pet 5 : 4 ; Isa. 40 : 11 ; Ezek. 34 : 11-23 ;

Jer. 23 : 4, etc.* " I shall not want^'^ which is so distinguishing a feature

of the Coming Kingdom that it needs no proof texts for verification. " He
viaketh me to lie down in green pastures for, in pastures of tender grass);

He leadeth me beside the still toaters/' This figurative language, expressive

of the supply, protection, and happiness of the sheep, is found in connec-

tion with His Coming Theocratic reign, as e. g. Ezek. 34 : 14 ; Isa. 23 : 21 ;

* Kings in ancient times, among the Greeks, "were denominated " shepherds of the

people," and this is in accord vith Oriental usage (comp. Clarke's Com. on 2 Sam. 5 : 2S).
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35 : 1, 2, 7 ; 40 : 10, 11 ; 41 : 18, etc. The preceding is fullj corrobo-

rated bj llev. 7 : 17 being linked yfith Millennial predictions, as in Isa. 25 ;

Rev. 21, etc. ** He restoreih my soul ;*' and this, as has been abundantly
shown under Prop. 126, etc., finds its completed fulfilment in the resur-

rection allied with the coming again of the Shepherd. The proof is found
not only in the general analogy oi the Word, but in the phrase itself. For
"^ soul/* as has been proven (Prop. 126), is used to designate the person or

body ; and the restoration from Sheol, Hades, or the grave is thus stated,

eg. Ps, 49 : 15, ** God will redeem my soul from the power of the grave,'

^

1*3, 89 : 4, ** Shall he deliver his soulfrom the hand of the grave/* so Pa.

16 : 10, etc. Simple consistency must allow an allusion to the resurrec-

tion, because otherwise it would not be true that his soul was delivered

from death, seeing that the common interpretation of verse 4 supposes a
reference to the death of the believer. If it be alleged that a moral restora-

tion is meant this is rebutted by the employment of this phraseology in de-

scribing a deliverance from death, as e.g. Pa. 116 :3-8, etc., ** He leadethme
in the paths of righteousnessfor His name's sake ;"—this is so characteristic

of Mill, descriptions that it requires no references, *' Vea, though I walk
throitgh the valley of the shadow of death/* The *' shadow of death " is

death itself, as in Ps. 44 : 19 ; Job 20 : 21, 22. and this has led multitudes to

infer, wrongfully, that the saint is to experience the death here mentioned.
But the allusion here is to the fearful slaughter, awful exhibition of death,

in the valley mentioned by the prophets (Joel 3 : 2, 11, etc.) at the Ad-
vent of ** the Lion of the tribe of Judah ** and of His saints. Then His
people will witness death, which shall api>roach them, in its most terrible

aspect, when the slain shall be over the earth, the blood shall be to the

horses' bridles, the beasts and fowls shall have a great supper, etc, (Props.

115, 123, 161, 162, and 163.) *' i will not fear /* the saint witnessing
(for all shall see it) this terrific destruction ol the wicked arrayed against

Christ at His Sec. Coming will not fear. This is repeatedly asserted in

prophecies relating to this period, and needs no additional illustration
;

for then will be fulfilled Ps. 3 : 5, 6, when, after the resurrection (repre-

sented by sleeping and then awakening), it is said :
^^ I will not be afraid

of ten thousands of people that have set themselves against me round about/*
etc. ** For Thou art with me; Thy rod and Tliy staff, they comfort me**

(comp. Ps. 118 : 6, 7, 10, 13, 18, etc.). Jesus, tnen, is personally present
(Prop. 121), and hence the assurances of safety, etc. (Zeph, 3 : 8-16 ; Isa.

43 : 2 ; Zech. 9 : 14-16 ; Micah 2 : 12, 13, ete.), are undoubted. The saints

then, too, are publicly identified (the ingrafting thus acknowledged) with
Israel, '* the rod of "His inheritance ** (Jer. 10 : 16, Ps. 74 : 2). Rod and
staff being emblematic of power, authority, and rulership, the allusion

here is to the predicted reign of Christ, which not only sustains the saints,

but in which they shall also participate (Prop. 154). Rod and staff being

Ps. 110 : 2. ** Tliou preparest a table before me in the presence of my ene-

mies.** The reader will notice that the enemies are present when the Lord
Christ comes with His saints (Zech. 14 ; Rev. 19, etc.), and two tables are

spoken of as being witnessed by the believer in that day, viz., the table or
feast for the beasts and fowls, Ezek. 37 : 17-22, who shall be "filled at my
table/* ete., significantly called. Rev. 19 : 17, 18, "Me supper of the
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Great God,^^ and also the table, embracing the blessings spoken of by
Jesus, Luke 22 : 30, and described, in connection with deliverance from
death, by Isa. 25 in *' the feast offat things,*' ** TJiou anointest my head
with oil ;" every student knows that this is an expression indicative of

appointment or consecration to Rulership and Priesthood ; and hence
here denotes the Kingship and Priesthood of those who reign with Christ,

Prop. 154 (comp. Ps. 92 : 10 ; Ps. 89 : 20 ; Ps, 45 : 7, etc.). " My cup
runneth over ; tnis needs no elucidation, it being sufficient to say that

when such blessings as the resurrection, the presence of the Great Shep-
herd, freedom from evil, kingship and priesthood are experienced, then,
indeed, the happiness of the saints will be overflowing, so great and con-
tinuous that it 18 added :

** Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all

the days ofmy life,*' '^And I will dwell in (or returii to, so Clarke, Com.,
etc.) tlie'house of the Lord forever (or, to length of days)." The ran-
somed of the Lord will, indeed, then return (Isa. 35 : 10, and 51 : 11, etc.) to

the restored house (Props. 122, 131, 142, etc.), and evermore dwell in it as

the anointed ones. Thus we find the Ps. descriptive of the happy lot of the
saint at the Second Advent in the promised Kingdom, contdXmngB, fulness
of meaning, which is only brought out in its relation to that Kingdom.
Accepting of the abnndant encouragement that it gives to faith and hoj>e

now (for the Shepherd now careth for His sheep and supplieth their

wants), yet it would be inconsistent to limit such glorious promises of the
Spirit to a present experience, when they point onward to the time when
the Shepherd Himself appears with all His gathered sheep in the presence
of their (for they are also such to the saints, owing to their peculiar Theo-
cratic calling) enemies, and rejoice in the victory, honor, power, and glory

bestowed.* Thus a variety of promises receive a deeper significancy and
assurance of perfect fulfilment when considered as standing related to this

Kingdom. Such e. ^. are the passages in John 14 : 12-14 and 16 : 23, 24,

for whatever application we may make of them to the present (owing to the

mediatorial position of the Saviour and the invitation and encouraeements
given to prayer) or to the apostolic period, yet such an inchoate fulfilment

IS far from exhausting its promise. For, aside from its being in one place

(John 14 : 12) a general affirmation relating to the future and in the

other (John 16 : 22, 23) directly connected with His personal presence,

we must not forget that such promises are given, as belonging to the

saints, in that apprehension of /twe pertaining to the Spirit by which the in-

termediate period, so long to man is deemed but a brief period. Beside this,

the day is coming, when, as numerous passages testify, such will be the

honored position of the saints, such their glorification and resemblance to

Christ, that, in this Kingdom, they shall, indeed, joer/bnn great works and
bo accounted worthy to receive from the Father the things that thev re-

quest, owing to their co-inheriting with Jesus, "the Christ." Thus
promises which are, on the one hand, perverted by fanaticism and, on the

other, form a stumbling-block to unbelief (ridiculing non-fulfilment), are

preserved in all their integrity, fulness, and preciousness.*

' Those who are disposed to limit this and other similar Psalms to the present dispen*

sation, or who think that they have perfectly comprehended their depth of meaning, may
derive a lesson from Lnther, who (Michelefs Life, of, p. 272) professes :

" I candidly avow
my ignorance as to whether I rightly understand the Psalms in their legitimate sense,

"

and adds :
*' Others who come after me will, I am aware* perceive much that has escaped

me,*' etc.
* Let the Theocratic Kingdom with its restored forfeited blessings, its glorions rule
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OTor the earth, etc., be regarded, and then, when it is fulfilling the Lord's prayer (the

spirit of whioh even Luther located in the future, so Miohelet'a Zi/e, p. 343) in (;auaing

the will of God to be done on earth as in heaven, it will be seen that such passages as

John 1 : 29, "Behotd the Lamb of Oad which iakeih aujay the sin of the uoKd," etc., are veri*

fled on a soale far exceeding the limited view usually taken of them, i.e. confining them
more to a provisionary than to an actual realization. Gomp. Isa. 65 : 16 ; Joel 2 : 28. 29 ;

Zeph. 2 : 11, eto. Such deolarations as Ps. 1 : 4, 5, an^ a host of others are verified

when this Kingdom is established and the tarea are separated ; the conflict is described
in Ps. 2, the result in Ps. 9 ; Ps. 18. eto. (comp. Keith's Harmony, ch. 9. whioh brings Psla.

2, 9, 18, 45, 46, 48. 50, 53, 67, 68, 75, 96, 97. 98, 118, 72, 60, 107, 76, 110. 106, 145-150 in

direct contrast with Bevelation and other Scriptures—indicating their portrayal of the
future}. This is a wide field, opening up many a precious vein to the student of the
Word.

Oba. 2. An aptness of description, grand in conception and power, is

noticeable in varioas predictions, provided the time of fulfilment is care-

fnlly observed. Thus e. g. if we take Ps. 93, short but inexpressibly ex-

pressive, and locate it (as analogy teaches) just at the opening of this

Kingdom, at its glorious re-establishment, it will be found a song of
triumph, exulting in the majesty of the Theocratic King and the overthrow
of the mighty confederation (compared to a great *' flood " and " mighty
wave^ of the sea ") of wickedness at the end of the age. It is just such a
victorious hymn as is suitable for the saints (more or less oppressed down
to that time), saved from their enemies, to sing. The same can be said of

many other Scriptures, such as Ps. 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, etc., and eminently
serves to illustrate, as we have already stated (Prop. 115), those Psalms
(which unbelief, owing to the rejoicing over vengeance and the overthrow
of enemies, regards as inconsistent with piety), because the fulfilment of

them is embraced at this period, and the Theocratic relationship of the saints

of necessity, calls for the exercise of such power against the mighty con-
federation of wickedness which would prevent, if it could, the Theocratic
arrangement. Froude (Newman's Oram.jof Assent) may say that
" those who accept of the 109th (Ps.) as the Word of God are already far

on the way toward auto-da-fes and massacres of St. Bartholomew ;" Bun-
sen and learned men may recoil from ** the cursing Psalms*' as not ** evan-
gelically inspired ;'' apologetic writers may lamely attribute them to a past

imperfect or degenerate age ; fanatics may claim them as an excuse for

persecution and deeds of violence ; but if they are located at the period in-

tended bv the Spirit and connected with the last culminating outbreak of

depraved humanity in open rebellion against the Divine Theocratic order-

ing ^willingly entered into by man), then the propriety and depth of such
predictions can be realized. So, in the same way, all those passages refer-

ring to the coming wrath of the Lamb are to be understood. Now, He is

merciful and tenders love to all, but the result will be, as ever, that divine

mercy and love will be rejected, believers will be derided and persecuted,

etc. , until, as the Word teaches, the forbearance of God shall cease, and
vengeance (now also forbidden to the saints as something belonging only
to God, and to be exerted under His authority and direction) .shall, long

delayed, finally come. To intensify this, against the ridicule of unbelief

that laughs at all such threats as idle, it compresses it all into the astonish-

ing phrase ** the wrath of the Lamb ;'* thus showing how the same Saviour,

who loved us even to a shameful and cruel death, will ultimately at His
coming manifest His an^er against those who wilfully and malignantly re-

ject Him. If we consider what God intends to perform, viz., to set np
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the fallen Davidic Kingdom in the glorious manner covenanted and pre-
dicted, and then what opposition Qod'a Purpoae will meet with at iJte litne
when it is to be accumplished, we have the key to the proper understanding
of a host of passages describing this wrath, this awful vengeance, this strik-
ing through of kings and enemies, this fearful slaughter of the mighty, etc.

(such as e. g. Ps. 76, 68, 46, and similar utteriuices,), and also to the joy
of the saints (as expressed e. g. Ps. 48, 98, 113, 97, etc.)

It is a gratiflcation to a Pre-MiUenarian, and a strong evidence in favor of his poai.
tion, that his doctrine alone can inoorporate and cordially receive, as veritable truth, the
plain grammatical sense and meaning of predictions in Ute order in which they are given.
ThoB e.g. Zech. 14, in the tribulation of Jerosalem, the Advent of Jesna, the snccessfizl
fighting of Judah, the plagnes. the Millennial glory—all is received ;tr«f ob recorded, being
in perfect accord with the general analogy of faith. Any system of belief which can do
this, evidences by this fact alone that it is sdidiy bastd on Uie Holy Soriptares. On the
other hand, look at the expositions of our opponents and see how utterly unable they are
to explain it, without undue vioUnce to its tenor. To refer it (as Grotius, Dathius, Acker-
man and others) to the times of the Maccabees, is simply a perversion of the whole,
seeing that nothing in the history of those timen can sustain such a reference. To apply
it (as Jerome, Lowth, Scott, Clarke, Henderson, and others) to the destruction of Jerusa-
lem under Titus, is to neglect Vie facts of history which do not correspond, and the con.
nection and relationship existing between the first, middle, and concluding part of the
chapter. To get rid of it (as Hitzig, Knubel, Ewald, and others) by a reference to a
period immediately preceding the Babylonish captivity, and accounting for its non-fulfil-

ment in history on the ground of its conditionality and ethical intent, is to peri^eri the
prophecy and seek a meaning. The opinion (so Hengstenberig, Keil, Chambers, etc.)

that it describes in general figurative language the whole development of the Church
from the commencement of the Messianic era to its close, or the view (so Moore, Cowles,
Newcomo, etc.) to a period yet future in which is represented in figurative language an
assault upon the Church, her safety, exaltation, blessing, etc.—only shows how diffiatit it

is for men, who reject the true idea of the Eingdonf and its relationship to the Jewish
nation, to interpret and apply such predictions. Their Church-Kingdom theory must
make everything bend to its support, and Jerusalem besieged, Judah fighting, the plagaes
—in brief, everything must be spiritualized and another meaning substituted, 6o that it

may be incorporated. The key to the proper comprehension and adoption of such
prophecies they do not possess, for they apply all either to the past, present, or future in
such a way as either does not accord with the facts of history, or else not with the
expressed design of this dispensation.

Obs. 3. Continuing our illustration in this direction, the grand proph-
ecy of Hab, 3 (which, it is said, Dr. Franklin caused literary unbelievers

at Paris to acknowledge as the most sublime in language) is selected.

The common interpretation which would (against the prophet's expressly

locating ib in the future in verse 16) locate this in the post (ase. g. at the

coming out of Egypt and conquest of Canaan), or which wouid dwarf it

by making it a kina of Oriental exaggeration, or specimen of fine writing,

or allegorical representation of Divine Providence, etc., is unworthy of re-

ception on exegetical and analogical grounds.^ Let us in the briefest

manner point out how this prediction accurately corresponds with the

things pertaining to the introduction of the Kingdom. Introductorily,

however, it may be remarked, that the Jews regarded this as a prediction

relating to the Coming of the Messiah, and derived encoura;5emeut (as e. g.

Jon. B. Uzziel in ChaL Targurn, p. 221, vol. 1, Bh, Newton's DissJ),

therefore, that the Jews would be restored ; and this view, after the First

Advent, was still retained (applying it to the Second Advent on account of

the postponement of the Kingdom and the continued (Jentile domination
orer the Jews) by the primitive Church, and so deeply imbedded was it
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in the faith then exUnt that even Origen in the sixth version of his ** Poly-

5lot" renders Hab. 3 : 13 ** Thou wentest forth to save thy people through
"esus the Chrisf (Home's Introd., voi. 1, p. 259). This belief haa

been, more or less, perpetuated, and corresponas with the general agree-

ment of the Word respecting the future. V, 2. ** Lordy I have lieard

thy speech, and I teas afraid''—afraid of the fearful manifestations of

wrath accompanying this Advent described, and which is implied that the

prophet should witness, ** Lord, revive thy work in the midst of the

yearsy'* or, as some, ** oa the years approach"); God's special wori, as

the covenant with David testifies, is this Theocratic Kingdom in David's
Son and Lord, and which, when accomplished, the saints are to inherit as
** the work of Ood*8 hands,** Isa. 60 : 21. In numerous places God claims

the establishment of the Theocracy, and even its overthrow, the, predictions

and the provision made concerning it, and its final re-establishment as His
own peculiar work. The prophet having already predicted the over-

throw of " the special work " that God had commenced in Israel and the
subjection of the people under Gentile rule, now directs attention to the
revival (com p. Ps. 85 : 5-7 ; Isa. 63 : 15, 17 ; Hos. 5:6) of this work, the
covenanted and sure mercies of David. ** /m the midst of the years*'

(or, **
flw the years approach'^) ^* make known (Isa. 64 : 1, 2 ; Ezek.

39 : 7): in wrath remember mercy,'* (Augustine, City of Ood, B. 18,

ch. 32, gives a singular rendering :
" While the years draw nigh, Thou

wilt be recognized ; at the Coming of the time. Thou wilt be shown.")
The appeal here is for God to show mercy, inasmuch as the Jewish nation
has fallen under God's wrath, and will continue thus until the time ap-

pointed for deliverance. There also is reference to the fact, thut, while

wrath is manifested (even as we see it to-day), yet mercy is likewise prom-
ised (as e. g. Deut 32 : 39-43), based upon the oath-bound covenant itself.

Now, if the mercy promised to the Fathers is ever fulfilled and the wrath
which overturned the tabernacle of David" and made his *^ house deso-

late " is ever removed, it must be in the future and in the way we have
already designated, viz., by the Advent of the Lord Jesus Christ in power
and glory. That such is the hope of the prophet appears from what fol-

lows, B. 3,
** God came from Teman and the Holy One from Mt. Paran ;"

that this relates to the future (for even the Mohammedans, p. 451, Clarke's

Ten Religions, thus claim it, referring it to Mohammed) Advent of Jesus
has been pointed out in Prop. 166 and the reasons given for the same, so

that instead of repeating the proofs there assigned, we shall proceed to

notice how the same are supported by the remainder of the prophecy.
" His ghry covered the heavens (Matt. 24 : 30), and the earth wasfull of his

praise,'' or, as some, " splendor," That this shall be the result of Christ's

Advent is reiterated in a multitude of predictions. V. 4, " And His bright-

ness was as the Light ;" Jesus comes as the bright Morning Star, as the

Sun of Righteousness (comp. e. e. Eev. 1 : 13, 17, and 21 : 23, 24). ** He
had horns " (or, as some, bright beams") " coming out of His hand ; and
there was the hiding of His power," Remembering that " horns " are em-
blematic of power, authority (or, if " bright beams or rays "are preferred,

considering now the righteous are compared to the stars, etc.); that the

horns of the righteous are to be exalted at the Second Advent ; that they
are represented as ** hidden ones " (Ps. 83 : 3) ; that, instead of being
*^ shut up in the hand of the enemy " (Ps. 31 : 8), the saints shall be in

the hana (Ps. 37.: 24 ; 31 : 5, etc.) i. e. under the Sovereign disposal,
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and identified with the might of God ; that in that period they shall be " a
crown ofglory in the hand of the Lord and a royal diadem in the hand of
God,'' Ibu. 03 : 3); and that ** the hand of the Lord shall be known toward
His servants and His indignation toward His enemies^* (Isa. 66: 14), it

teaches us that the righteous shall be with Him (comp. Zech. 14 ; Rev-
19, etc.) and manifest power and authority (Prop. 154) through His power
(Props. 83, 83, etc.); for as Christ rules the assembled nations with a rod
of iron, so also do the saints. And hence, just as it is said of Jesus (Isa.

49 : 2),
** in the shadow of His hand hath He hid me and made me a

polished shaft,'* etc., so saints, the brethren of Christ, those who inherit
with Him, are employed (Ps. 149 : 9) " to execute the judgment written/'
thus exhibiting the irresistible power of God. The hand that was pierced
holds this power. *' Before Him went the pestilence, and hurtling coah
(marg. burning diseases) went forth at His feet ;" this is eminently a
characteristic pertaining to the Second Advent, for it is after the Coming
of the Lord with all His saints that the pestilence, etc., of Zech. 14 : 5, 12,
15, 18 is experienced ; it is after the wicked are ** gathered together for
war" (comp. Rev. 19) that '^burning coals shall fall upon them" (Ps.
140 : 10). Fs. 11 : 6 refers to this time :

" Upon the wicked He shall

rain snares, fire, and brimstone (Rev. 19 : 20), ana a horrible (marg. burn-
ing) tempest. Tliis shall be the portion of their cup,** (Comp. Ezek.
38 : 30-23, etc.). V. 6, " He stood and measured the earth ; He beheld and
drove asunder the nations ; and the everlasting mountains (Luther : Welt
Berge) were scattered^ the perpetual (or long-enduring) hills did bow ; His
wags are everlasting,** Tnis gives a vivid representation of the supremacy,
dominion and power exercised by King Jesus, that all things, including
the whole earth and its nations, are under His control and submit to His
commands. And, keening in view prophetic usage in which Kingdoms
and States are denoted by mountains and hills, long-enduring and great
powers shall be overthrown, the heads over many countries shall be
wounded, and a feast for the beasts and fowls shall be prepared (Rev.
19 : 17, 18) out of their sustainers. V, 7, " I saw the tents of Cushan (or
some, Arabia, others Mesopotamia, others Ethiopia) in affliction and the

curtains of the landofMidian did tremble'*—indicative not only of the extent
andpower of the swayed " rod of iron," but points even to localities where
vengeance will be specially manifested. V. 8, " Was the Lord displeased

against the rivers f Was thirie anger against the rivers t Was Hiy wrath
against the sea V* The force of this is seen by accepting of the fact that ** rir-

ers" are symbolic of invading armies, hostile kingdoms, and overflowing in-

vasions, as e.g. in Jer. 46 : 7, 8, Egypt is represented as " a flood whose waters
are moved as rivers," in Jer. 47 : 2, " waters shall rise up out of the north
and shall be an overflowing flood ;" and in Isa, 8 : 7, 8, the King of Assyria is

called ** a river" that shall" overflow" Judah. * *Sea
*

' is a prophetical word
which intensifies this meaning, denoting a vast army, a mighty confedera-
tion, or a great, tumultuous gathering, as e. g. Isa. 51 : 42/' the sea is

come upon Babylon, she is covered with the multitude of waves thereof"
(comp. Nahum 1 : 4 ; Ps. 89 : 9 ; Isa. 5 : 30 ; Ezek. 23 : 6, etc.) We are as-

sured that just such " rivers"—viz., " the kings of the earth with their ar-

mies**—just sucli a " sea"—viz., *' the kings of the earth and of the whole
world gathered to the battle of that great day of God Almighty*^—shall arise,

{vide Props. 115, 123, 161, 163, 163, etc.). " That thou didst ride upon
thy horses and thy chariots of salvation,** This reminds us of the Ian-
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guage employed in Rev, 19, descriptive of the Second Advent, in wliicli

tbis " King of kings ** together with his army are represented as riding
upon horses. This similarity of representation, together with the same re-

sult, viz., salvation, identifies the period of fulfilment. (We are also re-

minded of '* the chariots" of P3. 68 : 17, see Prop. 166). V. 9, " thy bote was
made quite nakedt according to the oaths oj the tribes, even thy loord^'

(Augustine renders :
'* Bending, thou wilt hend thy bow against the scep-

tres, saith the Lord'*). Taking our version and th« correction of Clarke {Cmn,
loci) " according to oaths of the tribes," then the idea seems to be that
the bow made naked or uncased (taken out of its cane) is declarative of

God being now fully prepared to wage war (Ps. 7 : 12, 13 ; Ps. 45 : 45) and to

fulfil the covenant and promises which were confirmed by solemn oaths to

the twelve tribes (comp. Acts 36 : 6, 7) of Israel. Whatever version may
be adopted, it is descriptive of His ability to overcome ; and the reference

to the tribes, recalling Zech. 9 : 11-17 ; Isa, 41 : 2-4, etc., implies that this

Man of war is engaged /or their deliverance. ** Hwu didst cleave the earth

ioith rivers/* or, marg. read., ** Thou didst cleave the rivers of the earth ;'*

that is, He subjects the Kingdoms of the earth, Zech. 14, etc. etc. V.
10, " 17ie mountains saw Tliee and trembled''—expressive of the majesty
of this great King, at whose glorious Presence the Kingdoms will be put to

fear, Isa. 2 : 10-22 ; Rev. 6 : 15, 16, etc. " The overflowing of the water
passed by ; the deep uttered his voice, and lifted up his hantts on high,**

This massing of waters (i.e. confederation of people) shall be beaten back
(as e.g. Ps. 93 : 3-5) and placed within bounds. V. 11, " The Sun and
Moon stood still in their habitation.** Some think that there is here an
allusion to Joshua (10 : 11,12) and the miracle then performed, and that
this ia simply introduced to denote that by supernatural means these

enemies are destroyed. But we go beyona this, viz., that it directly

teaches that when He cornea, far greater than Joshua, to destroy His enemies,
that a miracle similar to Josliua's will be performed. That very miracle,

which above all others has been the standing jest of unbelief (which fails to

see why it was wrought both in virtue of the nation's Theocratic relation-

ship and as an earnest of the Bupernatural power exerted when the Great
Leader and Judge of the nation appears), will be repeated—-as if in derision

of man's supposed superior know^dge—when unbelief has reached its cul-

minated point and forms a dreadful confirmation of long-delayed but now
experienced vengeance ; seeing that nature itself, upon which unbelief so

nroudly and arrogantly relied, contributes to the certainty of their doom.
In the light of various Scripture, and recognizing the similarity of these

engagements, we dare not limit the direct statement of the passage, but
believe, that as the Theocratic position, in the effort to overcome its

enemies, was thus sustained, so it will be again, as asserted, when the same
Theocratic ordering under the Mighty King Himself shall be maintained
against the kings of the earth and their armies. Yea, we may anticipate

even a greater miracle in connection with this one (comp. e. g. isa.

24 : 23 ; Joel 3 : 15 ; Matt. 24 : 29, etc.). " At tlie light of thine arrows they
went ; and at the shining of thy glittering spear,** or, as some, ** By their

light, thine arrows went abroad ; by their brightness, the lightning of thy
spear,** comp. marg. read., etc.—holding up the idea of a mighty con-
queror marching in **the greatness of his strength/' and overcoming all

oj>position, or performing this in the miraculous light of the sun, etc.

\. 12. ** TItou didst march through the land in thine indignation ; Thou
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didst thresh the heathen in thine anger—with which it is only necessary to

compare Isa. 63 : 1-5, Micah 4 : 11-13 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 7-10 ; Rev. 19, etc.—
(Augustine has : "And in fury Thoushalt cast down the nations").
V. 13. ** Thou wentest forth for the salvation (Isa. 35 : 44, 24 : 9) of Thy
people, even for salvation (Rev, 12 : 10) with Thine anointed ^^ (some mss.

and some copies of the Septuagint, see Clarke's Com. loci, have ** anointed
ones^*)—it is at this period that King Jesus comes the second time unto Sal-

vation, Heb. 9 : 28, and delivers His people ; and when He thus comes. He
has His anointed ones (viz. the saints accounted worthy of rulership) to par.

ticipate with Him in the infliction of judgments as stated, e.g. Ps. 149 : G-9,

Rev. 2 : 26-27, etc. ** TIiou woundest the head out of the house of the wicked,
by discovering (or making naked) the foundation unto the neck,'* The
confederation of the wicked under a leader or* head is alluded to, and the
utter subversion (Ps. 110 ; 6) of the same ; the house laid bare even to its

foundations, destroying it root and branch (as e.g. Mai. 4) tuUy indicates it.

V. 14. ** TIiou didst sti'ijce through with his staves the head ofhi^ villages:

(or as Clarke : Thou hast pierced amid their tribes the head of their

troops) : they came out as a wliirlwind to scatter me ; their ryoicing was as

to devour the poor secretly.** The same idea of the coming and over-

throw of the last, gigantic confederation, is presented with the additional

hint of the at flrst covert design of the house of the wicked, viz.—to over-

come and root out the people of the Lord. V. 15. * * Thou didst walk through
the sea with thine horses, through the heaps of great toa/er*"—descriptive of

the power of King Jesus, that, notwithstanding the greatness of this con-
federation. He can safely and triumphantly resist it, for it is expressly pre-

dicted of Him (Ps. 89 : 23-25) ** I will beat down His foes before Bis face
and plague them that hate him. But my faithfulness and my mercy shall

be with Him ; and in my name shall His horn be exalted. I will set Hts hand
also in the sea, and His right hand in the rivers. " V. 16. ** When Iheard, my
belly trembled ; my lips quivered at the voice; roUenness entered into my bones

ana I trembled in myself;' that I might rest in the day of trouble ; when He
Cometh up unto the people. He will invade them (or, cut them in pieces) with
His troops.** The prophet trembles at the description of this day of sore

affliction and tribulation, of carnival, of pestilence and sword, of the vin-

tage of blood, and prays for the ** rest** (comp. 2 Thess. 1 : 7-8), the de-

liverance that Jesus will bestow (Rev. 11 : 18) upon His saints at His
Coming with His " troops," or "the armies of heaven." The desire of

the prophet to be amohg those who shall have ** rest" in that day, thus
showing that this Advent t^/tf/r^r^, at once disposes of a vast amount of

erroneous interpretation fastened upon the prophecy, V, 17. " Although
the fig-tree shall not blossom, neither shall fruit be xn the vines ; the labor

of the olive shall faih and the fields shall yield no meat ; the flock shall be

cut off from the fold, and there shall be no herd in the stalls." This is

connected with the same period of time (comp, Luther's rendering) as

something that shall also be witnessed. Nature itself shall be affected eo

that failures of fruit and crops, and plagues upon cattle, greatly tending

to the Jiardships experienced, shall be sent upon the world, Tnis corre-

sponds with various other Scripture (Prop. 174) relating to the period of

the Sec. Advent. Since men have set aside the God of Itevelation and the

Son of His Love, and have relied upon nature, making it their God, nature

itself shall yt/^% be employed in their signal punishment and in a manner so

striking that it brings (Luke 21 : 25-26) ** distress of nations with perplex-
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ittj ; the sea and {he waves roaring ; men* 8 hearts failing them for fear, and
for looking after those things which are coming on the earthJ' Or, if the
reader insists upon referring this verse, according to 'some versions, to
something that the nation then and afterward was to realize, then the idea
is. let all the threatenings of God relative to the Jewish nation be verified

in their suffering and desolate condition yet God's covenanted promises,
after the season of affliction, shall not fail (see the connection with
following). V. 18 ** Yet I will rejoice in the Lordj I willjoy in the God
of my salvation'^; or as the Vulgate makes the reference :

** JTet I in the

Lord will rejoice^ and will exult in Jesus my God—that is, either because
of the '* rest'* obtained at this time of tribulation, or because God's
mercy, notwithstanding the evil brought upon the nation, will bring glo-

rious restitution. V. 19. ** The Lord God is my strength*'—^now indeed
at the contemplation of those scenes in the future I may tremble through
my weakness, out then God will save and strengthen me, so that I shall pass
through them unscathed. Yea, more than this :

*^ Be will mxike my feet like

hind's feet and he will make me to walk upon my hiyli places^*—expressing
the exaltation of the prophet at this day after (Rev. 11 : 18^ the Advent of
** the King of kings,'* being then also a '* King and Priest,** in the al-

lotted ** high places,** reigning with Christ, participating in His divine
administrations and government. Thus passing over this prophecy and
allowing the things pertaining to the ushering in of this Theocratic King-
dom to aid in its interpretation, we find that, instead of its referring to the
past or instead of being simply a 8p3cimen of sublime writing (exhibiting
** versatility of imagination,'* etc.), it presents us in the most forcible

manner stern realities and joyful anticipations—" the treading of the

fcine-press** and "the salvation*' of God's people—connected with the

Second Advent of the Lord Jesus Christ. The rebuke of Jesus, Luke
24 : 25, is applicable to many, who, with perverted notions of the King-
dom, fail to see how the prophets with one voice testify to the Coming and
marvellous power of David's Son and Lord, Dr. Keith in Harmony of
Prophecy properly calls attention to this in comparing the Song of Moses,
a number of Psalms, prophecies of Isa. this prayer of Hab., etc. with
the Apocalypse and otner Scripture, and in abundantly showing that a
comparison of Scripture indicates Iiow largely the spirit of prophecy deals

with the things pertaining to the Sec. Advent."

' Even Fairbairn {On Froph,, p. 171) not knowing what to do with this prophecy, and
fftiUng to catch its connection^ makes it a providential Coming of God to punish sin,
" first among the backsliding Jews and then among the prond and lordly Chaldeans ;"

&nd he and others interpret the Coming from Teman, the mention of Faran, etc., as lan-
guage taken from the past to heighten the effect ; or, to be plain, a poetical license is

taken to give proper coloring to the pictnre. Alas ! when able writers thns explain
prophecy, what confidence can we have in its inspiration ? How can we possibly dis-

criminato the play of fancy or imagination from the intended realities ? Such interpreta-
tion is both dangerous and derogatory to the Word.

' TMa was written before the writer saw Delitzsch " On Habakkuk** {Bib. Repos. and
Prlnoeion RevieiOy Jan., 1851), who rejectH as utterly untenable its reference to the past,

and decidedly advocates the prophetic sense, rendering ** Grod came" by **God shall

come," in the future in a grand descent to judgment upon His enemies, and that in the
final conflict there will be a terrible overthrow of nations in the route and manner indi<
cated. He, however, makes the mountains, hills, and rivers too literal, overlooking too
much ihe analogy of Scripture figure in this respect. Fully admitting that nature itself

Till be in full sympathy with this Coming and manifest its feeling the Supernatural
power of its Creator and Bedeemer, yet why should God*s wrath be kindled against xnani-

mote objects ? Analogy teaches us that it is to be manifested against animate objects.
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forming an AntichriBtlan confederation against Him and His people. He malcea " th«

bow*' made *' bare" to mean " stripped from its covering so that it may be readr for

nse, *' and '* the arrows" '* sworn by Thy Word ** to express that ** the command ofGol
|

has bonnd them by oath to execnte their commission, they shall not fail to strike wLer-
|

ever they are aimed ;" i.e. the entire prophecy indicates the certainty of this ComiLg
vengeance and deliverance. He applies ** to save His anointed " to the King, to Jeans as I

the Davidic King (the Son of Man), and if this reference is intended, it finds corrobora-
|

tion in other Scriptore, as e.g. Dan, 7 ; Ps. 22| eto. Having a correct and definite \-it:T
|

of the futnre covenanted Messianic Kingdom, associated with His saints and the leotura-

tion of the Jewish nation, enables one to avoid that indefinite reference to a fntnre Com-
ing, so characteristic of nnmerons expositions (aa e.g. Lange's Com. on Eab., and the

references). Even Lnther (quoted, p. 40, in Lange) could not refer all to the past and
present bnt brings in the fuiore, aa e.g. on v. 19, " The Lord is still my God. Of this

we will be so glad, that we will mn and spring like hinds, so nimble are our feet to

become ; and we will no longer wade and creep in mire, bnt for perfect delight we will

soar and fly in the high places, and do nothing bnt sing joyfully, and pursue all kinds of

delightful employment. This is to take place when the Babylonian sceptre is cursed
and destroyed, and we are redeemed and the Kingdom comes." In Fansset's Com. are

found some interesting statements, especially in the rendering *' according to oaths'* to

mean " Thy oaths of promise to the tribes of Israel, Ps. 77 : 8 ; Luke 1 : 73, 74 ;'* ** Thine
Anointed," which may mean, as some, ''the Messif^,'* or, as others, '* Israel," the

anointed people, or, as others, *' the Messiah and His anointed ones," etc.

Obs, 4. The doctrine of the Kingdom not only serves to explain what other-

wise would be inexplicable (as e. g. the Married and Barren Woman, Prop.

118, references to tne morning, Prop. 139, etc.), but aids materially in con-

firming renderings of the Scripture not correctly given in our version, in

explaining the meaning of Scripture phraseology, and in intmireting paa-

siiges upon which, a variety of opinions have been offered. Having given

examples of the first (as e.g. the end of the world. Prop. 140, etc. )* and

of the second (as e.g. the meaning of Judge and judgment-day Props. 132

and 133, etc.), it will be suflScient to illustrate the third advantage, viz.—that

in the passages where a ' variety of conflicting views exist, the correct inter-

pretation will he suggested. Thus, e.g. take the celebrated prophecy of

the Shiloh, Gen. 49 : 10, ** Tlie sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nor a

lawgiver from between his feet, until Shiloh come, and unto Him shall the

gatherifia of the people be/*^ Amid the great diversity of rendering" only a

few of tnem, sustained also by excellent critical authority, are in corre-

spondence with both the requirement of historical fact and of other predic-

tions. Our version, together with many others, is 7iot in agreement with

fact, for the sceptre had departed from Judah long before Jesus came, and

His First Advent occurred when the Jews were under the Roman domin-

ion. Hence one of the following renderings, admissable according to the

original must be adopted. The most preferable is given first as follows

:

'* The sceptre shall not be removed from Jndah nor the lawgiver from
between his feet forever ; for Shiloh will come, and to Bim shall the gather-

ing of the nations be'' '(so e.g. Lederer, Editor of the Israelite Indeed,

Jan. No., 1863, p. 157. Rev. Wilson, Editor of Proph. Times, new series,

June, 1875, p. 139). This translation is also that of the modem Jews

who instead of following the masoretic notes give the signification ^^for-

ever'^ (and which also belongs to it,) to the word usually translated
" until*'—the latter word being a favorite as it was supposed to point out

the first Advent, etc. Taking this rendering we have still a strong Mes-

sianic prophecy (made the stronger because perfectly accordant with his-

torical fact,) but directing the eye of faith onward to the Second Advent,

It then teaches, that although (implying what really occurred, the over-
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throv of royalty,) the dominion or power shall be taken away from Judah,
yet it should not he

*'
forever,^' ue, perpetual, for the Messiah would come

and re-establish it so gloriously that other nations would recognize and
acknowledge His sway. It is dimply concisely stating a fact, which Ezek.
21 : 26, 27 has amplified, viz. that the regal power would be taken away
from Judah, and remain thus until the Christ comes to restore it :

** Re-
move the diadem and take off the crown, . . . / will overturn, overturn,

overturn it^ and it shall be no more, until He come whose right it is and to

Him will I give it.'* We live in the days of fulfilment, but are directed to

believe (as our entire argument from covenant, prophecy, and history

proves) that this withdrawal of Kingly rule shall not be
^^
forever ;'* but

that the removed sceptre, and suspended law-giving authority—^the crown
profaned by casting to the ground Ps. 89 : 39

—

shall again be restored

when the throne and kingdom of David shall be re-established by the Coming
David's Son and Lord. The next rendering is that of Bh. Newton (On
the Proph. p. 50), following Bh. Sherlock, who translates :

** Tlie tribe-

ship^^ (i. e. the rod or stafiE which the word usually rendered " sceptre*'

also denotes the ensign of a tribe, hence the tribe itself as under one rod,

etc.) shall not departfrom Judah, nor a Judge from between hisfeet, until

Shiloh cotne atid to Him shall be the obedience of the people." This, while
open to objections, yet, if it can be referred to the tribeship of Judah (comp.
Bush on Gen. who advocates it), would sustain fact, viz. the distinction

of being a tribe and of having expounders of the law down to the First Ad-
vent. The latter clause would only then, probably, refer to the Sec.

Advent, seeing that the nation was dispersed and the saints were scattered

over the Roman Empire, etc. Kurtz (His, of Old Cov,, vol. 2, p. 27 etc.)

gives the following : **77te sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nor the

ruler"s rod from the place between Hisfeet, till He attain to rest, and the na-

tions obey Him,*' Several other versions' are given, varying but little from
the last, and the impression is largely gaining ground among the ablest of

critics, that the prophecy contains the prediction that the Sceptre shall in

some way be identified with Judah, still in the future, when this sove-

reignty shall command the obedience of the nations. This accords fully

with the general analogy of Scripture on this point; Kurtz, Baumgarten,
Havernick, in brief, a large number of able writers declare, whatever in-

choate fulfilment there may be in the past, that Jacob's predictions to his

sons respecting " tlie end of days" have reference to ** the closing period,

the end of days, the time offulfilment, in a word, the Messianic era," and
hence largely pertain to the future. Of course, Millenarians, comparing
Scripture with Scripture, have always taken this position, viz. that at the

future restoration of the nation these promises will be abundantly verified,

and pre-eminent among them the one to Judah, owing to his special near-

ness to the King.* Whiston {Boyle*s Lect, vol. 2. p. 311) presents the
general opinion when thus referring the fulfilment to the Sec. Advent and
restoration of the nation, because if we limit these prophecies to the past

then indeed history does not sustain their grandeur and extent, and espe-

cially because in the prophecies—^more detailed—respecting this nation

(Preps. Ill, 112, 113, 114), precisely such an exalted fulfilment is again
and again declared to await it in the future.'

1 A correspondent of Dr. Clarke's, '*M. A. B." gives a consistent rendering to Zech.
2 : 8, 9 (Clarke's ihm, lod) : " For thus saith the Lord of hosts, who hath sent me (so

alsc Lnther's rersion) the future glory (or the glory which is to come) unto the nations,"
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etc. Sirr (Flrsi Ees.) translateB 2 TheHs. 1:9,*' Who shall suffer pTminhnient, the slayiiig

(oldhron being used by the Sep. in 1 Kings 13 : 3, i) from the presence of the Lord and
from the glory of His might, in that day, when He shall come to be glorified,'* etc
Whatever verbal change a critic might suggest, yet it is true as Sirr sikggests that this

slaying corresponds with Isa. 66 : 15-17, Rev. 19 : 21, etc.

< We reproduce a number for the reader's information, and especially as some of them
are interesting as evidence of Jewish opinion respecting its reference to the Messiah.
S^.—" A Prince shall not fail from Judah, nor a captain out of his loins, until the
things come that are laid up for Him," or aa Eusebius in another copy :

*' Until He shall

come for whom It is reserved." Ohal.-^** One having principality shall not be taken from
the house of Judah, nor a scribe from his children*s children, until the Messiah oome
whose the Kingdom is and Him shall the people obey." Targvan of Onkdos,—** There
shall not be taken away one having the principality from the house of Judah nor a scribe

from his children's children, till Messias come whose is the Kingdom, and whom the
nations shall obey." Targum JerusaL— ** Kings shall not fail from the house of Judah,
nor skilful doctors of the law from their children's children, till the time when the King
Messiah shall come, whose is the Kingdom and whom all the kingdoms of the earth are

about to serve." (The Babyl Targum also makes it refer to the Messiah :
" The Messiah

shall come, whose is the Kingdom"). Byriac,— ** The sceptre shall not fail from Judah,
nor an expounder from between his feet . . . and Him shall the peoples wait for."

Samar.^' ' The sceptre shall not be taken away from Judah, nor a leader from his ban-
ners, until the Pacific shall come, and to Him shall the people be congregated ;" so Prof.

Bush, Com, loci, Arab.— '* The rod shall not pass away from Judah, nor a lawgiver from
under his rule, until He shall come whose He is, and to Him' shall the people be congre-
gated." Augustine {City of God, b. 18, ch. 45) :

" There shall not be lacking a Prince out
of Judah, nor a teacher from his loins, until He shall come for whom it is reserved ; and
He is the expectation of the nations." Douay Bible: *'The sceptre shall not be taken
away from Judah, nor a ruler from his thigh, till He come that is to be sent, and He
shall be the expectation of nations."

* We give the one found in Cox's Coming and Kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ, p. 79 :

*' The sceptre shall not depart from Judah nor a lawgiver from between his feet eiemaUy,
because Shiloh shall come and gather the people unto Him." The gathering. Cox justlj
argues, implies a previous scattering, and the whole predicts that although (as Hos.
3 : i. 5) the sceptre shall depart, yet it will return with the Advent of 8hiloh, etc. This
agrees with the first rendering which we have given. Kurtz's version (as well an that of
the Eng. Ver. and many others commonly received) is opposed tofad as already observed.
The best effort to make it consistent with history is that of Rollins {Anc. His,^ vol. 4, p.
282) who endeavors to moke out a fulfilment (1) in the continued pre-eminent existence,

of the tribe of Judah over the other tribes, and (2) that when Herod, the Idumean, a
stranger was made king, the tribe lost its pre-eminence and authority, which was after

the Messiah had come. The facts of history show, however, that Juds^ itself was fre-

quently subject to foreign authority, etc., long before the Advent.
* While upon the subject, it may be regarded advisable briefly to consider the objec-

tion alleged against the rendering of Shiloh in a Messianic sense. Eichhom, Bleek, and
others, following the example of some modem Jews, moke Shiloh a city of Ephraim.
This has been fully answered by Hofman, Kurtz, Hengstenberg. etc., and proven to be
inadmissible. Dr. Etheridge, in his Introd. to Targums of Onkelos, etc, (vol. 2, p. 19),

says that Shiloh is the name of the Messiah ; that some modem Jewish interpreteis make
it the name of a place and read " until or even though they come to Shiloh ;** but this

"does violence to the very grammar of the words. Shiloh is the nominative and the
verb is in the singular, * He shall come.* The Targums translate Shiloh by * the King
Messiah ;' the Palestine one describes Him as a * Son of Jehudah.* The Talmud (SanU.)
takes the same view. So does Aravanel in his Gnm. on the text ; and that found in the
Z(^r lays down the same doctrine with the addition that the letter i, yod (the initial of
Jehovah) in the name, indicates that the Messiah will be a divine person.** Kurtz and
others assert that not only the ancient synagogues, but the early Christian Church with-
out exception referred this passage to a personal Messiah. Those who advocate it as not
alluding to a personal Messiah give us several interpretations ; ''till he or one comes, or
they come to Shiloh," or 'Hill rest comes," or ** till he or one (relating to Judah)
comes to rest or the place of reut." On the other hand, those who favor a reference to a
personal Messiah give us : Shiloh as a proper name of the Messiah" until Shiloh come."
or (as Samaritan) ** Until the Pacificus, i.e. the Peace-maker, comes " (comp. Bush Com.
loci,

** the Tranquillizer, the Pacificator, or the Giver of Peace"), or (as Sep.) *' Until the
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things oome wMoh are reserved or laid up for Him, or (other copies) " Until He for
whom it is reserved cornea, " or (as Vulgate) ** Until He who is to be sent comes/' or (as

Joninfl, etc.) " Until his (Jndah'is) Son oomes/' or (Luther's Version) ** Until the Hero
comes," or (Oesenins) '' Until the Best (of the Messianic age) cornea," or as others explain
the last, " the Bringer of Rest or the Man of Rest comes." Le Clero (Bh. Newton On
Froph,, p. 53) stands almost alone, ** Until His end or ceasing.**

* Some writers (aa e.g. Bassell's Object and Manner of the Lords Rdvm, p. 6) make this
promise to be *' fulfilled to the letter," by making the sceptre to be merely " the symbol
of nationality," and that " that tribe (Judah) represented the nation until the Christ
came." Many concur in this, being desirous to make out a fulfilment in favor of Jesus
at the First Advent. It is sufficient to say, aside from what has been stated, that the
connection points more especially to the Second Advent, when " tiie gathering (or obedi-
ence) of the people" shall —as repeatedly predicted—be abundantly verified. Seme of
the applications are strange, as e.g. Gregory {Four GospelSf p. 58) makes Shiloh fulfilled in
Herod the Qreat, which, aside from Herod being a Roman and not a Jewish king, does
not cover the continuity of the prophecy and the predicted result (When Joanna South-
cote pretended that she was to bring forth the Shiloh, the very opposite extreme was
entertained by Sir W. Drummond, who made Shiloh the ancient Asiatic name of a star in
Scorpio 1 Numerous vagaries have been fastened on this prediction.) We must not
overlook the fact that this central prediction of Judab stands related to " tite last days"
mentioned in the beginning. This expression (oomp. e.g. Lange's Cbm. loci, p. 649) *' at
the end of days" does not denote " the future in genera], but the closing future, in fact,

the Messianic time of completion** (with which compare its usage in the New Test). We
cannot, therefore, accept any interpretationa which would limit it to the past or make it

non-Messianic, or give it vagueness and indefiniteness of expression. It is sufficiently

distinctive and determinate if interpreted by the facta of history and the Divine Purpose
relating to the still future covenanted Messianic Kingdom. We are glad to find that
racent Jewish writers take the position we have done in the text Thus e.g. Isaac Leeser,
in his lYctnslaUon (^ the Old Test., gives, among others, the following rendering : " The
sceptre shall not depart from Judah nor the lawgiver from his descendants/oreuer /
because Shiloh shall oome ; and to Him shall be the gathering of the nations." He
appends this significant sentence, expressive of his own opinion :

" The sceptre will
return, when the Shiloh, the King Messiah, shall come, and to Him shall be both the
obedience and the assembling of people or nationa.*' This is precisely what the general
analogy of Scripture teaches, and this sublime prediction is in full accord with tiie same.

Ohs, 5. Balaam's prophecy, which has provoked the ridicule of unbelief,

will find its strongest support in the Theocratic relationship of the Jewish
nation, by which even an enemy was made, unwillingly, to testify to the
same* The miraculous intervention sprung out of toe fact, that Qod was
then the acknowledged earthly King of the nation, and that it was emi-
nentlyfitting for one outside of the nation to predict the irresistible power
of the Theocracy and the certain overthrow of its enemies. Hence the repeti-

tion of it, enforces the idea of its certainty to conquer—however long
delayed—all opposition. The remarkable part of the prophecy is, that,

aside from the general affirmation bearing upon this point, it even passes
from the present—as if foreseeing the downfall of the Theocracy and the
miserable condition of the nation for centuries, and yet not allowing the
mouth of an enemy to proclaim it

—

to the far distant future^ and enters
into details respecting the triumphant Theocracy then established with this

same elect people who then shall overcome a still more formidable con-
federation, etc. It will richly repay us to direct our attention to portions
of the prophecy illustrative of this passing from the present to the future,

—from the existing Theocratic ordering to that of the future one under tho
Messiah—for it wul confirm the arguments adduced by Kurtz, Hengsten-
berg, Newton, and many others, in favor of its J^essianic character.

Nam. ch. 23, after announcing that Israel is held in special favor by
God (owing to this Theocratic relationship,) so that he cannot curse them.
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Balaam adds : t. 9. " So, the people sliall dwell alone and shall not be

reckoned among the nations/' The Targum of Onhelos : *^SoI the people

by themselves are to possess the world, and am>ong the nations they sliall not
be judged with consumption,'* Dr. Kurtz (His. of Old Cov* voL 3, p.
4:^6): ''Behold, it is a people dwelling apart, not reckoning itself amo^ig
tJie heathen." This has direct reference to the elect condition of the
nation, and which election we have shown continues and will yet be wonder-
fully manifested in the special exaltation and supremacy of the nation at
the Second Advent, Props. 24, 68, 114, etc. To confine this to the past is

taking but a loto estimate of the elect position of the nation. Then
follows V. 10 :

** Wlio can count the dust of Jacob and number the fourth
part of Israel," or, as the Targum of OriL, ** WTio can number tie dust

of the house of Israel, of whom it is said, tJiey shall increase as the dust of
the earth"—which evidently relates to that still future mighty increase

when the Kingdom is restored. ** Let me die the death of the righteous

and let my last end be like his," or as the Targ, Onk,—** Let mine be the

death of His truthful ones, and let my end be like theirs
'

'
*—expressive of the

exaltation awaiting those who die in faith and are raised up to the dis-

tinguishing Kingship and priesthood under the Messiah, or, of the
supremacy and dominion in general, awaiting the nation under the Messiah
in which the resurrected saints enjoy a pre-eminence. Then stating the

reason why He must bless the nation, another is added, v. 21, *^ He hath
not beheld iniquity in Jacob, neither hath He seen perverseness in Israel : the

Lord His Ood is with Him, and the shout of a King is among them," or as

Kurtz :
' * //e beholdeth not iniquity in Jacob, and seeth no wrona in Israel

;

Jehovah His Ood is with Him and the shout of a King is in the midst of

Him"—tliAt is, as freely predicted, God in His abundant mercy will for-

five the past sinfulness of the nation, blot out its transgressions (comp.
[icah 7:19, even the rejection and death of the Messiah), receive it to His

favor as if it had not been guilty of sin, be specially present with it, and
even manifest the Theocratic King in its midst. And this the more so, seeing

that the righteous seed of Abraham together with the righteous King at the
head, insures the blessings of the Moat Hi^h. In v. 24, it is predicted :

"** Behold the people shall rise up as a great lion (or Kurtz, lioness) and lift

up himself as a young lion ; he shall not He down until he eat of the prey and
drink the blood of the slain," and as repeated (ch. 24 : 8, 9) ** He hath as it

were the stret^gth of the unicorn ; he shall eat up the nations his enemies, and
^hall break their bones andfierce them through (or break) with his arrows. He
couched, he lay down as a lion, and as a great lion ; who shall stir him up f"
This language reminds us of Jacob's prediction (Gen. 49 : 9) " Judah is a
lion's whelp ; from the prey, my son, thou art gone up ; he stooped down,
he couched as a lion, and as an old lion ; wlu) shall rouse him upf" If the

reader will refer to Props. 115, 123, 163, etc., he will find that this—how-
ever partially fulfilled in the past—is a distinguishing cliaracteristic of the

future. It is in view of this future overthrow of the enemies of God at the

Sec, Advent, that the King Himself, in view of the important part

assumed by Him, is designated " The Lion of the tribe of Judah"; now a

Lamb but then a Lion because the executioner of delayed vengeance.

* The Tarrfum qf Palestine paraphraaeB :
" If the house of Israel kill me with the sword,

ihen it is made known to me, 1 puall have no portion in the world to come : nevertheless

if I may Imt die the death of the true ! that my last end may be as the least among
them.'* So also the Jemaakm Targum in snbstanoe.
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Micah 5:4; Isa. 31 : 4, find other passages will bo fulfilled on a scale

that woe betide the people upon whom tfiis Lion shall fall as a prey. Balaam
describes the future honored position of the nation in the words ch. 24 : 5,

etc. :
** How goodly are thy tents, Jacob, and thy tabernacles, Israel;*'

(which the Tar^, Onk, has :
** How goodly is thy land Jacob, and the

house of thy habitation, Israel /' *) *' As the valleys are they spreadforth,
a^ gardens by the riverside^ as the trees of lignaloes which the Lord hath
planted and as cedar trees beside the waters,''^ How this corresponds
with the Millennial descriptions has already been sufficiently noticed.

V. 7. " ZTe shall pour the water out of his buckets, and his seed shall be

in many waters, and his kin^ shall be higher than Agog, and his king-

dom shall be exalted.'^ We give other renderings : The Targ, Onkelos :

" The king anointed from his sons shall increase, and have dominion over

many nations; his king sliall be mightier than Agog, and his kingdom
shall be exalted*^—Dr. Hales, following the Sep,— '* Titere shall come
forth a man of his seed, and shall rule over many nations; and his

king shall be higher than Gog, arid his kingdom shall be exalted''; Dr.

Boothroyd :
** Water shall flow from the urn of Jacob, and his seed shall

become as many waters; their king shall be higher than Agag, and his

kingdom more highly exalted.'' AH renderings are united in the main
idea, viz. that the Kin^ over this nation shall be above all other kings
(for, as Kurtz, His, of did Cov. vol. p. 437, following Moses Gerundensis,

p. 65 Newton On Proph,, shows Agag is a general or official name of

all the kings), which at once recalls Ps. 89 : 27 ** / will make Him my
firstborn, higher than the kings of the earth," His Kingdom is to be

over all the earth. So Messianic was this regarded even by the Jews, that

to this part of Balaam's prophecy the paraphrase was annexed {Targ,

Palestine), ** Tlie Word of the Lord their God is their help and the trum-
pets of the King Messiah resound amoiig the?n," or {Jerusalem Targ,)
*• T?ie Word of the Lord is with them, and the trumpet of their glorious

King protecteth them^'* or again {Jerus, Targ,) " TJieir King wiU arise

from among their children, and their Redeemer will be of them and amofig

them; and he will gather their captivesfrom the cities of their adversaries,

and their children shall have rule among the peoples. And the Kingdom
of the King Messiah shall be made great ; stronger is He than Saul who
vanquished Agag the King of Amalkaah" (so Targ, Onk, *'From them
their King shall arise and their Redeemer be of them and among them,
etc,) We now come to the most noted part in which Balaam says, *' /
will advertise what this people shall do to thy people in the latter days,"
viz., verses 17-19—" I shall see Him, but not now : I shall behold Him but

not nigh; there shall come a Star out of Jacob, and a Sceptre shall rise out

of Israel, and shall smite the corners of Modb (marg. read.—smite through
the princes of Moab), and destroy all the children of Shefh (marg. read.

—

Tumult). And Edom shall be a possessio?i, Seir also shall be a possessiofi

for His enemies ; and Israel shall do valiantly. Out of Jacob shall come
He that shall have dominion, and shall destroy him that remaineth of the

city,^' Targum Onkelos: ** I see Him but not now ; I behold Him but not

nigh. When a Kitig shall arise out of Jacob, and the Messiah be anointed

from Israel, He will slay the princes' of Moab, and reign over all the chil-

dren of men. And Edom shall be an inheritance, and Seir a possession of
His adversaries ; but Israel shall prosper in riches. One will descendfrom
the houst ofJacob, who will destroy htm that escapeth from tJ^ city of the
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peoples.' * Kurtz renders :
" / see Him, but not now ; I behold Him, but not

nigh* Out ofJacob goethforth a Star, and out of Israel riseth up a Sceptre^
and shattereth Moab right and left, and destroyeth all the sons of tumult. And
Edom becometh Hispossession^ and Seir becometh Hispossession. His enemies,
and Israel doeth mighty things. A Ruler riseth out of Jacobs and He destroy-
eth what remaineth, out of the cities."^ It is simply a matter of amaze-
ment that any one who professes to believe in the Word of God, should
confine the fulfilment of this to Saul or to David, or even to the First
Advent, seeing that later prophets, one after the other, take up the
same prediction declaring the Coming of a mighty King who shall
wonderfully destroy the enemies confederated against Him and obtain
widespread dominion. It is faithless to limit it, as some do, when the
identical coming, overthrow of foes (same word desi^ative and descriptive
of enemies being used), and reign is sung by David, reiterated by the prophets
following down to Malachi, then taken up by the apostles, and finally

specially revealed in the last Revelation. Hengstenberg well observes that
'* the star is so natural an image and symbol of the greatness and splendor
of a ruler, that nearly all nations have employed it ;*' and Kurtz justly

adds: *' The star out of Jacob evidently denotes the Israelitish monaroli
in its highest personal culmination, which was in the person of the Mes-
siah," and that this was so understood by the Jews appears from the
Targums, etc. Ebon Ezra (as quoted by Dr. Etheridge in Targums) says
that many Hebrew commentators agree in explaining it of the Mesaiali.

(We give one by way of illustration : Rabbi Moses ben Maimon remarks :

*' * Destroy all the children of Sheth.* This is the King Messiah of whom
it is written, Ps. 72 : 8,

** He shall have dominion from sea to sea.' ")
How widely this idea was extended is evident from the pretended Messiah,
Barkokab, who, in Hadrian's reign, derived his prestige from the fact that
his name, ''the son of tlie star,^^ was supposed to be a fulfilment of this

prediction. Jesus justly claims to be the Star, and conjoins with it the
additional fact that He is '* the Morning Star,'' which ushers in the morn-
ing of the glorious day of the Lord Jesus, thus Himself linking it with His
future revelation. Indeed, owing to the sinfulness of the Jewish nation,
the fulfilment was postponed from the First to the Second Advent, when
He comes to smite His enemies and establish the covenanted Kingdom.
This will be a terrible time to the wicked, and hence Balaam adds, v, 23,
''Alas! who shall live when God doeth this?'' which the Targ. of Onk.
renders; "Woe to the wicked who may live when God doeth this!" the
Targum of Palestine :

" Woe to them who are alive at the time the Word qf
the Lord shall be revealed^ to give the good reioard to the righteous , and to

take vengeance on the wicked, to smite the nations and the kings, and bring
these things upon them!" and the Jems. Targum :

'^ Wo^to him who
is alive when the Word of the Lord setteth Himself to give the good reward
to the just and to take vengeance on the wicked! " How fearful, can be seen
bj glancing over the description of it given by Malachi (ch. 4), or Revela-
tion (ch, 19), and numerous confirmatory prophecies, when He who is the
Word of God, the King of kings, comes to save His own people and to

utterly confound all Hisenemies." Balaam's prediction, coming when /Ac

first confederation arises against the Theocracy, directs the eye of faith

onward to the time when the last great confederation shall be broken by
the TheocraticKing.

1 Targum of ^alesiine : " I shall see him, bat not now ; I shall behold him, bnt it is not
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near. When the mighty King of Jacob'a house shall reign, and the Messiah, the Power-
Sceptre of Israel, be anointed. He will slay the princes of Moabaee, and bring to nothing
all the children of Sheth, the armies of Gog who will do battle against Israel, and all the
carcasses shall fall before Him. And the Edomaee will be utterly driven out, even the

sons of Gabela from before Israel their foes, and Isi^el will be strengthened with their

riches and possess them. And a Prince of the house of Jacob will arise and destroy and
oonsome the remnant that have escaped from Constantina the guilty city, and will lay

waste and rain the rebellious city, even Kaiserin, the strong city of the Gentiles." Jeru-

nalem Tarfpim :
*' I shall see Him, but not now ; I shall behold Him, but He is not nigh.

A King is to arise from the house of Jacob, and a Redeemer and Buler from the house of

Israel, who will slay the strong ones of the Moabaee, and bring to nothing, and consume
aU the children of the East. And Edom may inherit Mount Gftbela from their enemies,
bat Israel will be stronger with a mighty host. A Ring will arise from the house of Jacob
and destroy what shall remain of the strong city.'*

* For the sake of those who are interested in the things pertaining to the last times,
we append a few additional extracts from the Tai^ms upon the difficult concluding
portion of Balaam's prophecy, which show that they were interpreted as relating to the
futore, and to the times of the Messiah. Thus e.g. on Terse 20, the Tbrgvm of FalestiTie

:

** The first of the nations who made war with the house of Israel were those of the
hoose of Amalek ; and they at last in the days of the King Messiah, with all the children
of the East, will make war against Israel ; but aU of them will hare eternal destruction
in their ^d." JeniaaUin Thrgum: ** The house of Amalek was the first of the peoples
to make war with Israel, and at the last, in the dnd of the days, they will array battle

against them ; but their end is to perish and their destruction to be forever." On verses

21, 22,23. the Targum of Palestine: ''How strong is thy habitation, who hast set thy
dwelling-place in the clefts of the rocks ! Yet so is it decreed that the children of
Shalmaia must be despoiled, but not until Sancherib the King of Athur shall come and
make them captive.' ' Jeraa, Targnm : " How strong is thy abode^ who hast set the house
of thy dwelling in the clefts of the rock ! But the Shalmaia will not be spoiled until
Athuria shall arise and take the captive." Targum of Paiea. : '* Woe to them." etc.,

already quoted, then follows :
'* And ships (lit. sails) armed for war will come forth with

great armies from Lombarina and from the land of ItaJia (Vulgate : Venient in trieribus

de Italia) conjoined with the legions that will come from Constantina and will affiict the
Atheniaee, and bring into captivity the sons of Eber (comp. PtschUo : and subjugate all

the Hebrews), nevertheless the end of these and of those is to fall by the hand of the
King Messiah and be brought to everlasting destruction." Jervut. Targwn : ** Woe," etc.,

then adds :
" And great hosts in Livernia will come from the great city and will conjoin

with them many legions of the Romance and subjugate Athuria and afflict all the
children beyond the river. Nevertheless the end of Uiese and of those is to perish and
the destruction to be everlasting.** Tara, Onketos on same verses :

*' Strong is the house
of thy dwelling, and in a strong fortress hast thou set thy abode ; but yet Shalmaah shall

be destroyed, for Athuria will make thee captive." " Woe,*' etc., then follows :
" And

ships will come from the Kittaee (comp. Syriao : " And the legions shall come forth
from the land of the Kittoyee '

') and afflict Athur, and subdue beyond the Phrat ; but they
ahio shall perish forever."

Obs. 6. This doctrine of the Kingdom confirms the already overpower-
ing reasons given for the retention and inspiration of the later prophecies

of Isaiahf seeing that they form a consistent outgrowth of covenant and
promise, incorporating precisely that which is requisite to carry ont the
Theocratic ordering m the Redemption of the world. It also maintains
th€ integrity of Daniel in this respect, showing how his prophecies stand con-
sistently related with all others pertaining to the Kingdom, and to a constant
and even present fnlfilment establishing historically its inspiration. It

confirms the force and propriety of many of the ancient Messianic prom-
ises, which modern Jews and destructive criticism would apply to some-
thing else. It aids in ascertaining the meaning of words (i. e. when several

meanings are presented, by applying analogy in connection with the other
tests), in interpreting the figurative and symbolical language, in applying
some of the types, and in reconciling apparent contradictions. In brief.
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it is the testimony of every one who has slven this subject any careful
study, that it is such ^'a solvent of difficulties that its apphcation has ffivea

great joy of heart and delighted surprise in discovering the import of pas-
sages wliich otherwise proved either to be unsatisfactory or dark. Among
many others, Riley, in Tlie Restoration, mukes this confession, and proceeds
to show how our doctriue removes diflficulties, aa in the promises of inherit-
ing and possessing the earth, in the parables, in the resurrection, in the
renewal of creation, in the scene described by Matt. 25 : 31-46 (viz., in the
ground of approval and of condemnation—for instead of the heart, the mo-
tives being examined, external, outward deeds are considered, etc.), in watch-
ing for the Advent, and in the wonderful results of Redemption, culminat-
ing in the salvation of the race as a race. But these and other points having
been duly considered un^er their proper heading no more need be
added.

We append, however, a few illustrations. Thas e.g. it snggests that if we are anthor-
ized to accept of " Alamoth" of Ps. 46 to denote (so many critics) " viigins, or hidden
ones, or hid things,'* how to appropriate and apply the same. Again : if we are i>er-

mitted to receive the correction of critics made in the clause (Ps. 93 : 2), " Thy throne is

established of oid,'* by substituting '*Thy throne is established from then" (or as
Luther :

** Von dem an stehet dein Stuhl vest"), we have not only the Messianic reign
described, but the perpetuity of the same asserted. Again : in view of the striking
language of Isa. 41, so applicable to the Messiah, we can adopt Fausset's (Com. loci)

suggestion that the chapter makes a typical fulfilment in Cyrus, but a complete one in
Jesus, the Messiah. Again : a deeper significancy and depth is given to promises, which
are generally regarded as fulfilled in the past. Thus e.g. take Noah's prophecy (Gen.
9 : 25-27), and while it had a striking fulfilment in the past (comp. Bh. Newton*a Diss,

on Proph.^ Diss. 1), yet it will continue to be still more strikingly fulfilled in the future
Kingdom, While the curse is being, by degrees, removed, the distinction predicted will
still remain. Thus to illustrate : (1) God in the Person of Jesus, the Christ, *' shall

dwell in the tents of Shem," and this is done when He enters upon His inheritance ;

(2) Japheth shall be enlarged, which is done in tbe perpetuation of the race (Prop. 152) ;

(3) the descendants of Ham and Canaan shall acknowledge the supremacy of Shem (Prop.
114). Even Ps. 29, which is usually applied to a poetical description of a thunder-storm
when applied to this future period becomes more intensely expressive. This '* voice of
the Lord '* (so called because instituted and directed by Him, and proclaiming His
power), ridiculed by unbelieving science, will again be heard so expressively and
terrifically that unbelief will quail before its dreadful sound—even the boldest and most
bloody of sinners will have their guilty consciences aroused by it. For, let it be
observed, however in some places it may have a symbolic import, yet the repeated men-
tion of it, ita use in deliverance (e.g. Ex. 9 : 23, 29, 33), in inauguration of the Theocracy
(Ex. 19 : 16 and 20 : 18), in the Theocratic King employing it against enemies (as e.g.

1 Sam. 7 : 10), in attestation of Theocratic rule (1 Sam. 12 : 17, 18). indicates that this

agency, so impressive, will again be employed (2 Sam. 22 : 14 ; Ph. 77 : 18 ; Ps. 18 : 13 ;

Isa. 29 : 6, etc.).

Obs. 7. This doctrine also aids in our understanding the allusions and
language of the early Fathers of the Church. If it is requisite, in order to

understand any author, to enter into his spirit and to comprehend the
reasoning which leads him to definite conclusions, this is equally true of tho

primitive writers. Without a knowledge of the Covenant promises, the

prophecies based upon them, etc., it is simply impossible to do justice to cer-

tain expressions and even doctrinal positions assumed by the Fathers.

A recent case of misunderstanding will illustrate our meaning. Thus Froude (Short

Studies, p. 223) adduces a passage from Clement (adopted by him) in order to invalidate

his credibility and to make himself merry at Clement's expense. ** The most strange

words" which "no hypothesis uiU eaqplain," are the fallowing :
" The Lord being asked

when His Kingdom should come, said :
' When two shall be one. and that which is toi/Ztouf
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aa that which is toUUn, and the male with the female neUher male nor female.' *' This
eDigniatical, and to Fronde nonsensical, expression is not so inexplicable as he imagines,
if we only keep in view Clement's bdl^in the Kingdom, It is susceptible, according to the

things pertaining to the Kingdom, of a rational explanation. Thus, e.g. the Kingdom
comes after (as we have shown. Props. 125-129) the first resurrection and male and female
(i.e. the distinctive sexual organization) is swallowed up in the glorified form as even
Jeans intimates, Luke 20 : 3^6. Again the two being made one may refer to several

things, such as the reunion (separated by death) of soul and body, the two kingdoms
united as the prophets predict, the world reconciled to Gk>d, the Jew and Gkntile united

in Kingdom, etc. While the meaning to be attached to the without being made or

becoming like that within is found either in the glorification of the body, or the marriage
of the saints with Christ, or the promised unity and mlership, or the extension of the

Theocratic relationship from the Jews—the elect—over all nations, etc. The promises
pertaining to the Kingdom, if accepted, do not make the language of Clement unreason-
able or the proper subject of ridicule ; at least they give him credit for honesty and con-
sistent belief, so that he is not chargeable with endeavoring to break down a faith with-

out being able to substitute a better one.
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Proposition 193. This doctrine of the Kingdom meets, and,

consistently removes^ the olijections brougJd against Christianity

by the Jews.

This is a wide field, and we can only briefly point out how, from
our standpoint, a consistent answer can be given to the objections
urged by Jewish unbelief against the reception of Jesus Chnst.

Obs. 1. The stndent, if abserrant, must have noticed a remarkable feat-

ure in the historv of this nation, viz., that immediate]j and sometime
after the First Advent many Jews were converted to Christianity, form-
ing even churches composed almost entirely of them. The history of the
first and second centuries shows that it was nothing unusual for Jews to
embrace Jesus Christ as the promised Messiah. But gradually such con-
versions became rarer, until they either entirely ceased or formed exception-
able cases. If we inquire into the causes of this change, it will be found
that it resulted almost entirely in the departure of the large bodv of the
Church from the Millenarian ground occupied by the early Churcn. The
Origenistic, Augustinian, and succeeding theology discarded what was
pronounced to be " the Jewish*^ element, and engrsSted another, the Gen-
tile, into its place. The result was seen in its contracting Jewish conver-
sions and in its confirming Jewish unbelief. On the other hand, a return to
the theology of the early Church invites the conversion of the Jews, seeing
that it materially aids in removing the principal objections which hold
them in unbelief.

The Jews, as the Messianic idea of the Kingdom "wafi lost sight of and the prophecies
were spiritnalized, became less and less accessible. They were then met rather vith in-
Teotivea than argnments. This is illustrated even by the titles of treatises, as e.g.

Agobard's De InsokJiiia Judceontm, De Judaic HuperstUUmibus^ or Martini's Gapisinan
JudoECfTum, or tht Hailer or Muzzle of the Jews, etc. How much injury the self-conceit and
pride of Gentileism has inflicted it is impossible to calculate. The position of the Jew
was beyond description painful and trying ; on the one hand under the cloud of Gro'd'a

withdrawal and displeasure* and suffering the prophetic announcements of punishment,
and then, on the other hand, having a Messianio Kingdom urged upon them by those in
power contradictory to covenant and prophecy. Need we wonder that at times they
almost despaired, and that some should yield up faith and hope ? Need we be surprised
that a Jew, Bfoimonides, should be regarded by many as the Father of Bationalistic
Theology, when, brooding under the persecution of centuries and the rejection of the
promises made to his nation by professed Ohristianity, he should endeavor to remove, as
much as possible, the Supernatural from the Old Test? The wonder is that so many
Jews still hold to the Messianio idea and to Qod's covenanted promises. It is a sad
commentary on human nature that prominent men in the Church (as e.g. Cyril, see
Gibbon's JEK»., vol, 4, p. 601) persecuted the Jews instead of striving to win them by
kindness and truth. It is gratifying that a strong reaction has set in, and that not
merely toleration is accorded, but a deep interest is felt in their welfare, evidenced by
special societies organized in their behalf.

Owing to OUT Pre-Millenarian views, the Jews are more accessible, as evi-

denced by the conversions of Jews, and the numerous Jewish Pre-Millenarian
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writen in Europe and this oonntry. Lederer, formerly editor of the IsradiU Indtsed

(v6L 8, p. 82), and a missionary among the Jews, after delineating our doctrine as
particnlarly adapted to reach the Jews, declares that " Indeed^ by the preaching
of a fnll Gospel to the Jews, there have been more Jews converted in the last twenty-
five years, than daring seventeen centories of the Christian era. All converted Jews,
therefore, with bat few exceptions, are Pre-BIillenarians.** Our most bitter opponents
concede that converted Jews are idmost exclnsively Millenarian. Thns e.g. the nnthor
of Ood is Love (Pref. voL 3) candidly says :

" It most afford some satisfaction to Mlllena-
rians to find that aH the Jews who embrace the religion of Jesas (there are many such in
England) do become zealous supporters of the theory of oar Lord's personal reign on
earOi." We acknowledge, gratefully, the ** satisfaction'* that this affords. The Gospel
still remains a stambling-blook to the Jews, arising chiefly from the crucifixion of Jesus,
but this is greatly increased by the peculiar Ifessianio ideas engrafted upon the same.
We need not apprehend the spirit of Ambrose, Justinian, Ferdinand and Isabella,

Agobard, or Torquemada toward the Jews, for an enlightened Christisn sentiment
abjures snch, but we have reason to deprecate the Messianic views, so current, which the
Jew finds titierly irreeoncUabU with the Old Test, statements. It was difficult even in the
primitive Church, with the aid of the conciliating Pre-Millenarian views, to reach th.^

Jews (as e.g. evidenced by the persecutions excited by them against Christianity, and by
the testimony of Justin librtyr—see ApoJ., 1. % f. 83, and Keander's Gh. His,, vol. 1, p. 63),
but this difficulty is seriously enhanced by the rejection of this conciliating element.
We call the attention of the student to Dr. Meander's {O&nl. Gh. His., vol. 2, p. 423) im-
portant observation. After referring to Justin's omission of Chiliasm in his Apologies,
and to his introduction of the same into the Dial, vith Trypho the Jew, he says :

** On the
contrary, in a dialogue designed to vindicate the Christian doctrine against the objec-
tions of the Jews, he had special reason to give prominence to this point, in order to
show that the Christians were orthodox in this particular, even according to the Jewish
notions."
Some doubt the Jewish conversions reported. Bo e.g. Dr. Spring reports Cart. ** Gen-

eral Assembly" in Princeton Review, July, 1853, p. 466) very few converted through the
instrumentality of ** the Jews' Society of London." But Dr. Baird, on the other hand,
testified to such oonversiozis, and to " great success, " being himself personally acquainted
with missionaries and many converts. The Luih, Observer (Aug. 2d, 1878) states that *' in
1809, when the London Soc. for Promoting Christianity among the Jews was founded, it

is said that the most diligent search would only discover thirty-five Christian Hebrews in
the whole of England. Since then more than twenty thousand have embraced the faith,

and been baptized. Harper's WeeJdy (March 16th, 1878) reports, from statements made
by the English Independenit that there are between fifty and sixty thousand Jewish Chris.
tians in Great Britain, of whom one hundred and thirty are clergymen of the Established
Church. The Souihem Churchman (quoted in Luih, Observer, Aug. 30th, 1878) *• declares

that there have been, since 1815, more than one hundred clergymen of the Church of
England, including two bishops, who were converted Jews ; and in one English chapel,
in the same period, there have been seven hundred and eighty adult Jews, and six hun.
dred and five children, converted and baptized. " The Bishop of Eipon (quoted in Proph.
Times, vol. 5, p. 89) says : " In London alone there are now three thousand converted
Lsraelites. The London Jews* Society can tell of twenty thousand converts, of whom it

is assumed that they are members of the invisible as well as of the visible Chnrcb of
Christ. More than one hundred ordained clergymen, originally members of the Jewish
communion, but now converted to the faith of Christ, are preaching the Gospel.' ' Such
testimonies, which might be extended to other countries, speak for themselves. In the
art. " Poland, Mission amozig the Jews in" (M'Glintook and Strong's (k/dop.) it is said
that before the Jewish Mission in Poland was broken up by the government (owing to
the war with England

—

ihe mission being planted and supported by Englishmen), it had
baptized quite a number of Jews (in the year 1851 there were three hundred and twenty*
six baptized), but the missionaries had to leave Jan., 1856. After a suspension of twenty
years, the mission was resumed in 1877, by permission of the Emperor. The Jews issued
there excommunication against those who would have any intercourse with the mis-
sionaries. Many Bibles, Testaments, and Tracts were also circulated. Some of the
converts, it is said, occupy " the highest stations, in life," being persons of prominence
and ability. The ^A. ^raid (Aug. 21st, 1879) reports that a colony of Jews at Hamadan,
in Persia, has been agitated by the question, ** Is not Jesus Uie Messiah ?" Four of the
chief men, the heads of one thousand houses (about five ^ousand people) have, after

long trial, been publicly baptized, and others are asking to confess Christ A number of
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conTeraiona, chiefly throagh Jewish zniBsionaries, have taken place in this coontzy, and
hold a membership in various denominations.

Ohs. 2. The principle of interpretation adopted by ns^ especially in ref-

erence to the prophecies, at,once comiuends itself to the Jew. We do not,
dare not, divide the prophecies, which describe one connected series of events,

by the introduction of a new and most arbitrary mode of interpretation,

which is not indicated in the text Thus e. g. take the predictions re-

lating to the Jewish nation, and interpret the one part referring to its tribu-
lation, desolation, etc., literally^ and then, when the prophecies go on
without any sign of a change to speak of the same nation, proceed to spirit-

ualize the rest and apply it to us Qentiles, we do a violence to the t«xt and
manifest injustice to the nation of whom the things are specially pre-
dicted. And yet, rejecting the interpretation of the early Church, whick
logically held these prophecies to be continuous in their relation to the
same people, this has been the very posture of the Church, with here and
there an honorable exception, for many long, long centuries. To such an
extent has this been carried that it is almost a proverb that curses belong
to the Jews and blessings to the Gentiles. It is needless to say how such,

an interpretation would necessarily affect a Jew ; for he, with the Old.
Test, in his hands, however much he may overlook the predictions of a
suffering Messiah, still clings to the triumphant Messianic predictions with
which, if there is any meaning in language^ his nation is connected. The
Orthodox Jews confess the sovereignty of God, admit that through sin-

fulness (not that, however, of rejecting Jesus) they have been cast out, etc,
and, realizing in their past history the sad truthfulness and reality of
prophetic announcements^ stillfondly anticipate a further fulfilment of the
same Word—now finding its mate in their condition—in the removal of the
curse and the bestowment of blessing. The Reformed or Rationalistic

class, having given up the hope of a Messiah as predicted (in fact discard-
ing almost everytiling but a belief in God and His unity), are also utterly

unprepared, owing to the spiritualizina away of the predictions pertain-
ing to their nation, to give credit to tne system of Christianity^ Eagerly
availing themselves of the criticisms of Strauss, Bauer, Kenan, etc., they
triumphantly point to the prophecies, to the early Church doctrine, and
then to the immensely transformed view now so generally entertained by
the Church, and claim, justly too, that if the fulfilment attributed to those
prophecies exhaust them in the way believed, then there is a gross violation

of language, etc. Both Orthodox*and Rationalistic deem the principle of
interpretation thus upheld irrelevant and untrustworthy, making the Old.
Test, to predict on its plain surface what shall never be realized in the

form announced. The Jew, however, cannot object to our system of In-

terpretation, charging it with inconsistency, seeing that we apply the
prophecies pertaining to their nation continuously ; not only receiving the
temporary rejection, the punishment inflicted, but also fully admitting the
importance of the nation, its near (Theocratic) relation to God, and its

ultimate restoration and trivimph. just as the grammatical sense predicts.

The Press (quoted Proph. TimeSf June, 1877) remarks :
** Babbi Marks, of London, in

a sermon, says the Jews reject Jesus Christ as the Messiah, because ' of the three distinc-

tive facts which the inspired seer of Judah inseparably corvieds with the Advent of the
Messiah, viz., the cessation of war and the uninterrupted reign of peaoe, the prevalence
of a perfect concord of opinion on all matters bearing upon the worship of the one and
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onJy God, and the gathering o{ the remnant of Jndah and of the tribes of Israel '—not one
of these prophecies has yet been fnlfllled." Now our system of interpretation cordially

receires these three oharacteristios as plainly taught and oonneoted with the Advent of the
Messiah. We just as folly as the Jew behere that they will yet be realized )iist as yrt-

d':ct«d. And this confirms as the more in the Messiahship of the crucified Jesns, because

( 1) all these *' distinctive facts" are attributed to His Second Advent ; (2) the reasons why
they were not realized at the First Advent are fully given in the non-repentance of the

nation, its rejection of the Christ, as shown in both the Old and the New Testaments ; (3)

the First Advent with its results, confirmed by a continuous fulfilment of prediction and
promiae down to the present, confirms the ability of this Jesus to fulfil the covenants
aad prophecies at the specified Advent ; (4) but we do not confine ourselves to these

*' three distinctive facts,** but compare and reoelve aU the prophecies relating to the

Messiah. Doing this, we find one class referring to the humiliation, rejection, suffering,

nnd death of the Messiah verified in Jesus, and this only immeasurably confirms our
faith in Him and that ultimately, as promised, <iZI Ute Scriptures will be realized in and
through Him. Thus that which forma an objection to the Jewish mind by only receiving
a part of God' s Word, becomes to us, when believing ihe whole Word, a^wer of strength.

Obs. 2- The doctrine of election, as held by us, removes Jewish prejudice.

The Jew finds in the Old Teat, a clear announcement of the elect condu
Hon of the Jewish nation, and its election practically confirmed by the

Theocratic and Theocratic-Davidic arrangement. He reads, that, however
much the nation may be punished for its sinfulness, and however individ-

uals of tlie nation may forfeit blessings coming through this election, yet God
will never utterly forsakeit ; but will, when the time has arrived, show His
ownfaithfulness to Covenanted promises, His respect to His own election, and
reinstate them in a position by which the election is fully vindicated. He
even points to the oath of God as confirmatory of all this, and resting; in

the most solemnly pledged Word of God, rejects the anti-scriptural views

largely incorporated with professing Christianity, and with them, wrong-
fully supposing them to be part of it, Christianity itself. The notiou that

the nation has forfeited its election, which is now simply conferred on in-

dividuals, chiefiy Gentiles who remain such, is a stumbling-block in the

way of the Jew. Our doctrine entirely meets his objections, seeing that

we cordially acknoioledge this Jewish election ; that we insist upon it that

notwithstanding their temporary cast-off condition, and their blindness,

yet " as concerning the Gospel, they are enemies for your sakes, hut as

touching the election they are beloved for the fathers^ sakes, Rom, 11 : 28 ;

that we distinctly prove, that, owing to this very election, the Gentiles, in

order to participate in the promises covenanted to the J&wSy must be grafted
in, adopted as part of the elect nation, virtually becoming the seed of Abraham
and thus inherit the promises with Abraham ; and that, when this incorpora-

tion of Gentiles (produced by Jewish defection) has been sufficiently carried

out to raise up a seed unto Abraham (for Theocratic purposes) then will the

elect Jewish nation be restored to its covenanted Theocratic-Davidic rela-

tif)n, thus vindicating and establishing its election before all nations.

(Comp. e.g. Props. 24, 57, 61, 63, 111, 112, etc.

It is sad to find Jews deliberately receiving the Bationalistio interpretations of the
Old Test, and incorporating them in a regular commentary. Thus Kalisoh in his Histori-

cal and OriUcai Gommeniary on the Old TMt.^ rejects the Messianic predictions or promises
of Genesis, etc. (making the Messianic conception to originate with the prophets) and
thus vitiates the noble covenanted election and unity, which is, correctly appreciated,

the glory of the Jewish nation. From this elect position of the nation, it is impossible to

separate the Messianic idea. Alas 1 how true it is to-day of many a Jew, that—as Domer
remarked of Philo—the Messianic idea has become in him a bumt-out cinder, of which
only the ashes are lefL Will such only consider how the New Test, retains the idea of
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the nation's continued election and itfl ultimate glorious result, and in view of this spe*
cial honoring of the nation aak. with unprejudiced minda^ why this retention and its in-
separable connection with a pure Theoci^tic, Messianic conception ?

The Reformed Jews (art. ** Messiah** in M'Clintock and Strong's Cydop,) in 1840, at
Frankfort, declared that ' a Messiah who is to lead back to Palestine is ntWifr aspeded
nor desired by the associated, and that they acknowledge that alone to be their country to
which they belong by birth or civil relation." In 1869 at a meeting held in Leipsic, th«
following resolution was passed, rejecting Jewish restoration :

** Those portions of our
prayers which refer to the re-establishment of the annual sacrifices at the Messianic
period* or to the return of the Jews to Jerusalem, must be modified/* The London
Jeuiiak Ckronide^ a conservative journal standing between the Orthodox and the Reformed
parties, says :

" Although every Jew is boand to believe in a Messiah, the question
whether that expression indicates a person or a time, and whether he or it has arrived or
not, is, according to the Talmud an open question." The Messiah, then, may be a per-
sonage, or a conjunction of events producing moral power, or a period of regeneration,
or the Jewish nation itself as a regenerator. The liberal and reformed Jews of this
country present similar declarations in their journals. They, of course, reject the plain
grammatical sense (thus far so notably fulfilled in their nation, etc.) of prophecy, and
with it the grand future portrayed of their nation under David's Son in a restored The-
ocracy. On the other hand, the Orthodox Jews cleave to the prophecies and the Mes-
sianic idea and Kingdom. While many Jews cordially receive Kenan's Life of Jesus (and
similar works) and eulogize it, there are others who condemn it (and similar) as utterly
unfair and untrustworthy. Thus e.g. Prof. Stowe in the Books of the Bible (p. 281)
quotes a Jewish Rabbi, Dr. Fhilippson. of Magdebuig, viho pronounces Rennn " no
critic ; he is merely a rationalist, " and says, that his work can " gain no great importance
in the domain of science and historical criticism, for, after .ill, much of the work rests
upon arbltraiy assumptions," etc. Surely this ought to be the view of Jews tr?u> respect

the Old Test, and Uieir own nation, when they find the same degraded by an uncritical

attack upon Jesus. As to Jesus Himself, we can only say, that when Moses Mendelssohn
wrote (see art. on him inl^Clin. and Strong's C^c/op.) to Lavater expressing his'' venera-
tion for the moral character of the founder of Christianity," we may well pass by the
deolarations of inferior minds.

Obs. 3. Our doctrine has no sympathy with the destractive criticism, which
even believers in their apologies present—that, on the ground of ** Jewish
prejudices," " Jewish ideas, etc.—rejects some portions of the Gospels or
Epistles or Apocalypse. This has an unhappy influence upon the Jews, as

is evinced by their adopting it so largely and asking the question proposed
by Levi (Letters toDr, Priestly^ p. 82), How are we sure that the remmn-
aer is authentic V^ While it is a matter of surprise that Jews should ac-

cept of the results of a criticism based on prejudice against their ancestors

(i. e. their views), yet they avail themselves of it as a retaliation a^inst the

system of Christianity which generally indorses the same prejudice. The
doctrine defended by us has no need of such mutilation of the Word to ac-

commodate it to modern notions of the fitness of things, and certainly not
when derived from antipathy to Jewish views. It does 7zof cast contempt
upon the faith of ancient and pious Jews who were satisfied with the
literal, grammatical sense ; it does not denounce such as in error or in

holding to a ** materialistic husk " utterly unworthy of modern recep-

tion ; it does not reflect on the intelligence of prophet and people, who
believed in covenants and promises just as they were given ; it does not set

itself up in direct antagonism to ** Jewish conceptions," and denounce
them as so " carnal " as to be unfit for our enlightened ago ; but it receives

the Word just as prophet and people did, as Jews who are represented as

specially favored b^ God did, as Jews who were preachers of the promises did,

and finasno necessity existing to decry, in order to establish itself, God*s an*

cient people, making them to live in darkness and entertaining a vain faith

and hope. Surely the manner in which our doctrine manifests such high
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respect for the intelligent piety of these ancient worthies^ indicates the
wisdom and logical accurateneas of their expectations, preserves and
elevates the character of their faith and hope, and does this all on a true
scriptural basis—this ought, in the nature of the case, to find more favor
with the Jew than those theories which degrade his forefathers, while
under direct teaching from heaven, into believers of fables. Admitting
the idle tradition existing in the nation obtained by adding largely to the
Word, yet so far as the Covenants, both Abrahamic and David ic are con-
cerned, there was a» undoubted correct apprehension entertained concern-
ing them by the nation at large, and especially by the Jews mentioned in

the Scriptures. This is seen by the general belief on the subject, and which
"^Bsperpetuated in the first Christian churches, uncontradicted by its found-
ers. ThoB, instead of mutilating Scripture under the plea of their being
" too Jewish," we find this very element a most powerful and indispens-
able argument infavor of their inspiration. Hence this feature should
commend itself to every Jew, who feels that his national connection is

worthy of defence, that his ancestors were not a set of blind, deluded
believers ; and, instead of arraying himself (as many now do) on the side of

those who are engaged in the work of lowering and degrading his noble
and eminent forefathers, he should rather be inclined to those who show
forth the praises due to an expectant, believing people as found in the
Scriptures, even if it does include the testimony of the New Test, in its

entirety.

Let preindioo, bo nnfavomble to inTestigation and trnth, be laid aside, and allow the
joBt claims of Judaism and of Christianity to be prenented. Having given under variona
Propositions certain doctrines of Judaism retained by Christianity, and for which Chri»*
tianity is preparing a perfect realization, let ns nnder this one nrge the claims that
Christianity has to the respectful attention of the Jew. As preliminary, a few points
may be introduced. (1) It certainly is eminently worthy of the candid Jew to notice how
largely the Jewish nation vt indebted to Jesus for the large and increasing respect which
the nation has attained. Benj. Disraeli (Lord Beaconsfield) in his Life ^ Lcrd Bentickt
refers to this feature, of which we only give the opening sentences, as follows :

*
' Per-

haps, too, in this ecJightened age, as his mind expands and he takes a comprehensive
view of this period of progress, the pupil of Moses may ask himself whether all the
princes of the house of David have done so munh for the Jews as that Prince who waa
cracified on Calvary. Had it not been for Him the Jews would have been comparatively
nnknown, or known only as a high Oriental caste which bad lost its country. Has not
He made their history the most famous history in the world ?

' etc. The hate and mutual
animosities of the past centuries have given place to a better feeling and nnderstanding,
antl Jesus of Nazareth and His teachings have inspired a regard for the nation that ought
to be recognized and, may we add, reciprocated. (2) The Jews, with their intense devo-
tion to the prophecies, and their earnest desire for deliverance under persecution, were
frequently imposed on by False Messiahs (see articles on, in various Bib. dictionaries
and cyclopaadias which pive lists of them as they appeared in the -various centuries), pro-
ducing great misery to individuals and the nation. Xow not one of these came in the
Traj designated by the prophecies, and this imposition might all have been avoided if the
scriptural representations of the manner of the Messiah's Coming had been observed.
The First Advent of Jesus is so remarkable that it should urge the Jew to compare it

vrith the Old Test, in order to see for himself whether the manner and events connected
therewith are in correspondence with prediction. Without such a comparison carefully

instituted the Jew is inexcusable ; with it, we have no fears of the result, as evidenced
in the past history of eminent and learned men among them. Simpson {Plea for Religion)

mokes the prophecies of the Old Test, to be fulfilled in Christ, literally in one hundred
and nine inntances ; Home (Tntrod.t vol. 1, pp. 126 and 461), and many others, produce a
wonderful array of literal fulfilment as to (1) descent, (2) time of Coming and forerunner,

(3) place of birth. (4) particulars of birth, (6) life and qualifications, (fi) miracles, (7) spe-
cial events, (8) rejection and sufferings, (9) death, (10) burial, (11) resurrection and exalta-

tion. These embrace an astounding array of minute partioulara, 80 that we can readily
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see how (Acta 18 :28) ** (he AposUes mighiUy cmvinced the Jews ahewiiv; hy tlie Scriplures thai

Jesus was the ChrisV* in a reference to them, confirmed as they were by their personal
witneBsing of them. The Jev certainly, in view of the high interests involved, shonld
diapasaionately consider an array of testimony which has so largely inflaenced the most
cultivated of intellects of the Gentile world to accept of the Jew Jesus as the very Mes-
siah predicted by their own Jewish Scriptures. Ko impostor could possibly have thus
far fulfilled the Old Test., seeing that in the predictions and fulfilments there are in-

volved things beyond the power of mortal man to verify. Only one being has thus far

appeared, in whom.the Messianic prophecies have a determined and noble fulfilment,

and that one is Jesua in whom ao many Oentiles hopefully and lovingly trust. This
very fact should lead the Jew to a renewed and impartial examination. (3) The Jews, in
order to reconcile the statements of the prophets respecting the Messiah, resort (see

articles ** Messiah/' *' Jews,** etc., in our encyciopesdias, etc.) to a twofold Messiah, one
in a state of poverty and suffering, the other in a state of splendor and glory. They thus
make two persons and two Messiahs, whereas the Old Test, speaks only of one Messiah,
as covenanted and predicted, viz., that glorious David's Son who shall restore the Theoc-
racy. How are these Scriptures to be reconciled ? By arbitrarily and violently making
two Messiahs, or by making two Advents, the one in humiliation, etc., and the other in

triumph and glory ? Let the Jew consider the reasonableness and consistency of Chris-
tieuiity in bringing forth this twofold prediction and fully reconcile it by applying it to

the same person (as the prophets do) xmder two Advents—the one literally frUfiUed in a
hundred particulars, the other remaining postponed, and this postponement being con-

firmed by the prophets and the predictions of the Messiah. This position occupied by
the believer in Jesus is worthy of special attention, seeing that he thus accepts of the one

Messiah covenanted and promised, in whom all that the prophets have spoken admirably
finds its mate, making the suffering Messiah, as Qod's Word does, the ultimate triumph-
ant one who fulfils covenant and prophecy. (4) We earnestly request, as a preparatory
act, the unbelieving Jew to consider that the Old Test, predicts tht rejection of the Messiah
by the nation as evidenced by the predictions (as e.g. Fs. 118 : 22), ** the stone which the

builders refused,** etc.), and by the subsequent repentance of the nation (as e.g. Zech.
12 : 9-14, etc.) which is based on a previous rejection. That the Measiah should become
** a stone of stumbling and a rock of offence'* has been sadly verified by a most painful
experience ; that the repentance and subsequent exaltation will likewise be experienced
the same prophets declare. Will the Jew honestly ponder the reasons assigned for such a
stumbling, and then in this connection refiect upon the calling of the Grentiles and their

adoption as believers when their own people should suffer, for a time appointed, the

withdrawal of Ood's special favor, which even Moses predicted (Deut. 32 : 21). The
wonderful fulfilment thus far and the astonishing reception of the Messiah spuzned by
the nation, should awaken deep attention. (5) Again, will the Jew accept of the state-

ments of his own Scriptures that the Messiah was to come while the temple was still

standing within the weeks designated by Daniel (9 : 24-27) ; if so, who but Jesus of

Nazareth came within the stipulated time and place ? Surely the variety and converging
testimony ahould awaken the Jewish mind and heart to dispassionately consider the

claims of that Jesus, who, in the most remarkable manner, possesses all the requisite

marks of a true Messiah. It will not answer to make out, as many Jews do, that** Daniel
was no prophet'* (so e.g. Dr. Wise, editor of the Amer, laraelUet May 30th, 1879), because
we have too much evidence how Duniel was estimated and understood previous to the

Advent of Jesus, which is confirmed by the statements of the Gospels (e.g. in quoting
from him and the manner in which it was received by the High-priest). A fair reading

of works on Daniel, as Hengstenberg's, H&vemick, Delitszch, Auberlen, Eliefoth. etc., as

well as an unbiassed consideration of the historical fulfilment thus far of his predictions.

ation to Jesus, as predicted, many—rejecting the, older applications—withdraw such a

Messiah entirely from the Messianic prediction, declaring that all such passages (as e.g.

the celebrated Isa. 53) relate to some other person, or to the nation itself. Why this

contradiction to earlier expositions and to later ones (see art. '* Messiah" in Heizog's

Oydop,) unless it be simply to repel Christian argument ? Auberlen {Div, Rev,, p. 63)

remarks that Jews, when Isa. 53 was read to them by missionaries, passionately asserted

that it could not be in the Old Test., but was interpolated by Christians, so strikingly

and convincingly was the impression made by its mere reading. The variations and

shifts (see art. ** Prophet" in M'Clintock and Strong's Cyclop.) to which men give play
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vhen endeaToring to make Isa. 53 (and similar predictions, as Ps. 22 : 16 ; Ps. 42, 43, 69,

72, 110 ; Zech, 12 : 10, etc.) un-Messiaaio^ are largely the result o£ prejudice and hostil-

ity. (7) Can a Jew be induced to out himself loose from the most powerful leverage con-
structed by Jewish ingenuity against the reception of Jesus as the Messiah, viz., the
Talmudical system ? About the third century the Mishna or Second Law was compiled
from legendary tradition, to which afterward were added the Gamara of Jerusalem and
the Gemara of Babylon, and these being appended to the laws of Moses so prejudiced
the Jews against Jesus and His recognition that it was scarcely possible to induce them
to consider the subject. (Comp. arts, on these in Cyclops., etc.) We allow a Jew to speak
on this point. Felix Adler in an art. on " Reformed Judaism" (North Avier, RemeWt
Sopt-Oct., 1877) says :

" The Talmud itself, that comer-stone of orthodoxy, was a stu-

pendous innovation on the simplicity of the Bible religion," and adds in a note :
" The

theory of an Oral Law, delivered to Moses on Sinai and handed down from generation to

generation, until it was finally embodied in the ordinances of the Talmudical academies,
is a palpable fiction invented by the Talmudists in order to lend to their own decisions
the sanction of divine authority." A good sign among the Jews at present is the ques-
tioning of such authority with its entailed fetters. (8) Can a Jew be brought to consider
dispassionately the Christian and critical verbal (as e.g. Ps. 22 : 16. etc.) and prophetical
(as e.g. Daniel's, etc.) examinations and expositions, then, provided a diligent compari-
Ron is instituted in the Old Test., there is hope. If we can infinence a Jew to read such
works as Hengstenborg's C hristoiogy, John Pye Smith's Scripture Tesiimony to tfie Messiah,
M' Caul's Messiahship of Jesus, Browne's Messiah as Fbretotd and Expeded^ Reibur's MeS'
sianic Prophecy, and numerous other works of a similar character, a sufficiency will be
found, impressive by its weight of authority and unity and Jewish concessions, to induce
an independent and conscientious search of the Scriptures. If such a posture is once
assumed, we have no fears respecting the final result.

Obs. 4. The main leading objection against Jesus Christ is met in a
more satisfactory manner through our doctrines. The Jew is especiallj

hostile to the divinity of Jesus ; and the present Eationalistic attacks, not-
withstanding their lowering of Jewish character and doctrine, are hailed

and accepted on this account with delight by multitudes of them. Now
aside from the usual proofs assigned for the divinity of Jesus, our inter-

pretation of Scripture furnishes others which must, if duly considered,
have considerable weight. For we plainly prove from the Scriptures, that
the restored Tlieocracy^ as predicted, demands a God-man, a divine-human
person to sit on David's throne and rule over his kingdom. He must be
One, as Covenant and prophets declare, who reigns forever, who has un-
limited power, who is both David's Son and David's Lovd^ who can
perform mighty wonders and exert Supernatural power in restoring all

things. We show that the perfection, nighest consistency, and beauty of
a Theocracy is thus manifested in the veryform so desirable and necessary
for Redemptive purposes. If a Theocracy, such as the Old Test, portrays

would be erected under a David^s Son lacking the divine attributes ascribed

to Him, then there would be a failure, in so far, of God's own Word.
This is fully admitted by the concessions of ancient rabbis, vho under-
stood the prophecies on this point yws^ as we present it. That the prophe-
cies plainly teach the divinity of Jesus, especially as associated with the
Theocracy, is apparent from this faith of the Jews,' so that Lederer (him-
self a Jew, in the Israelite Indeed, Aug. 18GG, p. 37) says :

" there are many
passages in ancient Hebrew writings which plainly show that the great

men of Israel believed in the Sonship of the Messiah, not in the sense in

which modern rabbis would make us believe, viz., in that sense in which
Israel is sometimes called * my firstborn eon,' but in the real. Divine Sou-
ship, the incarnation of the God-head in the flesh of David's Son. Wo will

quote but one passage ; Rabbi Hunah (Midrash Shocher Tob on Prov, ch.
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19) Bays, ' Messiah has six names, tjz., Yibon, Tsemacb, Menahem, David,
Shilohi and Jehovah Tsidkenn.' " Such evidence could be multiplied,

but is unnecessary to tbe student.' Our entire argument makes the

mighty King not only ** tbe Branch of David '*
(i.e. his Son) but " the

Branch of Jeliovah *' (i. e. His Son) and shows that a Theocracy brought
to its perfected state, oringinp God and man in union in a plan of gov-
ernment, necessarily implies it, which is distinctly affirmed by the dura-
tion, extent, works, power, results, etc. of His reign. (See Prop, 183,

184)3

1 The nature of the Theocracy as predicted by the prophets asanred the union of the
divine in David's Son. Of this the Jews at the First Advent were fully persuaded as we
Bee e.g. in Peter's expression : '*Thou art ihe Christ (or Messiah)^ the Son cftlie living ChxL"
The general expectation, founded on the Scriptures (as Ps. 2 ; Isa. 9 : 6, 7, etc.), is well

stated in the High Priest^s question : " I adjure thee by the living God, that thou tell us
whether thou be the Messtah, the Son of Ood.'* The charge of " blasphenty'* against Jesus
when He assumed the same, indicates fully and clearly in what light this Sonship was
regarded ; for otherwise the conduct uf the Council is contradictory and absurd. In the

promised reign of the Messiah, the Jews expected the fulfilment of the Millennial pre-

dictions, and hence they were able to say what the prophet declares in Isa. 25 ; 9, **So,

this is ottr Qod ; ue ha\M voaUedfor Ifim a»d He vjill sarx us: this is the Lord; we haix voaited

for Him, we xoUl be glad and rejoice in Hat salvation." Gibbon {Ded. a»id FhU, vol. 4, p. 489)

may indeed sneer at the notion of ** a human and temporal King** entertained by some
Jews, but this is merely one-sided, leaving out of the question the mass of testimony
which introduces higher estimates of tbe Messiah among the Jews, so that liilman (in

footnote) correctly remarks :
'* Most of the modem writers, who have closely examined

this subject, and who will not be suspected of a theological biasi Bosenmuller on Isa.

9 : 5-7, and on Ps. 45 : 7. and Bertholdt, Chrisiologia Jvdceomm, c, 20. rightly ascribe

much higher notions of the Messiah to the Jews.' ' If it be said that the Jews object to

the Trinity, charging us with Polytheism, we leave a Jewess {LeHa Ada^ p. 207) to answer :

" A literal Jew would be willing to excuse us from this charge (Polytheism), because he
would say that our faith necessarily involves three persons in one God, or else there

could be no atonement." But to this we add, that this necessity arises from the script,

ural plan of a pure Theocracy in an incorporated Bavidio line, so that whoever sees this

Theocratic ruler in the glorified Son of David also beholds the Father—i.e. God ruling in

and through Him. Comp. e.g. M 'Caul's Messvahship of Jesus / Black's Messiah and Anti-

Messiahs; Brown's Messiah as Foretold and Expected; Higgenson's Hebrew Messianic Hope
and Chrvtiian RevUiiy^ etc.

* We append a few more references for the accommodation of those who may not have
access to them. The title of Jesus, *' I am He who Am, and Was, and Will be'* is used
in the Targum of Palestine, which in itself embraces the divine. Dr. Etheridge in his

Trans, of the Targums (vol. 2, p. 686) says that the old Jewish theologians gave the name
of " the King of the kings of kings" to God, and also the one " the King of Peace, or the

King with whom there is Peace. " which were also attributed to the Messiah, and which
(the first one) reproduced in the Apocalypse is one reason why the destructive critics

pronounce it ** Jewish." In the Israeliie Indted^ a periodical under the editorship of a

converted Jew, Lederer, are found numerous admissions of the divine Supernatural
nature in connection with the human attributed by the Jews to the Messiah, among
these are quotations from the Targum of Onkeloa, Aben Ezra, Yarchi, Raehi, Aberbanell,

Berechiah, Hoona, Kimchi, etc. In the writings of Llghtfoot, in Commentaries, in vari-

ous Sys. of Div. are also foand an abundai^ce of quotations which confirm the fact that

many of the identical Scriptures quoted (as e.g. Ps. 2 ; Jer. 23 : 5, 6, etc.) by Christians

as Messianic, are r^arded such by Jewish rabbis and that a divine origin and nature is

also ascribed to Him. Our space forbids a repetition of them, however interesting.
* Eev. Isaac Leeser gives, in the ** His. of the Jews and their Religion" (see Kupp's

Orig, His. of Belig. Denominaiions), the belief that Moses " was the greatest of all Uie

prophets and wise men who have lived before him or will come after him," and " tho

belief in the Coming of the King Messiah, who is to accomplish for the world and Israel

all that the prophets have foretold concerning Him,*' and then (p. 365) he explains :
'* Tho

Messiah, whom we expect, is not to be a god, nor a part of a godhead, nor a Son of God
in any sense of the word ; but simply a man eminently endowed like Moses and the

prophets in the days of the Bible, to work out the will of God on earth in all that tho
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prophets have predioted of him." Bnt he fails to tell us hovo a mere man can fnlfll the

reqnirementa of the prophets, in the restitution of aU things and the realization of Mil-

lennial desoriptions. He overlooks the simple fact that this Messiah is to be immeasu-
rably superior to Moses in every respect, and that in nnmeroos predictions what is

aaciibed to this Messiah is folly ascribed io God Exmat^, He conveniently passes by the

ancient belief of the Jews and engrafts another faith, as e.g. see Prop. 169, Obs. 2 (comp.

Props. 199, 300), where it is shown that the Jews believed that this Messii^ would be
*'the eternal King," and His Kingdom "the eternal Kingdom of David/* etc., which
cannot possibly be asserted of a mere mortal, seeing that aach perpduUy necessarily em-
braces the dirine. The study of the nature, design, etc., of the Theocracy, as it is to be
restored, will inevitably lead to the firm belief that Ck»d Himself in the Person of David's
Son is the Theocratic King. How this wonderfully exalts the King ^d the nation, need
not be pointed out, and yet, is it not strange that the very fuature needed to crown the
Theooratio ordering with its Highest, most deairabU excellence should be objected to so
strenuously by the Jew ? Indeed it is for tliis reason that the nation has brought upon
itself for so many centuries the dread punishment of Qod. For let it be considered that
nowhere is it asserted in direct terms that the nation shall be driven from the land and
scattered among the nations for the rejection of the Messiah, but this is directly pre-

dicted as a result of their rejection of Qod as their Buler, etc. Now we ask the Jew how
his nation thus rejected God and incurred the fearful destruction of the temple, of Jeru-
salem, of the nation, etc., unless it be in ^»« person of Jesua, as He expressly claimed. If

the Jewish theory (or rather Rabbinical) is correct, then the rejection of an alleged im-
postor ought to have brought them the favor and blessing of God, but instead of this the
exact reverse—as predicted by this Messiah—has occurred. To what conclusion can we
come excepting that in tfUs Messiah they rejected God Himself, the Theocratic King.
lAter writers among the Jews have, as is notorious, contradicted older writers in the

applications of Scripture, in order to weaken, if possible, the interpretations and appeals
of Christians in favor of the Messiahship of Jesos. This is frankly acknowledged by
David Kimchi on 2d Ps. We give an illustration : Ps. 2, as Fairbaim {lypoiogt/, vol. 1,

p. 97, etc.) has shown, is fairly applicable to ** the Christ," as maintained even by the
old Jewish doctors (as Solomon larchi agreed that " it should be expounded of King
Messiah," but added :

" In accordance with the literal sense and that it may be used
against heretics** (i.e. Christians) '* it is proper to explain it as relating to David him-
aell") Fairbaim justly observes thfit the Rationalistic interpretation which would apply
it to David is not sustained by the acts here ascribed totthe One specified (as e.g. IHkvid
was not opposed in establishing his throne by heathen nations, and when established he
did not seek dominion over the kings and rulers of the earth, etc.). This is so plain that
"some even of those who formerly espoused it (i.e. the Davidio application)—such as
Rosenmllller—have at length owned that " it cannot well be understood as applying
either to David or to Solomon, much less to any of the later Hebrew kings, and tiiat the
judgment of the more ancient Hebrews is to bo followed, who considered it as a celebra-
tion of the mighty King that they expected under the name of the Messiah." The same
is true of Ps. 132 ; Ps. 110 ; Ps. 89, and others ; and what binds those Psalms into an
irresistible Messianic prediction, is the simple, uncontrovertible fact that the Messiah of
the covenant and the Messiah of the Psalms is still the same Messiah predicted by the
prophets after David's and Solomon's reign. The expectation of the Jews at the First
Advent, and their utter inability (as e.g. evidenced Matt. 22 : 42-4^) to withstand the
Messianic application, as well as the abundant concessions of later rabbis, teach us how
to receive them. Bnt if so then their application to One who is far more than a mere
man inevitably follows, and with it, that the birth, Ufe, works, etc., of Jesus alone fully
meet all the conditions imposed by the predictions. Mioah 5 : 2, 3, 4 alone—if pon-
dered in the light given by Jesus—^ould oe sufficient to convince the Jew that the high
and glorious nature we Christians ascribe to the Messiah is essential to the fulfilment o£

God's own Word. Modem Jews ^LeUa Ada, p. 180) may make Isa. 53 " an allegorical

representation of their own sufferings,** but this cannot be its meaning without undue
violence to the piMsage, and without contradicting the large number who have applied it

to a suffering Messiah. Barnes (Com, on Hebrews, ch. 1 : 6) informs us :
** Two Jewish

T&bbis of distinction—Baschi and Kimchi—affirm that all the Psalms from 93 to 101 are
to be regarded as referring to the Messiaii. Such was, and is, the opinion of the (ortho-
dox) " Jews." Let the r^uler pass over these Psalms, and he will find that the Messiah
therein described can be none other than the Mighty God, seeing that the dominion,
power, exaltation^ glory, etc., ascribed to Him cannot be applied to mere man. The stu-

dent who desires to investigate the Scripture passages of a Messianic nature and their
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application to Jesus, will find these in works speoially devoted to the snhject, and, moro
or less, in the oommentaries on the Bible. The abundance of material in Uiis direction
is vast and satisfactory. Thus, e.g. Faiibaim {Typology, vol. 1, p. 332) remarks respecting
Isa. cha. 61, 62, 49, 63, that "it is a matter of certainty that, in the judgment of the
ancient Jewish Chorch, the person spoken of in all these passages was the Messiali"

—

and refers to *' Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. on Matt. 12 : 20 and John 5 : 19 : Bchottgen d«
Mesaidj pp. 113, 192 ; Hengstenberg^s Vhristology, on Isa. 42 : 1-9 and ohs. 49 and 53 : 2.

Also Alexander on the same passages and ch. 61." The stndent may compare what Glad-
stone {i^udies on Homer, vol. 2. pp. 48-51, and JuimtUus JtfuncK, p. 306-6) says of the Jew-
ish traditions respecting the divinity of the Messiah, being " the gloxy of God," having
two natures, being the Logos, "Word, or Wisdom, ** the Lord of Hosts/' the Light, the
Mediator, having abundant Bupematural power and divine attributes, conquering the
•evil one, delivering from the dead, etc. (comp. Bchottgen 's Horts Hebraitxe,)

It is self-evident that the ascension of the Messiah to the right hand of God (Pa. 110)

—

fulfilled in the history of Jesus—shows that He is exalted far above mere man : that the
righteous Branch of David (Jer. 23 :6, 6), when designated **Jthovahf our Righteousness,

must be divine ; that the ancient Jewish applications of Messianic predictions (such e.g.

as Ps. 2 ; Isa. 11 ; Ps. 80 : 14 (16) ; Mic. 6:1; Hag. 2:7-9; Mai. 3 : 1, etc.), exalt this Mes-
siah immeasurably above mortal man, and hence, the New Test, standpoint, which
ascribes so much of the divine to Jesus, is the correct one in the portrayal of a true

Messiah, Philo of Alexandria (between a.d. 40 and 60), a Jewish theologian, advanced
views of a Logos so striking in its counterpart to John's Gospel that it has excited con-
aiderable discussion. One party (as Semisoh, etc.) think thi^ Philo* s Logos was a per-

sonal hypostasis ; another (as Domer, etc.) deem it merely a personification of wisdom
or a divine attribute ; and others (as Schaff, etc.) that Philo " vibrates between the two
views." Now whatever position we may assume, one thing is conclusive, viz., that Philo
had no idea of a mere man being the Messiah to fulfil the promises, but that he attrib-

uted deliverance and the fulfilment of Millennial predictions to something that was
superhuman. This is precisely the position assi^ed to the Logos in the New Test., only
that the covenanted union with David's Son is distinctively asserted in connection, thus
in the Person of Jesus uniting the two, and preserving the' unity of covenant and proph-
ecy. We add : the time is coming when all objections to Jesus as the Messiah shall be
forever removed. And that is, when the Jews shall say ^sa. 26 : 9), "Xo, this is our

Oodf for as Fausset (Cbnt. loci) has well remarked :
" The Jews have a special share in

the words, * This is our God.' " Eepentant and believing they shall yet exult in the
•Crucified One.

Obs, 5, The doctrine meets the more modern Jewish objection urged
;againet tlio resurrection of Jesus. For it points significantly to the proph-
ets (as e.g. Isa. 9 : 6, 7 ; Ps. 72 : 7, 17 ; Ps. 89 : 35-37 ; Pa, 104 : i, etc.)

which teach, that Darid's Son is immortal in that His reign endures for-

ever, and that with Him are associated the pious dead, etc. Then it refers to

the expectations of pious Jews before the Advent, who held (John 12 ; 34),

to such an immortal Messiah, and such a resurrection of dead ones, and
shows how, as the apostles explain by the resurrection from the dead, Jesus

710w never dies again and how, also, through that resurrection a pledge is

given that the prophets will be fulfilled in the resurrection of others. The
resurrection is proven to be a necessary and indispeiisahUpreparation for, and
adjunct of, the Theocracy, How else can David's Son reign as the prophets

describe unless immortsd ? And how can man born of a woman become
immortal unless he, in someway, triumph over death ? And what greater

triumph is required than that ascribed to Jeeus ? Hence, when the resur-

rection is regarded as a part of the Divine Plan, in its prerequisite rela-

tionship to the Theocracy, it is the very thing which ought to be mani-

fested in order to fulfil the prophets ana give us undoubted faith in such

fulfilment (comp. Props. 46-50, 125).

How far the Scriptures were fulfilled in the First Advent of Christ has been ahowu
by many writers, such as Home, Kewton, Keith, Simpson, etc., and to such an extent
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that no one, with nnprejndioed mind, can deny a remarlcable liteial fnlfllment. In the
consideration of this subject this fulfilment ought to be regarded. We then, in general,

have (1) the predictions which declare the immortal continuance of David's Son (with

which is allied His character, attributes, etc.) ; (2) the predictions of His death and resur-

rection, contrasting them with the fulfilment recorded in the Qospel : (3) the manner in
which this corroborates the Theocratic ordering, providing in the Person of Jesus, the

oovenanted Messiah. Leila Ada (p. 120) brings in the following points in her appeal to

her Jewish father, as predicted in the prophets and realized in Jesus : He was to be
(1 ) DtaTid's descendant

; (2) His mother a virgin ; (3) bom in Bethlehem ; (4) humble
birth

; (() without external recommendations to public notice ; (6) reside in Galilee ;

(7) a life of suffering ; (8) rejected by the Jews ; (9) betrayed by a friend ; (10) treated as
a male£ai*tor

; (11) mocked and insulted ; (12) display meekness and patience : (13) put to

a violent death ; (14) His executioners were to divide His apparel ; (15) oast lots for His
vesture ; (16) intacred in a rich man's tomb ; (I'H rise from tne dead ; (18) His body not
undergoing corruption ; (19) He was to leave the world ; (20) ascend to heaven. The
Scriptures involved eau oe seen in detail ^as e.g. in the Appendix, No. YI. of Home's
Tntrod.) in works specialty devoted to this fulfilment. The most careless cannot help
being struck by the numerous and startling fulfilments in reference to essential points and
minate particulars. Time, recular descent, place, offices, preaching, works, public entry
into the city, etc., are mingled with the price of betrayal, the spitting, reviling, vinegar
and gall, unbroken bones, pierced side, dying with malefactors but honorable burial, etc..

so that a firm believer in God's Word must see how they all meet in Jesus ; and that, in
view of their publicity and of their occurring under Boman jurisdiction, they could not
have been concocted, etc.. by the evangelists. If the question is asked why, thefi, did not
tbe nation that witnessed these coincidences receive Jesus as the Messiah (1) when it

Wiw the earnest wish of the nation to have the Messiah to come and driver it from the
Boman power, and (2) when this desire was exhibited nJCterward in the success of one
who pretended to be ** the Christ,'* drawing a lazge portion of the nation into open revolt
a^nst the Romans, and (3) when the Jews did not deny the miraculous works of Jesns
(even the scandalous T^oidoih Jeshu conceding these), but ascribed them either to the
power of the Beelzebub, or to the influence of magio, or to the supposed mystic virtue of
the Shem-bamphorash, the InefEable Name, although such works were believed to accom-
pany the Messiah ? The answer is plain and decisive ; the Gospels are specially written
t.> show why Jesus was thus rejected. The ground of objection was the unpalatable doc-
trine of repentance by which the Kingdom was conditioned. A theocracy, in the nature
of the case, cannot be set up over a nation so steeped in sin and crime as the Jewish
nation was ^aa evidenced by Josephus. etc.—at the First Advent The refusal of the
Messiah to establish it until the nation made itself worthy of it bv repentance and obedi.
ence to the Word of God—this excited the hoslUUy and bUieme33 of the representative men
of the nation, until it culminated m the death of their own Messiah. They expected a
Messiah to come and set up His Kingdom to UAouf calling them to forsake sin—to be a
temporal Deliverer voUhout urging faith and obedience with its resultant fraits—to re-
establish and exalt the throne and Kingdom of David wihout requiring an antecedent
mfinifestation of humble confession of sin and an honest tuming to God with reverence
and love. Hence the preaching of the forerunner of Jesus, of the disciples and Apostles,
and the wonderful works, signs, and fulfilments, while persuading many—even of the
priests—to receive Jeaus as the Messiah and endure persecution for His sake, left the
body of the nation unrepentant and intensely prejudiced against Him.
Look at this Jesus in the light of all these particulars, and then, if Jews will believe

their own Scriptures, they see how it constitutes Him one who can be " the Judge of
Israel." How can this Judgship be better proven than by Paul in Acts 17 : 31 ? How
can ** the tree of life (which) was not created in vain, but the men of the resurrection
shall eat thereof and live forever" (so e.g. R. Elias ben Mosis. and R. Meoahem, in Ans-
worth on Gen. 2), be restored urdess it be through a Second Adam like Jesus (Rev. 2 : 7
and 22 : 14j ? How can the covenanted promises made to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob to
inherit the land personally be realized without resurrection, and who so able to perform
this as a Messiah that has vindicated His power over the grave, like Jesus ? How can
the ransomed of the Lord return to Zion, and how can the supernatural results pertain-
ing to a perfected and glorious redemption be experienced, %mUs3 the Messiah is such an
one as Jesus is represented to be in the New Test. ? Such questions might be multi-
plied, and show that the portraiture of Jesus, as given in the Gospels, Acts, Epistles, and
Apocalypse is just such an one as ia demanded by the Old Test, in order to secure its
fulfilment.
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Obs. 6. It brings in with greater force and pertinency the necessity of
the Messiah making a sacrifice of Himself for sin. Aside from the nsaal
arguments presented, and the appeals made to the predictions of a suffering
Saviour by the prophets, and fulfilled in Jeeus, it special!]^ directs attention
to the necessity of His death in order that the Abrahamic Covenant itself

may fas Paul argues) be sealed or confirmed. By the efficacy of this death

,

abundant provision is made for the ample realization of the covenant : an
immortal Aing is provided who is able to save—through Him all that
believe, can and will be saved as predicted, for He now has power to for-

give sin, to save from the results of sin, to raise up the dead, etc. The en-
tire spirit of the Old Test, evinces that the Covenant can never be fulfilled

without such a sacrifice, for it contemplates a restoration, ample and com-
plete, to forfeited blessings. To make the Covenant available, provision
must first be made to^meet the sinfulness and results of sin even in believers,

which the tjrpical sacrifices could not effect. This is strikingly and effec-

tively done in Him who is to be the Head of the Theocracy. Our argu-
ment does not simply ascribe salvation through Christ, but salvation

through Him in and for this Theocratic elevation. He is indeed the bom
King of the nation, being the promised seed, and who so worthy (being
sinless as the prophets predict) to make atonement, to effect reconciliation,

to stand as mediator as this King. For, if the Jew will but consider tahat

this Theocracy deniandSf if ever realized as prophecy represents it, such as
moral purity, the triumph over the grave, the presence of God, the
return to an Edenic state, the removal of the curse, etc., he must see that
such an important transformation can never take place unless He, through
and in whom God a^in condescends to act in the capacity of an earthly
ruler, is both sinless Himself, and has power to act as Mediator and Re-
deemer of sinful man. It is through the King that the blessings of Be-
demption enjoyed under a restored Theocratic rule are to be realized, so

all the prophets with one voice testify—and Jesus Christ as described in

the New Test., meets in every respect the requirements of prophecy, in
person, in character, in work already performed, in station, in promise, etc.,

preparative to the ultimate end. If in the history of Jesus, coming as
Messiah, there was no provision for sin, no purchase of immortality, no
triumph over death, no recognition and exaltation by the Father, an im-
portant, yea deadly,flawoind exist, and the Jew would then be justified in

turning away from him, saying that the Messiah really promised by the
I)ropliet8 would exhibit His ability to deliver in person and work ; but now
since these are abundantly evidenced in Jesus, is he justified in turning
away from Him ? Indeed, if he reflects how shortly after the rejection of
Jesus, who manifested in person and work His perfect adaptedness to the
Theocratic Kingship, the nation guilty of rejecting Him was so terribly

smitten and scattered, he finds that his own reason alleged for the over-

throw of the nation, viz. on account of sinfulness against or rejection of

Jehovah, is fully verified in Jesus ; because, unless Jenovah be regarded as

identified with the persou of Jesus, it would, owing to their belief in and
wofRliipof Jehovah in God the Father, be improper to say that Jehovah was
rejected by them, excepting it be through Christ. In considering the
claims of Jesus, it certainly ought to be of weight, that the rejection of

Him and of His sacrifice was followed by a terrible overthrow of

the nation and a continued subjection, as He and the prophets pre-

dicted, under Gentile domination, down to the present day. It confirms
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the validity of His Theocratic Kingship, and the preciousnesa of IlJa

sacrifice.

Indeed, if Jesxis had been an impostor, then ihe Father, inntead of bringing snch
terrible calamities upon the nation as predicted* oaght rather to hare blessed the nation
for ita seal, etc. But taking Moses and the Prophets, what was done against the Messiah
Jesns was done, as Jesos claimed, against Qod, the Father, Himself. If the Jew is can-

did in examining the New Test,, he mnst be deeply affected hj two things : (Ij that a
Messiah should predict His own death and the continued depression of a nation that is

His own inheritance. Imposture is incapable of such a procedure ; it would inevitably

bring forth the exact reverse. Now, in view of the singularity of this teaching, to say

nothing of ita astounding nature, should not the Jew be influenced to dispassionately

consider the reasons assigned for such a mode of procedure ? (2) The predictions of the

Messiah—so accurately fulfilled in the destruction of Jerusalem and the temple, the
scattering of the nation, the treading down of Jerusalem by the Gentiles, the continued
Oentile domination—should have a mournful interest to the Jew. seeing the realiialion of

the same in Jewish history. And, may we add, should not this very fulfilment have a
tendency to cause him to feel that the One that could thus predict must, indeed, have
been the Messiah. These predictions were based on the sinfulness of the nation, and
certainly the Jew cannot censure us for repeating this statement, when their own prayer-

books, accounting for dispersion, captivity, and suffering, fully and frankly, in general
terms, admit the post sinfulness of the nation—an admission forcibly urged by the
prophets. How Jewish writers inadvertently fasten upon themselves the sin of crucify-

ing the Messiah is forcibly shown by Leila Ada (a converted Jewess), p. 121, in her
appeal to her father, saying that in a Jewish work called Yoma the question is asked

:

" Why was the second temple destroyed ?" And one of the principal causes given is this

one : *'0n account of the hatred without cause.'* She then adds : "I refer them to

Ps. 69, one which is admitted by Aben Ezara to be prophetical of the Messiah. ' They
hated me without a cause,' is charged by our Saviour upon His enemies." Leila Ada, p.
59, asks what terrible sin her ancestors had committed which called for eighteen centu-
ries of removal from the land, when her fathers, guilty of idolatry—the greatest sin
Against God—had only seventy years of captivity enforced, etc. She (p. 122) remarks :

'^ Nor ia it possible that the Jews can be altogether blind to the curse which has rested
upon our nation through the eighteen hundred years which have elapsed since the cruci-

fixion of Jesus. ' What adequate cause can be assigned for our long protracted chastise-

ment 7
' is one of their solemn (questions. ' What can that crime be, which was commit-

ted by our ancestors, and of which to tiiis day we have not repented 7 Whatever it is, it

must be some act or deed of a most atrocious character, an act or deed in the approval of

which we have steadfastly persisted, and the guilt of which we have obstinately refused
to acknowledge.' And if they will seriously reflect, they cannot avoid the conclusion that
there is no one deed, to which in all ages they have given their adhesion, except the
crucifixion uf Jesus. With that event, too (and they cannot avoid observing it), com-
mences the em of their sufferings and distresses. Here, what is related of Babbi Solo-
mon Marochan occurs to me : while refiecting upon the iniquities of the Jews, he said,
' The prophet Amos mentions a fourth crime for which we have been in our captivity—of
selling the Just One for silver. It meuiifestly appears to mo that for selling the Just One
we are justly punished. It is now one thousand years and more, and during all this time
we have made no good hand of it among the Gentiles, nor is there any likelihood of our
ever any more turning to good. O my God I I am afraid lest the Jesus, whom the
Christians worship, be the Just One whom we sold for silver ! * ** Can a Christian read
this without being profoundly moved in sympathy, or cau a Jew reflect upon it without
deeply feeling the force of its appeal ? Oan a Jew ponder the statements of prophets
that Uie Messiah would be rejected by the nation, that Gentiles would be cidled during
such a time of rejection, that the nation would endure dispersion and suffering as a
result, that at some future time they would acknowledge their sin and repent, etc., with-
out the oonviction being forced on him that in and through Jesus this has been most
wonderfully exemplified 7 Isaac da Costa (see art. '* Messiah" in M'Glintook and Strong's
OifcUip.) was converted by reflecting on the long-oontinued dispersion of the Jewish
nation for its sins^the acceptance of Jesus as the Messiah resolving all enigmas. The
same is true of others ; and all such have realized that in addition to the argumentation
appealing to reason, there was combined, on the acceptance of Jesus, the most satisfac-

tory of all proof, viz., that derived from personal experience, enforcing a well-grounded
oonsoiouanesa that Jesus was indeed an all-sufficient Saviour and " the Christ* '^aa illus-

trated e.g. in the life of LeUa Ada, Wolfe, and others,
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Obs, 7. The Kingdom as explained bv the prevailing theories is a Btnm-
blincf-block to the Jew. With the Old 'i'eat. delineation of the Kingdom,
its Theocratic and covenant relationship to their nation, its overthrow
and promised restoration nnder the Messiah^ etc., it is impossible to move
them to receive a Kingdom which is widely different from the covenanted
one, and of which professed believers are so uncertain that it is the sab-

jeet of manv and contradictory meanings and interpretations. The King-
dom that the Old Test, plainly predicts for him, is one that when estab-

lished is so openly visible and associated with the rebuilt throne and
Kingdom of David, that he rejects as utterly untrustworthy the interpre-

tation which declares that the ruined tabernacle of David shall never be re-

stored in the sense contained grammatically by the language of the proph-
ets. This spiritualizing of the covenant promises and prophecies pertain-

ing to the Kingdom, and thus making them to mean what the fancy of the

interpreter can apply to the present dispensation or Church, has had a

powerful influence upon the Jewish mind, and has materially aided in con-
Hrming unbeliel For, when he looks at the Church, or at this age, ho
finds no such a Messianic Kingdom as his prophets promised, no such a

dorioua restoration of his nation under Davidic rule as the Spirit pre-

dicted, and hence, influenced by the usurped claim of the Christian Church,
and warped by the apparent antagonism, he turns away from Christianity

itself. Our aoctrine, on the other hand, gives a simple, unfettered, con-
sistent statement of the promised Kingdom, receiving it just as once estab-

lished, just as incorporated with David's line and people, without changing
the language into something else ; and thus by its unity of purpose con-
firms the truthfulness of the grammatical sense believed in by the pious
Jews. Hence it is better adapted as evidenced by the history of the primi-
tive Church, to meet and obviate the objections of the Jews.

Biaking the Christian Charoh, which is only preparatiTe, to be the oovenanted Measi-
anio Kizigdom, forms a froitfol flonrce of difficulty to the Jew. Thos e.g. a Jew (art.
'' Messiah/' Sl'Clintock and Strong's Cydopedia) objects :

" We dissent from the proposi-
tion that Jesus of Nazareth is the Messiah announced by the prophets, because the
Church which He founded, and which His successors developed, has offered, during a

succession of centuries, a most singular contrast to what is described in the Hebrew
Scriptures as the immediate consequence of Messiah's Advent, and of His glorious King-
dom. The prophet Isaiah declares that when the Messiah appears, peace, love, and
union will be permanently established ; and every candid man must admit that the
world has not yet realized the aooompliuhment of this prophecy. Again, in the days of

the Messiah, all men, as Scripture saith, ' are to serve God with one acoozd,* and yet it is

very certain that since the appearance of Him whom our Christian brethren believe to be
Messiah, mankind has been split into more hostile divisions on the pounds of religious

belief, and more antagonistic sects have sprung up than in any historic age before Chris-

tianity was preached." This, and far more in the same direction, could be alleged as
true ; and the representation of the Church as the predicted Messianic Kingdom (and not,

as it is, a preparatory stage for the same) is only increasing the difficulties of a Jew's
acceptance of Jesus as the Messiah. I^ likewise is disgraceful to professed Christians to

take up the stale falsehoods that are fastened upon Jewish views of the Messianic King-
dom, viz., that they regarded it as someUiing similar to earthly kingdoms, like the Boman,
etc. Now, while it is true that some Jews had a low and gross view of the Kingdom, vet
many and leading minds had a correct idea that it would be different from mere earthly

kingdoms, because it would be essentially TAeocrotic, a restoration of <Ae Theoeracu, to be
revived and manifested in the Person of the MessiiJi. They are unjustly ridiculed and
censured because of the expectation of universal^ dominion under the Messiah's rule.

But is it not predicted in the plainest possible language that iK^r Messiah should be a
Buler over their own nation, and also over all other nations ? Did they believe in the
ultimate downfall of all other kingdoms, and which has called forth thousands of sar-

casms ? This, too, is clearly predicted. TUat which, probably, has cauBed more unjust
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aoouBBtions and witless ridicule is the notion entertained respeoting Jewish supremacy.
Bat if there is any tmth distinotiTely taught in the Scriptoree, then that of Jewish su-
promaoy is one (see e.g. Prop. 114), destined to prove on inestimable blessing to all

other nations.

Ohs. 8. How poorly. in effectiveness the arguments of the Jew have been
met by later Christian apologists, is self-evident if we glance over the

history of apologetics. The line of reply adopted by Origen in his answer
to Oefsos, has l^n substantially readopted and repeated down to the pres-

ent day. Thus e. g. to illastrate : when Celsas from a Jewish standpoint
(b. 2, ch. 29) urges the objection that '' the prophets declare the Coming
One to be a mighty Potentate^ Lord of all nations and armies '^ and de-

daces from the failure of such a manifestation of Jesus that He is not the

One predicted, Origen answers correctly when he shows that there are two
Advents, a first and a second, separated oy an interval of time, and that the

Coming of Jesus as such a Potentate is to be referred to the Sec. Advent,
but he does not really break the force of the objection when ho portrays

the results of such a Sec. Coming to be the winding up of all sublunary
affairs etc., while the prophets describe a very different state of affairs, viz.

a great glorious reign over the restored Jewish nation, and the nations here

on the earth—to follow sach an Advent The main point of the objection,

that of the reign of the Messiah as predicted, is not answered by this mode
of reasonine and cannot be met by it. On the other hand, our doctrine

sati^actorily meets it, showing how this reign, as earthly Potentate is post-

poned until the Sec. Advent when the covenants and the prophets wul be
fulfilled in the manner delineated by the Word. The Jewish expectations,

drawn legitimately from the prophecies, are by the Apostles linked with the

Sec Advent, and the very phraseology growmg out of these expectations

are thus adopted by them without the least intimation that they are to be
understood differently from common usage. Hence our view, instead of

denying those legitimate Jewish deductions from the prophets, confirms
them as indispensable to the fulfilment of the Word.

The difficulty with many la this : they insist npon one Advent of the Messiah. Thus
e.g. they thns apply Isa. 11 : 1-10. Accepting of the Messianic interpretation of Eimchi,
Abnbanel, and other Jewish commentators, they fas e.g. BeT. Prof. Marks in Jewish
Messenger, Jan.. 1872) say that with the appearing of the Messiah are a series of synchro-
nons OTents, sach as the final restoration of the Jewish nation, uniTersal peace and
hArmony, the overthrow of all enemies, etc., and that the Messiah is known by the
aooompiishment of these predicted OTenta. Consequently they argue that taking one
Advent as alone taoght, saoh events not taking place at and after the Advent of Jesns,
bat the reverse oooorring. He cannot, therefore, be the Messiah. All hinges on the one
Advent theory. Bat we have shown iu the body of the work (e.g. Prop. 34) why the two
Advents are not more distinguished the one from the other, and why two become neces-
sary in order to fnlfil all that is predicted. Besides this, it alone reconciles the two
states of humiliation and of exaltation attributed to the Messiah. We thus retain the
one Messiah. The invention of two Messiahs (see art. " Messiah** in Hexzog^s Oydop.)
was utterly unknown to the eariier Targums and the earlier U-emara of Jemsalem, which
have but one Messiah, the Son of David. The (lemaxa of Babylon (about the sixth cen-
tury, so Home's Introd,) has a second Messiah, the Son of Joseph ; and the Targum of the
Song of Songs (Tar. Megil. ) 4 ; 6 ; 7. 3, says, " Tour Bedeemers are two, who Dnll redeem
yoo, the Messiah the Bon of David, and the Messiah the Son of Ephraim, like unto Moses
and Aaron." (This Tsigum is noted—Home's Introd,, voL 1, p. 263—for its ** dull
^[losses and fabulous additions ;'* with which oomp. arts. ** Antichrist" and *' Messiah**
m Smith's BSb, Die, and MClintock and Strong's Oydop,) More modem writers to avoid
making two, apply the predictions of humiliation to some prophet, or king, or to the
Jewish nation itsdf, thus violating the earlier applications. Our distinctive view of the
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two Advents Ib of snoh a nature that it eonsisienti^ reconciles the prophecies as folfilled in
the one IfMsiah, David's Son and Lord.

Certainly the Jews should not aocnse ns of folly in still looking for the Messiah, and in
regarding His Coming as imminent. This has been the posture of a moltitade of Jews
in the past. Aside firom the geoeral opinion (e.g. art. " Messiah*' in MXlintock and
Strong's C^dop,) on the sabjeot at the Advent of Jesns of Nazareth, the imposition of
false Messiahs (see arts, on, in above and others), the ealeolations of Babbl Saadia, Abra-
ham Ibn.Chija, Naohman, Gersoni, Abrabanel and others, the repeated failures of esti-

mates causing an interdict to repress calculations of time, the intense yearnings and
hopes inM>irod in periods of persecution and depression, the numerous utterances -of

writers. aU evince that in calling into question and decrying our position, they would
be deriding the pious and learned of their own nation.

Obs. 9. But as our object ia briefly to indicate liow our doctrine fairlr

meets and removes Jewish objections, it is not necessary to enter into ad-
ditional details. The attentive reader will not fail to notice, that in many
points it is well adapted for this purpose. The spirit of it calls upon the
Qentiles not to be*' high-minded," to consider that their call (as predicted
even by Moses) is the result of Jewish unbelief, but which unbelief shall

finally give place to a cordial reception of Jesus Christy when the times of
the Oentiles have run their allotted course. It is disposed to allow and
defend the distinctive position of the Jewish nation, the necessity of iden-
tification by engrafting with it to secure the blessings of Redemption cove-
nanted to it, and even the supremacy of that nation after the restoration,

in virtue of its Theocratic position. It sympathizes most cordially with
the down-trodden Jerusalem and the scattered nation, never forgetting
that the glory of the adopted Gentiles and that of the Kingdom itself can
never be realized, as promised, until Jerusalem and its nation experience
the returned mercy of God and His Christ. It vindicates Jesus Christ
and His teaching from the Jewish ground itself, and thus commends Jesns
as the true fulfilTer of the prophets.

The great trouble, however, in reaching the Jews, is their own lack of candor, for the
modem Jews especially will not allow passages that the ancient Jews applied to the Mes-
siah to have any such reference, lest Christians should be enabled to take advantage of
the same in behalf of Jesus. This is illustrated e.g. by McGaul (Aids cf ^t^ Essay 3, p,
100). who refers to Fs. 2, as referred to the Messiah by ancient Jews, saying :

*' This is

confessed even by Bash! in the eleventh century, who remarks, * Our Kabbis interpret
this Psalm of the Messiah,' to which was added in the older copies of his commentary,
* but in order to answer the heretics it is better to intezpret it of David,* words still found
in the commentary on the 21st Psalm/* They are especially unfair to the divinity of
Jesus, denying e.g. that He is ** the Bon of Qod,** when as Lederer {Israelite Indeed,

March, 1867, etc.) proves that some of their writers declare that Jesus assumed the title

belonging to the real Messiah. They object to Jesus being called '^ the Word," and with
lack of frankness conceal what their own past literature ascribes to '

* the MM^ah" (comp.
Barnes, Cbm. on John, ch. 1 : 1, where e.g. the Targum on Deut. 26 : 17, 18, says : " Ye
have appointed ihe Word of Ood a King over you this day, that He may be your God **).

The plainest statements applied to the Messiah, as Deut. 18 : 18, 19 (comp. Kurts, His
Old Gov., vol. 3. p. 475), or Micah 2 : 13 (comp. Pearson On ihe Oreed, p. 413, foot-note)

must be lowerea to avoid the claims of Jesus of Nazareth, and the sayings of their

Tatgums (comp. e.g. Dr. Etheridge's Trans, of ihe Tbrc^m of Onketos, pp. 6, 16, 17, for

divinity of Messiah) must be concealed from the mass of their people lest it be found
favorable to the crucified one. Such language as the following -highly indicative of the
Theocratic ordering, and that instead of our making more gods than one we make God's
rule in the Person of David's Son—is totally ignored. Dr. Hales (quoted. Home's Jrdrod,,

vol. 2, p. 276) cites a remark from the ancient Babbinioal book of Ikkarim, illustrating

Jer. 23 : 6, 6. ** The Scripture calls the name of the Messiah JaoK, Our Righteousness, to

intimate that He will be a mediaicrial Ood, by whose hand we shall obtain jus^i/Zorfton

from the Xame ; wherefore it calls Him by the name of thb hahx (that is, the ineffable
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name Jaok^ here pnt/or Qod Himself'*), Espeoially do we find modem writers onfair to

Isa. 53, for in their efforts to make it non-MessianiOt they give the most Yoried interpreta-

tioxis, applying it to Jeremiah or the laraelitish people, or to the godly portion of the
nation, or to the prophetical body, or to Uzziah, or to Hezekiah, or to the house of

DaTid, or to an interpolation. They carefully ignore past Jewish conoessionB (comp.
Hengstenberg's (Jkristology, Pye Smith's ScHplure Testimony^ art. *' Prophet,'' in M'Clin.
tock and Strong's Gyciop,, etc., on the passive). So in the interpretation of the seventy
weeks of Duni^ (oomp. art. *' Messiah," M'Clintock and Strong's Oydm.^ Lange's Oo^n,

Dardd, p. 206, etc.). they carefully exclude from notice—to avoid the Christian applica-
tion—the concessions of Kimohi, Jarchi, Rabbi Saadias, and other learned Jews. So like-

wise the Coming of the Messiah to the temple^ His being pierced, sold, etc. (Lange's
Com. Zeoh., pp. 71, 96, etc.), all must be so interpreted—over against Jewish concessions
and the strongest evidence—as to forbid an application to Jesus. The entire spirit of
such a course simply manifests prejudice, and an unwillingness to approach the subject
with that candor which it eminently deserves. We cannot censure them more than we
do a class of professed Christians (as e.g. Williams in EBgaya and BevUws) who endeavor,
in their destructive efforts, to make out that the Messianic predictions of Isaiah have no
reference whatever to Christ, a position which is fully answered by the declaration of
Jesus Himself (Luke 24 : 25-27, 4i-^7} and the quotations from Isaiah (Matt. 8 : 17. and
12 : lS-21. and 15 : 8, 9 ; Acts 8 : 32, 33, and 13 : 34, 47, etc.).

Oi«. 10. Oar doctrine brings forth with prominency the idea that the

Messiah is a temporal Deliverer. With all the inestimable spiritual bless-

ings, the deliverance from sin and the results of sin» we have added as

inseparably connected a remarkable temporal deliverance. This is so iden-

tified with the restoration of the Jewish nation and the re-establishment of
the Theocracy by the Messiah, that it is folly to deny the expectations and
hopes of the pious Jews and primitive Christians on this point. If lan-

guage has any definite meaning, and if God will ever fulfil His covenants
and promises as written, then giorious temporal deliverance must, in the
nature of the case, be incorporated. In the ** Ageda" a meeting of Jewish
Rabbis in the year 1650, held in the plain of that name, about ninety miles
from Bada, the question was discussed whether the Messiah had come and
was decided in tne negative. The reasons given for this conclusion—and
which have the greatest weight still with the Jewish mind—were based on
the fact that the prophet linKed the restoration and prosperity of the Jew-
ish nation, the restoration and exaltation of the Davidic throne and King-
dom with the Coming of the Messiah. As these events had not yet trans-

pired, as the nation has not yet met with temporal deliverance, etc., it was
assumed that the Messiah nad not yet come, thus overlookins^ that the
same prophets predict a previous rejection of the same Messiah, a conse-
quent continued fall of the nation, a call of the Gentiles, and after a long
endurance of punishment the return of the Messiah for promised deliver-

ance. They, unfortunately, only allow a portion of Scripture its due
weight, and ignore, although sustained by historical fact, the remain-
der. They ako refuse to examine the claims of Je«us to this title, and
how this very temporal deliverance, so long and ardently prayed fur, is

postponed to the Sec. Advent. We can readily see, however,what decided
influence the prevailing Christian theology which denies all this, although
plainly covenanted andpredicted, must have had in deciding these Jews to

reject Jesus as *' the Messiah." For if, as many Christians declare, this

Jesus is not to restore the Jewish nation and elevate it in honor and power
;

if He is not to re-establish the Davidic throne and Kingdom, exalting it in

dominion and glory over the earth, then it necessarily and inevitably follows

that Jesus is not the Messiah covenanted to David and predicted by the
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prophets. But if, on the other hand, it can be shown and proven (as our
i^ropositions logically and scriptu rally do) that this Jesns is to return and
perzorm this work, then it aho legitimately follows that the Jew has no ex-
cuse in rejecting Him as tiie Christ. This Jesus will jet come as promised,
and then the full parallel between Him and Moses (Acts 7 : 35-37 ; Deut.
18 : 15-18) will be brought out, a Deliverer of the nation and the in-
strument through whom a Theocracy is established. Our view, therefore,
ureses the Jew to cleave to the moat precious oath-bound promises relating

to ma nation and the Messiah ; it confirms the faith of the nation in its

ultimate delrramnoe and glory through the power of this returning Jesus.

The Jew may again aek why did not Jasofl perform this work at fiia First Advent?
Again we remind him that thifl was all tendered to the nation on condition of repent-
ance, for certainly, Ood could not condescend to re-establish a 'Dieoorac^ and role as
King orer a nation so oorrapt as that nation was at the First Advent. This wickedness
haa been so faithfully described by a conrerted Jewess {LeMa Ada, p. 109) in her interest-

ing letter (revealing her oonveraion to Christianity to her father) that we qnote it. After
aJUnding to the Jewish hope of temporal delirerance, and how it was expressed by Zacha-
riasr the father of John the Baptist, she adds :

" And those who rejected, blasphemed,
insulted, and crucified the Messiah, could it be expected that He would grant such hein-
ous sinners temporal delirerance ? That at about the period of the Coming of Jesus, the
Jews were a most iniquitous nation, is prored by the testimony of Josephus ; so wicked
that he observes, ' If Ood had not sent the Bomans as His executioners, the earth would
hare opened and swallowed us up.' What a dreadful place 1 And, doubtless, the most
crying evil of these people was their rejection and treatment of Jesus Christ, the Son of

God. How could such sinners expect deliverance ?" etc. Let any unbiassed mind read
6.g. the trial, condemnation, and death of this Jesus as presented in all its simplicity in
the Gospels, and see the conduct of the representative men of the nation, and is not the
direct testimony of this Jesus concerning the corruption extant most forcibly and fear-

fully vindicated ? Is it not reasonable that the Jew should allow the New Testament to
assign its reeisons viky Jesus did not bring the promised deliverance ; to^the nation did
not repent ; uhy the Kingdom was postponed ; te/iy Jesus will come at His Sec. Advent
as the triumphant Messiah ; vihy the Messianic prophecies were held in abeyance on
account of the sins of the nation, etc., thus bringing, without destroying the brightest of
Jewish hopes, the New Test, into cordial sympathy and agreement with the Old Test.
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Proposition 194, This doctrine of the Kingdmn fnateriaUy

aids to explain the WovIaHs History,

With a knowledge of this Kingdom, its germ in the Covenant, its

divine institution, its withdrawal its tender and rejection, its post-

ponement, its prepajratory stages, and, above all, its final restora-

tion under the Messiah, it is possible to explain the history of the
world in a consistent manner. This is fully admitted by later

writers on history (however they Tnskj explain the Kingdom) as e.g.

by the Protestant Neander {Ins, of the Church) and the Roman
Cath. Schlegel {Philos. of History^. The better the nature, char-

acteristics and the manner of restoring the Kingdom is attained, the
more satisfdctory will be the solution of the world's history. In
such an investigation Eschatology,' which embraces the re-estab-

lishment of the Kingdom, must necessarily stand forth with great

prominence, seeing that the end attained serves to explain the
causes in operation, the agencies employed, etc.'

* The prominence of Esobatology in the primitire Ghnroh was a key to former and then
exiating hiatozy, and it onght ever to remain snch. Many annecesisazy difflooltles, many
bitter oontroTersiea* many fooliah qnestiona and answers, woold have been avoided had
this primitxvt key been retained.

* It has loD^ been felt by our greatest historians that the loftiest view of history is that
which makes it centre in Jesns Christ. This is eminently true, seeing that for Him and
by Him the successive ages have been created. This has been eloquently expressed by
able pens, and we have been pointed to His being so pre-eminently a remarkable person-
age in the past, present, and the future—to the vast influence and power that He has and
will exert, eto.« but even a higher appreciation of this fact, constituting Him in fact (liter-

ally) the central figure in the world's history, is found in the re-establishment of the
Theocratic Kingdom and His glorious reign. It teaches us that the Cosmos, which
Humboldt admitted, notwithstanding its destructive agencies, was full of harmony, was
far greater when viewed in the light of the Coming Christ to complete the Divine Flan.
It is a remarkable feature, and well worthy of attention that the most powerful thinkers
whose labors have even been detrimental (either directly or by perversion) to Christianity,

yet observed such a striking truthfulness in the portrayal of Christ, in the fundamental
ideas pertaining to Him, that they could not positively reject Him, as witnessed, for in-

stance, in Kant. Schleiermaoher, De Wette. Hase, Hegel, and many others, and even in a
recent doss like Benan, etc., who wish to preserve a historical or ideal Christ

Ob$. 1. Looking at the end as delineated in Holy Scripture and tracing
ihs provisionarv movements which lead to the portrajea result, we may
say, in a sense different from Schelling, that ^* the whole of history is a
diVine revelation"; because a divine ordering toward a specified end, is

manifest in all history.* This distinctiye feature has been noticed even
from a partial outlook in the fulfilment of certain predictions in the past
and the present (so that the phrase *' Ood in History" is a common one)i

bat it b^omes more significant, if we anticipate history as it will be writ-
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ten after the covenantod Kingdom is once set np and realized. In the
TFord of God we have (Twesten) a ** manifestion of divine grace for the
salvation of man "; in the individual believer we have a manifcBtation of

such grace in bestowing the pledges and earnest of promised redemption ;

but in history, as it will be^ we have a manifestation of the overraling
Divine power by which the completed salvation, the perfected redemption,
is fully accomplished. These briefly expressed hints are already safficient

to show us how important anticipated history is, to form a correct estimate
of the history of the world. To describe a tree i>erfectly its fruit ifaust be
taken into account ; to give an accurate description of a machine it must
embrace not merely its several parts but the design or end for which it is

intended
;
precisely so with an attempt to portray the world's history, for

every effort which does not embrace the great end, the gracious design

Sana exhibited in this Kingdom) that God lias in view^ will utterly fail to
lo justice to the problems of history.'

1 Henoe Niebnhr, the historian, says :
'* It is not true that the study of history weakens

onr belief in divine providence ; history is of all studies the one which tends to
strengthen that belief.' ' This is correct, provided an nnprejndiced comparison is insti-

tuted between the facts of history and the Word of Qod.
* Such a position alone places us in the posture to see the provisionary measures

adopted^ to appreciate the wisdom of the means instituted, to measure the efficiency of
initiatory forms, to unravel apparent inconsistencies, to decide between the evident
antagonistic forces at work, to indicate the inevitable result following the long-continued
conflict, eto. Instead of making Gk>d an imperfect Being (as Mill.) unable to control the
world, or One who lacks benevolence toward His creatures, bringing misery and death
upon all ; instead of denying that a Being exists who sways a sceptre over all, and takes
an abiding interest in man ; this enables us to confide in Him as the Almighty, Oood,
and Merciful, who by the end accomplished vindicates His perfections, His rights, and His
glory. Before man attempts to criticise Qod it is best for him to await the idtimaie result

of these preparatory dispensations. If the end is secured, as covenanted, predicted, and
promised, then the wisdom, power, love, grace, etc., of God will be so conspicuously dis-

played that no one will be able to gainsay it ; ang^ and men uniting in a vast demon-
stration of praise toward Him who has removed all mystery in the completion of salvation
and in the perfected redemption of a world. The auuior of The Ancient History of the East
in the pref. remarks :

'* I see in the annals of humanity the development of a providen-
tial plan running through all ages and all vicissitudes of society. In it I recognize the
designs of God, permitt^ig the liberty of man, and infallibly doing His work by their

free hands, almost always without their knowledge, very often against their will. For
me, as for every Christian, all ancient history is the preparation for—modem histoiy the
consequence of—the divine sacrifice of Calvary.* To this we add that both ancient and
modem history are only preparative for Uie wider and grander results at the Sec. Advent
of the once crucified One, to which iJl prophetic history points us. It is this Advent
with its grand results that illuminates history, showing what the Divine Purpose intends
to accomplish, bringing in an eventually world-wide Theocracy, a completed Salvation,

a manifestatipn of God's glory, and the reflection of that glory in His creatures. It is

this Advent with its redemptive agencies that enforces the fact that the Plan of Salvation
and its provisions are the outgrowth of love and mercy flowing from the nature of the
Eternal and Omnipotent One.

Obs, 2, History is imperfect and unsatisfactory unless some great accom-
plished fact, or work or condition is specified, and then the causes and
manner leading to, and effecting the same are traced and delineated.

This is true of Biography, revolutions, national life, etc., and it is emphati-
cally true of the most comprehensive of all histories, viz. that of the

world. The question, then arises, what great leading (biblical) fact does

the Word present for which all others are more or less preparatory. The
answer is plain, it is found in this Theocratic Kingdom of the Messiah.
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But to comprehend thia fact, wo must not confine ourselves to the past or
to the present but also embrace the future, the end contemplated by the

Oreator just as covenanted and predicted, and then trace back through the
several ages the provisionary causes working toward the end designed, A
reasonable, Christian, philosophical history can only thus be produced.
For then and only then will a Divine Flan, a Divine Reason appear, bind-
ing together into a harmonious whole what otherwise must lack coherency
and form enigmas, TIten the Bible will be found to contain the grand out-

lines of history, with hero and there a particularizing : and history will

corroborate the existence of an overruling power pressmg toward a fixed,

definite, pre-determined goal. The Bible has accurately described the his-

torical facts of the past, as numerous writers have shown. It does the
same with present history. Tlie reader will indulge a few remarks on this

point. Men may by captious criticism endeavor to pick flaws in the
post which is now beyond our personal cognizance, but if the Bible is as

unreliable as they claim and desire to make it, why do they not find these
in present history—^a history more diflBcult to foretell and portray than
that of the past, inasmuch as it is more distantly removed from the bibli-

cal writers. Here, if anywhere, contradictions ought to be found, and if

found, they would have special weight, because coming under our personal
observation. The unbeliever may take refuge in the past and urge assump-
tion upon assumption, but we ask him, if correct in his position, to

point out a single solitary contradiction existing between anticipated his-

tory and history realized at the present day. Thus, e.g. if the Jews were
not a scattered people ; if Jerusalem were not in the possession of Gentile
nations ; if the Church had not tares, divisions, trials etc. : if wickedness
did not abound ; if the Roman Empire was not divided, etc., then palpable
contradictions would exist, and unbelief could triumph. But present his-

tory contains no such adverse statements invalidating the truthfulness of

Holy Writ. Therefore, for this and other reasons, we hold implicit confi-

dence in the history of the future as also given in the same unfailing Word
;

which trust is especially confirmed by the remarkable and costly provision

made for its realization in the Person of the Messiah. Thus taking the
history of the future with that of the present and the past, reason perceives,

and faith acknowledges, a wonderful plan of redemption extending from
man's fall to his recovery, from Paradise lost to Paradise regained. This
Plan assumes definite form in the Kingdom of God, and in the provisions

instituted for its future realization. It evinces that God originally ^Prop.

1) contemplated a Tfieocratic form of government even in the paradisiacal

state (the only form of government consistent with God's relation to man);
it shows how man in his present condition is utterly unfitted for such a
government (trial having been made in Jewish history) ; it teaches how
God is gathering out, here and there, from among all nations the material,

the elements of strength, which when united and manifested at the deter-

mined period, will insure its success and perpetuity ; it declares, by the

portraiture of the establishment of the Kingdom, how we are to regard the
preparatory stages, the various dispensations, the Christian Church, the
permission of evil, the temporary rejection of the elect nation, the exist-

ence of Gentile domination, etc. ; it orings forth Jesus Christ the Son of

God and the Son of David, the promised Theocratic King as the central fig-
^tre of history, both as the One to whom all history directs the heart of

faith and the eye of hope, and as the One in whom history finds ita fulfil-
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ment and solution ; and it prononnces the Theocracy as exhibited in the
restored Davidic Throne and Kingdom then worid-extended, the highest ex-
pression of Messianic power in behalf of a sin-cursed world, the culmination
of a long series of mercifal preparations, the climax of Messianic: dignity
and glory for which all things hare been held in sufferance, abeyance, sub-
jection, and compassionate trial.

The Theocratic order nnmistakably teaches hb that there is a Divine ProTidence
overraling all things, even down to that dark end when Antichrist is allowed, for a brief
space, to triumph, making victory and punishment the more signal and glorious. A plan
gradually developed, consecutively followed, its progress toward completion assured, its
end never lost sight ot all things tending toward its open manifestation in actual realiza-
tion, and all this extending over thousands of years, may well cause us to reject Feaer-
bach's {The Esstna cf CkriaivanUy) declarations :

** Beligion is a dream of the handan
mind," " all theology is anthropology,'* declarations founded on an exceeding limited Tiew
ot both history and the covenanted Divine Purpose. Unbelief is driven to singular posi-
tions, as illustrated e.g. in J. S. Mill {Three Essays on MeUgion), who, influenced by exist-
ing suffering and evil, and utterly unable to reconcile it, concludes that if there be a Grod
that is good. He must be Umii«d in power. This line of reasoning deals only with infer-
ences and probabilities, and leaves entirely untouched the Divine Purpose as covenanted,
as continuously unfolded, and ultimately consummated in the removal of evil and suffer-
ing ; it is simply doing injustice to the Word, to past and present histoty, to the future
as contained in God's Plan, and to J. S. Mill himself ^or it is unworthy of his vigorous
intellect) because it leaves out of its due connection a Personal Will manifesting itself in
a consecuUve and fustoricaUy revealed Plan. The spirit inculcated e.g. in Gen. 50 : 20, will
ultimately vindicate God from the misjudgment of men. When able men strive to con-
struct a science of history as the result solely of natural law, leaving out a Divine Provi-
dence, etc., they simply elevate natural law above the Lawgiver. Such histoiy must
necessarily l^e imperfect, and when it is allied to a prejudice which denies the influence
of the Bible on civilization (as shown by Bochart, Gale, BtiUingfleet, Usher, Cudworth.
Wines, Neander, Witsius, and many others! it becomes still more onesided and mis-
leading. Just so soon as we lose sight of tne scriptural conception of history and trace
all to Natur&lism, then we are adrift on a dark sea without compass or rudder—as
evidenced by the varied and antagonistic views of the world's history given by such
writers. Some of the efforts to construct a consistent history of the world are referred
to in the art. " The Social Science ; its History and Prospects'* {North BriL Review^ Aug.,
1851), bnt all such attempts are not sufficiently comprehensive in that the Theocratic
idea, so full of light, is too much ignored or entirely misapprehended. It is true, as
Wordsworth (quoted Lange's Oom. Zech., p. 69) said :

" We speak of the connection of
sacred and profane history ; but what history can rightly be called profane ? What
histoiy is there, rightly studied, which is not sacred ? What history is there in which
we may not trace the footsteps of Christ ?'* Glimpses of this are readily found in the
allasious to and prophecies respecting Gentile nations in the Sible, as well as in the
ultimate outcome.

Obs, 3. Thifl Kingdom explains why only the briefest mention is made '

of Antediluvian history, and sach prominency is given to Abraham's his-

tory ; why Jewish history becomes such an important factor in the world's

history, and why comparatively so little is said of Gentile nations in their

national development. ' It enforces the account of the creation of Adam
and Eve ; it indorses the fall of man and the conseqnent withdrawal of

God ; it confirms the depravity and rebellions spirit of the race ; it shows
the design of election and why\ owing to postponement, the Kingdom was
not realized ; it explains the position of the Chr. Church and the inter-

mingling of tares and wheat ; and, in brief, it throws light upon all the

great leading affairs, past and present and to come, which have a moulding
and controlling influence in the world. As it is not within our purpose to

enlarge upon tnese points, one may be selected to illustrate our meaning.
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Take e.g. the creation of woman, which has been a standingjest among
unbelievers, and viewed in the light thrown upon it by the Kingdom, it

will be found related to and confirmed by the aspect of the Kingdom. Briefly

(see my art. in Proph, TimeSy Feb., 1870, for a more extended notice),

that there is something typical in this creation is plainly asserted by Paul,

£ph« 5 : 23-32 ; not that the marriage relation as it indiscriminately ex-

ists is a type, but that the creation of Eve and the relation she was made
to flustain to Adam (and to which the Apostle alone refers), is a type of

the creation of an elect, chosen body of saints (who constitute the married
wife. Prop. 127) and of the relation that they shall in the future sustain to

the Second Adam.* We have (a) Adam who ** is the figure of Him that

was to come'* (Rom. 5 : 14r-21 ; 1 Cor. 15 : 45, etc.)
;

(b) the sleep of

Adam typical of the future sleep, i.e., death, Jno. 11 ; 1 Cor. 11 : 30, etc.
;

(c) while Adam slept God "took one of his ribs" out of his side from which
the woman was made, i.e. the fundamental part, etc., typical of what took
place at the death of Jesus. *' Rib'' is symbolically used to denote a nation

or people, so e.g. Barnes, Oom,, Dan. 7 : 5. Now a people or nation is

taken out of the side of Jesus when He slept ; for, just as that out of which
the woman was made was taken out of the side of the first Adam, so that

out of which the woman is formed or builded for the Second Adam is

taken out of his side, and John positively asserts that he saw this, John
19 : 32-35. Now by this blood the sins of this people are remitted (Heb.
9 : 22), washed away (Rev, 1:5), and they are redeemed by it (Rev. 5 : 9),

purchased by it (Acts 22 : 28), delivered as prisoners out of the pit (an

allusion to the resurrection) by it (Zech. 9 : 11), sanctified by it (Heb.
13 : 12), etc. Thus as the first Adam slept that woman might be formed,
so the Second Adam slept (died) *' that He might redeem us from all in-

iquity and purify unto Himself a peculiar people" (Tit. 2:14; 2 Cor.

5 : 15 ; 1 Pet. 2 : 5, 9). This blood is far-reaching, extending to the

deliverance and manifested oneness in Christ at the resurrection, when this

people shall be publicly united to the Second Adam as His wife, (d)

After this ** rib*' was taken, God ''closed up the flesh instead thereof."

Only one woman is thus to be created for Adam, which is also intimated in
** T?hi3 is now bone," etc., which (according to Bush, Com, loci, and others),

more correctly reads :
*' This is for this time or this once bone," etc.,

*' implying that it was only on this occasion that woman was to come into

being tuis way." More correctly, however, we would say that it implies

that only for this time *' this once" shall a woman thus derived bear a

special, most intimate, and endearing relation to Him. One Eve was thus
specially made for Adam, and according to the uniform testimony of Script-

ure there is one woman or people peculiarly chosen and formed atid

specially designed for the most intimate union with the Second Adam in

the age to come, viz., the married wife as distinguished from the barren

* It has freqnentiy been attempted to understand in a scientifio way (Neander, Ch, His.,

vol. 1, p. 586) the tme significance of marriage as originally instituted. All acknowledge
from Paul's Language that some mystery is conneoted with it. Now, every effort from
the Valentinian Gnosis down to the present, if guided by scienoe alone, has proven a
failure. It is only by following revelation and the early Patristic Ghiliaam that we obtain
a clew to a typical representation which relates to f^^urs relationship of Christ and the
Church. What Platonism, Ebionitism, Gnosticism, Montamsm, etc., could not solve,

divine truth in its fulfilment clearly places before us, showing a deep s({pi^aney in the
peculiar, marvellona creation of woman.
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voman (Prop. 118) restored and the Tirgins. While in the age to come the
blessings of Christ as Hedeeiner will be most liberally and glorionBlj be-
stowed upon the restored Jewish nation (Prop. 114, eta) and Gentile
nations, yet it is also true that no other people will be thus signally
honored as thefirst-fruits^ first-hom ; for no others are thus taken and
exalted with a kingship and priesthood, with a similitude and power like
unto Christ's (Props. 86, 124, 130, 154). (e) " Made He woman" or
(Bush and others) " Builded her to a woman ;" with which compare Eph.
2 : 19-22 ; 1 Pet. 2 : 5, etc. (f) God *' brought" (or presented) ** her nnto
the man ;" so the Father is the One through whom this woman or people
is to be formed and presented to Christ. The sublime utterances ofJesus
Himself in John, ch. 17, fully show this in Christ's acknowled^ents that
they are given to Him, etc. (g) Then " Adam said. This is now" (or
"this once") '* bone of my bones aud flesh of my flesb," etc. The apostle
asserts the same in Eph. 5 respecting this chosen people and Christy and
this denotes far more than a mere spiritual union, viz., the elevation of
this woman or people into the most intimate relationship and oneness with
Christ in His manifested Theocratic ordering. They, as Peter says (2 Pet.
1 : 4), are made " partakers of the divine nature, by being made " like

unto Christ," *' who shall change our vile body, that it may be fashioned
like unto His glorious body" (''^like the body of His glory"), " we know
that when He shall appear we shall be like Him," etc. But sufficient has
been stated to show that the ordering of the Kingdom indicates, that in

the very creation of woman—in that it was brought about rather in the
way stated than in any other—God had in view a typical representation of
a '* great mystery*' (as Paul calls it) to he realized in the Kingdom of God,
when " the helpmeet" (i.e. a help fit or suitable for Him) provided by the
wonderful grace and power of God shall be united with Jesus to carry out
the Divine Purposes. Or, if we take Prof. Bush's rendering this woman
is " an help as be/ore him** (i.e. one corresponding to him, one adapted to
him, a counterpart of himself, etc.), which finds its counterpart in the
association, companionship, coheirship, joint rulership, etc., of the saints

with the Second Adam in His Kingdom, an exaltation gradaated by that
which the Son Himself, as David's Son, obtains.

The antedilnTian world, as its fate testifies, was not favorable for a Theocratio order*
ing. and hence it was not attempted ; Gentile nations, as their history indicates, conld
not be brought into the spirit and obedience requisite for sach an ordering, and there-

fore it was not proposed to them ; even the Jewish nation, so highly favoredj God fore-

knew was lacking in qnalifioations (which was foretold), but God had a plan to overnile
even this in mercy, and consequently the initiatory form was introduced, fiunsen
{Erfypif 1, 23) says :

*^ History herself was bom on that night when Moses led forth his coun-
trymen from the land of Goshen,*' but we prefer to locate it where God places its birth,

viz., in the call and covenant with Abraham, linked as it is with what preceded and what
follows. History is most intimately connected with the Bible. Moses has been called

(Wines's Com. lith.^ p. 317) *' the father of history." The Bible begins with no uncertain
account of creation, or of the race, or of the faJl, or of an entailed curse ; and then it

sweeps on, giving past and present history, and history in prophetic prospect, down
through the ages until redemption is completed. History in its more particular or mi-
nute form begins with Abraham. His call is a remarkable epoch ; so marked that the
Bible gives more place to Abraham's history than to the antediluvian period. His faith

could not have sprung from the idolatrous surroundings, and the covenants, so won-
drously carried out in preparative measures and earnests of blessings, conld not have
originated with him. The bearing of the facts of his life, so far-reaching in results (to

boui Jew and Gentile) upon the world could not have been caused by mere natural
causes. The placing of himself at the head of a nation, in the line producing the Christ,
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eto., was not the operation of a hnman mind bat of a dlvise will (comp. fi.g. Max MiiUer,
Cti^ from a Oer. Workshops vol, 1» p. 373). Ont of this call spning forth the Theocratio
idea, and its initiatory form in the Jewish Theocmcy. And, let the reader mark it well,
it was owing to this Tlieocraiic idea and rule that the histoiy of the Jewish nation alone
assnmes anch prominence and importance in the eyes of the Almighty Gk)d (Prop. 154,
etc.), while mighty nations and empires receive bnt the slightest notice. This, so objec-
tionable and nnacconntable to nnbelievera, is decided proof of divine inspiration. For,
instead of this feature originating in Jewish exdnsiveness, it proceeds from the simple
iact that aa the Earthly Baler of the nation. He most, in virtue of this relationship,
majiifest a specUU iniertsi in the nation. Hence several of the distinotive peculiarities of
the biblical history : (1) the circomstantial history of the nation until the Theocracy was
established ; (2) the same continued during its existence ; (3) the same giving the causes
of its removal ; (4) then the withdrawal of the records of events and the substitution of
prophetic history "nith a few exceptions. The particular and the prophetic history, just
as they are given, are needed, together with the Gospel history, to give us a complete and
pafed view of Qod's Puipose in the re-establishment of the downfallen Theocracy.
Everything relating to this idea, and essential to its comprehension, is carefully por*
trayed ; all else outside of it, is passed by or referred to as it may be effected by it.

Henoe the history of the Jewish nation even, outside of this Theocratic idea, has only
the briefest prophetical delineation, such as is given to Gentile nations. God shows
rtsped to His own Theocratic ordering, and when this Theocracy is restored again under
David's Son, persons will wonder that this feature was so much overlooked or undcr-
yalned.

Obs. 4. Again, take tho fall of man and the personal withdrawal of

God. However the historical account ma^ be explained, fact demonstrates
the tmthfnlness of both, viz., that restraming influences are requisite to
incline man to virtue and holiness, to moral law and order ; and that Qod
i3 not personally present with man. So long as these facts exist, it Is folly
to deny them ; and unless a better explanation than that given in the
Word to account for the introduction of such facts is presented (which has
never yet been done), it is both unwise and xinsafe to reject the Biblical

statement on the subject And the more so, seeing that tho past and
present history of the world introduces a multitude of additional corrob-
orating facts, evolved by a Divine Plan for the removal of such a fall and
the restoration of tho personal Divine Presence, The Kingdom, in which
the curse entailed by the fall is to be removed, necessarily must be con-
sidered in its detailed announcements (to see whether it is adequate to
efifect the same), and in its provisionary measures (to see whether tho re-

sults contemplated will thus be reached). Hence to take the fall and view
it as an isolated fact, briefly expressed, without observing Us connection
with history, is doing violence to Holy Writ ; true logical reasoning and
impartial justice to the Word, will take up the Divine Plan thus far mani-
fested, and especially as it will yet be realized, and regard the evidences
which have for severab thousand years accumulated in support of a pre-
viously announced statement and of tho predictions relating to the future.
To prove that the Biblical account is unworthy of confidence, let it be
shown that the provisionary means instituted in and through Christ, and
in and through this Theocratic arrangement (as it shall be manifested) are
inadequate to produce the deliverance contemplated, and then an argument
of vital strength will indeed be arrayed against the Word. While the Bible
appeals to the fall of man aa a fact that self-consciousness attests to, and
that the history of tho race abundantly confirms, it at the same time pre-
dicts (which is now so abundantly fulfilled) that men will arise and ignore
this fall, decry^the natural depravity of the race, reject with scorn the pro-
visions made for its removal as unnecessary, laud and magnify the natural
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ability of humanity to save and exalt itself, nntll the Perfectibility of
Human Nature shall be endorsed and advocated by the multitude. 'The
testimony of all nations, savage and civilized, to a sense of. sin and guilt,
of religious needs, mediation, sacrifice, prayer, etc., and the evidence of a
Word fortified by the evolution of a regularly constituted and carried-out
Plan, are by many, even now, regarded an proofs of superstition. But such
conclusions invariably ore based on isolated, detached, and fragmentary ob-
jections, lacking force and power, because not founded on a comprehensive
view of the history (past, present, and future) of the race as given in the
Word. Men endeavor to find flaws in this or that link in a connected
chain of Divine Purpose, without regarding cither the relation that one
link sustains to its comrxidcs and to the whole, or the design intended by
its Maker in forming sncb a united chain. To avoid misapprehension, let

it be added : While the Bible insists upon the depravity of man, yet at tho
same time it also states that such is his condition, mental, moral, and
physical, that God still deemed him worthy of redemption, and in the de-
termination of such redemption and the provision made for it through
Jesus Christ elevated man to a position of dignity which he is now
at liberty either to retain, confirm, and enlarge (viz., by tho reception
of Christ), or to degrade and forever forfeit (viz., through the rejec-

tion of proffered salvation). The establishment of this Kingdom (in

the kingship and priesthood of the saints, in the restored happy con-
dition of the elect Jewish nation, and in the rich blessings bestowed upon
Gentile nations) vindicates tho dignity (bestowed by grace) of man, ex-
hibiting his capacity for (advanced by love) and enjoyment of its privi-

leges, honors, and happiness.

The flttident is also reminded that, owing to onr limited intelligence, we will find in
the hiBtory of the world, (is well as in nalnre and in the Bcriptorea, mysteries. It is

ntterly impossible for any one to form a consistent whole unless admitting that he does
this " by faith, " the same faith that finds God, His Christ, and the Spirit. Faith elevates

ns to the Baler of all things and canses ns to nnite the world with itti Creator jnst as the
Bible asserts. Dr. Sprecher (77i« H''iWcn6crger, Oct., 1877) refers to this when advocating
"the Christian idea of the universe of things," and that " the unavoidable is not the
result of blind force, but the words of conscious mind and inteUigent thought," so that
'* the necessary and the unavoidable is the determination of infinite reason, and is

directed to a rational end,** and from this argues, notwithstanding the mysteries con-
nected therewith, the relationship that we sustain to that WilL There is only one solu-

tion, and that contained in the Bible, to the evils of the world, to the removal of the
cursa, to the enigmas of regeneration puzzling the minds of statesmen and others ; this

is found in the Becond Advent of ''the Christ,** and its related truths, especially the one
pertaining to the Kingdom. The six thousand weary and sad years of humanity, bound
in a curse and adding to its horrors by the effects of wilful wickedness, are designed to

teach man that he needs Thtocraiic help in the Person and Power of the Theocratic
King, Jesus the Christ—the earnest now, the perfect realization hereafter. Faith holds
fast to this hope.

""

Ohs, 5. This Kingdom throws additional light npon the problem of cyil,

and if ever a correct Theodicy is formed, it must bo based npon tlie Theo-

cratic ordering as it will ultimately be realized. The reader must place

himself in that period when the Kingdom is restored, and all the blessings

forfeited are more than regained under the reign of the Messiah and 11 is

brethren, and then, too, he must look back upon the past few thousand
years with something <rf that largeness of the Spirit's apprehension of time

(for with God those thousands <}f years, so long to man, aro as days, or as
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** a moment"), and then look forward to the long, long-continued, ever-
enduring prosperity to which the introductory thousands of years form the
briefest of episodes. This narrows down the prevalence of sin and the
provisionary means to overrule it to a narrow space of time ; it brings in
numerous reasons in justification of the goodness and wisdom of God over
against the allowance of sin and misery ; it extends our views of the ex-

pression of the Divine Will, of God's deeign in glorifying Himself, of

securing man's happiness, of bringing forth a higher state of thin^
through mercy and love. It vindicates the fact that originally God did
bestow happiness upon man, which was forfeited through his own moral
agency, and that He will yet bestow happiness upon man (excepting to

those who wilfully reject it) after a brief—very brief in the light of the

ages to come^^rovisioftary period has expired. It evinces then the tran-
sient nature of evil ; that sin, so far as the race is concerned, is only
temporary, and that its dominion under the Theocratic rule will he forever
crushed. It also teaches that sin was not a necessary means to accomplish
the greatest good, but that God in spite of sin (resulting from the deter-

mination of man's free moral agency) so overrules it that great good re-

sults, for man restored under the Theocracy shows that sin was not req-

uisite in his case to attain unto so high and noble a destination, but
rather that he gained it over against sin through extended mercy and love,

seeing that that which sin marred called for special interposition and pro-
vision, and that sin itself will finally be put down by a terrible exhibition

of supernatural power and vengeance. The Kingdom re-established, when
** all shall be rignteous," etc., hero on earth, proves that sin is no necessity

in the government of God ; that it can and shall bo effectually crushed as

a disturbing element, originating in an allotted freedom to man. A re-

markable feature is also developed by the rewards and stations in this

Kingdom, viz., that evil itself, brought upon man by himself, is made
disciplinary^ and that grace, in the proper endurance of the same, will

even thus make it a source of benefit in the testing and elevation of char-

acter. In view of man's free moral agency (the God-given power of

choice), evil is permitted and entailed both as a punishment (to magnify
the majesty of law and the danger of sin) and as a means (overruled as

such) for good (to arrest and lead to the acceptance of Redemptive pur-

pose, etc.). Hence, that which God depreciates and forbids in man, and
which He threatens to punish with severity, is allowed (Rom. 9 : 22, etc.),

in mercy toward man, because it could even be mado subservient to his

discipline and punishment, and it could bo finally rooted out without
detriment to the Divine character, thus displaying His wonderful power
and love in safely tolerating (it being against Himself) it, for a time, and
then in effectually destroying it. Finally, this Kingdom teaches us in its

astonishing Theocratic arrangements (e.^. in the gathering and association

of the saints as joint rulers, etc.) that sm and its consequent evils in the

world will only be endured until a sufficiency of moral and religious power
(in the persons of the elect) is gathered out to insure an overwhelming,
triumphant, and perpetual ascendency of a pure Theocratic government over

all the earth, and then sin and evil are doomed to descend from their

ascendency and forever perish. Looking at the world's history, not dis-

connectedly (as at the separate, detached parts of^a machine), but con-

nectedly, and especially at the grand end to which it is destined under a

pure, powerful, beneficent Theocratic rule by " the man ordained

"
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through "the Father of mercies"—then instead of having a world like
that described by Carlyle {Latter-Day Pamphlets) sinking to ruin and
satisfied with the hopeless mockeries of government and religion ; or, like

that represented by Froude (Tlie English in Ireland^ vol. 3, p. 1-4), con-
stantly passing through ** the long toil of reconstruction," ever repeated,
we have a world redeemed, freed from the curse, and restored to more than
its former Paradisaical state.

All the points enumerated in this and preceding obserrations are BtndiooBly ignored
by unbelief, and hence the deductions (as e.g. Mill's, Obs. 2, note 1) that are presented
to the lowering of Scripture authority. Our doctrine necessarily makes much of the biii^

torical connection of the Plan of Redemption. While holding forth the Plan itself, it

also appeals to the facts of history, past and present, and from the proyisionary aspects
thus attested to, supports faith and hope in the ultimate completion. Spiritn&iism,
mysticism, materialism, etc., olose their eyes to hdh the Plan and the historical attestation,
and suoh a mode of procedure, coming from cultivated minds, indicates a certain *' wUl-
ingnua*' to engage in this onesided consideration. Science has led some of the deepest
Uiinlcers, who reject and refuse to follow the spiritual teachings of the Word, to refuse
the idea of a foreknown intelligent design and plan in the production of material n&turo
leading to the acknowledgment of a wisdom, will, etc., in a personal Creator. Ifc may
'Well be asked, will not such allow the existence of a purpose, indicative of the same, in
the past and present history of the world as foreshown by prophecy, and the preparatory
measures instituted to fulfil covenant, and as realized by history. Here certainly ia a
wide field for reason, if it will only calmly and dispassionately enter its domains— not
with a predetermined judgment, but with an unbiassed, unprejudiced mind. We do not
then need to occupy the position of Hume, who (as quoted by an anon, writer, Proph.
TifMSf vol. 6, p. 6) remarks respecting the Buffering and evils of the world : ** The whole
is a riddle, an enigma, an inexplicable mystery. Doubt, uncertainty, suspense of judg-
ment, appear the only result of our most accurate scrutiny concerning this subject."
Fully admitting that we now must, in the nature of the case, see through a glass, darkly,
and that God now hides Himself in Providence as in nature, yet certain great landmarks
are given, within whose limits we find rest to our souls, peace to our minds, and
hope to our hearts. The amplitude of evidence respecting the Divine Purpose, sup-
ported by a personal experience derived from faith in Jesus, gives us the assurance and
confidence that evil is temporary, and will, iu God's own good time be blotted out of
this world. The gradual preparation is going on, and when Jesus comes again the con-
summation will be witnessed ; and then, too, it will be vividly realized that the history of
the world evidences the fulfilment of a Divine Plan, which, without interfering with the
freedom and accountability of man, issues ultimately, as promised, into a gloriouM per*

fedtd Redemption, to which grand result evil itselt both individual and national, is per-
missively allowed, in order that, consistently with man's freedom, Providence and Grace.
Wisdom and Love, may evolve the preparation necessary for so great a fruitage, and
eternally fix through the ceaseless ages the affections of those who once felt the curse
and experienced deliverance. Many are now disposed to revive and modernize the old

Stoical theory that " evU is absolutely necessary in the order of the world as the shadow
is to the light," etc., but our doctrine of ultimate complete deliverance (as well as the
original creation, the work and sacrifice of Jesus, and God's hatred to sin) clearly shows
that it is unnecessary, that it pertains to an imperfect state, that it is only now permitted
to exist for wise purposes, and that it will be bo overruled as to promote the honor and
praise of God, the Bedeemer.

Ohs, 6. Much is said respecting progress, and the praises of Perfectibility

are loudly proclaimed by rationalistic, naturalistic, and mystical advocates.

But the history of the world down to the Second Advent shows that God*s
estimate of human nature is the only correct one. Progress there is

;
prog-

ress in the developing of the Divine Purpose
;
progress in the fulfilment

of prediction : pro^ss in the gathering out of the elect ; progress in

knowledge of all kinds, etc., but a decided and general progress in the

highest of all things, securing world ascendency, viz., in true piety, will
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evermore bo lacking. The history of the Antedilnyian era, of the Jewish
nation, of Gentile nations, of great Empires, of the earl;f Christian

charches, of this dispensation culminating in the widespread wickedness of

the last days, are painful evidences of advancement and retrogression, of

progression and stagnation, and finally of j)ositive general unbelief, irre-

ligion, and enmity. Human nature—such is the sad lesson—remains the

same down to ike end of ike age. The lessons of the past and present

;

even the exhibition of unspeakable love in the provision made for salvation
;

the tears, sufferings, and death of a Saviour ; the bright and glorious pros-

pects opened before repentance and faith, fail to impress ike race with a
proper sense of moral obligation and allegiance enforced by gratitude and
love. This calls for that hng-delamd hut surely coming wrath and ven-
geance of Almighty God. But while human nature in the aggregate re-

mains the same, God has been constantly preparing for the enforcement of

His decree, by gathering out a portion of the race to form the nucleus of a
restored Kingdom of power which will shine forth with great glory after

the lighting down of sore trial and postponed wrath upon the last embodi*
ment ^Props. lGO-163) of human wickedness, llien will it clearly appear
that this long series of repeated depravity, finally culminating in the

Antichrist, was only permitted in order that during this period this dis-

tinctive and peculiar people of God, desired for coneirship with Jesus the
Christ, might he formed for the Theocratic Kingdom.

Prophecy, as has been noticed, finds its proof not so mnoh in considering isolated

predictions (as e.g. those referring to nations, cities, or even to Christ) as in a clear

historical development in accord witii it> and in a continuous unfolding of the Divine
Purpose culminating ia the Person of Christ, not Only as to the past but much more as
to the future, who is to perfect it. This, no doubt, has had its influence upon many
minds, sach e.g. as Ewald's. (A liberal writer in the Westm, iJetneio, July, 187it p. 98,

amusingly refuses to acknowledge the advances of Ewald as follows :
** Ewold clearly

shows, in spite of his sympathies on many points with the Rationalists, that he is still at

bottom a Snpematuralist, admitting as he does a specific distinction between the pro-
phetic revelation of Israel and that of other nations.") Prophecy simply teaches us what
nistczy will be in the future ; it does not itself make history, for that which gives
prophecy—a power more potent than prophecy—makes history, either directly or per-
missively. Hence we cannot receive the opinion of Myers {Presetd Day Papers), who
makes prophecy not *' to be conceived of under the image of history thrown from the
future upon the present, but rather under that of a prominent principle continually
reproducing itself in the future." This does not sufficiently discriminate between
prophecy as recorded, and the power that bestows prophecy ; it is the latter that vindi-
cates the former, and the fulfilment of the former indicates that ihfi Supernatural has given
it Besides this, much of prophecy is given not merely to foretell future events, bat to

inform ns how and when certain things pertaining to the Divine Purpose are to be real-

ized, and, therefore, is a portrayal of what thd will do to carry out His Plan. It is thus
the revelation of God's will and design.

Ohs. 7. This Kingdom realized, throws light upon the doctrine of

atonement and its relationship to the history of the world. It is unneces-
sary to dwell upon that feature which Biblical, Systematic, and Dogmatic
Theology has so fully and ably discussed, viz., how the death of Jesus, the

shedding of His blood, is conducive to the remission of the sins of the be-

liever. It is only our object to designate a few things, too much over-

looked^ which, in the knowledge of this Kingdom, were affected by His
death. Our entire argument unmistakably evinces that Jesus died, among
other reasons, in order to fulfil the covenants (vide, e.g. Prop. 50). For
when He came and tendered the Kingdom on condition of repentance and
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the nation refused to repent, and He was rejected (Prop. 57), it became
necessary to provide both a sacrifice for the natioa (that it ehonld not
utterly perish), and for Gentiles (that they might by repentance and faith

in His blood be brought into the adopted line). Tliis was affected by the
voluntary offering of Jesus, so that through it God's forbearance and love

could be manifested in continuing (against the sinfulness of the nation and
world) His gracious purpose to fulfil the covenants. It is a matter of pro-
found amazement, that the greatest preparation for such a fulfilment is

made in a manner that, humanljr speaking, seems to defeat it, viz., by Ills

death. But its n^essity and eminent fitness is evidenced, not merely in

the manner already intimated, but by the results flowing from it, for " He
died for onr offences and was raised for our justification/' Jesus and the

apostles justly nnite the death and the resurrection, ascribiDg to the latter

evidence that the former was not endured in vain. Now let us see what
the Kingdom gains by the nnion of this death and resurrection in the way
of fulfilling the covenant promises of God. By this death and resurrec-

tion Jesus Christ as David's Son becomes the covenanted immortal, glori-

fied Son of David. He gives the highest possible expression of obedience
to the Divine Will ; and He that has thus obeyed is worthy also to reign.

By these He gains power over death, so that He is able to deliver His own
from the prison house at the time appointed. These constitute Him a King
worthy of all love, for the Theocratic King, the King of glory died and
was raised to deliver His coheirs and subjects. By these He, as David's
Son, is made worthy of, yea perfect for (so the Scriptures, Prop. 84), the

exalted Theocratic position. His death and resurrection are tlie pledges

or evidence, if we will receive them, that the covenants will be most amjolu

realized ; for by the same we have not only the perpetuation of the Jewish
nation and final restoration insured, the door of faith opened to Gentiles,

the gathering out of a seed unto Abraham manifested, but we have the

Theocratic fitpess, the immortality, the resurrecting power of the Son of

'M&n fully vindicated, constituting Him the One predicted, able to perform
the promises of God, and bring deliverance, at His Coming, to a sin-bur-

dened and groaning world. His death and resurrection are the two most
noted events that liistory thus far records, and they form the real basis of

past, present, and coming history, inasmuch as they show that through the

provision made by them all history thus far has been possible, and that

future history, as represented in the Word by anticipation, will exist.

The question is Bometimes asked why God does not reve&l Himself to a nation as He
did to Israel ; why He does not personally oommonicate with man as He once did. The
answer, from onr position, is plain and decisive. Because no nation occupies a Thfo-

axUie relationship ; when this is restored then He will again be present and accessible.

Until a people is prepared for a Theocratic ordering, the dignity and honor of the Mighty
One refuses such a personal communication. FreparatiTely He only reveals Himself in

and through faith, training a people for ike coming revdaiion of Himself. But the time is

near when Ood will again reveal Himself and dwell with man in the Person of Jesns the

Christ. The prevailing idea of many writers is to make the incarnation the greatest

event in history (as e.g. by Dr. Nevin in Mercersbui^ Theology. Dr. Tumbull in Christ in

History, etc.), and this certainly cannot be eulogized too highly, seeing that through it

the means are provided for the fulfilment of the covenants. But even this should not be
allowed to overshadow the glorious manifestation of this humanity in the future, and the

Kingdom resulting therefrom. Dr. Schaff (His. Apos. Church, Introd., Sec. 39) says

:

'• Christ is the centre and turning-point, as well as the key of all history." This is eminentlyt

true, for history before the First Advent is introductory to Him ; history after this

Advent is preparatory to His future manifestation as Theocratic King ; history, both past
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and present, has a oonstoni nference in ita ultimate import to Him. So Lange (CS^m.,

Intfod. to GeneHis, p. 6) makes " the one pervading theanthropio subject of Holy Script-

nre, Chriat and the Kingdom of God.** Numerous writers^ however they may explain

this Christ and Kingdom, take the same position, and a comparison of the whole Bible,

Old and New Testa., inevitably enforces such a conclusion. The culmination of all, the

explanation of all, is found in the Christ and His Kingdom.

Obs, 8. It has become very fashionable, both in theological and scientific

circles, to associate almost everything with ** the Universe," imitating the

inflated style of Orientalism, which imagines that things are honored and
exalted in proportion to the application of high-sounding words. Some
works teem on almost every page with such wide-sweeping phraseology,

that if we were to credit them, the Son of Man died for the Universe and
was destined to reign in the Covenanted Kingdom over the Universe. We
find nothing of the kind in Holy Scripture, He died for man, for this

world, to meem it, and in this world tne Christ, David's Son, is to reign

in the promised Kingdom. Such language arises from mistaking the

sovereignty of the Logos with the Father for the covenanted Kingdom,
Prop. 79,' 80, and 81. The history of Jesus as Theocratic King is united
with the future history of this world. Having under various Propositions

fully established this ; and also that, by means of this Theocratic reign,

this world shall be brought into harmonious relationship to the Universe,

it is sufficient to ask theologians and writers to consider that the Bible very

pointedly confines itself, almost exclusively, to the history of this world, to

the fall, the intermediate period, and the recovery, and has but little to say
concerning the Universe so persistently paraded by men. When the status,

destiny, etc., of the earth is comprehended, it will be time to receive the
labored conjectures respecting the Universe. While neither of them can
be passed by, we are more directly interested in the earth and its Redemp-
tion. The history of the earth is revealed ; the history of a Universe is

not designed, even in its broadest possible outlines, in the Bible ; and it is

therefore passing beyond the Record to ascribe to the Universe what really

and truthfully belong to our own known world. The temptation
of presenting illustrations upon this point is resisted, lest we might be
charged with caricaturing men whom we love and esteem. A mere men-
tion IS sufficient for the wise and prudent. While it is proper and neces-

sary to introduce the Universe itself, it is highly objectionable to give it

the prominency mentioned.

The Flan of Bedemption rooonoiles this world to the nniTerse, and opens the way of
access to it. When this world is brought onder Theocratic rule, when the cnrse is

repealed and Satan bound, when the renewal and restitution are effected, iken the knowl.
edge of the universe will be immeasurably increased. Science, divinely directed and
under the protection of those who no longer see through a glass darkly, refined and puri-
fied under the reign and power of glorified beings, becomes the hallowed, cherished
handmaid of faith, hope and love, and aids in swelling the. praises of God and His Christ.

Obs, 9. In such a conception of the world's history, including a view of

the whole from the beginning to the end, from the provisionary to the
completed design, we have confirmed the statements made by comparative
theology when non-partisan (as e.g. in the hands of Max MuUer, Science

of Religion, etc.). This Kingdom embraces, as our argument shows, the
deliverance of man, as man, from the thraldom in which he is now placed.
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But tills itBolf asserts the superiority of man, his origin as given in the
Word, and his capabilities for a high destiny. Scientific research, thus
conducted, after tne primitive man, corroborates what the Bible appeals to
as a subsidiary witness, viz., that man—^all men—in every age, however
sunken or advanced, degraded or civilized, has exhibited a moral, a re-
ligious, an intellectual nature above that of the mere physical and animal,
which constitutes him the noblest of God's creatures on earth, eminently
worthy (evidenced and increased by the death of Jesus in his behalf, which
proclaimed him in the light of moral law unworthy, and yet, in the light

of God's love and as God's own special creation, worthy in view of his
capacity, etc.) of the scheme of Redemption instituted for his recovery.

Tne provisionary means toward this Kingdom constantly refer to the

truthfulness of even *' Natural Religion," exhibited in the varied forms of
religion and in the outcroppings of truth, doctrine, and feeling, springing
from the constitution and surrounding of man, so that the commendation
of the Word of God finds its response in the heart of man iteelf. Science,

aa the writings of eminent men abundantly testify, establishes the moiul
and religious nature of man, the unity of the race, the abiding sense of

God, the consciousness of dependence and accountability—in brief, the ex-

istence of all those great leading religious ideas which form tlie basis of a
receptive revelation and of man's adaptedness for advancement (with the
promised aid) in the way of salvation. The advances made in science (used
onesidedly by a growing class in hostile attack upon the Bible) are by
many thoughtful men (as e.g. Dr. Ulrici in Ood and Nature) deemed con-

firmatory of God, being made the postulate of physical science. Valuable
works from various sources come laden with the fact, that all truth illufl-

trates and corroborates what the Bible insists upon as most reasonable,

viz., faith in God, and in a God of the Bible as therein presented. For
truth is never isolated ; it belongs to a grand system, and when deep
thinking men come to place this or that truth in tno connection which it

sustains to the whole, then inevitably comes also tho notion of the Infinite

who has established the truth, made as responsive to it, etc. But while
even science teaches how rational it is to reject that gross materialism,

which allies man in his early history with the brute, and severs him from
accountability to a moral governor

—

how reasonable it is to refuse credence
to that rationalism which coniines itself to a natural development of re-

ligious ideas without acknowledging the Higher Power which nas thus con-
stituted the capability of development, and the right of such a Power to

command and to be obeyed

—

liow just it is to pass from the law to the
Lawgiver and not to make the latter subordinate to tho former—^yet with
all this confirmatory evidence (corresponding as we have seen with the
doctrine of the Kingdom, both in the provision for, and in the final estab-

lishment of, the Kingdom), much more, immensely more, is needed .to reveal

how man's necessities can be met and man's salvation can bo secured.

This is revealed alone in Holy Scripture. The Divine Purpose in relation

to man, to the institution of law, and the present arrangement of the

world, is alone found in Holy Writ ; and science, philosophy, in brief, all

real knowledge derived outside of that Word, only establishes that the facta

in the constitution of man, of law, and of the world, are such as to make
such a Purpose necessary, reasonabh, and eminently worthy of a Creator,

Preserver, Benefactor, and Redeemer. And may we add, that as the lesser

or subordinate ought always to be regarded in the light of the higher or
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superior, so the deductions of science—all knowledge outside of the Word
—ought always to be considered in the light of a constantly developing and
finally completed Divine Purpose, Surely in this, as the all-wiso God Him-
self teaches us, is true wisdom.

There is an nnderoarrent of sadness, of niter hopelessness, that appeals to onr hearts
ia the writings of some nnbelievers. It is foond in that olass of sceptics who, amid the
grave donbts and dedaotions of reason, deplore their own lack of faith in the fatnre, and
regret that they have nothing better to sabstitate in place of the one deemed over-

thrown. It evidences at least a misguided sincerity, which strongly calls for sympathy.
Even snch, howeveri endeavor (as e.g. Hennell in .An inauitV concerning (A« Origin cf (JhriS'

UanUy) to comfort themselves by *' indolging the thon^t that a time is appointed when
the craTings of the heart and of the intellect will be satisfied, and the enigma of oar own
and the world's existence be solved " (quoted by Owen in IM). Land, p. 160). The time
appointed by Ood is overlooked, the agencies prepared for that time are ignored* the
Divine Purpose which embraces such a time remains unoonsidered, and the result fol-

lows, viz., that no intdUgenl faiih and hope, based on the past and present history of the
worid as manifesting the gradual but sure development of God's Sedemptive Plan, can
be entertained and expressed. Men will, however, deliberately and intentionally close

their eyes to any delineation of divine purpose. Even the influence, past and present,

exerted by the Jewish and Christian religion and theology ia passed by without special

notice. Thus e.g. tohy does Herbert Spencer in his system of philosophy based on evolu-

tion and framed by an alleged inductive plan omit this theological aspect ? Why must
his system ignore sach an important element, having so wide an influence over man and
nations, having so regular a development sustained by well-known historical progres-

sion ? What answer can we possibly give ? Spencer strives after a certain unity (an in-

telleotaal necessity) and oentres it in the Unknown, but the Bible, without such an effort

to build up a system of philosophy, does far more when it brings all to <A« WiU of a per-

sonal Ood^ and centres it in f^ Knotoable. The former, after all, is mere inference, wnile
the latter, owing to origin and continuity, to design and puipose, finds its proof in self-

consciouaness and reason. Prof. Adler in "The Evolution of Hebrew Beligion" (Pop.

ScL MbnUdy, Sept., 1876) says that '* scientific inquiry" has concluded " that the trans-

mission of historical information had in no wise been the object of the Hebrew writers"

(of the Pentateuch) ; and that the Bible is no ** text-book of history." But this position

we can reasonably expeot from a man who receives the Bible as he does Homer ; who
manifests his prejudice by seeking out discrepancies, and who comes to it biassed by a

previously constructed history of Ms own. Every step evinces an evident anxiety to dis-

credit its statements by sulratituting the so-called deductions of science ; and the objeo-

tioni, BO abundantly answered by apologists, are repeated as if never met. Schopen-
hauer in ThBWorid regarded aa a Manifestation of WiRj utterly denies the origin and con-
tinuance of the world under a Personal Qod and Divine Government, and hence history

is only a description of human wretchedness, pain, misery, and ever-returning suffering.

Life is undesirable ; to be bom is a misfortune ; to marry, and be the means of introduc-

ing new life is an unworthy action, seeing that it only perpetuates sorrow and torture ;

liring beings end in man, for no superior Being would eJIow such a wretched comedy or

tragedy to exist ; to long for annihilation, to believe in no future existence under any
form, to die and that to be the end of all is the noblest philosophy and best support.

Such a view of history and the destiny of man is the result of gloom, despair, unreason,
and from which unbelief itself so largely recoils. Hartman in the Philosophy of ihe Ur^
conscious sees nothing but evil preponderating in the world ; no divine plan or all-power-

ful Ood is overruling to a beneficent end ; in this the best of possible worlds wretched-

ness prevails ; philosophy teaches the sad fact that existence is a curse ; that man is

deluded by false hopes to cling to that existence ; that such hopes prompted by instincts

are a blessing in that they finally, through progress, reveal the utter misery of his state ;

that the highest desire is to wish for the annihilation of self and others ; that enlighten-

ment of our state only brings disgust and a desire to be rid of it ; that a true knowledge
of our real condition will in the future precipitate fearful catastrophes and loss of life ;

that the future threatens—aa a blessing—annihilation as the end of all woe, for religions,

progress, the notion of future life, etc., are illusions imparting vain hopes. He, however
(like Mill, eta.), constructs a God or Power that lacks ability to control the evil, remove
it, etc., and hence, logically (from his standpoint) leads on the world to its destined end,

annihilation. In even allowing a Creator of a world of wretchedness, he gives us, to save

this Creator's honor, an " unconscious" God, To avoid an alleged ** absurdity*' he
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plnngds inio one thai is greater. Take the God of the Bible and oontxast it with Hartman^s
God, and the One is Idghi, while the other is darkness. Take the biblical aoooont of the
evil and misery of the race, with the design connected with pzovisionary means, of ulti-

mate release, and contrast it with his deolttrations. and the one imparts hope of deliver-

ance, while the other f^ives nothing but despair. We repeat : the creation of the world
and its races, its evils and antagonisms, its fearful experiences from natnre and man, its

repeated stages and ohanges inyolving' terrible suffering, etc., would form an inexplicable

mystery if it were not far the light of the Bible, presenting a connected and sustained re-

demptiTe scheme, holding forth a definite and magnificent end worthy oi such a Creator
and creation. Clontemplating not merely the preparatory stages in their ascending scale,

but the greal End which brings praise, honor, and glory to God and His Christ, we find

the key—which philosophy and reason outside of this can never obtain—to the world* s

sad history.
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Propositiox 195. Thi% doctrine of tlie Kingdom may^ analogi-

cally^ give tis a clew to the Oomrnnient of oilier worlds,

•

The astronomical idea of the vast plnrality of worlds (which
Paine and others so offensively parade over against the reasonable
representations of Newton, Boyle, Bacon, Chalmers, Fnller, Brew-
ster, etc.) is in all probability the correct one. The Scriptures deal-

ing almost exclusively with man and this world, still indirectly, by
Bi>eaking of intelligences outside of this world and by various refer-

ences to the creative i)ower of God, the magnitude of His work,
etc., make the view a consistent one. Such worlds inhabited by
rational creatures are necessarily under the moral government of

God- This is admitted by all, but we go a step beyond by adding,
also under the civil government of God. For, considering how
God institutes government here and perfects it, we may, from anal-

ogy, draw the inference that other worlds are also governed by
similar Theocratic government ; God in each case condescending
to act as the specific world ruler. In this way two important ob-
jects are attained : (1) a desirable Unity in the universe is obtained
and (2) the happiTiess of each world is secured.

In reforenoe to other worlds being inhabited, it Beema to the writer that a oonsidera-

tion of Isa. 46 : 18 la amply snfflcient to justify such an opinion. In deolaring that Qod
formed, made, and established the earth, it is added i "He created it noi in vain (or, iobe

emplyX Heformed Uiobe inhabUed." Here the reason assigned for creating a world is spe-

cifioally given, viz., that it may be the dwelling.place of living oreatnrea. It is most xm-
reasonable to suppose that the numerous worlds, some of immense size, are formed in

order to remain empty. The Omnipotence of God, His creative power, is certainly not
only employed in flllinft the heavens with ponderous insensible bodies, utterly incapable

of appreciating His glory and majesty intelligently. He places upon these, therefore, as

upon tiie earth, creatures with reason and moral powers capable of showing forth His
praise and enjoying the blessings Avowing from creative goodness.

Obs, 1. It is true that this Theocratic arrangement by which God and
man are brought into union and fellowship is one instituted in a fallen

world, and a peculiarity, distinguishinpf it from others, may exist in the

union of God with David's Son for Redemptive purpose. But the 77teo-

cratic idea, God ruling, is prominently preserved, so that where Redemp-
tion is not needed, it alone exists in the form in which it would have existed

if man had not fallen, or in that form evinced before the Theocratic-

Davidic order. That is, in each world God is the recognized Ruler of the

same, either directly by communications given by Himself, or by some
Agent or Agents taken into special union with Himself. The isolation of

each world from all others (without forbidding intercommunication with
heavenly beings), and the necessity of having law and order with its rcsul-
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tant for each one separately (without ignoring the common bond which
thus binds them into one grand whole), make this Theocratic arrangement
available for the highest and noblest society of creatures that exist in any of
the planets. It ma^ even suggest, how, if other creatures have fallen like
man, this Theocratic idea can be made available in their case by the union
of the Divine with a sinless being connected with a fallen race thus forming
a bond of inseparable union between God and the race. And for aught
we know this bond maj exist in Jesus Christ, who as God-man, related to

fallen humanity, may in virtue of His obedience, etc., be the Saviour pro-
claimed for other worlds, if indeed a Saviour is needed, simply on the
ground that the proclamation of the sacrifice made for sin through Him is

sufficient to teacn a Universe the sublime nature of law, of sin, the neces-
sity of having a Mediator, etc. It is, however, extremely doubtful whether
other worlds need Redemption like ours, and as the subject is one of pure
speculation, it may be dismissed with the single remark, that unfalien or
fallen, the very relationship of the creature to the Creator, presupposes some
such order of government, and as we only know how our world is to be
governed, viz., in the Theocratic form, it is natural to suppose that others
will likewise be thus controlled.

To avoid miBapprehension and the oharge of making thns many Chriats (which ve
expressly guard against), we may properly explain more folly our meaning, which is

this : While the Divine-Hnman in Uie person of Jesns Christ is specifically, in virtue of
the covenanted seed, appointed to reign here on the earth, we do not and dare not limit
the divine in its sweep and manifestations over and in any part of the universe (Props.
79 and 80). This is iUustrated by the presence of (he divine even now everywhere, and
which was characteristic of it even when David's Son was living here on earth. Besides,
this part of the subject is given not as a dogmatic truth, but as an interesting specula-
tipn. In this view the phrase " only-begotten Son" may refer to the fact that He is

revealed as such to our world without limiting the power of iha divine in Him as to other
worlds. The reader will notice, oa a matter worthy of reflection, that Jesus has the
Kingdom most specifically promised to Him as to His humanity (Props. 81, 82), because
the divine in the Theocratic idea is something that in the very nature of a Theocracy is

taken for granted. The unbeliever says that it is inconceivable that when other worlds
also need a Saviour that Ood should send His Bon to this world alone. Chalmers, it is

said (by a writer in North Brit. Eeview, May, 1854. p. 7).
'* has rather cut than untied the

knot, when he expresses the opinion that the inhabitants of these worlds may not have
required a Saviour." It is contended that creatures living in worlds of matter, subject

to material laws, will not be " exempt from sin. suffering, and death." But this does
not follow legitimately, unless it can be shown conclusively that Adam and Eve must, of
necessity^ have fallen under the curse. We see abundant provision made to secure their

immortality, and the divine record impresses us with the belief that had they remained
innocent, the mortal would have been swallowed up in life by access to the tree of life.

On the other hand, admit that such creatures likewise endure probation and a fall, the

writer referred to argues that just as Christ's death extended in its divine influence and
healing bock to the past and forward in the future, to all lands, to all men, so it may
extend to all places needed in the universe ; its beneficence may not be limited, and its

manifestations of love and mercy may not be satisfied short of the extension of sin and
need of redemption. But we need not Origen's ultra view, which makes the starry

world, living beings, animated by souls, subject to vanity and corruption, and also de-

siring release.

Obs, 2. The Will of God done on earth as it is in heaven, evinces the fact

that it is only performed or carried out when nations are thus Theocrati-

caUy governed ; and hence, that the Divine Will favors such a form of

government, as bein^correapoudent with heaven itself. Now, if God thus

identifies Himself with, so small a world in the interest and happiness of
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His creatures, and even condescends to a relationship with humanity
through David's Son to cause the Will of God to be done on earth as in

heaven, we may readily conclude that He will not be less identified with
other worlds in a form of government similar in kind, modified to suit the
peculiar status of the creature, and influenced, if need be, by the special

manifestation of it here in the person of Jesus Christ Small as this world
is, it is undoubtedly true, seeing the interest angelic beings are represented
aa taking in it, that the Redemptive work of God in Christ causes, in view
of the priuciples and amazing love Involved, the most profound sensation

and feeling wherever made known in the Universe. The happy illustration

nsed by some writers of a rebellious province, small in territory as it

may be, affecting the general welfare, can be greatly extended if we allow
the perpetuity of this Theocratic order in a constantly visible and now
accessible (i.e. to other worlds, vide below, Obs. 4) salvation. The manner
in which it was affected, and is continued forever, closes the door to the
dreary thought of rebellion, and forever secures, through the noblest of

motives, the heartfelt allegiance of all intelligences. The Universe cannot
but esteem this world as a wonderful theatre, because of the actors engaged
in it, the government of God involved in it, the astonishing results

wrought out in it ; and to estimate with any degree of correctness its vast

influence, we must wait until the work is completed, and the hosts of God
rejoice with us in perfected Redemption. Of one thing we mav rest

assured, that because of its vital relationship to the honor and giory of

God and of Ilis Son and of the Spirit, it will he made known wherever the
government of God extends, both to glorify God and to benefit the creat-

ure.

Dr. Spreeber {Qro/wndvoork TheciL., p. 36, etc.) has some fine thoaghts respecting this

vorid being a moral narsery to prepare intelligent creatures for other worlds in the
ooxuBe of preparation for the occupation of rational creatures. We only add to his idea
of " a training school," that if we incorporate the Theocratic idea, and that such in view
of their relationship to Jesus are fitted—being like Him and filled by His spirit— to im-
press an existing Theocratic ordering, or to inangnrate and carry on, through the Christ
a Theocratic government, the force, beauty, and sablimity of the whole is advanced.
This the above writer hints at in the expression, " and in all worlds, instmcting and gov-
erning their more yonthfol and inexperienced inhabitants ;'* we, however, bring it forth
prominently. Xumerona writers of great ability declare that the redeemed will visit

other worlds, angelic-like, to tell the wondroas story of redemption, exhibit in their own
persons its results, show forth the praises of Father, Son, and Spirit, etc. To this we
add : their powers will be exerted in enforcing the highest and noblest of all relations,

Iht Thbocndic.

Ohs. 3. The questions of David (Ps. 8 : 3, 4) and Solomon {% Chron.
6 : 18) are only satisfactorily answered on the supposition of the vast ex-

tent and inhabited (intelligent) condition of other worlds, and that the
visiting and dwelling of God spoken of have reference to this Theocratical

order, a relationship similar to that enjoyed by other worlds, but for

which this world has made itself unworthy on account of sin. It is a mat-
ter of no surprise that God should manifest Himself thus nearly in

government to unfallen beings, bat it is a matter of the highest amazement
that so great a God should be so merciful in condescending to fallen man,
requiring, in order to affect a restoration, a costly sacrifice of love.

Hie reader will find some writers who, In order to meet the objections of infidelity

respecting the insignificancy of the earth, contend that this world is the only one inhab-
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ited by intelligent creatures, as e.g. the author of The PktraUty qf WoHds (with Intiod. hj
Fres. Hitchoock). Bnt this is virtaally a lowering of the cretttive power, moral and dvil
gOTemment, etc., of God. and a darkening of the immensity of the nniverBe over agaixuit

the light thrown upon it in Scripture, ^e would rather take the views, as more biblical,

reasonable, and worthy of God's greatness, of thnt class of writers iUnatrated by Sir
Darid Brewster's work. More Worlds than One the Oreed of the FhUosopher and the Bape cf
the Christian, (Comp. also an anon, work entitled The Universe no Desert, the Emrih no
Monopoly^ Huygen's Celestial Worlds Discovered^ Dick's Ch. Fhilosophy, Fontenelle's Plu-
ralUy of Worlds, and the writings of Bruno, Galileo, Chalmers, and others.) We cannot
receive Whewell's view, that this earth alone is inhabited, and outside of it there is a
" universe of vast watery balls, each wrapped around a centzal cinder," etc. Some, how-
ever, add to this the idea that the earth becomes the centre of other wprlds which event-
ually also become habitable. But such theories exalt our planet beyond all others in
point of favor, when it is but small in comparison with what astronomy reveala. Proctor
in '* Other Worlds and Other Universes" {Eelee. Mag,, April, 1877) occupies a medium
between the two views, making, in brief, different stages of preparation, inhabitation,

desolation, renewal, oocupying countless ages, so that some (not all, because others are
represented in a stage of preparation, or else in a course of desolation) are inhabited.

So also in ** Life, past and future, in other Worlds " {Sdenee and Byways) he asserts, as a
culmination, that " every member of every order—planet, sun, galaxy, and so onwixd to
higher and higher orders endlessly—has been, is now, or will hereafter be, life-support-

ing ' after its kind.* " Dr. Sprecber (Oroundwork of Theol, p. 367) takes the position
that all other globes may be, like the earth once was, merely in a gradual preparatory
state to receive ultimately rational creatures. Admitting that such may be the case with
many, yet it seems to be opposed to analogy and Scripture intimations to conclude that

this is the case with all, because (1) it would exalt our globe, but an atom compared with
the universe, out of all proportion in the scale of creation ; (2) it would lessen our idea
of the declarative glory of God, promoted by an intelligent creation ; (3) it would limit

the creation of intelligent creatures, such like man, to a very brief period ; (4) the main
reasons urged in favor of such an opinion, derived from the observation of a few planets
(viz., that Uiev are unfitted for men to live in, etc.) have no special force, because
(a) others may be fitted and inhabited, while such are in a transitory or preparative stage,

and (b) the conditions under which life may be sustained in other planets may vary con-
siderably from ours, evidencing the variety in creation. The deductions of astronomy
and of science do not invalidate the opinion of older writers, and in the language of a
writer {North Brit, Retnew, May, 1854) the inhabitation of such worlds " assigns the cause
oi their existence,'* for to believe that all these ponderous bodies were created in order
to give light, and " that the descendants of Adam might study their motion and write
books of astronomy, is an opinion which could only find credence in minds of the most
limited capacity, and in hearts devoid of all sympathy and feeling.*' While unable to

form BO harsh a judgment, yet it seems that a proper consideration of honor, power,
glo^ belonging to Gk>d as Creator^ should forbid our limiting the intelligences created to
praise and adore Him as the Almighty. {On Plurality of World's comp. Lord's LU, and
Tfieol. Jowmal, Oct., 1864, Proph. Times, Nos. 9 and 10, 1874. etc.)

Obs, 4. This Kingdom—Theocratic-Davidio—is represented as bringing
this world into direct communication and fellowship with the Univerao.
Owing to rebellion, the angelic hosts, which once shouted for joy at the
exhibition of creative energy, withdrew from this world, and only occasion-

ally have they been permitted to reveal themselves to man. But this in-

terdiction, caused by sinfulness, will bo withdrawn, for on the restoration

of this Kingdom, under the blessed reipn of Christ, they shall freely com-
municate with this earth as Jesus told Nathaniel (John 1 : 51). This also

indicates that the government thus instituted, which restores such inter-

communication, is in full accord with that in other parts of the Universe.

And as manjr able writers have asserted as hiffhlv probable, there may be,

the saints being made equal unto ang;ela, ana their transportation being
dependent upon their will, communication by the saints witn other worlds
thus practically and effectively presenting in the persons of the redeemed
the work of Eedemption. Thus the redeemed may be employed to show
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forth (Eph. 3 : 10) " the manifold wisdom of God,'* and " the unsearch-

able riches of Christ," answerable to the desire (1 Pet 1 : 12) of even
angels, and to the wide extent (Rev. 5 : 13) to which the knowledge of the

Lamb and ascriptions of praise to Him shall progress.

In Ftop. 179, Obs. 8, we guarded onr doctxine against a perversion so far as the
covenanted Theocratic Kingdom of David's Son is concerned, and the biblical statement
on the fiubjecL While the Bible is only concerned vith the redemption of the world
and largely excludes the universe, yet it flndtf» as we have shown, its attachment to the
universe likewise in its ultimate outcome. This Theocratic idea thus urged also presents

oa with an argument against the deductions of unbelief drawn from the alleged smallness
of the earth when contrasted with the greatness of the universe (as urged by White,
Draper, and others, and which—Curtis's Life cf Webster, vol. 2, p. 684—affected Webster's
reason but could not remove his faith), because it shows us the unity of government
existing, the intimate and enduring relationship of all worlds to the Almighty. It en-
hances the majesty of God, the extent and benevolence of His Divine Cktgnizance, the
importance and value of religxooB and civil principles, the love and mercy shown to

creatures.

Obs. 5. Tills nnion, however, with other worlds, is evidenced by the very
constitation of the Theocracy itself as realized and exhibited in the person
of the Theocratic King and His associated Rulers. If the King were
merely David's Son then the Kingdom would be isolated and confined to

humanity

—

the precious Theocratic element would be lacking. But with
David's Son is inseparably connected the fulness of God, the invisible God
(Col. 1 : 15-20, etc.), the Divine, so that God rules in and through this

Son. The Divine-Human makes Him the specific Theocratic King by
whom this world is brought into desirable and blessed subjection. The
Divine—the same to which creative power and all the divine attributes are

ascribed before its conjunction with David's Son—forms the link, in its

nnion with humanity, by which the latter is brought into its tnie relation-

ship with the Supreme Kuler of the Universe, attracting and binding it to

the Divine in the firmest of bonds, and then through the Divine (for

Father and Son are One) attracting and binding it to the general, univer-

sal system of law, order, blessedness, etc., under the Sovereignty of God
Himself. Even, as intimated, this might be adduced from the associated

Rulers, for they are represented as partaking of the divine both in soul and
body—in soni specially baptized by the Spirit, thus imparting of the ful-

ness given to Jesus, and in body made like unto Christ by the power of

resurrection and glorification—so that this very impartation of the divine,

by which they are elevated to an equality witti angels, leads to the con*
elusion that the barrier hitherto existing between this world and others is

' broken down by the raising up of humanity to the plane occupied by other

intelligences^ the divine cementing and perpetuating the union thus effected.

The comprehensiveness of the blessings pronounced on the saints go far to

strengthen such a position, while the distinctive relationship they sustain

to the King of kings fully connrms it.

The student may be interested to notice the work The UMeen Universe ; or Phystiea
i^pectdcUions on a FiUure iHate^ in which a need for Christ is found in the general economy
of the universe. This is based on the creative power attributed to the diviue in Christ,
making Him ** the mysterious, infinitely energetic^ inteUigent, developing agency, resid.
ing in the universe and therefore being, in some nense, conditioned.'* While constitut-
ing the Father unconditioned, ** the unconditioned First CauHe of all things,'* the work
also concludes the Bon to be God " of the same substance as the Father, but different in
person, and who has agreed to develop the will of the Father, and thus in some roysteri-
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OUB sense to submit to conditions and to enter the TmiveTBe. The relation of this Being
to the Father is expressed in Hebrews, in the words of the Psalmist :

* Then said I, Lo.
I come ; in the volume of the book it is written of me ; I delight to do thy will, my
God ; yea. thy law is within my heart.* ** "In fine, such a Being would represent that
conditioned yet infinitely powerful developing agent, which the universe, objectively
considered, appears to lead up to. His work is twofold ; for in the first place He de-
velops the various universes or orders of being, and secondly, in some mystetiona way
He becomes Himself the type or pattern of each order, the representative of Deity, as far
as the beings of that order can comprehend, especially manifesting such divine qualitiee

as could not otherwise be brought to light," etc. He thus " fills e3i things." ¥liatever
force the student may allow to such representations, the work is vitiated (however it may
incline to the divine aspect of the Son uf God, etc.) by not discriminating between the
Divine Sovereignty appertaining to Deity and the union of Deity and humanity in the
Person of David's Son for a specific purpose^ viz., to exhibit in and through Him a Theo-
cratic rule here upon the earth. Hence the work does not observe that *' the Christ" is

not a title pertaining to the universe or to creation, bat a title and office belonging to
this earth, revealing God to us as aclucU real mrUUy Theocratic Rvhr in the humanity of
Jesus. We find too much resemblance to the utterances of the Neo-Platonic school of

Alexandria (comp. Kingsley*s Schools cf Alexandria, Neander's Ch. Uxsioiy, etc.), which
divei^es from the biblical statements in exalting the divine and ignoring the human : for

as Augustine long ago stated, there is a wide difference between the two representations,
in that the Platonist utterances simply affirm the divine nature of the Logos (HiUo's
"Divinity articulate"), while the Scriptures insist, as forming " the Christ** an incarna-
tion, humiliation, suJfering, death, resurrection, exaltation, return of the Son of Man,
etc., relating to this earth. The objection, then, to such works is thia : they swallow up
the distinctive Christ and covenanted work in the divine.
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Proposition 196. TTiis doctrine of (lie Kingdom gives us a
more compvehenaive view of the work of Chinist for Medemp-
five purposes.

This ifl seen in the fact that onr doctrine makes mnch of what
Christ is yet to do ^t His Sec. Advent, Even many of our oppo-
nents concede what Dr. Gerhart (art. on Christianity and the Ad-
vent) asserts that Christianity is " only relatively complete" but
advocating its completion at the Sec. Advent, s^iying: '* In the Sec.

Advent, accordingly, Christianity will become the absolutely com-
plete divine revelation," i.e. realized. But our view embraces not
merely the completion of salvation in the saints of this and former
ages by exx)eriencing the resurrection, etc., but includes salvation

in restoration to all forfeited blessings pertaining to saints, to the
Jewish nation and the race. The Kingdom itself, while embracing
salvation, becomes the medium of salvation to the world. When this

period of re-establishment comes, then to the preparatory work of
Christ is odded the direct supernatural Theocratic power by which
deliverance is obtained and evermore sustained. Without detract-

ing from the necessary and precious work already performed and
now in progress, our view lays great stress on that•which is yet to

follow (founded on the sacrifice of Calvary), and unites the two in

order to give the true and comprehensive sense under which it is to

be regarded, thus making His Sec. Coming *' the blessed hope'''* and
a coming " unto salvation!^ in its widest reach.

Ohs, 1. The careful student will have noticed that the Jews before and
at tho Advent of Jesns were accustomed to designate the period or Tesnlts

when the throne and Kingdom of Darid should be restored under the
Messiah, as ^' the Salvation,''* This phrase is strictly biblical, summing
up in a word the totality of blessing, and was derived from the Millennial

descriptions of the prophets, as e.g. Isa. 25 : 9. The Kingdom of tho
Messiah and salvation were in the Jewish mind convertible terms ; and
it needs no reflection to show how appropriate the term is, seeing that it

was employed by the prophets to designate tho deliverance from all evil

and the bestowment of all blessings in this Kingdom, The term ** sjilva-

tion," correctly apprehended by the primitive Church, was from Origen's
time applied too much to the present life and to the intermediate state. If

we turn to the apostolic teaching we find, on the other hand, a full and
free adoption of the Jewish phraseology, without placing upon it another
and widely differing interpretation, and its direct reference to tho future,

when, aB propheta teach, it will be realized. Thus e.g. Hub. 9 : 28 ;
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2 Tim. 2 : 10 ; 1 Thess. 6:9; Rom. 13 : 11, and kindred passages take for

erantcd that the salvation spoken of is the same that pious Jews expected.
If otherwise it would have been differently explained, and the first

churches would hare been enlightened concerning it. The expectation of
salvation related to the ful6iment of the covenant and restoration of the
nation is well stated by Zocharias (Luke 1 : 69-75) as embraced by the holy
l)ropliets, and this salvation the apostles declared—whatever the earnest
might be in the present or intermediate

—

to be still future.

It is aaddening to see the modem conceptions of " salvation,** and to observe hov
intelligent men. in order to exalt them, deory the ancient views —although sostained by
the plain grammatical sense—as '' carnal." What a contrast exists between the present
prevailing spiritualistic, indefinite belief and the one based on the oaUi-bound oore*
nants ! If we even ventare to call attention to this antagonism, and to <}aesfcion the
modem faith, mnUitades are ready to designate onr coarse as ** heretical,'* if not some-
thing worse. Alas ! what an astonishing change, when ** the Christ," ** the Kingdom,**
and even " salvation*' itself are transformed from their co\:enariled and prtdidtd miming.
The most selfish and mystical conceptions are adopted in preference to the simple truth.

Obs, 2. Hence the Gospel is denominated *' the word of salvationJ*
^ Acts

13 : 26, which is to l>e realized throuch Christ—the reception of, and
obedience to, Jesus is **///« way of satvatioHf^^ Acts 16 : 17—the lecep-

tion of the truth in Christ imparting remission of sin is ** the knowledge of
salvation,^* Luke 1 : 77—the Gospel of Christ is ** the power of God unto
salvation to everyone that believeth,*' Rom. 1 : 16. Such references, im-

plying the distinctive sulvHtiun as future, could be easily multiplied. The
reader will notice, as e.g. in Eph. 1 : 13, 14 ; Phil. 1 : 27-29, that, what-

ever we now receive from ** the Gospel of salvation," it is only " M«
earnest^* of the distinguishing salvation—the specific salvation—held forth

by the covenant and promises. The least reflection will indicate the pro-

priety of this feature and of the careful langimgo of the apostles when re-

fL»rring to it. For certainly in this life, subject still to trial, suffering,

death, etc., the saint is not aelivered, and surely in the intermediate state,

whatever it may be, with tlie body in the grave, the nonrfulfilment of

covenant promises, the postponement of the reign on earth, etc., the saint

is not enjoying the predicted inheritance, crown, reward, etc., only to be

given at the Sec. Advent. Therefore it is that the apostles so constantly

contrast the present condition of saints with that which will be experienced

lit the Coming of Christ, as e.g. 1 John 3:2; Rom. 8 : 24 ; Rom-
5 : 1. 2 ; 1 John 2 : 28 ; 1 Pet. 1 : 5, 7, 13 ; 4 : 13 ; 6 : 1, 4, 10 ; James
1 : 12 ; 2 : ; 5 : 7-9 ; 2 Thess, 1 : 5-11, etc. Indeed, it is in view of this

inexpressibly great salvation still future, that Paul makes the mrch-
admired argument in 1 Cor. 15, where ho says, ** If in this life only we have

hope in Olirist we are of all men most miserahle^^^ showing that by the

resurrection of Jesus we have a firm, sure hope of being also finally saved

through Him by the power of the resurrection in the order and manner
delineated in the chapter. Therefore it follows, as a matter of course, that

ibelievers, even receiving "the token" and '* the earnest" of salvation

should be exhorted to^^ work out their own salvation," Phil. 2 : 12—to

put on ** for a helmet (he hope of salvation" that they may " obtain salva-

tion by our Lord Jesus Christ,** 1 Thess. 5 : 8, 9 (and which is linked by

the context with "* the day of the Lord ") — to *' stand fast" that they

jnay make manifest that they are indeed " chosen and called ww^o' salvation
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throngli sanctifioation of the Spirit and belief of the trnth," 2The8a. 2 :13,
15—to ** endure all things for the elect's eakes, that they may also obtain

the salvation which ia in Christ Jesus with eternal glory/' 2 Tim. 2 : 10-12
to hold to tho Holy Scriptures which are able to make us wise unto salvation

through faith which ia in Jesus Christ, 2 Tim. 3 : 15— to take heed unto
themselves and unto the doctrine^ continuing in the same, that they may
be saved, 1 Tim. 4 : 16 : etc.—so that those who are added to the Church
are ** such els sJ^ould be saved," Acts 2 : 47—that those who are sharply

dealt with may " be saved in the day of the Lord »Iesus," 1 Cor. 6:6—
that those for whom we patiently labor ** may be saved,*' 1 Cor. 10 : 33 and
15 : 2 — that salvation through the truth is freely tendered to all men, 1

Tim. 3:4; Acts 16 : 11 ; Rom. 6 : 9, 10, etc., in order that thej may be-

come Hob, 1 : 14, ** heirs of salvation.^' The great, the emphatic salvation

is then still future, and hence, the work of Christ, is not ;^et completed.
The solid foundation is indeed laid, the preparatory work is progressing,

but the lime for the perfect realization of salvation has not yet arrived.

This most offeotnally sets aside those ertraTagant eulogies of the present and of the
intennediate state, so loadly proclaimed by nameroaa writers. Whatever these may be-
stow upon OS. they are only the earnests of the great salvatioa, and it is a disparagement
of the 8eo. Advent and its reanlts to disconnect and transpose that which the Spirit has
joined together. To elevate the preparatoxy to completion, to exalt the initiatory to oon-
sammation, to substitute human hopes and expectations for the express promises of the
Scriptures is untcwe atvd derogatory to the Word. Salvation includes far more than moral
and bodily regeneration, for it embraces the covenanted Kingdom of God« the inheritance
of David's Son, the joint-heirship and reign with the Christ, the restoration of the Jewish
nation and its Theocratic exaltation, the willing subjection of the nations, the renewal of
creation, the blessings, honor, and glory of the ages to come. This is a salvation indeed,
far-reaching and wide-sweeping, commensurate with the necessities and happiness of the
individual, the elect nation, the Gentile nations, the race and the world.

Obs. 3. The apostles not only freely adopt the current phraseology of the
Jews concerning salvation—thus indorsing them—but in the most posi-
tive manner point out that the expected salvation to which the tribes nope
to come is delayed to the Sec. Advent. Let the reader place himself m
the position of Jewish expectation based on the prophets—let him enter-
tain the Messianic ideas of the Kingdom, viz., the Messiah sitting on the
restored Davidic throne and Kingdom reiptni tig over the earth and which
waa expressively summed up in the prophetically derived word. ^* Salva-
fion^'—and with such views let him read the utterances of the apostles
respecting salvation, and he will be—as the early churches were—confirmed
in his Jewish ideas. Thus e.g. to illustrate—take* Paul* s instructions to
Titus (ch. 3 : 11-13), and the salvation that the grace of God brings, in-

stead of being manifested *' in this present world " (in which we are to
** hve soberly, righteously, and godlv,^^ is postponed to ** the glorious ap-
pearing of the great God and our Saviour Jesuit Christ,*' so that now we
are exhorted to be *' looking for that blessed hope^' inspired by the proph-
ets; In Heb. 2 : 3-5, the '*' great salvation*' is linked with " the world to

rome,** the Jewish aspect of which has already been sufficiently indicated
under Prop. 137. Jude, verse 3, writes of a ** common salvation," but
unites this in his short epistle with the Coming of the Lord and of His
saints (v. 14), and with the presence of Hia glory (vs. 21 and 24). But
Peter (1 Pet 1 : 3-13) declaring, that those who are saved " are kept by the

power of God throughfaith unto salvation ready to be revealed in the last
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timef'* and after sfiserting that this ealration Btill fntnre is identical with
that prophesied by the prophets, in the most positive manner (vs. 7 and
13) teaches that it will only be realized *^ at ilie appearing of Jesus
Christ,*' and '^ at the revelation of Jesus Christ/* Surely this ought to be
decisive of the matter.

Surely snch plain and emphatio Scripture as has been thus presented ought to sweep
ont of existence that abundance of religioos Uteratore—HO darkening to the tmth and so
deadly to a proper appreciation of ** the blessed hope'*—which makes '* the salvation** so
complete in this life and after death that it practically reduces such passages to no special

Tsiue and preoiouaness. To make the earnest equivalent to the glory, and to ulevate

death into the place of " the Christ" coming unto aalvation. renden its believer incapalAe

of a correct apprehension of the Divine Forpose in " salvation,'* or to appreciate even
what the Scriptures mean by '* salvation."

Ohs. 4. Seeing that the apostles refer the salvation spoken of by the

prophets to the time of the Sec. Advent, it may be corroborative of our
position to glance at some of the prophecies which describe it, and notice,

briefly, what things are included under the phrase. If we take Isa. 25 : 9

we find by the context that it embraces the reign of the Messiah in Jerusa-
lem, the resurrection of the righteous, the overthrow of all enemies, uni-

versal dominion, etc. The salvation of Ps. 9 : 14 is identified with " the

lifting up from the gates of death/^ the removal of enemies, the judging of

the world in righteousness, etc. The salvation of the righteous in Ps-

37 : 30 is linked with the inheriting of the earth when the wicked are

utterly rooted out of it. When '*the Lord makes known His salvation"

Ps. 98 : 2 it is, when He comes '' to judge the earth/' when He has done
'* marvellous things,*^ nnd '" His right hand and His holy arm hath gotten

Him the victory," aud '* He hath remembered His mercy and His truth

toward the house of Israel." When ** the Lord becomes our salvation"

Ps. 118 : 14, He overthrows the confederation of nations that compass the

righteous, He remembers mercy for the elect nation and doeth valiantly

;

the righteous " shall not die but live," for He will not eive them " over

unto death," When God will ** clothe the Priests with salvation" Ps,

132 : 16, it is said that David's Son shall sit upon David's throne, " for the

Lord huth chosen Zion, He hath desired it for His habitation. This is my
rest forever ; here will I dwell, for I have desired it"

—** there will I make
the horn of David to bud " and ''His enemies will I clothe with shame,
but upon Himself shall His crown flourish," etc. At the time the Lord
**will beautify (comp. 2 Thess. 1 : 10) the meek with salvation" Fs.

149 : 4, then Israel will rejoice in their King, the saints will be joyful

in glory, and the honor of executing judgment is conferred upon them.
Thus the Psalmist portrays salvation, and it is worthy of remark that the

personal presence of the Messiah (comp. marg. reading of Ps. 42 : 5) is

requisite (see Prop. 120 and 121) to secure it, and that it necesearily

embraces a restoration from dispersion and captivity (comp. Ps. 85 : 9

;

Ps. 14 : 7 ; Ps. 53 : 6). One of the most mournful and pathetic represen-

tations of the downfall of the nation, the desolations of Zion, the treading

down ol God's own inheritance, is found in Ps. 74, and here the inspired

writer, recognizing the election and the consequent Theocratic union

which (interrupted as it may be for a while) can never be entirely re-

moved, t»ks God ''how long'' this shall continue, and rests himself upon
the Theocratic idea '' for God is my King of old, working salvation in the
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midst of the earth/' helioving that He will *^ have respect unto the cove-

nant, " If there is force in language, the certain inference follows of a
complete restoration of Theocratic rule over the nation with which it is

specially identified. Tarn to Isaiah, and the same strain is continued.

When ** God is our salvation" and we shall *' draw with joy water out of

the wells of salvation" Isa. 12 : 2. 3, it is, aa the context snows, when He
arises to smite the earth, to slay the wicked, to reign gloriously, to recover

the remnant of His people " the outcasts of Israel and the dispersed of

Judah, and when ** the Holy One of Israel " is present. Comp. Isa.

33 : 16-32 ; 45 : 17 context ; 49 : 8-11 ; 59 : 16-21 ; 60 : 1-22 ; 63 : 5 ;

61 : 10 ; 62 : 1, etc. 8aeh references could be multiplied, the prophets
being filled with them, in which this salvation is connected with the Com-
ing of the Lord, the resurrection of saints, the entire removal of enemies,

the return of the Jewish nation, and the restoration of the David ic-Theo-
cratic order under the Messiah, the universal dominion and blessedness re-

saltins^ out of this arrangement, the removal of the curse, and the regain-

ing of Edenio conditions, the bestowment of additional honor, power,
glory. Taking even such a brief survey of the prophets, seeing how
the apostles united their fulfilment with the future Advent of King Jesus,

surely the early Church was consistent and logical when it thus received

and understood ^'salvation," and looked for Jesus to come and finish the

work so happily begun.

How la it possible, then, with anoh a oonneoted Beries of things pertaining to the one
salvation, that men so persistently close their eyes to the same, and believe in and repre-
sent to ns a salvation materially different from this portrayal ? Is there not a heavr
weight of responsibility somewhere ? Take np onr respective systems of divinity, and,
with scarcely an exception, they teaoh a salvation which the primitive believers conld not
possibly recognize as the scriptural salvation eooenarUed and predided. Many of those
sjiitems are satisfied with securing in some (an imperfect) way the happiness and blessed-
ness of the individnal. and if they can land him safely in the third heaven, they deem
their work complete. If snch succeed in spiritualizing the inheritance of Jesus and of
His saints, and in having the humanity completely absorbed in the divine, they consider
their task fully aooompUshed, no matter how antagonistic it may be to the express lan-
guage of Scripture and to the faith of pious Jews and early believers.

Obs. 5. An essential part of the work of Christ, is to fulfil the covenants
and the prophets. This He has done to a certain extent, and is now per-
forming m tne Church and world, but the most remarkable and desirable

portion is still unfulfilled. The sealing of the covenant with His own
precious blood, etc., is exceedingly precious, but the fulfilment of the
covenant in actual realization is described as blessed beyond description*

Indeed, if we but stop to reflect, that the prophets scarcely dwell upun the
intermediate, intercallary state but hasten on to describe, under every
variety of expressive language, the astounding work that the Lord shall

perform in the day when the Covenanted Kingdom and its attendant bless-

ings shall be experienced, then we have evidence, afforded by the Spirit,

how much of the utmost value is still related to the future.

The prophets give place to a very small space in describing the humiliation, suffer-
ings, and death of the Messiah, Y^en compared with the larger one appropriated in por-
traying the realization of salvation under His Theocratic rule. The former, indispensa-
ble, was a sad, mournful subject, the latter a triumphant one ; the former, exceedingly
precious, was a means to secure a glorious end, the latter a description of the splendid
resnlts attained by it We would not for worlds detract from the glory of the cross, but
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while Bnrveying it with love and revereDCOf it would be weakness and lack of visdom if

we did not look with hope and joy at the aubUme end which it is intended to subfierre.

We are too apt by confining ourselves to the sacrifice on the cross, to limit the range of
Boripture passf^ea. The intent and scope that the Spirit had in view, is marred by our
not constantly keeping in view the entire Divine Plan which the blessed sacrifice bo
vitally subserves. Thus e.g. John 1 : 29 : Gal. 1 : 4, etc. receive deeper significancy
when we contemplate redemption perfected, and then consider by whom it is perfected,
and by what a costly and necessary sacrifice its ultimate completion and realization are
secured. The full meaning of Jesus being the propitiation of our sins and of the world,
will be only seen and appreciated when covenants and prophecy are amply fulfilled.

Obs. 6. The work of Jesus is also that of restoring the Kingdom cf God,
as instanced, e.g. Acta 15 : 16. We have seen how this was evidenced even
by the first preaching of this Kingdom. The Kingdom was overthrown

;

it was offered on condition of repentance ; it was rejected and then poBt-

poned. Will it ever thus remain postponed ? No ! the entire spirit of the
Old and New Test, points to the future manifestation of Jesus ChriBt as

the Theocratic King, when this glorious work of restitution will he per-

formed. The titles of Messiah, Cnrist, Lord, and King, whatever applica-
bility they may have to the present, have reference to this specific ap-

pointed work of rebuilding the fallen tabernacle of David and reigning
over it, bringing all nations, through it, in willing pubjection to His world-
wide dominion. Even the names of Jesus, Saviour, and Redeemer assume
a deeper significancy, when the power of the first reenrrection, the bestow-
ment of Kmgship and priesthood, the actual inheriting of the Kingdom
and its attendant blessings, are experienced. Let the Kingdom be re estab-

lished as predicted with Jesus Christ at its head, dispensing the grace of

His reign, and the world has practically evidenced the sublime truth that

it is through Christ alone that the world is saved. He and He alone is the

procuring cause and most efficient instrumentality in doing this by the

establishment of a Kingdom in every way adapted to the necessitiis, wel-

fare and happiness of man.

Onr entire work has this for its definite pnrpose, viz., to show how and when the

oovenanted Theocracy of the Messiah is to be established by Him at His retnm. Thift is

the grand goal of both covenant and prophecy, and by it the honor and glory of God is

fnlly and perfectly manifested ; by it the redemption of the creatoie and world is

completely secnredL

Obs, 7. The work of Jesus, which is to ** destroy the works of the devil
"

(1 John 3 : 8), is only partially performed. The requisite preliminaries

have been graciously jprovided in His own sufferings, death, resurrection,

ascension, and exaltation—the gathering out of an elect people is going

on, and the earnest of Redemption is thus mercifully presented—salvation

is freely tendered to all who will comply with the conditions of repentance

and faith—but the great culminating work, which results in the complete

overthrow of Satan, and the restoration of all the blessings forfeited

through him, is postponed—mercifully also, seeing that by it a chosen body

of first-fruits is secured—until the time of the revelation of this Kingdom.
Redemption is still incomplete ; the works of Satan still exist ; and he is

the god of this world ; the saints even fall under the power of the enemy
deatn and are not delivered from the grave; sin and its sad results are

visible on all sides in the continued curse fallen upon creation. Modern
theology has too much confined the work of Christ in the destroying the
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works of the devil to this dispensation or intermediate period, and over-

looking, or, underrating what Christ is yet to do (directly and by auper-
natural power, which alone can reach those works), in order to accomplihli

this work. Indeed, so far has this advanced under spiritualistic and
mystical influences, that mnlcitndes have such exalted views of the Be-
demption of the saints in present deliverance from the works and power of

Satan and present resultant happiness in Christ, that nothing further
seems necessary to secure its perfection, so that even the resurrection, the

Edenic state, the removal of the curse from creation, and other grave

points involved, are either discarded, or ignored or slightly esteemed ad of

no real importance to the perfect accomplishment of the work. On the

other hand, relying on perfect Redemption through a perfect Redeemer,
our doctrine carefully notices, what are the works and results of siu, and
presents, in strict accord with the Divine W^ord, an ample and complete re-

moval of all of them, and a restoration to the position occupied by the race

before the fall—^tlie grand work which Jesus is yet to perform.

Hence thiongh the Bacriflce and power of onr Coming Sarionr we hold to the highest

redemption of Israel from tiie grave, and from all enemies, the entire sanctiflcation of

His people and devote^esa to His serrlce, restoration to all forfeited blessings, nnd
increased blessedness reanlting from ample deUveiance from evil and the bestowal of

eternal good.

Obs. 8. The sacrifice made hy Christ on the cross, is more fully and
effectively presented in this Kingdom. Instead of confining its efficacy to

the present dispensation and making it, after this ago ends, something of
the pasty its efficiency and power is constantlv and ever more exerted.

For, aside from its moral influence in the world to come, aside from its

being the source of inestimable blessinffs, forgiveness, exaltation, etc., to

the saints, it continues to wield, throngn faith, its savinpr power over the

nations in the flesh. The simple fact that such a King died for sin, that

the acceptance and honored acknowledgment of the sacrifice by the Father
is made apparent in Christ's visible reign and in that of the splendidlv

arrayed associated Rulers (who were purified and saved by His blood), will

so magnify Grod*s law, portray the vileness of sin, afford assurance of par-

don and mercy, confirm the condemnation of wickedness, exalt the love of

Qod toward man in and through His Son, that the time has at length come
when all shall feel the importance, necessity, and nobleness of living faith

in this sacrifice. The benefits flowing from it are now visibly presented,

and become more practically extended, until the world itself is embraced
in their enjoyment. Following the Word step by step, it will be found
that the sacrifice forms an eternal basis for the Kingdom itself. For it

constitutes the Theocratic King a Saviour who now saves from sin with-
out violation or lessening of law. He havingdied '* the just for the unjust,''

and even qualifies Him as such a King, so that in virtue of His obedience
unto deatli He is given authority over all enemies, and to restore all things.

It ennobles His royalty, and binds His associated Rulers and subjects to a
loving recognition of His amazing love and worthinebs to receive all honor
and praise. It purchased this inheritance, the glorification and rulership

of the saints, and so long as inheritance, glorification and rnlership lasts,

will the procuring cause be esteemed and lauded. This sacrifice affects the

restoration of the Jewish nation ; for when the happy time comes that thcv

shall look upon Him whom they have pierced,, faith in that sacrifice shafl
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also in them bring forth the peaceable fruits of riprhteousnesa. The
allegiance of the nations, and all the Millennial and Now Jerusalem
descriptions are realized- as resultants flowing from this sacrifice being duly

appreciated and gratefnlly, yea joyfully, acknowledged. It is e%*er the

inexluiustibUfountain from whence the abundant mercies of God flow to a

world redeemed by it. For then the world is truly in the highest sense,

reconciled to God through Christ, and forgiveness of, and restoration from
sin, is illustrated and enforced in the wonderful deliverance vouchsafed,
and in the unmerited blessings bestowed, while the glorious truth that

Christ died for the good of man, the race, and the world is openly mani-
fested in the abundant good received and evermore experienced. The
work of Christ in all its fulness, even that relating to the sacrifice already

made, cannot be properly estimated unless we notice the end that God pur-

poses in this Theocratic Kingdom. Without the Sacrifice and the ad-

ditional work, it could not possibly exist, either in the person of its im-

mortal King, or in its immortal Rulers, or in its repentant and believiog

Jewish nation^ or in the worshipping and obedient nations of the earth.

Sin, as evinced in its past power and melancholy, results, would be a barrier

to its erection. Human depravity is incapable of erecting such a Kingdom,
and as history sadly attests, is incapable of sustaining it when erected.

Hence before its re-establishment, a sure foundation must be laid against

sin ; and this is done in the sacrifice made for sin, in the gathering out of

those who avail themselves of it and are therefore accounted worthy to

enter into and inherit or participate in the Kingdom, as well as in the ex-

ecutive, legislative, and judicial nower, that will be exerted by this King
when the period arrives for the Kingdom to be revealed. It will not, can-

not be exhibited, until it comes with a m*W\itnJ>r€ponderatii}g^ overwhelm-

ing, xrTesistihle manifested righteotisv^iah ^i^K^GasWy crushes all opposi-

tion, and insures stability and p .liH*^^ xhe E^ingdom itself is the

culminated fruit of the sacrifice (^ the sense that without the latter

the former could not exist), but receives for its accomplishment additional

aid, in the Omnipotence then exerted in its behalf by the Mighty God of

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.

Tea ! let us, in imagination, take our position in the establislied Theocratic King-

dom, and we can easily realize the simple fact that the Theocratic King— so exalted and

majestic, ho mighty and the Purchaser of salvation—having died to secore redemption,

will ever preserve the loyalty and love of His snbjects. Saints experiencing the blessings

of perfected salvatipn are, of courne, self-devoted to the Theocracy ; Jews, repentant and

believing, ru^tored dnd exultant with their station after painful ages of affliction, are

jubilant in their adhesion to a Messiah once scorned and rejected ; and Gentiles, coming

under and realizing the blessings of the Theocratic sway, cheerfully honor and praise tb«

King. Imagine OTirselves in such a happy state, and in it to read Rom. 5 : 10 ; 2 Cor.

6 : 19 ; £ph. 2 : 16, and a thousand similar passages, and will not our hearts be bo bound

np with this King and the welfare of His Kingdom that to serve and honor Him will be

our highest Joy ? Well can we see how the future mission of the Church (Eph. 3 : 21) and

of the Jews and Gentiles (Bom. 11) will be verified by glorious experience.

Obs. 9. The continuance of the saving work of Christ in the age to

come, is confirmed by tiie eternal priesthood of Christ.

This is set forth under Prop. 155 and others, so that it requires no specia] mention.

If the reader will turn e.g. to Props. 200 and 204, he will find that the Incarnation of tbe

Eternal Word, the Self-manifestation of the Father in the Son, the Humanity derived

*^m David united with Deity, is yet to exhibit itself in behalf of humanity on a sal*

ie possible by the consummation of the preparatory measures, viz., in a direct, pore
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Theocratio reign and priesthood, through which the world, bo longsnffering and in mis-
ery, will experieace " the refreshing and restitution."

Ohs, 10. There is a part of the work of Christ exclaaively confined to the

elect, first-born saints who inherit the Kingdom, which so far exceeds all

onr powers, that it can only be stated, leaving the future, by blessed ex-

perience, to determine its nature and glory. ^^ Flesh and blood cannot

inherit the Kingdom of God/^ i.e. one who is accounted worthy of being a

King and Priest in this Kingdom must be such in a different form from
the present. To be qualified for rulership he must not only be holy, etc.,

in reference to soul but must have an immortal, indestructible, mighty,

heavenly body as Paul describes in 1 Cor. 15. Hence it is distinctly stated

that saints shall be made (1 John 3 : 2) like unto Christ, and Phil. 3 : 21,

Christ at His appearing ** shall change this vile body that it may be

fashioned like unto His glorious body," etc. The bodjr itself undergoes a
transformation, resulting in glorification. Just as Christ assumed human
nature to bring Himself in covenanted relationship to man, and to obtain

the covenanted Theocratic order as David's Son and Lord, and, by virtue

of the sacrifice offered by Himself, took upon Himself human nature in ita

glorified form to be qualified for His reign, so we, if united with Christ in

salvation and the higher Theocratic relationship, must, by His aid, take

upon ourselves the same transformed nature to receive the proper qualifica-

tions. This future identity with Christ and actual assumption of His (i.e.

like unto His) transformed human nature, is in some theologies too much
abstracted from the glorified state (still future), and applied to the present

age or intermediate state. Scripture, however, specifically locates ita recep-

tion at the Sec. Advent. As^g'^re are things connected with Christ in His
person and aims, in His div^jj}^]^ "^jg^g^glorified humanity, which transcend
the grasp of our present kn\i ^v^^^i '^ virtue of this union with Christ
and the consequent transformati. ,;> His likeness, there are things

which, owing to our limited understanding, we see but imperfectly, and
others which are now beyond our comprehension.

Obs, 11. The benefits resulting from the work of Christ are both spiritual

and temporal ; refer to soul, body, race, and earth. It is painful to take
tip some Systems of Divinity (as e.g., even the more moderate one of

Knapp, Sec. 118), and mystical works (Schoolmen and others), and find it

directly asserted that through Christ, and obedience to H'm, w** only are
to receive " spiritual blessings" and no " earthly good "—blessings relating

to the soul and not to the body, etc., and that hence "the Jewish idea oi
the Coming of a Millennial Kingdom of Christ upon earth is entirely obfec-

tionable,^* Xow aside from the self-contradiction in which some of these

writers involve themselves when referring to the Divine Providence, the
resurrection of the body, the removal of tne curse, the restoration of the
earth to an Edenic state, the future dominion over the earth, etc. (which
necessarily embrace great blessings superadded to those conferred on the
8oul), it is astonishing that they cannot see that Redemption itself would
be imperfect without the direct conference of earthly good and bless-

ing. Inieed more than this, the very nature of the Kingdom includes a
bountiful and continuous supply of temporal good for the restored Jewish
Ration and spared Gentiles. Prophecy is full of delineations on this point
iji the removal of sickness and of bodily infirmity, in the bestowal of fruit-

/
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fttlness and of increase/ etc. The Kingdom of Christ, with all its extraor-
dinary spiritual manifestations, is over nations living in the flesh, and in
an earth dispensing the favors of bountiful seasons. As David's Son, His
own inheritance is a material land and a material nation (Prop. 122), from
which shall issue forth the choicest blessedness over all the material earth.
This objection has already been noticed (Prop. 146, etc.), and attributed to
the revived Gnostic idea of the innate sinfulness of matter ( at least it

assumes or takes for granted some such notion), which the Bible repudiates
in the person of Jesus, in the original creation, and in the recreation. To
confine Redemption exclusively to one aspect, either spiritual or temporal,
is to make it one-sided and imperfect ; boih must be included to give a per-
fect representation.

Obs. 12. While advocating, what the Bible clearly teaches, a work of
Christ still future, which is added to what has already been done in order
to perfect salvation and extend it over the earth, we must not be understood
(as already intimated in the Prop, on sacrifices) as including in that future
work any additional atoning work. Hence, we cannot receive the recent
theory of Waggoner and others (inculcated in tracts and books), viz., that
Christ is yet to perform an atoning work in the cleansing of the sanctuary
in heaven by His blood, blotting out the sins borne into it and there stand-
ing recorded, and placing them on the head of the scapegoat (explained by
them to be Satan), This theory is objectionable for \arious reasons. (1)
It is based on the phrase ** then shall the sanctuary be cleansed," and con-
cludes from the word ^* sanctuary" that it denotes the sancttiary in heaven.
But we find the land of Israel called " the sanctuary" in Ex. 15 : 17 ; Ps,

78 ; 54 ; and at the very time intimated by Daniel, viz., when the Auti-
christian power is terribly overthrown (at the end of these days), we find

by reference to Ezek. 39 : 12-15, when this power is vanquished, a cleans-

ing of the land or sanctuary. This in itself would be sufficient to explain
Daniel's statement without referring it, unless specific proof can be given,

to another sanctuary. (2) It assumes an entire new covenant to begin
with Christ's death, which is shown'to be erroneous under Prop. 50. (3)
It makes the atonement of Christ defective in so far that sins that are for-

given (as e.g. Christ forgave on earth), are still retained in record against

the individual and are brought up in judgment against him in the fnture,

thus constituting a sort of salvation through works. For this view cer-

tainly makes the salvation of the saint dependent on his own personal

righteousness, while we regard the latter (i.e. works) as a necessary result-

ant of the obtaining of the righteousness of Christ, which being of grace
and in the line of simple duty, merits no salvation (see Prop. 135). Then
too, the sins of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and the host of believers, are still

uncancelled, and of course, if in this state, unforgiven. It thus introduces

an unnecessary and injurious antagonism. (4) It separates the ntoni ment
and the remission of sins which were joined the one to the other in the

typical observances (Lev. 16) by a long interval in the priestly office of

Christ. This is opposed by the entire spirit of the Epistle to the Hebrews,
in which it is positively asserted that Christ not only made atonement once
for all (Heb. 10 . 12 ; 8 : 27 ; 11 : 25, etc), for sin, but that through that

atonement already made, present remission of sin can be obtained (Heb.
9 : 13, 14, 15 ; 10 : 10-14, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, etc.), and that through that

blood we may be led to resist sin (Heb, 13 : 20-21, etc.). Indeed, present
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remission is declared in the warning (Heb. 10 : 26,) that if we sin wilfully
after receiving the knowledge of the truth ** there remaineth no more
sacrifice for sins." The one then is not separated from the other by a long
interval of time, (5) The cleansing of the sanctuary is not performed, as

alleged, by the withdrawal of the sins from the sanctuary and placing them
on the head of the scapegoat. For, according to Waggoner, tlie heavenly
sanctuary has remained for centuries and still remains uncleansed. But
in referring to the typical observances and then to Heb, 9 : 23, we tind,

that the purification is made by the atoning blood, so that God can be

fracioas and forgive sin, retaining the Divine purity of law and essential

olineas of Himself. ** The heavenly things" are already purified by the
sacrifice made—and this is denominated expressively ** reconciling the holy
place," which reconciliation is made manifest by the continued exaUation of
Jesus at the right hand of the Majesty on High. Admitting that the
scapegoat or Azazel (as many believe) is typical of Satan—upon whom sin

rests and shall rest at the consummation—it is sufficient to say, that this

act connected with him has nothing to do with the purifying of the sanc-
tuary since it is expressly declared that it was done after (Lev. 16 : 20),

"a» fi/wT" was made " of reconciling the holy place, ^* All that relates to

the heavenly sanctuary in the way of affecting reconciliation, making God
propitious has been already done by Jesus. (6) Eev. 11 : 19 and 10 : 7
afi&rm (as supposed) nothing respecting the cleansing of the sanctuary.

S7)

The judgment of Dan. 7 : 9-14 which is made to synchronize with and
[enote this cleansing is not a judgment in the third heaven but here on the

earth. The assertion that the Ancient of Days does not leave heaven for

earth, is refuted by the carefully overlooked phrase of verse 22 ** U7itil the

Ancient of Days came*' to the theatre where this war with the saints is pro-

gressing. (8)
'* Investigative judgment" as it is called by them, viz., the

scratiny of individual character, whatever it may be, whether progressive,

continuous, or for a definite period, in order to apportion the rewards and
stations, certainly does not refer to the cleansing of the heavenly sanctuary
for in that case they have heaven cleansed just previous to the Sec. Advent,
when realljT it is not cleansed in tJie sense they advocate by the admission
that the wicked are only thus judged long after, viz., at the close of the
one thousand years. The record of man's sins are kept, according to their

views, in the same place, and hence that of the wicked. (9) The blotting

out of sins upon which so much stress is laid, is derived from Acts 3 : 19,

bnt that it does not refer to the place and manner indicated by them is

evident from the way in which it is used in the Old Test, in Ph. 51 : 1,

9 ; Isa. 43 : 25 ; Jer. 18 : 23 ; Isa. 44 : 22 ; Neb. 4 : 5, where it denotes,

(1) the present forgiveness of sin, and (2) the forgiveness of the Jewish
nation at the time of its restoration. The entire removal of sin, of which
an '* earnest'^ is given, may, and indeed does, include the destruction of

the sad results of sin, but the latter is affected only at the Sec. Advent and
not previously. (10) And finally, the fallacy of the theory is made apparent
by giving one extract from a tract (entitled ** The Sanctuary of the IJible"

by J. N. A.) :
** the sins of the overcomers being blotted out, and the

sanctuarjT (above) cleansed, the Son of God is no longer needed as a great

High Priest, He therefore ceases from the office forever and becomes a
King," etc. Any view that, over against the expressly announced un-
changeable, ever-enduring Priesthood of Jesus, takes the liberty of ending
the same, is most certainly deeply defective and unworthy of reception,

however it may be sincerely held by good men. Prop. 155.
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Proposition 197. This Kingdom^ although visible with a world
dominioiij is also n€C€ssai*ily spirituai.

This Proposition is the more needed since we are charged with
gross carnality, etc., because we insist upon retaining tne plain
grammatical meaning assigned to the Kingdom in the Holy Script-
ures. While a purely material, naturalistic Kingdom, without
spirituality, is unscriptural, so likewise an entire spiritual King-
dom, without the sanctified union of the material or natural, is

utterly opposed to the Word of God,

Under various Props, we have insigted upon the union of the Yisibility and Bpirltoal-

ity of the Kingdom, aa e.g. Piop, 58, Obg. 7 ; Props. 67 and C8 ; Prop. 156. Obs. 23 ;

Prop. 155, Obs. 11 ; Prop. 171, etc. The visibility and outward nature of the Kingdom
is seen under Props. 48* 49, 68, 122, 131, eto., and this is the specific covenanted Mes-
sianic Kingdom. We know of no other having a solid scriptural foundation. Hence wo
are pained at numerous statements made by writers who evidently totally misapprehend
the Kingdom established by the Messiah. To illustrate : an excellent writer in many
respects concludes an article {Proph. Times, 1870, pp. 146-150) :

*' But should the Church,
or any portion of the Church, assume an inheritance in that which pertains to the Jew,
she becomes herself an Antichrist and a deceiver," This is only true of the present time,
but when the covenanted Kingdom is inherited at the Sec. Advent it is incorrect ; for
the Jewish inheritance of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Jesus, the Apostles, etc., is also our
inheritance—being the fallen tabernacle of David restored in Messianic grandeur and
world-embracing. The foundation is Jewish and pertains to the Jew (comp. e.g. PropB,
68, 46-52).

Obs, 1. Any reader that has followed the scriptural line of arpfument
can see for himself that we are logically and irresistibly driven to the con-

clusion that the future Messianic Kingdom is a visible, external, world-

dominion. The covenants and prophecy declare this emphatically, and the

very nature of a restored Theocracy demands it. What Kingdom is it that

was once existing, then withdrawn, and shall again, under the Messiah, be

restored ? The same Kingdom in which God ruled on earth as an earthly

king is to be reinstated. To this all the prophets with one voice testify,

and this is the one postponed to the Second Advent. Now any other king-

dom, not having a visible, world dominion, not having Theocratic rulers,

organization, subjects and territory, could be the one thus held up to

our faith and hope. A Kingdom, not Theocratic, not one in which Qod
Himself rules, cannot possibly fill the divine portraiture ; and so, on the

other hand, a Kingdom, without its material aspects, without its subjects

and territory, can possibly correspond with the covenants and predictions

on the subject.

A Kingdom e.g. such as Reuss (Hii Ch. Thed. cf Apos. Age\ or Shenkel {Chris. Dog.),

and others, advocate, so spiritual that it has not distinctively a single marked feature

characteristic of the covenanted Theocracy that is to be restored, must be dismissed as a

Kingdom of human derivation. Has the some Kingdom once existing, then removed for
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many centnriefl, been reinstated with additional (as promised) glory and power ? If this

is asserted, then we ask for the proof, which cannot be given. A substitution, a com-
plete transformation, a spiritnalizing only increases the difficulties of such teachers. We
add : the very nature of a Theocracy, God Himself ruling as an earthly Buler. evidences
the spirituality co-existing.

Obs. 2, Because we contend that the fallen down tabernacle of David is

to be restored with increased splendor and glory by David's Son, ** the

Son of Man," at His return, as the Scriptures abundantly declare, it is

asserted by those who do not fathom the depth of the Theocratic idea also

pertaining to it that our view is materialistic, carnal, fleshly, etc. The
charge of " carnality" is sufficiently met in Prop. 203 (to which the reader

will please turn and connect), but this lurking Gnostic conceit that matter
must be evil, when even thus associated, is amply met if the opposer will

only consider how this reflects upon the person of the Son of Man Himself.

When in humanity, humiliated, suffering and dying was He carnal ? or did

the union and association of the material forbid the highest spirituality?

Is it not true that humanity itself was adorned and sanctified by such a
relationship, without preventing the purest, noblest, and highest of spirit-

ual conceptions, actions, and living to be manifested ? In the humanity of

Jesus we have the embodiment of sinlessness and of truth. So, in the con-

sideration of this restoration, it must ever be borne in mind that this Theo-
cratic-Davidic Kingdom will, in virtue of the Ruler at its head and its puri-

fied, exalted condition, be the embodiment of purity and holiness. It is

"the fallen down tabernacle of David," not with its imperfections and
weaknesses, not with its past sinfulness and errors of conduct, but restored

in a puriGed, strengthened, perfected condition to adapt it to the honor
and glory of its Ruler, and to its becoming an instrument of power and
blessing to the world.

We simply point to the fact that the early believers accepted of this restored Theoc-
racy as their hope and joy* and associated with it the punai and higheai spiritual blessings

and enjoyments. Thus, they united with it resurrection, translation, glorification, over-
coming of enemies, blessed reign on the earth, joyful worship, unspeakable honor and
exaltation with the Christ. They incorporated with it the presence of the King, the
heavenly city, fulness of knowledge, perfection of holiness, ever-abiding love, blisKful

communion, etc. The most exalted spiritual excellences are combined with the temporal
aspects of the Kingdom in its relation to the nations and the earth itself. Take the old
Fathers and of them it can be said that, like TertuUian (Keander's Antujnosticus, p. 484,
Bohn's £d.), although *' a zealous advocate of CLiliasm, was at the same time an oppo-
nent of a gross sensual form of it." They have been fully vindicated (as we showed
under the history of the doctrine) from the erroneous charges of carnality bestowed upon
them, and this justification comes largely from persons who are not in sympathy with us.

Ireneeus, Justin Martyr, and many others, apeak of our receiving ** the glorj' of God,"
" conversation and communion and unity of spiritual things with the holy angels/*
" intercourse with God," '* things eternal and incorruptible," *' the holy inheritance of

God,'* " the abundance of spiritual good things," etc. The simple fact (comp. Dr. Seias's

Last Thnes, Inst Ed., p. 335, Note E.) that the most faithful, pure, devoted, holy believers

have entertained this doctrine, and attributed the greatest spirituality to the future visi-

ble Kingdom of Jesus and His saints, should forbid the charge of carnality, seeing that
in it a distinguishing, pre-eminent characteristic is constantly held forth, viz.. the relig-

ious and the divine element—the Supernatural and holy exercising an all-pervading influ-

ence. We leave Dr. Greswell (quoted by Seiss) to give the decided opinion :
" If I can form

any reasonable conjecture about the sentiments of the advocates of the Millennium, in

ancient times, from such of their writings as have come down to us—if I know anything
of the opinions of the most rational and sober-minded of its supporters still—and, in
particular, if I am not altogether ignorant of my own views and expectations concerning
it, I cannot hesitate to affirm that they are very greatly mistaken, or very grossly pervert
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and misreprosent ma conoeptionB of the nature and purposes of this diapensatioti, 'mho
charge us with entertaining a sensual and carnal idea of the Kingdom of Christ, and at-

tempt to raise a prejudice against us on that account."

Obs, 3. We ask our oppoaers to be very guarded, if reverent believers of
the Word, in their denunciations of our doctrine, lest, peradventure, they
be found to disown and disparage God's own appointments. Will sacb
reflect that a Theocracy was established only by God Himself, and that
when again restored it ib a work that He alone can and will perform. In
the very nature of the case a Theocracy is not a human government bat
one set up by God, and its form of government comes from Him and per-
tains to Him. It is, therefore, not carnal, for the authorship, supporter,
and Ruler forbids this ; and it is not purely spiritual, for its necessary
sway (to meet the conditions of covenant and prophecy) is over the Jewish
and Gentile nations. Much confusion unnecessarily arises on this point
by not observing the nature of a Theocracy, the intent that it is to sub-
serve, and that it must, in consequence of its divine connection and Head,
be pervaded with spirituality. The simple fact that in a Theocracy God
again dwells with man and becomes truly the earthly Hulcr, is sufficient of
itself to sustain our Prop.

It is a matter of surprise to find some persons eulogizing in the highest manner the
spirituality connected with the Theocracy, once established (praising the noble charao-
ters produced, the lofty writings giTen, the astonishing exhibitions of the divine, etc),
but ]ust so soon as they come to this future Theocracy, reinstituted by the Messiah with
mighty additions, they find no spirituality in it. It assumes '* the carnal ** aspect. If

sincere in their Theocratic raptures in the one case, we see no justifiable reason why they
should not be continued when contemplating a Theocracy still future, that shall be tax,

far superior to the former one iu its associations, surroundings, manifestations, and
accompUsbments. The Theocracy as covenanted and to be established in the future ia

made pre-eminently spiritual by its King and associated Rulers, by its civil or political

being pervaded by righteousness, and by the divine exerting a supreme, controUing in-

fiuence. The question of 2 Chron. 6 : 18 being then affirmatively answered, alone decides
the question of spirituality.

Obs. 4. The perfect and harmonious union of Church and State, an
essential in a Theocracy under the Headship of Jesus, the Mighty One, is

in itself evidence of the correctness of our position. Here we find a blend-

ing of the material and the spiritual, of the outward and the inward, the

external and invisible, and a separation of these cannot be made without
violating the union that God has proclaimed shall be made. The Church
insures the highest attainable religious culture; the State, the^ greatest

civil advancement ; while both, the most advanced stage of spirituality

and material good. These are inseparable in the coming Messianic King-
dom, and we cannot, if grounded in covenant and prophecy, conceive of any
other kingdom that is promised.

Men do msume, however, to find another, a pure spiritual one, which is found ex>

clusively outside of the Divine Record. Such an exclusive spiritual Kingdom^ either in

the third heaven or some invisible and unknown locality or sphere, is not tbe one cove-

nanted (for that is the restored Davidic) ; it is not the one predicted (for that is the

restored Davidic) ; it is not the one promised to the saints (for that also is the restored

Theocracy, in which they bear rule). The general analogy of Bcripture forbids it. and to

wrest a parage, or several, from this analogy and press them to do service in upholding
such a spiritualistic theory is to pervert the entire tenor and logical connection of Script-

ure. Hence we cannot receive the views of Barbour and others (Prop. 116, Obs. 6 and 7),
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who press tha idea of spiritnality to an extreme, vitiating the covenanted relationship.

There is only one (Prop. 35) Messianic Kingdom covenanted and predicted—not two, one
visible and the other invisible—here on the earth. Homogeneity (Prop. 1(>4, Obs. 2, 8.

19, note 1, and S. 20) demands it, and hence, in predictions like Daniel, this Kingdom
is outward, external, visible, jast aa the preceding empires ; and hence aUo the promises
(as the twelve Apostles ruling over the twelve tribes) indude a visible reign. The acts

ascribed to the Kingdom and its nilers, the central place of government, the laws pro-

mnlgutttd, its territory and subjects, etc., all iBxhibit the same ; not something ideal or

mystical, bat a real state manifested visibly with increased spiritnality.

Obs, 5. Would David's Son, the glorified and exalted Son, come to thia

world to inherit a carnal Kingdom ? Or, would He come to inherit a
purely spiritual one? Neither of these would meet the terms of the

expressed inheritance. While His inheritance by direct covenant (Prop. 49

and 122) is the downfallen throne and Kingdom of David, to which all

other nations are added (and hence necessarily in the world), it shall be
cleansed. The nation itself that formed the basis of the throne and
Kingdom will be purified and believing. It becomes, however external,

an holy inheritance, and the holiness is so great and extended, that one of

the prophets (as if purposely to meet such objections), magnifies it before

U3 by representing (Zech. 14 : 20, 21) that even the smallest and trivial

objects are to be regarded holy.

We say this: when even the bells on the horses have the same inscription which
irparkles on the diadem of the High Priest—and this, as the context shows, after the
doming of thia King and His saints, etc.—is it not time for men to cease their excuses
on the ground of carnality or of exclusive spirituality? While the inheritance of Jesas
—with which saints are associated as co-heirs—contains and manifests a gloriona spirit-

naltty, no mau, without vitiating the covenant and prophecy, can show that it is not also

outward, external, material. If langaage has any definite meaning, it is an inheritance
here on the earth, embracing nations, having a world-dominion, and yet while in the
world it is not tjf the world, as its Origin and Head indicate. While natuxul in some of
its aspects, it is governed and permeated by the Supernatural.

Obs. 6. Consider that in this Kingdom, of which the elect nation is the

basis and the other nations willing subjects, the glorified Son of David is

King and His glorified brethren are co-rulers, and from the very nature
and exaltation of the heads of government, we clearly perceive the spir-

ituality allied with it. Resurrected, translated, glorified, immortal rulers

must exhibit in, their official stations, actions, rule, intercourse such a
divine mind, such a holy spirit, such a refinement of pure affection, that

the Kingdom under their jurisdiction becomes permeated, controlled, and
established in a spirituality, arising from the mental, moral, and religious,

exceeding our present ability to grasp.

In reference to the direct personal connection of the saints with the Kingdom, see
e.g. Props. 154 and 156, and for the visibility of the Theocracy, such Props, as 111, 116,

117, 122, etc. Some few writers, as Barbour (
Tkreie Worlds)^ make the Kingdom that

the saints inherit something very different from the covenanted and predicted Theo-
cratic-Davidio, which is the special inheritance of Jesus (and, of course, pertaining to
His co-heirs). Leaving the general analogy of the Scriptnres, they base their view on a
few isolated passages, totally misapprehending their meaning. Thns they tell us that
the Kingdom inherited by the saints is a higher spiritual one, and assign such reasons as
the following : No one can enter or see the Kingdom of God unless bom of water and the
Spirit. To this we answer, thia is trae of the saints, of the Jewish and Gentile nations,
for all to become qualified for this Kingdom must experience a regeneration (that of the
saints, in view of their station, a higher moral and physical one), for repentance, faith,
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and holineiia is characUrislie of the Theocracy. Again : they Hay " flesh and blood cannot
inherit the Kingdom of God.** To this we reply : most certainly, because this pertains
alone to the inheriiora of a Kingdom (not to the sabjecta), fitting and qualifying them lor
their immortal. Christ.like mlership. Again : the greatest stress is laid on the contrast
between ** a nataml and a spiritnal body," the aasnmption being, without proof, that the
latter is of snch a nature that it cannot be allied, withoat degradation, to this restored
Theocracy as a constant and visible auxiliary and glory pertaining to it. Hence another
Kingdom, or higher plane, separate and distinct from the other is invented (utterly nn.
taught in the bcriptures, and simply wrongfully inferred), and the saints, glorified, are
carefully placed in it because they have no ** natural" but ** spiritual '* bodies. There
is an entire misconception of the meaning of the terms ; the one, natural, refers to a
body under the control and laws of nature, the other, ** spiritual," to a body under the
control and laws of Spirit. The spirituality of the latter adapts the co-heirs for their
positions of honor, trust, and glory. The mystical conceptions of such writers—however
they may pride themselves on their conceptions of *' the spiritual '* above others—are
discarded by the Word of God in that it announces, as we have abundantly proven, but
one Kingdom of God, embraced in ** the sure mercies of David," and which contains the
salvation of the saints, the Jewish nation, and the Gentile nations. Any other Kingdom,
however derived from a few disconnected passages, is mythical, and destroys the unity
that God's Spirit places in this one Kingdom. All difficulties vanish when the student
observes that in this Kingdom there are higher and lower orders to cany out its end.

Obs. 7. The Priesthood of the saints (Prop. 156), a Royal Priesthood,
evinces the same. The baptism of the Spirit then (Prop. 171) experi-

enced, declares unmistakably the pervading, and powerially contained
spirituality. The worship that shall then be tendered to God by the saints,

hj the Jews and Gentiles, demonstrate a similar conclusion. The redemp-
tive work pertaining to the race, going on under the auspices of this Christ
and His brethren, demands from us a like deduction. The end contem-
plated by this Theocracy, in the glory of the Father, Son, and Spirit, in

the honor and blessedness of the saints, in the welfare and happiness of the
race, this proclaims, as a constant abiding agency for so grand a result, the
highest spirituality.

A number of references seem to intimate a connection of the spiritual with the natu-
ral. Thus e.g. that remarkable passage in Matt. 26 : 29. " But I say unto you. I will not
drink henceforth of thin fmii of the tnne, urUU ihcd daytchen J drink U new vifh you. in my
Faiher^a Kingdrmi.** Now, however, men may say. ** This expression is figurative, signify-

ing the highest happiness," we are not so certain of its figurative nature (comp. Steir,

Com. loci), because the act and direct reference to *' this fruit of the vine** would indicate
the contrary. The representation given in the transfiguration (comp. Prop. 153) likewise

confirms our position.

Obs. 8. The wondrons power exerted by this Theocratic ordering in its

King and associated rulers, so that it even extends to the deliyerunce of

creation, the final and complete removal of the curse, exhibits a spir-

ituality far beyond our comprehension, A recreative and beneficent force

is then at work, which frees groaning nature itself from its load of suffer-

ing and corruption. The Divine and the human, the Creator and the

creature are again in full communion and sympathy. The separation, once
existing and so full of pain and misery, is now removed.

Turn e.g. to Prop. 120, and see how. if ever the Millennial predictions relating to the
Kingdom are verified, it demands an extraordinary, supernatural, spiritual exertion of

po^er. and that in and through the appointed Theocratic King. Then, as a contrast,

read the following illustmtion of spiritualizing away the promises of God. After effect-

ually spiritualizing the first resurrection, Smyth (Key to Rev., p. 352) adds :
** His reign

^Christ's) must be only spiritual. The days of miracles are past ; the Bible is filled ; and
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they are not needed ; and Chmt can reign as effectnally without miracles as with them.*'

Bat how then are the promises of God pertaining to this vezy reign to be fulfilled ; to do
this requires far more than a mere spiritual reign over the heart. This is taking a low
estimate of the grand resnlts involved in that predicted reign, and we tarn away from it

with relief, accepting of a better hope, of a reign /or mors comprtkenaive and stMime in its

effects and conseqnenoes.

Obs. 9. The remarhable, astounding outpouring of the Holy Spirit ns

presented in the Millennial deacriptions (Prop. 171, etc.), so powerful in

its transforming, glorifying, and imparting miracnlous gifts to the saints ;

so pervading in and over the Jewish nation that all shall be righteous from
the least to the greatest ; so wide-reaching over the Gentiles that tliey

shall rejoice in the light bestowed ; and so extended in its operation that

the whole earth shall ultimately be covered with glory—this, with the

ma^ificent portrayals of the Millennial and succeeding ages, is so sublime
witn the indwelling, abiding, communicated Divine, that no one can con-

template it, without being profoundly moved at the display of spirituality.

Aside from Jesos and the saints, who are the kings and priests, the Millennial de-
scriptions give UB such an universal prevalence of holiness in the Kingdom, that every
rank and every class are under its influence. This holiness, too, is represented as enter-

ing in and infusing all relations of life, civil, social, family, religions. Here we find God
and His law restored to their due supremacy, to their rightful place in the hearts and
m^TiAi, the thoughts and actions of the subjects. Through this grand instrumentality of

Theocratic power and love, the earth itself shall be filled with the knowledge of the glory

of God. This, this can only be accomplished, as the Scriptures teach, by a union of the
Supernatural and the natural, the divine and the human.

Obs, 10. We insist, in strict accord with the Scriptures, that this spir-

ituality is manifested, not in the third heaven, not outside of this world,

but in this world, upon this earth. Some writers (as Auberlen, etc.) care-

fully return (where do we read of such a '* return") Christ and His
saints, after their Coming to the third heaven from whence they rule ;

others (as Seiss, etc.). have Jesus and His saints in the air ruling from
thence. This evidently is done under the mistaken idea that a higher
degree of spirituality is thus given to them. But this is to misapprehend
the Divine Sovereignty for the distinctive covenanted and predicted Theo-
cratic Kingdom on earth in which David's Son is to rule (and, therefore,

of His co-heirs it is said, not that they rule in the third heaven, or in the
air, but on earth). The Davidic throne (on which Jesus, as the Son of

Man is to sit) and Kingdom (in which He abides to govern) to be restored,

is neither in the third neaven nor in the air. It is something visible, out-

ward, world.extended, and to this, as the controlling, exalting, and enno-
bling element, is added the glory of the highest possible order of spir-

ituality. Hence, we dare n^t separate that which God has united, nor vent-

ure to improve by additions that which He has given.

We are perfectly willing to place Jesus at His return in His covenanted inheritance
and to have Him rule in it—not away from it personally—where covenant, prediction,
and promise place Him and the saints. (Comp. e.g. Props. 48, 49, 122, etc., where this

objection is also noticed.)

We vastly prefer (as Hofman, etc.) to place the King and His glorified ones in—as a
glorious essential part—and not oui.nde of the Kingdom, for such a position (done meets
the plain grammntical meaning of Scripture promise on the subject. Let men deride
such a view, or be loath to accept of it, one thing is self-evident, that, unless realized in
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such a maxmer, a sense or definite meaning given to language by God Himself triO newr
be fulfilled. As we have the one sense God-given, and the other is simply inferred or

conjectured (seeing that not a particle of Scripture proof can be given in its behalfx we
rest content and hopeful in the one received. We believe that the presence of this King
of kings alone (aside from any other consideration) will give His inherited Kingdom such
a glory of ^irituality, in His glorified form, in His wonderful personage, in His display,

ing the invisible Godhead, in His exercise of power, and blessing, and grace, and work,
and love, that it exceeds our present comprehension. The delights of personal union
with the King in His beauty must first be experienced ; the supreme happiness of inherit-

ing with Him personally must first be enjoyed ; the unspeakable honor of kingship and
priesthood must first be worn in His loving service ; the glory of Jesus, transcendantly
great, must first be refiected from ourselves, and then^ with His likeness and glorification

and princely gifts, we can properly estimate and appreciate the spirituality of His King-
dom. Uay we, through abounding grace, become worthy to attain unto it I
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Pboposition 198, Ihis doctrine of the Kingdom confirms the

credibility and inspiration of the Word of God,

Having given some statements referring to inspiration (Prop. 5),

it is proper at this stage of the subject after having passed in review
the great leading doctrine, that of the Kingdom, to see whether we
do not find strong additional proof in favor of a divine inspiration.

At the outset it oonflrms the Fernonality of the God of the Old Test, over against the
making it '* the deification of a principle, or power, or law," because the Bmership in
the Theocracy forbids any other conception. It explains and enforces the oharaoteristios

assigned to this Bnler in the record as legitimate, as e.g. the condescension of the Baler
in exhibiting (what unbelief correctly alleges) " the Patriot God,** who makes the enemies
of Israel His own, and who is accessible to consultation, entreaty, etc.; for if indeed
" the King of the Jews** as claimed, if ihe Head o^ a Theocrac}/, these things correctly

follow as a proper result. If these were missing, then infidelity itself would seize upon
it as palpable evidence that no Theocracy ever existed. The same is true of the Person-
ality of *' the Christ," the Coming Theocratic King, and shows that " the apparently con-
tradictory portraits of our Lord which we find in the Gospels" (so Butler in The Fair
Haven) arise, not from what writers vainly imagine (viz., in contradiction of the evangel-
ists), but from viewing Jesus tUher as David's descendant in the Theocratic line of
earthly kings, or as God*8 identifying Himself with Him in the Theocratic ordering which
in mercy incorporated the former—the one feature revealing the human and the other
the divine element—both being requisite for symmetry as the eovenanitd Theocracy de-
mands. No pure Theocracy can exist without God being the Buler ; no pure Theocracy
Bs solemnly presented by the oath-bound covenant of Gk>d can arise in the future with-
out David's descendant being the King—hence bdLh are united in the one Person, called
in consequence " tht ChriaV* This paves the way to consider "inspiration** and the
objections urged against it For a masterly vindication of the Personality of God, sea
Prof. Frohshammer'a review of Strauss' s *' The Old Faith and the New,** partly quoted
in BriL Qiaarkrly, Jan., 1874, p. 31, etc.

Ohs. 1, Passing by the evidence produced by Leland, Newton, Fuller,
Gregory, Keith, Alexander, Homo, and others, another of great strength
is afforded by the doctrine of the Kin^dom^ which, if intelligently con-
sidered, stamps the Word as truly divine, and binds the whole from
Genesis to Revelation into one connected chain. In this chain, link after
link consecutively follows without a single flaw, so forged and joined, and
at separate stages, as to form a s}rmmetrical whole. Notice : (1) the
Abranamic covenant out of which arises the Kingdom

; (2) the Theocracy
in its initiatory form

; (3) the change by incorporating the David ic lino

through which it was to be exerted
; (4) the overthrow of this Kingdom

;

(5) the prophecies and preaching touching its restoration under David's
Son

; (6) tne distinguishing peculiarities of this Son ; (7) the postpone-
ment of this Kingdom, and the reasons assigned for the same

; (8) the
unity of expression in reference to the time of its re-establishment, viz., at
the Sec, Advent ; (9) the work that is to be performed during this period of
postponement

; (10) the condition of the Jewish nation during this time
;
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(11) tlie ultimate restoration of the Kingdom as given by coTcnant,

prophets and apostles in perfect agreement. These are some of the salient

points presented, and, judging from the history of human nature as pre-

sented outside of the Bible, it is incredible to believe that such a statement
of Divine Purpose could bo given by men widely separated in time with
human prcjjud ices, weaknesses, etc., without contradictions t<n/««« divinely

guided. To illustrate our meaning : unless the Kingdom itself is part, of

the Divine Plan, how could Moses predict ita temporary overthrow, the

calling of the Gentiles, and its subsequent restoration ? How could the

prophets after its downfall predict its long continuance in such a condi-

tion, the period of Gentile domination, the gathering out of a people, the

restitution at the Coming of the Messiah (not in humiliation but) in glory ?

How could Jesus proclaim ita postponement and direct us as proof to a

constantly abiding historical fact, that of the treading down of Jerusalem
and the dispersion of the nation ? How could Jesus, against the most
Btubbom prejudice and national pride, preach the fall of the nation, the
crafting in of Gentiles, and the delayment of the Kingdom to the Sec.

Advent ? These are a few, out of a multitude of similar questions, that mu$t
first be answered before inspiration is denied. The Kingdom, its past,

present, or future state, forms the key-note of Eevelation, and in no
instance do we find the writers involving themselves in expressions relating

to it that are antagonistic to each other. The intelligent student will see,

that it is against the national pride and love—against the noblest instinc-

tive impulses of nature in its social aspects—that men for ages have pre-

dicted the down-trodden, despised condition of their own nation and
Kingdom, and that consequently we must seek and find a reason of suffi-

cient weight to influence speech and action the very opposite of that wiiich

is the natural outgrowth of humanity. Rationalism, if consistent with
ita own professions, and if really desirous of being philosophically correct,

must not overlook but ought to account for this remarkable feature in the

history alone of one nation on earth. The men who describe the Divine
Purpose—against and in denouncement of the present natural wishes of

the people then existing—profess to do it by inspiration. Unless it can be

shown that such a consecutive plan, in itself opposed to the wishes, etc.,

of the nation, would be suggested by reason, or is a natural result flowing

from the powers of man, it is the most reasonable to accept of the only
explanation which thus far alone covers the ground, viz., that of inspira-

tion. It certainly is unwise, even unscientific or unphilosophical to discard

a reason which is admitted to meet the exigencies of a case until a better

ono is substituted.

It is refreshing to notice the coolness of certain statements made in behalf of nnbe-
lief, or in Broad Ghnroh theology. Thus e.g. the Westminster Review (Ap., 1874, p. 244),

speaking for a class, takes the position :
'* Science u, and religion daima to be, based

upon facts. The foundation of the one has been, and that of the other istobe^ experi-

mentally verified. As soon as this is done, the fend between science and religion will be
at an end.*' Unfortxinately, while facts and merely alleged ones— the latter inferred,

asanmed, and far-fetched—in science are eagerly seized and admitted, provided they can
have any bearing, even the most remote, against religion, the facts relating to the Word
are persistently denied, although history is full of them and the present time exhibits

them. It is human nature ; and the feud will never eTid until ** the Christ" comes to end
it. It is painful to observe how vigorous intellects take a wide departure from the prim-
itive Church Interpretation, in the honest but hopeless mystical effort to bridge over the
chasm between Supematuralism and modem forms of nnbelief. Thiu e.g. Arnold's
Lileraiure and Dogma (oomp. critioisma as in Westm. Review^ Ap., 1874) or the efforts of
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Forvrle in The RecojicUicUion of HdUfion and Science (which, admirable in some Tespects, is

weakened by asaaming the modern phase of thought over against the grammatical ren-

dering of the Word). Snoh efforts, well intended, are depressing, because laboring at a
compromise which more or less scurijices Scripture. The truth is, and may as well be
expressed, that as liberals^ on the one hand, and orthodox on the other, have asserted,

there is no middle ground for compromise—either the claims of the Bible as a lohole must
be received, or else rejected* for just so soon as man sets himself np as a judge to die-

criminate between these claims, tolerating some and refusing credence to others, then the

Bible suffers in its integrity, authority, and power. It is very sad to find Apologists of

eminence (as e.g. Row in ** Ch. Evidences." Bampton Lecturea, 1877, p. 432, etc.), who, in

order to avoid conflict with theories of science, make inspiration to be '^not a general

but a functional endowment, and consequently limited to subjects in which religion is

directly involved, and that in those which stand outside of it the writers of the different

books in the Bible were left to the free use of their own faculties." If this were prop-

erly limited (as we have shown previously) it might be accepted. But it is so genezBlly

framed in order to assist the endeavor to escape objections urged against Revelation by
physical science and modem criticism, and how the religious element (as e.g. in the sun
and moon standing still, etc.) is to be separated from the other subject we are not in-

formed. Indeed it does not help (as e.g. in creation, the deluge, etc.) the matter a parti-

cle, but only gives unbelief a leverage to cut out of the Divine Record whatever it con-
cedes does not directly involve religion. The discrimination is left, more or less, at the

option of the student, and, to say the least, is a dangerous procedure. Most ezoeUent
men» however, take this ground, and the result is that nnich which belongs to the in-

tegral part of Revelation is assigned to human faculties, the reason of the writer.

Obs. 2. Mnclihas recently been Baid concerning (what Locke, Bss. Hum,
Unders. B, 4, ch. 18, calls) "traditional revelation ;" doubts being cast

npon the credibility, reliability, inspiration, etc. of the Word by confining

Ufl to isolated facts or detached portions (the favorite tactics of nnmerons
writers) of it. It is a fact, however, worthy of especial notice that not
one of onr opponents from the early Church down to the present day has
ventured to consider the Bible as a wholes as containing one continuous
plan, and has noticed the Rise, Progress, and ^^mM purposed by it. In
this consists tlie strength of the Bible ; in this is found the great and over-

whelming proof t^i its inspiration. Surely the able men who have hitherto

endeavored to undermine its authority by attacks on its outworks, or by
objecting to certain details of it, do not elevate the standard of reason,

which they profess to follow, so long as they refuse to receive into consider-

ation and" carefully study (for reception or refutation), the Word in the
line indicated. The important question to be answered is not whether
this or that portion may or may not be defective—but whether the Bible
contains a Plan of Salvation worthy of God and adapted to secure the

happiness of man in all his relations

—

worthy of the sacrifice alleged to

have been made in its behalf, and adapted to the removal of the evils now
unhappily burdening the world. While it is reasonable in studying a loco*

motive to consider its separate portions and descant on their form, etc., it

would bo folly to confine ourselves only to these and neglect what is of far

greater moment to consider, the locomotive as one whole—its capability

of performing the work designed by its bnihler—and then to look at its

various parts—not as misshapen or wrongfully constructed when contem-
plated by themselves irrespective of their designed use—but only in their

adaptedness to subserve the intended end. This rule of judging holds good
in tne just estimation that men form of mechanical efforts, scientific pur-
suits, literary labor, etc., and no valid reason can be assigned why the
Bible should form an exception. * And yet, it is evident that it is subject to

exceptional treatment in the writings of a numerous class ; who, so far as
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they can intimate tlie existence of a Plan, admit its desirableness, and even
the incorporation of some splendid features, bnt persistently refuse to trace

it fram its beginning to the end contemplated. We might fill pages of

laudatory matter, incidentally presented by the Rationalistic scTiools,

developed by a transient glance at the great, eternal ideas underlying the
Divine Purpose as given in the Word, and yet with all these admissions, so
courteously given, not one has attempted to grapple with the subject
itself. It is true that a lower grade of writers, very different in spirit and
style from others, do in general terms pronounce the Bible, including of
course its Plan of Redemption, a failure, etc., but in every instance an
examination of their works, reveals the fact that such an opinion is derived
from a consideration of certain portions of the book witnout noticing or
entering into a thoughtful discussion of tlie Flan which runs through the
whole professed Revelation. Have we not a right of appeal to all such,
nrging them to take higher grovnd in their efforts at criticism. To take a
plain, common-sense view of the matter, it seems almost incredible that
many of the highest intellects—men of distinguished talent and worthily
renowned in their respective spheres—should thus confine themselves to

what may be tmthfujly called the lowest form of criticism, and refuse to

enter upon what is justly the highest and mOst honorable plia^e. To illus-

trate from the figure already introduced : If a man forms his estimate of

the worthiness, the purpose, the capability, etc., of a machine only from
viewing its several parts separated from the Plan designed by its designer,

he is regarded as taking a low position in judgment, and this too in pro-
portion to the complications, the numerous appendages of the machine,
thus re(juiriug for correct apprehension a constant reference to the plan.

If this 18 true of things of a material interest, how much more noticeable

is this fact, when we see it applied to the greatest of all interests, those
relating to humanity, seeing that the Bible professes to be a book given in

behalf of man. It is therefore to be hoped that our opponents—many of

whom evince the spirit of scholars and affability—will see the propriety

and the importance, even from their own standpoint and aims, of shifting

their mode of attack from the particulars to the general, the outworks to

the main fortification, the details to the whole, or of considering the former
only in the light of the latter. Such a mode of attack, or of criticism, is

invited on the ground, that if men of intelligence can be led into the
requisite preparatory study for it, they will be forced to see that the
inspiration of the Word does not depend on what they may regard as excep-
tionable passages, or on the performance of works which they regard as

incredible, but that its foundation, its power, its logical force and consist-

ency appears in a wonderful Divine Plan, plainly stated many ages ago ;

continuously kept up by a remarkable Providence ; evolved in undoubted
historical facts ; evidenced by the present circumstances and condition of

the Jewish nation, Church, and the world ; and never in any point contra-

dicted by numerous writers appointed to convey its mode of progress and
result. A real scholarly method productive of vast influence, would thus
for the first time be presented, commending itself to a careful recognition

by the fact that every alleged objection urged against the Bible is duly
regarded in its connection with the whole—the stated Divine Purpose—ana
shown to be defective or unsuitable, to produce the effects or result^ said

to be contemplated by the Almighty. Such a discussion would not only
be fair and honest toward the Book itself, but would prove highly interest-
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ing both in its swaj over the mindB of writers and readers. It wonld at

least indicate such a sense of integrity and honor tbat canses the objecLor

to allow BeTelation to speak for itself in its highest and most essential

argument so that the very form, if thus adopted, would commend itself to

every one as worthy of respectful and serious consideration."

> Fhilo^ndnns (toL i, p. 263, Bohn*8 Ed.) long ago jnatly obserred :
** Those men act

abmiTdly who jndge of ike lohole from a parif instead of, on the contrary, forming their

estimate of a pari from their knowledge of the whole ; for this is the more proper way to

form one's opinion of anything, whether it be a body or a doctrine ; therefore the divine
code of laws is^ in a manner, a untied creatare, which one must regard in all Us parts and
m/embers at once with all one's eyes, and one mnst contemplate the meaning and sense of
the whioia Soriptore with acoaracy and oleamess, not disturbing its harmony nor dissever-

ing its nnity ; for the parts will have a very different appearance and character if they
are at onoe deprived of Uuvr unionJ'* The reader may have noticed the concession even of
Dr. Kuenen in his The Belighn of Israel to the Jbil c/ the Jewish Slate, After denying the
tenablaness of belief in Israers selection (over against the Theocratic ordering, evidenced
in a oontinnons plan, in the preservation of the nation, the present fulfilment of proph-
ecies in their behalf, the continuation of the election in them, etc.) ; after disparaging
the covenants, prophecies, etc., nnder the plea of having at present grander conceptions
of God and the nniverse—he finally tells na :

'* Although considered as a loAote, the Old
Test, may be wUh justice adduced as testifying in. favor of Snpemataralism, its separate
ports, regarded by the light of oriticism, spe^ londly for a natural development, both
of the laraelitish religion itse}f and of tlie belief in its heavenly origin." He endeavors
to make his admission still more nugatory by adding :

** He who relies upon the impres-
sions made btf Vie whole, without interrogating the parts one by one, repudiates the first

principles of all scientific research, and pays homage to superficiality.** Now the simple
tmth is, that wiiher can be omitted, and Kuenen confines himself only to the one (i.e. to
the separate facts), thus making himself liable to the charge indicated. For he and his
fellows do not reg^ard the Bible as a whole ; they do not consider the continuous Divine
Purpose, but interrogate the parts as separaie and disconnected Jrom the whcie, and from
such work draw inferences, etc. We fail to see any indication of scientific rec^earch in a
process—which is easy for the most illiterate—that does not allow any asbignment of
parts to the relation that they severally and* individually sustain to a whde.

* Let ns illustrate how the neglect of regarding the Bible as a whole forces men to make
unwarranted statements, and how some even who do this cannot wholly rid themselves
of its force as a whole. The first point is fairly presented in Dr. Draper {His. of Cor^dt
eto., p. 220), who, over against the Jewish view, the confirmations of Christ and Apos-
tles, etc., says that the inspiration of the Pentateuch was not affirmed '* until after the
second century,** and adds : " It is to be regretted that the Christian Church has burdened
itself with the defence of these books and voluntarily made itself answerable for their
manifest contradictions and errors.'* '* Their vindication, if it were possible, should have
been resigned to the Jews, among whom they originated, and by whom they have been
transmitted to us.** This exhibits vtter ignorance of the Bible as a whole, the absence of
due tseaminatUm in this direction, and proceeds on the idea that no vUol connection, no his-

ioricai relationship, no fundamental union exists between the Old and the New Tests. It

ignores the Plan of Redemption, the building of Christianity on the ground marked out
in the books objected to, the constant appeals of the New to the Old in proof of relation-
ship, in brief, tlie Bible as a whole. iC too, is scarcely honest, for if the Church would
follow such outrageous advice, then Draper and his fellows would be the first to cast up
this relationship and our forsaking the fountain-head of revelation. The regret (?) is

simply absurd, and uncritical, and unworthy of Dr. Draper's abilities. The second point
is illustrated by Bh. Colenso {Lectures on ihe PenkUeudi)^ who, while engaged in his de-
structive work, that virtually introduces ".cunningly devised fables" as part of the books
of Ifoses manufactured to exalt Jehovah and the Jewish nation, ends each discourse with
a long, devout meditation that is expressive of reverence for such a record because of
profit and instruction derived therefrom through the teaching of Jesus, eto. He cannot,
with all his degradation of the 'Record^ fully rid himself of the influence which it exerts
when viewed as a whole, or in its relationship to what follows. Strange manifestations.
It is self-evident (as seen e.g. in Stephens's His, of English Thought in the Mghteenth Cbit)
that one class attacks the external evidences, another the internal, arother devotes itself

to historioal or scientific criticism, but none venture to view the Bible connectedly.
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Obs, 3. If our more compkiaant and intelligent opponents accept of this

evidently just method of procedure, it is proper to suggest that the rules of
guidance laid down in the first part of this work—and which coincides

strongly with many of their own reiterated statements—must be closely

followed. Thus e.g. the grammatical sense must be retained ; the Plan of
Redemption as given in the Book and not man's additions must alone bo
noted ; the varied interpretations as presented by men in extended creeds,

svstems of theolo^, etc., must not be allowed to have an undue influence ;

the doctrines of the Bible ought to be regarded as professed annonnoements
of truths and not in a germ state to be afterward developed, but truths

which stand completed in their relationship to a general design and roust

be judged by their fitness to produce the result intended. Becognizing an
appeal to reason (for God Himself does this) to be proper, it is suflacient to

add, that true reason will never make any proposed truth dependent on a
mere process of reajsoning, for it accepts the universal verdict of wisdom
that where a Plan is purposed and drawn out with numerous details, that

every announcement and every fact pertaining to it ought to be recorded
in the light of its perfect adaptability to accomplish the end desianm, and
thus meet the Plan contemplated. Beason, if true to itself, ought not so

much to look at things, or facts, or doctrines, etc., isolated, torn from
their connection, but in the relationship that they sustain to a system or

purpose. This is true philosophy. Reason is given to discern truth ; and
to find out the whole truth, the most important part of truth, is to ascertain

its bearing or afiinity to other and more leading or general truths. It is

this feature introduced into science, art, etc., correctly appreciated and
carried out, that enhances their interest and value ; and the time has
arrived when reason conducting the attack upon, or the defence of Bible

etatements should firmly plant itself on the same ground, viz., rejecting or
receiving alleged truths in their unsustained or sustained relationship to

the whole. Thus, e,g. to illustrate our meaning : instead of viewing the
miracles of Christ, separate and distinct, from the Divine Plan, let them
be regarded as incidental and even requisite indications of a certain end
which is stated to bo accomplished, viz., the restoration of all things, which
includes a renewing power over nature, man, etc., and these very miracles
appeal to us for acceptance on higher grounds than those generally given.

It places them in the light entertained by the quite early Church as evi-

dence or '* signs^' that Christ has the power, and that He will accomplish
the work assigned to Him. And, reason here finds that instead of being
merely arbitrary interferences, they sustain a just andproper relationship

to the Divine Plan, and are indicators of the exercise of that Almighty
onerjgy promised in the future. The miracles at the deliverance of the

Jewisn nation are also thus found to be only indicative of a still greater

exertion of Supernatural power at the deliverance of that nation still future.

The argument for or against miracles thus assumes a position which is of

far greater significancy andforce than any other ; and the argument and
reply to be in proper accord must occupy the same plane. Tne miracles
thus form part of tlie Plan itself and since, as we nave shown, the Plan
cannot possibly be carried to its completion without their presence, the
question that ought to be considered and answered before all others is this :

whether, in view of the necessary exertion of Supernatural power to produce
the ultimate results contemplated by the Divine Purpose, their absence
would noft be a very serious defect. Such a line of procedure, honorable
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alike to the student and the "Word, at oncft indicatea their reasonableness

and importance. It also serves to sustain, by implication, the inspiration

of the Word ; for if ifc can be shown that they are requisite to the fulfil-

ment of the predicted restitution (still future), their occurrence, especially

at the First Advent, afford proof both of the ability to bring forth the end
designed and of the truthfulness of those who proclaimed their necessary

connection with the same. Thus miracles regarded in the light of the

wonderful miraculous working of Jesus Christ at His Sec. Coming—tak-

ing in the final result—are essential confirmatory manifestations that the

End will be realized as promised ; and to give them their proper weight
and position they must be considered in this aspect. This makes them
doth reasonable and required appendages to the development of God's Plan.

The omission of them, in view of the important part assigned to them still

future, would indeed form a great objection to the Word, invalidating,

according to the requirements of reason, its professed inspiration. For, if

Christ is the One who is to restore or renew all things, as the prophets aJl

testify, then when He comes even in humiliation it is of moment that this

miraculous power, alleged to be lodged in Him, should be in some way
evidenced to influence faith in Him. In other words, taking the por-

traiture given of the Messiah in the Old Test, Scriptures, the Advent of

the same without an exhibition in some form of the Supernatural allied with
Kim, would leave out an element of identification and trust. So that on
this ground the works of Jesus Christ are confidently appealed to, as proof
that Ho is indeed the predicted Messiah.

The Tlieocraiic rdationslup of the line and nntiou descended from Abraham made a
manifestation of the Bnpernataral, and hence the miraonlons, a necessary conseqnence.
Ood condescendinl to become the earthly Baler of the Jewish nation, it was rtasoruxble

that that very form of manifestation t>i power (which other nations jnstly supposed a
prerequisite of Ood-like interest and union in human affairs, and therefore appropriated
in their mythologies) should be given as evidence of (hi re<dUy of snoh a kingly relation,

ship. Moses specially entreated that it should be excited in their guidance and protec-
tion, and we fail to see how a Theocracy could be established and carri'ed on without its

conjunction. It is in view of this special nearness of Ood to this nation that even
Ewald {Die Lehre der Bibd von GoU) admits, however much he may sympathize with
nationalism in some particulars, that the prophetic revelations given to Israel are to be
distingoished and elevated above those claimed by other nations. But this Theocratic
feature extends not merely to ' a miracle of knowledge ' (prophecy), but to all

miracles. Take e.g. the one that is the particular object of ridicule from men proud
of their science, viz., Joshua (Jos. 10 : 12-14), commanding the sun and moon to

stand still, the language being that adapted to a popular method (as illustrated by soma
writers in referring to the Greek of Acts 27 : 27 ** some land was nearing them**—i.e.
not that the land literally approaches when sailing toward it, etc.), and expressive of the
fact that the day was supematurally lengthened. To consider this miracle outside of the

Theocratic posiiion of the nation and leader—yea, of God Himself as the pledged Ruler
of the nation, is simply injustice to the Word. The Theocratic order makes the miracle
a reasonable one, for the King had given His word to aid in an emetgency, and when
such arose it was right and proper to anticipate the help promised. The simple narra-

tive shows that Joshua, who acted as God's agent, deeply felt and realized this TheocrcUie

relationship, and under the depth of conviction and feeling—impelled by the occasion,
—he " spake to the Lord," that is, turns to his King for help, and from the assurances
arising from faith in that King, or from the reception of the Spirit, utters the command
to the sun and moon, and Ood, the King ordered the intent (viz., to lengthen the day

—

the light), of the command to be carried out, thus proving—not miraculous power alone
but

—

His Theo&aiic relfUioruthip to the nation and His fftithfulness, " for the Jjord heark-
ened to the voice of a man ; for the Lord fought for Israel.** The miracle then, instead of

being unreasonable, is preciaehf what ought to be anticipated in the career of a nation

favored by a Theocracy. The mnguage itself which bears so heavily the shafts of wit-
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lings U not the language of God, but of JoBhna, and is snch—proving the honesty of the

Tecord—as would be used by a man like Joshua in that age of astronomical knowledge,
or as would be best adapted to popular conceptions. God takes the intent of Joshua and
fulfils it, thus showing that a veriiable TJieocracy eidsted. Kurtz {Sac. His.^ p. 165), justir

says :
** The command of faith is pronounced in the sense which Joshua assigns to ^e

words; the diviuB answer is given in the sense in which God understands them.**

Joshua simply prayed for a prolonging of the day and God gives it. It was not simply
faith in God as God, but in God as Theocratic King that produces the result. It is

painful to find how Christian apologists of high standing, failing to notice the Theocrstic

point of view from which the miracle must be regarded, have even condescended to

adopt the Bationalistio conceit that Joshua's command is a piece of poetry ! an ebulli-

tion of Oriental extravagance 1 Liberals ^ Westm, litview, etc.), make themselves merry
over the late '* Speaker's Commentary" yielding up the miracle, and adopting Ewald's
notion of poetic language, and well may they do so, when exegesis can fall bo low as to

travesty a narrative so plainly recorded. The old explanation as given by Home {Introd.

voL 1, p. 421), and others, is immensely preferable to such a degrading process. Let the

student consider several points : (1) That unless the Supernatural shine forth in some
way before the nation, it could not fairly be evidenced that a Theocracy existed : t2)

that if the Supernatural in direct aid, etc., were lacking, infidelity would appeal to this

as positive proof that a pure Theocracy never existed ; (3) that the genend feeling of

heathen nations has been, that the nearer the approach to a Theocracy, the more of the

miraculous ought to be witnessed ; <4) that the question of probability drawn from the

relationship of the two parties is too much neglected in this discussion ; and <5) that

this miracle, like all others is only " a. sign" of something which is to come, for as

Joshua was a type of Jesus, so when Jesus comes as '* the man of war," we have in this

very miracle— over which so many foolishly jest—" a sign" of the wonder-working arm of

Him who is finally to lead on God's people to deliverance, and to a complete overwhelm-
ing of God's enemies. (May we also add, that it teaches us what to think of able Apolo-

gists, who fritter away answers to prayer as coming only in the line of natural causes (as

e.g. Bow's Bampion Ledwrta, 1877, ** Ch. Evidences"), notwithstanding such examples,

the promises of Jesus to prayer, the ministry of angels, etc.). We are not especially con-

cerned in the manner by which God answered the intent of Joshua, whether by a
miraculous exertion of power on the planet, or by a special Superxftituxiil reflection of

light only confined to Palestine, etc. (because no details being given, we know not the

precise method employed), but we are concerned in insisting that the historical narrative

does present us the miraculous power of a then present Theocratic King,

Looking at Jesus Christ as a God-man (given by unlearned men) and admitting a First

Cause—a God—a Creator, it certainly is no evidjence of intellectual strength (as seen

even in Hamilton, Mill, etc.), or of correct reasoning, to refuse to believe that sytch a

Beingt thus formed, con at pleasure subject nature to His own Will in the matter of

change, etc., especially when this is done in the interest of man against an admitted
disturbing element (evil), and to subserve moral purpose. Which is the most reason-

able, to portray such a Being meeting the exigencies of the world, or to elevate the world
by a mechanical conception, by a rigorous law of uniformity, above the mighty Designer
and Lawgiver ? Which is the most reasomible to suppose that moral beings, subject to

great and heartrending evils, should be totally left to shift for themselves without some
special aid, made necessary by their condition, from a moral Governor, or to ignore the

moral and lay down the principle that the Divine must only be measured by the human,
and that intellectaality (the inductions and deductions of reason, and even the deter-

minations of the will, etc.), is a natural product, purely the result of natural progression ?

Which is the most in accord with reason, to have a Saviour, such as these ' * unlearned
men" give to us. admitted if He really possess the attributes attributed to Him to be
adapted for purposes of salvation, or to close the door to all hope excepting what natural

development—which cannot save from death, etc.—may suggest ? Thus, in correspond-

ence with what preceded, we find couTerging testimony in favor of the portraiture given

of Jesus, underlying the constitution of things and arising out of the moral necessities of

man. We need not even press against Rationalism its own picture of Jesus, when it

gives " the perfect, ideal man of humanity" which includes freedom from sin, etc., with-

out a single hint or explanation hoio by the laws of naturalism or development such a

pure Being could suddenly appear out of the surrounding mass of depravity, and could

as suddenly disappear without continued reproduction in the same form. This, to say

the least, is an indication of weakness in argumentation, while the demand is solved by
these supposed** unlearned" writers, and until an explanation is given more satisfactory
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to roAson, reason is jnBtified in aooepting of it. We are confident of one thing, viz., that

the Sapemftttual Savionr of the Bible ia^the only one adapted to save ns from the concln-

sioiiB of Shopenhaner, Von Hartman« and others—that there is and ever will be an
nnintermyted continuance of evil nnder natural law, and that misery grows with con-

sciousness, intelligence, and knowledge. That, however, which above all others meets

the objections of Celsns and Porphyry, Voltaire and Gibbon, Hnme and Stranss, Hmley
and Tyndall, and many others, is a personal pradical experience of the precionsness of

Jesus by faith in Him as the Bedeemer, for uie resnlts in heart and life are such that

the believer possesses in himself a conducive personal evidence of the tmth and divinity

of the Scriptures. The attacks of nnbelieving science do not effect him, for he realizes

the troth in Ood's dear Son, and he is content, believing that in the nlCimate ontcome
all thin^—even those supposed to be antagonistic—will be found to be in harmony with
Bevelation, either, on the one hand, by science enlarging its views and changing its de-

ductions ; or by faith, on the other hand, rightly apprehending the divine teaching and
chan^ng its conclusions ; or by the Advent and its additional revelations affording as the

light needed for a complete reconciliation. The experience derived from Gnd in His
Son gives the philosopher and ignorant, the learned and unlearned, the same assurance.

Ohs. 4. But to make our argument logically correct, let us turn to the

great, leading doctrine of the Word, viz., that of thia Kingdom, which
presents to us what really is the Divine Purpose. The Kingdom being the

burden of prophecy, the End which God has in view in the preparatory

measures and dispensations introduced, and the goal toward which ail

things tend, it is of the utmost importance that in a discussion involving

the inspiration of God's professed Word, two things should be observed :

(1) that a proper knowledge and estimate of the Kingdom itself should be

attained, and (2) that in virtue of this Kingdom being the End proposed
in the Redemptive process, all other announcements, facts, etc., must bo

regarded in theirfrefationship to it. Casting aside the numerous meanings
fastened upon the Kingdom by men, let the plain idea, the simple notion

of it so characteristic of the Old Test, (as admitted by Rationalism and by
Orthodoxy, however it may be afterward exnlained by them) be retained

;

then let it be traced in its initiatory estaolishment, its overthrow, its

promised restoration, its predicted ^lory,.etc.,' and with all this before the

mind, let reason carefully examine its design, its merits, its adaptability to

secure the deliverance of man, the race, and the world, and reason must
confess that if carried out according to the pre-determined programme laid

down in the Word, it yr\\\ fully and most perfectly meet the wants and the

desires of humanity. Concerning the latter there can be no question, see-

ing that it embraces within itself not only the deliverance of man individu-

ally, but that of society in its highest and most extended relations, includ-

ing that of a world now subject (explain it as wo may) to evil. The intel-

ligent reader knows that many pages could be filled with admissions taken
from Rationalistic writings acknowledging that the conceptions of the

Kingdom as given by the prophets form '* a splendid, gorgeous dream.' * and
one too most desirable to humanity, if it could only be realized- We are

not now .concerned with the question why it was not fulfilled (for this is

answered under Props. 56-68) but only with the fact, that no man can read

the descriptions pertaining to this Kingdom without, if honest, frankly

admitting that there is no phase of imperfection, suffering, and evil which
it does not ]iropose to remove, and that there is no blessing which the

heart of man has longed for both for himself and society which it does not
intend to bestow. Hence it follows, that whether there be faith in the

announcements or not, the concession at least follows, that, if it could be
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vitnesaed and experienced, man wonld indeed find a liappr release from
tears, sorrow, and death, and that the world itself woald undergo the

much-wished-for transformation. Here then is the main point npon
which all are agreed ; and in the very nature of the case, owing to the

precious interests involved, it ought in any scholarly discussion of the

Word occupy the prominenci/ glyen to it. Rationalism, if we understand
its position, has no fault to find with the blessings contemplated to be in-

troauced by the Kingdom—it admits their desirableness and the great

happiness that would inevitably result if thus introduced—but it objects

to the manner in which they are to be introduced, to the agencies by which
it is to bo effected!, and hence refuses credence to their realization, mainly
on the ground of a past non-fulfilment, and of its requiring such a Super-
natural intervention as cannot be credited. To such we can only bnefly

indicate a line of investigation that at once removes, in accordance witn

reason, their objections. Let the condition of man and society be saHs-

factorily wet by the Kingdom, then at once the greatest obje*ction that

could possibly be urged against Revelation is also met and pct aside. This
secures the proper leverage for continued investigation. The next point
for consideration follows : God intends to secure the salvation of the world
through the establishment of a Tlieocracy ; now does the nature of a Theoc-
racy contain the elements requisite to meet the conditions in which man is

placed in all its relations? Is it desirable, admitting for the time the idea

of a Creator (which Rationalism so largely indorses), that God should con-

descend to act in the capacity of an earthly Ruler ; that He should mani-
fest the same through some chosen instrumentality ; that He should thus

establish a permanent, world-wide dominion, etc. ? Surely there is noth-
ing in the idea of a Theocracy but what commends itself both to the intelli-

ffenco and the desires of the student ; it being a want which the world has
long felt and acknowledged ; and which, not being now visibly manifested,
is presented by some forms of infidelity as a reason why God's direct inter-

ference with human affairs is denied. Our argument accepts of this reason
as a correct one, provided (1) it can be proven that no Theocracy ever ex-

isted, and (2) that no Theocracy shall ever again exist. The nrst is evi-

denced (a) by history
;

(b) by the reasonableness of representations ; (c) by
its design and prosecution (for its failure so candidly stated, with reasons

assi^cd so humiliating to the nation, go far to prove its verity) ; {d) the

conjoining in some form of the Supernatural with the human, indicative of

the Divine being really present, as shown e.g. by prophecy, etc. The
latter is proven, by [a) the connection it sustains to the former

; (ft) the
utterances given concerning it confirmed by prophecy and its resultant
history

;
(c) the provision made and now in progress for its re-establish-

ment
;

{d) the valid reasons assigned for its postponement
;

(e) the con-
dition and preservation of the chosen nation with which it is identified

;

(/) the gathering out of a select body to be incorporated with the King-
oom

; (g) the entire unity of purpose closely observed in all the declara-

tions respecting it These are some of the thinp which ought to be
calmly studied before coming to a definite conclusion ; and if, peradven-
tnre, it should be adverse, the reasoning by which it is reached should be
carefully given flo that the subject may receive that intelligent review
which its importance demands.*

1 Two remarks are here in place. The reader is reminded that in reference to this

Theocratic Kingdom we have (1) the fact that it once existed in connection with the
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Jewish nation ; (2) that it incorporated the Bavidio line with special promises of
enlaigement, grandeur, etc., nnder a descendant of David

; (3) that it was overthrown,
owing to the sinfulness of the nation, as a punishment ; (4) that it was not re-established

at the first Advent, and the reasons are given in their plain historical connection ; (5)

that it was postponed to the Sec. Advent, and that snoh postponement is verified by
nnmeroos collateral facts connected with it, as e.g. the condition of the Jewish nation,
of Jemsalem. of the Charoh, and of the world ; (6) that a continuous chain cffads thns
appealing to man's reason, forbids oar rejection of faith and hope in the predicted
fature rebailding of that Kingdom. Secondly : the doctrine of the Kingdom as presented,
shows vokjf the form and stnictnre /of the Bible is so largely historical and prophetical,

and why so much stress is laid on the histoiy and fntore of the Jewish nation. The
Theocraiic idea and purpose require it. The facts in reference to the Kingdom make this

feature—considered objectionable and a blemish by some—a necessity. It is so histori-

cal, because the covenant, the Kingdom, and the downfall demand it ; prophetical, be-
caose the assured fulfilment of covenant in the restitution of the Theocracy requires it

;

Jewish, because the Theocratic relationship of that nation forbids a departure from it.

Hence narrative, prophecy, events connected with the elect nation rather than events
related to the vast Gtentile monarchies, etc., receive new light in that of (he 7%eocraiie

ordering.
* The unbelieving attack makes the Bible to be merely the result of human ideas, the

embodiment of natural reason. But here in the Theocraiic idea we find the fundamental
truth which allies the Bible to the Supernatural, which elevates it far above the natnral
conceptions of the mind, which places it immeasurably in advance of all the thinking of
humanity in the past or present. Take the highest thoughts of the sages of Asia, Greece
and Borne ; the loftiest conceptions of the philosophers of the world, and they pale be-
fore the brightness and splendor of the Theocraiic conception. There is nothing so mag-
nificent to be found outside of the Bible. Men now endeavor to belittle the Bible by
oomparing its teaching with ancient religions, and deducing therefrom a common origin
of all religions (e.g. Higgens's Anacalypsis, etc.), but such writers are very careful not to

present the teaching of the Bible which indicates its superiority over all others. Mol-
lock (Dogma, Beason, and Morality), and others, have shown that natural religion— uni-
Teraally diflEused owing to man's moral and religious nature—only confirms Christianity.

We insist that the higher teaching of the latter, and the unity of its Bedemptive Flan
through a purposed Theocracy, evidences its Supernatural origin, which is abundantly
confirmed by the provisions made for a future rcMEilization.

Obs. 5. Rationalism admitting that the Kingdom, if realized as pre-

dicted, woaldy of coarse, secure the deliverance and happiness of the world,

must, if in accord with reason, now proceed to ask whether the agencies

nsed and the manner employed to aJOfect this restoration are adapted to

secnre this end. If it can be shown that there is no adaptation in them to

obtain such a purpose Rationalism gains the vantage ground ; but if, on
the other hand, we can indicate their fitness, and even necessity, then the
saperiority and logical consistency of argument is on our side. This leads,

therefore, to a consideration of the Divine Plan thus far unfolded and
carried out. Our object being merely to give an idea how the controversy
between Rationalism and Orthodoxy, to bring it to its highest and logical

ground of attack and defence ought to be conducted in order to fairly test

the merits of each, we pass by many points of interest (which also must be
carefully observed as parta of the Plan, such as the Covenants, past history

of the Theocracy, the elect position of the Jewish nation, etc., being
already presented in previous Propositions) and select several to elucidate

the matter.

Take the Divinity and Humanity of Josus, the Christ, and view these,

not isolated, disconnected from the Divine Plan, but as forming an indis-

pensable part of that Plan, and we have at once the strongest possible

proof in favor of the Divinity of Jesus. Observe (1) that, as we have re-

peatedly proven, this Theocratic Kingdom if over realized in the form
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covenanted under David's descendant imperatively demands One gteaker

than man, identified with God, ruling as God, immortal and performing
the Works of God, David and all the prophets predict this, so that ancient

Jews, Christians, and even many unbelievers (who discard it as " a dream")
freely admit it. The Theocratic idea involves this feature, seeing that

the very essence—that which alone forms it—of a Theocracy is that of Qod
ruling over men as an earthly ruler. The burden of prophecy and promise
is, that such a rule, the grandest that can be conceived, is to be manifested
here on earth through a David's Son who is also to be David's Lord. Here
then is the Plan respecting the King of this Kingdom proposed. Is it wise

or prudent to discard it without noticing the provision made for its fulfil-

ment ? With those predictions before us, covering many bright pages of

the Old Test., if there were no additional evidence, if no preparatory
measures* insuring an ultimate fulfilment, could be pointed out, then in-

deed there might be room for doubt and objection. But reason prompts
us to proceed, when we find (2) that the birth (miraculous) of Jesus
precisely fills the demands of the Plan. Xo such Theocratic King as

promised could possibly bo raised up by the ordinary laws of nature—it

would be an utter impossibility. Here then is a fact, predicted to cany
out a certain Plan, which is against the ordinary course of nature ; and
here is the record that it has taken place. Leaving the arguments usually

alleged by theologians to indicate how essential this incarnation was ; leav-

ing the eulogies festowed by Renan and others upon Jesus in view of His

Eurity, nobleness of heart, teaching, etc. (and which could be applied
ere), it is sufficient only to direct attention to the fact, that by this incar-

nation alone have we the Theocratic relationship, as promised, fully united
and sustained in one person. By it God and David's descendant are in-

separably united, giving the Kingdom an unchangeable Head—in brief,

bestowing the very characteristics, attributes, etc., so requisite to carry
out the proposed Plan. This at once invests the Person of Jesus with new
interest ; and the discussion should embrace the evidence whether in Him
are to be found all the qualifications made requisite by the contemplated
Theocratic position assigned. If so—and in reference to this there can be
no question so far as it is claimed in the New Test., and freely acknowl-
edged by the destructive critics—this is a decided advance in favor of the
Divinity of Jesus ; viz., the correspondence existing between Him and the

One predicted to be this King. (3) Next let reason judge, admitting for

the time the blessings that would most certainly accrue if such a Theocratic
Kingdom were manifested under a Kin^ possesshig such attributes as are

ascribed to Him, whether Jesus, the Christ, if such a Being as represented,

is not adapted in every way (o restore this Theocratic reign in a most
glorious manner, rescuing the dead from the power of the grave, removing
evils, etc. In other words, Jesus in every respect is (jualined to carry out

the remainder of the programme as ^iven by the Divine Purpose. He is

David's Son as covenanted ; He is Divine (Isa. 9:6; Zech. 13 : 9 ; Jer.

23 : 6 ; Ps. 2 : 7 ; Rom, 9 : 11 ; 1 Tim. 3 : 16 ; Tit. 1 : 3 ; 1 John 4 : 15
;

Heb. 1 : 8 ; 1 John 5 : 20, etc.) ; He is One and equal with the Father,

(John 14 : 7-11 ; 10 : 30 ; 12 : 45 ; 17 : 10, etc.) ; He is the Image of God,
(Phil. 2:6; Col. 1 :15 ; 2 :9, etc.) ; He possesses eternity (Heb. 13 : 18

;

Rev. 1 : 17, 18) ; He has Omnipresence (Matt. 17 : 20 ; 28 : 20, etc)

;

He is Omniscient (John 2 : 24, 25 ; Rev. 2 : 23 ; John 16 : 30, etc.) ; He
is Creator (John 1 : 3, 10 ; Col. 1 : 16 ; Heb. 1 : 2, 10 ; Rev. 3 : 14, etc.)

;
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He in Tirtue of His divinity has Pre-Existence (John 8 : 68 ; 13 ; 3,.
etc.) ; He is the Preserver (Col. 1 : 17 ; Heb. 1 : 3, etc.) ; He is worthy
of worship (John 6 : 23 ; Phil. 3 : 10 ; Heb. 1 : 6 ; Ps. 72 : 15, 17 ; Rev.
5 : 8-13, etc.), etc. Thus to (jnalify Him to act in the capacity of a Theo-
cratic King^ everything essential to God is fully ascribed to, and possessed
in its fulness by Him. Admitting then the simple record as given, we
have the very Person described whom the Plan contemplates as the One
snitable to act as the predetermined Theocratic King. We do not pause
now to show how incredible it is that such a Theocratic Plan in all ita

details, taking centuries for completion and embracing the Advent of such
a Person, should have originated unaided in the miuds of the ancient
writers ; and that at the Advent of Jesus, men against national prejudices

and the impulses natural to human nature, should succeed in filling out so
accurately in Him the portraiture given by the Prophets. The intelligent

reader will take this in account when making up his decision. All that we
assert at this stage is, that thus far there is no discrepancy between the
Plan proposed and the great leading Agency by which it is to be accom-
plishea. Certainly this feature must commend itself to reason. (4) Then
let reason decide whether such a Bein^, as we find described in Jesus
Christ, is not indispensable to carry out toe Plan as given. The Divine
Purpose, as we have noticed at length, intends in this restored Theocratio
Kingdom to raise up the dead, remove all the evils under which the race is

groaning, and renew creation itself. This involves, of necessity, a mighty
exertion of Supernatural power. The express Agent by which this is to be
affected is this promised King. Therefore t/Ogive us the most ample assur-

ance that the Plan which embraces such astounding changes shall be veri-

fied, the Person Himself is provided through whom it is to be performed.
This provision is a prime necessity ; reason requires it, for otherwise we
cannot see how it is possible to carry out the Purpose intended. This
very necessity thus met in the Person of Jesus the Christ ; goes far to prove
both the Divmity of the Plan and of the Person who claims, by all that is

related to Him, to be the One who is ultimately to carry it into execution.

(5) Then again—the Theocratic covenant relationship in the line of David
necessarily including a God-man, by which the Theocratic idea is visibly

presented and adapted to man's condition—when that God-man appears
on earth, it is moat reasonable to anticipate that He would give some evi-

dences of the Supernatural thus allied with Him. It is but alow process of

reasoning which looks at the Supernatural in the life of Jesus separated

from the conditions imposed by the previously given Divine Purpose, How
can we possibly know that Jesus is the One proposed by the covenant with
David, unless He in some way, by superior knowledge, works, etc., evinces

the lodgment and actual possession of the Divine in Himself. Jesus with-

out the Supernatural could not possibly be the promised Messiah. Hence,
when we come to the life of Jesus, regarding it simply in the light of what
preceded, it is 2k just conclusion to expect, that if it meets the requirements
of promise and prediction at all, it must present us with a strong Super-
natural element It follows, therefore, that to approach the life of Cnrist

with a prejudged, prejudiced opinion against the Supernatural is a most
unscholarly procedure.* It is uncritical, because it malces no allowance for

the connection which this Divine sustains to other matters, and it utterly

ignores the Plan of advancement upon which it is based. It is opposed to

the true spirit of investigation, preventing an impartial judgment, and
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being nnjuflt to covenant, prophets, Jeans Christ and man. The student,

observing the personage described and demanded by the Theocratic

arrangement, comes to the Advent of a Messiah feeling that the lack of the

Supernatural would prove at once a fatal objection to His claims ; and
hence, if disposed to be reasonable and impartial, he will give due con-

sideration to the manifestations of the Supernatural as given in the life of

Jesus, over keeping in view the preliminaries just presented. This, instead

of placing him in the attitude assumed by nationalistic writers (viz., that

of prejudging and condemning without a careful summing up of the evi-

dence relating to tbe subject), enables him to regard the Plan which con-

templates this particular Theocratic Personage, the claims which are pre-

sented and that so accurately fit the requirements of it, and then to ex-

amine whether the life of Jesus Christ gives sufficient eviden/ie to substan-

tiate the claims asserted in behalf of Himself that He is indeed the Messiah

proposed in covenant and prophecy. (6) This brings us, finally, to con-

sider how far the life of Jesus gives evidence of the possession of the

Divine. In this wide field, the reader must, of necessity, be referred to

able works which make this subject a speciality for extended remark.
Even the praise rendered to Jesus by Rationalistic writers may be rendered
available as circumstantial evidence to the integrity, etc., of the Messiah.

Leaving the life, teaching, works, predictions, etc., of Jesus for others to

discuss, let us refer to His death, confeseed to be sublime by our opponents,

and from this alone show the Divinity that existed in Him. That very

death which so many now tell us was so unpromising and closed forever

genan) the hopes aixd career of Jesus, bears the unmistakable stamp of the

vine. Passing by the loving design of that death—(which in itself

forms a solid proof)—and the incomparable simplicity of tbe narrative of

His death as alone suitable to portray ifc—(which could scarcely be imitated

by impostors without the introduction of extravagant eulogies, explana-
tions, etc.), let us confine ourselves to the time of His death.* One of the

declarations of Jesus previous to His death was, "I lay down my life that

I might take it again ; no one taketh it from me, out I lay it down of

Mysdf, I have power to lay it down and I have power to take it agaifi,^*

(John 10 : 17, 18). While His death was desired by Jew and consented
to by Roman, while both incurred guilt in engaging in the act and peisist-

inff to the end, yet Jesus, according to the record, in \irtne of the power
lodged within Him, chose for Himself the moment when He should yield

up His spirit to the efforts of His executioners. This was done, as we are

informed for two reasons : (I) This voluntary yielding of His life is essen-

tial to His nature as God-man—-nothing being able to occur without the

permission of the Divine within Him—and such a voluntary offering

enhances the value of His priestly otfice, seeing, as the apostle argued, "it
is of necessity that this man have somewhat also to offer," and hence ** He
gave His life for the sheep." Not being concerned at present to develop
the reasons underlying a voluntary sacrifice of Himself, it is sufficient for

our purpose to direct attention to the simple announcements that it must
be voluntary even down to the very last, and then to the remarkable evi-

dence given in the record that it was indeed such. This is gathered not

from a direct circumstantial account, as if given purposely to meet pre-

vious statements, but from indirect allusions and references which, from
the very lack of design, most powerfully confirm the sad story of the cross.

It was a voluntary death, thus enhancing its value, not merely in that He
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refased to call for the legions of angels at His command, or to exert His
Sapernataral power for deliverance, but in that He died having the Super-
natural within Him to select the time of departure without being impera-
tivelj, at the crisis, urged to it by the weakness or necessities of nature.

Notwithstanding the thirst and pangs endured, the suilerings were not, at

the moment of death, sufficient m themselves to cause death u^ is seen by
the surviving of the malefactors, the frequent lingering, long-continued
death of crucified persons (the extremities and not the vital parts being
first attacked, etc.), the crying out with a loud voice indicative of strength

just previous to expiring, and the marvelling of Pilate, when His body waa
requested by Joseph, that He was already dead, it being so remarkable and
unexpected. Here then the evidence in the most undesigned ruatiner is

given showing unmistakably its voluntary nature, thus corroborating pre-

vious predictions relating to it (2) But now appears the Supernatural,
the Divine in the very act of dying, in a most intensely interesting form,
viz., in fulfilling the type of nimself. Consider when Jesus died, at the

ninth Jewish hour or at three o'clock in the afternoon, at the very hour
that the sacrifice should be offered at the temple, at the very time selected

and observed for the slaying of the Paschal Lamb. Was it a mere coin-

cidence that Jesus died at the very time that the Paschal Lamb, the alleged

and significant type of Himself, was slain ? Was it an artful presentation

of the writers of the Gospels to influence belief in the Messiah ? If the

latter why then do they not point put the relation that the one sustains to

the other, and praise the same ? Why do they leave this cliaracteristic re-

lationship to be sought out and ascertained by an acquaintance with the

type and the facts aa given by themselves ? The truth is, that so trans-

cendantly sublitne is the death of this Qod-man, that any of the ordinary
deviations— so natural to human advocates—to explain relations, to point
out significations in detail, and to add expressions of admiration and
eulogy, would vitiate the admirable simplicity which alone should char-

acterize the divine description of such a death,* This manifestation of

God's love an^ mercy is so unexampled an exliibition of Divine Power, even
when apparently overcome by death, that it is wisely and grandly left; to

speakfor itself It needs no meritricious adornments, no additions to add
to its force or value. Even while upon the cross, suffering the anguish iu-

cident to crucifixion, the Divine exerts itself (aside from His God-liko
demeanor, the accurate fulfilment of prediction, etc.), inn silent, impres-
sive, testimonitary manner which alone stamps Him the Messiah. The
eye of Jesus, which saw Nathaniel under the fig-tree, which could look into

men's hearts and observe their thoughts, looked away over the crowd of

Bomans, Jews, and friends then around Him, to the temple upon the typi-

cal lamb and observed—who can tell with what deep interest—the prep-
arations going forward for the sacrifice ; and when the time arrived for tlio

type to diey the ejreat antitype—yielding to Hi« enemies

—

aZso expired. It

seems to the writer that this deeply significant finale, pre-eminently worthy
of Him, if re^rded in its connections, ought of itself to produce iv pro-

found impression that as the centurion, from other evidences less striking,

confessed: ** TVuly this man was the Son of God,'* The design of this

work iorbids more than illustrations of the manner in which the life of

JesuB must be considered, viz., in its relationship to the Divine Plan. The
death of Jesus, in virtue of this, assumes its proper position and signifi-

eancy, and no discussion, either friendly or hostile, concerning it, is com-
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plete or takea a jnst rank nntil it embraces this feature. Separated from
the Divine Purpose which it is to subserve, detached from the Kingdom
which it is designed to secure* it necessarily loses much of its meaning and
expressiveness. Thus it is also with the resurrection of Jesus, which is

dismissed by so many simpler on the ground of its being incredible, without
the least attempt to regard it in the light indicated/ Its reasonableness,

its necessity, its value and preciousness, are not derived from the account
^iven of it and the testimony of witnesses respecting it These, indispen-

sable as they are to form a connected chain, are only subsidiaries. If rea-

son is to exert its highest powers, it will regard the resurrection of Jesus in

its relationship to the Divine Plan ; noticing, (1) that it is proposed in the

Theocratic order
; (2) that it is absolutely required before the Plan pro-

posed can be carried out
; (3) that to attain it, 'Supernatural power must be

exerted ; (4) that this linking of the Supernatural clement with the human,
—even when dead—ffor as we have seen Jesus claimed the power not only

to lay down His life out to take it up ngain) involves such a manifestation
of power, that if it really has taken place, there can be no doubt respecting
the nature of the Person who has experienced it as the One actually

designed ; (5) that admitting the resurrection, as an outgrowth of the Plan,

(we do not stop now to ask whether Divine or not) it is adapted to evince

the ability of Him who experienced it to jjcrform the remainder involved

in the Plan
; (G) that if the account of the resurrection was concocted by

men to meet the requirements of a previously given Purpose, these writers

evince (a) an extraordinary clumsiness in stating their incredulity on the

subject after the instruction professedly received, (b) their ignorance in not

pointing out more fully its relationship to the previously given Plan, leav-

ing, in a great measure the reader to infer it
; (7) that the life and death

of Jesus mu9t be weighed when the estimate is taken respecting the resur-

rection
; (8) that the deliverance of man from the power of 'death, if it

really took place, is thus secured, and that we have no knowledge of any
other Plan given in all the writings possessed by the world that proposes the

Bume. Liet the attitude thui presented be assumed, let the scholar honestly
acknowledge concessions, similar in spirit to these suggested, and be ap-

proaches the subject of the resurrection with a higher critical resolve,

which asks whether it is really an essential part of a previously given Plan,

whether it is adapted to secure the results contemplated, whether the mani-
festation of the Divine through it is worthy of God, and even whether in

any other possible way the deliverance of man can be so effectively ob-

tained, etc. Concessions like these are not asked as a favor but demanded
as a simple ad ofjustice to the Book which records, and to the Person who
professes to have experienced, its power. If God-man, if the Afeesiah as

predicted, it necessarily serves to identify Him as such and imparts confi-

dence in Him. The number of witnesses, if sufficient to establish the fact,

is of no moment, seeing that the Word wisely depends—thus acknowledg-
ing the force of reason—for its reception to its undoubted relationship to

.the Divine Purpose, and to its perfect adaptednees to obtain for us the

pronaised blessings. Actuated by wisdom the reader ought, in forming an
opinion, to consider the initiatory process, the means, and the end.'

1 Take the Lives of Jesns as given e.g. by Renon and Stmass, and it is sdf-eviderU, that,

from beginning to end, the snbject ban been approached by a previously formed opinion
4ind determination >to eliminate the Snpematimil element. This, of conzse, leaves out
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*' the Oirist,** resulting from it prejudged ftttitode, a prejudiced standpoint, and a pre-

det«rmined wish to lower the Messianio olaims. The proof is fonnd in Btndioasly omit-
ting the connecticn of ** the Christ" with a continuous Divine Flan, in constantly refusing

to discnss the adaptabUity ot ** the Messiah'* as presented to cany oat the Divine Pur-
pose, and in purposely ignorijig all that might cast doubt upon their own deductions,

even the language of Jesus as presented. But on the other hand, many of the Lives of

Christ, that acknowledge and defend the Supernatural, that contain much that is valu-

able, are seriously defaced by certain defects. They ignore some of the greatest events

in the life of Jesus, and hence utterly fail to present a consislent aiid cmtnected account of

His life. Thus e.g. the preaching of the Kingdom is either passed by or perverted, the

parables of the Kingdom are philosophized into accommodations to human weakness and
ignorance, the postponement of the Kingdom is not touched, the covenant (Davidic) and
Jewish forms are despised, etc., and a cloud, under the specious plea of development, la

cast over much that is written. Inferences are given as veritable history and a kingdom
snbstituted for the one covenanted and preached. The result is, that infidels (as e.g.

Ihike of Somerset, ch. 7. Christ. Theol, etc.), declare them unreliable, untrustworthy,
mere ** conjectural histories.*" A. comparison with the Divine Becord, if frankly and
candidly made, will in some respects, in some aspects, sustain this charge.

Frothingham tljuih. Observer, May 31, 1878), is reported assaying, that ** Jesus Christ
supposed }£mselx to be the Son of Qod while He was before Pilate, but found out His
mistake when He came to die." We show the Divine, the Supernatural in His death.

Newman (Phases of Fhiiht p. 168), pronounces the going of Jesus to a certain death at
Jemsalem as a foolhardy and fuiatic»l act. Thus sitting in judgment over, and con-
demning the sublime act pre-eminently calculated to qualify Him for " the Christahip"
and its blessed results. Thousands, thousands, alas 1 take similar low and degrading
views of the death of Jesus.

* The silence of Scripture in the way of eulogies, explanations, etc., is to the reflect-

ing mind a powerful argument in favor of its divine inspiration, seeing that such a
silence is not natural to ignorance^ fanaticism, enthusiasm, special pleading—in brief,

to man and his impulses. Gomp. e.g. Archb. Whatley's Essays on Certain PectdiarUies of
the Wrilings of Paul ; Miller's Silence of the Scriptures ; Hare's sermon, What is Better

than Bread T Princ'qjies Better than Rules ; art. in the North Bril. Review, entitled The
Silence qf Scripture, etc.

* Thus e.g. Strauss (The Old FhiUh arid the New, p. 73) may dogmatically pronounce
the resurrection of Jesus " ein Welt hi^toricher humbug,** but what is his declaration

worth when he ignores the highest proof relating to it. The testimony of the Scripture in
reference to its relationship to the Divine Purpose, to its connection with a previously
arranged and covenanted Plan, to its requisite fitness in the Theocratic ordering—these
things, the foundation upon which the resurrection solidly rests, are persistently over*
looked, as If they did not exist, by this class of writers.

* The early Church belief in tiie Divinity pertaining to Jesus is illustrated by the
attach of Cetsus, who ridiculed the idea of its existence because of His poverty, su/fer-

ings, and death, not realizing the Christian view that as the Human was to be incorpo-
rated into a permanent Divine Theocratic ordering, it was essential to indicate its

worthiness by making it " perfect in suffering.' ' It is not requisite to lay stress on
Horaely*s rendering of Ida. 9 : 6 (" Qod the Mighty man"), or on the fact that in various
places in the Old Test, where Qod is spoken of (as e.g. Zeoh. 14 : 3, 5 ; Joel 2 : 32 ; Ps.
45 : 6), it is applied in the New Test, to Jesus, or on other proofs, when the simple fact

that the Theocratic King Himself—which Jesus essentially is—can be no other than
Jehovah, itself fuUy aiui amply establishes the Divinity of Jesus. In reference to the
resurrection of Jesus we may say in addition, as a reply to unbelief which would regard
it as an isolated statement, that it was not the result of an afterthought of the disciples,

being, as every one can see for himself, an essential part of a predetermined Divine Plan
as revealed in the Old Test, and corroborated in the New. The fulfilment of covenant
and promise demands its reception, and hence the attitude and foreknowledge of Jesns
in rdation to it. Fiske (Unsem World), indorsing Taine, says, *' that the dogma of the
resurrection is due originiUly to the excited imagination of Mary of Magdala." Thus an
ignorant Jewish woman, through an ** excited imagination, ** was able to devise sofundon
menial a fact, essential in the chain of evidence, to verify covenant and prophecy ! Such
declarations only evidence, that those making them have never examined the subject,
for if eliminated from the Gospels even, it still remains fundamental and essential in the
apostolic writings and in its covenanted and prophetic relationship. Ko one of our op-
ponents has ventured to deal with it in this direction or to examine tlte design intended
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by its realization. For a good Tindication of the resazrection, Bow*8 *' Ch. ETidencea,*
Bampton Lecta,f 1877, will be found intereating.

Obs, 6, Let na notice the main, leading objection urged by recent

writers against the inRpiration of the Word and the Divinity of Jesna

Christ Rationalistic writers, justly relying upon the estimate formed by a

multitude of the Orthodox (who have rejected the primitive view), declare

that the Kingdom covenanted and predicted by the prophets wub never set

up by Jesus in the form promised^ and that hence it indicates that the proph-

ets were not inspired, that Jesus Himself in the outset of His ministry

contemplating such a Eing^dom and finding it impossible to establish it,

changed His plan which is indicative that He was not Divine, and that tbo

Church, as founded and perpetuated, followinj^ the ministry of Jcsos dis-

proves the correctness of the Old Test, promises, etc. The advocates of

the Church Kingdom idea, admit the change of form, declaring that those

promises are not to be understood in their grammatical sense ; that under
this materialistic presentation of the Word, spiritual thin^j^s are to be com-

Srehended ; that they are only the germ out of which spiritual conceptions

evelop, etc. The ^tionalists—in such a onesided discussion by which
Apologists strive to save inspiration, etc., in applying to the Church what
any one can readily see does not now belong to it, and which cannot by any
reasonable argument be made to correspond with covenant and prophetic

announcements taken in their unity—have decidedly the vantage gronud.
Their appeal to the Jewish expectations, the early preaching corresponding
to it, the faith of the primitive Church, etc., is positively overwhelming
against such a line of defence. History, too, in all its phases sustains them
in the position taken, and the development theory vainly set up as a bul-

wark against them is seized and pressed into their own service making
Christianity itself only one phase of development. In the argument thus

conducted, from a false premise, intellectually, historically, and logically,

Bationalism has the decided advantage. Here, however, both parties take

something for granted wholly unproven^ and both overlook statements
which plainly and unequivocally demonstrate the error of the premise from
which their deductions are derived. The thing taken for granted is, that

the Kingdom immediately followed the ministry of Jesus ; the deduction
made is, that being diverse from the one predicted by the grammatical
sense, either a change was made in the Plan, or the predictions themselves
must be interpreted in a sense to make them correspond with the changes
introduced ; the error of both is, that neither one nor the other pay any
attention to the positive declarations of this same Jesus (after the represen-

tative men of the nation conspired to put Him to death) that, owin^ to the

non-repentance of, and His rejection by, the nation, this identical King-
dom—the burden of prophecy, the suoject of early preaching, the one
bound in covenant relationship with the Jewish nation

—

\^ postponed to a
future period. Having freely given the proofs relating to the postpone-
ment of the Kingdom (under Props. 66-76) it is not necessary to repeat
them. Let us only ask, in the light of the various passages distinctively

announcing it (and as held by the primitive Church), is it just for the
Bationalist, when he comes to charge Jesus with wavering and finally

changing His Plan, substituting something else for that which was pre-

dicted, to bring in such a serious and damaging impeachment without
alUmnng the accused the benefit of His own words and reasons which fully
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acconnt for any changes that may temporarily intervene ? Would anch a
line of reasoning deal rightfully with our fellow-men ? On the other hand,
we inquire of the Orthodox, how, as one who profeasea to accept of every

portion of the Word^ he can totally ignore these passages bearing on the

subject as if they had no existence, and by this bring the faith of the early

Church into contempt. We ask both, how it is possible for them not only
to pass by the decided declarations of Jesus bearing upon this point, but
even to refuse credit to the confirmatory evidence which Jesus gave to show
that this postponement was a reality—evidence too continuously present
with every generation from the days of Christ down to our own era. For,

as has been shown in detail, it is in view of this very postponement of the
Kingdom—the Jewish nation having shown itself uu worthy to receive at

that time the re-establishment of the Theocracy—that Jesus foretells the

temporary rejection and overthrow of the nation, the down-treading of

Jerusalem by the Gentiles during an allotted period, the calling of the
Gentiles, a continued national unbelief during a determined time, the dis-

persed and yet preserved condition of the nation, the establishment of the
Christian Church to secure a seed unto Abraham. Surely if desirous to
allow Jesus the privilege due to Him of explaining the reasons lohy the
Kingdom as covenanted, predicted, preached, and nelieved in by the pious
was not set up, and why certain changes^such as wo see—were introduced,
then let its sincerity be exhibited in taking into deliberate consideration
His own utterances upon the subject and the confirmatory proof that He
has mercifully allowed to us. Since a delay of fulfilment, established by
expressly foretelling it and by resultant existing facts, is no proof of a non-
fulfilment, but rather indicative of the wonderful knowledge, power, and
consistency of the Person through whom they are given, it follows that the
changes, introduced for a time, instead of being antagonistic to the in-
spiration of the Word and the claims of Christ astonishingly confirm the
same. The longer the postponement the more cumulative the evidence,
seeing that eighteen centuries of continuous fulfilment of introduced
change only increases the display of Christ's wonderful foreknowledge.
The postponement thus presented by Jesus forms the only true consistent
answer to many of the objections urged against the inspiration of the
Bible, for instead of leading us to discard the obvious teachings of the Old
Test, the preaching of the disciples and apostles, the faith of the churches,
both Jewish and Gentile, just organized, and, above all, instead of placing
Jesus in a false position of sending out disciples to preach what was not
true, of holding out inducements which were vain, of professing that which
He could not perform, of predicting that which can never be realized, and
of shifting His plans to accommodate His own inability to give them suc-
cess, it binds these together into a firm union, meets with a valid reason
each point, and fairly vindicates the nature and character of the Messiah.
These remarks need not to be extended, since various Propositions meet all

the requirements of explanation demanded, and we may therefore conclude
with the suggestion, that honest criticism will not forget how exceeding
diflBcult it would be to eradicate or change the notion of the Kingdom
entertained at the time of the First Advent by substituting another with-
out at once entailing a fierce and widespread controversy between unbeliev-
ing and believing Jews ; and which was evidently averted, as the early
Church belief indicates, by the retention of the idea but postponing its

realization to the period of the Sec, Advent
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The student is now prepared to notice what real worth there u in the dednciionfl of

Baner drawn from hia investigations of the Primitive Church. He undoabtedlj i^ cor-

rect in many of his presented and proven facta, as e.g. that the early Church did finnlj

hold and teach a Messianic reign and Kingdom such as the pious Jews entertained, th^
they located this Kingdom at the Sec. Advent, etc. But Bbuer, in his reasonings care-

fully avoids two things, and these two are palpably fatal to his deductions and snper-

Btructure, viz., (1) that this is the vexy Kingdom covenanted and prophesied, and that, in

simple consistency, ought to be held and preached by the primitive Chnrch—that it is

part of the Theocratic plan ; (2^ that this Kingdom is postponed—that this posti>onc<

ment is expressly asserted and tne reasons given for the same ; and may -we add, (3) that

the time is designated when it will come, and it has not yet been proven that Jts;^

Christ is inadequate to its re-establishment. Many things related to the future Kingdom
evidence direct inspiration. Thus e.g. unbelief makes itself merry at the printitiTe be-

lief of the nearness of the Advent. But let the reader refer to Prop. 74, Obs. 6, where
the New Test, usage of such language ia adduced, and he will find an indirect but niost

powerful proof of inspiration. Ignorant men could not have thus imitated the ideas of

the Spirit, for they would have accommodated time to their own ideas of remoteness,
whereas the Spirit—speaking in and through man—retains the self-same prophetic form
presented in the Old Test., and continues to speak of time in Me largeness of tHetc a.>'l

realizalicn belonging to God, to whom *' one day is as a thousand years, and a thousanti

years as one day."
To indicate the wide field of proof in behalf of inspiration found in our argument we

briefly direct attention to the engrafting of the Gentiles, Notice the chain of circum-
stances, the union of which is beyond the power of ** ignorant" fishermen, and men rely-

ing upon natural powers. (1) The Jewinh nation an elect nation. Deut. 7 : 6 and 14 : '2.

eto., being specially chosen to develop the Theocratic idea ; (2) this election indicated

by Uie Theocracy ; (3) this Kingdom only tendered to the descendants of Abraham and
engrafted Gentiles ; (4) after the Theocracy was withdrawn on account of sin, it was again

offered, owing to the elect position of the nation, on condition of repentance by Jdhc,
Jesus, and the disciples ; (5) the nation rejected the tender of the Kingdom by refusing

to repent and must now bear its punishment, but Rtill (Rom. 11 : 28, etc.) is (he elect

nation, i.e. the nation to whom, in view of its Theocratic relationship, the Kingdom per-

tains ; ^6) now this election (confirmed by oath) must be maintained, but in view of tbo

temporary rejection of the nation to suffer its punishment, a people —also elect—must bo

raised up to Abraham, perpetuating his seed ; (7) God could have done this miraculously

(Matt. 3 : 9), but He purposes to do this on the principle of faith (as Abraham originally

was received) and adoption ; (8) this people thus adopted, must be specially related to

the Jewish commonwealth, i.e. so engrafted that it pertains to it ; (9) this is poBitively

asserted as essential, e.g. Gal. 2, £ph. 2, etc. ; (10) because of the elect position of the

Jewish nation, this engrafting could not be done without express divine revelation and
direction, as given to Peter ; (11) the people thus engrafted, being a continuation of tht?

elect, is designated such and the seed or children of Abraham ; (12) to these elect per-

tains the I^ingdom in its highest form, viz., as inheritors—hence they are described bs

" heirs of the Uingdom ;*' (13) when fully gathered out they inherit the Kingdom, when
the elect nation, to whom pertains the Theocracy by covenant and prophecy, is agnin

restored to God's favor. Now here ia a eonsecuUve logwil chain, evezy link in it exprciisly

given, presented by different minds at different times, foretold centuries before and fnl-

fiUed, opposed to Jewish prejudices and derogatory to the nation, objected to when tlio

engrafting was inaugurated and yet received on the ground of direct divine interfere ncc

and direction, showing throughout the unfolding of Bivine Purpose. Human impOBiticn

could not possibly l^ve developed such a marveUous chain of oiiGumstanoes, utterly

opposed to the national and individual prejudices of the Jewish mind. The solution fcr

its existence must be found where the Scriptures place it

Obs, 7. This doctrine of the Kingdom meets on higher ground the

theories concerning inspiration. It frames a sufficient answer to the lower

conceptions (referring it to gen ins) of Schleiermacher (Ber Ch, Okube),

De Wette (Lehrbuch), Parker (Dt8. of Religion)^ etc., and to the slightly

advanced notions (making it the result of moral goodness) of Kewmtin
(Bssaya), Morell (On ClirisHanity), Carlvle ( Works), etc. It does not need

to advocate the ideas of Theodore of Mopsnestia, Michaelis, etc., who ac-
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knowledge only a pari; to be inspired, or of Twesten and many others who
make it universal but nneoual (from whence is derived the divisions of

superintendence, elevation, uirection, suggestion, etc.), or of thatciosa who
make all equally inspired. It does not even need a theory which serves to

explain with scientific precision (good and great men differ) just how far
and in what degree the Bible is inspired, for it derives its idea of inspira-

tion not from this or that portion oi the Book but from its contents re-

garded as a wlwle. It is the Divino Plan unfolded in it. and thus far most
wonderfully carried out, that affords /Afl true and solid ground tot its in-

spiration. To illustrate by returning to our figure : the man who looks at

a locomotive forms his conclusions respecting its design, adapted ness, etc.,

from its completeness as it stands before him, and does not detract from its

inception, plan, design, use, etc., because the designer of it did nut

draft the exact shape of every rod, bolt, and screw employed in its con-

struction. He judg;es the locomotive, its fitness, etc., by the mechanical

Srinciples exhibited in its make and to be specifically applied in its design.

Reason influencing sound judgment, does not impel him to lav down the

criterion that before he can accept of the conception of the builder, ho
must first be assured that every particular part of it is shaped and framed
precisely as the inventor specified, for he knows that owing to the numer-
ous workmen employed—men varying in skill—in its erection, some lati-

tude and diversity must necessarily be allowed. He is abundantly satisfied

with the consideration of the general outlines, if fashioned according to

mechanics, and forms his judgment of the correctness of the inception, its

greatness and value—not so much by the shape the material assumes but
by ifs capacity to perform the work intended. Now let this principle of

judgment, every day practically observed and enforced, be applied, in judg-
ing the inspiration of the Word. Let this doctrine of the Kingdom run-
ning from Genesis to Revelation (and which embraces the Divine Purpose)
be duly considered, its initiatory form, its modification to bring it into

closer relationship with humanity, its provisionary measures, etc., and it

will be found at once that it contemplates a scheme so noble in conception,

so admirably adapted to secure deliverance, so extended in its capacity to

bring the much desired and wanted blessings to man, so confirmed by past

and present fulfilments which form history, so far beyond sLuyihmg that can
be suggested by mere intelligence to remove existingevils, th*it it commends
itself in design, adaptability and end contemplated as being of Divine
origin. Much is said in some quarters of '* the unlearned men*' who ha\o
written the Old and New Test., so that in view of this mediumship, Steiu-

bart and others (Fuller's Calv, and Soc. comp. Let. 12) assert, especially of

the later writings :
'* These narrations, true or false, are only suited for

ignorant, uncultivated minds, who cannot enter into the evidence of

natural religion." Such sweeping declarations (shown to be improper by
the higher class of Rationalistic minds eulogizing portions and acknowledg-
ing their influence upon the intelligence, civilization, morality, govern-
ment, etc., of nations) * only afford us additional ground for defence. If

it were impossible for unskilful, ignorant workmen to build a locomotive
with its complicated application of mechanical principles and its confine-

ment and allotment of a powerful force in nature (which in the very nature
of the case requires, and is indicative of, intelligent comprehension) how
much less is it possible for ** ignorant" men to construct, develop, and ex-

hibit such a Tlieocratic Flan as is embraced in the doctrine of this King-
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dom ; a Plan rnaning through thousands of j^ears, requiring the moat ex-
traordinary manifestations and provisions, incorporating an animatiD^,
pervading unity extending from the entailment of the curse to its remoTtu,
from the loss of a Paradise to its final restoration, from a withdrawal of
God to His dwelling again with man, from the introduction of evil to its

complete overthrow, from a Redemj)tion needed to a Redemption fully
^ined. Is it just to discard inspiration without first allowing reason, ris-

ing above mere prejudice, to ponder the astonishing historical (evidenced by
continuous historical fulfilment) and doctrinal (shown by the perfect
agreement of all the writers) t^ni7y in the matter of this Kingdom. It

professes to be the Kingdom of God, and to judge correctly whether it

comes from God we must not merely confine ourselves to the manner in
which it is presented (the mediumship) but observe whether it is worthy of
God and conducive to the highest inttirests of humanity, and the answer to
this becomes the leading proof of inspiration. The evolving of a continu-
ous, unintennitted unity of Purpose (notwithstanding the hindrances pre-
sented by human nature) ; the distinctive preservation of the same decided
outline of belief/rom beginning to end through writers separated by agea

;

the acknowledgments of the writers themselves that in certain stages of the
developing of the Plan they themselves were t«ro?r«i tn unbelief not then
being able to see the connection ; the extraordinary simplicity of the man*
ner in which the matters pertaining to the Kingdom are recorded, the re-

markable adaptation consisting between the Plan, and the condition (need)
of man, and the end (desirable) intended—these and other considerations
inspire such confidence in its representations (confirmed as they are by per-

sonal observation in present fulfilments and present experience in the re-

ception of the Word) that the alleged discrepancies and difficulties (if even
unsusceptible of explanation or reconciliation) give place to a firm belief in

its divine inspiration. The very appeal to tho Supernatural is found to be
reasonable from the necessary connection it sustains not only to the deliver-

ance of man—to which nature contributes nothing satisfactory and for
which intelligence can substitute nothing better—and to the carrying out
of the Plan,T)ut in the proposal of the method itself, of the means by
which it is to be accomplished, and of the great Agent through whom it is

to be performed. If it is a Divine Plan at all it must be iudgjed by the

Divinity that it contains, illustrates, and enforces—not by its being
drafted on paper, or given through the lips and pens of men, but by its

design as a whole, its practical results, etc. Without now insisting upon
the moral preparation rc<iuisite (and so important as the Bible justly states)

to receive the truth as given ; without pressing an answer to the question

whether knowledge and faith are necessarily conjoined ; without urging
the existence of a moral nature which responds through its capacities to

truth adapted to man's own good ; without showing that natural religion

affords but a reflected light and that very dim ; without insisting that

humanity in every successive generation comes upon the stage of life in the

same way, commencing its culture, etc., from the same point, exhibiting

its utter inability in the same earthly fate from the greatest to the lowest,

to remove the evils incident to this world—fieason—when speaking as

reason, God-given, should speak—says that the evidence of truth is not so

much in the manner, stvle, etc., in which it is given as in the truth itself

i.e., in its contents, its ideas, its statements, etc. ; and that the highest

possible evidence is that when the truth, thus stripped of its appendages
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(which may even serve to weaken it), commends itself by virtue of thai

which it contains, and by its perfect agreement with a related, consistent

JPlan, To prove, therefore, an inconsistency, a lack qi inspiration in the

Word of God, there must not be that low form of criticism which seizes

upon the vehicle (acknowledged by God to be a weak instrumentality)

throngh which the truth is presented, and picks out a flaw here and there,

bat there must be a direct showing either that the whole Plan is defective^

or that this or that portion iir utterly unsuited to carry out the purpose
designed. Hence the assaults made upon the books of Moses are one-sided

uncritical, and unjost to the Bible, simply because in the attack the re-

lationship that these books sustain to an entire system of truth—to a
Divine Plan—is totally ignored. Dealing with Moees honorably and justly,

requires an investigation of the Divine Plan wbich he alleges God gave to

him to reveal If it can be shown that the Plan is not adapted to secure

the end intended, that it cannot give the deliverance and happiness which
it proposes, then, of coarse, an argument that appeals to sound reason is

made out. But on the other hand, so lon^ as the heart, the vital part, is

untouched—the great leading trnth stands uncontradicted—then the ref-

utation of destructive criticism is found in the books themselves. The in-

spiration of the books of Moses is shown not by this or that statement, but
by their design as a whole and their relationship to the rest of the Word ;

and to effectively invalidate it, men must show that the design contem-
plated, partly become history, is unworthy of God, defective in adaption,
and sustains no relation to the final result proposed. The honest convic-

tion' of the writer, expressed with feelings of regard toward those who think
and write differently, is that the truthfulness of those books evidenced in

the therein predicted temporary (though long-continued) overthrow of the
Theocracy, the dispersion and down-trodden condition of the Jewish
nation, the Gentile dominancy, the calling of the Gentiles, the preservation

of the nation, etc., and now tdtnessed by us in the world's history, out-

weighs all the objections (hypothetical at best]) which have been urged
against them. Living, direct /?re«cit/ testimony is vastly to be preferred to

mere deductions when credibility is the issue ; and when we see before us,

as at this day, the continued fulfilmen t going on, it is unreasonable to

leave the real for the merely suggestive, the demonstrated for the unproven.
For Deut ch, 32 alone is amply sufficient, if studied in the light of the
past and present, to refute the efforts to cast discredit upon these books.

Beholding thus the intimate and necessary union existing between all the
books even the earliest and the latest—every one bearing its testimony
to the same Plan—it is with a feeling of sadness that we find such a writer

as Parker (Die. of Religion), uttering the view of a growing class : " Here
(in the Bible) are the works of various writers, thrown caprtcioasly

together and united by no common tie but the lids of the bookbinder."
The wish is evidently tne father to the expressed thought, and as the heart
desired it so reason adopted it We have too much respect for the reason-

ing capacity of Parker to believe that he could pen such a sentence in
defiance of existing facts, without a controlling motive that biassed reason.

It only indicates what has been all along urged, that our opponents do not
fairly meet the writers of the Bible on their own ground. If there is no
bond of union—such as the doctrine of tiie Kingdom presents—it can be
shown and proven not to exist, but no one has vet attempted this hopeless

task, giving us in place of it mere assertion, l^he insincerity of the latter
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is emphatically seen by the notorious fact that one of the leading objec-

tions of a multitude of the Parker Bchool is exactly the reverse of this, viz.,

that such a union does exist between them, but being based on the same
common reception and promulgation of " Jewish conceptions" is on this

ground to be discarded. Numerous writers reject the New Test, books
because a continuation and confirmation of the Jewish ideas of the Old.

Both objections, however, are not based on unprejudiced reasoning, for the

simple reason that neither of them regards tke continuity of Purpose or the

remarkable features of the Plan which men, separated oy many centuries,

under varied circumstances, of prosperity and adversity, freedom and
captivity, ignorant and learned, subjects and kings, reveal in a direct series

of announcements, forming ofie connected design which they assert Divine
Providence will ultimately carry out ; and as collateral evidence, indepen-
dent of that higher which the Plan itself affords, they point to past and
present fulfilments to prove that the design is in progress toward comple-
tion. Let manliness in the attack then meet the claim of inspiration right

here, in the Plan of this Book given for Redemptive purposes, showing its

nnadaptedness to produce the contemplated result, and in the alleged con-

firmatory proof, manifesting the absence of fulfilment. Many portions of

the Scriptures, such an Daniel, parts of Isaiah, the Apocalypse, etc., are

yiewed isolated from the Plan and the relation that they sustain to it. In
reference to Daniel recent writers, like Arnold, etc., reviving the old ob-

jection of Oelsus, discard him because so largely and astonishingljr verified

by history, alleging that the fulfilment shows that his prophecies must
have been written after the events, professedly predicted, had taken place.

This blow aimed at the naturo and integrity of prophecy as contained in
the Old Test, and indorsed by Jesus and the apostles, utterly fails for two
reasons ; one is, that it ignores the distinctive position that Daniel occu-
pies in reference to the development of the Plan, not only accurately coin-

ciding with what was previously given, but adding necessary details which
accurately fit into ana materially aid (as we have seen) in filling out the
Divine Purpose ; another is, that Daniel to-day is (as we have shown) still

in continuous fulfilment, so that his veracity as a receiver of Divine truth,

is evidenced in Oentile rule, in the dispersion of his nation, in the history

of the Church, in the postponement of the Kingdom, etc. The doctrine of
the Kingdom gives this prophet such irresistiole force, unity of design,

continuity of purpose, etc., that* no attack can be logically successful unless

it meets this distinctive phase of his writings.* Ignorinji: this relationship,

pre-eminently worthy of notice on account of its being the strongest proof
of inspiration, we find some (as e.g. Parker, Abs, Belig,, p. 205) declare

that the ** writings of the prophets contain nothing above the reach of the

human faculties," and that *^ the mark of human infirmity is on them all

and proofs or signs of miracnlons inspiration," so that it is maintained (as

e.g. Foxton in Pop, CJiristianity^ quoted by Fairbaim On Propk., p. 97),
" that there are no proper predictions of the future in the Scriptures, and
that there cannot be." The last clause reveals the spirit of judgnaent ap-
plied by many to the Bible, for coming to it with a prejudged decision re-

specting its contents, and what it cannot contain—it is easy work to dia>

card its teachings. But this is not weighing the main evidence upon which
the Book relies, viz., its Divine Plan ; it is not even considering the sub-
sidiary proof of prophecy which receives its force and propriety owing to

its relationship to this Plan. If such persons could bo induced to study.
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impartially, the Bible as they do science, art, literature, etc., would not the

leadiu? qnestioDs *be, what is the Divine Purpose professedly given in it,

and what is its adaptation to the necessities of man and the world, and
what is the proof that the purposed Plan in itself, as well as in its appen-
dages, gives in its favor. Let the Kingdom in which the Plan of God cul-

minates be considered in the scripturallight given under previous Proposi*

tions (thus even confirming the position of Rationalism itself that the

Kingdom as predicted is not now visible), in its covenanted form, in its

manifestation, in its overthrow or withdrawal, in its being tendered con-

ditionally, in its rejection, in its being held in abeyance, and, above all, in its

design, suitable adjustment to the needs of man and society, etc.—let atten-

tion be directed to the manner of prediction which is not that of man,
owin^ to the Jewish spirit naturally being opposed to the calling of the

Gentiles, the disparagement of their own nation, the recording of their own
sinfulness and humiliation, the postponement of the Kingdom through
their own guilt, and rejection, etc.—let it be pondered when these predic-

tions relating to the Kingdom were given, when the Kingdom was estab-

lished (and still its withdrawal foretold), when overthrown and in ruins,

when the nation was down-trodden by the most powerful empires, and
when its postponement during the times of the Gentiles was fully an-
nounced ; let the provisionary measures (previously announced as part of

the Plan) be contemplated, such as the Coming of One in the line of David
and the portraiture of Him precisely meeting the required conditions of

covenant and promise, the intercallary period introduced confirmed by the
call and gathering of the Gentiles, the condition of the Jews, the unbelief

of Jews and Gentiles, etc., let all this (and more as suggested by works
specially devoted to giving evidences for we are now only concerned with
those pertaining to the Kingdom), be regarded, and the Kingdom itself,

with tne vast and complicated (yet consistent unity exhibited) series of
development necessary for its establishment—with the perfecting of its

King and rulers through trial and suffering—with the merciful prelimi-

nary preparations—with its most loving union with and exaltation of

humanity—with ita beginning, progress, incorporation of David's Son,
teaching, prediction, promise, intercallary period and final re-establish-

ment blended together into one harmonious whole—with the Supernatural
necessarily connected with it in its conception, organization, provisions,

and reconstitution, and all this gives reasonable and condusive evidence of
its divine origin—of its being indispensable to the natural in order to lift

it up out of the evils which now so fatally encompass it. The charges of

"a cunningly devised fable," of ** mythical" accounts, of ** legendary"
mixture, and of " intentional fiction,' come from those who persistently

refuse to study the utterances of the several writers of the Bible in the re-

lation that they sustain to the Divine Purpose in its beginning, progres^
and, especially, in its goal—^the ultimate end designed.

1 One of the strangeBt pecnliarities of unbeUef Is thia : thai, rising above the old hatred
which totally ignored any worthiness in Jeans, men like Benan, llill, eto., should enlo-

glze the sayings, life, and character of Christ, while denying His claims npon them as
recorded. The religions confession of Mill may well be reproduced illustrating this

feature. When acknowledging a historical Christ, he adds :
" But who among Wis dis-

ciples or among their proselytes was capable of inventing the sayings ascribed to Jesus
or of imagining the life and character revealed in the Gospels ? Certainly not the fisher*

men of Galilee ; as certainly not 8t. Paul, whose character and idiosyncrasies were of a
totally different sort ; still less the early Christian writers in whom is nothing more evi-
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dent than that the good which was in them was all deTived, as they always pzx>fes8ed that
it was derived, from the higher source. ** (Qnoted LU. Liv. Age, taJcen from the Spectator,

vol. 123, p. 511.) Bnt such concessions are afterward crushed under an array of doubt
respecting Christ's own belief, etc., and not the slightest attempt is made to view Christ
in Mis Theocratic relaticmship. Then, on the other baud, we are saddened at the eagerness
with which intelligent men And faolt with almost everything pertaining to Christianity.

Thus e.g. Draper referring to Luther's opposition to the Aristotelian philosophy and to
the school men (and, by the way, conveniently overlooking the fact that the dark ages
were mainly introduced through their influence), asserts :

** So far as science is con-
cerned, nothing is owed to the Reformation." How he. against the testimony of hiiitory

(tdCosheim, Neandor, Kurtz, Millman, etc.), could say ** n^ing'* we cannot oomprehend,
when under its fostering influence learning was revived, schools and universities estab-
lished, chairs of philosophy and science were instituted, books and periodicals published,
literature and art were encouraged, and many sons of the Church became able and noted
scientists. Of course such writers as Jacobson, IngezsoU, Bennett, Coleman, Syphers,
and many others, can And but very liUlA either in the Bible or in Christianity to com-
mend.

* There is a most astounding oorreapondence between prophecy and fulfilment not ex-

pressed, but which the student finds bv due consideration of the two. Thus e.g. Daniel
(and BO the other prophets) so frames his predictions, that in the fulfilment no discrep-
ancy or antagonism shall appear. Delineating the history of world empires (as in ch. 7)

he passes by (excepting one instance^ the First Advent of Jesus and brings us down to
the Sec. A4vent, the Coming in the clouds of heaven. Why this omission of the First

Advent ? The reason, as the past teaches, is found in the simple fact that the Spirit in-

fluencing the prophet foreknew the tender of the Kingdom, its rejection, and its final

postponement to the Sec. Advent, bo that the framework of the prediction in this single

g
articular is baaed on aforeknown knowiedge of the non-setting up of the Kingdom (as we
ave proven) at th» First Advent and its postponement to the Sec. Coming. Daniel

describea not only the course of empires, the continued down-trodden condition of the
people of God, the position of things as we see them to-day, but (as the design was to
contrast empires or a world-dominion) he omits that which, if mentioned, would be mis-
leading—thus bringing his predictions into wonderful unUp with historical facts, and dis-

playing an amazing knowledge of the future which is only implied in connection with that
which is expressed.

Obs, 8. In this connection it may be expected that something more
directly should be said concerning the first chapters of Genesis. Without
calling into question the sincerity and honest * intentions of many eminent
pcientists who hold that these cnapters are opposed to the deductions of

science, as given by them, it is sufficient to snow that they do not even
approach these chapters, much less interpret them, in the spirit of a correct

scientific research and study. Wo are' not concerned in this discnssiony

valuable as they may be, with the theories of friends which strive to recon-
cile these chapters with science, or with the fatal concessions of opponents
(such as to account for the first organisms, feeling, instinct, intelligence,

morality) which evince that many oftheir statements are merely hypotheti-
cal. The explanations on the one hand and the conjectures on the other,

, in onr estimation, superseded by an argument in favor of their divine
igin, which cannot be, or at least has not been, controverted. Instead

of taking up these chapters isolated, given with the utmost conciseness and
iu the most cautious language to adapt them to unscientific as well as learned
minds, with the idea that they are designed to teach with precision (making
no allowance for figure and none for the lapse of time that may be denoted
either in the first or second verse or in succeeding ones)* the scientific

notions underlying the creation, we must receive them with the benefit and
interpretation accruing to them by the relationship they sustain to the rest

of the Bible. The student will observe that the more particular, detailed
history of the world rightly begins with the history of Abraham (which
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alone occupies far more space than ttie whole antedilnvian period) owing
to its important covenanted relationship. What precedes is found in a

remarkably compressed summary of events without the least attempt at

explanation, or the imparting of details, and thus forms a mere introduc-

tion—given to preserve consistency—to that which follows. Now how can
the brief introduction—the subject of special dispute—be verified as truth-

ful and hence reliable? Evidently by the body that follows, for in the first

chapters we have a description of events, which, in the very nature of the

case, it is utterly impossible for man now to verify, or to deny, excepting
solely through inferences. Being only introductory to a Divine Revelation,

the Divinity of the Revelation is to be inferred ani proven by what follows,

thus incorporating the introduction itself. If there has been such a crea-

tion, such a fall, such a withdrawal of God, such an expulsion from Para-

dise, such a curse of sorrow, trial and death imposed, such a burdening of

Creation, then surely in the Plan which is built upon the central idea of a
recovery from evil and a restoration of forfeited blessings there should be
fonnd the evidence of the reality of this introduction, making the Plan
itself a necessity. This is the method taken by the scientist in tracing his

own doctrine of evolution, takin? the present, what he sees, and going back
into past ages.* Let us take what we see and know, and thus go back to

Genesis, and we will find its statements subst.antiated by a connected chain

of evidence, before which all purely inferential statements must yanish.

Thus we see man fallen, i.e. naturally given to evil ; God personally with-

drawn ; no Paradise ; Creation with all its retained blessings burdened ^rith

eyil ; the creature man oppressed with sorrow and death ; and with all

this a self-consciousness impressed—arising out of our moral nature—of

dependence u]>on a Higher Being, of relationship to an extra-mundane Will,

ana even of accountability to a Soral Governor. The condition in which we
are placed is thus far confirmatory of Genesis, but to stop here would be to

overlook the main proof still remaining. Upon these statements is based

a Flan to recover man and nature from tho evils entailed and, at least,

experienced. Now, in common justice, the Plan itself with its accompany-
ing evidences ought to be dul;^ studied before deciding adverse to the Book.
The Plan involves '^restitution*^ through the mediumship of a divinely

instituted Theocratic arrangement, which embraces in its Head, Jesus the

Christ, the union of the divine with the human, thus restoring tho presence

of God, bridging over the chasm now existing between the world and God,
and bringing to man in all his relations the deliverance that he needs.

This restitution is intelligently evolved in the election of an individual,

family and nation, in the establishment of a Theocracy, in the incorpora-
tion of a throne and Kingdom, in wonderful preparatory measures to secure

the end aimed at, and all this substantiated oynistorical facts in the pastj^

and existing before our eyes at the present day. Restitution comes to us
in Genesis, is found in every book of the Old Test, is taught in the Gospels
and Epistles, stands forth most vividly and grandly in the last communica-
tion, and forms the Key-note of covenant, prophecy and promise. Thus it

proclaims a t^mVy existing between the first chapters of Genesis and all the

after books down to the latest, which in itself vindicates the narrative of

Creation and tho fall of man ; and when we closely examine tho ultimate
end (having first noticed the provision made for it, and the Agent through
whom it is to be affected), and see how wonderfully this promised restora-

tion meets what Genesis proclaims forfeited through sin, it would be sheer
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presumption to yield up the truthfulness of a record attested to by the mul-
titude of events relating to Redemption which have transpired, sealed

by the Coming and glorious acts of the Messiah, and vindicated by the
movements of Providence in the history of nations and of the Church. The
God who appears in Creation, who manifests His love for man and then
His displeasure at sin, a^in appears in love and mercy, manifested by the
moBt extraordinary admirably adapted measures of grace looking forward
to a magnificent re-creation, and thus stamps the first record as divine.
Facts, a thousand of them, are in their unison evidence of the truth of that
which occurred before man existed, even if we are unable to give all the
details which science may demand. If the Bible professed not to teach
science ; if it did not adopt, in order to be understooa, the popular method
of speaking ; if it did not encourage the prosecution of scientific knowl-
edge ; if it did not urge us to study the works of Creation ; then, indeed,
it might be objected that in its simple devotion to its grand conception of
Redemption, it either professed too much or too little, but taken up as it

is with the development of a world's recovery it still gives, without scientific

detail or annunciation, the material for science to labor with, and in
friendly tones invites her to exertions. In Genesis, as explained and
enforced by the tenor of the entire Word, we have apersonal God presented
who takes" a deep and abiding interest in the welfare of man, not onlj
filling out a proper conception of the absolute, but bringing Him into inti-

mate relationship with this world. We have evolution proceeding from
Infinite Intelligence, according with Divine Purpose, manifesting a Divine
Plan, previously entertained and now carried out. This is eminently more
satisfactory than that reasoning which removes this personal Creator and
introduces matter and force as the original producers of life, making a self-

creative matter and force (although some writers on both sides advocate
an intelligent cause directing this evolntion), out of which, in some way
unexplaimd, the first organisms are selfsdeveloped.^ We are gravely told

that Creation is, because evolution is a necessity or a law originating all

things ; or, that all things have existed from eternity and will continue to
exist under fixed, unchangeable law ^thus making evil itself eternal) ; or
that Creation is a manifestation of Deity and is God in process of develop-

ment, etc. Even the dignity of man so carefully preserved in the Word,
ia lowered by many into a self-emancipation from tlie condition of an ape,

or even low*jr creature.' Such are the theories, destructive alike to God^B
claims on man and man's moral obligations to God, which are presented to

satisfy the cravings after knowledge and to indicate the trae position of

man in this world. From such hypothesis, unsuited to impart accurate

knowledge of the origin of things, and unadapted to remove the evils of

this world, we turn with relief to that Divine Plan of Redemption, which,

by the abundant and glorious provision made for our Salvation through the

Theocratic King Jesus the Christ seals the account of Creation, the origin

of man, etc., with the marks of divine recognition and approval, thus

elevating both nature and man ; making the former the means through
which His attributes are exhibited, and the latter through whom they mar
be recognized and glorified. The doctrine of the Kingdom, whicn
cmbtaces God's Purpose in its' inception, progress and final result insures

tlie accuracy of the Mosaic record/and hence the reliability of the biblical

history of man. Just so soon as the author of Bcce Homo can foretell what
Moses so accurately did thousands of years before the events came to pass
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at this day

—

then we will be prepared, and not before, to accept of hia

eulogy of the votaries of science when he makes ( p. 353) '' the least among
them greater than Moses." But even sach evidence, great as it is, gives

place to a far greater, viz., the development through Moses of God's
Theocratic order, and the subseanent, continued prosecution of the Plan
in the provision made for it, eniorciag and explaining the personal God,
the relation of the world and man to Him, etc. Hence we repeat, that

amid the mighty and unceasing changes of nations and kingdoms,
amid the unnumbered actions of the vast crowd of successive agents,

amid the constantly arising contingencies and opposition, the Plan, given
in those books, having been steadily progressing toward ike goal, Moses
needs no better vindication than this affords. The covenant, the Theoc-
racy, the temporary withdrawal of the same, the rejection of the Jewish
nation, their tribulation and scattered and yet preserved condition, the
engrafting of the Gentiles, etc., these speak in louder and more convincing
tones to the wise and prudent than either the scientists, or Colenso, and
their abettors, building upon mere deduction or hypothesis* leading to

Materialism, Naturalism, Pantheism, Emanation, and even Optimism,
ending again in Pessimism and Nihilism. The happy combining of the
moral and religions with the physical by Moses places him at once, aside

from other considerations, immensely in advance of those who—against

the complex constitution of man—are striving to bring out all truth from
the same natural source ; or, if admitting a diversity, make the lower, i.e«

the physical, the criterion by which to measure the higher, i.e. the spir-

itual. If difficulties occur to the investigator or interpreter, which,
in the light of the connection with a living organized Plan following,

unmistakably proven by its historical and doctrinal unity, is the most
reasonable ; to jump to the conclusion that all is false, or patiently to wait
for a reconciliation or interpretation that science or theology has so often

opportunely and unexpectedly given ; especially when many of the most
eminent of scientists in the past and a goodly number now find no diffi-

culty in maintaining, on such grounds, the attitude of \rue believers in
the Word. Prof. Christlieb in his brief admirable essa^ (counteracting
Mod« Infidelitjr), after giving some illustrations of reconcilations affected

by enlarged science, justly observes, ** We begin to see proof positive for
Cnvier's far-seeing utterance, * Moses has left ns a cosmogony, the exactitude

of which is confirmed day by day in an admirable manner.' "' Yes, and it

is reconfirmed by the very 'opposition made against it, for the same Word
which gave the cosmogony has assured us that men would arise who (e.^. 2
Pet. 3 : 6) would profess faith in the perj>etuity of things, as they now exist,

in endless succession—would deny the record of Moses, «nd the relation

that Creation sustained to the power and designs of God. With the
evidence that we now have, wo can hopefully and trustingly await for that
brighter, most glorious corroboration of Moses, when the Theocratic
Ruler shall exert His re-ureative power over the same Creation, His resur-

recting power over the same race, and re-introduce the original purpose and
blessing of Creation in that Sabbath, into which man could not then enter

because of sin, in which God is All and in all, and which the self-conscious-

ness and experience of man, even now asserting itself against theories

degrading to his moral, intellectual, and religious worth and dignity, will

ever exult in thQ beneficence and love of an intelligent present Creator and
Redeemer^ And honesty compels us to add : when the distinction between
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the righfceons and the wicked will be made manifest, in virtae of that very
Creation (now ridiculed) which alone could bestow a moral nature consGlons

of good and evil—to which the Bible from Genesis to Revelation so affec-

tionately appeals—and which binds us, willing or unwilling, with unalter-

able firmness—attested to by the moral sense—securely to the scrutiny and
judgment of an Almighty Moral Governor who bestows the moral as well

as the natural. Conscientious and learned opponents are reminded, that
the creation of man as given by Moses, in the manner indicated and with the
moral superadded to the natural—^thus distinguishing him from the beasts

—in the very nature of the case prepares the way for the after continued
proclamation of man's accountability, of man's being under moral law, of

man's moral needs, and of man's elevation or degradation in proportion to

his acknowledgments of moral obligations and acceptance of the provisions

made for his moral nature. Thus in fact the first chapters of Genesis form
a basis for all future»Hevelation, and the one cannot be adjusted with preci-

sion without a constant reference to the other, while the very construction
of man himself physical and moral responds—if the whole truth is allowed
free access to mind, and heart—to the correctness of the portraiture drawn.
The chasm between the origin of matter and the results, the natural and
the moral, the material and the spiritual, is an impassible gulf nnUaa we
receive the explanation vouchsafed by Revelation, thus vindicating its

inspiration. Besides this, the heartfelt reception of succeeding Revela-

tion, its influence and practical workings in heart and life, its adaptation to
all our necessities, etc., this, as the Word invites us to experience, most
conclusively and powerfully contributes to the proving of its Supernatural
origin.^ While acknowledging that reason should weigh even probabilities,

yet its chief concern is with facts, not simply as they appear in a concisely

written record, but as they spring legitimately developed therefrom ; and
consistency demands that all these must be regarded before reason can
logically decide in the matter. Hence believing that many of our oppo-
nents are actuated, in presenting their objections, by respect for and love

of the truth, we direct their attention to the method by which alone the

whole truth can be attained. In this way science and philosophy which
have demonstrated and argued so much that is valuable and in accord with
the principles of the Divine Word, will find no antaeoniem to hinder
research, no unfriendliness to effort, but much to aid ana sustain after the
search of truth, bringing in and enforcing from Creation to a re-Creation a
divine order of procedure, which bends to its purpose conflicting powers and
overcomes evil in necessary preparatory stages of progress and development.*

* Certainly withont injnstioe we may make several exceptions to this when we find
language employed which indicates positive hatred toward the Bible. To illaatrate :

when in the very title-page of books a low enmity to the Scriptures is evidenced as in
Darwin quoting (in Introd. to Descent cf Man) a work pablished by Dr. Barrago Francesco,
entitled, **Man, made in the image of God, was also made in the image of the ape."
There Is jast reason to sospect that the real aim of some is by any means, either by
destmctive criticism, or by Redactions of natural science, or by the aid of philosophy, to
get rid of Supernatural agencies owing to dislike to the Word. We are to receive, unquen-
tioning, alleged factu, when no proof is presented of new species starting into existence,
of no process of development going on in imperfect formations, of no prolongation cf
species from individuals raised up by crossing, of no breaking down of the limits assigned
in nature between species, of no intermediate formations and changes in geological
strata, etc. Fallacious reasoning, with numerous chasms, is to be our guide, biixiging
no ray of hope to man of ultimate redemption. Strange cisterns from which, to

*

water i

ioh to dzaw
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* As e.g. DelitzBchf Enrtz, Bnckland, Pratt, ChalmerR, Sedgewick* Birks, etc., on the
first part, and Hugh Miller, MoGattsland, Macdonald, (xuyct, etc., on the latter portion.

The defenders of the Mosaic record are numerons, inclading such names as Auberlen,
Keil, Lange, ZoUman, Wagner, Ampere, Db Serres, Bnrmeister, Fabri, Cuvier, Hitch-

cock, Dana, J Pye Smith, Jacobus, Tayler Lewis, Blumenbach, Ebrard, Shubert, Karl
Ton Ramner, John MOUer. Alex, vun Humboldt, Gray, Owen, Dawson. Winchell, Agassis,

JoTons, Thompson. Lotze, Beale, Hemholtz, Wundt, Prof. Mivart, Prol Henry. Bowen.
The only fatal objections that can be of force against the Bible account of creation would
be to prove that the world is eternal or self-created, or that man was not preceded by
other creations, or that man did not precede woman, etc. That is, prove something
directly in antagonism with the record. Until this is done we would rather contemplate
the Paradise of. the Bible than Strauss's " Chaldaic primeval slime," or the scientist's
*• aboriginal wilds of man's progenitor, the ape ;'* we would rather take the biblical ac-

count of man and the destiny offered to him than the gross materialism of Voght which
makes thought merely '* a secretion of the brain," and of Moleschott, which destines him
for ** manure for the ground.'*

* This process of reasoning is rejected, however, by them when it can be favorably

urged in behalf of the Scriptures ; they also, in the most deliberate manner, reject, with-

out consideration, the various attempts made at reconciliation in this manner as wit-

nessed e.g. in Froude and Huxley (as quoted in Scribner's Monihly, March, 1873}, who
coolly ignore such labors (worthy of attention, in view of the Interests at stake), and exalt

the doctrine of evolution, as taught by them, above the Bible, and who, with the bigotry

that they profess to despise, »lvise the rejection of " all theologies** based on the Script-

ures and the reception of scientiflo results. Lest we be charged with injustice, let Uaxlcy
himself speak :

** All theologies which are based on the asHumption of the truth of the

account of the origin of things given in the Book of Grenesis, being utterly irreconcilable

with the doctrine of evolution, the student of science who is satisfied that the evidence
upon which the doctrine of evolution rests is incomparably strouger and better than that

upon which the supposed authority of the Book of Genesis rests, will not trouble hitnsejf

Jurihar with these theologies, but will confine his attention to such arguments against che

view that he holds as are based upon purely scientific data." This, indeed, would be a
narrowing the field of controversy to accommodate an enemy : the moral, the religious,

the spiritual, the theological, is to give place to pure material science ; the higher in to

bow to the lower. The proposition surely did not originate in a scientific mind, but in

a prejudiced heart, seeing that it asks what only a limited, unscientific mind, under the

influence of bigotry or one-sidedness could suggest, viz., the forsaking of a vantage field

higher than the mere plane of nature, in order to accommodate the hostility of others.

The advice, perhaps, is given to protect its own weakness, for truth seeks no conceal-

ment and is equally at home on every contested field.

* We scarcely need to guard our argument by saying that in this process of reasoning
we take for granted the universal experience of man, viz., that we only can know the

Intelligence, the purpose, etc., of our fellow-men by their language, works, actions, not
by actual possession or tangible use in ourselves of that intelligence belonging exclusively

to them, but by facts produced through that intelligence, and which intelligence, even
lower in ourselves, appreciates when once given. This we apply in considering the in-

telligent plan of the Creator—an intelligence existing outside of us, yet which, when
established by facts, appeals to reason and can be comprehended as reasonable by the

intelligence within us. Indeed, we may safely add—which cannot be rejected without
doing violence to intelligence.

* So Boucher, de Perthes, Lyell, Lubbock, Darwin, BoUe, Huxley, Wallace, Vogt,
Hftckel, Carpenter, etc., admitting, however, that there is a missing link, which Bachner,
with childlike faith, expects yet to be found in Australia or New Zealand ! The faith of

these writers is a lesson to us unbelievers, and their humility is most expressive. The
letter is given by Fry (quoted by Carpenter, Ooniemp. Review, 1872, in art. " On Mind and
WiU in Nature') when he remarks :

" This dislike to acknowledge a relationship with the
lower animals is not an expression of the truest C hrialian feeling, but is opposed to it."

But how a Christian can ignore the Bible testimony and yet remain a Christian with
" the truest Christian feeling** both Fry and Carpenter fail to tell us.

* That we justly characterize it thus is apparent (1) from the concessions of scientists ;

(2) from the conflicting views entertained by them, no two of eminence 'exactly corre-

sponding ; (3) from the results flowing from their views, verging now to materialism,

then to Pantheism, then to extreme Pessimism (the latter latest phase exemplified e.g. in

Voa JGbrtman's Philosophy of the Unconscious), etc. ; (4) from the sharp criticisms passing
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between them (e.g. Page's remarlra on Darwin's theory in Owen's D^tai. Lamd^ p, 2C2)

;

(5) from the statements fonnd e.g. in sncL works as LamarVs Man from Oysters, Virey's
True Brotherhood beiiceen the Baboon atui HoUentot, Vincent*B Fifteen Orifjinal ^tecies cf Man,
Maillet's Farroisfrom Perch, Oken*R God is Rotary Moiion^ and similar ones. See some of
the assnmptiona shown by Elam in Eclectic Mag., Dec., 1876, by Mariinean in his criti-

cisms of evolution in Contetnp. Beview, 1676.. etc.

* The student can advantageously consult in vindication of the credibility of Moees the
writings of G. S. Faber. Bryant, Maurice, 8ir W. Jones, Home, Jahn, Heevemick^ Lisco,

Wolf, Tomer, Wordsworth, Murphy, Jacobus, etc. The scientific objections are more
specially noticed by Zochler (Bremen Jjec and his His, cf Oreaiion), the Duke of Aigyle
{liecent SpecukUions jn PrimetxU Man), Buimeister (Hi*. Crtation), Stutz {T%e His.

<f
Crta-

iion According to Geology and the Bible), Sumner {Records cf Creation , Lewis {Six Days €f
Creation and his special Introd. to Lange*s Com. Genesis^ Amer. Ed.). Birk ( On the Creation),

Fattison {The Earth and the Word), Wiseman {Leds.), etc. Both combined are found pre-

sented in able works, such as Ulricrs God in Kahire, Hartwig's God in Nature, Wagner's
writings, Kurtz s Bible and Astronomxf, and the writings of Delitzsch, Eeil, Hofman.
HengBtenberg, Baum^rten, Sumner. Hancock. Green, I>Drd, etc. While for the defence
of the Supernatural, including the Mosaic record, snch writings as the following are in-

teresting and valuable ; Rogers*s ^perhuman Origin cf the Bihle, Laddon's Eemewts <f
Religion, Griffith's Fundamentals, or Basis of Belilf Cbnceming Man, God, ric., Frazez^s
Blendittg Lights, Heer's Har. of Creation, Ebrard*s Fbiih in Holy Writ, Waning's Mosaic
Creation and Modem Science {Scribner's Monthly, vol. 16), and numerous others of a similar

nature. The student will not pass by Birk*s Modem Physical Fhiatism and tlie Doctrine cf
Evolution, Gladstone's Points cf Supposed OolUsion Between Scripture and Ik'atural Science,

and others.
^ To this the rejoinder may be made, that the profession of multitudes evinces but litUe

or none of the Christian life as portrayed in the Word. To this the reply is ready, that

this, too, accurately accords with the statements of Christ that " many" sball profesfi, but
that ^*few'* sball be tmly righteous. The very " mixed ** condition of the Church with
the sad fruits, is only evidence of the truthfulness of the Word, which full describes it

and warns us in view of it to be the more guarded. The past history of the Church, how-
ever it may prove a disgraceful commentary on man's depraved nature, and a showing
forth of God's forbearance, in al»o one which exhibits the experience of God's mercy,
love, and promises in Christ Jesus. The mere profession of Christianity as witnessed in

the past undoubtedly had its influence upon J. H. Mill, when he takes the following

ground in bis UiUity qf Religion, saying :
*' Belief, then, in the Supernatural, great as are

the services which it rendered in the early stages of human development, cannot be
considered to be any longer required, either for enabling us to know what is right or

wrong in social morality, or for supplying us with motives to do right and to abstain

from wrong." But, unfortunately for this reasoning, those who cast aside the Super,
natural in Revelation as an infallible moral guide—the basis of moral law and the sup-
plier of motives—are utterly unable to decide respecting the right and wrong or tlie

motives ; they differing widely among themselves and forming direct antagonisma, while
all who receive the Word, even Ihey whose lives do not correspond with its requirements,
acknowledge the binding force of Revelation.

» From the standpoint occupied by us, we are not speciaUy concemed in the various

efforts made to show that the declarations of Moses accord with the deductions of

science. And yet it is a matter of congratulation that so much of accurate accord exists

between them. If we refer to the recent articles on ** Cosmology" in Helig. Cyclopaedias,

Bib. Dictionaries, Introductions to the Bible, etc., we find a sufficiency, not only in the

outlines, but even in the detailn to indicate that no copflict need exist between science and
the Bible. It has been remarked (which unbelief is loath to confess) that the Biblical

account of Creation '* deviates far less from the conclusions approximatively reached by
the most careful deductions of geology, than any other ancient cosmogony" (Gladstone's

Lect. on Fnith and Free Thought, p. 166). Why not admit this ? Simply because it would
be praise given the Bible, which, to write the tmth. i.s despised or hated. If the Bible

says that the world was *' without form," **void/' in " darkness" in "mist," aoal&o
does science. If it teaches that ** light" came before the sun appeared, that a division

was made between the waters and land, that then oiganic life commenced its forms, that

the creation' of forms commenced with the lower and in respective steps ascended to a

higher, that man was the latest and highest development, so does science. Why nci

then frankly admit such a remarkable agreement? Whv e.g. does Hxixley {The Thrtf.

Hypotheses of the His. of Nature) when he franUy fuknowledges that his own theory has
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no ** tesftmonioi evidenoe** bat only " eiratmslantial evicLencd,** make sport of able men
who endeavor to reooncile the language of Genesis with long periods, professing admira-
tion of ** the marvellona flexibility of a language which admits of snch diverse interpreta-

tions*' (i.e. making a day either literal or representative of a long period, eto.—forgetting
that before science compelled a rigid search of language, Angnstine, when no pressore

made a comparison requisite, suggested long periods as oontained in the text of Script-

ure) ? Why are the correspondences as given e-g. by Warring {ikribner's Monthly, vol, 15.

in 79ke Mosaie CrecUUm and Modem Scknce), by Lewis (Introd. to GenesLs, Lange's Oom.\
by Dawson (Archaia ; or iiludies of the Ooamogony and Kaiurrd History of the Hebrew Scripl-

ttreM\ and by various other writers, given but little consideration, notwithstanding tne
high interests at stake ; while, on the other hand, works like Powell's Order qf Naiitre and
othera, that endeavor to destroy the credibility of Genesis, that make out a *' Hebrew
mythology,'* that deal largely in the hypothetical, are lauded and magnified as superior to

the scriptural teaching? }Vhy is it that the evolution of the horse laigely framed
from f^etir inference, supposition, and imagination is coolly tendered as a satisfac-

tory rebuttal of biblical teaching, and that it is (Huxley) " much better evidence than
there is for the authenticity and genuineness of the books called by the name of Moses** ?

Why is it, that, to make out a case against the Bible, unbelieving science has jumped to

the oonduaions (art. " Probable Age of the World*' in Quarterly Rev'uWt 1876) of hun.
dreds of millions (and even thirty thousand million) of years employed in the creative

process, and that when forced (as Tait, Thompson, etc.) to limit to ten or fifteen million,

thif is regarded as too favorable to the Scriptures ? Why is it that so much stress is laid

on the formation of strata (as if separately formed, consuming immense periods of time),

when eminent scientists ^as Agassiz, etc.) show that they have laigely been formed simul-

taneously ? Why are suon oonolusiona as to long periods given founded on the formation
of coal beds, when it is admitted (e.g. in Pop, Sclenoe Monthly, Oct., 1874, p. 763) that

wood was converted into lignite within four centuries (hence the deduction was made :

*' From all this it would appear that the transformation of vegetable matter into ooal

requires less <tme than is usually estimated by geologists ; in the present instance it can-
not have been over four centuries**) ? Why are deductions constantly mode which remove
the God of the Bible, the work of Redemption, a Divine Government, Providence, Prayer,
Prophecy, etc., unless they spring from a heart and mind prejttdioed against the Script-

ures ? It is hard to understand these opponents, for at one time they assert (Fop, iicL

Monthlyf in various editorials) that religion or Christianity has nothing to do with science,

and yet e.g. {Pop. Sou MonUHy^ March, 1875, p. 625 and 623) it is declared in objection to
Martineau's ** Religion as affected by Mod. Materialism,** that the tendency of evolution
as taught, is not to lower the ideas of a Creator, but exalts the true view of the divine
government of the world (but how and when he fails to tell), and that evolution is '* a
Philosophy of Nature, and gives a new complexion to the great rdigious questions in
which the interpretation of nature is involved." Why then cen.sure theologians and be-
lievers in their attempts to elucidate, in behalf of the Bible, such *' great religious ques-
tions,'* especially when it is admitted, again and again, that antagonism and a conflict

exist? Evolution as formulated by its advocates is ** a philosophy of the origination of
things** (so Spencer, etc.), and hence must, of necessity, come into contact (either in
agreement or the reverse) with the Bible and Bib. Theology which deals of the origin of

things. Now evolution rejects the idea especially of " special creation** (allowed by
Darwin in a few primary forms, but which many of his followers reject as utterly *' un-
scientific**). Even those (as Picton's Mystery of Matter, and Other Essays) who are will-

ing, as a starting point to admit a relationship of the Infinite and Absolute, are hostile to
the declarations of the Bible on the origin of things. Others, however (as e.g. editor
Fop. Sci. Monthly, July, 1872), reject the idea of an intelligent mind originating and con-
trolling the beginnings of nature, because both matter and mind must be relegated to an
" Ultimate Reality," which it is impossible for us to know. Any position, however
absurd to reason and fact, is allowable, provided it can be made to degrade the Bible
teaching. No attention is paid to the valuable considerations of eminent men, which go
far (as already shown) to show that the Bible and Science mutually sustain each other,

and that " ignorant men" could not have concocted such remarkable points of agree-
ment. It makes no concessions that, as able critics have stated, much of the alleged die-

crepancy is due to our misapprehension of the force and usage of Scripture language
which makes natural law the synonym of God's will (because established and sustained
by His will), which attributes directly to God what sometimes is done through natural
Agents ; which in the phrase " let the waters bring forth abundantly every moving crea-

ture," etc., implies secondary agency to carry out the will of God (so also ** Let the earth
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bring forth,** eio.) ; which simply plAcea the SnpernatnTBl aa the basis of the Katntal, or
makes " the Word of the Lord " the foundation of natural lav and its developments ;

vhioh indicates the Bapematnral willing a form, in fixing into it a permanent principle

to work out its completion and that remains as its nnchanging law ; which by slatates,

ooTenant, and ordinances applied to nature indicate simply Uiat God is the founder of

the same ; which is so posseused with the idea of God being the author of all. the fotuida-

tion upon which all rests, that in virtue of such relationship, acts, the product of natu-
ral law, are properly attributed to Him. But what do such suggestions amount to in the
estimation of determined, prejudiced unbelief, which speaks as if all knowledge must be
found in evolution ? John Foster once said :

** My efforts to enter into possession of

the vast world of moral and metaphysical truth are like those of a mouse attempting to

gnaw through the door of a granary/* but saoh "mice** claim that they are In the
"gTEmary, ' and hold full possesion ; and who very jubUanUy can find ** an irreooncil*

able antagonism" between Gen. 1, where the waters bring forth fowl, and Gen. 2, where
the ground brings forth fowl, jaat as if water-fowl were not associated witli waters
and land-birds with dry land, and deliberately overlook the more weighty intima.
tion of the language indicative of production under natur<^ law instituted by the Creator.
A few words in relation to the unity of the human race and its antiquity. When such

men as Blumenbach, Cuvier, bhubert, Karl von Baumer, John Muller (Uie Anatomist),
Yon Humboldt, Baolunan^ and other natural philosophers, teach the generic unity of the
race, we may well consider the statements of Lubbock, Buchner, and oUiers, as merely
hyi>othetical. When Draper (ifu. cf Conflict, p. 199) estimates man to have existed sev-

eral hundred thousand years ago, he is vtieriy vnable to trace back reliable human history

five thousand years. The whole theory of unity and antiquity as opposed to the Bible
is founded upon statements and suppositions which men eminent as scientists cannot
possibly receive as established facts and authoritative. Let any unprejudiced student
peruse Lester's PreAdamite, Lubbock's Pre-Historic TTmes, Wilson's PrtSiMorie Man,
and the writings of Mueller, Schmidt, Geikie, etc., on the one hand, and then, on the
other, the Duke of Argyle's Primeval Man, Wtkllace*s D\gicvlUe8 qf Development as AppUed
to Man (where some of the difflculUea are fnmkly stated by an adherent of antiquity),

Mivart's Lessons of A'aiure, Elam's Winds cf Doctrine, De Quatrefages* A'aivral HUlorp qf
Man and Orania of the Human Haees, Dr. McCosh's Beply to Huxley's Lectures, Cabell's

Testimony cf tkienoe to Unity qf Mankind, and works of a similar nature, and be will see

for himself that before the Bible teaching can be eradicated its opponents must present

a higher and stronger line of reasoning to overcome even the difficulties that science

itself suggests. Of course, men who can make man to be derived from '* the aea-mncus"
(OkenX or from " worms or fishes" (Haeckel), or from ** cosmic gas** (to resolve itself, as

the ultimate goal, into ** carbonic acid, water, and ammonia**), etc., will be delighted

over such attacks, and with Buchner (Pref. to Force and Matter) will designate those who
reject their far-fetched theories a "howling pack," "mental slaves,** "yelping cnrs,"
" speculative idiots,'* etc. (just as if such nomenclature added proof to man's derivation,

antiquity, etc.). We have books and articles by the thousand which dilate on the vast

snooessive ages ; describe them so minutely and dogmatically as if the writers had lived

through them ; make no allowance for contemporaneousness, retrocession of intelligence,

co-exlstenoe of advancement and degradation, etc. A subUe anti-biblical theory is erected

and paraded, built upon far-fetched inferential evidence, so that even modem Indian

implements are made to figure largely in it, and even an Indian pestle used for pounding
grain is converted into an ancient Phallus. Everything possible is made to contribute

to its support, fully indicating the animus, viz.. an intense antinscriptural feeling excit-

ing and pervading the whole, in order to invalidate the biblical accoant of creation,

man*s fall and accountability, the pvocess of redemption, the incarnation and its relation-

ship, etc. But we say in reference to all Ruch topics, that the proof of the correctness of

the Bible lies in the direction already indicated in Creation, and which has been fully

presented. We only sdd a caution given by the editor of the Galaxy (Feb.. 1877, p. 280),

who, when speaking of the eagerness of some (e.g. Cocker in The Theistic Conception qfthe

Woridj to reconcile the alleged deductions of science with the Bible, says :
'* The diffi-

culty with thia method of meeting the hypothesis of science ia. that the scientific views

are themselves in a state of unstable equilibrium. They may topple at any moment, and
then the correspondence that eager devotees have found between them and the Bible is

a slur that falls altogether on the religion and not on the science. This is a great error,

and those who are drawn into it belittle the cause that is dear to them.'*

In our reading we find two points which, in addition, have called forth the special

BdveiBe criticisms of unbelief. The one ia noticed e.g. by Bunsen (" Bunsen and TL'u
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Wife.** Liiidl*9 JAv, Ag€^ "Oeo. 23d« 1676), who gleefnlly relates how " BacUand is perse-
cuted for Bflsertiog that fossil beasts and reptiles were Pre-Adamite,'* and adds :

" What
open, infidelity ! Did not death come into the world on aocoant of Adam^s sin ?"

Namerons writers assert that soienoe positively teaches the existence of death before
Adam's fall and death. Suppose this to be correct, it enables as to see what the Script-
nres plainly teach, that deam—to which Adam was liable because the tree of life was
designed to avoid it—was entailed upon him in consequence of disobedience, for immor-
tality was tendered to him only, and not to the animal creation (comp. e.g. Archd. Pratt's

Scripture and Science not at VarUmcet p. 39).* A more fraitful sonrce of sarcastic remark
is the Delnge, specially indorsed by the utterances of Jesas. We frankly acknowledge
great difficulties to surround the theory of an absolute universal Deluge (although refer-

ence to an Omnipotent Will can set them aside) as held e.g. by Burnet (ixicred Theory cf
iKe &rth\ Whiston {Theory o^ the Deiuge)^ and others. Now if we adopt the view of a
partial or local Deluge—with which Scripture language corresponds— as held by Bhs.
Clayton, Poole, Stillingfleet, Pye Smith, Le Clerc, Rosenmiiller, Lambert, Sohoebel,
d'iialley, Quatrefages, Cuvier, Lester, and others, the difficulties all disappear. Let the
Btadent ponder the reasons given for a limited D^uge in Tisnge's Com. on Genesis (Amer.
£d.). Murphy's Com. on Genesis, art. on Deluge in McClintock and Strong's CydopoEdia,
I^enormant and CheTallier*s Ancient His. cf the East^ sn art. in the ChriMian Bevievj (vol.

80) on '* The Extent and Character of the Noachian Deluge/* and similar writings, and
he will find the objections fully and ably answered. Bat aside from all this, our line of
reasoning, as given to sustain Creation, meets the requirements necessa^ to the accept-
ance of the biblical statements, even if we were unable to offer any other proofs for their

retention.

Obs. 9. This continaons doctrine of the Kingdom effectually disposes of

the argument so freely used by the Rationalistic or Naturalistic party, and
recently reiterated by Froude (iShort Studies) in supposing, that the early

Fathers were not conversant with the Gospels, did nob quote from them, and
that hence the Gospels must be of later origin than the apostolic period.

From this hypothesis, the broad assumption is drawn that the Gospels as

existing were not written by the apostles, but appeared in the second or
third centuries. Aside from the critical labors of Apologists which dis-

prove this ; aside from the concessions of later writers, not very friendly to

the Gospels, that they cannot historically have so late an origin as many
ascribe to them ; aside from the quotations and accurate knowledge evinced
by Oelsus of their previous existence and universal acceptance by dU

* Some recent writers have advocated the introduction of evil as resulting, not from
the fall of Adam, but from that of Satan, thus answering the objections of Vogst, Combe,
and others, that science proves the introduction of death—as in animals—before the
creation of Adam. Keerl in his work (noticed Bib. tSac^ 1863, p. 756, etc.) instances a
large number of theologians (as Kanne, Steir, Drechler, Riedf^lViAch, Guenke, Tholuck,
Schneider, Kurtz, Ebnurd, Baumgarten, Hengstenberg, Richerb Delitzsch, Engelhardt^
Banke, Beichel, Kniewel, Wichart, Lebeau, F. W. King, Bocholl, Hotho, Werner, L.
Schmid), literary men (as F. von Meyer, Bougement. Hamberger, Dillmar, and others),

naturalists (as Buckland, Yon Schubert, K. Ton Bamuer, A. Wagner, etc.), and philoso-

Shers (Fr. von Schlegel, Fr. von Baader, Fr. Hoffman, F. Schaden, Kreuzhage, and
[oliter), as holding to it. Boehman and his theosophic successors advocated it. So

even King Edgar (as quoted by Tholuck) and Origen. besides others. Whether proven
or not, eminent men and deep thinkers have held to it. AVlien considering the end con-
templated and gained, viz., this Theocratic ordering, forfeited and so long lost through
sin, it serves to give us a clew to Clod's dtralings with sin and His withdrawal. Adam^s
guilt and Jewish sinfulness, which to unbelief seems to have been punished too severely,

is seen to receive its merited punishment, not so much from the acts themselves com-
mitted (i.e. considered isolated) as from the effects which naturally resulted from them,
viz., making them unworthy of being the representatives of God*s Theocratic rulership,

and thus forcing Gtod, in respect to His own honor and glory, to a personal withdrawal.
The first sin is a blow at Theocracy.
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believers ; aside from the fact that another and growing party moke them

as early as possible in order to prove a continuous ** Jewish conception"'

which enveloped the apostles themselves ; aside from the spirit and con-

tradictions involved which cause one party to make Christ, after changing:

His first Plan, the Founder of a new religion, and another party to make
Paul its founder, and still another, to make neither of them directly encb

but attributing the religion to an outgrowth of opinion and views previ-

ously entertained ; aside from all this, the doctrine of the Kingdom ahmc
utterly disproves this theory. For, leaving the appeal which one of the

earliest writers makes in support of this doctrine to apostles and elders bv

name as taught by them, the simple fact of an unbroken, unchanged
transmission—as all, both attacking and defending, admit—of ilte same

idea of the Kingdom, the same phraseology, ilie same outlines, etc., is con-

vincing proof tnat the apostolical notion is fully retained as given in the

Gospels and Epistles, while the direct and indirect quotations or incorpora-

tion of lanraage drawn from evidently earlier sources (so stated) i.e. apos-

tolical, confirm this position. In other words, the retention of the Jeichh

covenanted Messianic idea of the Kingdom, and its tmiversally receivtd

postponement to the ]»eriod of the Second Advent, is the most powerful

proof of the strict historical unity extending from the ministry of Christ

down to near the fourth century. It evinces that the apostolic teaching

was in both Jewish and Gentile clinrches identical, had the same origin and

the same end in view ; and hence that a teaching which could produce such

a unity of doctrinal position must not only have been continuously present,

as the Church contends, but must, in the nature of the case, have also

assumed its alleged prominency and leadership. Let it be explained on any

other ground, how the apostolic Fathers and their successors. East and West,

adopted and taught *' the Jewish conceptions" with u continuity, per-

tinency, and consistency with what preceded their period, indicative of

a familiarity with its covenanted relationship, as evidenced by the rise of

no controversy respecting its intimate union with covenant, prophecy and

promise. How can all this bo explained without admitting a previons

acquaintance with the writings of the apostles ? Is it reasonable that both

Jews and Gentiles should yield up their prejudices, etc., without a knowl-

edge of apostolic declarations on the subject ? l3eny such an acquaint-

ance with apostolic writings, and how can such a phenomenon of perfect

correspondence, of uniform and continuous agreement on so vital a doctrine
.

be received without creating an immensely great difficulty (because

unnatural) that in the ordinary solution at once disappears ^ Here, in tho

unity of doctrine in this one aspect, is sufficient answer, if it did not also

meet us corroboratively in the simple narration and peculiar style of these

Gospels so different from tha already more amplified and ornate style of

later priods. But as our object is only to indicate the influence that this

doctrine has in this direction when placed in the field of controversy, rather

than to extend the argament itself, we may briefly give other illustrations

of its force in answering objections. How crushingly it meets that alleged

against the primitive faith of the Church, first, as to Strauss, derived from

the Jews (which is shown by us to be based in covenant and prophecy and

justly derived therefrom by the piotis Jewish faith) ; and secondly, as to

Bauer, that even this Jewish derived faith in a Messiah and His Kingdom
was a myth (which is logically proven by us to have continuously eriM
*rom the Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom \critably established and its histori.
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cal overthrow down to the First Advent). Nothing is taken for granted,

no point is assumed, upon our side ; no apology is needed for this ancient

faith proven by its necessary historical existence in past and present facts
;

while the answer to the Kingdom not now being in existence as predicted,

baa its ready and overwhelming reply in its postponement. The ridicule

heaped upon the Jewish faith, tne early preaching of the Messianic

Kingdom, the hopes entertained of the Coming again of Jesus to establitili

it, etc., is met, not by abject apologies or philosophical accommodation to

human weakness, but by a straightforward, manly appeal to the Scriptures

themselves, which give the reasons, as evidenced before us this day, why
such faith has Twt yet been realized. This doctrine shows the falliicy of

Bauer's effort to transfer the origin of Christianity from Jesus Christ to

Paul. For, it proves a continuity of doctrine from the prophets through
Jesus, descending to all of the apostles, and makes Paul (as many Rational-

ists with Apologists admit) a teacher of this identical Kingdom, delayed (as

we show from his writings) until the Second Advent The Gospel of tlio

Kingdom as preached by Paul, is the same proclaimed by the other apostles,

and the proof is found Props. 70, 71, 73, 73, 74, 75, etc. Our doctrine

removes the charge of " fanaticism," and ** unjustifiable self-glorification"

of Jesus (Strauss), when declaring His Second Coming to be that of Judge,
i.e. Ruler, King of kings. For, it directs attention to previous covenant,

to the Theocratic order so essential to the salvation of humanity, to the

postponement, etc., which makes a Second Coming imperative ; and, in

view of a consideration of the whole Divine Plan with its historical at-

testments based upon man's needs, vindicates from the nature, design,

and end contemplated by this Kingdom the assurance thus given by
Jesus. It shows how the superhuman element in Jesus is not confined to

one Gospel, but stands forth in all of tliem as a necessary pre-requisite to

meet the requirements of covenant, prophecy, and Kingdom. It indicates

why the Supernatural pertaining to the Exodus—interwoven with Jewish
literature, rites, history, etc.—cannot be rejected owing to its subserving a
certain covenanted purpose or plan (its failure temporarily also predicted

being unnatural from a mere human standpoint), and which stands inter-

laced with and proven by present promises experienced and present history

witnessed. It removes the arguments against the Bible statements drawn
from the theological theories concerning, and extravagant eulogies bestowed
upon the Church, as if it were the covenanted Kingdom of David's Son,
etc.—from which unbelief infers that if such, then neither covenant nor
prophecy meet with a fair and honest fulfilment, and hence neither of them
are true. For it places the Church in its proper relation as also a noblo
preparatory stage (without denying God's sovereignty, etc.) to the estab-

lishment of the Kingdom, thus preserving prophecy intact, yea, even show-
ing how all this was predicted and is realized, before the ultimate fulfil-

ment ; and thus indorsing, with thankfulness for the labor bestowed, the
researches, in many respects, made in the history of the earlv Church both
by Rationalism and Apologetics. It commends itself on higher grounds to

the opponents of Christianity on account of the principle of interpretation

[being also their ownj which* underlies the reception of Ihis Kingdom ; the
appeal to reason requisite to understand this Theocratic arrangement ; the

necessary mixed condition of the Church ; the perpetuity of the earth
;

salvation of the race ; order of government ; meaning of Judgeship of

Christ and the judgment day ; enlarged view of the Redeemer's work and
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world position ; snperadded agency of the Supernatural
;
position of the

Jewish nation, etc,, which find their true intent brought out in relation-

ship with this Theocratic Kingdom. This doctrine explains satisfactorily

why tho Theocratic Kingdom when established nearer developed into the
dimensions of a mighty world empire ; why it is permitted in God's prori-
dence that there should be progress at one time and retroffression at
another ; why earthly kingdoms are allowed to oppress the Cnnrch, and
hostile powers to array themselves against the truth ; why the great dis-

turbing element of evil has so long- possessed the sway of the world ; why
the withdrawal of God personally from the world continues ; why trial and
suffering are given to the believing sons and daughters ; why so much pre-

paratory work is requisite, etc, and it does this all hy a consideration of the

Divine Purpose as contemplated in the Kingdom itself carefully observing
the order laid down, and demonstrating that, whatever temporary poa£
ponement may exist, both evil and good, apparent failure and prosperity,

are made to contribute toward a Plan which God designs to accomplish in

opposition to all antagonistic forces without interfering with the free moral
agency of man.* In all this the credibility, etc., of the Word is the more
fully sustained. But while thus, in kindness of spirit, opposing by argu-
ment the nationalistic and Naturalistic schools who endeavor to lessen

these, we, on the other hand, have not spared, with all charity, the logical

inconsistencies of the professed Orthodox. This has been clearly set lorth
under various Propositions and needs no repeating. Indeed, from this very
circumstance and from our frankness, in several places, to acknowledge the
correctness and propriety of Rationalistic objections imperfectly met by
Apologists, it will not surprise us if some of the Orthodox will attack ns
with more bitterness than the former party. But we must fully indorse
the opinion of Dawson (expressed before the Evang. Alliance of 1B73) and
many others, that the manner in which unbelief has been met by weak
accommodations, by giving up of reason and only seeking refuge in faith,

by pitiful concessions, by irrelevant interpretation, by adding to the Word
of God what does not belong to it, by inconsistency of statements, by the
intervention and authority of human dogmas, Church authority, decrees to

settle difficulties, etc., has made—with most honorable exceptions here and
there—tho Church in a measure justly chargeable with injuring the truth

and driving men struggling earnestly and laboriously for light into an un-
fortunate attitude of antagonism unfavorable to impartial investigation

and reception of truth. And, in some of tho discussions, rejoinders and
answers, it is not too much to say that on both sides there has also been an
imitation of King James (instfnced by Macaulay, His, Eng,)^ who silenced

those who objected to any of his propositions by simply repeating them in

the same words as the most effectual mode of argumentation. All this has
had an influence (because no allowance is made for human weakness and
imperfection) upon the minds of many in detracting from tho truthfulness

(although fairly delineated as something to be expected) of tho Word of

God. From this, too, perhaps in a meaenrc, springs the desire so recently

exhibited in comparative theology of bringing forth a natural religion of

humanity formed out of the various religious systems in the world. The
effort now made to build up such a religion out of the elements of all others,

is an old one. We find it in the Alexandrian teacher, Ammonius Saccas

(Killen, TJie Old Cath, Church, p. 11), " who endeavored to show that all

systems of religion and philosophy contained the elements of truth." The
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effect of Bach a theory on Origen and others is apparent from their writ-

ings. A certain aniformity of religious or moral ideas arising from the

stmctare of man and natare» and their relationship to a known or nn-
known Supremo Power, has led recent writers to enter this field (which Dr.
Spiess justly urged upon the Evang. Alliance of 1873 as worthy of special

cultivation m its bearing upon Christian Apologetics) with the hope, evi-

dently, of invalidating the claims of Christianity ; persistently overlooking
how many of the facts adduced by them really confirm the biblical account
of man's creatioi^ sense of moral responsibility, need of mediation, etc.

With professed respect for the Christian religion (which their lino of argu-
ment imperatively demands) really an enthusiastic regard for heathendom
13 exhibited to the disparagement of the former ; for the antiquities of

heathen religions ard placed not only in the same category with the Chris-

tiaUf but even elevated above it. Eulogy, excessive admiration for moral
sayings, etc., in Oriental systems of belief (which, if the Bible is true,

ought, in the nature of the case, to be manifested more or less in man),
while the faintest praise is bestowed upon the sublime utterances of the

Bible, lead us reasonably to suspect the intent of a number of works on the

subject. But ever^ such writer, as can be seen by his writings, deals

unfairly with the Bible, since in such a comparative view the Divine Plan
running through the book, the progressive development of Divine Purpose
in Holy Writ (as we have indicated it), is entirely left out of the cjnestion,

and the merits, common origin, etc., of Cliristianity or the Bible and
heathendom is to be determined by detached portions, isolated fragments
taken from each, and then cemented together by speculation and hypothe-
sis. Of course in such a mode of comparison the Bible must suffer. But
take the line of argument previously indicated, and the incomparable
nature of Christianity—as part of a Divine Plan relating to tlie Kingdom
of God, as part of a pre-determined and historically attested Theocratic
arrangement—shines forth pre-eminent above all other systems, which,
whatever truth they may contain, are weighed down with an oppressive

load of appendages sufficiently indicative of their origin. No, if man
wants relief, it only comes through the Word of God, and not through
sophistical or philosophical theories, as is singularly manifested in the fact

that many who brought forward subtle theories hostile in spirit and ten.

dency to the Word, yet privately (vide Hurst's History of Rationalism, for

example) held to the Bible as their only hope and comfort."

1 It might be regarded invidious to specify by name particnltir works of Poetic Panthe-
ism, Anti-ChriBtian Theism, Bpiritoalism, Liberalism, Naturalism, Gommoniem, Hamani-
tarianism, etc.— together with the recent revampings of Oriental. I^ptian, Pythagorean
and Platonic notions of transmigration, etc., with scientific (?) ideas of ascension and
progression attached—which this doctrine of a covenanted Theocratic-Davidio Kingdom
in ita scriptaral unity is specially adapted to meet from its peculiar and distinctlTe

standpoints, covenanted, historical, predicted, preached, postponed, etc. As to the
adoption, with reserved meanings of religions and scriptural phraseology by so many of
the unbelievers, we have only to say that it reminds us of the natural manoeuvres of the
young cuckoo hatched in the nest of his stranger nurse, and then striving to throw out
his foster sisters and brothers.

* Briefly we may indicate how this doctrine of the Kingdom serves to explain much
that otherwise will be dark. Thus unbelief asks, why does not Qod come now, in this

dispensation, and manifest Himself as He once did under the Theocracy and in behalf of
the Jews ? The answer is plainly given in the Word. The withdrawal of the Theocracy
and, as a consequence, of Ood, is a punishment inflicted for an allotted period. We are

now in '
' the times of the Gentiles.' ' Resped for His own official position as Theocratic
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King and a due regard for the fnlfilment of His threatened pnnishment, caoses this hiatna
of direct Personal taapernatoral guidance and inteirention. It is only when the time has
arrived for the restoration of the Theocracy that God's special jmence is again restored ;

this is clearly revealed. Again, exception is taken to the testing of Abraham's faith in
the case of Isaac, and of varions Mosaic institutions that largely call for prompt tmst
and obedience, bnt the key to all these is found in the covenanted relationship resulting
in a Theocratic ordering, which as its foondation, requires supreme confidence in Goa
and unhesitating obedience to His requirements. A Theocracy without this element
cannot, injustice to the Buler, possibly exist. Again, our line of ai^nment would power-
fully sustain the points made by Heniy Rogers in The ^jupemaiura/ Origin <f the Bible in-

ferredfrom itself, as e.g. (1) how, considering the inveterate pronenesa of man to idolatry,
the Jews came to have a monopoly of Monotheism ? How was this notion introdnced
and developed against prejudice, and the tendencies of human nature, unless by a divine
ordering? The Theocratic ordering indicates how it was necessarily given, fostered, and
preserved aa an esseniicU element. (2) How the supremacy of God. His will. etc.. is made
against natural tendencies, so continuous and vital a subject, involving a sublimity which
must rise from a divine source. The doctrine of the Kingdom shows hov this "was
brought about and cherished over against revolts and rejections. (3) The conception of
ihe character, etc., of Jesus too high for mere Jews, and hence cannot be ascribed to a
purely human hypothesis. This delineation, as we have shown, is to be attributed to ihe

Theoaraiui ordering in fulfilment of covenant, etc. (4) How Jews, rising above deep and
powerful prejudices, could suddenly become preachers of the Gospel of love to all men.
Our argument shows that it was still " the Gospel of the Kingdom"—a Kingdom indeed
postponed, but still the Theocratic Kingdom, dear to every Jew, to which, preparatorily,
they could now invite all to become, by faith in the Messiah, heirs and coheirs with
** the Christ." Indeed, there is scarcely a point of importance and interest to which the
doctrine of the Kingdom does not add force.

Obs, 10. Tho logical, conBistent outgrowth of scientific Dnbelief is the
denial of the Supernatural. This is plainly stated by its advocates and
must be accepted. Thus e.g. Baatian, an Evolutionist {Pop, Sci. Monthly

,

Ap., 1874), in *' Evolution and the Origin of Life,** frankly declares that
evolution necessarily implies such continuity and uniformity, that no possi-
ble place can be given to Supernatural interference, special providences, etc..

Baying :
** Those who embrace the evolution philosophy are foremost in

this opinion ; they believe that no effects of whatsoever kind can occur
without adequate causes, and^ the conditions being similar^ that the same
results will always follow the action of any given cause. Their whole creed
is, in fact, pre-eminently based upon this assumed uniformity of nature."
He declares that consistency demands the unchangeable laws of nature,
removing special creation, a divine government, a superintending provi-

dence ; and takes to task such scientists who venture out of this
*' assumed " ground (as Darwin, in allowing special creative act in pro-
genitors ; as Spencer and Huxley in not admitting that life-evolution can
&ke place now ; as Tjndall in accepting such a limitation, and adding the

notion that " tho physical agencies which promote the growth of living

matter are now incapable of causing its origination"). Numerous writers

take the same decided position, viz., not to limit nature in its operations.

Thus e.g. Fowle {Science and Immortality) in reply to Max Muller, attrib-

utes all, physical, mental, moral, and relidous, to natural evolution. It is

true that some resist such wholesale deductions, as e.g. Carpenter (Pop.

Science Monthlyy Nov., 1872) emphatically opposes the materialism of '* the

Nature Philosophers" (illustrated in Btlchuer*s Force and Matter), express-

ing himself, " that science points to (though I should be far from saying
that it demonstrates) the origination of all power in mind," and adds :

" When metaphysicians, shaking off the bugbear of materialism, will hon-
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efitlj and conrageonsl^ etndj the phenomena of the mind of man iu their

relation to those of his body, I believe that they will find in that relation

their best arguments for the presence of injinite mind in universal nature."
While he calls upon scientifac men to resist the gross views of Bttchner,

Miss Martineau, and others, which make nature itself the ultimate out-

come, it is a sod fact that multitudes indorse the latter in ])reference, and
fully declare by their published opinions that '* the world by wisdom knew
not Qod,^"* Take, for instance, the mildest form of unbelieving expression

as found in Darwin Tcomp. Wliat is Darwinism f by Dr. Hodge), and whilo

a Theism is not absolutely rejected as an ultimate cause, yet the scale from
evolution to natural selection (as the cause) culminates in making natural

selection to be without design and conducted solely by uninielligent physi-

cal causes ; and this a reviewer {Scrihner's Monthly, July, 1874) correctly

says, causes such an irreconcilable antagonism between Darwinism and
theology that no alliance between the two is possible. This assertion is

confirmed by the increased and constantly increasing chasm existing be-

tween them, as presented by writers on both sides. Ihe doctrine of evolu-

tion, with its support of natural selection, may find and has its supporters
among Christian Theistic writers, but the conclusion engrafted upon it is

of a nature so hostile to the direct teaching of the creative'and Supernatural
in the Bible that all believers in Holy Writ must recoil from it. And yet

this conclusion of uniyitelligent physical causes dominating over all, is

pressed upon us from all sides as tne legitimate one to be received. Wo see

in this, viewed from the standpoint of our doctrine, three things inevitably

resulting : 1. That it is vain for men to imagine that even a compromise
between such antagonisms can be effected ; 2. that it is absurd and foolish

to hide from ourselves the existence of such a conflict ; and 3, that it is only

preparatory to that naturalism and humanitarianism which is to introduce
the culminated Antichrist

Let ns observe a little more extendedly these three partionlars indicative of a denial
of inspiration. First ; it is hopeless to anticipate a compromise between these extremes.
It is trae that a conservfttive class exists which thinks that the doctrine of evolution can
be reconciled with Christianity, or that, at least, no antagonism need arise between
them. One of the ablest of this party is Asa Gray (Darwiniana : Essays and Reviews per-

iaining to Darwiniam), '* who is (Preface) scientificidly and in his own fashion a DKrwinian,
philosophically a convinced tlieist, and religiously an acceptor of * the creed, commonly
called &e Nicene,* as the exponent of the Christian fuith. " He holds that there need be
no conflict between trae Science and Eeligion, that a harmony will ultimately exist be-

tween them as both advance, and that evolution, properly apprehended, teaches and im-
presses the doctrine of purpose and design in nature, etc. With this quite a number
agree, such e.g. as Leifchild ( The Great Problem), who brings forth an ** Evolver" that
** must be divine ;" or Principal Tullock {LUteU*8 Liv. Age, Ap. 15th. 1876), who brings
forth " spiritual evolution ;" or Badcliffe (Leo, before the Boyal Col. of Physicians."
March, 187.1. in Pop. Sci. Monthly, July. 1873), who cleaves to a Creator of original formn ;

or James Martineau (Religion as Affedled by Mod. Maierialism), who endeavors to avoid the

extremes of evolution ; so likewise Joseph Le Conte (Religion and Science), Henslow (The
Theory of EooluUon of Living Things, and the AppliaUion of Ihe Principles of Evolution to

Religion), Smythe (T/w Bible and the Doc. of Evolviion), etc. The Pop. Sd. Moitihly (Feb.,

1875) designates the following *' Mod. Sci. Materialism" (in Blackicood's Mag., Nov.,

1874), *' What would TyndaU be at?" (in the Penn. Monthly, Dec, 1874. by R. C. Thomp-
son) and '* Ideas overlooked by Dr. Tyndall," by Dr. McCosh (in the Jntemntional Revieto,

Jan.. 1875). as agreed in the reception of evolution, provided it be based on a Theistic

ground. It is claimed by such that evolution only produces a larger for a narrower view
of design ; that it cannot and does not dispose of divine design in nature, and hence im-
plies an intelligent will that put it in operation. One of the most eloquent. Dr. McCosh,
says :

** Establish whatever facta you please in regard to the workings of nature and the
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order of the tmiverse, and behind the vhole phenomenal scheme I find the Ir^inUe Mind
by which it was all designed." tit. Clair {Dartoinism and Design ; or Creation by Evolution),
the ** Non-Gonformiat. " and others take the same position, and claim that snch a Tiew
impresses a higher estimate of Creative design. Allow that evolution and natural selec-
tion can be, to some extent, incorporated without riolence, yet this is simply the opinion
of those who desire to retain, as mnoh as possible, the Bible teaching intact. It is rwl
the opinion of the leading advocateH of erolntion, for these mcsl delSteralelu and persist.
tnily reject the Scriptarea, and eren if some allow some kind of a Theistic element, as m
First Cfmse, it is immensely different to the Personal Ottd of the Bible. The proof of a
direct hostility to the Bible is abnndcuit, as presented in their published statements
respecting Genesis, Moses, the Snpematoral, Christianity baaed on the reception of the
Old Test., etc. Contempt and scorn are fredy expressed at the ignorance and credulity
that can accept of Biblical ideas and conceptions respecting the world, the unireiBe, the
origin of things, the relation of the divine, etc. When even the effort is made (e.g. by
Lowne in Actonian Prize Essay, The FhUosopIiy of Evolutionf to illustrate ** the Wisdom
and Beneficence of the Almighty*") to unite a Natnral Theology with Evolution, it tinds
(illustrated in Pop. Sd. Monthly, Not., 1873, p. 116) but little favor. A personal Creator,
a God to whom we are responsible, a divine revelation which demands obedience, mvsi
be ignored. The repentance, faith, godliness, etc.. rec^xiired in the Scriptures is deemed
childish. The Bible itself, and its product Christianity, are the result of natural influ-
ences, and most be classed with other natural religions. Jevon ('" Evolution and the
Doctrine of Design," Fop. ScL Monthlyy May, 1874) may argue for an infinite intelligent
mind behind evolution, and Smith (Evolution and a Personal God, delivered in Christ's
Church, New York) may insist upon the Personality of the Being directing evolution, and
confidently assert " that it is hostile to no interest of Christianity,*' ** that even if tiie
theory is true, it affects no interest of Christianity injuriously," but the most superficial
acquaintance with the Bible and with the writings of leading evolutionists, teaches the
reverse. It is simply impossible and impracticable to unite with the positive teachings
of the Bible such a diluted and refined recognition of the Creator as these writers advo-
cate ; for they overlook the fact that evolutionists, as a class, deny the positive declata-
tions of the Bible on the subject (hence the refining process introduced to make the same.
if possible, palatable), and that multitudes ore driven into hostility to Christianity by the
theory as advocated. Its reception by theologians is done at a fearfvl sacrifice of Bible
teaching, unless it be so modified that it becomes unpalatable to unbelieving scientists.

Second : it is foolish to hide from ourselves the existence of such a conflict. Suppose
it to be true, as compromisers advocate, that evolution in its leading teachings can be
reconciled to the Bible ; that the seven Mosaic creative periods are preserved ; that the
evolution of living things through the force of law inaugurated by a Creator can be
shown, etc., still the fact remains that leading advocates of the theory and a vast multi-
tude of adherents r^use to accept of any sitch comprorrUse, flatly deny the existence of the
Supernatural, and attribute all to the force and perpetuity of natural law. Admit that
no necessary conflict needs to exist between science and religion ; that as investigation
progresses a complete reconciliation can be effected, etc., yet the fact remains that
science as given by many scientific men is in direct opposition to the teaching of the Bible.

A thousand works of ability painfully attest the fact. A multitude of works for, or
against, evolution, and many endeavoring to effect a compromise, evidence such a con-
flict. Suppose the main facts of evolution can be received in agreement with Bible
teaching respecting the antiquity of the earth and man, and it can be shown (e.g. Introd.

to Genesis, Lange's Com., Amer. Ed., etc.) that there is a wonderful agreement aa to

periods, time, evolution of inorganic and organic forms, etc., does this affect the continued

opposition of scientific unbelief ? No ! the conflict between faith and unbelief is increas-

ing, as seen ia the articles and utterances of leading periodicals. The deductions of

alleged science, if only hostile to the Word, are received in preference, and efforts are

constantly put forth to heighten the antagonism. When eminent men (like Huxley,
Draper, Carpenter, Wallace, Darwin, Tyndall, Galton, Compte. Mill, Spencer, Lubbach,
Lewes, Scmidt, and others) frankly admit the hostility existing between their theories

and the Bible, and when we behold the fruitage of unbelief in their followers, it ia folly

to ignore that which is self-evident, dangerous, and destructive, Haywood (" Spiritu^
Piiifttes," Pop. *Sci. Monthly, Alarch, 1875) certainly gives good advice not to follow the

proscriptive condemnation of scientists to whom we are indebted for valuable acquisi-

tions, etc., but this does not prevent their attacks upon the Bible. '* Liberal** theolo-

gians, caring very little about preserving the integrity of the Bible (having themselves no

faith in its special inspiration), cordially strike hands with unbelief and fritter away the
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SnpenuitnTBU f^^ U^is indication of 'weakness only confirms and Btrengtbens the bitter-

neas againat Christianity. When Draper insists npon a conflict existing, it will not
answer for Brownson, Hill, Deems, and others, to deny such a conflict ; while the former
poshes his view to au extreme by making the Bible and Christianity responsible for the

opposition of some of its adherents to scientific facts in the past, the latter go to an
opposite extreme by ignoring the array of nnbelief and hostility evidenced by scientific

XDen and their followers. Chancellor Winohell (The Doctrine cf Evolution) may justly

'ATKiie that Spencer's ** Unluiowable" is '* Enowable ;" Washburn {Address to Medical Stu-

daiis) may logically declare that " evolution is but a vague name for the living action of

a living God ;** Mason {EvoltUion and the After Life) may deduct from evolution *' a great
first and adequate cause" which leads to " a cnntral soul ;** Trowbridge {Science in the

J*u^U) and Smith {Speculations in Science) may give excellent advice as to the manner of
oondacting controversy and indulge hopes of an ultimate compromise, but these, and
others like them, cannot conceal the plain fact that multitudes—irrespective of advice,

compromises, explanations, etc.—persist in a bitter and vnreleniiTig hostUiiy to the Bible.

Admit from the Christian standpoint that it is nnoalled for, inconsistent, and unscientific,

yet U exists and extends itself, because adapted to the heart and wishes of its advocates.
If the reader desires to know how scientific men insist upon a conflict as actually exist-

ing, he can readily find it, e.g. in Pop, Sci. Monthly, June, 1876 {Draper and His Critics),

May, 1872«(Fowle on Science and JmmortaZi/y), White's Warfare of Science, Youman a

Herberi Spencer and the Doctrine cf Evolution^ etc. As illustrative we refer to Deems*

a

Sdenoe attd Religion in the Pop. aci. Monthly, Feb., 1876, where he speaks of this conflict

aa *' ephemeral j" etc. The editor in his notice of it advocates a real and continued conflict

;

Bnd that it is not illusive presents the attitude of many Christian believers M'ho regiird

the professed scientific statements concerning the origin of life, evolution of forms, an-
tiqmty of man, etc., as "dangerous" and "materialistic." After frankly declaring the t

"materialistic science is aiming to cut np religion by the roots," he candidly says :

" Science must go on, and if her results thus far are bad there is no prospect that they
will be better in the future. There can be only one basis of substantial peace, and that

is the entire indifference of religious people, as aueh, to the results of scientific inquiry.*'

Now what harmony can there be with such demands, or what confidence can we place in

the assertions of Deems, Bixby, Murphy, Pratt, Hinton, Peabody, and others of a coming
reconciliation (at a fearful sacrifice of biblical declarations). Hen like Johnson (Science

and Jidigicn) may affirm that there is no connection between science and religion, but the
attacks of Tyndall, Mill, Spencer, and a host of others upon scriptural teaching invali-

dates all such special pleading. Hodge {}Vhai is Darwinism f) emd others, are right in
reoognizing this evil tendency, and from a scriptural standpoint denouncing it as irrelig-

ious and pernicious ; the proof of which is abundantly manifested in books and periodl-

Third : Such scientific unbelief is only preparatory to the predicted Naturalism and
Homanitarianism which will culminate in the last Antichrist. This has been shown
under Props. 161, 162, 163. 180, etc., so that it becomes, as exhibited in Prop. 174, a dis-

tinctive and highly important sign. Many writers already take the position of one ia
" Darwinism and Divinity** (Pop. Sci, Monthly, June, 1872), viz., that while evolution,

etc., removes the miraculous and Supernatural, while it supersedes and banibthcs the
teaching of the Bible, yet because man is a religious animal with organs ** whose fnnc-
tion it is to produce religion, because religious instincts ere indestructible," a religion

of some kind—a natural religion—must be substituted ; and this religion will be formu-
lated under the rule :

" Beligions thrive by a kind of natural seleclion.** What is this but
the entering wedge to the fulfilment of God's Word respecting the culminated Antichrist I

The highest intelligence, the most vigorous minds are engaged in this destructive work,
to fulfil the prediction of Herbert Spencer

(
The Sludy of Sociology^ under educational bias),

that " the humanity of the remote future will have but one religion," i.e. a natural one.

This class have praise for Democritns, Epicurus, Lucretius, etc. (aa e.g. Tyndall in

Inaugural Address), but not a word in favor of the Bible ; indeed the latter must be
attacked under the specious cloak of the " Miltonian hypothesis." While some in scien-

tific unbelief may retain a form of Theism, tfery different, however, from the biblical cod-
ceptlon, many resolve all into yaiiaralisrn, of whom Gladstone {Pop, Sci. Month., Feb.,

1874) says :
** Upon the ground of what is termed evolution, God is relieved of the labor

of creation ; in the came of unchangeable laws. He is discharged from govcmiug the
world.* ' This is the class that will prevail according to prophecy. Principal Dawson {The
ao-oaUed Confiid of Science and Religion) and -others may truthfully say that this is not the
result of " true science" and '* true religion," but God who knows the heart of man fore-
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tells US that ihe depraviiy qf man will briog it forth, denying the dauns of Ood. Uult
propheta arise who are predicting " peace, peace." White {The Warfare of Seienee), Trill-

ing to sacrifice mnch that is essential to the inspiration and integrity of the Bcjiptiu«^
ridicoling the efforts made to resist the encroachments of unbelief, predicts a glorious

future under the auspices of science, Bpencer {Firgi iVtnctptes) holds to the poifsibility

of an ultimate reconciliation between science and religion, but only when religion is

willing to abandon fundamental biblical ideas. Shields (^The Final PkUosophy) adTocates
a complete harmony between science and religion by the interposition of phil(»ophy, the

arbitration of the latter being all-powerful. Gill {Evdution and Progress), fully admitting
the wide extent and destmotiTe tendencies abroad, urging the reception of the Spence-
rian philosophy, predicts a union and a glorious future. So numerous writers dechire

the future supremacy of unbelieving science. The Bible, under divine inspiration, teaches
us that unbelief will triumph ; and that its victory is hastened by the ooncessions, advo-
cated sacrifices, one-sided oompromises of professed believers cannot be doubted.

Obs, 11. We confess ourselves old-fashioned enoogh, and ench a believer

in the representations of Scripture, to believe that reason, honestly exer-

cised, can see the work of an intelligent Creator in the skj above us, on the

earth beneath us, and in the world around us. The old argumeut derived

from design, wisdom, contrivance, utility, etc., is as fresh and vigorous

to-day as when it came from inspired teaching (e.g. Ps. 94 : 9, 10, *'He

that planted the ear, shall He not near? He that formed the eye, shall He
not see? He that teacheth man knowledge, shall not He know?), or fell

from the lips of Jesus (e.g. Matt. 6 : 25-34, in reference to ** the fowls of

the air" aad " the lilies of the field "), The production of the bird in the

egg, the animal in the womb, the eye in darkness, the ear in seclusion, the

mechanical adaptations, the ten thousand thousand contrivances and rela-

tions indicative of intelligent design, all force us to the position of Bacon :

** Sooner would I believe all the fables of the Legend, and the Talmud, and
the Alcoran, than that this universal frame is without a mind. " The book
of nature corroborates the announcements of the Book of Revelation re-

specting the might, wisdom, goodness, etc., of a Creator.

Men may ridicule the biblical conception of a Creator exhibiting His divine atiri-

butea in Creation, and able, at any moment, to maniiest His power and control over the
same. They may designate such a God, ** An Almighty Clockmalcer,* ' but after all reason
must acknowledge that the Bible gives ihe highesi and niosi comfortinq idea of the Power
which established the order and energy of the universe. To mtike all the expression of

fixed law, or of the natural development of forces, and not allow an inieUigeni Will to be
manifested, or to have control over His own work is, to say the least, giving no hope of

ultimate Redemption from the growing curse. The evidences of design in Creation are
indicative of a Personal God, who predetermined and arranged that natural law should
bring forth the results witnessed. This is advocated by a long list of able writers, PaJey,

Butler, Chalmers, the Duke of Argyle, McCosh, Bascome, Bremer, Chadboume, Walker,
Child, Thompson, Cook, and many others. The effort is indeed made to prevent nature
from testifying in behalf of Bible statements (as Tyndoll), and some professed Christians
express their willingness to give up all natural teaching to the sciences (as Martineau),
but teleology refers its wonders to a higher source than mere natural causes, and shows
us that we are under divine government. The last idea is the one which really excites

the most hostility, for it is to rid themselves of the notion of moral obligation that many
refuse to arise above nature. They want no divine government, and in their eagerness
to crush such a conception, they attribute all to matter, or force, or law. They, too, will

hastily announce as scientific conclusions, as facts, theories which ore still nnproven
(see e.g. art in Brii. iSevieto, May, 1860X if they can only be employed to weaken &uth in

the Bible, or in a Christian view of nature. Scientific men Hike Agassiz, etc.) who, more
or less, favor a biblical conception of nature, are taken to task for expressing such a faith.

This is the more astonishing when some of the leading writers on evolution have expressly
declared that there is a limit to our knowledge of nature. Thus e.g. Emil Du Bois-Bey-
mond in The Limits qf our Knowledge of Nature (an address delivered at the Forty-fifth
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Congregg of German Naturalists and Physicians at Leipsic, and foand in the Pop. Sd.
Monthly, May. 1871), limits onr knowledge of nature in the ultimate cansea of life-evolu-

tion, the laws of nntnre, the production of intelligence and conscionsnesSt the compre-
hension of matter and force. Now the only rational way—pointed ODt by the Scriptures
—to bridge such chasms is the reception and adrocacy of an Inldligtrd Creator, whose in-

telligiince, wisdom, and power is made manifest in His works. And this leads us not to
** nature worship," an admiration merely of law, force, design, adaptedness, and hur-
mony, but to a reverence for, and adoration of, nature's God. This, too, leads us to
avoid the one extreme (Duke of Argyle in his Heign of Lavi\ which lays such stress on the
existence of natural law as to limit the Ijawgiver's ability to interfere, etc., at will, and
the other extreme (Bacon in his Rtign cf God not the Reign of Law) which makes God's
Will constantly and directly exerted in all matters without the establishmeat of an order-
ing (in which Gk>d*s Will is manifested) resulting in a general uniformity of action. A
due medium between the two is the scriptural teaching, which recognizes law in all ordi-

nary operations, beholds God's Will expressed in them, sees His wisdom and power
broaght out through them, and yet makes the Divine Will, the Supernatural, sttperior to
those laws, and able to control them at pleasure. The natural and the Supernatural are
related ; the former is the product of the latter ; a reference to the one suggests the
other, and hence they are not to be separated. Studying God's works, we need not feel

alarmed at the startling theories sprung upon us, as e.g. the doctrine of ** spontaneous
generation," of which even "Tyndall (Dis. at the Hoyal Institution. July 8, 1877) said
*' there is not a shadow of evidence in favor of the doctrine.*' We need not be very
much concerned respecting evolution, when (so The Armory) man does not " evolute'* on
so that he can fly as the bird, swim as the fish, scent as the dog, run as the deer, etc.

Savage
( The ReHgion of Mxduiion) taxes our faith immensely more than the Bible does,

when he makes all things and life itself to be derived from ** a primitive fire-mist or
nebula." Fiske, in his attack upon Agassiz {Pop. Sci. Monthly^ Oct., 1873), exhibits mar-
vellous faith when he advocates the existence of all things without the producing cause
of a " creative will " or " free action of an intelligent mind *' (being " a mere figment of
ancestral imagination'*) ; Tyndall advances far into the region of faith, child-like faUK
when e.g. he remarks :

" Matter I define as that myMerious thing hy which all this" (i.e.

the whole series of phenomena in nature to the self-conscious life of man) ** has been
accomplished ;" Bilchuer exhibits an astounding trust in his delineation of Force and
Mfttier^ and the ultimate finding of the missing links ; so much is faith evoked that Sara
S, Hennell in her T'hm(ghts in aid of fhiih, gathered chiefly from recent works in Theology
and Philosophy, quotes from Feuerbach, Spencer. Buckle, Powell, Compte. Strauss,

Parker, and others in behalf of a " Faith" that shall take the place of the *' Old Theologio
Faith." Surely, in view of all this, we ought not to be censured when we also, with Paul
(Heb. 11 : 3, etc.), introduce the element of faith, because we ** see through a glass daridy"
Strange that men should deny the evidences of a preconceived intelligent design in Crea-
tion, and go into ecstasies of faith over the evidences of design in the rude " flint^hips,"
making them indicative of intelligent human design indefinite ages before Adam ; or as
Bogers's {Ch. ihuon^ Sept. 19. 1877) remarks :

*' It seems strange that these genUemen
who refuse to admit the evidence of design in ihe whole material universe, should be so
outrageously indignant with any of ns if we hesitate for a moment to admit the evidence
of design in a flint chip." The fact is, that science and philosophy corroborates the
truth of man's position that it is largely one of faith, from which we cannot release our-
selves (comp. Dr. Sprecher's Oroundtcork of TheoifMjy, Williamson's Hud, Theology and
Moral Science^ etc.), because from a lack ot absolute knowledge and a constant contact
with the unknown or dimly seen, we must be content with relative knowledge, according
with personal experience and consciousness.
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Proposition 199, This doctHne of ilie Kingdom materially aids

in deciding the great Ohriatohgical question of the day.

It has been justly remarked by many writers that the question
that Jesus asked (Matt. 22 : 42) the assembled Plmrisees :

" What
thirik ye of Christ V^ ia the great question of the day, seeing that

the attack upon and the defence of Christianity, for the last twenty
or more years, has centered upon the Person of Jesus Christ. The
numerous works issued b;^ both parties respecting the Person, life,

and Work of Jesus is evidence of the deep interest taken in the
subject, and which, in view of the approach of the Antichrist, is

precisely the condition of things that we ought to expect in order
to insure a fulfilment of the Word.

How persons approach this sabject may be illustrated by soTeral examples. Thus
the divinity of the Christ, the making Himself God, one M-i^ the Father, is a difficulty

with cultirated unbelieTers as shown in the case of the intellififent German (mentioned by
Pentecost in the Christian Union, Jan. 24, 1877), who justly observed that Jesus *' died
in defence of the claim." The difficulty vanishes by noticing that the covenant^ Theo-

craiic rtlaiionship demands it in order that completed redemption, as the Divine Purpose
contemplates, may be obtained and God be honored and glorified. On the other hand.
Gibbon—overlooking for the moment the general obj(*ction of unbelievers respecting the
ascribed and claimed divinity—sneeringly remarks [Ded, and Fall of the Roman Empire,
vol. 4, p. 489, footnote) :

" Chrysostom (Basnage, His. cf (lie Jeut, vol. 5, p. 183) and
Athanasiua (Pefav. Dogrnat, TheoLt torn. 6, 1. 1, c. 2, p. 3) are obliged to confess that the

divinity of Christ is rarely mentioned by Himself or His apostles." In this no tUlowance
is made that (1) a sufficiency is given to know '* the Christ ;"

(2) that this sufficiency has
been so ample as to influence the believers (including Chrysostom and Atbanasius} to

receive, heartily, the claims of divinity as essential ; (3) that this sufficiency is so greMt

and decided that it baa urged unbelievers to make it the leading objection to Jesus ;

(4) that the lack of reiteration results, not from a weakening of the claim, but from the
simple fact that Jesns, as the Christ, being covenanted in the Pnvidic line, requiaite

stress, for purpose of identification and faith, must also be laid on the human side of

Christ (comp. cp:. Props. 61-^) ; (5) and that the Divine Purpose as exhibited in and
through *' the Christ" can only be obtained by a comparison and reception of Scripture.

Again, Gail Hamilton {What Think Ye cf Ckritd?) finds divinity in Christ, but no
acknowlrdged or assumed Deity. This follows, however, from only considering one part

of the subject, viz., His powers as derived. His expressions of inferiority, etc. (which one
aspect of Christ—AS covenanted in the line of David—must necessarily develop, being
also " the Son of ftlan"), and setting aside another, and equally positive, set of passages
which present uh with another aspect of " the Christ."

Miss Cobbo {Broken Lights, p. ^56) asserts that through '* the invention," or " exaggers-
tion, or UomnRe of adoring disciples,'' Jesus was by stages magnified from " the prophet
into the AlesHmh, the Messiah into the Son of God, and the Son of God into the Incar-

nate Logos— Himself a God." She utterly fails to grasp the Theocratic idea involved in

the title " Jleasinh" (comp. Obs. 2), which includes the reat, and totally ignores the Old
and New Test, conception of 'Mhe Messiah," i.e. the Theocratic King, causing her to

make " the Life of Jeans" " the great Allegory of Humanity." Strauaa (The Old Faith

and the New) dogmntically and sweepingly declares: "An object of religious adoration
must have a divinity, and thinking men have long since ceased to regard the founder of

ChrijBtianlty aa such," The concession in the first part of the sentence cannot bo set
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aside by tbe imperiotu and tmeandld atatement of the latter part The deepest, most pro-

found thinkers of the world have bowed in adoration to Jesus Chn8t, and men of tbe

highest intelligence and talent, impressed by the Divine Flan pertaining to Christ and
the Trutii in Him, continue to adore Him. The reasons for such an adoration will fol-

low. Probably the lowest method of attack against the divinity of Jesus is that resorted

to by some Spiritualists, who represent the spirits of former advooAtes of the divinity ^as

e^. John Wesley in Boynton's Unfoldinga, p. 7) as now denying its truthfulness. Toe
nuanness of such a procedure is omy equalled by the brazen Impudence that suggests it.

Obs. 1. The truth and power of Ohriatianity, the validity and realization

of the covenants depend upon Jeaua " the Christ," and hence the respec-

tive answers that faith and enlightened reason on the one hand, and unbe-
lief and unaided reason on the other present for our consideration. The
question, *^Who is Jesus f** will be, so far as the world is concerned, de-

cided adversely to Christianity ; for we are assured that the time is cer-

tainly coming when the Christship of Jesus will be denied, the claims of

His Messiohship will be ignored and scorned, and Antichrist shall gain, for

a brief period, the complete victory in the contest, but, thank God, not by
the force of reason or legitimate weapons, but, as the Spirit informs us, by
" deceit," ** lying wonders," ** making war with the saints and overcoming
them," and killing all who will not worship him or his image. The Joom-
ing Antichrist tells the sad story of the final issue of the present struggle ;

corrupt humanity—notwithstanding the noble efforts of able, learned, pious

defenders of the Messiahship— will secure a bloodv triumph, which the

long-suflEering God will cut short in righteousness. *rhe victory will indeed

be short lived ; for (1 John 2 : 22, etc.) the denial of Jeans as " the Christ,"

not merely in theory, or in individual practice, or in books, but then ex-

tended to the highest of earthly relations in civil and religious government,
and manifested in the murderous effort of the nations, under the leadership

of the last head of the revived beast, to blot out of existence the adherents

of the hated name, will bring forth, to the joy and triumph of the lovers of

Jesos, such an open decision of the question that even our enemies, smitten

by terror at the exhibition of might and majesty, will no longer doubt.

In the mean time, those who have decided this question by the noblest of tests, viz.,

a personal reception of Christ and the actual realization of the power of faith in Him,
must hold their sonls in patience ; must not be alarmed at the inroads of infidelity ;

must testify to the truth whether men believe or not ; must, according to the ability given
to them, hold up the preciousness of Christ, and warn both the Church and the world, of

His Coming wrath against those, who, despising light, love, mercy, pity, forbearance, etc.,

refuse to answer this question biblically. In the contest going on, no one who ia a be-
liever is exempt from witnessing for Christ ; and the man who has an earnest of the
saving power of Jesus in his own heart and life is fully prepared by a blessed experi-
mental knowledge to vindicate the Christship of the holy Jesus. In this warfare for the
honor of our Saviour let every lawful weapon of defence be employed by the believing
young and old. learned and unlearned, high and low ; for to every one is fumitthed a
sufficiency, an abundant supply, which gratitude, owing to (}od*s response to our needs,

should prompt us not to hide or rest unused.

Ohs, 2. In considering the Person of Christ, we take the position, so

often insisted on in this work, that Jesus is not to be regarded as a Person-
age separate and distinct from the Divine Plan. Thus e.g. if He is called
'* the Son of Man," instead of at once concluding that this is a phrase
expressive of " humility," let it be contemplated in its relationship to this

Kingdom {Props. 61, 82, 83, etc.), and its Messianic dignity will appear,

When He is claimed to be a descendant of David, then, instead of putting
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this aside as of minor conseqtienoe, let t?ie covenanted necessity of His truly

being such be duly weighed (Props. 49, 53, 122, etc.) and an important
link in the Christship is presented. If He is " the Son of God," then,

instead of receiving this as an honorary title, or one to indicate simple
nearness to Qod, let it be examined in its unison with the covenanted
Theocratic idea onrf intention (Props, 200, 204, etc.), and at once David's
Son and David's Lord is exhibited before us. When it is said additionally

that He is the '* only-begotten Son" (John 3 : 16), it is not that He enjoys

merely a sort of pre-eminence in Sonship^ but it arises from the fact that

He is the only Theocratic King that was predicted, and that ever shall in

the future exist upon this earth. Hence we insist that Jesus the Christ

must, if we will do justice both to the Record and to His Person, be con-

sidered in His Theocratic relationship. He is the promised Theocratic
King, and as such His claims to our acceptance must be impartially investi-

gated. But how is this to be done ? Certainly not by scrutinizing His
Person and claims isolated and disconnected from the Divine Plan which
professes to introduce Him as the One just suited to carry out the same to

the intended end. We take the covenants and the promises baaed upon
them, and in the light of these we contrast Jesus in order to ascertain

whether He is indeed the Person presented by them, and whether He is

able to fulfil them. Thus to illustrate : one of the distinguishing peculiari-

ties of this promised Messiah is the implied and apparent immortality

attributed unto Him, so that the Jews themselves believed and asserted

(John 12 : 34) that He would never die. How this was secured by His

resurrection we have seen. The Theocratic ordering necessitates the same,

and therefore it is not lacking in the Theocratic King. Again : the Mes-

siah that is covenanted to rule over the Theocratic-Davidic throne and
Kingdom is to be possessed with Ood-like powers in order to bring in the

predicted Millennial blessings, and this was so clearly apprehended by the

Jews that they looked (John 7 : 31 ; Matt. 12 : 23) for Him to perform
uncommonly great miracles. We have shown how, in the nature of the

case, the miraculous or Supernatural must be, in order to identify Him as

the true Theocratic King, connected with Jesus. If He is the Messiah at

all, He must exhibit the earnest, at least, of Messianic power so that we
may have confidence in Him and in His ability to consummate the pre-

dicted Messianic times. This too is identified with Jesus, and that, which
so many object to as derogatory to Him, we find to be indispensable in the

revealing of Cfiristsh ip {hb Jesus asserts e.g. John 5 : 36). If Jesus is

really the Theocratic King, then He must exhibit to us for recognition

some of the characterii^tics of the same as foretold ; this, as every one

admits, is done. in the New Test., the only question being whether the

account there given is sufficiently credible for our belief. No one dispnrc?

that the (Christ of the New Tost, tallies with the prophecies of the Old

Test, but to avert the reception of this Messiah we are told by professi'd

intelligence that these things are attributed to Jesus in order to make Hini

out to be the promised Christ i.e., it is " a cunningly devised fable." The
men who tell us this also inform us that this was done by '* ignorant per-

sons," etc. We ask, which is the most reasonable, to receive their account

as true because supported in all its details by the long preceded predictiona

of the Word, by the experience of a reception of the truth in our own
hearts, by the continued fulfilment of Christ's Word^ and by the necessities

of man which it seeks to relieve, seeing that it is simply impossible for
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learned men, mnch less ''ignorant," to concoct a portraiture so perfect

(and so far in advance even of Jewish conceptions) in Theocratic dignity,

so confirmed by events that have oontinuouslj taken place to the present

day, so admirably adapted to meet the requirements of the past, the present

and the future, so skilfully adjusted to meet and supply the longings of the

human heart as well as the groanings of creation, and so suited to the

moral and higher nature of man that multitudes of the wisest and best of

men have acknowledged it as supreme, or to reject their representations as

false because '^ignorant persons*' were able to devise the viost complete

Theocratic model, to fit it into a consecutive Plan without a single flaw,

and to develop a Tlieocratic ordering (the preparatives and final end) which
above all that has ever yet been presented meets in every partteitlar the

evils under which nature and man are burdened, and proffers the very
blessings which if realized will restore the golden age of longing humanity.
The powerful reasons assigned by Steudel, Neander, Tholuck, UlJmann,
Luthart, Ebrard, UJhom, Weiss, Christlieb, Oosterzee, Delitzsch, Auberlen,
Birks, Schaff, McCosh, and others for the Christological position and
nature of Jesus are strongly confirmed by the doctrine of this Kingdom,
seeing that the Ghristship (Prop. 205] pervades, gives power, and is the

heart of this Kingdom. So with the Messiahship, which is the equivalent

of Ghristship, for, as Knapp (CIi. TlieoL, p. 325) says :
** The word Messiah

grammatically signifies king. Messiah the Hebrew for Christ was univer-

sally understood by the Jews as descriptive of the King, but at present be-

ing regarded as ** a doctrinal word " it is made to express, not the actual

position, official station, and person of Jesus, but the works and blessings

received from Him, thus obscuring the original and scriptural idea con-

nected with it.' On the one hand, we object to the perversion of the

name, applying it to something which merely results from the Messiahship,

and, on the other, restricting (as Eckerman, TheoL Beytr, st 1) the doc-

trine of the MessiahsKip onTv to the Jews and not as essential to pure
Christianity. The latter is shown to bo erroneous by the simple fact that

believing Gentiles as well as Jews are to inherit the Messianic Kingdom ;

the former by the undoubted statements of the Word that salvation with
^1 that it imports comes to us because this Jesns is the Messiah, The per-

version and the restriction of the words " Christ" and '* Messiah" do much
to darken the testimony of the New Test, on this point. The Messiah is

indeed the Saviour, the Redeemer, the Benefactor, etc., but let us never
forget that He is such because He is the Messiah, Hence the special stress

laid upon Peter's confession (Matt 16 : 16, 17), because as Holy Writ
plainly teaches, it is owing to His being ''

tlie Cfhrtsf tliat He has power
to save, and that when the time comee for the manifestation of His glorious

Messianic dignity, He will abundantly save and deliver His people, even
taking them out of the now locked gates of Hades. Now we only receive

the earnests or pledges of the same ; then we shall realize the full mean-
ing of that which faith and hope now only appropriates to the joy and
peace of the heart. This brief digression is necessary to impress the

following upon the reader's mind, viz. to comprehend the testimony of

the New Test, concerning tlie nature and person of Jesus it is requisite

always to retain the biblical conception of the words ''Christ'^ and '*Mes-

siah,** This, of course, always brings before us the covenanted relationship

of J$8U8 to the Tfieocratic Kingdom ; He is the Theocratic King, and bc-

caoBe He is such He possesses the nature, power, etc., attributed to Him.
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Therefore we repeat, owing to its importance, to do jnati m ** the Gospel
of the Kingdom/' witnesses and to Jesus Himself, we must first make
ourselves fully acquainted with the Theocratic Kingdom, what it really is,

and wliat it demands, and then see whether Jesus meets the requiretnents of
the Kingdom, If such a comparison is instituted it will bo found that

(1) Jesus possesses all that the Theocratic ordering demands ; and (2) that
such a development in tho Theocratic Plan—even taking the lowest groniid,
its simple portraiture exactly corresponding with the requirements of tlio

case—was beyond human capacity.'

» Shortly after writing this a Prof, of Theology (Prof. Btnckenbeig) called to see me.
Asking him to define the word " Messiah,'* he most aptly replied :

" It is a Theocratic
word, representing the relationship of Jesns io fJie Theocracy.** As Jesns foreknew the
non-establishment of the Theocracy through the non-repentance ofr the nation, the Mes-
fliahship was kept in the background and revealed only to a few, etc. The reader will
observe that this reference to ^ the Christship" is introductory to a following Proposition
(205) where the subject is continued.

' The attacks upon Jesus as ** the Christ," simply endeavor to pick flaws here and
there, but never consider His relationship to the Theocracy and His eminent filness for

it. Or else the entire claim of the Christship (without noticing its covenanted basis, its

necessary prerequisiteH* its preparatory work, etc.) is dismissed in the most summary man-
ner, as e.g. in Fireedom and fkltowship, p. 254) it is said :

" The time has come to see and
to say that the Christian confession is not a truth, Jesus vxis not the Christ of Ood. The
' Christ ' pro]3hesied and longed for ha.i never come, and will never come. The office

and function is a mythical, an impossible one. No individual man has ever stood, or
can ever stand, in the relation of Ix)rd, King, and Saviour to the whole world. It would
be on ir^nile usurpation for any man to occupy that ofiSce, either in a temporal or spiritual

sense.'* (How this extract serves to illustrate the spirit noticed in Obs. 1 !). This, in-

deed, would be ** an infinite usurijation" if it were claimed by mere man ; but our argu-
ment shows that such objections are based on an overlooking of the Theocraiic detnent as
once instituted, then incorporated with the human, and as finally manifested. Still the
reader will observe that the admission is made that " the injiniie** must be connected with
'* the Christ." How does it happen that " ignorant" men, separated by ages, draw out
& Theocratic Plan and incorporate the ** infinite" as an essenlialfaetor of the same—in

brief, that which unbelief, wrongfully, urges as an objection. We •* Bibliolaters' ' are

accused of ** ignorance." but our ignorance is founded on a view of the Divine Purpose
taken as a whole, which necessitates as a preparatory Theocrntio ordering the incarna-
tion, divinity, resurrection, exaltation, and return of Jesus '* the Christ"
But men (as predicted) will persistently close their eyes against fAe /adx connected

with the Christ as essentitil parts of a consecutive Divine Flan. They will even resort to

the following, viz., parade several coincidences between Christ as given by the Gospels
and the Hindu god Christna. Books are freely circulated calling special attention to the

mythical stories of the Hindu gods (as Higgins's Anacalypsis, The Masculine Cyoss, eto.)

and pressing them with evidfnt ddigfU (especially the latter work) against the claims of

Jesus the Christ, declaring with assumption that the story of ** the latter was copied
from the earlier almost entire." Thousands, unable to discriminate, receive with relish

a teaching that seems to release them from moral and religions obligations. Such things,

however, only confirm us in the veracity of God's Word, which forewarns us against such
efiForts, teaching us that men will arise and endeavor to break the force of Christ's mis-

sion, etc., by employing subtle means calculated to entrap the unwary. To the strong
in faith, the spirit and malignancy pervading them is sufficient fur their rejection, but to

the weak and the worldling they commend themselves because fitted to the natural out-

growth of human nature. It may be added : it certainly is attributing a profound knowl-
edge of Oriental religions to " the ignorant" evangelists and apostles to make them
" servile copyists." and to adduce Paul as '* transforming the old cloak of Christna into

the new mantle of Christ" (basing it upon 1 Cor. 4 : 10 and Rom. 3 : 1% rises nearly to

the sublimity of audacity. It undoubtedly evinces great ignorance in the writings of

both Scripture and Jewish literature.

Obs. 3. Let the reader exercise patience while we necesBarily repeat a few
facts which must be noticed in order to form an opinion whether *' igno-

rant men*' were able to produco encli a portraiture of the Theocratic King.
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Notice (1) the eL 'eBsed determination of God to set np a Theocratic King-
dom given by the' i)rophet8 in the ages preceding the First Advent

; (2) this

Theocratic Kingdom established in an initiatory form (some of its adjuncts
being merely provisionary) ; (3) this Theocracy incorporates the Davidic
line^ thns more closely in its Headship allying itself with hnmanity

;

(4) when this incorporation takes place, it is declared by covenant and
promise that this Theocratic Kingdom shall be established in a permanent
and most glorious form under a descendant of David ; (5) this Theocratic
Kingdom under David and his immediate saccessors never ^ains a world
ascendency but^ on accoant of the sinfulness of kings and nations, is over-

thrown ; (6) the Jewish nation being the covenanted people and the nucleus,

owin^ to covenant relationship in nnd through whom the Theocratic-
Davidic Kingdom can only be manifested, that nation is still preserved ;

(7) the prophets, notwithstanding the downfall of the Kingdom still con-
tinue to predict the fulfilment of covenant and promise in the person of a
descendant of David at some time in the future, and these predictions
involve the restoration of the identical throne and Kingdom overthrown ;

(5) this predicted and covenanted Kingdom is preached and tendered to the
Jewish nation, when the promised David's Son comes by the forerunner
John, by the Son Himself and by His disciples, but only conditionally, viz.,

on repentance ; (9) this Kingdom, owing to the condition enjoined not
being complied with, is then postponed to a future Advent of this Son ;

(10) during this intercallary period {a) the tabernacle of David continues in

ruins, {b) the Jewish nation is to be subjected to continued and fearful

rejection and a scattering among the nations, (c) Gentile domination is to

remain until a certain time has elapsed, (d) a Christian Church is to be
established and perpetuated to raise up a seed unto Abiaham and prepare
for the manifestation of the Kingdom with a moral power and grandeur
perfectly overwhelming

; (11) this Kingdom is always spoken of as still

future and identified with the period of the Sec. Advent ; (12) and in this

Kingdom, as realized at the Sec Advent, the covenant and prophecies are

said to be fulfilled, as is seen e.g. in appropriating the descriptions given
by these to the Messianic Kingdom which is to be revealed at the Coming
again of this same Jesus. Now here is a connected series, an unbroken
chain of facts (some fulfilled, others fulfilling, and others are yet to be
fulfilled) without a single defect to mar the union. To contemplate Jesus
separatedfrom tliese facts, is to do violence to His highest claim, His Theo-
cratic Kingship. But to consider Him in His relationship to these, imme-
diately enforces His Messiahship. For the Apostles, with strong Jewish
prejudices and dealing with the same in others, could not possibly have
persuaded themsekes and others that a dead Jesus, Son of David, could be
the Messiah unless a strictly logical chain—inset with the jewels of the
resurrection, ascension, and exaltation—showed them—as it does to us this

day—that the Messiahship of Jesus is immeasurably augmented even by
the very postponement of the Kingdom. Thus e.g. leaving t(te foretelling

of the postponement of the Kiugdom and of His own death, etc., who told

theni of the punishment to be inflicted upon the city of Jerusalem and
Jewish nation (as seen to this day) ; who informed them of the establish-

ment of the Church and of its trials, mixed nature, etc. (as seen to this

time) ; who gave them various predictions that were verified in their own
experience (and continue in that of believers to the present), and having
Buch testimony (1) in the Theocratic Plan, (2) in personal experience and
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observHtion, (3) in what transpired aronnd them, (4) in the aim and intent
of this intercallary period, they would indeed have been both hopelessly
'* ignorant" and debased, had thev not accepted of the ChriBtship oi Jesua.

The present time, which multitudes claim makes shipwreck of the Jewish
Messianic hopes, is only the strongest possible proof of the correctness of

the same, seeing that the ]>ower that could postpone the Kingdom, punish
the Jewish nation for its denial of repentance and slaying of Jesus, and
establish the Church to raise up children to Abraham is already truly mani-
fested as a Messianic power. To refute us, let the unbeliever point out a
single prediction of Jesus relating to the present dispensation down to this

time that has failed to find its mate. Hence, what this Jesus said and per-

formed. His life, death, and resurrection, His personal withdrawal for a
period, and yet His presence with and care over belieTers, binds Him as the

covenanted Titeocrattc Messiah to all that preceded and to all that is yet to

follow. The sacred writers justly reason that the First Advent of Jesus is

a great and neceaaarj preparatory measure to insure His exalted Christahip.

To refute this, let unbelief show us the ignorance of these Apostles in be-

lievingthat, e.^. the resurrection of Jesus, the gathering out of material for

this future Kmgdom, etc., would not materially enhance the Theocratic
glory that is predicted ; yea, let them point out a solitary imperfection
which can in any possible way vitiate the exact fulfilment of covenant and
promise

; yea more, let them say whether any one of the attributes, claims,

characteristics, etc., given to Jesus could be omitted without lessening, if
not seriously damagingj His Theocratic Kingship. The disciples could not
concoct sucn a Messiah, because the facts that we have arrayed show such a
conditioual tender of the Kingdom (which was opposed to Jewish prejudice,

which looked for it unconditionally in virtue of covenant relationship)
;

such a rebuking, rejection, and dispersion of the nation (which no Jew
with the well-known national deep-rooted prepossessions could possibly

present, as seen e.g. in the history oi false Messiahs) ; such a postponement
of the Kingdom and a turning to the Gentiles (which was highly offensive

to Jewish pride and bias), that to credit this to be the work of Jews, un-
supported hy the aid and light they claimed, is to violate the laws governing
nature, making men capable of doing that which is not in his nature to

perform, and thus attributing to mere reason what is most unreasonable,

viz., that heart, feeling, and affection had nothinj^ to do with this delinea-

tion of the Messiah. Can it be that men of intelligence will persist in

rejecting a Messiah on the ground that a few Jews foisted upon the world a

story of one, when the improbability and impossibility of the same ajipears

in tne very outset, in the very nature of humanity, seeing that it is con-

trary to all experience, all history, to suppose that such Jews, in opposition

to their dearest horns and highest anticipations could portray this Messiah

as so hostile to the nation, so opposed to the covenanted people, that He
gives them up for a long time to the domination of their enemies. Hence
the old view (originated by Celsus, now advocated by many, and one that

will ultimately prevail introductory to Antichrist), that Jesus was a de-

ceiver, or that the disciples were intentional deceivers, aside from other

considerations, falls before the Divine Plan of the contemplated Kingdom,
the purity and perfectness elicited in its development, and the fact that the

manner of its ultimate introduction, based upon the temporary rejection of

the Jewish nation and the calling of the Gentiles, is opposed to the natural

outgrowth of a Jewish training and Jewish sympathies.
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The gtndent will not fail to notice how these writers delineate the qnaliflcationB of

JeauB for thin Theocratic position, snch as being David's Boxi, as covenant demands ; the
Son of God« imparting the highest and pnrest Theocratic element ; immortal, insuring

continued government, etc. ; power, dignity, and honor, indicative of His ability and
worthiness ; righteoosneas and onchangeableness, presenting His imperial will in accord
with the Father's and the welfare of His subjects ; the attribntes of the Godhead, giving

stability, irresistible power, etc., to the Theocracy ; the Personal appearance, the grand-
eur of His throne, the splendor of His coort, the riches of His capitol, the homage and
praise tendered, etc., all of which not only serve to impress, but in the Theocratic order-

ing are elements of importance—and who does not see how impossible it is for*' ignorant**

men to present sudi a potiraiiure. It is not a slight concession made to the merits of this

Christ-picture that men who have done much to injure Christ (as Strsuss, Benan, Mills,

etc.) still acknowledge a peculiar grandeur in the soriptund portrayal. The highest intel-

ligence, whether the heart respond or not, must acknowledge an incomparable portrayal.

Fiaike {(Jnaeen World, art, 4) in " the Christ of Dogma" indeed labors to show how the
attributing of such ohazaoteristics of the divine to Jesus were developed historically, but
this is done in the moat arbitrary manner by discarding as interpolations, ur as subsequent
additions, all that refers to the divine. In his one-sidedness he elevates himself to the
position of a judge to set aside every statement as non-apostolic which does not suit his
theory ; and this is called '* cnOdsm,"

Obs. 4, From this standpoint we are prepared to answer Tsriona ob-

jections arged by the hjrda-headed nnbeliei. Thus e g. recent writers

(Renan, etc.), who profess an admiration for Jesus (which thev do not
loel), tell ns in a circnmlocntorr manner that Jesus being entlinsiastic,

etc., became the victim of self-aeception^ thinking Himself to be the pre-

dicted One until death crushed all His yisionary hopes. Bat how could He
be deceived, who befhre His death, when the renresentativo men of the
nation secretly conspired to put Him to death, plainly taught the postpone-
ment of the Kingdom, His own death, and all the ^rand outlines pertain-

ing to this dispensation in relation to Jew and Gentile, to the Church and
world ? Mow can we believe Him to be such when we behold the Church,
Jerusalem, the Jewish nation. Gentile dominion, unbelief, etc., jnst as He
predicted P ffow can He be such when the tender of the Kingdom was
conditional, and as long as this conditionality was imposed He rather kept
His Messiahship in the background, bat when the restraint, self-adopted,

was removed by the secret overt act of the chief rulers of the nation (viz.,

to put Him to death, thus rejecting the tender made). He in connection
with His predicted death also proclaimed His Messiahship to bo publicly
vindicated at some future Advent? How can Ho be a deceiver, when rais-

ing np, according to promise, co-heirs for the Theocratic Kingdom, He
exhibits the faithfulness of His Word by bestowing the earnests of that
which is to come ? The charge of self-deception springs from utterly ignor-
ing the recorded fact that this Jesus, instead of being deceived at not
being able to raise np the predicted Messianic Kingdom, Himself merely
oEered \t conditionally, and when this offer was rejected in His contem-
plated and premeditated death. He Himself withdrew it, and postponed its

establishment—as a punishment to the nation and as a mercy to Gentiles

—

to His Sec. Advent This is also a suflScient answer to those who urge the
same objection with the proviso that, finding Himself unable to set up the
Kingdom originally intended, He then changed His plan, and endeavored
to establish a kind of purely spiritual or moral Kingdom. Such objectors
are very careful not to allow the testimony of the B^cord to appear which
witnesses that the tender was conditional, that it was withdrawn in a cer-

tain contingency, and that instead of changing His plan Ho postponed its
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execntion until the period of His Sec. Coming, in the meanwhile arranging
and ordering things to be ultimatively promotive of, and effectnal in, the
prosecution of the postponed Purpose, This also triumphantly meets the
dishonoring explanation ^iven by Bauer that the Messiahship arose from a
developing process in His own mind : for this is rebutted at once by the
first preaching of the Kingdom b^ John the Baptist, etc., which shows both
the relationship that the Messianic idea sustained to all that preceded, and
that the Kingdom, which included of course the Messianic idea realized,

was in the very beginning tendered in good faith to the Jewish nation on
condition of repentance. There is no growth or gradual development
here ; and, in addition, when the Kingdom is rejected and with it, of
course, the Messiah, the Messianic idea remains unchanged, the realization

of it being only postponed to the future Advent. It is passing strange that
men, who constantly appeal to fairness and reason, will not allow reason to

weigh with candor tne testim^ony of Christ's witnesses. Again : this

teacnes us how to regard the view that in order to found another (spiritual)

Kingdom, Jesus, in opposition to the Pharisees, cuts Himself loose " from
all connection with the Theocracy" (so Shenkel, quoted by Christlieb,

Mod. Doubt,, p. 374). Well may we ask, what Theocracy was then in

existence, when even James (Acts 15 : 16) informs us that the Theocratic
Kingdom was in ruins ? The truth is, no7io existed as none now exists,

although writers, ag^ainst the meaning of the word (denoting God*s con-
descending to act in the capacity of earthly ruler) now apply it to the
Romish, Greek, and Protestant Churches. It was the Theocratic Kingdom
that was offered to the Jews, because, owing to sin, it had been withdrawn
from them, and when this tender was refused Jesus positively declared that
this Theocracy should not be established until at His Sec. Advent. Again :

this enables us to see how unwarranted Strauss (Life of Jesusy vol. 1, p. 520)
is in asserting that Jesus at the First Advent hoped to restore the Davidic
Kingdom by the Supernatural interference of God, and that the disciples

had this idea of restoration *' gives us a very small idea of their powers of
comprehension." The answer is plain : the conditional tender of the
Kingdom, and the repeated predictions of Jesus concerning its postpone-
ment, amply sustain the Messianic position of Jesus, and that He enter-

tained no false hopes. As to the msciples, so long as the Kingdom was
preached, and until they were fully enlightened to its postponement it

would have been derogatory to their faith in the Kingdom, in the covenant
and predictions, yea, in the Messiah Himself if they did not believe in the

restored Davidic throne and Kingdom, that being the only Kingdom prom-
ised to David's Son. The lack of comprehension in this case is not in the

disciples, but in unbelievers, who are blinded by its present non-establish-

ment, which they parade as proof that it never will be. The conditionality

attached to the offer of the Kingdom, its postponement, etc., also explains

the refusal of Jesus to perform miraculous signs when solicited in attesta-

tion of His being "the Messiah" ^Matt. 16 : 1, etc.), and which some of

these writers assume as proof that tne Messiahship was in a manner^or«J
upon Jesus reluctantly by a chain of circumstances. The condition of

repentance imposed does not require miraculous signs to establish its

validity or enforce its obligation (and hence John the Baptist the special

preacher of it, performs none), for it is baaed upon the recorded law of God
and the responsive moral nature of man. Jesus having given a sufficiency

to indicate His Supernatural endowments—such as necessarily belong to a
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Mesfiiah— it wonld, in view of the foreseen rejection, the moralfreedom of

the nation, and the postponement of the Kingdom, have been premature
and ill-timed to have given unrepentant and unbelieving Jews the direct

testimonies, as demanded, of Messiahship, for it would have ignored the

condition first of all imposed, viz., repent. Had they repented the wonder-
ful signs of Messiahship would have legitimately followed in the mighty
work then undertaken, but unrepentant the Kingdom was no longer nigh,

and they had no claim upon the Messiah. .The refusal is therefore

grounded upon the moral relations that the nation sustained to the Mes-
siah. Again : the theory of " natural" explanation (Paulus, etc.), which
endeavors to preserve a few fragm^ts of the Gospels by eliminating the

miraculous and Supernatural under the plea that we have an exaggerated
statement which must be explained by natural causes, is (aside from its

outrageous exogetioal character) clearly shown to be untenable, because it

vitiates the central idea of the Messianic conception, viz., that He only was
a Messiah according to the prophetic and Jewish notion who had the Super-
natural closely allied with, and really possessed by, Him. For no one else,

it was correctly believed, could possibly introduce the mighty changes and
blessings of the Messianic Kingdom. Hence to place any other construc-

tion upon the language of the New Test than it plainly in its grammatical
construction requires, in order to emasculate the marvellous, is simply to

deny its Messianic belief, its Messianic Kingdom, its Theocratic King.
For the veritable Christ of the promised Kingdom must correspond with
the covenanted and predicted King, and hence the writers correctly repre-

sent the Supernatural as connected with the Person Qf this Messiah. It

follows, therefore, that the most foolish and inconsistent of all attacks

upon the Messiahship, is to explain the language intended to convey the
notion of the miraculous to denote something else, because the removal of

the Supernatural by this means has no affinity with the design of the Gos-
pels, with the ideas then current, with the prophetic word that preceded,

and with the Kingdom of God that was then universally believed.

The efforts made to separate the Christ of the Oospels from the SapemAtuml and
miracalous by a host of past and present writers is simply a kiaiorical and iliogical ouiraget

seeing (1) that the latter is so connected and interwoven with all that pertains to Jesns
(in birth, life, death, etc.) that it cannot be separated from Him without the greatest

viclence; (2) that such a separation can only be effected at a fearful sacrijioe of Christ's
character, claims, designs etc. ; (3) that it virtually makes—no matter what eulogies ore
given to soften it—Jesus the Christ a deceiver and impostor ; (4) that it utterly destroys
the vtraeUy and authoriiy of " the Christ," leaving us simply a man with noble but mis-
taken aspirations, who by the force of his mind and the things inculcated, aided by cir-

cumstances, worked a religious revolution in society ; (5) that it leaves us a mere carica-

ture of the scriptural Christ, for whose teaching, actions, and claims we are constantly to
apologize, making them either an accommodation to the spirit of the age, or a remnant
of superstition, or a misrepresentation of the evangelists, etc. This, too, is done most
offensively^ without the least regard to the feelings or religious sentiments of others. We
append several illustrations : The Relifjio-PhitosophicfU Journal^ March 13th, 1875, in the
art. ** The Christ Question,** the writer refers to the outrageous work of Tnttle's. ** The
Career of the Christ-Idea in History," which makes Jesus a mere man subject to imper-
fection, superstition, error, delusions, etc., common to oil men, and indorsing Peebles as
saying :

** The accepted Saviour of Christian nations is the theologic Christ—a strange
Hebraic hybrid, half-god ond half-man ; a Church monster, shapen by the old ecclesi-

astic fathers and Roman bishops from the most worthless portions of the cast-off drip-

Eings of pagan traditions." Here is certainly exhibited haired and malice instead of
inded reason and regard for logical consistency. In the same journal for 1875 is pre-

sented a series of articles by Scott on the "Fall and Redemption of Man/' which ac-

counts for what ore received as facta in the Gospels by making them representative of
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asironomioal oconrrences. It is a re-haali of Mackay's work The Progress of Ou LdeSeei^
as Exempliiied in the RdigUms Development of the Greeks and Romans^ and both are prob-
ably largely indebtml to a French work by Dnpuis. The absurdity, and the conatant
drain on the imagination, make them utterly unworthy of a serious reply. (Comp. art.
" On Forms of Infidelity in the Nineteenth Centary" in the North Brii. Review^ May,
1851, and the scathing rebuke administered to such views by Priestley in his Comparison
of the InstUution of Moses wUh those of the Hindoos aTui Other Ancient Nations, with remarks
on Dnpnis's Origin cf Religions.) Hundreds of recent works, periodicals like the Truth-
Sedcert Religio-Phihsophical Jaurnalf Svolution^ and others contain the lowest possible esti-

mate of Jesxis Christ, and the ** animus" in which much is written clearly indicates that
it is more the work of the heart (objecting to Hia moral restraints) than that of reason.

Ols, 5. Let ns continue to notice other objections varying Bome in form
from these, and also intended to lover, if possible, the Messianic character

;

for such mention of them is the more important since there is no doubt but
)a the coming struggle with unbelief, preparing the way for Antichrigt's

revelation, all such oijectiona will be more persistently urged against Christ.

It is well to observe the weapons of our enemies that are, and will be, em-
ployed against Christ, in order to ascertain what to oppose to them. Thus
e.g. the view is prevalent in some quarters that the Messianic conception of

Jesus, the result of a vivid Oriental imagination, forms an ideal that is in

accord with prophetic utterances, and which, however impracticable, by
the grandeur of its fancy elevates Jesus into one of those great harmless
dreamers of fiction, who exert a ^ood influence over the minds and hearts
of others. The Messianic idea is discarded as a reality and retained as

ideal, the play of exuberant fancy. Let us ask, was the preaching of the
Kingdom tendered on condition of repentance imaginary ? Was the post-

ponement of the Kingdom attested to by the terrible downfall of Jerusa-
lem, and the dispersion of the nation mere imagination ? Is the establish-

ment of the Church under persecution, the belief so humiliating to Jewish
prejudice, the union of suffering and death to bring forth in perfection the
Messianic completeness, all fanc^ ? Surelv in considering the Theocratic
ordering in its entirety, and seeing hovi the Theocratic King is made per-
fect through suffering, how the Messianic claims are attested to by the
greatest of historical realities, the fancy belongs to the objectors. Again :

to depreciate the Christ, it has been represented that lie takes no interest

in science, art, trade, social amenities, etc., and therefore is One who took
a contracted view of man*s condition. But the objector overlooks the fact

that the design of the New Test is merely to present " the Gospel of the
Kingdom," to show how the Messiah came, how the Kingdom was ten-

dered and refused, how it was postponed, and how provision is made for its

future eistablishmeut. In doin^ this the briefest incidental mention, only
sufficient to preserve the requisite connection, is made of the retired life of

Jesus, and He is at once brought before us as *' the Christ.'* It is taken
for granted that the greater blessing, viz., that of the Kingdom, includes

all the lesser, as is seen in the beautiful prophecies respecting this Kingdom
introducing the highest civil and social enjoyments, the universal spread of

knowledge and the peaceful pursuits of the avocations of life. The great
subject 13 the theme, and hence we have only incidentally brought in

Christ*s appreciation of nature and beauty (as in the lily) or His enjoyment
and encouragement of social life (as in the wedding party), etc., because
all these things are swallowed up in the Messianic idea, which in itself

embraces all that is essential to man's future development and happiness^
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Agaia : we are told that the Gospel narratives respecting the Christ were
concocted in their present form by post-apoetolic writers, and Lliat, in view
of thisy the portraiture of the Messiah must be received with much allow-

ance for interpolation, error, exaggeration, etc. Passing by the important
concessions of the later Bauer school, and the numerous testimonies which
refute this, it is sufficient to point out the simple fact that, when looking
at the connected doctrine of the Kingdom and the exact correspondence of

all that pertains to the Messiah with it, the postponement of such a Record
to the substituted later age is an impoasibility. Because the simple narra-

tion of facts leaving the deduction of doctrine from them (grounded upon
the notion that the reader has a previous acquaintance with covemint and
prophecy), is utterly opposed to the spirit of a succeeding period, which
would have interlarded such a production with substitutions, inferences,

doctrinal exhibitions, laudatory expressions, etc., which would inevitably

have betrayed its later origin. The faithful portraiture of the Messiah,
perfectly agreeing with the Old Test Scriptures and with the views of tho

Apostolic Church, is an ample refutation of this theory. Even such inci-

dents as Christ's refusal to perform miracles to prove, on demand. His
Messianic character, could not have been inserted at a later age, for under
the notion of exalting Him the connection which this refusal sustains to

the conditionality of the tender of the Kingdom would have been over-

looked (as proven by what really occurred in later writings). Again : the

resnrrection of Jesus is denied on two grounds : (1) that the Kingdom not
appearing, a resurrection 'was added (so Renan, etc.) in order to substitute

a spiritual Kingdom and a spiritual Christ ; and (fi) that if Jesus rose from
the dead as recorded '' whj (so Schenkel, Sketch of Jesus ^ etc.) did He not
show Himself to His Jewish judges and to the Roman Procurator ? Why
did He not appear in the streets of Jerusalem before the people who )iaa

been so basely deceived as to His Person ? Why did He not by His mere
appearance inspire courage in His frightened followers everywhere, and
utterly defeat His malignant enemies ?" Such objections entirely overlook

ih^' facts pertaining to the Kingdom. As to the first, the postponement of

the Kingdom was proclaimed in connection with the foretold death and
resnrrection, and no substitution of a spiritual Kingdom, as multitudes
dream, was mode, as is firmly proven by the universal doctrifial position of

the Church for the first three centuries. All believers immediately after

the resurrection continued, as the promises positively required, to look for

the identical Kingdom which they believed in before His death, only locat-

ing its establishment at the Sec. Advent. The spiritual Kingdom that

these men talk about is the outgrowth of a later, spiritualistic system of
interpretation. Besides this, the resurrection, as we have shown, is an
imi^rtsLai pre-requisite to secure the reorganization of the Davidic King-
dom upon that unchangeable Messianic basis predicted. Tbe resurrection

makes no change in the Kingdom, but pre-eminently qualifies the King to

bring it, when re-established, to its promised height of permanency and
glory. Indeed, it is an essential factor in its re-establishment in the form
covenanted and promised, elevating David's Son into the Immortal Son
who can reign as long as the sun and moon endures, and affording unto us

the pledge of His Messianic power to fulfil the promises to the Fathers and
all believing ones in raising them also from the dead, and causing them to

inherit His Theocratic Kingdom when revealed. Any theory which refuses

to receive tho resurrection just as related iu the Xew Test, (making it a
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resurrection of mere spirit as Sbenkcl ; or a historical account of no prac-
tical importance in the development of Christian faitb, as Eeim ; or an
event that is to be explained by apparent death, as Sclileiermacher ; or a
harmless deception, as Renan ; or a gross falsehood, as Bardht), fails to

sec its essential connection with the Kingdom, and its necessary existence in

order, at the appointed time, to fulfil the promises of God. Men like

Strauss inform us that they want two proofs in confirmation of the resur-

rection of Jesus, viz., that the reality of it shall be vindicated by observing
all the conditions of historical testimonies ; and that, unless this resurrec-

tion took place, other events now historically certain could not have tran-

spired. The doctrine of the Kingdom affords those evidences, and thus
establishes the Messiahship of Jesus, for it shows us that the direct testi-

mony given by the professed witnesses to the fact are sustained bv requisite

historical connection both with what preceded and what is to follow. The
testimony is in perfect correspondence with the requirements of the King-
dom ; and, therefore, in the consideration of this subject, it is only just to

weigh the credibility of the witnesses (who profess to testify to the filling

out of a Divine Plan) in the light of that history which God has produced
and contemplates yet to introduce. In other words : the resurrection being
part of the Divine Plan in reference to this Kingdom, the fundament^Q
mquirv ought to be whether it ib fully adapted to secure the end intended,
and wtether in the prosecution of such an end it re-confirms past history.

The answer to this vindicates the testimony of the disciples, the absolute

necessity of the resurrection, and the cordial reception of it as a glorious

earnest of the power of the Coming Kingdom. If it be asked what events
that certainly took place are developed by, or connected with, the resurrec-

tion, the definite response comes again, such as : the continued belief in the
Messiahship of Jesus over against the Jewish prejudice immediately sug-

gested by a crucified One ; the establishment of the Church in the manner
predicted before His death, by making Peter the one who holds the keys of

knowledge to show that there is still forgiveness to the Jew, who cruelly

rejected the Messiah, and that the Gentile can be engrafted on the princi-

ple of faith ; the perpetuity of this Church with its belief in the resurrec-

tion of Jesus OS a cardinal point ; the institution of the Lord*s Supper be-

fore His death and its perpetuation after the death, but celebrated as a
memorial of triumph over death ; the treading down of Jerusalem, the

continued dispersion of the Jewish nation, the Gentile dominion, the rising

up of the apostasy, persecution, etc., considered as depending for their

fulfilment upon the previously given word of a crucified and resurrected

Jesus. Christlieb has well shown {Mod, Doubt) that the conversion and
history of St. Paul alone answers Strauss's objection. Aa to the second
explanation asked, why the resurrected Jesus did not appear before the

Jewish judges to confound them, etc., the least acquaintance with the doc-

trine of the Kingdom presents us readily with the reason. The Kingdom
having been conditionally offered to the nation and having been rejected

because the nation remained unrepentant, it was postponed until the Sec.

Advent, and therefore, in view of the Divine Purpose previously plainly

announced before His death, and thus embracing also a punishment upon
the unbelief of the nation, it would have been incompatible with Messianic
dignity and purpose to exhibit Himself to any others than believers in

Him. His enemies were to drink the allotted cup ; His friends were to be
sustained by the earnests of faith in His resurrection ; sAl were to receive
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the BuflBciency of evidence consistent with moral freedom, with Hia own
honor, with the predicted withdrawal, and with an incorporated repentance
and faith. If the objection has any force, then Jesus ought thus to prove
His resurrection to ererj unbeliever in the world, which leaves no ground
for the kind of repentance and faith that the New Test, requires of us.

Mnltitndes (as Fowle in Sdenc* aryd Immoriali^) reject the resnrrection. no matter
vhAt proof is presented, simply because it introdnces the Supematurai elementj which is

antagonistic to their idea of unchangeable laws of natnre. This notion has spread widely
eren in the Chnroh, and men who profess to believe in Christ (bat know but little of

what constitutes a Christ) entertain it. Thus e.g. Dr. Macleod {Memoirs, vol. 2, p. 371)
says :

" I have been astounded by a most influential member of the Church saying to

me, * What is it to me whether Christ worked miracles or rose from the dead ? We have
got the right idea of God through Him. It is enough ; that can never perish !

' And
this truth is* like a flower, which has grown from a dunghill of lies and myths ! Good
Lord, deliver me from such conclusions I If the battle has come, let it ; bat before God
I will fight it with those only, be they few or many, who believe in a risen, living

Saviour. This revelation of the influence of surface criticism has thrown me back im-
mensely npon all who hold fast by an objective revelation.'* The fact is, that unbelief

which acknowledges the Divinity of Jesus as recorded, and on this ground rejects Him,
is mart consistent than such a faith which receives a Saviour, shorn of the attributes that

oonsUtute Him the Bedeemer.

Obs* 6. Objections the most opposite, indicative of the hearths desire in

the matter, are urged to diminisn indirectly or directly the Christship of

Jesus. Thus e.^. one tells us (as Bauer) that the world was prepared to

receire the Messianic idea, and that Christianity is the natural outgrowth
of the ideas then prevalent. But this is opposed by the postponement of

the Kingdom owing to its not being prepared, by the rejection of Jesus, by
the persecution of His followers, and by the hatred of the world both
Jewish and Gentile. In confirmation, however, of the world's preparation
we are additionally informed that Christianity is Judaism spiritualized by
means of the allegorical interpretation of the Old Teat introduced by the
religious philosophy of the Alexandrian school. But if such is the case,

why did not the Church then during the first centuries thus spiritualize

away the Messiah and the Kingdom ; and why did not those Jews addicted
to such aWegoTj becOTne Christians f The truth is, that the spiritualizing

which tampered with the Messianic idea and the Messianic Kingdom came
in later through such men as Origen, etc. ; for history records the fact

that both of these fundamental ideas were preserved intact by the early be-

lievers. Jesus does not yield up His Messiahship, as including His claim
to the Theocratic-Davidic Kiugdora, to be a moral Reformer of Judaism ;

this is seen in the postponement, etc., of the Kingdom, and in the belief of

the primitive churches. As Apologists have remarked, there is no histori-

cal evidence, even the slightest, to prove that the allegorical interpretation

of Alexandrian Jews had any influence whatever in forming the primitire

views pertaining to the Christ ; but, on the other hand, the reception of

the Old Test. Scriptures, the retention of the pure Messianic conception,

the utterance of vanous predictions, etc., all to be taken in their proper
grammatical meaning, show that the allegorical interpretation met with no
favor in the teaching of Jesus or His disciples. Even when allegory is

admissible it is confined to the subject in hand and does not vitiate or alter

(as seen in Paul) the proper, legitimate covenanted Messiahship and Messi-

anic Kingdom. Again : the apprehension of the Kingdom meets and repels

the strange, yet oft-repeated statement, that the establishment of the Ch.

J
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Ghnrch is the Tesnlt of a weak belief in a Galilean Babbi. Aside from the

nsnal effective replies given by Apologists and reasons already assigped, it

IB sufficient to add that the establishment of the Oh. Church is explained in

the New Test, to be a positive necessity in order, while the elect Jewish
nation is for a determined time held in abeyance, that a seed may be gath-

ered out to Abraham, and an unbroken line of election be continued. It is

a carrying out of the Divine Purpose in preparing a people for the incom-
ing Kingdom ; and the work specifically assigned to the Church has, more
or less, been carried on to the present The Httacks upon the founding of

the Church thus overlook the connection that the Church necessarily sus-

tains to the Divine Plan, to the postponement of the Kingdom and tempo-
rary rejection of the Jewish nation, and finally to the preparation that it

includes for the Messianic Kingdom. (Gomp. Props. 86, 87, 88,*eto.). In
addition, the same regard paid to the things pertaining to the Kingdom
shows us that when men (as Bauer) attempt to derive the call of the Gen-
tiles and a '' Universalism,'* as suggested by the state of the Roman Empire
and this confirmed and made effectual by a divergence of Paul, over against

Peter, in this direction—they simply ignore the testimony that is given upon
these points. They overlook the connection that this call of the Gentiles
sustains to the postponed Kingdom, to the rejected nation, to the Theo-
cratic Kingdom, to the foretold (even already by Moses) anger of God abid-

ing upon the Jewish nation influencing Him to call out from among the
nations a people for His name ; and they press this '* universalism" to the

extent that the Jewish nation is no longer in covenanted relationship with
God (thus breaking God*s oath-attested covenant, and making Him with
His foreknowledge to have been mistaken in His Plans), and it can never,

any more than the Gentile?, expect any special favor (thus erufiing manj
precious prophecies pertaining to the future restoration and glory of this

nation, and blessings flowing to the Gentiles through it). And, instead of

allowing the Record to testify^ as it does, that Peter was the first one who,
under divine guidance, extended the call to the Gentiles, they eiideavor

(against renewed testimony to the contrarj) to develop an antagonism be-

tween Peter and Paul, making the former "contracted** and the latter

"liberal" in his views. Such efforts which seek in these indirect ways to

disparage the Messianic idea of the New Test., are unavoidably weak in the
estimation of even the uneducated believer, becanse he sees at once that to

make out such an account no attention whatever is paid either to the plan
of procedure, or to the part that was really taken in this call by those com-
missioned to extend it

Beal, GraTes, and others, to rid themselTes of New Test, obligations, show that other
professed sacred writings and heathen mythology also taught an incarnation. Bat they
are very careful not to mention the immenae eorUrast between snch and the New Test, doc-
trine, and that they do not stand related to a definite developed Theocratic Pbin ; for

they only serve to show how a deep latent feeling for some snch nnion with Deity is

expressed as a longing even by the heathen. The sublime acts, life, etc., connected with
Jesus are not found in such alleged incarnations, and a continuous fulfilment of predic-

tion and preparative measures are totally lacking in them. Many of the destructive

works indeed soout (as e.g. The Jeau3 of History) the idea that Jesus predicted with such
definiteness His own death and resurrection (making such an after attachments but they
cannot rid themselves of the other predictions folliiled continuously down to tae present
time.

Obs. 7. Seeing how largely the Sec. Advent of Jesus is adapted both to

explain with consistency what otherwise would be inexplicable (for, it
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teaches ns how the covenant and promises can be realized), and to sabstan-

tiate the Theocratic position of Jesas (for He that can thus come a^ain as

promised mnst be more than mere man), unbelievers hare ever been hostile

to it, and denunciatory of it. The lowest form of attack is to pronounce it

** an exploded mjtb" or " a base fabrication/* Strauss has no hesitancy

in saying {Life of Christy p. 242) that when Jesus spoke of the power and
glory connected with His Sec. Coming, He appears " not only as an enthu-
Biasty" but as ''guilty of undue self-exaltation. " In other words, the

Saviour is convicted of uttering falsehoods, and the charge is repeated in

all its varied changes, now more indirectly and then more directly, by all

who reject the Chnstship of Jesus. It is a doctrine so self•condemning, so

humiliating to them that they become offended at it, as Strauss candidly
confesses (p. 242) :

*' What offends us in all tbese discourses is only the

one point, that Christ should have attached that miraculous change, the
appearance of that ideal day of retribution, to His own person, and that

He should have designated Himself as the Judge who would come in the
clouds of heaven, accompanied by angels, to raise the dead and judge the
world. The man who expects such things of Himself is not only an enthu-
siast (or visionary ), he is guilty of undue self-exaltation in presuming to

except Himself from all others so far as to place Himself above them as

their future Judge." Yes I this writer is perfectly consistent when he
takes the position that no mere man can assert such things of himself.

Others, who still strive to bring forth adulterated admiration for Jesus,

and to save the reputation of the Holy One, tell us (aa Shenkel, Sketch of
Jesus, p. 104 and 108) that His Sec. Advent is to be taken impersonally or

figuratively and that the disciples not comprehending the figure made it a

personal Advent. This is based upon two suppositions, (1) that it is im-
possible that Christ should predict such a personal Advent with outward
glory, etc., to set up an earthly kingdom ; and (2) that coming to found a
spiritual Kingdom, He could not possibly have enumerated that outward
splendor, etc., as associated with a personal Advent, because a spiritual

Kingdom is opposed to the idea. First in replj to Shenkel' s class : How
do they know that when Christ postponed His Kingdom to this Sec. Advent
(as specifically stated by Himself, see Prop. 58, etc.) that He also set up
another ? (Comp. Props. 66-104). Wliere is the proof of this premise ?

The deduction is false, because no such well-founded premise exists. For
there is only one covenanted Kingdom promised to David's Son here on the

earth, and that is the Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom now still withdrawn
and overturned as Bible and history testify. How do they know that

Christ's Kingdom is a purely " earthly" one, and that it would be deroga-

tory to His dignity and to angelic precedency to come, as grammaticiSly
expressed, to inaugurate such a Kingdom ? Here again a premise is taken
for granted, and erroneous inferences derived from it. The Theocratic
Kingdom (once instituted, which perhaps is also to these men impersonal
although historical, with ^reat outward manifestations) is no mere earthly

Kingdom (and it is anti-biblical thus to call, it), seeing that God Himself
OS the self-constituted earthly Kuler is the Head. Hence it is '' the King-
dom of God," etc.. Prop. 45, The non-comprehension of the Kingdom,
and the introduction of an imaginary one forms the ground of the forced

explanation which does positive violence to the language of Jesus (because

leaving the plain grammatical meaning so highly indicative of personality

(Prop. 22, 23). The most reasonable thing in the world, if ouce the pro-
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phetlc and coyenanted idea of the Messianic Kingdom is retained, is that,

when the Theocratic Kingdom is restored under David^s Son and Lord, the
greatness and majesty of the King should bring forth, as Jesus testifies, a
splendor and glory far exceeding anything that the world has ever wit-

nessed, or that we can imagine. Therefore Christlieb (although retaining
the notion of an invisible spiritual Kingdom) says in answer to Shenkel
{Mod. Doubt, p. 367) :

** We ask in amazement, Has the idea never dawned
upon Dr. Shenkel, that' corporality is the end of God's ways ' and must bo
so?" and argues that the visible, outward appearance of the Kingdom is

essential to its triumph. We reason step by step, and each one firmly
established upon a scriptural basis as seen in the preceding Propositioas^

that if ever the Theocratic Kingdom is restored, it must, in the very naiure
of the case, have an external, outward manifestation ; and having for its

Huler David's glorified Son, and for associated rulers Christ's glorified

brethren, it must exfiibit a splendor and glory most striking and over-

whelming. The Personality of the Sec. Advent (substantiated under
several Props.) is a necessary part of the covenanted Kingdom, for the
Kingdom being postponed to this Advent, it is impossible to conceive how
it can be re-established without His Coming and interference, or how a Son
of Man, a real David's Son, can rule in a restored David's throne and
Kingdom, as predicted, without being personally present, just as the disci-

ples oelieved, who heard these declarations fall from the lips of Jesus, and
after His resurrection conversed with Him forty days (Acts 1 : 3),

'* speak-
ing of the things pertaining to the Kiftgdom of God," We believe that
these disciples knew more accurately, owing to their facilities and that the
subject was made a speciality, the things pertaining to the Kingdom than
any men that have lived since their day. Let us add ; that to change the
meaning of Christ's language, thus destroying its aflBnity to what is abso-
lutely requisite to carry out the Divine Purpose, and in doing this to bring
discredit and dishonor upon the men who preached this Theocratic King-
dom, is not a whit less dishonorable than to pronounce the whole matter a
visionary notion. Second, in reply to both Strauss and Shenkel, the doc-
trine of the Sec. Advent must not be considered isolated, detached from its

connection with the Kingdom and a continuous Divine Plan to be consum-
mated in the Kingdom. Our likes or dislikes have nothing to do with it

;

the question is whether such an Advent, as incorporated in the Plan, is

eminently adapted and even necessary to produce the result foretold. And
in deciding this the student will not overlook how this Advent naturally
follows from the postponement of the Kingdom and the rejection and with-
drawal of Jesus ; from the intercallary period occupied in gathering out a
people to inherit the Kingdom ; from its having befen foretold centuries

before Jesus declared it ; from the impossibility of the disciples with their

Jewish expectations of immediate re-establishment of the Kingdom receiv-

ing such a doctrine without the assurances presented which they claim.

Let the unbiassed reader take the doctrine of the Kingdom and trace it

through its phases, and see fpr himself how the Sec. Advent grows out of

it OS an indispensabie factor in the furtherance of the Kingdom, and that it

is the only thin^ revealed by which the Theocratic Kingdom can possibly

be brought again into existence, and he will see that it would have been
unreasonable upon the part of those who were witnesses of Jesus, of His
power and resurrection, not to have accepted of it, and not to have ex-

pressed it as the grand instrumentality through which the promises wore to
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be realized. The objection urged that such a doctrine is incompatible
with the limitations of a mere man has no force until it be shown that
Jesus 18 only a man, bat, on the other hand, if He is more than man the
doctrine is eminently worthy of him—in fact, is just such an one as, under
the circumstances, must pertain to Him. Learing the divinity of Christ

(see below), it is sufficient to say that the Sec. Advent of Jesus, which, if

received, at once establishes that Jesus is also divine, is rejected by these

men because, if accepted, it imposes the condition of accountability to Him,
and enforces the authority of scriptural demands upon the heart and life,

and this a worldly, fleshly heart cannot entertain. Hence the^ care not to

regard it from higher ground ; its necessity and connection with the past,

present, and future ; its Theocratic asi>ect and identification with the Mes-
sianic idea, and its adaptedness to bring forth the fulfilment of covenant
and promise. And, we protest against the injustice, so far as the Record
is concerned, of judging the Messianic claims of Jesus by confining them
to the First Adrent and not including the Second. For, this is taking a
narrow contracted view of the sublect, and doing positive violence to Holy
Writ, seeing that the Messianic idea in its realization is pointedly deferred

—owing to sinfulness, etc.—to this Sec. Coming, Therefore to form a
correct judgment whether it can be verified, the Sec. Advent must be con-
templated as a means toward a foretold end. Here we take our position ; if

unbelief can point out a single defect in the Sec. Advent that will indicate

directly or indirectly the impossibility of realizing the covenanted Messianic
idea, then traly a serious and valid objection is raised up against us. Until
this is done we are only too happy to follow in the steps of the primitive
Church, and to hold that the Messianic conception is only realized in the
Messianic Kingdom which is to be established at the Sec. Advent of the
Lord Jesiis Christ ; believing too that it is utterly beyond the capacity of
" i^orant and unlearned'' men to introduce and develop so perfect and
majestic an adaptation to an end which purposes the most glorious and
desirable redemption.

The writer may be allowed to add : the great defect of systems of Theology for centn-
ries has been the following : they have laid too mnch stress on provisioned redemption
and not on redemption itself as realized at the 8ec. Advent in ** the day of Christ.'*

Thus the mysterious sacrifice, exceedingly precious by which redemption is procured
and assured is deemed the only great and central point in Theology, while the comple-
tion of redemption is merely secondary to that of the means. This blemish in many
works which reflects upon the Christship of Jesus ought to be removed. A little reflec-

tion teaches this : if that sacriflce alone is sufficient to secure our salvation, how comes
it that it does not save from temporal death, from temporal evil, corruption, etc., and
that it becomes absolutely necessary for Jesus the Christ to come again to salvation in

behalf of those who honor His sacrifice. Something then addUionai to that sacrifice is

needed, viz., the personal interference of the Saviour in our behalf. The sacrifice mode
by Him enablen Him to do this, constituting Him, in view of its acceptance by the
Father, a perfect Bedeemer, and enabling Him in accord with right, because of its

acoeptance by ns, to exert His power and Christship in our interests. If this be so that
something must be superadded, when the time arrives, to the sacriflce to secure what
faith and hope 'in the sacrifice sees and desires, why refuse to recognize distinctly, as the
Bible does, that the Redeemer to perfect His own work must come again ** the second
time nnto salvation" ? The prevailing view makes that Second Coming a minor point, a
comparative insignificant matter (alas ! some even who profess to be ministers of ** the
Christ" proclaim it ** an exploded doctrine"), exalts the means, the preparatory work
above " the Christship" of the future, and painfully evidences its lack of faith in salra.

tion obtained under Theocratic auspices.

Obs, 8. Now we come briefly to consider the great stumbling block in
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the way of all unbelief to the acceptance of the Messianic idea, viz., that

of the Divinity of this Sou of Man. Unbelief correctly asserts that what
the New Test, declares of this Jesus cannot possibly be applied to a mere
man ; unbelief sees and acknowledges that the attributing to Him the

power of forgiring sins, of judging the world, of raising the dead, of

assi^ing rewards and punishments, as well as in the bestowal upon Him
of titles, worship, honor, and glory that belong to God, is utterly incom-
patible with mere humanity. This confession, as far as it goes, is worthy
of notice, and is a deserving rebuke to some professed believers who, under
the influence of theory, endeavor to lessen the divine in the Master. In

the consideration of so fundamental a point, upon which depends so much
in the past and future history of the race, and around which cluster the

dearest hopes of an evil burdened humanity, we should approach it with

the resolve to allow the fuU force of aU the proof given in its behalf to be

candidly weighed. Passing by that which has been ably presented by
Apologists, we confine ourselves only to that derived from the doctrine of

the Kingdom, feeling assured that this is ample enough to stainp Jesus as

God-Man. Let the student reflect upon the nature of this Theocratic

Kingdom and he will see that, as covenanted and predicted, it necessarily

includes as its promised King a God-man. Turn back to the ancient pre-

dictions (allowed even by unbelief to be such) respecting this Theocratic
King and notice what He is to perform (e.g. to raise the dead, remove the

curse, etc.), and reason at once decides that no mere man can be such a
mighty King. Consider that the Theocracy in its direct meaning includes

as its cetiiral conception that of Ood Himself a,ct\ng as an earthly Ruler, and
that the biblical portrayed purpose is to manifest this through the Davidic
line in the Person of Jesus, and it follows that if God rules m and through
Jesus, the Son of David, He must be in some vr&yfullv and closely identi-

fied with Jesus. The Theocratic idea is exhibited in the Person of Jesus,

and hence the statements : ^^I and my Father are One; I am in the Fath^
and the Father in Me'* TJohn 10 : 30, etc.), ''He that hath seen Me haih
seen the Father,^ ^ etc., which assume definitely that He is tie Theocratic

King in its highest sense, viz., in the identical one inaugurated at Mt
Sinai, when it was justly believed that God Himself won the King of the
instituted Kingdom. This is repeated when He, irom the depth of His
Theocratic consciousness, declares ** that all men should honor the Son,
even as they honor the Father^ ^ (John 5 : 23) etc. Being thus the Person in

whom the Theocracy is to be truly manifested, it is not surprising that
Piiul should say (Col. 1 : 19 and 2:9)" that in Him should all fulness
dwell" that ** tn Him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily,"

Being thus the contemplated Theocratic personage. He could not refute the
charge brought against Him by the Jews (John 5 : 18 ; 10 : 36 ; 19 : 7)

that by designating Himself the Soji of God, he thus " made Himself equal
»iftf7i finA " nri^VtAkn^ #1nivt/v vri^f^*i/iA ^r\ Hia ^^naoio rt art 1 n I'lAoniiDix .lACfia ia

Mighty God of ages), ^'The Everlasting Father'' (Vulgate, *' the Father of

the future age;*' Lowth, " the Father of the everlasting age ;" Chaldee,
"'the Man ^idli^ forever"). That God should become incarnate, i.e. be
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tinited with humanity in the Person of JeBus is not only not incredible, but
positively th€ most reasonable matter that can be presented to us when
regarded in its true Theocratic relationship. Let the reader consider how
the Theocratic conception as covenanted and predicted demands it ; how
this was done centnries before Jeans came ; how all the prophets unite in

giving Him a pnre, exalted Theocratic position in the Kingdom ; how in

His own person He is represented as reigning as David's Son and yet as

David's Lord ; how the fulfilment of the continued overthrow of the The-
ocracy and the condition of the covenanted nation is a standing proof of ita

historical connection ; how God is portrayed as made specially accessible

and present in the person of the Messiah ; and then how Jesus came as

predicted, David's con and also the Son of God ; how He claimed and
exhibited a sufficiency to insure us that He is indeed the Christ ; how He,
through the tender of the Kingdom, offered Himself as the Messiah ; how
His Christship was rejected ; how then still retaining His right and privi-

leges, confirmed by the power of God, He postponed the manifestation of
the Kingdom and of His Messiahship to tne Sec. Advent ; how so many
things now existent in Jew and Gentile, in Church and world, attest to and
establish what He as Messiah declared, and when he has passed over the

strictly connected series of events and has seen hoto requisite all this is to

meet the purest and loftiest conception of Rnlership that has ever been pre-

sented to mind or heart of man, is it possible that ne, or any one. can for a
moment suppose that a set of fishermen, or *' ignorant" disciples, or the
most learned of the ancients, could concoct a Personage so symmetrical, so

correspondent with covenant and promise^ so perfectly agreeing with the

highest form of government, with the World's need, and with a bridging
over the dark chasm between Qod and man, Heaven and Hades, Paradise
and groaning Creation^ No one who receives the Theocracy in its true
Biblical sense can doubt the divinity of Jesus, the Theocratic King, be-

cause to do so would involve a contradiction—a fatal antagonism—for it

wonld take out of the future Theocracy what even the past possessed

—

a
God ruling. Hence the deep wisdom of the Apostles, the evidence of in-

spiration, in adopting the very language so admirably adapted to express
the Theocratic'Davidic idea, i.e. in uniting with David's Son, to whom as a
descendant the Kingdom is more specifically promised (both for identifica-

tion and for a purposed union of the Divine), such a Lordship, Godship,
etc., that in Him tne pure conception of a Theocracy is retained. Consider,
too, that this was done by men hostile to all idol or man worship, who were
surrounded by those who were jealous of any lessening or misconstruction
of the Messianic conception, and that therefore the language used can only
be consistently explained on tlie basis of the Theocratic idea. Reflect also

that this was done by persons and among persons who were zealous de-

fenders of the unity of God, and who would hav^ esteemed it sacrilegious

to appropriate to man what belonged to God ; and that, therefore, the por-
traiture of JesnR« as given by the Apostles, can only be appropriately recon-

ciled with the Theocratic conception, which instead of destroying the unity
of God actually upholds it, since it brin^ God the Ruler into oneness (as

Jesus claimed) with David's Son, causing the majesty of heaven to be
reflected and exertfid in and through a visible Headship, thus mercifully

and wonderfully accommodating itself to the needs, desires^ and ghrp of
Humanity^ Let the student deeply ponder the original Theocratic idea,

retaining its original meaning then associated in external manifestation
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through David* s Son, and he will see the reason why pas *ie^|^n»., that

Old Test are applied to God are in the New Test, unl lllM'J!*^-*^^
to Jesus (as e.g. Isa. 45 : 20 ; comp. with Rom. 14 : 10, 1 , isa. 40 : 3 witu

Matt 3 : 1, 3 ; Zecli. 12 : 10 with John 19 : 34, 37, etc., tc.) ; why divine

worship which belonged to God as the Theocratic Rule' .s also claimedfor
Jesus Christ (as e.g. John 5:3; Matt 28 : 19 ; Phil. 2 : 11 ; Rev. 5 : 13

;

Luke 24 : 52, etc.) ; why perfections which exclusively belong to God are

without the least scruple attributed to Jesus (as o.g. John 5 : 21 ; Col. 1

:

17 ; Heb. 13 : 8, etc.) so that the declaration is made (John 16 : 15), '^
all

things that the Father hath are mine/* It was under the influence of this

Theocratic conception, viz., that the same Lord God who once acted as

earthly Ruler would be inseparably identified with the person of JesaB,

David's Son, that even creation (John 1 : 3, 10 ; Eph. 3:9; Col. 1:16;
Heb. 1 : 2, etc.) is ascribed to Him ; that pre-existence is postulated

(John 8 : 58 ; John 1:1; Col. 1 : 17, etc.) or Him ; that the love, etc.,

rendered to Him are at the same time bestowed upon the Father (John 5 :

23, etc., 1 John 2 : 23) ; that no one could know the Father saving the Son

and him to whom the Son revealed Him (Malt. 11 : 27, etc., 1 John 1:18):
and all this and more because (John 14 : 10) " /aw in the Father and the

Fatlier in Me,** The least reflection will show, that the Theocratic idea

so impenetrates the New Test portraiture of Jesus bringing forth such a

union of the Theocratic God with David's Son—forming the one Theocratic

King with one will, power, work, love, etc. (John 5 : 19-38, etc.)—and yet

consistently placing the Son in view of the incorporatiou of David's line

and descendant subordinately to the Father (John 5 : 19 ; 14 : 28, etc.),

that it demands unreasonable credulity to imagine that the apostles throag:ii

their own reason and to subserve their own purposes, created such a match-

Jess Theocratic likenessj which, without a single flaw, combines the original

Theocratic Ruler with the promised Theocratic King in David's line ; nnd,

without sacrificing the humanity or exalting it above the Fatherhood,

blends the two together into an inseparable Oneness, forming the One

Person Jesus the Christ ; that in this unity, whoever sees the Son beholds

also the Father. Such a conception, so hami07iious in all its details, »o

forcibly adapted to secure the end contemplated, and so perfectly in accord

with God's Theocratic Purpose, is, as the Bible justly claims a divine one.

Let the reader test this by contrasting it with those plans originated by

man, as e.g. Plato's idea of an ideal government ana more recently the

notions entertained respecting a *' Universal Republic" or a ** Universal

Monarchy." Our opponents themselves concede (leaving out the moral,

and only looking at the results) that if this portraiture is true, if it could

bo realized as expressed, it would undoubtedly bring forth the effects

attributed to it We know it to be true for the reasons, already assigned,

flowing from the doctrine of the Kingdom, and which in every heir of thifl

Kingdom and co-heir of this Theocratic King is confirmed by the experi-

ence of faith, and by the constant and continued fulfilling of events fore-

told by this Messiah,

Leavizig the offensive and daring expressions of nnbelief, it is sufficient to point out

what little force there is in the affirmation of a more respectable class of nnbelieTen.

Thus e.g. Alger (The Solitudfs^ p. 3B4) asserts, " To merge the divine humanity of Jesus

in factitious theory of His Deity is to lose more than can be gained.** In plain words

the divinity (made inseparable by the Theocratio plan running £rom covenant to uUiuiate

fulfilment) attributed to Jesus must be rejected, for ** piofeased relationship to iiim
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Qnitea Wltn nnr ^.p^ arrogating to Himself personally a forensic position of incon-
poeitiyely tjie ft ^andeur—this language, if regarded as authentio, and taken in its

ait^eral sense, woaiu\ i ce ns to believe that He labored under a ^ss delusion.** Suppose,
however, on the othi* hand, that the divine were not united with Him as the Theocratio
ordering demands, ^ ild not this very class of writers seize upon this omission as afateU

JlaWf and at once triu. !phantly accuse the evangelists and Apostles t^ not comprehending
the requirements of the Christ as presented in the conception of a Theocracy. But
"When given, perversity makes it an objection, although it comes and supplies a yearning
of humanity to have the divine to reveal itself in an accessible fonn to man, joining the
Infinite and the Finite in a recognizable manner, fulfllling in a covenanted Theocratic
order what some writers (as Parsons*s Tfit Ivfiniie and the FlniU) make progressive and to

be evolved in the distant future. We cannot even agree with Luthart in his exceedingly
interesting lecture (No. 4, Brevnen Lee, p. 133) on ** The Person of Christ," when he
remarks :

*' A man who is the appearance of God Himself, a revelation of God, who is

God become man—this thought was far off from tho whole ancient world, was far off

even from the Old Test." " The idea did not produce the fact, but the fact produced the
idea." The reverse of this is the truth, for (1) the Theocracy embraced the idea of God
Himself ruling ; and (2) this was co-joined in the covenant and promises to be realized in
David's Son ; (3) this led to the production of the fact ; and (4) this was acknowledged
by the chief priests when they charged Jesus with blasphemy because He claimed to be
thia Son, ** the Christ." There is a logical and hiatoticHl connection.

Obs. 9. The Theocratic Kingship assigned to Jesus, confirmed by the
tilings pertaining to the Kingdom, at once establishes His divinity. A
Theocracy presided over by a real Theocratic King, manifested in and
through a vital union of God with man, imperatively requires a God-
man. Our entire argument, running through these Propositions calls

for just such a Theocratic King, with the numanity and the divinity,

the attributes and the perfections, the humiliation and exaltation, the Son
of Man and Son of God relationship, as the Word presents us. There ia

nothing to add to, or subtract from, the Theocratic portrait drawn by
the Spirit, which understandeth the deep and true tilings of God and
man. The sinlessness of Jesus, which is such an annoyance to unbe-
lief, and the subject of manj an insidious attack, is fully sustained,

not merely by the well-established reasons of Apologists in general, but
by its necessary relationship to this Kingdom.^ A Theocratic King, in

the full sense of the phrase, must be a pure, sinless, perfect Being. He is,

therefore, not only covenanted as ** the Just One,^ and in all the
prophecies represented ta pre-eminently spotless, being the Lord Himself,
but carefully delineated as such by His witnesses. The least reflection will

show that if the Theocratic idea, which embraces the actual return and
abiding of God's Bulership, is actually to be realized in the Person of

Jesus, then, in the very nature of the case, sin cannot be predicated of

Him who is, by virtue of this Tfieocratic position, Ood-man, From this

results the unspeakable worthiness of our King, His ability to save those
who are fallen, and the call upon all living creatures to ascribe " Blessing,

and Honor, and Olory, and Fower^* (Rev. 6 : 13) unto Him. Indeed, if

Jesus is viewed, as, in justice to Himself and the Record, He ought to be,

in the light of this Theocratic position, His Divine-Human appears with an
increased intensity and lustre that is overwhelming. Has the reader, e.g.

ever considered that the very first message respecting the Messiah given by
his forerunner John, at once impresses us with a sense of His Theocratic
dignity. Who, unless He were the Theocratic King in its highest sense,

could call a whole nation to repentance, and tender to them the Theocratic
Kingdom upon the nation's concurrence ? The demand and offer are both
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BO God-like, so real Theocratic that this alone, if other proof were lacking,
stamps JesiiB as the Messiah, the veritable Christ, Therefore it is that a
large clasB of passages, however explained by the critics and however men
may legitimately or unlawfully interpret them, still contain a safficiency to
teach us the true Theocratic position of Jesus ; as e.g. Tit. 2 : 13, which
some read as if the great God and the Saviour «Iesus were identical, and
which others read as if God designates the Father distinctively from the
Son, but which, whatever reading (see Lange, Alford, etc. ) is preferred,

still brings forth the pre-emitient dignity of the Saviour. For, as Alford
(lod) says :

" Whichsoever way taken, the passage is. just aa imjwrtant a
testimony to the divinity of our Saviour : according to one way, by assert-

ing His possession of Veity ; according to the other, even more strikingly

asserting His equality in glory with the Father, in a way which would be
blasphemy if predicted of any of the sons of men.*' The criticism of
isolated passages does not affect the main question, and cannot change the

imbedded Theocratic position assigned to Jesus by virtue of which we are
assured that the revelation of the Father's glory is in and through Him
(comp. e.g. John 17 : 5 ; 2 Pet. 1 : IG, 17 ; Matt. IG : 27, etc.). We need
DO Napoleon (Montholon's Memoirs) to inform us : *'I know men and I

tell you that Jesus Ohiist is not a man,*' etc., for the Theocratic idea, so
consecutively evolved and finally manifested in Jesus requires no such
eulogies from man. The fainter praises of Bcnan, Mills, etc., are made
with eyes blinded and hearts closed to the Theocratic cofiception. There-
fore, we believe that, when the time arrives for this Theocratic King to

come and re-establish the Theocratic Kingdom, then indeed (Rev. tl : 3)
** the tabernacle of God" (the same tabernacle now taken away, comp.
Acts 15 : 16 ; Isa. 16 : 5 ; Isa. 33 : 20, etc.) '*

is with men and He'' (i.e.

God in the Person of the Theocratic Ruler) '* will dwell with them and they
shall be Hispeople, and God Himself (being the Theocratic Ruler) " shall be

with them ana be their God **—and then shall be fulfilled (Isa. 64 : 6) :

'* Thy Redeemer, the Holy One of Israel, the God of the whole earth shall

Hebe called."*

1 There is something inexpressibly saddening in the trial of trring respecting the sm-
lessness of Christ, botli parties holding to the vital fact that sinlessness was maintained,
but differing concerning the power of His humanity to maintain it. See Life cf Jrving by
Mrs. Oliphant, vho well obsorves that suoh an agreement in essentials should never have
led to Irving's excommunication.

* It is a graiifying fact that all the early Millenarian Fathers united in Jesns the Divine
and Human (oomp. Hagenbach's His. JDoc.t sects. 65 and 66, Neander's Ch. His,, and His,

Dog., Domer's Person of Christy Uhlman's SiTdessnesa of ChrisU etc,), but it is not gen-
erally noticed that such a union is part« yea, the heart, of their Theocratic belief, viz.,

that Jesus being the destined Theocratic King, the Christ, is the One in and through
whom God reigns. Priestley published a work entitled, Uisiory of Early Opinions oomxm-
ing Jesus Christ, compiled from Original Writers, proving thai the Christian Church was at

first Unitarian" (4 vols., 8vo, Birmingham, 1782). Against this assumption of Priestley's

it is sufficient to say that the prevailing Millenarian view of the fint centuries, which
incorporated as its foundation principle the Theocratic ordering^ necessarily made Jesus
far more than man, even divine, in and through whom Gk)d ruled. This fact has very
recently been strongly proven by Rev. Cook in his Boston lectures from extraots taken
from the fathers, although he might have immensely strengthened these by showing their

intimate and necessary relationship to the Millenarianism then held. A firm believer in

the Theocratic Kingdom, as covenanted and predicled, cannot possibly be a Unitarian. A
mass of Scripture, aside from the nature of the Kingdom, forbids it, as e.g. a single pas-
sago, Micah 6 : 1 (rendering given by Dr. Schaff in The Person of Christ, p. 200), " But
Thou Bethlehem Ephratah, too small to be among the thousands of Judah'* (i.e. the
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central (owns where the heftds of thousands, or sabordinate dirisions of tribes resided)
" ont of titiee shall come forth nnto me One voho is to be the Hxder in Jarad, whose origin is

Jrom the first of iime, from the days of eternity.* * Bnrton gives a mass of information in his

Testimony of the Anie-2fUiene fHthers to the Divinity qf Christ, Sears's The fburth Gospel, (he

Heart of GhrisU Beubelt's Scripture Doctrine of the Person of Christ, Lewis's Divine Human
ff the Scr^>iureSt Tonng's Christ of Histonff and others. The testimony of anoienta. ont-

side of Christianity, sustains the primitive view, so that e.g. Gibbon {Ikd. and Fail, vol.

2. p. 9) does not question the early teaching of the Church on this subject, and refers to
** Xiibanius (who) praises Porphyry and JuJian for confuting the folly of a sect, which
styles a dead man of Palestine, God, and the Son of Qod. Socrates, His. Eooles. 3 :

23,**

etc. (oomp. also p. 306 and 316). When Pliny (Epis. Pliny 10. 97) says " that the Chris-

tiana wore accustomed to sing hymns to Christ as to God ;' * when the leading objection

of the Jews was to this assumption of the divine ; when the apologists met such objec-

tions with reasons to sustain it ; when martyrs refused the application of divine to em-
perors and heathen gods, but joyfully acknowledged it in Jesus, we have sufficient evi-

denoe of early belief (comp. Van Oosteizee's art. '* The Son of Man" in Princeton Review,

July. 1878). Pressense {The Early Days of Ckristianily, p. 62) remarks on the martyrdom
of Stephen :

** His last prayer is addressed distinctly to Jestis Christ, and by his final

homage he renders dying testimony to His divinity. It was fitting that this great truth

should be thus proclaimed by the first of martyrs." The Theocratic idea vindicates this

worship, and hence we have John 6 : 23 ; PhiL 2 : 11 ; &ev. 6 : 13 ; 7 : 9 ; 16 : 6 ; Bom.
9 : 6, etc.

Obs, 10. The life of Jesus on earth has been highly eulogized even by
unbelief, so that He is represented, by those unwilling to accept of His
claims to the Divine and Supernatural, as '* the ideal of Humanity,"
"the Ideal Man/' "the man pre-eminent," etc. TVe accept of this

testimony as far as it goes, and add to it, that if we consider the
covenanted and predicted claims of Jesns to the Theocratic ordering,

we find in that life abundant evidence, cumulative in fact, that in

every particular this Son of David acted and lived in the consciousness of

His ultimate Theocratic position, so that everything in Him, and coming
from Him, was eminently worthy of the Theocratic King. Thus
e.g. the contrast between His condition (one of poverty) and the
vast extent of His knowledge, the ability exhibited in meeting and
confounding the representative and intelligent men of the nation, the
high culture and taste manifested in His teaching so that they ever have
commended themselves for beauty and force to reason, the exalted senti-

ments so far in advance of the age proceeding from ** the carpenter," the
dignity and nobleness of His cnaracter, the remarkable adhesion to His
principles and aims irrespective of a threatened death, the conduct at the
trial and crucifixion, the high virtue, morality, and piety inculcated com-
pared with the teaching then extant, His public and private life contiusted
with that of Reformers and great men, the authority assumed and sustained
in connection with an exceeding tenderness of spirit and forgiveness—these

are points we love to contemplate as indicative of the high and noble char-

acter of the King. The superiority of Jesus as a man, as eminent Apolo-
gists have noticed, developed at a time when gross impurity and corruption
was prevalent, developed m antagonism to national pride and prejudice, is

a Btep{)ing-8tone to the acknowledgment of the full Theocratic idea—of
something allied with Him which elevates and exalts His humanity, which
—fortified by the purest life and sealed by the noblest death—establishes

His claim to Oneness with the Father, constituting Him the needed per-
fect Redeemer, and ** The Faithful and True.*'

We mnst receive the portraiture of Jesns in its entirety as given, or else we mar it

with some deformity. Bogers ipVLperhuman Origin of the BUAe, p. 34, etc.) at length ably
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showB that the lofty character of Jesus could not have originated with the Jewish disci-
ples, and that, if a mere man, the claims of authority, Bupematuralism, etc., would viti-

ate the portrait and render Him unworthy of honor. He forcibly declares (p. 430, in
reply to Benan) that if Jesus pretended to work miracles, or simply fancied that He hmd
wrought them, His credibility and moral greatness would be destroyed. And yet a Jesns
shorn of His greatne^ and majesty, stripped of His noblest attributes and perfection, is

made the subject of eulogy. An anon, writer, of ** The Purpose of Jbxistence," while
busily eng^ed in denying the statements of the Bible, the Supernatural element, and
the cardinal doctrines pertaining to Christ, professes, amid his destructive work, a high
sort of reverence for Jesus, saying : " All that I believe, all that I have said, and all that

I have yet to say, I have learned from one to whom I look up as the wisest and most per-
fect mortal that ever lived—from Jesus of Nazareth Himself— purest, holiest of created
beings V* What does such praise amount to after denying the Christship of Jesus and
rejecting His claims to the miraculous and divine, and after accounting for the rise of

Christianity and its essential doctrines as follows :
** The men from Cyprus and Cyrene,

but more especially Lusias of the latter place, were the true authors of Christianity,'*

viz., in ascribing to Jesus a resurrection, trsjislation, divinity, etc. What admirable
wisdom, consistency, and knowledge of the ancient records ! Fairbaim {Typology, vol. 1.

p. 346) refers to the fact that the lines of prophecy clearly indicate the divine-human
united in the person of the Christ, and insists, correctly, that this is a foundation india-

f)ensable to a realization of the promises of God. Hence he observes that the evange-
ists all notice it ; John in his formal statement that the Word was made flesh ; Matthew
and Luke in the miraculous conception constituting Jesus " the Son of the Highest ;'* and
Mark pronouncing Him to be " the Son of God."
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Proposition 200. While the Kingdom is given to Jesus Christ

as the Son of Man^ He becomes thereby the actual representative

of God^ manifesting God in the Person of One related to hu-

manity.

The covenants specify that future Rnler as the seed of Abraham
and David ; David and the Prophets, corroborated by the Gospels,
Epistles, and Apoc., describe Him as One far greater than man,
having the Divine united with Him, thus forming the desirable
Theocratic-Damdic King. The remarkable and moat forcible feat-

ure comes forth, that what was once separated in this Theocratic
Kingdom is united in the person of this King. When the Theoc-
racy was first established, the earthly Ruler (i.e., God acting as
sucn) was separate (i.e. in personality) from the suboi-dinate human
ruler (as e.^. God was separate and distinct from the subordinate
ruler David), but in this revived form it is God's Purpose to have
both joined, firmly united in the same person. This wonderful
Plan proposes that there shall be a real Son of David united and
identified with the Godhead, thus constituting Him just such a
Ruler as a perfected Theocratic Kingdom on earth should possess
to make it powerful and absolute, related both to God and man.
While sitting on the throne of His glory as ** the Son of Man," He,
through His God-like attributes and Oneness with the Father, mani-
fests the Father to us. Inspiration alone could produce such a
Theocratic Plan^ so glorious^ complete^ and adapted to a perfect
rule.

Lange (Cbm. Bev.^ p. 406) jostij obserreB :
" In the Coming of Christ God shall per-

/ecify fnant/es< Himself aa Jehovah, the Covenant God : faithful to Himself ; faithfm to
His people ; faithfnl to His justice toward all/*

Oba, 1. This again brings out prominently the doctrine respecting the

Person of Christ—a significant one too as the day is approaching. Oar
view rejects on the one side the old opinion, revamped by modern Ration-
alism that Christ is a mere man, for the acts that He performs, the new
Creation, the Supernatural, the universal judging, the resurrection power
exerted, etc., prove Him to be more than man, the Son of God in the
highest sense. It rejects on the other hand the Gnostic idea, and it«

modern philosophical tendency, which either virtually ignores or despises

the human in Christ, or else makes it play a very subordimite part in His
history and that of Redemption, bringing forward the divine in an exclusive

onesided manner. Looking only at the covenants, the work of Redemption
proceeds on the ground that Jesus is man, proper man, of the seed of

David, thus identified with the race and of the same nature with Adam.
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Coming necessarily in the elect line, He professes complete humanity, for
His birth, growth, expansion of intellectual and moral powers, eating,
drinking, temptation, life, sufferings, and death—all indicate this. Bat
looking at the work which is to be performed, the Supernatural connected
with Him, the-portrayal of His offices, attributes, power, etc., we apprehend
one possessing in connection with the human, a divine nature. Both are
united to form a Saviour capable ofperforming in aU respects the great work
of Redemptiony which is so intimately connected with a Tlieocratic wder-
ing^ with the precious principles of moral and civil government, with the
purity and glory of God Himself, and with the highest interests of man
and the race.

In brief, ve aoodpt of the Person of Christ as given by Dr. Domer and others, and
reject with them as anti-soriptnral the theories vhioh teach the identity of Uie hnman
and divine, the oonversion or transmutation of the one into the other* or the commixtare
of the two to form another natnre. Jesus Christ is the same "yt^erday^ today, and for-
ever ;'* and this unohangeablenesa imparts faith ind hope. Since there is much vague-
ness, and even rashness expressed respecting the pre-existenoe of Jesus, a few words may
be in place. There is no proper pre-existenoe of Jesus as " the Christ," the promised
" Messiah.** Fully admitting the pre-existenoe of the divine, this itself does not consti-
tute " the Christ,** for it is the uvion of the divine and human in David's Son that forms
" the Messiah'*—the historical, covenanted Christ. The notion of a pre-existent Christ,
notwithstanding the mystical theories finely wrought of Bohme, Poiret, etc., is contr»>
dictory to covenant and prophecy, for before David was bom to whom the covenant was
given (i.e. the assurance was given that out of his line should the Messiah spring), and
before Jesus was bom as David's descendant, " the Christ** aa such could not exist.

Therefore while the divine is represented as pre-«xistent, the human nature, and the
union of the divine and human in one person, is never thus described. Lutheran as our
predilections are, it is but just to say that in this matter the Reformed (comp. Hagen-
bach's His. Doc.^ vol. 2, p. 352) were nearer the truth. Our line of argument, rating to
the Kingdom, is only concerned in fAe covenavled Christ, tha historical Messiah. Hence
while belieying e.g. that (John 12 : 41) Isaiah saw (6 : 1-10) the divine pertaining to " the
Christ," we cannot receive the inference of Edwards {His, HedempLf p. 148) that he saw
*' the human nature" of the Christ.

Obs, 2. Passing by the necessity induced by law itself (as presented by
theologians in systems of divinity) and especially by the preordained Theo-
cratic ordering (as evinced in the course of our arg;ument) for such a
constituted Messiah, attention is now directed to the important fact, that

such a union of natures, as was sustained before His death and continued
unimpaired after it, et^ermore remains. This is a covenanted necessity, for

David's Son, and no other, is the appointed King. Therefore the same
union is still so preserved, the vital relationship of the two natures is still

so continued, that we have the same Divine-Human Jesus to-day and ever-

more. The same Jesus that the disciples saw ascend to heaven shall come
again in like manner, unchanged. The same Son of David that ascended
must also descend, or else the covenant cannot be realized. Indeed the

entire tenor of the Word evinces this, that since hia ascension there has

been no conversion of human nature into the Divine (just as little as the op-

posite advocated by some, that in the incarnation the divine was converted
mto the human—a transmutation dogma doing violence to the Infinite),

although Augustine rashly sa][s :
'' God became man that man may become

God." A glorification was indeed experienced, but this did not destroy

the human, just as the glorification of the saints does not change the per-

sonality and identity of their humanity. This is the more essentiiu to
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notice, since eminent men overlooking the covenant connection, teach the

contrary.

Thus e.g. Neander (Prop. 81), because it ie said that Jesna is declared to be the Son
of Qod by the resurrection, hastily infers that He loses that which distinctively apper-
tains to Him as David's Son. He thus substantially follows the system of Schwenkfeld
^agenbach's His. Doc., vol; S, sec. 266), who asserted :

" All that by which Christ is

David's Son, is laid aside and lost (in His divine nature) ; His whole nature is renewed
and deified." (Gomp. Kurtz's Ch. Mia., vol. 2, p. 156). The Christology of Swedenborg
(Hagenbach, toI. 2, Sea. 2U9) also teaches that ** the human which He received from Mary
was gradually laid aside and the heavenly divine body substituted for it.** Many indorse
snch views, substituting an ** ideal'* Christ for the veriktbie ** historical*' Christ, and
forget that God's own oath-bound covenant, in order to be realized, poaiiivthf demands the
perpetuation of David's descendant The old opinion of Origen (Hagenbach, vol. 1, p.
177) that ** the humanity of Jesus ceased to exist after His ez^tation, * inflicts a deadly
blow to covenant promise made to David's Son. Hence the Spirit, expressly to guard us
a^unst such covenant destroying error, teaches us that when Jesus comes again He comes
as (Rev. 22 : 16) *' (A« roo* and iht offspring cf Damd;" that He comes to occupy " the

throne of His father David " (Luke 1 : 32), because the covenant made with David af&rms
(as Peter states) that Jesus cfter thejksh should sit on David's throne. Even the Jews
hold (John 12 : 34) ** out of the law, that Christ abideth forever."
Our doctrine, therefore, is utterly opposed to the old but revived Entychian theory,

that the human nature was " deified, i.e. not simply glorified, but transformed into
God ; to the more refined notion that it became " divine" in the sense that it was so
changed as to lose the «Bsenc6 of the human body and could no longer be recognized as
related to David ; to the notion of several bodies (so Weigel, etc.), the mere appearance
of a body (Docetea, etc.), and all other theories which deny a proper continued, recogniz-
able humanity. Of course it rejects as utterly untenable the view that Christ is simply
the incarnation of the divine idea, or that it is the outgrowth of the divine in the human
to aid the race in giving an exemplar, in so far as these are pressed in hostility to the
covenanted Theocratic idea,

Ois. 3. Having thus defined our position, another step in the divine

grocedure results as worthy of special notice : this same Jesus, the true

on of God and of David, so distinctive in both divine and human, is yet

destined to manifest Himself in a way (i.e. Theocratic order) by which it

will be seen that the Son of David is to perform, in the future, a Irakis*

cendant part in the history of the world. Even now it has been observed
by various writers that the idea of humanity united with the divine and
realized in Christ, is the Key to Protestant theology ; but our argument
shows, that when the still future manifestation of the same isproperly
considered, it forms the Key of Redemption, perfected salvation. Theocratic

relationship, and the history of the world. It is the goal toward which all

things are tending—the culmination of Grod's Purpose in government and
restitution.

This totally disproves the inferential argument which fills entire volumes against the
personal reign of the Son of David, as e.g. such a work as Carson's The Personal Reign

of Christ During the MUkrmium Proved to be Impossible (London, 1873). All such efforts,

however well meant, are derogatory to the Son of Mau, to the oath-bound covenants of
God, and to the perfected redemption of man (which redemption includes not merely the
individual but society, the race as a race, and creation). Comp. Props. 81, i9, 120, 146,

152, etc.

Obs, 4. From the Person of Jesus and His unchangeableness, we deduce :

(1) the confirmation of the Kingdom to the veritable Son of David ^to

whom covenanted). He remaining the unchangeable Seed to whom tne

inheritance of the Kingdom is promised
; (2) the grandeur of this King-

dom, its irresistible power, its exaltation, its universality, etc., in virtue of
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the divine united with Him
; (3) the perfect Theocratic rule exhibited, eo

that (what is stated in the Proposition appears) we have the possession of a
Ruler who is a real representative of Ood—who manifests God to us in His
own Person aiid Kingship. In tins Theocratic representation alone, do we
find the chasm between the Infinite and Finite completely and satisfactorilj
lilled. According to ** the sure mercies of David" the Finite ever remains
with the Infinite, and it is the pleasure of the Infinite to glorify, and
manifest itself through, the Finite. This truth we gladly accept, for it

has au important relation to the Kingdom.

Here we find ultimately the old antagonism of Lutheran and Reformed reconciled.
The old Lutheran formula taught that '^ the finite la capable of the infinite," and here in
the Ralerahip of a Person in whom two natures are vitaUy and indissolubly united, wo
find it true ; but equally true is the apparent paradox of the Reformed when they said
'* the finite is incapable of the infinite," seeing that it requires the union of two such
natures, without change, to effect it—for the one is suatained in its action by the other,
BO that in the Rnlerahip—tfie Theocratic rule— the one cannot be separated from the
other. These two contradictory statements really embrace the truth in its totality, and
therefore prevent us from regarding Jesus as merely human or merely divine, but as
having both united. This prevents us, as stated, from entering the enticing Fantheiatio
and mystical regions in which man is changed into God, in which the divine exclusively
appears, or in which the humanity is thrown aside as something that may have been use-
ful in it« time, but now is either unneoesaaiy, supeifiuons, or very subsidiary.

Ohs. 5. This Kingdom being different from (although given and sus-

tained by) the Divine Sovereignty of God evinced in Creation, etc., and
being a restoration of the Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom, which takes the
place of human governments, it follows, that it demands, in consistency^,

the manifestation of God in the character of an earthly Ruler, and this is

done in the Person of ** the Christ.^* A pure Theocracy requires this repre-

sentation of Rulersnip. This is admitted (i.e. the earthly RulershipJ by
writers on the former Theocracy, which we have shown is only an initia-

tory form or a foreshadowing of the rule of this Kingdom. Kurtz {His, Old
Cov,, vol. 3, p. 107), speaking of the former, forcibly says :

** His inten-
tion to become Isra^rs King could only be understood as meaning, that
in the case of Israel, He would raise and consolidate His universjil rule into

one of a special nature ; that in His own Person He would undertake the

duties and claim the privileges of sovereignty^ which He left in other cases
to earthly kings. In a word, Jehovah was about to stoop to be not merely
heavenly but earthly King over Israel, So far as Israel was a nation, an
earthly political commonwealth. He did not refuse to place Himself in the

list of earthly kings," Now in the change from the Theocratic to the
Theocratic-Davidic, the rights of God, as already explained, as the
Supreme earthly Ruler were retained. The Kings of Israel acted as vice-

gerents of the Theocracy, and hence the earthly vicegerent, who acted as
God's representative in tne Kingdom, was specially anointed, consecrated,

or set apart for the office by God Himself, and was known by the honorable
and signiQcant title of ** God's anointed'^ &nd '* the Lord's anointed,"^
But notice in the Person of Jesus, anointed for this purpose, this Theocrat-
ic representation assumes its highest and purest form, for what the former
Theocratic King (as David, Solomon, etc.), could only do as vicar, by act-

ing as deputy, Jesus Christ performs as a real Representative of God—God
being united personally with Him. Hence the glory and blessedness of this

Theocracy.
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* Our atgtiinent exposes the absnrdity and arrogance of 0«ntile kings also (witbofit a
Theocratic claim) assuming to be sach " anointed by God, '* and ^ * ruling by special

diTine appointment." Not only the Papacy, but Prelacy, etc., has aided in keeping up
sach a gloss over Gentile domination. How God regards such ruling is seen from the
prophecies and the expressive symbolical representations of " beasts," and yet such,

under the professed sanction of religion, are to be transformed into " Qod*a anointed**
to secure the reverence of the multitude (oomp. Prop. 161).

Obs. 6. Jesus, therefore, mvariably represents Himself as manifesting
the Father ; that whosoever (as e. g. Thomas) has seen Him has seen the

Father alto; that He is One with the Father; that He is the expressed

image of God ; all which is founded in His being the contemplated Tlieo-

cratic personage. As Son of Man receiving the Kingdom from the Father,

and as such performing the will and the work of the Father in the King-
dom, yet in connection with this is the intimate and enduring union

of the Godhead and in its fulness^ so that this very Theocratic Kingdom
re-erected under His auspices is, in view of its unity and firm Theocratic
position, interchangeably called Christ's Kingdom, the Father's Kingdom,
and the Kingdom, of Gfod and His Christ. The Theocratic relationship

that the Son of David sustains to God the Father, necessarily brings forth

this representative condition—one, too, that is essential to His position.

^y saying, therefore, that the Son of David is the Representative of God the Father,

we mean more than merely a delegated Hepresentative—we mean a complete self-mani-

festation of the Father in the Hon, so that it will be true that he who seeth the Son seeth
the Father also. This manifestation is delicately expressed in the Greek, as e.g. in
Titns 2 : 13, where bat one Greek article is applied to both ** God" and ** Saviour'*

comp. Fausset's Gem. loci),

Obs. 7. Consequently attention is again called to the fact, that the
humanity of Jesus, the groundwork of covenanted promise, is never lost

sight of, but is brought forward in the most prominent manner as an essen-

tial factor in redemption. As the Son of Man, He forgives sins and performs
miracles (e.g. Matt 9:6); He is Lord over the Sabbath day (Matt. 12 :

8) ; He is ttie Mighty One (Matt. 13 : 41) ; He is to come and sit on the

Throne of His glory (Math, 35 : 31) ; He is ordained to be the Judge of

the World (Acts 17 : 31). From these and similar Scriptures, we 6nd that,

in the strictest agreevient with the covenant and the Kingdom promised to

David's Son, the humanity of Jesus must be placed in the biblical position,

as the apjH>inted means of manifesting God to us Theocratically in purposes
of Salvation still future. It is through this very predetermined Kingdom
that all this will be performed, according with the uniform testimony of

the prophets. Hence, even Fleetwood {Life of Christy p. 105), while
unable from His standpoint to make any use of it, admits that the phrase
Son of Man " when applied to our great Redeemer denotes His human
nature, and at the same time conveys an idea of that glorious Kingdom o^er
which He was in His nature to preside" (comp. Prop. 81). It has already
been shown that this title forcibly recalls the Davidic covenant. King or
Kingdom ; the use made of it by Jesus corroborates this, while the addi-

tions appended by prophecy indicate that this Son of Man is, in the

highest, noblest sense, the actual, visible representative of God on the

earthy so that when He returns to rule, God Himself shaW again Tlieocrat-

ically dwell with man, and exert a corresponding power over all the world.
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Ohs. 8. Hence, too, arises the signifieancy of the name ** /nim^ntw/"
given Matt. 1 : 23, to the Son of Man. Keeping before na the demands
of the covenant, and regarding the time of ChriBt^s Sec. Comine as one of
trouble (comp. e.g. Isa. 7 ; 13, 14- and Matt 1 : 23 with Zecn. 14, and
Rev. 19—see Props. 115, 160, 161, 162, 163, etc.) bo that He is the Deliverer^
we are assured that the main fulfilment spoken of by Matthew is still fature.
In this future Theocratic rule, He will pre-eminently be ** Immanuel,'' i.e.
** God with us." The name is expressive of this covenanted Kingly posi-
tion by which we obtain in our very midst a powerful, majestic, almighty
Buler, who evidences the same by perfected salvation and government.
Some, aa Jerome, think the name denotes divine aid and protection ;

others, as Irenaeus, the asanmpbion of human natnre by God, but while
theae ideas may be derived from it, it certainlv has a deeper reference in
that it recalls, and compresses into a single word, the covenanted Theocrat-
ic Kingdom in which, as its leading characteristic, Ood shall be truly and
really with us. The name is indicative of the fulfilment of covenanted
promises in the Person of Christ ; and, therefore, in its fulness of meaning
%s yet to he verified. If significant of ^as Jones, Notes, p. 40) **"the incar-
nate relation of Jehovah to His people,'' this will appear still more impres-
sively when this same Jesus returns to manifest and exert Hia royal pre-
rogativea.

Ohs. 9, This subject is also suggestive why the Son of Man is now placed
at the right hand of God. Being the One 'through whom the Father is to
be manifested in the Coming Kingdom, the relation existing between God
and David's Son is such that no honor is too great for the latter. Besides
this, the expressive nearness and exaltation of this descendant of David's,
confirms the blessed hope that such a representative Hulership is thas
acknowledged and rendered certain. As our argument of the specific

Theocratic-Davidic Rnlership involves, this sitting at the right hand of the
Father embraces the inference, that being the destined Representative
Ruler, He is inferior in rank to the Father, This is fully admitted by our
opponents (as e.ff. Knapp, Oh. TheoL, p. 355), who tell ns that He does
not poaaess ** full equality in rank or dignity." The reason underlying
thia, is because this Kingdom is something separate and distinct from the
Divine Sovereignty (Props. 79 and 80) being a specific form of Oovemmeni
under the Headship of a Representative, given to David's Son, who acts
only in the predicted and covenanted Theocratio capacity, and, therefore,

must necessarily ever be subordinate to the Father as Paul teaches, 1 Cor.
15 : 27.

Obs. 10. The reader will readily perceive that with such a Representative
Ruler—Theocratic in Person and OflSce—two things will inevitably he
secured. (1) ^he faithfulness of the Theocratic King. Former Theocrat-
ic kings, even the best (as David) were unfaithful, swerved from duty,
etc., and some even rebelled, but this One, ever just and faithful, ever One
with the Father a God-man, insures a reign never marked by a mistake or
defect, much leas by unfaithfulness.

(2J
The stability of the Theocracy.

The former Theocracy was overthrown oecause of the sins of rulora and
people, but this one restored shall ever remain, being founded on the
Divine Purpose realized and exhibited in such power and glory that
nothing can ever shake its permanency (comp. Prop. 159).
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Obs, 11. Let the student reflect : if the Lord Jehovah did not consider

it derogatory to His honor and qlory to act (as a multitude of able writers

admit) in the capacity of an earthly Ruler under the initiatory form of the

Theocracy, how then can it be derogatory to the honor and glory of the Son
of Man, David's Son, to come and act in a like capacity f This in itself

should cause those persons, who slightingly and dishonorably (to Christ)

speak of this future reign of Jesus on earth (as advocated by us), to be

careful lest they be found treating with disrespect and contempt the most
astonishing, desirable, and glorious of God's provisions for man's wulfaro

and the happiness of the world, and which immeasurably redounds to God'i
praise and glory. (Oomp. Prop. 203 and 204.)
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Pbopositiok 201. If a Kingdom^ mich as is covenanted to the

Son of Man^ David's Son^ is not set up^ t/ien Gods efforts at

government in and through an earthly rulership proves a faH-
v/re.

God has had a visible Kingdom here on the earth ; owin^ to the
sinfulness of the people the goal contemplated by its erection was
not reached ; instead of such a Kingdom as would have been exhib-
ited if the nation had been obedient (e.g. Ps. 81 : 8-16, etc.), it was
taken from them, postponed, and will only be restored after a defi-

nite time fixed by God ; now if such a restoration here on earth is

not effected, it places Ood in the position qf a Ruler who in His
aUempt at an earthly rvle has been defe<ded^ and who has been
unable to erect His kingdom in a permanent and universal form.

If not restored in greater power and glory, God has failed to

establish a Theocracy. Well may it then be asked, is not His own
hoTwr involved in a final re-establishment? (Comp. Prop. 117,

Obs, 6.)

Ohs, 1. Our argument proves that the covenants, the propheciea, the

continued incarnate relationship of Jesus—in brief, all that has been thus
far advanced—clearly show that God will not fail in His Theocratic Plan
—His proposed Theocratic-Davidic Kingdom. A postponement for the

wisest of purposes, is no failure. When contemplating the reasons given
for such a postponement ; when beholding the preparatory provisions con-

stantly going on ; when seeing the Jewish nation, notwithstanding its

rejection for a time, remarkably preserved in order to facilitate such a

restoration when the period arrives—we have God and His Word fully
vindicated and we can have a strong assurance that His purposes fail not
God's pleasure has fixed a time for realization, and that we reverently and
patiently await.

Obs. 2. Let the reader turn to Prop. 200, Obs. 5, and see what Kurtz
(who utters the views of many able writers) says of God being ** earthly

King over IsraeLy Now there is no dispute respecting the past failure of

this Kingdom, arising from the sinfulness and consequent un worthiness of

the nation ; and all allow that for many centuries this Theocratic Kingdom
has been overthrown and non-existing. Notwithstanding the strenuous
efforts made to place the Christian Church in the room of this Theocracy,
every candid writer freely admits that the previously existing Kingdmn no

longer survives, and that at the present God is not manifested, as Ho once
was, an earthly Eider, ruling through a representative as in the adopted
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Davidic line. Noir if this evermore continues, and God does not re-estab-

lish His Theocracy, He has then permanently failed in carrying out His
own Theocratic idea. Shall this ever be said of God, that He undertook a
work that He cannot accofnplish, or that the sinfulness of man defeated His
ultimate purpose, or that, unable to proceed in a set purpose, He changed
His Plan to accommodate Himself to human imperfection. Xo I when
God undertakes a work, we may well abide Hie own time for its accomplish-
ment.

Take e.g. the meaning given to the Theocracy by Fairbaim (lhff)ology, p. 379), viz.,

that " the Jewish Theocracy was an attempt to realize, on Vie tnsible theatrt of the present
world and within a oiroomscribed region, the idea of the Divine Kingdom, to establish

a oommnnity of saints." Now shall this attempt at a visible government, uniting State
and Chnroh in such a oommnnity, fail ? The answer is self-evident : never ; it may be
delayed in order to make provision for its realization, but failure is an impossibility,

seeing that Ood has undertaken this work.

Obs, 3. The Church does not meet, as we have previously shown, the con*
ditions of the Theocracy. The Theocratic incorporated throne and King-
dom of David, the earthly Bnler, the expressly covenanted promises per-

taining to the Kingdom, are plainly lacking, and so visibly lacking that it

13 only by the grossest violation of the grammatical sense and the most
extravagant spiritualizing of covenant language that men can even remotely
make out of the Church a Theocracy. But take even this attempt to sub-
stitute the Church in the place of the Theocracy, then God's effort at
Theocratic rule as once exoibited proves an utter failure, simply because
the Church (however precious and glorious) fails to bring out the peculiar,

distinctive features of the Theocratic rule. Can this be so ? No I never ;

the Church itself, as the early Church (more logical and consistent)

believed, is only preparatory to tne Theocracy.

It may be added, aa history too plainly attests, that the union of State and Church
does not meet, owing to human infirmity, the requirements of a Theocracy, for wherever
the trial has been made the State has lorded it over the Church, bringing her into servi-

tude, or else the Church has trampled the civil rights under her feet. The union, while
biblical only in the manner and time which God h^ indicated, is unnatural and forced in
the present dispensation. Men endeavor to forestaU God's own appointments and to

antedate the period and power designated by Himself, and thus only bring calamity and
reproach upon themselves. There is a foundation of truth even in the'extremest Eraa-
tianism. viz., that we are to derive belief and worship from the civil power ; there is force
and pertinency in many of the statements of Hooker {Ecd, PolUy), Grotiua (Treat, and
Annots.), and others, but only as we refer them for a practical application in the still

future Theocratic reign of " the Son of Man," in which State and Church will be safely
and permanently united. To commingle now things which are (in consequence of human
weakness, etc.) opposed one to the other, Le. in interests, aims, motives, results, etc., is

only to add to our disappointments.

Obs, 4. God has instituted, as something pertaining to Himself, a Theo-
cratic ordering ; He has embraced this in a covenant, confirmed its cer-
tainty by oath, reiterated His determination again and again to have it

realized, instituted a series of preparations having decided reference to
this end

—

how can then the restoration of the Theocracy prove a failure f It
is utterly impossible. When in the Cominsf Kingdom at* the Second
Advent, as predicted, this " Qod-King'' (so Kurtz significantly calls this
Theocratic King) is restored in actual rule, men will be surprised that this
Theocratic feature so plainly revealed should ever have been doubted ; see-
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ing that all thingB, inclnding the very Person of the Christ, tend t^o show
that Ood^s Flan of Oovernment caniiot possibly fail, because Jesus is most
admirably, most wonderfully fitted to exhibit the personal supervision of

a ** Ood'King," Divinity, humanity, and royalty being thus combined in

the Son of Man, there is a return to the old form (i.e. Theocratic, with
additions and changes to adapt it to the renewed regime) in the restored
commonwealth by which the religious commandments again become politi-

cal and the political become religious—in which the civil, political, and
religious ore happily blended under one AU-wise, All-powerful Theocraiir

Headship. God's rule in the covenanted form cannot fail ; we must, if

believing and honoring God, look to the future for its realization.

Ohs, 5. The nearest approach to this Theocratic rule by a representative,

is that aflPorded by the Uoman Church, in its professed vicegerent, the

Pope. But this, notwithstanding its claims, i)ower, etc., is an arrogant
imxtation and assumption of the rights and privileges of the Son of Man,
David's Son. Forgetting under the favoring Origenistic interpretation,

that the covenants and promises all delegate this earthly representation of

God in a visible Kingdom to the seed of David alone, they assume to spir-

itualize these, making the reign of the Son of Man in iTeavcn, delegating

His earthly rule to the Papacy, and, in the boldness of profanation,

actually proceeding to apply covenant and prophetic promises, exclusively

belonging to David^s Son, to the Popes personally (even the titles of *' the

Christ" have been thus prostituted). Their theologians, seeing in them-
selves more of the outward manifestation of a Kingdom under a consoli-

dated form and guiding head, claim on this grouna a decided superiority

over Protestantism ; and that if it did not thus exist in such a manner, then

a Kingdom under the rule of God's Rct^resontative as predicted is a failure,

for no such Kingdom, unless in their Church, can elsewhere be found.

To this the Word replies : it is not necessary to look for it now existin^y

for it stands postponed until He comes whose right it is to re-establitiii it.

When Jesus so plainly predicts its postponement to the Sec. Advent, it is

pure assumption in men to profess lo found a Theocratic Kingdom, in this

or that form, before that Advent, The non-existence of the Theocracy at

present (as covenanted to no other than to Jesus Himself) while no proof

of failure to be set up at the time determined by God is a standing rebuke

to the boldness which can assume that it is the covenanted Kingdom itself,

and that its Popes truly act in the place allotted bjr God's oath to David's

Son. Indeed, our entire argument, as we proceed, is hostile and condemn-
ing to all these Papal pretensions, showing them utterly subversive of the

prerogatives belonging to the Son of Man.

Obs. 6. If we are never to see this Theocratic-David ic Kingdom re-estab-

lished under the covenanted seed, and the glorious predictions of the proph-

ets realized in it, then God's direct rule, in its Theocratic outward manifes-

tations, has borne but little sway in this earth. InOdels, keen-scented, have
seized this very feature, and used it as an argument against the Bible.

They contrast the comparatively small Kingdom of Israel, within a very

contracted territory, with the mighty empires which mled over large por-

tions of the earth, and which actually (permissively) overthrew the Theo-
cratic Kingdom, and from such a comparison draw deductions of failure^

insignificancy, etc. To this we reply : (1) we must allow God to assign the
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reasoDB for Bnch a contracted condition and the Bnbseqnent withdrawal of

His goTemment
; (2) that in view of the reasons given by Him (sustained by

a continuous chain of facts, oar faith is confirmed in tne final renewal antl

universal exaltation of the very throne and Kinf^dom, which, because of

the sinfulness of the nation,,at one time remained contracted and inferior

in its outward dominion and world relationship
; (3) that when this

restoration takes place, the Theocratic rule will embrace the whole earth,

all nations, as predicted, and hence wisdom and prudence teach us to await
the development of God's Purpose in this direction.
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Proposition 202. If the Kingdom of the Son of Man^ as cove-

nanted^ is not eatcMished^ then the eat'th will lack in its history

the exhibition of a perfect government.

The idea, riven by .God in His unbounded wisdom and thus far
developed, oi a " (Jod-King," alone meets the notion of a peffect
governTnerU, The union oi the human and the divine in the Ruler,
and the perfection of the King Himself, these form the solidfouTi-
dation for a complete Kingdom.

Oha. 1. The Bible empbaticallj teacbeSr in its Millennial deEcri;)tionB» a
Kingdom here on the earth over man iu the flesh, "which shall exhibit in a
striking administration the principles, laws, results, etc., of a government
beyond aU others, and adapted in every respect to meet all the requisites to
secure stability, happiness, etc. (comp. e.g. lea. chs. 60, 54, 61, etc.).

Simply admit that the oath-confirmed covenant will be verified just as it

grammatically reads, and then notice that the Son of Man, as constituted,

will be this King, that associated with Him are Uis chosen brethren as
associated rulers, that the Millennial portrayals describe this reign as etill

future, and it will be seen how this perfect government can, and will he,

realized. On the other hand, reject these things, confine the Kingdom to
the Church, limit the reig^n of the Son of Man to Heaven, etc., and you
have not, and cannot receive, such a visible, outward universal Kingdom
or dominion, in all respects perfectly adapted to the civil as well as the
religious wants of humanity, as the Word of God tells us—if we take its

plain grammatical sense—to anticipate.

The essential idea of such a viaible, outward world-Kingdom is strongly advocated
by recent leading theologians, and the Chiliastio idea (however represented logically de-
fective) is doctrinally incorporated to suit their systems. Thus e.g Martensen (CA. Dog.^
S. 261) proclaims his faith, that Christianity will not merely be a " stmgglmg power in
the world, but a world-conquering, a world-mling power likewise." ** The State and
institutions of mnnioipal life shall then be governed by Christian principle, " etc. Bat
he forgets to tell ns Aoto to reconcile all this with e.g. 8, 278, where down to the Seo. Ad-
vent he gives no place for snch a Mill, theory. The fact is, the teaching of Scriptnre is

decisive of snch a time and rale coming, and it is equally decisive in giving no snch time
and rule between the First and Beo. Advents. It follows, therefore, that in accord with
primitive teaching and the scriptural statements, it must follow the Sec. Advent.

Ohs, 2. God, in view of the conditions of nature, and to exemplify His
own power in constant impressions upon man, etc., does not produce the
perfect fruit at once ; His method of procedure, as seen in nature and in
grace, embraces an ascending scale, the reaching of an intended goal by
preparatory processes and means. This holds good in the matter of this
Theocracy. Therefore, considering what God has done and is doing in
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this direction, we may well expect the ultimate completion of His Plan in

actual manifestation. Otherwise, if Qod is not again to be manifested in

union with an earthly Kuler—^yea, as Kurtz and others, is not to stoop to

become an earthly Ruler Himself—what arails, and how are we to under*

stand, the interest, that God Aa« once taken in earthly government. Has
that interest failed, or, is the highest of all earthly powers, that of govern-

ment, to be cast aside as unworthy of God's continued and special interest?

If this is set, then, indeed, earth will never witness a perfect government,

simply because such is human' imperfection, the depravity of man, the

deceitfulness of power and corresponding w^th, etc. (as evidenced down
to the Advent itself in wars, rumors of war, etc.), that the help-direct—of

heaven is requisite to lift the government of the race upon a nigher plane.

The Kingdom of the Son of Man is alone the hope of the world.

*

Ohe, 3. The reign of this Son of Man strictly in accordance with the cov-

enant, and the union of the saints with Him in such a rule, wilt alone satisfy

the cravings of humanity for a strong and most blessed government^ which
shall break down forever the opposing, clashing interests of nations, dispel

their jealousies, and unite them, freed from evils, under one common,
Tisible, and accessible Head. Then humanity, both in Christ and His

saints, exalted and placed beyond the evils inherent in the present life, still

sympathetic and desirous to bless, will proceed to the work of elevating man,
not merely in his individual, but likewise in his social, national, and
universal life. Then that which the heathen Zeno faintly painted, as a
longing or earnest desire of his heart, will be abundantly veriOed, viz.,

that '* men should not be separated by cities, states, and laws, but that all

should be considered as fellow-citizens and partakers of one life, and that

the whole world like a united flock should be governed by one common
law." Plutarch (Lives, Alex, i. c. 6) vainly fliought that Alexander's
conquest of nations and uniting them in one general empire was a fulfil-

ment of Zeno ; and others besides Plutarch idly dream of such a consum-
mation outside of the covenanted line of procedure ; but all such forget,

that unless a power can be exerted over depraved nature to restrain or save

it, and over nature itself to restore it in harmony with such a government,
its stability will be like Alexander's. The Bible places our hope, and the

gratification of the longings of depressed man, in the Coming again of this

Son of Man and the establishment of His Kingdom, for He is tne rightful

heir to whom it belongs, and the One for whom alone it is designed by the

Father.

The simple faith eren of the heathen Vitgil oondemnB the belief of some professed
belioTexs, when he spealca of the '* God-like Child '* that shall mle a reconciled world,
and of ** the golden race" that shall arise, nfctering the prayer :

" Begin to assume, I

pray, yonr sovereign honor, majestic Child. See the world nodding with its ponderooa
Taiuts and lands and planes of sea—see how all things exalt in the age to come."

Obs. 4. Accepting the phraseology of TJllman, Ncander, and others, that

"Christianity is Cnrist developing Himself in humanity," we add—to

perfect the idea—/or the purpose of its future visible manifestation in Him
and His saints in behalf of the race in an exhibited perfect government^ the

highest and most honorable position in which it can be placed. Now the

connection with humanity is only preparative ; then it will be operative on
a scale that insures Bedemption in all the relations of society and life.
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So also, keeping the corenanta before us, we receive the idea *' that Chriflt

is God-man in bo far as He represents in His own Person the perfect uaity
of the human and the divine," but we add to complete the picture : whicn
representation, now accepted by faith and made necessary by covenant and
promise, shall in due time be practically evidenced in His return and Theo-
cratic reign, thus forming the perfect means for the accomplishment of a
perfect end. Keference is thus made to these things, because the great
aesiga (without discarding others) intended by this very God-manship,
viz., to qualify Him for His covenanted reign on the Theocratic thront^ is bj
many left entirely out of sight, as if it were not an important and distin-
guisning feature of the Divine Purpose, while from the covenant stand-
point it is most essential. Admitting, as nearly all do, that in Him at His
Sec. Coming we find a perfect God-man, such as the covenanted merciefl
describe, we have only— as appertaining to the highest glory of David's
Son—to take another step b^ admitting His reign and Kingdom, and thus
find the perfect earthly Kinadom which the Bible describes. The one
stands related to the other ; tne latter is a resultant of the formen

Ohs. 5. Taking into consideration the ardent desire expressed hj the
pro{)het6, that this God-man should show Himself and reign in a
glorious manner—or the longing of the heathen, in fact including almost
all men, that the Divine mi^t interfere to remove the present disturbing
elements, and introduce a reign of peace and blessedness—we maj well asE
in view of such an almost universal desire, expressed in all religions and
entertained in all ages, whether, judging from the expressed wishes of
man, enlightened and unenlightened, it is not a fact that the highest possi-
ble position in which we can place the Kingdom of God in its relation to
luimanity, is that of regarain? it as a State or Empire, Theocratic
Universal, over the earth, founded, governed and developed under direct
personal divine authority, personally manifested, thus constituting a per-
fectly reliable and infallible Head and Rule f Infidelity now objects to the
Word on the ground of such a desirable Theocratic rule not being mani*
feated, but overlooks the Record which promises it, to supply a great need.
It is singular, and certainly worthy of reflection, that God s Plan of
Government falls within the line of man's wishes, if we will only receive
the covenants, prophets and apostles in their true grammatical sense*

Judging then simply from a long-felt and expressed want in the world,
which has excited the desires alluded to, it seems eminently suitable for
lust such a Kingdom under the Son of Man, as is predicted, to be estab-

lished on earth. With it, any one can readily see how the Redemptive
process, embracing not merely individuals but the nations and the race, can
be carried on until it culminates into completed Redemption.

Treatises, tracts, books hare appeared from age to age indicative of the desirableness
of a change in the condition of things, and proposing plans by vhicb, at least, it might be
ameliorated. The advocacy of a Congress of Nations, a Universal Code of Laws, a Gen-
eral Confederation under a Central Head, a Union of Church and State, the paramoont
and pre-eminent claims o£ this and that ohnroh as a Leader, the general adoption of B«-
pnblicanism. Education, Philosophy, etc., are all based on the desire to realize in some
iorm or other dnch a position. The history of the past and present plainly shows the
sad deficiency in the highest of human relations, that of government. Man's nature and
will have too often made human government the engine of spoliation, oppression, war,
"cmelty, and grievous wrong ; and the very best are tut from being free of injustice, cor-
ruption, and bloodshed. History, with its multitudes of attesting facts of woaknoas and
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depnvity, caoaes as to adopt, in view of the precioas hop« of dellTeranoe set before ns,

Dr. Sonar's language :
" Weary of man's role, we long for Ood's." In the Church

itself, in view of the differences, dissensions, divisions, etc., who has not longed for an
infallible head, teacher, and guide, seeing that the most pions and devoted are thus sep-

arated both in doctrine, practice, and government Onr hope is in the Second Coming
of One in whom is locked all power and wisdom.

Obs. 6. The student of the AVord will not fail to notice, that God's idea

of a perfect goTornment embraces the iinion of Church and State, as

exhibited in the Theocratic ordering.. But this, in order to be effectual,

must bo under an infallible Divine Headship. In the hands of mortal,

fallible men it is only conducive to evil (as history attests), but in the

guidance of Qod directly it is productive of good and happiness. (Gomp.
Props. 154, 155, 205, etc.)

The most eminent men have advocated, as the highest possible development, the
onion of Chnroh and State, both forming one, as e.g. Rothe (comp. his Life, by Nippold).
Dr. Arnold {Life of, by Stanley, vol. 2, p. 1U3), in a letter to Bnnsen, says :

'* Connected
with this is Itothe's book, which I have read with great interest. His first position

—

that the State and not the Church (in the common and compt sense of the term), is the
perfect form under which Christianity is to be developed—entirely agrees with my
notions.*' The manner of realization, throi^;h the agency of *' the Christ,*' has been
given by us in detail Men have sought this realization b^ore the time, and through
human agency, and the result (comp. e.g. Baptist Noel's Essay on the Union of Chvrch and
State, and others) has always proven baneful and one-sided. While, therefore, it is right
and proper to oppose such a union, as a virtual forestalling of God's own ordering and
a-i a mere caricature of His Plan, because of its invariable painful consequences, it is an
extreme, on the other hand, to insert (as the Scottish Church, D'Aubigue's Oerm,t Sng.,

and Sooilatult p, 158) that it never ought to be accomplished (basing it on the passage,
** My Kingdom is not of this world,'* comp. Prop. 109X for this is opposed to God's ulti-

mate Purpose. Some writers, totally misapprehending the Theocratic idea, when speak-
ing of the Millennial Kingdom make (as Baldwin in Armageddon, p. 48\ in their imagina-
tive Bepublicanism, disunion the great feature, saying :

** The disunion of Church and
StatA is the great prophetic epoch of liberty and progress according to both Daniel and
St. John. " The deep thinkers, the scholars, conclude very differently, and find that
such a union is requisite to insure the highest happiness of man and society. It woxdd
be interesting and highly instructive if some stadent would trace out this union of

Church and State, and how men attempted its realization down to the present. Such a
history would have an abundance of material to draw from, starting with the Theo-
cratic idea and its sad perversions in the past. It could e.g. show what has taken plaoe
during the Christian era ; how in the early centuries there was no union of Church and
State, but the Church kept in view its mission and the design of this dispensation, gath-
ering ont a people for His name ; how under Constantine a union was effected, and its

disastrous results ; how the Bomish Church incorporated and extended this idea, claim-
ing, however, in itself both religious and civil supremacy ; how Protestants retained the
idea either in full, or attempted a compromise by defining the rights of the Church and
the rights of the State ; how the extreme views were entertained making the State God's
Kingdom (the King His Vicegerent) and the Church a form of the State and under its

guidance, or declaring both to be essentially one with equal rights ; how modifications
of these arose running from the Territorial (Erastian) idea down to that of a mere protec-
torate, or voluntary union. Some of the most fearful wan and terrible crimes of
humanity have sprung from this fatal and sad perversion of the Theocratic idea, costing
multitudes of lives, millions of treasure, and incalculable suffering. When men ignore
God's Plan and mode of fulfilment, and attempt to make their ovn and realize it, the
consequences, owing to human weakness and depravity, are always disastrous, no matter
how good the men, or sincere the motives, originating them. Under the specious plea
of honoring God and exalting Christ, man has been cnished under a despotism, which
persecuted to the death. The blood of many, many martyrs still keeps up the unceasing
cry, "How long, Lord.^*
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Proposition 203. The exaltation of the Christ is not lessened

or lowered by this refeiTing the promises of the Kingdom to

an outward manifestation in thefuture.

If we say that Christ will do what Jehovah previously (Prop. 200,
Oba. 10) performed, this cannot lower Him. In making the Mes-
siah to do the Will of the Father, whatever that Will may be, we
honor Him. In spying that Jesns will falHL the covenants sealed
and attested to by His Mood, we exaU Him. In placing Him ulti-
matelv on the restored Theocratic-Davidic throne and Kingdom,
and throurfi the same exerting an universal dominion, ^Bnonar
and, exaU His humanity, as David's Son and Heir, without dimin-
ishing or detracting from His divine nature or the Divine Sove-
reigntjr, He may, in virtue of the divine, wield with the Father.
What 13 divine ever belongs to Him, and while employed in the
Theocratic order, is not bounded by His rule as the Son of Man.

Oha* 1. The objection mtimated in the Proposition against oar doctrine,
proceeds from a one-sided view of the Person of Christ, exalting the divine
as if exclasive, and leaving out the haman as if it were no longer a factor
in Redemption. We are turaid that those who are engaged in lauding and
magnifying Christ until in their laudations the divine is made to swallow up
or absorb the human, under the impression that thej are honorinc^ Jesus,
will find themselves seriously mistaken when God the Father revews Him-
self, through that Son, as a covenant-keeping God. Such practically
ignore David's Son, and thus degrade Him. (1) By denying His present
continued Davidic relationship

; (2) and by refusinc to oeheve that the
covenant promises can only be realized through David's Son.

Afl the objection that ve lower ChxiHt in adrooating snob a Kingdom and reign is

offensively paraded in namerooH worka (men thus presoming to set themselves np as the
jndges respecting wbat it is right and proper for Jetina to do in this matter), and as it

nndonbtedly has impressed sincere and pious hearts wiih pr^udice against mi, it is snit-
able that attention is called to this subject. Well-meaning persona, unable to discrimi-
nate between the general Divine Sovereignty and this specially covenanted Theocratic
Kingdom, etc., may honestly entertain snch an opinion to oar discredit, bat those who
know the foandation of this reigning, its Theocratic natore, its glorioas rosalts, eto.»

will be slow to receive it. Heally so sensitive, apparently, are some writers on this point,
and so pressingly insist apon the force of the objection that the writer has sometimeis
wondered that in the excess of zeal and theory they have not combated the incarnation
and death of Jesas as a degradcUion of the divine. Barely if the Christ came, in the cov-
enanted way, as a babe— if He died on the cross after a life of hnmiliation—is it anrea-
sonable or a lowering of Him to expect His retom in great power and gloiy, and to antic-
ipate a reign which only shows Him forth as the Mighty Redeemer and the King of kings.
(Gomp. also Props. 182, 183, 196, 197, etc., which serve to remove onrrent prejudice.)

Obs^ 2. In exalting Jesus as ** the Son of Man," in His descent from
David, in His proper covenanted humanity, we, as a corresponding result,
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honor the divine which is inseparably untied with it. The simple biblical

trath is, that in bringing forth the covenanted King, seated as the Son of

Man on the throne of His glory, attention is directed to ike distinctive

covenanted Christf who is then engaged in fulfilling the oath-bound promises
of the Father. What position greater or more honorable than this ! Cer-
tainly we cannot degrade the Saviour when we make His humanity (us well
8fl the divine), as the Bible does, a continued and most important factor
in. the progressive work of Redemption, actively and visibly engaged in its

accomplishment (comp. Props. 81-86 and 196-202)..

Obs, 3. Regarding the Incarnation as part of the continuous unfolding
of the Divine Purpose, especially in reference to this very Kingdom, wo
certainly exalt it, when showing ?iow necessary and indispensable it con-
tinnes to be in order to carry out that Purpose as contained in the

covenants and revealed by the prophets. That is, the Theocratic ordering
as covenanted, and which is so admirably adapted to meet the longings and
remove the burdens of a groaning' humanity, cannot possibly be realized

(Prop. 120) without the Advent of the King and the resultant reign. But
Ho comes and reigns as ** Son of Man," as David's Son (Props. 49, 81
and 122).

Obs, 4. This ruign of the Son of Man, including the fulfilment of God's
pledged Word and the Salvation of a world, is invariably represented in

Scripture as not only a constant source of gladness and exultation in those
who participate in its blessings, but of praise, honor, and glory to Christ and
the Father. Read the Millennial descriptions of this covenanted Kingdom,
and they are full of passages expressive of the great glory awaiting the Son
of David when He enters upon His Theocratic reign. Surely then when
the Spirit, knowing the things of the future, leads thus in honoring the
Christ when ascribing to Him this future reign, we cannot mistake in

following His guidance.

Sometimed these references of the Spirit are presented under snch a figamtive garb
that their full force can only be appreciated by close attention. Thus e.g. Isa. 4 : 2,
which many able commentators (comp. Barnes, ioct) and others apply (as also Ckaidee

Parap.) to the Messiah —some to His human natnre, others to thehnmon and divine com.
bined—and, however to be understood in detail, is highly expressive of His glory, it

being declared that He " sJtail be beauty and glor^* (Alexander's ver. ** befor honor andfor
glory"), ** exodlerd and ooriiety'VBames, **for exaUation aiid ornament/* Alex. vers, "for sub-

UnUty and bmuty"). That is, He shall be the chief, great object that shall give honor, dis-

tinction, splendor, and ^ory to this period of the world. It is suggested to the critical

reader that the phrase " the frnit of the earth*'—which is by many critics referred to the
human nature of Christ, and by others simply to express in Hebrew parallelism the same
meaning embraced in the first member *' the Brunch of the Lord * (which some think
denotes the divine nature, i.e. the Offspring of the Lord, the Son of Grod, and others
believe is expressive of the human nature, the Branch of David raised up through the
power of the Lord* or pertaining to the Lord) may include in it, as descriptive of the
Christ, a reference to His resurrection, being raised up out of the earth, etc.

Obs, 5. This reign of David's Son and Lord, presents to us here on earth

a realization of that yearning after a perfected humanity which has char-

acterized man's history. This earnest longing is found in Iho oldest

systems of religion in various phases, especially in the man elevated gods
* of Greece and Rome, and extends down into the modern worship of

humanity and its ideal personification. This reveals a deep feeling that
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humanity not only itself needs and aspires after elevation, bnt also the
hope that in someform or other this will be attained. Now certainly we
honor this expressed desire, and more particularly the Personagp by and
through whom it is to be realized. Oar doctrine, in beautiful simplicity

and consistency, holds forth a Redeemed humanifcy in the very place where
the longings for such Eedemption were so universally expressed ; and any
Buch folfilment, in the nature of the case (as in the preciousness and
magnitude of the work performed, the deliverance from the curse, eta),
must largely contribute to the glory of tJie One through whom it is acoom-

Elished. The Incarnation was, and is now, most essential to carry out the

ivine Purpose ; it is in fact the covenanted grand means introduced to

work out salvation, and the work happily and provisionally begun will be
completed. This is clearly seen both from the Scriptures and the great

stress that is laid upon it in the most able systems of divinity. But our
faith, gratefully acknowledging the inestimable work already performed by
this humanity, looks forward to a still greater (for it embracos perfect

deliverance and eternal glory), one scriptu rally ascribed to it (as " the Son
of Man**) when salvation is to be completed ihrongh His Sec. Advent
If the humanity is now exalted in view of the past, will this not be equally

true because of its future continued participation in the Redemptive Plan.

Gratefully, most reverently do we receive the fact that the humanity of

Christ materially aids— in its Theocratic position—to the perfecting of the
glorious work, seeing that in its visible accomplishment and finished

aspects, it is something specially committed to Him as ** the Son of Man,"
Hence, in holding up this future reign of this Son of Man, we honor and
exalt Him as ** the Son of Man" and m Him Redeemed Humanity.

It 18 a singular and noteworthy fact that, as recently insisted on both by belieTers in
Christianity and some of its opponents, the idea of incarnation is *' a want/' ** a neces-
sity*' fully recognized by man in all ages. It seems a providential movement that as the
Coming of the Son of Man approaches, there Should arise on all sides a renewed and mar^
vdious interest in the Incarnation itself. While Christian writers dwell upon it as a lead*

ing factor in the work of redemption, and draw arguments from it to show the adaptation
of the Christian religion to human nature, the Rccessibility of the Godhead throngh it,

the relationship it sustains to divine law, to the Flan of Redemption, and to the race of

man—on the other hand, many liberal and nnbelieving writers enlarge upon it in
such a way, that, without denying in direct terms the Incarnation of Christ, they detract
from its exclusive Cfaristian or biblical relationship by endeavoring to show how the doc-
trine of Incarnation is a prime element in other religions. Instea^l of concluding how
this only evinces the desire of man to have God communicate Himself personally tluougfa
humanity as through an accessible and satisfactory Mediumship adapted to man, the
latter conclude that since the yearning is not confined to the Christian religion, the doc-
trine of the Incarnation is a legitimate deduction of reason resulting from a felt '* want," )

but endeavor to weaken its force by making it indicative of a sort of pantheistic relation

to man, which is found, more or less, in all men. Some recent writers (as e.g. Goodwin,
Vhriat and Humanity^ 1675) while making. Jesus ** the archetypal man*' and the incarna-
tion of the divine, even speak (like Kingsley's Uypaiia) of its pre-existence, as a sort of

onticipative development or illustration of * the divine idea. However vitiated as all

these theories may be by a refined pantheistic tendency, by the assumption of a divine

common in all men but more strikingly and profusely exhibited in Jesus, by a complete
ignoring of the Theocratic Flan and its essential requirement in the Ferson of the Theo-
cratic King, yet in all of them it is fully admitted that the Incarnation is ** a necessity"

—

something required in behalf of humanity. The discussion as it progresses in numerouH
able works, evinces the paramount importance attached to the doctrine. It clearly and un-
mistakably reveals that man—and includes the deepest thinkers and most profound
reasoners—feels the necessity of Deity assuming, or in some way identifying Himself with,

humanity in order to secure elevation and accessibility unto Him ; that, in some form, it

is a bridging over of the chasm now existing between the finite and the infinite ; that it
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Is dBsentlal for God to be thus manifested in order to enable ns to comprehend Him, and
throogh His aid to experienoa salvation from eviL A recent Liberal writer (Johnson,
Oriental Heligions, 483) candidly acknowledges this, affirming that it is requisite to relig-

ioaa sentiment, although exhibited in Tarious phases ; that philosophy affirms—the heart
pleads—the disciples of every praitive religion insist—and the devout thinker says :

" It

mnst be so —it is so.'* Discarding the pantheistic notions derived from this fact (as

utterly antagonistic and fatal to covenant and fulfilment) a? unwarranted and oppoaed
to the truth, we accept of this general, if not universal, feeling as a proof that a want so
intensely felt and expressed, so thoroughly incorporated wilh religions, and so vividly
delineated by philosophy as essential, isfuUy and perfectly met by the incarnation of '* the
Christ/' but expressly—which, alas t so many tot^ly overlook—in His openly manifested
Theoctatic position and reign. May every reader deeply ponder this inexpressibly pre-
cious and elevating truth. We only add that a Theocratic Flan so complete, so admirably
adapted (according to the numerous concessions of unbelief), to meet the wants of a bur-
dened humanity, could not possibly be evolved by*' ignorant fishermen,'* seeing that the
essentials of a Flan for Bedemption are identical with those that the higheat reason affirms

must be requisite factors in a satisfactory and perfect work.

Obs. 6. In the Judgeship of Christ, in His augaat Kingship, ive make
** the Ifan ordained " just as the Bible does, tJie ceritralfigure, the culminat-
ing point in the salvation realized in this Kingdom, without discarding
or lessening the divine nnited with Him. In the Humanity of the Seed of

Abraham and David manifested in the Theocratic order, we have heaven
and earth united, indicated b^ the predicted ascendine and descending
angels ; we have the otherwise invisible God dwelling witn man (shown hj
the prophecies of Isaiah, John, etc.) bestowing the Adamic blessine^s onco
forfeited by sin ; and we have man and the earth restored to the goal origi-

nally intended. In this reign we have the earthly brought up to the level of

the heavenly, so that God's will is done on earth as in heaven, and the

world, redeemed from the torturing power of the curse, exults in more
than Paradisiacal blessings. Surely tn all this we honor the Son and the

Father ; we exalt and magnify in their ample and veritable, realization ** the

everlasting Covenant.^^ Let no one, on this ground, censure tis for

returning to the early Church doctrine, in which is advocated, that finally,

at the Second Advent of the Son of Man, David's Son, the longing of ages,

the feeling of the successive generations after a revealed Incarnation of God
—openly manifested in regal power—will be fully realized ; not in the now
vain effort of man to find it in man himself as an outgrowth of Deity,

not in the finding of God in nature and hence in man as the highest exhibi-

tion of nature, but in the Man, Jesus, in and through whom the Fathec is

seen, in and through whom perfected man is beheld, and in and through
whom man is elevated to the dignity of a recognized sonship with God.

From all this the reader can judge the propriety of a writer speaking of '

' the low and
paltry conceptions of Millenarians, which they have formed of the 8eo. Advent," when
we thus introduce and honor the fulfilment of the covenants, the faithfulness of the
Father, the power i^nd blessed velgn of Jesus, the reign of the saints, the realization of a
glorious dispensation, the removal of the curse, the rescue of the human race, the resto-

ration and exaltation of the Jewish nation, the bestowal of Millennial blessedness. Dr.

Berg {Sec. Adverd of Jesus Christ not Pre-MUlenniftl) declares that if Jesus thus returns and
reigns it produces*^ a second humilialion," that He must '' lay aside His gloiy/' that He
wiUdwell again ** upon a sin-cursed earth" " amid scenes of sin, suffering, and death/'

etc. This is taking not merely a superficial, but a low, degrading view of Christ's inher-

itance, power, and glory. It is virtually degrading what the Scriptures eulogize in the

highest possible terms ; it is ignoring the praises tendered, because of it, by tlie '* great

voices.** Rev. 11 : 15-18, and 19 : 6, 6, On the other hand, Van Ctosterzee (CA. Doq., voL
2), advocating the Mill. Kingdom as entertained by us, says :

" Such a manifestation we
may not expect before the return of the Lord, but after this zetuzn we x^ard It—even
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apart from the letter of Soripture—aa on internal gronnda, and, moreover, nabiihe higked
degree iDorik^ qf Qod,** Dr. Imbrie {The Regeneration, Prt-MiL Essays, p. 159X after forci-

bly presenting oar doctrine, asks :
" And what now, in the presence of all this concar-

rent testimony, is the objection to thia Tiew ao plainlv written ? The objection ia, alas 1

that it ia a carnal, earthly-minded view. Alaal Alaal Yea, saya the objector, thai

plain meaning is just the riew which the old Jewa in Ohriat'a time held. It ia a carnal
iew, and as aaoh was rebuked by Christ. How strangely most the plain declarations of

Scriptnre lead astray, if this is the case t But the objection is nnfonnded. It ia not a

carnal view, nor was it ever rebuked by Christ. Is it carnal to look for the retnm of the

Lord from heaven ? or carnal to wish to see all the nations walking in holinras hefun
the Lord ? or to see Israel preeminent in holy service before the IjO^ ? or all the eaith
like the garden of the Lord ? What ia meant by carnal ? Doea it mean that all thia is

asaooiated with this earth, and, therefore, carnal ? If this be meant, and if contact with
the earth makes carnal^ then Christ most have been carnal in living here ; and Adam in

his innocence carnal, simply becanse he lived in Eden on earth. Bnt the earth vas
made good by God ; and the renewed earth will speak His praise aa the dwelUng-^lace of

His people.'*- A careful scrutiny of the Word shows that the only carnality tiiat Jesoi
and the Apostles rebuke is that which utterly unfits man for this Theocratic Kingdom,
to have pul in the first res., the reign, and the renewed earth. With the Jew it is that

adhesion to the flesh which causes him to believe that as Abraham's child he will, with.
out repentance and faith, without having Abraham's God-fearing and loving spirit, be
heir of this Kingdom ; with the Gentile it is that subserviency to the flesh that it cause*

him to hope that, without a change of heart, without a forsaking of sin and a cleaving

to holiness, he can enter this Kingdom. Such carnality is steadily, unswervingly cen-

sured, denounced, and condemned. But that which redeems and exalts humanity,
which delivers the creature and elevates the world, which evidences the power and pre.

ciousness of Bedemption, which contributes to the praise and glory of the Father, Son,

and Holy Spirit, is the very opposite of carnality, and those who, ignorantly or wilfully,

mistake the one for the other misapply the most ravishing promises of the Scriptures.
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PBOposmoK 204. Stwh a view of the Kingdom gives definite'

ness and a contirmsd exaltation to the human nature of Christy

amd indicates the majestic relationship that it sustains through-

out the ages to the race of man.

Our doctrine of the Kingdom covenanted to David's Son, to be
manifested at the Sec. Advent, (1) makes mtvch of the humanity of
Jesus, the same humanity derived at His birth in David's line, and
necessarily continued as such—subject only to glorification to
qualify it the more for its ever-enduring position—conditioned by
tne covenants and promises. It distinctively embraces the Coming
Son of Man as David's Son and Lord, and definitely attributes to
His human nature its just and ever-sustained covenant relationship
to David. (2) In virtue of tlus, and Hi3 receiving the Kingdom of
covenant, and ruling over it as such a Son of Man, His Headship
over the race as the Second Adam is alsb fully recognized and
confirmed. ^Comp. Prop. 82.) (3) This opens before us the sublime
view of Christ's majestic relationship during the coming ages to
the race of man and the world.

Ohs. 1. If the Incarnation was the mediam through which (John 14 : 9)

the Father is manifested to men, will it not continue to be bo at Christ's
'* appearing and Kingdom ;'' if it was the most stapendous fact in the
history of tne world, will it not remain suck and become evermore remark-
able (because of blessings received throuf^h it), in its continued manifesta-
tion m a glorified form in the future Kingdom belonging to it by Divine
prerogative ; if the moral purposes, involving principles of law and govern-
ment, enshrouded in and flowing from it, make it the wonder of men and
angelSj the object of joy and admiration, will it not ever continue to be such
when specially held up to the gaze of heaven and earth in its exalted

Kingly position of David's successor attaining world-wide dominion ; if it

is related to, and identified with, salvation, and comes to perfect that

salvation, will it ever be less related and identified when it ennobles and
enthrones humanity by union with it in the covenanted manner of the
Kingdom ? No I the Incarnate God, the Redeeming Man, the Divine-
human, the Seed of Abraham and David, the Theocratic King, forever

remains the same distinctive Jesus, who in Ilis predicted Kingly office as

the Covenanted Ruler proclaims and exerts His Redemptive power over
the whole world.

Obs, 2. This is in direct contrast with the prevalent theory, which makes
the human nature very prominent in the life and death of Jesus, less so

after His ascension, and still less after the judgment day. Indeed after

the latter period it seems to occupy a very subordinate position and has
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lost in a manner its significancy and value. Even Bach an able writer u
Neander discards " all earthly relations" pertaining to Davidic descent
after the resurrection. ^ Departing from the plain teaching of the covenants
and predictions, these theologians profess that nothing la known or stated

respecting its position after this epoch, and stress alone is laid on tiie

divine nature. This attitude evinces a serious defect ; for it is scaroelT

conceivable that an Incarnation so intimately connected/and represented
as perpetually blended^ with the Bedemption of man, is to be considered,
at any time in the future, as occupying a less important relationship to man
or the dignity and hoM>r of Jesus. A retrogression is unreasonable and
derogatory to '^ the Christ ;** once Theocratic King, He ever remains such
—for from the express teachings of the covenants, prophets, apostles, and
Jesus Himself, we must believe (as has in detail been shown) that \ia most
glorious manifestation, in behalf of happiness and glory, is yet in the

future after His Coming as *Uhe Son of ifan.^^

^ It might be regarded ag inridiouB to qnote from the writings of men whom the

author highly esteems, and who themselTefl love and honor Jesus. It Is sufficient, how-
ever, to establish oar position by referring to works of Sys. DIt., whioh distinctiTely

ieaoh that the rale of Jesos, as the Son of Man, shall end (oomp. Prop. 159). This in-

volTes that ultra anbordination and consequent ignoring of the hnmanity. Thus e.g.

Knapp (Ck. Theol,t p. 353) asfterts :
" It appears that the government which Christ as a

Man administers in heaven, will continue only while the present oonstitntion of the

world lasts. At the end of the world, when the heavenly state commenoea, the govern-
ment which Christ administera as a Man shall cease," etc.

Obs, 3. The subordinate (necessarily owing to the Theocratic ordering

being founded on the divine sovereignty of the Father) condition of the

human nature of Christ in the future ages is presented in the interpretation

of 1 Cor. 15 : 24 (which is examined and applied under Prop. 159), In

accordance with the almost general esposition of this passage, while indeed

in the minds of many there is a rejection of the idea of a removal, or

putting off, or annihilation of the human nature, yet^ those who receive it

are forced to make it consist in its laying aside some of its honor, or

dignity, or position, or power, in a withdrawal from a Kingdom over the

Hedeemed (although some still insist that somehow '* the Christ" reigns

but indefinitely expressed or referred to the divine nature), or in its

occupying a lower grade of prominency, being swallowed up or over-

shadowed by the divine. In all this there is a yagneness and a lack of

consistency, as well as a lowering (unintentional) of the majesty of Christ

as David's Son, saddening to witness. On the other hand, our argument,
fortified step b^ step with God's own Word, insists upon the con-

tinued, undiminished exaltation of the human nature of Jesus in its Kingly

office, not only because of its inseparable union with the divine and its

requisition to constitute " the Christ," but because in no other way can

the covenants and promises be realized, the efficacy of the Second Adam-
ship be shown, and the perfection of Bedemption be exhibited. We
advocate not merely the eternal glorification of the human nature, but its

future revelation and the presentation to it (Props. 81-84) of the actual

visible Sovereignty of the world, from which it is never displaced, as will

be seen when we speak of the perpetuity (Prop. 159) of the kingdom,

Obs, 4. Considering the highly important part that this human nature

of Jesus has yet to perform in the scheme of Bedemption and in the
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history of the worlds it is a sad defect in those learned and valuable works
relating to the life and Person of ''the Christ'* (as e.g. Neander's,
nilinan*6, Lange*s, Dorner's, etc.), that they confine thcmselres almost

exclusively to the First Advent, to the intermediate period in heaven, and
to the present dispensation in order to assign the reasons why that

humanity was taken, and to describe the results that shall flow from it.

The Sec. Advent with its accompaniments, while stated in part, is rcprc*

sented as divine, and the continued Humanity and its work for the ages

is either passed by or dismissed with a few general remarks. Ignoring the

covenants in their plain grammatical sense, overlooking that the future

Kingdom is specifically promised to the Son of Man, the most majestic and
ma^ificent period, associated with the Person of the Christ, is left un-
noticed, notwithstanding the decided references to His relationship to the

Kingdom after His Sec. Advent in the character of David*s Son. In their

estimation of the Christ, the divine so preponderates that it virtually

places Him in a position directly opposed to the covenants ; the distinctive

Christ is lost in the divine ; the rule of David*s Son is utterly absorbed in

that of God alone ; and the Divine Sovereignty is mistaken for the ^e-
dally covenanted dominion offered and bestowed upon the Seed of David.
Alas 1 how able men desiring to honor " the Christ," unintentionally

reduced the glory pertaining to Him.

Obs, 5. Some systems of theology, rightfully apprehending the impor*
tance of the Incarnation in the Plan of Redemption, and impressed by the

great stress laid upon it in Holy Writ, endeavor to rescue it from the

neglected or one-sided position into which it had fallen, but are themselves
led, by ignoring its covenanted relationship to the Kingdom, into another
extreme, viz., tliat the Incarnation in some mystical but real manner is

transfused into every believer. This is virtually a transformation of

believing men into so many subordinated Christs.^ The Christ as God-
man is not transfused into others in His incarnated capacity, for this is

opposed alike to Revelation, specific covenant and experience. The one-
ness, union, fellowship, etc., of believers with Christ, however intimate,

does not require this, for, as the Bible explains itself, this oneness, etc.,

consists in the members being made like unto the Head morally (i.e. possess

same characteristics, same mind or spirit, etc.), and finally through the
power of the resurrection, a likeness of glorified form. This theory, honor-
able to the idea of Incarnation, is defective since we must await the Sec. Ad-
vent to realize (even in resurrection power and Theocratic rule) the practical

relationship that the humanity of Jesus sustains to the race as a race in

the form of the covenanted blessings, which can only now bo anticipated
by faith and hope.

> This theorf is tersely and forcibly stated by Bey. S. Miller {Trtai, on Merceraburg
Theol,, p. 24, etc.) as one in which believers at present " partake of Christ's humanity.**
For the feeliOR which seeks to exalt the hamanity of Jesos we have hi((h respect, but
object to the philosophical (after the Hegelian school) manner in which it is incorpo-
rated, and which, stripped of its sarronndings, resolves itself into a very refined Chris-
tianized Pantheism, (Comp. Dr. Dorner's criticism of Rev. Miller's work.) This view
is also serionsly defective becanse (1) it too maoh spiritualizes the covenants ; (2) it

ignores the relation that the Incarnation ssstains to the covenanted Kingdom (applying
it to the present Church, etc.) ; (3) it greatly applies to the present time promises relat-

ing to the future
; (4) it overlooks that the power of the resurrection and an exaltation in

this Kingdom are requisite to secure a likeness to Jesus, such as is contained in many
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promises. Beautiful and aitraotiTe as the theoty is to some minds, it is likewise oppoced
to Christian erperience, seeing that the conscioosneas of believers only attests to a moral
work wrought in the heart, while the body may be sinking into decay under the corse.

Bedemption for the whole man is only promised through the resurrecting power of Jesns.

Obs. 6. Passing by as utterly unworthy of reply the coarse attacks on the

Incarnation, it is proper to pause and notice^ briefly, another and more
insidious one. A modern party, rejecting the denial of the Supernatural
and willing in some form to receive the doctrine, arrays itself in professed
garments of li^ht, and with plausible words, claims the Incarnation as
*' the law of universal humanity—the identical oneness of God and man,"
and proceeds on this hypothesis to absorb not only Christ, but all men
into *' the Absolute." This with some modifications, but Pantheistic
withal, is eloqaently interwoven into various theological systems and intro-

duced into some c*hurch histories.^ The result is that Incarnation is

represented as a progressive work, and which finally results iu swallowinff

up the individuality into " the Absolute." The vaguest of dreams, deemed
sublime, are substituted for the plain biblical doctrine, and instead of t?ie

covenanted Humanity in its future manifested position and glory, we are

lost and dazzled in speculations concerning *' the Absolute." The biblical

conception, simple and grand iu its Theocratic ordering, is very diverse

from the mystical and philosophical conceptions adverted to ; the one
brings God as a Person, a Ruler, occupied in blessing man, near to man—the

other diffuses God among men and leaves an indistinct conception to

stand for God ; the one presents in simple terms a Theocratic King in the

form of man produced by Supernatural union of the two natures, in all

respects adapted to secure the welfare of man—the other places this Theo-
cratic ordering in the race of men, which, in connection with all other
things, in its aggregate forms a kind of Pantheistic, Impersonal God, with
none of the necessary requisites to meet the heart, longings, practical

wants, etc., of a suffering humanity.

Comp. also the transmission of Christ's incarnation to His followers by the French
critical school (as e.g. Beville and others) in that God reveals Himself in, and identifies

Himself with, every man who receives the truth as they understand it. Theo. Parker
(Dis. on Matters Per. to Belig,, p. 478) extends this, saying :

" The divine incarnation is

in all mankind.*' The Hegelian philosophy ftrst systematized this incarnation idea and
by having a God manifested primarily through man and secondarily through nature, it

was easy to resolve all things into " the Absolute," and to have " the Absolute** exhibit-

ing Himself in all things. Writers of this description are exceedingly fond of a high-
sounding verbiage profusely given, but which convey anti-scriptural ideas.

Another extreme is presented by Lincoln (Led3. on the £^ia. of f^. John, p. 120^ who
repudiates as an error " that the Lord Jesus coming into the world identified Himself
with the human race. No I it was in death and resurrection He has got His people iden-

tifled with Himself. Apart from death He has not reached us. And when they invent a

religion which links Him in with us because He took human nature, they foiget the fact

that He was a holy man, and that we are not by nature holy men, but wretched sinners."
Lincoln, in his eagerness to protect the results of Christ's mission to believers (which
pertains to them who accept the truth in obedience) forgets (1) that the connection of

Jesus with humanity is a real, actual one, being ** a man," a descendant of David " ac-

cording to the flesh ;** (2) that this is an essential preliminary to the work of Bedemption ;

(3) that this alliance will only be saving to those who acknowledge His claims, etc.

;

(4) that even believers, the most eminent can bear no comparison to the purity and sin-

lessness of this Jesus. Hence his position is one-sided.

Obs, 7. Admitting that Christian philosophy has done much to heighten
and advance the idea of Incarnation as a necessary and indispensable
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adjunct to Bedemption, yet such a philosophy has too often taken a low
and one-sided view of tits practical results of the Incarnation. The simple
fact is, that the philosophical truth lying at the hasis of the Incarnatiun is

found not merely in the provision made for our salvation in the birth, life,

death, roanrrection, and ascension of this Jesus, but in the bestowal of the
covenanted requirements in order that He might be properly constituted

Theocratic King, and in what that humanity has yet to perform, in fulfil-

ment of covenanted promises, in the ages to come. To view only what has
been done and what is now progressing, is to see one side of the truth ; but
to look in addition at what shall be done in the future, and to combine
these, is to grasp the whole truth. Consequently any theorizing respecting

the Incarnation which leaves out the greater part of the design contem-
plated, the most honorable purpose intended hy it (and distinctly

announced in the covenant) must necessarily prove defective.

That is, it.oonflnes itself too mnch to the present dispensation and to the reliering of
Spiritnal wants, and overlooks the g^nd work to be performed hereafter. This is even
seen in the positive ignoring of a still future Kingdom pertaining to " the Christ," and
of the Redemptive work exercised over man and Creation daring that period. Hence
Seiss {Apoc., p. 73) justly observes :

** It is a mischievous error to suppose that the Son of
God's assumption of human nature was only for the immediate private end of redeeming
fallen man—a mere phenomenon in Godhead's ever busy administration—a simple act
the like of which may have been before, or may be again. li is Uu abiding miracle of
etemily. It is, and was meant to be, a thing of abiding permanence, the eternal contin-
uity of which is as vital to the everlasting future of the redeemed, and the great purposes
of Ch>d, as the continuity of creative power is to the preservation of the universe.'

'

Obs, 8. The quite early Church (during the Ohiliastic period) preserved a
strictly logical and consistent attitude respecting the humanity uf Christ.

This arose from ever keeping in view its covenanted aspect and insisting

upon its ever retaining the same in the Theocratic rule. It is sometimes
alleged that the apostles, and their immediate successors, had no phi-
losophy or scientific skill in presenting truth, but as the conflict between
false philosophy and Christianity, between false science and ruligion, goes
on, the most profound thinkers begin to see and to confess that they
exhibited a correct philosophical knowledge and a real scientific, logical

spirit, when they state as leading facts, and ever keep in view as funda-
mental axioms, that Revelation is the only source of all truth which
immediately concerns Redemption ; that the covenants of God will be
realized just as recorded in that Revelation; and that David's Son, in

connection with the Divine inseparably united with Him, is the
appointed instrumentality by which all will be accomplished, Sound
philosophy must run in the channel that God has indicated, i.e. in the

covenanted way, and then it can both decidedly and forcibly bring the
Divine and human into an intimate and living relation, and show how
deliverance to man and creation is to be effected.

This adhesion to the covenanted Person of ** the Messiah" gives us a clew not only
to their defence of the Person of Christ against the attacks levelled in opposition to the
humanity on the one hand, and to the divine on the other, but to the fact, noticed by
Neander, that the Chiliaats were exceedingly hostile to the Gnostics. Thus e.g. Neander
(Ch. His.^ p. 362) says that while Justin opposed the false Jewish notions, he was milder
toward them thaii to the Gnostic sects. The reason is found in this : Gnosticism, less

than these Jewish errorists, gave no distinctive features as covenanted to ** the Christ,"
and hence allowed no fulfllment of the covenant as the sense demanded.
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0h8. 9. Lecky and others endeavor to detract from the biblical statement
of Bedemption, its importance and greatness, because of the smallness of
the earth compared with the universe. * This reiteration of an old objection,
urged by Freethinking, has led others to make concessions (such as unduly
pressing the Divine to the praclical neglect of Christ*B humanity, trans-

planting Christ's Kingdom and His saints to some central point of the
universe, substituting the Divine Sovereignty over all worlds for a The-
ocracy adapted to the world, etc.) which are utterly unscriptnral. The
coDcessious reject the letter both of covenants and promises, and so spirit-

ualize them that they may be applied or accommodated to an exalted position
in the universe, supposed to he necessary bv conceptions of tho astronom-
ical ide& But such an attitude is highly injurious to the truth and
derogatory to the Son of Man. The Bible deals almost exclusively with
this world—this earth, and not with others, or the universe. It is no
treatise of astronomy, and it never professes that this earth is greater, or

that it occupies a more important position in Creation than astronomy
teaches and infers. The universe outside of the earth it leaves for the
Divine Sovereignty to control, and only gives us glimpses of its vastness
and of its being under subjection to the Almighty. But having refer-

ence to man, fallen and to be restored, and to creation, marred and to be
renewed, it teaches us how Divine Sovereignty in and through Man himself,
by a specially delegated Kingdom under *' the ordained Man,'' i.e. David's
Son, is to save man and restore him to a forfeited position in the moral
government of God without any violation of the immutable principles of

justice—is to renew all things, so that God's will shall be done on earth

as in heaven.

* Leoky (tntrod. to Baiiimalism in Europe) Bft^rs :
" The astronomical disooTety that our

world is not the centre and axis of the material uniTersd* but is an inconsiderable planet
occupying to all appearances an altogether insisniflcant and subordinate poaitioD, and
tevolving with many others around a sun which is itaelf but an infinitesimal point in

creation, in aa far aa it Is realized by the imagination, has a vast and palpable inflaenoe
upon our theological conceptions.** While Lecky introduces this objection, he exhibits

hiy good taste by (fiu. Raiionalism) saying :
*' Wliatever may be thou^t of ita jnstioe,

there cannot be two opinions about the exquisite beauty of the suggestion by wmch Dr.
Chalmers sought to meet tiie difQculty—that the parable of the Shepherd leaving the

ninety-nine sheep to seek that which had gone aaiiay, is but a description of the act of

the Deity seeking to reclaim the single world that had rsTolted agaii»t Him, aa though it

were of more importance than all that remained faithful." Figuier also (The To-Mcrroto

of Ikaih, p. 267) objects to the Bible confining itself so much to this earth and not em-
hracing, in elucidations, purposes, etc.. the entire uniTerae, pronouncing it '* that strange

dogma in which, of the whole universe with its innumerable worlds, we see only the

earth, know only the earth and ita inhabitants—the earth, a paltry atom, lost in

immensity—a grain of dust compared with the millions of globes with which space is

filled." While admiring the faith of Figuier and others, which from pure inference

swells ihe plurahty of worlds to the highest scale accessible to the imagination (for it

heightens tne effect of the objection and is esteemed good writing), we certainly deplore

the wrong attitude assumed by some (as e.g. by Whewell's £M€ty on the Phiraiity cf

Worlds) in attempting (vainly) to prove that religion, faith, and science are contrary to

.the doctrine of such a plurality. Oomp. Chalmers's Astron. Vis,, Fontenelle's Plural^ qf
Worlds, Dick's C'A. PhUoa,, Flammarion's The Plurality of Inhabiied Worlds, Brewster's

More Worlds than One, Huygens*8 OosmotheoroSf and others ; also comp. Prop. 195. In
the briefest manner it may be stated : (1) that the Bible is a book for man, and not for

,ihe inhabitants of other worlds, and hence is adapted only for man ; (3) that the Bible

reveals a redemptive process for the earth, and not for other planets or worlds, and there-

fore confines itself to this planet ; (3) the Bible does not exclusively confine itself to this

earth as if it were the only world existing, and it does not speedc of it as if the earth were
^he centra, ^etc^ of ihe universe, or even of a solar system (see Kurtz's Astronomy, Chal-
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men*8 As^ron. Dis., eto.) ; (4) the Bible bo gpeakg that it implies the eArth to be part of a
geneial system, and which has been Tisited by beings from other worlds

; (5) the Bible
begins with the fall of man and ends with his restoration to God's favor* and leaves the
relationship that the world sustains to other worlds and to the universe at large, for
fatare revelation ; (6) that if snoh a future relationship were plainly stated in detail,

unbelievers, who now reject the statement of Jesus concerning the descending and
asoending angels in the future, would be the first to deride it as improbable, eto. ;

(7) that small as the world is in comparison with other planets, Ood, in His manifested
love toward it, only exhibits the more strikingly His divine attributes in His oondesoen-
sion, oare, mercy, etc., toward us to secure our happiness, eto. ; (6) that size is no crite-

rion of beauty, special favor, etc., since the most beautiful forma and the most striking
adaptations are found in the most minute objects evincing Ood*s favor and provisions ;

(9) Uie provision made for the earth in its Theocxatiu ordering being designed for the
earth, has nothing whatever to do with God's Divine Sovereignty over the universe, or
with any other (if such exist) modes of governing other planets

; (10) unacquainted as we
are with the inhabitants, moral and civil regulations, eto., of other worlds, it is (a) unjust
to depreciate the relation of the Bible to man by the institution of a comparison that
only reveals owr ignorcmcB, and (6) it is st^^trien^ in view of our limited knowledge, to con-
fine ourselves to the earth and its inhabitants with whom the Bible deals. Theologians
who, in their wisdom, have made the future Kingdom over the earth the Divine Sov-
ereignty of the Father and of the Son over the universe (instead of making it, as the
Bible does, a Kingdom of ** the Son of Man" supported and confirmed by the Divine
Sovereignty, specially designed for man^ and confined here to the earth, according to the
oath-bound covenants of God) are alone chargeable with creating the difficulties drawn
from astronomy. The Bible does not make them. In virtue of the vastness of creation,
the Bible teawes us that it is a wonderful condescension, indicative of Mnn^ng love
and mercy, to stoop to man and rescue him in the process of Redemption. It holds up
to our admiration a CSreator who, amid the vastness of creation, obMrves and cares for
the sparrow. God's power is manifested through our weakness, and so His greatness
and majesty is exhibited through our littleness, even as scientists say that God's love of
beauty is witnessed in the snowflake or minute crystal, eto.

Obs. 10. We advance another step in showing that the very Theocratic
ordering designed for the fntnre in and through David's Son materially
confirms the greatness of the universe, the plurality of worlds, and that this

world is but a part of an extended system. The adoption of the Theocratic
form, manifested in and through an '^ordained man,^* clearly evidences
that the earth is not supposed to be '* the centre," etc., of the universe,
for, as has been shown, the Divine Sovereignty lodged in the Father bestows
(Props. 79-83) this Theocratic Kingdom upon David's Son, showing that
this rule, intended for the earth, is smnething separate and distinct from
(althouffh supported, by) the Divine Sovereignty which is exerted from
the highest heaven. But this, while true, also shows, on the other hand,
how this earth will again be reunited in the closest fraternal reUUions with
the universe in virtue of the instituted Theocratic rule—a rule both
adapted to this world and to bring this world into closer union with its

God. Consider : the Bible is the &ok of man^s Redemption, beginning
with man's fall and ending with his complete restoration here on the earth ;

and, in delineating this, shows that when such Redemption is fully accom-
plished, then also will the Universe, obedient to God's sway, be brought
into unison with this earth, and that intercourse fe.g. Prop. 157, ete.)

between the two will be opened as originally intenaed. The presenee of
the mighty God in and through David's Son, while exalting and honoring
the mercy, love, condescension, etc., of the Divine, while transfusing
blessing, honor, and glory transcendently great even upon so comparative
a small portion of creation as our earth—will also serve as tliefirm and
enduring basis of interchange between this and other worlds.
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Ohs. 11. To indicate this continned exaltation and the nipjestic position

of the Christ, it is only reqnisite to consider what has already been proren
in detail, viz., that in this humanity is exhibited, as the early Chnrch held,

in its Theocratic relationship, tbe perfect union of the Divine with man
withoat the Divine absorbing or lessening the same, bo that the Son of Man,
i.e. David's Son, forever remains such, and the Son of GK>d, i.e. the Divine,
forever continues such, both combined constituting the Theocratic Christ.

This, aside from the covenanted necessity, the Theocratic ordering, etc., is

clearly taught in the perpetuity (Prop. 159) of the Kingdom committed to

Jesus as the Son of Man (Props. 61, 83), the covenanted Seed.

This Kingdom in its presentation of the King—Theoeratio, Qod'King—nnmist&kablj
disproTes the speculation of Fichte and others, viz., that it is impossible to atttribnte to

God personality, much less permanent union with hnman natnre, vithont maJcing Him
a finite Beinc; as onrselves. Aside from oth^r reasons, the Theocratic form of govem-
ment itself indicates and enforces the personal ity» etc., of the Baler. By the reign of

this Theocratic King, in that predicted Son of God and Son of llan order, will also be
solved those problems which the great thinkers of the world hove vainly endeavored, for

ages, to elucidate, viz., those pertaining to the relations existing between the infinite and
finite, the eternal and the temporal, God and man. The solution, will be found tcAen

this Theooratio order is practically manifested and fully realized.

Obs, 12. While the Person of the Theocratic King, His oflScial position.

His attributes, the glorification of His humanity, the surroundings belong-
ing to Him, the power exerted by Him, will all conduce to this elevation

and grandeur
;
yet in addition to these the hearts of all will be influenced

to love and serve this King because of the then fully appreciated (seeing

that the blessings resulting therefrom are experienced in their highest

measure) fact that this ** Anointed One,'* this present exalted Th^crafic
Enter, died for us. Redemption through His blood so exalts and fixes the

affections of His associated kings and subjects upon Him that the predic-

tion, in the love and praise of mankind, is realized of their being " a will-

ing people.**

Obs. 13. The reim of *' the Man ordained " in the manner covenanted,
will most certainly oring to man the blessings promised. The miraculous
power exhibited at the First Advent only typically shows the exertion of that

power on an immensely larger scale at His Sec. Advent, Hence with the

right and power lodged in Ilim, we are assured of thefuU realization of all

that God has promised to man and the race. But with this assurance must
be allied, as tne basis of its certainty, that " the Man ordained " will only
brin^ this to pass in the predetermined^ fnost solemnly covenanted, Theocralic-

Davidic rule and Kingdom. The covenant, just as it reads, must be the

foundation of our faith and hope.

Obs. 14. This Kingdom in its relationship to " the Man ordained,'^ and
through Him to the race, is not to be explained by a reference to one, two,

or a &w utterances, but by a comparison of many or all ; and no explana-

tion can be considered as valid if it is opposed by the expressed sense of the

covenant or the general analogy of the Word. This especially is proper in

view of the two natures of Chi^jst conjoining in a special favored Tneocnitic
reign in the Person of Jesus. Thus e.g. because ** all power in heaven and
earth'' is given to Jesus, inferences of immediate and unbounded exertion

of such power in the form of a Kingdom and covenanted Hulership are
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found without number in works of theology and religion, but always, more
or less, at the loss of definiteness and continued enthronement of the Man
Jesus and His Headship of the race as David's Son in the capacity of

Ruler. It is easy to designate systems of Divinity, which, from one single

passa^, infer and teach that when a certain period arrives (comp. Prop.

159) Jesus the Christ will throw aside all His distinctive offices, and will

never again, after that, be recognized as David's Son, but will ever reign
b^ virtue only of His Divine nature with the Father. Now^all this is

simply the reception of a wrong inference from one or two passages and the
ignoring of a multitude of other passages that plainly teach the contrary.

Indeed, as already stated, eminent men (as Neander, eto.) even go to snob a length
aa to tell na that after the reanrreotion all noman relations were oast aside and that He
now is only to be reoognized as the Son of God. A serious defect in many writers is

this making all Scriptore bend to inferences drawn from one ox two passages, and over-
looking the ever oontinwd covenarUed Personage of the Christ, the covenanted everlasting
mle, the predictions based on the oovezianted Kingdom, the postponement of the cove-
nanted Kingdom to the Sea Advent, etc., thns involving themselves in palpable contra-
dictions and making a resort to spiritualizing a necessity, as well as the introdaction of

several kingdoms a refuge to cover defloienoies.

Obs. 15. Therefore, to preserve the due relationship that the human
nature of Jesus sustains even in its exaltation and gloriScation to the
Kingdom and to the race, we must never swerve from the covefiants, .God
will, most assuredly, fulfil these covenants ; in them is delineated the posi-

tion of David's Son and not that of another man or of Deity (i.e. consid-

ered independent of the human nature assumed) ; now any theory, infer-

ence, or doctrine which militates against the covenants is not only open to

grave suspicion, hut must be rejected, no matter by whom presented or how-
ever eloquently urged. God cannot, does not, contradict Himself. In this

discussion the covenant is the measure of accuracy, being the most solemnly
given and strongly affirmed portion of God's Holy Word. We need not
repeat that the grammatical sense is alone allowable (comp. Prop. 49).

Obs, 16. A most fruitful source of misinterpreting this Kingdom, and,
as a result, the Person and Relationship of the King, arises from not dis-

criminatinff to whom this Kinedom is promised (comp. Prop. 81, etc.).

The great defect, having a highly injurious influence, is this : the Daridio
covenant, although an everlasting covenant and solemnly affirmed by oath, is

totally suppressed or laid aside by theologians as something with which we
have notmng to do, or, if referred to, is dismissed in a sentence or two
either as typical or something to be spiritualized ; Jesus, consequently, is

constantly spoken of as the Son of God, and His reign is based exclusively

on His Divinity. Entire systems of Divinity, given by learned men, mahe
no mention whatever of the bavidic covenant, and, as a consequence, exclude
the humanity of Jesus from any participation in this reign with the prom-
inency ^iven to it in Scripture ; the humanity, somehow, simply by
virtue of its having been related to the divine, becomes some vague, indefi-

nite appendage, without bearing its noble covenanted distinctive relationshiv

in manifested Rnlership. Now this is the Origenistic, Angustinian, Popisn
derived view, unfortunately held and indorsed by many Protestants.

Holy Writ oarefully specifies and guards the humanity of Jesus (1) in the covenant/
(2>in the prophecies, (3) in preserved genealogioal tables, (i) in the preaching of Jesus
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and the Apostlen, (C) in recognized deeeent and title in the last BereUtion, (6) in aaozib-

iDg, in direct terms, the future Kingdom to Him as " the Son of Man," (7) and in d»-
olanng the perpetuity of the Kingdom given to Him as '* the Man ordained." Now a
rejeotion of the aystematio and logical statements of the Word forming a regular, un-
broken series, is the sonroe qfmuch error—error, too, in a learned and attractire form.
So much is this the case, that it is utterly impossible to stem it, being fortified by hosts
of able and learned names, whose authority alone 'sways the multitude. It is only the
deeply reflective, who reoeiTe the Word as spoken, and recognize the predicted fact that
there will be but little faith in Christ's Coming as ** the Son of Man" to sit on the
throne of His glory, that jrander and aocept these things. The author anticipates u»-
mMSured abuse from some quarters for stating his views so plainly, and intfisting so
strongily upon the future reign of Jesus as *' the Son of Man," juHt as covenanted. But
he anticipates it only &om those whose reverence for the Word is outweighed by homan
authority, prejudice, a&dbigotiy ; men of candor, judgment and high honor, however un-
able to aooept of these views, yet seeing how they at leaat have a basis in the grammati-
oal sense of covenant, prophecy, etc., will treat them with respect, lest unhappily they
should be eventually found to have derided God's own ordering.

Ohs. 17. It is sad to reflect that bo many of God's ancient elect people,

the Jews, should so far depart from the covenants expressly given to them—
should so far reject faith in the Son of Davids who is ultimately to reign
according to the oath of the Almightj, that they put their trust in man
himself. Alas ! what a difference exists between the covenanted '* Sure
mercies of Davids' ' as presented in the Word, and that belief e.g. of Mr,
Ellinger (editor of the Jewish Times), who said (quoted Luth, Observer, Oct
dlst, 1873) at the meeting of Free Religionists, held at New York in

opposition to that of the Evang-Alliance of 1873, " that humanity was the

Messiah of the Jews.'*

Ellinger's statement is too sweeping, for he only speaks in behalf of the Bationalia-

tic portion of the Jews who have adopted the Humanitarian views, while the orthodox
Jews still persist in believing that the covenant will be realized aooording to God's oath.

Comp. Prop. 193.
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Proposition 205. The doctHne of the Kingdom materiaUy auh
us in predohing " the Christ "— the distinctive " MessiahP

That " Christ" and " Messiah" are titular ascriptions, and not
merely doctrinal words, has been already presented under Props.
163, Obs. 2 and 70, Obs. 11, and especially 199, Obs. 2. Many
writers, some not in sympathy with us, fully indorse its Theocratic,

Kingly title. The Importance of this is so fully sustained by our
entire argument, that a mere reference to some tnings x)ertaining to

it is all that is necessary for a fitting conclusion, indicating how, by
r^Lson of a clearer conception of its meaning and design, it aids us
in preaching " the Christ"

Loathes (*' ^^^ B«ligion of Christ," Bampion Lectures for 1874, Frefi) remarks

:

* ' The belief in Jeena aa the Christ ia not only oommon to every doomnent comprised in

it (New Test.)» but ia alike the vexy backbone and essential framework of all the docn-
ments." ** We may take it» therefore* as a position which is nnassailable, that the dis-

tangnishing mark of Christianity, from the very first, trace it back as far as we can, was
the belief that Jesus was the Christ So manifestly trae is this statement that the mere ex-

pression of it has all the appearanoe of a truism.'* Such statements can be multiplied
from other writers, but are unneoessaxy. Is this so ? then how essential it is to have a
proper conception of the Christ—the real meaning to be attached to the title—and the
official position that it contemplates. Alas ! with but comparatively few exceptions the
modem Christ is not the Christ of the primitive Church, for the meaning has been
changed and another substituted. He adds :

** Taking the very widest possible margin,
-we may say within the first century and a half of our era this simple formula, Jesus is

the Christ, had called into existence the whole of that literature, whatever its value,

which is comprised in the New Testament/* That Jesus was the Christ he pronounces
" the underlying principle." '* the root-principle," etc., and declares that if tnis is elim-

inated *' you dwtroy tiie peculiar and ewentiu features of their existence.'*

Obs, 1. Let the reader ^o back to the places referred to and ascertain

the meaning of " Messiah" and " Christ, viz., that, as able men on all

sides admit, they are equivalent to kingship, or highly expressive of Theo-
cratic relationsnip (for the Theocratic Kinffs were "the Lord's An-
ointed'*), and that, in view of the covenanted Theocratic ordering pertaia-

ing to Jesusj He pre-eminently bears the title of *^ the Anointed,** i.e. tJie

Theocratic Xing. Keeping in view the plain meaning (as held by the Jews,
the disciples, the early Gharch, etc. ), and then noticing what our armament
prominently brings forth, viz., the non-realization of the Theocratic order
at the First Advent and the postponement of the same to the Sec. Advent,
it becomes apparent that toe title will only become practically realized

when, in ** the day of the Lord Jesus the Christ,** this Christ manifests the
title in the actual Tneocratio position occupied. When the Theocracy is

re-established in power and glory, then the Messiah, the Christ, shines forth

as the Anointed, the King in Israel, having obtained His appointed inherit-

ance.

Covenant, prophecy, promise, the faith of pious Jews and of the early Church, the
Theocratio ordering, the time of its re-establishment, the present design of this dispen-
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s&tiozit and, in brief, nearly all of onr proTiona Propositiona bring in an OTervhelming
converging testimony, nhowing that while Jeans is now ** the Christ" and declared to be
such by His life, teaching, miracles, death, resurrection, ascension. Headship over the
Ghnrch, He is not yet inanijfested as '*1he CkrisC* in the actual possession of the Theocxatio
position indicated by the title. This is so evident, that the lack of faith in this title

as expressed, and the substitution of a meaning not intended, is a wide dtparttire £rom
the truth, and most very seriously affect our interpretation of Scripture, giving it a color-

ing that overshadows a proper understanding of fundamental doctrines. Such a removal
from the primitive faith is painfully manifest in even our leading works on ** Christol-

ogy,*' for, however valuable in many respects, they utterly fail to bring forth the cUslinctive

Christ and point out His relationahip to the covenanted Theocracy, and this maxa the
proper reception of much Scripture. Surely, he who professes to receive " the Christ"
ought to be willing to bow to the scriptural meaning of the title. To confess " the
Christ*' as the primitive Christians did demands at the present day moral courage, see-

ing that the vast multitude spiritualize its meaning away. To confess " the Christ," as
it once was done, will inevitably bring reproach from those even who honestly profess
to love Him. This is one of the sad features connected with our present lot. This lack
of faith, this turning away from so fundamental a view, only confirms our belief in it,

seeing that such a state is predicted. We look for the time when this title will be better

appreciated—when it will be publicly assumed by Him whose right it is, and then men
vih. vehemently and bitterly oppose it until stricken by the wrath of '* the Christ/'

Obs, 2. On the other hand, under the influence of a supposed present
existing Messianic Kingdom, men, mistaking the Divine Sovereignty for

this speciflc Theocratic ordering and rule, have admitted the titular aspect,

hut ( as e.g. Fncy. Relig. Knowledge, etc.) give it a doctrinal cast as being
at present fulfilled in His mediatorial office, thus being the equivalent of
** Saviour." Christ is truly the Saviour, but it is in virtue of His Christship
that He perfects Salvation ; the Christship appertains to Him as a Person in

a specified position. Rejecting the covenanted Kingdom, and receiving a

purely Spiritual one, the title itself is correspondingly spiritualized and Us
ancient meaning discarded.* Knapp {Cli, TIieoL, p. 325) sounds the kejf-

uote of this perversion, when informing us that " Messiah grammati-
cally signifies King," but that it becomes ** a doctrinal word** also

equivalent to *' Saviour" or " Redeemer," He painfully labors by a
one-sided reasoning, by statements that we have already abundantly
shown are not sustained, to set aside the Jewish covenanted idea of the
Messiahship, viz., that ** the Christ" is the One Person, a descendant of

David, who is to reign on the restored Theocratic-Davidic Throne.*

^ The fipiritualistio conceptiona are numeroua, such as " the representative man,*'
**the good," ** the leader of humanity," " the ideal,** etc. One of the most singular,

totally ignoring covenant, etc., is that of the Shakers (Appletons' Oyclop.) as given by
Elder Evans : " Christ is applied by them as ;% generic term to the highest or innermost
sphere, exterior to the deific sphere called in the Scriptures eternity.*' The most absurd
view is that of Taylor in Syntagma, viz., that Jesus never existed, hut that the early Chris-

tians meant the words * Jesus Christ ' to be only a personification of reason, goodness,

love, etc. Some make '* progress" the Christ ; others *' humanity realized." Some
make their own system the Christ, as e.g. Choate {ReligkhPhUosophical Journal, April 3,

1875) says : " To me Spiritualism is the new Christ, arrayed in the purple splendor of

the present, and haloed with the divine possibilities of the future.'* Scholasticism,

Mysticism, Fanaticism, etc., have greatly hindered the proper historical and scriptural

idea of " the Christship**—the perversion of which reached its extreme in David Jorris
" the Christ-David*' or " the true Christ after the Spirit," in Ann Lee, •• the Female
Christ,*' and in other fanatics claiming the glorious title.

* He is also contradictory, as e.g. he charges (p. 319) the Jews with exclusiveness, as

if the Messiah only pertained to their own nation and all others were excluded from the

blessings of His reign, and yet (p. 323) he informs us that the Jews held that while
*' King of the Jews,' He would also be " a universal monarch, who would reign over ttU
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nations. Thus Uiey interpreted the passages, Fs. 2 : 2, 6, 8 ; Jer. 23 : 5. 6 ; Zeoli. 9 :

4

aeq. '* What is trae of Dr. Knapp applies to many eminent diylnes, who acknowledging
the import of the title then afterward engraft npon it a doctrinal aignifioation to soli

their respeotlTO theories of the Kingdom.

Obs. 3, The tegtimony of divines, however, making these words a dis-

tinctive title is ample. In addition to those already given, this interesting

and vital point can well receive others. Van Oosterzee {Ch. Bog,, vol, 2,

p. 527) forcibly says :
^* It (i.e. Messiah or Christ) is equivalent to saying

that He is the King of Israel, promised in old times by the prophets, sent

into the world by the Father, anointed with the Holy Ghost, and destined

to rule forever over a Kingdom which is over enduring." ** His Tlieocrat'

ic dignity is desimated." Farrar {Life of Christ, vol. 1, p. 26) justly

observes that the English version improperly uses '* Christ" aa a proper
name instead of an appellative, a distinction observed by LActantius, JJiv.

InstL, 4 : 7, etc. Pearson {On the Greed, p. 107 seq.) speaks of Jesos,
'* who is also called Christ, not by name, but by office and title,^* and quotes
Tertnllian, S. Hieron., Lactant.,Isidor, and Cyril aa defining it thus, a
name importing office, dignity. He correctly makes the name of Jesos
equivalent to Saviour, but Christ the title of honor, royal station.' Knapp
(C%. Theoly p. 378) says that the title *' Christ*'

—** in its common use it

properly signifies ELin^," and then proceeds to show how, by the ecclesias-

tical Fathers (Ambrosius, Ruffinus, Clement of Alex., and others), it was
extended to embrace other meanings to apply it to the mediatorial work of
Christ, and then, in an alleged ** critical judgment," positively asserts :

*' According to the true use of the Word in the Bible Messiah signifies

only King. Many were anointed, but kings were called, by way of. emi-
nence, the anointed.*' Pressense (77w Early Bays of Christianity) gives the
utterance of many able writers, when he justly pronounces ** Christ" to
he a '' Theocratic Title," Oehler (Art. ** Messiah" in Herzog's Ency,)
says: '* But pre-eminently is 'the Anointed,' Jehovah's name of honor,
that of Theocratic King.''*

> Emesti and many othera have insisted that the Scriptures by the title of Chiist in-

dicated the kingly ofQoe, and this, in view of the Jewish belief, led Eckermann and
others (Knapp's Oh. Theol., pp. 325, 322) to " declare that the doctrine that Jeans is the
Messiah belongs only to the Jews and is not an eastntial doctrine of pore Christianity."

Snch a declaration is an utter ignoring of the covenants and predictions pertaining to
Christ, and the specific position and work assigned to Him, as ** the Christ," in the
fntnre. It is incorporated by the Apostles as essential to the Coming Kingdom, and faith

in ** the Chiist'^ inspires hope of gloriona deliverance under His reign, Knapp is not
candid in his strictnres on Eckermann, for when the latter asserts '* that the Old Test,
descriptions of the Messiah are not descriptions of Jestts, bat of an earlhly king,'* the
former leaves the covenant and predictions which unite the earthly with the Theocratio
ordering for pnrposes of salvation, and speaks only of the spiritual aspects pertaining to
salvation. The tme SGriptnral answer to Eckermann and othera is this : the earthly
relationship is esseniial to the Theocratio order, and if it were lacking no restored TheoO'
racy ooold ever be reared resolting in perfected redemption. The spiritual and the
earthly, the divine and human, the heavenly and the worldly, are united under the
Messianic sway. (Comp. Prop. 197,)

* A multitude of similar testimony might be adduced, but is not requisite in view of
the faots following. The application of the title (Anointed One) to the priesthood is for-

bidden by the simple fact that this is spoken of. and relates to, not a descendant, of

Aaron, but a Bon of David, and hence necessarily points, a^ coveiianttd, to his regaiitu.

In the art. "Jesus Christ" in McClintock and Strong's CtjcJop., it is properly said:
^ This double designation is not, like Simon Peter, John Mark, Joses Barnabas, com-
posed of a name and a surname, but, like John the Baptist, Simon Magus, Bar-Jesus
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Klymns, of a proper name and an qffldal UBe. " It makes ** Christ" to mean ** Anointed,"
** the offloial title of onr Savioiir/* so thflt '* Christ is not, striotly epeakingp a proper
name, but a daaignation of offloe ;" but, after all, sight is lost of those deflnitioziB, and
the official title is changed into a dootrinal word I We protest against this onanthorired
change as not only misleading, bnt placing a bairier to Uie proper oomprehension of tho
fntnre greatness and glory of Jesos.

Obs, 4. The title of Messiah or Christ waa based by the Jews on the
covenanted and predicted King who should descend from David, and
rule as the Theocratic King on David's throne.' The blessed times
resulting from His reign were designated "the times of the Messiah."
The Samaritans (who separated from the Jews before the Babylo-
nian exile) also beheved (John 4 : 25, 29, 42) in "the Christ." It was
founded upon Divine Revelation, and consequently the Apostles, and
even Jesus Himself, appeal to the Scriptures as containinj^ the Messianic
idea, and use the title without the least attempt to explain its long-adopted
meaning. It was this belief in the Theocratic sense tnat urged the Jews to

the desire to proclaim Him King (John 6 : 15, etc.) ; that gave Herod (Matt.
2 : 4) his uneasiness, and suggested his bloody persecution ; that influenced
His accusers before Pilate (Luke 22 : 2) to call Him ** the Christ, a King,"
pleading (John 19 : 12), when Pilate ** sought to release Him," ** If thou let

this Man go, thou art not Csesar's friend ; whosoever maketh himself a
King speafeeth against Caesar." The condemnation of Jesus was baeed on
His Christship, understood as the assumption of a Kingship. Before
Caiphas He was adjured whether He was " the Christ" (Math. 26 : 63),

and the reply, referring to Dan. 7, indicates (1) that He claimed the
title ; (2) that He was understood as thus claiming it (comp. Mark 14 : 61,

where the Evangelist says He replied " I am," etc., and Luke 22 : 67-71)

;

and (3) that the charge of ** blasphemy*" '* guilty of death," was founded
on the claim, causing them afterward, in mockery, to say (showing their

views), ** Prophesy unto us, thou Christ** (Matt. 26 : %%), In the Person
of Jesus there was a plain, decided rej'ection of " the Christ," seeing that

this wafl the matter discussed. Now, if Jesus, as moderns inform us, only

meant under this title "a doctrinal word," how could He, if an honest
Person, allow the Jews to remain under a prejudice as to the name which
was positively suggested by the grammatical sense of the Word ? No I the

Jews were correct iu their idea that the name was expressive of a real,

literal Theocratic Kingship.* Before Pilate this Christship was made
synonymous with ** the King of the Jews" (as covenanted), and Pilate

understood that ** Jesus, which is called Christ," must, by the very afisumjv

tion of the title, claim to be King, and therefore the pertinent Question :

'* Art thou the King of the Jews f° At the last moment Pilate asKs (John
19 : 15), ** Shall I crucify your King V^ and ** the chief priests answered.

We have no King but Caesar." " The Christ" of Matthew is made by Mark
(15 : 9, 12) equivalent to ^^ the King of the JewSy^ and the supersciption

of the cross, the mocking, the crowning, the arraying with a robe, the

derision of the soldiers, ** the accusation'^ (Matt. 27 : 36, 37)—all is based

on the assumed Christship of Jesus. Even when suspended upon the

cross, His Messiahship was derided bv the chief priests, etc., (Matt. 27 :

42) as ** the King of IsraeV and (Mark' 15 : 32) as the " Christ, the King of

IsraeV^ Let tho student oonrf^r (his meaning so persistentlv and variously

presented, and consider how utterly impossible it would be after this to
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make it "a doctrinal word" without the moat express affirmation that

the original meaning has been aathoritatirely changed.*

\ The TahnndiBts declared that " the name of Mesaias** vas one of the things oonsti-

tated before the vorld (Barrow's Works, toI. 2, p. 3i5). *' The Babbins and Cabalists"

(working on the etymology of the word, aee Knapp'a TAaoJ., p. 378) ascribe to the Mea-
siah a threefold dignity (crown), yIz., the orown of the law, of the priesthood, and of the

Kingdom. Vide ^hoettgen, in his work on the Messiah, s. 107, 298. The customary
and pre-eminent meaning attached by the Jews to it was that of King in the line en-

foroM by onr argnment. In KcUhamd (1868-69, toI. 12, p. 49, etc.^ the editor refers to

the ancient prayers of the Hebrews, still retained in prayer-books, in which the Coming
of the Meesiah is prayed for, and He is called ** the Anointed One,*' '* the Branch of

David,*' ** the Son of thy servant Bavid," ** the King," *' the Son of Jesse, the fiethle-

hemite," '* onr Anointed One," *' Thy Anointed One," '* Thy Anointed One of the house
of David,"

* ** Was Pilate right in crucifying Jesus ?'* has been answered affirmatively by Stephen
in Liberty, SaucdUy, IVti/emify, and negatively by Innes in an art. on The Trial of Jesus

Christ, (Judge Jones, NoUs on jVno T«si,, an eminent jurist, aptly shows the injustice

of His condemnation. Innes {Ooniemp. i2ein«ui, 1877), on " The '^al of Jesus Christ,"
oorreotiy represents how the claim of the Christship was understood by both the Jews
and the Bomans, viz., as " a rayaL Messiah, i.e. a King,** which constituted the crime
"JUa;Mtoj—the greatest crime known in Boman law, the greatest crime conceivable by
the Boman imagination, an attack upon the sovereignty or supreme majesty of the
Boman state," *' adequately expressed by one word, * treason.' " This accounts for two
things, worthy of the critical student's notice : (1) the reason why Pilate, after being con-
vinced that the State had nothing to fear from this single unarmed person whose death
was demanded by his own i>eople, still allowed his death to ensue, lest the threat of the
Jews to report him as no friend of Ceesar's might involve him in grave difficulties with
the supreme power of the State ; and (2) that this explains * why the severity ofprov-
identifil punisnment fell, not on the Bomans who were made the triumphant instru-

ments of inflicting it, but, on the Jewish nation. The Jews had a correct Messianic con-
ception and knew what it implied, and hence were guilty of the crime of employing it

—

when designed specially to bless them, etc.—in order to procure the death of J esus. The
Bomans were ignorant of its Theocratic meaning, its covenanted and divine right, etc.,

and therefore did not sustain the same relationship to Him in condemnation and death.
This is the reason why the Scriptures single out the Jewish nation as the guilty party in
the awful tragedy.

* The announcing angel to Mary (Luke 1 : 31-33) gives the personal name of Jesus and
then without expressing the title Christ describes the Christship in v. 32 and 33. So the
angela tell the shepherds (Luke 2 : 11) of '*a Saviour, which is Christ, the Lord,** and
Simeon (v. 26) being permitted to see ** the LorcFs Christy* * implies in the very phraseol-
ogy the Theocratic Kin^^ip. The devils (Luke 4 : 41) knew Him as ** the Christ," and
as we have shown (Prop. 106) the temptation of Satan was addressed to " the Christship**

of Jesus. The Kingship of Jesus attributed by the Jews, Acts 17 : 7, implies " the
Christship." (Comp. Matt 2 :4-6 ; Mark 15 : 32, etc., and see Jewish testimony in
** Fsalterium Salamonis," Prop. 73, Obs. 5, note, and in corns, generally.) That the aa-

sumption of the title ** Messiah" was understood by the Jews to be treasonable to the
State, is likewise apparent in the history of false Messiahs, as e.g. in the case of Sabatai
Sevi, of whom the Turkish Government was informed by a disappointed follower,

Nehemiah Cohen, of the dangerous meaning couched under the title, viz., the overthrow
of Gentile rule and restoration' of the Davidic throne and Kingdom. All writers admit
that wiUi the Jew the title was the equivalent of king in and over the Theocratic King-
dom, seeing that kings were called such (e.g. Saul, 1 Simi. 24 : 6,

'' The Lord's Anointed,"
David, 2 Sam. 23 : 1. and Zedekiah, Lam. 4 : 20, '* The Anointed of the Lord"), and the
Messianiopredictions (as e.g. Ps. 2 : 2, and 22 : 6, etc.), designated the one to come as

Buler. " The Anointed." So Dan. 9 : 26 gives us " Messiah the Prince," in which the
latter word may be explanatory of the former, or else we may receive Fausset's (Com,
locT) explanation :

" Messiah is Jesus's title in respect to Israel (Ps. 2:2; Matt. 27 : 37, 42).

Kagid (the Prince), as Prince of the Gentiles (Isa, 65 : 4)." A comparison of Acts 8 : S
with V. 12 shows the relationship to the Kingdom, which Philip preached. John shows
the distinction and importance of the Christship, e.g. John 20 : 31 ; 1 John 6 : 1, etc.

Even Ps. 45 : 8 usually applied to the priesthood and prophetical office, but the being
anointed with ** the oil of gladness above His fellows," has, as the context shows, a de-
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eided reference to His Kingshipp tieeing that in the first Terse it'ts positiTely stated Out
the psalm contains the ** good matter : I speak of the things which I have xoade touching i

iht Ktng," and hence, as His *' fellows,'* iixe oo-heirs, also possess Theocratic mlership,
the saperiority of this King above all others is asserted. The stndent will even find I

something in Hannah's exultant prophetic song (1 Sam. 2 : 1-10). Fairbaini {7)fpology, i

p. 91, note) says that the claose " exalt the horn of His anointed " (connected with the

overthrow of enemies and judging) *' might as well, and indeed better, have been I

rendered. * Exalt the horn of His Messiah ;*** and refers to Kimchi as applying it to the i

Messiah, and the Targom paraphrasing it, " He shall multiply the Kingdom of the Mes-
siah." He then remarks :

** It is the flist passage of Scripture where the word occtira '

in its more distinctive sense, and is Tzsed as a synonym of the consecrated or divine

king." (This Messiah in virtue of His relationship to David and the meaning of David
(Beloved) is called ** David." Isa. 65 : 3, 4 ; Hos. 3 : 6 ; Jer. 30 : 9 ; Ezek. 34 : 23, 24.

and 37 : 24, 26.)

Frothingham, in The Cradle qf^the Christ, repeats what hundreds previously have as-

serted, viz., that the records indisputably teacn that Jesus believed Himself to be ** the

Messias," i.e. the King expected by the Jews. But this is precisely what the Becords,
if Jesus is the covenanted Son of David, ought to teach, and the student is reminded
that we have proven (as e.g. under Props. 7U-76, etc.) that after the death of Jeans the
Messianic idea remained unchanged, until the influence of the Alexandrian school per-

verted it. and this perversion became general and imbedded in theology. Frothingham
teaches in his work that Paul was at first a Messianic believer as the Jews held^ but
suddenly (in view of his Greek associations) another idea of the Messiah revealed itself

to him—a kind of spiritualizing of the former notion—and Paul, adopting and teaching
this spiritualized conception, commenced the origin of Christianity. He designates*

this Paul's ** new departure.** This re-statement of an old objection is flatly oontia-

dieted by the postponement of the Kingdom (and hence also the manifestation of the
Messiahship) until the Second Advent by Jesus and in which postponement and mani-
festation Paul entirely concurred, as is proven by the Scriptures (comp. Props. 58-68,

and 70-76) and by the histoid of the early Church (Props. 75-78) showing that the Jewish
idea of the Messiah was retained, east and west, by all the churches established by Paul
and the other disciples. Such argumentation can only arise from an ignoring of tho
simple facts as glTen in the New Test, of the faith of Paul and the early Church. The
alleged change in meaning, so frequently urged by unbelievers, is historically a much
later one, and was introduced by uninspired men spiritualizing tJie Record.

Ohs. 5. We have already shown that the immediate disciples and apostles

held to this Messianic idea (i.e. Kingship over the restored Theocratic-
David ic Kiufjdom), as indicated by their preaching, etc. This is so incon-
trovertible that even Euapp (Ch TheoL^ p. 323) concedes it, for after

giving the Jewish idea of Messiah or Obrist, he adds : *'The apostles

themselves held this opinion until after the resurrection of Christ/' Matt
20 : 20, 21 ; Luke 24 : 21 ; Acts 1 : G. The question arises. Were they
mistaken in this idea? The majority of modern divines insist that they

were mislead, over against the opinion of the early Church and others that

they were not mistaken. If tlie former opinion is correct, then it involves

the honesty and integrity of Jeeue, viz., that Ho could deh'berately allow
—if the word Christ means no more than moderns assert—the disciples to

be in ignorance on so important a point, being the heart of the Kingdom
preached. Leaving past Propositions to sustam the belief of the disciples

and apostles (thus vindicating their faith and preaching and the honor of

Jesus), attention is directed to one passage, which ought to be decisive. In
Matt 16 : IG, Mark 8 : 29, and Luke 9 : 20, Peter, in answer to the ques-

tion, ** Whom say ye that I am ?'' answers ;
*' 77iou art (he ChristJ^ Jesus

replied that he was '* blessed" because the Father had revealed this fact to

him. Now, how could he be ** blessed," how could the matter be revealed

to him, if he did not understand the meaning of '' Christ?" That he
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comprehended it in the Jewish Theocratic sense is self-evident from e.g.

Acts 1:6.

My friend, Bot. Dr. Sprecher, in a oonvenation on this point, stated that it in

abundantly evident that when Jesus was bom it was believed that He was " the Christ."
the bom ** King of the Jews/* and that in view of this His enemies took measares, based
on this claim, to put him to death. And what is remarkable, thus agreeing with cove-
nant and prophecy, not the slightest hint is given that His disciples or enemies were
mistaken, but the contrary is implied and asserted. All could say (John 1 : 41, and
4 : 25) : **We have found the Messias, vohich is, being iiUerpreted^ (he Christ.** To this we
add, as has already been proven, that the Person of this Chnst has the divine and
human united—for the Slingshlp of David's Son and of David's Lord are united, con*
stituting the one King, the one Christ. This is a sufficient refutation of the reasoning
ol Beber {The Christ of Paul), that in the Gospel of John there Is ** a labored effort to

sink the humanity of Christ,** and that the Qospel was written by Irenseus (a Millena-
nan). (Comp. remarks of Oosterzee, Theol, Jftto Tesi.^ p. 301, etc., on Paul's lading so
much stress on the humanity of Jesus.) For, it will be seen by a comparison, that every
writer thus observed the Person of* the Christ," one regarding Him more from the
oovenanted human standpoint, the other from the Theocratic ordering, but both recog-
nizing the union of the two in Him. Again : Spinoza and others have objected to the
anthropomorphism of the Hebrew Scriptures, and many in reply have explained it as
only such in language, an accommodation to human imperfection. Slay we suggest that
the Theocratic conception, "The Christ," may serve to explain the matter—viz., may
not the Plan of Redemption contemplating a Theocratic rule in a Person in whom God
is united with man thus foreshadow the coming incorporated adaptation?

Obs. 6. The student will also observe how often (as in connection with
Peter's confession, etc. ) the disciples were charged not to tnake Him known
as " the Christ." . If '* Christ" is merely ** a doctrinal word," no satisfac*

tory reason can be given for this prohibition. Take the Theocratic sense

and consider that the Kingdom was tendered conditionally on repentance,

that the nation refused repentance, that the representative men of the
nation conspired to put Jesus to death, that it had already been determined
to postpone the Kingdom to a Second Coming, and the prohibition—in

view also of the use made of the Christship to the Roman power— is in

accord with discretion and wisdom. Having gone over this before, it is

sufficient to add that this prohibition extended only to the death of Jesus,

because afterward it became the favorite title, seeing (1) that in view of

His death it became essential to show that He was stiU '* the Christ ;"
(2)

that notwithstanding His death, faith in *' the Christ" evinced hope in the
ultimate fulfilment of covenant and prophecy pertaining to it ; and (3)
the death of Jesus would, owing to unbelief, enable the Christship to be
proclaimed without the fear of being regarded in rebellion against the
Roman Empire, for what could earthly Kingdoms fear from a dead,
crucified Christ?

This view, that we maintain, can alone satisfactorily explain the extraordinary omis-
tnona in the history of Jesus, His frequent withdrawals from the public to the private

shade, the lack of those modernized ideas respecting ** the Christ, " and the persistent

usage maintained throughout the entire Scriptures concerning it. If it were merely to

denote the moral, religious, spiritual, ideal, etc., that so many attach to it, what reason,

oonolusive, can be possibly given to account for all this concealment of '* the Christ" ?

Swedenborg claims tiiat he was specially appointed to make known this Christ in His
fulness, and asserts that he received his revelations from the Lord Himself. The man
may be sincere in his imaginings, but that it is pure ddusion is evident only from two
considerations : (1) from his totolly misapprehending ** the Christ"—the meaning even
of the word ; and (2) from his pointedly misconceiving the Kingdom, and flatly contra-

dicting covenant and promise in reference to it. In the Apoc, lUvfol^dt vol. 1, s. 520, he
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makes *' the ChiiBt" to mean ** divine hnmiuiity** and '* the reaiioii why the Lozd's divine
. humanity is meant by Christ, is, because Christ is the Messiah^ and the Messiah is the
Son of Qod, vho was expected to come into the world." Let the student obserre its ir*

relevancy : (1) because the Messiah (Christ) is the Messiah, it denotes the divine hmnan*
ity ; (2) because the Messiah is the Son of Qod, it means the same. Now " the Chriat"
includes in His Person and Sonship a divine humanity (Le. the human united with the
divine, etc.), but this, aa we have abundantly shown, only qualifies Him for the position
of " the Christ, ** ie. Theocratic Kingship. The Jferson eminently fitted for the ofiice is

not to be confounded with the <j0ioe iUdf, Hence Leathes {Tkt EeligUm qf Ckrial, p. 3)

:

** The name of Chriat, however, suggests an oiBoe rather than a person. It implies the
supposed fulfilment of Tarious preconceived ideas." While LcAthea in his work falls

into the common mistake of malang the Christship too much the equivalent of Redeemer
(i.e. doctrinal), he is correct in the sentence quoted, although now since the aasuzances

f'ven by Jesus and His acknowledgment by the Father this title belongs to Him, apd the
erson and title suggest each other and oannot be disoouneoted.

Obs, 7. It ia taken for granted by mnltitndea, without a particle of proof,

that the Jewish meaning of *' Christ" wa8(aa Knapp and others, see note

to Obs. 4^ for example) cnahged afterthe death of Jeans. In past Proposi-

tions it has been proven that this is a misapprehension of fact, as is

evidenced e.g. in all the churches established by the apostles, east and west,

retaining the Jewish idea of the Messiah, viz., as the Anointed One who
should come again to re-establish in power and glory the Theocratio-

Davidic Kingdom. Let the student ponder this simple fact, and how can
he account for it unless he concedes—as covenant and prophecy demand

—

the retention of the Theocratic idea in the title " Messiah" or " Christ."
Let him also reflect what the eeneral view was down to the ascenaiou of

€hrist, and if a change in so vital a matter—relating to the sense and faith-

fulness of Scripture, the nature and establishment of the Kingdom, the
highest interests of man and the world—was really made, "we ought to find

it specifically mentioned. But where is such a change intimated^ It is

pure human inference, founded on a misconception of the covenanted
Kingdom. No such advocated change could possibly take place without a
rejection of the Davidic covenant ; without informing the Jews that they
were mistaken in their conceptions of the Messiah and induce them to
receive Jesus as ** the Christ" on other grounds ; without a sufficient and
satisfactory explanation why the Messianic idea, entertained for ages,

should prove a failure or be transmuted into something else. Can we
explain the sudden conversion of so many Jews who, above all things,

tenaciously (urged both by covenant and prophecy) held to the Messianic
notion as presented by us, unless it be shown that the reception of Jesus

also embraced the retention of the most cherished idea of *" the Christ."

This retention is self-evident. Take e.g. the simple and often-repeated
statement (proven again and again incur argument as under Props. 44, 66,

69, 70, 71, 72, 73, etc., also 111, 131, 123, etc.) that the apostles, after the

ascension of Jesus, instead of changing the Messianic idea, constantly
pointed all believers to the Soc. Advent for a glorious realizaiion oiihe
promises connected with the Christship of Jesus.

FanU in view of the manner of his oonversion, was satisfied that the onieifled Jesus
was indeed the Christ, and hence at onoe (Acts 9 : 20, 22) " he preached Christ in the
synagogues,*' *' proving that this (Jesns) is the very Christ. But how did he give this

proof? Certainly not by changing the Messianic idea, hut by representing that ihia

Orxkcifitd One (which was the stnmbling-blook to the Jews and foolishness to the Grecians,
1 Cor. 1 : 23) should, as his reiterated statements in his epistles show, eonw again and
manifest Himself as ih6 Ghriit, The critical stadent will find that aooording to the
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tasttimony of Ghnroh historians («.g. Base's JSis. OK Ohureh, eh. 2, Seo. 45) the early re-

tention of the Uessianio idea of the title gave phhce finally among the Oentiles—not con-
versant with its covenanted relationship—to a loss of its special significance ; the Christ
being '* simply the Lord and the Son of God.'* The truth is that as century followed
centary* and the Davidio covenant was more and more set aside, the departure from the
primitive idea became so fixed that no reference to the covenant* npon wbioh the Mes-
sianic title is unmistakably founded, was deemed necessary. The Theocracy itself was
converted into the Church, and the Messiahship was supposed to be fully manifested
through it. Potter (Freedom and ^^lowsMp), in the essay on " Christianity and its Defi-
nitions," points out that historical and doctrinal Chriatianity is based on the confession
that Jesus is " the Christ*' or " the expected Blessiah of Jewish vision and prophecy,"
and that a belief in the Christship was made obligatory upon the primitive Ch. Church.
He then truthfully asserts that ** in the course of eighteen centuries it has come to pass
that this confession, though continued accurately in terms, mmns pradioaUy someOiijig

very tUffertnt from what it did to those primitive followers of Jesus." Alas ! this is oniy

too true, Blany of the deolarationB of modem Christianity on this point would not be
reoognized by the early Church* Take able writers, and this departure from primitive
belief is painfully evident. Thus e.s. Oregor;^ {Four Oo^pels, p. 129) makes Jesus acting
as the Messiah of '* a world-wide spiritual sode^, an everlasting state, the Kingdom of
heaven," and then following Pxinoipal Tulloch in his lectures on Benan, he says : **For
whatever Jesus may have been besides, He was also primarily the Messiah, the highest
development of Judaism —humanly speaking, the ideal Jew, " etc. The MeBsiahship is

frittered away into being " the highest expression of all that is good in Judaism-the
inheritor of whatever moral wisdom, whatever spiritual genius, survived it." When
then, we ask, are Qod*a oaUi-bound covenant and promises? Are these also tdeal^ and
did God, for many centuries, leave His people under the gross impression of their reaUiy f

While not r<^eoting the Supernatural ideal (Gill, ChrUiian Conception and Experience), and
all that can be said in praise of Jesus, this does not lead us to discard the fundamental
and blessed meaning of the Messiahship. The prevailing view (as Illustrated in
Edwards's Hi3. Bedemj^on) and its application, are (ototty unkncntm to the Old and New
Teat. Some of the ablest defenoes of Christianity are vitiated by an entire misapprthen'

sion of ** the Messiah." Thus, Walker's PhUospphy cf (he Plan of Salvation, ch. 11, etc.,

prejudging the Messianic Kingdom and the faith of the Jews in prophecy through the
infinence of his entertained Church-Kingdom view, makes the title a doctrinal word, and
rejects as Jewish error the idea of a restoration of a Davidic Kingdom and the constitut-

ing of Jesus an earthly Buler. To make out his case he ^1) ignores the Davidic cove-
nant, or spiritualizes it ; ^2) passes by the express prophecies which teach it, and which
led the Jews to their belief ; (3) overlooks one class of predictions to lay stress on an-
other, relating to humiliation and death, i.e. to those pertaining to the First Advent ; (4)

refuses the teaching of the conditional offering of the Kingdom and its postponement

;

(5) does not see how the Scriptures link the realization of that which he condemns, to the
See. Advent ; (7) and throu^out substitutes a spiritual sense for the plain grammatical
one. Such, a Une of reasoning, which persistenUy tejeotafundamenUd idea* dearly taught,

is irrelevant. The fulfilling of one class of predictions at the First Advent is no proof
that we are to ignore just as literal a fulfilment of another class at the Second Advent,
but the reverse ; while the application of the latter class to the past and present (done
only by a method of eplritualudng) is, to say the least, a changing of the Word.

Ohs, 8. Our whole argument shows that when He comes again, Jle conifis

as *^ the Christ,*^ the Anointed King who is to reign as David's Son and
Lord just as coTenant and prophecy require. Jesus claims that when He
comes again it is as "the Christ'^ (Mark 14 : 61, 62) ;

** the day of the

Lord Jesus Christ" is still future (Props, 138 and 139) ; the Judgment seat

(or throne) of Christ (Bom. 14 ; 10 and 2 : 16) will be establish^ on earth

(Props. 133 and 134), the saints at Christ's appearing shall appear with

Him in glory (Col. 3 : 4), the saints when He comes to reign shall reign

with Christ (Rev- 20 : 4), in brief, compare 2 Thess. 1 : 1, 2 ; Phil. 3

20 ; EcT. 11 : 15 ; 1 Thess. 5 : 9, 23 ; 1 Cor. 15 : 21-23 ; 1 Cor. 1 : 7, 8
;

Acts 17 : 30, 31 ; 1 Thess. 2 : 19 and 3 : 13 ; Tit. 2 : 12, 13 ; 1 Pet. 1 : 7,

13 I 1 John 2 : 8, etc. If there is a truth clearly taught in the Scriptures,
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it certainly is this one, that '* the Christ" shall thns come and exhibit His
mighty power and glory as " Christ'^ in delivering His people, punishing
His enemies, and reigning gloriously as " the King of kings."

Iiet the attentira reader observe, that the ApoBtles lay great stress on the fact that
" the Christ" died for us, gave Himself for our sins, in order that He might redeem ns.

This would be exceedingly forcible to the Jewish mind, or to any one who received the
ooTenaut and prophecies in their grammatical sense. Then " the Messiah" gave Himself
for a sacrifice in our behalf ; the Anointed Oive^ the King Himself dies to save us ; and this

very feature of the case—enhancing the greatness of the offering, the submission and
love of the Saviour—makes the title Christ such a/avorii^ with the Apostles, pointing as
it does to the past« the present benefits, and the future perfected redemption. If the
reader will refer to Prop. 199, Obs. 7, note 1, he will find the defect pointed out in pre-
vailing theology which gives us only a part of "the Christ/* Some systems moke the
death of Christ the central idea ; others give us the Incarnation as such, but while each
of these are indispensable, neither of them are more than provisional in order that the
covenant may ultimately be realized under " the Christ." It is the Theocratic King as

manifested, and the glorious Kingdom that He institutes as " the Christ," that brings
us bleraed deliverance. The Kingdom is the end—the centre around which all revolves,

while " the Christ" (not in one aspect, but in His perfected manifestation) is the heart
of that centre. The King and the Kingdom cannot be separated ; the one suggests the
other, and the one belongs to the other in perpetual relationship. It is evident to any
student of the Word that Dr. Gleig (His. Bible, vol. 2, p. 204) must have penned the fol-

lowing sentence through inadvertency :
** Besides, it is an error to assert that the Mes-

siah is mortfrequentiy or more plainly described as a triumphant Monarch than as a suffer-

ing man." The fact is that the two classes of prophecies bear no comparison to each
other as seen in these pages, for the very title, official designation, itself suggests—even
while suffering—the triumphant Monarch. The fact, too, that the early faith took its

name ** Christian,'* not from the proper name Jesus, but from His royal title, evidences
how highly important and declarative (of coming Kingship) it appeared to those early
believers. Its exceeding preciousness was a prominent feature in the Millenarian faith,

tor believing in " the Christ*' and His future revelation as such, this confession of tha
Christship of Jesus by its assumption in name was thefoundaiion of their joyful hopes of
deliverance and completed salvation. Some prophetical writers, not observing the
proper distinction, designate (so e.g. Wilson, Proph. TimeSt N. B., May, 1878. p. 102)
the ministry of Jesus down to His crucifixion " The Ministry of Christ as the Messiah,"
and inform us that *' His ministry as their Messiah was terminated by their final rejec-

tion of Him ; and His crucifixion terminated their nstional covenant." Now the real

facts are, as we have shown under various Propositions, that His ministry was only pre-
j^caraiory to the Messiahship (publicly manifested in possession of that which the title

impUes), seeing that the Christship with what it involves, was, owing to Jewish non-
repentance and rejection, held in abeyance and vosipoviedt and the assurance is given of
the nation finally—after the times of the Qentiles are ended—beholding and accepting

of ihe same Messiah, While the Jewish ritual was abolished by the sacrifice of Jesus,

this cannot be extended, as we have shown in detail in other places, to a termination of
'* their national covenant." The interesting article of Wilson <same, June. 1878, p. 126),

while applicable to a ceremonial, does not apply to an enduring, perpetual national re-

jection, for this would strike a deadly blow at oath-bound promises, Jewish election, our
engrafting, Jewish restoration and supremacy, etc. This holding in abeyance of a
manifested Messiahship—i.e. fulfilling what the title imports—until the Sec. Advent,
must not be mistaken for rejection.

Ob$, 9. The lost opposition of the kings of the earth is against ** the

Christ,'' for they are ** angry,'* Rev. 11 : 18, that He comes to assert His
covenanted claims. He cornea (e.g. Rev. lli) as the King (i.e. the Christ),

and '* the Kings of the earth and their armies are gathered together to make
war against Him." In Acts 4 : 26 we find Ps. 2 : 1, 2 applied in an
inchoate fulfilment to the opposition of Herod, etc., *' against His
Christ,'* In 1 John 2 : 22 the great antichristian spirit, which virtually

denies by its works and opposition the Father and the Son, is designated*:
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** Who is a liar but he that denieth that Jesua is the OIirisL'* As previ-

onaly intimated, a comparison of Scripture indicates (Prop. 174, 180, etc.)

that at the ending of this dispensation a knowledge of the Christahip of

Jesns and the claims of Kingship which it necessarily inrolves, will, more
or leas, be extended among the kingja of the earth, and prove to be one, if

not the chief, caase for the unrelenting hostility manifested against '* the

Christ." They will feel that if such claims are allowed, then, as predicted,

their Gentile domination must inevitably cease (Prop. 164). But blinded

by prejudice, ambition, the love of power, and unbelief, instead (Ps. 2 :

10-12) of being " wise," acknowledging ** the Son," and tendering obedi-

ence, they resist " the Christ," and '* perish" under ** His wrath." It ia

the distinctive "Christ," coming to manifest Himself aa such, that is

opposed, and all opposition ia effectually crashed under the mighty Theo-
cratic King.

It 18 a sad fact that two parties will afford the xeaBoning by which the rulers of

earthly goTemments and their subjects will be influenced, in sustaining their temporal
power, etc., against the Theocratic claims of King Jesus, viz., unbelievers and belierers.

Unbelievers (as seen e.g. in Box Homo^ Schenkel, Benan, Fumess, and others) will claim

that ** the Christ" is simply the ide«l or representative man, the hero and head of a re-

ligious revolution, etc., or that (as seen in the Telegraph, No, 37) ** any just and perfect

being is Christ," or that (aa seen in the numerous extracts given by us) there never was
such a historical Person, He being the creature of Jewish imagination and religious

fanaticism, etc. All these, moderate and extremists, totally ignore or decry the speciflo

Messianic claims as a mere remnant of Judaism. If we take the most liberal utterances

of unbelief, most eulogistic and professedly frtunded on the Gospels, yet these claims are

confcnptuously set aside. Thus e.g. Potter {Ckrlstianiiy and its Lffiniiions) says :
** Chris-

tianity is the substance of what Jesus Himself taught—that is, God*s love to man and
man's love to God and to his fellow-men—and does not consist in any doctrine about Jesus;
and the Christian is one who lives habitually in the same attitude toward God and man
as did Jesus.'* Tnis *' definition** is to be called evangdical as well as Uberal, since it

professes to find its authority in the Gospels. This does not touch the historical rise

of Christianity, and leaves untouched the fundamentals of Christianity, and the highest

claims of Jesus to our faith and reverence. The distinctive Christ is entirely omitted,

and an example for imitation (good as far as it goes) is alone presented. A solitai^'

qualification is singled out and made to stand for the Messiah. (2) It is sad to find mul-
titudes of believers who ignore and despise " the Christ" as covenanted, but it is more
painful still to see the most eminent and valuable of writers swaying an infiuence in the

same direction. We select an excellent author to illustrate : Bogers {Superhuman Origin

of the Bible), in several of his highly interesting Apologetic lectures, totally misappre-
hends the Christship, and converts it into a doctrinal word. Speaking of the Jewish
conception of the Messiah, he (e.g. p. 61) asks how the Jewish mind could receive Jesus
as '* the Christ" when His life, etc., was so contradictory to their views of '* a triumph-
ant Messiah, who, while swajring his sceptre over the subject nations, should confirm
and enhance the privileges of the favored people, and reflect upon them the lustre of his

reign,** etc. This he calla the Jewish " day dream for centuries," and pronounces an
** illusion.*' He thus dem'es (Ae covenanted meaning tf ** (he Christ,*' and teaches, by im-
plication, that such a claim as the word indicates and was believed in should be resisted

as a mere " day dream" and *^ illusion.** He overlooks why the Jewish mind and heart,

still retaining it? ** day dream," could receive the crucified Jesns as " the Christ,** viz.

that His life, death, resurrection and exaltatinn confirmed Him as *' tfie Messiah," who had
postponed the fulfilment of the covenanted promises to the Sec. Advent. Alas ! Rogers is

courteous in his rejection of the pure Messianic idea, in comparison with many, many
others, who treat the Theocratic order involved in it as "the grossest fanaticism,*' and
the most childish and foolish of conceptions. These are paving the way.

Obs, 10. This subject of the Christship ia exceedingly important, for

without it we could have no hope of the fulfilment of covenant and
prophecy—of the Coming Kingdom and glory. Oosterzce, Kahnis, and
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others have well answered the question, What value must we Uentile Chris-

tians attach to the truth and confession of the Messiahship of Jesna?
But in addition we add that our entire line of argument makes this dU-
tincHvelyfundamental, seeing that all our hopes of ultimate salvation, the

restitution of all things, the blessedness and exceeding glory of the future
Kingdom, depends upon the Christship of Jesus. It is as the Messiah that

He comes to be the Saviour of the world, and, therefore, a proper concep-
tion of *' the Christ," is a vital one to a proj>er understanding of perfected
Redemption. What *' the Christ" has done in the past and present is only

on earnest of what He will do for us when He is revealed as *' the Christ
in Christly honor, regality, power, and glory.

Barrow {Works^ vol. 2, p. 346) has weU obaerred : " That Jesns is ihe Oiriat, is the
principal article of pure faith ; the most peculiar doctrine of our religion as such, and as

distinct from all other religions ; it indeed virtually comprehends aU other doctrines of
moment therein, regarding either faith or practice. For that our being persuaded that

Jesua is the Christ, implies that we apprehend ourselves obliged to embrace for truth what-
ever was taught by Him and His Apostles, to obey all His laws, to rely upon Him for
attainment of all the mercies, and blessings, and rewards, which He promised to di»-

pense, in that order and upon those terma which the Gospel dedareth. Whence to the
hearty belief of this point such great commendations are given, so high rewards are
offered, so excellent privileges ore annexed in the Scriptures. Whence also the declar-

ing, proving, and persuading this doctrine was the chief matter of the Apostles' preach-
ing, as both their profession and practice do show.** Barrow, if he had clearly appre-
hended the covenanted titular meaning of the name, might have largely added to this

eulogy. For, aa our line of scriptural argument indicates, this enables us to interpret
and appropriate the promises of the great riches of glory in Christ, Phil. 4 : 19. Com-
mentators and others too much apply this to the present time, when it extends to and
embraces the period of His glory as the manifested Christ, The riches flow from th<*

Christship of the Jesus, i.e. from the Theocratic relationship that Jesna will openly
exhibit and enforce. Hence the promises of future glory, reigning, etc., at Hia Coming.
It is passing strange, and yet in full accord with prediction, that professed believers, who
lay special stress on the phrase " No Creed but the Christ." do not even appreciate the
meaning of ** Christ.*' The entire grand result of the work of Jesua has for its centznl
idea*' the Christ,*' i.e. when its true scriptural meaning is realized. Without it ibo
Kingdom is nothing ; without it Christianity, as the primitive form indicates, loses its

logical coherency ; without it there can be no historical or doctrinal unity ; without it

there can be no perfected Redemption or blessed salvation which the prophets predict
and faith accepts ; and without it all knowledge fails to bring ua hope of a worid restored
to Theocratic rule. We also add, for the critical student, that this title of *' Christ,'* in
view of its relationship, enforces the Divine-Human in Jesus,

Oha, 11. The student will notice that the saints who arc destined to bo
** kings" are specially declared to be *' CJtrrisVs lody*^ (Rom. 12 : 5 ; 1

Cor. 13 : 27 ; Eph. 1 : 23, and 4 : 13, etc.), and being also " anointed" (tJ

Cor. 1 : 31 ; 1 John 2 : 20, 27), they are associated in rule and Kingship
(Theocratic ordering) with Him. The Christ is the Head, and is above
His ** fellows*' (Ps. 45 : 7). The honor and exaltation of the body
accounted worthy to r ign with Him are presented under Props. 154, 153,

and 156.

It is not a small thing that Paul, 1 Cor. 3 : 11, asserts that the foundation laid is
** Jesus the Christ ;*' and we cannot help feeling that persons who are savingly united by
justifying faith to Jesus, by ignoring the covenanted and predicted meaning of " Christ,**

and substituting in its place humanly derived meaning are thus far building on the

foundation material, that the Coming again of the Messiah will show to be '* wo«d, hay,

stubble.** A writer in the Evanffdist has much to say respecting Millenarian views, run-
ning counter to prevailing views, as so polemical and opposed to the method of Jesus.
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Bnt in the pure eyes of the writer there ia nothing "polemical " in preftching, prayer,
hymnH, etc,, vhioh condemn onr doctrine, and substitute a Christ not eovenantcd or pre-

dicted, Jesus opposed erroneous doctrine as well as pnuitice, and if compelled to vindi-

cate His honor and glory as connected with His Christship, we only follow His example
and the express commands of Scripture. Like the Philadeiphians (Bev. 3 : 8) we desire
not to deny but uphold, if needs be defend, His name. The very official title of Jesus
reminds us also that it should prevent a believer to assume that irreverent and undue
familiarity—evidenced by soma in the past—with Him in representations of His relations

to us and ours to Him. "While duly appreciating His nearness, friendship and love, the
immeasurable superiority and majesty of " the Christ" should urge us to reverence and
xeBpeci in address.

Oha* 12. The preaching of the first preachers was that of '' the Christ'*

(Acta 2 : 30, 31, 36 ; 3 : 20 ; 4 : 10 ; 6 : 42, etc.) ; Philip " preached
Christ" and ** the name of Jesus Christ" (Acts 8 : 5, 12) ; PanI " preached
Christ'* (Acts 9 : 20, 22); in brief, all did as Paul given in Acts 17 : 3, and
18 : 5, 28, and 19 : 4, and 20 : 21, and 28 : 31. This, as we have seen,

was requisite and essential, for the doctrine cannot be eliminated without
destroying the Titality of faith and hope. It was necessary also to give it

diis prominency in order to reach the Jewish heart and the longing of

Gontileism for deliverance. We Millenarians are sometimes most unjustly

charged as if we did not preach " the Christ,^'' when it is a most vital point
in our %j%\fiim--fundamental to the doctrine of the Kingdom, seeing that
without " the Christ" the Kingdom is impossible. We preach not only
*' Christ cruciGed" as the means of deliverance, but with Paul we preacli

''Jesus Christ and Him {Christ) crucified " (1 Cor. 2 : 2, and 1 : 23), point-
ing out both what the Christship means and designs (as covenanted and
predicted), and then how through faith in a crucified Christ we can attain

to an inheritance with Him as *' the Christ," With us '* Christ is all in
all''

It is simply folly to eonfine the preaching of Christ to Him aa the Cmoifled One, for
this would leave out the glory of ** the Christ,*' exalting His humiliation and death (so

precious as a means) to the exclusion of its design in fitting Him for the Christship, and
in drawing those to Him who shoxild participate in the revealed '* Christ." Let the
reader turn to Paul who uses these expressions, and see how many things, besides the
oruoiftxion. he unites with the idea of " the Christ," and how largely he directs us to
the future revelation of Christ, and he must conclude that the title embraces that which
we have affirmed. This is clearly seen and acknowledged by our opponents. Thus e.g.

Barnes (Cbm., 2 Cor. 4 : 6) remarks on the words :
" We preach not ourselves but Christ

Jesus the Lord,'* the following :
" This important passage, therefore, means that they

made it their sole business to make known Jesus as the Messiah or the Christ, aa the
Uupreme Head and Lord of people, i.e. to set forth the Messiahship and the lordship of
Jesus of Nazareth." He then tells us to do this implies, (1) to prove that h^ is the
Messiah predicted, (2) to proclaim the truths He taught, (3) to make known the facts of
His life, (4) to set forth the design of His death, (5) to proclaim His resurrection, etc..

(6) to hold Him forth aa Lord. But we show that more than thvt is implied, as e.g. His
covenanted relationship as Christ, His position as " the Christ" in the Coming Kingdom,
His Judgeship as Christ, etc. Hence it will be seen that our system of faith—which is

reproached by some who evidently are unacquainted with M—makfs mucA of Christ, and
while receiving that which is ordinarily attached to it (as above) includes precious cove-
nanted and predicted truths that other systems either ignore or imperfectly present.
Numerous Propositions present a converging testimony to our faith in the Christship of
Jesils. May we be so happy as to realize its preciousness in all its fulness.

Obs. 13. The doctrine of the Kingdom evinces the serioas defects exist-

ing in namerons Lives of Christ. This is seen e.g. in making ** the
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Christ" a mere doctrinal word, in misapprehending the Kingdom, in snb-
Btituting a Kingdom, in invalidating the faith and preaching of the dis-

cipleSy in ignoring the Davidic covenant, in overlooking the postponement,
in spiritualizing prophecieSt in misapplying the fulfilment of prediction,

in exaggerations of the design of the present dispensation, in not evincing
the relation that the Firs.t Advent sustains to the Second and its results,

etc. No one is properly qualified to write such a life, unless acquainted
with the doctrine of the Kingdom ; otherwise everything is viewed through
a church-Kingdom medium, which injuriously and erroneously adects uie
truth pertaining to Jesus, the Christ, However valuable and able many
such Lives are, the fact is that they are largely vitiated by fundamental
errors which forbids the production of a consistent, Scriptural^ covenanted^

and predicted Life, such as the Old Test, foretells and the Kew Test,

imparts.

Many of those liveBt aside from Bach defeots, are ably written, contain Talnable and
anggestive matter, defend much truth against nnbelief, and lead ns to admire and
reverence Jesos. It is, therefore, saddening to point out blemiahes and faults, obtained
through the entertained theories of an existing Messianic Kingdom as covenanted and
predicted, because a sincere admiration bf, and indebtedness to, such writers regret to

specify anything that may detract from them. Yet faithfulness demands it, for such
works—owing to their vast number, extended circulation, and ability of the authors—are

moulding the minds of multitudes in opposition to the clear teaching of Scripture
respecting *

' the Christ.' ' The apologies that are frequently presented by them (of which
we give in other places various specimens), in behalf of their leaving the plain grammati-
cal sense for a spiritualistic one, are unworthy of the life they describe. Such attempts
also only confirm the enression of modem unbelief, as illustrated e.g. in Abbott's Qtmus
of Christianity and Frte BeUgion, Potter's Christianiiy and Us Definitions, etc. It causes— in

view of the alleged changes and transformations—the author of the Creed of Chrislendom,

in answer to the question. '' Was Christ a divinely-commissioned Teacher of truth?" to

answer in the negative, notwithstanding the high eulogies bestowed upon Him as ** tho

wisest, purest, noblest Beixig," " highest ideal yet presented to us on earth'* (while

engaged in denying His Christ claims, aspirations, hopes, etc.). To indicate what con-

cessions unbelief gives to the Christ idea, its importance, and the change introduced, we
Append extracts from two writers. Abbott

(
The Oenius cf Christianity and Free K^igion)

says :
** It is impossible to doubt that Jesus did actually claim to be the Christ or Mes-

siah, that is, the Founder and Sovereign of the Kingdom of God. So all-pervading is this

claim that to eliminate it from the Gospels is to reduce them at once to unadulterated
myth. If misunderstood on this point, there is no reason to suppose that Jesus has been

understood on any point : if His reported sayings on this subject are genuine, there is

no reason to suppose any of His sajings to be genuine. In the words of James Marti>

neau {Naiional Eevieto^ Ap.. 1863). * Whoever can read the New Test, with afresh eye must
be struck with the protninence everywhere of the Messianic idea. It seems to be the ideal

framework of the whole— of history, parable, dialogue ; of Pauline reasoning ; of Apuca.
Ivptio visians.' " ** The Messianic faith is the smd of the entire New Test., giving ttuiHf

to the^ospels, Epistles, and Apocalypse.** But he azgues—supported by the expressed

faith of multitudes—that the original Messianic idea was changed. Snch take the apolo-

gists (as e.g. Neonder's Life of Christy etc.) and adopt largely their views respecting the

sUeged change. Thus Potter {Christianity and Us Definitions) remarks :
** In that child-

like age, among a child-like people, something more was needed than a bare proclamation

of moral and spiritual truth, with whatever power of personal genius. And this need

was Bupplied by the old Hebrew conception of the speedy coming of the Messianic King-

dom—a conception that appealed with all the vividness of a drama to the spiritual imag-

ination, and hopes, and fears of men. This idea is the one thread of unity that runs

through all the varieties of wriUngs in the New Test, from Matthew to Revelation. It

was this that gradually lifted Jesus Himself out of all human and historic proportions

into the colossal magnitude in which he has been seen by Christendom for eighteen

centuries. It was the belief, after His crucifixion, in His Seonnd Messianic Advent -an

event which His followers looked for in their lifetime—that gave the immediate animat-

ing impulse to their cause, and attracted such numbers of people to confess Him as tli«

expected Christy for this Advent was to solve all life's trials and perplexities ; it was to
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bring redemption to the sinfnl, rest to the weaiy, wealth to the destitntef and comfort to
tlie sorrowing. And around this simple ohildi^ hope, which was yet full to bursting
'With the deep life of spiritoal aspirations and yearnings, the first Christian Church was
gathered—a sect of Judaism accepting Jesus as the Messiah, and looking for His Second
C!oming to complete and establish His sovereignty.'* Sustained in his belief that this was
a " childish hope" by able and learned Apologists and writers of the life of Jesus, ho
endaavors to account for the change (which we fully meet in other places) in order to

make ** Christianity acceptable after it had passed westward beyond the limits of Pales-

tine, and into countries where the Hebrew conception in its original form could have
little power."
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PBOPOsmoTf 206. This earth wiU yet witness the re-establishment

ofa glorious Theocracy—a Theocracy in its perfectedform.

Our entire line of argument directly founded on the covenants
and prophecies of the Old Test., and on the teachings and predic-
tions- of the New Test., enforces this Proposition, the hope of
ancient believers, of the primitive Church, and of a long and noble
line of witnesses for the truth. We will now briefly bring together
the converging lines of testimony which present this blessed pros-
pect, so much needed by humanity.

The render is expected to keep in viev the reasonio^ under the Propositions retexxed
to» Boeing that to aroid reoapitnlation a mere reference u deemed amply sufficient.

Oba. 1. Attention is again called to the fact that this fonn of govem-
menty predicted to be established and to extend iteelf over the earlh, is a
Theocracy, i.e. God Himself, in the Person of Jesus, the Son of David,
rules in it as an earthly Ruler. This form of firovernment is already seen
in the Theocracy, initiatory, once established (Props. 25, 26) and which
incorporated the Davidic line (Props, 27-33), God was the Supreme Bnler
—the earthly King. This fundamental idea must necessarily oe retained,

ifjustice is done to the direct representations of Scripture, seeing that the
entire tenor and analogy of the Kecord incontestably proves that the same
Theocracy overthrown, owing to the sinfulness of the nation, shall be again
restored under the Messiah with increased splendor and power (comp.
Props, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, and 36). As the Theocracy must, in the very
nature of the case, include a manifested reign of God as earthly Ruler and
the exhibition of an intimate and abiding union of the civil and religione,

this, of course, does not allow us to make the Church, as now constituted,
the covenanted Kingdom of the Messiah (comp. Props. 88-104). The
Theocracy restored as covenanted and predicted through Jesus at His
Second Advent, brings forth the Son of David as the actual representative
of God manifesting God to us in a pure Theocratic relationship in the Person
of One related to humanity—thus adapting it to the necessities of humanity,
and insuring its divine and permanent nature (see e.g. Prop. 200). The
Theocracy being a form of covernment in which the State and Church are
united, and in which the ruler is accessible as the Head, etc., it follows, asa
requisite result, that the Church in this dispensation cannot be thepromised
Messianic Kingdom, and, therefore, as the Bible declares, this Theocracy
when re-established shall be visibly manifested, and the Messiah's reign
shall be one visibly exhibited over the earth (comp. e.g. Props, 131 and
168). A Theocracy, such as God Himself has practically explained and
enforced, cannot be displaced by a substitution of something else, and it

cannot be spiritualized away without doing violence to a thousand
promises and calling into question the faithfulness of God.

Under Props, 26-37, etc., attention has been directed to the perversion of the Theo-
ozatio idea, and its wholesale appropriation to things that lack its most essential features.
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A fov additional illustrations are appended to eTince the oarelaas handling of the snbjeot.

The title of the following work is sufflciently snggestiTe : Theocracy, or ihs PrindpUs of
the Jewish ReHgion and FolUy, adapted to oil IfatioTis and 21me», by the Bev. Bob. Craig.

Objection is jasUy urged against X>e Maistre, ** On the Pope," claiming for the Pope the
ofllce of Sovereign and Infallible Arbiter on the ground of a divinely appointed TheocnsUo
ordering exhibited in the Boman Choroh, bat some Protestants jnst as painfnlly mistake
the Ilieoaratic idea and misapply it, as exemplified even in the title of the following
book : Th$ New England Theocracy ; a Hi^torv of ihe Oongregaiionalisia cf New 3figland to

the Revivals of 1740, by H. F. Uhden, etc., 1859. Unfortunately writers of ability and
acknowledged merit, as a multitude of quotations would show, thus pervert the Bcriptuzal

meaning, and make the labor of restoring its original import and intent correspondingly
harder. The authority of others, and a resulting prejudice, are in the way of appreciate

ing the Scriptural signification and intention of a Theocracy. We need not be surprised
that the Papacy (Alzog's Univ, Bia,, vol. 2, p. 490, etc.) should designate itself ^ a univer-

sal Theocracy" or ** a system of Theocracy," but it is surprising that Protestantism so
largely adopts the same spirit when it (Sfeyer, etc.) designates the Church as ** the Mes-
sianio Theocracy," when the fact is. that if we retain the simple meaning and application
practically -of the Word, nowhere is a Theocracy at present existing on earth, because Ood
r^uaes to ad now, for any nation or people, in the capacity of an earthly Buler. His
XHrine Sovereignty is one thing ; a special covenanted Theocracy pertaining to this

earth is quite another. Hence those writers, who reason that the past establishment of

the Theocracy ought to be imitated by a union of Church and State, are most certainly

mistaken. Thus Craig, " Theocracy ; or the Principles of the Jewish Beligion and Polity

adapted to all Nations," while presenting many admirable things, concludes that the
Theocracy, as once instituted, is a model designed for future rulers and nations. This
is nowhere asserted in the Bible, and cannot be true, since an infallible head and will,

which aione can control such a union and make it a source of mutual strength, is laokins.

The mistakes of the past in this direction, the bitterness, hatred, injury, and bloodshed,
sufficiently attest the oorraotness of our position. It is true that there are certain great
principles of law—as many writers have forcibly shown—the rights of man, the social

relations, etc., presented, which are worthy of study and reception in practice. But to
make it a model in its fundamental Theocratic principles, is certainly erroneous, and pro-
ductive of great evil. Craig and others mistake when they make the Jewish Theocracy,
as such, one of universal application (this is reserved for the future under Christ), and
when they assert that Christian nations are equally under a Theocracy like the Jews
(Christianity only being preparative to the promised Theocracy]^ Why is it, that men
will so persistentiy ignore the special features wbich constitute a Theocracy, and mistake
the Universal Sovereignty of God for tiie special covenanted Kingdom, in which Church
and State are united under God as the earthly, accessible, supreme, infallible Head ? A
writer North BriL Beview, May, 1850, p. 143) justly observes that without this "no gov-
ernment should receive the name."

Ob9, 2. We press npoa the notice of the reader the consiateucy and
reasonableness of such a future Theocracy. The relation that man and
this earth sustains to the moat High Qod requires that the honor and
majesty of Qod shoald demand the establishment of a Theocracy here on
the earth, by which the race is brought under a government honorable
alike to Qod and man. Our line of ar^ment strongly develops this

feature, and the student will appreciate its force, if attention is called to a
few points. (1) At the creation God had determined upon this form of

government (Props. 1 and 2) ; (2) man by disobedience forfeited a
dominion which Qod through him was to exercise over the earth (Props, 8
and 82) ; (3) Qod has resolved to restore that dominion in the Person of

Jesns, the Second Adam (Prop. 82) ; (4) Qod—to indicate in what form
of f^ovemment this dominion should be incorporated when restored, to test

man's present capacity for it, and to make certain indispensable provisions

for the future—erected a Theocracy (Props 25, 26, etc.)
; (5) man, owing

to sinfulness, was unfitted for a Thpocratic ordering, and, therefore, it was
withdrawn (Props. 32, 33, etc. ) • (6) God promised at some future time to
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restore it (Props. 33-30) ; (7J
this Theocracy is God's own preference for

a form of government, and if not restored makes His proposed government
a failure (Prop. 201) ; (8) God has sent His Son to make provision for

Salvation, i.e. to lift man and the mce out of the state of rebellion and to

restore aU tlw blessings forfeited bv the fall (comp. e.g. Props. 196. 182,

144, eta)
; (9) this Salvation in its ultimate realization is invariably linked

with thiB still future Coming Kingdom (so e.^. Props. 120, 121, elc.)
; (10)

God, to insaro the future permanent establishment of the Theocracy* is

preparing a body of rulers for the same to be associated with *^ the Christ'*

j^Propa. 61, 86, 65, and 153) ; (11) that until this Theocracy is set up the race

is not brouffht into subjection to God (comp. e.g. Props. 176, 153, 204,

etc.) ; (12) however glonous in design this dispensation may be, there is

still an incompleteness in Redemption and which will continue until " the
MesBiah" comes to restore the Theocracy (Props, 87, 88, 120, etc.) ; (13)
when this Theocracy is re-established, then under the rulership of Christ
and His saints the race itself is brought into subjection to God—a revolted

province is brought back to its pristine allegiance and blessedness ( Props.
124, 200, 151, ctc.^

; (14) the Theocracy is the form of government most
admirably adapted to secure this result (Props. 128, 136, 117, 119, etc.)

;

(15) a theocracy being in its nature a visible government, such a sover-

eignty and redemption completed must be visibly shown in the sight of
the world, so that—as rightly belongs to God and is done iu heaven itself

—it be publicly recognized (Props. 121, 122, 131, 154, etc.) ; (16) the per-

sonal relationship of God to Adam in Paradise, to the Theocracy once estab-

lished in the past, toman in and through Jesus at the First Advent, insures
a future special and continued personal relationship in a restored throne
and Kingdom (by way of pre-eminence called His own) as exhibiting His
Supremacy in the most tangible and satisfactory manner, and that the
recovery of a rebellious people and race, as well as the manifestation of
God's will bein^ done on earth as in heaven, includes such a personal
relationship in the Person of Him who is ** the Son of Man*' (Props. 81,
86, and 199, 204, etc.).

The offices of Jeans as Prophet, Priest, and King* are nnited in this Theocracy ; the
Kingship of the Jews, the Headship of the Ghnrch, and the Second Adamship, are so
combined in this form of government that they are inseparable, forming One. The
swaying of the sceptre in behalf of deliverance over the world indadea these relations in

a nalixed Theocratic Jtenae^ a unity. Heuoe we do not, in this fature state^ regard them as
separate and distinct one from the other, bat nnited in the same person. For, as shown
in detail, this Theocratic reign will result in manifesting, as something actually realized,

Jesns as " the Savioar of the World." To day a favorite phrase with many theol<^iana
to express the highest phase relating to Jesas, is that of a " Ghristocraoy, " bnt whatever
may be asserted respecting the same, it is still tme that a " Theocracy* * is the more com-
prehensive term, embracing more, and impressing more specifically the divine and the
result of the Ghiistahip.

Ob8, 3. Nothing but a real Theocracy can possibly satisfy the represen-

tations given in the Scriptures. Let the reader consider the numerous
reasons presented in its behalf, some of which are the following : (1) The
actual establishment of a Theocracy which God claims as His special

Kingdom, and which He withdraws under promises of future restoration

(Props. 25, 33, etc.). (2) The covenant, confirmed by oath, positively

demands its future restoration under David's Son (Prop 49). The
Kingdom that is covenanted to that future David *s Son is not some other
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form of garernment, but the identical Theocracy identified with David's
throne and Kingdom (Props. 31-33). (3) The postponement of the King-
dom (Props, ^^t 67, 87) makes it indiaputftbly certain that this Theocracy wUl
be restored at the return of Jesus. Uis own words are amply sufficient to

BUBtain our faith in such a blessed expectation, (4) The p.rophecies, in

their plain sense, imperatively demand the Theocracy to be restored (Props.

21, 32, 33, etc.), seeing that the same Theocracy overthrown is the one that

they declare shall be gloriously re-established. (5) The faith and hope of
the pious Jews implies such a regained Theocracy (Props. 20, 40, and 85),

becaUBe we cannot believe that God would thus incite and foster a false

faith and hope by an admitted sense of His Word to be sadly disappointed.

No I He will be faithful to the sense ^ven under Ilis own auspices, and
these ancient believers shall yet exult in the full realization of anticipated

deliverance and glory in the restored Theocracy. (6) John the Baptist's

faith and hope imply the same (Props. 38-41), for it is impossible, without
degrading a person " filled with the Holy Ghost*' and specially commis-
sioned to preach the Kingdom, to believe that John should utterly misap-

Srehend the nature of the Kingdom he was to proclaim. (7) The
octrinal views of the disciples, apostles, and primitive Church (Props.

43, 44, 70, 71-78), in reference to the Kingdom, were such that they cannot
be consistently explained (without lowering their commission, inspiration,

and faith), unless we receive their expectations of a future re-established

Theocracy to be the truth. (8) The confining by Jesus of the preaching
of the Kingdom—its tender—to the Jewish nation (Props. 54, 65, etc.),

indicates that the Theocracy, which pertained to them, was the Kingdom
offered. Hence, as the very Kingdom tendered to them is the one post*

poned to the Sec. Advent (Props. 66-68), the same Kingdom must be the
one ultimately restored. (9) The Kingdom not being established under
John's ministry (Prop. 41), not under Christ's (Prop. 56), and not in this

dispensation (Props. 70, 71, and 90 to 110) corresponds with the nature of

the Theocracy, seeing that no such form of government has yet been wit-

nessed. (10) The design of this dispensation (Prop. 86), the preparatory
nature of the Church (Props. 88-105), the gathering out of a people to

inherit the Kingdom (Props. 61-65)—these are all points in agreement with
oar position respecting the future Theocracy, and thus aid m establishing

it. (11) A correct understanding of the Divine Sovereignty as something
ever existing, and the covenanted Kingdom which that Sovereignty bestows

(comp. Props, 79 and 80), enforces the precise idea of a real Theocracy,
pertaininjg to a special rule confined to this earth. (12) A consideration

of this Kingdom as belonging, byway of covenant, specifically to '^ the Son
of Man," and what this implies (Prop. 81), brings forward the Theocratic
ordering alone as intended. (13) The restoration of the dominion for-

feited by the first Adam through the Second Adam (Prop. 82) involves a
rule sucn as we know can only oe realized after the Sec. Advent of Jesus,

and which the Scriptures unite with this re-established Theocracy. (14)

This Theocratic Kingdom is given to Jesus by the Father (Prop. 83), but
as a result of His obedience, sufferings, and death (Prop. 84), and, in view

of the time of bestowal and the reason for the same, corroborates our faith

in an ultimate real Theocracy. (15) The promises to the saints of inherit-

ing this Kingdom (Prop. 90, etc.) at the period of the Sec. Advent, coincide

with so many other declarations and predictions relating to this Theocracy
and the positions they shall occupy therein, that they corroborate and
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strengthen our belief. (16) The Theocracy being Christ's inheritance
^Props. 122, 49), and OS He has not yet restored the same Theocracy (doim-
lalleu) which all the prophets unite in testifying He will perform, we con-
fidently hold that the Theocracy will be, must be, again manifested. (17)
A Pre-Millennial resurrection (Props, 125-129) so Mmirably fits into the
fnture Theocratic ordering as promised, that the very fact of its being
taught and allied with the Kingdom at the Sec. Advent, in order to pro-
mote the efficiency, grandeur, and power of the then existing Theocracy, con-
firms our faith in the same. (18) The inheriting of the earth by the meek
(Prop, 142), implies it, seeing that under such a Theocratic ordering and
the ruling involved in it, the saints have dominion over all the earth, etc
(19) The predicted place of manifested royalty (Prop. 168) can only be
reconciled, without undue violence to the language, with this doctrine of a
future Theocracy. (20) The restoration of the Jews (Projw. 111-114)
unmistakably proves the correctness of our position, because that restora-

tion is indispensable to the re-establishment of the same Theocracy over-
thrown (the nation being in covenanted relationship to it^, and its extension
over the world. (21) The supremacv of the Jewish nation (Prop. 114), so
clearly taught, can oiAj be explained in view of this future restored The-
ocracy, seeing that nation is brought into special nearness to it on accoant
of its national covenanted affinity (Props. 24, 29, 30, 54, 65^4) to it. It
strongly confirms our doctrine, being just what wo might reasonably antici-

pate. "(22^ The simple fact that the restoration of forfeited blessing (Prop.
119) is linked by the prophets with this regained Theocracy, materially aids
in sustaining our view. (23) These forfeited blessings thus unitea with
the Kingdom can only be introduced by the power of Christ (Prop. 120),
and hence, to bo fulfilled here on earth as portrayed, necessitates a Pre-
Millennial Advent of Jesus. Such an Advent is abundantly taught (Prop.
121), and thus fully sustains our doctrine. (24) The Barren Woman
(Prop. 118), as well as many other predictions taken isolated, can only be
consistently interpreted in the light of such a future Theocracy in whicli
the saints form a chosen corporate body intimately associated with Christ,
and the Jewish nation one that is specially favored by God, Such predic-
tions, therefore, afford additional proof in favor of oar position. (25)
The prophecies relating to tho destruction of Antichrist and the removal of
all wickedness (Props. 115, 123, 161, 162, 163), by the personal interven-
tion of Jesus, are only reconcilable with our doctrine of the Kingdom,
and form a requisite preliminary to a correct understanding of its introdac-
tion and power. (26) The same can be said of the predictions relating to
the end oi Gentile domination (Prop. 164), which in intent exactly agrees
with the predicted Theocratic ordering extending over the world, but can-
not bo made to fit into the prevailing views of the Kingdom. The very
fact that it ends, shows that it is superseded by another form of domina-
tion, even the one that we advocate. (27) The predictions pertaining to
a visible reign of Christ (Props. 122, 131, 117) are alone perfectly consistent
with a restored Theocracy ; they do not fit into any other system of
faith and hence are not retained in their plain meaning but are either
spiritualized, or made topical of something else. (28) The Judgeship of
Jesus (Prop. 132| in all its fulness of detail and richness of power exhibited,

can only be predicated of such a Theocracy. Limiting it to simple judicial

action is to strip it of its scriptural and Theocratic meaning. (29) The
day of judgment (Prop. 133) in its grand results and its wide sweep of juris-
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dictioiij serves to indorse the Theocratic idea. No other belief can incoT'

porate what is stated in reference to it. (30) "The world to come'*
(Prop. 137) as used by the Jews to designate the restored Theocracy
under the Messiah, and its retention and location at the 8ec.

Advent, shows that our faith is well-grounded. (31) The day of the
Lord Jesus Christ" (Prop. 138) designating a period of time after

the Sec. Advent, in itself is nighly expressive of our view. This
time so specially relating to Christ, certainly pertains to an era when
His Theocratic reign, as covenanted, is inaugurated. (32) This is

strengthened by what is said of ** the morning" of " the day of Christ"
(Prop. 139) and the events connected therewith—the whole being associated

by the prophets with the commencement of such an age still future. (33)
** The rest** or **Sabbatism" ^Prop. 143) is significant of such a The-
ocracy, and by the analogy of Scripture is connected therewith. (34^
** The end of the age" and the things preceding and following (Prop, 140)
are expressive of the beginning and perpetuation of the Theocratic rule.

i35)

The perpetuity of the cartk (Prop. 141) and the perpetuity of the race
Prop. 152), after tne Sec. Advent, so essential to this Theocratic idea, are

clearly taught and sustain, in simple consistency, the glorious Theocratic
rule over the Jewish and Gentile nations. They are doctrines which neces-

sarily must be revealed in order to make the Theocratic rule practicable.

(36) The New Heavens and New Earth (Props. 148, 151) united by the

prophets with this restored Theocracy, impressively teach what kind of a
government Christ exerts over the nations. (37)

*' The limes of Restitu-

tion" (Prop. 144), "the Regeneration" (Prop. 146), the deliverance of

creation (Prop. 146) are all inseparably connected with the " appearing and
Kingdom," i.e. with a Kingdom established here on earth after the sending
again of Jesus, that they strongly corroborate the doctrine here advocated.

(38) The Transfiguration (Prop. 153), the Temptation of Christ (Prop.

106), the belief in the speedy Advent by the primitive Church (Prop. 74),

the Father's house (Prop. 170), the marriage of the Christ to the New .Jerusa-

lem (Prop, 169), the perpetuity ascribed to this Kingdom (Prop. 159), these

bring forth additional reasons confirming our trust in the ^lain grammati-
cal sense of the covenants, prophecies, and promises descriptive of a real

Theocratic government. They indicate the kind of Kingdom intended,

its rulers, subjects, and permanence. (39) The visible reign of the saints

here on the earth after the Advent over nations, subordinate to the Christ,

plainly reveals (Props. 154 and 156) not only the Theocratic rule, but how
it is then inaugurated and carried on in a perfected form under |>er-

feoted. rulers, thus insuring its stability and blessedness. (40) The location

of the Millennial period (Prop. 158) after the Sec, Advent, can only be
made to accommcxlate itself to our view. To our Theocratic system it is

essential ; to any other it would be an excrescence. The prophets link

their Millennial descriptions with a restored Theocracy. (41) The non-
conversion of the world before the Sec. Advent (Prop, 175 and 176) is con-
firmatory of our position, seeing that, in view of the direct portraiture of

this dispensation and of the Church down to the Advent itself, no place is

found for the fulfilment of the Millennial predictions ; and they must, of

necessity, be located where all Scripture places them, viz., after the

Advent, and under the instituted Theocratic ordering, (42) Even the very
condition of unbelief assumed by the Church and the world (Props. 177,

178, 180) respecting the means to inaugurate the Kingdom and the Kingdom
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itself, confirma our faith, seeing that such a state of unbelief in God's pre-
dictions, and promises, and mode of procedure, is to be characteristic of
the last times. Unbelief in the covenanted and predicted restored Theo-
cratic Kingdom is pre-eminentlj characteristic of the Cliurch and world to-
day. (43) The translation of the saints, as a preparatory measure (Props.
130 and 118), is only in agreement with a proposed Theocratic ordering,
seeing that such a translation is intended to prepare them for a rnlerahip
in it (44) The rudimentary re-organization of the Theocracy at Mt Sinai
(Prop. 166) in the future, the Revelation of the Divine Will (Prop. 167)
adapted to this renewed and perfected ordering, the baptism of the Hoi

v

Ghost and of fire (Prop. 171) then experienced, encourage the retention of
the ancient faith, because tnese indicate how we can become suitably pre-
pared to participate in the wonderful out*goingB of Theocratic rule. (45)
The fact that belief in this restored Theocracy brings forth ** the One
Hope" (Prop. 182) which sustained a multitude of believers ; that it ex-
hibits in this Theocracy a manifested unity (Prop. 184) which never oan
be realized without it ; that it is supported hj the analogy of Scripture,
the analogy of faith, and the analogy of tradition (Prop. 185) which no
other system can claim ; that it gives coherency and unity of design to the
Gospels, Acts, Epistles and Apocalypse (Props. 187-191) ; that it forms a
key to open Scripture (Prop. 192) making much plain that otherwise would
be dark ; that it does not drive us to deprive the Jews of their retained
faith and hope in the plainly expressed predictions of God's Word (Prop.
193), but leads us botn by the grammatical sense to accept of a lutnre
Theocratic ordering under the Messiah—these things have considerable
weight in influencing us to follow the path of pious Jews, martjrs, etc.,

who longed and prayed for ** the Christ" to come and set up His inherited
Kingdom. (46) The world's history (Prop. 194) is a mystery and incom-
plete without this restored Theocracy ; for God to undertake a Theocratic
form of government and not to complete it, and for Him to promise its

restoration and make the most suitable provision for it, and tnen not to
manifest it, would leave a void fatal to the happiness of the individual, of
the race, and of the world.

(47J
When we regard the precious provision

made by Jesus (comp. Prop. 195) for this very Theocratic ordering ; when
we contemplate the Person of Jesus, most wonderfully adapted to secure an
exact, pure, real Theocratic rule (Prop, 199), and when we consider the
title of Jesus, " the Messiah," ** the Christ" (Prop. 205) as alono applica-
ble to a restored Theocracy, we certainly would be lacking faith in God
and in His promises if we refused to receive, cordially and hopefully, the
belief that, at the time determined by the Father, the Messiah snail come
again, and fulfil the covenants and predictions relating to the restoration

of a fallen Theocracy in a state of glory such as inspired men describe.

The reader is requested to notioe the wonderful hormoay of our doctrine. AUhongh
many things are requisite to give it completeness, every link in the chain of connectiozi
is forthcoming and expressed in a plain, easily understood, grammatical sense—<A«
strcngesl proof that oan be given to substantiate a doctrine. Aside from the details (in
whion we may, more or less, mingle error—being hnman) the grand outlines of the system
evidence this harmony of teaching. It is a great gratification, a high comfort, to find
such nnity between the curse and redemption, the covenants and* their realistic fulfil-

ment.

Obs, 4. Briefly, reference may again be made to the exceeding desirtibleness

of this future Theocracy. A real Theocracy is one that humanity requires.
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and down to its establishment, if we but credit God's foreknowledge as

presented in His Word, the nations of the earth will lack a government
that can insure continued peace, prosperity, happiness, etc. The sad
condition of the world plunged in unbelief and direct hostility to the truth
and the Christ (Props. 123, 160, 161, 162, 163. 174, etc.), clearly evinces
what the efforts of man at government will yet develop. Let the reader
turn to Prop. 202, and notice how the Bible represents to us a Divine
government, perfect in every respect, and admirably adapted in every
particular to secure stability, blessedness, etc. This is alone met with in

a real Theocracy^ which contains the elements of a complete Kingdom that
can lift man and the race from the present low ground into a higher plane,
reconciling clashing interests and removing evils, under a visible head and
rulership wholly actuated by justice, love, and mercy. The cravings of
humanity for a stable government that shall dispense impartial justice and
extend its care 6ver all its subjects ; that shall bless the highest and the
lowest ; that shall remove the distress and evils incident to present forms ;

that shall assure constant and abiding release from oppreBsion, war, and
suffering ; that shall make a sympathizing and all-pofferiul ruling Headship
constantly accessible to every subject ; that shall manifest in a manner to
command unfaltering assent, a perfectly reliable and infallible rule ; ihMe
can only he realized in a restored Theocracy—a Kingdom in which God—infi-

nite in wisdom and power—Himself again condescends to act in the capac-
ity of earthly ruler. Who, when viewing the sad history of the nations of

the earth (a long, dreary catalogue of jealousies, wars, bloodshed, revolu-

tions, etc.), and regarding the fearful condition and troubles still future (as

delineated by the Spirit of God, Props. 161, 162, 163, etc.), does not earnestly

desire the speedy Coming of this Theocracy. Again, notice Prop. 204, and
see how this restored Theocracy gives denniteness and a continued exalta-

tion to David's Son, and vividly brings before us—as no other system of

faith can possibly do—the majestic relationship that He sustains through-
out the ages to the race of man. The dignity, honor, and glory of Jesus
is promoted by this arrangement ; and associated rulers, Jewisn and Gentile

nations, experiencing the elevation and blessings flowing from this divinely

instituted government, shall ever tender to the Father and Son and Spirit

ceaseless heart-felt ascriptions of praise.

The reply to those who allege that this Coming to this earth and condesoending to

act as earthly mler in the Theooratio order is degrading to David's Bon and David^s
Lord, will be foand in Props. 203, 81-85, 200, 197, etc., to which the reader is referred.

The objection arises from not diacriiuinating betvreen the Divine Sovereignty (Props. 79
and 80) and this speciaHy covenanted Kingdom to *' the 6on of Man." It does not see

that it is sitting in judgment npon God's own former condescension thus to act, upon
God's own preference of government, upon Grcd's oath*bound covenants and predictions

relating thereto, and upon the most desirable and glorious method to bring Grod and man
into an intimate and endnrinc; relationship, promotive of the highest gloty of the One
and the highest blessedness of the other. A believer should hesitate to question such a
divine mode of procedure, which must—if duly considered—elevate David's Son to a

most hono^ble position, and which brings glorious deliverance to the world ; uniting
this fallen and rebellions enrth into intimate and enduring relationship —as a recovered
province in which God's will is done- with heaven itself, and that by sanctifying and
elevating the noblest of eartbly relations, the civil and religious in oombinjition. God
again " tabemacling with men" as their King, manifesting Himself in the Person of

Jesus as Theooratio King ; this is a glory tnconoptixx^ly grtai^ and a boon jtofuU of unutter-

able blessing that the heart of man desires it with intense desire. The old view ^arrar's

Ufe of ChrisU vol. 1, p. 28) of Tacitus, Suetonius, and Josephus, of a powerful King aris-

ing in Judea and ruling over the world, will then be fully verified. Plato's (Seiss's Last
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7^nt««, p. 64) declaration 'vill come to pass :
*' In the end, lest the world shoold be

plunged into an eternal abjss of confusion, Qod, the anther of the primitive order, will

appear again, and resume the reins of empire ; then He will change, embellish, and
restore the whole frame of nature, and put fin end to decay of age, sickness, and death.'*

Some (Fronde's ShoH StudieSj p. f)8) *' lament with Father Newman that * God's control

over the world is so indirect and His action so obscure ;
* " others have their faith soreljr

tried by past and existing providences, but all this will be rectified when the Theocoracj
appears. Unbelief levels its sharpest shafts against the '* Particularism" of the Bible.

the selection of an individual and nation, the neglect apparently of the heathen, tfaa

incorporation of an elect body, etc., bat then the key to it all will be foand in the oon-
tempiated end, the Theocratio ordering, and it will be seen that God adopted the best
and most speedy means, consistent with man*B moral agency, to bring about so glorioiu
a result. We are satisfied, ravished with ih€ sj^lendid fiujlUy portrayed by the Bible, for
it meets a longing of weary ages—a longing impressively expressed in the oft-quoted
sentence of Feuerbach :

" God is an unutterable sigh oat of the depths of the humaoL
heart." It meets the often expr^sed need of a pnre, just, and powerfol govemment to
take the place of the arbitrary, inconsistent, oppressive and changeable ones of the paai.

Oha. 5. The Scriptures are fall of this Theocratic idea (as the preceding
Propositions show), and many of its declarations receive new force and
beauty when viewed in its light Au illustration will indicate this : the
expressions relative to God's dwelling with man, and of being their God
and they shall bo* His people, convey the notion of a TJieocratic affinity
entered into by God and exnerienced by man. This is seen if several par-
ticulars are noticed. (1) Wnen the Theocracy was established this feature
was thus distinctly announced. Even in Gen, 17 : 8, it is promised that
" I will he their God " when the land of Canaan should be occnpied. Pre-
viously to this occupation (as in Gen. 17 : 6, and 26 : 24, and 28 : 13) it

had been announced that He would be a God to them in the fulfilment of
covenant promises. The full significance of the language begins to
appear in Ex. 6 : 7 where God, in view of the Coming Theocracy, tells

Moses as a source of encouragement :
** I will take you to me for a people,

and I will he to you a God.** When the Q'heocratic relationship was entered
into at Mt. Sinai, then the idea conveyed in the expreesion was verified, as
stated e.g. in Lev. 27 : 12 '* / will walk among you, and will be your God,
and ye sfiaU he my people" (comp. Ex. 19 : 5, 6 aud 29 : 45, etc.). It is

admitted by a host of eminent men. that this declaration reprcseuts God's
peculiar and distinguishing relationship to the Jewish nation in the insti-

tuted Theocratic government. (2) When the Theocracy was withdrawn,
the throne and Kingdom of David fallen down, then this language was
employed in connection with a predicted restoration of the Davidic tlirono
ana Kingdom, or the Theocracy. The reader can verify this by referring
e.g. to the following predictions : Ezek. 36 : 28, and 37 : 23, 27 ; Zeph. 8 :

8 ; Ezek. 34 : 24, 30 and 11 : 20, etc. It is used by way of pleading with
the nation to urge them to repentance, so that it might be realized, as e.g.
Ezek. 14 : 11. (3) In this dispensation it is employed to show that
believers are brought into such an affinity with God through Christ, that
forming His temple, etc., they shall possess this identical Theocratic
relationship in the future, as e.g. 2 Cor. 6 : 16 ; Heb. 8 : 10. For the
Scriptures do expressly teach (Props. 90, 86, 118, 124, 154, etc.) that this
is fully and perfectly realized when they are exalted in the Coming
Kingdom. (4) When the Theocracy is re-established, then this language
is used as pre-eminently expressive of an actual realization of the Theo-
cratic idea contained in it. Thus it is employp-^ '*- ^--^ 7 : 13, ^^He that
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aitteth upon the throne shall dwell among them," but especially in Rev. 21 : 3,
" Behold tlie tabernacle of Qod is with men, and He will dwell with them,
and they sImU he His people, and God Himselfshall hi with them and he

their God.*' Certainly, in view of the usage of this language in connection
vith a Theocracy as once established and with the predictions of the same
Theocracy restored » it would be faithless in us not to regard it as most
significant and descriptive of a real Theocracy ultimately manifested in
splendor and power.

This indieatea the high calling of the Kingdom in its King, associated Rnlers, and
snbjects, as well as the foandation of the dispensed blessings. This dwelling of Qod in
their midst as Supreme Bnler upon the earth gives the Theootacy its etiicacy, and
Adaptedness, and perfection. It throws light upon Millennial prophecies, illustrntive of
the Kingdom. Thus : being Theocratic, the civil as well as the religions is divinely
administered, and hence everything, even of a political nature, is measured by a divine
standard. Therefore, as under the withdrawn Theocracy (that illustrates the spirit of

the restored one), every violation is not merely a crime h\it a ^n, because opposed to the
Will of this Head dwelling among them. Faithfulness to the laws of the Kingdom—in
every respect— is faithfulness to Qod, evincing that supreme love whose extension is

ultimately to overthrow all disobedience. The rewards and the punishments, as becomes
a Theocracy, will then also be immediate, because temporal bestowment of the same evi-

dences the worthiness and power and majesty of the same. The saints, as we have
shown, will play an important part in exhibiting this feature.

Ohs, 6. This Thepcracy is a predetermined form of goyemment, which,
when the time arrives, will be enforced upon " a willing people.'* It is not
dependent upon the choice of any nation or nations, for, as prophecy pre-

dicts, it will be BO unwelcome to the nations of the earth thut, to establish

it, the kingdoms of the world will be broken to pieces by it (tlius e.g.

Props. 123, 160-163). The ambition, pride, self-exaltatiou, and wicked-
ness of earthly kingdoms cannot be induced to submit to such a Theocratic
rule, and, therefore, the Scriptures plainly predict, as a result, that a fearful

conflict will arise (e.g. Props, 163 and 163), which will prove disastrous to

the kings and rulers engaged in it. Indeed, a little reflection will evidence
that the representations of the Bible in this respect are most reasonable—
the only ones that can possibly be anticipated. Just as the establishment

of the Theocracy in Palestine brought on a conflict with its rulers, so the

rerestablishment of a Theocracy in Palestine (as its centre), destined to

extend its sway over all the nations of the earth, must, in the very nature
of the case, lead to a serious contest. It is not in the nature of nn sancti-

fied humanity to yield up its worldly honors, power, riches, etc., without a
struggle—a PJiny one—against the pre-ordained government of the Most
High God, The ** willing people" associated with the institution of this

Theocracy and its continuance are the saints destined for its rulers, the

Jewish nation delivered from its drinking the bitter dregs of a long-

endured tribulation, and the Gentile nations which shall be made to learn

righteousness when God's judgments shall fall upon all who oppose His
determined Theocratic ordering. The united opposition of the world, the

protests of its rulers and people, cannot prevent its introduction and
enforcement. Alas I so blinded is man that but few appreciate its design

and adaptation to bless, and it is onl;jr when introduced under the auspices

of the Theocratic King and His associated rulers, amid opposition ana the

fall of its enemies, that the eyes of multitudes will be opened to the gran-
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dear, majestj, blessedness, and glory pertaining to it, and thej will also

gladly submit themselveB to its ordering.

Borne exoellent vriters have a misleading idea of a Theocracy and of the maimer of
its establishment Thus e.g. Wines {Com, on the Laos of the AnderU Hebretct), in his
efforts to Rhow that the American Bepublio is modelled after the Jewish Theocracy, ex-
ceeds the plain statements of the Divine Becord. He lays much stress on the compact
(Ex. 24 : 3-8 ; Jos. 8 : 30-35 ; Dent. 29 : 9-13, and ch. 24) as proof that the nation had
a voice in the government, but overlooks the vUal fact that the form of government, and
the lavs proceeding from it, were determined by God—the people had ito voice in est&b.
Ushing the same. The appreciation of the Deliverer of the nation and of the Founder of
the State, with submission to Him, does not make the Theocracy a " Republic." It is

derogatory to God's own appointment to make it (p. 118) '* the type and model of our
own Constitation,* seeing that it is no type but a real form of government which God
purposes to renew. Even with Wines's typical idea applied to the American Republic,
the antitype falls immeasurably below the type iziprivilege and honor, as in God's con-
descending to act as the earthly accessible ruUng Head. The foundation of a Theocracy
is only in GodAnd not in the people—the people even at Ht. Binai developed their anfit-
ness for it, and it was only at the solicitation of Moses that God was again merciful and
continued it. It is true, as Wines correctly contends, that human governments act
wisely in so far as they incorporate the legislation for the good of all and the protection
of the rights of all as evidenced in a Theocracy, but this does not elevate an earthly
government to the level of a Theocracy, and we are not at liberty to eulogize our form of
government at the expense of the Theocracy.

Obs. 7. The Theocratic idea is so grand in its conception and so sablime
in its adaptation to man and its results, that it cotud not have been of
human' devising. Unbelievers like Rousseau (Social Contract, b. 2, ch. 7)
make Moses tne founder of the Theocracy, and laud ** the superior genius
of the great man/' and his " sagacious and comprehensive power of mind."
Believers in the Word employ language in this direction not far removed
from the notion that Moses by his own wisdom conceived, and by his own
positive spirit practically enforced, the Theocratic idea. Quotations that
are painful and degrading to the Record might be produced, illustrative of
this loose method of interpreting the Scripture account. If we turn to the
Record, while fullv admitting tTie wisdom and ability of Moses, yet it dis-

tinctly states that*Moses was simply an agent in the hands of .God ; that
God Himself WBS the direct Founder of the Theocracy, and Moses acted by
His command, and under His direction (comp. e.g. Ex. 19 : 3-10 ; Deut.
6 : 20-25, and, in brief, the entire history of its founding). The " divine
legation" of Moses is au accepted fact, indisputably supported. This was
requisite, for Moses, with all his wisdom and genius, could never have de-
vised the Theocratic idea ; as an honorable man it could not have been his
work. Consider the God that Moses worshinped, His exalted attributes

and His transcendent glory, and how could ne, without the grossest pre-
sumption, have conceived the idea of His becoming the personal, accessible

earthly ruler of the Jewish nation ? And to have done so without a direct

sanction would compromise his integrity, insult His own God, and found
the government on a fearful falsehood. No man of wisdom, genins, and
honor could hare been guilty of so barefaced a fraud as to palm off his own
conception for a God-given one. Indeed, so pure and exalted is the idea in
the form presented under the Theocracy, that if it had been imitated, it

would have, under the moulding influence of that age of the world, been
modified, as seen in other ancient governments that sought a divine sanction
of the gods to sustain their polity in the estimation of the governed. The
fact is, that the conception is above the individual and the age (forming part
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of a DWine Purpose) ; and the public manner in which the idea was practically
inaugurated, and the continued accessibility of the Head, etc., forbid the
notion of its human origin. The entire Scriptures constantly refer to it as
once established and as again restored by Ood—He being its Founder and
Kuler, As we trace this Theocratic idea, we find other distinctive features
beyond the conception of finite mind. Thus e.g. it being the Divine Plan
to perfect this Theocratic idea in the Person of the King, we discover to
our amazement and admiration that to make this Headship accessible and
in intimate relationship with humanity—to fie it for such an earthly ruler-

ship—the Divine is united with a David's Son, so that in and through Him
God exercises just the rule required in a Theocracy adapted to man.
Could man develop this conjunction, when e.g. it required a virgin to give
birth to a Son, and when it demanded the most intimate acquaintance with
the Divine Purpose ? Could the prophets or the Apostles bring forth such
a magnificent conception of a Theocratic ordering and Theocratic King?
Ko I before it we bow in reverence, acknowledging a divine wisdom and
power.

A Theocracy, as the Bible describes, ia the grand conception of inspiration. It be-
longs vhoUy and essentially to the divine, being a revelation of the Divine Purpose, and
strikingly exhibiting the divine in all the preparatory stages and measures until the cul-

mination, when the divine, connected with humanity, appears in overwhelming grandeur
and glory. We may well, therefore, dismiss the vain efforts to trace the biblical idea to

Oriental religions, to India, Egypt, etc., seeing that nothing approaching such a consecu-
tively developed Theocratic Plan is to be found anywhere outside of the Bible. It is

God's idea, not man's ; it is Qod's work and not man's ; to Him we gratefully and joy-
fully attribute all honor and praise.

Obs, 8, This Theocracy, when once again established, impermanent. This
has been proven in detail (Prop. 159), but we may briefly present one feat-

ure which alone assures us of its stability. One source of the weakness of

human governments is the perpetual change of rulers and dynasties, owin^
to mortality^ revolutions, etc. Now the King is immortal and divine, and
no change can be predicated of Him ; the associated rulers being made like

unto Him, immortal and glorified, their positions are perpetual. A dis-

tinguishing peculiarity of tnis restored Theocracy is that the rulers are all

chosen by God Himself ; no one can ever be a king or priest in it without
God's direct appointment. The people have no voice in the selection of the
rulers,^ and heuce there is no possibility' of introducing those who are un-
worthy. God selects His rulers from faithful and tried ones—they are the

true brethren of the King (Props. 90, 154, 124, 153). This immeasurably
enhances the efficiency and stability of the Theocracy. When the Apostles

rei^ over the twelve tribes of Israel, when the saints are allotted their

position of judges, when the rulers of the Kingdom disseminate and en-

force the ordering prescribed, there is no power capable of resisting them,
and there is no elenjent that can disturb their sway—being founded in

Omnipotence itself.*

* Wines {Com, on ih« Laws of the AncierU Hebrevfs) makes it the highest crowning excel-

lence of a government that the people are permitted to choose the rolers fOod, however,

in view of the past history of nations, jndges otherwise), and makes a desperate effort

(because God to some extent allowed this in the former Theocracy) to show that this per-

tains es3€nliaUy to a Theocracy. We are certain that it does not to a petfeded Theocraov
;

and we are confident that it did not belong to the past Theocracy to Ihe extent that he
claims. A few statements will evidence the latter fact We have seen that the form of
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goYemment and the laws came from Ood (the people appointed no representatives to
choose the form and frame the code tinder which they were to liveX and that the people
—as would be proper under any form—gave in their willingnesa to yield obedience to the
same. The next step was the appointment of rulers, and, instead of the people selecting
the chief magistrate, God both selects and commissions Moses as the chief ruler onder
Himself. Moses, by God's express direction, selects and commissions Joshua. The
Theocracy did form classes that held superior positions and privileges (and these heredi-
tary), it gave the judges position for life, it ultimately incorporated and upheld even a
hereditary line of kings. All these were to perform, not what the people might demand,
but what OoSs own lavos required. We cannot help therefore to express our surprise that
Wines should (p. 138) call the Theocracy '* a Bepublic," and in his ardor declare that
'* in Palestine the ruitlon governed/* and that " on the banner of Palestine flamed, in
living letters, liberty, equality, fraternity." In several places he eulc^izes the Ameri^ui
Bepublic as a copy of the Theocracy, because as he asserts both are based on " the
capacity of the people for self-government," emphatically declaring that *' men are capi^
ble of governing themselves ; such is the decision of the infinite intelligence ;" and then
proceeds to predict a glorious future for the world founded on this ** capacity of self

-

government.*' issuing by its adoption into "the political redemption of the race," etc.

A few additional remarks, expressive of entire disaent^ may be in place. (1) These
assumptions are based on a misconception of the foundation of a Theocracy ; if it wbs a
Bepublic then it could not be a Theocracy ; if the people governed, then God was not
the highest Buler. (2) If it was '"a Republic" founded on '* self-government,'* how^
comes it that the nation could not choose the code or change it, that God selected rnlers
and imposed them, and that ultimately kings, in a hereditaiy line, were incorporated.

(3) When the Jewish nation rebelled against Ghod's government and determined to exer-
cise its own judgment in opposition to God's polity, it manifested in the results, no
'* capacity for self-government." (4) The form of the future restored Theocracy as cove-
nanted and predicted, as weU as the form of the one withdrawn, evinces " the decision
of the infinite Intelligence" that "men are" not "capable of governing themselTes. '*

(5) The history of the past sadly evidences, that men, owing to depravity, are incapable
of doing it in a way to secure continued prosperity, etc. (6) The American Bepublic is
no exception yet, seeing that it is only in its infancy, that it barely escaped disruption
in the past, that elements and diversity of interests are at work which cause statesmen to
feel that the capacity of self-government has not been sufficiently tested to base upon it

an infallible evidence of permanency and progress. (7) The predictions of the Bible
positively declare that instead of such a future as Wines predicts, the exact reverse (in the
nations being led by the Antichrist, etc.) a^all be experienced, and this is amply snffi-
cient, for God alone foreknows the future. (8) The ending of Gentile domination and the
Theocratic rule substituted, unmistakably shows what estimate we are to place on such
predictions.

* Owing to human depravity and the Theocnw^ being subordlnately ruled by fallible
men, there was an element of danger in the former one (pointed out by Michaelis. Com,
on Vie Laws of Moees, art. 46, and oy Wines, Com, on ihe Laws, etc., p. 509, etc,), viz., of
two tribes when becoming more powerful them others, regarding each other with saspi-
oion and hatred, or when one tribe acquired ascendency over the rest, the others would be
excited by envy, etc. Illustrations are given of this in the works named. But this
danger shfJl be averted in the future Theocracy, as e.g. plainly predicted by Isaiah 11 : 13.
The reason for this change is found in the fact that the King aud all the rulers being
immortal, pervaded by the Spirit, perfect, and perpetual in office, no place is given to
that ambition and jealousy for position, honors, etc., that is so unfortunately and fatally
developed in earthly kingdoms. Jealousy, envy, and rebellion cannot exist ; all, too, are
under the sway, counsel, aud protection of perfect, God-consecrated rulers, and hence no
antagonism, injustice, oppression, arbitraxy measures can exist.

Obs. 9. The manner in which God regards the world's history, as pre-
sented in Hia Word, indicates the high estimate that He places on this The-
ocratic idea. Infidels have rudely assaulted the Theocracy in the past
(overlooking that it only foreshadowed in a real initiatoir form the grand
Theocratic ordering to be realized), and Apologists have lamely apologized
(as e.g. suited by way of accommodation to a transition state) in its behalf

;

but the reverent student of the Scripturea, tracing the Divine Purpose, eeea
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in it thefoundation of Jewish greatness, past and future, and nltimaielj the
world's redemption and glory. Why does God so carefully trace the rise

and progress of the Jewish nation to the establiahment of the Theocracy,
then enter into fulness of detail respecting the Theocracy, its Iristory and
downfall ; then avoiding any connected history of the nation so long as

separated from the form of government He Himself instituted. He only
presents a sufficiency to give coherency to predictions and preparations
relating to the future? Why docs God specially single out this Jewish
nation as alono worthy of detailed mention, and pass by those mighty
nations (with brief mentioo) that existed contemporaneonsly ? TTAydoes
He devote so many pages to a special form of government, and pass bv
those forms which largely fill the pages of profane history and which playel
such a prominent part in the world's drama? Such questions are only
satisfactorily answered by a reference to the Theocratic ordering. The
Jewish nation being directly under God's own Kingdom, sustaining to

Him a near nationalrelationship as ihe Ruler, He, for the sake of His own
Theocratic position, once occupied and to be again re-occupied, evinces this

partiality to the nation in the recorded history. tVhen history shall be
read ana studied after the thousand years are ended, the significancy of all

this and the manifest omission respecting other governments and nations

of vast proportions will appear self-evident in the then existing g^nndeur
of the Theocracy, the restoration and supremacy of the Jewish nation, and
in the Gentile nations having participated in its blessings.

The reason why God did not Teveal Himself directly to other nations as He did to
the JewH—a problem, the snbject of mnch thought to TariouB writers

—

is fcnmd m this

Theocratic idea. They were utterly unfitted for it, even as the Jews, although having a
previous preparation of wonderful manner, evidenced themselves to be unworthy of its

permanent retention in the form first presented. It was, therefore, as a preparatory
measure, brought out in the Jewish lixie in order to provide for the Theocratic King,

David's Son, etc. Bo much is this felt that unbelief has sneeringly said, that the Old
Test. coDtains a "Civil Theology," A recent writer on ''Natural Beligion" {Liiiell's

Liv, AgCf Oct. 28ih, 1876, p. 222), referring to it as a diBtinguishing peculiarity of the

Bible, that it occupies itself so much with the future on earth, remarks :
*' The future is

their study, but not—this is almost aa true of the New Test, as of the Old— the future

after death. It is a kind of potUicat future that absorbs them, the fall of kingdoms and
tyranbs, of Babylon, Epiphanes, Nero, and the Eoman Empire, the future of Jerusalem,
the expected return of Christ to reign upon the earth." The Theocratic idea gives as the

full explanaikm of such a position, and this, so objectionable to unbelief, enforces our
argument and answers all objections. Hope—prophetic and believing hope—looks for-

ward to a Theocratic Kingdom with an infallible and majestic Head, with subordinate
rulers glorified and freed from imperfection, With righteous laws seeking the interests

and happiness of all, with blessings so complete that the highest pleasure will be to do
the Divine Will,

Obs, 10. This Theocracy has a ^o?i7ico-re?i'^i'o«5 constitution, i.e. a consti-

tution inseparably connected with the worship of God, for God in the

Person of " the Christ" is King. Hence idolatry is treason, and will be
swifUy punished, for it is aimed directly at the Divine King and the foun-

dation of His government. It possesses a constituted, manifested unity,

the same centring in an infallible, ever just, and beneficent Head, which
seeks the welfare and happiness of all classes from the lowest to the

highest This unity is preserved by the oneness of mind and heart,

cemented by redemptive love^ existing between the King and His associated

rulers. It bestows liberty, but onlym the sense that it allows whatever the
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Eublic good requires and 'whatever perfcains to the good of tho individual
imself« i.e. whatever is cotiBlstent with the rights of tho State, society, and

individual. Freedom consistent with the benetit and happiness of all is

the only liberty, as the greatest of statesmen have shown, that ought to j^er-

tain to a State striving to become a blessing to its subjects. A perfect

State should be, iu its ruling Head, in close sympathy with its people, and
this is pre-etrimetUly true of this Tlieocracy. With a King who suffered iu

humanity and diecl for man, and with subordinate rulers who passed
through the trials incident to an earthly pilgrimage, wc have a body of

rulers w?io can and will sympathize with tlio people, and manifest it by the
power exerted in their behalf. I'he very form of government under the
guidance of infallibility will secure the rights, privileges, and blessings of

all—of rulers to rank and position, of subjects to property, soil, etc., fo

that all shall feel an abiding interest in the perpetuity of the united State
and Church. The happiness of all being secured, all are influenced to love

the polity introduced, which cares for the welfare of all. Alienation of

estate, utter deprivation of property, galling indebtedness, servile vassalage

(as shown by the Jubilee year) cannot find their counterpart in this Divine
Polity, for then " they shall sit every man under his vine and under hisfy
tree, and none shall make thetn afraid " (Mic. 4 : 4). The Agrarian law of

the Theocracy, which divided the land equally among all, and prevented
that enormous accumulation of lauded estate in the hands of tho lew to tho
detriment of the many, may reasonably give us a hint how in tho future
the earth will bo occupied by the subjects. In tho past Theocracy there

were no standing armies and no provision made for them, because the

King Himself was the defence ; this is true of the Coming One, when the
Omnipotent King and His rulers inaugurate by their august presence and
action an era when the nations and people ** shall beat tJieir swords into

ploughshares, and their spears into prunitw-hooks : nation shall not lift up
sword against nation, neither shall they learn war anymore** (Isa. 2:4;
Mic. 4 : 3). Public worship and religious institutions are an integral part

of a Theocratic Polity, for in it State and Church are firmly united and
blended ; hence, in the delineations of tho restored Theocracy this feature

assumes a very deservedly prominent place. All nations falling under its

sway and enjoying its blessings must publicly worship the Euler, thus
acknowleds^ng their dependence, indebtedness, gratitude, love, acd rever-

ence as suDiects (see e.g. Zech. 14 : 16 ; Isa. 60 : 6, 7 ; Kev. 21 : 24 ; Isa.

66 : 23, etc.).

Then is verified what even men not Millenarian, as Keander and many otbeTs, hare
insisted on as Lmperative in order to fnlfll ihe plain predidions of Scripture, viz., that the
Church must oome in possession of " a varid-wide dominion, " but fail to inform us how it

is possible to possess the dominion as delineated by the prophets without the conjunc.
tiou of the ciiol ; and how, if the latter is once admitted, it is possible to co-ordmate
them—owing to human infirmity—without this identical Theocratio ordering, seeing
that, according to the Scriptures, nations shall be averse to it down to the Sec. Advent,
liothe (so others) correctly insists on it that the highest possible condition of government is

a perfect onion of the Church and State. Here alone it can be realized ; for vain is it to

expeut such a revolution without the direct intervention of the appointed Theocratic
King. The Scriptures are too direct upon this point to cause us to mistake its meaning.
Schaff {His. Apos. Ch,, p, 15), speaking of the Church and its ultimate union with, and
control over the State, says :

" History in this view is to end in a Theocracy in which all

dominion and power shall be given to the saints of the most High, all nations be united
into one family, and joyfully yield themselves to the divine Will as their only law.*' We
show from covenant and promise how this will be realized. In the nature of the caoe
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the legislation of sncb a Theocracy cannot be tampered with, for it embraces the Divine
WilL Hence in it no crushing monopolies can exist ; men, women^ and children will

not be converted into mere machines to add to others' wealth ; it does not, owing to its

Sapernatni^ basis of immortal and glorified ralers, grind down its snbjects with taxes to
support its governmental machinery ; it will not, like present governments, force an
opium trade upon some nation at the cannon's mouth, or obtain revenues by indorsing
things which tend to moral and social degradation. Religion, inestimable as it is, is

only the earnest of the purity of that Theocracy which incorporating religion in its

highest development with the magnificent civil pertaining to the government of the
world, manifests and disseminates civil and religious, spiritual and temporal, individual,

social, and national blessings. The consideration of personal salvation, however
precioofl, should not hinder a due view and appreciation of the Divine Purpose in
Redemption as exhibited in this Theocratic ordering. This would be religious selfish*

ness. leaving out the most glorious results. And we must not forget that in the restora-

tion of the Theocracy important changes, as predicted, will be made. The Theocracy
that once existed was rudimentary, the Theocracy that comes will be perfected ; the
Theocracy that was withdra^Ti only gave certain outlines to be filled out, being accommo.
dated, preparatory to Redemption, to the circumstances of the nation and the times ;

while the Tlieocraoy to be erected retains the grand outlines with the most splendid addi-
tions to adapt it to the King, rulers, nations, and new dispensation. Hence in judging
of the past, due allowance must be made between the fundamentals of a Theocratic gov-
ernment and the incidentals incorporated in view of the state of the Jewish nation and
the world. The fundamental must be discriminated from the preparatory, typical, and
initiatory. Vfe can readily perceive certain principles that underlie such a government,
which, in the nature of the case, never con be yielded without deatroying the very idea
of a Theocracy, such as Ood acting in the capacity of an earthly, civil ruler ; the Church
and Htate united in one ; the subordinate rulers end the people subjected to a supreme
perfect Will ; such a "Will offering an infallible guidance ; the rights and privileges of the
highest and lowest are respected and protected ; that every one under its laws has
access, either personally or by chosen representatives, to the Hesd of the government

;

that the Chief Ruler dwells with His people and is their God ; that the happiness and
welfare of all are duly regarded and promoted. Infidels of aU classes have made certain

features of the Theocratic Kingdom a reproduction of superstition, or devices to secure
the power of the priesthood and rulers. They object to certain laws, and brand them as
*' detestable, absurd, tyrannical,'* but such statements, as writers like Wines, Michaelis,

etc., show,-originate from a disinclination— if not aversion— to receive the obligations im-
posed by a concession to the divine claims of the Bible, and from a peraistent refused to
credit the simple fact that the government as instituted was rudimentary (being then the
best adapted) to the promised future, glorious expansion. So now, no one can heartily

accept of the predicted Theocracy in all its aspects who is not willing to make God's Will
supreme, or receive the Divine Purpose as covenmUed ajid predictedf unless his mind and
heart is submissive to revealed truth,

Obs. 11, A Theocracy, in tlio very nature of the case, cannot tolerate any
other form of government If the earthly King is the Mighty Creator, the
Redeemer, the Renewer, etc., then a Kingdom specially designed to pro-
mote His own glory and the good of His creatures cannot endure the
existence of kingdoms of human origin and perTaded by human infirmity.

Even this feature was to some extent manifested in the initiatory Theocracy
of the past. It is sometimes said that the laws of the same were cruel, un-
just, etc. Leaving Wines {Com. on Laws, B. 1, ch. 6), Spring {Ohlig. of
the World to the Bible, Lect. 3), and others to show, by contrast with the
most polished nations, by the merciful laws incorporated, etc., that the
charge is pressed to an undue extent, yet they fail to vindicate the same
from the proper Theocratic standpoint. It cannot be denied that the

charge given by God was to utterly root out and exterminate the nations of

Canaan, and the reason actuating the King of the Theocracy is plainly

pnven, in that the retention of those nations and kingdoms with their

wickedness was in direct conflict with His own government, and would
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neceBsarily resalt in leading His own sabjects astray and in open rebellion.

The very prohibition and apparent cruelty toward the nations of Palestine

is made necessary by the foundation principle of a Theocracy, and its pres-

ence and requirement is additional proof of the actual Theocratic idea

havinj^ been realized and of the divine inspiration purposing it. Indeed,
the history of the nation proves that the violation of this very feature

weakened, and ultimately proved disastrous to, the Theocratic ordering. It

is in the nature of a Theocracy to avoid all that can possibly affect due
allegiance to the Supreme Ruler, and, from the necessity of self-preservation

and the retention of its honor, dignity, power, etc., it mast meet heinous
sin, crime, and rebellion with merited punishment. This gives as the key

to those terrible predictions relating to the future, iu which it is positively

assorted that the kines and their armies shall be overthrown, and the king-

doms of the earth shall be utterly broken, etc. Men, when reading the

prophecies (see e^. Props. 163, 163, 161, 160, 123, etc.) which descril^ the

Coming of the Theocratic King and His associated rulers in connection
with the awful period of war (Props. 115, 163), followed by the subversion
and end of the Gentile domination, vainlv imagine that such a period of vio-

lence, slaughter, and destruction must be an Oriental exaggeration ; but
the reverent believer, accepting of the Theocratic idea to be again realized,

sees that in the establishment of such a Kingdom it must necessarily lead

to this resulty because its nature forbids its allowing the existence of gov-

ernments that would, if permitted to survive, be a constant invitation to

His subjects to withdraw from their allegiance, etc. The setting up of a
Theocracy, when the world is governed by kingdoms under the sway of

earthly motives and principles, must inevitably produce the mighty convul-

sions predicted, and these predictions themselves, so consonant to reason
and the Theocratic idea, are evidence of divine inspiration.

Hence the plain predictions of the pmuBhment of nations if they resist acknowledging
allegiance, and even of their utterly perishing if they persist in it, as seen e.g. in Zech,
14 : 12-19 ; Isa. 60 : 12, etc. Therefore it also will not tolerate the treason of the indi-
vidual, but metes out to him condign punishment, and, if persevering in rebellion, finally
death. Wo read that mercy and long-suffering will be extended to him for the time
allotted to man in this dispensation, for e.g. Isa. 65 : 20 declares that in the Xew Heavens
and New Earth " the sinner a hundred years old shall be accursed.** We remind the critical
student what liKht this throws on the subject of the temporal punishments of the past
Theocracy, and which are so unfairly used against the inspiration of the Scriptures. A
Theocracy, in the very nature of the case, must thus mete out, in defence of its funda-
mental idea, these temporal punishments, and it will do it again until the world is

brought into complete subjection. The punishments regarded in their connection to the
actual Kingdom of God existing pertain to ihis earth, and it is a most powerful proof of the
inspiration of Grod's Word that it thus remains so faithful and consistent to the Theo-
cratic ordering. Mistaking the nature of the covenants and Kingdom leads men to
utterly misapprehend the proprieties of language and the undeviating exactness to funda-
mental ideas.

Obs. 12. Another feature connected with the Theocracy may be men-
tioned as indicative of the Divine Power abiding with it,

' Let the reader
turn to Prop. 171 and see how the baptism of the Holy Ghost and of fire is

a distinguishing honor and privilege accorded in this Kingdom- In the
former Theocracy prophets were raised up, and, as writers of eminence have
justly observed, thej were so directly influenced by the Theocratic King,
that as special divine messengers their authority could not be resisted
(comp. Wines's Co?n,, p. /524, etc., who refers to Coleridge, Schlosser,
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Home, Alexander, and Milton) "without abjuring thefundamental princU
pies of the Theocracy.'' Wines {Com,, B, 3, ch, 9), Slichaelis {Com., art.

36), Alexander {Introd, Isa., p. 12), and others hold, from the institution of
the prophetical order (Dent 18 : 9-22), that God designed '^ a constant suc-
cession of inspired men" and " a permanent order of (such) men in the
Israeli tish commonwealth.*' This was perverted by the rebellion and per-
versity of the nation, although God vouchsafed in mercy not to overlook
them entirely—until after a sufficiency was given—when, as an indication of
disapprobation, He left them without a prophet. We believe that this

position is eminently correct, viz., that the Theocratic ordering—to evi-

dence the pervading Theocratic influence (which Balaam, when he came to
view the nation, could not withstand), and to extend its efficiency (as e.g.

in revealing the will and purpose of the King, etc.)—incorporates such a
saccession as part of its workmg instrumentalities promotive of the honor
of the King and the wisdom and good of His subjects. Thus it will be
again (Prop. 171), and so general (Joel, etc.) and continued that it in itself

evinces a most powerful present Theocratic arrangement. This is one of
the concomitants of a Theocracy, and affords an insight into the splendid
portraiture of the wonderful operations of the Holy Spirit during that
period, and the astounding moral, religious, and civil results flowing from
the imparting of divine wisdom for the guidance, instruction, and elevation
of the nations.

Hence we cannot agree with those who—without perhaps intending it—virtually
lower the prophetio office by making it merely the concomitant of the childhood of the
nation, an accommodation to coanteract the ancient desire and propensity to look into

the fatnre. etc. Even under the light that we now possess, how welcome would be the

autharilative utterance of a prophet to inform ns of the exact tmth of things concerning
which the pioaa and the great so widely differ. The prophetic office has a deeper fonn-
dation than this, viz., in the testimony that it affords of a pervading Theocratic ordering.
All divine prophecy is based on speaking in the name of Jehovah ; it is a revealing that

which comes from God the ruler of the Kingdom. It therefore evinces the nearness of

God, and when He comes again to dwell with men, this nighness is evidenced by the
re-bestowal of the gift of prophecy. The render is reminded of the affiliation of this

prophetic order with the Theocracy by the simple fact, that the assumption of the pro-
phetical office without being divinely called, was (Michaelis, Com., arts. 252 and 253)
treason to the State, and hence the severity of the penalty, death. The ordinary reader,

confining his attention too exclusively to certain inspired ones (as the seventy elders,

etc.) and not comparing the Scriptures on the subject, is led to form an incorrect opin.
ion of the extent of this order in the former commonwealth. Writers who have examined
this feature (as Michoelis and Wines in their CScmu., Calmet in ** Diss, on the Schools of
the Hebrews," sec. U, etc.), say that thev formed " a numerous body in the State."

Owing to the infirmity of subordinate rulers, etc., we have intimations of pretenders
arising, which the future Theocracy, in virtue of its perfected ordering, is freed from.

Obs, 13. The student will not fail to observe that our doctrine of the
Kingdom, embracing this realized Theocratic idea, is not dependent on the
statement of Rev* 20 : 1-6. This latter Scriptare, so precious in stating

one of the means of its inauguration, etc., might be entirely omitted with-

out in the slightest degree a&cting the abundant proof that covenants, pre-

dictions, and promises afford. Hence we cannot but regard those who so

confidently affirm that our doctrine is founded on Rev. 20 : 1-6 as but
slightly acquainted with it. The numerous Propositions of this work, the

logical procedure, step by step, with the proof attached, the history of the

doctrine, with the declarations of its ancient and modem upholders, the
Scriptures produced from the Old and New Testaments—elevate the Theo*
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cratic idea into a cardinal and central one—into sach a majestic proportion*
that it contains the manifestation of the Divine Purpose, that it is futile to

attempt to dwarf it into the narrow boundary suggested. The Pre-Millen-
nial resurrection is only a means necessary to secure a part of the rulers of

this Kingdom ; the idea of the Kingdom is not to be sought for in the

means used for its re-introduction, but lies firmly imbedded in the oath-

bound covenant of God,

The Jews always allied salvation with the restoration of the Theocratio Kingdom ;

with that restoration they connected the resorrection of the piona, a glorious Redemp-
tion. This we hare proven in former Fropoaitions, is the Old Teat, teaching. Is salva-

tion separate from the Theocratio Kingdom now, or will the resarrection of saints be
not realized at its re-establishment? No 1 covenant, prophecy, and promise forbid it

The Theocracy of the past (established to evidence God's own chosen form of govern,
ment, and to show that man as now oonsUtnted is incapable of properly appreciating
and perpetuating it), could not be sustained because of man's love for sin and guilt,

which cauRed its withdrawal. Before it can be restored to its perfected, covenanted form
to remain a permanency^ there must be raised up for it a body of rulers who shall b« per-

manently delivered both from the love of sin and its guilt (Prop. 124). The Theocracy
of the past foreshadowed this, and in its typical and sacrificial applications made a
remarkable provision in this direction. But something more was required to bring this

work to a successful isRue, in order to vindicate the majesty of the law and to qualify
these rulers for their future position. To whom can this work be inlmsted ? Who so

well qualified, so eminently adapted, as the Theocratio King Himself ? Sinless, Divine-
Human, Theocratic Head, He is alone qualified to raise up a body of true believers to be
associated with Him in the highest and noblest of relations. This is implied, predicted,
and promised irrespective of the Apocalypse, the latter being only strongly confinnatoty.
Hence as a preliminary to the future Theocracy, as an essential work to secure its stabil-

ity and holiness, as a prerequisite to cause the will of God to be done on earth as it is

done in heaven. He, the King, tenders Himself as a sacrifice for His people, so that by
faith in Him they might be justified, made holy, receive the better resurrection, and
obtain the salvation and glory inseparably connected with His Kingdom. Here is pre-

sented the amazing condescension, the astounding love of the King! Beason cannot
conceive of a more matchless demonstration, and yet this is the very one contemplated
in the Divine Purpose from the beginning, and clearly stated in the Old as well as the
New Test.

Obs, 14. We need not enumerate the distinguishing blessings that will be
restored in and be added to the Theocracy, for tnese have been given
(Props. 36, 49, 105, 114, IIG, 117, 119, 120, 133. 143, 143, 144, 146, 151,

164, 156, 157, 159, 167, 168, 169, 171. 173, 176, 183, 184, 196. 200, 202,

204, and others). These represeiitations, founded in God's faithfulness,

inspire us with the confident hope that when this Theocracy is realized we
shall receive far higher blessings than we even forfeited at the fall, and
this, that the Mighty King over us may Himself be honored and praised in

and through us. Passing over the Divine Plan as it culminates in this

Kingdom, we have found not merely perfected redemption, but a redemp-
tion which superadds Sonship, Kingship, and Priesthood—the highest,

most intimate, and enduring union with the Theocratic ruler

—

the most
exalted conceivable relationship with the Pather, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit, and all this becomes a priceless, eternal inheritance. Under its liglit

and glory the nations of the earth shall experience the deliverance and
blessedness that a Theocracy alone is capable of bringing to a burdened,
groaning humanity.

Aside from the gradual removal of the curse &om the earth, and the ultimate destmc
tion of the last enemy after the thousand years, etc., which has been sufficiently repre-

sented, we may confidently expect that in the revelation of the majestic King, in whom
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the diTine and human are nnited, and of the glorified mlera made *' eqnal anto angels,**

then the great nnderlying mysteries which for ages have einded the grasp of the theolo*
gian, philosopher, ond scientist will be revealed. The relation e.g. that mind sustains
to matter—a mystery in man, and preserved snch in order to keep man hmnble before
the higher mystery of God's Omnipresent Will in and over natnml law—will then in the
Person of " the Christ'* and in the persons of His associated mlers, receive its long
wished for solution. The Scriptures indicate this in the predictions representing the
manifested power of the King and His subordinates. Then, too, will be realized what
Benss (His. Ch, TKccl. Apos. Age, p. 29) says of the Theocnvcy :

*' The fundamental and
formative idea of the prophetic teaching was that of the Theocracy.'^ C^^y then change
it by a substitution ?).

*' The prophets set forth as the end or law of that national life, a
state of society in which all the citizens should be brought into a direct relation with
Jehovah, accepting His Will as the sole rule of their actions, whether coUectiye or indi-
vidual, and receiving in return for this unbounded obedience, the promise of peculiar
divine protection. Israel, according to this ideal conception of it, was to be a people of
saints and priests." This "ideal conception," which comes from God, will, as God's
Word is truth, be finally practically verified, and then shall Gen. 12 : 3 ; 16 : 18, and
26 : 14, etc., be accomplished in all its fulness.

Obs. 15. Finally :
*' Tho Christ" is the crowning excellence of the The-

ocracy ; He is *^ the chief corner-stone,^* '^ the Head of the cor«<»r," the
Stone that crowns the apex of the building. The builders (Matt 21 : 42,

43, i.e. the Jewish nation to whom the Kingdom was tendered by Jesns,

and npon whose repentance depended the securing of this building—see

Props. 54^59) rejected this stone, and therefore others are called, and when
the nnmber pre-determined by God are gathered (Props. G5, ^^, 124, etc.),

then He becomes the glorious Head-stone. Again we eay, He is ** all and
in all ;" without Him the Theocracy and its blessings, as covenanted, could
not possibly exist. In '* the Ohristship'* (Props. 205, 204, 199) we have
the fundamental idea of the Theocratic ordering, viz., God again ruling as

a l^ing over the nations—an actual, real, accessible King. Look at the
representations of the prophets in this direction, and obtain an overwhelm-
ing proof of the Divinity of Jesus and a correct view of tlie requirements
essential to a Theocratic King. He must indeed be, as has been abundantly
proven, David's iSon, and thus Human ; but He must also be God, and thus
able to rule Theocratically. Tho prophets insist upon this human nature,

and they press it as so essential that all men, Jews and Gentiles, have fully

admitted that *' the Messiah'* must be a descendant of David*s. This Mes-
siah is to be the Head of the restored Theocracy. But see how the eame
Eropheta describe this Ruler as "God," as *'the Lord God," etc., and
estow upon Him—the Coming One—the title, dignity, honor, and glory

of God Himself A multitude of passages which, similar to Zeph. 3 : 15,

17, declare that when this Kingdom is set up " the King of Israel, even the

Lord, is in the midst of thee," ''the Lord thy Qod in the midst of thee is

mighty,*' clearly show that this Messiah is a God-man. The student will

find tniB an exceeding rich vein from which to adduce the divinity of
** the Christ," for the Lord God that cometh in vengeance and for redemp-
tion is this self-same appointed Messiah. Now, why do the prophets bring
forth this grand conception as if it was a matter so plain that it needs no
explanation? Simply because it is rooted and grounded in the Theocratic

conception, for no Theocracy can be restored without God being its acknowl-
edged earthly Ruler. This very language, which unbelief has presented

as specimens of Oriental exaggeration, is profound and truthful in mean-
ing. They form another of those indirect but powerful proofs which sus-

tain the inspiration of the Scriptures. Now, see how Jesus, as described in
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the New Test., meets all these qoalifications in His own Person ; how snch
a Messiah has actaally beea provided ; how the fulfilment of the remainder
is postponed to the Sec. Coming of this Christ ; how the bailders that re-

jected Him have borne their sad punishment for eighteen centuries ; how
the process of gathering out His intended associated rulers is going on, etc.,

and then how can we reject this Theocratic King and the contemplated, pre-
determined, covenanted Theocracy. No ! we cannot : our minds and hearts

cleave to Him and to His predicted Kingdom with all our strength. With
an e^e of faith and a heart of hope we look for a Theocracy—^for God Him-
self, in the Person of Jesus, to come and in wonderful condescension and
love to rule over the nations as their octtLol earthly Buler. What honor,
what blessedness, what glory, what endless joy are embraced in a single

word realized, a T^ocracy, and in a single person the Head of the same,
even Jesus *' the Christ, the mighty Theocratic King, *' the Just One,^^

''Faithful and True."

Jesns Himself will greaUy rtjoux in this Theooraoy. As David's Son and Lord, it is
Hia inheritance and work. In it He sees the gra^d result of the travail of Win sonl, and
He is satisfied. In it He realizes *' the joy set before Him," and He is exalted in honor
and glory. In it He is the centre of admiration and praieei the love and devotion of the
glorified, of the Jewish nation^ and of the Gentiles being drawn to Him. The restitu-
tion, blessings, and perpetuity of His dominion, the constant realization that He Himself
is a flowing fountain of happiness and delight to ransomed ones and to the nations of the
earth, this enables Him to rejoice evermore, through " the ages of ages." Evermore
King, He is ennobled by His civil relationship ; evermore Priest, He is glorified by His
religious Headship ; evermore King-Priest, He is exalted by the perfect Tkeocrolic unity
centred in His oion Person and Beign,
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CONCLUSION".

Thus, by God's grace, we have passed over the great, leading Biblical

doctrine of the Kingdom of God—a Kingdom covenanted, established,

overthrown, predicted, preached, postponed, and finally elorionaly re-estab-

lished under the mighty Theocratic King. We have, logically and con-
secutively, traced the Kingdom of God, finding it based upon the covenants,

instituted in an initiatory form, modified in the Davidic incorporation,

overthrown for man's sinfulness, tendered to the elect nation, but rejected,

postponed to the period of the Sec. Advent, and finally re-established with
great power and glory by David's Son and Lord. In it is found an incor-

porated perfected humanity insuring success, a human society under divine

guidance, a civil and religious government ^nder a Theocracy, a satisfac-

tory completion of redemption, a triumphant conclusion of historyand of

God's perfected Purpose in ** the Christ." We have honored the Word of

God, by our constant appeal to it, as the all-sufficient and infallible rule of

faith and practice, and trust that (comp. Luther's and Augustine's declara-

tions as given by Dr. Sprecher in Groundwork of Himogy, p. 119) our
deductions and teaching from the Scriptures may tend to an increased

love for and study of the Bible ; and that they be measured by the stand-

ard of truth, accepting only of that which stands the test. Our argument
exalts Jesus '' the Christ," in that it brings Him forth distinctively as the

covenanted Messiah^ who is yet to fulfil the covenanted mercies promised to

the fathers, and who is yet to reveal Himself as the Hedeemer of the world
in the inauguration of a government such as is pre-eminently adapted to

the wants of a burdened creation. It honors the past, present, anci future

work of the Lord Jesus, and enters heartily into the consideration of the

things pertaining to His glory, with the joyful hope of seeing and partici-

pating in the same ; it reverences the oath-bound covenants, the prophetic

utterances, the faith of the ancients, with the pleasing anticipation of real-

izing in happy experience the blessed thin^ promised, predicted, and be-

lieved. The Kingdom embraces all our desire—the King, the Princes, the
Angels, the restored Jews, the admiring Gentiles, the released Creation,

the Millennial gladness, the Eternal Ages, and God over all, blessed fur-

evermore. Dr. Bonar {Prophet, Landmarks) has so happily expressed our
thoughts that we reproduce his remarks as a fitting conclusion :

" Our
doctrine, as Millenarians, pervades the whole Word of God, from Genesis
to Revelation. It is not confined to the figurative and poetical books. It

declares itself with equal fulness in narrative and epistle, in symbol and in

type. Like a thread of gold it runs through the whole web of Revela-
tion, crossing and recrossing it everywhere, and imparting the richest brill-

iance in the whole texture. It is the burden of all prophecy. It is the
summing up as well as the unravelling of all history. It is the final and
grand solution of the mystery of God's dealings with this world of ours.

it is the germ of Israel's types. It is woven into all their ordinances, and
rites, and festivals. It is the theme of many a Psalm, the heart of many
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a Bymbol, the subject of many a parable, the end and point of many a
promise, the seal set to the Gospel of the grace of God as the * Gospel of
the Kingdom,^ It has been the nope of the Church through many a star-

less night, when other hopes had ^one out one by one, like beacons shat-
tered by the tempest, leaving her disconsolate and helpless. And it is now
again, in our day, pressed upon her notice, as her strength in *' the hour of
temptation, which is coming upon all the world,' the only light which
cannot be quenched, and by which alone she will be able to steer her peril-

ous course through the gloom of the thickening storm. It is no dream of
carnal enthusiasts, enamored of materialism, and anticipating a paradise of
gross delights. It is the calm belief of spiritual men, resting upon God*s
sure promise, and looking forward to a Kingdom of * righteousness, peace,
and joy in the Iloly Ghost/ It is no hasty conjecture, no novelty of a
feverish period, rashly caught up, without consideration and without evi-
dence. It can produce the testimony of ages in its behalf ; and they who
have held it in our day have been men who studied their Bible on their
knees, and have come to their conclusions after long, deliberate, and most
solemn investigation. It is no fable of romance ; it is sober. Scriptural
reality, though far beyond what fancy ever painted. It is no vision of the
politician, yet it shows us how, erelong, shall be exemplified that which
earthly governments have been vainly striving to realize

—

a peaceful and
prosperous world.^* Whatever of defect or misconception maybe in the
preceding Propositions, yet the grand outlines, the precious doctrine of the
Kingdom is undoubtedly true, because based on the plain grammatical
sense of that which ** is wriUerif^* ** the word of the Zord,*^ It is no little

fratifi cation, advantage, and privilege to live at this period of time, way
own in the feet of Nebuchadnezzar's image, with so many centuries of

fulfilled prophecy, past and present, and a solemn and joyful culmination
of the remainder imminently before us. The gratification arises from our
lengthened view confirming the predictions of the future ; the advanti^ge
springs from the practical use that we can mal-e of the same, thrilling the
heart with hope and joy at the glorious prospects ; the privilege is seen in
that we still live in a period enabling us to secure the inestimable blessing
of *' Kingship and priesthood.*' Contemplating the wonderful scheme of
redemption and the results of the Christship, culminating in this Theo-
cratic ordering, the heart—realizing ** the earnest" preparative—is filled

with peace in believing ;
*^ ths Gospel of the Kingdom " imparting strength

and weaning us from the world ; the T?heocratic King and His glory giving
us more ravishing ideas of our own heirship and ** high calling ' while still
** pilgrims and strangers ;" appropriating faith beholding Jesus on the
cross and the throne makes Him exceedingly precious, and delights itself

in the things pertaining to the love, dominion, and excellent glory of One
so dear and worthy. The Theocratic promises now make us content to
await the time when God's ways will bo vindicated, when His providences
will he light, and when our own trials and sufferings will bo seen as pre-
requisites to qualify us for our respective stations in the Kingdom. To
those who object to such a vision of the future, to such views of a delight-
ful land of promise, restored Eden, exalted, glorified, and Adamic condition,
the Christ's Theocratic grandeur, etc., we only say in reply : "This %s the
Lord's doing ; it is marvellous in our eyes'" (?s. 118 ; 23). "If it be mar-
vellous in the eyes of the remnant of this people in these days, should it also

be marvellous in mine eyes f saith the Lord of Hosts,'

^
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It is pi;oper to acknowledge at the close of our labor gratitude to God
that He lias brought believers to the knowledge of such truth, and that
once *' aliens from the commonwealth of Israel and strangers from the
covenants of promise" we " are made nigh by the blood of Christ ;'* and
being " Christ's, then are Abraham's seed and heirs according to promise,"
We tnank God that He has enabled us to lay hold upon Ilis oath-attested
covenants, and by faith in a covenanted Christ to have contidence and
assurance in the fulfilment of His most gracious Word, so that when
brethren forsook and reproached us (a sad trial, to which the Saviour was
no exception) we still had great comfort. We thank Him that, unlike
some (Erasmus-like) who keep silence, He put it into our heart to present

His own rich treasures to others, as a token of gratitude, as a kind of testi-

mony to the Church and the world, as a source of encouragement in the

coming trial, although advised to sacrifice the best jears of our life by com-
mitting this work to the fiames, ou the ground of the Church's hostility

to its expressed faith. We thank Him that when often sorely temptea,
tried, discouraged—when through poverty much of this work was written

on leaves of books, old letters, and waste paper (bo that Jonathan Edwards's
straits could be appreciated, when reduced to write his Freedom of the Will

on backs of letters and blank pages of pamphlets)—when depressed at the

prevailing unbelief and the few in number with whom we could "take
sweet counser'—when falsely accused of heresy, fanaticism, and held up to

odium, and influence sought to be lessened on account of Chiliasm, He was
ever the prayer-hearing and answering God, supplying our wants, giving

strengthening views of the unity of Divine Purpose, and the fulness of

Jesus in redemption ; imparting hope that as the work was designed to

promote the Father's honor, the Son's glory, and the Spirit's praise. He
would provide for its publication ; and allowing the sweet privilege of

being among that number who entertain, confess, and proclaim

''The Blessed Hopey''

even
''His Appearing and Kingdom,^'

Finis,
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1, 2, m. 398.

4,IL165.
5,IL422.

66, n. 162, 870.
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618-14 524, etc.. 547, 549, 676.

65 : 9, n. 201, 226.

63

68
64
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Ch. 65 i 11-17, n. 747. 749.
« 65 : 17, L 248, 480, 686, n. 148, 471,

543,547.
" 65 : 17. 18, m. 44. 56.
" 66 : 17-25. IL 74, 96. 486, UL 255.
" 65 : la IL 146, 526.
'* 65 :19,in.88.
" 65 : 20. 22. n. 548, in.'698.
'* 65 : 28, IL 143, 147, 178, 180, 286.
** 66, n. 152.
•* 66 : 5. L 652, in. 827.

5-24. n. 714.
7-9. n. 257.

8-10. n. 476,

12, L 615. 688. n. 94.

1^16. n. 177, 268.

14. IIL394.
15-24, n. 374. 877. UL 186, 190,
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•' 66
• 66:
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•* 66
- 66:

400.
« 67 : 17. n. 747.
•• 66 : 19. 20, IL 75, 87, 876^ 768, 779.
'* 66 : 21, m. 89.
'• 66:22. L248.il 87, 143, 178, 446, 507,

526.
" 66 : 23. UL 696.

JEREMIAH.
Ch. 2:8.nL24.
** 2 : 84. n. 266.
*' 8 : 1-22, n. 188.
'• 3 : 14,m 40.
'" 8 : 17-19. L 244, 427, n. 68, 114, 569,

nL82, 56.
" 8 : 20. n. 131.
•' 4 : 23-25. IL 497, 619.
'* 6 : 14, m. 203.
*•

10, n. 747.
*« 10 : 16. m. 389.
*' 10 : 23. m. 841.
•• 12 : 4, n. 492.
** 13 : 1-7. L 193.
** 14:8,10.809.
" 14 : 13. 14. UL 203.
" 15 : 8. n. 146.
•' 16 : 2. L 193.
•* 16 : 13. IL 66.
"

17, 7, 13; m. 309.
'' 17 : 25. L 222. 848, m. 86.
" 18 : 2-6. m. 840.
- 18 : 7-10. L 177.
" 18 : 23. IIL 450.
" 20 : 10. m. 238.
*' 22 : 4. 5. L 843, 628;
" 22 : 80. n. 127.
** 23:4,IIL388.
" 28 : 5-8. L 184. 266, 815, 458, IL 68.

84. 143. 355-6, 471, m. 810, 424, 47a
" 28:6.IL89.
" 23 : 14, n. 290.
'* 28 : 16, 17, XXL 20a
" 24 : 6, 7, n. 471.
** 24 : 14. IIL 99.
" 25 : 29-38, n. 108, 763, 779.

Ch. 80
80
80
30
80
30
81.
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31
31
31
81
31
31
81
31
81
68.

31

68.
83
^:
46
47
48
48
48
60
60
51

: 4-24. n. 56. 61, 107.

: 6-9. n. 665.

: 7, n. 142.

: 9. L 815. IIL 572.

: 18-20.il 148,m 89.

:21.IL142.
IL64
:2.8.IL79.nL21,
: 5. 6, n. 148,

: 11. n. 250.

: 16-17, XL 258, 597.

: 22. IL 108.
: 27, n. 186.

: 8i; etc, L 245, 822, 885, IL 80, 84.

: 83, m. 40.

: 84. m. 183.

:86,36-40.L 245, 287, IL 49, 66-7,

66. 142-8, 481.

: 38-40, IIL 60.

: 37-44.il 57. 68, 84.

: 89. 40, n. 560.

86, L2.S4.il 177.

: 7-16. n. 84. 114, 143, 550.
: 9. XL 768.
: 14, L 240. 343. 847.

: 15, n. 855.

: 18-31, m. 89.

19-26. L 245, 287. 816, 848, IL 48,

180, 481. 580.
: 23, n. 551.

: 7, 8. m. 394.

: 28. n. 66. 65.

: 2. IIL 894.

: 10. n. 114.

: 17. 29. m. 889.
: 25. n. 579.

: 4. n. 148.

:5. IIL64.
: 19. 20, n. 108, 114.

LAMENTATIONS.

Ch. 2:1, n. 602.
" 2 : 15, IIL 88.
" 8 : 18. n. 251.
" 8 : 84. IL 254.
*' 4:20.nL571.

EZEKIEL.

Ch. 8 : 10. 21. m. 203.
*' 5 : 6. m. 83.
" 7 : 12, m. 70.
** 9 : 23-33. m. 406.
" 11 : 15, n. 64.
" 11 : 16-20, n. 56-7, 68.
'* 11 : 19. IL 148. m. 78.
'* 11 : 20. IIL 590.
" 12 : 15. n. 65.
" 13 : 38. m. 327.
" 13 : 2, 6-16, nL 827.
** 13 : 9. n. 249.
" 14 : 16-20. n. 118.
" 14 : 22, 28. L 178.
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16
17
17
19

Ch. 16, L 433. IL 68. 80, 181, 188.
** 16:20.21.86.0.181.
" 16:85,0X43.

65,IL290.
22-24. IL 06.

28. nL 67.

16. IXL 406.

20 : 18, XXL 406.

20 : 25, L 228.

20 : 80, IXL 147.

20 : 88. 41-44. XL 64. 84. 86.

20: 86. XL 81. 850. XXL 21.

21 : 26-27. L 287. XL 200, 446, XXL 27,

899.

22 : 28. IXL 208.

33, 27. XL 714.

23 : 6. XXL 894.

24 : 14. L 179.

29 : 8. XXL 16.

81 : 8. XL 23.

81: 26-27, L 847.

83 : 7, XL 497.

88 : 6, XXL 199. 241.

84 : 11^1. XL 68, 76-7, HL 868.

84 : 17. XL 876.

84 : 38. 24. XL 176, 207. 875, XXL 673,

84 : 34, 80. IQ. 673. 690.

84 : 36. XL 486.

84 : 36-7. XL 143.

86, 88. 89, XL 68. 61. 108.

86 : 8. 39. SO. 86. XL 68. 79, 84, 148.

86 : 10, 11. 87. 88, XL 186.

86 : 11. 12. XL 76.

86 : 22-24. L 245. XL 63, 84.

86 : 25. XL 05.

86 : 26-7. L 886, 616, HL 67, 78.

86 : 28, XXL 590.

86 : 29-86. XL 143.

86 : 84-86. L 427, XL 202, 547.

87, XL 177.

87 : 1-28, L 615, XL 84, 86. 96, 189,250,
etc., 263, 476.

87 : 12. XL 233.

87 : 14, HL 67. 73.

87: 17-22. XXL 835, 889.

87 : 21, 22, L 340, 346. 367. XL 68, 88.

87 : 33-23. XL 175, 207. 436. 660,

87 : 23, 27. XL 142. IXL 690.

88, XL 699. 709. 761, 767-8.

88 : 8, 19, XL 105.

11-13. XL 107.

16. L 8aS. XL 888.

17, XL 709.

21, 23. XL 105, 619, 547.

XL 709.

7. nL 893.

11-16, XL 761, XXL 458.

21-23, XL 547.

28, 29, XL 66, 71, 189, IXL 67.

40^18, XL 88. nL 84, etc
43 : 2. IXL 27.

48 : 7-11. m. 86.

44 : 9, XXL 88.

88
88
88
89.

89
89
89
89

Ch. 44 : 16. in. 611.
*' 44 : 33, m. 87.
" 46:9, IXL 87.
- 46 : 16-35. XXL 87.
" 46:3, XXL 87.
" 46:16.IL88.
" 48 : 32, 28, n. 143.

DANIEL.
Ch. 2 : 7. L 177. 414, 420. 608. 668. «71.

n. 108. 116, 168, 170, 300, 308, 712.
779, m. 190.

" 3 : 19-23. L 93. 169.
- 3 : 21, XL 191. 189.
" 2 : 28. XL 888.
" 2 : 84, 85. L 865, 660, XL 503.
" 2 : 86. 45, in. 16. 67.
*' 2 : 88. 89, L 869.
" 2 : 41, 32. 43, XL 643.
** 3 : 43. m. 181.
" 3: 44. L 195. 208, IL 117, 497, 681,

m. 18. 192.
**

4, XL 774.
" 4 : 18, XL 618.
'* 4 : 80, m. 55.
" 4:85.L92.
•* 6 : 26, L 666,
**

7. XL 864, 628. 688, 699, 707. 713.
718. 718, 767-8. m. 346.

•* 7: 2. XL 627.
" 7 : 6. XXL 431.
" 7:7. 19. 28, m. 13.
** 7 : 8. 34, XL 749.
" 7 : 9-11. L 681, XL 105. 366, 820, 858,

877. 509. 610. 519, m. 873.
'* 7:13,IIL16.
'* 7 : 11-36, XL 704.
" 7 : 18. 14. L 196. 308. 556. 565-7. 577,

616, 660. 681, 698. XL 117, 175. 187,
323, 654. 631. 778, XXL 86-6, 885.

" 7 : 14-27, m. 836.
** 7 : 17-28, L 606. 680.
" 7 : 18, XL 116, 440, 499. 687.
*• 7 : 31, 33. XL 143. 674, 581, 683.
" 7: 26. XL 669.
" 7 : 37. L 897, 536. 660, 606. IL 98,

436, 683. 620, 669, 773, m. 193, 835.
"

8, XL 688." 8:6. 6. 30-23. XL 579.
•' 8 : 7-19. XL 619.
" 8 : 13. 14. m. 99.
" 8 : 17. L 446.
*< 8 : 19, XL 836.
•' 8 : 21. L 680.
" 8 : 24. XL 758.
*• 9 : 4-27. IXL 414.
*« 9 : 6, L 171.
** 9 : 20-27, L 890, 698, IL 865, 669,

669. 741.
" 9 : 24, XXL 101.
•' 9 : 26, m. 671.

1
" 9 : 40. L 446.
" 10:6, 7, XL 881.
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CU. 10 : 11-23. XL 659.
* 10:13, 14, n. 619.
*' 11, 12, XL 736, 752, 761, UL 183,
•« 11:35,IL836.
•• 11 : 86, IL 669.
*• 12. IL 61, 104.
•• 13 : 1, n. 618.
'• 12 : 2, L 248, n. 346, etc,, 258, 277-8.

801,464.
" 13 : 8. n. 418, 580, 693.
•• 13 : 4, L 173, m. 127, 150,
•• 13: 6-10, n. 836.
•• 13:7, in. 99,
•• 13 : 9, 12, m. 97.
•• 12:ll.nL99.
" 13 : 13, L 446, IL 248^, 691, 618.

HOSEA.

Ch. 1 : 10, n. 68. 183, 237.
'* 2 : 4, IL 131.
•* 2 : 14. n. 64, HL 21.
" 2 : 18. n. 486.
'• 2 : 19. HL 40.
" 2 : 21. n. 143.
'• 2 : 23. n. 68.
•* 3 : 4. 5. L 237, 639, IL 72. 77. 200,

204. 10.400.
" 8 : 6. n. 207, 338, UL 573.
" 3 : 14, n. 258.
" 4 : 6, n. 131, 609.
** 5 : 6, HL 393.
** 5 : 7. n. 131.
" 5 : 14. 15, n. 84, 87, 179, 417.
'* 6 : 1-3. L 430, n. 87, 246, 268. HL 99.
•* 6 : 2, IL 464.
•^ 6:3. n. 415. 417.
" 9 : 8, n. 203.
•*

: 14-17, n. 131.
•* 10:1, n. 131.
•* 13:8, n. 748.
•• 13 : 14. n. 236. 344. 251. 408.
•• 14:9, L 173,m 161.

JOEL.

Ch, 1 : 10-20, n. 492.
*• 2, IL 766, HL 372,
" 2:10, n. 497.
*• 2 : 18, L 803, IL 302.
** 2 : 20, n. 761.
<i 3-21 IL 202
" 2 i 28^, IL 29, 143, 566, IlL 80, 64,

78, 191.
'• 2 : 30, 31, n. 507, m. 162, 164.
** 3, L 268, 628, IL 104, 818, 869, 496,

608, 654, 742. 768, HL 186, 191, 373.
** 8:3, 11, HL 389.
*• 8:3, 12. n. 761.
" 8 : 9-31, IL 874, 519, 753, 765.
** 8 : 11, n. 576, 582.
" 8:13, n. 177.

Ch. 8 : 13, n. 181, 407, IIL 185.
" 8 : 14, n, 663^.
" 3 : 15, n. 686. m. 163, 895.
*' 8 : 16, n. 753.
" 8 : 17, L 245, 437, n. 148, m. 83.
'* 8 : 27-30, n. 560.

AMOS,

Ch. 1 : 8, n. 663.
" 1:4, nL81.
'* 3 : 3, L 316.
" 8:7, n. 334.
*• 4:7, 8. L 173.
" 8 : 9, HL 163.
"

9, L234-
*• 9:5.IL619.
*' 9 : 8. n. 66.
** 9:9. n. 65.
" 9 : 11, L 240. 847. 629, n. 76, 78. 200.
** 9 : 11-15. n. 203, 548, HL 24.
" 9:12. n. 93.
*' 9 : 13, n. 143.

OBADUH.
Ch. 21, L 509.

JONAH.

Ch. 18 : 7-9, L 176.

MICAH.

Ch. 2:8,L685.
•* 3 : 13, 13, IL 79, 84, 144, 198, 335. IIL

203,389.
«• 8 : 4. HL 83.
" 8 : 12, n. 178,m 65.
" 4, m. 30.
" 4 : 1-7. L 446, 685, IL 142, 178, 214,

804, 338. 423, 519, HL 65, 190, 855.
" 4 : 2. 8, n. 93, 152, 195. 610.
" 4 : 3, 4, nL 596.
" 4 : 5-8. L 367, 347, 437, IL 64, 93.
*' 4:8,IL143,391,nL81.
" 4 : 11-13, n. 108, 663, 753, 760, 766,

nL396.
** 6 : 1, IL 356, HL 634.
" 5 : 2-4, L 629, IL 76, 257. HL 408,

417.
" 5 : 5, L 32S, IL 714.
" 5 : 7, n. 418.
" 6 : 8-10, n. 108.
" 7 : 7. 8, IL 256, 306.
•• 7:14. HL 389.
" 7 : 16, 20, L 295, 800. 427, IL 84. 91,

108, 137, 144, 888.
*' 7 : 16. 17, L 496. IL 768. HL 81.
*• 8 : 2, n. 679.
'* 8 : 19, IL 393.

NAHUM.
Ch. 1: 2,3.L768.

*• 1:4, nL394.
" 1 : 5, n. 619, 549.
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HABAKKUK.
Ch, 1:]3,IL278.

'•
1 : 15, n. 757.

" a : 1^ m. 330.
" 2 : 8,n 753.
** 2 : 5. n. 699,
*' 2 : 14. m. 210.
"

8, L 82, n. 765. m. 246. 892, etc.
•• 8 : 8, m. 21.
" 8 : 16, n. 767.
*' 8: 17, in. 162.

ZEPHANIAH.
Ch. 1 : 12-18. n. 72.

** 2 : 2, 3. XL 325. 508.
" 2:9,IL290.
•* 2 : 14, n. 879.
••

8. n. 369, 742.
" 8 : 5, n. 416. 417.
" 8 : 8-20, n. 64. 79, 84, 87, 106, 269.

820, 374, 753, 765. 768. m. 24, 185-6,

872. 389, 690.
" 8 : 9. n. 143. 145. m. 190.
" 8 : 10, n. 291.
" 8 : 14, n. 138.
•• 8 : 14-20, L 427. n. 61.
*• 8 : 15, n. 198.
" 8 : 19, 20. n. 94.

HAQQAL
Cli. 2 : 6. n. 494, etc.
" 2 : 7-9. m. 418.
" 2 : 22. n. 494.
*' 2 : 23. n. 582.

ZECHARIAH.
Ch. 1:5,6,L179.
"

1 : 9. 12. 14. 19, n. 619.
•' 1 : 16. 17. L 347.
"

1 : 20, n. 114.
" 2 : 8. 5, n. 132. 619.
-* 2 : 8, 9. XZL 399.
*• 2 : 10-13. n. 138. 179, 189. 198, m. S3.
*• 2 : 11, m. 190,
*' 2 : 12, L 347, 427, IL 201. 203, m. 60.
"

8. 4. n. 79.
"

6. 11, n. 705.
" 6 : 8, n. 180.
" 6 : 12. L 616.
"

: 18. n. 602.
" 7 : 14. IL 60.
" a H- 64, 143, in. 82. 55.
'• 8 : 2-8. n. 7!>.
" 8 : 8. L 427. IL 92. 179, m. 66.
'* 8:4, n. 548.
" 8 : 6. n. 64.
" 8:10,nL153.
" 8 : 12. n. 143.
'* 8 : 13. n. 94, 142.
" 8 : 20-23, IL 93, 142. XIL 64, 190.
"

9, n. 769.
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9 : 4. L 184, 266. 458.
" 9 : 9. n. 291, 602, 758.

Ch. 9 : 10, n. 142. m. 190. 210.
•* 9 : 11-17, n. 106. 108, 251, 256, IIL

895, 431.
" 9:14-16, m. 24. 389.
" 9 : 16, n. 114.
« 10. 13. 14, L 427, n. 105-7, 142.
" 10 : 2, n. 748.
" 10 : 3, n. 375.
•* 10 : 8-12. n. 108.
" 10 : 6, L 215.
'• 10:10, 11. ILOl.
** 12 TTT- 221
" 12: 1-14. n. 01, 84. 93, 104, 108.
** 12 : 2 IL 85
" 12 : 2; 8, 9, n. 112. 753-3.
** 12 : 6-9, n. 115, 142. 766. IIL 81.
" 12:7, n. 85.
" 12 : 9-14. L 628. m. 414.
*' 12 : 10. n. 81. 85, 179. 18^-9. 200, 850.

IIL 191. 415, 632.
*• 13 : 7-9. L 629.
" 13 : 9, m. 478.
" 14, L 268. 273. 420, 685. IL 818. 345.

865, 368, 370, 375. 549. 761, 768. m.
33-4. 162, 389.

•* 14 : 1, n. 58. 350, 655, 664,
" 14 : 1-16, n. 61. 74, 188, 194, 519. 654r^.

064. 710. 731, 743, 771.

Ch. 14 : 2, n. 85, 664^.
" 14 : 8^. n. 79, 187. 759.
« 14 : 4, n. 144. 178. 377. UL 19. 27, 189.

265.
•* 14 : 5. L 249. IL 11, 175, 818. 320. 885.

576, 766. m. 245.
" 14 : 5, 12, 15, 18, IIL 394.
" 14 : 6, 7. n. 418. 419.
« 14 : 8, n. 189, JXL 187.
'* 14 : 9, L 208. n. 11, 117. IIL 190, 335.

339
" 14 :"lO. nL 50.
" 14 : 12-18, n. 90, 104. 145. UL 81, 89,

598.
'• 14:14. n. 107.
" 14 : 16, nL 30. 90, 185-6, 335.389,596.
« 14 : 17-23. n. 142. m. 81, 89.
" 14 : 18. n. 148.
" 14 : 20, 21. n. 142. 488. 569, IIL 483.

MALACHL
Ch. 2 : 7, n. 609.
" 2 : 17, n. 333.
" 8 : 4, L 225.
" 8 : 1. 2. n. 162. 104. m. 418.
" 3 : 2-4. n. 84.
" 3 : 16-18. n. 140. 259. 325. 387. UL

130.
" 3 : 17, n. 693.
" 4, n. 377. 410, 442, 608, IIL 185-^.
" 4:1. 2, 3, n. 227, 377, 607. IIL 245.
" 4 : 5, 6, n. 87, 400, 471, 565-6, IIL68.

102, 162.
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THE NEW TESTAMENT.

MATTHEW.

Ch. 1, L 352.
**

1 : 28, nL 851.
"

1 : 23, in. 543.
" 2 : 4-6, IIL 671.
" 2 : 6. IL 619.
" 2 : 18. 19, n. 619.
" 2 : 16, IL 201.
" 2 : 16, 17. n. 195.
« 2 : 17. 18. n. 258.
" 8 : 1, L 4*3, 103. m. 633.
" 8 : 2, L 89. 43. 353, 278. 288, 389. 870,

431. 638. n. 43, 83.
" 3 : 5. n. 379.
" 3 : 9. L 179, 209, 230, 258. 887, 396,

IIL 221.
" 8 : 10, L 415.
-* 8:11. m. 65.
- 3 : 16, n. 197.
" 4 : 1-11, L 698, 701.
" 4 : 2, n. 389. 299.
" 4 : 8. L 562.
'* 4 : 9, nL 188.
" 4 : 11, n. 618.
" 4 : 17, L 263, 362, 696.
" 4 : 28, L 269. IL 43.
** 6 * 3 L 283
*' 6 :

6,' L 589, IL 434. 436, 439, 440,
446 499

" 6 : 10-12, L 13. 14, IL 11, 18.
" 6 : 11. nL 238.
" 6 : 13. IL 612, 789.
" 6 : 16, n. 890.
" 6 : 18. m. 295.
*' 6 ! 19, 20, L39. IL 691. m. 199, 226.
« 6:10. L 89.- 870, 657, 689.
" 6 : 20, n. 891.
** 6 : 25-^4, IIL 841.
" 6 : 83, n. 35.
" 6 : 38, nL 79.
« 7 : 8-10. L 53.
" 7 : 14-23. L 67. 78, 133, 417.
" 7 : 31-28, n. 884, 411. m. 198, 204.
" 7 : 24-27, L 78.
" 7 : 33. n. 59B, IIL 88a
« 8 : 6-13. L 867.
" 8 : 10, n. 67.
" 8 : 11. 12, L 267, 602. 688, IL 88, 48.
" 8 : 13. 14, L 550.
" 8:17, IL 145. nL 425.
« 8 : 20. n. 207.
" 8 : 38-84, IL 631.
" 8 : 29, L 562.
" 9:6, in. 541.
" 9 : 15. L 688. n. 42. m. 818.
" 9 : 16. L 617. IL 69,
- 9: 18. n. 267.
« 9:23, IL801.

Cb. 9 : 27, L 854.
- 9 : 85. L 269.
" 10:1. 8. L 90, 276.
" 10 : 6. 6. L 866, 869.
" 10 : 7. L 278.
*' 10 : 28. n. 85. 668. etc.
" 10:37, n. 20.
" 10 : 28. m. 261.
" 10 : 39. m. 341.
" 10 : 82, 83, n. 879, 884.
•' 10:89. n. 789.
" 10 : 40-43, n. 876.
" 10:42. n. 388.
« 11 : 1-6. L 430.
** 11 : 2, 3. 6, L 363, 288, n. 191, 198.
•' 11 : 6, 20, L 90.
" 11 : 7-15, L 253.
" 11 : 11-13. L 39. 252-8. 264, 270. 447,

006, 616. n. 38, 35, 43. 592.
" 11 : 14. n. 666.
•• 11 : 18. L 264,
*' 11 : 25, m. 33.
•• 11 : 37. m. 58a^
" 13 :8.IIL641.
•• 13 : 14-38, L 854. 410.
" 13 : 13 : 18-31, JUL 425.
" 12 : 23. m. 514.
" 12 : 28,L 89, 369, 870, 421. 657. IL 28,

42.
" 12:81.82, n. 405, m. 79.
" 12 : 86. n. 385, 887.
" 12:40, L 50.
" 12:50, n. 876.
" 13 : 1-28. m. 186.
•* 13 : 10, n. 18.
" 18 : 11-16, L 141. 388, 480. H. 16. 18.
" 18 : 19. n. 814.
" 13 : 24-^0, L 30. n. 21, 181, m. 176.
** 18 : 81-33. L 89, 201. 657. IL 22, 27.

88. 237, 800. 619. m. 175.
" 13 : 84. 85, L 84, IL 23.
" 18 : 89-48. L 677, IL 167, 176, 269, 616.
" 18 : 40. 43, IL 177.
" 13 : 41-43, L 383, 414, IL 167. 693.

IIL541.
'* 18 : 44-46. L 89. IL 23. 884. 408, 420-1.
" 18 : 47^0, n. 24.
" 18 : 52. L 20, 89.
" 14 : 20. L 617.
" 14 : 88, L 662.
" 16 : 8. 9. nL 425.
" 16 : 9. L 182.
*' 16 : 21-28. L 867.
" 15 : 22. L a54.
*• 15 : 24-80, L 201. 866.
" 16 : 8, m. 108. 110.
" 16 : 11-28, L 480, 478. 666, 668. IL 35,

43.165.
" 16 : 18-30, L 43, 276. 385.
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529.

'* " refreshing and restitu-

tion, n. 463-4-5.
•• Bpiritualized, IIL 179,

300, 627, etc. See death,
perversions, unl>eUef,

etc
stages of. n. 315. 318,

331-2. 418. 700. m. 18.

102, 113. 133. 169. 160,

164. 302, etc. 30r>, 807.
- " and time. m. 96. 308.

See Chronology, Time,
Signs,

visible, m. 182. 299. etc,
805. See personal, vis-

ible.
" '* world's conversion, IIL

136. 172, 190-1. 881.

See Conversion of the
world.

Adventista, IIL 11. 114. See History of

the Doctrine.

Seventh-Day. L 636. IL 79,

823, 602-8. 575, IIL 142,

163-4, 211, 263, etc. 889.

Advents, two future, IL 190.

Advocated, Pre-Millennlal,L See History of

1, p. 450.

;. 135. 151,

Chillagm in Vol.
etc., and IIL 116,

158, 179. 194^. 199. 200, 2®.
23a-9, 248.

Advocates, Jewish, m. 408-9. See Jewish
belief.

Agag. nL 408.
Age and ages. IL 408. 411. 412. 425.
Ajre. end of the. IL 420, etc. 424. IIL 5ST.

" evil, nL 184. 188.
" Father of the coming. IL 420.

Ages, King of, IL 411. 412.
Age and resurrection. IL 422.

" Solomonic. IL 524.
Ageda. IIL 425.

Agrarian Law, the, IIL 696.

Agreement in outlines. L 491.

Aion, meaninjT of. IL 431, 424, 514.
Air theory, the, IL 532-3.

Albigensea, L 324. 521. IL 265, IIL 174.

Alexandrian Interpretation. L 51. 59. 33S,

499. 507. n. 214. 398. Sm
Interpretation.

Philosophy, nL 187.

All, usage of. L 379, IL 36;^. 511. 513. 549.

AUegoricalinterpretatlon. L 50, 611. See
Interpretation.

American Chiliastic advocates. L 543.
Anabaptists, L 44. 118, 342. 629. 532, 534,

662. 601, 639. IL 103, 203, 216. 673. C37.

m. 11. 61, 70. 175, 270,

Analogy, IIL 343. etc
of Faith, n. 512. 521.

Ancient of Davs. the, IIL 25-6.

Anfrel of the Churches. IIL 378.
Angelic Brethren, L 54.

** communication. IIL 446.
" influence, IL 619, 620-1.

rule. n. 598.

Angels, coming of. IL 176-7.

fallen. IIL 188.

judged, n. 620.
*' ministrations of, IL 618, etc.

Anglo-Israelism. IL 66.

Animals, deliverance of, IL 483, etc
Ann Ijee. L 204, 552.

Anointed, God's. IIL 540.

Saints. IL 579. 582.

Anointing with oil. IIL 390.
Anonymous Chiliafitic writers, L 547.

Antagonism, IIL 231. See Perversion?,

Unbelief,
Anthropomorphism, IIL 573.

Antichrist. L 654. 682. IL 105. 188. 208. etc.

231.326, 328.377. 654^. 656,

658. 668. 691. m. 134. 156.

160. 162. 188, 586.

and army, IL 764-5.
*' and cause of war. IL 759.
** chanLCteristics of. IL 691, 696,

etc. 712. 721, 728. 750. 768.
" destruction of, IL 713, 740,

786-7-8,
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Antichrist, development of, HL 609.
** history of views, IL 670, etc,

680, etc., 690, etc.

march of, IL 760-2.
** meaning of, IL 696-7.
« miracles of, m. 161, 163.
• personal, IL 679, etc., 718.

power of, IL 713, 740, 751. etc.,

765
" preparatory tendencies, IL 720,

etc.. 748, etc.. 770.
•* revelation of. IL 700. 750.
* to whom applied, IL 678, etc,

680, etc
** varions applications of proph-

ecy, IL683. etc, 687, etc,
69t, etc

" worship of, IIL 161
Antiochofl Eplphaues, L 677, IL 249. 650,

656-7.
Apocalypse, the. IIL 366. etc., 382, etc

" canonicity dented, nL 367,
382

fulfilment of. HL 138.

how interpreted, IL 715.
" interpretation of, IIL 371 , etc,

378. etc
" reception of, L 484, IL 264.

Apocryphal bookn, L 446, 486, IL 236. IIL
572, 669. 675.

Apologies, ahject, L 492.

Apologetics, concemions of, L 188, 460.
Apology A. C, L 632.

for writing. IL 732-3, 738-9. 745.

ApoHtasy, L 102, IL 689, 691, IIL 119.

Apostles, how quote prophecy. HL 185.

and Kingdom, L 77, 4:33, 436,

438. 443. 445, 459, 471. See
Kingdom, theocracy.

Apostolic attiiu<1e. L 274, 280, 479, 605, IL
17, 19, 161.

'* creed. L 630.
•• brethren. IL 676.

Apostoolianv, L 537.
Argamentation, how conduct, IIL 243-4,

see Preface.
Ark, the typical. IL 487.

Armageddon, IL 762-3. IIL 24.

Armies, standing, IIL 149.

the two. n. 764r-5.

AnnilluB, IL 218.

Articles, Smalcald, L 632.

Arts and Sciences in Mill, IL 147.

ABoeticiftm, L 601.

Asiatismus, L425.
Asmoneanff, IL 60.

Astronomical ohjectlonB, IL 679, HL
562^.

Assurance, IIL 869. 475.

Assyrian, the, IL 714.

Athanasian Creed, L 532.

Atonement, IIL 437. See Christ's death,
blood.

Augsburg Confession. L 123, 531-2, 637,

6B6. nL 176, 176, 202-3.
Awake, usage of. IL 266. 258.

Babylon, IL 707, HL 142, 160, 272.

Jewish return from. IL 69. 83,

89.

Balaam's prophecy, IIL 401, etc.

Baptism of the Holy Qhost, HL 64, etc.,

464^. 608.

of fire, nL 80, etc
of the Holy Ghost and fire, IL 695.

613.
" '* " " " « '• limited.

IIL81.
Baptist Confeeuon, L 631. See Bunyan's

Confession.
Baptists, L 687.

Seventh-Day, m. 11.

Faith of. nL 135.

Barbourism. m. 269. See B&rbonr.
Barchocheba, L 469.

Barkers. L 54.

Barren woman, IL 130, etc
Battle of the great Day, IL 761, etc, 767,
etc See War.

Beaconsfield, Lord, IL 65. UL 148.

Beast, hunaan government, m. 12. 15.

Beds, of PbI. 140 : 5, n. 615.

Belgic Confession, L 531.
Begotten, the first, IL 183. 190, 267-8, 300,

303, 477.

Believer, characteristic of, m. 322.
Believers, m. 76, 78, 142, 271, 339.

judgment of, IL 385, etc, 389,
etc.

Berlin, m. 157, 201.

Bible, book for the people, L 116. See
Scripture.

" beginning and ending of, IL 434.
" to be reverently studied, L 117.

and science, the, HL 498. See Sci-

ence.

Bigotry, L 417, 465, 481. 550. etc, 635, 640.

653, n. 103, 226, 309, 333, m. 139, 142,

234, 261.273-4, 275, etc, 327, 38&-9, 378.

See Charity, lack of.

Birth, usage of. IL 257, 259, 800, 4n.
future, m. 80.

Bleaalnga forfeited and restored, L 106,626,
n. 128, 141, etc, 146-9, m.
455 586

futur^, m. 453, 466^. 461, etc
Bee Spiritual and Temporal
blesflings.

,

Blood of Jesns, m. 431.

Bockelson, m. 178.

Body, the, IL 320.
" resurection of, IL 228, etc, 236, 239,

250, 304, 308.
" denied, IL 230, 272.

" spiritual, HL 464.

Bohemian, Prot,, L 621.
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Boariffnan, Antoinette,L 54, 74.
Bosnib. m. 23. 24.

Brethren, tbe (Dunkards), L 536.

Bride, tbe, IL 132, 324, XIL 89, 301, 805.
Brooklyn, IZL 138. 157.

Brothers, R., IL 112.

BnchneriBm, IIL 291. See Bilchner.
Bunjan'a Confeasion, L 536, 687. See Ban-
yan,

Cabala, L 48.

Call of the Gentiles, L 211. 223, 802. 894.

396, etc, 899, 402, 404. 408, etc., IL 68,

IIL526.
Gamiaards, IIL 70. 270.

Canaan, no type, IIL 61.

Canon, the, m. 863-4.

Captive, usage, IL 254.

Carcaaa, the, IL 320.

Carnality, charge of, IL 343, 486. 443-5,
640, 571. 604, IIL 80, 229. 230. 450, 400-
1, 656. 589.

Catastrophism. IL 42&-9.

Catbari, n. 676. IIL 74.

Catholic Apostolic Church, L 530, 554, IL
817, 824,668, m. 28, 78 271.

Cedars. IL 580.
CerinthuB. L 443, 465^. 485. m. 232.

Changes, future, IIL 29. Si^ BlKSsinffs,

Mill., New Heavens and New Earth,
Reign, etc.

Charity, L 10, IL 226.
lack of. m. 139, 142, 144. 234, 274,

378. See Bigotry, Persecution.
Chaatening. why, IL 590, 744,

Chicago, nL 138, 157.

Child-bearing, future. IL 140,

Children of tbe Day, IL 410.
»* God. n. 298.

saved. IIL 262.

Ghlllasm, IIL 326. See Cbillastic history.

Millenmam.
" founded on the Covenants, L 326.

See Covenants.
ChillBBtic history, L 450. 458, 461. 465. 480,

etc., 490, etc., 494, etc., 498. 613, 524, 645,

554.641,614,665.
Chiliasts, apostles, L 267, 443. 449, 494,

497.
early church,L 818. 324, 865, 449,

458, 462. 480. 490. 494. etc..

493, etc., n. 161. etc.

Christadelphians, L 480, 537. IL 45. 278.

621. 634, 674, m. 11, 142, 260. etc,

889,

Christ, ability of, IIL 72, 182. 354, 359, 366.

395. 411, 473, 514, etc, 683, 564,

See power of,

" All in afll, IIL 579, 601.
'
' appearance of , IL 660.

army of, IL 764, 76a.

body of, nL 678.
" controverted, L 467,

Christ, Chnrch and the. L 596L See Church,
- David's Son,m. 370-1, 537. 567. 559.

565. 570. See Davidic Covenant
'* Davidic relatloDship retained, L

889, 846, 852, 859.
" death of. L 888. m. 420, 438. 480-3,

664,571.
Deliverer, IIL 182-4. 188, 194. 209.

210, 213, 214, 294, 359. 420-1. 429.

See temporal deliverer.
** dishonoring of. IIL 643, 552, 577,

589.
*
' divine, L 539. etc , 562. etc. . IL 187.

nL 854. 356. 415, etc.. 420. etc,
424, 483, 530. etc.

dlvine-haman, L 560. etc. 565, IL
123, 199. 633. 700,m. 415. etc.
447, 467. 477, etc, 512. 530, etc.
537. etc, 552. 593. 601.

enemies of, L 579, 766. See Anti-
christ.

*' essential. L 78, 388.
explained. IIL 849, etc. 448. See

meaning,
exalted, m. 403. 631-2. 543, 553-3,

602. See greatness, power, etc
faithfulness of, m. 642.

" foreknowledge of, IIL 486,
'• Fulfiller, L 329, IL 153.

greatness of. L 31, IL 583, 766, IIL
427. 438-9. 533, 653. 676. See
divine, perfect, reign, etc.

**
. greatness of His work, m. 530. 550,

eic. See Creation, Redemption.
Restitution, Salvation, etc.

" gloriaed in His Saints, IL 596.
" glorious, L 249. See appearance,

exalted, etc
" honoring of, IIL 214. 535. 552, etc.

the Hope. IIL 310, 578-9.
" humanity of. m, 538-9. 541 . 552-^

555, 657, etc, 660, 664^. See
divine-human.
Infallible Head. m. 550-1.

" inheritance of. IL 778, IIL 34. 37,
49, 463. 586. See Davidic Cove-
nant, David's throne, InheritanoD
of Jeans.

" Interest in His person, IIL 130, 153,
295. 349. 866, 513. 535, 637, 554.

Jewish King. L 427. IL 94, 205.
*• Kingdom of. L 414. See inherit-

ance, kin^^om. tlieoeracy, Davidic
Covenant, reign, etc

'* King of kings, n. 678. See suprem-
acy, etc

*' kingly office not In ministry. IL
597-8.

'* knowledge of time; IIL 93-4.
law. and the, L 373.

*• livesof, IIL560, 580.
'' marriage of, IIL 89. etc See Mar-

riage.
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Christ, meanlDg of, I. 885, 441, 447, 569, IX.

180. 0O&-7, IZL 228, 850. 567. etc.,

569, etc.

" miracles of. IZL 472^. 479. 514,
621.

" mincle-workingr. L 91. 93. 97, IL
156. Bee supernatural, miracu*
loufl, power, eta

** name perverted, IIL 515, 568, etc.
' * no writer, L 271-2, 627.
'* offices of, IIL 584.
'• perfect, L 584. 701, IL 807. 431.

438. 536, m. 315, 854, 856. 864.

411. 419, 420 438, 454. 476. 479.

514. etc., 531, 533, 535, 550, 596,

600. Bee divine, infallible head.
etc

" personallj present, IL 683, 661 , 663,
766. See Son of Man. TiMbilitj,

epipbanj, parooala.
" power enforced, when.m. 172. 458.

529.
" pre-existence of, IIL 538.
" Priest, n, 601, etc.
* Priesthood of, IIL 191, 456.
" prophet like Moses. IIL S8. 426.
" R^eemer. m. 449, etc. , 453-4, 529.

Bee redemption, salvation, carse,

evil etc
" reign of. IL 504, 532, 536. 561, 768.

IIL 213, 370. 539. 543, 548,550.
553, 555, 586. t^e supremacy.
Theocratic Ring.Tlieocracy, king-
dom, Reign of the saints, eta

'* teign perpetual, IL 630, etc Bee
kingdom. Theocracy. Perpetuity.
eta

" rejoicing, m. 602.
** representative of Qod, IIL 537, etc.

" Restorer, L 250, IL 76, 78. 152.

etc., 186, 195, 307, 430-1, 466,

468. 472. 486, IIL 454, 473, 478-9,

494, 515. See Btessliigs forf.

and restor.
" resurrection of, m. 438, 48&-8,

514, 523. 553.
" f>inles8. IIL 533, etc. Bee perfect.
** sin-removing. L 105. 833. See

curse, evil, eta
<* Bonof Mnn. L 659, 665, eta. 677,

681-2. 014, n. 167, 180. 228, 827,
341,846-7, 351-2, 365, 374, 668,
nL 553-4. ^ee hiiuianity.

*' Stone, the, L 676, 683.
*' supernatural king, L 60, 91. 559,

569. 700. n. 177. 188. 307. See
Supernatural, Miracles.

" supremacy of, IL 018. 767. See
Kiuff of kings, reiffn, eta

" Theocratic King, L 231, 281, 861-2,

376, 447, 559, 563, 605, 597, 701,
n. 557. 560, 706, m. 353-4. 366,

403, 429. 484, 438-9, 447, 456.

475, 479. 612, 514, etc., 517. 580-
8. 637. 541, 660, 658, 664. 570.

675. 601-2, See Theocracv.
Christ, temporal deliverer, L 273, 384. IL

766, eta. IIL 425-6, 457, 542.
*' truthfulness of. IIL 58. 421. 519.
'* unchangable, IL 600. IIL 538, etc.,

557, eta
Chrintological Question, the great. IIL 512.

etc.. 687, etc.

Christs. falae. IL 768.

Christian tvstem, IL 638.
Christianity, changes of, L 46.

" misinterpreted, L 78. See
Unbelief.

Chronology. IL 657. 665, 717, etc., 774, m.
92, eta, 96, eta. 98, eta.
102, etc., 104, 197, 806. Sea
Time.

aud Sahbatiam. IL 450.
Church, Broad the, m. 122, 207, 281. 468.

Christian, L 405, 447, 499. 513,

692.596, 609.665.671,684.
complete, U. 602.

" and Daniel, L 072. eta
divisions of. IIL 106.

'* early doctrine of, L 318, 365. 624.

641, 644. 658, IL 848.511, 525.

539, nL 38-9. 68, 182, 169. 171.

199. 2*32. 220. 239, 245, 249. 250,
282. 296, 811, 317, eta. 322, 845-
6. 413, 401. 486. 602. 523. 584.
672. 579. 585.

" establishment of. IIL 526. See
Dispensation . design of, and
Church Christian.

God of. L 636.
*' ffovemment, IIL 169, 886.

Headship of, L 596.

Kingdom, and. L 859. 363, 889,
431-3-7, 469, 471. 409, 506^,
582-9, 691-3-6. 601-6-9. 611.
613, etc., 618. 632-4-8. 641-4-
7. 653^, 662. 671, 684, 690. IL
17. 20. 23. 27. 80-2. 86, 39, 66.

00, 94, 100. 106. 558. nL 180-
1-2, 223. 253, 282. 296. 870-1.

392, 422. 483. 603. 675, 682-

** Kingdom, and. not synonymous.
L 63a. nL 686. Bee the pro-

ceeding and Kingdom.
'* name of, m. 196.
" New Jerusalem, and.m. 39. 40.
•* preparatory, IIL 881, 3b3. 545.

See Dispenfation, design of.

" present condition of, L 617, 634.

638. 652. 087, IL 163, 498. m.
117, 118. 119. 183-4, 188. 202,

210. 282. 335, 881. 883. 498.

Bute of, L 395, 053, IL 775, m.
See present condition.

** State, and. L 207, 240, 266, 848,
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651, 668. n. 97-8, 117, 119. 676,

000, 607. 651, 663, IIL 14, 16,

83, 838, 462, 646. 551, 582, 591,
695-6,

Chnrcli tbeocracy, no, IZL 646. See The-
ocracy,

unbelief, and. m. 116. 217. etc,

248. etc See Unbelief, Perver-
eions, Contradicttona, etc

wealth of, nL 129.

Churches, the seren, IZL 877. etc
Cincinnati,m. 157. 20L
Citj of God, L 300, 508. 615. See Augna-

tine.

Citiea, condiiion of, IIL 181, 138-9. 144,

156-7. 196, 201.

Clay and iron. m. 131.

Cleansing of the Sanctuary, IL 115.

Clericalism. L 640. IIL 378.

Cloeter. IL 112.

Clouds, in. IL 314.
" of heaven, IL 175, 187. 328.

Colony, Adams, IL 112. 468.

Colonization schemes, IL 88. 468.

Coloasians, IIL 363.

CominfT One. the, IL 188, 101, 561, IIL
884-6.

Commentators. Chfliastic. L 545. etc,

testimony of, IL 213.

Commission, the, IIL 191-2.

ComftiuniHm. IL 724, nz. 154.

Comparative theology, HL 504-5.
Concessions, futile. IL 510.

to unbelief, L 14.

Condemnatory, doctrine, IL 196.
Conditional, promises not, IL 47. 74, 79.

prophecy, how. L 176. IL 48.

Confederation. IL 326.

the Ust, n. ia5, 752, 754.

etc. 757. etc. 760. 763. nL
13, 160, 162, 205, 298-4.

894. 396. See War. Per-
secution, Trouble.

Conferences, Chiliaatic. L 554, IIL 180, 153,
169, 204, 222, 263, 827, 332.

Confession of Peter, L 441.

Confessional excluslreness, L 128, 526, 532.

teacliinff, L 492, 518, 527,

530, 532.
Confessions, m. 197, 2S1-2. See Creeds.
Conflagration of Peter, IL 506. etc. 510,

etc.

Conflict of Bible and Science, IIL 498.
607-9.

Conscience, L 134. IIL 285.
Consolation. Day of. IL 464.

of Israel, n. 143. 299.
Constantine. L 605.
Continuist interpretation, IIL 872.
Contradictions. IL 170. 218. 252, 268, 371-3.

293, 803. 614, 651. m. loa-4, 183, 187.
193, 811. 575. See Perversions.

Controversial writers, L 547-8.

Controveisy. God*s, IL 742. etc
with Jews. no. m. 350. See
Jews.

Conversion. Jewish, L 281. IL 189. 463. 47L

of the worid, L 394, IL 155.

733, 736. 745,

751, 770. nL
119, 134, 136,

143. 171. etc..

186. etc . 189.

etc. 196, 202,

210, 213, etc.

255-«. 806.
881,587.

** " " • and the early
Church, m.
171-3,

" '* " and the Re-
formers, m.
175-7.

« * " " and the Sec
Advent. HL
173. 136. 190-
1.381.

Corinthians, Epistles of, IIL 862.

Cosmos, n. 38.

Council, of Rbeimsburg. IL 673.

Councils. L 518.

Covenanters, IL 778.

Covenant. Abrahamic. IIL 420. See
Abrahamic.

Davidic See Davidic Cove-
nant,

how changed, L 334. 838-4.
foundation of faith, IL 444. IIL

133, 244. 357, 869. 383. 561.
564-5.600.

'* foundation of hope, IIL 309. etc

,

865.883.
kingdom baaed on, L285. 393.

325. 838, 834. 339. 348. 393,
433, 437, 504. 665. IL 63. 79.

161, 340. 846-7. See Davidic
Covenant, Kingdom.

'* manner of fulfilment, IIL 430.
458.

" misconceptions of. L380. 340. IL
83.

K«w. the, L 323. etc, 339.
with the Jews. IL 657, 664.

Covenants and Gospels. IIL 850.
Creation delivered, IL 178. 466. 477, 479.

etc. IIL 687. See New He^T-
ens and New Earth, etc

*' of man, IIL 496.
" of woman. IIL 43 1 . etc

six days of, IL 458. 469.
Creator, the. IIL 510, etc
Creature, the, IL 480, etc
Credibility of Scripture, m. 467.
Credulity, L 453. IL 99, 339, IIL 391. Sea

Faith of unbelievers.
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Creeds, Annbnrg Conf..L 128. 531-2. 6S7«

666,m.l75, 176,20a-«.
ApoBtoUc, L 530.

*« Apology, A. C.,L 532.
" Articles, of Smalcald. L 682.
** AthanaBian, 532.
*' Baptists. L 531. See Baoyan.
" Beltfic,L531,IL678.
" Bohemian, IL 678.
" Conf. Uelritia, L 532. m. 194.
" Conf. of Edward VI., L 531. 584.
" Catechism of Edward VI,. L 631.
" Cath. Apost. Church. L 536.
- Free Chr. Church (of luly), L 586.
" Nicene, L 530.
'* Second AdventiBt. L 586.
'* Weatminster, L 531-2. IL 220, IIL

175-6. 202-3.
" value of, L 124, etc.
•' how enforced, L 129, 580.
" teaching of. L 493, 530, 532.

Einfcdom. and. Z. 616.

Critidsm. higher and ]ower, ZIL 470.

Cross, efficacy of, IIL 455-6.

Crowned, Mints when. XL 579.

Paul. XL 679, 582.

Cup of the New Test., L 337.

Curry. L 204.

Curse, the. IL 468, etc, 492-8, 517. See
Sin. Evil.

" effects, IIL 128. 162. 184, 206.
" deliverance from. See Blessings

forfeited and restored, Evil rt>-

moved, Creation delivered. New
Heavens and New Earth, Para-
dise, etc.

Banuma, L 520.

Daniel, m. 490.
Daniers resurrection. IL 248.

Darbyites, L 536, m. 271. See Believers,

Plymouth Brethren.
Darkening of the sun and moon, IIL 161,

164.

Darkness, usage of, IL 256.

Dates, chronological. IL 657, 665, 774, IIL
99. 100, 102. 104. See Chronology, Time.

Darwinism, IIL 201. See Darwin, Huxley,
Tyndall.

David El-Roy, IL 208.
" key of. IL 205.

David's Son. See Christ, DavidicCov,
Davldic age, IL 624.

Davidic Covenant, kingdom based on, L
286, 318, 839, 665,

678. n. 61, 71. 841.
nL 224, 244, 296,
870-1.565.

" how changed. L 316,

888. 847, 427, 499.

609. 614, 671. 588,

649. IL 67. 79. 88.

90. 95, 99. 161. 199,

etc. 204, etc. 340,

847. See Spiritualiz.

ing. etc
Davldic throne, Jesus inherits. L 199. etc

847. etc. 855. Set-,

Inheritance, Covenant,
etc

" •« restoration of, L 190, 270,
279, 282. 839, 843. 847,

850. 366. 872. 420, 422,
429.441,657. 665. 670.
678. 580. 698. 613. 627,
n. 49, 61, 68. 76. 78,

138. 170, 189. 200, 841.

847, 430. 466, 632-^.
718, 744. 760, m. 43.

49. 51, 206, 854. 859,

892, 399. 422. 426. 460-
2. 517. 628. 575,

" kingdom and the theocracy iden*
tical, L 234. 844. 848.
390. 895. 563. 565.
664, n. 97. 120, 124,

187.849. SeeTheoc
racv and Kingdom.

" divine nature of, L 848,

663, 565, 699, IL 75,

269, See Spiritual.
" " no type, IL 624.

Day, battle of the great. See Battle.
"^ children of the. IL 410.
" of Consolation. IL 464,
'* of Judgment, IL 3*>8. 862, etc. 865.

867. etc. 383. 409, 516. IIL 246. 686.
" the dark. m. K8. 164,
•' literal, (ulfilment. IL 086, 717. 756-6.
** the Lord's. IIL 95.
'* of the Lord Jesus, IL 87. 188. 190.

210. 868-9. 409, 410. m. 687.
" man's. IL 412.
" morning of the. IL 87. 316. 414. etc,

IIL567.
•• scriptural usage of, L 476, IL 865-6.

R6R
" year. "n. 686. 717, 755-6.

Days, the Ancient of. IIL 25-6.
** end of, IL 424.
** of hoaven, IL 466.
•' the last. n. 195. 801. 836. 867, 421.

423.
'* of Noah and Lot. m. 112, 123-4. 133.

185. 297.
** prophetical. IIL 99.
'* six of creation. IL 456. 469.
" twenty.three hundred. IIL 99.
*' twelve hundred and sixty. IL 765-6.

Dead, extravagantly eulogized, IL 395.
*' resurrection of. See Kesurrection.

Death of Jesus, efficacy of. IIL 420. Bee
Cross.

" " " sublimity of. m. 480-1.
** an enemy, IL 170-2, 244, 806. 896,

nL 69. 61. 800. 812.
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Death not the coming of Jeflus^ IL 170-8,

895.
'* introduced, IL 158. 226, UL 501.
'* in Millennial age. IL 148.
*< shadow of, ILL 389.

Degrading, IL 552.

of the Christ, IL 688. 743. See
also, Christ, dishonoring of.

De Gerson, John Cbarlier, L 56.

Degrees, IL 869, 891, 610. See Rank,
Kings, Reward, etc.

Definitions of the kingdom, L 39, 147, 181,

195, 690.

Deliverer. See Christ deliverer. Temporal
deliverance.

Deliverance and the morning. IL 416.

Deluge, extent of, m. 501.

Demoniacal possessions, in. 79.

DemoDology, IIL 145.

Denominations, some in, Chiliastic, L 587,

542, etc, 553.

Depravity, human, great, L 13, 144, 161.

See Antichrist, persecution, war,
wickedness.

" future, n. 748, 750, 773.

Design, proof from, in. 510.

Desire, the, of women, IL 653.

Destiny of the aaints, IL 693-6, IIL 73,

446-7. 691-8, 600. See reign, priesthood.

Destructionists. UL 260.

Detention of the saints, IL 394, etc., 897,

etc.

Development theory. L 113. 190, 339. 460,

598, 633, 643, 658. etc., m. 1:J4. 143, 146,

156, 178. 183-4. 207-8. 227, 237, 257, 811,

346, 363. 370. 362-3, 484. 520, 560,

Devil, works of destroyed, in. 454.

Devils, doctrines of, m. 133.

Dew, usage, IL 418.
Differences, m. 372-3.

**
in the Church. L 634.

" of interpretation. See Inter.

pretatinn.
" in view, L 535.

Difirnity of man, UL. 434.

Diseases removed. IL 145.

Discernment, spiritual, L 53.

Disciples, how preached the kingdom, L
183, 253. 374, 443, 436. 438.

443. 445, 449, 471, IL 19. See
Kingdom. Theocracy.

" knew the kingdom, UL 528.
See Preaching.

Divine and Divine-Human. See Christ.
« Purpose, the, m. 287, 295-8, 340.

847, 371. 440. 454, 469. 475, 483,

487. 491, 493, 504. 515. 530. 593.

597, 600. See Covenant, Dispen-
sation. Plan. etc.

Divisions of the Churcli. m. 196.

Dispensation, design of, L 587, 590, 598,

600. 617, 6:«, 643, H. 303.

334, 237, 588, 590-1, 596,

778. m. 96. 181, 187-8,

193-3.300,204.208-9.211.
216, 238. 517.

Dispensation, future, IL 344, 367, 870. 407.

410, 423, etc., IIL 31. 72.

120, 298-4. 456, 510, 583.

See Day of the Lord Jesus,

Judgment Day. World to

Come, Restitution, Ages,
etc.

Docetism, L 601. IL 539.

Doctrine, advocates of our. IIL 135. See
His. of Chiliasm.

basis, of L 65-6. IL 19.
** condemnatory, II. 196.

diversity of, L 15. See Perver-
sions, Differences,

early Church, L 318. 658. IL 19.

See His. Chiliasm.
" early Fathers, m. 406-7. See

His. Chiliasm.
" Jews. See Jewish belief.
" miracles. L 101. See Miracles.
** necessary, m. 236.
'* of the kingdom perpetuated. L

480, 675, n. 134.
*' " " changed, L 80.

147. 868, 370. 411, 433. 459,

499. 609. 518, 524, 598. 602,

605. 611. 631, 636, etc., 683.

688, 644, 647, 655, 659, 662,

685,690.
** perversion of, L 510, 511. See

Perversions.
** progress of, L 118, 658.
<* religion, and, L 111.
" our, a solvent of difflculties, IIL

406. etc.. 430, etc., 476. etc
Domination of Qentiles. See Genliles.

Dominion and the morning, IL 415.
" of the Second Adam. L 573, etc.

n. 143, 195, 487-^. 581.

Domitian and believers, L 468.

DnchoborziuB. L 54, UL 70.
Dust, usaffe, L 256.

Duty of Scripture students, L 16.
" violated. IIL 166.

Eagles, the, n. 820. 833. 580.

Early belief in speedy Second Advent. See

Sec. Advent.
Earnest, the, m. 313. 287, 450.
Earth, desirable. IL 482. etc., 436. 444.

" and covenant, IL 432, etc, 434. 445.

616.
" destruction of by fire, IL 437. etc.,

516. 521.
*• « '* fpeexing, IL 428-

9.

" inherited. IL 434. 443-<J. 480, 501,

504, 614, 681-8, m. 38. 63, 685-

6. See Inheritance, Reign, New
Heavens and New Earth, eta
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Earth, perpetaitj of, IL 437, etc, 613, etc.

XTL 687. Se« Per-
petuity of tbe race
and of tbe king-
dom.

" advocates, IL 430,

etc., 482, 445, 480.
*' concesaloDB, IL 430,

480, 616.
" place of tbe kingdom. L 36. 848,

865, 402, 678, 648, 660, 660. IL 18,

83, 117, 124. 144-6, 166. 159, 261.

263. 305, 359, 670, etc, 647, etc,

696, 617. UL 82, 49, 51, 60, 62.

See Kingdom, Beign, Inberitlng,

etc
** ledeemed, IL 482, etc, 487, 614.

See Creation, Restitution, Evil,

Carae, New Heavens and New
Earib, and related subjecta.

" renewed, IL 148, 178, 499, etc. 624.
etc

*' smallneas of, IIL 662.
" usage, n. 497. etc , 499. etc

East, kings of the, IL 704, IIL 27.
'* righteons man of tbe, IIL 27.
" usage, nL 27.

Ebionism. L 486, IIL 40.

Eden, IIL 61.

Eden no tvpe,IIL 61.

Edom. n. 62. 194, IIL 22, 24.

Education, secular. IIL 181. 158, 206.

Egypt (Matt. 2 : 15), IL 201.

Ekklesia, L 594, 652. IIL 196. See Church,
name of.

Elect, complete, IL 542.
«• gatbering of, L 412. 422, IIL 120,

186, 224, etc.. 829, 330. 333. See
Dispensation, design of. First
Resurrection, Reign, etc

'• Jewlsb nation. L 207, 292, 302, etc.,

899. 408. 416. 422. IL 42, 58. 48.

92, 95, nL 402. 471. 486, 695.
" meaning of, L 401-2.
*' qualified for wbat, IL 225.
" wbo pertain to tbe, L 405-6-8. 417.

n. 249. 587-9, 590. UL 68. 95.

120, 156. 196-7, 300. 431-2, 487,

457. See First-born. First-fruits,

Reign. Priesthood.

Election, IL 49, 209. 392. etc* 401, etc,

404. 411. nL 868. See Elect, Gentiles,

engrafting of, Jewiab nation.

Ellas, coming of. IL 565, etc
Elijah, m. 20, 102, 162, 104. 308, 807.

** future mission, U 87.

End, the, IL 296, .S36. 411, 424. 741.
" of the age. IL 420, m. 687.
" of Days, n. 424.
** of time. n. 424.
'< the time of the, XL 663, m. 97.
** the wonderfol,m. 442, 464, 456, 469,

476.

End of the world, IL 420, etc, 424. 427-8,
492.

Endowments, XLL 249.

Enemy, usage, IL 256.
Enjrland, IL 743. 778. m. 15,139. 140.

Engrafting, m. 868, 486. See Elect,

(ientiles.

necesaarr, m. 809, 810. 424.

See Elect.

Enlightenment professed, m. 229.

Enoch, Parables of, L 570.
Ephesians, Epistle of the, m. 862.
Epipbaneia, IL211.
Equality, IL 698.

L^aity, God*s vindicated. IL 507. See
iprecatory Psalms, Justice, Curse, etc

Error, m. 276. See Extravagunces. Per-
versions, etc

" fruitful source of, L 621. 045, P.99.

See Interpretation Spiritualistic

Esan, n. 609.

Escape, who will, n. 823, 325. etc. 827,
831-2, 334.

Eschatology, study of. m. 135, 151. 821,427.
" prominence of. m. 427.

Eternal life, how obtained, IL 880, 388-9.
" usage, n. 630.

Euphrates. 11. 764.

Eutycbian Theory, m. 689*
Evangelists. Cbiliastic, L 668. m. 141.
Everlasting kingdom, the, L 676. See
Kingdom, Perpeiuity.

EvU age, the. m. 184, 188.
" ignored, L 107.
" not necessary, IL 469.
» removed. L 106, IL 141, etc, 146. 147-

8. 156, 178, 434, 416. 466, 469, 479,
etc, 483. etc, 488, 617, 686, 696,

775-6. m. 182-4, 425. 434-n5, 455.

etc, 464, 475, 601, 600. See Bless-

ings restored. Curse, Creation, etc
Explains Scripture, tbe kingdom, IL 108,

422. m. 388, etc
Extravu^oes, L 662, 677, 685, IL 99.

191-2, 197. 206, 220-3. 240. 262. 271-2,

282, 292. 323, 842, 845, 358, 433. 486,

444. 446, 506, 616. 617, 620, 631. 637.

652, 628. 658. m. 36, 88. 51. 63. 63.

70, 73-4, 88, 136. 140. 142. 152. ITJ,

183. 206, 274, 872-3, 878. See Perver-
sions. Unbelief.

EMkial's last chapters, m. 84, etc

Failure, God makes none, IL 588, m. 544,

etc. 689. 690, etc
Faith, analogy of, m. 843. etc

** how violated, IIL 846.
•* appropriating, L 139, 888, 401, 416,

418, 692, n. 196, 828. 891.
•' believers, of, IL 428-9, 622.
" early churches, of, L 449, etc, XL

198, 84a See Church, early doc-

trine ot Chiliaatic History, etc
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Faith, foundations of, m. 132, 222. See
Covenants.

" justifying, IIL 288.
" lackof in the Church. See Unbelief,

Church, Perrersions, Spiritualistic

Interpretation, etc.
" lack of in the world. See Unbelief.
'* lack of predicted, I. 290, 307, 329,

349, 520, IL 43, 186, 191, 486, 552,

m. 217, etc, 221, etc. See Un-
belief.

" not destructive to Science, L 140.

See Science.
" and reason, L 137, 334. See Reason.
" responsibility of, IIL 288-4.
" requisite, L 272, 201, 816, 337, 415,

IL77. 87, 188, 196, 206, 236. 239,

263, 334, 789, IIL 87, 47, 159, 214,

221, 243. 820, 868, 434, 475.
" and sight, n. 349.
" to be tested, IIL 133, 165, 279, etc
" of unbelievers. IL 428-9, 522.
" and works, IIL 864-^5.

Faithfulness of God. L 387, 893, 416, 422,

581, n. 49. 63. 65, 71, 82, 85, 130, 136,

202, 229, 390, 427, 429, 431, 443, 522,

536, 652, 571. 577, IIL 221, etc., 238,

411. See Oath of God, Power of Ood,
etc

Fallibility of man, L 45. See QentUe
domination.

Fall of man, IIL 433. See Evil, Curse,

etc
False Chrlsts. IL 758.

Fanaticism, HI. 231-2. 818.

Fasting on Sunday, IL 458.

Fathers, Apostolic and Christian, L 443.

451, 452, etc, 472, etc, 480. etc, 487.

490, etc, 494, etc., 612, 516. IL 214. 221,

348,m, 346.

Father's house, m. 63. etc
" Coming. See Ancient of Days.

Fatalistic theory, IL 469.

Feast of trumpets, IL 452.

Fifth-monarchy men, L 44, 533, 552, 039,

m. 11. 178. 270.

Fig-tree, m. 110, 126.

Figurative interpretation. Bee Interpre
tation.

" perversion of. L 180, IL 75, 99,

200.

Finite and the Infinite. IIL 540.

Fire, baptism of. m. 80, etc
" Jewish belief. IL 428, 60G, etc., 610.
-* future, n. 177, 377.
•' of Matt. 25 : 41, IIL 245.
•* painting, IL 427-9. 520.
- Pre-Millennial. IL 377. 380.
" of Peter, IL 428. 506 etc., 610 etc,

619.
" Worship, n. 758.
" usage, IIL 80.

First, usage, IL 269, 272.

First-born, IL 140, 269, 816. 318. 446. 544,

606-9. 618. IIL 432. 458.

First-fruits, IL 316, 818, 319. 322. 329,38Q,

413, 643. 061, m. 24. 185.432.
Flagellants. XL 676.

Flock, small, m. 196.

Foreign advocates, Chiltastie, I* ^44, etc
Forever, uMtge, L 678, IL 344. 538.
Forfeited blessings restored, IIL 455. See

Blessinf^. Evil, Restitution, etc
Foundations of doctrine and faith aad

hope. See Covenant.
France, m. 139, 140.

Frank, Sebastian, L 54.

Fratricelli. IL 676, m. 74.

Freedom, human, L 148.

Freeman tragedy, The, IIL 263.

Free Julian Church, IL 637.

Free Religionists, m. 283.

Freezlncf of the Earth, IL 428~D.
French Prophets, L 74.

French Emperorsliip, IL 643, etc
Friends of Light, L 434.

Fruitfulnees, IL 143.

FulfiUer. See Christ.

Fulfilment, delay of. IL 203.

future, m. 72, 221. 298. 301.

literal, IL 488. etc. See Liter-

al Fulfilment.
of prophecv. L 69, 166, 176,

809,693,3X48,175,641,769,
773, m. 252-3, 224. 360. 414,

419, 421. 429,453, 489.492,

526. See Prophecy, Coven-

ant, etc.

time of, IIL 391.

Fulness, IL 07. 75.

Future, as present. L 416.

Futurist interpretation, IIL 374.
view, n. 686, 718, etc, 755-C.

Gates ofSeU, IL 258, 299.

Gathering of the elect, L 412, 422. m.
120. 136, 224. etc

of saints, L 418, IL 320, 331.

IIL 98. See Dispensation, dr^

sign of. Call, Engrafting, etc

Gatherings, the two, IL 783.
Genealogies, L 852.
Generation, L 381.

Generations, successive, IL 551, 606. See

Race, Perpetuity. Kingdom, etc
Genesis, IIL 492, etc. 498, etc
Gentiles, calling of, L 68. 211, 223. 303,

394-6, etc. 399, 402-4, 408,

etc, in. 626.

domination of, L 620, 681, IL

96. 495, 497, etc, 773, etc, IZI

104, 586, 597-8.
** dominion of, how portmyed, IL

639. See also Governments,
how estimated, character of,

etc
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QentileB. enfrrafting of* HI. 466. See Call,

KevB, etc.

liigh-minded, IZL 118, 230, 408.
424.

" participate in Theocratic Lless-

inRs. I- 232. 893. See Kinfr-
dom. Tbeocracj, Race, World-
dominion, Reign. Jewish Su-
premacj, etc.

TEshnesa of, L 829. 338, 395, 898.

416, 426, 615, IL 57, 78. 78, 91.

See Interpretation Spiritual-

ifltic.

" times of. L 243, 406. 419, IL 60,

70. 87, 116, 469, 472,624, 039,

774, m. 12, 104, 185, 336, 505.

Germanj, XIL 16, 136, 140.

Gideon, n. 768.

Glasgow, IZL 201.

Glorification, IIL 457.

Glorified. See Christ. Saints.

Gnostic influence. L 499. 601, IL 121, 231,

234, 288, 400, 4^6-7, IIL 40.

Goal, the pre-determined, IIL 420, 454.

See Divine Purpose, End, Kingdom,
Reign, etc.

God, personal revelation of, IIL 488, 404,

605. 610, 560, 690, etc., 695. etc.

Bee Ancient of Days, Second Ad-
vent, Coming One, etc

** justified. IIL 295. 391-2. See Di-
vine Farpoee.

God's anointed. IIL 540.
" coDttoversj, n. 742, etc.

Gog and Magoj;, IL 629. 695, 709-711.
Gospel, John's, IIL 354.

" Kingdom, L 807.
" of the kingdom. L 151, 182. 254,

2i}9, 600, 607. IIL 137. 200. 202,

219, 228-9, 231, 310. 606, 622.
'* Luke's. IIL 363.
" Mark's. IIL 362-3.
" Matthew's, IIL 360-1.
*' types, L 630. See Tjpes.
" a wimess, IIL 117. 137. 141, 169,

192-8, 197. 200. 204.

Qoepels. the, IIL 349. etc.

and Covenants. IIL 850.

origin of. L 197, IIL 601-2. 628.
unity of. m. 356-7, 858-9.

Government. Church, IIL 169.

forms of Clmrch, L 038.

moral, m. 280-2. 285, 610.
" a perfect one, IIL 648, etc.,

660.
'* of otber worlds, IIL 443, etc.
" of God, no failure, IIL 644,

etc, 689. 590, etc
Oovamments, character of, IIL 12. 18, 16.

650.
•* destiny of, m. 13. 13. 16.

238. 589. 691. 697-8. See
Qentile domination.

Governments, how estimated, IIL 11, etc,
16. See Benst.

necessity of, IIL 11-13, 16.
*' ordained. IL 778-9, IIL 12,

13.

Grace. God*s wonderful, IL 688-9. See
Christ, Saints. Inheritance, Kingdom,
Reign, etc.

Greatness of the Christ. See Christ.
*' of the Kingdom. See Kingdom,

Greek Church, L 648.
Groves and Goodnight. IIL 269.

Guests, the, IIL 305.

EdekOt, L 601.

Hades. L 664, n. 401-2.

Ualctites. IL 187.

Halle, m. 139.

Hiind, n. 580.

Harmony Society, L 537.

Harvest, IL 21, 26, 171, 173, 319, 822, 880,

334. 881. IIL 185, 382.

Hatred, m. 144, 153-4, 165, 226. 238, 253.

293. 326. 330-1. See Bigotry, Persecu-
tion.

Head, infallible. IIL 650-1.

Headship of the Clmrch, L 596.

Heads, the seven, IL 643. etc., 646.

Healing of the nations, IL 528, 630, 647-8.

Heart, power of the, IIL 280.

Heathenism, ancient restored, IL 728, 730.
IIL 161, 281.

Heaven, figure, IL 12.

Kingdom of, L 195, 283, 364, IL
11, 16.

" pasaa^res referring to, IL 11.

the third, L 668.IL 18. 399. IIL
812.

Heavenlies, IL 13. 680.

Heavens, usa^e, IL 497.499, etc, 602. 766,

nL24-5.
and Earth, new, L 666, IL 148,

178. 499, etc.
642, etc.. IIL
587.

" ** " " a n d e a r 1 y
Church, n.
504, 525-6.

« « « « perpetuity of,

IL508.
Heavenly country, IL 15.

Hebrews, Epistle to the, IIL 36a
Heirs, saints, IIL 13, 305. 437. Bee In-

heritance, Earth, Kingship.
Hell, osafre. IL 256. 268.
" of Edward's, n. 433. 487. 444. 516,

IIL265.
" frates of, n. 258, 209.

Helvitic Confession, L 634.

Hereditary evil, HL 144.

Heresy, charge of. L 443. 458, 457, 465,

481. 483.408. 612. 615. 520. 535. 651. IIL
214, 226. 231-2. 250, 263. 460.
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Heresy hnntinflr, L 13, 460, 481. IIL 274.
Hidden onefl, the, IL 82<}, 7^0. XXL 24.

Hinderer. the, IL 328, 701, etc
Hiding of flaiots, XL 825.

•* truth, n. 732.

Historical oonnection. XXL 343, 347.

History of Abraham, HL 482, 493.

of JeeuB, a, XXL 349.
" of Antichrist. See AnttchriBt.
- of ChUiaam, L 450, 4.58, 461. 465,

480, etc.. 490, etc.,

498, 513. 524, 554,

641,644, 663.
" *' ** chronological, L 494,

etc.
** " *• conpesaiona, L 484,

486. 498.
" " " error* opposed, L

512.
" ** « penerai belief. L 554.
" " *« Gnoatic and Alexan-

drian influence, L
499. Bee Gnostic
influence.

" •• •* Papal influence, L
513.

" '* " Reformntion. L 524-
" ** *• revival, LSS.").
" " •* Burvivdl, L 553,
" and prophec7, L 172, 340.
- of the worid, XXL 427, etc., 583,

595.

Hoker, L74.
Holland, XXL 139.

Holy Ghoat, the sect of, XL 047.

Holy Land, the, XXL 33.

Holy Spirit, L 624, XL 7Q. XXL 64, etc. See
BaptiBm of the Holy Ghost.

" Bin asrainst the, XXL 79.

Honor, God's, XXL 644. See Oath, Fidth-

fulness, etc.

Honoring God's word, XXL 107.

Hope, the Blessed, L 249, 340, 3a'>, 467.

477. 580, 695, XL 74, 155, 160.

167, 196-7, 388, 403. XXL 105, 116,

167-8. 170. 268, "295, 310, 312.314,

817, etc., 319, 329. 384, 449.
** Christ, the. See Christ.
** Covenant the foundation of. See

Covenant,
the Kingdom, the, XXL 549. See

Kinffdom.
the One, XXL 309, etc.. 588.

" Us preciouaness, XXL 314, etc., 319.

substituted, XXL 310, 311.

Horeb. XXL 20.

Horn, XL 93, 579.
" the little, of Daniel 7, XL 684. 693,

695.

Horns, the three, XL 692, 718.
•* the ten.L 6r2, XL 603, 696, 707, 718,

752^'*, XXL 140.
Hour, XL 301, 366.

House, XL 496.
" usage, XXL 54^, 56-7.
*' Father's, XXL 53. etc

Humamtarlanism, XL 726. 728. XXL 121, m,
133-4, 205, 207. 238.

283. 288. 293-4, 509.

worship of, XL 727-8,

730. 752. See the ptt-

oeding and AJiu-

Christ.

Hnitaanity of the Christ. See Christ.

exalted, XL 597. 613. 720, 728-9,

Humanity to be elevnted. XXL 549.
Humility affected. XL 702, HL 334, 267.

Hussites, XL 627.

Idumea, XL 761, XXL 22.

desolation ot.IL 483.

Ignorance, wilful, XXL 116, 292.
Imago, the, XL 706. 746.

*• ofGod. XL348. 581.
•• worship, future, XL 664, 706, 729,

746. etc., XXL 161, 163. See As-
christ.

Immannel, XXL 542.

Imprecatory Psalms, XL 110, etc, 786, 771.

XXL 391.
Incarnation, L 571, XXL 438. 553-4. 557-9.

Infiillible Head, XL 193, 605. XIL 550-1.

Infallibility. L 120.

Infants, resarrection of, XL 597.

Inheritance of Jesus. L 302, 321, 344. 582.

XL 95. 199. etc.,

201. etc. 347, 77:1,

XIL 34, 37, 49.463.

See David ic Cove-

nant, Throne,
Kingdom, etc

" " •• not destrnved, IL

428, 437^. 509,

515. See Perpe-

tuity, Oatli. etc
** of the PatrlarcliH, L 294. 298,

809, 413. 585. XL 52, 96. 263,

444, 516, 530, 534.
" of the saints, L 303. 810, 322

893. 402, 414, 584. 600. XL 13,

227, 263. 330. 370, etc , 874.

376, 533-4, 577, etc, IIL 62,

457, 460. See Reign, King-

ship, Priest liood, etc.
*' not typical, L 298, XL 53. See

Canaan no type. Eden no

type. Kingdom no type, etc
" nnity of promine, L 294, etc

Inheritances devised, XL 447.

Inheriting and the advent. XL 528.

the earth, XL 434. 436, 439, etc.

448-6, 480, 501, 504-5, 529.

530-3, HL 38.62, 585-6. Sw
Inheritance of Jesns, of the

Patriarchs, of the saints, and

also Beign, Kingdom, etc.
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iDspirmtion, L 68. IL 19. 150, nL467.
definition, L 73.

natural, L 75, 118, 203, IIL
204^.

proof of. nL 215, 407, etc.,

480, etc.

and 0lgnB, IZL 167.

verbal, L 74.

views of, nL 486-7.
** CoDgrajiatioD, L 74.

InspirationiBts of Iowa, L 74, 118.

I Dtermarriages forbidden, L 331.

Intermediate state, L 413, 643, 66Q. IL 227,

394, etc., 400, He.
" " early Clinrch view of,

IL 398,400.
" Jpwiph view of , IL 399.

Internationalism, IL 724.

Interpretation, acoomroodatlnp:. L 59, 872.

allegorical, L 60, 511.

Alexandrian. L 51, 69, 338,

490, 507, n. 214, 398.
" Apocalypse, of the, IL 715,

Consistent. IL 521, IIL 105,

290,296,321. ISee Liter-

al.

Continuist, IIL 372.

differences of. IL 632, 626,
658, 68a-4, 687. 690 etc.

See InterpretationB va-
ried, etc.

fignrative, IL 486-7.
inferential, L 620.

Jewisli, L 50. 287, 464.
literal. L 45. 47, 200. 810,

844, 448, 625, 665, IL 85,

98, 100, 165. 169. 190-1,
311. 447, 488, etc, 571,
581. nL 180. 222^, 233.
240-K 244, 252, 274,290,
206. 311, 392. 410, 422,
603. 525. 550, 562,

moral, L 58.
mystical, L 58. 370. 502,

598, 656. 659. n. 138, 204.
" Origenistic. See Origen,

Spiritaalistic.
•* preterite, m. 371.

proof of. See Uleral Fulfll-

nient and Interpretation.

1Mb, L 174, 372, 511.IL99.
106. 108, 150 See Per-
versioiis, Eitravagenoe*,
etc.

Bptritoalistie, L 52, 60, 1 18.

187, 196, 204, 800. 814,
3:38. 345, 348. a51. 357,
368. 370. 425, 429. 435. 448.
502. 511. 530. 575. 578.
583. 585, f.93, 598. 019.
«23, 637. 632, (M9, 65«.

600, 665. 685. 692. IL 12.

34, 40. 45, 63.82,91,18.

100, 164, 108-0, 109, 204,
206, 212, 219. 221. 252.

809, 812. 840, 860-1, 488.
etc., 506. 581, 010. 626,

700, 771. nL 67, 64. 178.

179, 219, 223, 240, 244.
262, 274, 290, 296, 888.

807. 410, 422 etc.. 447,
458. 461, 464-5, 468. 628,

662, 568, 672.
Interpretation, varied and contradictory,

m. 46. 66. 08. 85, 108,

229, 232, 274, 206, 870,
874-^5, 878 etc., 888, 892.

897, 424. See Varied,
Spiritaalistic.

Interval, m. 96-7, 102. 183, 149, 160, 160.

163. 168, 302-8, 807, 874, 887, See
Second Advent, Stages.

Inveetitare of the Son of Man, L 677, IL
687.

Iron and clay, mixture of, IL 704.
Irvingitea, L 74, 586. See Irving.
Israel, consolation of, IL 143, 299.
Israel, meaning of, L 399, IL 67, 90.

Israera Identification Society, IL 66.

Jacob's trouble^ IL 787.

James. Epistle of. m. 364.

Jehosbaphat, IL 701.

Jerusalem and Antichrist, IL 760-1.

future, m. 82, etc., 56.

identification of, m. 85-6. 66.

league agaitist, IL 112.

not typical, m. 82, 61.
" under Gentilen. IIL 86.

Xew, n. 144, m. 89, etc.

" and the Church, IIL40,
etc.

•• literal, m. 41, He.
*' " marriage of. IIL 89. etc,

62.
" miilennUl, m. 62. 69.
" and old united, m. 00,

68.
" on earth, m. 49.
" size of, m. 47.
" splendor of, m. 46.

-Jewiah," L 424. 457, 459,461. 468, 405.

472, 604, 538, 621, 626, 63<J. 641.

074, 691, n. i:)9, 219, 260, 811,

861, 612. m. 142, 230. 296, 870,

408, etc., 412, rtc., 490.

belief, L 183. 260. 277, 297. 808.
" 816.804,409,485.446,459.
" 464. IL 50, 72, 90. 98, 100,
" 106, 170, 185, l«7->*, IW,
" 219, 362, mt-H. 610, 6W,
•' C31, 669, 7J54. m. 88, 80,
" 107. 186, aw. 869. 40H. 410<
'* 415,etc.,4l7.rtc..422,ct«-,
'• 450, 602. 618, 668-9. 6M,
" ooa
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Jewish belief, how sustained, L 190. 287,
n. 90, 100. See Cove-
nant, Oath.

" " preservative, L 189,
" church, L 604.
" charehefl, L 486.
" oonoesaions, IH. 425.
«' Hope, nL 309.
" interpreUtion, L 60, 287, 464, XL

685.
" King. Bee Christ, David's Son, etc.
" Kingdom, L 424, 427. See King,

dom. Theocracy, Jewish Restora-
tion, etc.

" nation, elect, I. 207, 292, 899, 408,
n. 48. 92, 95, m. 402,
471,486,595. Bee Elect.

Election, Engrafting,Cov-
*

enant, etc.
•* " exalUtion of, IIL 807, 402,

695. See Bapremacy,
Greatness oU etc.

" ** oolonixation of, IL 111.
" " oonversiou of, IL 76, etc,

81. 463. 471, m. 128, 185,

803, 408-9, 674.
" " greatness of, IL 95-6, 101,

114, 138.
" '* increase fatare, IIL 402.

" interest in the holy land,

IIL 126.
" *' kingdom tendered to the, L

207. a56, 363, 375, 877,
890, 896-7, n. 42. See
Kingdom, Postponement,
etc

" king of rejected, L 876.

See Bin of.
" «• kingdom rejected, L 375,

890. See Kingdom. Post-
ponement, Theocracy.

«« and miracles, IIL 478-4.
" *' and the morning, IL 417.
" " objections of. L 635, IL 359.

etc., m. 408, etc.
" " perpetuation of. L 216, 351,

n. 56. 59, 138.
" " preacliing fimt to, L 356.

See Call.
" " present power of. IIL 148.
'• •' protection of, IL 114.
•« " restoration of, L 336, 854,

888. 422. 427, 688, IL 48,
etc., 65. etc., 63, etc, 76,
etc., 85. 106, 183, etc,
189. 252. 880, m. 36, 148,
161,244-5,345, 368.410,
424, 586.

'* riches of. IL 143.
" sin of, IIL 421, etc., 426.

" *' and tlje Spirit. IIL 76.
" supremacy of, IL 92, 114,

617, nL 402, 422. 586.

Bee ExalUtion of, Gmt-
nees of, etc

Jewish nation and Theocracy Insepartbk,

L 281. 233, 387. IL 97.

See Theocracy, Elect, etc.

< times of, IL 80. See Sab.

batism.
« tribulation of. IL 57, 60, T^,

85. 663. 731, 736-7. 790.

766-7, IIL 113, 126, 186.

303.
" type, no, L 212, 406. IL 52.

Jews, antagonism to Gentiles. L 604.
*' oonversion among the, IIL 406-9.

of, L 281, n. 75. See

Jewish nation,

ceased. L 468, 509, fl27.

" first converts of. L 467.
" modem, Chiliastic, L 551, IL 91.

unbelief of, L 288, IL 54, 91,

340, 493. 607, m. 1%,

148. 417, etc, 421. etc.

424, etc, 566. See Unbe-

lief of.

** lack of candor, m. 424.
'* no controversy with, L 467, 641, IL

610. m. 360, 413.
** not ignorant of kingdom, L 186. Sai

258. 274. 280-3. 287, 356, 364, 375.
" not in kingdom at First Advent, L

185, 390.
*' rebukes to. L 184.
" unbelief of, L 380, 420. IIL 240, 408.

etc, 410, etc.. 417, etc See modern
unbelief.

" usage of phrases, L 195, 198. 308.

323, 364, 446, 683, 69t. IL 36, 4S0.

See Jewish belief. World to Come,
Day, etc

Joachimites, IL 677
Joanna Southoote, IIL 401.

Jolm, the Baptist, and his hearers, L 260.

" " *' and his ministry, L 362.

" ** *' not ignorant. L 256.
** *• " and bis preaching, m.

533,586.
" ** " sUnding of. L 253. 257,
" of Leyden, L 342, IL 637. IIL 178.

John's Gospel, IIL 354.

Epistles, nL 365.
Jonah, sign of, L 380.

Jordan, type of what, IL 393.
Joshua's miracle, IIL 395, 473.

Jubilee, nL 99, 182.

Judaisers, L 205, 463, 466. See Jewish.
Jnde, Epistle of. m. 365.

Judge, concessions respecting, IL 359.
** how ignored, IL 861. 364.
« Jesus as, L 679, IL 177, 352-3, UL

686.
*' '* necessary, IL 858, 864.

*' meaning of, IL 853, etc. 367. 583.

690.
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Judge, pervenion of, IL 853, 857, 860.

863.
" Jewish view of, IL 585.

Jndcr<«, n. 358, 892.

Jadgeship, joyful, XL 858. 869, 870.

and kiDgdom, XL 353. etc
Judging, apoetlee. IL 588, 585-6.

Judgment, L 619. 583.

antecedent. IL 288. 806, 874-5,

882. 885, 392.
** of believers, IL 885, etc., 889,

etc.

day of. n. 358, 392. etc.. 365,

367, etc., 883, 409, 516, IIL
245,586.

day of, early belief. XL 863,
868-9, 872. 888.

the general, IL 221. 872. 381.

the last, XL 367, 872,
'* of quick and dead, IL 892.

saints, n. 678, 688-4, 610, IIL
81. See Kings.

Judgments, IL 858, 378.

future, m. 81. 185-6-7, 189.

Jumpers, L 54.

Justice of God. IL 736, 748-4.
" future time of, IIL 189.

Justified. Ood, IIL 295, 891-2.

/raraatf,L446.
Key. an important, L 622.

Keys, the two, L 406.

King of the ages. L 411, 412.
" of kings, IIL 578. See Christ,
*' and servants, parable of, IL 24.

Kingdom and Acts, IIL 358.

adaptation of. IIL 240. 278, 207,

407.475-6,515,629,537.
adopted, why L 198.

Advents,L 242.

Advent, linked to the Second. L
244. 865, 887. 414, 424, 467.

n. 74. 509, 562, IIL 318, 828.

analogy, and, IIL 343. etc
" angels, and, IL 618. etc.

Antichrist, and, XL 668. Bee
Anticlirist.

" Apocalypse, and, HL 366, etc.,

382, etc.
•• Bible, structure of the, m. 477.

blessing, a, IL 145. 804. 466-7,

480, 591-5, 618. m. 449. 453-4,

455. etc., 464, 475. 556. 580. 600.

blessings of. L 220. 564. XL 466.

480. 691, 613, in. 240, 279, 816.

827. 460, etc. 475-6. 515, 678.

688-9, 590-1. 695-7, 699. 600.

Christ, and. IIL 228. 860. 449.

etc, 454, etc See Christ, In-

heritance, Reign, etc.

Church, and, IIL 180-3, 218.

not the Christian. L 609,

612, 616, 618, 632, etc

Kingdom, Church not the visible, L 647,

662.
" " not the invisible, L 656,

662.

"and State, union of, IL
607-8.

** commencements of, various al-

leged, L 44, 868.
'* conception of, proper. IIL 132,

220. 225, 287-^ 286, 288.
461-2.

** conditional, IIL 619.
*' continued, why not, L 222, 419.
** controversy with Jews concern-

ing, no. L 280. nL 485.
** covenanted, L 285, 200, 298. 325.

828, 881, 334. 839. 846, 890.

898. 422. 427, 504, 665. IL 48,

68, 79. 16] . 840, 846-7, UL 371,
461-2, 627, 645, 650, 682, 584-
6,600.

** covenants based on. See C-ove-

nants, AbrahamicandDavidic.
" Davidic Kingdom, the, L 234

565. See Davidic Covenant,
Inheritance, etc

'
' death of Jesus, and, L 429

.

" defined, how. L 89, 147. 181. 195.
690.

definite. L 195, 664. IL 604. 613.
632-3.

delay in. IL 127. 208, 689.

delivering up of. IL 188. 635.
described, how, L 248.
desirable. IIL 588-9. Bee bless-

ings of. etc.
" determined,L 84. See Covenant,

Divine Purpose,
dignity of, L 84, 898. 698. IL 99,

804.
" disciples not ignorant of the. L

274, n. 19. nL 58.
** doctrine based on Scripture. L 68.
** doctrine changed. L 60. 147. 868,

870, 411, 423. 459, 698. 602.

605, 611. 621. 626. etc, 6S2.

638. 644, 647. 655. 659. 662,

685. 690. See Interpretation,

Spiritualistic His. of Chiliasm,
etc

•* doctrine of, perpetuated, L 480,
676. n. 134.

** doctrine substituted. L 204. 368,
870, 411, 446, 459, 460, 603.

'* downfall and restoraiion foretold,

L 240, 419. 420.
** earnest, an. L 218.

earth, pertains to the, L 85, 848,

865, 403, 678. 643. 660. 669.
n. 18. 33. 117, 124.144-^. 251.

268. 8a5, 859. 604, 613. 632-8,

506. m. 25, 32, etc., 49, 51. 60,

62, 467, 468, 465. 648, 556.
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599. 583. See Inheriting, Re-
newal, Reign, etc.

Kingdom, earthlj kingdom, no, L 220. See
God- deri veil.

** enforces the doctrine of God, L
87, IL 75.

** elect nation, offered to the, I.

207, 377. 397, U. 42.
" Epiatlea, and the. ZCL 861, etc

everiaating, L 675, IL 603. 513.

590, 699, 630, etc. See Per-
petuity, Subility.

* failure, no, I. 664, IL 125-6.

207, m. 37, 477, 644, etc.,

682, etc., 684^.
*« faith, and, HL 288.

fallen, when, L 250.
" Father, given by the, L 577,

IL587.
" fundamenUl, L 272, 565, 664.
" fundamentals of, ICL 697, 600.

See Covenants,
future, L 867, 389, 379. 382.

402, 413. 419, 440, 467. 471,

690, 598, 621, 091, IL 117.

224, 874, 466, 613,558.562,
574. See also Poatponement,
Second Advent, Pre-Miil.

Advent, etc.
" future, spiritual, UL 80. 460.

etc. See Spiritual, Rin^^hip.
Priesthood. Reign, Blessings,
etc.

«* Gentiles, and, L 232, 396. See
Gentiles, call of the, Dispen-
sation, design of, etc

'• given to whom, L 386, 890,

892. 396, 402, 408. 412. 416,
422. 567, 600. 602, IL 13, 177.

227, 263. 330. 374, 376, 574.
See Elect, First-fruits. Heirs,
Kings, etc

•* given to whom first, L 230.
** given by Scripture, L 110.

gioiy of, UL 210, 214. 240, 430.
S«« Greatness and glory of.

Power, supremacy. King.
etc.

God^erived, IIL 16, 25, 348,

893. 462. 627, 545. See
Earthly, no. Covenant, Su-
pernatural.

goal, tlie, nL 841. 344. 866.
464r.5-6, 475. 491, 495. 504.
576. See Divine Purpose,
End, Reign. Theocracy real-

ized, etc.
'' Gospel kingdom, not a. L 607.

Gospel of the. IIL 137, 219,
228.

'' Gospels, nL 349. etc., 602.
** greatness and glory of, IL 508,

589 592, etc.. 595-6, IIL 44,

218, 288. 456. 464^, 3S»,

650. 553. 555. 589. Bee Su-

premacy. World-dominioD.
king. Reign, etc

Kingdom, Heaven of, L 195. 283, 364. IL
11, 16.

*
* heaven , not in the tiurd hearea.

L 6fiA

holy. m. 461, 463, 465, 60a
See Spiritual, Kings, Priee^
hood, Christ, etc

** holiness, and. IL 608.
Hope, the, nL 310. 311. 549.

578, 589, 595.

humbling, m. 237, 279. 288.

292
idea of to be realised, L S33,

664.
" perverted, L 423. 603, 605.

66^. n. 124, 840. Se«

Substitutions. Perrer.

eions, etc
** imporUnce of, L 29. 273, IL

804. See Fundamental. Cov-
enants,

infallible rule, L 219, IL 780.

m. 550-1. See Perfect,

Christ
inherited, m. 457. 485, 58S.

See Inheritance, Ueirs^ Kings,
Reign, etc.

" initiatory and completed, JXL
597.

*' inspiration, and, m. 467. etc
Jewish, L 424. 427. m. 369,

370. 423. 460.

belief, m. 422, etc

See Jewish faith, etc
boast of, 1. 331.

«' " Church, not the. L 60i
** *' king subordinate, L

228.
** *' nation, tendered to the,

L 856. 362, 875, 390.

396.
" Jews, virtually abandoned by

the, L 236.
** Jerusalem, and. m. 34, etc
** John, not etablished under, L

262.
*« preaching by. L 353, 25«,

260.
'* Judges, not ended with, L238.

known, well. L 181, 864.
** meanings applied to. See

Meanings given to.

leading, HL 428, 463. 475. 480,

etc, 495. 582, etc.. 690. etc,

692, etc., 595. See Impor.

tance of, prominency of, ex-

tent of, etc
" miracles, and, m. 473-4.

Mt. Sinai, and, m. 17, etc
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Kingdom, myBteiies of, L 141.

nationally nigh,L 863, 868. 873,

876. 889. 574. 590.

nearness of, L 253, 266, 868,
nL 92, etc., 95, etc, 105, etc

necessary, IL 129.

New Test., bow introdaoed in

the, 1. 181.

non-existence, when in, L 250,

in.646.
not changed, IZL 574, 584-5,

589. etc
not set up at the First Advent,
1.866, 870, 896. 421. 440. 466,
558. 590. See PoAtpone-
ment. Second Advent, Pre-
Mill. Advent, etc.

obscurely, some tilings reveal-

ed, 1. 148. 275, n. 16.

Old and New Tests., relation*

ship of to thH, 1. 161.

Oneness of. L 245, IL632, IZL
60, 222, 468^.

pattern, no, HL 15, 592. See

perfect! L 128. 128. 225. 804,
466-7, 480. 570, 589, 590, 776,

778. 780. IZL 288. 415. 480,

455. 461. etc. 5^, 540. 548,
etc, 582, etc. 691, etc, 595.

597. 599.

perpetuity of. I. 283, 665. IL
630. etc

personal relationsbip to the,

L 82. 893.

perverted. IZL 620, 674, 692.

Bee SubstitntioDB, Com-
mencements, Perversions,

etc
phases of, L 283.

postponed, L 879, etc, 412,

419, etc, 421. 488, 586, 590,
etc.. IL 48. etc, 161, etc,

224. 668. nL 13. 242-8. 856.
454.484-8, 503. 517. 519. 023,
527-9. 644. 546, 685. Bee
Postponement.

power, one of, L 251. IL 603.

070, etc, in. 68, 82, 456,

464.

preached. L 182, 443.

preaching of the apostles con-
cerning. 1 438. 436, 488. 443.

446. 459, 471, 476, 478, IL
17, 19, 574.

priesthood, and its, IL 601, etc,
607, etc

promises relating to, L 842,

471. 687, IL94, 128, 142, 144.

Bee BlessinfTB. Kings, etc
prominency of, L 32. Bee im-
portance of, goal.fandamen.
tal, covenanted, extent, etc

Kingdom, prophecy, and, L 195, 664
** providence, and. IIL 340.
'* punishments, and, nL 598.
" purest and firmest rule, L 571, IL

123, 570. 590. See perfect,

infallible, power, greatness,
etc.

reason, and, m. 288, 348.

reasonable, IL 126.

roalisation of, L 84, 664. 687. IL
008, 624. 626. See Blessings.
Redemption, Restitution.

Reiffn, Salvation, etc
redemption, and. IL 604, m. 240,
348.383.435,475-8.

n^ecied. m. 297, 527.
" removed, L 287. Bee Restora-

tion, etc
'* repentance, and, m. 419.

restored, L 248, 256. 393, 418,
467.565, 675, 687, n.93. 117,

123, 199, 466. 630, 639. IIL 366,

883. 899. 454.-460-1. 477-8,617.
044, 5B2, 585. Bee Kingdom
set up, when, David ic throne
and kingdom. Earth, Reign,
Second Advent, Perpetuity,
etc

" restored under Fcra. not. L 287.
" sacrifice, and the, m. 456-6L See

death.
" sacrifices, and, m. 83. etc
" safeguards around the, L 229.
** Scripture explained by the, IL

108. m. 888. etc
seeking the, m. 888.

'• set up, when, L 419, 470. 577,
690. n. 48,55.75. 102, 152. 161,
227. 244, 862, 404.409,414.42 i,

461. 473,494,499.524,622.639.
668, 731, m. 17. etc 484^.
486. 617, 567, 590. etc See
Kingdom, neameesof Second
Advent, restored, etc

" sin opposed to the, L 105.
" Spirit, and the, m. 64. etc

Spiritual, and, IL 607, etc. 611,
615, in. 64, etc, 80.460, etc.
691. Sf« Spiritual, Baptism
of the Holy Ghost, Priesthood,
Theocracy, etc

" splendor and glory of, m. 44.
etc, 383, 463-4.465, 477-8,628.
530,039.690-1,595. See glory
oF, supremacy, world dominion,
etc

stability .of, IL 630, etc, m. 456,

042, 089. etc, 598, 600. See
Everlasting, Perpetuitv, etc

" study, demands careful, L 86,
161.

*' subordinated. L 31, 597.

BubsUtuted, m. 187. 212. 218,
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etc., 322, 231, 233. 296. 850,852,
460-5, 484-^. 627, 645-6, 669,

662-3,683, See doctrine sub-
stituted, idea perverted, dis-

cordant riew8,doctrinechanged,
Tsried, etc.

Kin^fdom, sudden coming of, IZL 23.
** supernatural allied to the, I. 80,

97,365, 676, Q. 88,60,84, 89,

105, nL 28, 64, etc., 70, 82,

456,463,473. Bee Miraculous,
Supernatural.

*' supernatural, necessity of. L 81,

n. 53, 80, 89. 99, 105. 144, 147,

152, etc, 156, 479, IIL 71, 73,

184, 220, 238-9, 287-9, 295-6,

341, 347, 440, 464-5,472,477,
479.488.503,506,514,621.

" supremacy of, IL 670, etc., IIL
11, etc., 591. See World-domin-
ion, greatness of, Jewish su.

premacv, etc.

type, no, IL 524, 526.
" unbelief in the, IIL 217, etc.,

225, etc., 238, 242. 286. 484-5,

486-8, 502, 520, 528, 546. 572.

675. See substituted, doctrine

changed, etc.

" understood, can be better, L 154.

unity of. IIL 338, 584, 695. Bee
Oneness of.

" value of, 1.33. See Blessings,

glory, perfect, etc.

varied, nL 233. See substituted,

clianged, etc.
** views of discordant, L 8. 66, 373,

649, 665, 668, 677. See defini-

tions, Bul>8tiluted . doctrine

changed, perversions, unbelief

in, etc
*' vUible. L 351, 364. 869, 564, 569.

673, 675, 641. 048, 651, 655,

660, 674-5, 633, 693. IL 33, 44,
46, 92, 97, 117. 123, 204. 840,

343, 348, 504, 513, 632-3, IIL
43, etc, 460, etc, 463. 465,

628, 544-5, 648-9, 552, 582,

684, 587,

want, a felt, m. 476.

Word, alone in the, IIL 225. See
given by Scripture, Covenants,
based on, etc

work, and Christ's. IIL 449, etc,

454^.
" world-dominion, a, IIL 460, 463,

647. 596-7. See supremacy of,

Jewish supremacy, Oentile
domination. Reifirn. etc

Kingdoms, the ten. L 672, IL 693, 696, 707,
753, 754-5. IIL 149.

Kings, saints, IL 577, etc., 590. etc, IIL 30,

68, 71, 238, 457. See
Reign of the saints.

Kings, saints, degrees of tank, IL 591.

Bee Reward,
limited. IL 590. Bee Rnt.
born, First-fraiia, Ons

hundred and forty-four

thousand.
" ** matchless power of. IL 595.

on earth, n. 603. See King-

dom ptjrtains to the eanb.

Inheritance, etc
qualified, IL 590-1. IIL 8i,

457.
" " perpetually such, IL 603.

Bee Kingdom, perpetuiu
of.

priesthood of. IL 71. 215,

464. See Priests.
" " reprMentatives of J^aa, II

696.

of the East, IL 108, 764.

Kingship perverted, IL 597-8.
Kin((s from Abraham. IL 577.

Knowledge and evil, IIL 144, 158.
**

future, nL 439.

increase of, IIL 137,130. 135,

160, 163.

personal. L 401.

requisite, m. 226.

Kosmos, IL 431, 614.

Labadie, L 54.

Laborers in the Vineyard, parable of, IL

24, 889.

Laodicea. See Churches, seven.

Lamb,marriage of the. See Marriage.

Language, future, IL 145.

Last days. IL 836.
*' judgmeut. IL 367, 373.
** times, n. 337.

Latter days, IL 387.
Law, agrarian, the, m. 596.

Law and the Christ, L 373.

Lawgiver. See Judgesliip, Bevelati^s,

Reign.
Law, reign of, m. 611.

'* unchangeable, m. 205.
Lazarua and the rich man, parable of. IL

399.

Lead.Jane. L74.118.
Leaven, parable of the, L 114, IL 23, III

190-1.

Lee, Ann. L 114. IL 139.

Letter klUeth, L 53, 62. 332.

Lexicographers, te-stimony of, IL 212. 220.

Literal fulfilment, L 167. 174. 243.249,2901

814. 817. 333, 335, 343. 349. 364.

n. 187. 190. 304. 346. 348-9, 350.

488.769. n. 86. See Literal Inter-

pretation, Fulfilment, Future.etc.
*• interpretation. L 45, 47. 290, 810.

344. 448, 625, 665, m. 85, 98, 100,

165, 169. 190-1, 311. 447, 488.

etc, 571. 581. m. 180. 238-3.
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233. 340-1. 244.253, 374, 290, 296,

811. 892. 410, 423. 603, 525, 650,

563.
Literal interiiretation, importaDce of, L

67, 130.
*• " meaning of, L 47,

191, 193, n. 571.
*' true standard, L

49,290,314,832,
IL190.

I-«ived, nsage of. IL 267.

Ldvea of the Christ. IZL 463.

LiOCUBt Army. IL 766.

Lord's day, IIL 95.
" prayer, L 631, 618. 643, 689, 695, IL

436, m. 186, 391.
•' miBappropriated, L 694-6,

IL87.
" supper, n. 63.
" table, nL 132.

Lollards, L 621.

London, IIL 157. 201.

Loss endured. IL 889.
- how suffered. IIL 135, 229, 277, 328.

Lovo for the appearing. IIL 135. 229. 277,
S28

" ofQod, IL159.
*

' Influence of, IIL 204, 827.

Loyola, IIL 77.

LaWsUo8pe1,IIL358.
Latherans. faith of the, m. 135.

Mnceabeea, TL 60.

Magtans, IL 236.

Magog, n. 529, 695. 709-711.

Mammon, worship of. IIL 139.

Mac^hild.IL359.285.
•* the Son of, L 559. 565, etc., 677. 681-

2, 614. n. 167, 180. 223.

827. 841, 846-7, 361-2.

855. 374. 410. 603. IIL
663-4. See Christ David*B
Son. bninanity of. etc.

" meaning of. I. 566, IL 167,
" " kingdom given to the, L

577. 581, n. 228-
** Bipn of the. Bee sign.

" ordained, m. 566. 663-4.

Man's day, IL 412.
" fall. nL 433.

Manifestations of the sons of Qod. IL
592.

Mansions, the, IIL 57.

Maranatba, L 472, IL 198.

Mark's Gospel, m. 352^.
Marriage, how used, IL 181, etc.. 203. IIL

43. 52. 301-3.

how degraded, IL 637. 640.
of the Lamb, It 171. 173, 182-8.

190, 270. 824. 346, 527. 629,

IIL27-8, 43. 299.etc.
'

' supper, nL 45. 801. etc
Harried wife. the. IL 181. etc.

Martyrs, future. IL 738. etc., 741, 746 757-
9, 770. m. 387. See Persecu-
tion. Antichrist.

** resurrection of the. IL 280.
Massachusetts, m. 201.
Materiality,m. 43.

Matthew^ Gospel, m. 350-1.
Mathias'sapostleship, IL 586.
Meanings given to tlie kingdom. L 39, 44.

60, 66, 147, 181. 195, 204, §68,370-2. 411.
433. 445. 459, 469, 698. 603-4^7-9. 613.
616,618. 626, 632-4^, 641. 644. 647, 666.
659. 662, 665. 668. 690. See Kingdom
substituted, varied, definitions, do^rine
clianged, unbelief in. etc.

Melchisedec, IL 602.
Memorial, L 296.
Men of understanding, m. 70.

Memnonites, L 637.
Merciful Qod, m. 234.
Messages, the two, IL 160.
Messiah. See Christ.

Messiahs, false, m. 130-1. 156-6.
Metaphor. IL 486.

Methodists, faith of the. m. 136.
Michael. IL 666. 657.

MIchaleans. L 637. 664.
Middle wall of partition. L 213. 406.
Midnight, m. 94, 304.

cry, m. 807.
Millennial age, nearness of. m 98. Bee

Sec. Advent,
blessings, IL 142. etc., 150. 344.

453-6, 463. 466-7. 480. 603. 608.
691, 613. nL 240. 379. 316.

337, 460, etc., 476-6, 615. 678,
588-9, 590-1. 69^-7. 599, 600.

See Reign. Kings, Priests,

Creatiim, Restitution, etc.
" doctrine, no novelty. L 19. See

History,

predictions, m. 190.
" seasons. IL 528.

Millennium, Augustinian, L 615. 632, 626.

537, 616, 667, IL 149, 168,

628, m. 173. 178.

Brown's, n. 153. m. 183.

Burdiok's. IL 283.

Bunyan's. L 536.

Bush'8,IL 287, m. 174.
'* Constantinean. L 605, 629.

634. n. 149.

Davis's, m. 166.
'* Joachim and FiatracelU. L

632.

Neander's. m. 188.

OrigeniBtic. m. 173. Bee
Origen.

Popish, m. 174. 178. Bee
His. of Doctrine.

Priest's, n. 303.

Reformers, m. 174-7. Bee
His. of Chiliasm.
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Millennium, Waldegrave's. IL 292, ZIL
183.

Whitby's, L 373, 525. 528,
532-4, 547, III 150, 153,

155, 163, 215-220, 265, 284,

378, 772, nL 134, 170, etc.,

172^. 177, etc., 179, 181.
etc, 197, etc., 215. 236.

" TArioun views, L 629, IL 157,

265, 282, 022, etc., 624, 828,

728, 732, 736, 746, 751, 770-

2, 777. UL 35, 203-0.
" location of the. IL 622, etc
« order of the, IL 027, etc.

perverted, IL 141, etc., 149,

158,155.157,265,271.626-
7. See Bush, Waldegrave,
etc

spiritual, nL 174. 178-0.
** and Jewish restoration, IL

028. See Jewish nation.
" and the morninfc, IL 418. See

Day of the Lord Jesus.

MiUerUm, L 523, 536, IL 55. 363, IIL 114.

166-7,211,207.
Ministers, unbelief of, m. 250. See Vn-

belief of the Church, Signs,

Ministration of angels, future. IL 618.

Ministry, condition of, m. 165, 193.

not kinpp, IL 597-8.

Minority, no test, L 493.

Mincle. Joshua's, IIL 395. 473.

Mincle8,L 88, 97, 365, 670, IIL 472. See
Supernatural, Kin^om.

'* cessation of. IIL 74^.
Christ, of, nL 472, 479, 514, 621.

" definitions of, L 91.
'* and doctrine, L 101 , 276.
'* earnests, L 97, IL 79. See signs.
" essential to the kingdom. L 81,

89, n. 53, 80, 82, 89, 99. 105,

144, 147, 153, etc, 156, 196.

See Kingdom, supernatural
allied with and necessity of,

Supernatural, etc
*• future, n. 505, 738, 740, 757-8,

760, m. 64, 71. 161. 163, 184,

390. See Baptism of the Holy
Ghost, Creation, etc.

" and Jewish nation. IIL 473. Bee
Jewish nation, conversion and
restoration of.

Patristic, m. 76-9.
'* signs, are. L 90. 90, IL 145. See

also miracles of Christ,

solution of, L 100.

Missionaries, IIL 188, 197, 807.

ChUiastic, L 553. IIL 200,

204, 212. 235-6. 330-1-2^.
Missions, nL 187-8, 200, 204. 211. 235-6,

330, etc
Mohammedans, IL 236, 704.
Moment, a, ZIL 435.

Monkery, L 617.
Montanista, IL 640. m. 31.

Moon, usage, IL 452.

Moravians, L 537, IL 676.

Moral obli^tions, m. 510.
'* qualifications, m. 496, 556.

Morelschiki. m. 82.

Moriafa. Mt.,IIL37, 51.

Morin,IIL51.
Mormons, L 44, 74, 118. 537, 601, 639. W.>,

653, n. 61, 298. 425, 57:1, 636.

m. 11. 29, 88. 77-8, 143, 208,

230, 260. 270.

Morning of the Day, IL 87, 316, 414« etc
and the Jews, IL 417.

star. n. 310, 317. 414. 418.
Mosaic economy, L 214.
Moses, body of, IL 562.

booksof. IIL489. 498.
*< prophet like unto. m. 28. 426.

Motives, n. 344.

Mountain, usage, m. 67. 394.

Muggletonians, L 54, m. 70.

Molutude of the saved, IL 536.551. Sea

Perpetuity of the laoe. etc
Mflnster Faction, m. 178.

Munzer, m. 70.

Mustard seed, parable of, IL 22.

Mysteries, m. 434.

of the Kingdom, L 141,
Mystery, meaning, L 141.

remaining, L 142, 144, 173, IL 36,

182.

extent of. L 142.
" necessity of, L 145,

how to be studied, L 146.

general, L 146.

pertaining to the caU, L 410.
** of iniquity. L 463.

anishod, IL 182, 190, IIL lOS.

Mysticism. L 118, 203.
Mystics, m. 29.

Nam6 ofGod,L 300.
Napoleonic dynasty, IL 644, etc
Nations, against the Christ, IL 104. 181,

207.374. See War.
all. future, n. 374.
Canaan, of. IL 697.

" future overthrow, IL 109, 497,

etc. See Posture of. Unbelief,

War, Battle. Antichrist. Per-

secution. Sinai Mt., Qentil«

domination, etc
history of, IL 776-7.

" none with the Christ (Isa. 63), IL

743.
" none Christian, IL 778, IIL 15,

193.

posture of, IIL 149, 153. 162. 186,

591,598. See Antichrist, Un-

belief, War, etc.

spared, IL 468. 482, 491, 621. 528.
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685. etc., 647, 768. See Perpet-
uation of the race, Jewiah res-

toration and Bupremacyi Beign,
etc.

Kations, usage of, IL 375, 870.

when Baved, in. 185-6,202,213,
458, 693, 590-7, 600. See Pre-
Mill. Advent, etc.

Kataralism, L 83, IL 156-7, m. 115, 121.

161, 207, 281, 293-4. 506,
509.

Natural Religion, m. 206, 609.

signs, m. 128, 164.

Katnre, L 80.
** confidence in. m. 114. 115. 205.

S«e Unbelief.
" imperfection of. L 83, IL 152. etc.

See Evil, Supernatural neces-
sarj. Miracles, Creation, etc

lauded, L 107.
" repaired. L 81. Bee Creation,

Earth, Evil, etc.
•• flympathetic, IL 498, m. 128, 151,

162, 164, S95-0.

Nearness of the Advent, L 470. IIL 133.

See Second Advent, Signs.
" of the Kingdom, IIL 92, etc.,

95, etc., 105, etc. See King,
dom, Signs.

Nero-myth theory, IL 676.

Net, parable of the. IL 24.

New, usage of, L 323, IL 499, 514.
** England Chiltnsm, L 641.
'* Heavens and New Earth, L 686. IL

148.178,
499, etc
642, etc.

IIL 587.

Bee
Earth,
redeem-
ed, etc.

" and early
Church.
IL 604,
625-6.

•* '* " " " perpetuity
of. n. 508. See Kingdom. Race. Beign,
etc.

New Jerusalem, IL 144. 527-9, etc.

iiiarriaire of, IL 627, etc.

See Marriage.
New Test, begins with the Kingdom, how,

L181.
•' " cupofthe, L327.

" theology of. nL 182.

New York, IIL 157.

New York Prison Assoc., m. 144.
" Slate Charity Assoc., IIL 144.

Nicene Creed, L 630.

Night, n. 316. 868, 414.
Nihilism, L 108. IL 724, IIL 154.

No^e people, IIL 269.

Noah and Lot, dayaof, IIL 112, 122-4, 133,

185, 297.
Nobility of the saints. See Kings.
Novelty, Mtllenarianism no, L 19.

NQmt>er of the name, IL 706-

Numbers, sacred, IL 462.

Oa/Aof God,IIL 811,411.
'* sacrednef^B of the, L 300. 887, 416.

422, 657, IL 202
Objection answered. IL 621, 662.

Objections answered, Jewisli, m. 408, etc.

See Jewish.
Obscurity of prophecy, L 178, IL 287.

Observation, meaning of. IL 41, 44, 46.

Offices of the sainta. See Kings, Priests,

Destiny, 01am.
Old and New Test., connection of, L 157.

288, 338, 418. IL
61, 111. lEL 111,

181,242,471.
" " " " relation to the King-

dom, L 161.
*' Test., knowledge of requisite. L 188,

n. 61, 111.
« lowering of. L 158. See Un-

belief.
** " unhelievlng attack upon, L

159. See Genesis. Moses,
books of, Miracle, Joshua's,
etc.

Omnipotence of God, L 84, IL 522. See
Power.

One body, L 616.
" Hope, the. IIL 809, etc.

" faith people. L 687. nL 269.
" hundred and forty-four thousand, IL

322, 381, 880. m. 126, 160. 163,

263, 266, 875.
*' thoasand years, IL 409. 456, 504, 528,

681, 638.

Oneness of Father and Son. IL 189.

See Christ divine-human, Re.
presentative of God. etc.

** future, nL 71.
" of kingdom, L 245, IL 632. IIL 60,

222. 46^-4.

Opinions varied and antagonistic. See
Second Advent. Kingdom, Millennium,
Interpretation, etc.

Opponeota, writers, L 548.

Opposition, IIL 233. See History of Chili-*

asm.
Optimistic, theory, n. 469, IIL 148.

Order, divine. See Divine Purpose.
Origen, estimate of. L 58. 607.

'* influence of. L 499. etc. See
Origen, Interpretation, spiritual-

istic.

OrigeniPtic, interpreUtion, L 61.805,810,
499, 503, 575, 698. 611, 644, IL 17, 851,

572, nL 178. 244. See Interpretation.

Augusiinlan and spiritualistic.
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Ottoman, power, I£L 126. 148.

Overthrow of Jeruaalem and the Sec
Advent, IL 34

Pantheism, UL 207.
Palestine and AnttchriBt, IL 760-1.

centra], UL 83.
*' colonization BcliemeH, IL 88, 468.

Exploration Soc, ILL 148.
" future, nL 33. See Jcwiah res-

toration, etc.

Jewish interest in, KL 126, 148.

inherited. IL 199, etc, 435, 440,

446, 516. See Christ, inheri-

tance of, Inheritance of the
Patriarchs, Covenants, Abra-
hamic and Davidic.

" no type, UL 61.

Papacy, the, UL 77, 150, 142, 160, 163,

174,236. 311,546.
" and Antichrist, the, IL 221, 678,

68a-4, 686-7. 689, 691. 703, 716-

717. 741-2. 755-6.
and Chiliasm, L 513. 645. 662,

666. n. 98. 205. 883, 398, 401,

573, 598. 652.

Parable, king and servants, IL 24.
'* laborers in the vineyard, of the,

n. 24, 389.

leaven, of the, L 114, IL 22, ZTL
190-1.

** marriafre of the king^'s son, of
the, nL 807.

** mustard seed, of the, IL 22.
" iiet, of the, IL 24.

nobleman, of the, IL 203.
" pounds, of tlie, IL 25, 388.
" rich man and Lazarus, of the IL

309.
" royal weddinfr, of the. IL 24.
" Bower, of the, IIL 186.
" supper, of tlie, IIL 142.

Ulents, of the. IL 24, 388.
'' tares and wheat, of tlie, IL 21,

26, 171, 181. 272. 381.

ten virgins, JL 24, 32'3, KL 299,

etc.

Parables, formula of, IL 16, etc.

and kingdom. IL 20, 223.

perverted, L 200, 657, 663. IL 20,

223.
*• prophetical, IL 18.

Paradise, IL 399, 401, 492. IIL 51.
*' earthly restort^d. IL 434, etc.,

486-7, 443-5, 480, etc. 484.

etc See Earth, Inheritance,

Kingdom, Curse, Reigfn, Crea-
tion, etc

Parochial Schools. IIL 158.

Parousia. IL 211, 219, 221-2, IIL 302.

Particularism. IIL 5Bt).

Paiical, Lamb a type, the, UL 481.

Passover, IL 225, ZTL 26.

Patriarchs, promises to. L 294, 809, 330,
387. See Covenant Abra-
hamic.

inheritance of, I. 294, 298, S09,
413, 585. n. 52, 96. 263, 444,
516. 530. 534.

Patriotism, IIL 13, 14.

Paulikiana, IL 265. 676.

Paul's preaching. ZTL 574-5. See Preach-
ing.

Peace, attained when. IL 770. IIL 59C.
" Conjjresses, IL 11 3, 770.
'* Societies. IIL 120. 152.
'* and safety. IIL 114, 117. 119. 129.

136, 140. 152. 197-8. 203. 258,329.
** and safety propheiB.IL 732-3. See

Prophet the false, Whitbjaa
theory, Unbelief, etc

Pentecost, day of, IIL 66.

feast of, n. 62.

Perfect Redemption, IIL 325. See Be-
demption.

*' when, IL 396.
Perfectibility, UL 436.

Perfection of God, L 84, 86,387, IL88.137,
225.

Perfectionists. L 444, 473. 609, IL 623, IIL
84,69.

Perpetuation of the race, IL 535. etc. Sea
Transfiguration. Jewish su-

premacy, Nations spared,
Peter's fire. Earth, Reign,
etc.

" of New Heavens and New
Earth.

Perpetuity of the Covenant, L 322. etc,
829.

of th« earth IL 427. etc, 513.

etc, nL 587. See Perpetua-
tiou of the race, Kingdom,
Reign.

of the kingdom, L 233, 565, IL
599, 630, etc.

<* of the kingship, IL 603.
" of the Priesthood of J38aii,IL

601. etc., nL 456.
* * of the Priesthood of the Saints,

n. 617, m. 464.

Perilous times, m. 124-5. 209, 294.
Periodicals. Chtliastic. L 553.

Persecution, future, IL 328, 834-^. 377,
700, 720, 731, etc. 734. etc,

738. etc , 745. etc. , 749, etc

,

751, 757-8, m. 14. 143-4.
153-6. 161-5, 172, 185, 188.
197-8. 210, 293, 298. See
Antichrist.

** future, Jewish belief in, H.
734.

Person of Jesus. L 561. etc. See Christ,
interest in His person. Christological
question, the great, Christ, the diviae-
human, etc.
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Penonal aboBe, ZZL 231-2, 325.

experience. IIL Si80, 285, 827-8.

475, 513.
" Second Advent. L 569, 670, 674.

IL 76. 86, 139,

156,164.180,189,
208, 217, 847-8.

805. 410, 412. IIL
69,305,377,384^,
528. See Son of

Man, Parousta,
Epiphaneia,
Reign, luheri-
tancv. etc.

" *• •* opinions respect-

ing, XL 164, etc..

168. etc.. 848.

Bee Death, Mil-

lennium, Advent
second perverted,

Bpi ritualized.Un-
belief of, etc.

*• « •• Pre-Miilennlal,
L 470, 665, 573,

677. IL 117. 152.

161, etc.. 167, 174,

etc, 194,199.208,

227,343.352.363,
409,414.439,461.
479.499,554,570,
622. 668. m. 846,
586. See, Relni,
Judgeship, Mar-
riage, Mt. Sinai,

Davidic Throne,
K i n g d o m, In-

heritance, Son of
Man. etc.

Pervenions, XL 433, 436. 444, 446. 537, 539,

541, nL 88. 61. 58. 152, 163. 172, 177-^,

180, 182, 187, 193, 204, 211, 219, etc.,

280-1, 880, 883, 423, 451, 455, 4B1, 675,

577, 580, 588, 692, 694. See Extrava-
gances, Unbelief.

Pessimist theory. IL 469.

Peter, Epistle of, IIL 365.
" Second Epietle. IL 559.
** ConfeBsion of, L 441, IIL 515.

Petrobrusiant*, L 661.

PetToJoannices, L 54.

PUiladelphian Soc., L 74.

Philippianii, Epistle of, IIL 862.

Philo's system of interpretation. L50.
Philosophy, L 132. 502, m. 206. 208. 257,

561.

true. nL 473.

Pietism and Chiliasm. L 538, 540.

Piety assumed, n. 343.
" perronal. m. 323-8, 613.
** perverted, m. 226, 264.

PUate*s judgment, IIL 671.

PiUars,XL680.
Pit. nsage, IL 266.

Pit and snare, IIL 294.
Place of the Kingdom (location). See

Earth, Kingdom on earth, Inheritance,
Patriarchs, etc.

" preparation, of the, IIL 58.

Plagues,m. 162.

Plan, the divine. See Divine Purpose.
Plymouth Brethren, L 405, 586,554. 585,

640, IL 324. m. 271.

Poets, Chiliastic, L 654.
Poiset.L 74.

Poland,nL 15.

Political—divine government, L 307. 240.

266, 848, 651. IL 97-8, 117. 119.

651, 663. See Davidic throne
fend Kingdom, Covenant, Reign,
Church and State, Inlieritance,

etc.

signB,IIL127,134. 168.

Poor encouraged, IL 388.

Popes,n. 675, 691. See Papacy.
Population of Palestine, an objection, XL 63.

Pordage,L 74.

Poeipouement of the Kingdom. L 879. etc.,

413, etc.. 419, etc., 421, 433, 577.586. 690.
etc., n. 48. etc., 55, etc, 75, etc, 161. etc.,

199. 234, etc, 639. etc, 668. m. 13,

243-8, 856, 454. 484-6, 503, 617, 519. 538.
627-9. 644, 546, 6S5. See Church prepar-
atory, iDherltanoe, Kinfrdom. Reign, etc.

Power of God, m. 45, 47. 321. 339. Bee
ability of.

Practical application of truth, L 54, 56,

66, 116. 118, 477. IL 195,333.886.
'* effect of Chiliasm, L 551-3. 698,

n. 167, 805. 8it8, 344, 390,m. 108.

110, 141, 168,167-8.199,200,228,
333.285-7. 318, etc., 315, 318, 320,

etc., 323, etc. 329, etc, 385, etc,
555. See Advocates, Evangelists,
Missionaries, History of ChUiaam.
etc

Prayer. L 117.
*' answers to, m. 131, 890. 474.
" for the Advent, L 491, 601-2, 695-6,

n. 305. 333, m. 309. 315, etc,

830. 384^. See Advent preci-

ous, Hope the blessed, etc
" Lord's, the, L 531, 618. 643, 689, 695,

etc.n. 436, m. 186, 391.
" ** misapplied 694-6, IL 37.

Preaching, apostles, of tlie, L 43.S. 436. 438.

443, 445. 469, 471, 475, 478.
n. 17. 19. Bee Paul's preach-
ing. His. of Chiliasm.

Christ, the, m. 579.

disciples, of the. L 274. 862,

366. 430. nL 585.

early, m. 245, 396, 579.
" first confined to the Jewish na-

tion, L 356.

future, n. 745, 769, m. 160,

166.
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Preaching, Jesna, of, L 266, 363, 366, 879,

384 446.

John, of,L 263, 256, 260JIL 585.

See John the Baptist.

PredictionB of Balaam. IIL 401, etc.
" the Christ, IIL 414.
" Daniel. I, 672, IIL 405.
" laaUh, L 684. m. 405.
" Micah. L685.

** " ZecUariah, L 685.

PregizerianB. L 564.

Prejudice, n. 537. 718-9, ID. R52.

Pre-Millennial Advent. See Personal, Sec.

Advent, Pre-Mill.

Preparatory, Church is. See Clmrch.
Preparation for Chriatianitv, L 377.

Press, activity of the, IIL 127, 135, 149, 150,

250,256.
Preterite interpretation,IIL 871.

Prey, usage,IL 256.

Pride. IL 594. HL 279.

Priest, Christ the, IL 145, 601, etc.
•* design of, IL 604-5.

** *• how limited, n. 601, etc.,
*' *' •' relates to humanity, IL

005.
« « yoyal, n. 602. 604.
" " unchang«able,IL601,etc,

Priests, saints, IL 607, etc.. IIL 71, 464.
'* •• activity of.IL 614.

" bless, n. 613.
" declare tlie laws, IL 610.

divinely called. IL 612.

^ " exaltation of, IL 608-0, 613.
• " glorified, IL 616.

glorify, the Christ, IL 611.
* gradations of rank among,IL 610.

See Kings,
holy. n. 612, 617.

*' interoounte of the, IL 617.

judges also, IL 610.
" number of tbe, IL 616.
*' oneness of the, IL 615.
" pert>etually sucb, IL 617.

place of the, IL 617.

sacrifices of the, IL 611.

singing of the, n. 616.
" splendor of tbe, IL 607, 616.
*' supernatural powers of the, IL

618, etc.. IIL 64, etc., 80, etc.

teachers, IL 614.

universal, IL 607.

Princes of the Captivity, IL 203.

Princes, satnt.4 are, IL 579. See Kings.
Prison, usage of, IL 254. 256.

Private judgment, L 132.

Profession, mere, HL 498.

Proli, HL 51.

Prominence of Scripture. IIL 130.

Prophecy, appreciated when, IL 745, 770,

775.
" based on the covenants, L 337,

840.

Prophecy, comparison of, L 171, 246, IL
141.279.

'* conditional, IIL 85.
** conditioned and unconditioned,

L 176, n. 48.

definitions of, L 164. 109, IL
176.

" displays wisdom, L 232.
future, n. 147.

fulfilment of. L 69. 166, 309,

693, n. 175. m. 224. 252. 360,

414. 419, 421. 429, 453. 489,

492, 526,
** history, and, L 1T2.

how dealt with, IIL 197-8. 200.

214, 221. 252^. See Inter-

pretation spiritual. Perver-
flons. Unl>elief, Millennium.

A etci.

important, L 170, IL T22.

intention of, L 163.
** lowering of . L 64. See Unbe-

lief,

neglected. IIL 200. 414.

obscurity of. L 172, IL 2,S7.

perverti-d. L 167. 346, IL 103,

180, 141, 770. See Perver-
sions.

predictive, L 165.

profitable. L 169.

prix>f of, nL 437. See Analogy.
Interpretatiou literal. Cove-
nants, fulfilment of, etc.

scorned, IL 770. See Unbelief.
" spiritualized, L 205. See In-

terpretation spiritual, Origen-
istic interpretation, Augus*

tine, etc.

study of, requiaie, L 163, 168,

n. 833. m. 108, 151. 197, 200.

213. 886, 429.

Theocracy, its relation to down-
fall and, restoration of the, L
240. See Theocracy, King-
dom,

unbelief of, m, 181. 107-8. 221.

414. 410. See Unbelief, Per-
versions, Persecution, Anti-
christ, Gentiles high-minded,
etc.

Prophesying falsely, UL 143. 152. 197-^,

203, 206. See Prophets, false, Peace and
safety, etc

Prophet, the false (allied with Anti-
christ), n. 692. 695. 702, UL 121, 162.

Prophets, false, IIL203. 258,510, 594. See
Prophesying.

Prophetical, Conferences, L 554. IIL 130.

158, 169, 204. 222, 363, 327,

832.
'* knowledge Increajied, UL 97,

108. 170.

order, UL 599.
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Providence. L 414. IL 696. XXL 840, etc.,

428,430.
PTOTidential cominj;, IL 167. etc.. 221.
See Advent, Second, perverted, epiritual-

ized, etc
Prudence, IIL 168, 197-8, 328-

PsAlms. imprecatory, IL 110, etc., 730, 771,
IIL391.

Purcbaaed poesefistoD, tL 479. 534
Puritanism, L 6S0.
Parpoee. the divine. IIL 287, 295-6. 840,

347, 371. 440, 454, 469. 475, 482, 487,

491, 493, 604, 616, 520, 693, 597, 600.

Qu<a»T«. L 118, nLl 1.69.
QaalificftUona, moral, L 415, 601, 617. IL

75, 195, 325, 333. 386, 612, m.
279, S84-5, 286-7-8. 807, 827.

Bee Trial, Firstborn, First-

fruits, etc,

of saints glorified. See
Priests, Einfifs.

Queen. See Bride, Marriage of tbe Lamb.
Question, tbe frreat Ohnstological, IIL

513, etc, 637, etc
Quicken, urage, IL 256, 258, 299.

Quickening spirit, IL 268.

Quotations, wbj freely employed, L 20.

Quoting prophecy, the apostles, IIL 165.

JSaee, antiquity of, m. 500.
** delivered, IL 491, IIL 466, 581
** perpetuated, IL 535. etc., IIL 101,

321, 587.
'• " objections to, IL 632,

etc.

« unity of the, IIL 500.

Bank, grades of future, IL 387. See Kings
degrees of rank. Priests, gradations of,

Revrard proportioned.
Ransomed, IL 258.

Hashness of Qenttles, L 329, 333, 395, 398,

416. 425. 615, IL 67, 78, 78, 91. See
Gentiles high-minded, Interpretation

spiritual, etc.

Rationalism, m. 207, 224. 408.

Reason, IIL 280-1, 286-7-8-9.
exaltation of, L 135, IIL 155, 230,

239. 380. 289. See Unbelief.
" and Faith, IIL 286-9.
" perverting the Kingdom, IIL 220,

288-9.
Redeemed, IL 268. Bee Saints, Firstborn,

etc
Redeemer, IIL 449, etc. 453-4, 629. See

Christ perfect, eic, Restorer.

Redemption, Evil, etr.

perfect, a, IIL 835, 529. See
Christ.

Redemption, L 419. IL 182. 196,258, 807,

410, 433, 535, etc
body of the, IL 229, 23^-7,

240, 397.

Redemption, complete, IL 145, 149. 156,

200, 237, 848, 370, 466. 479,
etc., 483, etc, 485, 490. 616,

684, etc, 637. 604, IIL 325,

366. 369, 436. 449. etc. 454-
6, 457, 493, 539, 550, 553,

600. See Restitution, Bless-

ings forfeited. Christ, Re-
storer, Evil, Curse, etc

extent of, IL 636. etc., 550,
eic.

imperfect, {made, IL 437, 537,
543.

perverted, IIL 455, 457, 563.
plan of.nL 429,436, 629, 584.

See Divine Purpose, Cove-
nant, End, Kingdom, etc.

progressive. IL 469, 435, etc.,

635, etc., 547,

purchased possession, IL 479,
634.

signs of the, L 90. See
Signs, Kingdom, nearness
of, Unbelief, etc.

Reformation, the L 524, etc., 666.

Reformed Jews, L 376, IL 333. See Jews.
Presbyterian Church, L 049. IL

778.
Reformers, L 624, H. 315. IIL 159, 175-7.

See Lutber, Calvin, Knox, etc
Rofreslting, Jewish belief oonctrntng, IL

461,467.
** meaning of the, IL 463, etc,

470,
** resurrection, and, IL 464, 471.

times of, n. 461, etc

Regeneration, U. 257, 369, 800, 473 etc IIL
587.

extent of the, IL 475, 477.

meaning of, IL 478-4,
" resarrecUon . n n d.IL 375, etc.
" washing of, IL 478.

Rejoicinflf of Jesus. IIL 603.
R«ign of ihe Christ, IL 504. 532-3. 636,

661, 768, m. 313.
370, 539, 643, 648.

650, 558, 555. 686.
See Supremacy,
World -dominion.
Kingdom, Theoc-
racy, Reitfu of tlie

Saints, Judgeship,
etc.

" '* " perpetuity of. L 338,

5a5, nL 699, 630,
etc.

" '* " visible, L 117, 138,

304,843, 848,351,
364, 869. 564, 669.

673, 675. 641, 648.

651, 655, 600,

674-5, 688, 693.il
33. 44, 46, 93, 97.
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117, laS. 204, 340,

843, 348. 504. 513.
632-8, m. 43, etc,

460, etc., 463, 465,

628, 644^, 548-9,

652. 582. 684, 687.

See Davidic
throne and King-
dom, Inlieritanoe,

Son of Man, Da-
vidic Covenant,
etc.

Reign of tlie Christ, objections to visible,

IL 844. etc., 346,
etc., 848. See also
Christ, dishonor-
ing of, etc.

" «« «< *« and the morning,
n. 417.

" '* saints, L 888, 636. 691, IL
97, 128, 134, 139,

140. 179, 226. 804,
316, 330. 333, 876.

885,887,391,432-3,

670, 577, 690. UL
30.68.71,215,238.
307,587,000. See
Saints, future ex-

altatioui Inlieri-

tance , Ki ngs,
Priests, Princes,

Judges, Ptc.

" «' •• •* blessings of tbe.IL
691, 693. See
Biessings, King-
dom, etc.

«' " ** " degrees in. IL 691.

See Rank, Re-
ward, Priests, De-
grees.

•« " <' •* design of, IL 588,
etc.. 693, etc

•• •« ** •* earth, on, IL 674,
698-9, 603. See
Earth, Kingdom,
Inheritance, etc

" •• •• " grandeur of the, IL
670, etc., 574,

578-9, 681.
«• " *• ** honor of the, IL

692^, 699.
'< <« «• •* inaagnrated, when,

n. 672, etc, 590.

698. See Advent
Second. Hope the
Blessed, etc

" " " perpetuity ofthe,IL
603. See King-
dom

,
perpeiaityof

,

Ki ngs, Priests.etc
** *' ** '* perversions of the,

n. 571-3, 575,
697-8.

Reign of the saints, piiesthood ainodat-
ed with the. IL
71, 215, 464. See
Priests.

*' •* " qualifications, for

then. 590-1,111.
81,457, See First-

bom. Baptism of
the Holy Ghost,
Sapematural. etc

*• " •' " representative of
Christ's reign, n.
696.

•• '• '*. " supernatural assf*-

ciated with the.IL
695. See Baptism
of the Holy Ghost,
Hiracles. Super-
natural. Kings,
Priests, etc

' who are engaged in
the n. 690. See
Firstfruits, First-

bom,One hundred
and forty-four
thousand. Elect*

Dispensation, de-
sign ofsaints gath-
ered, etc

Religion, future, man's IL 722. 726, 728-
9,760,770-1. See
Antichrist, H n •

manitarianism.
Unbelief, etc

" natural, IIL 440.
** universal, m. 207.

Religious liberty, future, IL 742.
** unbelief. See under Unbelief.

Rellyanites, L 687, IL 290.

Kellyism. m. 269.
Representative of God, who, IL 349, m.

537. etc
Reproaches, m. 230.

Republicanism eulogized, IL 777-8. IIL 13^

692, 594.

Responsibility of rejectors, IIL 166, 197-
8-9, 225, 229, 230, 239.
828,383,

•• unbelief, n. 732, nL 294,
528. See Unbelief in.

excusable, etc
Rest, the, IL 441. 448, etc, 464, etc, 463,

IIL396.
*' extent of the. IL 467, 470-1.
*' times of the. IL 469.

Restitution, the, L96, 102. IL 141, 146, 174,
178, 188. 800. 348. 408, m.
498. 687. See Creation. Re-
storer, Curse, Evil, Reign,
Kingdom, etc

Jewish view of, IL 461. 467.
miraculous, L 100, IL 144. 153

etc, 187, 195-6. See super-
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natural, necesaity of. Crea-

tion, etc.

BestltntloD, times of. IL 425, 461, etc.. 635.

Reet'itntioniBta, m. 260.

Beetorer, the. L 250, H. 76, 78, 153 etc.,

186, 195. 307, 430-1, 466, 468, 472, 486,
m. 454, 473, 478, 494, 515. See under
Christ, Blessings forfeited. Evil removed.
Restitution , etc.

Bestoration of the Jews. See Jewish na-
tion, restoration of, supremacy of,

Election, etc.

Besurrection, animals of, XL 484.
" Apocalypse, and the, IL 264,

etc., 285, 3U.
" belief, the ancient, IL 260,

404.
•' early. IL 228,

235, 250. 258,

256. 291, 804,
808-9.

** Jewish, L 297,

802, n. 235-6.

244, 247, 249,

253, 261, 270,

272, 290, 297,
299. 800, 802.

305, 308, 811,

404, 409. See
Jewish belief.

•* believers and, IL 299, 385.
" birth, a, n. 477. See Birth,

usage and future.
•• children of the, IL 287, 298.
*' comparison and, IL 302.
" concessions and, IL 241, 246,

253,265,267,271,303,309.
•• corporeal. IL 228. etc., 286,

289.250,804.308.
" " denied, n. 230,272.
" corruption and (Ps. 16: 10)

IL237.
" Daniel and. IL 245, etc/

*• of. n. 248.
" design of the. IL 304.
*• Esekiel and, IL 250. etc

first the, n. 174. 227. 244.
264. etc. 272, 295, 811. 439.
461. 473, 564, IIL 245. 846.
586.

" general analogy and, IL 808.
" Gospels and Epistles, and the,

n. 295. etc. 311.
'* harvest, and the. IL 269.

872.

ignored, IL 288.
baiah, and. IL 274.

Jewish, n. 260. 290, 297.
" Jews and the. HC. 418.
** Kingdom, and the, IL 227,

243.

land, and the. IL 251.
"

life, n. 477.

Resurrection, morning, and the. IL 415,
417.

Moses of, n. 562.

necessary. L 206, 298, 801,

804, n. 170, 176. 180, 189,

227, etc.. 232. etc., 244, 298.
300. 304. m. 624.

** objections, and, IL 278, etc.
283 301

Old Te.tt..* and the, IL 244.
etc, 274, etc.

Paul, and. IL 244. 298.
pledge, a, m. 523.

«* private, n. 314.
" prominence of, IL 228, 287.
** raised, who are, IL 285. See

first.

Rachel, and. IL 253. 255.
" refreshing, and the. IL 464,

471,
** restoration, and the, IL 305.
" rest of the dead, first and

the, n. 273, etc.. 278. 288.
290.

*' small children of. See Rachel
above,

spiritual, IL 240, 284.
** spiritualizing, and, IL 809.
" time, of the, IL 285. See

first. Sec. Advent,
unbelief, and, IIL 624-5.

Revelation, divine. IIL 284-6, 287-8-9.
future, n. 193, HC. 29, etc

" interpret, how, IL 715.
" nature, and, IIL 30.
" present, sufficiency. L 626, IL

574. m. 29, 287. 294.
•• unbelief, and. See Unbelief.

Reward, full. a. IL 591.

given, when. IL 183, 330, 376-7,

379, 888, 394, 300. See future.

Sec. Advent. Inlieritance, Inter-

mediate state. Reign, etc.
** future, nL 16^7. 229. 277, 806-7.

828.
" proportioned. IL 586-7, 691. See

Judgment of believers. Degrees,
Rank, Kings, Priests.

Rib, usage, IIL 431.

Riches, n. 143.

Rich man and Lazarus, parable of the, IL
399.

River, usage of. IIL 894.

Rod of iron. IL 753. IIL 180.
•' and staff. IIL 889.

Roman Catholic Church, L 118. 202, 518.

645, 662, 666. IL 08, 103, 154.

215,220.265.388,898.401. See
Papacy, Popes.

" Empire. IIL 182.
*' divided form. L 672, 677.

n. 115. 176, 639. etc,

693, 764.
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Ronuin Empire, Qod's estimate, of the, III.

15.
** lieadleBS, m. 126.
" jealousy of, L 270, 682. 497.

557, n. 683. 776.
" kingdom, and the, L 468,

044,682.
•* imiortance of knowing;

the,IL643.685,693,7r>5.
•* revival of the, IL 648, etc.,

668, 693, 695.
** traced, IL 640, etc.

Romans, Epistle to the, m. 361.

Royalty, place of manifestation, IZX. 33,

etc., 587.

Royal weddings, parable of the, IIL 24.

Russia, n. 648, GS8, 095, 710.

S hbatarians, UL 266. •

Sabbatliai, IL 750.

Sabbath, typical, m. 90.

Sabbatical year. IL 145, 368, 453, 487, m.
90.

Sabbatism, the. L 476. 480. 537, IL 448,
etc., 454, etc.. 487, UL 587.

" chronology, and, n. 45U.
*' contmBtp, its. IL 457.
** early Church views, XL 449,

etc..456,etc.. 462, 487.
** JewisLi views, IL 448, etc., 450.

456.

Sacred number.-*, IL 452.

Sacrifice of Isaac, IIL 506.
" Jesus, in. 465, 600. See Death.

Sacrifices, bloody, not future, IL 83, etc,

80, etc.

Saints, association with anfrelB,IL 621.
" coming of, IL 175, 187.
" destiny of, IL 593-6, 6-20.

'* future exaltation of, m. 28, 51, 71,

30(^-7, 447, 458,578,586. 691, 593.

600.
" gathering tif, IL 177, m. 96, 600.

See Elfct., Call.
*• glory of, n. 418, See Glorification,

detitiny.etc.
" honor of, IL 688, 593. 594. 620, 740,

766.
" inheriting, L 303. 810. 323. 892,

402, 414, 584, 600, 602. IL 13,

234, 227, 263, 330, 374, 376, 439,

570, 607, nL 62, 467. 460, 585.

See Inheritance, Earth, King-
dom, Reiffn. etc.

" Judges, IL 578, 583-4. 610. IIL 81.

See Judge, Kings, Judgment,
etc,

« Judgment of, IL 385. etc., 889, etc.
*' Kings, n. 577, etc., 590, etc., m. 80,

58. 71. 215, 238, 807. 457, 687, 600.

See Kings, Inlieritance, Reign,
Judge, Prince, etc.

morning, and iht», IL 416. etc.

Saints, Most High, of the, IL 567.
not to be despised, IL 593^-4

'* present condition of, IL 572.
" power over angels, IL 620.
'* Priests, n. 71, 215, 464, 607, etc

See Priests.
" reigning of the, L 388, 536, 691, ZX.

97. 128, 134, 139, 140, 179. 335.
804, 316, 3JJ0, 333, 376, 385. 387,
891. 433^3, 570, etc, 607. etc,
630, m. 30. 58. 71. 215, 238. 307,
587, 600. See Reign. Kings,
Priests. Kingdom, etc

" riches of, n. 596,
** supernatural power of, IIL 64, etc.,

71, 445, 447 458.

Salvation, IL 142, 154. 181. 386, 391. 410.
See Redemption, Blesslngv,

Curse, Evil, Reign, etc.

future, m. 395, etc., 529, 539.
664. See Second Advent, Crett.

tion, Millennium, etc
great, tlie, IL 536. IIL 451, etc
See Reign, Blessings, Kings,
Priests. Race, etc.

" perfected, IL 466. Bee Redemp-
tion, perfected,

perverted, lEL 453. See Perver-
sions. Spiritualizing.

usage of term, IIL 160. 149. 150,

Sanctuary. IL 202. IIL 38.
*' cleaning of the. IL 115. 603,

nL 458. etc
Satan. IIL 188, 262.

'• bound, n. 143, 147. 181. 293, 359.
" bruised, IL 582,
'* temptKtion of, L 698, etc.
** titles of, L 701.
" victorv, obtains no, IL 433, 536.
«' who, n, 621.

Saved, tlie multitude of, IL 536. 651.
Science and the Bible, HL 498, etc

" future, m. 439.
'* and Religion, conflict between, IIX.

607-9.

Scoffers, II. 335, 431.

Scoffing, nL 115, 134, 136, 153, 356.
Scottish Churcb, L 649.

Scripture, analogy of, IIL 343, etc
comparison of, L 112, 163,333.

*' doctrine of Kingdom in it,L 111.

See Kingdom based on.

explained, IL 108, 435, IL 888.
etc.

** extent of, L 154. See prominency
of. Covenants, etc.

" how undermined, L 118. See la.
terpretation spiritual. Unbe-
lief, Perversions, etc

" indefiniteness, L 149.

infallible guide, I. 116, 185. 135,
204.
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Scripture needa man's ag^cy, 1. 130.

onl7 ftathoritative, I. 110. HL
373, 385, 387-8.

** prominence of, m. 130, 153, 335.

reason, and, 1. 186. Bee Reason,
Unbelief and reason.

Bufflciency of, 1. 134.
*' supremacy of, 1. 183.

whole, as a, L 158.

Sea, IL 500, 537. 539, HL 894.
Be&l, the last, IL 195.

*• the sixth, IL 686. 689, 717, IIL 873,
874.

Sealed vision, IL 661.

Seasons, Millenial, IL 638.
Second Adventists. L 533, 586, IL 55, 79,
HL 368. See Millerism.

Sect of the Holy Ghost, IIL 74.

Sela,IIL3e-7.
Self-denial, IIL 379. 384.
Self-rijchteoosness, L417.
Senses, the vaAous, L 58.

" of prophecy, L 198.

Septaagint Chronology, IL 168, 451.

Serpent, the. IL 448, etc.

Servetas. L 54, 635.
Seven. IL 453.

'* Churches, HL 877, etc.

Seventh-Pay Baptists, IIL 11.
•* Adventists, L 536, n. 79, 883,

603-8, 575, 602-8, 637, m.
143, 168-4.311, 363, etc.,
OOQ

** observed, IL 458.
" " question. nL 364-5, 368,

Seventy weeks, IL 659. etc, 718.

Shadow of death, IIL 889.
ShakeTS. L 44. 54, 74. 118, 473, 488.

553, 591, n. 166, 383, 435, 636. m. 14*3,

153, 386, 270.

Shaking of heaven and earth, IL 494, etc.

Sheep and goats, IL 375.

Sheol.n. 401-3.

Shepherd, usage. IIL 388.
Shepherds. IL 680.
Shiloh, m. 898-9.
Shout, n. 381.
Sign of the Son of Man, IL 837, m. 163,

164.

Signs, L 881. 580. IL 46, 498. 755. 758, IIL
94, 109. etc. 133-8, 189, 160, etc,

168, etc., 199. 309. 387. 389. 509.
" cheering. IIL 170.
'' classiEcatlon of. m. 118, 183^,

159, 160, 166.
" knowledge, of the. DL 110.
'* inspiration, and. IIL 167.

miraculoas, IIL 473. See Anti-
Christ, Advent,

nature of the, IIL 113, etc, 183-8.
164.

** neglected. DL 165.
" political, nL 137. 184. 168.

Slj^ns. redemption, and. HL 170.

Silence of Scripture, L 104.

Simonians. IIL 39.

Sinai Ht., IL 336. 750. 763-8. 766, m. 17,

etc, 688.
** '* and iavestiture. IIL 35.

** and revelation. IIL 30.
" ** route from. IIL 33. 37, 898.

Slnaitic Covenant, L 811.

Bin, L 103. Bee Blesdngs forfeited. Curse.
Evil.

" blotting out of. IIL 469.
" mystery, a, L 103.
" overruled, L 105. See Redemption,

Salvation,

provision for. IIL 430. 435. 481. See
Christ.

" removed. HL 465. See New Heavens.
etc.

" removing. See under Christ.
'* subject to no. See Christ, Saints,

Kings, Priests.

Singing, future. IL 616.

Btx days of Creation, IL 458. 469.

Sleep, usage. IL 266. 358, IIL 431.

Blumbering and sleeping, m. 804.

Smith, Joseph. L 304. See Mormons.
Snare, IIL 97, 103, 113. See Fit and

snare.

Socialism. IL 633. 734, 779.

Society of Friends, L 118.
" Kom, L 537.

Socinlans. L 159.

Sodom, usage, IL 390.
Solomonic a^. IL 534.

Son of Man, the, L 559. 566. etc. 583, 614,
n. 167, 180, 228, 837. 341,

.846-7. 851-2, 855. 874, 410.

563, IIL558^
" " •« kingdom given to the, L 577,

581. n. 323.
" " " meaning of, L 566, n. 167.
« " " sign of the. Bee Sign.

Sons of God. IL 581.
*' ** ** manifestation of the. IL 593.

Southcott. Joanna. L 118, IL 189. 838.
Soul, usage, IL 366, 370. 361, 398. IIL 889.

Sovereignty, divine, L 250, 556, 559, IIL
559, 563. 588.

Spared nations, IL 468, 483, 491. 531. 538*

535. etc., 547. 768. See Bace. perpetaa^
tion of, Bestoraiion of Jewish nation^

Beign, etc
Spear, IL 706.
Spirit, aid how given, L 53, 66, 117, 119,

383.
*' earnest of the, IIL 67.
" claimed, how. L 118, 130. 173. 304-
'* fiUed with the, IIL 70. See Bap>

tism.
" future outpouring of, IL 147. IH

64. etc.
" and the Jewish nation. IIL 75.
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Spiritual blanlngfl. L 807. 810, 815, 881,

865. 884. 400. 611, 676. 687.

n. 44. 84. 90. 08. 97. 137. 141.

144. 151. 178. 600. IIL 167-8.

467. 460. etc. 468. eta, 590-1.

Bee ElngB. Piieats. ReiffOt

King:dom, Bedemptloa perfect-

ed, etc.
" body. n. 383, 284. 288. 341, 850.

ZZL464.
" diKernment. L 53. 173, 883.
«* kinKdom. IL 92, 99. 131. 204.

Bpiritaallatic interpretation. Bee Interpre-

utionXapiritnaliBtic. Origenistlc. Alle-

gorical, etc.

Bpiritoality of the Kingdom. IL 44. 604.

607, etc.. 611. 615. m. 460, etc., 463, etc
See Spiritual blesaings. Kings. Prietfts.

etc.. etc
Bpirituallsm. IZL 128^. 145-6, 155-6, 290,

430.
Spirtiaalints, L 75, 118. 134. 157. 684. IL

197, 283. 435. 668. 706, 720. IIL 29. 168.

165.

Spiritaalizing, IIL 64. 88. 219. 810. 463-8,

535. See Interpretation Bpiritualistic.

etc
Spiritnalfl. IL 677.

Btar. usage, IL 680, IIL 408-4.
•' morning, the. IL 816. 817. 414. EI.
404-

Btars. loat, H. 429.

BtaroTera, IL 674.

Bute and Church. L 207. 240. 266. 848.

651. 663. n. 97-8. 117. 119, m. 14.

16, 83. 838, 462. 645, 551, 582,

691. 595-6.
" Churches, L 895, 653.

St. Louis. nL 201.

Stone. L 676, 688.
Storch, IIL 70.

Btorrltes, IIL 269.

Study of Scripture neglected. L 46. 66.

See Scripture. Prophecji Coyenant.
Steubner. IIL 70.

Subjects related, IIL 824. etc
Subordination of the Son, L 679. Bee

Christ.

Sudden Coming, IIL 38. See Advent
second.

Bun, the. IL 817. 414.
** darkened, nt 151, 164.

Sunday, m. 265. 26a
fsflting on, IL 458.

Supernatural, the, L 80. 97, 865. 676. IL
88. 80. 84, 89. 105. 345.

695, 618, 758, 767, 773.
IIL 28. 64. etc, 67. etc.

70, etc.. 456. 463, 478.

Bee necessity of the. Mir-
acles, Christ, Kings.
Balnts. Keign. Creation,
Kingdom, Baptism, etc

Supernatural, necessity of the. L 81. IL
53. 80, 89, 99. 205. 144,

147, 162. etc, 156. 479,

492. 498, nL 71, 73. 184.

220, 28S-9. 287-8-9, 295-

6, 341. 347. 440, 404. 473.

477. 479, 488, 503, 506.

614. 621.
'* and the natural, IIL 611.

Supremacy, Jewish. IL 92. etc., 114.

Survival of Ohiliasm. L 553.
Swedenborgianism. L 74. 204, 348. 44i
478. 488, n. 41, 55. 165, 282. 851. 366.

381, 435. 636, IIL 29, 89. 51. 236. 236,

573. See Interpretation.

Symbolic (Bev. ch. 19). IL 345.

languafre, IL 686.
Symbols, how treated. IIL 876.

Synonymous. Church and Kingdom, not.

Switzerland, IIL 140.

TabemaeU of Ood, IIL 591,
typical. IL 568.

Tabernacles, feast or, IIL 90.
Talents, parable of the. IL 34. 888.
Talmudical system. IIL 415.
Tares and wheat, parable of the, IL 21, 26.

171, 181. 273, 381. m. 118, 12a
Teleologlcal, importance of. L 78. Bee

Divine Purpose.
Temperance movement, the, IIL 143.
Temple, the. IIL 90.

of God. n. 707.
" typical, n. 568.

Temporal. L 805. 310. IL 130.
blessings. IL 436. 442. 660. m.

457, 462. See Beiffn. Crea-

tion, Jewish nation. Race, etc
deliverer, L 278, 384. IL 776.ett.

nL 425-6. 457. 642.
Temptation of Jesus. L 698. etc.

Ten horns, L 673. IL 693, 696, 707, 718.

753. 754r^, m. 149.
Ten Kingdoms. See Ten Horns.
Ten tribes, IL 65, etc.

Testaments, Old and New, L 167. 288, 8%
418, n. 51. Ill, nL 111, 181, 242, 471.

Testimony, human, L 98.

Thamer, L 64.

Theism, L 66.

Theocracy. See under the head of King*

dom for all the particular

not given here, the two being

synonymous,
meaning of. L 216. IL 1834,
m. §52. 463. 520, 540. 545.

582-8,593-3.
" blessinpfs. matnesp, gloTy, etc.

of. See Kingdom.
" fundamentals, covenants, etc.

pertaining to. See Kingdom
covenants.
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Theocracy, establisbmeiit of. See Kingdom
Restoration, Second Advent,
RestitutioD, etc

Theocratic honse, IIL 67. See Davidic
Einfrdom.

rale, IIL 88, 436, 458. 400, 463.

496. 531. 682. 689, 690. etc.

Bee Kingdom. Reign, World-
dominion, Sapremacj, etc

idea, extent of, UL 448, etc.,

447, 477. 479. 487-8. 495. 615,

581, 587. 655. 668. 683, etc.,

590, etc. 593. etc. 595.
'* idea, figuratively given. IIL 43,

45,

and the Jewish nation, IIL 438.

473. 573. Bee Davidic throne
and Kingdom. Jewish nation,

restoration of. etc.

idea perverted, IIL 15. 16, 88,

853. 883, 613, 520, 551, 575.

See Kingdom.
Theodicy. IIL 434. See Sin, Evil, Divine

Purpose.
Theology, comparative, IIL 504^
Thessalonians, Epistles to the, IIL 863.

Thief-like Coming. IL 176. 823. 834. See
Advent, stages of, interval. Mt. Sinai.

Thousand years, the. IL 409, 456. 504. 528.

631.688.
" Jewish view of. IL 409,

" " one hundred and forty-

four, n. 323. 881, 880,
IIL 126. 160, 163. 258,

266. 876.

Three unclean spirits, the, IIL 163, 878.
Throne, Davidic See Davidic

** the Father's and Son's, IL 855, 857.
Thunder storm, m. 406.

Time, Christ's death, of, m. 480-1.
*' Christ's knowledge of, IIL 98.
" end of. n. 424.
"' exact unknown, IIL 93. etc. 90, etc,

104.168.
** future, n. 411, m. 93.
" how regarded by God. L 443, 475,

etc , 668. Bee also Time, Spirit's

estimate of.

*' how reserved. L 580.
" last, the, n. 423.
« mlsUkes in, IIL 93, etc. 99. etc,

104. 250-7.
» of the end. IL 886, 658. 658. IIL 97.
*' Spirit's estimate of, UL 486. See

Time, how regarded by God.
" shortened. IL 460.
" times and a half, m. 99.

Times, Gentiles, of the. L 243. 406. 419.
n, 60. 70, 87, 115, 459. 473. 624.

689. 774, m. 13, 104, 185, 886.
505.

" Messiah of the, m. 570.
" seven, m. 99.

Times, refreshing, of, IL 461, etc.
" Jewish view. n. 461.

etc.
" " « meaiing. IL 463.

etc
Rest of. n. 469.

restituUon, of, IL 425, 461, etc . IIL
687.

" Jewish view. IL 461.

etc
** meaning, IL 465.
" the times, IL 469,

Timothy, Epistles to, IIL 363.

Titus. EplsUe to, IIL 863.

Toleration, broad. IIL 121-3. 143-4.

Tradition. L 180. 498. 518. 515. m. 346.
** analogy of, IIL 848. etc, 845.

Training school, a, IIL 445.

Transaguration. IL 194. 554. etc
" no dream. IL 568. etc

Translation of saints, ILS14, etc, 819, etc,

IIL 588.
" " effect, n. 337, IIL

166.804.
" " known, n. 836.
" '* influence of, n. 884.

Bee effect.

" " invisible, n. 817.
«* ** scorned, IL 885.
" several, IL 839.

" " •' value of. n. 883.
" •* why a. n. 882,

Transposition of subjects, n. 625,

Trees of righteousness, IL 580.

Trials necessary, IL 590, 593. 618. See
Kings. Priests. Reward. Degrees, etc

Tribulation, future, m. 118, 164-5-6. 160-

1. 164r^, 198. 300, 398-4.

696. See Antichrist
Jewish, n. 60. 181, 190, 668,

IIL 118. 136.

Triumphal entry, IL 759.

Trouble, unparalleled, future. IL 655. 781,

etc. 784. etc. 787, etc. 741, etc. 751, etc,

761, etc, 767-8. See TribulaUon future.

Antichrist. War. etc
Trump, n. 881.

Trumpet, the seventh, IL 188, 190. 864.

39C. 859.

Trumpets, feast of, IL 452.

Truth, adaptedness of. m. 280.
** divine, L 156.
" triumphant, IIL 209, 358.

Turkish Empire. IIL 136.

Tumeyltes. L 671.

Twelve hundred and sixty days, tbe, IL
766-6.

" tribes, the. L 405.

Twenty-three hundred and sixty days, UL
99.

Types. Gospel, L 680.

Typical, ark, the, IL 487.

Canaan not, IIL 61.
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Typical, Covenants not, L 201, 295.
** Davidlc throne not, IL 199, etc.,

847, etc.
'* Eden not, IL 61.
" how applied. L 806, 848, 847. IL

61-3, 78, 83, 99, 170, 204, etc.

IIL61.
" inheriUnce not, IL 204.
" Jewish nation not. L 406.
** Jordan of what, IL 898.
<* Kingdom not, IL 624.
" Mt. Zlon not, IIL 83, 87, 61.

Sabbath, m. 09.
* Tabernacle, IL 668.
" Temple, IL 668.

UUraUiUralism, L 68.

Ultramontanism, IL 148.

Unbelief, Adveota, and the, L 244, 872,

448. 4.59, 473, 477, IL 116, 165,
162. 191, nL 184, 142, 185,

195, 198-9, 204rn5. 342, 258,
295, 486, 520. 527, etc.. 681,
See Advents.

" AntichriBt, and the, m. 679,
700. 722. 725. 788, 759. See
Antichrist, War. etc.

•* Apocalypse, and the, IIL 867,
etc.

•' attacks of, L 61, 689, IL 448, 728,
736, 780. See bitterness of,

widespread, destractive, etc.

bigotry, and. IIL 497.
*' bitterness of, IIL 180. 164-6, 109,

206, 214. 225. 284. 23&-7, 238,
342-3. 280, 294, 496, 499, 600.
608-9. 516, 631.

Chtliasm. and, L 460, 464, 460,
n. 150, 186, 653, 671. See
History of. Heresy, etc.

•• Church, and the, L 693, 645,
663. 601, nL 116, 118. 155,

199. 203-6, 207-8. 210, 217,
etc., 223, 225, 280, 384r^7-8-9,
243, 248, etc., 350, etc.. 365.
etc, 297. 311, 818. 829, 888,

425, 587. See Kingdom and
Church,Church,Dispensation,
design of, Election, Wall of

partition, etc
" concessions to, L 61.
' * conscience and, m. 285-6.
** covenants, and the, L 286, 816,

884, 400, n. 138. See Cove-
nants.

" credality, and IIL 291-8, 495-7.

David, and L 236, 268, 348, 734.

destructive, L 82, IL 288, 418,

446.720,770,780. See bitter-

ness of, widespread, Anti-

christ, Persecution future,

War, Trouble, Tribulation,

Signs, etc.

Unbelief, 'development theory, and the. L
115, 204, 434. 43«, 460, 510. n.
720, 726. 736, 746. 760. See
Humanltarianism. Natural-

ism, etc.

" diversity of, IIL 280, 288-9. 441,

619, etc. See forms of. Per-

versions, etc
faith, and, L 138. 807. IL 150.

652. 727, 758. 760. m. 283-4,

288-8. 2.il-2. 495. 497, 511.

See credulity of, reanon. etc

forms of, nL 280-1, 288-9, 290.

480, 491. See diversity of.

Perversions, etc
future, and the. IL 431. 701.

703, 722, 733, 778-9, m. 436.

441,612,577.695. See wide-

spread, Antichrist, Perseca-

tion, etc
** heathendom, and. m. 505.
*• history, and. IL 776.
** hope, and its future, IL 439.

See future.
** humanity of Jesus, and the XL

700.
** humility, and. IIL 497.
'* Incarnation, and the. L 671. m.

626.

Inexcusable, IIL 238,241. 256.

280.283-4,285.288.290.292^,
828-9. 440, 470-1, 476, 479.

483, 486, 489, 490, 494, 49l|

627. etc, 53:^.

Jewish, and. L 424, 427. 446. IL
493,607. See Jewish for ex-

tension.
" Jewish natioa, of the, IIL 126.

See Jewish nation.

Judging, and. IL 360.
•' Kingdom, and the. L 190, 19^,

424,430. 459, 610. 622, 629. IL
200, 840. m. 484-5-6, 487-8,

502, 620, 628. 646, 572. 575.

See Kingdom, Reign, Cove-

nants, etc
*' Kingship of the saints, and the,

n. 593, 597.

Messiah, and the, IIL 155. 295-6.

474. 612, 513. 516. 620. 533.

637, etc. 639. 667-8, 573-^.

680-1. See Incarnation, etc.

miracles, and, IL 758, IIL 78,

230,etc , 339, 281. 288-9.295-6.

473. 621, 683. See Super-

natural, Resurrection, etc.

** natural religion, and, IL 505.

See Naturallsn, HumaniU'
riaxUsm.

'" New Jerusalem, and the, 0L
48.

prophecy, and, L 164. 169, 233,

378. n. 89, 09, 148, 154. 722.
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728, 760, m. 131, 237-8. 240,

242.255-6,288,489.
Unbelief, reason, and. JXL 288-9, 291-2,

430, 436, 441, 490, 520, 511,
' * redeiiiptioD, and, IL 708.

reijrning, n. 571, 770,
" reBponaibility of, IIL 529. See

inexcusable.
*' resnrrection, and, the, L 801, IL

202. 812, IZL 524-5.
** revelation, and, IL 574.

salvation, and, IIL 279, etc. , 288,

etc., 436, 441, 469, 470, 476,

562.
;*' aayinpr of JeatiP, and the, L 630.

Bclence, and, m. 468-9, 470-1,

492, etc., 496, 498-9, 607-
511.

Bi^B. and, m. 136, 165.
" supernatural, end the, IIL 133,

202, 220, etc., 239. 278. 281,
288-9, 201-8. 205-6. 472-4,
476, 479. 483, 496, 506, 510.

See miracles.
** BuppresHion, and, IL 288.
" Theocracy, and the L 238, 316,

411, 428. See Kingdom, Un-
belief and the Kinfi^om.

'* tr&nalation, and the, IL 335.
*' widespread, L 84. IL 100, 162,

475, 683, 720, etc., 723, etc.,

779. etc., m. 115, etc., 118,

121-2, 130, 133-4r-6-6-7-8-9,
140-3-4-6, 154-8, liOl, 205-6,
208, 218, etc., 239, 248, etc..

251-3, 258. 278, etc.. 292-4.
•297, 437. 440, 507, 508-9, 577.

" worship, and, IL 727.

Unchangeable. See Christ, Covenants,
Oath, Faithfulness, Priesthood, Kings,
etc.

Unclean spirits, the three, IIL 162. 373.
United States, the, IL 748, 778-9. IH, 15.

Union of Church and State, See under
Church and State.

" •• believers, m. 122. 144.
" " •* future, n. 745.
*' *' saints with God. IL 588. 615.
•' ** Old and New Testa. L 157, 288,

338. 418, n. 51, 111, m. Ill,

131, 242, 471.
Unitarianism, IIL 534.
Unity, L 694, n. 295.

attained, how, m. 837, 595.
Church of the, L 687.

Epistles, of the, m. 861, etc.

Gospels, of the. IIL 850, etc.

manifested, m. 335, etc, 588.
race, of tlie, IL 774, IIL 500.

saints of, L 675.

Universalistfl, IL 866, 631, IIL 262.

Universe, the. IIL 489, 446.

Urim and Thummim, L 219, IL 768.

Vanity ofvayrldly expwtatums, IL 225.

Vaticanism, IL 154. See Papacy.
VaudoiB, L 521

.

Veil Jewish, the. IL 661.
Vengeance, IL 742, etc., 766, 768, 771-2,

77'i, m. 22. 80, 129. 184-^5, 189, 391, 404,

437. See War, Antichrist, Impre-
catory Psalms, etc

Verlial inspiration. See under Inspiral ion.

Vials, n. 686, G89, 717, 760, 764. m. 372-
3.

VindictivenHSs, alleged, IL 736, 771,
Vintage, IIL 882.

Violence uBed,L 674, 680, 686. IL 102, etc .

105, 109, 701, 740, etc, 776.

Virgins, parable of the ten, IL 24, 822.

Visibility of the Kingdom, L 851, 364,

36y, 564, 569, 573, 575, 641. 648, 651,

055, 660. 674-5. 683, 602, IL 88, 44, 46,

03, 97, 117, 123, 204, 840, 843, 348, 504,

513, 532-3, m. 43, etc., 460, etc.. 4^,
465. 528, 544.^. 548-0, 552. 582, 584.

587. See Covenants, Inheritance, King-
dom, ReifTD, Kings, etc.

Visible glory, IL 146, 176, 178. 188-9,
220. 345, 348. 351, 395. See
Kings, Prlesta.

'* reign, IL 840, etc. See Reign,
Kingdom.

" objectionp, IL 844, etc,

846, etc, 848.
Vision sealed. IL 661,

Voice, n. 831.
'* of the Lord, IIL 406,

Von Hauler (Eva), IIL 51,

Waitttiff, m. 180, 180, 822.

Waldeusians, L 112. 324, 521, IL 265, 676,

680
Wall nf partition, L 892, 405, IL 96.

Warning given, IL 186, 390. IIL 95, 108,
110, 116, 182, 135.151,165.

lack of, m. 119, 197-8,228,
War, continuing, IIL 129. 152.

'* ended, wlien. IL 770.
" future, n. 102, etc. 105. 109, 204,

751, etc, 758, etc, 766, etc, 770,
IIL 161. 165, 391, 576. 691. 598.

** future religioas, IL 656, 726, etc,
7Ji8. etc, 743, 751. etc, -759, 760,
766, 768.

«• Psalms, n. 768. See Imprecatory
Psalms.

Washing of regeneration. IL 478.

Watch, Implication of, IIL 94.

WatchfuIneBS, caution too, how violated,

m. 101, etc, 116, 119,

135-8, 165-0.168-9,197-

8, 219, 222, 225, 227-8.

258-9.
enjoined. IIL 95, 97-9, 106,

108, 119, 132-8, 185, 141.

159, 166-7-8, 180, 286,
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%'iS, 299, etc., SOS, 322.
384.

Watching, IL 336, 332.

Way, the narrow, m. ISA.
" BinAlIness of the, ZIL 502.

Wealth, nL 132, 152.

ha influence, nL 129, 152.
" of the church, ZIL 129.

Weddinfr. IIL 301. etc.

Weeks, the seventy, XL 659, etc., 718.

Westminster Assembly, L 681-2. XL 220,
nL 176, 182.

Whitbyan view. L 878, 525, 528. 580. 582-

4, 547-9, IL 150, 168, 156, 163, 215, 216,

217, 220, 265, 284. 878. 772, m. 184.

170. 172^,176-7. etc, 179, etc, 181, etc.

197,etc.,199. 216, 286.

White Brethren, IL 567.
^ hnnea, IL 580.
" (Mrs.), the prophetess, IL 823. IIL

163,264-6.
Whore, the,IL 683-4, 766.
Wicked, dead raised, IL 278. 288.

not with saints, IL
273. etc, 276, 278.

'* ** «* not with saints, wliy
delayed, IL 289,

290.

destiny of. IL 387, 678, 681, 695,

748, 772.
" momin^r, and the, IL 416.

removed, IIL 185. 189.
'* salvabiliiy, and, IL 468.

see the saints honored, 594-5, 740.

Wickedness, future, IL 105. 128, 186. 743,

748, 750, 772. Bee Anti-
christ, Sljirns, Unbelief, etc

increased, IIL 123, 127, etc,

131, 144, 147. 160. 164^,
183. 186, 188. 194. 197-8,
298-4. 382. 437. See Un.
belief, etc

Wickliffltes, L 521. IL 676,

Wilderness, the, IL 326, IIL 21-28.

Wilhelminiaus, IIL 70.

Wilkinson (Jemima\ IIL 70.

>Vill, the Divine, m. 597. See Divine
Purpose,

of God done, the, IIL 444, etc
V' liinpr people, a, IIL 591.

^ .' underaund, the, IIL 97, 108, 151.
\y<^ >m and rulership. IL 680.

true, nL 441.

^^orldly, nL 297.

. Gospel a, m. 117, 187, 141, 169,

193.197, 200.204.
>! the Spirit, L 67.

1 TX 186, 288-9.
two, n. 706, 756.

^n of the, m. 431, etc
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